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INTRODUOTION.

The ritle Dictionary of Law has been chosen for this book because it seeks to

define and otherwise explain law terms and expressions, to show the application

of leg 11 principles, and to present judicial interpretations of common words and

phrases.

Similar productions, heretofore issued, are marked, in the opinion of the writer.

by the following imperfections:

1. Absence of judicial matter, especially of judicial definitions or interpreta

tions and reasoning: also, dearth of non-technical terms as cross-references.

2. Neglect or omission of important subjects, and needless repetition of matter

under different heads. '

3. Inattention to pronunciation, and lack of discrimination in selecting words '

.for etymological explanation.

4. Omission of the names of the parties to important cases, and of the dates

when decisions were rendered.

5. The presence of thousands of obsolete Anglo-Saxon, Old English, Scotch.

Spanish, French, and civil law words and phrases, antiquated Norman and Latin

expressions, and matters of a purely non-legal character,-—a mass of material oi

no use to student or practitioner, of interest to the legal antiquarian alone.

In the preparation of this work care has been taken not to follow in the “ beaten

path ” of law dictionaries. Under the following heads its plan is set forth:

1. The diiferent spellings of terms are noted, the preferred spelling being placvtl

first, with comment where pertinent.

2. The correct pronunciation of words often mispronounced is indicated, ac

cording to Webster's Dictionary.

3. As to etymology, while the aim has been to discriminate between term~

whose origin is of no importance or interest and such as contain in their anciem

form somewhat of their present signification, the supposed origin of all technical

terms is stated.

4. The definitions are printed in the larger type, except where incorporated in

a paragraph along with explanatory matter. ‘

The endeavor has been to find definitions framed by the courts, the highest

tribunals of this country receiving the preference. Some by text-writers also are

given. Where a court explains rather than defines a term (as, in a charge to a

jury), such explanation has generally been condensed. Definitions thought to

be too narrow or too broad in statement have been modified with a view to

greater fullness and clearness.

Any change made in the phraseology of a definition is indicated. A single
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bracket [denotes that a slight or immaterial change has been made; a double

bracket [ ] that the substance only is given — that the definition is recast, or that

a definition is constructed out of the language employed by the authority cited,

or is formed upon partial or incomplete definitions found in the accompanying

citations.

The absence of a bracket denotes that no change has been made in the lan

guage of the court. This last class of definitions makes up the body of the

DICTIONARY portion of the book, and constitutes one of the special features

mentioned-'—its large number of judicially framed definitions.

The word “ whence," which will be noticed in the text immediately after

some definitions, does not necessarily mean that the word or words which follow

it are derived from the title word, but that they are derivatives from the same root

word,— the latter being sometimes included in the appended list. This is done

to avoid repetitions under different forms of the same word.

Expressions having the same initial word are placed under that word. arranged

alphabetically with reference to the second word. Thus, A mensa will be found

under A, and not between Amends and A'merce.

For typographical reasons, general cross-references have been advanced to the

beginning of a few articles, and some common words, not originally intended for

definition, have been defined.

5. Synonyms are treated under the leading word of the group. For positives

and negatives— words beginning with dis-, il-, in-, non-, re-, un-, reference should

be had to the simple word, except where the negative itself is the word most used.

Examples: Dishonor, Insolvency, and Insanity.

6. The Latin and Norman-French law terms now in use have been collected,

and such maxims and phrases as student and practitioner alike meet in the books

they consult. The selection also includes important terms found in treatises on

Roman law, mention of the primitive meaning of terms current under new

applications, and explanation of a few terms in ancient law long obsolete but

occasionally referred to as of historical interest.

Each Latin maxim or phrase is entered, in whole or in part, as a title or sub

title under its initial word; but if that word is unimportant, like the particles

a, ab, con, de, in, nam, pro, qui, quad, ut, or is an adjective, a cross-reference is

made from such word to the principal word, under which the expression is ex

plained at length. -

7. Having given the origin of a term, and the senses in which it is used, where

the importance of the subject warrants it, the value of the idea or the extent of

its application in the affairs of society is stated—by comment, more or less ex

tended, or by reference to a related topic under which such information may be

found. These remarks, which are printed in the smaller type and compose the

COMMENTARY portion of the work, consist, in brief, of matters pertaining, it is

believed, to every recognized branch of the law, and set forth the “ reasoning of

the law" itself.

For English common law antedatin;r the adoption of the Constitution, I have

relied chiefly upon the commentaries of Blackstone, making my own abridgment
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of that invaluable treatise, and citing it in all cases. Many statements of prin

ciples have been taken from the commentaries and decisions of Chancellor Kent,

more from the works and decisions of Judge Story. and not a few paragraphs

from other and later standard writers.

Under appropriate heads have been embodied the various provisions of the

Constitution of the United States, and many from the constitutions of the States.

When the former is given verbatim its original orthography and punctuation

have been restored.

Quotations are made from English statutes followed in this country.

Still more frequently acts of Congress, from the earliest to the latest date, have

been drawn upon -— very important recent ones being reprinted entire; also, enact

ments in the several States, including sections from codes.

There are also presented decisions of the courts on the foregoing subjects, ex

planatory of questions of general and sometimes of local importance, and, for

the most part. of permanent interest. To this end, all the decisions of the United

States Supreme Court have been read, and thousands of the decisions rendered in

the States—indeed, entire series of State reports.

8. In the cross-references a subject may be found to be not the title word, but

its shortest form.

English words are referred to foreign words, and vice versa, wherever there is

likeness or sameness of sense between them, and a perusal of both will contribute

to an understanding of the general subject.

Sub-titles referred to under the title word are italicised.

Having treated each word where it will be soonest comprehended in its own

meaning or meanings and as related to other subjects, references to it, under

heads where it might be incidentally treated. are entered.

Specific terms are fully defined only under the generic head with which they

are associated. Thus under “ Express" the reader will not find “ express con

tract:" he will there find “express” explained, generically and specifically, but

it is only under “ Contract " that he will learn anything substantial about “ex

press contract.” Not so, with local or isolated expressions, such as “ Baby Act."

and “ Lynch Law."

9. In the selection of cases, preference has been given to decisions reviewing or

collecting earlier cases.

_In a very few instances the dates of decisions are not given because not known.

In collections of leading cases, where the annotations are the important matter,

the year of the title case may not be stated.

From 108 to 128 United States Supreme Court Reports (October, 1882, to

January, 1889), the year when an opinion was rendered is given; prior to 108

U. S., the reporters noted only the year of the term to which the writ of error or

the appeal was taken.

Cases without the names of the parties are such as follow a text-book quoted;

or they occur where it was not thought necessary to make copious reference to

definitions on common technical terms; or where a later quotes an earlier author

ity already given in full; or they are so added in order not to take up space on s
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point already supported by cases cited at length; or they establish a principle

universally accepted; or they concern incidental or illustrative matters; or they

show where a term or maxim was applied. Cited to a common word, they will

sometimes be found to contain that word without suggestion as to its general

meaning or use. .

The word “cases," printed at the end of a citation, imports that the court

examined previous decisions which will be found discussed or referred to in the

decision itself. This device, while saving space, directs the reader to other cases

on the same subject.

The abbreviation id. refers to another volume in the same set or series; ib., to

the volume last mentioned. Unless otherwise indicated, new series is meant, where

there is also an “ old series." “ R." stands for Railroad or Railway. “ Constitu

tion ” means Constitution of the United States; while “constitution " refers to the

similar instrument belonging to a particular State. “Supreme Court " means

the Supreme Court of the United States; in a few instances, for purposes of distinc

tion, the names of the other Federal courts begin with capital letters. “ State"

refers to one of the United States; “ state" to a nation; “ R. S." to the Revised

Statutes of the United States; “ Government" to the National government.

The first descriptive word in the names of corporations has been sought for.

Some reports furnish nothing more than “Insurance Co." or “ Railroad Co."

Unless otherwise noted, the original or star pages are intended.

10. I have received valuable information from other dictionaries. For original

extracts taken from them due credit has been given. Definitions from these

books, adopted by the courts, are noted. Where a court has approved a defini

tion of a common word as found in a vernacular dictionary, or in a cyclopwdia,

the title of such work is placed after the particular case, separated from it by a

colon; so, also, with matter from other sources.

11. References are made to useful articles in the law periodicals, especially to

such as discuss cases, and to a few articles in lay publications.

12. A knowledge of the chief events in the lives of Sir William Blackstone,

James Kent, and Joseph Story, the most widely read of law-writers,— in partic

ular, the circumstances under which their works were composed, with informa

tion as to difl'erent editions,— being useful to all students of the law, and those

works having been largely quoted throughout this book—brief biographies are

inserted under the-names of those distinguished jurists.

Hoping that the volume will in some degree lighten the labors of student and

practitioner, it is submitted to the kindly consideration of the profession.

Pmssuaon, Pa., March 1, 1889. W‘ C‘ Ammo!‘
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A.

A, or a, the first letter of the alphabet, is

used in legal, legislative, and judicial writ

ings as a numerical character, as an abbrevi

ation, and as a word:

1. The capital serves for marking -(1) the

first division, chapter, or other large portion

of a legal treatise or digest; (2) the first ap

pendix in a report: of cases, or of a commission

or committee; (8) the first schedule to a con

stitution or a statute; (4) the first series of an

issue of corporate or governmental bonds;

(6) the first distinct portion of any other tab

ulated statement.

The small letter designates — (1) in old law

books, the first page of a leaf or folio (b des

ignating the second page); (2) in modern

works, the first paragraph of new matter in

serted in the body of a volume: as, of a new

section printed between older sections; (3)

the first foot-note to a page in the first edi

tion of a book: in enlarged editions. espe

cially those prepared by annotators, a note

subjoined to such foot-note is designated as

a‘, or ((1)‘, u’, etc.

The other letters, capital and small (in the language

of printers, upper case and lower case), are used in

the same manner.

2. Indicates the first of a number of docu

ments or other proofs: as, Exhibit " A," or

“ A i," “ A 2,” etc.

The other letters, in their order, are similarly em

ployed. See further Exsmrr, 2.

in the old States, volumes containing recorded in

struments were formerly, and perhaps are still, desig

nated by letters, or by letters and numbers: as, A,

orA 1; B, or B l; A 2, B 2; AA, BB. To avoid errors

and confusion in copying reterencea some of the

letters, as J, K, N, U, V, Y, were not used.I

 

' in the superior court of Baltimore city, Ald., this

proctiee, which was begun in 1651. continued to I797;

8. As an abbreviation, usually denotes

American, anno, appeal, article, assistant,

associate, attorney.

Has been used for al in the expression at cl.‘

Auus.

Formerly stood for advcv-nu (verru-I); Bl. Cockle ‘I

Underwood.‘

Among the Puritans, a convicted adultreee wore an

A upon the front of her dress. in Plymouth colony by

law of 1668. or earlier, and in Vermont as late as rise.

A. D. Anno Domini, in the year of our

Lord. See Yuan.

A. G. Attorney-general.

A. J. Assistant, or associate, judge or

justice. A. JJ. Associate judges or justices.

A. L. J. Associate law judge or justice. See

Jones.

A. R. Anno regni, in the year of the reign.

A 1. Of the highest class.

Originated with. underwriters in rating vessels: the

A denoted that the hull of a particular ship was well

built and seaworthy for A voyage otany length; the l

the eflicient state of her tackle, sails, apparel, and other

appurtenances. B, C, and other letters, indicated

lower conditions of seaworthiness; 2, 8, and perhaps

other numerals, interior or insufiicient appurte

nances!

4. The indefinite article a or an.

Often used in the sense of any, and then applies to

more than one individual object‘

in the oflice of the recorder of deeds for Pl‘ililiLlL‘li)llil

county, Pm, it continued [mm 1688 to 1790; in the

county court of Augusta, Va., from 1745 to 1879; in the

ofllce of recorder of deeds for Allegheny county, Pa,

from 1788 to 1849. in the last county there is a deed

book N 5, or volume 86. in the department of internal

ailnirs at Harrisburg, Pa., the patent books ieurly

numbers 0! which contain the grants from William

Penn; are designated as A 1 1020, AA 1 to 16, P I was,

Hi to T4; and Lhere is also in use a second series oi‘

account books designated as AA, BB, et4:., to Hi! 4,

which last is in use in 1838.

'58 N. H. 3, 4, 6, 7, et seq.

'1 Abb. Pr. R. 0. s. l; 111., vol; I-I11

'SeeWebster\ Diet, p. lTb2: Chambers‘ Ency., tit L

‘ Nat. Union Bank v. Copeland, 141 Mm 266 (11%)

See

(1)
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Where directors are empowered to issue a note

or accept a bill of exchange. they may give several

notes or bills. equal to the sum specified.‘ See ANY;

Ta:

5. The Latin preposition: from, away from,

by, in, on. Compare AB.

A fortiori. \Vith stronger (reason); with

more right; much more.

A private person, and a f0rtio11' a,peaco-oflicer.

present when a felony is committed. is bound to arrest

the felon.’

A multo for-ttori. By far the stronger- reason.

right. equity." ‘

A gratin. Out of favor; from mere in

dulgence, and not of right. See GRACE.

A latere. By the side: collaterally.

Said 0! sucoeaion to property; but now oi’ rare oc

eurrence.

A mensa et thoro (torn). From table

and bed: from bed and board. A vinculo

matrimonii. From the bond of matri

mony.

The former describes a “ partial " divorce separa

tion of the parties by law. with all rights preserved;

the latter, a “ total" divorce: complete dissolution oi’

the marriage relation with all incidental rights See

further Drvonca.

A nativitate. From birth. from infancy.

The legal settlement of an idiot is nativitate is that

of his father.‘

A posteriori. From what comes after —

the effect. A priori. From what goes be

fore — the cause.

Reasoning from an effect back to its supposed cause

is described as 0 poateriori; reasoning or argument

trom an assumed cause to the result it may or must

produce is termed a priori.‘

A prendre. F. See Paorrr, A prendre.

A quo. From which.

As. the court a gun a cause has been removed.

by an appeal or a writ cf error. Correlative ad quem.

to which. See further Qm. Quo. '

A retro. In arrear, q. v.

A SO0iiS. From its associates; from its

surroundings; from the context. See fur

ther Noscrrua.

A teneris annis. From tender years; by

reason of youth. See Nsouorzscn.

A verbis legis. See Lax, A verbis. etc.

 

l Thompson :1. Wesleyan Association. 66 E. C. L. 549

(X849). See also Shari! 1). Common wealth. 2 Binn ‘M6.

519 (1810).

I 1 Bl. Com. 292.

' X00 U. S. on

' Although strictly terms in logic. these expressions

are so common in law language that they may be con.

sidered quasi legal

' Shippen v. Gaines. 17 Pa. (2 0&1)

A vinculo. See A mcnsa, etc.

AB. L. From.

Takes the place of a before a vowel sound. Soc

A. 5; Ass.

Ab sssuetis. See INJURIA. Ab assuetis.

Ab inconvenienti. From hardship. q. u.

Ab initio. From the beginning; from in

ception.

A contract is said to be illegal, a writ. an action. or

a service. irregular or void. ab iniiio. See Tnmmss.

Ab initio.

Ab int-estato. From an intestate (owner).

Ab invito. By one unwilling: unwill

ingly. See INVITUS.

Ab irato. By one in anger— displeased.

A gift. bequest or devise. adverse to the interest of

any heir is sometimes said to be made ab irato.

ABANDON.I To relinquish. surrender,

disclaim. desert, forsake, give up wholly.

Whencs abandonment, non-abandonment,

and (though rare) abandoner, abandonee.

As. to abandon property. a relation. a proceeding

any species of right.

“ Abandon " includes the intention and the external

act by which it is carried into efl’ect.'

To constitute an abandonment of a right,

there must be an unequivocal and decisive

act of the party showing a determinatior

not to have the benefit designed.‘ See Es

TOPPEL

For example, a homestead is abandoned by

an act which shows an intention wholly tc

relinquish it; not by temporary absence.‘

A statute may require that this intention be prove;

by a declaration duly executed and recorded.‘

There is a difference between “abandon

ing" and “surrendering " a right or thing;

between giving it up because regarded as use

less, and assigning or transferring it to an

other as valuable. When one surrenders a

thing by solemn agreement in writing. he

certainly does not “ abandon ” it in the sense

in which that word is generally under

stood.6

1. Property. An object of property re

mains the owner’s till such time as he does

some act which shows an intention to aban

don it; then it becomes publici juris once

 

I F. 0. to; ban-. to proscrlbe. give up. See Bu.

' Livermore 1:. White. 74 Me. 456 (1883). Appleton. O. J.

' [Dawson v. Daniel. 2 Flip. M (1878). Hammond. J.

‘ Hurt u. Hollingsworth. 100 U. 8. 101 (1879); B

Minn. K).

"Pipton v. Martin. 71 Cal. 828 (1886); Cal. Civ. Code.

55 ms-4t

' [Hagan I. Gnlkfll. G N. J. E. I17 (18), Bird. V. 0,
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more, liable to appropriation by the next oc

cupant.I

" 1! a man be dissatisfied with his immovable estate

and abandon it, immediately he departs from it cor

porally, with the intention that it shall no longer be

his; and it will become the property of him who first

enters thereon." See Dsaauorios, 2.

Property is abandoned when it is thrown away, or

its possession is voluntarily forsaken by the owner,

ln which case it will become the property of the first

occupant; or, when it is voluntarily lost or left without

the hope or expectation of again acquiring it,— then it

becomes the property of the finder, subject to the

superior claim of the owner; except that in salvage

cases, by the admiralty law, the finder may hold pos

session until he is paid his compensation or till the

property is submitted to legal jurisdiction for ascer

tainment of the compensation.I See Full), 1.

To an abandonment of “land " there must bea con

currence of the act of leaving the premises vacant, so

that they may be appropriated by the next comer,

with an intention of not returning.‘ See Vaoarrr.

No rule of law, applicable to all cases, can be laid

down, as to what change of a “ station “ will constitute

an abandonment or relocation. Every relocation in

volves, in one sense, an abandonment of the old

station.‘

The abandonment of an “eaeement“ imports a

non~user of it. All acts of enjoyment must have

totally ceased for the same length of time that was

necessary to create the original presumption.‘ See

Eassttaa-"r.

A person may abandon an “ invention" in two

senses: (1) When he gives up his idea, abandons it in

the popular sense, relinquishes the intention of per

fectlng it, so that another person may take up the

same thing and become the original and first inventor;

(2) when, having madean invention, he allows the

public to use it without objection.I See Parasr, 2.

In the law of marine insurance, abandon

ment is the act of cession, by which in cases

where the loss or destruction of the prop

erty, though not absolute, is highly immi

nent, or its recovery is too expensive to be

worth the attempt, the assured, on condition

 

I [1 Bl. Com. 9-10.

' Partidas, 8, Tit 4, law 50; Sldeck v. Duran, 6? Tex.

262 11887), cases.

' Eads 1;, Brazelton, 22 Ark. 500 (1801), cases. Fair

child. J.

‘Judson n. h1nl]oy,40 Cal. 810 (1870). Rhodes, C. J.

‘Attorney-General 1:. Eastern R Co., 137 Mass. 48

(1884).

See also 64 111.238; 49 N. Y. 846; 2 Johns. 98; 9 Pa.

H3; 21 W. Va. 286; 40 Am. Dec. 464, n.; 2 Washb. Real

Prop. 870.

‘Coming 0. Gould. 16 Wend. 535-36 (1837), cases;

I Has. 275.

' [Amer1ca.n, &'c. Dressing Machine Co. v. American

T001 00., 4 Fish. P. C. 299 (ISTIJ). And see Planing

hiachine Co. v. Keith, 101 U. S. 485 (1879); Bump, Pat

ants. 246.

of receiving at once the whole amount of

the insurance, relinquishes to the under

writers all his property and interest in the

thing insured, as far as it is covered by the

policy, with all the claims that may ensue _

from its ownership, and all profits that may

arise from its recovery.l

The yielding up or surrendering to the in

surer by the insured of his interest in the

property.2

Usually made by the owner of the property when

informed of the peril or loss. He gives the insurer

notice of the abandonment, the efiect of \\'l1ich is to

place the insurer in his position to the extent of the

interest insured.I

To be made within reasonable time; which is a ques

tion of fact and of law. No particular form is neces

sary, nor need it be in writing; but it should be ex

plicit, and not left to be inferred from equivocal acts.

The insured must yield up all his interest in the sub

ject. Regularly made, operates as a transfer of the

property to the underwriter.‘

“ The right of abandonment does not depend upon

the certainty, but on the high probability, of a total

loss, either of the property or of the voyage, or both.

The insured is to act, not upon certainties. but upon

probabilities, and if the facts present a case of extreme

hazard, and of probable expense exceeding half the

value of the ship, the insured may abandon; though

it should happen that she was afterward recovered at

less expense." If the abandonment, when made, is

good, the rights of the parties are definitely fixed, and

do not become changed by subsequent events; if not

good, subsequent circumstances will not impart va

lldity to it.‘

Where the interest insured is that of a part owner,

or when the entire owner insures some definite part,

the abandonment is limited to a cession of the insured

interest; but, when the insurance reaches every part

of the ownership indiscriminately, the abandonment

extends to the entire property, though its value ex

ceeds the amount of the insurance. For the protec

tion of the underwriter, the abandonment relates

hack to the date of the loss.‘ See Ds'.as.uc'rioN, 8;

Loss, 2.

The doctrine is not applicable to tire insurance.‘

 

‘ '2 Amould, Mar. Ins. 912.

I [Merchants‘, &c. hlar. Ins. Co. v. Duffleld, 2 Handy,

127 (Ohio, 1856).

‘Chesapeake Ins Co. v. Stark. 0 Crunch, C. C. 272

(1810), Marshall, C. J.; Patapsco ins. Co. v. Southgate,

5 Pet. 621 (1831); The City of Norwich, 118 U. S. 492. 508

(1886): 4 Pet. 144; 4 B. Mon. Mi; 6 Ohio St $3; 1'2 Mo.

Ap. 250-51; 82 E. C. L. 110-20; 2 Am. Mar. Ins. 912

N2; 2 Pars. Mar. Ins. ill-$00.

‘ Br-adlle v. Maryland Ins. Co., 12 Pet. 897 (1888). Story,

1, quoting ll Kent, 8121; Marshall 1!. Delaware ins. Co,

4 Cranch, 206 (1808). Same cases approved. Orient

Mut. Ins. Co. v. Adams, 1213 U. S. 67 (I857), Harlan, J.

‘The Manitoba, 80 F. R. 129 \l&$7).

' Slay. ins. $4216.
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2. Relation or Duty. The relation of bus

band and wife, of parent and child, or of

master and servant.

(1) The act of a husband in voluntarily

leaving his wife with an intention to forsake

her entirely,— never to return to her, ~and

never to resume his marital duties toward

her or to claim his marital rights.l

Such neglect as either leaves the wife des

titute of the common necessaries of life, or

would leave her destitute but for the charity

of others.2

Exists when a man fails tosuppiy his wifewlth such

necessaries and comforts of life as are within his

reach, and by cruelty compels her to quit him and

seek shelter and protection elsewhere.‘ See further

Csuss, 1 (2), Reasonable; Dusarrox, I; Divoacs.

(2) The act of a parent in exposing an in

fant of tender years (usually under seven) in

any place, with intent wholly to desert it.‘

See DISPOSE, 2.

(3) For an apprentice, a sailor, or a soldier,

to quit hifservice, intending not to return to

it. See Dasaanon, 2, 3.

8. Of Legal Proceedings. Voluntary, when

of the plaintiffs own accord; involuntary,

when the defendant compels him either to

abandon or to continue the action. See NON

surr; Rnrasmr.

ABATE.‘ To quash, beat down, de

stroy.‘

“Abating" is used in' three senses. The

first and primitive sense is that of beating

down a nuisance; the second, that of abating

a writ or action — its overthrow or defeat by

some fatal exception to it; in the third de

notes that the rightful possession or freehold

of an heir or devises is overthrown by the

rude intervention of a stranger."

In such expressions as to abate a demand, duties,

ream, taxes, the word has no distinctly technical

meaning. Compare Rssxrs.

Abater; abator. He who actually re

moves a nuisance; also, he who abates a free

hold. See l. infra.

 

I [Moore l‘. Stevenson, 27 Conn. 25 (1858), Ellsworth, J.

A fem:-sole trader law.

I [Wsshhurn v. Washburn, 9 Cal. 476 (1858), Field, J.

A divorce case.

ILevering I1. Levering. 16 hid. 219 (1860), Bartel, J.

A divorce case.

0560 State v. Davis. 70 “O M“ (1969): 4 Bl. Com. 1%.

' F. abaffre: L. ab-baluere, to beat down, prostrate.

I Case 1:. Humphrey, 6 Conn. N0 (18%).

' [8 Bl. Com. l6&

Abatement. Demolition, destruction,

diminution, removal, suspension.

In equity practice. a suspension of pro

ceedings in a suit from want of parties

capable of proceeding therein.l

1. Abatement of a fieehold; of an es

tate. \\-'here a person dies seized of an in

heritance, and, before the heir or devisee

enters, a stranger, who has no right, makes

entry and gets‘ possession of the freehold.’

Compare AMOTION, 1.

2. Abatement of a legacy. The re

duction ofa legacy, in case of insufiiciency

of assets to pay all debts and other legacies.

First, general legacies, and then specific legacies,

abate proportionately.

The rule is that where bequests are made in the

form ofa general legacy, and are pure bounty, and

there is no expression in or inference to be drawn

from the will manifesting an intention to give them

priority. in case of a deficiency of funds to pay them

in full, they abate ratabiy: on the principle that

equality is equity.’ See Laoscv.

8. Abatement of a nuisance. The re

moval of a nuisance.

Whatever unlawfullyannoys or doeth dam

age to another may be abated, 1'. 2., taken

away or removed by the party aggrieved

thereby, he committing no riot.‘

An injunction may prevent, and a verdict for dam

ages may punish. but neither will " abate " s nui

sauce.‘ See further Nuisascr.

4. Abatement of a writ. Quashing or

setting it aside on account of some fatal de

fect in it.°

A plea in abatement is one mode. Sometimes it is

the duty of the court to abate a writ ex ofllcio. Where

the writ is a nullity, so that judgment thereon would

be incurably erroneous, it is do facfo abated]

Plea in abatement. Matter of defense

which defeats an action for the present, be

cause of a defect in the writ or declaration.l

Such plea is: (1) of the wra't— for an irregularity,

defect, or informality, in its terms. form, Issue, serv

ice or return, or for want of jurisdiction in the court;

(2) to the acfion-as misconceived, or because the

right has not yet accrued. or because another action is

pending;I (B) to the declaration, on account of- is)

 

1See Story. Eq. Pl. §§ 20, n, 86$.

'8 Bl. Com. 168.

' Titus v. Titus. 96 N. J. E. 114, 117-19 (W75), csseg

Runyon. Ch.; Brown I). Brown, 79 Va. 650 (IBM),M

' [8 Bl. Com. 5, 168.

' Ruff v. Phillips. 50 Ga. 182 (1878).

' [3 Bl. Com. me, 1302.]

' Case 1:. Humphrey, 6 Conn. H0 (1826).

' [3 Bl. Corn. 302. See the Staph. Plead. (7; (huh

Plead. 235.
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the misnomer of a party; (b) the disability of a

party: ' alienage, infancy, coverture, lunacy, im

prisonment, non-existence of a corporation; (c) a

privilege (q. u.) in the defendant; (d) non-joinder or

mls-ioinder of parties; (e) a departure a between the

writ and the declaration; (f) a variance between the

writ and the instrument sued upon.

if the action be such as survives (q. 11.), the repre

sontaiive of a deceased party may be substituted.I

Pleadable to an indictment, but chiefly for mis

nomcrfi 1

Because they are dilatory, pleas in abatementare

not favored. Each plea must give a better writ, i. e.,

show how the writ may be amended. Each must also

precede a plcnto the merits,’ I and a plea in bar; ' and

be verified by nfildavit.

Judgment upon a plea is, for the plaintifl’—-ro

spondeat ouster, that the defendant answer anew; for

the defendant- quad bilia cassefur, that the writ be

made void or abated.l

See AIl.\’DI!.\'T, 1; Qcasn; Ptn; Pnunnro; Bl

vrvs, 1. Compare Ban, 3, Plea in.

ABBREVIATIONS. A judge may,

without proof, determine the meaning of the

customary abbreviations of Christian names,6

names of oflicesfl names of places,8 and com

mon words.’ See AMBIGUITY; NAME, 1.

See, in this book, particular words, and the collec

tions of abbreviations at the beginning of each letter.

Ln declaring upon an instrument containing abbre

viated terms, extrinsic averments may be used to

make them intelligible; and evidence of the sense in

which the parties were in the habit of using the abbre

viations, and of thcir (:0n\‘cntional meaning, is admis

sible, but not to show the intention of one party in

using them. "

Generally, in indictments, common words are to be

used as descriptive of the matter. Abbreviations of

terms employed by men of science or in the arts will

not answer, without full explanation of their meaning

in common language. The use of A. D., year of our

Lord, because of its universality, constitutes an excep

tion. Arabic figures and Roman letters have also

become indicative of numbers ‘as fully as words writ

 

1Cool: v. Burnley, 11 Wall. 668 (1867).

‘Society for Propagation of the Gospel v. Town of

Pawlet, 4 Pet. 601 (1830).

'4 Bl. Com. 834.

4 Baltimore, &c. R. 00. 0. Harris, 12 Wall. 84 (1870);

Pointer v. State, 89 ind. 257 (1886).

'8 Bl. Com. 802-8. See generally Gould, Plead.

E5-78; Stephen, Plead. 47451.

' Gordon's Lessee v. Holiday, 1 Wash. 239 (1805);

Weaver 1;. liicElhenon, 18 lilo. 90 (1860); Stephen ‘L

Slote, 11 Ga. ‘.241 (1852).

" Moseley! “ Adm‘r " v."l\iastin, 8? Ala. E21 (1861).

' Ellis v. Park, 8 Tex. 206 (1852); Russell 11. Martin, 15

6d. 288 (1855).

'Jaqua v. Wlthsm, &c. Co.. 106 ind. 547-48 (1886);

Dana r. Fiedler, 12 N. Y. 40,46 (1854); 1 Grecnl. Ev.

‘til; -2 Whart. Ev. § 1003; Best, EV. 232, 2}‘-Z.

" Jaqun 0. Witham, 810. Cu, 106 lmL 547-48 (1686),

cases; Robinson v. Kanawha Bank, 44 Ohio St. 441 (18%).

ABET

ten out could be.' Their general use makes them

lrnown to all men. But unexplained initials, as, for

example, initials referring to public land surveys.

may not be employed in an indictment.l

ABDUCTIONJ Taking away a wife,

child, or ward, by fraud and persuasion, or

open violence.‘

In private or civil law, the act of taking

away a man's wife by violence or persua

sion.4

In criminal law, the act of taking away or

detaining a woman either against her own

will, or, in the case of a minor, against the

will of her parents or other person having

the lawful charge of her.5

Any unlawful seizure or detention of a

female.6

The taking may be accomplished by solicitations or

inducements, as well as by force. This, at least. is

the intention of the California statute which punishes

abductions for purposes of prostitution.’ in New

York, also, it must be proved that there was persua

sive inducement on the part of the accused, for the

purposes of prostitution; mere permission or allow

ance to follow such a life is not enough. And proof

must be given, aside from the testimony of the alleged

abducted female, of the taking and the specific intent.I

Harboring against the will is abduction. Not, pro

tection against abuse, nor shelter given after the par

ent or guardian has relinquished the right of control.

Every abduction includes a false imprisonment. The

remedies are trespass oi oi armis for damages, and

indictment for the assault and battery.‘ See KlDNAP

mo; Ssavrruns, 1.

A.BE‘1‘." To aid, encourage, promote the

commission of an ofiense; to incite a person

to commit a crime. Whence abettor, abet

ment. See Accasssnv; Am, 1.

If men who are present ats quarrel encourage a

battery, they thereby assume the consequences of the

act, equally with the party who does the beating;

often, indeed, they are more culpable. It is not neo

easary that encouragement should consist of appeals.

It is enough that they sanction what is being done, and

 

I United States v. Relchert, 82 F. R. 147 (1887),

Field, J. See Bish. Contr. 5377

I L. ab-ducerc, to lead away.

‘See 8 Bl. Com. 189; Carpenter 1;. People, 8 Barb.

600 (1850); State 1:. George, 98 N. C. 570 (1886).

' 8 Stephen. Com. 431'.

' [Sweet's Law Dict

' See 1 Russell, Crimes, 9 Am. ed., 940; 6 Strob. (8.

Car.) 1.

" People 1:. Marshall, 50 Cal. 888 (1881).

' People v. Plath, 100 N. Y. 590 (1885), cases. Rugar,

C. J.: Penal Code, 5 £2; Laws 1884, c. 46, 5 2; amended,

Laws 1886, c. 81.

'8 Bl. Com. 18941.

357-60 ('1&~i»i), cases.

1' F. a-beter, to bait, lune on.

Astoplace,see60r.Ll
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manifest this by demonstrations of resistance to any

who might desire to interfere to prevent it; or by

words. gestures or acts, indicating approval.I

ABEYANGE.‘ In expectation, remem

brance, and contemplation of law; in sus

pense.‘

Subsisting in contemplation of law.‘

In abeyance: undetermined.

Said of a fee or a freehold when there isno

person in ease in whom it can vest and abide:

though the law considers it as always poten

tially existing, and ready to vest when a

proper owner appears.‘

Thus, in a grant to A for life and then to the heirs

of B, the fee is not in A or B, nor can it vest in the

“ heirs “ of B till after his death: it therefore remains

in waiting or abeyance, during the life of B.‘

It is a maxim of the common law that a fee cannot

be in abeyance. The maxim rests upon reasons that

have now no existence. and it is not now of universal

application. Even where it still applies, being a com

monlaw maxim, it must yield to a statutory provision

inconsistent with lt—as, the Confiscation Act of 1862.‘

The franchise of a corporation may be in obey

ance; ’ so may a grant of land to a charity.‘ In this

category, also, are all property rights of a bankrupt

until final adjudication; ' and, a capture until a prize

court has passed upon it. I‘

ABIIDE. To await; as, in saying that

costs abide the event of the suit.

Abide by. To conform to, obey.

“ To abide by an award" is to stand by the

determination of the arbitrators. and take

the consequences of the award; to await the

award without revoking the submission; not,

necessarily, to acquiesce in, or not to dispute

the award."

The language employed in arbitration bonds, " to

abide by the award,“ is to prevent the revocation or

breaking of the contract of submission, rather than to

apply to the actual finding of the arbitrators"

in a bond " to appear and abide the order of the

court," means to perform, to execute. to conform to,

such order. An obligation to appear and abide the

final order and judgment (in force through the entire

 

I Frantz u. Lenhart, 56 Pa. 867 (1867). See 50 Conn.

101, oz.

‘ F. abeiance, suspension. waiting: abayer, to ex

pect.

‘ 2 Bl. Com 107, 216, 818.

‘ 4 Kent, 260.

‘ 2 Bl. Com. 1iYI.

‘Wallmh v. Vnnltiswick. I! U. 8. Ill(1Wl5).

' Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 4 Wheat. 091 (1819).

‘Town of Pawlet v. Clark1 ii Cranch, 882 (1815).

‘Bank 11. Sherman, 101 U. S. 406 (1879).

"1Kent,102. See also 5 Man. 566; 15 id. (04.

" Shaw u. Hatch, ii N. H.168(1Bil3).

“Marshall v.Reed,48 N. H. 40(1868):17 id 451: 5

BL ill.

ABORTION

proceedings), although it does not oblige the defend

ant to attend court personally and consecutively, yet

it does require him to take notice, by himself or his

representative, of each step in the proceeding, and to

attend personally when by law necessary.I

" To abide and satisfy " a judgment or order is to

perform, execute, conform to, and to satisfy it; that is,

to carry it into complete elect.‘

Abiding conviction. Of guilt — a set

tled and fixed conviction, a conviction which

may follow a careful examination of the

whole evidence in the case.‘

ABILITY. See Csrscrn; Dl8A.B[Ll’i'Y;

Pscomsav; Rsnssumrxrs; Rmronsmnrr.

ABLEGATUS. See Mmrsrna, B.

AIBODE. The place where a person dwells.

Prescribed as the criterion of the residence

required to constitute a legal voter, nothing

more than a domicil, a house, which the party

is at liberty to leave, as interest or whim may

dictate, but without any present intention to

change it.‘

The place where a college is situated may or may

not be a student's permanent abode. To such as are

free from parental control, and regard the place as

their home, having no other place to which to return

in case of sickness or aiiiiction, it is, pro has: vice, i.hcii'

home, their permanent abode.‘ ‘

A college student may be both a voter and a stu

dent; and if he in good faith elects to make the place

his home, to the exclusion of all other places, he may

acquire a legal residence, although he may intend to

remove from such place at some fixed time, orat some

indefinite period in the future.. See DOIICIL.

ABORTION.‘ The act of miscarrying,

or producing young before the natural time,

or before the foetus is perfectly formed: also,

the foetus itself so brought forth."

“Miscarriage " means bringing forth the

foetus before it is perfectly formed and ca

pable of living. The word “abortion " is

equivalent to miscarriage in its primary

meaning; but it has a secondary meaning, in

which it is used to denote the 06-spring.‘

At common law an indictment will not lie for an at

tempt to procure an abortion with the consent of tho

' Hodge v. Flodgdon, B Cush. M (1851), Shaw, 0. J.;

lifl Mass. 586; 30 Kan. 88:18 11 L125; 7Tex.Ap.88.

‘ Erickson 1:. Elder, 84 Minn. 871 (1885), Berry, .1.

I [Hopi 1:. Utah, 120 U. S. 439 (1887), Field, J.

‘Dale 1:. lrwln, 78 ill. 181 (1875): iii. R. S. 1874. S“

Fry‘s Election Case, 71 Pa. 303 (1872); McCrary. Eleo

tions. 5 M.

‘ Pedigo v. Grimes, ind. Sup. Ct. (Nov. 1887). cases,

Sanders v. Getchell, 76 Me. 165 (1881); Vanclerpoel w

0‘Hanlon, 53 Iowa, 249 (_1&*4),>, cases.

‘L. aboriio. untimely birth.

' [Butler v. Wood, 10 How. Pr. ‘.224 (1854).

‘ Mills v. Commonwealth. 13 Pa. (‘>38 (1850), Oonltcr. J
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mother, until she is " quick with child." It was con

sidered that the child had an independent existence

only when the embryo had advanced to the degree of

maturity designated by that phrase, although, in ref

erence to civil rights, an infant in centre so. mere was

regarded as a person in being.‘ See Qn1css:v1xo.

it is a flagrant crime at common law to attempt to

pmcure a miscarriage or an abortion. By that law it

is not the murder of a living child which constitutes

the offense, but the destruction of gestation by wicked

means and against nature.’

Notwithstanding an infant in centre is treated by

the law. for some purposes, as born, or as a human

being, yet it is otherwise with reference to making the

act of causing its miscarriage murder, unless so do

clared by statute. When the infant is born it becomes

a human being, within the meaning of the law; and if

it should die by reason of potions or bruises received

in the womb, it would be murder in the person who

administered or gave them, with a view of causing a

miscarriage.‘ See Disucs, Constructive.

_Abortion, as a crime, is found only in modern stat

utcs and treatises. No mention is made of it in the

ancient common-law writers.‘

The intent not being specifically to take life, some

States have made the offense a statutory felony, and

punish any unlawful attempt to procure a miscarriage.‘

The woman cannot be indicted as an accomplice.‘

Abortionists‘ articles are non-mailable," and non

i1nportable.' See Arrsurr; Dscov.

ABOUT. 1. Carrying weapons concealed

" about " the person means: near. in close

proximity, within convenient control and

easy reach.‘

2. In close proximity to; closely approxi

mating.

An agreement to furnish " about 1000 tons“ of

metal per month will not allow the shipment of
 

ICommonwealth 1:. Parker. 9 liietc. 266 (1815), Shaw,

0. J.

I Mills v. Commonwealth, ante. Commented on in

cases below, especially in Mitchell v. Commonwealth,

78 Ky. 206-7 (1879).

‘Abrams v. Foshee, 8 lows, 278-79 (1856). To some

elect, State 1:. Cooper, 23 N. J. L 5868 (18-19), cases;

Smith v. State, 33 Me. 54-55 (1851), cases; State v. Moore,

25 Iowa, 131-87 (1868). cases; Evans v. People, ~19 N. Y.

8 (1872); State v. Dickinson, 41 Wis. 809 (1877). cases;

Mitchell v. Commonwealth, 78 Ky. an (1879); State v.

Single, 82 N. C. 653 (1880). And see 10 Cent. L J. 838;

4 Bl. Com. 201; 2 Whsrt. Cr. L. 5 1220.

‘State 1:. Cooper, 22 N. J. L. 55, 53-58 (1849), cases; 3

Coke, Inst. 60; 1 Bl. Com. 129.

‘See Commonwealth 1;. Wood, 11 Gray, 85 (1858);

Commonwealth v. Boynton, 116 Mass. 318 (1874); Com

monwealth v. Felch, 182 id. 22 (1882); Commonwealth

v. Taylor, ib. 261 (1882); State 1:. Watson, 80 Kan. E1

(1883); Commonwealth 1:. Rolling, 118 Pa. 87 (1856); 8

Whart. 01-. L. 5512.11-28. ~

' People v. Vedder, 98 N. Y. 63), B2 (1885), cases.

'Act8 .\iarch, 1879; 1 Sup. R. S. p. 239.

I R. s. 55 2491-92; Act 3 March, mm, :2 St. L. can, 490.

‘State v. Mcllsnus, 89 N. C. 558 (1888).

a quantity materially lea than that number of

tons.I

"About forty acres" implies that the actual quan

tity is a near approximation to forty acres.‘ See

Es'r1u.n-s; Moss on Lass.

3. Imports not only nearness of time, qual

ity, or degree, but, also, making preparation

to do a thing, or being actually engaged in

doing it.‘

A man is about to convert his property into money

when he is near doing it, is making preparations to

do it, is actually sboutto dispose of the property.‘

See Asscosn.

ABOVE. Upper, higher; superior.

“Above all lncumbrances " means in excess of such

lncumbrances.‘

Court above. The court to which a cause

is removed.

Defendant above. The phxty who is de

fendant before an appellate court. Plaint

1'.fi‘above. The plaintiff in an appellate court.

Opposed—court, plaintiff, and defendant below.

See 1311:. Above. Compare Smuu.

ABRIDG-E.° 1. To shorten, condense;

to epitomize, reduce, contract.

A reasonable sbrldgment of a copyrighted pul>l'I—

cation is permitted as a new production, involving in

its preparation intellectual labor. Not so as to a mere

colorable reduction, which is not real nor fair and

does not require invention and judgment. What cor»

stitutcsa fair and reasonable abridgment isa queo

tion difflcult to answer. But a more selection, or (lif

ferent arrsngement of parts. so as to bring the work

into a smaller compass. is not such abridgment.

There must be real, substantial condensation of the

materials, and intellectual labor and judgment bo

stovvcd thereon; and not merely the facile use of

scissors, or extracts of the essential parts.‘

A “compilation " consists of selected ex

tracts from different authors; an “abridg

ment " is a condensation of the views of one

author.7

The former cannot be extended so as to convey the

same knowledge as the original work; the latter con

 

I Norrington 0. Wright, 115 U. S. 2)! (1885). Andseo

Brawley v. United States, 96 id. 171-72 (1877).

1 Stevens v. McKnight, 40 Ohio St. 841 (l$3). See

also Baltimore Land Society 11. Smith, M Md. St!

(1880); 16 C. B. M; 44 L. '1‘. R. 152.

I [Hockspringer u. Ballenburg, 16 Ohio, 8%, 812 (1847):

159 Tex. See also You Lingen 1;. Davidson, 4 F.

11 85011880); 1!. 0. 11 Rep. 5.

0 Williams v. McDonald. 42 N. J. E. 895 (1886).

' F. abregier. to shorten.

‘F1-lsorn v. Marsh. :2 Story, 107, 115 (18-11), Story, J.

Concerned letters reprinted trom "Sparks‘ Life 02

Washington."

‘I Story‘s Executor: v. Holcombe, 4 Mcbesn, 8(B-14

(1847), McLean, J. Concerned an abrldgment cl

" Stcry‘s Commentaries on Equity Jurisprudenco."
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tains an epitome of the work abridged. and, conse

,quently, conveys substantially the same knowledge.

The former cannot adopt the arrangement of the

works cited, the latter must adopt the arrangement of

the work abridged. The former infringes the copy

right if the matter transcribed, when published, im

pairs the value of the original work; but a fair abridg

ment, though it injures the original, is lawful. To

“‘abridge“ is to epitomize, to reduce, to contract. To

copy certain passages from a book, omitting others, is

in no sense an abridgment: the judgment is not exer

cised in condensing the author's views; his language

is copied, not condensed To “abridge " is topreserve

the substance, the essence of the work, in language

suited to such purpose.l

An abrldgment of an original work, where intellect

ual labor and judgment are involved. made and con

densed by another person, without the consent of the

author, is not an infringement of a copyright on the

original, especially as to histories, translations. and

abridgments not of a character to supersede the orig

inal.‘ See further Courmn; Puucv, 2.

2. “ Abridgment " has also been used to

describe a book in which the substance

of reports, or of the rules of law to be de

duced from them, are concisely and more

or less systematically stated.‘ Compare DI

OE‘-ST.

3. To subtract, diminish, limit, curtail, re

strict, discriminate against. _

" No State shall make . . . laws which shall

abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the

United States." ‘

The exercise of any right may be regulated by law.

The right to pursue a lawful employment is not

"abridged," within the Fourteenth Amendment, by

an ordinance which merely prescribes the reasonable

conditions under which such business may be carried

on‘ See Crrmnv.

ABROAD. In English chancery law, be

yond the seas. See Dsrosmosz Sm.

ABROGATE. See Rarnan; Rsscnvn.

ABS. The form of a or lb (from) in com

position. See A, 5.

AJBSCOND.8 To hide, conceal or absent

one's self clandestinely, with intent to avoid

legal process."

In an attachmentof-debtor law, may not apply to

an act about to be done.' See Asorrr, 8.

 

‘Story! Executor-I 1:. Holcombe, 4 li.icLea.n, 308-I4

(iiifl), auto.

1 Lawrence v. Dana, 4 Cliff. 79-86 (1869), cases, Clif

ford, J. Concerned an infringement of the copyright

of “ Whenton‘s Elements of International Law.“

‘See 1 Bl. Com. 72; 1 Kent, W7; Storyh Misc. Writ.

N; North Am. Rev., July, 1826, pp. 8-l&

° Constitution, Amd. XIV. -

‘ Re Bickerstaif, 70 Cal. 35-40 (1886), case;

° L. abs, away; oondere, to hide.

' Bennett 1:. Avant, 2 Sneed, 15! (1866).

An absent and absconding debtor is one

who lives without the State, or intentionally

conceals himself from his creditors, or with

draws himself from the reach of their suits,

with intent to frustrate their demands.1

if a debtor departs from his usual residence, or re

mains absent therefrom, or conceals himself in his

house, so that he cannot be served with process, with

intent unlawfully to delay or defraud his creditors, he

is an abscondlng debtor.I See A.ssszrr.

ABSENT. Being away: away, not pres

ent; not at one’s domicil or usual place of

business; out of the jurisdiction. Compare

Pnsssncs.

Absentee. A person who has resided in

the State and has departed without leaving

any one to represent him; also, a person who

was never domiciliated in the State and re

sides abroad.I

Absence does not necessarily mean out of the State;

it may refer to cases of default without service of pro

cess. Where the presence of a defendant is not so

cured by appearance or service of summons to appear,

a judgment rendered upon his involuntary default is

rendered " in his absence." ' See Ansconn.

Notice by publication (q. v.) is often given to absent

defendants

Brief or temporary absence from a dwelling-house,

in the law of arson, burglary, and insurance (qq. 0.),

does not, as a rule, affect the owner‘s rights.

ABSOLUTE.‘ Exclusive; without con

dition or incumbrance; complete; perfect;

final; opposed to conditional, qualified, rela

tive: as,

Absolute or an absolute — acceptance,

alienation, allegiance, bail, bond, confirma

tion, conveyance, decree, delivery, divorce,

estate, fee, guaranty, nullity, ownership,

possession, privilege, property, right, rule.

sale, waiver, warranty, qq. v.

Absolute means complete, unconditional, not rela

tive, not limited, independent of anything extraneous

In the sense of “ complete, not limited," distinguishes

an estate in fee from an estate in remainder. in the

sense of “ unconditional," describes a bond, a convey

ance, or an estate without condition. In the sense of

" not relative," describes the rights of a man in a state

of nature, as contradistinguished from those which

pertain to him in his social relations. Characterizes

a pure estate, unmixed and unconnected with any

peculiarities or qualifications; a naked estate, freed

from every qualification and restriction, in the donee.

Thus, it may describe an estate given to a married

 

I Fitch £1. Waite, 5 Conn. 121 (1823).

' Morris 1:. Bienvenu, 80 La. An. 88) (1878): Ch

Code, art. 3556.

' James v. Townsend. 104 Mass 871-78, 869 (1870).

‘ L ab-solvers, to free from, net hoe.
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women, without the exclusion of the husband. in dis

tlnction from an estate qualified with that exclusion.

The most usual acceptation, when used of estates. is,

not independent, but the opposite of partial or condi

tDnn.l.'

Absolute is oftenbsed as the opposite of "condi

fiwnal " and in the same sense as “ perfect.“ it signi

lies without any condition or incumbranasl

That is an absolute interest in property which is

so completely vested in the individual that he can by

no contingency be deprived of it without his own con

sent. “ Absolute" may be used synonymously with

“ vested," and as contrndistingulshed from contingent

or conditional; as in speaking of the absolute property

of an nssumdl

ABSQUE. L. Without; except.

Absque hoo. Without this. Absque

tall causa. \Vithout such cause.

Technical words of denial at common law. The

former introduces the negative part of a special

traverse and follows the affirmative part or induce

ment The latter denies the matter of a plea by which

defendant seeks to excuse a tortious act. See further,

Taavnnsn.

ABSTRAUP.‘ 1, v. To take or withdraw

from; to remove or take away.

Under § 52309, Rev. St., an otllcer of a national

bank may be guilty of “abstracting " funds, money,

nnd credits, without any animus furundi. The stat

ute may be satisfied with an intent to injure or do

traud some company, body politic or corporate, or

individual person, other than the banking association

whose property is abstracted, or merely to deceive

some other oflicer of the association, or an agent ap

pointed tn examine its aflairs!

To abstract a public record for the purpose of de

stroying ormutiiating it has been generally made a

srlminal oflense.

2, 11. That which is drawn ofi: an epit

ome, a summary.

Referring to records, ordinarily a brief,

not a copy, of that from which it is taken.6

But may be used in the sense of "copy.“ '

Abstract of title. A concise statement

of the record evidence of one’s title or inter

est in realty. Frequently spoken of as an

" abstract.”

In conveyancing, an abstract or summary

 

=Johnson‘s Adm. 0. Johnson, 8'2 Ala. M042 (1858),

e: la, Walker, J.

I Oonverso u. Kellogg, 7 Barb. 597 (1850); 2 N. Y. 857.

I Bough v. City Fine in; Co., 29 Conn 3) (1860), San

ford, J.; Williams v. Buihlo German Ins. Co., 17 F. R.

in (1883), 68008.

‘ L. abflrahere, to draw away or off.

' United sum: 21. Northway (President Second Nat.

Bank of Jefferson, Ohio), 1%) U. B. 827, 334-86 (1887),

lhtthews, J.

' [Dickinson 0. Railroad Co., 7 W. Va. 418 (1874).

' Wllhite v. Barr, 6’! Mo. 25 (1878).
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of the most important parts of the deeds and

other instruments composing the evidences

of a. title to real estate, arranged usually in

chronological order, and intended to show

the origin, course and incidents of the title,

without the necessity of referring to the

deeds themselves. It also contains a state

ment of all charges, incumbrances, and lia

bilities to which the property may be sub

jected, and of which it is in any way material

for purchasers to be apprised.I

The person preparing a perfect abstract must fully

understand all the laws on the subject of convey

ancing, descents, uses, trusts, devises,-every branch

of the law that can affect real estate in its mutations

from owner to owner.‘

ABUNDANS. See CAUTELA.

ABUSE.‘ 1. An improper use; a custom

or practice contrary to the intendment of law

or to good morals.

Common expressions are: the abuse of authority,

of discretion, of a thing bailed, of process, of sdis

tress, of a prisoner; of the liberty of free speech; of a

witness. qq. v.

2. The synonym of injure; in its largest

sense, iii-use or improper treatment ofanother

person or of a dumb animal. Compare CRU

ELTY.

In a statute punishing the deflowering of a female

child, is limited by the words with which it is con

nected referrlng to the same subject-matter. The

term itself includes physical injury, which is also

included in the words “ carnslly know.“ Our statutes,

following the English. describe the offense by the

words uunlawfully and csrnally know and abuse any

woman child under the age of ten years." 4 See Sumo

-nos.

ABUT. To touch or meet. Compare

Amonuuo.

Abutment. The part of a bridge which

touches the land. See BRIDGE.

Abuttal. The point at which tracts of

land meet; the butting or bounding of lands.

Abutting. Usually, although not neces

sarily, imports “in contact" with.‘

Properties abut upon a street; and thelrowners are

abutting owners. See further Bram.

AC. SeeA.n.

ACADEMY. Bee Asona; Camrr; COD

LEOE, 2; SCHOOL, Public.

 

' Burrill‘s Law Diet; Warvelle, Abstr. Title, 5 2.

' Banker v. Caldwell, 3 Mint l0l (1859); 7 W. Va. 411.

' L. ab, amiss; uti, to use.

*Dawkins v. State, 513 Ala. 879, 873 (1847), Brickell,

C. J. See generally Commonwealth v. Roosnell, ill

Lissa 82 (1887).

' Cohen u. Cleveland, ll Ohio St 197 (IS).
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‘___—_____—_____—_—_—--———-—————_—

ACCELERATE. To shorten the period‘

after which an interest or estate is to vest in

possession or enjoyment.

ACCEP'I'AIN'CIE.1 A receiving —— with

approval, or conformably to the purpose of a

tender or 0fi'er; receiving with intention to

retain.

Whence acceptor, non-acceptance.

A person is said to accept the service of a notice, an

ofler. a bid, the terms of a contract. a guaranty, a

charter, rent, goods delivered. a bill of exchange.

1. At common law, a sale of goods, wares. or mer

chandise was complete upon acceptance of the offer

to sell. The Statute of Frauds requires that before an

action can be maintained there must have been both

a delivery and an acceptance of the article by the

purchaser or by his duly authorized agent. In deter

mining, in a particular case, whether there was a

binding acceptance, the courts consider the intention

of the parties and the nature of the property.‘

It is a question for the jury whether, under all the

circumstances. the acts which the buyer does or for

bears to do amount to a receipt and acceptance. But

where the facts are not in dispute it is for the court

to determine their legal effect; alsb when the facts

are not such as can in law warrant finding an accept

ance. To take the contract out of the operation of

the statute, there must be “ acts of such a character

as to place the property unequivocally within the

power and under the exclusive dominion of the buyer

as absolute owner, discharged of all liens for the

price." ' See Fnauns. Statute of; OFFER, 1.

2. Acceptance of a bill of exchange is an

assent or agreement to comply with the re

quest or order contained in the bill, or, in

other words, an assent or agreement to pay

the bill according to the tenor of the accept

ance, when due.‘

An engagement to pay the bill according

to the tenor of the acceptance; a general ac

ceptance being an engagement to pay accord

in to the tenor of the bill.-'*
g

"Accepted," on a bill of exchange, is an engage

ment to pay the bill in money when due. Indorsed

__—__‘__—_____—_——

IL. accipcre, to receive.

‘See Bullock 1.1. Tschergl, 13 F. R. 845 (1882); iliahan

v. United States, 16 Wall. 146 (1872); 1 Reed, St. Fr.

55 258-303, cases; 28 Minn. B54; 2 Kent, 494; 8 Pars.

Contr. 89; 2 Bl. Corn. 447.

'Hinchman v. Lincoln, 124 U. S. 38 (1888),cases, Mat

thews, J., quoting Marsh v. Rouse, 44 N. Y. 647 (1871),

cases. See also Shindler v. Houston, 1 id. 265 (1818):

49 Am. Dec. B25-400888), cases: Rcmick v. landlord,

120 Mass. 816 (1876), cases; Baldey 1:. Parker, 2 Barn.

& C. '40 (1823); Benj. Sales. 6 187; Browne, Stat. Fr.

5 817 11.

‘Gallagher 0. Nichols, 60 N. Y. 445 (1875), Miller, J.;

12. Barb. 069; 1 Pars. N. & B. 81.

° Co: 1:. Nat. Bank 0! New York, 100 U. 8. 712 (1879),

(Ilflord. J.

upon non-negotiable paper, would not import a con

sideration.I

The bill itself, after acceptance, is also

called “' an acceptance.”

Acceptor. He who accepts a bill of ex

change,— usually the drawee.

An acceptance is commonly made by writing " ac

cepted" upon the face of the bill and signing there

under the acceptor‘s name; but there is no particular

place, and no uniform formula. observed.

Acoeptances are: express, and implied;

verbal, and written; prior to drawing the

bill; before or after maturity; for accommo

dation; after protest; absolute, qualified,

conditional; by all the drawees, by one or

more of them, by a person not a drawee for

the honor of the drawer or of an indorser.

They are “complete,” when in exact con

formity with the tenor of the bill; “ quali

fied,’I when the engagement is to pay at a

different time, place, or manner, from the

tenor; and “conditional,” when the obliga

tion to pay is to commence on the happening

of some event or circumstance.2

Every act giving credit to a hill amounts to an ac

ceptance; and this. once fairly and fully made and

consummated, cannot be revoked. But the drawee

has a reasonable time in which to obtain deQred and

pertinent information.‘

Unless forbidden by statute, a promise to accept

an existing bill is nu acceptance whether the promise

is in writing or by parol.

The acceptor is to the drawer as the maker of a

promissory note is to the payee, i. 0.. he is the prin

cipal debtor, and the drawerls his surety. His lia

bility is governed by the terms of the acceptance.‘

Acceptors of a bill of exchange by the act of ac

ceptance admit the genulneness of the signatures of

the drawees. and the competency of the drawers in

assume that responsibility. Such an act imports an en

gagement. on the part of the acceptor, with the payee

or other lawful holder of the bill, to pay the same if

duly presented, when it becomes due according to the

tenor of the acceptance. He engages to pay the

holder, whether payee or indorsee, the full amount of

the bill at maturity, and if he does not, the holderhm

a right of action against him. and he may also have

one against the drawee. Drawers of bills of exchange,

however, are not liable to the holder. under such cir

cumstances, until it appears that the bill was duly

presented, and that the acceptor refused or neglected

to pay according to the tenor of the instrument: their

liability is contingent and subject to those conditions

 

‘Comm 1:. Halleck, 9 Col. 578 (1886), cases.

'See1Para Contr. 267; 2 Pars. N. & B. 881; 1 Daniel,

Neg. inst. i496; 64 Ala. 28-83; 109 Mass (14.

' S Kent, 82-88.

‘ Scudder v. Union Nat. Bank, 91 U. S. 41$“ GUN),

cases; Cox 1:. Nat. Bank of New York, ill) id. 718,

712-18 (1879), cases
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l)i"ecedent.I See Cnrcx; Excnnvon, 2, Bill of; Puc:, 1,

Of payment; Pnorrsr. 2.

ACCESS) Going to or with: approach,

intercourse, or opportunity therefor. Op

posed, non-access.

In a special sense, refers to sexual inter

course between a husband and wife, and im

ports its occurrence or opportunity of com

municating for that purpose.

The presumption that children born in lawful wed

lock are legitimate, may be rebutted by evidence show

ing that there could have been no intercourse. Where

there were opportunities for intercourse, evidence to

establish impotency is generally not admitted. Non

wcess is not presumed from the mere fact that the

parties lived apart in the same country.’

A parent will not be permitted to prove non-access

for the purpose of bastardizing issue born in wedlock.

The admission of such testimony would be unseemly

and scandalous; it would reveal immoral conduct in

the parents, and the child. who is in no fault, would

be the chief sufferer. Modern statutes allowing par

ties to testify in their own behalf have not changed

this rule of law.‘

ACCESSARYJ’ Be who is not the chief

actor in an offense, nor present at its per

formance, but is in some way concerned

therein, either before or after the fact com

mitted.'

if a person does no more’ than procure, advise or

assist, he is only an accessary; but if he is present,

consenting, aiding, procuring. advising, or assisting, he

is a " principal.H ’

Accessary before the fact. One who,

being absent at the time of the crime com

mitted, doth yet procure; counsel, or com

mand another to commit the crime!

Accessary at the that. An alder and

abetter was formerly defined to be an “ ac

ceesary at the fact.” He is now spoken of

as a principal in the first or second degree.9

Accessary after the fact. One who,

knowing a felony to have been committed,

 

|Hoflman 1:. Bank of Milwaukee, 12 Wall. 186, 193

(1870), Clifford. J. .

IAc-cess’, or ac'-cess,- Webster.

' 2Greenl. Ev. 55 150-61; 1 id. 5 23; lWhs.rt. Ev. 56%;

I id. 5 1298; 1 Bl. Com. 457.

' Tioga County v. South Creek Township, 75 Pa. 436

I7 us7~i.»: Boykin v. Boykin, 70 N. ,0. ibtlil-84 (1874),

cases; Melvin v. Melvin, 68 N. H.570 (1879), cases; King

u. lnhab. Sourton, 81 E. C. L. 815-16 (1836), cases.

‘ Accee'-ury,— Webster. L. acceuorius, q. v. Also

spelled cry, but -ary is preferred. See Accnssoar.

' 4 Bl. 00m. 85; 8 Cliff. 237.

' United States v. Wilson, Baldw. 108 (188)).

also Speer 1:. Hiles, 67 Wis. 363 115561, cases.

'4 Bl. Com. 87: lllale, P. C. 615.

' United States v. Hartwell, 8 Ciifl. no (1860).

See
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receives, relieves, comforts, or assists the

felon.l

In treason and misdemeanors, all participants are

principals. The nearest relatives dare not aid or re

ceive one another. Mere presence makes an uccessary

before the facts principal in the second degree. An

ac-cessary before the fact is liable for all that ensues

from the unlawful act. The manner of executing his

command is simply a collateral circumstance. Any

assistance given a felon to hinder his being appro

hended, tried, or punished, makes the aasister an no

cessary after the fact. A person acquitted as a

principal may be indicted as an accessary after the

fact; and one may be indicted as an accessary both

before and after the fact.’

Whatever will make a party an accessory before

the fact in felony will make him a principal in misde

meanor, if properly charged as such. . . . The acts,

conduct, and declarations of each confederate, made

during the pendency of the enterprise, are evidence, as

part of the res gestm. against all concerned; but a con

fession made subsequently to the crime affects only

him who makes it. . . Where the accessary is

tried with the principal, the confession of the latter is

admissible to prove his own guilt, and where he con

fesses by pleading guilty and retiring, the record of

such conviction is prima facie evidence of his guilt at

the trial of other defendants Evidence of the confes

sion of an accessary, to prove the guilt of the prin

cipal, cannot be admitted under an indictment against

the necessary. unless the guilt or conviction of the

principal is alleged in the indictment. The rule at

common law was that the accessary could not be con

victed until the guilt of the principal was established;

so that the principal was first to be convicted or both

indicted and tried together. . . When the acces

sary is indicted before the principal has been con

victed, the indictment. whether separate or joint, must

allege the guilt Bf the principal, as the oilense of the

accessary depends upon the principnl‘s guilt and is

never to be regarded as complete unless the chief

offense was actually committed. When principal

and accessory are indicted together, the regular

course is to introduce all substantive evidence against

all the parties before they are required to state their

defense. Then the jury are instructed to consider the

case of the principal defendant in the first place, and,

if they find him not guilty, that it is their duty itlso to

acquit the accemary; but if they find him guilty, they

are to proceed to examine the charge against the so

cessary, and declare whether it is sustained.I

Every accessory after the fact to murder, robbery,

or piracy, shall be imprisoned not more than three

years, and fined not more than five hundred dollars.

Every accessory after the fact to any robbery of the

carrier, agent, or other person intrusted with the mail,

of such mall or of any part thereof, shall be lined not

 

'4 Bi. Com. 87; 14 R. l. 283.

'4 B1. Com. 86-40. See also State v. Davis, H R. L

288(l8l\‘3).

‘United States v. Hartwell, 8 Clifl. 236-3i (19119),

cases, Cliflord, J. See also 2 Steph. Hist. Cr. L. Eng.

229.
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more than two thousand dollars, and be imprisoned at

hard labor not more than two years; I and for stealing

any letter-,'or other mail matter, or inciosure therein,

not more than five years imprisonment and one thou

sand dollars tine.‘ Accessarles to murder, robbery or

other piracy upon the seas, shall su.fl'er death.’

“ An accemary is he who stands by, and aids, abets,

or assists, or who, not being present, aiding, abetting,

or assisting, hath advised, encouraged, aided or

' abetted the perpetration of the crime. He who thus

aids, abets, assists, advises or encouragesshall be con

sidered as principal and punished accordingly. Every

such accessary, when a crime is committed within or

without this State by his aid or procurement in this

State, may be indicted and convicted at the same time

as the principal, or before, or after his conviction, and

whether the principal is convicted or amenable to

justice, or not, and punished as principal." 1

See Ansr; Acconrnrcn; Am, 1; A.\'sncmsrs‘ Cass;

Decor: Hcsnssn; Psasnncn; Pnu\'cie.u., 5.

ACCESSIO. L. Increase ; accession, q. o.

Accessio cedit principali. Increase

goes with the principal.

Any addition belongs to the owner of the principal

object. See Accsssonmu.

ACCESSION. Addition, increase; aug

mentation. See Accnssro.

Specifically, the right to all that which

one’s own property produces, whether that

property be movable or immovable, and the

right to that which is united to it, either nat

urally or artificially.5

The fruits of the earth, produced naturally or by

human industry, the increase of animals, new species

of articles made by one person out of the materials

of another, and increments to land, are embraced

within the definition.‘

The doctrine of property arising from accemion is

grounded on the right of occupancy. By the Roman

law. if any corporeal substance received an accession

by natural or artificial means, the original owner of

the thing, by virtue of his right of possession, was en

titledto the thing in its improved state; butif the

thing itself became changed into a different species,

as by making wine out of another‘s grapes, it be

longed to the new operator, who was only to make

satisfaction to the former proprietor for the materials

so converted. These doctrines have since been con

firmed by the courts.‘

The rule is that the accession goes with the princi

pal thing.'

See Aocstssomul; Acctssonrz Accamon; lucr

nm; Panws. Compare Conrcswn, Of goods.

 

I R. 3. $5 5523, am.

‘R. S. 55 5535, 546?, 5469, 5471.

' R. S. if 5323-2i.

‘ Ill. Rev. St., Cothran‘s ed., p. 506, cases. On casual

connection, see )0 Cent. Law J. 8-8 (1886), cases.

' [8 Kent, 360.

' 2 Bl. Com. 4-06.

' 2 Kent, U0.

0
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ACCESSORIUM. L. An accessory

thing; the incident.

Accessorium sequitur principals, or

principalem, or naturam sui princi

palis. The accessory follows the principal

thing, or the principal, or the nature of the

principal.

The incident follows the principal. The more

worthy draws to itself the less worthy.I See Awas

sron.

ACCESSORIUS. L. An accessary; an

assistant.

Accessorius sequitur naturam su.i

principalis. An assistant follows the char

acter of his chief.

An accessary follows the nature of his principal -

in treason and misdemeanors: he cannot be guilty of

a higher degree of crime.’ See further Aocrsssar.

ACCESSORY.‘ 1. Accompanying; inci

dental; subservient; appurtenant: as, an ac

cessory contract or obligation, qq. v.

2. Whatever is connected as an incident or

subordinate thing to another as the principaL

See ACCESSION.

3. An accessary, q. u.

Accessorial. Going with some other as

the chief or more important thing: as, an of

fense of an accessorial nature,4 an accessorial

service.°

ACCIDENT. See Aoomnaa.

An event or occurrence which happens un

expectedly, from the uncontrollable opera

tions of nature alone, and without human

agency; or an event resulting undesignedly

and unexpectedly from human agency alone,

or from the joint operation of both.‘

An event from an unknown cause, or an

unusual and unexpected event from a known

cause; chance, casualty.1

In equity, includes not only inevitable cas

ualties and such as are caused by the act of

God, but also those that arise from unfore

seen occurrences, misfortunes, losses, and

acts or omissions of other persons, without

the fault, negligence, or misconduct of the

party.0 See MISTAKE; RELIEF, 2.

 

lSee 2 Bl. Com. ll, 86, l76; Broom, Max. 49-‘.

‘Seal! Inst. 139; 4 Bl. Com. 36; Broom, Max. WI.

' Ac-ces'-sory,— Websier.

'12 Wheat. 476; iGreenl. Ev. 520-L

' 2 F. R. 478.

' Morris 1:. Piatt, 32 Conn. 85 (1864), Butler, J.

"Crutchfleld v. Richmond, &c. R. Co., 70 N. 0. SI

(1871), Reads, J.

' Boatwiclr v. Stiles, 85 Conn. 198 (1868), Park, J.|
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Avoidable, unavoidable, and inevi

table accident. Accidents are: (1) Such as

are “ inevitable" or absolutely unavoidable,

because effected or influenced by the uncon

trollable operations of nature. (2) Such as

result from human agency alone, but are

" unavoidable " under the circumstances. (3)

Such as are “ avoidable," because, in a given

case, the act was not called for by any duty

or necessity, and the injury resulted from

the want of that extraordinary care which

the law reasonably requires of one doing such

a lawful act, or because the accident was the

result of actual negligence or folly, and

might, with reasonable care adapted to the

emergency, have been avoided.

“ Unavoidabie accident “ does not mean an

accident which it is physically impossible in

the nature of the things to prevent-. but an

accident not occasioned in any degree, re

motely or directly, by'the want of such care

or skill as the law holds every man bound to

exercise.l

No one is responsible for that which is merely the

act of God or " inevitable accident." But when

human agency is combined with it and neglect occurs

in the employment of such agency, a liability for

damages results from the neglect.‘

In maritime law, “ inevitable accident ”

is a relative term, to be construed not abso

lutely, but reasonably with regard to the cir

cumstances of'each case. in that light it

signifies an occurrence which the party

charged with the collision could not possibly

‘prevent by the exercise of ordinary care,

mution, and maritime skill; as, a collision

resulting from the darkness of the night.‘

uUnavoidable accidents or dangers," in a bill of

lading, mean such accidents as are unavoidable by

the carrier. To avail himself of such as an exception

to his liability he must prove their existence, and

clearly show that there was no default on his part.‘

Where a collision occurs exclusively from natural

causes, the loss must rest where it falls, on the prin

ciple that no one is responsible for such an accident.

. . . it is only wheres disaster happens from nab

urai causes, and without negligence or fault on either

______—_—-———

iStory, Eq. |78; Bisp. Eq. 5174; Porn. Eq. |&B; 17

I‘. it. 616.

I [Dygert 1:. Bradley, S Wend. 473 lit-3.32;.

' Chidester v. Consolidated Ditch Co., 59 Cal. 20:

(1881). cases

' The Morning Light,2Wall. 560-61 (1864), cases, Clif

ford, J .

‘ ilsys 0. Kennedy, 4.1 P; sraso (181), cases, Lowrie,

O.J.

side, that “inevitable accident“ as a defense can be

admitt/ed—a collision which occurs where both par

ties have endeavored, by every means in iheir power,

with due care and caution, and a proper display of

nautical skill, to prevent the occurrence of the acci

dent.‘

“Inevitable accident,” within the mean

ing of the maritime law, is where a vessel is

pursuing a lawful avocation in a lawful

manner, using proper precaution against dan

ger, and an accident occurs.’

When a casualty occurs, which might have been

prevented by the use of known and proper means, it

is not “ inevitable." ' See further Act‘, Of God; Con

usron, B.

Accidents in insurance law. In a pol

icy insuring a person “against death or in

jury by accident” it is diificult to define

“ accident ” so as to draw with perfect accu

racy a line between injury or death from ao

cident, and from natural causes. But in the

term, thus used, some violence, casualty, or

vis major, is necessarily involved.‘

Disease produced by the action of a known cause

cannot be considered as "accidental "-unless, for

example, exposure is brought about by circumstances

which may give it the character of accident. in one

sense, disease or death through the direct eflect of a

known natural cause may be said to be accidental,

inasmuch as it is uncertain beforehand whether the

eflect will ensue in any particular case. Yet diseases

arising from malaria or infection have always been

considered, not as accidental, but as proceeding from

natural causes. Sunstroke arises from a natural

cause, although it implies exposure to the sun.‘

A large proportion of the events called accidents

happen through some carelessness of the party in

jured. Thus, men are injured by the careless use of

tire-arms, of explosives, of machinery, etc., where a

little greater care on their part would have prevented

it. Yet such injuries, having been unexpected. and

not caused intentionally, are always called accidents,

and properly so. An , accident may happen

from an unknown, or be an unusualresuit of a knuu n

cause, and therefore unexpected; as where a pemon

is injured in passing from the platform of a railway

depot to a car in motion.I

Death by accident means death from any

unexpected event which happens as by

 

1 Union Steamship Co. v. N. Y. & Va. Steamship 00.,

24 How. 818 (1560), cases, Clifford, J.

"l'he Grace Girdler, 7 Wall. 908 (1865), cases,

Swayne, J. See also Stewart 1:. Ship Austria, 7 Saw.

437 £1882); s. c. 14 F. B. 800.

' Lsdd 1;. Foster, 31 F. R. 827 (18871

‘Sinclair v. Maritime Passengers Assur. 00., 107

E. C. L. 48-M1861), Cockburn. C. J.

' Schneider v. Provident Life ins. 00., 24 Win M

(1860), Paine, J.
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ing to the usual course of things.1 to, arrive at; to come to hand; to fall out,

When the object of a company is to insure against come to pass, happem

bodily injuries produced by external, violent, and ac- Quando acciden-at. “Ike” they (assets)

cidental means, all combined, there can be no recov— come to hand

ery where an assured innocently drank poison.’ '

Vi here an executor or an administrator pleads
Within a policy against injury or death from “ex-' _ _ _

‘Had, violent, and Accidental means... excepting pleneadnumstramt, the plalntitl may pray judgment

of assets quando acciderinl, or traverse the plea.1
injury or death from “ poison," a recovery was had _ _

for death from poison absorbed into the system by ACCOMMODATION- Convenience, fa‘

vor, benefit. An engagement made as a favorhandling hidea' See Poison.

A P°“°-Y “8“1“""b°‘mY lniurieav °“°°‘°d ‘hmugh to another, and without consideration; some

thing done to oblige another; as, a loan of
external, accidental, and violent means," occasloning

money or credit.

death or complete disability to do business, providing

that "this insurance shall not extend to death or dis

ability caused by bodily iniirmities or disease, by sul- Accommodation paper. A loan of the

side. or Bel!-inflicted lI1.iurieB.‘‘—c0'6rB 1* death by maker's credit, without restriction as to the

manner of its use, by means of a bill of ex

change or a promissory note, and by making,

hanging one’s self while insane.‘ See Smc1ns:.

The burden of proof rests upon the insurer to show

accepting, or indorsing the same, as the case

may be.

that the assured did not use the required degree of

A payee may use such instrument, as the name im

‘diligence forhis personal safety.‘ . . . The use of

ports, for his own benefit, in any manner he may

the word “accidental “ will not prevent recovery for

injuries to which the negligence of the assured con

judge best calculated to advance his interests. Thus,

he may pay an existing debt with it, sell or discount

tributed.l

Within the meaning of the rules of a bene

it, or pledge it as collateral security.

A holder =14‘ value may recover, though he knew

ficial society, an " accident” has its usual

signification of an event that takes place

that no consvoration passed between the parties to

the paper; if otherwise, the purpose of the paper

without one’s foresight or expectation.‘

would be defeated. But the want of a consideration is

in this sense it includes an injury received by one

in a common aflray, when no fault on his part is

a good defense as against the party accommodated.‘

Being out of the regular course oi’ business. a part

shown.‘

A “ railway accident” is any accident hav

ner, unauthorized, may not thus loan the name of his

firm.‘ See AOCOIIODATUI.

ing its essence in the peculiarities or proper

ACCOMMODATUM. L. A loan for

ties of railway traveling;1 an accident at

tributable to the fact that the injured party _

use without pay, the tlnng to be restored in
is a passenger on the railway, and arising out

of an act immediately connected with his sPecie

bein such a aasen er 3 A species of bailment, q. u. The same as comma

g p g ' datum.‘

SeeCssnn.rv; Cures, 1,Proximate; Conmsscz, 1;

ismav; NIOLIOINOI; Rss, Perit, etc.
ACCOIM:E'L'.[(.'!E.0 One who is in some

way concerned in the commission of a crime,

whether as principal or as an accessary. . . .

One of many equally concerned in a felony,

the term being applied to those who are ad

 

I North American Life, &c. Ins Co. U. Burroughs, 69

Pa. 51 (1871), Williams, J. Approved, Bacon 0. Acci

dent Asaociation, 44 Hun. 607, infra.

' Pollock v. United States Mut. Accident Association,

10‘) Pa. 234 (13%).

' Bacon 1:. United States Mut. Accident Association,

44 Run, 599 (1i§3'7), cases.

‘ Accident ins Co. v. Crandal, 12) U. B. 527, 581-82

(1%), cases. Gray, J.

‘Freeman v. Travelers‘ Ins. 00., 144 Mass. 575 (1887),

cases; s. c., 86A.lb. Law J. 127. As to “total disabil

ity,“ see Saveland v. Fidelity & Casualty Ins. 00., 67

Wis. 176 (1886).

‘Supreme Council of Chosen Friends 0. Garrigus,

101 Ind. 1~i0U&$1), Zollnrs, J.

' Theobald v. Railway Passenger Assur. Oo.,26 E. L.

& Eq. 43? (IBM), Alderson, B. pliceiii, folded with, interwoven; involved.

'Ibi.'d. 440, Pollock, C. B. ‘Cross 1:. People, 47 I1]. 158 U568), Breese, C, J_ And

That accidents are not crimes, see 21 Cent. Law J. ‘ see People v. Smith, 28 Hun, 627 (1853), Daniels, J.;

I54-70 (1886), 6880‘. Cook v. State, 14 Tex. Ap. 101 (1883), White, P. -1.; (5. 501.

criminals for the furtherance of justice.‘

 

\See1PeL C. C. 442, n; 67 Ga. 49; 19 B. 0. £51.

IAppleton v. Donaldson, 3 Pa. 886 (1846); Lord 0.

Ocean Bank, 20 id. 886 (1858), Black. 0. J.; Moore 1:.

Baird. N id. 189 (1858); Dunn v. Weston, 71 Me. 258

(1880), Appleton, C. J.; 109 U. S. 667; 65 Pa. 75; 8 Kent,

42, B6; Byles, Bills, 131-$2, note by Sharswood.

'1 Daniel, Neg.I.nst. 272; i Pars. N. & B. 259; 1 Rates,

Partn. 5 319, cases.

‘ 2 Kent, 573.

chance, or which does not take place accord- ACCIDERE. L. To fall upon: to come

‘F. accomplic, complice, a confederate: L. com

mitted to give evidence against their fellow '
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One who in any manner participates in the

criminality of an act, either as a principal or

an accessaryJ '

One who knowingly, voluntarily, and with

common intent with the principal offender

unites in the commission of a crime.2

Whether to allow an accomplice, who has turned

state's evidence, a separate trial. or to enter a nolie

prouqul‘ and admit him as a witness, is discretionary

with the court He is serviceable as a witness until

sentenced. To bring the chief offender to justice jus

tifies the practice. Accomplices never corroborate

each other; but an informer is not subject to this

rule; ' and the rule is not applicable to civil issues.‘

The corroboration ought to be as to some fact the

truth or falsehood of which goes to prove or disprove

the charge.‘ But the testimony of a feigned decom

plice does not need corroboration. Whether or not

one is a feigned accomplice is for. the jury.‘

Accomplices, not previously convicted of an infa

mous crime. when separately tried. are competent

witnesses for or against each other; and the universal

usage is that such a party. if called and examined by

the public prosecutor on the trial of his associates in

guilt, will not be prosecuted for the same offense, pro

vided it appears that he acted in good faith and that

he testided fully and fairly. But it isequally clear

that he cannot plead such fact in bar of an indict

ment qrainst him, nor avail himself of it upon his

trial, for it is merely an equitable title to the mercy of

the executive, subject to the conditions stated. and

can only come before the court by way of application

to put off the trial in order to give the prisoner time to

apply to the executive for that purpose. Some of the

elements of the usage had their origin in the ancient

‘practice of approvement. It is regarded as

the province of the public prosecutor to determine

whether or not the accomplice shall be examined for

the state. in order to acquire the information neces

sary to determine the question, the prosecutor will

grant the accomplice an interview, with the under

standing that any communication he may make will

be strictly confidential. Interviews are for mutual ex

planation, and so do not absolutely commit either

party; but if the accomplice is subsequently called

and examined, he is entitled to a recommendation for

executive clemency. The accomplice may be par

doned prior to conviction, or the public prosecutor

may nol. pros. the indictment, or advise the prisoner

to plead guilty with the right to retract and plead to '

the merits if his application for pardon shall be un

 

I Folk 0. State. 36 Ark. 126 (1830), Eakin, J. See too

Buss Crimes, 26; 4 B1. Com. 54, 831.

'People v. Bolanger, 71 Cal. K) (1886): Whart Cr.

Ev. 5440.

'1 Greenl. Ev. $379.

‘Kalckhoff v. Zoehrlaut, 43 Wis. 879 (1877). See 71

R. Y. 137.

‘State v. Mi1ler,W N. C. 488 (1887); Commonwealth

v. Boswurth. 21 Pick. 890 (1889), cases; State :1. Disney, '

61 Conn. 190 (1880); People 0. Math, 100 N. Y. 598 (1886).

' People v. Bolangsr, 71 Cal. 19-$1 (1886); N id. 316.
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successful. Where attempt is made to put. him to trial

in spite of his equitable rightto a pardon, the prisoner

may move that the trial be postponed, supporting his

motion by his own aflldavit, when the court may in

aist to be informed of all the circumstances; orthe

court may order that he be acquitted at the trial.I

See Accaesaav; Arraova, 5; Psanos; Psancsrs.

ACCORD.2 Agreement; satisfaction.

A satisfaction agreed upon between the

party injuring and the party injured.‘

An agreement, in the case of a contract,

where the creditor agrees to accept some

other thing in lieu of that which is contracted

or promised to be done.‘

Used in the plea " accord and satisfaction.“

When performed, constitutes a bar to all actions.

The money or property must be oflered in satisfac

tion of the claim, and upon the condition that if ac

cepted 1t'is a satisfaction, and the claimant must be

made to understand that he takes it subject to such

condition '

The bar rests on the agreement and not on the mere

reception of property; for whatever amount may have

been received, the right of action will not be extin

guished, unless it was agreed that the property should

bereceived in satisfaction of the injury. An accord

by parol. or by writing not under seal. cannot be set

up as a bar to an action of debt founded on a record.

or to a judgment in the nature of a record, nor to a

debt by specialty, where the debt arises upon the

deed; but it may be interposed as a bar to a claim for

damages founded upon the breach of a specialty..

Furthermore, an accord must be legal, reasonable,

advantageous to the creditor, certain, complete, and

be made by the debtor. It may proceed from a part

ner or a joint wrong-doer’for him and his associates.

and may_ be accepted by one co-plaintiff. When a

definite sum of money is agreed upon. a less sum is

not considered a satisfaction, unless there is an addi

tional beneflt.'

The technical rule, thatan unsealed agreement to

accept a smaller sum than the entire debt does not

bind the creditor, has been falling into disfavor. it is

now held that where a new element enters into the

IWhislrey Cases (United States v. Ford), 99 U. S. 595,

699- 606 (1878), cases, Clifford. J. See also Rex v. Rudd.

1 Cowp. 336 (1775). Mansfield, C. J.; Commonwealth

v. Knapp, 10 Pick. 49%-94 (1830); Commonwealth 0.

Holmes. 1?? li1sss.42945 (18i‘9).cases, Gray. C. .1.; State

1;. Graham, 41 N. J. L. 16-;.*Z(18T9), cases; Oliver u. Com

monwealth, 77 Va. 590 (188); 66 Ga. 846; 183 Mass. 402

' F. accorder, to agree.

'3 Bl. Com. 15-16.

‘ \’\'a_; |:. Rumell, 83 F. R. 7 (1887): 1Bwift‘s Dig. 499'

M Conn. 618; 75 N. Y. 574.

' Preston 11. Grant, 34 Vt 908 (1861); Bull v. Bull, 4!

Conn. 402 U876).

' Mitchell v. Hawley, 4 Denis, 417-18 (i$iT).

' See Cumber v. Wane, 1 Sm. L. C. 604 ['446], cases;

1‘) Wall. 309; 40 Ark. 151', 6 C01. 162; 44 Conn. 511; 87

Ind. 2.66; 8'8 id. 45; 29 Minn. 254-56; 88 Pa. H7; 1 Wash.

T. 838; 2 Pars. Contr. 198; 1Greenl. Ev. $28.
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agreement of compromise, the entire debt is satisfied;

II, for example, a promise to pay at an earlier day, at

a diflerent place, in a difierent thing, or a promise by

a new party. I

ACCORDING. Compare BY, 8; SECU.\'

DUN.

Where a mortgage is conditioned for the payment

of money “ according to " the tenor of a note, to se

cure which the mortgage is given, the terms of the

note are viewed as imported into the mortgage.‘ See

Vrascn, Verbs illata, etc.

According to law. After the ending of a life

estate, land was to go to the male heir nearest the tea

tator “according to law." Held, that the estate was

to descend as the law would have given it to the heir.‘

Since, after a verdict and judgment, a reasonable

intendment will be made, on error, in favor of a com

plaint which shows a substantial cause of action, an

averment that an affidavit was made “ according to

law “ will be held to mean that it was made in the

time required by law.‘

In 1809 a testator devised land to his son for life, and

then to his children “according to law." The testa

tor died in 1812, and the son in 1860 leaving children.

Held, that the children were to take equally as the

law stood in 1860, when the distribution was to be

made.‘

Where, in an appeal from the judgment ota justice

of the peace, the docket entry showed that ball had

been given“ according to the act of assembly," the

recognizance was held to he sufl1cient.'

A bond conditioned for the faithful discharge of the

duties of an ofllce “according to law." embraces

duties required bylaws in force during the term of

the oflicer, whether enacted before or after the exe

cution of the bond.'

an administrator is to administer "according to

law," that is, to fulfil his functions, to perform all his

duties.‘

See DULY; Lawson; Vaun; Vom.

ACCOUNT.9 1. Theprimary idea is, some

matter of debt and credit, or demand in the

nature of debt and credit, between parties.

It implies that one is responsible to another

for moneys or other things, either on the

score of contract or of some fiduciary rela

tion, of a public or private nature, created by

law or otlier\vise.1°

 

I Seymour 1:. Goodrich, 8) Va. 801-6 (1885), cases;

Blah. Contr. 550, cases. On paying a part for the

whole debt, see 24 Cent. Law J. 175 (1887).

I Schelbe 1:. Kennedy, 64 Wis. 569 (1885).

' Mclntyre u. Ramsey, 28 Pa. 819 (185%).

‘ Mclilhaney v. Gilleland,30 Ala. 1813, 188 (1857).

' Van Tilburgh v. Hollingshead, 14 N. J. E. 83 (1861).

' Harvey v. Beach, 88 Pa. 500 (1861).

’ Dawson 1). State, 38 Ohio St. 8 (1882). See also 18

N.Y.115; :2 ii1inn.162.

I Balch v. Hooper, 32 Min. 162 (1884).

‘F. aconter,ac0mpter: L. ad-con-putare, to reckon

up together. See COIPUTABL

" Whitwoil u. Willard, 1 Meta. 217 (1860), Shaw, 0. .1.

Some matter of debt and credit, or of a

demand in the nature of debt and credit,

between parties, arising out of contract, or of

a fiduciary relation, or some duty imposed by

law.‘

Current or running account. An ao

cc1 hich items are being added at in

tervals; an account open to further charges.

First account; partial account; final

account. Designate the number or com

pleteness of accounts I ‘" ited to a court for

confirmation.

Mutual accounts. Those having origi

nal charges by persons against each other;

accounts kept between merchants.

Open account. An account with one or

more items unsettled: also, an account with

dealings still continuing.

Account rendered. An account ex

hibiting the creditor’s demand delivered to the

debtor — as a basis for settlement.

Account stated. An account rendered

by the creditor and assented to by the debtor.

An account to be “ continuous“ must be without

break or interruption. " Open “ means not closed;

"current," running, passing, a connected series.

“ continuous, open, current account " is an account

which is not interrupted or broken, not closed by set

tlement or otherwise; a running, connected series of

transactions.‘

Death “ clone " accounts in one sense, that is, there

can be no further additions on either side, but they

still remain “ open " for adjustment and set-011', which

is not the case with an account " stated; " for that

supposes a rendering of the account by the party who

is the creditor, with a balance struck, and assent to

that balance, expressed or implied.‘

In the statute of limitations, the exception in favor

of “merchants' accounts“ applies to actions of aa

sumpsit as well as of account. It extends to all

accounts “ current “ which concern the trade of mer

chandise between merchant and merchant. An ac

count “ closed " by the cessation of dealings is not an

account " stated." ‘

An “ account concerning the trade of merchandise

between merchant and merchant” is not barred by

the statute of limitations, though none of the items

are within six years after the action was brought.

 

Approved,Stringham u. Supervisors, 24 Wis. 598 (1869);

l\icWilliama 0. Allen, 45 M0. 574 (1870); McCamant e.

Batsell, 59 Tex. 867 (1883).

‘ Nelson 1:. Posey County, 106 Ind. 38 (1885), Mitch

ell, J.; Watson v. Penn, 1(B id. 25 (1886).

1 Tucker u. Quimby, 87 Iowa, 19 (1873), Miller, J.

I Has v. Bass, 8 Pick. 192 (1829), Parker, 0. J.; Volk

ening v. DeGraaf, 81 N. Y. 270-71 (1880); McCamant u.

Bateeil, 59 Tex. 368-69 (1883).

‘ liiandeviile v. Wilson, 5 Cranch, 18 (M19), Marshall,

0. J.
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Whether an account concerns “ the trade of merchan

dise" is a fact for the jury. Such accounts include

accounts for merchandise bought and sold. and de

mands for money growing out of the trade of mer

chandise.l

Accounts are "mutual " where each party makes

charges against the other in his books. for property

sold. services rendered. money advanced. etc .1101,’rent due.‘ '

The term " mutual accounts“ is used in statutes of

limitations. declaring that. when suit is founded upon

any such account. the time for suing maybe reckoned

iirom the last item prove '> V 1}; constitute such account

there must have been ré ‘ tal demands between the

parties. An account where there are no credits except

payments is not such a mutual account.‘

in Massachusetts. to a " mutual and open account

current " there must be a mutual agreement, express

or implied. that the items of the account upon one

side and the other are to be set against each other.

There must be one account upon which the items upon

either side belong, and upon which they operate to

extinguish each other pro tanto. so that the balance

upon either side is the debt between the parties.‘

A "mutual account" is one based on a course of

dealing wherein each party has given credit to the

other. on the faith of indebtedness to him. If the

items on one side are mere payments on the indebted

ness to the other. the account is not mutual. Whether

or not an account is a mutual account is a question of

fact. The doctrine that the statuteof limitations does

not begin to run against either party until the last just

item is dbtained on either side. does not rest on the no

tion that every credit in favor of one is an admission by

him of indebtedness to the other. or a new promise to

pay. but upon a mutual understanding. either express

or implied from the conduct of the parties. that they

will continue to credit each other until. at least. one

desires to terminate the course of confidential deal

lng. and that the balance will then be ascertained. be

come then due. and be paid by the one finally indebted.

Either party may terminate the mutual understanding

at any time by actual payment of the balance. by

stating the account for that purpose. by demanding a

settlement privately. by suit. or by any other act

which evlnces his determination to deal no longer that

way. Without proof of its termination. the law pre

sumes that such a mutual understanding. once proved

or admitted. runs through all the dealings of the par

ties until the complete bar of the statute has attached.‘

A “ partial account " implies that nothing is settled

 

I Bass v. Bass. 8 Pick. 19‘! (1829). Parker. C. J.; Volk

oning v. DeGraaf. 81 N. Y. ‘I70-71 (18150); hicCamant v.

Batscll. 59 Tex. 368-69 (18%).

I Edmonstone u. Thomson. 15 Wend. 556 (1886). Sav

age. C. J.; Ross u. Ross. 6 Hun. 81 (1875). cases; Pre

natt v. Runyon. 12 ind. 177 (1&’>9).

I Fl-aylor v. Sonora Mining Co.. 17 Cal 506 (1861); ib.

M4; 85 id. 1'32; 1 Ga. 213; 1'2 Ind. 174; 51 Me. 104; 8

Pars. Contr. F6.

‘ Eldridge v. Smith. 144 Ma5.86(1B8'f). Morton. C. J.;

Pub. Sta c. 197. iii.

‘Gtmn v. Gunn. 74 Ga. 566. 567-68 (1885). cases.

(lathe. J.

by it. but the matters constituting the items in ques

tion in the statement of it.‘

An “account rendered “ and not objected to within

Ereasonable time is to be regarded as admitted. by

the party charged. to be prima facie correct. if cer~

tain items are objected to. within reasonable time. and

others not. the latter are to be regarded as covered by

such an admimion. When the facts are clear. what il

a reasonable time is a matter of law; where the proofs

are conflicting. it is a mixed one of law and fact. Bo

tween merchants at home. an account presented. and

remaining unobjected to after the lapse of several

posts. is. ordinarily. by acquiescence. a stated account

The principle is that the silence of a party to whom an

account is sent. warrants the inference of an adrnia

sion of its correctness. This inference is more or less

strong according to circumstances. it may be repelled

by showing facts which are inconsistent with it. as

that the party was absent from home. suffering from

illness. or expected shortly to see the other party. and

preferred and intended to make his objections in per

son.‘ -all

Unless ob1ected to within a reasonable time an ac»

count rendered becomes an account stated. and cannot

be impeached except for fraud or mistake. What

constitutes reasonable time is a question of law.‘

A " running account" refers to cases of reciprocity

and mutuality of dealings between parties. and not to

cases where the items are all on one side.‘

That an account is " settled “ is only prim facts

evidence of its correctness. It may be impeached by

proof of unfairness. or mistake. in law or in fact; and

if it be confined to particular items it concludes noth

ing in relation to other items not stated.‘

Merely rendering an account does not make it

“ stated." If the other party receives the account.

admits the correctness of the items. claims the bal'

ance. or offers to pay it. it becomes a stated account.‘

In stating an account two things are necessary:

That there be a mutual examination of each other's

items; and. that there be a mutual agreement as to

thocorrectnesa of the allowance and disallowance of

the respective claims. and of the balance. on final ad

justment. Yet it is not necessary to show such exam

ination and agreement: these may be implied from

circumstances. An omission to object to the account

rendered. raises merely an inference that the party is

satisfied with it. Any circumstances rebutting such

inlerence. or calculated to raise a counter inference.

are competent evidence as to the actual intention of

the parties.’

I Leslie's Appeal. 6'3 Pa. 386 (1969); 89 id. 186.

‘ Wiggins 0. Burkham. 10 Wall. 181 (1869). Swayne.J.

See also 1 Story. Eq. is 5'26. 520; 18 N. Y. 289.

‘Standard Oil Co. 1;. Van Etten. 10'? U. S. 834 (1882).

cases

‘Leonard v. United States. 18 Ct. Cl. 386 (1888).

‘ Perkins u. Hart. 11 Wheat. 256 (l82l).Washingt/on. J. l,

Hager 11. Thomson. 1 Black. 98 (1861).

‘Toland v. Sprague. 12 Pet. 335 (138). Barbour. .1;

Zacarino v. Pailotti. 49 Conn. 88 (1881).

" Lockwood u. Theme. 18 N. Y. 288. 298 (1868); 1 Story,

Eq. 5‘ 526-28; 13 Bradw. 43: 58N. H. 250; 50 Tax. 115

869.
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Without impugnlng the rule that an account ren

dered which has become an account stated is open to

correction for fraud or mistake. other principles come

into operation, where a party to a stated account, who

is under A duty, from the usages of business or other

wise, to examine it within a reasonable time after

having an opportunity to do so. and give timely notice

of his objections thereto. neglects to make such ex

amination, or to have it made, in good faith. by an

other; by reason of which negligence. the other party,

relying upon the account as having been acquiesced

in or approved, has failed to take steps for his pro

tection which he could and would have taken had

luch notice been given. In other words, parties to a

stated account may be estopped by their conduct

flrom questioning its conclusiveness.‘

A complex and intricate account is an unlit subject

for examination in court, and ought always to be re

ferred to a commissioner for report, with a view to

the entry of a dual decree by the court.‘

It is the difliculty of properly adjusting accounts

which confers jurisdiction in equity upon them, with

out much regard to their singlcneas or mutuality.‘

Amistakein one item oi’ an account may be cor

rected without opening up the whole account, unless

the plaintiff can show error or fraud in the settlement

as to other items.‘

Accountable. Liable to demand for the

exhibition of an account; under obligation

to disclose fully the circumstances of a trans

action involving the investment or expendi

ture of trust funds.

Accountable receipt. A written acknowl

edgment of the receipt, by the maker of it,

of money or other personal property, coupled

with a promise or obligation to account for

or pay to some person the whole or some part

thereof.‘

Such receipt for money may be in legal elect,

though not in form. a promissory note.‘

 

1 Leather Manufacturers‘ Bank 11. Morgan. 117 U. S.

107 (1886), Harlan, J. A depositor in the bank sent his

check-book to be written up and received it back with

entries of credits and debits and his paid checks as

vouchers, but, from delay in examining the book and

checks. failed to discover that his confidential clerk

had raised certain checks to the amount of 310.000, in

time to enable the bank to indemnify itself. See also

Swayze v. Swayze, 37 N. J. E. 190 (1883), cases.

See generally. as to account stated, 23 Cent. Law J.

76 (1886), cases.

‘ Dubourg v. United States, 7 Pet 6'26(i8$i); Tillar v.

Oook, 77 Va. 479-81 (1888); 18 Bradw. 190; 87 N. J. E.

157, 564. 571; 94 N. Y. K)-81: 17 F. R. 19, 21, cases

‘ State v. Churchill, 48 Ark. 433-86 (1886), cases

‘ Carpenter 0. Kent, 101 N. Y. MM (1886); 2 Barb. 566.

‘State v. Riebe. 27 liiinn. 817 (1880). Giltillan, C, J.;

Gen. St. Minn. 1878. c. 90, i 1. and see Mason ‘ll. ald

rieh, 86 id. 284 (1886), cases; Commonwealth v. Talbot,

2 Allen,161 (1861); Commonwealth v. Lawless, 101 Mass.

8 GM)

ACCOUNT

Accountant. One who states in writing

the nature, condition, and value of trust

property committed to his charge; also, one

skilled in stating accounts.

Account-render. An action at law, in

fiduciary matters, wherein a jury settles dis

puted items.

if no account has been made, the remedy is by writ

of account dc compute: commanding the defendant to

render a just account to the plaintilf, or show cause

contra. In this there are two judgments for the plaint

ifl: that the defendant do account (quod oomputet) be

fore an auditor; and, then, that he pay the plaintii!

whatever he is found in arrears. . The most

ready and effectual way to settle matters of account

is by a bill in a court of equity, where a discovery may

be had on the defendants oath. ‘Wherefore, actions

of account. to compel a man to bring in and settle his

account. are now seldom used; though, when an ac

count is once stated, nothing is more common than an

action upon the implied auumpsit to pay the bal

ance. . . . For want of discovery at law, the courts

of equity have acquired a concurrent jurisdiction with

other courts in all matters of account. As incident to

accounts, they take concurrent cognizance of the ad

ministration of personal assets. and consequently of

debts, legacies, the distribution of the residue, and the

conduct of executors and administrators. They also

take concurrent jurisdiction of all dealings in partner

ship, and many other mercantile transactions; also

of bailifls, receivers, agents, etc.‘

The action of account-render is founded upon con

tract, and the engagement between partners that each

shall account to every other for himself, and not for

his copartner. it is a several liability; no two are re

sponsible to another jointly.‘

Where mutual accounts are intricate, a bill in equity

is preferable.‘ Compare Account, Action of.

Account-book; book-account.

BOOK, Account.

Action of account. Action of account

render, q. 1).

Proceeds upon the ground that the defendant right

fully had money for some purpose; and he cannot be

in default until he has refused or neglected to account

after being called upon. The judgments are: that the

defendant account with the plaintii‘!'; after account

ing, that he pay him the balance found duo.‘

Place to our account. An order [super

fluous] on a bill or draft, that the drawee

charge the maker with the amount, after

payment.5

See further Aunrr; Bauxcs; Caaaos; Dxxazm;

liner, 2; Sr.-rrnx, B; Voccnsa; Aniusisraaroa; Aonrr;

See

___1—-______

\ a Bl. Com. 104. 431. See 1 swrv. Eq- i5 442-512.

‘ Portsmouth v. Donaldson, 32 Pa. HM (1858), Strong, J.

‘ Dubourg v. United States. 7 Pet. 625 (1888).

‘Travers v. Dyer, 16 Blatch. 181 (1879); I BL On.

104; 2 Bates. Partn. 5 899. caaea.

‘ Bylea. Bills, 91.
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Assmnm: Exlctrron; Gmsnus; PARTNERSHIP; Pass;

Bmnvr; Mrs-mus; Panmrr; Sam; Tausr, 1.

2. The claim, demand, or right of action,

for such balance as may be found to be due

upon an account current or closed; as, an

account in bank, to assign an account.

8. Interest, benefit, behalf: as, in saying

that an agent (q. 1:.) acts upon account of his

principal; a policy issued upon account of

whom it may concern (q. 11.); a collection

(q. 0.) made for the account of another per

son.

4. Reason, ground,

Cospmos.

ACCRESCERE. L. To grow to, come

by increase, add to: to accrue, attach. See

Acno, Non accrevit; Jus, Accrescendh

ACCRETION. A mode of acquiring title

to realty, where portions of the soil are added

by gradual deposit, through the operation of

natural causes, to that already in possession

of the owner.‘ See Accasscsan.

The deposit itself is ordinarily called slluvion, q. 1:.

Compare Avuuuox.

At common law, imperceptible increase to

land on the bank of ariver by alluvial forma

tions, occasioned by the washing up of the

sand or earth, or by dereliction, as where the

river shrinks back below the usual water

ma.rl~I.I

When by addition, it should be so gradual that no

onecan see how much is added each moment of time,’

Until new land is made or emerges, there can be no

"accretion " to or increase of the land of which it

shall constitute a part The term, importing an ad

dition of what possesses the characteristics of land,

cannon therefore, be construed to include oysters

planted opposite to land.I

The rule governing additions made to land bounded

by s river, lake, or sea, has been much discussed and

variously settled by usage and positive law. Almost

all jurists and legislators, however, have agreed that

the owner of the land. thus bounded. is entitled to

these additions, By some. the rule has been vindicated

on the principle of natural justice that he who sne

tslns the burden of losses and of repairs, imposed by

the contiguity of waters, ought to receive whatever

benefits they may bring by accretion; by others, it is

derived from the principle of public policy. that it is

the interest of the community that all land should

have an owner, and most convenient, that insensible

additions to the shore should follow the title to the

shore itself.‘

consideration. See

 

I[UWLshb. R. R451. mm 4 Konk“; um

All MS.

I [Larn.mers 1:. Nissan, 4 Neb. 250 (1876), (mm, J.

men 0. Muir, as ma. an (1886). Ritchie, J.

¢ mm o. Ogden. 2 wm. or (1864). Chase. 0. J. 800

ACCUMULATION

it is generally conceded that the riparian title at

taches to subsequent secretions to the land affected

by the gradual and imperceptible operations of nab

ural causes. But whether it attaches to land reclaimed

by artificial means from the bed of the river, or to

sudden accretions produced by unusual floods, is I

question each State decides for itself. By the com

mon law, such additions to the land on tide or navi

gable waters belong to the crown.I

An aerolite belongs to the owner of the fee of the

land upon which it falls. Therefore, a pedestrian upon

a highway who first discovers such stone cannot claim

title to it, the highway being a mere easement for

Gavel.‘

ACCROACHJ To attempt, or assume,

to exercise royal power.‘

ACCRUE.° 1. To be or become added to:

to fall due.

Accrued. Due and payable.

Accruing. Falling due; becoming but

not yet due.

As, accrued or acct-uing—dividend, interest. pen

sion, rent.

Accruing costs are such costs as become due and

are created after judgment; as, the costs of an axe

cutlon.I

2. To attach, arise, come into existence,

commence, enure.

Benefits, and a right or cause of action, are said to

accrue at a certain time.' See LIIITATION, 8.

Accruer, clause of. A clause in a gift

to tenants in common, that upon the death

of one tenant his share shall go to the sur

vivor.

Extends only to the original, not to accrued shame,

unless (as is ordinarily the case) it is otherwise ox

pressly stated.

ACC.‘U'MU1'.iATIO1‘1'.8 A gathering in

quantity; also, the sums or other things so

gathered.

Accumulative. Heaping up; additional;

cumulative, q. 1:.

At common law, the utmost length of time allowed

for the contingency of an executory devise to happen

in was that of A life or lives in being and one-and

twenty years afterward‘

Under this rule, one Peter Thelluson, in 1796, do

 

also New Orleans 1:. United States. 10 Pet. 717 (1316);

Jones v. Johnston, 18 How. 150 (1865); L‘ BL Com. %i-&

1 Barney v. Keolruk, 94 U. S. 887 (1878), Bradley, J.;

Steers v. City of Brooklyn, 101 N. Y.66 (i&l!>), cases.

1 Mass 1:. Amana Society, 111. (1817): iii Alb. L. J. 76;

13 Irish Law '1‘. 881.

‘F. aocrocher, to draw to one‘s self: c1-oc, a hook

‘ See 4 Bl. Com. ‘[6; 2 Steph. Hist Cr. L Eng. 2411

' F. cwc-reu: L. accrescere, q. v.

'87 Ind. 254; 01 Ill. 95.

'98 U. 8. 470; 17 F. R 872; 1 Story, Eq. 1212.

' L. ad-cumulare, to amas: cumulus, a heap

'8 Bl. Com. 174; 2 Kent. 358.
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vised his fortune to trustees, for accumulation during‘

the lives of three sons and of their sons, and during

the life of the survivor. At the death of this last sur

vivor the fund was to be divided into three shares

one share for the eldest male lineal descendant of each

of his three sons; upon failure of such descendant, the

share to go to the descendants of the other sons. The

test/ator left three sons and four grandsons living, and

twin sons born soon after his death. It was found

that at the death of these nine persons the fund would

exceed nineteen million pounds; and, upon the sup

position of only one person to take and a majority of

ten years, that the sum would exceed thirty-two mili

ion pounds. The will was upheld, as within the limits

of the common-law rule, by the court of chancery in

I798, and by the House of Lords in 1805.I

By statute of 8!? & 40 Geo. Ill (1799), c. 98, known

as the Theliusson Act or the Statute of Accumulations,

accumulation was forbidden beyond the life of the

grantor (or testator), twenty-one years from his death,

and during the minority of any person living or in

ventre sa mere at his death, or during the minority of

any person who, under deed or will, would, if of full

age, be entitled to the income.‘

And such also is the law in- most of the States: so

that directions for accumulation beyond those limita

tions are void.‘ See Ausxano, Rel; Davrss, Execu

tory; Pearsrurrv. ‘

ACCUSABE. L. To lay to one’s charge;

to accuse, q. 1:.

Accusare nemo so debet.

obliged to accne himself.

Nemo tenetur seipsum accusare. No one is

bound to accuse himself.

Nemo tenetur seipsum prodere. No one is

bound to betray or expose himself.

it is the privilege of a witness not to answer a ques

tion where there is real, not imaginary, danger that

the answer may criminate himself. ‘

The rule is intended to preserve the witness from

temptation to commit perjury.

A husband cannot testify against his wife, or vice

bend.‘ But a bankrupt must answer fully as to the

disposition of his property! And a member of a pub

lic corporation may be compelled to testify against

the corporation.I '

The rule has been relaxed, and a diderence made

between private crimes or those arising out of com

merce or the private relations of society, and public

crimes or those relating strictly to the general welfare

of the state.‘

See Cnruuura; Smnn; Tuarrrwna.

No one is

 

'Thellu.sson v. Woodford,4 Ves. WT-8-L9; ll id. 112-50.

'4 Kent, 254; Will. R. P. 806.

'4 Kent, 816, 271; Pray v. Hegeman, 91 N. Y. 514-15

(1888): Scott 1:. West, 63 Wis 674-82 (1885), cases.

'1 Green]. Ev. 55 830. 340.

' 8 Pars. Contr. 519.

'1 Gree-nl.Ev.5831. Seel Bl. Oom.4i3; 4 “.296;

i0’? Mass. I81; 10 N. Y. 10, 88.

ACCUSE. To charge with violation of

law; specifically, to charge with criminal

misconduct. See ACCUSLBE.

Accusation. A charge that one has com

mitted a misdemeanor or crime; also, the

act of preferring such a charge.

" To accuse" is to bring a charge against

one before some court or ofiicer; and the

person thus charged is “ the accused." 1

A threat to accuse of a crime does not refer to ac

cusing by way of railing. or slander, or hearing false

witness under a separate accusation made by others,

but the institution or participation in the institution

of a criminal charge before some one held out as com

petent to entertain such a charge in lawful course.‘

See Canm; Exaumrnon, 2; Lvnwrnmrr; Sura

um, I.

ACCUSTOMED. See Cusrom; Haarr.

Where a deed conveyed a water privilege with the

power and appurtenances as they then existed, and

with the right to rebuild a dam, and to pass and re

pass in the use of the same over the "accustomed

way," it waslheid that the right of way must be re

garded as limited to the last accustomed way.‘

ACKNOWLEDGMENT. Owning to;

avowal, admission.

1. A statement by a debtor that a claim,

barred by the statute of limitations, is still a

valid obligation.

Takes the case out of the statute, and revives the

original cause of action.

An acknowledgment which will revive the original

cause of action must be unqualified and unconditional.

it must show positively that the debt is due in whole

or in part. if connected with circumstances which

affect the claim, or if conditional, it may amount to

a new assumpsit for which the old debt is a suflicient

consideration: or if it be construed to revive the orig

inal debt, that revival is conditional. and the perform

ance of the condition, or a readiness to perform it,

must be shown.’

A new promise, as a new cause of action. ought to

be proved in a clear and explicit manner, and be in its

terms unequivocal and determinate; and, if any con

ditions are annexed, they ought to be shown to be per

formed. if there be no express promise, but a promise

to be raised by implication of law from the acknowl

edgment of the party, such acknowledgment ought to

contain an unqualified and direct admission of a. sub

sisting debt, which the party is liable and willing to

pay. if there be accompanying circumstances winch

repel the presumption of a promise or intention to pav;

if the expressions be equivocal, vague, and indetermi

nate, leading to no certain conclusion, but at best to

probable inferences, which may affect different minus

 

IPeople v. Braman, 80 Mich. 468-70 (1874), cases,

Graves, C. J. See also Commonwealth 1;. Andrew‘.

182 Mass. 204 (i882).

'WhartMax.Q;Broom.Max.068.970;17Am.Law

Rev. 793.

' Ferries v. Knowles, 41 Conn. W (1874). ‘

'Wetzeli v. Buleard. ll Wheat. 815, 811-18 (M

cases. Marshall. C. J.
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in different ways. thev ought not to go to a jury as

evidence of a new promise to revive the cause of action.

Any other course would open up all the mischiefs

against which the statute was intended to gulrd inno

cent persons. and expose them to the dangers of being

entrapped in careless conversations. and betrayed by

prejudices. it may be that in this manner an honest

debt may sometimes be lost. but many unfounded re

cs reries will be prevented.l

80 case has gone the length of saying that there

must be an express promise to pay in terms. A clear.

distinct. unequivocal acknowledgment of a debt as an

existing obligation. identifying it so that there can be

no mistake as to what it refers to. made to a creditor

or his agent, takes a case out of the statute.I

" I will pay the debt as soon as possible.“ constitutes

a new and sufflcicnt acknowledgment.‘

Acknowledgment does not necessarily imply words‘

Bee further Pnornsn. New.

2. The act of a grantor in going before a

competent officer and declaring that the in

etrument he produces is his act and deed.‘

Also, the official certificate that such deo

laration was made.

The acknowledgment or the proof which may au

thorize thc admission of a deed to record. and the

recording thereof, are provisions for the security of

creditors and purchasers. They are essential to the

validity of the deed as to those persons. not as to the

grantor!

An acknowledgment, regular on its face. makes the

instrument evidence, without further proof. and fits it

for being recorded. The exact words of the statute

need not be followed: it is sufldcient if the meaning be

clearly and fully expressed!

in the case of a wife. the certificate must show that

she was examined separate and npart from her hus

band; that she was of full age; that the contents of

the deed were iirst made known to her; and that she

acted of her own free will. Otherwise. although re

corded. her acknowledgment constitutes neither a

record nor notice.I

1 Bell v. Morrison. 1 Pet. $82 (1828). Story, J. See

also Moore v. Bank of Columbia. 6 id. 9i—94 (M32);

Fort Scott 1:. Hickman. 112 U. 8. 168 (1884); Green 1).

C00. Bay Wagon Co., 23 F. R. 6? (1885), cases; Curtis

17. Sacramento. 70 Cal. 414-15 (1856); Chidsey v.1’oweil.

D1 MO. (1337).

‘Jones v. Lantz. 8'-l Pa. 826 (1869). Sharswood. J.;

wolfensburger 1:. Young. 47 id. 517 (1561); Shaefer v,

Boflmn-IL 113 rd. 6 (1886). cases; 114 id. 858; 28 Alb.

Law J. 104-5(lB-81). cases.

I Norton 0. Shepard. 48 Conn. 111 (1880). cases.

' Bailey 11. Boyd. 59 ind. 298 (1877).

' [Short 1:. Coulee. E I11. 238 (1982). Breese_ J.

0 Lessee of Sicard 0. Davis. 6 Pet. 186 (1882).

' Wickereham u. Reevu. 1 lowa. 417 (1855); Owen v.

Norris. 5 Blackf. 481 (1810); Becker 1;. Anderson. 11

Rob. ‘W (1.-£81); Spitmngle v. Vanhessch. 13 id. 838

(ii-la‘-.'i.

‘See Paxton a. Marshall. 18 F. R. 861. 864-68 (1888).

cues; Young 0. Duvall. 109 U. 8. 677 (1888); Mcliiiullen

'_ Mn. 21 W. Va 1'44-45(1R82). cases: Watson v-.

 

Conveyance of the estates of married women by

deed. with separate examination and acknowledg

ment. has taken the place of the alienation of such

estntzcs by “ fine “ in a court of record under the law

of England. For fraud in levying a fine. the court of

chancery would grant relief. as in the case of any

other conveyance. And so now. her deed of convey

ance does not bind her if her acknowledgment was

obtained by fraud or duress. or if. by reason of infancy

or insanity. she was not competent to make the con

tract. Statute of 18 Edw. l. (1290) enacted that if a

feme covert should be a party to a tine. she was first

to be examined by certain justices; and if she dis

seated. the fine was not to be levied. This was held to

mean that the line ought not tobe received without

her examination and consent; but that if it was re

ceived. neither she nor her heirs could be permitted

to deny that she was examined and freely consented;

for this would be contradicting the record. and tend to

weaken the assurances of real property.

The object of statutes requiring the separate exami

nation of the wife to be taken by an officer. to be cer

tified by him in a particular form. and to be recorded

in the public registry. is not only to protect her by

making it the duty of such offlcer to ascertain and to

certify that she has not executed the deed by compul

sion orin ignorance of its contents. but to facilitate

the conveyance of the estates of married women. and

to secure and perpetuate evidence. upon which trans

fereea may rely. that the requirements of the law

have been compiled‘ with. The duty of the ofliicer in

volves the exercise of judgment and discretion. and

so is a judicial or quasi judicial act. The conclusion

is that. except in case of fraud. his certificate. made

and recorded as the statute requires. is the sole and

conclusive evidence of the separate examination and

acknowledgment. and that. except where fraud in

procuring her execution is alleged. extrinsic evidence

of the manner in which the examination was con

ducted is inadmissible.l

Whenever substance is found in a certificate. obvi

ous clerical errors and all technical defects will.be

disregarded. and. in order to uphold it. the certificate

will be read in connection with the instrument and in

the light of surrounding circumstances.’ See Em

rzunon. 5; Norton. 1.

8. Admission of afact; confession of guilt.

See CONFESSION, 2.

 

Michael. id. 571-78 (1883). cases; Langton 1:. Marshall.

59 Tax. 2% (1838); Schley v. Pullman's Palace Car Co.I

120 U. S. 575 (1887). citing Ill. cases; 1 Bl. Com. 444.

I Hitz v. Jenks. 123 U. S. 301-3 (1587). cases. Gray. J.

In this case a notary had taken the acknowledgment

in the statutory form. and the wife admitted that the

signature was hers. but did not recollect executing the

deed. and denied that it was explained to her. Held.

there being no proof of fraud or duress. evidencetb

impeach the certificate was properly rejected. See

also Davey 12. Turner. 1 Dallas. '13 (1765); Lloyd e.

Taylor. ib. '17 (1768); Cox v. Gill. B3 Ky. 669 (1886);

Davis 1). Agnew. 67 Tax. 210 (1886); Cover v. Manawqy.

1i5 Pa. 845 (1887).

1 King‘ 1* _‘ll‘l'T'iit. Sup Ct. .\i1ch. (Oct 13. Will’). case;
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ACQUAHVTED. Implies a mutual ao

quaintance; as where one swears that he is

“well acquainted" with an applicant for

naturalization.1

Having a substantial knowledge of the

subject-matter; as of the paper to which a

certificate is aflixed.‘

ACQUETS. See PURCHASE, 8.

ACQUIESCENCE.‘ A keeping quiet:

consent inferred from silence or from failure

to object, the person to be charged having

knowledge of the essential facts. Tacit en

couragement to an act done: assent.

imports mere submission, not approbation; as when

it is said that the board of trustees of a college acqui

esced in legislation affecting their clinrwr.‘

implies such knowledge of facts as will enable the

party to take cflectual action. One may not then rest

until the rights of third persons are involved and the

situation of the wrong-doer is materially changed.‘

Where a person tacitly encourages an act to be done,

he cannot afterward exercise his legal right in oppo

sition to such consent, if this encouragement induced

the other party to change his position, so that he will

be pecuniarily prejudiced by the assertion of such ad

versary claim.‘

See further An-"lair, 2; Esrorran; Srnnxcs; Srau-.;

Wnvaa.

ACQUI.RE." To obtain, procure: as, to ac

quire property, a dornicil. Compare HOLD, 6.

Acq_uired.“In the law of descent, includes

lands that come to a person in any other way

than by gift, devise, or descent, from an an

cestor." R

After-acquired. Obtained after some event

or transaction: as, property acquired after

an adjudication in bankruptcy, or after a

judgment has been entered.

Acquisition. Procuring a thing—spe

‘ cifically, property; also, the property itself.

See Isuaarr; PURCHASE, 2, 8.

Original acquisition. When, at the mo

ment, the thing is not another's, 1'. e., is ac

quired by first occupancy—by accession,

Drwivativc acquisi

 

‘ United States v. Jones, 14 Blatch. 90 (1877).

' Bohan v. Casey,i5 Mo. Ap. 106-7 (1878).

‘L. ncquicscere, to rest in or upon: quiea, quiet.

‘Alien v. Z\lcKean, 1 Surnn. 31-1 (1533), Story, J.

‘Pence u. Langdon, 99 U. S. 581 (1878), Swayne, J.

Seealso Matthews v. Murchison, 17 F. R. 766 (1883);

Ramsden 0. Dyson, L. R., 1 H. L. 129 (1865).

‘ Swain v. Seamans, 9 Wall. 254, 267, 274 (1869). Clif

ford, J.

' L. acquirere, to get, obtain: quaerere, to seek.

‘ Re Millers‘ Wills, 2 Lea, 61 (1878); Donahue‘: Estate,

I6 Cal. 832 (1868).

lion. When the thing is obtained from an

other by his act or the act of the law; as in

cases of gift, sale, forfeiture, succession, mar

riage, judgment, insolvency, intestacy.I

The property that a bankrupt acquires, after helm:

devoted all his possessions to the payment of his debts,

is his individually.‘

Where one makes a deed of land as owner and sub

sequently acquires an outstanding title, the acquisi

tion enures to the grantee by estoppcl.‘ See under

Covsrum, 1.

A judgment may not be a lien upon after-acquired

land. unless specially made so, as by a wire facial or

some analogous proceeding.‘

ACQUIT. F. Exonerated, acquitted,

cleared.

Autrefois acquit. Formerly acquitted.

Opposed, autrefois convict. A plea in bar,

that the accused has already been cleared of

the charge.‘ See AOQUIITAL, Former.

ACQUITTAL. Setting free; deliverance

from a charge or suspicion of guilt; the act

or action of a jury in finding that a person

accused of a crime is not guilty.

Acquitted. “Set free or judicially dis

charged from an accusation; released from a

debt, duty, obligation, charge, or suspicion

of guilt." ‘

Refers to both civil and criminal prosecutions.‘

Acquittal in fact. A verdict of not

guilty. Acquittsl in law. A discharge by

operation of law; as, where one is held as an

accessary and the principal is acquittedfi

Former acquittal. An acquittal in a

former prosecution.

When the facts constitute but one offense, though

divisible into parts, a final judgment on a charge of

one part bars a prosecution for another part. When

the facts constitute two or more oflenses wherein the

lesser is necessarily involved in the greater, and the

facts necessary to convict on a second prosecution

would necessarily have convicted on the ilrst, then the

first judgment bars another prosecution.‘

The greater includes the lesser crime.‘ Compare

Cosvrcrros, Former.

I [2 Kent, 855, 886.]

I Allen :1. Ferguson, 18 Wall. 4 (1878).

‘ Irvine v. Irvine, 9 Wall. 025 (1869).

‘See Loornis 11. Davenport, &c. R. Co., 17 F. R. M8

(1882); lJones, liiortg. 5157. See gerferally Babcock

v. Jones, 15 Kan. 801(1575), cases; 21 Cent. L J. W4

(1833), cases.

‘ See 4 Bl. Com. 885.

‘ Dolloway v. Turrill, 26 Wend. 400 (1841): Webster

1 [2 Coke Inst. 304.]

‘State v. Elder. 65 Ind. 285-86 (1379). cases; 68 N. H.

“ 7; 4 Cr. L. M 411.

'18 Cenh Law J. 89‘.L94 (1884), case;
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ACQUITTANCE. A written discharge

from the performance of a duty; also, the

writing itself.

includes a common receipt for money paid.|

A receipt for damages may operate as an acquit

tance, when not a release.I

An avquittunce under seal is s " release,“ q. u.

ACRE. Formerly, in discussing the law

of real estate, for brevity, “ black acre " and

" white acre" were used to distinguish par

oels. See Esrmsrs; Mom: on Lms.

AO'I‘. 1. A thing done or performed; the

exercise of power; an effect produced by

power exerted.’ See ACTUM.

"Act“ and “intentlon" may mean the same as

“act " alone, [or act implies intention, as in the ex

pression “ death by his own not or intention.“ '

A service running through several days, as, inven

torying attached goods, may be treated usone act.I

The law deals with the acts of men as members of

society under a contract honeste vivere, altcrum non

laodcre, mum cuiquc tribuere: to live honorably, hurt

nobody, and give to every one his due.‘

Acts are spoken of as unintentional and as

intentional, wanton, malicious, and criminal;

as of omission and of commission; as reason

able; as of diligence, and of negligence; as

of ownership, of sutferance, of trespass; as

of concealment and of fraud; as overt; as

judicial, and as ministerial, qq. v.

What ought to bedone is readily presumed. What

ought not to be done, when done, may be valid.

Equity treats that as done which oughtto bedone.

He who can and ought to forbid, commands, ii’ he does

not forbid. He who fails to prevent what he can pre

vent, does the act himself. ‘When anything is pro

hibited. everything by which it maybe done is also

prohibited. When more is done than ought to be

done, Lhat which it was proper to do, is accepted as

rightly done. What cannot be done directly cannot

bedone indirectly. Everyact involves its usual conse

quences, q. u. See also Esrorrnn; Rs:uno.w, 1; Van».

Act of bankruptcy. An act which ex

poses a debtor to proceedings in a court of

bankruptcy, q. 0.

Act of God. Such inevitable accident

as cannot be prevented by human care, skill

or foresight; but results from natural causes,

such as lightning and tempest, floods and

inundation.‘

1 State v. Shelters, 51 Vt. IN (1878), cases.

' Mitchell v. Pratt, Taney, 448 (1841).

'See Chumasero v. Potts, 2 llonta. 28+-85 (1813).

‘ Chapman 0. Republic Life Ins. Co., 0 Bias. 240

1874).

' Bishop v. Warner, 19 Conn. 407 (1849).

'1 Bl. Com. -l0: Justinian.

' Mcllenry 1:. Philadelphia, &o. ll Co., 4 Hnrr., Del.,

“M18165. Booth. 0. J.

 

Something superhuman, or something in

opposition to the act of man.I

Every “act of God" is an “inevitable accident,“

because no human agency can resist it; but it does not

follow that every inevitable accident is an act of God.

Damage done by lightning is an inevitable accldenh

and also an act of (lod, but the collision of two ves

sels, in the dark, is an inevitable accident, and not an

act of God.‘

That may be an “inevitable accident“ which no

human foresight or precaution can prevent; while

“ act of God“ denotes a natural accident which could

not happen by the intervention of man. The latter

expression excludes all human agency. Moreover, to

excuse a carrier, the act of God must also be the

immediate, not the remote, cause of the loss.‘

Courts and writers have diflered as to whether “ un

avoidable accident" in a bill of isding is exactly

equivalent to the exception of the common law “ act

of God or of the public enemies." Some treat “in

evitable accident," “ perils of the sea," “ of naviga

tion," "oi the road,“ as equivalent to the “ act of

God " as this phrase is used by judges and lawyers;

and others treat them as expressing different ideas.

Others again view them as identical for the purpose

of making“ inevitable accident " mean “ act oi’ God,"

in the sense of a sudden and violent act of nature;

while others make them cquivalent in order to make

“act of God“ mean any accident which the carrier

cannot, by proper care, foresight, and skill, avoid.

Many cases overlook the common custom of mer

chants (the law in such matters) that all bills of lad

ing contain an exception against losses by inevitable

accident, perils oi the sea, etc. if a man signs a bill

containing the technical phrase “act of God " he will

be held according to the usual custom of commerce.

The maxim acius Dd ncmini facit injuriam does

not appear to be diflerent from lea: non cogit ad im

posn'bilia, im.poieniia crcusat Iegem, inlposifibilium

nulla obligatio eat, and other maxims oi the Roman

law.

" Act of God " no more excludes human agency

than do such terms as Deo volente, Deo jut-ante. ea:

t-isiiatione Dei, Providcntiai dispensation, or the

Roman terms fataliter, diviniius, casus fortuiius,

damnum faiale, all which originally referred to the

intervention of the gods, in the sense that the appro

priate human agency was powerless.

When rights depend upon the life of a man, they

end with his death, which is called an " act of God,"

whether irom nature, accident, carelessness, or sul

cide.‘

 

‘Chicago, £0. R. Co. v. Sawyer, 69 Ill. 289 (ll-W8),

cases, )lcAllister, J.

' Fergusson 0. Brent, 12 lid. 83 (1557), Le Grand, C. J.

See also The Charlotte, 9 Bened. 6-16 (l I , cases; 10

H1. 310, 81-2, 3-30.

I Merritt u. Earle, 29 N. Y. 117-18 (1864), Wright, J4

Michaela v. N. Y. Central R. Co., 80 id. 571 (1864),

OM98.

‘ l-la_vs v. Kennedy, 41 Pa. 879-80, 881, W (1861),

cases, Lowrie, C. J. Dissenting opinion by Thompson,

J., 3 Grant, 867-64. cases: “An opinion characterised
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The law was first established by the courts oi!

England with reference to carriers by land, on whom

the Roman law imposed no liability beyond that of

other bailees for reward. Nor did the Roman law

make a distinction between inevitable accident aris

ing from what in English law is termed “ the act of

God," and inevitable accident arising from other

causes, but, on the contrary, afforded immunity to

the carrier, without distinction. whenever the loss re

sulted from “ oasusforhu'tus," “ damnum faiale," or

“ via major "-- unforeseen and unavoidable accident.

It is not under all circumstances that inevitable

accident arising from the so-called act of God will,

any more than inevitable accident in general by the

Roman and continental law, afford immunity to the

carrier. This must depend upon his ability to avert

the eflects of the via major, and the degree of dili

gence,which he is bound to apply to that end.

I All causes of inevitable accident may be divided

into two classes: those which are occasioned by the

elementary forces of nature unconnected with the

agency of man or other cause; and those which have

their origin, in whole or in part, in the agency of man.

whether in acts of commission or omission, of non

feasance or mis-fesance, or in any other cause inde

pendent of the agency of natural forces.

It is not because an accident is occasioned by the

agency of nature, and therefore by what may be

termed the " not of God," that it necessarily follows

that the carrier is entitled to immunity. The carrier

is bound to do his utmost to protect the goods from

loss or damage, and if he fails herein he becomes

liable from the nature of his contract. if by his de

fault in omitting to take the necessary care, loss or

damage ensues, he remains responsibleI though the

so-called act of God may have been the immediate

cause of the mischief.

What Story says of “perils of the seas" applies

equally to such perils coming within the designation

of “acts of God." That is, all that can be required of

the carrier is that he shall do all that is reasonably and

gwactically possible to insure the safety of the goods.

if he uses all the known means to which prudent and

experienced carriers ordinarily have recourse he does

all that can be reasonably required of him; and if,

under such circumstances, he is overpowered by storm

or other natural agency, he is within the rule which

gives immunity from the effects of such via major as

the act of God It is, therefore, erroneous to say that

the vis major must be such as " no amount of human

care or skill could have resisted “or the’izijury such

as " no human ability could have prevented.“ I

 

by line discrimination, and by accurate research," 1

Smith's Lead. Cases, 418, where extended quotation

is made from it.

I Nugont v. Smith, L. R., 1 C. P. D. 42940, 435-86

(i8’-'6), cases, Cockburn, C. J.; 1 Story, Bailm. 5 512 (a).

The defendant received a more to be carried by him

as a common carrier by sea. The jury found that her

death was caused partly by very rough weather and

partly from struggling due to fright, and that the de

fendant had not been negligent. The Court of Ap

peals reversed the lower court. holding that the

defendant was not liable for the value of the animal.

Where, in an action for the loss of goods, the do

fense is "an act of God " [an unusual flood], the bur

den of showing that the negligence of the carrier

co-operated to produce the loss is on the shipper.

Such defense may be shown under n general denial.‘

Where a duty is imposed upon a person by law he

will not be absolved from liability for non-perform

ance occasioned by an act of God, unlem he has ex

pressly stipulated for exemption.‘

See further ACCIDENT; Cesar“; C0.\‘Di’l'lON; Poser

BIUTY.

Act of honor. Acceptance or indorse

ment of protested paper, to save the credit

of a name thereon. See HONOR, 1.

Act of the law. The operation of legal

rules upon a fact or facts; operation of law.‘

A common expression is “act and operation of

law.“

Succession to property. surrender of leases, and

some divorces are said to be created by act of the

law.‘

An act of the law exonerates from liability.I

- 2. A formal written statement that some

thing has been done; as, that an instrument

is the maker’s act and deed. See Acnsown

nnonam, 2.

8. A law made by a legislative body.

Used abstractly, or with reference to a particular

statute: as, an act of Assembly, of Congress, of legis

lation, or of the legislature; the Civil Rights Act, the

Confiscation Acts, the Factor‘s Act the Interstate

Commerce Act, the Legal Tender Act, Recording Acts,

the Riot Act, Tenterdenh Act, the Tenure of Oflioe

Act, qq. v.

Enact. To establish in the form of posi

tive law, or by written law. \Vhence enact

ment.

Enacting clause. The section of a bill or

statute which establishes the whole‘ docu

ment as a law. Commonly begins “Be it

enacted, etc.," that is, by the Senate and

House of Representatives (or the People) of a

State, or of the United States.

The section of a statute which defines an oflense is

not the enacting clause.‘

“ Act of Congress “ is as strong and unequiv-o<~al ll

“statute of Congress.“ '

The legislature, in exercising a power conferred.

 

I Davis 1:. Wabash, Ktc. R. Co., 89 lilo. 8-19-68 (1580;

cases, Ray, J. Same case, 25 Am. Law Reg 650 (mu)

ib. 868-60, cases.

‘Central Trust Co. 1!. Wabash. &c R Co.,8l F ii

441(1a-51'). '

' l7 Wall. 878, 876.

‘See 1 Bl. Com. 1%; lb Wend. 4(1); 2 Barb

2 Whart. Ev. 55 858-62.

‘Taylor v. Taintor, 16 Wall. 876 (1872).

' United States 11. Cook, 17 Wall. 175 (1876).

' United States 0. Smith. 2 Mas. iiii (18-30, Story J

iii
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enacts laws, and a law is called a statute or an “act.“

. . All legislative acts are laws; if not laws, then

they are not acts of legislation.‘

A proposed law B embodied in abill. When this

bill is duly passed by the legislative body it becomes

an act of that body. When the executive department

signs or approves such a bill it becomes a law.‘

General or public not. A statute which

binds the community at large. Private or

special act. Such act as operates only upon

particular persons and private concerns.

Special or private acts are to be formally shown

and plead‘-d, else the judges are not bound to notice

them.I

There is no statute fixing the time when acts of

Congress shall take effect, but it is settled that where

no time is prescribed, they take effect from their date.

Where the language employed is “from and after the

passage of this act," the same result follows. The act

becomes effectual from the day of its date. In such

cases it is operative from the first moment of that

day, fractions of the day not being recognized.‘

A thing is done in pursuance of an act when the

person who does it is acting honestly, under the powers

which the act gives, or in discharge of the duties which

It imposes.‘

See further LAW; Lnomurn; Sn-nrrn.

ACTA. See Acrun.

ACTIING. Performing; serving: attend

ing to the duties of an office: as, the acting —

executor, partner, commissioner of patents,

reporter of decisions.

Attached to an oi'l1cer‘s title, designates not an ap

pointed incumbent. but merely a locum tenens who is

performing the duties of an omce to which he does

not himself claim title.‘

ACTIO. L. A doing, performing: an

action, or right of action.

Actio non accrevit infra. sex annos.

The action has not accrued within six years:

the right of action has not arisen, etc.

The Latin form of the plea of the statute of limita

tions. in strictness, appropriate only when the action

has accrued subsequently to the promise. To an ac

tion on the promise, the plea is non aasumpsif infra

sex annns.’ See Accaun, 2.

Actio personalis moritur cum per

sons. A personal action dies with the person.

Applies to actions merely personal, arising ea: de

licto, for wrongs actually done by the defendant, such

 

\ People v. Tiphains, 13 How. Pr. 76-77 (1866).

' Chumasero v. Potts. 2 Monte. 281-85 (1375).

I1 Bl. Com. 80; Unity Township 1:. Btu-rage, 108 U, B,

4M(1$0i

‘Lapeyro v. United States, 17 Wall. 198 (1872),

Sway-ne, J. See also 7 Wheat. 211; 1 Gail. 62; 20Vt..

658; 21 1'11. 619; 1 Kent. 45?.

‘Smith 1:. Shaw, ‘:1 E. C. L. 128 (1829).

{Fraser v. United States, 16 CL CL 614 (1880).

‘I Hi. Com. ans

  

as trespax, battery, slander: in which the action

cannot be revived by or against any representative.

But actions arising er confractu, by breach of prom~

ise, in which the right descends to the representative,

may be revived: being actions against the property

rather than against the person.I

Expresses the rule at common law with regard to

the surviving of personal actions arising tr delicto,

for injuries to the person, personaity, or realty. By

4 Edw. III (1331), c. 7. the rule was so modified as to

give an action in favor of a personal representative for

injuries to personalty; by 3 and 4 Will. IV (IN33), c. 42,

an action was given against personal representatives

for injuries to personalty or realty; I and by 9 and 10

Vict. (1846), c. 28, known as Lord Campbell's Act, a

right of action for damages for the death of the person

injured by the wrongful act, neglect, or default of

another, is given to near relatives—hushand, wife,

parent, child. These statutes have been followed in

this country.

At common law actions on penal statutes do not

survive. Congress has not changed the rule with re

spect to actions on the penal statutes of the United

States.‘ See further D.unor.s.

Non oritur actio. A right of action does

not arise— ea: dolo malo, out of a fraud ; —e.v

nudo puclo, out of an engagement without a

consideration;—av pacto illicito, upon an

unlawful agreement;— ea: turpi causa or

contractu, out of an immoral cause or con

tract.

Whenever illegality appears, whether the evidence

comes from one side or the other, the disclosure is

fatal to the case. Consent cannot neutralize its eflectd

Whatever the contamination reaches it destroys.

See further Dnucrnn, in pari, etc.

ACTION. 1. Doing a thing, the exercise

of power, physical or legal; the thing itself as

done; an act, q. v.: as, legislative, judicial,

executive action, qq. v. See CAUSE, 1 (1).

2. “ The lawful demand of one's right ‘"

in a court of justice.‘

An abstract legal right in one person to

prosecute another in a court of justice; a

“suit" is the actual prosecution of that

right."

An action or suit is any proceeding for the

 

'3 Bl. Com. 802.

' Russell v. Sunbury, 87 Ohio St. 874 (1881). See also

Henshaw 0. Miller, 17 How. 219 (1854); Mitchell 1;.

Hotchkiss, 48 Conn. 16 (1880); Tufts v. Matthews, 10 F.

R 610-11 (1882), cases; 55 Mich. 835; 148 Mass. 805.

' Schreiber v. Shnrpless, 110 U. S. 80 (1384).

‘ Coppell 1:. Hall, 7 Wall. 556-69 (1868), can“; Ewell

u. Daggs, 108 U. S. 1~i9(1t‘fi3), cases; WT Man. 440; N

N. Y. 85; Broom, Max. 297, 7

'8 Bl.Com.11tl.

' .\1cBride‘s Appeal, 72 Pa. 483 (1871).

' Hunter's Will, 6 Ohio, 501 (1854).



ACTION

purpose of obtaining such remedy as the law

allows.I

In any legal sense, action, suit, and cause

are convertible terms.2

The "cause" of this lawful demand. or the reason

why the plaintiff can make such demand. is some

wrong act committed by the defendant. and some

damage sustained by the plaintiff in consequence

thereof: the two elements must unite.I See further

( AESE. 2.

Since all wrongs may be considered as merely a

privation of right. the plain. natural remedy for every

species of wrong is the being put in possession of the

right again. This may be effected by a specific delivery

or restoration of the subject-matterto the legal owner.

or. where that is not possible or at least not adequate.

by making a pecuniary satisfaction in damages. The

instruments whereby this remedy is obtained are a

diversity of actions or suits. The Greeks and Romans

bed set forms of actions for the redress of distinct

injuries. Our actions are founded upon original

writs, and these are nlterable by legislation only. The

several suits, or remedial instruments of justice. are

actions personal. real. and mixed.‘

Whether a writ of error. a quo warrants. a manda

mus. a scire fucias. a suit in partition. a suit in equity.

a summary proceeding— insome of which the court is

the actor.— are actions. in the strict seme. has been

variously decided. .

Action in personam. An action against

the person (of the defendant). Action in

rem. An action against a thing — an inani

mate object out of which satisfaction is

sought. See RES, 2.

Action of contract or ex contractu.

An action for the recovery of damages upon

a broken contract. In form: assumpsit,

debt. or covenant (qq. v.)-all founded on

promises. Action of tort or ex delicto.

An action for the recovery of personalty

withheld, or damages for a wrong not a

breach of contract. In form: trespass, case,

trover, replevin, or detinue (qq. v.)—~ all

founded on torts or wrongsé _

Action on the case. See Cass, 3.

Actionable. That for which an action

may be umiumined; opposed to non-action.

able: as. acti0nable— fraud, defamation.

Words are "actionable peree" when the natural

consequence of what they impute is damage.‘ See

Inert. 5; SLANDEB.

 

IHarris v. Insurance Co., 85Conn. 31:‘. 811 (1868);

Kagill u. Parsons. 4 id. 8'22 (1822).

1 Exp. hiilligan. 4 Wall. 112 (1866). Davis. J.; 2

licCrary. N1; 18 Blatch. 447; 60 Wis. 478.

' Foot v. Edwards. 8 Blatch. 818 (1855). Nelson. J.

'3 Bl. Com. lit»-i‘l.

ISee 3 Bl. Com. 117; 18 F. R. 587.

‘Pollard 1:. Lyon. 91 U. S. 2» "1-8 (1875). cases.

26 ACTION

Amicable action. An action entered of

record by agreement and without the service

of process, to obtain the judgment of the

court in a matter of common interest. Op

posed, adversary action.

Civil action. Recovers a private right or

compensation for deprivation thereof. Crim

inal action. Is instituted by the state for

an offense to the community or to society.

Civil actions include actions at law. suits in chan

cery. proceedings in admiralty. and all other judicial

controversies in which rights of property are in

mired.‘

Cl\ ii action is used in contradistinction to criminal

action; as. in the act of July 2. 1864. relating to par

ties as witnesses.‘

Common-law action.

tainable at common law. Statutory ac

tion. Such form of action as is given by

legislative enactment. See REMEDY, Cumu

lative.

Cross action. An action brought by the

defendant in a suit against the plaintiff upon

the same subject-matter, the particular cause

of action not being available as set-ofi in the

first suit. See SET-OFF.

Equitable action. An action for money

had and received is sometimes so called.

Yet. inthe absence of special circumstances. courts

of equity refuse jurisdiction. because the remedy at

law is complete.' See Assmn>srr. implied.

Fictitious action. A suit upon a wager,

and under pretense of a controversy, to ob

tain a judicial opinion upon a question of

law. See FICTITIOUS, 1; ISSUE, 3, Feigned.

In action. That for which a suit will lie

or is pending. See CHOSE.

Joint action. A suit in which all per

sons obligated or interested on one side of a

controversy appear as co-plaintiffs, and all

obligated or interested on the other side are

made co-defendants. Joint and several

action. A suit by either one or all persons

on one side as plaintiff or co-plaintiifs, and

against either one or all on the other side as

defendant or co-defendants. Separate ac

tion. Such action as each person must

An action main

 

|Unlled States v. Ten Thousand Cigar-3,] Woolw

125 (1867).

' Green 1:. United States. 9 Wall. 658 0869). And 566

1 Dill. 184; 28 Conn. 580; 69 Ga. 6-iT;1(M Ind, ¢;_ 15; 2

Monta. T0; 51 N. H. 388; 1 Barb. 15; 14 Abb. Pr. iL'>3; 44

Pa. 130; 48 Vt. 297.

‘Wallis v. Shelly. so 1'‘. R. 748 (1887); um“ .,_ m

ler. 111 U. 5. 897-98 i188-1). caeee.
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bring when several complainants cannot pur

sue a joint remedy. See further JOINT.

Local action. A suit maintainable in

some one jurisdiction exclusively. Transi

tory action. A suit maintainable wherever

the defendant can be found.

in “local actions,“ where the possession of land or

damages for an actual trespass or waste, etc., aflect»

ing land. is to be recovered. the plain:-ii! must declare

his nuury to have happened in the very place where

it happcncd: butin “transitory actions," for an in

jury that might have happened anywhere, as in debt,

detinue, slander, the plnintifl may declare in what

county he pleases. Transitory actions follow

the pcrson of the defendant; tcrritonai suits must be

discumed in the territorial tribunal.I

Actions are deemed “ transitory “ when the transac

tions on which they are founded might have taken

place anywhere; and “ local," when their cause is, in

its nature, necessarily local.I

Actions which do not seek the recovery of land

may be "local " by common law because they arise

out of some local subject or from the violation of

some local right or interest: as, waste, trespass quare

ciaurum, actions on the case for nuisances to houses,

for disturbance of a right of way, for the diversion of

s watercourse, and the like; also, replevin. These

actions are personal and local.I

When the action by which a remedy is to be en

forced is personal and transitory the defendant may

be held liable in any court to whose jurisdiction he

can be subjected by personal process or by voluntary

appearance. Thus. as an action in the nature of tres

pm to the person is transitory, the venue is immate

rial.‘ See Acres, 1, Scquitur, etc.

Penal action. A suit brought by an

eificcr of government to recover a penalty

imposed by statute. Popular action. An

action also for a penalty, maintainable by

any person. Compare Qui tam action. See

Fonrmma; PENALTY.

Qui tam action. Qui tam: who as well.

The emphatic words in the Latin form of a

declaration in an action by'an informer for a

penalty.

Civil in form. but designed to recover a penalty im

posed by a penal statute; therefore, partially at least,

criminal in nature.‘

Sometimes one part of a forfeiture, for which a

popular action will lie, is given to the king, to the

 

I [3 Bl. Com. 294, 884.

' Livingston u. Jeflerson, i Frock. M (1811), Mar

shall. 0. J. ‘

' Hall 0. Decker, 48 Me. 256-67 (1860).

° Dcnnick 1). Central R. Co. of New Jersey, 108 U. B.

17-15. 21 (1880), cases; Livingston v. Jetferson. 4 Hughes,

611-13 (1811), Marshall, 0. J.; Oliver v. Loye, 59 Miss.

R21-23 11681), cases; R. 5157:1945, cases.

‘State v. Kansas City, &c. R. (,‘o., 82 F. R. 726 (1887),

8|-swu,J.; ILB.Mo.$1?09. .

poor. or to some public use, and the other part to the

informer or prosecutor: and then the suit is cnllcd a

qui tam action, because brought by a person "qui

lam pro domino rcge, quam pro ac ipso"-as much

for his lord the king, as for his own self.

if the king commences the suit he has the whole

forfeiture. If any one has begun such action, no

other person then can pursue it; and the verdict in

the first suit bars other actions. This caused oflend

ers to induce their friends to begin suit, in order to

forestall and prevent other actions: which practice is

prevented by 4 Hen. V11 (1488), c. 20, enacting that no

recovery, otherwise than by verdict. obtained by col

lusion, shall be a bar to any other action prosecuted

bona fide.' That being the law in England in 1776,

such action cannot be prosecuted in the name of an

informer unless the right is distinctly given by stat

ute.’ '

Real action. An action whereby the

plaintiff claims title to lands or tenements,

rents, commons, or other hereditaments, in

fee-simple, fee-tail, or for term of life. Per

sonal action. Such action whereby a man

claims a debt, or a personal duty or damages

in lieu thereof, or damages for some injury

to his person or property. Mixed action.

Partakcs of the nature of both of the for

mer—by it real property is demanded, with

personal damages for a wrong sustained.a

A “real action“ is brought for the specific recov

ery of lands, tenements, or hereditarnents. It in

cludes every form of action where the Judgment is

for the title and possession of the land demanded; as,

ejectrnent. A “ mixed action “ is brought for the spe

cific recovery of land, as in a real action, but has

joined with this claim one for damages in respect to

such property; as, actions of waste and dower. A

" personal action " is brought for the specific recovery

of chattels, or for damages or other redress for breach

of contract and other injuries of every description.

the specific recovery of lands and tenements only ex

cepted.‘ See Acne, Personalis, etc.

Right of action. Right to bring a suit;

such right as will sustain a suit; in particu

lar, a right of remedy or recovery at law.’5

See Acne; Boos-Accouxr, Action of; Cmcurr;

Consumes; Cossounrrs; Dmcoswrxusxcsz Form, 2;

Gnsr; Issue, 8; lintrirticirv; PARTY, 2; Penn; Pao

CElD1.\'G; Pnocnss, 1; Rte, 2.

ACTIVE. 1. Produced by exertion; re

sulting from intentional action; opposed to

passive: as, active— deceit, waste, qq. v.

2. Requiring intelligent direction, personal

 

18 Bl. Com. 161-62.

' O‘l{elly v. Athens .\ia.nuf. Co. 36 Ga. 52 (1957).

' [:3 Bl. Com. 11?-lb.

' [Hall v. Decker, 48 .\1e. 255-56 0960).

‘ As to premature actions, see 21 Cent. Law J. -i0l-12

(like). cases.
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exertion; opposed to passive: as, an active —

trust, use, qq. v.

ACTOR. l. Lat.

See Csvssr, Actor.

Actor sequitur forum rei. The plaint

ifl follows the forum of the thing— the

thingin suit, or the residence of the defend

ant.l

Personal actions are to be brought before the tribu

nal of the defendant's domicil. Actions for collisions

between vessels may be brought where neither party

resides: on the ground that a quasi-contract arises on

the part of the wrong-doer to pay the damage he has

caused, and that the place of performance is taken to

be the port at which the injured vessel first arrives.‘

See Acrrou, 2, Local.

Actori incumbit probatio. On the

plaintiff rests the proving-—the " burden of

proof,” q. 12.

2. Eng. (1) A doer, a performer: as, the

chief actor in a crime.‘ See PRINCIPAL. 5.

He who institutes asuit; a plaintiiffl q. 1:.

He who avers a matter as a fact or law.

(2) A stage-player. See REVIEW, 3.

ACTUAL. Existing in act: really acted;

real, at present time; as a matter of fact.

Opposed, constructive: speculative, implied,

legal.

An assault with " actual " violence is with physical

force put in action, exerted upon the person assailed.‘

It is -common to speak of an actual or the

actual — annexation of a fixture, appropria

tion of a thing, attachment, battery, break

ing, close or curtilage, cost, costs, damage,

delivery, escape, eviction, fraud, knowledge,

levy, loss, malice, notice, occupation, pay

ment, possession, presence, seizure, use,

value, violence. qq. v.

ACTUM; ACTUS. L. A thing done:

an act; action.

Acta exteriors. indicant interiors se

creta. Outward acts evince the inward pur~

pose. See Ovssr; WILL, 1.

Actus curiw neminem gravabit. An

act of the court shall oppress no one.

A court will not suffer a party to be prejudiced by

its own action, as, by delay. On this principle orders

are sometimes entered mmc pro tune,‘ q. v.

A doer; a plaintiff.

 

'2 Kent, 462.

"1'homassen v. Whitwell, 9 Boned. 115 (1877).

' See 4 Bi. Com. 8t.

‘See 3 Bl. Com. 25.

° State v. Wells, 81 Conn. 218 (1862). See 16 Op. Att

Gen. 447, 445.

‘See Oumber v. Wane, 1 Sm L. C. ‘+1445; 103 U. 8.

I! "9 id.iO6; 8001.236; Broom, Max. 121.

Actus Dei nemini facit injuriam. An

act of God does wrong to no one.

No one is responsible in damages for the result of

an inevitable accident, q. 0.

Actus legis nemini facit injuriam.

An act of the law wrongs no man. '

An act oi! the law is to be so limited in its operation

that no right shall be prejudicedl

Actus non facit reum, nisi mens sit

rea. An act does not make a man a crimi

nal, unless his intention be criminal.

To constitute a crime the intent and the act must

concur: a mere overt act, without wrongful intention.

does not make guilt.‘ See Coxssqosxcss; Mnucn

A1). L. At, to, for; according to; on so

eount of.

In compounds assimilates with the consonant tol

lowing, becoming ac-, at-, :}g-, 111-, an-, up-, er-, al-, at-.

Ad colligendum. For collecting (the

goods). See under Anmmsrsn, 4.

Ad damnum. To the lom See Dau

sun.

Ad diem. On the (very) day. See Dms

Ad filum. To the line. See IULUM.

Ad hoc. On this (subject).

Ad idem. To the same (thing or effect)

See Assam.

Ad interim.

rarily.

Said of one, as an aasignee, who serves in the plac

ot another; also, of a receipt for a premium paid_

pending the approval of a risk in insurance againsi

fire. See I.\"rssni.

Ad litem. For the suit. See GUARDIAN, 2.

Ad majorem cautelam. For the sake

of caution. See CAUTELA.

Ad medium filum. To the middle line.

See FILUM.

Ad. pios usus. For religious purposes.

See USE, Pious, p. 1074.

Ad qimestionem. See Qoaasno.

Ad quem. To which. See A, 5, A quo.

Ad quod damnum. To the loss which,

_See Damxuu.

In the meantime; tempo

Ad sectam. At the suit of. See Sun, 1.

Ad valorem. According to valuation.

See DUTY, 2.

ADDITION.‘ 1. Under a statute allow

ing a mechanic's lien upon an "addition

to a former building,” the new structure

must be a lateral addition. It must occupy

 

1 2 Bl.Com.123: 69 Ga. 4(1); Broom, Max. 127, 400.

'4 Bl. Com. 2, :31; 4 N. Y. 159, 163, 195; Broom, Max

807.

' L. ad-dare. to add to.
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ground beyond the limits of the original

building.1

A change in a bhllding by adding to its height, or

dsyth, or to the extent 0! its interior accommodations.

is an “ alteration," not an addition.I

Additional. Given with, or joined to,

some uiher: as, an additional — building,

legacy, security‘.

Embraces the idea of joining or uniting one thing

to another so as to form an aggregate.a

" Additional security " is that which, united with or

joined to the former security, is deemed to make the

aggregate sufficient as a. security from the beginning.‘

2. A word or title added to the name of a

person to help identify him.

Addition of estate (status): yeoman, gentleman, es

quire. Addition of degree: knight, earl, marquess,

duke—names of dignity. Addition of domicil: place

of residence. Addition of mystery or trade: scrlv

ener. laborer. etc.‘

By l Hen. V. (1413), c. 5, an indictment must set

forth the Christian name, surname, and the addition

of degree, mystery, place, etc.‘ See Null, 1.

ADDRESS. 1. The part of a bill in equity

which describes the court.-5

2. The name and residence of the drawee

in a bill of exchange. See PROTEST, 2.v

ADEMPTION.‘ The act by which a tes

tator pays to his legatee, in his life-time, a

general legacy which by his will he had pro

posed to give him at his death; also, the act

by which a specific legacy has become inop

erative on account of the testator having

parted with the subject.7 Whence adeem,

adeemed. -

When a parent gives a legacy as a portion, and,

afterward, advances in the same nature, the latter

presumably satisfies the former.‘

The ademption of a legacy of personalty is not usu

ally called a " revocation." When ademption is not

used the act is called “ uttisfaction," “ payment,"

"performance," “ execution.“ But these terms, so

used, have not their ordinary sense; for their primary

relation is to some debt. duty. or obligation resting ab

solutely upon a party; whereas a will. having no effect

in the makers life-time, does not bind him to anything.

“ Ademption " is the most significant.’ See Rzvoxs.

 

l[Updike v. Stillman, 27N. J. L. 182 (1858), Green,

C. J.

‘State v. Hull, 53 1)] iss. 015 (18713; 139 Mass. 356.

‘ [Termcs de in hey.

‘4 Bl. Corn. 806; 1 id. 407; 10 Cush. 402; 1 hletc.,

Inn, 151.

‘See Story, Eq. P1. 5 '26.

‘ L aziimere, to take away.

' See 3 Will. Exec. 1830.

‘Strother 11. Mitchell, UV; 154 (1886); Trimmer v.

Boyno, 7 Yes. ‘£515 (182).

' Lngdon u. Astor's liincuton. ill N. Y. N40 (157),

if a horse, specifically bequeathed, die during the

testator‘s lifetime, or be disposed of by him, the legacy

will be lost or sdeemed, because there will be nothing

on which the bequest can operate. The only question,

in such case. is. whether the specific thing remains

after the death of the testator.

ADIliiQ,UA'I.‘E.z Equal, proportionate,

fully suificient, complete. Opposed to in

adequate.

1. if a consideration has some value it need not be

adequate. inadequacy is regarded only when gross

and when imposition is apparent; but it may prevent

specific performance, and justify small damages for

a breach of contract.‘

The immediate parties to a bargain s.re the judges

of the benefits derivable therefrom. To avoid a bar

gain for inadequate consideration the inadequacy must

be so great and manifest as to shock the conscience

and confound the judgment of common sense.‘ See

811).

Gross inadequacy alone does not constitute a sum

clent reason to impeach the genuineness of a sale

made by a trustee. The inadequacy must be such as

to shock the conscience or raise a presumption 0|

fraud or unfairness.‘

Where gross inadequacy of price is coupled with

accident, mistake. or misapprehension, caused by a

purchaser or other person interested in a public sale,

or by the officer conducting the sale, a court of equity

will set the sale aside.‘ See lxnusxcs.

2. Where there is an adequate remedy at

law for the redress of an injury, resort may

not be had to acourt of equity. This means

a remedy vested in the complainant to which

he may at all times resort at his own option,

fully and freely, without let or hindrance]

The remedy at law must be plain, adequate, and

complete, and as practical and efficient to the ends of

justice and to its prompt ndministrntlon as the remedy

in equity. In that case the adverse party has a right

to a trial by a jury.‘

But a judgment and a fruitless execution at law are

not necessary.‘

The absence of a plain and adequate remedy at law

affords the only test of equity jurisdiction; the appli

cation of the principle to a particular case must de

 

Denio, C. J.; Same v. Same, 8 Duer, 541 (1551); Beck v.

ltlcGillis, 0 Barb. 56 (1850).

I Ford v. Ford, 23 N. H. 215-17 (1851), cases, Gilchrist,

C. J.

' L. odwquatus. made equal.

‘ 1 Pars. Contr. 436. 492, cases.

‘ 1 Story, Eq. 55 244-47; Lawrence v. McCalmont, 2

How. 452(1&i4).

‘ Clark 1:. Freedman‘s Sav. dz Trust Co.. 100 U. S. 152

(1879), cases: Cleere v. Clcore.82 Aia.5BB (1886); Carden

0. Lane, 48 Ark. 219 (1886), cases.

‘Cole County 1:. Madden, 91 bio. 614 (1887), cases; 256

Cent. Law J. 850 (18I'~8). cases. .

' Wheeler v. Bedford.5-1 Conn. 249 (1886), Park, C. J.

‘Morgan v. City of Beloit, 7 Wall. 618 (1868). casea

‘Case w. Beauregard, 101 U. B. 600 (1879).
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pend altogether upon the character of the case as

disclosed by the pleadings.l See further Equrrv.

ADHERING-. See Tanasos.

ADIT. A horizontal entry to a mine.

A statute which provides that "an edit at least ten

feet in, along the lode, from the point of discovery, shall

no equivalent to a discovery shaft,“ contemplates that

the ten feet may be wholly or in part open or under

cover, dependent upon the nature of the ground.’

ADJACENT.‘ Near, but not touching.

Applied to lots, is synonymous with “con

tiguous." In another relation it might have

a more extended meaning.‘ See ADJOINING;

Conrmuous; VICINITY.

Certain acts of Congress authorised the defendant

to take from public lands “ adjacent " to its road

materials necessary for the construction and repair of

its railway. Held. that the reference was to such ma

terials as could be conveniently reached by onlinary

transportation by wagons, and that the privilege did

not include the right to transport timber to distant

parts 0! the road.‘

Where the “ adjacent " ends and the non-adjacent

begins may be diflicult to determine. On the theory

that the material is taken on account of the benefit

resulting to the land from the construction of the road,

the term ought not to be construed to include any land

save such as by its proximity to the line of the road is

directly and materially benefited by its construction.‘

ADJOIl‘TH‘TG-.7 Touching or contiguous,

as distinguished from lying near or adjacent;

in contact with.8

In popular use seems to have no fixed

meaning. Frequently expresses nearness.9

What is “ adjacent“ may be separated by the inter

vention of a third object. What is “adjoining “ must

touch in some part. What is “cont/ir;uous.“ strictly

speaking, should touch along one side.‘
Towns contiguous at their corners are adjoining." I

The whole yard of a house of correction, though di

vided by a street, from which it is fenced oil, is ad

joining or appurtenant to the house."

Compare Amrr; Anascssr; Arraanrs.

I Watson 0. Sutherland, 5 Wall. 79 (1866).

' Electro-Magnetic Mining, &c. Co. 1:. Van Aulren, 9

Col. 20? (1886); Gray 1;. Truby, 6 id. 2780882); Gen.

Laws C01. 630, 5 7.

' L. adjacere, to lie near.

‘Municipality No. TWO. 7 La. An. 79 (1862), Eustis,

C. J. See Continental Improv. Co. v. Phelps, 47 Mich.

299 08$).

‘United States 17. Denver, &c. R. Co. 81 F. B. 886,

889 (1887), Hallett, J.

‘United States v. Chaplin. 81 F. R. 890, 896 (1887),

Deady, J.

' F. adioindcr: L. ad-jungere, to join to.

l Re Ward, 62 N. Y. 397 (1873); Miller 1:. Mann, 55 Vt.

479 (1882); Alters v. United R 00., 43 N. J. L. 110 (1881).

' Peverelly v. People. 8 Park. Cr. R 69, 72 (1855);

Crabbe, Syn.

" Holmes 0. Carley, 31 N. Y. 289, 293 (1885).

" Commonwealth v. Curley, 101 Mass. 25 (1869).
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ADJUDICATE

ADJOURNJ‘ To put ofi, or defer to an

other day specified; also, to suspend for a

time. to defer, delay.7

Referring to a sale or a judicial proceeding. may

include fixing the time to which the postponement is

made.’

Adjournment. Putting oil‘ until another

time and place.=

A continuation of a previous term of court.‘

A continuance of a session from one day to

another.5 See Vacynos.

ADJUDG-E. To decide judicially; to ad

judicate; sometimes, to declare or deem, but

not implying any judgment of a judicial tri

bunal.

As in a statute declaring that “all lotteries are

hereby adjudged to be common nuisances." Com

pare Dssn. '

ADJUDICATA, See ADJUDICATUS.

AD-TUDICATE. To determine in the

exercise of judicial power; to pronounce

judgment in a. case.

Adjudicated. Judicially determined : as,

an adjudicated — case, bankrupt.

Adjudication. Determination by judi

cial authority.

Former adjudication. Judicial determi

nation of a matter previously in litigation.

When the judgment, rendered in the former trial

between the same parties. is used as a technical es

toppel, or is relied upon by way of evidenceas conclu

sive per se, it must appear, by the record of the prior

suit, that the pa.rticular controversy sought to be con

cluded wes necessarily tried and determined—that

I, if the record of the former trial shows that the ver

dict could not have been rendered without deciding

the particular matter, it will be considered as having

settled that matter as between the parties; and where

the record does not show that the matter was necessa

rily and directly found by the jury, evidence aliunda

consistent with the record may be received to prove

the fact; but, even where it appears extrinsicaliy that

the matter was properly within the issue controverted ‘

in the former suit. if it be not shown that the verdict

and judgment necessarily involved its determination,

it will not be concluded.

The former adjudication is a finality, concluding

 

I F. adJo1-ner, to put oil to another day.

I La Fargo v. Van Wagenen, 14 How. Pr. 58 (1857).

I Wilson v. Lott, 5 Fla. 308 (1558).

1 Van Dyke v. State, 22 Ala. 60 (1868); 6 Wheat. 10‘).

' Trammell v. Bradley, 37 Ark. 879 (1881); 1 Bl. Com

187.

‘State 1:. Price, 11 N. J. L. 218 (1880); Blautus 0.

People, 69 N. Y. 111 (1877).

" Packet Company v. Sicklss, 5 Wall. 592 (1866),

cases, Nelson, J.-, Aurora City v. West, 7 id. 102-!

(1868), cases; Goodenow v. Litchiield, 59 Iowa, 281

um» ib. am
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parties and privies. as to every matter received to sus

tain or to defeat the claim. and as to what might have

been oilered for that purpose. But where the second

action La upon a different demand, the former judg

ment is an estoppel only as to the matters in issue upon

the determination of which the finding was rendered.I

A judgment 01’ a court 01' competent jurisdiction,

upon a question directly involved in one suit, is con

clusive as to that question in another suit between the

same parties. But to this operation of the judgment

it must appear. from the face of the record or be

shown by extrinsic evidence, that the precise ques

tion was raised and determined in the former suit.

I! there be any uncertainty on this head in the rec

0n1.—as. for example, it it appears that several dis

tinct matters may have been litigated, upon one or

more of which the judgment may have passed, with

out indicating which oi’ them was litigated and upon

which the judgment was rendered.-— the whole sub

jecvmatter oi‘ the action will be at large, and open to

new contention, unless this uncertainty be removed

by extrinsic evidence showing the precise point in

volved and determined. To apply the judgment and

give eilect to the adjudication actually made, when

the record leaves the matter in doubt, such evidence

is admissible.‘ '

When the second suit involves other matter as well

as the matters in issue in the former action. the

former judgment operates as an estoppel as to those

things which were in issue there, and upon the deter

mination of which the first verdict was rendered.

Extrinsic evidence. when not inconsistent with the

record and not impug-ning its verity, is admissible to

show that a former action involved matters in issue

in the suit. on trial. and were necessarily determined

by the tint verdict.‘

ii’ a former adjudication is not pleaded as an es

tnppel evidence may be received to show the truth.‘

it cannot be said that a case is not an authority on

one point because. although that point was properly

presented and decided, something else was found in the

end which disposed of the whole inatter.l See Awn

oicsm, Res. etc.

ADIUDICATUS. L. Decided, settled,

adjudged, adjudicated, q. v.

Res adjudicate, or res judicata. A

thing adjudicated; a case decided; a matter

settled. Plural, res adjudicatae or judioatw.

IC|-omwell v. County of Sac. 04 U. 8. 251-58 (1878),

eases, Field, J.; ib. 30-I-66, cases; Lumber Company v.

Buchtel, 101 id. 539 (1871)); Litchfield u. Goodenow, 128

id.5o0-610881’): 1 Greenl. Ev. § 528; Gilmer v. lilorris,

80 F. R U50 (U87), cases.

‘Russell :1. Place, 91 U. S. 608 (1876), cases, Field, J.;

Corooran v. Chesapeake, dtc. Canal Co., £12. 745 (1:76).

See also Foya 0. Patch, 188 Mass 109-11 (1382), cases;

)icCalley v. Robinson, 70 Ala 433 (1881); Moore U. City

of Albany, 98 N. Y. 410 (1885); Withers ti. Sims, 80 Va.

051 (IS5); Bennitt ti. Star Mining C0., 119 I11. 14-15

(1886), cases.

' Wilson's Executor v. Deen, 121 U. S. 6%, 538 (1887).

0 Mob v. Gill. (4 Ohio St 258-60 (1886), cases.

‘Railroad Companies 9. Bchutto. 103 U. S. 148 (IHI).

 

To make a matter res judicata there must be con

currence of four conditions: identity—in the thing

sued for, of the cause of action, of the parties to the

action. and of the quality in the persona.I

Transit in rem judicatam. It passes

into a thing adjudicated; it becomes a judg

ment.

Applies to a contract upon which a judgment has

been obtained.’

ADJUST.‘ To determine what is due;

to settle; to ascertain: as, to adjust a claim,

a demand, a right.

Adjuster. He who determines the amount

of a claim; as, a claim against an insurance

company.

Adjustment. Settlement of the relative

rights of parties, of a demand or cross-do

mands of any nature; in particular, the

settlement of the claim of an insured party

after a loss.‘

Unadjusted. Applied to a demand —

that the amount is uncertain, not agreed

upon.-" -

ADMEASUREMENT. Ascertainment;

apportionment.

A writ which lay agamst one who usurped more

than his share; as, of pasture, dower or other right.‘

ADMINICULARJ Supporting; aiding;

strengthening.

Describes testimony adduced to explainorcomplete

other testimony.‘

ADMINISTER. 1. To dispense, supply,

furnish, give: as, to administer poison, or a

stupefying mixture.

Not simply to prescribe or give a drug, but to di

rect and cause it to be taken.’

That oflense is not to be confined to the manual ad

ministering of poison. So construed, the law would

be substantially without eilect, and would not reach

the large class of offenders at whom it is aimed.

“ Administer " bass tar more extended meaning - to

furnish or cause to be furnished and taken, to give or

cause to be taken, by any mode."

Etymologically, applicable to anything that can be

done by the hand to or for another. Neither fraud

 

1 Atchison, &o. IL Co. v. Commissioners, 12 Kan.

185 (1873).

‘See 11 Pet. 100; iSumn. 486; 15 F. R. 800;%Minn.179,

ieo; 76 Mo. 38; as N. c. 450; 42 N. J. L m; is John

468; 19 S. C. 156.

' L. ad-juslua, according to right

‘See 3 Kent, 2-10, 885; 2 Phillips, ins. ii181i—1l

' Richardson ti. Woodbury, 48 Me. 21‘ (1857;

.381. Com. 1%, 238; 8 Kent. 418.

' L. admintculum, a prop.

' See 1 Greenl. Ev. 5 606.

' [Robbins v. State. 8 Ohio St 165 (1357).

" {Ls Beau u. People. 84 N. Y. 289-88 0&8).
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nor deception is a necessary ingredient in the act of

administering poison. To force poison into the stom

ach of another; to compel another by threats of vio

lence to swallow poison: to furnish poison to another

for the purpose and with the intention that the person

shall commit suicide therewith, and which poison is

accordingly taken for that purpose; or to be present

at the taking 0! poison by a suicide, participating in

the taking by assistance, persuasion, or otherwise,

although the party intends and agrees himseli.I also to

commit suicide,— each is a mode of “administering "

poison. The word does not then always imply serv

ice.1 See Arrznm; Noxxous.

2. To dispense, direct the application of:

as, to administer the law, justice.2

Administrable. Capable of being ad

ministered or rendered eflective: as, an

administrable decree or law.

8. To propound the form of; to give, ten

der: as, to administer an oath.

4. To manage, to settle: as, to administer

the estate of an intestate or of a testator who

has no executor.

Administered. Applied to legal ends or

uses; opposed to unadministered: as, the

administered or unadministered effects of a

decedent.‘

Administrator. A man appointed by a

competent court to settle the aiiairs of a dece

dent's estate. Administratrix. A woman

charged with that duty.

The former word is generally used, in statutes and

decisions, to designate the ofllcer.

Administration. The service rendered,

or the charge or duty assumed, in the settle

ment of a decedent's estate.4

While administrator designates a representative

named by the court, in Opposition to an executor, who

is designated by will, administration may mean the

management of an estate by either an executor or an

administrator. See Rsrnssssrarwn, (1).

Maladminjstration; misadministra»

tion. In law-books, in which they are often

interchanged, these words mean wrong ad

ministration.‘ '

Waste and embezzlement are examplesI

Administration ad colligendum. For col

lecting —and preserving perishable goods.‘

Administration owterorum. Of the rest

 

‘ Blackburn 0. State. 28 Ohio St. 162-64 (1872); 11

Fla. 256; 4 Car. 8’. P. 868.

‘Seed Bl. Com. 72.

' See United States 0. Walker, 109 U. 8. 268-64 (1888).

I See 2 Bl. Com. 490; 92 N. Y. 74; 18 S. C. 861.

Ihiinkler v. State, 14 Neb. 188 (1888); Martin 1:. El

Qrbe, 70 Ala. 889 (1881); 87 id. 890;1iB U. 8.199, 216.

'2 Bl. Com. 505.

\
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of the goods which cannot be administered

under the limited power already granted.|

Administration cum testamento annezo.

With the will attached—to the letters.

The Latin words are abbreviated c. L a.

Obtains either when no executor is named or when

he who is named will not or cannot serve.

The incumbent follows the statute of distributions,

unless otherwise directed by the will.

The administrator, in such case. succeeds to all the

ordinary powers of the executor. When the will ex

pressly constitutes the executor a trustee for some

special purpose, or vests in him a discretionary power

in reference to some matter outside of the ordinary

powers and duties of an executor, or charges him

with some duty indicating a special confidence re

posed in him, such duty or power does not pass to an

ordinary administrator.’

Administration de bonis non.

goods not—-already disposed of.

The Latin words are abbreviated d. b. n. Occurs

where another administrator has died, or been dis

charged, leaving a part 01 the estate unsettled.

Ad1m'nistrat'Zon de bonis non, cum testa

mento anneaco. Upon goods not adminis

tered, and with the will annexed to the letters.

The Latin words are abbreviated d. b. n., c. t. 11. Oe

curs where an executor has died, or been discharged,

leaving a part of the estate yet to be settled.

An administrator dc bonis non cannot sue the for

mer administrator or his representative fora devas

iavit or for delinquencies in oflice, because the latter

is liable directly to creditors and the next of kin. The

former has to do only with the goods of the intestate

nnadministered. 1! any such remain in the hands of

the discharged administrator or his representative, in

specie, he may sue for them either directly or on the

bond. Regularly, a decree against the administrator

for an amount due, and an order for leave to prosecute

his bond, are prerequisites to the maintenance of a

suit thereon.‘ But otherwise, under statutes.

The preceding administration must have become

vacant by resignation, removal, or death.‘

Administration durante absentia. During

absence — when the absence of the proponent

of a will or of the executor delays or imperils

settlement of the estate.5

Administration durants minors‘ wtate.

During minority —- while the executor named

is under lawful age; at common law seven

teen.

Concerning

 

‘ See 1 Will. Exec. 5&5.

' Pratt v. Stewart, 49 Conn. 839 (1881). Powers as to

realty, 24 Am. Law Reg. 680-706 (1885), cases.

'Bea1l v. New Mexico, 16 Wall. 510-42 (1872), cases;

United States 11. Walker, 109 U. S. 260-61 (1588), case‘,

‘ slum 1:. Waters, 65 Ala. 4-13 (1880). See also Comm

0. Egerton, 21 Wend. 48:.’ (1889); Zehach v. Smith, I

Binn. '69 (1810); 10 Ark. 466.

'See5Baw1e,%4;16 Wall. 540.
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His guardian. or other suitable person. may then

his out letters cum tutamenfo annexe.

Administration pendenlc lite. While a

suit continues—over an alleged will or the

right of an appointment.

The incumbent's duty is limited to filing an inven

tory. caring for the assets. collecting and paying

debts‘

Ancillary adm1'm'strat2'on. Subordinate to

another administration. and for collecting

the effects of a non-resident.2

Any surplus beyond the claims of local creditors is

paid over to the domiciliary representative.’

Foreign administration. Granted at dece

dent's domicil in another State or country.

Ground for a new probate. ancillary in nature. But

a few courts hold that new letters need not be issued.‘

Letters confer no authority beyond the limits of the

State granting them. The title acquired by the ad

ministrator of the domicil is a fiduciary one. enforce

able in another State only by permission of its laws.

No State can be required to surrender the effects or

debts due to an intestate domiciled elsewhere to the

prejudice of its own citizens. Although the right of

the domiciliary administrator may be recognized a

comitois. it is subject to the rights of creditors where

the assets exist or the debtor resides‘

Limited administration. Restricted in

time. power, or as to effects.‘

Public administration. Conducted by a

special public oflicer, or the guardians of the

poor, where there is no relative entitled to

apply for letters.

Special administration. Limited, either

in time or in power.

The instrument given by the oflicer of pro

bate to the person who proposes to adminis

ter upon the estate of an intestate is called

the letters of adnflnistration. This instru

ment confers authority to take charge of and

to settle the estate, collecting dues, paying

debts, etc.; and comprises: a copy of‘the

will, if there be a will and no executor; a

copy of the decree of allowance of such will

in probate; a certificate of the name of the

appointee. his rights, duties, etc. The faith

ful discharge of his duties is secured by an

 

IBee4 Watm.86;16B.&:R.4m.

' 21 Cent. Law J. 186-90 (1885). cases.

' See ll Mm %8;1&2 id. 452; 44 111. 203; 32 Barb. 190;

E PL L31.

0 See Wilkins v. Ellett. lifl U. S. 256 (1883); 2 Ala. 429;

18 B. Mon. 582; 18 Miss. 007; 12 Va 589.

' Moore. Adm‘x. u. Jordan. 86 Kan. 275 (1887). cases.

Johnston, J ; Story. Confl. Laws. 5 612; Wyman v.

Halstead. 1430 U. B. 661 (1884). cases.

' See McA.rthu.r :1. Scott. 118 U. S. 899 (1888). cases.
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admim'strat0r's bond,—- an obligation entered

into by the nominee, with sufiicient sureties,

and approved by the court.I

As against strangers letters of administration are

not evidence of death. but merely of their own exist

ence; i. e.. that the proceedings have been regularly

had. and that the appointee is entitled to the ofllce.

Being like an exemplillcation. they need not be

proved.‘ Compare Ls.-rri-zns. 4. Testamentary.

An administrator represents the personal property

of his decedent. He is a trustee thereof for creditors.

dlstrlbutees. sud heirs; and is an oflicer of the court.

He takes title from the time of his appointment. He

stands in privity with the deceased. succeeding to all his

rights. but not to his contract duties of a purely per

sonal nature. He is liable to the amount of the assets.

The nearest of kin is preferred for the oflice: descend

ants to ancestors; males to females; and, where there

is no kin. a creditor or the estate. He is held to the

care of a man of ordinary prudence.‘ and to the us

most good faith. Where there are two or more ap

pointees. each is the other‘s agent; and all sue and

are to be sued.

The chief duties of an administrator are to bury

the deceased; give public notice of the grant of let

ters; make an inventory; collect the assets: pay the

debts. He may not buy any part of the estate for

himself; nor mix the estate's funds with his own: nor

let the assets lie idle: nor use them to his own gain.

On the more important matters he should seek and

follow the direction of the court. For debts and im

provements he is to first exhaust the personalty; after

that he may convert realty. The law of the decedent's

domicil governs the disposal of his personalty. the

law of the place whens situated his realty.‘

See ADIINISTRABI; Asiurrs; COIPROIIBI; Exso

mos; Inraoviniwr; Ixcarasns; Pnmsaasnsz Pmv

ITY; Snrru-1. 3; Tacsr. 1; Voucssn; Wrrxsss.

ADMINISTRARE. L. To wait upon,

serve; to dispose of, administer.

Plene administravit. He has fully ad

ministered. Plane administravit praater.

He has fully administered except —.

The emphatic words of pleas by an exec-r

utor or administrator: the former plea mean

ing that he has lawfully disposed of all

assets that have come into his hands; the

latter plea, that he has administered all as

sets except an amount which is not suflicient

to satisfy the plaintiffs claim.

 

I See Beall v. New Mexico. 16 Wall. 548 (1872); Slow

all 1:. Banks. 10 id. 5830870).

1 Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co. v. Tisdale, 91 U. S. 248

(1875); Devlin v. Commonwealth. 101 Pa. 276 (1882).

cases.

l See Moore 0. Randolph. 70 Ala 4584 (1881); Bower

s0x's-Appeal. 100 Pa. 437 (1582).

‘See generally Williams. and Schouler. on Exec

utors. &c.; '2 Bl. Com. 459; 2 Kent. 409: 1 Pars. Cont?

127; 13 How. 466-87.
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Q

Unless the defendant falsely pleads plene adminis

navit he is not liable to a judgment beyond the as

sets in his hands. The plea is not necessarily false

because not sustained. The jury. if no devastavit is

averred. must find the amount of the assets. if any.

before a judgment can be rendered.‘

Set Accmr.an. Quando. etc; Born. De bonls; Dav

nB'l‘AV1T.

ADMIRALTY. A court exercising juris

diction over controversies arising out of the

navigation of public waters: also, the system

of jurisprudence which pertains to such con

troversies.

So named because. in England. originally held be

fore the lord high admiral.’

“ The judicial Power shall extend to all

cases of Admiralty and maritime Jurisdiction." '

The principal subjects of admiralty jurisdiction are

maritime contracts and maritime torts. including

-captures jure both‘. and seizures on water for munici

pal and revenue forfeitures (1) Contracts. claims.

or service. purely maritime. and touching rights and

duties appertaining to commerce and navigation. <2)

Torts and injuries of a civil nature committed on navi

gable rivers. Jurisdiction in the former case depends

upon the nature of the contract. in the latter entirely

upon the locality.‘

The jurisdiction is not limited to tide-waters. but

extends to all public navigable lakes and rivers. where

commerce is carried on between different States. or

with a foreign nation — wherever ships float or navi

gation successfully aids commerce.‘

Courts of admiralty exist in all commercial coun

tries. for the safety and convenience of commerce. the

speedy decision of controversies where delay would

often be ruin. and to administer the laws of nations in

seasons of war. as to captures. prizes. etc. . . . A

wide range of jurisdiction was necessary for the bene

fit of commerce and navigation: these needed courts

acting more promptly than courts of common law and

not entangled with the niccties and strlctness of com

mon-law pleadings and proceedings. The acts

of 1789 and 1845 save a concurrent remedy at common

law in any Federal or State court. and secure a trial

by jury as a matter of right in the admiralty courts.

Congress may modify the practice in any respect

it deems conducive to the administration of justice.‘

By the act of September Si. 1789.5 ii. the district

 

I Smith v. Chapman. 93 U. S. 48 (1876); 8 Wheat. 675;

b Uranch. 19; 15 Johns. 8'88; BQN. C. 416; 19 S. C. Q52:

2 Kent. 417.

' 4 Bl. Com. 268.

I Constitution. Art. In. see. 1

‘The Belfast..7Wail. 687 (1868). cases. Cliflord. J.;

New England ins Co. v. Dunhnm. ll lid. 29. 81 (1870).

‘The Genesee Chief 0. Fitzhugh. 12 How. 451-69

(1851). Tansy. C. J.; The Hine 1:. Trevor. 4 Wall. 562-70

(1866). cases; The Belfast. 7 id. 689-41 (1888); The Eagle.

8 id. M (1868); New England Ins. Co. v. Dunham.1l

011.28-29(1870); Mp. Easton. 96 U. S. 70 (1877). '

‘The Genesee Chief. supra.‘ N. E. Ins Co. v. Dun

ham. I-upra; 2 Story. Oonst. i 1672; 1 Brown‘: Adm.

6153; N F. R 63.

courts have exclusive original cognizance “ of all civil

causes of admiralty or maritime jurisdiction; saving

to suitors in all cases the right of a common-law rem

edy. where the common law is competent to give it." I

The saving does not authorize a proceeding in rm to

enforce a maritime lien. in any common-law court

(‘ommon law remedies are not applicable to enforce

such a lien. but are suits in pers0m1m.though such

suits. under special statutes. maybe commenced by

attachment of property.‘

The act of February 26. 1845. limits the powers

granted by the act of 1789. as regards cases arising

upon the “ lakes. and navigable waters connecting said

\ lakesz“ limits jurisdiction to vessels of twenty tons

burden or upward. enrolled or licensed for the coast

ing trade. or employed iii commerce between places

in different States; and grants a jury trial if either

party demands it. The jurisdiction is expressly made

concurrent with such remedies as may be given by

State laws. Otherwise. the jurisdiction granted by the

act of 1789 is exclusive in the district courts.I

Jurisdiction. in “civil cases." extends to all con

tracts. claims. and services essentially maritime:

among which are bottomry bonds. contracts of ai

frelghtment and contracts for conveyance of passen

gers. pilotage on the high seas. wharfage. agreements

of consort-ship. surveys of vessels. damages by the

perils of the seas. the claims of material-men and

others for the repair and outtit of ships belonging to

foreign nations or to other States. and the wages of

mariners; and also to civil marine torts and injuries,

among which are assaults and other personal injuries.

collisions. spoliation and damage. illegal seizures or

other depredatiom of property. illegal disposition or

withholding possession from the owners of ships. con

troversies between part owners as to the employment

of ships. municipal seizures of ships. cases of salvage

and marine insurance.‘

Admiralty courts are international com-ts. As orig

inaliy constituted they are the appropriate tribunals

lor controversies between foreigners.‘

They have jurisdiction of collisions on the high seal

between vessels owned by foreigners of different

nationalities.‘

They may estimate damages for death by negli

gence. when the court has jurisdiction of the vessel

and of the subject-matter.I

in England there are two courts: the “ instance"

and the “ prize " court. qq. v. The same judge preside.

ln both. In the United States this double jurisdiction

LI vested in the district court.‘

I R. S. 5 563. (B).

' The Belfast. 7 Wall. 644, 635 (1869); The Moses Tay

lor. 4 id. 428-31 (1866); The Iiine. ib. 568 (1866).

I u. s. 5566; The Hine. 4 Wall. b69(1S86); The Eagle,

Y5 id. 204lG(1F68): 2 Kent. 865.

‘Exp. Easton. 95 U. S. 68 (1877). Ciiflord. J. See also

De Lovlo v. Bolt. 2 Gail. 898 (1815). Story. .I.; 4 \Yoodn,

267; 17 F. R. 887-88. cases.

' Thomassen v. \\'hitwell. 9 Bened. 115 (1817 ; Tho

Belgenland. 114 U. B. 855. 861 (1885).

‘ The Luna. 18 Rep. 6 (E. D. Pn.. 1881).

' Exp. Gordon. 104 U. 8. 517-18 (1881).M

‘ 1 Kent. 858.
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A "mixed case" in admiralty is a contract which

does not depend altogether upon locality as the test of

luriadiction; as. a contract for supplies, a charter

party. and the like; hut not a tort begun on land and

completed on navigable water.I nor a policy of insur

ance upon a ship and its cargo against marine perils.I

The iibelant propounds the substantive facts. prays

for appropriate relief, and asks for proccm suited to

the action, which is in rem or in persoflam. The re

apondentanswers those facts by admitting. denying, or

declaring his ignorance thereof, and alleges the facts

of his defense to the case made by the libel. The

proofs must substantially agree with the allegations.

There are no common-law rules of variance or depart

ure. The court grants relief on the case made out.‘

The criminal Jurisdiction of the Federal courts does

not extend to the Great Lakes and their connecting

waters; no. for example, the Detroit river. See Sn,

High.‘

See further Aoc1ne.vr; CANAL; COLLISION. 13; Cox

aoar, 2; Dnucm; FlDBJl'BSOR; Lassa; Luna~ 4;_

hlaa1a':;hiaamII; Momnos; Navloaaua; Pan-rosv;

Ru, 2: Sn; SrrWni.a'1'io)|I 1; Tron; Tom, 2.

ADMISSION.‘ 1. Receiving; reception.

Whence admit, admissible, inadmissible, non

sdmimion.

Used of sssenting to, allowing, or receiv—

ing—a claim, a will to probate, any other

writing, or testimony.

Also applied to making a person a member

of a privileged class or body, as of the legal

profession, or of a partnership or association.

Bee Dsnncrus.

2. Recognition as fact or truth; acknowl

edgment, concession; also, the expression in

which such assent is conveyed.

in evidence. applied to civil transactions. and to

facta, in criminal cases, not involving criminal intent.‘

in pleading. what is not denied is taken as admitted.

Direct or express admission. An ad

mimion made openly and in direct terms.

Implied admission. Results from an act

done or undone; as, from character assumed,

from conduct or silence. '

Incidental admission. Is made in an

other connection, or involved in some other

fact admitted.

Judicial or solemn admission. So

plainly made in pleadings filed, or in the

progress of a trial. as to dispense with the

stringency of some rule of practice.

 

IThe Plymouth, 8 Wall. 84-36 <186'\)_M

' New England in]. Co. v. Dunham, 11 Wall. 1 (1870).

'Dupont de Nemoun v. Vance, 19 How. 171 (1668);

The Clement. 2 Curtis, 860 (1865).

' Exp Byers. 82 F. R. 404 (1887), Brown, J.

' L. ad-mitten, to send to: receive.

'1 Oreenl. Ev. I 170

Partial admission. In equity practice,

delivered in terms of uncertainty, with ex

planation or qualification. Plenary admis

sion. Without any qualification.l

Admissions are treated as " declarations against in

terest " and, therefore, probably true. In the absence

of fraud they bind all joint parties and prlvlcsl

The credibility of an admission is a question of

fact. The admission of a right is not the same as of a

fact. All the words must be considered. May be by

adocument. conduct, predecessor in title, agent. at

tcrney, referee, joint party, trustee, oiiicer, principal,

husband, wife.I '

Where the act of the agent will bind the principal,

his admission respecting the subject-matter will also

hind him if made at the same tinie, and constituting

part of the res gate.‘

But an act done by an agent cannot be varied,

qualified, or explained, either by declarations, which

amount to no more than a mere narrative of a past

occurrence. or by an isolated conversation held. or an

isolated act done, at a later period. The reason is,

the agent to do theact is not authorized to narrate

what he had done or how he had done it, and his di>‘0

laratlon is no part of the res gesim '

For example. the declaration of the engineer of a

train which met with an accident. as to the speed at

which the train was running, made from ten to thirty

minutes after the accident occurred, is not admissible

against the company in an action bya passenger to

recover damages for injuries sustained. “ His declara

tion. after the accident had become a completed tact

and when he was not performing the duties of en

gineer, that the train, at the moment the plaintiff was

injured, was being run at the rate of eighteen miles

an hour, was not explanatory of anything in which he

was engaged. It did not accompany the act from

which the injuries in question arose. It was, in its

essence. the mere narrative of a past occurrence, not

a part of the res geatm - simply an assertion or repre

sentation, in the course of a conversation. as to a mut

ter not then pending. and in respect to which his

authority as engineer had been fully exerted. it is not

to be deemed part of the res gesfm simply because of

the brief period intervening between the accident and

the makingof the declaration. The fact remains that

the occurrence had ended when the declaraiion in

question was made, and the engineer was not in the act

of doing anything that could possibly aflect it. if his

declaration had been made the next day after the ac

cident, it would scarcely be claimed that it was admis

sible evidence against the company. And yet the

circumstance that it was made between ten and twenty

minutes-an appreciable period of time-after the

 

I Seel Grcenl. Ev. 55194-211; 1 Chltty, Pl. 800

'1 Greenl. l-iv. i 1119

' See Whart. Ev. Ch. XIII.

‘Story, Agency, 5 134. See also 1 Greenl. Ev. 5 113.

‘Packet Company v. Clough, Q) Wall. 540 (1874),

Strong. J.: American Life ins. Co. v. Mahone, 21 id,

157 '1.~‘T4i; Barreda v. Silsbee, 21 How. 164-65 (1858),

Cnscs; Whiteside 1'. United States. 98 U. S. 2-17 (1875);

Xenia Nat. Bank v. Stewart, 114 id. 228 (1885). caaea
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accident, cannot, upon principle, make this case an

exception to the general rule. if the contrary view

should be maintained. it would follow that the declara

tion of the engineer, if favorable to the company,

would have been admissible in its behalf as part of

the res geatm. without calling him as a witness—n.

proposition that would find no support in the law of

Ovidence. The cases have gone far enough in the ad

mission of the subsequent declarations of agents as

evidence against their principals. These views are

fully sustained by adjudications in the highest courts

of the States."

Contra. “As the declaration was made between

ten and thirty minutes after the accident, we may

well conclude that it was made in sight oi’ the wrecked

train, in the presence of the injured parties, and

whilst surrounded by excited passengers. The en

gineer was the only person from whom the company

could have learned of the exact speed of the train at

the time. It would seem. therefore, that his dec

laration, as that of its agent or servant. should have

been received.“

" The modern doctrine has relaxed the ancient rule

that declarations, to be admissible as part of the res

geslm, must be strictly contemporaneous with the

main transaction. It now allows evidence of them

when they appear to have been made under themediate influence of the principal transaction, and

are so connected with it as to characterize or explain

it. . . . . What time may elapse between the hap'

penlng of the event and the time of the decla

ration. and the declaration be yet admissible, must de

pend upon the character of the transaction itself. . .

The admissibility of a declaration, in connection with

evidence oi’ the principal fact, as stated by Greenleal,

must be determined by the judge according to the

degree of its relation to that fact, and in the exercise

of a SOll.lld discretion; it being extremely difficult, if

not impossible, to bring this class of cases within the

limits of a more particular description. The principal

points of attention are, he adds. whether the declara

tion was contemporaneous with the main fact. and so

connected with it as to illustrate its character.“ '

See Aoqmssonscs; Couraonss; CONFILSSION, 2;

Dwumrlos, 1; Dnnmala; ESTOPPEL; Evinlmcs;

Paar, 1; SILINCI.

 

I Vicksburg 8: Meridian R. Co. v. O‘Brien, 119 U. S.

99, 105-6 lNov. i, 1886), cases, Harlan. J.; Bradley,

Woods, Matthews, and Gray. JJ., concurring; Waite,

C. J., Field, Miller, and Blatchford, JJ., dissenting,

opinion, pp. 107-9, by Field, J., citing, as in point. the

declaration of the engineer and the ruling in lian~

over R Co. v. (_)oyle, 55 Pa 896, 402 (1867). And see

Northern Pacific R. Co. v. Paine. ll9 U. S. 560 (1877);

N. J. Steamboat Co. v. Brockett, l2l id. 649 (H87).

" The true rule is correctly stated by Grcenleaf, with

its limitations." Darling I1. Oswego Falls Manuf. Co.,

to Hun,:.'Ti|, ‘~50-82il8&3), cases. See further, as to

res guilt, Little Rock, the. R. Co. v. Leverett, 43 Ark.

8:33-48 (li"~l\'(i), cases—declaration by injured brake

man; Keyser v. Chicago, &c. R. Co., Sup. Ct. Mich.

(1687), cases-declaration by an engineer: 36 Alb.

law J. 22, ‘KB. cases; Williamson v. Cambridge R

\

ADMIXTURE. See Accasmos: Cos

FUSION, Of goods.

ADIMO1‘TITION'.I A judicial reprimand

to an accused person about to be discharged.

Whcnce admonltory.

ADOPT.2 To choose: take, receive, ac

cept. Whence adoption.

l. To make as one‘s own what formerly

was not so; to appropriate: as, to adopt a

symbol or design for a trade-mark, q. 1:.

2. To assent to what affects one‘s right :' to

approve, ratify: as, to adopt the unauthor

ized act of an agent; to adopt a by-law, a

charter, a constitution, an amendment.

To “adopt" a route for the transportation of the

mails is to take the steps necessary to cause the mail to

be transported over that route.‘

3. To take a stranger into one’s family. as

son and heir; to accept the child of another

as one’s own child and heir.4

"Adopted child " and “adopted parent“ are cor

relative expressions. “Adopting parent" and (but

less frequently) “‘adopter“ are also used.

Adoption, in this sense. is regulated by statute in

each State. The child becomes in a legal sense the

child of the adopted parent. .-\t the same time it

remains the child of its natural parents, and is not

deprived oi’ the right of inheriting from them, unless

expressly so provided by statute.‘

in the Roman law adoption was an act by which a

person undertook to rear the child of another and ap

point such child as his heir. Some special authority

of law was necessary to constitute the relation No

right to adopt a child exists at common law. The

methods known in modern law are by a decree of a

competent court and by indenture.'

Adoption was unknown to the common law, but was

recognized in the civil law from its earliest days. The

eflect was to make a stranger the son and heir of the

adopting person. The stranger entered the family

and came under the power of its head: he became as

a child, and his children as grandchildren. of the

adopter. Under the Spanish law as it existed while

Texas was part of Mexico, no person having a legit

imate child living could adopts stranger as co-heir

with his child. The statute law of that State has ‘uni

ported the civil law, modiiled in important respects

it gives the adopted party the position of achild so

 

Co., H4 Mass. 150 (l&l7) —declaration by conductor of

a street car.

' L. ad-monere, to advise.

' L. adopiare, to choose.

' Rhodes v. United States, 1 Dev. 4? (1866).

‘ See Vidal v. Commagere. 13 La. An. l57 (I858):

Webster.

l Wagner v. Varner, 50 Iowa, 538 (1879). See. an to

inheriting lands in another State or country, Ross 0.

Ross, 1-29 Mass. 2&5-68(1&s0), cases.

' Ballard 1:. Ward, 87 Pa. 861 (1879); Shafer v. Eneu.

54 oz. 306 (1867), Strong, J.: 8 w. N. c. 14; 10 aim.
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far as to make him an heir. but does not make him a

member of the sdopter‘s family. it allows him to in

herit, to an extent. along with legitimate children.‘

ADS. See Vnasus.

ADULT.2 A person twenty-one or more

years of age.

Where an assault becomes “ aggravated. when

committed by an adult male on a female or a child. or

by an adult female on a child." " adult “ meansa per

son who has atudned the age of twenty-one.I

Some processes may be served upon an adult mem

ber of a man's family. See Ao:; lsnxrr; Nsouonxoa.

ADULTERATE. To mix with food,

drink. or drugs, intended for sale, other mat

ter inferior in quality, and, perhaps, delete

rious in character.

in some States no recovery can be had for a sale of

sdulteratod liquors

Watered milk may not be “adulterated “ milk un

less expressly declared so by statute.‘ See 01mm

osnnta; Ponies, 12; Sun. 5.

ADULTERY! Criminal intercourse be

tween a married person and one of the oppo

site sex whether married or single.‘

Sexual connection between a married

woman and an unmarried man or a married

man other than her own husband.1

At common law adultery cannot be committed

with a single woman. The child of such is flliua nul

lius. pos.s4-s-‘Q8 no inheritable blood, and cannot there

fore be imposed as a legitimate heir upon a husband.

for the mother has no husband, and mnnot conse

quently occasion an sdulteration of issue. The hei

nonsness of the offense, by that law. consists in expos

ing an innocent husband totho maintenance of another

man's child and to having it succeed to his estate.

For the offense there lay. not an indictment. but a

civil action for damages for the private wrong.‘

By the civil law adultery could only be committed

by the unlawful sexual intercourse of a man with a

married woman. in the English ecclesiastical courts

the offense is (or was) established by showing that the

husband has had illicit intercourse with a married or

an unmarried female.’

 

I Eckfond 0. Knox, 67 Tax. an (1886), cases, Willie,

C. J. See also Barnhizel v. Ferrell. 47 ind. 838 (1874);

14 am. Law Reg. 683-84 (1875), cases: 1 South. Law

Rev. 70-85 (1813), mses; 8 Cent. Law J. 397 (1876).

' L. adultus, grown up.

‘George v. State. 11 Tex. Ap. 95 (1881). Compare

Bell :7. State. id. (1885): 21 Cent. Law J. 221, cases.

l People v. Tauerbsck. 5 Park. Or. 311 (186-1); 182 Mass.

ll-H; 2Q. B. D. 580. Seegenerally “ Adulteration of

Food." 22 Am. Law Rev. 95-“X5 (1888), cases

' L. adulterore. to make impure, corrupt

' Miner 0. People, 58 ill. 60 (1871).

' Hood 1!. State. 56 ind. 271-74 (1877); $7 Minn. 800.

‘State 1!. Leah. 16 N. J. L 386-90 (18%); State v.

Wallace, 9 N. B. 51'! (1818); Matchin v. lifatchln. 6 Pa.

‘”.s';(|al7)_ See Leviticus. xx, 10; Dent xxii. 22-28.

' Commonwealth v. Call. 21 Pick. 511-18 (M39). See

To sustain the charge there must be proof of actual

marriage. Reputation and cohabitation (q. u.) are

not enough; there must be strict proof of the fact.I

in allegations for divorce, although presumptive

evidence alone is sunicient to establish the fact of

adulterous intercourse. the circumstances must lead

to it not only by fair inference but as a necessary con

clusion; appearances equally capable of two interpre

tations. one of them innocent. will not justify the

presumption of guilt. Evidence simply showing full

and frequent opportunity for illicit intercourse is not

alone suflicientfi

" Living in adultery " means living In the practice of

adultery.. It is not necessary that the parties live to

gether in the same house continually. as man and wife.

an habitual illiuit intercourse between them, though

living apart. constitutes the offense.‘

Adnlterine. Children begotten in adultery.

See BlGA!l\'; Cosnosa; Cosvansnios, 1: Drvoacm

Pouosur.

ADVA.NCE.5 1. To move forward on a

list or calendar of causes, for early consider

ation; as, to advance a cause—whence ad

vanced cause.

2. To supply beforehand; to loan before

work is done or goods made: as, to advance

materials or moneys.‘

An advance of money on a contract is a

payment made before an equivalent is re

ceived.7

In maritime insurance, has no fixed meaning; com

monly refers to advances to a crew or on account of

freight; may include money expended by s flshirg

vessel for bait.‘

in a will. "advanced " and "loaned" may be inter

changed.’

in a will, may not be restricted to “advancement “

within the meaning of a statute. but may include any

benefit conferred which the testator might have con

sidered an appropriation of his estate."

in its strict legal sense. “ advances" does not mean

gii'ts—advanuements. but a sort of loan; and. in its

ordinary sense. includes both loans and gifts-loans

more readily, perhaps. than gifts."

_______.__-—_—-—

also State v. Fellows, 5i)Wis. (‘>5 misc); 1 Urim. Luw

liisg.579-82 (1880).cases; 1 Law Quar. Rov.41'1—7i 118%).

I Miner 11. People. 58 Ill. 00 (1871); 16 id. 35; Montana

v. Whitcomb, 1 liionta. 362 (1871).

I Pollock u. Pollock, 71 N. Y. 141-42. 144-48 (1817),

cases; Loveden v. Loveden. 2 Hagg. 1 (1810); 1 Whart

Ev. 5 235.

' Goodwin 0. Owen, 55 Ind. 219 (1876).

‘ Smith v. State. 89 A111. 555 (1865); 14 id. “)9.

' F. avanoer. to go forward: avant. before.

' Powder Company v. Buckhnrdt. 97 U. S. 117 (1877).

Hunt. J.

" Gibbons 1:. United States, 1 Dev. 51. i 145.

' Burnham v. Boston liiar. Ina Co.. 139 lliass. M

(1885).

' Wright's Appeal, 99 Pa. 70 (18Til,i.

" Barker 11. Comins. 110 Mass. 48‘! (1872).

" l\'olan‘s Executors u. Bolton. 25 Ga. 855 (1858).
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A mortgage for " future advances “ is valid at com

mon law and throughout the United States, except

Vhere forbidden by local law.I See Genus-rv, 2.

Advancement. Giving, by anticipation,

the whole or a part of what it is supposed a

child will be entitled to on the death of the

giver.2

A pure and irrevocable gift made by a par

ent to a child in anticipation of such child's

future share of the parent’s estate.‘

A giving by a parent to a child or heir, by

way of anticipation, of the'whole or a part

of what it is supposed the donee will be en

titled to on the death of the party making it.‘

" Advancements“ means money or property given

by a father to his children as a portion of his estate,

and to be taken into account in the final partition or

distribution thereof. “ Advances " has a broader sig

niflcationz it may characterize a loan or a gift, or

money advanced, to be repaid conditionally.‘

There is no intention to have n “ gift " chargeable

on the child's share 01 the estate. in " debt“ the rela

tion 01’ debtor and creditor still exists.‘

1!, after an advancement, a will be made. the inten

tion of the testator with respect thereto is a matter of

fact determinable from the will and extrinsic testi

mon_v.'

ProoiI that gitts were made is not suflicient: it must

appear that they were intended as advancements.‘

Advancement is always a question 01! intention; and

this must be proven to have existed at the time of

the transaction. Thus, declarations of a parent that

money, for which he held 5 note, was an advancement

will establish it as such. The declarations must be of

the res gestw, accompanying the act.‘ See Homnror.

ADVANTAGE. See BENEFIT; Cormo

DUM; INTEREST, 1.

Ali'.)VENTURE.lo

hazard .

1. An enterprise of

 

I Lawrence 1:. Tucker, 23 How. 27 (1859), cases; Jones

v. Guaranty. &c. 00., 101 U. S. 626 (1871)); Nat. Bank of

Genesee v. Whitney, 113 id. 99 (1880).

I [Osgood u. Breed’! Heirs, 17 Mass. 858 (1821), Par

ker, C. J.

I Yundt‘s Appeal, 18 Pa. 580 (1150); 89 id. 1141.

‘Wallace 1:. Reddick, 119 I11. 156 (1586), Scott, C. J.;

Grattan u. Grattan, 18 id. 170 (1856), cases, Skinner, J.;

Kintz 1). Friday, 4 Dem., N. Y., 512-13 (1886), cases.

' Chase 11. Ewing, 51 Barb. (112 (1868).

‘ Weatherhead v. Field, % Vt. 668 (1554).

' Wrlght‘s Appeal, 89 Pa. 1'0 (1879).

‘ Comer v. Comer, 119 111. 180 (1886).

' lllierlfei‘s Appeal, 89 Pa. 343 (1879); Hoilidsy 1;. Wing

fleld. 59 Ga. 208 (1877); Dillman v. Cox, % Ind. 442 (1864);

Fellows 1:. Little, 46 Vt. 85 (1865); Clark v. Wilson, 27

11m. 700 (1307); Eshleman‘s Estate, 74 Pa. 41 (1873);

Dunham v. Averill, -15 Conn. 87 (1877); Rickenbacker u.

Zrmmermm, 10 S. 0. 115-16 (1877), cases; 67 Law

Times. 261.

" F. uventure. chance: L. advcntunu, about to hap

pen. Compare Mrammwan

Al) V1515

._______—__—_________—_____——____-

2. A partnership for a single transaction.

3. Goods sent abroad to be disposed of for

the benefit of the owner.

Also called a -marine adventure; and evi

denced by a bill of adventure.

In marine insurance. synonymous with “p6I‘ill."

Describes the enterprise or voyage insured against.‘

ADVERSABY. See Anvanss, 2.

ADVERSE.2 1. Acting against or in a

contrary direction; opposed to; conflicting

with, contrary to, the interest of another.

In some senses, opposed to amicable.

As, an adverse —claim, conveyance, em

ployment, enjoyment, interest, judgment,

party, possession, proceeding, service, suit,

title, verdict, use, qq. v.

2. Biased, hostile: as, an adverse witness.

Adversary.‘ Having an opposite party

adverse; not amicable.

As. an adversary—action, judgment, pro

ceedirug.

ADVERSUS. See A, 8; Vnssus.

ADVh;rtTISEMEN‘I‘.‘ in to r m a t i 0 n

giv an by hand-bill or newspaper. See LET

TER, 3: REWARD, 1.

Oflicial advertisement. Such as is

made by some public authority and in pur

suance of law.

Advertisement in a newspaper, under direction of

law, is equivalent to notice; as, of a proceeding in

court, of the dissolution of a partnership. See Pun

ucrnos, 1.

The exclusive right to emplo_v‘a particular method

of advertising, as by scard displaying points of vari

ous colors. ls not the subject of a copyright.‘

ADVICE. Counsel, opinion ; information

given, or, perhaps, consultation had, as to

action or conduct. Compare ADVISE; INOPS,

Consilii. See INFLUENCE.

As per advice. On a bill of exchange,

deprives the drawee of authority to pay the

bill until in receipt of the letter of ad

vice: the drawer-‘s letter containing informa

tion as to paying the bill.‘ See under LET

TER, 3.

ADVISE. Where a statute authorizes a

trial judge to "advise" the jury to acquit an

accused person, a request by counsel that the

 

l Moores 11. Louisville Underwriters, 14 F. B. at“

(1881), Hammond. J.

I L. advernu, opposed to.

' Ad'versary. -

I Advertise’: adver'tisement or ~tise'ment

‘ Ehret v. Pierce, 15 Blstch. B02(18ti0).

‘See Bylefl. Bills. 91.
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court “instruct” the jury to acquit should

he denied.I Compare ADVICE; INSTRUUI‘, 2.

Advisable. See DISCRETION, 2.

Adviser. See Comrumcxnos,

leged, l; ATTORNEY.

Advisory. Containing counsel or a sug

gestion, yet not concluding or binding.

The verdict of a jury on an issue out of chancery is

sdvisory;' a judge's opinion on the facts in a case

may be regarded as advisory;' a nomination to an

oiflce may be an advisory designation.

ADVOCATE.‘ See Jupon-Anvocxrs.

An assistant; an associate in conducting a

lawsuit.

A person who makes a profession of pre

senting cases orally.

" Of advocates, or (as we more generally call them)

counsel. there are two species or degrees: barrister!

and sergeants.“ '

in the United States no distinction is made between

an advocate and an attorney, q. u.

A.DVOWSON.° Taking into protection.

The right of presentation to a church or ec

clesiastical beneficé.

Adi-owsons are (were) appendant, or in gross; and

presentative, coilstivs, or donative.’

EDIFICATA. See SOLUM, Aidificata

EQUITAS. L. Equity.

Equitas sequitur legum. Equity fol

lows the law.

\Vhere the law, or the common law, is in

eflectual, equity affords relief, following at

the same time the rules of law.' See EQUITY.

AEROLITE. See Aocnrnos.

ES. L. Money.

Es alienum. Another's money.

suum. One’s own money.

The principle of bankrupt and insolvent laws ll

fairly expressed by the phrase “as alienu.m," which,

in Roman law, signified a debt. The property of a

debtor. to the extent of his indebtedness, belongs to

his creditors.‘

ESTIMATIO. See CAPUT, Estimatio.

AFFAIRS. Things done or to be done;

business interests.

A word of large import. A receiver who has

the management of the “affairs of a railroad com

‘People :2. Born. 70 Cal. 18 (1886); Cal. Penal Code,

I HIS. ' .

I Watt 9. Starks, 101 U. B. 252 (1879).

'Nudd o. Burrows. 91 U. 8. 489 (1875).

' L odvocntua one called upon.

'8 BL Com. 28. 4

' Advow‘n1n. L. advocatio, patronage.

'2 Bi. Com. 21%; 21 E. L. & Eq. 41?.

'2 Bl Com. 830; 8 id. 441; iStory, Eq.§64;10P9g

110:1-'>iiow. 299.

' -I l'urs L'(\lli.l'.

Privi

Es

pany" must necessarily have control and manage

ment of the mad.I

AFFECT. To act upon; to concern: as,

cases afiecting public ministers.

Often used in the sense of acting inju'ri

ously upon a person or thing; as in a proviso

that an act shall not affect any confirmed

claim to lands.2

AFFECTION. See Cossmarwnos, 2.

AFFIDA‘TIT§ A voluntary oath, before

some judge or officer of a court, to evince

the truth of certain facts; as, the facts upon

which a motion is grounded.‘

Amant. One who makes an aflidavit.

An afiidavit is simply a declaration, on

oath, in writing, sworn to by the declarant

before a person who has authority to admin

ister oaths)

It does not depend upon the fact whether it is " en

titled “ in any cause or inn particular way. Without

a caption it is an aifldavit.'

It is not necessary that the party sign the state

ment, unless a statute expressly so require. It is the

oflicial certificate which gives authenticity to the

written oath.‘

In common parlance, any form of legal

oath which may be taken."

Hence. lnastatute. may mean simply an oral oath '

The oiilcer must sign the jurat; otherwise the doc

urnent is not an iii‘ildnvit.'

The certificate is no part of the aflldavit. but the

prima facie evidence that it is the affidavit of I-Ill

person by whom it purports to have been made!

Counter affidavit. An aifidavit made

or filed in opposition to the averments con

tained in another affidavit.

Supplemental aifidavit. An aflidavit

containing averments upon the same subject»

matter as another afiidavit previously pre

sented, and designed to remedy some defect

in that other. 1°

1 Tompkins v. Little Rock, kc. R. Co., 15 F. R. 18

(1882).

‘Ryan v. Carter, 98 U. S. 88 (1876).

' L. affidavit, he has made oath: ad fldem dare, to

pledge faith for.

'8 Bl. Corn. 804; 2 Tex. Ap. 608.

' Harris v. Lester, 80 I11. 811 (1875), Scott, C. J.

'Hagardine 1;. Van Horn, 72 lilo. 871 (1380). See 8

Ion, 820; 16 N. J. L. 1%.

' Baker 1:. Williams, 12 Barb. 557, 580 (1850). See 7'7

N. C 334; 28 Wis. 463.

‘Morris 1:. State, 2 Tex. Ap. 5(X3(18'|‘T); State U. Rich

ardson. 31 Minn. 118 (1886); 18 id. 00.

' Hitsman v. Garrard, 16 N. J. L. 12b(1887); Hagar

dine 1:. Van Horn, 72 M0. 871 (1880).

"See Callan v. Lukens. Q Pa.186(1W9); 1 '1‘. ti B

5 Q3.
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Among the more common aflidavits in use

in civil practice are:

Aflidavit of cause of action, which avers

that a just cause of action exists.

Aflidavit of claim, which verifies the state

ments of facts upon which a claim or demand

is made.

Ajfidavit of defense, which verifies the

statements of facts upon which a defendant

resists a demand made upon him. See DE

rnssn, 2, Aifidavit, etc.

Aflidavit of or to the merits (q. v.), which

is to the suificiency of the facts which con

stitute a defense in a civil action, instead of

n.-sistance upon technical grounds.

Aflidavit to hold to bail, which is that the

cause of action, brought for a civil injury, is

valid.

Aflldnvita nerve to verify allegations of fact not

already matters of record, and thereby qualify them

for judicial action; also, to initiate remedies, giving

to statements the impress of good faith and probable

cause. They are no part of the record in a case unless

specially made so.I

Compare Coumm, 2; Dnrosmon. SeeArnnsa:,

he non, etc; Games, 2; Juan; Ksowmnos. 1: Orra;

iisconn.

AIE".l§‘ILIATION. See Fmunou. -

AFFINITAS. L Nearness; affinity.

Atflnitas afilnitatis. The tie between

re respective kindred of a married couple.

Aflines. Relations by marriage.

AFFINITY. Relation by marriage. See

A FFINITAS.

The tie which arises from marriage be

iween the husband and the blood relations of

the wife, and between the wife and the blood

Telations of the husband.I Opposed, consan

guinit_I/.

There is no aflinity between the blood relations of

the husband and of the wife.‘ See Consmoumm;

KILATION, 8. a

AFFIRMJ 1. To aver a thing as estab

lished or certain, or as existing, or as prov

able as a fact. Whence afllrmative, affirma

lltilh .

Aflirmative (1), adj. Asserting as true;

declaratory of what exists or is to be or to

be done; positive. Opposed, negative.

As, aifirmative or an aifirmative — allega

 

'65 Pa. 81; 100 U. 8. 232.

' 1 Bl. Com. 484.

I Paddock v. Wells; I Barb. Ch. 833 (1547); i Denlo,

I6. 287; 29 Me. 645.

' F‘. q/emur, to 11:: L ad-flrnuu, |teadfa8&

tion, averment, condition, covenant, defense,

evidence, pleading, representation, statute,

warranty, words, qq. v.

(2), n. The aflirmative: the party who

maintains or supports. Opposed, the negative.

The burden of proof rests upon him who holds the

affirmative of an issue.‘ See P3001, Burden of.

Afllnnative preggmnt. An aifirmative

allegation implying a negative in favor of

the adverse party.

Opposed, negative pregnant: a negative allegation

involving or admitting of an aiflrmative implication,

or, at least, an implication favorable to the adverse

party.’ See Nsoarrva.

Afilrmatively. (1) In positive terms; by

positive testimony, and not by way of infer

ence.

Error in judicial action, not being presumed. must

be shown a.tl'lrmatively.I

(2) In favor of what is proposed; approv

ingly.

A legislative committee is said to report a bill

nflinnntively, or negatively.

2. To make binding what before was not

obligatory. but voidable; to confirm, to

ratify. qq. '0. Opposed, disaflirm. Whence

afiirmance, disafiirmance.

An infant, to avoid a deed, must disafllrm within a

reasonable time after his majority is attained. While

snce, the preponderance of authority is that more

inertness or silence, continued for a period less than

prescribed by the statute of limitations, unless ac

compunied by voluntary aflirmntlve acts manit'estiug

an intention to assent to the conveyance. will not bar

his right to avoid the deed. He cannot disutilrm

while infancy continues.‘ See Disllsitirv; ltssms

siou; Vomannz.

3. To support or confirm: as, for a court

of review to affirm the judgment or order of

a lower court. Opposed, reverse. Whence

afiirmance, atfirmed. See CUBIA. Per curiam.

4. To attest by a solemn declaration. made

in a judicial inquiry. to speak the truth.

Whenoe aifirmant, afiirmation.

An nflirmation, which is generally made by such

persons as interpret the words of Scripture “Sn-ear

 

I i Greenl. Ev. 574; H9 H1. 857.

I Gould, Plead. 295; Steph. Pl. 881.

' 101 U. S. 60l.

‘Sims 1:. Everhardt,102 U. S. 809, M2 UR‘-I0). can-u

Branse v. Schotleld, id. (1888); Dawson u. Heimes. HI»

Minn. 118 (1882), cases; Wilson 0. Branch. 77 Va 7.-72

(Edi), cases; Catlin v. Haddox, 49 Conn. 49-2 ll7“W-‘I.

cases; Nathans v. Arkwright, 66 Ga. 186 (1880); Adan»

u. Beall, Sup. Ct. llid. (1887), cases: 8 Atl. Rep. 664; 21.

Am. Law Reg. 718-15 (1887), cases; Bishop, Cool:

I 55 sac-it casea

 

the decisions differ as to what constitutes a disat’iinn- -
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not at all." etc.. as prohibitory of an oath. does not.

like an oath. involve an appeal to the Supreme Being.

A common form is. “‘ You do solemnly. sincerelyI

and truly declare and sfilrm. that you will state the

truth." etc. Upon assent to this interrogation the

sflirmsnt is bound as by oath. and liable to punish

ment as for perjury. See Onn; l’nn.wn.v.

AFFIRNIANTI. See PROBARE. Probatio.

AFFIX. See FIXTURE: SEAL, 1.

AFFRAYJ The fighting of two or more

persons in some public place to the terror of

his majesty’s subjects.2

When persons come together without a

premeditated design to disturb the peace. and

suddenly break out into a quarrel among

themselves.’

More of s private nature than a “ riot." I

if the fighting be in private it is an “maulL"

Actual or attempted violence is essential; the “ terror "

h presumed. An sbettor is s principal.‘ See Ann;

Aoclnnrr.

AFFREIGHTMENT. See FREIGHT.

AFORE. Before; formerly; previously.

Aforesaid. Spoken of formerly. See

Bun.

Aforothought. Conceived beforehand.

See Msucs.

AFRICAN. See Crnzss; Coma,

SLAVERY. .

AFTER. Further off, behind: subse

quent to a date or event; exclusive of; sub

ject to.

Where time is In be computed “after“ a day that

day is excluded.‘

in the devise to A. “after " providing for B——sub

ject to. after taking out. deducting or appropriating.‘

Doesnot necesarily refer to time; may refer to

order in point of right or enjoyment. “ Aftkr settling

my estate“ is equivalent to “subject to the settle

menL" °

"After the charges herein.“ and “after the pay

ment of my debts." means subject to the charges,

subject to the payment of the debts.7 See On.

A contrnct to pen a title “after" payment of the

1;

 

IF. aflmier, to terrify,—4 Bl. Corn. 145. “ It sf

frightoth or malteth afraid."-8 Coke, 158. L. L. as

h-ediare. to break the peace: disturb. frighten.—

Skest. L. /rigtu, shudder from fesr.- Webster.

'4 Bi. Com. 145'. Order of Friends u. Garrigus,10i

lnd. 139 (1881); T0 Ala. R; 33 Ark. 176; Rose. Cr. Ev.

YR); Arch. Or. Pi. 1709.

' People v. Judson. 11 Dsly. E5 (1819), Duly. J.—Astor

Place Riot Case.

' Sheets v. Selclen. 2 Wall. 190 (1803); 2 Hill. 855.

' Hooper v. Hooper. 0 min. us-)1); 9 Pet. no.

‘Lamb v Lamb, 11 Pick. ‘B78 (IE1). Shaw, C. J_;

linot n. Amory, 2 Cush. 3'57 (1848).

‘King c. King. 14 8.. L146 (188); ib. 516. See also

IIWI I7l.57‘J.5$: 9H.L0sl.1.

purchase price is to be understood as if it read

“ upon " payment.I See llthwnrrr. 2.

After-acquired. Obtained after some

event: as, property acquired after a will was

made, or after an adjudication in bank

ruptcy, or after a judgment is recovered.

See ACQUIRE.

After-discovered. Came to light or

was disclosed after an event or occurrence:

as, after-discovered evidence. an after-dis

covered principal. See AGENT; AUDITA

QUERELA: Disoovnnv. 3.

AFTERNOON. See DAY.

A complaint for not closing a saloon “at nine

o'clock" snd keeping it open till “past eleven in the

afternoon“ is not bad for failing to show that nine

o‘clock at night was meant.‘

AG. Against; agreeing.

AGAINST. In opposition to; opposed;

contrary to; adversely to. Compare CON

TRA.

An enactment that neither party shall be allowed to

testify “ngsinst" each other. as to any transaction with

the deceased person whose estate is interested in the

result. has been construed to allow the representative

of the decedent to compel the opposite party to testify

for the estate.‘

A verdict in disobedience of instructions upon a

point of law may be said to be “against law.“ ‘

Against the form of the statute. In

an indictment alleges that a statute has

been broken. See further FORM, 2, Of stat

ute.

Against the peace. Words in use to

charge a breach of the peace. See PEACE, 1.

Against the will. \Vords used to charge

violence. See VVILL, 1.

AGE. A period in life at which a person

may do an act which, before that time, he

could not do; “of age."

The period at which one attains full per

sonal rights and capacity.

The time of life when a particular power or

capacity becomes vested; as. in the phrases

age of consent. age of discretion. qq. v.-"

Full age. Twenty-one; majority.

Attained the day preceding the anniversary of

birth. Considered as arbitrarily fixed. but very gen

erally adopted.‘

An infant is liable. as for deceit. for an injury ro

 

I Hnwley v. Kcnoyer. 1 Wash. '1‘. 611 (1879).

‘People v. Husted. 52 Mich. 624 (1884).

' Dudley 1:. Steele, 71 Ala. 421l(1B8‘.’).

‘ Declez 1:. Save, 71 Cal. 568 (1887); 40 id. 545; 4 Hour

M2.

' [Abbott's Law Diet.

'1 Bl. Com. 463; 2 Kent. 83.
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sulting from his fraudulent representation that he is

of fuh ageI See ACKNOWLEDGMENT, 2; MsrrcsL, i.

Lawful age. The period in life when a

person may do a particular act, or serve in a

given relation.

Non-age. Under the age at which the

law has conferred ability to perform an act;

minority.

A! common law a male at twelve may take the

oath of allegiance; at fourteen choose a guardian.

and, if his discretion be proved, make a will of person

alty; at seventeen be an executor: at‘ twenty-one is

at his own disposal, may alien his property and make

all contracts. A female, by the common law. may. at

seven, be betrothed or given in marriage: at nine is

entitled to dower, at twelve is of years of maturity,

my consent to marriage. and, if proved to have will

cient discretion, may bequeath her personalty; at

fourteen is of years of legal discretion, and may

choose a guardian; at seventeen be an executrix; at

twenty-one dispose of herself and her lands.’

\ A male from eighteen to forty-five is liable to mili

tary service; at twenty-five is eligible as a Represent

-rive, at thirty as a Senator. and at thirty-five as

President.

See ADULT; Lvrurr; lxrnosscn; lsssmrv; Sanso

-nos; WHEN.

AGENDO. See Asassr, 2 (3).

AGENT.‘ A person employed by another

to act for him. Opposed, principal.

Agency. The relation between two per

sons as principal and agent.

The term agent includes many classes of persons to

which distinctive appellations are given; as. a factor,

broker, attorney, cashier, director, auctioneer, clerk,

partner. supercargo. consignee, ship's husband, master

of a vessel, qq. v.

The relation is founded upon contract. but not for

the doing of an unlawful act or an act of a strictly

personal nature.

General agent. An agent empowered to

transact all business of a particular kind.

Special agent. An agent employed to do

a single act or for a special transaction.

A “ special agency ” exists when there is a

delegation of authority to do a single act: a

" general agency“ when there is a delegation

to do all acts connected with a particular

trade, business, or employment.‘

To constitute one a general agent it is not necessary

that he should have done before an act the same in

specie with that in question. it is enough if the trans

_____.__—_

I Rice 1:. Boyer, 108 ind. 47‘3—80 (1886), cases. '

' 1 Bl. Com. 463.

' 1.. opens. ayentia, doing, acting.

l Story, Agency,§ 17; ib. $5 127. 133; Keith v. Hersch

berg Optical ('o., 48 Ark. 145 (1586), cases, Smith. .I.;

ll ind. 288', 35 lowa,281;1()J Mass. 235; 9 N. H. 2153;

i4 N. Y. 421: 16 id. 188, cases.

action involves the same general power that he has

usually exercised. though applied to a new subject

matter.I

The principal is responsible for the acts of his gen

eral agent when acting within the general scope of

his authority, and the public cannot be supposed to he

cognizant of any private instructions; but where the

agency is special and temporary, and the agent ex~

ceeds his employment, the principal is not bound.’

The doctrine of general agency does not apply to

non-trading partnerships: as to them there is no pre

sumption of authority to support the act of a partner '

Public agent. A person by whom a

power of government is exercised.

Public agents represent the legislative, judicial, and

executive departments of government. They have

such power only as has been specifically conferred

upon them.‘

Sub-agent. A person selected by an

agent to perform a part or all of the duties of

the em ployment.

An agent is answerable to his principal for the act

of his sub-agent although the principal knows that the

sub-agent has been employed.‘

When an agent has power to employ a sub-agent

the acts of the latter, or notice given him in the

transaction of the business, have the same eflect as if

done or received by the principal.‘

Universal agent. One who is appointed

to do all the acts which the principal person

ally can do, and which he may lawfully dole

gate the power to another to do.7

Such agency may potentially exist; but it is d.i.fl'lcult

to conceive of its practical existence, since it puts the

agent completely in the place of the principal!

An infant. or feme covert (her husband consenting),

may serve another as agent; but not so a person who

has an adverse interest or employment!

 

ICommercial Bank of Erie v. Norton, 1 Hill, 500

(1841): Merchants‘ Bank v. State Bank, 10 Wall. 660

(1870); Mining Co. v. Anglo-Californian Bank, 104 Uv B.

192 U881).

“Minn v. Commission Co., 15 Johns. 54 (1818); 500“

U, McGrath, 7 Barb. 55 (1349). cases; Adriatic Ins. Co.

v. Treadwell. lU8 U. S 365 66 (1888); Bohart v. Oberna

36 Kan. 289 (1887): Bickford v. Menler, Ct. Ap. N. Y.

(Dec. 13, 1887): 26 Cent. Law J. 236; ib. 239-41 (1881),

cases; 2 Kent, 620: Smith. Contr. 363; cases ante.

‘Please 11. Cole. 53 Conn. 60-65 (1585), cases. The

question was whether one member of a partnership

for cunductinga theater could bind his partner by a

promissory note in the name of the firm, the copart

ner having no knowledge of the transaction.

~ \\'hiteside v. United States, as U. s. 257 (1876), cases;

Anthony v. County of Jasper. 101 id. 699 (1879); Exp

Virginia, 100 id. 347 (1879); Virginia v. Rives, ib. 313(ll:iT9>

I Barnard v. Coffin, 141 Mass 40 (1886), cases.

‘Hoover v. Wise, ill U. S. 810 (1875), cases; gm;-y

Agency, §§ -152. 45$

’ Story, Agency, 5 2i.

I Wharton, Agency, ‘ 14; Story, Agency, 5 4
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The act of an agent. done in the usual way in the

line of his employment. binds the principal.I His au

thority is limited to the usual and ordinary means of

accomplishing the business intrusted to him.‘

Knowledge in the agent is knowledge in the prln-'

cipal.'

The rule that notice to the agent is notice to the

principal applies not only to knowledge acquired by

the agent in the particular transaction. but to knowl

edge acquired in a prior transaction and present to his

mind at the time he is acting as agent. provided it be

of a character he may communicate to his principal

without breach of professional confidence. The gen

eral rule. that the principal is bound by the knowledge

of his agent. is based on the principle of law that it is

the agent's duty to communicate his knowledge and

the presumption that he will perform that duty.‘

Where the principal has employed the agent to do

an act upon the existence of a fact peculiarly within

the latter‘s knowledge. and of the existence of which

the execution of the power is a representation. a third

person. dealing with the agent in good faith. may rely

upon such representation. and the principal be ee

tcpped from denying the truth of the representation.‘

But where communication by the agent would pre

vent him from oonsummating hlsown fraudulent pur

pose. the knowledge he possesses will not he imputed

to the principal. in this sense. for example. a director

of a corporation. acting wholly for himself. cannot be

treated as the agent of the corporation. Uncommuni

cstni notice received by the agent in prosecuting his

private business will not bind the employer.‘

An agent's act aflectlng negotiable paper requires

speciiic authority.’

He is to exercise the highest good faith toward his

principal.

He may make no profit secretly out of funds be

longing to the principal.‘ See Tacsr. 1.

The principal is answerable for the agent‘s act of

negligence (q. U.) done in the course of the employ

meat.’

lBarreda v. Silsbee. 21 How. 164-65 (1858). cases;

doihnan 1:. Hancock Mut. Life lns. Co.. 92 U. S. 164

(152)). cases; Whiteside v. United States. 98 id. 257

(1876). cases.

I Williams v. Getty. 81 Pa 46111858).

' Hoover v. Wise. 91 U. S. 810 (1875). cases; Smith v.

Ayer. 101 id. 82D(1879); Vicksburg. &c. R Co. v. O'Brien.

119 id. 1% (1380).

‘The Distilled Spirits. 11 Wall. 866-68 (1870). cases.

Bradley. J.

‘ Bank of Batavia v. New York. &c. R. Co.. Ct. Ap.

N. Y. (1387): 7Cent. Rep. 82!. Cases pro and con. %

Am. Law Reg.b76~81(1887). cases

‘ lnnerarity v. Merchants‘ .\'at. Bank. 139 Mass. 383-35

(1585). cases; Wilson v. Second Nat. Bank of Pitta

burgh. Sup. Ct. Pa. (1856): 6Cent. Rep. 756; F1-enkel

n. Hudson. 82 A1a.162-83(l896). cases.

' 1 Pars. Contr. 62; The Floyd Acceptancoe. 7 Wall.

678(1STS'); Anthony 0. County of Jasper. 101 U. S. 699

(1879).

' Northern Pacific R Co. v. Kindred. 8 McCrary. 631

UB1). casea

npmhdelphls. &c. R. Co. v. Qulgley. 21 How. 20940
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He should name the principal as the contracting

party in the body of a contract. and sign as agent.‘

A note made by an agent with the principal un

named in the body. but signed “ B. agent for A." 0|

"B for A." is the note of A. the principal. But in

serting " for.“ “ in behalf of.“ or " as " the principal.

and signing the name of the agent. does not make the

contract the principal‘s.'

In a bill payable to and indorsed by " B. agent.“

the word "agent" is a duimwtio personaz. and he

may show by parol that he was merely an agent. as

the plaintiff knew.‘

Only where the power as given is under sen] need

the agent use the principal's name with a seal.‘ See

further Sun. 1.

Under a deed of trust a person may be the agent of

another to buy and sell. without exposing the donor‘:

bounty to liability for the agent‘a former debts.‘ See

further Tans-r. 1. '

An agent who discloses the name of his principal

is not liable on a contract. unless heagrees to be held.‘

The principal may sue on a contract made in the

name of his agent.’ But where a third party dis-.

covers the undisclosed principal he may one either

the principal or the agent.‘

Where the principal and the agent are liable on a

contract. each continues liable until satisfaction is

made.’

An agency is dissolved (1) by revocation — (0) by the

principal. except when the power is “ coupled with an

interest “ or given for value. is part of a security. or.

a severable portion is executed and there exists no

lndcnmity for the rest. Revocation takes eiicct from

the time of notice. lb) The agent may renounce at

any time. paying damages. if any. as to the part un

executed. (2) By termination — by insanity or death.

except when coupled with an interest; not. necw

sarily. by marriage or bankruptcy. (3) By extinction

of the subject-matter or of the principal‘s power over

the same. (4) By operation of law. in various ways.

(5) By complete execution of the trust."

See further Amnsswn. ‘Z: Arroassv; Connscrios;

 

(1858). cases: The Clarita. ‘-18 Wall. 12087-1); The (‘a

hill. 9 Boned. 353-64 (1818). cases

IGottfried v. Miller. IN U. S. 5?! (1881). cases.

' Barlow u. Congregational Society. 8 Allen. 460.

465-64 (1864). cases. Gray. J.

' Bartlett v. Fiawlcy. 128 Mass. 92(lB76). Gray. 0. J.;

29 Minn. 121; 38 Ohio St. 4-H-45.

‘ Stanton v. Camp. 4 Barb. 276 (1848); Whitney 0.

Wyman. 101 U. S. 31?) (15711).

‘ Nichols v. Eaton. 01 U. S. 7'-lb-430 (1815). cases.

‘Whitney v. Wyman. 101 U. S. 892. 3116 (1879): Cragin

v. Lovell. 109 id. 194. 198 (1883). cases.

" New Jersey Steam Nev. Co. 1:. Merchants‘ Bank. 6

How. 881 (1848); Ford v. Williams. 21 id. ‘-89 (1858).

‘Wharton. Agency. 5 461. cases; Merrill 1:. Kenyon.

48Conn. 817 (1850). cases: Beymer v. Bonsall. 1? Pa

3000875); N. Y.. &c. Steamship Co. v. Harbinson. 15

F. R. 68* (1&§ii. cases; ib. 69-1-96. cases.

' Story. Agency. 5 295; Wharton. Agency. 5 473;

Beymer v. Bonsall. 79 Pa. 800 (1875).

"Story. Agency. 55 46),-600; F1-ink v. Boo. 70 Cal. an

(1586); 2 Kent. 1343; 4 Pet. 8-“
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Dn.soarcs; Dnscmvno; Dmacron; DisAsn.rrv; FA

mzas, Qui tacit; I:rr1mr.sr,2(2), Coupled. etc.; Lwsnv

nx; Mnuomo; Psnruassarr; Pnn~'ciP.l1..4; Paoxr;

RATIFICATION; Res, 2, Gestas; Saavsxr, 3', Tear. 2. ,

AGG-RAVA'I'ION.l Whatever adds to

the weight of an act—in its consequences or

guilt. Opposed, mitigation.

Something done by the defendant, on

the occasion of committing the trespass,

which to some extent is of a different

legal character from the principal act com

plained of.

As, where a plaintiff declares in trespass tor enter

ing his dwelling-house, and alleges in addition that

the detendant also destroyed goods in the house and

assaulted the domestics.I See Duuoas, Special.

Aggravated. Increased, in severity or

enormity: as, aggravated assault and bat

tery, which is a more serious offense than

.simple assault and battery, q. v.

AGGREGATE. See CORPORATION, Ag

gregate.

AGG-BEGATIO MENTIUM. L. Col

lection of purposes; collected intentions;

agreement.

Essential to a contract; where there is n misunder

standing, wanting.I

Not the origin of “ agreement." That derivation

was suggested by the harmony of intention which is

essential.‘ See Aonssnnsr; Assam.

AG-GRIEVED.° Damaged, injured, ex

posed to loss: as, that the party aggrieved

may appeal or have a writ of error.

The “ party aggrieved ” is be against whom

an appealable order or judgment has been

entered;‘ a party prejudiced by the judg

meni:;'I one against whom error has been

committed by a decree or judgment entered ;a

one whose pecuniary interest is directly af

fected by the order or decree— whose right

of property may be established or divested

by the order or decree.’

Before a person can be said to be “ aggrieved," so

as to be entitled to an appeal within the meaning of

5 i296 of the code of New York, the adjudication must

have binding force against his rights, his person, or

his property. The [act that an order may remotely

 

I L. aggravare, to add to a load: gravis, heavy.

' Hathaway v. Rice, 19 Vt. 101' (hi-iii), Royce, c_ J,

See also Steph. Plead. 257; 8 Am. Jur. :&lT-313.

'Utley v. Donaldson, 94 U. S. 49 i 1876).

'1 Pars. Contr. 8.

' F. agrever, to overwhelm: L. adgraris.

' Ely v. Frisbee, 17 Cal. 261 (1861).

' People v. Pfeifler, 59 Cal. 91 (l88l); 8 id. 815

' State ex rel. 1:. Boyle, 6 Mo. 59 U878).

' Diets u. Diet1.38 N. J. E. 48:’: (I884).

AGREE

I 

or contingently affect interests which a receiver rep

resents does not give him a right of appeal.l

in the New York act of l&58, the party aggrieved by

proceedings relative to any assessment for local im

provements in the city of New York may apply to

vacate the same. This refers to the person injured by

the proceedings. The injury must be a direct. not a

remote or consequential. result.‘

AGIST.a Originally, to feed cattle in the

king’s forest: a service performed for a con

sideration by ofiicers called “ agisters" or

" gist-takers." Now, to pasture animals for

pay.

Agistment. Where a man takes in a

horse or other cattle to graze and depasture

in his grounds.‘

Agister. One who takes the cattle of an

other into his own ground to be fed for a

consideration to be paid by the owner.

He has a lien for the keep: and may maintain tres

pass or trover against a stranger for taking the ani

mals away.I .

While he does not insure the safety of an animal

he is responsible for ordinary negligence in the care

he takes of it.‘

He, and not the owner, is liable for injuries doneby

beasts prone to commit trespusses.'

AGNATI. See NATUS, Agnati.

AGNOSTIC. See OATH.

AGREE!‘ To concur in thought ; to unite

in mental action, be of one mind, assent.

Opposed, disagree.

May be read “grant;“ as where a grantor agrees

that no building shall be erected on an adjoining lot.’

Arbitrators. judges, and jurors. are said to agree,

and to disagree.

Agreed balance. See B.m.mcs.

Agreed statement of facts. Facts sub

mitted as true toa court. for an opinion upon

the law in the case. See CASE, 2, Stated.

Agreement. Union of minds to a thing;

concurrence of intention; mutual assent.

More specifically, a mutual agreement, a

contract.

Consists of two or more persons being oi

 

IRoss v. Wigg, 100 N. Y. 246 (1885), Earl, J.

1 Matter of Walter. 75 N. Y. 357 (1878); 91 id. 2; ill)

id. 246; 141 Mass. 206; 148 id. 235.

' F. piste, abode: L. jacere, to lie.

'2 Bl. Com. 452.

I Bass 11. Pierce, 16 Johns. 596 (1858).

' Story, Bailm. 5 44-8, cases.

' Rossell v. Cottom, 31 Pa. 526-29 (1858), cm‘; W

dick v. Newburn. 76 M0. 494 (1882); Kemp v. Phillips,

5') Vt. 69 (1883). Case of agistmeut of l,‘&)0 head or

cattle, Teal v. Bilby. 193 U. S. 572 (1887).

' F. agrrecr. to receive with favor.

° Hogan 1;. Barry. 148 Mass. 58! (1887).
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‘be same mind, intention, or meaning, con

cerning the matter agreed upon.1

The expression by two or more persons of

a common intention to affect their legal re

lations.’ SGQUNDERSTANDING.

in the Statute of Frauds lsnot understood in the

loose sense of a promise or undertaking. but in its.

more proper and legal sense of a mutual contract on

collideratlolrbetween two or more parties.‘

in a popular sense frequently declares the engage

ment of one pérson only. When a man “ agrees“

to pay money or to do some other act. the word is

synonymous with " promise." " engage.“ '

in popular signification means no more than con

cord. the union of two or more minds. concurrence of

views and intention. Every thing done or omitted by

the compact of two or more minds is universally and

familiarly called an agreement Whether aconsider

stlon exists is a distinct idea which does not enter into

the popular notion. in most lnstanccsnny considera

tion, except the voluntary impulse of minds, cannot

be ascribed to the numberless agreements that are

made daily. In its broad .-.-me. synonymous

with the concord of two or more minds. or mutual as

sent. If therels nothing to limit the meaning.

regards promises only. not their coin-n...-i-mien.‘

in which ever sense understood in the Statute of

hands the requirement is that it he in writing-if

not to be performed within a year.‘

The meaning of the contracting parties ll their

agreement.’

Also. the writing which preserves the evi

dence of the reciprocal promises.

Articles of agreement. The memorandum

of the terms of an agreement: an agreement

in writing.

Should state the names and residence of the par

ties. the subject-matter. the promises to be performed.

the date. and any other elements of the contract.

See AOGBBGATIO; Assam‘; Conruo-r; (.‘o.vvs.v1uo;

Puvrv. 2-. Zilsaosa, 2; Pl-2RIOR.ILh'OI; Rrscrssros.

AGRICULTURE. A person engaged

in agriculture is engaged in raising cereals

and stock. "Agricuiture,” in its general

sense, is the cultivation of the ground for

the purpose of procuring vegetables and

fruits for the use of man and beast; or, the

 

' Lenka. Contr. i2.

' lltnson. Oontr. 3.

I [Wain u. Warlters. 5 East. '17 (1804). Ellenborough.

C. J.

° Packard 0. Richardson. i7 Mass. l3l (1821). Parker.

C. J.

' Sage U. Wilcox. 6 Conn. 83-04 (1826). Hosmer, C. J’.

See also Packard v. Richardson, 1? Mass. I314“ (I821);

liarcy u. llamy. 9 Allen. l0-ll (l8tH;, Bigelow. C. J.;

\\'oodwort.h v. State. :1) Tax. Ap. 882 05:6); ill F. R.

M9

' Marcy v. Marcy. 9 Allen. 10-11 (1884).

' Whitney v. Wymnn. 101 U. S. 896 (1879). Swayne. J.

act of preparing the soil, sowing and planting

seeds, dressing the plants. and removing the

crops. In this sense the word includes gar

dening or horticulture. and the raising or

feeding of cattle and other stock. In a more

common and appropriate sense — that species

of cultivation which is intended to raise grain

and other field crops for man and beast :

“ husbandry," as defined by Webster.l

A person who cultivates a one-acre lot and is also a

butcher and a day laborer is not “engaged In agri

culture.“ within the meaning of an exemption law.I

A person is,“actually engaged in the science of

agriculture“ when he derives the support of himself

and family, in whole or in part. from the tillage and

cu.lt.ivution of flelds. He must cultivate something

more than a garden. though it may be less than a field.

lithe area cultivated can be called a field. the em

ployment ls "agriculture." as well in contemplation

of law as by the etymology of the word. This condi

tion being fulfilled. the uniting of other business not

inconsistent with the pursuit of agriculture will not

take away the protection of a law exempting one horse.

harne . and a plow from levy and sale.‘

See Cnor: Cur:rrv.n1os; Honsr-2; lrn>urr|r:.\rrs; Toons.

AID.“ 1. Help; assistance; support.

Aid and abet. In common parlance, as

sistance, co-operation, encouragement.‘

Assistance rendered by acts, words of en

couragement, or support; or presence, actual

or constructive, to render assistance should

it become necessary.° See DECOY.

Alder and ubettor. One who assists an

other in the accomplishment of a common

design or purpose.

He must he aware of and consent to the design.‘

Mere presence is not enough: something must be

said or done showing consent to the felonious pur

pose and contributing to its execution.’ .

Aiders and nhettors cannot be punished under a

statute which cn-an-s a felony. unless the statute up

plies to all who are guilty. and not alone to the person

actually‘ committing the offense. Thus undera statute

for confining in the penitentiary "any woman who

shall endeavor to conceal the birth of her bastard

child." aiders and ahettors cannot be punished.‘ See

Coxsrnucv; Fswxv; PRINCIPAL. 5; LIQUOR. ad fin.

 

‘Simone v. Lovell. 7 Helslr. 515 (I872). Sneed. J.

'Sprin;:cr v. Lewis. 22 Pa. 193 (lti'>:l). Womlward. J.'.

62 Me. 5‘.’ii; 64 (in. 1:8.

' F. alder: L. adjulrrre (ad-jurare). to help.

° United States v. Goodlng. 12 “heat 476 (R927).

Story. J.

Htainford ti. State. 5'.) Ala. lili (1877). Stone. J.

' Adams v. State. 65 ind. 574-75 (1879). cases, Hawk, J.;

United States v. Snyder. H F. R. 55.‘: (1882): l Sup. R. S.

858'. 127 .\iass. l7.

' Kemp v. Commonwealth. 80 Va. 450 (1K~t'n_ em

' Frey U. Commonwealth. 88 Ky. 190 \i8Ki>. See gen

erally 18 Cent. Law J. 4-I6 ilUB~i)- Canad. Lau: Times.
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Aid and comfort. in treason, any ovefl;

act which, if sucbessiul, would advance the

interests of a treasonable design.l

Actual assistance is not essential.‘

The subject of a foreign nation who furnished mu

nitions of war to the Confederates, or did an act

which wohld have rendered him liable to punishment

for treason had he owed allegiance to the United

States, gave “aid and comfort“ to the rebellion.

within the meaning of the act of March 12, 15413 (12

St. L. 820). snd cannot recover the proceeds of prop

erty captured and paid into the treasury.‘

Municipal aid. Assistance rendered by

a municipal or a quasi municipal corporation,

as, a township or a county, toward some

work of internal improvement. Whence

aid l)0ml.s.a

A steam grist-mill may or may not boa work of

that nature.‘

The legislature of a State, unless restrained by the

organic law, has the right to authorizoamunicipal

corporation to take stock in any work of internal im

provement, to borrow money to pay for it, and to levy

a tax to repay the loan. And this authority can be

conferred in such a manner that the object may be

attained with or without the sanction of a popular

vote.‘ See Bonn, Municipal; Conronsrn, Purpose.

2. Cure, remedy, supply. Whence aid

and aider by verdict. See VERDICT.

Aid societies. See BENEFIT, Society.

AIR. A qualified property may be had

in the air or ntmosplwro.6

The private owner of property has a natural right to

purity of air; and, formerly, a. like right to its free

passage. Easements relative thereto are: it right to

pollute it to an extent justified by the customary busi

ness of the locality; and, to send noise through lt.'

No man may so use the air as to injure his neighbor.

To poison or materially change it is a nuisance.‘

 

l[Unitzd States 0. Greathouse, 4 Saw. 458 (1863),

Field, J.

' Young 0. United States, 97 U. S. 02 (1677).

' See 4 Neb. 455; 101111. 285.

‘Township of Burlington 0. Beasley, N U. S. 810

(1876); Osborne 0. County of Adams. 106 id. 181 (1882).

‘Thomson v. Lee County, 8 Wall. :30 (1865); James

0. Milwaukee, 16 id. 151) (1872); Kenicott o. The Super

visors, ib. 452 (1872); Railroad Co. v. County of Otoe,

(b. 667 (1572); Town of Concord u. Savings Bank, 92

U. S. 625 (1875); Fairfleld v. County of Gnllatin, 100 id.

47 (1879); Quincy v. Cooke, 107 id. 549 (1582): Ottawa v,

Carey. 1% id. 128 (1883); Lewis v. City of Shreveport,

ib. 2813 (1888); City of Savannah 0. Kelly, ib. 184 (1883);

Grends County Supervisors v. Bragden. 112 id. 261

(1834), cases.

' 2 Bl. Com. 14.

" 10 A. & E. 590; 4 DeG. & S. 815; 11 H. L. C. 6.50; 10

C. B. 268; 19 W. R. 804; 4 Bing. N. C. 183.

‘Appeal of Penn. Lead 00., 06 Ps.116,12l(1880); 2

Ld. Bay. 116‘.

An easement in the air coming over another‘s land

cannot be acquired in the United States.I

Upon a conveyance, the right to air coming over

other land of the grantor is implied as an easement of

necessity.‘

The right to pure air is an incident to land. While in

cities the causes of pollution cannot be as easily traced

as in sparsely inhabltod places, yet, when the source

of a well-defined nuisance is definitely known. the

courts will protect the rights of any person injured by

it. Each case must rest upon its own merits. The

rule by which a. court will be guided is the maxim

that every one must so use his own property as not to

injure another.‘

See Hssurn; Nmssscm; Occupancy;

Qualified; Ursnz. Sic, etc.

A. J. See A, 3.

ALASKA. See TERRITORY, 2.

Congress has power. in its discretion, to prohibit

the importation. manufacture, and sale of intoxicating

liquors in the district of Alaska. and to make the vio

lation of the prohibition a crime.‘

ALCOHOL. See DISTILLER; LIQUOR.

An act of Congress approved May 2), 1887 (24 St. L

89), the substance of which has been enacted in many

of the States, provides —

" Section 1. That the nature of alcoholic drinks and

narcotics, and special instruction as to their eifects

upon the human system, in connection with the several

divisions of the subject of physiology and hygiene,

shall be included in the branches of study taught in

the common or public schools. and in the military and

naval schools. and shall be studied and taught as

thoroughly and in the same manner as other like re

quired branches are in said schools, by the use of text»

books in the hands of pupils where other branches are

thus studied in said schools. and by all pupils in all

said schools throughout the Territories, in the military

and naval academics of the United States, and in the

District of Columbia, and in all Indian and colored

schools in the Territories of the United States.

“ Sec. 2. That it shall be the duty of the proper ofh

cers in control of any school described in the fore

going section to enforce the provisions of this act;

and any such oflicer. school director. c01n1nittee_ su

periutcndent, or teacher who shall refuse or neglect

to comply with the requirements of this act, or shall

neglect or fail to make proper provisions for the in

struction required and in the manner specified by the

first scction of this act. for all pupils in each and every

school under his jurisdiction, shall be removed from

oflice, and the vacancy filled as in other cases.

“See. 3. That no certificate shall be granted to any

person to teach in the public schools of the District of

Columbia or Territories. after January 1, 188%. who has

not passed a satisfactory examination in physiology

and hygiene. with special reference tothe nature and

Paorm-n,

lRandall v. Sanderson, 111 Mass. 119 (1812), cases: in

N. Y. 489; 25'l‘ex. 288; 17 Am. L. Reg. 440, note.

'Wnshb. Easem. 618; 115 Mass. ‘-204; B4 liid. 1.

ISellers c. Parvis, 8:6. Co., 80 F. R. 10*! (1886).

‘ Nelson 0. Unitod States, 80 F. R. 11211887).



ALDERMAN

the effects of alcoholic drinks and other narcotics upon

the hmnan system."

ALDERMIANJ Originally, a senior: a

superior in wisdom or authority.

A word of frequent occurrence among the Anglo

Saxona. All princes and rulers of provinces, all earls

and barons. were alderman in a general sense: but the

word applied more particularly to certain chief oiflcers

in modern times, an oificer in municipal

corporations who is a kind of " assessor ” to

the chief magistrate.I

in England he sat with the bishop at the trial of

ausee. applying the common, while the latter ex

pounded the ecclesiastical, law. Aldermen also eat as

lustices of assize. and exercised such powers of gov

ernment as were conferred by the charters of their

cities or towns, in that character taking cognizance of

both civil and criminal matters. The term has desig

nated an ofliccr having judicial as well as civil power.

in England from a period beyond the Conquest.’

in American cities “ the aldermen " are a

legislative body with limited judicial power,

as, in matters of internal police ; in some cities

they hold separate courts and exercise magis

terial authority.‘

in some cities their lole functions are those of a

magistrate of a court not of record and of limited

statutory jurisdiction in civil and criminal matters;

corresponding. in these respects. to justices of the

peace in boroughs and townships. See Couscm. 2;

Juwrice, 2; MAGISTRATE.

ALE. See LlQUOR.

AL.EA'.l'.'ORY.5 Depending upon an event

the outcome of which is unknown; resting

upon a contingency.

Applied, mainly, to annuities and insurance con

tracts. it i.s of the essence of all aleatory contracts

that there should be risk on one side or on both sides.‘

ALIA. See Amos.

ALIAS. L. 1. Otherwise; also used for

Alias dictus. Otherwise called.

Alias. in the expression “A. alias B,“ denotes that

thoee names areditfenent descriptions of the same per

lon The word was formerly employed in connection

with dwtus - otherwise called. The use of alias alone

to express the whole meaning has long obtained. The

term has become familiar as equivalent to “otherwise

called " or “ otherwise known as." Generally the

true name precedes the alias dictm. The term so

used will avoid a variance or misnomer.’

 

' A. S. ealderman, elder-man. elder: eaid. old.

' Brown‘. Law Dict; Speiman. Gloss.

' Purdy 1:. People, 4 Hill, 409, 887 (1342), Waiworth,

Ch. See i Hume. Eng. 69.

‘ [Bouvier‘s Law Diet.)

' Pronounced 6’-le-li-to-ry. L. alea. a die: chance.

' Moore 0. Johnston. 8 La. An. 489 (1852); Henderson

I. Stone. 0 Mart. 099 (IEZ3); May. Ins. ii 5.

'Kennedy v, People. 89 N. Y. 950-52 (1865); 8 Salk.

I8: 4 John; H8.

47 ALIEN

2. At another time; formerly; before.

An alias execution is a process issued. upon a. wire

focias or otherwise. where the original execution has

been returned, lost. or legally extinguished as a writ.

It is another and diflerent earccutlon actually issued at

a different time.1

ALIBI. L. in another place; elsewhere.

The defense that at the time laid in the charge

of an offense the accused was in another place.

Being proven, the conclusion is " not guilty.“

To convict, the jury must be satisfied beyond a

reasonable doubt that the accused was at the place

charged.I

The defense must cover the time when the offense

is shown to have been committed. so as to preclude

the possibility of presence at the locus inrquo. This

impossibility is to be proven like any other fact.I _

The court, without discreditlng the defense in the

particular case. may observe generally that the de

fense is open to suspicion. because it offers opportu

nity and temptation to employ false witnesses, and

because it may mislead through a mistake of honest

witnesses as to the precise day and hour.‘

ALIEN.5 1, 11. One born in a strange

country under obedience to a strange prince,

or out of the liegeance of the king.‘1

One born out of the king’s dominion or ale

legiance.7

A citizen or subject of a foreign state.8

in California a " non~resident alien " who may take

by succession is one who is neither a citizen of the

United States nor a resident of that State.‘

Alienage; alienism. The legal status or

condition of an alien.

Alien born. A naturalized citizen or

subject.

Alien enemy. One who owes allegiance

to an adverse belligerent;m

Alien friend. A citizen or subject of a

friendly power; one whose country is at

peace with ours. 11

By the common law a person born within the do

minion of the United States isa natural-born citizen

 

‘ Robert! 1:. Church. 17 Conn. 145 (1845).

' Howard :1. State, 50 Ind. 1934! (i875). cases.

' Briceland v. Commonwealth. 74 Pa. 469 (1878);

State U. Northrup,48 Iowa, 583 (i878); People v. O'Neil,

59 Cal. 259 (I881); Ware 1:. State, 67 Ga. 849 (1581); Blv

age v. State. 18 Fla. 975 (i8&l): State v. Beaird, 84

La. An. l06 (W).

‘ See State 0. Blunt. 59 Iowa. 409 (1882); Dawson v.

State. 62 Miss. 243 il&3<i); ll Crim. Law Mag.655-68(1885).

cases; 22 Am. Law Rev. 297-98 (M88), casesv

' L. alienus, strange. a stranger.

' iCoke, Lltt. 1:35 b.

"1 Bl. Com. 373.

' lililne u, Huber, 8 llichean. 219 (1848); 2 Kent, 50.

'State 1:. Smith, 70 Cal. 156 (1886); Civil (lode. 5 67!

N1 Kent. T2.

H [i Bl. Com. 872.
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whatever the status of his parents. An exception is

made of the children of ambassadors.‘

An “alien born "may not purchase lands for his

own use, for the king is thereupon entitled to them.

One reason is that if he could purchase, the nation

might in time become subject to foreign influence.

But he may acquire personalty, which is of a movable

7 nature; besides that, trade demands this indulgence.

As a consequence he may maintain actions concerning

personalty, and dispose of it by will. An “alien

enenry,“ however, has no rights unless by the sover

eign‘s special favor.‘

By the common law an alien may take lands by

purchase, though not by descent; in other words,

while he cannot take by the act of the law he may

take by the act of the party. But he has no capacity

to hold lands, and they may be seized into the hands

of the sovereign. Until so seized, the alien has com

plete dominion over them. In this regard alien friends

and alien enemies are alike. The title is devested by

offlce-found,‘ q. 0.

Disabilities as to holding rculty have been removed

in the States. See Lana, Public.

At common law an alien is protected in his person,

as to such property as he may own, in his relative

rights, and in his reputation. in return for protection

he is required to pay taxes. He cannot become Pres

ident, nor, in some States, governor. Seven years after

he has been naturalized he may be elected to Congress.

Unnaturalized, he could not be adjudged a bankrupt,

he cannot take out a copyright, nor can he exercise

any political right. See Parasr, 2; Tnanr.-naaa.

See further Aaamuxcs; CITIZEN; Dnrnzns; Inm

enanox; NATURALIZE.

Alien and sedition laws. See Sr.mr10u.

2, v. To transfer; to alienate, q. v.

Alienable. Admitting of transfer from

one person to another. Inal.ienab1e,\ less

frequently unalienable, not subject to

transfer or devestment.

“ inalienable rights “ are such rights as cannot be

bartered, given or taken away except in punishment

of crime.‘

An “ unalienable right " is one which cannot be sur

rendered to government or society, because no equiv

alent can be received for it, and one which neither

the government nor society can take away, because

they can give no equivalent. Of such is the right of

conscience.’

ALIENATE. See ALIENATIO.

To transfer property to another; to make

a thing another man's.
 

ITown of New Hartford 1:. Town of Canaan. 54

Conn. 40-45 (1886), cases.

'1 Bl. Corn. 372.

' Fairfax 1:. Hunter, 7 Cranch, 619-21 (1813), Story, J.;

Conrad u. Waples, 96 U. S. 289-90 (1877); Phillips 1:.

Moore. 100 id. 212 (1879); Hauenstein v. Lynbam, ib.

481 (1879).

' Butchers‘ Union Co. v. Crescent City Co., 111 U. S.

756 (1884), Field, J.

' Hale 11. Everett, 53 N. H. 60 (1868).

In common law to alienate realty is volun

tarily to part with ownership in it, by bar

gain and sale, conveyance, gift, or will.1

.'l‘he right, originally, was a right in the owner of

realty to divert it from his heir.I

To transfer or convey a title.2

An entry to foreclose does not do this.‘

Alienee. He to whom property — realty,

is transferred. Alienor. He by whom

realty is transferred.

Alienation. Any method whereby an

estate is voluntarily resigned by one man

and accepted by another, whether that be

effected by sale, gift, marriage, settlement,

devise, or other transmission of property by

the mutual consent of the parties.‘

An act whereby one man transfers the

property and possession of lands, tenements,

or other things, to another.‘

A transfer short of a conveyance of the title is not

an alienation of an estate.‘

Absolute alienation. A transfer of

realty without condition or qualification.

Conditional alienation. A transfer of

realty made to rest upon some event yet to

happen. or upon some act yet to be done; as,

a covenant to convey an estate. See CON

DlTlON.

Blackstone describes four modes of alienation or

transfer of title to real estate which he calls “ com

mon assurances: “ by matter in pain or deed; by mat

ter of record in the courts; by special custom; by

devise.'

See Comvaucn 2; Monroaoa; Taansna.

ALIENATIO. L. Transfer, alienation.

From alienare, to make to be the property of an

other: alicnus, another.

Alienatio rei praafertur juri scores

08nd.i. The alienation of a thing is preferred

in law to its accumulation. Alienation,

rather than the accumulation, of property is

favored."

Limitations upon alienation, imposed by public

policy or by general statutes, are designed to prevent

perpetuities and accumulations of realty in corpora

 

' [Burbank u. Rockingham Mut. Fire Ins. Co., 24

N. H. 558 (1&':2). Seealso Lane v. Maine Mut. Fire Ins.

Co., 12 Me. 48 (1835); 13 R. 1. G22. *

' Huntress v. Place, 187 lliass. 409 (1884).

'2 Bl. Com. W7.

‘ Boyd 2:. Cudderback, 81 Ill. 119 (1868): 1 N. Y. 48.

'l\insters 1:. Madison County Ins. Co.,11 Barb. M),

G29 (1852).

' United States v. Schurz, 102 U. S. 897 (18%); 2 BL

Com. 294.

"See 2 Bl. Corn. 175, 288; 8 Kent, 50?; 4 id. 181. 441;

59 Pa. 842; 76 Va. 144.
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lions and ecclesiastical bodies. and to protect cred

tors against fraud by debtors. But there is no reason

why a person who is solvent should not make another.

who parts with nothing. an object of bounty. thereby

protecting him from the ills of life. the vicissitudes

of fortune. improvidence. etc.I Bee Aocnlnuuioiv;

TRl's'r. I

ALIE NI. Sae under ALIUS.

ALIKE. See EQUAL; EQUIVALI-::cr.

A.LIMION'Y.2 Support; provision; allow

ance for necessaries or maintenance.

1. An allowance made to a woman for her

support out of her husband’s estate. after a

divorce a memo ei thoro.'

Applicable to all allowances. whether annual or in

pom. made to a wife upon a decree of divorce — either

from bed and board or from the bond of matrimony.‘

Alimony pendente lite or temporary.

An allowance at the institution of the suit

to pay the expenses thereof and to supply

the wife with necessaries. Permanent ali

mony. An allowance for future mainte

nance at the time a divorce is decreed.

Originally allowed because the wife was without

other means of support or of obtaining the money

necesary to defray her expenses in the suit. the hus

band owning everything. Where she has sufficient

separate property that reason does not exist.‘

Not the separate property of the wife. but aportion

of the husband‘s estate for her subsistence. At her

death arrears belong to the husband. subject to the

payment of her debts.‘

The amount. which is largely discretionary with the

court. is usually proportioned to the rank of the par

ties. and is. ordinarily. about onethird of their joint

income.’

The allowance is based upon the existence of the

marriage relation, the ability of the husband. and the

circumstances of the wife.‘

To entitle the wife to permanent alimony there

must have been a valid marriage; by the common

law the marital relation must continue to exist—a

rule generally changed by statute; the separation

must he by decree; and she must notbe the guilty

party-except in a few of the States. An independ

ent suit for an allowance is not maintainable. In a

few States a gross sum is given. The right ceases

upon re-cohabitation.

A wife under sentence of separation from bed and

 

‘Nichols u. Eaton. 91 U. S. 725 (1875). As to re

straints in wills. see 18 Cent. Law J. 807-8 (1881). cases.

' L alinwnia: alere, to nourish. support. supply.

'1 Bl. Com. Hi; 1 Kent. iii; 360a. 819; 18 ill. 40; 98

N. C. 42).

' Burrough 0. Purple. 107 Mass. 4-82 (1871). cssés.

Gray. J.

lwesterfleld e. Westt-ri'leld. 86 N. J. E. 197 (1882);

Ooliins u. Collins. 80 N. Y. 1. 11-12 (1880).

‘ Holbrook e. Comstock. 16 Gray. 1i0(1M0). cases.

' 1 Bl. Com. M1-42; Bacon 1:. Bacon. 48 Wis. fl)3(181'7).

‘Dlnhll u. Daniels. 9 U01. 160-61 (1886). case;

ALL

board is entitled to make a domicil for herself; and.

by her next friend. she may sue her husband for the

alimony decreed.I

Consult the statutes and decisions of each State.

See Dlvoncl.

2. In Louisiana the necessary expenses of

a municipality; also, funds therefor.

The duty of levying a tax to pay registered judg

ments is subordinate to the duty of first providing for

“ the necessary alimony or support of the city."‘

“ The duty of providing for the alimony of the city

is lodged in the discretion of the common council. in the

legal exercise of which the courts may not interfere." '

ALIO; ALITER. See under ALIU8.

ALIUD. See CONCEAL 6.

ALIUNDE. See under ALIUS.

ALIUS. L. Another. other; different.

Plural.(1Iz'i.

Alia. enormia. Other wrongs. See Enos

ms: INTER, Alia.

Alieni generis. Of another kind.

Alieni juris. Under another’s right or

authority. See JUS, Sui, etc.

Alio intuitu. Under another aspect

Alios. Other persons. Whence et ai..

and et als., q. v. See also A. 3.

Aliter. In another manner; otherwise —

held or decided.

introduces an exception to a rule or general prin

ciple.

A liunde.

OI‘ SOlli‘CB

Designates evidence derived from an extrinsic

source; as. testimony offered to contradict. vary. or

explain the terms of a written instrument. or to ex

plain an ambiguity therein.‘ Compare Danoas. See

Psnon. 2. Agreement.

ALIVE. See DEATH.

When an animal is stolen “alive " it is not neces

sary. in the indictment. to state the fact: the law pro

sumes it; but when dead. that fact must be stated.‘

ALL. Compare A, 4; Evrznv; Onms.

May mean “each " or "every one.“ ‘

in the acts of legislatures. as in common parlance.

“ all.“ being a general rather than a universal term. is

to be understood in one sense or the other according

to the demands of sound reason.'

From another— person, place,

I Barber :1. Barber. 21 How. 590-98 (1858). cases. As

to right to. after divorce. see 24 Am. Law Reg. 1-21

(1885). cases; and generally 26 id. 83-37 (1s‘~‘7>. cases

‘ Marchand v. New Orleans. 37 La. An. 18 (1885).

' United States v. New Orleans. 81 F. R {$7 .1857).

‘1 Greenl. Ev. i 291.

‘ Kollenberger :1. People. 9 00L 286 (1886); I Whart

Cr. L. 5369.

‘ Sherburne u. Sischo.'148 Mass. 442 (1887); Towle e.

Delano. ‘.44 id. 100 (1887).

" Kieiler v. Ehler. 18 Pa. 891 (1852); Stone w. Elliot‘

11 Ohio BL E8 (1860)

(4.)
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All cases. See Case, 1.

All faults. See FAULT, 2.

All-fours. Entirely alike.

Cases or decisions are said to be or to run “ upon all‘

fours" when alike in such circumstances as afloct

their determination. The expression is metaphorical -

from the running of mated quadrupeds.

All rights reserved. See RESERVE, 2.

ALLEGARE. L. To lay before one: to

relate, allege.

Allegans contraria non est audien

dus. He who alleges contradictory things is

not to be listened to.

"A man shall not blow hot and cold." in Scotch

phrase, no man may "approbate and reprobatef"

See Esrorrsn.

Allegans turpitudinem. See TU'RPI

TUDE, Allegans, etc.

Allegata et probate.

proofs.

A rule of evidence is, that the allegata and the pro

bata must agree: the proofs must correspond with the

averments.‘ See Au.mrnos.

ALLEGATION. Statement of what one

can prove; positive assertion; an averment

in pleading. See ALLEGARE.

Alleged. Asserted; claimed, claimed to

be-, charged: as, an alleged—fact, forgery,

oifense, deed, will, signature, execution.

Material allegation. Such an averment

in the pleadings of an opponent as requires

answer — by explanation or denial. Opposed,

immaterial allegation.

A material allegation is one which is essen

tial to the claim or defense, which could not

be stricken from the pleading without leaving

it insufficient.l

Defensive or responsive allegation.

An averment by way of defense. Rejoining

allegation. Complainant’s reply to a de

fensive allegation.‘

The rule is,that the proof must correspond with

the allegations in a declaration (or bill), but the re

quirement is fulfilled if the substance of the declara

tion is proved. The purpow of the rule is that the

opposite party may be fairly apprised of the specific

nature of the questions involved in the issue. For

merly the rule was applied with great strictness. but

the modern decisions are more liberal and reasonable.

. . The rule established by recent statutes and de

Allegations and

 

I See Broom, Max. 169, 29-1; 60 Cal. 600; 10 Mass. 163;

50 Mich. 126; 70 Pa. 274; 61 Win 261; 02 id. 67, 826.

I10 Pot. 209; 2 Sumn. 209; Story, Eq. Pl. 5 257; T1

Ala. 80.

'[R.hemke 1!. Clinton, 2 Utah. 236 (1879): Civil Pract.

_Act, 566; Lusk v. Perkins, 48 Ark. 247 (1886).

~‘Boo 8 Bl. Corn. 100.

cisions is that no variance between the allegations

of a pleading and the proofs offered to ustain it shall

be deemed “material " unless of a character to mic

lead the opposite partyin maintaining his action or do

fense on the merits. Irrespective of statutes, however,

no variance ought ever to be regarded as material

where the allegation and proof substantially corro

spond.I -

See Ar1swna,8; DBSCI-l.l.l-"l‘l0N, 4; Rsousmncr: Sun;

\'snnmcs:.

ALLEGHENY CITY. See Common, 2.

ALLEGIANCE.2 The tie, or ligamen,

which binds the subject to the king in return

for that protection which the king affords

the subject.‘

When acknowledgment was made to the absolute

superior, who was vamai to no man, it was in early

times no longer called the oath of fealty (q. 0.), but

the oath of allegiance: therein the tenant swore to

bear faith to ‘his sovereign lord, in opposition to all

men, without any saving or exception. There is

an implied, original. and virtual allegiance owing

from every subject to his sovereign, antecedently to

any express promise.‘

Acquired allegiance. Such allegiance

as is due from a naturalized citizen.‘

L008-1 allegiance. Such allegiance as is

due from an alien, or stranger born, as long

as he continues within the king's dominions

and protection.‘

Natural allegiance. Such allegiance as

is due from all men born within the king's

dominions, immediately upon their birth.

Also called absolute or permanent allegiance.‘

Allegiance is nothing more than the tie or duty of

obedience of a subject to the sovereign whose protec

tion he is under. Allegiance by birth arises from

being born within the dominlons and under the protoo

tion of a particular sovereign. A person born

on the ocean is a subject of the prince to whom his

parents owe allegiance. The child of an flu1bassadol’

is a subject of the prince whom he represents. al»

though born under the actual protection and in tho

dominions of aforeign prince.‘

Allegiance is the obligation of fidelity and obedience

which the individual owes to the government under

which he lives, or to his sovereign in return for the

protection he receives. it may be an absolute

and permanent obligation, or a qualified and tempo

rary one. The citizen or subject owes an absolute and

permanent allegiance to his government or sovereign,

or, at least, until, by some open and distinct not, he re

nounces it and becomes a citizen or subject of another

 

‘Nash v. Towns. 5 Wall. 698-99 (1866), Cllflord, J.;

Brown 1;. Pierce, 7 id. 211 (1863).

' F. a-ligance, homage: L. ad-ligare, to tie, bind.

'1 Bl. Com. 866-69; 20Johns. 191-93.

‘1Bl. Com. 869-70; 44 Pa. 501.

‘Inglis 0. Trustees of Sailors Snug Harbor, 8 Pea

15.’; (1530), Story, J.; Shanks v. Dupont, ib. ‘J42 (1880).
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government or sovereign. An alien whilst domiciled

in the country owes a local and temporary allegiance,

which continues during the period 01' his residence.l

At common law natural allegiance could notbe re

nounced except by permission of the sovereign to

whom it was due.‘ This was changed by the not 01'

Oougress oi July 27. 1868,’ and by statute oi’ 33 Vict.

c. 14, May 10. 1870.

Whether natural allegiance revives upon return of

the naturalized citizen to his native country is not

settled.‘

See Exrarnunon; lxnus; Narunuxzarxox; Tana

sos: \VAi1.

ALLEY. See Roan; 'W.w.

When not qualified by " private," is conventionally

understood, in its relation to towns and cities. to mean

a narrow street in common use.I

ALLISION. See COLLISl0N. _

ALLOCATUR. L. It is allowed.

The name of a writ permitting a thing re

quested.

As. an order or procecding— to remove an indict

ment, to stay execution of a sentence. that special

bail be furnished, that a quo wm-rauto issue, that a

bill of costs be referred to an auditor.

Non allocatur. It is not allowed.

Special allocatur. The allowance of a

writ of error required in particular cases.

ALLODI.AL.° From the low Latin allo

dium: every man's own land, which he poe

sesses in his own right, without owing any

rent or service to a superior—-property, in

the highest degree. Opposed, feodum, a

tee."

VVholly independent, and held of no supe

ri0r.'

Held in free and absolute ownership!

" All lands are declared to be allodial, and

feudal tenures are prohibited " — constitution of Wis

consin. This means little morethan ii the framers

had said “ [me “ or “ held in free and absolute owner

ship." as contradistingnished from feudal tgnures, the

pmhibition 01' which, with their servitndes and attend

ant hindrances to free and ready transfer of realty,

constituted the chief object of the provision." See

Far. 1 ll); Tzscaa, 1.

 

I (farlisle v. United States,

Field. J.

'1 B1. Com. 869; 2 Kent,449: 8 Op. Att.-Gen.189;

0 id. 856.

' R. S. 5 1999.

‘What Cond L. 5 6; 18 Am. Law Reg. 595, 665

(1879)

' Bailey U. Culver, 11 lilo. Ap. 188 (1882).

0001'. 111-611. all one‘s own: the whoieesiate,— Bkest.

'2 Bl. Com. 106. °

'2 Bl. Com. 47, 60.

' 8 Kent. 496, 488, ‘H.

" Barker 1:. Dayton. 8 Win 884 (1871), Dixon. 0. J.

800 i Wealth. B. P. 10. 41; 9 Cow.-511

16 Wall. 154 (i872),

ALLONGE.I A paper attached to a bill

or note for such indorsements as the original

paper itself will not hold.

When an indoisement is made on a paper attached

toand made panel a note, such paper is called an

“allonge." The reason for using it is. there is no

room on the note for the indcrsement. This does not

mean that there must be an actual physical impossi

bility 0i' writing the indomer‘s name on the original

paper. All that the mercantile law requires is that

when it is inconvenient to write on the back of the

note the real contract between the vendor and vendee,

which, if so written, would pass the title. it may be

written on another paper and attached to it with like

effect. There are cases showing that an assignment

0! a number of notes at once, by a separate paper,

never attached to either of the notes or intended to be,

is not an indorsement.'

ALLOPATHY. See Mnmcnm.

ALLOT. i. To set apart a thing to a

person as his share: as, to allot a fund, land.

Whence allottee, allotment.

As usually understood, to set apart a. pop

tion of a particular thing or things to some

person: as, to allot to a widow a portion of her

husband's estate.:

2. Tu assign, appoint: as, to allot the jus

tices ot the Supreme Court to circuits.

ALLOW. To approve of, sanction; to

permit, consent to. Opposed, disallow. See

Pnnmr; Surmn.

In its ordinary sense, to grant, admit,

aiford, or to yield, to grant license to, per

mit. Impliesa power to grant some privilege

or permission.‘

Allowance. The act of permitting or

giving; also, whatever is given as a share or

portion.

As, to allow, and the allowance oi—an

account, alimony, an amendment, an- appeal,

a bill of exceptions, a claim, a pardon, a

pension, a sum to an insolvent.

" Allowing “ claims against estates: the sanction or

approbation which the courtgivee to the acts of an

executor or administrator as manifested by his ac

count.‘

Allowance to a widow of money in lieu of dower:

something substituted by way of compensation for

another thing.‘

 

1 Al-lilnj’. F. alionger. to lengthen.

' Crosby v. Roub, 16 Wis. 626-27 (1863); Fplger u.

Chase, 18 Pick. 8711886); French 0. Turner, 15 1nd. 8

(1860); Osgood v. Artt, 17 F. IL 5770883); Story, Bill;

gnu, Prom. Notes, 55 121. 151.

' Glenn v. Glenn, 41 All. 1586 H868.)

' Doty v. Lawson, 14 F. R. 901 (1888).

' Gildhardt‘s Heirs v. Starke,1 How., Ii-.,L57(1fl7\

‘Glenn 11. Glenn. (1 Ala. 684. M (1%!)
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Allowance to a child or other dependent: ordinarily.

only another name for a gift or gratuity.‘ ,

The honorable discharge oi’ a soldier from service

does not restore him allowances forfeited by desertion

(included in which is a bounty). that is. everything

which could be recovered from the government in.

consideration of enlistment and services. The for

ieiture must first be removed.‘

ALLOY. See Com.

ALLUVIO. L. That which is washed

to a place. -

Alluvio maris. The washing oi’ the sea.

Jure ailuvionis. By right of alluvion.

See ALLUVION.

ALLUVION. By the common law the

addition made to land by the washing of the

sea, a navigable river or other stream,when

ever the increase is so gradual that it cannot

be perceived in any one moment of time.‘

See ALLUVIO.

An addition to riparian land, gradually and

imperceptibly made by the water to which

the land is contiguous. It is diiferent from

“ reliction "’ and the opposite of “ avulsion." 4

See AVULSION; Dsnnmcnon. 1.

The test as to what is gradual and imperceptible is.

that. though the witnesses may see from time to time

that progress has been made. they could not perceive

it while going on. Whether it is the effect oi’ natural

or artificial causes makes no dlflerence. The right to

future alluvion is a vested right. It is an inherent and

essential attribute oi’ the original property. The title

to the increment rests in the law of nature. it is the

same with that of the owner oi’ a tree to its fruits.

and the owner of flocks and herds to their natural

increase. The maxim qui unlit mtul debet sentire

commodum lies at its foundation. The owner takes

the chances oi‘ injury and of benefit arising from the

situation of the property. Ii’ there be a gradual loss

he must bear it; it a gradual gain. it is his. The prin

ciple applies alike to streams that do. and to those

that do not. overflow their banks. and where dykes

and other defenses are. and where they are not. nec

essary to keep the water within its proper limits.‘

it is generally conceded that the riparian title at

taches to subsequent accretions to the land aiiected

by the gradual and imperceptible operation oi’ natural

causes. But whether it attaches to land reclaimed by

artiilcial means from the bed of the river. or lo sud

den accretions produced by unusual floods. is a ques

tion which each State decides i’or itself. By the

I Taylor v. Staples. 8 It l. 179 (1865). See also Bacon

:1. Bacon. 48 Wis. ‘J03 (1877).

-United States v. Landers. 92 U. S. 79. 80 (IBT5).

Field. J : 18 Op. Att.-Gen. 1%.

' Lovingston v. St. Clair County. M Ill. 68. 60 (IBTZ).

cases. Thornton. J.

‘ County of St. Clair v. Lovingston. 73 Wall. 68 (1874),

Bwayne. J. Soc 18 La. An 1:1; 2 Bl. Com. £12: 8 Kenn

as; 2 Waahb. it. P. 56. Q52

common law such additions to land on navigable (tide)

waters belong to the crown.1

The right to allnvion depends upon the fact of the

contiguity of the estate to the river. The accretion

belongs to the strip oi’ land to which it attaches.

rather than to a larger portion from which the strip.

when sold. was separated.‘

See ACCESSION: Accnsmos; Barman; Ruunus.

ALMS-HOUSE. A house appropriated

to the use of the poor.-'!

Within the meaning of an act exempting property

from taxation. will include a house usedsolely for the

“ purpose of affording pecuniary and other relief to

persons of Swiss origin in need of assistance.“ '

ALONE. See SEPARATE, 2.

A granted to B. for the use of C " alone.“ the right

totake water anywhere on his donation. Held. that

“aione“ signified that the grant was for the “ sole “

benefit oi’ C.‘

ALONG. Over against in length; length

wise oi‘. Compare BY. 1 ; PARALLEL

“ By the length of, as distinguished from

across; lengthwise of ; ” as, a railway along a

liighivay.-" ‘

A sidewalk “ along the line “ oi’ land does not import

that the sidewalk must at all points touch or be

parallel to such line.‘

“ Along a line " means up to. extending to. reaching

to. that line.7

in the expression " on. over. and along “ an alley. is

synonymous with on or over, not by the side of.‘

An insurable interest on property of a railroad

“ along its route " means property in proximity to the

rails upon which the engines run: which may be outside

the lines of the roadway or lawfully within those lines.‘

" Along the bank “ of the Chattahoochee is definite

enough to exclude the idea that any part oi‘ the river

or its bed was not to be within the State of Georgia —

by the comics of her unsettled territory to the United

States in l802. The call excludes the idea thata line

was to be traced at the edge of the water as that may

heat one time or another: — it is for " the bank.“ the

fast land which confines the water of the river in its

channekor bed in its whole width. Wherever the bed

may be it belongs to Georgia. and not to Alabama

The line is to be determined. in each trial. by the jury. "

 

' Barney vi City of K:-okuk. 94 U. S. 837 (1876). Brad»

ley. J. See also New Orleans v. United States. 10 Pg;

717 (1836); 16 F. R. 816.

' Saulet 1). Shepherd. 4 Wall. 508 (1866).

IPeople ea: rel. Swiss Society 0. Commissioners 0!

Taxes. 36 Hun. 811 (1885): Webster.

* Salem Capital Flour Mills ('0. v. Stsyton Wawr

Ditch & Canal Co.. 88 F. R. 154 (1857).

' County of Cook 1). Great Western R 00.. "9 ill. 2:5

(lU~8('n: Webster.

‘Commonwealth 1!. Franklin. 183 Mass 570 (ldt~R).

"' Benton 1:. l‘-lorsley. 71 Ga. 626 (1583,.

‘Heath 1;. Des hloines. &c. R. Co.. 81 lows. H (18%).

' Grand Trunk R Co. 1:. Richardson. 91 U. S. 47‘)

(1875). See also 13 Mew. 09; 42 Me. 58586; 27 Alb. L_ J. 335

" Howard 1:. ingersoil. 13 Bow. 416-17 (1861).
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ALS. See ALIUB, Alios.

ALSO. In wills, most frequently points

out the beginning of a new devise or be

quest. Imports no more than "item,” and

may mean the same as " moreover." but not

the same as "in like manner."1 Compare

LIKEWTSB.

AL'I.‘IlilB.2 To make a thing different from

what it was; as, by cutting out a brand

mark.‘

The word implies “ another." A thing which ceased

to exist can in no proper sense he said to be “ altered.“

if altered it has merely changed its form or nature,

but still has an existence. Thus, in forgery making

may be by an original fabrication or by merely chang

ing 5 thing already made into another thing. An

altered note is still a note.‘

To " alter judicial districts “ means to change them.

it is not a violation of usage to speak of the increasing

or diminishing of a given number as an alteration or

change in the number.‘

Alteration. 1. A change or substitution

of one thing for another: as, the alteration

of a way.‘ See ADDITION, 1.

2. An act done upon an instrument by

which its meaning or language ischanged.

If what is written or erased has no tend

ency to produce this result or to mislead it

is not an “ alteration.” The term applies to

the act of the party entitled under the in

strument and imports some fraud or im

proper design to change its effect. The act

of a stranger is a mere “spoliation" or mu

tilation of the instrument, and does not

change its legal operation as long as the

original writing remains legible, and, ifit be

a deed, any trace of the seal remains]

Material alteration. Such alteration as

changes the language or meaning of the con

tract in a material particular. Immaterial

alteration. Such merely verbal changehs

does not vary the contract in an essential

particular.‘

Suspicious alteration. Such change, ap

parent upon inspection, as would lead a man

of ordinary caution to infer that the instru

 

I Evans n. Knorr, 4 Rawle, 6&70 (1833). casa; 23 I11.

I66.

' L. L nlterare: L alter, other. another.

'Smith 1:. Brown, l Wend. 286 (182%).

' Haynes 1:. State, i5 Ohio St. 457 (1864).

' People v. Sasaovich, 29 Cal. 484 (iPW3,l.

' Johnson 0. Wyman, ll Gray, i89 ( i817), sin" Q_ J4.

' ll Greenl Ev. 5 566.

mont had been illegally tampered with; or

such apparent change in the language as

would deter such person from accepting the

instrument as reliable evidence of indebted

ness or of an obligation.

That is a “ material alteration” which

causes the instrument to speak a language

different in legal effect from what it orig

inally spoke ;| or which gives the instrument

a different legal effect.2

A material alteration made without consent after

execution avoids the instrument; but not so as to

words which the law would supply. The question of

materiality is for the court. if attested as made

before execution does not detract from credit; nor,

if it is against the interest of the holder. If suspicious

upon its face, the law presumes nothing, but leaves

questions of time, person, and intent, to the decision of

a jury. If immaterial. presumed to have been made

before execution. But some authorities require ex

planation before any altered instrument can be ad

mitted in evidence.‘

it will not be presumed that a party would sign a

document with material clauses lnterlined or in the

margin. The rule Ls strict as to negotiablcs. The

burden of explaining alterations in ancient writings is

not imposed when they are taken from their proper

repository. Formal blanks may always be filled.‘

The material alteration of a written contract by a

party to it discharges a party who does not authorize

or consent to the alteration, because it destroys the

identity of the contract and substitutes a different

agreement Any change which alters the contract.

whether increasing or diminishing liability, is " mate

rml_.. .

Some authorities hold that where there are no par

tlcular circumstances of suspicion the presumption

of law is that the alteration was made contempora

neously with the execution, giving as a reason that a

deed cannot be altered after its execution without

fraud. which is never assumed without proof; other

authorities hold the presumption to be the other way.

and require an explanation of the alteration before

the deed can he admitted in evidence.‘

in the absence of proof the presumption is that a

correction by erasure in a deed (a patent to land) was

made before execution. This doctrine rests upon

principle. “ A deed cannot be altered after it is ex&

cuted without fraud or wrong; and the presumption

is against fraud or wrong.“ The cases are not uniform

in this country, but the most stringent ones leave the

question to the jury.’

llGr9enl. Ev. $565; 9 Baxt 462.

' Eckert 1:. Pickel, 59 Iowa, 547-48 (1882); 51 id. 675;

80 Minn. 154; 76 Va. bi-'5, 544; iii Ct. Cl. 585.

'1 Greenl. Ev. ii 564-68; 61 Ala. 269; 2 Bl. Com. KB.

"1 Whart. Ev. 55 621-32, 732. cases.

I Mersman v. Werges, iii! U. S. 141 (1884). cased,

Gray, J.; Angle 1:. Northwestern Mut. Life Ins. Co.. 92

id. $i2(1875).

'3“ Woodworth n. Bank of America, 19 Johns.

'1 (1821): I0 Am. Dec. 267-78 (1879),M

' Malarln v. United States, i Wall. %lFl(l86ll), Field. J

' Little 1:. Herndon, 10 W511. 81 (1869), Ma, Not
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A voluntary alteration of any instrument under

seal. in a material part, to the prejudice of the obligor

or maker, avoids it — unless done with the assent of the

parties aflccted. Such act diifers from spoliation by

a stranger, or accidental alteration by mistake, in

which case the instrument retains its eflect. in re

spec! to commercial paper the rule is more stringent,

the law casting on the holder the burden of disproving

any apparent material alteration on the face of the

paper. The ground of the rule is public policy to in

sure the protection of the instrument from fraud and

substitution. The purpose is to take away the motive

foralieration by forfeiting the instrument on discovery

of the fraud.I

See Foam-:, 2; Nora, 2, Raised; RATXI-‘ICATION.

AL'I'E]?i.NA'I'IVE.2 Oifering a choice

between two acts, courses, or things: as, an

alternative—cove-nant, obligation, judgment.

An alternative writ commands the respondent to

do a certain thing or show cause why he should not do

it: as, an alternative mandamus,‘ q..v.

Alternative pleadings are ill; and alternative judg

ments, decrees, and sentences are, as a rule, invalid.

See On, 2; Rsusr, 2.

ALWAYS. See Pnovmsn.

AM. Amended, amendment; American.

AMALGAMATE. See Consotmnn,

Associations.

AMBASSADOR. See MINISTER, 8.

AMBIGUITAS. See Amnomrv.

AlV.llBIGUI'.[‘Y.4 The effect of words that

have either no definite sense or a, double

sense.‘

Ambiguity orduplicity is predicable only of lan

flange as to which it is needfu] to make a choice of

readings; while "indistinctness,“ “obscurity," and

" uncertainty" include these. and also cases of lan

guage devoid of sense or‘which does not present any

meaning with clearness or precision. The case of a

blank left for a name should be deemed an uncer

tainty.'

Patent ambiguity. Such ambiguity as

appears upon the face of the writing itself.

Latent ambiguity. Where a writing is

perfect and intelligible upon its face, but,

from some circumstance admitted in proof,

 

son. J., quoting Campbell, 0. J.. in Doe v. Catomore,

Tl E. C. L. 746 (1361).

1 Net! v. Horner, 68 Pa. 880-31 (1860), cases. See also

Batchelder 11. White, 80 Va, 108 (1885), cases; Fuller 1:.

Green, 61 Wis. 165 (1885), cases; State v. Churchill. 48

Ark. 48740 (1886), cases; 2 Daniel, Neg. inst. §§ 1378-75,

cases; 80 Alb. Law J. 245-49 (1884), cases; Bishop, Conn-.

if 745-76, cases.

1 L. alter, other.

I [3 Bl. Com. 278, ill.

‘L. ambiguua, doubtful.

' [Elhnnker u. Ellmaker, 4 Watts, W 0&5), Gibson,

0. J.

' Abbott‘s Law Dict

a doubt arises as to the applicability of the

language to a particular person or thing!

Ambiguitas patens is that which appears

to be ambiguous upon the instrument. Am

biguitas latens is that which seems certain

and without ambiguity for anything that

appears upon the instrument, but there is

some collateral matter out of the deed that

breeds the ambiguity.‘

A “ latent ambiguity " is where you show

that words apply equally to two diilerent

things or subject-mai:ters.I

Evidence is then admissible to show which thing or

subject was intended.‘ ‘

Difficulty in applying the descriptive portion of a

deed to the external object usually arises from a latent

ambiguity, which, having its origin in, is to be solved

by, parol evidence.‘

A “ patent ambiguity ” means an inherent

ambiguity which cannot be removed either

by the ordinary rules of legal construction

or by the application of extrinsic and explan

atory evidonce, showing that impressions

prima facie unintelligible are yet capable of

conveying a certain, definite meaning.5

The court has to do with cases of patent ambiguity;

the jury with a case of latent ambiguity. when the

intention cannot be ascertained the defect is incurable.

Allllligultfbl verborum latena verificatione mpplo

tur; nam quod ex facto oritur ambiguum verifica

tion: facti tollitur. A latent ambiguity of words is

supplied by evidence; for whatever arises ambiguous

from a fact [extrinsic] may be removed by evidence

of the fact‘

Quotiea in verbis nulla est ambiguifas, ibl‘ nulia

expoaitio contra nerba flenda est. As long as in the

words there is no ambiguity, then no interpretation

contrary to the words is to be made.'

A cardinal canon of interpretation, both of deeds

and of statntw. The words, the context, and the sub

jectmatter, are to be considered equally with the

eflect and consequences or the spirit and reason. if

not before them.’3

_—_\_

1 Stokeley 1:. Gordon, 8 Md. 505-9 (1855).

1 [Lord Bacon. Max. Reg. 28 (25), Law Tracts, 99-100.

Approved, Lathrop 1:. Blake, 28 N. H. 60 (1851); Ly.

coming Mut. Ins. Co. v. Sailer, 67 Pa. 11.! U870); Deery

v. Cray, 10 Wall. 270 (1869); Hawkins v. Garland. *6

Va. 152 (1882). See 1 Greenl. Ev. 55 2%‘-800; 1 Whan.

Ev. $5 956-57, 901, 1006.

' Smith v. Jeffryes, 15 M. & W. '562(1846). Alderson. B ;

Webster 0. Paul, 10 Ohio St. 534 (1860); 40 Ark. 241.

‘Reed :1. Proprietors of Locks. 8 How. 290 (1851),;

Moran 11. Prather, 23 Wall. 501 (1874).

‘ Brown v. Gnice, 46 Miss. 302 (1872), Peyton, C. J

‘Bacon, Max. 28; Broom. Max. (X8; 2 Kent, 557; it

Pet. 97; l00Mns. 60; 8Johns. 90; 67 Pa. 112.

" Broom, Max. 617; 2 Bl. Com. 879; 8 Mass. an.

' Dame's Appeal, 62 Pa. 42!) (1860). Sharswood, J.; or

id. 186,251; 8414. An. 27. 957.
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A latent ambiguity in a will. which may beremoved

by extrinsic evidence, may arise: (1) When the will

names a person as the object of a gift, or a thing as

the subject of it, and there are two persons or things

that answer such name or description; or (2) when the

will contains a miedescrlption of the object or subject,

as where there is no such person or thing in existence;

or. if in existence. the person is not the one intended.

or the thing does not belong to the testator. When a

mreful study of the testator‘s language, applied to

the circumstances by which he was surrounded. dis

closes an imuivertcncy or mistake in a description of

a person or thing which can be corrected without add

ing to his language — thus making a dlflerent will, —

the correction should be made.1

One Gilmer, after making bequests to two Presby

ierian churches in Illinois, and other bequests. left the

nest of his estate " to be divided equally between the

board of foreign missions and the board of home

missions." Held, that there was a latent ambiguity

respecting the object of the residuary gift, but that

the ambiguity could be removed by extrinsic evidence:

that the evidence introduced. taken in connection with

the bequests to the Presbyterian churches. showed

that the testator meant the Board of Foreign Missions

and the Board of Home Missions of the Presbyterian

ChUl‘l'l10A the United States of America, of which he

was a member and an ofllcer. and not any board of

missions controlled by the Baptist, Methodist, Episco

palian. or other denomination}

AMBULATORY.‘ 1. Moving about

from one place to another; not held in any

one place: not stationary.

The court of common pleas while it followed the

king] household was said to be ambulatory.

2. Not fixed in legal character; not yet

settled past alteration ;' revocable.

In this category is asheriifs return until flied; and

a will, to the last moment of testamentary ration

allty.

Voiunfas tesiaioris eat ambulaforia usque ad mor

lem. The will of a testator is ambulatory (alterable.

revocable) up to his death.‘

AMBUSH. The act of attacking an

enemy unexpectedly from a concealed sta

tion. A concealed station where troops or

enemies lie in wait to attack by surprise; an

ambuscade. Troops posted -in a concealed

 

I Patch 0. White. 117 U. S. 217-19 (1886). cases, Brad

ley. .1. See also Senger 0. Senger‘s Executor. 81 Va.

094-171‘ (1386), cases; Webster 1:. Morris. 66 Wis. 397 (1886),

cases; 64 id. 866.

'Gilmer v. Stone. 12) U. S. 586, 588-90(188'7)_ oases,

Harlan. 1. In Hannen v._Moulton, 23 F. R. .3-11 (1885),

a devise of 1,500 acres of land was held defective on

account of a latent ambiguity. See generally 5 Am.

Law Reg. 140-48 (1866). cases.

' Am'bulatory. L. ambulore. to walk or move

about.

‘Coke, Litt. 112b,’ 2 Bl. Com. 503; 4 Yes. 210; 10 id.

sT1I;1AB Man. 221; i8tory. Eq. $6060.

AMENDMENT

place, for attacking by surprise.I See DIS

GUISE.

AIMENDMENTJ 1. Correction of a

fault; the curing of a defect; alteration for

the better; improvement. VVhence amenda

torv.

".Amend," in its most comprehensive sense, means

to better. When a- defendant is allowed to

withdraw one plea or answer and to substitute another

which rightly sets out his defense, it is a change for

the better— an " amendment.“ '

Also, the writing or instrument made or

proposed, which embodies the improvement.

Used of the correction, proposed or actu

ally made: of an error in the pleadings or

proceedings in a pending cause; of changes

in bills, statutes, and ordinances, by law

makers; of alterations in charters and by

laws; of changes in constitutions.

Material amendment. In pleading,

such change in the substance of a party’s

case as destroys its former identity and oc

casions surprise (q. v.) in his adversary.

At ccxnmon law. proceedings being in fleri till judg

ment. the courts allow amendments up to that point

After judgment enrolled, no amendment is permitted

at a subsequent term; for only during the first term is

the record in the breast of the court.‘ See further

Rnoosn, 2.

An indictment. being a finding upon the oaths of

the grand jury, can be amended only by their consent.

See l.\'IJlCTME.\"!‘.

Allowing amendments in incidental to the exercise

of all judicial power, and indispensable to the ends of

justice. Usually to permit or'rcfuse any particular

amendment rests in the discretion of the court; the

result is not assignable for error.I

An appellate court will regard as made such amend

ment to a verdict as should have been made in the

court below.‘

A bill in equity may be amended, when found do

fectire in parties. in prayers for relief. or in the omis

sion or mistake of some fact or circumstance con

nected with the substance of the me, but yet not

forming the substance itself, or for putting in new

matter to meet the allegations in the answer. That

is to say, by amendment the plaintii! may not make

a new bill.'

1 Dale County v. Gunter, 46 Ala. 142 (1871), Peck, C. J.

' F. amender: L. emandare, to free from fault.

' [Diamond 12. Williamsburg Ins. Co.. 4 Daly, it'll

(1878). Daly. C. J.

'8 Bl. Com. 407-8.

'Tilton U. Cofleld, 98 U. 8. 166 (1876); international

Bank v. Sherman. 101 id. 400 (1879); Tiernan v. \\'o0d

rufl,5 liicbean. 188 (1850), cases; 11 F. R. 781;1s id.

65$-55, cases; 1& Mass. 194.

IShaw v. North Penn. R (‘o., 101 U. S. 567 (18791.

’Shields v. Barrow, 17 How. 144 (1851): Story, Em

Pl. 5 884.
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In reference to amendments of equity pleadings

generally, the courts have found it impracticable to

lay down a rule for all cases. Their allowance, at

every stage, must rest in discretion—a discretion

depending largely upon the special circumstances of

each case. But the ends of justice should never be

sacrificed to more form, nor by a too rigid adherence

to technical rules of practice. Where the application

comes after the litigation has continued some time,

or when granting it would cause serious inconvenience

or expense to the opposite side. great caution should

beexercised. Where it would materially Ehange the

very substance of the case made by the bill, and to

which the parties have directed their proofs, an

amendment should rarely, if ever, be permitted.l See

JIOIAIL.

2. Amendments to constitutions are made

in pursuance of directions contained in the

instruments themselves.2

What here follows relates, as will be seen. to the

Constitution of the United States.

“ The Congress, whenever two thirds of both Houses

shall deem it necessary, shall propose Amendments to

this Constitution, or, on the Application of the Legis

latures of two thirds of the several States, shall call a

Convention for proposing Amendments, which, in

either Case, shall be valid to all intents and Purposes,

as Part of this Constitution. when ratified by the Low

islatures of three fourths of the several States, or by

Conventions in three fourths thereof, as the one or the

other Mode of Ratification may be proposed by the

Congress; Provided that no State, without its

Consent, shall be deprived of its equal Suflrage in the

Senate." '

The President’s approval of a proposed amendment

_is not necessary.‘

.. ,, The amendments themselves thus far made (May,

1859) are designated as “Articles in Addition to, and

Amendment of the Constitution," etc., and are nu.m

bered “ Articles I, II," etc, up to XV. '

. Upward of one hundred amendments were pro

.posed by the minorities in the several conventions that

kadopted the Constitution. The First Congress referred

m to a committee of one member from each State.

‘Tweivfi M0193 were agreed to for submission to the

States. The first two, relating to the number and the

pay of the members of the lower House, were re

jected, and the remaining ten ratified, December 15,

1791.‘

Most of these ten amendments are denials of power

which had not been expressly granted, and which

cannotbesaid to have been “necessary and proper

forcarrylng lntoExecution“ other powers. . . They

 

I Hardin v. Boyd, 113 U. S. 761 (1885), Harlan, J. Ap

proved, Richmond v. irons, 121 id. 47, 46 (1387); Cou

brough v. Adams, 70 Cal. 378 (1886): 17 id. $5.

‘See Prohibitory Amendment Cases, :14 Kan. 709-12

(1881); Re Constitutional Convention, 14 R. I. 651 (1883).

‘Constitution, Art. V,

¢ Hollingrworth v. ‘fir-glnia, 3 Dali. 878 (1798).

‘See 1 Story, Coast. 55 3016; 1 Mclliaster, Hist. Peop.

U. S. 501, 555. While the proposed Constitution was

oofore the people for adoption, the explanation that it
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tend to show that in the judgment of those who

adopted the Constitution there were powers created

by it which grew out of the aggregate of powers con

ferred upon the government, or out of the sovereignty

instituted.l

They left the authority of the States where they

found it, and added nothing to the already existing

powers of the United States.’

The feeling that the Constitution as proposed for

ratification contained no formal Bill of Rights led to

the adoption of the ten amendments. All are designed

to operate as restraints upon the general Government;.

most of them are for the protection of the private

rights of persons and property. Notwithstanding this

reproach, however, there are many provisions in the

original instrument of this latter character.‘

The provisions of the fifteen amendments will be

found quoted and commented upon under the follow

ing titles:

1—Assnrnnv; Lrssnrr, 1, Of Ipeech, Of the press;

Rsuoros.

II, 1.11 — Mrnrru.

IV — Slancn, Warrant.

V — Carnrxnrs; lsnrcrnnnr; Jsorsrzor; Paocass, 1.

Due, etc.; Turn, 8.

"I — Cams.

V11 —Jvav, Trial by.

Vii1— Barn, 2; Frru~ 2; Pnumnxm, Cruel, etc.

Ix, X—CONS1'I‘I'U'Z'ION, p. 288; Powss, 8.

X1 -- Sorr, p. 990.

X11 — Ens-moss, Presidential.

X111, XIV, XV — Crrrznx.

And see generally Cossrrnrrrox; En-ssssro; Gov

rzamrr-:.\"r; S-rxrs, 8 (2).

AMENDS. Reparation ; compensation for

wrong done; satisfaction.

By :34 Geo. Ll (1751), c. 24, re-enacted in several

States, a tender of amends to the party injured by a

mistake made by a magistrate, acting as such, is a bar

to a contemplated action.‘ .

Any sum may be tendered, because. in torts. tin»

standard of damages is uncertain and the party is as

likely to recover at trial less than more than the sum

tendered.‘

In some States a like tender may be made bya min

lster or a magistrate who marries a minor without the

consent of the parent or guardian; also, for 1nvolun~

tary trespasses committed by constables, revenue

ofiicers, and perhaps some other ministerial ollicers '

See Conrsssnros, 2-8; Drsrnsssz Tssnsn, 2.

 

‘did not need a Bill of Rights —the Government in-img

“ limited," having only such powers as were specially

granted to it—"satisfled not one State.“ 2 Bancroft,

Const. 241-42, ct aeq.

ILegal Tender Cases, 12 Wall. 535 (1870). Strong. .1

‘United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U. S. 522 us?!"

Twitchell v. Pennsylvania, 7 Wall. 325-2'; (1868). cases

' Kring 1:. Missouri, 107 U. S. ‘£.!6(18t.l2>. Miller, .1 >2»

also Spies v. lllinois (Anarehists‘ Case). 123 rd 1-11

(1887), cases: 8 Saw. 202.

' 8 Bl. Com. 16.

'3 Share. Bl. Com. 16: 3 Watts, 817; t S. Q R. am. 51':

‘See Arch. Pract. 1372, 1174. 1.27&



Alllliitiihi

AMEBCEJ To be amerced, or d mercie,

is to be at the king's mercy with respect to a

line to be imposed. Later, simply to be lined.

Whence amercement.

Before the jury deliver their verdict the plaintlil‘ is

to appear in court, by himself or attorney, to answer

the amercement to which he ll liable in case he fails

in his suit. as a punishment for his false claim. The

amercement is disused, but the form remains. it was

an arbitrary amount, unliquidated: a “flne" was a

fixed sum imposed upon one not a party for some

fault or misconduct.‘

Now used of a mulct or penalty imposed

by a court upon its own officers for neglect

of duty. In several States, also, amerce

ment is the remedy against a sherifi for fail

ing to levy an execution or make return of

proceeds of a sale according to statute.‘

AMIERICA. See DISCOVERY, 1; STATE, 3

(2). n “W

American. In the general mind now de

scribes a descendant of Europeans, born in

America, and is especially applied to an in

habitant of the United States.‘

AMI. F. A friend. Also spelled amy.

Compare AMICUS.

Alien ami. An alien friend. See ALIEN, 1.

Prochein ami. Next friend.

One admitted by a court to prosecute for an infant,

baotluse otherwise the infant might be prejudiced by

the refusal or neglect of his guardian. He is a species

of attorney; and the court controls his actions.‘ See

Fmz-:xn. Next; Guanman. Ad litem.

AMICABLE. Friendly; agreed to; pros

ecuted by consent of all parties; opposed to

adverse, adversary: as, an amicable action,

an amicable scire facias to revive a judg

ment, mortgage, or other lien.

An amicable lawsuit isa suit instituted seriously

butin a friendly spirit. that some matter in contro

versy. by judicial decree. may be settled definitely,

as cheaply and with as little delay as possible.‘

AMIICUS. L. Afriend. Compare Am.

Amicus curim. A friend of the court.

imports friendly intervention of counsel to remind

the court of some matter of law which has escaped

its notice and in regard to Which it appears to be in

 

I F. amcrc-fer, to flue: L. merca, wages, detriment,

pains.

'3 Bl. Com. 875. 275; 4 id. 879-80.

' Abbott. Bouvier, Law Dicts.

'[Beardsley '1. Bridgeport, 58 Conn. 498 (1885), Par

dee, J._ where the word is used in a charitable bequest.

‘Tiild, Pi-act. 100, n; Tucker v. Dabbs, 12 Heisk. 19-20

(1883); 10 Ahb. Pr. 40.

‘Thompson v. Moulton,2l)La. An. 58''! (INS); Lord 11.

Veanie, B How. 266 (1850). Tuwy. O. J.
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danger of going wrong. It is not his function to take

upon himself the management of a cause.'

AMNESTY. Has no technical meaning

in the common law: is merely the synonym

of “oblivion,” which, in English law, is the

synonym of “ pardon.” The literal meaning

is “ removal from memory.“ 1

Pro rly belongs to international law, applying to

rebell one which by their magnitude are brought

within that law.‘

“ Pardon " is remission of guilt; Qamnesty " an act

of oblivion or f0rgetfuiness.'

By act of May 22. 1872, the political disabilities im

posed by the third section of the XIVth Amendment

were removed from all persons except members of

the thirty-sixth and thirty-seventh Congresses. officers

in the judicial, military, and naval service. heads of

departments. and foreign ministers, of the Uni ed

States.‘ See O.\1-n, Of oftice: Paanos.

AMONG. intermingled with.

(_‘on1merce among the States cannot stop at the ex

ternal line of each State. but may be introduced into

the interior. Conipreliunsive as “among" is it

may properly be restricted to that commerce which

concerns more States than one. Commerce

among the Ftates must of necessity be comrnewe

with the States.I See COMMERCE.

Each child has a share where a power is dlstrilr

uted “amongst " children.‘ See Bsrrwsxn.

AMORTISE. See Monrusm.

AMIOTIONJ Turning out; removal.

1. Turning out the legal proprietor of an

estate in realty before the termination of

the estate;'l an eviction. See EVIGHON:

Ousrss.

2. Removal of a corporate ofiicer from of

fice, as distinguished from depriving a mem

ber of his privilege of membership '— expul

sion, disfranchisement.

This right, for just cause, is a common-law incident

to all corporations Where the appointment isduring

good behavior, or the removal is for a specified

cause, an opportunity to be heard should be afforded.’

Among the various causes are—first, such as have

no immediate relation to the oiflce yet are in them

lTaft 1:. Northern Transp. Co., 56 N. B. 416 (I876),

Cushing, C.J. See also ll Pitts. Leg. J. 321-22 usso;

109 U. S. 68; 2iiiaas. 2i-3; l1Tex. 698: ii Gratt. 656.

‘Knots v. United States, 10 Ct. Cl. 407 (1874).

‘hp. Law,85 Ga. 296 (1%): Pardoning Power, ll

Op. Att.-Gen. 218 (1865).

'17 St. L. 142. See, as to President granting A gen

eral amnesty. 8 Am. Law Reg. 513-32, 577-89 (1869),

cases

‘Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 194, 196, 227 (IEM),

hiarslmll, C. J.; l4 How. 573; 3 Wall. 782; 9 121.48.

'4 Kent, 313.

' L. a-movers. to move from, remove.

' [8 Bl. Oom. 198-99. '

‘See 2 Kent, 297: Bouvier, cases
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selves of so infamous a nature as to render the of

fender unfit to execute any public fra.nchise——but

indictment and conviction must then precede; second,

such as are only against his oath and the duty of his

omce as a corporutor and amount to a breach of the

tacit condition annexed to his office: third, such as

are offenses not only against the duty of his oflice. but

are indictable at common law.I See Tnsuss. Of office.

AMOUNT. See DESCRIPTION, 1, 4: Dis

PUTE: EXCEEDING; Moss on’ Lnss; SUM.

AMPLIARE. See JUDEX, 2, Boni, etc.

AMUSEMENT. See Envnnrsmunw;

GAME, 2; RIGHT, 2(2), Civil rights; THEATER;

TICKET.

AN. See A, 4; An; Asrn; ANY.

AJNALOGY. See Anommsm, Asimile.

ANARCHY.2 The absence of govern

ment; at state of society in which there is no

law or supreme power.l .

" if the conspiracy had for its object the destruction

of the law and government. it had for its object the

bringing about of practical anarchy. And when rnur~

der has resulted from the conspiracy and the perpe

trators are on trial for the crime, whether or not they

were anarchists may be a proper circumstance to be

considered in connection with other circumsmn-ees,

with a view of showing what connection, if any, they

had with the conspiracy and what were their purposes

in joining it." '

See further as to case cited, Accssssnr; Cnsu

unven, 4; Cnsnscrsnz Cannon, 2 (2, c); Cossrrnscr;

Cour:-rs, United States; Cnilirurir; Dover, Reason

able; Jnnv; Msucs; Orrrnos, 2.

ANCIiiiSTOR.4 The last person actually

seized of an inheritance.‘ .

In the law of descents the prepossessor of

an estate.6

The ascendant of an intestate in the right

line, as father, mother, grandfather, grand

mother]

The person from whom an estate descends;

not a progenitor, in the popular aoceptation.l

It is the immediate, and not the remote, ancestor

from whom the estate descends.’

 

lRex 1:. Richardson’, 1 Burr. 588 (1758), Mansfield,

C. J.; 1 B. & Ad. 936; L. PL, 5 H. L. 686. See gener

ally 24 Cent. Law J. 99 (1887), cases.

' Gk. anarch i'a, lack of government: GYVQTULOC,

without a chief.

' [Spies et al. v. People, 122 111.253 (Sept. 14, 1887),

Magruder, J.,—“ Anarchists‘ Case." [Webster‘s Dict.

Same case, 9 Cr. Law Mag. 829. 926-85, clues; 12 N. E.

Rep. No. 16; 18 Chic. Leg. News, 309, 411.

' F. anocssour, s fore-goer: L antecessor: ante oe

dtrc. to go before.

'2 iii. Com. 201], 443: 2 Kent, 404, 419.

' [Die-ifarthy v. Marsh 5 N. Y. 2711': (1831).

' [Yulrntilie v. Wetherill, 81 Barb. 659 (1859).

' Bailey v, Bailey, ‘25 Mich. 188 (1872).

' Murphy 1:. Henry, 85 ind. 450 (1871).

After the rule was adopted that inheritancm might

ascend. the ancestor was the person from whom the

inheritance devolved upon the heir, and a child might.

therefore, be the ancestor of his parentl

Common ancestor. The parent from

whom designated persons have sprung.

in the Ohio statute of descents the ancestor is any

one from whom the estate is inherited The ancestor

from whom it must “have come to the intestate " is

be from whom it was immediately inherited. Such

ancestor takes the place of the first purchaser under

the English canons of descent. . . No remote an

cestor has any favorable estimation here. Neither

the primary definition nor the legal sense of the word

agrees with the most popular and obvious significa

tion. He from whom the estate was immediately in

herited is the ancestor, the proposihn, from whom

the estate came.’

Embraces collaterals as well as ilneals through

whom an inheritance is derived, and refers to the im

mediate ancestor.' ,

Uncles, aunts, and other collateral “antecessors"

who are not in fact “ancwtors " are sometimes desig

nated as "collateral ancestors.“ In its ordinary import

"am:cst0l‘S “ includes only those from whom the per

son spoken of is lineally descended on the father‘s or

the mother‘s side. When used in s sense different

from its ordinary import of lineal antecessors, so as

to embrace all the blood relatives preceding the per

son referred to, it is qualified or enlarged by some

other term.‘

"Maternal ancestor “ in the Massachusetts statute

of 1851, o. 211 (relating to illegitimate children), is

limited to progenitors in the direct ascending line, ac

cording to the common meaning and the only sense in

which "ancestor“ is used throughout the statute of

descents and distributions.‘ _

See further CONBANDUINITY; Dsscsrrr; Ham; Ln

nsm-r.

ANCHOR. See A, 3, A 1; APPUBTH

NANCE: FURNITURE, Of ship.

A vessel fastened to a pier is not “lying at an

chor;“' nor is a vessel purposely beached, though

having an anchor out for caution.’

ANCIENTJ3 1. Created, made, con

ceded, or established at ii day now long past;

beginning with a period indefinitely early;

dating from a time so remote as to acquire

or have attached some right or privilege ac

accorded in view of long continuance: as,

 

I Lavery v. Egan. 143 Mass. 391 (1857), Field, J.

I Lessees of Priclrett v. Parker, 3 Ohio St. 396-477

(1551). See also Gardner v. Collins, 2 Pet. 91 (1829).

I \\'heeler v. Ciutterbuck, 52 N. Y. 71 (1873).

‘Banks v. Walker. 3 Barb. Ch. 446-47 (1848), Wal

worth, Ch.

' Pratt 1:. Atwood, 108 Mass. 42 (1871), Gray, .1.

0 Walsh 11. N. Y. Floating Dry-Dock ($0., 77 N. Y. 458

(1879).

' Reid v. Lancaster Fire Ins Co., 19 Hun, 86 (1879)

IF. ancien. L. afltiamu, of a former time, old.

Formerly, nntient,—8 BL Com. 99; 8 id. 274; 4 id. 38),
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ancient-demesne, house, lights, wall, writ

ings, qq. v.

2. A corruption or misprint oi‘ enceinte,

pregnant — infirm: as, an ancient witness.

See DEPOSl’l'lON.

A.NCILI-ARYJ Auxiliary; subordinate;

incidental: additional.

The king's court is not ancillary to any other.‘

Thus also are or may be related - one constitutional

power to another; ' implied powers inscorporation: ‘

a writ of orrtiorari to a writ of habeaa corpus,‘ a oapia-s,

originally, to a summons, judgment or decree. to se

cure obedience or enforcement; a sequestration to

preserve from waste m~v:\bles on mortgaged prop

erty:‘ a commission to aid the court by hearing and

report: ‘ one bill in equity to another bill; ’ an attach

ment to another proceeding? an action in aid of an

execution at law to the original suit; ' an act toward

the performance of an agreement; " an administra

tion lq. u.) subordinate to another; " parol testimony

in some re1utiona;" an outbuilding, to a dwelling

house: a statute, to a constitutional amendment"

ANCIPITIS. See Usos, Ancipitis.

AND. Compare ET.

Construed to mean “ or " (and “ or “ to mean “ and “)

when necessary to give eflect to the intention - of par

ties to contracts, of testators, of la\v-makers; but not so

when the evident intent would thereby be defeated."

See further 011, 2.

ANGER. See Asssom; Manon.

ANMAL. Any irrational being, as dis

tinguished from man.

in a common sense, a quadruped; not, a

bird or a fowl."

in discussions in the cases as to what is included by

“ animals“ in the law of property and of larceny. in

duty laws, in statutes punishing malicious mischief.

and the lilte. the term is limited by notions of prop

ertyv Steady progress has been made toward the

recognition of all sentient life as deserving legal pro

tection, irrespective of the property aspect."

 

Ian’-cil-hi-ry. L ancilloris, one-illa, a handxnaid.

'8 Bl. Com. W. -

'Legal'i‘enderCsses, 12Wall. t85(iB70).

'1 Para. Contr. 141.

' Dupa-our 0. Rocherean, 21 WalL 1” (1874).

' Forbes Street, 70 Pa. 188 (1871).

' Christmas 11. Russell, 14 Wall. 8 (1871).

' Oooper o. Reynolds. 10 Wall. 814 (1870).

'Ciaflln v. LicDermott, 12 F. B. m (1882).

"1 Story, ltq. was.

‘'1 Story, Eq. 5 588.

I’ Wall u. Dovey, 60 Pa. 218 (1869).

"303 U. B. Z); 111 (d. 522. So also an sttachrnent

may be, 48 Ark. 511); and one section in a charter to

another section, 81 F. R. 218.

Nl.itx:l.1ileld e Cudworth,1l'z Pick. 2711833); 14 id. 453;

Cnned States b Fish, 8 Wall. 447 (1865); Dumont v.

United States. 98 U. S. 148 (1878); 55 Vt. 470.

" Reiche v. Smythe, 18 Wall. 165 (1871).

" LAbbot;'s Law Dlct.

\

ANIMAL

While the use in a particular context or

statute may be limited by the general mean

ing and purpose, the term, in jurisprudence.

may include any living creature not human

or rational.I

in a statute against cruelty to animals includes wild

and noxious animals, unless the purpose of the statute

or the context indicates a limited meaning.’

A|.inia.ls are distinguished as domitce na

turm, of a tame disposition; and ferw nature,

of a wild disposition— wild by nature.

Animals of a “ base " nature are such as

are not fit for food, but are kept for pleasure,

curiosity or whim.

lnsuch animals as are of a tame nature. a man

may have as absolute a property as in any inanimate

being; because they continue perpetually in his occu

pation, and will not stray from his house or person

unless by accident or fraudulent enticement, in which

cases the owner does not lose his property. The steal

ing or forcible abduction of such property, is also

felony: for these are things of intrinsic value, serving

for the food of man or for the uses of husbandry. But

in animals /erw naturaa a man can have no absolute,

merely a qualilled. property —per imlustrium, by re

claiming and making them tame by art, industry, train

ing. or by so confining them within his own immediate

power that they cannot escape and use their natural

liberty ;—pr0p!er impotentinm or ratione impolentim,

on account of their own inability, as. in young ani

mals, until they can fly or run away;- propter pr:'1~1'

legium, by virtue of privilege, as of game within a

liberty. While thus creatures, reclaimed from the

wildness of their nature, thus continue qualified or

defeaslble property they are as much under the pro

tection of the law as if the owner's absolutely and

indeieasibly. It is also as much a felony to steal such

of them as are fit for food as to steal tame animals;

but not so if they are kept only for pleasure, curiosity

or whim, asdogs. bears, cats, parrots, singing-birds:

bequse their value is then not intrinsic. but depends

purely upon the caprice of the owner. though the

taking is such an invasion of property as may amount

to a civil injury and be redressed by a civil action..

At common law larceny may be committed of a

collar or chain attached to an animal not itself the

subject of property.‘

A property in dogs (q. u.) is now recognized under

laws providing for their registration and taxation.‘

 

I [Abbott's Law Dict.]

‘Commonwealth 11. Turner, 145 Mass. 300 (Nov. 28,

1&7): Pub. Sts. ch. 207, Q 58.

'2 Bl. Com. 390-94. See also ‘2 Kent. B-19-5i); Bust:-r

v. Newkirlt, 2) Jqhns. '75 (1822)— as to a deer wounded

by one and captured by another person; State v.

Krider, 78 N. C. 48:! (1r7B)--as to fish (in a pond 1');

Swift v. Gifford. 2 Low. 112-15 (181), cases-as to 5

hurpooned whale; Ghen v. Rich. ti F. R. 159 (1881),

cases.— as to a dead whale found floating.

'4 Bl. Com. 235.

‘See Morewood u. Wakefield. 188 Man. 941 (1882).
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The owner 01' an animal or the person who has the

exclusive control oi it is liable for injuries which he

negligently suflers it to commit. This liability stands

upon the ground of actual or presumed negligence.

ii the injury is committed while trespassing upon

land the owner is responsible for damage directly re

sulting as a natural consequence. In other cases he

may be liable although there is no trespass and the

animal is rightfully in its place: as where the injury

comes from the vicious disposition or mischievous

habits of the animal of which the owner had previous

actual notice; or where, without actual notice. the

disposition and habits are so universal among the

speci-,-s that notice is presumed, as in the case of wild

and savage beasts. The owner or keeper of such

animals, without actual or implied notice of their

character, is bound at his peril to keep them at all

times and in all places properly secured, and is re

sponsible to any one who without fault in himself is

injured by them.1

Animals fen: naiurw, as a class, are known to be

mischievous; and the rule is well settled that whoever

undertakes to keep any such animal in a place of

public resort isor may be liable for injuries indicted

by it on a party who is without fault. it is not neces

sary to aver negligence in the keeper, as the burden is

upon the defendant to disprove that implied imputa

tion; it is enough to aver ferocity in the animal and

knowledge 01 that fact in the defendant Certain ani

mals ferw natura: may doubtless be domesticated to

such an extent they may be classed with tame ani

mals; but as they are prone to relapse into their

wild habits and to become lnischievous, the rule is

that if they do so, and the owner becomes notified,

they will thereafter be viewed as not having been

thoroughly and safely domesticated.‘

See Acoassmn; Amer; Auva; Ar Lanes; Barr, 2;

Carma; Cnunurr, 3; Dunes, Feasant; D1s'1‘m-Lss;

Es'1‘1uY; Fence; Game, 1; Inrnsuesrs; Lsvssr;

Mun, 2; Nmssncs-.; Ovsrsn; Paarns; Pousn, 2;

Sounn, 2 (2); Srocn, 1; Team; Tsssmss; Vicious;

W.u-ran; WARRANTY, 2; Wumxn; Wonny; Womm.

 

Harrington v. Miles, 11Kan.483-81(1873),cases: 15 Am.

Rep. 856, cases; State v. Doe, 711 Ind. 9(1$1S1), cases;

Jemison v. Southwestern R. Co., 75 Ga. 4-15 (1885).

1 Lyons v. lilemk, 105 Mass. 76 (1870), Colt, J.; Hewes

0. McNamara, 106 id. 281(1871); Mann 1:. Weiand. 81'

Pa. 253-55 (1875), cases; Marble :1. Ross. 124 Mass. 47-49

(1878), cases; Linnchan v. Sampson, 126 id. 510-11

(1871)), cases; Muller v. McKeeson, 78 N. Y.1i)8-21H (1878),

cases; Lynch 1:. McNaily, 1'0. 349 (1878); State 11. Her

. riman, 75 M6. 5620834); 56 Ala. 402; 49 Conn. 113; iii)

Ga. 447; 75111. 141; 88i'd. 132; 35 1nd. 178; 34 i)1ich.283;

2? Pa. 331; 15141. 188; 51 Vt. 18; 88 Wis. 80?; 2 Alb. L.

J. 101; 20 id. 8,104; 46 Am. B. 425.

As to animals trespassing on a railroad track, see

Kansas City, &c. R. Co. v. Kirksey, 48 Ark. 878 (1886),

cases.

' Congress & Empire Spring Co. v. Edgar, 99 U. S.

651-515 (1878), Clifford. J ., citing many cases. The plaint

ifl below, one Mrs. Edgar, while visiting Congre

Spring park, Saratoga, N. Y., was injured by a deer.

The jury awarded her $6,500 damages. and the judg

ment therefor was afiirmed by the circuit court for

ANIMUS. L. Mind; disposition; in

tention, will.

Animo. With, from, or in, mind or in

tention: as, in e0 animo, ea: animo, malo

animo, quo animo, qq. v.

Animus, animum (objective form), mind

or intention, animo, with intention or de

sign—cancelland1'. of canceling; capiendi.

of seizing or taking; dedicandi, of dedicat

ing or donating; defamandi, of defaming;

donandi, of giving;jurandi, of stealing;

lucrandi, of gaining; manendi, of remain

ing; morqndi, of staying, remaining; pos

sidendi, of possessing, appropriating; re

cipiendi, of receiving; republicandi, of

republishing; re1.-erlendi, of returning; rev

ocandi. of revoking: testandi, of making a

will.

A.'|N"NEX.I To put in permanent connec

tion with; to attach.

As, to annex —a fixture to a freehold; a condition to

an estate; a covenantto land; one writing to another,

as,an exhibit to a petition or eflidavit of claim; one

town toauother town.‘

Figuratively, a penalty or punishment is said to be

annexed to an act.I

Annex incidents. To show what things

are customarily treated as incidental and

accessorial to the principal thing.‘

Actual annexation. Such annexation

as exists in point of fact; as, that of a fixture

to a freehold. Constructive annexation.

Exists in inference of law; as that of a‘

deed to land, that of a key to a house.

A fixture is “annexed to the freehold “ when tast

ened to or connected with it. More juxtaposition. or

the laying of an object, however heavy, on the tree

hold. does not amount to an annexation.l

A deposition taken under a commission is sufl1
 

the northern district of New York and by the United

States Supreme Court. See also Twigg v. Ryland, 6‘)

Md. 885-88 (1884), cases: 24 Am. Law Reg. 191,196-97,

oases: Meracle '0. Down. 64 Wis. 823 (1885); Laherty u.

Hogan. 13 Daly, 583 (1886); State v. Donahue. N. J. L.

(1887), cases: 10 Atl. Rep. 150; 25 Am. Law Reg. 711-78

(1887), cases.

“If an ox gore a man or a woman that theydie

_ . and if the ox were wont to push with his horn

in time past. and it hath been testified to his owner,

and he hath not kept him in, but that he hath killed

a man or a woman. the ox shall be stoned, and his

owner also shall be put to death." Exodus. 111.

28, 29.

1 F. unnexer: L. annecterc, to knit, tie, bind to.

I100 U. S. 580: 74 liie. 180.

'1 Bl. Com. 415.

‘1 Greenl. Ev. 5 294.

‘Merritt v. Judd. 14 Cal. 64 (1859): 2 Sm. L C. 296.
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uiently annexed or connected to the commission by

the envelope and offlcial seal.I

\\'lll annexed to letters. See ADIINISTII, 4.

ANNI; ANNO. See Axnus.

ANNOYANCE. See Nmsanca; Usos,

Sic utere, etc.; \VAN’l‘0N. ,

ANNUALLY. Applied to the payment

of interest imports, not an undertaking to

pay at the end of a year, but at the end of

every year during the period of time, fixed

or contingent.‘

A note payable in live years from date " with inter

est annually " implies that tl1e\interest begins to run

from the making of the note.‘ See Asses; YEAR.

ANNUITY.‘ A yearly sum stipulated

to be paid to another in fee or for life or

years, and chargeable only on the person of

the grantor.3

A yearly sum chargeable upon the person

of the grantor.‘

A " rent-charge" is a burden imposed upon lands.l

An annuity is a stated sum payable annually, unless

otherwise directed. it is neither " income“ nor

"profits." nor does it vary with them. though a cer

tain fund may be provided out of which the sum is

payable! See lsnmx.

Annuitant. One who is entitled to an

annuity.

Annuity table. A table exhibiting the

probable longevity of a person at any par

ticular age.

Based upon statistics. and of use in matters of life

insurance and dower. See further TABLE. 4.

Life annuity. An annuity limited upon

another’s life— the engagement or the sum

of money promised.8 I

An annuity payable to the annuitant and his heirs

is a personal fee; neither curtesy nor dower are incl»

dents thereto. it is assignable. and bequenthable; and

may be an asset in case of insolvency. Remedies for

its non-payment arc: debt. covenant, action of annuity

at common law.’ It is also apportionable; and may

be paid to a widow in lieu of dower."

 

‘Savage 1:. Birckhead. $1 Pick. 16? (1835); Shaw v.

Iicflregory. 105 Mass. 100 (1870).

'Sparhawk :1. Wills, 6 Gray. 154 (1856); Westfield v.

Weatiield. 19 S. C. 89-90 (1882).

' Winchell u. Coney, 54 Conn. 26. 80 (1586).

I L L anauitas: L. ntnnus, a year.

‘Coke. Litt. 14-1 in 8 Kent. 460; M N. J. E. 858; 28

Barb. 216.

'2 Bl. Com. 40; 10 Watts, 127; 23 Barb. 216.

' Booth 1:. Ammerman. 4 Bradf. 1&3-35 (12:56), caaea;

Pearson v. Chace, 10 R 1. 456-67 (1873), cases; Bartlett

s. Slater, 53 Conn. 107 (1886), cases.

‘See 2 Bl. Com. 481.

'8 Kent. 460.471; Coke, LilL £55; 4 Vea. 768; 5 id.

‘M.

I’ Blight s. Blight, 61 Pa. 420 (11566); Rudolph‘s Appeal,

61 A‘.\'S\\'Elt

Since an annuity may be regarded as a legacy pay

able by a yearly instalment. the word “legacy.“as

used in a will. may comprise the word annuity.I

ANNUL. See NULL; Rsrm; RF.SCIS

s10x: VACATE.

ANNUS. L. Ayenr.

Anni nubiles. Marriageable years.

Infra armor nubiles. Within marriage-able years

at common law the age of twelve in girls.’

Anno Domini. In the year of our Lord.

Abbreviated A. D. See Aaansvnrxoss; Yam.

Annus luctus. The year of mourning.

Infra flnnum luc!n..s. Within the year of mourn

ing — sometimes called the “ widow's year.“

Roman and early Saxon law ordained that a widow

should not remarry within a year after her husbands

death: an inhibition which seems to have had refer

ence to ascertaining the paternity of children.‘

Supposed to be the origin also ofa custom of wear

ing mourning dress.

Annus utilis. A serviceable year.

Anni ufilea. The years during ivhich a right may

be aswrlcd: as, the period during which one is not

prevented by disability from availing himself of a

statute of limitations.

ANONYMOUS. Designates a case re

ported with the names of the parties omitted.

Abbreviated Anon.

ANOTHER. One other; any other

‘Larceny of the "personal goods of the United

States“ is within the words "personal goods of an

other“ in the act of April 30, 1790.‘

in the sense of another person. a co-party. is used

in the titles of cases: as “A. B. v. C. D. and another."

Compare Amos. Alios.

ANSWER. Response, reply; defense.

Compare Rssronnsas.

i. In the sense of a response to a tvritten or

oral communication, see LETTER, 3; SLLENCE.

2. A statement made in response to a

question or interrogation propounded to a

suitor, witness, or garnishee, in the course

of a judicial inquiry. See further QUES

TION, 1.

3. The formal written statement made by

a defendant—to charges in a bill in equity,

to a libel in admiralty or in divorce.

An answer is the most usual defense made to a bill

in equity. It is given in upon oath; but where there

are amicable defendants their answer may be taken

without oath by consent of the plaintifl. This method

 

10 id. 84 (1818); Lackawanna Iron, &c. Co.‘s Case. 3’;

N. J. E. 27 (1888).

lRudolph's Appeal. ante: E1-p. lii'(‘omb, 4 Brad!

159 (l.'~.=>|'i|: if! N. Y. Leg. Obs. i&’.

'1 Bl. Com. 436; 2 Kent. 78.

'1 Bl. Com. I57.

' United States 0. Mann. 5 Blatch. 362 (1866); 1 St L

118.
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I

of proceeding was borrowed from the t’CL'iPSii\I~‘iiCi1i

courts.1

The parts of an answer are: the title. which tells

whose answer it is and to whose bill; a reservation of

advantages from any defects in the bill; the substance.

whether the facts be of personal knowledge or rest

upon information and belief; and a general traverse

lo the whole bill.

An answer must be responsive to all the material

allegations in the hill.’

Unless the complainant have two witnesses. or one

witness and corroborative circumstances. he will not

be entitled to relief. The reason is. by calling upon the

respondent to answer his allegations. the complainant

admits that the answer will be evidence —equal to the

testimony of any other witness: so that he cannot pre

vail unless the balance of proof is in his favor; to turn

the scales. he must at least have circumstances which

corroborate such single adverse witness.‘

The answer must be responsive to the bill. and be

sustained by the testimony of two witnesses. or of one

witness corroborated by circumstances equivalent in

weight to the testimony of another witness.‘

If the alleged facts are not known to the defendant

he should give his belief, if he has any; if none. he

should say so and call for proof; otherwise he waives

that branch of the controversy. A mere statement

that he is without knowledge is not such admission as

waives full proof.'

The answer of one defendant cannot be received

against another, except where one so succeeds the

other that his right devolves on the latter. making

them privies in estate.‘

An answer in equity must be signed by counsel. it

must also deny or confess the material parts of the

bill; it may confess and avoid (q. v.) the facts. If one

of these things is not done the answer may be ex

cepted to for insufliciency. and the defendant be com

pelled to put in a sufficient answer. A dci'<-ndnnt

cannot pray anything but to be dismissed the court;

if he hasany relief to ask he must do it by a cross-bill. .

After an answer is put in the plaintiff may amend his

bill; and the defendant must then answer afresh. if

the plaintiff finds suilicient confessed in the answer

upon which to ground a decree he may proceed to a

hearing upon the bill and answer; and in that case he

takes the answer as true. Otherwise he replies gen

erally. averring his bill to be true. certain. and auth

cient. and the answer the reverse. as he is ready to

prove; to which the defendant rejoins. averring the

like on his side.1

See ADIHRALTY; Amnssws. 2; ALLBGATION; Ammo

nnrr. 1; Equrrv. Bill; Masma.-1; Pan. 2; Sean.

 

'3 Bl. Com. 448-47.

‘Roach v. Summers. 20 Wall. 170 (1878).

ITobey v. Leonards. 2 Wall. 430 (1di'>i); Moore 0. Ull

man. 80 Va. 810-11 (1586). cascs;9Crancb.160;u Wheat.

408; 4 Cliff. 458—5i). cases; 107 U. S. 262; 13 Pa. 70.

ANTAGONISM. See Rsrast; REFUG

NAST.

ANTE. L. Before; hereinbefore.

Older form. anti. against. in compound words.

ante. anti, ant. an. Anglo-Saxon. and-. Opposed.

post. Compare ANTI; SUPRA.

Ante litem. See L15. Ante. etc.

Ante natus. See Nuns. Ante. etc.

Antea. Formerly.

ANTECEDENT. See Sam; SECURITY.

ANTE-DATE. See DATE.

ANTENUPTIAL. See Norman

ANTI. L. Against: in opposition. Com

pare AXTE.

As used in compounds illustrated by such words as

anti~license. anti-liquor. anti-monopoly. anti-oleomar~

garine. anti-prohibition (-ists). anti-saloon. anti-slavery.

ANTIC]1’ATION.1 Taking beforehand.

or before a time. '

1. Use in the present of what is to accrue

or to becomes one’s own as income or profit;

dealing with income before it is due.

More specifically, alienation by a married 7

woman, who has a. separate estate by gift. of

income not yet accrued.2 Compare ADVANCE

MENT; TRUST, 1.

2. Objection to issuing a patent, or to a

patent granted, upon the ground that its

subject-matter is identical with what is or

w as already known, whether patented or not.

Cases of anticipation are distinguished from cases

of patentability or ingenuity. and from cases of new

usc. of substitution. and of combination! See Par

EXT. 2.

ANTIENT. See ANCIENT, 1.

ANTIQUATED. See STALE.

ANY. Compare A, 4: EITHER.

in the expression. whether the county will con

struct “any road or bridge.“ extends to an indefinite

number.‘

May mean every; thus. in a statute of descents.

“any father or mother“ may embrace as well the

case where all of a class have died in the lifetime of

the intestate as where only some one or more may

have died.‘

“ For the foregoing purposes or any of them“

means. in effect. “for the foregoing purposes and

every of them." '

“Any railroad“ may be taken distributively. in

IL. ante-capere. to take beforehand. .

‘See 133 Mass. 174.175; 8 Gray. 405; 12 Gratt. 425;

9 Ga. ‘J)l;1Ld.Cas.Eq.520; 11 Ves. 221; Lewin. Trust;

123.'Vigel v. llopp. 104 U. S. 441 (1881); Morrison v. Durr.

18 id. 515 (1887); ll)? id. 103; 2 Story. 5 1523.

' Brown v. Pierce. 7 Wall. 211-12 (1868); 1 Johns. Ch.

‘I07; 5 id. '248.

' Osborn v. United States Bank. 9 Wheat. 832 (1824).

' I Bl. Com. 447-49 '

' lilerwin. Pat. invent. 52.

' Dubuque County 1:. Dubuquo. &a R. 00.. 4 Iowa. 1

(1853).

' .\|t-Conial v. Amos. 27 Md. 141 (1868).

' Davidson v. Dallas. 8 Cal. ‘$9 (1857).
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eluding nll railroads taken severally; as. in the ex

pression. “ my county may subscribe to the stock of

say railroad in this State.“ I

" Any former deceased husband " in 5 4162. Rev. St.

Ohio. refers to any husband who has died: the ex

pression is not confined to the case where a widow has

had two or more husbands.’

APART. See ACKNOWLEDGMENT, 2; SEP

uwrn. 2.

APARTMENT. See Bnnou.nv;flonsn.

APEX. See Jos, Apex, etc.; Vnm.

APOSTLEJ In English admiralty prac

(ice the copy of the record in an appealed

case which is sent to the appellate tribunal.

APOTHECARY. See Dnuomsr; MER

CHANT.

Any person who keeps a shop or building where

medicines are compounded or prepared according to

the prescriptions of physicians. or where medicines

are sold.‘

APPARATUS. See APPENDAGE; PRO

cnss. 2. '

APPAREL. In exemption and duties

laws “ apparel,” " wearing apparel,” and

“ necessary wearing apparel" have their

popular import.‘

Cloth actually npproprintcd thereto may be re

garded as apparel.‘

in September. 1878. William Astor and family or

rivod home from Europe. bringing with them wearing

apparel bought there for their use. to be worn during

the season then approaching, and in quantity not ex

cessive for persons 0! their menus. habits. and station

iulife. A portion of the articles not having been

worn duties were exacted on the-m.snd the circuit

court contirmed the action of the collector. The Su

preme Court. reversing the lower court, held that

under 5 %05. Rev. SL. exempting from duty " wearing

apparel in actual use and other personal effects not

merchandise.“ such articles as fuliill the following

conditions are not subject to duty. viz.: l. wearing ap

parel owned by the passenger and in condition to be

vmrn at once without further manufacture; ‘J. apparel

brought with him as passenger and intended for use

by himself or his family who accompany him. not in

tended for sale. and not imported for other persons

or to be given away; 8. apparel suitable for the season

of the year immediately approaching at the time of

nrrivel; 4. apparel not exceeding in quantity. quality,

or value what the passenger is in the habit ordinarily

 

' County of Chloot v. Lewis. 108 U. S. 167 (1880).

‘Anderson 0. Gilchrist. 44 Ohio St. 4400856).

1115041 N. J. E. 669; 9 S. (3.117.

' Gk. a'p0aiolein'. to send swny.

liievenue Act. 18 July. 1808. 5 9: 14 St. L. 119.

lhisillnrd v. Lnwrence.16 How. 231 (1868); Greenleut

n. Goodrich. 101 U. S. 285 (1879); Re Steele. 2 Flip.

mm (1879). cases.

‘Richardson 1!. Bllwdl. 10 Meta. 507(l&L'5); 8 Me.

685; 55 Barb. SD.

See
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of providing for himself and family at that time. and

keeping on hand for his and their reasonable wants.

in view of their means. habits. and station in life. even

though such articles have not been nctunlly worn.I

See Bsoonon; Exnlrrlos; PARAPHZRNALIA; Pm

mom-:\'.

ABPARENT. 1. Readily seen; evident.

self-evident; manifest: as, error apparent

upon the face of a record. See APPARERE,

De non, etc.; CONSTAT, 1; ERROR, 2 (3).

2. Existing in looks or appearance, and,

perhaps, oftener not real than true and real;

opposed to actual: as, apparent — authority,

right or title; also opposed to non-appar

ant: as, an apparent or non-apparent ease

ment. q. v. ..

An apparent right of possession is defeated

by proof of a better, i. e.. an actual, right.I

When the owner of property clothes another with

the apparent oower oi’ disposition a third party who

is thereby induced to deal with that other will be pro

tected am againrt the owner.‘

A principal is held forthe act of his agent clothed

with apparent authority.‘

The holder 01' mercantile paper is the apparent

owner thereof.

Apparent danger. In the law of justi

fiable homicide such overt. actual demon

stration, by conduct and acts. of a design to

take life or to do great personal injury as

makes killing apparently neccssuary.5

Apparent good order. Shipped “ in apparent

good order." in a bill of lading. does not change the

legal eflect of the bill. it a loss occurs the carrier is

not precluded from showing that it proceeded from a

latent detect in the package.‘

APPARERE. L. To come into eight:

to appear. Compare CONSTAT, 1.

De non apparentibus et non existent

ibus, eadem est ratio. Concerning things

not appearing and things not existing, the

rule (reason, conclusion) is the same. Quod

non apparet, non est. Whatdoes not ap

pear does not exist.

A thing which is not made to appear is re

garded as if it could not be made to appear

and did not therefore exist.

The record of a court of limited or interior jurisdic

tion must show jurisdiction rightfully exercised; ’ but

__.____-._—--—_

\ Astor v. Merritt. 111 U. S. 202 (1834). Blntchtord. J.

1 2 Bl. Com. 1%.

'46 N. Y.32-'1; 101 U. S. 575.

‘ 96 U. S. 86.

' [Evans v:. State. 44 Miss. 778 (1870). Simrall. J .; Wu

ley v. State. 87 id. 349 (1869).

' The Orifiammo. 1 Saw. 178 (1870).

' 2 How. 841; 12 id. 258.

  



APPEAL

in courts of record of general jurisdiction all things

are presumed to have been rightly done.‘

A fact essential to the exercise. by a court of gen

erai jurisdiction, of a special power conierred upon

it, must appear upon the face of the record.’ See

further Pnssvnnnn, Omnia, etc.

An affldavit is good for what it shows upon its face.I

A deed irregularly transcribed is not a record.‘

An objection not of record will be disregarded.

The contents of a document in dispute must be

proved.‘

APPEAL.‘ 1. To apply to, as for rehef;

also, the application or action itself. Whence

appealabie; as, an appealable order.

May denote an application for relief to be

obtained by a consideration or review of

previous action: as, an appeal from listers to

the selectmeu of a town upon an alleged

grievous assessment.’

2. To remove a cause to a higher court for

review and retrial; also, the proceeding in

itself considered.

Appeals are allowed in suits in equity, proceedings

in courts of probate. orphans‘ or surrogate‘s courts,

and in admiralty; from awards of arbitrators and

referees; from municipal and tax assessments; on

summary proceedings in criminal matters determined

by committing magistrates; and in numerous other

matters of code or statutory regulation.

Appeal lies to a final decree or judgment; in a few

crises, also, upon an interlocutory order: as, in review

of a commitment when authority in the lower court

to act is disputed.'

Appellant. He who takes an appeal.

Appellee. The defendant in an appealed

case.

Appellate. Having cognizance of ap

pealed cases; accessible by appeal; concern

ing the judicial review of decisions: as,

appellate—court, jurisdiction, power.

Appellate jur1'sdiction, q. v. Power to re

vise the decisions of the courts only, not the

determinations of all inferior oflicers and

boards.’

The secretary of the interior and the commissioner

of the general land oiilce in revising the acts of

 

I 11 Wall. 299-801.

I Chesterfleld County v. Hall, 51 Va. 824 (1885)

' Lord v. Ocean Bank, ill Pa. 884 (1858).

' McNitt v. Turner. 16Wall. 861 (1872).

‘See generally Broom, Max. 163, 166; 102 U. S. 202,

QI1;10~i 121439: -1 Mass. 655; 8 id. 401: 55 Pa.b7; 76 Va.

801.

‘ L. appellare. to call upon, address.

' Leach v. Blakely, 34 Vt. 136 (1t'i6i).

' Exp. Virginia, ii!) U. S. 842 (1879)..

' See Hubbell v. McCourt, 44 Wis. 58? (1878), cases;

Auditor u. Atkinson, &c. R. Co., 6 Kan. 505 (1870);

Piqua Bank v. Knoup, 6 Ohio St. 891_(1856).

APPEAL

subordinate officials exercise "supervisory" rather

than appellate power in the sense in which “ appel

late " is employed in defining the powers of courts of

justice.‘

Appeal (appellatio in civil law) is defined

ab info:-ioris judicis sententia ad superiorem

provocare: the removal of a cause from the

sentence of an inferior to asuperior judge,

or, as Blackstone expresses it, a complaint

to a superior court of an injustice done by

an inferior court.‘-’ .

The remedy as known in England is in a great

measure confined to causes in equity, ecclesiastical,

and admiralty jurisdiction: as to each of which no

jury intervenes. in courts proceeding according to

the civil law an appeal removes the whole of the

proceedings and usually. though not invariably, opens

the facts as well as the law to re-examination.’

A process of civil law origin. Removes a cause

entirely, subjecting the fact and the law to review and

retrial. A “ writ of error," which is of common-law on

gin, removes nothing for re-examination but the low 1

While perhaps in most States an appeal from a

court of general jurisdiction is in the nature of a writ

of error,— whereby the appellate court passes upon

the record as to facts and law, does not hear midi

tionnl evidence, but confines its adjudication to errors

appearing upon the record,— in Ohio the appeal itself _

vacate-3 without revisal all proceedings, and the case

is heard upon the same or other pleadings and upon

such testimony as may be offered in that court. The

subject is taken up de novo, as if the cause had never

been tried.‘ '

A final decree in chancery is taken to a higher court

for review by appeal.‘

The object of removing a cause from a Justice of

the peace by an appeal is to obtain a new trial, upon

the same issue, in the higher court.‘

in States which have adopted the name “appeal “

for the review allowed of judgments governed by code.

of procedure. the proceeding is subject to so much

statutory regulation, and in effect is so assimilated to

“writ /of error.“ that it. seems no longer possible to

give a descriptive definition which shall be correct for

the various States and distinguish the two modes of

review.'

if a party to a suit is in no manner affected by what

is'decided he cannot be said to be a party to the do

cree, and. therefore, cannot appeal the case.I

‘ Ht-stres 11. Brennan. 50 Cal. 21? (1875); R. S. 55 -H1,

458, 2478.

' United States v. Wonson, 1Gal].1il (1812), Story, J .

' Wiscart u. Dauchy, 3 Dali. 8'2? (1796), Elsworth,

C. J. See also United States v. Goodwin. 7Cranc.h, 110

(1812); 22 How. 128; 108 U. S. 611. As to review of

facts in actions at law,see 22 Am. Law Rev. 262-68

(1i\'8~4). cases.

1 Mason u. Alexander, 44 Ohio St.828 (1888), Spear, J.

' hlct,‘ollum o. Eager, 2 How. 61 (1814); 21 id. 4&5.

' liawson v. Adams. 17 Johns. '13] (1819). .

' [Abbott's Law Dict. See 12 Mo. Apt. 186: N Minn. 144.

' Farmers‘ Loan, &c. 00. 0. Waterman, 108 U. S. 269

(1882); 106 id. 168

 



APPEAR

Appeal bond. An obligation, with sure

ti as, given by an appellant in order to remove

a cause by appeal, and conditioned for the

payment of damages and costs if he fails to

" prosecute the appeal with effect," q. v.

if the judgment is atiirmed the sureties, proprio

vipers, become liable to the same extent asthe prin

cipal for the damages and costs. in an appeal ton

still higher court new sureties are required.‘

An appeal bond, or a bond in error, is a formal in

strument required and governed by the law, and, by

nearly a century's use, has become a formula in legal

proceedings, with a fixed and definite meaning. As

the iIl‘i[‘/,).'L1-Lili. right of appeal is greatly ntfected by it,

it is not sdowable, in practice, by a change in phrase

ology. In give it an eflect contrary to what the statutes

inter) — as. in Federal practice, the acts of 1789 and

1503: P. :3. $5 1000, 1007, 1010, 1012. It would be against

the p Jicy of the law to suffer such deviations and ir

regularities. The rule followed in some States is a

sound one. that if the condition of the bond substan

tially conforms to the requirements of the statutes it is

Iuiflcieut, though it contain variations of language;

and that if further conditions be superndded the bond

is not therefore invalid, so far as itis supported by

the statute, but only as to the auperadded condi

Lions‘

Court of appeals. Any court ordained

to review the final decrees of another court;

in several States the tribunal of last resort.

The highest court in Kentucky, Maryland, and New

York. in Virginia and West Virginia it is known as

the “supreme court of appeals; " in Delaware and

New Jersey, as the “court of errors and appeals “ in

Texas the court is inferior to the supreme court. in

England designates one of the two subdivisions of the

supreme court of judicature as constituted by the acts

of 1878 and 1875.

See Eaaoa, 2 (2, 8), Com-t of, Writ of; Frau, 8;

Paras, 5; Surnnsnmus.

3. In old English law an accusation by a

private subject against another of a heinous

crime, demanding punishment on account of

the particular injury suffered, rather than

for the ofiense against the public.

Appellorz the accuser; appellee: the

accused.

Originated, probably, when a private pecuniary

satisfaction, called weregild, was paid to the party in

jured or to his relatives to expiate enormous crimes‘

Abolished in 1819, after the case of Ashford v. Thorn

ton. See iirrrn.

APPEAR. The right to “ appear " before

a tribunal engaged in the transaction of par

ticular business implies the right to be heard

lBabbitt v. Finn, 101 U. S. 15, 18 (1379); Beall v. New

liuico, 16 Wall. 589 r1872).

' Kountze 0. Omaha Hotel Co., 10! U. 8. 895-06 (1882),

uses; 11 Lea, 72.

'4 BL Com. 812-17; 110 U. B. M.
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thereabout,—so far, at least, as the party is

interested.1

Appearance. 1. Being apparent, q. 9.

2. Having the form or semblance oi’. See

Coma, 2; Facras.

3. Coming into court as a party to a suit;

presence in court as a suitor. Used, particu

larly, of a defendant’s presence, in person or

by attorney.’ Opposed, non-appearance.

An entry of appearance upon the record of a cause

is to be interpreted by the practice of the particular

court. Whatever is held to be a submission to its au

thority in the cause, whether coerced or voluntary,

will be deemed an appearance.‘

Made by entering of record the name of the party

or his counsel, and at the request of either; also, by

entering bnil, answer, demurrer, or by any other act

admitting that the defendant is in court, submitting to

the jurisdiction. Originally, when pleadings were

oral, made by actual presence in court.

An appearance may be general or common,

or special or conditional, according as it is

unqualified or unrestricted, or made for a

specific purpose—as, to make a motion, or

is coupled with a condition; dc bone ease,

when provisional on an event; voluntary,

compulsory, or optional, according as it is

entered freely, is compelled by piaintifi”s ac

tion, or is made by one not obliged to appear,

but who applies to do so, to save a right; in

person, by attorney, by next friend, by guard

ian, or by committee, according as the party

himself defends, or employs or is represented

by another; pro hac vice, when in some spe

cial relation; cmporal, when by defendant

in person.

Corporal appearance is generally required in a

criminal trial. In modern practice in civil actions

appearing may be constructive or figurative.

An appearance is to be entered by a cer

tain day, called the appearance day; to

which day writs are made returnable. It is

“general " when it is the stated day ordi

narily observed; and “special " when some

other day, as, the day appointed in a par

ticular case.

On every return day in the term the person, at

common law, had three days of grace beyond the day

named in the writ in which to nppear, and if be ap

peared on the fourth day inclusive, quarto die post, it

 

I Dundee Mortgage Trust Invest. 00. v. Charlton, 29

F. R. 194 (lNi7).

’ See Schroeder v. Lahrman, 26 liiinn. 88 (1879); bar

rabee u. Larrabee, 88 Me. 103 (1861).

ICooley v. Lawrence, 5 Duer, 610 (1865); Grigg e.

Gilman, 54 Ala. 4-li0(l87o).

(5)
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was sufficient. Therefore, usually the court did not

sit till the fourth or appearance day.|

An appearance is also entered in a book

called the appearance docket, which exhibits,

in a brief abstract, all the proceedings had

in a cause.

For failure toappear after legal notice given, in

cases, judgment may be taken “ in default " of an ap

penrance.

On cause shown, by petition to the court, an attor

ney may be permitted to “withdraw” his appear

ance, timely notice having first been given to the

client.|

An appearance by a person admitted to practice is‘

received as evidence of his authority; otherwise as to

an attorney in fact.I

A general appearance waives all questions as to

the service of process, and is. moreover, equivalent to

a personal service. Its effect is not disturbed by the

withdrawal of the attorney. -The question of juris

diction alone is saved.‘

But, under the privilege of a special appearance, a

person cannot avail himself of the advantage of a

general appearance.‘

See Amos-~ \'nmna.

APPENDAGE. See Arrssosm; ism

unsrz Ramnoso.

Where the question was whether a stereoscope.

with views, was a " necemary appendage " to a school

house, the court said that the words quoted, as used in

a statute? referred to things connected with the build

ing or designed to render it suitable for use as a school

louse.‘

Under the same statute charts and maps to be hung

upon the walls may be called " appendages " or “ ap

paratus." '

certainly a well would be a necessary appendage; '

and, also, a fence around the school building)

AIPPENDANT.lo Annexed to another

and superior thing; belonging to something

as the principal thing; also, the thing itself

thus attached: as, an incorporeal inheritance

to another inheritance, one power to another

power."

Said of a thing which belongs to another

 

' 8 Bl. Corn. ‘278, 290.

' United States v. Yates, 6 How. 608 (1848).

' See Osborn v. United States Bank, 9 Wheat. 880

(1821); Hill v. Mendenhall, 21 Wall. 454 (1874).

' Eldred v. Michigan Ins. Bank, 17 Wall. 561 (1878);

Creighton 11. Kerr, 2) id 12 (1878); 6 How. 608; 29 Kan.

683; 29 Min. 46.

‘ National Furnace 00. e. iiioline iron Works, 18

F. R. B68 (1884).

' School District v. Perkins, 21 Kan. 587 (1879l

' School District v. Swayze, 29 Ken. 216 (1888).

I Hemme 1;. School District, 30 Kan. 881 (1888;

' Ci-eager 1:. Wright School District, Sup. Ct. Mich.

(1886).

" L. ad-pendere, to hang to.

" [4 Kent, 816, 401; 2 Bl. Corn 38.]

thing as its principal and passes as an ind

dent to the latter.1

Or, of a thing used with, related to, or de

pendent upon, another thing more worthy,

and agreeing in nature and quality with that -

other.2 See APPENDAGE; APPUBTENANCE.

APPERTAIN. One thing may apper

tain to another without adjoining or touch

ing it.

Proof that pieces of land adjoin would not be proof

that one appertained to the other. As a descriptive

word in a deed “appertaining“ imports use, occu

pancy; " adjoining “ imports contiguity.' See An

JOIHING; APPURTENANCE.

APPLICATION. 1. A written request,

more or less formal, presented to a private

person or to an oificial for the favorable ex

ercise of his authority or discretion: as, an

application for insurance‘ (q. v.), for an

order of court, for a pardon, for remission

of a fine. - '

2. Devoting, appropriating to an end or

demand; also, the use or purpose itself to

which a thing or fund has been set apart,

distributed, or paid.

Misapplication. Improper or unlawful

disposition or application.

It is not suflicient to aver simply that a defendant

“willfully misapplied“ trust funds: there must be

averments to show how the application was made and

that it was an unlawful one.‘

Application of payments. The appli

cation of a general payment of money to the

discharge of one or more of several demands.

The right must be exercised within a reasonable

time after the payment and by an act which indicates

an intention to appropriate. Where neither party has

exercised the right the law presumes that the debtor

intended to pay in the way which, at the time, was

most to his advantage. Where, however, the interest

of the debtor could not be promoted by any particular

appropriation there ls\no ground for a presumption of

any intention on his part, and the law then presumes

that the payment was received in the way most ad

vantageous to the creditor.‘

The rule settled by the Supreme Court of the United

States is that the debtor, or the party paying the

money, may, if he chooses, direct its appropriation; if

he fails so to do the right then devolves upon the cred

 

' [Meek v. Breckenridge, 29 Ohio St. 4-48 (1876).

' Leonard v. White, 7 Mass. 8 (1810); Coke, Litt. 181 b,

12241; 8 N. H. 192.

' Miller v. Mann, 5!: Vt. 479 (1882), Veazey, J.

‘ See 2i )1inn.i'>ll; 133 Mass. 8').

' United States v. Britten, 107 U. 8. 669 (1881); B. B.

5 5209. -

' Harker 11. Conrad, 12 S. & R. 801 (1%, Gflnon, J.;

Pierce v. Sweet, 88 Pa. 157 (1859).
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ltor; and if he falls in this respect the law will make

the application according to its own notions of justice.

Neither party can make it after a controversy upon

the subject has arisen between them.1

APPOINTMENT. Fixing, establishing:

limitation, selection, designation.

1. Selection for the duties of an oflice or

place of trust.

Appointee. The person so designated,

until qualified.

A commission, regularly issued, is conclusive evi

dence of an appointment.‘

Where a common council voted to ballot for a mu

nicipal ofllcer, in pursuance of a power conferred by

charter to " appoint "such ofllcer, it was held that the

ballot taken was intended to be an election, that is, an

appointment.‘

Appointments to otllce are intrinsically executive

acts, whether made by a court, a municipal council,

in executive ofllcer, or other person or body. A par

ticular nppointment is complete when the last act

required of the appointing power is performed.I See

Owner, 1; R:-:sio.~u'rios.

2. Exercise of the right to designate the

person who is to take the use of realtyul

An authority given to another to be exer

cised over property in a manner and to an

extent which he would not otherwise possess.5

Also called power of appointment.

Appointor. He who executes the power;

the donee. He who confers the power is the

donor. Appointee. He in whose favor the

power is executed.8

General appointment. Such appoint

‘ment as enables the donee to name, as ap

pointee, whom he pleases — even himself.

Special appointment. Such as restricts

the donee to naming one or more appointees

from among particular persons.

The latter dates from the creation of the power;

the former trom its exercise.

 

lh'at. Bank of the Commonwealth v. Mechanics‘

Nat. Bank, 94 U. S. 439 (1876), cases; Nichols u.

Knowles, 17 F. R 495-96 (1881), cases; Bank of Cali

fornia 1:. Webb, 94 N. Y. 4?} (1884). cases; DlcCurdy v.

Middleton, 82 Ala. 137 (18%), cases; Sanborn v. Stark,

81 F. R 18 (1887); 21 Cent Law 1.478-'|‘il(1885), cases.

See also 9Wheat. 7!); flcrnnch, 8; 151555. 3:13; 881.nd.

6+5-69, cases; 62 Min 8, 121, 500: 7 Oreg. 228; 59 Tex.

M9156 Vt. 46%, 643; oz F. B. 570; 18 Am. Dec. 505,

cases; 14 id. 694, cases; lStory.Eq. Q4591); 2Pam

Uontr. 029.

‘United States 0. Le Baron, 19 How. 79, 78 (1856);

l Cranch, 137; 10 Pet. 843', 10 Oreg. 5%.

' State ea: rel. Coogan 0. Barbour, 58 Conn 88, 85-!)

(166), cases.

0 [2 Washb. Real Prop. M2.

' [Blagge 1!. Miles, l Story, 442 (1841), Story, J.

' [4 sum, 818.]

G7
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Where a person, having a general power of ap

pointment. by deed or by will, executes it, the

property is deemed in equity a part of his amets.

subject to the demands of his creditors in prefer

ence to the claims 01’ voluntary appointees or of ie;;:»

ml ’ \

Illusory appointment. Allotment of a

nominal, not of a substantial, interest.2

The rule at common law was to require some allot

ment to each person where several appointees were

intended But the rule in equity requires a real. sub

stantial portion in each appointee— a merely nominal

allotment being viewed not only an illusory but as

fraudulent.I

A devise to a corporation for a charitable use is an

appointment rather than a bequest.‘

The donee must be competent to dispose of an

estate of his own in like manner. All donees, or their

survivors, must join in executing the power. The

donor‘s intention is to be strictly observed. A partial

execution may be upheld. The estate vests in the ap

pointee as it conveyed immediately by the donor.I ‘

See further Powss, :2; lies, 8.

APPORTIONMENT. A division into

shares, portions or proportions; distribution

into proportionate parts.

Division of a fund, or property, or other

subject-matter, in shares proportioned to dif

ferent demands, or appropriate to satisfy

rival claims.‘ Whence non-apportionable,

unapportionable.

Thus, we have the apportionment—ol an artnuitp

to a part 01! the year; of a contract, not entire, to the

part performed; of divideruis, or money, in stoclrs;'

of sums payable toward the support or removal

of an incumbrance; of freight earned previously to a

disaster to an abandoned ship;' of loss and damage

caused by a collision of vessels, both parties being in

tau.lt;' of rent, where the leasehold or reversion is

transferred. partitioned, levied on for debt, or set

ol! in dower. or where there are several assignees,

or the premises become untenantablec" oi’ Repre~

sentatives, decennially. according to the increase 0!

population; " of corporate shares, when more have

been subscribed for than the charter allows to be

issued."

 

IBrandies v. Cochrane, 112 U. B. 852 (1884), cases;

Sewale u. Wilmer, 182 Mass. 18445 (1882), cases

‘See 3 Kent, 848; lngraham v. Meade, 8 Wall. Jr. 40

(1865).

' Sugden1 Powers, 489; 4 Kent. M2

'2 Bl. Corn. 876.

'4 Kent, M; 2 Story, Eq. ii 1061-68; 2 Wsshb. B. P.

817-22, 2%, $57.

' Abbott's Law Dlct.

' 8 Kent, 470.

'3 Kent, 83.

'93 U. S. 802; 10 Bened. 658.

1' 71 Kent, 469-71.

" 1 Kent, 230; Act% Feb. 1882. B St L l

‘'1 John Ch. 18; 1llldw.86&
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At common law periodical payments, due at set

flmes, were not apportionable.I

Guilt and negligence are unapportionable. See

0oxra1aorrou.

AIl?I|':'RA_'[SE.2 To va1ue;to estimate at

a price, by authority of law.

Appraisement; appraisal; apprizal.

The worth of property as estimated by an

authorized person; also the act or proceeding

by which the estimate is made.

An “ apprizal " of property signifies a valia

tion of it, an estimation of its value, unless

some other sense is plainly indica‘ed.'

Appraisernents are made-of the goods of a do

ceased; of articles set apart for the share or exemp

tion of a widow: oi’ the assets of an insolvent who has

assigned his property tor the benefit of creditors or

who claims exemption of his statutory amount under

proceedings in execution of a judgment; of property

taken for public uses; of goods distrained torrent;

of the goods of an importer.

Appraiser. One authorized to determine

the value of an article or articles oi‘ property.

See Isnmranssr, 1.

Mercantile appraiser. An oflicer whose

duty it is to ascertain the amount of business

done by persons in the difierent mercantile

pursuits and to regulate the tax or license

fees to be paid by them on their business.

Government appraiser. The incumbent of

a permanent oifice, selected by a collector of

customs, and charged with the duty of valu

ing dutiable merchandise.

Merchant appraiser. An appraiser se

lected by an importer to act with a govern

ment appraiser.‘ '

Re-appraiser. One chosen to make a sec

ond appraisement of dutiable goods.

The importer has a right to be present when re

appraisers view his good; The re-appraisement is an

apprizal on view, and the re-appraisers may ascertain

the value of the merchandise by reasonable means.

and determine what witnesses, if any, they will ex

amine. The merchant appraiser who may be called

in is not an “officer “ within the meaning of Art. L1 oi’

the Constitution; and the exaction of ates for his

compensation is not authorized. '

AI|?P1'*i.E]E[]ElNSION.6 Strictly, seizing

and taking hold of a man, but may apply to

'3 Kent, 4419.

' F. cpreiaer, to value: L. pretium, price.

' Cocheco Manuf. Company v. Straflford, 51 N. H. 4m

(1871), Doc, J.

‘ Belcher u. Linn, 21 How. 522 (1860): R. B. if 2609-10,

2946. See also Oelbermann u. Merritt, 19 F. R 409

(1884); Oelbermann v. Merritt, 123 U. S. 866 (1887).

' Aufl hiordt v. Hedden, 30 F. R. 360 (1886), Wheeler, J.

‘L ad-prehendere. to lay hold of.

detaining a person already in custody.1 See

Aanssr, 2, 3'; Arracn, 2.

AIIPIPRENTICE.2 A learner: a species

of servant usually “bound" for a term of

years, by indenture, to serve his master and

be maintained and instructed by him.‘

One bound to service for a term of years

in order to learn a trade or art.‘ \Vhence

apprenticeship. “Apprentioe" is also used

in a verbal sense.

“ A young person bound by indenture to a

tradesmen or artificer who, upon certain

covenants, is to teach him his mystery or

trade." To constitute an apprenticeship some

thing is to be learned: this is the character

istic mark of the service to be performed.‘

E: m‘ termini implies service in some specific pro

feseion, trade, or employment.‘

This form of binding is usually done to persons oi‘

trade in order to learn their art and mysteryzibut it

may be done to husbandmen and others. The children

of poor persons, till twenty-one years of age, may be

apprenticed by the overseers of the poor to such as

are thought fitting; and these in turn _may be com

pelled to take them."

The “ teacher" is called the nuuter. The contract

is signed by the immediate parties. The period con~

tinues till twenty-one in a male and eighteen in a

female, or longer by consent The master takes the

place oi’ the parent. He may discharge the apprentice

for reasonable cause. Each party is supposed to work

for the other‘s interest At common law the contract

is not assignable.‘

Apprenticeship had its origin in days when the vari

ous tmdes were encompassed with restrictions as to

the persons who might enter them. Modern customs,

which have so greatly relaxed the rules governing the

exercise of the arts and trades. have correspondingly

modified the strict characteristics of apprenticeship.‘

Local statutes and decisions should be consulted.

APPBIZAL. See APPRAISE.

APPROACH. See Bnmoa.

APPROBARE. L. To approve; liter

ally, to test, try, prove good.

Qui approbat, non reprobat. He who

approves cannot reject.

One cannot both accept and reject the same thing

One may not both affirm and deny.

 

1 Regina 1;. Well,-i7 L. T. R. 632(l8&3); s. c. 15 Rep. 413.

' F. apprendrc, to learn: L. apprehendere, to lay

hold of, grasp.

' [1 Bl. Com. 4%; 8 id. %.

‘ [2 Rent, 261.

' Hopewell u. Amwell, B N. J. L. '~i'-":5 (i8(B). See all;

State ex rel. v. Jones, 16 Fla. 31iL18 (1876).

' Re Goodenough, 19 Wis. 277 (1865), Dixon. 0. J.

i 1 Bl. Com. 426.

' 2 Kent, 261; 1 Bl. 0012. 400.

' Abbott] Law Diet.
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APPROBATE. See Au.s:osas, Alle

gans contraria. etc.

APPB.OPIR.I.ATE.l 1, v. (1) To take to

one‘s self; to take as one‘s own—for one's

self :1 as, to appropriate running water; to

appropriate the personalty of another is a con

version, an embezzlement, or larceny, qq. '0.

Whence appropriation, appropriator, appro

priable. Compare ACQUIRE; OOCUPY.

To appropriate another‘s goods against his will is to

take them from him to one's self with or without vio

lence.' See CONVERSION, 3.

(2) To adopt as distinctively one‘s own: as,

to appropriate a design or symbol for a trade

mark,‘ q. u.

(3) To reserve for a distinct purpose; to

destine to a particular end: as, toappropriate

property to an exclusive use, or a fund to

the discharge of special demand.

A space is not appropriated to the use of passengers

on board a vessel as long as one person is allowed an

individual use of it.‘

“Appropriated lands," in a pre-emption law: land

applied to some specific use or purpose by virtue of

law.‘

in the expremion “ appropriate property of any in

dividual to public uses,“ the term embraces every

mode by which property may be applied to the use of

the public. Whatever exists which public necessity

demands may be thus appropriated.’ See further

Down, 1, Eminent.

A direction to an executor to “appropriate " funds

B an implication that he is assumed to hold that which

he is directed to appropriate.‘

" Appropriations " in a will means a designation to

a particular exclusive use.‘

The " appropriation of public money“ is the dispo

sition of public moneys from the treasury by law; ' —

an authority from the legislature, given at the proper

time and in legal form, to the proper oiiicers, to apply

sums of money out of that which may be in the tress

u.ry in a given year to specified objects or demands

against the State."

While, an referring to funds, “appropriate " and

“ apply " are often interchanged. “appropriate " may

mean rather to decide that a certain fund shall he do

voted to a specific purpose, and “apply “ to make the

expenditure in fact. See further Arrucs-riox, 2.

' L appropriorc. to make ono‘s own — proprius.

' S00 8 Oreg.10Z; 9 id. "231.

' [Waters t7. United States, 4 Ct. Cl. 898 (1868).

H001]. 8.%;l01 1453.

APPROPRIATE. 2, adj. Adapted to the

purpose: proper, fit, suitable, q. v. : as, the ap

propriate departments of the government;I

appropriate legislation ; 1 an appropriate rem

edy i‘ or decree.‘

APPROVE. 1. To accept as good or suffi

cient for the purpose intended. Opposed,

disapprove. See Arrsossas.

Public sales-are made on "approved, indorsed

notes " when the purchaser gives his promissory note

for the amount of a purchase, indorsed by mother

and approved by the seller. The approval of the

note ratifies the sale.‘

See Sana, On approval; RA'l'1F1CA'l'i0N.

2. To deem of sufficient security: as, to

approve a bond.

“ Approved “ indorsed on a bond by the Judge of a

court does not necessarily import more than that the

bond is deemed a sufliclcnt security to be accepted. it

does not include a direction that the bond is to stand in

lieu of another bond and that the other isdlschnrged '

3. To aflirm as lawful and proper; to give

judicial sanction to: as, toapprove the report

of an auditor, a master, or trustee. See Cos

FIRMATION, 8.

4. To concur in the propriety or expediency,

the legality or constitutionality of; to give

executive sanction to: as, to approve an or

dinance proposed by the councils of a city.

to approve an act of an Assembly or of Con

gress. See A01‘, 2; PASS, 2; Vi-:'1'0.

5. To confess a felony or treason and no

cuse another as accomplice in order to obtain

a pardon.

Approvement. The confession made in

such case, and the act of making it.

Approver. He who makes such a con

fession.

The accused is the “ appellee.“

When aperson indicted for treason or felony was

arraigned he might confess the charge before plea

pleaded and appeal or accuse some other as his so

complice, in order to obtain a pardon. This, allowed

in capital cases only, was equivalent to an indictment,

as the appeliee was required to answer the charge. if

proven guilty the judgment was against the appellee:

and the approvfi was entitled to a pardon ex debito

justitim; but if the appeliee was acquitted the Judg~

ment was that the approver be condemned’ See

Aoooxrucs.

I 101 U. S. 770.

' 100 U. S. 845.

' 100 U. S. 811.

' 101 U. 8. $8.

‘Mills v. Hunt, 8) Wend. 435 (1338); Guiar 0. Page,

6 S. & R. 1 (N18).

' United States 0. Nicholson, 8 Saw. 104 (1882); R S.

|

' McConnell o. Wilcox, 2 ill. 860, 859(l&1').

' Boston, &c. R Corporation 1:. Salem, &c. R Com

pany, 2 Gray, 8511851). Shaw, 0. J.

' Blake tn Dexter, 12 Cush. 5% (1858), Shaw, C. J.

' “Tait;-head r. Gibbons, 10 N. -i. E. '23“: (1854).

" Riatine v. State. ‘.50 1nd. 833 (1863), Perkins, J

' United States v. Haynes. 9 Bened. 25 (1817).

' 4 Bl. Com 830; Re: v. Rudd, 1 Covvp. 885 (i‘flB)u
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APPURTENANCEJ A right connected

with the enjoyment or use of another thing

as principal: also, the thing itself out of

which the right grows as an incident.

App'u1-tenant. Connected with or per

taining to a thing of superior nature.

in strict legal sense land can never be appurtenant

to land. A thing to be appurtenant to another thing

must be of a diiferent and congruous nature; such as

an easement or servitude. or some collateral incident

belonging to and for the benefit of the land. In Coke,

Litt. 121_ b, it is said that nothing can be appurtenant

unless the thing agrees in quality and nature to the

thing whereunto it appurtaineth; as a thing corporeal

properly cannot be appurtenant to a thing corporeal,

nor a thing incorporeal to a thing incorporeal. There

are many other authorities to the same effect. in a

case, therefore, where the words of a grant pass land

" with its appurtenances “ the law, in the absence of

controlling words, will deem “ appurtetiances " to be

used in its technical sense; and that construction will

not be displaced until it is made manifest from other

parts of the grant that some other thing was actually

intended.‘

Something appertaining to another thing

as principal, and passing as an incident to

such principal.‘

A right not connected with the enjoyment or use of

a parcel of land cannot be annexed as an incident to

that land so as to become appurtenant to it.‘

The expression “appurtenances of a ship“ is not

to be construed with reference to the abstract naked

idea of a ship. The relation which the equipment

bearsto the actual service isto be looked at. "Ap

purtenances “ is a word of wider extent than “ furnl~

We " (q. 0.) and maybe applied to many things which

could not be so described with propriety in a contract

of insurance. The tackle, apparel. and furniture form

a part of every ship, but that is not a part which is

only appurtenant as necessary for a special voyage.I

Compare Arrnrrnarrr; Incrnssr.

AQUA. L. VVater.

Aqua cedit solo. Water passes with

land: a grant of land conveys water rights.

One cannot bring an action to recover possession of

I piece of water by the name of water only, by calcu

 

Whiskey Cases (United States v. Ford). 99 U. S. 599

(1878); Oliver 0. Commonwealth. W Va. 592 (1883).

' F. aparfenir. to belong to: L ad~per-tinere. to ex

tend through to.

' United States 11. Harris, 1 Sumn. 87-88(1Ki0), Story.J.

See also Whitney u. Olney. 8 Mas. 281~BB(18‘23). Story. J.;

I9 Ark. 185; 15 Cal. 186; 67 121.14; 8 Allen, 291. M; %

Minn. 262; 58 N. H. 508; 15 Johns. 447; 98 N. Y. 549; 29

Ohio St. 648; 9 Oreg. 898; 10 S. &R. 68; 18 Pa. 496; 58

Id. 253; 18 Am. Dec. 657450, cases; 4 Kent. 467.

' [Harris 0. Elliott, 10 Pet. '54 (1836). Thompson. J.

' Linthlcum 1:. Ray. 9 Wall. %1 (1869). Field, J.

lSwift v. Brownell. 1 Holmes, 473-74 (1876), cases.

Bhepley. J.; The Witch Queen, 8 Saw. W (1874).

cases; 2 Low. 40.

lating its capacity, by superficial measurement. or by

a general description. as for a pond, a watercourse.

etc. His action must be for so much land covered

with water.I

Aqua currit, et debet currere, ut cur

rere solebat. Water runs and should run

as it has been used to run: a running stream

is to be let flow in its channel as nature has

provided.

Running water must be used according to

the order of nature. Thus, rain-water and

drainage are to follow nature’s channel — the

course in which the water, peaceably and

openly, has long been permitted to run.2

By the common law all riparian owners on the

same stream have an equality of right to the use of

the water as it naturally flows. in quality and without

diminution in quantity except as created by a reason

able use for proper purposes. Hence. one may not

throw back. nor divert. nor unreasonably detain, nor

deteriorate or poison the water. But exclusive use for

twenty years may constitute a conclusive presumption

of right.I

A riparian owner on a stream must so use his right

as not to injure the concomitant right of another

owner. and subject to statutory regulations. Where

he owns land on one side his use extends to the middle

thread of the stream. The right includes a right to

erect mill dams and rights of fishery — both which

have their souroeln the ownership of the soil.‘

A land owner has no better right to stop the how of

a water-course which has its origin on his land than ii‘

it arose elsewhere.‘

No action can be maintained for changing the

course or obstructing the flow of mere surface-water

by erections on adjoining land. A party cannot by

his own act alone convert a flow of surface-water into

a stream with the legal incidents of a natural water

course. but the right may be acquired by adverse user

for the proper period.‘

The courts will enjoin as a public and a private nui

sance hydraulic mining which becomes injurious to

navigation and destructive to the farms of riparian

owners.’ _

A person operating a coal mine in the ordinary and

usual manner may. upon his own land. drain or pump

the water which peroolates into the mine into a stream

 

'2 Blv Corn. 18.

' Kauflman v. Griesemer, 26 Pa. 412-16 (1856); Blanch

ard v. Baker. 8 Me. '25 (1832); 2 Bl. Oom. 896.

' Atehison v. Peterson. N Wall. 511 (1874), cases;

Tyler v. Wilkinson, 4 Mas. 400-2 (1827). cases. Story, J. ;

Silver Spring Bleaching. &c. Co. v. Wanskuck Co., 13

R. I. 615 (1882); 8 Kent. 439.

‘Holyoke Company v. Lyman, 15 Wall. 606 (1811).

Clifford, J.

‘Howe u. Norman, 18 R. l. 488 (1882)v

‘Dickinson v. Worcester. 7 Allen, 22 (1868). musesv

Stanchfleld 11. Newton, 1422 Mass 110 (1886).

" Woodrufl v. North Bloomfield Gravel Mining Co,

18 F. R. T58 (1884); 16 id.2.’>. Seealso6Col. 44?, 580

92 N. Y. 48).
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which forms the natural drainage of the basin, al

though the quantity of water may thereby be in

creased and its quality rendered unilt for domestic

purposes by lower riparian owners. The use of the

stream by such owners must ex necessitate give way

to the interests of the community, in order to permit

the development of the natural resources of the coun

try and make possible the prosecution of the business

of mining coal.l

On the mineral lands of the public domain in the

Pacific States and Territories the doctrines of the

common law are inapplicable, or applicable only in a

very limited extent, to the necessities of miners, and

inadequate to their protection; there, prior appropri

ation gives the better right to running waters to the

extent in quantity and quality necessary for the uses

to which the water is applied. What diminution of

quantity or deterioration in quality will constitute an

invasion of the rights of the first appropriator will

depend upon the special circumstances of each case;

and in controversies between him and parties subse

quently claiming the water the question for determi

nation is whether his use of the water to the extent of

the original appropriation hasbeen impaired by the

acts of the other parties. Whether a court of equity

will interfere to restrain acts of invasion upon the

rights of the first appropriator will depend upon the

character and extent oi the injury alleged. whether it

be irremedial in its nature, whether an action at law

would afford adequate remedy, whether the parties

are able to respond for the damages resulting from

the injury, and other considerations ordinarily gov

erning a court of equity in the exercise of its proven

tive process of injunction’

The civil law acts upon the maxim that water is de

sccndible by nature, that its usual flow should not be

interfered with, and that its burden should be borne

by the land through or over which it naturally flows,

rather than by land through which it can be made to

flow only by artificial means. The common law does

not recognize this principle as to surface-water, but

permits one to protect his premises against it, not re

garding as injury any resulting inconvenience. The

maxim of the civil law, aqua currit, etc., applies gen

erally, in both systems, to running water, subject to

such reasonable qualifications as the interests of agri

culture require and the enjoyment of private prop

trty will permit. As an owner has the right to protect

his lands from the violence of the current. or to im

prove the same by erecting embankments, and as this

cannot be done without increasing the flow upon the

opposite side, it follows that this must be permitted to

some degree by all persons owning lands upon the

stream, else the right cannot be exercised by any one

of them.I

See Annnvros; Ice; Man 1; Brraaus; Sparse;

Tm; Warns; Warns-oouasn.

 

|Pennsyivanla Goal Co. v. Sanderson, 118 Pa. 126,

142-62 (1888), cases

'Au:hls0n v. Peterson, 2) Wall. 50?, 511-16 (1874),

cases, Field, J.; Bosey v. Gallagher, ib. 681-86 (1874),

cases; Tartar vv Spring Creek Water & Mining Co., 5

Ca1,3g,-118:i6)', Sanford u. Felt, 71 id. 250 (1836), cacao,

' (‘rawford v. Rambo, 44 Ohio St. 284, $247 U886),

Aquarium. See ENTERTAINMENT.

AQUATIC. See AQUA; Rrraruas.

A.'B.BITRA.'B.Y.I Not governed by fixed

rules; not defined by statute; discretionary:

as, arbitrary punishment. See Drscnnrros;

JUDGE.

VVithout cause or reason shown; as, an

arbitrary challenge.2

Arbitrarily. In a covenant not “arbitrarily " to

withhold assent to an assignment of a lease means,

without fair, solid, and substantial cause, and without

reason given. A refusal grounded upon advice was

held not arbitrary.‘ Compare Sxrrsracronr.

AR.BI'.[‘RA'I'ION.4 When the parties

injuring and injured submit all matters in

dispute, concerning any personal chattel or

personal wrong, to the judgment of two or

more arbitrators who are to decide the con

troversy.5

Alike submission of any matter in dispute.

Although some jealousy is felt in allowing refer

ences 0! questions regarding realty, yet references

have been had in cases of partition, disputed bound

aries, waste by ienant, title of devisees, and generally

upon titles. But crimes and misdemeanors are not

subjects‘

Arbitrator. A private extraordinary

judge chosen by the parties who have a mat

ter in dispute, and invested with power to

decide the same.’

Compulsory arbitration. When assent

in one party is enforced by law, under a rule

to refer. Voluntary arbitration. A ref

erence freely consented to by both parties.

At common law, was in paz's— by agree

ment out of court, with no compulsory

power over witnesses. In pursuance of 9

and 10 Will. III (1698), c. 15, is by rule of

court — by order of a court directing that a

submission upon a matter not yet in court

shall be made a rule of the court.

The statute enacts that all merchants and others

who desire to end any controversy, suit, or quarrel

(for which there is no remedy but by personal action

or suit in equity) may agree that their submission of

the suit to arbitration or urupirage shall be made a

 

cases, Minshall. J. Seealso Barkley 1:. Wilcox, 66 N. Y.

143-48 (1831). 08-868.

‘ L. arbiirariua, capricioua

' 4 Bl. Oorn. 8.33.

' Treloar v. Bigge, L. R, 9 Ex. 154 (1874).

i L. arbitrare, to act an umpire: arbiter, a witne-,

a judge.

'8 Bl. Corn. 16.

' Brown‘s Law Diet.

"{G0rdon v. United States, 7Wall. iM(1%8), Grier',J.:

Bouvier: 17 How. 894'. 53 Barb. 595.
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rule of the king's courts of record, and may insert such

agreement in their submission or promise, or as the

condition of the arbitration-bond; which agreement

bring proved upon oath by a witness thereto, the

court shall make a rule that such submission and

award shall be conclusive.l

A bond to abide the decision may be required.

‘The arbitrators are the judges of both the law and

the facts. They are not bound to disclose the grounds

of their finding. They cannot modify or go beyond

the precise question submitted; nor can they do gen

eral equity.‘

irregularities in appointing arbitrators, or in their

proceedings, when apparent on the recordI may be

corrected by a writ of error; but those which are

made so by extrinsic proof can be corrected only by

the court below. Every presumption is made infavor

of the award, unless flagrant error appears on the

record. While the proceedings remain in court (that

is, until the arbitrators are appointed), it must appear

by the record that everything is regular, but after

they are appointed the proceedings are out of court

and need not be reduced to writing.I

The powers and duties of arbitrators are regulated

by statute, and explanatory decisions, in each State.

Arbitrations are regarded favorably. if they settle

the rights of the parties, and their award can be

rendered certain by reference to documentary evi

dence, they will be sustained. An award which leaves

nothingto be done to dispose of the matter except a

ministerial act is suflicient.‘

See further Amos; Awann, 2; Runs, 1; Ulrms.

Arbitration of exchange. See Ex

cn.-mos, 3. ‘

ARCHITECT. See Lasosnn.

Every person whose business it is to plan, design,

-or super-intend the construction of buildings, ships,

roads, bridges, canals, or railroads, shall be regarded

as an architect and civil engineer: Provided, That this

shall not include a practical carpenter who labors on

a building.I See SPECIFICATION.

ARGUENDO. See Aaounsrrrun.

ARGUMENT. Proof or the means of

:provirig, or inducing belief; a course or pro

cess of reasoning; anaddress to a jury, or a

court. See ARGUMENTUM.

When a oontroverted question of fact is to be sub

mitted to a jury for its determination either party has

an absolute right to be heard in argument thereon.

ii'he power of the court is limited to imposing reason

ible restrictions as to the time to be occupied.' See

ATTORNEY.

 

'8 Bl. Com. 1'!.

'7 iliorse. Arb. & Award, 181-88, cases.

' Wilcox v. Payne, 88 Pa. 15711878,»; Tobey v. County

of Bristol, 8 Story, 800, 8'22 (1845); Corbin v. Adams, 75

Va. 61 (1881); Gaylord v. Norton, 180 Mass. 74(iS81\

' Cochran v. Bartle, 91 Mo. 6~i6(18S1’), case;

' [Revenue Act, 18 July, 1866: 14 St. L. 121.

‘Douglass v. Hill, 29 Kan. 529 (1883), cases; Foster 1'.

Iisgill, 119 ll]. 8'2 (1886); 18 Cent. Law J. 368-68 (1884),

cases

Argument list. A calendar of causes

for discussion and determination before a

court in banc, upon questions of law. See

BRIEF. 2. '

A1-gumentative. By way of reasoning:

as, that a plea must not be argumentative.l

Re-argument. A second or additional

argument.

Sometimes ordered by a court of review when the

court wishes to hear counsel upon a material ques

tion of law either not fully discussed in the first argu

ment or passed by unnoticed and deveioped later in

the deliberations of the court

ARGUMENTUM. L. Argument: lit

erally, that which makes clear or proven

Arguere, to argue.

Arguendo. In reasoning, arguing. Ab

breviated arg.

Applied to an observation made by a judge

in rendering an opinion, incidental to the

point under discussion and, therefore, not

authoritative.

Argumentum a simiie.

from a like case—fr0m analogy.

Argumentum a simile valet in Iege. An

argument from an analogous case has weight

in law. See SIMILIS.

Argumentum ab inconvenienti. Ar

gument from a hardship, q. 1:.’

ARISE. See JUDICIAL, Power.

ARIZONA. See TERRITORY, 2.

ARM OF THE LAW. See INJUNUHON.

I ARM OF THE SEA. See SEA.

Weapons; war, warfare.

Argument

ARMA. L.

See ARMS, 2; Lax, Silent leges, eta; V18,

Vi, etc.

ARMED REBELLION. See Wan.

ARMS. Weapons, offensive or defensive.

See Anna.

1. Aggressive weapons; instruments of ni

tack.

At common law one may carry arms for deferm

But going armed with dangerous or unusual weapons

by terrifying the people, is a crime against the peace.‘

See Dzrsssx. 1.

Playfully or wantonly pointing lire-arms at another,

which was an assault at common law, has been mode

a statutory ofiense with increased punishment.

Discharging tire arms within the limits of incorpo

rated towns and cites is generally prohibited.

“A well regulated Militia. being necessary to the

security of a free State. the right of the people to keep

and bear Arms. shall not be inflringed.“ '

13 Bl Com. 8%.

'1 Bl. Com. 143: 4 id. 149.

' Constitution, Amd. Art. H. RlU.fl0d D06. 15. 17'!
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This right is preserved, also. by the Bill of Rights

of each State, and the exercise regulated by statute.

The right to bear arms is not a right granted by the

Constitution; nor is it dependent upon that instrument

for its existence. The Second Amendment declares

that it shall not be infringed - by CongressI See

Axzsnuzrr, 2; Poucl, 2.

While it is true that that Amendment is a limitation

upon the powers of Congress only, nevertheless, since

all citizens capable of bearing arms constitute the re

served military force of the National government, a

State cannot prohibit the people from keeping and car

rying arms so as to deprive the United States of their

rightful resource for maintaining the public safety.I

The right to bear arms for the common defense

does not mean the right to hear them ordinarily or

commonly, for individual defense, but refers to the

right to bear them ior the defense of the community

lg:-‘\il1Sl. invasion or oppression. In order that he may

be trained and efficient in their use, the citizen hasthe

right to keep the arms of modern warfare and to use

them in such manner as they may be capable of being

used, without annoyance and hurt to others.‘

By arms, in such connection. is meant such as are

usually employed in civilized warfare and constitute

the ordinary military equipment.‘ See Tamson; WAR;

Wnarox.

2. Anything that may be used for defense

or attack : as, staves, sticks, or other mis

siles, as well as fire-arms. Whence “ force

and arms.” See FORCE, 2; VIOLENCE.

ARMY. See ENLISTMEM; MARTIAL Law ;

Nsroasuzuros (R. 8. § 2166): Ramsrsrs;

STATION, 1; Was.

ABPEN; AIRPENT. A measure of land

in use in this country, in the early French

and Spanish times, nearly corresponding to

the English acre.‘

A.RRAIGN.'

answer.7

To call a prisoner to the bar of the court

to answer the matter charged upon him in

the indictment.‘

Arraignment. The act or proceeding of

arraigning.

To call upon to account or

 

I United States v. Cruikshank. 92 U. S. 558 (1875),

Waite, C. J.

I Presser 1:. Illinois, "6 U. 8. 285 (1886), Woods, .1.

' Andrews 1:. State, 8 Heisk. 177-89 (Ky., 1871), Fm

man, J.

' Andrews 1:. State, 8 Heisk. 184, mpra; 2 Humph.

I56-69. See also State 11. Reid. 1 Ala. 614-92 (1840), Col

lier. C. J.; Wright 0. Commonwealth. 77 Pa. 470 (1875);

5 Pbila. 610; 2Litt., Ky., ll); 1 Kelly, Ga., 247-61; 2Story,

Const. $51889-R); 8 Am. Rep. 22; 14 (41.3%.

'See12 Plow. M; 6 Pet, 769; 4 Hall, L. J. 518.

' L ad rufioflem ponere. to call to scc0unt,— 2 Hale,

P. C. 216. F. aranler, to speak to, cite: rabon, reason.

‘ Stats 0. Weber, id! Mo. $5 (1855).

'4 Bl. Com. 81

At common law the anaignment of a

prisoner consists in calling him to the bar;

in his holding up his hand—for identifica

tion; in reading the indictment to him

that he may understand the charge; in

demanding whether he is guilty or not

guilty; and in inquiring how he will be

tried —the common answer being " By God

and my country.” i

Constitutes no part of the trial, but is a prelimi

nary proceeding. Until the party has pleaded, it can

not be known whether there will be any trial or not.‘

Ina State in which the constitution provides that

the trial of crimes shall be by Jury and the prisoner

pleads “ not guilty,“ it is more mockery to ask him

how he will be tried, for the constitution has already

declared how that shall be. As soon as it judicially

appears of record that the party has pleaded not

guilty there is an issue which the court is bound to

direct to be tried by a jury.‘

Though a formal arraignment may be proper it is

not essential to the power of the court to convict,

when expressly vwived by the accused; especially so

since there are no longer the same reasons for the for

malities of an arraignment that there were in ancient

practice when proceedings were in Latin, and the ac

cused could not appear with counsel, and, alter a plea

of not guilty, he was required to elect between trial

by jury and ordeal or wager of battei.‘ See Burns.

The ancient formality is disused. The statutory

requirement of furnishing the prisoner withacopy

of the indictment takes the place of reading the

indictment to him. The record should show that

what took place ampunted to an arraignment —as,

the mention of the prisoner‘s presence in court. and

that he was called upon to plead to the indictment.I

ARRAY.6 Order; arrangement.

The whole body of jurors as arranged upon

the panel. ‘Whence challenge to the array.’

See CHALLENGE, 4.

ARREA.R.° Back, remaining back: un

paid, though due.

Arrears. Money unpaid after it is due;

as, of interest, dividends, rent, taxes, wages,

pensions, alimony, dower.

“ In arrear” —overdue and unpaid.’

 

\ 4 Bl. Com. 3*&-%, See 1 Steph. Hist. C. L Eng. 297.

I United States v. Curtis, 4 Mas. 286 (1826), Story, J.

I United States 1:. Gilbert, 2 Sum. 69 (1884), Story, J.;

State 11. Weber, 22 Mo, 325-2’! (1855).

' Goodwin 1:. State. 16 Ohio St. Bill (1866), Day, J

' Fitzpatrick 0. People, 9'! [IL 260 (1881), Shelden, J.

See also Lynch v. Commonwealth, 88 Pa. 198 (1878);

Ray 0. People, 6 001. 81 \l8&).

' F. or-rm‘, preparation, order.

'8 Bl. Com. 359; 4 121.852.

' Old Eng. arere, rere, in the rear: F. rlere: L. retro.

backward '

' Hollingnvorth v. Willis. M Him 157 (18%).
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Said of money unpaid at the time it is due,

that is, past due.1

“Arrear “ implies that no part has been paid; “ar

rears" and "arrearage,“ that some part has been

paid.’ SeeRum.

ARREST.’ 1, v. To delay, detain, stay,

stop, withhold.

Arrest of judgment. If, while an issue

of fact is regularly decided, it appears that

the complaint was either not actionable or

was not made with suflicient precision, the

defeated party may supersede it by arresting

or staying the judgment.‘

Arrests of judgment arise from intrinsic

causes appearing upon the face of the record.

As, where the declaration varies totally from

the original writ; where the verdict materi

ally varies from the pleadings and issue

thereon; or, when the case laid in the decla

ration is not sufiicient in law upon which to

found an action.‘

An invariable mle is that whatever matter of law

is alleged in arrest oi‘ judgment must be such matter

as, upon demurrer, would have been sufllclent to over

throw the action or plea.I

A defendant in a criminal prosecution, at any time

before sentence, may ofler exceptions to the indict

ment in arrest or stay of judgment; as, for want of

sufilcient certainty in setting forth either the person,

the time, the place, or the oflense.'

The motion should be predicated upon some detect

which appears upon the (ace of the record.’

2, n. Taking a thing or a person into the

custody of the law.

(1) In admiralty practice the technical term

for an actual seizure of property.8

Alter an order of discharge trom arrest the marshal

is to restore the party to formal possession.I See Ar

non, 2; Res, 2; Smzuns.

(2) in civil practice apprehension of a

person by virtue of lawful authority to

answer the demand against him in a civil

action. 1°

 

IWiggin v. Knights of Pythias. 81 I‘. B. 125 (1887),

Hammond, J.

I Webster‘s Diet.

‘F. arcster, to stay: L re-stars, to stand back. to

remain

¢ [8 Bl. Cour 887.

' 3 Bl. Com. 893-94.

'4 Bl. Com. 875. See also Delaware Canal 00. v,

Commonwealth, 60 Pa. 871 (1869).

’Rountree u. Lathrop, 09 Ga. $9 (1882); People v.

Kelly, 94 N. Y. 526 (1884).

'Pelham 0. Rose, 9 Wall. 107 (1869), Field, J.; The

Lottawanna, 9) id. 221432 (1873).

' The Marys, 10 Bened. 561-62 (1879).

" [Gentry v. Griflilth, 27 Tex. 462 (1864), Moor‘V J_

Restraint of the person —restr iction of the

right oi’ locomotion.l

The causes are mainly torts-as, frauds upon cred

itors, breaches of promise to marry, non payment of

taxes. non-compliance with the order of a court, pro

iessional or ofilcial misconduct.

May be made upon original, mesne, or final process.

(3) In criminal practice apprehending or

detaining one's person in order to be forth

coming to answer an alleged or suspected

crime.’

“ Apprehension" (q. u.) is sometimes used

distinctively for this species of arrest.

Taking, seizing, or detaining the person of

another, touching or putting hands upon him

in the execution of process, or any act indi

cating an intention to arrest, constitutes an

arrest.‘ Usually effected by means of a—

Warrant of arrest. A written judicial

order for the arrest of a person accused or

suspected of having committed a crime.

This must be in writing, under the hand and seal of

the magistrate, and state the cause of commitment,

that it may be examined into, if necessary, upon a

writ of habeaa corpus.‘

All processes for the arrest of a party are not in

cluded in the word “ warrant“ as used in the constitu

tional provision that no warrant shall issue for the

arrest of a person but upon probable cause supported

by oath or affirmation. A capias, or writ of arrest in

a civil action, is not a warrant in the sense intended,

and it is issued, at common law, as a matter of course,

without oath. The warrant meant is an authority for

the arrest of a person upon a criminal charge with a

view to his COllllllillllrDt- and trial. The arrest of a

person upon a charge oi insanity, for the purpose of

his confinement. pariakes more 01' the nature of a

criminal than of a civil proceeding.‘

Double arrest. Twice holding a defend

ant to bail for the same cause of action.

Not allowed except under very special circum

stances. There cannot be an arrest in two places for

the same cause of action.‘

False arrest. Any restraint upon the

liberty oi‘ a person without lawful cause;

false imprisonment.

Malicious arrest.

out probable cause.

The malice necessary to sustain an action is not ex

pm malice or the specific desire to vex or injury

I[Ila-rt v. Flynn. 8 Dana, 192 (Ky., 1639), Ewing, J_

I[-4 Bl. Com. 289; Montgomery County v. Rob1ns0n_

s5_ Ill. 176 (1BT').

I United States v. Benner, Bald. 2'39 (1887), Baldwin, J.

'1 Bl. Corn. 137; 4 121.290-91; 71 N. Y. 876; itlid. 4:30;

4 Cr. L. M. 193-99.

' Sprigg v. Stump, 7 Saw. 289 (1881), Dearly, J.

‘See Hernandez v. Canobelh 4 Due, 642 0&5); |4

Johna '8-17; 4 Yeates, 206.

An arrest made with
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another. but the willful doing of an unlawful act to the

prejudice or injury of another!

All persons within the jurisdiction of the court are

liable to arrest on civil procem. except—an ambas

sador and his servant; an attorney. suitor. or sub

poenaed witness as such attending a lawful tribunal;

a clergyman at divine service; an elector at a public

election; a married Woman on her contract; a law

maker in attendance upon the legislative body; a

soldier on military duty; sovereigns, governors of

the States; and other persons. as provided in local

statutes.

in the case 01‘ persons attending a tribunal or a

legislature the privilege protects them not only during

attendance. but also during the reasonable period re

quired for going and returning,-eundo. mormuio. et

redeundo. going. remaining. and returning.‘

All persons in the public service are exempt. as a

matter of public policy. from arrest upon civil pro

cats while thus engaged. The rule is diiferent when

the procea is issued upon a charge of felony.‘

' May not be made in the presence of a court; nor

on Sunday; nor. generally, at night.

When made upon final process merely giving ball

does not authorize a discharge.

An unauthorized arrest renders the oiiicer liable to

trespass. This occurs when the process is materially

irregular or informal. or issued from a court which

has no jurisdiction. or when the wrong person is taken

under legal process.‘

All personaare liable to arrest on criminal pi-00883 —

except ambassador: and their servants. it may be

made: 1. Under a warrant issued byajustice of the

peace when he has jurisdiction; in a case of sus

picion he is the sole judge of the probability. 2. By

an ofiicer without a wa.rrant— when the peace is

broken in his presence; and whenever he has prob

able cause to suspect that a felony has been commit

ted and that the person he arrests is guilty; also. by

iriitchmen; who keep watch and ward in towns. of all

olfenders. particularly night-walkers. 3. By a private

person without a warrant— when the peace is broken

in his presence; and whenever a felony has actually

been conunitted and he has probable cause to know

that the person he arrests was the perpetrator. 4. By

hue and cry,- q. o.

 

I.lohnson v. Ebberts. ll F. R. 12'.) (1880). cases.

' See Bridges v. Sheldon. 18 Blatch. 516 (1880). cases;

Atchlson 1'. Morris. 11 F. R. 582 (1882), cases; Larncd v.

Oriflln, 12 id. W) (W), cases: 5. o. 14 Rep. 255; Nichols

q, Barton, 14 F. B. 827. 829 HER], cases; Jones v.

Knauss, 81 N. J. E. >211-16 (18T9),cases; Greer v. Young,

Sup. Ct. Ill. (1887). cases: 26 Am. Law Reg. 372(1887);

ib, 317-82. cases; 11 N.E. Rep. 16?; Palmer 1:. Rowan.

Sup. cm. Nab. (1888): :2 Am. Law Rev. mesa (1888),

mm; 1 Greeni. Ev. ti 816-17; 1 Whart Ev. 55 880-90.

' ljnited States v. Kirby. 7 Wall. 486 (1868).

'8 Bl. Com. 288-89; 1 Bouv. 1. cases.

'4 Bl. Com. 289-94; Mitchell v. Lemon,3-i Md. 181

(1870). cases: Fleetwood v. Commonwealth. 80 Ky. 5

(initial); Neal v. Joyner. 89 N. C. 23-00 (1888). cases;

Staples v. State. 14 Tex. Ap. 189-41 (1888). cases; Mor

ley 0. Chan. 148 Mass. 898 (1887). cases; Cooley. Torts.

17‘-75. ca“.

May be made at night. and. for an indictable of

fcnse. on Sunday. Must be made within the jurlsdio

tion of the court or at least of the State. The ofiicer

may use necessary force; but he may not kill one

charged with a misdemeanor. in the act of escaping.

and. rarely, one charged with a felony.l

One who is not a peace officer. de jure or de faclo.

by assuming to exercise the duties of such ofllcer does

not acquire more authority to make an arrest than

any other private individual. in resisting arrest by

such a person one may use only force enough to pro

tect himself from the assault.— unless it is necessary

to save his own life. or his person from great harm‘ in

which case he may take life.’

See further Barn. 1 (2); Carmen; Dunass; Escape. 2-.

Hocsz. 1; lnratsos; Onsraccr. 3; Pnossotrrlon, Mali

cious; Rnsnrr; Rnwum. 1; Saxcroanv; SUBPICXON;

\V.um.nrr,2.

ARRIVAL.‘ Under a law imposing a

forfeiture there may be an arrival of a ves

sel at a port without an actual entry or an

attempt to enter the port.‘

Perhaps an arrival " within “ a port cannot be with

_out an entry into the port‘ \

In navigation and revenue laws is some

times used in the common sense of coming

into port, and sometimes in the sense of

coming into a port of entry or destination

for a particular object connected with the

voyage.5

Sometimes refers to a coming into a port for any

cause or purpose. This may be the literal and general

meaning with the lexicographers, but. in several cases,

the term denotes a coming in for certain special ob

jects of businem and remaining there long enough to

render an entry of the vessel proper, and a deposit of

her papers with a consul prudent and useful. Thus it

is when the vessel enters a port or harbor to close an

outward or inward voyage. It is usually a coming to

the place of the vessel's destination for her business

and waiting to transact it.‘

A vessel arrives at a port of discharge when she

comes or is brought to the place where it is intended

to discharge her and where the customary place of

discharge is.‘

As to arrival at destination of goods bailed to a

common carrier. see Caamsa.

 

'4 B1. Corn. 293: United Slates v. Rice. 1 Hughes.

562-66 (1875). cases; Reneau v. State. 2 Lea, fill) (1871)).

On federal arrests of State prisoners. see 18 Cent. Law

J. 163-65(1BS-1). cases.

I Creighton v. Commonwealth. 88 Ky. 14% (li¥§5).

' F. arriver: L. L. ad-ripare. to land, come to shore.

‘ [United States v. Open Boat. 5 Mae 182 (1828),

Story. J.; United States v. Shackford. ib. 447 (18%).

‘Parsons 1:. Hunter. 2 Sumn. 423-23 (1836). StoryI J.

' Harrison 1:. Vose. 9 How. 879-81 (1850). atatutea.

Woodbury. J.

" Simpson v. Pacific Mut. ins. Co.. 1 Holmes, 187-48

(1872). cases. Shepley. J. See also Gronstadt v. Witt

hofl. 15 F. R. 269. 271 (M).
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ABS. L. Skillinfitting or joining: skill,

trade. calling, art.

Cuique, or cuilibet, in sun arte perito,

credendum est. To one practiced in his

art, confidence should be given.

The opinion of a person versed in a calling is to be

received as evidence. Every one, also, is presumed to

possess the skill ordinarily requisite to the due dis

charge of the demands or duties of his vocation.‘ See

rurther Exrsah.

' ARSENAL. See LAND, Public.

ARSON.2 The malicious and willful burn

ing of the house or out-house of another.‘

The malicious burning of another’s house.4

Burning any building so situated as to en

danger a dwelling-house was felonious arson

at common law.°

in some States statutes divide the offense into de

grees. punishing most severely burnings which involve

the greater danger to life. Statutes also impose pun

ishments tor the malicious burning of structures not

the subject of arson at common law, without extend

ing that name to include them.

At common law an offense against the right of habi

tation. Actual destruction of some integral part of

the wood-work, not personalty, is necessary. The

burning is “ willful and malicious " when not acciden

tnl nor for the public welfare. By “ house" is meant

a dwelling-house or any outbuilding within the carti

lage. q. v. Brief absence from the house is not re

garded. Ii homicide results the act is also murder.

The oflense may be committed by willfully setting

tire to one‘s own house and thereby burning a neigh

bor‘s house.‘

Burning one‘s own house to defraud insurers has

been made indictable.’ See Banoso; Baas.

ART. 1. A principie'pui; into practice by

means of some art, machine, manufacture,

or composition of matter. See Ass.

“The Congress shall have Power . . To promote

the Progress of Science and Useful Arts, by securing

to . . Inventors the exclusive Right to their

Discoveries." '

In speaking of patenting an “ art " the reference is

not to an art in the abstract, without a specification of

the manner in which it is to operate as a manufacture

or otherwise, but to the art thus explained in the speci

fication, and illustrated, when of a character so to

be, by a machine or model or by drawings. it is the

art so represented or exemplified, like the principle

 

I1Bl. Com. 75; 2 Kent, 588; 21 How. 101; 9 Man. 227.

I F. arm, incendiarism: L nrdere, to burn.

'4 Bl. Com. E0; 40 Ala. 661; 30 Conn. ’246.

l 2 Bishop, Cr. L. 58.

‘Hill v. Commonwealth, 98 Pa 195 (1881); State v.

\ic(}owan, 21) Conn. '2~t6-$7 (1550).

' 4 Bl. Com. 2%-28.

'lWhart.Cr.L.i8\4-3; 32 Ca-L160;51N. K.170;19

N. Y. 587.

'(‘onstit-ufloa, Art 1. sec. 8, cl. 8.

so embodied. which the patent laws protect. in the

English patent acts the word “ art “ is not used at all.

And in ours. as well as in the Constitution, the word

refers to n “ useful art," or to a manufacture which is

beneficial, and which, by the same law, is required to he

described with exactness as to its mode of operation.‘

" Useful art" is the general term used in the patent

laws. An art may require one or more processes or

machines to produce a certain result or manufacture.

The arts oi’ tanning, dyeing, making water-proof cloth,

vulcanizing indie-rubber, smelting ores, and numer

ous others. are usually carried on by processes. as

distinguished from machines.‘

Without attempting to define the term “ art“ with

logical accuracy we take as examples of it something

which, in their concrete lorm, exhibit what all con

cede to come within a correct definition, such as the

art oi’ printing, that of telegraphy, or that of photogra

phy. The art of tanning leather might also come

within the category. because it requires various pro

cesses and manipulations.‘

Centuries ago discoveries were madein certain arts

the fruits of which have come down to us, but the

means by which the work was accomplished are at this

day unknown. It would hardly be doubted, if one dis

covered an art thus lost, and it was a useful improve

ment. that he would be entitled to a patent. He would

not literally be the original inventor; but he would

be the first to confer on the public the benefit of the

invention.‘ See Dasros, 2; Pnszrr. 2; Pnocass, 2.

2. A description of the art of book-keeping,

though entitled to the benefit of copyright,

laysno foundation for an exclusive claim to

the art itself.

The object of the one is explanation; of the otha

use. The former may be secured by copyright; the

latter, it at all, by letters-patent‘

A copyright may be secured for models or designs

intended to be perfected as works of the fine art: -

painting and sculpture.‘ See Corrmrosr.

Anierican works oi’ tine arts are importable tree of

duty.' See Fuamruas. \

3. Trade; business; calling.

Words of art are understood as in the art or sci

ence; other words, in their popular or received import‘

When parties who are engaged in a particular busi

ness use terms which have acquired a welldeflned

meaning in that business, the supposition is that they

intended the terms to have their ordinary technical

meaning!

A vessel was chartered to carry a cargo of oranges,

1 [Smith v. Downing, 1 Fish. P. C. 70-71 (1850), Wood.

bury, J.; French v. Rogers, |'b. 142 (1850).

' Corning v. Burden, 15 How. 267 (I858), Grier, J.

‘Jacobs v. Baker, 7 Wall. 897 (138), Grier. J.

° Gayler v. Wilder, 10 How. 497 (1850), Taney, O. J .

' Baker 1:. Selden, 101 U. S. 105 (1879), Bradley, J.

' R. S. 54952.

' Act 22 March, 1883: 22 St L. 521.

' Maillard 1:. Lawrence, 16 How. 131 (1858); Moran u,

Prather, 28 Wall. 499 (1874); Greenleaf 0. Goodrich, 101

U. S. M (1879).

' South Bend Iron Works ti. Cottrell, 81 F. R. 206 (188-’)..
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the captain engaging to “ take the northern passage."

The cargo becoming damaged, the charterer liheled

the vessel for the loss. The court below found that

" northern passage " appeared to be a term of art, un

intelligible without the aid of testimony, that the evi

dence concerning it was conflicting, but that it wal

immaterial to decide what it meant as the claimant

was entitled to the least strict definition and the actual

course of the vemel came within that definition. Held,

that if the term was a term of art it should have been

iound by the court; and that if there was no passage

known as the “northern," the vessel was bound to

take the one which would carry it in a northerly direc

tion through the coolest waters, and the court should

have ascertained from the proof what passages vessels

were accustomed to take and which passage the con

tract permitted.I

See ABBREVIATIONS; Exrznr; Scmscn; Tncnmcan;

Trust, 1.

ARTICLE.’ 1. " A distinct portion or

part, a joint or a part of a member, one of

various things."

A word of separation to individnalize and

distinguish some particular thing from the

general thing or whole of which it forms a

part: as, an article in a newspaper, an article

of merchandise.‘

The radical word in the Greek means to join or to

fit to as a part It is only recently that it has been ap

plied to goods or physical property, and then only in

the sense of something that is separate and individual

in itself, as salt is a necessary article, or a hammer is

a useful article.‘

When a carrier stipulates that he will not be liable

in the carriage of baggage for an amount exceeding

fifty dollars "upon any article," the reference is to

any article coming under the denomination of bag

gage. The limitation would apply to the articles in a

trunk, but not to thotrunk as one article. “ The article

forwarded," in a similar special contract, may cover

each of several articles so strapped together as to

form one package.‘

2. In the sense of a distinct portion, one of

separate yet oo-related parts, a clause in a

contract, compact, or other forms] docu

ment, is used in the expressions:

An article or articles—oi’ agreement, of

amendment, of association, of confederation,

of impeachment, of partnership, of peace, of

war, of separation, of shipping, qq. 11.

In popular parlance “to article" means

to make and become bound by an article of

agreement, q. v.

1 The John H. Pearson, 121 U. S. 469, 472 (1857), Waite,

C. J. Appeal from the Cir. Ct. for hlaaa.

' F. article: L. ariiculua, a small joint, a joint:

Gk. arein’, to fit to as part.

'Wetzell v. Dinsxnore, 4 Daly, 195 (1871), Daly, C. J.

See also 6 Blntch. 68; 8 id. 257.

‘See 1 Story, Eq. i 790.

Articled clerk. In England a person

bound by indenture to a solicitor, that he

may acquire the knowledge pertaining to

the business of a solicitor.

Artieulately. By separate or distinct

propositions: as, to articulately propound in

a libel in admiralty. See LlBlllL, 2.

3. Precise point of time; the exact moment:

as, to be in the article of death — in arficulo

mortia.

ARTIFICE. See COMMUNICATION, Priv

ileged, 1: DEC!-3lT; FRAUD.

ARTIFICIAL. 1. Pertaining to an art,

trade, or profession; technical. See ART, 2, 8.

Artificially. A will is said tube “arti

ficially” or “inartificially" drawn, accord

ing as it employs or does not employ technical

or legal words and phrases and a lawyer

like arrangement of the matter. See CON

STRUCTION.

2. Made or devised by human law; opposed

to natural -- formed by the laws of God: as,

an artificial body or person, q. 0.; an arti

ficial day, q. v.

8. Established by agreement between men ,

conventional; opposed to natural —— made by

nature: as, an artificial boundary, q. o.

ARTS. See ART.

AS. Compzire Soon.

While the omission of this word is not conclusive

when the body of a complaint discloses it representa

tive capacity in the defendanta-s the ground of action,

where the scope and sverments of the complaint har

monize with the omission the action may be consid

ered agalnst the defendant as an individual.I

As near as may be. See Pnocnnunn.

As soon as. See Iunnournnv; Possmm;

Soon; \VHENEVER.

' Asto. Compare QUOAD.

Recurring at the commencement of several do

vises does not necessarily indicate the commencement

of a complete devise, independent of other limitr»

tiont-1.‘ '

ASCERTAIN. 1. To render definite or

fixed: as, to ascertain the relief due.‘

"The use in pleading of an nverment is to ascertain

that to the court which is generally or doubtfuily ex

pressed." '

 

IBennett 0. Whitney, 94 N. Y. 805 (1884). See also

Cook 1:. Gray, 183 Mass. 110 (1882); 8 Cranch. C. C. 659.

' Gordon v. Gordon, 5 L. R., H. L. 254 (1871).

' See 2 Bl. Corn. 65, 465. Swift wrote " A Proposal for

correcting and ascertaining the English Tongue,“ and

South (Sermons, V, 286) says that " success is intended

for the wicked man, to ascertain his destruction.“

¢ Van Vechten 1:. Hopkins, 5 Johna 219 (IHJOL

1



ASIDE

To make sure or certain; to establish, de

termine, settle.l

This would seem to demand the observance of the

usual mode of investigation, to determine the matter

in question. Hence, where rent is to be “ ascer

tained " by persons selected by the parties, notice of

the time and place of hearing, with an opportunity

for oflering proofs, should first be given to the parties

interested.’

2. To acquire information as to a fact; to

become possessed of knowledge respecting an

event or transaction; to learn the truth as to

a matter capable of proof. See INQUIRY, 1;

KNOWLEDGE, i.

ASIDE. See SET Asms; STAND Asms.

ASPECT. A bill in equity may be framed

with a " double aspect,” embracing alterna

tive averments, provided that each aspect

entitles the complainant to substantially the

same relief, and that the same defenses are

applicable to each.‘ See RELIEF, 2.

ASPQBTARE. L. To carry away.

Cepit et asportavit. He took and car

ried away. Words formerly used to charge

an unlawful removal of personalty.

De bonis asportatis. For goods carried

03. The name of an action of trespass for

personalty unlawfully removed, withheld or

converted. See ASPORTATION.

ASPORTATION. Carrying away or re

moving a tiling-— a chattel.

in larceny there must not only be a taking, buta

carrying away. Cepit et aaportavit was the old law

Latin expression. A bare removal from the place in

which the goods are found is a suflicient asportatlort‘

See Asroanna. ‘

ASS. See Carru-1; Honss.

ASSAULT.5 An attempt or offer to beat

another, without touching him.‘

If one lifts up his cane or his flst, in ‘a

threatening manner at another, or strikes at

but misses him —this is an assault, insultus,

which Finch describes to be "an unlawful

setting upon one’s person." 5

it is also inchoate violence, which is considerably

higher than bare threats; and. therefore, though no

actual suffering is proved, the party injured may have

redress by action of trespass vi ct armis, wherein he

recovers damages as compensation for the injury.‘

I Worcester's Dict.

I Brown v. Luddy, ll Hun, 456 (1877).

' Adams v. Sayre, 70 Ala. 825 (1881); Fields v. Holmes,

(b. 460 (1881); 17 How. 130.

t 4 Bl. Com. 232; Croom v. State, 71 Ala. 14 (1881).

' L. ad-callus, a leap at: salire, to leap, spring.

'8 Bl. Com. 12); 9 Ala. 82; 89 Mil. 524; 30 Hun, 427.

T8 ASSEMBLY

 

An offer or attempt by force to do corporal

injury to another.l

As if one person strike at another with his hand or

a stick, and miss him. If the other he stricken. it is a

battery. Or if he shake his list at another, or present

a gun, or other weapon, within such a distance that a

hurt might be given; or draw a sword and brandish it

in a menacing manner. An intent to do some corporal

injury must be coupled with the act.‘

Any attempt or offer with force or violence

to do a corporal hurt to another, _whether

from malice or wantonness, with such cir

cumstances as denote at the time an intention

to do it, coupled with a present ability to

carry the intention into efl’ect.I

An unlawful attempt, coupled with a pres

ent ability, to commit a violent injury npon

the person of another.I

Assailant and the assailai designate, re

spectively, the person injuring and the person

injured.

Abusive words cannot constitute the oflense; nor

can an act in defense of one‘s self, wife, child, servant,

or property; nor an act in obedience to legal process

Unlawful imprisonment, undue liberty taken by an

employer, teacher, physician, dentist, car conductor,

or other person in a like position, is, or includes, an

assault.

An assault with intentto commit a felony is a higher

offense than simple assault.‘

Remedies: indictment for breach of the peace; ac

tion for damages.

Son assault demesne. F. His own as

sault ; his assault in the first instance.

" If one strikes me first, I may strike in my own dc»

tense; and, ii’ sued for it, may plead son assault

derneme: that it was the plaintiffs own original as

sault that occasioned it." ' Compare Masus, hiolliter.

See further BA1'l‘ll1Y;DEFEh'SE, 1; lrtnscaxr; Paovo

cnron.

ASSAYER. See COIN.

Any person or persons or corporation whose busi

ness or occupation it is to separate gold and silver

from other metals or mineral substances with which

such gold or silver, or both, are alloyed, combined, or

united, or to ascertain or determine the quantity of

gold or silverin an alloy or combination with other

metals, shall be deemed an assayer.'

ASSEMBLY. An intentional meeting,

gathering, or concourse of people: of three or
 

I United States v. Hand. 2 \Vash. 437 (1810), Washing~

ton, J.; United States v. Ortega, 4 id. 6M (1825); Drew

0. Comstock, 157 Mich. lB1 (1885).

' Traver v. State, 48 Ala. 856 (1869), Pack, C. J.; Bus

1). People, 1 Hill, 352-53 (N. Y., l8-ii).

‘Cal. Penal (.‘ode,i 240; People 1:. Gordon, 70 (hi

468 (1886).

‘ People v. Devine, 59 Cal. 630 (1881).

' 8 Bl. Com. 1:20-21; 4 Blackf. 546; 4 Denio, Ml.

' Revenue Act, 18 July, 1&6, Q 9: 14 St. L 121.
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more persons in one body;-—of any number

of persons in one place.

Assemblage. May be composed of things as well

an persons.I — mspects things only.’

Lawful assembly. Any congregating of

people or citizens directed or permitted by

the law of the place.

Civil assembly. A meeting of persons for

purposes of trade, amusement, worship, or

the like.

Political assembly. Any meeting of per

sons required by the constitution and laws of

the place: as, that of law-makers—whenoe

" Assembly " and “General Assembly " —

also, that of the Federal electors, and that of

voters at “ primary assemblies.”

Assemblyman. A member oi’ the legislature oi’ a

State— possibly, by restriction, of the lower house.

800 Ll0lSL.A'l‘!7Rl

Popular assembly. Any meeting of the

people to deliberate over their rights and

duties with respect to government; also, the

House of Representatives in Congr, and

the more numerous body in the legislature of

a State.

" Congrea shall make no law “ prohibiting or

sbridging “ the right of the people peaceably to as

semble. and to petition the Government tor a redress

of grievances." '

The right of the people peaceably to asemble for .

lawful purposa existed long before the adoption of

the (wmsiitution. it is and always has been one of the

attributes oi’ citizenship under a tree government. it

was not therefore a right granted to the people by the

Constitution. The government of the United States,

when established, found it in existence with an obli

gation on the part oi‘ the States to aflord it protection.

The First Amendment operates upon the National

government alone.‘ See PE‘l‘l"I'iON, Right of.

in every meeting assembled for s lawful purpose

there must necessarily exist an inherent power to pro

serve order and to remove by force any person who

creates a disturbance. I! it were not so, the guaranty

oi the constitution would be idle mockery. Religious

meetings, for example, would lose their soiemnlty and

usefulnes if they could be turned into halls of dispu

tation at the will of any individual.‘ See Wossmr.

Unlawful assembly. When three or

more do assemble themselves together to do

an unlawful act, . . and part without

 

I Webster] Dick

' Crabbe's Syn.

' Constitution, Amd. I. Rstiiied Dec. ill, l79i.

' United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U. S. 561-62 (i875),

Waite, C. J.

l Wall v. Lee, 86 N. Y. 142-46 (1866), cases. See also

It Wand. 149; 1 Gray, 182; 6! Pa. 474; 20 Alb. L J. 124

(1879), cases.

doing it or making any motion toward it.I

See Mos; RIOT; R001‘.

ASSENTII‘.2 Agreement; approval; corn

pliance; consent; willingness declared. Op

posed, dissent.

implies more than mere acceptance,— is

an act of the understanding; while “con

sent” is an act oi’ the feelings and will.‘

“Assent” respects matters of judgment;

" consent” matters of conduct.‘

Acceptance, approval, consent, ratification,

and assent, are often interchanged.5

Express assent. Assent openly declared,

in words spoken or written. Implied 58

sent. Assent inferred from conduct.

Mutual assent. Assent given by all the

parties to an act or contract; the meeting oi‘

the minds of the parties to any transaction.

Unless dissent is shown acceptance of a thing done

for a person's benefit will be presumed; as in the case

of a conveyance or a devise of land.

Assent must be ad idem—to the same thing, and in

the same sense.‘

“ Mutual assent," which is the meeting oi’ the minds

of both of the parties to a contract, is vital to the

existence of the contract The obligation must be

correlative: if there is none on one side there can be

none on the other. Moreover, this requisite assent

must be the work of the parties themselves: the law

cannot supply it.’

Mutual assent of the parties to a modification is an

indispensable as to the original making of a contract.

Where there is a misunderstanding as to anything

material the requisite mutuality oi‘ assent is wanting,

the supposed contract does not exist, and neither party

is bound. In the view oi’ the law in such case there

has been merely a negotiation resulting in a isiluro

toagnse. What has occurred is as it it were not.I

See Kxownsnon, 1; lr~'qumr, l; PERMIT; Paurnsr, 2;

RATIIXCATION; SA-risrr, i; SlLE.\'L‘-B; Usnaasnsumo.

ASSERTORY OATH. See OATH, Olli

cinl.

ASSESS.’ i. To rate or fix the propor

tion which each person is to pay of a tax: to

 

HBL Com. 146: 8 Coke, Inst. 176.

‘L. asmtire, to agree to.

I Webster's Diet

‘ Crabbe's Syn.

' See Welch v. Sackctt. 12 Wis. ‘$7 (1800), Dixon, 0. J.

‘Sc94Whcst. 2&5; lSumn. 218; 12 Mass. 461; ll N. Y.

(41; 1 Pars. Contr. 400; 2 Washb. R. P. 579.

' Mutual Life insv Co. \1. Young, 28 WIJL 107 (1874),

Bwayne, J.

' Utley v. Donaldson, M U. S. 4749 (1876), cases,

Swayne, J.; First Nat. Bank of Quincy 1:. Hall, 101 id.

49-50 (1879); 109 id. 97.

' From L. aueuor, an adjuster oi taxes; originally

a judge's assistant, one who sat by him: Ossiderd, to

sit near to. Compare Assms.
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tax. To adjust the shares of a contribution

by several persons toward a common object

according to the benefit received. To fix

the value or the amount of a thing.I

To determine by rules of law a sum to be

paid; to rate the proportional contribution

due to a fund; to fix the amount payable by

a person or persons in satisfaction of an es

tablished demand.’

Assessor. (1) An adviser to a court; an

expert.

Nautical assessor. A person, possessing

special knowledge in matters of navigation

and of maritime affairs, who assists a court

~of admiralty.‘ Compare ALDERMAN.

(2) One who makes assessments for pur

poses of taxation or contribution.

A person charged by law with the duty of

ascertaining and determining the value of

property as the foundation of a public tax.‘

Assessment. The act or proceeding by

which a sum due or payable is determined;

also, the sum itself as a payment or obligation.

As, an assessment-—of the damages suf

fered by a plaintiff ; of the value of property

taken for public use; of money as the equiv

alent of a benefit or burden caused by a mu

nicipal improvement; of losses in insurance;

of installments payable upon stock subscrip

tions; of a sum to be raised by taxation, and

of the portions due from individuals.

Strictly speaking, an assessment of taxes

is an ofilcial estimate of the sums which are

‘ to constitute the basis of an apportionment

of a tax between the individual subjects of

taxation within a district. As more com

monly employed, consists in listing the per

sons, property, etc., to be taxed, and in

estimating the sums which are to be the

guide in an apportionment of the tax between

them ; —- valuation is a part of it.’

in a broad sense taxes undoubtedly include assess

ments, and the right to impose aseemments has its

foundation in the tnxirig power of the government;

but there is also a broad distinction between them.

" Taxes “ are public burdens imposed generally upon

the inhabitants of the whole State, or upon some civil

I [Bouvier‘| Law Diet.

' [Abbott's Law Diet.

' See The Clement, 2 Curt. 869 (1855); The Empire, 19

F. R 559 (1854), cases.

‘Savings. &c. Society 0. Austin, 46 Cal. 500 (1873),

Wallace, C. J.

' [People 1:. Weaver, 100 U. 8. 545-46 (1879), Miller, .i.:

Cooley, Tax. 268; Bur. Tax. 198, 5 94.

division thereof, for governmental purposes without

reference to' peculiar benefits to particular individuah

or property. " Assessments“ have reference to im

positions for improvements which are specially bene

ficial to individuals or property and which are imposed

in proportion to the particular benefits supposed to be

conferred. They are justified when the improvements

confer special benefits and are equitable only when

divided in proportion to such benefits.I See Isarsnu

mm; Jtrsr, 2; Tu, 2; Vanna.

Used of a business corporation, a rating or

fixing, by the board of directors, of the pro

portion of his subscription which every sub

scriber is to pay, when notified of it and

called upon.2 See CALL, 2 (1).

Political assessment. See Orrrcna.

2. To decide the degree of; to determine

the extent of: as, to assess a punishment.

A statute providing that issues of fact in criminal

cases shall be tried by a jury, “ who shall assess the

punishment in their verdict," refers to offenses as to

which the limits of punishment are fixed by law and

within which a discretion may be exerolsed.'

ASSETS.‘ Property sufiicient to answer

a demand -—- made by a creditor or a legatee

upon an executor or administrator, or by a

creditor upon an insolvent or a bankrupt.

Also, all the property of the estate of a de

cedent or of an insolvent.

“ All the assets “ of an insolvent company, of

which a receiver takes possession in New York, means

all the property, real and personal, of the company.‘

The property of a deceased person appro

priable to the payment of his debts; also, the

entire property of a mercantile firm or trad

ing corporation.6 '

Whatever is recovered that is of a salable

nature and may be converted into ready

money is called “ assets" in the hands of the

executor or administrator: that is " sum

cient" or “enough " (French ossez) to make

him chargeable to a creditor or legatee, as

far as such goods and chattels extend]

Originally, that which is sufficient or

 

lRoosevelt Hospital 1:. Mayor of New York, 84 N. Y.

112-13 \1881), cases. Earle, J.; Palmer 1:. Stumph, m

ind. 883-86 (1865), cases; Chamberlain v. Cleveland, 84

Ohio St. 561-05 (1878), cases; Stephani v. Bishop of

Chicago, 2 Bradw. 252-53 (1878); 1 Handy. 478; 8 C01.

482; 6 id. 118; 1 Wash. T. 576; Cooley, Tax. 147.

' [Spangler v. Indiana, &c. R. Co.. 21 I11. 278 (1850).

Breese, J.

ITerritory v. Rornine, 2 N. M. 1% 1,1881): ib. 457,

° F. aasez, suificient: L. ad, to, for; saiis, enough.

' Attorney-General v. Atlantic liiut. Life Ins. Co.,

100 N. Y. 282 (18%).

l Vaiden v. Hawkins, 59 1\ils|.419 (1882), ChMmern,C. J.

'2 Bl. Corn. 510, 244
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enough in the hands of the executor or ad

ministrator to make him chargeable to the

creditors, legatees, and distributees of the

deceased, so far as the personal property of the

deceased, which comes to the hands of the ex

ecutor or administrator, extends for purposes

of administration. In an accurate legal

sense, all the personal property of the de

ceased which is of a salable nature and lll:i_\'

be converted into money is deemed assets.

But the word is not confined to such prop

erty; for all other property of the deceased

which is chargeable with, and applicable to,

his debts or legacies is, in a large sense, assets.1

Though generally used to denote things which come

to the representatives of a deceased person, the word

includes anything, whether belonging to the estate of

a deceased person or not, which can be made available

for the payment of debts. Hence we speak of the as

set: of a money corporation. of an insolvent debtor, of

an individual, of a private partnership. The word is

likewise used for the “ means“ which a party has as

coixipared with his liabilities.’

in the bankrupt law “ assets " included all property

chargeable with the debts of the bankrupt that came

into the hands or under the control of the asaignee.'

Legal assets. That portion of the assets

of a deceased party which by law is directly

liable in the hands of his executor or admin

istrator to the payment of debts and legacies.

Generally speaking they are such as can be

reached by a suit at law against the executor

or administrator, either by a common judg

ment or by a judgment upon a devastavit.

More accurately speaking they are such as

come into the hands and power of an ex

ecutor or administrator, or such as, tn‘:-tute

o_fl'ict'i, he is intrusted with by law to dispose

of in the course of administration,— what

ever he takes as executor or administrator, or

in respect to his oflice. Equitable assets.

All assets, chargeable with the payment of

debts or legacies in equity, and which do not

fall under the description of legal assets.‘

Termed "equitable “ because (1) to obtain payment

out of them they can be reached only through the in

atrumentallty of a court of equity, and (2) the rules or

distribution by which they are governed dlifer from

the rules for the distribution of legal assets. in gen

eral they are either created such by the intent of the

party or result from the nature of the estate made

chargeable.‘

1 [1 Story, Eq. 5 531.

I [Stanton v. Lewis, ‘M Conn 449 (1867); Hall 11. Mar

In, 46 N. B. M2 (1865)

aR¢T.mrg 16 Bankr. Beg. 85S(i877‘>.

' [1 Story. Eq. It 56142

 

The property of a decedent available atmm

law for satisfying creditor: is called "legal amsta,“

and will be applied, at common law and in equity. in

the ordinary course of administration, which given

debts of a certain nature priority over others. Where,

however, the meta are available only in a oourtol

equity they are termed “ equitable assets," and. ao

cording to the maxim. that equality is equity, will,

after satisfying those who have liens upon anyspo

clflc property, bedistributed among the creditors of all

grades part pauu, without regard to legal priority.I

“Equitable assets"are such as the debtor has

made subject to his debts generally, which would not

be thus subjected without his act, and which can be

reached only by a court of equity. They are divisible

among the creditors in rat-able proportions.‘

Personal assets. Assets to which the

executor or administrator is entitled; per

sonalty. Real assets. Such assets as go to

the hair by descent; assets by descent : ‘ Blso,

landed property.

“ Personal assets" are chattels, money, and

evidences of debt available for paying the

debts of a bankrupt, insolvent, or decedent.

“ Real assets " are such portion of the

property of any such individual as consists

of realty.

Assets are also immediate and future.‘

At common law (originally for feudal reasons)

lands in the hands of the debtor himself were not as

sets for the payment of debts; creditors could reach

only the personalty and the protlta of realty. Upon

the death of the debtor, in case of intcstacy, the land

descended to the heir and the personalty to the exec

utor. A creditor by a simple contract debt for satis

faction could look only to the personalty in the hands

of the executor; while a creditor by a specialty in

which the heir was named could reach the land itself

in such he-ir‘s poases.sion—hls aueta by descent. By

will, however. the debtor might charge land with the

prior payment of a debt.‘

For the purpose of founding administration all

simple contract debts are assets at the domicil of the

debtor. A note given is merely evidence of the debt.‘

see Aocmsas, Quando: Aooomrr, 1; Anmxmraa. 4;

Baxnumr; Born; Coxmmrrrv; Ca:nrroa's BILL;

ixsonvascv; Laoaorz li‘i.xns‘nan, 2’

ASSIGNJ To point out, specify, signify

which of several things; to select, appoint,

fix. Whence assignable, assignment.

As, to a.ssigu—the particular in which a

 

1 [Silk 11. Prime, 2L Cos. Eq., 4 Am. ed., 858, $58. casea

ICatlin u. Eagle Bank, 6 Conn. 2-K! (1826), Hosmar,

C. J. See also fieedmanh Sav. & Trust Co. v. Earle,

11017. S. 712-20 (1884); 2 Johna Ch. 577.

I [2 Bl. Com. 244, 840, 510.]

‘ 4 Kent. 85-i.

' Ha-ll U. Martin, 40 N. H. 3“ (1865).

' Wayman v. Halstssd, 109 U. S. 056 (1884), ea-Q

'F. auigncr: L. auiqnare. to mark out to.

(61
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contract has been broken, that is, “the

breach;” the matter in which alleged error

was committed by an auditor, master, ref

sree, court; dower, or the third of the de

ceased husband‘s realty; counsel for a pris

oner on trial; a day for a hearing, trial,

argument.

Assignment of errors. A pleading filed

in an appellate court by a party who com

plains of errors committed by the court

below.1 See ERROR, 2 (3).

New or novel assignment. When a

plaintiif in his replication, after an evasive

plea, reduces a general wrong, as laid in his

declaration, to a more particular certainty

by assigning the injury afresh, with all its

specific circumstances, in such manner as

clearly to ascertain and identify it consist

ently with his general complaint.’

Notan admission oi’ the facts alleged in the plea;

merely an assertion that the plaintiff will not investi

gate the subject-matter!

2. To set over something to another per

son -. to transfer, convey.

Generally implies a writing. It is of all the right

one has in any particular piece or pieces 0! property.‘

Compare Lassa

The meanings vary with the subject-matter, but the

general one is to set over or to transfer. As applied

to movables, satisfied by a delivery.’

Assignable. Subject to lawful transfer;

also, so transferable as to vest a right of ac

tion.‘ Opposed, non-assignable.

Assignor. He who transfers property to

another person.

Assignee. He to whom property is trans

ferred; more particularly he to whom an in

solvent or a bankrupt makes over his whole

estate for the benefit of his creditors.

In patent law one who has transferred to

him in writing the whole interest of the orig

inal patent or any undivided part of such

whole interest, in every portion of the United

States. Compare GRANTEE 2 : LICENSEE, 2.

in strict legal parlance does not designate an “in

dorsee " of paper.‘I

Assignee in fact. A person made an as

signee by the act of another.

 

I [Associates of the Jersey Company v. Davlson, 29

H. J. L. 418 (1860).

'8 Bl. Com. 8li. See also M Johns 43; Bteph. Pi. Hi.

I Norman 1:. Wescombe, 2 M. & W. 860 (1887).

*2 Bl. Com. it-'7; '21 N. J. L. 889.

' Watkinson v. Inglesby, 5 Johns. '.'>9l (1810).

' [Thacher u. Henderson, 68 Barb. 279 G888).

' Palmer 11. Call, 2 McCrary, 580 (1881).

Assig-rue in law. A person made an as

signee by the act of the law; as, an execu

tor, sn administrator, a trustee for creditors1

An executor, as taking by operation of law, may

be deemed the assignee in law of the teststor. But I

lsgatee or devisce occupies no such position.‘

Provisional assignee. One to whom the

estate of a bankrupt is conveyed until the

permanent assignee can be appointed.

Assigns. Assignees—persons to whom

a grantee may potentially convey; as, in the

phrase in deeds “ heirs, executors, adminis

trators, and assigns.” 3 '

Oomprehends a line or succession of persona‘

Those to whom rights have been trans

mitted by a particular title. as by sale, gift,

legacy, or other transfer or cession. Tech

nically, designated the grantees of real estate

in fee-simple; for convenience, came to em

bra'ce in its spirit all who succeeded to the

title by any other means than by descent.‘

Comprehends all those who take, immedi

ately or remotely. from or under an assignor,

whether by conveyance, devise, descent, or

act of the law.‘

in the phrase “lawful assigns or legal represents

tives," is used in a cognate sense with “legal repre

sentatives.“ Thus construed it means not assignees

in fact, but assignees in law —those upon whom the

right is devolved and vested by law. as, assignees in

bankruptcy!

Neither the word “ assigns" nor the words “forever " have any popular or technical meaning mu

could quality a devise to a man and his“ heirs.“ '

includes a mortgagee! See Rr.Paass:m'Ariv-a (1).

Not necessary in a deed as a word of limitation

indicating the quantity of the estate granted or to

empower the grantee to dispose of the estate. "

Assignment. A transfer of property to

another for himself or creditors: also, the

writing containing the evidence thereof.

The idea is essentially that of a transfer

1 See 8 Para Contr. 480.

1 High‘; 1:. Sacks“, 84 N. Y. 451 (1866); 8 Hun, 419; 46

Ill. 31; 23 Wis. 295.

' See Baily v. De Crespigny, L. 8., 4 Q. B. use (1669);

Grant 1:. Carpenter, 8 R. L881186-i);84 Ala. 519; 8

mm. 240; 19 x.v.’m; lCurti.s,193.

4 Ogden 1:. Price, 9 N. J. L. 169 (ISZT).

' [\Vatson v. Donneliy, 28 Barb. 658 (1859)

' Baily v. De Crespigny, L. R., 4 Q. B. ‘I86 (1%).

Hannen, J .; Brown v. Crookston Agricui. Association.

34 Minn. 547 (1886).

’ South Pass of Mississippi, 18 Op. Att.-Gen. 15’! (1878)

Compane United States v. Gillis, 96 U. B. 407 (1877).

' Lawrence 1:. Lawrence, 105 Pa 8400884).

' Brown v. Crookston Agr. Assoc, 84 Minn. 546 (18%)

1' Salem Capital Flour Mills 00. v. Stsyton Wam

 

Ditch &OauIJ Oo.,33 F. B.1M(1$7), Deady, J.
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by one party to another of some species of

property or valuable interest.‘

When commercial paper, payable to bearer, is

transferred by delivery, both the right of property and

the right to sue pass thereby to the transferee; end

this is frequently called an “assignmeut" of such

chose in action. But such use of the term. which has

grown up under the usages of commerce, is scarcely

correct. Assignment proper is a transfer by writing.‘

Sen Bssmzn.

Domestic assignment. An assignment for

the benefit of creditors, made by a debtor

at the place of his domicil. Foreign assign

ment. Such assignment made in another

State or county.‘

Legal assignment. An assignment of an
interestI or of property, particularly of per

sonal property, cognizable or enforceable

in a court of law. Equitable assignment.

A like transfer, and in a special sense refer

ring to a chose in action or a thing not in esse,

cognizable by a court of equity.

An “ equitable assignment" is an agree

ment in the nature of a declaration of trust

which a chancellor, though deaf to the prayer

of a volunteer, never hesitates to execute

when it has been made on a valuable or even

good consideration.‘

To make an assignment valid at law the subject

must have actual or potential existence at the time of

the grant or assignment. But courts of equity will

support assignments not only of choses in action and

of contingent interests and expectancies, but of things

which, having no present actual or potential existence,

rest in mere possibility; not indeed as a present posi

tive transfer operative in prcaienti. for that can only

be of a thing in esse, but as a present contract to take

effect and attach as soon as the thing comes in case:

as, an assignment of the oil to be obtained in a whaling

voyage now in progress.‘

To constitute an assignment in equity of a debt or

other chose in action no particular form is neccmary.

Any order, writing, or act which makes an appropria

tion of a fund amounts to an equitable assignment of

the fund. The reason is. the fund being a matter not

assignable at law, nor capable of manual possession,

an appropriation of it is all that the nature of the case

' [llight 11. Sackett. 84 N. Y. 451 (1866).

I Enloe v. Reiko, :6 Ala. 504 (1876), Stone. J. See also

Andrews v. Carr, 26 Miss. 578 1.1I\'>3).

I As to effect of, see generally 26 Am. Law Reg. 509

12 11.947». cases; .\1u_v v. First Nat. Bank of Attleboro,

Sup. Ct. ill. (1&5’2’), cases: 18 N. E. Rep. 806.

I .\'esmith v. Drum, 8 W. & S. 10 (1344); Guthrie's Ap

peal. 92 Pa. 272 (1879); 2 Story, Eq. $1040.

'2 Story, Eq. Si 1(B9-40; Mitchell 0. Winslow, 2

Story, R. 688-44 (1848); Butt v. Ellett, 19 Wall. 6“

(1678); Trscr s. Clews, 115 U. S. 510 (1885), cases: Hoi

myd a. Marshall, 10 H. L.M (1882); 2 B1. Com. 442.
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admits of, and therefore it is held good in a court (I

equity. As the amlgnee is generally entitled to all the

remedies of the assignor, so he is subject to all equities

between the ssslgnor and his debtor. But. in order to

perfect his title against the debtor, it is indispensable

that the assignec should immediately give notice of

the assignment to the debtor, for otherwise a priority

of right may be obtained by a subsequent nssignee or

the debt be discharged by a payment to the aasignos

before such notice.‘

An agreement to pay out of a particular fund. how

ever clear in terms, is not an equitable assignment: a

covenant in the most solemn form has no greater

effect. Such intent and its execution are indispensable.

The assignor must not retain control over the fund —

an authority to collect, or power of revocation. The

transfer must be of such a character that the fund

holder can safely pay, and is compellabls to pay,

though forbidden by the assignor. Then the fund

holder is bound from the,time of notice. A bill of

exchange or a check is not an equitable assignment

pro tanto. But an order to pay out of s specified

fund has always been held to be s valid assign

ment in equity and to fulfill all the requirements of

the law.‘

May be of part of a debt, without the consent of the

debtor.I See Darosrr, 2; Gm, 1.

Preferential assignment. An assignment

with preferences: made to a trustee in favor

of the claim of a particular creditor or cred

itors; u, that one or more creditors shall

be paid in full before others receive any

thing.‘

In the nature of a special, rather than of a

general, assignment. But the latter is also

opposed to a particular assignment or s

transfer of part of the debtor‘s property.

in the absence of prohlbltory legislation preferential

assignments are valid!

Voluntary assignment. Made of adebtor's

own free will, for the benefit of creditors.

Compulsory assignment. Made in pursuance

of the mandate of law.‘

A “ voluntary assignment " means, presumably. an

assignment of all of the debtor's property in trust to

pay debts; as contradistlnguished from a sale to a

creditor in payment of his claim. and from a pledge

 

ISpain v. Hamilton, 1 Wall. 624 (1863), \\'nyne,J.;

Laclede Bank v. Schuler, 1!) U. S. 516, 514 (1337), cases;

2 Story, Eq. 5 1047, cases.

' Christmas 1;. Russell, 14 Wall. 8-4 (1871), Swayne, .1.

See also Wright 1:. Ellison, 1 id. 16 (1863); '1‘rist v.

Child, 21 id. 447 (1874), cases; Ketchum v. St. Louis. 101

U. S. 816-17 (1879), cases; Basket v. Hsssell, 10? id. 614

(1832); Florence Mining Co. 1:. Brown, 11% id. 391 (1889);

Lewis v. Traders‘ Bank. 80 Minn. 134 (1888), uses;

Goodsell v. Benson, 13 R. l. "380 (1881), cases

' James 1:. Newton, 1-12 liinss. 870-78 (1886), cases

‘ See 2 Kent, 5532.

'1 Story, Eq. Q 370; 2 id. 5 1“.

‘See 2 Kent, 89?, 582.
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or hypothecaflon as a security in the nature of a

mortgage.I

A voluntary assignment for the benefit of creditors

is a contract- a transfer in trust for a nominal con

sideration and the further consideration of a distribu

tion of the proceeds of the assigned property among

all the creditors.‘

An assignment by a defendant, pendentc life. does

not necessarily defeat the suit. but his aasignee is

bound by what is done against him. The assignee may

come in by appropriate application and make himself

a party, or he may act in the name of his assignor.

Such assignment carries with it an implied license to

use the assignor‘s name to protect the right assigned.‘

Every demand connected with a right of property,

real or personal, is assignable. But not— an oi’ficer‘s

pay; a judge's salary; a so_ld.ier's pension; an action

for fraud, negligence. or tort; a personal service or

trust; a naked power; a right of entry for a condition

broken; nor, without notice to the insurer, a policy of

insurance; nor, at common law. a chose in action. or

any right pendente lite.‘

Where there is no restriction in any statute, in the

articles of association or the by-laws. as to the dispo

sition of property. the directors of a corporation may

make an assignment for the benefit of its creditors.‘

The assignee is bound by a covenant that runs with

the land. See Covs'..\'A.\"r.

An assignee for the benefit of creditors is a trustee

for the creditors mainly. but, in some respects. for all

parties.‘ -

He is but the hand of the assig-nor in the distribu

tion of his estate among his creditors. He enjoys

the rights of the aaslgnor only; he is bound where the

assignor would be bound. He is not the represents»

tire of the creditors. and is not therefore clothed with

their powers; nor is he a bona fide purchaser for

value, but a mere volunteer only.'

After the trust has been executed the a.ssignor‘s

runner interest revests in him. as if it had never been

out of him.‘

The title which vests in an assignee in bankruptcy

by the assignment relates back to the date of filing

the petition.‘ Such assignee represents the general

or unsecured creditors. and his duties relate chiefly to

their interests. As to every thing. except fraudulent

conveyances and preferences, he takes as a purchaser

 

I [Dias u. Bouchand. 10 Paige. Ch. 461 (1883). Wal

worth. Ch.

I Blackburne's Appeal, 39 Pa. 1&5 (1861), Thompson. J.

I Exp. South & North Alabama R. Co., 05 U. S. 236

(1827), Waite, C. J.

'1 Pars. Contr. 288; 8 id. -180.

I Hutchinson v. Green. 91 Mo. 875-76 (1886), cases.

' 2 Bl. Corn. 480; 3 Pars. Ccntr. 4&5. 489.

I Re Fulton's Estate. 51 Pa. 211-12 (1865), Agnew. J.;

lellon‘s Appeal. 3 id. 129 (1858), Strong. J.

'Jacoby u. Guier, 6 S. & R. 451 (1821). As to the ef

tect of assignor's fraud upon the assignment. see 21

Am. Law Rev. 901-86 (1887). cases; as to conflict of

laws respecting assignments for creditors. 1 Harv. Law

Rev. 2594;: (1888).

' Conner 1!. Long, 105 U. 8. 280-44 (1881), cases; inter

national Bank 11. Sherman. 101 id. 406 0879).

from the bankrupt with notice of all outstanding

rights and equities. Whatever the bankrupt could do

to make the assigned property available for the gen

eral creditors he may do. and he may recover prop

erty conveyed in fraud of the rights of creditors and

set aside fraudulent conveyances.I

To place parties on equal terms. an assignor ofa

chose in action cannot be a witness against his as

signee unless both are living and the latter's testimony

can be obtained. Where there is entirety of interest,

declarations of the ussignor, made previous to the

transfer, bind the amignee; but. otherwise, he cannot

disparage the title of an innocent amignee or vendee.'

Compare Cosvsnscs. 2; Trussrsa. See Cnusl-;

Bavxsomv; l)umoss. liuereditas; Lrs,' Pendens:

Novrrros; Psmsrusns; Pnarsa. 2; Taosr. 1; Wrrssss.

ASSISE. See Assiza.

ASSISTANCE. Help, aid; furtherance.I

Writ of assistance. A process issued

from a court of equity to enforce a decree;

as, to place in possession a purchaser of mort

gaged premises sold for a mortgage debt,

after he has received a deed.

Powerto issue the writ results from the principle

that jurisdiction to enforce a decree is co-extensiw

with jurisdiction to hear and determine the rights Hi

the parties — that the court does complete justice ii.

declaring the right and aifording a remedy for its ea

joymcnt. But. as the execution cannot exceed ill"

decree. the writ can issue only against a party bound

by the decree.‘

A purchaser under a decree for the foreclosure 0'

a mortgage has a right to the writ to obtain possession.

as against parties and persons made tenants or trans

ferees after the suit was begun.‘

ASSIZE.6 Originally, an assembly met

fur the purpose of ascertaining something

judicially: a jury, or court; a session or sit

ting; then the place where, as also the time

when, the session was held, the writ under

which it convened, the finding or resolution,

and the proceedings as a whole. Hence — a

regulation, an ordinance, a statute,- some

thing determined and established; a tax or

tribute of a definite amount; also, the redu<>

ing a thing to certainty— in number, quan

tity, quality, weight, measure, time, place.

At first, the jury who tried a cause. usitting to

gather" for that purpose. Then, by a figure, the

 

I Dudley v. Easton. 104 U. S.,i03 (1881), \\’alu;_ c, J.

'1 Greenl. Ev. 55‘ 190, 172.

' L. aasistere, to approach: ad-stare, to stand by.

‘ Terrell 11. Allison, 21 Wall. 291 (1874), cases. Field, J.;

Howard 1;. Milwaukee. &c. R. Co., 101 U. S. 849 (18711);

Boyd v. United suites. 110 id. 625 (1886).

'2 Jones, Mort. 6 1668; Watkins 01. Jermnn. 88 Km,

(67 (1887). cases.

' F. auise, assembly— of judges; decree; impo“;

O. F. aueoir. to sit near. assist a judge: L.m

to sit near or together.
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court or jurisdiction which summoned the jury by a

commission of assize. Hence, the judicial amemblsge

held by the king‘s oommimion in the various counties

were (and still are; termed. in common speech, “ the

l1:Ls'il8l" By still another figure, an action for recov

ering possession of lands — because the sherlfl sum

rnuns a jury or main.‘

Designates the court. the place, or the time wher“

the judges of the superior courts of Westminster try

questions of fact, imuing out of those courts, ready

[or trial by Jury. “ The assizes “ are the sittings

of the judges at the various places they visit on

their circuits, four times a year in vacation. “As

size “ also sometimes denotes a jury, and sometimes

a writ.’

“ Amines " is the word most in use in modern books.

it often signifies a single court.

ASSOCIATE.‘ A person united with an—

other in business, oflice, enterprise, or other

interest.

Associates are persons united, or acting

together by mutual consent or compact, in

the promotion of some common object.‘

Associate attorney or counsel. A law

yer who assists another in a cause; oo-coun

sel; a colleague.

Associate in crime. A confederate in

the commission of a criminal oifense; an ac

complice, q. 1:.

Associate judge or justice. A judge

who serves with another on the same bench,

in distinction from the “ chief ” justice, the

“ president " or “ presiding " judge, q. u.

Association. 1. The act or state of being

joined in common interest.

2. An organization of persons without a

charter, for business, humanity, charity, cult

ure, or other purpose; any unincorporated

society or body.

3. A body of persons invested with some,

yet not full, corporate rights and powers: as,

a joint-stock association; a building and loan

association.

When improvement of the members is the pres

dominant idea, “ society " seems to be the preferred

word; and “comps.ny" or “partnership.“ when the

idea is the making of proflta

"Amociatlon" ea; vi termini implies agreement,

compact, union of minds, purpose, and action. May

apply to those who are already associated with per

 

‘! B1. Corn. 1S,Ii7,N: 4 id. 269, 424; 3 id.221:1r‘d

148, 411.

'8 BL 0011:. 58-60.

' L. auociattu. joined to: ad, to; sochu. a follower.

companion.

"Lechrmre Bank v. Boyntou,11Cush.882,8'N(1853).

Sh-Q. C. J.

sons named or those who may come in afterward: as,

in acts of incorporation.‘

Articles of association. The instrument

which creates the union between the mem

bers of an incorporation, specifies the object

and form of organization, the amount and

shares of capital, the place of business, the

corporatom, etc.; and is distinguishable from

the charter and the by-laws.

Where individuals voluntarily associate together

and adopt a name or description intended to embrace

all of its members, and under which its contracts are

made and its businesz carried on, such company can

neither sue nor be sued by the name adopted. but in

the individual names as partners.‘

To constitute a " partnership "there must boa com

munity of interests for business purposes. lienco,

voluntary auociatiom or "clubs," for social and

benevolent purposes and the like, are not proper part

uerships, nor have their members the powers and to

sponsibilities of partners Thus. for example, while

the members of a Masonic lodge may not be held as

partners for adebt incurred by the lodge, each men»

her who assented to or advised the outlay may be held

liable as an individual.‘

Associations for mutual benevolence among their

own members are not associations for purely “ chari

table uses."

The members of a committee, authorized to efleet

the incorporation of a. voluntary association, who neg

lect to perfect the reorganization, may be held as

partners as between themselves, and non-partlci

pating members of the association be relieved h-om

liability.‘

See Bass, 2 (2); Burnnrxo; Brdnws; Cnsnna, 2;

Causes; Curse; Courm, 2; Ooaroarrros; Pnnn

srnr; Srocx, 8 (2).

4. Association of words, see Noscrrun.

 

I [Lechmu-e Bank v. Boynton. 11 Cush. 880, ante.

I Covington Drawbridge Co. v. Shepherd, 2) How. 282

(1857), Taney, C. J.; Beatty v. Kurtz, 2 Pet. ‘B86 (1&9),

Story. J.; 2'? Alb. Law J. 826-29 (1883), cases.

ISee Thomas v. Ellmaker, 1 Pars. Sol. Eq. Gas. Q,

104, 111-12 (1844), cases; Laford v. Deems, 81 N. Y. 514

(1880); Ash 1). Gule, 97 Pa. 499 (1881), cases; Re St.

James's Club, 18 Eng. L. & F4. 589 (1862); 8 Kent, 28;

cases infra.

‘ Babb 0. Reed, 5 Rawle, 150 (1886); Gorman v. Rul

seil, 14 Cal. ‘$85-88 (1860), cases. But some cases hold

that Masonic lodges are “ charities." — Duke v. Fuller,

1) N. H. ($6 (1838); Burdlns 0. Grand Lodge, 87 Ala. 478

(1861); Indianapolis 1:. Grand Master, 25 Ind. 518 (1%);

Savannah v. Solomon‘s Lodge, 53 Ga. 98 (1874). Contra,

Bangor u. Rising Virtue Lodge, 73 Me. 4:28, 6-1 (1882) -

the funds of s “ public charity" are derived from glib

and devises, and it is open to the whole puhlic,— Ap

pleton. C. J.

|See Ward v.Brighsm.1iZ7 Mass. 24 (1879); Volger 0.

Ray, 181 id. 489(1B8i); Ferris v. Thaw, 72 Mo.4-16 (18%).

As to unincorporated associations. see generally 17

Cent. Law J. 34245 (1883), cases
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ASSUME. To take to or upon one‘s self.

See Assozursn.

A person who “assumes a lease" takes to himself

or wcepts the obligations and the benefits of the lemor

nndsr the contract.‘

“4ssumed“ may be used in the sense of claimed;

as, in saying that assumed facts must be proved before

the main fact can be inferred.‘ Compare Pauvun.

ASSUIMPSITJ He engaged or agreed

to do a thing.

Describes a contract, not under seal, made

with another for his benefit; also, the com

mon-law form of an action of trespass upon

the case for damages or failure to perform

such contract.‘

“ Debt“ lies for an ascertained sum. “Asaumpait “

originally lay for an unascertnined sum, but may now

be brought for a fixed sum.

Express assumpsit. An engagement

in positive terms to do some particular thing;

as, an obligation to pay a promissory note.

Implied assumpsit. An engagement

which the law will infer from circumstances;

such obligation as reason and justice dictate,

and as the law presumes a man has con

tracted to perform; as, to pay a judgment, a

forfeiture, or a penalty.5

The presumption in such case is that every man

engages to do what duty or justice requires him to do.‘

Indebitatus assumpsit. He, being in

debted, undertook. The species'of the action

which charges a promise to pay from the

mere fact that an indebtedness exists.

Rests upon an implied promise to pay what

in good conscience ought to be paid.6

Called also common or general auumprit.

The promise. the consideration (the facts out of

which the obligation grows), and the breach, should

be avsrred.'

Special assumpsit. The agreement, and

the form of action therefor, which rests upon

an express undertaking.

in declaring upon a special assumpsit, the under

taking should be set out in the precise terms used.

The action of asmmpsit lies for — the worth of

work done; the value of goods bought and delivered;

money received which should not be retained; money

I Cincinnati, £0. E 00. 21. Indiana. &:c. R. 00., 4-1 Ohio

St. 314 ( I886).

IJenkins v. State, at Wis. 68 (1885).

‘L. auumpsit, he has undertaken, he undertook:

an-umcre. to take upon one‘s self.

‘ See8Bl. Com. 158-67; Carrol v. Green, 92 U. S. 518

(1875); Hendrick u. Lindsay, 93 id. 148 (1878): Boston.

Cc. Smelting Co. v. Smith, 18 R. [.85 (188)), cases.

'8 Bl. Corn. 158, 159. m; Lloyd v. Hough, 1 How.

169 (1848); Wallis v. Shelly, 8) F. R. 748 (1887).

'3 Bl. Can 156, 158.

spent for another at his request; a balance due on an

account; damages for injury from want oi’ integrity

or of care or skill amumed to be possessed or exerted.l

Bee Courrr, 4 (1), Common.

Imiebifatus assumpait is founded on what the law

terms an implied promise on the part oi’ the defend .nt

to pay what in good conscience he is bound to pay to

the plaintifl. The law never implies a promise to

pay unleu some duty creates the obligation; and never

a promise to do an act contrary to duty or to law.‘

Nunquam indebifatus, he never undertook, is the

name of the general issue in the indebiiatur species;

but has been used, like nil debet, in debt on simple

contract

Non assumpsit. He has not under

taken, or did not undertake. The name of

the general denial in the foregoing actions.

Non assumpsit infra sea: annos. He did

not undertake within six years. The plea of

the statute of limitations in these actions.‘

Compare Acno, Non accrevit, etc.

See further Atrnon, 2; Cast, 8; Commvr: Cov

nxmr: Dana-r; Dam; PBOIIBI.

ASSURANCE.‘ Certainty; warranty;

indemnity.

1. Legal evidence of the transfer of title,

whereby every man's estate is assured to

him, and all controversies, doubts, and difli

culties are prevented or removed.‘

The common an-urancu of the realm are by matter

in pats, by matter of record, by special custom, and

by devise.‘

Collateral assurance. An assurance in

addition to, or over and above, some other

assurance; as, a bond, to the covenants in a

mortgage.

Future assurance. Such transfer in the

future as will cure a defect in a title,—- as,

by removing an incumbrance, by procuring

a quitclaim deed. ‘Vhence “covenant for

future assurance.” '

2. Insurance; in England, life-insurance.

Whence assurer, the assured, re-assurance.

See further INSURANCE.

ASTERISK. Indicates the words at

which the pages of the first edition of a text

book or volume of reports began; enlarged

 

'8 Bl. Com. 162; Dermott v. Jones. 2 Wall. 9 (1861);

Sash r. Towne, 5 £41,702 (1966): Gaines ulililler, 111

U. S. 397 (1884); National Trust Co. v. Gleason. TIN. Y.

-100 41877’).

2Bailey 1:. N. Y. Central R. 00., 22 Wall. 888-I

(18741. cases, Clifford. J.

‘See 8 Bl. Com. 305, 308.

' F. aaseiirer, to make secure: ,1. WW

I 2 Bl. Com. '29‘.

' [4 Kent. ma
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or annotated editions being printed as ex

plained under A, 1, par. 3.

ABTUTE. When it is said that the courts

us "not astute" to do a thing (as, to infer

fraud from negligence), the meaning is that

they are disinclined, not disposed, to do the

particular thing. .

Thus, they are not only not predisposed but are re

luctant or averse to accepting a conclusion involving

intended wrong.

ASYLITM.1

immunity.

1. A place of refuge and protection for

criminals, and debtors.

" Asylum " includes not only place, but shelter, se

curity. protection. Thus, within the meaning of the

extradition treaty of 1868 (15 St. L. 629). a fugitive

from justice in Italy “ seeks asylum “ in this country

when he claims the use of a Territory as an asylum.‘

See Ex-rrunrrwn.

2. Immunity from law; as, the status of a

public minister.

3. An institution for the unfortunate. See

SECIARIAN.

AT. 1. The prefix at-, the Latin ad, q. v.

2. The English preposition, expressing the

relation of presence, nearness in place or

time, direction toward.I

The word is somewhat indefinite; it may

mean "in," “ within,” or “ near.” Its pri

ma.ry idea is nearness, and it is less definite

than in or on.‘

“At the terminus“ of a road may mean near the

terminus.‘

in ordinary speech, "at " more generally means

" within " than " without." Thus. at a town or at a

~-ounty means at some place within the town or

county. rather than at a place without or even at the

outermost verge of, but not in, such town or county.

in indictments, where the utmost precision isneces

nary. the fact is generally stated to have been done at

the place; and, if it were not done in the place, the

venue would be wrong. " At.“ llke“from," has not

then, generally speaking, an exclusive signification:

as, in the expremion that a canal shall begin “at the

District of Columbia.“ ‘

Retreat, refuge; protection,

_______,—————

I 1,. asylum, a place of refuge: Gk. 0'0-ylos. unde

Ipoiled. unharmed.

' Re De Giacomo, 12 Blatch. 895 (1874), Blatchford, J.

' Webster‘! Dict.

‘ State (West Jersey R 00.) v. Receiver of Taxes, 88

N. J. L 80‘2(1B1‘6), Dixon, J.; State v. Ray, 50 Ala. 178

(1573), Peters, C. J.

‘ Chenpnke & Ohio Canal 00. v. Key. 8 Cranch, C.

(2.01. 601 (1829), Cranch, C. J.: The Mohawk Bridge

Co. v. Utica, .!c. R Co , 6 Paige. 562 (1837); Mason v.

Brooklyn. &:c. K Co.,86 Barb. 37'? (1861); Homer 1:.

Homer. L. B . 8 C. D. 764 (1878); 28 Alb. L. J, 44.

  

That “ at a place“ may not be equivalent to in the

place, see is, 1 (1).

Authority to construct a railroad from A to B. or

beginning at A and running to B, confers authority to

commence the road at some point within A, and to end

it at some point within B.

"to." is to be taken exclusively, according to the sub

“At," like "from“ and

;|ect-matter.I

The description of a survey as beginning "at“ I

tree does not necessarily fix the point at the center of

the tree. The deed may be interpreted in conformity

with the practical elect given it by the parties. as by

actual occupancy to a line beginning at the surface of

the tree.‘

Compare B1; is, 1; Lrro; Nun; On; To: Urns, 1;

Wrrms.

At interest. See Imsansr, 8.

At large. 1. In the full extent; in full;

at length; in emtenso: as, for a court to state

at large that a thing should not be done; or

for proceedings to be recorded at large, in

stead of by memoranda.'

2. Representing a State or district in its

whole extent: as, a delegate, elector, or Con

gressman at large.

3. Applicable to all of a State, all the

States, or the whole territory of the United

States; general: as, statutes at large, the

United States Statutes at Large.

4. In general; general, as opposed to spcL

cial, particular, preferred, secured: as, the

bearer at large, creditors at large.‘

5. Unconfined; unrestrained; in the free

exercise of natural freedom or propensities:

as, an animal sufiered to run at large.

“ Running at large “ means strolling about without

restraint or confinement, as, wandering, roving, or

rambling at will, unrestrained. The restraint need

not be entirely physical; it may depend much upon

the training. habits. and instincts of the animal. The

suiiiciency of the restraint is to be determined more

from its cifect, its conn-oiling and restraining indu

ence, than from the nature or kind of animal.‘

Whether, in a given case, physical or moral power

over the animal is necessary, depends upon its nature,

age, character, habits, discipline, use, and other cir

cumstances.‘

 

1 Union Pacific IL Co. v. Hall, 91 U. 5. $48 (1875), casel,

Strong, .I.; Mason v. Brooklyn City, &c. R. C0., 46

N. Y. 377-78 (1861).

‘Stewart 1:. Patrick, 68 N. Y. 454 (1877).

‘See 8 Bl. Com. 892; 3 U. S. 420.

‘ See 2 Bl. Com. 467.

‘Russell 1:. Cone, 46 Vt. 004 (1874), Peek, J.; Ban

whistle v. Goodrich, 513 Mich. 459 (1884).

‘Jennings 1:. Wayne, 61! Me. 470 (187-1), Dickerson, J.

See also 52 Cal. (58; 49 Conn. 118; 58 Iowa, 682; 70 id

462', 96 Kan. MB; 10 Meta. 882; 10 A1len,1li1; % Minn.

157; 21 Hun, 249; 50Vt.1U.
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At law. 1. According to the course of the

common law; in law, as opposed to “in

equity" or according to the principles and

procedure in courts of equity or chancery.

2. For the practice of law: as. an attorney

or counselor-at-law. See ATPOBNEY.

At least. Compare Mom: on Lass.

A publication sixteen months before a certain day

was held valid under a statute directing that the pub

lication should be made “ at least six months “ prior

to that day.I

When a city charter requires that a resolution

ordering work on a street shall lie over " at least four

weeks after its introduction," a resolution introduced

on a Monday may be acted upon on the fourth Mon

day thereafter.‘

At length. See At Large, 1 : ENTRY, H, 6.

At maturity. See Mawmrr, 2.

At once. At one and the same time.‘

At par. 01’ nominal value; worth the

face value. See PAB, 2.

At see. On the voyage. See SEA.

At sight. On view; on presentation. See

8111111‘.

ATHEIBT. One who disbelieves in the

existence of a God who is the rewarder of

truth and the avenger of falsehood.‘ See

INFIDEL; Oxrn; Raucuou.

ATLANTIC. See CABLE, Submarine.

The Gulf of Mexico is not the “ Atlantic coast." '

ATMOSPHERE. See Am.

ATS. At suit of; equivalent to ads

ad sectam.

ATTACH.G 1. To tie to, fasten to, aifix,

annex, q. u.

2. To lay hold upon by legal authority; to

seize, take, arrest. To take or touch,—a pre

cise expression of the thing actually done.7

When used without qualification in a stat

ute refers to the taking and holding of the per

son or property on mesne process, subject to

the further order of the court or to the final

judgment in the case.‘

‘Hoffman 11. Clark County, 61 Wis. 7 (1884); Ward V.

Walters, 68 id. 68 (1885); ib. 314.

IWright v. Forrestal, 65 Wis. 848 (1886).

' Platter v. Green, 26 Ken. 263 (1881).

‘ Commonwealth v. Hills, 10 Cush. 589 (1852),

Dewey, J.

‘New Haven Saw Mill Co. 0. Security Inn 00., 7

F. R. 847 (1881). ,

‘ F. attacher, to fasten, tack to: L. attingers, to

t0ucn,— 8 Conn. 384.

' Holllster 1:. Goodale, B Conn. 884 (1831), Hosmer,

O. J.; Pennsylvaniall. Co. v. Pennock. 51 Pa. W (1865).

' [Beardsley v. Beecher, 47 Conn. 414 (1879), Loomis. J.

Attachment of the person. A writ in

the nature of a capias, directed to the sher

ifl, and commanding him to attach or take

up the defendant, and bring him into court H

also, the summary proceeding itself.

Employed tocompel the appearance of a defend~

ant: to enforce the attendance of a juror or a writ

nees;' to bring before the court one charged with

contempt.‘

The ofllcer makes caption of the person named in

the same manner as upon an ordinary process for ar

rest. Instead. however, of holding h.im to bail he brings

him corporally before the court, that he may do the

thing required or show cause why he hm not or should

not do it. Fines for disobedience are often imposed.

$00 Cosrsnpr.

Attachment of property. An actual

seizure of goods, that they may be held to

satisfy the judgment which the plaintiff may

recover.‘

The object is to take out of the defendant's

possession and transfer into the custody of

the law, acting through its legal ofiicer, the

goods attached, that. if necessary, they may

be seized in execution and be disposed of and

delivered to the purchaser. Hence, in this

sense, to attach is to take actual possession

of the property.°

Originally, a writ issued out of the court of common

pleas, grounded upon the non-appearance of the do

fendant at the return of the original writ. The sherifl

was then commanded to attach him by taking gage,

that is, certain of his property, which the defendant

forfeited if he did not appear; or by making him find

safe pledges or sureties for his appearance.‘

Also the flrstand immediate process. without previ

ous summons. upon actions of trespass vi et or-mil or

for other in,1uries—trespasses against the peace. as.

deceit and conspiracy, where the violence of the wrong

requires a speedy remedy.‘

Upon execution of a bond to discharge the attach

ment the latter becomes discharged. the grounds

thereof are no longer in controversy, and the ohllzure

become bound absolutely to pay such judgment as

may be recovered.’

Attachment of vessel. Allowed after

libel filed for work done, materials or supplies

 

'8 Bl. Com. -H8.

'8 Bl. Com. 369.

' 4 Bl. Com. 283.

‘Dunklee u. Falea, 5 N. H. N8 (ltlfll), Richardson

C. J.; Bryant 0. Warren, 51 id. 215 (1871).

'Hollister v. Goodaie, 8 Conn. 834 (1881), Bonner.

C. J. See also Adler 11. R0111. 2 McCrary. 447 lldeli

cases; 5 Mass. 163‘. 12 id. 49?: 8 Min.n.406; 51 Pl. 2'3

56 Vt. 422; 76 Va. 318; 21 ‘W. Va. 211.

'3 Bl. Com. 280; Bond 0. Ward. 7 Ma; '18 (1810;

' Ferguson 1:. Glidewell, 48 Ark. Ml-4 0886). cases

pro and am.
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furnished, wharfage due, etc., and is upon

the interest of the owner or part-owner.

Domestic attachment. Issues against a

resident of the State who is charged with

fraud in contracting adebt or with remain

ing absent or absconding to defraud his

creditors. Foreign attachment. Issues

against a non-resident who evades service of

process —in the view that a levy and sale of

his property will serve the purpose of an ap

pearance by him and meet the ends of justice.

A “ foreign attachment" is a suit against a per

sonal defendant by name; and. because of inability to

serve process on him on account of non-residence. or

for other reason mentioned in a statute. the suit

is commenced by a writ directing the proper oificor to

mach suiflcient property of the defendant to answer

any judgment that may be rendered against him. it

is like an admiralty proceeding in 1-em.l

The foundation of the proceeding is that the de

fendant is beyond. while his property is within. the

reach of process.‘

Attachment of property was introduced at an early

date in London. chiefly to operate upon debtors who

could not be arrested because not subject to jurisdic

tion. As these persons were “ foreigners " the process

was called foreign attachment or attachment of for

eigners‘ goods.‘

Execution-attachment. An attachment

in execution of a judgment. A proceeding

in satisfaction of a judgment — by seizing

property, rights, or credits in the hands of a

debtor or bailee of the defendant.

The proceeding of attachment of property was de

rived from the customary law of foreign attachment

in London. legislatures having modified the use of it.

from time to tlme,as seemed proper. At first it was

merely ancillary to other proceedings — in the nature

of a proceeding in equity intended to enjoin a person

from parting with the property of an absent debtor in

order to compel the debtor's appearance. and being,

in default of an appearance. an adjudication of the

property toward the liquidation of the demand.‘

Proceedings by attachment are not purely in rem;

they are rather proceedings against the interest of the

defendant and those claiming under him.‘

in New England attachment of a defendant's prop

9|-ty. rights. and credits is an incident to a summons

in all actions based upon contract. Elsewhere. the

writ seems to issue only upon cause shown by aili

davit, accompanied by a bond designed to secure the

defendant in such damage as he may sustain on ac

 

I The Hine 1:. Trevor. 4 Wall. 571 (IMB). Miller. J.

IPennlylvania R. Co. v. Pennock. 51 Pa %0 0&5);

I'ltch 0. Ross. 4 S. 6: it ‘.564 (1815).

I See Brandon. For. Att. 4.

‘See Brandon. For. Att. 4; Drake, Att. “ 4-5;

Waplea. art. 5‘ H

‘Magoo o. Belrnc. 9 Pa. 6! (181); Doe v. Ol.lver.2

lm_L_C..7Am.od..m9.cncsa
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count of the proceeding. The ground upon which tho

writ may be obtained and the details of practice vary

in the different States. Speaking generally. the rem

edy is allowed for an ascertainable amount due; the

plaintifl acquires such rights as the defendant had at.

the time of the levv~ the levy itself constitutes alien:

and attachments levied simultaneously share pro min.

In many States we oerendant may substitute a bond

with surenea and tnereupon resume possession of the

property. an attachment is "dissolved “ by final

judgment entered for the defendant. or. on motion.

for a substantial defect apparent upon the face of the

proceedlngal

See Gasman; Oman. 2. Charging; Rlcsmos;

Rss. 2; Snzmzr.

ATTACK. See Assmur: Connarsmu.nr.

ATTAJITDER.’ Staining; corrupting:

pollution of blood; extinguishment of in

heritable quality of blood.

When sentence of death is pronounced the

immediate, inseparable consequence at com

mon law is attainder: the condemned is

without the protection of the law. his estates

are forfeited, his blood corrupted.‘

The word is derived from attincta: the stain or

corruption of a criminal capitally condemned. The

party attainted lost all lnherltable quality ~ he could

neither receive nor transmit property or other right!

of inheritance.‘

Bill Of attainder. A legislative act which

inflicts punishment without a judicial trial.‘

If the punishment be less than death, the

act is termed a bill of pains and penalties.‘

Bills of attainder(or acts of attainder as

they were called when passed into statutes)

were laws which declared certain persons at

tainted — their blood corrupted so that it lost

heritable equality.‘

"No Bill of Attainder . shall be posed)"

“ No Attainder of Treason shall work Corruption of

Blood. or Forfeiture except during the Life of the

Person attainted.“ " “No State shall pass any

Bill of Attninder." '

Within the meaning of the Oonstltution bills of at

tainder include hills of pains and penalties. in these

cases the legislative body. in addition to its legitimate

functions. exercises the powers and oflices oi’ a judge:

it assumes judicial magistracy; it pronounces upon
 

l See Brandon; Drake; 1 Bouvier. On attach

ing debts, see 18 Cent. Law J. 468 (1834). cases.

'F. ateindrc, to convict-.—\ Skeat. F. aftaindro. to

stain. accuse: L. ad-lingers, to reach to, touch,

Webster. L. affinctua, stained. blackened.— 4 BL

Oom. 880; 39 N. Y. 480; 4 Wall. 887.

I4 Bl. Oorn. 88)-89; 2 id. 251-56.

4 [E1-p. Garland. 4 Wall. 387 (1886). Miller, J.

lCu.mmingsv.1liissouri. 4 Wall. 88 (M), Field, J.

' Constitution. Art. I. see. 9. cl. 8.

" lbi'd., Art. HI. sec. 8. cl. 1

'Ibl'd., Art 1. sec. 10.
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the guilt of the party. without any of the forms or

safeguards of trial: it determines the sufficiency of

the proofs produced. whether conformable tothe rules

of evidence or otherwise; and it fixes the degree of

punishment in accordance with its own notions of the

enormity of the oifense. Such bills are generally di

rected against individuals by name. but they may be

against a whole class; and they may inflict punish

ment absolutely or conditionn.lly.I

In England attainders of treason worked corrup

tiun of blood and perpetual forfeiture of the estate of

the person attainted to the disinherison of those who

would otherwise be his heirs. Thereby innocent chil

dren were made to sufler because of the offense of

their ancestor. When the Constitution was framed

this was felt to be ahardship-rank injustice. The

provision was intended for the benefit of the chil

dren and heirs alone.— a declaration that the children

should not bear the iniquity of the fathers. in this

ligllt is to be construed the Confiscation Act of 188-11.‘

Courts of justice were employed only to register

the edict of Parliament and to carry the sentence into

execution.‘

in England bills of this sort have been usually

passed in times of rebellion. of grom subserviency to

the crown. or of violent political excitements.‘

Shortly after the Revolution. acts of attainder were

passed in several of the States. in England. by 88 and

84 Vict. (1b70). attainder upon conviction is abolished.

See Tszwr. Oath.

ATTEMPT. 1. v. To perform an act

toward accomplishing a purpose; to do any

thing by physical exertion tending to produce

an unlawful result.

To make an effort to effect an object; to

make a trial or experiment; to endeavor; to

use exertion to a purpose.5

2. n. In its largest signification, a trial or

physical efiort to do a particular thing.‘

Can only be made by an actual ineflectual

deed done in pursuance and in furtherance

of the design."

Consists of an act of endeavor to commit a

particular ofiense, and an intent by that act

alone. or in conjunction with other necessary

acts, to commi_t it.5

Both these elements must be specifically charged.‘

it is impossible to comprehend all cases in a defini

tion that does not necessarily run into a mere enumer

ation of instances. There must be a combination of

I(‘ummings v. Missouri. 4 Wall. 823 (1866). Field. J.

' Wallach v.\‘an Riswick. 92 U. S. ‘210 (1875). Strong. J.

See also 2 Bl. Com. 256.

' Drehman v. Stifle. 8 Wall. 601 (1869).

' 2 Story. Coast. 5 1344.

' Commonwealth 11. McDonald, 5 Cush. 367 (1860).

Fletcher. J.

‘ Lewis v. State. 85 Ala. 887-88 (1880). cases. Stone. J.

' Uhl v. Commonwealth, 6 Gratt. T09 (1819).

' State v. Wells. 81 Conn. 212 (1862). Butler. J.; Gray 1!.

sun. 68 Ala. 71 (1879). ‘

 

intent and act— an intent to commit a crime and an

act. done in pursuance thereof. which falls short 0

the thing intended. While preliminary preparations.

conditions not csuses.— may co—exist with a guilty in

tent. they may not advance the conduct of the party

beyond the sphere of mere intent.l

While “attempt “ conveys the idea of physical ef

fort to do an act. or to accomplish an end. “intent “ ex

presses the quality of mind with which the act is done.‘

An “ intent" implies purpose only; an “attempt "

both purpose and actual effort to carry the intent into

execution.‘

“ Intent " indicates the purpose existing in the

mind; "attempt " the act to be committed.‘

A statutory punishment for an attempt to poison

is not incurred by an uncxecuted determination to

poison. though preparation is made for the purpose;

nor by the actual administration of a substance not

poisonous. though believed to be so.‘

hie-rely delivering poison to a person and soliciting

him to place it in a spring is not “an attempt to ad

minister poison“-the act not approximating sufii

ciently near to the commission of murder to establish

an attempt to commit it. within the Pennsylvania act

of March 81. 1860. 5 as. which is a copy of 1 Vict. (1887).

c. Sb. sec. 3.‘

When the attempt to commit the principal or ulti

mate offense is made. the distinct oilense of attempt

ing is complete.‘

Every attempt to commit a felony not murder is a

misdemeanor: and. generally. an attempt to commit

a misdemeanor is a misdemeanor of the same nature.

But merely “ soliciting " another to do an act is not an

attempt to do that act.‘

it cannot be maintained as a universal principle

that an attempt to commit a misdemeanor is. by the

common law. a misdemeanor. The law has declared

many acts tobe misdemeanors where the purpose rt

the oflender was not consummated. although. if con

summated. it would have been an offense only of this

grade. In such cases there must be an unlawful pun

pose and an act committed which would carry it into

immediate execution. unless prevented by some coun

teracting force or circumstance.‘ See Amns1srsa. 1.

 

I United States v. Stephens. 12 F. R 56 (1882), Deady.

D. J.; 14 Cal. 160; 60111. 71; 62 id. 297;1Whart Cr. L

551711.151; 1 Bish. Cr. n 5 668.

' [State 1:. Marshall. 14 Ala. 414-15 (1848).

' Prince v. State. 85 Ala. 869 (1860); 14 Ga. 59.

' Stahler v. Commonwealth. 95 Pa. 821 08$).

' State v. Clarissa, 11 Ala. 60 (1847).

' Stabler's Case. supra. See also Regina 1:. Williams.

47 E. C. L. 589 (1844); Regina 11. Lewis. 88 id. 271' (1640);

Regina 11. St. George. 1b. 198 (1840). Compare People

11. Bush. 4 Hill. 188 (1-“'43). See 2 Steph. Hist. Cr. L

Eng. 2'11-25.

' State v. Decker. 86 Kan. 7% (1387); Kan. C1-im. Code.

55 2:3. 121.

'4 Bl. Com. 221. ‘.241; Stabler‘s Case. supra; Smith I.

Commonwealth. 54 Pa. 211-18 (1867). cases; Kelly 0.

Commonwealth. 1 Grant. 484 (1858); Box 0. Butler. 8

E. C. L. 441 (1834).

'Lamb v. State. Sup. Ct. Md. (1887). Bryan. J.. decid

lngthat the solicitation ofa woman to takedruglto p-0
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A'Il".l'ES'1I.'.I To bear witness to: to signify,

by subscription of his name, that the person

has witnessed the execution of the particular

instrument. Compare SIGN; SUBSCRIBE, 1.

In its strict sense to witness or bear wit

ness to. The principal object in requiring

that an instrument shall be executed in the

presence of witnesses is that they may see

that the same is properly and fairly executed.

But the ordinary use of the word, as applied

to the execution of deeds, requires that me

witnesses should attest in writing: the prin

cipal end of which seems to be to preserve

evidence that the instrument was executed

in the presence of the required witnesses.2

To "attest" the publication of a paper as a last

will. and to “ subscribe " to that paper the names of

the witnesses. are different things Attestauion is the

act of the senses; subscription, the act of the hand:

the one is mental, the other mechanical. To " attest “

I will is to know that it was published as such, and to

certify the facts required to constitute an actual and

legal publication; but to “subscribe“ a paper pub

liahed as a will is only to write on the same paper the

names of the witnesses for the purpose of identifica

tion. There may be a perfect attestation in fact with

out subscription.‘

An " attesting " witness, under the Statute of Wills,

is one who at the time of attestation would be compe

tent to testify in court to the matter.‘

The last requisite to the validity of a deed is the

attestation or execution of it in the presence of wit

nesses; necvssary rather for preserving the evidence

than for constituting the essence of the deed.‘

The number of wltneaes necessary to a valid will,

and whether there shall be any at all to a deed, and

the particular facts to which they must certify, vary

in the‘difl’e-rent States‘

See further Dm,2; Pmmcs; \\'n.n. 2; Wrr.\'I:ss.

2. To certify to the verity of a copy of a

public document. \

Referring to judicial writings or copies thereof, as

the copy of the record of a judicial process, seems to

 

cure an abortion is not within the act of 1868 of that

State.— that the common-law rule was not altered by

the act. Same case. 26 Am. Law Reg. 641 (iiitfi); ib.

Mb-54, cases. See generally 17 Cent. Law J. M

45-60 (183)-—lrish Law Times (1882).

I L. atfestari, to be a witness to. See Tssrrs.

! Wright 11. Wakefield, 4 Tsunt. '28 (1812), Hans

field, (J. J.

I [Swift 1;. Wiley, 1 B. 11011. 117 (K52, 1840), Robert

son, C. J. See also Rs Dow nie‘s Will,-£2 Wla 76 (1877);

49 Conn. M9: Webster.

¢ [Jenkins v. Dawes. 115 Mass. 601 (1874), Gray, C. J.;

I Pick. 850.

I 2 Bl. Com. I77. See also Lsdd v. l.add.8 How.81-89

(18501.M

lsee Lord v. IAf'd,b8 N. {L 7 (1876); Dyer v. Dyer,

I’ III. 17 (189)

lntend an authentication by the clerlr of the court so

as to make them receivable as evidence.‘

A'Il.‘TOB.N.7 To turn over: to transfer

service to a new lord; to recognize as land

lord the transferee of a leasehold.

Attornment. The consent of a tenant to

the grant of his landlord.‘

The acknowledgment by a tenant of a new

landlord, and an agreement to become ten

ant to the purchaser.‘

As the feudal obligation between lord and vassal

was reciprocal, the lord could not alien his seigniory

without the consent of the vessel. This consent was

expressed by what was called "attorning“— profess

ing to become the tenant of the new lord: a doctrine

afterward extended to all leases for life or years. By

4 and 5 Anne (1706), c. 16, no longer necessary to com

plete a grant or conveyance.‘

A.'l"I‘ORN'.EY.6 One who is put in the

place, stead, or “turn " of another to man

age his affairs of law." An attorney-at-law;

a lawyer.

A person employed by another to act in his

behalf; an agent.

Formerly, one who in any manner acted in behalf

of another.‘

Attorney-at-law. A person whose pro

fession is to represent litigants in the man

agement of their causes before the courts.

Attorney-in-fact. One who serves an

other as agent in the doing of a particular

thing; an agent for the transaction of an

act specified in a sealed instrument called a

“ letter” or “power " of attorney.

An attorney-atlaw may act as an attorney-in-fact.

Any one who may serve another as agent' may be

made an attorney-in-fact. Persons are often ap

pointed attorneysin-fact to transfer certificates of

stock, to acknowledge satisfaction of mortgages, to

transfer realty, to collect reats,- to attend to all one‘:

business generally in a particular place or country.

See DliLEOA'l'UB.

Persons acting professionally in legal for

malities, negotiations, or proceedings by
 

1 Gaul.‘ &c. Manuf. Co. 0. People, 4 Bradw. 515 (1579),

cases. McAlllster, .1.

‘At-titrn’. F. atomer, to prepare, direct, dispose.

' Souders v. Vansickie, 8 N. J. L. 817 (1826).

' Lindiey v. Dakln, 13 Ind. 889 (1959). Fee also Willis

0. Moore, 59 Tex. G36 (1883); Lyon v. Washbura, 8 00L

M6 (1877); 1Washb. R. P. 2!-L

' 2 Bl. Com. M. 72.

' F. aftorner. to attorn, q. 0.

' 8 Bl. Com. 25.

' “ Our only High Bishop, only attorney. mediator,"

A Short Catechism (1538). “ Attornies are denied me,

and therefore persoaaliyl lay my clalm,"— Shakes

peare, Rich. ll (1595), Act ii, a 3. “ Baptism by an at

torney, by a proxy.“— Donhe. Sermons (1640), p. M.
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warrant or authority of their clients, may be

regarded as “ attorneys-at-law” within the

meaning of that designation in this country.l

An attorney may be an “ attorney-in-fact ”

or “private attorney," or an “ attorney-ab

law” or “public attorney.” The former is

one who is given authority by his principal

to do a particular act not of a legal char

acter. The latter is employed to appear for

the parties to actions, or other judicial pro

ceedings, and is an oificer of the courts.‘

The word “attorney “ alone does not necessarily

import that the person is an oflicer of a court; ' but,

standing unqualified, ordinarily it refers to an attor

neyst-law.'

in this country the distinction between “ attorney "

or “ solicitor" and “ counsel “ is practically abolished.

The lawyer in charge of a case acts both as solicitor

and counsel. His services in the one capacity and in

the other cannot be distinguished.‘

In practice when a member of the bar signs a

common-law pleading it is as “attorney;"whcn he

signs an equity pleading it is as “ solicitor.“ The dis

tinction arises merely from the two modes of proceed

ing. He is counsel and attorney of the court in either

case.I In courts of admiralty his title is “ proctor.“

February 5, 1790, the Supreme Court “ordered that

counsellors shall not prncticeas attornles nor attor

nies as counsellors in this court“ August 12, 1iiJ1, it

was “ordered that counsellors may be admitted as

attornies " on taking the usual oath.‘

Compare Anvocan; Bsarusrsa; Conussn; lama;

Pnocroa; Sihossm.

in Federal courts a party may manage his cause

personally, as prescribed by the rules of court’ So,

also, in the courts of the States. _

The form of oath taken and subscribed by a per

son applydng for admission to practice before the

Supreme Court is as follows: "I, »-—, do solemnly

swear (or afllrm) that I will demean myself, as an at

torney and counsellor of this court, uprightly and ac

cording to law, and that I will support the Constitution

of the United States."

The order admitting an attorney to practice is a

judgment of the court that a party possesses the req

ujsite qualifications and is entitled to appear and

to conduct causes. By virtue of this order he becomes

 

lSavings Bank 1;. Ward, 100 U. 8.199 (1879), Clit

tord. J.

‘I [Hull 1). Sawyer. T B&l'b. 119 (1866), Potter, J.

I Ingram v. Richardson, 2 La. An. 810 (1817); Clark

v. Morse, 16 La. '570 (1541); 6 La. An. 706; People v.

Kay, 8 Mich. 606 (1865).

‘ Re Paschal, 10 Wall. 498 (1370), Bradley, J. Soc 19

Am. Law Rev. 677 (1886) — as to relation in England;

also The Nation, No. 964, p. 503.

‘Stinson u. Hildrup, B Bin. 376 (1878). Drummond. J.

Bee 8 Bl. Com. M.

' Rules and Orders 01' the Supreme Court, 1 mm

xv, xvii.
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an ofiicer of the court, holding otiice during good he

l1avi0i'.'

He is an agent to conduct a suit to judgment and

execution. The utmost good faith is exacted of him

toward the court and his client. The authority in the

court to remove him is intended to secure the exercise

of this degree of fidelity.’

He is liable in damages for the want of such skill

and care as members of the profession commonly

possess and exercise in like matters.I

He is not answerable for anything said relative to

the cause in hand, although it should reflect upon the

reputation of another and even prove groundless; but

otherwise if he goes out of the way of legitimate

comment and willfully asporses character.‘ See

Suxnnn.

Without consent he cannot buy, except as trustee,

an adverse interest touching the thing to which his

employment relates.‘

He has a lien on papers or on a fund in his hands,

as well as a right of action, for the worth of his serv

ices.‘

His tee cannot be included in damages sustained.

The reasons are: there is no standard by which fees

are measured, some attorneys charging more, and

some clients being willing to pay more, than others;

more counsel are sometimes employed than are neces

sary: and, ii’ the rule were otherwise, the amount

charged by attorneys and allowed by successful

clients would be abused.’

He is answerable to the court for any misconduct

calculated to bring discredit on the court and reproach

upon the administration of justice‘

The power in a court to remove an attorney is in

cluded in the power to admit him to practice. This

power will be exercised where his continuance in

 

1 Exp. Garland, 4 Wall. 878 (1866), Field, J.

‘Rogers v. The Marshal, 1 Wall. 651 (1868). cases;

Randall v. Brigham, 7 id. 540 (1868), cases; Re Paschal,

10 id. 491, 496 (1870). cases.

‘Savings Bank 1:. Ward, 100 U. S. 198, 195 (1879);

Dundee Mortgage Co. 1!. Hughes, 1) F. R 89 (1884): 24

Am. Law Reg. 197. an-1 (1886), cases; Shattuck v.

Bii1.1i2 Mass. 63-64 (1886). cases; 21 Am. Law Rev.

238-57 (1887), cases; 22 Cent. Law J. 60(18S6),— {mm

Law Times (Eng.).

'3 Bl. Com. 29; Munster v. Lamh,49 L T. R 25!

(1838): % Alb. Law J. 445; Stewart 1:. Hall, i§ Ky.

330-81, 883 (1885). cases: Weeks, Att‘ys,i 110. cases;

Coo_ley, Oonst. Lim. 4-13.

IBaker v. Humphrey, 101 U. B. 501 (1879), cases,

Swayne, J.; Rodgers 1:. Marshall, 8 liicCrary. "B. 82-65

(1881), cases.

' Re Paschal, 10 Wall. 433 (1870), cases; McPherson

1;. Cox, 96 U. S. 417 (1877); 2 Kent, 640. As to his lien

for services, see generally 18 Abb. New Cases, 23-“)

(1886), cases; as to his general or retaining lien, 21) Am.

Law Rev. 717-40 (1888), cases; as to his special lien on

judgments, ib. $21-47 (1886), cases; 21 id. 70-88 (1587),

cases; acting for married women, 5!) Cent Law J. 365

868 (1886), cases.

’ Oelrichs v. Spain, 15 Wall. 281 (1878), Swayns, J.

'3. S. Q 7&7.
' Re Paschal, 10 Wall. 491 (1870), cases.
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practice is incompatible with a proper respect of the

court for itself, and of regard for the dignity of the

profession. and where reprimand, suspension, or line

will not accomplish the end. Generally, opportunity

to explain his conduct will be afforded him: the pro

ceedings being quasi‘ criminal: but for an act done in

the presence of the court no formal allegation is nec

usury.‘

ltis laid down in all the books that a court has

power to exercise summary jurisdiction over its at

torneys to compel them to act honestly toward their

clients, to punish them by fine and imprisonment for

misconduct and contempts, and, in cases of grom mis

conduct, to strike their names from the roll. lf reg

ularly convicted of a felony, an attorney's name will

be struck off the roll as of course; because he is

rendered infamous if convicted of a misdemeanor

w'.~.ich imports fraud or dishonesty. the same course

vnil be taken; as also for gross malpractice or dis

honesty in his profession, or for conduct gravely

adecung his character. Although it is not strictly

regular not to grant a rule to show cause why he

should not be struck ofl, without an afiiduvit making

charges against him, yet, under the circum_~;tances of

a particular case. the want of an afiidavit may not

render disbarmcnt proceedings void as ooram non

jwiice. Where an attorney commits an indictable of

fence. not in his character of attorney, and does not

admit the charge, the rule is not intlexible that the

court will not strike his name from the roll until he

has been regularly indicted and convicted: there may

be cases in which it is proper for the court to proceed

without such previous conviction.—as where an at

torney who had participated in “ lynching" a pris

oner made an evasive denial of the charge and failed

to oder counter testimony to the evidence of his guilt,

in itself clear. The proceeding is intended to protect

the court from the oiiicial ministration of persons unfit

to practice as attorneys therein. It is not a criminal

proceeding and does not therefore violate the right of

n-ial by Jury. The proceeding. furthermore, when in

nituted in proper cases, is “due process of law."

Special proceedings are provided for by statute in

some of the States. requiring a formal information

under oath to be filed, with regular proceedings and a

trial by a jury. in the Federal courts the circum

stances of each case must determine whether and

when it is proper to dispense with a preliminary con

fiction.‘

See further ADIIBMON, 2; Aonzrr; Cass; Cunn

rmrrr: Colnnxicarios, Privileged, 1; Coimnssnaion,

1: Coarnomsn; F‘sn,2; Comsm, 1; Ksownnnon, 1;

.\i1ii.~rrssuIcl; Prrrwooonuz STIPULATIOI. 2: 'l‘ausrs.a;

Woman.

 

I Bradley 1:. Fisher, 13 Wall. 854 (1871); Re Paschal,

10 id. 401 (131-0); Randall 0. Brighan1,7id.5i0 (1868);

£1-p. Garland, 4 id. 817! (1866); E1-p. Steinman, 95 Pa.

2.039 (18%). cases, Sharnvood. C. J. ‘

' Exp. Wall, 107 U. s. 260.2111. 280, 287 (1882), cases,

Bradley, .l.: s. c. 18 F. R. 814, 820-28. cases. See also

People v. Appleton. 105 ill. 474 (1888); Farlin u. Sock,

I0 Kan. 409 (i8tB). See generally, Week; Attorneys;

iforlyth. Hist. Lawyers

ATTOBNE Y

Attorney-general. 1. King's oounseU

2. The head of the department of justice

in the government of the United States.

The chief law-oflicer in the government of

each State. /

The former has a deputy in each judicial

district, known asthe “ United States district

attorney;” and the latter has a deputy in

each county, known as the "district" or

“county attorney,” the attorney for the

people, Commonwealth, State, or govern

ment. The attorney representing the United

States is also often referred to as the at

torney or counsel for the government. In

the capacity of accusing and trying alleged

violators of the criminal law, they are sever

ally spoken of as the "prosecuting attor

ney " 1 or attorney for the prosecution.

The attorney-general of either govemment may ap

pear by a special deputy attorney-general‘; and their

subordinates, in districts and counties, by assistant

district attorneys.

The attorney-general of the United States is not

authorised. by the law creating and defining his ofhce,

to give legal opinions at the call of Congress. His duty

torender such opinions is limited to calls from the

President and the heads of departments,‘ q. u.

lie manages government suits before the Supreme

Court. His opinions are preserved in a series of re

ports known as the Opinions of the Attorneys-General,

which include decisions rendered from 1791 to date.

The attorney-general of a State advises the governor.

and exhibits iniormations in the name of the State.

Attorney, letter of, or power .of. The

instrument by which the authority of an at’

torney-in-fact is set forth.

This is general, when the authority is to act

generally in the premises; and specu1'I, when

limited to a particular act or acts. The for

mer may be, in addition, limited or unlimited.

A power of attorney which authorizes the agent to

vote iscalled a “ proxy,“ q. 0.

The authorization may he by parol or under seal:

the latter is the method when an act under seal is to

be done. The expression “letter“ or "power" im

ports a sealed insu-ument.

All powers are strictly construed; general terms, in

subordination to the particular subject-tnatter.‘

The intention of the parties, not the letter, should

control. The instrument should be construed to effect

uate the object, if it can be ascertained.‘ See Sun, 1.

'3 Bl. C0111. 27. 261: 4 |'d.308; 1 Sicph. Hllt. Cr. L

Eng. 499.

' People v. Hallett. 1 Col. 350 (1871).

' Duty of AttcrneyGeneral, 15 Op. Att.-Gen 475

(1878), cases; 1 Kent. 306; R. S. 558.

‘See Story, Agency. 551162, mo; 2 Kent, M: 1

Pan. Contr. 94; 8 Pick. 493.

‘ Commonwealth v. Hawkins, 5 K7 $1 ililfiii
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Attorney, warrant of. 'An instrument

authorizing an attorney-at-law to appear in

an action on behalf of the maker, or to con

fess a judgment against him.

The universal rule is to permit gentlemen of the bar

to appear in causes without first procuring a warrant

of attorney to appear.I

Frequently authorizes any attorney of a court of

record to confess a judgment against the maker. in

favor of a person named. It is generally under seal;

and it must be for a sum certain. A common use is

as a security in the hands of a creditor; it is then in

some places popularly called a "judgment-note.“

May recite an accompanying bond, stating the terms

upon which that was given; and be available only

upon a breach oi’ the condition in the bond —as, upon

a default in paying, money. in which event the cred

itor may procurea judgment at once without the

delay of a suit, and, after that, have execution, etc.

The form in general use also provides for the payment

of costs and an attorney’s commission out of the

maker's property; releases the right toclaim advan

tage from errors made in the proceedings: and waives

stay of execution and exemption of property from

levy and sale. The entry of one judgment exhausts

the authority; after that the warrant is merged into

the judgment-a higher species of security.‘ See

Coosovr-r; Comrssmox, 1. Judgment.

AUCTION.' A public sale of property to

the most favorable bidder.

A sale by consecutive bidding, intended to

realize the highest price by competition for

the article.4

Viihen the law requires a sale of property

to be made at public auction after due no

tice, it is for the purpose of inviting compe

tition among bidders, that the highest price

may be obtained.‘

Auctioneer. A person who conducts an

auction.

‘May refer to one who sells his own goods,

as well as one who sells the goods of another,

at public auction.“

Every person shall be deemed to be an auctioneer

whose business it is to oifer property at public sale to

the highest and best bidder-excepting judicial or

executive ofilcers and executors, administrators, and

guardians, acting in their oflicial capacity.’

An “ auction “ sale is a public competitive sale. The

person who conducts it is an “aucti0neer." It is part

of his engagement to invite and excite competition. and

 

1 Osborn v. United States Bank, 9 Wheat 880 0844).

' See 3 Bl. Com. 897.

' L. auctio, increase: augere, to increase.

‘[Bibler 1). Hoag, 1 W. & S. 553 (i8<il); Campbell 1:.

Swan. 48 Barb. H8 (1865).

‘Porter 1:. Graves, 10i U. S. 174 (1831), .\iiller, J.

' City of Goshen v. Kern. ii‘3ind.-173 11818). liowk, C. J.

' Revenue Act, 13 JulyI 1866: 14 St. L. 119.

to dispose of the property to the highest bidder. The

practice originated with the Romans, who gave it the

descriptive name of auctio. an increase. because the

property was sold to him who oflered the most for in

Military spoils were thus disposed of, the sales being

conducted sub haste. under a spear— stuck in the

ground (A modern popular phrase is “ under the

harnmen") Later came into use sale “by the can

dle "— while a candle burned one inch; and still later

“ Dutch auction “ — an otfer at a price above its value

with a gradual lowering until some person purchased

thearticle. In each method competition has been a

necessary element.1

There may be a sale to the lowest bidder. as when

land is sold for non-payment of taxes to any one who

will take it for the shortest term.

A price may be set under which no sale will be

permitted, provided public notice thereof be given

beforehand.

Parties may unite to purchase in good faith.‘

The conditions of sale should state whether or not

the sale is “without reserve“ and whether a right to

bid is also reserved. A material error in the descrip

tion of realty makes the sale voidable, q. 0. A default

ing purchaser may be made to pay a deficiency on a

resale, subject to the former conditions.‘ The auc

tioneer may not bid for himself nor by an agent. even

though he ofler a fair price: the reason being. the law

will not permit a test to be made between interest and

duty. Till a sale has been made he acts for the vendor;

after the sale. for some purposes. as, to take the case

out of the Statute of Frauds, he is agent for the buyer.‘

To exempt a sale of realty from the operation of that

statute he must write the buyer‘s name in the memo

randum of sale.‘ He has a special property in goods.

and a lien for costs and commissions. If the vendor

is undisclosed. he is liable as vendor. He is also liable

for the want of due care and skill.‘

He has all the liabilities of its ordinary agent. if

he sells goods "as auctioneer." without naming the

principal. he is liable as if selling for himself; and if

the title proves defective, independently of the doc

trine of implied warranty, he may be sued by the pur

chaser. as for money had and received. on the ground

that the consideration has failed!

See further Bib; Comm-mes; Commas, For whom‘;

Joanna; Sans. Public; VINDUI.

 

ICrandsll v. State. 28 Ohio St. 481-82 (1876). Alb

burn. J. '

_ ‘See Smull v. Jones, 1 W. & S. 186 (1841); Piatt v.

Oliver, 1 McLean, 801 (17); Kearney 0. Taylor, 15

How. 519 (1853); Smith v. Ullman, 58 Md. 189 (1882).

cases.

' Weast v. Derrick, 100 Pa. 509 (1882).

¢ Veazie v. Williams, 8 How. 151-56 (1850). cases. A]

to that statute, see 19 Cent. Law J. 247-49 (1884).

cases.

' Doty v. Wilder. 15 ill. 410 (1854), cases: 2 Kent. 540;

18 Am. Dee. 398-400, 08861

'3 Pure. Contr. l2.

" Seemuller I.-‘. Fuchs. 64 Md. ‘I17 (1%. cases; Edger

ton v. Michele. 66 \\’is. 199 (1896). cases Same cm

24 Am. Law Reg. 250, 260; lb. 268-66, cases
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AUDIJRE. L To hear. Compare OYEB.

Audi alteram partem. Hear the other

side— the accused, the defendant.

No man is to be condemned unheard.‘

nos. 1. Judicial.

Audita querela.

been heard.

An audita querela lies where a defendant,

against whom a judgment is recovered and

who is therefore in danger of execution, may

be relieved upon good matter of discharge

which has happened since the judgment: as

if the plaintifi has given him a general re

lease, or if the defendant has paid the debt

without procuring satisfaction to be entered

on the record. In these and like cases,

wherein the defendant has good matter to

plead, but has had no opportunity of plead

ing it, an audita querela lies, in the nature

of a bill in equity, for relief against the op

pression. The writ is directed to the court

below; states that the complaint of the de

fendant has been heard (audita querela de

fendentis): and, after setting out the matter

of the complaint, directs the court to call the

parties before it, and, having heard their al

icgations and proofs, to cause justice to be

done between them?

The writ was invented lost in any case there should

be an oppressive defect of justice, where a party who

has a good defense can not make it in the ordinary

forms of law. But the indulgence shown in granting

summary relief upon motion has rendered the writ

almost useless.‘

it is a judicial writ, founded upon a record, and di

rected to the court in which that record remains. it

has the usual incidents of a regular suit. It is not a

means for obtaining relief from negligence. The same

end is now very generally secured by a motion.‘ See

Homes, 2.

.AUDIT. Literally, he hea.rs; a hearing.

See AUDIBB.

1, v. To hear: to examine and adjust or

certify.‘

2, n. The act or proceeding of ofiicially

examining and allowing or certifying, or of

rejecting, a charge or account.

Auditor. One who hears: one who of

ficially examines and allows as proper and

________—._______——-————

Ii Cush. 948; 46 N. Y. iii); 41 NJ. HL669; 160. B. 416.

'8 Bl. Com. m

‘see Avery v. United States, 12Wall.$7T(1B70); 18

All 778: 59 Cal. 189; 24 Me. 304: Wild. 820; 10 Mass,

iO1'_ I‘! |‘d.H :1“ id. 13: 9 Johns. ‘El: 17 I'd. 454; 21

Barb. 485; 34 id. 5l5: 2 Hill. S. C., 29-3:12 Vt. 56: ‘J3 id.

3:4; 25 “L168; 42 id. 165: 18 Win. 571: 15 Am.Dec. 695.

Sectio

The complaint having

lawful, or rejects as unlawful, the items of

an account or accounts.

An oflicer of government whose duties are,

chiefly, to examine, verify, and approve or

reject, the accounts of those who have dis

bursed public moneys or furnished supplies.1

Termed auditor-general, State auditor,

county auditor, first auditor, etc. Corre

sponding in duties is the comptroller (q. 1:.)

of cities, States, and of the United States

treasury.2

The ohice of public auditor belongs to the adminis

trative department of government. Even where he

is empowered toact upon his official judgmenthis

functions are only quasi judicial.‘

“To audit" an account is to hear, exam

ine, adjust. pass upon and settle an account,

and then to allow it.4

‘‘‘To audit“ is to examine and adjust an

account or accounts. An “ auditor” is a

person authorized to examine an account or

accounts, compare the charges with the

vouchers, examine parties and witnesses, al

low or reject charges, and state a balance.6

Such is the meaning when it is directed that a board

of supervisors shall “audit and allow " the costs and

expenses of a hearing to remove a county ofiicer.'

in a statute providing that charges for making an

examination of an insurance company shall be pre

sented in an itemized bill, which shall be audited by

the comptroller, “sudit" means hear and examine.

pass upon and adjust. In such case also the word

plainly refers to a judicial investigation and decision

as to the merits of a claim.‘

An “ auditor“ is an agent or oflicer of the

court who examines and digests an account

for the decision of the court. He prepares

the materials on which a decree may be

made.‘I

He is an officer, either at law or in equity, assigned

to state the items of debt and credit between parties

and exhibit the balance.I

The term often designates an ofllcer whose duties

are properly those of a master.‘

Originally, an auditor was an ofiiccr of the

king, whose duty it was, at stated periods, to

 

‘ See R. S 5 M.

' See R. 8. ii 26843.

' State 11. Brown. 10 Oreg. 222 (1882)

4 Morris 1:. People, 8 Denlo, 891 (1846); 68 Ga. 53.

' People ex rel. Benedict v. Supervisors, 81 N. Y,

Supr. 419 (i881). Talcott, P. J.; Laws of 1874, ch. 3%.

' Matter of Murphy. 81 N. Y. Supr. 504 (1881),

Learned, P. J.

’ Field v. Holland, 6 Crunch. ‘ll (1810). Marshall, c_ J_

I Whitwell v. Willard. i Metc 218 (18401. Shaw, C. J.

' Biain v. Patterson. 48 N. B. 152 (1868), Bellows, J.
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examine the accounts of inferior oificers and

certify to their correctness. Later, the term

designated an oificer of the court of excheq

uer whose duty it was to take the accounts

of the receivers of the king's revenue and

“ audit and perfect ” them, without, however,

putting in any charges; his ofiice being merely

to audit the accounts, that is, to ascertain

their correctness. . . "To audit" is toex

amine, settle and adjust accounts—t0 verify

the accuracy of the statements or items

submitted.1

“here the items are numerous. the testimony ques

tionable, and the accounts complicated, a court may

make a general reference, with direction to state spe

cifically such matters as either party may require or

as the auditor may deem necessary.’ See at end of

Accorrrrr, 1.

Auditors are called in by the courts to hear matters

of detail which a court has not time to hear, and to in

form the conscience of the court as to facts which are

essential to be known before a particular decree or

judgment can, be pronounced.‘

They are appointed to audit the accounts of as

signees in insolvency, of trustees to sell realty, of

executors, of administrators, of guardians,— when

excepted to, or where distribution is to be made of a

balance among rival claimants: also, to report upon

the expediency of selling or mortgaging the realty of

(in-mients; as to incumbrances aflecting the interests

of partitioners; sometimes, to report the facts, where

a petition has been taken pro con/new but an account

showing a balance against the respondent is essential;

to examine the accounts of public officers; also, as to

the satisfaction of judgments, as to the distribution of

the proceeds of forfeited recognimnces, of the pro

ceeds of sales. etc. Or, a court may itself sit as a

“court of audit,“ as, an orphans‘ or surrogate‘s court,

in which at regular intervals large numbers of ac

counts are presented for approval.

Where the claimants to a fund are numerous the

auditor is required to give public notice of the time

and place of holding hearings. His specific duties

may be defined in the order of his appointment; but

statutes provide for his issuing subpoenas, for admin

istering oaths and afilrmations. and for procuring the

auachment of contumacious witnesses. He reports

the facts, not the testimony, and a schedule by which

the fund may be distributed according to law. His

rulings and recommendations are reviewable by the

court upo'n exception filed by any aggrieved party.

ii» is called upon to admit or reject items of costs,

wages, rents, commissions. secured and unsecured

claims. etc. In every case the statutes, decisions,

rules and practice of the particular jurisdiction should

be consulted. Compare Dlasrsn, 4.

AUDITA. See AUDIRE. Audits, etc.

 

1 People 0. Green, 5 Daly, 200 (1674), Daly, C. J. Bee

4 Coke, Inst. 107.

' Field n. Holland, supra.
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AULA. L. A hall, or palace.

A1113 regia or regis. The royal hall, or

the king's hall.

A court established by the Conqueror, to

advise the king in matters of great moment.

It was composed of the king’s great oflicers

resident in his palace: the lords high con

stable, steward, treasurer, the lord chancel

lor, and others. These were assisted by

persons learned in the laws—the king's jus

ticiars or justices, and by the greater barons

of parliament. Over all whom presided the

chief justiciar.

Here will be noted the change in the meaning of the

word "court" from royal household to tribunal of

justice.

The court followed the king's household in all hil

expeditlons. That being burdensome to litigants it

was ordained by lliagna Charta that the court should

be held in some certain place - Westminster Hall.

In the reign of Edward I the court was subdivided

into four distinct tribunals: chancery, king's bench,

exchequer, and common pleaa—the last being in a

special sense the successor of the original aula regia.I

See Cnancanwn, l.

AUNT. See Ancrsroa; Consaxommrv.

AUTER. See AUTRE.

AUTHEN'.l.'IC.2 In legal parlance, duly

vested with all formalities and legally at

tested.‘

Authentication. Ofiicial, legal attesta

tion to a thing done: as, of a cop_v made of

an act of legislation, or of the record in a

court or other public ofiice.

There does not appear to be any necessary or in

herent meaning in the word “authenticated " as used

in the act of June 19, 1876, amending Rev. St., 55271,

which relates to extraditions and requires the authen

tication to be in writing. Authentication in regard to

original papers may be made by oral proof. A wit

ness may swear to the verity and identity of the origi

nal, and that it would be received in the tribunals of

the foreign country as evidence of the criminality of

the accused. But when copia are offered they must

be authenticated according to the law of the foreign

count.ry—for which the certificate of the principal

ofllcer of the United States is absolute proof.‘ See

Furs. Full, etc.; Law, Foreign.

A'U'.[‘HO]Ei..5 Within the meaning of the

copyright law one who, by his own intellect

ual labor applied to the materials of his com
 

'8 Bl. Com. 37-40; 8 Steph. Com. 307-too.

IL. authenticm. written with one's own hand;

original.

",Down1ng v. Brown, 8 C01. 590 (1877): Webster.

‘Re Fowler, 18 Blatch. 436 (1880), Blatchford. J

a. c. 4 F. R. 811. See 1 Greenl. Ev. I 484; 1 Wham

Ev. 5 700.

' Miller's Appeal, 80 Pa 490 (1868), Woodward, J, ' L ouctor, an originator: wagon, to incren--v
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I

position, produces an arrangement or compi

lation new in itse-11.1

See generally Cornuorr; Hmronv; Lmm, 8; Lur

nunv: hhsosomrr; l’no1‘ooa.u>n: Rm,8; Scnnros.

AUTHORITY. 1. Power—delegated to

an agent or exercised by virtue of an ofiice,

trust, or privilege.

Executive authority. Power vested in

the President of the United States, or in the

governor of a State; also, either of those

oflicials himself considered in his political

capacity, as opposed to the judicial and leg

islative branches of government.‘ Judicial

authority. Ofiicial power in a court or

judge. Legislative authority. Power

conferred upon a legislative body.

Express authority. Power stated in

terms more or less explicit. Implied au

thority. Such authority as is or is to be in

ferred from circumstances.

General authority. Power extending

to all acts of a certain nature. Special

authority. Authority confined to a single

act or transaction.

Limited authority. Power restricted

by instructions more or less precise. Unlim

ited authority. Authority not defined by

words or instructions.

Naked authority. Power exercised by

an agent solely for the benefit of the princi

pal. Authority coupled with an in

terest. Power given for value to the agent,

or as part of a security.

See further Aossr; Dsnsosros; Ismm, 2; Coup

led, etc; Pumas; also, Arnnaxr; Conroun; Law

rrn.; Powxn, 1; RATIFICATXON.

2. The hindingforce of a constitution,

treaty, statute, or ordinance.

Constituted authorities. Ofiicers of

government appointed under a constitution.

Constituting authorities. The persons

who appoint the former as their servants or

agents.

3. Whatever is relied upon as declaring

the law: (1) a constitution, treaty, statute,

adjudication; (2) a text-book or treatise ex

planatory of organic, statute, or case law.

Compare OPINION, 8; PREGEDRNT.

AUTHORIZE. To confer power upon;

to invest with lawful authority, q. v.

 

1 [Atwfll v. Ferrett, 2 Blatch. -I6 (1846), Betta, J. See

also 2 Kent-. 378-74. 888; B. S. 5 4952, cases.

1 Sec Oommonwmlth 1:. Hall, 9 Gray, $748 (1867),

Wow, 0. J.

A govemment contract to be " authorized by law "

must he made in pursuance of expre authority

given by statute or of authority necessarily lnferahlo

from some duty imposed upon, or from some power

given to. the person assuming the contract.1

AUTRE. F. Another. Also spelled autor.

Autre action pendant. Another action

pending. SeePEND.

Autre droit. Another‘s right. See fur

ther Dnorr.

Autre vie. Another's life. See V111.

AUTREFOIS. F. Another time; for

merly.

Autrefois acquit Formerly acquitted.

Autrefois convict. Formerly convicted.

Pleas in bar of a second indictment for an

oflense of which the accused has already

been acquitted or convicted. See further

ACQUITTAL; Coxwcnos, Former.

AUXILIARY. SeeA.NClLLABY;EQU‘l‘l'Y.

AVA.l'.'|h.I To be of use or advantage; to

answer the purpose; to have strength, force,

or efficacy sufficient to the end:' as, in

saying that a defense, a plea, or evidence

will or will not avail the party.

Available. Suitable to the purpose: as,

an available defense or plea; also, admitting

of early conversion into ready money.

“ Available means “ are anything which can readily

be converted Into money; all that class of securities

known in the mercantile um-ld as representatives of

value easily convertible mm money; not necessarily,

nor primarily, money itself.‘

Avails. Profits, proceeds, funds.‘

AVER. See Avannsnr.

AVERAGE.6 Proportional payment:

contribution to a loss or expense incurred at

sea for the general benefit of several persons

or several interests.

In its simple generic sense a lou, injury,

or deduction not amounting to a total loss.7

General or gross average. That con

tribution to a loss or expense voluntarily in

curred for the preservation of the whole, in

 

1 Fifteen Per Cent. Contracts. 15 Op. A.-G. 286 (1877).

' F. avaloir. to be of use: L valers, to be strong.

' [Webster‘s Dlct

‘ Brigham v. Tllllnghast, 18 N. Y. 218-19 (1855).

‘See 100 Mass.‘.’88; 12 F. R. 871: 2 Bl. Com. 60.

‘ L. aucragium: averia, cattle. Service a tenant

owes his lord by horse, ox, or carriage therewith.

Blount‘s Law Dlct. <lt'»91). It meant use of horses, can

rlage, payment for carriage: hence, payment proper

tlonal —ta horses employed. goods lost at sea, etc..

Skeet.

’ [Bu-gett v. orlem ins. Co., 8 Bmw. 8% (1858;

(7)
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which all who are concerned in the ship.

freight, and cargo are to hear an equal part

proportionable to their respective interests.1

Particular average. The damage or loss,

short of total, falling directly upon particular

articles of property.1

The liability or claim upon such articles from loss

or damage to something else is " general" lwerage.I

The rule as to general average is derived from the

Rhodian law as adopted in the Roman jurisprudence.

The Digest states the rule thus: it goods are thrown

overboard to lighten a ship, the ion incurred for the

sake of all shall be made good by the contribution of

all. The case of jettison was used to illustrate the

general principle. Now, as then, ship and cargo must

have been placed in a common imminent peril; there

must have been a voluntary sacrifice of property to

avert that peril: and, by the sacrifice. the safety of the

other property must have been successfully attained.I

The principle is that “ what is given for the general

beneiit of all shall be made good by the contribution

of all." General average is that contribution which is

made by all who are parties to the same adventure

toward a loss arising out of extraordinary sacrifices

made. or extraordinary expenses incurred, by some of

them for the common benefit oi’ ship and cargo. The

loss must be of an extraordinary nature, advisedly in

curred, under circumstances of imminent danger, for

the common benefit ol ship and cargo: and it must

have aided in the accomplishment of that purpose.‘

Where the interests are temporarily separated, as

by unloading the cargo to repair the vemel, and the

expectation of resuming the voyage, from unioreseen

circumstances, is not realized, as, for example, inabil

ity to make the vessel seaworthy, all the expense of

protecting the different interests meanwhile is charge

able to general average.‘

Passengers‘ baggage in daily use does not contribute

to general average.‘

AVER.l!iEIl‘1'T.7 A positive statement of

the truth of a fact; a formal allegation in

pleading.

Aver. To assert for the truth; to state in

positive terms; to allege formally.

Averments are spoken of as “ aflirrnative ”

and “ negative,” as “general " and “ particu

lar” or “ specific,” as " material" and " im

material," as “ unnecessary," “ impertinent,"

etc., with substantially the same meaning as

are “ allegations." See ALLEGATION.

 

1 Padeiford r. Boardman, 4 Mass. 549 (188).

'Bargett v. Orient Ina 00., ante.

'Oolumbiun ins. Co. v. Ashby. l8 Pet. 887-418 (1839),

Btory, J.

‘ llicAndrews v. Thatcher, 8 Wall. 370, 876 (1865), Clif

ford, J. See also 8 Kent. 235.

An averment in a declaration is a direct

and positive allegation of fact, made in a

manner capable of being traversed. It in

cludes the idea of an aflirmation to be made

out by inference and induction.1

"The use in pleading of an averrnent is to ascertain

that to the court which is generally or doubtfully ex

pressed; so that the court may not be perplexed of

whom, or of what, it ought to be understood; and

to add matter to the plea to make doubtful things

clear "—as, an averment in an action of slander.‘

There is no particular form of words in use. The

important matter is that each substantial fact be so

averred as to be susceptible of a simple admission or

denial. Bee Vsurrv.

AVOCATION. See Busnvsss; EMPLOY

MENT; Tuna.

AVOID.‘ 1. To cause to or become

empty: to render useless or void; to make

inoperative or of no effect; to nullify. Op

posed, ajfirm, confirm.

Avoidance. Setting aside; nullifying;

rendering of no eiiectJ Compare Vom.

Some authorities assert thatan infant's deed cannot

be avoided except by an act equally solemn with

the deed itself; some that it cannot be done by any

thing short of an entry; others that it may be done

simply by another deed delivered to a diflerent

grantee. All agree, however, that acts which would

be insufllcieut to avoid such a deed may amount to

an aflir-mance,' q. u.

2. In pleading, to repel the consequence or

inference which would logically follow a

failure to deny the truth of an averment.

More fully, to “ confess and avoid."

Matter of avoidance. New matter

which admits the declaration to be true, but

shows, either that the defendant was never

liable to the recovery claimed against him or

that he has never been discharged from his

original liability by something supervenient.‘

See further CONFESSION, 1.

AVOIRDUPOIS. See Ton.

AVOWJ 1. To declare openly: to ac

knowledge and justify an act; opposed to

disavow.

2. To make an avowry.

Avowant. He who makes an avowry.

Avowry. Upon an action of replevin be

ing brought and a declaration delivered, the

 

I Laughlin v. Flood, 3 Muni. 262 (l8ll).

I Van Vechten v. Hopkins, 5 Johns. 219 (M19).

' iii. Eng. avoiden, to make empty, put out of the way.

‘See 2 Bl. Corn. 808.l The Joseph Farwell. 81 F. R. 814 (1887), Toulmin, J.

' Heye v. North German Lloyd. 83 F. R 66 (1837),

cases, Brown. J.

' F. averer. to nflirm as true: L ed, to; verum, truth.

' Irvine u. lrvine, 9 Wall. 6:27-28(1&i9), Strung, J.

' Gould, Plead. 34, i3; 31 Conn. l77.

' L. ad-vovcrs, to vow to: ad-vooara
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distrainor, as defendant, makes "avowry,"

that is. he avows taking the distress in his

own right or in the right of his wife, and sets

forth the reason for it, as for rent-arrear,

damage done, or other cause.1

If he Justiflee in another‘s right as his hallifl or

servant, he is said to make "c0gnlz.anee."I Bee

Cooznzascl, 1.

AV'UIihSIOlN'.I Alluvion or dereliction

of land which is sudden and considerable.

An, where the course of a river is changed by a

violent flood and thereby a man loses his ground; in

which case he has, as his recompense. what the river

has left in another place.‘ See further Amnvron.

AW'A.RDnl 1, v. (1) To allow by judicial

determination: as, for a court to award a

writ of habeaa corpus or other process.

(2) To adjudge as due; to allow; to find:

as, for a jury or viewers to award damages,

for arbitrators to award a claim.

2. n. The decision of aboard of arbitrators;

the finding of a referee; also, the writing

which embodies such determination.

An award is the judgment of the arbitra

tor upon the matters submitted.‘

No award. A plea to an action on an ar

bitration bond, that no legal award was made.

A valid award is equivalent to a judgment on a ver

dict. Feudal law did not permit a right in realty to

pose by a mere award— lest an alienation should be

made colluaively without the consent of the superior.

A party who disobeys an award is punishable as

for contempt of court. unless the award be set aside

for corrupuon or other misbehavior in the arbitrators.‘

An award is an act of the parties performed through

their agents. and assented to in advance!

it can be impeached only for corruption, pnrtiality,

or gross misbehavior in the arbitrators. or for some

palpable mistake as to the law or the facts. If so

uncertain that it cannot be enforced, it is void.‘

At common law it must be not only certain but

final. disposing wholly of the controversy which prop

erly forms the subject of the reference; otherwise it

cannot be enforced.’

 

' 8 Bl. Com. 150; 21 N. J. L. 49.

' L. avulrio: aveilere, to tear away.

'2 Bl. Com. ‘ ; 8 Waahb. R P. 452.

' lid. Eng. awarden: F. uwardier, to examine,

udge: murder. to take heed, keep. A thing for the

parties to obs-erve.— Skeat; Spel.Gloss.

' Halnon e. Balnon, 55 Vt. 822 (1888). Royce, C. J.

' 8 Bl Com. lflhlb.

' Babb v. Stromberg, 14 Pa. 899 (1850), Gibson, C. J.

' Herrick 1: Blair, 1 Johns. Ch. WI (1814), Kent, J.; 2

ii 561; FI‘I'Ch1II‘ v. Adams, 11 Cush. 550 (18.38); Per

tlnl v. Gile-, 53 Barb. H6 (1869); Russell 21. Smith. 87

M. 466. 4” fl”).

‘Connor 11. Simpson. 101 Pa. 448 (1888); Morse. Arb.,

um

Before a court of review every presumption will be

made in favor of the validity of an award, unless fla

grant error appears upon the face of the record itself.I

See further Amps; ARBITRATION.

AWAY. See ABSENT; CARRY, L

Away-going. See Caor.

B.

B. Referring to a page or note, see A, 1.

In colonial times was imprinted with indelible ink

upon the cheek of a person convicted of burglary.I

As an abbreviation, usually denotes bach

elor, bail. bankruptcy, baron, bench, bill,

bond, book:

B. B. Bail bond. See 0. C. et B. B.

B. C. Bail court; bankruptcy cases.

B. E. Baron of the court of exchequer.

See BARON, 3. "._

B. F. Bonum factum, a proper thing.

Formerly was indorsed upon the paper containing

a decree, signifying that it was " approved."

B. R. Bancus regis, king's bench; bank

ruptcy reports; Bill of Rights.

B. S. Bamms superior, upper bench.

BABY ACT. A term of reproach origi

nally applied to the disability of infancy

when pleaded by an adult in bar of recovery

upon a contract made while he was under

age, but extended to any plea of the statute

of limitations.

BACHELOR OF LAWS. See Daoaaa.

BACK. To indorse. sign: as, to back a

process or writ.

The warrant of a justice of the peace in one county

must be backed, that is. signed. by a Justice in another

county. before it can be executed there. This practice

prevailed for a long period prior to authorization by

statute.‘

Under extradition treaties, an ofllcer of govern

ment, usunlly the secretary of state, may indorse or

back a warrant of arrest.

BACK-G-AMMON. See GAME, 2.

BACK-WATER. See MILL, 1; TAKE, 8.

BAD. 1. When applied to “character,”

the jury must say whether want of chastity

or of honesty was imputed.‘

The charge of incontinency involved in the words

“ she is a bad. a loose. character." may be sufiiciently

averred by an innuendo without a colloquium. Such

words of themselves impute incontinency. Whether

 

I Wilcox v. Payne, 58 Pa. 157 (i878).

' Jones 0. Robbins, 8 Gray. 848 (1867), Shaw. 0. J.

'4 Bl. Com. 291.

‘ Rlddell v. Thayer, 127 Mass. 490 (1879); Kedroit

' vansky o. Niebaum. 70 Cal. 218-19 (1886), case;
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or not the charge is true the jury must decide.I See

Csnucrsa; Susana.

2. In pleading-materially defective; ill;

not good: as, a bad plea, bad pleading. a

bad count. Compare ILL, 2; WELL, 2.

When evidence has not been given on a bad count,

e general verdict will be entered on such of the good

counts as are supported by proof.‘ See Usus, Utile

per inutile, etc.

3. False, faulty: as, bad grammar, q. v.

Bad.faith. See FAITH. Compare MALUS.

BADGE. 1. A mark or device worn by

an oflicer of the peace for purposes of iden

tification and perhaps of notification.

On demand, is ordinarily to be shown as evidence

of authority to make an arrest.

2. Evidence of character.

A badge of fraud is a fact tendingto throw suspi

cion upon a transaction, and calling for explanation; '

es, possession of personalty by the alleged vendor.‘

See POSSESSION, Fraudulent.

“The provisions in the deed of assignment are at

most but badges of fraud, susceptible of explanation,

like all indicia, and may or may not be evidence of

fraudulent intent." '

BADGER. To poster or worry; as, to

badger a witness.6 Compare BROWBEAT.

Originally, to follow up or pursue with eagerness,

es the badger is hunted. See EXAMINATION. 9.

BAG. The sack, satchel, reticule or other

like receptacle in which lawyers carry briefs

and papers for use during the preparation,

trial, hearing, or argument of cases, was

formerly called, from the prevailing color of

the material, the “ green bag.”

in the theatrical performances of Queen Carolina's

time the lawyer is represented with a green bag in his

hand; and such is the reference in the literature of

Queen Anne's time; and, until a recent date, green

bags were commonly carried by the majority of legal

practitioners. The king's counselors, queen's coun

selors. the chancery lawyers, and the leaders of the

common bar, were honored with the privilege of car

rying red, purple, or blue bags. Indeed. the green

bag wssso uniformly associated with the profession

in the reign of Anne that “ to say that a man intended

to carry a green bag was the same as saying that he

meant to adopt the law as a profession.“ '

in the time of Charles ll angry clients were no

customed to revile lawyers as " green-bag carriers.“ '

As to petty hag office. see H.uuraa; Prrrr.

I Vanderlip v. Roe, :38 Pa. 64 (1864).

' Heideman 1;. Martin, 10 Pa. 372 (1849); Chalfey 0.

United States, 116 U. S. 442 (1886); ib. 427.

I Bump, Fraud. Convey. 81.

‘Ni U. S. 229; 1 Pars. Contr. 529.

‘Burr o. Clement, 9 Col. 11 (1B85L

° [Webster's Diet

'6 Alb. Law J. 225 (1872).

' Wycherly. Plain Dealer.

BAGATELLE. See Gm, 2.

BAGG-AGE. 1. Whatever a passenger

takes with him for his personal use or con

venience, according to the habits or wants of

the particular class to which he belongs,

either with reference to the immediate neces

sities or to the ultimate purpose of the jour

ney.I

A contract to carry a person implies an un

dertaking to transport such a limited quan

tity of articles as are ordinarily taken by

travelers for ‘their personal use and conven

ience, the quantity depending upon the sta

tion of the party, the object and length of

the journey, and other circumstances?

To the extent that the articles carried by a passen

ger for his personal use exceed in quantity and value

such as are usually carried by passengers of like sta

tion, pursuing like journeys, they are not baggage for

which the carrier, by general law, is responsible as in

surer. in cases of abuse by the passenger of the priv

ilege which the law gives him, the carrier secures such

exemption from responsibility‘, not, however, because

the passenger, uninquired of, failed to disclose the

character and value of the articles carried, but be

cause the articles themselves, in excess of the amount

usually or ordinarily carried, under like circum

stances would not constitute baggage within the

meaning of the law.

In the case (Fraloffs, infra) in which the doctrine

foregoing was enunciated. 275 yards of laces, alleged

to be of the value of $75,000, and found by a jury to be

worth $10,000, were held to constitute put of the wear

ing apparel of the defendant in error — a wealthy Rus

sian. They were adapted to and exclusively designed

for personal use, according to her convenience, com

fort, or tastes, during an extended journey. upon

which she had entered. They were not merchandise,

and there was no evidence that they were intended for

sale or for purposes of business. it was further de

cided that whether the laces were such articles in

quantity or value as passengers of like station and

under like circumstances ordinarily carry for their

personal use, and to subserve their convenience, grati

fication, or comfort while traveling, was not a ques

tion for the jury, under instruction from the court.

but for the court itself as a matter of law.‘

The liability of the carrier attaches when the prop

erty, as baggage, passes into his hands with his con
 

lMacrow v. Great Western Ry. Co.. L. R, 6 Q. B.

'62: (1671), Cockburn, C. -1. See also Jordan 1:. Rail

way Co., 5 Cusb. 72 (1849); Connolly o. Warren. 106

Mass. 148 (1870); 6 Hill, 586.

' Hannibal, &c. R. Co. v. Swift-.12 Wall. 274, £'T8(1S1'0),

Field, J.

' N. Y. Central, &c. R. Co. v. Fralofl, 100 U. 8. 29-30

(1879), Harlan, J.; Waite, C. J., Clifford, Hunt, Swayne,

and Bradley, JJ., concurring; Field, Miller, and Strong,

JJ.. dissenting. See also Hsines v. Chicago, &:c. R

Co . 229 Minn. 161 (1582); Ieaacson o. N. Y. Central, £12.

8. 00., 94 N. Y. 288 (1864).
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sent. He may refuse to receive property not properly

mzzuge. but if he receives it knowingly. and no decep

u'-in has been practiced upon him. he must carry it

lafely.|

The fare paid by a passenger includes the trans

pmtation of his baggage. The carrier has a lien there

for. and may detain the baggage until payment is

made 1

The term has been held to include—a watch,‘ jew

elry.‘ an opera glass.‘ surgical instruments.‘ a gun, a

[~9t0l.' a mechanida tools.I manuscript.‘ books; " but

not, samples of merchandise," except when the our

rie:-. being made aware of the contents of packagea,

taken them as baggage; " nor gold ornaments for

presents; " nor money, except as to such limited

amount as may be necessary for personal use.H

The possession of a baggage check by a passenger

b evidence of the receipt of his baggage."

Baggage is to be removed within a reasonable time

after arrivn.l. else the carrier may store the articles,

charge reasonable rates for such service. and. in case

of theft. loss. or deatruction. be liable only as a were

houlcman." q. 0. See also Canaxnn.

2. As to the baggage of guests in hotels,

see 1s.vxnxrrm.

BAIL." l. v. To deliver personalty to

another as a bailment, q. 1:.

2, v. To deliver a defendant to sureties

who give security for his appearance in court

at the return of the writ."

n. One or more of such sureties themselves.

A delivery or bailment of a person to his

sureties. upon their giving (together with

 

1 Hannibal. &c. R. 00. 1:. Swift, ante; Strouee o.

Wabash. &c. B. 00., 17 F. R. 209 (1888). Left with rall

way porter. Bunch 0. Great Western By. 00., L. R. 17

Q E D. 215 (1886): 2 Law Quart Rev. 469-79 (1886).

case. See generally 18 Cent. Law .1. 421434 (1884),

once;

' Roberta v. Koehler. 8) F. R. N (1887). case; can

centre. ‘5 Am. Law Reg. 296-93 (1887).

I Jonee v. Voorheea. 10 Ohio. 1&5 (1840); Clark v.

Bunaa. 118 Haas. 277 (1875). cases.

' McGill n. Rowan. 8 Pa 458 (1816).

‘Toledo. &c. B. 00. 1:. Hammond. 88 Ind. I79 (1870).

' Hannibal. to. R 00. 1:. Swift. 12 Wall. 270 (1870).

' Chicago. &c. R. Co. 1:. Collins. 66 I11. 217 (1870).

' Porter 1'. Hildebrand. 13 Pa. 188 (1850).

' Hopkins v. Westcott, 6 Blatch. 69 (1868).

" Doyle v. Klcer. 6 Ind. 242 (1866).

" Stimson v. Conn. Riv. B. CO.. H liassfl-111867). canes.

" Hocger v. Chicago. &c. R. Co.. 83 Wis. 100(1885).

"The ionic. 5 Blatch. 58B(1F67); 4 Boew. 2'25.

“ Pfiater 11. Central Pacific R. Co.. 70 Cal. 178 (1880);

I1 Conn. El; 25 Ga. 61; 22 I11. 278; 83 id. 219;56 id.2'.’l3;

BM 60; 98 Mass. 8’T5;41b1is.671:44 N. H. M;

I Wend. 85: % £11159; 6 Hill. 586: SON. Y. 594; 16Pa. El.

‘'6 Col. 3iT; Redf Car. 71, 73.

in Set. gene’-ally McCafl'rey 1:. Canadian Pacific R. 00..

.1 Am [Aw Beg, 175-00(188ll). cam

n F Miller‘ go deliver. tree trom.

um Bl. Com 29"

\
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himself as principal) sufficient security for

his appearance; he being supposed to con

tinue in their friendly custody, instead of

going to jail.l

The sureties undertake to surrender the defendant

when he is called upon to answer the charge.‘

Bailable. Admitting of bail; allowing or

providing for release upon bail: as, a bail

able -- otfense, action, process.

Bail-bond. The obligation‘ entered into

by the surety.

Takes the place of the body of the defendant. and

is forfeited by his non-appearance according to the

stipulation. It is not receivable under final process.

The sheriff. constable. or murshal. as the case may be.

is the obligee-. in which respect the obligation diflen

from a recognizance. q. 1;. The plaintitf sues on the

instrument as assignee of the omcer to whom it was

originally given. and. perhaps, by a writ of coin

facias) See 0. 0. I1‘ B. B.

Bail-piece. A certificate from the record

in a case that one or more persons named be

came bail in a certain sum of money.

Not in the nature of process; merely a record or

memorial of the delivery of the principal to his bail,

on security given.‘

Originally written on a small piece of parchment '

A surety may use this certificate as a warrant of

arrest. uud, by virtue thereof. deliver the principal

over to an ofllcer for confinement. See Once. Ex

eneretur. '

Following are the common species of bail:

Bail above, or bail to the action. Sure

ties who jointly and severally undertake that

if their principal, the defendant in an action,

is “ condemned," he will either pay the judg

ment or give himself up for imprisonment.

or else that they will satisfy the judgment.

Bail below, or appearance bail. Suretiee

who stipulate that a defendant will appear in

court on the day named in the writ.6

Bail absolute. A person or persons who

obligate themselves, usually to the State or

Commomvealth, to pay a specified sum of

money, in the event of another person (the

principal) failing to account, in due form of

law, for money entrusted to him as adminis

trator, guardian, assignee, or other trustee.

Common or straw bail. One or more

fictitious sureties whose names are entered

as bail for matter of form. and who stipulate

I 1 Bl. Com. 297; 20 N. H. 161.

' Ramey 1:. Commonwealth. B11 Ky. 53% (1586).

' See 3 Bl. Com. 290.

‘ Nicolle u. lngeraoll. 7 John '15! (1810)

'11 BI (‘om. 291.

‘ll! Ill. Com. 291.
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that :1 defendant will appear.

Real. substantial bondsmen.

“ Common “ or “ straw " bail are universal sure

ties - John Doe and Richard Roe. or other imaginary

persons returned by the sheriilf -— standing pledges, for

the purpose intended. They originally answered for

the piaintifl in case he was amerced (q. v.) for making

A false accusation.l See further Dos; Sraaw.

“ Special “ bail may be required, by order of court

in such cases as are particularly grievous. or when it

is necessary thata defendant should be kept within

the jurisdiction. Originally introduced to mitigate

the hardships incidentto imprisonment.‘

“ All persons shall be Bailable by sufllcient Surefles,

unless for Capital Oflenses. where the proof is evident

or the presumption great." This provision. quoted

from the Great Law ' of the Province of Pennsylvania.

enacted in 1682. is also found in the constitutions of

all the States. See EVIDINT.

Ball is taken by committing magistrates. by judges

and commissioners of the courts. by clerks of some

courts. and by other persons. as provided by statutes;

but not. generally speaking. by justices of the peace

on charges of homicide and certain other of the more

heinous felonies, nor in charges of contempt of a court

or of contempt of a legislature by a member thereof.‘

“ Excessive bail shall not be required.“ ' What is

“ excessive " is for the court alone to determine. See

Excnssws.

Ball is not required of a municipal corporation; nor,

as a mle,of persons in a fiduciary relation, sued as such.

A surety must generally be a freeholder to some

amount. subject to process, and able to make a c0h~

tract and to pay the amount of the bond. Ordinarily.

common bail suffices from a defendant who is a free

holder. A non-resident plaintiif may have to furnish

bail for the probable costs in his action.

The principal is regarded as delivered to his sureties

as jailers of his own choosing. Their dominion is a

continuance of the original imprisonment. Whenever

they choose they may seize and deliver him up, in

their own discharge; and, untiithis can be eifected.

they may imprison him. 111' this action they may be

represented by an agent. They may pursue him into

another State; they may arrest him on the Sabbath;

and. if necessary. they may break and enter his house

to arrest him. Being like a re-arrest by a sheriff of

an escaping prisoner, they need no process. Their

rights are alike in civil and criminal cases.

With the sureties there is an implied engagement

by the principal that he will not leave the jurisdiction;

and by the plaintiff, that he willdo nothing to increase

their risk or to aflfect their re-medy.' See Jens.

See also Bum; Comnsstossa; Dsrosrr. In lieu. etc.;

Irounssoa; JUSTIFICATION, 2; Msmrsssoa; Pssu.-i-Y;

Pan-rscr; Soasrr.

Special bail.

 

I [8 Bl. Com. 274, $7, 200, 291. 295.]

' See 8 Bl. Com. 2%, 287.

' Chapter LII: Linn. 120. See Wash. Law Rev.,

Oct. 25. Nov. 1,15. i882.

‘See generally ‘:0 Cent. Law J. 464456 (1585). cases.

IConstitution. Amd. Art. VIII. 4 Bl. Com.

'8ee'1‘sylor u. Taintor, 16 Wall. 871 (1872). Swayne. J.;

'3
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BAILEE. See Bsmmssr.

BAILI1!"F.l Originally, one put in charge

of something.

An ofllcer concerned in the administration

of justice in a certain province.2

1. A servant, in a superior, ministerial

capacity.‘

A private person who has the custody and

care of another’s property.

He is liable to an action of account-render.‘

2. An attetidant who preserves order in

and about the room where court is being

held; a tipstail, q. 1:.

8. A sl1eriii“s officer or deputy.

Also called a bound or special bailifl.

The due execution of his duties is secured by an

obligation with sureties.l

BAILIWICK.6 A word, introduced by

the Normans, and equivalent to “county."

The liberty, province, or jurisdiction of a

sheriff.1 Compare Pnscmcr.

BAlLl!lIE1\TT.8 A delivery of goods in

trust, upon a contract, expressed or implied,

that the trust shall be faithfully executed on

the part of the bailee.'

A delivery of goods in trust upon a con

tract, expressed or implied, that the trust

shall be duly executed, and the goods re

stored by the bailee as soon as the purpose of

the bailment shall be answered."

A delivery of a thing in trust for some

special object or purpose, and upon a con

tract, expressed or implied, to conform tothe

object or purpose of the trust.H

When the identical thing delivered, though in an

altered form. is to be restored. the contract is a “ bail

ment,“ and the title to the property is not changed.

But when there is no obligation to restore the specific

article. and the receiver is at liberty to return another

 

Beesev. United Suma.9 id. 21 (i889), Field. J.; a Bi '

Oom. 290-92. As to rights of sureties generally. use

1 Kans. Law J. 211-14 (1885). cases.

1The -1‘! is from the A. 5. rows. ofilcer. steward.

i Bl. Com. 116. O. F. bailler.to keep in custody.

Slteat. See BAIL, 2; Rnxvs.

ICoke. List. 168 b.

'1 Bl. Com. ~i27.

‘See Coke. Litt.172 a; 4 Watts. 48; Ga 161. 44

Barb. 458; iStory. Eq. 5446.

'1 Bl. Com. 345.

' F. baillie. government; baille-r, to have custody oi.

A. B. mic. dwelling. station. jurisdiction.

'1 Bl. Com. 341; 2 id. 87.

' F. bailler. to deliver.

' 2 Bl. Com. 451. 895.

" 2 Kent, 559.

H Story. Bailm. ‘ 9; Watson 0. State. 70 AIL 1408!:
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thing of equal value, the title to the property being

changed, the contract is a "sale," ' q. o.

Bail, v. To deliver a thing to a person

upon his engaging to do something to or with

it. and then either to return or to account

for it. .

Bailee. He who thus receives a thing

bailed. Bailor. He who thus delivers a

thing as bailed.

The purpose of the law of bailments is to ascertain.

whenever the loss oi.’ or injury to a thing occurs, to

what degree of care the belies was bound and of what

degree of negligence he has been guilty.‘

Three kinds oi’ bailments are recognized: That in

which thetrust is for the beneflt—ot the bailor, of the

bailce. or of both ballor and bailee. In cases of the

first kind. at least alight care is required; in cases of

the second kind. great care; in cases of the third kind,

ordinary care. The absence of the required degree of

are constitutes negligence, for which the ballee is

ruponsihle.‘

Sir William Jones, following the civil law, proposed,

in 1790, this division: Depoailum, gratuitous custody;

depoat. q. u. Handatum, gratuitous feasance; man

date, q. 11. Aooommodatum (q. v.), or commodatum,

loan for use without pay; accommodation. Pigmu,

pledge, q. o. Locatio, or iooutum, hiring,‘ q. 1:. See

also Loax, l.

Each party has a qualified property (q. e.)i.n the

subject of the bailment and may maintain an action

with respect to it‘

Presumably. the bailor is entitled to the thing. The

bailee is to do what the principal directed—restore

the article or account to him for it. lie “accounts “

when he yields to the paramount right of immediato

poeuaion in a third person who is toundto be the

true owner.‘

See also Cans; Cnamsa; lanvxssrss; Lnacaw;

Ru, Perit.1 etc.

BAIT. 1. To feed: to allure a dumb ani

mal, by scented food, from the premises of

its owner or from the highway.

The owner of an animal injured in this way may

maintain an action upon the case for damages.

2. To attack with violence; to harass: as,

to bait a bull with dogs.’

lualiory u. Willis, 4 N. Y. 85 (1850), cases, Bronson,

C. J.; Fosterv. Pettibone. 7 id. 485 (1852), Ruggles, C. J.;

Hyde v. Cookson. 21 Barb. 108 (1855); Marsh 1;. Titus,

I Hun. 560 (1575); Story. Baiim. Q 283; 2 Kent, 589.

Gram in an elevator is "sold,“ 19 Cent Law J. 268-09

(letvh. 13588.

' 2 Pars. Contr. 87.

' Story, Bailm. 5 4.

‘Jones. Bailm. 86.

' Blv Corn. 305, 452.

‘The Idaho. 93 U. 8. 579-80 (1876), cases, Strong, J.;

Robinson v. Memphis, &c. R. Co., 16 F‘. R. 57 (1853),

cases. See generally Coggs 1:. Bernard, 2 Ld. Ray. 900

(1704)-, i Sm. L Gas. 869-454. cases. German Law,

2 Law Quu. Rev. 188-21208813).

' Pitts v. Mlllar. L. R. 9 Q. B. 88: (1874).
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Pursuing rabbits with dogs is not baiting them. The

term applies where the baited animal is tied to astakl

or confined so that it cannot escape.1

BALANCE.’ 1. Excess on one side of an

account

The conclusion or result of the debit and

credit sides of an account.‘

implies mutual dealings, and the extension of debit

and credit.I

2. Residue or remainder; as, the balance

of an estate.‘

General balance. Such sum of money

as is due for services rendered by a person to

whom two or more articles have been hailed

for purposes of transportation, for the be

stowal of work and labor, or on account of

which money has been expended. See LIB‘-N,

Particular.

Net balance. Applied to the proceeds of

a sale of stock, means, in commercial usage,

the balance of the proceeds after deducting

the expenses incident to the sale.‘

In some States a balance found to be due from an

executor, administrator, or guardian, may be entered

oi.’ record as a judgment

In suits arising out of mutual accounts the jury

may flnda balance due to the defendant which, by

certificate of the court, becomes a judgment against

the plalntiif.

Partial balance. A balance found upon

a partial settlement of accounts, as between

partners. Final balance. The balance at

final settlement of a portion of the items of an

account, or of all the items, and for a lim

ited period of time or for the whole period

covered by dealings or transactions.

An express promise by a partner to pay a partial

balance is the most satisfactory evidence of an in

tention to separate the items included in the settle

ment from the rest of the joint ailairs.

To constitute such an agreed final balance as will

support an action by one partner against his copart

ner, the balance must have received the assent of

both partners, binding them to an admission of its

correctness.‘ See Accorxr, 1.

BALLET. See Tnsxrsa.

BALLOT! n. A ball or a ticket used in

voting; a paper embodying a vote; also, the

whole number of votes cast. v. To decide

by voting.

‘ Pitts v. Millar, ante.

' L. bilanz, having two scales.

I McWiliiams 1:. Allen, 45 M0. 574 (1870).

‘ Lopez v. Lopez, 23 S. O. 269 (1885); Skinner I

Lamp. 3 lred. L. 155 (1842).

' Evans v. Wain, 71 Pa. 7! (1871).

‘2 Beta, Parts. 5861, cases.

' F. bullotte. a little ball for voting.
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May refer to the decision of a juror or Aflordfl oppommityw lnterpowleza-I Obiwflon W

jurors, or to the preferences of persons quali- the mamagg-' _ _

tied to elect the ofiicers of a corporation or BANG‘ The seat occupied by the Judge“

of 8 government. of a court; more particularly, a full bench,

m French dictionaries’ defined M .. the act of ,0,’ when all, or at least a majority, of the judges

lng by balls or tickets by putting the same mm a are present for the decision of questions of

box or ul-n:" also as. “secret voting by means of a lawI as distinguished from the practice of

ball or ticket." The word did not change its meaning one or more members of the court sitting,

when adopted into the English ianguag-o.l . . . .

. . . h a Jury for the determination of quesAs 1 d to 1 1; r bl fli W“ '
app 18 eec was 0 Pu 100 Cars’ tions of fact. Whence “banc days," and

voting by ballot signifies a. mode of designat- I _ _ _

ing an elector’s choice of a Person for an gzgsgg m bane}, Compare BANK’ 2 0)‘

oflice by the deposit of a ticket. bearing the _

name of such person, in a receptacle pr0 1' The earth bordermg a water'

8, . . I
"dad for the Purl ' m such a way as to The banks ota riverare the earth which contains

secure to the elector the privilege of com- it Ln its ordinary sum or high “Men, See Mom;

plete and inviolable secrecy in regard to the 3;», 2; R1p‘5,1A3{_

person voted for.2 2. A bench.

This Prlvfless of secrecy is the dlslillguishlns hair (1) A judge's seat; also, a court sitting for

are of ballot voting. The object in view is the lndo- the decision of matters of law_but for this

pendence of the voter.‘ _

Voting by ballot isaconstitutional method of voL- “ bane" Is the word more generally used

See Bane; BENCH.lug which cannot be changed by a statute. Its per

petuation is meant to secure the right to vote without (2) An institution for the deposit. discount,

or circulation of money.

having the voter's opinion of men or measures in

May refer to the association, the oifice or

quired into.I See Tsar, Acts.

The natural import of “balloting at a national, _ _

place of busmess. or the managmg oflicers as

a body.‘

State. or municipal election" is, balloting in und for

the election of national. State, or municipal oflicers.

The expression will not apply to ballots casts for or The sense in which “ bank " or “ banks “ is intended

ngalnsta regulation like that of grantingllcenses (or to be used is determined by their connection with

what is said. An act to be done by a bank means an

act to be done by those who have the authority to do

the sale of intonicating liquors.‘

Ballot-box. A receptacle for ballots;

it. If it be an act within the franchise for banking, or

within the ordinary power of the bank, and it is done

more precisely, such receptacle as is author

by the president and directors, or by their agents. we

ized by law.

“To ‘M B bauonmx " means unlawfully‘ traudw say the bank did in 1!. however, an act is to he done

relative to the institution, by which its charter is to be

lently, and clandestinely to place in a ballot-box, at a

changed, the stockholders must do it, unless another

lawful election, ballots which have not been votedI

with intent aifect the result of the election.‘ See mode has been Provided by the chnrten In one sense‘

ION‘ 1‘ °"' 6 _ _ after it has been done, we may say that the bank did

BAN; BUN‘ Pubhc proclamutlon or it. but oulyso because what the stockholders have

done becomes a part of the institution.l
notice.

Banns of matrimony. Publication, by Banks in me commercial “me. Me banks or

deposit, of discount, or of circulation. Spvak‘oral t f ' t d d .announcemen ' 0 an m en 6 marriage’ ing strictly, the term “bank " implies a place for tin:

in 8 church or pubhc chapel‘ deposit of money. as that is the most obvious purpose

_—~\_ of such an institution. Originally, the business of
I State ”- shawv 9 8' C- 133 (lsmi wmlama ”' stem banking consisted only in roceivingdeposlts of bullion,

33 h1d- 92 0871)‘ plate. and the like, for sate-keeping. In time. bankers

I Brlsbm ”- clmv 26 Min“ 108 (1379)' @595. B6"? 3- amumed to discount bills and notes, and to loan money

See also Temple 11. Mead. 4 Va 541 (1882); People v. —~-K

P9888, 27 N. Y. 45, 57 (M63); William D. Stein, 88 Ind, l1 Bl. Com. 489.

92, 95 (1871). I F. bane: L. bancua, a bench.

lAttorney-General 0. Detroit Common Council, 58 I Pulley v. Municipality No. 2, 18 La. 53? (1841); Stono

Mich. 217 (1885). 0. City of Augusta, 46 Me. 137 (1858); Howard v. Inger

‘Commonwealth v. Howe, 144 Mass. 145 (18B7),- upon soll, 18 l>low.4l5-16 (1851); Houghton 1:. Chicago, &e. R

an indictment for casting more than one ballot, con- 00., 47 Iowa, 872 (IBTI); Halsey v- McCormick. 18 N- Y.

trary to Pub. Sta. c. 7, $57. 296 (1855).

‘See R. S. i 5515; Exp. Siebold, 100 U. S. 379 (1879). ‘See Romlnger v. Keyes, 7?! Ind. 877 (1881).

‘A. S. gebann: L. L. bandum, bannum, a procla- ‘Gordon v. Appeal Tax Court. 8 How. 147-fl(1B45\.

madam. Compare Laasnou; Con-rnaauwn. Wayne, J.
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upon mortgage, pawn. or other security, and, at a still

later period. to issue notes oi‘ their own intended as a

circulating currency and a medium of exchange in

stead of gold and silver. lllodern bankers frequently

exercise any two or even all three of these functions;

but it is still true that an institution prohibited from

exercising more than one of them is a bank. in the

flicks! commercial sense.I

Bank; banker; banking. A banker is

one who makes merchandise of money.’

“Banking,” in its largest sense, includes

the business of receiving deposits, loaning

money, dealing in coin, bills of exchange,

etc, and issuing paper money.‘

In statutes “ bank ” usually designates an

incorporated institution, and "banker" an

unincorporated association exercising " bank

ing privileges.” '

The business of banking, as defined by law

and custom, consists in the issue of notes pay

able on demand, intended to circulate as

money where the banks are banks of issue;

in receiving deposits payable on demand;

in discounting commercial paper; making

loans of money on collateral security; buy

ing and selling bills of exchange; negotiat

ing loans, and dealing in negotiable securities

imued by the government. State and national,

and municipal and other corporations.‘

in hiaasachusette "bank“ applies to institutions

incorporated for banking purposes. not to olllces kept

by lndinduals or copartnemhips doing such banking

business as they have been authorized to do.‘

The term “ banker" includes all the business of a

moneychanger!

Having a place of business where deposits

are received and paid out on checks and

where money is loaned upon security is the

substance of the business of a banker." See

Mmcnm.

The terms bank and banker include any person,

firm. or company having a place of business where

crulitl are opened by the deposit or collection of

money or currency subject to be paid or remitted

 

l Oulton 21. German Savings. kc. Institution, 1? Wall.

ii‘i-19 li8?2\. cases. Clitlord, J.; Bank for Savings 1:.

The Colleciol’, 3 id. 613-16 (1865). See Romingor v.

Reyes, T3 ind. 877 (1881). ‘

' 2 Bl Com. ‘T5.

' Exchange Bank v. Hines, 8 Ohio St. 81-82 (1858),

Hartley, C. J.; i6 How. 416; H Bank:-. R.eg.9il; 82 La.

an 531. .

' Mercantile Bank v. New York. 121 U. B. 150 (1887).

Matthews. J.

' May v. But1orworth. ii! Mesa 7! (1870): ii! id. 518.

' Hinckley v. Belleville, 48 Ill. i88 GMT).

' Warren o. Shock, 9! U. Bv 710 (1875), Hunt, J. Act

llnrch, mo: 18 St. L.l5il.¢73

upon draft. check. or order: or where money is ad

vanced or loaned on stocks. bonds. bullion, bills oi

exchange. or promissory notes: or where stocks.

bonds, bullion, bills of exchange, or promissory notes

are received for discount or for sale.l

At common law the right of banking belongs to

individuals, and is exercisable at pleasure.I

Bankable. Receivable as the equivalent

of cash at a bank; receivable for discount by

a bank: as, a bankable or non-bsnkable bill,

or other paper.

Bank for savings; savings bank. A

bank of deposit for the accumulation of small

savings belonging to the industrious and

thrifty.‘

A bank for the receipt of small sums do

posited by the poorer class of persons for

accumulation at interest.‘

An institution formed for the purpose of

receiving deposits of money for the benefit

of the depositors investing the same, accumu

lating the profit or interest thereof, paying

such profit or interest to the depositor, or

retaining the same for his greater security,

and, further, of retaining the deposit itself.‘

The primary relation of a depositor is that of a

creditor and beneficiary of a bust in case of insolv

ency, depositors stand as other creditors, with equal

rights to be paid ratably out of the estate.‘ .

National bank; national banking as

sociation. An institution, created under

United States law, for banking purposes, as

distinguished froma bank organized under

the law of a State7—a State bank.

An association may be formed by any number of

persons not less than flvo. They sign “ articles 01.’ as

sociation." and acknowledge an " organization certifi

cate" which states the name assumed. the place

where operations are to be carried on, the amount of

capital stock and the number of shares thereof, the

names and residences of the shareholders, and the

shares held by each. Upon tiling in the oflice of

the comptroller of the currency these documents, the

IRevenue Act. 18 July, 1866,‘ 9: 14 St. L. 115: R. S.

53407; Selden v. Equitable Trust Co., 94 U. S.M

(1876). s

1 Bank 0! Augusta v. Earle. 18 Pet 595 (1839). A1 to

responsibility for correspondents and notaries, see

I) Am. Law Rev. 869-901 (X886), cases.

' Mercantile Bank 0. New York. 121 U. B. 161 (1887),

Matthews, J.

‘ [Bank for Savings v. The Collector, 8 Wall. Bil

(1865): Mc0ollough‘l Com. Dick 146. See also Johmon

1:. Ward, 2 Bradw. 274 (1878).

' Oommonwealth v. Reading Savings Bank. 188 Man.

19. 21-28 (1882), Devens, J.

' See People v. Mechanics‘ Sav. Inst., 92 N. Y. 9 0&8).

Y See National Bank Act. 8 June, 1&4; R. 3, Tu,

LXII. if 5188-6248.
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association becomes, as from the date of the execu

tion of its certificate of organization. a body corporate

empowered to used a corporate seal, have succession

for twenty years, make contracts, sue and be sued,

elect directors and appoint other oiiicers; to prescribe,

by the board of directors, by-laws, not inconsistent

with law, for the conduct of general business, and the

exercise of its privileges: “ to exercise . all such

incidental powers as shall be necessary to carry on

the business of banking; by discounting and negotiat

ing promissory notes, drafts, bills of exchange, and

other evidences of debt; by receiving deposits; by

buying and selling exchange, coin, and bullion; by

loaning money on personal security; and by obtaining,

inning, and circulating notes.“ I '

The name to be adopted is subject to approval by the

comptroller.‘ No other bank or banker, except a sav

ings bank authorized by Congress, may use the word

“ national“ as a portion of its title.‘

Any old association may become a national as

sociation by the name prescribed in its organization

certiflcate—the articles of association and the organ

ization certiflcate being executed by a majority of

the directors, the certificate declaring that the owners

of two-thirds of the capital stock have authorized the

directors to make such certificate and to convert the

institution into a national association. The shares

may continue for the same amount; and the former

directors may be continued in oiiice, with full power

to perfect the reorganization, until others are elected.‘

The certificate of the comptroller is conclusive as to

the completeness of the organization‘

The reorganization of a State bank does not relieve

it from its former liabilities: it remains substantially

the same institution under another name.‘

National banking associations constitute no part of

the Government Designating a bank as a depositary

of public moneys does not change the character of its

organization, or convert its managers into public ofli

cers, or render the Government liable for its acts.’

An association may exist with or without power

to issue circulation.‘ To obtain circulating notes

an association must deposit with the comptroller

United States bonds, as security for the redemption of

such notes asit may issue; whereupon, within limits,

notes of various denominations may be furnished by

the comptroller. Associations maybe authorized to

issue notes payable in gold.‘

One hundred thousand dollars is the minimum cap

ital allowed, except in places not exceeding 6,000 in

habitants, when. by consent of the comptroller, the

capital may be \\'here the populatioh exceeds

60,000, the capital must be at least $200,000. This cap~

ital is divided into shares of $100 each, which are

 

1 R. s. 55513.";-ea.

' R. s. 5 5134.

I R. s. §52-13.

‘ R. S. H 5154-55.

‘ Casey v. Galli. 94 U. S. 679 (1876).

‘Coffey 1;. Nat. Bank of Missouri. 46 M0. 148 (1870).

Y K S. 5 5188; Branch 1:. United States, 12 Ct Cl. 281

(1876).

‘ National Currency Acts, ll Op. Att.-Gen. 834 (18fl>)_

‘ R. S. i 5185.
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personalty. Fifty per centum must be paid before

organization, and the rest in monthly installments of

ten per centum each.I

The act of‘ May 1, 1886 (24 St. L. 18), empowers an

association to increase its capital stock, in accordance

with existing laws, to any sum approved by the

comptroller, by a vote of the holders of two-thirds of

the stock, notwithstanding the limit fixed in the orig

inal articles of association. By a like vote an associ

ation may change its name and location, the latter

not to be more than thirty miles distant from the for

mer location, alter the comptroller has certified his

approval.

Title to a share of stock passes when the owner de

livershis certificate to the purchaser with authority to

transfer the share on the books of the bank.‘ See

further Sroca, ll (2).

A national bank may hold such realty as is neces

sary for its immediate accommodation in the transac

'tion of business; such as shall be mortgaged to it in

good faith by way of security for debts previously

contracted; suchas shall be conveyed to it in satisfac

tion of debts previously contracted in the course of its

dealings; such as it shall purchase at sales under

judgments, decrees, or mortgages held by it, or shall

purchase to secure debts due to it--title in the last

case not to be held longer than flve years.‘

The circuit courts of the United States have juris

diction of all suits by or against national banks estab

lished in the district for which the court is held,‘

irrespective of the amount in controversy or the citizen

ship of the parties.‘ State comts of its locality have

jurisdiction of suits brought by it.‘ It may be sued

in a place in a State other than where it is estab

lished.‘

A national bank may not loan or discount on the

security of its own stock, except to prevent loss.‘

A national bank may go into liquidation and be

closed by a vote of the holders of two-thirds of ill

stock.‘ In case of failure to pay its notes, the comp

troller may appoint a receiver to wind it up."

The Government has no priority of demand again“

an insolvent bank."

National hanks being designed to aid the Govern

ment ln the administration of an important branch of

the public service, the States can exercise only such

control over them as Congress may permit."

‘See Bailey 1:. Clark. ‘J1 Wall. 284 (1874).

‘Johnston 1). Laflin. 103 U. S. 8(X), 804 (188)).

‘R. 8.5518112 Dill.37l.

‘R. 8. § 6'39. par. 10; 8 Dill. 2%; 8 Wall. 506.

'19 Alb. Law J. 182.

‘Bank of Bethel u. Pahquioque Bank, 14 WalL SE

(1871); Clailin o. Houseman, 93 U. 8.180 (1876); 101

Mass. 240.

" Casey v. Adams. 102 U. S. 66 (1880).

I R s. 55136.

' R. S. 5 5220: _5 Biss. 499.

"R. S. Q5234, cases; Richmond 0. Irons, 121 U. 5_

47-50 (1987).

"Cook County Nat. Bank v. United States, 107 U_ 5

445 U892).

1‘ Farmers‘, &c. Nat. Bank v. Dearing, 91 U. 8. M

(1875). See Veazle Bank v. Fenno, 8Wall. 58 (M).
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Bank-bill; bank-note. A promissory

note, issued by a bank under authority of

law, pa_vable on demand to the bearer.

Bank-notes differ from ordinarypromissory notes

only in Hm recognition of them by general consent,

and by the law to an extent, as a substitute and

equivalent for legal money. in other respects they are

governed by the rules applicable to promissory notes

uyable to bearer.I See Cunnswr, 2.

Bank cashier. See Cssnnm.

Bank check. See Cnncx; Excnmos, 2.

Bank director. See Dmncrons.

Bank president. See Assmacr, 1; Ar

mcanos, 2; Dmscrons.

Has no power by virtue of his cities to bind the '

bank in an unusual manner, or in any undertaking

outside of its customary routine of business. While

the directors, or usage, may confer upon him special

power. the authority inherent in his position is very

slight.’

See generally Account, 1; A.onttcm; CBABTIB, 2;

Omcrrunortz Common; Dnosrr,2 (2); Dmoomrr, 2;

Mos; Moms; Rmnnv:, 7: Tax. 2; Usnnv.

BANKIR.U'PT.' A trader who secretes

himself, or does certain other acts tending

to defraud his creditors.‘ See TRADER.

A person found, by the proper court, to be

entitled or subject to have his property

taken for distribution among his creditors,

and he to be discharged from the legal obli

gation of past claims. In a loose sense, a

person as to whose status such an adjudica

tion may or would be made.

Bankrupt law. A law intended to secure

the application of a debtor’:-3 effects to the

payment of his debts, and to relieve him

from the burden of them.‘

Bankrupt system. The law, and the

practice thereunder, respecting the division

of s hankrupt’s property among his creditors.

Bankruptcy. The status or condition of

being a bankrupt; also, that branch of the

law under which the assets of the estate of a

bankrupt may be distributed among his cred

itors and he be discharged from the inldebtr

edness.

' kc James 1:. Rogers. '28 Ind. 451. 458 (1854).

I “heal v. Bank of Louisville, Sup. Ct. Ky. (1887).

an Same case.?7Am. Law Reg. 52 (1888); (6. 56-60,

on See also 21 Cent. Law J. 144-46 (1885), men.

- I Danque, a table or counter; route, trace, track:

hb "banque " was removed and no trace of it left,

I Iii. dom. ‘Z-‘Z. ital. banca rotla, a broken bench: a

mute, -changcr‘s bench was broken up. on his failing

in vus-ness.— Skeet See 8 Story, 458.

' 3 IL -Com. $5, 471.

I9 gum, 380; 8 Bl. Com. 474, 476; 109 U. S. 586.

 

Bankruptcy is a proceeding of an equitable nature -

a sequestration of a debtor's property that the cred

itors may resort to, instead of to an ordinary suit at

law or in equity.I

The object is equality of distribution of the assets

among creditors not legally secured.‘ Another pur

pose, only second in importance to that, is speedy dis

tribution of assets. Our statutes have been filled

with provisions designed to secure the early discharge

of the debtor and the speedy settlement of his estate.‘

Bankrupt laws are for the benefit of the honest

trader, his honest creditors, and public commerce.‘

" The Congress shall have Power To establish

. . uniform Laws on the subject of Bankruptcies

throughout the United States." ' See UNIFORM.

The English word “ bankrupt" had its origin in in

cldents of trade. Whatever secondary or flgurative

meaning the word may have acquired, its primary

and only legal meaning is that which confines it to

traders. . . As 11 state of “insolvency " usually pre

cedes " bankruptcy," it is not surprising that the two

words should sometimes be confounded. Insolvency

is the generic term. comprehending bankruptcy as a

species. A man may be insolvent without becoming

a bankrupt, or having capacity to become such; and

a bankrupt may prove to be entirely solvent Mere

insolvency never makes one a bankrupt without the

concurrence of some act tending to the injury of his

creditors.‘

The line of partition between bankrupt and insolv

ent laws is not so distinctly marked as to enable a

person to say with precision what belongs exclusively

to the one and not to the other class of laws. It is

said that laws which merely liberate the person are

insolvent laws, and those which discharge the contract

are bankrupt laws. Another distinction, more uni

formly observed, is, insolvent laws operate at the in

stance of an imprisoned debtor, bankrupt laws at the

instance of a creditor.‘I

Still another feature of insolvent laws is, the debtor

is not discharged from the legal obligation to pay de

mands in full: he remains subject to suits and execu

tions on account of unoutlawed claims.I

Fraudulent bankruptcy. Bankruptcy

in which the debtor has practiced, or at

tempted to practice, some fraud upon cred

itors; as by not disclosing all of his assets, or

by creating an unlawful preference.’

 

I Be Weitael. 7 Biss. 290 (1876).

‘International Bank v. Sherman, 101 U. B. 406 (1879);

Trlrnble 1:. Woodhead. 102 id. 650 (1880).

' Bailey o. Glover, 21 Wall. 8-16-47 (1874), Miller, J.;

Jenkins v. International Bank. 106 U. S. 575-76 (1882);

R S. 55057.

'2 Bl. Com. 472, 475.

‘Constitution, Art. 1, sec. 8. cl. 4.

'Sackett v. Androu, 5 Hill, 333-44, 812 (N. Y., 1848),

Bronson, J. See also 41 Conn. 505: 2 Bened. 203.

" Sturgea v. Crowninshield, 4 Wheat 194 (1819), Mar

shall. C. J.

‘Martin v. Berry, 37 Cal. 222 (1869).

' Sec 4 Bl. Com. 156.
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Private bankruptcy. Has been applied to cases

of composition with creditors—resort to court for a

discharge being thereby obviated.I

Voluntary bankruptcy. That in which

the debtor avails himself of the law. In

voluntary or compulsory bankruptcy.

in which the debtor, by proceedings insti

tuted by one or more creditors, is judicially

decided to be bankrupt.

A case of voluntary bankruptcy is in the nature of

a suit by the debtor against his creditors‘

Act of bankruptcy. An act by a debtor

which exposes him toadverse proceedings in

bankruptcy.

Under the Act of March 2, 1867, amended

by Acts of June 22, 1874, and of July 26, 1876,

acts of bankruptcy were certain acts done by

a debtor six months before an adjudication

was sought: as,- (1) departing from the State

to defraud creditors; (2) remaining absent

with that intent; (3) concealing himself to

avoid service of process: (4) concealing or

removing property to prevent its being at

tached, taken, or sequestered; (5) assigning

or giving away property or rights, to delay,

defraud, or hinder creditors; (6) being held

in custody or imprisoned seven days on ac

count of a claim over one hundred dollars;

(7) making, in contemplation of insolvency, a

transfer of property, confessing a judgment,

procuring or suffering property to be taken

on process, with intent to prefer a creditor or

to defeat or delay the operation of the bank

rupt law; (8) for a bank, banker, broker,

merchant, trader, manufacturer, or miner,

fraudulently to stop payment of commercial

paper, or not to resume payment thereof, for

fourteen days; (9) for a bank or banker to

fail to pay a depositor within forty days.‘

A debtor could have a jury trial upon any alleged

act of bankruptcy.

Foreigners were exempt from the law; also, a citi

len whose provable debts were less than three hundred

dollars.

Proceedings were begun in the district court, by

petition with annexed schedules of debts and assets.

This petition was referred tothe " register “ —an aux

iliary in matters of administration,— who ascertained

whether the debts were above two hundred and fifty

dollars; if so. the debtor was adjudged a bankrupt and

his estate ipso facto became vested in the register.

There then issued a warrant to the marshal to notify

 

' Erp. Vere, 19 Ves. '98 (1812).

‘Wilson v. City Bank of St. Paul, 17 Wall. 481-&

(1878); United States v. Fox. 95 U. S. 672 (1877).

' R. B. 56021, cases.
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the creditors. In from ten to ninety days the creditors

met and nominated an assignee, who, with his suretiea,

was to be approved by the court; whereupon, the

register deeded the estate to the assignee, who pro

ceeded to settle the business.l

Upon the commission of an act of bankruptcy the

debtor's property becomes a common fund for the

payment of his debts. be losing all right of proprietor

ship over it.‘

When there exists no purpose to defraud, delay, or

prefer, and the value of the estate remains unimpaired,

before proceedings are begun the debtor um deal

with the property.

Filing a petition is an attachment and an injunc

tion —a caveat to all the world. After that, a person

deals with the insolvent at his peril.I

A transfer designed to prevent equality of distribu

tion, made within four months before petition tiled,

was held to be a fraud.‘ So was giving a note con

fessing judgment. But in all such cases the intention

of the debtor was made the test.‘

Property illegally transferred was recoverable by

the assignee.‘

Excepting attachments made within a prescribed

period, and fraudulent dispositions, the assignee took

title subject to all equities, liens, or incumbrances—

in the same plight and condition as when the debtor

held it.‘

Under the acts of Congress a voluntary bankrupt

was to pay thirty per centum of the provable claims,

unless less was accepted by one~fourth in number and

one-third in value of the creditors. A majority in

number and three-fourths in value could accept a

composition.

A discharge, which was a matter of favor, could be

had one year after adjudication, an order having first

been issued to such creditors as proved debts, to ap

pear and show cause, if they knew of any, why the

discharge should not be granted. And a discharge

which had been granted could be annulled, within two

years, for fraud undiscovered at the time of the dis

charge. '

A discharge is no bar to an action on a judgment

recovered after the discharge, in a suit commenced

before the bankruptcy, pending when the discharge

was granted, and upon a debt provable in bank

ruptcy.’

A United States law supersedes a State law.I But

I See R. S. Tit. LXI: is 4972-6182.

'2 Kent-, 889; 2 Bl. Com. 474. 476.

I International Bank v. Sherman, 101 U. B. 406 (1879)

4 Dutcher 1:. Wright. 91 U. S. 558 (1876), cases.

‘ Clarion Bank v. Jones, 21 Wall. 325 (1874); Clark v.

iselin, ib. 873 (1874); Watson v. Taylor, ib. 881 (1874);

Little v. Alexander, ib. 500 (1874).

' Yeatman 0. Savings Institution, 95 U. 3. 764 (1877);

Stewart 11. Platt, 101 id. 788 (1879); 2 Bl. Com. 485.

Y Dimock o. Revere Copper Co., 117 U. S. 559 GM).

See also Boynton v. Ball, 121 id. 457 (1887). See gener

ally as to discharge. Laidiey v. Cummings, S Kyv 606

(18%); Fuller 1;. Pease, 144 Mass. 890 (1887).

'Sturges v. Crowninshield. 4 Wheat. 196 (1819); Or

den v. Saunders, 12 id. 218 (1827); Baldwin 17. Halo, I

Wall. 2%4l (18%).
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upon the repeal of a Federal law, a previously enacted

State law becomes operative again.l

The convention which framed the Constitution had

In view the English system.I

Bankrupt laws were passed by Congress in 1800,

I84], and 18137. but repealed, in each instance, after a

C0lll‘lLll‘;lllV€l§ brief operation. That of 1867, with its

smeudm-nits. was repealed by act of June 7, 1878, the

repeal taking eflect September 1, 1878, without effect

upon pending cases.‘

Such laws have been in force in England for more

than three centuries. They had their origin in the

Roman law.‘

See further Ass, Aiienum; Cnssw; Courosrrws, 8;

Co.\'rsnri.A'rio.\'; DEATH. Civil; lLsas:mns, Damnosa;

l.\‘BOl.VKNCY; Paocsss. 1, Legal.

BANNS. See BAN.

BAPTISTS, SEVENTH-DAY. See

SUNDAY.

BAR. 1. A particular portion of a court

room.

Named from the space inclosed by two

bars or rails: one of which separated the

judge's bench from the rest of the room;

the other shut off both the bench and the area

for lawyers engaged in trials from the space

allotted to suitors, witnesses, and others.

Such persons as appeared as speakers (ad

vocates, or counsel) before the court, were

said to be “ called to the bar," that is, priv

ileged so to appearfspeak and otherwise serve

in the presence of the judges as “ barristers."

The corresponding phrase in the United

States is " admitted to the bar.”

Proceedings in open court are said to take

place “at the bar of the court,” or_ simply

“ at bar." The particular case being argued

is the “ case at bar; ” and a person on trial

for a crime is “ the prisoner at the bar."

The figurative expression " before the bar

of conscience " is not uncommon.

In still another sense “the bar" denotes

the members of the legal profession; as in

speaking of the bar of a county, of a State,

of the United States. Whence, also, are

" bar associations," which consist of lawyers

united for the purpose of furthering the in

terests of their profession. '

Barrister. A counselor, learned in the

law, who pleads before courts, and undertakes

the advocacy or defense of causes generally.
 

I Tun v. Carrion, ii? U. 8. 209 G886).

‘Nelson v. Carland, 1 How. 272. 227 (18i8).

I See the Lowell Bill, as to partners. 19 Am. Law Rev.

ez(1ss'>1.

. (_‘anadL South a Co. v. mums, 100 U. s. 530 uses).

Imwr barristers. Qneen‘s counsel, ad

mitted within the bar, in seats specially re

served for them.l _

Outer or utter barristers. Junior counsel,

who sit outside the bar. Compare Ssaonm.

Disbar. To expel an attorney from mem

bership in the legal profession. See further

Arromznv.

2. In a. somewhat general wa_va public

bar may be defined as a counter, table, shelf,

or other similar device, designed and used

for the purpose of facilitating the sale and

delivery of liquors there kept to any one who

may apply for them, to be then and there

drunk, not in connection with meals, lunches

or food.2

A lunch counter would not be such a bar merely

because sales of liquor only are sometimes made

there.‘

3. An impediment; an obstacle. VVhence

the verbs “ bar” and “debar," to prevent,

out Off, defeat.

Plea in bar. A plea intended to over

throw an action; a plea which sets up an

absolute or peremptory defense, as, payment.

Special plea in bar. New matter avoiding

the inference of law on facts previously stated.

Temporary bar. A plea in bar which is

effectual for a limited period only: as, “ad

ministered fully," until more assets come to

hand.3

BARBED WIRE. See FENCE.

BARE. Compare NAKED.

BARGAIN.‘ 1, n. A mutual contract or

agreement between two parties, the one to sell

goods or lands, and the other to buy them.5

Any mutual undertaking.

“ Bargain " more prominently, perhaps, than “agree

ment," brings into view the mutuality of a contract.‘

2, v. To transfer in pursuance of a bargain;

as, “to grant, bargain, and sell."

Bargainer. He who makes a bargain.

Bargainee. He who is to receive prop

erty under the contract of a bargain; the

grantee in a deed of bargain and sale. See

Esmsr; Gum, 2: OFFER, 1.

' See 3 B1. Com. 26; The Nation, Dec. ll). 18%, No. 964

‘Commonwealth v. Rogers, 185 Mass. 539 (1888),

Colburn, J .

' See}! 131. Com. 805; lFllp. 4; 60 Md.12':; lOreg. 43

‘ F. bargaigner, to chafler: L. L. bares, I bark for

merchandise.

' Hunt v. Adams, 5 Mass. '36O (1810), Persons, 0. J.;

Packard v. Richardson. 1? id. 'i3i-32 (1821).

° Sage 1:. Wilcox, 0 Con. 85, 90 (18%;
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Bargain and sale. A contract whereby

the bargainer, for some pecuniary consider

ation, bargains and sells, that is, contracts to

convey, land to the bargainee.l

Also used of transfers of personalty.

A contract to convey, for valuable consid

eration, by any words suflicient to raise a

use in the bargainee.2

At common law. land can not pass without livery.

q. v. in this contract the bargain vests the use, and

the Statute of Uses then vests. that is. completes. the

possession.‘

The force of that statute is exhausted in transfer

ring the legal title in fee-simple to the bargainee.' See

Usr, 3.

In a “bargain and sale" of personnlty the thing

becomes the buyer's the moment the contract is made.

whether delivered or not. In an “executory agree

ment." the thing remains the property of the vendor

till the contract is executed.‘

Catching a bargain. An agreement to

purchase an expectant estate at an inade

quate price.

Applied to heirs dealing with their expectancies.

and to reversioners and remainder-men dealing with

property already vested in them. but of which the en

joyment is future. and is, therefore, apt to be under

estimated by the giddy. the necessitous. the improv

ident, and the young.‘ '

in most cases have concurred deceit and illusion as to

other persons. The father, ancestor. or other relative,

from whom was the expectation of the estate, has

been kept in the dark. The expectant has been kept

from disclosing his circuti\sta.iices_ and resorting to

them for advice and relief. 'i‘iu's misleads the an

cestor. who has been induced to leave his estate. not

to his heir or family. but to artful persons who have

divided the spoil beforehand.‘

To maintain parental and quasi parental authority.

to prevent the waste of family estates. and to protect

the heedless and necessitous from the designs of ra~

pacity, relief is afforded in equity. The purchaser

must establish not merely that there is no fraud. but

"make good the bargain." that is. show that a fair

and adequate (q. u.) consideration has been paid.’

Compare Uncomcionable Bargain.

Strike a bargain. To shake hands in

attestation of an agreement; also, to come to

an agreement.

From the old custom of shaking hands as necessary

to bind a bargain.‘

l2 Bl. Com. 883; Slifer v. Beates. 9 S. & R 'l77(i8‘Z2).

' [4 Kent. 496.

' Croxall v. Shererd, 5 Wall. 282 (1866), casea

1 Beuj_ Sales, $5 308, 810; Smith. Contr. 881; Smith v.

Surman. 9 B. & C. 568 (M29).

'1 Story, Eq. 5887.

' Chesterfield v. Janssen. 2 Yes 157. 155 (i750), Hard

wicke. Dd. C.

Y 1 Story, Eq. 55 saws

' 2 BL Com. M8.

 

Time bargain. A contract for the sale

of stocks, provisions, or other commodity or

article of merchandise, at a certain price on

a future day, the vendor himself intending

to purchase the thing. which is the sub

ject of the proposed sale. before the day

for the delivery has arrived. See further

\VAGER, 2.

Unconscionable Such bargain

as no man in his senses and not under delu

sion would make, on the one hand, and as no

honest and fair man would accept, on the

other,—-being an inequitable and unconsci

eutious bargain.I

A bargain of so unconscionable a nature

and of such gross inequality as naturally

leads to the presumption of fraud, imposi

tion, or undue influence.1

A court of equity is not bound to shut its eyes to the

evident character of a transaction where its aid has

been sought to carry into effect an unconscionable

bargain, but it will leave the party to his remedy at

law; as. in salvage cases!

BARGE. See SHIP, 2; Vassar

BABK. See LITERA, Qui haaret. etc.

BARN. See Anson; Banoso ; Cuarnaen

Within the meaning of a statute against arson, the

building need not be used for storing provender.‘

The word may include a building mainly used for

storing tobacco.‘

BARON.‘ 1. The n.1an—oneabletobear

arms; one bound to render service to the

king.‘I See Cmvrnaes, 1.

2. A member of the nobility in the fifth

and lowest degree!

3. Ajudge of the court of exchequer.

"Barons of the realm“ only were formerly ap

pointed to the office; ' as, “ Park, B."

4. A lord; a husband.

Baron and fame. Man and woman;

husband and wife.’ —

Covert-baron. One under eoverture;

a wife.lo See COVERTURE.

 

1 Chestcrfleld v. Janssen, ante.

I [1 Story, Eq. i 244.

I Mississippi, &c. IL Co. v. Cromwell, 01 U. S, M

(1875). See Post 0. Jones, 19 How. 160 (1856); The

Emulous. 1 Sumn. 210 (1532); The Brooks. i7 F. R 538

(1883); 16 id. 144; 4 Del. Ch. 198; m Alb. L. J. 4 (1883).

‘ State 0. Smith, % Iowa, 568 (1870).

' Ratekin v. State. '26 Ohio St 4-30 (1875).

' L. L. baro, varo: L. vir, a mnn,—Webl&oI‘. Ger

bar, a man: beran. to carry,—Skeat

" i Bl. Com. 398-99.

'3 Bl. Com. 44, 55-66.

'1 Bl. Com. 4&2.

"1 Bl. Com. 442.
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Il3ABRA".l.‘RY.1 1. In maritime law, an

act committed by the master or mariners of a

ship, for some unlawful or fraudulent pur

pose, contrary to their duty to the owners,

whereby the latter sustain injury.2

Consists in willful acts of the master or

mariners, done for some unlawful or fraud

ulent purpose, contrary to their duty to the

owners of the vessel.‘

The act must not be accidental, nor caused by neg

ligence - unless that is so gross as to amount to evi

dence of fraud. The intention need not be to promote

one’s own benefit. Any willful act of known crim

inality. or of malversation, operating to the prejudice

of the owner. is harratry.l

All definitions agree that fraud is a constituent part

of the act‘

2. In criminal law, common barratry is

the oflense of frequently exciting and stir

ring up suits and quarrels, either at law or

otherwise.‘

The proof must show at least three instances of

offending.‘

" A common barrator is a common mover

or stirrer up or maintainer of suits, quarrels,

or parties, either in courts or in the country ;

in the country in three manners: in disturb

ance of the peace; in taking or detaining of

the possession of houses, lands, or goods, etc.,

which are in question or controversy, not

only by force, but also by subtlety and deceit,

and for the most part in suppression of truth

and right; by false invention, and sowing

of calumny, rumors, and reports, whereby

discord and disquiet arise between neigh

bors." 7

We have here strife and contention, and deceit or

fraud, growing out of the compound origin and syn

onymous uses of t.he'word. in the sense of “strife

and contention," the word was used in connection

with policies of insurance as late as the middle of the

last century.‘

BARBER. See LEVY; Rasr; Tausr. 1.

BARBISTEB. See Ban, 1.

 

' Sp. baraferia, deceit. fraud,--8 Pet. Q80.

‘Mar-cardler v. Chesapeake Ins. 00., 8 Cranch,49

(1814), Story, J.

‘Lawton 1:. Sun lint. lna Co.. 2 Cush. 511-12 (1848),

Shaw, C. J.: Atkinson v. Great West. Ins. Co., 65 N. Y.

M (1875), cases; 2 Wash. 66.

' Patspaco ins. Co. v. Coulter, 8 Pet ‘W 0&0).

'4 Bi. Com. 131.

'('ommonvn-alt.h tr. )1'Culloch, 15 Mass. ’2‘Q (1818);

Out; monwealth v. Tuhba, 1 Cush. 3 (1848).

"l‘he Case of Barrstry, 8 Coke, '72 (1612).

'Atkinaon 17. Great Western Inn 00.,‘ Daly, l&fii

1871), Daly, C. J.

 

IBAR'.['IlilB..I A contract by which goods

are exchanged for goods.2

The exchange of one commodity or article

of property for another.‘

The consideration, instead of being paid in money,

as in the case oi.’ a sale, ispald in goods or merchandise

susceptible of valuation.‘

An agent empowered to sell cannot barter; and the

principal may recover from an innocent transferee.I

See Excmsos, 1: Sun.

BAS-RELIEF. See DESIGN, 2.

BASE. Inferior; of low degree.

Base animal. An animal which is unfit

for food. See ANIMAL.

Base coin. Debased coin.‘

Base .fee. An estate in fee that ends

whenever an annexed qualification requires

it." See FEE, 1.

Base services.

servile rank.B

Base fenant.

ice.‘ See Faun.

BASE BALL. See GAME, 2.

BASTARDJ° One that is not only be

gotten, but born, out of lawful matrimony."

Such child as is not born either in lawful

wedlock, or within a competent time after

its determination."

One begotten and born out of lawful wed

lock. "

The test is whether the husband of the woman who

gives birth to the child is its father. "

in Virginia, one born out of wedlock, lawful or un

lawful, or not within a competent time‘ after the

coverture is determined; or, if born out of wedlock,

whose parents do not afterward intermarry, and the

father acknowledges the child; or who is born in wed

lock when procreation by the husband is for anycause

impossible."

Bastardize. To make out to be a ban

tard, an illegitimate or natural child.

Fit only for a person of

One bound to servile serv

I F. baraf, traffic.

'2 Bl. Com. 446.

I Cooper v. State. 37 Ark. 418 (1881), English, C. J.

‘ Washington County v. Thompson, 12 Bush, M1

(1877), Cofer, J.

'Guerreiro v. Pelle, 8 B. & Aid. 616 (18%)).

' 6 Wheat. 888.

' [2 Bl. Com. 109.

' [2 Bl. Corn. 132, 61.

' 2 Bl. Com. 14$

" F. bastard: flls do but, son of a packaaddle —

muleteers made beds of their suddlea,—— Skeat

" 1 Bl. Com. 45L

" 2 Bl. Com. 247.

" 2 Kent, 5308.

H Wilson v. Babb, 18 S. C. 60-70 (1582), Simpson, 0. J.

"Smith v. Perry. Q) Va. 570 (1885), Lacy. J.
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Bastardy. The 0fl'ense of begetting an

illegitimate child; also, the condition of

being an illegitimate child— illegitimacy.

Bastardy process. The statutory mode

of proceeding against the putative father of

an illegitimate child, to secure maintenance

for the child.

Bastardy bond. The obligation entered

into by such father with the guardians of the

poor, conditioned for the payment of the

lying-in expenses, maintenance of the child,

and, perhaps, such costs as may have been

incurred and such fine as has been imposed.1

At common law there was no legal liability upon

the father to support his bastard child. Now, at the

instance of the mother, he can be made support it, by

s “ bastardy proceeding.“ '

A bastard is a jilius nullhu, son of nobody, orfllius

populi, son of the people. He has no inheritable

blood,— has no heir except of his own body. He may,

however. take by bequest or devise.‘

He has a right to maintenance; his settlement is the

same as his mother's at his birth; he takes her name,

but he may acquire a name by reputation.‘

Once a marriage is proven, nothing can impugn the

legitimacy of issue short of proof of facts showing

it to be impossible that the husband could be the

father.‘

By the civil law, and statutes in many States, the

subsequent marriage of the parents legitimates chil

dren born prior thereto. This seems to be the law in

Alabama, Georgina Illinois, Indiana. Kentucky, Loui

siana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Mississippi,

Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Vermont, and Virginia.‘

See Anarmos, 2 (2); Accrss; Aocursnma; Cox

ossu, 4; Fruunos; Msanuoa; Pnsonsscv.

BAT'I‘EL.7 Trial by combat or duel.

Also called wager of battel, battle, battaile.

in the nature of an appeal to Providence, under

an apprehension and hope that Heaven would give the

victory to him who had the right.

introduced by the Conquerer; and used in the court

martial. or court of chivalry and honor, in appeals of

felony, and in writs of right—- the last and most solemn

decision of real property.‘

Recognized as the law of the land as late as 1818,

in the case of Ashford v. Thornton.‘ Abolished by

 

I See Gleason v. Commissioners, 80 Kan. 408 (1888).

I Stowers v. Hollis, Ky. M9 (1880).

'1 Bl. Conn. 459; '2 id. ‘.24?-49; Gaines v. Hennen, 24

How. 558, 592 (1860); Gaines v. New Orleans, 6 Wall.

618 (1867); Smith v. Du Bose, Sup. Ct. Gs. (1887): 86 Alb.

Law J. 344-48.

‘ 1 Bl. C0m. 450.

‘ Patterson v. Gaines, 6 How. 589, 598 (1343), see ‘ho

18 Cent. Law J. 26$-68, 305-7 (1884), cases

‘ See 2 Kent, 210-14.

' L. botuere, to strike, beat.

'3 BL Com. 337; 4 1:41.346; Coke, Litt. Q 294‘.

'1 Barn. & Aid. 405.

statute 59 Geo. 1]] (1819), 0. 46.‘

Wsosn, l.

BATTERY.2

another.‘ .

Any unlawful touching of the person of

another, either by the aggressor or by any

person or thing set in motion by him.‘

The least touching of another’s person will

fully, or in anger, is a battery. The law

cannot draw the line between different de

grees of violence, and therefore prohibits the

first and lowest stage of it — every man's

person being sacred and no other having a

right to meddle with it in the slightest man

net.‘

in assessing damages the degree of violence is taken

into account. See Ban.

Every “ battery " includes an “ assault.“ The two

offenses are joined in indictments. and the assault

alone may be proved. Whenoe “ assault and battery,"

which is— simple, when a mere touching or heating

is intended; aggravated, when grievous bodily harm

is inflicted, as by breaking a limb or disfiguring the

face; felonious, when death is designed, or serious

wounding with intent to commit a felony, when

the end sought is a felony, at common law or by stat

um.‘ See Asssuur.

While “battery " includes “a-ssault,“ it does not

include “ an assault with a deadly weapon with intent

to commit bodily harm." '

A battery may be lawful or jn:-rtiilable, or unlawful.

It is lawful: (1) when committed under authority, as

by an ofilcer in order to preserve the peace, or by a

parent, master, teacher, or military officer, each of

whom may correct moderately: (2) when in self-de

fense; that is. of self, wife, husband, child. parent,

servant; (8) when in defense of one‘s own goods or

possession. it is unlawful: (1) when ir originates in

malice—is committed in an angry, spiteful, insolent,

or rude manner; (2) when it is the result of censur

able carelessness.‘

A trespnsser who uses force may be summarily

ejected. A person assailed need not wait till 6 blow

has been dealt him. At the same time resistance must

not exceed the degree of necessary defense— for it is

the law that punishes. Any resistance in the oflender

to justifiabie apprehension becomes a new battery.‘

Whatever is attached to the person partakes of its

invioiability: as, the sldrt of the cost or dress, an

object in the hand

Compare Oanun:

The unlawful beating of

 

' See generally United States 0. Gibert, 2 Sumn. 68

(1834), Story, J.

‘ L. batuers, to beat.

'8 Bl. Com. 120.

‘ 1 Saund. 1’l.& Ev. ‘M1; Klrland 0. State, 48 Ind. 158

(1873); 8 Cooley, Bl. Com. 120, note.

‘ 8 Bl. Com. 120; Johnson v. State, 17 Tex. 517 (1856)

‘ See 4 Bl. Com. 216; 13 Allen, 317; 17 F. B. 266.

' People v. Helblng, 01 Cal. as: (less).

‘See 3 Bl. Com. 190-21.

' See 2 Bishop, Cr. L. 5 561.



BATIURE

To strike the horse which another person rides or

drives is an assault. The owner is liable for a battery

when his horse. left near a sidewalk, bites or kicks a

poser-by.

Tue remedy in a civil court is an action of trespass

H et av-mil for damages; in a criminal court, indict

ment for assault and battery for the public wrong.I

While it in no defense to a civil action for an as

aault and battery that the acts complained of were

committed in a tight engaged in by mutunl consent

such consent may go in mitigation of the damages.‘

See Anzr; Axum-r, 2; Dsr:ssz,1; Dtmasa; Fem;

}h:n‘s. Molilter; Izu-oar; Pnovocrnox; Woozm.

BATTURE. "Accretion," which is the

imperceptible augmentation of the soil on the

shore of a stream, is called "alluvion" and

sometimes " batture." *

A marine term. denoting a bottom of sand, stone or

rock mixed together, and rising toward the surface of

the water. From the French batire, to beat: beaten

by the water. An elevation of the bed of a

river. under the surface of the water; also. sometimes.

the same elevation of the bank, when it has risen

above the surface of the water or is as high as the land

on the outside of the bank.‘ See Accmrrton.

BAWD.‘ One who procures opportuni

ties for persons of opposite sexes to oohabit

in an illicit manner.‘ ’

Bawdy-house. A house of ill-fame; a

house kept for the resort and unlawful con

venience of lewd people of both sexes; a

house resorted to for purposes of lewdness

and prostitution.’

The prosecution having shown‘ that the defendant

II the keeper of a house alleged to be a common

bawdy-house. twtimony as to the general reputation

of the house, of the persons who frequent it, and of the

defendant, is admissible, as tending to show the real

character of the house.'

Keeping a bawdyhouse is indictable as a common

nuisance at common law.I See Hones, 1, Of ill-fame;

Pnommn

BAY-VVINDOW. See Lmurs, Ancient.

A jut or l,..1y window which is maintained without

authority of law, which encroaches on the public

 

I3 Bl. Corn. 121; 4 id. 218: Kirland v. State. 48 1nd.

14£»:n3 (1573), cases; State v. Davis, 1Hill. S. C., 460883).

'Barholt v. Wright, Sup. Ct. Ohio (1887), cases: 12

I. 1!. Rep. 15; 35 Alb. Law J. 8 (1937), cases.

I {Zeiler L‘. Yacht Club, 84 La An. see (1862), Todd, .1_;

1 H1111 Law J. 518;12 F. R. 295; 15 Wall. 650.

1 Morgan 1:. Liv‘lngston.8 Mart. 111 (1819), Martin, J.;

ib. 11. See Municipality No. 9 1:. Orleans Cotton

PM 18 LA. 436 (1841).

l 1-‘, baud, gay, wanton: Ger. bald, bold, free.

‘Dyer 0. Morris. 4 lo. 216 (1836).

ISM v. Boardman, 6i Me. 529 (1874); liicAlistor 0.

(Hart. 8 Conn. 92 (let;-5\; State 0. Hand. 7 Iowa, 411

(158); Harwood 0. People. 26 N. Y. 191 (1868); Stats 1;.

E-men, ;9 Win. 436118721. ca-sea

‘Martin 0. Snllwell. 13 Johns. ‘H5 (1816).
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highway, and is prejudicial to the interests of the com

munity and of the rights of individual property owners,

may be declared a public nuisance and its continuance

restrained. As, a window built in the second story of

a house, sixteen feet above the sidewalk and project

lug three and a half feet beyond the property or build

ing line.I

BE IT ENACTED. See Aer, 3.

BEACH. The land, between the lines of

high and low water, over which the tide ebbs

and flows; synonymous with shore, strand,

flat.2 .

A deed of land described as bounded " on the beach “

does not convey the shore below highwvater mark,

unless this boundary is controlled by other parts of

the description.

Taking sea-weed from an uninclosed beach. and

selling stones therefrom from time to time, may 0per~

ate to disseize the true owner.‘

BEACON. See Comunncn; Wnncx.

BEANS. See GRAIN.

BEAR. See DATE; INTEREST, 2 (8).

BEAREB. He who bears or carries a

thing; he who presents for payment a bill,

check, or note, transferable by delivery.

A note payable to "A or bearer“ is negotiable

without indomement, and payment may be demanded

by any bearer as the person whom the maker prom

ised to pay. The transferrer is not liable except on

failure of the consideration. The holder is presumed

to be owner for value; but any circumstance of sun

picion, as theft of the instrument by a former holder,

may require the present holder to prove that he gave

value for the paper.‘

The bone Jide purchaser of a note payable to

bearer, but stolen from the rightful holder, may re

cover the amount of it from the maker; otherwise,

where the note is stolen directly from the maker.‘

A note payable to bearer is said to be assignable by

delivery: but really there is no "assignment" at all.

The paper passes by mere delivery, the holder never

makes title through any assignment, but claims as

bearer. The note is an original promise by the maker

to pay any person who shall become bearer; it is.

therefore. payable to ‘any and every person who suc

cessively holds the note bona fide, not by virtue of an

assignment of the promise, but by the original, direct

promise moving from the maker.‘

See Bun, 2; Bonn; Coupon; Naoonsn, Q.

 

lli’.eimer's Appeal, 100 Pa. 182. 190 (1882); Common

wealth v. Harris, 10 W. N. C. 10-15 (1881),- Philadel

phin cases.

’ [Donne v. Willcutt, 5 Gray, 885 (1855); 41 Conn. 14-,

15 hie. 287; 48 id. 68.

' Litchfield v. Ferguson. 141 Mass 97 (1886).

‘2 Bl. Corn. 468: 2 Para Contr. 242; 14 Wall. 86-,

17 Blatch. 2.

' Branch v. Commissioners, 80 Va 4&3-84088), mu,

' Bullard v. Bell. 1 Man. 252 (1817), Story, .1.; Thomp

son 1:. Perrine, 106 U. S. 51%-R1 (18&2), mass; mm

min: v. Carpenter. lb. 666 (1882).

(8)
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BEARING. See DATE; INTEREST, 2 (3).

BEAST. See Annrsn.

Beasts of the plow. An ancient expres

sion referring to animals employed in the or

dinary uses of husbandry, or other actual

labor in a lawful and useful industry.l See

Drsrrzsss (3); Honsa.

BEAT. In. law, not merely to whip,

wound, or hurt; includes any unlawful im

position of the hand or arm.I

To commit a battery,3 q. 1:.

BED. 1. The right of connubial inter

course; cohabitation, q. v. Whence bed and

board. See Drvonca.

2. The bed of a river is that soil so usu

ally covered by water as to be distinguishable

from the banks, by the character of the soil,

or vegetation, or both, produced by the com

lmon presence and action of flowing water.‘

Compare BANK, 1.

BEE. See ANIMAL.

BEER. See LIQUOR; Paonmrrron, 2.

BEEVES. See NEAT.

BEFORE. See As'rsrt;A1\'rE; Conan; On.

Betorc the twentyeighth of a month means by the

twenty-seventh, at least.‘

Before a given day excludes that day.‘

Before the court. When a matter, by

regular proceeding, is made to engage or re

ceive the direct attention of a court, for the

purpose of decision, it is said to be or to be

pending "before the court." See Dscrsron;

Dwron.

A certificate by a clerk that a complaint was sworn

to “ before said court " raises a presumption that this

was done in court.'

Before trial. May mean before pleading

to the merits,'—implies that a suit has been

commenced.’

BEGGING. See VAGR.A.N'L

The act of a cripple who stands upon a sidewalk

and in silence holds out his hand for money irom pass

ers-by is “ begging for aims." "

BEGIN. See Arman, 1; AT, 2; Run, 6.

 

I Somers v. Emerson, 58 N. H. 49 (1876).

I Goodrum 0. sum, 00 Ga. tn (ms).

' State 0. Beverlin, 80 Kan. 618 (1888).

‘Howard 11. Ingersoll, 18 How. on, 381, (it (X851),

Curtis, J.

' Metropolitan Nat. Bankof New York v. lilorehead.

88 N. J. E. 500 (1884).

' Ward 1:. Walters, 68 Wis. 4-1 (1885).

' Tacsy v. Noyes, 148 Mass. 451 (1887).

'Winshlp v, People, 51 Ill. 298 (1869).

' Horner v. Pilkington, ll Ind. 442 (1868).

"B0 I-Ialiar, 8 Abb. N. Gas. 65 (1877). \
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BEHALF. See Iwrsaasr, 2 (1).

A witness mailed by a party testlfles “ in his mail“

though he testifles against his interest.I

BEHAVIOR. Manner of having, hold

ing, or keeping one’s self; personal carriage

and demeanor; bearing, with respect to pro

priety, morals, and the requirements of law.

Disorderly behavior. See Commn;

Drsoansa, 2; ORDER, 4.

Good. behavior. Bearing which conforms

to the law.

All persons who are not of good fame may be bound

over to good behavior — an expression of so great lati

tude as to leave much to be determined by the discre

tion of the magistrate.’ See Susrrcws, 3.

Security to be of good behavior includes more than

security to keep the peace; it is demanded with greater

caution, and the recognizance is more easily forfeited.‘

See PEACE. l.

Misbehavior.

duct

A verdict will be set aside for gross misbehavior in

the jury, the prevailing party, or his counsel; and an

award will be set aside for misbehavior in the arbitra

tors or referee.‘

A judge holds office for a specified term, if he shall

“ so long behave himself well.“ See Tnnonn, Of omce.

Each house of Congress may punish im members for

disorderly behavior.‘

BEING. Compare IN, 3 (2). Esse.

An allegation that liquor was sold to S. and W. LL,

“being “ minors, shows with sufficient certainty that

those persons were minors.‘

BELIEF. Conviction of mind, founded

on evidence, that a fact exists-— that an act

was done, that a statement is true.‘

The difference between “ belief" and

“knowledge” consists in the degree of oer

tainty. Things which do not make a deep

impression on the memory may be said to

leave a “ belief." Knowledge is firm belief."

“Between mere belief and knowledge there is a

wide dlflerence;" for example, as to whether a lode

or vein of gold or silver exists in a claim proposed

for a patent‘

The distinction between the two words has become

important where the contents of a paper are to be

verified as true to the knowledge of the aiflant, 9;.

Improper, unlawful con

l Richerson v. Sternburg, 65 I11. 278 (1872).

'4 Bl. Com. 256; iliinn. 98, n; B Yeates, 487.

'8 Bi. Corn. 857: 4 id. 801.

' Constitution, Art. I, see. 5, cl. 2.

‘State v. Boucber, 59 Wis. 481 0&4).

' Giddens v. Mirk, 4 Ga. 869 (1848). See All; Shh q_

Grant. 76 M0. 246 (1882).

Y [Hatch v. Carpenter, 0 Gray, 274 (1857), Shaw, 0. .I.;

0 Cal. 62.

‘Iron Silver Mining 00. 17. Reynolds, 1% U. B, Q

(1886). Field, J .
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eept as to a matter stated on " information and belief,“

which he must state he believes to be true.‘

That may be ground for “suspicion" whichwillnot

evidence " belief." ‘

Wlnle a person may have reason to believe and yet

\UHI.I.‘IiL‘V€‘, he cannot “ verily believe“ without having

good reason in fact.I

The grounds of belief are: credulity, experience,

probability, induction. Experience constitutes the

basis of belief in human tcstimony. Aid is derived

from the experience of others. Belief in such testi

mony is a fundamental principle of our moral nature.

This is strengthened by corroborating circumstances.

Probability is determined by experience and reason

ing combined. Induction tests probability.‘

See Axsvnn. 3; Csar.u.vrv; Canon, 2; Dncnrr;

FILAUI-I; K:mwmoos, 1; SCPPOBE; Susriciox.

BELLIGERENT. See Wan.

BELL-ROPE. See Ossrnucr, i.

BELLS. See NUISANCE.

BELONG. In statutes referring to in

habitancy, the poor, etc., designates the place

of a person’s legal settlement, not merely his

place of residence.‘

Belonging to. in the Pennsylvania statute de

fining arson, includes all structures (as, for example,

a harm so near a dwelling-house on the same prem

ises as to endanger the safety of the house in case of

tire.‘ See Aocsssosv; Lsciulrrr.

BELOW. Compare Anova; INFRA.

BENCH. The judge's seat in a court.

Also. the judges themselves as a tribunal

or a pf'Ofc'sSlOi1Z].l class: as, the common or

common pleas bench, the supreme bench, a

full or partial bench. Compare Ban, 1.

King’s or Queen’s bench. The supreme

court of common law in England, now

merged into the High Court of Justice.

Abbreviated K. B., and Q. B.

The king in person used to sit in this court: in

theory it was always held before the sovereign. Dur

ing the reign of a queen it is called the “Queen's

bench." in the time of Cromwell it was styled the

"upper bench." It succeeded the calm regis, q. v.

Although supposed to follow the person of the sover

eign, it was in fact held at \\'estn1instcr. It consisted

formerly of a chief justice and four associate Jus

tices — the sovereign conservators of the peace. The

jurisdiction of the court. which was originally crim

inal and included trespasses, in time included all per

sonal common-law actions between subjects, and

actions of ejectment. it had also supervisory power

, A>__‘. . 

‘See Black 1:. Halstcad, so Pa. 71 (1861); so id. as; 67

am; ‘Did. 834; Si id. lSt); 82 id. 854.

' Commonwealth v. Loflery Tickets. 5 Cush. 874 (1350),

' MU u. Ralph, 58 Win 8%? (1881), case;

‘i Green]. Ev. Ch. IIL

‘Reading e. Welqwrt, 19 Conn. 564 U849), Chm-ch,

C-J.; 813.467; I8 13.425; 8Vt.-45.

' Kill v. Commonwealth. Q Pa. 106 (1881). I

over inferior tribunals,‘ magistrates, and corpora

tions.l

Bencher.

inns of court.

Each inn is presided over by a certain number of

benchers who exercise the right of admitting candi

dates as members of their society and of ultimately

calling them to the bar. They are selected from

members who have distinguished themselves in their

profession. They also exercise general supervision

over the professional conduct of counselors who are

members of the inn.‘

Bench~wa.rra.nt. Process of arrest issued

against a. person charged with a crime or a

contempt of court.

1. A process issued against a person under

indictment to bring him into court to answer

the charge.

2. A process issued by a civil court for

the apprehension of a person appearing

to be guilty, under verified allegations, of

an indictable civil injury; as, where a

debtor, insolvent and believed to have de

frauded or to be intending to defraud his

creditors, is disposing of his efiects or is

about to remove with them from the juris

diction.

The process may be issued by a judge on the bench

(whence the name “ bench " warrant), or by A judge

at chambers.

The proceeding isinterlo<.‘utory.—like a rule on a

defendant to show cause why he .- ..ould not be held to

bail in an action ez eontractu; and is limited to cases

where there appears to be astrong presumption of

fraud of some kind on one or more creditors. Hence.

fraud is the matter to be alleged, controverted, and

substantiated. The remedy is nllowed without regard

to the place where the fraud was perpetrated, as in

actions of tort. The proceeding is not in the nature

of a summary conviction, but simply an arrest for

debt under the regulated supervision of a jud,r:e, in

stead of the arbitrary and badly controlled discretion

of a party. Nor is the proceeding criminal: the fraud

is treated as a private injury. The plaintiff flies a

preliminary afiidnvit showing, in at least general

terms, probable cause to the satisfaction of the court.

This aflidavit also specifies the nature of the claim,

whether a contract or not, and, that the amount of

bail may be known, the amount of the claim. Ahear

ing of the proofs is fixed, at which the defendant, who

has been previously arrested and imprisoned or bailed,

may deny all allegations anddemand proof of the

alleged facts.‘ See Arncn, 2.

BENEFICE. A gratuitous donation, as,

an estate by feudal tenure; also, an ecclesi

In England, a dignitary of the

 

|See8Bl. Com. 41; 4 id. 206.

I liolt.hou.se's Law Dict.

Hiosllne v. Place, 82 Pa. 620 (1859). Lowrie, Q .I.;

Act l2 July, i842.
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Utical living or church preferment given or

held for life.1 .

BENEFICIARY. One who is entitled

to the benefit of a contract or of an estate

held by another.

The word, though a little remote from the original

meaning of the expression “ oestui que trust,“ is more

appropriate for one who is a tnistee or iide-c0mmis

nary.’ See Tnusr, Cestul, etc.

As a member of a beneficial society, see Bssnrrr.

BENEFIT. Good, advantage; fruit,

profit, use; aid.

As, inthe expressions, assignment for the

benefit of creditors, common or mutual bene

fit, benefit of a doubt, of clergy, of copyright,

of a law. See BETTERMENT; Uss, 2.

Only he for whose benefit a thing exists can com

plain of a non-recognition or abuse of his right; and

he who retains the benefit of an act must bear the

burden.‘ He who has enjoyed the fruit of an act can

not afterward deny the existence or validity of the

act — as, that a bond is not valid,‘ that a law is uncon

ltituti0nal,' or an act ultra vireo. See Conxonnn.

Benefit society. An association incorpo

rated for the purpose of receiving periodical

payments from members, to be loaned or

given to such members as may need pecun

iary relief. Sometimes bailed aid, and bene

ficial, society.

Sick benefits. Aid, usually money, given to a per

son during the period of his illness or disability, on

account of membership or insurance in a benefit or

relief society.‘

The recognition of a person as a member up to a

short time before his death. in connection with the

presumption that persons follow such regulations as

they are under, is suflicient evidence of good standing

to maintain an action upon a certificate!

When a beneilt certificate takes effect, so far as to

vest an absolute.right to the benefit money, at the

death of the party to whom it issued, the same rule

should hold which prevails as to wills and life policies

of insurance, vlz., that an express designation of the

person is conclusive.‘

 

I [4 Bl. Com. 107; 8 Kent, 4%

I1 Story, Eq. 12 ed. 5321, note.

' Cowell 1:. Colorado Springs Co.. 100 U. B. 55 (1879);

Jones v. Guaranty. &c. Co., 101 id. 628 (1879); Peoples‘

Bank v. National Bank, ib. 181 (1879).

' United .\'inies v. Hodson, 10 Wall 395 (1870).

‘Daniels 1:. Tearney, 102 U. S. 4;21(1SSO); 106 id. 481.

' See Poultney u. Bachman, 81 Hun, 49, 52-65 (1888),

cases.

" Lazensky 1:. Knights of Honor, 81 F. R. 592 (1887);

Knights of Honor 1:. Johnson. 78 1nd. 113 (1881).

‘Thomas u. Leaks, 67 Tex. 470 (1887), Willie. C. J. A!

to beneficiaries generally, see Lamont v. Grand Lodge,

81 F. R. 177, 181 (1887), cases. As to designation of

beneficiary, see Hotel-Men‘s Amociation v. Brown, 8:’.

id. 11 (1887).
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A contract of membership must he read in the light

aflorded by the constitution and by-laws.I See Accl

nmrr; Assocnrros.

Benefits accepted. See Acnsr: As

sumrsrr; Cosrnscr, Implied; Esrorrsn

Benefits and burdens. Advantages and

disadvantages; profilb and losses; rights and

duties. See BURDEN.

Beneficial. 1. For the assistance of

members, as see Society, above.

2. Entitled to receive the income or, profit,

as the beneficial owner of an estate. See

Bsssmcrsav.

3. Contributing to the end in view; sup

porting or maintaining rather than restrict

ing or defeating; liberal. See CONSTRUC

TION; STATUTE, Remedial ;' RES, 2, Ut. etc.

BENEVOLENCE; BENEVOLENT.

" Benevolent,” of itself, without anything in

the context of n will to restrict its ordinary

meaning, clearly includes not only purposes

which are deemed charitable by a court of

equity, but also any acts of kindness, good

will or disposition to do good, the objects of

which have no relation to technical charities.a

Hence, a devise to be applied “solely for benevo

lent purposes," in the discretion of a trustee. is not a

charity. But “ benevolent," when coupled with

‘‘charitable'‘ or an equivalent word, or used in such

connection or applied to such public institutions or

corporations as to manifest an intent to make it syn

onymous with “ charitable." has been given effect

according to that intent.‘

" Benevolence“ is wider than “charity," in legal

signification. but its meaning may be narrowed by the

context.‘

" Benevolent,“ applied to objects or purposes, may

refer to such as are charitable or not charitable, in the

legal sense. Acts of kindness. friendship, forethought

or good will, might properly be described as benevo

lent. it has therefore been held that gifts to trustees

to be applied for “ benevolent purposes" at their dis

oration, or to such “benevolent purposes “ as they

could agree upon, do not create a public charity.

Where the word is used in connection with other

words explanatory of its meaning, and indicating the

intent of the donor to limit it to purposes strictly

charitable, it has been held to be equivalent to " char

ltable.“ '

See Assoounos; Cmsm.

 

l Splawn u. Chew, 00 Tex. 5134 (1553); 67 id. 472. See

also, generally, 22 Cent. Law J. 562-64 (18%), m; it.

277, cases.

ICha.rnberlain u. Stearns. 111 Mass. M (1878),

cases. Gray, J.

I De Camp v. Dobbins. 31 N. J. E. 695 (1879), Beasley.

C. J.: Thomson :1. Norris, 20 id. 523 (1869), cases; as

N. H. 533.

1 Suter v. Hil.liard,132 Mans. 413-14 (1882),M 1;»
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BETWEEN

 

BENZHTE. See OIL.

BEQUEATH. A gift of personal prop

erty by wilL

Bequest. A gift of personalty by will;

the clause in the instrument making the gift;

the thing itself so given.

When the context requires it “bequeath " will be

construed "devise "— which is of realty.I Bee Da

ms; Lxoacr; Win!~ 2.

BEST. See Bin: EVIDENCE; KNOWLEDGE.

A testator made a bequest to his son-in-law in trust

‘to pay the income or such portion as he may con

aizier beat and at such time as he sees fit “ to t/esurior's

granddaughter. an infant, during her life. Held. that

the intent of the testator was to consider the welfare

of the granddaughter; that the word “ best" had

more reference to withholding income than paying it:

that the trustee was to pay only as he thought best to

my.‘ See Dmcarrrnx, '2; LI.

BESTLALITY. See Sonomr.

BET.‘ A wager.— the act or the amount.

“ Bet" and " wager" are synonymous

terms, applied to the contract of betting and

wagering and to the thing or sum bet or

wagered. They may be laid upon games

and upon things that are not games.‘

A “bet” or wager is ordinarily an agree

ment between two or more that a sum of

money or some valuable thing, in contribut

ing which all agreeing take part, shall be

come the property of one or some of them on

the happening in the future of an event

at present uncertain; while the "stake" is

the money or-other thing thus put upon the

ciiance. Each party gets a chance of gain

from others, and takes a risk of loss of his

own to them.‘

"illegal gaming implies gain and loss between the

parties by betting. such as would excite a spirit of

cupidity." A "purse." “prlze,“ or “premium " is or

Mymum valuable thing offered by a person for

the doing of something by others. into the strife for

which he does not enter. He has not a chance of

gaining the thing oflered; if he abide by his offer, that

he must give it over to some of those contending for it

i reasonably certain. “Bet or stakes“ and “ bet or

wager " have substantially the same meaning.‘

 

dlma, J.: Saltonstail 1:. Sanders, 11 Allen, 470 (1865),

Gray, -1.; Jones v. Haberaham, 107 U. S. 185 (1882);

Adye v. Smith, 44 Conn 60 (1878).

‘Evans c. Price, 118 ill. 5B9(1BS6); Ladd u. Harvey,

-1 .\'. H. fr.B(1860): Lashei’ ti. Lasher,18 Barb. 109-10

152); Laing v. Barbour, 119 Mam. 5:L'5(181'6), case;

' Bartlett :1. Slater. 53 Conn. 110 (1885).

' For abet, to maintain

I Woodcock v. McQueen. 11 ind. 16 (1863). Perkins, J.

IM v. \Vh.itc. 31 N. Y. 539 (1880). Folger, C. -1.;

Commonwealth 1:. Wright, 137 Mass. 251 (1884).

A bet on an election means on the result of the

election.1 See Gaza, 2; Wanna

BETTER. See EQUITY.

BE'1"I'ERN[EN'T. 1. An improvement

to realty which is more extensive than ordi

nary repair, and increases, in a substantial

degree, the value of the property; meliora

tion. .

Betterment Acts. Statutes which secure

to a purchaser of land for valuable consider

ation, without notice of an infirmity in the

title, an interest in the land equal to the

value of the improvements or melioration he

may have made.

The rule of the common law is that the owner of

land shall not pay an intruder or occupant for unau

thorized improvements. This induces diligence in the

examination of titles, and prevents wrongful appropri

ations. Chancery, borrowing from the civil law. made

the first innovation upon the doctrine; and in time

held that when a bona fide possessor made meilora

tions in good faith, under an honest belief of owner

ship. and the real owner for any reason went into

equity. the court, applying rho maxim that he who

seeks equity must do equity, and adopting the civil

law rule of natural equity, compelled the owner to

pay for such industrial accessions as were perma

nently beneflcial to the estate.’

The occupant must have peaceabie possession,

under color of title, and honestly believe that he is the

owner of the land. Any instrument having a grantor

and grantee. containing a description of the land, and

apt words for their conveyance. gives color of title.

Actual notice of an adverse title is proof of the ab

sence of good faith.‘

2. The additional value which a piece of

property acquires from its proximity to a

public improvement.‘ See COMPENSATION, 3.

BETWEEN. Often synonymous with

“ among,n especially when employed to con

vey the idea of division or separate owner

ship of property held in common.5

It is as appropriate to say that property is to be

divided “between “ as “among “ A. B, and C.‘

 

I Commonwealth v. Avery. 14 Bush, 683 (1879).

I Parsons v. Moses, 16 Iowa, 444-46 (1864), cases, Dil

lon. J.

‘Board v. Danaby, 48 Ark. 1%-87 (1886), cases. See

generally Bright 0. Boyd, 1 Story, 4921-98 (1841): 2 id.

6171‘ (18-18); Griswold 1:. Bragg. 18 Blatch. 206 (1580);

Wheeler v. Merriman, 80 Minn. 876 (1883); Eiiinger 0.

Hall, 81 Va. 102-6 (1886), cases; Green v.‘ Biddle, 8

Wheat. 79 (1828); Jackson 1!. 1000118, (N. Y.), 15 Am.

Dec. 817, cases; 19 Blatch. 91; 48 Conn. 581; 11 M018;

74 id. 515; 13 Ohio, 308; 14 S. C. 888; 17 Vt. 109; 8 Porn

eroy, Eq. 5 1241, cases; 2 Story. Eq. 55 799, 1287-88,

cases; 1 Wash. R. P. 139. cases.

' See Foster v. Commissioners. 1f3 .\Iu.ss. 335 (1882).

' .\iyrcs v. )1yres. ti How. Pr. 41.3-1l1(1H62). See alas

Ward mTomkins. 80 N. J. E. 4 (1878); I) Conn. 1152.
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When "between " and " among" follow the verb

“dlvide“ their general signification is very similar,

and in popular use they are synonymous— though

"among" denotes a collection and is never followed

by two of any sort, while " between " may be followed

by any plural number, and seems to refer to the in

dividuals of a class rather than to the class itself.I

" Between " persons implies, strictly speaking, be

tween two parties to a division; but the reference may

be to more than two persons.’

By the language " equally divided between my

grandchildren.“ a testator may intend division be

tween two families.‘

Between two places excludes the termini“

Between two days excludes both days.‘ See DAY.

" Between eleven o'clock P. hi. and iive o'clock

A. M." covers the period intervening between eleven

o'clock at night and live o‘clock in the morning of the

succeeding day.‘

BEYOND. See Sns.

BI. The Latin prefix, put for dui, twice,

or from bis, twice, two.

BIASJ Inclination of mind toward a

particular objeot ; an influential power which

sways the judgment.‘

In a juror, being under an influence which

so sways his mind to one side as to prevent his

deciding the cause according to the evidence.‘

Not synonymous with prejudice.‘

May show bias in a witness by relationship, symd

pathy, hostility, or prejudice.’ See IIrAn.'rui., 1;

Pnnwmcs.

BIBLE. See Bnssrnsmv; Cnmsrmmrv;

Hmnsar, 4.

BICYCLE. Held to be a “ca.rriage,"

within a statute forbidding fast driving."

Not a “can-isge“ liable to toil, under the English

Turnpike Act of 1888. "

A tricycle capable of being propelled by the feet,

or by steam as an auxiliary, or alone, was held to be

a "locomotive," within the English Highways and

Locomotive Act of 1878."

The park commissioners of New York, in their dis

cretion, may prohibit bicycles in the parks of that city.

An ordinance to that eflect may be a " regulation "

intended by the statute creating their oflice."

 

I Senger v. Senger‘s Executor, 81 Va. 6% (1886), Rich

lrdson. J. '

I Haskell tr. Sargent, 113 Mass. 843 (1873).

'Stoutenburgh v. Moore. 37 N. J. E. 69 (1883).

‘Revere v. Leonard, 1 Mass. '98 (1804).

' Bunce 1:. Reed, 16 Barb. 852 (IR'»?); 5 Meta. 540.

' Hedderlch v. sum, 101 Ind. 570 (1884). '

'F. biais a slant. slope: inclination to a side. L. L.

Mfacem. one who looks sideways.—- Skeat.

' [Willis 1:. State, 12 Ga. 449-50 (1868).

'1 Whnrt. Ev. §§ 408, 566.

" Taylor v. Goodwin, L. R, 4Q. B. D. 228 (1879).

" Williams v. Ellis, L. R... 5 Q. B. D. 176 (188)).

" Parkyns a. Priest. L. R, 7 Q. B. D. 816 (1881).

" Matter of Wright, 29 Hun, 858 (1888).

An act which forbids the use of bicycles on a cer

tain road, unless permitted by the superintendent of

the road, is not unconstitutional.I

In the absence of legislative prohibition, riders of

bicycles would seem to have the same rights on high

ways as those using any other vehicle.’

BID. In its most comprehensive sense,

to make an ofier; in its more ordinary ao

ceptation, to make an offer at an auction ; '

the oifer itself.

Also, the price at which a contractor will

furnish material or do some other particular

thing.

Bid ofl’. One is said to bid off a thing

when he bids atan auction and the thing is

knocked down to him in immediate succes

sion to his bid and as a consequence of it.‘

Bidder. One who ofiers to give a desig

nated price for property on sale at an auction.

By-bidding. Fictitious bidding; run

ning up the price of an article, not to save it

from sacrifice, but to mislead bona fide bid

ders; pufling.

Upset bid. A more liberal bid on prop

erty sold at public sale, offered to the court

having jurisdiction in the proceeding, in

order that the sale already made may be set

aside, or confirmation thereof withheld, and

that the new bid may be entertained, perhaps

along with other bids. Whence upset-bidder,

for the person who makes such ofier.‘ (Local.)

The article offered for sale is to be deliveredto the

highcstreal bidder. if a minimum pricels notice

thereof must be given. By-bidding, since it deceives

and involves falsehood, is a fraud.‘ An agreement

not to bid, that is. to prevent competition and possibly

to cause a sacrifice of the property, is void, as against

public policy. On a breach of a contract to pay a

bid the measure of damages is_ the amount which

would have been received if the contract had been
kept.‘ A

it was formerly the rule in England, in chancery

sales, that, until confirmation of the master‘s report,

the bidding would be “ opened “ upon a mere offer to

advance the price ten per centum. But Lord Eldon

expressed dissatisfaction with this practice, as tend

 

I State v. Yopp, W N. C. 477 (1887)

' Cook, Highways See 60 Law Times, 28 (1880); as

Soiic. J. & R. 4 (1880) -commenting on Taylor's and

Williams‘ cases, ante — notes 10, 11.

' Eppes 0. Mississippi. &c. R 00., 85 Ala. 56 (1869).

Walker. 0. J.

‘ See Yost 1:. Porter, 80 Va 855 (1885).

'\'eazie v. Williams, 8 How. 151452 (1850), M 2

Kent. 638.

I Wicker 1:. Hoppock, 6 Wall. 97-98 (1861), ms",

James v. Ls CTOQBB. &c. B. 00., ib. T52 (1867); 4 Del

Ch. 491; 1 Corn). 895.
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in: to impair confidence in sales, tokoep bidders from

alknding, and to diminish the amount realized, and

his views were finally adopted in the statute of B0and

B1 Vict. (18571, c. 49. 5 7. In this country his views

were followed at an early day by the courts, and the

rule has become almost universal that a sale will not

be set aside for inadequacy of price unless the inade

quacy boso great as to shock the conscience, or unless

there be additional circumstances against its fair

nm: being very much the rule that always prevailed

in England as to setting aside a sale after a master's

report had been confirmed. If the inadequacy of

price is so gro- as to shock the conscience, or if, in

sddition to grom inadequacy, the purchaser has been

guilty of unfairness. or has taken any undue advan

tage, or if the owner of the propcrty, or the party

lnlcreoted in it. has been for any other reason misled

or surprised. the sale will be regarded as fraudulent

and void, or the party injured will be permitted to

redeem the property sold. Great inadequacy requires

only slight. circumstances of uniairnessin the conduct

of the party benefited by the sale to raise the presump

tion of fraud.‘

See Annqnrrg 1; Arcnox; Rasrossinna; SALB,

Judicial.

BIGAMYJ The offense of having two

husbands or wives at the same time, the one

dejure and the other de facto.:

Strictly speaking, bigamy means “twice

married," as its derivation shows. This was

never an oflense at common law; it was

uiade an offense by the canonists. Polygamy

is the proper term; but, by long usage,

bigamy has come to mean the state of a man

who has two wives, or a woman who has

two husbands, at the same time.‘

Win-nce bigamist (not a legal term), and

lnyzamous.

The penalties of the offense are not incurred where

one of a married couple has been absent and unheard

of for a long period, as five to seven years, and the

other party marries; nor. in some States, where one is

oentenm-d to imprisonment for a long term, as for life;

nor where there has been a legal dissolution of the re

lation for A cause not involving guilt, as for a contract

nude within the age of consent.‘

The flm wife is not admitted as a witness against

her husband. because she is the true wife; but the sec

 

Iiirntfam v. lillfi§L‘$5. 117 U. 8. 191-92 (1686), cases,

Bradley, J. See also Vans v. Arrington. 89 N. C. 18

(1&§3,._wn per cent. rule; Hansucker 1:. Walker, 76

V; 733 (1882): Langyher v. Patterson, 77 id. 470 (1883);

Central Pacific R. Co. v. Creed, 70 Cal. 501 (1886); Bab

cock 1:. ('8l"lfl('l(l. 86 Kan. £89 (1887).

I1, 1, bigamia: bi for Gk. di, double; gnmia, for

GI. peimoa, marriage. Git. digamia,- Skest.

'1 Bishop. Mar. 8: Div. 5296.

'Ghe v. Comm‘-nwenlth. Fl Pa 482. 480 (1876), Pax

sm. J See also 4 Bl. Com. 1&8; 2 Staph. Hist. Cr. L

lug. 4!); 1 Law Quar. Bet C76-76 (1886).

' ‘2 Kent. 79-50; 4 Bl Com. 1“.

0nd wife, so called, may be, for she is note wife at

all; and so, vice verso, as to the second husband. so

called.1

The first marriage may be proved by the admissions

of the prisoner.‘

in a criminal prosecution strict proof of an actual

marriage is necessary; but in a civil suit on admission.

or reputation and cohabitation, sufi1ces.'

The act of Congress of July 1, 1862, pro

vided that every person having a husband or

wife living, who married another, whether

married or single, in a Territory, or other

place over which the United States had ex

clusive jurisdiction, vvas guilty of bigamy —

And should be punished by a fine of not more than

five hundred dollars, and by imprisonment for a term

of not more than five years‘ That act was amended

by act of March 29, 1882, to read as follows:

Section 1. "Every person who has a husband or

wife living who, in a Territory or other place over

which the United States have exclusive jurisdiction,

hereafter marries anothcr, whether married or single,

and any man who hereafter simultaneously, or on the

same day, marries more than one woman, in a Terri

tory or other place over which the United States have

exclusive jurisdiction, is guilty of polygamy, and shall

be punished by a fine of not more than five hundred

dollars and by imprisonment for a term of not more

than five years: but this section IR. 8. i 6852, as

amended] shall not extend to nny person by reason of

any former marriage whose husband or wife by such

marriage shall have been absent for five years, and is

not known to such person to be living, and is believed

by such person to be dead. not to any person by rea

son of any former marriage which shall have been

dissolved by a valid decree of a competent court. nor

to any person by reason of any former marriage

which shall have been pronounced void by a valid

decree of a competent court, on the ground of nullity

of the marriage contract."

Sec. 2. if any male person cohabits with more than

one woman, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,

punishable by a fine of not more than three hundred

dollars, and by imprisonment tor not more than six

months, or by both.

Sec. 5. Cause for challenge of a juror is: living or

having lived in the practice of bigamy, polygamy, or

unlawful cohabitation with more than one woman; or

believing in the practice of bigamit Polygamy, etc.

. An answer shall not be given in evidence in any

criminal prosecution under the not. Declining to an

swer as a witness renders the person incompetent.

Sec. 6. The President may grant amnesty for of

fenses committed before the passage of the act.

Sec. 7. The issue of Mormon marriages. born before

January 1, 1888. are legitlmated.

'4 Bl. Com. 164.

' Miles 0. United States. 108 U. S. 804, 811 (1z>*0). cases.

' The Gaines Cases, 21 How. 6050860); 12 id. 47:; 0 id

590'; State 0:. Johnson, 12 Minn. 47ii(1N7), cases: 98 Am.

Dec. Mi, 25147, cases; 158 Pa. 182; 14 Tex. 468. 471; I

Utah, 25.

‘llSt.L.50: RS.§' '2.
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Sec. 8. " No polygamist, bigamist, or any person

cohabiting with more than one woman, and no woman

cohabiting with any of the persons described as afore

said shall be entitled to vote at any election

or be eligible for election or appolntmentto or

he entitled to hold any ofiice or place of public trust,

h mor, or emolument in. under. or for any such Terri

tory or place, or under the United States."

9. Declaresall registration and election ofilces

vacant, and provides for their being filled by a board

of five persons, appointed by the President, until pro

\ 1sion be made by the legislative assembly of the Ter

ntory as further directed by this section.I

Any man is a polygamist or bigamist,

within the meaning of the last recited act,

who having previously married one wife, still

living, and having another at the time when

he presents himself to claim registration as a

voter, still maintains that relation to a plu

rality of wives, although from March 22,

1882, until the day he otfers to register, he

may not in fact have cohabited with more

than one woman. . . The crime, under

the acts of Congress, consists in entering into

a bigamous or polygamous marriage, and is

complete when the relation begins.’ See Rs

LIGION.

The offense of cohabiting with more than one

woman, created by it! of the act of March 22, 1882, is

committed by a man who lives in the same house with

two women, and eats at their tables one-third of his

time, or thereabouts, and holds them out to the world,

by his language or conduct, as his wives. it is not

necessary that he and the women. or either of them,

shall sleep together! See Coaasrr, 2.

The uniform current of authority is, that for the

purposes of prosecution the oifense of bigamy or po

lygamy can be committed but once prior to the time

the prosecution is instituted.‘

See further Act of March 8, 1888, under Ponronnr.

 

\ 21 St. L. 80-32. See 1i6 U. S. M7; 118 id. 850.

‘Murphy 0. Ramsey, 114 U. B. 15. 85, 41 (1885), Mat

thews, J. Approved, llfl id. T2, in/ra.

' Cannon 1:. United States, 116 U. S. 55 (1885), Blatch

Iord, J. Afterward, May 10, 1886, the court decided

that it had no jurisdiction under the writ of error in

the case, as see 118 U. S. 854-55.

I Errp. Snow, 120 U. B. 274, s81-86 (1887), cases, Blatch

ford, J. Snow was convicted of polygamy upon three

indictments, exactly alike except that they covered

different periods of time, and three sentences were

imposed. He complied with the first sentence — paid

a fine of $600, and remained in prison six months; and

then demanded his release, claiming that his offense

had been a continuing one, and that he could not be

punished more than once for it. The Supreme Court

held that under the theory of the lower court Snow

might have been punished under an indictment on

tered every week during the continuance of the polyg

amous relation.

BILATERAL. Designates a contraci

executory on both sides. as, a sale. Unilat

eral. When one party makes no express

agreement, but his obligation is left to impli

cation of law, as, a guaranty. See CONTRACI‘,

Bilateral, etc.

A bilateral record is a record introduced between

parties and privies. A unilateral record is a record

otlcrcd to show a particular fact as a prima facie case

for or against a stranger.

BILG-ED. That state of a ship in which

water is freely admitted through holes and

breaches made in the planks of the bottom,

occasioned by injuries, whether the ship’:

timbers are broken or not.I

BILL.1 A statement of particulars, in

writing, and more or less formal in arrange

meut.

Dbtinctive qualifying terms are frequently omit

ted, the relation or context indicating the sense.

Thus “ bill,“ standing alone, is often used for bill of

exchange, bill in equity, bill of indictment, etc.

I. IN CONSTITUTIONAL Law. A formal,

public, written declaration of popular rights

and liberties—-restrictive of governmental

power. See further RIGHT, 2, Bill of Rights.

II. IN LEGISLATION. The draft or form

of an act presented to a legislature but not

enacted. As, a bill of attainder, and money

bills, qq. v.

“ Act " is the appropriate term for the document

after it has been passed by the legislature: it is then

something more than a draft or form.‘

SeeAcr,8; Pass,2; Rxnsa; Bum; Trn.:.2: Vs-ro;

Ysas AND Nays.

III. IN Mnncanrun Law. A written

statement of the amount or items of a de

mand, or of the terms of an agreement or

undertaking, particularly for the payment oi

money.‘

As, abank-bill; adue-bill; a billrendercd,

payable, or receivable; a bill of adventure,

of credit, of exchange, of lading, of parcels,

of sale, of sight; a bill of health, of mortalit_v ;

a bill obligatory or penal, or single. As tu

which see the descriptive or qualifying word.

Bill; bill obligatory; bill penal; bill

single. A bond without a condition. An

instrument acknowledging indebtedness, in

 

lPeele v. Merchants‘ his 00., 8 Mas. 3911822), Story , J

' L. L. biliri. a writing: build, a papal bill: originally

a leaden seal,— Skeat.

' [Southwark Bank v. Commonwealth. I P; use

(1866), Lewis, J.; 4 Wall. 887.

' Abbott‘| Law Dict
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a certain sum, to be paid on a day cer

tain.‘

Diflen from a promissory note in having a seal

afilxed: yet, by the custom of merchants, binds with

out seal. witness, or delivery. lt is subject to de

fnluation and setrofl.‘

A “bill" is n common engagement for money,

given by one man to another. When with a penalty,

called a "penal bill;“ when without a penalty, a

"single biil;“ though the latter is most frequently

used. By a “hill “ is ordinarily understood a single

bond without a condition.I

“ Bill single,“ or simply “ bill,“ without condition or

penalty, was originally the plainest form. A “bill

penal " or "penal bill" had a condition and penalty

annexed. A " bill obligatory " in form was like either

at these and had a seal. Bonds with conditions have

superseded hills penal.

Bill payable. Any demand, usually evi

denced by a writing, for money, subsisting

against a person. Bill receivable. Any

such demand, with respect to the person

who is entitled to the money.

“ Bills receivable" are promissory notes, bills of

exchange, bonds and other evidences or securities.

which a merchant or trader holds, and which are

payable to him.‘

Bill rendered. A creditor’s written

statement of his claim, itemized.

Not asenied to by the debtor, as in an account

dated. The creditor may sue fora larger sum.‘ See

Ascot:-"r, 1.

IV. is LEGAL Pnocsnuns. A formal

written statement of complaint to a court of

justice.‘ As, the original bill in common

lnw practice; a bill in chancery or equity; a

bill of indictment, of information, qq. v.

Also, a written statement or record of pro

oeedings in an action.1 As, a bill of excep

tions, of costs, of particulars, a fee-bill,5 qq. v.

Bill in chancery; bill in equity. A

statement, addressed to a chancellor or a

court of equity, of the facts which give rise

to a complaint, with a petition for relief.

This may be an original bill or a bill not

original, a cross~bill, a supplemental bill,

a bill for discovery, of conformity, inter

pleader, peace or quia timet, review, revivor,

foreclosure, a creditor’s bill, qq. v.

 

1 Farmers‘, lo. Bank 0. Grelner, 2 B. & B. 115, 117

(1515), Tilghmsn, c. J.

' 'l‘1-my v. Tnlmlge, 18 Barb. 462 (1854): Jacob's Law

Dict

'SllfA I. lboblmou. 57 Md. 501 OBI): Bouvierj I411

Diet.

‘Williams v. Glenny, 16 N. Y. 880 (1%?)

' Abbott‘! Law Diet.

A bill in equity corresponds to a declaration at law.

Its parts are: 1, the address to the court: 2, the names

of the parties; 8, the facts of complainant's case— the

stating part; 4, a general charge of improper combi

nation — the clause of confederation; 5, the pretenses

or excuses respondent may have to offer in defense —

the charging part; 6, allegations that the respondent's

acts are contrary to equity, and that no adequate

remedy is afforded at law -the clause of jurisdiction;

7, a prayer for answers to interrogations— the inter

rogating part; 8, a prayer for relief; 9, a prayer for

process. Parts 4, 5, and 6 are omitted, except where

fraud is to be specifically charged as an actual fact

The whole is sworn to by the complainant.

When a person has a cause which is re

dressible only in equity he commences his

suit by preferring to the court a written

statement of his case called a “ bill in chan

cery” or a “ bill in equity," which is in the

nature of a petition to the court, sets forth

the material facts, and concludes with a

prayer for the appropriate relief or other

thing required of the court, and for the usual

process against the parties, against whom the

relief or other thing is sought, to bring them

before the court to make answer in the

premises.l

The most general division of bills is those

which are original and those which are not

original. Original bills relate to some

matter not before litigated in the court, by

the same persons standing in the same inter

ests. These bills may again be divided into

those which pray, and those which do not

pray, relief.I

Bills not original are, first, such as are

an addition to, or a continuance or a depend

ency of, an original bill; or, second, such as

are brought for the purpose of cr0ss-litiga

tion, or of controverting, suspending, or

reversing some decree or order of the court,

or of carrying it into execution. The first

class of bills not original furnishes the means

of supplying the defects of a suit, of continu

ing it, if abated, and of obtaining the benefit

of it. These means are: by a supplemental

bill: by an original bill in the nature of a

supplemental bill; by a bill of revivor; by an

original bill in the nature of a bill of revivor;

by a bill of revivor and supplement. The

second class includes: a cross-bill; a bill of

review; a bill to impeach a decree upon the

ground of fraud; a bill to suspend the opera

 

I Story, Eq. Pl. 5 7.

' Story, Eq. Pi. 5516, 17; 10 F. R. 781.
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tion of a decree; a bill to carry a former

demo into execution; a bill partaking in

some measure of one or more of both of

these classes of bills.I .

A cross-bill is brought by a defendant in

a suit against the plaintifi‘ in the same suit,

or against other defendants in the same suit,

or against both, touching the matters in

question in the original bill. It is an auxil

iary to the proceedings in the original suit, a

dependency upon it—-brings the whole dis

pute before the court for one decree. The

two bills constitute one suit.2

New and distinct matters, not embraced in the orig

inal bill, cannot be introduced by the cross-bill; and

new parties must be introduced by amendment of the

bill.‘

A supplemental bill is brought as an

addition to an original bill to supply some

defect in its original frame or structure, not

the subject of amendment.‘

May be filed by either party to his own bill, within

a reasonable time-—-even after decree made, when a

necessary party has been omitted, when further dis

covery is requisite, when some matter overlooked

needs development. or when it is essential to bring out

other matter in order to give full effect to the decree

entered or to be entered on the original bill. The bill

is not amendable after the parties are at issue. and

witnesses have been examined. An answer to the new

matter is prayed tor.I

After hearing the prbois a bill may be so amended

as to put in issue matters in dispute and in proof, but

not sufficiently in isue by the original bill.‘ See

AMENDMENT, 1.

See also Aneqoxrx; Asswan,8; Dnnunnsn; DISMIBS;

Equrrv, Fisai.\'o, 2; lxraarmssca; Mur:rlrAnrons.\'i:ss;

Paarv, 2; Pnucnrcx, 2; Rnurnr, 2; Rsmsov.

Original bill. 1. An ancient mode of

commencing an action at law, particularly

in the court of king's bench; sometimes

termed a “ plaint,” and resembled the modem

“declaration.” Compare WRIT, Original.

2. In equity, a complaint relating to a dis

pute not before litigated by the same persons

in the same interests. See page 121.

True bill. See Iosoas.

1 Story, Eq. Pi. 5826.

IStory, Eq. Pl. § 389; Shields u. Barrow, 17 How. 145

(1854); Ayres v. Carver. ib. 505 U864); Cross 0. De Valle,

1 Wall. 14 (1868); Exp. Montgomery, &c. R. Co., 95 U. S.

85 (1877); Ayers v. Chicago, 101 id. 187 (1879); Nash

ville, &c. R Co. v. United States, ib. 641 (1879); First

Nat. Bank v. Flour Mills Co., 31 F. R. 584 (1587); 2

McCrary, HT; 50 Conn. 62;105 Ill. 565; 21 W. VA. 247; 2

Daniel. Ch. 1548.

' Story, Eq. Pl. 5 882.

' Graflam u. Burgeeg ll? U. S. 1% (1886), casea

BILLA. L. L. A bi‘.-l: an original bill at

law, or a bill of indictinent.

Billa. cassetur. That the bill be quashed.

A judgment, at common law, for defendant,

on a plea in abatement.I See QUASIL

Billa vera. A true bill.

BILIJARDS. See GAME, 2.

BIND. To place under a legal obligation,

particularly that of a bond or covenant; to

ailect with a contract or a judgment; to

aflect with _a thing done, or with a common

relation; to obligate.

As. to bind, and to be bound or to become bound,

by a contract made, by a judgment or decree entered

or rendered, by legislation, by the act of a privy. a

wife, a partner, or other agent or by the declaration

oi‘ an accomplice.

Binding. Establishing an obligation;

creating a legal duty or necessity. See In

smucr, 2.

Binding out.

tice, q. u.

Binding over. To obligate to appear as a

witness, or as a. defendant, at the time of

trial, or to keep the peace, q. u.

Bound. Brought under an obligation, as

by a covenant; charged with responsibility,

as with aduty; obligated. See APPRENTICE;

Bonn; How. 4; INDENTURE: Oauosrs.

BIPARTITE. See PART, 1.

BIRD. See ANIMAL.

BIRTH. See Aamnos, 2 (2); NATUB;

VENTER.

BIS. Sec BI.

BISSEXTILE. See YEAR.

BITTERS. See LIQUOR.

BLACK. See Acne; Car; Gown; Ram.

BLACKLEG. A person who gets his

living by frequenting race-courses and places

where games of chance are played, getting

the best odds and giving the least he can,

but not necessarily by cheating.’

BLACK-LISTING. See Borcomse.

an act oi‘ Wisconsin, approved April 8. 1837 (Laws,

ch. 349), provides that: Any two or more employees

who shall agree, combine, and coniederate together

for the purpose of interfering with or preventing any

person or persons seeking employment from obtaining

such employment, either by threats. promises or by

circulating or causing the circulation of a so-called

blacklist, or by any means whatsoever, or for the

purpole oi’ procuring and causing the discharge of

any employee or employees by any means whatloever,

To obligate as an appren

 

\ [8 BL Com. 308.

' Barnett 0. Allen, 3 B. & N. 879 (185%), Pollock, C. I
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shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon

conviction shall be punished by imprisonment in the

county jail for a period of not more than one month

or by a fine not less than fifty dollars, or by both.

BLACK-]!lIAIL.l 1. Rent reserved in

work, grain, or the baser money. Opposed,

white rent: rent paid in silver.’

A rent in grain, cattle, money, or other

thing, anciently paid to men of influence, in

the north of England, for protection against

robbers.‘

By statute -I8 llliz. (1601), c. 18, for preventing rspine

on the northern borders, to imprison or carry away

any subjectin order to ransom him or to give

or take any money or contribution, there called black»

mud, in order to secure goods from rspine, is felony

flthout benefit of clergy.‘

2. In common parlance, extortion — the

exadion of‘money for the performance of a

duty, the prevention of an injury, or the ex

ercise of an influence.‘

imports an unlawful service and an involuntary

payment. Not nnfrequently. the money is extortod

by threats. or by operating upon the fears or the

creduhty, or by promises to conceal or oflem to ex

pose the weakness. the folly, or the crime of the

victim There is moral compulsion which neither

necessity nor fear nor credulity can resist. The term,

as universally regarded, implies an unlawful act; and

though. from its indeilnitcness and comprehensive

neu. the oflense is not classified as a distinct crime,

it is nevertheless believed to be criminal. Therefore,

to charge a man with “ black-mailing" is equivalent

to charging him with a crime.‘

Worcester says that “ black-mail “ originally meant

the performance of labor, the payment-of copper

cnin. or the delivery‘ of certain things in kind, as rent;

mg that [ho word was contrasted with " white rent.“

which was paid in silver. Spelman attributes the

term "black " to the color of the coin: Jomiesen to

its illegality. Dean Swift used the term to signify

“ hush money," " money exlorted under the threat of

exposure in print for an alleged offense.“ Bartlett is

the first lexicogrnpher Wllu confines its meaning to

that sense. and the use of it to this country. . The

meaning is not legally confined to extortion by threats

or other morally compulsory measure. The sense in

tended in any given case should be‘ determined by a

jury,‘ See Exronnon; Tnnnrssmo Ll'i'1'ltlL

 

I According to most of the authorities, mail is from

the French milk, a small coin. It may come from

the Gennnn mahl, tribute, or from the Gaelic, mal, a

rent

’ Bee 2 BL Com. 42-43.

' See Tcrmes de in Ley (1721).

*4 Bl. Com. on See All the Year, vol. ao, p. m.

I Edsnll v. Brooks. 2 Robt. 33-84 (N. Y. Super. Ct.

(1850, Monell, J. Same case, 17 Abb. Pr., 0. s.,226; 28

Bow. I-r. 431.

‘M c. Brooks, 8 Roht. 293-95 (1865), Robertson,

0. J. See ill hill 3‘; VIN. Y. 818; 18 Tax. Ap. 287.

BLACKS. See Crnznx; Scnoon, Sepa-,

rate; WHITE.

BLACKSMITH SHOP. See Poucs, 2.

Is not a nuisance per se. The business may be so

carried on as not to annoy persons living in the vicinity.'

See NUISANCL

BLAGKSTONE, Sm VVILLIAM.

Born July 10, 1723. In 1736 he entered Pembroke

College, Oxford, where he continued till 1741, when he

began to study law. In 1746, at the end of the probe

tionary period, he was called to the bar. Down to

1760 he seems to have been engaged in but two cases

of importance. He passed much time in Oxford, tak

ing an active interest in the affairs of the university.

About 1750 he began to plan his Lectures on the

Laws of England. In 1753 he delivered his first course

at Oxford. The next year he published his Analysis

of the Laws of England, for the use of his numerous

hear-em This analysis is founded on a similar work

by Sir Matthew Halo.

A '“broadsheet," dated Oxford, June 28, 1758, an

nouncing that the “course of lectures “ would begin

“in Michaelmas Term next“ (November), and was

“ calculated " for laymen as well as for lawyers, stated

that “To this End it is proposed to lay down a general

and comprehensive Plan of the Laws of England; to

deduce their History; to enforce and illustrate their

leading Rules and fundamental Principles; and to com

pare them with the Laws of Nature and of other Nu

tions; without entering into practical Niceties, or the

minute Distinctions of particular Cases." I

Mr. Viner having bequeathed to the University of

Oxford a sum of money and the copyright of his

Abridgment of Law, for the purpose of instituting a

professorship of common law, Blackstone, on October

‘:1, 1758, was elected first Vinerian professor, and, five

days later, delivered his “ Introductory Lecture on the

Study of Law,“ afterward prefixed to his Commenta

ries. His lectures became celebrated throughout the

kingdom.

He never acquired celebrity as an advocate. In

Tonson v. Collins (1 W. Bl. 301, 821), he made an ex

haustive argument in favor of the common-law right

of literary property.

1 in 17tl.'> appeared the first volume of his comments

ries. The other three volumes were published during

the next four years.

in 1766 he resigned the Vinerlnn professorship. In

1770 he was appointed a judge of the King's Bench,

receiving then the honor of knighthood; and, a few

months later, became a judge of the court of Common

Pleas. In Scott v. Shephard I2 W. B1. 892), the “squib

case," wherein the difference between the actions of

trespass and case was discussed, he dimented from the

opinion of the majority of the court. See Cast, 3.

He died Febnmry 14. 1780. The notes of decisions

which he had collected. and prepared for the press,

were publishedin two volumes, in 1781, as directed in

his will, by his brother-in-law, James Clltherow, Esq.I

 

I Foucher v. Grass. 60 lows. 50'; (1!\\'i).

'2 Law Quar. Rev. Ni (1886)—from a copy of the

“ broadsheet " found in 1885, in an old book.

' See generally Preface to 1 W. 81. Reports
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American lawyers. with few exceptions. since the

Revolution, have drawn their first lessons in jurispru

dence from Blackstone's Commentaries. “ That work

was contemporaneous with our Constitution, and

brought the law of England down to that day, and

then, as now. was the authoritative textbook on its

subject, familiar not only to the profession. but to all

men of the general education of the founders of our

Constitution." 1

Blackstone first rescued the law of England from

chaos. He did well what Coke tried to do one hun

dred and iifty years before: he gave an account of the

law as A whole, capable of being studied, not only

without disgust, but with interest and profit. His ar

rangement of the subject may be defective; but a

better work of the kind has not yet been written. and,

with all its defects, the literary skill with which a

problem of extraordinary difficulty was dealt with

is astonishing. He knew nearly everything, relating

to the subject. worth knowing.I

"Its institutional value, and especially its historic

value as an authentic and faithful mirror of the con

dition of the English Law as the result of legislation

and adjudication, as it then existed, it is dillicult to

Overestimate.“ '

BLAME. See Damcrom; Waoso.

BLAND’8 TABLES. See TABLE, 4.

BLANK.‘ 1, adj. (1) Of a white color:

lacking something essential to completeness;

not filled in or filled up with a word or

words — names, amount, time, place, descrip

tion, conditions, etc.: as, a blank certificate

of stock, power of attorney, assignment,

warrant.

(2) Unrestricted; indorsee not named: as.

an indorsement, in blank or a blank indorse~

ment, q. 11.

2, n. A space left in a written or printed

paper, to be filled with words or figures in

order to complete the sense.

Blanks. Forms of writs, deeds, leases,

powers of attorney, and other instruments,

printed with spaces left for writing in names,

dates, sums. places, descriptions, conditions,

and other matters peculiar to special cases

Often spoken of as legal blanks. See WRIT

ING.

IKnots v. United States, 10 Ct. Cl. 899 (1874), Lor

ing, J.

1 2 Steph. Hist. Cr. Law Eng. 2'1 M5.

'26 Am. Law Rev. 35 (lSSv'), J. F. Dillon. See also

Oooley‘s Bl. Com. vol. 1, p. v.

See generally preface to Chitty's edition of the

Commenta.rles;8 Alb. Law 1290; 18 id. 104; 1’A.lli

bone, Diut. Authors; 1 Am.Jm-.116; 1 Austin, Lect 71;

10‘ Eclectic Mag. 708; 15 Law Mag. 292; 14 Leg. Obs.

148; 51 Macm. Ma-g.350; 7 Pitts. Leg. J. 106; 5 West.

Jur. 529.

' 1'‘. None, white.

Powers of attorney to transfer stock are often exe

cuted in blank. the right to fill in the name of an at

torney being implied.‘

The blanks in a warranty of attorney to confess

judgment need not be filled up. The idiom of the lan

guage admits of many things being understood which

are not directly expressed. This is eminently so with

the personal pronouns.’

The grantor in a deed conveying realty, signed and

acknowledged, with a blank for the name cf the

grantee, may by parol authorize another party to fill

up the blank. In such case befofi the deed is deliv

ered to the grantee his name must be inserted by the

party so authorized.‘

Where a party to a negotiable instrument intrusts it

to the custody of anothel for use, with blanks not

filled, as against the rights of innocent third person:

such instrument carries on its face implied authority

in the receiver as agent to fill any blanks necessary to

perfect it as an instrument; ' but not to vary or alter

material terms by erasing what is written or printed

as part, nor to pervert the scope or meaning by filling

blanks with stipulations repugnant to what was clearly

expressed in the instrument before it was so delivered.I

A note payable to bearer and lndorsed in blank is

transferable by mere delivery, and any bone flde

holder is effectually shielded from the defense of prior

equities between the original parties.‘

As between Original parties the act of delivering the

paper is authority for filling blanks conformably to

their mutual understanding. if there is no express

agreement the authority is general; and the burden of

proof is on the defendant to show such agreement.’

In cases of blank indorsements possession is evi

dence of title.‘

When blanks material in nature are filled up after

execution, the instrument, as a deed, should be re

executed and re-acknowledged; but failure to do so

would hardly defeat a vested interest.‘

See ALTERATXON, 2; Basses; Ixnoasum.

BLANKET. See Issuance, Policy of.

BLASPH'_EMIY.1° Denying the being or

providence of the Almighty, or oontumelious

reproaching of Christ; also, profane scoffing

at the holy scripture, or exposing it to con

tempt and ridicule.u

 

IDenny v. Lyon, 38 Pa. 101 (1860); German Building

Association v. Sendmeyer, 50 id. 67 (1865).

’Sweesey 1:. Kitchen, 80 Pa. 160 (1876), Agnew, C. J.

IAllen 0. Withrow, 110 U. S. 128-29 (1884), cases.

‘ Bank of Pittsburgh 1;. Neal, 22 How. 106 (1859);

Angle v. N. W. Mut. Life Ins. Co., 92 U. S. 33849, 331,

337 (1875), cases.

‘Goodman v. Simonds, 2) How. 860-61 (1857), cases;

Michigan Bank v. Eldred, 9 Wall. 55142 (1869), cases;

1011]. S. 572; 46 N. Y. $25.

‘City of Lexington v. Butler, 14 Wall. 295 (1871).

'8 Kent, 89; Davidson 1:. Lanier, 4 WalL 456 (1%,

Chase, C. J.

' 3 Kent, 90.

' 2 Pars. Contr. 5i'>'i, 7?-8.

" Gk. bias-phémein’, to speak ill or evil 0!.

" [4 BL Com. 59.
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Maliciously reviling God or religion.1

An oflense at common lap‘. The reviling ll an

aflense because it tends to corrupt the morals of the

people and to destroy good order. Such 0fl'enses have

always been considered independent of any religious

-tablishtnent or the rights of the church. They are

treated as aflecting the essential interests of civil so

ciety. The people of the State of New York, in

common with the people of this country. profess the

general doctrines of Christianity, as the rule of their

iaith spd practice: and to scandalize the author of

these doctrines is not only, in n religious point of view,

extremely impious, but even in respect to the obliga

tions due to society is a gross violation of decency and

good order. The free, equal, and undisturbed enjoy

ment of religious opinion, whatever it may be, and

free and decent discussions on any religious subject, is

granted and secured; but to revile. with malicious and

blsspbemous contempt, the religion professed by al

most the whole community is an abuse of that right.

Wicked and malicious words. Writings and actions

which go to villfy those gospels, continue, as at com

mon law, to be an oflense against the public peace and

safety. They are inconsistent with the reverence due

to the administration of an oath. and. among other

evil consequences. they tend to lessen, in the public

its religious santrtion.I .

A malicious and mischievous intention is the broad

boundary between right and wrong. This is to be col

lected from the offensive levity, scurrilous and oppro

brious language, and other circumstances. The species

of the oflense may be classed as: 1, denying the being

and providence of God; '2, contumelious reproaches of

Jesus Christ; profane and malevolent scoiting at the

scriptures, or exposing any part of them to contempt

and ridicule; 8, certain immoralities tending to sub

vertall religion and morality. It is not necessary to

the exercise of liberty of conscience and to freedom of

reiizious worship that a man should have the right

publicly to vflify the religion of his neighbors and of

his country. it is open. public viliflcation of the re

ligion of the country that is punished, not to force

conscience by punishment. but to preserve the peace

by an outward respect to the religion of the country,

and not as a restraint upon the liberty of conscience.’

Consists in blaspherning the holy name of

God, by denying, cursing, or contumeliously

reproaching God, his creation, government,

or final judging of the world.’

This may be done by language orally uttered, which

would not be a libel. but it is not the less blasphemy

if the same thing be done by language written. printed,

and published, although when in this form it also con

stitutes the oflense of libel.‘

Speaking evil of the Deity with an impious

purpose to derogate from the divine majesty,

and to alienate the minds of others from the

_____fl_____-—-—

I people v, Buggies, 8 Johns. '293-98 (1811), Kent, C. J _

I Updegraph v. Commonwealth, 11 S. & B. 406, 408

(Pg, 1&3-1), Duncan, J.

' Coinmonwealth v. Kneeland, 2) Pick. 211-12 (Mass,

mm, Shaw, 0. J.

love and reverence of God. Purposely using

words concerning God calculated and de

signed to impair and destroy the reverence,

respect, and confidence due to Him, as the

intelligent creator, governor and judge oi

the world. A willful and malicious attempt

to lessen men’s reverence of God, by denying

his existence or his attributes as an intelli

gent creator, governor snd judge of men,

and to prevent their having confidence in

Him as such.|

Blasphemous libel. The publication of

writings blaspheming the Supreme Being,

or turning the doctrines of the Christian re

ligion into contempt and ridicule.I

Does not consist in an honest denial of the

truths of the Christian religion, but in “-a

willful intention to pervert, insult, and mi»

lead others by means of licentious and contu

melious abuse applied to sacred subjects.” '

The fullest inquiry, and the freost discussion, for

all honest and fair purposes, one of which is the dis

covery of truth, is not prohibited. The simple and

sincere avowal of a disbelief in the existence and at

tributes of a supreme, intelligent being, upon proper

occasions, is not prevented. It is the design to colum

niate and disparage the Supreme Being. and to destroy

the veneration due Him, that is intended.1

See CHRISTIANITY; Pnormm; Rsuoios.

BLASTING. See Nmssscs.

if a voluntary uct, lawful in itself, naturally results

in injury to another, the door must pay all damages

which are the proximate consequence of the act, re

gardless of the degree of care exercised.‘ See Naom

asses.

BLIND. See READING.

A blind man may make a contract or a will.

The handwriting of an attesting witness who has

become blind may be proved as if he were dead - he

being first produced and examined, if within the juris

diction.‘

Whether it is negligence for a blind man to travel

upon ahighwsy on foot, unattended, is a question for

a jury.‘

__§_—_——_-_——_.

1 Commonwealth v. Kneeland, 20 Pick. 2121, 220 (1888),

Shaw, 0. J.

' 3 Green]. Ev. 5 164. >

I Regina 11. Ramsay and Foote, 48 L. T. 734-40 (1883

cases, Coleridge, C. J., quoting Starkie. See Brad

laugh‘s Case, 4 Cr. Law Mag. 502 (1888); 17 Cent. Law J.

88 (1583) — Law Times (L'ng.).

‘Georgetown. &c. R. Co. 12. Eagles, 9 Col. 544 (1836).

cases. Eagles recovered damages for direct injury

done to the roofs of houses from falling debris, and

for 10 of rents.

'1 Sta-rkie, Ev. 5 $11; 1 Green]. Ev. 55 865-67; 1

Whart. Ev. 5 401.

' Sleeper v. Sundown, 52 N. 8. 24-1, 250 (1872); E) Am

Law Reg. 607-10 (1681), cases.
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BLOCKADE. The investment of a sea

port by a competent naval force, with a view

of cutting off all communication of com

merce.l

Every nation, of common right, as a municipal reg

ulation, may declare what places shall be ports of

entry and delivery, and enforce the regulation by such

means and with such penalties as it pleases. The

term does not apply to an embargo, like that of 1808.

That exists only where the forces of one nation en‘

compass the ports of another. A blockade interrupts

trade and communication to neutrals.‘

The President has a right to institute 1: blockade of

ports in possession of persons in armed rebellion

against the government, on principles of international

law. Neutrals have a right to challenge the existence

of a blockade de facto, and also the authority of the

party exercising the right to institute it. IIhoy have

a right to enter the ports ot a friendly nation for pur~

poses of trade and commerce, but are bound to recog

nize the rights of a belligerent engaged in actual war

to use this mode of coercion for the purpose of sub

duing the enemy.‘

Simple blockade. Such blockade as

may be established by a naval oflicer acting

upon his own discretion or under direction

of superiors, without governmental notifica

tion. Public blockade. Is not only es

tablished in fact, but is notified, by the

government directing it, to other govern

'meuts.‘

in the case of a simple blockade, the captors of

prize property are bound to prove its existence at the

time oi’ the capture: while in the case of a public

blockade, the claimants are held to proof of discontin

uanco in order to protect themselves from the penal

ties of attempted violation. The blockade of the rebel

ports was of the latter sort. It is the duty of the bel

ligerent government to give prompt notice of the dis

continuance of a public blockade. if it fails to do so,

proof of discontinuance may be otherwise made; but,

subject to just responsibility to other nations, it must

judge for itself when it can dispense with a blockade.‘

Evidence of intent to violate a blockade may be col

lected from bills of lading, from letters and other

papers found on board the captured vessel, from acts

and words of the owners or hirers of the vessel and

the shipper of the cargo and their agents, and from

the spoliation of papers in apprehension of capture.‘

No paper or constructive blockade is allowed

by international law.‘ Compare Enaanoo.

 

BLOOD. 1. Relationship; stock; family;

consanguinity.

To be “of the blood” of a person means

I1Kent,l~i6--1'1‘.

‘United States v. The William Arthur, 8 Ware,

280-61 (1861).

‘ Prize Cases, 2 Black, 665, 635 \lb‘62), Grier, J.

‘ The Circassian, 2 Wall. 150-51, 135 (1864), Chase,

0. J.; 21 W. Va. 856.

' The Peterhoil, 5 Wall. 50 (1866).

to be descended from him or from the some

common stock. All those are of the blood of

an ancestor who may, in the absence of other

and nearer heirs, take by descent from him.l

A person is “of the blood“ of another who has

any, however small a portion, of the same blood de

rived from a common ancestor. When it is intended

to express any qualification, the word whole or half

blood is used to designate it, or the qualification is im

plied from the context or from known principles of

law. In the common law, "blood" wasu§ed in the

same sense.I See Swrna.

Originally, feuds and estates descended to none not

of the "blood of the first purchaser: " because what

was given for personal service and merit ought not. it

was held, to descend to any but heirs of the person.‘

See Axcnsroa; Arnmnna; Consssonmrrvz DI»

scam‘; Pmvv, 2; Poacmaa; RELATION, 8.

2. Temper of mind; state of the passions;

disposition.

Cold blood. Undisturbed use of reason;

calm deliberation. See COOLING I‘mm.

\BLOW HOT AND COLD. See Anus

GARE, Allegans contraria, etc.

BOARD. Atable.

1. What is served on a table as food; sup

plies for sustenance.

To board is to receive food as a lodger, or without

lodgings, for compensation.‘

Boarder. If a person comes upon a spe

cial contmct to board, and to sojourn at an

inn, in the sense of the law, he is not a guest,

but a boarder.ii

Where the host is only an innkeeper the presump

tion is that a temporary sojourner is a guest; but

where he also carries on the business of keeping

boarders. the question who is a guest and who a

boarder is not so easily answered. The duration of

the person's stay, the price paid, the extent of the ac

commodation atiorded, the transient or permanent

character of his residence or occupation, his knowl

edge or want of knowledge of any diflerence of ac

commodation afforded toor price paid by boarders and

guests, are all to be considered.‘

The keeper of a boarding-house receives only such

persons as he chooses; an innkeeper must receive all

who come, unless there exists a special reason for re

fusing entertainment]

 

I Den v. Jones, 8 N. J. L. 846 (1826); 2 Bl. Com. 202,

2.39, 227.

‘ Gardner 1:. Collins, 2 Pet. '81‘, '9-1 (18%), Story, J.

I231. Com. 220,56; 2Pet. '87. '94. ‘

‘ Pollock 1). Landis, 30 Iowa, 652 (1873).

‘ Story, Bailm. 5 477; Berkshire Woolen Go. 1:. Proctor,

7 Cush. 4240851); Johnson v. Reynol'ds,8Kan. 261 (1865).

‘Hall 0. Pike, 100 Mass. 49? (1868), Colt, J. See also

$6 Ala. 871; 83 Cal. 597; 25Iowa, 555; 86 id. 651; 53 his.

168; 35 Win. 118; 24 How. Pr. 62; l Para. Contr. 628.

' Willard v. Reinhardt, 2 E. D. Sm. 14:l(18.'>8); Cal; v,

McDowell, l Lana. 486 (1869), cases,
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A keeper of boarders must take at least ordinary capacity to take, 81-ant, etc,’ by a particular

are of his patron's property; on innkeeper must

exercise the highest degree of cure reasonably pos

lible.

A boarder's goods are not now distrninable for rent

due by his host.‘

See further Dis-mrss; In; NW; Rama.

Compare Gunsr; Loosen.

2. A table at which a council is held; hence,

an authorized assembly. More particularly,

a number of persons organized to execute a

trust or to perform some other representative

or oflflcial business.

As. a boa.rd—ot alderman,‘ of arbitrators,‘ of di

rocton.' of examiners ' of candidates for admission to

the bar, of examiners of patents,’ of health,’ of in

spectors.‘ of liquidation,’ of pardons.‘ of property,

01 public works, of re-visors.I of supervisors, of trade,

of trustees. of viewers.‘ of visitors.’ poorboard,

stock ' and exchange ' boards

BOAT. See Vasssn.

BODY. Compare Coarus.

1. The physical person. The natural body

or such as is formed by the laws of God, as

distinguished from an artificial body or such

as is devised by human laws.‘

in an indictment for murder, the trunk, in distinc

tion trom the head and limbs.‘

See Axum, 2; Mama; Srcunm, Personal.

Heir or issue of the body. See Ham;

lssus, 5; TAIL.

Body-lifting or snatching. See Bumsn.

2. A number of individuals considered col

leciively, usually organized for a common

purpose: as, a legislative body.

An artificial body or that devised by hu

man laws.‘

An artificial body can do only what is authorized

by it charter or by law; anatural person or body,

whatever is not forbidden by law.‘

Body corporate or corporate body.

An artificial body; a corporation, q. v.

Body politic. The governmental, sover

eign power: a city or a State.

A body to take in succession, framed as to

its capacity by policy, and, therefore, called

by Littleton a body politic; and it is termed

a corporation or body politic, because the

persons are made into a body, and are of

 

I Riddle 1:. Weldon. 5 Whart. 9. 14 (1839); Stone 0.

tlatthews, 7 Lilli. 4133 (1844).

' Which last word see.

' [1 Bl. Dem. 467.

' Sanchez 0. People, a N. Y. 149 (1860).

'1 Bl. Corn. 467.

* rm t-. Virginil, a war muaasa;' Baltimore, &c.

lLGo.w.Bn.rrin. 12id.8i(mu>.

name.l

"Body corporate and politic” is said, in

the older books, to be the most exact expres

sion for a public corporation or corporation

having powers of government.

The body politic is the “ social compact by

which the whole people covenantwith each

citizen, and each citizen with the whole

people, that all shall be governed by certain

laws for the common good." 3

While that compact does not confer power upon

the whole to control purely private rights. it author

izes laws requiring each to so act as not to injure

nnother—which is the very essence of government‘

See Cnnronsnon, Public.

3. The physical part or portion of a thing.

Body of a county or of a State. A

county or a State considered in its territorial

entirety, as distinguished from a portion of

the territory, and from the legal corporation.

Jurisdiction in admiralty extends over a locality

within the body of a State connecting with navigable

waters although not atfected by the ebb and flow of

the tide.‘ Bee Cousrv.

Body of an instrument. The substan

tial operative part; the essential provisions:

as, the body of a contract, note, statute, will.

See Trrnn, 2.

4. A number of particulars taken together

a systematic collection: as, a body of laws.

BONA. L. 1, adj. Good: a feminine

form of bonus, q. v.

2, n. Goods, property: personalty, mov

ables, chattels; assets.

Literally, valuables: the plural of bonum, a thing

0! value. Fr. biem.

Bona immobilia. Immovables.

Bone mobilia. Movables.

Bona notabilia. Property of sufilcient

value to be noted in an account.5

Debts evidenced by promissory notes are bona no

tabilia at the domicil oi the debtor.‘

Bonn parapherna, or paraphernalia.

Goods over and above dower. See Pans

runsmnm.

 

‘Lord Coke, quoted in People v. llorrls. 18 Wand.

334 (1836): Yin. Abr. Corp. (A. 2).

' Constitution of Massachusetts.

Iliunn 1). Illinois, 94 U. S. 124 (1876), Waite, C. J.;

1 Bi. Com. 467.

‘ Genesee Chief, 12 How. 448 (1851); l Black, 580;

7 Wall. 637.

' See 2 Bl. Com. 509; 1'4 Me. 89.

' Moore v. Jordan, 86 Ken. 275 (1687), cases; Wymnn

v. llalstead, 109 U. S. 664 (1854), case;
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Bona peritura.

See PERISHABLE.

Bona vacantia. Unclaimed property.I

Bona waviata. Property thrown away.

See W.uF.

De bonis.

erty or assets.

De bonis asportatis. See Asronrsan

De bonis non. See ADMINISTER, 4.

De bonispropriis. Out of his own prop

erty.

Said of a judgment rendered against an

executor or administrator, which is to be sat

isfied out of his property; as, when he has

wasted the assets or falsely pleaded “ no as

sets." _

De bonis testatoris. Out of the property

of the testator.

Describes a judgment rendered against an

executor, which is to be satisfied out of the

estate of the decedent. ‘

Another form of judgment is de bonis tes

tatoris cum (or quando) acciderint: out of

the assets of the testator when they shall

have come to hand. _

Still another form is de bonis testatoris si,

et non si, de bonis propriis: out of the assets

of the testator if (there are any), and if not,

out of his own property.

Even if it happens that the executor has received

assets, still the judgment should be against him, in his

representative character, to be levied out of the assets

in his hands, when no devasiavii is averred and

proved, unless it appears that no such assets can be

found; in which event the judgment may, if so or

dered, be levied out of his own proper goods.‘

Nulla bona. No goods; no property.

The return to an execution when no prop

erty is found on which to make a levy; also,

the plea by a garnishee that he has in his pos

session nothing belonging to or no money

due to the debtor.

BOND. That which binds; any instru

ment in writing that legally binds a party to

do a certain thing. “ Bond," “obligation,”

and “instrument in writing ” are sometimes

used as convertible terms.‘

A deed whereby the obligor obliges him

Perishable property.

As to goods; concerning prop

 

‘See 1 Bl. Com. 298.

lSnn'th v. Chapman, 98 U. 8. 43 (1876), cases; Mc

Laughlin 1:. Winner, 63 Wis. 128-29 (1885), cases;

I9 Minn. 296.

'[C0urand v. Vollmer, 81 Tex. 401 (1868), Merrill,

0. J. Compare 16 U. S. 189; 110 id. 739.

self, his heirs, executors, and administrators,

to pay a certain sum of money to another at

a day appointed.I See OBLIGE.

if that be all, the bond is " single" [or " oom

mon ”] ; but there is generally a condition added that

ii the ohligor does a particular act the obligation shall

be void, or else shall remain in full force: as, pay rent,

perform a covenant. or repay the principal of a sum

borrowed, with interest, which principal is usually

one-half of a specified penal sum. In case this condi

tion is not performed the bond becomes forfeited, or

" absolute,” at law, and charges the obligor, while

living, and, after his death, descends upon his heir.I

A deed or obligatory instrument, in writ

ing, whereby one binds himself to another to

pay a sum of money or to do some other act.1

dontains an obligation with a penalty, and a condi

tion which expressly mentions what is to be done and

the time within which it must be done.l

At common law, and at the present time, imports a

sealed instrun1ent.'

Bonds are either negotiable or non-negotiable.

The former pass ownership by mere delivery; the

latter, by written transfer, duly signed, sealed, and,

perhaps, attested.

Bond-book. A book in which original,

perhaps official, bonds are executed or pre

served. .

Bondsman. One who by a sealed instru

ment engages that if another person (the

principal) fails to do a specified thing he will

pay a certain sum of money; a surety, q. 1:.

Counter-bond. A bond given in a judi

cial proceeding in opposition to another bond

previously furnished by an adversary.

Thus, in replevin, the plaintii! may give a bond for

the protection of the oificer in taking the property

and the defendant execute a counter-bond for hold

ingit.

Forthcoming bond. Security that prop

erty levied upon will be produced when

wanted. See further FORTHCOMING.

Income bonds. Corporate “income

bonds” are bonds payable out of the net in- -

come of the corporation by which they are

issued.

Such bonds may be negotiable or unnegotiable.

They may be payable only out of the net income, or

unconditionally. They may bear a fixed rate of inter

est, or he graduated by the amount of net earnings, or

at a certam per centum thereof: and they may or may

not have interestcoupons attached.‘

 

'2 Bl. Com. B40, 456.

‘Boyd v. Boyd, 2 Nott & McC. '1% (S. C., 1819),

Gantt, J.

'Koshkonong v. Burton, 104 U. S. 678 (1881), Han

lan, J.

‘ See % Am. Law Reg. 558-61 (1886), casea.
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Oflicial bond. An obligation with sure

ties given by a public oflicer as security for

the faithful discharge of the duties of his

office. See OFFICER.

Public bond. The obligation of a nation,

State, or public corporation, to pay money at

or within a specified time; municipal, State,

or government bonds.

Holders of government bonds must be presumed to

have knowledge of the laws by authority of whkh

they were created and put into circulation, and of all

lawful acts done by government officers under these

laws The obhgations of the United States under the

ilretwsnty bonds, consols of 1866, aregovern_ed by the

law-merchant regulating negotiable securities, modi

flui only. if at all, by the law‘ authorizing their issue.‘

Refunding bond. An obligation to pay

back money in the event of it appearing that

the money should not have been paid.

As. a bond to return the whole or a part of a legacy

Gould the assets of the estate be found insufficient to

pay all demands upon it.

Other terms descriptive‘ of bonds are:

administration, appeal, arbitration, bail, bot

tomry, disti1ler’s, duty, eatrepement, injunc

tion, joint or joint and several, judgment,

post-obit, replevin, respondentia, railway

aid, qq. v.

in an action of debt upon a non-negotiable bond, the

demand is for the penalty. The condition is no part

of the obligation A Judgment for the penalty will be

released on performance of the condition.‘

See Onuoanos, 3, 4; Racoomzancs; Cosnirios;

DATE; Faun, 1; FAlTBI'ULL\'; Honnnn; llionroaoa;

Panrr, 2; i’|:.~ui.'rY; Sun, 1; Scurry.

School-district, city, county, State, railway

aid, and other corporation bonds, payable to

bra:-er, have the qualities of negotiable instruments.

Therein depends their value, mainly.‘ They are the

representatives of money because issued in negotiable

form.‘

The expectation being that they will be put upon

distant markets, the purchaser is assured that condi

tions precedent to their lawful issue have been com

phed with. Ile is bound toknow the law which confers

the power to issue the bonds on the specified contin

gency; but that that contingency has happened in a

question of fact not for him to decide.‘

 

‘Morgan 0. United States, 113 U. S. 476, 490 (1886),

limiting Texas 1;. White, 7 Wall. 700 (1868).

‘ 1’-‘arni v. Teson, 1 Black. 814 (1861); 2 Bl. Com. 841.

‘ Mercer County v. Backet, 1 Wall. 95 (1868), Grier, J_;

Commissioners of Knox County v. Aspinwall. :21 How,

an (1868), Nelson, J.; Pompton 1:. Cooper Union, 101

U_ 3, 594 (1379); Wadsworth v. Supervisors, 102 ad. 534

(188)); 19 Blatch. 871.

‘ Bailey v. N. Y. (kn!-ral R. Co., 2: Wall. 636 (1874).

‘Town of Colorna v. Eaves, 93 U. S. 487, 490, 486

(1875), uses. Strong. J.; Pans v. Bowler, 10? id. 539

(IE); North. Bank of Toledo u. Porter Township, 110

(9) '

if any essential proceeding, prescribed by law, be

dispensed with, the bonds will be invalid in the hands

of a person not a bona flde purchaser. If a statute is

referred to on the face of the bond, :1 dealer is sup

posed to know all of its requirements.‘ _

When the purchaser has a certificate of a fact he

need not inquire whether the fact is as certified.‘

A recital of circumstances which bring it within

the power of the proper authorities to issue the bonds

eetops denial of the truth of the circumstances.‘ The

statute must confer power to issue the bonds, in ex

prem terms or by reasonable implication.‘ The holder

is chargeable with notice of the statutory provisions

and of recitals in the bond.‘

The corporation acts through its agents, and when

ever they have power to decide that a condition prece

dent has been met (as that the required portion of the

voters of a town have petitioned for a subscription in

aid of a railroad), their determination of that fact, or

their recital of that determination in a series of bonds

subsequently issued and held by bonofide purchasers,

is binding upon the corporation. The recital is a de

cision of the fact by the appropriate tribunal; and

proof that such recital is incorrect is no defense. But

where there is no recital the question is open.‘

The Supreme Court of the United States has uni

formly held that where a statute confers power upon

a municipal corporation, after the performance of

certain precedent conditions, to execute bonds in aid

of the construction of a railroad, or for other like pur

pose, and imposes upon certain ofllcers — invested with

authority to determine whether such conditions have

been performed—the responsibility of issuing them

when such conditions have been complied with, re

citals by such ofllcers that the bonds have been issued

“ in pursuance of,“ or “ in conformity with," or “ by

virtue of,“ or “ by authority of." the statute, import,

in favor of bonaflde purchasers for mine, full com

plinnce with the statute, and preclude inquiry as to

whether the precedent conditions had been performed

before the bonds had issued. But in all such cases the

recitals have imported a compliance, in all substantial

respects, with the statute giving authority to issue the

bonds. Sound public policy forbids enlarging or ex

tending the rule. Where the holder relics for pro

toction upon mere recitals, in order to estop the

corporation from showing that the bonds were issued

in violation or without authority of law, the recitals

should be clear and unambiguous.‘

 

id. 616 (1684); Dixon County 11. Field, 111 id. 93-94 (1883),

cases.

I McClure 1:. Township of Oxford, 94 U. S. 482 (1876).

‘liienasha 1:. Hazard, 102 U. S. 95 (1880); Shaman

County v. Simona, 109 id. 785 (1834), cases.

‘ Buchanan v. Litchileld, 102 U. S. 290 (1880), cnsm;

Louisiana 1:. Wood, Lb. 291 (1890); 8 Zl1cCra.ry, 85.

4 Wells 1:. Supervisors, 102 U. S. (525 (1d~.0).

‘Walnut v. Wade, 1013 U. S. 695 (1880), cases,

‘Commissioners v. Aspinwall. Pompton 1:. Cooper

Union, ante; Eissell v. Jellersonviile, 24 _How. 285'

(1860); St. Joseph 'l‘0wnship 0. Rogers, iii Wall. 659-66

(1B1‘Z), cases; Marsh v. Fulton County, 10 id. 681 (1370).

‘School District (Iowan v. Stone, 106 U. S. 18? (1382),

Harlan, J.; Pans v. Bowler, 107 id. 589-40 (1881), can-.
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A municipal corporation without legislative author

lty cannot issue bonds in aid 01 any extraneous object.

Every person at his peril must take notice of the terms

oi.’ the law by which it is claimed the power to issue

bonds is conferred. The particular law forms a part

of the bonds, as ii’ incorporated in them. The holder

is chargeable with notice of all statutory provisions.‘

Unlike business, the powers of municipal, corpora

tions, unless otherwise directed by express or implied

grant, are limited to such as are governmental or ad

ministrative, to such as are necessary to conserve the

purposes of their organism.‘

A purchaser takes the risk of the genuineness of an

oflicial signature. This includes the oflicial character

of him who makes the signature.‘

A statute which authorizes a town to contract a

debt payable in money implies the duty to levy taxes

to pay the debt, unless some other source of payment

ll provided. ii’ there is no power in the legislature to

authorize such levy, the statute and forms of con

tract based thereon are void.‘

See Am, 1, Municipal; Conroy; Sroca. 3 ('2): Tu, 2.

BONE-BLACK. See liissurscrunn

BONUS. 1. Let. Good.

Bone fides. Good faith. See Fmns

Boni judicis. See JUDEX, 2, Boni, etc.

2. Eng. (1) Not a gift or gratuity, but a

sum paid for services, or upon a considera

tion in addition to or in excess of that which

would ordinarily be given.‘

A State may exact a bonus for the grant of a fran

chise, payable in advance or in future (as, one-iifth

of the fare paid by passengers to a railroad company),

although itaflects the charge which the donee of the

lranchise will have to exact. Such bonus differs in

principle from a tax on transportation between States,

which is an interference and regulation of commerce.‘

(2) A premium paid for the use of money

beyond the legal rate of interest.

Although one portion 0! the sum be called interest

and another portion a bonus, the contract is still usu

rious."

Usury laws cannot be evaded by an understanding

I National Bank of the Republic v. City of St Joseph,

I] F. R. 219 (1887), cases. Wallace, J.

.‘ Holmes 1:. City of Shreveport, 81 F. R. 121 (1887),

Boarman, J.

‘Anthony v. County of Jasper, 101 U. S. 699 (1879),

Waite, C. J.

‘ Loan Association v. Topeka, 90 Wall. 658-67 (1874),

cases, Miller, J.; Parkersburg 1). Brown, 106 U. S. 500

(1882). See generally Phelps 0. Lewlston, 15 Blatch.

151-68 (1878); Smith 1:. Ontario. ib. 269 (1878); Stewart v.

Lansing, ib. 287 (1878); Commonwealth u: rel. Whelen

1:. Pittsburgh, 88 Pa. 66, B1 (1878); Pierce, Railroads,

87-109, cases; 26 Am. Law Reg. 209-22, 608-20 (1878),

cases.

‘ Kenioott v. The Supervisors, 16 Wall. 471 (1873),

Hunt, J.

‘Baltimore & Ohio R. Co. v. Maryland, 21 Wall. 473,

657 (1874), Bradley, J. See 8 How. 145-46.

' Mutual Sav. Bank v. Wilcox, 24 Conn. '15! (1865)

 

 

which assumes the distinctne-ss of a contract for the

payment of additional interest as a bonus.‘

BOOK. Any literary composition which

is printed, or printed and bound into a vol

ume. ‘ \

1. In copyright law; the form of the pub

lication is not material--the term may in

clude a single sheet.

So held in 1809, under the statute <3: 8 Anne (1710),

i 1;.‘ and so held ever since.‘

Under the copyright act of March 8, 1865,

§ 4, book includes every volume and part of

a volume, together with all maps, prints, or

other engravings belonging thereto; with a

copy of any subsequent edition published

with additions.‘

A single sheet of music has been held to be a book; I

so, a diagram of patterns; ‘ but not a mere label,‘ nor

a prices-current.‘ The test is the subject-matter, not

the size, form, or shape.‘- ‘

Although the legal definition oi’ the word may be

more extensive than that given by lexicographers, in

cluding a sheet as well as a volume, yet it necessarily

conveys the idea of thought or conceptions clothed in

language or in musical characters, written, printed,

or published. its identity does not consist merely in

ideas, knowledge or information communicated, but

in the same conceptions clothed in the same words,

making it the same composition. A “ copy " of a book

must. therefore, be a transcript of the language in

which the conceptions of the author are clothed; 0!

something printed and embodied in a tangible shape.‘

See CHART; Corrmonr; Pmsr. ‘

2. In post-oifice law, a pamphlet of twenty

four pages, consisting of a sheet and a half

secured together by stitching, with a cover of

four pages and a title-page, may be described

as a book.8 See MAIL, 2.

Book-account. An account evidenced

by one or more books regularly kept in the

particular business or calling.

Book of accounts; or account-book.

A book in which are entered the transactions

of the owner’s business; a creditor’B book of

entries, exhibiting, in detail, the transactions

had with a person alleged to be his debtor.

 

‘ 8 Peru. Contr. 118-14; 17 Cent. L. J. 102-5 (1888), cases

‘ Clementi v. Golding, 2 Campb. 82 (1809), Ellen

borough, C. .1. See ll East, 244.

‘ Drury 0. Ewing, 1Bond, 540, 546 (1862), Leavitt, J.

‘I8 St. L. 510; Lawrence 0. Dana, 4 Clifl. 62 (1569),

Clifford, J.

‘ Coffeen u. Brunton, 4 McLean, 510 (1849).

‘ Clayton 1:. Stone, 2 Paine, 882 (18351).

' Stowe 9. Thomas. 2 Wall. Jr. 565 (1858), Grier, J_;

8 Bl. Com. 406.

‘United States 1:. Bennett, 16 Blatch. 851 (1879). B.‘

B. S. i 3893.
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Action of book-accoun t. A remedy for col

lecting a balance due upon such dealings as

are proper matters of book-account; an action

of book-debt.

An account-book. regularly kept, may be received

as l‘"'l(lL‘l1'.‘t“- And book-accounts are assets.l Buta

tally, a board, a slate, or loose sheets of paper, can

hardly be said to constitute a book of accounts.’ Yet

there are not a few decisions to the sheet that an ac

count need not be kept in a bound volume.‘

Book-entries. Particulars of a transac

tion recorded in a book of accounts.

Book of original entries. A book exhibit

ing the first or original charges made under

aoontract concerning merchandise, work and

labor done, or services rendered.

To be admissible in evidence. the entries must be

contemporaneous with the facts to which they relate;

they must be made by a person having personal knowl

edge of the facts; and they mustbe corroborated by

hh ttmtimony, if he is living and accessible. or by proof

of his handwriting, if he is dead, insane, or beyond the

reach of procem. The witness need not remember the

facts if he will testify that he believed the entry to be

true as set down.

it is not necessary that the transaction should have

been directly between the original creditor and debtor;

nor that the entries should have been against the in

tenant of the person making them.‘

As book~entries are received to prevent a failure of

Justice. their admisibility is limited by this necessity!

Questions in relation to books of entry as evidence

Band upona new footing since the passage of statutes

making parties witnesses. Formerly. the book itself

was evidence, and the oath of the party supplementary.

Now, the party himself is a competent witness, and

may prove his own claim as a stranger would have

done before the statutes were passed.‘

The rule is that books of original entries, properly

proved, are evidence of work and labor performed and

of goods sold and delivered. To this rule are several

exceptio!tB; as, that the invoice book of an agent is

not evidence of the sale and delivery of goods nor of

Rooda to be delivered, nor is an entry evidence that is

not in the course of the party's business. Books of

origmal entry were formerly received in evidence

llmm necessity. ‘Vhere the transaction admits of

 

'1Greenl. Ev. $5115-18; 56 Vt. 317; 8 Bl. Com. 868.

' Richardson v. Wingate, 10 West Law J. 1-16 (18:33),

Iatthewa. J.

' Price v. The Ear1,1 Sm. L. C. 535-‘H. cases; 2 Harr.,

Del., 2813; 4 id. 5'12; 12 Bankr. Reg. 890.

1 Ton of Bridgewnter v. Town of Roxbury, 54 Conn.

81711886). canes.

‘Chaflee v. United States. 18 Wall. 511 (1878), cases,

Field. J.; Ema Fire Ins. Co. v. Welds, 9 id. 68008119),

mass; Burley a. German American Bank, 111 U. S. 216

06044;; 2!) Wand. 74-76; 70 Iowa, 376; 112! Mass. 478; 59

Mina 3'18; 21 W. Va. N1,“-11; 1Greenl. Ev. ii 115-17,

u)'151.:," am; 1 Whart. Ev. ii 678-88. cases.

I Nichols v. Haynes 711 Pa 176 (1875),

more satisfactory evidence. they should not be re

ceived. Now that the parties are witnesses, care is to

be taken not to enlarge the rule. in several States the

&‘:count is not to exceed a sum specified. While there

should be some limit to the amount. much more de

pends upon the nature of the item, and upon the evi

dence, outside of the book. which naturally exists to

prove the item. The charges should be reasonably

specific. Lumping_ charges are not admissible; as.

entries like these: " B. Corr, Dr. July 13, 1880. To re

pairing brick machine, $1,932;" “190 days‘ work;"

“ seven gold watches, $308 :“ “ 18 dollars for medicine

and attendance on one of the general’s daughters, in

curing the whooping cough." 1

The books of a corporation are public as to its mem

bena, who for a proper purpose may examine them.

Inspection of the books of a public 011100 is permitted

to any one interested in them, but not, if liable to

affect public interests injurioualy; of this the head of

the department is to judge. Mandamus is the remedy

by which to obtain an inspection and copies of such

books, in which the petitioner has an interest.‘ See

Paonuca, 1.

Books on medicine, agriculture, science, and the

like, not being subjects of cross-examination. are not

admissible as evidence. But an approved history,

being a quasi-public document, is receivable to prove

a general fact of ancient date. a general custom, or

any like matter.‘ See Exrsa-r; Hisronv; Sc1s:rr1mo.

A record in a Bible or other book, by a deceased

relative, as to pedigree (q. u.) is receivable as a decla

ration.‘

The results of an examination of many books may

sometimes be proved.I See Accouw‘, 1.

Under statutes in some States. school-books and

Bibles are exempted from levy and sale.

The pledgee of a book must use it carefully.‘

See Hons. Lrrrxa, Loo, Dlisurs, PAPER, Yuan,

Book; Baooaos; Docuuimr; Losr, 2; Man. 2; On

scnxn; Rnraasn; Sunrutru, Duces. etc.

BORN. See CHILD; l\'.».rus.

BOROUGH. 1. A town, whether cor

porate or not, that sends burgesses to parlia

ment."

2. A town or city organized for purposes

of government.‘

in the United States, not extensively used with any

precise meaning. In Connecticut and Pennsylvania,

 

I Corr v. Sellers, 100 Pa. 170-71(1S8Z), cases, Mercur, J.;

Laird 0. Campbell, ib. 159, 165 (1882); Vinal v. Giiman,

21 W. Va. 801 (1883).

'1 Grecnl. Ev. ii 474-78, cases; 1 Whart. Ev. §§ 662,

663, cases.

'1 (lreenl. Ev. 55 440. 497, cases; 1 Whart. Ev, 5; 66+

70, cases. As to medical books see. especially, Mar

shall 1;. Brown, 50 .\1ich.148 (l&'§3>; Boyle u. State,6I

we. are. 478 neon, cases; 60 cm. 581.

'1 Greenl. Ev. 5101.

' Burton v. Driggs, 5) Wall. 136 (1678).

' 2 Pars. Contr. 111.

' [1 Bl. Com. 114; 2 id. 82; 41Mo.1'!l.

‘See 1Bteph. Com. 116; 8 Id. 191.
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I part of a township having a charter for municipal

purposes. \

Borough and village may be duplicate names for

the same thing.I See Town.

Borough English. A custom preiralent

in some parts of England (chiefly in old

boroughs) by which the youngest son inher

ited the father’s estate.

50 called to distinguish it from the Norman rule of

primogeniture. q. u.

The oldest sons were provided for as they grew up;

the younger remained at home and might have been

left destitute but for this law.’

Burgess. 1. An inhabitantof aborough;

also, the representative of a borough in the

house of commons. ‘

2. A magistrate of an incorporated town.

8. The chief administrative olficer of an

incorporated town.‘

BORROW. While often used in the

sense of obtaining a thing to be returned in

specie, is not limited to that sense. There

may be a borrowing where an equivalent is

paid annually in the form of interest, though

the contract be perpetual and the loan irre

deemable.‘

" Borrowing ” imports a promise or under

standing that what is borrowed will be re

paid or returned, the thing itself or some

thing like it of equal value, with or without

compensation for the use of it. To borrow

is reciprocal with “ to lend." See Loan.

Under the usury laws of New York the word " bor

rower“ includes any person who is a party to the

original contract or in any way liable for the loan.‘

Power to “borrow money," vested in public an

thorities, may not include power to issue bonds for

the purpose—a.s, to erect a courthouse] See Pun

rosa. Public; Tssnsa, Legal (2).

BO'I‘E.° Compensation, recompense; sat

isfaction, amends.

Synonymous with French utovers. q. v. House.

bote: suflicient wood from an0ther‘s land to repair. or

to be burnt in. one‘s house; whencefire-bute. Plough

bote, cart-bots: wood for making and repairing in

ltrumcnts oi’ husbandry. Hay-bote, hedge-bote:

wood for repairing hay, hedges. or fences.’

 

I Brown v. State, 18 Ohio St. 507 (1869).

1 ‘ 1}]. Com. 75; 2 id. 83.

I \\'lm.rton's Law Diet; 1 Bl. Corn. 174.

l Appeal 0! Phila. 8'. Reading R. Co.. 89 Leg. int. 98

d’a., 1882)‘, State c. School District. 18 Nob. BMIS82).

' Kent 0. Quicksilver Mining Co., 78 N. Y. 177 (1870),

Folger, J.

' National Bank v. Lewis. 75 N. Y. 553 (1878), cases.

' Lewis v. Sherman County. 1 l\1cCrary. 371' (1551).

‘A. 8. D01, profit; M. E. bole. boots.

' [2 Bl. Com. 36‘. 1 Wash. R P. 99.

Theft-bots. Where a person who has been robbed

takes his goods back. or receives other amends. upon

an agreement not to prosecute the felon.I

Eote is supposed to be preserved in the expressions

“ What boots it,“ and “ to boot."

BOTTLE. See LEAKAGE; SEAL, 5.

A demijohn holding [our gallons is not a “ bottle “

within the meaning of a statute requiring imported

liquors to be put up in packages of not less than one

dozen bottles each..

an indictment for the larceny of “bot1les" of

liquor was held not sustained by proof of the larceny

of liquor in bottles belonging to the accused, into

which he had drawnthe liquor.‘

BOTTOMRY. A contract in the nature

of a mortgage on a ship: when the owner

borrows money to enable him to carry on his

voyage, and pledges the keel or bottom of the

ship as security for the repayment.‘

“ Bottom “ was formerly used for ship or vessel.

Bottomry bond. The instrument which

evidences a contract of bottomry.

In the sense of the general maritime law,

and independent of the peculiar regulations

of the positive codes of different commercial

nations, a contract for a loan of money on

the bottom of a ship, at an extraordinary

rate of interest, upon maritime risks, to be

borne by the lender for a voyage, or for a

definite period.5

Blackstone and others speak of bottomry contracts

of the owner only, omitting those of the master, which

are now the more common. and are strictly for the

necessities of the ship.‘

A contract by which the owner of a ship

hypothecates or binds the ship as security for

the repayment of money advanced for the

use of the ship.‘

The contract creates a lien on the ship enlorceable

in admiralty on arrival at the port of destination, but

void in the event of loss before arrival. The hazard

being extraordinary. the rate of interest is l:u'gh.'

To Justify giying the bond. it is essential that there

be a necessity, as. for repairs. and a necessity for re

sorting to the bond to procure the proper funds

There is no such necessity when the master has funds

or can get funds on the credit of the owner.‘

The vital principle is that the case is one of unpro

vlded and real necessity. and that neither master nor

owner has funds or credit available.’

 

I [-1 Blv Com. 133: 16 Mass. 98; 44 N. H.16.

' U. S. 1:. Demijohns of Rum, 8 F. R. 485 (1880).

I Commonwealth 1:. Gavin. 121 Mass. 54 (1378).

‘ [2 Bl. Com. 457. '

' The Draco.2 Sumn. 186. 175-89(1$l5), cases. Story. .1.

' Braynard v. ll0ppo.ck,82 N. Y. 573 (1865), \\'right, .1.

' The Grapeshot, 9 Wall. 133 (1809). Chase, C. J.; %

Wend. 575: 32 N. Y. 573.

' The Fortitude. 8 Sumn. 283-87 (188). cases, Story, J
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Such contracts seem to have been first recognized

among the ancient Rhodlnns. They are allowed for

the benefit of commerce. When bona fide, they will

be upheld by the courts with a strong band. They

cover accruing freight. as well as the ship itself. They

are to be liberally construed.I

There is no prescribed form for abond. Any words

indicating the amount of the loan, the interest to be

paid, the names of the contracting parties, the name

of the vessel, the limits of the voyage as to ports and

time, the nature of the risks, and the period for re

payment. will ordinarily be suflicient.

The lien created takes precedence over other liens,

except liens for seaman‘s wages.

The bonds are usually negotiable instruments.

See Hvmnmsrron; Rnsroxnnmu.

BOUGHT. See BUY; NOTE, 1.

BOULEVARD. Originally, a bulwark

or rampart: afterward, a public walk or road

on the side of a demolis]1ed fortification;

now, a public drive.

Not, technically, a street, avenue, or highway,

though a carriage-way over it is a feature. Refers to

an Arvn set apart for purposes of ornament, exercise,

and amusement...

BOUND, v. See BAILIFF; BIND; Boxn.

BOUND, 11.; BOUNDARY. Bound: a

limit: boundary: a visible line designating a

limit. The terms are often interchanged.‘

Bounds. The legal, imaginary line by

which different parcels of land are divided.

The "bound: of I river" may refer to the center

line of the river.‘

Artificial boundary. An object erected

by man for designating the limit of an own

ership in land-, as, a post, a fence, or other

monument.

Natural boundary. Any natural object

remaining where placed by nature; as, a

spring. a stream, a tree.

Pr-it-ate boundary and public boundary are used.

The most material and most certain calls control

those which are less material and less certain. A call

for a natural object, as, a river, a stream. a spring, or

n marked tree, conmols both course and distance.‘

Courses and distances yield to natural and ascer

tained objects. Artificial and natural objects called

for have the same effect. In a case of doubtful con

struction the claim of the party in actual possession

will be m.nintalnc1:l.I

 

‘The Albro, l0 Boned. 671-72 (1879), cases; 1 Pet.

‘L16-37: 3 Kent, 8.33; 2 Bl. Com. 457.

' People ex rel. Seaver v. Green. 62 How. Pr. 445

(i831, Puncher. J.

‘See Webster's Diet.

1 Walton u. Tift, 14 Barb. 221 (1852).

' Newnoru v. Pryor. 7 Wheat l0(i8l0), Marshall, C. J.;

Brown n. Ilugcr, 21 How. 321 (1858),

'County of St. Clair v. Lovingston, 23 Wall. 62(181‘-i),

-la. Swayne, J .
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Monuments control courses, and specific courses I

general course.‘

On a question of private boundary. declarations of

a particular fact, as distinguished from reputation,

made by a deceased person, are not admissible unless

it is shown that such person had knowledge of that

whereof he spoke and was on the land or in possession

of it when the declaration was made —as part of the

res geeks.‘

Where a disputed boundary between States is sob‘

tied, grants previously made by one of lands claimed

by it, and over which it exercised political jurisiiiution,

but which, on the adjustment of the boundary, are

found to be within the territory of the other State, are

void, unless confirmed by the latter State; but such

confirmation cannot affect the titles of the some lands

previously granted by the latter State.’

See Amrr; Ar, 2; CALL, 2 (2); Coma1ou; Dnscmr

nos; Lmn, 1; Monvnnm, 1; Tnnsan.

BOUNTY.‘ Money paid or a premium

ofiered [usually by government] to encourage

or promote an object. or procure aparticular

thing to be done. The context may restrict

the meaning.‘

“ A premium offered or given to induce

men to enlist into the public service.” That

is a proper and intelligent definition, indi

cating clearly that the word is only applica

ble to the payment made tothe enlisted man,

as the inducement for his service, and not as

a premium paid to the man by whose pro

curement the recruit is mustered.U

Bounties have also been established for those who

kill dangerous animals or noxious creatures, or who

engugc in a particular business or industry which it is

desired to encourage, an in a fishery, or in the manu

facture of salt.

While bountles are usually paid in money, they

may be paid in land. Whence bounty lands, and

bounty-land warrants.

Land or money, other than current salary or pay,

granted by the government to a,pe1son entering the

military or naval service, has always been called I

bounty; and while it is by no means a “gratuity,"

because the promise to grant it is one of the consider

ations for which the soldier or sailor enters the serv

ice, yet it is clearly distinguishable from “ salary “ or

pay measured by the time of service.’

 

1 Grand County v. Larimer County, 9 Col. 280 (1886).

'Hunnicutt v. Peyton, 102 U. S. 364. 863 (1850), case;

See gcnerally2 Washb. R. P. 630-33, cases; i Greonl.

Ev. §§ 145, 801, cases; 1 “hurt. Ev. §§ 186-91, cases;

28 Am. Law Reg. 516-48 (1880), cases. The highway al

a boundary, 36 Alb. Law J. (1887), cases.

‘Coffee 11. Groover, 128 U. S. 10 (1887), cases, Brad

ley, J. Boundary between Georgia and Florida

‘ L. bonilas, goodness, gratuity: bonus, good.

' Fowler v. Selectmen of Dauvcrs, 8 Allen, 84 (18641

Bigelow, C. J.

' Abbe 11. Allen, 39 How. Pr. 488 (1870), Bacon, 1.

' l-‘ive Per Cent. Cases, 110 U. S. 479 (1834), Gray, J.



BOYCOITING

.____—~,—_____.——_

General encouragements, held out to all persons

In-liscriminately, to engage in a particular trade or

manufacture, whether in the shape of bounties or

drawbacks, or other advantage, are always under legal

control and may be discontinued at any time. Thus

a law offering a sum for every bushel of salt monu

fuctured in a State is a general law, reguiative of in

terual economy, dependent for its continuance upon

the dictates of pulflic policy, and the voluntary good

faith of the legislature. Such law does not belong to

the class denominated "contracts," exceptso far as

actually executed and complied with.I

BOX. See BALLOT-BOX; JURY-BOX.

BOYCOTTING. A combination between

persons to suspend or discontinue dealings or

patronage with another person or persons be

cause of refusal to comply with a request

made of him or them. The purpose is to

constrain acquiescence or to force submis.-.ion

on the part of the individual who, by non

compliance with the demand, has rendered

himself obnoxious to the immediate parties,

and, perhaps, to their personal and fraternal

associates.

The persons directly so confederating have

hitherto as a class been employees as against

either their own employer or the employer of

others in a like business, or else of retail

dealers as against a particular manufacturer

or wholesale dealer.

The means employed have been the with

drawal of the custom and good-will in busi

ness of the immediate parties and of such

others as they could influence.

The word may refer to the fact of combin

ing or to the resolution as executed.

The practice takes its name from one Boy

oott, an agent for Lord Erne on certain es

tates in the western part of Ireland. Having

lost favor with the tenants, from evictions

and other harsh treatment, they agreed not to

work for him, and the tradesmen of the com

munity not to deal with him.

“The word in itself implies athreat. In

popular acceptation it is an organized effort

to exclude a person from business relations

with others by persuasion, intimidation and

other acts which tend to violence, and thereby

coerce him, through fear of resulting injury,

to submit to dictation in the management of

his aiInirs."I

 

IEialt Company 0. East Saginaw,‘ 13 Wall. 879 (1871),

Brad'ey, J. see also Commissioners v. Woodstock

iron Co., 83 Ky. 153 G856), cases.

‘Brace Brothers 1:. Evans at 111., C. P. No. 1, Allo
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Any such combination is. and ever has been, at

common law. n conspiracy, the unlawfulness consist

ing in the agreement for the concerted action; and

aptly illustrates the well-settled principle that two

or more persons may not combine to do toward nu

other what one individual of his own accord might

not unlawfully do.

"The doctrine to be gathered from the cases seems

to be that a conspiracy of this kind ceases to be legal

when the means designed . . are characterized by

force, threats, intimidation, molestation, improper in

terference, or compulsion.“ I

It is against the criminal law for a number of men

to band together for the purpose, through the power

of combination, of injuring the business of another, by

parading before his door, by piscarding themselves

with the word " boycott," by advising passers-by not

to patronize the establishment, by distributing circu

lars filled with accusations and justifying the boycott,

and by other devices calculated to induce the public

to keep away from the alleged wrong-doer,— provided

that the persons so engaged use force, threats, or in

timidation. To constitute intimidation it is not neces

sary that there should be an overt net of violence or

any direct threat by word of mouth: lt‘is enough if

the attitude of the accused was intimidating; and this

may be shown by their numbers, methods, placards,

circulars, and other devices. If the attitude and

method is such as to deter any of the complainant's

customers, even the most timid, from entering hi:

place of business, or to inspire any portion of the gen

eral public with a sense of danger in ignoring theh

appeals, there is intimidation. In New York procur

lng money from another with his consent obtain-~d by

fear, induced by threat to do or to continue an injury

to his property, constitutes "extcrtiom" and every

person present when the money, or the agreement

under which it was paid, is obtained, and who aids and

nbets the person to whom it is paid, by personal par

ticipation or by silently acquiescing in the threats

made by his associates speaking in their joint behalf,

is liable as a. principal. and he need not be present

when the money is actually recewcd.“

Associations have no more right to iniiict injury

upon others than have individuals. All combinations

and associations designed to coerce workmen to be

come members or to interfere with, obstruct, vex or

annoy them in working or in obtaining work because

they are not members, or to induce them to become

members; or designed to prevent employers from

making a just discrimination in the wages paid to the

skillful and the unskillful, the diligent and the lazy.

the efiiclent and the inefficient; and all associations

designed to interfere with the perfect freedom of em

ployers in the proper management of their lawful

business, or to dictate the terms upon which their

 

gheny Co., Pa. (April 21, 1888), Single, J. : 85 Pitts. Leg. J.

3.19, 405. See "England under Gladstone,“ hlctfarthy

l 10 Va. Law J. 709 (Sept, 1886), Atkins, J., in Crump

v. Commonwealth. Affirmed, May 24, 1888.

IPeople v. Wilzlg, 4 N. Y. Cr. R. 403 (O. & T. N. Y.

00., June, July, 1886), Barrett, J. Sometimes called

Tht-iss's Case. N. Y. Penal Code, 55 562-68. See abo

People v. Lenhardt, ib. 317 (June. 1836).



BRAKEMAN ‘

businem shall be conducted by means of threats of

injury or loss, by interference with their property or

traffic. or with their lawful employment of other per

sons, or designed to abridge any of those rights,— are

pro fonfo illegal combinations; and all acts done in

furtherance of luch intentions by such means and ac

companied by damage are actionable.l

An act of Wisconsin, approved April 2, 188'! (Laws,

ch. 287), provides that: Any two or more persons who

shall combine, associate. agree, mutually undertake,

or concert together for the purpose of willfully or ma

liciously injuring another in his reputation, trade,

business or profession, by any means whatever, or for

the purpose of maliciously compelling another to do

or perform any act against his will, or preventing or

hindering another from doing or performing any law

ful act, shall be punished by imprisonment in the

county jail not more than one year, or by flue not ex

ceeding five hundred dollars.‘

See further C0liB!.\'A'!'10.\', 2; Cossrmacv; Imuar,

lrreparahle; Srmln. 2. Compare Bi.Acx~us1'1.\'0. See

also A.ssmun.v. Unlawful; R10-r.

BRAKEMAN. See Anmss1os, 2; Neo

uosxcr.

BRANCH. See Rsnnosn.

BRAND. To burn; to mark, stamp.

in common parlance, to mark. What was formerly

done by a hot iron in the way of marking packages is

now done by the stencil plate. In referring to marks

upon packages of merchandise. the use of stencil

plates is denominated “brundlng" quite as often as

otherwise. “ To brand" has become an equivalent

expremion with to stamp and to mark.I See Brmn.

BBAWL. A noisy quarrel; uproar.

" Brawl “ and " tumult “ are correlative terms.

They refer to the same kind of disturbance of the

pace, produced by the same class of agents, and well

detlne one and the some oflenae.‘ See PEACE, 1.

BREACH. Breaking, violation, infrac

tion.

1. A violation of duty or obligation. 2.

The part of a declaration which charges the

violation of a contract. See DAMAGES.

Breach Of close. An unlawful entry

upon land. See CXDSE. 3.

 

lOld Dominion Steamship Co. v. McKenna. U. S.

Cir. CL. S. D. N. Y. (Feb. 25, 1887), cases, Brown, J.: 80

l-‘.R4e.3.': Alb. LawJ. 208, 26 Am.Law Reg.42i-32,

u.ses.1S Abh. N. Can. 282, 251. cases. See also State

v. Glidden. 55 Conn. 76 (April, 1887): 85 Alb. Law

J.sc+, 8 N. E. Rep. 840; 9 Cr. Law Mag. 1-17 (.Inn.,

1515.‘), cases; 21 A1n.Law Rev.-ll-69(Feb.,1S87), cases;

lb. K062 (1857). cases; State v. Stewart, Sup. Ct. Vt.

my, 18:57, cases: as Alb. Law J. 9-11 ussn; as id.

heM (1857), cases; 22 Am. Law Rev. 283 (April,

IE]. uses: 3 Knns Law -1.2’-‘8(1&‘i0).

' Compare Penn. Acts 8 May, 1869, 14 June. 1872, 20

April, 1378: Purd. Dig. 1172. Applied. Brace Brothers

I. Evans et a1., ante.

I Dibble v. Hathaway. ll Hun. 57;‘)-76(1877), Bockes, J.

‘Bllte ll. Perkins. 42 N. H. 466 (1861).

l35 BREAK

Breach of contract or covenant. A

failure to observe the conditions of a con

tract. See Cosrmcr; Covsssrrr.

Breach of pound. The forcible removal

of a thing lawfully impounded. Also called

pound-breach. See POUND, 2.

Breach of prison. Escape from lawful

confinement in aprison. Also called prison

breach. See Escarn, 1(2).

Breach of privilege. Violation of the

privilege of a legislature. See PRIVILEGE, 4.

Breach of promise. Failure to solem

nize a contract of marriage, q. v.

Breach of the peace. Disturbance of

the public order. See PEACE, 1.

Breach of trust. Violation of the duty

imposed by an instrument creating a trust;

also, willful misappropriation of a thing

bailed. See Tuner, 1.

Breach of warranty. Where a contract

of warranty is broken in any of its condi

tions. See Wsasarrrr. ’

Continuing breach. Describes acts in

violation of one’s duty. continuous or re

peated at short intervals.

BREAD ACTS. Statutes providing for

the sustenance of persons confined in jail

for civil causes have been so called.l

BREAD AND WATER. To be fed on

bread and water was part of the punishment

imposed under the Great Law of the pr0v~

ince of Pennsylvania (1682) for swedring,

profanity, cursing, drunkenness, and offenses

of like grztde.2

This is also sometimes made the diet of persons

held in confinement who refuse to obey reasonable

prison-rules.

BREAK. 1. To sever by fracture; to

part or divide with force or violence; also, to

lay open or uncover.

Break bulk. For a bailee to open a box

or package intrusted to his custody and

fraudulently appropriate the contents.‘ See

LARCENY, By bailee.

Break doors. To remove the fastenings

of a. house with force, so that a person, as,

an oflicer executing process, may enter. Soe

House.

Break ground. See Fnmonr, Afl'relghl.

ment; Smnmo.

I See 49 Conn. 87, 89; 91 U. S. 800; 8 Bl. Com. 410;

1 Brightly. T. & ii. § 1426.

1 Lsivs of Prov. of Penn., Linn, 110-111.

'1 Pick. 875; 4 Mass. 580.
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Break jail or prison. To escape from

a place of lawful confinement. See Escars, 1.

Break seals. See Sm, 1, 4.

2. In burglary and house-breaking, to re

move any part oi’ the house, or of the fasten

ings provided to secure it against intrusion,

with intent to commit a felony.

Such breaking is actudl when force is

used; and constructive when an entry is

effected by fraud, conspiracy, or threat.1 See

further BURGLARY.

B. To violate a duty or engagement: as, to

break a contract. See BREACH.

4. To establish, in a judicial proceeding,

the invalidity of an alleged will. See CON

MT

BREAST OF THE COURT. This ex

pression, much used by the older writers,

seems to mean the sound discretion, the con

science and judgment, of the judge or judges

of a court.

During the term the record is in the breast of the

court.‘

In a trial per testes the judge is left to form in his

own breast his sentence upon the credit of the wit

nesses examined.‘

The liberty of considering all questions in an equi

table light might leave the decision of every question

entirely in the breast of the judge.‘

BREVE. L. A writ; literally, short,

brief, q. 1). Also, an original writ. Plural,

brevia.

Brevia were originally in the form of letters They

tersely stated the matter in question—rem qua eat

breviter nan-at. The species came to be known by

some important word or phrase in the writ itself, or

from the subjectmatter; and this word or phrase, in

turn, was transferred to the form of action in the pros

ecution of which the writ (breve) was procured.‘

BREWER. See LIQUOR.

Every person, firm, or corporation who manufact

ures fermented liquors of any name or description, for

nle, from malt, wholly or in part. or from any substi

tute thereof.‘ Compare D1sTu.1.sR.

BRIBERY. 1. In old English, theft,

rapine, open violence, oflicial extortion.

The rapacions dignitary was styled the briber, and

he was said to bribe when he boldly grasped his prey;

now, the tempter is the briber and the recipient the

bribed.’

I See Timmons v. State, 34 Ohio St. 427-81 (1878),

eases; 68 N. C. 207; 85 Pa. 51; 2 Chitty, Cr. L. 1092.

‘8 Bl. Com. -107; 105 111. 668, 569.

'8 Bl. Com. 336.

‘1 B1. Com. 62; 112 U. S. 190.

‘ Coke, Litt. 73 b, 54 b; Steph. Pl. '27.

‘Revenue Act, 18 July, 1866: 14 St. L. 117.

'llll'lh. Lest. Eng. Lang. 2&9.

2. When a judge, or other person con

cerned in the administration of justice, takes

any undue reward to influence his behavior

in office.I

Giving (and perhaps offering) to another

anything of value or any valuable service,

intended to influence him in the discharge of

a legal duty. It does not apply to a mere

moral duty.2

The later and broader doctrine is that any

attempt to influence an officer in his official

conduct, whether in the executive, legis

lative, or judicial department of the govern

ment, by the ofler of a reward or pecuniary

consideration, is an indictable common-law

misdemeanor.‘

A candidate for a judgeship who pledges himself, if

elected, to serve at a less salary than that provided by

law,'virtua.lly bribes the masses to vote for him.‘

Bribery in a Judge of the United States courts, of n

member of Congress, or of any ofllcer of the United

States, is punishable.‘

The general election laws of Pennsylvania prohib

iting bribery include caucuses as well as elections

for State ofllcers; and the constitutional prohibition

against violation of any “ election law “ includes any

law intended to purify elections, then or thereafter in

force.‘ See CANDIDATE.

One who bribes another cannot maintain an action

to recover the money.' Compare Oonaurr, 2.

BRIDGE. A structure of wood, iron,

brick, or stone, ordinarily erected over a river,

brook, or lake, for the more convenient pas

sage of persons and beasts and the transpor

tation of baggage.8

A structure, usually of wood, stone, brick,

or iron, erected over a river or other water

course, or over a ravine, railroad, etc., to

make a continuous roadway from one bank

to another.‘

Formerly and strictly, the word, unqualified. lm

ported a structure that had a pathway. In this Svuse

 

‘ 4 Bi. Com.139; 65 Ill. 66.

‘ Dishon v. Smith, 10 Iowa, 221 (1859).

‘ State 1:. Ellis. 88 N. J. L. 103 (1868).

493; 135 Mass. 530.

‘People ex rel. Bush v. Thornton, 25 Hun, was

(1881), cases. See also State v. Elting, 29 Kan. 899.

402-4 (1888), cases; Hall 1:. Marshall, 80 Ky. 553,W

(1882). cases.

‘ R. S. §§ 5449451, M99-6502..

‘ Leonard v. Commonwealth, 112 Pa. 607, 626 (1886).

' Clark 1:. United States, 102 U. S. 322 (181%)). See

generally People v. Sharp. 10 N. Y. St. R. 52$-7? (1887),

cases, etc.

‘ Enfleld Bridge Co. v. Hartford, &c. R. 00., 17 Conn

56 (1515), \\'illi:iuis, C. J.

' Webster's Diot.; Madison County v. Brown. 89 1nd_

SeealsoG2CnL
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a railroad bridge, being in the nature of aviaduct, is

not a violation 0! a franchise for an ordinary toll

bridge.I See RAILROAD.

The word includes the structure itself and such abut

ments as are necessary to make the structure accessi

ole and useful; but exactly what constitutes a bridge

in a particular case is a question of fact.I

Thespproaches boa bridge, within reasonable limits,

are I port of the bridge.‘ See Ann-nnnrr.

Free bridge. A bridge owned and main

tained. usually by the public, free of charge

to travelers. Toll bridge. A chartered

bridge, with the right in its owners to collect

toll in reimbursement of the cost of construc

tion, repairs, etc.

Private bridge. A bridge for the use of

individuals, generally its owners. Public

bridge. A bridge which constitutes a part

of the public highway, whether free or toll.

See Tonn, 2.

A bridge is to be maintained (the repair being equal

to the service expected) by its owner. whether a county,

a township, a municipality, or a company. But 'lie!

person or persons, as. a railway company, who makes

the structure a necessity, is to make repairs; it he

falls in this duty. the public authorities must make

than at his expense.‘

1! a bridge is not kept in repair. redress may be had

in court by indictment for maintaining a nuisance, by

injunction. by qua wan-auto. by mandamus, and by

suit for special damage suflered by any individual

person

A State may erect a bridge over a river, provided

inter-State navigation is not thereby unreasonably ob

ltructed ‘

What the form and character of bridges over a

nm-izable stream should be. that is. of what height

and materials. and whether with or without draws, are

matters for !'t';_'ll.liLl.l(>1l by the particular State or States

I-|.lt1l0rln'ng the construction. subject only to the para

mount authority 01' Congress to prevent unnecessary

obstruction to tree navigation. Until Congress inter

venes in such cases. and exercises its authority. the

power of the State is plenary. . Bridges are

 

I (1833). See 5 South. Law Rev. 733-85(18&)), cases; 87

his. 461: 132 Mass. 312: 41 Ohio St. 62; 110 U. S. 566; 6

Iowa, 455; Ang. iiighw. I85.

I Proprieton oi Bridges v. Hoboken Land Co., 1 Wall.

169-61 11125), cases; s. c.. 2 Beasley, 508. see him

Stnith Bridge Co. v. Bowman. 41 Ohio St. 56438 (1884).

‘Tolls-rd v. Wiil.ington., 26 Conn. 58283 (1851), cases;

Baniwell v.Jamaica,15 Vt. 442(1S4B), -

‘Rush County v.|Ruahville,&c. R Co., 87 Ind. 506

(1&!2); Driftwood Valley Turnpike Co. v. Bartholomew

County, T2 id. 286-88 (188)), cases; Whltcher v. Somer

ville, 188 Mass. 416 (1%).

‘Penn. R. Co. 1:. Borough of Irwin. 85 Pa. 836 (1877);

Shelby County v. Deprez, 87 ind. 510-13 (182), cases.

upennsylvania c. Wheeling Bridge Co., 13 How. 562

um“; People v! Kelly (East River Bridge), 5 Abb. N.

ha lot. at (um); 5 Helena. as.

merely connecting lines of turnplkes. streets, and rail

roads; and the commerce over them may be much

greater than that on the streams which they cross. A

break in the line of railroad communication from the

want of a bridge may produce greater inconvenience

to the public than the obstruction of navigation caused

by a bridge with proper drnws. In such cases the

local authority can best determine which of the two

modes of transportation should be favored.I

Congress can empower a. private corporation to oo

cupy navigable waterswithin a State. and appropriate

the soil under them. in order to constructs bridge for

the purposes 01' inter-State commerce. against the pro

test 01' the State.‘

The not of Congress of June 16. 18$, authorizing

the construction of a railroad bridge across Staten

Island Sound, known as “ Arthur Kill," and establish

ing the same as n post-road, is within the power to

regulate commerce, to open up commercial com

munication bctween the States. Such privilege may

be exercised without the consent of the State in which

the structure is to be placed. The grant is, in eflect.

of the use 0! the soil, not an assumption 01' exclusive

jurisdiction. The right of the State is not property

susceptible of pecuniary compensation as “ private

property " taken for public use.‘

Speaking generally, a chartered bridge will not be

allowed near another bridge. nor near a ferry. having

an older franchise.‘

See Coummcs; DRAWBRIDOI-2; Fsnmr: NAVIGATION

BRIEF.~" A concise statement; an epit

ome; an abridgment.

Sométhnes used in a verbal sense. to reduce to the

form of n brief. etc. See Snra. 1.

Brief of title. An abstract of the deeds,

judicial proceedings, etc., which affect a. title

to realty. See further ABSTRACT, 2. Com

pare also Sm-smsr.

1. In very old law, a writ. See BREVE.

2. An abridged statement of a party’s case,

prepared by his counsel, usually for the in

formation of the court on the matters of law

involved.‘ See PAPER, 5.

In England the essentials of a case as pre

pared in writing by the solicitor or attorney

for the use 01’ the barrister who is to conduct

the case in court is called “ the brief" in the

case. In America the term designates the

memorandum counsel take into court or to n

 

1 Hamilton 11. Vicksburg. &c. R. Co., 119 U. S. %l—&

(1886), Field, J.

‘ Decker u. Baltimore & N. Y. R Co., 80 F. R. 724-8

(1887). cases, Wallace, J.

' Stockton, Attorney-General v. Baltimore, &c. R

Co..82 F. R. 9. 16 (1687). cases. Bradley, J. Same cue,

36 Alb. Law J. 871.

‘See 3 Bl. Com. 219; 4 id. 167; Entleld Toll Bridge

1:. Hartford. &c. R. Co., 17 Conn. 40, 56 (1845), cases.

‘ F. bref: L. breois. short.

‘Gardner v. Stover. ~18 Ind. 857, 866 (1878).
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hearing before an auditor, master, or other

commissioner, to assist in elucidating the

law, and, perhaps, the facts in a particular

case; also, the statement of the law (statutes,

decisions. etc.) supposed to apply to a case

pending before a court of review, and filed

for the information of the court and of op‘

posing counsel.I

Briefless. Without briefs; without busi

ness requiring the preparation of briefs;

without clients.

Within the meaning of the rules of an appellate

court, a " brief“ is a statement of a case for the infor

mation of the court. It should furnish aid in deciding

the case—show why the judgment below should be

either reversed or afi"irmed.1

After the trial or argument of a cause, though the

counsel of one of the parties gives notice that he will

furnish the court a brief of authorities, a decision

may be rendered without giving dme for the prepara

tion of the brief. The reception of briefs being for the

assistance of the court, the judges, who are presumed

to know the law, are not bound to receive them.’

BRING DTTO COURT. See PAYMENT.

BRING SUIT. See Baouorrr; SUIT.

BRISTLES. See HAIR.

BRITISH. See Srxrnrn.

BROKERJ| An agent employed to make

bargains and contracts between other per

sons in matters of trade, commerce or navi

gation, for a compensation commonly called

brokerage.‘

Brokerage.

also, his remuneration or commission.

merly spelled brokage and brocage.

The term “ broker" is no longer limited to

a person employed to negotiate contracts for

the sale or exchange of goods, but is extended

to almost every brarich of business— to realty

as well as to personalty.'

The term is applied, ordinarily, to one act

ing for others.6

A broker is a middleman, an intervenor

between the buyer and the seller: a factor or

agent who acts for one or the other."

‘Gardner v. Stover, ante. -

‘Van Dolsen v. Abendroth, N. Y. City, Mar. Ct, 15

Rep. 472 (IH.\Ji).

I In Mid. Eng. an agent. a witness of a transaction.

Probably allied to A. S. bru/can, to use, employ,

Skeat.

‘ Story, Agency, 5 ‘IS; 83 N. Y. 381, infra.

‘Little Rock 1!. Barton, 88 Ark. 448, 444-49 (i878),

cases. Turner, 8. J.

' Warren v. Shook, 91 U. S. 710 (1575), Hunt, J.

' [United States v. Simona, i Abb. U. 8. 472-73 (1870),

llcCandless. J.

The business of a broker;

For

 

Brokers take their names from the kinds of con

tracts they negotiate. The more common classes are

the following:

Bill. and note brokers. These negotiate

the purchase and sale of bills of exchange

and promissory notes.

They implledly warrant that the paper is as repre

sented, with respect to the genulneness of signatures,

but not as to the solvency of parties.I

Their usefulness would be destroyed if a purchaser

was to be aflected with their knowledge as to the char

ncter of the paper they offer in market for discount.‘

See Ea.-change Broker.

Commercial broker. A person who

negotiates sales of merchandise, or contracts

for freights, for other persons.

Within the meaning of the internal revenue lawn a

person who negotiates sales or purchases in the names

of the parties primarily liable: not, one authorized to

sell in his own name or on his own account‘

Any person or firm whose business it is, as a broker,

to negotiate sales or purchases of goods, wares, or

merchandise, or to negotiate freights and other busi

ness for the owners of vessels, or for the shippers, or

consignors, or consignees of freight carried by ves

sels. shall be regarded as a commercial broker.‘

Exchange broker. A broker who nego

tiates bills of exchange, foreign or domestic.

Every person, firm, or company, whose business it

is to negotiate purchases or sales of stocks, bonds, ex

change, bullion, coined money, bank-noms, promissory

notes, or other securities, for themselves or others,

shall be regarded as a broker.‘ Compare Bill and

Stock Broker.

Insurance broker. A person who nego

tiates contracts of insurance.

He is agent for both parties. An insurance agent

is, ordinarily, the employee of the insurer only. See

Ixsmuscn, Broker.

Merchandise broker. A broker who

negotiates sales of merchandise without hav

ing possession or control of it. See FACTOR.

Pawnbroker. A person, usually licensed,

who loans money, in small sums, at usurious

interest, on the security of pledges of per

sonalty. See further PAWN.

Produce-broker. A person whose occu

pation it is to buy and sell agricultural or

farm-products. 5

Not, then, one who soils from his own farm, or goen

from house to house to sell his own produce.“

 

lBaxter v. Duren, 29 Bic. 439-41 (1649). cases: Dior

rison 1:. Currie. 4 Duer, 813-85 (1854). cases: Aldrich v.

Jackson, 5 R. I. 219 (1858).

‘' iiioorehead u. Gilmore, '77 Pa. 12. Agency: Worth

inginn v. Cowles, ill! llinss. 80; 1 Dan. N. inst. § 740 0

I [Slack 1:. Tucker, 28 Wall. 329 (1874).

' [Revenue Act, 13 July, 1866; 14 St. b. 117, 116.

' United States 0. Simons, ante.
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Real estate broker. A broker who

negotiates sales of realty.

He may also negotiate loans on mortgagee, let

houses. lease lands, collect rents. etc.

inasmuch as acting for both parties, in an exchitnge

of lands. involves inconshtent duties he can recover

remuneration from neither party, notwithstanding an

express promise by one of the parties to pay a per

centage, unles it clearly appears that each principal

had full knowledge of all the circumstances connected

with his employment by the other Which would natu

rally aflect his action, and had assented to the double

employment. When such knowledge and assent are

shown, he may recover from either party.1

Ship broker. A broker who negotiates

sales of ships, freightlng of vessels, etc. See

Commercial Broker.

Stock broker. A broker who buys and

sells shares in corporations. Sec ORDER,

Stop, 2; Rmomo Ur; Srocx, 3, Excllange.

Ordinarily, a broker never buys or sells in his own

name, nor has he possession of the goods; wherein he

dlflen [mm a “ factor " or cornrnlasion merchant.

His business is to bring buyer and seller together; but

he need not actually negotiate the bargain. Unless

there is a special agreement to the contrary, he earns

his commission when he procures a party with whom

the principal is satisfied, and who actually contracts

for the purchase of the property at a price acceptable

to the owner. But he must establish his employment

and thin his agency was the procuring cause of the

sale. Pending an authorized negotiation at private

mic. the owner cannot take the business out of the

hrokcr‘s hands, complete the sale, and then refuse to

pay the commission.‘ The owner must have a good

reason for refusing to fulfill his agreement to pay the

broker for his services. Usage, in the absence of an

express contract, determines the value of the serv~

ices.‘ When the broker does not disclou his princi

ml he may he held as principal. See Ruuza

BBONZES. See Fcmuruna.

BROOD. See Pasros.

BBOTBIEL. See BAWDY-HOUSE.

BROTHER. See Bnoon,

ocn-'ITY; Dsscnwr, Caucus of.

 

' Bell 11. McConnell. 87 Ohio St. 899-402 (1881), cases.

‘See Mcflavock v. Woodlief, 20 How. 227 (1867);

Walker 1:. Osgood, Q Mass. 848 (1867): 98 Am. Dec.

171-78, cases: Keys 1:. Johnson, 68 Pa. 43-44 (1871),

cases; Sibbaid v. Bethlehem iron Co., 88 N. Y. 881-82

(1531), M Vinton 1!. Baldwin. $ Lnd. 105-6 (1881),

uses; Viaux 17. Old South Society, 18311035. 10 (1882);

Armstrong 1:. Wann, 29 Min. 127-% (1882), cases;

Barry 1:. Schmidt, 57 Win 172 (18%); Hamlin v. Schulte,

Sup. Ct. Minn.(1881'): 26 Am. Law Reg. 106 (1887); ib.

104-15, 545-68 (1887). M: 90 C811!- Law J. 4%

(1-K1), M; Chic. Leg. Adv. (1885): 9 Va. Law J. .'-15,

2 iinns. Law J. 282; 2 Cent. Law J. 126-29 (18%),

uses; 21 Am. Law Rel 7l1'»—14 (1867). cases; 26 Cent.

kw J. T5-T7 0&8), cases.

‘ Koch n. Emmerhng, 22 How. 14 (1869).

1; Cossan-I

BROTHERHOODS. See Conuusrw, 8.

BROUGHT. Commenced.

in the legislation of Congress on the subject ct

limitation of actions, “ commenced“ and "brought“

mean the same thing.I

A suit is brought when it is instituted or conr

menced! See Connucn, Action.

BROWBEAT. To depress or bear down

with haughty, stern looks, or with arrogant

speech and dogmatic assertions; to bear

down by irnpudence: as, to browbeat a wit

ness.' Compare Banana. See EXAMINA

TION, 9.

BRUTALITY. See CRUELTY;

PING-POST.

BUBBLE ACT. The statute of 6 Geo. I

(1720), c. 18 (enacted after the South Sea

project had beggar-ed half the nation), made

all unwarrantable undertakings by unlawful

subscriptions, then known as " bubbles," sub

jects of prmnunire.‘

By 6 Geo. IV (1826), the greater portion of that stat

ute was repealed, and illegal companies left to be

dealt with by the common law.‘

“ Bubble Acts” and " bubble companies”

are still in use in speaking of persons who

have been defrauded -in subscribing to the

stock of companies organized either without

real capital or business, or with capital but

for dishonest speculation.

BUCKET-SHOP. See Wamm, 2.

BUGGERY. See SODOMY.

BUGGY. See WAGON. ._

BUILDHVG. In its broadest sense, an

erection intended for use and occupation as

a habitation or for some purpose of trade,

manufacture, ornament, or use, constituting

a fabric or edifice, such as a house, a store, a

church, a shed.6

A structure of considerable size, intended

to be permanent or at least to endure for a

considerable time] \

The “ commencement " of a building imports some

work and labor on the ground, the eifect of which is

apparent. as, beginning to dig the foundation, or other

work of like description, which every one can readily

recognize as the commencement of a building.‘ -

1 Goldenherg 11. Murphy, MB U. S. 169 (1883), Waite,

C. J.; 110 id. 470.

‘Berger v. Commissioners, 8 McCrary, 480 (188)):

Act of Congress, 1875, 5 1.

' \\'cbster’s Dict.

' 4 Bl. Corn. 117.

'4 Chitty, Bl. Com. 117.

"Pruesdell v. Gay, 13 Gray, 312 (1859), Bigelow, C. J.

" Stevens v. Gourley, 97 E. C. L; 112 (1859), Byleo, J.

l Brooks v. Lester, 36 lid. 70 (11472).

WHIP
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work being done with the purpose then formed to

continue it to the completion of the building.I

The idea in all the cases which concern a. “new"

building is newness of structure in the main mass

the entire change of external appearance, which de

notes a diiierent building from that which gave place

to it, though into the composition of the new structure

some of the old parts may have entered. This new

ness oi‘ construction must be in the exterior, the

main plan of the building, not in the interior arrange

mental

See ADDITION, 1; Auras; Bunouar; Eascrr, 1;

House, 1; Loss, Total; Srscrricarios, 1; Sraccroal;

Surroar, 2.

Building or building and loan associ

ations. Co-operative associations, usually

incorporated, for the purpose of accumulating

money and loaning it to their members upon

the security of their real estate.

Each member makesa monthly payment upon each

share of his stock, and such members as borrow from

the association pay, in addition, interest upon the

sums loaned to them. When the stock, from the pay

ments oi! the monthly installments upon shares and

from the accumulation of interest, reaches its par

value, the mortgages given by the borrowers are can

celed, and the non-borrowers receive in cash the par

01 their shares of stock.

Buildings, public. See LAND, Public.

Builder. A person whose business it is to

construct buildings, vessels, bridges, canals,

or railroads, by contract.‘ See CONTRACTOR.

He who undertakes to build a house irnplledly

agrees with every person who may have occasion to

use it that he willexert, in the construction, such skill,

care, and foresight as may be expected 0! a man of at

least ordinary caution.‘

The occupant of a house likewise agrees not to over

load a floor; and, that every part of the premises, in

and out of doors, to which the public are admitted,

shall be reasonably guarded against accident. See

Cans; Dun, 1; Msssnsuoaraa; Nsouonsca; Ras,

Perit, etc.

As to the expense of changes made in plans and

specifications, see Watson v. Jones, under CONTILACT,

Executed, and Phillip: Uomziruciion Co. v. Seymour,

under Covsmsr.

BULK. See BREAK.

BULLDOZE. See Bsnnor; Consrmscv.

BULLION. Uncoined gold and siiver,,

either smelted, refined, or in the condition in

which it is used for coining.

From an early penod. has been associated with or

employed as a term denoting money.| See BANK, 2 (2).

 

I Kelly v. Rosenstock, 45 Md. 392 (1876), cases.

I Miller v. Hershey, 59 Pa. 69 (1868), cases.

' See Revenue Act, 18 July, 1866: 14 St. L. 121.

41 Addison, Torts, 5560; People v. Buddensieck, 4

N. Y. Cr. R. 230, 250-72 (1836), cases,

‘Counsel 0. Vulture llii.ningCo.. 5 Daly, T7 (\187-I).

140 BURGLAR

BUNDLING. See SEDUCTION.

BURDEN. That which is borne: charge,

obligation, duty; also. disadvantage. Com

pm-_e BENEFIT; Incumznsucn; ONUS.

Burdensome. Grievous, oppressive: as,

a burdensome contract.

Burden of proof. The obligation im

posed upon a party who alleges the existence

of a fact or thing necessary in the prosecution

or defense of an action, to establish it by

proof.l

Sometimes spoken of simply as “ the bur

den.” See further Pnoor, Burden of.

BUREAU. See BOARD, 2; DEPARTMENT;

HEALTH; LABOR, 1.

BURGESS. See Bonooou.

BUIRGLAR.2 He that by night breaketh

and entcreth into a mansion-house with in

tent to commit a felony.8

Burglarious. Intending to commit burg

lary.‘

Burglary. Originally, the robbery of a

dwelling: now, breaking and entering the

house of another in the night-time with in

tent to commit a felony, whether the felony

be actually committed or not.5

“ House-breaking “ describes the same offense, the

time not being regarded.

Burglary, or nocturnal house-breaking, has always

been looked upon as a very heinous otfense; not only

because of the terror that it naturally carries with it,

but also as it is a forcible invasion and disturbance of

that right of habitation which every individual might

acquire even in a state 01' nature.l

By “ night“ is meant the period between total dia

appearance ot daylight in the evening and its re

appearance the next morning. The disappearance La

total when a face can no longer be discerned. See

Nmnr.

By “mansion-house" is meant a dwelling-house:

any building actually used for human habitation and

not permanently abandoned. It includes incidental

out-buildings which are parcel of the dwelling-house.

By statutes, extended to stores or shops. A single

room may be such habitation: the injured owner being

he who has the right of possession. See Cuawu.scm_

There must be both a “breaking" and an “e'nter

lng." “ Breaking “means the removal of some portion

 

I People v. McCann, 16 N. Y. 60(185T); Willett 0. Rich,

142 Mass 357 (1886).

I F. burglar, a burg~thiei: a house-breaker: L. latro,

a robber.

'Coke,31nst.63; 4 Bl. Com. 234; 29 ind. 80; 84 Lg

An. 49; 58 Md. 153.

‘See 14 Tex. Ap. 664.

' Anderson 1:. State, 48 Ala. 666 (1878): 8 Chltiy, C:-Ln;

Law, H01.

*4 Bl. Corn. 223
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of the house intended for security against intrusion.

This may be by lifting a latch or a window. or by get

ting in through artifice or conspiracy; but not by

raising a window already open. pushing back a door

standing ajar. or by other entrance already made.

exceptas to a chimney. which is as much closed as

the nature of things will permit. The breaking may

be of an inner or chamber door. or for purposes of

egresa The least degree of "entering " with any part

ol the bodv. or with an instrument held in the hand. is

sufficient. and it may be before. as well as after. the

breaking.

The " intent" must be to commit a robbery. a mur

der. a rape. or other felony. whether the crime he

actually perpetrated or not. If such specific intent is

absent the act is a mere “ trespnm." I

Where the ecculed had himself. concealed in a

chest. transferred to an express car. intending to rob

the messenger. his acts were held to constitute a

breaking and entering.‘

Thecommon-law definition has been modified and

diflerent degrees of the oflense have been established.

in some of the States.

See Aocessxar; Atxolrtlcl; Csnm; Dernssa, 1;

Exmonion. 1; Fnuomr; 1liDl(7l'IEN‘l‘; Mweuuonrss.

BURIAL. “ Burial ground" and “ cem

etery " may be used synonymously.‘

To take up a dead body without lawful authority

h a misdemeanor at common law. But there can be

no larcenyof the body. although there may be of the

shroud.‘

Preventing the burial of a dead body is indictable.

After interment. control over a body is in the next

of kin. if they difler as to the disposition to be made

oiine court of equity may not afford assistance to

Mll“!-'

A stone vault in a cemetery used for the interment

of dead bodies. though wholly above ground. is not a

“building " or “ other erection or inclosure." within

the meaning of the penal code of New York.‘

For sanitary reasons. a State may forbid the ex~

humation and removal of a corpse. without a permit

being first procured.’ See Hnvrn; Ssruncana.

 

I 4 Bl. Corn. 224; Cornmonwealth v. Glover. 111 Mass.

0i!2(18'-‘$1. cases; Walker 0. State. 6'3 Ala. -'10 (1879), cases

‘ Nichole v. State. 68 Wis. 416 (1887). cases.

‘Jenkins e. Andover. 108 Mass. 104 (1869).

‘See Q3 Alb. Law J. 106-8 (18-3). cases; Re Wong

Yung Quy, 6 Saw. 442. infra.

‘ See Re Beekmnn Street. 4 Bradf. Sur. 502 (1856); B0

gert 1!. Indianapolis. 13 ind. 138 (1859); Wynkoop v.

Wynkoop. 42 Pa. 293. 801 (1862): Pierce 1'. Swan Point

Cemetery. 10 R. 1. 227, %5(187‘-1); Craig v. First Presby.

Church. 88 Pa. 42. 53 (1878); Weld 1:. Walker, 130 Mass.

I (1881). cases; Grifiith 0. Charlotte. &c. R. Co., 2-‘!

B. C. 89-12 (1885). cases: Johnston v. Marinus. 18 Ahb.

N. (ha. 72-77 (1886). cases; 10 Alb. Law J. 70 (1874).

cases; 16 Am. Law Reg. 156 (1817), cases: RH id. 501-600

(1885), cases; 19 Am. Law Rev. 251-"0 (18155); Bishop,

Oontr. 5 237.

‘People 0. Richards. N. Y. Ct. Ap. (Jan. 17. 1888);

Pen Code. 55 49B. 404

' Re Wong Yunz Quy 3 Saw. M2 (1880).

BURNED. See LOST, 2.

BURNING. In the law of arson (q. v.),

to materially destroy the integrity of some

portion of the house of another.1

Burning in the hand and left cheek was anciently a

mode of punishment.‘ See 0. 2; F. 1; T. 2.

Prior to 80 Geo. i11(1'-'90). c. 48, the penalty for tree

son was being burned alive; ‘ and so. anciently, as to

arson.‘ But victims seem to have been first deprived

of sensation. as by strangling.‘

As a punishment for military offenses. branding

has been used to a very limited extent.

See Basso; Pmsnlm; Wrrcncaarr.

Burning fluid. See On.

BURSTING. In an insurance policy,

which excepts a loss from the bursting of a

boiler, synonymous with explosion, q. 1!.

BUSINESS. A word of large significa

tion, denoting the employment or occupation

in which a person is engaged to procure a

living.‘

“ Business" and “employment” are syn

onymous terms, signifying that which occu

pies the time, attention, and labor of men for

purposes of a livelihood or for profit. A call

ing for the purpose of a livelihood.‘I See En

Pt.oYmm'r; Hsrrmrss.

“ Labor“ may be business, but it is not necessarily

so; and “business " is not always labor. The making

of a contractis business. but not labor.‘ See Lanes. 1;

Truss. ‘

.“ Other business." in the expression “ worlm. mines.

mnnufactory. or other business.“ is qiusdem generia

with the species of business described by the preced

ing words. and imports. in a Wages Act. business of

the same general character.’

"Ten per cent. on the business“ of a partnership

may mean ten per centum of the result of the business.

that is. of the profits."

Business corporation. In the Bank

ruptcy Act of 1867, had a broader meaning

than "trading ” corporation; was held to in

clude a railroad corporation." and an insur

ance compa11y."
 

ISee 40 A111. 669; 46 Cal. 856; 110 Mass 408.

'4 Bi. Com. 370.

‘ 4 Bl. Corn. H14. 876. 407.

‘ -1 Bl. Com. 2.?

‘4 Bl. Com. 377.

476-77.

‘ Goddard u. Chaffee. 2 Allen. 395 (1861). .\ierrick, J.

' [Moore v. Stato.16 All. 413 (18-19); 52 id. 21;T1id.ii2;

See 1 Steph. Hist Cr. Law Eng

|2ss.\:.J.L.s4s;21.\'.Y.244.

‘ [Bloom u. Richards. 2 Ohio St. 896-403 (1868). cases

‘ Pardee's Appeal. 100 Pa 412 (1882).

"Funck u. Haskell, 132 Mass. 582 (1882).

ll Adams 1:. Boston. 830. R Co., 1 Holmes. 30 (1870).

Winter v. Iowa. &c. R. Co., 2 Dill. 488 (1373).

" Re Independent Ina. C0.. 1 Holmes. 104 (18711
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While "business" in 5 87 of that set had a broader

meaning than the word “ commercial," used in the

same section, such scope was not given it as to super

sede "commercial" and “ nfioneyed," or to leave these

words without practical signiflca.tion.I

Business hours. The business hours of

the community generally.’

The hours when business is ordinarily trans

acted, down to the beginning of the hours of

rest in the evening, except as to paper pay

able at a bank or by a banker.’ _

Business paper. Commercial paper; no

gotiable instruments. See Nsoormsns.

Business usages. See Ccsron; Usson.

Course of business. An act done accord

ing to the rules or methods which prevail in

business generally or in a particular line or

branch of business is said to be done in the

"due," “ ordinary,” “regular,” or “ usual”

course of business.

One who takes commercial paper before its matu

rity, and without notice, actual or otherwise, of any

defense thereto, receives the paper in the due course

of business and becomes a holder for value.‘

Under the Bankruptcy Acts sales not made in the

usual and ordinary course of the business of the debtor

were primo. facie evidence of fraud on creditors; as,

where a retail dealer disposed of his stock at wholesale. '

Place of business. The place where one

habitually or chiefly transacts his business du

ties is his usual or principal place of business.

“ Usual place of business " means the place where

one‘s business is carried on openly; the place which

has public notoriety as one’s usual place of business.‘

The “principal place of business“ is no test of

residence, either of a natural person or of a corpora

tion.’

See Bass, 2 (2); CARRY on; Comnmcn; Cusrox;

lscous; Lsson, 1; Lrcnsss, 8; Msacmm; Pnorrr, 1;

Rnsins; Susnsv; TAX, 2; TRADB.

BUST. See DESIGN, 2.

BUTCHER. See Psnnnss; Poucn, 2;

RETAILER.

BUTTAL. See Asur.

BUTTERINE. See Onsoussosnnnr.

‘ Sweatt 11. Boston, &c. R. Co., 8 Cllfl. $51 (1871).

' Derosia v. Winona, &c. R. Co., 18 Minn. 151 (1872).

' Cayuga County Bank 0. Hunt, 2 Hill, 685,638 (N. Y.,

1842); Lunt v. Adams, 17 Me. 231 (1840); Flint 0. Rogers,

15 id. 69 (1888).

‘ Brooklyn City R. Co. 1). Nat. Bank at the Republic,

102 U. S. 25-28 (1880), cases.

‘Act of 1667, 6 B5; Walbrun v. Babbitt, 16 Wall. 581

(1872), cases.

' [Bank of Columbia 11. Lawrence, 1 Pet. ">88 (1828);

Stevenson c. Primrose, 8 Porter, 155 (Ala, 1838): 88

Am. Dec. 287.

' Guinn 1:. Iowa Cent. R Co., 14 F. R. 324 (18&2);

lcCabe u. Illinois Cent. R Co., 18 id. 827 (1882).

 

BUY. To acquire by giving a. considera

tion, usually money; topurchase, q. v.

To buy a note, as opposed to discount 11 note, can

Dlscourrr, 2.

Buy in. To cause property to be offered

at public sale, and then to become the pur

chaser thereof. See AUCTION.

Buying titles. See Smsm, Disseisin.

Buyer. He who becomes the owner of I

thing by paying the price asked; he who ao

quires or purchases; a purchaser.

See Csvsrr, Ernptor; Rnnssn; SA1.i:; Wsonn, 8.

BY. 1. Near, near to;' by the side of; be

side ——all denoting exclusion.

Used descrlptively in a grant, not "in immediate

contact with." but “ near to " the object.l

“ By land of A " means along the line of A's land.‘

A grant of land bounded “by" a freshwater

stream, whether navigable or unnavigable, conveys

the soil to the middle line of the stream.‘ See Awso.

A contra/cttor the doing 0! a thing “ by " a certain

day means on or before that day.‘ See DAY.

Authorized " by " may mean " in“ this State.‘

By-bidding. See B11). _

By-road. See WAY, Private.

By-standers. See Tsnns.

2. With, through, as the means or mode;

as, by the book, by the uplifted hand. See

OATH. Compare Pan.

8. According to; by authority, direction,

or allowance of: as, by agent, by writing

filed, by the court, by act and operation of

law, by statute, qq. v. See also AOCOBDING;

Forms, 2.

Staying proceedings until an issue is determined by

final Judgment in another case may mean to stay the

proceedings “ according to “ the judgment.‘

4. May be used instead of “ to; " as in the

sentence “ a person whose name is not known

by the complainant."7

BY-LAW.‘ 1. A law affecting a single

village or township; a rule governing the

inhabitants of a locality.

“The by-law [of a borough] has the same effecs

within its limits, and with respect to the persons upon

\ Wilson v. Iuloes, 6 Gill, 153 (Md., 1847).

1 Penslce 1:. Gee, 19 N. H. 277(1S-18).

' The Magnolia 1;. Marshall, 39 Miss. 110, 117, 184

(1860).

‘ Coonley v. Anderson,1 Hill, 519, 522 (N. Y., 1841);

Rankin v. Woodworth, 8 P. & W. 48 (Pa., 1831). See

Higley v. (lilmer, 8 Monte. 437 (1880).

' State v. Overton, 16 Nev. 149 (1881).

' Haubert '11. Haworth, 78 Pa. 88 (1875).

' Commonwealth v. Grifiin, 105 Mam. 175 (1870).

' Scan. byr, a town, a village,— Skeat. ‘A. S. bilage,

a private law,- Webster. “ A law made obitcr, or by

the by," Termes do in Lay (1721).
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whom it lawfully operates, as an act of Parliament

has upon the subjects at large." I

2. A rule or law of a corporation for its

own government.

an act of legislation; therefore the formalities re

quired by the charter for its passage must be ob

served. it may be in the form of a "resolution,"

although that is not necessarily a by-law.‘

By-laws are the orders and regulations which a cor

poration. as one of its legal incidents, has power to

make, and which is usually exercised to regulate its

own action and concerns and the rights and duties of

its members among themselves.‘ See Cmarsa, 2;

Oanmmcm l.

G.

C. 1. In connection with references to

statutes means chapter. See STATUTE, 2.

2. in Rhode lsland,‘as late as i785, was branded

upon the forehead as part of the punishment for coun

ts:-leinag.

8. As an abbreviation, may also denote

case, chancellor, chancery, chief, circuit,

civil, code, commissioner, common, counsel,

court, criminal, crown:

C. A. Chancery appeals; court of ap

peals.

C. A. V. Curia advisari vult. The court

wishes to consider the matter. See further

Coma, Advisari, etc.

C. B. Chief baron; common bench.

C. C. Cepi corpus; chief commissioner;

circuit, city, or county court; chancery, civil,

criminal, or crown cases; civil code.

C. C. J. Circuit, city, or county court

judge.

C. C. P. Code of civil procedure: court

of common pleas.

O. D. Commissioners’ (patent) decisions.

C. J. Chief justice; circuit judge.

C. J. B. Chief judge in bankruptcy.

C. L. Civil law; common law.

0. L. P. Common law procedure.

C. O. D. Collect (q. 1).) on delivery.

C. P. Common pleas (court).

C. q. t. (or 0. q. L). Cestui que trust, q. v.

C. R. Chancery reports; curia regis, the

king's court. _

 

I Hopkins v. Mayor of Swansea, 4 Ms! W. '6-40 (1539),

IA. Abinger, C. B.

' Drake 1:. Hudson River R. Co., 7 Barb. 539 (1849).

Compare Compton u. Van Volkenburgh, &c. R. Co.,

If S. J. L. 185 (1870).

lcommonwealth v. Turner, 1 cm 490 U848).

IhAI.C.J.

C. t. a. (usually, 0. I. a.). Cum testamento

anne.-co, with the will attached. See ADMIN

lSTER, 4.

CABINET. See DEPARTMENT;

DENT.

CABLE. See Conmracaz TELEGRAPH.

The act ‘of Congress approved February 29, ' 1888

(25 St. L. 41), entitled an act to carry into effect the

International Convention of March H, 1884, for the

protection of submarine cables, provides:

“Section 1. That any person who shall willfully

and wrongfully break or injure, or attempt to break

or injure, or who shall in any manner procure, coun

sel, aid, abet, or be accessory to such breaking or in

jury, or attempt to break or injure, a submarine cable,

in such manner as to interrupt or embarrass, in whole

or in part, telegraphic communication, shall be guilty

of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall be

liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding two

years, or to a line not exceeding live thousand dollars,

orto both fine and imprisonment, 'at the discretion or

the court.“

“Sec. 2. That any person who by culpable negli

gence shall break or injure a submarine cable in such

manner as to interrupt or embarrass, in whole or in

part, telegraphic communication, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall be

liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding three

nmnths. or to a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars.

or to both fine and imprisonment, at the discretion of

the court.“ '

Sec. 8. The foregoing sections shall not apply to a

person who breaks or injures a cable in an eflort to

save life or limb, or to save his own or any other vee

lel: Provided. that he takes reasonable precautions

to avoid such breaking or injury.

" Sec. 4. That the master of any vessel which, while

engaged in laying or repairing submarine cables, shall

fail to observe the rules concerning signals that have

been or shall hereafter be adopted by the parties to

the convention with a view to preventing collisions at

sea: or the master of any vessel that, perceiving, or

being able to perceive the said signals displayed upon

a telegraph ship engaged in repairing a cable, shall

not withdraw to or keep at a distance of at lest one

nautical mile; or the master of any vessel that seeing

or being able to see buoys intended to mark the posi

tion of a cable when being laid or when out oi’ order

or broken, shall not keep at a distance of at ieasta

quarter of a nautical mile, shall be guilty of a mis

demeanor, and on conviction thereof, shall be li&

ble to imprisonment for a term not exceeding one

month, or to a line of not exceeding five hundred

dollars."

Sec. 5. The master of any fishing vessel who shall

not keep his implements or nets at a distance of at

least one nautical mile from a veel engaged in lay

ing or repairing a cable. or at a distance of at least a

quarter of a nautical mile from a buoy intended to

mark the position of a cable when being laid or when

out of order or broken, shall be guilty of a misde

meanor, and on conviction be liable to imprisonment

for a term not exceeding ten days, or to a line not ex

ceeding two hundred and fifty dollars, or to both fine

PRES!
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and imprisonment, at the discretion of the court: Pro

vided, however, that fishing vessels. on perceiving or

being able to perceive the said signals displayed on a

telegraph ship, shall be allowed such time as may be

necessary to obey the notice thus given, not exceeding

twenty-four hours, during which period no obstacle

shall be placed in the way of their operations.

Sec. 6. A person commanding a ship of.war of the

United States or of any foreign state for the time

being bound by the convention, or a ship specially

commissioned by such government or state, may exer

cise and perform the duties vested in and imposed on

such ofilcer by the convention.

Sec. 7. Any person having the custody of the pa

pers necessary for the preparation of the statements

provided for in article ten of the convention who shall

refuse to exhibit them or shall violently resist persons

having authority according to said article to draw up

statements of facts in the exercise of their functions,

shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction

thereof shall be liable to imprisonment not exceeding

two years, or to a fine not exceeding five thousand dol

lars, or to both fine and imprisonment, at the discre

tion of the court.

Sec. 8. The penalties provided for the breaking or

injury of a cable shall not be a bar to a suit for

damages.

Sec. 9. When an offense against this actshall have

been committed by means of a vessel, or of any host

belonging to it, the master of such vessel shall, unless

some other person is shown to have been in charge,

be deemed to have been navigating the same, and be

liable to be punished accordingly. 7

Sec. 10. Unless the context of this act otherwise

requires, the term "vessel" shall be taken to mean

every description of vessel used in navigation. in what

ever way it is propelled; “ master " every person hav

ing command or charge of a vessel; and “person "

to include a body of persons, corporate or incorpo

rate. “ Convention " shall mean the International Con

vention for the Protection of Submarine Cables, made

at Paris, l\isy14,lB84, and proclaimed by the President

of the United States May 22, 1885.

Sec. ii. The provisions of the Revised Statutes,

from 5 4300 to 4305 inclusive, for the summary trial

of oifcnses against the navigation laws, shall extend

to oflenses against sections four and tive of this act.

Sec. 12. This act shall apply only to cables to

which the convention for the time being applies.

Sec. 13. The district courts of the United States

shall have jurisdiction over all offenses against this

act and of all suits of a civil nature arising there

under, whether the infraction complained of shall

have been committed within or outside of the territo

rial waters of the United States: Provided, that in

case such infraction is committed outside of said

waters the vessel is a vessel of the United States.

From decrees and judgments, appeals and writs of

error shall be allowed as now provided by law in other

cases Criminal actions and proceedings shall be pros

ecuted in the districtcourt for the district within which

the oflense was committed, and when not committed

within any judicial district, then in the district court l

for the district within which the oflender may be

found; and suits of a civil nature may be commenced
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in the district court for any district within which the

defendant may be found and shall be served with pro

cess.

CADET. See GRADUATE.

Naval cadets, by settled usage which has the force

of law, are appointed by certificates under the hand

and seal of the secretary of war. They are inferior

offlcers who. for purposes of instruction, may be re

quired to serve as officers. non-commissioned ofllcera,

or privates l

CADIT. See Qwssno, Cadit.

CETERA. See ADMINISTER. 4; ET, Etc.

CALENDAR. 1. The division of time

into years, months, weeks, and days, and a

register of them.

The pontifex maarimnu on the first of every month

proclalmed—Lat. calare—the month, with its festi

vals and the time of the new moon. From calare was

derived “ calendar." The first day of the month in the

Roman calendar was called the calcndcs, the calends.'

Calendar month. A solar month, known

as January, February, etc. ; distinguished

from a lunar month of twenty-eight days.

See further MONTH.

2. A list of causes arranged for trial or ar

gument; a list: a docket.‘

The calendar of a criminal court gives the names of

oflenders and prosecutors, the nature of the charges,

from what magistrates certified, numbers and terms

of the cases, and like particulars.

The calendar of a civil court contains the names of

the parties plaintiff and defendant, the names of

counsel, the nature of the demand in each case. the

defense or plea, the number and term of the case. and,

in courts of review, the name of the lower court from

which removed.

CALIFORNIA. See CHINESE; Pmasno.

CALL. 1, v. (1) To require a prisoner to

present himself and answer the indictment,

in the immediate presence of the court, is to

call him to or before the bar.‘ See ARRAIGN.

(2) To admit to the rights and privileges 0!

a practitioner of law is to call a student

at-law to the bar.

In England, "call-day" is the day in each term

when those who have been students are admitted to

practice law.

Call a case. For a judge to announce

that a cause is about to be placed on a par

ticular list, or to proclaim that a cause on

 

' Babbitt v. United States, i6 Ct. Cl. ma, 215-17 (1880).

See United States v. Morton, ll2 U. S. 1, 8 (i884). As to

cadetcngineers, see also United States v. Redgrave,

116 id. 474 (1556); United States v. Perkins. ib. 488 (1886).

' Rives v. Guthrie, i Jones L. 86-87 (N. C., 1858),

Nash, C. J.

' See Titley v. Kachler, 9 Brsdw. 589 0&1).

' [4 BL COIIL 322.]
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Inch list may now be determined by a trial

by a jury or by argument before the court.

Call a list or docket. To inquire pub

licly in open court as to what causes onalist

are ready for trial; also, to call for trial or

argument certain causes already set or fixed

for such determination.1

Whence. in the practice of some courts, the “ first.“

the “ second,“ and perhaps the "third “ call of a case

or list; also " the call."

Call 8 jury. To draw the names of per

sons to serve as a jury, out of the names of

all of those who have been summoned as

jurors.

Call a party. To call aloud his name in

open court, and to command him to appear

in order to perform some duty.

Call the plaintifl‘. At common law,

when counsel for the plaintiff perceives

that his client has not made out a case, the‘

client may withdraw from the court room:

whereupon the cries‘ is required to call the

piaintifi. If he does not answer the call

(made thrice in succession), judgment of

nonsuit is entered.2

The nonsuit is more eligible for the plaintif! than a

verdict against him.‘

Call a witness. To call his name aloud

in, and perhaps about, the room of the court

at which he has been subpoenaed to appear,

bdore an attachment issues for disobedience.

Also, to present a witness for examination

in a trial or hearing then in progress.

Recalling a witness, who has been once examined

and (llSi’lllSS€(.L is a matter almost wholly within the

discretion of the trial court.‘ See Paonucn, 1.

2, n. (1) A notice or demand by the direct

ore of a stock corporation upon a subscriber

to pay money on account of his shares.

The word may refer to the resolution, its

notiiication, or the time when it becomes

payable.‘

A court of equity may enforce payment of stock

subscriptions though there have been no calls for

them by the company. . . Subscriptions are in the

nature of a fund for the payment of debts, and calls

may be made whenever funds are needed for such

payment . A formal call need not be made before

0 bill in equity is filed: filing the bill is equivalent to

a call.‘ Sec Pm, 8; Sroca, B (2).

 

‘See Blanchard v. Ferdinand, 18.’ Mass. 891 (1$8‘2).

' [3 Bi. Corn. 376.

"(eating v. Brown 80 Minn. 10 (IP82).

‘Amber-gate, kc. R Co. 0. Mitchell, 4 Ex. R '56

OBI). Parke, 8.

‘Batch 11. Dana. 101 U. 8. 214-15 (1879). Stromr. J.

(2) A designation of the limit of a boundary.

A “locative call ” refers to a physical ob

ject rather than to a course or distance. 800

further BOUNDARY.

CALLING. See Busnmss.

CAMP-MEETHVG. See WORSHIP.

The Massachusetts statute of 1887, c. 57, which pro

hibits a person, during the time a camp or field meet

ing is being held for religious purposes, and within

one mile of the place, from maintaining a building for

vending provisions or refreshments without permit

aion of the oflicers of the meeting, and which provides

that a person having a regular and established place

of business shall not be required to suspend his busi

ness, is constitutional.l

The Pennsylvania act of May 8, 1878,’ prohibits dis

posing of any kind of merchandise, within one mile of

any camp~meeting held for religious worship, under A

tins of not more than one hundred dollars or impris

onment ot not more than six months, or both; the

act not applying to persons having written permit

from the managers of the meeting, nor to persons

regularly engaged in business, nor to farmers who

sell the products of their farms upon the same. And

the act of March 23, 1876,‘ provides that a judge of the

court oi’ common pleas of the particular county may

appoint as policemen such persons as the association

may designate; each to possess the powers of a con

stable; to enforce obedience to all reasonable regular

dons oi the association not inconsistent with the

constitution and laws of the State; to detain oitanden

twelve hours, if need be, exclusive of Sunday, until

they can be carried before the nearest justice of the

peace; and to wear a metallic shield with “camp

police" and the name of the association inscribed

thereon, in plain view—except when employed as

detectives.

CAMPBELL’S ACT. See AGIIO, Per

sonaiis, etc.

CAN. Compare Cass, 4.

CANAL. Applied to an artificial passage

for water, includes the banks, and refers to

the excavation or channel as a receptacle for

the water.4

As used in an Internal Improvement Act, a navi—

gable public highway. for the transportation of persons

and property. . There must be a canal fitted in

all respects for navigation and open to public use he

{oro benefits can accrue to the owner to overcome his

claim for damages.‘

The title of owners of land abutting on a canal ex

tends to the line of the canal. subject to the use of the

bank by the owners of the canal for purposes oi

commerce.‘

 

‘ Commonwealth 1:.‘ Beam, 182 Mass. 642, 551 (1:38) .

' P. L. 63.

I P. L. 9.

‘ Bishop 1:. Seeley, 18 Conn. ‘$01 (1847).

' Kennedy 11. City of Indianapolis, 108 U.B. 60‘ um

Waits, C. J.

‘ linrzan 1:. Ban. 14 F. R 451 (1882)

(10)
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A general grant of premises upon the bank of a

river, in which is constructed a canal, conveys the

grantor‘s right to the river‘s cehter. Where the canal

company, as such, has the right only to use the bed

and water, at dissolution such right reverts to the

proper owners.l

Navigable water situated as is the lllinois and Lake

Michigan canal,—a highway for commerce between

ports and places in different. States,— is public water

of the United States, within admiralty jurisdiction,

although the canal is wholly within the body, of the

State of Illinois’

See Coussacs; Tenn, 2.

CANCEL3 1. To draw lines over the face

of an instrument, in the form of lattice

work. 2. To obliterate, deface, eflace, ex

punge; to do away with, set aside, strike

out of existence. 3. To satisfy, pay.

A deed may be‘rendcred of no eflect by delivering

it up to be canceled; that is. to have lines drawn over

itin the form of lattice-work: though the phrase is

now used figuratively for any manner of obliteration

or defacing it.‘

To draw cross-lines over the face of an instrument

is a common mode of showing an intention thereby to

make an end of it as an instrument in force. Inearlier

times, when few persons could write, the mass of men

could manifest their intention, with pen and ink, only

by unlettered marks. When the instrument is so

marked by the maker as to show clearly that the act

was designed to be a canceling. that act becomes

effectual as a revocation of a will by canceling.‘

Cancel is not atechnical word. in a statute of wills

it is presumed to retain its popular meaning. . . A

canceled bond or note has meant exclusively a bond

or note over which lattice-work lines have been drawn.

Revocation of a will by cancellation means by

any act done to the paper which, in common undeb

standing, is regarded as cancellation when done to any

other instrument.‘

In a contract, may not be equivalent to rescind;

may mean no more than “ doing away with “an exist

ing agreement upon the terms, with the consequences,

mentioned.’

Cancellation will be ordered, by a court of equity,

of a writing which was obtained without considera

tion, or which became a nullity, or which may cause

injury to the plalntifl, or be used to vex him after the

evidence to impeach it has been lost, or which may

throw a cloud over histitle.'

I Day 11. Pittsburgh, &c. R Co., 44 Ohio St. 415 (18%);

Pittsburgh, &c. R. 00. '0. Bruce, 102 Pa. 88 (1882).

‘Exp. Boyer, 100 U. S. 63‘1(188-i).

' L. L. oancellare, to draw lines across: L. cancel“,

lattice-work. Compare Ciuscsav.

4 2 Bl. Com. 809.

| Warner 1:. Warner's Estate, 8'! Vt. 862-68 (186-i\

' Evans‘s Appeal, 58 Pa. 2-18-4-1 (1868), Strong, .1. See

also Ladd‘s Will, 60 Wis. 189-99 (1884), cases, Case

day, J.

'Winton 0. Spring, 18 (bl. L15 (1861); Well 0. Jiines,

8 id. 47 (1878).

'1Btory, Eq 5; 008-711; 17 Biatch. 145.
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Cancellation destroys a deed, annulling all cov

enants, as far as the deed is executory. It will not

revest in the grantor an estate once completely trans

ferred to annther.|

“ Canceling an executed contract is an exertion of

the most extraordinary power of a court of equity.

The power ought not to be exercised except in a clear

case, and never for an alleged fraud unless the fraud

be made clearly to appear; never for alleged false

representations unless their falsity is certainly proved,

and unless the complainant has been deceived and in

jured by them.“ ' See Psraxr, 2.

Compare Nona; Rsscissios; Vscsra; Vow.

CANDIDATE. One who seeks or aspires

to some oflice or privilege, or who oflem

himself for the same.

In a constitutional provision that any person who,

while a candidate for office, shall be guilty of brlb

cry, etc., is used in that popular sense: any one who

seeks an oillce, whether nominated or not..

See BIUBERY; LEGAL, Illegal; Lmst, 8; Lmaan, 1,

Of the press.

CANISTER. See Case, 4.

CANON.4 A rule; a law,

Canon law. Ecclesiastical law.

In particular, a body of ecclesiastical laws

relative to matters over which the church of

Rome had or claims to have had jurisdiction.'

Compiled from opinions of the fathers, decrees of

councils, and decretal cpistles and bulls of the holy

see. Received, in England, by immemorial custom,

or else by consent of parliament; otherwise, ranked as

unwritten law.‘

Canons of construction.

struction, q. v.

Canons of descent or of inheritance.

The rules which regulate the descent of in

heritances; the rules according to which

estates are transmitted from ancestor to

heir.‘ See further DESCENT.

CAP. When a person, who has been sen

tenced to capital punishment by hanging, is

about to be executed, it is customary to

place over his head and neck a sack or bag,

which, from the color of the material, is

called the white cap or black cap, and,

generally, the “ death cap."

Ln England and Canada, when a judge formally

passes sentence of death upon a prisoner, he usually

‘ See 4 Rent, 452; 1 Grcenl. Ev. 5265.

‘Atlantic in-lalne Company v. James, 94 U, s_ 214

(1876), Strong, J. Approved, Union R. Co. 1:. Bill,

124 id. 188 (1888), Harlan, J.

' Leonard v. Commonwealth, 112 Pa. 624 (186): X795

ster; Const. Penn. Art. VIII, sec. ii.

‘Gk. kan6n', a reed, rod, rule.

'1 B1. Com. 82, 79, 19. See 2Steph. Hist. Q. L Eng,

440; 25 Hen. V111, c. 19; 1Ells. c. 1.

' 2 Bl. Com. M.

Rules of con
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wanna "black cap.“ Some writers trace the prac

tice to the ancient custom by which rulers covered the

head on occasions of great solemnity; while other

writers find its origin in a prohibition against persons

in holy orders (from which class the judges were

largely selected) imposing the death penalty-as of

fldlll of the church. Since it was obligatory that

such sentences should be pronounced, the judges, on

such occasions. were supposed to lay aside their

cciesiasticai character by "covering the clerical

tousure “ with the black cap which all judges in early

days wore as a part of their oiflcial dress.l

CAPACITY. Ability to take, do, act:

competency, qualification, fitness, power.

See Carax.

1. Power or fitness to perform a particular

legal act; mental qualification: as, capacity

toenter into a contract, disposing or testa

mentary capacity.

Capocity for guilt: will joined with an act.’

The test of capacity to make an agreement or a

conveyance is. that a man shall have the ability to

understand the nature and effect of the act in which

he is engaged.‘ See lsnnzsn.

2. Character or function, relation or oflice,

invested or conferred by law: as, capacity

to act as an executor, administrator, guard

ian, trustee, referee, judge, sheriff, or other

officer.

Whenoe also fiduciary, judicial, ministerial capac

lty; professional capacity; men in public capacity

see LIBEL, 5; Dlsctuvrio, Persona.

CAPAX. L. Receiving or containing:

able, fit for: having capacity, q. 1:.

Capax doli. Competent to intend wrong,

to commit a crime. Doli ‘mcapax: incapa

ble of committing crime. See further DOLUS.

Capax negotii. Competent to transact

business. ‘

CAPERE. L. To take, seize; to arrest.

Capias. That you take. A common-law

writ commanding the sheriff to take ade

fendant into custody. I

Named from the emphatic word in the writ when

expressed in Latin.

Has come to designate the whole class of

writs by which arrests are made by a con

stable, sheriff, or marshal. The species are:

Capias ad respondendum. That you take

for answering: arrest (and imprison) the de

fendant so that you have him in person

before the court on a certain day to answer

the plaintifl"s complaint.

 

‘Bee?-‘2 Am. Law Rev. 121 (1688).

'4 BL Com. K).

' Iaton v. Eaton. 87 N. J. L 118 (1874); 1 BL Oom_ 390,

a
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Serves the purpose of compelling an appearance in

court, on the part of a defendant, in actions of tort. in

which damages are claimed, as, in actions for slander,

libel, false arrest, malicious prosecution, and other

trespames. Being the species of the writ most fro

quently issued, is often designated as a or the

“mpiaa.“ 1 See Pnocnss, 1.

Capias ad satisfaciendum. That you take

for satisfying: arrest (and imprison) the de

fendant so that you may have him in court

on a given day, in order that he may then

and there pay the plaintiff such debt, dam

ages, and costs as he may recover.

viated ca. so.

At common law, after this writ no other proce

could be issued against a debtor's property. The

early use of the writ has been restricted by statutes

abolishing imprisonment for debt or facilitating the

discharge of debtors, in cases in which no fraud is

shown to have been practiced.‘

Capias in wilhernam.‘ That you take in

reprisai; that you distrain for a. distress.

A writ for seizing property of s distruinor on 00

count of property concealed, eloigned, or otherwise

withheld byhim so that it could not be replevied.‘ See

Emma.

Capias utlagatum.

outlaw, q. 1:.

Cepi. I have taken, or arrested. The

distinctive word in old Latin forms of re

turns of service to orders for making arrests.

Cepi corpus. I have taken the body,-— ar

rested the defendant. Abbreviated C. C.

Cepi corpus et bail bond. I have arrested

the defendant and discharged him on a bail

bond. Abbreviated C. C. et B. B.

Cepi corpus et committitur. I have arrested

and imprisoned the defendant. Abbreviated

C. C. et C.

Cepi corpus et est custodia. I have arrested

the defendant and he is in custody.

Cepi corpus et est languidzis. I have ar

rested the defendant and he is sick. See

Laxoumus.

Cepi corpus ef paratum habeo. I have ar

rested the defendant and have him in readi

ness. See ARREST, 2; BAIL, 1(2).

Cepit. He took. The emphatic word in

the Latin writs of trespass for taking person

aity, and in declarations in trespass and re

plevin. Still used as descriptive of the action,

That you arrest the

 

I See 8 Bl. Com. 414.

‘See 4 Bl. Com. 819.

' With’er-nam is A. B. widhcr, against, and aim

to seize.

‘ See 8 Bl. Com. 149.

Abbre ‘
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as in replevin for a mere taking-when the its use, consists the profits made in the busi

action is said to be “ in the cepit.” See Non

Cepit. ‘

Cepif at abduavit. He seized or took and

led away--a person, or a living chattel.

Cepit et asportavit. ‘He took and carried

away — an inanimate thing, goods. See AS

ronrsns; CARRY, 1.

Cepit in alio loco. He took in another

place — than that declared upon. A plea in

replevin justifying the taking and claiming

a return.

Non cepit. He did not take. The general

imue in replevin : denies taking and detaining.

CAPIAS. See CAPERE. Capias.

CAPITA. See Carvr, Capita.

CAPITAL.l 1, adj. For which death is

the penalty: as, a capital oifense.

Probably from "decapitation,“ once a. common

mode of executing the sentence of death.

Those judgments are capital which extend tothe

life of the oflender, and consist, generally, in his being

banged by the neck till dead.’ See Dunn, Penalty.

2, 11. Money or property invested in a busi

ness enterprise.

The actual estate, whether in money or

property, which is owned by an individual

or a corporation.‘

The chief thing, the head, the beginning and basis

of an undertaking or enterprise. " Capital “ and

"capital stock," in ordinary parlance, when applied

to combinations or associations for transacting busi

ness, have the same meaning, the former being an

abbreviation of the latter.‘

Used with respect to the property of a cor

poration or association, the term “capital”

has a settled meaning. It applies only to the

property or means contributed by the stock

holders as the fund or basis for the business

or enterprise for which the corporation or as

sociation was formed. . . Referringto the

property of individuals in any particular

business, the term has substantially the same

import. It then means the property taken

from other investments or uses and set apart

for and invested in the special business, and

in the increase, proceeds or earnings of which

property, beyond expenditures incurred in

 

I L. oapifalis, chief: oapuf, the head.

'4 Bl. Com. 876.

' People 1:. Commissioners, 28 N. Y. 219 (1861), Come

iock. C. .1.

‘San Franciscoo. Spring Valley Water Works, 63

Cal. 529 (1583), Thornton. J.; Gas Light Co. v. Aasemors,

ll LL An. 47? (1879), Manning, 0. J.

ness.‘

It does not, any more than when used with respeci

to corporations, embrace temporary loans in the regu

lar course of business.I See MONEYED.

" Capital stock,“ or “shares of capital stock," sign}

lies the sum upon which calls may be made upon the

holders of the stock of a corporation, and upon which

dividends are declared.. See further Srocs, 8 (2).

CAPITATION. See Tax, 2.

CAPTION. 1. A taking, a seizure, q. v.;

an arrest; a capture, q. 1). See also CAPERE.

Reception. When any one deprives an

other of his personal property, or wrongfully

detains his wife, child, or servant.a

The owner of the goods, and the husband. parent.

or master, may claim and retake them wherever he

finds them, so that it he not attended with a breach of

_the peace. The owner may have this only opportu

nity to do himself justice.‘ See Dsrasss, 1.

2. The heading of a legal document, in

which is shown the time when, the place

where, and the person by whose authority,

it was prepared or executed.

This use of the word is not warranted by its deriva

tion—captio, a taking, and not caput, a head; but it

is quite common in law books. .

Though usual. is not necessary to an afl1darit.'

When an inferior court, in obedience to the man

date of the king‘s bench, transmitted an indictment to

the crown olice, it was accompanied with its history —

naming the court in which, the jurors by whom, and

the time and place when and where, it was found.

All this was entered of record by the clerk of the

superior court immediately before the indictment, and

was called the “ caption," but was not then and is not

now a part of the indictment itself.l

See Arnmvrr; Connnxca, Indictment; Trrnn, 2.

CAPTURE. A taking, seizure. See

CAPERE.

In the law of marine insurance, any un

lawful taking by force, including a piratical

taking as well as such as is made jure belli.‘

Synonymous with prize (q. 11.), as used in Europe.

The popular use of a taking by force or violence from

without. to which a. vessel in the course of a maritime

adventure might be exposed, corresponds with the use

in marine insurance.‘

A taking by the enemy of a vessel or its

cargo es prize, in time of open war, or by

 

l Bailey 11. Clark, 21 Wall. 2868?’ (1874), Field, J.

' Sanger v. Upton, 91 U. S. 00, 47 (1875), Swayne, J,

' [3 Bl. Com. 4.

‘ Harris 1:. Lester, 80 Ill. 811 (1675).

‘People 0. Bennett. 87 X. Y. 122 (1867); Exp. Bah-L

121 U. S. 7 (1887): Starkie, Cr. Pl. p. 287.

‘Dole v. New England Mut. Mar. Ins. 00., 6 Ailem

3%-90 (1863), Bigelow, C. J. See Fiiield v. Inn 00. of

Pen, 47 Pa. 176-77, 189(186~1). cases.
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way of reprisal, with intent to deprive the

owner of it.l

This was probably the primary idea in instruments

of marine insurance. Losses of ships and cargo en

gaged in commerce, by the public enemy, were the

most Lobe apprehended and provided against. But

uaeqz, and the course of decisions by the courts, have

very much widened this meaning, and it now may

embrace —

The taking of a neutral ship and cargo by

a belligerent jurc belli; also, thetaking forci

bly by a friendly power, in time of peace,

and even by the government itself to which

the assured belongs.l

Technically, a taking by military power;

I seizure, a taking by civil authority.2

“Captured property “ may mean property seized

or taken from hostile possession by the military or

naval forces of the United ritatea.I

As to recapture, see Posrunmr.

also Rsxson.

CAPUT. L A head, the head; an indi

vidual.

Estimatio capitis. The value of a head:

the worth of a life. .

in Saxon law, a prescribed sum to be paid for an

unlawful taking of another man's life. In modern

law. the amount of damages recoverable for causing

a death

See

Capita. Heads: bodies; individual per

sons.

Per cnpita. By heads: according to the

individuals. Opposed, per stirpes, by the

ancestor.

in distributing the personalty of an intestate, the

persons entitled thereto are said to take per capila

when they claim in their own rights as in equal degree

of inn-ired. and not in right of an0ther—per stirpes.

This rule of succesion was borrowed from the civil

law. The common-law rule was the per dirpes rule.‘

Caput lupinum. A wolf's head: an out

lawed felon—- who might be knocked on the

head like a wolf.‘

Caput mortuum. A dead head: a mat

ter of no legal validity; a thing void as to all

persons and for all purposes.‘

CAR. See CARRIER, Common; RAILROAD.

Car load, A contract for a certain number of car

loads of we was held not void for uncertainty, thatthe

lldouran v. Alliance Ins. Co., 8 Wall. 10 (1867), Na.

Ian, J.

‘United States 0. Athens Amory, 2 Abb. C. C. 187

(W)

' United States v. Padelford, 9 Wall. 540 (1869).

‘See 281. Com. 517, 215; 40 Conn 28; I43 iiass. 2&9;

'1 ii. Y. 445-47.

'4 Bl. Com. 8”.

‘Ba 96 U. S. 196-“

 

quantity contemplated could be made certain by aw

ment and proof.I See also Csaiusol, 1.

CARDS. See GAME, 2.

CARE. Attention, caution, circumspec

tion, vigilance, diligence.

Due 08136. In cases where the gist of the

action is negligence, implies not only that a

party has not been negligent or careless, but

that he has been guilty of no violation of

law in relation to the subject-matter or trans

action which constitutes the cause of action.I

Great care. The degree of attention

which a very thoughtful man exercises

toward securing his own interests

Ordinary care. That degree of care

which every person of ordinary prudence

takes of his own concerns.‘

In the law of bailment, that degree of care

which, under the same circumstances, a per

son of ordinary prudence would take of the

particular thing were it his own.‘

Ordinary care, skill, and diligence is such a_

degree of care, skill, and diligence as men of

ordinary prudence, under similar circum

stances, usually employ.5

Ordinary care implies the exercise of reasonable

diligence, and reasonable diligence, as between a cor

poration and its employees, implies such we-tchfulness,

caution, and foresight as, under all the circumstances

of the particular service, a corporation controlled by

careful, prudent officers ought to exercise.‘

The same degree of care which a railroad company

should take in providing and maintaining its machinery

must be observed in selecting and retaining its em

ployees, including telegraphic operators. Ordinary

care on its part implies, as between it and its employ

ees, not simply the degree of diligence which is cus

tomary amoug those intrusted with the management

of railroad property, but such as, having respect to

the exigencies of the particular service, ought reason

ably to be observed. It is such care as. in view of the

consequences that may result from negligence on the

part of employees. is fairly commensurate with the

perils or dangers likely to be encountered. . . A

degree of cars ordinarily exercised in such matters

may not be due, or reasonable, or proper care, and

therefore not ordinary care, within the meaning of

the law.‘
 

I Schreiber 1:. Butler, 84 Ind. 576 (1882).

' Jones v. Inhabitants of Andover, 10 Allen, 2) (1866),

Blgelow. C. J.

' 2 Pars. Contr. 87, tit. Bailment.

' [lieathcock u. Pennington, 11 Ired. L. 6-13 (1850),

Ruilln, C. J.

° Brown 1:. Lynn,8i Pa. 512 (1858), Williams, J.

' Wabash Ry. Co. v. l\icDaniels, 101‘ U. 8. 460-61 (1882),

llarlnn. J. See also 25 Ind. 197: "4 Me. 407; 101 Mm

101; 182 id.-126; 58 N. H. 6'28; 10 Oreg. 254; 41 Eng. 0.

Law, 4'25.
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Reasonable care. The care and fore

sight which men of ordinary prudence are

accustomed to employ.l

Care exercised in proportion to the danger

of doing harm to others.‘

A relative term, with no fixed meaning. The caution

which persons of ordinary prudence would exercise in

any given case is “ reasonable care“ in law. That

care whhh under some circumstances would be rea

sonable care might under other circumstances be

gross negligence.‘

Slight care. The degree of care which

every man of common sense, though inat

tentive to his own affairs, applies to them.‘

See further Cannnm; Cannon; Druoascs; DUTY, 1;

Ksownsnoa, 1; Nsouoaxcs; Panama;

CARGO. Goods on board of a vessel.‘

All the merchandise and effects laden on

board a ship, exclusive of persons, rigging,

ammunition, provisions, guns. etc. What is

laden on board as merchandise.‘

Generally speaking, the entire load of the

ship.7

See Borronnr; Casarua—rsnrv; COLLISION, 2; Dis

rxrcn; HrPo'rnmcA'rs'.; SAIL; Sssvsoa; Satr, 2.

CABICATURE. See LIBEL, 5.

CABLISLE TABLES. See Tasur,4.

CARNAL. See KNOWLEDGE, 2.

CARPENTER. See Cosraaoron; Mas

UFACTURE12.

CARRIAGE. 1. The act of carrying:

transportation, conveyance; also, that which

carries or conveys.

To the ordinary mind, does not convey the idea of

arailroad or street railway car, nor of a wheeled

vehicle for the transportation of merchandise or prod

ucts used in ordinary business. The idea is a vehicle

for the transportation of persons for pleasure or busi

ness, drawn by horses or other draught animals over

the ordinary streets and highways of the country, and

not that of n “ car" used upon a railroad or street

railway expressly constructed therefor. As yet, in

this country, the vehicles used for transporting pas

sengers on railroads and street railways are generally

called cars, occasionally coaches; seldom. if ever,

carriages. The definition given by the older lexicog

raphers of “carriage" was very general and indeli

nite, while that given in our own times is more in

consonance with the restricted meaning of the word

 

I [Johnson v. Hudson River R. Co., 6 Duer, 646 (1857).

‘ Dexter v. McCready. 54 Conn. 173 (1888), Park, 0. J.

‘ Read 1:. Morse, 81 Wis. 81ii(18T~1), Lyon, J. Seealso

100 U. S. 195; 1 Flip. 13.

‘ [2 Para Oontr. 87; K) N. Y. 69.

‘Seamans v. Loring, 1 Mas. 142 (1816), Story, J.

‘ [Thwing v. Great West. ins. 00., 108 Mass. 406-?

(1869), cases. Gray, J.

’ Macy v. Whaling Ins. 00.. 0 mm. 866 (1845); 113

U. S. 49.

as understood by people in general. In a bill of lading

therefore, a “ carriage “ will not include a street car.‘

See Brcrcu; Cunurn; Fasten-r; Vsmcuz.

2. Manner of carrying one's self, behavior.

See Bnnawon; Lascrwons. '

CARRIER. One who engages to trans

port persons or property.

Common carrier. One who undertakes,

for hire or reward, to transport the goods of

such as choose to _employ him, from place to

place.‘ Private or special carrier. One

who agrees in a special case, with some pri

vate individual, to carry for hire.‘

A common carrier holds himself out “in

common,” that is, to all persons who choose

to employ him, as ready to carry for them.‘

If it is his legal duty to carry for all alike,

who comply with the terms as to freight,

etc., he is a common carrier; if he may

carry or not, as he deems best, he is but a

private individual, and may make such con

tracts as suit himself.‘

A private carrier, like an ordinary bailee for hire, is

only liable for the injury or loss of the goods intrusted

to him when it results from the failure of himself or

his servant to exercise ordinary care. He is not

bound to carry for any person unless he enters into a

special agreement to do so.‘ He is not an insurer, but

must use care and skill.‘ The bailor must prove neg

ligence.

A common carrier is bound to carry for all who

offer suchgoods ashe is accustomed to carry, and who

tender reasonable compensation for carrying them.

if he refuses to perform his obligation in this respect

he may be held hable in damages.‘

Common carriers are classified as carriers of goods

or merchandise, and as carriers of passengers. Their

oiilcp is quasi public: the public have an interest in

the faithful discharge of the duties. Their property,

being devoted to a public use, may be regulated by

the legislature.‘

1. Common Carrier of Goods or Merchandise. To

him “common carrier" and “carrier " are applied

by way of pre-eminence. His relation, at common

law, is that of insurer againstall losses except such as

result from an act of God or of the public enemy.

as against any other cause of log, the law conclu

 

l [Cream City R Co. v. Chicago, &c. R Co., 68 vvu

97 (1835), Taylor, J.

‘Dwight u. Brewster, 1 Pick. 5'! (182), Parker, C. J,

‘Allen v.Sack1ridor,37 N. Y. 342 (1867), Parker, J.

See also 8 Wend. 161; Story, Contr. 5 752, a.

‘ Piedmont liianuf. Co. 1:. Columbia, &:c. R. 00., ‘.9 S 0.

864 (1883), Simpson, C. J.

‘Varble v. Bigley, 14 Bush. 701-6 (1879), cases.

‘The Margaret, 91 U. S. 497 (1876), cases. Sea 5]»

% Am. Law Reg. 451-61 (1886), cases.

"See Munn 1:. Illinois, 94 U. S. 113,180 (1875).

generally 1 Sm. I... Can. 406-41. cases

See
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sively presumes negligence on his part - a rule which

proceeds upon the ground of public policy. He and

his employer are not on equal terms: the prop

erty is within his power. and it would be difflcult for

the owner to prove misconduct. He may limit the

operation of this rule by a special agreement—;|ust

and reasonable in itself. not against legal policy. and

not exempting him from liability for negligence or

misconduct.‘

Toward avoiding the elfects of an overpowering

muse. ordinary diligence only is exacted.’

He may regulate his business by such rules as are

in themselves reasonable. consistent with law and

public policy, and distinctly made known to shippers.‘

For a reasonable cause he may refuse to receiv_s

goods.

The common law requires him tocharge equal rates

for the same service. without discrimination.‘

He has a right to know both the general nature and

the value of packages offered for carriage.‘ But the

law does not exact of him knowledge of the contents

of a package, nor permit him. in cases free from sus

picion. to require information as to the contents, as a

condition to transportation.‘

He has a lien for freight. q. 1;.

On the service of legal process. he may surrender

goods into the custody of the law.’

The fair result of the cases limits his liability. where

no special contract exists. to his own line. But if he

undertakes the entire service. he cannot make another

carrier the agent of the consignor or consignee.‘

ll. Common Carrier of Passengers. His duty isto

arry all persons who apply for transportation. if his

accommodations are suillcient and there exists no rea~

sortable objection to the persons.‘

He may make reasonable regulations for the com

 

‘See Southern Express Co. 0. Caldwell. 21 Wall.

£7-73(_1t~7t). cases: York Co. 1:. Illinois Central R. Co..

I id. iii-13(1uk35). cases; N. Y. Central. &c. R. Co. v.

lnckwood. 17 id. 859-84 (1873). cases; Bank of Ken

tucky v. Adams Express Co.. 98 U. S. 181 (1826); Brown

0. Adams Expreu Co.. 15 W. Va. 816-26 (1879). cases.

‘Memphis. &c. R Co. v. Reeves. 10 Wall. 189-91

(1819). cases.

' New York Central & Hudson River R. 00. v. Fralofl,

IN U. S. 27 (1379).

1 R.;tth~rchil:l v.Waba-1h Ftv Co.. 15 Ho. Ap. 225-46 (1884).

' “user 11. llnlluml. 17 Blalcli. 411-15 (18S:I). cuseg_

' Nitro~Glycerlne Case. 15 Wall. 535-36 (1812). cases;

St-ale v. iioss. 59 \'t. 271 (1%), cases

' 2 Pars. Contr. 20".

I Michigan Central R Co. 0. Manufacturing 00.. 16

Wall. 3:4 (1872); Ogdensburg. &c. R Co. v. Pratt. 2e

id. 129 (1874); Bank of Kentucky 0. Adams Express

00.. B U. S. 181 (15713); St. Louis Ins. Co. 11. Railroad

Co.. 104 id. 157-60 (1881); Myrlck v. Michigan Ceutrul R.‘

Co.. 10? id. rm-10 (1882). cases; Atchison. 8:0. R. Co. v.

Denver. &:c. R 0o..110id. 680 (1861); Keep v. indianr1p

olia. &c. R Co..3 McCr‘u.ry. 2%. 214-19 (1581). cases;

Algen v. Boston &c. R. Co . 1311 Mass. 425 (1882). cases;

Ucntral Trust Co. 1:. Wabash. &c. R. Co.. 31 F. R. 218

(term. assert Us the carriage of treight generally. see

I3 Cent Law J. T911)?“-ti). cases.

' Pearson v. Duane. 4 Wall. 615 (1510).
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fort and safety of the passengers. For non-compii

ance with a proper regulation. he may expel a pas

senger. Each passenger is to take at least ordinary

care of himself. The carrier is expected to exercise

the highest degree of vigllance—he represents that

all the means of conveyance are sound. and that his em

ployees will use the utmost of human foresight toward

preventing accidents and securing a safe journey.l

The engagement of a railroad company is to carry

its passengers safely; for an injury arising from a do

fect in its road. which could have been guarded against

by the exercise of proper care. it will be liable in dam

ages. Though a carrier of pamengers is not. like a

carrier of property. an insurer against all accidvnu

except those caused by an act of God or the public

enemy, it is charged with the utmost care and skill in

the performance of its duty; which implies not merely

the most attention in respect to the movement of cam

but to the condition of the road. and of its ties. rails.

all appliances essential to the safety of the train and

passengers. For injuries through negligence, to which

the passenger does not contribute by his own act. it

is liable.’

In guarding passengers from dangers not incident

to ordinary railway travel. the rule of liability is less

stringent than in the case of the ordinary perils from

appliances. servants.lnd operation of trains; but in

no case must the carrier expose the passenger In

extra-hazardous dangers that might readily be (iiscuv

ered or anticipated by reasonable and practicable care

and foresight.‘

The standard of duty should be according to the

consequences that may ensue from carelessness. The

rule has its foundation in public policy. It is approwd

by experience. and sanctioned by the plainest prln

ciples of reason and justice. The courts should not

relax it. The terms in question do not m'ean all the

care and diligence the human mind can conceive of.

nor such as will render the transportation free from

any possible peril. nor such as would drive the carrier

from his business . . The rule is beneficial to both

parties. It tends to give protection to the traveler.

and warns the carrier against the consequences of do

linquency.‘

 

‘Philadelphia. &c. R 00. v. Derby. 14 How. 486

(1852); Hall 1:. Memphis. &o. R. Co.. 15 F. R. 57. 69-97

(1882). cases.

‘Vicksburg & Meridian R. Co. 1:. O'Brien. 119 U. S.

109 (1986). Field. J.

' Chicago. 8:0. R. Co. ta. Pillsbury. Ill. Sup. Ct. (N,ov.

11.18117): 26 Cent. Law J. 288; ib. 290-920888). casea

The plaintiff took aboard non-union laborers (under

police protection) who went into the smoking-car with

other passengers. among whom was Pillsbury. The

train. while stopping at a crossing (not a station). was

boarded by a mob who attacked the laborers. and shot

Pillsbury. The company was held liable in damages

for his death. on the ground that the attack might

have been foreseen and the death of the passenger

averted.

‘lndianapolis. &:c. It Co. v. Horst. 98 U. 8. ‘296—9?

(11576). cases. Swsyne. J. See also 26 Cent. Law J. 50

.55 (154%). cases; ilyman 0. Pennsylvania R. Co.. sup

Ct. Pa (1888).
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He is liable for the slightest fault. He cannot by_

Ipocial contract exempt himself from liability for

negligence or misconduct. The burden of dlsproving

negligence rests upon him. He must show by shinn

stive eviderice that he exercised the requisite degree

of care.‘ _

What will be misconduct on the part of servants

toward a passenger cannot be defined by a rule appli

cable to every case, but must depend upon the par

ticular circumstances in which they are required to

act in the enforcement of reasonable regulations

established by the carrier for the conduct of its busi

nea, the servant may be obliged to use force. But

the law will not protect the carrier if the servant uses

excessive or unnecessary force.’

A passenger upon a railroad, taking a drawing-room

car, has a right to assume that the car is there under a

contract with the railroad corporation, and that the

servants in charge of the car are its servants, for

whose acts, in the discharge of their duty, it is liable.‘

The negligence of a servant of a palace-car com

pany whose car forms part of the carrier's train is

negligence in the railroad company, though an addi

tional sum has been paid to the former company.‘ See

Snssrmooas.

See further Acc1ns:rrr; Acr, 1, Of God; B.\oo.\o1t;

BAILMENT; Comnmcu; Dsnmnrfi ; Exrsrss Courasv;

luau‘; Nnouoancn; Passxnoss; Poucv, 1; Runaoan;

RIGHT, 2, Civil Rights Acts; Srorraon; Tour, 2; Too

soar; Wansnousnnas; \i'naansonrr

CARRY. 1. In the law of larceny,

“carry” is not the some as “carry away."

"Did take and carry away” is the transla

tion of “ cepit et asportavit," used in indict

ments when processes and records were in

Latin. "Away” or some other word must

be subjoined to “ carry” to modify its gen

eral signification.4 See LARCENY.

“Take and haul away" has the same meaning as

take and carry away.‘

2. To beer: as, to “carry a concealed

weapon."

Locomotion is not essential.‘ See further WEAPON.

 

I Pennsylvania Co. 1:. Roy, 102 U. S. 456 (1880), cases;

Hart v. Penn. R. Co., 11‘! id. 888-48(1884). cases; Water

bury 1:. N. Y. Central, &c. R. Co., 17 F. R. 671, 674-98

(1883), note; 22 Am. Law Rev. 198-202 (1888), cases,

As to contract for non-liability for negligence, see

also Griswold v. New York, 6110. R. Co., 53 Conn. 88.3-86

(1885), cases, pro and con.; Lake Shore, &c. R. Co. v.

Spangler, 44 Ohio St. 476 (1886); Little Rock, &c. R. Co,

v. Fiubanks, 48 Ark. 465 (1886), cases.

'New Jersey Steamboat Co. v. Brockett, 121 U. S.

MM? (1887), cases. As to servants, see 23 Cent. Law

J. 127 (1886) — Justice of the Peace (Eng.).

‘Thorpe v. N. Y. Central &. Hudson River R. Co., 76

N. Y. 402 (1870).

‘ Commonwealth v. Adams, 7 Gray, 45 (1856); Com

nonwealth v. Pratt, 182 Mass. 247 (N82).

' Spittorif v. State, 108 Ind. 172 (1886).

' Owen v. State, 31 Ala. 389 (1858), Rice, 0. J.
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8. When a party becomes entitled tothe

payment of costs as an incident to a verdict

in his favor, the verdict is said to “ carry

costs." See DAMAGES.

4. That to carry safely is the obligation of

a. common carrier, see CARRIER.

Carry on. A single act pertaining to a

particular business will not constitute one as

“ carrying on ” or engaged in that business.I

Making a contract in Colorado to build and to do

liver in Ohio certain machinery was held not “ carry

ing on " business in Colorado.’ See further Fmn, 2.

Carry stock. When a broker buys stock

and holds it on account of a customer, he is

said to “carry stock.”

CART. See Wsoon.

CARTA. See Cnanrs.

CASE. 1. That which happens or comes

about; an occurrence; a circumstance to

which something applies. Compare CASUS.

in the Revised Statutes, 5 5392, limiting perjury to

oaths in a case in which the law authorizes an oath to

be administered, “case" is not confined to a suit or

proceeding in court. The meaning is, the law must

authorize the oath under the circumstances existing;

as, in justifying ball.‘

The expression “all cases " often signifies all cases

of a particular class only. The generality of the

words will be restrained by the context and the gen

eral scheme of the instrument.‘

The words “ in case he lives" imply a condition an

explicitly as “ if,“ " upon,“ and the like, and express

a contingency.‘ See THEN; UPON, 2.

2. A state of facts which furnishes occasion

for the exercise of the jurisdiction of a court

of justice.’

A question contested before a court of jus

tice; an action or suit in law or equity.‘

An action, suit, or cause, qq. v.

In the sense of “a state of facts involving a ques

tion for discussion or decision, a cause or suit in

court," will include a question pending before a emu

mission authorized to hear and determine Inattxfl per

taining to railroads.‘

The word is applied in New York to at least three

abstract ideas: a suit or action atlaw; the combina

tion of facts upon which each party relies to sustain
 

1 Well v. State, 52 Ala. 20-21 (1875); United States u.

Jackson, 1 Hughes, 682 (1875).

' Cooper Manuf. Co. v. Ferguson, 118 U. S. 785 (1885)

I Peckerlng v. Demerritt, 100 Mass. 421 (1868).

‘ United States 0. Vols, 14 Blatch. 17 (1876).

‘Phillips 0. State, 15 Ga. 521 (1854); 27 Ark. 564.

11 Ohio St. 252; 18 Pa. 888; 118 U. B. 491.

' Robert's Appeal, 59 Pa. 72 (1868).

" Kundolf v. Thalheimer, 12 N. Y. 5% (1855), Gard:

ner. C. J.

' Erp. Towles, 48 Tex. 483 (1877), Roberts. 0. J.

' Smith v. City of Waterbury, 64 Conn. 177 (1886)
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his side of A controversy; and the aggregation of

papers and evidence presented to an appellate court

on the argument of an appeal.‘

Case in judgment. The facts which con

stitute the case under consideration or already

decided.

Case law. That part of the jurisprudence

of a country which is deducible from the de

cisions rendered by the courts; law made by

decided cases.

Case reserved. When the jury find a

verdict generally for the plaintifi. but sub

ject to the opinion of the court on the special

case stated by counsel on both sides with re

gard to a matter of law.1

0886 stated. When the parties submit

to the court a written statement of the facts

in the case as they agree upon them, to ob

tain a decision upon the question of law

arising out of the facts. Also called a “case

agreed upon." or “ case made.”

A case stated B A substitute for a special vor~

dict.‘ q. 0:.

if a question of mere law arises in the course of a

cause in cbancery. it is referred. for an opinion. to the

king's bench or the common pleas. upon a case stated

for that purpose. wherein all the material facts are

ldmilled. and the point of law is submitted totheir

decision.‘

Cases and controversies. By “cases

and controversies," in the judicial article of

the Constitution, are intended the claims of

litigants brought before the courts for deter

mination by such regular proceedings as are

established by law or custom for the protec

tion or enforcement of rights, or the preven

tion, redress, or punishment of wrongs.

Whenever the claim of a party under the

Constitution, laws. or treaties takes such a

form that the judicial power is capable of

acting upon it, it becomes a case. The term

implies the existence of present or possible

adverse parties whose contentions are sub

mitted to the court for adjudication.‘

The term “ controversies." if distinguishable from

"cases." is so in that it isleas comprehensive than the

latter. and includes only suits of a civil nature.l See

Corrnovn-asr; J cmcun. Power.

See also Anmaanrr; Fi<rl1'riocs;Lnnmo;Mzn.rrs;

Ovnnncun; R.r.ron-r. i (2); Tmu, Of cases.

 

' [15 Alb. LBW J. 242 (1877).

‘[3 Bl. Com. 878.

'Whitaiden 1:. Russell. 8 W. 8 S. 47 (1844).

‘I Bl Com. L58.

' Be Pacific Railway Comm!-ion. 82 F. IL 55 (1887),

MJ.

3. In pleading, a term for “action on the

case,” “ trespass on the case,” “special action

of trespass on the case "—a common-law

form of action.

A generic term. embracing many diflerent species

of actions. those of most frequent usebeing ammpait

and trover.l

A remedy for all personal wrongs com

mitted without force--where the injury is

consequential. Called “ case " because the

plaintiifs whole cause of complaint is set

forth at length.’

Where the act done is in itself an immediate injury

the remedy is by an action of trespass vi cf armis.

Where there is only a culpable omission. or where

the act is not imnmliately injurious. but only conse

qnentinlly and collaterally so. the remedy is by an

action on the special case for the damages consequent

on such act or omission’

Where any special consequential damage arises.

which could notbe foreseen and provided for in the

ordinary course of justice. the party is allowed. by

common law and by statute of Westminster 2. c. 24.

to bring a special action on his own case. by a writ

formed according to the peculiar circumstances of his

particular grievance.‘ See Casus. Consimili casu.

The action of case lies for a tort not committed

with force. actual or implied: for a tort committed

forcibly where the matter aflected was not tangible.

as for an injury to a right of way or to a franchise;

for an injury to a relative right; for an injury result

ing from negligence; for a wrongful act done under.

legal process regularly issued from a court of compe

tent jurisdiction; for a wrongful act committed by

defendant‘s servant without his order. but for which he

is still responsible; for the infringement of a right

given by statute; for an injury done to property oi’

which the plaintifl has the reversion only.

Damages not necessarily resulting from the act

complained of must be alleged specially. The plea

“ not guilty " raises the general issue; and under this

plea almost any matter of defense. except the statute

of limitations. may be given in evidence. In some

States the distinction between “ trespass " and “ case "

has been abolished.

See Axsxnnaxr. 1; Damon. Special; Tunas.

4. A chest. box. or package.

By statute 85 and 86 Vict~ (IKPJ). c. 7'7. s. 28. no ex

plosive or inflammable substance shall be taken into a

mine " except in a case or canister," etc. Held. that

“ case " means something solid and substantial in the

nature of a canister. and that a package like a bag

of linen or calico was not contemplated.‘

 

l [Carrol v. Green. 92 U. B. 518 (H75), Swayne. J.

‘[8 Bl. Com. 122. if-4.

' 8 Bl. Com. 123; Scott v. Shepherd. 2 W. Bl. B92 (1178):

1 Sxn.L. O.,Part I. ‘TM-69; Cooley. ’l‘orts,T0; 86 Conn.

1&3. 186.

'3 Bl. Com. 122-553. 50-51. _

‘Foster v. Diphwyl Casson Slate 00.. L. 11., ii Q.

B. D. 428 (1887).
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CASH. In all sales for cash the money

must be paid when the property is deliv

ered.l

A sale for cash is a sale for the money in

hand.2

But when a factor is directed to sell grain for cash,

evidence may be given of a well-established custom to

allow the purchaser to receive the grain, and call for

the money in a few days after delivery!‘ '

Where goods are sold for cash, but the delivery is

unconditional and without fraud or mistake, the title

vests in the vendee notwithstanding the cash was not

in tact paid.‘

The idea of a sale on credit is that the vendee is to

have the thing sold on his assumption to pay, and be

fore actual payment.‘

SeoCnanrr; Cunnz.vr,2; Mom; Pucs, 1, 01' deliv

ery, payment; Sm; Vanna.

CASHIER. An officer or agent whose

business is mainly to take care of the money

of an institution, of a private person, or of a

firm.

The cashier of a bank is the executive ofllcer

through whom the financial operations are conducted.

He receives and pays out its moneys, collects and pays

113 debts, receives and transfers its commercial securi

ties. Tellers and other subordinate oflicers are under

his direction, and are, as it were, the arms by which

designated portions of his functions are discharged.‘

Evidence of powers habitually exercised with the

acquiescence of the directors of the bank defines and

gstablishes, as to the public, those powers — provided

the charter is not violated.‘

He is the general financial agent. He acts, or is

presumed to act, according to general practice, and

the course of business; and this binds the bank in

favor of one who possesses no other knowledge.’

See Aossr; Bays, 2 (2); Canon; Dsrosrr, 2.

' I Bliss v. Arnold, S Yt. 255 (1886).

' Steward v. Scudder, 21 N. J. L. 101 (1853).

" Foley 0. Mason, 6 liid. 49 (1551), cases.

' Merchants‘ Nat. Bank of Memphis 1;. Nat. Bank of

Commerce. 91 U. S. 95 (1875), Strong, J.

See also 21 Am. Law Reg. 514-19 (1885), cases; 20Cent.

Law J. 301-7 (1885), cases; 1 Cal. 45; 51 id 218; 4Mass.

245; 103 id. 17; 5 Allen, 91; 27 N. Y. 878; 62 id. 513;

09 1211.148: 9 Johns. 120; 19 id.1~i-4; 30 Barb. 283: 1 Ohio,

181); 34 Pa. 311; 28 Gratt. 1115.

' Merchants‘ Nat. Bank v. State Nat Bank, 10 Wall.

650 (1870), cases, Swayne, J.

' Ibid. 601, 641; Moores 1:. Citizens‘ Nat. Bank of

Piqua, 111 U. s. 156, 169 (1884), cases.‘

' Case v. Citizens‘ Bank of Louisiana, 100 U. S. 454

(1979); Martin 0. Webb, 110 id. 14 (158-1); Xenia Bank v.

Stewart, 114 id. 22-1 (1885): Knickerbocker Life Ins. Co.

v. Pendleton, 115 id. 314 (1885); llostwick 11. Van "cor

his, 91 N. Y. 338 (1883): Merchants‘ Bank v. Jeffries. 21

W. Va. 501 (1883): 20 Cent. Law J. 120-30 (1885), cases;

133 Mass. 2.2; Story, Agency, 55 114-15; Whart. Ag.

fii 684-87; 8 Am. Law Rev. 612-10 (1860), cases; Bank.

lla¢., July, 1860. As to his signature, see Robinson 1;.

MW“ Valley Bank, 44 Ohio St. 44811886).

 

CASK. See Em.

CASSETUR. See QUASH.

CAST. To transfer, invest with, place

upon; as, in saying that the law casts the

legal ownership of the property of an intes

tate upon the administrator,1 or casts the es

tate upon the heir.’

Cast away. For a vessel to be lost, to be

irrecoverable by ordinary means, to perish.’

Casting vote. See Von.

CASTIGATORY. See Scow.

CASTLE. See House, 1; Mason.

CASUAL.‘ That which happens by acci

dent or is brought about by an unknown

cause. Compare REGULAR.

Casual ejector. A nominal defendant in

the action of ejectmcnt at common law.

By a fiction he was supposed to have entered and

ejected the lawful possessor.‘

Casual pauper or poor. A person who

is assisted under the poor laws in a district

other than that of his lawful settlement.

\Vhence “ casuals.” See further P003.

Casualty. An inevitable accident, q. 1:.

“Unavoidable casualty,” in common use

in leases, comprehends only damage or do

struction arising from supervening and un

controllable force or accident. By strict

definition, an event or accident which

human prudence, foresight, and sagacity

cannot prevent.‘ See A01‘, 1, Of God; IN

sonauca.

CASUS. L. A thing that happens: an

occurrence; a combination of circumstances;

an event; a case, q. v.

Casus foederis. The case of the treaty:

the case contemplated in a compact or con

tract]

Casus fortuitous.

rence or accident.8

Casus major. An unusual accident.’

See ACCIDENT; Acr, 1, Of God.

Casus omissus. A case not provided for.

A combination of circumstances overlooked,

An inevitable occur

 

I148 Mass. 892; 52 Pa. 232; 7 Wheat. 107

1 36 Cal. 382.

'1 Wash. 872; 8 id. W; 4 Dull. 412.

‘ L. casualis, happening by chance.

'3 Bl. Com. 202.

l[\\'elles v. Castles. 8 Gray, 825 (1855), Bigelow, J

See also Thompson 1:. Tillotson, 56 Miss 36 (1878)

' See 1 Kent, ~19.

‘See 3 Kent, 21?, 300; Whart. Neg. $5 118, 551

' Story, Bailm. § 240.
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or deemed unimportant, in a statute or a

contract.

Where the letter of a statute would have been en

larged to include an occurrence. had the legislature

foreseen it.'the courts will bring the case within the

spirit of the statute.‘

But. under this rule. a court may not go so far as

virtually to make It law.‘

cesu. In like case.

To quicken the diligence of the clerks in chnncery,

who were much attached to ancient precedents, it was

provided by statute oi’ Westm. 2,18 Edw. 1 (1285).c. 2i.

that when “in one case nwrlt shall be found in the

chancery, and in a like can falling under the same

nght and requiring like remedy, no precedent of a

writ can be produced. the clerks shall agree in form

ing I new one; and if they cannot agree, it shall be

adjourned to the next parliament." This pro

vision might have answered all the purposes of a court

of equity.‘

CATALOGUE. See COPYRIGHT.

CATCEENG. See BARGAIN.

CATCEIOLE. Formerly, an oihcer, as

n deputy-sheriff or a constable, who made

errata.

He was supposed to catch the prisoner by the poll

the head, or neck. The term now expresses contempt

or derision.

CATTLE.‘ Domestic animals generally;

animals useful for food or labor.

“Sheep. oxen, swine, and horses. which we in gen

IAI call cattle. may be estrays."' '

Not only domesticated horned animals, but

also swine, horses, asses, and mules.‘

in an indictment “ steer “ may be used i’or“esttie "

or “ neat cattle." '

 

‘Seal Share. Bl. Com. 61; 2l‘d.%0; 4 id. $12.

‘See United States 0. Union Pacific R. Co., 91 U. S.

as 11573;; Hobbs v. Mcbeau. 11? id. 579 (1886).

' 8 Bl. Com. 50-61.

‘ 1.. L catalla, movablee. In old English, “ cattle"

had not that menning.— Marsh. Eng. Lang. 246. From

L eupilalis, the head or chief. Compare “pecun

in-ry.“ and “ (eud." When wealth consisted in heads

0! cattle (capita, oapitalia), the word which desig

nated them came to include all kinds of property. In

the Elizabethan age “ quick cattle " meant live stock.

In time “ chathtl " denoted dead, inanimate property;

and “ mttle “ sensaie possessions. Wiciit, in 1350,

translated Luke viii. 44. "a woman that spendid all

hir cad in leechis; " and Chaucer. in 1338, wrote that

an evuricious man “hath hope in his catel." See

Trench, Glossary. 29

'1 Bl. Corn. 20*.

‘See United Sum 11. liiattock. 2 Saw. 149-51 (1872);

Decatur Bank v. st. Louis Bank. 21 wm. 290 (1874);

Ohio, &c. R. 00. u. Brubaker, 47 ill. 462 (18?-8); Toledo,

to. R. Co. 11. Cole, 50 id. 186 (1869); Hubotter v. State,

-11‘ 43: (1670); 2;‘ id. 726‘. 45 id. 84.

'5ute u. 1%Q Tex. 601 (1568); State 1:. Abbott,

I Vt 587 (.1548)

Within the meaning of a penal statute, “ huiialoes “

may not be cattle.I

See Amunn; Dunno:-rnsen; Fsen: Fence;

H3111-ea; H00; House; PBRISBABLB; PROVISIONS.

CAUCUS. See Bmmmv.

CAUSA. L. That which operates to

produce an effect; that on account of which

a thing is done; that which supplies a motive,

or constitutes a reason.

Cause causans. The originating, efii

cient cause; the immediate cause. Causa

causw causantis. The cause of the cause

operating; i. e., the near, not the direct,

cause.2 See CAUSE, 1.

Cause. mortis. See Dosxno, Mortis, étc.

Cause proxima, non remote, specte

tu.r. The near cause, not the removed, is

considered. See at length CAUSE, 1, Proxi

mate, etc.

Cause sine qua non. A cause without

which a thing cannot be or exist: as. a cause

without. which an injury could not have oc

curred.' ‘

Cause turpis. An unlawful motive or

purpose: an immoral or illegal consideration.

Ea: turpi causa non oritur actio. Out of

an illegal consideration an action cannot

arise: no court will aid a. party who iounds

his claim for redress upon an illegal act.4

See further DELICPUM, In pari, etc.

CAUSE. 1. Eng. (1) That which pro

duces or effects a result; that from which

anything proceeds, and without which it

would not exist.5

Proximate cause. The nearest, the im

mediate, the direct cause; the eflicient cause;

the cause that sets another or other causes

in operation ; the dominant cause. Remote

muse. The removed, the distant, the in

direct, the intermediate cause.

The law concerns itself only with the direct

cause of an event- that force or influence

which, in the order of causation, is nearest

to the efiect or result under consideration, and

is sufficient of itself to produce the result.

The principle is of frequent application in the law

of insurance; and in cases of involuntary negligence,

as distinguished from wanton or intentional injuriea

 

' State v. Crenshaw, a M0. 458 (1856).

'See 12 Wall. 399; 95 U. S. 132; 4 Gray. 8%.

' 111 U. S. 241.

' The Florida, 101 U. S. 43 (1879); 8 Pet. ‘$9; 87 Ind

273; 451owa,‘l~i1.

0 Webster's Dict
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I! we could deduce from the cases the best possible

expression of the rule. it would remain after all to de

cide each case largely upon the special facts belonging

to it, and often upon the very nicest dlscriminations.

One of the most valuable criteria furnished by the au

thorities is to ascertain whether any new cause has

intervened between the fact accomplished and the al

leged cause. It a new force or power has intervened,

of itself sufiicient to stand as the cause of the mis

fortune, the other must be considered as too remote.‘

No difilculty attends the application of the maxim

when the causes succeed each other in the order of

time. When one oi several successive causes is saili

cient to produce the cfl’ect (for example. to cause a

‘ loss), the law will never regard an antecedent cause

of that cause, or the causa oausana, q. v. But when

there are two concurrent causes, the predominating

eflicient one must be regarded as the proximate, when

the damage done by each cannot be distinguished.

And certainly that cause which set the other in motion,

and gave to it its efficiency for harm at the time of the

disaster, must rank as predominant '

What is the proximate cause of an injury is ordi

narily a question for the jury. it is not a question of

science or of legal knowledge. It is to be determined

as a tact, in view oi! the circumstances of fact attend

ing it. The primary cause may be the proximate

cause 01 a disaster, though it may operate through

successive instruments, as an article at the end of a

chain may be moved by a force applied to the other

.end, that force being the proximate cause of the move

ment, asin the oft cited case of the squib thrown in

the marketplace. The question always is, Was there

an unbroken connection between the wrongful act and

the injury, a continuous operation! Did the facts cou

stitute a continuous succession of events. so linked to

gether as to make a natural whole, or was there some

new and independent cause intervening between the

wrong and the injury? it is admitted that the rule is

difficult of application. But it is generally held that,

to warrant a finding that negligence, or an act not

amounting to wanton wrong, is the proximate cause

of an injury, it must appear that the injury was the

natural and probable consequence of the negligent or

wrongful act, and that it ought to have been foreseen

in the light of attending circumstances. We do

not say that even the natural and probable conse

quences of a wrongful act or omission are in all cases

to be chargeable to the misfeasance or non-feasance.

They are not when there is a suillc-lent and independ

ent cause operating between the wrong and the injury.

in such a case the resort of the sufierer must be to the

originator of the intermediate cause. But when there

is no intermediate eilicient cause, the original wrong

must be considered as reaching to the effect, and prox

imate to it. The inquiry must, therefore, always be

whether there was any intermediate cause, discon

Mcted from the primary fault, and self-operating,

which produced the injury. Here lies the difiiculty.

But the inquiry must be answered in accordance with

 

\ Mutual Ins. Co. v. Tweed, 7 Wall. 52 (186%), Miller, J.;

Travelers‘ ins. Co. v. Seaver, 19 id. 542 (1873).

' Howard Fire Ins. Co. 0. Transportation 00., 12

Will. 199 (1870), Strong, J.

common understanding. in a succession 0! events an

interval may always be seen by an acute mind be

tween a cause and its eflect, though it may be so im

perceptible as to be overlooked by a common mind.

Thus, if a building be set on fire by negligence, and an

adjoining building be destroyed without any negli

gence in the occupants of the first building, no one

would doubt that the destruction of the second build

ing was due to the negligence that caused the destruc

tion ot the first. Yet in truth, in a very legitimate

sense, the immediate cause of the burning of the

second building was the burning oi’ the first. The

same might be said of the burning of the furniture in

the first. Such refinements are too minute for rules

of social conduct. in the nature of things, there is in

every transaction a succession oi.’ events, more or less

depending upon those preceding, and it is the province

of a jury to look at this succession of events or facts,

and ascertain whether they are naturally and probably

connected with each other by a continuous sequence,

or are dissevered by new and independent agencies,

and this must be determined in view oi‘. the circum

stances existing at the time.1

The question is not what cause was nearest in time

or place to the catastrophe. The proximate cause is

the efflcient cause, the one that necessarily sets the

other causes in operation. The causes that are merely

incidental or instruments of a superior or controlling

agency are not the proximate causes and the respon

sible ones, though they may be nearer in time to the

result. It is only when the causes are independent 0!

each other that the nearest is, of course, to be charged

with the disaster. The proximate cause is the domi

nant cause, not the one which is incidental to that

cause, its mere instrument, though the latter may be

nearest in place and time to the loss.‘

The jury must determine whether the facts consti

tute a continuous succession of events, so linked to

gether that they become a natural whole, or whether

the chain 01' events is so broken that they become in

dependent, and the final result cannot be said to be

the natural and probable consequence of the primary

cause -- the negligence of the defendant.‘

When several proximate causes contribute to an

accident and each is an eflicient cause, without the

operation of which the accident would not have hap

pened, it may be attributed to all or to any of the

causes.‘

That some agency intervenes between the original

wrong and the injury does not necessarily bring thg

cause within the rule. It is flrmly settled that the

intervention oi‘ a third person. or of other and new

 

lMilwaukee, &c. R. Co. v. Kellogg, 94 U. S. -174»-75

(iS76), Strong, J. In this case a mill was destroyed by

fire communicated from an elevator, and to the ele

vator irom a boat.

It-‘Etna Fire Ins. Co. 0. Boon, 95 U. S. 180, 138 (1878),

cases, Strong, J. See also Crandall v. Goodrich

Transp. Co., 16 F. R. 75 (1883).

‘Pennsylvania R. Co. 0. Hope, &) Pa. 817-78 (1876),

cases, Agnew, C. J.; Hoag 1:. Lake Shore, &c. R. Co.,

85 id. 297-98 (1377). cases.

‘ Ring 1:. City of Cohoea. 7'? N. Y. 90 (1879), Earl, J.,

Reiper v. Nichols, 31 Hun. 495 (1884), cases
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causes. does not preclude a recovery, if the injury was

the natural and probable result of the original wrongl

Everything which induces or influences an accident

does not necessarily and legally cause it. . . There

an be no fixed rule defining a proximate cause. hluch

must depend upon the circumstances of each case.‘

Strictly. the law knows no cause but it responsible

human will. When such a will negligently sets in

motion a natural force that acts upon and with sur

rouniing conditions. the law regards such human

action as the cause of resulting injury.‘

Whether a particular act of negligence is the prox

imate cause is a question of fact to be determined by

the jury under instructions.‘

The unlawful act of a third person. though directly

induced by the original wrong of the defendant. is not

to be attributed to the original wrong as a proximate

ume of the damage.‘ See Aer. 1, Of God; Busruxo;

Corssqrsscss; Duuoss.

(2) The occasion for action; that by reason

of which a thing is done; reason or ground

for action.

The origin or foundation of a. thing, as of

a suit or action; a ground of action.5

Cause Of action. The right which a

party has to institute and carry through a

proceeding.‘

The act on the part of the defendant which

gives the plaintiff his cause of complaint.’I

Jurists have found it dlfllcultto define a cause of

sction. It may be said to be composed of the right of

the plaintiff and the obligation, duty. or wrong of the

defendant.‘

 

I Billman :2. Indianapolis. &o. R Co., 76 ind. 168-71

(1$1). See also Louisville. &:c. R. Co. 0. Krinning. 87

id. 854-65 (1882). cases; 12 Bradw. 158.

'Spaulding v. Winslow. 74 Me. M (1888). cases.

See also Jucker v. Chicago. &c. R. Co.. 52 Wis. 15263

(llB1).ca.sea; N .Y. Express Co. v. Traders‘ Ins. Co..132

lhm. 889,85 (1882); Nelson 0. Chicago. 811:. R. 00.. 80

llinn. T! (1882). Rnnsier 1:. Minneapolis. &c. R. 00., 82

Id 884 (1:51), cases: Georgetown. &:c. R. Co. 1:. Eagles.

9 Col. 517 (1386). 08888; 14 Pet. 99; 10 “Fail. 191; 66 Ga.

750; 4 Gray. 41:; 76 M0. 213; 8 Kent. 371; 4 Am. Law

Rev. 511-16 (1870). cases; 4 South. Law Rev. 7511-68

(1378). uses; \\'hart. Neg. Q 73.

‘Adams 2:. Young. -14 Ohio St 86-91 (1886). cases.

Foiiett, J. Sparks, negligently thrown from a mill

unoke-stack. not tire to a stable one hundred feet

away. from which a second building, two hundred feet

distant. took fire. and from that the building in suit.

sixty feet distant. See same and other casos,25 Am.

Law Reg. to-M0 (1586).

‘The Young America. 81 F. R. 753 (1887). cases.

Wallace, .1’.

‘United States v. Rhodes. 1 Abb. C. C. 88 (1866):

Burrill.

‘(Mayor o. Van Collom. 28 Barb. 231 (18'8).

'Jscluon 7. Spittull. L. K. 5 C. P. '.'>.'r.!. 54-1 (1870).

Brett-. J.

‘Vendor c. Baker. 88 N. Y. 160 (1880). Earl. J. See

A wrong committed or threatened.I

A plaintifl must show himself entitled to the relief

called for by the facts stated in his complaint. The

allegations the evidence. and the findings should cor

respond in legal intent.I

The expression implies not onlya right of action.

but that there is some person in existencewho is qual

ified to institute process. The right must be capable

of being legally enforced; and so there must be-a per

son to be sued.‘

The elementsare: a right possessed bythe plaintiff.

and an infringement of such right by the defendant.l

Where the distinction between “ trespass " and

“case “ is abolished. the plaintiff in his petition may

present such facts as show a blending of those com

mon-lnw forms of action.I See LlI1'l‘AT10N, 8. Shir

ute of.

To " show cause of action " is to exhibit the facts

upon which a right of action rests. The practice is

resorted to in actions of tort to reduce the amount of

bail required. as where it will appear that the cause

of action is purely technical or is of a very ordinary

nature. “

See .\1znrrmuors; Sm.rr.

For cause. See CHALLENGE, 4; Rs

novn, 2.

Good cause. Has no certain meaning in

a stipulation for canceling a contract.‘

Probable cause. Within the meaning

of the law relating to actions for malicious

prosecutions,—-a reasonable cause of suspi

cion, supported by circumstances sufficiently

strong in themselves to warrant a cautious

man in the belief that the person accused is

guilty of the oifense with which he is

charged.’

Such a state of facts in the mind of the

prosecutor as would lead It man‘ of ordinary

caution and prudence to believe, or entertain

an honest and strong suspicion, that the per

.son arrested is guilty.‘ I

The existence of such facts and circum

stances as would excite the belief in a rea

sonable mind, acting on the facts within the

knowledge of the prosecutor, that the person

 

also Rodgers o. Mutual Endowment Amoclation. 17

S. C. 410 (1881).

1 Miller v. Ballock. 9 C01. 453 (1%), cases. Beck, 0. J,

' Fruitt 1:. Anderson. 12 Bradw. 480 (1883).

' Atchison, &:c. R. Co. 1:. Rice. 86 Kan. 000 (1887),

Valentine. .1’.

‘ Cummer 11. Butts. 40 Mich. 822 (1879). v

' Munns v. Dupont, 8 Wash. 87 (1811), Washington. J.:

2 Denlo. 617; 97 U. S. (H5; 37 Md. 818, 881.

' Bacon v. Towne. 4 Cush. 238 (1849). Shaw. 0. J. See

also Mitchell 1). Wall. 111 Mass. 497 (1873); Hans 1).

Blair. 62 N. Y. 2 (1875); Stacey 0. Emery. 97 U. 8. Mb

(1378). case;
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charged was guilty of the crime for which

he was prosecuted.I

When information as to the commission of

a crime is believed, and is such, and from

such sources, that the generality of business

men of grdinary care, prudence, and discre

tion would prosecute upon it under the same

conditions.2

The constitutional provision that a warrant of ar

rest can issue only “ upon probable cause, supported

by oath or affirmation," contemplates an oath or af

firmation by the person who, of his own knowledge,

dsposes to the facts which constitute the offense; the

mere belief of the afllant is insufficient.‘

“ Probable cause for making an information “ does

not mean actual and positive cause. The complaint

may be made upon information and belief.‘

Prize courts deny damages or costs where there

has been probable cause for a seizure. Probable

cause exists where there are circumstances suflicient

to warrant a. reasonable ground of suspicion, even

though not sufllcient to justify condemnation.‘

There is no substantial difference between “ prob

able cause " and “ reasonable cause “ ofselzure) Bee

Paosscwnos, Malicious.

Reasonable cause. A fact which would

suggest to persons of average intelligence the

same inference or action ; such facts as would

constrain a person of ordinary caution and

sagacity to pursue a particular course of

conduct; legal cause or excuse; probable

cause.

in the law of homicide, reasonable cause or ground

to apprehend harm or death. A bare fear, imaccom

panicd by any overt act indicative of the supposed

intention, will not warrant a killing, if there is no

actual danger.’ See further Dsrsssa, 1.

The reasonable cause which will justify a husband

or wife in abandoning the other is, in Pennsylvania at

least. that which would entitle the party so separating

himself or herself to a divorce.8 See Anwnox, 2 (1).

Reasonable cause to believe a debtor insolvent ei

lsts when the condition of his affairs is known to be

such that prudent business men would conclude that

 

l Wheeler 1;. Nesbitt, 24 How. 551-62 (1860). Cliflord, J.

'[Hamilton v. Smith, 89 Mich. 226-29 (1878), cases,

Graves, J. See also Burton 0. St. Paul, &c. R. Co., 33

Minn. 191 (1885). cases: 1 Am. Ld. Cos. 218; 28 Ind. 67;

12 Bradw. 635; 52 Me. 505; 76 M0. 670; )1) Ohio, 129; E

Iowa, 49; 45 Tex. 544.

' United States v. Tureaud, E) F. R. 623-24 (1884),

cases, Billings, J. See also Swart u. Kimball, 43 Mich.

151 (1880).

‘ State v. Davie, 62 Wis. 808 (1885).

' [The Thompson, 8 Wall. 162 (1866). cases, Davis, J.

‘Stacey v. Emery, 97 U. S. 646 (1878).

' Wiggins 1:. People, 93 U. S. 478-80 (1876). cases, Clif

ford. J.

' Gordon 0. Gordon, 48 Pa 28$ (1864); Butler 0. But

ler. 1 Para Bel. Ca; Eq. 837 (1849).

he could not meet his obligations as they mature in

the ordinary course of business.1

A recital in the certificate of a magistrate that

"satisfactory cause“ has been shown for issuing a

warrant of arrest is not equivalent to a statement

that he is satisfied that there is “ reasonable cause “

to believe that the charge contained in the preli.mlns.ry

afildavit is true.‘

To avoid, as a fraudulent preference in the Bank

rupt Act, a security taken for a debt, the creditor

must have had such knowledge of facts as to induce a

reasonable belief of his debtor's insolvency.

Reasonable cause “ to believe “ and “ to suspect " are

distinct, in meaning and effect‘ See Pmrraa, 2.

(3) An action at law, a. suit at law or in

equity; a judicial proceeding.

In any legal sense, action, suit, and cause

are convertible terms.‘

"Case" is more limited. importing a collection of

facts with the conclusions thereon. A “ cause " pends,

is postponed. appealed, removed; whereas a “ case “

is made, vested, argued, decided, etc.‘

See Acnon, 2; Anurruurr; Cass-., 2; Cmcaar:

Jomnnz; Surr; Tim, 2.

2. Fr. A case; a trial.

Cause celebre. A celebrated trial; plural,

causes celebres.

In French law, resembles a “ State trial " in English

law. Among English and American writers, a trial,

or a reported case, famous for the parties and the facts

involved.

CAUSEWAY. See Barnes.

CAUTELA. L. Caution;

care; heed.

Ad majorem cautelam. For the sake of

the greater caution. Ex abundanti cau

tela. Out of extreme caution. Ex majore

cautela. By way of greater vigilance.

Applied to the use of apparently superfluous words

and the doing of things seemingly Supererogntory‘

from an apprehension that otherwise some right may

be yielded or prejudiced, some power or privilege

waived, or an estoppel created: as where formal,

technical, and synonymous terms are employed in

instruments; where slightly varying averments are

made in'pleadlng: where special statutory power to do

a thing isoonferred. on the supposition that power may

not already exist.‘

CAUTION. Attention to the effect of a

thing about to be done; regard to contin.

gencies; forethought; care. See CAUTELA.

providence ;

 

' Merchants‘ Nat. Bank 11. Cook, 96 U. S. 546 (1877),

cases. Hunt, J.; Dutcher 1:. Wright, 94 id. 557 (1876)

cases; Stucky v. Masonic Bank, 108 id. 74 (1888).

' May v. Hammond, 144 Mass. 152 (1887), case;

' Grant 1:. First Nat. Bank of Monmouth, W U. B. B1

(1877), Bradley. J.

‘ Ezp. Milligan, 4 Wall. 112 (1866), Davis; J.

'18 Conn. App. 10.

'6 Wheat. 108; 280'. 150; “Pa 381
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Oautionary. By way of warning;.made

or done in anticipation of a change in cir

cumstances; providing for an adverse con

timtency.

Cautionary Judgments may sometimes be entered

or confessed to bind lands or to charge special hail.

Csudonary orders are intended to provide for in

demnity against lom by reason ofan injunction issued.‘

CAVEAT. L. Let him mke heed; let

him beware.

A formal notice or warning to an oflicer or

a court not to do a specified act; as, not to

probate a will. grant letters of administra

tion. issue letters-patent for an invention or

for iand,—untii the person procuring the

order can be heard in opposition to the con

templated act or proceeding.2

Caveator. He who interposes a caveat.

Caveatee. He against whom a caveat is

interposed.

Protects the rights of one person against rights

which. without it. might arise in favor of another

person out 0! the proposed proceeding. Thus. for

example. it secures time to perfect an invention

without the risk of a patent being granted to another —

allows an opportunity to show priority of invention

and \‘.i\‘.ie.I

Caveat actor. Let the deer beware.

Caveat emptor. Let the buyer beware.

A purchaser of property must examine and

judge for himself as to its title and quality,

unless dissuaded by representations.

in the absence of fraud or an express warranty. the

purchmer of realty has no relief against a defect in

the title. or for the unsuitableness of the land for a

parficulnr purpose, either of which an examination,

which he was free to make. would have revealed. And

sons to personalty. in the absence of imposition or

of an express assurance. no warranty of title or of

quality is implied. The maxim does not apply where

s specific article is ordered for a known purpose. nor

when merchandise is sold not by sample nor under

the inducement of an express warranty, but with op

p.vrtunity for thorough inspection. in other cases a

warranty is implied that the article will reasonably

answer the purpose for which it is ordinarily used.

Where these is neither fraud nor warranty. nnd the

buyer receives and retains the goods without objec

tion. he waivm his right to object afterward. Where

the buyer has no opportunity to inspect, and no war

runly in given, the law implies the condition that the

cm; mu fairly answer the description in the con

tract.‘

 

I R s. 5715.

‘See Slocum u. Grnndin. 88 N. J. E. 488 (1884).

' IL s. 54m.

4 Miller 0. Tiffany. 1 Wall. 809 (1868); Barnard v. Kel

logg, 10 id. I38 (1870): 8 Kent. ‘I8; lStory. Eq. 5212;

I H. Dom. 166.

The fundamental inquiry is whether. under the cl:~

cumstnnces of the case. the buyer had the right to rely

and necessarily relied upon‘ the judgment of the

seller.‘

The rule applies to a purchaser eta judicial sale:

he takes the defendn1it‘s interest only.’

See Conmnno; Dscnrr; Dwruu. Gratis; Fnnvn.

Actual; Snug Judicial; SAX!-‘LE; Somw. 2 (‘Z’).

Caveat vsnditor. Let the seller take

heed.

This maxim of the civil law expresses a doctrine

contrary to the rule of caveat emptor of the common

law. An implied warranty of title on the sale of a

chattel is common to both systems; but while in the

civil law a fair price implies a warranty also of the

soundness of the article. by the common law. as seen

above. to make the vendor answerable for the quality

there must be either an express warranty or fraud on

his part. The civil law maxim applies to executory

sales. to contracts for goods to be manufactured or

produced. and to sales where the buyer has no oppor

tunity to inspect the article purchased.‘

Caveat viator. Let the traveler take

care.

A traveler upon a highway must use reasonable

care in detecting and avoiding defects in the road.‘

See SIDEWALK; Sranrrr.

CEASE. See RATIO, Cessante. etc.

Where a lot was to revert if a school-house “ ceased "

to stand on it for two years, and none was built, held,

that the lot did not revert A thing cannot “cease “

until after it has begun.‘

insurance conditioned to be void if the premises

"cease to be operated “ as Ii factory was held not void

because of a temporary suspension on account of yel

low fever.‘

CEDE. See Cnssws.

CEMETERIES. See Bnamn.

CENSUS. A rating, numbering, valu

ing. assessing.

“ Representatives and direct Taxes shall be appor

tioned among the several States according to

their respective numbers. . . The actual Enumera

tion shall be made within three Years after the first

Meeting of the Congress of the United States. and

within every subsequent Term of ten Years. in such

Manner as they shall by Law direct." '

In connection with the ascertainment of the num

ber of inhabitants. the act of Congress provides for in

quiries as to age. birth. marriage. occupation, and

 

I Kellogg Bridge Co. v. Hamilton, 110 U. S. 116. 112-16

(1884), cases; \\'issler v. Craig. til) Va 82 (i885): Burwell

u. Fauber. 21 Gratt.-163 (1871). cases.

IOsierberg 1:. Union Trust Co.. 98 U. S. 428 (1876);

106 I11. 839.

I 5% Wright 1:. Hart. 18 Wand. 458 (1837). Walworth,

Ch.; ib. 482; Eiargous v. Stone. 5 N. Y. 81-84 (1851).

cases.

¢ Cornwell v. Commissioners, 10 Excheq. ‘TM (1856).

' Jordan v. Haskell. 63 Me. 192 (1574).

‘ Pass 1:. Western Assurance Co.. 7 Les. 707 (1881).

' Constitution. Art. 1, sec. 2. cl. 8. Sea 8. S. tit. xm
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other matters of general interest. For a refusal to Ry and make the meaning of the avei-men“

answer an inquiry a small penalty is imposed. There

is no attempt to inquire into private aflairs, nor are

the courts called upon to enforce answers to inquiries.

Similar inquiries usually accompany the taking of‘.

census of every country, and they are not deemed to

encroach upon the rights of the citizen.l

CENT. See Com.

CENTER. See FILUM; Roan, 1; STREET.

CEPI; CEPIT. See Caraas, Cepi, Cepit.

CERA. See SEAL, 1.

CERTAIIV. Known, established, definite:

as, a certain date, a certain instrument. See

Cum on; Cusrou; Dasr. ‘

Since “ uncertain “ may include any doubt, whether

reasonable or unreasonable, a jury should not be told

that if they feel uncertain that a witness is to be

believed, they should acquit.‘

Certainty. 1. Assurance; confident be

lief: freedom from doubt or failure; also,

that which is established beyond question.

Compare Cosrmoascr; Tans: \Vrms.

The certainty of the law is of the highest conso

quence. Soe,Huwsn1r.

Moral ceflainty. A state of impression

produced by facts in which a reasonable mind

feels a sort of coercion or necessity to act in

accordance with it.‘

The phrase, borrowed from the publicists and meta

physicians, signifies only a very high degree of prob

ability. Proof beyond a reasonable doubt is

proof to a moral certainty, as distinguished from an

absolute certainty. As applied to A judicial trial for

crime. the two phrases are synonymous and equiva

lent; each has been used by eminent judges to explain

the other.‘ See further Dom, Reasonable.

2. Distinctness, accuracy, ciearness of state

ment; opposed to uncertainty and ambigu

ity, q. v.

Generally refers to written language.

In pleading, statement of alleged facts so

clear and explicit as to be readily understood

' by the opposite party who is to make answer,

by the jury which is to find the truth, and

by the court which is to pronounce judg

ment.~"

Consists in alleging the facts necessary to

be stated, so distinctly as to exclude ambigu

 

I Be Pacific Railway Commission, 82 F. R. 250 (1887),

Field, J.; R S. S 2171.

' State 1:. Ah Lee, 7 Oreg. 258 (1879).

I Montana v. l\icAndrews, 8 Monta. 165 (1878), Wade,

0. J.: Bur. Circ. Ev. 199.

‘ Commonwealth v. Costley, 118 Mass. 23 (1875), Gray,

0. J. See also United States v. Guiteau, 10 F. R. 164

(1882).

‘S00 Andrews 11. Whitehead, 18 East, 102, 10'! (1810).

clearly intelligible.l

Three degrees of certainty were formerly recog

nized: Certainty to a common intent—words

used in their ordinary sense, but susceptible of a dif

ferent meaning. This degree was required in defenses

and in instruments of an ordinary nature. Certainty

to a certain intent in general - the meaning ap

certainable upon a fair and reasonable construction,

without recurrence to possible facts which do not ap

pear. This degree was required in indictments and

declarations. Certainty to a certain intent in

particu.lar—such technical accuracy of statement

as precluded all question, inference, or presumption.

This was required in estoppels and as to disfavored

pleas.‘

A negotiable instrument must have certainty as to

payor, payee, amount, time, fact of payment, and,

perhaps, place of payment.'

A postal card containing the words “ Send us pics

of counter screen " was held to present a case of in

curable uncertainty; and the judge properly refused

to submit to the jury to determine whether "plea "

meant " piece " or “ price.“ ‘ .

CERTIFICATE.‘ A writing giving as

surance that a thing has or has not been

done, that an act has or has not been per

formed, that a fact exists or does not exist~

To “ certify" is to testify to in writing: to

make known or establish as a fact. The

word is not essential to a “ certificate:" it is

enough that the law calls a statement a cer

tificate.‘ See CHECK, Certified.

Certificates are such as are authorized or required

by law, and such as are purely voluntary. “ Author

ized or required by law" are: a certificate of a bal

ance due, of costs. of a divorce, that a married

woman has been decreed a {me sole trader, that A

bankrupt has been discharged. that an alicn has been

naturalized, that a physician is qualified to practice

medicine; a certificate of copyright, or of a trade

mark registered-, a certificate that a document is au

theniic, or genuine; an oflicer‘s return of service of

process. “ Voluntary “ certificates include: cord!!

cates of benefits receivable, of check, of deposit. of

interest, of loan. of no defense, of search, of stock, of

scrip, of transfer, a receiver's certificate, qq. 1:.

Voluntary certificates are not conclusive evidence

of the facts they state, except where, otherwise, an

innocent party would be the loser. Certificates ro

quired bylaw of oflicors are conclusive of the fact

 

I[Gould, Pleading, IV, sec. 24.

‘See Coke, Litt. 303 a; Gould, Plead. ill, see. 52;

Bteph. Plead. 88); 8 Cranch, C. C. 56; 5 Conn. 423; 0

Johna 814.

‘See 1 Parsons, Notes & Bills, 80, 37; N Am. Law

Reg. 710-24 (1885), cases; 59 Iowa, 619.

‘Cheney Bigalow Wire Works u. Sonell, 142 Maui

442 (1886).

l L ocrtijlcatua, assured, made certain.

' State v. Schwin. 65 Win. 218 (1886): Web“
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mentioned, but fraudulentprocurementmay be shown.

Osrtllicates authorized by statute are evidence of such

facts only as the oflicer may certify under the statute.l

l. A writing made by a court, a judge or

an oflicer thereof, and properly authenti

cated, to give notice to another court of a

thing done in the court a quo. See OPIN

l0.\', 3, Division of.

CEBTIORARI. L. To be certified. A

writ by which the record of a proceeding in a

lower court is removed into a higher court

for review.

The emphatic word in the Latin writ, which read:

Quid oertis dc cmuis certiorari volumus, for as much

uconcerninz certain causes wewish to be certified.

from writer, the comparative of oerhu, known,

established. SeeCsnruu.

After indictment found, a writ of cerh'o

rari facias [that you cause to be certified]

may be had to certify and remove the indict

ment, with all the proceedings thereon, from

any inferior court of criminal jurisdiction

into the court of king's bench.2

The writ, at common law, issued out of

ohanoery or the king's bench, directed, in

the king‘s name, to the judges or ofllcers of

the inferior courts, commanding them to re

turn, before him, the record of a cause de

pending before them, that the party may

have more sure and speedy justice or such

other justice as he shall assign to determine

the cause.‘

The writ has been extended, and the practice under

It regulated. by statutes in each State. Speaking gen

erally. it is employed for removing statutory proceed

ings for completion, when the lower court fails to do

so: it serves as an auxiliary process to obtain a full

return to other process; it effects a review of the de

terminations of special tribunals, commissioners, and

magistrates; it secures an inspection of the record

where a writ of habca-s corpus has been sued out.

llnlus a stnwte directs otherwise, or palpable injus

tice will be done, it does not lie to review a decision

band on a matter of fact. nor as to a matter resting

in discretion; nor does it lie for an error in formality,

substantial Justice being dispensed.

The application for the writ must disclose a proper

o-e upon ita face. The plaintiff may have to furnish

security for the demand. with interest and costs, be

Iore the writ will operate as I mperscdeaa, q. v.

The judgment is that the proceedings be quashed

or amrmed, in whole or in part At common law

neither party recovered costs

At common law. also. the writ was granted to s

 

IBeet Whart Ev. 55 120-28. cases; 10 Oreg. 847.

'4 Bl. Corn. 820.

prosecutor as a matter of right, and to a defendant as

a matter in discretion.I

Will not, in general, be issued where the party has

another remedy, as by appeal.’

Bill of certiorari. An original bill, in

equity, to remove a cause into a higher

court.

States the proceedings in the lower court, the in

competency in the powers of such court to do com

plete justice, etc. Rarely used in the United Staten‘

CERTUM. L. Perceived, determined:

definite, known, certain.

Certum est quod certum reddi po

test. That is certain which can be made

certain — or reduced to a certainty.

When the law requires certainty, that is accepted

for certainty which, by computation or testimony, can

be shown to be already certain; as, in questions re

specting the sum to be paid on a negotiable instru

ment, the liquidation of damages for non-performance

of a contract, reasonable time, and the like.‘

CESSANTE. See RATIO, Cessante, etc.

CESSER. A ceasing; formerly, neglect

of duty. Also, a yielding up, a cessiou, q. 11.:

as, the cesser of an interest conferred by a

will.‘

CESSIO. L. A giving up; surrender. See

Csssws.

Cessio bonorum. A surrender of goods.

In civil law, an assignment for the benefit of

creditors.

Discharged the debtor to the extent of the property

made over; and exempted him from imprisonment

French, cession des bi¢m.'

CESSION. A yielding up; transfer. See

CESSIO.

Cede: to give up, yield up.’ Compare

Asaxnos, 1.

Concession. A grant, as of lands, be

tween sovereignties. Recession. A re

conveyance by asovereign.

Thereby public property passes from one govern

ment to the other, but private property remains as

before, and with it those municipal laws which are

designed to secure its peaceful use and enjoyment. As

a matter of course, all laws, ordinances, and regula

tions in conflict with the political character, institu

 

‘ See 4 Bl, Com. 3'21; Erp.Hitz.i11 U. B. 766085‘-i).

‘Alabama Great Southern R Co. v. Christian, B

Ala. 309 (1886), cases.

' Story, Eq. Pl. 523; 2 Halo, Pl. Cr. 215.

‘See 1 Bl. Com. 78; 2 id. 1-13; 2 Kent, “Xi; 2 Black,

ii0i;99U.S.489;i01t'd. ass; 9 Col.279; we own; so

Va. 761; “Wis. ND; 61 id. 15; “id. 427; 67 id». 434.

'91 U. B. 724.

‘See 2 Bl. Corn. 478; 1 Kent, 42; 15 Wall. M; as

'[Deanv.State68Ala. is4(1s':u);1srntsaa; 15' run.

at-ma set; we U. a 8i.

(ll)

" Somers o. Pierson. 16 N. J. L. 184 (IQT).
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lions, and constitution ot the new government are at

once displaced.I See LAND, Public; Pvssm.

CESTUI. He: that one; the one. Also

spelled cestuy. See ADDENDA.

Pronounced cést’-W6. A law- French term, corre

sponding to the classic French c‘ at 1141' (mini): it is

for him that, etc. Plural, cesfuis.

Cestui que trust. He for whom a trust

exists, or was created: the beneficiary under

a trust.’

The qua is pronounced k8. See further Tscrr,

Cestui, etc.

Cestui que use. He for whom a use-—

exists: he for whose benefit land is held by

another.‘ See further Usn, 8, Cestui, etc.

Cestui que vie. He for whose life — land

-is held by another: 4 he whose life measures

the duration of an estate.‘

CF. An abbreviation of the Iatin con

jerre, compare.

_ Used in references to analogous cases or subjects.

CH. An abbreviation of chancellor, chap

ter, chief.

CHAIN. See Assrsscr; Evmnscs, Cir

cumstantial; OBLIGATION, 1.

It is incorrect to speak of a body of circumstantial

evidence as a "chain," and allude to the different

circumstances as the “ links." A chain cannot be

stronger than its weakest link. The metaphor may

perhaps be correctly applied to the ultimate and es

sential facts necessary to conviction in a criminal

case; but it is not true that every minor circumstance

Introduced to sustain the ultimate facts must be

proven with the same degree of certainty.‘

CHAIRMAN. See Dnscmrno, Personae.

CHALLENGE.'' 1. A request to fight-

to fight a duel.

Whether made by word or letter, is indictable at

common law. Tends to a breach of the peace. He

who knowingly carries a challenge for another is

guilty of the oflense.' See Pmzs:-I'lon'r.

2. Objection to the legality of a vote about

to be cast. See BALLOT.

3. Objection to a cause being tried before

a particular judge on account of alleged

bias, prejudice, interest, or other disquali

fication.

‘Chicago & Pacific R Co. v. McGlinn, ill U. 8. 547

(1885), Field, J.

' 2 Bl. Com. 828.

4. Objection to a juror or jurors drawn to

try a cause.

Challenge to the array. An exception

to the whole panel in which the jury are

arrayed or set in order by the sherifi in his

return.1

The reason which, before awarding the venire, would

be sufllcient to cause it to be directed to the coroner

or to elisors, will be sufiicient to quash the array when

made byan ofllcer of whose partiality there is any fair

ground of suspicion; also, if the sherifl arrays the

panel under the direction of either party.1

Challenge to the polls. An exception

to particular jurors.

Lies for any matter showing disqualifica

tion. Also known as “ principal challenge"

and as the “ challenge for cause."

is assigned.— to the array or to the polls.

An objection to a particular juror; and may be

"general "—that he is disqualified from serving in

any case, or “ particular "—that he is disqualified

from serving in the action on U’ial.'

Challenge for favor. Of the same nature

and effect as aprincipal challenge " propter

 

afiectum.” -

Peremptory challenge. For which no rea

son is assigned.

Principal challenge. 1. " Propter defec

tum "— for disability: as, alienage, infancy,

unsound mind, insufiicient property. 2.

“ Propter aifectum ” —i:'or bias or partiality:

as, opinion formed; of kin to a party, or of

the same fraternity or corporation; his attor

ney, servant, or tenant, or entertained by

him; promised money for verdict; sued by

exceptant in an action involving legal mal

ice; being formerly a juror. or an arbitrator

in the matter; influenced by scruplee against

the punishment. 8. “Propter delictum”

for an oifense committed: as, convicted of

treason, forgery, perjury, or other crimen

falsifi

A juror unsuccessfully challenged for cause may be

challenged peremptorily. in felonies, at common

law, thirty-five peremptory challenges were allowed

the accused; at present the number is about twenty in

capital cases; in civil cases, if allowed at all, only to

a very limited extent. The State is allowed peremp

tory challenges in capital cases, the number varying

in the different States.

When a challenge for bias. actual or implied. is dis

allowed, and the juror is peremptorily challenged and

'2 Bl. Corn. 8%; 4 Kent, 801: l Wllhb. R P. 168.

' 2 Bl. Com. 123; ib. 461.

A[l Washb. R. P. 88. _

' Clare U. People, 9 COL l% (ISM), Helm, J.

' Mid. E. chalenae, aolaim: F. ehalonge, a dispute. 1

accusation.

'See¢Bl. Com. i60;lEast,68i;6Blnck1. 1);] Dana,

M

'8 Bl. Com. 859.

' Cal. Penal Code, 5 1071; ‘Niki. ll.

lSee8Bl. Com.86i-65;4ld.8iB; 29Kan.M: 178.6

‘ a ma

 

Challenge for: cause. For which a reason'
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excused. and a competent juror is obtained in his

place, no injury is done the accused, lf, until the jury

is completed, he has other peremptory challenges

which he can use.I

Experience has shown that one of the most eflective

means to free the jury-box from men unfit to be there

hths exercise of the peremptory challenge. The

number of challenges must necessarily depend upon

the discretion of the legislature, and may vary accord

ing to the condition of diflerent communities, and the

dliflculties in them of securing intelligent and impar~

tial juries.

Originally, by the common law, the crown could

challenge peremptorily without limitation as to num

her. By an act passed in the time of Edward I, the

right was restricted to challenges for cause. But, by

rule of court. the crown was not obliged to show cause

till the whole panel was called. Those not accepted

on the call were directed to stand aside; and if a full

Jury was not otherwise obtained, the crown was re

quired to show cause against those jurors; if no sum

cii-nt cause appeared, the jury was completed from

lhcln.

The right to challenge is the right to reject. not to

lclect. s juror. if from those who remain an impar

dal jury is obtained, the constitutional right of the ac

cused is maintained.’

Challenges are to be made before the jury is sworn.

in the Federal courts the justness of a challenge is

determined by the judge, without the aid of triors.I

See J car; Orrmos, 2; Taions; V013 Dnu.

CHAMBER. A room in a house, used

for purposes of a dwelling, 01' an oiiice, or

of a court. See Housa, 1; STAR-CHAMBER;

Sl.'HVEY, Of land.

Chambers. In London, the ofiiccs of bar

risters.

Chambers, or at chambers. A private

room or other place where parties may be

heard and orders made by a judge, in such

matters as the law does not require shall

be considered in open court or by a full court.

Of such are acts done in a court room while

the court is not in session.

Jurlsdlction at chambers is incidental to and grows

out of the jurisdiction of the court itself. it is the

power to hear and determine, out of court, such ques

tions arising between the parties to a controversy as

might well be determined by the court itself, but which

the legislature has seen fit to lntrust to the judgment

of I single judge. out of court, without requiring

them to be brought before the court in actual session.

it follows that the jurisdiction of a judge at cham

ben cannot go beyond the jurisdiction of the court to

 

‘Spies e. Illinois (The Anarchists‘ Case), 123 U. B.

165 (Nov. 2. 1887), Waite, C. J.; Hopt 0. Utah, 120 id. 436

W387).

‘Hay-es v. Ml-ouri, 11) U. 8. 70-71 (1887), cases,

Field. J

‘K S. i 810; Reynolds 0. United States, 96 U. B. 157

(MIL .

which he belongs, or extend to the matters with which

his court has nothing to do.I

“A judge at chambers" is simply a judge acting

out of court.‘ See Vacsnos.

CHANIPERTYJ A bargain with a

plaintiff or defendant, campum partire, to

divide the land or other matter sued for be

tween them, if they prevail: whereupon the

champertor is to carry on the party's suit at

his own expense. . . The purchasing of

a suitor right of suing.4

Champart, in the French law, signifies a similar

division of profits, being a part of the crop annually

due to the landlord by bargain or custom.‘

Ghampertor. One who purchases or pro

motes another’s suit: a person chargeable

with champerty. Champertous. Infected

with champerty.

Champerty is the unlawful maintenance

of a suit in consideration of some bargain to

have a part of the thing in dispute, or some

profit out of it.5

Acommon example is (or was) the case of a con

tract hy an attorney to collect a claim for a percent

age.‘ Also of a champertous character are: purchases

of demands involving litigation, of pretended titles.

and like claims which cannot be realized upon except

by lawsuit.’

As between an attorney and his client, it is essen

tial that the attorney prosecute the suit at his own

expense..

Where the right to compensation is not confined to

an interest in the thing recovered, but gives a right

of action against the party, though pledging the avails

of the suit as security for payment, the agreement is

not champert/ous.'

Some courts have ruled that if the fact that a suit is

being prosecuted upon a champertous conn'act comes

to the knowledge of the court in any proper manner,

it should refuse longer to entertain the proceeding.

Other courts have held, what seems supported by the

better reason, that the fact that there is a champer~

tons contract for the prosecution of a cause of action

is no ground of defense thereto, and can only be set

up by the client against the attorney when the cham

pertous agreement is soughtto be enforced. . The

tendency is to relax the common-law doctrine so as to

 

\ Pittsburg, Ft. W., £0. R. Co. v. Hurd. 17 Ohio St.

146-47 (1866).

I Whereatt :1. Ellis. 05 Wis. 644 (1888).

' Sham’-party.

'4 Bl. Corn. 158. See 2 Story, Eq. 5 1048; 4 Hughes,

568; 10 F. R. 538; 58 Ind. 817; 22 Wand. -I05.

' Stanley 0. Jones, 7 Bing. ‘B77 (1881), Tlndal, C. J.

‘See Ackert v. Baker, 181 Mass. 437-88 (1831), cases;

McPherson v. Cox, 96 U. S. 404, 416 (1877); Atchison,

&c. R. Co. 0. Johnson, M Kan. 227 (1883), cases.

'2 Story, Eq. 55 1048-67.

' Phillips 0. South Park Com‘n, 119 I11. 681' (18b’7;.

' Blaisdell 0. Allen. 144 Mass. 8950887), cases,
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permit greater iibernlity of contracting between at

torney and client than was formerly allowed, for the

reason that the condition of society which gave rise to

the doctrine has, in a great measure, passed away. In

some States the common-law rule is altogether re

pudiated.l

The English common law and statutes against

maintenance and champerty had their origin, if not

their necessity, in a different state of society from that

which prevails at the present time. When the doc

trine was established, lords and other large land

holders were accustomed to buy up contested claims

against each other. or against commoners with whom

they were at variance, in order to harass and oppose

those in possession. On the other hand, coinmoners,

by way of self-defense, thinking that they had title to

land, would convey part of their interest to some

powerful lord, in order, through his influence, to se

cure their pretended right. The want of sumcient

written conveyances, and records of titles, and the

feudal relation of villain and liege lord, afforded facil

ities for the combinations and uppressions which fol

lowed this state of things. The power of the nobles

became mighty in corrupting the fountains of justice.

To remedy these evils, the law against both mainte

nance and chsmperty was introduced.‘

CHANCE. A thing happens by chance

to a person which is neither brought about

nor pre-estimated by his understanding., See

GAME. 2; MEDLEY. '

CHANCELLOR.‘ 1. In England, sev

eral oflicers bear this name.

Chancellor of the exchequer. A high

oilicer of the crown. who sometimes sat in

court, sometimes in'the exchoquer chamber,

and, with the regular judges of the court,

saw that matters were conducted to the king's

advantage. His chief duties now concern

the management of the royal revenue.

Under the Judicature Act of 1873,he is de

prived of his judicial functions.6 See Ex

cnsoonn.

 

ICourtrlght u. Burnes, 13 F. R. 817 (1882), cases,

McCrary, J.; ib. 823-LJ, cases; s. o. 8 Mu-Crnry, 63,

68-75, cases. See generally Fowler u. Callam, 102

N. Y. 897 (1886).

'Hcvey o. Hobson, 51 Me. 64 (1868), Dickerson, J.

See also 29 Ala. 680; 70 id. 118. 179: 17 Ark. 6:14; 40

Conn. 570; 57 Ga. 261; 78 ill. 18; 89 id. 188; 5 T. B. lion.

H6; 1 Pick. 416; 182 Mass. 388; 4 Mich. 535; 13 lrod. L.

108; 4 Duer, 275; 13 Ohio St. 175; 2 Baxt. 457; 29 Wis.

I06; 19 Alb. Law J. -i6S—69 (1879), cases; 19 Cent. Law

J. 402-8 (1884), cases: 2i id. 198 (1887), cases.

' [Goodman 11. Cody, 1 Wash. T. 835 (1871).

' F. chancelier: L. L. cancellarim: a oanccllando,

from canceling — illegal letters-patent-,— 4 Coke, inst.

88; 8 Bl. Com.-16. He stood near the screen, concellua,

before the judgment seat.— Skeet. See also 1-Camp

bell‘: Lives 141. Ch. l-2

' 3 Bl. Com. 44. 55.
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Lord chancellor. The presiding judge

in the court of chancery.

In the courts of the Roman emperors he wasa chief

scribe or secretary, afterward invested with judicial

powers and supervision over other oflicers. From the

empire the name passed to the church: every bishop

had a chancellor. the principal judge of his consis

tory. And when the modern kingdom were estab

lished, almost every state preserved its chancellor.

with diiferent jurisdictions and dignities. in all oi

them he had supervision of such instruments of the

crown as were authenticated in the most solemn, man

ner. When seals came into use he had the custody oi

the king‘s great seal.1

The otiice is created by delivery of the king‘s great

seal into the custody of the nominee. He becomes

a privy counsellor by his ofllce and prolocutor of

the house of lords by prescription. He appoints all

Justices of the peace. Being formerly an ecclesiastic,

presiding over the king's chapel, he became keeper of

the king‘s conscience, visitor to all hospitals and col

leges of the king's founding, and patron of certain of

the king's llvings. He is the general guardian of all

infants, idiots, and lunntics; he superintends all chari

table uses. These powers belong to him apart from

the extrnsive jurisdiction he exercises in his judicial

capacity in the court of chancery.1 See CHAi\'CER\‘, 1;

Wnonsacs. '

Vice chancellor. One of a class of equity

judges who held court independently of the

lord chancellor, but whose decisions were re

viewable in his court. They perhaps orig

inally acted in his place.

2. In the United States, the judge of a

court of equity.

As a judicial title, in use in Alabama, Del

aware, Kentucky, Mississippi, and New

Jersey. See CHANCERY, 2.

3. A person sitting as a judge in equity; as

in saying that a circumstance in a case would

cause a “ chancellor ” to hesitate to enter a

decree in favor of a particular person. See

TITLE, Marketable.

CHANCEIB.Y'.2 1. In England, the high

est court next to parliament.

Originally consisted of two distinct tribu

nnls: an ordinary court, or court of common

law; and an extraordinary court, or court of

equity.

The “ordinary court“ was the more ancient. it

had jurisdiction in proceedings to cancel letters

patent. in cases of traverse of ofiice, and the like,

and of personal actions against otllcers of the court

Whenever any such cause came to an issue of fact

the chancellor, having no power to summon s Jury_

I 8 Bl. Com. 46, 47, 49.

IChancclry: L. L. cancellar-1'4, the record-room Q!

s chs.ncellor,— Skeat. L. cancelli, bars, lattice — In

 

‘keep off the people,—8 Chitty, Bl. Com. 46.
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sent the record to the court of king‘s bench for trial.

Out of this ordinary tribunal also imued original writs

under the great seal, commissions of charitable uses,

of bankruptcy, of lunacy, etc.; for which the court

on said to be always opcn: whence called the ofllcina

iu4lific.'

The “extraordinary court" became the court of

greatut conequence. When the courts of law, which

followed stri ~t.ly the directions of the original writs,

pronounced a harsh or imperfect judgment, applica

tion for redress was at first made to the king in person

and his counsel; they, in time, referred the matter to

the chancellor and a select committee, or, by degrees,

to the chancellor alone,i the referee being empow

ered to mitigate the severity or to supply the defects

of the judgment pronounced in the courts of strict

lsw. upon consideration of all the circumstances in

each case.‘ See Cunvr:u.on.

The equitable jurisdiction of the court grew out of

the exigencies of the times and of Judicial administra

tion: a5 from petitiom to the king in council; cases as

to which the precedents furnished no form of action

for a remedy; cases calling for relief from fraud, ac

cident. mistake. forfeiture; cases involving uses and

trusta The well-defined development of its distinct

exert-be dates from the time of Edward I (about 1800);

but its character was crude until the time of Cardinal

Woolsey and Sir Thomas Moore, under Henry VIII

(150-41'). Lord Bacon reduced the practice to some

what of a system. But Sir Heneage Finch (about

168)) so laid the foundation of modern equity jurispru

dence as to have been called “ the father of equity.“

later lord chancellors, notably Hnrdwicke and Mans

field, extended and improved the system.’

Under the Judicature Act of 1878 the court of

chance-ry became the Chancery Division of the High

Court of Justice. retaining its former extraordinary

jurisdiction: with part of its former ordinary jurisdic

tion transferred to the Court of Appeal, and the rest

to the Cdurts of Common Law.

A too severe application of common-law rules

brought the court of chancery into existence. . .

The body of chancery law H nothing else than a sys

tern of exceptions— of principles applicable to cases

falling within the letter, but not within the intenflon,

of particuhr ru1ea'

2. In the United States. “ chancery " cor

responds to “ equity," and a “ court of chan

cery " to a “ court of equity," that is, a court

exercising equitable powers.

Here equity jurisprudence has grown up chiefly

since the close of the last century, the English court

of chancery being followed as a model. in some of

the States. and in the national tribunals, chancery

powers are exercised by the common-law courts‘

See further Eqmrr.

 

' I Bl. Com. 47-48.

'8 Bl. Com. 49-50, M.

‘See lStory, Eq. 5} 41-62; 8 Bl. Com. 68-66; 1 Kent,

(M.

' Pennock o. Hart, 8 B. & R. 877 (1822), Gibson, J.

'i8tory_Eq. “.'>HtS; i Pomeroy. Eq. 551-48; 8Story,

Onnst $5 roe-7,ai4_4o. ‘

CHANGE. See Auras; FUNDZMENTAL:

PARTY, 2; VENUE.

’CHANGE. See EXCHANGE, 8.

CHANNEL. The main channel is that

bed of a river over which the principal body

of water flows.l See AQUA, Currit, etc.:

NAVXGABLE.

CHAPTER. See STATUTE, 2.’

CHARACTER. The qualities impressed

by nature or habit on a person, which dis

tinguish him from other persons. These con

stitute his real, character; while the quali

ties he is supposed to possess constitute his

estimated character or reputation. . .

“ Reputation” may be evidence of character,

but it is not character itself.‘

That which a person really is, in distinction

from that which he may be reputed to be.‘

Character [reputation] is the alow-spread

ing influence of opinion, arising from the de

porttnent of a man in society.‘

In many cases it has been said that the regular

mode of examining a witness is to inquire whether he

knows the general character of the person whom it is

intended to impeach, but in all such cases the word

"character" is used as synonymous with “reputa

tion.“ What is wanted is the common opinion, that

in which there is general concurrence; in other words,

general reputation or character attributed. Thstis

presumed to be indicative of actual character.‘

General character. The estimation in

which a person is held in the community

where he has resided.

Ordinarily, the members of that community are the

only proper witnesses to testify to such character.

. . Evidence of character is founded on opinion, and

a witness testifying as to the general character of an

other must have the means of knowing such char

actor.‘

Good character. Good general reputa

tion for one, several, or many qualities— as,

for honesty, chastity, veracity, pcaceable

neas, integrity.

Moral character and conduct may be proven: to

afford a presumption that the person is not guilty of

a criminal act; to affect the damages where the

amount depends upon character and conduct; to im

peach or confirm the veracity of a witness.

 

I St. Louis, &c. Packet 00. e. Keokult Bridge 00., 11

F. R 757 (1887), Love, J.

! [Carpenter u. People, 8 Barb. (KB (1850), Welles, J.

' Andre ti. State, 5 lows, 894 (1867), Woodward, J.

‘Trial of Hardy, 24 St. Tr. itflli (1Tb5), Erskine (Ld.)~

arguendo.

' Knode v. Williamson, 17 Wall. 588 (1878), Strong, J.

See State v. Egan. 59 Iowa, $7 (1882).

' Douglass v. Tousey, 2 Wand. 851 (I889).
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l.n civil suits the character of a party is not admis

sible in evidence unless the nature of the action in

volves his general character or directly aflects it. In

the case of a tort, when the defendant is charged

with fraud from more circumstances, evidence of his

general character is receivable to repel it. Such evi

dence will be rejected, whenever the general charac

ter is involved by the plea only and not by the nature

of the action. (‘haracter in regard to a particular

trait is not in iue, unless the trait is involved in the

matter charged.I

The bad character of the plaintiff may be shown

in suits for damages for seduction, breach of promise

to inarry, slander, lib'el, and malicious prosecution,

qq. v. The burden of proof is on the assailant.‘

in homicide, evidence of previous good character

may be made the basis on which to form adoubt.'

But when the evidence is positive and satisfactory,

good character cannot overcome the presumption of

guilt: ' against facts strongly proven, good character

cannot avail.‘

The old rule, that evidence of the good character

of the defendant is not to be considered unless other

evidence leaves the mind in doubt, has been much

criticised; the weight of authority is now against it.

If evidence of reputation is admissible at all its

weight should be left to be determined by the jury in

connection with all the other evidence in the case.

The circumstances may be such that an established

reputation for good character, if it is relevant to the

issue, would alone create a reasonable doubt, al

though without it the other evidence would be con

vincing.'

A witness called to impeach the veracity of another

witness may be asked: “ is the character of the wit

new for truth on a par with that of mankind in

general? " In English courts the inquiries are: “ Are

you acquainted with the character of the witness?

Whatis his general character? Would you believe

him under 0ath?"'

Courts difler as to whether the general reputation of

a witness for truth and veracity is the true and sole

criterion of his credit, or whether the inquiry may

not properly be extended to his entire moral character

and estimation in society. They also differ as to the

right to inquire of the impeaching witness whether

he would believe the other on his oath. All agree,

however, that the first inquiry must be restricted

either to his general reputation for truth and veracity,

or to his general character; and that it cannot be ex

tended to particular facts or transactions, for the rea

Iiflroenl. Ev. §§ 51-65, cases; 4 Wall.-171; 26 Alb. L.

J. 364. As to evidence of, in civil cases, see particularly

Simpson v. Westcnberger, 98 Ken. 757-62 (1852), cases.

'1 Whart. Ev. §§ 47-66, cases.

' Kllpatrlck v. ijomrnonwealth, 81 Pa. 216 (1858).

' United States U. Freeman, 4 Mas. 510 (1827).

‘Commonwealth v. Webster, 5 Cush. 825 (1850); 59

ClL60l; 62t'd. 20; 50Md. 233.

‘Commonwealth v. Leonard, 140 Mass. 470, 479

(1886), cases, Field, J.; 26 Cent L. J. I15-19 (1888)I mses.

' State v. Randolph, 24 Conn. '36? (1856); Langhorne

o. Commonwealth, 76 Va. it'll (1882); State 0. Rush, Ti‘

I0. 519 (1888).

son that while every man is supposed to be fully pre

pared to meet those general inquiries, it is not likely

he would be prepared, without notice, to answer as to

particular acts.‘

Unwiilingness to believe a man under oath must be

based upon two facts: that the witness knows the

reputation for veracity among the man‘s neighbors.

and that such reputation is bad.I

Proof of agencral disposition to do athiug is not

proof of that thing. Thus, proof of a habit of gam

bling when drunk is not proof that the person gambled

when drunk on a particular day; nor will proof of I

habit of loaning money nta usurious interest prove

that a loan was made in a particular instance.I

See further BAD, 1', Cnasrs; ColnnnnoA'rIos, Priv

ileged, I; Rsmv-urios; Scsmmos, 8.

CHARGE. 1, v. To lay on, to place

under or upon, as, a burden, a duty, a trust.

Opposed, discharge, q. u.

(1) To place under a duty or obligation

with respect to knowing or doing: as, to

charge one with notice of such facts or in

formation as inquiry (q. u.) would disclose,

or with notice of what the law requires; to

charge an acceptor or indorser by present

meat.‘

(2) To impose, upon a person or thing, the

duty or obligation of paying money: as, to

charge the estate of a decedent with a debt;

to charge a legacy upon land devised; to

charge a purpart in partition with owelty.

See LEGACY ; OWELTY.

(3) To enter, in an account, an item of

money due. See ACCOUNT, 1.

(4) To place upon one the burden of crime

or guilt; to accuse of a wrong or oiiense; to

indict.

The implication is. usually, that the offense has

been alleged according to the forms of iaw—that

legal process has issued.‘ See Charge, n. (2, b).

(5) For a jury to be charged with the fate

of a prisoner,6 see JEOPARDY. ' -

(6) To instruct in the nature of a duty im

posed: as, for a judge or a coroner to charge

a jury.

Chargeable. Subject to charge; capable

of being or of becoming charged: 7 as, to be

 

lTeese v. Huntingdon, $8 How. 11-13 (1859), cases,

Clifford, J. See, generally, as to evidence, 25 Cent

Law J. 146 (1887), cases. ~

' Spies of al. v. People, 122111. 208 (1887).

' Thompson v. Bowie, 4 Wall. 471 (1866), cam

‘ ll-i U. S. 432; 10] id. 697.

' Day v. Inhabitants of Otis, 8 Allen. 478 (1864), Blgo

low, C. J.

' State 1!. Connor, 5 Coldw. 818 (1868).

" 46Vt. 625;107Maes. 426.
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chargeable with a loss;I a tax chargeable

on land; a pauper chargeable upon a dis

trict.

"C'hargeable,“ In its ordinary acceptation as appli

cable to the imposition of a duty or burden, signifies

capable of being charged; subject, liable, proper to be

charged.’

2, n. A burden, duty, obligation, responsi

bility, or disability— imposed upon a person

or attached to a thing. Opposed, discharge

(which see).

(1) Charge upon a Thing. Whatever is in

the nature of a lien or incumbrance (qq. v.)

resting upon an object of property and to be

satisfied out of it or out of the proceeds of

it: as, a legacy to be paid out of land. Of

this nature also are assessments and taxes

upon realty,‘ qq. v.

Charges. (a) Pecuniary impositions upon

property — real estate.

(b) Book-entries of moneys due.

(0) Expenses incurred in settling an ce

tate.‘ See ACCOUNT, 1.

(d) Referring to litigation, something more

than costs, q. v. ’

(e) In equity pleading, allegations in denial

or avoidance of a defense.

Charge and discharge. Describes the

mode formerly pursued in accounting be

fore a master: the complainant exhibited

the items of his claim in a form called a

charge, while the respondent exhibited con

trary items or claims by way of discharge

ss. a release.‘

Charging order. An order of court that

stock shall stand pledged to the payment of

a judgment. See further Onnsn, 2.

Charging part. Allegations, in a bill in

equity, intended to anticipate and controvert

the answer.‘

Collateral charge. An obligation in a

bond binding the heir, executor, and admin

istrator,— descends upon the heirs and holds

assets by descent.7

Overcharge. In a statute providing for

recovery from a railroad company “for any

 

| 101 U. S. 19.

' Walbridge c. Walbridge, 46 Vt. 626 (1874).

‘See Harris v. Miller, 71 All. 84 (1881); 5901.817; 69

Id 127', 25 id. IQ. _

- [Goodwin c. Chaflee, 4 Conn. 100 uses;

' 500 Daniel. Chane. PIICK. 1173.

' See Story, Eq. Pi. $81.

' (8 B1. Corn. 840.

overcharge," signifies, as ordinarily, a charge

of more than is permitted by law.1

See also Rswncnaaos; Suacuanon.

(2) Charge upon_a Person. Anything in

the nature of a burden, or of a duty or obli

gation, resting upon one or more individuals.

While in this substantive sense the word

“charge" may have a meaning correspond

ing to any one of the foregoing verbal senses,

it distinctly signifies:

(a) The duty of paying money.

(b) Responsibility for a wrong or an of

fense, as for negligence or crime, particularly

the latter-— formal accusation of criminal

conduct.

An accusation, made in a legal manner, of

illegal conduct.I

May imply an original complaint made in the hm

instance preliminary to a formal trial.‘ See 1mnc1~

IRNT.

(c) Instruction judicially given by the

judge of a court to a jury in regard to their

duty as jurors, in particular to a traverse

jury as to their duty in finding a verdict.

An authoritative exposition of the law

which it is incumbent upon the jury to obey.‘

Delivered to grand jurors before they proceed to

consider indictments and presentments; and to petii

or common jurors before they retire to deliberate over

the evidence in a particular case.

General charge. Instruction upon a

case in its entirety. Special charge.

Made, at the request of counsel for a party,

upon one or more points in the case.

1t is clearly error to charge upona conjectural state

of facts, of which no evidence has been oflered. The

instruction presupposes that there is some evidence

before the jury which they may think sufficient to

establish the facts hypothetically assumed in the

opinion of the court; and ii’ there is no evidence

which they have a right to consider, then the charge

does not aid them in coming to a correct conclusion,

but the tendency is to mislead and embarrass them.

It may induce them to indulge in conjectures, instead

of weighing the testimony.‘

Where there is an entire absence of testimony, or

it is all one way, and its conclusiveness is free from

doubt, it is competent for the court to direct the jury

to find accordingly.‘

 

I Woodhoune 11. R10 Gl\I1d6 R. Co., 67'I‘B!. 418 (1887),

Btayton, A. J.

ITornpert v. Lithgow. 1 Bush, 18) 0&6).

l Ryan 1:. People, 79 N. Y. 598 (1880); 16 Nev. 91.

‘See Commonwealth v. Porter, 10 Meta. 85-86 (1845).

' United States v. Breitiling, 201iow. 254(18fi7), Taney,

C. J.; Goodman v. Simonds, lb. 850 (1857); Michigan

Bank v. Eidred, 9 Wall. $3 (1869).

° Meguire u. Corwine, 101 U. 8. 111 (1819); O. M.
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When, after giving a party the benefit of every in

ference that am fairlybe drawn from all the evidence,

It is insuflicient to authorize a. verdict in his favor, it is

proper for the court to give the jury a peremptory in

struction for the other party.I

The court may sum up the facts, and submit them,

v ith the inferences of law, to the judgment of the

jury. But care is to be taken to separate the law from

the facts, and to leave the latter, in unequivocal terms,

to the jury, as their true and peculiar province.’

With the charge of the court upon matters of fact,

and with its commentaries upon the weight of evi

dence, the Supreme Court has nothing to do; such

observations are‘ understood to be addressed to the

jury merely for their consideration ss the ultimate

judges of matters of fact, and entitled to no more im

portance than the jury choose to give them.I

But, as the jurors are the trims of the facts, an ex

pression of opinion by the court should be so guarded

as to leave the jury free in the exercise of their own

judgments.‘

A general statement will be taken in connection

with the facts in the particular case.‘

in some States the court neither sums up the evi

dence, nor expresses an opinion upon a question of

fact. the charge being strictly confined to questions of

law, leaving the evidence to be discussed by counsel,

and the facts to be decided by the jury without com

ment or opinion by the court. But most of the States

have adopted the English practice, where the judge

always sums up the evidence, and points out the con

clusions which in his opinion ought to be drawn from

it; submitting them, however, to the judgment of the

jury. The judge of a Federal court may express his

opinion on the facts.‘

at a trial by jury in a Federal cou.rt the judge

may expreaa his opinion upon the facts; the expres

sion, when no rule of law is incorrectly stated and all

facts are ultimately submitted to the detemflnation

of the jury, cannot be reviewed by writ of error; and

the power of the court in this respect is not controlled

by a State statute forbidding judges to exprem an

opinion upon the facts.’ Nor can a State constitution

prohibit the judges of the Federal courts from charg

ing juries with regard to matters of fact.I

No error is committed in refusing a prayer for in

slructions consisting of a series of propositions, pre

sented as an entirety, if some of them should not be

given to the jury.‘

 

1 Marshall 0. Hubbard, 117 U. S. 419 (1886), cases

‘M'Lanahan 1:. Universal ins Co., 1 Pet. 182 (1828),

Story, J.

' Carver 1:. Jackson, 4 Pet. M (1830): Story, J_;

Hayes v. United States, 82 F. It ii63(1B81'), cases.

‘ Tracy v. Swartwout, 10 Pet. 96 (1836), McLean, -1.;

Games u. Stiles, 14 id. $7 (1840).

' Northern Bank 0. Porter Township, 110 U. S. 615

(1884), cases; 6 Wheat. 21%.

' Mitchell v. Harmony, 18 How. 180 (1851), Taney, C. J.

' Vicksburg & Meridian R. Co. v. Putnam, 118 U. 8.

668 (1886), cases, Gray. J.

‘St. Louis, &c. R. Co. v. Vickers, 122 U. B. 360(188T).

'Worthlngton v. Mason, 101 U. 8. 140 (1379); Beaver

I. Taylor, 98 id. 54 (1876), men

it is not error to refuse to give an instruction asked

for, even if correct in point of law, provided those

given cover the entire case and submit it properly to

the jury.1

Failure to embrace all the issues in one instruction

is not error, if they are included in those given, which,

on the whole. are correct, not contradictory, nor cal

culated to mislead.I

Although an instruction. considered by itself, is too

general, yet if it is properly limited by others, so that

itis not probable that it could have misled the jury.

the judgment will not be reversed.I

If the court has laid down the law fully and c -r

rectly, it is not bound to repeat an instruction in tenm

varied to suit the wishes of a party.‘

Where a charge embraces several distinct proposi

tions, a general exception to it will not avail the party

if any one of the propositions is correct.‘

Where any portion of the charge is correct, an ex

ception to the entire charge will not be sustained.‘

A nice criticism of words will not be indulged when

the meaning of the instruction is plain and obvious,

and cannot mislead the jury.’

Exceptions to a charge are made after the jury re

tire; and each must cover a distinct point or part

only. See further Dram, 2; lsarnucrr, 2; Juar. Trial

by; Nossurr; Pomr.

CHARGE D’AFFAIRES. See l\il.\'lS

Tan, 3.

CHARITY. 1. In its widest sense. all

the good afiections men ought to bear to

werd each other; in a restricted and com

mon eense, relief of the poor.8

The benevolence which limits itself to giv

ing aims to the poor comes within the re

stricted definition but falls far short of that

true charity which has its origin in the two

great sources of all good deeds — the love of

God and the love of man.9

In considering what is lawful to be done

on the Lord’s day, “ charity” includes every

thing which proceeda from a sense of moral

 

l Labor 1;. Oooper, 7 Wall. 566 (1868); indianapoiis

&c. R. Co. 0. Horst. 98 U. S. 296 (1876); The Schools 0

Risley, 10 Wall. 115 (1889); Wheeler u. Winn, bi! Pa

127-29 (1366).

Hliuehihausen v. St. Louis R. Co., 91 M0. 846 (1686,.

Norton, C. J.

' Spies et al. 0. People, 122 Ill. 245-46 (1887), cases

' Northwestern Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. liiuakegon Banh

122 U. S. 510 (1887), cases.

' Lincoln v. Claflin, 1' Wall 1&, 189 (1868); Johnston

v. Jones, 1 Black, 221 (1861).

'Boogher 0. N. Y. Life Ins. 00., 1% U. 8. E (itlflh

Mi.

" Rogers 1:. The liiarshal,.1 Wail. 65-H1868}

' lliorice 0. Bishop of Durham, 9 Ves. '405 (lilki. Sir

William Grant. Approved, Same u. Same. 10 id ‘ow

(1805)- Lord Eldon.

' Price 1:. Maxwell, % Pa. &, 86 (1867), Lcwh. C. J
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duty, or a feeling of kindness and humanity,

and is intended wholly for the relief or com

fort of another, and not for one's own benefit

or pleasure.l

Charity is active goodness. It is doing

good to our fellow-men. It is fostering those

institutions that are established to relieve

pain, to prevent sufiering, and to do good to

mankind in general or to any class or portion

of mankind. The term no doubt takes on

shades of meaning from the Christian relig

ion.’ Bee further Sosnav.

2. A gift, devise, or trust, intended to pro

mote a charitable_use.

in law. charity and charitable use are converti

ble terms. The latter was originally employed in

i.-ontrndisiinctlon to "superstitious use," and desig

nated such “ good and worthy use" as was deemed

not within the purview of statute 23 Hen. VIII (1582),

0. 10, which abolished certain uses invented by the

clergy. But, inasmuch as that statute swept away

many meritorious uses, statute 1 Edw. V1 (1547), c. 14,

was posed to legalize, as recited in the preamble,

I-.-Ieral "good and godly uses“—such as schools

for educating the youth, provision for the poor, etc.

This preamble became the germ of the law of " chari

table uses." Before 1547, such uses had never been

grouped together as a distinct class, and peculiar

pnnuples applied to them . . Since the enactment

of statute 4.3 Ellis. (1601), c. 4, no uses have been re

garded as " charitable " except uses within the letter

or spirit of that statute, and these are wholly “ pub

iic “ in nature.‘

What is a charity is rather a matter of de

wription than of definition.‘

A charity is a gift for a public use; as, a

gift in aid of the poor, to learning, to relig

ion, to a humane object.‘

A precise definition of a legal charity is hardly to

be found in the books The one most commonly used

in modern cases. originating in the judgment of Sir

William Grant. confirmed by that of Lord Eldon, in

H1/rice‘s Case, 9th and 10th Vesey, ante—thnt those

purposes are considered charitable which are enumer

ated in the statute of 48 Elizabeth, or which by analogy

are deemed within its spirit and lntendment— leaves

something to be desired in point of certainty, and

suggests no principle. Mr. Binney, in his argument in

the Oirard Will Case, p. 41 (1844), defined a charitable

or pious gift to be " whatever is given for the love of

I Doyle 0. Lynn 8. Boston R. Co.,118 llasa 197 (1575),

mass, Gray, 0. J.

' Alien u. Duflle, 45 Mich. 7 (188)). Cooley, J.

‘Owens 1:. Missionary Society, 14 N. Y. 885, 889, 397,

as (1&'»tb. Beiden, J. See also Baptist Association v.

Hart. 4 Wheat. 2, 2'? (1819); ib., App. 1; 17 How. 151-52,

155:‘) Ves. N05; 80 Ken. 685; 2 Bi. Com. 278; 28tory,

F4 54 1180-89.

' Parin v. Carey, 24 How. 494 (1860), Wayne, J,

I Kain u. Gibboney, 101 U. 8. 866 (1879), Strong. J.

 

God, or for the love of your neighbor, in the catholic

and universal sense — given for these motives, and to

these ends — free from the stain or ta-int of every con

sideration that is personal, private and selfish; " and

this definition was approved in Price‘: Case, 28th Pa.

ante. A more concise and practical rule is that of

Lord Camden, adopted by Chancellor Kent, by Lord

Lyndhurst, and by the Supreme Court of the United

States —“A gift to a general public use, which ex

tends to the poor as well as the rich." Jones v. Will

iams, Ambl. 652(11'67); Coggeshall v. Pelton, 7 Johns.

Ch. 29-1 (1828); Mitford Y. Reynolds, 1 Phil. Ch. 191

(18-12); Perin v. Carey, 24 How. 1506 (1860).'

A charity, in the legal sense, may be more

fully defined as a gift, to be applied consist

ently with existing laws, for the benefit of

an indefinite number of persons, either by

bringing their minds or hearts under the in

fluence of education or religion, by relieving

their bodies from disease, suffering, or con

straint, by assisting them to establish them

selves in life, or by creating or maintaining

public buildings or works, or otherwise less

ening the burdens of government.1

It is immaterial whether the purpose is called

“charitable" in the gift itself, if it is so described as

to show that it is charitable in its nature ‘

A testator must be taken to have used the word

“charitable " in its legal sense.I

The statute of Elizabeth is the principal source of

legal charltiea,— has become the general rule of char

ities. The signification of the word is chiefly derived

from it, and not from the popular understanding of

“good affection " between men, nor of relief of the

poor.I

That statute names as distinct charities: l, nelief of _

the aged, impotent, and poor; 2, maintenance of sick

and maimed soldiers and mariners; 3, schools of

learning; 4, free schools; 5, scholars in the universi

ties; 6, houses of correction; 7, repair of bridges,

ports, havens, causeways, churches, sea-banks. high

ways; 8, the education and preferment of orphans;

9, marriage of poor maids; 10, support and help of

young tradesmen, handlcraftsmen, and persons de

cayed; 11, relief and redemption of prisoners or cap

tives; 12, aid of the poor in paying taxes; 13. setting

out Oi’ soldiers.‘

These chafitiesare but instances under three gen

eral classes: l, relief and assistance of the poor and

needy; 2, promotion of education; 8, maintenance of

public buildings and works. The inquiry in each case

1 Jackson 11. Phillips, 14 Allen, 555-66 (1867), (jray, J.

See also Detwiiler v. Hartman. 37 N. J. E. 353 (1883);

White v. Ditson, 140 Mass. 352 (1885); Humane Society

v. Boston, 14:! 111.27 (1886). Definitions collected, Prot

estant Episcopal Education Society 0. Churclnnan,

8) Va. 7112-68 (1886).

I Howe v. Wilson, 91 Mo. 49 (1886).

ITown of Hamden v. Rice, 21 Conn ‘$55 (IP56),

Ellmworth, J.

‘ Ould v. Washington Hospital, 93 U. 8. 80941 (18771

Bwayne, J.
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is: is the purpose of the gift within the principle and

reason of the statute, although not expressly named

in it‘

Gifts for repairing a church, for building an organ

gallery, for erecting and maintaining a parsonage, for

_ the worship of God, for the advancement of Christian

ity, for the benefit of ministers of the gospel, have

been held to be valid charities.’

The statute of Elizabeth was simply remedial and

ancillary to the common law.’ Courts of equity had,

and still have, an original and inherent common-law

jurisdiction over charities, except in a few States, as

in Maryland, North Carolina, and Virginia.‘

While the provisions of the statute of Elizabeth

have been re-enacted in some States, in others new

purposes have been enumerated. In Connecticut, the

District of Columbia, Maryland, New York, North

Carolina, and Virginia, the statute seems to have been

repudiated; in Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky,

Massachusetts, Rhode island, Vermont, and in some

other States, it is still in force.‘

A good charitable use is “public," not in

the sense that it must be executed openly

and ‘in public, but in the sense of being so

general and indefinite in its objects as to be

deemed of common and public benefit. Each

individual benefited may be private, and

the charity may be distributed in private and

by a private band. Opposed is a "private

charity: ” not a public or general charity, in

view of the statute of Elizabeth or of a court

of chancery, but an association for the mut

ual benefit of the contributors and of no

others. Such a case wants the essential ele

ment oi‘- indefiniteness in the immediate

objects, if not that of gratuity in the contri

bution.''

A charitable use is essentially shifting. When a

trust defines the beneficiaries with certainty, it is

rather private than public. “Charity begins where

uncertainty of the beneficiaries begins.“ '

When private property is appropriated to the sup

 

1Jackson v. Phillips, 14 Allen, 551 (1867), cases,

Gray, J.

' Bishop's Residence 00. v. Hudson, 91 Mo. 67!! (1887),

cases.

‘Ould 0. Washington Hospital, ante.

‘Kain v. Gibboney, Ould 1:. Hospital, ante; Vidal

u. Girard‘s Executors, 2 How. 155 (1844); Howe v. Wil

wn,91l)1o. 40 (1886), cases; so Va. m; 107 U. s. 167. ’

‘See 1 Bouviar, 304, cases.

'Saltonstall v. Sanders, 11 Allen, 456, 464 (1865),

cases, Gray, J. See also Jones v. Habersham, 107

U. S. 174 (1882), cases; s. c. 8 Woods, 443; Beckwlth v.

The Rector, 69 Ga. 569 (1882); De Wolf u. Lawson, 61

Wis. 480 (1884); Protestant Epis. Education Society 0.

Churchman, 80 Va. 718 (1885); Kent 1:. Dunham, 142

Mass. 2113, ‘E18 (1886).

' Dodge v. Williams, 46 Wis. 98, 91-108 (1882), cases.

Ryan, C. J.; Fontain v. Ravenei. 17 How. 884 (1864).

port of education for the benefit of the public without

any view to profit, it constitutes a charity which is

purely public.‘

Trusts for public charitable purposes mus’ be for

the benefit of an indefinite number of persons; ‘or, if

all the beneficiaries are personally designated. the

trust lacks the element of indefiniteness, which is one

characteristic of a legal charity. if the founder de

scribes the general nature of the trust, he may leave

the details of its administration to be settled by trust

ees under the superintendence of a court of chn.ncery.'

If the general object of a bequest is pointed out, or

if the testator has provided a means of doing so by

the appointment of trustees with that power, the gift

will be treated as suiflciently definite for judicial

cognizance.‘

When a charitable trust has been fully constituted,

and the funds have passed intothe hands of the in

stitution or organization intended for its administra

tion, the court of chancery becomes its legal guardian

and protector, and will take care that the objects of

the trust are duly pursued, and the funds rightfully

appropriated. But where contributions to a charity

are proposed to be made upon certain express condi

tions, the rights of the donors stand upon contract;

and if the conditions are not performed, their obligu

tion to contribute is discharged.‘

A devise to a corporation in favor of a charity is

valid.I

There is no implication. in such case, that the cor

poration is of a “religious “ nature.‘

Where there is a valid devise to a corporation in

trust for charitable purposes, the sovereign may en

force the execution of the trust, by changing the 5;}.

ministrator, if the corporation be dissolved, or, if

not, by modifying and enlarging its franchises, pro

vided the trust be not perverted, and no wrong he

done to the beueficiarles.'

Equity will not enforce a trust whose object is the

propagation of atheism, infidelity, immorality, or hos

tility to the existing forms of government.‘

The essentials to a valid charity are: ability in the

donor; capacity in the donee; an instrument or means

whereby it is given; a thing to be given; ' a legal pun

pose; a, gift not absolute, but available through the

medium of a trust.‘

Equity will not administer a foreign charity, unless

it be valid under the laws of both States. and the

 

1 Gerke v. Archbishop Purcell, 250hio St. 847, S48

(1874), White, J.

' Russell u. Allen, 107 U. S. 167 (1883), cases. Gray, .1.;

American Academy of Arts v. Harvard College, 19

Gray, 596 (1832), Shaw, C. J.

I Howe v. Wilson, 91 Mo. 52 (1886), Black, J. Seealgo

Webster v. Morris, 66 \\‘is. 366 (1886).

l Printing House v. Trustees. i0i U. B. 727 (1881),

Bradley, J.

'Perin v. Carey, Vidal v. Girard‘s Executors, ants.

' De Wolf 1:. Lawson, 61 Wis. 480 (1884).

’ Gi.rard‘s Executors v. Philadelphia, 7 Wall. 14-15

(1868); Philadelphia 1:. Fox. 64 Pa. 182 (1870).

' Manners v. Library Company, 98 Pa. 178 08$),

cases; Jones v. Habersham, 107 U. S. 189 (1882), cases

' Owens v. Missionary Society, 14 N. Y. 886 (1866).
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trustee has capacity to receive and carry out the

rust.‘

By the law of England. before the statute of Eliza

beth. and by the law of this country at the present

day (except where restricted by statute or decision, 88

in Virginia. Maryland. and New York). trusts for pub

lic charitable purposes are upheld under circum

stances us to which private trusts would fail. Being

for objects of permanent interest and benefit to the

public. they may be perpetual in their duration; and

the instruments creating them should be so construed

as to give them effect it possible. and to carry out the

general intention oi’ the donor. when clearly mani

fested. even if the particular form and manner pointed

out by him cannot be followed.I

Board of charities. A board of public charities.

in several of the States. is a body of commissioners,

appointed by the governor of each State (possibly by

and with the consent of one of the houses of the legis

lature). and charged with the duty of ‘examining into

the condition of all charitable. reiormatory or cor

rectional institutions in the State; having regard. in

particular. to the methods of government and instruc

tion. the oiiicial conduct of trustees or otilcers. the

finances. buildings. etc.

See Axrmcss; Assocurrxos. 8; Bxslvouzscl;

C! Pan; l.\'n|on"r; Lmscr; Mansnsa. 2; Manslts;

Mos-rum: Pao-rurrurr; Sunscruas. 2; Vmrr. 2.

CHART. As used in the copyright law,

does not include sheets of paper exhibiting

tabulated or methodically arranged informa

tion.

In the Copyright Act of 1790. where the word was

lint used. a chart was a marine map, as is shown by

all the dictionaries of the time. A definition covering

such a sheet of paper was introduced into \\'orcester‘s

dictionary in lB€~i. and into Webster's in 1865. The

word. in the present act. is separated from the word

“ book." and kept with the word “map” and other

words of artistic import. thus showing an intention to

continue its use in the sense 01’ a chart of the class

of maps. and other works of art.‘ See Corrmoar.

Compare liar.

CHABTA. L Paper; a writing; a

charter. See lilsoss Cnsars; Orr-1c1ss=

Case-raaon.

CHARTER. 1. A deed is sometimes

called a charter from its materials.4 See

Cnsars.

Charter-land. Land held by deed under

certain rents and free services; book-land.

Opposed. folio-land; which was held by an

assurance in writing.‘ See‘Msuon.

I Taylor v. Trustees of Bryn liiawr College. 84

N. J. I-L I01 (18b.). cases: 13 Rep. 20.

‘Busch v. Allen. ante; 18 Wall. ‘Pd. See generally

B Cent. IAW J. 864-68 (1886). cases.

‘Taylor v. Gilman. 24 F. R 688-84 (1885). cases.

Wheeler. J.

1 2 Bl. Com. M

I 2 Bl. Com. 90.
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Charter-party. A contract by which the

owner lets his vessel to another for freight.1

A contract by which an entire ship, or some

principal part thereof, is let to a merchant

for the conveyance of goods on a determined

voyage to one or more places.I

All contracts under seal were anciently called

“ charters," and divided into two parts. one for each

party. Whence charta-partita: awriting divided;

like an indenture (q. v.) at common law.‘

Charterer. He who hires a vessel under

a “charter-party.” Charter-money. The

sum agreed to be paid for the use of the

vessel.

Charge of navigating the vessel may be retained by

the owner or assumed by the hirer.

The contract is generally effected through a broker

acting for the ship-owner.

A ship thus chartered is opposed to a " general

ship."

The instrument is not usually under seal. it names

the vowel. master. and contract parties; and specifies

the tonnage. the times and places for loading and dis

charge. the charter-money. and the allowance for

delay. lt isa commercial instrument. subject to the

rules applicable to other commercial contracts It is

to be construed liberally. in agreement with the inten

tion ol.' the parties. the usages of trade in general and

of the particular trade.‘

An action in rem cannot be maintained for the

_breach of a chartenparty when the voyage was not

undertaken. and no part of the cargo delivered on

board.I

Soe Dsrscr; DXSPATCB; Farrow; Lsnmo. Bill of;

San.

2. The primary meaning — a deed or sealed

instrument—is obsolete. Used alone, the

word now refers to certain instruments

which emanate from government, in the

nature of letters-patent.‘

The king's grants. whether of lands. honors. liber

ties. franchises. or auglit besides. are contained in

charters or letters-patent,’ q. U.

Charter of incorporation. The instru

ment evidencing the act of a legislature.

governor, court. or other authorized depart

ment or person, by which a corporation is or

was created.

The charter of a private corporation. duly ac

cepted. is an executed contract. it is construed

 

1 Spring 0. Gray, 6 Pet. 164 (1832). Marshall, C. J.

'Vandewater v. Mills. 19 How. 91 (1856). Grier. J.;

Ward 1:. Thompson. 22 id. 888 (1859).

' 2 Kent. 9301.

'Lowber v. Bangs. 2 Wall. 744 (1864); 118 U. B. 0:

115 id. 353.

‘The Missouri. 80 F. K 884 (1887). can

‘See 1 Story. Coast. 5 161.

'2 Bl. Com. 846; 1 id. 108. 471
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rrictly, against the corporation, and in favor of the

public. Nothing passes but what is granted in explicit

terms. The charter of a municipal corporation is not

a contract.I

The charter of a bank is a franchise, and not tax

able if a fair price has been paid for it and accepted

in lieu of taxation. No power of sovereignty will be

held to be surrendered, unless expressed in terms too

plain to be mistaken.‘

A power reserved by the legislature to alter, amend,

or repeal a charter authorizes it to make any altera

tion or amendment of a charter, granted subject to

such power, which will not defeat or substantially

impair the object of the grant or of any right vested

under it, and which the legislature may deem neces

sary for securing either that object or a public right.‘

To “create " I charter is to make one which never

existed before. To “renew " a charter is to give a

new existence to one which has been forfeited, or

which has lost its vitality by lapse of time. To “ex

tend“ a charter is to give one which now exists

greater or longer time in which to operate than that to

which it was originally limited.‘

it is a well settled rule of construction of grants to

corporations, whether public or private, that only such

powers and rights can be exercised under them as are

clearly comprehended within the words of the act or

derived therefrom by necessary implication, regard

being had to the objects of the grant. Any ambiguity

 

I Dartmouth College 0. Woodward, 4 Wheat. 518, 624

(1819), Marshall, C. J.; ib. 708, 712, Story, J.

‘Jeflerson Branch Bank v. Skelly, 1 Black, 446 (1861);

Thomas v. West Jersey R. Co., 101 U. B. 82 (1879).

‘Close 0. Glenwood Cemetery, 10? U. S. 476 (1882),

cases, Gray, J. See also Union Passenger Ky. 00. 1:.

Philadelphia, 101 id. 589-40(1879); Spring Valley Water

Works 0. Schottler, 110 id. 852-58 (1&%~i); County of

Santa Clara 1!. South. Pacific R. C0.,18 F. R. -iU6~8 (1888).

Although an attempt to shake or limit the conclusion

reached in the Dartmouth College Case was made in

Bank of Toledo 0. Toledo, 1 Ohio St. 622 (1863), and in

other cases at about the same time, the doctrine was

re-asserted and even generalized and extended by the

Supreme Court in Piqua Branch 11. Knoop, 16 How. 869

(1833); Dodge 11. Wooisey, 18 How. 831 (1555), and cases,

ib. 380, 884. Much space would be needed for expound~

ing the decisions which have applied the doctrine, and

for tracing ii! application to different kinds of char

ters. To do so is the less necessary because the legis

latures have become accustomed to grant charters

subject to a general reserved power to alter or repeal

them. There are. no doubt, a few corporations char

tered before 1819, and some created since, without res’

ervatlon of such power, which are independent of leg

islative changes made without their assent; but the

great mass of private corporations new active are sub

ject to a right reserved to the legislature to make

changes. Addison, Contr. '2, Am. ed., A. & W. (1888),

note. See also New Orleans 11. Great Southern Tei.,

kc. Co., Sup. Ct La. (Feb. 23, 1888): 26 Cent. Law J. $3;

ib.M (1888), cases.

‘Moors v. Mayor, &c. of Reading, 21 Pa. 201 (1858),

Black, C. J.

or doubt arising out of the terms used by the legit

lnture must be resolved in favor of the public.‘ '

See CORPORATION; Fvxnaumu; lnrun;

som; ULTRA Vnms.

CHASE. See Gum, 1.

CHASTE. Actually pure as to conduct

and principle; virtuous.

Chaste character.

moral purity. -

Refers not to reputation but to moral

qualities—to what a person really is.‘

Actual personal virtue—-actually chaste

and pure in conduct and principle.

Applies to one who, having fallen, has subsequently

reformed and become chaste.‘

Although a female, from ignorance or other cause,

may have so low a standard of propriety as to commit

or permit indehcate acts or familiarities, yet, if she

have enough of the sense of virtue that she would not

surrender her person, unless seduced to do so under I

promise of marriage. she cannot be said to be awornan

of “ unchaste character" within the meaning of a stat

ute punishing seduction under a promise of marriage.‘

Chastity. The virtue which prevents un

lawful sexual commerce.

Oflenses against chastity are: fornication, adultery,

incest. seduction, lascivious carriage, keeping or fre

quenting houses of prostitution, bigamy, marrying the

husband or wife of another, obscene libels, sodomy,

bestiality.

Solicitation of chastity. Inviting another

to commit adultery or fornication.

Asolicitation is not an attempt Until some fon

hidden overt act is committed, the law will not detect

and punish the intent. The contrary rule would be

impracticable.‘

Charges of unchaste conduct are seldom made in

direct words; usually by insinuation. However made,

they are slanderous when they convey to the mind of

the hearers the meaning that the person in question is

unchaste.‘

See Arrsxrr; Ban, 1; Palrriml, Pudicitiaa.

CHATTEL. Things personal include not

only things movable, but something more:

the whole of which is comprehended under

the general name of “ chattels,” which Coke

says is a French word signifying goods

from the technical Latin catalla, which

meant, primarily, beasts of husbandry, and,

Ram

Personal virtue;

 

1 Minturn 1:. Lame,‘ 2i How. 486 (1869), Nelson, J.; 76

Va. 901; 77 id. 219. _

‘ [State v. Carrou, 18 Iowa, 873-76 (1865), cases; State

v. Prlzer, 49 id. 532 (1878); 5 id. 391; 59 id. 636; 70 id. 45‘;

28 Minn. 52.

‘ Carpenter 1:. People, 8 Barb. 606-9 (1850).

‘ State v. Brinlthaus. 84 Minn. 2815 (1885), Mitchell, J.

‘ Smith v. Commonwealth, 54 Pa. 211-14 (1857), cases;

14 id. 236; 7 Conn. 2?0; 1Biah. Cr. L. i 767.

‘ Kedrollvansky v. Niebaum, 70 Cal. 218 (1888).
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secondarily, all movables in general. In

Normandy, a chattel stood opposed to a fief

or feud.l See further Csrrns.

Any species of property not real estate or

freehold.I

Chattel personal. Chattels personal are,

strictly, things movable: which may be an

nexed to or attendant on the person of the

owner, and carried about yvith him from one

part of the world to another.‘

Such are animals, household stuff, money, jewels,

grain, garments, and everything else that can be put

in motion and transferred from place toplace; I also,

(theses in action; and slaves were.

Chattel real. Chattels real, says Coke,

are such as concern, or savor of, the realty;

as, terms for years of land, estates by a stat

ute-merchant, statute-staple, or the like.

These are called real chattels, as being interests

Issuing out of, or annexed to, real estate: of which

they have one quality, viz, immobility, which denom

inates them “ real; " but want the other, viz., a shill

clent, legal, indeterminate duration; and this want it

is that constitutes them “ chattels.“ The utmost period

for which they can last is fixed and determinate, either

for a space of time certain, or till a particular sum of

money be raised out of a particular income; so that

they are not equal, in law, to the lowest estate of free

hold,— a lease for nnother's life.‘

See Fixrras; Goons; Monroaoa; Paorsarr; SAL!

CH.AUD-MLEDLEY. See MEDLEY.

CHEAT.5 Cheats which are punishable

at common law may be described to be de

ceitful practices in defrauding or endeavor

ingto defraud another of his known rights

by means of some artful device, contrary to

the plain rules of common honesty.‘I

Many acts which would be denounced as cheats by

the principles of morality are not legally cheats7

To " cheat and defraud " does not necessarily im

port the commission of an indictable offense. There

fore. in charging a conspiracy to cheat and defraud,

the means proposed must be set out, for the informa

tion of the court and of the defendant.‘

A chest or fraud, indictable at common law, must

be web as would aflect the public, such as com

 

‘ [2 Bl. Com. 835-86; 19 I11. 554; 18 Johns. '94.

I 2 Rent, 842.

' 2 BL Com. 887.

'2 BL Com. 386. See insurance Co. v. Haven, 95

U. 8. 251 (1817); liyatt v. Vincennes Nat Bank, 118 id.

(L5 (i885); Putnam v. Westcott, 19 Johns. '76 (1821);

I Rent. 342.

' F. udwoi: from fraud used by lords of manors to

procure eacheats.

' Hawkins, Pl. Cr., 1). 1, c. 23, § 1.

' See People v. Miller, 1-l Johns. '87? (1617).

' Commonwealth ti. Wallace, 16 Gray, 228 (1860),

Dewey. J

rnon prudence cannot guard against: ss,using false

weights and measures (q. v.), or false tokens (q. 11.), or

where there is a conspiracy to cheat.‘

Technically, the offense is “false pretenses."

Spoken of one in relation to his vocation, the word ll

defamatory and actionable.‘

See Covm; Dscsrr; Pasrsssns; Swmou.

CHECK.8 An order on a bank to pay the

holder a sum of money at the bank, on pre

sentment of the order and demand of the

money.‘

A draft or order upon a bank or banking

house. purporting to be drawn upon a deposit

of funds for the payment at all events of a

certain sum of money to a certain person

therein named, or to him or his order, or to

the bearer, and payable instantly on demand.5

When accepted, ltis an appropriation of so much

money of the drawer in the hands of the drawee to

the payment of an admitted liability on the part of

the drawer. The drawer must have an account with

the bank, and, perhaps, money on deposit‘

The payee of a check, before it is accepted by the

drawee. cannot maintain an action upon it against the

latter, as there is no prlvity of contract between

them.’

A check is not an inland bill of exchange, though

like it. Unlike a bill, it is drawn upon a bank or

banker and against funds on deposit; acceptance of it

stops denial of funds; no grace is allowed on it; it is

not due until payment is demanded; the drawer is not

discharged by inches in the holder in presenting it for

payment, except to the extent of injury done him;

and the death of the drawer rescinds authority in the

bank to pay the check. in other respects checks are

governed by the rules applicable to inland hills of ex

change and promissory notes. When drawn outside

of the State in which the bank is located. they are like

foreign bills of exchange."

A check is to be presented or lndorsed over to an

other holder within such time as is reasonable, taking

into view all the circumstances of the case. The holder

1 Rex u. Wheatly, 2 Burr. 11?? (1760), Mansfield, C.-1.;

BB1. Com. l66. See 7 Johns.‘-‘$0l; l‘.’ id. ‘Z393; H id.

‘$372.

' Heard, Lib. & Sl. §i 16, 46; 6 Cush. 185; 5 Wend.

263; 2 Pa. 181'.

' Mid. E. chek, a stop: F. eochec. a “ check at chess

play." Cheque is from exchequer, and erroneous,

Skent; Webster.

* [Bullard v. Randall, 1 Gray, 606 user), Shaw, 0. J_;

10 Oreg. 35.

‘ 2 Daniel, Neg. Inst. 5 1506 (1879): 28 Gratt. l70.

‘See hlerchs-nts' Nat. Bank v. State Nat. Bank, 10

Wall. 647-48 (1870), cases; Espy 0. Bank of Cincinnati,

18 id. 604, 619-2) (1878); Gordon 1:. Mllchler, 3-! La. An

(KM (1881); 12 Rep. 514.

" First Nat. Bank of Washington 1;. Whitman, 94 U. 8

8-13-47 (1876), cases; 100 id. 689.

I Re Brown, :2 Story, 518 (188); Merchants‘ Bank 0.

State Bank, Espy v. Bank, supra,‘ Levy u. Lacledo

Bank, 18 F. B. 198 (1888).
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an sue the drawer, if payment is refused; and the‘

drawer, in such case, has aasumpsii against the bank

for breach of contract. The holder cannot sue the

bank.l 7

Checks, regular upon their face, pass as money.‘

A bank is not bound to take notice of memoranda and

figures on the margin of a check, which a deposiior

places there merely for his own convenience, to pre

serve information for his own benefit; and in such

case, the memoranda and figures are not a notice to

the bank that the particular check is to be paid only

from a particular fund. 80, too. it mark on a deposit

ticket, ii’ intended to require a particular deposit to be

kept separate from other deposits, must be in the

shape of a plain direction, else such a duty will not

be imposed on the bank '

Certified check. Acheck inarked “good”

by the banker.

implies that there are funds in the bank

with which to pay it, that the same are set

apart for its satisfaction, and that they will

be so applied when the check is presented for

payment.4

The act of certifying is equivalent to an accept

ance of the check. The object is to enable the holder

to use the check as money. The bank charges the

check to the account of the drawer; credits it in acer

tified check account; and, when paid, debits that ac

count with the amount. The bank thus becomes the

debtor of the holder.‘

Memorandum check. A check having

" Memorandum " or “ Mom." written across

its face.

A memorandum of indebtedness given by a bor

rower. In the hands of a third person, for value, has

the force of a check without restriction.‘

The check takes the place of a nots,as for a tem

porary loan. It is not designed to be presented at

bank, but is for redemption at the time agreed upon.l

Raised check. A check increased in the

amount for which it was drawn. by fraudu

lent alteration, q. 2;.

When money has been been paid upon a raised

check by mistake, neither party being in fault, it may

be recovered as paid without consideration. if neither

party’s negligence caused the injury the holder must

hour the loss. When a person sends such paper to the

bank upon which ft is drawn, for information, the bank

 

I Bank of the Republic o. Millard. 10 Wall. 156 (1869).

See generally 20 Cent. Law J. 839-42 (1888), cases.

' Poorman v. Woodward, 21 How. 275 (1858); Downey

v. Hicks. 1-i id. %9 (1852).

' State Nat. Bank of Springfield v. Dodge. 124 U. 8.

M6 (1888). Blatchford, J.

' Merchants‘ Bank 0. State Bank, Espy v. Bank,

Bank v. Whitman, ante,‘ Bank of British North Amen

Ice, 91 N. Y. 110 (1888).

‘Story, Prom. Notes, 5 499; 10 Pick. 585; 82 N. J. L

90; 11 Paige, 1112.

‘See Tnrnbull v. Osborne, 12 Abh. Pr. Ni-7 (1872),

is presumed to know the drawer‘: signature and the

state of his account. Unless the attention of the bank

officer is directed beyond these two matters. his re

sponse that the check is good will be limited to them,

and will not be extended to the genuineness of the

‘filling-in or of the check as to the payee or the

amount.I

See Bn¢l,2; Casnrcs; Dsrosrr, 2; Dorwrro, hiortis,

sic; i\‘|-:co-rusuz; Oans-.s, 1. '

CHEESE. See Onnonanoanrsa;

men. 2.

Po

CHEMISTRY. See Conomm; Exrsnr;_

Psocsss, 2.

CHICKEN. See ANIMAL; Dames-M

ANT; CRUELTY, 8; Nmsanca; Tnmrass;

WORRY. .

CHIEF.’ The head: principal; leading;

above, higher, or preceding another or others.

Compare PRIMARY.

Chief Executive. The President of the

United States. See Passmsrrr.

Chief justice. The presiding judge of a

court of errors and appeals. See further

JUDGE.

In chief. A shortened form of the phrase

“examination in chief: " the first examina

tion of a. witness by the party who calls him;

the direct examination of a witness.I See

Exmmanon, 9.

Tenant in chief. See FEUD.

CIIELD. 1. An infant—in the popular

senses. See Asarmon, 2 (2); ABORTION;

CURTHSY; Varrrnn.

2. One of tender years; a young person;

a youth. See CBUELTY, 2; INFANT; SERVI

TUDE, 1, Involuntary.

3. A legitimate descendant in the first de

gree.

4. A legitimate descehdant in any degree;

but, in this case, "children" is the word

used; offspring, issue or descendants gener

ally.

In common parlance, “ children " does not include

any other than the immediate descendants in the first

degree of the ancestor. But it may include others, as

where it appears from a will that there are no other

persons in existence who will answer the description

of children except descendants of a degree rsmoter

than the iirst; or, where there could not be any of the

first degree at the time or in the event contemplated

by the testator; or where he has shown by other

words that he used the word “children " as synony

mous with descendants, or issue, or to denugnate or

 

I Espy v. Bank of Cincinnati, 18 Wall. 601, 619 (1853).

' F. chef, head, top.

'1 Grecnl. Ev. $446.
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lncludc illegitimate offspring, grandchildren, or step

children. But, ordinarily, the reference is to descend

ants in the first degree 0nly.l

The word is generally a word of purchase; but not

so in the case of a grantjn the present tenseto a man

and his children, he having no child, as in lVil(i'|

Car.‘ _

While the word " children " will include a grand

child.‘ the presumption of law is against such con

It-ructlon.'

The word itself intends only legitimate children '

Children become emancipated at twenty-one.

Their duties to their parents arise out of natural jus

Gioe. and compensation. At common law theyare not

bound to support an infirm or indigent parent; but

ot.herwise.now, by statute. They may defend the

plrenfs person, but may not commit crime at his

command.‘

In a contest for the possession of a child, the wel

fare of the child is the controlling consideration. The

father will be given the custody of it, unless he is

shown to be unfit or incompetent for that cities, or

unless the welfare of the child demandsa different

disposition‘

800 further Anon, 8; Aoa; Aonzrr; Basnan; Da

ICIXDANT; Din, Without, etc; FAMILY; Ham; lsranr;

lasts. 5; Nana. i; Nsouonscm Oarnax; PARENT;

Pam, Pnrtus. etc.; Pnsrrrcrrr; Russ; Snax.un‘s

Cass: Wrrrrlss.

CHINA, DECORATED. See PAINTING.

CIHITESE. See BURIAL; CITIZEN; Com

mon: LAUNDRIBS; Pomcv, 2; Quan

rnnz, 2; RIGHT, Civil Rights Act; TREATY;

\\'mm

The Bnrlingama treaty of July 28, 1868, do

clares. Art. 6. that " Chinese subjects visiting or resid

ing in the United States. shall enjoy the same privi

leges. immunities, and exemptions in respect to travel

and residence. as may be enjoyed by the cltinens or

subjects of the most favored nation," and, recipro

<ally. as tocitizcns of the United States in China.

Appeals from the Pacific coast induced the Govern

ment to request a modification of the treaty. This re

suited in the supplemental treaty of November

17, 1880, the first article of which provides that

" whenever in the opinion of the government of the
 

I See Diowatt v. Carow, 7 Paige, 839 (1838), Walworth,

Ch. ; Palmer 1:. Horn. 81 N. Y. 520-21 (1881); lngraham

u. Meade, 8 Wall. Jr. 42 (1865); Rogers v. Weller, 5

Biaa 168 (X870); Feit v. Vnnatta, 21 N. J. E. Bi (1870);
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United States, the _coming of Chinese laborers to the

United States, or their residence therein, affects or

threatens to aflect the interests of that country, or to

endanger the good order of the said country or of any

locality within the territory thereof, the government of

China agrees that the government of the United States

may regulate, limit or suspend such coming or resi

dence, but may not absolutely prohibit it. The limitap

tion or suspension may be reasonable and shall apply

only to Chinese who may go to the United States as

laborers . and immigrants shall not be subject to

personal maltreatment or abuse; “ and the second

article of which provides that “ Chinese subjects,

whether proceeding to the United States as teachers.

students, merchants, or from curiosity, together with

their body and household servants, and Chinese labor~

ers who are now in the United States. shall be allowed

to go and come of their own free will and accord, and

shall be accorded all the rights. privileges, immunities,

and exemptions which are accorded to the citizens

and subjects of the most favored natlon." I

The act of May 6, 1882, c. 136 (22 St. 1;. 58), en

titled “ An act to execute certain stipulations relating

to Chinese," as amended by the act of July 5,

1884, e. no (28 St L. 115) — the words in italics being

introduced by the act of 1884, while those in brackets

were in the act of 1882, but were stricken out by tho

amendatory act —- provides as follows:

Whereas, in the opinion of the government of the

United States, the coming of Chinese laborers to this

country endangers the good order of certain localities

within the territory thereof, therefore be enacted,

Section 1. That from and after the [expiration of

ninety days next after the] passage of this act, and

until the expiration of ten years. the coming of Chi

nese laboremto the United States be, and the same is

hereby, suspended; and during such suspension it shall

not be lawful for any Chinese laborer to come from

any foreign port or place, or. havingso come, [after

the expiration of said ninety days,] to remain within

the United States.

See. 2. The master of any vessel who shall Know

ingly bring within the United States on such vessel and

land, orattempt to land, or permit to he landed. any

Chinese laborer. from any foreign place, shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor. and, on conviction

thereof, shall be punished by a fine of not more than

five hundred dollars for each and every laborer so

brought, and may aim be imprisoned for a term not

exceeding one year.

Sec. 8. The foregoing sections shall not apply to

Chinese laborers who were in the United States on the

17th of November, 1880. or who shall have come into

the same before the expiration of ninety days next

after the passage of the act to which this act in

amcvtdafory, nor shall said sections apply to laborers,

[and] who shall produce to such master before going

on board such vessel, and to the collector of the port

at which such vessel shall arrive. the evidence herein

after required of his being one of the laborers in this

section mentioned; nor shall the foregoing sections
 

ISec Treaty of 1863, 16 St. L. 739; 'heaty of 1880, 22

St L. 826; Heong v. United States, 112 U. S. 536, 518

(1884); Act 188i, lb. 543', 194 id. 627.
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apply to the case of any master whose vessel, being

bound to a port not within the United States, shall

come within the jurisdiction of the United States by

reason of being in distress or in stress of weather, or

touching at a port on its voyage to any foreign port or

place: provided that all laborers brought on such ves

sel shall not be permitted to land crcept in case of

absolute necessity, and must depart with the vessel on

leaving port.

Sec. 4. For the purpose of properly identifying

Chinese laborers who were in the United States on the

17th of November, 1860, or who shall have come into

the same before the expiration of ninety days next

after the passage of the act to which this act is

dmendatory, and in order to furnish them with the

proper evidence of their right to go from and come

to the United States, [of their free will and nccord,]

saprovided by the said act and the treaty between

the United States and China dated November 17,

1880, the collector of customs of the district from

which any such laborer shall depart from the United

States shall, in person or by deputy, go on board each

vessel having on board any such laborer, and cleared

or about to sail from his district for aforeign port, and

on such vessel make a list of all such laborers, which

shall be entered in registry books kept for that purpose,

in which shall be stated the individual, family, and

tribal name in full, the age, occupation, when and

where followed, last place of residence, physical marks

or peculiarities, and all facts necessary for the identifi

cation ot each of such laborers, which books shall be

safely kept in the custom-house; and every such

laborer so departing from the United States shall be

entitled to, and shall receive, free of any charge or

cost, upon application therefor, from the collector, or

hls deputy in the name of said collector, and attested

by said collector's seal of ofllce, at the time such list

is taken, a certificate, signed by the collector or his

deputy, and attested by his seal of oflice. in such form

as the secretary of the treasury shall prescribe, which

certificate shall contain a statement of the in

dividual, family, and tribal name in full, age, 00

cupation, when and where followed, [last place of

residence, personal description, and facts of iden

tiflcation,] of the laborer to whom the certiilcnte is

issued, corresponding with the said list and registry

in all particulars. In case any laborer, after having

received such certificate, shall leave such vessel be

fore her departure, he shall deliver his certificate to

the master of the vessel, and, if such laborer shall fall

to return to such vessel before her departure from

port. the certificate shall be delivered by the master

to the collector of customs for cancellation. The cer

tificate herein provided for shall entitle the laborer to

whom the same is issued to return to and reenter the

United States upon producing and delivering the same

to the collector of customs of the district at which

such laborer shall seek to reenter; and said certificate

shall be the only evidence permissible to establish his

right‘ of re-entry; and upon [delivery] delivering of

such certificate by such laborer to the collector of

customs at the time of reentry, said collector shall

cause the same to be tiled in the customhouse and

duly canceled.

Sec. 6. Any Chinese laborer mentioned in section
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four being in and desiring to depart from the United

States by land, shall have the right to demand and re

ceive, tree of charge or cost, a certificate of identifica

tion similar to that provided for in section four to be

issued to such laborers as may desire to leave the

Uhited States by water; and it is hereby made the

duty of the collector of customs of the district next

adjoining the foreign country to which said laborer

desires to go to issue such certificate, free of charge

or cost, upon application by such laborer, and to enter

the same upon registry books kept as provided for in

section four.

Sec. 6. In order to the faithful execution of [arti

cles one and two of the treaty in] the provilrionl of this

act, [before mentioned,] every Chinese person other

than a laborer, who may be entitled by said treaty

[and] or this act to come within the United States, and

who shall be about to come to the United States, shall

obtain the permission ofand be identified asso entitled

by the Chinese government, or of such, other foreign

government of which at the time such person shall be

a subject, in each case, [such identity] to be evidenced

by acertificate issued [under the authority of said]

by such government, which certificate shall be in the

English language, [or, if not, accompanied by a trans

lation into English, stating such rightto come,] and

shall show such pernu'ssion., with the name of the per

mitted person in his or her proper signature, and

which certificate shall state the individual, family,

and tribal name in full, title or ofiicial rank, if any,

the age, height, and all physical peculiarities, former

and present occupation or profession, when and where

and how long pursued, and place of residence [in

China] of the person to whom the certificate is issued,

and that such person is entitled [conformably to the

treaty in] by this act [mentioned] to come within the

United States. If the person so applying fora certifi

cate shall be a merchant, said certificate shall, in

addition to above requirements, state the nature,

character, and estimated value of the business carried

on by him prior to and at the time of his application

as aforesaid,‘ Provided, That nothing in this act, nor

in said treaty, shall be construed asembracing within

the meaning of the word “ merchant " huckste-rs, ped

dlers, or those engaged in taking, drying, orotherwiac

preserving shell or other fish for home consumption

or exportation. If the certificate be soughtfor the pur

pose of travel for curiosity, it shall also state whether

the applicant intends to pass through or travel within

the United States, together with his financial stand

ing in the country from which such certificate is de

sired. The certificate provided for in this act, and

the identity of the person named therein, shall,bc

fore such person goes on board any vessel to proceed

to the United States, be viséd by the indoraemmt of

the diplomatic representative of the United States in

the foreign country from which said cerliflcdtc issues,

or of the consular representation of the Uniled Staten

at the place from which the person “about to depart:

and such. representative whose indorsement is so re

quired is hereby empowered, and it shall be his duty,

before indorsing such certificate, to examine in to M;

truth of the statements set forth in said certificate,

and, if he shall find that any of the statements fhc're1'r\

Contained are untrue, it shall be his duty to rqfu.
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to indorse the same. Such certificate. viaéd M afore

oaid. shall be prima facle evidence ot the fact not forth

therein. and shall be produced to the collector of cus»

toms [or his deputy] of the port at which the person

shall arrive. and afterward produced to the proper

authorities of the United State: whenever lau-fully

demanded, and nhall be the sole evidence permissible

on the part of the person producing the some to es

tablish a right of entry.‘ but mid certificate may be

wntroverted, and the jru.-ta therein stated disproved

by the United States authorttiea.

Sec. 7. Any person who shall lmovringly and

talsely alter or substitute any name for the name

vritten in such certificate. or forge any such certifi

calc. or knowingly utter any forged or fraudulent

certificate, or falsely personnto any person named

in any such cerflflcata. shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor; and. upon conviction thereot. shall be

lined in a sum not exceeding one thousand dollars.

and imprisoned in a penitentiary for a term of not

more than five years.

Sec. S. The master of any vemcl arriving from any

foreign place shall. at the same time he dcliversn. mani

fest ot the cargo. and. if there be no cargo. then at the

Lune of making a report of the entry of the vemel pur

suantto law. in addition to the other matter required to

be reported. and before landing. or permittingto land.

any Chinese passengers. deliver and report to the col

lector of customs of the district in which such vessels

lhall have arrived a separate list of all Chinese passenv

gens taken on board his vessel at any foreign place. and

all such passengers on board the vessel at that time.

Such listshall show the names of such passengers. (and

ii’ accredited otflcers Of the Chinese or of any other

/oreign government traveling on the bualneal of that

government. or their servants. with a note of such

facts.) and the names and other particulars. as shown

by their respective certificates; and such list shall be

I‘-F'0I‘lI to by the master in the manner required by

Law in relation to the manifest of the cargo. Any

[willful] refusal or will/ul neglect of any such master

to comply with the provisions of this section shall in

cur lhe same penalties and forfeiture as are provided

for a refusal or neglect to report and deliver a manl

iest of cargo.

Sec‘ 9. Before any Chinese passengers are landed

from any luch veael, the collector or his deputy shall

proceedto examine such passengers. comparing the

L-ertifloateg with the list. and with the passengers; and

no passe.-ngem shall be allowed to land from such ves

wl in violation of law.

See 10. Every vesnel whose master shall knowingly

riolug my provision of this act shall bedeerned for~

ieibed to the United States. and shall be liable to 531;

nre and condemnation in any district into which such

vessel may enter. or in which aha may be found.

11. Any person whoahall knowingly bringinlo,

or 4-aune to be brought into. the United States by land.

or who ahall [knowingly] aid or abet the same. or aid

or abet the landing from any vessel of any Chinese

p.-non not lawfully entitled to enter. shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor. and shall. on conviction. be

lined in a rum not exceeding one thousand dollam, and

Imprisoned for a term not exceeding one year.

Soc. 12 No Chineac person shall be permitted to

enter by land without producing to the proper oflloor

nt customs the certificate required of persons seeking

to land from a vessel. And any person found unlaw

tully here shall be caused to be removed to the country

whence he came, [by direction of the President,] and at

the cost of the United States. atter being brought be

fore some justice, judge. or commissioner of a United

States court. and found to be one not lawtully entitled

to remain; and in all Judi canes the person who

brought. 0' aided in brtzging. euch person to the

United States. shall be liable to the United States /or

all necessary expemea incurred in such investigation

and removal; and all peace ofllcera of the several

States and Territorien are hereby invested with the

some authority as a manhal or United State: marshal

in reference to carrying out the provisions of this act,

or the act of which this is amendatory. as a marshal

or deputy marshal of the United States, and lhall be

entitled to like compensation, to bepald by the name

ofllcers. And the United State: shall pay all char-ya

/or the maintenarwe and return ofany peraon having

the certificate prescribed by lama: entitling mch per

son to come into the United Staten. who may not have

been permitted to land by reason of any provieion of

this act.

Sec. 18. This act shall not apply to diplomatic and‘

other ofiicers of the Chinese or other governments

traveling upon the buslnem of that government. whose

credentials shall be taken an equivalent to the certifi

cate in this not mentioned. and shall exempt them and

their body and household servants from the provisions

of this act as to other Chinese persons.

Sec. 14. Hereafter no court shall admit Chinese to

citizenship; and all laws in conflict with this act are

hereby repealed.

Sec. 15. The prmviaimm of this act shall apply to all

subjects of China and Chinese, whether subjects of

China or any other foreign power; and the words

" Chinese laborers" shall be construed to mean both

skilled and unskilled laborers and Chinese employed

in mining.

Sec. 16. Any violation of any provision of this act.

or ofthe act of which this in omendatory. the punish

ment of which in not otherwise herein provided for.

shall be deemed a misdemeanor. punishable by fine

not exceeding one thousand dollars. or by imprison

ment for not more than one year. or both fine and im

prisonment.

Soc. l7. Nothing contained in this act shall be com

ctr-ued to nflect any proceeding. criminal or cfiril,

begun under the act of which this is amendatory; but

nwh proceeding shall proceed on (fthfl act had not

been passed.

The convention between the United States and

China for excluding Chinese laborers from coming to

the United States. signed at Washington March 12,

1883, was as follows: (Sce Annzsna.)

" Whereas. on the 17th day of November. A. D. 1&0.

5 treaty was concluded between the United States and

China for the purpose of regulating, limiting. or sun

pending the coming of Chinese laborors lo. and their

residence in. the United States:

I " And \\‘ht‘l't‘&S the gu\'l-rmm-nt of China. in View of

; the antagunisin and much deprecated and serious dis

orders to which the pruncnce of ('hineae- lnhoron ban

(12)
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given rise in certain parts of the United States, desires

to prohibit the emigration of such laborers from China

to the United States;

“ And whereas the government of the United States

and the government of China desire to cotiperate in

prohibiting such emigration, and to strengthen in

other ways the bonds of friendship between the two

countries; "

Now, therefore, the President of the United States

has appointed Thomas F. Bayard. secretary of state,

as his plenipotentiary; and the Emperor of China has

appointed Chang Yen Boon. minister of the third rank

of the Imperial Court. etc.. as his plenipotentiary: and

the said plenlpotentinrles have agreed upon the fol

lowing articles:

An-note L

" The high contracting parties agree that for a pe

riod of twenty years, beginning with the date of the

exchange of the ratiflcations of this convention. the

coming, except under the conditions hereinafter speci

fled, of Chinese laborers to the United States shall be

absolutely prohibited; and this prohibition shall ex

tend to the return of Chinese laborers who are not

now In the United States, whether holding return cer

tificates under existing laws or not

ARTICLE II.

“The preceding article shall not apply to the return

to the United States of any Chinese laborer who has a

lawful wife, child, or parent in the United States. or

property therein of the value of one thousand dollam,

or debts of like amount due him and pending settle

ment. Neve-rtheless, every such Chinese laborer shall,

before leaving the United States, deposit, as a condi

tion of his return, with the collector of customs of the

district from which he departs, a full description in

writing of his family, or property, or debts, as store

said, and shall be furnished by said collector with

such certificate of his right to return under this treaty

as the laws of the United States may now or hereafter

prescribe and not inconsistent with the provisions of

this treaty; and should the written description afore

said he proved to be false, the right of return there

under, or of continued residence after return, shall in

each case be forfeited. And such right of return to

the United States shall be exercised within one year

from the date of leaving the United States; but such

right of return to the United States may be extended

for an additional period. not to exceed one year. in

cases where by reason of sickness or other cause of

disability beyond his control, such Chinese laborer

shall be rendered unable sooner to return — which

facts shall be fully reported to the Chinese consul at

the port of departure, and by him certified. to the sat

lsfaction of the collector of the port at which such

Chinese subject shall laud tn the United States. and

no such Chinese laborer shall be permitted to enter the

United States by land or sea without producing to the

proper ofllcer of the customs the return certificate

herein required.

Anrionl ill.

“ The provisions of this convention shall not aflect

the right at present enjoyed by Chinese subjects, being

ofllciala, teachers, students. merchants. or travelers for

curiosity or pleasure, but not laborers, comm: to the

United States and residing therein. To entitle such

Chinese subjects as are above described. to admission

into the United States they may produce a certificate

from their government or the government where they

last raided, viséd by the diplomatic or consular repre

sentatlve of the United States in the country or port

whence they depart.

“ It is also agreed that Chinese laborers shall con

tinue to enjoy the privihge of transit across the terri

tory of the United States in the course of their journey

to or from other countries. subject to such regulation:

by the government of the United States as may be

necesary to prevent said privilege of transit tron:

being abused.

ARTICLE IV.

“in pursuance of Article III of the immigration

Treaty between the United States and China, signed

at Pekln on the 17th day of November, 18%, it is

hereby understood and agreed that Chinese laborers,

or Chinese of any other class, either permanently or

temporarily residing in the United States, shall have

for the protection of their persons and property all

rights that are given by the laws of the United States

to citizens of the most favored nation. excepting the

right to become naturalized citizens. And the govern

ment of the United States re-aflirms its obligation, as

stated in said Article Hi, to exert all its power to

secure protection to the persons and property of all

Chinese subjects in the United Statea

AETICLI V.

“ Whereas, Chinese subjects, being in remote and

unsettled regions of the United States, have been the

victims of injuries in their persons and property at

the hands of wicked and lawless men, which unex

pected events the Chinese government regrets, and for

which it has claimed an indemnity the legal obligation

of which the government of the United States denies;

and whereas the government of the United Sum

humanely, considering these injuries and bearing in

mind the firm and ancient friendship between the

United States and China, which the high contracdng

parties wish to cement, is desirous of alleviating the

exceptional and deplorable suiferings and losses to

which the aforesaid Chinese have been subjected;

therefore, the United States, without reference to the

question of liability therefor (which as a legal oblige

tion it denies). agrees to pay on or before the first day

of March. 1889, the sum of two hundred and seventy

six thousand six hundred and nineteen dollars and

seventy-five cents ($‘!'6,6l9.75) to the Chinese minister

at this capital, who shall accept the same, on behalf

of his government, as full indemnity for all losses and

injuries sustained by Chinese subjects as aforesaid,

and shall distribute the said money among the said

suflerers and their relatives.

Aancnn Vi.

" This convention shall remain in force fora period

of twenty years, beginning with the date of the ex~

change of ratlfications; and if, six months before the

expiration of the said period of twenty years, neither

government shall formally have given notice of its

termination to the other, it shall remain in full row‘

for anotiaer like period 0! twenty years."
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The act of lR‘i2 was framed in supposed conformity

Iilh the provisions of the supplemental treaty of

188).‘ Sec Rsrnn

General or ambiguous expressions in the act are to

be construed so as to make them conform to the

treaty. “Chinese laborers" means those who

come here with the intention to labor and enter into

competition with the labor oi’ the country.‘

“ Laborer" is used in its popular sense, and does

not include any persons but those whose occupation

lnvolvu physical toil, and who work for wages, or

with a view oi’ disposing of the product or result of

their labor to others‘

A Mongolian was not entitled to become a citizen

under the Revised Statutes as amended in i875. He is

not a " white person" within the meaning of those

words as used in the naturalization laws.‘ See ax

prms prohibition, sec. 14, act of July, 1884, ants.

A Chinsrnnn who left this country between May 6,

E12, and July 5, "Bi, and returned alter the latter

date. is entitled to land upon complying with the re

quirements of the act of 1882; such provisions of the

act of 1854 as relate to evidence of identity not being

retroactive.

A person who, while abroad, has lost by theft a cer

tlflcate issued under 5 4 of the act M1882, may land on

his return to the port whence he sailed (no one having

meanwhile presented the certificate) on proving these

beta and identifying himself as the person to whom

the certificate was issued.

A district court may, under R. S. 5 758, imue a

lobraa 001-pus where a Chinaman is prevented from

landing by the master of a vowel, by direction of the

customs authorities, under the provisions of the fore

going acts: there being nothing in those acts, or in the

treaty, making the decision of the customs oiflcers

dual, or ousting the courts of jurisdiction..

CHOLERA. See Qosasxrms, 2.

CHOOSE. See ELE(,'i'.

CHOSE.6 A thing recoverable by an

action at law: a thing, personalty.

Chose in action. A thing of which one

has the right, but not the possession] Chose

in possession. Personalty in possession,

in actual enjoyment.

Property in chattels personal may be either "in

poscmion," — where a man has not only the right to

enjoy, but has the actual enjoyment of, the thing; or

 

‘ Re law Yam Chow, 7 Saw. MB-60 (Sept-., 1&2).

‘Re Dloncan. 8 Saw. 850-66 (0ct., i882): s. 0, 14

P. R 44.

‘Re Ho King, 8 Saw. 4&3 (1888). See also l8F.B.

2!, 291; 17 id. 634; 18 id. 8:19 id. i8‘, 490; 23 id. 519;

3 id». 89, 441.

‘R s. 5 2169; Be an Yup, 5 Saw. us (1878); 2

Kent, 72.

' United States v. Jung Ah Lung, 121 U. S. 621 (Feb.

ll, RIB), nflirmlng 25 F. R Hi. Opinion by Blake]:

tord. J.: Harlan, Field, and Lamar, JJ., dissenting u

to l-l~nhi'icali0n without the certillcate -

°Sln3se. F. from h vaua, action, suit at law.

else it is "in action,“ —where he has only a bare

right, without any occupation or enjoyment. Ln the

latter case the possession may be recovered by a suit

or action at law: whence the thing so recoverable is

called a thing or “chose in action" —n.s, money due

on a bond, or recompense for breach 0! a contract.X

The general definition of " chose in action "

is, a right not reduced into possession. A

note, bond, or other promise not negotiable,

is denominated a chose in action, before the

promisor or obligor is liable to an action on

it, as well as after. A note for money, pay

able on time, is a chose in action as soon as

made.2

The term “ chose in action” i one of com

prehensive import. It includes the infinite

variety oflcontracts, covenants, and prom

ises which confer on one party the right to

recover a personal chattel or a sum of money

from another by action.‘ A debt secured by

a bond and mortgage is an example.‘

In its enlarged sense, a chose in action may

be considered as any right to damages,

whether arising from the commission of a

tort, the omission of a. duty, or the breach oi’

a contract.‘

At common law a chose in action was not assign

able. To make over a right of going to law was en

couraging, it was thought, litigiousness. But in equity,

at an early day, an assignment was viewed as a dec

laration of trust, and an agreement to permit the as

signee to use the name of the assignor, for purposes

of recovery — the transferee being rather an attorney

in fact than an assigneo.'

Bills of exchange, by the law-merchant, and prom

issory notes, by statute of 3 and 4 Anne (1705), c. ii,

were made exceptions tothe common-law rule; and

so were bills of lmling. by statute of i5 and ii) Vict.

(1855), c. ill. By the Judicature Act of 1873 choses are

assignable in all cases.

The assignee, except in the case oi’ negotiable in

struments, although without notice, takes the chose

subject to all equities existing between the debtor and

the assignor.'

The assignee cannot proceed in equity to enforce,

for his own use, the legal right of his assignor, merely

upon the ground that he cannot maintain an action at

law in his own name. So held where the owner of let

torspatcnt assigned them, with clainu for damages

 

l 2 Bl. Com. 388, 396, 442.

' Haskell 1:. Blair, 8 Cush. 535 (i849), liietcali, J.

' Sheldon v. Sill, 8 How. 449 (1850), Grier, J.; 87 Alb,

Law J. 44-46 (1888),

' Magoo v. Toland, 8 Port. 40 L.-\la., 1839)v See also

(Ala. 851: 1i]Ga.6l; 34 La.A.n.608; blilaa82; 4 Denio,

82; N S. C. 533; 48Wis. 82.

'4 Bl. Com lib.

'2 Bl. Com. 442; 4 id. me; i Pars. Conn-.

' llill u Wanner, 17 How. 307-68 (1854), cases; :0

Blntch. -.577.
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for infringement, and the assignee filed a bill to re

cover the damages. in such case the sssignee must

bring an action at law, in the name of the assignor, to

his own use.I

See Assmu, 2; Arrsou, 2; Cnsursarv; Dossrxo;

Busnsnn.

CHRISTIAN. One who believes or as

cents to the doctrines of Christianity, as

taught by Jesus Christ in the New Testament,

or who, being born of Christian parents or

in a Christian country, does not profess any

other religion, or does not belong to any one

of the other religious divisions of man.2 See

NAME, 1.

Ch1'18'tianity. The system of doctrines

and precepts taught by Christ; the religion

founded by Christ.

Christianity is said to be part of the common law.

“Christianity is parcel of the laws of England; and,

therefore. to reproach the Christian religion is to

speak in subversion of the law." '

" The essential principles of natural religion" and

“ of revealed religion are a part of the common law,

so that any person reviiing or subverting or ridicul

ing them may be prosecuted at common law." ‘

“The true sense of the maxim is that the law will

not permit the essential principles of revealed religion

to be ridiculed and reviled." ‘

Christianity is a part of the common law of Penn

sylvania in the qualified sense that its divine origin.

and truth are admitted, and therefore it is not to be ma

liclously and openly reviled and blasphetned against,

to the annoyance of believers or the injury of the

public.‘ Not Christianity founded upon any particu

lar religious tenets; but Christianity with liberty of

conscience to all men.’

The maxim does not mean that Christianity is an

established religion; nor that its precepts, by force of

their own authority, form part of our system of mu

nicipal law; nor that the courts may base their judg

ments upon the Bible; nor that religious duties may

be penaiiy enforced; nor that legal discrimination in

favor of Christianity is allowed.I

 

I N. Y. Guaranty Co. v. lllernphls Water Co., 107 U. S.

214 (1882), cases. See R. S. 5 723.

' [Hale v. Everett, 5‘! N. H. 50 (1563), Sargent, J. On

the “Arrest and Trial of Jesus," see 36 Alb. Law J.

l?4~8-8 (1887); Greenleaf, Test. Evnngelists, &c.

I Taylor's Case, Ventris. 293 (1676), Hale. C. J. See

Re: 0. Woolston, 2 Strange, B8~1(1729); 4 Bl. Com. 69;

2 Staph. Hist. Cr. L. Eng. 438.

‘Case of Evans, 2 Burn. E0. L. 186 (1780), Mans

field. C. J.

' Lives of Chief Justices, vol. 8, p. 417, Ld. Campbell.

‘Vidal 0. Gil-ard‘s ‘Executor; 2 How. IN (1844),

Story, J.

' Updegraph 1:. Commonwealth, 11 S. & R. 899 (1824).

'See 18 Alb. Law J. 366 (1876); 21 Am. Law Reg. 201,

89, 587 (1873); People v. Ruggies, 8Johns. '2lJ~l (1511).

Kent, C. J.: Chapman 1). Glllett, 2 (‘nun 43 (1816);

Updegraph v. Commonwealth. ll B. .2 lL89i)-401(1824);
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The best features of the common law, especially

those which regard the family and social relations. ii

not derived from. have at least been improved and

strengthened by, the prevailing religion and the teach

ings of its sacred Book. But the law does not attempt

to enforce the precepts of Christianity on the ground

of their sacred character or divine origin. Some of

those precepts, though we may admit their continual

and universal obligation, we must nevertheless recog

nize as being incapable of enforcement by human

laws. Those precepts, moreover, aflect the heart, and

address themselves to the conscience; while the laws

of the state can regard the outward conduct only: for

which reasons Christianity is not a part of the law of

the land in any sense which entitles the courts to take

notice of and base their judgments upon it, except so

far they can find that its precepts and principles have

been incorporated in and made a component part of

the law of the State.‘

The maxim can have no reference to the law of the

National government, since the sources of that law

are the Constitution, treaties, and acin of Congress.‘

See further Law, Common; Bnssrnmrr; Hounsr;

Poucr. 2; Rsuoros; SUNDAY.

CHROMO. See COPYRIGHT; PRINT.

CHURCH. A temple or building con

secrated to the honor of God and religion;

or, an assembly of persons, united by the

profession of the same Christian faith, met

together for all religious worship.I

Among those whose polity is congrega

tional or independent, a body of persons as

sociated together for the purpose of main

taining Christian worship and ordinances.‘

A "religious society“ may be a body of persons

associated for worship, omitting the sacraments.‘

" Church“ and ‘‘society‘' popularly denote the

same thing: a religious body organized to sustain

public worship.‘

A school~house in which religious services are held

on Sunday is not a “ church." '

The right toorganize voluntary religious associa

tions to assist in the expression and dissemination of

uny religious doctrine, and to create tribunals for the

 

State v. Chandler, 2 Harr., Del., 562 (1837); Shover n. '

State, 10 Ark. 263 (N50); Bloom v. Richards, 2 Ohio,

389 (1858); Lindemnuller v. People, 38 Barb. it H55

(1861); Sparhawk 1:. Union Passenger Ry. Co., Bi Pa

+‘32(1867); Hale u. Everett, 58 N. H. 20-1 (1868); Board

of Education v. Minor, 23 Ohio St. 246-54 (1812); 2) Alb.

Law J. 265, 285 (1879).

ICooley, Const. Lim. 4?), cases.

‘I See Wheaton v. Peters, 8 Pet. 591 (1834); Pennsyl

vania :1. Wheeling, &c. Bridge Co., 18 How. 519 (1861).

I Robertson 1:. Bullions, 9 Barb. 95 (1850).

' [Silsby o. Barlow, 16 Gray, 330 (1560); Anderson a

Brock, 8 lilo. '24? (1825).

' Society iv. Hatch. 48 N. H. 896 (1869).

‘State v. lllidgett. 86 N. C. 588 (1881). See flgo 9

Crauch, 326; 16 Conn. 291; 8 Earn, Del., %7; 88 1nd. 181;

liihiass. 498; 3 Paige, Ch. 301; 3 Tex. 2813.
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decision of controverted questions of faith within the

association, and tor the eccleiaiasticnl government of

all individual members. congregations, and ofllcers

rnthin the general association. is unquestioned. All

who unite themselves to such a body do so with an im

plied assent to this government, and are bound to

luhmit to it. . . Each member is bound by the law

of the lociety,— the written organic law, books oi’

discipline, collecdons oi’ precedents, usages and cus

toms The civil courts have only to do with the rights

0! property: they cannot revise an act of discipline.

ucommunication, etc., though they may inquire

whether such act was the act of the church or oi’ per

sons who did not constitute the church.

Where property is in dispute, the civil court inquires:

ll) Was the property or fund devoted, by the ex

pnm terms of the gift. grant, or sale by which it was

acquired, to the support of a specific doctrine or

belief, or-was it acquired for the general use of the

lociety for religious purposes, with no other limita

tion.‘ B so, when necessary to protect a trust, the

court will inquire into the faith or practice of the

parties claiming the use or control of the property,

and see that it is not diverted from the trust.

(2) is the society oi‘ the strictly independent form of

government, owing no submission to any organization

outside of the congregation? It so, the rights oi‘ con

flicting claimants are determined by the ordinary rules

which govern voluntary associations -the will oi’ the

majmty. the decision of chosen ofilcers. or otherwise.

Those who adhere to the acknowledged organism by

which the body is governed are entitled to the use of

the property. No inquiry is made into the opinions of

I-ho.<e who comprise the legal or regular organization.

(Si in the society one of a number united to form a

more general body of churches, with ecclesiastical

control in the general association over the individual

members and societies.‘ The tribunals of such amocl

atinn decide all questions of faith, discipline, rule,

custom, or government When a right oi’ property

depends on one of those questions, and that has been

decided by the highest tribunal within the organiza

tion to which it has been carried, the civil courts ac

cept that decision as final. The local society is but a

member of a larger organization. under its control and

bound by its judgmenta.l

Church and state. See Rsuom.v.

See also Assusnr, Civil; Bums; CANON, Lew;

CB’liS'!‘lAl"'l'Y; C0h'0lIOA'l'l0!lZ PARISH, 1; Paw; Sutur

nn, 1; Scntsn; Scascmng 2; Wonsmr.

 

‘Woman v. Jones, 13 Wall. 718. 7:3-8i (1871), cases,

Miller. J. The litigation grew out of dissension, due

primufly to diitercncea of opinion upon the subject of

slavery, among the members of the Third or Walnut

Street Presbyterian Church, of Louisville, Ky. See

also Bouldln 0. Alexander. lb id. 181. 140 (1872); Same

r Same. “B U. 8. 88) (1880); Henneseey v. Walsh, 55

N. H. fall, 5'5 (1875); Stack v. O'Hara. W Pa. 232 (l8‘8l);

Oral 0. Greer. Q ind. ill-82 (1882), cases; Hadley u.

lendenhnll, 89 id. 136. I52-56(i5e1h,casee;Whitecar u.

M2i.‘h¢‘nOl'. T; N. J. i-‘.. 6 (1883 , cases; State v. Rector, 45

N. J. L '../”‘i '18?-3751; ‘.3 Am. Law Reg. fill. 829, 537 (1873),

uses; 1; ill. 275-82 (1876). cases; Relations 0! Civil Law

to Church Polity. etc. (1875). Hon. William Strong.
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CIDER. See LIQUOXL

CIRCUIT. A division of country visited

by a judge for the dispensing of justice, as

for the trial of causes: also, the periodical

journey itself.

The judges of aasize and of niai priua are twice 1

year sent around the kingdom to try, by a jury oi’ the

respective counties. the truth of such matters of fact

as are then under dispute in the courm at \\'estmin.=n.-r

Hall. Formerly, the itinerant justices made their cir

cuits once in seven years; but hiagna Charta directed

that they be sent into every county once a year. They

usually went in the vacations, alter Hilary and Trinity

terms.‘

The custom is retained in a few of the States.

Circuit court. See COURT, Circuit.

CIRCUTTY. A round-about course: in

direct action, or procedure.

Circuity of action. An indirect or round

about mode of suing: where a party by an

indirect proceeding makes two or more ac

tions necessary, when justice could be ob

tained by a single action involving a more

direct course.

To prevent circuity of action, a court of equity often

entertains jurisdiction upon this ground alone; and to

avoid it, cross-demands and judgments are set 08

against each other.

Cirouitus est evitandus. Circuity is to be

avoided.‘

CIRCULAR. 1, adj. Going around or

about, from beginning to end: as, circular

mileage, q. 22.

2, n. In the post-omce laws, a printed letter,

which, according to internal evidence, is being

sent in identical terms to several persons.

The date, names of sender and addremee. and typo

graphical corrections, may be written on such circu

lar.'

A circular ie a paper intended to be imued to a great

number of persons, or for general circulation. In the

form oi’ a letter, may be described in an indictment,

as, a “letter and circular." * See Mun, 2; POBT—0i'I'iCI.

CIRCULATION. Whateverpaasee from

person to person, as, money, currency; also,

the fact and the extent of a thing’s being

circulated.

Certificates of indebtedness issued by a person or a

corporation are not taxable as “circulatiun,“ under

Rev. St.. 53KB, unless calculated or intended to circu

late or to be used as money.‘

 

'8 Bl. Com. 57-58; 4 id. 422, £24; 1 Staph. Hist. Cr.

L. Eng. 100.

'15 Ct. Cl. 457; 15 M. & W. 208.

' Act 3 March. 1879: 9) St. L. 310, 1 Sup. R. S. 456.

‘ United Sums v. Xoelke, l7 Blatch. 567 (1850), Com

merford v. Thompson, 2 Flip. 615 (188)).

‘United States 1:. Wilson. 106 U. S. 6-1) (1881). See
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The act of February 8, 1875, c. 85, sec. 19 (18 St. L.

I11), provides “ that every person, firm, association

other than national banking associations, and every

corporation, State bank, or State banking association.

shall pay a tax of ten per centum on the amount of

their own notes used for circulation and paid out by

them." This act is to be construed in connection with

the internal revenue law; is designed to provide a cur

rency for the country, and to restrain the circulation

of notes not inued by authority of Congress. An order

by A in favor of B, or bearer. upon C for “ five dollars

in merchandise at retail," paid out by A and used as

circulation, is nota note within the meaning of the

not. Only such notes as are in law negotiable, so as

to carry title in their general circulation from hand to

hand, are the subjects of taxation under the act.‘

A certificate by a national bank that a person

named has deposited in it a certain sum, payable to the

order of himself on return of the certificate properly

indorsed. and understood not to be payable until a day

agreed upon, is not forbidden.I See BANK, 2 (2); Tax, ii.

CIRCUMSTANCES. 1. Surroundings:

the particulars which accompany an act or

fact; res gestm, q. v.

Reference to “ surrounding circumstances " is made

to ascertain the precise nature of a subject-matter or

to explain terms used.

Circumstantial. Consisting in or per

taining to attendant circumstances or facts;

afforded by what naturally accompanies: as,

circumstantial evidence, q. 1;. See CASE, 1.

“Circumstance " and “ fact" are often inter

changed. When a conviction depends upon circum

Itantial evidence, it often happens that one or more

of the ultimate or essential matters may appropri

ately be called a “circumstance,“ to be established

beyond a reasonable doubt.‘

2. A person‘s qualifications, status or con

dition, material, moral, and perhaps mental.

In a law providing that letters testamentary shall

not be granted, unless a bond be filed, to a person

whose “circumstances do not afford adequate secu

rity “ for the due administration of the estate. the ref

erence is not exclusively to pecuniary responsibility.

Thrift, integrity, good repute, and stability of charac

ter are “ circumstances." ‘ See Pacvmanv.

“ In failing circumstances." applied to a bank,

means, in Missouri. a state of uncertainty whether the

bank will be able to sustain itself, depending on favor

able or unfavorable contingencies. which in the course

of business may occur, and over which its ofificers have

no control.‘

 

also Philadelphia, as. R. Co. v. Pollock. 19 F. ahos

(188i);lJnited saw: v. White, :72. 723 (11354).

' Hollister v. Zion's Co-operative Institution, 111 U. S.

G2 (1884): 8 Wall. 533; 96 U. S. 866; Re Aldrich,1B RR

$9 08$).

" Hunt. Appellant, 141 Mass. 519 (1886): B. S. Q 6188.

' Clare 1:. People, 9Col. 124 (1886), Heb-n, J.

‘ Martin v. Duke, 5 Redf. 599 (1882), Rollins, Sur.

‘Dodge v. Martin, 17 F. R. an (1883).

Poverty is not such “ extraordinary circumstance "

as will defeat the rule of diligence in civil procedure

in the Federal courts.‘

CIRCUS. See Tnnsn-:3.

CITE. To call, command, summon.

1. To notify a party of a proceeding against

him.

2. To refer to or quote in support of a

proposition; as, to cite a case or authority.

Citation. 1. Originally, a process to call

a party before an ecclesiastical court.’

2. Ofiicial notice to appear and answer in

a proceeding.

In this sense. used in the practice of courts of pro

bate. surrogates‘ and orphans‘ courts: and in prao

tice upon writs of error, as, write from the Supreme

Court.

A notice to the opposite party that a thing

is about to be done, as, that a record is about

to be transferred to another court, where he

may appear, or decline to appear, as his

judgment or inclination may direct.‘

“ Citation “ and “ notice " are not synonymous. A

citation must be directed to some officer and be served

by him; and, if issued by a court having a seal. must

be under the seal of such court. it must contain the

names of the persons upon whom service is to be had,

unless in the case of unknown heirs who are served by

publication. A notice is much less formal: it is not

necessarily under seal. although issued by a court

of record, and it may be served by a person not an

ofi1cer.'

3. The act of quoting an authority; also,

the authority itself. Compare PRECEDENT, 2.

CITIZEN. In the Roman government,

seems to have designated a person who had

the freedom of the city, and the right to ex

ercise all political and civil privileges of the

government. There was also, at Rome, a

partial citizenship, including civil but not

political rights. Complete citizenship em

braced both.‘

One who owes to government allegiance,

service, and money by way of taxation, and

to whom the government, in turn, grants and

guarantees liberty of person and of con

science, the right of acquiring and possessing

property, of marriage and the social relations,

 

I Whalen v. Sheridan, 10 F. R. 661 (1850); 91 U. B

249; 96 1'd.61B._

' [3 Bl. Com. 100.

' [Cohcns v. Virginia, 6 Wheat 411 (1821), Marshall

C. J.

‘ Perez v. Peres, 59 Tex. 824 (1888).

'Thoma5sen v. State, 15 Ind. 151 (1860), Parklr-, J.,

White v. Clements, 39 Ga. 259412 (1869).
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of suit and of defense, and security in per

son. estate. and reputation.1

A Stare may deny all her “political rights" to an

indivniual. and be yet be a citizen. The rights of omce

and surlrage are political purely. A citizen enjoys

"(nil |ight8."| '

Ior convenience it has been found necessary to give

I name to membership in a political community or

nation. The object is to designate by title the person

and the relation he beam to the nation. For this pur

pose the words “subject.“ “ inhabitant.“ and “citi

len " have been used. and the choice between them is

sometimes made to depend upon the form of the gov

ernment. " Citizen" is now more commonly em

ployed. however, and as it has been considered better

suited to the description of one living under a repub

lican government. it was adopted by nearly all of the

States upon their separation from Great Britain. and

was afterward adopted in the Articles of Confedera

tion and in the Constitution. Used in this sense it is

understood as conveying the idea of membership in a

nation, and nothing more.

Whoever was one of the people of either of the

States when the Constitution was adopted became

ipw lacfo a citizen —a member of the nation created

by its adoption. Disputes have arisen as to

whether or not certain pcrsons or classes of persons

were part of the people at the time. but never as to

their citizenship. if they were.

Additions might be made by birth. and by naturali

nation.

The Constitution does not. in words. say who shall

be natural-born citizens. To ascertain that. resort

must be had to the common law. with the nomenclat

nre uf which the framers were familiar. At common

law. all children born in a country of parents who

were its citizens became themselves. upon their birth.

citizens. These were natives. or natural-born citizens.

as distinguished from aliens or foreigners. Some an

thorities include as citizens children born within the

jurisdiction without reference to the citizenship of

their parents. As to this class there have been doubts.

but not as to the other class.

So: has never been made one of the elements of

citizenship in the United States. The Fourteenth

Am(-ndinent. did not aflect the citizenship of women

my more than that of men: it prohibited the State

trom abridging any of her privileges and immunities

W. m. as a citizen of the United States. but it did not

confer citizenship on her. That she had before its

ldoption. The right of suflrage was not coextensive

with citizenship before the adoption of the Amend

ment. nor was it added thereby.’

Citizen and “legal voter" are not synonymous

terms. .\1inors and females may be citizens. yet they

' are not legal voters.‘

 

‘Amy v. Smith. 1 Litt. '3-l2(Ky., 1822). Mills. J. Ap

proved. Van Valkenburg 1:. Brown. 48 Cal. 51 (1872).

' Minor v. Happersett. 21 Wall. 166-87. 170. 175 (1874),

Chen. C. J. See also Dred Scott v. Sandford. 19 How.

COL 422 (1866). Taney. C. J.; 2Kent. 258; 3 Story. Oonst.

nan-. 25 CenL Mag. 178.

' People 0. Town of Oldtown. 88 I11. 2iB(1B‘i‘8); United

Mu. Anthony. 11 Blatch. 212 (1373).
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A person may be a citizen of the United

States and of a State, and as such have dif

ferent rights. Citizens are the members of the

political community to which they belong.

They are the people who compose the com

munity, and who. in their associated capac

ity, have established or submitted themselves

to the dominion of a government for the pro

motion of their general welfare and the pro

tection of their individual as well as of their

collective rights.1

By the definition usually given. a citizen is an " in

habitant of a city. town. or place." and so would in

elude every person dwelling in the place named; but

the term is subject to various limitations. depending

upon the context. it may indicate a permanent resi

dent. or one who remains for a time or from time to

time.’

Citizenship implies residence with intention of re

maining permanently at the particular place.‘ See

L\'usmn.\"r; Rrmnnsr.

The word does not necessarily include the element

of descent or inheritance. nor of sex. nor of race. nor

of right to co-operate in government. nor of property.‘

Citizenship as affected by the Thirteenth.

Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments to

the Constitution:

The object sought by these Amendments was " the

freedom of the slave (African) race. the security and

firm establishment of that freedom. and the protec

tion of the freedman from the oppressions of those

who had exercised dominion over him." But the let

ter and spirit of the Amendments “ apply to all cases

coming within their purview, whether the party con

cerned be African or not." ' .

Amendment XIII. “ Neither slavery nor invoi

untary servitude, except as a punishment for crime

whereof the party shall have been duly convicted.

shall exist within the United States. or any place sub

ject to their jurisdiction.“ Ratifled December 18. 1b6Zi.

Amendment XIV. "All persons born or natu

ralized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdic

tion thereof. are citizens of the United States and of

the State wherein they reside. No State shall make

or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges

or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor

shall any State deprive any person of life. liberty, or

property. without due process of law; nor deny to any

person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of

the laws.“ Ratifled July 28.1868.

Amendment XV. “The right of citizens of the

United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged

1 United States v. Cruikshank, 9|! U. S. 549. 542 (1875),

Waite. C. J.; Dred Scott Case. ante.

' Union Hotel Co. v. Bersee. 79 N. Y. 461 (1880).

IWinn II. Gilmer. 27 F. R. 817 (1586): 25 Am. Law

Reg. 706 (1886); ib. 710-14, cases. As aflecting citizen

ship. 31 Alb. Law J. 485 (1885)-—consulnr lnstrnctionl

‘ See 16 Alb. Law J. %.1T6(18'fi‘); 26 Am. Law Reg.

1-14 (1886). cases; 24 Cent. Law J. MD (1887). cases; 11

Ohio. 2'7; Abbott. cases.

' Slaughter-House Cases. post.
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by the United States or by any State on account of

race, color, or previous condition of servitude.“ Rati

fled March 80, 1870.

In the case of each Amendment, Congress is given

express power to enforce the provisions thereof by

appropriate legislation.

The series have a common purpose: to secure to the

negro race all the civil rights the white race enjoy: —

Q0 raise the colored race into perfect equality of civil

rights with all others in the State; — to take away all

possibility of oppression by law because of race or

color; — to secure equal protection of the laws.

They are limitations on the power of the States, and

enlargement of the powers of Congress To carry out

their purpose they are to be construed liberally.

The Xlllth Amendment forbids all forms of invol

untary slavery— African slavery, Mexican peonage,

Chinese coolie trade. It declares the personal free

dom of all the human race within the jurisdiction of

the United States. After the slave had been emanci

pated, Certain States so curtailed his rights that his

freedom was of little value: in this originated the

XIVth Amendment. The laws being still administered

by the white man alone, the XVth Amendment was

adopted to make the negro a voter.

The XIVth Amendment conferred citizenship on the

negro. defines citizenship in the United States and in

the States, and protects the privileges and immunities

of c1'fizen.r of the United States from hostile legislation

by the States. That is, it not only gave citizenship,

but it denies a State power to withhold equal protec

tion of the laws, and gives Congress power to enforce

In provisions by appropriate legislation, as, by re

moval of a cause from a State to a Federal court. its

enforcement is left to the discretion of Congress. In

an especial sense it makes one law for black and for

white. It does not enumerate rights, but speaks in

general terms. It confers a new constitutional right:

exemption from discrimination between persons and

classes of persons by action of any State; it does not

refer to action by a private individual.I

The XIVth Amendment intended not only that there

should be no arbitrary deprivation of life or liberty,

or arbitrary spolistion of property, but that equal

protection and security should be given to all under

like circumstances in the enjoyment of their personal

and civil rights; that all persons should be equally en

 

‘ Slnught.er-House Cases, 16 Wall. 86, 70-71 (1873),

Miller, J. Regarded a "servitude " in property.

‘Strauder v. West Virginia, 100 U. S. 806, 810 (1879),

Strong, J. 8., a negro, tried for murder, had been de

nied a removal of the cause into a circuit court. Vir

ginia. v. Rives, R1. 818 (1li79),—in which a mixed jury

was denied.

hp. Virginia, 100 U. S. 344-48 (1879), Strong, J. That

State petitioned for the discharge of one Coles, a

county judge, indicted for excluding a colored man

from a. jury. Bush 1:. Kentucky, 10'? id. 118-19 (1882),

cases.

Missouri v. Lewis, 101 U. S. 80-81 (1879), Bradley, J.

Regarded a regulation of jurisdiction.

Neal 1.). Delaware, 103 U. S. 885-86 (18%), Harlan, J.;

United States 1!. Woods, 100 id. 637-4-i(18&2), Woods. J.;

United States 0. Reese, 92 id. 214, 218 (1875), Waite, C. J.

titled to pursue their happiness and acquire'and enjoy

property; that they should have like access to the

courts of the country for the protection of their per

sons and property, the prevention and redress of

wrongs, and the enforcement of contracts; that no

impediment should be interposed to the pursuits of

any one except as applied to the same pursuits by

others under like circumstances; that no greater bur

dens should be laid upon one than are laid upon

the others in the same calling and condition, and that

in the administration of criminal justice no different

or higher punishment should be imposed upon one

than is prescribed to all for like oflensea . . The

Amendment does not interfere with the “ police

power“ of the States-a regulation designed not to

impose unequal or unnecessary restrictions upon any

one, but to promote, with as little individual incon

venience as possible, the general good. Class

legislation, discriminating against some and favoring

others, is prohibited, but legislation which, in carry

ing out a public purpose, is limited in its application,

if within the sphere of its operation it affects alike all

persons similarly situated, is not within the Amend

ment.I

The XIVth Amendment forbids an ordinance which,

though expressed in general terms, is directed against

a particular class, as Chinese convicts, by imposing a

degrading punishment, like that of cutting 01! the

queue.‘

An administration of an ordinance for carrying on

a lawful business (that of alaundry), which makes dis

crlminatlons founded upon differences of race be

tween persons otherwise in similar circumstances.

violates the XIVth Amendment.‘

The XVth Amendment merely invests citizens of

the United States with the constitutional right of ex

emption from discrimination in the enjoyment of the

elective franchise on account of race, colorI or pm

vious condition of servitude.‘

No one of the Amendments confers power on Con

gress to punish private persons who, actin-,: without

authority of the State, invade rights protected by the

Armandments.I

See further Cossmnscr; R1031‘, 2, Civil Rights.

Scnoop, Separate; Snavrrvnn. 1-, Smuon; Vaomn-r.

Wm. See also Auss, 1: Asuouscn; Cnmsss: (‘on

romnos, Private; Dnmzzs; Domcu.: EXPA'l'Rl.\T10\';

Nrrunuazs; Passes; Pmvu.n¢.u*~ 1; Srnr.,3 (2); Sup

rams; Tssnrronv, 2; Wsrrs.

CITY.0 1. An incorporated town or

borough, which, in England, is or has

 

I Barbier 0. Connolly, 113 U. S. 81-82 (1886), Field, J

See also Pace 1:. Alabama, 106 id. 584 (1882); Railroad

Tax Case (County of San Mateo v. South. Pucitlc it

00.), 8 Saw. 251, 802 (1882); Civil RightsCases, 109 U. S

a, 11, 2s. 24 (1883); as N. Y. 448.

' Ah Kow v. Nunan, 5 Saw. 1552. 662 (1879).

' Ylck W0 0. Hopkins, 118 U. S. 856, 865 (18%).

‘United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U. S. 542 (1875),

United States v. Harris, 106 id. 681' (1882).

' Le Grand 1:. United States, 12 F. R. 57:, 533-5;

(1882).

' L. civitas, citizens in a community: civis. acid-on
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been the see of a bishop.I An incorporated

town.’

The word " city " may include a town.I q. u.

2. A municipal corporation of the larger

class, with powers of government confided

in ofiicers who are usually elected by popular

vote.

A political division of a State, for the con

venient administration of the government.‘

An lnstrumentslity. with powers more or less on

larged. according to the requirements of the public,

and which may be increased or repealed at the will

of the legislature. I

In a few States cities are of the tlrstclass, of the

second class. etc., according to population.‘

Under a constitutional power to organize cities

and villages, the legislature is authorized to classify

municipal corporations, and an act relating to any

such clam may he one of a general nature.‘

City purpose. Any public improvement

for the common benefit and enjoyment of

all the citizens."

Each case must depend largely upon its own facts.’

City vouchers are non-negotiable. See under

Nmonarn, 2.

Seegenerally Cmnm, ‘Z; Coarorwrxon. Municipal:

Oomccn. 2; 1-‘xxx, Department; Hnnru. Board of;

Orncu: Onnmmcl, 1; Puts, 2; Poucz, 8; Racoanns,

I. Sxwzn: Srnxwux; Srrs.s:rr: TBLIGRAPB.

CIVIL. Pertaining to the citizen (Lat.

c1'vis)— the free inhabitant of an independ

ent city, in distinction from the government,

the soldier, the peasant, the ecclesiastic, and

persons of other classes.8

1. Contrasted with barbarous or savage,

natural or uncivilized, denotes a state of

society reduced to order and regular govern

ment: as in speaking of civil — liberty, gov

ernment, rights, society, qq. v.

2. Originating or existing among, pertain

ing to, or aflecting, fellow-citizens of the

 

I1 81. Com. 114.

1 Van Riper v. Parsons, 40 N. J. L. 4 (1878).

‘People v. Stephens, 62 Cal. 286 (1882): CaL Const.,

Art 1, sea 19.

' New Orleans 11. Clark. lb U. S. 664 (1877), Field, J.

‘Soc Kilgore o. Magee. 86 Pa. 411 (1877): ‘Hid. 346;

89 |'d.258-, 90 id. (28; 106 id. 8’f7;15W.N.C.fl)9; 82

Ian. (81; iflllo. 3%.

‘State a: rel. Attorney-General 0. Hudson, 44 Ohio

St 139 (1886), cases; Heck v. State, lb. 539 (1886).

' People v. Kelly, 76 N. Y. 481'(i87iI).

‘A “civil " man once was one who tuifllied all the

duties flowing trom his position as a civil, and his re

lations to the other members of the civitaa to which

he belonged. and “civility " was the condition in

which those duties were recognized and observed.

Trench, Glo-I-ry. ic-. 34

same state or nation, and opposed to foreign:

as, a civil -- commotion, rebellion, war, q. 1:.

8. Accorded by just and equal laws; as

opposed to political or that which is actually

or practically enjoyed under law: sshagain,

civil —rights or liberty, qq. v.

4. Existing in contemplation of law; attrib

utable under municipal law, and contrasted

with natural: as, civil—li£e, death, disabil

ity, qq. v.

5. Concerning the rights of and wrongs to

individuals considered as private persons, in

contradistinction to criminal or that which

concerns the whole political society, the com

munity, state, government: as, civil — action,

case, cause, code, court, damage, injury,

jurisdiction, law, obligation or responsibility,

proceeding, procedure, process, remedy, re

port, side, qq. v.

6. Pertaining to the administration of gov

ernment, and contrasted with vnilitary and

ecclesiastical: as, civil——oflicé, ofllcer, ten

ure, qq. v.

“ Civil " is used, in contradistinction to “ barbarous"

or " savage," to indicate a state oi.I society reduced to

order and regular government; to “ criminal,“ to indi

cate the private rights and remedies of men as mem

bers oi’ the community, in contrast to those which are

public, and relate to the government; to “ military"

and “ ecclesiastical; " to “natural “ or “ ioreizn." in

the Constitution, seemsto be contradistinguished from

"military," to indicate the rights and duties relating

to citizens generally, as distinct from those of persons

engaged in the land and. naval serviceot the govern

ment.l

Civiliter mortuus. Civilly dead. See

Civil, 4.

CLAIM.’ A challenge by a man of the

propriety [property] or ownership of a thing

which he has not in possession, but which is

wrongfully detained from him.,

In a juridical sense, a demand of some

matter as of right made by one person upon

another, to do or to forbear to do some act or

thing as a matter of duty.‘

A more limited but equally explicit definition is

that given by Lord Dyer in Stowe“ C'as¢.‘- '

The assertion, demand, or challenge of

something as a right, or the thing thus do

manded or challenged.‘

 

I [1 Story, Const. 5 7'91.

I L. clamare, to call out, demand.

I Btowel v. Zouch. 1 Plow. 859 (1568), Lord Dyer.

4 Prigg 1:. Pennsylvania, 16 Pet. 615 (1842), Story, J.

l Fordyce v. Gcdrnan, 20 Ohio St 14 (1874), Scott, J.
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The subject-matter of s claim is‘ the facts or cir

cumstances out of which the claim arises or by reason

of which the supposed right accrues.I

Something asked for or demanded on the

one hand and not admitted or allowed on the

other.2

When the demand is admitted it is not a mere claim.

but a debt. It no longer rests in mere clamor or peti

tion. but is something done upon which an action may

be maintained. Thus. “a claim upon the United

States " (R. S. £3477) is something in the nature of a de

mand for damages arising out of some alleged act or

omission of the government. but not yet provided for

or acknowledged by law.‘

Every account upon which any sum of money or

other thing is or is claimedt/o be due to the person

presenting it is a claim or demand; but every claim

or demand is not an “ account." The terms. however,

may be used synonymously.'

May refer to such debt or demand against a de

cedent as might have been enforced against him in his

lite-time by personal action [or the recovery of money.

and upon which only a money judgment could have

been rendered.‘

‘Claims against an estate are those in existence at

the death of the deceased. Other claims are properly

denominated “ expenses of administration.“' See

Dsnasn, 1.

Referring to public lands. relates to s settler‘s right

or improvement on land the fee of which is in the

government.‘

Within the meaning of Rev. St... $3138. providing

for the punishment of any person who prefersa claim

(pension) against the Government. knowing the same

to be false, “ claim “ is not used in the sense of a de

mand theretotore presented. but of a demand then

~ existing. and known to be wrongful. The act of pre

senting it in the first instance is denounced as a crime.'

Under that section one is guilty who presents a

claim which he believes to be just. but seeks to sub

stantiate by the aflidsvit of a person who. to his

knowledge. certifies to a fact of which the affiant

knows nothing.‘

Adverse claim.

verse.

Claim and delivery; claim-bond. See

Rsrnavm. 1.

See Possassuon, Ad

 

‘ Fordyce v. Godman. ante.

' Dowell v. Cardwell, 4 Saw. 228 (1877). Deady, J.

I Strrlngham v. Supervisors, 24 Wis. 600 (1869), Dixon,

0. J.; 43 id.6-14; 56 id. 170. 245; 40 Ala.147.

' Fallon v. Butler. 21 Cal. 82 (1862). Field. C. J.;

McCausland‘s Estate. 52 id. 577 (1878); 9 id. 616; 88 id.

23. 88; 46 id. 160; 9 Oreg. 891; 2 N. Y. 254; 43 id. 413.

I Dodson v. Nevitt. 5 Monta. 520 (1885); McLaughlin

0 Winner. 63 Wis. 128 (1886).

' Bowman v. Torr. 8 Iowa. 574 (1866); United States

v. Wilcox. 4 Blatch. 388-89 (1859).

" United States v. Rhodes. 80 F. R 488 '(1867),

Brewer. J.

' United States 0. Jones. 82 F. R 482 (XQ7), Simon

UOIL J.
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Claim of title. See COLOR. 2. Of title.

Claimant. 1. One who demands a thing

as a matter of right.

2. One who has filed a claim as the law re

quires.1

3. In admiralty, a person admitted to de

fend a libel in rem, q. v.

A bone flde claimantto land is one who supposes

tbat he has a good title and knows of no adverse

claim.‘ See Furs. Good.

Under pre-emptlon laws " claim " and “ claimant “

are frequently used in connection with the right to

acquire title to a part of the public lands upon oom

pliance with the laws‘

Counter-claim. A cross-demand, exist

ing in favor of a defendant. Includes re

coupment and set-off.

“ Counter " means contrary to. contrary way. oppo

sition; and “claim.“ the demand of anything that is

in the possession of another. the right to demand of

another.‘

The term of itself imports a claim opposed to. or

which qualifies, or at least in some degree afiects. the

plaintiifs cause of action or the right to the relief to

which he would otherwise be entitled byhis action.

“ Consists of a set-oi! or claim by way of recoupmsnt.

or is in some way connected with the action stated in

the complaint.“ '

is broader than “sotofl;“ includes not only de

mands the subject 0! set-ofl and recoupment, but

equitable demands.‘

Under the laws of many States. it the claim and

counter-claim are both established, the latter reduces

the former; but it the counterclaim alone is estab

lished. judgment is recovered for the amount of it.

See further Ss-r-on.

Non-claim. Omission or neglect to make

a demand; failure to assert a claim within

the time limited by law. -

“An infant shall lose nothing by non-claim, or neg

lect to demand his right." '

A statute of nonclalm has all the characteristics of

a statute of limitations.‘

See arrxmvrr. 0! claim; Couars, United States;

D1scuuu:n; lsrsnrnmn; QUITCLAII; Rnct.s.nfi Sram

 

‘ [Adams v. Won-ill. 46 Ga. 295 (1872).

‘Morrison 1;. Robinson. 31 Pa. 459 (1838): 1 Wash. 71

B66 8-180 12 F. R. 152.

' United States v. Spauldlng, 8 Dsk. 93-93 (1882).

‘[Great Western Ins Co. v. Pierce.1 Wyom. 1940

(1872). Fisher. C. J.

‘Dietrich v. Koch. 85 Win. 6% (1874), Lyon, J_; 24

HOW. Pr. 329. 33'1;‘ZZ Ba.rh.143; 21l\'. Y. 191, 196; 68 id.

549; 40 Ark. rs; 7 Ind. 523; 2 Pars. Contr. m; Robem

v. Donovan. 70 Cal. 112 (1%). cases. In actions ea

delicto. see :30 Cent. Law .1. 868-65 (1885). cases.

‘Roberts 1:. Donovan. 70 Cal. 112 (1886). case‘; M

Code Civ. Proc.. 5 438.

" 1 Bl. Com. 4%.

' Williamson v. McCrary. 88 Ark. 470 (1818).
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CLANDESTINE. See CONVEYANCE, 2,

Fraudulent; DISTRESS; FRAUD.

CLASS. Persons or things ranked to

gether for like action, for similar or uniform

treatment, as possessing a common attribute,

or as being in the same category.

Used of legatees, obligees, and other pernons;‘ of

miee;' of legislation.‘ See Crrv, 2; Esvuxarnou;

LIDACT.

CLAUSE. A separate portion: a part of

a written instrument.

One of the subdivisions of a written or

printed document.‘

Clauses take their names trom the nature of the

provision intended to be made by them. Of the more

common are: clause of jurlsdiction—-in a bill in

equity; clause of accruer; commerce, dictionary, en

acting. guaranty, penal, residuary, and sweeping

clause. qq. 1:.

CLAUSUM. L. A close; an inclosure.

Quare clausum fregit (pl. fregerunt).

Wherefore he broke the close. The em

phatic words in the old Latin writ command

u.;; a defendant to show cause why he made

an alleged unlawful entry upon plaintifl"’s

land.

Abridged to trespass quare clausum, qu.

cl. /r., and g. c. f. See Cross, 8; Tansrasa

CLEAN. See Hun, 4; Lannwo, Bill of.

CLEAR. 1, v. To clear out a highway is

to clear it out for all the purposes to which it

is dedicated.‘

“ Clearing land," in the absence of words of limita

tion, means removing therefrom all the timber of

every size, except taking out the stumpa'

2, adj. Free from, as, from taxes: said of

an annuity.7

Clear yearly value: free from all outgo.'

Clearly. “Clearly established by satis

factory proof" is equivalent to established

by proof beyond reasonable doubt.9

To require insanity, as A defense in homicide, in be

proved by evidence which “ clearly preponderates"

is practically saying that it must be proved beyond all

doubt or uncertainty."

 

'16 Pick. l3‘2; l7 Wend. 52.

‘E Pa. 401; 106 id.877; 32 Kan. 481; Q M0. 888; 64

Ohio St l39, 530.

' IN U. S. 2'4.

' Eechbach 1:. Collins, 61 Md. 490 (1883).

‘Winter 1:. Peterson, 24 N. J. L. 528 (1864).

'Seavey v. Shurick, 110 Ind. 496 (1886): Harper 0.

Pound, 10 id. 36 (1857).

' Eodgeworth v. Crawley, 2 Atkyns, 398 (1793).

"l‘yrconnel e. Ancaster, 2Ves. Sr. 504 (1754).

' People 0. Hamilton, 62 Cal. 385 (1882),

" Doyle 1:. Commonwealth, 1CD Pa. 580, 517 (1882).

CLEARANCE. A certificate from the

collector of customs at a port that a vessel

has complied with the customs and health

laws, and has permission to sail.‘

CLEARING-HOUSE. The object of a

clearing-house association is to effect at one

timi> and place the daily exchanges between

the banks which are members of the associa

tion, and the payment of the balances result

ing from such exchanges.’

Sending a note through the clearing-house is not a

formal demand for immediate payment made during

business hours. but it is equivalent to leaving the note

at the bank for collection from the maker on or be

fore the close of banking hours.‘ See Lou, Certifi

cote.

CLEARLY. See CLEAR, 2, Clearly.

CLERGY. Persons in holy orders; eccle

siastics, as a class; also, benefit of clergy.

Clerg-yable. Admitting or entitled to the

benefit of clergy.

Benefit Of clergy. Exemption from

capital punishment, anciently allowed to

churchmen, and, later, to laymen.

Originated in the regard princes had for the church,

s'nd the ill use made of that regard. in time, extended

to the laity, and made to include all felonies. The

claimant “ prayed his clergy.“ if he could read a

psalm correctly (usually. the fifty-first), he obtained A

trial before twelve " clerks,“ q. v. They heard him on

oath, with his wimesses and compurgntors, who at

tested their belief in his innocence.‘

Abolished in England by? and 8 Geo. IV(l&.’T), c. %:

and in Federal practice by not of April 80, 1790. Was

part of ihe common law of the older States.‘

Clergyman. See COM)iUNICATIO.\‘, Priv

ileged, 1.

CLERK. 1. A member of the clergy.

The clergy, as they engrossed almost every other

branch of learning, were remarkable for their study

of the law. The judges were usually created out of

the sacred order, and all the inferior oflicers were sup

plied by the lower clergy. which occasioned their suc

cessors to be denominated " clerks.“ '

2. A person employed to keep records; as,

a clerk of a court.

Clerk of courts. The chief clerk of the

courts of quarter sessions and oyer and

terminer. (Penn.) See PROTHONOTARY; MIN

UTES, 1.

 

I See R. S. 55 4197, 4200. 4207.

‘Nat. Exchange Bank v. Nat Bank of North

America, 132 Mass. 148 (1882).

' 4 Bl. Com. 866.

°SeelLS.§53‘39; 1 Bish. Cr. L 5 986: I Chitty,Cr.

L. 667; l Steph. Hist. Cr. L. Eng. 450-71

'1 Bl. Com. 17.
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Clerical error.

OED, 2, Judicial.

8. A person employed to keep minutes, so

oounts, and the like.

A person, employed in an oflice, public or

private, for keeping records, whose business

is to write or register in proper form the

transactions of the tribunal or body to which

he belongs.l

An employee who attends to sales no further than

delivering goods manufactured, and keeping a memo

rnndum of the delivery for a temporary purpose, is

not a “clerk " within the meaning of the rule which

requires proof of the original entries.‘ See Aonsr;

Ssnvnrr, 3; Errrsr, II. 1.

CLIENT.‘ One who employs a lawyer

professionally.

Clientage. The patronage of clients; pro

fessional patronage.

A client is one who applies to an advocate

for counsel and defense; one who retains an

attorney, is responsible to him for his fees,

and to whom the attorney is responsible for

the management of the suit.‘

Sergeants and barristers may take upon them the

protoction of suitors, plaintiffs and defendants, who

are therefore called their “clients,“ like the depend

ents upon the Roman orators.'

Among the Romans, the “ patron“ was the legal

adviser of the client, maintained and defended him in

his lawsuits —— cared for his interests, both public and

private, The “client" contributed toward the mar

riage portion of the patron's daughter, to his ransom,

to the costs and penalties of lost lawsuits, to the ex

pense of any public ofilce held by the patron. Neither

could accuse, testify or vote against the other. The

relation resembled kinship. It was the glory of illus

trious families to have many clients.‘ See Arronnn;

COIXUMCATION, Privileged, 1.

CLOSE. As a verb and an adjective,

preserves its vernacular senses, except in the

compound “foreclose," q. 1).; as a noun, has

the technical meaning noted below.

1, v. (1) To end, terminate, complete: as, to

close a bargain or negotiation.1

(2) In a statute providing that places where

intoxicating liquors are sold shall be “ closed

on Sundays,” the meaning is that sales shall

be entirely stopped, the trafiic shut ofl’ eifect»

‘ People 1:. Fire Commissioners, 78 N. Y. 442 (1878),

Allen. J. See also Ross v. Heathcock, 57 Wis. 90 (1888).

' Sickles 0. Mather, 20 Wend. 72, 74 (X838).

' F. client, a suitor: L. cliens, one who hears, listens

to advice.

' McFarland 1!. Crsry, 6 Wend. 812 (181)).

'8 Bl. Com. #5; 2111.64.

‘See 2 Bl. Com. 21; Wharton's Law Diet.

'See l8 Barb. 60; 48 Sup. Ct, N. Y., 45‘.

See ERROR, 2 (1); R50
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ually, so that drinking and the conveniences

of drinking shall be no longer accessible.l

A saloon is not “closed," within the meaning of A

law requiring such places to be closed at certain

times, as long as it is possible for persons desiring

liquor to get in peaceably, whether by an outside en

trance or any other, or as long as a customer, who is

inside at the time for closing, remains inside. And it

is not important that there is no one attending bar, it

the liquor is accessible, nor is it important that no

liquor is sold.‘ ~

2, Not proper for public inspection;

hence, sealed on the outside: as, a close writ

or roll; opposed to patent in letters-patent.

See Param, 1 (1).

Not admitting corporators generally to

vote for oflicers: as, aclose corporation, q. 17.

3, n. An interest in the soil.8

Taking sheaves from another's close is equivalent

to a taking from his land.‘

A portion of land, as, a field inclosed by a

hedge, fence, or other sensible incl0sure.‘

Every unwarrantable entry on another's soil the

law entitles a trespass by " breaking his close: “ the

words of the writ of trespass commanding the defend

ant to show cause quare dausum quercntis fregit.

For every man's land is, in law, inclosed and set

apart from his neighbor's land.‘ See Cuostnr; En

ouosvnn; Iscws;

CLOTHE. See VEST.

CLOTHHVG. See APPAREL: Emme

TION.

CLOUD. “Cloud,” and the fuller and

more frequent expression “ cloud upon the

title,” import that there is in existence

something which shows a prima facie right

in a person to an interest in realty in the pos

session of another.

A cloud exists upon atitle wherem instru

ment is outstanding which is void, or an un

founded claim is set up which complainant

has reason to fear may at some time be used

injuriously to his rights.‘

Questions as to what constitutes a cloud upon a

title and what character of title the complainant must

 

lKurta 1:. People, 823 Mich. 2820876); People 0. Cum

merford, 58 id. 881 (1885); 49 id. 837: 52 id. 566. See

alsob9Ala. 64; 47 Conn. 276; 65Ga. 568; 57I1l. 870; 68

id. 420.

' People v. Cummerford, 58 Mich. M (1885), case‘,

Morse. C. J.

IRichardson v. Brewer, 81 ind. 10$ ( 1881).

'Lochlin v. Casler, 52 How. Pr. 45 U575).

° 8 Bl. Com. 209.

'Chipman v. City of Hartford, 21 Conn. 496 (1552);

Ward v. Chamberlain, 2 Black, 44-i—i5 (1862), M;

Waterbury Savings Bank v. Lawler, £6 Conn. 945

(1813); Teal 11. Collins, 9 Oreg. 92 U881).
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have. to secure relief in equity. are decided upon

principles long established. Prominent among them

are: that the title of the complainant must be clear;

that the pretended title. which is alleged to he a cloud

upon it. must not only be clearly invalid or inequitable.

but must be such as may, in the present or ata future

time. embarrass the real owner in coutroverting it.I

independently of statutes. the object of a bill to re

move a cloud upon a title. and to quiet the possession.

is to protect the owner of the legal title [rem being

disturbed in his possession or harassed by suits in re

gard to that title; and the bill cannot be maintained

without clear proof of both possession and legal title

in the plaintifl.I

The remedy is to cancel the instrument; ' or to an

nul or modify the proceeding or record which creates

the cloud. Where the illegality of an agreement.

deed. or other instrument. appears upon the face of

it. so that its nullity can admit of no doubt. a court of

equity will not direct it tobe canceled or delivered up.

There can be no danger that lapse of time may de

prive the party of his full means of defense. Such a

paper cannot. in strictness. be said to create a cloud,

nor be a means of vexatious litigation. or of serious

lIl]hll'_".‘

A bill in equity lies to remove ll cloud upon the

ml: to realty where there is not a plain. adequate. and

complete remedy at law. l

The jurisdiction of a court of equity is an independ

ent source or head of jurisdiction. not requiring any

accompaniment of fraud. accident. mistake, trust. ac

count. or any other basis of equitable intervention.‘

The decree. unless otherwise expressly provided by

statute. is not a judgment in rem. establishing a title

in land. but operates in pereonum only. by restraining

the defendant from asserting his claim, and directing

him to deliver up his deed to be canceled. or to axe

cute a release to the plaintiff!

See Quu.-r. Compare Coma~ 2. Of title.

CLUB LAW. The use of force or violence

{or the redress of wrong, actual or alleged.

CLUBS. Associations of persons for the

promotion of a common purpose.

in this sense " club " has no very definite meaning.

Clubs are formed for all sorts of purposes, and there

is no uniformity in their constitutions and rules.‘

I Phelps 1:. Harris. 101 U. S. 37-i-75 (i879). cases; Gil

man r. Van Brunt. Q Minn. 272 (1882). cases

' Frost c. Spitley. 121 U. S. 566 (1887). cases. Gray. J.;

Harland c. Bankers‘ & Merchants‘ Tel. 00.. 82F. R.

IE \li.i8T).

' Fox 1:. Blossom. ll‘ Blatch. 356 (1870). cases.

'1 Story. Eq. 5 7004.

' ltumell o. Barstow. l4-i iiase. 130 (1887). Where the

alleged ovrnoris in possession he cannot maintain a

writ of entry without abandoning the possession.

' l’)ull's Appeal. ll-3 Pa. 510, 515-18 tltifli). cases. See

also Holland v. Challen. li0 U. 8. 24 (1884); Pomeroy,

II]. J. 5 13%.

' Harte v. Sansom. 110 U. S. 155 (1884). cases.

I Commonwealth v. PomphertI i37 Mass. 567. 504

(1384). See bOAla.&i; 79 Ill. 85; 48 Ind 21; 82 Iowa.

db; “Md. 560; SQ. B. X1873.

 

A club of persons may own intoxicating liquors.

and employ one member as steward to deliver drinks

to other members upon the presentation of checks

which are sold by the steward. the money received

being used to buy other liquors as the property of the

club. without violating a law forbidding the keeping

of intoxicating liquors with intent to sell them.I

By-laws. which vest in a majority the power of ex

pulsion for a minor offense. are. so far. void. The

power of disfranchisement which destroys the mem

be'r‘s franchise must be conferred by statute; it is

never sustained as an incidental power except on con

viction for an infamous oflense. or for the commission

of an act against the society which tends to its injury.I

See Assocunox.

CO. 1. An abbreviation of company and

of county. See COMPANY, 1.

2. The Latin can (q. v.) used as a prefix.

and meaning: with. together with, joined

with—snd, hence, companion, fellow, asso

ciate: as in co-administrator, co-conspirator,

co-defendant, co-executor, coheir, co-obligor,

co-partner, co-plaintifi, co-salvor, co-surety,

co-tenant, co-trespasser—in which the per

son spoken of possesses the characteristics of

another person whose oifice or relation is

more particularly mentioned. See each of

those simple words; also JOINT.

COACH. A kind of . carriage, distin

guished from other vehicles chiefly as being

a covered box, hung on leathers, with four

wheels.‘ See Rsimzosn; Wsoon.

COAL. See ACQUA, Currit, etc; Mm

nmt; VVASTE, 2.

COASTING TRADE. By act of Con

gress of February 18, 1793. commercial in

tercourse carried on between different dis

tricts in different States, between difierent

districts in the same State, and between dif

ferent placee in the same district, on the sea

coast or on a navigable river.‘

The reference is to vessels engaged in the domestic

trade. plying between ports in the United States. as

distinguished from vessels engaged in the foreign

trade or plying between a port of the United States

and a port in a foreign country.‘

C_0AT OF ARMS. See Hmmoou.

COCK-FIGHTING. See CRUELTY, 8;

GA)il~‘., 2.

‘Commonwealth v. Pomphert, ante.

‘Evans 1:. Philadelphia Club. 50 Pa. 107 (1865). See

generally 5 Alb. Law J. 236 (1872). cases; Dawlrins v.

Antrohus. 87 Eng. R. 287 (1881); Loubat u. Le Roy, 40

Hun. 546 (1886). cases.

I Turnpike Co. v. Sell. 9 Ohio. 12 (1839).

' Steamboat Co. v. Livingston. 3 Cow. 747 (1825).

' [San Francisco 0. Navigation Co., 10 Cal. M (1858;

cases
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CODE.1 A reduction and revision of the

law and procedure of a political community,

upon one or more general subjects, and the

enactment of this new, ‘systematized state

ment as one statute.

An enactment of a more or less complete

system of law, or of procedure, or of both

law and procedure, upon one or more general

subjects.

Codification. The act or process of re

ducing all the law upon one or more general

subjects to a code.

The reduction of the existing law to an

orderly written system, freed from the need

less technicalities, obscurities, and other

defects which the experience of its adminis

tration has disclosed.2

Codify. To reduce to the form of a code.

Uncodzfied: not reduced to a code.

Codifler. One who makes or assists in

making a code.

" A code ought to be based upon the principle that

it aims at nothing more than the reduction to a dell

nlte and systematic shape of the results obtained and

sanctioned by the experience of many centuries.‘

The codes of New York have been the most cele

brated and influential in this country. In that State

the work 0! codification began under the constitution

of 1846. Commissioners reported as complete the

codes of Civil and Criminal Procedure in 1850, the Po

litical Code in 1859, the Penal Code in 1864, and the

Civil Code in 1865. Each of these has since been

revised. The code of Civil Procedure, with some

changes, has been adopted in Arizona, Arkansas. Cali

tornla, Colorado, Connecticut, Dakota. Idnho. Indiana,

Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Minnesota, Mississippi, Mis

souri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, North Carolina,

Ohio, Oregon, South Carolina. Utah, Washington, Wis

consin, and Wyoming; and the code of Criminal Pro

cedure, in Arizona, Arkansas, California. Dakota,

Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas. Kentucky, Minnesota,

Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, Washing

ton, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. Calitornia and Dakota

have also adopted the substance of the other three

codes. Other States have partial revisions or consoli

dations sometimes called “codes." The New York

codes are said to have also had an influence in tram

ing the system adopted in England by the Judicature

Act of 1873.‘ >

In 1886 a codification of civil and criminal statutes

was adopted in Alabama; a code of civil procedure in

 

'1". code: L codex, a tablet, a book. Codity, oodl

iier, and codification are pronounced c6d’—.

'8 Stephen, Hist. Cr. L. Eng. 851,

I Mr. Justice Stephen.

° See 19 Alb. Law J. 192 (i879)— David Dudley Field;

1 Kent, (75, note; Edinb. Rev., Oct, 1869; Abbott, Bou

vier,Lew Diets '

Connecticut; and a civil code in Virginia, taking eflect

January 1. 1888.

A large portion of the modern codes is but declara

tory of the common law as expounded by the couril.I

A code is a general collection or compilation of

laws by public authority; a collection and compila

tion of general statutes. The rule is. that when a

statute is revised, or when one statute is framed from

another, some parts being omitted, the parts so omit

ted are annulled. It must be presumed that the leg

islature has declared its entire will.I See Rmsx.

CODICIL3 A supplement to a will, or

an addition made by the teetator, annexed to,

and to be taken as part of, a testament: being

for its explanation, or alteration, or to make

some addition to, or else some subtraction

from, the former disposition of the testator.‘

A clause added to a will after its execution;

the purpose of which usually is to alter, en

large, or restrain the provisions‘ of the will,

or to explain, confirm, and republish it.5

Part of the will, to be construed with it, as one en

tire instrument. . . But the will is not altered by

the codicil, except by express words or necessary im

plication. It is to be deemed altered by necessary

implication where a subsequent provision is inconsist

ent with and repugnant to a prior provision. But

where they can stand together, both shall have effect.‘

The effect of republication of the will by the addi

tion oi’ a codicil isto bring both instruments to the

same date.‘ See Win!~ 2.

COEBCION. Compulsion: constraint;

duress. '

Direct or positive coercion. When a

person by physical force is compelled to do

an act against his will.

Implied or legal coercion. When a

person, under legal subjection to another, is

induced to do an act involuntarily.

As free will is necessary to accountability, a person

acting under coercion has no will. But the command

0! a superior to an interior, of a parent to a child, of

 

' Cincinnati 1:. Morgan. 3 Wall. ‘393 (186.5).

' Mobile. &c. R. Co. v. Weimer. 49 Miss. 739 (1874).

See also Sedgw. Stat. 429. See generally 8 South. Law

Rev., 0. s., M (1874); 2 i'd., N. s., 215 (1876); 8 id. 573

(1877); 6 id. 1 (1880); 19 Am. Law Rev. 14-17 (1884); ‘ll

id. 1-47, 81548 (I886); 21 id. 194-209 (INT); 2 Law Q

Rev. 125 (1886); as Alb. Law J. 244-47, 264, an user); as

id. 2&4 (1887); 87 id. £1-28 (1888); 26 Cent. Law J. 2.5?

(1888); -:2 Am. Law Rev. 1-29, 57-55 (1888); 4 Km DI

J. 258 (1886) — Law Counselor.

' L. codicilhu, a title book or writing.

' 2 Bl. Com. 500. See 4 Kent, 581.

' Lamb 1:. Lamb, 11 Pick. 375 (ll), Shaw, C. J. See

Dunham v. Averill, 45 Conn. 79 (IEFT); Grimball v.

Patton, 70 Ala. 681 (l83l); Fairfax v. Brown, 60 Md. 58

(18%).

' Hntcher v. Hatcher, 8) Va. 178 (185).
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a master to a servant. or of a principal to his agent.

does not. ordinarily. ammmt to coercion.

if a wife acts in company with her husband in the

commission of a tort or a crime other than treason.

homicide. or other heinous felony. it is presumed. at

common law. that she acted under coercion and with

out guilty intent. But non-coercion may be proved..1

See DL'asss-. ‘VILL. 2.

COGNATI. See NATUS. Cognati.

CO(}N'IZAl\i'CE.I 1. Recognition; ao

knowledgment.

When a defendant in repievin Justifles a distress of

goods in another] rlghtas his bailii! or servant. he is

mid to make cognizance; that is. he acknowledges the

taking. but insists that it was legal.‘ Compare

avowar; Rscco.~nz.nrcr.

2. Judicial recognition; judicial power;

jurisdiction.

A word of the largest hnport. embracing all power.

authority. and jurisdiction: as in the provision that a

particular court shall have full cognizance of capital

crimes‘

COGNOVIT. L. He has confessed or

acknowledged it.

Cognovit actionem. He has confessed

the action. Sometimes called a cognovit.

An acknowledgment by a defendant that

an action brought against him is rightly

brought. and that the sum named is due to

the plaintifl.°

An unsealed confession of judgment given to the

plaintifl after suit is brought. A warrant of attorney

is under seal and given before suit is entered.‘ See

A-rroasrv. Warrant of.

COH.ABITJ 1. The primary meaning

is to dwell with some one, not merely to visit

or to see that one.8

In criminal statutes, to live together as

husband and wife.

As. inthe act of Congreu of March2J.1882. 0.47.

forbidding polygamy.‘

 

'4 Bl. Com. 23-29; State v. Shoe. 18 R I. 586 (1682).

coca; State v. Boyle. lb. (S98 (18%); 61 Me.808; W Mass.

7; 103 id. 71; 65 N. C. 898; 1 Greeni. Ev. Q 28; 2

“Thart. Ev. Q 1255; l B. & H.141. Cr. Cas. 76-87. cases;

2 Steph. Hist Cr. L Eng. 99-110.

'Kbg'-ni-. or k6n’~i-sans. F. cognoissavwe. knowl

edge: L a>gnnscere. to know.— Skeat Also cogni

sance. and. formerly. conusanee.

' 3 Bl. Com. 150

4 Webster 0. Commonwealth. 5 Cush. 400 (1850).

HhAI.C. J. Seeaiso68N. Y. 101; 2 Bl. Com88; Bid.

86. 2&8: 4 id. $8.

‘Smith. Contracts. 28).

'8 Bl. Com. 897.

'L M. with: habftare. to have of'l'en.l. o..sblde

Ilth_- 54 Me. 366.

|[Ca.lefc Calef. .54 Me. son (1867). Appleton. c. J.

' Canmn v. United States. 116 U. 8. 66. 74-75(1$5).

 

To live together in the same house as mar

ried persons live together. or in the manner

of husband and wife.1

2. In a popular sense. sometimes found in

statutes and decisions, includes the idea of

occupying the same bed. and sexual inter

course.2

Cohabitation. As a fact presumptive ‘of mar

riage. not a sojourn. nor a habit of visiting. noreven a

remaining with for a time. Neither cohabitation

nor reputation of marriage. nor both. is marriage.

Conjoined. they are evidence from which a presump

tion of marriage arises. The legal idea of cohabiur

tion is that which carries with it a natural belief that

it results from marriage only. To cohabit is to live or

dwell together. to have the same habitation; so that

where one lives and dwells there the other always lives

and dwells. The Scotch expression. “the habit and

repute" of marriage. conveys the true idea better.

perhaps. than our own. When we see a man and a

woman constantly dwelling together. we obtain the

first ideain the presumption of marriage; and when

we add to this that the parties thus constantly living

together are reputed to be man and wife. and so taken

and received by all who know them both. we take the

second step in the presumption of the fact of a mar

riage. Marriage is the cause. these follow as the

effect. An inconstant habitation and a divided

reputation of marripge carry with them no full belief

of an antecedent marriage as the cause. irregularity

in these elements 01' evidence is at once a reason to

think that there is irregularity in the life itself which

the parties lead: unless attended by independent facts.

which aid in the proof of marriage. Without con

comitant facts to prove marriage. such an irregular

cohabitation and partial reputation of marriage avail

nothing in the proof of marriage.I

See Cosnosa-nos; Dassanos. 1; Lascrvmns; Man.

aucs; Rsrcrsn.

COIN. A piece of metal stamped and

made legally current as money.‘

“ Coin " and “ coinage " apply to the stamp

ing of metal in some way so as to give them

currency.‘

"The Congress shall have Power . . To coin

Money. regulate the Value thereof. and of foreign

 

IJones v. Commonwealth. H) Va. N (1885). Faunt

leroy. J.

1 see 1 Bishop. Mar. & D. 5 7'77. note. cases: 1161]. S.

75; 4 Paige. 425. As a married right. 19 Cent. Law J.

142 (1384). cases.

IYardley‘s Estate. 75 Pa. 211 (1874). Agnew. C. J.

See also Brinckie o. Brinckle. 84 Leg. Int 428 (1 41 ;

Hynes u. McDermott. 91 N. Y. 459-62 (18S3\. cm;

Ti-ter v. Teter. 88 Ind.-19‘; (1%). came; Appeal of Read

ing Fire Ins. & Trust Co., 113 Pa. 908 (1886). cases; 1

Whart. Ev. 5‘ 84-86. cases

‘United States I7. Bogart. 9 Bened. 815 (1878). Wal

lace. J.; 5 Phila. 465: 16 Gray. 240.

I Meyer u. Roosevelt. 25 How. Pr. 105 (1868).
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Coin“ I “ No State shall ,coin Money " or

" make any Thing but gold and silver Coin a Tender

in Payment of Debts.“ I See Tnsnaa. 2 (2), Legal

Tender Acts.

The gold coins of the United States shall be a

one-dollar piece, which, at the standard weight of

twenty-flve and eighttenth grains, shall be the unit of

value: a quarter-eagle, or two and a halt dollar piece;

a three-dollar piece; a hall’-eagle, or five-dollar piece;

an eagle, or ten-dollar piece; and a double eagle, or

twenty-dollar piece.

The silver coins shall be [a ti-ade<iollar,] ' a halt

dollsr or tii‘ty—cent piece, a quarter-dollar or twenty

flvc-cent piece. a dime or ten-cent piece. The weight

of [the trade-dollar shall be four hundred and twenty

grains troy; the weight of] the half-dollar, twelve

grams and one-halt oi‘ a gram; the quarter-dollar and

the dime, respectively, one-halt and one-fifth of the

weight of said half-dollar.

The standard of both gold and silver coins shall be

such that of one thousand parts by weight nine hun

dred shall be pure metal and one hundred of alloy.

The alloy of the silver coins shall be of copper. The

alloy of the gold coins shall be of copper, or of cop

per and silver; but the silver shall in no case exceed

onetenth of the whole alloy.

The minor coins shall be a five-cent piece, a three

cent piece, and a one-cent piece; and their weight,

respectively, seventy-seven and sixteen-hundredths

grains troy, thirty grains, and forty-eight grains. The

alloy of the five and three cent pieces shall be of cop

per and nickel, three-fourths to one-fourth: the alloy

of the onecent piece, ninety-five per centum of copper

and flve per centum of tin and zinc.

Any gold coins in the treasury, when reduced in

weight by natural abrasion more than one-halt of one

per centum below the standard weight, shall be re

coined.‘

There shall be coined silver dollars ot the weight of

four hundred and twelve and a hall’ grains troy of

standard silver, as provided in the act of January 18,

ii-‘~37 (5 St. L. 131')..

Foreign coins. The value oi foreign coins as ex

pressed in the money of account of the United States

shall be that of the pure metal of such coin of stand

ard value; and the values of the standard coins in cir

culation of the various nations of the world shall be

estimated annually by the director of the mint, and be

proclaimed on the first day oi‘ January by the secre

tary of the treasury.‘

The valuation thus made is conclusive upon custom

house otiicers and importers.’

All foreign gold and silver coins received in pay

 

‘ Constitution, Art I, § 8, cl. ii.

' Ibid. 5 10, cl. 1. See generally Bronson v. Rods, 7

Wall. 247-51 (1968), Chase, C. J.

' Act 3 March, 1587 (24 St. L. 634), provides for the ex

change and retirement of the trade-dollar.

' R S. 55 3511-15.

'1 Sup. R. S. p. 806: Act 26 Feb., 1878.

I Act8 March. 1878: R. B. 5 1156i.

' Arthur, Collector 21. Richards, 22! Wall. 246 (1874);

Cramer v. Arthur, 102 U. S. 612 (1880); Hadden v. Mer

Htt, ll5 id. 25 (1886).

 

ment for moneys due to the United States shall, belon

being issued in circulation. be coined anew.I

See Arrscrnnzs-r, Execution; Comm. 8; Mom.

COLD. See Coouso.

COLLATERAL.2 Does not depart from

its non-legal, popular signification.

1. Applied to a person or personal relation —

that which is by the side, and not in the direct

line: as collateral or a collateral—ancestor,

charge, consanguinity, descent, heir, inherit

ance, kindred, kinsmen, relatives, qq. v.

2. Said oi’ as right or a thing—depending

upon another as the more important; addi

tional to some other as principal: as collat

eral or a collateral—assurance, covenant,

deed, estoppel, fact, issue, limitation, obliga

tion, pl-omise, security, undertaking, war

ranty, qq. v.

Collaterally attack or impeach. To

question the validity of a thing done in

court, in an independent proceeding:' as to

collaterally attack a judgment or a judicial

sale, qq. 1:.

Not permitted, except for fraud, of a matter reg

ularly adjudicated by proper authority. See Anson»

canon. Former. .

Collaterals. 1. Collateral kinsmen. 2.

Collateral securities, q. v.

COLLEAGUE. See ASSOCIATE, Coun

sel, Judge.

COLLECT. To gather together: to bring

into the custody of one person.

1. To gather the assets of a.decedent's

estate: as for one to collect the goods of the

estate for safekeeping, until a will is proven

and an executor qualified, or an adminis

trator appointed.‘

2. To receive or obtain money.

Collector. (1) A public oflicer charged

with the duty of exacting and receiving

payment of moneys due the government, as

of taxes, or of customs or revenue duties.

See DUTY, 2.

(2) A private person employed to demand

and receive payment of money; a collecting

agent, q. 1:.

Collection. The act or fact of claiming

and receiving payment of money.

in New York. a guaranty of the collection of a do

rnand. or that it may be collected, or is collectible,

 

1Act9 Feb.,17il3: R. S. 53566.

' L. coilateralis, side by side: con. by; him. side.

' See generally 25 Cent. Law J. 887 (1887), case;

' 2 Bl. Com. 510.
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means that payment can be obtained either by demand

or by resort to the proper legal remedy.I See RI

DOVER.

‘Collect on delivery. The initials C. O. D.

mean COii€'i t on delivery, that is, deliver

upon payment of the charges due to the

seller for the price and to the carrier for the

carriage of the goods. The initials have ac

quired a fixed meaning which the courts and

juries may recognize from their general in

formation.1

The contract of the carrier is not only for the cafe

mrrlage and delivery of the goods to the consignee, but

also that he will collect the price and the charges due

thereon and return the price to the consignor. Should

the goods be destroyed by any other agency than an

act of God or of a public enemy, the carrier is liable,

as in other cases I See Caamna, Common.

Collecting agent or agency. A collec

tionto be made by a collecting agent imports

an undertaking by such agent himself; not

that he receives a claim i'or transmission to

another for collection, for whose negligence

he is not to be responsible.‘

For collection. Indorsed on negotiable

paper, restrains negotiability. The indorser

may prove that he was not the owner and

did not mean to give title to it or to its pro

needs when collected. Such indorsement is

not intended to give currency or circulation

to the paper; its eflect is limited to an au

thority to collect.‘ -

There is a marked difference of opinion, expressed

in the adjudged cases, respecting the liability of a col

lecting; banker for the manner in which the notary, to

whom notes are delivered for presentment and pro

tect, discharges his duty. The supreme court of

New York, in Allen v. Merchants‘ Bank of New York,‘

said that "a note or bill of exchange left ata bank

and received for the purpose of being sent to a distant

 

‘Sec Moakley c. Riggs. 19 Johns. 70 (1821); Taylor v.

Bullen,6Cow. 636 (1827); Cumpston v. 1iicNair, l Wand.

W (H98); Backus n. Shipherd, ll Wand. 684 (1884);

low.-land v. Shepard, 2 Hill, 189 (1841).

‘State 0. intoxicating Liquors, 78 Me. 279 (1882),

Peters. J. See also United States Express Co. v.

Keller, 50 ind. 267 (1877); American Express Co. v.

Lenem, so Ill. 333 (1866).

' See Pilgreen v. State, 7] Ala. 868 (i882); The Illinois,

2 Flip. GJ (1879); Higgins v. Murray, 73 N. Y. 252, 254

(M18); Wagner 0. iialiaclt, 8 Col. lbi (1877); Gibson v.

American Express l Hun, 889 (1874); Baker o.

Boucicault, 1 Daly, '36-'37 (1%); cases supra.

' Hoover I7. Wise, 01 U. S. 310-1.‘: (1875). cases: Hunt,

Held, Swaync. Davin, Strong, JJ.. and Waite, C. J.,

concurring; Miller, Clifford. and Bradley, JJ., dia

amtlng.

‘Sweeney 1:. Easter, 1 Wall. lT3-74 (1863), C881‘.

' 15 Wand. 487 (18%), can

place for collection, would seem to imply, upon a rea

sonable construction, no other agreement than that it

should be forwarded with due diligence to a compe

tent agent to do what should be necessary in the prem

ises. The person leaving the note is aware that the

bank cannot personally attend to the collection, and

that it must therefore be sent to some distant or for

eign agent," and that there was nothing which could

imply an assumption for the fidelity of the agent. The

case being carried to the court of errors, the foregoing

decision was reversed, and the doctrine declared that

the bank was responsible for all subsequent agents

employed in the collection of the paper.‘ The reversal

was by a vote of fourteen senators against ten. The

decision has since been followed in New York, and its

doctrine adopted in Ohio. But in the courts of other

States it has been generally rejected and the views

expressed by the supreme court approved. in Dar

ehcslcr and Miilon Bank v. New England Bank it

was held by the supreme court of lilamachusetts that

when notes or bills, payable at a distant place, are re

ceived by a bank for collection, without specific in

structions, it is bound to transmit them to a suitable

agent at the place of payment, for that purpose; and

that when a suitable sub-agent is thus employed, in

good faith, the collecting bank is not liable for his

neglect or default.I

in the supreme courts of Connecticut, Maryland.

Illinois, Wisconsin, and ltiimisslppi, the doctrine of the

supreme courts of New York and Massachusetts, in

the cases cited, has been approved and followed.‘

The lndorsement upon a check “ For collection; pay

to the order of A,“ is notice to purchasers that the in

dorser is entitled to the proceeds.I

Whether a stipulation in a note for the payment of

the expenses of collection is enforceable under stat

utes allowing costs or statutes against usury, or

whether such stipulation renders the instrument Bu

uncertain as to destroy its negotiable quality, are

questions not uniformly settled.‘

COLLEGE.‘ 1. in the civil law, corpora

tions were called collegia, from the idea of

individuals being gathered together.6

Tree faciunt collegiam: three form a corporation.‘

2. An organized assembly.
 

I 22 Wend. :27-44 U839). cases.

' Britton v. Niccolls, 104 U. S. 761-68 (1881), Field, J

See also First Nat. Bank of Lynn v. Smith, 132 Mass.

227 (1882); Exchange Nat. Bank v. Third Nat Bank, 122

U. 8. 381-98 (1884), cases; Central It Co. v. First Nut

Bank of Lynchburg, 73 Ga. 888 (1884); Bank of Sherman

v.Weiss, 67 Tex. 88$-85(l887), cases. The bank is liable

for misappropriation by the agent; Power v. First

Nat. Bank of Ft. Benton, 6 lionta. 251 (1887), cases: Ii-5

Alb. Law .1. 185-9.), cases contra. See 18 Cent. Law J

165-70 (1884), cases; 20 Am. law Rev. BS9-90l (1856),

cases.

' Bank of the .\l~-tropolis c. First Nat. Bank of Jersey

City,1‘.l F. R. 302 men. cases.

‘ Merchants‘ Nat. Bank v. Sevier, H F. R. 662, 667-75

(1882), cases.

‘ L eon-ligere, to bring together, amembla.

' 1 Bl. Com. 469.

(13)
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Electoral college. The body of electors

chosen by the people, in pursuance of the

Xllth Amendment, to elect a President and ‘

s Vic¢.~President of the United States.l See

Enscronan

3. Referring to an institution of learning,

may more naturally apply to the place where

a collection of students is contemplated than

to the hall or building intended for their ac

oomm0dati0n.'

In a statute exempting colleges and academics from

taxation, means a seminary of learning: not the as

semblage of the professors and students, nor the trust»

sea in their corporate capacity, but certain property

belonging to them, with the edifices and the lands

‘thereon the same are erected! Bee Anona; Cinn

rn, 2; Ennowxanr, 2; hiKDlCAL; Pssnassur; Scnoon,

Publio.

COLLISION? A striking together or

impact of two b0dies—-vehicles or vessels,

more commonly the latter.

includes “allision" — when a stationary

body is struck by a moving body; also, in

juries from one thing being rubbed or pressed

against another—as one vessel lying along

side of another.‘

1. As to collisions between vehicles, see ACCIDENT;

Caantaa, Common; Nsouosscs; Rosa, 1, Law of.

2. A vessel engaged in commerce is liable for dam

age occasioned by a collision. on account of the

complicity, direct or indirect, of the owner, or the

negligence or want of care or skill of the navigator.

The reason is, the owner employs the master and the

crew. Any fault is imputed to him, and his vessel is

liable. Otherwise when the person in fault does not

stand in the relation of agent to the owner.‘

Where neither veml is in fault, a loss rests where

it falls; where both vessels are in fault. the damages

are proportioned equally; where one vesselalone is in

fault, it pays all damages When both vessels are in

fault, an innocent person, as, a shipper or consignee,

who is injured, may recover of either vessel or of its

owner all the loss, and may pursue his remedy at

common law, or in admiralty by proceedings in rem

or in pers0nam.' For suits in personam, the United

lSee 2 Story, Coast. 55 1438-74; 15 Alb. Law J. 220

(1870.

' [Stanwood v. Peirce, 7 Mass. 460 (1811), Parsons, C. J.

'[State v. Ross, 24 N. J. L. 49‘4(1&5-1), liaines, J..—

Case of the College of New Jersey.

‘ L. ooliidere, to strike together.

‘Bee The liioxey, 1 Abb. Adm. 71i(1847); Wright 0.

Brown, 4 Ind. 96 (1858); The City of Baltimore, 5 Bened.

474 (1872).

'Sturgls v. Boyer, 24 How. 128 (1800), Clifford, J.;

The Clarita, 28 Wall. 11 (1874).

' Union Steamship Co. v. N. Y. & Va. SteamshlpCo.,

24 How. 813 (1860), Clifford, J.; The Continental, ll

Wall. 855 (1871); The Atlas, 93 U. S. 802 (1376); The

Iunlata. ib. 887 (1876); Vanderbilt 0. Reynolds. 10

| States courts, as courts of admiralty, have not exclu

‘ sire jurisdiction, the right to any common-law remedy

; being expressly saved by statute (R. 8. § 568).‘

‘Under the not of March 8, 1851 (R. S. §§-i28'&-81'), the

owner is entitled to a limitation of liability to the value

| of his interest in the ship and in her earned freight, at

the termination of the voyage,—- which may be by loss

of the ship at sea. The subsequent repair of a wrecked

vessel, giving her increased value, is not an etement;

nor is any insurance had on the vessel: that being a

collateral and personal interest. And the right to

proceed for a limitation of liability is not lost by a

surrender of the veml to the underwriters.‘

The limitation may be claimed by way of defense,

or by surrendering the ship or by paying her value

into court. The latter method is necessary when the

owner desires to bring all claimants into concourse

for distribution.I

Where both vessels are in fault, the one that suffers

least is decreed to pay the other the amount necessary

to make them equal; that is, one-half the difference

between the respective losses.‘ The decree should be,

not in solido for ‘all damages and costs, but severally

against each vessel for one-half thereof, any balance

unreoovered from one to be paid by the other vessel,

and to the extent of her stipulated value beyond the

moiety due from her.‘

Where the collision is between foreign vessels on

the high seas, the Federal courts have jurisdiction, the

first court that obtains it exercising it under the gen

eral maritime law as understood in the courts of the

country.‘

See further Aocrnsrrr, inevitable; Atrroa, 1, Sequitur;

Anms.aurr; Lmsn, 4; Rss; Rasnrvno; 'h:o.

COLLOQUIUM. L. A speaking to

gcther: a conversation.

An averment, in an action for slander, that

the defendant spoke the words in a certain

conversation (in quodam colloquio) he had

with another person, concerning the plaintiff.

When the words are actionable in themselves, a

colloquium, averring a speaking of and concerning

the plaintiff, is sufllcient When the words have a

slanderous meaning, not of their on intrinsic force,

but by reason of the existence of some extraneous

 

Blatch. 84-91 (1819), cases; The Clara, 102 U. 8. 203

(1880), cases; The Benefactor, ib. 214 (1880).

I Schoonmaker v. Gilmore, 102 U. S. 118 (1880), mm

‘The City of Norwich, 118 U. S. 469, 489-606 (1883),

Bradley, J.: Waite, C. J., Field, Woods, and Blatch.

ford, JJ., concurring; Matthews, Miller, Harlan, and

Gray, JJ., dlssent.ing—- ib. pp. 526-41. The othercassa,

The Scotland, ib. 507, and The Great Western, ib. 5%,

being considered in the same connection.

‘The Great Western, 118 U. S. 520 (1880). See also

Norwich Co. 1). Wright, 18 Wall. 104, 116% (1871),

cases; The Benefactor, 103 U. S. 216 (1880).

‘ The North Star, 106 U. S. 20, 17-22 (1882), ms“,

Bradley, J See. as to dividing the loss, 2 Law Q. Rev.

35T~6il (lififl).

' The Stirling, 108 U. S. 617 (1882), cases, Waite, C. J.

"i‘hsBelgenland, 104 U. B. 866, 861 (1885),M
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fact. this fact must first be averred as inducement. out indication of preference for any bene

snd then there must be a colloquium. averring s ficiary class or object
I ‘ | I I

speaking of or concerning the plaintiff. Lastly. the

word " meaning." or innuendo, is used to connect the

matters thus introduced with the particular words

laid. showing their identity. and drawing what is the

legal infereuce_from the whole declaration that such

I an. under the circumstances thus set out. the mean

ing of the words.l See lssussno; Snsxosn.

COLLUSIONJ An agreement between

persons to defraud another of his rights by

the forms of law or to obtain an object for

bidden by law.‘ Whence collusive. See

i“RAC'D.

COLONIES. See INDEPENDENCE; Law,

Common; RELIGION; STATE, 2 (2, b); Tax, 2;

Wmscs.

COLOR. l. Darkness of skin from pres

ence of African blood.

The phrase " persons of color " embraces,

universally, not only all persons descended

wholly from African ancestors, but also those

who have descended in part only from such

ancestors. and have a distinct admixture of

African blood.‘

" Colored “ race means “ African“ race.‘

in 1836. in Virginia. “colored person“ was substi

Rated for "negro." which word before that time in

cluded “ negro “ and “ mulatto.“ The act of February

17. 1866. like the Code of 1849. provided that “every

person having one-fourth or more negro blood shall be

deemed" a colored person.‘ See Cnuss; Scuoon.

Separate; Warn.

2. Appearance; apparent reality, validity,

or legality; also, pretense.

Colorable. Existing in aspect merely;

not real: as. a colorable ahridgment or alter

ation of a copyrighted production, imitation

of a trademark. assignment, claim or de

fense. change of possession, title, qq. v.

Colorless. Without intimation as to mo

tive or preference.

Colorless will. A will characterized by a

general intent to effect a stated disposition

of property, without intimation as to the

motives for making the several gifts, or with

lCa.rter v. Andrews. 16 Pick. 6 (1934). Shaw, 0. J.

Beealso‘23 Pa. 82; 53 id 421; l Greenl. Ev. ‘-117.

‘L colludere. to wt in a fraud: con-ludere. to

play together.

‘See Baldwin 0. Mayor of New York. 45 Barb. 869

(1856): s. o. 3) How. Prv H). quoting Bouvier and others.

‘Johnson v. Town of h'orwich.29 Conn. 4&5 (1861),

Btnr\'I_ C. 1!. See also Van Camp v. Board of Educa

tion, it Ohio St. -ill (lb:-U); 9 lred. L. 884; 81 Tex. 67.

' Clark 1:. Directors of Muscatlne. 2-i lows. 275 (1868);

People v. Hall. 4 Cal. 8179-404 (1851); 3'1‘ Miss. L509.

' Jones v. Commonwealth. 8) Va 5944 (1885).

 

Where a general and A particular intent are ex

premed. the latter. in a case of doubt as to the tests

tor‘s meaning. is made to yield to the former.I See

CY Pass; Wn.L. 9.

Color of law. Pretense or semblance of

legal right or authority.2 See EXTORTION.

Color of office. Pretense or semblance

of official right to do an act by one who

has no right; pretended authority of oflice.

See further Ornosa, De facto; OFFICIUM.

Colore.

Color Of title. That which in appear

ance is title, but which in reality is no title.‘

The resemblance or appearance of title.

Whenever an instrument, by apt words of

transfer from grantor to grantee, in form

passes what purports to be the title, it gives

color of title.l

May be made through a conveyance. a bend. a

contract. or bars possession undera parol agreement.

Whether the title be weak or strong is of no impor

tance. What is color of title is a matter of law for the

court. If good faith be a necessary element in the

claim. that is for a jury. A claim under a con

veyance. however inadcqunte to carry the true title.

and however incompetent the grantor. is such a claim

under color of title. and one which will draw to the

possession of the grantee the protection of the statute

of limitations. other requisites of the statutes being

compiled with.‘ See Posssssmu. Adverse. Compare

CLOUD. On title.

Give color. To admit the appearance of

right in favor of an adverse party.

“In trespass. if the defendant desires to refer the

validity of his title to the court. he may state his title

specially. and at the same time ‘give color‘ to the

plaintifl. or suppose him to have an appearance of

title, had indeed in point of law. but of which a jury

are not competent to judge." "

“Giving color“ is a phrase borrowed tom the

ancient rhetoricians. in pleading it signifies an ap

parent or primafacie right; and the meaning of the

rule that every pleading in confession and avoidance

must give color is. that it must admit an apparent

right in the opposite party. and rely. therefore, on

some new matter by which that apparent right is de

feated. . . The kind of color which is naturally

 

1 Bee Schouler. Wills. 5 476. cases; i Redf. Will;

"33. cases.

‘See United States v. Deaver. l4 F. R. 599 (1882).

IWright v. Mattison. 18 How. 56-59 (1855). cases.

‘Hall v. Law. 10.! U. S. 460 (183)). Field. J.

‘Wright v. llinttison. supra. See also Lil Am. Law

Reg. 409-19 (1887). cases; 4 Saw. 1529; 4 Dill. 555-56; 10

F. R. 536; 33 Cal. 676; 33 Ga. ‘M2; 66 id. 170; 23 Ill. 510;

60 id. 140; 30 lows. 486; 84 Md. 858; 27Hinn. 62-68; 7‘

N. C. 491'. 83 Vt. 845‘. 6 Win. 538.

' 8 Bl. Com. B09.
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latent in the structure of all regular pleadings in con

femion and avoidance is “implied color,“ to distin

guish it from the kind which, in instances, is formally

inserted in the pleading, and known as “express

color." To the latter, the term usually applies.l

SeeColore oflicii. By color of ofice.

COLOR. 2, Of office.

COLT. See House.

COLUMBIA. See Covnrs,United States;

DISTRlC'1‘, Of Columbia. ‘

COM. See Com.

COMBAT. A combat in which both

parties enter willingly is “ mutual."

A person who_enters into a combat armed with a

concealed deadly weapon may use it to protect his

lffe, if his adversary. who struck the first blow, resorts

to such a weapon; and be will not be guilty of assault

with intent to murder unless he intended from the

first to use the weapon if necemary to overcome his

antagonist.’ See Frosr.

COMBINATION. 1. In the law of

patents, the union of different elements.

A combination is patentable only when the several

elements of which it is composed produce by their

joint action a new and useful result, or an old result

in a cheaper or otherwise more advantageous way.’

Limitations and provisos imposed by the inventor

will be construed strictly against him, as in the nature

of disclaimers.‘

A combination may be infringed when some of its

elements are employed and for others are used me

chanical equivalents known to be such when the

patent was granted.‘

See further Novsm; Eqnrvsr.s.vr, 2; PATENT, 2.

2. In penal and criminal laws (as in a stat

ute providing that one common carrier may

not combine with another for any purpose).

a coalition, union, mutual agreement, or

other blending, for any purpose whatever;

as, for creating a monopoly.‘

A combination between the manufacturers of a

patented article (a balance shade-roller), intended not

to restrict production but simply to maintain a fair and

uniform price, and to prevent the injurious effects to

producers and consumers of fluctuating prices caused

 

IStephen Plead, Tyl. ed., M, 210. See Gould, PL

era; 2 Chitty, Pl. ma.

‘Aid!-ige v. State, 59 Miss. 2550881), Chalmers, C. J.

' Stephenson v. Brooklyn R. Co., 11i U. S. 157 (1885);

Thatcher Heating Co. v. Burtis, 121 id. 286, 205 (1587),

cases.

‘ Sargent u. Hall Safe and Lock 00., 114 U. S. 86(i885),

cases.

' Rowell 0. Lindsay, 118 U. S. 102 (1885), cases. See

also Booth 1:. Parks, 1 Flip. 3-Si 0&5-4), cases; Hill v. Saw

yer, 81 F. R. 282 (1887), cases; 20 Wall. 868; 92 U. S857;

109id.42);111 id. 103; 17 F. R. 80,cases; 19 id. 509,

cases.

' Watson 0. Harlem. &c. Navigafloa Co., 52 How. Pr.

5! (137!)

by undue competition, is not in restraint of trade or

against public policy.I

A combination is criminal whenever the act to be

done has a necemary tendency to prejudice the public

or to oppress individuals by unjustly subjecting them

tothe power of the confederntos, and giving eifect

to the purposes of the latter, whether of extortion 0|

mischief.’

The gist of the offense is the conspiracy. if the

motives of the confederates be to oppress. or the

means unlawful, or the consequences to others injuri

ous, it is a conspiracy. Thus, a confederation to raise

or depress the price of stocks, labor, merchandise, or

the natural products, is a conspiracy.I

A confederation or conspiracy by an associated

body of ship-owners, which is calculated to have and

has the effect of driving the ships of other persons,

and those of the plaintiff in particular. out of a certain

line of trade,— even though the immediate object be

not to injure the plaintiff but to secure to the consplr

More a monopoly of the carrying trade between eer

tain ports,— is, or may be, indictable, and therefore

actionable, if private and particular damage can be

shown. To warrant the court in granting an interim

injunction he who complains must show that he has

or will sustain "irreparable damage,“ that is. damage

for which he cannot obtain adequate compensation

without the special interference of the court.‘

“lfa large number oi‘ men, engaged for a certain

time, should combine together to violate their cor»

tract, and quit their employment together, . . it

would surely be a conspiracy to-do an unlawful act.

though of such a character that, if done by an indi

vidunl, it would lay the foundation of a civil action

only, and not of a criminal pnosecution." '

See Bovoorrmo; Cossrnucv; S1-nun, 2; Ts.anI.,

Restraints; Tiunrs-Umons.

COME. See APPEARANCE, 3; Rssrns;

Vsnms.

COMES. L. See Cossrsnas; Comrrv.

COMFORT. Whatever is necessary to

give security from want, and furnish reason

able physical, mental, and spiritual enjoy

ment.

80 held where an executor was directed to pay the

testator's widow as much of a certain fund as is “ nee

essary for her comfort." ' See Am, 1.

‘Central Shade—Roller Co. v. Cushman, 143 Mam

864 (1877): Craft 1:. lllcC0noughy, 79 Ill. 3346 (1875). See

generally as to combinations for stifling competition,

20 Am. Law Rev. 19!>—216(1S86), cases.

' Commonwealth v. Carlisle, Brightly‘s Rep. 40 (Pa.,

1821), Gibson. J. See Commonwealth v. Gallagher, 2

Pa. 1... J. Rep. 84 (18i4).

I liiorris Run Coal Co. v. Barclay Coal Co., 68 Pa

173, 18€>8S (1871), cases, See also \'auu1~s1l:ile v. Lav

erty, 69 id. 108, 108 (18T1)—an agreement not to em

ploy one as a teacher.

4 Mogul Steamship Co. v. M‘Gregor, Cow & 00.,

L. R., 15 Q. B. D. 470, 482 (1885), Coleridge. C. J.

‘Commonwealth v. Hunt at al.,4 Metc. 131 (1842),

Shaw, C. J .

' Forman v. Whitney, 2 Keyes. 168 (1865)
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COMITATUS. See COUNTY, Power of.

CO1![I'1'YJ Courtesy: deference, from

good feeling or feeling of equality.

Comity of nations, or between States.

Expresses the basis upon which one inde

pendent sovereignty applies within its own

b.-rritory the laws of another sovereignty, in

a matter as to which the latter or its citizen

is concerned.’

Upon this basis rest observnn/-cs under extradition

in-ntles,.q. 0. And some adjudications upon the estates

of decedentl and insolvents are respected, between the

Sum to the extent that reciprocity obtains.

Comlty obtains to permit the corporations of one

State to pursue a lawful business in another State.‘

Judicial comity. The respect which

tribunals of independent jurisdictions enter

tain for the decisions of each other. in the

determination of questions involving refer

ence to extra-territorial law.

The Federal courts adopt the construction given to

s Stnte‘s constitution or statutes by the courts of that

State, whatever the opinion as to their soundness. ex

cept where the highest State court has given diiferent

constructions. and rights have been acquired under

the earlier construction; in which case they follow

the latter;‘ except, also, in interpreting a contract

between SI-ates, whether the contract is in the shape

of a law or of a covenant by State agents;' and ex

ceptln cases where the Constitution, a treaty, or a

statute of the United States. provides otherwise.‘

They give a change in construction the same eflect in

its operation upon existing contract rights that they

give to a legislative amendment— they make it proa

pe.-ctiu-.' But they are not bound by decisions upon

commercial law.‘ '

Where the law of a State is not settled, it is the

right and the duty of the Federal courts to exercise

their own judgment; as they always do in reference

to the doctrines of commercial law and general juris

prudence. So, when contracts have been entered into,

and rights have accrued thereon under a particular

state of the decisions, or where there has been no de

cision, of the State tribunals. the Federal courts claim

the right to adopt their oyn interpretation of the law

applicable to the case. although a diflerent interpreta

ti--n may be adopted by the State courts after such

rights have accrued. But even in such cases, for we

 

1 L. comilnl. urbanity: comis, friendly.

I sh Slur)‘, Confl. Laws, $5 23. was

'Cowell u. Saratoga Springs 00., ii!) U. S. 59 (1879);

Ilellipiiia, £0. R. C0. 0. Alabama, IW id. 581, 585 (1532),

mun.

° l-‘alriicld v. County of Gallatin, 1G) U. S. 52 (1879),

cases; Caroll County v. Smith, 111 id. 563 (1531), cases.

Hleifcrnon Branch Bank v. Skclly.1 Black,L'36 (1861);

Wright :1. Nagle, 101 U. 3. 7‘J3il81‘J). .

‘Oates v. Nat. Bank of Montgomery, 1(1) U. S. 246

118791. cases.

' Machine Co. v. Gage, 100 U. S. 676 (1879); Douglass

v. County of Pike, 101 (d. 687 (1879),
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sake of harmony and to avoid confusion. the Federal

courts will lv-"n to an agreement of views with the

State courts if the question seems to them balanced

with doubt. As. however, the object of giving to the

National courts jurisdiction to administer the laws of

the States in controversies between citizens of dltIer

ent States was to institute independent tribunals which

it might be supposed would be unaflected by local

prejudices, it is their duty to exercise an independent

judgment in cases not foreclosed by previous adjudi

cation.l

COMMAND. See Masons; Pnorumma;

RATIHABITIO.

COMMENCE. In several uses has a

somewhat technical import:

Commencement of a building. Work

done on the ground the effect of which is ap

parent. See further BUILDING.

Commencement of an action, prose

cution, or suit. Such inception of judicial

proceedings as effects the several defendants;

as saves the cause from the bar of the statute

of limitations, q. 1).,‘ or as assures the juris

diction, when collaterally questioned.

ln civil actions, at common law, suing out or inu

ing the writ “ commences“ an action; in equity prac

tice, flling the bill, or, perhaps, issuing and endeavor

ing to serve the subpoena; under codes of procedure,

service or publication of the summons.‘ See Bnocorrr.

Before an action can be commenced, the cause of

action must be complete,— the day for payment must

have passed, a precedent condition must have been

perl'crmcd; the plaintiff must have the necessary priv

ity, and as against the particular defendant; in the

case of a tort there must he a_ legal injury (q. 11.), and.

possibly, the act must not amount to an untried felony;

where there isa breach of a public duty, particular

damage must have resulted to the plaintiff.’

Commencement of an indictment.

The most common form (derived from Eng

land) is “ The jurors of the people of the

State of —, in and for the body of the

county of —-, upon their oath present,” etc.‘

Com pare CAPTION, 2.

 

1Burgess v. Seligmu.n,107 U. S. 33431 (1882), cases,

Bradley, J. See also Pana v. Bowler, ib. 511 (1882),

cases; Norton 1:. Shelby County, 118 id. 431! (1886).

' See generally 26 Cent. Law J. 31-33 (1&‘\S). cases; 1

McCrary, 159; 4 Woods. 108; 11 F. ii. 217; 17 la. ~1T5;10

Ark. 120, 479; 19 Cal. 557; 21 id. 851; 4.5 i'd.125; 30 GA.

873: l ind. 276; 11 id. 48. 354; 8 Iowa, 809;9i'd.178; 10

id. 808, -118; 16 id. 59; 3 A. K. Marsh. 18; 5 Bush, 435; ll

Muss. 4.-‘»'>: 7 Me. 370; 33 Mich. 112; 42 Miss. ‘£41; 86 id.

40; 5 N. 11. ca; 47 id. 24; 87 N. Y.122; 10 Barb. 818; 6

Cow. (71, 519; 17 Johns. 65; 86 Pa. -174; 2il'd.12-i; 15 M

298; 1 R. 1. 17; 11 Iiumph. 333; 10 Tex. 155; 28 id. Til;

801'd. -104; 42 Vt. $2; 55 id. 356; 6 W. Va. 836.

' See 21 Cent. Law J. 401-12 \1$$Z>). cases.

‘ People v. Pennett, 37 N. Y. 12.’ (1867).
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COMMENDATIO. L. Oommending;

recommending.

Simplex commendatio non obligat.

A mere recommendation does not bind: the

expression of an opinion does not constitute a

warranty. Abridged, Simplex commendatio.

A false assertion of value, when no warranty is in

tended, is not a ground of relief to a purchaser: the

assertion is a matter of opinion, which does not imply

knowledge, and in which men may difler. Every per

son reposes at his peril in the opinion of others, when

he has equal opportunity to form and exercise his

own judgment.1

“The law recognizes the fact that men will natu

rally overstate the value and qualities of the articles

which they have to sell.“ A buyer has no right to

rely upon mere "dealer's talk.“ I See Cavxa-r, Emp

tor; Wasnam, 2.

COMMERCE.‘ In its simplest significa

tion, an exchange of goods; but in the ad

vancement of society, labor, transportation,

intelligence, care, and various mediums of

exchange, become commodities and enter

into commerce.‘

The interchange or mutual change of

goods, productions, or property of any kind,

between nations or individuals.‘

"'1‘1-ansportation " is the means by which ucom

merce “ is carried on.‘

Commercial. Concerning commerce,

trade, or trafilc; pertaining to the customs

of merchants, or to the law-merchant; mer

cantile: as, commercial or a commercial

broker, corporation, domicil, law, paper, reg

ulation, term, qq. 1!.

Commercial law is not peculiar to one State nor de

pendent upon local authority, but arises out of the

usages of the commercial world. The Federal courts

are not controlled by the decisions of the courts of a

State upon matters of commercial law.‘

Mercantile law is a system of jurisprudence ac

knowledged by all commercial nations. Upon no

subject is it of more importance that there should be,

 

'2 Kent, 485, cases; Gordon v. Parmelee, 2 Allen, 214

(1861), Bigelow, O. -1.; Hull v. Field, 76 Va. 666 (1882);

Tenney v. Oowles, 67 Win 594 (1886); Dillman v. Nadia

hofler, 119 I11. 575 (1887), cases

1 Kimball v. Bangs, 144 Mass. 3'23 (1887), Morton. C. J.;

Mooney v. Miller, 102 id. 220 (1869); Gordon 1:. Butler,

105 U. S. 557 (1881); Southern Development Co. 11. Silva,

12.3 id. 2560888).

1 L. commercium, trade: con, with; mm, goods.

° Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 1, 229 (1824), Marshall,

Chief Justice.

' Council Blufis 0. Kansas City, &c. R. Co., 45 Iowa,

H9(18711), Miller, C. .1. See also People v. Raymond,

I4 Cal. 497 (1868).

I Brooklyn, &c. R Co. 1:. Nat Bank of Republic, 102

U. 8. 81-82 (1880); ib. 55.

as far as practicable, uniformity of decision through

out the world.I See Nsoorusm.

Commercial agency. See Couuumcanox,

Privileged, 2.

Commercial traveler.

Dnmnms; Msacaarrr.

In‘ some connections “ commerce" relates

to dealings with foreign nations; “ trade," to

mutual traflic among ourselves, or to the buy

ing, selling, or exchange of articles among

members of the same community.2 .

The application of the term commerce is

generally discussed with reference to the pro

vision (called the commerce or commercial

clause of the Constitution) that “The Con

gress shall have Power . . . To regulate

Commerce with foreign Nations and among

the several States, and with the Indian

Tribes.“

By force of this provision, the subject, the

vehicle, the agent, and their various opera

tions, become the objects of commercial reg

ulation by. Congress‘, 5

Commerce is more than trafiic. It em

braces, also, transportation by land and

water, and all the means and appliances

necessarily employed in carrying them on.‘

A term of the widest import, comprehend

ing intercourse for the purpose of trade in

any and all its forms, including the trans

portation, purchase, sale, and exchange of

commodities."

Commercial intercourse between nations

and parts of nations, in all its branches.8

“To regulate “ this trade and intercourse is to pre

scribe the rules by which it shall be conducted.‘

Commerce comprehends navigation,‘ including

navigation on rivers and in ports,’ transportation of

See below, and

' Goodman v. Slmonds, 5!) How. 864 (1857); 12 Am. L

Reg. 478 (1873).

'1 People 1:. Fisher, 14 Weud. 15 (1885), Savage, C.J.

See also People v. Brooks, 4 Denio, 486 (1847); Sears v.

Commissioners, 811 Ind. 270-80 (1871).

I Constitution, Art. I, sec. 8, cl. 8.

‘ Gibbons v. Ogden, ante.

‘Council Blufls 0. Kansas City, &c. R. Co., ante.

‘Chicago, &c. R Co. v. Fuller, 17 Wall. 568 (18113): I

Story, Const. 55 1061-62.

' Welton v. Missouri, 91 U. S. 280, 21‘5(1B7-'1), Field, J.;

Webber v. Virginia. 108 id. 850 (1880); Walling v. Mich

igan, 116 id. 45-1 (1886); Robbins v. Taxing District.

120 id. 497 (1887); 122171.858; 1% 111.129.

' Henderson 1:. Mayor of N. Y. City, 92 U. S 270

(1875), Miller, J .; Gloucester Ferry Co. v. Pennsylvania,

114 id. 203 (1885).

'Gilman 11. Philadelphia, 8 Wall. 724 (1865): South
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pascngcrs; I intercourse by te1egraph.‘~ ‘ But it does

not concern matters of trade and traffic between citi

lens of the same State; as. a trademark or a policy of

imurnnce.‘

"Commerce with foreign Nations" refers

to commerce between citizens of the United

States and subjects of foreign countries:

foreign commerce. Commerce “ among (q. v.)

the several States" refers to commerce be

tween citizens of different States: domestic

commerce.‘ Commerce " with the Indian

Tribes" applies only to cases where the tribe

is wholly within the limits of a State.‘

Commerce being national in its operation is placed

under the protecting cars of the National government.‘

Commercially this is but one country. and intercourse

is to be as free as due compensation to the carrier in

terest will allow. Local interference is forbidden.‘

The power is vested in Congress to insure uniformity

of commercial regulations, where such uniformity is

practicable. and as against conflicting State regulw

tions. The non-exercise of the power is equivalent to

a declaration that it shall be free from restric@ons.'

it is not everything that affects commerce that

amounts to a “ regulation " of it; u. local regulations

of ferries. of hackmen. millers. inn-keepers. wa.re~

hounemen.‘J

Each State retains absolute control over its own ter

ritory. highways. bridges corporations, etc.‘

The powers vested in Congress keep pace with the

progress of the country, and adapt themselves to the

new developments of time and circumstances. They

were intended for the government of the business to

which they relate at all times. and under all circum.

stance.‘

Commerce by water was principally in the minds

of the framers of the Constitution; transportation on

land being then in vehicles drawn by animals.‘

The Constitutional provision covets property trans

ported as an article of commerce from foreign coun

tries. or horn another State. from hostile or interfering

State legislation. until mingled with part of the gen

eral property of the country, and protects it. after it

 

(hroiina v. Georgia. 93 U. B. 13 (1876); Western Union

Tel. 00. v. Pemlleton. 122 Ed. $t'18(1$7); 115 id. 203.

I Steamboat Co. v. Livingston. 8 Cow. 718 (1825);

People v. Raymond. 31 Cal. 497 (1868).

I Western Union Telegraph Co. 0. Atlantic. &c. Tel.

00.. 5 Nev. 109 (1869).

‘ Trade-ltiark Cases. 10) U. S. 98. 06 (1879); County of

Iobile v. Kimball. 102 id. 61!? (1880); Gloucester Ferry

00. 1:. Pennsylvania. 114 id. 197 (1885).

' United sum 1:. l-iolliday. 8 Wall. 417-13 (1865);

United States v. Forty/l‘hres Gallons of Whiskey, 108

U. S. 491 (l&~3).

‘ Pensacola Telegraph Co. v. Western Union Tel. Co..

as o. s. 1-H187’-'). ‘

‘Baltimore. &c_ R. Co. v. Ma.ryis.nd. 21 Wall. 474.

G2. 470 (1874).

' (iilmnn 0. Philadelphia. and other cases. ante.

‘State Tax on Railroad Receipts. 15 Wall. 298 (1872).

' ‘man u. lilinoh. W U S. 135 (1676).

  
has eniercd tho State. from burdens imposed by rea

son of its foreign origin.1

In every c:ts-- where a State law has been held null.

it created, in th - way of a tax. a license. or u condi

tlon.s direct burden upon commerce or interfered

with its freedom ; ' it regulated or impeded commerce

or discriminated between its own citizens and nut

sidens. prejudicially to the latter.

For example. a State cannot require a license to sell

foreign goods remaining in the packages in which

they were imported: that would operate as a tax on

the goods)‘ ' Nor may it discriminate against ped

d1ers;‘ nor against commercial travelers or drum

mers; I nor against sewing machine con1panics.‘ in

may not tax sales of foreign liquors. unless d01li|-stir

liquors are taxed in equal degree_;‘ nor tax paaswn

gers. freight. or cars brought into. taken from. or PM‘

ried through its borders to or from other States or

countries.’ it may not exact wharfage solely of a

vessel laden with articles not products of the Staw:

nor' impose tonnage duties upon foreign vessels. to

pay quarantine expenses; ‘ nor collect tonnage duties

of its own citizens. engaged in commerce within its

own limits.‘ except as to a vessel owned.by a resident

of a city. for city purposes and not for the privilege of

tmding; " nor may it exact a premium for a vcsarl

brought to its ports; " nor require a sum for each p is

senger brought from a foreign country; 1‘ nor extort

money to prevent immigration; " but it may requ.| e a

list of passengers, with their ages. Occupations. cu; "

What it may do to keep out paupers and convicts. in

the absence of legislation by Congress. has Dui as )'\'I

been decided." '

____________—___-—_——_

1 Welton v. Missouri. and other cases. ante.

‘ Sherlock o. Ailing. 93 U. S. 103 (1876).

‘Brown v. Maryland. 12 Wheat. 436 (1827); Cook u

Pennsylvania. 97 U. S. 566 (1878).

‘ Ward v. Maryland. 12 Wall. 418 (1870); Walling u

Michigan. 116 U. S. 454 (1886).

‘ Howe Machine Co. v. Gage, 100 U. B. 678 (1871)).

‘Tiernan v. Rinker. 102 U. S. 128 (1880).

' State Freight Tax. 15 Wall. 282 (1872); State Tax on

Railway Receipts. ib. 284 (1872); Gloucester Ferry U0.

1:. Pennsylvania 114 U. S. #138 (1885); Pickard n._Puliman

Southern Car 00.. 117 id. 84 (1886); Philadelphia. 810.

Steamship Co. 1:. Pennsylvania. 122 121.8%. 838-46 (1887).

cases. Bradley J.. explaining State Tax on Pmlway

Receipts. supra.

‘Peete 1:. Morgan. 19 Wall. 581 (1878); ‘Cannon v.

New Orleans. 20 id. 577 (1874).

' State Tonnage Tax. 12 Wall. $4 (1870).

1° The North Cape. 6 Blss. 505 (18111); Wheeling. 110.

Transportation Co. 1:. Wheeling. 09 U. S. 23 (1878).

1' Steamship Co. v. PortWardens, 6 Wall. 81 (1567).

'‘ Passenger Cases. 7 How. 283 (1849); People v. Com

pagnie Transatlantique. 107 U. S. 59-60(1t\%). cases;

Wiggins Ferry Co. 1:. East St. Louis, ib. 874-75 (1882)

cases: 92 id. 266-69.

"' Chy Lung v. Freeman. 02 U. S. 275(1B75). But Con

gress may regulate it by imposing a duty to mitigate

incidental evils; Head Money Cases. 112 id. 58011984).

I‘ City of New York 1;. lililn. 11 Pet. 102 (1837); 99

U. S. -2%-69.

I‘ Henderson u. Mayor of N. Y. City. WU. 8. 26011875)
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A State may not grant an exclusive right to main

tain telegraph lines within its borders.I Nor may it

prohibit the driving of cattle into it. during certain

months.I ,

Inter-State commerce cannot be taxed at all, even

though the same amount of tax should be laid on do

mestic commerce. or that which is carried on wholly

within the State. The negotiation of sales of goods

which are in another State. for the purpose of intro

ducing them into the State in which the negotiation is

made. is inter-State commerce. Therefore. a State

statute imposing a license tax upon " drummers" and

others selling by sample is unconstitutional as ap

plied to citizens of other States.I

if the power to tax inter-State or foreign commerce

exists. it has no limit but the discretion of the State.

and might be exercised in such a manner as to drive

away the commerce, or to load it with an intolerable

burden. seriously affecting the business and prosperity

of other States; and if those States. by way of retalia

tion. or otherwise. should impcq like restrictions. the

utmost confusion would prevail in our commercial

aflairs. This state of things actually existed under

the Confederation.‘

A statute requiring locomotive engineers to be

licensed by a board of examiners, and prescribing pen

alties for its violation. is not unconstitutional. as a

regulation of inter-State commerce. even when ap

plied to the case of an engineer operating a locomo

tive attached to a train running between points in

dlflerent States.‘

Some statutes also conflict with the prohibition on

the States against levying imposts or duties on im

ports or exports. But since this provision refers ex

clusively to articles brought from foreign countries. a

State maytax auction sales or other property when

there is no discrimination against citizens or products

of another State. A purchaser of goods from abroad.

which are at his risk until delivered. is not an im

porter. and the goods may be taxed.‘

A State may authorize the building of bridges or

dams over navigable rivers. provided they do not

materially obstruct navigation.’ See Sean.

I Pensacola Telegraph Co. 0. Western Union Tel. Co..

WU. S. 9 (1877).

‘Hannibal, &c. R. Co. v. Husen. 95 U. S. 465 (1877).

' Robbins u. Taxing District of Shelby County. Ten

nessee, 12) U. S. 497 (March 7. 1587). Bradley. J.; Waite,

C. J.. Field, and Gray. JJ.. dissenting; 121 id. 246;

Exp. Asher, 22 Tex.Ap. 602 (1887): 27 Am. Law Reg. 77

(1888); ib. 89-94. cases; 25 Cent. Law J. :36 (1587).

' Philadelphia & Southern Steamship Co. 1:. Penn

sylvania. 122 U. S. 826. 346 (1887), Bradley. J.; Brown

I1. Maryland. 12 Wheat. 446 (1827). Marshall. C. J.

' Smith v. Alabama. 124 U. S. 405 (1888). Matthews, J.;

Bradley. J.. dissenting. Act of Ala. 28 Feb., 1887.

‘Waring 1:. Mayor of liiohile. 8 Wall. 110 (1868);

Woodrufl 1:. Parham. ib. 123 (1868); Hinson u. Lott. ib.

H8 (1866).

'Willison u. Blackbird Creek Marsh Co.. 2 Pet. 2&5

(1829); Wheeling Bridge Case,18 How. 421 (1S55)i Gil

man u. Philadelphia. 8 Wall. 724 (1865); Escnnaba. &c.

State legislation is not forbidden on rnafiers either

local in nature or operation. or intended to be mere

aids to commerce, for which special regulations can

more eflectually provide; such as harbor pilotage.

beacons. buoys, and navigable rivers within a State, if

free navigation is not thereby impaired. With respect

to all such subjects Congress, by non-action. declares

that. until it deems lit to act. they may be controlled

by State authority. The States have as full con

trol over their purely internal commerce as Congress

has over inter-State and foreign commerce. But

as fares an exercise of the power relates to matters

which are purely national in character. and require

uniformity of regulation aflecting all the States, the

power is exclusive in Congress.‘

it is Congress, not the judicial department. that is

to regulate commerce. The courts can never take the

initiative on this subject. They lnterpose to prevent

or redress acts done or attempted under the authority

of unconstitutional State laws: the non-action of

Congress. in the cases. being deemed an indication of

its will that no exaction or restraint shall be im

posed.‘

The power in Congress is paramount over all legis

lative powers which. in consequence of not having

been granted to Congress. are reserved to the States

It follows that any legislation of a State. although in

pursuance of an acknowledged power reserved to it.

which conflicts with the actual exercise of the power

of Congress over commerce. must give way before

the supremacy of the national authority. As the

regulation of commerce may consist in abstaining

from prescribing positive rules for its conduct. it can

not always be said that the power to regulate is dor

mant because not aflirrnatively exercised. And when

it is manifest that Oongrem intends to leave commerce

free and unfettered by positive regulations. such in

tention would be contravened by State laws operating

as regulations of commerce as much as if these had

been expremly forbidden. In such cases. theexist

ence of the power in Congress has been construed to

be exclusive. withdrawing the subject as the basis of

legislation altogether from the States. There are

many cases. however. where the acknowledged powers

of a State may be so exerted as to affect foreign or

inter-State commerce without being intended to oper

ate as commercial regulations. if such regulation

conflicts with the regulation of the same subject by

Congress. either as expressed in positive laws or as

implied from the absence of legislation. such State

legislation. to the extent of that conflict. must be re

garded as annulled. To draw the line of interference

between the two fields of jurisdiction, and to define

and declare the instances of unconstitutional en

croachment. is a judicial question often of much dim

culty. the solution of which. perhaps. is not to be

found in any single and exact rule of decision. Some

 

‘ County of Mobile u. Kimball. 102 U. S. 696-01) (13%)),

Field. J.

"i‘rnnsp0rtatl0n Co. v. Parkersburg. 107 U. S 701.

'-'04 (1882). Bradley. J. See generally Re Watson. lL

F. R. 511. 514-81 (ISCZ). 08888; Kaelser v. iliinois Central

Transp. Co. v. Chicago. 107 U. S. 688. 687 (1882). casea R. Co.. 18 id. 158 (1883).
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lines of discrimination. however. have been drawn in

file various decisions of the Supreme Court.I

See further Bonus. 2(1); l¥ll0Ra’l‘i0N; inputs; is

lrccrion. l; inns. Maritime: Nannaau; Poucz. 2;

Pmvuaon 2; Paosisrrlos. 2; QUARANTXNI. 2; Rlou

un; Tax. 2; Tomnor. Wnmnonn; Wnaanoa.

A statute of a State. intended to regulate. totax. or

to impose any other restriction upon the transmission

of pemons or property or telegraphic messages from

one State to another. is not within that class of legis

lation which the States may enact in the absence of

legislation by Congress; and such statutes are void

even as to that part of such continuous conveyance as

is within the limits of the State.I

The mass of The lVabash. 12¢. R. Co. v. Illinois. de

clared unconstitutional a statute of Illinois which

enacted that ifany railroad company within that State

should charge or receive for transporting passengers

or freight of the same class. the same or a greater

sum for any distance, than it charged for a larger dis

tance. it should be liable to a penalty for unjust dis

crimination. The defendant company discriminated

against a shipper at Gilmaa and in favor of a shipper

at Peoria. by charging more for the haul from Gil

man although eighty-six miles nearer New York City.

the place of unloading This decision was followed

by the act of Congress of February 4. i887. " An act to

regulate commerce." known as the Inter-State

Commerce Act (2! St. L. BTU), which is here re

printed entire: (as amended March 2, 1889. see An

nnma.)

Section I. The provisions of this act shall apply to

any common carrier or carriers engaged in the trans

portauon of passengers or property wholly by rail

road. or partly by railroad and partly by water when

both are used. under a common control, management.

or arrangement. for a continuous carriage or ship

ment. from one State or Territory of the United States.

or the District of Columbia. to any other State or

 

I Smith 1:. Alabama. PM U. S. 478 (1888). Matthews. J.

Soc Tests of Regulation. 1 Harv. Law Rev. 159-84

(l‘JhT|. case;

I Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific R. Co. v. lllinois. 118

C. S. 567. 560-77 (Oct. 2!). W361. cases. Miller. J.; Field.

Harlan. Woods. Matthews. and Blatchford. JJ.. concur

ring; Waite. C. J.. Bradley. and Gray. JJ.. dissent

ing. pp. 527-96. opinion by Bradley. J.

in the case of The Reading Railroad Co. v. Pennsyl

vania. commonly called the Case of the State Freight

Tax. 15 Wall. 232 (1872). it was held that a tax upon

freight taken up within a State and carried out of it.

or taken up outside of the State and brought within it.

is an unlawful burden on inter-State commerce. in

Fargo 0. Michigan. 121 U. S. 230 (April 4. lS87). it was

held that a State statute which levies a tax upon the

gross receipts of railroads for the carriage of freight

and passengers into. out of. or through the State. is

also unconstitutional. See Reading Railroad Case ex

plained. ab. 240. Wabash Railway Case. ib. 247. and

other cases. t'b. M. The State may of course tax

nusey after it has passed the stage of compensation

(Q; Ming persons or property. ib. 930. The Wabash

mway cane ruled the case of The Commonwealth 1;.

Bountonic R. Co.. 148 Man. 266 (Jan. 7. 1887).

Territory of the United States. or the District of Co

lumbla. or from any place in the United States to any

adjacent foreign country. or from any place in the

United States through a foreign country to any other

place in the United States. and also to the transporta

tion in like manner of property shipped from any

place in the United States to a foreign country and

carried from such place to a port of trans-shipment.

or shipped from a foreign country to any place in the

United States and carried to such place from it port of

entry either in the United States or an adjacent for

eign country: Provided. however. That the provisions

of this act shall not apply to the transportation of

passengers or property. or to the receiving. deliver

ing. storage. or handling of property. wholly within

one State. and not shipped to or from a foreign

eountry from or to any State or Territory as afore

said.

The term "rallroad“ as used in this act shall in

clude all bridges and ferries used or operated in con

nection with any railroad. and also all the road in use

by any corporation operating a railroad. whether

owned or operated under a contract. agreement. or

lease; and the term “ transportation " shall include

all instrumentalitles of shipment or carriage.

All charges made for any service rendered or to be

rendered in the transportation of passengers or prop

erty as aforesaid. or in connection therewith. or for

the receiving. delivering. storage. or handling of such

property. shall be reasonable and just; and every

unjust and unreasonable charge for such service ll

prohibited and declared to be unlawful.

Sec. 2. That if any common carrier subject to the

provisions of this act shall. directly or indirectly. by

any special rate. rebate. drawback. or other device.

charge. demand. collect. or receive from any person

or persons a greater or less compensation for any

service rendered or to be rendered than it charges.

demands, collects. or receives from any other person

or persons for doing for him or them a like and con

temporaneous service in the transportation of a like

kind of traffic under substantially similar circum

stances and conditions. such common carrier shall be

deemed guilty of unjust discrimination. which is

hereby prohibited and declunedto be unlawful.

Sec. 3. That it shall be unlawful for any common

carrier subject to the provisions of this act to make or

give any undue or unreasonable preference or advan

tage to any particular pcrson. company. firm. corpo

ration. or locality. or any particular description of

traffic. in any respect whatsoever. or to subject any

particular person. company. firm. corporation. or lo

cality. or any particular description of traiflc. to any

undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage in

any respect whatsoever.

Every common carrier subject to the provisions of

this act shall. according to their respective powers.

aflord all reasonable. proper.‘ and equal facihtics for

the interchange of traillc between their respective

lines. and for the receiving. forwarding. and deliver

ing of passengers and property to and from their sev

srnl lines and those connecting therewith. and shall

not discriminate in their rates and charges between

such connecting lines; but this shall not be construed

as requiring any such common carrier to give the use
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of its tracks or terminal facilities to another carrier

engaged in like business.

Sec, 4. That it shall be unlawful for any common

carrier subject to the provisions of this act to charge

or receive any greater compensation in the aggregate

for the transportation of pmengem or of like kind of

property, under substantially similar circumstances

and conditions~ for a shorter than for a longer distance

over the same line, in the same direction, the shorter

being included within the longer distance; but this

shall not be construed as authorizing any common

carrier within the terms of this act to charge and re

ceive as great compensation for a shorter as for a

longer distance: Provided, however, That upon appli

cation to the commission appointed under the provis

ions of this act. such common carrier may, in special

cases, after investigation by the commission, be au

thorized to charge less for longer than for shorter

distances for the transportation of passengers or prop

erty; and the commission may from time to time pre

scribe the extent to which such designated common

carrier may be relieved from the operation of this

section of this act.

Sec. 5. That it shall be unlawful for any common

carrier subject to the provisions of this act to enter

into any contract, agreement. or combination with

any other common carrier or carriers for the pooling

of freights of different and competing railroads. or to

divide between them the aggregate or net proceeds of

the earnings of such railroads, or any portion thereof;

and in any case of an agreement for the pooling of

freights as aforesaid, each day of its continuance shall

be deemed a separate offense.

Sec. 6. That every common carrier subject to the

provisions of this act shall print and keep for public

inspection schedules showing the rates and fares and

charges for the transportation of passengers and prop

erty which any such common carrier has established

and which are in force at the time upon its railroad,

as defined by the first section of this act. The sched

ules printed as aforesaid by any such common carrier

shall plainly state the places upon its railroad be

tweeh which property and passengers will be carried,

and shall contain the classification of freight in force

upon such railroad, and shall also state separately

the terminal charges and any rules or regulations

which in any wise change, affect, or determine any

part or the aggregate of such aforesaid rates and fares

and charges. Such schedules shall be plainly printed

in large type, of at least the size of ordinary pica, and

copies for the use of the public shall be kept in every

depot or station upon any such railroad, in such places

and in such form that they can be conveniently in

ipected.

Any common carrier subject to the provisions of

this act receiving freight in the United States to be

curled through a foreign country to any place in the

United States shall also in like manner print and keep

for public inspection, at every depot where such

freight is received for shipment, schedules showing

the through rates established and charged by such

common carrier to all points in the United States be

yond the foreign dountry to which it accepts freight ,

for shipment; and any freight shipped from the United

States through a foreign country into the United

 

States, the through rate on which shall not have been

made public as required by this act, shall, before it is

admitted into the United States from said foreign

country, be subject tocustoms duties as if said freight

were of foreign production; and any law in conflict

with this section is hereby repealed.

N0 advance shall be made in the rates, fares, and

charges which have been established and published as

aforesaid by any common carrier in compliance with

the requirements of this section, except after ten days‘

public notice, which shall plainly state the changes

proposed to be made in the schedule then in force, and

the time when the increased rates, fares, or charges

will go into effect; and the proposed changes shall be

shown by printing new schedules, or shall be plainly

indicated upon the schedules in force at the time and

kept for public inspection. Reductions in such pub

lished rates, fares, or charges may be made without

previous public notice; but whenever any such reduc

tion is made, notice of the same shall immediately be

publicly posted and the changes made shall immedi

ately be made public by printing new schedules, or

shall immediately be plainly indicated upon the

schedules at the time in force and kept for public in

spection.

And when any such common carrier shall have es

tablished and published its rates, fares, and charges

in compliance with the provisions of this section. it

shall be unlawful for such common carrier to charge,

demand, collect, or receive from any person or per

sons a greater or less compensation for the transpor

tation of passengers or property. or for any services

in connection therewith, than is specified in such pub

lished schedule of rates, fares, and charges as may at

the time be in force.

Every common carrier subject to the provisions of

this act shall flle with the commission hereinafter pro

vided for copies of its schedules of rates, fares. and

charges which have been established and published in

compliance with the requirements of this section, and

shall promptly notify said commission of all changes

made in the same. Every such common carrier shall

also file with said commission copies of all contracts,

agreements, or arrangementswith other common car

riers in relation to any traffic affected by the prm-is

ions of this act to which it may be a party. And in

cases where passengers and freight pass over cnntilI

uous lines or routes operated by more than one com

mon carrier, and the several common carriers operat

ing such lines or routes establish joint tariffs of rates

or fares or charges for such continuous lines or routes.

copies of such joint tariffs shall also, in like manner,

he died with said commission. Such joint rates, fares,

and charges on such continuous lines so flied as af0r9

said shall be made public by such common carriers

when directed by said commission, in so far as may,

in the judgment of the commission. be deemed prao

ticable; and said commission shall from time to tune

prescribe the measure of publicity which shall be given

to such rates, fares, and charges, or to such part of

them as it may deem it practicable for such coma on

carriers to publish, and the places in which they shall

be published: but no common carrier party to any

such joint tariff shall be liable for the failure of any

other common carrier party thereto to observe and
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adhere to the rates, fares, or charges thus made and

published

If any such common carrier shall neglect or refuse

to die or publish its schedules or tariffs of rates, fares,

and charges as provided in this section, or any part of

the same, such common carrier shall, in addition to

other penalties herein prescribed, be subject to a writ

of mandamus, to be issued by any circuit court of the

United States in the judicial district wherein the prin

cipal ofiice of said common carrier is situated or

wherein such offense may be committed, and if such

common carrier be a foreign corporation, in the ju

dicial circuit wherein such common carrier accepts

traffic and has an agent to perform such service, to

compel compliance with the aforesaid provisions of

this section; and such writ shall issue in the name of

the people of the United States. at the relation of the

commissioners appointed under the provisions of this

act; and failure to comply with its requirements shall

be punishable as and for a contempt; and the said

commissioners, as complainants, may also apply, in

any such circuit court of the United States, for a writ

of injunction against such common carrier, to restrain

such common carrier from receiving or transporting

property among the'several States and Territories of

the United States, or between the United States and

adjacent foreign countries, or between ports of trans

shipment and of entry and the several States and Ter

ritories of the United States, as mentioned in the first

section of this act, until such common carrier shall

have complied with the aforesaid provisions of this

section of this act.

Sec. 7. That it shall be unlawful for any common

carrier subject to the provisions of this act to enter

into any combination, contract, or agreement, av

premed or implied. to prevent, by change of time

schedule, carriage in different cars, or by other means

or devices, the carriage of freights from being contin

uoua from the place of shipment to the place of des

tination; and no break of bulk, stoppage, or interrup

tion made by such common carrier shall prevent the

carriage of freight-s from being and being treated as

one continuous carriage from the place of shipment to

the place of destination, unless such break, stoppage,

or interruption was made in good faith for some nec

essary purpose. and without any intent to avoid or

IiDDttCt?&\'flI'IIY interrupt such continuous caxinge or

to evade any of the provisions of this act.

Sec. 8. That in case any common carrier subject

to the provisions of this act shall do, cause to be done,

or permit to be done any act, matter, or thing in this

act prohibited or declared to be unlawful, or shall omit

to do my act. matter, or thing in thisactrequired to be

done, such common carrier shall be liable to the person

or persons injured thereby for the full amount of dam

I-are sustained in consequence of any such violation

of the provisions of this act, together with a reason

able counsel or attorney‘s fee, to be ilxed by the court

in every case of recovery, which attorney's fee shall

be taxed and collected as part of the costs in the case. I

See. 9. That any person or persons claiming to be

damaged by any common carrier subject to the pro

visions of this act may either make complaint to the

(X)llIlllLK§i0D as hereinafter provided for, or may bring

Ilit in hiaor their own behalf for the recovery of the ‘

 

damages for which such common carrier may be liable

under the provisions of this act, in any district or cir

cult court of the United Mates of competent jurisdio

tlon; but such person or persons shall not have the

right to pursue both of said remedies, and must in

each case elect which one of the two methods of pro

cedurc herein provided for he or they will adopt. in

any such action brought for the recovery of damages

the court before which the same shall be pending may

compel any director, ofllcer, receiver, trustee, or

agent of the corporation or company defendant in

such suit to attend. appear, and testify in such case,

and may compel the production of the books and pa

pers of such corporation or company party to any

such suit; the claim that any such testimony or evi

dence may tend to criminate the person giving such

evidence shall not excuse such witness from testifying,

but such evidence or testimony shall not be used

against such pérson on the trial of any criminal pro

ceeding.

Sec. 10. That any common carrier subject to the

provisions of this act, or, whenever such common can

rler is a corporation, any director or officer thereof,

or any receiver, trustee, lessee, agent, or person acting

for or employed by such corporation. who, alone or

with any other corporation, company, person, or

party, shall willfully do or cause to be done, or shall

willingly suffer or permit to be done, any act, matter,

or thing in this act prohibited or declared to be unlaw

ful, or who shall aid or abet therein, or shall willfully

omit or fail to do any act, matter, or thing in this act

required to be done, or shall cause or willingly sufler

or permit any act, matter, or thing so directed or re

quired by this act to be done not to besodone, or shall

aid or abet any such omission or failure, or shall be

guilty of any infraction of this act, or shall aid or abet

therein, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and

shall, upon conviction thereof in any district court of

the United States within the jurisdiction of which such

offense was committed, be subject to a fine of not to

exceed five thousand dollars for each offense.

Sec. 11. That a commission is hereby created and

established to be known as the inter-State Commerce

Commission, which shall be composed of five commis

sioners, who shall be appointed by the President, by

and with the advice and consent of the Senate. The

commissioners first appointed under this act shall con

tinue in office for the term of two, three, four, five, and

six years, respectively, from the first day of January,

A. D. 1887, the term of each to be designated by the

President; but their successors shall be appointed for

terms of six years, except that any person chosen to

fill a vacancy shall be appointed only for the unex

pired term of the commissioner whom he shall suc

coed. Any commissioner may be removed by the Presl

dent_for inefficiency, neglect of duty. or malfeasance

in office. Not more than three of the commissioners

shall be appointed from the same political party. No

person in the employ of or holding any official relation

to any common carrier subject to the provisions of this

act, or owning stock or bonds thereof, or who is in

any manner pecuniarily interested therein, shall enter

upon the duties of or hold such office. Said commis

sioners shall not engage in any other business, voca

tion. or employment. No vacancy in the commission
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shall impair the right of the remaining commimioners

to exercise all the powers of the commission.

Sec. 12. That the commission hereby created shall

have authority to inquire into the management of the

business of all common carriers subject to the pro

visions of this act, and shall keep itself informed as to

the manner and method in which the same is con

ducted, and shall have the right to obtain from such

common carriers full and complete information nec

essary to enable the commission to perform the duties

and carry out the objects for which it was created;

and for the purposes of this act the commission

shall have power to require the attendance and testi

mony of witnesses and the production of all books,

papers, tariffs, contracts, agreements, and documents

relating to any matter under investigation. and to that

end may invoke the aid of any court of the United

States in requiring the attendance and testimony of

witnesses and the production of- books, papers, and

dr cuments under the provisions of this section.

And any of the circuit courts of the United States

within the jurisdiction of which such inquiry is carried

on may, in case of contumacy or refusal to obey a

subpmna issued to any common carrier subject to the

provisions of this act, or other person, issue an order

requiring such common carrier or other person to ap

pear before said commission (and produce books and

papers if so ordered) and give evidence touching the

matter in question: and any failure to obey such or

der of the court may be punished by such court as a

contempt thereof. The claim that any such testimony

may tend to criminate the person giving such evidence

shall not excuse such witness from testifying; but

such evidence or testimony shall not be used against

such person on the trial of any criminal proceeding.

Sec. 13. That any person, flrm, corporation, or

association, or any mercantile, agricultural, or manu

faciuring society, or any body politic. or municipal

organization complaining of anything done or omit

tcd to he done by any common carrier subject to the

provisions of this act in contravention of the provis

ions thereof. may apply to said commission by peti

tion, which shall briefly state the facts; whereupon a

statement of thg charges thus made shall be for

warded by the commission to such common carrier,

who shall be called upon to satisfy the complaint or

to answer the same in writing within a reasonable

time, to be specified by the commission. if such com

mon carrier, within the time specified, shall make rcp

amtion for the injury alleged to have been done, said

carrier shall be relieved of liability to the complain

ant only for the particular violation of law thus

cnmpluincd of. if such carrier shall not satisfy the

cmuplnint within the time specified, or there shall ap

pear to be any reasonable ground for investigating

iaid complaint, it shall bathe duty of the commission

to investigate the matters complained of in such man

ner and by such means as it shall deem proper.

Said commission shall in like manner investigate

any complaint forwarded by the railroad commissioner

or railroad commission of any State or Territory, at

the request of such commissioner or commission, and

may institute any inquiry on its own motion in the

same manner and to the some effect as though com

plaint had been made.
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No complaint shall at any time be dismissed be

cause of the absence of direct damage to the com

plalnant

Sec. 14. That whenever an investigation shall be

made by said commission, it shall be its duty to make

a report in writing in respect thereto, which shall in

clude the flndings of fact upon which the conclusirnl

of the commission are based, together with its recom

mendation as to what reparation, if any, should be

made by the common carrier to any party or parties

who may be found to have been injured; and such

findings so made shall thereafter, in all judicial pro

ceedings, be deemed prima facie evidence as to each

and every fact found.

All reports of investigations made by the commis

sion shall be entered of record, and a copy thereof

shall be furnished to the party who may have com

plained, and to any common carrier that may have

been complained of.

Sec. 15. That if in any case in which an investiga

tion shall be made by said commission it shall be

made to appear to the satisfaction of the commission.

either by the testimony of witnesses or other evidence,

that anything has been done or omitted to be done in

violation of the provisions of this act, or of any law

cognizable by said commission, by any common car

rier. or that any injury or damage has been sustained

by the party or parties complaining, or by other par

ties aggrieved in consequence of any such violation. it

shall be the duty of the commission to forthwith cause

a copy of its report in respect thereto to be delivered to

such common carrier, together with a notice to said

common carrier to cease and desist from such viola

tion, or to make reparation for the injury so found to

have been done, or both, within a reasonable time, to

be specified by the commission; and if, within the

time specified, it shall be made to appear to the com

mission that such common carrier has ceased from

such violation of law, and has made reparation for the

injury found to have been done, in compliance with

the report and notice of the commission. or to the

satisfaction of the party complaining, a statement to

that effect shall be entered of record by the commis

sion. and the said common carrier shall thereupon be

relieved from further liability or penalty for such

particular violation of law.

Sec. libThat whenever any common carrier, as

defined in and subject to the provisions of tins act,

shall violate or refuse or neglect to obey any lawful

order or requirement of the commission -in this act

named, it shall be the duty of the commission. and

lawful for any company or person interested in such

order or requirement, to apply, in a summary way, by

petition, to the circuit court of the United States sit

ting in equity in the judicial district in which the com

mon carrier complained of has its principal office, or

in which the violation or disobedience of such order

or requirement shall happen, alleging such violation

or disobedience, as the case may be; and the said court

shall have power to hear and determine the matter,

on such short notice to the common carrier oom

plained of as the court shall deem reasonable: and

such notice may be served on such common carrier,

his or its oificem, agents, or servants, in such lmmner

as the court shall direct; and said court shall proceed
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to hear and determine the matter speedily as a court

of equity. and without the formal pleadings and pro

eccdings applicable to ordinary suitsln equity. but in

such manner as to do justice in the premises: and to

this end such court shall have power. if it think ilt. to

direct and prosecute. in such mode and by such per

sons as it may appoint. all such inquiries as the court

may think needful to enable it to form a just judg

ment in the matter of such petition; and on such hear

ing the report of said commission shall be prima. facis

evidence of the matters therein stated; and if it be

made to appear to such court. on such hearing or on

report of any such person or persons. that the lawful

order or requirement of said commission drawn in

question has been violated or disobeyed. it shall be

lawful for such court to issue a writ of injunction of

other proper procem. mandatory or otherwise. to re

strain such common carrier from further continuing

such violation or disobedience of such order or require

ment of said commission. and enjoining obedience to

the same; and in case of any disobedience of any such

writ of injunction or other proper process. mandatory

or otherwise. it shall be lawful for such court to issue

writs of attachment. or any other process of said

court incident or applicable to writs of injunction or

other proper process. mandatory or otherwise. against

such common carrier. and if a corporation. against

one or more of the directors. ofiicers. or agents of the

-me. or against any owner. lessee. trustee. receiver.

or other person failing to obey such writ of injunction

or other proper process. mandatory or otherwise; and

-id court may. if it shall think fit. make an order

directing such common carrier or other person so dis

obeying such writ of injunction or other proper

recess. mandatory or otherwise. to pay such sum of

money not exceeding for each carrier or person in do

fault the sum of five hundred dollars for every day

after a day to be named in the order that such carrier

or other person shall fall to obey such injunction or

other proper process. mandatory or otherwise; and

such moneys shall be payable as the court shall direct.

either to the party complaining. or into court to abide

the ultimate decision of the court. or into the treas

ury; and payment thereof may. without prejudice to

any other mode of recovering the same. be enforced

by attachment or order in the nature of a writ of exe

cution. in like manner as if the same had been recov

ered by a ilnal decree in personam in such court

When the subject in dispute shall be of the value of

two thousand dollars or more. either party to such

proceeding before said court may appeal to the Sn

preme Court of the United States. under the same

regulations now provided by law in respect of security

for such appeal; but such appeal shall not operate to

stay or supersede the order of the courtpr the execu

tion of any writ or process thrreon: and such court

may. in every such rn.-utter. order the payment of such

outs and counsel fees as shall be deemed reasonable.

Whenever any such petition shall be filed or presented

by the commission it shall be the duty of the district

attorney. under the direction of the attorney-general

of the United States. to prosecute the same; and the

costs and expenses of such prosecution shall be paid

out of the appropriation for the expenses of the courts

ofthe United State; Fortho purposes of thissct. ex
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ceptlng its penal provisions. the circuit courts of the

United States shall be deemed to be always in session.

Sec. 17. That the commission may conduct its pro

ceedlngs in such manner as will best conduce to the

proper dispatch of business and to the ends of justice.

A majority of the commission shall constitute a quo j

rum for the transaction of business. but no commis

sioner shall participate in any hearing or proceeding

in which he has any pecuniary interest. Said com

mission may. from time to time. make or amend such

general rules or orders as may be requisite for the

order and regulation of proceedings before it. includ

ing forms of notices and the service thereof. which

shall conform. as nearly as may be. to those in use in

the courts of the United States. Any party may ap

pear before said commission and be heard. in person

or by attorney. Every vote and oillcial act of the

commission shall be entered of record. and its pro

ceedings shall be public upon-the request of either

party interested. Said commission shall have an oili

cial seal. which shall be judicially noticed. Either of

the members of the commission may administer oaths

and aflirmations.

Sec. 18. That each commissioner shall receive an

annual salary of seven thousand five hundred dollars.

payable in the same manner as the salaries of judges

of the courts of the United States. The commission

shall appoint a secretary. who shall receive an annual

salary of three thousand five hurylrcd dollars. payable

in like manner. The commission shall have authority

to employ and flx the compensation of such other em

ployces as it may find necessary to the proper per

formance of lm duties. subject to the approval of the

secretary of the interior.

The commission shall be furnished by the secretary

of the interior with suitable oflices and all necessary

office supplies. Witnesses summoned before the com

mission shall be paid the same fees and mileage that

are paid witnesses in the courts of the United States

All of the expenses of the commission. including all

necessary expenses for transportation incurred by the

commissioners. or by their employees under their or

ders. in making any investigation in any other places

than in the city of Washington. shall be allowed and

paid. on the presentation of itemized vouchers there

for approved by the chalrman of the commission and

the secretary of the interior.

Sec. 19. That the principal ofiice of the comrnimion

shall be in the city of Washington. where its general

sessions shitll be held; but whenever the convenience

of the public or of the parties may be promoted or

delay or expense prevented thereby. the commission

may hold special sessions in any part of the United

States. It may. by one or more of the commissioners.

prosecute any inquiry necessary to its duties in any

part of the United States. into any matter or question

of fact pertaining to the busines of any common

carrier subject to the provisions of this act. -

Sec. 20. That the commission is hereby authorized

to require annual reports from all common carriers

subject to the provisions of this act. to fix the time and

prescribe the manner in which such reports shall be

made. and to require from such carriers specific au

swers to all questions upon which the commission may

need information. Such annual reports shall show in
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detail the amount of capital stock issued, the union nts

paid therefor, and the manner of payment for the

same; the dividends paid, the surplus fund, if any, and

the number of stockholders; the funded and floating

debts and the interest paid thereon; the cost and value

of the carrier's property, franchises, and equipment;

the number of employees and the salaries paid each

class; the amounts expended for improvements each

year, how expended, and the character of such im

provements; the earnings and receipts from each

branch of business and from all sources; the operat

ing and other expenses; the balances of profit and

loss; and a complete exhibit of the financial opera

tions of the carrier each year, including an annual

balance-sheet. Such reports shall also contain such

information in relation to rates or regulations con

cerning fares or freighis, or agrecnn-nts, arrange

ments, or contracts with other common carriers, as

the commission may require; and the said commission

may, within its discretion, for the purpose of enabling

it the better to carry out the purposes of this act, pre

scribe (if in the opinion of the commission it is practi

cable to prescribe such uniformity and methods of

keeping accounts) a period of time within which all

common carriers subject to the provisions of this act

shall have, as near as may be, a uniform system of ac

counts, and the manner in which such accounts shall

be kept.

Sec. 21. That the commission shall. on or before the

first day of December in each year, make a report to

the secretary of the interior, which shall be by him

transmitted to Congress, and copies of which shall be

distributed asare the other reports issued from the

interior department. This report shall contain such

information and data collected by the commission as

may be considered of value in the determination of

questions connected with the regulation of commerce,

together with such recommendations as to additional

legislation relating thereto as the commission may

deem necessary.

See. 22. That nothing in this act shall apply to the

carriage, storage, or handling of property free orat re

duced rates for the United States, State. or municipal

governments, or for charitable purposes, or to or from

fairs and expositions for exhibition thereat, or the issu

ance of mileage, excursion, or commutation passenger

tickets; nothing in this act shall be construed to pro

hibit any common carrier from giving reduced rates to

ministers of religion; nothing in this act shall be con

strued to prevent railroads from giving free carriage

to their own ofllcers and employees, or to prevent the

principal otficers of any railroad company or com

panies from exchanging passes or tickets with other

railroad companies for their officers and employees;

and nothing in this act contained shall in any way

abridge or alter the remedies now existing at com

mon law or by statute, but the provisions of this act

are in addition to such remedies: Provided, That

no pending litigation shall in any way be aflected by

this act.

Sec. 2& That the sum of one hundred thousand

dollars is hereby appropriated for the use and pur

poses of this not for the fiscal year ending June 30,

L. D. i888, and the intervening time anterior thereto.

Sec. M. That the provisions of sections eleven and
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eighteen of this act. relating to the appointment and

organization of the commission herein provided for,

shall take eflect immediately, and the remaining pro

visions of this act shall take effect sixty days after its

passage. See Annssna.

March 22, 1881', President Cleveland appointed the

following commissioners: Thomas iii. Cooley, of Mich

igan, for the term of six years; William R. Morrison.

of lillnois, for the term of five years; Augustus Schoon

maker, of New York. for the term of four years;

Aldace F. Walker, of Vermont, for the term of three

years; Walter L. Bragg, of Alabama, for the term of

two years. At the first meeting of the commission,

March 31, lilr. Cooley was chosen chairman.I

April 4, 1887, in the circuit court of Oregon, in a case

concerning the transportation of goods by the Oregon

and California Railroad (which lies wholly within

Oregon), destined for San Francisco, Judge Deady,

after explaining that the ac "does not include or

apply to all carriers engaged in inter-State commerce,

but only to such as use a railway or railway and

water-craft under common control or management

for a continuous carriage or shipment of property

from one State to another,“ held that it does not

“apply to the carriage of property by rail wholly

within the State, although shipped from one destined

to a place without the State, so that such place is not

in a foreign country." '

June 15, 1887, the commission summarized its con

clusions upon the construction in be plzivwi upon the

fourth section of the act, in the follou mg k\ll\_'lll\L'(‘I

First. That the prohibition against a greater

charge for a shorter than for a longer distance over

the same line, in the same direction, the shorter being

included within the longer distance, as qualified

therein is limited to cases in which the circumstances

and conditions are substantially similar.

Second. That the phrase “ under substantially

similar circumstances and conditions" in the fourth

section, is used in the same sense as in the second sec

tion; and under the qualified form of the pnohibition

in the fourth section carriers are required to judge in

the first instance with regard to the similarity or dis

similarity of the circumstances and conditions that

forbid or permit a greater charge for a shorter dis

tance.

Third. That the judgnlent of carriers in respect to

the circumstances and conditions is not final~ but is

subject to the authority of the commission and of the

courts, todecide whether error has been committed,

or whether the statute has been violated. And in one

of complaint for violating the fourth section of the

act the burden of proof is on the carrier to justify any

departure from the general rule prescribed by the

statute by showing that the circumstances and condi

tions are substantially dissimilar.

Fourth. That the provisions of section oat requin

ing charges to be reasonable and just, and of action

two, forbidding unjust discrimination, apply when

 

I The first and the present secretary of the commis

sion is Edward A. Moseley; and the present auditor is

C.C.liicCain.

'F.rp.Koehler,iLC.R.%; 30 F.R-N7.
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exceptional charges are made under section four as

they do in other cases.

Fifth. That the existence of actual competition

which is of controlling force, in respect to traffic im

portant in amount, may make out the dissimilar cir

cumstances and conditions entitling the carrier to

charge less for the longer than for the shorter haul

over the same line in the same direction, the shorter

being included in the longer in the following cases:

i. When the competition is with carriers by water

which are not subject to the provisions of the statute.

2. \\'hen the competition is with foreign or other

railroads which are not subject to the provisions of

the statute

8. in rare and peculiar cases of competition between

railroads which are subject to the statute, when a

strict application of the general rule of the statute

would be destructive of legitimate competition.

Sixth. The commission further decides that when

a greauer charge in the aggregate is made for the

transportation of passengers or the like kind of prop

erty for a shorter than for a longer distance over the

nme line in the same direction, the shorter being in

cluded ln the longer distance, it is not sufllcient justi

iiation therefor that the traffic which is subjected to

such greater charge is way or local traflic, and that

which is given the more favorable rates is not.

.\‘or is it sutlicient justification for such greater

charge that the short—haul traflic is more expensive to

the carrier, unless when the circumstances are such

as to make it exceptionally expensive, or the long

haul traffic exceptionally inexpensive, the dlflerence

being extraordinary and susceptible of definite proof.

Nor that the lesser charge on the longer haul has

for its motive the encouragement of manufactures

or some other branch of industry.

Nor that it La designed to build up business or trade

centres.

Nor that the lesser charge on the longer haul is

merely a continuation of the favorable rates under

which trade centres or industrial establishments have

been built up.

The fact that long-haul traflic will only hear certain

rates is no reason for carrying it for less than cost at

the expense of other traflic.l

Where the conditions are dissimilar there is no pro

hlbit-ion‘, a doubt should be solved in favor of the

object of the law.‘

Railroads doing an express busines are within. the

act; mdepemlent express companies are not.‘

A road wholly within a State. but used as a means

of conducting inter-State traffic by companies owning

connecting interhtate roads, is subject to the provis

ions of the act‘

 

Iiirporli, 1887, pp. 64, 84-85. Seeib. 18-20. Re Peti

tion of Louisville & Nashville R. 00., and others.

I Missouri Pacific R. Co. u.-Texas 8: Pacific R. Co..8i

I‘. R 862 (June 21, 1887), l‘ardee. J.

0 [5 Express Companies, 1 I. C. R. GT7-88 (Dec. %,

1&7), Walker, C. See also Report, lSS7, pp. lzklt. As

to flgeplng and parlor car companies. and transporters

of mineral oil. see ib. l5. ~

‘ Heck u. East Tennessee, &c. R. 00:. (Feb. i7, 1888).

The act does not enibrnce carriers wholly by water.

though they may also be engaged in the like commerce

and as such be rivals of the carriers which the act

undertakes to control. Perhaps the most influential

reasons for omitting them were that the evils of cor

porate management have not been so obvious in their

case as in that of carriers by land, and their rates of

transportation were so low that they were seldom com

plained of even when unjustly discriminating. The

fact that in their competition with carriers by land

they were at a disadvantage had some influence in

propitinting public favor, inasmuch as they appeared

to operate as obstacles to monopoly and as checks

upon extortion.I

May 25, 1887, the following rules of practice were

adopted by the commission: (See Anpnxna.)

l. When at Washington the commission will hold

its general sessions at 11 o'clock A. iii. daily, except

Saturdays and Sundays, for the reception and hearing

of petitions and complaints. and the transaction of

such other business as may be brought before it. The

sessions will be held at the ofilce of the commission in

the Sun Building, No. 1815 F street northwest. When

special sessions are held at other places such regula

tions as may be necessary will be made by the com

mission.

li. Applications under the fourth section of the act

for authority to charge less for longer than for shorter

distances for the transportation of passengers or prop

erty mnst be made by petition addressed to the com

mission by the carrier or carriers desiring the relief.

The petition must state with particularity the extent

of the relief desired and the points at and between

which authority is asked to charge less for longer dis

tances; the reasons for the relief sought must also be

set forth, and the facts upon which the application is

founded. The petition must be verified by some ofllcer

or agent of the carrier in whose behalf it is presented,

to the effect that the allegations of the petition are

true to the knowledge or belief of the afliant. Notice

must be published by a petitioner in not less than two

newspapers along the line of the road having general

circulation, for at least ten days prior to the presenta

tion of a petition, stating brietiy the nature of the re

lief intended to he applied for and the time when the

application will be presented, and proof of each pub

lication must be filed with the petition.

llI. Upon the presentation of a petition for relief an

investigation will be made by the commission at a

time and place to be designated, when testimony will

be received for and against the prayer of the petition.

After investigation the commission will make such

order as may appear to be just and appropriate upon

the facts and circumstances of the case.

IV. Complaints under section 18 of the act of any

thing done or omitted to be done by any common

carrier subject to the provisions of the act, in contra

vention of the provisions thereof, must be made by

petition. which must briefly state the facts which

are claimed to constitute it violation of the act, and

must be verified by the petitioner, or by some oliicer

or agent of the corporation. society, or other body or

organization making the complaint, to the effect that

 

1 Report of 1877, pp. "-12.
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the allegations of the petition are true to the kuowl

edge or belief of the afflant.

The complainant must furnish as many written or

printed copies of the complaint or petition as there

may be parties complained against to be served. When

a complaint is made the name of the carrier com

plained against must be set forth in full, and the ad

dress of the petitioner and the name and address of

his attorney or counsel, if any, must be indorsed upon

the complaint.

The commission will cause a copy of the complaint

to be served upon each common carrier complained

against, by mail or personally, in its discretion, with

notice to the carrier or carriers to satisfy the com

plaint or to answer the same in writing within the

time specified.

V. A carrier complained against must answer the

complaint made within twenty days from the date of

the notice, unless the commission shall in particular

cases prescribe a shorter time for the answer to be

served, and in such cases the answer must be made

within the time prescribed. The original answer must

be flied with the commission, at its office in \\'ashing~

ton, and a copy thereof must at the same time be

served upon the complainant by the party answering,

personally or by mail. The answer must admit or

deny the material allegations of fact contained in the

complaint, and may set forth any additional facts

claimed to be material to the issue. The answer must

be verified in the same manner as the complaint. If

a carrier complained against shall make satisfaction

before answering, a written acknowledgment of satis

faction must be flied with the commission, and in that

case the fact of satisfaction without other matter may

be set forth in the answer filed and served on the com

plainant. If satisfaction be made after the filing and

service of an answer, a supplemental answer setting

forth the fact of satisfaction may be filed and served.

VI. If a carrier complained against shall deem the

complaint insufficient to show a breach of legal duty,

it may, instead of filing an answer, serve on the com

plainant notice for a hearing of the case on the com

plaint, and in case of the service of such notice, the

facts stated in the complaint will be taken as ad

mitted. The flling of an answer will not be deemed

an admission of the sumciency of the complaint, but

a motion to dismiss for insufficiency may be made at

the hearing.

Vll. Adjournments and extensions of time may be

granted upon the application of parties in the discre

tion of the commission.

VIII. Upon issue being joined by the service of an

swer, the commission, upon request of either party,

will assign a time and place for hearing the same,

which will be at its office in‘Washington, unless other

wise ordered. Witnesses will be examined orally be

fore the commission, except in cases when special

orders are made for the taking of testimony other

wise. The petitioner or complainant must in all cases

prove the existence of the facts alleged to constitute

a violation of the act, unless the carrier complained

of shall admit the same, or shall fail to answer the

complaint. Facts alleged in the answer must also be

proved by the carrier, unless admitted by the peti

floner on the hearing.

in cases of failure to answer, the commission will

take such proof of the charge as may be deemed rea

sonable and proper, and make such order thereon as

the circumstances of the case appear to require.

IX. Subpoenas requiring the attendance of wit

nesses will be issued by any member of the commis

sion in all cases and proceedings before it, and wit

nesses will be required to obey the subpoenas served

upon them requiring their attendance or the procluo

tion of any books, papers, tariffs, contracts, agree

ments, or documents relating to any matter under

investigation or pending before the commission.

Upon application to the commission authority may

be given, in the discretion of the commission, to any

party to take the deposition of any witnesses who may

be shown, for some sufficient reason, to be unable to

attend in person.

June 15,1&%7, this rule was modified to the extent

that where a cause is at issue on petition and answer,

each party may proceed at once to take depositions of

witnesses in the manner provided by sections 868 and

864 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, and

transmit them to the secretary of the commission,

without making any application to, or obtaining any

authority from, the commission for that purpose.

X. Upon application by any petitioner or party

amendments may beallowed by the commission, in its

discretion, to any petition. answer, or other pleading

in any proceeding before the commission.

XI. Copies of any petition, complaint, or answer, in

any malter or proceeding before the commission, or

of any order, decision, or opinion by the commission,

will be furnished upon application by any person or

carrier desiring the same, upon payment of the ex

pense thereof. ' '

XII. Affidavits to a petition, complaint, or answer

may be taken before any ofllcer of the United States,

or of any State or Territory, authorized to administer

oaths.

The history of the development of the railroad sys

tem of the United States, with relation to inter-State

commerce and to the corporate abuses which led to the

passage of the foregoing act of 1887, may be summer

ized as follows: —

When the grant of the power to regulate commerce

was made, the commerce between the States was in

significant — carried on by coastwise ve§els and other

watercraft, sailed or rowed, within the interior. The

inter-State commerce on land was little, and its regu

lation was by the common law. To a few associations

of regular carriers of passengers on definite routes

exclusive rights were granted, in the belief that other

wise the regular transportation would not be ado

quately provided for.

For regulation of commerce on the ocean and other

navigable waters Congress passed the necessary laws;

but not until 1824 (in the case of Gibbons v. Ogden)

was it settled that such waters of a State as constitute

a highway for inter~State commerce are subject to

Federal legislation equally with the high seas. But

Congress still abstained from regulating commerce by

land --leaving even the Cumberland road, a national’

highway, to the supervision of the States through

which it should be built.
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When the application of steam to vesels as a mo

live power so stimulated internal commerce as to no

cmsltate improved highways, these, both turnpikes

and canals, were State creations, the General govern

ment merely making some appropriations for canals.

it was natural that the States should control these

highways. so long as there was no discrimination

against the citizens of other Stntes. When, in li~‘-'30,

steam power was applied to land vehicles, the same

reasons for State control prevailed.

For a long time Federal regulation of inter-State

commerce was purely negative, merely restraining

excemive Stnte power, through the judicial depart

ment, in isolated cases. Thus, the corporations mo

nopollzing commerce made the law for themselves

State power and common law being inadequate to

complete regulation and National power not yet being

put forth. The circumstances of railroad develop

ment tended to make this indirect and abnormal law

making unequal and oftentimes oppressive. Later,

when the promoters of railroads were viewed as pub

lic benefactors. laws were passed, under popular

clamor, allowing municipalities to use public money

and public credit in aid of roads So much money

thus lent (to irresponsible parties) was lost. that con

litutional amendments were adopted prohibiting such

or of the public money or credit.

The inmh-quate business of many roads led to de

structive cmnpetition, to the undue favoring of large

dealers, and secret arrangements in the form of spe

cial rates, rebates. and drawbacks, underbilling. re

duced classification, or whatever else might be best

adapted to keep the transaction from a public not de

ceived but practically helpless through dependence.

lat;-lligent shippers. even the favored 0098. realized

that any reasonable, non-discriminating. permanent

schedule of rates was preferable to one so fluctuating

and untrustworthy as to make buslnem contracts vir

tually lottery ventures.

Special terms were often made with large shippers

to increase the volume of business, in order either to

attract purchasers of stock, justify some demand for

an extension of line or other large expenditure. or to

assist in making terms in a consolidation or strengthen

the demand for a larger share in a pool.

Whatever the motive, the allowance of a special rate

or rebate was not only unjust. wronging and often ruin

ing the small dealer, but it was also demoralizing,

sufferers. doubtful of obtaining redress in the courts.

becoming parties to the evil by seeking similar favors.

The discriminations applied to places not less than

to persons, often resulting. through necessities arti

ilcialiy created, in charging more for a short than for

a long haul on the same line in the same direction, so

that towns with superior natural advantages withered

away under the mischievous influence.

.\'ot less conspicuous were the evils of the free tran‘s

pnrtsuon of persons, causing the corruption of some

public ofliciaia and subjecting others to unjust and

cruel suspicion. all leading to a deterioration of the

moral sense of the community. Railroads themselves

were in cases the sufferers. the demand for passage

often partaking of the nature of blackmail.

in addition to these evils, rates. through the absence

I competition or the consolidation of competing

roads. were kept oppressively high; they were also

changed at pleasure, and without notice. Secret deal

ings made the public unable to judge of the reason

ableness of charges Such publications of tariffs as

were made were so complicated as not to be intel

ligible to the uninitiated, and rather tended to increase

the difficulties

Still another evil was the strengthening of a cial

feeling between those whose interests demanded har

mony.

The manipulation of capital stocks for the benefit

of managem and to the destruction of the interest of

the owners resulted in great wrong, directly to indi

viduals and indirectly to the public. The large fort

unes amassed in a short time by some ofilcials created

in the public mind suspicion and an unfair prejudice

against railroad management in general, which de

veloped into an unfortunate breach between the public

and all railroad corporations.

in short, the manifest misuse of corporate powers

created an irresistible demand for " National legisla .

ticn. and this very naturally, because the private gains

resulting from corporate abuse were supposed to

spring, to some extent at least, from excessive bur

dens imposed upon that commerce which the nation

oughtto regulate and protect." in response to this

demand the not of 1887 lays down rules to be observed

by the carriers to which its provisions apply. which

atcintended to be rules of equity and equality, and

“to restore the management of the transportation

business of the country to public confidence." 1

COMINIIISSION.I Doing, performing;

execution.

1. An llntlcr aking, without recompense,

to do a thing for another person; a gratui

tous bailment, q. v.

2. (1) Formal written authority from a

court to do something pertaining to the ad

ministration of justice: as, a commission to

ascertain whether one is a bankrupt, or a lu

natic; a commission to take depositions or

testimony, gt]. 1).

A writ or process issued, under sea], by the

special order of a court.‘

(2) Formal authority from a government

 

I See Report of Commission, 1887, pp. 2-10.

That report presents the views of the board upon

the following general subjects: The carriers subject

to its jurisdiction, pp. 11-15; the long and short haul

clause of the act, 15-28; the filing and publication of

tariffs, 23-24; general supervision of the carriers sub

ject to the act, 94-27; proceedings before the commis

sion, 2'7-28; expense of bearings, 28-29; annual reports

from carriers, 29-30; classification of passengers and

freight, M2; voluntary association of railroad man~

agers, 88-86; reasonable charges, 36-41; general obser

vations, 41-42; amendments of the law, 42-43, 14-15.

' L. c0mmittere,to place with, intrust to: can, with;

mifterc, to send.

| [Tracy u. Suydam, 80 Barb. 115 (1869); Boal v. King,

6 Barn, Ohio. 18 (1833). casea

(14)
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for the doing of something belonging to the

exercise of its powers.

imports, ea: in‘ termini, written authority from a

competent source.l Compare WARRANT, 2.

(8) The body or board of persons intrusted

with the performance of some public service

or duty: as, to revise statutes, codify laws,

fix‘ the boundary lines between States, en

force the inter-State commerce act.

The instrument evidences the fact of the appoint

ment, q. 0., and the nature and extent of the powers

conferred.I

Commissioner. Such person as has a

commission, letters-patent, or other lawful

authority, to examine any matter or to exe

cute any public office.‘

An oificer of a court, appointed to assist it

‘in administering justice in a particular case

or cases. Compare liiasrsn, 4.

The supreme court of California appoints. and may

at any time remove, three persons of legal learning

and personal worth to assist the court in the perform

ance of its duties. and in the disposition of the unde

termined causes now pending. Each commissioner

holds oflice for the term of four years, and du.ring'

that period may not engage in the practice of the

Law. The court appoints one as chief commissioner.‘

Whence 0., and C. C.

An oflicer who assists in the administration

of government, being usually charged with

administering the laws relating to some one

department thereof: as, the commissioner of

agriculture, of a circuit court, of a county,

of deeds, of education, of fisheries, of the

general land-oflice, of highways, of Indian

aflairs, of internal revenue, of patents, of

pensions.‘ See lihmsrsman.

Commissioner of bail. An ofiicer author

ized to take bail for hearings or trials before

a court and jury, in cases admitting of re

lease from confinement when the accused

can furnish bail.

Commissioner of the circuit courts. See

under COURTS, United States.

Commissioner of deeds. An ofiicer au

thorized to take acknowledgments and depo

sitions, and to probate accounts.

 

I United States v. Rayburn, 6 Pet ‘(£64 (1832).

'Mnrbury 0. Madison, 1 Cranch, 155 (1803); Lessee of

Talbot v. Simpson, 1 Pet. C. C. N (1815); Unitod States

I. Vinton, 2 Sumn. 807 (1886).

'[Jscob‘s Law Dict.; H N. J. L. 428.

‘ Cal. Statutes, 1885, p. 161. Similar provision was

made in Kansas in i881'.— Laws, c. 148; and on March 5,

three commissioners were appointod by the governor,

with the consent of the senate,-B6 Kan. B. iii.

' 500 index, Revised Statutes.

County commissioners. See COUNTY.

3. Compensation for services rendered

The plural, commissions, is often used.

A percentage on price or va1ue.|

A sum allowed as compensation to a serv

ant, factor, or agent, who manages the aflairs

of another, in recompense for his services.’

"Commission " generally signifies a percentage

upon the amount of money involved in the transsc

tion, as distinguished from “dlscount," which is a per

centnge taken from the face value of the security or

property negotiated.‘

A reasonable commission is allowed to administra

tors, assignees, auctioneers, brokers, executors, ro

ceivers, and other agents or trustees. qq. U. But the

service must he completed, and due care and skill and

perfect fidelity have been employed. The amount in

a reasonable percentage upon the sum received or

paid out, and is regulated by custom, or by the db

crstion of the appointing authority.

Commission merchant. A factor, q. u.

COMMIT. To intrust to; to confide in.

1. To delegate a duty to a person or per

sons. See COMMISSION; Commrrss.

2. To send to a place of confinements per

son found to be a. lunatic.

May contemplate a sending without an adjudica

tion by a court or a magistrate.‘ See Lmucv.

3. To send to prison a person, charged with

or convicted of a crime. ,.

Commitment. The act of sending an

accused or convicted person to prison; also,

the warrant by virtue of which the incarcer

ation is made.

" To commit" was regarded as the separate and

distinct act of carrying a party to prison, after having

taken him into custody by force of a warrant of com

mltment.'

Commitment, Warrant of. Written au

thority to commit a person to prison or cus

tody, until a further hearing in the matter

as to which he is charged can be had, or

until he is discharged by due course of law;

a mittimus; a committitur.

Committing. Authorized to hear charges

of crime, and to discharge or take bail for

trial before a jury.

Committing magistrate. Any (inferior)

oflicer empowered to hear charges of crime

and to commit the accused to prison or accept

bail for their appearance before a higher

 

I Brennan 0. Perry, 7 Phila. 248 (1869).

' [Rztlston v. Kohl, 80 Ohio St. 98 (1876), Scott, J.

‘Swift 1:. United States. 18 Ct. Cl. 57 (1888).

‘ Cummington 0. Wsreham, 9 Cush. 585 O8”).

' [French 0. Bancroft, 1 List. 604 (1840), Show, 0. J.

Bees.lsoil2i\inI.62; l88idJG).
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court; as, a justice of the peace, some alder

men, mayors, and commissioners of bail.

if the offense is not baiiabie, or the party cannot

find bail, he is to be committed to the county gaoi by

the miflimus of the justice, or warrant under his hand

and seal. containing the cause of his commitment;

there to abide till delivered by due course of law.l

Commitment for crime being only for safekeeping,

when ball will answer the purpose it is generally taken.

The warrant is in the name of the State; is under the

hand and seal of the magistrate; shows his authority,

aml the time and place of issue; describes the prisoner

by name; specifies the place of confinement, and is

directed to the keeper thereof; states that the party

hasbeen charged on oath with a particular offense.

When the offense is hailnbie the direction is “ to keep

in safe custody for want of sureties, or until dis

charged by due course of law: “ when not baiiabie,

" until discharged by due course of law; " and when

for further examination of the charge, "for further

hearing.“ ' See BAIL, 1(2): Carasn, Capias, Cepi.

COILIIITTEE. One or more persons to

whom a matter is referred for examination,

deliberation, superintendence, action, or reo

ommendation.

An individual or a body to which others

have committed or delegated a particular

duty, or who have taken upon themselves to

perform it in the expectation of their act

being confirmed by the body they profess to

represent or to act for.‘

More particularly, a person appointed by

a court to take charge of the person or the

state, or of both, of a lunatic, habitual

drunkard, or spendthrift.

The committee of a lunatic is a bailiii.I whose power

is limited to the mere care of the estate under the

direction of the court.‘

The civil law assigned a tutor to protect the person,

and a curator to manage the estate. . To prevent

sinister practices the next of kin was seldom ap

pointed committee of the person, but generally man

ager of the estate, accountable to the court, to the

representative of the lunatic, and to the lunatic him

self upon recovery.‘

But now, for committee of the person, the next of

kin is favored; and for committee of the estate, the

heir at law.’

COMMITTITUB. See Comm, 8; In

rmm.

COMMODATUM. See Aooomtom

TC‘.

'4 Bl. (Joni 8!); 8 ((1.134; lli’ Mass. 62.

‘B004 BL Com. 2'J!H!00; 4 Cranch, 129; 17 F. 8.166;

Ill. 8. 18; 6 llumph. 891.

' Beyneii 1:. Lewis, 15 M. & W.'h29 (1846), Pollock, Q B.

‘Lloyd v. Hart. 2 Pa. 478 (1846), Gibson, C. J.

'1 BL 00m. 315; 8 id. 427.

‘Ballard. Lunacy, 187. 140, M1.

COMIMODITY.I Convenience, privilege,

profit, gain; popularly, goods, wares, men

chandise.

Within the meaning of the constitution of Mean

chusetts “ commodities“ embraces everything which

may be the subject of taxai.ion,- including the privi

lege of using a particular branch of business or em

ployment: as, the business of an auctioneer, of an

attorney, of a tavern-keeper, of a retailer of liquors.‘

“ Commodity " is a general term, and includes the

privilege and convenience of transacting a particular

business.‘ See Mosoronv; Srsrns.

COMMODUM. L. Convenience, bene

fit, advantage.

Nullus commodum capers potest de

injuria sua propria. No one advantage

shall take of his own wrong-doing——as a

cause of action or of defense.

Applies where a partner retires from a llrrn, and

fails to give notice of the change: where a person in

mdvertently or fraudulently mingles grain of his own

with higher-priced grain belonging to another; where

a tenant for years or for life cuts down trees and then

claims them; where a grantor attempts to dispute the

validity of the title he has conveyed; where one party

binds another to a condition impossible to be per

formed, or does something to prevent or hinder per

formance.

The maxim applies only to the extent of undoing

an advantage gained against the right of another, not

to taking away a right previously possessed.‘

Thus. also, an admission, whether of law or of fact,

which has been acted upon by another, is conclusive

against the person who made it.‘

Qui sentit commodum, sentire debet

et onus. He who enjoys the benefit, ought

also to bear the burden. He who enjoys the

advantage of aright takes the accompany

ing disadvantage—a privilege is subject to

its condition.

Illustrated in the rights and liabilities arising out

of the relation of principal and agent, grantor and

grantee, lessor and lessee. attorney and client, has

band and wife, innkeeper and guest. a carrier and the

publlc—the principle pervades the law in all it:

branches.‘

On this principle rests the law of aliuvion: the

 

I L. oommodun, convenience.

' [Portland Bank v. Apthorp, 12 Mass. 256 (1815), Par

ker, C. J.

' Commonwealth 1:. Lancaster Savings Bank, 123

Mass. -195 (1878); Connecticut ins. Co. 1;. Common

wealth, 133 id. 163 (18-‘.i2); Gleason U. McKay, 134 id.

421-:35 (18‘8). cases; Hamilton Company v. Massachu

setts, 8 Wall. 610 (1867); 24 How. Pr. 402.

‘ See Broom, liiax. '279; State v. Costin, 89 N. C. 616

(1383).

' See lGreenl. Ev. 55 177-9.

‘See Cooper v. Louanstein, 87 N. J. E. 806 (18-33

Mundortf 0. Wickersham, 68 Pa. 89 (1869), coma
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owner takes the chancu of injury and of benefit aris

ing from situation.‘ Compare Orws, Cum onere.

COMMON. 1, adj. (1) Belonging to, or

participated in, by several or more persons;

mutual: as, a common — ancestor, benefit,

labor or service, master, property, recovery,

tenants in common,’ qq. v.

(2) Originating with, or subsisting for, the

people at large; belonging to, or sfiecting,

the public; not private, but public or general,

q. 11. : as, a common or the common— bench,

carrier, council, fishery, highway, inn, law,

nuisance, pleas, right, schools, way, qq. 0.

(3) Ordinary, usual, customary, familiar;

opposed to special: as, common or a com

mon —-appearance, assumpsit, assurance,

bail, bar, bond, care or diligence, costs,

count, informer, intendment, intent, jury,

mortgage, seal, stock, traverse, warranty,

qq. v.

(4) Frequent, habitual: as, common of

fenders—barrator, drunkard, gambler, pros

titute, scold, thief, qq. v.

Three distinct acts of sale of liquors are necessary

to constitute a “common “ seller. Such has been the

rule as to common barrator, and other cases of this

nature.I

(5) Ordinary; manual; opposed to mental

or intellectual: as, common labor, q. u.

2, n. The common field; ground set apart

for public uses!

The waste grounds of manors (q. v.) were

called “ commons."

Land appropriated to a public common may not be

diverted to other uses, to the prejudice of individuals

who have purchased lots adjoining it.'

Where privileges of a public nature are beneficial

to private property, as in the case oi’ land upon a pub

lic square, the enjoyment of the privileges will be pro

tected, by injunction, against encroachment’ See

DEDICATION, 1.

Common, or right of common. A profit

which a man hath in the lands of another:

 

ICounty of St. Clair v. Lovingston, 28 Wall. 69 (1874).

'Chambem v. Harrington, ill U. S. 852 (1884).

' Commonwealth v. 'i‘ubba,l Cush. ii (1848), Dewey, J.

' Patterson v. Mclteynoids, 61 Mo. an (1875); Craw

ford U. Mobile, &:c. R 00., 67 Ga. 416 (1581).

' 2 Bl. Com. 82.

4 See Emerson v. Wiley, i0 Pick. 815 (1881); Carr 1:.

Wallace, 7 Watts, 3M (1838); Abbott u. Mills, 3 Vt. 525

(1831); State v. Trash, 6 id. 364 (1334).

' Wheeler 0. Bedford, 54 Conn. 248»49UB86), cases:

I Story, Eq. Q 927; High, Inj. § 551. An injunction to

prevent tnclosing part of a town common or public

park, by the owner of a lot adjoining the lot of com

plainam.

as, to feed his beasts thereon, to catch fish,

to cut wood.I

Commoner. A person invested with a

right of common.

Existed between the owner of a ma r and his

feudal tenants,—for the encouragement of agricult

ure. The tennnt‘s right was to pasture his cattle,

provide necessary food and fuel for his family, and

repair his implements of husbandry, from the lord‘!

land.‘

An incorporeal hcreditament. The right usually

meant is common of pasture: the right of feeding

beasts on another‘s land. There was also common 0]

estovers: the liberty of taking necessry wood, for use

of house or farm-house~botc, flre-bots, hay-bots,

hedge-bote, etc; common of piscary: the liberty of

fishing (q. u ) i.n another's water; common of lurbary:

a right to dig turf; common in the soil: a right to dig

for minerals, etc. All the species result from the

same necessity —the maintenance and carrying on of

husbandry.

Commonable beasts. Beasts of the plow;

beasts which manure the ground.

Inter-commoning. Where the beasts of

adjacent manors have immemorially fed

upon adjoining commons.

Commons of pasture were appendant, when regu

larly annexed to arable land,— for the support oi

commonnble beasts; appurtenant, when annexed to

lands in other lordships,— for the support of all kinds

of animals, and arose neither from necessity nor from

any connection of tenures: in gross or al large, when

annexed to a manic person, by grant to him and his

heirs; because of vicinage, when the inhabitants of

adjoining townships intercommoned.' See Fsun.

The right of common, with many of its old com

mon-law incidents, was formerly recognized in this

country, particularly in the middle and eastern

States.‘

_I___—_.__—_

'2 Bl. Com. 88.

' 8 Kent, 403.

'2 Bl. Com. 88-85; 8 id. 287.

‘See Watts v. Coffln, 11 Johns NW (iB14),—ls to

lands in the city of Hudson. Columbia county, N. Y.;

Livingston u. Ten Broeck, 10 id. '15 (i8i9).— town of

Livingston. same county; Leyman v. Abeel, it. '30

(18l9),— Catskill patent; Van Rennselser v. Rndclifif,

10 Wend. ‘O39 (i838),— town of Guilderland, Albany

county.

See also Western University of Pennsylvania e.

Robinson ei al., 12 S. & R. '29 (1824), and Carr 1:. Wat

lace,7 Watts, 894 (1833),-both as to one hundred

acres of land in the town of Allegheny. Pa. (now

constituting the parks in the central portion of the

city), in which the State, in 1787. created the right of

“ common of pasture " in the purchasers of “ in lots"

in the plan of lots laid out and sold by the State for

the purpose of raising money with which to pay pub

lic debts. In l8i9 the legislature, without the consent

of the owners of those lots, granted fifty acres of these

“ commons" to the university named, but the su

preme court. in Robinson's Case, held that the State
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COMMONS, HOUSE OF. See Pan

u.un-:.\"1‘.

COMMONWEALTH. The common or

public weal: the republic; the state, or a

State; the people, qq. v.

" The commonwealth or public polity of the king

dom." I Blackstone also wrote it “ common wealth." '

The legal title of a few of the States, as of

Kentucky, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Vir

ginia. -

COMIMORANT.a Inhabiting, dwelling,

residing; as, in saying that a person is or is

not commorant in a particular place. Whence

oommorancy.‘l

COMMOBIENTES. L. Those who die

at the same time, from the same accident or

calamity. See Soavwn, 2.

COMMOTION. A “ civil commotion ”

is an insurrection of the people for general

purposes, though it may not amount to a re

bellion, in which there is usurped power.5

COMMUNE. See Commmsm.

COMMUNICATION. Information im

parted by one person to another.

Confidential communication. Infor

mation imparted between persons whooccupy

a relation oi‘ trust and duty; a privileged com

munication.

Privileged communication. 1. Infor

mation imparted which the law does not re

had only the right of soil, subject to the right of com

mun, which latter right the lotholders could release

or modify at pleasure, with the concurrence of the

legislature. Some three years later, at the request

of a large majority of the lotowners, the legislature

granwd ten acres of the same common to trustees

nepmsenting the Presbyterian Church in the United

States. for the uses of a theological seminary. After

the lapse of several years, during which more than

had been expended in improvements, one Carr,

who had acquiesced in this disposition of the common

ground, by suit in court questioned the validity of the

granite the trustees. The supreme court held that

by failing to complain at the proper time he had ap

proved what had been done.

See also Thomas 1:. Marshfield. Mass, 10 Pick. 364

(1%)). and Phillips 11. Rhodes, 7 hietc. 822 (1848),-as

to r@hu-1 of common in a beach; and Hall 0. Law

rence. 2 R l. 218 (1 "‘),— which concerned a similar

right at Newport, in 1776. On the origin of rights of

common, ace 8 Law Q, Rev. 873-98 (1857).

I 4 Bl. Corn. 127.

'3 B1. Com. 0.

‘Chm’-mo-rant. L oommorari, to abide.

‘S60 3 Bl. Corn. 361; 4 id. 221); Wright 1:. Smith, 74

Id 497 11-33;: No. lnws, 1871}, c. 93.

quire to be disclosed in a judicial or legislative

examination.

Public policy forbids the disclosure of lnatten

which the law regards as confidential, and as to which

it will not allow confidence to he violated.l

The rule, at common law, does not extend to con

fessions made to clergymen. This has been changed

by statute in some States, as in lowa, Michigan, Mb

souri, New York, and Wisconsin.‘

Confidence between husband and wife, as to the in

terests of either, is forever lnviolable.'

A lawyer who has counseled with a client cannot

disclose information received from him. The inhibi

tlon includes a clerk or a student in the lawyer's oflice;

and applies also to a scrivener or a conveyancer. But

a legal adviser may testify as to “negotiations “ be

tween clients who later become adversaries. The rule

does not cover a disclosure of an intention to break the

law, nor testamentary communications, nor informa

tion obtained outside of the professional relation.‘

A communication to a medical attendant is not

prlvileged. A few of the States (among others, those

mentioned above) have conferred the immunity, ex

cepting consultations for criminal purposes.‘ See

Lvmnnnos, 1.

Slate secrets are privileged. This embraces oom

munlcations to any high ofllcer of state, nnd consulta

tions with the executive, or a committee of the logic

lature.'

Prosecuting attorneys are privileged as to confiden

tial matters.' See Accouruca.

Communications between a party and a witness, by

way of preparation for trial, are privileged.‘

Neither arbitrators, judges, nor jurors can be com

pelled to disclose the grounds of their findings.‘ See

JURY, Grand.

Ties of blood create no privilege."

Telegrams (q. u.) are not protected."

2. In the law of slander and libel, false

matter not actionable, because the circum

 

lTotten v. United States, 92 U. S. 107 (1875).

'1 Greenl. Ev. 55 247-48, cases; 1 Whart. Ev. $5 596

98, cases.

'1 Greenl. Ev. 55 W, 384; 1 Whart. Ev. §§ 42742; 118

llinss. 160; 46 Barb. 153; 35 Vt. 870.

*1 Greenl. Ev. 5; 237-10; 1 wmn. Ev. gs 576-98; 74

Me. 518; 101 Mass. 1113.

'1 Greenl. Ev. § MB; 1 Whart. Ev. §606: Connecticut

Mut. Life Ins. Co. 1:. Union Trust Co.,112 U. S. 261

(1884); Gartslde u. Connecticut hint. Life Ins. Co., 76

M0. 449153 (1882), cases, statutes

'1 Greenl. Ev. $6 250-51: 1 Whart. Ev. §§ 605-5, cases;

Worthington u. Scribner, 109 Mass. 488-98 (1872), Cuses;

Totten v. United States, 92 U. S. 105 (1875); Hartranfth

Appeal, 86 Pa. 433 (1878); Rex 11. Hardy, 24 How. St

Tr. S15 (1794); 15 Op. Att.-Gen. ii, 878, 416; 50 Md. 626.

' "ogel v. Gruaz, 110 U. S. 811, 816 (1884), cases;

1 Whart. Ev. 5 608.

I1 Whart. Ev. i 594.

'1 Whart. Ev. 155590-601; lGreenl. Ev. ii 249, 252

I°1\\'hart. Ev. 5607; 14 111. W; 8 Win 456; L 13.. ll

'[Langdule 1;. Mason. 2 Marsh. Ina. 792 (178)), hi. Eq. 6-i9.

Innsfleld, May. inn 5 403 M1 wmm liZv.i5596,617.
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stances gave the defendant a right to make

the statement.

The occasion on which the communication was

made rebuts the inference arising, prima. facie, from

a statement prejudicial to the character of the plaint

iff, and puts it upon him to prove that there was

malice in fact — that the defendant was actuated by

motives of personal spite or ill-will, independent of the

occasion on which the communication was made.l

" Privileged " in this connection means simply that

the cir'cumstances under which the communication

was made were such as to repel the legal inference of

malice, and to throw upon the plaintifl the burden of

oflerlng evidence of its existence beyond the mere

falsity of the charge.‘

A communication made bmm fldc upon any subject

matter in which the party communicating has an in

terest, or in reference to which he has a duty, is

privileged, if made to a person having a corresponding

interest or duty. although it contains criminatory

matter which, without this privilege, would be slan

derous and actionable.‘

Where 11 person is so situated that it becomes right,

in the interests of society, that he should tell a third

person certain facts. then if he bona jidc and without

malice does tell them it isa privileged communication.

The jury must say whether the statement was made

in good faith.‘

In some instances a voluntary imparting of infor

mation will be justified; in others the privilege applies

only to information in response to inquiries. The sub

ject may be one that is privileged, and a communica

tion on that subject he unprivileged. If the restraints

imposed by law upon the publicity to be given the

communication be disregarded, the communication is

unprivileged and actionable, although made from the

best of motives. The act of communicating defama

tory matter to a person with respect to whom there is

no privilege is without legal justification or excuse.

Good faith and honest belief will not justify defama

tion..

In the law of libel. privileged communications are:

1. When an author or publisher acted in bona fide dis

charge of a public or private duty, legal or moral; or

in the prosecution of his own ‘rights or interests. 2.

Anything said or done by a master in giving the char

acter of a servant who has been in his employment.

 

I Wright v. Woodgate, 2 Cromp., hi. & R. 577 (1835),

Parks, 8.

I Lewis v. Chapman, 16 N. Y. 873 (1857), Selden, J.

I Harrison U. Bush, 5 Ellis & B. '84?-48 (1855), Camp

bell, C. J.

‘Davies 1:. Snead, L. R... 5 Q. 13. ‘till (1870), Black

burn, J. See Waller u. Loch,7 Q. B. D. s21_22 (1881);

liarks " Baker, 23 Minn. 16-1-65 (1881), cases; Erber v.

Dun, 1;! F. R. 530 (1882); Trussell 1). Scarlett. 18 id. 214,

I16-20 (1882), cases; Locke v. Bradstreet, 22 id. 771

(1885); 26 Am. Law Reg. 681-93 (1887), cases.

l King 1). Patterson. 49 N. J. L. 421, 419412 (1887), cases,

Depue, .I._ The plaintiff (above) published in his

" mercantile agency notification sheet" the false in

formation that the defendant had executed a chattel

mortgage upon her stock of goods
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3. Words used in_ the course of a legal or judicial

proceeding, however harsh. 4. Publications duly

made in the ordinary mode of parliamentary proceed

ings. In these cases the complainant must show

express malice, by construction of the matter. or by

facts accompanying the matter or the parties.I

In some jurisdictions the privilege isspoken of as

"absolute," that is, it rests upon grounds of policy,

requiring freedom in debate or argument, and in giv

ing testimony— in which cases proof of even actual

malice is not received, unless it be as to the last: as,

for utterances by a legislator, judge. advocate, or wit

ness; and as "presumptive," that is, in which the

plaintifl may prove absence of good faith or actual

malice: as, communications in discharge of social du~

ties; when the author or recipient has a legal inter-mt

to be promoted; answers to legitimate inquiries; char

acters given to servants; statements to sellers as to

credit of buyers; notices protective of one‘s interest

or in discharge of a corporate duty.’

Utterances in the course of church discipline, to or

of a member of the church, are not actionable uniem

express malice be proved.l See LIBEL, 5; SLANDER.

COMMUNIS. See ERROR, 1, Communis.

COMMUNISM. A name given to

schemes of social innovation which have for

their common starting-point the overthrow

of absolute rights of ownership in private

property as an institution. Most theories fur

ther comprehend the regulation of industry

and the sources of livelihood, as well as of

the domestic relations, and some involve the

abrogation of all central authority in a State,

and the substitution of that of the commune.‘

It is the latter feature that constitutes a distinction

between communism and socialism.‘ See Axaacav;

Govaasusnr; Nunusr.

COIIIIMIUNITY.5 1. Unity; mutuality:

as, community of interest or of intention.

See PARTNERSHIP,

2. In Louisiana, Texas. California, and per

haps in New Mexico and Arizona, a species

of partnership created between husband and

wife by the contract of marriage, in acqui

sitions of property made or received during

the continuance of that relation.

This community is conventional when

formed by express agreement in the contract

1 White v. Nicholls, 8 How. 286-92 (1845), cases, ban

ie-i. J. As to newspaper publications, see 21 Cent

Law J. 86-90, 4.3065 (1665), cases.

1 See O‘Donaghue v. M‘Govern, 23 Wend. '29 (1840);

Howard u. Thompson, 21 id. 825 (1889).

' Coombs v. Rose, 9 Blackf. '15? (1846), cases. Con

Ira, Fitzgerald v. Robinson, 112 Mass. 871-78 (1873),

cases; Magrath v. Finn, 16 Alb. Law J. 188 (1877 -

Irish Common Pleas.

‘ [Worcester‘s Dict.

' L communis. common
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of marriage; legal, when it arises by oper

ation of law — as where there is no express

stipulation.

At the dissolution of the relation the effects are di

vided equally, as between heirs.I

Statutes upon the subject proceed upon the theory

that the marriage, in respect to property acquired

during its existence, is a community. of which each

spouse is a member, equally contributing by his or her

industry to its prosperity and possessing an equal

right to succeed to the property after dissolution, in

the event of surviving the other. To the community

sil acquisitions by either, whether made jointly or

separately, belong. No tom of transfer or mere in

tent of parties can overcome this positive rule of law.

All property iscommon property, except that owned

previous to marriage or acquired after the relation

has ceased. The presumption is against separnto

ownership. A purchase made with separate funds

must be affirmatively established by clear and decisive

proof. The husband has the entire control of the

common property; and it is liable for his debts.‘

8. A society of people having common

rights, interests, or privileges in matters of

property, representation, etc.

An association by which each member surrenders

hh property into one common stock for the mutual

benefit of all during their joint lives, with the right

of survivomhip. reserving to each member the right

to secede at any time during his life, is not prohibited

by law.‘

4. A society of people possessing common

political interests; 8 political society. See

STATE, 2 (2). _

COMHUTATION.‘ Putting one thing

for another; substitution.

As. of a tax, for a personal service; an annuity to

s fibe of lndians, for goods; rations to a soldier, for

money; ‘ an artificial limb, for its value in money.‘

Commutation of punishment. The

substitution of a less for a greater penalty or

punishment ; 1 the change of one punishment

for another and difierent punishment, both

being known to the law.‘ See PaRDON.

Commutable; commutative. Capable

I admitting of substitution; not inter

changeable for another—of less or equal
 

‘Ls. Civ. Code, 2375. 2393; 10 La. 146, 172, 181; 12 id.

I“. See as to Texas, lianrick 1). Patrick, 119 U. 8. 172

(M cases.

‘ Tibbetts v. Fore, 70 Cal. 244%’) (1886), cases; Schuyler

I. Bronghton, (b. E (1886), cases.

‘Schnber u. Rapp \Harmony Society), 5 Watts, 351,

HI (18%); Baker v. .\'achtrieb, 19 How. 1% (1856);

epeldel v. Henrici. 1'1) U. S. 877 (1887).

‘ L oommulare, to exchange with.

' United States v. Lippitt, 100 U. S. 683, 670 (1879).

‘ R S. 5 4788.

' Lee v. Murphy, 220ratt 799, 798-810 (1872), cases.

‘ lzp. Janos, 1 Nov. 321 (1885).

value or degree. Opposed, incommutsble,

incommutative, non-commutable.

COMPACT. An agreement or contract —

between independent soveroignties.I

Original or social compact. The im

plied contract of association of individuals

in a community, by which, in return for the

benefits of the association, the individual

surrenders such of his natural freedom as is

necessary for the good of society.

Thereby, whatever power the individual had to

punish offenses against the law of nature is vested in

the magistrate— the sovereign power.I See Boov, 2,

Corporate.

COMPANY. 1. The member of a. part

nership (q. 11.) whose name does not appear

in the name of the firm.

The use of the collective designation "& Co.,“ as

part of the name of a firm, creates a presumption that

there is a partner in addition to the person or persons

whose names are given; but this presumption is re

huttable. Statutes in Louisiana and New York forbid

the use of the addition unless an actual partner is rep

Tt.'SBI'itB(l by it; but a fanciful title, such as “ Eureka

Co.," may still be used; and the reference may be to

a person_under disability. Such statutes are intended

to protect persons who give credit to, not those who

obtain credit from, a firm.‘

2. Applied to persons engaged in trade,

those united for the same purpose or in I

joint concern.‘

"Company " or “ association." when used in the

Revised Statutes, acts or resolutions of Congress, in

reference to corporations, shall be deemd to embrace

the words “ successors and assigns of such company

or association “ in like manner as if these last-named

words. or words of similar import, were expressed.‘

The simple word "company “ will include individ

uals as well as corporations.‘

Often designates a numerous association, chartered

or unchartered. Every unincorporated company is a

partnership.

See Assocu-nos; Pasrssasarr, Limited; Sm

8(2); Bussns; Exrnsss; Psosrscros; Raru1oan;Tsu

sosarn; Tru.\'si>on.'rA'rror1.

lSeeB Wheat. 9.’; ll Pet. 186; 1 Bl. Corn. 45.

'1 Bl. Com. 233, 299; 8 id. 160; 4 id. 8, 71, 382. See 1

Shars. Bl. Corn. 232; Atlantic Monthly, June, 1887,

p. 750, article by A. L. Lowell, who undertakes to show

that the theory, first propounded in 1594 by Richard

Hooker, adopted by Hobbs, Locke, ltww-arr, the

framers of the constitution of Massachusetts. and

Kant, has been made the servant of ahsolutism, do

mocracy, revolution, and transcendental ethics.

'1 Bates. Partn. 55191, 108, cases; Gay v. Selbold, 9'!

N. Y. 476 (1884); Lauferty v. Wheeler, 11 Daly, 17!

(i882); Zimmerman u. Erhard, 83 N. Y. "6 (lfifil);

Kent v. Mojoiner, 86 La. An. 259 (1884).

‘ Palmer v. Pinkham, 88 Me. 86 (l&5l), Shepley, C. J

‘ R. S. 5 5: Act 25 July,1866.

‘ Chicago Dock Co. v. Garrity. lib Ill. 1“ (188)
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COMPARATIVE. SeeJumsraunsncs;

Nsouonncn.

COMPARISON. See Hsnnwnrrmo.

COMPENSATION. That return which

is given for something else — a consideration:

as, the compensation of an oiiice.I

Compensatory. Serving as an equiva

lent; making amends: as, compensatory

damages, q. v.

1. Recompense; remuneration: as, for serv

ices rendered by an oflicer, agent, attorney,

trustee.

When not fixed by agreement. evidence of the

amount ordinarily charged in like cases is admissible.

The service, however, must be lawful. An agreement

to pay a contingent compensation for professional

services in prosecuting a claim against the govern

ment, pending in a department, is not unlawful.‘

in It constitutional provision that the "compem

tlon" of any public ofiicer shall not be increased

or diminished during his term of ofiice, applies to

ofiicers who receive a fixed salary from the public

treasury, not to such minor officers as are paid by

fees taxed or allowed for each item of service as it is

rendered.‘

When Congress has said that a sum appropriated

shall be “in full compensation“ 01' the services of a

public oflicer, the courts cannot allow him a greater

sum. The appropriation of a fixed sum as compensa

tion, followed by the appropriation of a round sum as

"additional “ pay, evinces an intention not to allow

further compensation during the period specified. So,

a statute which fixes the annual salary of an ofiicer at

a designated sum without limitation as to time, is not

abrogated by subsequent enactments appropriating a

less amount for his services for a particular fiscal

' year, but containing no words which expressly or im

pliedly modify or repeal it.‘ See Couurssuox,3; Con

TINUANCE, 3; Com, 4 (1), Common; Exrsar; Ixrna;

Lsoan; Ssuav.

2. Remuneration for loss of time, neces

sary expenditures, and for permanent disa~

bility, if such be the result.0 _

As, compensation for personal injuries caused by

mother's negligence. See Dausoae.

8. Amends for privation of a thing; an

equivalent for property taken for a public

use.

Just compensation. Private property

cannot be taken for a public use without just

compensation being made or secured. This
 

1 Searcy v. Grow, 15 Cal. 1% (1860).

‘ Stanton 1;. Embrey, 96 U. S. 548 (1876).

I Supervisors of Milwaukee v. Hackett, 21 Wis. '61?-18

(1867), Dixon, C. J.

‘United States v. Fisher, 109 U. S. 143 (1895); United

States 11. Mitchell, ib. 146 (1833); United States v. Lang

ston, 118 id. 389 (1886).

‘ Parker 1). Jenkins, 8 Bush, 591 (1868).

means pecuniary recompense equivalent in

value to that of the property.l

“Just “ intensifies the meaning of “compensa

tion "— imports that the equivalent shall be real, sub

stantial, full, ample.‘

Nearly all of the authorities agree that “just com

pensstion " consists in lacking the owner good, by an

equivalent in money, for the loss he sustains in the

value of his property by being deprived of a portion

of it.I .

In determining the value of land appropriated for

public purposes, the some considerations are to be

regarded as in the sale of property between private

persons. The inquiry is, What is the property worth

in the market, viewed not merely with reference to

the uses to which it is at the time applied, but with

reference to the uses to which it is plainly adapted;

that is to say, what is it worth from its availability for

valuable purposes. . So many and varied are the

circumstances to be taken into the account that it is

perhaps impossible to formulate a rule to govern its

appraisement in all cases. Exceptional circumstances

will modify the most carefully guarded rule. As a

general thing, the compensation is to be estimated by

reference to the uses for which the property is suit

able. having regard to the existing business or wants

of the community, or such as may be reasonably ex

pected in the immediate future.‘

When an incorporated company approprlatés land,

the measure of compensation is the difference between

the value of the property before and after the taking,

and as aflected by the taking.‘

See Dotuns, Eminent; Pomoa, 2; Srrma-r; TAKE, 8.

4. In equity, something to be done for, or

money to be paid to, a person, equal in value

or amount to the right or thing of which he

has been deprived.

Ordinarily decreed as incidental to other relief

sought by the bill, or where there is no adequate rem- _

edy at law, or where a peculiar equity intervenes.‘

Compensation may be decreed where the court

cannot grant the specific relief prayed for. Thus, if a

plaintiff was originally entitled to specific perform

ance of a contract of sale, but it so happens that be

fore the final decree it becomes impracticable for the

defendant to maize a conveyance, so that the specific

relief sought for cannot be decreed, the court will not

—-~_

lCouncil Blufis R. Co. v. County of Otoe, 10 Wall.

674 (1874), Strong, J.

‘Virginia, &c. R. Co. 11. Henry, 8 Nov. 171 (1873).

Whitman, C. J.

'Bigclow v. West Wisconsin R. Co., 27 Wis. 43?

(1871), cases, Lyon, J.

‘Mississippi. &c. Boom Co. 0. Patterson, 98 U. S

407-8 (1878), Field, J.

‘See Lake Erie, &c. R. Co. v. Kinsey. 87 1nd 5lIi 11

(1582), cases; Shennngo, &c. R. Co. v. Brahmn. Til Pa

45:! (1875). cases; 39 Ala. 171-72; 42 id. 8; 46 id. 57%|; 69

Ga. 392: 133 iiiasa. 255, 488; 31 Miss. 227: 86 id. PDO. l7

N. J. L. 47: ‘ll id. 252;8S|'d.155; 14 Ohio, XT5; 9 Ureg

37980; 2 Kent. -$88: Pierce, Railr. 210,212, 2'3L

'2 Story, Eq. Ch. XIX.
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turn the plaintiff over to seekhm damages in an action

at law, but will proceed directly to decree him com

panaationJ Bee CONDITION, Precedent, Subsequent.

ii. A mode of extinguishing a debt, and

takes place. by mere operation of law, where

debts equally liquidated and demandable are

reciprocally due.’

COMPEBUIT. See Dim, Comperuit.

COMPETENT. Answering the require

ment of the law; legally able, fit, or quali

fied; also, proper or admissible as evidence.

Whence competency-, incompetent, incom

petency. '

A judge is said to be incompetent to hear a cause

in which be is interested; and an infant, or a married

woman, incompetent to contract for an article not a

necessary.

All witnesses that have their reason, except such as

an infamous, or, at common law, are interested in

the event of the cause, are competent, but the jury

must judge of their credibility,‘ q. u.

Competency is a question for the court. Every

uritnm is presumed to be competent. Ordinarily, in

competency is to be objected to when first known or

dbcoverel — before the witness is sworn and his testi

mony found to be unfavorable.‘ See further Evi

nnon. Competent; W1-rsxss.

COMPETITION. See Moxoronv; Pon

ICY, 2; TRADE, Restraints.

Competitive examinations. See Scav

ICE, 3. Civil.

COMPILE. To copy from various au

thors into one work. implies the exercise of

judgment in selecting and combining the

extracts.‘

A compiler may take existing materials from

l0t1rces common to all writers. and, by arranging

them in combination in a new form, give them an ap

plication unknown before. Others may use the mate

rials, but not his improvement. The “ fair use"

which is allowable applies to the materials, not to

another‘: plan and arrangement.‘

A compilation made from original sources is a new

work. The fact of originality may be proved by an

other than the author. A compiler is an “au

thor.“ within the meaning of the Constitution and the

copyright laws. . . A compilation, which is the

result of labor devoted to gathering from original

lources and to arranging in convenient form facts

 

‘Mason's Appeal. 70 Pa 29-!) (1871), cases; 7'7 id.

R7; 75 id. 4&; 13 Vea 78, WT.

‘See Dorvin v. \\"iltz, 11 LL 520 (1856); Stewart 1:.

Harper, 16 id. 181 £1561).

'8 Bl. Com. 309. As to moral status, see 19 Am.

14w Rev. MW (1565), cases; as to mental status, it.

I8!»-92 ilfiib), cases.

‘1(lreenl. Ev. 5 50; 1Whart. Ev. §§ 391-411,418-N.

‘Sheryl Ex'rs u. liolcombe. 4 McLean. 818 (1817).

' Lawrence U. Dana. 4 L118. T5-86 U569), cases
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COMPLETE

open to be published by any one, is a new work. .

“ Colorable differences" applies to devices intended to

cover a literary piracy, not to real and substantial

d1flerences.‘

A compilation made from voluminous public docu

ments. and arranged toshow readily the date and

order of historic events, may be copyrighted. Such

publications are valuable sources of information and

require labor, care, and some skill in their prepara

tion.I See further Anmnos; Puucr, 2; R.IPoa'r,1 (2);

Rsvmw, 8.

CONIPLAINT. 1. A formal charge that

a person named has committed an offense,

preferred before a magistrate or a tribunal

authorized to inquire into the probable truth

of the accusation.

Refers to a proceeding before a magistrate.‘ But

may include an indictment.‘ implies thatan oath has

boen administered.‘

A complaint is the initial proceeding in criminal

prosecutions and examinations before magistrates.

and is made upon oath. If a jurat be attached, and it

be properly certified by the magistrate, as is fre

quently the case, it will be essentially an “at1"ldavit."

But a complaint is not necessarily an affidavit, nor are

they understood as convertible terms. For, though a

complaint may be reduced to writing and subscribed,

it need not be certified by the magistrate, since the

fact may otherwise appear from his record. And it

may be merely formal, made by one who has little, if

any, knowledge about the facts. and the examination

consist of the depositions of other witnesses. An “aili

davlt,“ on the other hand, as the term is ordinarily

used, is a sworn statement of facts or a deposition in

writing, and includes a jurat— a certificate of the

magistrate showing that it was sworn to before him,

including the date, and sometimes also the place.l

2. The first pleading filed by a plaintifl‘ in

a civil action. ,

The first pleading in an action; containing

a statement of the cause of action, with a

demand for the appropriate relief to which

the party may be entitled.‘

Complainant. One who prefers a charge

of crime; also, he who institutes a civil suit,

particularly a suit in equity.

See DECLARATION, 2; Pmmr. Compare

AUDIRE, Audita, etc.

COMPLETE. See CAUSE, 2, Of action;

Incnosrs; Psurncr.

 

1 Buillnger v. Mackey,15 Blatch. 555, 558 (1879),cesea.

' Henson 1:. Jaccard Jewelry Co., 82 F. R. 203 (1887).

Thayer, J.; Drone. Copyr. 152-61. cases.

' Commonwealth v. Davis, 11 Pick. '436 (1881).

‘ Commonwealth v. Haynes, 107 Mass. 191‘ (1871).

' Campbell v. Thompson, 18 Me. 1280839).

‘State 1:. Richardson, 34 Minn. 117-18 i1886),cllfl.

Vnnderburgh. J . Extradition Act, R. S. Q 6278.

' ).1‘Math 1:. Parsons, 26 llilnn. 247 (1879).



COMPOS

CO1i[POS. L Having control of ; pos

sessing power over.

Compos mentis. Having capacity or

mind; sound in mental faculties; of sound

‘mind. Non compos mentis. Not of sound

mind; lunatic; insane. See INSANITY.

COMPOSITION. 1. In the law of copy

right, the invention or combination of the

parts of a work—literary, musical, or dra

matic: as, in the case"of a letter, discourse,

or book; or of an opera; but not of a mere ex

hibition, spectacle, or scene.‘ See BOOK, 1;

COPYRIGHT; DRAMA; OPERA.

2. In the law of patents, a mixture or

chemical combination. See PATENT, 2; Pac

cmss, 2.

3. Payment of part in satisfaction of the

whole of a debt. See COMPOUND, 3.

Composition in bankruptcy or insolv

ency. A contract by which creditors agree

to accept a part of their demands, and to dis

charge the debtor from liability for the rest.

An arrangement between a creditor and his

debtor for the discharge of the debt, on terms

or by means difierent from those required by

the original contract or by law.2

This may be by a composition agreement so called,

by a letter of license. or by a deed of inspectorship.

See Lmnnsn; IN5Pi70'I‘l0N. 8.

A strict composition agreement is an agree

ment whcreby the creditors accept a sum of

money, or other thing, at a certain time or

times, in full satisfaction and discharge of

their respective debts.2

Obviates the necessity of a discharge by the court;

if made in good faith and fairly and strictly conducted,

will be upheld. The agreement is evidenced by an in

strument signed by the debtor and the creditors, and

called a composition deed, although, at common law,

such instrument is not necessary.‘ See Aooonn; Basa

suvrcv: Pans-sn. 2.

COMPOUND. 1, v. (1) To put parts to

gether to form a whole. See COMPOSITION.

(2) To add interest to principal for a new

principal. See INTEREST, 2 (3).

(3) To "compound " a debt is to abate a

part on receiving the residue. Demands are

 

' Martinettl v. liiaguire, 1 Abb. U. S. 862 (1867); The

‘ lalante “ Case, 1.3 F. R. 489 (18%); 17 F. R. 595, cases;

9 Am. Law Reg. 88; $1 Boat. L. R. 397.

I [4 South. Law Rev. 639-75, 805-42 (1878), cases.

' Clarke v. White, 12 Pet. lT8 (I-“3:i): 20 Cent. Law J.

385-88 (1585), cases; 5 McCra.ry,60r4: 21 Cal. 122; 49 Conn.

1%; T5 Ind. 127', 30 Kan. 361; B0 Ky. 614; Tl N. C. 70; 92

Pa 474; 100 id. 166; R. S. 5 6108; 2Ksnt, 8(D,‘b.
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compounded when adjusted by payment of

part in satisfaction of the whole.1 See COI

POSITION, 3.

(4) To take goods, or other amends, upon

an agreement not to prosecute a person for s

crime. .

Compounding a misdemeanor is sometimes at

lowed by leave of court, as aflecting the individual, be

having a right of action for damages. Compound

ing a felony is, at common law, an oifense of an

equivalent nature [to the felony], and is, besides, an

additional misdemeanor against public justice by con

tributing to make the laws odious’ SeeBors, Theft:

LEGAL, Illegal.

By stat. 25 Geo. H (1752), c. 86. advertising a reward

for the return of things stolen, “no questions to be

asked." subjects the advertiser and the printer to a

forfeiture of £50 each.‘

2. adj. See INTEREST, 2(3); LARCENY.

COMPRISE. See INCLUDE

COMPROMISEJ An agreement in set’

tlement of a controverted matter.

The yielding of something by each of two

parties.ll

A mutual yielding of opposing claims; the

surrender of some right or claimed right in

consideration of a like surrender of some

counter-claim.6

Compromises are highly favored in law.

An " ofler " to do something by way of compromise

of a controversy, as, to pay a sum of money, to allow

a certain price, to deliver certain property, and like

otters, made to avoid litigation, is not receivablein

evidence against the maker as an admission. If the

offer is plainly for a compromise. the rule is to pre

sume it to have been made without prejudice—it is

open to explanation. But an admission made during

or in consequence of the ofler is receivable.’

To admit evidence of an offer to compromise litiga

tion would discourage the amicable settlement of dis

putes. When the object is to buy peace. an offer will

be excluded.‘ See Parunnics, Without

If the right surrendered is of doubtful validity, its

surrender may be a valuable consideration for the

promise.‘

 

1 [Haskins v. Newcomb. 2 Johns. ‘#3 (i&)?'), Kent,

Chief Justice.

! [4 Bl. Corn. 136. See Smith. Contr. 226.

'4 Bl. Com. 133.

‘L. 00m~pronu'llcrs, to mutually promise; to arbb

trate.

' Bellows v. Sowles, 55 Vt. 899 (1).

‘Greg 1). Wethersfield, be Vt. 881'(1888); ib. 897; 10

Neb. 360; 2 \\'is. '6.

1West 0. Smith, 101 U. S. m (1879), cases; Home

Ins. Co. v. Baltimore Warehouse Co., 98 id. 548 (1876);

1 Pet. 222; 16 Op. Att-Gen. 230; 87 Ind. 465; 4 La. 456;

50 Md. 45; 44 N. J. L. 174; lGreeni. Ev.‘ 192; 2 \\'bm

Ev.§ i090.

Ilnternational, &c. R. Co. v. Rn-gsdale, 67 Tu. II
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An administrator may compound a debt, if for the

benefit of the estate: I and so may a partner for me

benefit either of himself or of the flrm—statutes in

many of the States making a release of one joint

debtor not a release of others.‘

The courts are inclined to favor a compromise

fairly made by an attorney at law, and will uphold

It (or good reason shown.I See Aoconn.

COMPTROLLER, or CONTROLLER.

One who keeps a counter-roll, a duplicate

register. of accounts: an oflicer charged with

the duty of verifying accounts in the fiscal

department of government.

in the treasury there are two comptrollers, desig

nated as the first and the second. Their duties are pre

scribed by statute.‘ See Ban, 2 (2).

in 1880 there was published, by direction of the

treasurer, a volume of the decisions of the first comp

troller, of a general character; and, in 1881, a second

volume. Since 1882, one volume a year has been issued

under authority of sresolutlon of Congress of August

I, ISLE. In the introduction to volumes one, two, and

three, more especially to volume three, will be found

an outline of the nature and extent of the important

jurisdiction exercised by the first comptroller. and of

the nature of the powers exercised by accounting

ofllcen generally, as compared with strictly judicial

power.

COMPULSORY. Involuntary; con

strained: as, a oompulsory— arbitration, as

signment, condition, nonsuit, payment, pro

cess, qq. v. See VOLUNTARY.

Compulsion. Coercion; duress, qq. v.

Compare Bovoorrmo.

COMIPURGATORS. Neighbors of a per

son, made a defendant in a criminal or a

civil action, who testified under oath that

they believed he swore to the truth.6 See

further \VAGltR, 1, Of law.

COMPUTARE. L. To sum up; to ac

count, q. v.

Insimul computassent.

an account together.

An averment that a balance was struck by

the parties to an account, and that the de

fendant, against whom the balance appeared,

promised, by implication of law, to pay it to

the plaintifl! '

(1587), cases; Chicago, &c. R. Co. v. Catholic Bishop,

119 I11. 531 (1867).

lJt-fi’ries v. Mutual Life ins. 00. of New York, 110

U. 8. 300-10 (1854), cases.

'1 Bates, Parts. 55 882,887, cases.

I Whipple v. Whitman, 13 R. l. 5i?’-15 (i882), cases;

Township of North Whitehall v. Keller, 100 P; we

(1-'-#2-; llolker u. Parker, 7 Oranch, 63 (1813).

‘See R. S. if 239, 278.

‘See 8 Bl. Com. 3ll-48.

‘I Hi. Oom. 104; Bi N. Y. 871.

They settled

 

Plene computavit.

in full.

A plea in the action of account-render that

the defendant has fully accounted.

Quod computet. That he account,-—

computent, that they account.

An interlocutory judgment in account

render or action ofaccount, at law or in

equity, that the defendant render an account

before an auditor or a master.l

COMPUTE. See under CERTUX; COM

PUTARE; DAY; Tuna.

CON. 1. A form of cum (q. v.), in com

pound words.

2. An abbreviation of contra, and of con

versation, qq. v.

CONCEAL. To hide, keep from view,

cover up, secrete; to prevent discovery of ;

to withdraw from reach; to withhold infor

mation.

1. To hide or secrete a physical object from

sight or observation.’

The act of March 2, 1799, authorizing the seizure of

“ concealed " goods, subject to duty, requires that the

goods be secreted - withdrawn from view. It does

not apply to a mere removal, though fraudulent.‘

To “ conceal property " in order to prevent its being

taken on process includes not only physical conceal

ment—literal secreting or hiding, but also the doing

of any act by which the title of a party is concealed,

his property so covered up that it cannot be reached

by process. The provision may apply to realty as well

as to personalty.‘ ‘

A horse may be “concealed " by destroying the

means of identifying him. The word includes all acts

which render the discovery or identification of prop

erty more diflicult.°

A "concealed weapon " is a weapon willfully cov

ered or kept from sight.‘ See further Wssrou.

2. To shelter from observation; to harbor-,

to protect See HARBOR, 1.

3. To withdraw to a place where one cannot

be found; to absoond, q. v.

" Concealment by a debtor to avoid the service of

summons “ involves an intention to delay or prevent

creditors from enforcing their demands in the ordi

nary legal modes it may be by the debtor's secret

lng himself upon his own premises, or by departing

secretly to a more secure place, in or out of the county

of hisreside-nce.'

He has accounted

 

'8 Bl. Com. i6i; 1 Story. Eq. I548.

' [Gerry v. Dunham, 57 Me. 839 (1869).

' United States v. Chests of Tea. 12 Wheat. 486 (i827)

‘ [O\\‘ell v. Glover, 5 Gray, 169 (1855); 4 Cusb. 463.

' State v. Ward, 49 Conn. 442 (1881).

‘Owen v. State, Si Ala. 889 (l85.~l).

' Dunn u. Salter, l Duv. 345 (1864).

Aultman, 8) Han. 182, i8‘ (188).

SooalsoI‘royn
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Leaving]; place, requesting that false information

of the person's movements be given, is concealment.‘

4. To contrive to prevent the discovery or

disclosure of a fact.

When the operation of a statute of limitations is to

be suspended if the debtor “conceals the cause of ac

tion,“ there~must be an arrangement or contrivance

of an affirmative character to prevent subsequent dis

covery.‘ .

To " conceal the death of a bastard child " is a

misdemeanor. The time was when the mother had to

prove, by at least one witness, that the infant was

dead-born; if she could not she was presumed to be

guilty of murder.‘ See Awsn arm Ass.-rrsa.

The fact that the owner of stolen goods does not

know of the theft does not amount to a " concealment

of the larceny " on the part of the thief, within a pro

vision that where a thief conceals his crime the period

of concealment is not to be included within the period

of limitation.‘

5. To neglect or forbear to disclose informa

tion; to withhold intelligence of a fact which

in good faith ought to be communicated.‘

in insurance law, concealment is the intentional

withholding of any fact material to the risk, which

the assured, in honesty and good faith, ought to com

municate to the underwriter. . . That is a “ mate

rial fact" the knowledge or ignorance of which nat

urally influences the judgment of the underwriter in

making the contract, or in estimating the degree and

character of the risk, or in fixing the rate of the

premium." See further REPRESENTATION, l (2).

" Fraudulent concealment" is the suppression of

something which a party is bound to disclose. The

intention to deceive must clearly appear. The test

is, whether one party knowingly suffered the other to

deal under a delusion.‘

" Undue concealment," which amounts to fraud in

the sense of a court of equity, and for which it will

grant relief, is the nondisclosure of those facts and

circumstances which one party is under some legal or

equitable obligation to communicate to the other, and

which the latter has a right not merely in fore con

ocienfiw, but juris at de jure, to know.‘

Deliberate concealment is equivalent to deliberate

falsehood.‘

In makinga contract, each party is bound to com

municnte his knowledge of the material facts, pro

vided he knows that the other party is ignorant of

them. and they are not open and naked, or equally

within the reach of the party's observation, and that

 

1 North v. McDonald, 1 Bias. 59 (18!>i).

' Boyd 1:. Boyd, 2? Ind. 429 (1867).

' 4 Bl. Corn. 198, 358.

* Free 1:. State, 13 ind. 324 (1859).

' See Gerry v. Dunham, 57 Me. 339 (1869).

' .\iagee v. Manhattan Life Ins. Co., 92 U. S. 98 (1875),

Swayne, J.; Bartholmew 1.1. Warner, 32 Conn. 103

(1864).

 

there is an obligation to communicate truly and fairly,

by confidence reposed, or otherwise.I See Fnacn.

Aliud est celare, aliud ta/core. It is

one thing to conceal, another to be silent.

Silence is not concealment—where matters are

equally open for the exercise of judgment See CA

vsn, Emptor; Brannon.

CONCEPTION. SeeQUlCKF.N1NG; Pano

NANCY; VENTER.

CONCERN. To affect the interest of,

be of importance to, a person. See INTER

EST, 1. '

Sales of property for charges by a bailee,

or for taxes, “for whom it may concern,”

mean for the unknown or non-claiming

owner. _

A policy of insurance “ on account of whom it may

concern," or with equivalent terms, will be applied to

the interests of the persons who ordered it, provided

they had authority to insure. Thus, an agent, factor,

carrier, bailee, trustee, consignee, mortgagee, or any

other lien-holder may insure the property to the ex

tent of his own interest, and, by the use of the words-in

question, for all other persons, to the extent of their

respective interests. when he has previous authority

or subsequent ratification.’

Concerning. In R. S., § 3894, which

provides that no letter “concerning lotter

ies" shall be carried in the mails, refers to

letters sent out to advertise lotteries.‘

Concerns. Under a statute exempting

persons from turnpike tolls when traveling

on “ordinary domestic business of family

concerns,” a physician going to visit his

patients is not exempt.‘

CONGESSION. See Csssmn.

CONCLUDE.° 1. To close, end, termi

nate; to finish, complete.

Conclusion. (1) An ending or closing,

as of an instrument or a pleading. See DEC

LARATION, 2; INDICYMENT; PLEA, 2.

(2) The last argument to a court, or the

last address to a jury. See BURDEN, Of

proof.

(3) An inference or deduction: as, a con

clusion of fact, or of law. See PRESUMPTION.

2. To put an end to, close up; to be final;

to estop, bar, preclude.‘

I 4 Kent, 483, note (a).

' liooper 0. Robinson, 08 U. S. 536, 538 (1878),

Swayne, J.; Robbins v. Fireman's Fund ins. Co., 10

Blatch. 127 (1879).

' Cummerford 11. Thompson, 2 Flip. 611 (IQO).

‘ Centre Turnpike Co. v. Smith, 12 Vt. 216 (1840).

I L. claudere, to shut up. close.

' 1 Story, Eq. 5 27:‘; Paul v. Hadley, 28 Barb. 524

(1857).

' Crosby v. Buchanan, 23 Wall. 451 (1874). ' See Hilliard v. Beattie, 58 N. H. 112 (1877)
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Conclusive. Determinative, decisive;

not to be questioned, controverted, or contra

dicted, nor requiring support. Inconc1u

sive: presumptive, rebuttable.

As. in speaking of a judgment, or of a return of

service that is conclusive, and of conclusive and in

conclusive evidence or presumptions, qq. v.

A party who fails to assert his right, after receiving

notice of a proceeding ailecting it, is said to be “ con

cluded " by the judgment.

CONCUBINAGE. “ Concubinage " and

"prostitution " have no common-law mean

ing. In their popular sense they include all

asses of lewd intercourse,l q. 1;. See also

Paos1'|1'u'nos.

CONCUR. 1. To go along together; to

co-exist: as, -in saying that in malicious

prosecution malice and want of probable

cause must concur.

Concurrent. C0-existing; having cflect,

operation, or validity at one and the same

time: as, aconcurrcnt or concurrent — agree

ments, covenants, or promises, consideration,

j\1liBdi('tiOll, negligence, possession or seisin,

remedies, qq. v.

2. To entertain like views; to agree: as, to

concur in an opinion, and concurring opin

ion. Opposed to dissent. See OPINION, 8.

COITDEIMN. To pronounce wrong.

1. To sentence; to adjudge.

Condemnation. A sentence or judgment

which condemns a person to do, give, or pay

something; or which declares that his claim

or pretensions are unfounded.

Condemnation money. Money which the

law sentences a party to pay;2 also, in ap

peal bonds, the damages that may be

awarded against the appellant, by judgment

of the court.‘

Ball above or ball to the action undertake that if

the defendant is condemned in the action he will pay

the 0- -sta and the condemnation, or else that they will.‘

See Arena, 2, Bond.

2. To declare forfeited: as, to condemn

merchandise offered for sale in violation of a

revenue law.

in Federal practice, proceedings in such cases are

in rem, against the thing as offending. Whence the

title of cases: United States v. Chests of Tea. Boxes of

Cigars, Gallons of Whiskey. See Rm.

 

‘People 0. Curnrnons. 66 Mich. 545 (1885), Camp

hli. J.

‘ Lockwood u. Saflold, 1 Ga. 74 (1846).

' Doe 1'. Daniels, 0 Bllckf. 9 (1341); 107 U. 3. 881-92.

‘I Bl. Com. 291.

8. To confiscate as contraband of war. See

Cosnscars.

4. To declare a vessel to be a prize, or unfit

for service.I See PRIZE, 8.

5. To adjudge necessary for the uses oi

the public: as, to condemn private property

under the power of eminent domain. Bee

Donna, 2.

A condemnation of lands is a purchase of them in

invilum; the title acquired is a qultclaim.’

6. To judicially determine that realty, out

of its rents and profits, clear of reprises, will

not satisfya judgment within a prescribed

period, as, seven years. See INQUEST, Of

lands. _

CONDITIO. L. Astipulation, proviso,

condition, q. v.

Conditio sine qua non. A condition

without which (a thing can) not (exist); an

indispensable prerequisite. '

Melior est conditio.

pari, etc.

CONDITION.

ment.‘

2. A restriction placed upon the use 0! a

thing.‘

Some quality annexed to real estate by vir

tue of which it may be defeated, enlarged, or

created upon an uncertain event; also, a

quality annexed to a personal contract or

agreement.’

The uncertain event itself; and the clause,

in the instrument, which expresses the con

tingency.

An estate upon condition is such that its

existence depends upon the happening or not

happening of some uncertain event, whereby

the estate may be either originally created,

or enlarged, or finally defeated.‘

An estate upon condition implied in law is

where a grant of an estate has a condition

annexed to it inseparably, from its essence

and constitution, although no condition is

See Dsmcrnn, In

1. State, status, predica

 

'See 1 Kent, 10]; 8 t'd.108; 8 WaiL 28, 170, 514, 608;

6 id. 1, %; 11 id. 268, 8113;!“ U. S. 3.6.

' Lake liierced Water Co. v. Cowles, 31 Cal. Z1

(1866).

‘See Dunlap u. Moblcy, 71 Ala. 106 (l°81).

‘See Ayling u. Kramer, 133 Mass 18 (1552). cases

'[Selden v. Pringle, 17 Barb. 465 (1864); liaheree v

Carleton, 58 Me. 213 (I565).

' 2 Bl. Corn. 152, 154, $10. See also 4 Kent, 158; Adams

1:. Copper Co., 4 Hughes, 598-04 (1580); 81 Conn. 475; I

Ga. 207; Si Mich 49; iNev. 58; 70 N. Y. M.



CONDITION

expressed in words; as, that proper use shall

be made of a franchise. . . An estate on

condition ea:pressed in the grant itself is

where an estate is granted with an express

'qualification annexed, whereby the estate

shall either commence, be enlarged, or de

feated, upon performance or breach of such

qualification or condition.l

As respects realty, a "charge" is a devise with a

bequest out of the subjectmatter; and a charge upon

the devisee personally is an estate on condition.’ A

“ condition " is made by a grantor, and only he or his

heir can take advantage of a breach.I A “ covenant “

is made by both grantor and grantee. ' A “ limitation "

ends the estate without entry or claim; and a stranger

may take advantage of the determination.‘

Conditional. Subject to, or dependent

upon, a condition; opposed to uwiconditional:

as, a conditional —contract, conveyance, fee,

guaranty, indemnity, liability, obligation,

pardon, sale, qq. v. - _

Words which create a condition are “provided,“

“on account of,“ " if,“ and other words expressive of

the intention. "Upon condition " is appropriate, but

does not of necessity create an estate upon condition.‘

Condition precedent. Such condition

as must happen or be performed before the

estate can vest or be enlarged. Condition

subsequent. A condition upon the failure

or non-performance of which an estate al

ready vested may be defeated]

Thus, if an estate for life be limited to A upon his

marriage with B, the marriage is a condition prece

dent. Examples of conditions subsequent are: a grant

of a fee-simple with a right to re-enter upon non-pay

ment of the rent reserved; an estate held upon the

condition that the grantee does not remarry, or con

tinues to live at a certain place.

A " condition precedent " is one which must happen

before either party becomes bound by the contract.

A “condition subsequent“ is one which follows the

performance of the contract, and operates to defeat

and annul it upon subsequent failure of either party

to comply with the condition.‘

Whether a qualification, restriction. or stipulation

is a condition precedent or subsequent depends upon

 

12 Bl. Com. 152, 154, 340.

' See 4 Kent, 601; 12 Wheat. 498.

‘See 2 Bl. Com. 155; 4 Kent, 122, 127; 21 Wall. 68; 8

Gray, 1%; 41 N. J. L. 76; 19 N. Y. 100.

'2 Coke, Litt. 70; 2 Pars. Contr. 81; 0 Barb. 386.

'16 Me. 158; ii Gray, 1-12; 5 Nob. 407.

‘Stanley 0. Colt, 5 Wall. 165 (1866); Sohier 0. Trinity

Church, 109 Mass. 19 (1871); Casey v. Casey, 155 Vt. 520

(18%).

' 2 Bl. Com. 154; Towle v. Remsen, 70 N. Y. 809 (1877).

' ‘Story, Contr. 55 40, 42-48; Jones v. United States,

06 U. S. 27-29 (1877), cases; Redman v. Etna Fire ins.

Co., 49 Win. 438 (1880); 17 Nev. 415; 85 N. 11. 450; 47

Barh.2fl2.
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the intention of the parties, as gathered from the

whole instrument.‘

A condition precedent must be literally observed; a

condition subsequent, tending, as it does, to destroy

the estate, is not favored, and is construed strictly.I

I No one can take advantage of a “condition subso

quent" annexed to an estate in fee but the grantor or

his heir, or the successor of an artificial person; and

if they do not see fit to assert their right to enforce a

forfeiture on that ground, the title remains unimpaired

in the grantee. . In what manner the reserved

right of the grantor must be asserted depends upon

the character of the grant. if it be a private grant,

that right must be asserted by entry or its equivalent.

If the grant be a public one, it must be aserted by

judicial proceedings authorized by law, the equivalent

of an inquest of office at common law, or there must

be some legislative assertion of ownership of the prop

erty on account of a breach of the condition.‘

Failure to perform a “ condition precedent “ bars

relief; but equity will relieve against a forfeiture under

a “condition subsequent“ upon the principle of com

pensation, when that principle can be applied, giving

damages, if damages should be given, and the amount

is ascertainable. if a “ condition subsequent “

be possible at the time of making it, and becomes

afterward impossible to be complied with, by the act

of God, the law. or the grantor, the estate of the

grantee, being once vested, is not thereby divested,

but becomes absolute.‘

Where an act is to be performed by the plaintiff be

fore the accruing of the defendant’s liability under his

contract, the plaintifl must prove either his perform

ance of such condition precedent, or an ofler to per

form it which the defendant rejected, or his readiness

to fulfill the condition until the defendant discharged

him from so doing, or prevented the execution of the

matter which the contract required him to perform.

Conditions precedent may be waived by the party

in whose favor they are made. Where the

conditions are dependent and of the essence of the con

tract, the performance of one depends upon the per»

formance of another, and the prior condition must be

first performed. In cases where either party may be

compensated for a breach, the conditions are mutual

and independent.‘

When a condition subsequent is broken, relief may

be had upon equitable terms; but when the condition

is a precedent one, and neither fulfilled nor waived, no

right or title vests, and equity can do nothing for the

 

party in default: as, where an assured is to pay the

premium before the assurer shall be bound.‘

 

1 Lowber v. Bangs, 2 Wall. 786, 746 (1864), cases; 70

N. Y. 311; 2 Bl. Com. 156-417; 4 Kent,130.

'2 Bl. Com. 154; 4 Kent, 125; 8 Pet. 874; 9 Wheat. 841.

' Schulenberg v. Harriman, 21 Wall. 63 (1874), cases,

Field, J.

' Davis v. Gray, 16 Wall. 229 (1872), cases, Swayne, J.

‘Jones v. United States, 96 U. S. 2749 (1877), cases,

Clifford, J.; Lowber v. Bangs, 2 Wall. 736, 746 (1864),

cases; Ruch 1:. Rock Island, 97 U. S. 693, 696 (1878),

cases; The Tornado. 108 id. 852 (1888).

'Giddings 0. Northwestern hint. Life Ins. Co., 10:’

U. B. 111 (1880). See 2 Story, Eq. 5‘ 1&2-11.
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Bepugnant conditions. Such condi

tions as tend to the subversion of the estate;

such as totally prohibit the alienation or use

of property conveyed.

Conditions which prohibit alienstions to particular

persons. or for a limited period, or subject to particu

lar uses, are not subversive of the estate: they do not

destroy or limit its allenable or inheritnble character.

Hence. property may be conveyed in fee and yet be

exempted from use as a slaughterhouse, soap-factory,

distillery. livery-stable, tnnncry, machinc—shop, or

place where intoxicating liquors are manufactured,

sold, or stored.‘

Conditions are also distinguished as: af

firmative or positive, prescribing the doing of

a positive act, and opposed to such as are

negatwe; as collateral. regarding some act

inci<l"I1l&l to another act; as compulsory, ex

||l't1nl_\' requiring the doing of an act; as con

sistent, agreeing with each other or others,

and opposed to such as are inconsistent; as

oopulative, for the doing of related things,

and opposed to such as are single, for the

performance of one thing only; as disjunc

tive, for the doing of one of several things;

as express, stated in express words, and op

posed to such as are implied, imposed by in

ference of law; as possible, performable,

however diiiicult, and opposed to such as are

impossible, or not performable.

Although words in a deed or devise are sufficient to

create a condition, the breach of which would forfeit

the estate. the courts lean against such a construction,

and hold that words which may be treated us a cove

nant or restriction do not amount to a condition.‘

See Arrzn; Co.\'D0ss'rios; Cosrnsor; Darnssnca;

lr; PERPORIANCI; Psonss; Paoviolo; Rsraasnrrrr

nos, 1; San; Tiriul, 2; Tlunn; Wnss.

CONDONATION.‘ Forgiveness by a

husband or a wife of a breach, in the other,

of marital duty.

The free, voluntary, and full forgiveness

and remission of a matrimonial offense.‘

ljniem accompanied by that operation of the mind,

even cohabitation, without fraud or force, is insuifi

cienl to establish condonation.‘

A mere inference of law from proven facta it is

 

I (‘uvvell :1. Colorado Springs 00., W0 U. S. 87-68 (1879),

cases, Field, J. Soc Camp v. Cleary, 76 Va. 148 (1882),

uses; Case 0. Dwire, 60 Iowa, -H4 (1888), cases; Smith

0. Barrie. 56 Mick 817-2) (1885), cases; Munroe v. Hall,

H N. C. 210 (1887). In wills, see Webster 1;. lilorris, 66

Win 3'30-88 (1886), cases; 19 Cent. Law J. 1224!), 462-67

(MM), cases; 80 Alb. Law J. 4-8 (1884), cases.

‘Adams 1:. Valentine. 3; F. K 4 (1887), cases, Wal

hoe. J.

' L. oondonare, to remit. pardon.

' Bets v. Beta 8 Bobt. M (N. Y., 1&4). Barbour. J.

 

 

the remission, by one of the parties, of an offense

which the other has committed against the marriage,

on condition of being afterward treated with conjugal

kindness. While the condition remains unbroken,

remedy for the condoned offense is barred. in cases

of " connivance " (q. u.) no injury is done.1

Condonatlon of cruel treatment is conditioned upon

the treatment ceasing.‘ See Dwoncs.

CONDUCT. See Bsnswon; Dmoansn, 2;

Esrorrsn, Equitable.

A declaration of the result of a. popular election

may be included in power conferred upon the man

agers to “ conduct“ the election.I

CONFECTIONER. See lllANU1"A(.'I‘

URER; SUXDAY.

Selling liquors by the drink is not part of the busi

ness of a confectionery, and is not covered by I

" confectioner's " license.‘

CONFEDERACY.‘

pact; a combination.

1. An improper agreement or combina

tion alleged against defendants in equity:

whence “ clause of oonfederacy" in a bill in

equity.

2. A (criminal) conspiracy,‘ q. v.

8. A political confederation, q. 11.

CONFEDERA'I'ION.° Acompact. An

agreement between states or nations by

which they unite for mutual welfare.

Confederation, Articles of. The in

strument under which the compact between

the Thirteen States was formed.

The full title was “Articles of Confederation and

perpetual union between the States of New Hamp

shire," etc. The Articles were reported July 12, 1'1‘-'6;

recommended for adoption November 17, 1777; ratified

by eight States July 9, 1778, and by the last State (Mary

land) March 1, 1781. The First Congress thereunder

met lllurch 2, 1781. The Articles continued in force to

March 4, 1780, when the first Congress under the Con

stitution met.‘ See Snra, 8 (2).

Confederation of Southern States;

Confederate States of America. See

Govsnsnssr, De facto; MONEY, Lawful;

OATH, Of oifice; STATE, 3 (2); Was.

A league, or com

 

l[2 Bish. 1ilar.& Div. 55 M; 1 id. 5 950. See also

Morrison v. Morrison, 142 Mass. 862-65 (1886), cases;

23Ark. 615; 2! Ga. 286; 73 Ill. 50); 84 ind. 889; 60 id.

258; 140 Mam. 528; 32 Miss. 289; B Oreg. Z2-i.

' Rose 0. Rose, 87 ind. 481 (1882). See generally Ohio

Law J'., Aug. 23, 1884.

' Blake 1:. Walker, 23 S. C. 528 (1885).

‘ New Orleans 11. Jens, Bi La. An. 667 (1882).

‘L. oorrfczderars, to unite by covenant: flzdu. I

league.

' See State v. Crowley, 41 Wis 284 (1876).

‘See R. S. p. 7; 1 Story, Const. 5225; Owings u

Speed, 4 Wheat. W (Hill); 1 Bancroft, Oonst. 8-11!

(1884).
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‘CONTESSIO. L. Acknowledgment;

admission; confession.

Confessio facti. Admission of a fact.

Confessio juris. Admission of the law —

of the effect of a thing in law.

The latter is not received in evidence, for the party

may not know the legal eflect of a thing, as of an in

strument.I See Dscsss-., Pro confesso; losonaxcs.

CONFESSION. Acknowledgment; ad

mission.

1. In civil law, the admission of a fact as

true, existing, binding, or valid.

Confession and avoidance. The act or

proceeding by which a party admits the

truth of an allegation he proposes to answer,

and then states matter intended to avoid

the legal inference which may be drawn

from the admission.

Some pleas of this sort are in justification or ex

cuse — show that the plaintiif never had any right of

action, because the act charged was lawful; while

other pleas are in discharge—show that a right of

action once existed, but that it is released by some

subsequent matter.’ See Avom, 2; Cows, 2; Mrs

‘ran, 3, New.

Confession of action. A plea confessing

the complaint, in whole or in part.‘

An admission of a cause of action, as al

leged in the declaration, to the extent of its

terms.‘

Confession of judgment. A voluntary

submission to the jurisdiction of the court,

giving, by consent and without the service

of process, what could [might] otherwise be

obtained by complaint, summons, and other

formal proceedings.-" See ATTORNEY, War

rant of; Coosovrr.

2. In criminal law, acknowledgment of

guilt.‘

Direct, indirect, or incidental confes

sion. An acknowledgment of criminal in

tent, made like an “implied admission”

(q. 1:.) in civil cases.T

Judicial confession. A confession

made before a magistrate or in a court, in

the course of legal proceedings. Extra

judicial confession. Such as is made

'1Greenl. Ev $5 96, 20a

IStcph. P1. 72, 79, 220; 1 Chltty, Pl. 510; 2 id. 644; 8

Bl. Com. 810; 31 Conn. 1?7.

' [8 B1. Corn. 303, 837.

Qlackett v. Railroad 00., 85 N. 11. 897 (1857).

I First Nat. Bank of Canandsiqua u.Garlinghouse,

B Barb. 619 (1868).

I1 Greenl. Ev. 5170.

'1 Greenl. Ev. 521‘.

 

elsewhere than before a magistrate or in

court; and embraces not only explicit and

express confessions of crime, but all admis

sions from which guilt may be implied.l

Naked confession. A confession uncor

roborated by other proof of the corpus do

licti.2

Voluntary confession. The presump

tion is that all confessions are voluntary : free

from promise or threat. The state of mind

must be brought about by the accused’s own

independent reasoning.‘

A confession, when the free prompting of a guilty

conscience, unincited by hope or fear, is evidence. It

is receivable although obtained by artifice. by liquor

given, or under promise of some collateral good, or

made to a physician, parent, or spiritual adviser. At

common law. an attorney is the only protected con

fidant'

The practice is to inquire of the witness whether the

prisoner had been told, in effect, that it would be

-better for him to confess, or worse for him if he did

not confess. The judge, exercising a legal discretion,

and governed by extreme caution, receives or reject:

the proposed proof.‘ See further Aocouruon; Amus

smn, 2; Cosnrmncs-nos, Privileged, 1.

CONFESSIONAL. SGGCOLDIUNXCATION,

Privileged, 1.

CONFIDENCE. See COMMUNICATION;

CREDIT; FAITH; FIDUCIARY; TRUST, 1 ; Uss, 3.

CONFINEMENT. See PRISON.

CONFIRMATION. Making firm what

was before infirm.6

1. Afiirmation; ratification, q. v.

2. A secondary or derivative conveyance,

defined by Coke to be "a conveyance of an

estate or right in ease, whereby a voidable

estate is made sure and unavoidable, or

whereby a particular estate is increased.”

3. The judicial sanction of a court: as, the

confirmation of a sale.8

A decree of confirmation upon a judicial sale is I

judgment of the court, which determines the rights of

the parties. Before confirmation, the whole proceed

I [1 Greenl. Ev. 5216; 1Cllfl. 23; 28 M0. 230.

'1 Green]. Ev. 5217.

I Commonwealth v. Sego, 125 Mass. 218 (1878); Spear

v. State, 4 Tax. Ap. 479-86 (1878), cases; People 0.

McGloin. 91 N. Y. 247 (1888).

4 1 Greenl. Ev. ch. X11.

'1 Green]. Ev. 5219. And see Hopt 17. Utah, 110 U. 8.

584-87 (1884), cases; 4 Bl. Corn. 357; 1 B. & H. Lead

Cr. Ca.s,112, note; 59 Cal. 46?: 68 Ga 668; 84 La A11

17-18; 89 N. C. 629.

' [Coke, Lltt. 295.

'2 Bl. Corn. 825; 1 Inst. 295; Litt. ii 515, 516, (>81;

Langdeau 1:. Hanes, 21 Wall. 530 (1874).

I Langyher 0. Patterson, 77 Va. 473 (1888)
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lag is in fieri, and under the control of the court.

Cntll confirmation. the accepted bidder is not regarded

as the purchaser. Whether the sale will be confirmed

depends upon the circumstances of each case. and the

sound discretion of the court in view of fairness, pru

dence, and the fights of all concerned.1

CONFISCATE."‘ T0 transfer property

from private to public use; to forfeit prop

erty to the prince or state.‘

Usage tends to confine the word to seizures of

property by way of punishment of a breach of alle

giance, or in the exercise of rights given by the lows

of war.‘

" Confiscation " is the act of the sovereign against

I rebellious subject " Condemnation “ as prize is the

act of a belligerent against another belligerent. Con

fl$<‘Jll1<1ll may be eflected by siwh means, summary or

arbitrary, as the sovereign, expressing its will through

lawful channels, may please to adopt. Condemnation

uprise can only be made in accordance with prin

ciples of law recognized in the common jurisprudence

of the world. Both are proceedings in rem, but con

lhcalion recognizes the title of the original owner to

the property, while in prize the tenure of the prop

erty is qualified, provisional, and destitute of absolute

ownership.‘ -

Confiscation Acts of 1861 and 1862.

The act of August 6, 1861, and the act of

July 1'-', 1862.‘

Made in exercise of the war powers of the Govern

ment. The right to make such laws exists alike in

civil and foreign war. Congress determines what

property shall be taken.’

The proceedings are justifled as an exercise of bel

ligerent rights against a public enemy, and are not a

punishment for treason. Hence, the pardon of an act

of treason will not restore rights of property pre

viously condemned‘ I

The act of 1862, as explained by a resolution of the

nuns date; provided that forfeiture of realty should

not extend beyond the life of the oflender. Passing

this act was an exercise of war powers, nota criminal

proceeding.‘ Its design wasto strengthen the Govern

ment and to enfeeble the enemy by taking from the

adherents of that enemy the power to use their prop

erty in aid of the hostile cause. It provided for the

 

‘Brock 0. Rice, 27 Gratt. 815-16 (1876), cases; Terry

v. Coles‘s Executor, 80 Va. 703-? (1885), cases.

' L. oonfiscare, totransfer to the public purse: fiscus,

a purse.

' Ware 1:. Hylton, 8 Dall.2&l(1T9t1); 12 lilo. Ap. 234.

‘See1Bl.O0m. M; 1Kent, 52.

‘Winchester 0. United States, 14 CL Cl. 48 (1879),

Davis J.

'12 St. L. 819, 55).

')liller v. United States, 11 Wall. 8(B, 312-13 (1870);

Alexander's Cotton, 2 id. (19 (1861).

'Senunes v. United States. 91 U. 8. 27 (1875).

' Bigelow v. Forrest, 9 Wall. 850. M (1869); Miller v.

United States, 11 id. KM,288 (1870): Day 0. Mlcou, 15

Id. l60(181‘3).

seizure and condemnation of the life-estate, with the

fee left in the heirsl

The act of 1861 made property a lawful subject of

capture and prize. The object of the act of 1862 was

to confiscate the property of traitors by way of pun
ishment for countenancing the rebellion.‘ I

The act of 1862, generally known as the Confisca

tion Act, and the joint resolution of the same day

explanatory thereof, must be construed together. in

a sale of property thereunder, all that could be sold

was a right to the property seized, terminating with

the life of the offender. Such sale does not affect the

rights of a mortgagee in favor of a third person. The

property goes to the Government or to the purchaser

cum onev-e.'

Debts and credits, which are intangible, are no

where confiscated.‘ See A'l'!‘A1NDB‘-R; Paaoos; Par»

HlBlT10N,2; WAR.

CONFLAGRATION. See FIRE, Depart

ment; Nscsssm; TAKE, 8. -

CONFLICT. Striking together; meeting

in collision; opposition, as of authority, in

terest, jurisdiction, titles.

Conflict of laws. Opposition of laws

upon the same object, whether of the same

or of different jurisdictions.

As between diflerent States, there is more or lem

disagreement in the laws relating to marriage and di

vorce, legitimacy, pending suits, judgments, intestate

estates, assignments by insolvents, bills and notes,

remedies, and some other subjects.

The laws of each State affect all persons, property,

contracts, acts and transactions within its boundaries.

Foreign laws are allowed to bind foreign-made trans

actions unless they injuriously atfect citizens, violate

statutes, or are opposed to good morals or public pol

icy. Realty is governed by the law of the place where

it is situated; personalty, by the law of the owner's

domicil.'

See Cour-rr; Conussu; Law, Foreign; lllnssann,

1, (2); Pnscn, Of contract, delivery, payment; Psor

arvnr; Rnrmn

CONFORMITY. Agreement; adjust

ment. .

A bill in equity filed by an executor or

administrator, when he finds the affairs of

the estate so much involved that he cannot

safely administer the estate except under the

 

I Wallach v. Van Rlswich, W U. 8. £77 (1875); Waplel

v. Hays, MB id. 8 (1882).

' Kirk U. Lynd,106 U. S. 819 0&2’); Phmnix Bank v.

R.ialey,1ll id. 125 (1884).

‘Shields 1!. Schifl, 124 U. 8.856 (1888), Bradley, J.;

Avegno v. Schmidt, 85 La. An. 55') (1883): 113 U. S. 800

(1335) .

4 1 Kent, 64-65. See further 4 Cranch, 415; 6 id. 286;

Bld.122, 128; 13 ‘Vail. 851; 15 id. 591; 2] id. 92; I Dill.

555; Chase, Dec. 259; 111 U. S. 123, 62; %t'd.17l

' See Story, Wharton, Cont. of Laws.

(15)
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direction of court, is called a " bill of con

formity."1

The suit is against the creditors generally, for the

purpose of having all their claims adjusted, and a

dual decree made settling the order and payment of

the assets.

50 onllcd because the plaintiff undertakes to “ con

form“ to the decree, or because the crodit0rsa!ecom

polled to conform thereto.‘

CONFRONT. To bring face to face.

The constitutional provision that the accused shall

be "confronted with the witnesses against him“

means that the witnesses on the part of the State shall

be personally present when the accused is on trial; '

or that they shall be examined in his presence, and be

subject to cronrexamination by him.‘

If witnesses are absent by the procurement of the

accused, competent evidence of the testimony they

gave on a previous trial will be received.‘

A person accused of a crime is deprived of his right

of appearing in person and of being confronted with

the witnesses against him if the jury view the locus

in quo without his presence.‘ See Dscunarlos, 1,

Dying.

CONFUSION. Mixing, intermixture;

intermingling, blending; confounding.

Confusion of boundaries. Where the

boundary lines of difierent titles are con

flicting, disputed, or uncertain; also, that

branch of equity jurisprudence which ascer

tains such boundaries, q. 1:.

Confusion of debts. The concurrence

of two adverse rights to the same thing in

one and the same person.‘

Confusion of goods. Intermixture of

the goods of different owners so that the sep

arate properties are indistinguishable.

Applies to the mixing of chattels of one and the

same general description. “ Accession“ (q. u.) is

where various materials are united in one product!

He who causes a confusion of goods must bear

whatever loss or disadvantage results.

The general rule that governs casesof intermixture

of property has many exceptions. It applies in no

case where the goods intermingled remain capable of

identification, nor where they are of the same quality

or value; as where guiness are mingled, or grain of the

me quality. Nor does the rule apply where the in

tormixture is accidental, or even intentional, if not

wrongful. All authorities agree, however, that if a

 

I 1 Story, Eq. 5;M

|Westfnll 1:. Madison Co., 62 Iowa, 427 (1883).

'Howser v. Commonwealth, 51 Pa. 388 (1865).

‘ Reynolds v. United States, 98 U. 8. 158-60 (1878),

oases; United States ‘U.A.l1g8ll, 11 F. R. 48 (1881); 84

La. An. 121.

' People v. Lowrey, 70 Cal. 198 (1886).

' Woods v. Ridloy, 11 Humph. 1% (1640); Story, Prom.

lotus, 5 439.

V '1 Bchouisr, Pars.Prop.4i,4i)-6L

man willfully and wrongfully mixes his own goods

with those of another owner, so as to render them in

distinguishable, he will not be entitled to his propor

' tion, or any part, of the property; certainly not, unless

the goods of both owners are of the same quality and

value. Such interxnixture is a fraud. And so, if a

wrong-doer confounds his own goods with goods which

he suspects may belong to another, and does this with

intent to mislead or deceive that other, and embarr-as

him in obtaining his right, the effect mustbe the same.

. Even where the articles are of the same kind

and value, the wronged party has a right to the pos

session of the entire aggregate, leaving the wrong-doer

to reclaim his own, if he can l1l0ntlf}' it, or to demand

his proportional part. So held where bales of cotton.

of diflerent weight and grade, were purposely inter

mixed to render identification of particular bales im

practicable.I

Confimion of rights or titles. In civil

law, when titles to the same property unite

in the same person.

“Confusion“ in the civil law is synonymous with

“ merger " in the common low.I

CONGEABLEJ Permissible; done law

fully.

“ if his entry were congeable. it will be considered

as limited by his right." ‘

CONGREGATION. An assemblage or

union of persons for a religious purpose.‘

A voluntary association of individuals or families,

united for the purpose of having a common place of

worship, and to provide a proper teacher to instruct

them in religious doctrines and duties, and to admin

ister the ordinances! See Cnuncn.

CONGRESS. See Cousrrronou.

“ All legislative Powers herein granted shall be

vested in a Congress of the United States, which shall

consist of a Senate and House of Representatives." '

“ The House of Representatives shall be com

posed of Members chosen every second Year by the

 

 

‘The Idaho, 98 U. 8. 685-86 (1876), cases, Strong, J.

See also Jewett v. Drlnger, 80 N J. E. 291-811 (1878),

cases; Queen 1:. Wernwag, 96‘ N. C. 868 (1887); 11Wall.

869; 21id.64; lSaw. H36; 14 Ala. 695; 64 121.609; 81 HL

282; 86 id. 150; 12 Me. 248; bihd. 506; 8 Md. 801; 21 Pick.

298; 6 Gray, 181; 14 Allen,876; 1471’ Mass. 128; 10 Mich.

483', 22 id. 811; 81 id. 215; 25Minn. 88; 12 lilo. Ap. 234

85; 8-5 N. H. -188; 89 id. 657; 57 id. 614; 10 N. Y. 218; M

111.595; 6 Hill, 461; 24 Pa. 246; Q) Wis. 015; 20 Vt 883;

2 Bl. Com. 405; 2 Kent, 865.

I Palmer 0. Burnside, 1 Woods, 182 (1871).

' Con’-ge~able. F. congé, leave: L. oommeare, top

and come.

' Ricard v. Williams, 7 Wheat. 10? (182), Story, J.;

Lltt. i W9.

‘ [Runkei v. Winemlller, 4 H. & MB. 452 (1799).

l Baptist Church of Hartford v. Witherall, 8 Paige,

Ch. 801 (132), Walworth, Ch.

'Constitution, Art. 1, § 1. On the powers of Con

gress, see 2 Bancroft, Oonst V1], V111; ib. abr. ed

292-825 (18S4),— summarizes the discussions inthe orig

inal constitutional convention.
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People of the several States, and tho Electors in each

State shall have the Qualifications requisite for Elect

ors of the most numerous Branch of the State Legisla

turo.“ '

" No Person shall be a Representative who shall not

' lsvs attained to the Age of twenty-five Years, and

been seven Years a Citizen of the United States, and

who shall not, when elected, be an inhabitant of that

State in which he shall be chomn.“ '

" Repn-sentntives . shall be apportioned

among the several States according to their

ms-pectiva Numbers . excluding Indians not

taxed. . ." ' s

" When vacancies happen in the Representation

from any State, the Executive Authority thereof shall

issue Writs of Election to flll such Vacancies.“ ‘

“The House of Representatives shall chuse their

Speaker and other Oflioers. . ." '

“The Senate shall he composed of two Senators

from each State chosen by the Legislature thereof,

for six years; and each Senator shall have one vote." '

One-third of the Senators are chosen every second

year. “ If Vacancies happen by Resignation or other

rise. during the Recem of the Legislature of any

Bbta. the Executive thereof may make temporary

Appointments until the next Meeting of the Legisla

sure, which shall then illl such \'acancies.“'

" No Person shall be a Senator who shall not have

attained the Age of thirty Years, and been nine Years

s Citizen of the United States, and who shall not, when

elected, be an inhabitant of that State for which he

shall be chosen.“ '

" The Vice President shall be President of

the Senate, but shall have no Vote, unless they be

equally divided." '

"The Senate shall chuso their other Oiilcers, and

slsos President pro tempers, in the Absence of the

Vice President, or when he shall exercise the Ofiice of

President of the United States.“ "

“The Times, Places and Manner of holding Elec

tions for Senators and Representatives, shall be pre

scribed in each State by the Legislature thereof; but

the Congress may at any time by Law make or alter

such Regulations, except as to the Places of chusing

Senators.“ "

“ The Congress shall aaemble at least oncein every

Year, sud such Meeting shall be on the first Monday

in December, unless they shall by Law appoint a dif

ferent Day." "

" Each House shall be the Judge of the Elections,

Returns and Qualifications of its own Members, and a

Majority of each shall constitute aQuorum todo Busi
 

' Constitution, Art. 1, 52, cl. 1. '

' Constitution, Art I, 5 2, cl. 2.

' Constitution, A11. 1, § 2, Cl. 8. o

' Constitution, Art. 1, l 2, cl. 4.

‘Constitution. Art. 1, 5 2, cl. 5.

‘Constitution, Art. L £8, oL l.

'COI18tl$\IflDfl. Art. I, 53, cl. 2.

' Constitution. Art. I. 53, cl, 3.

' Constitution. Art I, Q 8, cl. 4.

"Constitution, A11. 1, 58, cL 5.

" Constitution, Art. I. I4. cl. 1.

" Constitution. Art. 1, I 4. cl. 2

ness: buts smaller Number may adjourn from day to

day, and may be authorized to compel the Atfnndanos

of absent Members, in such Manner. and under such

Penalties as each l-louse may provide." 1

" Each House may determine the Rules of its l‘ro

ceedings, punish its Members for disorderly Behavior.

and, with the Concurrence of two~thirds, expel a

Member." 1

" Each House shall keep a Journal of its Proceed

ings, and from time to time publish the same, except

ing such Parts as may in their Judgment require

Secrecy; and the Yeas and Nays of the Members of

each House on any question shall, at the Desire of

one-fifth of those Present, be entered on the Jour~

nal." '

“Neither House, during the Session of Congress,

shall, without the Consent of the other, adiourn for

more than three days, nor to any other Place than

that in which the two Houses shall besitting.“ '

“ The Senators and Representatives shall receive s

Compensation for their Services, to be ascertained by

Law, and paid out of the Treasury of the United

States. They shall in all Cases, except Treason, Fel

ony and Breach of the Peace, be privileged from Ar~

rest during their Attendance at the Session of their

respective Houses, and in going to and returning from

the same; and for any Speech or Debate in either

House, they shall not be questioned in any other

Place.“ '

"No Senator or Representative shall, during the

Time for which he was elected, be appointed to any

civil Othce under the Authority of the United States,

which shall have been created, or the Emolumenta

whereof shall have been encreased during such time;

and no Person holding any oillce under the United

States, shall be a member of either House during his

Continuance in Office.“ '

“ All Bills for raising Revenue shall originate in the

House of Representatives; but the Senate may pro

pose or concur in Amendments as on other Bills.“ ’

It is provided by statute that Representatives shall

be chosen in single districts;' and that the elections

shall take place on the Tuesday next after the first

Monday of November.’ Vacancies are filled as may

be provided by State laws." Votes must be by written

or printed ballot: other votes are of no eflect"

For the election of Senators it is provided that the

legislature of each State, chosen next preceding the

expiration of the time for which any Senator was

elected to represent such State in Congress, shall, on

the second Tuesday after the meeting and organiza

tion thereof, proceed to elect a Senator." At least ons

 

‘ Constitution, Art. I, § 5, cl. 1.

' Constitution, Art. I, § 5, cl. 2.

' Constitution, Art. I, § 5, cl. 3.

‘ Constitution, Art. 1. 5 5, cl. 4.

° Constitution, Art. I, 56, cl. 1.

' Constitution, Art. I, 56, cL 2.

' Constitution, Art. I. 5 7, cl. 1.

‘R. 8. $28: Acts 2 Feb., M May, 1872,

' R s. 5 25: Acts 2 Feb., 1872, 3 li1a.rch,l875.

"R. S. 5%: Act 2'Feb., 1872.

"R. S. I 27: Acts‘.‘8 Feb.,1B71,30Msy,1872; 7BMo_ M8,

" R. S. 614: Act 25 July, 1860.
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vote must be taken every day, during the session. until

a person is chosen.1 An existing vacancy is filled at

the same time and in the same way; ' and a vacancy

occurring during the session is filled by election, the

proceedings for which are bad on the second Tuesday

after the legislature has organized and has had notice

of the vacancy.‘

When Congress convenes, the president of the Sea

ate administers the oath of oificc to its members;‘

and takes charge of the organization. The clerk of

the preceding House of Representatives makes a roll

of the Reprcscntatives~elect, and places thereon the

names of those persons whose credentials show that

they were regularly elected in accordance with the

law.‘ If the clerk cannot serve, from sickness, ab

sence, etc., the sergeant-at—anns of the preceding

House performs this duty.‘

In 1866 the salary of members of Congress was

fixed at $5,000, and mileage, by the most usual route, at

twenty cents a mile. in 18?! the salary was raised to

f7,.'>00; and in 1874 reduced to $5,000.’

See further, as to powers, such subjects as Aer, 8;

Banaorrcr; Cnnsus; Commacz; Cots; Cosn:osaa

non; Comnnrr, 2; Corvmonr; Counrs, United States;

Dtrmts; Etscronan; Faun; lnraacn, 4; Jormun;

LAND, Public; Losnv; ltianqon; NATURALIII; Oxrn, Ot

oflice; Pm-nx'r,2; Pnucv,1; Posr-orrwa; Pnasxnnnr;

Rrvtmrn; Swsnpmo Cnausn; Tzsnsa, 2, Legal; Tax

oan, 0! 011100; TIBRXTOBY, 2; T1lB'.A'l'\'; Vrro; Wan;

Ws.1t3n'rs; \VELI'.\l\E; Ynas arm Nara.

CONJUNCTIVE. See DISJUNCTIVE.

CONJURATION. See WITCHCRAFI.

CONNECTING. See CONNECTION, 1.

CONNECTION. l. “ Railroad connec

tion" means either such a union of tracks as

to admit the passage of cars from one road to

ahother, or such intersection of roads as to

admit the convenient interchange of freight

and passengers.Ii

The word conveys no implication of a right to\con

nect business with business.’

The “ connections" of a steamer. referred to in a

policy of insurance, may refer to regular connections

only."

Connecting line. In the sense of the Georgia

act 01' 1874, is where any railroad at its terminus, or

any intermediate point along its line, joins another, or

where two railroads have the same terminus; or where

I railroad is adjacent to another and capable of being

 

I ll. 8. $15: Act 25 July, 1866.

‘R. S. 510: Act 25 July, 1806.

la s. 5 17:\Act 25 July, mo.

‘R. S. S 28: Act1June,1798.

‘R. S. 531: Acts 21 Feb.,1867, 8 March, 1868.

‘R. S. K 32-83: Act 21 Feb.,1867.

' R. S. 5 B5: Act26 July, 1866,51 Mar.,187‘3,20Jan.,1874.

' Philadelphia, &c. R. Co. v. Catawima R. Co., 58 Pa.

K), 59 (1566); 60 Md. 269.

' Atchison, &c. R. Co. 1:. Denver, &c. IL Co., 110 U. 8.

676-79 (1881).

"Schroeder v. Schweizer Lloyd Mar. Ins. Co., 00 Cal.

$78 (1882).

Joined to it by a switch, either at its terminus or when

ever along its line they meet or converge. and the

right is given to make such connection, whether it be

voluntarily granted or not-.I See Couzscz.

2. Any relation by which one society is

linked or united to another.’

8. “ Connections " is more vague than “ re

lations." In popular phrase, a wife’s relations

are her husband's connections‘; but connec

tions, unless they are also relations, never

take by the statute of distributions.‘ See

RELATION, 3.

4. “ Guilty connection,” applied to a man

and a woman, imports carnal connection.‘

CONNIVANCEJ Intentional failure or

forbearance to see or actually know that a

tort or oflense is being committed; willful

neglect to oppose or prevent; specifically,

assent or indifference, by a. husband, to im

moral behavior by his wife.

Ithas been repeatedly held, under 2) and 21 Vic‘.

(1867), c. 85, and similar statutes in this country, that a

husbands connlvance at his wife's prostitution bars

subsequent complaint or cause of action on his parL

The connlvance need not be active: it is sufllcient if it

be made to appear that there has been a course of

criminal conduct of which he actually was or must

have been cognizant Total indifference may justify

inference of original consent

It has also been held that if he once consents to ht!

fall from virtue he cannot complain of any other act

naturally resulting from such (all; but that doctrine

carried too far would deprive a man 01' all hope, how

ever repentant he may be, and however he may strive

to win his wife to repentance. No authority decides

that, under all circumstances, connlvanoe at one act is

an absolute bar to a divorce for a prior actas to which

consent was not given, expressly or by implication,‘

To be a bar to a decree for divorce the fact must

appear that the libeiant eitherdeslred and intended, or

at least was willing, that the libelee should err. “ A

corrupt intention,“ it has been said, “ is necessary to

constitute connivance." '

See CO1-I-UBION; Uosnomnos; Cams, Recriminate;

D1von.cn; VOLO, \'olenti, etc.

CONSANGUDYITY .5 The connection

or relation of persons descended from the

same stock or common ancestor ; 9 blood-rela

tionship. Opposed, aflinity, q. v.

1 Logan u. The Central R. 00., 74 Ga. 684, 603 (1825).

1 [Allison 6. Smith, 16 iiiich. 433 (1868).

' Storer v. Wheatley, 1 Pa. 507 (1845), Gibson, 0. J

‘ State 0. Georgia, 7 lred. L. 824 (1847).

' L. con~nivere, to close the eyes, wink at.

' Morrison 0. Morrison, 142 Mass. 868~65 (1886), cases

" Robbins 1:. Robbins, 140 Mass. 580-81 118813), cases

See also 2 Bishop, liiar. & D. 5 17; 8iA1n. Law Reg

98-100 (1886). cases.

‘L. corwavwuirwus: con, together; sangufl, blood

' 2 Bl. Com. W2.
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Consanguinei. Blood relations.

Consanguineal; consanguineous. Of

the some blood or ancestor.

The subject is of importance in the law of inherit

nnce and marriage.

Lineal consanguinity. Subsists be

tween persons of whom one is descended in a

direct line from the other. Collateral con

sanguinity. Subsists between persons who

descend from the some stock or ancestor, but

not one from the other.I

The common ancestor in the sfirps or root, the

ltirpel, trunk or common stock, whence the relations

branch out.I

The method of computing degrees in the canon

law, adopted into the common law, is. to_begin at the

common ancestor (proposilus) and reckon downward:

and in whatever degree the two persons or the most

remote is distant lrorn the common ancestor, that is

the degree in which they are related. The method in

the civil lau: is to count upward, from either of the

persons related, to the common stock. and then down

ward to the other, reckoning a degree for each person

both ascending and descending.‘

The mnonisis take the number of degrees in the

longest line; the civilians, the sum of the degrees in

both lines.‘

'l'he canon law rule prevails in the United States

SeeAscr.s1os: Dnscnrrr; Iscssr.

CONSCIENCE. The moral sense; the

sense of right and justice.

Many violations of natural justice are left wholly

to conscience. and are without redress, equitable or

legal.‘

’ Human laws are not so perfect as the dictates of

conscience, and the sphere of morality is more an

larged than the limits of civil jurisdiction. There are

many duties, belonging to the class called " imperfect

obligations,“ which are binding on conscience, but

which human law do not and cannot undertake to

enforce directly. When the aid of a court of equity

is sought to <1:-ry into execution such a contract. then

the principlm of ethics have s more extensive sway.‘

See Rios-r, i‘, Fmn.

Conscience of the court. To "inform

the conscience of the court” is to furnish a

court such data as will enable it to decide a

matter discreetly‘ and equitably.

'l‘hu.s. the verdict of a jury out of chnncery isin

tended to inform the conscience of the chancellor.‘

Court of conscience. The title of a

court for the recovery of debts not exceeding

forty shillings, fomwrly existing. in some
 

' [2 Bl. Com. 203-4; 45 Pa. 432.

'2 Bl. Com. MT.

' 4 Kent, 412; 2 Coke, Lltt. ‘L58; iWllliams, Ex. 864;

‘5 Pl. 432-33.

'1 Story, Eq. ” H, 2.

'8 Kent, 490: 1 Story, Eq. 5”; iJohns. (311.63).

‘Watt v. Starks, I01 U. B. W (1879).

districts of England, as, in London, for the

benefit of trade.

Examinations were summary, on the oath of the

parties and witnesses. Such order was made as seemed

consonant with equity and conscience. In 18-16 jurie

diction was transferred to the county courts.I

Rights of conscience. The constitu

tional declaration that “ no human authority

can control or interfere with the rights of

conscience,” refers to the right to worship the

Supreme Being according to the dictates of

the heart: to adopt any creed or hold any

opinion on the subject of religion; and, for

conscience sake. to do, or to forbear to do, any

act not prejudicial to the public weal.2

Where liberty of conscience would impinge on the

paramount right of the public it ought to be re

strained. . . There are few things, however simple,

that stand lndiflerent in the view of all the sects.I

“The constitution of this State secures freedom of

conscience and equality of religious right. No man

can be coerced to profess any form of religious belief

or to practice any peculiar mode of worship. in pref

erence to another. Beyond this, conscientious doo

trines and practices can claim no immunity from the

operation of general laws made to promote the welfare

of the whole people. So longs-s no attempt is made to

force upon others the adoption of a belief, so long is

conscience left in the enjoyment of its~ natural right

of individual decision.“ '

See further Busrnmn; OONBCIONABLE; Eqnrrr;

Hounsr; Rsuoiou; SUNDAY.

CONSCIONABLE. In accord with strict

hunusty and justice: as, a conscionable ap

p1uisu1uent or inventory of the articles of a

decedent's estate. Unconscionable. Con

trary to probity, fair-dealing, or what a fair

minded man would do or refrain from doing:

as, an unconscionable contract or bargain, q. 1;.

Consciunable is an ill-contrived word: from con

science-able, or consclble (not now in use)!

CONSCIOUS. The expression, in a charge,

“ conscious of what he (a prisoner alleged to be

insane) was doing," refers to the real nature,

the true character, of the act as a crime, not

to the mere act itself.-5

CONSENSUAL. See CONSENT.

CONSENSUS. L. Perceiving or feeling

a1ike+ agreement; consent

Consensus facit legem. Consent makes

the law: the terms of a contract, lawful in

 

' See 3 Bl. Com. 81.

" Commonwealth v. Lesher, 17 S. & R. 160 (1827),

Gibson, C. J.

' Specht 1:. Commonwealth, 8 Pa. 822 (1848).

‘ Skeet, Etym. Dlct.

' Brown v. Commonwealth, 78 Pa. 128 (1875).
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its purposes, constitute the law as between

the parties.

Consensus, non concubitus, facit mat

rimonium. Consent, not intercourse, cre

ates marriage.

Consensus tollit errorem. Consent re

moves error: the efiect of a mistake is obvi

ated or waived by concurrence.

Applies to an irregularity or a matter of mere form

in procedure. A defect in substance. pleaded over, is

still domurrable.‘

Also applies to voluntary payments oi‘ illegal exac

tions, where recovery could have been prevented.’

Qui tacet oonsentire videtur. He who

is silent is regarded as consenting: silence

gives consent.

A man who is fully aware of what is being done

against his interest cannot remain passive and after

ward resist the disadvantage his silence has caused.I

Nor can a person complain of the effect of words ut

tered in his presence. when he should have denied

their truth.‘

The maxim is to be construed as applying only to

those cases where the circumstances are such that a

party is fairly called upon to deny or to admit his lia

bility. But if silence may be interpreted as assent

where a proposition is made to one which he is bound

to deny or admit. so also it may be if he is silent in the

face of facts which fairly call upon him to speak.‘

Bee Esrorrst; Sunset.

CONSENT. Agreement of mind; con

currence of wills; approval. Compare As

sam; Consensus.

An agreement of the mind to what is pro

posed or stated by another.‘

The synonym of assent, acquiescence, con

currence; agreement or harmony of opinion

or sentiment.7

lmplies assent to some proposition submitted. In

cases of contract. means the concurrence of wills.

Supposes a physical power to act. a moral power of

acting. and a serious, determined, and free use of these

powers.‘

The theory of the law in regard to acts done and

contracts made by parties. aiiecting their rights, is.

that in all cases there must be a tree and full consent

to bind the parties. Consent is an act of the reason,

 

‘ “lee Rogers 0. Cruger. 7 Johns. '611 (1808); Morrison

O. Underwood, 6 Cash. 55 (1849); Cashing u. Worrick.

0 Gray. 886 (1857); Wilkinson's Appeal. 65 Pa. 190 (1870).

‘Chicago & Northwestern IL Co. v. United States,

104 U. S. 687 0&1).

'See99U. S.b81; 20Conn. 98; 41 N. H. 465; 9Barb.

17; 2 Pars Contr. 759.

‘ 1 Greenl. Ev. 5 197.

| Day :1. Catnn. 119 Mass. 615-16 (1876). cases.

° Plummer v. Commonwealth. 1 Bush. 78 (1806).

' Clem v. State. 33 Ind. 431 (1570).

' Howell v. McCrie. 36 Kan. 644 (1887). Simpson. 0.

accompanied with deliberation. Hence. it con

sent is obtained by meditated imposition, circumven

tion. surprise. or undue influence, it is to be treated as

a delusion. and not as a deliberate and free act of the

mind. Upon this ground the acts of a person

non compos mentis are invalid.I

Consent rule. See ElE(!l‘MEN'l‘.

Consensual. 1. Formed by mere consent.

In civil law, a contract of sale is consen

sual; not so a contract of loan. In the case

of a sale, upon consent given, the parties

have reciprocal actions; in the case of a loan.

there is no action till the thing is delivered.I

2. In the sense of resting upon more con

sent, all contracts, except marriage, may be

said to be consensual.

See Aoqorascnncs; Aos; Dsonns; Dnaass; Karin

CATION.

CONSEQUENCES. Persons of sound

mind are held to intend whatever are the

natural and necessary consequences of their

acts: they are supposed to know what these

consequences will be.

Experience has shown the rule to be a sound one.

and one safe to be applied in criminal as well as in

civil cases. Exceptions to it undoubtedly arise, as

where the consequences likely to flow from the act are

not matters of common knowledge. or where the act

or the consequence is attended by circumstances tend

ing to rebut the ordinary probative force of the act or

to exculpate the intent of the agent.I

The law does not undertake to charge a person with

all the possible consequences oi’ a wr~ongi'ul act. but

only with its probable and natural result; otherwise

the punishment would often be disproportioned to the

wrong. thereby impeding commerce and the ordinary

business of life, and rendering the rule impracticable. .

Although the damages may arise remotely out of the

cause ot action, or be. to some extent, connected with

it. yet it they do not flow naturally from it. or could

not. in the ordinary course of events. have been

expected to arise from it. they are not sufiiciently

proximate to authorize a recovery.‘ See CAUBB. l;

Dsttnsnarron; lxrssr; NEGLIGENCE.

Consequential. See Cass. 3; Dsnrsoss.

CONSERVATOR. One who preserves,

or has the charge of a matter or thing, as, of

the peace, q. o.

In Connecticut and Illinois. the committee

of a lunatic or distracted person.‘

 

I 1 Story. Eq. 55 222-23.

' See Hare. Contracts, 85-86.

‘Clarion Bank v. Jones, 21 Wall. 837 (1874). Clit

toni. J. See also Reynolds v. United States, 98 U. S

167 (12578); bCush. 305; 4 Bl. Com.1lY7.

4 Smith v. Western Union Tel. Co., 83 Ky. 115 (1385).

‘Treat v. Peck.5 Conn. '2S0 (1824); Hutchins v. John

| son. 1:: id. 876 (18813; Nuetzel v. Nuetzel, 13 Bradw. 51.2

I om» -
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The dutivs of a conservator of the estate of a ward i

are defined. in a general way, by statute. He acts in

dependently of the ward, and is alone responsible for

his acts Debts incurred by the ward prior to the ap

p0inI.men'. of the conservator remain claims against .

the ward alone.‘

CONSIDERATION.’

mature reflection.

" it is considered " is equivalent to “it is adjudged “ 1

oy the court.‘

The corresponding Latin formula is emu-sideratum

at per curiam. it imports that a judgment is the act ‘

of the law, pronounced by the court, after due deiib- ,

1. Deliberation, l

oration and inquiry.‘ ‘

The phrase is not an essential part of a judgment i

in a criminal case.‘ i

2. That which the party to whom a prom

ise is made does or agrees to do in exchange ’

for the promise.‘

The reason which moves a party to enter

into a contract. . . The civilians hold that

in all contracts there must be something.

given in exchange, something that is mutual

or reciprocal. This thing, which is the price

or motive of the contract, is called the consid

oration]

Something esteemed in law as of value in ‘

exchange for which a promise is made.°

The " modvo" for entering into a contract and the

"consideration" of the contract are not the same.

Nothing in consideration that is not regarded as such

by both parties. it is the price voluntarily paid for n I

promisor‘s undi-rmking. Expectation of results will

not constitute a consideration.‘

That which one party to a contract gives or

does or promises in exchange for what is given

or done or promised by the other party.lo

The proper test is detriment to the promisee. All

our “considerations “ would be “reasons " (cam) in

the Roman law; but it does not follow that all " rew

sons " -- e. g., desire to aid n meritorious object. or to

benefit a member of one's own family — are considera

tions in our sense. And though all “considerations “

are rcasuns. many of them are so slight that as mere

reasons they would be entitled to little weight. With

us, there must be a material quid pro quo, something

 

given or surrendered in return, no matter how slight,

to make the promise binding."

 

‘ Brown v. Eggleston, 53 Conn. 119 (1885).

‘ L covuiderare, to view attentively.

' Terrill v. Auchnner, 14 Ohio St. &'i (1882)

'8 BL Com. 8%, 180.

‘SUI 0. Lake, 34 La. An. 1070 (1882); State v. Baa

ntt, do. 1110 (1%-1); 39 Wis. 893.

‘Mai: Life ins. Co. 11. mm, 120 U. s. iVF(18S7),

Bray, J.

' [2 BL 0011 443.

I i Bishop. Contr. 5 38. citing definitions.

‘ Ptutpot v. (iruningcr, 14 Wall. 577 (1371). Strong, J.

"1 Whart. Contr. § 498.

Void for want of considemtion are: a promise to

make a gift, the promises surrendering nothing; a

warranty given after a sale; a promise to pay for un

solicited past services; a promise to pay toward a

religious or charitable object, when purely gratuitous;

promises to pay debts that have been released.I .

Any damage to another, or suspension or forbear

‘ ancc. is a foundation for an undertaking, and will

make it binding; though no actual benefit accrues to

the party undertaking.‘

It is not absolutely necessary that a benefit should

accrue to the person making the promise. It sufiices

that something valuable flows from the person to

‘ whom it is made; and that the promise is the induce

ment io the transaction. in the case of a letter of

credit given by A to B, the person who, on the faith of

that letter, trusts B, has a remedy against A although

no benefit accrued to him.‘

Damage to the promises constitutes as good a con

sideration as benefit to the promisor.*

Any benefit, delay, or loss to either party.

More fully, either a benefit to the party

promising, or some trouble or prejudice to

the party to whom the promise is made.‘

if there is a benefit to the defendant or a loss to the

piaintifl consequent upon and directly resulting from

the defendants promise in behalf of the plaintiff,

there is a sufilcient consideration moving from the

plaintifl to enable him to maintain an action upon the

promise to recover compensation.‘

A valuable consideration may consist either

in some right, interest, profit, or benefit ao

cruing to the one party, or some forbearance,

detriment, loss, or responsibility given, suf

fered, or undertaken by the other.1

" Any damage or suspension of a right, or possibil

ity of a loss occasioned to the plaintiff by the promise

of another, is a sufficient consideration for such prom‘

ise, and will make it binding, although no actual ben

efit accrues to the party promising.“ This rule is

sustained by along series of sddudged cases.‘

The performance of gratuitous promisvs depends

wholly upon the goodwill which prompted them, and

will not be enforced by the law. The rule is that, to

support an action, the promise must have been made

upon a legal consideration moving from the promises

to the promisor. ‘Tu constitute such consideration

there must be either a benefit to the maker of’ the

promise, or loss, trouble, or inconvenience to, or a

charge or obligation resting upon, the party to whom

the promise is made.‘

 

I i Whnrt. Contr. ii 494-95.

' Pillans 1:. Van Mierop, 8 Burr. 1678 (17fi6),Yatcs, J.

‘ Violett v. Patton, 5 Cranch, 150 (1809), Marshall, C. J.

‘ Townsiey u. Sumrall, 2 Pet. 182 (1829), Story, J.;

United States v. Linn, 15 id. 814 (1841).

‘ 2 Shara Bi. Com. 413 (1850).

' Piatt v. United States, 22 Wall. 507 (1874), Clifford, J

’ Currie 1:. Mina, L. IL, 10 Ex. 162 (1875), Lush, J.

‘Hendrick v. Lindsay, 98 U. S. 148 (1876), Davis. J

Purports to quote Pillans u. Van Mierop, Iupru.

' Cottage Street M. E. Church 17. Kendall, 121 Mn
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A valuable consideration may consist either

in some right, interest, profit, or benefit ac

cruing to the one party, or some extension

of time of payment, detriment, loss, or re

sponsibility given, suifered, or undertaken

by the other.1

Executed consideration. An act al

ready done, or value already given; a con

sideration already received or wholly past.

Executory consideration. A promise to

do or to give something in the future; a con

sideration to be rendered.‘

Good consideration. That of blood, or

natural aifection between near relatives.

Valuable consideration. Money, mar

riage, work done, services rendered, or the

like.

Each is viewed as an equivalent. The former is

founded in motives of generosity, prudence, and nat
ural duty; the latter in motives of Justice.‘ I

" Good consideration " sometimes means a consid

eration which is valid in point of law; and it then

includes a meritorious, as well as a valuable, consider

ation. But it is more often used in contradistinction

to valuable consideration.‘

Ry “consideratinn" as defined to be any benefit,

delay, or loss to either party to a contract, is all that

is meant by "valuable consideration" The distinc

tion between "good “ and “ valuable " consideration

B largely speculative.‘

Moral consideration. The duty to per

form, voluntarily, an obligation which is no

longer enforceable in law.

This is sufficient to support an executed contract;

and it will serve as a consideration for a new promise:

as, a promise to pay a debt contracted in infancy, or

outlawed, or discharged by a decree in bankruptcy.

do such cases the moral duty was once a legal duty.‘

The duty to perform a positive promise, not con

trary to law or public policy, or obtained by fraud or

mistake, is an obligation in morals, and a sufficient con

sideration for an express promise.' See Oauonuou, 1.

 

5-.'9_80 (1877), cases, Gray, 0. J.; University of Des

.\luines v. Livingston. 57 Iowa. 807 fibril).

' Nat. Bank of the Republic 0. Brooklyn City, &c. R.

Co., 102 U. S. 46 (1880), Cliilord, J. See also 6 Col. 192;

1‘; Conn. 517; 58 N. H. 443.

' See Bishop, Contr. is 76-82, cases; Leake,Contr. 18;

1 Story, Contr. 522; 1 Whart Contr. $493,

'2 Bl. Corn. 297, 444. See 4 Kent, 464; 1 Story, Eq.

‘B54; Bishop, Contr. 5 42, cases; 58Ala.8U7; 2) Cal. 214

25: 9 Barb. %.

‘ [1 Story, Eq. I 854. See 8 Cranch, 157.

‘See 1 Whart. Contr. i -197.

‘ See Bishop, Contr. 5 44, cases; 1 Pars. Contr. 481

86; 1 Story, Contr. 5590; 1 Whart. Contr. 5512; Leake,

Contr. 86, 615; 2 Bl. Com. 445; 25 How. Pr. 484.

' Bentley 1:. Lamb, 112 PL 484 (1886): 25 Am. Law

Reg. 685-86 (1886), cases.

 

Considerations are also distinguished as:

concurrent, such as arise at the same time, or

under promises made simultaneously; as

continuing, executed in part only; as entire,

incapable of division or severance, unappor

tionable-—if part is illegal, all is illegal; as

equitable, based upon moral duty, moral; as

express, stated in words, oral or written;

as gratuitous, founded on no detriment to

the promisee;I asimplied, not stated in words,

yet regarded in law as the consideration; as

legal. valid in law, and as opposed to such as

is illegal, invalid, immoral ;2 as impossible,

such as, in the nature of things, cannot be

performed, and not such as is merely very

difiicult;‘ as nominal, consisting of a sum or

value purely nominal, as that of “one dol

lar;" and as suflicient, such as satisfies the

requirement of law. '

A valid consideration is absolutely necessary .0 a

contract. An engagement without it is a nudum pac

tum, and totally void; as, a promise to make a gift.‘

The purpose is to prevent the too free-handed. the im

provident, the reckless, from binding themselves to the

performance of undertakings either wasteful of their

means or else aflording no reciprocal advantage.‘

But any degree of reciprocity will take an agreement

out of this category.‘ See Pacr, Xude.

Common examples of valid considerations are:

prevention of litigation; forbearance to enforce a

well-founded claim; assignment of a debt or right;

work and service; trust and confidence; advances

made, or liability incurred, in consequence of a sub

scription of money.

A seal imports aconsideration.

Every bond, from the solemnity of the instrument,

and every promissory note, from the subscription.

carries with it internal evidence that a suflicient con

sideration has passed.‘

A good consideration will not avail when the con

tract tends to defraud creditors or others of then

rights. A valuable consideration will always supporl

a contract in B court of common law, and, if this

quate, in a court of equity.’

However small the consideration, if given in good

faith, it will support the contract.‘

A past consideration will not support a promise

unless requested beforehand. Aprevious request is

implied from service accepted or benefits received.‘
 

I 1 Whart. Contr. £5494; M. it. Church v. Kendall, llnlc.

‘See1Pars.L~||n-.479.

' [1 Pars. Contr. 460.

‘ See 2 Bl. Com. 4-L5.

‘ See Broom, Philosophy of Law, 33.

‘See 2 Bl. Com, 446; Whart. Contr.} 4%, Snilu.

Contr. 18.

' See 2 Bl. Com. 444, 297.

‘ Lawrence v. liicCaimont, 2 How. 452 (18-14); Blsh

Comr. i ~15. cases.

'1 Pars. Contr. 427, 47L

D
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A consideration subsequently arising may cure a

deed defective for want of a consideration.‘

The consideration of a written contract may be

lhown by parol.‘

As to the parties to a deed, the consideration clause

hprima facie evidence, with the eflect only of a re

ceipt, open to explanation and contradiction, not to

defeat the deed as a conveyance, but to show the

Rue consideration.‘

See further Ansqoan, l; Cosraacr; Comrsscn, 2,

Voluntary; Damn:-zaarrou; Farm, Good; Foasmn

urcnz Lroan, Illegal; Nsoorusnn; S,r.cua1-n, 1; VALUE,

Received: "010.

CONSIGN.‘ 1. In civil law, for a debtor,

under the direction of a court, to deposit

with a third person an article of property

for the benefit of a creditor.

Consignation. A deposit which a debtor

makes, by authority of court, of the thing

which he owes, in the hands of a third per

son.‘

2. In mercantile law, to send or transmit

goods to a merchant or factor for sale. . .

The radical meaning of the word, which is of

French origin, is to deliver or transfer as a

charge or trust.‘ _

Modern usage extends the meianing to

transmission, by the agency of a common

carrier, of merchandise or other movables

for custody. sale, etc. '

Consignee.‘ The factor or agent to whom

merchandise or other personal property is

consigned. Consignor. He who makes a

consignment of personal property.

Consignment. Property intrusted to a

common carrier for delivery to a person

named in the bill of lading; also, the act or

transaction by which the property is trans

ported. See Barnnsur; Gasman; Faoroa;

LADISG. Bill of.

CONSIMILI. See CASUS, Consimili.

CONSISTENT. See CONDITION; Cos

‘MM: Rsraan.

CONSISTING. Is not synonymous with

" including,” which implies that there may

be other objects in the same category, though

 

‘Jones v. N. Y. Guaranty,&c. Co., l0l U. S. 6270879).

'Seel Green]. Ev. ii 32. 26; 71 Ala. 95; 55Pa. 504;

our 410; 13 R. I. as.

' Alien v. Kennedy, 91 Mo. 8'38 i 1886), cases.

‘L. con-aignarc, to mark, seal: to register, attest.

In civil law a consignment of money was sealed up,

Banter.

‘Weld v. Hadley, 1 N. H. as (13%;

‘ Gillespie v Winberg. 4 Daly. 3% (1872), Daly, C. J.

' Con-si-nee’; con-sin’-or.

 

not specified. The words “consisting of "

will be limited to the things specifically

mentioned.‘

The devise "I give all my worldly goods. consisting

of household furniture, money, cattle, likewise my

house and the lot I now occupy," was held not to pass

other realty than that particularly designated‘

CONSOLIDATE. To unite or merge

into one; to combine: to amalgamnte.

To unite into one mass or body, as, to con

solidate various funds; to unite in one, as, to

consolidate legislative bills.2

Consolidation of actions. A direction

that one of several pending actions, involv

ing the same facts and issues, shall be tried,

the result of the trial to be an adjudication

of all the causes; or else that all the actions

proceed to trial and judgment as one suit.

Sometimes termed the “ consolidation rule." ‘

Allowed in suits against several insurers; in suits

on separate promissory notes of the same date; but

not in actions upon independent contracts, nor where

claims have diiferent guarantees; nor in actions upon

distinct penalties.

The United States courts may consolidate actions

of a like nature, or relative to the some question, as

they deem reasonable.‘

Consolidation of associations. Union

or merger into one, of two or more compa

nies or corporations organized for the same,

or for some related, purpose. In England,

“ amalgamation.”

Whether the consolidation of two companies works

a. dissolution of both, and the creation of a new corpo

ration. depends upon the intention of the legislature.‘

A sale by one corporation of all of its property to

another corporation, is, as against creditors not as

senting thereto, fraudulent and void.‘

When two companies unite or become consolidated

under the authority of law, until the contrary appears

the presumption is that the united or consolidated

company has all the powers and privileges, and is

subject to all the restrictions and liabilities, of the

companies out of which it was created.‘

 

‘ Farrish v. Cook, 6 Mo. Ap. 823, 831 (1878).

‘ Indep. District of Fairview v. Durland, 45 Iowa, 56

(1876), Seevers, C. J.

‘See Gould, Plead., IV, 1. 108; Cox, Com. L. Pr. 280;

69 Miss I26.

‘R. S. 5 9:21; Keep v. Indianapolis, dtc. R. Co., I

McCrary, so: (1882): 10 F. R. 455.

‘Central R. Co. 1:. Georgia, 92 U. 8. 670-76 (1875),

cases; Branch v. Charleston, ib. air, ass (1876), cases;

Green County v. Couness, 109 id. 106 (1883); Tyson u.

Wabash R. Co., ll Biss. 510 (1883); Woodrui! 9. Eric R.

Co., 98 N. Y. 615-16 (1888).

‘Hibernia Ins. Co. v. St. Louis, &c. Tramp. Co., 4

McC1-ary, 482 (1882).

' Tennessee v. Whitworth, 117 U. S. 147 (1886), one;
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CONSOBT. 1. A companion.

Consortship. Fellowship, companion

ship, consortium, q. v.

2. A vessel that keeps company witl. an

other vessel.

Consort-ship. A contract between own

ers of wrecking vessels to share mutually

with each other moneys awarded as salvage,

whether earned by one vessel or by both.1

Prevents mischievous competitions, and collisions.

When made for an indefinite time, continues until dis

solved by notice; not dissolved by mere removal of a

master. Enforceable ‘in admiralty, against property

or its proceeds in the custody of the court.I

CONSORTIUM. L. Union of lots or

chances: companionship; society; conjugal

fellowship and assistance.

The right which a husband has to the conjugal fel

lowship of the wife, to her company. coiiperatlon, and

aid in every conjugal relation. . lie is not the

master of the wife, and can maintain no action for

the loss of her services as his servant. His interest is

expressed by the word consortium. Some acts of a

stranger to the wife are of themselves invasions of

the husband's right and necessarily injurious to him;

others may or may not injure him, according to their

consequences: in which cases the injurious conse

quences mustbe proved, and that the husband actually

lost her company and assistance..

Per quod consortium amisit.

which he lost her assistance.

For a common battery upon the person of the wife

trespass for damages is to be brought by husband and

wife jointly: but, if, by reason of the maltreatment,

he is deprived of her company and assistance, he has

a separate remedy therefor.I

CONSPIRACY.4 A combination of two

or more persons, by some concerted action,

to accomplish a criminal or unlawful pur

pose, or to accomplish a purpose, not in itself

criminal or unlawful, by criminal or unlaw

ful means.‘

The unlawful combination or agreement of

two or more persons to do an act unlawful in

itself, or to do a lawful act by unlawful

means.6

* Andrews 11. Wall, 8 How. 571 (1845), cases, Story, J.

1 Bigaouette v. Paulet,184 Mass. 124 (1883), W. Allen, J.

See also Winsmore u. Greenbank, Willes, 677 (1746):

Bigelow, Ld: Cas. Torts, 828, 333-40, cases; Jones v.

Ulica, &c. R. Co., 40 Hun, 861 (1886).

' 3 ill. Com. 140.

' L con, together; spirdrc, to breathe, whisper.

‘ [Commonwealth 0. Hunt, 4 Metc. 128, 121 (1842),

Shaw. C. J. Approved in Spies at al. v. People (An

lrchists‘ Case), 122 Ill. 218 (INT); Heaps v. Dunham, (I5

id. 586 (1880); 3 Greenl. Ev. 5 89. _

' Buffalo Lubricating Oil Co. '1. Everest, 80 Hun, 538

(1888): 17 F. R. 147.

By‘

When two or more persons, in any manner

or through any contrivance, positively or

tacitly come to a mutual understanding to

accomplish a common, unlawful design. . .

Acotnbination formed by two or more per

sons to effect an unlawful end, they acting

under a common purpose to accomplish that

end.1

The combination of two or more persons to

do something unlawful, as a means or as an

ultimate end. Many acts not indictable

come within this definition. It is suificient

if the end proposed, or the means employed,

are, by reason of the power of combination,

particularly dangerous to the public interests

or injurious to some individual, although not

criminal.2

At common law the gist of th'O offense is the unlaw

ful agreement. The offense is complete without an

overt act— the law punishes the unexecuted intent.‘

While, by statute, in many of the States. some

overt act is necessary, the final result of such act does

not vary the legal character of the offense.‘

As known at common law conspiracy is not defined

in any act of Congress as an offense against the United

States, nor is it, therefore, cognizable as such in her

courts.‘

The act of Congress of May 17, 1879,‘ which is a

substitute for the act of March 2, 1667,1 provides that:

“lftwo or more persons conspire either to commit

any offense against the United States or to defraud the

United States in any manner for any purpose, and one

or more of such parties do any act to effect the object

of the conspiracy; all the parties to such conspiracy

shall be liable to a penalty of not more than ten thou

sand dollars, or to imprisonment for not more than

two years, or to both fine and imprisonment in the die

cretion of the court.“

Although by that enactment something more than

the common-law definition is necessary to complete

the oflense, to wit, some set done to eflect the object

of the conspiracy, it remains true that the combina

tion of minds in any unlawful purpose is the founda

tion of the offense. The conspiracy is for any fraud

or offense against the United States.‘

 

l United States v. Babcock, 8 Cent. Law J. 144 (1878),

Dillon, J.; United States v. Nunnemacher, 7 Biss. ii)

(1876). -

' [Commonwealth v. Waterman, 122 Mass. 67 (1877),

cases, Colt, J.

‘United States v. Walsh, 5 Dill. 60 (1878); United

States 1:. Martin, 4 Clifl. 162-63 (1870), cases; 16 Blatch

2-i—%; 97 Pa. 405.

‘State 0. Norton, 2a N. J. L. 40-46 (1850); Hazen v.

Commonwealth, 28 Pa. 363-64 (1834), cases.

' United States v. iliartln, 4 Cliif. 160 (1870).

'1 Sup. R. S. p. 483 21St.L.4.

' R. S. § 5140.

1 United States v. Hirsch, 1(1) U. 8. 34-35 (1879). See

also 1 Low. 266; 11 Blnu:b.1G8;1Bid.15, 21; 2 Woods
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As soon as the conspiracy is formed and an act is

done in pursuance thereof. the crime is consummated.

In three years thereafter the bar of the statute of lim

itations is complete.‘

An overt act. being necessary. must be alleged.‘

Also punishable by acts of Congress are (or have

been) conspiracies: to prevent a person from accept

ing or exercising an office; to deter a person from at

tending court as a party. witnem. or Juror; to impede

the due course of justice. with intent to deny equal

protection of the laws; to prevent a person from sup

porting a Federal elector or a member of Congress; ‘

to destroy a vessel or the goods aboard with intent to

injure any underwriter or lender of money; 4 to levy

war against the United States; ‘ to obtain approval of

faLe claims for lands. pensions. etc.‘

But no provision of the Constitution authorizes Con

great to enact a law under which two or more free

white citizens can be punished for conspiracy or going

indisgulse to deprive another free white citizen of a

right accorded by the law of the State to all classes of

persons.‘

At common law a general allegation of a conspiracy

to effect an object criminal in itself is sufficient. al

though the indictment omits all charges of the partic

ular means employed.‘

When the criminality consists in an unlawful agree

ment to promote a criminal or illegal purpose. that

purpose must be clearly and fully stated in the indict

ment. When the criminality consists in the agreement

to promote a purpose not of itself criminal or unlaw

ful. by the use of fraud. force. falsehood. or other

criminal or unlawful means. such intended use of

fraud. etc.. must be set out i the indictment.‘

The connection of the me here being once shown

evcry act and declaration of each member, in pursu

ance of the common purpose. is the act and declara

tion of all.“

 

175.197; 8 id. 47; 4 Dill. 128. 145.407; 5 id. 88; 8 Hughes.

I68; 12 F. R. 250; 82 id. 584. in/ro.

‘United States 1:. Owen. 8:! F. R. 58% (1887).

‘United States 0. Rcichert. 82 F. R. 142 (1887).

Held, .1.

‘R s 551090. ans-19.

‘ R S. $5384.

‘R. S. 5 .'>Lt'56.

‘See R. 8.. index. "Conspiracy."

' United States v. Harris. 106 U. 8. 887-44 (1882). cases.

Declared unconstitutional the act of Congress of April

I). 1871: R. S. 5 5519. See also Baldwin v. Franks. 120

U. S. 678 (18813.

‘ See Commonwealth v. Fuller, 182 Mass. 566 (1882);

United States 1!. De Griff. 16 Blntch. 24-25 (1870). cases;

Bu-ras v. Bidwell. 3 Woods. 47 (1W6); Hazen v. Com

monwealth. 28 Pa 863-64 (1864). cases; Rex v. Gill 82

Henry. 2 B. & Aid. ‘£16 (1818); 109 U. 8.199; 118 id.104.

‘Commonwealth v. Hunt. 4 Meic. 126 (1812). Shaw,

(‘.J. See also 4 Bl. Com. 186; 8 id. 128; 8Ala.860;

Old. 786; 120onn. 101; 80 id. 1107; 25111.17; 80 Me. 182;

v1 id. 218; 1Mich.220; 4 id. 444; 15 N. H. 894; 16 Johns.

392; 78 N. Y; 217; 41 Wis. 278; 2 Q. B. D. 59; 11 Q. B.

215; 10 Cox. Cr. Can. 825.

"1 Omani. Ev. $111; 64 Ind. 478; 87 id. 28; 88 £11.15;

£6 Ga 6'3.

If one concur. proof of agreement to concur is not

necemary. As soon as the union of wills for the un

lawful purpose is perfected the offense is complete.

The joint assent may be established as an inference

from other facts.‘

It is not necessary to prove that the accused came

together and agreed. in terms. to have a common de

sign. and to pursue it by common means. It is enough

to prove that they pursued the same objects. often by

the same means. one performing one part. anpther

another part of the same. so as to complete it with a

view to the attainment of that same end.‘

Every person entering into a conspiracy already

formed is in law a party to all the acts done by any

of the other parties. before or afterward. in further

ance of the common design.‘

It makes no difference in the degree of responsi

bility that some of the conspirators were not present

at the consummation of the design.‘

if the act of one. proceeding according to the com

mon intent. terminates in a. criminal result. though

not the particular result meant. all are liable. That

is. a person may be guilty of a wrong he did not spe

cifically intend. if it come naturally. or even accl

dentally. through some other specific or general evil

purpose.‘

He who conspires with others to do such an unlaw

ful act as will probably result in the taking of human

life is presumed to have understood the consequences

which might reasonably be expected from carrying it

into effect. and to have assented thereto.‘

" lie who lnflames people's minds. and induces

them. by violent means. to accomplish an illegal ob

ject. is himself a riofer. though he takes no part in

the riot.“ If he awakes into action an indiscrim

inate power. he is responsible. If he gives directions

vaguely and incautiously. and the persons receiving

them act according to what he might have foreseen

would be the understanding. he is responsible.‘

Such declarations of a conspirator as are in further

ance of the common design can be introduced against

the other conspirators. Declarations which are merely

narrative as to what has been or will be done may be

admitted against him who made them or in whose

presence they were made. . The rule that the

conspiracy must first be established prima facie be

fore the acts of one confederate can be received in

evidence against another cannot well be enforced

where the proof depends upon a vast number of iso

‘ Spies of al. v. People. 122111. 218 (1887). citing 2 Blah.

Cr. Law. 5 190.

‘ Spies v. People. lb. 170. citing 8 Greenl. Ev. 5 93.

' Spies 1:. People. ib. 171). citing 3 Greenl. Ev. § 93.

‘ Spies 11. People. 11;. 177. 253. citing Williams 0.

People. 54 111. 422 (1870); Brennan 1:. People. 15 id. 517

(1854); Whart. llom. 5338.

‘Spies 1:. People. ib. E5. quoting 1 Fish. Cr. Law.

5 686. cases.

‘Spies v. People. £11. 226. 229. cases; 1 Whart. Cr.

Law. § 225 a.

' Spies v. People. lb. 198. 22-1. 280. quoting Regina 11.

Sharpe. 3 Cox. 0. C. 288 (1818). Wilde. C. J.; 1 Bish. Cr.

Law. 55 640-41; Queen 1). Most. L. R.. 7 Q. B. 1). 5“

(18811.
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lated circumstances. In any base, where the whole

evidence shows that a conspiracy actually existed, it

will be considered immaterial whether the conspiracy

was established before or after the introduction of

the acts and declarations of the members.l

A simple conspiracy is not the subject of a civil ac

tion unless it results in actual damage to the person

aimed at. if such damage, but not the combination,

is proven, the plaintiff is entitled to a verdict against

any defendant shown to have committed an unlawful

act.‘

A bill in equity will not lie against persons (pilots)

who have confederated to destroy the business of the

owner of a vessel by publications in newspapers, by

instituting suits, and in other ways. The injured per

son has adequate remedies at law for each of these

acts.‘

See Accctrrucn; l3oYco"rri.\'o; Connmnios, 2; Is

DIUTIENT; Pnoszcm-run, Malicious; SEDITION; Sraun,

2; Tn/was-c.\'io.\'s.

CONSTABLE.‘ 1. Originally, an officer

who regulated matters of chivalry, tourna

ments, and feats of arms, performed on

horseback.

2. An otlicer appointed to preserve the

peace, and to execute the processes of a jus

tice of the peace.6

Constabulary. Pertaining to or consist

ing of peace-otiicers. Constablery. The

jurisdiction of a constable.

High constable. 1. A constable, or

" lord high constable," in the primitive sense

above noted. 2. The chief police oflicer in a

town or city: the chief constable.

Petty constable. 1. An inferior oflicer

in every town and parish, subordinate to a

high constable.‘ 2. An oflicer charged with

keeping the peace within a county or other

district, and with executing'such processes

as are issued by justices of the peace.

Special constable. A person appointed

to execute a warrant on a particular occa

sion or to co-operate in preserving the_ peace

on a special emergency. See ARREST, 2;

COUNTY, Power of; MARSHAL, 1 (3);

PEACE, 1.

CONSTAT. L. 1, 1:. It appears: liter

ally, it is established, certain, made man

ifest. Compare CONSTATE.

 

I Spies 1:. People, ib. 237-89; State 11. Winner, 17 Kan.

2i!l(1B76); 1 Greenl. Ev. $111; Roscoe. Cr. Ev. 414-15.

' Buffalo Lubricating Oil Co. v. Everest, 30 Hun, 583

(1883), cases.

I Francis ‘U. Flinn, 118 U. S. 885 (1886).

4 F. conesiable: L. coma sfabuii, count of the stable.

l [1 Bl. Com. ass.

‘ [1 Bl. Com. 355.
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Non constat.

notfollow: it is not certain.

it did not appear.

“ Before judgment, non oonatat, the accused may

be innocent.“ I “ Non constat by the record. who

gave notice." I “ Whether the title was to come from

him, and when, and on what conditions, non consfat." '

" Non oonstituit whether a felony was committed till

the principal was attainted." '

2, n. A certificate of what appears upon

record as to a matter in question.

Thus, an exempliflcation of the enrollment of let

ters-patent under the great seal was called a “ con

stat." '

There may be a possession of avessel undera claim

of title “ with a constat of property.“ '

CONS'I[‘A'I'E.7 To establish, ascertain;

to evidence, testify, prove.

" Unless there has been some violation of the

charter or the constating instruments " of the corpo

ration,"the directors will not be personally liable." '

CONSTITUENT. See AGENT.

CONSTITUTED. See AUTHORITY, 2.

CONS'I'ITU'I'ION.° Originally, an im

portant dccree or edict. Later, the laws and

usages which gave a government its char

acteristic features — the organic law.“

The constitution of England consists of customs,

statutes, common laws, and decisions of fundamental

importance. American constitutions are enacted;

but the meaning of much of them is found in dgcided

cases."

The English constitution is a growth. Rights in

favor of the Commons were established as follows:

(1) In the reign of Henry III (1'll6—T2), participation in

levying taxes and in legislation, and control of appli

cations for supplies. (2) In the reign of Edw. ill

(1826-77), enlarged participation in levying taxes and

in legislation; inquiry into public abuses; impeach

ment of public ministers. (8) In the reigns of lien. IV,

V, and VI (1899-1461), the exclusive right to impose

taxes; the right to grant supplies to the sovereign

upon redress of grievances; larger parflcipation in

legislation; control of the administration; impeach

ment of ministers; and certain rights of privilege

freedom of speech in Parliament, freedom from arrest

It does not appear; it does

Non constitit:

 

I 16 Wall. 8'0.

' 59 “'15. 652.

I 53 Pa. 398.

H Bl. Com. 828. See also 6 Wheat. 229; {H La. An.

ll8vi.

' Coke, Litt. 5&5.

° The Tilton, 5 Mas. 468 (1830), Story, J.

' Con-state’. L. con-stare, to stand firm, be certain,

known. See Consrrr.

'Ackerman 1:. Halsey, 87 N. J. E. 363 (1838), Run

yon, Ch.

' L. oonztituere, to make to stand togethcr, to eatab

lish.

" Lieber, Eucyc. Arn.. tit. Constitution.
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during attendance upon Parliament, and th; right of

deciding upon election returns.l

An act of extraordinary legislation by

which the people establish the structure and

mechanism of their government, and in

which they prescribe fundamental rules to

regulate the motion of the several parts.’

The body of rules and maxims in accord

ance with which the powers of sovereignty

are habitually exercised.‘I

Although, in some sense, every State may

be said to have a constitution, the expression

“constitutional government" applies to those

States only whose fundamental rules or

maxims prescribe how those shall be chosen

who are to exercise the sovereign powers,

and impose restraints upon that exercise, for

the purpose of protecting individual rights,

and of shielding them against any assump

tion of arbitrary power.8

if the constitution is unwritten there may be laws

or documents which declare some of its important

principles; as. in England, in the cases of the Magna

Charts. Petition of Rights. Habeas Corpus Act, Bills

of Rights. and the Common Law as the expositor of

those charters.’

In America, the principle of constitutional

liberty is that sovereignty resides in the peo

ple; and, as they could not collectively ex

ercise the powers of government, written

constitutions were agreed upon. These in

struments create departments for the exer

cise of sovereign powers; prescribe the extent

and methods of the exercise, and, in some

particulars. forbid that certain powers, which

would be within the compass of sovereignty,

shall be exercised at all. Each constitution

is, moreover. a covenant on the part of the

people with each individual thereof, that

they have divested themselves of the power

of making changes in the fundamental law

except as agreed upon in the constitution

itself.‘

A written constitution establishes iron rules,

which, when found inconvenient, are difflcult of

change; it is sometimes construed by technical rules

of verbal criticism ratherthanjn the light of great

prkmiples; and it is likely to invade the domain of

 

‘Seed Bl.Oom.Ch.XXX1I1;8 LawQusr.Rev.fiJ4

i0 (1987).

I Eakin U. Rlub, 12 S. & R. 847 (1825), Gibson, J. See

also \\'nbash, &c. R CO. 11. People, 1% I11. 240 (1883),

Walker. J.

I [Cooley, Princ. Const, Law, M; Const. Lim. 2-8.

See also Hurtado v. California, 110 U. 8. $142 (1884),

Istthsws. J.
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legislation, instead of being restricted to fundamental

rules, and thereby to invite demoralizing evaslons. An

unwritten constitution is subject to perpetual change

It the will of the law-making authority; against which

there can be no security except in the conservatism of

that authority, and in its responsibility to the people,

or. if no such responsibility exists, then in the fear of

resistance by force.I

Our State constitutions are forms of

government ordained and established by the

people in their original sovereign capacity to

promote their own happiness and perma

nently secure their rights, property, inde

pendence, and common welfare. They are

deemed compacts in the sense of their being

founded on the voluntary consent or agree

ment of a majority of the qualified voters of

the State. A constitution is in fact a funda

mental law or basis of government, and falls

strictly within the definition of "law" as

given by Blackstone,—-a rule of action pre

scribed by the supreme power in a state,

regulating the rights and duties of the whole

community. It is in this light that the lan

guage of the Constitution of the United

States contemplates it; for it declares that

this constitution, etc., “ shall be the supreme

Law of the land.” 1

A constitution is the letter of attorney from the

people.‘

Constitutions guard the rights of personal security,

personal liberty, private property, and of religious

profession and worship.‘

Uonstitutions are mainly for the protection of

minorities. in times of excitement and distress, their

rights are most likely to be sacrificed.‘

By the Revolution the transcendent powers

of Parliament devolved upon the people. A

portion of this power they delegated to the

government of the United States. Such as

remained they bestowed upon the govern

ments of the States, with certain express

limitations and exceptions. The Federal

Constitution confers powers particularly

enumerated; that of each State is a grant of

all powers not excepted. The former is con

strued strictly against those who claim

under it; the latter, strictly against those

who stand upon the exceptions, and liberally

in favor oi’ the government itself. The Fed

eral government can do whatever is author

 

I [Cooley, Princ. Const. Law, 23-228.

' 1 Story, Const. $5 33$-39.

' 1 Sharswood, Bl. Com. ‘H7, note.

‘ 1 Kent, 401‘.

l Bunn v. Gorgas, 41 Pa. “6(l&lI).
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Hod, expressly or by clear implication; the

government of a State, whatever is not pro

aibited.l

The Federal Constitution went into effect the first

Vednesdsy of March, 1789. September 14, 1786. com

missioners from five States met at Annapolis. and reo

nnmended that a general convention he held at

Philadelphia, to revise the Articles of Confederation.

February 21,1787, the congre of the confederation

node a similar recommendation. May 25, 1787, the

lelegates amembled,‘ organized, and, about four

months later, to wit, September 17th, adjourned, hav

ing drafted a “ Constitution of the United States of

America" June 21, 1788, the d0cument,~a.s a constitu

tion. was ratified by the ninth State. September 18,

1788, Congress set the time for choosing Presidential

electors, appointing March 4, 1789, as the day, and

New York City as the place, when and where the new

Government 01.’ the United States should begin opera

dons.‘ See Ooursnssrnou, Articles of; NATIONAL.

The Constitution was ordained and established by

“ the people of the United States." It was not neces

sarily carved out of existing State sovereignties, nor

was it a surrender of powers already existing in State

institutions, for the powers of the States depend upon

their own constitutions; and the people of every State

had the right to modify and restrain them, according to

their own views of policy or principle. On the other

hand. it is clear that the sovereign powers vested in

the State governments. by their respective constitu

tions, remained unaltered and unimpaired, except so

far as they were granted to the government <5: the

United States. "The powers not delegated to the

United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it

to the States, are reserved to the States respectively,

ortn the people." (Amd. Art. X.) The government,

then, can claim no powers which are not granted to it,

and the powers actually granted must be such as are

expressly given, or given by necessary implication.

The instrument -is to have a reasonable con

struction, according to the import of its terms: and

where a power is expressly given in general terms, it

is not to be restricted to particular cases, unless that

construction grows out of the context expressly, or by

necessary implication. The words are to be taken in

their natural and obvious sense, not in a sense unrea

sonably restricted or enlarged. It unavoidably deals

in general language. It did not suit the purpose of

the people in framing this great charter of our liber

ties to provide for minute specifications of its powers,

or to declare the means by which these powers should

be carried into execution. It was foreseen that this

would be a perilous and difflcult, it not an impracti

cable, task. The instrument was intended to endure

through a long lapse of ages. it could not be foreseen

what new changes and modifications of power might

be indispensable to ellectuate the general objects;

and restrictions and specifications, which, at the pres

 

‘ Sharpless 1:. Mayor of Philadelphia, 21 Pa 160-64,

172-73 (1853), cases, Black, 0. J.; 17 id. 119; 52 id. 477;

18 Conn. 125; 46 N. Y. 401; 16 How. 4%.

‘Bee R. S. p. 17; Century Mag., Sept, 1887; Bon

croft. Const.

ent, might seem salutary, might, in the end, prove the

overthrow of the system itself. Hence its powers are

expressed in general terms, leaving the legislature,

from time to time, to adopt its own means to effectu

ate legitimate objects, and to mould and model the

exercise of its powers, as its own wisdom, and the

public interests, require.‘

The Federal government is one of enumerated pow

ers. The question respecting the extent of the powers

actually granted will continue to arise, as long as our

system shall exist. There is no phrase in the instru

ment which excludes incidental or implied powers,

and which requires that everything granted shall be

expressly and minutely described. Even the Tenth

Amendment, framed for the purpose of quieting the

excessive jealousies which had been excited, omits

the word “ expressly,“ and declares only that the

powers “ not delegated to the United States, . nor

prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States

respectively, or to the people;“ thus leaving the ques

tion, whether the particular power, which may become

the subject of contest, has been delegated to the one

government or prohibited to the other, to depend upon

a fair construction of the whole instrument. A con

stitution, to contain an accurate detail of all the sub

divisions of which its great powers will admit, and of

all the means by which they may be carried into exe

cution, would partake of the prolixity of a legal code,

and could scarcely be embraced by the human mind.

Its nature, therefore, requires that only its great out

lines should be marked, its important objects desig

nated, and the minor ingredients which compose those

objects be deduced from the nature of the objects

themselves. The powers given imply at least the or

dlnary means of execution. The government which

has a right to do an act, and has imposed on it the

duty of performing that act, must be allowed to select

the means.

But this use of means is not left to general reason

ing. To the enumerated powers is added that of mak

ing "all Laws which shall be necessary and proper

for carrying into Execution the foregoing Powers, and

all other Powers vested by this Constitution in the Gov

ernmentof the United States, or in any Department or

Ofllcer thereof." (Art. 1, sec. 8, cl. 18.) “ Necessary "

(q. 0.) does not here import an absolute physical ne

cessity, so strong that one thing to which another may ‘

be termed necessary cannot exist without that other.

if this clause does not enlarge it cannot be construed

to restrain the powers of Congress, or to hnpuir the

right of the legislature to exercise its best judgment

in the selection of measures to carry into execution

the constitutional powers of the government.‘

The revolution which established the Constitution

was not eflected without immense 0pp0slti0n.- Fears

were entertained that the very powers which were
 

1Martin 0. Hunter‘s Lessee, 1 Wheat. 32- :37 (1816),

Story, .I.; Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 id. 187 (1824), Marshall.

0. J.

lM‘Culloch v. State of Maryland, 4 Wheat. 40l'»28

(1819), Marshall. 0. J.,- upon the constitutionality of

the act of April 10, 1816, incorporating the Bank of the

United States. See also Legal Tender Case, 110 U. B.

441 (1884); Exp. Yarbrough, ib. 6551, B58 (1884)
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—ential tounion might beexerciscd in a manner dan

gerous to liberty.I

The rule laid down in M'(‘ulloch v. Maryland has

ever since been accepted as a correct exposition of

the Constitution. It is settled that the words "all

Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carry

ing into Execution " powers expressly granted or

vented have a sense equivalent to the words: laws, not

absolutely necessary indeed, but appropriate, plainly

adapted to constitutional and legitimate ends; laws

not prohibited, but consistent with the letter and spirit

of the Constitution; laws really calculated to effect

objects intrusted to the government It was ueedful

only to make express grants of general powers.

coupled with a further grant of such incidental and

auxiliary powersas might be required for the exercise

of the powers expressly granted. Perhaps the largest

part of the functions of the government have been

performed in the exercise of implied powers.‘

it is indispensable to keep in view the objects for

which the powers were granted. If the general pur

pose of an instrument of any nature is ascertained

the language of its provisions must be construed with

mfmnce to that purpose and so as to subserve it.

And there are more urgent reasons for looking to the

ultimate purpose in examining the powers conferred

by the Constitution than there are for construing any

other instrument. We do not expect to find in a con

stitution minute details it is necessarily brief and

comprehensive. It prescribes outlines, leaving the

filling upto be deduced from these outlines. . . The

powers conferred upon Congress must be regarded as

related to each other, and all means for a common

end Each is but part of a system, aconstituent of one

whole. No single power is the ultimate end for which

the Constitution was adopted. A subordinate object

is itself a means designed for an ulterior purpose. it

is imposible to know what those non-enumerated

powers are. and what their nature and extent, without

considering the purposes they were intended to sub

serve. Those purposes reach beyond the mere execu

tion of all powers definitely intrusted to Congress and

mentioned ‘in detail. In the nature of things,

enumeration and specification of all the means or in»

strumentallties, necessary for the preservation and

fulfillment of aclmowledged duties. were impossible.

They are left to the discretion of Congress, subject

only to the restrictions that they benot prohibited and

be necessary and proper for carrying into execution

the enumerated powers. The existence of a

power may be deduced fairly from more than one of

the substantive powers expressly defined. Con

gress has often exercised powers not expressly given

nor ancillary to any single enumerated power. These

are resulting powers. arising from the aggregate pow

ers Illustrative instances of the recognition and

exercise of such powers are found in the right to sue,

and to make contracts; the oath required of omcers;

IBarron v. Mayor of Baltimore, 7 PeL ‘Z50, 247 (1888).

‘Hepburn v. Griswol-i, 8 Wall. 614-lb (1869), Chase.

C. J. This power \Art. 1. sec. 8, cl. 8) " was so clearly

neeemary that without cavil or remark it was unani

mously agreed to" by the members of the Constitu

tional convenflon: 2 Bancroft. Count. N9.
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buildings capitol or Presidential mansion; the penal

code; the census “ of free white persons in the

States,“ as to persons not free and in the Territories;

the collection of statistics; carrying the mails, and

punishing oflenses against the postal laws: improv

ing harbors; establishing observatories, lighthouses,

break-waters; the registry and construction of ships,

and the government of seamen: the United States

bank—f0r the convenience of the treasury and in

ternal commerce, and to which the government sub

scribed one-ilfth of the stock, although the bank was

a private corporation doing business for its own profit;

priority of debts due to the United States over other

creditors; the Legal Tender Acts of 1862 and 1863.‘

Constitutions are instruments of a practical nature,

founded on the common business of human life,

adapted to common wants, designed for common use,

and fitted for common understandings.’

A constitutional provision is “ self-executing " or

"self-enacting" when it supplies the rule by which

the right given may be enjoyed and protected, or the

duty imposed may be enforced. it is notself-executing

when it merely indicates the principles, without laying

down rules by means of which those principles may

be given the force of law. Some provisions are

mandatory; others, without legislation, are dormant.‘

Constitutional. 1. Relating to the

framing or formation of a written constitu

tion: as, a constitutional convention.

2. Based upon, secured, or regulated by

aconstitutionz as, constitutional-goverm

ments, liberty, rights.

3. Authorized by a particular constitution,

whether written or unwritten.

Unconstitutional. Contrary to the prin

cipies or rules of a constitution. Whence

constitutionality, unconstitutionality.

An “ unconstitutional" law either assumes

power not legislative in its nature, or is in

consistent with some provision of the Federal

or State constitution.‘

A State legislature cannot pass a law conflicting

with the rightful authority of Congress. nor perform

a judicial or executive function, nor violate the popu-‘

lar privileges reserved by the Declaration of Rights,

nor change the organic structure of the government,

nor exercise any other power prohibited in the consti

 

I Legs! Tender Cases, 12 Wall. M47 (1870), cases,

Strong, -1.; (Second) Legal Tender Case, lit) U. S. 438

(i884); Exp. Yarbrough. (b. 658 (1884); Holmes v. Jen

nlson, 14 Pet. 571 (1840).

'1 Story, Coast. 5 451; ib. 5 410; 7 Tex. Ap. 210; M

N. Y. 486. See also Burks U. Hinton," Va. 29 (i8ti3).~

I Cooley, Coast. Lim. 99-101; Groves v. Slaughter, iii

Pot 500 (1841); WU. S. 214; 10 F. R. 508; 9 Cal. 311: 88

id. 487; 48t'd.279; l8Ill. i; 00 id. 8%; 62 id. 88; 61 id.

41; 68111. $6; 69 Ind. 115; 24 IA. An. 214; 2 Mich. 560;

7 id. 488; 20id.10o; 8 Min. 14; 62 Mo. 444; ill Pa. 488;

W Gratt. 788; 9 W. Va. 708. r

‘ Commonwealth v. Maxwell, 3'! Pa. 456 (1868). .
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tuflon. The judiciary, in clear cases, has always exer

cised the right to declare such acts void. But beyond

this there lies a vast field of power, granted to the

legislature by the general words 01' the constitution,

and not reserved. prohibited, or given away to others:

their use of which is limited only by their own dis

cretion. The constitution gives a list 01' the things

the legislature may do. For the judiciary to extend

that list would be to violate the letter and the spirit oi’

the organic law itself. The people rely tor faithful

execution of the powers given to the legislature on

the wisdom and honesty of that department, and on

the direct accountability of the members to their con

stituents. The more abuse of power was not meant

to be corrected by the judiciary-for judges can be

imagined to be as corrupt and wicked as legislators.

And the general principles of justice, liberty, and

right, not contained or expressed in the body of the

constitution itselt, are not elements for a judicial de

cision upon the constitutionality of an enactmentl

To justify a court in pronouncing an act unconsti

tutional. in whole or in part, it must be able to vouch

some exception or prohibition clearly expressed or

necessarily implied. To doubt is to favor constitution

ality. That meaning 01' words is to be taken which

will support the statute.’

A sepamble portion of an act may be unconstitu

tional, and the rest be valid, provided the law as a

whole can be executed '

The rule is to enforce statutes as far as they are

constitutionally made, rejecting those provisions only

which show an excess of authority, conformably to

the settled maxim at res magic, etc.‘

The opposition between the Constitution and the

law should be such that the judge feels a clear and

strong conviction <3: their incompatibility.‘

“ Let the and be legitimate, let it be within the scope

of the Constitution, and all means which are appro

priate, which are plainly adapted to that end, which

are not prohibited, but consist with the letter and

spirit of the Constitution, are constitutional. Where

the law is not prohibited, and is really calculated to

eflect any 01' the objects intrusted to the government.

for the court to undertake to inquire into the degree

of its necessity would be to pass the line which cir

cumscribes the judicial departments, and to tread on

legislative ground.“ '

 

lSharpleas v. Mayor of Philadelphia, 21 Pa. 160-64

(1853), cases, Black, C. J.

'Commonwealth v. Butler, 99 Pa. 640 (1882), Shara

wood, 0. J.; State v. Hipp, 38 Ohio St. 219 (1882).

I United States 0. Reese, 92 U. S. 221 (1875); Virginia

Coupon Cases, 114 id. 305 (1885); Presser 0. Illinois, 116

id. 268 (1886). cases; Spraigue 1:. Thompson, 118 id. 90,

95 (1886); Baldwin v. Franks, 12) id. 689 (1887); State 0.

Kelsey, 4-1 N. J. L. 29 (1882).

' Adler v. Whitbeck, 4-1 Ohio St. 575 (1886); 15 Ohio,

645. See also Black 1:. Trower, 79 Va. 12?-28 (1884),

cases; Reid v. Morton, 119111. 118, 129 (1886); 88 Ky. 68.

' Fletcher u. Peck, 6 Cranch, 128 (1810); County of

Livingston v. Darlington. 101 U. S. 410 (1871)), cases.

'M‘Cu1i0ch 1:. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 421, -123 (1819),

llarahall, (J. .i.; Hepburn v. Griswold, 8 Wall. 614-15

(1869); Legal Tender Cases. 12 id. 538 (1870).
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The duty to declare an act of Congress repugnant

to the Constitution is one of great delicacy, only to be

performed where the coniilctis irreconcilable. Every

doubt is to be resolved in favor of constitutionality.I

The reasons against the unconstitutionality should

at least preponderute; it they are equally balanced,

the court should declare the statute valid.‘

Proper respect for a coordinate branch of the gov

ernment requires the Federal courts to give effect

to the presumption that Congress will pass no not

not within constitutional power. This presumption

should prevail unless the lack of authority is clearly

demonstrated. At the same time, the government

being one of delegated, limited, and enumerated

powers, every valid act must find in the Constitution

some warrant for its authority.I

See AMENDMENT, 2; Cirizns; Cocnre, United States;

FEDERALIBT; lurnm; Law, Supreme; LEGISLATURI;

Ponrncs; PREAMBLE, 1; RELIGION; Rxorrrs, Bill of;

Srxrs, 3 (2); Tax, 2; Tnxnsn, 2, Legal.

CONSTRUCTION.‘ 1. Putting together,

ready for use; building; erecting: applied to

houses, vessels,-‘i railroads,6 machines." See

BUILD; Enncr; Cosrnacron.

2. Drawing conclusions respecting‘ subjects

that lie beyond the direct expression of the

text, from elements known from and given

in the text—conclusions within the spirit,

though not within the letter, of the text.8

“ Interpretation “ is the art 01' finding out the true

sense of any form of words; that is, the sense which

their author intended to convey.‘

In common use, “construction " embraces all that

is covered by both synonyms’

Rules of construction have for their object the dis

covery ot the true intent and meaning of instru

ments — the thought expressed. "

Where the language is transparent there is no room

for the oilice oi’ construction. There should be no

construction where there is nothing to construe.“

Liberal construction. Such construc

tion as enlarges or restrains the letter of an

agreement or instrument so as more effect

uully to accomplish the end in view. Also

called equitable construction. Strict con

struction. Such as limits the application

I Mayor of Nashville 11. Cooper, 6 Wall. 251 (1867); N

id. 668. ’

I Cherokee County v. State, 86 Kan. 889 (1887), case;

' United States v. Harris, 106 U. S. 685 (18&), Woods, J.

See 2 Story, Const. 5 1248.

0 L. eonstruere, to put together.

' Sprague, 180; 103 Mass. 227.

' 11 Iowa, 17; 115 Mass. 400.

' 17 How. 72.

'Lieber, Herman, Ham. ed., 44, 11; M N. J. L M;

8 Pars. Contr. 491.

' [Cooley, Const. Lim. '38.

" People 11. May, ii Col. 85 (1885).

" Lewis v. United States, 22 U. B. M (1875), Swnym,

J.; Benn 1:. Hatcher, 81 Va. 84 (1885).
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to cases clearly described by the words used;

a close adherence to words. Also called

literal construction.I

By a liberal interpretation of a letter oi’ guai-anty

we do not mean that the words should be forced out

of their natural meaning: simply that they should re

ceive affair and reasonable interpretation, so as to

attain the object {or which the instrument is designed

and the purpose to which it is applied.‘

Other expressions are: artifwial, forced or

strained, refined, reasonable construction.

A reasonable construction of an instrument, as of

the Constitution. means that in casethe words are sus

ceptible of two senses. the one strict, the other more

mlarged, that should be adopted which is most conso

aant with the apparent intent.‘

The object is notto make or modify the instrument,

but to ilnd the sense. Hence. the whole document is

to be construed together. This is to be done by the

court. except when the writing contains technical

Iords, or terms of art, or when it is introduced col

lnu-rally. or when its eflect depends upon extrinsic

circumstances— in which cases the duty devolves

upon llw jury.‘

ll. l.\ a cardinal rule in the construction of all instru

ments that. if possible. eflect should be given to all

parts and to every clause, ut res magic, etc.‘

See further Coxnmox; CON8'l'l'l"U‘!‘l0N; Cossrancr

"I; Coxrnscr; Covusnr; Duo, 2: Exrosrno; Ex

ruauo; Fonrsrruas; Fasscmsa, 1; GRANT; lnmm;

lxs‘rnuxznr, 8; lxsnauzca, Policy; Noscn-on; Pounc

Arlon; Rana; Rzrcossxr; Swarm; Tausr, i; Usns,

Ulla. eta; Vnumt; Wu.n. 2; Worm.

CONSTRUCTIVE. Determined by con

struction: inferred or implied, presumed or

imputed; opposed to actual: as,

Constructive —- annexation, appropriation,

assent or consent, attachment, breaking,

close, contempt, conversion, damages, de

livery, fraud, larceny, levy, loss, malice,

notice, possession, presence, service, taking,

treason, trust. qq. 1:.

CONSUETUDO. L. Custom; usage;

practice.

Consuetudo est alters lex. Custom is

another law.

Consuetudo interpres legum. Cus

tom is the expounder of laws.‘

Consuetudo loci observanda. The cus

 

I(i3ouvier‘s Law Diet: 1 Wash. T. 851; 1 Share. Bl.

(bm. 8'7; 23 Cent Law J. 488 (1886), cases.

I Lawrence 1'. McCalmont, 2 How. 449 (1844), Story, J.;

Cris! v. Burlingame, C2 Barb. 855 (i862).

' [1 swry, Oonst i 419.

‘Goddard :1. Foster, 17 Wall. 142 (1872), cases;

Bmnialey v. kiotchlriss, 80 Hun, 618 (1883); 1 Law Quar.

‘G1. 456 (1886).

‘May v. Saginaw County, 8 F. R 682 (1887).

‘ iifl U. S. 622.

tom of the place is to be conformed to. See

CUSTOM.

CONSUL.l “ Consul,” “ consul-general,”

and “ commercial agent," in the Revised

Statutes, denote full, principal and perma

nent consular ofiicers, as distinguished from

subordinates and substitutes.fl

“ Deputy consul” and “ consular agent”

denote ofiicers subordinate to such principals,

exercising the powers and performing the

duties within the limits of their consulates

or commercial agencies respectively, the

former at the same ports or places, and the

latter at ports or places different from those

at which such principals are located respect

ively.‘ '

“ Vice-consuls” and “ vice-commercial

agents" denote consular oificers, who shall

be substituted, temporarily, to fill the places

of consuls-general, consuls, or commercial

agents, when they shall be temporarily ab

sent or retired from duty.‘

“ Consular oificer" includes consuls-gem

eral, consuls, commercial agents, deputy con

suls, vice-consuis, vice-commercial agents,

consular agents, and none others.‘

The word “ consul" shall be understood to

mean any person invested by the United

States with and exercising the functions of

consul-general, vice-consul-general, consul

or vice-consul.‘

A “consul” is an ofiicer of a particular

grade in the ce-nsular service; in a broad

generic sense, the word embraces all consular

ofiicers of whatever grade."

Under treaties. consuls have had conferred upon

them judicial authority over their own countrymen:

as in the decision of controversies in civil cases; the

administration of estates; the registering and certify

ing oi’ wills, contracts, etc. When residing in a coun

try of diflerent political and religious institutions,

they have also a limited criminal jurisdiction over

their countrymen.‘

Consuls are approved and admitted by the local

sovereign. Ii guilty of illegal or improper conduct,

the ezequaiur (q. v.) which has been given may be

revoked, and they may be punished, or sent out of the

country, at the option oiI the offended government In

 

I L. oonsulere, to consult.

IR. S. 51674, par. i.

' I?1id., par. 2.

4 Ih|'d., par. 8.

' lbid.. par. 4.

'Actl Feb. I876: R S. 5418).

' Dsinese v. United States, 18 Ct. Cl. 74 GUN)

'SeeILB. 54088; 11 F. R. 607.

H6)
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drll and criminal cases they are subject to the local

law in the same manner as other foreign residents

owing a temporary allegiance to the state. A trading

consul, in all that concerns his trade, is liable as a

native merchantl

See further DIPLOMATIC; liInnsrr.n, 8.

QONS'U'MIl![A'I‘Iiii.2 Complete, finished,

perfected, entire; opposed to inchoate, q.-v.

An estate by curtesy is consummate on the death

of the wife.I

Consummation. In the law of marriage,

copulation.‘ See CUM, Copula; MARRIAGE.

CONSUMPTION. See LEGACY; LOAN,

1; TAX, 2, Indirect.

CONTAGIOUS. See Drsaasn; Drsoa

nss, 1; Haaurn.

CONTAINED. See Parzmsss, 3.

Buggies insured as “contained in" a livery-stable

were destroyed while in a factory for repairs. Held,

that the words quoted were a warranty as to property

whose use did not require removal.‘

The description of a horse as “ contained in “ a

barn, in a policy against lightning, was held not to be

a contract that the horse was to be kept all the time

in the barn. “Danger from liglrtnlng exists almost

wholly in the summer season, when stock‘ of all kinds

upon farms is kept in the fields. A policy which cov

ered stock only when in the barn would not furnish

indemnity." '

Household furniture, described in a policy as “con

_tained in“ a certain house, was removed, without

the insurer‘s knowledge, to a house on another

street, where it was dL‘SLI‘O§'Qd by fire. Licid, that as

the statement of locality was to be construed as acou

tinuing warranty, the insured could not recover.’

A seal-akin dolman, insured as wearing apparel by

apollcy describing it as “ contained in " a particular

dwelling-house, was burned while in the store of afur

rier, to which it had been sent for repair. Held, that

the insurer was liable, although the risk was increased:

temporary removal or absence being necessarily in

aident to the use of such property, and presumptively

contemplated by the parties.‘4

CONTEMIPLATION. Bankrupt and in

lolvent laws provide that acts done " in con

tomplation ” of bankruptcy or insolvency

shall be void.

 

I Ooppell v. Hall, 7 Wall. 568 (1868), cases; The Anne,

I Wheat. 445-40 (1818); 1 Kent, 58.

' Con-sum’-mate.

'2 Bl. Com. 128; 17 Ct. CL178.

‘See 1 Bl. Corn. 435.

‘London. &c. Fire Ins. Co. v. Graves, 12 Ina. Law J.

I38 (18%). cases,— Superior Ct Ky.: 43 Am.Rep.3-1;

Longuevllle 0. Western Assur. Co., 51 Iowa, .-or (1879).

‘Haws 1:. Fire Association of Philadelphia, 114 Pa.

134 (1886).

' Lyons 0. Providence Washington Fire ins. Co., 14

R. l. 109 (18%), reversing Same v. Same, 18 id. 347.

' Noyes v. Northwestern Nat. Lnn. Co., 64 Win. 419-21

(1886), cases.

The bankrupt act of 1841, by the phrase " contem

plation of bankruptcy," did not intend contemplation

solely of being a bankrupt, but contemplation of actu

ally stopping business because oi‘ insolvency and in

capacity to carry it on.1'

The debtor must have contcmplhted more than a

state of insolvency.— an act of bankruptcy, or an ap

plication to be declared a bankrupt.I

in the act of 1867, the phraaeology is " in contempla

tion of insolvency or bankruptcy." This was held not

to require an absolute inability to pay all debts in full

on a close of business: only that the debtor could not

pay his debts in the ordinary course of business.‘

See Basxaumv; Issonvaxcv.

CONTEMPORANEA. See EXPOSITIO.

CiO1‘T'.i.'E1Y[Il.""1‘.3 Disrespect; willful dis~

regard of the authority of a court or legis

laturé.

1. To the head of summary proceedings is

referred the method, immemorisily used by

the superior courts, of punishing contempts

by attachment. . Oonternpts are either

direct [sometimes called cfiminal], which

openly insult or resist the powers of the

courts or the persons of the judges who

preside there; or else are consequential

[sometimes called constructive], which, with

out such gross insolencc or direct opposition,

plainly tend to create a universal disregard

of their authority.

The principal instances are: 1. ‘Those committed

by inferior judges and magistrates—by acting un

justly, oppressively, or irregularly in administering

justice; disobeying writs issuing out of the superior

courts by proceeding in a cause after it is put a stop

to or removed by writof prohibition, certiorari, error,

eupersedeax, etc. 11 Those committed by sheriffs,

bailiffs, jailors, and other ofllcers of the court—by

abusing the process of the law or deceiving the parties;

by acts of oppression, extortion, collusive behavior,

or culpable neglect of duty. 8. Those committed by

attorneys (q. 0.), who are also officers of court-by

gross fraud and corruption, injustice to their clients.

or other dishonest practice. 4. Those committed by

jurymen--by making default when summoned, re

fusing to be sworn or to give a verdict, accepting

entertainment at the cost of a party, etc. 5. Those

committed by \vitnesses—by making default when

summoned, by refusing to be worn or examined, by

prevaricating in their evidence. 6. Those committed

by parties—by disobedience to a rule or order, by

non-payment of coats, non-performance of awards,

etc. 7. Those committed by any other persons-as

 

larnold v. Maynard. 2 Story. 858 (1351); Morse u,

Godfrey, 8 r'd.8-S6 (1844): Everett v. Stone. lb. 458 (181-1).

' Rison v. Knapp, 1 Dill. 194-96 (1870), cases; Martin

v. Toot, £11206, 211 (1870); Re Smith. 18 Rep. 290 (1881):

R. S. 5 5110; 4 Bankr. Reg. ill; 21 How. Pr. (I); 61

Win. 685.

I L. contemptu-I. acorn: tcnmcro, to dnpha.
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in cases of forcible rescue, disobedience to the prerog

ltire writs.

Some of these contempts may arise in the face of

the court— as by rude and contumellous behavior, ob

ltinacy, perverseness, prevarication, breach of the

peace, or other willful disturbance; others, in the ab

sence of the party—u by disobeying the writ, rule,

or other procem of the court; perverting a writ or

process to purposes of private malice, extortion, or

injustice; speaking or writing contemptuously of the

court or judges acting in their judicial capacity;

printing false accounts (or even true accounts, with

out permission) of causes pending in judgment; any

thing, in short, that demonstrates a gross want of that

respect without which the authority of the courts,

among the people, would be lost.

The process of attachment for coniempts must nec

essarily be as ancient as law itself. Laws without

authority to secure their administration from disobe

dience would be nugatory. The power, therefore, to

supprezm a contempt by an immediate offender results

from the ilrst principles of judicial establishments,

and must be an inseparable attendant upon every su

perior tribunal.

if the contempt be committed in the face of the

court the oflender may be instantly apprehended and

imprisoned, in the discretion of the judges. But in

rualhxs that arise at a distance, if the judges upon

niiidavit see Biiificient ground they may rule the sus

pected party to show cause why he should not be at

tached; in a flagrant case the attachment may be

issued in the first instance. Once in court, the party

must either stand committed or‘ put in bail, in order to

answer upon oath such interrogatories as shall be ad

ministered to him for the better information of the

court with respect to the circumstances of the con

tempt. These interrogatories are in the nature of a

charge or accusation, to be exhibited within a reason

Able period, as, four days. if the party can clear

["purge," q. u] himself upon oath, he is discharged.

if he confesses the contempt, the court may line or

imprison him. This mode of trial, which is derived

from the courts of equity, is sanctioned by immemo

rial usage.‘

While a justice of the peace has no power to pun

ish a contempt committed before him, he may bind

the party to answer an indictment for obstructing the

administration of justice, and to be of good behavior

uunnwhile.'

The act of Congress of March 2, 1861, “declaratory

of the law concerning contempts of court,“ limits the

power of the circuit and district courts to three classes

of cases: 1, where there has been misbehavior of a

person in the presence of a court, or so near thereto as

to obstruct the administration of justice; 2, where

there has been misbehavior of any ofllcer of a court in

his ofllcial transactions; 8, where there has been diso

 

'4 Bl. Com. 2:43-88. See 21 Conn. H90; 65 Ind. 508; 49

Ie.8il2; L. R.,9 Q. B. 284; 25 Ala. 81; 16Ark.8S-i; 25

III. M 87 N. H. 450; 29 Ohio, 830; 8 Oreg. 487;

18 R. I. 427; El Am, LEW R83. 81,145, 2l7, $9, 361, 425

U831].

' Aibright v. Lapp, 25 Pa. l0l (1856); The Queen u_

Lefroy. L 3., s Q. 11 181-40 (1878),

bedience or resistance by any offlcer, party. juror, wit

n, or other person, to any lawful writ, process,

order, rule, decree, or command of a court.l

Such has always been the power of the courts, both

of common law and of equity. The exercise of the

power has a twofold object: to punish disrespect to

the comt or its order, and to compel performance of

some act or duty. In the former case, the court must

judge for itself of the nature and extent of the pun

ishment. In the latter caso the party refusing to obey

should be fined and imprisoned until he performs the

act or shows that it is not in his power to do it.‘

When a contempt isEommitted in fucie ourim, the

punishment is generally summary; when committed

elsewhere, initial proceedings are necessary, with no

tice, and opportunity to defend. A common initial

process is a rule to show cause why an attachment or

warrantfor contempt should not issue, of which serv

ice should be made. In a proceeding to punish for

criminal contempt, personal notice of the accusation

is indispensable.I

2. The power in a legislature to determine

the rules of its proceedings, and to punish for

disorderly behavior, includes power to en

force its rules in the customary way -— by

attachment as for contempt.

The necessity for the existence and exercise of this

incidental power rests upon the principle of self

preservation.‘

There is in the Constitution no express authority

for the power. Neither House of Congress is a court

of judicature, as was Parliament originally. The

Houses may punish for disorderly conduct or for fail

ure to attend sessions; may decide contested elections,

determine the qualifications of members, impeach

oflicers of government. Where, in an examination

necessary to the performance of these duties, a witness

proves contumacious, he may be fined and imprisoned;

but this can never be extended to an inquiry into his

private affairs, on the plea that he is a debtor to the

United States—that is a matter exclusively for the

judiciary..

1 Exp. Robinson, 19 Wall. 610-11 (1873), Field, J.;

Fischer 1:. Hayes, 19 Blntch. 18, 18 (1881); Worden v.

Searls, 121 U. S. 121-26 U887): R. S. Q 725; 10 F. R. 629

83, cases

' Re Chiles, 22 Wall. 168 (1874), Miller, J.; Exp. Hol

lis, 59 Cal.4(B (1881) See generally 22 Gent. Law J.

464-66 (1886), cases. History of constructive contempt,

83 Alb. Law J. 145-47 (1886), cases.

' Wheeler & Wilson Manuf. Co. v. Boyce, 36 Kan. 856

(1887); R/apalje, Cont. 596.

' 1 Kent, :’.36-87'; 2 Story, Const. §§ 305-l7.

'Kilbourn 1!. Thompson, l03 U. S. I68, lBl—M (188)),

cases, Miller, J. It had been alleged that Jay Cooke

& Co., bnnkrupts, who were indebted to the United

States, were interested in a “ real-estate pool“ in

Washington, D. C., and that their trustee had settled

with the associates of the firm to the disadvantage of

the creditors. The House of Representatives author

izcd a committee to be appointed to investigate the

matter. Kilbourn, being subpmnaed, appeared before

the committee, but refused to give the names of the
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Tbe case of Anderson. v. Dunn I declared that rep

Rsentntive bodies possess inherently the power to

punish for contempt. For sixty years this decision

stood unquestioned. The repeated and unqualified

declarations of the principle by courts and text

writers are to be traced to that case. The case of

Kilbourn v. Thompson seems to deny that general and

unlimited power exists inherently.‘

A city council is not a legislature: nor is it vested

with judicml functions; and its members are not

chosen with reference to their fitness to exercise such

functions. To allow it the right to imprison for l‘L‘fll§f1l

to answer any inquiry the whole body or one of its

committee may choose to make would be a dangerous

invasion of the rights and liberties of the citizen.

The legislature cannot confer upon municipal bodies

or oiflcers, not courts of justice nor exercising judi

cial power, authority to imprison and punish without

the rkht of appeal or of trial by jury,‘

CONTENTS. 1. The clause, in a bill of

lading, “shipped in good order . . con

tents unknown,” acknowledges only fair ex

ternal appearance; it includes no implication

as to quantity, quality, or condition of the

article: so that a shipper must prove the

actual good condition of the contents.‘ Sée

CARRIER.

2. In the Judiciary Act of September 24,

1769, 5' 11, in the phrase “ any suit to recover

the contents of any promissory note or other

chose in action,” means the sum named

therein, payable by the terms of the instru

ment itself.‘

An action to recover damages for a refusal to no

cept and pay for merchandise purchased under an

 

members of the pool, or to produce designated books

and papers. The ilouse ordered the speaker to issue

his warrant, directed to Thompson, the sergeant-air

arms, to arrest Kilhourn, who, when brought before

the House, still refused to impart the desired informa

tion. For this contempt be was committed to the

custody of Thompson until he would obey the original

subpmnn, meanwhile to be confined in the common

jail of the District At the end of forty-five days he

was released on a habecu corpus, and at once sued the

speaker, the committoemen, and the sergeant-at-arms

for forcible arrest, and imprisonment The members

of the House were held protected from prosecution;

but a verdict for $60,000 damages was recovered

against Thompson. This verdict being set aside as

excessive. on the second trial $39,000 were awarded.

This sum was reduced to fi0,000, and paid by order of

Congress, with interest, and costs. See MacArthur &

Mackey. 401-820883); 23 St. L. 467; Re Pacific Railway

Commission, 3-1 F. R. $143 (1887).

'0 Wheat. 204 (1821).

‘Exp. Dalton, 44 Ohio St. 150-6! (1886), cases.

' Whit/comb‘s Case, 1% Mass i2iL2i, 120-23 (1876),

uses, Gray. 0. J.

‘ Clark v. Barnweil, 12 How. an (1861).

‘Barney v. Globe Bank. 5 Blatch. 115 (1862)
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oral contract is a suit to recover the “contents . .

of a chose in action," within the act of March 8, 1887.

The quoted words were taken from the judiciary act of

1789. Primarily they were intended to apply to com

mercial instruments. such as promimory notes. ac

ceptances, and bonds, in which the sum promised in

familiarly spoken of as the “contents " of such in

strurnent.I

A suit to enforce the specific performance of a con

tract is a suit to recover the contents of a chose in ac

tion, within the meaning of i 629, Rev. St.‘

3. In the House of Lords the “contents "

are those who assent to, and the “ non-con

tents " those who oppose, a bill.

CO1‘T'I‘ES'I'.l To make the subject of

litigation; to litigate; to dispute or resist.

Contestable. Disputable; subject to re

sistance in a court; opposed to non-contest»

able.

Contestant. A litigant; a suitor.

To contest an election means to deny the legality

thereof; to contest a will, to resist the probate of a

writing alleged to be a wiil,— see Isnunscs; Issut, 8,

Feigned.

Some policies of insurance, by covenant on the part

of the insurer. are not contestable after a certain

period, as. three years, for a matter which arose prior

to the end of that period.

CONTESTATIO. See L1s, Contestatio.

CONTEXT. See Cossrnocnos.

CONTIGUOUS. In actual close con

tact; touching; near.

A relative term; referring to a building,

means in close proximity to the same.4

A building any particular number of feet. astwenty

five, from a detached dwelling. is not “contiguous “

to it..

The charter of a water-works company provided

that it should not prevent the city council from grant

ing to persons “contiguous " to the Mississippi river

the privilege of laying pipes to the river for their own

use. Held, that no lot can be contiguous unless it

fronts on the river or is separated only by a public

highway. with no private owner intervening, or, pos

sibly, on a block or square so situated.‘ Compare

Anncnxr; Anoso.

 

I Simons v. Ypsilanti Paper Co., 83 F. R. 198-94 (1853),

Brown. J .

' Shoecraft v. Bloxham, 124 U. S. 780 (1%).

' L. con-festari, to call to witness,

' Arkeli 0. Commerce ins Co., 69 N. Y. 1518 (I817); 10

Hun, 26.

‘Olson v. St Paul, &c. Fire Insurance Co., 35 lillnn

433 (R56).

' New Orleans \\'ater-Works Co. v. Ernst, 32 F. R. 0

(1887), Billings, J., following Water-Works Co. 11, Rh.

em, 115 U, S. 674 (1885), which concerned the St. Charles

Hotel, five blocks from the river. Compare New Or

leans Water-Works Co. v. Louisiana Sugar Co., 12:

id. 18 (1888)



CONTINGENCY

CON'1'IN’GE1‘TCJY.l An event which

may happen; a possibility. A fortuitous

event which comes without design, foresight,

or expectation.

A remainder which depends upon an uncertainty is

a “contingent " remainder. An expense which de

pends upon some future uncertain event is a “con

tingent " expense.’

“ Contingencies," in an estimate of expenses, means

expensa not yet ascertained, as yet unknown, uncer

lain. such as may or may not be incurred.‘

Contingency with a double aspect.

Occurs where remainders are so limited that

one is a substitute for the other, in the event

of the latter failing, and not in derogation of

the latter.‘

As, a grant to A for life, and if he have a son. then

to the son in fee, and if no son, then to B.

Contingent. Possible; liable to occur;

dependent upon an uncertainty: as, contin

gent or a contingent—damage, demand or

liability, devise or legacy, estate or interest,

fee or compensation, remainder, use, qq. v.

Applied to a use, remainder. devise, bequest, or

other legal right or interest, implies that no present

right exists, that whether a right ever will exist do

pends upon a future uncertain event.‘

An estate will not be held contingent unless decided

terms are mad, or it is necessary to infer that a con

tingency was meant to carry out other parts of the

“RI

As a rule, contingent interests are assignable, devis

sble, and descendihle.°

Seealso assourrs; Arrsa; CIR1‘AlN;TH3.N;Ul>ON,2;

Waxy.

CONTINUANCE. 1. After an issue or

demurrer has been joined, as well as in pm.L

vious stages of a proceeding, as day is given,

and entered upon the record, on which the

parties are to appear from time to time as the

exigeuce of the case may require. The giv

ing of this day is called the “ continuance,”

because thereby the proceedings are con

tinued without interruption from one ad

journment to another.7

3. Adjournment, postponement, to another

term of court.

May be had on account of —-the absence of a mate

rial Wii.ll(=B, who has been subpoenaed, unless the op

 

'L. eon-lingers, to touch; to relate to, happen.

‘People v. Yonkers. 39 Barb. 272 (1868). See also

l6 Op. Att.Gen. 418; 3) Me. 384.

‘See Fearne, Contv Rem. 873.

‘Jamison v. Blowers, 5 Barb. 692 (1849); Haywood o,

Shreve, -H N. J. L. 104 0&2).

' Weath-.4-iiead u. Stoddard 58 Vt. 628 08%), cases.

' Kenyon 0. See, 94 N. Y. 5iL‘3(i$i).

' [8 B1. Com. 816.
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posite party admits what such witness would testify

to: inability to obtain the evidence of a. witness out of

the State in time for trial; detention of a party in s

public service; sickness or death of a party or of

counsel; commission outstanding for taking testi

mony; amendment to pleadings which occasions our

prise; filing a bill of discovery.‘ An ailldavit to the

alleged fact constituting the ground for continuance

is required. See Annnnnrrr, 1; Hist.

Puis darrein continuance. Since the

last adjournment or term of court. A plea

by which the defendant takes advantage of

a matter which has arisen since he entered

his original defense.‘

As, that the plaintiff, who was then s fame sole. has

married; or that she has given a release.l

In effect, a‘ pleading of facts occurring

since the last stage of the suit, whatever that

be, provided it precedes the trial.2

Confesses the matter which was before in dispute.

Not allowed if a continuance has intervened between

the time when the matter arose and when it was

pleaded: for the defendant is guilty of neglect, and is,

besides, supposed to rely upon his former plea. Nor

is it allowed after a demurrer has been determined, or

a verdict been given: because relief may be had by

motion.’

The appointment of a successor in oflice, after pro

ceedings by mandamus are begun, may be set up by

a plea puis dnr-rei n continuance.‘ See Cozrrmvaxoo;

Dlscoxwmcsscs.

3 “Continuance in office," in a constitu

tion prohibiting the legislature from increas

ing the compensation of any public officer

during such period, means continuance under

one appointment.‘ See Courssssnou, 1.

CONTINUANDO. L. By continuing;

by continuance.

in trespassos of a permanent nature, where the in

jury is continually renewed, the declaration may allege

that the injury has been committed by continuation

from one given time to another. This is called " lay

ing the action with a confinuando." The plsintifl! is

not then compelled to bringa separate action foreach

day's separate offense. But where the trespass is by

one or several acts, each terminating in itself, and be

ing once done cannot be done again, it cannot be laid

with a oontinuando; yet if there be repeated acts of

trespass committed (as, cutting a certain number of

trees), they may be laid to be done, not continually,

but at divers days and times within a given period; '

or on a given day and " on divers other daysand times

between " that and another particular day.1

I [3 Bl. Com. 2915. See Steph. P1. 04.

' [Waterbury v. McMillan, 46 Miss. 610 (1879).

l 3 Bi. Corn. 296; 4 Del. Ch. 352.

‘Thompson v. United States, 108 U. S. 48), 488 (I837)

' Smith v. City of Waterbury, 54 Conn. 176 11886).

'3 Bi. Com. 2i2.

’Gould, Plead. 86-96; State v. Bosworth, 54 Conn. I

(1%); as N. a. 41.
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CONTINUING. Extending from one

time or condition to another: as, a continu

ing—consideration, breach, damage, guar

anty, nuisance, qq. 1;. See also PRESUM1>

TION.

CONTINUOUS. 1. Uninterrupted: un

intermitted; unbroken: as, a continuous

adverse use;I that a custom (q. 1:.) must be

continuous; a continuous carriage, passage,

trip, or voyage.’ See CARRIE-R, Common;

Lamno, Bill of. -

2. As applied to an “injury,” recurring at

repeated intervals, of repeated oocurrencezof

the same sort of damnification an actual

continuous mischief would be., Compare

Conrmosnno.

Non-continuous. A grant of a right or

easement (q. '0.) in iandis “ non-continuous”

when the use of the premises by the grantee

will be only intermittent and occasional, and

not embrace the entire beneficial occupation

and improvement of the land.‘

CONTRA. L. Against; in opposition

to; to the contrary eifect; contrary.

Standing alone (1) denotes opposition of counsel to

matters urged in argument, as "A. B., eonh-a;" (2)

indicates cases or authorities which do not agree with

others cited. See Cos, 2; Cousrsn.

Contra bonos mores.

morals, q. v.

Contra formam statuti.

form (q. 1'.) of the statute.

Contra pacem. Ag21inst the peace, q. 1:.

Contra proferentem. Against tl1e pro

poser. See VERBUM, Verbs fortius, etc.

CONTRABAND.° Contrary to a ban —

a public proclamation.

Contraband of war. -Prohibited by the

laws of war. Describes goods which a neu

tral may not furnish to a belligerent.

Articles manufactured and primarily or ordinarily

used for military purposes in time of war are always

contraband. Articles which may be used for war or

peace according to circumstances are contraband

only when actually destined to the use of the belliger

 

Against good

Against the

'50 Ind.-111; 4 De G. J. & S. 199; 18 F. R. 115.

'4 Saw. 114; 12 Weekly Dig. (N. Y.) 375.

I Wood v. Sutcllfle, 8 Eng. L. & Eq. 220 (1861).

‘ Jamaica Pond Aqueduct Corporation 0. Chandler,

9Allen. 164 (1864), Bigelow, C. .l.; Fetiers v. Humph

reys, 18 N. J. E. 262 (1867).

' Contrabannum, in medieval Latin, is merces

barvm interdictm. “ The sovereign oi’ the country made

goods contraband by an edict prohibiting their impor

tation or their exportation,"— Woolsey, lnt. Law,

Q 192: ib. §§ 192-9'). See BAN.
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en!’~ Articles exclusively used for peaceful purposes

are not contraband. though liable to seizure for viola

tion of blockade or siege. Contraband articles con

ts-minate non-contraband, it belonging to the same

owner. In ordinary cases the conveyance of contra

band articles attaches only to the freight.I

Provisions. and money. destined for hostile use, are

contraband.1 -

Treaty provisions enumerate the articles which

shall be deemed contraband.

CONTRACT.‘ 1, n. (1) An agreement,

upon sumcient consideration, to do or not to

'do a particular thing.4

A compact between two or more parties.‘

An agreement in which a party under

takes to do, or not to do, a particular thing.‘

In the Constitution, as elsewhere, the

agreement of two or more minds, for con

siderations proceeding from one to the other.

to do, or not to do, certain acts. Mutual

assent to the terms is of the very essence]

An interchange, by agreement, of legal

rights.8

A deliberate engagement between compe

tent parties, upon a legal consideration, to ‘

do, or to abstain from doing, some act.D

A promise from one or more persons to

another or others, either made in fact or

created by the law, to do or refrain from

some lawful thing; being also under the seal

of the promisor, or being reduced to a judi

cial record, or being accompanied by :1 valid

consideration, or being executed, and not

being in a form forbidden or declared inade

quate by law. 1°

In its widest sense includes records and specialties,

but is usually employed to designate simple or para]

contracts; 1'. e., not only verbal and unwritten con

tracts, butall contracts not of record or under seal

This is strictly the legal signification, inasmuch as the

existence of a consideration which is necessary to

constitute a parol agreement is not requisite, or rather

I The Peterhoif, 5 Wall. 58 (1666), Chase, C. J.

‘The Commercen, 1 Wheat. 88? (1816); United States

v. Dickelman, 92 U. S. 626 (1875); 1 Kent, 138-48.

' L. con-trahere, to draw together: for minds to meet

‘ 2 Bl. Com. 442, quoting some previous author.

' Fletcher v. Peck, 6 Cranch, 136 (1810), Marshall, C. J.

' Sturges v. Crowninshieid, 4 Wheat 107 (1819), Mar

shall, C. J. Seé also ib. 656, W; 11 Pet. '57:; 109 U. S.

288; 113 id 464; 71 Ala. 432; 341a An. 45; 30Tex. 422;

4 Tex. Ap. 821.

" Louisiana v. Mayor of New Orleans, 109 U. S. 288

(1883), Field, J.; Chase 1:. Curtis, 113 id. £61 (1355).

'1Whart. Contr, § 1.

' Story. Contr.§ 1; also 1 Pars. Contr. 6.

I‘Bishop, Contr.§ 3, where definitions from other

books are quoted.
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is presumed, in obligations of record and in special

mi

There must be a p'~rson able to contract; a pr-rsnn

able to be contracted with: a thing to be contracted

for; n sutlicient consideration: words clearly express

ing the agreement; and the assent of both parties to

the same thing in the same sense.’

Acontract is resolvable into proposal and accept

nnce; the proposal not to bind beyond a reasonable

time. and. until accept-.-<_l_ may be conditional. The

place and time of acceptance are the place and time

of the contract. The assent must be definite; non

relusal is not enough.‘ See UNDIBSIANDINO. Com

pare Tassaaowron.

(2) The language, written or unwritten,

which evidences a mutual engagement or

exchange of promises.

Does not. like “deed," “bond," or "promissory

note," necessarily import. a written instrument.‘ It

applies to agreements obligating both parties, hence

not to bills and notes.‘

Generally, “ agreement“ is the weaker, more ver

nacular word. “ contract " the more technical and

forcible. “ Agreement " is more apt to be used of an

engagement formed by actual negotiation, but not em

bodiul in the most solemn formality of writing, seal,

etc; “contract,"where the intention is to embrace

the whole range 0! entorcible obligations created by

mutual consent. "Bargain" seems to be used like

"contract" in importing a consideration and full legal

obligation; like “agreement “ in implying actual no

glimtion and assent rather than definite legal for

mantles.

in the best use “ contract“ does not embrace obli

gations which society imposes for reasons oi‘ general

exphiicncy, only obhgations founded upon assent of

parues: nor a mere moral obligation. unrecognized

bylaw, deduczible from a promise unsupported by a

consideration; nor a judgnicnt; nor, generally, a

charter, nor a license from government; nor is a pub

lic office the subject of a contract. Marriage is rather

I civil or social status than a contract. Obligations

in winch there is no apparent mutuality have been

exclu 1.-dz mutuality ot ment and of act being of the

uss('.|\:e ot a contract. .

Formerly, lawyers spoke of “ obligations " (mean

ing bonds, in which "obliged " is a formal term),

"covenants," and " agreements" —the last word be

ing used as “contract " is now used.‘

2, r, adj. Agreed to; stipulated; under

taken; incurred.

A “debt contracted “ may include a debt founded

upon a ti ‘rt "

 

‘Story, Contr. 5 1; also 1 Parsons. Contr. 6; Bishop,

Contr. “ KB, 150, 151, 162.

IJustice v. Lang, 4:! N. Y. 497 (1870).

'1 Whart. Contr. Chap. 1.

' Pierson v. Tmvnscnd. L’ Hill, 551 (1842).

' Safl'ord v, \\'yck0l!', 4 Hill, 456 (1312).

' [Addlaom Contr. 'i—-". Am. ed., A. & W. (1888). note]

See also Bishop, Contr. 55 191-92, 107.

'Re Radway, 3 Hughes, (El (1877); State u. O'Neil, 7

Urea. H2 (1879).

Contractual. Arising out of a contract:

as, a contractual relation. Whence non-c0n

tractual.

Besides the general distinctions noted be

low, contracts are: accessory, when assuring

the performance of another contract; alea

tory, when performance depends upon an

uncertainty: as, an annuity, a contract of

insurance; consensual, when dissolvable by

mere consent; dependent, when made to rest

upon some connected act to be done by an

other—opposed to independent, in which'

the acts have no inter-relation; parol, when

verbal or in writing but not under seal—op

posed to sealed contract, which is a specialty;

personal, when relating to personalty, or else

requiring some action of a person —oppoeed

to real, which regards realty, q. v.; quasi,

when the relation existing is analogous to

that of a contract, and the law attaches s'_imi

lar consequences; separable or severable,

when divisible, not entire, q. v.; simple,

when evidenced neither by a specialty nor

by a record: specialty (q. v.), when under

seal; verbal, when simple or parol. See also

FIDUCIARY; Hszsnnous; Msmrms; Om

ous; QUASI; \\/‘sesame.

More general and important distinctions

are the following:

Absolute contract. An agreement to

do or not to do something at all events.

Conditional contract. An executory con

tract, the performance of which depends

upon a condition — precedent or subsequent.I

Bilateral contract. Two promises given

in exchange for and in consideration of each

other. Unilateral contract. A binding

promise not in consideration of another.

A bilateral contract becomes unilateral when one

of the promises is fully performed.‘

in a suit upon a unilateral contract, it is only where

the defendant has had the benefit of the considera

tion. for which he bargained, that he can be held

bound.’

Divisible contract. A contract the con

sideration of which is, by its terms, suscepti

bio of apportionment on either side so as to

correspond to the unascertained considera

tion on the other side. Entire contract.

 

' Story, Contr. 55 30-40.

’ Langdcil, Sum. Contr. 55 183,12; Butler 1:. Thomp

sun, ii‘-3 U. S. 415 (1875); 6 Col. KM.

' Richardson 0. Hardwick, 106 U. S. 256 (1882), celee
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A contract the consideration of which is en

tire on both sides. The entire fulfillment of

the promise by either is a condition prece

dent to the fulfillment of any part by the

other.1

Examples of a divisible contract are an engagement

to pay a person the worth of his services as long as he

will do certain work; or, to give a certain price for

every bushel of so much grain as corresponds to a

sample. The criterion is, the extent of the consider

ation on either side is indeterminate undl the con

tract is performed.I

A contract by which one subscribes for a copy of a

book, to be published, delivered, and paid for in parts,

is entire.’ .

Special contract. (1) A contract under

seal; a specialty, g. c.

(2) A contract incidental to another as the

original or principal; as, for extra work or

material in the construction of a house. See

Dermott v. Jones, page 249.

(3) ‘A contract specially entered into, or

with peculiar provisions in distinction from

such ordinary terms as, in the absence of a

particular agreement, the law supplies.

As, that made with an employee for compensation,

and that with a common carrier (q. 1:.) in limitation of

his liability at common law.

Express contract. When the agree

ment is formal. and stated either verbally or

in writing. Implied contract. When the

agreement is matter of inference and deduc

tion.

The distinction between them is in the mode of

proof. In an "implied contract" the law supplies

that which, not being stated, must be presumed to

have been the agreement intended.‘

Express contracts are sometimes said to be of rec

ord, by specialty, or by simple contract. See Dear,

Of record, etc.; J unsussr.

An “express contract " exists where the terms of

the agreement are openly uttered and avowed at the

time of the making; as, to pay a stated price for

certain goods. An “implied contract " is such as rea

son and prejudice dictate, and which therefore the law

presumes that every man undertakes to perform; as,

to pay the worth of services requested of another; to

pay the real value of goods delivered without agree

ment as to price. A species of implied contract,

annexed to all other contracts, conditions, and cove

nants, is, that if one party fails in his part of the agree

ment he will pay the other party any damages

thereby sustained.‘

An implied contract is co-ordinate and commensu

rate with duty, and whenever it is certain that a man

____‘
I Story, Contr. 55 25-26; Pars. Contr. 517; 2 li.icCrary,

N9; 8 id. 180, 144-46, cases.

' Barrie u. Earle, 144 Mass. 4 \1Sd6).

' Story, Contr., Q 11; Leake, Contr. lb

'2 Bl. Com. 443: 8 id. 158-66.

ought todo a particular thing the law supposes him

to have promised to do that thing.‘

in that large class of transactions designated in the

law as implied contracts. the assent or convention

which is an essential ingredient of an actual contract

is often wanting. Thus, if a party obtain the money

of another by mistake, it is his duty to refund it. from

the general obligation to do justice which rests upon

all persons.I

A contract may be inferred when it is found that

there is an agreement and an intention to create a con

tract. although that intention has not been expressed

in words of contract. A contract is also sometimes

said to be implied when there is no intention to create

a contract, and no agreement of parties, but the law

has imposed an obligation which is enforced as if it

arose ea: contractu, instead of ex lege.I

The distinction between express and implied con

tracts may well be indicated by saying that the former

are actual, the latter constructive, imputed by law

rather because justice requires treating parties as if

under contract than because of any real supposition

that they have contracted.‘

Joint contract. A contract by which

the parties together are bound to perform the

obligation or are entitled to receive the benefit

of it. Several contract. A contract, by

which the individuals are separately con

cerned.

Where there is more than one person on either side

the contract will be construed as a joint right or ob

ligation. unless it be made several by the terms of the

contract.‘ See further Jonrr.

Executed contract. A contract whose

object has been performed. Executory

contract. One in which a party binds him

self to do, or not to do, a particular thing.‘

A contract may either be " executed," as if A agrees

to change homes with B, and they do it immediately.

in which case the possession and the right are trans

ferred together; or it may be " executory," as if they

agree to change next week. In the latter case the

right only vests, and their reciprocal property in Hhth

other's horse is “ in action; " for a contract execlitmi

conveys a chose'i.n possession, a contract executor-y,

a chose in action.'

A "contract executed " is one in which nothing re

mains to be done by either party, and where the [runs

action is completed at the moment the agreement is

made. An "execntory contract" is a contract to do‘

some future set. A contract to sell personally is

executory, while a completed sale by delivery is ex

lllllnois Central R Co. v. United States, 16 Ct. L1.

833 (1880), Drake, C. J. See also 55 Vt. 417; 2 Kent. 450

‘Pacific Mail Steamship Co. v. Jolifle. 2 Wall. 45?

(1864); Milford v. Commonwealth, 1-H Moss. 65 ii 87)

' Inhabitants of Milford v. Commonwealth, 1-H Sins

65 (1887). Field, J.

1 Addison. Contr. *2, Am. ed.. A. dz W. (isss), nun;

' Story, Contr. §§

' [Fletcher 11. Peck, 0 Crsnch, 186 (1810), Marshall, (1, J

'2 Bl Com. 4-18.
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ocuted: but as to which is meant the language may

not always be decisive. An undertaking may be of

the nature of both.‘

in an “executory contract " it is stipulated by the

agreement of minds upon suificient consideration,

that something is to be done or not to be done by one

or both of the parties. Only a slight consideration is

necessary. On the other hand. a contract is “ex

ecuted“ where every thing that was to be done is

done. and nothing remains to be done; as, a grant

actually made. This requires no consideration to sup

port it: a gift consummated U as valid as anything

can be.‘

An executed contract stands for and against all

parties. To the extent that an invalid contract is not

performed, it is voidable.'

While a special contract remains executory the

plaintiff may sue upon it. When it has been fully ex

ecuted according to its terms, and nothing remains to

be done but to pay the price, he may sue upon the

contract, or in indebitaius aasu mpsif,and rely upon the

common counts. lleither case the contract will de

termine the rights of the parties. But when he has

been guilty of fraud, or has willfully abandoned the

work, leaving it unfinished, he cannot recover in any

form of action. When he has in good faith fulfilled

the contract, but not in the manner or not within the

prescribed time, and the other party has sanctioned

or accepted the work, he may recover upon the com

mon counts in indebifafus assumpsii. in that case he

must produce the contract upon the trial, and it will

be applied as far as it can be traced; but if, by the

fault of the defendant. the cost of the work or mate

rial has been increased. so far the jury may depart

boa: the contract prices. in such case the defendant

may NCOUP any damages sustained by plaintiffs de

viations from the contract, and not induced by him

self, both as to the manner and the time of perform

ancc.‘ ’

Pro-contract. An engagement which

renders a person unabletoenter into another

legal contract; in particular, a contract _of

marriage which renders void a subsequent

marriage.“

Sub-contract. A contract, by one who

has engaged to do a thing, with another who

agrees to do all ora part of that thing. See

Coxraacroa.

A contract. procured by fraud. or for an immoral

purpose, or against an express enactment, or in gen

Ial r-1-siraiut of trade, or contrary to public policy,

will be declared void.

 

lStory, Contr. 55 23-23.

' Farrington 1:. Tennessee. 96 U. S. 688 (1877), cases,

Bwayne, J.

‘Thomas v. West Jersey R Co., 101 U. S. 85 (1879).

1 Derruott 1‘. Jones, 2 Wall. 9 (1864), Swayne, J,;\cm.

cago v. Tilloy. W3 U. S- 146. 154 11830). cases; Cutter v.

Powell, 2 Sin. L. CM. l-60, H1566; Chi"-7. COlih'.,'6l2,

O Conn. ma; 8) Kan. 8'38.

0] Bl. Com. 433; Bishop, lllar. & D. H58.

For cases other than those within the Statute of

Frauds, there is no prescribed form.

At common law, damages for breach of contract is

the only remedy; in equity, specific performance lq. 0)

may be had. Where one party refuses to perform his

part the other has an immediate right of action. and

need not wait for the time of performance.I See

V.u.ns, Market.

A mere assertion that the party will be unable or

will refuse to perform his contract is not sufflcient; it

must be a distinct, unequivocal, absolute refusal to

perform the promise, and be treated and acted upon

as such by the promises.’

The complaint must aver a promise and a breach

thereof.‘

It is well settled that the plaintlfl may recover as a

part of the damages for the breach of a special con

tract such profits as would have accrued from the

contract as the direct and immediate result of its ful

tillment.‘ uThese are part of the contract itself, and

must have been in the contemplation of the parties

when the agree-rnentwas entered into. But if they

are such as would have been realized from an inde

pendent and collateral undertaking. although entered

into in consequence and on the faith of the principal

contract, they are too uncertain and remote to be con

sidercd part of the damages." ° That is, the damages

“ must be such as might naturally be expected to fol

low the violation of the contract: and they must be

certain in their nature and as to the cause from which

they proceed. The familiar rule that the damages

must flow directly and naturally from the brcach is

a mode of expressing the first; and that they must be

the proximate consequence, and not be speculative or

contingent,are modifications of the last." In cases

of exec-utory contracts for the purchase of personalty,

ordinarily the measure of damages is the difference

between the contract price and the market price when

the contract is broken. This rule may be varied where

 

I Gran v. McVicker, 8 Bin. 18-!) (1874), cases, Drum

mond, J.; Burtis 0. Thompson. 42 N. Y. (Hand), 210

(1870); Cort U. The Ambergate, dtc. R Co., 6 E. L Q

E. 280, 284-87 (1861), cases.

‘Benjamin. Sales, 2 ed. 5 568. Approved, Sm00t‘l

Case, 15 Wall. 48 (1872), cases; Dingley v. Oler, 117 U. 8.

503 (1886), cases; Johnstcne 0. Milling, 16 Q. B. D. 467,

470, 473 (1886), cases.

' Du Brut: v. Jcssup, 70 Cal. 75 (1886).

‘ lliasterton ti. City of Brooklyn. 7 Hill, 67 (1845), Nel

son, 0. J.,— the leading case: United States v. Speed,

8 Wall. 84 (18%); United States v. Behan, 110 U. S. 348

(1881); Insley v. Shepard. 81 F. R. 873 (187). In Master

ton‘s case it was also said that " the plaintiff may re

cover the difference between the cost of doing the work,

and what he was to receive for it, making a reason.

able reduction for the less time engaged, and the re

lease from the care. trouble, risk, and responsibility

attending the full execution of the contract."

‘Fox 1:. Harding, 7 Cush. 522 (1551), Bigelow, J.

' Griflin u. Colver, 16 N. Y. 489 (1858). See also Booth

1:. Rolling lliill Co., 60 id. -192 (1875), cases; White v,

Miller, 71 id. 133 (1817), cases; Billmeyer v. Wagner, 91

Pa. 94 (1879); 48 id. 407; ll Atl. Rep. 800; Kendall Bank

Note Co. v. Commissioners, 79 Va. 578 (1884,).
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1116 contract is made in view of special circumstances

in contemplation of both parties.l

When a party sues for a part of an entire lndivls

ihle demand. and recovers judgment. he cannot sub

sequently maintain an action for another part of the

same demand.’

Where a writing is the sole repository of an agree

ment. its construction is a matter of law for the

court. Words are to be taken in the meaning usually

attached to them. But a true interpretation requires

that they be applied to the subject-matter, the situ

ation of the parties. and the usual and known course

of business. The common meaning of expressions.

otherwise clearI may thus be moditied by parol. with

out invasion of the rule which makes the writing the

only proper evidence of the agreement.'

In construing contracts. especially those of a dis

tinct class (like policies of insurance). in regard to

which. owing to long and constant use of forms sub

stantially alike. there has grown up a common and

general use of language which may be said to consti

tute jus cl,‘ norma loquendi.-— it is not safe to adopt

the more etymological meaning of words. nor the def

inition which lexicographers give them. It is often

necessary to ascertain whether a word or phrase has

acquired a special or peculiar meaning. or whether it

is used with any restricted signification by authors or

jurists or those conversant with the business to which

it relates.‘

IWestern Union Tel. Co. v. Hall.1% U. S. 444. 458

(18%). cases. Matthews. J. The plaintifl brought suit

for damages for the nondclivery of a message in

structing the addressee to buy 10.000 barrels of petro

leum. the price of which. when the message should

have been delivered, was $1.17 per barrel. but when

received had advanced toil.-‘$5 per barrel. The ad

dressee did not purchase. Held. that the plaintiflf

having suflered no actual loss. could recover only

nominal damages. not the contingent proflt'ho might

have made by buying and selling.

In Hadley v. Baxendnle.9 Exch. ‘S54 (1854). it was

said ut.he damages for which compensation is al

lowed are such as naturally and ordinarily flow from

the breach; such as may be supposed to have entered

into the contemplation of the parties when they made

the contract.or such as. according to the ordinary

course of things. might be expected to follow its viola

tion." 'I‘he rule as here expressed has been frequently

followed in this country. as see Mm-dock v. Boston, &c.

R. Co..133 Mass. 15 \1932); Bodkin v. Western Union

Tel. Co., 31 F. R. 136 (1887): Poposkey v. iilunkwitz. 68

Wis. 330 (1887). cases; and cases ante.

“ in an action fora breach of contractto deliver iron

the plaintiff recovers the diflenence between the con

tract price and the market price at the date of the re

fusal to fulfill the cor.tract." Roberts 1:. Benjamin.

154 U. S. 64 (188). cases. Biatchford. J.

‘Baird v. United States. 92 U. S. 432 (1877); Warren

0. Comings. 6 Cush. 103 (1151)), cases.

I Palmer 1:. Clark. 106 Mass. 357 (1571). Colt. .1. See I

Bishop. Contr. 55 370-82. cases.

‘Dole v. New Eng. hint. Ins. Co., 6 Allen. 886 (1868). '

Bigelow. C. J.

Contracts are to be construed according to their

plain meaning to men of understanding. and not so

cording to forced or artificial constructions.I

The court seeks to place itself in Lhe place of the

parties, and to view the circumstances as they viewed

them.’

Where the meaning is not clear the court takes the

light of the circumstances in which the contract was

made. and the practical interpretation the parties by

their conduct may have given it.l _

When the language is ambiguous, the practical in

terpretation given by the parties is entitled to great.

if not controlling, influence.I

Such practical construction will always prevail over

the literal meaning.‘

It is a fundamental rule that the courts may look

not only to the language employed. but to the subject

matter and the surrounding circumstances. and avail

themselves of the light the parties pomeued when the

contract was made.‘Written instruments are always to be construed by I

the court. except when they contain technical words

or terms of art. or when the instrument is introduced

in evidence collaterally. or where its effect depends

notmereiy on the construction and meaning of the in

strument but upon extrinsic facts and circumstances.

in which case the inference to be drawn from it must

be left to the jury. . . it is for the jury to say what

is the meaning of peculiar expressions. but it is for

the court to decide what is the meaning of the con

tract.’

It is the businem of the courts to enforce contracts,

not to make or modify them.‘

The law of contracts. in its widest extent. may be

regarded as including nearly all the law which regu

lates the relations of human life. All social life pre

sumes it. rests upon it: out of contracts, express or

implied. declared or understood. grow all rights. all

duties. all obligations. all law. Almost the whole pro

cedure of human life is the continual fulfillment of

contracts . . Implied contracts are co-ordinate and

commensurate with duty. with what a man ought to

do. These. in particularI form the warp and woof of

actual life. To compel the performance of contract

duties. the law exists. The well-being of society may

be measured by the degree in which the law construes

contracts wisely; eliminating whatever is of fraud or

error. or otherwise wrongful; and carrying them into

their full and proper effect and execution. These re

suits the law seeks by means of principles; that is. by

 

lLowber v. Bangs. 2 Wall. 737(1864). oases; Nash v.

Towne. 5 id. 699 (1866). cases.

‘Goddard 11. Foster. 17 \\'all. 142 (1873). cases. Clif

ford. J.; Dewelley u. Dewelley. 148 Mass. 513 (1887): 2)

Pick. 503.

' Chicago v. Sheldon. 9 Wall. 54 (1869); T091111’ v. Top

lid. 12:) U. S. 131(1t€'fi.

‘ District of Columbia 1:. Gallaher. 124 U. S. 510(18S.§);

Rowell 11. Doggett. 1-13 Mass. 4S7(1S8'I).

‘Merriam v. United States. 107 U. S. 441 (1882), cases.

Woods. J. See also United States 0. Gibbons. 109 id

200. 203 (1883).

‘The Harriman. 9 ‘Vail. 173 U809); 10 id. 171.
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means of hmtha. ascertained. detined, and so expressed

II to be practical and operative.I

See further Aonnnrnrr; Am‘, 3; Assam‘; Assmx. 2;

Asnnnrsrr; Csarnmn; Conner: Coxnrnox; Con

smmunos, 2; Conrmoroa; Cosrmcrus; Comm;

Cosvnrrro; Canon; Dnuoss; Dnommox. 4; DISA

srurrz Dvnsss; DUTY, 1; Eaaxm; Excnrnon, 1;

l-‘turn; Gaarrr-. lnwm; Isrtusxcn; lusnun. 2 (4);

Leona; L:-r. 1 (2); Lmsa. 8; Incsusa. 8; Mason. 2;

l\'ovn'i0.\‘: Osuoxnon; Orua, 1; OPTION; Pam‘;

Paaon. 2; PART.\'ERSHiP; PARTY, 2; PERFOBMANCI;

Pucl. 0! contract; Possmur; Pmvrrr; Paomsa;

lrh-r1r1crnox; Rsannm; Rsrosx; Ras. Perit. Ut res;

Rmcissiox; Rsvrvu; Sm; Sansracroar; S-rm.-rirv,'

Sssaoarnox; SUNDAY; Tms; Taans; Uses. Utile;

VALUI; Vom; Warvna; Wan.

CONTRACTOR. The primary meaning

is one who contracts; one of the parties to a

bargain; he who agrees to do anything for

another.

One who contracts with a government to

furnish provisions or supplies or to do work;

one who agrees to construct a portion of a

work. as, a railroad.’

Standing alone. or unrestrained by the context or

particular words, may mean a sub-contractor or a

person remotely engaged under a contract and doing

the work. as well as an original contractor.‘

Although. in a general sense, every one who enters

into a contract may be called a “ contractor," yet that

word. !or'want of a better. has come to be used with

special reference to a person who. in the pursuit of an

independent business. undertakes to do specific jobs

of work for other persons without submitting himself

to their control in respect to the petty details of the

work. The true test is to ascertain whether one

who renders the service does so in the course of an in

dependent occupation. representing thewill of his em

ployer only as to the result 01’ his work and not as to

the means by which it is accomplished. . . If he

submits himself to the discretion of his employer as to

the details of the work. fulfilling his will not merely as

to the result but also as to the means by which that’

result is to be attained, the contractor becomes a

servant in respect to the work.‘

The ordinary relation of principal and agent. master

and servant. does not subsist in the case 0! an inde

pendent employee or contractor who is not under the

immed'ute direction of the employer.‘

See Phillips Construction Co. v. Seymour. under

Covun.vr'; Ruroxnnr.

 

' 1 Pars. Cont:-.1-6; 2B1. Com. 443; 3 Law Qunr. Rev.

166-79 (1587).

‘Kent :1. N. Y. Central R. Co., 12 N. Y. 681 (1855).

' liiundt v. Sheboyg-an. &c. R. Co., 31 Wis. 45? (1871).

Dixon. 0. J.; 1.2 N. Y. 681; Bflow. Pr. 454; 2.3Mlnn. 524.

‘Sheannan & Redi., Neg. ii 7 77: quoted. 71 Me.

I22; 7 Lea. 378; 157 Tex. 1510. See also Carter 1:. Berlin

lllls 00.. 58 N. H. 5-2-58 (1870). cases; Edmuudson 1:.

Pittsburgh. aw. R. Co., 111 Pa. 319 uses); now. 159; 17

lo. 121.

am“ e. International B. 00.. 51 Tex. 511

CONTRACTUS. L. A drawing together:

a meeting of minds; a contract. See FORUM;

Locus.

Ex contractu. By virtue of a contract

Applied to a right or a duty founded upon a

contract relation. Opposed, ea: delicio: by

force of a wrongful act, or tort.

Whence actions ea: contractu and ea: delicto. See

Amos, 2; Daucrvu.

The civil law refers the greater part of rights and

duties to the head of obligations ex contractu and

quasi ex contractu : express and implied contracts.I

CONTRADICT. See Paaon; REBUT.

CONTRARY. A verdict “ contrary to

law " is contrary to the principles of law ap

plicable to the facts which the jury were to

try.’ See Aoanvsr.

CONTRAVENE. To conflict, oppose.

VVhence contravention. ,

A right which mllitates with another right is some

times called a “ contravening equity.“ '

CONTRIBUTION. The share provided

by or due from one of several persons to as

sist in discharging a common obligation or in

-advancing a common enterprise.‘

Contributive; contributory. Helping

to bring about a result; directly contribut

ing to an injury: as, contributory negli

gence. q. 1;.

“ Contributory” is also used in the sense

of contributor: a person liable to contri

bution to the assets of a company which is

being wound up, q. v.

A right to contribution exists where a debt owed by

several persons jointly is collected from one; when

one of two or more sureties pays the sum (or which

both or all are bound; when one co-devisee or co-dis

tributee pays a charge upon land devised or descended;

when a partner pays more than his share of the flrm's

debts; where recourse to private property is had to

pay the debt of an insolvent corporation; where a co

insurer pays the whole loss; where a party-wall or a

division-fence is constructed or repaired.‘

Equal contribution to discharge a joint liability is

not inequitable, even as between wrong-doers, al

though the law will not. in general, support an action

to enforce it where the payments have been unequal.‘

(1871)). cases. See also Robinson 1:. Blake Manui‘. Co.,

143 Mass. 53211887); 27 Conn. 274; 45 1]]. 455; 8 Gray.

819; 4Allen.13‘3; 11 id. 419; 125 Mass. 212; 66N. Y. 184;

46 Pa. 213; 5711874; 9 li1.& W. '73.

I2 Bl. Com. 4-13.

‘ [Bosseker 0. Cramer. 18 Ind. 45 (1862); Candy 0

Hanmore. 76 id. 128 (1851).

l 101 U. S. 739.

‘ [Abhott‘s Law Dlct.

‘ See 1 Story. Eq. §§ 481-5%.

‘ b‘elz v. Unna, 6 Wall. 836 (1867), Cliflord. J.; %

Conn. 455; 1 Bibb, 562
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The remedy in equity is more eflective; as, between

co-suretieal

But there is “ no contribution between wrong

doers." This rule applies appropriately only to cases

where there has been infrnti0'nal violation of law,

and where the wrongdoer is to be presumed to have

known that the act was unlawful.’ It fails when the

injury grows out of a duty resting primarily upon one

of the parties, and but for his negligence there would

lmve been no cause of action against the other. .

A servant is liable to his master for the damages re

covered against him in consequence of the negligence

of the servant.I

A municipality, made to pay damages for an injury

resulting from the negligence of a private citizen,

may recover the amount from the citizen.‘ See Av~

amen, Genera]; Jomr.

CONTROL. SeePROHIB1'1‘10N; REGULATE.

in a contract by a railroad company concerning the

roads which it might “control,“ held to refer to the

immediate or executive control which it exercised by

oflicers and agents acting under instructions from the

board of directors.‘

The “ control " is a necessary incident to the “ reg

ulation “ of the streets of a city.‘

CONTROLLER. See COMPTROLLER.

CONTROVERSY. Any issue, whether

of a civil or criminal nature; a case, q. 0.

A dispute arising between two or more

persons"

A civil proceeding; as, that the judicial power of

the United States shall extend “ to Controversies to

which the United States shall be a Party; —to Contro

versies between two or more States," etc."

A controversy between citizens is involved in a suit

whenever any property or claim of the parties capable

of pecuniary estimation is the subject of litigation,

and is presented by pleadings for judicial determina

tiun.°

See further Cass, 2, Cases, etc; DISPUTI; Mann;

Psoexnz; Rmmva,2.

CONTUIMACY." Refusal or neglect to

appear or to answer in acourt; contempt for

“Vhite, Ld. Cas.66;1 Dd. Cos. Eq.100;13 Am. Law

Reg. 529.

I Bailey 1:. Buasing, 28 Conn. 458-61 (1859), cases: The

Atlas, 98 U. S. 815 (1876), cases; The Hudson, 15 F. R.

167 (1888), cases; 18 Bradw. 565.

I Merryweather v. Nixon, 2 Sm. L. C. 488, 480, cases;

Chicago City 1:. Robbins, 2 Black, 418 (1862); Robbins

v. Chicago City, 4 Wall. 657 (1866).

' Clinton, &c. R. Co. v. Dunn, 59 Iowa, 619 (1882),

cases; Cooley, Torts, p. 145.

' Pullman Palace Car 00. v. Missouri Pacific R. Co.,

a DIOCPMY, 647 (1882). ’ -

' Chicago Dock Co. v. Garrity, 115 ill. 164 (1885).

' Barber 11. Kennedy, 18 Minn. 220 (1872); 33 id. 850;

17 Va. 125.

' Constitution, Art. 111, sec. 2; 2 Dali. 481-82; 109

U. S. 47;; Story, Const. 5 1668.

' Gaines v. Fuentes, 9:) U. S. 20 (1875), Field, J.; Searl

I. School District, 124 iii. 19l!(1888), cases, Matthews, .7.

" L. oontumaz, stubborn. obstinate.

the order of a court or legislature. \Vhence

contumacious. See CONTEMP1‘.

CONUSANCE. See Cooxtmscn.

CONUSOR. See Rsooosmascn

CONVENIENTLY. See Soos.

Whatever it is the duty of an ofiicer to do in the

performance of service enjoined by law, and which

may be accomplished by the exercise of reasonable

diligence, that he can “ conveniently ” do.l

CONVENTIO. L. A coming together:

agreement, engagement.

Conventio vineit legem. Agreement

takes the place of the law: the express un

derstanding of parties supersedes such under

standing as the law would imply.

Parties are permitted to make law for themselves

where their agreements do not violate the express pro

visions of any municipal law nor lnjuriously aiiect the

interests of the public.’

Setting aside the application of a general rule of

law is not intended.‘

CONVENTION. A general term for

any mutual engagement, formal or informal.

See Cosvnxno.

Conventional. Agreed upon ; created

-by act of parties—by agreement; opposed

to legal — created by construction and oper

ation of law: as, a conventional estate for

life;4 a conventional community, q. 1;.

There are postal conventions between nations: and

constitutional conventions by delegates chosen to

frame constitutions, q. v. Compare RECONVENTION.

CONVERSATION. 1. The etymolog

ical meaning (which see, below) seems to be

preserved in the offense termed criminal

conversation: adultery regarded as an injury

to the husband, entitling him to damages in

a civil action."

The abbreviation “ crim. con." has acquired

a fixed and universal signification which the

courts will take notice of without proof.‘3

The development of the word has been substantial]y

as follows: L. oonversatio, frequent use, habitual

abode, intercmuse: conversari, to turn to often, to

dwell, live with.

(1) Manner of living; habits of life; behaving, be

havior; conduct; life.

 

l Guerln v. Reese, 33 Cal. 297 (1807).

‘Little Rock, &c. R. Co. v. Eubanks, ~18 Ark. 467

(1886); 22 N. Y. 249.

'Story, Agency, 5 308; 14 Gray, 446; 83 Pa. 96; 10

Wall. 644.

1 2 Bl. Com. 120.

'3 Bl. Com. 189.

' Gibson 1;. The Cincinnati Enquirer, 5 Cent. Law J.

381 (1877); Same v. Same, 2 Flip. 125 (1577). See Wales

11. Miner, 89 Imi 118 (1883); 15 Am. Law Beg. 45l£O

(1876). cases
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As, in the expreaions: " of uprlghtoonversation; " ‘

“the illthy conversation of the wicked," ' — i. e., their

hscivious life; “ the conversation of the wives . .

chaste conversation." '

(2) lntimate relation, amocistion; companionship;

tamiliar intercourse.

(3) Sexual acquaintance; illicit intimacy.

2. Familiar discourse; oral communica~

H011. SE8 COKMUNICATION ; COLLOQUIUN;

Warren, 1.

CONVERSION. Changing into another

state or condition.

1. Of partnership debts: the changing oi!

their original character and obligation with

the consent of the creditors; so that, if they

are originally joint debts of all the partners,

they become, by consent, the separate debts

of one partner; or if they are the separate

debts of one partner, they become, by like

consent, the joint debts of all the partners.‘

9. In equity, money which, according to a

will or agreement, is to be invested in land is

regarded as realty; and land which is to be

converted into money is regarded as money,

and treated accordingly.5 ' '

Whence the doctrine of equitable con

version; whence, also, reconversion: the

change of property, once converted, into

other property oi’ the former species.

The application to deeds and wills of the principle

which treats that as done which ought to be done.‘

A conversion will be regarded as such only for the

purposes of the will, unless a different intention is dis

tinctly indicated "

An implied direction to sell land, for the payment

of legacies, works an equitable conversion. The im

mediate edect of such direction is to hn-ak me do

scent by vesting the estate in the trustee Clolhvd with

power to sell. and to confer on the legatees, not an in

terest in the land, but simply a right to the proceeds

oi’ the sale, in designated proportions,— which is a

mere chose in 8-ctlon.I

When the purpose for which the conversion was to

take place totally falls. the property is regarded as

being what it is in fact, no conversion then taking

place.

“ 0 establish a conversion, the will must direct it

absolulol)‘ or out and out, irrespective of all contin

gencies. The direction to convert must be positive

 

IThe King} Bible (l61i)— Psalms, xxxix, 14.

' 2 Pet. ll, 7.

‘I Pet ill, 1-2.

‘Story, Partn. 5 869.

' Seymour 11. Freer, 8 Wall. 214 (1868).

‘Chew v. Nlcklin. #5 Pa 81' (1863); De Wolf 1:. Law

son, 61 Win 47748 (1884), cases; Eiflnger 1:. Hall, 81 Va.

107 (185)

' Johnson v. Holltleld, 9 Ala. 1??-Q (18%, uses.

' Beatty v. Bvers, l8 Pa. 101' (lR')l).
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and explicit, and the will, if it be by will, or the deed,

it it be by contract, must decisively fix upon the land

the quality of money. The direction to sell must be

imperative.“ I

A naked or merely discretionary power to sell, un

less, perhaps, coupled With an interest, does not effect

5 conversion.’

Where land is to be sold. and legatees interested in

the proceeds elect to take it as such, it then becomes

bound by liens.I

There is no conversion where a widow elects to take

against a will directing a sale.‘

To eflect a reconveraion, an election to take the

land, instead of the proceeds, must be by an unequlvo

cal act on the part of all persons interested.‘

Intention is the governing rule as to conversions.l

3. Any unauthorized dealing with an

other’s personalty as one’s own.

The exercise of dominion and control over

property inconsistent with and in defiance of

the rights of the true owner or party having

the right of possession.''

This may be actual, and either direct or

, constructive.

It is not necessary that there be a manual taking 0!

the thing. nor that the defendant has applied it to his

own use. The one inquiry is: Does he exercise a do

minion over it in exclusion or in defiance of the plalnt

ifs right! It so, that is a conversion, be it for his

own or another‘s use.‘

Trover and conversion. The action for

damages for a conversion, maintainable by

him who has the right to immediate posses

sion.°

The property may be a deed, a negotiable security,

money, a copy of a record, an untamed animal re

claimed, trees or crops severed, liquors adulterated, or

goods confused.

Includes using a thing without right, or in excess of

license; misuse —detention, delivery in violation of

I Anewalt‘s Appeal, 42 Pa 416 (1802), cases; Jones v.

Caldwell. 97 id. 45 (1881), cases; Hammond v. Putnam,

110 Mass. an (1872); 8 Ves. ass; 19 id. 424.

' Bleight v. Bank, 10 Pa. 181 (1848); Chew v. Nicklin,

45 id. Si (13%); Dundas's Appeal, 64 id. 335 (1870).

I Brownfield v. Mackay,21' Pa. 820 (1856); Brolasky v.

Gally. 51 id. 518 (1866); Evans‘s Appeal, id. 188(l869).

‘ Hoover u. Landis, 76 Pa. 351 (1874).

' Beatty v. Byers, 18 Pa. 107 (1851); Evans‘s Appeal,

rupra; 8 Va. Law J. 518 (1ll>S>l).

‘See generally Fletcher 11. Ashburner, 1 Brown, C.

C. '49? (ITTQ): 1 W. & '1‘. Lead. Cas. Eq. 1118-71, cases;

1 Story, Eq. §§ 562-71, 790-93; 2 id. ii 1212-30; 2 Kent,

230. 476: Craig v. Leslie, 8 Wheat. 577-78, 682 (1813); 10

Pet. '5(i'l; 5 How. $53; 4 DeL Ch. 72; 15 B. Mon. 11$; -3.‘

Md. 563', 8 Gray, IE); 68 N. C. 832, 881; 5 Paige, Ch. 172;

6id.4-18; 13 R. l. 507.

" Badger v. Hatch, 71 Me. 565 (188)), Barrows, J.

' Bristol v. Burt, 7 Johns. '258 (1810), Per cunam.

'8 Bl.Com.152;127 Ma-. 64; lSm.L.C.%O; B9Ind

‘.245.
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orders, or nondelivery and even a wrongful sale. by a

bailee; improper seizure or sale by an ofilcer; not an

accidental loss, nor mere non-teasance.l An original

unlawful taking is conclusive; but where the original

taking is lawful, and the detention only is illegal. a de

mand and refusal to deliver is necessary and must be

shown.‘

The action of trover and conversion, though origi

nally for damages against one who hadfound and ap

propriatcd the goods of another, now reaches all cases

where one has obtained such goods by any means, and

has sold or used them. without assent, or has refused

to deliver them on demand.‘

The measure 01’ damages is the value of the prop

erty at the time of the conversion, with legal interest.‘

As to what is conversion of public moneys by pub

lic oificers. sce Revised Statutes, §§ 5488, 5196.

See further Darmua; Rsrurvm; Tnovna.

QC)1‘1'VEYANCllL.5 A carrying from

place to place; also, transmission, transfer,

from one person to another.

1. Transportation,— the .act, or the means

employed.

Public conveyance. A vessel or vehicle

employed for the general conveyance of pas

sengers. Private conveyance. A vessel

or vehicle belonging to and used by a private

individual.‘

An omnibus used to carry, free of charge, guests of

ahotel to and from railroad stations is not a “ pub

lic" conveyance.’ See Vsnicnl

2. Transfer of title to realty; and, the in

strument by which this is done.

Properly, the term does not relate to a disposition

of personalty, although sometimes so used,‘ as see

under Fraudulent Conveyance.

The conveyance or transfer of title to vessels is

regulated by the act 01! July 29, 1850, re-enacted into

Rev. St. as I)‘ 4192.

To “convey” real estate is, by an appro

priate instrument, to transfer the legal title

from the present owner to another.‘

 

I

'8 Bl. Corn. 152, etc, ante.

'1 Chitty, Pl. 170; 126 Mass. 132; 2 Greenl. Ev. $644.

‘ Boyce 1.1. Brockway, 31 N. Y. -193 (1865). cases; 61 id.

(17:68 id. 524; 10 Johns. 172. See also 9 Ark. 55; 2 Cal.

571; 10 Conn. 819; 10 Cash. 416; 2 Allen, 184; 86 Me.

489; 85 N. C. 840; 89 N. H.101;48id. 406; 10 Oreg. 84;

0 Heisk. 715; 89 Vt. 480; L. R., 7 Q. B. 629; 9 Ex. 89.

' Grimes 1:. Watkins, 159 Tex. 140 (1883); 46 id. 402; 6

id. 45. As to limitation oi! actions. see 21 Cent. Law

J. 245-47 (1885), cases.

‘ F. convier. totransmit: L. oo-rwiare, toaccompaay.

‘Ripley 1:. Insurance Co., 10 Wall. 338 (1872), Chase,

0. J.; Oswego v. Collins, 88 Hun, 170 (1885).

' City of Oswego v. Collins, 88 Hun, 171 (1885).

‘ Dickerman v. Abrahams, 21 Barb. 561 (1854).

‘ Abendroth 0. Town of Greenwich, 29 Conn. 866

(IBW); Edelman v. Yeakei, 27 Pa. 29 (1%).

In a deed, is equivalent to "grant."I See Cove

am, 1.

Imports an instrument under seal.‘

May include a lease.‘ or a mortgage.‘

Is simply a deed which passes or conveys land from '

one man to another,‘ or conveys the property of lands

and tenements from man to man.‘ Evidences an in

tention to abandon the land.’

involves a transfer of a freehold estate.‘

Absolute conveyance. A conveyance

entirely executed; not conditional, as in the

case of a mortgage, q. v.

Adverse conveyance. A conveyance

opposed to another conveyance; one of two

or more conveyances passing or pretending to

pass rights which are inconsistent with each

other.

As, two or more transfers of absolute omiership in

the same piece of land to diflercnt persons. See Pos

sEssmN, Adverse.

Conveyances at common law. Some

of these may be called original or primary,

those by means whereof the benefit or estate

is created or first arises; others, derivative

or secondary, those whereby the benefit or

estate originally created is enlarged, re

strained, transferred, or extinguished.’

Original are: feoliment, gift, grant, lease, exchange.

partition. Derivative are: release, confirmation, sun

render, assignment, defeasance—each of which pro

supposes some other conveyance precedent.’

Conveyances under the Statute of

Uses. Such as have force and operation by

virtue of that statute.lo

They are: covenant to stand seized to uses, bargain

and sale, lease and release, deed to lead or declare the

use of another more direct conveyanua, deed or revo

cation of a use."

At common law, words of conveyance were give,

grant, bargain and sell, alien, enfeofl, release, confirm,

quitclaim, qq. v. The meaning of these terms has

been somewhat modified."

 

I Patterson 11. Carneal, 8 A. K. Marsh.‘ 621 (1821);

Lambert v. Smith. 9 Oreg. 193 (1881).

I Livermore v. Bagley, 8 Mass 510-11 (1817).

‘ Jones 1:. Marks, 47 Cal. 246 (1874).

‘ Odd Fellows’ Savings Bank 0. Benton, 46 Cn1_ am

(1878); Babcock u. Hoey, 11 Iowa, 877 (1860); Pickett, n.

Buckner, 45 Miss. 245 (1871): Rowell v. Williams, 54

Wis. 689 (1882). See N. Y. R. S. 762. § 88; 2 id. 137, 57.

‘Brown v. Fitz, 18 N. H. 285 (1842); Klein 0. McNa

mara, 54 Miss. 106 (1876).

‘ 2 B1. Com. 309.

' 2 Bl. 00m. 10.

‘Hutchinson v. Bramhall, 4211. J. E. 885 (188).

‘2 B1. Com. 809, 324; 9 Oreg. 187.

" :2 Bi. Com. 809, 327.

U 2 Bl. Com. 338-39.

" Richardson 1:. Levi, 67 Tax. 867 (IE7).
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The forms of conveyance are prescribed by stat

utes in many States; but such statutes are gener

ally deemed directory only. not mandatory; and

the common-law modes are recognized as eflectual.

Conveyance by bargain (q. o.) and sale is the mode

ordinarily practiced.

Whatever be the form or nature of the convey

ance. if the grantor sets forth on the face of the in

strument. by way of recital or everment. that he is

possessed of a particular estate in the premises. which

estate the deed purports toconvey. or if the possession

is ai‘i1i-med in the deed in express terms or by neces

sary implication. the grantor and persons in privity

with him. are estopped from denying that he was so

Il'J>'$k“S§fi1. The estoppel works upon the estate. and

binds an after-acquired title.I See Aancnon. 1; Con

nmos; Deep. 2; Dsuvsnv. 4; Esrorru; Ixnuucs;

Rxcoanz Tmssm; UNDER AND Sumner.

Fraudulent conveyance. In a general

sense. any transfer of property, real or per

sonal.2 which is infected with fraud. actual

or constructive; more specifically, such

transfer of realty by a debtor as is intended

or at least operates to defeat the rights of

hiscreditor-s. Voluntary conveyance. A

transfer without valuable consideration.

Celebrated statutes upon this subject. adopted by

the States. are: (1) 13 Elizabeth (1511). o. 5. which do

clares void conveyances of lands. and also of goods.

made to delay. hinder. or defraud crellilors; unless

" upon good [valuable] consideration. and bona/ide.“ to

a person not having notice of such fraud. (2) 27 Eliza

beth (1515). c. 4. made perpetual by 89 Eliz. (1597). c. 18.

s. 81. which provides that voluntary conveyances of

any estate in lands. tenements. or other heredita

ments. and conveyances of such estates with clause of

revocation at the will of the grantor.are also void as

against subsequent purchasers for value. The eflect

of the last statute is. that a person who has made a

voluntary settlement of landed property. even on his

own children. may afterward sell the property to any

purchaser. who.even though he has notice of the set

tlement. will hold the property; but. otherwise. if the

settlement is founded on a valuable consideration.‘

These statutes are to be liberally construed in sup

pression of fraud.‘

the object of 13 Elizabeth was to protect creditors

n-om frauds practiced under the pretense of discharg

ing a moral obligation toward a wife. child. or other

relative. it excepts the (mac fide discharge of such

obligation. Hence. a voluntary conveyance. as to

creditors. in not necessarily void.‘ The object of 27

Elizabeth was to give protection to subsequent pur

chasers against more volunteers under prior convey

ances. As between the parties such conveyances are

lilflnfl-‘
‘Van Hensselaer v. Kearney. 11 How. 822 (1850).

uses; French 1:. Spencer. 21 id. 240 (1868); Apgar v.

Christophera. $i F. R 7538 (l8‘$7). Wales. J.

' See Livermore e. Bagley. 3 Mass. ‘$10-11 (18W).

' Williams. Real Prop. 76.

'1 Story. Eq. if 352-58. 362; 4 Kent. 402-64.

'1 Story. Eq. 5 425.

 

in England. all voluntary conveyances are void as

to subsequent purchasers. with or without notice. al

though the original conveyance was bone fide. upon

the ground that the statute infers fraud.l

in New York. only voluntary conveyances. originally

fraudulent. are held to be within the statute.’ in

Massachusetts. a conveyance. to be avoided. must have

been fraudulent. not merely voluntary. at its incep

tion.' In Pennsylvania. the gruntor must have in

tended. by his voluntary conveyance. to withdraw his

property from the reach of his future creditors; ' any

such creditor must prove that fraud on him was in

tended: a man need not provide for mdebtedness he

does notanticipate and which may never occur.‘ And

the Supreme Court of the United Stairs holds. what

is the settled doctrine generally. that if a person.

natural or artificial. solvent at the time. without actual

intentto defraud credito1~s.disposvs of his property

for an inadequate consideration. or makes a voluntary

conveyance of it. subsequent creditors are not in

jured; ' that a conveyance for value (as for marriage)

will be upheld. however fraudulent the purpose of

the grantor. if the grantee had no knowledge thereof.'

A deed made to prevent a recovery of damages for

a tort is fraudulent and void..

Conveyanccs to defraud creditors are also indictable;

expressly made so by 18 Elizabeth. 0. 5, 53.‘

The conveyance to a wife. in payment of a debt

owing by her husband. is not voluntary. nor fraudulent

as to other creditors: but there must have been a

previous agreement for repayment."

See further Dli7CLARA'l‘10N.l.; Ftunn; Human; Pos

snssios. Fraudulent; Pnsrnaancc; Swrrnn. 4.

Means conveyance. A conveyance be

tween others; an intermediate transfer.

Reconveyance. A transfer of realty

back to the original or former grantor.

Conveyancer. One who guakes a busi

ness of drawing deeds of conveyance of land.

and, perhaps. of examining titles.

One whose business it is to draw deeds. bonds.

mortgages. wills. writs. or other legal papers. or to

examine titles to real estate."

I 1 Story. Eq.§-128.

' Sterry 1:. Arden. 1 Johns. Ch. '269-70 (1814): s 0. ill

Johns. ‘i554 (1815); 6Cowen. 003; 8 id. -106; 8 Paige. 165.

I Beal 1:. Warren. 2 Gray. 456, 451 (1551).

‘ McKibhin 11. Martin. 64 Pa. 856 (1870).

‘Harlan 1:. Maglaughliu. 90 Pa. 297-98 (1879). cases;

Boak‘s Appeal. 100 id. 62 (1882). cases.

' Graham 11. La Crosse. &c. R. Co..102 U. 8. 15S(1NO).

cases. Bradley. J.

"Prewit 1:. Wilson. 108 U. S. M (1880). cases. See

Barbour v. Priest. ib. 293 (1880); Clark v. Killian. ib.

766 (1880); 17 F. R. 425-28. cases; Sexton u. Wheaten. 8

Wheat. 242 (1828); 1 Am. L. C. '86. 55; Twyne's Case. 1

Sm. L. C. '83. 89; 18 Am. Law Beg. 137.

' Johnson v. Wagner. 76 Va. 500 (1882). casea

' Regina v. Smith. ii Cox. Cr. C. 81. 86 0&2).

1° Bates 11. McConnell. 31 F. R. 588 (1887); lb. 591. note.

See generally 5% Am. Law Reg. 489-99 (1885). cases; 2!

Cent. Law J. 124 (1886). cases.— remedy by execution.

" Revenue Act. 13 July. 1866. 50: 14 St L. 11&
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Conveyancing. That branch of the law

which treats of transfers of realty.

Includes the examinations of titles, and the prep

oration of instruments of transfer. In England,

Scotland, and some of our larger cities, it is a highly

artificial system of law, with a distinct class of prac

titioners.I

CONVICT.2 1, v. To find guilty of a

criminal oiiense, by verdict of a jury.

2. n. One who has been found guilty of a

crime; in particular, one who is serving a

sentence for the commission of a crime.

Convicted. Found guilty of the crime

whereof one stands indicted: which may

accrue from his confessing the ofiense and

pleading guilty, or by his being found so by

verdict of his country.‘

A man is “ convicted " when he is found guilty or

confesses the crime'before judgment had.‘

lncapabie of holding ofiice or testifying because

"convicted of crime" intends a verdict of guilt and

judgment thereon.‘

Conviction. 1. Used to designate a par

ticular stage of a criminal prosecution triable

by a jury, the ordinary legal meaning is, the

confession of the accused in court, or the

verdict returned against him by the jury,

which ascertains and publishes the fact of

his guilt.6

“Judgment " or "sentence" is the appropriate

word to denote the action of the court before which

the trial is had, declaring the consequences to the con

vict of the fact thus ascertained.‘ See Samson.

The finding by the jury that the accused is guilty;

but. in legal parlance, often denotes the final judg

ment of the court.’

The act of convicting or overcoming one;

in criminal procedure, the overthrow of the

defendant by the establishment of his guilt

according to some known legal mode—a

plea of guilty or verdict of a jury.8

The term may be used in such connection as to

have asecondary or unusual meaning, which would

include the final judgment of the court.I

 

I Bouvier‘s Law Dict.

' L. con-vincerc, to completely overcome.

I [4 Bl. Com. 8&2.

‘Shepherd v. People, 25 N. Y. 406 (1868), cases; 1

Blah. Cr. L. 5228.

‘Faunce v. People, 61 ill. 81“ (1869); Smith v. State,

6 Lea, use (1381).

' Commonwealth v. Lockwood, 109 Mass. 825-40

(1872). cases, Gray, J.; Dwar. Stat., 2 ed., 633.

'Bluufus v. People, 69 N. Y. 109 (1577), cases, Fol

ger, J.; Schlffer v. Pruden, 64 id. 52 (1876); 5 Bush, W4;

48 Me. 127; 8 ilio. 602; 25 Gratt. 853;12 Ct. Cl. 201.

' United States v. Wat-kinds, 7 Saw. 91-96 (188l),

Deady, J .
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In many cases refers to a finding of guilt by a ver

dict or plea of guilty, and not to the sentence in addi

tion.I

Opposed, acquit, acquitted, acquittal, q. v.

Former conviction. A plea that the

accused has already been tried and convicted

of the ofiense charged. Opposed, former

acquittal.

Second convictions, or even second trials, after

legal conviction or acquittal, are not allowed. The

pleas of autrefoi: corwict and autrefois acquit are

grounded upon the universal maxim of the common

law that no man is to be brought into jeopardy of his

life more than once for the same offense. The defense

must he pleaded, and it must be alleged and proved

by the former record that the conviction or acquittal

was legal. and based on the verdict of a Jury duly im

paneled and sworn, else the plea will be subject to

demurrer.a

A plea which shows that the former sentence has

been reversed for error is notagood bar.‘ ‘See fur

ther Jsomanr. Compare ADJUDICATION, Former.

Summary conviction. (1) Such sen

tence as may be pronounced by a court with

out the intervention of a jury.

At common law, peculiar to punishment for con

tempts, q. u.

(2J A trial of an offense against the excise

or revenue laws, determined by the commis

sioner of the particular department or by a

justice of the peace.‘

(3) A sentence pronounced by a commit

ting magistrate, without a hearing and ver

dict by a jury.

This is what is generally meant. It is provided for

by statute. for the punishment of the lighter oilenses;

and intended to secure the accused a speedy trial, as

well as to relieve society and the higher courts of the

annoyance of jury trials in petty cases But the pro

ceeding ls in derogation of the constitutional right of

trial by jury, and statutory directions are to be strictly

pursued. Appeal to a court having a Jury is allowed,

within a short period, as five days: so that, in reality,

these convictions are only submitted to by oflendera

See further Snummr.

See also INDXCTIIBN1‘; Jnar, Trial by; Vamun-r.

2. Firm belief. See Anmmo; DOUBT, Rea

sonable.

 

1 Qulntard v. Knoedler, 58 Conn. 487-88(1885); Bishop,

Stat. Cr. 5 848; Whart. Cr. Pr.& Pl. 5 935. Quwre. in

a prosecution, alleging a " former conviction," do not

these words denote “final judgment,“ and can they

be predicated of a suspended judgment7- White v.

Commonwealth, 79 Va. 611, 615 (1884).

‘Coleman v. Tennessee, 97 U. S. 525431 (1578), cases,

Clifford, J .

‘Cooley, Const. Lim. 886-28, cases; 1 Blah. Cr. L.

55 i‘>5l-t~‘0; Whart. Cr. Pi. $435; Moore v. State, 71 Ala

308 (1882), cases: 4 Cr. Law ltlng. 429.

‘ See 4 Bl. Com. 230-83.
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CONVIN To overcome or subdue:

to satisfy the mind by proof.l See DOUBT,

Reasonable.

COOLING TIME. Time for passion to

subside and reason prevail; time for reflec

tion.

A man. when assailed with violence or great rude

oen is inspired with a sudden impulse of anger,

which puts him upon resistance before he has had

time for cool reflection. 1!, during that period, he at

tacks his assailant with a weapon likely to endanger

his lite, and death ensues, It is regarded as done

through heat of blood o'r violence1.>i' anger, and not

through malice.‘ See Mamet: Paovocanou.

COOPER. See Msrwracroasa.

C0-OPERATIVE. See Assocwnos;

TRADES-UNION.

CO-ORDINATE. See JUR1SDI(','l'10N, 2.

COPABCENABY. The estate held

where lands of inheritance descend from the

ancestor to two or more persons.‘

Coparceners. Co-heirs are called co

parceners, and parceners: they may be com

pelled to make " partition."

All parceners make but one heir. They have the

imitles of interest. title, and possession of joint

tenania No unity of time is necessary; for the heir

of s parcener and surviving parcener are coparceners.

Parcenera always claim by descent; joint-tenants by

pprvchase. They sue and are to be sued jointly. They

may not have an action for waste against each other:

this! can be prevented by partition. Each hasa distinct

moiety, with no survirorship. Possession being sev

ered by partition, they become tenants in severalty;

when one aliens his share they become tenants in

common. Where they divide amicably each elects a

share by seniority, which is a personal privilege.

Under a writ in partition. the sheriii, by the verdict of

a iury (or commissioners) divides and assigns the

M‘

in the old sense, includes males and females; in

modern English usage, is limited to females.‘

0! comparatively little practical importance at

present. With us, heirs take as tenants in common.‘

See HOTCH-P01‘; Pnrrrrrosz Taruxr.

COPABTNER. See Psrrrsaa.

COPPEB8. SeeCon:.

CORY. A true transcript of an original

writing.‘

A reproduction or transcript of language,

' Evans v. Rugee, 57 Wit 6% (1888). -

ICommonwealth v. Webster, 6 Cush. 808 (1850),

Shaw, (J. J. See also Abernethy v. Commonwealth,

101 Pa. 823 (1682); T1 Ala. Q85; 8 Gratt. 594; Whart.

Bom. -H8; 1 Russ CI‘. 667. 0

' 2 Bl. Com. 1bT—90; 8 id. £7.

‘ 4 Kent. 366.

‘1Waahb. R. P. 415.

' Dickinson 1?. Chesapeake, die. 11 Co., 7 W. VL (II

(1874): Bouvter.

 

written or printed, or of a design, device,

picture, or work of art.1 Compare TRAN

SCRIPT.

Certified or oflice copy. A copy made

and attested by the oflicer who is intrusted

with the custody of an original writing, and

authorized to make copies.

Every document of a public nature, as to which in

convenience would be occasioned by a removal, and

which the party has a right to inspect, may be proved

by a duly authenticated copy.‘

Examined copy. A copy compared with

the original, or with an ofiicial record thereof.

Exemplifled copy. A copy attested

under the seal of the proper court; an ex

emplification (q. v.) of record.

An examined copy of a record is evidence where

the removal of the original would inconvenience the

public. Fraud or mistake therein can be readily de

tected.‘ See Rnconn, J udicinl.

A copy of a will may be received in probate.‘

Where an original is lost, or withheld after notice

to producefia copy will be received.‘

To be evidence, a copy must also be complete.‘

In making examined copies, the comparing wit

nesses should change hands, so that the listening wit

ness may in turn become the reading witness.’

Such copy should be proved by some one who has

compared it with the original.‘

The rule that a copy of a copy is not admissible

evidence is correct in itself, when properly understood

and limited to its true sense. The rule properly ap

plies to cases where the copy is taken from a copy,

the original being still in existence and capable oi’

being compared with it, tor then it is a second remove

from the original; or where it is a copy 0! a copy 01’

a record, the record being in existence, by law deemed

as high evidence as the original, for then it is also a

second remove from the record. But it is quite a dit

flcult question whether it applies to cases oi’ second

ary evidence where the original is lost, or the record

ot it is not deemed as high evidence as the original,

or where the copy of a copy is the highest proof in

existence.’ -

A letter-press copy is receivable, the original being

lost. While secondary at best, a copy from such a

copy, the 0l'lgi.n:.tl being lost, has been allowed."

‘ Abbott's Law Dlct.

‘ Stebbins v. Duncan, "E U. S. 50 (1882), cases; Shuteo

bury u.'1-iadley. 183 Mass. 247 (1682), cases; Booth v.

Tiernan, 10'.) U. S. 208 U888).

'1 Greenl. Ev. $91.

‘ 1 Williams, Ex. 864.

‘1Greenl. Ev. § 508.

' Commonwealth v. Trout, 76 Pa. 882 (1874).

'1 When. Ev. 5 94.

‘lilcliinnlss v. Sawyer, 63 Pa. 267 (1869).

‘ Winn v. Patterson, 9 Pet. '67‘? (1885), Story J.

I‘ See Goodrich v. Weston, 102 Mass 368 (1869), cases;

1 Cush. 189; 7 Allen. 561; 8 l\lcCrnry, 169; 37 Conn. 655-,

57 Ga. 50; 73 111.161; 15 Kan. 5-16,19 Ll. An. 91; $5 Md

ma; 44N.,Y. 172; 1 Whart Ev. 55 90-100, caaea

 

(17)
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COPYHOLD. Lords of manors, from

time out of mind, having permitted villains

to enjoy their possessions without interrup

tion, in a regular course of descent, the com

mon law, of which custom is the life, gave

the villains title to prescribe against the

lords, and, on performance of the same serv

ices, to hold the lands under the lord’s'will,

that being in conformity with the customs

of the manor as preserved and evidenced by

the rolls of the courts-baron.l

In England, to-day, a copyhold, in a gen

eral way, distinguishes a customary tenure

from a freehold.

COPYRIGHT. An exclusive right to

the multiplication of the copies of a produc

tion.2 ’

The sole right of printing, publishing and

selling one's literary composition or book.8

A copyright gives the author or the pub

lisher the exclusive right of multiplying

copies of what he has written or printed.‘

The word may be understood in two senses.

The author of a literary composition has an

undoubted right at common law to the piece

of paper on which his composition is written,

and to the copies he chooses to make of it for

himself or others. . . The other sense is,

the exclusive right of multiplying copies: the

right of preventing others from copying, by

printing or otherwise, a literary work which

the author has published; the exclusive right

of printing a published work, that being the

ordinary mode of multiplying copies.‘

The word is used indifferently for com

mon-law copyright: copyright before pub

lication; and statutory copyright: copy

right after publication. It is also made a

synonym for “ literary property” — the ex

clusive right of an owner publicly to read or

exhibit his work; but this is not strictly cor

rect.‘

.9 copyright secures the proprietor against the copy

ing by others of the original work, but does not confer

upon him a monopoly in the intellectual conception

which it expreues. The law originated in the recog

nition of an author's right to be protected in the manu

 

12 Bl. Com. 95, 90, 147; Williams, R. P. 3&3.

I [Stephens v. Cody, 14 How. 5'30 (1852), Nelson, J.

See R. S. i 4952.

' [Stowe v. Thomas, 2 Wall. Jr. 567 (1853), Grier, J.

‘Ferris 1:. Hammer, 99 U. S. 675 (1878), Waite, C. J.

I Jefterys 1:. Boosey, 4 H. L. C. 910-20 U854), Parks, 13.;

Cappell v. Purday, 14 iii. & W. 816 (1545), Pollock, C. B.

' See Drone, Copyr. 100.

script which is the title of_his liérary property. It

does not rest upon the theory that the author has an

exclusive property in his ideas or in the words in which

he has clothed them. No person. for example,

can acquire an exclusive right to appropriate the in

formation contahled in a translation, chart. map or

survey. Frequently, it is necessary to determine

whether the defendants work is the result of his own

labor, skill, and use of materials common to all. or is

an appropriation of the plaintlfl's work, with colorable

alterations and departures intended to disguise the

piracy. He may work on the same original materials,

but he cannot evasively use those already collected

and embodied by the skill. industry, and expenditure

of another.I

The earliest evidence of the recognition of copy

right is found in the charter of the §tntioners' Com

pany, granted by Philip and Mary. and in the decrees

of the court of star-chamber. The first statute was

8 Anne (1710), c. 19: passed for the protection and en

couragement of learned men. This statute gave the au

thor and his assigns the sole liberty to print his work

for fourteen years: the author to be entitled to an ex

tension for another like term. But, the better opinion

is that the common law, before that statute, admitted

the exclusive right in the author, and his assigns, to

multiply copies of his own original literary composi

tion, for injunctions to protect this right were granted

in equity. At all events, it has long been settled that

the common-law right was taken away by the statute,

and, hence, that it has existed, if at all, by force of

some subsequent statutory provision.‘

With us, before the adoption of the Constitution, it

may be doubted whether there was any copyright at

common law. Some of the States had passed in \\5

recognizing and securing the right. All power in the

States to legislate upon the subject became vested in

Congress. “ The Congress shall have power

To promote the Progress of Science and useful Aria

by securing for limited Times to Authors and Invent

ors the Exclusive Right to their respective Writings

and Discoveries." ' Under this authority various gen

eral acts have been passed, from that of May 31, 1790,

to that of June 18, 1874; all which, as re-enacted, con

stitute §§ 4048 to 4971 of the Revised Statutes, known as

the title or chapter on “ Copyrights."

“ Any ciiszen of the United States or resident

therein, who shall be the author, inventor, designer,

or proprietor of any book, map, chart, dramatic or

musical composition, engraving, cut, print, or photo

graph or negative thereof, or of a painting, dmwing,

chroma, statue, statuary, and of models or design:

intended id be perfected as works of the fine arts, and

the executors. administrators, or the assigns 0! any

such person shall, upon complying with the provision

of this chapter, have the sole liberty of printing, re
 

l Johnson v. Donaldson, 18 Blatch. 289-90 (1880), cases,

Wallace, J. See also Re Brosunhan, 18 F. R. 6145

(1883). .

' See 2 Bl. Com. 406-7; 2 Kent, 8'73; Miller 1:. Taylor,

4 Burr. 2-108 (1769); Stevens 1;. Gladding,1T How. 451

(1854); 18 id. 165; 2 Story,100; 5 McLean, 82; 6 id. 128;

15 Alb. Law J. 445, 405 (1877); Drone, 1.

' Constitution, Art 1, sec. 8, cl. 8.
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plating, publishing, completing, copying, executing,

finishing. and vending the same; and, in case at a

dramatic composition, of publicly performing or rep

resenting it, or causing it to be performed or repre

sented by others.“ R. S. 54952.

" The printing, publishing, importation, or sale oi‘

any book, map, chart, dramatic or musical composi

tion. print. cut, engraving. or photograph, written,

composed, or made by any person not a 01' tizen oi the

L"n'a-d States nor resident therein," is not to be con

strued asprohibited. R. S. 54971. No mention being

here made of paintings, drawings, chromos, statues,

statuary, models, or designs, -there would seem to be

nothing to prevent a resident owner from copyright»

lag any such, although the work of a foreigner.I See

further Pnormzron. i.

“Engraving, cut, and print" (R. S. Q 4952) apply

only to pictorial illustrations or works connected with

the fine arts; and no prints or labels designed to be

used for any other article of manufacture shall be en

tered under the copyright law, but may be registered

in the patent omce.I See Pnmr.

5ianui'actu.retn of designs for molded decorative

articles, titles, plaques. or articles of pottery or metal,

subject to copyright, may put the copyright mark

upon the back or bottom oi such articles, or in such

other place upon them as it has heretofore been usual

for manufacturers to employ!

The period is twenty-eight years from the time oi’

recording the title; with a right of renewal for four

teen years, in the author, inventor, or designer. or his

widow or children, being still a citizen or resident.

R S. 55 4963-54.

A printeo copy of the title (not title-page) oi the

book. map, cl-art, etc, or a description of the paint

ing, drawing. Q to, or a model or design of the work of

art. as the case may be, is to be deposited with or

mailed to the Librarian of Congres; and, within ten

days after publication, two complete copies of the

best edition oi’ each book or other article is also to be

sent to min‘ ~

The print of a type-writer will be accepted. See

'l‘rn.-5. 2, Book.

Notice of copyright must be given by some imprint

on the title,— leai. face, or irontrpiece. The shortest

torm is “ Copyright, 1886, by A. B." The penalty for

an unauthorized notice is one hundred dollars.

“ liegistensd " is not the equivalent of “ copy

right." '

“ Right of translation reserved," or " All rights re

lat'vetL" secures the right to translate or to dramatize

the production. See Diutu; Rssssvs, :2.

Assignments must be in writing, and recorded within

any days

A separate copyright must be taken out for each

 

' Drone. Copyr. $2. But see Yuengling 1:. Schiie, W

Blatch. 458-63 (l$2).

' Act 15 June, 1874: 1 Sup. R. S. 41.

I Act 1 Aug. 1882: 22St. 1.. mi; amending R. s. 55 4902,

I0.

‘See iiorreli v. Tioe, 104 U. S. 561 (i881); Donelly v.

Iva, 18 Rep. I90 (8. D. N. Y., 1882); 1 Blatch. 618.

‘Blaine v. Kouflcl, 80 F. B. 877 (1887).
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volume or number oi’ a periodical, or variety. or de

scription.

in the case oi‘ a painting. statue. model, or design.

a photograph of '“ cabinet" size must accompany the

description and application.

No aiiidavit or formal application is required.

At present, 1888, the tees are: MW cents each for

recording a title, description, etc., for a certificate,

ora duplicate certificate: and one doUar for each as

signment.I

The right is infringed when another person pro

duces a substantial copy of the whole or of a material

part of the thing copyrighted.2

To constitute an invmion oi‘ copyright it is not

necessary that a large portion of a work be copied in

form or in substance. it so much is taken thatthe

value of the original is sensibly diminished, or the

labors of the original author substantially, to an in

jurious extent, appropriated, that is an infringement,

Courts look to the nature and objects of the selections

made, the quantity and value of the materials used,

and the degree in which the use may prejudice the

sale or diminish the profits, or supersede the object 0!

the original work.I

Evidence of the coincidence of errors, the identity

of inaccuracies, sifords strong proof of copying; so

does coincidence of citation, and identity in plan and

arrangement. Equity may not relieve where the

amount copied is small and of little value. where

there is no bad motive, where there is a well-founded

doubt as to the legal title, or long acquiescence or cul

pable neglect in seeking redress. A copyright thus

differs from a patent-right, whlchadmits of no use at

all without license.‘

Recent decisions aflord more ample protection to

copyright than the earlier ones; they restrict the priv

ilege of subsequent writers within narrower limits.‘~ '

A production. published lllid[I" a nom de plume, and

not copyrighted, becomes public property; and the

use of the assumed name is notatrude-mark which

will protect against republication.‘

An action for the penalty for infringement, pro

vided by R. S. i 4965, abates by the death of the de

fen<iant.'

See further Aamnos; Am‘, 2; Boos, 1; Cmr;

Courun; Coarosrrmx, 1; DEDICATION, 2; Dim-zcromss;

IDB'..‘J'i‘iTY, 2; LE1'X‘ER. 3; li.i.aunsomr'i‘; Pnorooasrs;

Pmacv, 2: Rsroar, 1 (2); Rsvmw, 3; Scissor; Ss

cuss. 1: Tnsssunos: Usns, Anclpitis, Utlle, etc.

Compare Pxrnzrr, 2; Trans-sans.

 

1 Upon application to the Librarian of Congress,

printed directions for securing a copyright will be inr

uished tree of charge.

' Perris v. Heramei‘, 99 U. S. 674 (1878).

IFolsom v. lilarsh,2 Story, 110 (1844); Lawrence 0.

Dana, 4 Clifl. 81-88 (1869), cases.

‘Lawrence 1:. Dana, 4 Cliff. 74-75, 80 (1869), cases;

R. S. g; 4964-65.

IClemens (“Mark Twain“) v. Beliord, ll Biss. 461

(1.\‘\‘3): l5 Rep. 227; ii F. R. 72).

' Schreiber v. Shnrpless, l7 F. R. 589 (1888). See gen

erally ib. smusoa, cases. R. s. 55 4964-67, providing

penalties for infringements, explained,— Thornton e.

Schreiber. 124 U. S. 613-16 (1888), hiiiier, J.
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CORAM. L. Before; inthe presence of.

Coram nobis. Before us. Coram vobis.

Before you.

Designate, the first, a writ of error de

signed to review proceedings before the same

court which -is alleged to have committed the

error; and the second, a writ for a review

by a higher court. See further ERROR, 3.

Coram non judice. Before one not a

judge; by a court without jurisdiction. See

further Jvnnx, Coram.

CORD. One hundred and twenty-eight

cubic feet.

A contract for the sale of wood or bark by the cord

calls for such number of cubic feet.‘

CORDIALS. See LIQUOR.

CORN. See GRAIN.

CORNER. In the language of gambling

speculation, when an article of commerce is

so engrossed or manipulated as to make it

scarce or plenty in the market at the will of

the gamblers, and its price thus placed within

their power.’ See COMBINATION, 2.

CORNERS. See Focn.

CORODY. See PENSION, 2.

CORO1\TER.' 1. An ofiicer who ha.s prin

cipally to do with pleas of the crown, or such

wherein the king is more immediately con

cerned.‘

2. A county ofiicer who -inquires into the

causes of sudden or violent deaths, while the

facts are recent and the circumstances un

changed.‘

The lord chief justice is the chief coroner of all

England; and there are usually four coroners for each

county. The office is of equal antiquity with that of

sherifl; was ordained with his. to keep the peace.

when the earls gave up the wardship of the county.

Much honor formerly appertained to the office, which

might be for life.

According to Blackstone. the duties of the office,

which are principally judicial. are largely defined

by 4 Edw. 1 (1276), and consist in inquiring (whence

coroner's inquest) when any person is slain. or dies

suddenly, or in prison, concerning the manner of his

death.’ This must appear upon view of the body, at

me place where death happened, by a jury of four to

six persons. if any person be found guilty of homi

cide the coroner is to commit him to prison for further

trial, and to inquire as to his property, which is for

 

\Kennedy 11. Oswego, &c. R. Co., 67 Barb. 167 (1807).

See Buffalo v. O'Malley, 61 Wis. 258 (1384).

I Kirkpatrick 1:. Bonsall. 7‘: Pa. 158 (1872), Agnew, J.

' L. coronainr: corona, a crown.

4 1 Bl. Com. 346.

‘Commonwealth v. Gray. 5 Cusb. 809 (1850), Shaw,

Chief Justice

feited thereby; and he is also to certify the whole of

the inquisition. with the evidence. to the court of

king’s bench or to the next assizes. Another branch

of his orlice was to inquire generally concerning ship

wrecks, and treasure-trove. His ministerial oflicc us

as the sherifl‘s substitute: when exception is taken

to the sherifl, for suspicion of partiality. process is

awarded to the coroner for execution.‘ See Snsmrr.

The object of an inquest is to seek information and

secure evidence in case of death by violence or other

undue means. It is the coroner‘s duty to act only

when there is reasonable ground to suspect that a

death was so caused; the power is not to be exercised

capriciously, and arbitrarily against all reason.”

The welfare of society and the interests of public

justice alike demand that an inquest should be

thorough. Statutory provisions are, therefore. to be

liberally construed, with a view to the accomplish

ment of the end desired. They are to be so con

strued that the coroner may be thereby authorized to

employ such medical. surgical, or other scientific skill

as may be necessary, in his judgment, in the particu

lar case. and to charge his county with paymentof

the reasonable expense thereof.'

In Massachusetts, the ofiice was abolished in 187;.

The governor appoints as examiners “ men learned in

the science of medicine,“ who hold autopsies. and, in

cases of death from violence, notify the district at

torney and a justice of that fact!

CORPORAL. 1. Relating to the body of

a person; bodily: as, corporal punishment,

q. v.; corporal seizure or touching. See

Amer, 2; Conrus.

2. Affecting a thing externally; as, a cor

poral oath,—- taken with the hand upon the

Gospels. See OATH

3. In person: as, a corporal appearance.

Compare Conronssn.

CORPORATE. See Conromnon, Cor

porate. ~

CORPORATION. A creature of the

crown, created by letters-patent.‘

An artificial being, indivisible, intangible,

and existing only in contemplation of law.‘

As all personal rights die with the person,

and as the necessary forms of investing a

 

‘l Bl. Com. 346-48; 4 id. 274; 7 Q. B. D. 514; 7!) Ga

836; 10 Humph. 316; 73 N. Y. ~15.

1 Lancaster County v. Mishler, 100 Pa. 627 (1882).

' Jameson 1;. Bartholon1ew County.54 Ind. 530(18I‘8\,

Howk, C. J. See also Dearborn County 1:. Bond, 88

id. 102 (l&‘3:Z); Snndford v. Lee County, 49 Iowa, us

(1878); Cook v. Multnomah County, 7 Oreg. 170 (1879):

6 Am. L'aw Reg. 385-40k) (1858).

‘ Laws of 1877, c. 200.

‘ Kirk v. Nowili, 1 T. R 124 (1786), Mansfield, C. J.

' Dartmouth College 11. Woodward, -1 Wheat. 636

(1819), Marshall. C. J.; United States Bank v. Deveaux,

5 Cranch, 88 (1809): Bank of Augusta v. Earle, 18 Pet

587 (1839): 1 Black. 295.
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series of individuals, one after the other, with

the same identical right, would be inconven

ient, if not impracticable, it has been found

necessary, when for the advantage of the

public that particular rights should be con

tinued, to constitute artificial persons who

may maintain a. perpetual succession. These

artificial persons are called “ bodies politic,”

" bodice corporate,” or " corporations." 1

The great object of a corporation is to be

stow the character and properties of indi

viduality on a collective and changing body

of men.2 7

A private corporation is merely an associ

ation of individuals united for a special pur

pose. and permitted to do business under a

particular name. and have a succession of

niexubers without dissolution.‘

The privilege of exercising the particular right, by

grant of the sovereign, is a franchise.‘ Compare Car

pomlion Aggregate.

The constitutions of several States provide that the

term corporation “ shall be construed to include all

ssocintions and joint-stock companies having any of

the powers and privileges of corporations not pos

samezi by individuals or partnerships.“ l

in England. the tendency seems to hsve been to

confine the term to its original sense as implying non

lisbility of members for corporate debts: and. if this

anempflon is not to be accorded, to call the body a

“public company.“ The current of American

decisions has been to the eifect that the word embraces

an association formed under general laws. with stock

holders. directors. a president. etc; and that such a

body is not a quasi corporation (q. v.). nor a joint

stock company. nor a limited partnership.‘ SoeAsso

curios: CQIPAXY.

If the essential franchises of a corporation are con

ferred upon a ;|0int~st0ck company, it is none the less

I corporation for being called something else.’

Being the mere creature of law, each possesses only

those properties which the charter of its creation con

iers upon it. expressly or as incidental to its very

existence. These are such as are supposed best cal

culated to edect the object for which it was created

 

l1 Bl Com. 467. 123.

‘Providence Bank v. Billings, 4 Pet. '568 (1830),

Marshall. 0. J.

' [Pembina Mining Co. v. Pennsylvania, 125 U. S. 189

(1843). Field. J.

‘[2 Bi. Conn 87. See also 4 Ark. 851; 40Ga. B87; 7

Ill. 573; 6 Kan ‘I53; 40 N. H. 578; 1 Ohio St. 642; 45Wis.

50.’; 1 Hill. N. Y., 6'1).

‘Coast. )1. Y.. 1849, Art. 3. i 3; Cai..1S19.Art.4,§83;

liich.,1ii‘i0.Art.15.ii1;Ksn.1859,Art. 12, 5 6; mm,

lB6’|‘-’>8. Art. 10. § 1.

'1 Abbott. 291; Falconer v.(hmpbe1l.2 McLean,195

I (15401; Oliver :1. Liverpool. kc. Ins. Co., 1(1) Mass. 538

(liflli): 10 Wall. Q16 (1870).

' Fargo 1:. Louisville. &c. R. Co., 10 Bias. 21’; (181).

Among the most important are immortality and indi

viduality: “ properties by which a perpetual succeo

sion of many members are considered as the same.

and may act as a single individual." 1

The members and their successors are as one per

son in law. with one will — that of the majority; and

with prescribed rules which take the place of natural

laws.’

The sovercign's consent is necessary to the erection

of a corporation. With respect to corporations which

exist by force of the common law. us. the king him

self and bishops. this consent is implied; so, also, as

to corporations. like the city of London, whose charter

rests on prescription. His consent is expressly given

by act of parliament or by charter, He may grant

the power to a subject as his agent.‘

The powers of a corporation aggregate are: to have

perpetual succession; to sue and be sued; to hold

lands; to have a common seal; to make by-laws;—

with all the rights necessarily incident to these gen

eral powers.‘

The duty of a corporation is to act up to the end or

design for which it was created. To enforce this duty

all corporations may be “ visited "— by the founder or

his representative in the case of a lay corporation: by

the endower, his heirs or assigns. in the case of an

eleemosynary corporation.I

A corporation is dissolved by a statute assented

to; by the natural death of all its members; by sur

render of its franchises; by forfeiture of its charter,

through negligence or abuse of its franchises.‘

The objects for which corporations are created are

such as the government wishes to promote. They are

deemed beneficial to the country; and it is this benefit

that constitutes the consideration of the grant.'

The United States may be deemed a corporation: °

so may a State';' and so, a county. All corporations

were originally modeled upon a state or nation;

whence they are still called “ bodies politic.“ 1° See

lilurticipal and Public Corporation.

The species of corporations are the following:

Aggregate corporation. Consists of

many persons united together into one so

ciety. and is kept up by a perpetual succes

sion of members, so as to continue forever.

Corporation sole. Consists of one person

only and his successors, incorporated in order

to give them legal capacities and advantages,

 

I Dartmouth College v. Woodward. 4 Wheat. 63‘

(1819); 97 U. S. 666; 101 id. 8'3; 1 Bi. Com. 46:5.

'1 Bl. Com. 468.

' 1 Bl. Com. 4'|"J-74. As to names 01’ corporations, see

88 Cent. Law J. 681 (1886). cases.

'1 Bi. Com. 475-78.

'1 Bl. Com. 480.

'1 Bl. Com. 485.

'Dartmouth College 11. Woodward, 4 Wheat. em

(1819); 101 U. S. 88.

' United States v. Hillegaa, 8 Wash. 73 (1811).

'1ndiana 1:. Woram, 6 Hill, 38 (1513); 2 Johns. Can

‘ 58, 417; l Abb. U. S. 22: 85 Ga. 815.

"Mclntosh. Hist. Eng. 31-32
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particularly that of perpetuity, which in

their natural persons they could not have

had; as, the king, by force of the commo

law, and a bishop or person.‘ '

A “ corporation aggregate “ is a collection of indi

viduall united into one collective body, nnder a spe

cial name, and possessing certain immunities. pm~v

ileges, and capacities in its collective character which

do not belongto the natural persons composing it.’

A “corporation aggregate" consists of many per

sons united together into one society, and kept up

by a perpetual succession of members, so as to con

tinue forever.‘

A ' corporation sole “ consists_ot a single person

who is made a body corporate and politic in order to

give him some legal capacities and advantages, espe

cially that oi.’ perpetuity; as, a minister seized of lands

in right of the parish.‘

A “corporation aggregate" is a true corporation,

but a “corporation sole“ is one lndividnak being a

member of a series of individuals, who is invested by

a fiction with the qualities of a corporation. The ca

pacity or oflice is here considered apart from the par

ticular person who from time to time may occupy it."

Ecclesiastical corporation. When the

members composing the corporation are en

tirely spiritual persons, as, a bishop, a. par

s_on, and the like; for the furtherance of

religion and perpetuating the rights of the

church. Lay corporation. A corpora

tion composed of secular persons; and in

nature either civil or eleemosynary.

Civil corporation. Such corporation as

is erected for a temporal purpose. Eleo

mosynary corporation. Such corporation

as is constituted for the perpetual distribu

tion of the free aims or bounty of the founder

to such persons as he has directed.‘

01' the “civil " sort are: those erected for the good

government 01’ a town or district; those for the ad

vancement and regulation of manufacturers and com

merce; those for special purp0es—e.s for medical

science. natural history, etc.‘ See Municipal and

Private Co'rp0ratio'n.

O! the “ eleemosynary " kind are hospitals for the

relief of the poor, the sick, the impotent; and colleges

for the promotion of piety and learning.I

“ Eleemosynary corporations " are incorporated for

perpetuating the application of the bounty of the

donor to the specified objects of that bonnty'—the

O

 

1 1 Bl. Com. 469.

' Dartmouth College 11. Woodward, 4 Wheat. 66?

(1819), Story, J.

' Overseers of the Poor v. Sears, Q Pick. 1%28

(1889), Shaw, C. J.; 7 Mass. 447; 2-2 Wend. 70; 1 Hill,

lIJ;19 N. Y. 89', 2 Kent, 278.

‘ Maine Anc. Law. 181.

' 2 Bl. Com. 470-71.

' Dartmouth College 1:. Woodward, 4 Wheat. 640, 647,

61iO(1§19)_ Marshall. C. J.‘

distribution of the free aims and bounty of the

tounder as he has directed.‘

An " eleemosynary corporation “ is a private char

ity, constituted for the perpetual distribution of the

aims and bounty of the founder.‘

A corporation for religious and charitable purposes, -

endowed solely by private beneiactions, is a “ private

eleemosynary“ corporation, although created by a‘

charter from the government.‘

Close corporation. In this the major

ity of the persons to whom the corporate

powers have been granted, on the happening

of vacancies among them, have the right of

themselves to appoint others to fill such

vacancies, without allowing the corporators

in general any choice in the selection of such

new officers. Open corporation. In which

all the corporators have a. vote in the election

of ofiicers.i .

Commercial corporation. See BUSI

NESS, Corporation.

Foreign corporation. A corporation

created by or under the laws of another

State, government, or country.‘ Domestic

or home corporation. A corporation

created under the law of the place where it

exists or exercises itspowers.

A corporation exists only by force of law, and can

have no legal existence beyond the bounds of the sov

ereignty by which it is created. It dwells in the place

of its creation. It is not a “citizen," within the mean

ing 0! the Constitution, and cannot maintain a suit in

a Federal court against a citizen of a diflerent State

from that by which it was created, unless the persons

who compose the corporate body are all citizens oi’

that State. The legal presumption is thatits members

are citizens of the State in which alone the body has a

legal existence.‘

By comity, if not forbidden by its chartelsnor by

the laws of that State, a corporation may exercise its

powers in another State!

 

1 Dartmouth College 1:. Woodward, 4 Wheat. 868,

672-76 (1819), Story, J.

‘Allen 1;. lileliean, 1 Sumu. 299 (1833): 2 Kent, 2'74.

Seealso121lt[ass. 567; 9 Barb. 90; 27id.300; BN.Y.583;

Ang. & A. Corp. 5 89.

' Society for Props-gaiing the Gospel 1:. New Haven.

8 Wheat. 480 (1823).

* Mcliim v. Odom, 2 Bland, Ch. 416, n. (1829).

I Daly v. National Life Ins. Co., 64 Ind. 6-8 (1875).

' Ohio & llllssiasippi R. Co. 1;. Wheeler, 1 Black, 295

96 (1861), cases, Taney, C. J.; Paul v. Virginia, 8 Walh

177-82 (1868), cases; Chicago, &c. R. Co. v. Whitton, 18

id. 288(18'l1); Sewing Machine Case, 18 id. 575 (1873)(

Doyle 1). Continental Ins. Co., 9-i U. S. 535 (1875); Coweii

1:. Colorado Springs Co., 100 id. 59(18'Z'9); Memphis, &c

R. Co. 11. Alabama, 107ia.585(1882); Philadelphia FireI

Association v. New York, 119 id. 117-18 (1886), cases.

"Christian Union v. Yount. 101 U. S. 852 (1879); St

Louis 1:. Ferry Co.. 11 Wall. 4:9 (1870).
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No State need snow the corporations of another

State to do business within its jurisdiction unless it

chooses, with perhaps the exception of commercial

corporations; but if it does, without limitation, the

corporation comes in us it has been created.‘

The State which recognizes foreign corporations can

impose such conditions on its recognition as it chooses,

not inconsistent with the Constitution and laws of the

United States. If it permits them to do business with

out limitation, express or implied, they carry with

them all their chartered rights, and may claim all

their chartered privileges which can be used away

from their legal home. By doing business away from

home they do not change their citizenship; they

simply extend their field of o; Ilfi is."

But a State may not impose it inuitation upon the

power of a foreign corporation to make contracts

within the State for carrying on commerce between the

States. . . Doing 5 single act of business in a State,

with no purpose of doing other acts there, does not

bring a corporation within a statute requiring a foreign

corporation, before it can carry on business in the

State. to file a certificate showing places of business,

agents. etc.‘

Undoubtedly a. corporation of one State, employed

in the busineu of the general government, may do

such business in other States without obtaining a

license from them. . . It is not every corporation,

lawful in the State of its creation. that other States

may be willing to admltwithin their jurisdiction; such,

been created a corporation by any statute,

general or special.‘

Such auxiliaries of the State as a county, school

district, township. and other like involuntary corpora

tions with liabilities notas great as those of municipal

corporations.‘

0! such are the inhabitants of a school distrlct;'

commissioners of schools,‘ and boards of education; '

overseers of the poor:' the commissioners or super

visors of a county,’ q. 12.; commissioners of roads;'

the governor of Tennessee; ' a levee district organized

by statute to reclaim land; "— any body invested with

corporate powers sub modo, for a few specified pur

poses only, and which may sue and be sued.H See

under Public Corporation, Quasi, etc.

Municipal corporation. A public cor

poration (q. v.) created by the government

for political purposes and having subordinate

and local powers of legislation; an incor

poration <5: persons inhabitants of a particu

lar place, or connected with a particular dis

trict, enabling them to conduct its local civil

government. Merely an agency instituted

by the sovereign for the purpose of carrying

out in detail the objects of government."

Essentially a revocable agency — having no vested

right to any of its powers or tranchises——the charter

or act of erection being in no sense a contract with the

State ——and therefore fully subject to the control of

the legislature, which may enlarge or diminish its ten

ritorial extent or its functions, change or modify its

internal arrangement, or destroy its very existence,

with the mere breath of arbitrary discretion. While

it thus exists in subjection to the will of the sovereign,

it enjoys the rights and is subject to the liabilities of

_any other corporation, public or private. This is the

very object of making it a body politic, giving it a legal

entity and name, a seal by which to act in solemn

form, a capacity to contract and be contracted with,

to sue and be sued, a persona Mandi in judicio, to

when the business is not unlawful the State may wish

to limit the number of corporations belonging to its

class. or to subject their business to such contract as

would he in accordance with the policy governing do

mestic corporations of a similar character. The States

may, therefore. require for the admission within their

limits of the corporations of other States such condi

tions as they may choose. . . The only limitation

upon such power arises where the corporation is in the

employ of the Federal government, or where its busi

ness is strictly commerce. inter-State or foreign.‘

Moneyed corporation. Any corpora

tion with banking powers, or power to make

loans on pledges or deposits, or to make con

tracts of insurance)

Quasi corporation. A phrase applied to

a body which exercises certain functions of

a corporate character, but which has not

 

I School District 1:. insurance Co.,1C8 U. B. 708 (1880),

Miller, J.

' Levy Court 1:. Coroner, 2 Wall. 508 (1861); Barnes 1:.

District of Columbia, 91 U. S. 562 (1875); 7 liiasa 169;

109 id. 213.

'83 Conn. 298; 26 Ind. 310; 87lowa. M2; 23 liie. 564;

18 Mass 198; 23 M0. 418.

'1 Miss. 898; 18 Johns 407.

'88 Ohio St. 54.

'44 Ala. 566.

'8Johns.-123; NBsrb.2Q-i; 1Cow.ii?0;1ii S. 8. RM

'1 Spears (S. 0.), 218.

' 8 Humph. 176.

"61 Cal. -106.

" 51 Cal. M; 10 N. Y. 409; 18 Barb. 567; 4 Wheat $1;

Angel] 6: A. Corp. 5%; Boone, Corp. 5 10.

" Philadelphia 1:. Fox, 64 Pa. 180-81 (1870), Share

wood, J., quoting 2 Kent, 275; Glover, hlunic. Corp. 1.

See also 33 Cal. 142, 145; 69 Ga. 544; 37 lovra, M4; 28

La. Ah. an-, ".’9Minn. 4504.1-, 52 lilo. an; 0 Baxt.171;

2 Utah, 403; 2 Kent, 268: Aug. &A. Corp. 515.

//——

IRolfe v. Rundle, 108 U. S. 25 (1880).

‘Baltimore, &c. R. Co. v. Koontz, 104 U. 8. 11-18

(1881), cases, Waite, C. .I.; National Steamship Co. 1:.

Tugman,106 id. 12)-21 (1882), cases; St. Clair 1:. Cox,

{b.$5o-M11882); Canada Southern R. Co. v. Gebhard,

1“ id. .537 (1883).

' Cooper Manufacturing Co. v. Ferguson, 1115 U. 8.

‘I7, 73'} (1885).

' Pemhlna Mining 00. 0. Pennsylvania, 125 U.~S. 186,

189-11 l1R8i'~'), cases, Field, J.

ISee *2 .\'. Y. Rev. St.., 7 ed. 1871; Glllct u. liloody,8

N. Y. 48511850); Hill 1:. Reed, 16 Barb. 287 (1858); 48 id.

464: 0 Paige, 497.
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hold and dispose of property, and thereby to acquire

rights and incur responsibilities. These franchises were

conferred upon it for the purpose of enabling it the

better to effect the design of its institution, the exercise

of certain of the powers of government, subordinate

to the legislature, over a part of the territory of the

State. But all this affects its relations to other per

sons, natural or artificial: it does not touch its relation

to the State, its crcator.I

In the exercise of its duties, including those most

strictly local or internal, a municipal corporation is

but a department of the State. The legislature may

give it all the powers such a being is capable of receiv

ing, making it a miniature State within its locality; or

it may strip it of every powerI leaving itacorporation

in name only. . . The municipality n1ay act through

its mayor, its common council or legislative depart

ment, its supervisor of streets, commissioner of high

ways, boardv of public works, etc.. provided it acts

within the province committed to its charge. Whether

its agents be appointed or elected is immaterial.’

What portions of a State shall be within the limits

of a city is a proper subject of legislation -— however

thick or sparse the settlement.’

Property held for public uses—such as public

buildings, streets, squares. parks, wharves, fire-en

gines, engineering instruments: whatever is held for

governmental purposes —cannot be subjected to the

payment of the debts of the city. its public character

forbids such an appropriation. The obligation of its

contracts survives dissolution. Equity will apply its

property to the payment of its debts; after which, sur

plus realty may revert to the grantor. and personalty

vest in the State. The private property of individuals

cannot be taken for its debts, except through taxa

tion. The doctrine of some States. that such can be

reached directly on an execution against the munici

pality, has not been generally accepted.‘

The general doctrine that, being the creature of the

law, a municipal corporation can only act as provided

-by its organic law, and that if its agents fail to observe

the forms and methods prescribed by that law, in any

-substantial particular, their acts are not the acts of

the corp0ration,—has been greatly modified, by the

decisions of the Supreme Court, in its application to

bonds issued by agents when the rights of bonaflde

purchasers are involved.‘

Amunicipal corporation can exercise such powers

only as are granted in express words or are necessa

rily or fairly implied in or incident to those powers,

and such as are essential to the declared objects of the

corporation.‘

 

‘ Philadelphia 1). Fox, ante.

‘Barnes 0. District of Columbia, 91 U. S. 5-14, 541

(1875), cases, Hunt, J. See also i08 id. 121; i09 id. 287.

On revoking powers of municipal corporations, see

Supervisors v. Luck, 80 Va. 226-27 (1885), cases.

‘Kelly 11. Pittsburgh, 104 U. S. 80 (i$l); 92 t'd.3l0-12.

l Meriwether 0. Garrett, 102 U. S. 501, 511-19 (1880),

oases, Waite, C. J.; Broughton 1:. Pensacola, 98 id.

158 (1878); Claiborne Co. 11. Brooks, 111 171.410 (1884).

' Phelps 1:. Town of Yates, 16 Biatch. 193 ([879), Wal

lace, J.

‘Dillon, Munlc. Corp. 89. cases; Brenham 1:. Water

 

The earliest form of corporation was, probably, the

municipality or city, which necessity exacted for the

control or local police of the marts or crowded places

of the empire. ‘These cities became a bulwark against

despotism.‘ See Crrv; Onmssscn. 1; Rwr.

National corporation. A corporation

created by Congress to assist in " carrying

into execution ” one or more of the powers

vested by the Constitution in the government

of the United States.

Of such are the national banking associations.‘ See

Gnnrr, 8; Lssn, Public. '

Political corporation. See Public Cor

poration. -

Private corporation. An association of

individuals united for some common purpose,

and permitted by the law to use a common

name, and to change its members without a

dissolution of the association."

its powers are such as are conferred by statute: and

its charter is the measure thereof. The enumeration

of these powers excludes all others.‘

its charter is a contract. not to be “ impaired." q. u.

Public corporation. Such corporation

as exists for political purposes only; as, a

town, a city, a county. But, strictly speak

ing, public corporations are such only as are

founded by the government for public pur

poses, where the whole interests belong also

to the government.5

If, therefore, the foundation be “private." though

under the charter of the government. the corporation

is private, however extensive the uses to which it is

devoted. A hospital or a college founded by a

private benefactor is a private corporation, although

dedicated by its charter to general charity.‘

In popular meaning nearly every corporation is

“ public " inasmuch as they are created for the public

benefit. Yet if the whole interest does not belong to

the government, or if the corporation is not created

for the administration of political or municipal power.

it is a “ private " corporation. Thus. all bank, bridge,

turnpike, railroad, and canal companies are private

corporations. In these and similar cases, in a certain

sense, the uses may be called public, but the corpora

tions are private, as much so as if the franchises were

Co., 67 Tex. 553 (1887). See generally 26 Cent. Law J.

179 (1588), cases.

1 hlclntosh. Hist. Eng. 31~‘i‘2; 1 Bl. Com. 468, 472; Liv

erpool Ins. Co. 0. Massachusetts, 10 Wall. 574 (1870),

Miller, J.

' See generally 21 Cent. Law J. 428-29 (1886), cases;

21 Am. Law Rev. 258-69 (1%'l'), cases.

' Baltimore & Ohio R. Co. v. First Baptist Church,

108 U. S. 330 (1583), Field, J.; County of Santa Clara 1;

Southern Pac. R. Co., 18 F. R402 (18%): 8 Saw. :64,

15 Rep. 674.

' Thomas 1;. West Jersey R. Co., 101 U. 8. Sr: il,‘i'.‘i|>. ‘

' Dartmouth College 11. Woodward, 4 Wheat. wear

(1819), Story, J.
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vested in a single person. The delegation of the right

of eminent domain. to housed for private emolument

as well as for public benefit. does not cloths a corpora

tion with the inviolability or immunity of public oth

eers performing public functions.I

Public corporations are so called because they are

but parts of the machinery employed in carrying on

the attairs of the State;—-auxiliaries of the State in

the business of municipal rule; —-political divisions of

State. originating in the necessities and conveniences

of the people. Their oflicers are local agents of the

Sum.‘

A public corporation is a mere instrumentality of

the State for the better administration of the govern

ment inmatters oi local concern.‘ it isa local agem-y

of the government creating it; its powers are such as

belong to sovereignty. Property and revenue neces

sary for the exercise of these powers become part o1’~

the machinery of government. To pemiit a creditor

to seize and sell these. in order to collect a debt.

would be to permit him in a degree to destroy the

government itself.‘

A public corporation can exercise no power not

given by its charter or some other statute of the

State.‘

it is now well settled that the charter of a public

corporation may be changed. modified. or repealed,

as the exigencies of the public service or the public

welfare may demand; unless the organic law other

wbe provides.‘

Public and other municipal corporations represent

the people. and are to be protected against the un

authorized acts of their otlicers and agents. when this

can be done without injuryto third parties. This is

necessary in order to guard against fraud and pecuia

tion. Persons dealing with such oiflcers or agents are

chargeable with notice of the power the corporation

poaaemes.‘

Qmm public corporations: corporations technically

private. but yet of a quasi public character having in

view some general public enterprise. in which the pub

lic interests are directly involved to such an extent as

to justify conferring upon them important govern

mental powers. such as an exercise of the right of

eminent domain. Of this class are railroad. turnpike.

and canal companies; and corporations strictly pri

vate. the direct object of which is to promote public

interests. and in which the public have no concern.

except the indirect benefits resulting from the promo

 

I Handle v. Delaware & Raritan Canal Co.. 1 Wall.

C. C. 2900849). Grier. J.; Sweatt 1:. Boston. &c. R Co..

I Clifl. M3 (1871).

' Commissioners of Laramie County 1:. Commission

ers of Albany County. 92 U. S. 8104312 (1875). cases.

Cliflord. J.; 2 Kent. N6.

‘United States v. New Orleans. 08 U. 8. 898 (183).

Field. J .

° Klein v. New Orleans. 99 U. S.150(1878), Waite. C. J.

' Mt. Pleasant v. Beckwith. ii!) U. S. 524 (1879).

I Thomas 1;. City of Rlchmond.12 Wall. 336 (1870).

Bradley. J .

On changes in public corporations aflecting prop

I-rty and rights of creditors. see :11 Am. Law Rev.

11 40 H\4'47|_ can-\s

 

tion of trade. and the development of the resources of

the country.I

it is a misnomer to attach the name " quasi public

corporation “ to a railroad company. for it has noneot

the features of such corporations. if we ercept its qual.i~

fled right of eminent domain. which it has because of

the right reserved to the public to use its way for

travel and transportation. Its road may be a quasi

public highway. but the company itself is a private

corporation. and nothing more.’

Corporate. Relating to a corporation.

Corporate authorities. In the constitution

of Illinois, Art. 9. § 5, municipal oflieers who

are either directly elected by the people or

are appointed in some mode to which they

have given their assent.‘

Corporate existence. Dates from the time

when full authority to transact business is

possessed by a corporation, as from the filing

of articles with the secretary of State.‘

Corporate purpose. In some States, as in

Illinois. taxation by public corporations must

be for corporate purposes. This means such

purposes as are germane to the objects of the

welfare of the municipality or at least have

a legitimate connection with those objects

and a manifest relation thereto.°

The reference is to a tax which is to be expended in

a manner promoting the general prosperity and wei

fnre of the municipality which levied it.‘

The purpose must be germane to the general scope

of the object for which the corporation was created.‘

The expression will include money expended for a

courthouse. jail. poor-house: the opening and keep

ing 01 a common highway; the erection and mainte

nance of a bridge; a donation to secure the location of

a school; ' and. perhaps. also. money expended in de

veloping the natural resources for manufacturing pur

poses.’ Compare Punrosa, Public.

Comorate rights. “ Franchises or pecul

iar privileged grants" of the nature of corpo

real pi'opert_v.1°

 

i Miners‘ Ditch Co. v. Zelienbach. 37 Cal. 511‘ (1860).

Sawyer. C. J.

1 Pierce 1:. Commonwealth, 104 Pa. 155 (1888); 6Col. 8;

11 Kan. 608: 8 Hill. 567.570; 1 N. H. 2"3; 1Wall. Jr.275.

See generally *3.’ Cent. Law J. 148 (1886). cases.

' Gage 1:. Graham. 57 Ill. 146-47 (1870). cases.

' Hurt v. Salisbury. 55 M0. 814 (1874).

' People v. Dupuyt. 71 111. 651 (1874); Idvingstpn

County v. Wieder. M id. 432 (1872).

' Burr v. City of Carhondaie. 76 Ill. 455 (1875).

" Wrightman v. Clark. 108 U. S. 260 (1880). cases; 0:,

tawa 1;. Carey. 11B id. 121-?2(1r&~l-'1). cases.

' County of Livingston v. Darlington. 101 U. S. 411-18

(1879). cases

' Hackett 0. Ottawa. 99 U. 8. 9i (1878). cases.

" Warner v. Beers. 28 Wend. 154 (1840); 7 Hill, 283; 2

Bl Com. 3?.
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Corporator. Usually, a member of a cor

poration, in which sense it includes a'stock

holder; also, one of the persons who are the

original organizers or promoters of a new

corporation.I

The corporators are not the corporation, for either

may sue the other.’

Incorporate, v. To form into an artifi

cial body; to create a corporation out of nat

ural persons.

Incorporate, adj.

rate, q. v.

Incorporated. United into one body;

constituted a legal entity or person. Unin

corporated: not existing as a corporation.

Incorporation. The act of uniting natr

ural persons into a creature of the law; also,

a body incorporated, that is, a corporation

a use not favored.

“Incorporation " is the act by which the political

insfitution coiled a corporation is created.‘

See further Aonnr; Auorwn; BANK, 2 (2); Born, 2;

Boss; BY-uw, 2; CAPITAL, 2; Cuanrrr, 2; Census, 2;

CONSOLIDATION; Dmncron; D1ssor.vs, 2; DXSTRINGAB;

Divinsso, B; DOXAIN, 1, Eminent; Fran, 2; FRAN

cmss, 1; lssrecnon, 2; Lxmsuruns:; Masaosn;

Msmmos; MlNU'l‘E8, 2; Moarusm; Oaosmzs; Psa

PETUAL; Psnson; Poucn, 2: Pnorsnrr; Pnosrncrus;

Paoxv; Rnnaoan; Rszcmvnn; RESlDEl~‘CIi; Sun, 1,

Common; SOUL; Brocx, 8; SUCCESSION; Turn, 8;

Tax, 2; Tom, 2; ULTRA Vmrs; Visrr, 2; Vorrmo,

Cumulative; \VARRA1~'T‘l7I.

CORPOREAL. Having a body: ma»

terial in nature; substantial; palpable.

Incorporeal. Immaterial; intangible;

insensible; existing in thought; ideal.

in the Roman law, re: corpnrniea were objects of

property apprehensible by the senses; res incorporalu

objects apprehensible by the mind only. A right of

way over another's land, an obligation to pay money,

an undivided interest in land, were examples of the

latter-species of property; while the land itself and

the money when paid were examples of the former

species.‘

Hereditaments are spoken of as corporeal and in

corporeal. See Hsaanrnuarrr; Conrns.

CORPSE. See BURIAL.

CORPUS. L. A body; also, the principal

thing, the essential part, the substance.

In several phrases it means the body or

person of an individual, as see under CAPERE;

Hansen.

The same as corpo

 

I [Gulliver v. Roelle, 100111. 147 (1681).

‘Memphis City 1:. Dean. 8 Wall. 73 (1868), cases;

Davenport v. Downs, 18 id. 62? (1813). cases.

I Ang. & A. Corp. 5 5; Toledo Bank 1:. Bond, 1 Ohio

St. 642 (1853).

1 See Hadley. Rom. Law, 168-61.

The corpus of an estate is the material object, or

species of property, of which the estate is composed

ltis this which, generally, is vested in a trustee, in dis

tinction from the income of the estate, which is allotted

to the bene1‘ici,ary.1

The corpus of a railroad is the roadway, embank

ment. superstructure, and equipment.‘

Corpus comitatus. The body of the

county. See BODY, 3.

Corpus delicti. The essential element 01‘

an ofiense: the fact that the particular crime

alleged has been actually committed.

To warrant a conviction for murder there must be

direct proof either of the death, as by the finding and

identification of the corpse, or of criminal violence

adequate to produce death and exerted in such man

as to account for the disappearance of the body. The

corpus delicti in murder has two components: death

asthe result, and the criminal agency of another as

the means. Where there is direct proof of the one,

the other can be established by circumstantial evi

dense.‘

The corpus deiicti mustbe proved like any other

fact, that is, beyond a reasonable doubt, and thatdoubt

is for the jury. A confession alone is not regarded

as sufficient proof. The State must first produce

sufficient evidence to send the case to the jury, and the

jury are first to be satisfied, from that evidence, that

the crime has been committed.‘

The doctrine applies to other crimes, as, larceny.

The possession of the fruits of a crime may do away

with direct proof of the corpus d¢lict1'.'

Corpus Juris Civilis. See Pnmacrs.

CORRELATIVE OBLIGATIONS.

See Assam.

CORRESPONDENCE. See Cosmon

CATION. Privileged, 2; LET'I'ER, 3.

CORROBORATING. See CIRCUM

srancssz Ewonncs.

CORRUPT. 1. To taint, vitiate: as, to

corrupt the blood, q. 0.

2. To do an act for unlawful gain.

Corruption. An act done with intent to

gain an advantage not consistent with oflicial

duty and the rights of others; something

forbidden by law :6 as, certain acts by arbitra

 

I See Kountz 1:. Omaha Hotel Co., 107 U. S. 396(18i§);

67Pa. 476; 70 id. 501; 75 id. 119.

‘Jackson v. Ludeling, 99 U. S. 521 (1878); 106 id. 311.

‘Ruled 1;. People, 18 N. Y. 179, 182 (1858).

‘Gray 12. Commonwealth, 101 Pa.886 (1882); Udder

zook v. Commonwealth, 76 id. 340 (1874); Pitta v.

State, 43 Miss. 48082 (1870), cases; United States v.

Williams, 1 Cliff. 25 (1858); 4 Crim. Law liiag. 90}

12 (lS83).

' See examples, 20 Blatch. 286; 10 F. R. 470; 25 Miss.

157; 59 id. 545; 15 Wend.147; 14 Tex.Ap.560;1Grcenl

Ev. § 214; Whart. Cr. Ev‘ 894.

‘ [Bouvier‘s Law Dict.
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tors. election or other ofiicers, trustees; a

champertous contract: a contract for usury.

in an indictment for corrupt misbehavior in office

the act must be distinctly charged as done knowingly

and with a corrupt motive.I

See Awaan. 2; Barney.

COST.2 - Of an article purchased for ex

portation: the price given for it, with every

incidental charge, paid or supposed to be

paid. at the place where the article is ex

ported.‘

Cost price. The price actually paid for a

thing.‘

COSTS. I1'he expenses of an action re

coverable from the losing pa.rty.°

An allowance to a party for expenses in

curred in conducting his suit.6

The sums prescribed by law as charges for

services enumerated in the fee-bill.7

" Fees “ are a compensation to an oflicer tor serv

ices rendered in the progress of a cause. Originally,

fees were demand/able the instant the services were

rendered; but indulgence. ripened into a custom. and

which has received the sanction of judicial decision.

provides that the party should not be called upon to

pay them till after the determination of the cause;

when. to avoid suit for a trifling demand. it became

. the practice to include them in the execution a.s'i.l,'

they were a part of the successful party's costs’.

When a party in a litigated proceeding is duly ad

judged to pay costs. his liability is not restricted to

the disbursements and expenses which the opposite

party may be entitled to receive, but extends to the

fees of the oflicers of the court for services rendered

therein. When these united sums are taxable in the

case they constitute “ the costs " for which he is liable.

It the successful party collects them, he is trustee of

the lees. As against the paying party. all the items

are costs.‘ -

includes all charges fixed by statutes. as compensa

tion tor services rendered by otflcers of the court in

the progress of a cause.‘

Bill of costs. A statement of the items

of costs incurred in a suit.— presented for

taxation to an oificer of the court.

 

IBoyd v. Commonwealth. 77 Va. 55-66 (1888). cases;

I Whart. Cl’. L. S 2518.

' L. eon-stare. to " stand at“

' [Goodwin v. United States. 2 Wash. 499 (1811); 2

Ins. 39R.

' [Buck v. Burk. 18 N. Y. 340 (11:58).

‘ [Stanton County v. Madison County. 10 Nob. ace

(188)); State v. Dyches. 28 Tex. M2 (1806).

' Musser 1:. Good. 11 S. & R “JAB (1824). Gibson. J.

' Apperson c. Mut. Benefit Life ins. 00.. 88 N. J. L.

l90(1l-CG). Depue. J.

'.laur.~s's Appeal. 87 Pa. 481 (1878).

' hlnrkham v. Ross. 73 Gm 105 (1884): Davis 11. State.

ll id. 533 (1888).

In this connection “ costs “ means taxable costs.‘

The statement gives the names of the witnesses. days

in attendance. and mileage.

Carry costs. A verdict is said to carry

costs when he for whom it is found becomes

entitled to the payment of all costs as an in

cident to the verdict.

Certificate of costs. A memorandum

signed by the judge who tries a cause, that.

under the law, a party is entitled to costs.2

Cost-bond. The bond or other security

required of a party to a proceeding for the

payment of such costs, if any. as may be

awarded against him.

Costs (10 incremento. Costs by increase;

increased c0sts—adjudged by the court in

addition to such as the jury assess.

Before the statute of Gloucester. costs were enrolled

as increase of damages. After the statute. juries

taxed the damages. and costs. separately. When the

amount so taxed was not sufliclent to pay the costs of

the suit. the plaintifl prayed that the oflicer might

tax the costs inserted in the Judgment: this was the

origin of costs dc incremen!o.'

Costs of prosecution. Costs incurred in

conducting a prosecution; not. expenses in

resisting the prosecution.‘

Costs of suit. The expenses incurred

pending a suit, as allowed by the court.5

May include commissions upon money collected by

execution.‘

Costs of the day. Costs incurred in pre

paring for trial on a particular day,— accord

ing to notice of trial given by a party.''

Costs of the term. May include only the

expense of travel and attendance of the

party, the clerk's and witnesses‘ fees.8

Costs that have accrued. In the com

promise of a suit, costs that would follow the

judgment.’

Costs to abide event. If the event is

the same to the party who had the verdict at

the former trial, he gets his costs; otherwise.

the costs of the first trial are lost."

 

1 Doe 1:. Thompson. 22 N. H. 219 (1R50); Childs s. New

Haven. &c. R. 00.. 135 Mass. 572 (1888).

‘See 8 Bl. Corn. 214. -101.

' 8 Bl. Com. 899; Day 1:. Woodrvorth. 13 How. 872(181i1).

‘ State v. Wallln. 89 N. C. 578 (1333).

I [Norwich v. Hyde. 7 Conn. ‘.584 (1829).

‘Kitchen v. Woodfln. 1 Hughes. no (1877).'

' See 8 Bl. Corn. 857; Adams. Eq. 34-8.

‘Thurston 1:. Mining Co.. 1 R. l. 288 (1860).

'Tallassee Mann! Co. 1:. Glenn, 50 Ala. 489 (1878).

" Jones v. Williarns. L 11.8 ‘Q. B. an (1373); 2 n;

Div. ET. 854; 8 id.
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Double costs; treble costs. 1. Eng

lish practice. Double costs: common costs

and half as much more. Treble costs: three

times the amount of the costs incurred by a

party in an action; common costs, half of

these, and half of the latter.

“ Double costs“ were estimated by first allowing

the prevailing party single costs, including witnesses‘

expenses. counsels‘ fees. etc.. and then half the amount

of the single costs. without deducting counsels‘ fees.

etc. “ Treble costs “ consisted of single costs. half the

single costs. and half of that hall’.I

Payment of treble costs was imposed for violation

of certain statutes. as that of 29 Eliz. (1586), c. 4. against

extortion by sheriffs on ilnal process. Double and

treble costs were repealed by 5 and 6 Vict. (1842). c. 97.

Since then. only "party and party “ costs. or reason

able costs. are taxable.

2. American practice.

New York. and South Carolina. common

costs and one-half more. Treble costs: com

mon costs and three-fourths more.2

In Pennsylvania, double and treble costs mean

double and treble the single costs.‘

These additional costs seem to be given as compen

sation in cases of willful trespass or of vexatlous liti

gation.

Interlocutory costs.

given on various motions and proceedings in

the course of a suit. Final costs. Such as

depend upon the final event of the suit. To

these the term “ costs " generally applies.‘

Security for costs. Security required

of a plaintiif who is a non-resident of the

State, that if he is defeated in his action he

will pay all the costs thereof.

Until this is furnished he may not be allowed to

proceed in his action. The defendant waives his right

by taking any step in the cause after he has notice

that the plaintifl is a nonresident. A general afl‘.i

davit of defense may be first required. The law of the

particular jurisdiction shouldbe consulted for infor

mation as to details..

Taxation of costs. Olficial adjustment

of the amount of costs incurred in a case, or

to which the prevailing party is entitled.

Costs are a necessary appendage to a judgment.

The maxim is vicfus victorf in ezpensis condemnatus

ut. the defeated. to the prevailing party. in the ex

Doublc costs: in

 

I [Wharton's Law Dick; 1 Chitty. Pr. 27; Brightly,

Costs. 296.

I Patchln v. Parkhurnt. 0 Wend. 443 (1332); 1 Harp. L.

(S. C.) 440.

I Welsh v. Anthony. 10 PL 56 (1851); 2 Rawle. 201.

See 34 N. J. L. 530.

‘See Goodyear v. Sawyer. 17 F. R 8-9 (1888).

.See 1 Daniel. Ch. Pr. 80; 10 \'es.?37;18 RIL105; I

18 Rep. 114; 13 How. Pr.-162; 60 ltld. 375; 9 Weni 262. I
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penses is condemned. The common law allowed no

costs to either party. lf the plaintiff failed. he was

“amerced:" if he recovered. the defendant was "at

mercy “ for detaining the amount of the debt. This in

time was viewed as a hardship. and statute of 6 Edw. l

(1277). c. 1. called the Statute of Gloucester, and

which has been adopted in the States. was passed. giv

ing costs in all cases where the plaintifl’ recovered dam

ages. But no costs were allowed the defendant till the

statute o1'23 Hen. VIII (1531). c. 15. which. with later

statutes. gave him. if he prevailed. such costs as the

plaintiff would have received had he recovered.‘

To prevent trifling and vexatious actions of tree

pass, it was enacted by 43 Eliz. (1600). c. 6, and 22 and

23 Car. (1670). c. 9. that where the jury awarded iesl

damages than forty shillings the plaintiff‘ should be

allowed no more costs than damages. unless the judge

certified that the freehold or title to the land chiefly

camé in question. But 8 and 9 Wm. [II (16116), c. 11.

provided that in actions wherein it appeared that the

trespass was willful and malicious. and so certified by

the judge. the plaintiff should recover full costs. These

statutes are in force in a few of the States.’

The statute of Charles is restricted to actions of

trespass quarc clausum frrgit. and of assault and bat

tery; for in no other case is it possible to give the oer

tiflcate. Moreover. to entitle the plaintiff to full costs

the judge's certificate must be made “ at the trial of the

cause;“ that is. before final judgment.‘ In Pennsyl

vania currency. the forty shillings are equal to $5.33:

the English shilling sterling not having been adopted.‘

Costs are regulated entirely by statute. as to both

item and amount. The Federal fee bill act of 1883.

made section 988, Rev. St.. provides that: “The bill of

fees of the clerk. marshal. and attorney. and the

amount paid printers and witnesses. and lawful fees

for exempliflcations and copies of papem necessarily

obtained for use on trial in cases where by law costs

are recoverable in favor of the prevailing party. shall

be taxed by a judge or clerk of the court. and be in

cluded in and form a portion of a judgment or decree

against the losing party. Such taxed bills shall be

filed with the papers in the cause.“

In the Federal courts. the prevailing party in com

mon-law actions recovers costs in all cases. except

when otherwise provided by an act of Congress.‘

Section 963. Rev. St.. providing that the prevailing

party shall not be allowed costs when the recovery is

less than $500. is imperative; the court has no diacre

tion to allow costs where the judgment is under that

mm.‘ See lilaasnan. 1 (2); Pm:v.un.

The government. at common law. neither pays nor

 

'8 Bl. Com. 899-4&9; Day 1:. Woodworth. 18 How. 3'?)

(1861); Antoni v. Greenhow. 107 U. S. 781 (18813); 26 Am.

Law Reg. 893-% (1878). cases: 17 F. R. 10-11; N Minn

480.

I 8 Bi. Com. 214. 401 ; Winger v. Rife. 101 Pa. 152 (1%?-2).

' Slmonds v. Barton. 76 Pa. 4354;? 118“). cases; Tow

ers 1:. Vieiie. 1 Johns. Cas. 221 i1T99).

‘ Chapman v. Calder. 14 Pa. 358 (1550).

I United States v. Treadwell. 15 F. R. $1 (1883): R. S.

55 823. 983.

' Gibson v. h1emphis.&c. R. Co., 81 F. R. 558 (1887).
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rmeives costs; under statute, it may.I In admiralty,

coats are left to the discretion of the court.‘ In equity,

they are largely within the discretion of the chancel

lor.I In criminal law, in cases of conviction of felony,

the prisoner pays the costs if he has property, and. in

cases of acquittal, the government pays them; while

in misdemeanors the accused, if convicted. is sentenced

to pay them; and if acquitted he may be required to

pay them where there was prima facie evidence of

guilt; or the prosecutor may have to pay them; or,

again. they may be divided between the prosecutor

and ‘be accused; or there may be authority for the

government alone defraying them. if the accused

cannot pay them he may have to remain in prison

until discharged under the insolvent laws of the $tato.

Costs do not bear interest.

See Arroassr; Dnuons; Docn.-r; Fair. ‘.3.

COUNCIL. 1. An advisory body selected

to assist the governor of a State in his official

determinations. _

King’s councils. To assist him in the

discharge of his duties, the maintenance of

his dignity, and the exertion of his preroga

tive, the law has assigned the sovereign a

diversity of councils with which to advise, to

wit: the high court of parliament; the peers

of the realm assembled at call; the judges of

the courts of law; but, principally, his privy

council (by way of eminence the council), an

assembly of the king and such as he wills, in

his palace.‘

A governor‘s council is still retained in a few

States.‘

2. The ordinance-making body in a mu

nicipal corporation.

Usually in the plural form “councils;"

whereof common and select council are the

branches.

The organization and powers of such bodies are de

lermined by iitatute.I

The city council of Boston, for example, is not a

"legislature." it has no power to make " laws," but

merely to pass ordinances upon such local matters as

the legislature may commit to its charge. Neither

branch is vested with any judicial functions whatever.

Nor are its members chosen with a view to their fit

necs for the exercise of such functions.‘ See further

Crrr; Cosrznyr, 2: Onomancs. 1; Tmsusu..

COUNSEL; COUNSELLOR. See AT

roaxi-:Y, 2. '

 

'8 Bi. Com. 400; 3 Cranch, 78; 2Wheat. 895; 12 id.

546; 5 How. 20: 3 Pa. 158.

' The Scotland. 118 U. S. 519 (i886).

‘See 2 Daniel, Ch. Pr. 1515-21; Goodyear v. Sawyer,

17 F. R. 6 (1883). cases.

'1 Bl. Com. 22‘!-32.

' See T0 Me. 570

' See Dillon, Manic. Corp. 826.

' Whitoombl Case. 120 Mass 1% (1876), Gray. 0. J.
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COUNT

CONSILIUM. See INOPS.

COUNT. 1, v. In the sense of to com

pute, see ACCOUNT; DISCOUNT.

2. In the sense of to refer to a statute,

compare Rncnn.

8, n. In the sense of earl or comes, see

Snnmrr.

4. In pleading, a distinct statement of the

cause of action or of the ground of accusa

tion.

Peculiar, therefore. to a declaration or an indict

ment. From the French conic: a narrative.

(1) In civil procedure at common law, is

sometimes synonymous with declaration, its

original signification; but now is generally

considered as a part of adeclaration, wherein

the plaintiff sets forth a distinct cause of

action.1

Where the plalntifl"s complaint embraces a single

cause of action and he makes one statement of it

that statement is called. indiflerently, a “ declaration “

or a “count." But where his suit embraces two or

more causes of action (each of which of course re

quires a different statement). or when he makes two

or more different statements of one and the same

cause of action, each statement is called a “count,“

and all of them, collectively, constitute the " declara

tion,“ ' q. 0.

Common counts. Distinct statements of

a cause of action so varied as to correspond

with the possible state of the proof.

In the common action of aerumpail, q. v., they are,

ordinarily, for money- had and received, paid. lent,

or due upon an account stated; perhaps, also. for

the worth of work done and materials furnished:

whence called "money “ counts.I See Coxrmm,

Implied.

Special count. States the facts peculiar

to the case in hand.‘

One object in inserting two or more counts in a

declaration, when there is in fact but one cause of

action, is to guard against the danger of an insuiliclent

statement of the cause. where a doubt exists as to the

legal sutllciency of one or another of two or more dif

ferent modes of declaring. But the more usual end

proposed is to accommodate the statement of the

cause, as faras may be. to the possible state of the

proof exhibited on the trial.

In assampsil, under a declaration containing a spe

cial count on a prom issory note, and also the common

counts, a note varying from the one specially plemlcd

is admissible under the common counts, asevidence

of money had and received, in connection With evi

 

l [Cheetham v. Tillotson, 6 Johns. ‘435 (1:09).

' Gould, Pl. 158.

' See, as to money had and received, Barnett u.

Warren, 82 Ala. 557 'l5i~'G): 20 Cent. Law J. 326-3) (1896).

cases, as to quantum meruit.

‘See Naah v. Towne, 5 Wall. 702 (1866).
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dence that the defendant admitted his indebtedness on

the notel

Counts for contract and trespass, being dissimilar

in kind, cannot be joined.‘ See Bso,2; Durucrrv;

Jon~'ns:a_

(2) In criminal procedure, each count in an

indictment imports a diiferent ofiense; is, in

effect, a separate indictment.‘

When a verdict is silent as to one or more counts

and finds guiltas to others, presumably the jury found

the defendant not guilty as to the former counts.‘

See lsnrcrunwr; Sasrascs.

‘COUNTER. Contrary, in opposition to.

see CONTRA.

As a prefix, denotes that one thing is,

or is placed, in antagonism to some other:

as, a counter-aflidavit, counter-bond, coun

ter-claim,_ counter-evidence, counter-plea,

counter-proof, counter-statement, counter

surety,— for each of which see the simple

substantive. Compare CROSS, 3.

COUNTERFEIT, v. To make some

thing falsely and fraudulently in the sem

blance of that which is true; also, the thing

so made.

n. A spurious imitation intended to re

semble something which is not.-"

Refers, ordinarily, to imitations of money or of

securities. Buta trade-mark (q. v.) may be counter

felted.

"i‘he resemblance of the spurious to the genuine

must be such, possibly, as to deceive a person using

ordinary caution.‘

“False, forged, and counterfeit," said of counter

feiting Treasury notes, necessarily imply that the in

strument so characterized is not genuine, but only

purports to be, or is in the aimilitude of the genuine

instrument.’

It is not necessary in an indictment, under 5 (>457,

Rev. St., to allege that the act of counterfeiting was

done with intent to defraud; such intent, if an ele

ment of the crime, is implied in the allegation of

“ falsely " making.I

On counterfeiting the securities of the United

States, see Rev. St. 55413.’

Counterfeiting, passing, or possessing with intent

 

1 Hopkins 1:. Orr, 121 U. S. 518 (1888), cases.

' Gould, Pl. 159; 8 Bl. Com. 295; 53 N. H. 41.

' United States v. Malone, W Blatch. 140 (1881): R. '8.

i 1024; s. c. 18 Rep. 67.

‘ State 0. McNaught, 86 Kan. 627 (1857), cases.

‘Queen 1;. Hermann, 4 Q. B. D. 287 (1879).

lStew., Ala., 886; 1 Ohio St. 187. .

‘United States v. Bogart. 9 Bened. 315 (1878).

' [United States v. Howell. 11 Wall. 432, 436 (1870),

Iililler, J. See 2 Flip. 557; 13 F. R. 96; CODSL Art. 1,

sec. 8, cl. 6.

' United States v. Otey, Bl F. R. 68 (1887).

‘See also United States 1;. Bennett, 17 Blateh. 358

(1879); 22 F. R. 390.

See
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to utter or pass, within the United States, the notes, or

other securities of any foreign government, is punish

able by fine and imprisonment at hard labor; and so

is having in one‘s possession, without lawful authority,

any plate therefor or’ printing from the same.‘

Under the power “ to define and punish offenses

against the law of nations," and to “regulate com

merce with foreign nations," Congress may provide for

punishing as a crime the counterfeiting, within the

United States, of the notes of foreign banks or cor

porations, although they be not the'obligations of the

foreign government.‘

See Fuss; Forms, 2: Gssurms; Guwr; Osmos

rms, 2; Smu.rrcna; Srumous; Urrna.

COUNTERPART. One ‘of the parts of

an indenture which lay opposite or counter

to each other.3 A duplicate copy. ~

Indentures were originally written twice on the

same sheet of parchment with a space in the middle —

where it was afterward divided.I

When the several parts of an indenture are inter

changeably executed by the parties that part or copy

which is executed by the grantor is called the orig

inal, and the rest noun ferparts.‘

COUNTERSIGN. 1. To sign on the op

posite side.

2. To sign in addition to another, as the

superior ofiicer, and in attestation of authen

ticity.5 See SIGN, Countersign.

COUNTERVAIL. To operate with

equal eifect: to deserve equal consideration.

An equitable right which is as important or well

founded as another which is being pressed for the

more favorable recognition, is spoken of as a “ coun

tervailing equity."

COUNTRY.‘ 1. Initsprimary meaning,

signifies place; in a larger sense, the terri

tory or dominions occupied by acommunity,

or even waste and unpeopled sections or re

gions of the earth; but its metaphorical

meaning (which is no less definite and well

understood) in common parlance, in histor

ical and geographical writings, in diplomacy,

legislation, treaties, and international codes,

denotes the population, the nation, the state,

the government, having possession and do

minion over the country.7 See PLACE, 1.

As used in the revenue laws, embraces all the pos

sessions of a foreign state, however widely separated,

 

1 Act 16 May, 1884: 28 St. L. 22.

' United States v. Arjona, 120 U. S. 479 (187), Waite,

Chief Justice.

' [Burrill‘s Law Dict.

* 2 Bl. Com. 296.

‘ See Smith, Eq. 212, 181; 101 U. S. 22.

° F. contree: L. contra, opposite: that which lies

opposite to a city.

" United States v. “ The Recorder," 1 Btatch. 215

(1547), Betts. J.
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Ihich are subject to the sa‘me supreme executive and

legislative control.‘ See INDIAN, Country.

2. The inhabitants of adistrict from which

s jury is to be summoned; a jury.

Trial by jury is also called trial per pain, or per

patrian, by the country.’

By the policy of the ancient law the jury was to

come dc vicinsto, from the neighborhood of the place

where the cause of action was laid. For, living in the

neighborhood, they were properly the very country,

or pain. to which both parties had appealed, and

were supposed to know beforehand the characters of

the parties and their witnemes. But this convenience

being overbalsnced by the fact that jurors coming

from the immediate neighborhood naturally inter

mixed their prejudices and partialities in the trial, the

early practice became so far relinquished that the

jury LII M‘ comes from the body 01' the county at large,

and nut 11¢ vicineto, from the particular neighbor

hood! S-.-e Vase:

Conclude to the country. To tender

an issue of fact for trial by a jury.

God and my country. The answer, at

common law, of a prisoner arraigned for

trial. See ARRAIGN.

Put upon the country. To submit a

matter in dispute to a jury.

The full expression, on the part of the plaintiit, is,

"And this the said A prays may be inquired of by

the country; " on the part 01’ the defendant, "And

of this the said 13 puts himself upon the country)"

Compare Psis; Psrsu.

COUNTY. Originally, a province gov

erned by a count,— the earl or alderman to

whom the government 01’ the shire was in

u-usted.°

A civil division of the territory of Eng

land.‘

The terms “ the county " and the “people of the

county" may be convertible; so, too, " the county "

and the " commissionem oi the county.""

The city of St. Louis, under the constitution of Mis

souri of 1875, though not a county as that word is ordi

narily used in the constitution, is in a qualified sense a

county, being a “legal subdivision of the State " which

bears county relations to the State, and having many

important attributes of a county.‘ '

A county is not a corporation, but a more political

organisation of A certain portion of the territory

 

lStairs v. Peaslee, 18 How. 526 (1866). 'l‘aney,O. J.

See Campbell c. Barney, 5 Blatch. 221 (1864).

'8 Bl. Corn. 849; 4 id. 88.

' 8 Bi. Com. 859-60.

'8 Bl. 00m. 818.

' [1 Bl. Corn. 116; Eastman v.C1sclramas Co., 82 F. R

I (1837).

'1 Bl. Com. 118.

' County Court v. Sievert. 58 M0111 (1874); Carder c.

Fayette County, 16 Ohio St. 369 (1865),

‘State v. Finn. 4 Mo Ap. 850 (187?)~

within the State, particularly defined by geographical

limits, for the more convenient administration of the

laws and police poiver oi’ the State, and for the conven

ience oi’ the inhabitants.I

Such organization is invested with certain powem

delegated by the State, for the purpose of civil admin

istration; and for the same purpose is clothed with

many characteristics of a body corporate. it is a quad

corporation. for in many respects it is like a corpora

tion. But the power to sue and be sued is expressly

conferred by statute.l

In the Revised Statutes, or in any act or resolution

of Congress, the word county shall include a “ parish "

or any other equivalent subdivision of a State or Ter

ritory.'

" Establishing " a county is setting apart certain

territory to be in the future organized as a political

community, or quad corporation for political pur

poses; “ organizing“ a county is vesting in the people

of the territory such corporate rights and powers.‘

County corporate. A city or town, with

more or less territory annexed, to which, out

of special favor, the king has granted the

privilege to be a county of itself, and not to

be comprised within another county.‘ _

Similar to this are the counties of Philadelphia, New

York, and Boston.‘

Foreign county. Another county thap

the one in which a matter arises or is drawn

in question.

Body of a county. 1. The territorial

limits of a county. See BODY, 3.

2. The people of a county collectively con

sidered. Sec VE.\'U1-I.

County bridge. See BRIDGE.

County court. 1. A name for a class of

courts having civil jurisdiction in contro

versiee of medium grade. varied powers in

the charge and care of persons and estates

within legal guardianship, a limited criminal

jurisdiction, appellate jurisdiction over jus

tices of the peace, and numerous powers

and duties in the administration of county

affairs.8

2. In England, a court of great antiquity,
 

IHunter 1;. Commissioners. 10 Ohio St. 590 (1860);

Iiarris tv. Supervisors, 105 ill. 451 (15.53); Washer u

Bullitt County, 110 U. S. l564(18'3-1); Faulkner 1.‘. Hyman

142 Mass. 54 (1886); Vincent v. Lincoln Co., 80 F. R

749-53 (1887), cases; 88 Ark. 497; 14 Fla. 321; 2 Kan

128; 50 Md. 245; 8 liiinn. 504; 10 Nev. 552; 7 Ohio St

109; 10 F. R. 55.

As to suits by and against counties, see 19 Cenl

Law J. 186-Ss‘ (1884). Cases.

IAct18 July, 1S66: R. S151-2.

IState 0. Parker, 25 Min. 219 (1878); 28 id. 40.

‘ [1 Bl. Com. 1%).

‘See State v. Fin, 4 Mo. Ap. M7 (1877).

' [Abbott's Lew Dict. '
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incident to the jurisdiction of the sherifl‘. It

seems to have had cognizance of purely per

sonal actions and of some real actions; but

it was not a court of recordl

Since 1846, a tribunal, established under 9 and 10

Vict. c. 9.5, in upward of five hundred districts, none

within the city of London; and at present invested

with a cornmomlaw jurisdiction over demands not ex

ceeding £50, an equity jurisdiction where the amount

involved does not exceed £500, together with certain

jurisdiction in probate, admiralty, and bankruptcy.’

County ofiicer. One by whom a county

‘performs its usual political functions,-— its

functions of government; who exercises

“ continuously, and as a part of the regular

and permanent administration of govern

ment, its public powers, trusts. or duties.“

He may be the auditor, commissioner, supervisor,

treasurer, or other functionary of the county. Local

statutes usually designate who shall be considered

county ofllcers, and prescribe their duties.

County purpose. May include only the

ordinary purposes, as the ordinary expenses,

of a bounty.4

County seat. See Pannssnxr.

Power of the county. The male inhab

itants of a county, over fifteen years of age,

whom the sheriff may command to aid him

in preserving the peace, executing process,

arresting felons, etc.; the pose comitatus.‘

See SHERIFF; Conossa; WARRANT, 2 (2).

COUPLED. See Israamr, 2(2), Coupled.

COUIl§'O'.l.‘1'.'i Something “ cut ofi ” from

another thing: a distinct part of adocument

or instrument, intended to be separated from

the body thereof and used as evidence of

something connected with it or mentioned

in it. '

Coupon bond. Ordinarily, by “ coupon ”

is meant a part of a transferable bond or cer

tificate of loan, designed to be separated

therefrom and used as evidence of interest

due by the terms thereof. The original or

primary obligations are called coupon bonds.

 

1 See 8‘Bl. Com. 35; 3 Law Quar. Rev. 1-18 (1887).

‘See 1 Abbott, Law Dict. 299; 69 Law Times, 379

(1575).

'[Sheboygan County v. Barker, 8 Wall. 96 (1806),

Grier, .1. See Re Whiting, 2 Barb. 517 (1848); Re Car

penter, 1' id. 84 (1849); State, ex rel. v. Glenn, 7 Heisk.

41‘.l(1872).

‘ McCormick u. l itch. 14 Minn. 257 (1869).

23 Ohio St. 3%); 1 Sneed, G87.

'1 Bl. Com. 848; 4 id. 1%; Regina v.Brown,1Carr.&

IL '81-1&1?-ii).

‘ Koo’-pong. F. from oouper. to cut, cut 01!.

Seealso

An instrument complete in itself, and yet composed

of several distinct instruments, each of which in in ii

self as complete as the whole togethenl

Such coupons are merely interest warrants or in

terest-certificates - written contracts for the payment

of a definite sum of money on a given day.’

Most of the bonds of municipal bodies and

private corporations are issued in order to raise

funds for works of large extent and cost, and their

payment is therefore mode at distant periods. Cou

pons for the installments of interest are usually at

tached, in the expectation that they will be paid as

they mature, however distant the period for the pay

ment of the principal. These coupons, when severed

from the bonds. are negotiable and pass by delivery.

They then cease to be incidents. become in fact inde

pendent claims; and they do not lose their validity,

if for any cause the bonds are canceled or paid be

fore maturity, nor their negotiable character, nor

their ability to support separate actions. Once sev

ered from the bonds, and having matured, they are in

effect equivalent to separate bonds for the diflerent

installments of interest.‘

The holder is enabled to collect the interest at the

time and place named. or to transfer the coupon to

another who may collect it, without the trouble of

presenting the bond itself. This is a convenience to

the foreign holder. The device tends to enhance the

marketableness of interest-bearing securities, and is

favored by the courts.‘

The form does not change their nature. That they

are payable at a particular place does not make it

necessary to aver or provea presentation for payment

there.l

Suit may be maintained upon a coupon without

producing the bond; but the provisions in the bond

must be recited in such a general way as to explain

the relation the coupon originally held, and still holds,

to it. Recovery may then be had for the face ainolmt,

with interest from the day when payment was unjustly

refused, and exchange at the place of payment}

When a coupon upon its face refers to the bond, the

purchaser is chargeable with notice of all that the

bond contains.‘

These separable obhgations bear interest after their

maturity. An unpaid coupon left on a bond is not of

itself evidence that the bond is dishonored.'

interest coupons are instruments of a peculiar

nature. Title to them passes by more delivery. A

 

'2 Daniel, Neg. inst. 5 1488 (1879). See Myers 0.

York, &c. R. Co, 43 Me. 239-40 (1857); Ethoven u.

Hoyle, 13 C. 13.872 (1853).

1 Aurora City v. West, 7 Wall. 105 (18%), cases.

I Clark 1:. Iowa City, 20 Wall. $9 (1874), cases, Field,

J.; Hartman v. Greenhow, 102 U. S. 684 (1830); Walnut

1!. \Vnde.108 id. 696 (1880); Thompson 1:. Perrine,106

id. 592 (18%): Kerr 1:. City of Corry, 106 Pa. 25:: (1884).

‘City of Kenosha v. Lamson, 9 Wall. 477, 488-85

(18651). Nelson, J.

‘ Walnut v. Wade, 108 U. S. 695 (1880).

' 1icLure v. Township of Oxford, 94 U. S. 482 (1870),

Waite. C. J.

"lndiana & Illinois Central R. Co. v. SPl‘l¢1-le, 103

U. S. 761-68 (1880). cases.
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transfer of po-easion is presumptively a transfer of

title.I

When issued by competent authority they pass into

the hands-of a bona fide purchaser for value before

maturity, freed from any infirmity in their origin. As

with other negotiable paper more suspicion that there

may be a defect of title in the holder, or k1]O“'iL'dl.{9 of

circumstances which would excite suspicion as to his

title in the mind of any prudent man, is not sufficient

to impair the title of the purchaser. That result will

only iollow where there has been bad faith on his

wk’

Being complete instruments, capable of sustaining

separate actions without reference to the maturity of

the bond, the statute of limitations begins to run from

the time when they respectively mature.I See Boss;

Ex. 8; Imam.

Coupon note. A promissory note with

coupons attached, which, in number, corre

spond to the payments of interest.

The original note may be secured bya mortgage.

A form in lows reads thus:

' _, --— —- 1889.

On the -— day of —, 188-, 1 promise in pay to

-—- —- or order, — dollars. Being semi-annual in

latest to that date on my note for — dollars. due

— 1%-—. Payable at —.

l\'\o. —. , .

Coupon stamp. The Government fur

nishes collectors of its revenue books of

stamps having coupons attached, to be used

when taxes are paid on spirits.

There are nine coupons to each stamp representing

a decimal, all printed between the stamp and the stub.

Upon the receipt of a distiller‘s tax, for example, the

oilloer detaches a stamp with such number of coupons

attached as corresponds to the number of prooi-ga1

ions in the cask. as shown by the gauger‘s return.

Unused coupons remain with the stub; ii detached,

they are of no value.‘

Coupon ticket. Sets or books of tickets

issued by carriers of passengers, providing

that for each trip had, according to the terms

of the contract, a ticket shall be detached or

‘ Ketchum v. Duncan, 96 U. S. 682 (1877).

‘Cromwell v. County of Sac, 96 U. S. 57 (1877),

Field, .1.; Murray v. Lardner, 2 Wall. 110-121 (1864),

cases.

Il§oahhonon,g v. Burton, 104 U. S. 668, 675 (1881).

See Virginia Coupon Cases. 114 id. 260440 (1855); gen

erally, 1 Wall. 83,175,884; 8id.827; 10 id. 68; 11 id.189;

14 id. 2~?2;15|'d.3b5;19|'d. 83; 21 id. 864; 92 U. S. 502,

W: 93 id. 502; 94 id. 851.4611, 741, 801; 96 id. 659; Wid.

%, 272; 99 id. 112, 382, 434, 499, 686; 101 id. 87, 677; 104

Id. 505; 1% id. 8'70, 'T‘L'i; 106111. 6“; 10! id. 529,539, 568,

T11, T60; 15 Blatch. $1346; 16 id. 54; 17 id. 4; 18 id.

888: 26 Conn. 121: 53 lnd.1i11; 109 11iass.B8; 112 id. 58;

09 Me. 607; 2 Nev.199;5T N. H. 897; 82 N. C. 882; 66

N.Y.14;44 Pa. t§1;‘E Gratt.833;1 Daniel, Neg. Inst

Ch. XLVU.

‘ E 8. i 3313.

canceled, are called “coupon tickets” II

tickets in the “ coupon form."

When the carriage is confined to the issuing line,

the ticket is a contract to carry according to its own

terms; but when thereis one ticket for carriage om

that line and other tickets as passports over other

lines, the first carrier is ordinarily only agent for the

others, except in cases of express contract to the con

trary.1 See CARRIER, Common.

COURSE. 1. The direction of a line

with reference to a meridian. See BOUND

ARY; Hearsay, 8; Moxouarrr, 1.

2. Routine; practice; procedure. Com

pare Cunsus.

Course of an action. Progressive action

in a suit or proceeding not yet determined.I

Due course or process of law. Law

in its regular administration. See further

Pnocsss, 1.

“Due course " and " due process " of law mean the

same thing.I

-Of course. Said of a thing done in the

common manner of proceeding, and which

does not require special allowance of a judge

of the court.

Many rules and citations are taken or had, as “ of

course," by application to the clerk or prothonotary

of the court.

3. The usual way or mode; usage; custom.

Course of business, or of trade. The

way ordinarily pursued in a particular call

ing. See Bcsmsss; TRADE.

“ Due course of trade," with respect to the negotia

tion ot a note. is where the holder has given for it

money, goods, or credit at the time of receiving it, or

has on account of it sustained some’ loss or incurred

some liability.‘

Course of a voyage. The customary

track between ports. See DEVIATION.

COURT.‘ 1. According to Cowel, the

house where the king remains with his reti

 

ISee Baltimore, 6:0. R. Co. v. Harris, 12 Wall. 65

(1870); Hudson v. Kansas Pacific R. Co., B McCrary,

249 (1882); Keep 0:. Indianapolis, &c. R. 00.. £6. W,

214-19 (1882), cases; Quimby 11. Vanderbilt, 17 N. Y.

813 (1858); Milnor v. New York& New Haven R. Co., 58

id.3t13, 860-71 (1878), cases; Kessler v. New York &

Hudson R. Co., 61 id. 541 (1875); Hartan 1:. Eastern R

Co., 114 Mass. 44 (1878); Well! 1:. Central R. Co., GSGL

858 (1882); 28 Conn. 457; 29 Vt. 421; 26 Ala. 7118.

I Williams 0. Ely, 14 Wis. '288 (1861), Dixon, C. J.

‘Adler u. Whitbeck, 44 Ohio St. 569 (18%).

‘ [Kimbro o. Lytle, 10 Yerg. 428 (1887), Reese. J.;

Merchants‘ Bank v. l11cCleiiand, 9 C01. 608 (1886).

l F. oort. curt, court, acourt or yard; also, a tribunal:

| L. eortis,a court-yard, court, palace: L. con, an in

’ closure: co~, together; hort-us. a garden, yard,-— Skeat.

1 Orig. from L. cers, a pen, a fortified place, a palace,

i Miiller, Science Lang. 260. Compare Cnarnaoa
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nue; also, the place where justice is admin

lstered.

These two meanings, in the beginning, were closely

connected. For, in early history. when the king was

actually the tountain and dispenser of justice, nothing

could be more natural than that subjects who had

oomplaints oi.’ ill-treatment to make should use the ex

pression “ the court,“ in speaking oi’ the journey to

the place Where the lring was domiciled, and the sp

plication to him preferred. usually in the court of

the palace, for interference and redress. Ancientiy,

then, the “ court," for judicial purposes, was the king

and his attendants; later, those who sojourned or

traveled with him, to whom he delegated authority to

determine controversies and to dispense justice.I

The earlier courts were merely assemblages, in the

courtyard oi’ the baron or of the king himself, of

those whose duty it was to appear at stated times, or

upon summons. Traces of this constitution of courts

remain in tribunals tor the trial 0! impeachments, and

in the control exercised by legislatures over the organ

ization of courts of justice, as constituted in modern

times, Indeed, parliament is still the “High Court of

Parliament,“ and in Massachusetts the united legisla

tive bodies are entitled the " General Court." '

A pl..cc \Vilci'L‘lll justice is judicially admin

iatered.3

The more effectually to accomplish the redress oi‘

private injuries, courts of justice are instituted to

protect the weak from the insults of the strong, by ex

pounding and enforcing those laws by which rights

are defined and wrongs prohibited.‘

As the executive power of the law is vested in the

king, courts of justice, which are the medium by which

he administers that law, originate with this power of

the crown. He is represented by his judges.‘

In every court there must be: an actor. plaintiff,

who complains of an injury; a rcus, defendant, who

D called upon to make satisfaction; and a judez, judi

cial power to examine the truth oi’ the tact, determine

the law arising thereon. and, for injury done, by its

oflioers to apply the remedy.‘

A tribunal established for the public ad

ministration of justice, and composed of one

or more judges, who sit for that purpose at

flxed times and places, attended, by proper

oificersf‘

An organized body, with defined powers,

meeting at certain times and places for the

hearing and decision of causes and other

matters brought before it, and aided in this

by its oifioers, viz., attorneys and counsel to

present and manage the business, clerks to

 

1 [Abbott‘s Law Dlct.

' [Bouvier's Law Dict.

' 8 Bl. Com. 28: Coke, Litt. 58.

¢ :1 Bl. Com‘. 2.

'8 Bi. Com. 23-24; 1id.2I0. .

‘8 Bl. Com. 25: 84111. 860;14F. R178.

' Mason 0. Woerner, 18 lilo, 570 (1853), Gambia, J.

record and attest its acts and decisions, and

ministerial otficers to execute its commands

and secure order in its proceedings.l

Proceedings at another time and place or in an

other manner than that specified by law, though in

the personal presence and under the direction of a

judge, are coram non judice, and void.‘

The definition given by Coke (and Blackstone) lacks

fullness: it is limited to the place of a court. There

must also be the presence of the oflicers constituting

the court, the judge or judges certainly, and probably

the clerk authorized to record the action taken; time

must be regarded, too, for the oflicers of a court must

be present at the place and time appointed by law.

To give existence to a court, then, its officers, and the

time and place of holding it, must be such as are pre

scribed by law. “ Open court " conveys the idea

that the court must be in session, organized for the

transaction of judicial business. It may mean public,

tree to all.‘

A permanent organization for the administration oi

justice; not a special tribunal provided for by law, oo

casionally called into existence and ceasing to exist

with particular exigencies.‘ See further Tmsuuu.

2. The judge charged with deciding the

law in a given case; as opposed to the jury,

who are triers of the fact.

The term “ court” may mean the “ judge" or

“judges " of the court, or the judge and the jury, ao

cording to the connection, and the object of its use.‘

See Jones; Jumcunv.

For the speedy, universal, and impartial adminis

tration oi justice the law has appointed a variety oi‘

courts, some with a more limited, others with a more

extensive, jurisdiction; some to determine in the first

instance, others upon appeal and by way of review.

01’ these the most important are:

Civil court. A court instituted for the

enforcement of private rights and the redress

of private wrongs; any court which admin

isters civil law. Criminal court. Any

tribunal for the redress of public wrongs

crimes and misdemeanors. Ecclesiastical

court. Such judicatory as enforces law

made by a religious body for its own govern

ment. See CHURCH.

Court of law, or court ofcommon law.

Any court which administers justice accord

ing to the principles and forms of the ‘com

 

‘ [Burrill‘s Law Dict.

1 See Wightman v. Karsner, 20 Ala. 451 (1852); Bunn

ley v. State, 20 Ark. '78 (W69).

I Hobart 1:. Hobart, 45 Iowa, 503 (1877), Beck, J. See

Lewis v. Hoboken, 42 N. J. L. 879 0&0).

‘ [Shurburn v. Hooper, 40 Mich. 506 (1879); Streeter s.

Paton. 7 id. 846 (1859), Manning, J.

' See Gold 0. Vermont Central R. 00., 19 Vt, 482 (1847);

Michigan Central R. Co. 1:. Northern Indiana R. 00.. I

ind. 2~i5(1€§l); 18 B. L dill. '
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mon law. Court of chancery, or of

equity. A court which proceeds wh_olly

according to the principles of equity, q. 1;.

Court of original jurisdiction. Such

court as is to exercise jurisdiction over a

matter in the first instance. Court of ap

pellate jurisdiction. II organized to re

view causes removed from another court or

courts. Court of general jurisdiction.

Takes cognizance of all causes, civil or crim

inal, of a particular nature. Court of lim

ited or special jurisdiction. May have

cognizance over a few matters only.

Inferior court. A court subordinate to

mother; or, a court of limited jurisdiction.

Superior court. A court with controlling

authority over some other court or courts,

and with certain original jurisdiction of its

own. Supreme court. A court of the

highest jurisdiction; also, a court higher

than some other court or courts, but not

necessarily of last resort.

Inferior courts. All courts from which an appeal

lies are “ inferior “ to the court to which their judg

menta may be carried — as are the circuit and district

courts of the United States, but they are not, there

fore, “ interior courts" in the technical sense as ap

plying to courts of a special and limited jurisdiction,

which are created on such principles that their judg

menta. taken alone, are entirely disregarded, and the

proceedings must show their jurisdiction.I See further

arnnaaa, De non, etcv

Superior courts. Courts in Connecticut, Delaware,

Georgia, Massachusetts. and North Carolina, whose

jurisdiction extends throughout the whole of a defined

district or of the whole State. In a few other States,

the title of a court or courts organized in a particular

city or county, additional to the general system; as in

one or more counties of Illinois, Indiana, Maine, Mary

land, and Michigan.

Supreme courts. The supreme courts 0! New

llampshire, Pennsylvania, and Vermont, the “ su

preme courts of appeal" of Virginia and West "ir

ginia, and the “supreme judicial courts " of lilaine

and Massachusetts, in addition to their appellate

powers, exercise an additional jurisdiction, more or

less general. in the issuing of the prerogative write of

mandamus, prohibition. qua warranto, etc. In New

Jersey the supreme court is the highest court of law

of original jurisdiction; and in New York a court,

next to the court oi‘ appeals, with certain general orig

inal jurisdiction coupled with some appellate powers.

in Connecticut the court of last resort is called the

 

I [Kempe 1:. Kennedy, 5 Cranch, 185 (1809), Marshall,

C.J. See l\l‘Cormick v. Sullivant, 10 Wheat. 199 (l&J5);

:1-p_ Watkins. 3 Pet '20!» (IEO); Grignon v. Astor, 2

How. 341 (1844); Kennedy 0. Georgia State Bank, 8

at on (1350); Exp. Lathrop, 118 U. s. us (1880); Cooley,

Oonat Um. 5034. caaea
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“supreme court of errors." In most, if not quite all,

of the other States, the name supreme court. for I

court possessing the general characteristics above do

scribed, is applied to the court of last re-sort.I As to the

Supreme Court of the United States, see page 278.

Court of record. A court in which the

acts and judicial proceedings are enrolled on

parchment for a perpetual memorial and

testimony. . . All such are the king's

courts; no other has authority to fine and

imprison: so that the erection of a new juria

diction with this power makes it instantly a

court oi! record. Court‘ not of record.

Originally, the court of a private man, whom

the law would not intrust with discretionary

power overthe fortune or liberty of his fel~

low-subjects: as, the courts-baron and other

inferior jurisdictions where the proceedings

were not enrolled or recorded, and which

could hold no plea of a matter oognizable by

the common law, unless under the value of

forty shillings, nor of any forcible injury,

not having process of arrest.2

The existence or truth of what is done in a court

not of record can, ii’ disputed, be tried and determined

by a jury; but nothing can be averred against a “ rec

ord," ‘ q. 1:.

A court of record is a judicial, organized

tribunal having attributes and exercising

functions independently of the person of the

magistrate designated generally to hold it,

and proceeding according to the course of

the common law.‘

The power to fine and imprison was not an

indispensable attribute of a court of record.

In modern law, the fact that a permanent

record is kept may not stamp this character

upon a court; since numerous courts of

limited or special jurisdiction are obliged to

keep records and yet are held to be courts

not of record.‘

Courts of record are sometimes distinguished by

the possession and use of a seal.

There is high authority for making the (act that a

court is a court of record the test which confers upon

its proceedings, in a particular case Malling within the

general scope of its jurisdiction). the presumption of

jurisdiction. rather than the fact that it is a superior

court oi! general common-law powers.‘

 

1 See 2 Abbott's Law Diet.

I [3 Bl. Com. 28-25, 831. See 10 Watts, 24; 84Cal. 423;

23 Wend. 371‘; 37 lilo. 29.

‘See Erp. Gladhill, 8 Meta. 170 (1844), Shaw, 0. J

' See 1 Bouvier‘s Law Diet. 4%.

' Davis 0. Hudson, 29 Minn. U (1881); Freeman,

Judgm. 5 1%. case;
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Minor terms descriptive of courts are:

Court above or ad quem. To which a

cause is taken from another and inferior

court. Opposed, court below or a quo:

such lower court, from which the cause is

removed. Local court. For the trial of

causes within comparatively narrow terri

torial limits: also, the court of a State, as

opposed to the court of the United States to

whicha cause may be removed. Full court.

A session of a court at which all the mem

bers are present. '

Other terms descriptive of special courts will be

found explained in their alphabetical places, as see, in

addition to the entries following. “rm; ARBITRA

‘nos; Ennon, 2 (3); Inrmca, 4; Moor; Maarun; Ntsr

Paws; Oren asp Traumnn; Paonan.

See also phrases beginning Bauer; BY; DAY;

Fmnxn; Lnava; Om‘; OPEN.

And see related terms, such as Arronxnr; Bnsca;

Cussmna; Cums; Comrr; CONSTXTUTION; Com-surr,

1; Cosrs; Cnucn; DEPOSITION; Discmr'rion,8-5; Jones;

Joconnxr; Jvmcu1.; Jumcuav; Jmusmcrros, 2;

JURY; Law; Nswsrarsa; Norton, 1, Judicial; Par

nasr; PLEADINO; Pursuuvno; Pnocnnuaa; Rmoan,

8; Runs, '2; Sassws; Tenn, 4; VACATION.

Compare Cuau; Fonuu.

Covnrs or ENGLAND. Statutes of 36 and

87 Vict. c. 66, and 38 and 39 Vict. c. 77, both

of which went into effect November 1, 1875,

consolidated into one supreme court of judi

cature the high court of chancery, and the

courts of queen's bench, common pleas, ex

chequer, admiralty, probate, and divorce and

matrimonial causes. The supreme court has

two divisions: the high court of justice and

the court of appeal; the former of which has

original and some appellate jurisdiction, and

the latter appellate and some original juris

diction. The lord chief justice is president

of the former court, the lord chancellor of

the latter.

To the high court of justice there are five divisions:

chancery; queen's bench; common pleas; exchequer;

probate, divorce, and admiralty. To each of these di

visions are assigned the judges of the old courts simi

larly named, and the jurisdictions of those courts.

Each division has its series of reports; another series

.omprises the decisions of the court of appeal — “ ap

peal cases."

Besides these courts of superior jurisdiction are

numerous others of interior or local jurisdiction, and

also ecclesiastical courtsI See JUDICATURE, Acts.

Al to the older English courts, see‘ Anlitunrr;

ISee Preface to 15 Moakh Reports, i-xv; 2 Law Q.

Rev. l-ll (1886).

'8 BL Com Ch. ill-V1.

Am; Cmmcnar; Coaomza: Couwrar, 2; Cocyrv,

Court, 2; Excnnqmm; Ferns; Kmo; Onpnunv, 2;

Oran; Pun, 1; STAR-CHAMBER.

COURTS OF SCOTLAND. The court of ses

sion, the supreme civil court, consists of two

divisions of four judges each, who together

form the inner house, and of five judges

(lords ordinary) who form the outer house.

The judges of the outer house are judges of

the first instance, with co-ordinate authority,

except as to certain classes of cases appropri

ated to the junior, the second junior, and the

third junior lord ordinary, respectively. The

inner house, which is mainly a court of re

view, consists of the first division, presided

over by the lord president, and the second

division, presided over by the lord justice

clerk. No action can be brought in the court

of session for an amount under twenty-five

pounds.I

COURTS OF THE STATES. There is no uni

formity among our States as to the number,

name, or organization of their courts. Each

State has some tribunal of last resort, with

numerous subordinate tribunals; but the

mode in which they are created, the extent

of their jurisdiction, the selection oi’ the

judges and their terms of office and duties,

are matters upon which each State iegislates

for itself. By name these courts are: a

supreme court, court of appeals, or court of

errors and appeals; courts of common pleas,

county courts, or circuit courts for one or

more counties; orphans’, probate, or surro

gates’ courts; courts of sessions; recorders‘

courts; city courts; superior courts; district

courts; aldermen's or justices’ courts.

For an account of which, see those titles, and the

names or titles and references on page 275.

Counrs or ran Ururnn Sums. “The

judicial Power of the United States shall be

vested in one supreme Court, and in such

inferior Courts as the Congress may from

time to time ordain and establish.U 2

“The judicial Power shall extend to all

Cases, in Law and Equity, arising under this

Constitution, the Laws of the United States,

and Treaties made, or which shall be made,

under their Authority-; — to all Cases afiect

ing Ambassadors, other public Ministers and

Consuls;— to all Cases of admiralty and

 

I See 87 Alb. Law J. 4-? (1888)

' Constitution, Art. I11. sec. L
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maritime Jul-isdiction;— to Controversies to

which the United States shall be a Party;—

to Controversies between two or more

States ; —between a State and Citizens of an

other State;-—between Citizens of different

Stntes;— between Citizens of the same State

claiming Lands under Grants of different

States, and between a State, or the Qtizens

thereof, and foreign States, Citizens or Sub

jects.”l See POWER, 3.

The judges are appointed by the President. by and

with the advice and consent of the Senate; and they

hold oflice during good behavior.’

The oath taken by justices of the Supreme Court.

the circuit and the district judges. is as follows:

"1. —— —. do solenmly swear (or aflirm) that I

will administer justice without respect to persons. and

do equal right to the poor and to the rich. and that I

will faithfully and impartially discharge and perform

all the duties incumbent on me as justice of the Sn

preme Court of the United States. according to the

best of my abilities and understanding. agreeably to

the Constitution and laws of the United States: So

help me God." '

'ihe organization of the system of courts (except as

to the Supreme Court) was commenced by the act of

September 24. 1789. known as the Judiciary Act, q. u.

The laws of the several States. except where the

Constitution. treaties. or statutes of the United States

otherwise provide. are to be regarded as “ rules of de

cision in trials at common law " in the courts of the

United States. in cases where they apply.‘

This includes the rules of evidence prescribed by

the laws of the States in which the United States

courts sit.‘ See further Dscrsws, Rules of.

~ August 8. i791. Chief Justice Jay. in answer to an

interrogation by the attorney-general. announced that

“ this court consider the practice of the king's bench,

and of chancery. in England. as affording outlines for

the practice of this court; and that they will, from

time to time. make such alterations therein as circum

stances may render necessary." '

Remedies at common law and in equity are not

according to the practice of the State courts. but ac

cording to the principles of common law and equity

as distinguished in England. whence we derive our

knowledge of those principles.’

The blending of equitable and legal causes of so

ion in one suit is not permissible. But in suits in

equity in the circuit and district courts the forms and

modes of proceeding shall be according to the prin

 

' Constitution. Art ill. see. 1 See 2 Bancroft. Coast.

13%.

‘Constitution. Art H. see. 2, cl. 2.

‘R s. 5 712: Act usept. me.

‘ R. S. 5 721. cases.

' Potter v. Third Nat. Bank of Chicago. 102 U. 8. 166

(1580). cases.

' Rules nnd Orders. Supreme Court. 1 Cranch. xvi.

' Thompson v. Central Ohio. &c. R. Col. 6 Wall. 137

Mm

ciples. rules and usages belonging to courts of equity.

This requirement is obligatory.l

In the following cases and proceedings jurhdictiu

is exclusive in the courts of the United States.’ 1. Of

all crimes and offenses cognizable under the authority

of the United States.‘ 2. Of all suits for penalties and

forfeitures incurred under the laws thereof.‘ 8. Of

all civil causes of admiralty or maritime jurisdiction.

saving to suitors the right of such remedy as the com

mon law is competent to give. 4. Of all seizures under

Federal law not within admiralty and maritime juris

diction. b. Of all cases arising under patent-right‘ or

copyright laws.‘ 6. Of all matters in bankruptcy.1

7. Of all controversies of a civil nature where a State

is a party. except between a State and its own citizens.

citizens of other States or aliens.‘

The courts mentioned have power to issue all writs.

not specifically provided for by statute. which may be

necessary for the exercise of their respective jurisdic

tions and agreeable to the usages and principles of

law.‘

A reexamination, by writ of error, may be had in

the Supreme Court, of a final judgment or decree in

any suit in the highest court of a State. where there is

drawn in question the validity of a treaty or statute

of. or an authority exercised under. the United States.

and the decision is against their validity; or the valid

ity of a statute of. or an authority exercised under. a

State. on the ground of repugnance to the Constitu

tion. treaties. or laws of the United States. and the de

cision is in favor of their validity; or where any title.

right. privilege. or immunity is claimed under the Con

stltution. a treaty or a statute of. or commission held

or authority exercised under. the United States. and

the decision is against the title. right. etc.. specially

set up or claimed." '

The record from the State court of last resort must

present a “ Federal question." that is. the Constitu

tion. a law. or a treaty. of the United States must have

been drawn in question and its authority denied or

evaded."

it is not enough that a Federal question was pro

sentcd for decision. it must aflirmatlvely appear that

the decision was necessary to the determination of the

cause. and that the judgment rendered could not have

been given without deciding it"

 

I R S. 5 918. cases; Hurt v. Hollingsworth. 100 U. S.

108 (1879). cases; Herklotz 0. Chase. 32 F. R. 488 (1887).

‘R. S. 5 711: various Acts. and cases.

'_See2Dall. 898; 4 Saw.684; 58 Pa.112;2Woods. 48

‘See 47 Md. 2-12; 74 Ill. 217; 95 Mass. 801.

‘See 7 Johns. '1-i5;68 N. Y. 459; 24 Iowa. 3141“

Mass. 501; 40 Me. 48);15M.lch. M6.

‘See 47 N. Y. 535.

'Sec 119 Mass. 484; 8 Neb. 487; 78 N. Y. 159; 69 N. 0.

46¢

‘See 29 Ark. 649; 24" La. An. 829; 2 Hill. N. Y.. 150.

' R. S. 5 716; Rosenbaum 1:. Bauer. 120 U. S. 450 (1887)

cases; 10 Wheat. 5i; 15 Wall. 427; 21 id. 89; M U. B

612'; 5 Blatch. 303.

l° R. S. 5 709. cases; 1 Sup. R. S. p. 188.

"Williams 1'. Bruify. 102 U. S. 255 (1880).

" Brown v. Atwell. 92 U. S. 829 (1875); Home Inn. On

1:. Llty Council. N id. 121 (1876); Gold-Washing, an
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Writs of error to the State courts have never been

allowed as of right, that is, as oi’ course. It is the

duty ot the justice to whom application is made, under

Rev. St. $709. to ascertain, from the record 01 the State

court, whether any question, cognizable on appeal, was

decided in the State court, and whether the case, on

the [ace of the record, will justity re-examination.

When the case is urgent the motion for the writ may

be permitted to be made in open court. But it it ap

pears that the decision of the Federal question was so

plainly right as not to require argument, and espe

cially it it accords with well-considered judgments in

similar cases, the writ will not be awarded.I

At the trial some title, right, privilege. or immunity

must have been “specially set up or claimed" under

the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States.’

The “interior courts" (which phrase ee, page 275)

established are: Circuit courts, District courts, Terri

torial courts, the Supreme Court of the District of

Columbia, and the Court of Claims.

Congress can vest no part of its power in a State

court; I nor in a military commission.‘ During the re

bellion the President had power to establish provis

ional courts at the seat of war, as an incident to mili

tary occupation.‘ See Wan.

By consent of a State, Congress may impose duties

upon the tribunals of a State, not incompatible with

State duties.‘

Supreme Court of the United States.

This court, as seen, was established by the

Constitution itself."

“ In all cases aflecting Ambassadors, other

public Ministers and Consuls, and those in

which a State shall be a party, the supreme

Court shall have original Jurisdiction. In all

the other Cases before mentioned [page 276],

the supreme Court shall have appellate Juris

diction, both as to Law and Fact, with

Co. v. Keyes, 96 id. as (1877); Daniels 11. Tearney, 108

(d. 417 (1880); Brown 17. Colorado, 106 id. 96 (1882); New

Orleans Waterworks Co. v. Louisiana Sugar Refining

Co., 12.’: id. 29 (1888), cases; 99 id. 71, 99:10? id. 819; 111

id. 861; 112id. 127; 1141'd. 133; 116 id. 548; 21 Wall. 689.

I Spies v. Illinois (The Anarchists‘ Case), 128 U. S. 168

(Nov. 2, 1887), Waite, C. J.; Twitchell 0. Pennsylvania,

7 Wall. 824 (1868), Chase, C. J. Anarchists‘ Case com

mented on, 27 Am. Law Reg. 88-47 (1888), cases; 1 Harv.

Law Rev. 806-23 (1888). _

' Brooks u. Missouri, 124 U. S. 394 (Jan. 28, 1888),

Waite, C. -1.: French 1:. Hopkins, ib. 5% (1888).

IMartin v. Hunter's Lessee, 1 Wheat. 830 (1816); 7

Conn. 2'43; 17 Johns. 9.

‘ Etp. Millignn, 4 Wall. 121 (1866).

IThe Grupeshot, 9 Wall. 18?. (1869). Al to criminal

jurisdiction generally, see United States v. Clark, 26

Am. Law Reg. 703-9 (1887), cases; also, Circuit, etc.,

Courts, post.

‘United States v. Jones, 100 U. 8. 520 (1833); 1 Kent,

“D.

' To be the “ bulwark ot a limited Constitution

against legislative encroachment." — Fe d e rs l i s t ,

Ixxviil.
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such Exceptions and under such Regulations

as the Congress shall make.“ 1

Congrem cannot extend this original jurisdiction,

since in all other cases the Court's jurisdiction must

be a.ppellr.tte.a

But the extent of the appellate jurisdiction is not

limited by the Constitution to any particular form or

mode; and the appellate is broader than the original

jurisdiction.‘

In view oi’ the practical construction put upon the

Constitution by Congress and the courts, the Supreme

Court has expressed an unwillingncss to say that it ll

not within the power of Congn as to grant to the in

terior courts jurisdiction in cases where that Courthas

been vested by the Constitution with original jurisdic

tion.‘

The Court has power to issue a writ of prohibition

to a district court proceeding as a court of admiralty

and maritime jurisdiction; also, a writ of mandamus,

in a case warranted by the principles and usages of

law, to an interior Federal court or to a person hold

ing a Federal oflice; where a State, a public minister,

e consul or viceconsul is a party; ' also, to issue writs

of habeae corpus; ' writs of scirc facias, and all other

writs not especially provided tor by statute, which

may be necessary for the exercise of its jurisdiction

and agreeabletothe principles and usages of law.’

The justices, individually, may grant writs of habeas

corpus, of ne exact, and of injunction,‘ qq. v.

The Court exercises appellate jurisdiction

as follows: (1) By writ of error from the final

judgment of a circuit court, or of any dis

trict court exercising the powers of a circuit

court, in civil actions brought there by orig

inal process, or removed there from the court

of a State, and in final judgments of any,

circuit court in civil actions brought from

the district court, where the matter in dis

pute, exclusive of costs, exceeds $5,000.’

(2) Upon appeal from the decree of a circuit

court in cases of equity and of admiralty,

where the sum in controversy, exclusive of

costs, exceeds $5,000.lo (3) And in certain

other cases in admiralty, for which see act

of February, 1875, 18 St. L. 315. (4) Upon

appeal, or error upon a certificate of difler

 

! Constitution, Art. [[1, sec. 2, (‘L Q. See Act 0! 1789,

s. 18: R. S. 6687.

' E1-p. Vallnndigham, 1 Wall. 252 (1868), cases

' Exp. Virginia. 100 U. 8. 841-42 (1879), cases.

‘ Ames ‘u. Kansaa,1l1 U. E. 469 (1884).

l R. S. 5 688, cases

. R. s. 5 751, cases

" R. S. § 716, cases.

‘R S. §§ 717, 719, 752, cases.

' R. S. 5 691, cases: Act 16 Feb. 1875: 1 Sup. B. B.

p. 1:30.

"B. S.§6iB, cuemAct16 Feb.187B. SeeCn.oun

Counr, p. mo.
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ences of opinion between the judges of a cir

cuit court.l (5) Upon appeals in prize cases.’

(6) In patent and copyright cases; in revenue

cases; in alleged abridgment of the rights of

citizenship.‘ (7) In cases from the judgment

or decree of the supreme court of the District

of Columbia or of any Territory, when the

mtlter in dispute, exclusive of costs, exceeds

$1,000 and as to the supreme court of the

said District $2,500,‘ and of Washington

Territory, $2,000;5 except in cases involving

the validity of a patent or copyright, or in

which is drawn in question the validity of a

treaty or statute of or an authority exercised

under the United States, in which cases ap

peal or error lies regardless of the sum or

value in dispute.‘ In cases in the court of

claims, decided for the plaintiff, the sum

being over $3,000 or his claim forfeited.I

(8) In capital cases and cases of bigamy or

polygamy from Utah Territory.8 (9) In cases

in wlvinga Federal question, as see page 277.

(10) Where a court dismisses or remands a

cause to a State court.

its criminal jurisdiction includes such proceedings

against public ministers or their domestic servants as

a court of law can have consistently with the law of

nations’

The judges of the Supreme Court consist of a chief

justice and eight associate justices, any six of whom

constitute a quorum; " the latter have precedence ao

cordlng to the dates of their commissions. or, where

the dates are the same. according to age."

The number of memberswas originally live; in 1807,

It was made six; in 1887, eight; and in 1563, nine.

The Court holds one term, annually, at Washington

City, commencing on the second Monday of October,

and such special terms as it may iind necemary."

Provision is made for adjournrnents when a quorum

does not attend."

The Court appoints a clerk, a marshal, and a re

porter of its decisions."

The ceremony observed in opening and closing the

Court is as iollows: When the marshal appears, at

 

‘R S. ii 693. 607, cases.

'R.S.§§69b-96,cases.

'ILS.§699,cases.

lAct2'5 Feb. 1879: 1 Sup. B. 8.p.1fl.

‘R S. 55 702,70ti,csses.

'18.“ 7D2,706,msea

‘B-.8.§?D7.csses.

IAct % June, 1874: 1 Sup. B. B. p. IU

'R S.H068,casu

"R. 8. i 67!: Act 10 April, 1860.

" R. S. 5 674-75: Acts 24 Sept. 1789, 25 June, 1&8.

"R S. 5684: Acts23July, 1806. 24 Jan. 1878.

"R. B. 5685: Acts 29Apri1,1802, 21 Jan 1829.

~¢n_s.5t1':: various Ach.i789toi867.

twelve o'clock noon (in advance of the justices), at the

north door of the court room, the crier raps on the

desk three times, for the audience to come to order

and to rise from their seats. When the chief justice

enters the door the crier announces llThe honorable,

the chief justice and associate justices of the Supreme

Court of the United States!" As the justices seat

themselves, after ascending the platform, the crler

proclaims: "O yesl O yez! Oyezl All persons hav

ing buainess before the honorable, the Supreme Court

of the United States, are admonished to draw near

and give their attention, for the Court is now sitting.

God save the United States and this honorable Court! "

At tour o‘clock P. M, on intimation (usually a gesture)

from the chief justice, or at such other time as he

may indicate, the crler announces: "This honorable

Court is now adjourned until to-morrow at twelve

o‘clock," or until “ Monday, at twelve o'clock."

Circuit courts of the United States.

These are courts of the “ circuits" into

which the country is divided; each circuit

being composed of at least three “judicial

districts." In number and territorial juris

diction the courts correspond with tlie fol

lowing circuits:

First.-—Maine, New Hampshire, Massa

chusetts, and Rhode Island.

Second.—- Vermont, Connecticut, and New

York.

Third.—New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and

Delaware.

Fourth.—Maryland, Virginia, West Vir

ginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina.

Fifth.—Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mis

sissippi, Iouisiana, and Texas.

Si:cth.— Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, and

Tennessee.

Sm:enth.- Indiana, Illinois, and Wisconsin.

Eighth. — Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska,

Missouri, Kansas, Arkansas, and Colorado.

Ninih.— California, Oregon, and Nevada.I

For the second circuit an additional judgeship was

created by the act of March 3, 1887 (24 St. L. 492). The

"senior judge“ sits in election proceedings £11. 8.

55 2011-14), unless absent or unable to serve, in which

event the " junior judge “ may act.

There are also courts called “circuit courts " for

particular districts within Alabama, Arkansas, and

Mississippi.|

A circuit court consists of a justice of the Supreme

Court. called the “ circuit justice,“ a “ circuit judge "

for the circuit having the same powers as the circuit

justice, and the "district judge “ of the district where

the circuit court is held. Any two of these oflicials

may hold court. The “ circuit justice," sitting up:n't,

may try cases: during every two years he must attend

1B.B.|60~i: various Acts, 1789 toi87fl

'8eeR.S.§l‘AB;1Sup.RS.p.87.
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at least one term of court in the district.1 By consent

of the parties the district judge may vote on an ap

peal from his own decision; but judgment is to be

rendered in conformity with the Opinion of the pre

siding judge.‘ When a circuit justice. or all the

Judges. are disqualified from any cause, a case may

be certified to the most convenient circuit, or the

judge thereof -may be requested to hold the court.‘

Each court appoints its own clerks and their depu

ties.‘

Each court also appoints as “commimloners“ as

many discreet persons, none of them being a marshal

or his deputy, as may be deemed necessary;' but

they are not considered offlcers of the court.‘ They

are authorized to hold persons to security of the peace,

and for good behavior in cases arising under Federal

law,’ to take bail and aflidavits required in another

circuit or a district court.‘ They may imprison or

ball offenders; ' discharge poor convicts; " administer

oaths and take acknowledgments; '1 apprehend fugi

tives from justice." They are required to conform

their proceedings in criminal cases to the practice in

the State courts as far as practicable." They are im

pliedly authorized to keep a docket, and entitled to

docket fees.“

The jurisdiction of the circuit courts is

such as Congress confers." A general de

scription of the original jurisdiction is, that

it extends (subject to some limitations

founded upon residence) to civil suits in

volving more than $2,000,——(by act of March

3, 1887,— prior thereto $500) exclusive of

costs, and arising under the Constitution,

laws, or treaties of the United States, or in

which the United States are piaintifis, or in

which the controversy is between different

States, or citizens of a State and foreign

States, citizens, and subjects; also of crimes

under the laws of the United States. They

have no appellate jurisdiction over the dis

trict courts.lii By act of March 3, 1875," a

I R. S. 5 610: Act 10 April, 1869.

‘R. S. 5614: Acts 24 Sept. 1789, 29 April, 1802, 8

March, 1867.

I R. S. 55 615, 617: various Acts, and cases; Super

visors '1. Rogers, 7 Wall. 175 (1868).

‘R. 8. ii 619, 624: various Acts.

' R. 8. Q5 627-28: various Acts.

' Rip. Van Orden, 8 Blatch. 187 (1854)

'11 S. Q 72?: various Acts.

' R S. Q 1145: various Acts.

' R. S. if 1014-15: various Acts.

"R. S. 51042: Act 1 June, 1872.

" R. S. 51778: various Acts.

" R. S. 55270: Acts and cases.

uR. 8. $1014; United States 0. Harden, 4 Hughes,

‘-56 (i881).

" Phl11ipev.United States, 33 F. R. 164 (1887).

" Sewing Machine Cases, 18 Wall. 6'17 (1877).

"8003 8. i as»; various Actsandeasel.

" 18 st, L. 470: 1 Sup. R. s. p. rm.

new definition was given of the jurisdiction,

which is very comprehensive, and has been

held tobe a substitute for and implied repeal

of the provisions of the Revision of 1873.1 See

further act of March 3, 1887, page 281.

The $2,000 provision relates to the amount "in dis

pute," not to the amount claimed.‘ The Supreme

Court has power of review where the matter in dis

pute exceeds the sum or value of $5,000, exclusive of

costs.I

The matter in dispute may he made up of distinct

demands each less than $2,000, and although title he

acquired by assignment.‘

The jurisdiction is coextensive with the limits3f

the State.‘ Where there are two districts in a State, a

citizen of such State is liable to suit in either district,

if served with process.‘

The fact that a nominal or immaterial party resides

in the same State with one of the actual parties will

not defeat the jurisdiction.'

The court, not being a foreign court. adopts and

applies the law of the State.‘

The facts on which jurisdiction rests must, in some

form, appear on the face of the record of each suit;

as, for example, the fact of citizenship.'

More specifically, the original jurisdiction

includes: cases arising under—laws provid

ing internai revenue, postal laws, patent

laws, copyright laws; proceedings for penal

ties incurred by a merchant vessel in carry

ing passengers; suits by or against a national

banking association; matters involving the

elective franchise and_other civil rights be

longing to citizens of the United States: also,

exclusivejurisdiction of all crimes and oifenses

oognizable under the authority of the United

States, except when otherwise provided, and

concurrentju1-isdiclion with the districtcourts

of offenses cognizable therein.10

in an admiralty cause by consent, and in a patent

cause in equity under rules made by the Supreme

Court, the court may impanel a jury of flve to twelve

persons to determine the issue of fact." But except

I Osgood v. Chicago, &c. R. Co., 6 Biss. 832 (1875).

' Brooks v. Phcenix lilut. Life Ins. Co., 16 Blanch. 181!

(1879).

' 1 Sup. R. S. p. 186; R. S. if 691-92; 100 U. B. 6, 147,

158, 444, 457; 101 id. 281; 102 id. 177; 108 id. 678, 755-,

106 id. 679.

‘ Bernhelm u. Birnbaum, 80 F. R. 885 (1887).

' Shrew 1:. Jones, 2 McLean, 78 (18-10).

' i1li’Mickea v. Webb, 11 Pet. '38 (18B'f); Vere e

Fowler, 2 Bond, 294 (1869); 10 Blatch. 807.

' Walden v. Skinner, 101 U. S. 589 (1879).

' Tennessee 1:. Davis, 100 U. S, 271 (1879).

' Continental Life ins. CO. 11. Rhonda, 119 U. B. 159

(1886), cases; Menard u. Goggan, 121 id, 258 (1887),

" R. S. §629: Act 8 March,1S75: 18 St. L. 470.

"Act 16 Feb. 1875, c. 77: 18 St. L815. 500 W U. B

440; 101 id. 6, 247; 10! id. 21!.
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in than oases, reference to referees, and some ex

ceptions in bankruptcy, the trial of all issues of factis

by jury.l By stipulation flied, the court may find the

hem in the nature of ageneral or special verdict,‘ q. v.

This court bu power to issue writs of error to the

district courts on final judgments in civil cases at

common law. An appeal may be had to it froma flnal

decree of a district court of equity, admiralty, or mari

time jurisdiction, except prize causes where the mat

ter in dispute exceeds the sum or value of fifty dollars,

exclusive of costs; I the writ of error or appeal being

taken out within one year from the removal of any

disability.‘ Provision is made for the removal of

causes into this court when the district judge is dis

qualified by interest. etc.‘ The court is always open

for interlocutory proceedings in equity causes.‘ The

opinion of the presiding judge or justice prevails, in

cases of difference; Y and in criminal proceedings,

upon request, the point of diflerence is to be certified

to the Supreme Court, but the cause may proceed, if

that can be done without prejudice to the merits.‘ In

cases of non-attendance of the judges, the marshal, or

the clerk. may adjourn the court.’ See Orixioiv, 8,

Difference of.

Jurisdiction of writs of error in criminal cases com

prises sentences of imprisonment and lines in excess

. of 3311. Within a year thereafter. a petition to the_

circuit court for a writ of error may be presented; the

writ, if allowed. to be accompanied with a bond to

prosecute the suit and abide the judgment."

The circuit courts are co-ordinate tribunals, consti

tuting a single system, and the decision of any one of

them ought to be regarded as decisive of the question

involved. until ptherwise determined by the Supreme

Court " ' ’

The act approved March 8, 1887 (24 St. L. 552), pro

vides that the first section of the act of March 8, 1876

(18 St. L. 470), be amended to read as follows:

That the circuit courts of the United States shall

have original cognizance, concurrent with the courts

of the several States. of all suits of a civil nature. at

common law or in equity, where the matter in dispute

exceeds, exclusive of interest and costs, the sum or

value of two thousand dollars, and arising under the

Constitution or laws of the United States, or treaties

made, or which shall be made, under their authority,

or in which controversy the United States are plaint

iifs or petitioners, or in which there shall be a

controversy between citizens of different States, in

which the matter in dispute exceeds. exclusive of in

terest and costs. the sum or value aformaid, or n

 

HL 81658; 1Sup.!'LS.p. 175; li1)U. S.flB.

‘R S. 5649; 12 Wall. W5; 19 £11.81; 101 U.8. W; 2)

Blatch. M.

‘B. S. if 631, 883, $6: Act andcasea

‘IL 8. 5 685: Acti June, 187‘)

'll 8. 5 681‘: several Acts

' R. S. 5638: several Acts.

‘R. S. Q 650: Act 1 June, 1871

'8. S. Q‘ 651: Act l June, 181‘).

' R S. 55 671-72: several Acts.

I‘Act 3 March, 1879: 2!) St. L 874.

"Wellu v Oregon R & N. Co..8 Saw. C1I(lU8);1
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controversy between citizens of the same State

claiming lands under grants of dlflerent States. or a

controversy between citizens of a State and foreign

states, citizens, or subjects. in which the matter in dis

pute exceeds, exclusive of interest and costs, the sum

or value aforesaid, and shall have excluail.-e cogni

zance of all crimes and offenses cognizable under the

authority of the United States, except as otherwise

provided by law, and concurrent jurisdiction with

the district courts of the crimes and offenses cogni

zable by them. But no penson shall be arrested in one

district for trial in another in any civil action before a

circuit or district court; and no civil suit shall be

brought before either of said courts against any per

son by any original process of {or} proceeding in any

other district than that whereof he is an inhabitant;

but where the jluisdiction is founded only on the fact

that the action is between citizens of diflerent State;

suit shall be brought only in the district of the reel

dence of either the plaintiff or the defendant; nor

shall any circuit or district court have cognizance of

any suit except upon foreign bills of exchange. to re

cover the contents of any promissory note or other

chose in action in favor of any assignee. or of any

subsequent holder of [ifl] such instrumeutbe pay

able to bearer and be not made by any corporation,

unless such suit might have been prosecuted in such

court to recover l.ll\' said contents if no assignment or

transfer had been made; and the circuit courts shall

also have appellate jurisdiction from the district

courts, under the regulations and restrictions pre

scribed by law.

See. ‘Z. That any suit of a civil nature, at law or in

equity, arising under the Constitution or laws of the

United States, or treaties made, or which shall be

made. under their authority, of which the circuit

courts of the United States are given original jurisdic

tion by the preceding section, which may now be

pending, or which may hereafter be brought, in any

State court. may be removed by the defendant or de

fendants therein to the circuit court of the United

States for the proper district[ ;] any other suit of a civil

nature, at law or in equity. of which the circuit courts

of the United States are given jurisdiction by the pre

ceding sectlon, and which are now pending, or which

may hereafter be brought. in any State court. may be

removed law the circuit court of the United States for

the proper district by the defendant or defendants

therein being non-residents of that State; and when

in any suit mentioned in this section there shall be a

controversy which is wholly between citizens of dif

ferent States, and which can be fully determined as

between them, then either one or more of the defend

ants actually interested in such controversy may re

move said salt into the circuit court of the United

States for the proper district. And where a suit is

now pending, or may be hereafter brought, in any

State court, in which there is a controversy between a

citizen of the State in which the suit is brought and a

citizen of another State, any defendant, being such citi

zen of another State, may remove such suit into the clr

cult‘ court of the United saw for the proper an-um.

at any time before the trial thereof, when it shall be

 

I Newgaas v. New Orleans. 88 I‘. B. 196 (1%).
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made to appear to said circuit court that from preju

dice or local influence he will not be able to obtain

justice in such State court, or in any other State court

to which the said defendant may, under the laws of

the State, have the right. on account of such prejudice

or local influence, to remove said cause: Provided,

That if it further appear that said suit can be fully

and justly determined as to the other defendants in

the State court, without being affected by such preju

dice or local influence, and that no party to the suit

will be prejudiced by a separation of the parties. said

circuit court may direct the suit to be remanded. so

far as relates to such other defendants, to the State

court. to he proceeded with therein. At any time be

fore the trial of any suit which is now pending in any

circuit court or may hereafter be entered therein, and

which has been removed to said court from a State

court on the aflidnvit. of any party plaintiff that he had

reason tobelievc and did believe that, from prejudice

or local influence, he was unable to obtain justice in

said State court, the circuitcourt shall, on application

of the other party, examine into the truth of said affi

davit and the grounds thereof, and, unless it shall ap

pear to the satisfaction of said court that said party

will not be able to obtain justice in such State court,

it shall cause the same to be remanded thereto.

Whenever any cause shall be removed from any State

court into any circuit court of the United States, and

the circuit court shall decide that the cause was im

properly removed, and order the same to be remanded

to the State court from whence it came, such remand

shall be immediately carried into execution, andmo

appeal or Writ of error from the decision of the circuit

court so remnnding such cause shall be allowed.

That section 8 of said act shall read as follows: ,

Sec. 3. That whenever any party entitled to remove

any suit mentioned in the next preceding section, ex

eept in such cases as are provided for in the lust

clause of said section, may desire to remove such suit

from a State court to the circuit court of the United

States, he may make and file‘ a petition in such suit in

such State court at the time, or any time before the

defendant is required by the laws of the State or the

rule of the State court in which such suit is brought

to answer or plead to the declaration or complaint of

the plaintiff, for the removal of such suit into the cir

cuit court to be held in the district where such suit is

pending, and shall make and flle therewith a bond1

with good and sufficient surety, for his or their enter

ing in such circuit court, on the first day of its then

next session, a copy of the record in such suit, and for

paying all costs that may be awarded by the said cir

cuit court if said court shall hold that such suit was

wrongfully or improperly removed thereto, and also

for their appearing and entering special bail in such

suit if special ball was originally requisite therein. It

shall then be the duty of the State court to accept

said petition and bond, and proceed no further in such

suit; and the said copy being entered as aforesaid in

said circuit court of the United States. the cause shall

then proceed in the same manner, as if it had been ,

originally commenced in the said circuit court; and if

in any action commenced in a State court the title of

land be concerned. and the parties are citizens of the

same State. and the matter in dispute exceed the sum

 

or value of two thousand dollars, exclusive of interest

and costs, the sum or value being made to appear, on!

or more of the plaintiffs or defendants. before the

trial, may state to the court, and make nfildnvit if the

court require it, that he or they claim and shall rely

upon a right or title to the land under a grant from I

State, and produce the original grant, or an exemplifi

cation of it, except where the loss of public records

shall put it out of his or their power, and shall m. we

that any one or more of the adverse party inform the

court whether he or they claim a right or title to the_

land under a grant from some other State, the party

or parties so required shall give such information, or

otherwise not be allowed to plead such grant or give

it in evidence upon the trial; and if he or they inform

that he or they do claim under such grant, any one or

more of the party moving for such information may

then, on petition and bond, as hcreinbefore mentioned

in this act, remove the cause for trial to the circuit

court of the United States next to be holden in such

district; and any one of either party nsmoving the

cause shall not be allowed to plead or give evidence of

any other title than that by him or them stated as

aforesaid as the ground of his or their claim.

See. ‘-2. That whenever in any cause pending in any

court of the United States there shall be a receiver or

manager in possession of any property such receiver

or manager shall manage and operate such property

according to the requirements of the valid laws of the

State in which such property shall be situated in the

same manner the owner or possessor thereof would

be bound to do if in possession thereof. Any receiver

or manager who shslfwillfully violate the provisions

of this section shall be deemed guilty of a misde

meanor, and shall on conviction thereof be punished

by a fine not exceeding three thousand dollars. or by

imprisonment not exceeding one year, or by both said

punishments, in the discretion of the court.

Sec. 8. That every receiver or manager of any

property appointed by any court of the United States

may be sued in respect of any act or transaction of his

in carrying on the business connected with such prop

erty, without the previous leave of the court in which

such receiver or manager was appointed; but such

suit shall be subject to the general equity jurisdiction

of the court in which such receiver or manager was

appointed, so far as the same shall be necessary to

the ends of justice.

Sec. 4. That all national banking associations es

tablished under the laws of the United States shall,

for the purposes of all actions by or against them, real,

personal or mixed. and all suits in equity, be deemed

citizens of the States inwhich they are respectively

located; and in such cases the circuit and district

courts shall not have jurisdiction other than such as

they would have in cases between individual citizens

of the same State. \

The provisions of this section shall not be held to

aflect the jurisdiction of the courts of the United

States in cases commenced by the United States or by

direction of any oilicer thereof, or cases for winding

up the affairs of any such bank.

Sec. 6. That nothing in this act shall be held,

deemed, or construed to repeal or aflect any jurisdio

Lion Or right mentioned either in sections 041, or in 642
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orln M8. orin7?2.orin titleflofthe RevisedStatutes

of the United States, or mentioned in section 8 of the

act of Congress of which this act is an amendment. or

in the act of Congress approved March 1st, 1875, en

titled “ An act to protect all citizens in their civil or

legal rights."

Sec. ti. That the last paragraph of section 5 of the

act of Congress, approved Ztiarch 8d, 1875, entitled

" An act to determine the jurisdiction of circuit courts

of the United States, and to regulate the Rmoval of

causes from State courts, and for other purposes,"

and section 6400f the Revised Statutes, and all laws

and parts of laws in conflict with the provisions of this

act. be. and the same are hereby repealed: Provided,

That this act shall not affect the jurisdiction over or

disposition of any suit removed from the court of any

State. or suit commenced in any court of the United

States, before the passage hereof except as otherwise

expressly provided in this act.

Sec. 7. That no person related to any justice or

judge of any court of the United States by afflnlty or

consanguinity, within the degree of first cousin, shall

hereafter be appointed by such court or judge to or

employed by such court or judge in any ofilce or duty

in any court of which such justice or judge may be a

member.I See Annnms.

Section 1 of the act of March 3, 1e87, does not

apply in determining a question of jurisdiction on an

application for the removal of a cause.‘

The circuit court cannot take cognizance of a suit

against a party in a district of which he is not a. resi

dent.I

Before the act of 1887, a controversy between citi

sens of dlflerent States could be brought in any Federal

court where the defendant could be served with pr0~

cem. That act confines the plaintiff to the district of

which the defendant isan inhabitant, and that wherein

the plaintiff himself resides.l

in LL case involving a single controversy, where the

jurisdiction depends upon citizenship, the right of re

moval is governed by clause 2 of section 2 of the act

of N37. and can be exercised only by non-resident do

fendants. Clause ii of that section, like clause 2 of

section 2 of the act of i875, goverm that class of cases

only where there are two or more controversies in

volved in the same suit and one of them is wholly be

tween citizens of diflerent States. Under the act of

1&7, the right of removal in the latter cases is limited

to one or more of the defendants actually interested

in such separable connoversy. and does not extend to

the plaintlfl.'

Section 2 of the act of 1887. does not change the

practice as to defendants seeking a removal on the

ground of prejudice or local influence.‘

See acts of 1877 and 1875 compared, 21 Am. Law

I07. 310-16 (1387).

‘Flies v. Chicago, &c. R. Co., 82 F. R 079 (1887).

lflounsy of Yuba 1:. Pioneer Gold_ltilning Co., B

I‘. B. 18087), Sawyer, J. Contra, ib. 675, 84.

‘Gavin 0. Vance, 18 F. R. 55 (1857), Hammond. J.

'WM Union Tel. 00. a. Brown, 3;! F. R. 812 (1887),

Brewer. J.

I lldls v Richmond, &c. E. Co., 88 F. R 81 (1887),

Newman. J

A formal affidavit by the defendant that he beheves

that he cannot obtain justice because of prejudice or

local influence is not suilicient: the fact must he shown

by oral testimony or by aiildavit. The aflidnvlt may

be died in the State court and a certified copy be sent

to the circuit court.,

Only when the court can plainly see that its juris

diction is being fraudulently invoked will it deny the

privilege of increasing the ad dumnum by amend

ment.'

The Supreme Court cannot review an order remano

lug a suit removed under the act of18F7,beg1in, re

moved, and remanded after that act went into effect.‘

Nor has the court jurisdiction where the suit was

removed before the approval of that act, but not

remanded until thereaftcrfl nor where the order to

remand was made while the act of 1R75 was in force,

and the writ of error not brought until after the pas

sage of the act of 1387. Until the act of 1875 there

was no such jurisdiction: and the provision in thatact

was repealed by the act of 1887. without reservation as

to pending cases. the proviso in the repealing section

having reference “ only to the jurisdiction of the cir

cult court and the disposition of thesuit on its merits.""

See further Rsnovs. 4. '

District courts of the United States.

Each State consists of one or more.“ districts "

for the convenient administration of United

States law. Each district has its "district

court " held by a resident judge.‘

The judge appoints a clerk of the court, with one or

more deputies.’ A deputy may do any act permissible

in the clerk.'

The court has jurisdiction over all admi

ralty and maritime causes, all proceedings in

bankruptcy, and all penal and criminal mat

ters cognizable under the laws of the United

States, exclusive jurisdiction over which is

not vested in the circuit or Supreme Court.

More specifically, this jurisdiction com

prises: non-capital crimes committed within

the district or upon the high seas, except the

cases mentioned in Revised Statutes, Title

" Crimes," section 5412; cases of piracy, when

no circuit court is held in the district; suits

for penalties and forfeitures, in general; suits

at common law brought by the United States

or any officer thereof; suits in equity to sub

ject realty to the payment of internal revenue

 

1 Short 0. Chicago, &c. R. Co., 83 F. R 114 0&7),

Brewer, J.

' Davis 11. Kansas City, &c. R. 00., 82 F. R. 838 (187).

‘Morey u. Lockhart, 128 U. S. 56 (1887).

‘ Wilkinson 1:. Nebraska, 128 U. S. 2556 (1888).

‘Sherman u. Grinnell, 12:1 U. s. are ussn,' Waite, c. J.

' B. S. 5 561: various Acts.

" R. S. 55 556. 558: various Acta

' Confiscation Cases, 20 Wall. 111 (1878). S001 Wood;

218.
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tax; suits for forfeitures or damages as debts

due to the United States by Rev. St., section

8490; causes arising under the postal laws;

civil causes in admiralty and maritime law;

some offenses against civil rights — Rev. St.,

Title XXIV; suits by or against any national

bank within the district; suits by aliens for

torts in violation of the law of nations or of

a treaty; certain suits against consuls or vice

consuls; and original bankruptcy proceed

ings.I

Trial of issues of fact, except in equity. admiralty

and maritime proceedings, is by jury.‘ (See page

271', column 1, page 230, column 2.)

The time for holding the sessions oi’ the various

courts is provided for; ‘ also, the circumstances under

which special terms may be held;‘ also, adjourn

ments by the marshal; ‘ and certifying cases into the

circuit court, in case oi‘ disability or disqualification in

the district judge.‘ The judge of one district may be

designated to hold court in another district within the

same circuit.‘ in cases of vacancy all processes are

to be continued to the next stated term after the quail

fication of a successor; except that in States having

two or more districts the judge of any such district

may hold court.‘

Territorial courts of the United

States. The Territories are legislative gov

ernments, and their courts legislative courts.

Congress, in the exercise of its powers in the

organization and government of the Territo

ries, combines the powers ot both the Fed

eral and State authorities.‘ The phrase

“ courts of the United States " is sometimes

used to include these courts in the Territo

ries, but not so in the Constitution itself. W

In Arizona the judicial power is vested in a supreme

court and such interior courts as the legislative coun

oil may provide. in the other organized Territories

the power is vested in a supreme court, district courts,

probate courts, and in justices of the peace.“

The supreme court, which consists of a chief justice

and two associate justices, appointed for tour years,

holds an annual term at the seat of government of the

Territory.

 

1 R. S. 5568: various Acts.

‘R B. 5 566: various Acts

‘ B. S. 5 57:: various Acta

‘R. S. 5 581: various Acts.

‘R S. 5583: various Acts.

‘R. S. 56 587-89, 601: several Acts; 1 Gail. $58; WU. 8.

H6.

' R S. Q5 59.3-97: various Acts

‘B. 8. 95 602-3: various Acts.

I Scott 1:. Jones, 6 How. 874 (1817); Benner v. Potter,

I id. 241 (1850).

'‘ United States v. Haakins, 8 Saw. 271 (1675); 1 F15,

1138.

“K S. I 1907: various Am
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Each Territory is divided into three districts, and a

district court is to be held by a justice of the supreme

court as prescribed by law. Terms for causes in

which the United States are nota party are held in

the counties designated by the laws of the Territory.

The supreme and district courts possess chancery and

common-law powers. Review of a final decision in a

district court by the supreme court is regulated by the

territorial legislature. The district courts have the

some jurisdiction, in cases arising under the Constitu

tion and laws, as is vested in the Federal circuit and

district courts. A marshal and attorney are appointed

by the President and Senate; and a clerk, by each

supreme court judge in his district

An appeal or writ of error to the Supreme Court at

Washington is allowed where the Constitution. an act

of Congress, or a treaty is brought inquestion. There

is also an appeal where the value in dispute exceeds

$1,000: except in Washington Territory, as to which

this limit is $2,000.1

Justices of the peace are not given jurisdiction

where the title to land may be in dispute, or where

the claims exceed one hundred dollars. See further

Tsnmroar, 2.

Supreme Court of the District of Co

iumbia. This court, which may be em

braced in the expression “courts of the

United States,”2 was established by the act

of March 3, 1863, consists of six justices ap

pointed by the President and the Senate,

and has the same jurisdiction as circuit and

district courts, with cognizance in divorce

C8368

Actlons are maintainable against inhabitants of the

District, or persons found thereiri. It has common

law and chancery jurisdiction according to the laws of

Maryland 0! May 8, 180). Ithas appellate jurisdiction

trom the police court of the District, from justices of

the peace in cases involving lea; than fifty dollars, and

from the decisions of the commissioner of patents‘

Any final judgment or decree, involving over $2,310 in

value, may be re-examined in the Supreme Court of

the United States; and so too, by special allowance, as

to cases involving a less amount, where the questions

of law are of great importance.‘

Court of Claims of the United States.

The court in which the United States con

sents to be sued.

Consists of a chief justice and four judges, ap

pointed by the President and the Senate; holds an

annual session at Washington, beginning on the first

Monday in December. Members of Congress are tor

bidden to practice in the court. A quorum consists of

three judges; and the concurrence of tlrree is neces

sary to a judgment.‘

 

l R. S. 55 702. 706: various Acts, and cases.

'Embry v. Palmer. 10! U. Eh 0-10 (1882); Soon’ a

Brewer, l MacArthur, 507 U870.

‘ See generally R. S., index.

‘Act 25 Feb. 1879: lSupl. R. S. p. 149; R. 8170‘

‘R S. ii 1049-68: Act23June. 1874; 1 Ct. Cl. Sal.
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its jurisdiction extends to all claims

founded upon any law of Congress, any reg

ulation of an executive department, any con

tract, express or implied, with the Govern

ment; to claims referred to it by either House

of Congress; to set-offs, counter-claims,

claims for damages, and other claims on the

part of the United States against plaintiffs in

said court.I

its jurisdiction is limited to contracts. To consti

tute an implied contract there must have been a con

sideration moving to the United States, or they must

have received the money charged with a duty to pay

I over, or the claimant must have had a lawful right

to it when received.‘ -

The court has no equitable jurisdiction.‘

For torts committed by an oflicer or agent of the

United States, whether a remedy should be furnished,

Congress has rcserved for its own determination.‘

The murt may enter a judgment on a set-oil’ against

the claimant..

An alien may sue. provided the like right is ac

corded an American citizen to prosecute claims

against his government.‘

The common-law rule which excludes interested

parties as witnesses is observed; but, at the instance

of the solicitor of the United States, a claimant may

be required to testify.’

The court may appoint commissioners to take tes

. timony.'

Suits in this court are not suits at common law;

hence, trial by jury is not aright in a claimant.‘

The court has never felt bound by the strict rules

of pleading incident to actions in courts of common

law or in equity. It seeks to administer justice by

simple and convenient forms, and makes such interloc

utory orders as will lead to the doing of complete

justice without prolonged litigation."

The limitation of write is six years after the claim

has accrued. with the usual allowance in cases of dis

ability."

Prior to 1855 claimants were heard by Congress.

This court was established, in that year, to relieve

Congress, to protect the government by regular inves

tigation, and to benefit claimants by aifording them a

certain mode of examining and adjudicating claims.

 

I R. S. l 1059: several Acm, and cases.

' Knote v. United States, 95 U. S. 156 (1870.

' Bonner v. United States, 9 Wall. 160 (1869).

' L-sngford v. United States, 101 U. S. 844 (1879);

Nichols v. United States. 7 Wall. 126 (1868); Gordon 1:.

United States, 2 id. 661 (1%); 8 id. 269.

' R. S. i lilil. See 17 Wall. M; 12 Ct. Cl. 817.

‘ll 8. 51068. See 6Ct. Cl.171,192;9 id. 254;l1Wall.

I78.

‘R. 8. §§10Ti)—&>. See United States v. C1ark,06

U. S. 87 (1877).

‘B. 8. 55 1071, “B0.

' M'E.lrath 0. United States, 12 Ct. Cl. 817 (1876).

" Browa u. District of Columbia, 17 Ct. Cl. 810 (1881),

cases.

"lLS.i1&‘»9. Bee1WU.B.l2L

Originally it was a court in name, for its power ex

tended only to the preparation of bills to be submitted

to Congress. In 18iL'i the number of judges was in

creased from three to five, its jurisdiction was en

larged, and it was authorized to render linul judgment,

subject to appeal to the Supreme Court and to an eo

timate by the secretary of the treasury of the amount

required to pay each claimant. Congress repealed

this provision for an estimate—as inconsistent with

the finality essential to judicial decisions; since which

time the court has exercised all the functions of a

court. It is one of those “inferior courts " which Con

gress may establish.1

As at first organized, the court was an auditing

board authorized to pass upon claims submitted to it,

and to report to the secretary of the treasury. He

submitted to Congress, for an appropriation, such

confirmed claims as be approved, with noright of ap ~

peal in the claimant. The jurisdiction of the court has

received frequent additions by the reference of cases

to it under special statutes, and by other changes in

the general law; but the principle originally adopted

of limiting its general jurisdiction to cases of con

tract, remains.l

Appeal lies from itto the Supreme Court in the ex

ercise of the general jurisdiction of the latter. And

an appeal taken before the right therefor has expired

is not vacated by an appropriation by Congress of the

amount necesary to pay the judgment.‘

The act approved March 8. 1887 (M St. L 505). pro

vides, That the court of claims shall have jurisdiction

to hear and determine the following matters:

First. All claims founded upon the Constitution of

the United States or any law of Congress, except for

pensions, or upon any regulation of an executive de

partment, or upon any contract. express or implied,

with the government of the United States, or for dam

ages, liquidated or uniiquidated, in cases not sounding

in tort, in respect to which claims the party would be

entitled to redress against the United States either in a

court of law, equity, or admiralty if the United States

were suabie: Provided, however, That nothing in this

section shall be construed as giving to either of the

courts herein mentioned, jurisdiction to hear and de

termine claims growing out of the late civil u"nr, and

commonly known as " war claims,“ or to hear and

determine other claims, which have heretofore been

rejected. or reported on adversely by any court, do

partment, or commission authorized to hear and de

termine the same.

Second. All setotfs, counter-claims. claims for dam

ages, whether liquidated or unliquiduu-d, or other

demands whatsoever on the part of the government of

the United States against any claimant against the

government in said court: Provided, That no suit

 

‘United States v. Klein, 13 Wall. 144 (1871), Chase.

Chief Justice.

’Lnngf0rd v. United States, 101 U. S. 844-45 (18’Tih,

Miller, J.; Gordon v. United States, 11? id. 617 (Isa;-1;.

Tnney, C. J.; 1 Dev. Ct. Cl. 41-63; 17 Ct. Cl. 1-29: 7

South. Law Rev. 781-811 (1882).

' United States v. Jones, 119 U. S. 477 (18%), Wsite,

C. J. Explains Gordon v. United States, and other

cases.
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against the government of the United States. shall be

allowed under this act unless the same shall have been

brought within six years after the right accmed for

which the claim is made. .

Sec. 2. That the district courts of the United States

shall have concurrent jurisdiction with the court of

claims as to all matters named in the preceding sec~

lion where the amount of the claim does not exceed

one thousand dollars. and the circuit courts of the

United States shall have such concurrent jurisdiction

in all cases where the amount of such claim exceeds

one thousand dollars and does not exceed ten thou

sand dollars. All causes brought and tried under the

provisions of this act shall be tried by the court with

out a jury.

Sec. 8. That whenever any person shall present his

petition to the court of claims alleging that he is or

has been indebted to the United States as an oiiicer or

agent thereof. or by virtue of any contract therewith,

or that he is the guarantor. or surety. or personal rep

resentative of any oflicer. or agent. or contractor so

indebted. or that be. or the person for whom he is

such surety, guarantor. or personal representative

has held any office or agency under the United States.

or entered into any contract therewith, under which

it may be or has been claimed.that an indebtedness to

the United States has arisen and exists. and that he or

the person he represents has applied to the proper de

partment of the government requesting that the ac

count of such office. agency. or indebtedness may be

adjusted and settled, and that three years have elapsed

from the date of such application and said account

still remains unsettled and unadjusted. and that no

suit upon the same has been brought by the United

States. said court shall. due notice first being given to

the head of said department and to the attorney

general of the United States. proceed to hear the par

ties and ascertain the amount. if any. due the United

States on said account. The attorney-general shall

represent the United States at the hearing of said

cause. The court may postpone the same from time~

to time whenever justice shall require. The judgment

of said court or of the Supreme Court of the United

States. to which an appeal shall lie. as in other cases.

as to the amount due. shall be binding and conclusive

upon the parties. The payment of such amount so

found due by the court shall discharge such obliga

tion. An action shall accrue to the United States

against such principal. or surety. or representative to

recover the amount so found due. which may be

brought at any time within three years after the final

judgment of said court. Unless suit shall be brought

within said time. such claim and the claim on the

original indebtedness shall be forever barred. ,

Sec. 4. That the jurisdiction of the respective courts

of the United States proceeding under this act. includ

ing the right of exception and appeal. shall be gov

erned hy the law now in force. in so far as the same

is applicable and not inconsistent with the provisions

of this act; and the course of procedure shall be in

accordance with the established rules of said respect

ive courts. and of such additions and modifications

thereof as said courts may adopt.

Sec. 5. That the plaintill’ in any suit brought under

the provisions of the second section of this act shall

 

die a petition. duly verified with the clerk of the re

spvctive court having jurisdiction of the case. and in

the district where the plaintiff resides. Such petition

shall set forth the full name and residence of the

plaintiif. the nature of his claim. and a succinct state

ment of the facts upon which the claim is based. the

money or any other thing claimed, or the damages

sought to be recovered and praying the court for a

judgment or decree upon the facts and law.

See. 6. That the plaintifl shall cause a copy of his

petition filed under the preceding section to be served

upon the district attorney of the i'n..t-J States in the

district wherein suit is brought. and shall mail a copy

of the same. by registered letter. to the attornc_v-gen

era] of the United States. and shall thereupon causeto

be filed with the clerk of the court wherein suit is in

stituted an affidavit of such service and the mailing of

such letter. It shall be the duty of the district attor

ney upon whom service of petition is made as afore

said to appear and defend the interests of the govern

ment in the suit. and within sixty days after the

service of petition upon him. unless the time should

be extended by order of the court made in the case. to

file a plea. answer. or demurrer on the part of the

government, and to flle a notice of any counter-claim,

set-off. claim for damages. or other demand or defense

whatsoever of the government in the premises: Pro

vided. That should the district attorney neglect or re

fuse to flle the plea. answer. demurrer. or defense. as

required. the plaintifl may proceed with the case

under such rules as the court may adopt in the prem

ises; but the piaintifl shall not have judgment or de

cree for his claim. or any part thereof. unless he shall

establish the same by proof satisfactory to the court.

Sec. 7. That it shall be the duty of the court to

cause a written opinion to be filed in the cause. setting

forth the specific findings by the court of the facts

therein. and the conclusions of the court upon all

questions of law involved in the case. and to render

judgment thereon. if the suit be in equity or admi

ralty. the court shall proceed with the same according

to the rules of such courts.

Sec. 8. That in the trial of any suit brought under

any of the provisions of this act. no’ person shall be

excluded as a witness because he is a party to or in

terested in said suit; and any plaintilf or party in

interest may be examined as a witness on the part of

the government.

Section 1079 of the Revised Statutcs is hereby re

pealed. The provisions of section 1080 of the Revised

Statutes shall apply to cases under this act.

Sec. 9. That the plaintifl or the United States. in

any suit brought under the provisions of this act shall

have the same rights of appeal or writ of error as are

now reserved in the statutes of the United States in

that behalf made. and upon the conditions and limita

tions thereln contained. The modes of procedure in

claiming and perfecting an appeal or writ of error

shall conform in all respects. and as near as may be.

to the statutes and rules of court governing appeals

and writs of error in like causes.

Sec. 10. That when the findings of fact and the law

applicable thereto have been tiled in any case as pro

vided in section six of this act. and the judgment or

decree is adverse to the government. it shall be the
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duty of the district attorney to transmit to the attor

nsygeneral of the United States certified copies of all

the papers flied in the cause. with a transcript of the

testimony taken, the written findings of the court. and

his written opinion as to the same: whereupon the

attorney-general shall determine and direct whether

an appeal or writ of error shall be taken or not; and

when so directed the district attorney shall cause an

appeal or writ of error to be perfected in accordance

with the terms of the statutes and rules of practice

governing the same: Provided. That no appeal or

writ of error shall be allowed after six months from

the judgment or decree in such suit. From the date

of such final judgment or decree interest shall be com

puted thereon, at the rate of four per centum per

annum. until the time when an appropriation is made

for the payment of the judgment or decree.

Sec. 11. That the attorney-general shall report to

Congress. and at the beginning of each session of

Congress, the suits under this act in which a line]

judgment or decree has been rendered giving the date

of each, ands statement of the costs taxed in each

case.

12. That when any claim or matter may be

pending in any of the executive departments which

involves controvertod questions of fact or law, the head

of such department. with the consent of the claimant,

may transmit the same, with the vouchers, papers,

proofs, and documents pernaining thereto, to said

court of claims. and the same shall be there proceeded

in under such rules as the court may adopt. When

the facts and conclusions of law shall have been found,

the court shall report its findings to the department

by which it was transmitted.

18. That in every case which shall come be

fore the court of claims, or is now pending therein,

under the provisions of an act entitled “Anact to

sflord ssistance and relief to Congress and the execu

tive departments in the investigation of claims and

demands against the government," approved March 3,

1583, if it shall appear to the satisfaction of the court,

upon the facts established. that it has jurisdiction

to render judgment or decree thereon under existing

laws or under the provisions of this act. it shall pro

ceed to do so, giving to either party such further op

portunity for hearing as in its judgment justice shall

require. and report its proceedings therein to either

House of Congress or to the department by which the

same was referred to said court.

Sec. 14. That whenever any bill, except for a pen

sion, shall be pending in either House of Congress

providing for the payment of a claim against the

United States. legal or equitable, or for a grant. gift,

or bounty to any person, the House in which such bill

is pending may refer the same to the court of claims,

who shall proceed with the same in accordance with

the provisions of the act approved March 8, 1563,

entitled an " Act to aiford assistance and relief to Con

gress and the executive departments in the investiga

tion of claims and demands against the government,“

and report to such House the facts in the case and the

amount, where the same can beliquidated, including

any facts bearing upon the question whether there has

been delay or inches in presenting such claim or ap

plying for such grant. gilt. or bounty, and any facts

bearing upon the question whether the bar of any

statute of limitation should be removed or whichshall

be claimed to excuse the claimant for not having re

sorted to any established legal remedy.

Sec. 15. If the government of the United States

shall put in issue the right of the plaintii! to recover

the court may, in its discretion, allow costs to the

prevailing party from the time of joining such issue

Such costs. however, shall include only what is acb

unlly incurred for witnesses, and for summoning the

same. and fees paid to the clerk of the court

Sec. 16. That all laws and parts of laws inconsistent

with this act are hereby repealed.

For additional information as to the powers and

practice of the United States courts see particular

terms, such as Anmasnrv; Bsmumv; Crrizxn;

Coxrrv; Cossrimios; Cosmn, 1; Cosrs; Daron

nou; D1scas11os,3-5: Gowmi; JunlsDi<.'rxoN,2; Law,

Common, Supreme; hisasnsn. 1 (2); Pnocanuas; RI

xovsn 2; Rrs, 2; S-ran. 8 (2); Burr. 8; Vans; Wrr~

sass.

COURT-MARTIAL. See MARTIAL.

COURT-YARD. See Cooar, 1; Court

LAGE.

COUSIN. Sometimes means a cousin by

marriage.

A similar usage obtains as to the words " nephew "

and “ niece." A person speaking of another by his

name and relationship is likely to be most accurate as

to the name.I See CONBANGUXNITY.

COVENANT.‘ 1. A promise under seal:

as, a covenant to pay rent.‘

May be used not in its limited, technical

sense of a promise evidenced by a sealed in

strument, but in the wider sense of any con

tract in general.‘

Although words of proviso and condition may be

construed as words of covenant, if such be the appar

ent intent and meaning of the parties. covenant will

not arise unless it can be collected from the whole in

strument that, on the part of the person sought to be

charged, there was an agreement, or an engagement, to

do or not to do some particular act.‘

A covenant or _convention is a clause of

agreement in a deed, whereby either party

may stipulate for the truth of certain facts,

or bind himself to perform, or give, some

thing to or for the other.‘

Thus. the grantor of land may covenant that he has

a right to convey, or for the grantee's quiet enjoyment,

or the like; the grantee may covenant to pay rent, or

to keep the premises in repair,‘ etc.

' Cloak v. Hammond, 82 Law Times, 184. 97 (M86): 85

Alb. Law J. 66.

1 F. covenant. oonvennnt, agreement: L. convenirs,

to come together. agree.

' [Greenleaf v. Allen, 127 Man. 58 (188,

4 Riddle u. McKinney, 67 Tex. 82 (1886; Gaines, A. J.

| Hale v. Finch, 104 U. B. M (1881), cases, Han

in, J .; 52 Tex. B6.

‘ [2 BL Com. ans
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He who makes a covenant.

He in whose favor a cove

Covenantor.

Covenantee.

nant is made. ’

Express covenant. A covenant explic

itly stated in words. Implied covenant.

Such covenantas is inferred or imputed in

law from words used.l

Express covenants are also called covenants in

deed,‘ and implied covenants, covenants in law. Any

words, such as “ I covenant," “Iagree," "i bind my

self," plainly showing an intent to be bound, raise an

express covenant; while a covenant may be implied

from the use of such words as “ grant,“ “ bargain and

sell," “give," "demise,"' q. v.

Joint covenant. A covenant that binds

all the covenantors together as one person.

Several covenant. Such as binds each

covenantor separately. Joint and several

covenant. Binds all covenantors together,

or each singly.

When the legal interest in a covenant and in the

cause of action thereon is joint, the covenant is joint,

although in its terms it may be several, or joint and

several.I See further Jonvr.

Dependent covenant. A covenant in

which the obligation for performance is con

ditioned upon performance of another cove

nant, made prior or at the same time.

Independent covenant. In this the duty

of performance rests solely upon the terms of

the covenant in itself considered, irrespective

of the performance or non-performance of

any other covenant.

A “ dependent covenant” rests upon the

prior performance of some act or condition,

and until the condition is performed the other

party is not liable to an action on his cove

nant. Under an " independent covenant”

either party may recover damages from tl1e

other for injuries received by a breach of the

covenants in his favor; and it is no excuse for

the defendant to allege a breach of covenants

on the part of the plaintiff.‘

If the whole is to be performed on one side, before

anything else is to be done on the other side, the cove

nants are dependent, and performance is a condition

precedent. But if something is to be done one side, be

fore the whole can be performed on the other, the cove

nants are independent. . . A dependent stipulation is

a condition, performance of which must be averred and

proved in order to a recovery. Mutual and independ

 

I See Conrad u. liioreheed, 89 N. C. 84 (1888).

' See 4 Kent, 468, 473.

' Capes v. Barrows, 1 Gray, 87? (1864), cases, Met

calf, J.‘ See Calvert 1:. Bradley, 10 How. 596 uses).

' Bailey v. White, 8 Ala. 881 (1842), Collier. C. J.

ent stipulations are not conditions, but each party has

a remedy by action for non-performance by the other,

by showing performance on his own part.x

Whether a covenant is dependent or independent is

determined, in each case, by the intention of the par

ties as it appears on the instrument, and by the appli

cation of common sense; to which intention, when

once discovered, all technical forms of expression

must give way.I

Mutual covenants. Covenants as to

which the thing to be done by one party is

the consideration of the thing to be done by

the other.

When a specified thing is to be done by one party as

the consideration of the thing to be done by the other

party, the covenants are mutual, and also dependent,

if they are to be performed at the same time; and if,

by the terms or nature of the contract. one is first to

be performed as the condition of the obligation of the

other, that which is first must be done or tendered be

fore the party who is entitled to its performance can

sustain a suit against the other party. If a day is

fixed for the performance of a mutual covenant, the

party whose duty it is to perform or tender perform

ance ilrst must do it on that day, or show his readineu

to do it, else he cannot recover for non-performance

by the other party. But both at common law and in

chancery there are exceptions, growing out of the

nature of the thing to be done and the conduct of the

parties. The case of part performance, possession,

etc, in chancery, where time is not of the essence of

the contract. or has been waived by acquiescence, is an

example of the latter; and the case of contracts for

building houses, railroads, etc., in which the means of

the builder and his labor become combined and aflixed

to the soil, or mixed with materials and money of the

owner, afford examples at law.‘

When mutual covenants go to the whole considera

tion on both sides they are mutual conditions. the one

precedent to the other; where they go to a part only,

a remedy lies on one covenant to recover damages

for a breach of it, but it is not a condition prece

dent.‘

Real covenant. Such a covenant as

affects realty, binding it in the hands of the

covenantor, his grantee or devisee. Per

sonal covenant. A covenant Obligatory

upon the maker only, or to the extent of his

personalty.

If the covenantor covenants for himself and his

“heirs,“ his covenant is real, and descends upon the

heirs, who are bound to perform it. provided they

have assets by descent; if he covenants also for his

 

I White 0. Atkins, 8Cush. 870 (1851), cases, Shaw, 0. J.;

Matthews 1:. Jenkins, 80 Va. 467-438 (1885), cases.

' Lowber v. Bangs, 2 Wall. 786 (i864), cases; Lewis v.

Chisolm, 68 Ga. 44-45 (1888), cases; Nels v. Yocum, if

F. R. 170 (1%), cases; The Tornado, 108 U. S. 851 (1%)

Cutter 1!. Powell, 2 Sm. L. C. 23-66, cases

' Phillips, &c. Construction Co. v. Seymour, 91 U. B

650 (1875), Miller, J .
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" executors " and " administrators," both his personal

and real assets stand pledged for the performance.I

A real covenant has for its object something an

nexed to, or inherent in, or connected with, land or

other real property; and runs with the land, so that

the grantee is invested with it, and may sue upon it

for any breach happening in his time.‘

Of covenants real the most important are

covenants for title, which assure the full en

joyment of whatever the deed purports to

convey : the covenants —of seisin, of a right

to convey, for quiet enjoyment, against in

cumbrances, for further assurance, and of

warranty. qq. 1:. In the United States they

are sometimes called “ full covenants.” '

Other covenants relating to realty are: a

covenant to convey; against nuisances or a

particular use; to renew a lease.‘

An article of agreement for the sale of land is a

covenant to convey the land.‘ A covenant of a right

to convey means that the covenantor has the capacity

and a right to transfer the land in question: the same

as a covenant of seisin,‘ q. v.

A covenant “ runs with the land “ when either the

liability to perform it, that is, its burden, or the right

to take advantage of it: that is, its benefit, passes to

the asaignee of the land.‘

Covenants running with the land are: those annexed

to the estate, such as the ancient warranty, now rep

resented by the usual covenants of title; and those

rights of common or easements. Species of the latter

class, to be enforceable against the assignees of the

oovenantor, must “ touch and concern " or “ extend

to the support of " the land conveyed.I

On covenants to stand seized to uses, see Una, 8.

Other terms by which covenants are dis

tinguished are: aflirmatice, that a thing has

been or shall be done, and\ opposed to nega

tive, not to do a thing; alternative or dis

junctive, aflording an election between

things to be done; auxiliary, relating to an

other covenant as the principal, and dis-‘

charged with it; collateral, connected with

a grant, but not relating immediately to the

thing, and opposed to inherent, affecting the

particular property immediately; concurrent,

 

' 2 Bl. Com. U4.

1 Davis v. Lyman, 6 Conn. 255 (1826), Boomer, O. J.

' Ra-wlc. Cov. Title, 24-27, 818.

‘ See 4 Kent, 473.

‘See Espy v. Anderson, H Pa. 808 (1850); 11 111.104;

19 Ohio, 347; 4 Md. 498; 19 Barb. 689.

'2 Wash. R. P. 618; 10 Me. 91; 10 Culh. 184.

'Savage v. Mason, 8 Cush. 505 (1819); Shaber v. St.

Paul Water Co.. 15 Rep. 839 (1583); Spencer's Case, 1

8m. L. C. 'l'J0-83, cases.

' Norcrol v. James, 140 Mass. 189 (1886), cases,

Holmes. -7.: L5 Am. Law Reg. 64.
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to be performed at the same time with an

other; declaratory, limiting or directing a

use; executed, performed, and opposed to ea>

eculory, to be performed in the future; gen

eral, relating to lands generally and placing

the covenantee in the position of a specialty

creditor, and opposed to special, relating to

particular land and giving the covenantee a

lien thereon; transitive, passing over to the

representatives of the maker, and opposed to

intransitive, limited to the covenantor him

self.

A grantor, conveying by deed of bargain and sale,

by way of release or quitclaim of all his right and title

to a tract of land, if made in good faith, without

fraudulent representation, is not responsible for the

goodness of the title beyond the covenants in his deed.

He conveys nothing more than the estate of which

he is possessed at the time; his deed does not pass

an interest not then in existence. If the vendee has

contracted for a particular estate, or for an estate in

fee, he must take the precaution to secure himself by

proper covenants of title. This principle is applicable

to a deed of bargain and sale by release or quitcluim,

. in the strict sense of that species of conveyance. If the

deed bears on its face evidence that the grnntor in

tended to convey and that the grantee expected to

become invested with an estate of a particular de

scription or quality, and that the bargain had pro

vrhich are attached to the land itself such as the I ceeded upon that looting‘ men‘ although it may no‘

contain covenants of title in the technical sense, still

the legal effect of the instrument will be as binding

upon the grantor in respect to the estate thus do

scribed as if a formal covenant to that effect had been

5 insertcd: at least so far as to estop him from ever

afterward denying that he was seized of the particular

estate at the time of conveyance.l

In the absence of a recital estopping the grantor as

to the character of his title or the quantum of interest

to be conveyed, a covenant of general warranty, where

the estate conveyed is the present interest of the

grantor, does not operate as an estnppcl to pass a title

subsequently acquired.’

2. An action, or a form of action, at com

mon law to recover damages for the breach

of a contract under seal.

Acovanant to do or to omit a direct act is aspecies

of express contract, the breach of which is a civil in

jury. The remedy for any disadvantage or lom is by

a writ of covenant, which directs the sheriff to com

mand the defendant generally to keep his covenant

with the plalntifl or to show good cause to the con

trary. 1f the defendant continues refractory, or the

covenant is already so broken that it cannot be specif

ically performed, the subsequent proceedings set forth

with precision the covenant, the breach, and the loss

 

l"an Rennselaer u. Ktilil. -y, 11 How. ha-28 U860),

cases, Nelson, J.

'Hanrick v. Patrick1 119 U. S. 175-?! (18%), cases,

Matthews, J.; Bswle. Cov. Tit M

(19)
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which has happened thereby; whereupon the jury will

give damages in proportion to the injury sustained.‘

Performance of a condition precedent (q. 1).), if

there is any such condition, must be aver:-ed.‘

“ Debt “ will lie where the damages are liquidated.

Under the plea of non eat factum (he did not make

it), the defendant may show any fact contradicting

the making of the instrument; as. personal incapacity,

or that the deed was fraudulent, was not executed by

all the parties. or was not delivered.

In Pennsylvania the defendant may plead “cove

nants performed with leave, etc.," that is, with leave,

after notice to the plaintiff. to offer in evidence any

thing that amounts to a lawful defense. “ Covenants

performed1 absque hoe “ (without this) admits the ex

ecution, but puts the plaintifl to proof of performance.

. . “ Covenants performed,"although in substance

a denial of the breach alleged, is an afilrmative plea,

and does not put the execution of the instrument in

issue. “ Abaque hoe “ puts in issue the performance

on the part of the plaintifl.’ as alleged by him. “ With

leave, etc.," implies an equitable defense, such as

arises out of special circumstances, which the defend

.ant intimates he means to offer in evidence.‘

:See CONDITION; Comaacr; Facrw, Non est; Pos

IIBILITY; Pnovmnn; Si-nzm; Wanaarrrv, 1.

COVER. See Covsar; Dmcovaav.

COVERT.‘ 1. Covered, protected: as, a

pound covert. See POUND, 2.

2. Implied, inferred : as, a covert condition.

8. Under the disability of marriage; mar

ried. Diseovert. Unmarried, whether

said of a widow or of a spinster.

Covert baron. A wife: under the pro

tection of her husband or baron,“ q. 1:.

Fame covert. A married woman: under

the wing, protection or cover of her hus

band.‘

Coverture. The condition of a woman

during marriage. Discoverture. Not

subject to the disability of being married.

Used as pleas in abatement, q. 11., and in speaking

of the rights and liabilities of married women gener

ally. See further D1s.uau.1'rY; Fans, Covert; Husaaxn.

COVIN.‘ " A contrivance between two

to defraud or cheat a third.” 7

“ A secret assent determined in the hearts

of two or more to the prejudice of another.” 9
 

l 8 Bl. Com. 156457.

‘1Chitty, Pl. 116.

‘Farmers’, 820. Turnpike Co. v. McCullough, 2.’: Pa.

IN (1856); 4 Dali. 439; 5 Pa. 189; 8 id. 272; % id. UJ3;

Bid. 75; 70 id. 194; 79 id. 886; 96 id. 239-40. SeeAct25

May, 1887: P. L. W1.

‘ Kiiv’-ert. F. covrir, to cover.

‘[1 Bl. Corn. 442.

‘ F. omwenir, to agree, covenant.

' Mix v. Muzzy, 25 Conn. 191 (1859): Ld. Ellenborough

' Girdlest/one v. Brighton Aquarium, 8 Ex. Div. 142

(1828): Tonnes de la Loy (1708, 1721).

Covinous. ‘ Collusive, fraudulent.

An example is where a tenant for life or tail secretly

conspires with another that he shall recover the land

held by such tenant to the prejudice of the re'veraioner.

COW. See ANIMAL; CRUELTY, 8.

A distinction between cow and heifer may or nay

not be intended in penal statutes,I and in a statute ex

empting a cow from sale on execution.‘ See Hm

CR. Criminal; crown.

CRAFT. See VESSEL.

CRANK. Has no necessary defamatory

meaning, any more than to say of one that

he is capricious or subject to vagaries or

whims.‘

Does not necessarily imply that a man has been

guilty of a crime, nor tend to subject him to ridicule

or contempt. If the word has such import it should

at least be averred and proven.‘

CRAVE. See Oran.

CREATE. See Cnaaran, 2.

CREDIBLE.4 1. Worthy of belief; de

serving of confidence. See CREDIT, 1.

2. Entitled to be heard as a witness; oom

petent. Competent to give evidence, and

worthy of belief.

The English statute as to the execution of wills

prior to 18238 required witnesses to be “ credible.“ This

was held to mean such persons as were not disquali

fied from giving testimony by imbecility, interest, on

crime.‘

This rule has been followed in Connecticut, Ken

tucky, Massachusetts, Mississippi, South Carolina,

and several other States.‘

As used in a statute requiring that a will disposing

of realty shall be attested by credible witnesses, in

equivalent to competent; not as meaning, in the loose

popular sense, a person of good moral character and

reputation in fact, and personally worthy of belief,

but a person entitled to be examined in a court of Jun

tice, though subject to have his actual credit weighed

and considered by the court or jury; and to be exam

ined upon the question whether the will was duly exe

cuted, and by a person of disposing mind.’

Credibility. Being entitled to be be

lieved; worthiness of belief.

In deciding upon the credibility of a witnem it is

usual to inquire whether he is capable of knowing a

 

1 King 1). Cook, 1 Leach, Cr. C. 128 (1774); 2 East, P. C.

616.

‘ Carruth v. Grassie, 11 Gray, B11 (1%); Pomeroy u.

Trimper, 8 Alien. ~100(1864).

I Walker 1:. Chicago Tribune 00., 29 F. R. N’? (1887),

Blodgett, J.

‘ L. credere, to believe, trust; also, to lend.

‘ 1 Jarman, Wills, 124.

‘ Mar u. Fuller, B3 Ky. 850 (1885), cases.

' [Haven u. Hilliard, 23 Pick. 18 (1839), Shaw, C. J.;

Amory v. Fellows, 5 Mass. '228 (1809), Parsons, C. J.;

Jones v. Larrabee, ~17 Me. -176 (1880), Appleton, J.; 38

Md.4:t4; 26Conn.416; 18Ga.40;&3N.H.8;14Tex. Ap.7‘L
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thing, and the particular thing, thoroughly; whether

he was actually present: what attention he gave to

the occurrence; and whether he honestly relates the

nflsir as he remembers it.1

Credibility depends upon veracity and capacity to

observe.‘ Literal coincidence of oral statements may

afford ground for suspicion.I Afllrmative testimony

is the strongest.‘ When the credit due to witnesses is

qunl, preponderance is to be given to number.I Cred

ibility is {or the jury.‘ See further Cnsmcrs:a; Cou~

rzrnxcr; Issues, 3; Wrrssss.

CREDIT. 1. In its primary sense, as a

noun and a verb, imports reliance upon some

thing said or done as the truth: belief or

faith in testimony.

Discredit. To diminish the reliance to

be placed upon testimony on any account

whatever, and not necessarily for want of

veracity in a person or for want of genuine

ness in a document. Compare IMPEACH, 2;

ixmmv.

General credit. The general credit of a

witness is his character as a credit-worthy

man. Particular credit. Credit asa wit

ness in a particular action.’ See CREDIBLE.

2. The capacity of being trusted.8

The trust reposod in an individual, by those

who deal with him, that he is able to meet

his engagements.’

In an enlarged commercial sense, implies

reputation and confidence; a basis on which

the possessor may trade without immediate

payment.lo

The term also comprehends what is due to

another person; and, again, time given in

which to pay for a thing bought.

Credit is, strictly, a benefltss a means to procure

property. and is not in itself recognized as property.

its whole ofllce is to obtain trust. itis available to

another by gilt. sale, etc. Given gratuitously, it is 1

loan; given for a consideration, a mic of credit.I

Every contract to: labor, not paid for in advance, is

I contract. upon credit; because the labor, when once

performed, cannot be recalled. it is otherwise where

property is to be paid for on delivery, for a delivery

need not be made."

 

ISee 1 Greenl. Ev. ‘$2, 0, 481; BB]. Com. 800.

.1 “'hart. Ev. 5404.

I1 wmm. Ev. 5 413.

'1 “hurt. Ev. $115.

'1 Whart. Ev. 5416.

' 1 Whart. Ev. if 391. 417.

' Bemis 1:. Kyle, 5 Abb. Pr. 288 (1867).

‘Dry Dock Bank v. American Ins. Co., 8 N. Y. 866

(1850).

[Owen v. Branch Bank at Mobile, 8 All. 267 (1842).

" Jtindge v. Judson, 21 N. Y. 71(1861).

" Kstchum v. City of Buflalo, 14 N. Y. 865 (1866).

Credit, bill of. “ No State . . shall

emit Bills of Credit.”1 that is, issue paper in

tended to circulate through the community,

for its ordinary purposes as money, and re

deemable at a future day.2

A paper issued by the sovereign power,

containing a pledge of faith, and designed to

circulate as money.‘

The term may cover certificates oi’ indebtedness,

bearing interest; ' but not bills of a bank chartered by

a State. even though the State be the sole stockholder,‘

nor. even it it pledges its credit for their payment, in

case the bank tails to redeem them.‘

Credit, letter of. A letter written by

one merchant or correspondent to another re

questing him to credit the bearer with a sum

of money.‘ See LETTER, 3, Of credit.

Mutual credits. In laws of set-ofl, "a

knowledge on both sides of an existing debt

due to one party, and a credit by the other

party, founded on and trusting to such debt,

as a means of discharging it." ‘ See A0

COUNTS, Mutual; Dams, Mutual.

Creditor. In a strict literal sense, he

who voluntarily trusts or gives credit to an

other, upon bond, bill, note, book,‘or simple

contract, for money or other property. In a

liberal sense, he who has a. legal demand for

money or other property which has come to

the hands of another, without the consent of

the former, but by mistake or accident, and

to the payment or possession of which, or to

compensation in damages therefor, he is en

titled upon the ground of an implied promise.

In a still more general sense, he who has a

right by law to demand and recover of an

other a sum of money on any account what

ever.7

Not simply a person to whom a debt is

due, but a person to whom any obligation is

due,— the last not being the usual meaning.’
 

lConstitution, Art 1, sec. 10, cl. 1.

' Craig v. Missouri, 4 Pet. (81 (1830), Marshall, C. J.

‘ Briscoe 0. Bank oi Kentucky, 11 Pet. 814 (1887),

McLean, J.

1 Darringt/on v. Bank 0! Alabama, 18 How. 16 (1851).

See Legal Tender Case, 110 U. S. 448 (1883); Virginia

Coupon Cases, 114 id. 233 (1885); 2 Story, Coast ii 186%

64; 4 Kent, 408.

' Mechanics‘ Bank v. N. Y. & New Haven R. 00., 4

Duer, 586 (1855): McCulloch‘s Commercial Diet.

'2 Story, Eq. 5 1435; Munger 1:. Albany City Nat

Bank, 85 N. Y. 590 (1881), Foiger, C. J.

" [Stanley v. Ogden, 2 Root, 261 (1795).)

'[New Jersey Ins. Co. v. Meeker, 87 N. J. L M

(1875), Beasley, C. J.
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One who has the right to require the ful

fillment of an obligation or contract.I Com

pare Dsnron.

The term may merely designate a person. Thus,

although the relation of debtor and creditor has been

dissolved, the person who was the “debtor “ in a con

tract for usurious interest may testify against him

who was the “ creditor.“ '

No one, unsolicited, may make himself the creditor

of another.‘ See Nsoorunns.

Domestic creditor. A creditor resident

within the county or the State of the debt

or‘s domicil, or where his property is situ

ated. Foreign creditor. One who resides

within another jurisdiction.‘

Execution creditor. A creditor who has

obtained a levy upon property belonging to

his debtor.

Earistiizg creditor. A person who becomes

the creditor of another after the latter has

made an invalid transfer of his property,

and before the invalidity has been removed.‘

General creditors, or creditors at large.

Creditors of an insolvent whose claims are to

be satisfied pro rata out of ‘any balance left

after the claims of secured or favored cred

itors have been paid.

Judgment creditorj He whose claim has

been merged into a judgment against his

debtor, and under which, generally, execu

tion may be had.

Junior creditor. A person who becomes a

creditor after some other has become a cred

itor; also termed a “ younger,“ “ later," or

" subsequent" creditor, and particularly used

with reference to the validity of the liens of

judgment creditors.

Lien creditor. A creditor who has for evi

dence of his claim a judgment, mortgage, or

other lien regularly entered of record.

Preferred creditor. A creditor who the

law, or the debtor, has directed shall be paid

before others. See PREFER, 2.

Secured creditor. A creditor who has the

possession of, or a lien upon, property of his

debtor, as security for the payment of his

claim. Opposed, unsecured creditor.

 

\ Hardy 1:. Norfolk Manuf. Co., 50 Va. 4:58 (i885),

Lacy, J.

' Giflord v. Whitcomb, 9 Cush. 488 (1852), cases, Bigo

low, J.; 28 hlinn. 158.

' Gurnee v. Bausemer, 50 Va 872 (1885), case;

‘On enjoining creditors from proceeding in a for

eign jurisdiction, sec W Cont. Law J. 268 iL\'z~‘m. mm.
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Subsequent or future creditors; existing

creditors; prwr creditors. See Assms; Cos

VEYANCE, Fraudulent; Rscmvns; Srocx,

3 (2): SUFFER.

Creditor’s bill. A bill in equity filed by

one or more creditors of a deceased person

for an account of the assets and a settlement

of the estate of the decedent.

A single creditor may file his bill for payment of his

own debt, and seek a recovery of assets for this pur

pose only. But the more usual course is for one or

more creditors to Illa a bill by and on behalf of him

self or themselves, and all other creditors who shall

come under the decree, for an account of the assets,

and a due settlement of the estate. The principle is

that as equality is equity the assets should be distrib

uted without that preference allowed at common law.

The usual decree is, quod oomputet: that the master

take the accounts between the deceased and all his

creditors; and an account of all the personal estate of

the deceased in the hands of the executor or adminis

trator, the same to be applied in payment of the debts

and other charges, in a due course of administration.

Thereafter, a creditor may not carry on a suit at law

except as the court of equity may allow.1

Such a bill lies for a discovery of assets. The court

will proceed to a final decree on the merits. The

usual decree is for an account; but where the repre

sentative of the deceased admits assets. the decree in

for immediate payment.‘

It is no doubt generally true that s creditor‘s bill,

to subject his debtor's interests in property to the

payment of the debt, must show that all remedy at

law had been exhausted. And, generally, it must be

averrcd that judgment has been recovered for the

debt, that uxccution has been issued, and that it has

been returned nulla bona. The reason is, until such

a showing is made, it does not appear, in most cases,

that resort to a court of equity is necessary, in other

words that the creditor is remedilesn at law. But a

fruitless execution is not necessary to show that the

creditor has no adequate legal remedy. Thus. “hen

the debtor‘s estate is amere equitable one, which can

not be reached by any proceeding at law, there is no

reason for requiring attempts to reach it by legal

processes.‘

in lllinols a credltor‘s bill is defined to be a bill by

which a creditor seeks to satisfy his debt out of some

equitable estate of the defendant which is not liable

to a levy and sale under an execution at law.‘

CREDIT-IMOBILIERJ’ A company or

bank formed for advancing money on per

sonal estate, generally with the declared ob

‘ 1 Story, Eq. ii 546-49; Richmond 0. Irons, l2i U. S.

44 (1557), cases.

I Kennedy u. Creswell, 101 U. 8. 645-46 (1879), cases

‘Case v. Beauregard. 101 U. 5. 690-91 (1819), cases,

Strong, J.

¢ Newman o. Wiiletts, 52 Ill. 98 (1860): Chancery Code,

$5 as-37.

' Mcflee |:. Busby, 69 Iowa. 881 (1506). do id. 215.

' Krd'~dé-m6-b§~la-5'. F. crédit, credit; mobilier,

mmaulc, persons]: L. mobilil. movable.
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ject of promoting industrial enterprises, such a public wrong. Distinguished from a pri

as the construction of railways, the sinking vate wrong, which is a civil injury or tort.‘

of mines, and the like.l

CREW. See Rnvour; SHIP.

Whenever, in a statute, the words “master“ and

“crew " occur in connection with each other, “crew "

embraces all the offlcers as well as the common sea

men — the ship's company; as, in the act of liarch 8,

late, 5 8, which punishes cruelty by a master or other

offlosr, toward the crew.‘

CRIER. One who proclaims: an oflicer

of a court whose duty it is to announce the

opening and adjournment of the court; to

call the names of suitors, jurors, and wit

nesses; to proclaim that the acknowledg

ment of a sheriifs deed is about to be taken,

or aspecial return received of the distribu

tion made of the proceeds of a sale by the

sheriff; and to make various other procla

mations of a public nature, under the direc

tions of the judges of the court.'

On the assembling of the Supreme Court the proc

lamation made by the marshal is in these words:

“ The honorable the chief justice and associate justices

of the Supreme Court oi.’ the United States. Oyezl

oyezl oyezl all persons having business beiore the

honorable, the Supreme Court 0! the United States,

are admonished to draw near and give their attention,

for the court is now sitting. God save the United

States and this honorable Court"

" bet the cryer make proclamation and say, 0 yes,

0 yes, 0 yes, Silence is commanded in the Court,

While the Justices are sitting, upon pain of imprison

ment. After silence is Oommanded, The Cryer shall

make a proclamation saying: All manner of persons

that have anything to doe, at this Court, Draw Nlgh

and give your attendance, and it any person shall

have any Complaint to enter, or suit to prosecute, Let

them Draw near, and they shall be heard.“ 4

CBIM. CON. See Comnssrron, 1.

CRIME. An act committed or omitted

in violation of a public law either forbidding

or commanding it.‘ See Cmnnn.

A wrong of which the law takes cogni

zance as injurious to the public, and pun

ishes in what is called a criminal proceeding

prosecuted by the State in its ‘own name or

in the name of the people or the sovereign.‘

A crime is a breach and violation of the

public rights and duties due to the whole

community in its social aggregate capacity;

 

I [Worceater's Diet.

' United States v. Winn, 8 Sumn. 212 (1888), Story, J.

'8ee R. 5 715.

‘ Laws of Province of Penn (1682): Linn, 128.

' 4 Bl. Com. 5. .

‘Be Berzin. 81 Win. 8% (1812). 8ee1Bish. Cr. L. 532.

Crime and misdemeanor are synonymous terms;

though, in common usage. “ crimes " denotes such of

fenses as are oiI a deeper and more atrocious dye;

while smaller faults, and omissions of less conse

qu.ence, are comprised under the gentler name of

“ misdemeanors." I See liilsnnnsanon, 2.

In short, the term “crlme" embraces any and

every indictable oifensefi

Yet it is not synonymous with “telony." '

Capital crime. A crime punishable with

death. See liuuisnneirr, Capital.

High criine. Used, with no definite

meaning, in prosecutions by impeachment;

merely serves to give greater solemnity to

the charge.

High crimes and misdemeanors are such immoral

and unlawful acts as are nearly allied and equal in

guilt to felony, yet, owing to some technical circum

stance, do not tall within the definition of felony.‘

Infamous crime. Oi-lenses which ren

dered the perpetrator infamous at common

law were treason, felony, and the crimen

falsi.' See further INi~‘aMY.

Statutory crime. An act which has

been made a criminal oifense by enactment

of a legislature. Common-law crime, or

crime at common law. Any indictable

offense at common law.

All oflenses against the government of the United

States are of statutory origin: no common-law 0fl'ense

can be committed against it.‘ See Law, Common

Crimes may be classified as otfenses against the

sovereignty of the state; against the public-peace,

health, justice, trade, policy, property; against the

lives and persons of individuals; against private prop

erty; against the currency, and public and private

securities; against religion, decency, and morality;

against the law of nations, qq. v.

Established principles are: That the trial of all

crimes, except in cases of impeachment, shall be by

jury, and in the State where the same was committed;

but when not committed within any State, the trial

shall be at such place as Congress may have directed.'

No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or

otherwise infamous crime, unless on presentment OI

indictment of a grand jury, nor be subject for the

__—_______—-—-_—

I [4 Bl. Com. 5; 3 id. 2.

‘See People 1:. Police Commissioners, 89 Hun, 510

(1886); 7Conn. 165; 60Ill. 168; 82 N. J. L. 144; 9 Wbnd

212; 9 Tex. 840; ‘)4 How. 102; 26 Vt. 213; 41 id. 511; I

N. Y. Rev. St. 70, $22.

' County oi! Lehigh v. Schock, 113 Pa. 879 (1886).

‘State v. Knapp, 6 Conn. 417 (1827): 1 Run. Cr. 01.

See Const. Art. 11, sec. 4; M How. 102.

' People v. Toynbee, 20 Barb. 189 (1856).

' United States v. Britten, 10% U. S. 206 (IFS); United

States 1‘. Walsh, 5 Dill. 60 (1878).

' See Constitution, Art. ill, see. 2, cl. 8.
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lame offense tobe twice put in jeopardy of life and

limb; nor be compelled in any criminal case to be a

witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, lib

erty, or property without due process of law.l In all

criminal prosecutions the accused shall enjoy the

right of a speedy and public trial by an impartial

jury of the State and district wherein the crime shall

have been committed, which district shall have been

previously ascertained by law, and to be informed of

the nature and cause of the accusation; to be con

fronted with the witnesses against him; to have com

pulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor,

and to have the assistance of counsel for his defense.’

No ex post facio law shall be passed —by Congress or

by any State.‘

The foregoing principles restrict the power of the

United States government, and do not affect State

legislation. But the same principles, expressed in

identically or substantially the same language, are

also found in the constitutions of the States, as part

of the rights which are declared to be excepted out of

the general powers of government, and not delegated

to the law-enacting department.

See in detail the names of purticular crimes; also

Accasssav; Accmusr; A10, 2; Arrnurr; 131111,, 2;

Cross, 2; Canucrsa; Connor, 8; Connor, Social;

Coupons», 4; Connsmou, 2; Co.\'s'n0N'r; Coxwcr;

C0s1‘s; Dnuoss; Dscmr, 2; Dscov; Dsouss, 2; Dr

LlBEB.A'l‘l0N, 8; Dnussasszss; DUEL; Dounr, Reason

able; Eocrrv; Evmxsca; Exrasnrnon; Fscrrm, Ex

post; Fswxv; Fnut, 2; Fonrsrruas; GUILTY; Iona

nsxcs; lnnnrrusr-"r; lunar; lsxocnsr, 2; l.\'s.u~'|rv,

9 (6); Iuraxr; Jrorsanv; Junv, Trial; Msnoan, 8;

Own; Pumas; Poucs, 2, 8; Pasuaninrs; Pas

sm, 1; Puoosss, 1; PUNISH; RATXFXCATION; Rsvour;

Rstvuan, 1; Smnscs; Wnvnn; Wu.z., 1; Wrnutss;

Waose. Compare Cmuss; Dsucrvu.

Criminal. 1, adj. Involving the com

mission of an offense against the public; also,

pertaining to the law upon the subject of pub

lic wrongs or crimes. Opposed to civil, q. v.

As, criminal or a criminal——act, action,

case, contempt, conversation, court, infor

mation, intent, jurisdiction, law, libel, of

fense, procedure, process, prosecution, qq. 0.

2, n. A person who has committed an in

dictable ofiense against the public. Compare

C0sv1cr, 2. '

Criminate. To exhibit evidence of the

commission of an indictable oflense; to show

or prove to be guilty of crime.

No person “shall be compelled in any (kimlnal

Case to be a witness against himself.“ ‘

 

I See Constitution, Amd. V.

' See Constitution, Amd. VI.

\' See Constitution, Art. 1. sec. 9. cl. 8; see. 10, par. 1.

As to criminal jurisdiction in the Federal courts see

under Conars, United States, and 26 Am. Law Reg.

I134 (1887), cases.

' Constitution, Amd V.

A witness cannotbe compelled to answer a quer

tion which may expose him to a penalty or punish

ment.1 A statement made under compulsion cannot

be used to show guilt; confessions (q. v.) are tobe free

and voluntary.‘ But a party cannot claim this privi

lege. The danger to prosecution must be real. Ex

posure to civil liability, or to police prosecution, will

not excuse. The court determines as to the reason

ableness of the objection. Waiver of part of the privi

lege waives nil. Pardon and statutes of indemnity do

away with protection.‘

If an accused person offers himself as a witness in

his own behalf to disprove the charge he thereby

waives his privilege as to all matters connected with

the offense.‘ _

An accused may be cross-questioned as to whether

he has not been convicted of other charges of crime.‘

A party on trial for violating an election law who

testifies that he did not write names unlawfully en

tered in a registration book may be compelled. on

cross-examination, to write the names in the presence

of the jury, as evidence in rebuttal.‘

Excriminate. To free from a charge or

suspicion of crime; to exculpate. Wheuce

excriminatory.

Incriminate. To charge with crime; to

criminate; to inculpate. \Vheuce incrimi

natory.

Recriminate. To charge crime back upon

an accuser; particularly, for the respond

ent in divorce proceedings to acknowledge
the oflenseicharged and to make a counter

accusation against the libelant. Whence re

criminatiou, recriminative, recriminatory.

Recriminatlon as a bar to divorce is not limited to

a charge of the same nature as that alleged in the

libel. It is sufllcient if the counter-charge is a cause

for divorce of equal grade. Thus, in Massachusetts, a

respondent charged with adultery may reply that the

libelant was at the time servings sentence in the State

prison.’

CRIMEN. L. A crime, a fault; literally,

a judicial decision, or that which is subjected

to a judicial decision; an accusation of wrong.

 

'1Greenl. Ev. 5451.

' Emery‘s Case, 107 Mass. 18) (1871); United States v.

Prescott, 2 Dill. 405 (1872); 1 Den. Cr. Cas.

‘See United States v. l\i‘Carthy, 18 F. R. 870883)‘,

Youngs v. Youngs, 6 Redf. 505,500-11 (1882), cases;

Exp. Reynolds, 20 Ch. D. 294 (1882); 1 Whart. Ev.

ii 588-40; 2 Crim. Law Mag. 818. That court to decide.

see also Esp. Stice, 70 Cal. 58 (1886).

' Spies et 01. 1;. People, 122 H1. 235 (1887); Whart. Cr.

Ev. 5482.

‘State v. Pfeflerle, 86 Kan. 92-96 (1886), cases: 89

Alb. Law J. 68.

‘United States '0. Mullaney, 82 F. R. 870 (i887).

Brewer. J.

"Morrison v. Morrison, 142 Mass. 862 (1886), casu;

Handy v. Handy, 124 id. 895 (1878). cases.
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Crimen 111.131. The crime of deceiving or

falsifying. At common law, any offense in

volving falsehood, and which might inju

riously affect the administration of justice by

the introduction of falsehood and fraud.l

The exact extent and meaning of the expression is

nowhere stated with precision. in the Roman law it

Included every specia of fraud and deceit.I

Oflenses included, at common law, are: forgery,

perjury, subornation of perjury, suppression of testi

mony by bribery or by conspiracy to procure the non

sttendance of witnesses, conspiracy to accuse an

innocent person of crime, barratry, counterfeiting

money oran offlcial seal, making or dealing by false

weights or measures, falsification of records. To this

llst others have been added by statute.

The effect of a conviction for a crime of this class

is infamy,’ q. u.

Crimen imam majestatis. The crime of

wounding majesty: treason, q. v.

Flagrans crimen. A crime being com

mitted. Flagrante crt'm1'ne. While a crim

inal act _ is being committed; literally, a

crime in its very heat.

Locus criminis.

where committed.

Particeps criminis. One who takes part

in a crime; an accomplice. See PARTICEPS.

CRIMINAL; CRIMINATE. See under

Cams, p. 294.

CRITICISM. See REVIEW, 3.

CROP. That which is cropped, cut, or

gathered ; ' the valuable part of what is

planted in the earth; fruit; harvest. Com

pare CULTIVATION; FEUCTUS.

Crop-time. That portion of the year

which is occupied in making and gathering

the crops.‘

Away-going crop. A crop sown by a

tenant who will be no longer tenant at har

vest-time; that is, a crop which is sown be

fore but ripens after the end of the tenant's

term.

Where the term of a tenant for years depends upon

a certainty, as if he holds from midsummer for ten

years. and in the last year he sows a crop, which is

not cutbefore the end of his term, the landlord shall

have the crop: for the tenant knew the expiration of

his term, and it was his own folly to sow what he could

never reap the profit of. Otherwise, however, when

The place of a crime —

 

I [1 Greeni. Ev. 5 373. See also Barbour v. Common

wealth. 80 Va. 288 (1885).

I See United States v. Block, 4 Saw. 212-18 (1877),

uses; Barker v. People. 5!) Johns. H60 (1828); Webb tr.

late. 29 Ohio St. 358 (1876).

' [Webster's Dict.

‘ liartin v. Chapman. 6 Port. 851 (Ala, 1888).

 

the lease depends upon an uncertainty, as, the life of

some one, or an act of God.l

But now, generally, where the lease ends in the

spring, the tenant has the crop of winfer grain sown

the autumn before; and the straw is part of the crop.

See Enansssrcrs.

Growing crop. Any annual crop raised

by cultivation.

In some States, regarded as personalty, and leviable

with a right to harvest it; in a few States, realty.

Whether a contract for the sale of a growing crop

is for “an interest in or concerning lands," to be in

writing under the Statute of Frauds, seems to be an

swered in conformity with the intention of the parties.

And so as to growing grass, growing trees, and fruits;

although, according to some cases, emhlements only

are to be considered as chattels, while the spontaneous

growth of the land remains a part of it, at least, until

ripe and ready for removal. Whenever the parties

connect the land and its growth together the growth

comes within the statute.I

" The lien of a mortgage on a growing crop contin~

ues on the crop after severance, whether remaining

in its original state or converted into another product,

so long as the same remains on the land of the mort

gagor." Such lien is not lost by a tortious removal by

a person having constructive notice of the lien; and

the mortgagee may maintain an action for the con

version.'

Outstanding crop. A crop in the field -

not gathered and housed, without regard to

its state. It is “ outstanding" from the day

it commences to grow until gathered and

taken away.‘ See FAIR; Hmvsnr.

Cropper. One who, having no interest in

the land, works it in consideration of receiv

ing a portion of the crop for his labor.‘

One hired to work land and to be compen

sated by a share of the produce.‘

He has no estate in the land; his possession is that

of the landlord, who must divide off to the cropper

his share of the crops. A “tenant“ hasan estate in

the land, and a right of property in the crops Until

division, the right of property and of possession in

the whole crop is the tenant's.’

Where the contract is that the landowner shall give

the cropper a part of the produce after paying all ad

vances, and the crop has been divided, the cropper in

not a tenant, but a mere employee; the ownership of

the entire crop is in the land-owner, and if the cropper

 

I2 Bl. Com. 145.

'8 Pars. Contr. 81; i!Kent.,477; 4 £41.73; 1 Wash. R. P.,

4 ed. p. 9; 8 Bl. Com. 10; Freeman, Exec. 118, cases;

Benj. Sales, 120; 159 Tex. 687.

I Wilson v. Prouty, 70 Cal. 197 (1886); Cal. Civ. Oode,

‘29fl‘2.

4Sullins v. State, 5; Ala. 476 (1875), Brickell, C. J.

' [Frye v. Jones, 2 Rawle, '12 (1829).

' Steel in Friok. 56 Pa. 175 (1867); Adams v. 1-iclies

son. 53 id. 83 (1866).

1 Harrison 1‘. Ricks, 71 N. C 10 (1874), cases.



CROSS

forcibly, or against consent, takes the crop from the

pomession of the owner, the taking constitutes lar

ceny, robbery, or other oilense, according to the cir

cumstances.‘ See Dwrasss, 4, 5.

CROSS. 1, v. To intersect, q. v.

Crossing. Before a person enters upon a railroad

wusnlllg he must use all his senses, take all the pro

caution he reasonably can, to ascertain thatha may

cross in safety.‘

Cross-walk. See Sms:wu.x.

2, n. (1) A mark, instead of his name,

made by a person who cannot write, or is

disabled from writing. See SIGNATURE.

(2) The character x is sometimes used to

indicate “ cross-examination." '

8, adj. In the inverse order; counter; made

by the opposite party.

Applied to things which are connected in

subject-matter, but run counter to each

other.‘

As, a cross — action, appeal, bill, demand,

error, examination or question, interroga

tory, remainder, qq. u.

CROWN. The sovereign; the royal

power: also, that which concerns or pertains

to the ruling power —- the king or queen.

In use, similar to our terms State, Com

monwealth, Government, People}

Crown case. A criminal prosecution.

Crown debt. A debt due to the govern

ment.

Crown law. Criminal law.

Crown ofllce, or side. The criminal side

of the court of King's or Queen’s bench.

Crown paper. A list of criminal cases

awaiting hearing or decision.

Crown pleas, or pleas of the crown.

Criminal causes. Opposed, common pleas:

civil actions between subject and subject.

The king, in whom centers the majesty of the whole

people, is the person supposed to be injured by every

intraction of public rights, and is the proper prose

cutor.‘ See Kmo.

CBUEL. See Cnuaurr; PU'NISHM.EN’l‘.

CBUELTY. Ill-treatment; maltreat

ment; abuse; unnecessary infliction of pain,

 

I Parrish v. Commonwealth, 81 Va 1, 7, 12 (1884),

cases; Taylor, Land]. & '1‘. 21. See also Hammock u,

Creekmors, 48 Ark. 265 (1886).

I Ormsbee 0. Boston, &c. R Co., 14 B. 1. 108-8 (1888),

cases. -

I 18 B. C. 60-64.

* [Abbott's Law Dlct.

‘See 108 U. S. 208.

“B1. Corn 2, 8 id. 40.
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generally physical ; immoderate, unrestrained

chastisement; violence; inhuman conduct.

Not usually employed in speaking of a battery,

malicious mischief. mayhem, or other like act with

respect to which the parties are viewedas members of

the community; but in cases where they sustain a

special relation, as, that of husband and wife, parent

and child, guardian and ward, teacher and pupil.

1. Cruelty as between Husband and \Vife.

Such cruelty as causes injury to life, limb,

or health, or creates danger of such in

jury, or a reasonable apprehension of such

danger.l _

Actual personal violence or the reasonable

apprehension of it; such course of treatment

asendangers life or health, and renders co

habitation unsafe.‘

The last definition, which accords with the present

doctrine of the English courts,I has been frequently

approved.‘

Anything that tends to bodily harm and

thus renders cohabitation unsafe; or, as ex

pressed in the older decisions, that involves

danger of life, limb, or health.°

Not, mere austerity of temper, petulance of man

ner, rudeness of language, want of civil attention and

accommodation, or even occasional sallles of passion

that do not threaten harm,- which merely wound the

feelings without being accompanied by bodily injury

or actual menace.I

Extreme cruelty. Any conduct, in one

of the married parties, which furnishes rea

sonable apprehension that the continuance of

cohabitation would be attended with bodily

harm to the other.‘

it is now generally held that any unjustiflahle con

duct, on the part of either the husband or the wife,

which so grlovoualy wounds the mental feelings or so

destroys the peace of mind as to seriously impair the

bodily health or endanger the life, or such as in any

other manner endangers the life, or such as destroys

the legitimate objects of matrimony, constitutes " ex

treme cruelty " under statutes, although no personal

or physical violence be inflicted or even threatened.‘

Compare Inmosrrr. See Dnroncs.

 

I [Bailey 11. Bailey, 97 Mass. 878 (1867). cases, Chap

man, J.; Peabody v. Peabody, 10! id. 197 (1870).

1 [Butler v. Butler, 1 Pars. Eq. Cas. 344, 830-44 (Pa.,

1849), cases, King, J.

' Gordon 11. Gordon, 48 Pa. 288(1865), Strong, J

' Jones v. Jones, 66 Pa. 498 (1871),'Agnew, J.; May v

May, 62 id. 210-11 (1869); 7614. 357.

'Latham v. Latham, 80 Gratt. 821 (Va., 2878), Sta

pies, J.

' Morris v. Morris, 14 Cal. '79 (1859), Cope, J.

7Carpenter v. Carpenter, 30 Kan. 744 (1883), mm

Valentine. J. See also Holyoke v. Holyoke, 78 Ma

410-11 (1886), cases; Powelson v. Powelson, 22 Cal. 361

(1868); generally, 19 Ala. 30?; 86 (10.2%; Q H1. 518; {>1
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2. Cruelty to Children. Inordiiiate chas

tisement of children of tender yea.rs— under

fourteen.

Becinning with New York in 1875 (under the act of

April '21, of that year». societies for the prevention of

cruelty to children have been very generally formed.

These societies, by statute, are authorized to prosecute

persons who maltreat children, or employ them at

hard labor in mines, mills, and factories. beyond a

certain number of hours a day, or who sell or employ

their services as scrobats or as beggars, or as servants

about drinking saloons, places of low amusements,

houses of prostitution, and like resorts. Abuses which

1' ‘Li ween characterized as misdemeanors are thus, in

etkct, brought within the category of acts of cruelty.I

3. Cruelty to Animals. The infliction of

pain upon dumb animals, without just cause.

Until within recent years ill-usage of a dumb ani

mal was viewed merely as A wrong to the owner's

property; no degree of ill-treatment amounted to a

misdemeanor unless so inhuman as to shock, and, in

directly, to demoralize beholdcrs: in which case the

act became indictable as a public nuisance.‘

The present view is that, for its own sake, all sen

tient life is to be protected from the wanton and un

necessary infliction of pain.‘

To protect animals from cruelty, moieties, similar

in scope and power to those for children, have been

organized in the United States and Europe.

Under the Great Law of the Province of Pennsyl

vania, ordained in 1683, those who frequented “such

rude and riotous sports and practices as . . buli

baitings, cock-iightings, with such like . . shall

be reputed and fined as breakers of the peace, and

suifer at least ten days‘ imprisonment at hard labor in

the house of correction, or forfeit twenty shillings.“ ‘

Severe pain inflicted for the mere purpose

of causing pain or of indulging vindictive

passion is “ cruel;” and so is pain inflicted

without justifiable cause, but with reason

able cause to know that it is produced by

wanton or reckless conduct.‘

“ Cruelty " includes both the willfulness and cruel

temper of mind with which the act is done and the

pain inflicted. An act merely accidental, or not giv

ing pain, is not cruel in the ordinary sense.‘

Ind. 56B;10Iowa,188;l8 id. 266; 52 id. 511; 18 Kan.

871,419; 24 Mich. 482; 26 id. 417; 87 id. M; 40 id. 4%;

65 id. 151; 49 id. 417; 56 id. M8; 8 N. H. 815; 58 id.14-4;

ll N. J. E. 888; &) id. 119, 215; 78 N.Y.869;14 Tax. 356:

b0Wis 254; % Alb. L. J. E.

‘See Delafleld Children (1876); Washington Humane

Society Act, 18 Feb.1$5: a St. L. 82.

' United States 0. Jackson, 4 Cranch, C. O. 488 (1884);

Grlse 11. State, 87 Ark. 458 (1881).

‘State v. Avery, 44 N. H. 804 (1862),

‘Laws of Prov. of Penn. Ch. XXVI; Linn, 114.

' Commonwealth v. Lu.fltin,' 7 Allen, 581 (1868),

Boar, J,

‘0ommonvvealth v. McClellan, 101 Ma-. 86 (1889),

Chapman, 0. J.

The distinction is between the infliction of

such chastisement as is necessary for the

training or discipline by which animals are

made useful, and the heating or needles in

fliction of pain which is dictated by a cruel

disposition, by violent passions, a spirit of

revenge, or reckless indifierenceto the sufier

ings of others.1

In the statute of 12 and 18 Vict. (1849) c. 92, cruelty

means the unnecessary abuse of any animal — domes

tic bird or quadruped;' and in 45 Vict (1881) c. 712.

the intentional iniliction upon any animal of pain that

in its kind, degree, object or circumstances, is unrea

sonahle.

Under 12 and 18 Vict. c. 92, Q 2, dlshornlng cattle is

not an offense, the -operation being skilli'ully per

formed.‘

In the New York act of 1874, c. 12, Q 8. cruelty in

cludes every act, omission. or neglect whereby unjus

tifiable physical pain, suffering, or death is caused or .

permitted.

By the California act of 1874 cruelty includes every

act. omission, or neglect whereby unnecessary or un

justifiable physical pain or suflering is caused or per

mitted.

The Pennsylvania act of 1869 forbids wantonly or

cruelly ill-treating, overloading, heating, or otherwise

abusing any animal, or being interested in any place

kept for the purpose of fighting or baiting any bull,

hear, dog, cock, or other creature.

In the Arkansas act of 1879 uneedlessly killing" an

animal refersto an act done without any useful mo

tive, in a spirit of wanton cruelty, or for the mere pleas

ure of destruction.‘

The Tennessee statute of 1881 is designed to protect

animals from willful or wanton abuse, neglect, or cruel

treatment; not from the incidental pain or suffering

that may be casually or incidentally inflicted by the

use of lawful means of protection against particular

animals.‘

Letting loose a captive fox to be hunted (and which

iscaptured) by dogs is cruelty, within Mass. Pub. Sta 0.

271', 5 58. There is nothing in the general purpose of the

statute that prevents it from including all animals,

whether wild and noxious or tame and usetul, within

the common meaning of the word “ animal.“ The

statute does not define an oflense against the rights of

property in animals, nor against the rights of the ani

mals protected by it, but against public morals, which

the commission of cruel and barbarous acts tends to

corrupt.‘ See Luca; Mail, 2; Nzaoarss; Toa-roan;

Wnrron; Wotnm.

 

I [State v. Avery, 44 N. H. 894 (1862), Bellows, J.

1 Bridge 1:. Parsons, 8 Best & S. 882 (1868): 82 Law J.

05. See Beta 1:. lil‘Cormlck,9 Law T. IL 175 (18%);

liiorrow‘s Case, 9 Pitts. Law J. 86 (1879).

' Callaghan 1: Society for Prevention of Cruelty, 87

Eng. R. 818 (1885), cases: 18 Cox's Cr. Cas. 101.

‘ Grise v. State, 87 Ark. 456 (1881).

‘Hodge 1:. State, 11 Lea, 582 (1888).

Wis. 54445.

‘ Commonwealth 17. Turner, 145 Man. soo (181).

Seealso1L&
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The Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals is a " charity.“ There is no pecun

iary benefit in it for any of its members; its work in

the education of mankind in the proper treatment of

domestic animals is instruction in a duty incumbent

on us as human beings. Its hospital for animals, it

established by a bequest or other gift, wouldbe treated

as a charity. It has a humane. legal, and public or

general purpose; and. whether expressed or not in-the

Statute of 43 Elizabeth, comes within the equity of

that statute. . . an institution is both benevolent

and charitable which educates men in the diseases of

the domestic animals. and the proper means of deal

ing with them, even ii’ it also inculcates the duty of

kindness and humanity to them. and provides appro~

prlate means of discharging it.I

Common carriers, by land or water, from one State

to another, may not confine cattle, sheep, swine, or

other animals. for alonger period than twenty-eight

consecutive hours. without unloading them for rest,

water, and feeding, for at least flve consecutive hours.

unless prevented from unloading by storm or other

accidental cause. The hours in transit on connecting

roadsaretobe taken into the account. it such un

loaded animals are not properly (ed and watered

by their ownerI the transporter shall care for them.

and have a lien for the service. Willful failure to

comply with the foregoing provisions exposes the

oflender to a penalty of $100 to $500. an exception is

madoin favor of cars and boats in which the animals

have proper food, water, space. and opportunity to

rest. Penalties are recoverable by civil action in the

name of the United States. in the circuit or district

court held within the district where the violation was

committed, or the person or corporation resides or

carries on business.I

The lien is enforceable by petition flied in the dis

trict court within the district where it attached, or the

owner or custodian of the property resides. The court

is to issue process suited to the case for the collection

of the debt, costs, penalties, and charges.‘

CRUISE. Any voyage for a given pur

pose. Imports a definite place, as well as

time of commencement and termination.‘

CRY. See Aocnos; Cruse; Pam.

CUCIDING-STOOL. See SCOLD.

CUILIBET. See Ans, Cuilibet, eto.

CUJUS. See SOLUM, Cujus, etc.

CUL DE SAC. Fr. The bottom of a

bag. A street open at one end; a blind

alley.

CULPA. L. A fault; negligence; guilt.

Lata culpa. Gross negligence. Levis

oulpa. Ordinary negligence. Levissima

l Massachusetts Society, &c. v. Boston, 142 Mass. 27

88 (1886), Devens, J.

‘Act 3 March, 1813: R. S. 55 4886-89.

' Act 27 Feb. 1817: R. S. 5-1890.

0 [The Brutus. 2 Gal]. 526, 589, 268 (1815); Marsh. Inn.

196, 199. 520.

culpa. Slight negligence.‘ Compare Dm

ucrom; Dows.

Whcnce exculpatory, inculpatory, exculpation.

Culpabilis. Guilty. Non culpabilis.

Not guilty.

Non culpabilis was abbreviated upon the

minutes “ non cul." To this plea the rlerk,

on behalf of the sovereign, replied that the

prisoner was guilty, as he was ready to prove.

The formula for this reply was cul. prit.,

i. e., culpabilis partus vew-1'jicare.2

Whence “ culprit." But that word may come from

culped, which is from culpe, to charge with a crime; '

or it may be a corruption of culpate, an accused per

son.‘

The expression non cul et de hoc, still

used in the records of a few criminal courts

of general jurisdiction, is an abridgment of

the sentence non culpabilis et de hoc se ponit

supra Deum et patriam, not guilty and of

this he puts himself upon God and his coun

try. See Anamox; CULPsBLE.

CULPABLE. Censurable; criminal. See

CULPA.

Applied to an omission to preserve the means of

enforcing a right, “ censurable" is more nearly an

equivalent than ~'crlminal.‘‘ ' See Naouoasos. Cut

pable.

CULTIVATION. See AGRICULTURE;

BETTERMENT; CROP; IMPROVE.

Being in a state of cultivation is the converse oi

being in a state of nature. Wheneverlands have been

wrought with a view to the production of a crop they

must be considered as becoming and continuing in " a

state of cultivation " until abandoned for every pur

pose ol agriculture and designedly permitted to ro

vert to a condition similar to the original one.‘

“ Fit for cultivation “ refers to that condition of soil

which will enable a farmer, with a reasonable amount

of skill, to raise regularly and annually by tillage

grain or other staple crops’

CULVERT. A water-way or passage,

whether of wood or stone, square or arched.‘

CUM. L. ‘With, together with; along

with; in connection with; wholly.

1n compounding words, the m remains before b, p,

m; assimilates before 1, n, 1',‘ changes into it before

other consonants; is rejected before a vowel or It.

 

1 Jones, Bailm. 8; Story, Bailm. 518; 8 Barb. 878; at

La. An. 1129.

'4 Bl. Corn. 339; 6 Cal. 282; 2 Sumn. 67.

' Webster's Dict.

‘ Skeat‘s Etym. Diet.

I Waltham Bank 0. Wright, 8 Allen, 12 (M

' Johnson v. Perley. 2'N. H. 57 (1819).

' Keeran v. Griffith, 84 Cal. 581 (1868); 13 Irod. L 87;

29 Kan. 596.

'0uraler 1:. Baltimore, &c. R Co., 60 Did. 867 (1883)
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Designates a being or bringing together of

several objects; also, completeness, perfec

tion of an act,— intensifies the signification

of the simple word. See CON, 1.

Cum copula. With connection; with in

tercourse.

A promise to marry in the future, cum copuia, did

not-. It common law, constitute a valid marriage;

otherwise, for some purposes, by the canon lsw.l

Cum onere. With the charge or incum

brance. See further ONUS, Cum, etc.

Cum testamento annexe. With the

will attached. See ADMINISTER, 4.

CUIMULA'I'IVE.7 More of the same

kind; superndded to other of the same nat

ure; additional.

As, a cumulative or cumulative — evidence

or testimony, legacy, oifense, remedy, sen

tence or judgment, statute, voting, qq. v.

CUR. See Cums.

CURABLE. See CURE, 2.

CURATOR. L. A guardian; a com

mittee, q. v.

The guardian of the estate of a ward, as

distinguished from the guardian of his per

son.‘

Curator ad hoe.

lpecial purpose.

Curator ad litem. A guardian for the

suit; a guardian ad litem, q. v.

CUBE.‘ 1. In the original sense of taking

care or charge of, instead of the later sense

of healing, is used in the sea-law which re

quires that a seaman is to be “ cured” at

the expense of the ship of -sickness or injury

sustained in the ship’s service, to the end of

the voyage.‘

The obligation to “cure," as the old cnsesssy, or

to give " medical treatment," as the later cases harm

it, continues only to the end of the particular voyage.‘

2. To remedy, correct, remove.

Wsnt of suthority in an agent is cured by the prin

cipal when he adopts the agent‘s act.

A general appearance cures antecedent irregularity

of proces, a defective service, etc!

A guardian for this

 

lCheney (1. Arnold, 16 N. Y. 846 (1867); 8 Pu-5,

Contr. T9.

' L. cumulus, n heap.

' Duncan 1:. Crook, 49 M0. 117 (1871); 21 Pg. ; 1131,

Com M0. .

‘ ilcura, care, charge.

‘See Reed 1:. Cnnileld, 1 Sumn. 2020832); The City

of Alexnndris, 17 F. R. M95 (1), case;

' Il'he John B. Lyon, 83 F. R. 157 \182f7), Blodgett, J,

' Cnkhton 1;. Kerr, 1!) Wnli. 12 (1878).
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Formal defects in pleadingnre cured by pleading

over without demurrer.I

A verdict cures a defective statement of a title or

cause of action.’ See Am, 2; Bsn, 2; Csnrs1m.

Curabie. Admitting of remedy or recti

fication. Incurable. Said of ambiguities,

defects in pleading, defects in powers, etc.

Curative. Designed to correct an error

or defect.

’ As, an not passed to relieve from some hardship or

inconvenience caused by the careless use of language

in a former statute.

An invalid public contract may be confirmed and

made binding by curative statutes.‘

CURED-MEAT. Was given the mean

ing at the residence (Memphis, Tenn.) of a

purchaser, when that differed from the mean

ing at the residence (Atchison, Kan.) of the

seller.“

CURIA. L Acourt of justice; scourt,

or the‘court. Compare FORUM.

Curie advisari vult. The court desires

to deliberate —— over the matter: the court re

serves its decision, for the present. Abbrevi

ated cur. ad. vult., and c. a. v.

Originally, an entry upon the record of a cause,

just argued, indicating that a decision would be ren

dered by and by. Later, it denoted s suspension of

judgment until the court could examine the matter

fullv. -

Curie regis. The king’s court.

Per curiam. By the court.

A formula by which a judge may exp:-en the men;

of the court to a thing asked, or by which a court may

make any order whatever. -

Preflxed to a decision, may imply that the law in

the case is too well settled to require either argument

or elucidation.I

Rectus in curia. Right (unimpeached) in

court, or before a court.

The condition of a person who stands before a court

with no charge of misconduct preferred against him,

or cleared or purged of a charge,

See under Amos; Amccs; Cvssus.

CUIRRENT.6 1. Now running or pass

ing; now present; now being created or re

ceived; existing in present time. ,

As, a current— account, balance, earnings,

motion, value, year, qq. v.

1 United States v. Noelke, 17 Blntch. .".69, 561 (1880).

-Lincoln Township 1:. Cnxnbris iron Co., 103 U. S.

415(1880);7 How. 721; 53 ind. 288; 87 id. 87; 8 Monte. 452.

I Randall U. Kreiger, 28 Wall. 147 (1874), cases; Ritchie

0. Franklin County. 22 id. 75 (1874).

4 Trendwell v. Anglo-American Packing Co., 18 F. R

22 (1HH2;. And see Feathersion u. Rounssville, 78 Gm

617 (13%).

' Letzkus v. Butler, 69 Pa. 281 (1871).

' L. rmrrere, to run, flow, move.
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2. Circulating as money; received as

money; lawful as money.

Currentfunds. Current money; par funds,

or money circulating without; any discount.

A bill of exchange drawn for “current funds " en

titles the holder to coin or its equivalent.I

Gold, silver, or anything equivalent thereto,

and convertible at pleasure into the same.2

"in current funds," as used in a bank-check, means

in money; and the insertion of the words does not im

pair negotiability.I

Commencing with the first issue in this country of

notes declared to have the quality of legal tender. it

has been a common practice for makers of commer

cial hills, checks. and notes, to indicate whether the

same are to be paid in gold or silver, or in such notes:

and the term “ current funds " has been used to desig

nate any oi these, all being current and declared to be

legal tender. It was intended to cover whatever was

receivable and current bylaw as money, whether in

the form oi notes or coin.I '

Current money. Money received as such

in common business transactions; the com

mon medium in barter and exchange.‘

Current notes. Bank-notes convertible

into specie, or redeemable in gold, silver, or

an equivalent.‘

Current price or value. See Vanna.

Currency. Primarily, a passing or flow

ing—something which passes from hand to

hand. In monetary affairs, not necessarily

cash; it is equally applicable to anything

used as a circulating medium, and generally

accepted as a representative of values of

property.‘

Bank-notes, or other paper money, issued

by authority, and continually passing, as and

for coin]

The money which passes at a fixed value,

from hand to hand; money which is author

ized by law..

includes both coined and paper money; not all

bank-notes in circulation, for all such are not neces

sarily money. Whatever is at a discount is not money

 

‘ Galena lns. Co. v. Kupter, 28 I11. 335 (1862),

' [Lacy v. Holbrook, 4 Ala. 90 (1842); 9 id. 239; 84 Ill.

292; 9 ind. 135; 47 Iowa, 672; 44 Pa. 45?.

I Bull v. First Nat Banko! Kasson, 128 U. 8. 112(1887),

Field, J.

* [Stalworth v. Blum, 41 Ala. 321 (1867); 8 T. B. Men.

166; 21 La. An. 62-1; 5 Lee, 00; 1Dall.124; 9 1510.697.

‘Pierson 1:. Wallace, 7 Ark. 298 (1847); Fleming v.

Nall,1 Tex. 247 (1846); Moore 1;. Gooch, 6 Heist. 105

(1871); 64 N. C. 881; 5 Cow. 187; 5 Humph. 485.

' [Chicago Fire. &c. Ins. Co. v. Keiron, 27 I11. 507 (1862),

Caton, C. J.

’ [Same v. Same. ib. 506, Walker, J.: Wharton.

' Butler v. Paine. 8 Minn. 829 (1868): Bouvier.

nor currency. National bank-notes, although not legal

tender, are as much currency as treasury notes, which

are legal tender. Therefore, a certificate of deposit

promising repayment “ in currency " may be deemed

negotiable,— it is payable in money.|

In an indictment, the words “ oi the currency cur

rent" are equivalent to “current as money." See 7

Pan, 2; Tannsa, 2, Legal.

CURSE. See BLASPHEMY.

CURSUS. L. A running: way, mode,

practice. See DE, Cursu.

Cursus curiae lex curiae. The practice

of a court is the law of the court.

Established, inveterate practice will be adhered to:

it is supposed to be based upon principles of justice

and public convenience. But a court of error does

not generally notice the practice 0! another court. in

short. every court, especially every court of equity,

makes its own practice.‘ Compare Enos, 1, Com

munis.

CURTESYJ 1. Where a man marries a

woman seized of an estate of an inheritance

(that is, of land and tenements in fee-simple

or fee-tail), and has by her issue, born alive,

capable of inheriting the estate, on her

death he holds the land for life as tenant by

the curtesy of England.‘

An estate by the curtesy is the interest to

which the husband is entitled upon the death

of the wife, in the lands or tenements oi

which she was seized in possession, in fee

simple or in tail, during their coverture, pro

vided they had lawful issue born alive which

might by possibility inherit the estate as heir

to the wife.‘

When a man marries a woman, seized at

any time during the coverture of an estate

of inheritance, in severalty, in coparcenary,

or in common, and has issue by her, born

alive, and which might by possibility inherit

the same estate as heir to the wife, and the

wife dies in the life-time of the husband, he

holds the land during his life “ by the curt

esy of England."7

 

lK1auber u. Biggerstafl, 47. Wis. 560-61 (1879), cases,

Ryan, C. J. See also 80 I11. 899; 82 1211.77: 35171. 161;“

Mich. 870; 27 t‘d.197; 61 N. C. 28; 1 Ohio, 115, 119.

' Commonwealth v. Grifliths, 121 Mass. 252 (1871)).

I Broom, Max. 138. 135; 7 Ct. Cl. 882.

' L. curialiias, attendance upon the lord‘: court or

curtic; 1‘. e.. being his vassal or tenant. Or, “ by the

courts of England,"— 2 Bl. Com. .126. From F. court

uie, favor (to the husband),—28 Barb. 345.

I [2 Bl. Com. 128.

‘ ' Westcott v. Miller, 42 Wis. 465 (1877), Cole. J.

" Billings v. Baker, 28 Barb. 844 (1850); 4 Kent, 2‘.

S_eealso7How. M;lSumn. 27l;iMoLeln, 478; 2



CURTESY

Under old common law, as soon as a child was born

the father began to have a permanent interest in the

lands, he became one of the para curtis, did homage

to the lord, and was called tenant by the curtesy " ini

tiate." He could do many acts to charge the land.

but his estate was not “consummate" till the death

of the wife.I

The rcquisitcs are: a legal marriage; an actual

eeixin or possession in the wife-wherefore no curt

uy can be had in a remainder or a reversion; issue

born alive, during the life of the mother, capable of

inheriting the estate; and, the death of the wife.l

Adopted as a common-law estate in all of the older

States, though somewhat modified in some of them.

The right is expressly created by statute in Delaware,

Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New

Hampshire, Rhode island, Vermont, and Wisconsin.

in Alabama, Oonnectlcut, Illinois, lliarylnnd, Missis

sippi, Missouri, New Jersey, North Carolina, Tennes

see, and Virginia it is recognized by the courts as an

existing estate. In California it is not allowed: realty

being there held in commpn, and the survivor taking

onehnlf in severalty. In Georgia the husband takes

an absolute estate in all the property. In Kansas he

takes one-half absolutely, upon her decense without a

will; and ifwlthout issue, he takes all absolutely. In

Louisiana their relation to their property does not

admit of cufiesy. in Nebraska the estate is given,

unless she had lmue by a former husband who would

take the estate. In New York it would seem that she

may defeat a right by conveyance. in Ohio, Oregon,

and Pennsylvania issue is not necessary. in South

Carolina he takes his share in fee. in Texas any

property is the common property of both. in Dakota,

Indiana, Michigan, and Nevada the estate seems to be

abolished.

in many of the States curtesy is given, by statute,

in equitable estates of which the wife is seized. The

right extends to equities of redemption, contingent

uses. and moneys directed to be laid out in lands for

the benefit of the wife.I

In the absence of fraud, a husband who is embar

rased may convey his curtesy to a trustee for the

benetit of his wife and children, for a consideration

valuable in equity.l Compare Downs.

2. A voluntury act of kindness.

An act_0f kindness toward another person,

of the free will of the deer, without previous

request or promise of reward, has sometimes

been called a " voluntary curtesy."

From such act the law implies no promise for re

muneration. if it were otherwise, one man might

impose A legal obligation upon another against his

will. Hence the phrases “a voluntary curtesy will

not support an auumpsit," but that" acurtesy moved

by a previous request will." ‘ See Paorasr, 2.

 

Inch 68; 15 Ark. 488; -i8Miss.688; 8 Nob. w; 14 S. C.

III; 8 Bnxt. 361; 6 lilo. Ap. 416, 549.

.'2 Bl. Com. 12?.

Iseel Washburn, Real Prop., 4 ed, 1“ 166 (1876).

' Hit: v. Nat. .\ietropolitan Bank, 111 U. S. 752 (1884).

‘See Lampleigh v. Brathwnit,1 Sm. L. C. '22; Bolt

house.
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CURTILAGE. 1. Originally, the land

with the castle and out-houses, inclosed often

with high walls, where the old barons some

times held court in the open air. Whence

court-_1/ard.I

2. The court~yard in the front or rear of a

house, or at its side; any piece of ground

lying near, inclosed, used with, and neces

sary for the convenient occupation of the

house.I

A fence or inclosure of a small piece of

land around a dwelling-house, usually in

cluding the buildings occupied in connectim:

with the dwelling-house, the inclosure con

sisting either of a separate fence or partly of

a fence and partly of the exterior of build

ings so within this inclosureJ

if a barn, stable, or warehouse be parcel of the

mansion-house, and within the same common fence,

though not under the same roof nor contiguous, a

burglary may be committed therein; for the capital

house protects and privileges all its branches and

appurtenances, if within the some curtilage or home

stall.‘

It is perhaps unfortunate that this term, which is

found in English statutes, and which lsdescriptive of

the common arrangement of dwellings, and the yards

surrounding them, in England, should have been per

petuated in our statutes. it is not strictly applicable

to the common disposition of inclosures and buildings

constituting the homestead of the inhabitants of this

country. in England dwellings and outrhouscs of all

kinds are usually surrounded by a fence or stone

wall, incloainga small piece of land embracing the

yards and out-buildings near the house constituting

what is called the court. Such precautionary ar

rangements have not been necessary in this country.‘

Nothing is implied as to the size of the parcel of

land.‘

In Michigan, includes more than an inclosure near

the house.‘

in 5 48lT, code of Alabama, defining mson in thi

second degree, includes the yard or space near a

dwelling-house, within the some inclosure, and used

in connection with it by the household; as. a barn

which opens into such yard, in part separating it from

another inclosure.'

Under a mechanics‘ lien law, a jury may determine

the necessary curtilage to which a lien extends.‘

 

ICoddlngton 0. Dry Dock Co., Si N. J. L. 485 (1863).

I [People v. Gedney, l0 Hun, 154 (i877): Bac. Abr.

' Commonwealth 0:. Barney, 10 Cush. 481, 483 (1352),

Dewey, J. Approved, 140 Mass. 289.

‘ 4 Bl. Com. 225; iHale, P. C. 558; 61 Ala. 58; 81 Me.

623.

' People 0. Taylor, 2 Mich. 25l (18bl).

' Edwards 1:. Derricklon. % N. J. L. Li (1859); Ssmr

v. Same, :29 id. 474 (1861).

’ Washington v. State, 82 Ala. 32 (1886).

' K1-ppolv.Jackeon, 8 W. & S. 31008-I2); 5 Rawle, 291
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CURVES. See RAILROAD.

CUSTODIA. L. Keeping, custody; lit

erally, watch, guard, care.

In custodia Iegis. In the custody of the

law. See CUSTODY.

CUSTODY. See Cusronu. 1. Care,

mssession, charge: as, the custody of a child,

\ I a lunatic, of a ward;1 the custody of a de

posit, or of funds.

Custody of property, as contradistinguished

from legal possession, is that charge to keep

and care for the owner, subject to his direc

tion, and without any adverse right, which

every servant possesses with regard to goods

confided to his care.2

2. Detention by lawful authority.

Custody Of the law. Property lawfully

taken by virtue of legal process is in the cus

tody of the law.‘

in this category are goods lawfuUy levied upon by

s marshal, sherifl, or constable; goods impounded; ‘

property in the hands of a receiver, q. v.; money paid

into court. '

Such property, for the time being. is not liable to be

again seized in execution by the oillcer of any other

court.‘

But the court of a State cannot by this device pre

vent the collection of Federal taxes.‘

3. A person under lawful arrest is said to

be in custody or in the custody of the law.

See RESCUE.

A sentence that a prisoner “be in custody till his

sentence is compiled with," imports actual imprison

meat.’

CUSTOIYII.8 That length of usage which

has become law; a usage which has acquired

the force of law. Often used synonymously

with " usage."ii

A law established by long usage.

tom becomes common law."

" The law or rule which is not written, and

which men have used for a long time, sup

porting themselves by it in the things and

A universal cus

 

I1131. Com. 808; 8 id. 42!.

' [People 0. Burr, 41 How. Pr. 296 (18'T1).‘

' [Gilman v. Williams, 7 Wis. '33-‘ 11869).

'8 Bl. Com. 12, 146.

' Buck v. Colhath, 8 Wall. 841 (1%), cases.

' Keely v. Sanders, 99 U. S. 442 (1878).

' Smith v. Commonwealth, 59 Pa. 324 (1888).

‘F. cuafume: h L. costume: con, together, very;

were, to make one‘s own — have it one‘s own way,

Skeat Compare Cusrous; Consurrubo,

' Walls 1:. Bailey, 49 N. Y. 471 (1872), Folger, J.; Burch

v. North, -10 Pa. 248 (1861): Bishop. Contr. 5 444

" Wilcox 0. Wood, 9 Wend. 3-19 (1882), Savage, C. J,

reasons with respect to which they have ex

ercised it.”l

"Usage," strictly speaking, is the evidence of s

“ custom.“ '

" Custom " is the making of a law; " prescription,"

the making of a right.‘

Customary. Originating in long usage:

as, customary incidents or rights; customary

dispatch. q. 11.; customary estate, freehold,‘

service,-" tenant;‘ customary law: common

law.

General customs. The universal rule of

the whole kingdom, forming the common

law, in its stricter and more usual significa

tion. Particular customs. Such as, for

the most part, affect only the inhabitants of

particular districts;° a local or special cus

tom.

A general custom is a general law.'

"Genera.l” customs are such as prevail

throughout a country and become the law of

the country. “ Particular" customs are such

as prevail in some county, city, town, or other

place.8

The chief cornerstone of the laws of England is

general immemorial custom. or common law, from

time to time declared in the decisions of the courts of

justice; which decisions are preserved among the

public records, explained in the reports, and digested

for general use by the sages of the law. . . Our

practice law make custom of equal authority with the

written law,— when it is not contradicted by that law.

“ For, where is the ditference, whether the people do

clare their assent to a law by suffrage, or by a uniform

course of acting accordingly!" It is one of the

marks of English liberty that our common law de

pends upon custom; which carries this internal evi~

dence of freedom along with it, that it probably was

introduced by the voluntary consent of the people.‘

See Law, Common.

Particular customs are doubtless the remains of

that multitude of local customs out of which the com

mon law was collected, at first by Alfred. For reasons

that have been long forgotten, particular counties,

cities, towns, and manors were indulged with the

privilege of abiding by their own customs. Such, for

example, are the customs of London. These particular

customs must be proved to exist, and appear to be:

legal, that is, be immemorial; cont'mued—the right

uninterrupted; peaceable—acquiesced is; reason

 

‘ Strother 1:. Lucas, 12 Pet '-H6 (1588).

' See 3 Pars. Contr. 239.

I Lawson, Usages& Customs, 15, a. 2

'2 Bl. Com, 149.

'8 Bl. Corn. 284.

'1 Bl. Com. 8?.

1 United States v. Arredondo, 6 Pet. 716 (1882).

' Bodiish v. Fox, 28 Me. 95 (184-8); 12 Pet. '4“.

'1 Bl. Com. 78-71
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able - no sufficient legal reason be assignable against

the custom; certain—ascertained or ascertainabie;

compulsory-not left to one's option, to use or not

to use; and consistent— with each other. if not, then

they could never have been assented to. Customs

in derogation of the common law are strictly con

utrued.l

in few States do any purely local customs, such as

have just been explained, exist. And such customs

are to be carefully distinguished from "usages of

trade or business." These are everywhere allowed

their just influence and operation. A usage of trade

and business clearly proved to exist, to be ancient,

notoriousI reasonable, and consistent with law, is per

mitted to explain the meaning of ambiguous words in

written contracts, and to control the mode and extent

of their rights where the parties have been ailentl But

it is never admitted against the expressed agreement

of the parties, nor in violation of any statute or well

esuibiislicd rule of law. The current of decisions of ‘

late years has been to restrain and limit the allowance

and influence of special usages.‘

The courts take judicial notice of general customs.

Particular or special customs are to be alleged and

proved.I

Evidence of a temporary custom ot which the party

to be affected has no knowledge is not admissible

against him.‘

Where the object is to interpret a contract it is not

necessary to prove all the elements of a custom neces

sary to make a law.‘

To establish the validity ot a custom the usage

must have existed so long as to become generally

known, and it must be clearly and distinctly proved.

The concurrent testimony of a large number of wit

nesses increases the probability of its being generally

known. This is illustrated in the case of a custom

which authorizes the captain of a steamboat to insure

it for the benefit of the owner without his express

direction.‘

Evidence of a custom or usage of trade is resorted

to in order to ascertain and explain the meaning and

intention of the parties to a contract: on the theory

that they knew of its existence and contracted with

reference to it. ltis never received if it is inconsistent

with the contract, if it contradicts or varies directly

or by necessary implication express stipulations, if it

would subvert a settled rule of law, or if there is no

contract in reality! See Rwomo Ur.

 

l1 Bl. Com. 75-79; Lindsay v. Cusimano, 12 F. R. 606

(1882); 110 U. S. 499.

' 1 Shara. Bl. Com. 78; Coxe v. Heisley, 19 Pa. 246-48

(1852), cases, Black, 0. J.

'1 Green]. Ev. $5; 1Whart. Ev. 55 298, 831.

' Wootwrs v. Knuflman, 67 Tex. 493 (1887), cases.

I(_'lll'lAfl' u. Philadelphia Coal Co., 77 Pa. 290 (1875);

Morningstar n. Cunningham, 110 Ind. 333-35 (1886),

cases; 1 Cooley, Bl. Com. 76, note.

‘Adams 1!. Pittsburgh Ins. Co., 95 Pa. 355-56 (1880),

cascs.

'Bliven v. Screw Company, 23 How. 431 (1859); In

Iurance Companies 1:. Wright, 1 Wall. 470-72 (1868);

Thompson v. Riggs, 5 id. 679 (1866); Barnard v. Kellogg,

10 id. 8% (1870): Robinson 1:. United States, 18 id. 385

 

The uncontradict-ed testimony oi’ one witness may

be sufficient to establish a custom.I

Customary rights and incidents are such as uni

versally attach to the subject-matter of a contract in

the place where the contract is made. These also are

impiiediy annexed to the terms of a contract unless

expressly excluded.‘ See Usn, 2, Usage; Usus, Mains

usus, etc. ’

Custom of 'merchants. A system of

customs, originating among merchants, and

allowed for the benefit of trade as part of the

common law.

Of such are certain rules relating to bills of ex

change (as, that of allowing days of grace), to mer

cantile contracts, to the sale, purchase, and barter of

goods, to treight, insurance, shipping, partnerships.‘

‘ Constitutes the le: mercatoria or law merchant. S60

MIRCBAN1‘, Law.

Customs of London. Particular cus

toms relating chiefly to trade, apprentices,

widows, orphans, and local government.

Good only by special usage; and tried by the certifi

cato of the mayor and alderman, by the mouth of their

recorder.‘

CUSTOMERS. See Bovcorrmo; Goon

WILL.

CUSTOMS. Taxes upon goods or mer

chandise imported or exportedfi

The duties, toll, tribute, or tarifi payable

upon merchandise exported or imported.‘

They are the inheritance of the king from almost

immemorial time. Denominated, in ancient records,

costuma, from the French couatom or coutom, toll or

tribute; which_'m turn is from cousf, price, charge, cost.‘

Customs were exactions maintained by the crown

or lords upon the grounds of immemorial usage. In

time, only duties upon merchandise, and as regulated

by law, remained. .

Common phrases are: customs apprnis'er, customs

collector, customs commissioner, customs laws. Boo

Dvr1r.s, 2; Ramos; Suroots.

CUT. 1. A wound made with an instru

ment having an edge." See BATTERY; MAY

nnm; STAB; WOUND.

2. An impression made upon paper or cloth

from an engraved block or plate. See COPY

RIGHT.

Compare Cocros; TAIL. See Tumsa;

WASTE.

(1571); Tilley v. County of Cook, 108 U. S. 162 0&0),

cases; The Dora Mathews, 31 F. R. 620 (1887), cases.

lWootterI 1:. Kauflmsn, ante.

'1 Greenl. Ev.‘ 4%; 1Whart. Ev. 5969. See gen

erally Wigglesworth v. Dallison, Dougl. 190 (1779): Sm

L. C., 8 ed., vol. 1, pt. [1, 928-65, cases

'2 Pars. Contr. 539; 1 Bl. Com. 75.

‘l Bl. Com. 7-’), 76; 8 id. 334.

‘See 1 Story, Const. 5 949.

‘ 1 Bl. Com. 813-14, note (v).

' State v. Pata, 8 La. An. 514 (1848), cases.
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CUTLERY. A generic term, often used

to describe razors, scissors, and shears, as

well as knives for table, pocket, and other

uses.‘

“Sheep shears " are included within the word, as

used in Schedule C of the Tarifl Act of March 3, 1883.‘

The name of an imported article is not the sole

guide by which to classify it for duty; its uses, espe

cially when new and a substitute for other articles,

should be considered. Thus “hair clippers" should

be rated as “ cutlery." I See Dorms.

CY IPIRZES.3 As near; as near as; as near

as can be.

The rule of construction that the intention

of a testator, who seeks to create a charity,

is to be given effect as far as is consistent

with the rules of law 4 is known as the cyprés

doctrine.

Refers to the judicial power of substitut

ing a charity which approaches another, the

original, charity, in nature and character.ii

Where the particular intention cannot be

given efl'ect, the words will be construed so

as to give efiect to the general intention

evinced, and that as near to the particular

intention as the law permits.

The doctrine modifies the strictness of the common

law, as to a condition precedent to the enjoyment of

a personal legacy. When a literal compliance with

the condition becomes impossible from unavoidable

circumstances, and without default in the lega-tee, it

is suliicient that the condition is complied with asnear

as it practically can be..

Borrowed from the Roman law, by which donations

for public purposes were applied, when illegal cy prés,

to other and legal purposes’ Or, originated in the in

dulgence shown to the ignorance of testators who do

vised to the unborn son of an unborn son.‘

A leading and illustrative case is that of Jackson v.

Phillips,’ decided in Massachusetts in 1867. The will

created a trust “ for the preparation and circulation

of books and newspapers, the delivery of speeches,

lectures, and such other means as in their [the trust

ees‘] judgment will create a public sentiment that

will put an end to negro slavery in this country,“ and

“ for the benefit of fugitive slaves escaping from the

slave-holding States." While litigation upon the will

 

1 Simmons Hardware 00. u. Lancaster, 31 F. R. 445

(1887).

I Koch v. Seeberger, 80 F. R. 4:24 (1887).

I 0]] prés; pronounced, ci-pni'. Law Fr. cw, con

Gacted from icy, now ici, here.

‘See Custer v. Lorillard, 14 Wend. 808 (1885), Sav

sge, C. J .

' [4 Kent, 508 (b) 1; 2 id. 288 to).

I[1 Story, Eq. 5 291. See Re Brown‘s Will, 18 Ch,

Div. 65 (1881).

' See 1 Story, Eq. 5 1169.

‘Williams, Real Prop. M

'14 Allen, 539, 5-19, 574-96, cases, Gray, J.

was in progress, the Thirteenth Amendment. abolish

ing slavery, was adopted (1865); and the fund in ques

tion was ultimately applied to the New England Branch

of the American Freedman‘s Union Commission. _

The general doctrine has been approved in all oi’ the

New England States except Connecticut, in Illinois,

and in Mississippi. in some States the doctrine has

not been decided; in Pennsylvania it obtains where a

designated class of beneficiaries become extinct,‘ in

Alabama, Indiana, Iowa, Maryland, New York, North

Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia. it seems to be

repudiatedfi '

The Supreme Court of,the United States, in its lab

est decisions, favors the doctrine.‘ See Casarrv, I.

D.

D. 1. As an abbreviation may signify, in

addition to the words noted below, diction

ary, dictum, digest, division.

2. In the old action of ejectment stood for

demissione, by demise, q. o.

3. In the apportionment of jurisdiction to

the United States courts is used for “Dis

trict:” as, E. D., M. D., N. D., S. D., and

W. D.,— eastern, middle, northern, southern,

and western district.

D. B. E. De bene ease, conditionally. See

DE, Bene, etc.

D. B. N. De bonis non, of eflects unad

ministered. See ADMJNISTER, 4.

D. C. District court; District of Columbia.

D. C. L. Doctor of the civil law. See

Docroa.

D. J. District judge.

D. P. Domus procerum, House oi’ Lords.

D. R. Declaration of Rights.

D. 8. Deputy sheriff.

D. S. B. Debiium sine brevi, debt with

out a writ. See Dssnr, Dcbitum, etc.

DAILY. See DAY.

DAKOTA. See TEB.R.I'l‘ORY, 2.

DAM. The work or structure raised to

obstruct the flow of water in a stream; also,

 

lam as May, me: P. L. 211.

ISee Bispham, Eq.$ 180 (1882); 1 Col. Law T. 8-14

(1887), cases.

‘See Loring u. Marsh, 6 Wall. 887 (1867); Perin v.

Carey,24 How. 466 (1860); Fontain v. Ravenel, 17 id

869 (1851); Vidal v. Girard, 2 id.127 (18-14); Jackson 11.

Phillips, 14 Allen, 588 (1867).

See generally 38 Ala. 305; 22 Conn. 54; 30 id. 118; 4

Ga. 401; 25 id.-120; 16 l1l.$i1;35Ind.198;46 id. 11218

B. Mon. 685; 49 Me. 302; 50 M0. 167; 88 N. H.296; 20

N.J.E.522;23 N. 12808; 84 121.564; 17 S.& 11.88; 46

Pa.27; 68 id.-165; 4,R.I.4-80; 7 id.252; 8 8.0.509; 21

Tex. 173; 2 W. Va. 310.
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the pond of water created by the obstruc

tion.I See AQUA, Currit, etc. ; MILL, 1;

Navioaana; RIPARIAN; Tan, 8.

DAMAGE. Detriment; deprivation; in

jury; loss. ‘

Etymologically, a thing taken away; the

lost thing, which a party is entitled to have

restored, that he may be made whole again.’

See Dam; Loss. .

Loss caused by malice or negligence in an

other person. or from inevitable accident.

interchanged with “ injury," q. v.

Referring to a collision between vessels. the injury

directly and necessarily resulting from the collision.‘

When a bill of lading recites that the goods are re

ceived in good order and that the carrier will " not be

accountable for weight. contents, packing, and dam

age." "damage " refers to injuries to the goods at the

time of receipt.‘ _

Damage-feasantfl Doing damage.

Said of animals trespassing upon laud. To insure

identification, the injured person may distrsin them.‘

A person is not justified in killing animals or fowls

found trespassing upon his land. He should impound

them, or sue for the damage they do. They are valu

able property, the destruction of which is not neces

sary to the protection of his rights A notice of an

intention to kill the animals or fowls. if not shut up, is

I threat to do an illegal act'

DAMAGES. The compensation which

the law will award for an injury done.‘

A species of_ property given to a man by a

jury as a compensation and satisfaction for

some injury sustained.’

The plaintiff has no certain demand till after ver

dict; but when the jury has assessed his damag s and

judgment is given thereon, he instantly acq 9,

and the defendant loses. a right to that specific sum.

. . The verdict and judgment ti: and ascertain the

plaintiffs inchoste title; they do not give, they define,

his right.‘

The recompense that is given by a jury to

the plaintiff for the wrong the defendant

hath done unto him."

 

I [Colwell v. Water Power Co., 19 N. J. E. 248 (1868).

' [Fey 1:. Parker. 58 N. H. 842(18?2).

' Memphis. &c. Packet 00. 1:. Gaeger Tramportation

00., 10 F. R. 396 (18&Z).

‘ The Tommy, 16 F. R. 601, 608 (1683).

' F62’-ant.

‘8Bl. Com. 6-7; 50 Mich. &.

'Clsrk v. Keliher, 107 Mass 409 (1871); Johnson v.

Pl!/I£l'B0tl, 1‘ COIIIL s-12 (15-10), cages; Matthew. v_

Plestel. 2 E. D. S. 90 (N. Y., 18:93).

‘Kansas City, &o. R. Co. 0. Hicks. 80 Kan'm(1asa),

Brewer. J. -

'2 BL Corn. 488; 8 “L153.

" Coke, Litt. 257 0-: Rosenfleld v. Express Co., 1

Woods. X87 (1871); 17 N. J. L 482.
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A compensation, recompense, or satisfac

tion to the plaintiff for an injury actually

received by him from the defendant.1

The legal injury is the standard by which the com

pensation is to be measured: the injured party is to

be placed, as near as may be. in the situation he would

have occupied if the wrong had not been committed.‘

When it is said that a person is or will be respon

sible (or be required to respond) or liable or answer

able " in damages," the meaning is. he may or will be

required by law to furnish a money equivalent for the

injury he has done.

Actual or single damages.

tion for the real loss or injury. Increased,

double, or treble damages. Single dam

ages, as found by a jury, enhanced by the

court.‘

The statutes of nearly every State provide for the

increase of damages where the injury complained of

results from neglect of duties imposed for the better

security of life and property. and make that increase,

in some cases. even quadruple the actual damages.

Experience favors this legislation as the most emcient

mode of preventing. with the least inconvenience, the

commission of injuries. The decisions of the highest

courts have ailirmed the validity of such legislation.

The injury actually received is often so small that in

many cases no eilort would be made by the sufferer to

obtain redress, if the private injury were not sup

ported by the imposition of punitive damages.‘ See

Faxes.

Civil damages. Injuries sustained either

to one's rights as a citizen of a State and of

the United States, or else to his relative

rights asa member of a family, and aside

from any view of the act complained of as

an offense to the public and punishable in

the criminal tribunals

C'itn'l Damage Laws. (1) Statutes which

confer upon colored persons individual right!

of action in the civil courts for any dis

crimination against them and in favor of

white persons on account of race, color, or

previous condition of servitude. See RIGHT,

Civil Rights Act.

(2) Statutes which confer a right of action in

a civil court upon the wife, family. or a near

Compenan

 

19 Green]. Ev.‘ 258; Dow v. Humbert, 01 U. S. 299

(1575). Miller. J. See also Shugmt v. Egan, 88 Ill. 67

(1876); Tetzner v. Naughton, 18 Bradw. 153 (1€\\‘Jt;

Scripps'v. Reilly. as liiich. 23 (1878); 0 mar. 850; so

Ga. 271; 16 Johns. 143; 55 Vt. 164.

' Wicker v. Hoppock, 6 Wall. 99 (1867), Swayne, J.

‘See Berry v. Fletcher, 1 Dill. 71 (1870), Dillon, Ciro.

J.; Lobdell v. New Bedford,1 Mass. '15! (1:>0i); Welsh

1:. Anthony, 16 Pa. 256 (11:51); 10 Oreg. 842.

‘Missouri Pacific E. Co. v. Bums. 115 U. B.

(1885), Field. J.

(20)
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relative of a person who lost his life or who

has sustained injuries in consequence of in

toxicating liquor having been sold or given to

him in violation of law.I

The Massachusetts statute contemplates that the

habitual drunkenness of a husband or wife, parent or

chlld,isa substantial injury to those bound together

in domestic relations, and gives the right to recover

damages in the nature of a penalty, not only for any

injury to the person or property, but for the shame

and disgrace brought upon them. Hence, the right of

l son to recover damages does not depend upon the

question whether he is dependent upon the father for

support or not, but solely upon the relation.‘ See

Poucv, 1, Public.

Compensatory damages. Such dam

ages as measure the actual loss, and are al

lowed as amends therefor. Exemplary,

punitive, or vindictive damages. Such

damages as are in excess of the actual loss,

and allowed, in theory, where a tort is aggra

vated by evil motive — actual malice, deliber

ate violence or oppression, or fraud.

Exemplary damages are sometimes called "smart

money." '

All rules of damages are referred to compensation

or punishment. Compensation is to make the inj ured

party whole; exemplary damages are something be

yond this. and are inflicted with a view to punishing

the defendant.‘

It is undoubtedly true that the allowance of any

thing more than an adequate pecuniary indemnity for

a wrong suffered is a departure from the principle

upon which damages in civil suits are awarded, But

although, as a rule. the plaintii! recovers merely such

indemnity, yet the doctrine is too well settled now to

be shaken that exemplary damages may in certain

cases be assessed. As the question of intention is al

ways material in an action of tort, and as the circum

stances which characterize the transaction are, there

fore, proper to be weighed by the jury in fixing the

compensation oi’ the injured party. it may well be con

sidered whether the doctrine oi’ exemplary damages

cannot be reconciled with the idea that compensation

alone is the true measure of redress. But jurists have

chosen to place the doctrine on the ground, not that

the suflerer is to be recompensed, but that the oiiender

is to be punished; and, although some text-writers

and courts have questioned its soundness, it has been

accepted as the rule in England .and in most of the

States of this country. It has also received the sanc

tion of the Supreme Court. Discussed and recognized

in Day v. Woodwarth, 13 How. 871 (1851), it was more

 

I SeeBertholt v. 0‘Reilly, 74 N. Y.511-80 (1878), cases;

84111. 195; 57 Ind. 171; 48 Iowa. 588; 60i'd. 31; 29 Ken.

100; 180 Mass. 366; 183 id. 54-55; 67 Me. 517; -ii Mich.

((5; H) Alb. Law J. 2104-5(1879), cases; 19 Cent. Law J.

“-10 (1884), cases.

' Taylor 1:. Carroll, 146 Mans 06 (1887).

' See 86 Conn. 186.

l Berry v. Fletcher, 1 Dill. 71 (1870).

accurately stated in The Philadelphia, Wilmington

ti Baltimore Railroad Co. v. Quigley, 21 lluw. 218

(i858): Mr. Justice Campbell, who delivered the opin

ion oi the court, saying — “ whenever the injury com

plained ol has been inflicted maliciously or wnntonly,

and with circumstances oi‘ contumely or indignity,

the jury are not limited to the ascertainment of a sim

ple compensation for the wrong committed against

the aggrieved person. The malice spoken of in this

rule is not merely the doing of an unlawful or injuri

ous act: the word implies that the wrong complained

of was conceived in the spirit of mischief, or criminal

indlflerence to civil obligations.“ Although this rule

was announced in an action for libel it is equally ap

plicable to suits for personal injuries received from

the negligence of others. Redress commensurate

with such injuries should be afforded. In ascertaining

its extent the jury may consider all the facts which

relate to the wrongful act of the defendant, and its

consequences to the plaintiff; but they are not at lib

erty to go further. unless it was done willi‘ully, or was

the result of that reckless indifference to the rights of

others which is equivalent to an intentional violation

of them. In that case the jury are authorized, for the

sake oi‘ public example, to give such additional dam

ages as the circumstances require. The tort is aggra

vated by the evil motive, and on this rests the rule of

exemplary damages.l

" Exemplary," " punitive." and " vindictive “ dam

ages are synonymous terms. in cases of personal

torts, such as amault and battery, slander. libel. seduc

tion, criminal conversation, malicious arrests and

prosecutions, seizure of goods, where the element of

fraud, malice, gross negligence, cruelty, oppression,

brutality, or wantonness intervened, exemplary or

punitive damages may be recovered. And. since what

would be a severe verdict to one of limited means

might be buts trifle to one of large means, and the

reason of the rule tail, evidence of the defendant's

ability to respond in damages may always be given in

evidence.‘

Constructive damages. Such damages

as are imputed in law from an act of wrong

to another person.

Contingent damages. Such damages as

may or may not occur or he suffered; such

 

I Milwaukee & St. Paul R. Co. 0. Arms, 91 U. S. 492

98 (1875), Davis, J. See also Missouri Pacific R. 00. u.

Humes, 115 id. 521 (1685); Barry 1:. Edmunds, 110 id.

562-64 (1886), cases; Denver, &c. R Co. '1. Harris, 122

id. 609-10 (1887), cases; i Kan. Law J. 74, 118-22 (1885),

cases; 8 id. 369-75 (1886).

1 Brown 1:. Evans, 8 Saw. 490 (1888), cases, Sabin, .l.:

s. 0., 17 F. R 912. See also Nngle u. Mullison, 84 Pa.

53 (1559), cases; Chicago, &c. it 00. v. Scurr, 59 Miss.

461 (1882); Louisville, &c. R. Co. v. Guinan, 11 Lee,

103-6 (1883), cases; 71 Ala. 298; 50 Conn.583; 76 I11. 223;

92 id. 97; 68 1nd.51'; 89 Mich. 211; 36 M0. 230; 58h‘. H.

342; 50 id. 456; 35 N. Y. 25; T6 Va.187; 4i Wis. 28“!

Rent. 680; 2 Sedgw. Dam. 328; 2 Greenl. Ev. 1258; 23

Alb. Law J. M (1881), cases; 18 Cent. Law J. l43-48

(1684), cases
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as depend upon an event which m'ay or may

not happen.

Continuing damages. Damages in

curred or suffered between two dates, as the

beginning and the end of an act, and more

or less separated in time. See CONTINUANDO.

Direct or immediate damages. Such

damages as result from an act without the

intervention of any intermediate controlling

or self-eflicient cause. Consequential or

resulting, indirect or remote damages.

Not produced without the concurrence of

some other event attributable to the same

origin or cause.

“ Direct damages " include the damages for all such

injurious consequences as proceed immediately from

the cause which is the basis of the action, not merely

for the consequences which invariably or necessarily

result and which are always provable under the gen

eral allegation of damages in the declaration; but also

other direct effects which have in the particular in

stance naturally ensued, and, tobe recovered for, must

be alleged specially. “ Consequential damages " are

those which the cause in question naturally but indi

rectly produced.1

All " remote damages" are consequential, but all

“ consequential damages " are by no means remote."

Excessive damages. Damages awarded

by a jury, so much larger in amount than

what are justly due as to indicate that the

jurors must have been influenced by partial

ity, prejudice, passion,_ or ignorance; also

called inordinate and unreasonable damages.

Inadequate damages. Damages which.

for some such reason, are grossly less than

the sum actually due; also called insuflicir-H!

damages.

Verdicts for excessive or inadequate damages are

set aside by the courts-the evidence of n1isnp|ll'~

henslon or disregard of duty. on the part of the jur_\

being clear beyond question.‘

General damages. Such damages as by

implication of law result from an act, and

are awarded in the sound discretion of the

jury, without evidence of particular loss.‘

Special damages. Losses which are the

natual, but not the necessary, consequenw

of the act; a loss which is peculiar to the

particular case.

 

I 1 Sutherland. Damages, 19. 20; 60 N. H. 518.

' Suigwick, Damages, 7 ed, 90. 101.

' Barry v. Edmnnds,116 U. S. 5d5(1@6); 2 Story, 670;

Borland v. Barrett, 76 Va. 131' (1%); Phillips v. Lon

don, kc. R. Co., 5Q. 13. D. 7* (1379): 21 Alb. Law J. 13;‘:

Q Ind. 839; 50 Tex. 259; 2 Sedgw. Dam. 334.

‘Ben Smith v- St Paul. to It 00.. so Minn. 172<1.~"-:1.

Special damages must be particularly averred in

the declaration,— for notice to the defendant, and

thereby to prevent surprise at the trial. They result

as the natural but not as the necessary consequence of

the act complained of.I See Pan, Quod.

Liquidated damages. Damages defl

nitely ascertained by agreement of the parties

or by the judgment of a court. Unli.qui

dated damages. Such damages as are not

so determined.

Care must be taken to distinguish between cases of

"penalties," strictly so called, and cases of “liqui

dated damages." The latter properly occur when the

parties have agreed that, in case one party shall do a

stipulated act or omit to do it, the other party shall re

ceive a certain sum as the just, appropriate and con

ventional amount of the damages sustained by such

act or omission. In cases of this sort courts of equity

do not interfere to grant relief, but deem the parties

entitled to fix their own measure of damages; pro

vided always that the damages do not assume the

character of extravagance, or of wanton and unrea

sonable disproportion to the nature or extent of the

injury. On the other hand, these courts will not suffer

their jurisdiction [to grant relief in the case of a pen

alty, if compensation can be made] to be evaded

merely by the fact that the parties have called a sum

damages which is, in fact and in intent, a penalty.‘

See further Pasanrv.

Nominal damages. A trivial sum

awarded where a mere breach of duty or in

fraction of right is shown, with no serious

loss sustained. Substantial damages. A

sum awarded as compensation for injury act

ually suliered; compensatory damages, q. 1).

Whenevera right is invaded the law infers damage.

and will award, proforma, some small sum at least;

as. one cent, six and one-quarter centn—half of an

American shilling, etc.‘

Failure to show actual damages, and the inference

that none have been sustained do not necessarily

render a case trivial.‘

A judgment for one cent, damages for trespass upon

a mining claim. entered upon a special verdict for

“nominal damages," If in other respects proper. will

not be set aside for uncertainty in the veniict. " Nom

inal dnmnges " refers to some trifling sum. In such a

case the doctrine of de nzininlis should be invoked.‘

Prospective damages. A loss which, in

all probability. will be sustained by a plaint

 

I See 1 Sutherl. Dam. 768; Roberts v. Graham, 6

Wall. 679 (1867); Mitchell 0. Clark, 71 Cal. 167, 168

1.1086); Atchison,&c. R Co. v. Rlce,86Kan. 6(YL8ilR87);

11*‘ Cal. 689; 48 Conn. 567; 84 Ill. 195; 121 Mass. 893; 78

Pa. 7!; 1 Chitty, Pl. 896; 2 Sedgw. Darn. 606.

'2Story, Eq. 51818. See 1 Am. Dec. 881; N Am. R

6; 12 Am. Law Rev. 286-300(l878),cases; 10 Cent Law

J. 2&3-90, 802-5 (1884), cases.

' Mayne, Damages, 5; Sedgwick, Dam. 47.

‘ Paterson v. Dakin_ 31 F. R. 6'45 (1887).

' Davidson 1:. Devine, 70 Cal. 519(18$)
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ifi ; indemnity for losses which will “ almost

to a certainty happen." 1 Termed specula

tive damages when the probability that a

circumstance will exist as an element for

compensation becomes conjectural.

The lack of certainty in the measurement of dam

ages is no reason for refusing compensation. The

law is full of instances where there is the same uncer

tainty, and where the jury determine what is reason

able compensation. All that is necessary is that there

be certainty of damage as a direct result, and not a

case of domnum absque injuria."

On a contract to pay money at stipulated periods

there may be as many suits as there are installments.

On a tort there is but one action, and in that the party

must have full justice: hence the courts anticipate a

less likely to occur in the future.‘

When one party enters upon the performance of a

contract, incurs expense therein, and, being willing to

perform, is, without fault of his own, prevented by the

other party, his loss will consist of two distinct items

of damage: his outlay and expenses, less the value of

' materials on hand: and the profits he might have re

alized by performance. The first item be may recover

in all cases; and the second (the profits), when they

are the direct fruit of the contract, and nottoo remote

or speculative. If the party injured by the stop

page of a contract elects to rescind the contract he

cannot recover for outlay or for loss of profits; only

for the value of services actually performed, as upon

a quantum meruit.‘

Damages for the breach of a contract are limited

to such as are the natural and proximate conse

quences of the breach, such as may fairly be supposed

to enter into the contemplation of the parties when

they made the contract, and such as might naturally

be expected to result from its violation.‘ See further

under Cosrsscr.

But if a party can save himself from loss arising

from a breach of contract at trifling expense or with

reasonable exertion, it is his duty to do so.I See LN

nanrurv, 1.

The right to compensation for damages to the per

son or for personal iitjuriu is well recognized at com

mon law. Any limitation by the legislature to a sum

less than the actual damages is in conflict with the

right of remedy by due course of law reserved to the

 

1See 2 Addison, Torts, 1891. T0 realty, see 26 Am.

Law Reg. 281-92, 345-59 (1887), cases. As to future

damages, see 86 Alb. Law J. 84-89, 104-9 (IBBT), cases.

'Omaha Horse Ky 00. v. Cable Tram-Way Co., 32

F. R.M (1887), Brewer, J.

' Miller v. Wilson, 24 Pa. 120 (1854), Black, 0. J.; Stil

son v. Gibbs, 58 llllch. 283184 (1884), Cooley, C. J.; 2

Bing. -240.

‘United States v. Behan, 110 U. B. 838, 814-46 (1884),

cases, Bradley, J. Approved, Lovell v. St. Louis Mut.

Life ins. Co., 111 id. 274 (1884).

‘Murdock 0. Boston & Albany R. Co., 188 Mass. 15

(1882), Morton. C. J.

' Miller v. Mariners‘ Church. 7 Green]. '55-56 0&0);

Vi‘-oker u. Hoppock, 6 Wall. 99 (1867). cases
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individual for injury to his person, in the constitution

of each State.1

In an action for a personal injury the plaintiff is

entitled to recover compensation, so far as it is sue

ceptible of an estimate in money, for the loss and

damage caused to him by the defendant‘s negligence,

including not only expenses incurred for medical at

ti-ndance, and a reasonable sum for his suifering, but

also a fair recompense for the loss of what he would

otherwise have earned in his trade or profession, and

has been deprived of the capacity of earning, by the

wrongful act of the defendant. To assist the jury in

making such an estimate. standard life and annuity

tables, showing at any age the probable duration of

life, and the present value of a life annuity, are com

petent evidence, but not absolute guides.’

in a statute providing that actions for tort for as

sault, battery, imprisonment, or other “damage to

the person," shall survive to the representative, the

tort must affect the person directly — not the feelings

or the reputation, as in cases of breach of promise,

slander, and malicious prosecution. The substantial

cause of action must be a bodily injury, or damage of

a physical character, whether trespass or case lie.‘

At common law no damages were recoverable for

the loss of a human life. The reason was: life tran

scended all moneyed value; or, because, under feudal

law, the property of a felon was forfeited to the

crown, so that nothing remained wherewith to satisfy

private demands. The life of a subject, as far as ca

pable of proprietorship, was the property of the gov

ernment; the justlce which was to be satisfied was

public justice; the deceased and his family were only

regarded as members of the state; the public, through

the government, inflicted the punishment and re

ceived the amercement, and, as far as necessity ex

isted, provided for the‘ family, and, therefore, private

redress or satisfaction was excluded. The effect of

the action now allowed by statute (as to which see

below) is, pro tanto, to relieve the state of a public

charge; thesuit fordamages becomes a private action!

The common-law rule has Uben changed in most of

the States by statutes which follow closely 9 and 10

Vict. (1816), known as “Lord Campbell‘s Act." Pro

ceeding upon the theory that the widow, the children,

and perhaps the parents, have a pecuniary interest in

the life of the deceased. these statutes provide that for

the benefit of such relatives an action for damages

may be maintained against the person by whose

wrongful act the deceased lost his life, the act being

of such a nature that the deceased, had he survived,

could himself have had an action for the pensonal

injury.

The right of recovery, then, being purely statutory,

the amount recoverable for a death rests with the dis

 

' Cleveland, &c. R Co. v. Rowan, 66 Pa. 400 (1870);

Thirteenth Street R‘y Co. v. Boudrou, 92 Pa. 481 (1%)).

9 Vicksburg & Meridian R. Co. v. Putnam, 118 U. 8

5'>~l-56 (1886), cases, Gray, J.

' Norton 0. Sewall. 106 Mass. 145 (1870), cases, Gray, J_

‘ The E. B. Ward, 4 Woods, 149 (1888), Billings, J. ; s. o.

17 F. R. 259. See generally Grosso v. Delaware, &c. It

Co., Sup. Ct. N. J. (1888), cases; 25Am. Law Reg. 30?-0

(1886). cases.
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Iedon of the legislature. In the District 0! Columbia

this amount is $10,000;I in some States, as in “assa

chuaetts, Connecticut, New York, and Pennsylvania,

$1,000; but the amount recoverable for personal in

juries generally remains unlimited,’-in Massachu

mu it is $4,000!

in the nbsence 01' an act of Congress or a statute of

I State giving a right oi’ action therefor, a suit in ad

mirnlty cannot be maintained in the courts of the

United States to recover damages for the death of a

human being on the high seas. or on waters navigable

from the sea. which was caused by negligence.‘

Where the death is caused by negligence the only

damages recoverable are for the injury to the relative

rights of the surviving members of the family, and

are compensatory in nature. Where, therefore, a

child is free. lives apart from his parents, and in no

way contributes to their support, they cannot main

tain an action to recover damages for his death.

When the child is not free the parents can recover

only the value of his services during minority, and

the expenses caused by the injury and death.l

in all cases the amount oi damages must depend

very much on the good sense and sound judgment of

the jury upon all the facts and circumstances of the

[urlicula1" case. If the suit is brought by the party

there can be no fixed measure of compensation ‘or

the pain and anguish of body and mind, nor for the

ion of time and care in business. or the permanent in

jury to health and body. So when the suit is brought

by the representative the pecuniury injury resulting

trom the death to the naxt of kin is equally uncertain

and indefinite.‘

in some States statutes provide that no action will

lie for awrong committed elsewhere, without proof of

the existence of a similar right in the place where the

wrong was committed.'

See also Acno, Personaiis; Aoosavrnon; COI

Izscs. Action; Cormamunos; COSTS; lnnamn;

lzuoav. 2; 1nrocn~‘r, 1; lssrscnos, 2: lrrr|m|ts'r,8;

Lav. 2; Matron; Mnscnl; Nsouonvca; Pnorrr, 2;

Bacon; Rnlrr, 8; Ross; SOL-ATIDI; Socur>,1; Ras

-nru11o; Tans. 8; Tillill; Tom; Tnmrass; Tnounm.

 

* Act of Congress, 17 Feb., 1885'. 28 St. L. 807.

‘Soc Exp. Gordon, 10i U. S. 517 (i881); Dennick 1:.

Central Railroad 0! New Jersey, 108 id. 17 (1880); illo

blle Life Ins. Co. v. Brame, 95 id. 759 (1877); The

Charles Morgan, 2 Flip. 275(181‘8); Davies v. Lathrop,

12 F. R. 866 (1882); Barrett 1:. Dolan, 130 Mass. 866

(1881); Laws Conn., 187?, c. 78, s. 1; 24 Conn. 575; 45

lie. :50); 9Cu.sh. 108; 18 M0. 162; 16 Barb. 54; 15 N. Y.

63.‘; 44 Pa. 175.

I Act of L887.

‘The liarrisburg, 119 U. 8. 190, I)4—12(18&), cases,

Waits, C. J.

'behigh Iron Co. v. Rupp, 100 Pa. 95, D8 (lS<2).

' Illinois Central 8. Co. 0. Barron, 5 Wall. lib-6 (156),

cases. Nelson. J.; The City of Pnnama.101 U. 5. on

(X879); 18 N. Y. 543.

')icDonnld u. Mallory,” N. Y. 550 (1879), uses;

Leonard v. Columbia Steam Nay. Co., 84 id. 58 (1881),

cases See Richardson v. N. Y. Central R. Co., 98

Mass 89 (1567), cases; Woodard v. Michigan, &c. R.

Co., 10 Ohio St. 122 (1819); Bru(:6‘l Adm. 0. Cincinnati
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DAMNUM. L. That which is taken

away: loss; damage; legal hurt or harm.

Plural, damna: legal losses. Dammficatus,

injured. Damnosa, hurtful.

Ad damnum. To the loss; “ to the dam

age of plaintiii (so many) dollars."

The clause, at the end of n common-law

declaration, in 'which the plaintiff sets out

the money amount of the loss he has suffered

in consequence of the act he complains of;

also, the amount itself so set out.|

Ad quod damnum. To what damage.

A writ, at common law, by which the

sheriff was to inquire by a jury what dam

age it would be to the sovereign, or to a sub

ject, to grant a fair, market, highway, or

other like franchise.2

An inquisition ad quod damnum designates the

remedy given by statute for the assessment of dam

ages suffered trom an exercise oi the right of emi

nent domain, or in consequence of some public im

provement.

Damniflcatus. Injured, damaged, dam

nifled.

Quantum dammficatua. How much he is

injured.

The name of an issue by which damages,

to be awarded in equity, may be ascertained

by a jury.

This was the course in former times, and may still

be the practice in cases of a complicated nature; but

the same inquiry may now generally be made by a

master.I See Pusan.

Non dammficatus. He is not injured.

The plea in the case of an action on a cove

nant to indemnify and save harmless,— in the

nature of a plea of performance.

it there was any injury the plalntii! must reply to

such plea. Not the plea when the condition is to “ dil

charge and acquit." ‘

Damnosa haareditas. A hurtful or bur

densome inheritanoe; an expensive asset.

By the Roman law the hair was liable to the full

extent of his ancestor] liabilities.

The term has been applied to property of a bank

rupt whlch is a charge or an expense to the creditors.

The assignee need not regard such property as an

asset; he may. instead, leave the creditor to prove

his claim; or, possibly, be may assign the burden to

R. Co., 83 Ky. 174, 180 (1885); Burns v. Grand Rapids.

&c. R 00.. Sup. Ct. ind. (1888), cases: 87 Alb. Law J.

228.

1 2 Green]. Ev. 5260; 108 U.S.17G; 9 Boned 941

‘See 2 Bl. Com. 271.

I 2 Story, Eq. 5 795.

4 Wicker 0. Hoppock, 0 Wall. 99 (1867), cans; Staph.

Pl. 388.
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another. as. s pauper; but not so in insolvency. in

which case the process is voluntary.I

Damnum absque injuria. A loss with

out injury: deprivation without legal injury;

a loss for which the law provides no remedy.

Opposed, injuria absque damno: injury

without legal damage.

There are many cases of loss for which no relief or

equivalent in money can be afforded. Examples: un

intended hurt, while due care is being exercised; harm

done from taking a medicine prescribed by a person

known not to be a physician; patronage drawn 08 by

competition in business;' an improvementin a ma

chine. which does not infringe the rights of a prior

pat,entee;' waste by a tenant in fee. as afiecting the

interest 0! the heir; defamatory words proven to be

true.‘ _

Every public improvement. while adding to the

convenience oi’ the people at large, affects more or

lem injuriously the interests of some individuals.‘

When the exercise of a right, conferred by law for

the benefit of the public. is attended with temporary

inconvenience to private parties. in common with the

public in general, they are not entitled to damages

therefor.‘

Damnum fatale. A fated loss; a loss or

dained by fate — beyond the control of man.

in the civil law. a loss for which a bailee was not

liable: as. a loss by shipwreck. lightning, or other

like casualty; also, a loss lrom fire or from pirates.’

included all accidents occasioned by an “ act of

God or public enemy,"‘ and. perhaps. also. others

which would not now be considcred as due to "irre

sistible ionoe."' See Aoomsrrr, Inevitable; Aer. 1,

Of God.

See Ds llhuomnns. Damnis; REIITTITUR. Damnum.

DANGER. In the law of self-defense

" apparent danger" means such overt, act»

ual demonstration, by conduct and acts, of

a design to take life or to do some great

personal injury, as makes killing apparently

necessary for self-preservation.‘I See IMME

mars.
 

'8 Pars. Contr. 466, 492: American File 00. v. Gar

rett. ii0 U. S. 295 (1884). cases.

'8 Bl. Com. 224.

' Burr v. Duryee. 1 Wall. 574 (1868).

43 Bl. Com. 219, 15.

' Miller u. liiayor of New York, 109 U. 8. 895 (1883).

See Broom. iiiax. 1; 1 Sm. L. 0. M4; Sedg. Dam. 29.

111; 201-low. 148; 108 U. B. 881; 109 121.829; 119 id. 284;

F. R. 668; 17Conn. 302; 88 Ky. 218; 97 N. C. 482; 94

N. Y. 129; 86 Pa. 401; N id. B<i;1i8id.12fl; 16 Op. Att

Gen. 480; 6661;. 60. MB; 71 id. 734; 84 La. An. 812. 496,

506. 857. 974. 996; 74 liie.1T1; 188 Ila-. 489;11Lea,7‘87;

I9 Tex. 517; 25 Vt. 49. '~

‘Hamilton v. Vicksburg, 8:0. R. Co.,110 U. B. 285

(1886).

' See Story. Bailm.-171; 2 Kent, 594. ‘

' Thickstun 1!. Howard. 8 Blseld. 636 (1847).

' Evans v. State. 4-1 Miss. 773 (1870).
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Dangerous. Said 01’ a weapon, means

such as is likely to cause death or to produce

great bodily harm. See further WEAPON.

Dangers of navigation. The ordinary

perils which attend navigation.I

Includes dangers arising from shallow waters at

the entrance of lmrbors;I also. unavoidable dangers

from a bridge across a river.‘

Dangers of the river. The natural acci

dents incident to river navigation; not, such

accidents as may be avoided by the exercise

of that skill, judgment, or foresight which

are demanded from persons in the particular

occupation.‘

includes dangers from unknown reefs. suddenly

formed in the channel. and not discoverable by the

use of care.‘

Dangers of the sea or seas. Stress of

weather, winds and waves, lightning, tem

pests, and other extraordinary occurrences,

as understood in a marine policy; not, the

ordinary perils which every vessel must en

counter.‘

Accidents, peculiar to navigation, of an

extraordinary nature, or arising from an

irresistible force or overwhelming power

which cannot be guarded against by the or

dinary exertions of human skill and pru

dence.‘

All unavoidable accidents from which

common carriers, by the general law, are not

excused unless they arise from the act of

G0d.7

The phrases “ dangers of the sea.“ " dangers of nav

igation." and “ perils of the seas,“ employed in bills

oi lading, are convertible expressions.‘ See further

Acr. 1, Of God; PERLL.

DARE. L. To give; to transfer. See

Dsnuucs.

Nemo dat qui non habet. No one gives

who does not have.

Nemo dat quod non habet.

give what he does not own.

No one can

 

I fi\'estern Transportation G). v. Downer, 11 Wall.

188 (1870).

‘The Morning Mail, 17 F. R. 540 (1888).

' Hill v. Sturgeon. 85 M0. 213 (1864); 28 id. 8%.

0 Hibernia Ins Co. v. St. Lohis, &c. Transportation

Co., 17 F. R. 478 (1383).

‘Hazard v. New England Marine ins. Co., 6 Pet.

‘i586 (1884), iii‘Lean, J.

' [Tuckerman 0. Stephens, &c. Transportation Co..

82 N. J. L -‘!28(1867); 88111565.

' Dibble 1:. Morgan. 1 Woods, 411 (1873).

IBaxter v. Leland, 1 Abb. Adm. 1152 (1848), cases; I

Were. 215; 2 Curtis. 8: 56 Barb. 442: 8 Kent. 800.
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Qui non habet, ille non dat. He who

does mt own, cannot transfer.I

rsnns; R1-:on.uut.

DARRAIGN. See Dsaaros.

DARREIN. See Comnomos, Puis. etc.

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE CASE.

See CHARTER, 2; Conronanos.

DATE.’ The primary signification is

time “ given" or specified,— in some way as

certained and fixed.‘

The time when an instrument was made,

acknowledged, delivered, or recorded; the

clause or memorandum which specifies that

fact; and the time from which its operation

is to be reckoned.4

in the ancient form the clause ran: datum apud,

etc. specifying the place and time; thence called the

datum clause, afterward shortened to "date."

False date. Implies a date purposely in

correct.

Misdate. An erroneous date, made so

intentionally or unintentionally.

A date is not a necessary part of a document. An

other day than that named may be shown to be the

true date, except where there is collusion.l

A deed is considered as executed on the nominal

date, unless the contrary be made to appear; it speaks

from the day of delivery; and it is valid whether it

bears no date. or has a false or an impossible date,

provided the real day when it was given can be estab

llshed.'

The purpose oi’ a date in a bill or note is to ii: the

day of payment; it such day is indicated. that is will

cient.’ See Dmnmos; R:ur1os,1.

DAY. 1. The time between one midnight

and the next succeeding midnight.‘ See

Nmnr.

The civil day begins and ends at 12 o'clock P. M.

The word “ day," used alone in a statute or contract.

means, unless restricted to a shorter period. the

twenty-four houra.'

 

ISee16 Wall. 550; 91 id. 128; 4 Clifl. B11, B60; 71 Ala.

I88; 1(1) Mass. 24; 4 Wend. 619.

' L. datum, a thing given.

' Bement v. Trenton Locomotive 00., 82 N. J. L. 515

(1866); 2 Bl. Corn. 804.

‘ See Orcutt v. hioore,134 Mass. 48 (1888).

'1 Whart. Ev. ii 976-78. cases; 2 Greenl. Ev. 5‘ 12-18,

cases.

'2 B1. Com. 804. 807; Rainea 1:. Walker, 77 Va. 92

(1888). cases; 19 How. 73; 83 Me. +16.

" Daniel. Neg. Inst. 55 8345.3, cases; 1 Ames. Bills, etc,

145.

I Pulling :1. People, 8 Barb. 885 (1850); Kane 1:. Com

monvreaith, 80 Pa. 522 (1879); Halnea v. State, 7 Tex.

Ap. as (1510).

‘Benson 1:. Adams 69 Ind. 854 (1879), cases; Hel

phenstein v. Vincennu Nat. Bank, 65 id. 569 (1879); 2

BL Com. 141.

2. The time between sunrise and sunset;

See Tame day-time, q. v.

3. The business hours of a day.

Artificial day; solar day. From the

rising to the setting of the sun. Natural

day. The whole twenty~four hours; mid

night to midnight.1

Daily. “ Advertisement in a daily news

paper” (q. 1).) may refer to a paper issued

every day of the week but one.2

Day in court. A day set for appearing

in a court; a day on which a person may be

heard as to a matter affecting his rights.

Itis an old maxim that every one is entitled to his

day in court. This means that day on which the

cause is reached for trial in pursuance of the forms

and methods prescribed by law.‘ See Conrmoasn;

Norms, 1.

Days of grace. Three additional days in

which to pay a negotiable bill or note after

its maturity. See further GRACE, Days of.

Day’s work. See SERVICE, 1.

Day-time. That portion of the twenty

four hours during which a nian’s person and

countenance are discernible.‘ See BURG

LABY.

Judicial day; juridical day. A day

for judicial proceedings; a day for exercis

ing judicial power; a court day. Opposed,

non-judicial, non-juridical day.

Non-judicial days are legal holidays and Sunday;

Judicial proceedings in civil matters on such days are

generally void. See Duns. Domlnlcus, etc.; Hounar;

Boson.

Peremptory day. A day assigned for a

hearing without further postponement.

See Arranusca, 8; Law-on; Bsrruns-nu; Run

Nmo DAY. Compare Dun.

" in the space of a day all the twenty-four houn

are usually reckoned. the law generally rejecting all

fractions of a day. in order to avoid disputes.“ '

Common sense and common justice equally sustain

the propriety of allowing “ fractions of a day " when

ever it will promote the purposes of substantial jup

tice.°

 

I See People 1:. Batch, 88 ill. 187 (1868).

' Richardson v.Tobin, 4.5 Cal. 80.88 (1872).

' Ketchum 1:. Breed. 66 Wis. 92 (1836), Cassoday, J.; 81

Va. 759.

4 mu 0. Wilson. 9 Msss.154 (1812); 4 171. Com. 224.

l 2 Bl. Corn. 141.

' Re Richardson, 2 StoryI 577 (1848); Lapeyre v.

United States, 17 Wall. 198 (1872); United States v. Non

ton, 97 U. S. 170 (1877); Burgess 1:. Salmon, ib. W

(1878); First Nat. Bank 0! Cincinnati v. Burkhardt, 100

id. 689 (1879); Louisville v. Portsmouth Savings llank,

101 id. 474-79 (1881), cases; 11 F. R 214; 87 Ill. 239; 09

1nd. 853; 8 Pl. 618.
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The maxim is now chiefly known by its exceptions.

When private rights depend upon it, the courts inquire

into the hour at which an act was done, a decree en~

tered, an attachment laid, or a title accrued.1

When an ofllcer has neglected to note upon a writ

of execution the hour and minute at which the writ

was delivered to him, the precise time miy be estab

lished by evidence.‘

it has become the rule in the construction of a con

tract, when the time to be computed is one or more

days, weeks or years, to exclude the day of the date

or event, whether by the contract the time is to be

reckoned from date, from the day of the date, or

from some act or event. The day is not divided, be

cause not only is a day a natural unit of time, but it is

a fair presumption that the parties did not intend to

divide a day, since the time to be computed is made

up of days as units of time; and the day is excluded

because to include it would require an act, which. by

the contract. was to be done in one day'from date, to

be done on the day of the date, which is against the

apparent intention of the parties. But whenever it is

necessary to divide a day in order to carry into eflect

the intention of the parties, this may be done; and

the rule of excluding the day is not applied when a

diflerent intention appears on the face of the contract;

and no such general rule obtains when acts are to be

done within one or more hours, for example, alter the

date of the contract.’

In computing time, days are counted according to

the following rules:

1. When a contract, a statute, or a rule of court

prescribes a definite number of days within which an

act must be done (as, make a payment, take an appeal,

die a plea or pleading, serve a notice), the first day ll

excluded and the last day included: the first and last

hyl are never both included.‘

2. An intervening Sunday is frequently omitted, es

pecially when the days are less than a week.‘

8. When the last day is Sunday, or a legal holiday,

the act may be done on the day following — except as

to days of grace.'- ' See further under Tum.

See Arms; Arrnnnoon; Ar; Brrwsss; BY; Fon;

Faon; On on Buoas; Wnnn; Wrrnm; — Mos-1-5;

Turn; Ynn.

DE. A Latin preposition denoting: away

from, out of, arising from; of, about, con

cerning, with regard to; for, on account of,

because of, by.

With adjectives, forms adverbial expressions; as,

do now, anew.

In compounds, denotes separation, departure, re

moval: cessation or negation of the fundamental idea;

sometimes, a strengthening of that idea.

 

Ilifiaine v. Giiman, 11 F. R. 218 (1882), casea

IHale's Appeal, 44 Pa. 439 (1863).

'Hltchinga v. Edmands, 132 Mass. 389(188‘2), Field, J.;

Ward 11. Waiters, 63 Win. 4-1 (1885), cases.

' See 2 Para. Contr. 364; 19 Conn. 376; 12 Iowa, 186;

IN. H. 804; 37 M0. 574; 28 Barb. 2&1; 16 PB. 14.

'See31 Cal.2A0, 271; 12 Ga. 03; 53 Iii.87; 46 Mo.17;

0 Pa. 522; 40 id. 372; 17 Gratt. 109.

'8ee8Cunh. 137; WN. J. L. 68; mwand. 206.
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De bane esse. For the well being: pro

visionally, conditionally. Abbreviated d. b. c.

Clmracterizes an act or proceeding viewed

as suificient for the time being.

The entry of record of the name of an attorney as

counsel for a defendant is termed an appearance do

bene case, when such appearance is not to be conciu~

aive unless subsequently ratified.

The examination of a witness dc bene use may be

had when he is an important witness, and there is

danger of losing his testimony from death or absence.

His deposition (q. 1:.) may be taken, but not used at

trial unless he has since died, or is abroad or beyond

reach of process.I

De bonis. Of, for, or concerning goods

or property. See phrases under BONA.

De cursu. Of course; as a matter of

course.

De (101115. Concerning grants. See under

Doxum.

De faoto. In fact; as a matter of fact.

Opposed, de jure: by right, by legal right or

title. See Fscron; Govnnsnnsr.

De gratia. F_rom favor, indulgence.

Opposed, rlejure: of right.

De homine replegiando. For replevy

ing a man. See REPLEVLN, 2.

De incremento. Of the increase. See

Cosrs.

De injuria. Of wrong. See Rnrucanos.

De jure. Oi‘ or by right. See De facto;

De gratia.

De lunatioo inquirendo.

as to lunacy, q. 1:.

De medietate iinguaa. Of half tongue:

half of each language or nationality. See

Mnnrsus.

De melioribus damnis. Of the better

damages; of the abler ones the damages.

Wheres ion is assessed against several defendants

the plaintifl may elect to claim satisfaction of those

most able to pay. See C0h“l'BI.BU'i‘i0N.

De mercatoribus. Concerning mer

chants, q. v.

De See Lax, De minimis, etc.

De non apparentibus. See Arraanna,

For inquiry

De non, etc.

De novo. From the first; anew. Sue

Vasmn, De novo.

De partitione facienda. For division to

be made. See PARTITIO.

De retorno habendo.

turn; to have a return, q. v.

For having re

 

lSee 2 Daniel, Ch. Pr. ii1;25 Cent. Law J. M-i..'>7Ti

(i887), easel. '
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De son tort. F. Of his own wrong. See

T021‘, 1.

De terris. Out of the kinds.

As. a judgment dc terria. for arrears of dower.l

De Una parte. Of one part or party.

See Pans.

De ventre. See Vsrrraa.

De vicineto. From the vicinage or ooun-'

try. See Cousrr, 2; VICINITY.

DEAD. See Auvs; ANIMAL; BUBIAL;

Dana: FREIGHT; Pnsnos.

Dead-head. A person other than an

oflioer, agent, or employee, of a railroad or

other company, who is permitted to travel

without paying fare.2 See COMMERCE, Act

of 1887. see. 22. p. 206.

Dead-letter law. See Ossonsrrs.

Deadly. See Wssron.

DEAF. See INFLUENCE; WILL, 2; WIT

sass.

A deaf mute who does not and cannot be made to

understand any matter of business. except of the most

simple character. cannot manage his own affairs or

select an agent to transact them.I

A statute required that a stationary bell be rung or

swhjstle sounded at a railroad crossing, before a train

passed. A deaf mute who saw a train approaching.

as to which no warning was given, attempted to

cross the Rack and was injured. Held. that he could

not recover damages.‘

DEAL. To traflic; to transact business;

to trade.5

Said of a bank. may mean to buy and sell for gain.

and include sales on commission.‘

Dealer. One who trades. buys or seils;"

one who buys to sell again;8 one who makes

successive sales a business.’

One who slaughter-s animals and sells the meat as

food is not a “ dealer" within the meaning of a stat

nte requiring dealers who buy and sell merchandise

to take out a license." See PIDDLIB; R-ITAIL

Dealer‘: talk. See Coumsno. Simplex. etc.

1 Haven v. Bartholomew. 57 Pa. 126 (1868).

' [Gardner v. Hall. 61 N. C. 22 (1866).

' Perrino's Case. 41 N. J. E. 410-12 (1886). casu. Run

yon. Ch.: 95 Am. Law Reg. ‘T76 (1886); ib. 778-80.

' Ormsbee v. n. &c. it Co.. 14 R. I. 102 (1888).

' Vernon v. Manhattan Co.. 17 Wend. 526 (1837).

‘Bates 11. State Bank. 2 Ala. 465-68 (18-11); Fleclmer

tr. United States Bank. 8 Wheat. 819. 861 (1828); 11 Wis.

84.

' Berks County v. Bertoiet. 18 Pa. 624 (1850).

‘Norris v. Commonwealth, 2'! Pa. 495 (1866); 83 id.

81.

' Overall 0. Bezesu. 57 Mich. 507 (1877), Cooley. C. J.

"State v. Yearby, 82 N. C. 561 (18%); 80 id. 479. See

also“ A.hs.29;7iI I1l.178;65 Me.284; 12Lea,28‘2; 21

Va 48‘

DEATH. Cessation of life; extinction of

political existence. See LIFE.

Civil death. Extinction of civil rights

Abankrupt is regarded as civilly dead;l so is an

insolvent corporation. to the extent that its property

may be administered as a trust fund for creditors and

stockholders.‘

Formerly. if a man was banished or abjured the

realm. or entered a monastery. before the law he was

civilly dead-—c1'uilz'ter mortuua. Then, a monk.likes

dying .man. could make a will. or leave his next of

kin to administeras if he had died intestate. Since.

also. the act determined a lease for life, conveyances

for life were usually made for the term of one's “ nab

ural life.“ '

4 A convict. in the penitentiary. is civilly dead. and

cannot be sued.‘

Natural death. Death from the unas

sisted operation of natural causes; death by

visitation of the Creator. Violent death.

Death caused by human agency. See COB.

ONER.

A person who for seven years has not been heard

of by those who would naturally have heard of him.

had he been alive. is presumed to be dead; but the

law raises no presumption as to the precise time of

death. That he died before the end of that period

may be presumed, it appearing that he encountered a

special peril 01' came within the range of some im

pending or immediate danger which might reasonably

be expected to destroy life.‘ See Du, Without chil

dren.

Death by the hands of justice. The

execution of a person convicted of crime in

any form allowed by law.‘ See under DIE.

Death penalty. Punishment by depri

vation oi life; capital punishment. Death

sentence. A sentence involving death.

Death warrant. An order for the execu

tion of a person who has been sentenced to

punishment by death.

The manner of inflicting the punishment of death

shall be by hanging.’

The language of a death-sentence is behaved to be

substantially as follows: "A B. having been convicted

of the felony with which you stand charged. and of

the crime of murder in the first degree [or other capi

 

I International Bank 1:. Sherman, 101 U. S. 406 (18711).

‘Graham v. La Crosse. &c. R. Co..102 U. 8. 1610860).

'1 Bl. Com. 182; 2 id. 257; 6 John; 118; Mo.R. S. 1866.

p. 64;‘.

‘ Rice County 11. Lawrence. 29 Kan. 161 r 1888).

' Davie v. Briggs, 97 U. 8. 688-31 (1878). cases; Nowell

v. Nichols. 75 N. Y. 86-90 (1878). cases; Evans v. Stew

art, 81 Va. 733-88 (1886), cases; Doe v. Nepean. 2 Sin.

L. C. 510; 1 Greenl. Ev. 5 41; 2 Whart. Ev. 55 1274-rs,

cases; 92 Am. Dec. 701-‘3, cases.

' Breasted v. Farmers‘ Life & Trust Co.. 8 N. Y. K!

(1853).

' R S. 55824.
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Isl oflense], the sentence of the law is, that for this

oflense you be taken hence to the jail of the county,

whence you came, and thence, at such time as the

governor of the State [or, the President of the United

States] may, by his warrant, appoint, to the place of

execution, and that you be then and there banged by

the neck until you be dead. And may God have mercy

upon your soul."

The wording of a recent death-warrant was:

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, — —-, governor

of said commonwealth, to — —, high sheriff of

the county of Allegheny, sends greeting:

Whereas, At a court of oyer and terminer and gen

eral jail delivery held at Pittsburgh in and for the

county of Allegheny at September session, 1885, a cer

tain — — was tried upon a certain indictment

charging him with the crime of murder, and was, on

the 18th day of November, 1885, found guilty of mur

der in the first degree, and was thereupon, to wit, No

vember 19, 1886, scntenced by the said court, that he,

the said ——, be taken thence to the jail of Allo

gheny county, whence he came. and thence to the

place of execution at such time as the governor of

this commonwealth by his warrant may appoint, and

there and then he be hanged by the neck until he be

dead. Now, therefore, this is to authorize and require

you, the said — -——, high sherifl of the county of

Allegheny as aforesaid, or your successor in office. to

cause the sentence of the said court to be executed

upon the said —- -— between the hours of 10 A. I.

and 8 P. u., on Thursday, the 28d day of February,

Anno Domini. one thousand eight hundred and eighty

eight, in the manner directed in the seventy-sixth

section of the act of general assembly of this com

monwealth, approved the 31st day of March, A. D.,

1360, entitled an act to consolidate, revise and amend

the laws of this commonwealth relating to penal pro

ceedings and pleadings, and for so doing this shall be

your sufficient warrant.

Given under my hand and the great seal of the State

at Harrisburg this 20th day of January, in the year of

our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty

sight. and of the commonwealth the one hundred and

twelfth.

Secretary of the commonwealth.

Punishment by death is known as “ the extreme

penalty of the law.“ It is not viewed as an equivalent,

even in murder. nor as retaliation, but as the highest

penalty man can inflict. and tending most to personal

security.1 See further Car; Exrcur1on, 8; Pumas

lm, Capital.

Death watch. Special guard appointed,

a few days (perhaps eight to fourteen) before

execution, to observe the actions of a pris

oner under sentence of death, in order to

discover and defeat any plan formed or at

tempt made to effect his escape, and to pre

vent him from committing suicide; also, the

occasion for taking such extra precaution,

and, the number of days during which the

precaution is exercised.
 

'4 Bl. Com. 13, 876.

The mons who actually perform the service may

be designated as the “ day “ and the “ night “watch.

See also Accinnrr, insurance; Dis; Aaarsusrr,4;

Acne, Personalis; aoe.\'r; Bram; Corona. 1; Dus

AGES; Dscnnssr; Dnci.sn.\'rio.\', 1, Dying; Dmnaxn;

DONATIO; Homcms; lssnnaxcs; Monrsmr; Format,

2; Rsvm; Scnvrvn. Compare Mons.

DEBAB. See BAR, 8.

. DEBATE. See LIBERTY, 1, Of speech;

PRIVILEGE, 4.

DEBAUCH.

the shop: to entice away from work or duty;

to entice and corrupt. Referring toa woman,

at first meant to seduce, then to seduce and

violate: in which twofold sense it is used in

law.1

DEBENTURE. 1. A custom-house cer

tificate that an importer is entitled to adraw

back.’ .

2. A bond in the nature of a charge on

government stock, or on the stock of a public

company.‘ See DEBET.

A security issued by a public (usually, a railway)

company, and may be a mortgage of its lands and

stock. It is in the form of a promissory note, subject

to strict regulations as to transfers, and has coupons

attached for the payments of interest‘

The word does not admit of accurate definition. . .

It expresses an acknowledgment of a debt by either a

corporate body or a large partnership.‘

“You may have mortgage debentures, which are

charges of some kind upon property; or you may have

debentures which are bonds. . . You may also have

a debenture which is nothing more than an acknowl

edgment of debt, or you may have an instrument like

this in question, which is a statement by two directors

that a company will pay.“ '

DEBET. L. He owes; from debere: do

haborc, to have a thing of some one. Com

pare ASSUHPSIT.

Debet et detinet. He owes and with

holds.

'1 he form of the writ of debtis sometimes in the

debt! and cictinet, and sometimes in the define! only:

that is, the writ states, either that the defendant owes

and unjustly detains the debt or thing in question. or

only that he unjustly detains it. The writ is brought

in the debct as well as in the detinct, when sued by

one of the original contracting parties who personally

 

I [Koenig v. Nott, 2 Hllt 820 (N. Y., 1869), Daly, F. J.:

8 Abb. Pr., 0. s., 889.

I Act of Congress, 2 March, 1799, s. K).

' [liiozley & Whiteley‘s Law Dict.

‘ [Brown‘s Law Dict.]

' British India Steam Navigation 00. (1. Commission

ers of Internal Revenue, 44 L. T. 878 (1881), Grove, J.

See also Re Rogers‘ Trusts, 1 Drew. & S. 311 (1860).

'44 L. T. 381, supra, Lindley, J. See Jones, Ry. Sea

| 71

In French, debauche, from~
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gave the credit, against the other who personally in

curred the debt, or against his helm, iiI they are boimd

to the payment: as. by the obligee against the obllgor.

Butii brought by or againstan executor tor a debt

due to or from the testator, this, not being his own

debt, shall be sued for in the dc-tine! only. So, also,

if the action be for goods. or corn, or a horse, the writ

shall be in the deiinet only, for nothing but a sum of

money. for which I (or my ancestor in my name) have

personally contracted. is properly considered my debt.‘

Debit. Ho owes. See under DEBT, 2.

Debitum. A thing due or owing; an ob

ligation; a debt, q. v.

Debitum in prmsenti, soluendum in future.

An obligation existing in the present, dis

chargeable in the future.

Describes any class of obligations complete at the

present day, though payable in the future.‘

Debitum sine brew‘. Debt without a writ

or declaration. \Vi-itten also debitum, and

debit, sans breve; and abbreviated d.. s. b.

1. When an action at common law was

begun by original bill, the allegations in

which resembled the allegations in amodern

declaration, the action wassaid to be by bill,

or by bill without a writ,— other actions

being founded upon an original writ.

2. In the practice of several States, a debt

confessed by warrant of attorney and en

tered of record, either with or without a

declaration accompanying it. See further

Arromncv, Warrant of.

Nihil, or nil, debet. He owes nothing.

The plea which forms the general issue in an

action of debt upon a parol contract.‘

DEBRIS. See AQUA, Currit, etc.

DEBT. Whatever one owes.4 See D1-znm.

1. A liquidated demand.

A sum of money due by certain and ex

press agreement.5

As, bya bond for a determinate sum, by a bill or

note, by a special bargain, or as rent reserved on a

lease; in which cases the amount is flxed, specific,

does not depend upon subsequent valuation to set

tle it.‘

Frequently, a sum of money reduced to a

certainty, and distinguished from aclaim for

uncertain damages.

As, in statutes of not-oil’. where there are mutual

debts between plai.ntii‘Z and defendant. B we

 

I 8 Bl. Corn. 156.

'18 Pet. 49-4; 11 Mass. 270; 80 Minn. 7; 29 Pa.151.

'8 Bl. Com. 305; Stcph. Pl. 174.

' Rodman v. liiunson. 18 Barb. 197 (1852).

'3 Bl. Com. 154; hiclillreah o. Klrkendull, 36 Iowa,

I (IBTIL

regard the original, debftum, a thing due or owing,

there is no reason why compensation for a breach of

contract may not be "due." although not reduced to

a certain sum. This enlarged sense, at least, may

best answer the intent oi! the legislature.‘

A sum of money due by contract.

It is not essential that the contract he express. nor

that it fix the precise amount to be paid.‘

That for which an action of debt will lie

a sum of money due by certain and express

agreement. In a less technical sense, any

claim for money; in a more enlarged sense.

any kind of a just demand.‘

In its most general sense, that which is due

from one person to another. whether money,

goods, or services; that which one is bound

to pay to or perform for another.‘

Standing alone. is as applicable to a sum oi’ money

promised at a future day as to a sum now due and

payable. The formcr is a debt owing, the latter a

debt due. A sum in all events payable is a debt,

without regard to the time oi’ payment. A sum pay

able upona contingency is not a debt.‘ See Dun, 1.

Liability in a borrower to be sued is not essential.‘

The idea is that one has bound himself to pay

money which he may be compelled to pay.‘

“ Whatever is due to a man under any form of obli

gation or promise." Coke says that debitum signifies

not only a debt tor which an action of debt lies, but,

generally, any duty to be yielded or paid.‘

A fixed and certain obligation to pay

money or some other valuable thing, in the

present or in the future.’

Any contract whereby a determinate sum

of money becomes due and is not paid, but

remains in action, is a “ contract of debt."

In this light the word comprehends a variety of ac

quisitions, usually divided into debts—oi record, by

special contract, and by simple contract

A debt of record is a sum of money which

appears to be due by evidence of a court of

record; a debt by specialty, a sum acknowl

edged to be due by an instrument under

seal; a debt by simple contract is evidenced

 

I Frazer v. Tunis, 1 Binn. W (18%), Tilghman, C. J.

‘United States v. Colt, 1 Pet. 0. C. 146 (1815), Wash

ington, J.

' New Haven Saw hlill Co. v. Fowler, 28 Conn. ii!

(1859).

‘Kirnpt0n u. Bronson, 4.5 Barb. 62$ (1866), cases; 7

N. Y. 107; 24 id. 290.

' People v. Arguello, 87 Cal. 525 (1869).

' Mayor of Baltimore v. Gill. 31 Md.3SJO(1M).

' Scott 1:. City of Davenport. EA lowa. 218 (1872).

' New Jersey Ins. Co. v. Meeker. 37 N. J. L. 801 (18751

Burrill; Bowen v. Hoxie. 187 Mass. 581 (188-1): 8 .\li-ic

.'>26;113 U. S. 468.

' [Appeal of City of Eric, 91 Pa. 402 (1879)
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by mere oral testimony or by an unsealed

note.l

Antecedent debt. See Sscnnrry (3), Col

lateral.

Mutual debts. Moneys due or owing by

two persons to each other; debts reciprocally

due.

“ Mutual debts," “dealing together," and “indebted

to each other," in statutes of set-off, are of the same

import.’

“ Mutual debts “ and “ rnntnal credits,“ in $5013,

Rev. St., are correlative expressions. What is a debt

on one side is a credit on the other. in case of bank

ruptcy only such credits as must in their nature termi

nate in debts are the subject-matter of secot‘f,' q. 1:.

Compare (fnanrr, Mutual.

Present or existing, prior, and future

or subsequent debts. See Coxvsvsscs, 2,

Fraudulent; SECURITY, 1.

Privileged debt. A debt payable before

other debts— in the event of insolvency.

Results from the character of the creditor, as, a

State or the United States; or form the nature of the

debt, as, funeral expenses.

Priority of payment of debts due to the government

is founded upon motives of public policy, to secure

revenue.‘

Public debt. A national or State obliga

tion; a public security; rarely, if ever, the

obligation of a town.-"

“ The validity of the public debt of the United

States, authorized by law, including debts incurred for

payment of pensions and bounties for services in sup

pressing insurrection or rebellion, shall not be ques

tioned. But neither the United States nor any State

shall assume or pay any debt or obligation incurred

in aid of insurrection or rebellion against the United

States, or any claim for the loss or emancipation of any

slave; but all such debts, obligations and claims shall

be held illegal and void." '

2. The non-payment of any such definite

sum of money being regarded as an injury,

the remedy afforded is known as the action

of debt or simply “ debt:" the form of ac

tion to compel the performance of the con~

tract.

This is the shortest and surest remedy, particularly

where the debt arises upon a specialty. But if A

verbally agrees to pay B a certain price for a certain

parcel of goods, and fails in the performance, an ac

tion of debt will lie against A; for this is also 5 deter

! [2 Bl. Oom. 464-66;‘8 id. 154, 166. See 2 Story, 450;

2 Wash. 885; 11 Ark. 855; 15 lnd.282; 1 Nev. 589; 40

N. J. E. 178; 18 Barb. 77; 38 Ohio St. 570; 151 Vt. 841.

' Pate u. Gray, 1 Hempst. 157 (1881).

' Libby u. Hopkins, 100 U. S. 80118 (1881), cases.

' United States v. State Bank, 6 Pet. '35 (1888).

‘Morgan v. Cree, 46 Vt. 786 (1861).

' Constitution, Amd. XIV, sec. L

minate contract: but if he agrees for no settled price,

he is liable upon a special “action on the case," so

cording to the nature of the contractI

The action lies whenever a sum certain is

due to the plaintiff, or a sum which can

readily be reduced to a certainty—a sum

requiring no future valuation to settle its

amount:2 a sum which can be ascertained

from fixed data by computation.8

It is not material in what manner the obligation

was incurred or by what it is evidenced, if the sum is

capable of being definitely ascertained. Nor is it nee

essarily founded upon a contract.‘

The action lies for money only. On an obligation

to pay or deliver any other article, covenant is the

remedy, and the recovery is of a compensation in

damages.‘ See Asscxrsrr; Comssm, 2.

Debit. To charge as due or owing; also

the sum so charged.

Debtor. One who owes another any

thing, or is under obligation, arising from ex

press agreement, implication of law, or; the

principles of natural justice, to render and

pay a sum of money to another.‘

The correlative dsbtee has been in use.‘

One who is under obligation to discharge some

duty, or to pay damages for its non-performance, is a

debtor, as really as one who is under obligation by

bond to pay a sum of money.'

Joint debtor. One of several persons who

jointly o‘we a sum of money; a co-obligor.

See Jomr.

As to “absconding" and “sbsent" debtors, see

those terms; also, Coscsun, 8.

A person, without request or assent, cahnot make '

another his debtor by paying his debt, as, taxes;'

otherwise, as to honoring commercial paper. as see

Aocnrr, 1

The rule is that “ the debtor must seek the creditor,“

and pay or tender payment of the debt when due.‘

Indebted. The state of being in debt,

absolutely, and not conditionally—as is a

surety or an indorser. 1°

implies a debt presently payable; on, in an atfldavit

for an attachment.“

ll! Bl. Com. 155.

'Steclrwell v. United States, 18 Wall. 512 (1871).

' Mills 11. Scott, 99 U. S. 29 (1878); 7 Wall. 70, W.

‘ liiinnick v. Williams, 77 Va. 760 (1888); Story, Contr.

5 969.

‘Stanly v. Ogden, 2 Root, 2620795).

'8 Bl. Com. 18.

"Nev! Haven Saw Mill Co. v. Fowler, 28 Conn. 1%

(1859); 34 Iowa. 213.

' Homestead Co. v. Valley R Co. 17 Wall. 167 (1872);

Gurnee 1:. Bausemer, 80 Va. 878 (1885), cases.

' Johnston v. llargrove, 81 Va. 121 (1885).

"See St. Louis Perpetuu Ins Co. v. Goodfellow, 0

M0. 153 (1845). _

ll Trowbridge v. Sickler, 42 Wis. ~13) (1817), cuss,
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Indebtedness The condition of owing

money; also, the amount owed; indebtment.

tiny include an obligation for future payment

equally with that presently due; 1 and may be by con

tract or tuft.‘

The " indebtedness “ that may be created by A city

in excess of a certain percentage on its taxable prop

erty includes an agreement of any kind to pay money

where no suitable provision has been made for the

prompt discharge of the obligation.’

See Aoconn; Accotmr, 1; Acxnownsnoum, 1; Ab

In~1s'rnn., 4: Basxanrrcr; Casrruu; Cannon, 2 (2);

Cull; COIPOBITION, 8; Conraacr; Dunno; Examp

rmx; Errmomsa; h.orrmo; Fuse; Gvsmmrr, 2;

lxcvn; lssonvsscr; Lumtrrr; LIIZNI Msaoaa, 2;

Novnros; Par; Pnuurv; Pas-xx1srmo; Penm

lmcl; Panes; Parson; Rscoonlzlmcs; Rscovnar; Rn

nnss; Rnscission; SUilii-OGATIUN; Tau-., 8;'1‘ax, 2;

Turban, 2.

DECAPITATION. See Carrran. 1.

DECAY. See Psmsnasns; Somsn, 2(1).

DECEDENT.‘ A deceased person whose

estate is being settled. See Anmmsraa, 4;

Cm-:01-roe, Bill; DISTRIBUTION, 2; Paar, 1;

Paonna; Rnsmna; WILL, 2.

DECEIT. Any device or false representa

tion by which one man misleads another to

his injury.

A fraudulent misrepresentation, by which

one man deceives another, to the injury of

the latter.5

Deceit practiced to induce one to enter into

a contract may be active, as where falsehood

and misrepresentation are actually used by

one party to deceive the other; or passive, as

where a vendor knows that a purchaser is

under a delusion influencing his judgment in

favor of purchasing, and yet suffers him to

complete his purchase.‘

Other examples are: where one sells what is not his

own, or sells unwholesome provisions; ' or falsely rep

resents his credit to a mercantile agency.‘

While every deceit comprehends a lie. it is more

than a iie—on account of the view with which it is

practiced, of its being coupled with some dealing. and

of the injury it is calculated to occasion, and does oc

casion. But a mere lie thrown out at random with

out mtention to hurt anybody, and which a plaintiff

 

‘Pittsburgh, to. ll. 00. I1 Clarke, 29 Pl. 151 (1867);

Law a. People, 87 111. 898 (18'i").

' Mattingly v. Wulke, 2 Bradw. 172 (1878), cases.

'Sackett v. New Albany, 88 Ind. 479 (18:53); Valpa

raiso 1:. Gardner, 97 id. 6-? (1884).

‘ De-ce’-dent.

' Farwell v. Metcalf, 61 I11. 874 (1871), Thornton, J .

' [Smlth, Contr. 206.

' 8 Bl. Corn. 166.

‘Mn 0. Avery, 18 Bun, M (1870).
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was foolish enough to believe, will not support an

Action.‘

Formerly the remedy was by a ',‘ writ of deceit;"

now, unless otherwise provided by statute, it is by an

action of trespass on the case.

Besides the special action on the case there is also

an “action of deceit.“ which gives damages in par

ticular cases of fraud, principally where oneman does

anything in the name of another, by which he is de

ceived or injured. But an action on the “case" for

damages, in the nature of a writ of deceit, is the usual

remedy.1

To a recovery it is essential that the defendant:

(1) actually made a false representation of a material

fact, by words or acts unambiguous in import;' (2)

know the falsity, or did not know the truth, of the rep

resentation ‘ — the word “ deceit" of itself imports

this;' (8) intended that the plaintiff should not upon

the representation — the essence of the injury; H ' and

that the plainii]: (1) acted upon the representation;

(2) to his actual damage;' (8) because he was ignorant

of the falsity of the representation, and believed it to

be true.’

The defendant or his agent must have been guilty

of some moral wrong; legal fraud alone will not sup

port the action.‘

The plaintifl must prove representations of mate

rial 1';-.i~ts. which are false, and which induced him to

act: and either that the defendant knew the represen

tations to be false, or that, the facts being susceptible

of knowledge, he represented, as of his own knowl

edge, that they were true, when he had no such knowl

edge!

it is not only necessary toestabiish the telling of an

untruth. knowing it to be such, with intent to induce

the person to whom told to act upon it, but also that

he altered his condition in consequence, and suffered

damage thereby. If it appears aifinnatively that al

though he altered his condition, after hearing the un

truth, he was not induced to do it as a consequence,

but did it independently, the action fails."

Ina recent case the plaintiff averred that he had

been induced to purchase the lease, good-will, and

fixtures of a livery-stable, upon false, fraudulent, and

deceitful representations by the defendant that he

owned the lease. \\ as in peaceable possession, etc.

 

I Pasley 1-. Freeman, 8 T. R. 56 (1769), Buller, J.; ii).

63, Ashhurst, J.

'8 Bl. Com. 165.

' Balls 0. Thompson, 1 Smedee 4: Mar. 481 (1813),

06895.

‘Gibbs u. Odell, 2 Coldw. 1Q (1865), cases; Stone v.

Covell, 29 liiich. 868 (1871).

' Farwell v. Metcalf, 61 111. 874-75 (1871), cases.

‘ Lord 0. Goddard. 18 How. 210 (1861), cases; Farwell

v. Metcalf, 61 Ill. 87.’: (1871),cases; Bigelow, Torts, 81.

' Cases supra and infra.

' Erie City Iron Works 1:. Barber, 106 Pa. 125, 188. 140

(1884), cases. ‘

' Cole v. Cassidy, 188 Mass. 69 (1885), Morton, Q J.;

117 id. 195; 108 id. 882.

" Ming 1:. Woolfolk, 116 U. S. 509, 602-8 (1886), cases,

Woods, J.; Southern Development Co. v. Silva, 1% id.

260 (1888); Patterson u. Wright, 66 Wis. 280 (1885)
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To support an action of tort, it was held that tho

plaintifl must show: that the representations were

untrue, were known by the defendant to be untrue,

were calculated to induce him to act, and he, believ

ing them, was induced to act accordingly; that the

reprcsentations must have been both false and fraud

ulent; that a positive statement of a falsehood, or the

suppression of a material fact which the defendant

ought to have known, would constitute the falsity;

that if any essential point, requisite to maintaining the

action, was wanting, recovery could not be had; and

that the defendant, after judgment against him, was

not entitled to an exemption of his property from

execution for debt.1 .

Where the fraudulent concealment or misrepresen

tation is made by the vendor of land, as to its nature,

quality, quantity, situation, or title, the representa

tion must be in reference to a material thing unknown

to the vendee from want of examination. or from

want of opportunity to be informed. And if the

buyer trusts to representations not calculated to im

pose upon a man of ordinary prudence, or if he neg

lects means of information easily within his reach, he

must suffer the consequences of his own folly and

credullty. The vendee must show, further, that some

deceit was practiced for the purpose of putting him

oi! his guard, or that special confidence was reposed

in the representations of the vendor. and that the con

tract was made upon the strength of that confidence.

To support the action there must be fraud as distin

guished from mere mistake.‘

Where the question is as to misrepresentation of

facts peculiarly within the defendant's knowledge,

" the mere fact that the person deceived to his hurt

had means of learning the truth, had he made diligent

inquiry, is not necessarily fatal to the right to re

cover."'

Thus, a distinct statement by the seller of a patent

right that he owned the right, knowing it to be false,

and with intent to deceive the buyer, and on which

statement the buyer acted to his injury, will sustain

an action, even if the buyer might have discovered

the fraud by searching the records of the patent

oldies.‘

See Ass. Full; Csmr, Emptor; Conant~ 5; Con

sruucr; Esrcrrn; Pnosrncrus; Wmmrv, ii.

Compare Dotus; Fmon; Pnsrnssn.

DECEM. See TALES.

DECENT. See Isoncmw.

DECEPTION. 1. In the sense of a false

representation to induce credit or confidence,

see D1-zcnrr; Esrorrsn; FRAUD, Actual.

2. In the sense of stratagem to discover

crime, see COMMUNICATION, Privileged, 1;

Dncov.

 

‘Cox 1:. Highley, 100 Pa. 249, 252 tlfitfl). See also 1

Chitty, Pr. 83:J;'Bigelovv, Torts, ‘J; Cooley, Torts.

' Clark v. Edgar, 12 Mo. Ap. 852 (1582).

' Arthur v. Wheeler & Wilson Manuf. Co., 12 Mo.

Ap. 340 (l8&3). _

' David 1:. Park. 103 Mass. 50.‘ (1b'i'0), cases; Watson

0. Atwood. 25 Conn. 81) (1866).

818 DECISION

DECISION. The result of the delibera

tions of one or more persons, official or un

ofiicial; the judicial determination of a ques

tion.

Somewhat more abstract or more extensive than

“judgment“ or “decree," I qq. u.

The “decision" of a court is its judgment; its

"opinion " is the reason given therefor. The former

is recorded upon its rendition, and can he changed

only through an application to the court. The latter

is the property of the judges, subject to modification

until transcribed in the records.’

Decide. includes the power and right to

deliberate, to weigh the reasons for and

against. to see which preponderate, and to be

governed by that preponderance.l

Judicial decision. The determination

of a court, in a cause. Extra-judicial de

cision. A determination beyond the limits

of authority; a ruling which transcends ju

risdiction.

A decision determines no more than what is neces

sary to the case in l1nnd,—does not go beyond the

limits of what is required by the exigencies of the case.‘

At most, decisions are only evidence of what the

laws are, and are not of themselves laws. They are

often re-examined, reversed, and qualified by the

courts themselves, whenever found to be defective,

ill-founded, or otherwise incorrect. The laws of a

State are understood to mean the rules and enact

ments promulgated by the legislative authority

thereof, or long established local customs having the

force of law.‘

Decision, rules of. The laws of the sev

eral States, except where the Constitution,

treaties, or statutes of the United States

otherwise require or provide, shall be re

garded as rules of decision in trials at com

mon law, in the courts of the United States,

in cases where they apply.‘

This embraces the statute and common law of a

State, including statutes relating to the law of evi

dence in civil cases at common law.’ In criminal

cases the laws of the State in existence in September

24, 17t<9, are the rules of decision.‘

 

1 See Abbott, Law Dict.; 26 liioak, 449; 55 Vt. 582.

' [Houston 0. Williams, 13 Cal. 27 (1850), Field, J.

' Commonwealth v. Anthea, 5 Gray, 253 (1855). See

48 Md. 629; 16 Monk, 86..

° Hauenstein v. Lynham, 100 U. S. 490 (1879); Trade

liiark Cases, ib. 96t1879); Wright I). Nngle, 101 id. 796

(1879); State v. Baughman, 86 Ohio St. 459 (1862); 10

Oreg. 114.

I Swift v. Tyson, 16 Pet. 18 (1842), Story, J.; Nat. Bank

of the Republic v. Brooklyn City, &c. R. Co., 1&2 U. S.

29 (1880); 1 Bi. Com. 09.

‘B. S. $1151: Act 24 Sept. 1789, ‘M

Y li.i‘Niel v. Holbrook, 12 Pet. '89 (l&<i8).

l United States v. Reid. 12 How. 861 (1851)
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Rules of State pmctice acted upon by the Federal

courts, as obligatory upon them, are also included —

they have the cflicacy of rules adopted by express

order of those courts.l

Not included are decisions upon general principles

of law, for the reasons already given.‘

The provision does not apply to proceedings in

equity. or in admiralty, or to criminal offenses against

the United States. The Federal courts follow the de

cisions of the highest court of a State on questions

which concern merely the constitution or laws of that

State; also, a course of those decisions, whether

founded on statutes or not. which has become a rule

of property within the State; also in regard to rules of

evidence in actions at law; also in reference to the

common law of the State, and its laws and customs of

I local character when established by repeated decis

ions ' See Courrr, Judicial; Pnocanuas.

English decisions. See at end of STAT

trra, 2.

Com pare DECISUM. See COMITY, Judicial;

D1crm1, 2; Lursnz; OPINION, 1 (2); REPORT,

1 (2).

DECISOBY. See OATH, Decisory.

DECISUM. L. Cut off, settled, decided;

a decision, a precedent.

Stare decisis, et non quieta movere.

To stand by precedents and not to di.~.;turb

what is settled: follow decided cases; adhere

to precedents. Shortened to stare decisis.

Once a point of law is firmly settled by a decision,

that decision rules like cases subsequently arising.

When a court has once laid down a principle oflaw

an applicable to a certain state of facts, for the sake

of the stability and certainty of the law it will apply

that principle to all future cases where the facts are

substantially the same.‘

Stability and certainty in the law are of the first

importance. The certainty of a rule in often of more

importance than the reason of it.‘

Where there has been a series of decisions by the

highest tribunal, the rule stare decisia is regarded Bl

lmpregnable — except by legislative enactment.‘ This

is true in a special sense where the law has become

settled as a rule of property, and titles have been ac

quired on the strength thereof!

 

I United Statu 0. Douglas, 2 Blatch. 214 (1851); The

Mayor 1:. Lord, 9 Wall. 418 (1509).

' Swift 1:. Tyson, ante. See generally Watson 1:.

Tarpley, 18 How. 520 (1866); Thompson 1:. Phillips,

Baldw. 218 (1830); Sonstiby 0. Keeley, 11 F. R. 580-81

(1882), cases; Burt v. Keyes, 1 Flip. 61 (1861); 112 U. S.

255.

' Bucher u. Cheshire R. Co., 125 U. S. 5-'1b(1888), cases,

liller, J.

' Moore 0. Albany, 13 N. Y. 410 (18815), Earl, J.

' N. W. Forwarding Co. 0. Mnhatfey, 86 Ken. 15'!

(1887): White 1:. Denman, 1 Ohio St. 11511868).

' Harrow 11. Meyers, 29 ind. 470 (1868); 88 id. 568.

' Reed 0. Ownby, -14 110.216 (11:09); Hihn u. Courtin,

n 0.1 we (1866); Pleche v. rm, 2: 1'a.11o(1sea). ‘

B11) DECLARATION

The maxim contemplates points actually involved

and argued. The results established, not the reasons

assigned, make the case an authority. in considering

the soundness of the doctrine enunciated courts of con

current or of foreign jurisdiction pay regard to the

thoroughness of the arguments of counsel, the ability,

learning, and jurisdictional authority of the court, and

the care and research bestowed in preparing the opin

ion. The meaning, moreover, is to be drawn from

the opinion as a whole.

The maxim is not applied to a case decided con

trary to principle, nor to a decision considered merely

as a judgment between the immediate parties, nor to

decisions upon scientific theories, as, of insanity.1

See Conrrv, Judicial; COURTS, United States, “Fed

eral question," page 217.

DECLARANT. See DECLARE, 4.

DECLARATION. 1. An assertion or

statement explicitly made.

Any statement of material matters of fact

sworn to and subscribed is a written declara

tion.’

A declaration which accompanies and qualifies an

act is part of it; but when made of a thing that is past

it is mere hearsay.‘

liiade contemporaneously, and by a person inter

ested in the matter, a declaration is admissible as

original evidence: (1) when the fact of the making is

in question: (2) when the inquiry is as to expressions

of bodily fce1ings— their existence or nature; ‘ (3) in

casesof pedigree,‘ q. 11.; (4) when part of the res geeks.‘

The declarations of an injured party. made after

the injury has happened or the cause of suffering oc

curred, with regard to the facts of the injury or the

cause of the suflering, may not be shown, in an action

for damages by such person; nor may his declaratiom

with regard to past suflering or pain, or past condi

tlons of body or mind. be shown. Some authorities

seem to oppose the last proposition, especially where

the declarations are made to a physician or surgeon

while examining the party as a patient. Declarations,

however, with regard to present suflering or present

condition of the body or mind may generally be shown

by any person who heard them: but there are authori

ties also seemingly opposed to this proposition.’

 

I See generally 25 Am. Law Reg. 745-67 (1886), cases;

T! Va. 21-25; 68 Ga. 797; 100 ind. 42; 41 N. J. E. 479; 5

Johns. 258; 22 Barb. 97, 106; 9 Oreg. 470; 10 id. M; 78

Pa. 500; 87 id. 286; 62 Wis. 13%. 151, 194; 63 id. 138, 151,

194; 1 Bl. 00m. 69; 1 Kent, 477; Cooley, Const. 57;

Wells, Res. Adj., &c. 1527, 583.

IUnited States v. Ambrose, 118 U. S. 840 (1833), Mll

ler, J.: R. 8. $5392.

I Long 0, Oolton, 116 Mass. 410 (1876); Bender 0. P19

mar, 27 Pa. 835 (1856).

‘ '1‘rnvelers' Ins. Co. v. Mosley, 8 Wall. 401 (1869);

Roosa v. Boston Loan 00., 182 Mass. 489 (1552), cases;

Commonwealth v. Felch, ib. 28 (1882); 1 Ureenl. Ev.

5102; 1 Whart. Ev. 5268.

ll Greenl. Ev. gs 1113-4; 1 Whart. Ev. $5 20.:-2:1.

'1 Greenl. Ev. 5} 10s-9,111-1-1; 1 Whart.1-Jv. ism

' Atchison, &c. B. 00. 0. Johns, 36 Ken. 781438 (1887),
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After one‘s death his former declarations are ad

missible as secondary evidence when on a matter:

(1) of general interest;I (2) of ancient possession;'

(8) against int».-rest—hefore the controversy arose.

and it was the deceased‘s duty to know the facts;'

(4) when in the nature of a dying declaration.

A declaration by an agent binds his principal, and

by a partner binds his copartner. when made during

the continuance of the relation and while the particu

lar transaction is pending.‘

After a person has made a sale of personalty he

stands as a stranger to the title, and his declaration

respecting the title is not binding on the vendee. Such

declaration is admissible only when it appears from

independent evidence that both vendor and vendee

were engaged in a common purpose to defraud the

creditors of the vendor, and that the admission had

such relation to the execution of the purpose as to

constitute part of the we geeks.‘

The declaration of a consplrator, to bind his fel

lows. must be made while acting in furtherance of the

common design.‘ See Coxsrnucv.

Declaration Of intention. A formal,

solemn asseveration by an alien that it is his

bona fide intention to become a citizen. See

Nsmamanos.

Declaration of Rights. See R1onr,2,

Declaration, etc.

Declaration of trust. An acknowledg

ment that property, the title to which the

declarant holds, belongs, in whole or in part,

to another; also, the writing in which such

acknowledgment is made. See TRUST, 1.

Dying declaration. A statement of a

material fact concerning the cause and cir

cumstances of a homicide, made by the vic

tim under the solemn belief of impending

death." -

Such declaration as is made by the party,

relating to the facts of the injury of which

he afterward dies, under the fixed belief and

moral conviction that his death is impending

and certain to follow almost immediately,

without opportunity of repentance, and in

 

eases. Valentine, J. See generally 22 Cent. Law J.

509 (1:66). cases.

I 1 Greenl. Ev. if 128-40; 1 Whart. Ev. §i 185-200. W

.1 Greenl. Ev. 55 131-46; 1 Whart. Ev. 5 201.

'1 Green]. Ev. §§147-55; 1 Whart. Ev. Si 226437.

' 1 Greenl. Ev. §§ 112-14. 174-76; 2 Whart. Ev. 5 1192.

‘Winchester Manuf. Co. v. Creary. 116 U. S. 165

(1855); Jones 2:. Simpson. lb. 611 (1886); Robertson 0.

Pic1:rcll.109 id. 616 (1853); Moses v. Dunham, 71 Ala.

177 (1:61); Roberts 0. liledbery, 182 Mass. 101 (1882),

cases; Scheble u. Jordon. 30 Kan. 85-1 (1553); Barbour

v. Duncanson. 77 Va. 76 (1583); Frink v. Roe. 70 Cal.

l1&19 (1686).

'1Greenl. Ev. $111; 8 Whart. Ev. $51115-6.

' People v. Ohnsteod, 30 Mich. 435 (1:74).

the absence of all hope of avoidance; when

he has despaired of life and looks to death as

inevitable and at hand.1

An exception tothe rule rejecting hearsay evidence

is made in the case of dying declarations. The gen

eral principle on which they are admitted is. they are

declarations made in extremity. 'when the party is at

the point of death. when every hope of this world is

gone; when every motive to falsehood is silenced. and

the mind is induced by the most powerful consider

ations to speak the truth. A situation so solemn is

considered as creating an obligation equal to that im

posed by a positive oath administered in a court of

justice.‘

The person must have been qualified to testify, and

the declaration must be complete. The competency

of the evidence is to be determined by the court; in

weight by the jury. If resting in memory. the sub

stance of all that was stated may be given. The decla

ration may be by signs.‘

Declarations of the deceased are admissible upon a

trial for murder only as to those things as to which he

would have been competent to testify if sworn as a

witnessin the cause: they must relate to facts only,

not to mere matters of opinion. It is essential to the

admissibility of such declarations. and it_ is a primary

fact to be proved by the party oflering them. that

they were made under a sense of impending death.

But it is not necessary that they be stated at the time

to be so made; it is enough if it satisfactorily appears

in any mode that they were made under that sanc

tion. whether it be directly proved by the express lan

guage of the declarant, or be inferred from his evident

danger. from the opinions of the medical or other at

tendants expressed to him. or from his conduct or

other circumstances of the case. Such declarations

must relate to the circumstances of the death; they

cannot be received as proof when not connected as

res qestm with the death.‘

See further Amnss1os. 2; Esmrrn;

PAROL. 2, Evidence; Rss.Gestaa.

2. A statement in legal form of the plainly

ifi’s cause of action.‘

The plea by which a plaintifl in a suit at

law sets out his cause of action, as the word

“ complaint" is in the same sense the tech

nical name of a bill in chancery.Q

The first pleading filed in a suit is the declaration.

narratio. count; anciently called the “ tale.“ in this

the plaintifl sets forth his cause of complaint at length;

 

Hxasaar;

 

I Starkey v. People. 17 ill. 21 (1855). cases.

' Rex v. Woodcock. 2 beach. Cr. Cas. 1567 (1789),

Eyre. Ch. 13.; 1 Greenl. Ev. Q 156.

'1 Greenl. Ev. 55 151-61 (2; Whart Cr. Ev. I 292;

People 1:. Shaw, 63 N. Y. 400875); Walker 1:. State. 89

Ark. $6 (1582).

4 People v. Taylor. 59 Cal. 640. 645 (1881). cases. See

generally 19 Cent. Law J. 128-29 (1884). cases; 1 Ken

Law J. 184 (1865). cases.

' Smith v. Fowle, 12 Wend. 10 (1834), Savage, 6. J.

' United States 0. Ambrose. 108 U. s. w (181311).

Miller, J. -



DECLARATION

It being,,indeed. only an amplification of the original

writ (q. v.1 upon which his action is founded.'with the

additional circumstances of time and place when and

where the injury was committed.l

A declaration contains a succinct statement of the

plaintifl's case, and generally comprises the following

parts: (1) The title and the date — the court, day and

year, term, and number of the case; (2) the venue

State and county: (3) the c0mmencernent—A B, by

his attorney or in person, complains of O D, for that

heretofore, etc.; (4) the body - which consists of: is)

the inducement (q. u.)—introductory matter; (1)) the

everments — allegations oi’ performance of precedents

by the plaintifl; (c) the counts -— statements of injuries

by the defendant; (5) the conclusion—“to the dam

age of plaintlfl —— dollars; and thereupon (or where

fore) he brings suit.‘

Bee further Aas.wm|n.\"r, 1; Cousounsrs, Actions;

Com, 4; Cram, 2; Dances, General; Dmcatr-'r|os, 4;

PISADXSG; Son‘, 1.

Declaratory. Rendering clear what was

before obscure: giving a clear statement;

making certain what might remain in doubt;

explanatory; elucidatory: as, a declaratory

covenant, act, statute, law.

The “ declaratory part of the law " is that

portion whereby the rights to be observed

and the wrongs to be eschewed are clearly

defined and laid down.‘

A “ statute declaratory ” of the common

law states what that law is, as where a cus

tom has almost fallen into disuse or become

disputable.‘

A declaratory statute removes uncertainty as tothe

rule of law when decisions or prior enactments con

flict. It may elucidate existing common or statute

law.

Magma Charta was for the most part declaratory of

he principal grounds of the fundamental laws of

England.‘

A large portion of our modern codes is but declaru '

tory of the common law as expounded by the courts.‘

Statutes declaratory of the meaning of former acts

are not uncommon. By the courts they are regarded

with respect, as expressive of the legislative opinion.

and. so far as they can act upon lllbsequcnt transac

tions, they are of binding force. But ti L-nnnot

operate to disturb rights acquired before their enact

ment, or to impose penalties for lawful acts done

before their passage. The construction of an existing

statute is a Judicial function.' See Dncnsaa.

 

'8 BL Com. Q8; 5 Johns. 485.

' See 1 Chitty, Pl. 856: 7 Ark. 282; 12 Wend. i0.

' 1 Bl. Com. 54.

'1 Bl. Com. 86.

'1 Bl. Com. I27.

' Cincinnati City v. Morgan. 8 Wall. 298 (1865).

'Stocl:dale 0. Atlantic ins. Co., 5!) Wall. 840 (1878);

loshkonong 0. Burton. i04 U. S. 678 (1881); Balters 0.

Tnhifls, 8 P818‘, M (1882).
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Declare.l

truth.

1. To aver, aflirm, allege in express terms!

as, to declare a person innocent or guilty.

2. To announce, pronounce, decide: as, to

declare a contract illegal or void, or a statuto

unconstitutional.

8. To state or set forth as a cause of action.

4. To proclaim as due: as to declare a divi

dend, q. v.

“ In no part of the application did the mured

promise that he would not practice any pernicious

habit. He ‘declared ' that he would not. To ‘declare ‘

is to state, assert, publish. utter, announce, announce

clearly some opinion or resolution; while to ‘promise '

is to agree, ‘ pledge one‘s self, engage, assure or make

sure, plcilpc by contract.‘ The assured declared, as a

matter of intention, that he would not practice any

pernicious habit. Wain this declaration of future in

tention false? There is no allegation, much less proof,

that it was so. The assured might well have intended

to adhere to his declaration in the most perfect good

faith, and yet in a moment of temptation have been

overcome by this insidious enemy“ '-intoxicating

liquor, from the use of which the assured was attacked

with delirium tremens and died.

" Declare and afllrm_“ may be equivalent to prom

ise and afiirm.'

For a judge to “declare the law,“is for him to

charge the law arising upon the evidence.‘

5. To determine what shall constitute; to

define.

Declaring that a certain act shall constitute an

oflense, is " defining " that offense.I

Declarant. 1. One who states a thing as

a fact; he who asserts a thing for the truth.

2. One who avers the truth of a matter as

the basis of a cause of action. See DECLARA

‘HON, 2.

DECORATION DAY. See HOLIDAY.

DECOY. “ Decoy letters” are, ordinarily,

letters prepared and mailed for the purpose

of detecting criminals.

it is no objection to aconviction upon evidence pro

duced by means of a decoy letter that the prohibited

act was discovered by such a letter addressed to a

person who had no actual existence. There is a class

of cases in respect to larceny and robbery in which it

is held that when one person procures, or originally

induces, the commis~2ion of the act the doer cannot be

convlcted—because the taking was not against the

will of the owner. Many frauds upon the postul,

To announce clearly as fact or

 

1 L. declarare, to make clear.

IKnecht 1:. Mutual Life ins. Co., 00 Pa. 121 (1879).

Paxson. J.

' Bassett v. Denn. 17 N. J. L. 483 (1840).

‘Crabtree v. State, 1 Lea, 270 (1878).

' United States v. Arjons. 12!) U. B. ‘B (W).

(21)
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nvenue, and other laws, can sffectuallybe discovered

only by means of decoys.I

Where the guilty intent to commit crime has been

f0rmed,any one may furnish opportunities or even

lend amistance to the criminal, to expose him.

But no court will countenance a violation of posithe

law or contrivances for inducing a person iocommit a

crime.‘

Exceptions to the principle exist in two cases: (1)

“'here it is a condition to an offense that it should be

" against the will " of the party injured. as in prosecu

tions for rape, highway robbery, and assaults not of

fenses against the public peace, there must be an

acquittal when it appears that the party alleged to be

injured invited the commission of the oifense. (2)

Where there are physical conditions of an oiifense in

consistent with a trap, so that these conditions can

not exist where there is a trap, the defendant must be

acquitted; as when the door of 0 house is opened by

its owner to give a burglar entrance.

Judge Benedict, in United States v. 80“, 11 Blatch

M6 (1878), and Judge Drummond. in Bates v. United

States, 10 F. R. 92 (1881), decided that it is no defense

to an indictment under Revised Statutes, see. 8998 (act

of July 12, 1876), for sending an obscene book by mail,

that the book was sent to a detective who gave a

fictitious name. Contra, United States v. Whittier,

Iupra.'

A " decoy " or " test "letter should get into the mail

in some of the ordinary ways provided by the postal

authorities, and as part of the “ mail matter." ‘

DEGREE.5 The decision, judgment, or

sentence of a court of equity, admiralty,

probate, or divorce jurisdiction.

A sentence or order of a court of equity,

pronounced on hearing and understanding

all the points in issue, and determining the

right of all the parties to the suit, according

to equity and good conscience.6

A judgment in a suit. equitable in nature,

rendered by a court exercising equitable

powers. 7

 

1 United States v. Whittier. 5 Dill. 89-41 (1878). cases,

Dillon, Cir. J.

' Ibi'd.. -I5 'l‘rent,J.

' Note by Francis Wharton, Bates‘s Case. 10 F. R 97

100, cases. See also note to Speiden v. State. 8 Tex.

Ap. 156 (1871), in 80 Am. Rep. 129. cases; Saunders v.

People, 88 Mich. 222 (1878); People v. Collins. 53 Cal.

186 (1878): State v. Jansen, 22 Kan. 498 (1879). cases;

Oornmonwealth 1:. Cohen, 12? Mass. 2% (1879); Wright

v. State, 7 Tex. Ap. 574 (1880): l’er\|)le v. Noelke. 94

N. Y.187(1888);19 l-‘.R.89;1Bish.Cr.L.§'Z62;2b Alb.

[Aw J. 184 (1882); 15 Irish L. T. 588.

‘United States v. Rapp. 80 1'‘. 8.822 (1887). Neu

man, J.

'L decretum: dc oer-ners, to decide literally, to

separate.

' 2 Daniel, Ch. Pr. 986.

' See McGarrahnn v. Maxwell, 28 Cal. 86(1S5);8 Bi.

Oorn. 451.

 
Like a judgment at law, it is the sentence pro

nounced by the court upon the matter of right be

tween the parties, and is founded on the pleadings and

proofs in the cause.‘ See Jcnonssr.

A draft of a decree made by the judge for conven

ience. that counsel might see in a general way what

decree he was prepared to enter‘, cannot be considered

a decree; and in such case the word “ decree " on the

clerk's docket cannot amount to an entry of the paper

as a decree. The word may mean “ decree to be

entered," or “stands for decree," as well as decree

" entered." '

Decrees in equity operate only upon the person.‘

Decretal. In the nature of a final decree.

When an “ order “ (which is interlocutory, and made

on motion or petition), in an event resulting from a

direction contained in it~ may lead to the termination

of the suit in like manner as a decree at the hearing, it

is called a “decretal “ order.‘

Interlocutory decree. A decree which

directs an inquiry as to a matter of law or

fact preparatory to a final decision. Final

decree. A decree which finally decides and

disposes of the merits of the whole cause, and

reserves no further question or direction for

the future judgment of the court, so that it

will not be necessary to~bring the cause again

before the court for decision.-"

A decree is “ interlocutory “ when it finds the gen

eral equities, and the cause is retained for reference,

feigned issue, or consideration, to ascertain some mat

ter of fact or law when it again comes under the con

slderation of the court for final disposition.‘

A decree is “ interlocutory “ which leaves anything

to be done to aflord completely the relief contem

plated. Such a decree may always, in a pending

cause. on a rehearing, be altered at the sound discre

tion of the chancellor, however great the lapse oi‘

time.’

A decree is “flnal" which finally disposes of the

subject of litigation so far as the court making it is

concerned. . . it is the last decree necessary to

give the parties the full and entire benefit of the

judgment. A decree is not the less flnal because

some further order may become necessary to carry it

into effect.‘

When the decree decides the right to the property

in contest, and directs it to be delivered up, orto ha

 

I Rowley 1). Van Benthuysen, 16 Wend. 888 (1886).

' Fairbanks o. Amoskeag Nat. Bank. 82 F. R. ii?!

(1887). Colt. J.

I Wilson v. Joseph, 107 Ind. 491 (1886), cases: 26 Am.

Law Reg. 48 (1557); ib. 50-51, casea

‘ [Brown, Law Dict.: 22 Mich. 201.

‘(Beebe 0. Russell, 19 How. 285 (1856), Wayne, J.;

Whiting v. Bank of United States. 18 Pet. 15 (1889).

‘Kelley v. Stanberry, 18 Ohio, 421 (184-1).

" Wright 1:. Strother, 76 Va. 857. 859 (1882); ib. N, 162;

77 id. 506.

' lliills c Hoag, 7 Paige, 19 (1827), Walworth, Ch

Cited. 19 How. 285; 10 Wall 687. See 10 Paige, 181.
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sole, or that the defendant pay a sum of money tothe

complainant, and the complainant is entitled to have

such decree carried immediately into execution, the

decree must be regarded as a "final" one to that

extent.I

"The current of decisions fully sustains the rule

laid down by the late Chief Justice," ‘ in the foregoing

case.

It is not unusual in courts of equity to enter decrees

determining the rights of parties, and the extent of

the liability of one party to another, giving at the

same time a right to apply to the court for modifica

tion and directions. It has never been doubted that

such decrees are “flnal.“ They are all that is neces

sary to give to the successful party the full benefit of

the judgment.‘

A " final decree " conclusively settles all the legal

rights of the parties involved in the pleadings.‘ See

further FINAL, 8.

A final decree in equity may be modified or set

aside: by an appeal within the time prescribed by

law; by a bill of review, filed within such time, charg

ing error apparent upon the record; and by an origi

nal bill charging fraud or newly discovered evidence.‘

Decrees are also classified as: decrees by

default, against parties who do not appear,

in which case the plaintiif takes such decree

as he can stand by; decrees by consent, in

which the form depends upon agreement;

decrees pro confesso, by admission, in which

the form depends upon the casemade by the

bill — as see below; and decrees on the hear

ing, wlfich vary with the nature of the suit

and the relief prayed for.‘

A bill to " suspend a decree ” seeks to avoid

or suspend the operation of the decree. A

bill to “ carry a decree into execution " lies

when, from any cause, without further aid,

a decree cannot be executed.

A decree taking a bill pro con,/euo, or in default of

an answer. is intended to prepare the case for final

decree. Its effect is like that of a default at common

law, by which the defendant is deemed to have ad

mitted all that is well pleaded in the declaration. The

matters in the bill do not pass in rem judicatam until

I Forgay v. Conrad, 6 How. 214 (1848), ‘Taney, C. J.;

Winthrop Iron 00. v. Meeker, 109 U. S. 183 (1883); Dis

trict of Columbia 0. Washington Market Co., 108 id.

24211883); Parsons v. Robinson, 122 id. 114-15(1881').

‘Thomson 1:. Dean. 7 Wall. 846 (1868). cases, Chase,

Chief Justice

'Stovnll 1:. Banks, 10 Wall. 587 (1371)), Strong, J.; 2

Daniel, Ch. Pr. 641.

‘ French 1:. Shoemaker, 12 Wall.» N (1870). See also

70 All. 57‘; 84 Ark. mo; 9 Fla. 47;106 I11. 126; 8 Md. 505;

22 Mich. an; 2 Miss. 826: 10 Nev.-105: 12 Johns. 508-, 11

Wend. 542; 1 Ohio St. 520; 1 Heisk. 526; 1Waah. T. 174.

' Huntington v. Little Rock, £0. R. Co., 3 McOrary,

can (1-£9).

' (Abbott's law Dist]

\

the final decree is made -—wbich may be against the

p|alnt'Lfl'.1

The court will decree what is proper upon the state

ments in the bill assumed to be true.‘

When a bill contains a joint charge against several

defcndants one of whom makes default, the correct

mode of proceeding is to entera default and a formal

decree pro cmifcsso against such one, and proceed

with the cause upon the answers of the other defend

ants. The defaulting defendant has lost his standing

in court: he is not entitled to service of notices; nor

to adduce evidence. nor to be heard at the final hear

ing -he cannot appear in any way. If the suit should

be decided against the complainant on the merits, the

bill will be dismissed as to all the defendants alike

the defaulter included; but if in the complainant's

favor he will be entitled to a final decree against all.

A final decree on the merits against the defaultln-,z do

fendant alone, pending the continuance of the cause,

would be incongruous and illegal.‘

A final decree aflirmed by the highest court is con

clusive ns between the parties,‘ and as binding as a

judgment at law.I When there are no words of qunll

ficntion indicating a privilege to take further proceed

ings, it will be presumed to have been rendered upon

the merits.‘

The language of a decree is construed with refer

enca to the issue put forward by the prayer for relief

and the other pleadings, and which these show it was

meant to decide.’ See EQUITY; Rsusr, 2; Rxvmw, 2:

Team, 4.

DECREPIT. A “decrepit person" may

mean one who is disabled, incapable or in

competent, from physical or mental weak

ness or defects produced by age or other

cause, to such an extent as to render him

comparatively helpless in a personal conflict

with one possessed of ordinary health and

strength.8

DEDICATION.’ Appropriation to pub

he uses of some right or property: as, the

dedication of a highway, landing, square,

park, land for school purposes; the dedica

tion oi’ an invention, or of a literary or mu

sical composition.
 

1 Russell v. Lathrop,12Z Mass. 802-8 (1877), cases: At

torney-General 1:. Young, 3 Yea Jr. 209 (1796), cases;

Rose v. Woodrufl, 4 Johns. Ch. '5i7(1b1‘20), cases.

' Thomson 1:. Wooster, 114 U. S. 101, 110-14, ill

(1895), casea

' Frow u. De La Vega, 15 Wall. 551 (1872), Bradley, J.

‘ Re Howard, 9 Wall. 175, 182 (1889); Lyon v. Perin,

125 U. S. 702 (1888), cases.

' Pennington :2. Gibson, 10 How. 76 (1858).

' Durant 1:. Essex Company, 7 Wall. 109 (1868), cases.

‘Graham 1:. La Crosse R. Co., 8 Wall. 704 (1865);

Carneal u. Banks, 10 Wheat. 181 (1825); 1 Story, Eq.

55 28, 437, 439.

' Hail v. State, 16 Tex. Ap. 11 (1884), Wlllson, J.;

Penal Code, Art. 406.

' L dsdimn, to devote: dioan. to deals:-u.
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1. The act of giving or devoting property

to some public use.1 Whence dedicator.

An appropriation of realty by the owner

to the use of the public, and the adoption

thereof by the public; as, the dedication of

soil for a hi,¢=.r,hwa_v.2

Has respect to the possession of the land, not to the

permanent estate.‘

Ea,-press, when explicitly made by oral

declaration, deed, or vote; implied, when

there is acquiescence in a public use.‘

Made according to the common law or in pursuance

of statute. A statutory dedication operates by way

of a grant; a common-law dedication, by way of es

toppel in pais. ‘May also be made in prmsenti to be

accepted in future.‘

Is a conclusion of fact, from all the circumstances

of each case.‘

An appropriation of land to some public

use, made by the owner of the fee, and ac

cepted for such use by or on behalf of the

public.'I

The vital principle is the animus dedicandi. Time,

though often a material ingredient, is not indispensa

ble. A dedication is a conclusion of fact to be drawn

by the jury from the circumstances of each case!

At common law no special form of ceremony is

necessary —simply assent in the owner, a public use,

and acceptance by the public, which last may be evi

denced by user. The assent, which must be clear, is

provable by a writing, by parol, or by acts irreconcil

able with any other construction; as, where it man

makes a plan of lots, with streets, and sells lots by

such plan. A use, from which a dedication may be

presumed, may be much less than thirty years‘ con

tinuanee.'

Acceptance may be presumed where the gift is ben

eficial: use is evidence that it is beneficial.‘

An not of Congress which merely “reserves" sec

 

l Rees v. Chicago, 88 Ill. 335 (1865).

' [Hobbs v. Lowell, 19 Pick. -L0?-10 (1837), cases, Shaw,

C. J.; Brakken 1;. Minneapolis, &c. R. Co., 29 Minn. 42

(1881). _

' Ben 11. Hatcher, 81 Va. 29 (1884), cases.

‘ See 30 Kan. 687-88, 642; 69 Ga. 546.

lCity of Denver 0. Clements. 8 Col. 479-& (1817),

cases; ib. 485-86.

' Quinn 1:. Anderson, 70 Cal. 456 (1886), cases.

" Ward v. Farwell, 6 Col. 69 (1881), Elbert, C. J.;

Steele v. Sullivan, 70 Ala. 593-91 (1881). cases; Angeli,

Eiighw. 142.

‘See Cincinnati 0. White, 6 Pet. 4-10 (1882); Irwin u.

Dixion, 9 How. 80-81 (1850), cases; Boston 0. Lecraw, 17

11485-86 (185-i);1 Bond, 81; ll Ala. 63; 4 Cal.114; 25

Oonn. ‘.235; 12 Ga. 244; 76 Ind. 254; 21 La. An. 244; 84

id. 618; 124 Mass. M: 271110.211; WW. 1561; 83N. J. L.

ll; $2 “'end. 444, 450: 6 Hill. 411; 19 Barb.193; 98 Pa.

187; 22Tex.100; 9 Win. 244; 28 id. 42); 3 Kent, 451; An

geli. Highw. 111.

tions of public lands for school purposes does not

work a dedication, in the strict sense.1

See Emsussr; L101-mas, 1; Squsna; Usn, 2, User;

WATER.-MARK. _

2. On dedicating an invention to public

use, see PATENT, 2: Use. 2, Public.

3. Publishing an uncopyrighted work is a

dedication of such work to the public.I See

COPYRIGHT: Drums.

DEDIMUS. L. We hsvegiven. See Dana.

A commission to take testimony, the full

name of which is dedimus potestatem,

we have given power.

In English practice the writ iues out of chancery.

and empowers the person named to perform desig

nated judicial acts: as, to administer oaths, take an

swers in equity suits, examine Witnesses.‘

With us the term is seldom, if ever, used in any

other sense than that of a. commission to take testi

mony by deposition, q. u.

"in any case where it is necessary. in order to pre

vent a failure or delay of justice, any of the courts of

the United States may grant a dedimua potestatem

to take depositions according to common usage.“ ‘

“Common usage“ here refers to the usage prevail

ing in the courts of the State in which the Federal

court may be sitting.

Whether the writ is necessary to prevent a “ failure

or delay of justice " is for the court to determine upon

the facts presented. “ In any case“ includes criminal

as well as civil proceedings."

The admissibility of the testimony will be_reserved

till the .;me of trial. The testimony may be consid

ered by the court in imposing sentence.‘

DEDUCTION. See Dnswmcx; Rn

musss; SET-OFF.

DEED. 1. A thing done; an act; a mat

ter of fact, as opposed to a matter of law-.

as, a condition, an eetoppel, a. seisin in deed.

Corresponds to the French pais, q. v.

2. A writing sealed and delivered by the

maker —the most solemn and authentic act

a man can perform with relation to the dis

posal of property]

A writing, sealed and delivered; to be duly

executed, must be on paper or parchment.’

 

I Minnesota 1;. Bachelder, 1 Wall. 11‘ (1868).

1 Bartlett 1:. Crittenden, 5 McLean, 82 (1849); Pulte 0

Derby, lb. 828 (1852); Thompkins 1:. Halleck, 183 Mass

82 (1882).

.See 8 Bl. Corn. 447; 1 id. 352; 2 id. 851.

‘R. S. 5866: Judiciary Act, 1789, see. 80.

' United States 0. Cameron, 15 F. R. 79-1 (18%); War

ren v. Younger, 18 id. 86? (1884); M) Blatch. 2'; 2.

‘United States v. Wilder, 4 Woods, 475 (18522): 14 F.

R. 893.

"2 Bl. Corn. 295; Wood e. Owings, 1 Crunch, 251

(1808); 8 How. M5.

' Abbott 1:. Cottage City. 148 Ma-. 523-:Z8(1881'), cues. ' 4 Kent, 450.
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The word in itself imports a written in

strument;|—a written instrument under

seal, containing a contract of agreement

which has been delivered by the party to be

bound and accepted by the obligee or cove

nsnteefi

An instrument or agreement under seal.‘

This comprehensive meaning includes any writing

under seal; as, a bond. lease. mortgage, agreement to

convey realty, bill of sale. policy of insurance.

In common use often limited to a writing,

under seal, transferring real estate; a deed

of conveyance of realty. See CONVEYANCE,

2; Tune, 1.

in its largest sense includes a mortgage,‘ q. 8.

A " good deed" to land means. in a covenant. a

conveyance sulflcient to pass whatever right a party

has in the land, without warranty or personal cove

nant; it does not imply the conveyance of a good -

title)

A “good and perfect deed “ to land may intend the

conveyance of a perfect fltle clear of all incum

hrances. including a right of dower.I

A “ good and suillcient deed“ may refer either to ,

the form of the conveyance or to the interest or title.’

A ~‘good and millcient deed of warranty," or “with l

covenant of warranty,“ may also refer to the kind of

dead or to the quality of the title.‘

A deed for a "sufllcient title“ means for a good

title - with the usual covenants of warranty.‘ So as

to a “ good and sufficient conveyance.“ "

A " lawful deed" means a deed conveying a lawful

 

and good title."

Collateral deed. A defeasance, q. 1;.

Deed poll. A deed not indented, but cut

even-. a deed made by one party only: as, a

sheriifs deed. See POLL, 1.

 

Deeds under the statute of uses. See

Uss, 3.

I Pienon u. Townsend, 2 Hill, 551 (1842).

' Mchiurty 0. Brown. 6 Neb. 876 (1877).

' Master 11. Miller, 4 T. IL 845 (1791). See 1 Ark.112;

12$.-J. I-2.855; 25Hun.224; 5Saw 608.

‘Hellman 0. Howard, 44 Cat 101 (1872); People v.

Oaton, 125 Mich. 891 (1512).

' Barrow v. Bhphmn, 11 N. J. L 110, 119 (1829).

' Greenwood v. Lig0n,18 Min. 617 (1848); 21 id. I75,

' Brown v. Covilland. 6 Cal. 578 (1856); Brown v.

Gammon. 14 Me. 279 (1887); Parker 0. McAllister, 14

ind. 16 (1859).

"i‘indall v. Conover, 90 N. J. L. 215-17 (1843); Joslyn

I. Taylor. 83 Vt 47-8 (1860); 86111. 69; 5 liiass. 494; 11 N.

J. L. 119; 2 Johns. 695; 14 id. 234; 1tit'd.2ti9; 20 t'd.180;

ll VI. 47. 549.

' Ware v. Starkey, 8.’) Va. 196 (185).

" (iates v. Mcbean. 70 Cal. 45. 50 (18%).

" Dearth v. Williamson. 2 S.& R. 499 (1816); Withers

I. Baird_ 7 Watts. 229 (IP31). On void deeds. see .

licArthur 1:. Johnson. Phillips‘ Law, 817 (1867): 98 Am. ,

Dec. 6%, 1590-96. cases ‘

Title deed. Any sealed evidence of .

title, q. '0. ‘

Trust deed. An instrument that creates

a trust, q. 11.; also, a mortgage.

See also Coxrosrnos. 8; L\'BPE(,‘1'lON, 8; Snrmnos;

Srrrwxssr, 8.

At common law, the general requisites of a deed

are: 1. Persons able to contract and to be contracted

with for the purposes intended. and a thing or subject

matter to be contracted for,— all expressed by suffi

cient names. 2. Asuiflcientconsiderntlon. 3. Writing

or printing vpon paper or parchment. 4. The matter

must be legally and orderly set forth: there must be

words suiilcient to specify the agreement and bind the

parties, which suiiiciency the courts decide. The

formal parts of a deed conveying realty are: (ill the

premises -the names of the parties, recitals explan

atory of the transaction, the consideration. the thing

granted; (b) the habendum and tenedum (to have and

to hold)—deiining the nature of the grant; (0) the

terms of stipulation upon which the grant is made —

the reddendum or reservation; (d) the condition or

contingency upon the happening of which the estate

will be defeated; (a) the warranty securing the estate;

(f) the covenants — stipulating for the truth of facts.

or that a thing will be done; (g) the conclusion — menv

tionlng the execution and the time thereof. 5. Read

ing— when desired. 6. Scaling, and signing. 7. De

livery — absolute or conditional. 8. Attestation — for

preserving evidence of the transaction.I

The construction of a deed must be favorable, and

as near the intent of the parties as the rules of law

admit; also reasonable, and agreeable to common

understanding. Where the intention is clear too min

ute a stress is notto be laid upon the strict, precise

signification of words. False English will not vitiate.

The construction is to he made upon the entire deed.

When all other rules fail, the language will be taken

most strongly against the party who proposes it if

the words bear different senses, that is preferred

which is most agreeable to law. Of two repugnant

clauses the first will be received.‘

A deed is to hem construed. when possible, as to give

aflectto the intention of the parties. That this may

be done, the court will place itself in the situation of

the grantor at the date of the transaction with his

knowledge of the surrounding circumstances and of

the import of the words used.‘

Boo further acnxowu.nc|u'.s'-r, 8; Atrns. 2; Born;

Canon; Cmarnn, 1: COND1‘l'1ON;COH!lDIllA’1'10!I, 2;

Covnuxrr; Dmmrros, 1; Dauvsnr, 8; Dmcnrr

'r1o.\', 1; Dome; Escaow; Excnmos, 1; GRANT, 2;

LNDINTUBI; Inrwxscs; Insasrrv, 2(4); LNBTBUIINT, I;

Pmcnxnrr; Purrv, 2; Possnssms. Adverse; Pann

isr-:s; Pnzssrrrs, (1); Paomr; Pnovumn; Rmnmo;

Rzcrrsn; Racoanrso; Rnorsrar, 2; Rnurion, 1; Rs

snavn, 4; Sun, 1; S108; Srscuunr; Tauncs; Was

mm, 1; Wn.n.2; Warrmo.

' 2 Bl. Com. 896-809.

'2 Bl. Corn. 879-81; 8 Kent. 4122.

' Ciliey v. Childs, 78 Me. 11?! (1882). cases; Moses v.

Morse. 74 id. 475 (1853); Moran 11. Lezotte, N Mich. 86

(ISM), cases; 87 ind. 179; 77 Va. 492. By corporate

 

oiliccrs. 26 Cent. Law J. 444-45 (1888). cases.
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DEFEASANCE

__—_—__——__—___-___-—-_-—————-——

DEEM. When by enactment certain acts

are “ deemed " to be a crime of a particular

nature they constitute such crime, and are

not a semblance or a_ fanciful ‘approximation

of it.1

" Deemed" and "adjudged.“ in a penal statute,

have the same meaning.‘

DEFACE. See ALTER, 2; CANCEL.

DEFALCATION3 1. Reduction of a

claim by allowance of a counter-claim.

Setting oi! another account or another

contract.‘ '

Defalcatlon was unknown at common law, accord

ing to which mutual debts were distinct and lnextin

guishable except by actual payment or release.‘ See

Rscour; Sm‘-orr.

" Defalcate “ is the verb‘I “ defalk " is obsolete..

2. ‘iiisappropriation of trust funds -—by a

public or corporate officer.

Defaulter. One whom peculations have

brought him within the cognizance of the

law, to ‘the extent, at least, of excluding

him from a public trust.

To apply the epithet to a person who is free from

that stigma is defamatory.'

DEFAMATORY. Words which produce

perceptible injury to the reputation of an

other are described as defamatory. Whence

defamation.

Defamatory words, if false, are actionable. False

defamatory words, if written and published, constitute

a libel; if spoken, a slander.‘

A defamatory publication is a false publication

calculated to bring the person into disrepute, but it is

not necessarily malicious.’ See FAME; Lisr.L,5; Onw

qwr; Busnas.

]:)EFAUL'I.‘.lo 1, n. (1) Something wrong

ful; some omission to do that which ought

to have been done."

Non-performance of a duty; as, the non

payment of money due."

 

I Commonwealth v. Pratt. 182 Mass. 247 (1882).

l Bluufus v. People, 69 N. Y. 111 (1877); State 1). Price,

11 N. J. L. 218 (1830).

' A in -f&l- as in fan. L. dijfalcarc, toabate, deduct,

lake away.

' Honk v. Foley, 2 P. 12 W. 250 (1880).

' Commonwealth v. Clarkson, 1 Bawle, 293 (1829); 6

lo. 266.

' Webster's Dict.

' State v. Kountz, 12 Mo. Ap. 618 (1882\.

' Odgers. Libel & Slander, 1.

' Marks v. Baker, 28 Minn. 166 (1881).

" F. defaults, to want, fail.

"Union Trust Co. v. St. Louis, &c. R Co., 5 DilL 28

(187%); Albert 1:. Grosvenor Investment 00., L R. I

Q. B. -ms-29 (lbiif). '

" Williams v- Stern, 5 Q. B. D. 418 (1879).

in an accountable receipt executed by a person to

whom property levied upon was delivered, he prom

ising to deliver the articles whenever demanded, or

"in default thereof" to pay the amount of the debt

called for in the writ, held, that the reference was to‘

a breach of legal duty. i

There can be no default where the omission to do

the thing, as to make a payment on a mortgage. has

the concurrence of the other party.’

A special promise to answer for the default of an

other must be in writing and signed, as see Fmuns,

Statute Of.

A defaulting purchaser is one who fails to complete

his purchase ata public sale. See Aucnou.

(2) An omission, neglect or failure to do

something required by law, or by a court

administering the law.

When a defendant omits to plead within the time

allowed for that purpose, or fails to appear at the

trial, he “ makes default,“ and the judgment entered

in the former case is “ a Judgment by default." '

To " sufler a default“ is to let a case go by neglect

or inzmention, usually designed.

When the plaintiff makes default he may be non

suited; but a default. ineither party, for cause shown,

may be “ excused " or “ saved."

A witness, a juror, and an officer of court. is said to

make default when remiss in his attention to duty.

A judgment by default, for the purpose of the par

ticular action, admits the legality of the demand in

suit: it does not make the allegations of the declara

tion or complaint evidence in an action upon a difler

ent claim.‘ See lnqumr, Writ of ; Noncs, 1, Judicial.

2, v. To have judgment entered against

one on account of some default: as, that a

defendant " shall be defaulted unless he files

an aflldavit of defense."

Defhulted, adj. Due, but not paid; past

due: as, defaulted -- interest, coupons, bonds,

payment.‘

DEFAULTER. See DEFALCATION, 2.

DEFEASANCE. Adefeating: undoing,

overthrow, avoidance, destruction, depriva

tion. See Fassanca.

Defeasible. Capable of avoidance or de

struction. Indefeasible. Not admitting of

abolition or impairment.

Many constitutional rights are spoken of as indo

feasible.

Two uses of defeasance are recognized:

1. A collateral deed, made at the same

 

' Mason 12. Aldrich, 86 Minn. 286 (1886), cases.

' Union Trust Co. v. St. Louis, &c. R Co., anfe.

' Page v. Sutton, 29 Ark. 806 (i874): Burrill. See also

54 Ala. 480; 5 Iowa, 265; 29 id. 2-15; 11 Neb. 398.

‘ Cromwell v. County of Sac, 94 U. S. 856 (1876). See

also 3 Col. 277', 6 id. 485', 3 Bl. Com. 397; 24 Cent. Law

J. 27 (1887), cases; as against non-residents, 21 Am.

Law Rev. 715-81 (1887), cases.

' See Foster 1;. Morse, 182 Mass. 355 (1882)
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time with mother conveyance, containing

conditions upon the performance of which

the estate created may be “defeated” or

totally undone.I "

A bond for a reoonveyance upon the pay

ment of a specific sum, at a specified time,

made at the same time and of the same date

as a deed of conveyance]

Formerly, every mortgagor enfeolfed the mort

gagee who simultaneously executed a deed of defeas

ance, considered a part of the mortgage, whereby the

feoflment was rendered void on repayment of the

money at a certain day. But things that were merely

executory. or to be completed by matters subsequent,

could always be recalled by defeasances made subw

quest to the time of their creation.‘

it is not of the msence of a mortgage that there

should boa defeasanoe; and there may be it defens

ance of a deed of conveyance without constituting it a

mortgage. The essence of a defeasance is to defeat

the principal deed and make it void ab s':u'tio, if the

condition be performed.I ~

A defeasance made subsequently to an executed

contract must be part of the original transaction. At

law. the instrument must be of as high a natureas the

principal deed. Dcfeasances of deeds conveying realty

are subject to the same ruleaas such deeds themselves,

as to record and notice to purchasers; but in some

Slates notice of the existence of a defeasance. to be

binding. must be derived from the public records.‘

When an absolute deed is shown to have been orig

inally made as secmdty for a loan of money. a court

of equity will treat it as a mortgage, and allow the

grantor to redeem the estate. on the ground that the

defeasance was omitted from the deed by fraud or

mistake.‘

But to reduce a conveyance to a mortgage the de

feasance may be required by statute to be in writing,

duly acknowledged and recorded.‘

2. A defeasance to a bond, recognizance,

or judgment recovered is a condition which,

when performed, defeats or undoes it, in the

same mnnner as a defeasance to an estate.

The "condition" of a bond is always inserted in

the bond or deed itself; a “ defeasance “ is made by I

separate. and frequently by a subsequent, deed. This,

like the condition of a bond. when performed. disin

cumbers the obllgor‘s estate.’ See Connrnos.

‘DEFEAT. See Dsrsasascs; CONDITION.

 

I [2 Bl. Corn. 827. -

I iiiutman v. James. M Minn. 560 (1885). Berry, J.; 4

Pick. 3.’:-2.

' Flagg v. lliann, 2 Sumn. 510(181l1'), Story, ,1.

I See 21 Ala. 9; 8 Mich. 482; 7 Watts, 261. 401;18MBa&

66; 40 his. 831; 43 id. 211;“ Wand. 68; 17 S. & IL 70;

I Waahb. R. P. 439.

'2 Kent, 142; Butman v. James. 84 Minn. 550 (18%).

‘See Penn. Act 8 June, 1881; Mich. R. S. 281; Minn.

at L..1B'FB. 34, § %.

'2 Bl. Corn. 842; ‘B 1iie.ilT1;14 II. J. L. M

DEFECT. Under the covenant in s

charter-party that the vessel is “tight,

staunch, and strong,” the owner is answer

able for latent as well as for visible defects,

whereby the cargo is damaged.l

See Cavur; Cm.u.nsos; Cons, 2.

DEFENCE. See Dnrssss.

DEFENDANT. One who is called upon

in a court to make satisfaction for an injury

done or complained of.2

A person sued or prosecuted; a respondent.

In the rules in admiralty, framed by the Supreme

Court. “ defendant“ is used indlfferently for a respond

ent in a suit in personam and for a claimant in a suit

in rem.‘

Co-defendant. A joint or fellow de

fendant.

Defendant above or defendant in

error. The party against whom a writ of

error is taken.

Material defendant. In equity, at de

fendant against whom relief is sought; op

posed to nominal defendant.

Where a code provided that a bill in equity should

be filed in the district where the defendants or a mate

rial defendant resides. it was held that the object was

to discriminate between defendants whose attitude to

the case does. and does not. make them real partici

pants in the litigation. thata material defendant was

one who is really interested in the suit, and against

whom a decree is sought.“

As employed in sections of a code relating to juris

diction. the word " defendants “ was held to mean not

nominal defendants merely, but parties who had a

real and substantial interest adverse to the plnintiif,

and against whom substantial relief was sought; and

that to decide otherwise would encourage colorai-An

practices for defeating jurisdiction in the particular

class of cases.‘

in a judgment, “defendant " maybe a coilecnve

term, embracing all who by the record are liable

under the judgment.‘

A garnishee is a “ defendant in the action,“ who. in

pursuance of a statute. may be restrained from dis

posing of property to the injury of the attaching

creditor.’

In the Pdassachusetts Gen. Sta. c. 146, $88. provid

ing that. if an execution has not been sntisfiml. rne

court. “ upon petition of the defendant.“ may order a

stay, if the petitioner gives the adverse party secunty

for the prosecution of the review. refers to the par ty

 

‘ Hubert v. Recknagel. 13 F. R. 912 (1bo‘2).

' [8 Bl. Corn. 215.]

IAtlantic Mutual Marine ins. Co. v. A.lcXBlld0f. II

F. R. 281 (1883).

‘ Lewis v. Elrod, 88 Ala. 21 (1881), Walker, 0. J.

' Allen v. Miller, 11 Ohio St. 878 (1660).

° Claggett u. Blanchard, 8 Dana, '43 (1889).

" Almy v. Platt. 16 Wis. ‘I09 (1862).
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against whom the judgment sought to be reversed is

rendered. not to the defendant in the original action.I

Ordinarily, a municipal corporation is not affected

by a law which speaks in general terms of defendants. ,

unless expressly brought within the provisions.’

Compare LXTXGANT; Psnrv: Pux.\"rirr; Rasrom>

rrr: Surron. See Daucruu. In pari, etc.

DEFENSE, or DEFENCE.‘ 1. Resist

ance of an attack; resistance with force of

an attack made with force or violence.

Self-defense. Protection of person or

property from injury.

The defense of one‘s self, or the mutual and recip

rocal defense of such as stand in the relation of hus

band and wife, parent and child, master and servant.

is a species of redress of private injury which arises

from the act of the injured party. In these cases, if

the party himself, or a person in one of these rela

tions, be forcibly attacked in his person or property. it

is lawful for him to repel force with force. The

law in this case respects the passions of the human

mind and makes it lawful in a man to do himself that

immediate justice to which he is prompted by nature,

and which no prudential motives are strong enough to

restrain. it considers that the future process of the

law isby no means an adequate remedy for injuries

accompanied with force; since it is impossible to say

to what wanton lengths of rapine or cruelty outrages

of this sort might be carried unless it were permitted

aman immediately to oppose one violence with an

other. “Self-defense," therefore, as it is_ justly

called the primary law of nature, so it is not, neither

can it he in fact, taken away by the law of society.

Care mhst be taken that the resistance does not

exceed the bounds of mere defense and prevention:

for then the defender would himself become an ag

gressor.‘

Homicide in self-defense, upon a sudden aifray, is

also excusable. This species of self-defense must be

distinguished from such as is calculated to hinder the

perpetration of a capital crime. This is that whereby

a man may protect himself from an assault or the

like, in the course of a sudden broil or quarrel, by

killing him who assaults him. The right of nah

ural defense does not imply a right of attacking: for, I

instead of attacking one another for injuries past or

impending, men need only have recourse to the proper

tribunals of justice. They cannot therefore legally

exercise this right of preventive defense but in sudden

and violent cases, when certain and immediate sufler

tng would be the consequence of waiting for the assist

ance of the law. Wherefore, to excuse homicide by

the plea of self-defense it must appear that the slayer

had no other possible (or at least probable) means of

escaping from his assailant.‘ The law requires

that the person who kills another in his own defense

should have retreated as far as he safely can to avoid

‘ Leavitt v. Lyons, 118 Mass. 470 (1875).

1 Schuyler County 11. Mercer County. 9 Ill. M (1847).

‘F. défenae: L. defema: defenders. to strike down

or away, ward oii, repel. Mid. Eng. defence.

'8 Bl. Com. 3; 4511.186; 1 1'd.i80.

'4 Bl. Cons. 183-8-L

the violence of the assault before he turns upon his

assailant: he must flee as far as he conveniently

can, by reason of some wall, ditch. or other impedi

ment, or as far as the fierceness of the assault will

permit, for it may be so fierce as not to allow him to

yield a step without manifest danger of his life or

enormous bodily harm, and then in his defense he may

kill his assailant instantly.I

But no one may revenge himself by striking an un

necessary blow, as, when all danger is passed, nor

strike when the assault is technical and trivial.l

The principles of the law of self-defense may be

stated in three propositions: (1) A person who. in the

lawful pursuit of his business, is attacked by another

under circumstances which denote an intention to take

his life. or to do him some enormous bodily harm, may

lawfully kill the assailant, provided he uses all the

means in his power, otherwise, to save his own life, or

prevent the intended harm,— such as retreating as far

as he can, or disabling his adversary without killing

him, if itbe in his power. (2) When the attack upon

him is so sudden, fierce, and violent that retreat would

' not diminish but increase his danger, he may instantly

kill hisadversary without retreating at all. (8) When,

from the nature of the attack, there is reasonable

ground to believe that there is a design to destroy his

 

life or commit any felony upon his person, killing the

‘ assailant will be excusable homicide, although it

should afterward appear thatno felony was intended.’

The law of selbdefense is a law of necessity, real or

apparently real. A party may act upon appearances,

though they turn out to have been false. Whether

they were real or apparently real is for the jury, in a

criminal-case, to decide upon consideration of all the

circumstances out of which the necessity springs. If

the jury should flnd from the evidence that the cir

cumstances were such as to excite the fear of a I»

sonable man, and that the defendant. acting under the

influence of such fear, killed the aggressor to prevent

the commission of a felony upon his person or prop

erty, he would not be criminally responsible for his

death, although the circumstances might be insufll

cient to prove, by a preponderance of evidence.

that the aggressor was actually about to commit a

, felony.‘

The right of self-defense does not imply the right of

attack, and it will not avail in any case where the dif~

ficuity is sought or induced by the party himself. On

the other hand, to justify killing an adversary on this

ground it is not necessary that the danger appre~

hended should be real or actually impending. It is

only necessary that the defendant should have had

reasonable cause to apprehend that there was an im

mediate design to kill or to do him some great bodily

harm, and that there should have been reasonable

 

14 Bl. Com. 184-85.

' Commonwealth v. Selfridge. Sup. Ct. Mass. (i&)0),

Parker, J. Same case, Whart. Homicide. App. No l;

Hor. & T., Cases on Self-Defense. 17; 2 Am. Cr R

\ (Hawley), 250.

' People v.' Flanagan, 60 Cal. 4 (1881), McKee, J ; Q

id. ‘J08, 307; 59 id. %l; United States 0. Wiltenbergar,

 

8 Wash 521 (1819). ’
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lune to npprehend immediate danger of such design

being nccomplished.I

Adjudicated cases hold that among the slo_ver‘|

sch which sbrognte or nbridge his right of self-defense

Ire the following: 1. Devices to provoke the deceased

to make an assault which will furnish a pretext for

hiring his life or inflicting serious bodily injury upon

him. 2. Provocation of the deceased into a quarrelI

causing the fatal nflrny; but mere words or libelous

publimtions do not amountto such provocation. 8.

Preconcert with the deceased to fight him with deadly

Weapons. 4. Commencing an attack, assault, or n

buttery upon the deceased. 5. Going with s deadly

weapon where the deceased is, for the purpose of pro

voking s difficulty or bringing on an sffrny, and by

words or sets making some demonstration of such

purpose calculated to provoke them.‘

See Arms: Assnuui‘; Bnmsv; Foscs; Houicinl;

hnl:nu'rs; Rrrnmr; Tnnnn.

2. That which is offered by a defendant as

sufficient to defeat a suit—by denying,

justifying, or confessing and avoiding, the

cause of action.

A term of art used in common-luw plead

ing in the sense merely of “ dcl......" 3

When the plaintiff hath stated his casein the dec—

lnrntion. it is incumbent on the defendant within n rea

sonable time to make his “ defense." and to put in a

plea: else the plaintiff will recover judgment by de

fault, q. 1:. Defense, in its true legal sense. M‘

iles notn justification, protection, or gusrd, which is

itl populsr signification, but an opposing or denial

(French, defender) of the truth or validity of the com

plnint. it i.s‘the eoniestaiio litia of the civilians, as

general amertion that the plaintiff hath no ground of

lction, which sssertion is afterward extended and

Inslntnlned in the plea.‘ Compare Tmvsnsn.

The right possessed by a defendant, aris

ing out of the facts alleged in his pleadings,

which either partially or Wholly defeats the

plaintiffs claim.‘

Defenses. in civil procedure. are stated with fullness

nnd particularity in answers to bills and libels, and in

nffldnvits of defense flied to sflidavits of claim.

Defense, aflidavit Of. A sworn written

statement of the facts which constitute the

defense in a civil action; also called “afi

davit of merits.” Opposed, aflidavit of claim.

1 State 1:. Johnson, 76 lilo. 12:, 115 (1882), Norton, J.;

State v. Umfrled, ib. MB (1832); 69 id. 469.

‘ Cartwright v. State, 14 Tex. Ap. 486, 499 (1883),

uses, Hart, J.; Heed v. State, 11 id. 517 (1882); 70 Ala.

7; 71 id.8364!7;8‘2 Conn. 83; (‘>1 Ind. 840; 8'.) id. 195; 80

Ky. 80; 14 B. Mon. 108, 614; 88 Mich. 270, 782; 55 Miss.

408; 18 Johns. 12; 89 N. C. 481; 29 Ohio St. 186; 88 Pa.

87-66; 101 id 823;“ Vt. 88:2 Bish. Cr. L. 877:1!

Rep. 288.

' United States v. Ordwsy, K)!-‘. B. 82 (1887).

I Bl. Com. 296. See 8! Lnd. 449; 8 How. Pr. 44!; 10

R148; 24 Barb. 631. ~

'['Utnh, &c. R. Co. 0. Crawford, 1 Idaho, ’fl3(18flJ).
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The practice which requires affidavits of claims and

defense has been systemized in Pennsylvania to u de

gree of completeness scarcely known elsewhere. The

subject is usually discussed in connection with the in

quiry, Whnt sre the essentials of s “sufl1cient“ ad!

davlt of defense. In that State the practice originated

in an agreement between members of the bsr at Phil

sdelphia, signed September 11, 1795.‘ After that, stub

utes extended the practice, until it became general.‘

Yet the courts, by mere rule, could have required de

fendants to flle a statement of defense.‘

The practice does not conflict with the right of trial

by jury. If a defendant presents no defense to be

tried by s jury he cannot claim that privilege is do

nied him. The affidavit is nothing more than a special

plea under oath—hy which the defendant states the

facts of his case for the consideration of the court

Trlnl by jury in civil cases has never involved the

right of the jury to decide the law of the case. That

the defendant is obliged to state his plea, or his do

fense, under oath, is merely a means to prevent delay.

by falsehood and fraud. Nor can it be objected, when

all the facts have been stated by the defendant which

he either knows or is informed of, believes snd ex

pects to be able to prove, that the court decides the

law arising upon the facts as stated. This is no more

than the court does upon :1 demurrer, n special ver

dict, s nonsuit or an issue in equity. The affldavlt is

only a modern mode of making up the imue for the

jury. And when, upon a statement of all the facts a

defendant can conscientiously swear to, the court finds

that the law upon those facts is against him, clearly

he has no right to go before it jury. The court has

then done no more than it would have n right to do by

instruction to the jury when nil the evidence is in. with

the advantage to the defendant that by his aflidnvit he

has made the evidence to support his own case.‘

The object is to prevent delay of justice through

fslse defenses.‘ At the same time, the practice being

in derogation of the right of trial by jury, regulation

sre to receive a strict construction.‘

The procedure, being somewhat summary, the

plaintifl, in his affidavit, must have complied with

every requirement of the law; ' otherwise, a. judgment

given him, for " insufliciency " in the matter relied

upon by the defendant. will be reversed, although that

matter is really insulflclent!

I Sellers 1:. Burk, 47 Pa. 344 (1864); Clark 1:. Dottcr, 54

id. "215 (1867); Detmold v. Gate Vein Cosl Co., 3 W. N. C.

567 (U. S. D. C., E. D. PL, 1876).

I2 Brightly, Pwd. Dig. 1856, 135?. pl. M, note a.

l Hogg 11. Chsrlton, 26 Pa. $30 (1855); Hsrres u. Oom

monwealth. 85 id. 416 (1860).

* Lawrence v. Borm, S6 Pu. 236 (1878), Per Curinm; 19

id. 57; 20 id. 884; Hunt 1:. Lucas, 99 Mass. 409 (1868),

Chapman, C. J .

I Wilson v. Hsyes, 18 Pa. 854 (1852); Bloomer 0. Reed,

2? id. 51 (1858).

‘Yates v. Burrough of liieadville, 56 Pa. 21 (1867);

Wall 0. Dovey, 60 id. 212 (1669); Boas v. Nagle, 8 S. &

R. 250 (1817).

' Knapp 1:. Duck Creek Valley Oil Co., 58 Pn. 186

(1866).

' Gottmnn v. Shoemaker, 5 Pl I1 (1877).
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The question of insufficiency is brought directly be

fore the court by a rule on the defendant “to show

cause why judgment should not be entered against

him for want of a sufiicient aflldavit of defense"—

the particulars of the alleged insufliciency being at the

same time specified in writing and flied with the rule.

The co\u't considers the facts set out inihe aflldavit

and passes upon their legal sufl1ciency.‘ For this

purpose it takes the facts as true, not to be contw

dicted even by a record.I

it is sufficient to set forth, in the afl1davit— facts

showing a valid defense which can properly be estab

lished; '--specifically. and at length, such facts as

will warrant the inference of a complete legal de

fense; '—a substantially good defense;'—a prima

fade good and valid defense.‘

The defendant must state the grounds and nature

of his defense, so that the court may judge how far it

will avail against the plaintifl‘s demand, if established

by proof."

The facts are to be averred with reasonable precis

ion; but the evidence by which the defendant will

prove them need not be stated.I Nor need he meet

every objection which flne critical skill may deduce.I

While an allegation doubtfully stated or clearly eva

sive is to be disregarded, the defendant is not. to be

held to a rigor of statement so severe as to catch him

in a more not of form.’ I

The facts areto be averred with reasonable precis

ion, and with certainty to a common intent. Toward

sustaining the afiidavit a reasonable intendment will

be given the language." '

But no essential fact is to be left to inference;"

what is not said is taken as not existing." Further»

more. inasmuch as a party swearing in his own cause

is presumed to swear as hard as he can with a good

conscience," inferences, when justifiable, are not to be

pressed beyond the ordinary meanmg of the terms

employed."

A material fact which, if it actually exists, would

readily and naturally be expressly averred, must be
avcrred." I

The practice which requires afiidavits of defense

is limited to obligations for the payment of a certain

sum of money. Hence. it does not apply inactions for

 

I Stitt u. Garrett, 8 Whart. 281 (1887); Comly 0.

Bryan, 5 id. 261 (1889); Marsh 0. Marshall. 58 Pa. 896

(1866).

' Feust 1:. Fell, 6 W. N. C. 48 (1878); Kirkpatrick e.

Wensell. 2 Leg. Chron. 308 (1874).

' Leibersperger v. Reading Bank. 80 Pa. 581 (1858).

1 Bryar v. Harrison. 37 Pa. 238 (1860). _

' Thompson 0. Clark, 56 Pa. 83 (1867).

' Chartiers R. Co. v. Hodgens, 77 Pa. 18! (1874).

' Walker v. Geisse, 4 Whart. 256 (1838).

' Bronson v. Silvennan, 77 Pa. 94 (1874).

‘Lawrence v. Smedley, 8 W. N. C. 42 (Sup. Ct.,1878).

1° Markley 11. Stevens, 59 Pa. :51 (1879); 77 id. 288; 89

id. 281.

" Peck v. Jones, 70 Pa. (1871).

" Lord v. Ocean Bank. 2) Pa. 384 (1858)

" Selden u. Neernes. 43 Pa. 421 (1862).

“ Marsh v. Marshall, 53 Pa. 396 (1866).

" Markley v. Stevens 89 Pk 281 (1879).

torts, nor in actions upon contracts for the payment

of an uncertain sum, or where there is no standard by

which to liquidate the judgmentl

The defendant is to make the aflldavit, unless

cause, such as sickness or necessary absence, is shown

why he cannot make it. Then an agent, and perhaps

even a stranger to the transaction, may make it.I

When defendant avers facts on information and ho

lief he must add that he expects to be able to prove

them or else set out specifically the source of his in

formation or the facts themselves upon which his

belief rests.I This nflords a presumption that proof

can be made.‘ Positive averment of truth is enough!

The practice does not permit the filing of a supple

mentary aflidavit of claim to obtain a judgment for

an insuificient defense. Such aflidavit may be flied

for use as evidence at the trial; so, too, as to a supple

mental aflldavit of defense in reply to asupplementa).

adldavit of claim. But the court will not consider the

sufficiency of either affidavit.‘

Should the court deem the defense set out in the

original aiildavit to be probably good but obscurely or

otherwise defectively stated, it may allow a supple

mental afiddavit of defense to be filed.’ Notice thereof

is to be given, to prevent surprise and delay at the

time for trial.

There is no rule that such supplemental affldavit

must be confined to an explanation of the original de

fense. and cannot set up a new and diflerent defense;

such a course, however, is suspicious, and requires

that the new defense be closely scrutinized.‘

Where judgment has been entered for want of a

sufficient aiiidavit of defense and the record shows it

to be according to law, a motion to take it oil is ad

dressed to the discretion of the court, and, in the

absence of statutory provision to the contrary, is not

the subject of a writ of error.’

It would seem that an afildavit of defense, to be

come part of the record, should be oliered in evi

dence."

Dilatory defense. A defense designed

to dismiss, suspend, or obstruct the prosecu

tion of a claim, without touching upon the

 

defendant’s “ meritorious defense." See

MERITS.

‘ Borlin v. Commonwealth, 99 Pa. 46 (1881). See 89

id. 26; 90111. ‘Z76.

' See City v. Devine, 1 W. N. C. 858 (1875); Clymer v.

1-‘itler, ib. 626 (1875); Blew v. Schock. ib. 612 (1875);

Crine v. Wallace, ib. 293 (1875); Burkhart 1;. Parker, 6

W. & S. 480 (1843); Hunter 0. Reilly, 36 Pa. 509 (1860).

‘Black v. Halstead, 89 Pa. 64 (1861); Thompson v.

Clark. 56 id. 38 (1867).

‘ Clarion Bank v. Gregg, 79 Pa. 884 (1875); Rensor v.

Supplee, 81 id. 180 (1876).

' Eyre u. Yohe, 67 Pa. 477 (1871); Moeck v. Littell, 8

id. 854 (1876).

' Anderson 0. Nichols, 12 Pitts. Leg. J. 281 (1882)

' Laird v. Campbell, 92 Pa. 475 (1880).

' Callan v. Lukens, 89 Pa. 184 (1879), Per Curlam.

'White v. Leeds. 51 Pa. 187 (1865). See Act 18 April

1874: P. L. 64; ‘J W. N. C. 707.

"Maynard v. National Bank. ‘'8 ‘* "0 (1881).
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Equitable defense. A defense, in a

common-law action, which rests upon equi

table or legal and equitable grounds.

Equitable defenses, though admissible under State

practice, are not admissible in the United States

courtal lf a defendant has equitable grounds for

relief he must. seek to enforce them by a separate suit

in equity.‘ See Pnocanuan

Full defense. In common-law practice,

a defense made by the formula he “ comes

and defends the force and injury when and

where it shall behoove him, the damages,

and whatever else he ought to defend.”

Shortened into he “ defends the force and in

jury, when," etc. Opposed, half-defense:

made by the words he “ comes and defends

the force and injury, and says,” etc.‘

General defense.

the material allegations of a claim.
A general denial is not Iequivalentto a general issue

at common law. It only pub the plaintifl to proof of

his substantial allegations. if the defendant has an

anlrmntive defense in the nature of an avoidance he

should plead it.‘

Good, legal, sufficient, or valid de

fense. A defense Which is ample or adequate

in law as against the particular demand.

Legal defense often stands opposed to equita

ble defense, q. v. .

N0 defense. Certificates are frequently

required by proposed purchasers of mort

gages standing in the name of the mortgagee

or of his transferee, that the mortgagor has

no defense, in equity or law, to a demand

for payment thereof.

Peremptory defense. That the plaintiff

never had, or has not now, a right of action.

Sham defense. A mere pretense of a

defense, set up in bad faith, and without

color of fact. See further SHAM.

Whenever one is assailed in his person or property,

he may defend himself, for the liability and the right

are inseparable. A sentence of a court pro

nounced against a party without affording him an op

portunity to be heard is not a judicial determination

of his rights. There must be notice of some kind, act

nal or constructive. The period is a matter of regula

tion by positive law, rule of court, or established

practice.‘ See Du. ln court; Amnsmox, 2.

 

‘Parsons v. Denis, 2 McCrary, 360 (1881); Gibson v.

Chouwau, 18 Wall. 102 (1871).

' Xorthern Pacific R. Co. v. Paine, 119 U. S. 561 (1887);

Phillips v. Negley,117 id. 675 (1856), cases; Herklotz 1;.

Chase. 82 F. R. 488 (1887).

'8 Bl. Com. 298.

0 Walker o. Flint, 3 McCrary, 510 (1882).

' Wtnthon o. McVeigh, 98 U. S. 277 (1876), Field, J.

A general denial of

DEFER.l To postpone to a future day;

as, a deferred payment of principal and in

terest upon account of a mortgage, or of a

dividend upon account of shares of stock.

See DIVIDEND, 3; STOCK, 3 (2), Deferred;

Posrrofm, 1.

DEFICIENCY. That part of the debt,

which a mortgage was made to secure, not

realized from the subject mortgaged.I See

Esrnwrn; Moan on Lass.

DEFINE. To set bounds to, mark the

limits of. See DEFINITIO; DEFINITION.

1. To make clear the design or scope of

previous action; to remove doubt or uncer

tainty as to the meaning or application of;

to determine authoritatively, settle ofiicially,

decide judicially.

In popular meaning, often. to make clear and con

tain what was before uncertain or indefinite, to render

distinct; but in legislation frequently has a broader

signification. Many constitutional laws have been

passed conferring powers and duties which could

not be considered as merely explaining or making

more clear those previously conferred or sought lobe,

although the word “ define " was used in the title. In

legislation the word is frequently used in creating,‘

enlarging, and extending the powers and duties of

boards and oiilcers, and in defining and providing pun

ishment for oflenses—— thus enlarging the scope of the

criminal law. It may very properly be used in the

title 0f,a statute where the object is to determine or

flx boundaries, especially where a dispute has arisen

concerning them, whether the extent of territcry in

cluded be enlarged or lessened.‘

2. To enumerate or prescribe what act or

acts shall constitute; to declare to be an

offense.

“To define piracies" is to enumerate the crimes

which shall constitute piracy.‘

Declaring that a certain act shall constitute an of

fense is “ defining " that offense.‘

DEFINITE. Bounded, limited, defined:

determinate, precise, fixed, certain. Op

posed, indefinite.

A " definite failure of issue " occurs when a precise

time is fixed by a will for the failure of issue. An

"indefinite failure of issue“ is the period when the

issue or descendants of theiirsttaker shall become

extinct, and when there is no longer any issue of the

issue of the grantee, without reference to a particular

time or event.‘ See further Din, Without children.

 

1 L. dis-fer-re, to put off, delay.

' [Goldsmith v. Brown, 35 Barb. 492 (1861).

I People v. Bradley, 36 Mich. 452 (1877), Marston, J.

4 United States v. Smith, 5 Wheat. 160 (18%).

‘United States v. Arjona, 1250 U. S. 488 (1887).

' Huxford v. lililligan. 50 lnd. 516 (1875): 14 N. H. 22);

19 id. 84-85; 16 Johns. 89$-100; ill Pa. 518; 40 id. ti; I

Bedf. Wills, 276, n. ,
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DEFINITIO. L. A bounding, limiting:

defining, definition.

Omnis deflnitio in jure periculosa. est.

All limitation in law is perilous; defining in

law is dangerous. Attempts to define the

meaning of words,'andto limit the applica

tion of statutes, are attended with more or

less diificulty.

Thus, it is diiflcult to frame perfectly accurate defl

nltions of such terms as accident; general agent,

special agent; I bailment; boarder, guest, lodger;

crinten falsi;' cruelty; dwellinghouse; fraud; ' in

ternal police; ' larceny; public policy; ‘ reasonable

doubt; slight, ordinary, and gross negligence; regula

tions of commerce as distinguished from police regu

lations. See those terms.

Thus, also, as there are exceptions to almost every

rule of law, and as circumstances altercases infinitely,

when a statute itself imposes no limitation upon itl

meaning or application. the courts, in construing the

statute, as a rule, confine themselves to the circum

stances of the case in hand.

DEFINITION. An enumeration of the

particular acts included by or under a name:

as, the definition of a crime.‘ See DEFINE;

DEFINITIO.

Legal definitions, for the most part, are generaliza

tions derived from Judicial experience. To be com

‘ plete and adequate, they must sum up the results of

all of that experience.’

The meaning given to common words by the leading

lexicographers is entitled to weight, yet regard must

always be had to the circumstances under ‘which a

word (as, traveler) is used in a statute.‘

The definitions of the standard lexicographers are

authority as indicating the popular use of words.‘

See Emowov; lxnwrrswr; Woan.

DEFINITIVE. ls generally equivalent

to “ final" and opposed to interlocutory or

provisional. But, in some relations, as when

said of a judgment, decree, or sentence, may

mean being above review or contingency of

reversal. 1° Compare FINAL.

DEFORCEMEN'1‘. An injury by ouster

or privation of the freehold, where the entry

 

I 1 Pars. Contr. 40.

'1 Greenl. Ev. 5873.

I 2 Pars. Contr. 769.

‘ 11 Pet. 188.

'2 Par; Contr. 249.

‘Marvin v. State, 19 {nd 184 (1862), Perkins, J.

' [Mickie 11. Miles, 81 Pa. 21 (1866), Lowrie, J.; Pudee

v. Fish, 60 N. Y. 259 (1875).

' Pennsylvania R Co, v. Price, 96 Pa. 267 (188)).

' Bumam v. Banks, 45 M0. 851 (1870); Dole v. New

England iilut. Ins. Co., 6 Allen, 886 (1888).

" See United States v. The Peggy, 1 Cranch, 109

(1571); IWMXJ, 257; 37 Pa. 255; 06 id. 420', 3 Bl. Com. ,

101.

of the present tenant or possessor was orig

inally lawful, but his detainer has become

unlawful. . . The holdingof any lands or

tenements to which another person bath a

right.1

Deforciant. He who is chargeable with

a deforcement.

A deforcement includes as well an abltement, an

lntrusion. a dlsseisln, or a discontinuance, or any

other species of wrong whatsoever. whereby he that

hath right to the freehold is kept out of possession1

Bee Auorros.

DEFRAUD. See FRAUD.

DEGRADE. See Crumsars; Lm1:L, 5;

Rmxsmrs; Rsnsnnrrsrs; SLANDER.

DFC~l-BEE.2 One of a series of progressive

steps upward or downward; grade.‘

1. A remove in the line of relationship.

Leviticai degrees. The degree of kin

ship, set forth in the eighteenth chapter of

Leviticus, within which persons may not in

termarry.‘

Adopted in English and American law generally.

2. The grades of guilt or culpability at

tributed to the same offense committed under

ditferent circumstances: as, degrees of negli

gence, degrees in the law of arson or of mur

der, qq. v.

When a defendant is charged with an offense which

includes others of an inferior degree, the law of each

degree which the evidence tends to prove should be

given to the jury..

3. The rank to which a student who has

attended a law-school is admitted among its

alumni. Wl1ence bachelor of laws, doctor of

civil law, doctor of laws.

Taken in course, or conferred for supposed attain

ments,— the last named degree frequently so.

At the inns of court degrees were formerly con

ferred in the common law upon barristers. Whenee

the expression “ take " and “ receive " a degree.

DEHORNING. See CRUELTY, 3.

DEHORS.° From beyond; outside of:

extraneous, extrinsic, foreign to, uncon

nected with; aliunde, q. v.

Applied to something as ‘evidence, outside of a

record, agreement, will, or other instrument.

Thus, a Judgment may be falsified, reversed, or

 

 

I 8_Bl. Com. 178; Wildy 1:. Bonney, 26 Miss. 39 (1853).

' F. deqré: L. de-gradus, a step. Cf. Pedigree.

' Webster‘s Diet.

4 1 Bl. Com. 435.

'State'o. Mile, 36 Kan. 188 (1887), State v. Evans, to.

1 497(1~‘337)

‘ ‘De-hifirz’. A French word, equivalent to the late

" Latin dcfaris: f0ris.fu1‘¢u, out of doors
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made void for a matter dehors the record,— that is.

not apparent upon the face of it..l

A matter dehorl a record may be shown as ground

for a new trial.‘

When doubt arises as to meaning of the words of a

Iri'ten contract. or difflculty as to their application.

the nense may be ascertained by evidence dchors the

hntrument itself.‘

DEL CREDEBE. It. Of trust, credit.

Applied to an agent or factor who guaran

tees that the persons to whom he sells will

perform the contracts he makes with them.‘

When the person to whom goods or merchandise

Ls consigned for sale undertakes. for additional com

pensation in case of sale. to guarantee to his principal

the payment oi’ the debt due by the buyer. he is said

to receive a del credere commission.‘ See Conno

lion. 8; Facroa.

DELAY. Putting off; postponement.

A conveyance may be made with intent to hinder and

delay creditors without any intention to defraud them.‘

See Basnnuvrcv; Comrlruscs. Fraudulent; Human.

ltiere delay in enforcing equitable rights is not a de

fense to an action. except in cases where the statutes

of limitation apply, or where the party has sleptupon

his rights and acquiesced for such length oi time that

his claim has become stale.’ See Lacuna; LIIl'l'A

nos. 8. Statute of: Sraur.

in the law of marine insurance. see DBIURBJGI;

Ds'vuTio.\'.

DELECTUS. L. Choice; selection.

Delectus personae. Choice of person.

Delectus personarum. Choice of persons

or the persons.

The right to choose the person or persons

who shall participate in a business or enter

prise requiring the exercise of mutual confi

dence.

In particular, the absolute right which be

longs to each member of a firm to decide

what new partners. if any at all. shall be ad

mitted to the firm.

In theory a partnership is a voluntary association.

For this reason neither the purchaser of the interest

at a member, nor his assignee. nor even his executor

or heir. becomes entitled to admission into the asso

ciation, except by consent 0! the remaining partners

or by the terms of their compact.‘

_—__—____.-—-——-——

l [4 Bl. Corn. 800.

' [8 Bl. Com. 381'.

'Sand!ord v. New York. &'.c. R. C0.,87 N. J. L. 4

(1874): Shore 1:. Wilson. 9 Clark & F. 566 (1842). Tin

dal. C. J.

'E.rp. White. L. R... 6 Ch. Ap. Cas. ‘-108 (1570). Mel

liah. L. J.

' iSt.ory, Agency. 583; 50 Barb. 295.

' Crow 0. Beardsley. 68 2110. -139 (1878).

' Williams v. Boston. &c. R. Co.I 17 Blatch. 23 (1879).

' Kingman v. Spurr. 7 Pick. 2880828). cases; Mathew

DELEGATA. See DELEGATUS.

DELEGATE, v. To commit power to

another as agent or representative; to em

power, depute. n. The person who is to

exercise any such power; as. a Territorial

delc,gni.~. See DELEGATUS.

Delegation. 1. At common law, the

transfer of authority; the act of making a

delegate or deputy.

2. In civil law, the substitution oi’ one

debtor for another: a species of novntion.

The change of one debtor for another.

when he who is indebted substitutes a third

person who obligates himself in his stead to

the creditor; so that the first debtor is ac

quitted and his obligation extinguished, and

the creditor contents himself with the obli

gation of the second debtor.I

A delegation demands the consent of all three par

ties; any other novation demands the consent only of

the two parties to the new debt.l See Novrnon.

DELEGATUS. L. A person chosen or

commissioned: a deputy, agent, representa

tive. trustee. Delegate. Deputed, em

powered, intrusted.

Delegate potestas non potest dele

gari. Delegated authority cannot be re

delegated. Delegatua non potest delegare.

A deputy cannot deputize.

Whenever, for personal or other considera

tions, authority is conferred upon a particu

lar person he cannot lawfully devolve the

duties of his appointment or the functions of

his oifice upon any other person. unless al

lowed so to do by express words, by acts

equivalent thereto. or by the usage of trade.

Delegatua poteattu. etc.. as a general maxim. is

correct when _duly applied. For. to create a dele

gate by a delegate. in the sense oi’ the maxim. im

plies an assignment of the whole power, \\li|\.'l1 a

delegate cannot make. A delegate has general pow

ers. which he cannot transfer; but he may constitute

another his servant or bailli! to do a particular act.‘

A special authority is in the nature of a trust. it

implies confidence inthe ability. skill. or discretion 0!

the party intrusted. The author of such a power may

extend it it he will. as is done in ordinary powers of

attorney. giving power to a person or his substitute to

’—__—_—__——_—-—

son v. Clarke. 6 How. 140 (1818); Crittenden v. Witbeck.

50 Mich. 419. -120 (1883); Story. Partn. ii 105. 5; 8 Kong

55; 1Pars. Contr. 154; 17 F. R. 571.

I Adams v. Power. 48 Min. 454 (1878). Peyton. O. J.;

i Domat. 919. 5 2318.

IHunt v. Burrel. 5 Johns. '18’! (18%). cases. PU

Curiam.
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do the not authorized. But when it is not so extended

it is limited to the person named.I See Daron.

The utmost relaxation of the rule, in respect to

mercantile persons, is. that a consignee or agent for

the sale of merchandise may employ a broker, or a

sub-agent, for the purpose, when such is the usual

course of business.'

When the principal recognizes the validity of the

services rendered by the subordinate of the appointed

agent he cannot repudiate the acts of his employee

and escape personal liability for the want of author

ity to employ him.I

Judicial power cannot be delegated.‘ Nor can a

legislature delegate its power to any commission or

body except as to the functions of local self-govern

ment conferred upon municipal corporations, q.v.;

and as to some matters of police regulation which the

people of a locality may be permitted to accept or re~

ject by vote, as, for example, local option laws.‘ See

Omen, Local.

DELIBERATION. Balancing, weigh

ing: consideration; reflection; meditation,

premeditation.

1. When a man passes a thing by deed, there is a

determination of the mind to do it, the writing, the

llgning, the sealing, and the delivery; and hence his

deed imports consideration. vir..: the will of the

maker.‘

2. Slander in print is graver than slander by word

of month, because it is not only disseminated wider,

bift is accompanied with greater coolness and delib

oration.’

8. In describing a crime, "deliberate ” im

ports that the perpetrator weighs the motives

for the act and its consequences, the nature

of the crime, or other things connected with

his intentions, with a view to decision

thereon; that he carefully considers all these;

that the act is not committed suddenly.’

I! an intention to kill exists, it is willful; if this in

tention be accompanied by such circumstances as evi

dence a mind fully conscious of its own purpose and

design, it is deliberate! ‘

I Sanborn 0. Carleton, 15 Gray, 408 (1880), Shaw, 0. J.

Bee 2 Kent, 6311.

‘Warner 11. Martin, 11 How. 223 (1850),

Wayne. J. See Story, Agency,fi 18.

' Commissioners 11. Lash, 89 N. C. l70(1S&<l), Smith,

C. J. See 71 A13. 28; 8 Dak. '1‘. 895; 41 N. J. E. 618; 63

Pa. 85.

¢ Van Slyke e. '1‘:-empealeau Ins Co., 89 Win. 892

(1876), cases, Ryan, C. .l.; Runkle v. United States, 122

U. S. 557 (1887),-as to the President of the United

States; Cooley, Const. Lim. 116, cases.

’ Cooley, Const. Llm. 124, cases. See also Common

wealth v. Smith, 141 Mass. 140 (1886).

See generally 21 Am. Law7 Rev. 986454 (1881), cases;

86 id. 74-94 (1865), cases.

'Smith. Contr. 14; Williams, R. I. "6

' Addison, Torts, 785.
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The statutory rule of deliberation and premedltb

tion requires that the act be “done with reflection “

and “ conceived beforehand" 1

“ Deliberate" is from Latin words, which mean

“ concerning “ and “to weig .“ As an adjective it

means that the manner of the performance was de

termlned upon after examination and reflection

that the consequences, chances, and means were

weighed, carefully considered and estimated. "Pre

rneditated" means, literally, planned, contrived or

schemed beforehand. It is not only necessary that

the accused should plan, contrive and scheme, as to

the means and manner of the commission of the deed,

but that he should consider different means of ac

complishing the act. He must " weigh " the modes of

consummation which his premeditation suggests, and

determine which is the most feasible.‘

In some States “ deliberate and premeditated " are

applied to the malice or intent, not to the act, and thus

seem to require a purpose brooded over, formed. and

matured before the occasion at which it is carried

into act.‘

See further Pnsnsnrrarn; WILL, 1.

DELICT. 1. In civil law, the act by

which a person, through fraud or malignity,

causes damage to another.

In its enlarged sense includes all kinds of crimes

and misdemeanors, even injuries caused voluntarily

or accidentally and without evil intention; but is com

monlyliinlted to oflenses punishable by a small tine

or a short imprisonment.‘

2. A delictum, q. v.

DELICTUM.‘ L. A wrong, whether

private or public: an ofiense, a civil injury

or tort. a crime; also, simply a failing or

fault, blame, guilt, culpability.6

Corpus delicti. The body of the of

fense; the fact of a crime. See further

Coaros, Delicti.

Ex delicto. Out of fault or a fault; aris

ing from a tort or wrong —- misconduct, neg~

ligence, crime.

Said of the actions of case, replevin, trespass, and

I:-over. Opposed, ca: contractu. See Acnos, 2.

Flagrante delicto. The offense still

burning; in the heat of the oifensez in the

very act of perpetrating a crime or the

crime.7 Compare Cnnmn, Flagrans.

 

1 Summerman v. State, 14 Nab. 569 (1888), Lake, 0. J.:

Wharton, Homicide, 180.

I‘Craft v. State, 8 Kan. 488 (1866), Crozier, C, J.

' Keenan v. Commonwealth, 44 Pa. 57 (1862), Lowrie,

C. J. See 71 M0. 280; 74 id. 219, 2i9, 256; 76 id. 104; 28

Ind. 26.’.

' [Bouvisr‘s Law Diet.

' State 1:. Boyle, 28 Iowa, 524 (1870), Beck, J.

' Commonwealth v. Drum, 58 Pa. 16 (1868), Agnew, J

' From {is-lingucre, to leave a person or thing; then,

to be wanting in a matter, fail in duty. offend, trans

gress. Compare llanus, lllalum.

‘See 8 Bl. Com. 363; 1 Kent, 662; 2 id. 841.

'See4Bl. Com. W7; 50ent. l..awJ.m.
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In pari delicto. In equal wrong: eqhal

in guilt: equally guilty; equally to blame.

The first part either of the maxim in part‘

deliclo. melior est conriitio possidentis, in

equal fault. the better is the situation of the

party in possession; or else of the maxim in

psri delicto, potior est conditio defendenlis,

in equal fault, the stronger is the situation

of the defendant. Alsospoken of as the rule

of par delictum. equal wrong: parity of un

lawful conduct.

Where misconduct is mutual the law will

relieve neither party, but leave them where

it finds them.

While defendants derive advantage from its appli

cation. the rule was not adopted for their benefit. but

solely as a principle of general policy.I

A court of equity will not aid parties in the consum

mation or perpetration of a fraud: it will not ssist a

party to the betrayal of a trust to derive advantage

therefrom: it will not undertake to unravel a tangled

web of fraud to enable one of the parties to Consum

mate his design. A complainant must come before

the court with clean hands.’

The court will not enforce alleged rights resting

upon a prohibited contract. in the application of the

rule it is necessary to give parties a right to plead and

to prove the nature of the transaction.I Whatever is

stated in a contract for an illegal purpose. as. the vio

lation of a statute. the defendant may show as the

turpitude of himself and the plaintlfl to prevent its

enforcement The objection is allowed on general

principles of policy.‘

ma Mansfield. in mo. laid down the doctrine.

which has ever since been followed. that if the act be

in itself immoral, or a violation of the general laws of

public policy. both parties are in pan’ delicia; but

where the law is designed for the protection of the

mbject against oppression. extortion. and deceit. and

the defendant takes advantage of the plaintiff's con

dition or situation, then the plaintifl shall recover.’

Where the illegality consists in the contract itself.

and that contract is unexecuted. there is a locus

pmnifeniic. the delictum is incomplete. the contract

may be rescinded by either party and moneypaid re

covered. There is no parity where the law Vprotects

one party. or one acts under constraint. though the

transaction is completed.‘ .

 

' See Holman a. Johnson. 1 Cowp. 848 (1175). Hans

field. C. J.; Smith. Contr. 27. ‘lb. 263. 290.

' Farley 0. St. Paul. &c. R Co.. 14 F. R. 114. 117 (1883).

Trent. D. J.; Lewis v. Meier. ib. 811 (1882); 2 )lcCrary.

599.

{Punk v. Gallivan. 49 Conn. 128-29 (1881). cases;

Heinernan v. Newman. 55 Ga. ‘.562 (1875). cases; Myers

v. hieinrath 101 Mass. 368 (iP>‘G‘.);. cases.

‘ Harris v. Runnels. 12 How. St; (1851). Wayne. J.

‘Smith v. Brornley. 2 Doug. 697: Thomas v. Rich

mond. in/ra.

' Thomas 1:. City of Richmond. 12 Wall. 866-66 (1670).
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if a contract. void as against public policy. is still

executory it cannot be enforced. nor will damages be

awarded for a breach thereof: but if it is executed

the price paid or property delivered cannot be re

covered.I

The rule is applied to cases of moral turpitnde and

to acts against public policy; not to cases of innocent

n1ist.alre.I

One who bribes an officer of government cannot re

cover the money.‘

In a few special cases. one party. less at fault than

the other. has been allowed to maintain an action.‘

Compare Nseuo!scs. Comparative. Contributory.

SeeAc11o. Ex dolo. etc; UONTRIBUTXON; Esrorrn;

Ixxocsscs; LEGAL. Illegal. 2; Tom. 2; Toarrrons;

Vow. Volenti. etc.

Propter delictum. On account of

wr0ng—a crime or misdemeanor; as, a chal

lenge of a juror for infamy.’ See CIIAlr

uanos. 4.

DELIBIUM. That state of the mind in

which it acts without being directed by the

power of volition. which is wholly or par

tially suspended.‘ .

A temporary derangement of mind pre—

ceded or attended by a feverish and highly

diseased state of the body.7

it may vary from slight wandering to violent do

rangement. and be accompanied. in a greater or less

degree. with stupor or iasensibility. A continuing in

sanity will not be presumed. where the malady was

temporary and occasional.' See ISSANITY; lxram

rsaara.

DELIWTERY.8 Transfer of the body or

substance; surrender of physical possession

or control; tradition. Opposed. non-de1iv

ery.

To “deliver” is to give or transfer any

thing to another person.

 

cases. Bradley. J.; Congress 8’. Empire Spring 00. v.

Knowlton. 1(1) U. S. 58-60 (1580). cases. Woods. J. 869

also 116 U. 8. 685-86; 48Ark. 491; 101 Mass. 150; 10? id.

259; 25Ps. 441; 79 121.242; 25 13arh.8-i1;10lnd.886;59

Iowa. 190; B Col.1~i; 58 N. H. M9; 17 Nev. 177; 78 Va

428; 2 Story. Contr. i 617; 8 Pars. Contr. 127. 484; 2

Greenl. Ev. 5 ill.

I Setter e. Alvey. 15 Kan. 160 (1875). Brewer. J.

‘S0955 Barb. 10-2; W liiich. 42''‘; 11 Mass. 376; 4 l\'.H.

‘hi: 8 N. Y. 23).

I Clark 1;. United States. 102 U. 8. $31 (1%).

' See White v. Franklin Bank. 22 Pick. 181-90 (1889).

cases; Daniels v. Tearney. 102 U. S. 420 (1880). As to

counter-claims. 20 Cent. Law J. 813-65 (1825), casea

‘Sea 8 Bl. Com. 368; 2 Kent. 241.

'Owing‘s Case. 1 Bland‘s ca 386 ($28). See 1 Redf.

Wills. 91.

" [Heirs of Clark 0. Ellis. 9 Oreg. 129.141 (i851). Lord

Chief J uatice.

' F. dcliurcr: L. dc-liberurc. to set (rot.
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A law against "selling or delivering intoxicating

liquor to a minor “ was held not to include a. delivery

to a minor for his father.1 See LIQUOR.

in the sense of release from confinement, used in

“ Jail-delivery." See JAIL.

" Delivery," used alone, is of personal property; of

letters. notices, telegrams, qq. v.; of negotiable in

struments, q. 11.; of scaled instruments; of opinions,

charges, verdicts, qq. v.

1. In the law as to gifts, sales, and trans

portation of personalty, delivery is absolute

or conditional, actual or constructive, and

ey mbolical.

Absolute delivery. A transfer without

any qualification, expressed or implied.

Conditional delivery. A transfer accom

panied by one or more conditions which

must be fulfilled before the general property

vests in the possessor.

A conditional sale may become an absolute sale by

an unconditional delivery of the goods, the title then

passing to the purchaser. To constitute a conditional

delivery it is not necessary that the seller declare the

It is suflicient if the in

tent of the parties, that the delivery is conditional,

can be inferred from their acts and the circumstances

of the case.’

Actual delivery. Manual or corporal

transfer, made in fact or reality. Construct

ive delivery. A transfer which while not

in reality made is yet viewed in law as as

good as made.

“ Constructive delivery " is a general term, compre

hending all acts which, although not truly conferring

a real possession of the thing sold on the vendee, have

been held constructions juris equivalent to acts of

real delivery.‘

Symbolic or symbolical delivery.

Handing over one thing as evidence of part

ing with ownership in another or other

things.

Delivery is frequently symbolical; as, delivery of

the key to a room containing goods, by marking tim

ber on a wharf or goods in a warehouse, or by sepa

rating, measuring, or weighing them; or otherwise

constructive, as by delivery of part for the whole; ' or

by delivery of a bill of lading or of a bill of sale. See

Gm, 1.

As between vendor and vendee delivery is not

necessary to complete a sale of personalty, especially

where impracticable;° but as against a third person

1State v. hlctiahon, 58 Conn. 415 (1885); Common

wealth v. Latinvilie, 180 Mass. 386 (1876).

' Flshback u. Van Dusen, 83 Minn. 116-18(1B&5), cases,

Mitchell, J.

' Bolin v. Huflnagle, 1 Bawle, ‘:30 (1828).

l 1 Bouvier, 50.1, cases; 89 111.218; 71 N. Y. 298; 2 Bl.

Com. 813-15; 1 Pars. Contr. N0; 2 Kent, 508.

‘ Wyoming Nat. Bank 1:. Dayton, 109 U. S. 60, 62

(1880); Hare, Contr. 450.
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possession retained by the vendor is evidence of

fraud-conclusive, by some authorities, by others,

rebuttnble.

Symbolical is a substitute for actual delivery, when

the latter is impracticable, and leaves the real deliv

ery to be made afterward. Thus, the delivery of I

certificate of stock with a power of attorney in blank

for making a transfer upon the proper books operates

as a symbolical delivery of the stock itself, until the

real delivery can be perfected.‘

To constitute a delivery to a common carrier the

latter must accept the goods as a carrier and assume

exclusive control over them.’

What amounts to a delivery to a carrier may some

times be a question of fact for a jury; ordinarily. A

delivery at his wharf, freight or warehouse, brought

tothe notice of his servant, would be so considered.

A delivery ata wharf may be of itself an incomplete

act, to be explained by what precedes or folio“ .5.’

A common carrier by water must at least give notice

to a consignee that the vessel has arrived or that the

property has been landed.‘

Proof of the unexplained non-delivery of property

by a bailee upon demand makes a prima facie case

of negligence, and, in the absence of evidence excus

ing the non-delivery, presents a question of fact as to

actual negligence for the consideration of a jury.‘

Property in a situation to be delivered to the con

signee on demand may be said to be “ awaiting deliv

ery;" property on its way to a distant point tobe

taken thence by a connecting carrier, to be “awaiting

transportation." '

Misdelivery. A delivery by a common

carrier at such place or time as is not in

tended by the contract of carriage.

Opposed, a good, aufllcient, or Legal delivery.

A misdelivery by a carrier is equivalent to a con

version.’

See Accnrr, 1; Bunxaxr; Canaxna; Puss, Of de

livery; Possasswu, Fraudulent; Sana.

As to collections on delivery, see Common.

Delivery bond. An obligation for the

return of goods, or the payment of their

value, taken into the possession of the law

but now to be restored to the defendant; as,

in seizures under revenue laws.8

2. Section 3892, Rev. St., is designed to

1 Winslow 0. Fletcher, 58 Conn. 398-99 (1886); Cooke

0. Hallett. 119 M858. 145 (1875). ~

' Reed v. Philadelphia, &c. R. 00., 3 Houst. QB

(1865); O‘Bann0n v. Southern Express Co., 51 Ala. 484

(1874).

' Hobart v. Llttlefleid, 13 R. I. 342 (1581), cases; Hall

garten v. Oldham, 135 Mass. 8-12 (1883), cases.

‘ Ostrander v. Brown, 15 Johns. 42 (1818); 8 N. Y. an;

11 F. R. 234.

' Confleld v. Baltimore, &c. 11 00., 93 N. Y. Hill (1963).

cases.

' Michigan Central R. Co. 1:. Mineral Springs Manuf.

00., 16 Wall. 827 (1872), cases.

' Forbes 11. Boston, &c. R. Co., 1$3 Mass. 156 08$).

'SeeR.S.i98B;21Wall.08;110U.S.28L
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protect letters, (postal-cards, and packets),

sent by mail, from embezzlement, and from

interference, with the improper designs

therein enumerated, until they reach their

destination by actual delivery to the persons

entitled to receive them.1

8. As to the delivery of telegrams, see

Tanaosaru.

4. In the law of scaled instruments, the

final, absolute transfer to the grantee of a

complete legal instrument sealed by the

grantor, covenantor, or obiigor. As a popu

lar word, signifies mere tradition.2

A deed takes effect only from its tradition or deliv

ery, which may be absolute or conditional.

Absolute delivery. A delivery to the

grantee himself. Conditional delivery.

To a third person to hold till some condition

is performed by the grantee.3

in the latter case the instrument is delivered as an

"‘ escrow " — as a scrowl or writing, not to take effect as

a deed till the condition is performed.‘

A delivery of a legal obligation made upon condi

tion does not become a legal delivery until the condi

tion is fulfilled.‘

The delivery of a deed iaessentiai to the transfer of

title. it is the final act, without which other formal

ities are ineffectual. The grantor must part with pos

seuion of the deed or the right to retain it-, registry

may justify a presumption of delivery.‘

While A delivery of a deed is essential to pass an

estate, and there can be no delivery without surrender

of the instrument or the right to retain it, such de

livery will be presumed. in the absence of direct

evidence, from the concurrent act of the parties reo

ognizing a transfer of the title.‘

Surrender and acceptance are necessary to a com

plete delivery.’

its importance arises from the fact that the deed

has taken the place of the livery of seisin of feudal

times, when, to give effect to the feoflment of the new

tenant, the act of delivering posaeaiou in a public

manner was the essential evidence of the investiture

of title to the land. This diminished in importance

until the manual delivery of a piece of turf, and other

“ symbolic " acts, became sufllcient. When all this

passed away and the creation and transfer of estates

by a written instrument. called the act or “ deed“ of

the party, became the usual mode, the instrument was

 

‘ United States v. McCready. 11 F. R. 235, 284 (1882).

' Black v. Shreve, 18 N. J. E. 461 (1860), Whelpley, J.

I [2 Bi. Com. 3177; 80 Wis. 646.

' McFarland 0. Sikes, 54 Conn. 250 (1886).

' Younge u. Guilbeau, 8 Wall. 611 (18615), Field, J.; 5

id. 81; T9 Pa.1b; 4 Del. Ch. 811.

‘Gould v. Day, 94 U. S. 412 (1876), Field, J. See ire

iand l‘. Geraghty, 15 F. it 45-46 (1883). ca.sea,— note by

hi. ll, Ewell.

' Best v. Brown, 26Kun, 2a: (1881); G Barb. 195; l02

ILL 237; 22 Ind. N.

W)

at first delivered on the land in lieu of livery of seisin.

Finally, any delivery of the deed or any act intended

to stand for such delivery became effectual to pa-the

title.I

Delivery in fact, by the oflicers of government, of re

corded letters-patent for land, or of a charter, or of a

commission to an oflice, and the like, in which the actol

delivering is purely ministerial, may not be essential;

it is enforceable by mandamus.‘ Compare Lwnar.

DELUSION. " Insane delusion " and

“ morbid delusion," as equivalent expres

sions, are common in medical jurisprudence.

If a person persistently believes supposed facts,

which have no exist/ence except in his perverted im

agination, and against all evidence and probabiliv,

and conducts himself, however logically, upon the as

sumption of their existence, so far as these imagined

facts are concerned he is under a “ morbid delusion; "

and delusion in that sense is insanity.I

" insane delusion " is an unreasoning and incorrigi

ble belief in the existence of facts which are imposi

ble of existence, either absolutely or under the circum

stances, and which, in most cases, relate to something

aflecting the senses. While the delusion may concern

the relations of the party with others, generally it cem

ters around himself, his cares, sufferings, rights and

wrongs. it comes and goes independently of the ex

ercise of will; it is not the result of reasoning and

reflection. nor can it be dispelled by them. A convic

tion founded upon evidence, upon a comparison of

facts, opinions, and arguments, is not an insane delu

sion. Such adelusion does not relate to more send

ments or theories or abstract questions in law, politics,

or religion: all which are subjects of 0piniona,-bo

liefs founded upon reasoning and reflection, and liable

to be changed by stronger external evidence or by

sounder reasoning. In the law of homicide the

subject is important only as it throws light upon the

question of knowledge of or capacity to know right

and wrong. if a man is under an insane delusion that

another is attempting his life and kills him in self

defense he does not know that he is committing an

unnecessary homicide. If he insanely believes he has

a command from the Almighty to kill, it is diillcult to

understand how he can know it is wrong for him to

kill.‘ See lxsaxm.

 

‘United States v. Schun, 102 U. S. 398, 3970880),

cases, Miller, J. See 20 Cent. Law J. 44-48 (1585), cases;

28 id. 8-10 (1886), cases; '26 Am. Law Reg. 451455 (1887),

cases; 4 Kent, -166; 2 Wash. R P. 577.

‘Seaman's Friend Society 1:. llopper, 88 N. Y. 624

(1865), Denio. 0. -1.; Re Forman‘s Will, 54 Barb. 289

(1869), cases

' United States v. Guiteau, 10 F. R. 170-71, 182 (Jan.

25, 1582), Charge of Judge Cox. See note by Francis

Wharton, ib. 189; Commonwealth 0. Rogers, 7 Meta,

50.2 (184-i); State 1:. Pike, 49 N. H. 482 (1870); State v.

Jones, 50 id. 395 (1871): Dew 1:. Clarke, 8 Addams, ‘N

(1826). As to wills and deeds, Duifleld v. Morrl.s‘s Ex

ecutor, 2 Harr., Del., 880 (1888); Ga.ss‘s Heirs t‘. (lass‘I

Executor. 3 Humph. 283 (1842); Robinson v. Adams, bl

.\ie. 401 (150); in general, Buswell, Insanity, $5 18-16,

cases; 1 Hedi. Wills, 40; 1 Whart. Cr. L. 587.
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DEMAND. 1. Any account upon which

money or other thing is, or is claimed to be,

due.I

A claim; a legal obligation.’

The most comprehensive word lnlaw, except claim.

A release of demands discharges all sorts of actions,

rights, titles, conditions before or after breach, execu

tions, appeals, rents, covenants, annuities, contracts,

recognizances, etc.‘ Includes, also, a cause of action,‘

andajudgment.' hmore comprehensive than “ debt"

or “ duty." °

The meaning may be restricted, as, to debt upon

00ntract."

Demandant. One who demands a thing

as due; specifically, the plaintiff in a real

action, as, partition.

Cross-demand; counter-demand. A

demand set up as against another demand

on which claim is or can be made; a set

-oif, q. v.

2. A request, made under claim of right,

to do some specified thing.

Required, in some cases, to fasten willfuineas upon

Qperson who refuses to perform a duty. Thus it is

made: for payment of rent, before reentry; under a

contract for marriage, before action can be brought

for breach of promise: in cases of illegal harboring

of servants, and of illegal detention of personalty; in

cases of refusal to obey orders of court; in other

matters of contract and of tort.‘

Demand and refusal are never necessary, except as

furnishing evidence of an unlawful taking or deten

lon against the rights of the true owner, in an action of

Nplevln, or of an unlawful conversion in an action of

(rover. When the circumstances, without these. are

mfilcient to prove such taking or detention, a demand

anda refusal are superfluous.‘

Ondemand. In a note, does not make

the demand a condition precedent to a right

of action; imports that the debt is due and

demandable immediately, or at least that the

commencement of asuit therefor is a suiti

cient demand."

When the promise is not to pay the note at a par

ticular place demand must be made upon the maker

 

I Stringham v. Supervisors, 24 Wis. 600 (1869), Dixon,

Chief Justice. _

I Hollen 1;. Davis, 69 Iowa, 447 0882): Code, 5 3591.

' Coke, Litt. 291 b; 8 Rep. 299; 1 Denio, %l; 6 W.& B.

M.

' Baddlesvene u. Arms, 82 How. Pr. ‘.135 0866).

° Henry u. Henry, 11 Ind. 237 11868).

‘Sands v. Oodwise, 4 Johns. ‘I358 06%); Be Denny,

lo. 00., 2 Hill, 228 0842).

' Heacoclr u. Sherman, 14 Wend. 59 0885).

' See 1 Bouvier, 504, cases.

' Edmunds 1:. Hill, 188 Mesa 446 0882).

" Young v. Weston, 89 Me. 494 0865) cases; Byles,

Bills,409,casa by Sharswood; 2 Para N.& B. 689,

cases

I

personally, at his place of businessor at his residence,

or suflicient excuse for not making demand must be

shown. Reasonable diligence must be used to find

the maker, his residence and place of business.‘

A note payable “on demand after date" is not a

note “payable on time," within the meaning of the

Massachusetts statute of 1874, c. 404.’

See Cum; lxnoassnaxr; Psruasr; Rnqmr;

Suns.

DEMENTIA. Mental derangement ac

companied by general deraugement of facul

ties.‘

Characterized by forgettulness. inability to follow

any train of thought, and lndlflerenoe to passing

events.‘

An impaired state of the mental powers,

feebleness of mind caused by disease and

not accompanied by delusion (q. u.) or un

controllable impulse.‘

lilay exist without complete prostratlon.

Senile dementia. That peculiar decay of the

mental faculties which occurs in extreme old age, and

in many cases much earlier, whereby the person is re

duced to second childhood and sometimes becomes’

wholly incompetent to enter into a binding contract or

even to execute a will. It is the recurrence of sec

ond chlldhood by mere decay.‘

See further INSANITY.

DE‘I|iil'_'ii‘|SNE.8 Own, one’s own; originaL

Demesne land. Land reserved by the

lord of a manor for the use of himself and

household."

Ancient demesne. Tenure of manors be

longing to the crown in the days of Edward

the Confessor and William the Conqueror,

and referred to in Domesday book.‘

Demesne lands of the crown. Reservations

oi’ the crown at the original distribution, or

such as came to it afterward by forfeiture

or other means.9

Oomprised divers manors, the tenants of which had

peculiarprlvileges.'

Seised in his demesne as of fee.

Formal words expressing the highest estate

a subject can have in land. It ishis property

or dominicum, since it is for him and his

| Demond 11. Burnham. 18-‘! Mass. 841 0882).

I Hitchings 1:. Edmands, 132 Mass. 389 0882).

' [Hall 1:. Unger, 4 Saw. 6?‘? (ltitifi, Field, J.

‘ Dennett v. Dennett, -H N. H. 587 (1668), Bell, 0. J.

Seeil Redf.Sur.13:!; 8 Waah.580;4 121.262; 8Am. L.

Reg. 449; 2 Abb. 0. C. 511.

'1 Redfleld, Wills, 68, 94. Owingb Case, 1 Bland!

Ch. 389 08:28).

' F.: L. dorninium. ownership. Cf. Donns; Asssnur.

Boa, etc.

'8 Bl. Com. 00.

'2 Bl. Com. 99; 1 idjfi.

'1 Bl. Com. 2%.
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heirs forever, not absolute, but in a qualified

or feudal sense; and as of fee, because not

purely and simply his own, since it is held

of a feudal superior.I

The owner of an incorporeal heredit-ament is said

to he "seised as of fee.“ and not “in his demesne; “

since he has no property in the thing itself, but some

thing derived out of it.l

“ Seised in his demesne as of fee " is an allegation

that the person is seised in fee-simple.‘

DEMZIJOIEHW. See Borrns.

DE-IMIISE.3 In a lease for years creates an

implied warranty of title and a covenant

for quiet enjoyment.‘

In a lease under seal implies a covenant,

and in a lease not under seala contract, for

title in the lessor. “ Let” or an equivalent

word has the same efi'ect.5 See LEASE.

Demise and redemise. A conveyance by

mutual leases of the same land, or of some

thing out of the same, made by one party to

the other; as, in a grant of rent-charge. See

next word.

DEMITTERE. L. To demise, lease, let.

Ex demissione. By demise.

Used in entitling common-law actions of ejectment.

Abridged er dem, and d: as, Doe d., or ex dem., Pat

terson v. Winn.‘

Non demisit. He did not let or lease.

A plea to an action for rent on a parol agreement.

DEMONSTRATIO. L. A showing,

pointing out: designation, description, dem

onstration, q. 11.

False demonstratio non nocet.

neous description does not vitiate.

of as the maxim falsa de-monstratio.

When an instrument contains an adequate descrip

tion of a thing. with convenient certainty as to what

was intended to be specified, a subsequent erroneous

reference or addition will not vitiats the instrument.

This qualification is sometimes expressed by the

phrase cum conatat de corpore or do persona: when it

comports with the subject-matter or with the person!

Erro

Spoken

 

I2 Bl.Com.106.

' Butrick u. Tiiton. 141 lines. 04 (1886).

' F. démeflra, to put away, lay down: L. dismitters,

demittere.

I Stott v. Rutherford, 102 U. S. 109 (1875), cases, Con

rad c. Morehcad, 89 N. C. 84 (1883).

' Foster 1:. Peyser, 9 Cush. 246-47(1852), cases; Met

calf, J., quoting Parker, 13., in Hart v. Windsor, 12 M.

& W. 68 (1514); Wilkinson v. Clauson, 29 li.iinn.93 (1882);

S Ala.3z’0; 50 Conn.l509; 18 Mass. 211; 9 N. 11219; 7

Wend. 210; 21310. 112; 5 Whart. 278; 105 Pa. 472.

'5 Pet W (1831); 7 T. R. 886.

‘See Thomas 1:. Thomas, 6 Durnf. & E. 676 (1769),

Kényon, C. J,; (‘ieaveland 1:. Smith, 2 Story, 291 (1842);

71 CaL 147: 66 Win. 270: 67 121.239.

A false description, whether of subject-matter or

parties, does not vltiate the instrument where the

error appears upon its face and the writing itself sup

plies the means of making the correction.l

Applied to a devise the rule means that if there be

a suiiicient description, with reasonable éertainty of

what was meant to pass. a subsequent erroneous ad

dition will not vitiate the devise. The characteristic

of cases within the rule is that the description as far

as false applies to no subject at all, and as far as true

applies to one only.I

The maxim is of universal application as far as it

means that we may reject, as surpiusage, a false de

scriptlon not vital to the object of the controversy‘

Falsa demonstrations legatum non

perimi. By erroneous description a legacy

is not destroyed.

A bequest is not to be held void because of inaccu

rate language used in speaking of it.‘ See further

Dauousrnsnon, 2.

DEMOCRA'I'IC.~‘) See Govnannsnr.

DEMONSTRATION. 1. Proof which

excludes possibility of error.‘

A conclusion from a universal major pre

mise, producing absolute certainty!

Mathematical truth alone is susceptible of this high

degree of evidence; matters of fact are proved by

moral evidenceh " See Cmraxm; Evmanolz, liioral.

2. Whatever is said or written to desig

nate a person or thing; designation; descrip

tion.

Demonstrative. Pointing out specific

ally; designating particularly: as, a legacy

payable out of a particular fund. See

Lsoscv.

An erroneous description does not render an instru

ment inoperatlva where the thing or person intended

can be identified. As far as inapplicable it will be re

jected; particularly so when merely additional to

another description or reference which is unambigu

ous: as where, in the same instrument, land is ooo

rectly described by boundaries and wrongly described

by parcel or number.‘ See further Dsuousraano;

Dascalmos.

 

lDodd 1:. Bartholorney, 4-1 Ohio St. 175 (1886), Min

shall, J .

Iliiorrell 11. Fisher, 4 Exch. '601 (18-19), Aidersoh. B.;

118 U. S. 447.

‘ ‘Broom, Max. 029; 1 Whart. Ev. 5 M.

¢ Broom, Max. 64.5; 3 Bradf. 144, 149.

‘In Beardsley v. Bridgeport, 53 Conn -198 (1886), used

in a charitable bequest.

'[1Greenl. Ev. 51.

' [1 Whart. Ev. 5 T.

'1 Greeni. Ev. §30i. See White 0. Luning, 98 U. 8.

524 (1878); Springer 11. United States, 10.! id. 503 (1'\'&)>;

Noonan 1:. Lee, 2 Black, 504 (1862); Cleaveland in Smith,

2 Story, 291 (1842); Ham v. San Francisco, 17 F. IL 121

(1888); 105111. 36-1; 7 Cush. 460; 45 Pa. 481; 4 O. B. M;

11 id. E38; 14 id. 1%; 2 Pars. Contr. 550. n.



DEMURRAGE

____'_______.---——————————

DE'.i!lIl'RRA('1-E.I 1. The delay or pe

'rlod of delay of a vessel in port.

2. The sum 'fixed by the contract of car

riage as remuneration to the ship-owner for

detention of his ship beyond the days al

lowed for loading or unloading.

It is usual to calculate this sum at so much per day.

and to specify the days allowed for demurrage.

An extended freight or reward to the vessel in com

pensation for the earnings she is improperly caused

to lose. Every improper detention may be considered

I demurrage, and compensation under that name be

obtained for it.‘

Not allowed for delay caused by unloading in ac

eordance with the custom of the port.‘ See Wormwo

nus.

DEMURRER.‘ A declaration that “ the

party will go no further, because the other

has not showed sufiicient mat'.cr against

him;” importsthat the objector will wait

the judgment of the court whether he is

bound to proceed.‘

An admission of the fact. submitting the

law to the court.6

The tender of an issue in law upon the

facts established by the pleading."

Also, the act of tendering such an issue;

and, the writing in which the tender is made.

Demur. To object for legal insufliciency;

to interpose a demurrer.

Demurrable. Admitting of a demurrer.

Demurrant. One who demure; a de

IIIUTIGI.

in law. or at common law. an issue upon matter of

law is called a “ demurrer: “ it confesses the facts to

be true as stated by the opposite party. but denies

that. by the law arising upon those facts. any injury is

done tothe plaintifl. or that the defendant has made

outa legitimate excuse. The party who demurs. de

moralur. rests or abides upon the point in question.

The form is by averring the declaration or plea. the

replication or rejoinder. to be insuillcient in law to

maintain the action or defense; and. therefore, pray

ing judgment for want of sufficient matter alleged.‘

____________.—__—————-—

I L. demorari. to stay: moro. delay.

‘ Donaldson 1;. McDowell. 1 Holmes, 292 (1878). Shep

iey. .1. Sec :26 N. Y. 85; 5 Phiia.112;4 Band. 510; L. R...

10 Exch. 135; 2 Kent. 159; 2 Pars. Contr. 304; B Chitt.

Com. L. 426.

‘The Elida 81 F. R 420 (1887).

‘ F. demourer. to tarry. stay. hesitate: L. de-morari.

to delay fully. rest: mora. delay.

‘ Leaves v. Bernard. 5 Mod. 'l32 (1695); 2 Ark. 117;

Stephen. P]. 61; Coke. Litt. 71 b.

' [Erp. Vermilyea. 6 Cow. 559 (1826); Havens 1:. Hart

ford. to. R. Co., % Conn. 89-92 (1859).

’ Goodman v. Ford. 23 Miss. 595 (1852). Smith. C. J.

‘ I Bl. Com. 81-L
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A demurrer in equity is nearly of the same nature

as a demurrer in law. being an appeal to the judgment

of the court whether the defendant shall be hound to

answer the plaintiff's bill; as, for want of sufficient

matter of equity therein contained; or where the

plaintiff. upon his own showing. appears to have no

right; or where the bill seeks discovery of a thing

which may cause a forfeiture of any kind. or may

convict a man of criminal misbehavior. if the defend

ant prevails the plaintiff‘a bill is dismissed; if the de

murrer isoverruled the defendant is ordered to an

swer.'

Demurrlng is incident to criminal cases when the

fact alleged is admitted to be true but the prisoner

joins issue upon a point of law in the indictment. by

which he insists that the fact asstated is not the crime

it is alleged to be. . Since the same advantage

may be had upon a plea of not guilty. or by arrest of

judgment when the verdict has established the fact.

demurrers to indictments are seldom used.‘

General demurrer. An exception in

general terms to the sufliciency of a pleading

as a whole. Special demurrer. Alleges

a particular material imperfection. ‘

In a general demurrer at law no particular

cause of exception is alleged; in a special de

murrer the particular imperfection is pointed

out and insisted upon.a

In equity practice the formula for a general

demurrer is that there is no equity in the bill;

in the case of a special demurrer the particu

lar defect or objection is pointed out.‘

A general demurrer lies for defects of substance; a

special demurrer lies for defects of form. and adds to

the terms of the former a specification of the particu

lar ground of exception. Thus. alleging a defectire

title is a fault in substance for which the party may

demur generally; but if a title be defectively stated It

is a fault in form which must be specifically assigned

for cause of demurrer. Under statutes of -27 liliz.

(1585). c. 5. and 4 and 5 Anne (1706). c. 16. unless imper

fections. omissions. defects. and other matters of like

nature be specifically and particularly set down and

shown for cause of demurrer. the court gives judg

ment according to the very right of the cause without

regarding the imperfections. omissions. etc.‘

Where the objection is to the substance of the aile

gation. a general demurrer is sufficient: where to a de

feet in form. a special demurrer is indispensable. But

neither demurrer is good unless the objections are ap

parent upon the face of the bill. from matter inserted

or omitted. or from defects in the frame or form of

the pleading.‘- ‘

_____’___f———

1 8 Bl. Com. 446. See 6 Pet. 827.

I 4 B1. Com. 333-34.

‘ Christmas 1:. Russell. 5 Wall. 308 (1866). Cliffoni. J.;

1 Chitty. Pl. 668; '2 Johns. 428.

‘Gindrat 1:. Dane. 4 Cliif. 282 (1874); Story. Eq_ PL

5 4&.

‘ Commonwealth v. Cross-Cut R. Co.. 58 Pa. 06 (1366):

Stephen. Pl. 101; 1 Saunders. Pl. & Ev. 950. See also
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A demurrer admits jurisdiction and such matters of

hot as are relevant and well-pleaded-, but not conclu

sions of law drawn from the facts.I nor matters of

inference or argument.’

Upon either a general or a special demurrer the

opposite party must over the matter or the form to be

sufficient. which is called a “ joiuder in demurrer,"

and then the parties are at issue—which the court

must determine.‘

In England special demurrers were abolished by the

procedure act of 1852. s. 51.

A party may both dcmur and plead. By pleading

over. the right to demur in.._\' be waived.‘ The right

to amend. after a demurrer hrnibeen sustained, is dis

cretionary with the court..

A demurrer cannot be good in part and bad in part;

it must be sustained or fail to the whole extentto

which it is interposed.‘

The court decides for the party who. on the whole.

seems best entitled to a judgment.’ The judgment is

as conclusive as a verdict.. That a demurrer was

made cannot be used as an admission of a fact.’

Propositions deducible from the authorities are: (1)

A judgment rendered upon a demurrer to a declara

tion or other material pleading setting forth the facts

in as conclusive of matters admitted as a verdict

would be. since the facts are established in the former

case. as in the latter, by matter of record; and the

rule is that facts thus established can never afterward

be contested between the same parties or those in

privity with them. (2) if judgment is rendered for the

defendant, the plaintii! can never afterward maintain

against him or his privies any similar action for the

same cause upon the grounds disclosed in the declara

tion: the judgnnr-nt determines the merits of the

cause: a final judgment determining the right ends a

dispute, else litigation would be endless."

A demurrer to a complaint because it does not state

facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action is equiv

alent to a general demurrer to a declaration at com

mon law. and raises an issue which. when tried, will

finally dispose of the case as stated in the complaint.

on its merits, unless leave to amend or plead over is

granted. The trial of such an issue is the trial of the

cause as a cause, not the settlement of a mere matter

of form in proceeding. There can be no other trial

except at the discretion of the court."

 

Coke. Litt. 72 a.’ -‘i Bl. Corn. 315; 1 Chitty. Pl. 642,16

Am. ed.. '69-F95.

I Giadrat v. Dane. oats.

' United States v. Ames. 99 U. 8. 45-48 (1818). cases;

I‘ F. R. 498. cases. See l09 U. S. 258. 550; N How. 125.

'3 Bl. Corn. 815.

‘ Stanton 1:. Embrey. 93 U. S. 553 (1876). cases

' United States v. Ather-ton. 102 U. S. 375 (1880).

' First Nat.Bank of St.Paul v.Howe. 28 liiinn.152 (1881).

' See Townsend v. Jemison. 7 How. 706. 714 (1849); 16

UL 259; 89 Me.420; 28 Ala. 687.

' Gould, Pl. 444; generally. {(1. 428-46.

' Passe u. Phelps. 10 Conn. 68 (1834); 8 id. 92.

" Gould 1:. Evansville. &c. R. Co., 91 U. 8. 538-84

(1875). cases Clifford. J.

H Ailey v. Nott. 111 U. S. 475 (1884). Waite. C. J.;

I. Y. Code Civ. Proc. eece. 488. 497.

Where the demurrer goes to the form of the action.

to a defect in pleading. or to the jurisdiction of the

court. the judgment will not preclude future litigation

on the merits of the controversy in a court of compo

tent jurisdiction upon proper pleadings; and where it

goes both to defects of form and to the merits a judg

ment not distinguishing between the two grounds may

be presumed to rest on the former. But where the

demurrer is to a pleading setting forth distinctly spe

ciflc facts touching the merits of the action or defense.

and final judgment is rendered thereon. it would be

diflicultto find any reason in principle why the facts

admitted should not be considered for all purposes as

fully established as if found by a jury or admitted in

open court if the party against whom a ruling is

made wishes to avoid the eflect of the demurrer as an

admission of the facts he should seek to amend his

pleading or answer. as the case may be. Leave for

that purpose will seldom be refused upon a. statement

that he can oontrovert the facts by evidence. If he

does not ask permission the inference may justly be

drawn that he is unable to produce the evidence. and

that the fact in a-e~ alleged in the pleading.‘

Speaking demurrer. Adetnurrer Which

introduces some fact or averment, necessary

to support it, not appearing distinctly upon

the face of the bill.2

Demurrer to evidence. When a rec

ord or other matter is produced as evidence.

concerning the legal effect of which there

arises a doubt. and the adverse party demurs

to the same as evidence.I

A proceeding by which the court is called

upon to say what the law is upon the facts

shown in evidence.‘

The demurrant admits the truth of the testimony.

and such conclusions as a jury may fairly draw; but

not forced and violent inferences. The testimony ii

to be taken most strongly against him. and such con

clusions as a jury may justifiably draw the court

ought to draw.‘

A demurrer toplalntiffs evidence admits the facts

the evidence tends to prove. The court is to make

every inference of fact in favor of the plsintiif which

a jury might infer. if, then. the evidence is insut_1i

cient to support a verdict in his favor. the demurrer

should be sustained.‘ See Nossnrr.

 

I Bissell 0. Spring Valley Township. 194 U. 8. 239

(1888). 08880. Field. J.

I [Brooks 1:. Gibbons. 4 Paige. 875 (1881). Walworth.

Ch. See Edsel] v. Buchanan, '2 Ves. Jr. '83 (1793); 1

Sim. ii; 2 Sim. & Stu. 12751 Barb. Ch. Pr.1(77.

' [3 Bl. Corn. 872. See Gould. Pl. 4-16-56; Goodman 0.

Ford, 23 Miss. 595 (1852), Smith. C. J.

‘Suydam v. Williamson. 20 How. 488 (1857). cases.

Cliflord. J.

' Pawiing v. United States. 4 Cranch, 221 (1808). liar

shall, C. J.; Pleasants v. Fant, 22 Wall. 121 (1874).

cases: T7 Va. 212.

' Donohue v. St. Louis. &c. R Co.. 91 lo. 8N(i8&);

73 id. 219.
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Demurrer to interrogatory. The rea

son a witness oifers for not answering a par

ticular question among interrogatories.

DENARIUS DEI. L. God's penny;

money given to the church or to the poor;

earnest-money, q. 1).

DENLAL. See DEFENSE, 2.

DENIZEN.1 An alien born who has ob

tained ea: donatione regis letters-patent to

make him a subject.2

Whence denizenize, denizenation or denization,' and

denizenship. The crown denizenizes; parliament con

sents to naturalization.

A denizen is in a kind of middle state between an

alien and a natural-born subject, and partakes of

both. He may take lands by purchase or devise, but

not by inheritance -- for the parent has no inheritable

dlood.‘ But since 1370, in England, an alien may hold

and dispose of property as a natural-born subject.

In South Carolina the status seems to have been

created by law.

DENOUNCEMENT. In Mexican law,

a judicial proceeding equivalent to the in

quest of office at common law.5

DENTIST. See CARE; MECHANIC; PHY

mm.

DENY. See ADMISSION, 2; DEFENSE, 2;

Tsavsnss.

DEODAIN'D.' Any personal chattel

which was the immediate cause of the death

of a rational creature.7

The chattel, whether an animal or inanimate ob

ject, was forfeited to the king, to be applied to relig

ionsuses. Designed, originally, as an expiation for

the souls of such persons as were snatched away by

sudden death. if any animal killed a person, or if a

cart ran over him, it was to be i’0rfeited.—in part,

also, as punishment for the supposed negligence in

the owner. if the thing was in motion, as, a cart with

its loading, all that moved was forfeited; if not in

motion, then only the part which was the immediate

cause of the death. it mattered not whether the

owner was concerned in the killing or not. The right

to deodands, in time, was granted to the lords of

manors as a franchise.‘

Abolished by 9 and 10 Vict. (1846) c. 62.

DEPART. See DEPARTURE.

DEPARTMENT. (Adj. Departmental.)

The departments of government are the

 

I F. deinseln, a trader “ within " the privilege of L

city franchise: deinz, within,-— Skeat.

'1 Bi. Com. 874; 6 Pet. 116, note.

' Websterh Dict.;. 1 Bl. Com. 374.

'1 Bl. Com. 874.

' [Merle v. Mathews, 26 Cal. 477 (1864).

‘L. deo-dandum, given to God.

'[1 Bl. Com. 300.

' 1 Bl. Com. 300-2.

legislative, the executive, and the judicial

departments.

in our system, it is important that these depart

ments be kept separate, that one be not allowed to

encroach upon the domain of anothcr.l

Whileageneral separation has been OI»>K‘I'VBd be

tween the ditferent departments, so that no clear en

croachment by one upon the province of the other has

been sustained, the legislative department, when not

restrained by constitutional provisions and a regard

for certain fundamental rights of the citizen which

are recognized in this country as the basis of all gov

ernment, has acted upqn everything within the range

of civil government.’

Theexecutive business of the general government,

under a permission rather than a mandate of the Con

stitution, is distributed to seven executive "depart,

ments " of equal grade.

Administration of the duties of these respective do

partments is committed directly to a “secretary "

or “ head,“ who, with his principal assistants. is ap

pointed by the President as chief executive, with the

advice of the Senate.

The departments are designated as of—the inte

rior,I justice,‘ the navy,‘ the post-ofiice,' state,’ the

treasury,‘ and war.’ The department of agriculture "

is of subordinate grade.

The head 01’ a department is required to exercise

judgment and discretion in administering the concerns

of his office. He exercises his own judgment in ex

pounding the laws and resolutions of Congress under

which he is to act. If he doubts, he may call on the

attorney-general for counsel. if the Supreme Court

should differ with him as to the construction to be

placed upon any of these laws it would pronounce

judgment accordingly. But the interference of the

courts with the performance of the ordinary duties of

the executive departments would be productive of

nothing but mischief—such power was never in

tended to be given to them. The court by man»

damus may direct the doing of a purely ministerial

act, but not the exercise of aduty requiring judgnient

and discretion."

The heads of departments are the President's au

thorized assistants in the performance of his “execu

tive " duties, and their ofiicial acts, promulgated in

 

I See lliabry v. Baxter, 11 Heisk. 689-90 (1872).

‘Maynard v. Hill, 125 U. S. 205 (1888). As to the in

dependence of the departments of government, see 21

Am. Law Rev. 210-27 (1887). cases.

' R. S. S487: Act 8 March, 1849.

‘ R. S. 5 8-16: Act M Sept. 1789.

‘R. S. § 415: Act 30 April, 17”

'R. S. i 888: Act 8 May, 1794~

' R. S. 6199: Act27 Juiy.1789.

‘R. S. 5 233: Act 2 Sept. 1789.

' R. S. 5 214: Act 7 Aug. 1789.

" R. S. 5 52): Act 15 May,18d2.

ll Decatur v. Paulding, 14 Pet. 515-17 (1840), Tansy,

C. J.; United States v. hiwcdaniel, 7 id. '15 (1&‘l3); Ken

dall v. United States, 12 id. 610 (1838): Litchfleid v.

Register and Receiver, 9 Wall. 577 (i&$9); (hrrick o.

Lamar, 116 U. S. 4% (1886), cases.
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the regular course of business, are presumptively his

acts.‘

When the head of a department is required by law

to give information on any subject to a citizen he

may ordinarily do this through subordinate oiflcersfl

The supervision which the head of a department

may exercise over a subordinate does not extend to a

matter in which the latter is directed by statute to act

judicially.‘

See Coxrrr; Coss1-rrvnosan; Docmrnrr, Public;

Exnczrrrvs; Govsnsssrrr; Jvnwusv; Lsoisuronn;

MINISTERIAL 1; Psocuiurios, 2; Rsomriox.

DEPARTURE. Parting from, separa

tion, going away; relinquishment, derelic

tion.

1. “ Departure from the State,” said of a

debtor, in a statute of limitations, does not

mean temporary absence from the State,

while his usual place of residence continues

therein, but such absence as entirely sus

pends the power of the plaintitf to commence

his action.‘ See Asscosn; Asssxcs; Sum.

2. In marine insurance, deviation from the

course prescribed.

imports an eflectual leaving of the place behind.

if the vessel be detained or driven back, though she

may have sailed. there is no departure.‘ See Dsvu

“ON.

8. In pleading, the dercliction of an ante

cedent ground of complaint or defense for

mother distinct from and not fortifying the

former ground.‘

in the several stages of the process of pleading a

party must not depart or vary from the title or de

fense he has once insisted on. For this, which is

called a “ departure," might occasion endless allercw

tion. Therefore the replication must support the dec

laration, and the rejoinder the plea, without depart’

lng from it.’

When a party quits or departs from the

case or defense which he has first made, and

has recourse to another.’

Occurs when, for example, the replication or re

joinder contains matter not pursuant to the declarr

tion or plea, not supporting and fortifying it. May

arise in the replication or a subsequent pleading. If

parties were permitted towander from fact to fact,

forssking one to set up another, no issue could he

 

I Runkle v. United States, 122 U. S. 557 (1887).

‘Miller 0. Mayor of New York, 109 U. S. 885, 894

uses».

I Butterworth v. Hoe,112 U. s. so, so (19%, cases.

‘ Blodgett v. Utley, 4 Heb. 29 (1875), Maxwell, J.

' Union Ins. Co. v. Tysen, 8 Hill. 126 (1542), cases,

(bwen, J. Soc Sloop Active 17. United States, 7 Crunch,

KIIUSI2).

' Gould, Pl. 421 - Ch. VIII, sec. 65.

' 8 Bl. Com. 810.

'1 cmq, PL 074; Steph. Pl. 410; 49‘Ind. us.

joined, nor could there be any termination of the suit

A departure may be in the substance of the action or

defense. or in the law on which it is founded.I

Taken advantage of by a demurrer, general or sy-r~

cla.l.' Compare VARIAXOI; Drrrucrrr. See Assisi!

|n'.s'r,l\'ew.

DEPENDENT. 1, adj. Not to be per

formed until a connected thing is done by

another. Opposed, independent, com

pletely obligatory within itself: as, a depend

ent, or an independent, contract or covenant,

qq. v. Compare APPENDENT.

2, n. A person who is dependent for sup

port upon another.‘

DEPONENT; DEPOSE. See DEPo.<i

‘HON.

DEPOSIT.‘ 1, v. (1) To give in charge

to am .hcr person, to commit to the custody

and care of another; to leave with for safe

keeping; to deliver to for further action, for

a special or a general purpose, explamed or

understood.

“ Deposited," in a statute prescribing the duties of

an election inspector, implies that the depositary must

safely keep the papers committed to his custody until

he surrenders them to the board whose duty it is to

canvass the returns and certify the result of the elec

tion.‘

At anelection in which a Congressman is voted for,

failure to keep the election papers safely as provided

by law in Indiana is an oifense against the United

States government.‘

(2) Specifically, to deliver money or per

sonalty to another for safekeeping, without

remuneration, until the owner shall request

a return of the possession.

2, n.7 (1) A naked bailment of goods, to be

kept for the bailor without reward, and to be

returned when he shall require it.‘

A bailment of goods to be kept by the

bailee without reward, and delivered accord

ing to the object or purpose of the original

trust.’

\ 1 cmm, Pl. 074; Steph. Pl. 410; 40 ind. 112

'See6 A1; 344; 5 Conn. 879; 16 Man. '2;-14 Mo. M;

14 Nev. 289; lb Johns. 206; 5) id. 160; 18 N. Y. 89.

' Ballou v. Oile, 50 Win. 619 (1880); American Legion

of Honor 1:. Perry, 140 Mass. 590 (1886).

' L dc-ponere, to lay away, place aside; intrust to.

' Re Coy,81 F. 811 (1887), Harlan, J.; ind. R. B.

1881, c. 66.

‘United States v. (‘oy, 82 F. R. 638 (1787), Woods, J.;

R. S. 55615. Ami-med, Sup. Ct., May 14, IRSR.

' Deposits was the old spelling,-—-2 Pet. '3-25; 7 Conn

496.

I Jones, Bailrn.86,117: 17 Mass. 499; 40 Vt. sso.

'Story,Bal.hn. 541: $01.18); QMIQM4; 29 N. Y

167.

 



DEPOSIT

Also, the thing itself so bailed —— goods,

money, or other movables.

Depositor. The bailor in a contract of

deposit of goods. Depositary. The bailoe

in a contract; a depositee.l

Depository. The place where the goods

are received or kept.

General deposit. A deposit which is to

be returned in kind. Special deposit. A

deposit to be returned in the identical thing.

Quasi-deposit. Possession of another’s

property obtained by finding it.

A depositary is bound to take only ordinary care of

the deposit. What this degree of care is varies with

the circumstances of each case. He is answer

able for gross negligence, which is considered equiv

alent to a breach of faith. The degree of care neces

aary to avoid the imputation of bad faith is measured

by the carefulness which he uses toward his own

property of a similar kind. For although that may

be so slight as to amount even to carelessness in an

other, yet the depositor has no reason to expect a

change of character in favor of his particular inter

est.‘ Bee BAILIIINT; Dnrosrrnu.

(2) A delivery of money to a bank or banker

upon a contract that an equal sum will be

returned on demand; also, the money itself.

This, by pre-eminence, is a “deposit.“

Whence bank of deposit, bank-deposits, memoran

dum of deposit, etc.

Depositor. He who delivers money to a

bank, subject to his order.

General deposit. In this the depositor

parts with title to his money,—lends it to

the bank which agrees to return an equiva

lent sum on demand. Also called an irregu

lar deposit. Special deposit. When the

depositor retains title to the thing delivered,

which may be bullion, pla/e, securities, etc.,

as well as money, and the bank becomes a

bailee under obligation to take ordinary care

of the article and to return it to the owner

when called for.

In the ordinary case of a deposit of money

with a banking corporation or banker the

transaction amounts to a mere loan, mutuum,

or irregular deposit, and the bank is to re

store not the same money, but an equivalent

sum, when demanded. But in the case of a

"special deposit" the very coin or bills are

to be restored,— the transaction constitutes

a genuine deposit; the banker has no author

 

‘ i08Pa. 584.

‘Foster 0. The Essex Bank, 17 Mass. 488 (1821).

Parker. 0. J. See 2 Bl. Com. 45&
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ity to use the money, being bound to return

it in indz'viduo.I

Originally, a deposit of money was made by plao

ing a sum in gold or silver with a bank or other do»

positary, to be returned, when called for, in the same

identical coin. and without interest. the deposiior pay

ing the depositary a compensation for his care. Later,

it became customary to make a deposit for a particu

lar period, on interest, or payable at proscribed periods

after notice. In time, “ deposit " becamca symbollcal

word to designate not only a deposit in its original

sense, but all that class of contracts where money in

any for1n was placed with a bank or banker, to be re

turned in other money on call or at a specified period,

and with or without interest. The transaction. in this

figurative use of the term, was in reality the same as

a “ loan “ of money between h1d.ividuals.5

Deposits made with bankers may be divided into

two classes: that in which the bank becomes baiiea

of the depositor, the title to the thing remaining with

the latter; and that kind of deposit of money. pecul

iar to banking business, in which the depositor, for

hisown convenience, parts with title to his money. and

lends it to the banker, who, in consideration of the

loan and the right to use the money for his own profitv

agrees to refund the amount. or any part thereof. on

demand.I

When the banker specially agrees to pay in bullion

or coin he must do so or answer in damages for its

value.

no specialagrcement proved, the title to the money

deposited passes to the bank, the transaction is un

affected by the character of the money in which the

deposit was made, and the bank becomes liable for

the amount as a debt, which can be discharged only

by such money as is a legal tender. . . When a

merchant deposits money with a bank, the rule is. the

title to the money passes to the bank, and the latter

becomes the debtor to that amount.‘

Deposits undoubtedly may be made with a banker

under such circumstances that the conclusion would

be that the title remained in the depositor; and in thai

case the banker would become the bailee of the dc

positor, and the latter might rightfully demand the

identical money deposited as his property; but win-re

the deposit is general, and there is no special agrve

ment proven inconsistent with such theory, the Lille

tnthe deposit passes to the banker, and he becomes

liable for the amount as a debt which can be dis

charged only by a legal payment. An agreemem

to refund all or part of a general deposit may be ex

press or implied; if express, it may be to refund with

or without interest. The fact that the depositary

agreed to pay interest affords strong evidence that the

 

1 Story, Bailm. § 88; State v. Clark, 4 ind. 816 (i853)

' Curtis U. Leavitt, 15 N. Y. 166 (1857), Shanaland. J

' Marine Bank (of Chicago) 1:. Fulton Bank (of New

York), 2 Wall. 256 (1884), Miller. J. Quoted, Phcamx

Bank v. Risley, 111 U. S. 127 (1883), cases: 92 U. S. 370.

and 80 N. Y. 95, post. See also 84 La. An. 60?; i7

Nev. 1.52.

‘ Thompson 1;. Riggs, ii Wall. 678, 680 (1866), Clifford, .1

Quoted. 9: U. s. 870, post.

But where the deposit is general, and there is -
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title to the money passed out of the depositor by the

actof making the deposit‘

The power to receive deposits includes all the kinds

known and customary in the banking business. Na

flonal banks have power to receive special deposits

gratuitously or otherwise; and when received gratui

_ tonsly they are liable for their loss by gross negli

gence. When any such bank has habitually received

such deposits, this liability attaches to a deposit re

ceived in the usual way. The term "special de

posits " includes money, sccurities or other valuables

delivered to banks, to be specially kept and redc1iv

cred; it is not confined to securities held as collaterah

to loans. . The chief, in some cases the only, de

posits received by the early banks were special de

posits of money, bullion. plate, etc., for safekeeping,

in be specifically returned to the depcsitor. . . The

definition of the business of banks of deposit, in the

encyclopedias, embraces the receiving of the money

or valuables of others, to keep until called for by the

depositors. And although, in modern times. the busi

nem of receiving general deposits has constituted the

principal business of the banks, it cannot be said that

receiving special deposits is so foreign to the banking

business that corporations authorized to carry on that

business are incapable of binding themselves by the

receipt of such deposits.‘

Section .'-22-1, Rev. St., which provides that it shall

be lawful for a national bank after its failure to “de

liver special deposits," is as effectual a recognition of

its power to receive them as an express declaration to

that eflect would have been. The phrase “ special de

posits," thus used, embraces the public securities of

the United States.‘

It is now well settled that if a bank be accustomed

to take special deposits, and this is known and ac

quiesced in by the directors. and the property depos

ited islost by the gross carelessne of the baiiee,a

liability ensues in like manneras if the deposit had

been authorized by the terms of the charter.‘

The contract betweena bank and its deposltor is

that of debtor and creditor. Money held by a depos

itor in a fiduciary capacity does not‘ change its char

acter by being placed to his credit.‘

The right of the depcsitcr is a chess in action, and

his check does not transfer the debt, or gives lien

upon it to a third person, without the auent of the

depositary.‘

lScmnmon v. Kimball, 92 U. S. 860-70 (1875), Clif

ford, J. .

' Pattlson 1:. Syracuse Nat. Bank, 80 N. Y. 82, 89, 94

(1821)), cases, Rapailo, J. Earliest case, Foster v. The

Fleet Bank, 17 Mass. 478, 498 (1821), Parker, 0. J.,—in

which the special deposit was a cask containing $58,000

in gold coin -

' First Nat. Bank of Carlisie 1:. Graham, 100 U. S.

71!, 702 (1819), Swayne, J.: 79 Pa. 106. See further

Prather v. Kean, 29 F. R. 498 (1887): 20 Am. Law Reg.

ll; ib. 97-96 (1887). cases.

‘Chesapeake Nat. Bank 1:. Connecticut Mut Ins.

Co., 101 U. 8. 04-71 (1881), cases See 87 N. J. 111.18.

' Nat. Bank of the Republic o. Millard, 10 Wall. 157

(IUD), cases; Booenthal v. The Msstin Bank, 17 Blatch.

U8-88 (1879). cases

 

General deposits held by a bank are part of its gen

eral fund, and loaned as other moneys. The bankel

agrees to discharge his indebtedness by honoring

checks drawn upon the deposit. When a check on the

bank itself is oilered, the bank may accept or reject

it or receive it conditionally. if, being genuine. it is

received as a deposit, when there are no funds. the

case is an executed contract, and the thing done can

notbe repudiated. Depositors must comply with all

reasonable regulations as to depositing and drawing 1

It seems to be well settled that a mere check or

draft does not operate as an assignment or appropria

tion of the drawcr‘s deposit in favor of the payee be

fore acceptance by the bank. but the doctrine has not

been extended beyond instruments of that character,

drawn in the ordinary form; nor to a transaction not

restricted to the very tonne of such paper.‘

A general deposit in a bank is so much money to

the depositcr's credit. It'is a debt to him by the bank,

payable on demand to his order: not property capable

of identification and speciiic appropriation. A check

upon a bank in the usual form. not accepted or certi

fled by its cashier to be good, does not constitute a

transfer of any money to the credit of the holder; it is

simply an ordcr which may be countcrmanded. and

payment forbidden by the drawer, at any time before

it is actually cashed. it creates no lien on the money

which the holder can enforce against the bank. It

does not of itself operate as an equitable amign

ment,' q. 11.

A deposltor in a bank who sends his pass-book to be

written up and receives it back with entries of credits

and debits, and his paid checks as vouchers for the

latter, is bound, with due diligence, to examine the

pass-book and vouchers, and to report to the bank

without unreasonable delay any errors which may be

discovered in them; and if he fails to do so, and the

bank is thereby misled to its injury. he cannot after

ward dispute the correctness of the balance shown by

the pass-book‘ See further BANK, 2; Cases; Tax. 1

Deposit, certificate of. A writing, is

sued by a bank, attesting that the person

named has deposited money with it.

A negotiable security, upon the same footing as a

promissory note. It is treated as money.‘ See CUI

asxcv.

‘See Thompson c. Riggs, Scammon v. Kimball,

ante,‘ First Nat Bank of South Bend 1:. Lanier. 11

Wall. 875 (1870); First Nat. Bank of Cincinnati 11.

Burkhardt, 100 U. S. 689 (1879); Chesapeake Nat.

Bank 0. Connecticut liiiut. Ina Co.,10-1 id. 5-1, 6-1-71

(1881), cases.

* Ooates 1:. First Nat. Bank of Emporia, 91 N. Y. I

(18813).

IFlorence Mining Co. v. Brown, 124 U. S. 891 (1888),

Field, J.

‘ Leather Manufacturers‘ Bank 1;. Morgan, 11? U. B.

106 (1686), cases, Harlan, J. See some case. Accot'r~"r, 1.

On relation of depositors to bank, see further

Fletcher v. Sharpe, Sup. Ct. ind. (1887), cases: 26 Am.

Law Reg. 71; lb. 74432 (1837), cases. As to fiduciary

depositors, see ib. 25, 2940 (1887), cases.

1Weltnn v. Adams. 4 Cal. 89 (1554); Gregg v. Union
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By virtue of the assurance given, the credit of the

bank is added to the credit of the original debtor.‘

A certificate is a subsisting chose in action and rep

resents the fund it describes. as in cases of notes,

bonds, and other securities: so that a delivery of it as

a gift constitutes an equitable assignment of the

money.‘

When in the usual form, payable to the order of the

depositor, is in the nature of commercial paper, and

the payee is chargeable upon his indorsement thereof.

its negotiable character is not aflected by the fact that

a demand is necessary before an action can be main

tained thereon; nor is it changed by a provision therein

by which it is made payable in current bank-notes. . .

An indorser of the certificate is liable as such, until

actual demand made; and the holder is not charge

able with neglect for omitting to make such a demand

within any particular time.‘ '

A certificate of deposit is, in effect, a negotiable

promissory note; and the statute of limitations begins

to run from the date of issue, without the necessity of

demand of payment.‘

If lost before it is indorsed by the depositor no title

vests in the finder, and the bank cannot require of the

depositor_ indemnity against possible future loss, al

though the money by the terms of the certificate is

payable “ on return of the certificate." '

By implication of law, contains a promise to repay

the money, and cannot be varied by parol evidence.‘

Deposit - company. An association

which, having provided a building con

structed for protection against loss by theft

or fire, and having furnished the same with

boxes or safes for the deposit of securities,

jewels, papers, etc. , invites the public to

lease the boxes or receptacles, the association

insuring the safety of deposits against the

acts of all persons except the depositors them

selves.

A fuller name is " safe deposit and trust company."

Where bonds were found to be missing from a box

so rented the company was held bound to explain the

absence of the bonds, and, in default of evidence of

negligence or guilt in the depositor, to pay him the

value of the bonds.’

The robbery by burglars of securities deposited for

safe-keeping in the vaults of a bank is not proof of

' negligence on the part of the bank.‘
 

County Nat. Bank, 87 Ind. 289 (1882), cases; Poorman

12. Woodward, 2i How. 275 (1858): 27 N. Y. 378.

I Downey u. Hicks. 14 How. 249 (1852).

I Basket v. Hassell. 107 U. S. 614 (1882).

‘ Pardee 1;. Fish, 60 N. Y. 20:‘). 268459 (1875), cases.

‘ Carran v.Witter, Sup. Ct. Wis. (1887), cases, Lyon, J.;

85 Alb. Law J. 38.I (1887), cases.

‘Citizens’ Nat. Bank v. Brown, Sup. Ct. Ohio (1887),

cases: 36 Alb. Law J. 26.

‘ Lang 1:. Straus, Sup. Ct. ind. (1887), cases: 26 Am.

[aw Reg. 115. See generally 24 Cent. Law J. 196 (1887),

cases. '

' Safe Deposit Co. 0. Pollock, 85 Pa. 891 (1877).

‘ Wylie v Northampton Bank, 119 U. S. 861 (1586).
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Deposit in lieu of bail. One charged

with a crime or tort in some cases may make

a deposit of money or valuables, instead of

furnishing bail for his appearance at the

hearing or triill.I

Deposit of title deeds. Pledging the

title deeds to the owner's estate as security

for the repayment of a loan.

In effect an equitable mortgage, q. u.

DEPOSITION.’ Sometimes is synony

mous with “affidavit” or “oath;” but, in

its more technical and appropriate sense. is

limited to the written testimony of a witness

given in the course of a judicial proceeding,

at law or in equity.‘

" Deposition“ is a generic expression, embracing

all written evidence verified by oath, and thus includes

"aflidavits; “ but, in legal language, a deposition is

evidence given by a witness under interrogatories,

oral or written, and usually written down by an ofll

cial person; while an affldavit is the mere voluntary

act of the party making the oath, and is generally

taken without the cognizance of him against whom it

is to be used. Yet the terms may be convertible, as

in the rules at law of the Supreme Court‘

Depose. Originally, to give testimony

under oath, to testify; in present usage, to

give testimony which is officially written

down for future use. Deponent. One

who, being under oath, testifies in writing.

A deponent is a witness who depones (deponit), i. e.,

'places his hand upon the book of the Evangelists while

he is being bound by the obligation of an oath. Deposs,

deponent, and deposition related, originally, then, to

the mode in which the oath was administered, not to

the testimony itself as oral or written.‘

Depositions are taken of witnesses out of the juris

diction, or aged, infirm, sick. or going abroad, upon

written interrogatories, the answers to be used as evi

dence in the event of their death or departure before

trial, or of their inability to attend the trial. Testi

mony in equity, and much in admiralty and divorce,

is thus taken, as is also testimony at preliminary ex

aminations in criminal causes; but. in the last case, is

not admissible at trial. except, perhaps, by consent of

the accused.‘ See further Dsnnws.

The testimony of any witness may be taken in any

civil cause depending in a district or circuit court by

deposition dc bene ease, when the witness lives at a

greater distance from the place of trial than one hun

dred milea, or is bound on a voyage to sea, or is about

to go out of the United States, or out of the district in

 

1 See Commercial Warehouse Co. v. Graber, 45 N. Y.

894 (1871); 31 Hun, 231; 18 Abb. N. Cas. 0&6),

cases.

‘ L. dc-ponere, to put. place; to lay down or aside.

I State v. Dayton, 23 N. J. L. 54 (1860), Green. C. J.

‘ Stimpson 12. Brooks, 3 Blatch. 45647 (1856), Betta, J

I [Bliss v. Shaman, 47 Me. 252 (1869), Appleton, J.

‘See 3 Bl. Com. 438,
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which the case is to he tried, or to a greater distance

than one hundred miles from the place of trial, before

the time of trial, or when he is ancient or infirm.l

Such deposition can only be read upon proof that

the attendance of the witness upon the trial cannot be

procured.I

Cases in equity are taken to the Supreme Court from

tho circuit courts, and the district courts sitting as cir

cuit courts. by appeal, and are heard upon the proofs

sent up with the record. “The mode of proof," by

section 86-1. Rev. St., " shall be according to the rules

now or hereafter prescribed by the supreme court.

except as herein specially provided." The circuit

courts are not now by law required to permit the ex

amination of witnesses orally in open court upon the

hearing of cases in equity. But it such practice is

adopted, the testimony must be taken down, or its sub

stance stated in writing and made part of the record.‘

Formerly, in England, the mode of examining wit

nears in equity was hy interrogatories in writing. . .

At the December term, 1861, of the Supreme Court, a

new practice was introduced. Rule 67 was so amended

as to make oral examination the rule. it either party

desires it. and examination by written interrogatories

the exception.‘

Congress has not empowered the district and cir

cuit courts to make rules touching the mode 01' taking

testimony. Depositions taken under a State law

in conflict with the provisions of the act of Congress

in relation thereto are not admissible in evidence.‘

A deposition filed is the property of the court; it

the testimony is material it should be used. Some

courts hold that itisas competent for one party to

read a deposition died by the other party as to intro

duco a witnem summoned in his behalf.‘ See lsras

nooarosv.

DEPOSITUM. L. A naked bailment

without reward, and without any special un

dertal;ing.7 '

So called because the naked custody is given to an

other.‘ See Dsrosrr, 1; Dzror, 1.

DEPOT. 1. In French law, dép6l is the

deposilum of the Roman and the deposit of

the English law.

May mean a place where military stores or

supplies are kept.‘

I R. S. 55 86345.

' Whittord v. Clark County, 18 F. B. 837, 889 (1882),

cases; Stobbins u. Duncan, 108 U. 8. 45 (1883); Whit

tord v. Clark County, 119 id. 522 11886).

' Blease u. Garllngton, 92 U. B. 1, 4-8 (1875), Waite,

Chief Justice.

‘ Bischoilschehn v. Baltzer, 2) Blatch. Q1 08$); s. 0.

10 1-‘. R. 3.

‘ Randall v. Vennblc, 1? F. B. 162 (1883).

‘Rucker v. Reid. 86Knn. 470' (1887). As to rules of

practice, see % Cent. law J. 581 (1856), cases. Taking

)etore U. S. commissioner. 1 Kan. Law J. M-'>-49

(1tQ6)— Wash. [AW Rep.

1 Foster v. Essex Bank. 17 Mass. 498 (1821), Parker,

C. J.; 35 Ala. 55; 2 Bl. Com. 453.

‘Story, Bailm. 5 43.

‘Cl-ldIel.l'l Cole. 19 Wlll. 284 (1873).
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2. A place where passengers get on and ofl

the cars, and where goods are loaded and

unloaded.

All ground necessary or convenient and

actually used for these purposes is included.‘

See RAILROAD; Sunox, 2.

DEPRIVE. Referring to property taken

under the power of eminent domain, means

the same as “ take." 1

While the Fourteenth Amendment ordains that no

State shall "deprive any person of lite, liberty, or

property without due process of law," no definition of

the word “ deprive “ is found in the Constitution. To

determine its signification, therefore. it is necessary

to ascertain the eflcct which usage has given it when

employed in the some or a like connection.‘ See

further Tans, 8.

DEPUTY.‘ One who acts oificially for

another; the substitute of an oflicer—

usually of a ministerial oflicer.

Deputize. To appoint another to actin

one‘s own place or ofice.

General deputy. A deputy who is em

powered to perform all the ordinary duties

of an oflice. Special. deputy. A deputy

chosen to do a particular act or acts.

An attorney-general, a districtattorney, a collector

of revenue, a mayor. a constable, a marshal. a sheriff.

a minister or consul. and other oiflcers, are sometimes

said to act by deputy.

There are two kinds of deputies of a sh_eril!: a gen

eral deputy or under sherifl who by virtue of his ap

pointment has authority to execute all the ordinary

duties of the oiiice of sheriff. He executes process

without special power from the sherifi, and may even

delegate authority for its execution to a speciul deputy,

who is an ofiicer pro hac vice, to execute a particular

writ on some certain occasion. He acts under a spo

ciflc, not a general. appointment and authority.‘

The deputy of a ministerial ofilcer may do whatever

his principal could do under the circumstances of each

case.‘ See Dsnxoarus.

DEIRAIGN.1 Originally, to confound,

disorder; to turn out oi’ course; to displace.

In old common law, to prove by disproving,

 

1 Fowler o. Farmers‘ Loan 1! Trust Co., 21 Wis. 79

(1866); Pittsburgh. etc. R. Co. v. Rose, 24 Ohio St. 229

(1878); State v. New Haven, &c. R. Co., 37 Conn. 163

(1870); 34 La. An. 6'24; 110 U. S. 632.

‘$harpless 1!. Philadelphia. 21 Pa. 167 (1858); Grant

0. Courter. 24 Barb. $3 (1857).

‘ .\lunn u. Illinois, 9-i U. S. 123 (1876), Waite, C. J.

‘F. deputé, one deputed: L. deputare, to esteem,

allot, destlne.

‘ Allen 1:. Smith, 12 N. J. L. 162 (1831), Ewing. C. J.

‘The Confiscation Cases, 20 Wall. 111 (1878); B0

Executive Communication. 12 Flu 652 (1568).

' 0. F. deramer. to maintain in a legal action: L. L

dc rationara. to contend in law.
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or simply to prove: as, to deraign a right,

deraign the warranty.l

Also spelled darraig-n, darraln.

DER.ELIC‘Iil‘.2 Relinquished, deserted,

abandoned.

Dereiiction. The state of being aban

doned or cast away; also, the thing itself of

which this is predicated.

1. Land left uncovered by the receding of

water from its former bed.I Sometimes

called “reliction.” See ALLUVXON.

2. Anything thrown away or abandoned

with intention to relinquish claim of owner

ship thereto.

In the civil law the voluntary abandonment of

goods by the owner, without the hope or purpose of

returning to the possession.‘

Dereliction or renunciation of goods requires both

the intention to abandon and external action.‘

The right of appropriating a derelict is one of uni

versal law. It existed in a state oi’ nature, and is only

modifled by society, according to the discretion of

each community.‘ See Asssnos, 1.

8. Specifically, maritime property entirely

deserted.

It is suificient that the thing is found de

serted or abandoned upon the seas, whether

it arose from accident or necessity, or volun

tary dereliction. . . A thing was not

derelict in the civil law unless the owner

voluntarily abandoned it without any further

claim of property in it.'I

The abandonment must be iinal, without hope of

recovery or intention to return. It is not suificlent

that the crew have left temporarily, as, to procure as

sistance.'

A case of “ qmuiderelict " occurs when the vessel

is not abandoned, but those on board are physically

and mentally incapable of doing anything for their

safety.’ See Sanvaos.

DERIVATIVE. See Acqmsrrxon; Cos

vnvancn, 2.

DERIVED. See Davoxnrros.

I [Jacob's Law Dict.] “ A title dersigned by a sale,"

Freeman, Executions, ‘ 282.

I L. derelictio, complete, neglect: derelinquere, to

forsake.

I 2 Bl. Com. W.

‘Jones v. Nunn, 12 Ga. (78 (1858): 2 B1. Com. 9; 10

Jolma 856.

I Liver-more 0. White, 74 Me. 455 (1888).

' Hawkins 1:. Barney, 5 Pet. .467 (1881).

' Rowe v. Brig and Cargo, 1 Mas. 873, 374 (1818),

Story, J.; Montgomery v. The Leathers,1 Newb. 425

(1852); Evans v. The Charles, ib. 880 (1842): 2 Kent, 857.

‘The island City, 1 Black, 128 (1861), Grier. J.; The

Laura, 14 Wall. 836, 312 (1871); The Hyderabad, 11 F. 13.

754-55 (1882), cases.

° Sturtevant v. The Nlcholaus, 1 Newb. 452 (1852).
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DEROGATION. Partial repeal or abro

gation: impairment of utility and force;

restriction.

Statutes in derogation of the common law or of

common right are to be strictly construed.‘ In this

category are: attachment laws:' affidavit-oi’-defense

1aws:' changes in commercial paper sought to be

made by local statutes; ' contracts in restraint of the

tanng power: ° summary convictions.‘

DESCENDJ Sometimes, to “ pass by

descent or inheritance ” or “ be inherited

by,”— thereby expressing in a single term

what otherwise might require a circumlocu

tion. When so used, in statutes, it is usu

ally accompanied by other words which pre

vent ambiguity: as, “ descend to his father,"

“ to his mother," “ to his next of kin; ” but

in these cases these terms so qualify the word

“ descend ” as to give it the efiect of " pass

by inheritance " to the person named or de

scribed. In a will the word cannot be con

strued to include any but lineal heirs, with

out clear indication that it was otherwise

intended by the testator.8

Ordinarily, for an estate to vest by oper

ation of law in the heirs, immediately upon

the death of the ancestor.’

In a will, does not work a descent in the strict legal

sense, as inheritance is through operation of law. it

indicates, presumably, a desire that property shall

follow the channel into which the law would direct it. "

May import devolution by force of the devise made,

rather than descent in the legal sense; that is, “ to go

down.“ "

Descendant. One who has issued from

an individual, including a child, a grand

child, and their children to the remotest de

gree." Correlative, ancestor, q. v.

Often synonymous with " heir." "

“ Descendants" includes every person descended

from the stock referred to.—is co-extensive with

“imue,“ but not as comprehensive as “relatives; " "

1 1 Share. Bl. Com. 87.

1 Mitchell 0. St. Maxent's Lessee, 4 Wall. 248 (1%);

101 U. S. 565.

' 56 Pa 21.

‘ Roe! v. Jones, 22 Wall. 591 (1874).

' Tucker 1;. Ferguson, 22 Wall. 575 (1874).

'1 Burr. 613; 4 Bl. Com. 280; 2Kent, 78.

" L. dc-scendere, to pass down.

' Baker u. Baker, 8 Gray, 119, 12) (1857), Shaw, 0. J.;

McDowell v. Addams, 45 Pa. 484 (1863).

' [Dove v. Torr, 1% Mass. 40 (1879), Gray, 0. J.

" Halstead 11. Hall, 60 Md. 218 (1883); Dennett v. D»

nett. 40 N. H. 498 (1860).

'1 Ballentine 1!. Wood, 42 N. J. E. 558 (1886).

"Jewell v. Jewell, 2‘? Cal. 286 (1865): Bouvk.

" Huston u. Read. 82 N. J. E. 599 (1880).

" Barstow v Goodwin, 2 Bradt. 416 (1858).
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nor does it embrace "brothers and slstors; “ I has not

the same signification that " heirs of the body " has,

and may be used by atestator as synonymous with

" children." '

Descent.

succession.

Hereditary succession to an estate in realty.

The title whereby a man on the death of his

Passing downward; hereditary

ancestor acquires his estate by,right of rep- ‘

resentation as his heir at law.‘ See Ham.

Lineal descent. Descent from father or

grandfather to son or grandson; or from

mother to daughter, etc. Collateral descent.

From brother to brother, cousin to cousin, etc.

Mediate, immediate descent. A descent

may be mediate or immediate in regard to

the mediate or immediate descent of the

estate of right, or the mediaieness or imme

diateness of the pedigrees or degrees of con

sauguinity.‘

A descent from a parent to a child cannot be con

strued to mean a descent through and not from a par

ent. When an estate is said to have descended from

A to B. the obvious meaning is that it is an immediate

descent from A to B. " Come by descent “ means by

immediate descent.‘

Canons of descent. The rules which regu

late the descent of real estates of inheritance;

the rules according to which ‘estates are

transmitted from ancestor to heir.

At common law these canons are:

I. An inheritance lineally descends to the issue of

the person who last died actually seised, ininfinitum,

and never lineally ascends.

Ll. The male issue are admitted before the female.

ill. Where there are two or more males in equal

degree the eldest only inherits; but females alto

gether.

IV. Linea] descendants, in inflnitum, represent

their ancestor.

V. On failure of the lineal descendants of the per

son last seised the inheritance descends to his collat

eral relations; being of the whole blood of the first

purchaser: subject to the last three preceding rules

VI. The collateral heir of the person last seised

must be his next collateral ldnsman of the whole

blood.

VII. in collateral lnheritances male stocks (however

remote) are preferred to female (however near); un

less the lands have, in fact, descended from afema.le.'

Lord llale reduced the rules upon the subject of

I llamlm v. Osgood, l Redf. 4ll (1862); NN. Y. 893;

I Ga. 420.

'Schmaun.z 0. Gdss, 182 Mass. 144 (1882).

'2 Bl. Com. Ni; 48 Miss. 395; 25 ‘Tex. 241.

' [Levy r. M'Cartee, 0 Pet. '11:! (1532), Story, J.

' Garuncr 1:. Collins, 2 Pet. '90, 91, 94 (1829), Story, J.;

I Ohio St. 896; 86 ind. 45l.

'2 BL Com. M; Bates 0. Brown, 6 Wall. 715-17

(1365)

 

descent, up to whose time they had continued the

same some four hundred years, to this series of

“canons.“ Material alteration was not again made

‘ in them till lE§$'i,—by stat. 3 and 4 Will. IV, c. 106

(amended in 1859 by 22 and 23 Vict., c. 35, B8. 19, 20).

By that act, which went into effect January 1, 1834,

among other important alterations, the father is made

heirto his son. the latter having no issue; all lineal

ancestors are rendered capable of being heirs; and

relatives of the half-blood are admitted to succeed

on failure of relatives in the same degree of the whole

blood.I

In England title by “descent " was favored by the

courts, because land in the hands of the heirs at law

by descent was chargeable with payment of the an

cestor's debts, and because such title favored the right

of escheat upon failure oi.’ heirs. On the other hand,

land acquired by “ purchase " was not liable for debts,

and, upon the death of the owner, descended to the

heirs on the paternal side, and upon failure of such

heirs to the heirs on the side of the mother. Title by

descent was considered the worthier, and where a will

gave the devises the same estate he would have taken

as heir-at-law he was adjudged to take not under the

will, but by descent or operation of law.‘

The common-law canons of descent tended to pre

vent the dlfluslon of landed property, and to promote

its accumulation in the uands of a few. The princi

ples sprang from the martial genius of the feudal sys

tem. in the United States the English common law

of dcscents, in its essential ieatures, hasbeen rejected;

each State has established a law for itself.I So far as

the British law was taken as the oasis of this legisla

tion, it was the statutes of Charles II (1671, 1678), and

of James ll (1686), respecting the distribution of per

sonalty. The two systems are radical]y diflerent.‘

See B1.oon,l; Csrur, Per capita; DISTRIBUTION, 2;

Faun; hmsnrr; Psmosxs; Panloalmruas; Pun.

CBLSI, 8.

DESCRIPTIO. L. Delineation: des

ignation, description. Compare DEMON

STRATIO.

Descriptio persona. Description of

the person; an addition to a name or signa

ture: as, “ chairman,” “ president,” “ agent,"

“ assignee,” “ executor."

An appellation thus used may not so much serve to

show the capacity in which a person acts as to inden

tify him as an individual: but circumstances may

indicate an intention to qualify or limit liability.‘

The rule is that if a person merely adds to the sig

nature of his name the word "agent,“ “trustce,“

" treasurer,“ etc., without disclosing his principal, he

 

1 Williams, R. P._98, 95, 96-106.

' Donnelly v. Turner, til Md. 88 (1882), Robinson, J .

' See 4 Kent, 412, 406, n.

' Bates 12. Brown, ante, 2 Bl. Com. 615; McDowell

0. Addams, 45 Pa. 484 (1868). Virginia law, 9Va. Law J .

199-208 £1885).

‘See Reznor v. Webb, 36 How. Pr. 864 (1866); Dewitt

v. Walton, 9 N. Y. 572 (1854); Rathbon v. Budlong, ll

Johns. '2 0818).



DESCRIPTION

ispersonally bound. The appendix is regarded as a

mere descripfio persomz. it does not of itself make

third persons chargeable with notice oi.’ any repre

sentative relation of the signer. But if he is in fact a

mere agent. trustee. or oflicer oi’ some principal. and

is in the habit of expressing in that way his repre

sentative character in his dealings with a particular

party who recognizes him in that character. it would

be contrary to justice and truth to construe docu

ments thus made and used as his personal obligations.

contrary to the intent of the parties.l

DESCRIPTION. See Dsscrurrro.

Enumeration of characteristic qualities;

designation; recital. Whenoe descriptive.

Opposed, misdescription: an erroneous

description.

1. A description of land is good if it identifies the

land.‘

Where the description in a deed is true in part. that

which is false may be rejected. The instrument will

take eflect it a sufiicient description remains to ascer

tain its application.I

Words clearly inconsistent with the rest ota descrip

tion may be ignored.‘

Specification of quantity. after a particular descrip

tion by courses. distances. boundaries. etc, will be

held subject to the controlling part of the description.

Lt the purchaser gets the distinct thing contracted

tor, he cannot complain on account of a deflciency in

quantity. unless deception has been practiced.‘

A misdescription in a deed will not street the con

veyance. if the property is otherwise so described

that it can be identified; especially. where the mistake

is in a statement regarding the title.‘ See Ar, 2; Dim

oxsrasrro. Falsa. etc.; liioaz on Lass; O.\'; Tasxcn

2. As to description of a patent. see lxvmros;

Paocsss. 2.

8. Where there is a misdescription in a will. either

of a person or of tho subject—mutter. extraneous evi

dence is always admissible to show who. or what

property. was meant.’ See Aumoorrv.

4. Where words in a declaration are descriptive oi‘

the instrument sued on. the instrument. when offered

in evidence. must conform strictly to that description.

One bearing a different date will not be admitted.

Butas the same contract may be made on one day

and take eflect another. and as a bond may be dated

 

1 Metcalf v. Williams. 104 U. S. Q (1881). Bradley. J.;

Taylor v. Davis. 110 id. 836 (1884); Wall v. Bissell, 125

id. 893 (1888); 21 Law Reg. 781-82 (1885). cases; 102 lnd.

445. I

l Litchfleld v. County of Webster. 101 U. S. 775 (1879).

I White v. Luning. 98 U. S. 624 (1876); Coleman :1.

Manhattan Beach lmprov. Co., 94 N. Y. 229 (1888);

Brookman v. Kurzmnn. ib. 276 (1833); 10 Oreg. 88-89; 1

Greeni. Ev. 6801.

i Sampson 0. Security Ins. 00.. 138 Mass. 54-65 (1882).

‘See 4Kent. 466; 1 Story. Eq. 5 1-11; 8 Washb. R. P.

630; 102 U. S. 212. Compensation for misdescriptlon.

8 Law Quar. Rev. 54-63 (1887). Eng. cases.

' Sherwood v. Whiting. 54 Conn. 334-37 (1886), cases.

' Hawkins 1;. Garland. 78 Va. 168 (1882).
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one day to become obligatory on another. either in

strument may be counted on as bearing the first date.‘

An allegation of a matter of substance may be sub

stnutially proved; an allegation of a matter of essen

tial description must be proved. in cases. with literal

precision. . . Allegations of time. place. quantity.

quality. and allegations in aggravation of damages. are

not to be strictly proved. unless descriptive. in loco:

actions place is material. and so of the kind and

boundaries of land.‘

The strict rule of pleading which formerly required

exact accuracy in the description of premises sought

to he recovered. has. in modern practice. been re

laxed. and a general description held to be good. The

provisions of statutes as to descriptions by metes and

bounds have been held to be directory only; a deserip

tion by name, where the property is well known. is

often sufliclent. as. to enable a sherifl to execute a

writ of possession. or a surveyor to ascertain the pre

cise limits of the location of a mining claim.‘ See

Ar.1.sou-ios; lsnrcruns-r.

DESERTIONJ A willful abandonment

of an employment or duty, in violation of a

legal or moral obligation.5

A soldier deserts his post. a sailor his ship. an ap

prentice his master, when they depart from the serv

ice to which they are bound without permission or

contrary to orders. The word implies a separation

which is not with the assent of the person deserted.‘

See ABANDON. 2.

1. By a‘ husband or wife — an intentional

and wrongful cessation of matrimonial co

habitation.‘

An actual abandonment of matrimonial

cohabitation, with an intent to desert, will

fully and maliciously persisted in, without

cause. Mere separation is, then, not deser

tion."

A breach of matrimonial duty. composed

of the actual breaking off of matrimonial

cohabitation and of an intent to desert.8

Not merely a refusal of matrimonial inter

course, which would be a breach or violation

1 United States v. be Baron. 4 Wall. 6-12. 648 (1866).

'1 Green]. Ev. §§ 56-60. cases; Whnrt. Ev. ii 942. 0-15.

1004. 1040. cases.

IGlacier Mountain Silver Mining Co. v. Willis. 12?

U. S. 450 (1858). Lamar. J.

‘ L. de. apart; mm. to Join: to part from.

' Lea 0. Lea. 8 Allen. 419 (1864), Bigelow, C. -1.; Ford

11. Ford. 148 Mass. 580 (1887).

' Benkert v. Benkert. 3? Cal. 470 (1807); Bennett v.

Bennett. 48 Conn. 818 (1876).

’ Ingersoll 1,-. lngersoll. 40 Pa. 251 (1866); Bishop u.

Bishop. 80 id. -112 (1868); Grove‘s Appeal. 87 id. 44?

(1860); 1)1cClurg‘s Appeal, 66 id. 866 (1870); Sowt-r‘s Ap

peul. 59 id. 173 (1879).

' Bailey v. Bailey. 21 Gratt. 47 (1871); Latham v

Lntham. 90 id. 823 (1878); Burk 0. Burk. 21 W. Va. 456

(1583).
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of a single duty only, but a cessation of co

habitation, a refusal to live together, which

involves an abrogation of all the duties re

sulting from the marriage contract.l See

Aaasnos, 2 (1); Nacassaancs. 1.

2. By a sailor or seaman — an unauthorized

leaving or absence from the ship with an in

tention not to return to her service.1

A quitting of the ship and her service, not

only without leave and against the duty of

the party, but with an intent not again to

return to the ship‘s duty.‘

3. Byasoldier—-absence and an intention

not to return to the service.‘

A minor, over eighteen and under twenty-one, who

enlists in the army without the consent of his parent

or guardian can commit the offense, and the military

tribunals may try him therefor '

4, Of property, see Asasnos, 1; Dsasuc

'l'lO.\', 3.

DESERVING. Denotes worth or merit,

without regard to condition or circum

stances.6

DESIGN. 1. Aim, intent, purpose; ob

ject, end in view.

In an indictment for having in one‘s possession ma

terials for counterfeiting, may refer to the purpose

for which the materials were originally designed, and

not to criminal intent in the defendant to use them.I

See I:rrr.:rr; hiaucs: WILL, 1.

2. Giving a visible form to a conception of

the mind,— to an invention.‘

The acts of Congress which authorize patents for

designs were intended to give encouragement to the

decorative arts. They contemplate not so much util

ity as appearance. It is a new and original design for

a manufacture, whether of metal or other material; a

new and original design for a bust, statue, baa relief,

or composition in ullo or bauo relieve; a new or orig

inal impression or ornament to be placed on any arti

cle of manufacture; a new and original design for the

printing of woolen, silk, cotton, or other fabric; a new

and useful pattern, print, or picture, to be either

worked into, or on, any article of manufacture: or a

new and original shape or configuration of any article

of manufacture,— one or all of these the law has in

view. And the thing invented or produced, for which

 

' Southwick v. Southwick, 97 Mass. 328 (1867), Bigo

low, C. J.; Magrath v. liiagrath, 103 id. 579 (1870).

‘Coffin o. Jenkins, 8 Story, 118 (1841), Story, J.

l Cloutman u. Tunlson, 1 Surnn. 375 (1883), Story, .I.;

The Mary Conery, 9 F. R. 228 (1881); 3 Kent, 155.

‘ Hanson v. South Scituate, 115 Mass. 848 (1874).

' Re Zimmerman, 80 F. R. 175 (1887).

' Nichols 0. Allen, 180 Mass. 216 (1881), cases, Gray,

Chief Justice.

' Commonwealth v. Morse, 2 Mass. '131 (1&)6).

' [Binna v. Woodruif, 4 Wash. 62 (1821), Washing

ton, J.

a patent is given, is that which gives a peculiar or dis

tinctive appearance to the manufacture, or article to

which it may be applied, or to which it gives form.

The law contemplates that giving new and original

appearances to a manufactured article may enhance

its salable value, enlarge the demand for it, and be a

meritorious service to the public. It is the appear

ance itself, no matter by what agency caused, that

constitutes mainly, if not entirely, the contribution

to the public which the law deems worthy of recom

psnse.l '

The tet of identity of design plainly must be same

ness of appearance; and mere difference of lines in

the drawing or sketch, a greater or smaller number of

lines, or slight variances in configuration, if suiiicient

to change the effect upon the eye, will not destroy the

substantial identity. . . . It is not essential that

the appearance should be the same to the eye of an

expert. If, in the eye of an ordinary observer. giving

such attention as a purchaser usually gives, two de

signs are substantially the same, if the resemblance is

such as to deceive such an observer, inducing him to

purchase one supposing it to be the other, the first

one patented is infringed by the other.I

The differences in designs necessary to take away

their identity are such appearancesas would attract

the attention of an ordinary observer, giving such at

tention as a purchaser of the articles, for the pur

poses for which they were intended and purchased.

would usually give. There may be an infringement of

a patented design without taking the whole of it, but

in such cases the part taken must be a part covered by

the patent.’

Design patents stand on as high a plane as utility

patents, and require as high a degree of the inventive

or originative faculty. in patentable designs apcrson

cannot be permitted to select an existing form, and

simply put it to a new use, any more than he can be

permitted to take a patent for a mere double use of a

machine; but the selection and adaptation of an ex

isting form may amount to a patentable design, as the

adaptation of an existing mechanical device may

amount to a patentable invention.‘ See PAINTING;

Parazrr, 2.

An act of Congress approved February 4, 1887 (24 St.

L. 337). Provides —That hereafter, during the term of

letters patent for a design, it shall be unlawful for

any person other than the owner of said letters pat

ent, without the license of such owner, to apply the

design secured by such letters patent, or any colorable

imitation thereof, to any article of manufacture for

the purpose of sale, or to sell or expose for sale any

article of manufacture to which such design or color

able imitation shall, without the license of the owner,

have been applied, knowing that the same has been so

 

lGorham Company 1:. White, 14 Wall. 624-28 (1871),

cases, Strong .I.: Act 29 Aug. 1&2; 5St. L. 543. See

Acts 8 July, 1870, and 18 June, 1874: R. S. is -i€r2')—33.

I Dryfoos v. Friedman, 18 F. R. $25 (1884), Wheeler, J .

' Western Electric liianuf. Co. U. Odell, 18 F. R. 321

(1888), Blodgett, J. For the rule as to damages for in

fringement, see Dobaon 11. Hartford Carpet Co., 114

U. S. 489, 445 (1886). cases, Blatchford, J.; Dobson a

Dornan, 118 id. 10, 17 (1886).
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applied. Any person violating the provisions, or

either of them, of this section. shall be liable in the

amount of two hundred and fifty dollars; and in case

the total profit made by him from the manufacture or

sale, as aforesaid, of the article or articles to which

the design, or colornble imitation thereoi, has been

applied, exceeds the sum of two hundred and fifty dol

lars, he shall be further liable for the excess of such

profit over and above the sum of two hundred and

fifty dollars; and the full amount of such liability

may be recovered by the owner of the letters patent,

to his own use, in any circuit court of the United

States having jurisdiction of the parties. either by

action at law or upon a bill in equity (or an injunction

to restrain such infringement.

Sec. 2. Remedies by. existing law shall not be im

paired: but the owner shall not twice recover the

profit made from the infringement.

DESIGNATIO. L. Pointing out: des

ignation.

Designatio persona. Designation of

the person-to a contract. Compare DE

SCRIPTIO.

Designatio unius. See EXPRESSIO,

Unius, etc.

DESIGNATION. The use of an expres

sion, instead of the name, to indicate a per

son or thing. Compare DEMONSTRATION, 2.

DESIRE. In a will, where the object is

specified, may raise a trust.1 See PRECA

ronv; WANT.

DESPATCH. See DISPATCH

DESPOIL. Imports the use of violence

or of clandestine means to deprive a person

of something he possesses.’

DESTINATION. See ARRIVAL; Ponr,

Of destination.

DESTROY. To “ destroy a vessel" is to

unfit her for service beyond the hope of re

covery by ordinary means.a

Destroyed instrument. See Evmsscs,

Secondary; LOST, 2.

Destroyed property. See lihscumr,

liialicims; PERISHABLE; Res, Perit, etc.

DETAINER. A withholding; deten

tion. See DETINERE.

1. Restraint of the person, unasseuted to.

sue Inrsmounsm.

2. Withholding possession of property

from the rightfulowner. See CONVERSION, 2.

Forcible detainer. Keeping possession

of another’s realty by force and without au

‘thority of law.

 

1 Vandyck v. Van Beuren, 1 Caines, '84 (1808).

' [Suiiol v. Hepburn, 1 Cal. 268 (1850).

' United Elites 1:. Johns, 1 Wash. 872 (INC).

The original entry may have been peaceable.l

Where one, who hm entered peaceably upon land,

afterward retains possession by force.‘

Forcible entry and detainer.

TRY, l.

DETECTIVE. See Dsoov; Rswann, 1.

DETENTION. See DETAINER; Insets

onnsxr; REPLEVIN.

DETERIORATION. See Psmsmm;

SOUND, 2 (1).

DETEBLHINEJ To end, terminate; to

close; to ascertain, settle.

1. To come to an end: as, for an estate for

life to determine at death.‘

2. To decide: as, to determine a question,

a controversy. Compare DEFINE.

Determinable. Liable to come to an

end: as, a determinable fee, q. U.

Determination. The ending of a thing

an action or proceeding, some right or privi

lege: also, the act of ascertaining a matter

of fact or of law; and, again, the act of de

ciding, and the decision itself. Compare

PREMEDITATE.

“Determined " and " has become void " both imply

that the thing has in effect been brought to an end.

But while the former comprehends every mode of

terminating or of bringing to an end, the latterapplies

to termination in one specific mode.‘

To “ finally determine" refers to a final determina

tion in the absolute sense. When a special tribunal

has power to hear and determine a matter, its decision,

within the scope of its authority, binds all parties. In

this category, for example, are the decisions of land

omcers! Compare Sswsn; TRIBUNAL.

DETINERE. L To hold, keep back,

detain.

Detinet. He withholds. Detinuit. He

withheld (has withheld). Non detinef. He

does not withhold.

Technical words formerly used in actions of re

plevin to describe the claim,.and the denial, that the

property was illegally detained. See Dsrmus; RI

Pnnvis. Compare Dun, Et detinet; Caress, Cepit.

DETINUE. An action for depriving one

of the possession of personalty acquired

originally by lawful means.

Thus, if A lends B a horse, and B refuses to restore

it, the injury consists in the detaining, not in the orig

'See 3 Bl. Com. 179.

'Ladd v. Dubroca, 45 Ala. 42? (1871); 71-id. 571; 1

Russ. Cr. 810; 41 I1]. 285; 4 Bl. Corn. 148.

‘L. deter-minors, to end, bound: terminus, limit,

boundary.

‘ See 2 Bl. Com. 121,146; 1 Washb. IL P. 83).

' [Sharp v. Curds, 4 Bibb, M8 (1817).

' Rector v. Gibbon, 2 M001-sry, 286 (1881), cases;

Johnson v. Towsley, 18 Wall. 83 (1871).

See Ew
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inal taking: and possession may be recovered by an

action of detinue. To successfully maintain the ac

tion it is essential: that the defendant came lawfully

into pomeaslon of the goods; that the plalntii! has a

property in them; that they be of some value: and

that they be identified. If the jury iind for the plaint

ifl they must assess the value of the several articles,

and damages for the detention. The judgment is

that the plalntii! recover the goods. or. if they cannot

be had. then their respective values, and the damages

awarded for the detention.I

The plea of non define! raises the general issue.

In some States thisaction has yielded to the less tech

nical actions oi’ trover and repievin, qq. u.

DETINUIT. See Dsrmsns.

DETRIMENT. See Cossmsuanos, 2;

DAMAGE; Danaoss.

DEUS. See Acres; Dssasms; Ex Visi

ranosn. '

DEVASTATION. Wasteful use of trust

property; particularly, the property of a de

ceased person. See Dsvasravrr.

DEVASTAVIT3 L. He has wasted.

The technical name for waste by an execu

tor or an administrator; occasionally, ex

travagance or misapplication oi’ assets by

any trustee.I

A wasting of assets; any act or omission,

any mismanagement, by which the estate

sutfers loss.‘

A waste of the estate: as. payment by an executor

of his private debt with asset-s, the payment not being

intended to replace money advanced on account of

debts of the tustator.‘

One who has reasonable ground to believe that a

trustee is going to misapply assets can take no advan

tage 01' his own set of connivance!

The assets or their proceeds, as far as they may be

traced into the hands 0! persons affected with notice

of the misapplication, may be followed and recov

ered.‘ See Boxa, De bonls propriis.

DEVELOP. See MINERAL; MINE; Or

IKRATE. ‘

DEVEST. See Vssr.

DEVIATION. In marine insurance, a

voluntary departure, without necessity or

reasonable cause, from the usual course of

the voyage.7

Originally, only a departure from the

course of the voyage; now, a material de

 

'8 B1. Corn. 151-62; Story, Eq. ii 69‘)-711, PM

' Dev-as-t8’-Fit.

‘See! Bl. Com. 508; 8 £1292; 71 Ala. Q/i0.

‘Myers 11. Lawrence, 59 N. Y. 197 (1874); C11.“ |;_

White, 12 id. 531 (1855): 2 Williams, Exec. 1629.

‘Smith v. Mar, 101 U. 8. 327-2! (1879), cases.

'1 Story. Eq. if 591)-81.

' [Collin v. Newburyport Ina Co., 9 Man. ‘4-|1'(1B12).

pm-ture from or change in the risk insured

against, without just cause.1

~Unnecessary delay may be tantamount to a devia

tion. it is understood as part of the contract that the

vo; age is to be prosecuted in the usual, ordinary route,

and the business attended to with at least ordinary

diligence The shortness of the time. when delay ll

really intended. is immaterial.’

Turning aside to save the lives of persons upon a

distressed vemel is not a deviation!

Nor is itto touch and stay at a port out of the course

of the voyage, if such departure is within the usage of

the trade. When a hill oi’ iading provides that the

goods are to be carried from one port to another,

primn fncie a direct voyage is intended; but this may

be controlled by usage. Established usages relating

[O a voyage are impliedly made part of the contract.

if nothing is expressed to the contrary.‘ See Touon.

DEVICE. See EQUIVALENT, 2; PATENT, 3.

DEVISARE. L. To separate, divide,

distribute: to dispose of property by will; to

devise.

Devisavit vel non. Did he make a de

vise or not; did he make a will. An issue.

directed by a court of probate or other court

of equity, to be tried by a jury in a court. 01'

law, to test the validity of a writing pur

porting to be a will, when it is alleged, and

by prima facie proof established, that there

was fraud, undue iniluence, or incapacity

in the deceased. at the time of the making

of the instrument. See INFLUENCE: Insan

ITY, 2 (5).

The right of an executor to costs in an issue de

pends upon the question whether the litigation is for

the benefit of those entitled to the estate.‘

DEVISE. 1, 1). Originally, to divide or

distribute property; now, to give realty by

will. SOeDsv1s.\as.

2, 11. A disposition of real property, con

tained in a man’s last will and testament.‘

A testamentary disposition of land.'

In England, an appointment oi’ particular lands to

a particular devisee,—in the nature of a conveyance

by way of appointment.I

 

I Wilkins v. Tobacco Ins. Co., 80 Ohio St. 341 (1876)

! Pars. Mar. Ins. i.

ICoiiln v. Ins. Co., ante,‘ 7 Cranch, %: I Wheat

159; 8 id. 291; Pet. C. C. 98; 3 Kent, 812-14.

'1Sumn. 400; 2 Wash.&); 1 1\'cwb.449;Sprn;:m.-.14:

See generally 15 Am. Law Rev. NB-2) (1881). cases.

‘ Hostetter 1). Gray, 11 F. R. 181 (1882), cases.

'Sheetz‘s Appeal, 1“) Pl. 197 (1882). See generally

18 Cent. IAW J. 85.

' ['2 Bl. Com. 872.

' Fetrow‘s Estate. 58 Pa. 42? (B68).

IH;r-wood v. Goodright, I Cowp. U (1774), Ma-no

tleld. J.; 17 E. L & Eq. 1%

(23)
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Devisor.l He who gives realty by will.

Devisee. He to whom it is given.

But "deviso“ is often used in the sense of "be

queath " and “ bequest,“ 'as referring to a legacy of

personaity. in doubtful cases it is safest to adhere to

the technical meaning, on the presumption that the

testator used the word in that sense; but this rule will

give way when it clearly appears that he understood

and used the word in the popular sense.‘

Contingent devise. When the vesting

oi the interest is made to depend upon the

happening of some future event; in which

case, if the event never occurs, or until it oc

curs, no estate vests. Vested devise. A

devise which is not subject to a condition,

precedent or unperformed. See Vssi‘, 2,

Vested.

Executory devise. Such a disposition

of lands by will that no estate vests at the

death of the devisor, but on some future con

tingency.'

A limitation by will of a future estate or

interest in lands or chattels.‘

Such a limitation of a future estate or in

terest in lands as the law admits in the case

of a will, though contrary to the rules of

limitation in conveyances at common law.3

Not a. mere possibility, but a substantial interest,

and in respect to transmissiblilty stands on the same

footing with a contingent remainder.’

By it a remainder may be created contrary to the

general rule, on the supposition that the testator acted

without advice. . . An executory devise dlflers from

a " remainder“ in that it needs no particular estate

tosupport it; by it a lee-simple or other less estate

may be limited atter a fee-simple; and by means of it

a remainder may be limited of a chattel-interest, after

A particular estate for liia.'

A devise in future to an artificial being to be

created isgood as an executory devise.‘

Although an estate may be devised to one in fee

slmpie or fee-tail, with a limitation over by way of an

uecutory devise, yet, when the will shows a clear

purpose to give an absolute power of disposition to

the first taker, the limitation over is void.’

 

I D6-viz’-or; dév~i-zoo’.

' Ladd v. Harvey, 21 N. H. 528 (1850); Fetrow‘u Es

hib, 58 Pa. 427 (1868); 21 Barb. 561; 18 id. 109.

' [2 Bl. Com. 172.

' Brown's Estate, 88 Pa. 2% (1861).

' Fearne, Cont. Rem. 886; Jarman, Wills, 864.

' Medley u. Medley, 81 Va. 258-72 (1886), cases.

'2 Bl. Com. 173-75; Doe v. Considine, 6 Wall. 474-75

(1867); 50 Conn. 407; 2 Mich. 296; Q N. H. 278; l1Wend.

I78: 81Barb.666; 2 Washb. R. P. 679.

'Ould v. Washington Hospital, 98 U. B. 818 (1877),

cases; 2 Story, Eq. 55 1146. 1160.

‘Howard v. Carusi, 109 U. S. 780 (1888); Hoxsoy (7.

Honey. 87 N. J. E. Q (1888); 16 S. C. 8%.

 

" It there he an sbsolutc power of disposition given

by the will to the first taker, as if an estate be devised

to A in fee and ii’ he dies possessed of the property

without lawful issue, the remainder over, or the rel

mainder over the property which he, dying without

hslrs, should leave, or without selling or devising the

same,-— in all such cases the remainder over is void as

a remainder because of the preceding fee, and it is

void as an cxocutory devise because the limitation is

inconsistent with the absolute estate or power of dis

position expremly given or necessarily implied by the

will." I

See Aocuuunsrxou; Bsquasr; Dun, Without chil

drcn; Lsrss; Lnoacr; Raxnxnna; B.s.swuan.r;

WILL, 2.

DEVOLUTION. 1. Transfer to a suc

cessor in office.

2. A passing from a person dying to a per

son living: as. the devolution of a title.2

" Devolution by law " occurs when the title is such

that an heir takes under it by descent from an “ an

cestor " according to the rules of law applicable to the

descent of hentable estates; and in all cases of de

scent, the estate oi‘ the successor is immediately

" di-rived " from the “ ancestor " tron: whom the es

tate descends!

DI. See DIS.

DIAGRAM. See B0011, 1.

DICE. See GAME, 2.

DICTA. See Drown.

DICTATE. To pronounce orally what

is to be written down by another at the same

time; as, to dictate a will.‘ See HOLD

GRAPH. —

DICTIONARY. See Dnrnnnos; .WoaD.

No meaning of a word, which has received a con

struction by law or uniform custom, can be adopted

from thedlctionnriss in conflict with that construction.

And where a word, as used, is reooncilable with law

or established custom, a different meaning cannot be

given to it upon the authority of a iexicographer!

The dictionary clause of a statute is the section

which defines what persons, places, things, etc., shall

be included within the terms of the statute.‘

DICTUM. L. A saying, observation,

remark. Plural, dicta.

1. A voluntary statement; a comment.

Gratis dictum. A gratuitous remark. A

statement one is not required to make, and

 

l 4 Kent, 271.

' Parr v. Parr, 7 Eng. Ch. ‘G48 (1833).

' Earl of Zetiand v. Lord-Advocate, 8 Ap. Cos. 6%)

(1813). “ Devolution of liability,“ 61 Wis. 880. In

Louisiana an appeal may be “ devolutive " or suspen

sivo, ‘21 La. An. 295; 30 F. R. 583.

' [Prendergast u. Prendergast,10 La. An. 25.) (1861);

Hamilton v. Hamilton, 6 Mart. 148 (1%).

' State as rel. Beitord v. Hueston, 44 Ohio St. 60888),

Spear, J.

'SeeILB.fl1-6. 5018; lBhamBLOom. 87.
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for which he is not liable in damages for in

jury traceable thereto.I

As, an assertion by a vendor that his land is fit for

I certain purpose. or is worth so much, cost so much,

or v‘-1|. he has refused so much for it.l See Csvawr,

Emptor; Colnlxsnnio.

2. An opinion expressed by a judge on a

point not necessarily arising in a case.’

Dlcfa are opinions of a judge which do not embody

the resolution or determination of the court, and,

being made without argument or full consideration,

are not the professed deliberate determinations of the

Judge himself.‘

Obiter dicta. Such opinions, uttered

" by the way," not upon the point or question

pending, but as if turning aside for the time

from the main topic to a collateral subject.‘

Often, simply, obiler or an obiter.

An expression of opinion upon a point in acase,

argued by counsel and deliberately passed upon by the

court. though not essential to the disposition of the

case, if a dictum at all, is a "judicial" dictum as dis

tinguished from a mere obiler dictum, i. e., an expres

sion originating alone with the judge who writes the

opinion. as an argument or illustration.‘

To make an opinion a decision there must have

been an application of the judicial mind to the precise

question necessary to bedetermined in order to fix the

rights of the parties. Therefore the Supreme Court

has never held itself bound by any part of an opinion

which was not nsedful to the ascertainment of the

question between the parties.‘

" The case called for nothing more; if more was in

tended by the judge who delivered the opinion, it was

purely obiter.“ '

Dicta are not binding as precedents; at most they

receive the respect due to the private opinions of the

judges by whom uttered! See Dscisios; Ormws, 8.

DICTUS. See Anus.

DIE; DYIITG; DEATH. In several

phrases, have a technical meaning:

Die by his own harid or by suicide.

In policies of life insurance, used in a proviso

exempting the company from liability.

In such cue the words mean: (i) That if the as

Iure(L being in the possession of his ordinary reason

ing faculties, from any cause and by any means, inten

tionally takes his own life, there can be no recovery;

 

lhiedbury '1. Watson, 6 Meta. 259 (1843); Gordon 11.

Parrnelee, 2 Allen, 214 (1861).

‘State 1:. Clarke, 3 Nov. 51‘! (1867), Beatty, C. J.

'R0hrhack u. Germania Firs Ins. Co., 62 N. Y. 68

(1875), Folger, J.

‘Buchner v. Chicago, £0. R. Co., 60 Wis. N7-69

(DB-i), Casoday, J.

‘Carroll v. Lessee of Carroll, 16 How. 28’! (1868),

Curtis, J.; 6 Wheat. 399.

‘United States v. County of Clark, 96 U. 8. 218

(ifl7), Strong, -1.; 10! id. 17%

' See 17 I‘. R. 423, £25.

(2) that if the death is caused by the voluntary act of

the assured, he knowing and intending thatdeath shall

be the result of his act, but when his reasoning facul

ties are so far impaired that he is not able to under

stand the moral character, the general nature, com

sequences, and effects of the act; or when he is

impelled thereto by an insane impulse, which he has

no power to resist,— such death is not within the con

templation of the parties, and the insurer is liable.I

The proviso refers to an act of criminal self-do

struction; it does not apply to an insane person who

takes his own life intending to take it. and knowing

that death would be the result.I

“ Die by his own hand," “die by suicide,“ and

“ commit suicide,“ are synonymous with voluntary

suicide.‘ But the addition of the condition “ sane or

insane " will relieve the insurer. whatever be the con

dition of mind of the insured)"

in 1872, when Terry's Case was decided, there wasa

conflict of opinion as to the interpretation to be placed

upon the words “die by his own hand “ or “die by

suicide.“ All authorities agreed that the phrases did

not cover every possible case of self-destruction in a

blind frenzy or under an overwhelming insane im

pulse. Some courts held that they included every

case in which a man, sane or insane, voluntarily took

hisown life; others, that insane self-destruction was

not within the condition. . . if a man‘s reason is so

clouded or disturbed by insanity as to prevent his un

derstanding the real nature of his act, as regards

either its physical consequence or its moral aspect,

the care appears to come within the forcible words

uttered by the late Mr. Justice Nelson, when Chief

Justice of New York, in the earliest American case

upon the subject: “ Self-destruction by a fellow~being,

bereft of reason, can with no more propriety be as

cribed to his own hand than to the deadly instrument

that he may have used for the purpose; " and, whether

it was by drowning, poisoning, hanging or other man

ner, “ was no more his act, in the sense of the law,

than if he had been impelled by irresistible physical

power. " ‘

Die in consequence of a violation of

law. Expresses another condition under

which a policy of life insurance will be ren

dered void.

in a recent case it was held that so long as there

was a violation of law on the part of the assured, and

death as its result, it was immaterial in what manner

tho death was produced, excepting that there must

 

IMutual Life Ins. Co. 1:. Terry, iii Wall. 688 (1872),

Hunt, J.; i Dill. 408.

'Bigelow u. Berkshire Life ins. Co., 98 U. S. 280

(1876), cases; Connecticut lliut. Life lns. Co. v. Groom,

86 Pa. 96-98 (1878), cases; Cooper v. Massachusetts Life

lns. Co., 102 Mass. 228 (1869), cases; Knights of the

Golden Rule 1;. Ainsworth, Tl Ala. 444-49 (1882), cases.

‘Charter Oak Life Lns. Co. v. Rode], 95 U. S. 211

(1877), cases.

‘ Manhattan Life Ina Co. v. Broughton, 109 U. S. if”,

181 (Nov. 6, M83), cases, Gray. J., quoting Breasted a.

Farmers‘ Loan & Trust 00., 4 Hill, 75 081]). , '
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have been a direct connection between the criminal

not and the death.I

in such case “ violation of law " means crime; and

" known violation of law “ indicates a voluntary crim

lllll act. The burden of proof is upon the insurer.I

Death from suicide is not a death “in violation of

the criminal laws "of New York.',

Die without children, heirs, or issue.

In a will, as applied to realty,pr1'ma facie

import an indefinite failure of issue,— total

extinction of the testator‘s family, or the

death of all his descendants to the remotest

generation.

This has uniformlly been the construction, when

there were no expressions in the will controlling the

legal meaning of the words, or pointing to s definite

failure of issue.‘

As applied to personalty, construed to

mean dying without heirs living at the death

of the devises.I

When there is anything in a gift or limitation to

show that the testator meant a failure of issue in the

lifetime of the first taker. instead of an indefinite

failure, a limitation over is construed as an executxiry

devise in defeasance of a fee-simple, and not as a re

mainer sustained by an estate-tail.‘

Whether a presumption that a person died without

issue will he indulged depends upon the circumstances

lhown in each case. 1f. for instance, circumstances

are proven indicating non-marriage or childlessness,

then death without issue may be presumed.’ See fur~

thsr l)srmrrs‘.; Issus, 5.

DIES. L. A day; the day.

Ad diem. At the day; on the very day:

as, the ad diam demand of a bill.‘

Comperuit ad diem. He appeared at the

day. A plea that the defendant in an action

upon a bail bond appeared on the day desig

nated in the bond.

 

IMurray v. N. Y. Life ins. Co.. 80 Run, 429 (1888);

Bradley v. Mut. Benefit 00.. 45 N. Y. 422 (1871); Clufl

0. Mat. Benefit Life Ins. Co., 95 Msss.31B (1866).

' Cluff v. Mut. Benefit Life Ins. Oo.,99 Mass. 326 (1868).

' Darrow u. Family Fund Society, 42 Hun, 245 (1886).

‘See Williams 0. Tamer, 10 Yerg. 289 (1837); War

deil u. Allaire, 20 N. J. L. 9-16 (1842). cases; Davies

(1. Steele. 88 N. J. E. 170-73 (182%); 87 id. 81; Gray v.

Bridgeforth, 83 Miss. 8-H (1857); Wilson v. Wilson, 82

Barb. W (1860); Re Merceron‘s Trusts, 4 Ch. Div. 182

(1876): 20 llloak, 759; Snyder‘s Appeal. 95 Pa. 177-81

(1880), cases; Msgrum v. Plaster, 16 S. 0. 823-24 (1681);

Quigley v. Gridley, 182 Mass. 37 (1&i2), cases; Schmaunz

u Giles, ib. 145 (1889).

‘ Wallis 0. Woodland,” Md. 101 (1569); Moifat v.

Strong, 10 Johns. '15 (1818).

‘Williams. R P., 4 Rawle‘s ed., 207, cases; 26 Am.

Law Rev. 107-15 (1888), cases.

' Bank of Louisville v. Trustees of Public Schools,

U Ky. 231-82 (1886), cases

' 101 U. S. 565.

Solvit ad diem. He paid on the day. Sol

vii post diem. He paid after the day. Pleas

to actions on bonds for the payment of

money.

Dies a quo. The day from \VlllL'l1. Dies

ad quem. The day to which. The day

from which, and the day to which, to com

pute time.

Dies dominicus. The Lord's day -—- Sun

day. Dies juridicus. A judicial or court

‘day.

Dies dominicua non eat juridicus. Sunday

is a non-judicial day — is not a day for court

business, except as to the issue and return of

criminal process. Whence dies non (jurid~

icus): a non-judicial day.

Dies non juridicua means only that process ordi

narily cannot issue, he execpted. or returned, and that

courts do not sit, on that day. It does not mean that

no judicial action can then he had.I See Susan.

A civil process awarded or a judgment entered on 0

holiday is not void.‘ See Hounsv. _

Quarto die post. On the fourth day

thereafter.

On every returnday in the term the person sum

moned has three days of grace. beyond the day named

in the writ. in which to make his appearance, and if

he appears on the fourth day inclusive, qua1'(u die

post, it is sulficient. . The feudal law allowed

three distinct days of citation. before the defendant

was adjudged contumacious for not appearing.

At the beginning of each term, the court does not usu

ally sit for the dispatch of business till the fourth or

appearance day.I

DIFFERENCES. See Ornos, Contract.

DIFFICULTY. 1. As applicable to

what takes place between parties, when it

results in a breach of the peace or a flagrant

violation of law, is in general use, and well

understood.‘

it is of constant application in legal proceedings,

and in the reports of adjudicated cases. It in express

ive of a group or collection of ideas that cannot, per

haps, be imparted so well by any other term.‘

2. In the performance of a covenant, see

POSSIBLE.

DIGEST. A compilation presenting the

substance of many books 'in one, under an

arrangement (usually alphabetical) intended

to facilitate reference.

It reproduces the rules of the decisions by mere

quotation and extract.‘

 

l State v. Ricketts, 74 N. C. 193 (1876).

' Paine v. Fresco, 1 00. Ct. K562 (Ps., 1886). cases

' 8 Bl. Com. 278.

‘ Gainey 0. People, 97 Ill. $79 (1881).

‘ [Abbotfs Law Dict.
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Simply a manual of reference to the original cases,

which are the authority.1

See Asnmonsrrr; Colriurloll.

DIG-GING. May mean excavating, and

not be confined to removing earth as dis

tinguished from rock.2

DIGNTTY. In old English law, a species

of incorporeal hereditament.

Dig-nities beara near relation to oillcea They were

originally annexed to the possession of certain estates

in land, and created by a grant oi’ those estatea Al

though now little more than personal distinctions, they

are still clmed under the head of realty.‘

DILAPIDATION. See Pnmsnanm.

DILATORY. Said of a defense or a plea

that resists the plaintiffs present right of re

covery by interposing some temporary objec

tion, as that the court has no jurisdiction,

that the plaintifi lacks capacity to sue.4 See

PLEA.

DILIG-ENCE. 1. In the law of hailment

and of common carriers of persons isopposed

to " negligence," and synonymous with

"care" in its three degrees of slight, ordi

nary, and extraordinary or great.-"

Due diligence. What constitutes “due

diligence,” in an action to recover damages

caused by negligence, is for the jury; and

the burden of proof is with the plaintiff to

show the negligence.‘

Ordinary diligence. That degree of care,

attention, or exertion which, under the cir

cumstances, a man of ordinary prudence and

discretion would use in reference to the par

ticular thing were it his own property, or in

doing the particular thing were it his own

ooncern.'I

“ Common “ or “ ordinary “ diligence is that degree

of diligence which men in general exert in respwt to

their own concerns, and not any one man in partic

ular.‘ .

See further Ban.urwr; Gnu; Canmaa; Naom

onscr

2. To charge the indorser of a bill or note,

upon non-payment by the maker or acceptor,

 

I [Bouvier‘s Law Dict.; l Bl. Corn. Bl.

' Sherman v. New York City, 1 N. Y. 820 G848).

'2 Bl. Com.-'31‘; l Ld. R/aym. l8; 7 Rep. l22.

‘See! Bl. Com. 331.

‘See Brand r. Troy. to. R Co., 8 Barb. 878 (i850); 19

How. Pr. 219; 29 Ala. M.

' Hat! 2:. llilnnenpolis, £0. E. 00., 14 F. R. 568 (1882).

' Swigert 1:. Graham, 7 B. Mon. 068 (1847), Marshall,

Chief Justice.

'City of Rockford v. llllderbrand, (ii iii. 160 (1871),

Sheldon, J.; 71 Ala. 121; 5 Kan. 180; 71 Me. Al; 6 Metc.

I; 5 Mich. ‘ET: 8 Crewst. 14; iii Pa. 572.

the exercise of “ diligence,” " due diligence,”

or " reasonable diligence " toward notifying

the indorser of the fact of non-payment, is

required by the law-merchant. '

Due diligence. Some eflort or attempt

to find the party, which the court or judge

shall be satisfied is reasonable under the cir

cumstances.1 See PROTEST, 2.

Diligently inquire. Said 0! a grand

jury, see INQUIRY, 2.

DIINEINUTION. Omission; defect; in

completeness.

Where the whole 0! a record is not properly or not

truly certified by an interior court to the court of re

view the party injured thereby may allege or “sug

gest " diminution of the record, and cause it to be

rectified ' — by means of a writ oi’ certmrart, q. v.

DJILOMATIC OFFICERS. Ambas

sadors, envoys extraordinary, ministers

plenipotentiary, ministers resident, commis

sioners, chargés d‘aiIaires, agents and secre

taries of legation.‘ See CONSUL; MINISTER, 8.

DIPSOMANIA. See Im-anrssara.

DIRECT. 1, adj. Straight; not circuit

ous; immediate; the first or original.

Opposed (1) to indirect: as, a direct or

indirect—contession, contempt, damage,

docket or index, examination, interest, in

terrogatory or question, tax, qq. v.

Opposed (2) to redirect, the direct over

again: as, an examination (q. 1;.) following a

cross-examination.

Opposed (3) to cross: as in direct examina

tion; to collateral: as, the direct line of de

scent; tocircumstantial: as, direct evidence;

to contingent or remote: as, adirect interest;

to consequential: as, direct damages. See

those Qubstantives.

The “ most direct route oi’ travel " between two

places, within the meaning of a statute giving a sher

ifl mileage {or carrying prisoners to a penitentiary, is

the railroad, although it is sixty-four miles long while

the highway is but thirty-five.‘ See DISTANCI.

To “proceed direct" to a port is to take a direct

course, without deviation or unreasonable delay; not,

to leave port iznmediately.I

What cannot be done directly cannot be done indi

rectly.'

 

I Bixby v. Smith, 49 How. Pr. 53 (1874); Demand v.

Burnham, 182 Mass. 3|! (1%); Bank of Oolumbh o.

Lawrence, 1 Am. L. C. 406; Byles, Bills, 27".

' [4 Bl. Corn. 890; Tidd. Pr. 1109.

' R S. § 1674.

' Maynard v. Cedar County, 51 Iowa, 481 (1879).

‘The Onrust, 6 Blatch. 586 (1869).

' New York v. Louisiana, IN U. 8. ill (185).
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2, v. To guide, instruct, charge. Opposed,

misdirect, to instruct wrongly, to mislead:

as, to direct, and to misdirect, a jury in the

law which is to regulate its deliberations and

verdict. See further CHARGE, 2 (2, c).

Directory. 1, adj. Containing instruc

tions as to what may be done: as, a direct

ory —statute, clause, trust. Opposed, man

datory. q. v.

“ Directory.“ referring to a charter, means that it is

to be considered as giving directions which ought to

be followed, not as so limiting the power that it can

not be effectually exercised without observing them.I

See Lsosn, Illegal; Pnosm1r1os, 1.

2, n. A board of directors, q. 1;.

DIRECTORIES. See Corvmonr.

Where the commercial value of two society direct

ories depends upon the judgment of the compilers in

selecting nnmes, each is original as far as the selection

is original. One compiler may not merely copy names

from the other‘s book: but he may use it to verify the

orthography of names or the correctness of addresses.

The existence of the same errors in the two books

raises a presumption of piracy that can be overcome

only by clear evidence to the contrary.)

DIRECTORS. Persons legally chosen to

manage the affairs of a corporation or com

pany.

Directors, board of, or directory. The

whole body of such managers, jointly con

sidered.

The directors of a corporation are subject to the

obligations imposed upon trustees and agents.I

They are offlcers and agents, and represent the in

terests of the abstract legal entity, and of those who

own the shares of its stock.‘

To the stockholders they are not as technical trust

ees, but as mandataries, bound to exercise ordinary

skill and diligence. They are not liable for a mistake

of judgment, within the scope of their powers: but

they are responsible for losses occasioned by embez

zlement, willful misconduct, breach of trust, or gross

lnattention by which fraud has been perpetrated by

an agent, oiiicer, or co-director.‘

They are at least quasi trustees for the creditors of

the corporation. When that is insolvent good faith

forbids that they use their position to save themselves

or one of their number at the expense of other cred

iiors.' '

 

|'1‘own of Danville 11. Shelton, 76 Va. 811 (1882).

' List Publishing Co. v. Keller, 80 F. R. 772 (1887),

Wallace, J.

' Wardell 1:. Union Pacific R Co.,10$ U. S. 658 (1880),

cases.

‘ Twin-Lick Oil 00. 0. Marbury, 91 U. S. 589. 587 (1875).

' Sper-ing‘s Appeal, 71 Pa. 20 (1872), cases, Shara

wood, J .; United Society of Shakers v. Underwood, 9

Bush, 609 (1873), cases; First Nat. Bank of Ft. Scott 1:.

Drake, 29 Kan. 826-27 (1888); Morse, Banks, 70.

‘Coons u. Tome. 9 F. R. 5820881); I. c. 18 Rep. 186;

 

The directors of a corporation are its exclusive ex

ecutive agents, and, as it can act only through them,

the powers vested in the corporation are deemed con

ferred upon its representatives; but they are, neverthe

less, trustees for the stockholders. The law recognizes

the stockholders as the ultimately controlling power

in the corporation, because they may at each author

ized election entirely change the organization, and

may at any time keep the trustees within the line of

faithful administration by an appeal to a court of

equity. General power in a board of directors

“to perform all corporate acts“ refers to the ordi

nary business transactions of the corporation. The

stockholders alone can make or authorize funda

mental or organic changes.I

As a rule, the directors of a corporation are only

required, in the management of its affairs. to keep

within the limits of its powers and to exercise good

faith and honesty. They undertake, by virtue of the

assumption of the duties incumbent on them, to per

form those duties according to the best of their judg

ment and with reasonable diligence, and ; mere error

of judgment will not subject them to personal liability

for its consequences. And unlessthere hasbeen some

violation of the charter or the constating instruments,

or unless there is shown to be a want of go-wd faith, or

a willful abuse of discretion, or negligence, there will

be no personal liability. They are personally only

bound. in the management of the aflairs of the corpo

ration. to use diligence and prudence, uch as men

usually exercise in the management of their own af

fairs of a similar nature. But they are personally

liable if they sufl'er the corporate funds or property to

be wasted by gross negligence and inattention to the

duties of their trust.‘

That which directors, by proper diligence, ought to

have known as to the general course of business in

their bank, they may be presumed to have known, in

any contest between the corporation and those who

are justified by the circumstnncs in dealing with its

ofllcers upon the basis of that course of business.‘

See Conronsnos; Divins..\'n, 3; liiss-rnvo; liimuras.

2; Tnusr, 1.

 

Drury 1:. Cross, 7 Wall. 802 (1868); Jackson 1:. Ludeiing,

21 id. 616 (1874); Richards 0. New Hampshire Ins. Co..

48 N. H. 268 (1861).

I Cass v. Manchester iron, &:c. Co., 9 F. R. 640 (1881);

s. c. 18 Rep. 167.

'Ackerman v. Halsey, 87 N. J. E. 868 (1888), cases,

Runyon, Ch. See also Williams v. Hllliand, 88 id. 874

(1381). cases; Chicago City R. Co. v. Allerton, 18 Wall

233 (1878); Bradley 0. Farwell, 1 Holmes, 440 (1874),

cases.

Directors as flduciaries, Bent v. Priest, 86 lilo. 476

(1&\‘5), cases: ‘.25 Am. Law Reg. 1% (18H6), cases

Liability of, of national banks. and generally, lilnvius

v. Lee. 80 F. R. 806-'-'(l887), cases; Witter: 1:. Sowles, 81

id.1 (1B87),csses; 28 Cent. Law J. 172 (1886), cases

Powers of, of banks, 22 Cent. Law J. 318 (18%). cases.

of corporations generally, 19 id. 805-10, 827450 (1894).

cases; 6 South. Law Rev. 386-418 (188)), cases. Dealing

with the corporation, 1 Col. Law T. 1. 3-95 (1888).

' Martin v. Webb, 110 U. B. 15 (1884), Harlan. J
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DIS. A prefix or inseparable preposition,

used in compounds. In the Latin, corre- i

sponds to asunder, apart, in two; and denotes l

separation. parting from, and hence has the

force of a privative or negative.

In a few words. becomes di-; but di- may be eforrn

J! do, as in divest.

DISABILITY. Incapacity for action

under the law; incapacity to do a legal act.I

A personal incapacity; and may relate to power to

contract or to sue, and arise from want of suflicient

understanding, as in cases of lunacy and infancy; or

from want of freedom of will. as in cases of coverture

and duress; or from the policy of the law. as in cases

of allenago, outlawry, and the like.‘

Any incapacity of acquiring or transmitting a right,

or of resisting a wrong; and arises from the act of the

party, of his ancestor. of the law, or of God.'

Civil disability. Disqualification cre

ated by the law. Physical disability.

An infirmity inherent in the constitution of

the body or mind.

in a statute providing what shall be done in the

event of the death or disability of a public oiiicer. ‘

" disability “ will cover any cause which preventtihe

otficer from acting, as. his resignation.‘

Where there are two or more co-existing disabilities

in the same person he is not obliged to act until the

last disability is removed.‘ Thus, coverture enables a

wife to postpone avoidance of a deed made in infancy

to a reasonable time after the coverture is ended,

without regard to the statute of limitations. One

under a disability to make a contract cannot coniirm

or disafiirm a voldahle contract.‘

Compare Cancrrv; Quaurv. See Asrra, ii; A.I‘~

nan. 2: RA'l‘iI'lCATi0N.

Disabling. Disqualifying; incapacitat

ing; restricting; restraining: as, a disabling

statute, q. o.

DISAFFIIRM. See AFFIRM, 2.

DISAGREE. See JURY; Vaanicr.

DISALLOW. See ALLOW.

DISAPPBOVE. See F$TOPPEL; Pao

TEST. 1.

DISBAR. See Ban. 1.

DISBURSEMENTJ Paying out money;

also. the money itself.

By an edministrator—money or currency paid in

extinguishment of the liabilities of the decedent or of

the upenses of administration.‘

 

1 [Wieener v. Zaun. 39 Wisv 206 (i875): Burrill.

' Mocks v. Vassault, 8 Saw. 218 (1874), Sawyer, Cir. J.

lSee8Z Barb.480; id! ind. 1%; 10 Alb. L. J. 292; am.

Com. fill; Coke. inst. 1.5. p. 21: L 8, p. 69. '

' State v. City of Newark, 27 N. J. L. ll)? (1868).

I Mercer's Lemee v. Selden, 1 How. 87 (1843).

' Sims u. Everhardt. 102 U. S. 810(l&30),cases; Ti‘ Va.72

' F. dubouner. to take out oi a purse.

' Wright u. Wilkerson, 4| Ala. 272 (1867).

 

Also. an expenditure of money necessarily incurred

in the regular course of proceedings in an action, and

allowable as cosw.I Compare Ruxnuasn See Esau

mos

DISCHARGE. As a verb and noun, con

veys the idea of relieving of a charge, bur

den, weight, or of a duty, service, or respon

sibiiity.

1, v. (1) To empty of cargo or freight: as,

to discharge a vessel; also, to remove that

with which a thing is laden: as, to discharge

acargo. See DISPATCH; PORT, Of discharge.

(2) To extinguish, satisfy: as, to discharge

a demand, debt, legacy, lien, judgment, in

cumbrance, obligation, gq. v.

(3) To free from the payment of indebted

ness already incurred: as, to discharge a

bankrupt, an insolvent. qg. v.

(4) To absolve from contingent pecuniary

liability: as, to discharge an indorser, a

surety, a guarantor, qq. v.

(5) To relieve from the performance of

the duties of a trust: as, to discharge an

‘ assignee, administrator, executor, guardian,

receiver, qq. v.

(6) To relieve from further service in the

consideration of a cause; to dismiss: as, to

discharge a jury.

(7) To set at liberty; tofree from imprison

ment: as, to discharge a prisoner, a convict.

(8) To decline further to entertain a pro

ceeding; to vacate: as, to discharge a rule.

2, n. (1) Relief from some burden or duty:

extinguishment or satisfaction of an obliga

tion; exoneration from responsibility, ao

oountability, liability; exemption from serv

ice or action; liberation; annulment. See

CHARGE, 2.

(2) Any such action in itself considered.

(3) The certificate or document in evidence

thereof.

The discharge of a guardian is any mode by which

the relation of guardianship is eflectualiy determined

and brought to a close: as. by his removal. reslgnm

tion, or death, by the marriage of a female ward, by

the arrival of a minor ward at the age of twenty-one,

or otherwise.‘

To be construed a discharge for money, a paper

‘ need not contain the word “discharge;“ every re

ceipt for money, which is not an accountable reccipL

is a discharge for money.‘

' Case v. Price. 9 Abb. Pr. "4 (1859). And see Han

over v. Reynolds. 4 Dem. 885 (1886): N.- Y. Code, 5 3256.

' Loring v. Alline, 9 Cush. 70 (1861). Shaw, (J. J.

' (Commonwealth 11. Talbot. 2 Allen. 16211361). cm
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DISCLAIMER. The act, declaration, or

document by which a person denies, dis

avows, or renounces some interest or right

which he formerly claimed, or which has

been imputed or offered to him.1

1. In feudal law, when a tenant neglected

to render services, and, upon an action

brought to recover them, disclaimed to hold

of the lord.

In a court of record, a forfeiture of the lands to the

lord.‘

When the tenant, upon a writ of assize of rent, or

on a replevin, disavowed his tenure, whereby the lord

lost the verdict, the lord could thereupon have a writ

of right, rur disclaimer; and, upon proof of the tenure,

recover the land as a punishment to the tenant for his

false disclaimer.‘

A disclaimer must be a renunciation by the party

of his character of tenant, by setting up a title in an

other or by claiming title in himself.‘

2. A formal mode of expressing a grantee's

dissent to a conveyance before the title has

become vested in him.°

Prevents the estate from passing from the grantor.‘

it is emential that the estate disclaimed would vest

but for the disclaimer, unless there he an express

condition that the grantee shall elect.‘

Filed in an action to try title to land, admits the

plaintifl‘s title; and entities the defendant to his costs,

unless he was in possession when the suit was brought. 7

8. Renunciation of what is or seems to be

part of a patentee’s claim for invention, and

as to which he has no valid claim.

Wherever, through inadvertence, accident. or mis

take, and without any willful default or intent to de

fraud or mislead the public. a paientee in his specifi

cation has claimed more than that of which he was

the original and iirst inventor or discoverer, his patent

is valid for all that part which is truly and justly his

own, provided the same is a material and substantial

part of the thing patented, and definitely distinguish

able from the parts claimed without right; and the

patentee, upon seasonably recording in the patent

ofiice a disclaimer in writing of the parts which he

did not invent, or towhich he has no valid claimI may

maintain a suit upon that part which he is entitled to

hold, although in a suit brought before the disclaimer

he cannot recover costs. A reissued patent is within

the letter and spirit of these provisions.‘

l [Abbott Law Diet]

' [2 Bl. Com. 275.

' 8 Bl. Corn. 583.

4 Williams 1). Cooper, 89 E. C. L. 884 (1840), Tindal,

Chief Justice.

' [Watson 1:. Watson, 13 Conn. 85 (1Si9).

' Jackson v. Richards, 6 Cow. 620 (1827).

' Wootters 0. Hall, 6‘-' Tex. 513 (1887); Prescott 0.

Hutchinson, ill Mass. ‘+12 (1816).

' Gage v. Herring, 107 U. S. 646 (1852), cases, Gray, .1.;

United States Cartridge Co. v. Union Cartridge Co.,

ll2 id. 6420884); B. S. ii 4917, 4922; 17 Biawh. 67-69.

Drawings cannot be used, even on an application

for a reiue; I much less, on a disclaimer, to change

the patent, and make it embrace a different invention

from that described in the specification.’ See lssul, 1.

4. When a defendant denies that he has or

claims any right to the thing in demand by

the plaintiffs bill, and disclaims, that is, re

nounces, all claim thereto.l '

Where the defendant renounces all claim

to the subject of the demand made by the

plaintifi’s bill.i

Distinct in substance from an answer, although

sometimes confounded with it; and it can seldom be

put in without an answer.‘

DISCLOSE. 1. “Disclosing a defense

upon the merits" means opening out and

letting the judge see whether there really is

a defense.‘

2. An agent is said to “ disclose his princi

pal" when he makes known who his prin

cipal is; and principals are said to be “dis

closed ” or " undisclosed." See Aossr;

A UGFIONEER.

DISCONTINUANCE. The cessation

of an action or an estate.

1. (1) A chasm or gap left by neglecting to

enter a continuance in an action.‘

When a plaintiff fails to follow up his case

and leaves achasm in the proceedings by his

laches.I

When the plaintiff leaves a chasm in the proceed

ings, as by not continuing the process regularly from

time to time, the suit is discontinued, and the defend

ant need not attend.. See Comncascs; Dmmss.

(2) At common law, the act of the plaint

iff in demurring or replying to a plea which

answered a part of his declaration.

By not taking judgment for the part unanswered,

he was held not to have followed up his whole de

mad.‘

2. When, at common law, a tenant in tail

granted a larger estate than he could right

fully transfer.

Abolished in England in 1884; but prior thereto had

already become obsolete."

I Parker & Whipple 00. 0. Yale Lock Co., 123 U. S. 87

(1887), cases.

' Hailcs 1:. Albany Stove 00.. 128 U. S. 582 (1887)

'1 Daniel, Ch. Pr. 706.

‘ Story, Eq. Pi. 5883.

l Whiley v. Whiley, 93 E. C. L. ‘($63 (IPLSS).

‘Taft u. Northern Transportation Co., 56 N. H. no

(1876), Cushing, C. J.

Y ltoundtree 1:. Key, 71 Ala. 215 (1883), Jackson. L2. J .

ib. 3437.

' (3 Bl. Com. $6.

' See Steph. Plead. 941; Gould, Pl. 336.

" See 8 Bl. Com. 172; 1 Steph. Com. 510, I.
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DISCOUNT. l. A counting oil’; an al

lowance or deduction from a gross sum on

any account.1

A right which a debtor has to an abate

ment of the demand against him in conse

quence oi a partial failure of the considera

tion, or on account of some equity arising

out of the transaction on which the demand

‘I founded.2

2. The difference between what is paid for

a claim evidenced by negotiable paper and

the face amount thereof.

A bank of discount furnishes loans upon drafts,

promissory notes, bonds, and other securities.

“ Discounting" and “ buying“ a note are not identi

cal. The latter denotes the transaction "when the

seller does not indorse the note and isnot accountable

for it“ Power to carry on the business of bank

ing, by discounting evidences of debt, is merely an

authority in lend money thereon, with the right to

deduct the legal rate of interest in advance.‘

In Atlantic State Bank v. Savory, 82 N. Y. 291, 802

(IM), it was decided that the purchase ofa promis

sory note for a less sum than its face is adiscount

thereof within the meaning of the provision of the

Banking Act of that State (Laws of 1836, c. 5330,‘ 18),

which authorizes associations organized under it to

discount bills and notes. And in support of that

deflnltipn of the terms the court cites the authority

of McLeod on Banking, p. 48, where the author says,

“ The difference between the price of the debt and the

amount of the debt is called discount,“ and “ to buy

or purchase a debt is always in commerce termed to

discount it." in Fleckner v. Bank of United States, 8

Wheat. 81:) (ldlil), Mr. Justice Story said, “Nothing

can be clearer than that, by the language of the com

mercial world and the settled practice of banks, a dis

count by a bank means a deduction or drawback

made upon its advances or loans of money, upon

negolla6le paper or other evidences of debt. payable

at a future day, which are transferred to the bank,“

and added that if the transaction could properly be

called a sale " it is a purchase by way of discount."

Discount. then, is the dlflerence between the price and

the amount of the debt. the evidence of which is trans

ferred, and that diflerence represents interest charged,

being at some rate, according to which the price paid,

if invested until the maturity of the debt, will just

produce its amount. And the advance, therefore, upon

every note discounted, without reference in its char

acter asbusiness or accommodation paper, is properly

denominated a “ loan,“ for interest is predicable only

of loans, being the price paid for the use of money.

The specific power given to national banks (Rev. St.

5 5131» is “ to carry on the business of banking by dis

counting and negotiating promissory notes, drafts,

 

I [Uunkle v. Renlclt, 6 Ohio St. 535 (1856).

1Trabue 1:. Harris, 1 Meta. 599 tl{y., 18.38), Simpson,

Chief Justice.

' Fannurs', &c. Bank v. Baldwin, 28 Minn. 205-8

0876;. cases

hills of ezchange. and other evidences of debt.“ So

that the discount of negotiable paper is the form ac

cording to which they are authorized to make their

loans, and the terms loans and discounts are syn

onymous. It was so held in Talmage v. Pell, 8 Sold.

328, 889 (1852); and in Niagara County Bank v. Baker,

15 Ohio St. 68, 8? (1864), the point decided was that “ to

discount paper, as understood in the business of bank

ing, is only a mode of lending money with the right to

take the interest allowed by law in advance." . . A

national bank is restricted to taking ,no more than

seven per centum for the discountof negotiable paper

when the person discounting is an lndorser thereon.I

See Usuar.

DISCOVERT. See Covsar.

DISCOVERY." A bringing to light;

making known for the first time; disclosure;

also, that which is found out, revealed, dis

closed. 0

1. Finding a previously unknown country

or land. Spoken of as the “right of discov

ery " or of “ original discovery.”

The English possessions, in America were not

claimed by right of conquest, but by right of discov

ery. According to the principles of international law,

as then understood, the Indian tribes were regarded as

the temporary occupants of the soil, and the absolute

rights of property and dominion were held to belong

to the European nations by which any portion of the

country was first discovered.‘

The Europeans respected the right of the natives as

occupants, but asserted the ultimate dominion to be

in themselves; and exercised, as a conseqw-nce, a

power to grant the soil while it was'yet in the posses

sion of the natives.‘ See Occmuacv.

2. In the law of patent rights, refers to

something that had existed unknown, until

brought to light and utilized.

The Congress shall have power to secure for lim

ited times to inventors the exclusive right to their dis

coveries.'

This does not apply to the discovery of a funda

mental truth or abstract principle, in which no one

can have an exclusive right; nor to a power of net

ure, in which the invention is in the application to

a useful object. The discovery must be reduced to

practice,— be embodied in some practical method for

rendering it useful.‘ ,

In its naked. ordinary sense, a discovery is not pat

entable. A discovery of a new principle, force, or

‘ Nat. Bank of Glovemville 1;. Johnson, 104 U. S. 276

78 (1881), Matthews, J. See also 14 Ala. 667-, I3 Conn.

$9; 20 Kan. 450; 42 Md. 592; 48 M0. 191; 7 N. Y. 848;

18 Barb. 462; 13 Bankr. Reg. 268.

‘F. decouvrir, to uncover.

' Martin v. Waddell, 16 Pet. 409 (1842), Taney, C. J.

‘ Johnson 1:. Mclntosh, 8 Wheat. 5'-'2 £1823), Marshall,

0. J.; Butt: 1:. Northern Pacific R. Co., ill) U. S. 67

(18313); 3 Kent, 379.

' [Constitution, Art. 1, sec. 8. cl. 8.

‘Burr v. Duryee,1 Wall. 570 (1863): Le Roy 0:. Tot

ham, 14 How. 174 0852).
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low, operating, or which can be made to operate, on

matter, will not entitle the discoverer to a patent He

controls his discovery through the means by which he

has brought it into practical action, or their equiva

lent. It is then on " invention,“ although it embraces

a discovery. Every invention may, in a certain sense,

embrace more or less of discovery, for it must always

include something that is new; but it by no means

follows that every disdovory is an invention.l

See further lsvzxrios; Parnsr. 2; Pnmcmnx, 2;,

Paocsss, 3; Sscvas, 1; Tsnsenoss.

8. In the law regulating the granting of

new trials and rehearings, refers to evidence

brought to light or obtainable after trial or

hearing, and which, could it have been pre

sented upon that occasion, would likely have

changed the result. Whence “ aftcr-discov

cred " and “ newly-discovered ” evidence.

Thfl unconsidered evidence must be such as rea

sonable diligence, on the part of the party asking for

the rehearing, could not have secured at the former

trial; it must be material to its object, not merely

cumulative, corroborative. or collateral; and be such

as ought to produce important results on its merits.‘

See Acorn Qwsnsuu Rnvnrw, 2. Bill of.

4. In the law of limitation of actions, refers

to information had of the fact that a mistake

was made or fraud perpetrated.

In cases of fraud and mistake a court of equity does

not allow the statute of limitations to run until the

discovery thereof. This rule has been incorporated

into the statute law of many of the States.‘ See fur

ther Faaun; LIMITATION, 3; Mrs-man; Rnsc1ss1o1~1.

5. In the law of bankruptcy, refers to the

disclosure made, or to be made, by the debtor

of the nature, kind, amount; situs, etc., of

his assets.‘ See Banxnorrcv.

6. In equity practice, the disclosure by the

defendant of matters important to enable the

plaintifl‘ to maintain his rights. Procured

by a —

Bill of discovery. Every bill in equity

may be deemed such, since it seeks a disclos

ure from the defendant, on oath, of the

truth of the circumstances constituting the

plaintifi‘s case as propounded in his bill. But

that which is emphatically called a bill of

discovery is a bill which asks no relief but

 

Iliiorton v New York Eye Infirmary, 5 Blatch. 121

(1862), Shipman, J.

‘Dower 1:. Church, 21 W. Va. 57 (1882); Codman 1;.

Vermont, &c. R. Co., 17 Blatch. 8 (1879); Whalen 1;.

Mayor of New York, 17 F. R. 72 (1882).

'\\’est Portland Homestead Association v. Lowns

.inle, 17 F. R. 207, 205 (lSP‘~3); Fritschler v. Koehler, 83

Ky. 52 (1885); Parker 1;. Kuhn, Neb.. March, 1887,cases:

is N. \\'. Rep. 74-. 2 Story, Eq. 51521 a.

' See 2 Bl. Com. 481 '

simply the discovery of facts resting in the

knowledge of the defendant, or the discovery

of deeds, writings, or other things in his pos

session or_ power, in order to maintain a right

or title of the party asking it in some suit or

proceeding in another court.l

Not entertainable: where the subject is not cogni

zable in any court; where the court cannot, in this

manner, aid the other court; where the plaintifl’ is

under disability, or has no title to the character in

which he sues; where the value in suit is trivial; where

the plaintifl has no interest iii the subject-matter or

no title to the discovery required, or where an action

will not lie; where some other person than the plaint

if! has a right to call for the discovery; where the

policy of the law exempts the defendant from discov

ery; where the defendant is not bound to discover his

own title; where the discovery is not material to the

suit; where the defendant is a mere witness; or where

a discovery would criminaie him!

At common law, discovery could not be had before

trial; hence the resort to chancery. At present it is

had, in effect, by bills of particulars, by attachments

in execution, by aflidavits of defense, by inspection of

books and documents, by examination of one‘s adver

sary before trial, and by other means specially pro

vided by statute.

For want of the power of discovery at law, courts

of equity acquired a concurrent jurisdiction with other

courts in all matters of account.‘ See Cnsnrrosfs

BILL; Flsnum. 2.

DISCREDIT. See Canon.

DISCREPANCY. SeeAmB1ourrY;Dn

SCRIPTION.

DISCRETION.‘ Discernment of what

is right or proper; sound sense; deliberate

judgment.

1. Capacity or understanding to discern

what is right or lawful, so as to be a_nswer

able for one‘s actions.

Presumed to be enjoyed at fourteen — the “ age of

discretion;“ but, really, the law has fixed no arbi

trary perlod when the immunity of childhood ceases.‘

See Aon; Carax; Nsouosncs. _

2. Foresight, wisdom, sagacity; judgment,

action. Sometimes termed personal discre

tion: limited to a particular individual.

Where there is a trustee in existence, capable or

acting in the exercise of a discretion vested in him by

 

‘[2 Story, Eq. 5 1480; 1 id. 5 689; 1 Pomeroy, Eq.

55144. 191.

'2 Story. Eq. 5 1489; 1 Pomeroy, Eq. 55 195415. As

against a corporation. see Post 11. Toledo, &c. R. 00..

144 lilass. 347 (1887). cases: l\icC01nb v. Chicago, &c. R

Co., 19 Blatch. 69 (1551); Colgate v. Corupagnie Fran

caise, 23 F. R. 82 (18'\‘!’|), cases.

' 3 Bl. Com. 437. 85".’. See 1 Bouv. 536.

‘ L. dis-cernere, to separate. distinguish, perceive

‘1 Bl. Com. 458; Nagle v. Allegheny R. 00., 88 Pa 89

(1879).
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the instrument under which he is appointed, equity

will not interfere to control that discretion.‘

A devises charged with making such provision for

designated beneficiaries “as in his judgment will be

best,“ must exercise a proper and honest judgment in

determining the nature and amount of the provision,

having due regard to the amount of the estate, and

the condition and circumstances of the beneficiaries.‘

See Baztsvouzs-r; Exscuron; Ponn, 2; Taosr, 1.

3. Applied to public functionaries —a

power or right, conferred upon them by law,

of acting oflicially in certain circumstances,

according to their own judgment and con

science, uncontrolled by the judgment or

conscience of others.

This discretion, to some extent, is regulated by

usage, or by flxed principles. Which means merely

that the same court cannot. consistently with its dig

nity, and with its character and duty of administering

impartial justice, decide in diilerent ways two like

cases Whether cases are alike is, of necessity, a

question for the judgment of some tribunal.I

An offleer in whom public duties are confided by

law is not subject to control by a courtin the exercise

of a discretion reposed in him as a part of his official

£unctionsJ See Duanrnm; Guam‘, 8; S:wss.

4. In legislation, the deliberate, cautious

judgment of the law-making body.

The courts will not presume a detrimental exercise

of judgment in the legislature. Security against

abusive exercise resides in the responsibility of the

lawmakers to the public.‘ See Poucr, 1; Pcsuc.

5. Equitable determination by a. court as

to what is just, in agiven case.

Judicial discretion. A discretion to

be exercised in discerning the course pre

scribed by the law; never, the arbitrary will

of the judge.‘

According to Coke, discernere per legcm,

quid sit justum: perceiving by or through

 

INichols v. Eaton, 91 U. S. 724 (1875), cases; Cooper

1:. Cooper, 77 Va. fill (1838); Lovett v. Thomas, 81 id.

Ka’i(18tL'>);78id.11~i; 79i'd.(‘>i0.

" Colton v. Colton, 127 U. S. M) (1688). As to cases in

which personal discretion was conferred upon exec

utors and held not transmissible to the administrator

dc bom'a non by such expressions in wills as think,

see, or deem “advisable,“ “ best," “ tit," “ prudent,“

"judicious," “ wise,“ see Giberson u. Giberson, 48

N. J. E. 116-21 (1887), note, cases: 37 Alb. Law J. 7-6

(1iB\‘), cases.

‘Judges of Oneida Common Pleas it. People, 18

Wend. 90 (1817).

‘Gaines 1:. Thompson, 7 Wall. 818 (1568); County of

San Mateo v. Maloney, 71 Cal. 208 (1880); 45 id. 639; 52

id. 179.

‘Ba-ldmoro, &c. R. Co. 1!. Maryland, 21 Wall. 471

(1874).

' Tripp (1. Cook, % Wand. 162 (1841); Platt v. Munroe,

M Barb. 2” (1861).
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(or according to) the law, what would be

just.I

Arises only in the exercise of judicial au

thority, which presupposes the existence of

-some cause or controversy submitted for de

cision in the customary form of judicial pro

ceedings.’

Judicial power, as contradistlngulshed from the

power of the laws, has no existence. Courts are the

mere instruments of the law and can will nothing.

When they are said to exercise a “ discretion," it is a

mere legal discretion, a discretion in discerning the

course prescribed by law; and when that is discerned

it is the duty of the court to follow it. Judicial power

is never exercised for the purpose of giving effect to

the will of the judge; always for giving effect to the

will of the legislature, in other words to the will of

the law.‘

Were the judges to set the law to rights as often as

it diflers from their ideal of excellence. their correc

tions would not suit those who came after them. and

we should have nothing but corrections; there would

be no guide in the decision of causes but the discretion

of fallible judges in the court of last resort and no

rule by which the citizen might beforehand shape his

actions “The [private] discretion of a judge." said

Lord Camden, " is the law of tyrants: it is always un

known; it is different in different men: it is casual,

and depends upon constitution, temper and passion.

In the best it is oftentimes caprlce; in the worst itls

every vice, folly, and passion to which human nature

_ can be liable." '

The determination or disposition of many matters

is committed to the sound discretion of the court; as,

amendments to pleadings, and petitions: continuances,

the order of introducing evidence, the amount of

cumulative testimony admissible, the examination of

witnesses, the granting or refusing oi’ new trials and

of the extraordinary writs, sales and resales of prop

erty; custody of children; allowances for mainte

nance and remuneration.

The universal rule of practice is that orders or de

crees involving an exercise of judicial discretion

purely are not reexaminable in a court of errors;

only a plain abuse of discretion in such cases will be

interfered with.‘

Abuse of discretion, especlallya “ gross" and " pal

pable" abuse (the terms ordinarily employed), to jus

tify an interference with the exercise of discretionary

 

1 See Faber v. Bruner, 18 M0. 548 (1850).

' Statesu. Judges, Bi La. An. 1116 (1882).

IOsborn v. United States Bank, 9 Wheat. 866 (1824),

Marshall, C. J.

' Commonwealth v. Lesher, 17 S. 8: R. '164 (1827),

Gibson, 0. J. See also State 1:. Cummings, 86 M0. 278

(1865); Roolre‘s Case, 3 Coke. 1000598); Rex u. Wilkes, 4

Burr. 25li9(1TTt)): 1 id. 560, 571; 84 Ala. 25; 46 id. 810;

4 Iowa, 2&3; 25 Miss 226; 1 Helsk. T7-i.

' Pomeroy‘s Lessee v. Bank of Indiana, 1 Wall. 6%

(1363). cases; Ezrp. Reed, 100 U. S. :3 (1879); Wills 0.

Russell, ii). 626 (1879); United States 1:. Atherton, 102 id.

375 (1880); Tilton v. Cofleld. 98 id. 166 (1876).
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power, implies not merely error of judgment. bat

perversity of will. passion, prejudice, partiality, or

moral delinquency.I

DISCRIMINATION. See C tr 1 z n N;

Oommscs.

DISCUSSION. 1. By the Roman law, a

surety was liable for the debt only after the

creditor had unsuccessfully sought payment

from the principal debtor. ‘This was called

the “ benefit " or " right of discussion." A

like rule obtains in Louisiana.’

2. In the sense of debate, see LIBERTY, Oi

press, Of speech; Pmvmsoa, 4.

DISEASE. Within the meaning of a

warranty in a policy of life insurance, not a

temporary ailment. unless it be such as indi

cates a vice in the constitution, or so serious

as to have a bearing upon the general health

and the continuance of life, or such as in

common understanding would be called a

disease.a

See ACC1DIN1‘, Insurance; Dmoanxa, 1; Ermsmc;

Bnurn; Issamrv; iusrscnos, 1; Nmssscn; Poucs, 2;

QUARA)-'Tl.\'E. 2; Sousn, ‘J (2); Smcwa.

DISENFRANCHISE ;

CHISE. See FRANCHISE. 2.

DISENTAIL. See TAIL.

DISFIGURE. See Mam, 2.

DISGRACE. See CRIMINATE.

DISGUISE. A man hiding behind

bushes is not “in disguise." within the

meaning of astatute which makes the county

liable in damages to the next of kin of one

murdered by persons in disguise.‘ See AM

BUSH.

DISHERISON. See INHERIT.

DISHONOR. To refuse or neglect to

accept or to pay negotiable paper at its ma

turity; also, the failure itself in this respect.

Opposed, honor, q. v.

The law presumes that if the drawer of a bill of

exchange has not had due notice of dishonor he is in

jured, because otherwise he might have immediately

withdrawn eflects irom the hands of the drawee; and

that ii’ the lndorser has not had timely notice the

remedy against the parties liable to him is rendered

more precarious. The consequence, therefore, of neg

lect of notice is that the party to whom it should have

DISFRAN

IPeople v. N. Y. Central R. Co., 29 N. Y. 481 (1864);

White v. Leeds, 51 Pa. 159 (1865); 21 id. 4%; 53 id. 158;

67 id. 31; 14 l-iun, 8; 78 N. Y. 56; 15 Fla. 317; 5;! Ala. 87.

' La. Civ. Code, arts. 3014-20.

' Cushman v. United States Life Ins. Co., 70 N. Y. 77

(1877), cases.

‘ Dale County v. Gunter, 46 Ala. 142 (1871).

been given is discharged from liability.I See PIO

rns-r. 2.

DISHQHERIT. Sec Ixnnnrr.

DISINTEREST. See Imsnrsr, 2 (1).

DIS-TOINDER. See Jomona.

DISJUNCTIVE. Describes a term or

an allegation which expresses or charges a

thing in the alternative. Opposed, conjunc

tive. See OR, 2.

DISMISS. To send away; to refuse to

entertain further; to send out of court: as,

to dismiss a bill in equity for defects in its

structure or for insufiiciency in law

Borrowed from proceedings in a court of chancery,

where the term is applied to the removal of a cause

out of court without further hearing.’

“ Dismissed " refers to the final hearing of a suit —

the end of the proceeding.‘

A bill in equity will be dismissed where (1) there

is a want of certainty in the allegations to show that

the plaintifl is entitled to the relief demanded; (2)

where the right to relief has been barred by the stat

ute of limitations; 18) where there has been negligence

in seeking relief, unexplained by suiilcient equitable

reasons and circumstances‘

After a decree, whether ilnal or interlocutory, has

been made. by which the rights of a defendant have

been adjudicated, or such proceedings have been taken

as entitle him to a decree, the complainant cannot

dismiss his biii without the consent of the defendant.‘

Whenever it becomes apparent to the court that it

has no authority to adjudicate the issue presented, lte

duty is to dismiss the cause.‘

A dismissal for want of jurisdiction does not con

clude the plaintifl"s right oi! action.’ See DISCONTINU

Ancs, 1; Pwunicn, 2.

DISORDER. 1. Disease; physical malady.

A person suflerlng from a “ contagious disorder "

may be indicted for exposing himself-in a place en

‘ dangering the public health.' See Dmnsn; Hmnrn;

Sunnnn, 1.

2. Conduct which disturbs the community.

See PEACE, 1.

Disorderly conduct.

which is contrary to law.I

Any conduct

1 Byles, Bills, 29']; Riggs v. Hatch, 16 F. R. 838,8“-60

(1888), cases.

'Boecley u. Bruner, 24 Miss. 462 (1852); 8 Bl. Com.

451.

' Taft v. North. Transportation Co.,56 N. H. 417 (1876).

‘ Taylor v. Holmes, 14 F. R. 499 (1882).

I Chicago, &c. R. Co. 1:. Union Rolling liiili Co., 100

U. S. 718 (1883); 69 Ga. 100.

' Watson v. Baker, 67 Tex. 50 (1&3ti), cases.

' Smith v. lllclieal. 10;) U. S. 429 (1883), cases.

' King v. Vnntandillo, 4 Maule & S. 73 (1815); King u.

Burnett, ib. 272 U815); Boom v. City of Utica, 2 Barb.

104 (INS).

' State 1:. Jersey City, 25 N. J. L. 541 (1856).
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Disorderly house. A house the inmates

of which behave so badly as to become a

nuisance to the neighborhood.l

Includes any gambling house, dance house,

bawdy house, prohibited liquor saloon, or

other habitation made obnoxious by the ha

bitual recurrence of fighting, noise, or vio

lence.1

The keeping may consist in allowing such disorder

as disturbs the neighborhood, or in drawing together

idle. vicious. dissolute or disorderly persons engaged

in unlawful or immoral practices, thereby endanger

ing the public peace and promoting immora.lity.l

A complaint will be supported by proof that one

person was disturbed. if the acts are such as tend to

annoy all good citizens‘

Disorderly person. A person amenable

to police regulation, for misconduct affecting

the public.‘ See BEHAVIOR

DISPABAGEMENT.

rank.

In old law. while a female infant was in ward, the

guardian could tender a match “without disparage

meut" or inequality: lest she might marry the lord's

enemy. The Great Charter provided that the next of

kin should be notified oi the proposed contract.‘

2. Derogation. belittlement; impeachment.

A tenant may not disparage the title in his landlord;

nor may the former owner of property disparage the

title he has conveyed.

Declarations by the vendor of realty in disparage

ment of the grant are never admissible, nor. generally.

are the assertions of the seller of a chattel.’

See Assronxracr, 2; Dncunnion, 1; EBTOPPIL;

Laxnwan.

DISPATCH. As used in charter-parties,

relative to the discharge of vessels, has fre

quently been the subject of definition.

Customary or usual dispatch. ln ac

cordance or consistently with all well-estab

lished usages of the port of discharge.‘

The usual dispatch of persons who are

ready to receive a cargo.‘

Excludes a custom by which a chartcrer may do

cline to receive a cargo, because it is advantageous to

postpone.‘

“Customary dispatch in discharging “means dis

1. Inequality in

 

' State v. Maxwell, 33 Conn. 259 (1866), Hinman. C. J.

‘See 1 Blah. Cr. L. § 1106; 4 Bl. Com. 167.

‘Thatcher v. State. 48 Ark. 63-64 (1886); 12) Man

856; 30)‘. J. L. 101.

4 Commonwealth 1:. Hopkins. 133 liiass. 881 (1882),

cases.

‘See 4 Bl. Com. 160.

'2 Bi. Corn. T0.

' See Roberts a. Medbery, 182 Mass. 101 (1882). cases;

Robertson :1. Pickrell, 109 U. 8. 616 (1883).

‘ [Smith v. Yellow Pine Lumber. 2 F. R. 399 (1880).

‘Lindsay v. Cusimsno. 10 F. R. 808 (1882).

charging with speed, haste. expedition. due diligence.

according to the lawful. reasonable. well known cur

toms of the port of discharge; the same as “usual dis

patch,“ but not the same as “ quick dispatch,"

which excludes certain usages and customs.‘

When there is no undertaking to unload the vessel

within a. specified time. but she is to be discharged

“ with all possible dispatch.“ or “ with usual dispatch."

or “with the customary dispatch of the port." or

“ within reasonable time," the freighter must use rea

sonabie diligence to do his part Inward unloading

according to the terms and meaning of the charter

Party-'

DISPAUPER. See PAUPER, 2. I

DISPLACE. In shipping articles, to dis

ratc: not, to-dischargefl

DISPOSE. 1. To alienate, direct the

ownership of : as. to dispose of property.

Includes to barter, exchange, or partition; is

broader than sell.‘

Under the power “ to dispose of the prope'rty oi’ the

United States.“ Congress may lease the public lands.

The nature of the disposal is discretionary.‘

“ Dispose." said of an insolvent. in an attachment

law, includes any intentional putting of property be

yond reach of creditors.‘

To convey by adrancementis to dlspose;" butto

mortgage may not be, within the meaning of a statute.‘

Disposing mind. Testamentary capac

ity, q. 1:. Compare JUS, Disponendi.

2. To place a dead infant upon a wall in a

field is to “ secretly dispose" of it.‘ See

Asmnon, 2 (2).

3. To decide, determine: as, to dispose of

a controversy.lo

DISPOSSESS.

session. . '

- DISPBOVE. See PROOF; Ream.

DISPUTE. A fact alleged by one party

and denied by the other. with some show of

reason; not, a naked allegation without or

against evidence." Whence disputable,— see

PRESUMPTION.

Matter in dispute. In a statute predi

cating appellate jurisdiction on the value of

See Possnssws, Dispos

 

I Lindsay v. Cuslmano, 12 F. R. 507 (1882).

‘Nelson 0. Dahl,12 L. IL. Ch. D. 661. 582-84 (1879);

Williams “Theobald, 15 F. R 468, 473 (1833); Sleeper

v. Puig, 17 Blatch. M9 (1879). cases; 22 F. it 100.

‘ Potter v. Smith, 103 Mass. 69 (1869).

‘ Phelps 1:. Harris, 101 U. S. 880 (1879).

‘ United States v. Gratiot, 14 Pet. 538 (1840).

‘Auerbach 1:. Hitchcock, 28 Min. 74 (1881); U Tea

486-37.

" Elston c. Schilling, 42 N. Y. 11) (1870).

‘ Bullene 0. Smith. 73 Mo. 16 (1880).

‘Queen 1'. Brown. 1 Cr. Cos. Res. '2“ (1870).

" See Fzp. Ru ll, 13 Wall. 669 (1871); 14 BM. 18

ll [Knight's Appeal. 19 Pa. 494 (1862). Black. 0. J.



~lng the value to be $7,000.‘
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the “matter in dispute "—the subject of

litigation, the matter for which suit is

brought, on which issue is joined, and in re

lation to which jurors are called and wit

nesses examined.l

Until shown by the record that the sum demanded

is not the matter in dispute, that sum will govern in

all questions of jurisdiction. . The amount stated

in the body of the declaration is considered - the act

ual matter in dispute as shown by the record, and not

the ad damnum alone.I

For the purpose of review the amount is fixed by

the amount of the judgment below, not by the amount

of the verdict! '

'I‘he act of March 8, 1887, excludes from the compu

tation interest accrued up to the date of the suit.‘

When the record is silent as to the value, it is good

practice for the court below to allow ailidavits and

counter-affldavits of value to be filed under direction

from the court.‘

Where the value of land in controversy was neces

sarily involved in the determination of a case, and

found by the court to be $5,000, to effect an appeal the

defendant was not allowed to present aflidavits show

See Com-aovtasv; R|:~

man, 2.

DISQUALITY. See QUALIFY.

DISRATE. See DISPLACE.

DISSEISIN. See Srssm.

DISSENT. See Assam; Coxsmzr; Omn

ION, 3.

DISSIMILAR. See Sunnaa.

DISSOLVE. 1. To put an end to, ter

minate: as, to dissolve a relation; :4. g., the

marriage relation,— see DIVORCE.

The dissolution of a partnership (q.v.) does not

aflect contracts made between the partners and

others.' .

" Dissolving a corporation" is sometimes synony

mous with annulllng its charter or terminating its ex

istence, and sometimes refers merely to the judicial

act which alienates the property and suspends the

buslnem of the corporation, without terminating its

existence.‘ See Srocx, 8 (2).

 

I Lee 1:. Watson, 1 Wall. 389 (1861). Field, J. See 10

La. An. 170; 12 id. 87; 8 Cranch, 159; 3 Dali. 405; 13

Cal. 80; 25 Gratt. 177.

‘Hilton 1;. Dickinson, 108 U. S. 17446 (1883), cases;

The Jesse Williamson, ib. 809-10(1888); Bruce 0. Man

chester, &:c. R. Co., 117 id. 515 (1886); Gibson 1:. Shu

feldt, 12.! id. 28-40 (1887); 106 id. 578-80; 110 id. 2%; 11)]

id. 227. -

' N. Y. Elevated R. Co. v. Fifth Nat. Bank, 118 U. S.

608 (1888).

* Moore 1;. Town of Edgeiield, 32 F. R. (N (1887).

' Wilson 11. Blair, 119 U. S. 887 (1886).

' Tnlkington v. Dumbleton, 123 U. S. 7&5 (1887), Waite,

Chief Justice.

' See 3 Kent. Z‘.

2. To discharge or relieve from a pro

ceeding which involves a lien or seizure; to

open, annul: as, to dissolve an attachment,

an injunction, qq. v.

8. As to dissolving parliament, see Pao

ROGUE.

DISSUADE.

against.

DISTANCE. Is measured in a straight

line, “as the crow flies,” or on the hori

zontal plane.l

May refer to the usually traveled road.’ See Awso;

Covnsr:, 1; Draper, 1; Nana.

DISTILLER. Any person, firm, or cor

poration who distills or manufactures spirits,

or who brews or makes mash, wort. or wash

for distillation, or the production of spirits.‘

One who produces alcoholic spirits by dis

til1ation.‘ Compare RECPIFIER.

Distilled spirits. The products of dis

tillation, whether rectified or not.~"

Unlawful distilling of spirits is sometimes termed

“ illicit.‘I

The business of distilling having been made aquasi

public employment, a distiller‘s books are qua-ti rec

ords.‘ See Carnmns.

Distillery. A place where alcoholic liq

uors are distilled or manufactured; not, then,

every structure where the process of distilla

tion, as of parafiine, is used.7 See CONDITION,

Repugnant.

DISTRACTED. In Illinois and New

Hampshire, expresses a degree of insanity.

DISTRAIN. See Durrasss.

DISTRESS.8 Taking a personal chattel

out of the possession of the wrong-doer into

the custody of the party injured, to procure

satisfaction for a wrong committed.’

A taking oi‘ beasts or other personal prop

See Jusncn, Ofienses

 

Harr., Del., 123-16; 2 Kent, 80?. As to notice, see 8‘

Cent. Law J. 588 (1887), cases.

ILeigh v. Hind, 17 E. C. L. 774 (1829); 78 id. ‘B88; 85

id. '92; 88 id. ‘350.

' Smith 0. Ingraham, 7 Cow. 419(18‘Z').

IRevenue Act 18 July, 1866. 5 9: 14 St L. 117.

‘R. S. 5 3247; United States 1:. House No. 8, 8 Rep.

891 (1879).

‘R. S. if 8248, 3289, 3299; United States v. Anthony,

14 Blatch. 92 (1877); Boyd 0. United States, ib. Ii’

(1877).

' United States v. Myers, 1 Hughes, 584 (1876); B. B.

5 8308.

' Atlantic Dock Co. 11. Libby, 45 N. Y. 502 (1871).

' F. desiraindre, to strain, prem, vex extremely:

L. diltringerc, to pull asunder.

‘Rs independent inn. Co., 1 Hohfibs, 109 (IVIY); 2 l '3 Bl. Corn. 6; 44 Barb. 488.
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erty by way of pledge to enforce the per

formance of something due from the party

distrained upon.I

Distrain. To take by distress.

Distrainor; distrainer. He who levies

a distress.

Distraint. The act or proceeding by

which a distress is made.

The more usual injury for which a distress may be

taken is non-payment of rent; but it is also a remedy

where snother's animals are found damage-feasant

(q. u). and for the enforcement of some duties im

posed by statute.‘

At common law all personal chattels are distrain

able. unless expressly exempted. Not distrainahle

are: (1) Things in which no one can have an absolute

property; as. a wild animal. (2) Whatever is in per

smml um-; as. a horse while a man is riding him.

(3) Valuable things in the way of trade; as. a horse

standing in a shop to be shod; or at an inn. cloth left

with a tailor. grain sent to a mill or a market. These

are privileged for the benefit of trade. But all chat

tels found upon the premises are distrainable for rent:

if not. fraud could be readily practiced. A stranger

to the lease may recover from the tenant. (4) The

tools and utensils of one's trade or profession: taking

these would prevent the owner from serving society.

Beasts of the plow and sheep are privileged. dead

goods and other beasts not To deprive the debtor of

the means of earning money would defeat the end for

which distress is intended. (5) A thing which cannot

be returned in its former good plight: a distress being

only a pledge. to be restored after the debt is paid.

By 2 William and Diary (1691). c. 5. grain and hay may

be taken. (6) A thing fixed to the freehold. By 11

Geo. ll (1738). c. 19. the landlord may distrain natural

products. and harvest them when matured.I See

CROP.

All distresses must be by day. except of animals

doing damage. The distrainor must enter upon the

premises; within six months after the lease ends.

where the tenant continues in possession. By 8 Anne

(1710). c. 14. and 11 Geo. II (1729). c. 10. the landlord

may distrain goods carried oil’ the premises clandes

tinely, wherever found within thirty days. unless sold

to an innocent purchaser. Once inside the house. the

distrainor may break open an inner door; by 11 Geo. II,

he may. in the daytime. break open any place to which

goods have been fraudulently removed. oath being first

made. in the case of a dwelling-house. of a reasonable

ground to suspect that such goods are concealed

therein..

A distress should be for the whole duty at once; but

if mistake is made in the value of the articles. or if

there is not suflicient upon the premises, a second dis

tress may be taken.‘

 

I 8 Bl. Com. 281.

'3 Bl. Com. 6-7.

' 8 Bl. Com. 7-10. Articles exempt, M Am. Law Reg.

158-68 i1tQ5T). cases.

'3 Bl. Com. 11.

I3 BL Oom. 11-il

By 52 Hen. III (1270). c. 4. taking an unreasonable

distress for rent is amercible. The remedy for an an

oessive distress is by a special action under that stat

ute— there being. at common law, no trespass.I

The things distrained should he impounded. On the

way they may be rescued. if the taking was unlmvful.

Once in the pound. they are in the custody of the law.

and may be replevined.'

In Pennsylvania, prior to the act of March 21. 1'l’72.

adistress could be held only for enforcing payment

of rent That act provides for a sale of the goods.

which makes the distress like an execution. The act

is similar to that of William and Mary, ante—under

which it was decided that a tender after an impound

ing availed nothing; but the later decisions are that a

sale. after tender of rent and costs within five days. is

illegal.I

In some States a lessor has no power of distress, but.

instead. attachment on mesne process, an action of

covenant or debt, or assumpsit for use and occupation.

In other States the common-law right. greatly modi

fled. is preserved.

Whatithe power of distress was in feudal times may

be inferred from the fact that the word came to sig

nify extreme “sufi'ering.“ ‘ See Dmrmcr. 1.

Distress infinite. A distress unlimited

as to quantity, and repeatable till the delin

quent does his duty.

In cases of distress for fealty or suit of court no

distress could be considered unreasonable. This sort

of distress was used in summoning jurors. The prop

erty was to be restored after the duty was performed.‘

Now resorted to to compel the doing of a thing re

quired by a court. as. to appear. when process cannot

be personally served. See A-rrscaxar-"r. Of person;

Dnrramoas; SEQUESTRATION.

See also ELOIGN; Lsxnwnnz Pormn. 2; Rxrnxvuc;

Rascus. 1.

DISTRIBUTION.

portionment; division.

Specifically. division of an intestatds es

tate according to law.‘

A decree distributing a fund in court will not pro

elude an omitted claimant from asserting. by bill or

petition, his right to share in the fund.1

Distributee. One who receives ashare

or portion of the assets of an intestatds

estate.U

Distributive. Duo or received upon a

legal division: as, a distributive share.

1. Allotment; ap

 

l8 Bl. Com. 12. See 1(1) Pa. 891‘, 401, infra; 89 How.

Pr. 167; 8 Kern. 299.

'8 Bl. Com. 12-15.

I Richards 1:. McGrath. 100 Pa 400 (1882); 105 E. C. L

262; 8 Bi. Com. it See also Patty v. Bogle. 69 Mill

498-94 (1882).

'1 Pars. Contr. 517; Taylor. Landl. & T. if 568-60.

'8 Bl. Com. 531.

' Rogers u. Gillett. 56 lows, 268 (1881); 102 ind. 412.

' Re Howard, 9 Wall. 184 (1869). cases.

‘See Henry v. Henry. 9 Ired. L. 279 (1848).
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Statutes of distribution. Statutes

which regulate the division of an intestate’s

estate among his widow and heirs or next of

kin, after the debts of the estate are paid.

Title to realty vests in the heirs by the death of the

ancestor; the legal title to personalty is vested in the

executor or administrator, and is transferred to the

distrlbutees upon confirmation of the proceedings in

distribution. l

In thirty or more of the States and Territories the

rules for the distribution of personalty are essentially

the same as the rules for the descent of realty, where

no distinction is made between realty ancestral and

non-ancestral, and, where such distinction is made,

for the descent of realty non-t|.n1.':estral.I

See Aunrr; Dasca.\"r, Canons of; Equsn Equally;

Pnorsarr.

2. As applied to a publication like a news

paper or a periodical, imports a delivery to

persons who have bought or otherwise be

come entitled to the same.‘ _

DISTRICT. A division of territory.

1. Originally, the space within which a

lord could coerce and punish — distrain.4

The circuit within which a man might be compelled

to appear, or the place in which one bath the power

0! distraining!

2. A division of a State or Territory for

any purpose whatever: as, collection district,

for the collection of revenue duties; Con

gress1'onal district, for the election of repre

sentatives in Congress; election district, for

purposes of elections, municipal, State, or

United States; judicial district, for judicial

purposes—-with its district court, district

judge, district attorney, and district clerk;

land district, for regulating sales of public

lands; school district, for purposes connected

with the public schools; tax district, for the

levying and collection of taxes.

May designate an area larger or smaller than a

county; as, the district from which the Jury in a crim

inal case may be drawn.‘

A “ taxing “ district is not necessarily a large divis

ion of a Slale‘s territory, like a county or parish, as,

in the act of Congress of June 7, 1862, 5 6; it may be

my portion of territory solely for the assessment of

taxes.’ See D, 8; Puacmcr.

District attorney.

Ii‘-RAL.

See A'1'1‘ORNEY-GEN

 

I Roorbach v. Lord, 4 Conn. 849 (1822).

‘See 1 Bouvier's Law Dict. 5-14; 2 Kent, 420, 426.

I Dawlcy v. Alsdort, 25 Hun, 2-27 (1881).

4 [Webster's Dict.

' [Jacob‘s Law Dict. ,

' State v. Kemp, 34 Minn. 62 (1886).

’ Keely v. Sanders, 99 U. 8. 448-49 (1878); De Treville

e. Smalls, 98 id. 517 (1878).
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District clerk, court, judge. See

COURTS, United States.

District of Columbia. Is neither a State

nor a Territory. Congress is authorized " to

exercise exclusive Legislation in all Cases

'whatsoever over such District (not exceeding

ten Miles square) as may, by Cession of par

ticular States, and the Acceptance of Con

gress, become the Seat of the Government of

the United States." 1

Maryland and Virginia ceded territory on the Poto

mac, which Congress, by act of July 16, 1790, accepted

In December, 1800, the seat of government was re

moved trom Philadelphia. By the act of July 11, 1846,

Congress retroceded the county of Alexandria to Vir

ginia. The District constitutes the county of Wash»

lngton.

A citizen of the District of Columbia is not a citizen

of a State.’

-The laws in force Ikcember 1, 1878, were revised

and republished, by direction of Congress. in aseparate

volume known as the Revised Statutes relating to the

District oi Columbia.’ See Covers, page 28-1; Lavv, &

DISTRING-AS. L. That you distrain.

The emphatic word in the writ of “ distress

infinite” (q. 11.), when expressed in Latin.

The writ enforced compliance with some

thing required of the person (natural or arti

ficial) named in the writ. ‘

Referring to a defendant who neglected to appear,

a process issued from the court of common pleas com

manding the sherifl to distrain the defendant from

time to time, by taking his goods and the profits of his

lands.‘

The process against a body corporate, which, hav

ing been served with a subpoena issued out of chan

cery, fails to appear in court, is by distringas, to

dlstrain them by their goods and chattels, rents and

profits, till they obey the summons.‘

In dctinue, after judgment, the plaintlfl had a dis

tringas, to compel the defendant to deliver the goods,

by repeated distresses of his chattels.‘

Distringas juratores. That you distrain the

jurors. A writ commanding the sherlfl to distrain

jurors by their lands and goods, so that they be con

strained to appear in court.’

Distringas nuper vice comitem. That you

distrain the late sheriff. A writ to compel asherifl

who had gone out of office to bring in a defendant, or

to sell goods under a jleri facias which he failed to do

while in oflice.°

 

1 Constitution, Art. 1, sec. 8, par. 17.

'CissCl v. McDonald, 16 Blatch. 152-51 (1879), cases.

' See generally Fort Leavenworth 11 Co. v. Lowe, lit

U. S. (1885).

‘ 8 Bl. Com.

'8 Bi. Com. 445. See 87 Hun, 546; 89 N. C. 585.

'3 Bl. Com. 418.

" 8 Bl. Com. &':i;1 Arch. Pract. 385.

' See 1 Tidd. Pract. 313.
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DISTURBANCE. 1. Interruption of a

state of peace; disquiet; disorder: as, the

disturbance of a lawful public meeting.1

Bee Assmnv; Psacs, 1.

2. A wrong to an incorporeal heredita

ment, by hindering or disquieting the owner

in his lawful enjoyment of it.2 See ENJOY

KENT, Quiet.

It may be of a franchise, a common, a way, or a

tenure.‘

DITCH. See Drum.

DISUSE. See Use, 2.

DIVIERS.a Several; sundry; more than

one, yet not many.

In an indictment for the larceny of a number of

articles all of one kind, the allegation may be "di

vers," " divers and sundry," or “ a quantity,“ without

stating it specific number, along with an averment of

the aggregate value of the whole number.‘

DIVERSION. Turning a stream, or a

part of it, from its accustomed direction or

natural course.5

DIVEST. See Vssr.

DIVIDE. See DIVISION; PARTITION.

DIVIDEND. A portion of the princi

pal or the profits of a thing divided among

its several owners.‘

1. In bankruptcy and insolvency law, as

sets apportioned among creditors.

2. In the administration of the estates of

decedents, a distributive share." See EQUAL.

8. A distribution of the funds of a corpo

ration among its members, pursuant to a

vote of the directors or managers.8

Corporate funds derived from the business

and earnings of a corporation, appropriated

by a corporate act to the use of, and to be

divided among, the stockh0lders.'~

Referring to a corporation engaged in busi

ness, and not being closed up and dissolved,—

a fund which the corporation sets apart

 

‘See 4 Bi. Com. 51; State 0. Oskins,28 Ind.,8M (1867),

cases; Wall 1). Lee, 34 N. Y.1~11 (IE6), CBBOL

' [8 Bl. Corn. 236. '

' L. divernu, different.

4 Commonwealth v. Butts, 124 Mass. 452 (18'f8),casea

' [Parker v. Griswold, 17 Conn. '299 (1,345).

' [Commonwealth 11. Erie, &c. R 0o.,10 Phila 466

‘.l“.73).

' University 1:. North Carolina R Co., 78 N. C. 105

(1877).

°Wi11iston :1. Michigan, &c. R. Co., 18 Allen, 404

IW06).

'{1iyatt 1:. Allen, 56 N. Y. 666 (1874), Andrews, J,;

Olmffee s. Rutland R O0.,55 Vt. 129 (1882); Pierce,

BASIL 1:10.

from its profits to be divided among its mem

bers.1

The dividends declared by a corporation in busine

are, and, except under special circumstances, always

should be. from profits. Hence. the word frequently

carries with it the idea of a division of profits; but

that is not necessarily its only meaning. its special

signification, in a particular case, is dependent upon

the character of the thing divided.’

Does not necessnrily imply a pro rala distribution‘

Preferred dividend. A dividend paid

to one class of shareholders in priority to

that to be paid to another class.‘

Preferential di_vidend. A preference to a

limited extent in the division of the sum to

be divided.‘

Dividends on preferred stock are payable only out

of net earnings applicable'thereto; they are not pay

able absolutely and unconditionally, as is interest

Until declared, the right to a dividend is not a debt;

and the obligation to declare it does not arise until

there is a fund from which it can properly be made.

When to declare a dividend. and the amount thereof,

is, ordinarily, a matter of internal management. Un

lem it appears that somebody in particular will be

injured, a court of equity will not interfere.‘

A dividend declared out of earnings is not an asset

of the company, but belongs to the shareholder. The

corporation holds it as his trustee. Before the divi~

dend is declared, each share of stock represents the

owner's whole interest; when he transfers the share,

he transfers his entire right; hence, a dividend subse

quently declared belongs to the new holder.’

A stock dividend does not diminish or interfere with

the property of a corporation. It simply dilutes the

shares as they existed before. The corporation is

justascapable of meeting demands upon it; the ag

gregate of the stockholders own the same interest

theybad previously. When stock has been lawfully

created, a dividend may be made, provided the stoch

represents property. There is no statute in New York

which requires dividends to be made in cash; and

there is no rule or policy of law which condemns a

property dividend. The stockholders can take the

property divided to them and sell it for cash. But a

dividend payable in cash, or payable generally, makes

the corporation a debtor.‘

See Ex, 3; Srocs, 8 (2), Preferred.

I Lockhart v. Van Alstyne, 31 Mich. 79 (1875), Cooley,

J.; 108 U. 8. 399.

' Eyster v. Centennial Board, 94 U. S. 504 (1876),

Waite, C. J. See Cary 1:. Savings Union, B Wall. 41

(1874); 18 Barb. 657; 8 R. 1. 883; 1 De 6. & J. '6B6-87.

' Hall v. Kellogg, 12 N. Y. 885 (1865).

‘ Taft v. Hartford, &c. R. Co., 8 R. 1. 888 (1866), Brad

ley, C. J. See55 Vt. 120, infra.

l See Henry v. (/ireat Northern Ry. Co., 1 De Ge: 8

J. '836(1857).

' Chaffee v. Rutland R. Co., 56 Vt 126, 127, 188 (1882),

cases.

’ Jermain 1:. Lake Shore, &c. R Co., 01 N. Y. 492088!)

‘Williams v. Western Union Tel. 00., 93 N. Y. 1.“

(24)
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DIVINE. See Goo; Law; Oars; Rs

uomu; SUNDAY; Wonsmr.

DIVISION. 1. A setting apart: separa

tion, apportionment, partition, sharing out;

also, a separate part or portion, a share, an

allotment. See EQUAL; FENCE; WALL

Divisible. Admitting of separation into

distinct parts; separable. Indivisible. En

tire; inseparable.

Agreements, covenants, and considerations may or

my not be divisible into parts performed or capable

of being performed or enforced. or into parts which

are lawful and parts which are unlawful.‘ See Cos

Tlum‘, Divisible; Ursna, Utlle, etc.

Unclivided. That a tract of land, held

in common, shall remain undivided, implies

that the land is not subject to partition, is

not to be divided, set ofl‘, allotted to individ

uals in severalty.'

2. Diflerenee of opinion; non-concurrence

in a decision. See Oeuvres, 8.

8. Separation of the members of a legisla

tive body, to ascertain the vote cast.

DIVISUM. See Iurmunu.

DIVORCE.‘ The dissolution or partial

suspension, by law, of the marital relation.

A dissolution is termed a divorce from the

bond of matrimony —a vinculo matrimonii;

a suspension, divorce from bed and board -

a mensa et th0r0l‘

"Divorced " imports a dissolution, in the largest

sense, of the marriage relation.‘

In England, prior to i857, the subject of divorce be

longed to the ecclesiastical courts and to parliament.

Statutes of 20 and 21 Vict (1867) c. 55, created the

Oourt of Divorce and Matrimonial Causes, with exclu

sive jurisdiction in all matrimonial matters. Divorce

causes are now heard in the Probate and Divorce Di

vision of the High Court of Justice, appeal lying to the

Court of Appeal.

In this country, formerly, it was common for the

legislatures to grant divorces by special acts, but the

practice fell into disuse, and is now forbidden in some

States, by the constitution. The necessary jurisdic

tion is generally conferred upon courts possessing

equity powers.‘

I90, 192 (liieli). See also Bailey U. N. Y. Central R. Co.,

22 Wall. 605, 633 (1674); generally, 19 Am. Law Rev.

571-82, 737-62 (1885), cases.

‘See Oregon Navigation Co. 0. Winsor, 20 Wall 70

(1878). cases

' Wellington 0. Petitioners, 16 Pick. 98 (1884).

' F.: L. divortium, separation,—4 M0. N2. Divorce

ment is obsolete.

'2 Bishop, Mar. & D. i 2'25; 1 Bl. Com. 440.

‘Miller ‘U. Miller, 33 Cal. 856 (1867).

‘See Bishop, Mar. & D. if 661, 78, 85; 17 Nev. 221. in

Delaware, during the session of the legislature for

M, forty-four special sets were pamad.

The inhibition upon the legislative department

against exercising judicial functions, implied from the

division of government into three departments, has

never been understood to exclude control by the legis

lature of a State over the marriage relation, notwith

standing that the exercise of such power may involve

‘nvestigatlcn of a judicial nature. Hence, unless for

hidden by the constitution, a legislature may grant a

divorce.‘

Congress is not empowered to legislate upon the

subject; and the legislation of the States and Territo

ries is far from uniform. in South Carolina divorce

is not allowed for any cause; in New York for adul

tery only. Elsewhere it is allowed for adultery,

cruelty, indignity, willful desertion, or sentence to a

Slate's prison for two years or longer period, habitual

drunkenness, pre-contract, fraud (lncontinency, or

pregnancy). coercion, im becility or impotency un

known to the other party, consanguinity, and aflin

ity, qq. 11.

Common defenses are: connivance, collusion, con

donution, recrimination, denial of allegation of doses

tion or infidelity.

Some of the consequences of a divorce follow di

rectly from the law, others may depend upon the spe

cial order of court: the law ends all rights, based upon

the marriage, not actually vested; as, dower and curt

esy,' and the husband's power over the wife's choses

in action. The court may allow alimony, and direct

the custody of children. .

A decree made in one State, being a judgment of

record, will be given its original force in every other

State. For this purpose, courts of equity, Federal,

and State, have jurisdiction.‘ But, otherwise, if the

record shows on its face that a party was a non-resi

dent.‘

A marriage forbidden by a decree of divorce in one

State may be contracted in another State not also

prohibiting it.‘

The decree in nature is in rem. it determines the

question of the marriage relation, or of the personal

status, as against the world, and is therefore conclu

sive upon parties and strangers.‘

See, further, the related topics mentioned.

DO; DONE. See Aer, 1; Mama; FA

cans.

‘Maynard v. Hill, 125 U. S. 203-9 (1888), cases, Field,

J ., deciding that the act of Dec. 22, 1852, of the Terri

tory of Oregon, divorcing one Maynard and wife, was

constitutional.

' See Barrett 0. Falling 111 U. S. 525 (1884), cases.

' Barber 0. Barber, 21 How. 591, 584 (1858); Cheers!

0. “'ils0n, 9 Wall. 124 (lb'69).

' Hood 0. State, 56 Ind. 268 (1877); People 0. Baker,

76 N. Y. 78 (1879); Blackinton v. Blackinton, 141 Mm

435 (1535), cases; 80 Kan. 717; 24 Iowa, 204.

' Van Voorhis v. Brlntnail, 86 N. Y. 18, IA (1881),

cases; l6 Am. Law Reg. 66-78, 198-KM (1877), cases;

Whart Conii. Laws,§ 135. Marrying again, as big

smy, 17 Cent Law J. 83-86 (1888), cases; 2) Am. Law

Rev. 718-26 (1880), cases. National legislation, 2i Ann

Law Rev. 675-78 (1887),cases. The new French act, 1

Law Quar. Rev. 358 (1885).

' l\icGi1l v. Deming, 44 Ohio St. 657 (1887), case;

 



DOCK

DOCK.l

diminish.

Dock an account._ To deduct something

from a particular account.

Dock an entail. To curtail, destroy, de

feat an estate tail.

2, n. (1) The space between wharves.

Whence dock-age: a charge for the use of a

dock;2 dock-master; dock-warrant. See

Waanr.

The occupant of adock is liable in damages to a

person who, while using it, is injured in consequence

of a defect. permitted to exist, provided the injured

person exercised due care.’

A dry-dock is not a subject of salvage service. The

tact that it floats does not make it a “ vessel,“ which

only is a subject of salvage.‘

(2) A space inciosed within~a court room,

for occupancy by an accused person while in

court awaiting trial or sentence: the pris

oner’s dock.

DOCKET. 1, v. To abstract — and enter

in a book.5 See DOCK, 1.

To enter in a book called a docket.

2, n. A brief writing; an abstract, an epit

Ome.

Originally, a memorandum of the substance of a

document written upon the back or outside of it. in

time, these memoranda, particularly those of judg

ments, were transcribed into books, and the name

“ docket " thereafter designated the books.

A brief statement in a book of the things

done in court in the progress of a cause; also,

the book which contains such history; and,

again, a volume for the entry of all abstracts

of a particular sort.

Whence docket costs. docket entry, docket receipt,

docket record. docket /es-see Fan, 2.

Numerous terms are in use descriptive of the nature

of the entries in dockets or of the persons by whom

they are made. Thus, there may be a prothanotaryh

or a clerk‘: docket, s aherifa or a marshalk docket,

the docket of s magistrat-, 01' an alderman or of a

justice of the peace, an attorney's private docket; a

civil, an equity, or a 0|-iminal docket, an appearance

and an issue docket, s recognizance docket; a trial

docket—oiten reterred to as "the docket; " a judg

ment and an execution docket; an ejectment, a me

chanic‘: lien, a partition docket; an auditor‘; report

docket.

The docket of judgments in a brief writing or state

I 1, 1:. Welsh too-, doc-, to cut short, curtail. 2, 1|.

Dutch dukke, s harbor: Gk. doche, receptacle.

‘City of Boston 1:. Locrow, 17 How. 434 (1%); The

Buckeye State, 1 Nowh. 71 (1856).

I Nickerson v. Tirrell, I27 Mass. %0 (1879), cases

‘Cope v. Valletta Dry-Dock Co., 119 U. S. 627 (IE7).

I [8 Bi. Com. 897; 2 id. 511. informer times spelled

" docquct."

1, v. To clip, cut .ofi' a part: to
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meat of a judgment made from the record or roll,

kept with the clerk, in a book alphabetically an

ranged.l

Such docket affords purchasers and lncumbrnncen

information as to the liens of judgments.‘

Entries in docketa may or may not be “records.”

They are admissible in evidence when a formal record

is not required.I See innnx; Jnnoussr; hl1h'U'l'lI,1;

NOTICE, 1.

DOCTOR. One qualified to teach: a

learned man; a person versed in one or more

sciences or arts.

Doctor of laws. A title conferred by a

college or university upon a person distin

guished for his attainments in one or several

departments of learning. Whence LL D.,

from the Latin legum or legibus doctor.

Doctor of the civil law. A degree con

ferred upon a person who has pursued a pre

scribed course of study in general jurispru

dence in a law school or university. Abbre

viated D. C. L. See Dreams, 3.

Doctor of medicine or physio. As

popularly used, a practitioner of physio, irre

spective of ‘the system or school.‘ See

PHYSICIAN.

DOCTRINE. The principle involved,

applied, or propoundod: as, the doctrine oi’

escheat, estoppel, relation; the cy prés doc

trine.

DOCUMENT. That which conveys in

formation; that which furnishes evidence or

proof; a written or printed instrument.

An instrument on which is recorded, by

means of letters, figures, or marks, matter

which may be evidentially used.l

Documentary. Pertaining to what is

written; consisting of one or more docu

ments: as, documentary evidence.

Ancient document. Any private writ

ing thirty or more years old. See WRITING,

Ancient.

Foreign document. Such writing as

originates in or comes from another juris

diction.

Judicial document. Any instrument

emanating from a court of justice. Legisla

tive, and executive, document. Any

' Stevenson u. Weisscr, 1 Brad. 344 (N. Y., i850).

‘Appeal 0! First Nat. Bank of Northumberisnd, 1N

Pa. ‘'37 (W).

‘Philadelphia, the R. Co. v. Howard, 18 How. 881

U851). cases; Re Coleman, 15 Blstch. 420-27 (1879), case;

° [Corsi v. Maretzek, 4 E. D. Sm. 5 (N. Y., 1666).

'1 Whart. Ev. 5614.
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instrument or record made or kept in the

legislative or executive departments of gov

ernment, and evidence of public business

therein.

Private document. An instrument af

fecting the concerns of one or more individ

uals. Public document. An instrument

or record concerning the business of the

people at large, preserved in or emanating

from any department of government; also,

a publication printed or issued by order of

one or both houses of Congress or of a State

legislature.

Public documents include state papers, maps,

charts, and like formal instruments, made under pub

lic auspices A copy of such document, issued by

public authority, is as valid as the original; as, an

oflicially published statute. The term also embraces

oiflclal records required to be kept by statute.I

A public statute proves its own recitals; not so, a

private statute. Journals of legislatures and execu

live documents are prima facie evidence of the facts

they recite.I

Oflicial registers, kept as required by law, are evi

dence of the facts they record. They must be iden

tified, be complete, indicate accuracy. and not be

secondary.‘

Parish records of births, bnptisms, marriages, and

deaths are receivable as evidence when made by the

persons whose duty it was to note such facts.‘

Family records prove family events.

A relative instrument is inadmissible without its

correlative. Admission of a part involves the whole

document. All the usual incidents accompany the

document.‘

-A document is to be proved by him who oflers it;

otherwise, when produced in pursuance of notice, or

by an adverse party who relies on the writing as part

of his title. A document sued upon must be proved

when its execution has been denied.‘

In matters of execution the law of the place where

the instrument is to have eflect governs. A writing

void as a contract may be valid as an admission. The

identity of a signer is to be proved. A.nagent‘s power

to execute must first be shown.'

See AL'1‘ERATlON, 2; Boos; Corr; EWDINCI; Haun

wan-r.\‘e; lssrsmaos, 2; lssrauussr, 2, 8; Losr, 2;

Nzwsrsrna; Ra-cons; Ssan, 1; Srntr; Warrme.

DOE; ROE. “ John Doe ” and “ Richard

Roe" were fictitious persons used as stand

ing pledges (common bail, q. v.) for the ap

 

lSee McCall v. United States,1 Dak. 821-28 (1876),

cases; 1 Sup. R. S. pp. 154, 288.

I1 VVhart. Ev. ii 685-88; Whiton u, Albany, &c. ins.

Oo.,109 Mass. 30 (1871), cases.

'1 Whurt Ev. §§ 639-48; 1 Greenl. Ev. “408, 484, 496.

'1 Whart. Ev. 55 649-59; 1 Greenl. Ev. 5 493.

'1 Whart. l:‘.v. ii 618%), 612.

'1 Whart. 1-Iv. 55 689-01, 786.

'1 Whart. Ev. §§700—2,789¢s

pearance of parties at a time when furnish

ing security for the prosecution of a suit by

the plaintiff, and for attendance by the de

fendant, had become matters of form.I

The names may have been first used for the ficti

tious plaintiif and defendant in the old action of eject

ment.' SeeB-rasw.

Where defendants, whose real names were not

known to the plaintiff, were described as “John Doe

and Richard Roe, owners" of a particular vemel,

and the true owners voluntarily appeared and flied

answers, it was held that the plaintifl need not prove

the ownership of the vessel.‘

DOG. See ANIMAL: GAME, 2; KEEPER, 2;

WORRY.

The almost unbroken current of authority is that,

although dogs are property, their running at large in

cities may be regulated or entirely prohibited; the re

quirement may be that they be classified, be regis

tered, wear collars, and be destroyed it found running

at large in violation of a statute or ordinance.‘

A dog is a "thing of value,“ and may be stolen.

and burglary may be committed in attempting to

steal it.‘

DOLI. See Dows.

DOLLAR. The unit of our currency ; —

money, or its equivalent.6

A silver coin weighing four hundred and

twelve- and one-half grains, or a gold coin

weighing twenty-five and four-fifths grains,

of nine-tenths pure to one-tenth alloy of

each metal.7

The coined dollar of the United States; a

certain quantity and fineness of gold or sil

ver, authenticated as such by the stamp oi

the government.8 See further COIN.

A contract to pay in “dollurs“ means in lawful

money of the United States, and cannot be explained

by parol; otherwise, of a contract made in another

country, or in the late Confederate States, in which

last case the reference may be to “ Confederate dol~

lars.“ '

“ Dollars “ will be supplied where the context shows

that word omitted."

 

'8 Bl. Com. 274, 287, 296.

' 3 Stcph. Corn. 618.

' Baxter v. Doe, 142 Mass. 562 (1886); Pub. St. c.161,§2).

‘State v. City of Topeka, 86 Kan. 84 (1886), cases

See generally 20 Alb. Law J. 8-10 (1879), cases.

‘State v. Yates, C. P. of Fayette Co., Ohio: 87 Alb

Law J. 232 (1888); ib. 348-50, cases.

' United States v. Auken, 96 U. S. 868 (1878)v

' Borie v. Trott, 5 Phila. 866, 404 (186-4|, Hare, J.

' Bank of New York 1:. Supervisors, 7 \\'all. 80 (1568).

Chase, C. J.

' Thornlngton v. Smith, 8 Wall. 12 (1888), Chase, C. J .-,

Cook 1;. Lille, 103 U. S. 792 (1880); 85 ill. 396, 440; 89

N. Y. 98; 1 W. N. C. 2%: 88Tex. 851.

"Hines v. Chambers, 29 Minn. 11 $1884); Hunt \

Smith. 9 Kan. 158 (1872).
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An instrument in the form of a promissory note for

the payment of "2-HI) as per deed, 10 per cent. till

paid.“ is a note for twenty-live dollars.l

Where a jury found " for the plaintifl in the sum of

thirteen hundred and ninety-nine and 48-100,“ it was

held that the omission of the word “ dollars“ was not

such a defect as prevented rendering judgment ac

cording to the intent of the jury. although it would

have been more regular to have amended the verdict

before judgment.‘

Any mark commonly employed in business trans

actions to denote the division of flgures, obviously rep

resenting money, into dollars and cents, is suificient

for that purpose.l

“One dollar" — see Cossmnwrron, 2, Nominal.

See generally Cusnmcv; liiosn; Tamra, Legal;

Was.

DOLUS. L Device, artifice, guile, craft,

intention to dec-eive,—especially when used

with malus: actual fraud. Evil purpose;

unlawful intention, illegal ill-will; legal

malice. Compare CULPA.

Doli capax. Able to distinguish between

right and wrong; having capacity to intend

wrong, to commit crime. Doli incapax.

incapable of meditating wrong.

Capacity for guilt is measured by the strength of

the undemtanding. Under seven years of ago, an in

fast cannot be guilty of felony; under fourteen,

though he be prima facie adjudged doli incapmc, yet

if it appears that he was doli capo.-r, and could discern

between good and evil, he may be convicted.‘

Dolus bonus. Crsitincss which falls short

of fraud; as, adroitness in effecting a sale,

not amounting to false representation.

Dolus malus. Actual false representa

tion, intended to injure.

Ea: dolo malo. See A0110.

See Dmcnr; Fmuo.

DOM. As a termination— jurisdiction,

property, as in kingdom; or—state, condi

tion, quality, as in freedom, serfdom. Orig

inaii _v, doom — judicial sentence.

' Dom-bee or -boo. See Donna.

DOMAINU 1. Dominion, ownership,

property; absolute proprietorship or right of

control.6

Domain, eminent. The power to take

private property for public uses is termed

" the right of eminent domain." 7

 

I State L‘. Schwartz. 64 “'18. 43'~'(l895).

' llopkins v. Orr, 124 U. S. 613 (1888), cases, Gray, J.

I Delnshmutt L‘. Sellwood, 10 Oreg. 825 (1882).

' 4 Bl. Com. 28.

 

“ Eminent “ imports having preference, being pare

mount, prerogative, sovereign.

All separate interests of individuals in property an

held of the government under the implied reservation

that the property may be taken for the public use,

upon paying a fair compensation, whenever the public

interest requires it. The possession is to be resumed

in the manner directed by the constitution and laws.l

The ultimate right of the sovereign power

to appropriate, not only'the public property,

but the private property of all citizens within

the territorial sovereignty, to public purposes.

Vattel says that the right in society or the

sovereign to dispose, in case of necessity, and

for the public safety, of all the wealth i prop

erty) in the state, is “ eminent domain," and

a prerogative of majesty.2

In every political sovereign community there in

—heres, necessarily, the right and the duty of guarding

its own existence, and of protecting and promoting

the interests and welfare of the community atlargo.

rThis power, denominated the “eminent domain" of

the state, is, as its name imports, paramount to all

private rights vested under the government, and these

last are, by necessary implication, held in subordina

tion to this power, and must yield in every instpncc to

its proper exercise. The whole policy of the coimtry

relative to roads, mills, bridges, and canals rests upon

this single power, under \\ bich lands have always been

condemned; without the exertion of the povrtar no one

of these improvements could be constructed. The ex

ercise of a franchise is subject to the power.‘

The propriety of exercising the right is a political

question -exclusively for the legislature to deter

mine.‘

The mode of exercising the right. in the absence of

provision in the organic lnw prescribing a contrary

course, is within the discretion of the legislature. If

the purpose be a public one, and just compensation be

paid or tendered the owner of the property taken,

there is no limitation upon the power of the legisla

turn.‘

The right of eminent domain exists in the govern

ment of the United States, and may be exercised by

it within the States, so far as is necessary to the en

joyment of the powers conferred by the Constitution.

Such authority is essential to its independent existence

and perpetuity. These cannot be preserved if the

obstinaey of a private person, or if any other author

 

I Beekman v. Saratoga, &c. R. Co., 8 Paige, 72-7!

(1531), Walworth, Ch.; Bloodgood v. Mohawk, &c. R.

Co., 18 Wend. 13-13 (1837), cases.

1 Charles River Bridge v. Wan-en‘Bridgs, 11 Pet. am

(1537), Story, J. Vattel is also quoted in 109 U. S. 519,

post.

' West River Bridge Co. v. Dix, 6 How. 531-33 (1848),

Daniel, J.

' Hyde Park v. Cemetery Association, 119 ill. 149

I r. domain, a lordship: L daminium, right of F (1836); 111 Mass 125.

ownership. Compare Drums; Doxsns.

I See 2 Bl. Corn. 1.

°Secombe 1;. Milwaukee, &c. R. Co., 23 Wall. 118

(1574); People v. Smith, 21 N. Y. 597-98 (1860); Holt Q.

' United States v. Jones, 109 U. 8. 518 (1888), Field. J. Council of Sornervilie, 127 Man 410. 418 (1679).
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lty, can prevent the acquisition of the means or instru

ments by which alone governmental functions can be

performed. No one doubts the existence in the State

governments of the right of eminent domain,- a right

distinct from and paramount to the right of ultimate

ownership. It grows out of the necessities of their

being, not out of the tenure by which lands are held.

it may be exercised, though the lands are not held by

grant from the government. either mediately or im

mediately. and independent of the consideration

whether they would escheat to the government in case

of a failure of heirs. The right is the offspring of po

litical necessity; and it is inseparable from sover

eignty, unless denied to it by its fundamental law. But

it is no more necessary for the exercise of the powers

of a State government than for the exercise of the

conceded powers of the Federal government. That

government is sovereign within its sphere, as the States

are within theirs. When the power to establish

post-oflices and to create courts within the States was

conferred upon the Federal government, included in

it was authority to obtain sites for such offices and for

court-houses, by such means as were known and ap

propriate. The right of eminent domain was one of

those means well known when the Constitution was

ld0pted, and employed to obtain lands for public usea

its existence, therefore, in the grantee of that power

ought not to be questioned. The Constitution itself

contains an implied recognition of it beyond what may

justly be implied from the express grants. The Fifth

Amendment contains a provision that “private prop

erty “ shall not “ be taken for public use without just

compensation." What is that but an implied asser

tion that, on making just compensation, it may be

taken. . This power of the Federal government

has not heretofore been exercised adversely; but the

non-user of a power does not disprove its existence.

in some instances the States, by virtue of their own

right of eminent domain, have condemned lands for

the use of the general government, and such condem

nations have been sustained by their courts, without,

however, denying the right of the United States to act

independently of the States. The proper view of

the right of eminent domain seems to be that it is a

right belonging to a sovereignty to take private prop

erty for its own public uses, and not for those of an

other. Beyond that there exists no necessity; which

alone is the foundation of the right. If the United

States have the power, it must be complete in itself.

it can neither be enlarged nor diminished by a State.

Nor can any State prescribe the manner in which it

must be exercised. The consent of a State can never

be a condition precedent to its enjoyment. Such con

sent is needed only, if at all, for the transfer of juris

diction and of the right of exclusive legislation after

the lands shall have been acquired.‘

The right requires no constitutional recognition.

When the use is public, the necessity or expediency of

the appropriation is not a subject of judicial cogni

mnce. The power may be delegated to a private cor

'K0l.‘i1 U. United States, 91 U. S. 371-74 (1575), cases,

Strong, J. Approve<i,"Fort Leavenworth R. Co. 0.

Lowe, 114 id. 581 (1885); Roanoke City v. Berkowitz, 80

VI. 619, 6333 (i835).

poration, to be exercised in the execution of a woik in

which the public is interested. Whether attached con

ditions have been observed is a matter for judicial

cognizance.‘

Ascertainment of the amount of compensation to

be made is not an essential element of the power

of appropriation. The constitutional provision for

"just compensation “ is merely a limitation upon the

use of the power. It is no part of the power itself, but

a condition upon which the power may be exercised.

The proceeding for the ascertainment of the value of

the property and the compensation to be made is

merely an inquisltion to establish a particular fact as

a preliminary to the actual taking; and it may be

prosecuted before commissioners, special boards. or

the courts, with or without the intervention of a jury,

as the legislative power may designate. All thatis

required is that it shall be conducted in some fair and

just manner, with opportunity to the owners of the

property to present evidence as to its value, and to be

heard thereon. Whether the tribunal shall be created

directly by an act of Congress, or one already estab

lished by the States shall be adopted for the occasion,

is a matter of legislative discretion.‘

The right over the shores and the land under the

water of navigable streams resides in the State for

municipal purposes, within legitimate limitations.‘

Land taken for one purpose cannot, without special

authority from the legislature, be appropriated, by

proceedings in invitum. to a diflferent use.‘

The power of eminent domain expropriates_ upon

indemnity for public utility; the “police power“ is

exercised without making compensation—any lom

occasioned is damnum absque inJuria.' See further

Pouoa, 2; Uss, 2, Public.

See also Coursssrnou, 8; LAND, Public; Pass, 2;

Tsxn, 8.

2. Territory owned and governed; lands.

Domain, public. Publiclands, with any

buildmgs thereon, held in trust by the gov

ernment.

Congress has exclusive power to dispose of the

public domain of the United States, and the exercise

of the power is limited only by the discretion in that

body.. See Lupe, Public.

DOME. A judgment, decree, sentence.

Dome-book. Any book of judgments.

Alfred collected the customs of the kingdom and

reduced them to a system or code in his “ Dom-bee,"

 

‘Mississippi, &c. Boom Co. 1:. Patterson. 98 U. S. 406

(IBTS).

‘ United States v. Jones, 109 U. S. 518-19 (1883), Field.

J. See Wagner 1:. Railway Co., 38 Ohio St. 85 (1882).

' Omerod v. New York, &c. It Co., 13 F. R. 370 (1882)

‘ Prospect Park, &c. R. Co. v. Williamson, 91 N. Y.

552, 561 (1883); Anniston, &c. R. Co. 1:. Jacksonville. kc

R. Co., 82 Ala. 800 (1886). cases.

‘Bass 1:. State, 34 La. An. 496 (1882); Davenport v.

Richmond City, 81 VII. 689 (1886); 17 F. R. ll-l: 81 Pa

86. See generally 8 Law Q. Rev. 314-25 088?). mi“; '2

Kent, 33'); 19 Host. Law Rep. 241. 301.

IWest River Bridge Co. v. Dix, 6 How. 540 li8-ltilz
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for the use of his tribunals.

tnined the maxims of the common law, forms for ju

dicial proceedings, and certain penalties.1

The book may be seen, in both Saxon and English,

in “ The Ancient Laws and institutes of England,“

published by the Record Commissioners, Vol. 1,

pp. 46-101. At the head of the book stand theTcn

Oommandments, followed by many Mosaic precepts.

After quoting the canons of the apostolic council at

Jerusalem, Alfred refers to the commandment “As

ye would that men should do to you, do ye also to

them," adding, "from this one doom a man may re

member that he judge every one righteously: he need

heel no other doom-book." '

The Commandments and such portions of the Law

of Moses as were prefixed to the code became a part

of the law of the land. Labor on Sunday was made

criminal, and heavy punishmenm were exacted for

perjury.‘

Domesday-book. A survey of all the

lands in England, with the names of their

owners, their value, etc., compiled, by direc

tion of the Conqueror, 1081-86.

The completeness of the survey made it “a day of

judgment“ as to the extent, value, and other qualities

of every piece of land. it was practically a careful

census and became a final authority on tenures and

titles. The two original volumes are preserved in the

Exchequer.‘ ‘

DOMESTIC.° Belonging or pertaining

to one’s own home, State, or country.

1. Residing in the same house with the

master he serves: as, a domestic servant; or,

simply, a domestic: a house servant; not, an

outdoor workman, nor a person hired for a

day.‘

Living about the habitations of men; tame,

domesticated: as, a domestic animal, g. c.

2. Relating to the law of the place of a per

son's domicil. ,

Having jurisdiction at one’s domicil: as,

the domestic court, forum, tribunal.

Appointed at the place of residence-of

the person lately deceased, or of a ward: as,

a domestic administrator, guardian, q. o.

 

United States v. Gratiot. H Pet. 536 (1840); 1 Kent, 166,

57; 87 Am. Jur. 121.

*4 Bl. Com. 411; 8 id. 65.

I See 1 Bi. Com. 66, note by Warren.

' Green, Short Hist. Eng. People, 81.

' See 2 Bl. Com. 49, 99; 3 id. 331; Green, Short Hist.

Eng. People, 114.

' L. '-nnaticus, belonging to a household: domul, a

house

' E41 Manson, 5 lllnn. 174-84 (1812); Wakefield v.

Stale, ll Tex. 558 (1874); Richardson v. State, 43 id. 456

(1875); Ullman 11. Staten] 'l'ax. Ap. 221 (1876); Water

house v. State. 21 id. 666 (1886). See R S. 54068.

The volume also con-, 3. Relating to the law, property, trade, 0!

inhabitants of some particular State. -

For the benefit of creditors within the

debtor's own State: as, a domestic assign

ment, q. 1:. ; whence, also, domestic cred

itors. A

Maintainable against a resident debtor: as,

a domestic attachment, q. v.

Created under the laws of the State in

which it transacts~ business: as, a domestic

corporation, q. 1:.

Rendered by a court of the State where it

was first entered or enrolled: as, a domestic

decree. or judgment, q. 1:.

Arising or committed within the borders of

a State or among the inhabitants thereof: as,

domestic violence, q. 1:.

4. Relating to the territorial limits or to

the jurisprudence of two or more States, or

of the whole United States.

Confined within the United States, or, pos

sibly, one State: as, domestic commerce,

manufactures, qq. v.

Acquired within a subdivision of a coun

try: as, a domestic domicil, q. v.

Resident within the State or country in

question: as, a domestic factor, q. 1:.

DO1W_]IC'IIi.I The place where a person

lives or has his home; that is, where one has

his true, fixed, permanent home and princi

pal establishment, and to which, whenever

he is absent, he has the intention of return

ing.'

The habitation fixed in any place, without

any present intention of removing there

from.‘

Domiciliate, or domicile. To establish

one, or oneself, in a fixed residence.

Domiciliary. Pertaining to ono‘s perma

nent residence: as, a domiciliary court, the

domiciliary administrator or guardian, domi

ciliary inspection or visitation.

There is a wide difference between domlcil and

mere residence. While they are usually at the same

place, they may be at different places. Domicii is the

established, fixed, permanent, ordinary dwelling place

 

I Spelled also domicile. F. domicile, a dwelling: L

do1m'cih'um, habitation: domus, a house; and -cihum,

allied to celare, to hide.

‘Story, Conf. Laws, $41; Hannon 0. Grlnard, 89 N

C. 1110 (1855), Smith, C. J.; 75 Pa. 205.

' Putnam 0. Johnson, 10 Mass. '50! (1813), Parker, J.;

State v. Moore, 14 N. H.454 (1843); Crawford v. Wilson,

( Barb. 520 (N48).
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I

or residence of a party, as distinguished from his

temporary and transient though actual place of resi

dence. One is his legal residence as distinguished

from his temporary place of abode; in other words,

one is his home, as distinguished from the place or

places to which business or pleasure may temporarily

call him.1

Primarily a person's domicil is his legal home; but

domicil implies more than mere residence in a coun

W-'

The domicil of a person may be in one place and

his residence in another.I

Residence, with no present intention of removal,

constitutes domicil.‘

"Domicil“ has a fixed and definite signification.

For the ordinary purposes of citizenship there are

rules of general, it not of universal, acceptaiion appli

cable to it. “ Citizenship," “habitancy“ and “real

dence" are severally words which may in the particu

larcase mean precisely the same as “don1icil," but

frequently they may have other and inconsistent

meanings, and while in one use of language the ex

pressions a change oi’ domicil, of citizenship, of hab

itancy, of residence. are necessarily identical or syn

onymous, in a diiierent use 01’ language they import

diflerent ideas.‘

In international law, domicil means a residence at

a particular place, accompanied with positive or pre

sumptive proof of intending to continue there for an

unlimited time.‘

To ascertain this domicil, it is proper to take into

consideration the situation, the employment, and _the

character of the individual; the trade in which he is

engaged, the family he possesses, and the transitory

or fixed character of his business are ingredients

which may properly be weighed.'

Domicll is spoken of: as national, or' that

of a person's country, and opposed to domes

tic, or that of a subdivision of a country; as

fOr01'gn, established in another state; as

commercial, the place oi’ one‘s trade or busi

ness; of birth, that of one‘s parents; ac

quired, vested by the law; by choice, selected

of free will; by law, by operation of law.

Once existing, a domicil continues until another is

acquired; when a change is alleged the burden of

proof rests upon the party making the allegation.

To constitute a new domicil, two things are indispen

 

' Town of Salem 1:. Town of Lyme, 29 Conn. 79 (1860),

Hinman, J .

1 McDonald 1;. Salem Capital Flour-liiills Co., 81 F.

R. 577 (1887).

‘Lyon 1;. Lyon}0 Hun, 456 (1885); Foss 1:. Foss, 58

N. H. 251 (1878), cases.

‘ Lindsay v. Murphy, 76 Va. 430 (1832).

'Borland v. City of Boston, 132 Mass. 98 (1882),

Lord. J.

' Guier v. O’Daniel, I Blnn. ¢35O (1806). Rush, P. J.;

State v. Collector, 32 N. J. L. 10-1 (1867); Mitchell v.

United States, 21 Wall. ’" (1874).

' Livingstone v. Maryland Ins. Co., 7 Cranch, 542

(1818), Story, J.; The Venus, 8 Cranch, 278 (1514).
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sable: residence in the new locality, and the intention

to remain there, facto at animo. Mere absence from

a fixed home, however long continued, cannot work

the change. Among the circumstances usually relied

upon to establish the animus manendi are: decis-rm

tions, exercise of political rights, payment of personal

taxes, a house of residence, a place of business.I

A change does not depend so much upon the inten

tion to remain in the new place for a definite or an in

definite period, as upon its being without an intention

to return to the former place of actual residence. Al

intentlon to return, however, at a remote or indefinite

period, will not control, it the other facts which con

stitute domicil all give the new residence the charao

ter of a permanent home and place of abode. The

intention and actual fact of residence must concur,

when such residence is not in its nature temporary.

There is a right of election by expressed intention.

only when the facts are to some extent ambiguous.‘

A domicil of origin is presumed to be retained until

residence elsewhere has been shown.’ Adomicil of

origin, or an acquired domicil, remains until a new

one is acquired. A native domicil is not so easily

changed as an acquired domicil, and is more easily

lost. A man can have but one domicil at the some

time for the same purpose.‘

Domicll is acquired by residence and the aninuu

manendi, the intent to remain.

A wife's domicil is that of the husband; but she

may acquire a separate one, whenever necessary or

proper, as, for a suit in divorce,‘ q. 12. See also C1'l‘l

zss; Lax, Domicilii; Ramos.

DOMINANT. See EASEMENT, Dominant.

DOMINION. Complete ownership; ab

solute property.6

The right in a corporeal thing, from which

arises the power of disposition and of claim

ing it from others]

Proximate dominion. Obtaining pos

session by delivery of a thingr sold, which,

 

'.\Htcheli v. United States, 21 Wall. 353, 852 (1874),

cases, Swayne, J.; Desmare v. United States, 93 U. S.

609 (1876); Doyle v. Clark, 1 Flip. 537-38 (1876), cases;

Lindsay 1:. Murphy, 76 Va. 430 (1882); 21 Cent. Law J.

43‘)-32 (1886), cases - Solicitors Journal (London).

1 Hallet v. Bassett, 100 Mass. 170-71 (1868), cases, Colt,

J.; Guier v. O’Daniei, 1 Am. Lead. Cas. 747-50, cases

' Ennis v. Smith (Kosciusko‘s Case), 14 How. 423 (1852).

' Newton 0. Commissioners, 100 U. S. 502 (1879),

Swayne, J.

'Cheever v. Wilson, 9 Wall. 124 (1869); Cheely 0.

Clayton, 110 U. S. 705 (1884), cases; 2 Bishop, l\1ar.& D

475; '23 Alb. Law J. 80 (1881), cases.

See generally 18 Am. Law Rev. 261-79 (1979), cases,

11 Cent. Law .1. 421-25 (.1880), cases; 1 Wall. Jr ma; 7

Fla. 81,152; 46 Ga. 277; 74111. 314; E9 ind. 17¢"; 51 ions

79: 20 La. 314; 26 id. 338; 52 Me.1ll5; 27 llliss. T15. 51

id. 310; 77 Mo. are; an N. J. L. 4%; e ivéuu. us. a

Paige, 5'24; 81 Barb. 476; 67 N. Y. 879; 71 Pa.t09; 8: Ft

852.

' See 2 Bl. Com. Ch. I.

' Coles 1:. Perry, 7 Tex. 180 (1861), Hughu. 8-. J
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without anything else, being preceded by

the title, vests the right in the thing — which

is the dominion. Remote dominion. The

title which vests a right to a thing sold, and

gives a cause of action against the vendor

who has not delivered the thing.I

Compare Duassl; Donna; Doununx.

DOMNIUM. L Complete ownership

of property.

Dominium directum. Immediate own

ership,— possession.

Dominium utile.

ahip,—— enjoyment.

Dominium direcfum at utile. Direct and

beneficial ownership: complete ownership

and possession in one person. Compare

Dnorr-nnorr.

DOMINUS. L. Lord or master;owner.

Dominus litis. The actor in a cause;

the principal in a suit; the client, as distin

guished from his agent ofaztorney.2

Domino perit res. The thing has per

ished for its owner. See further Res, Perit.

Domino volente. The owner willing.

DOMITZE. See Amnar.

DOMUS. L. A house; the house.

Domus procerum. The house of lords.

Abbreviated dom. proc., and D. P.

Domus sua cuique est tutissimum

refugium. His own dwelling is for every

one the safest refuge: every man’s house is

his castle. See further HOUSE, 1.

DONA. See Dosom.

DONATE. See Doxanos.

DONATIO. L. A giving;

Dans; Gm.

Donatio inter vivos. A gift between

living persons: when the maker of a gift is

not apprehending death. See further GIFT.

Donatio mortis causa, or cause mortis.

Agift in view of death; a death-bed disposi

tion of personalty.

A donation causa mortis takes place when

a person in his last sickness, apprehending

dissolution near, delivers or causes to be de

livered to another the possession of any per

sonal goods to keep in case of his decease.

Such a gift is to revert to the donor, if he

survives, and is not valid as against cred

it0rs.'

Beneficial owner

a gift. See

 

IColon v. Perry, 7 Tex. 136 (1861), ante.

‘See 4 Hughes, 841.

'2 Bl. Com. 5“.

There must have been a transfer of property in ex

pectation of death from an existing illness.‘

A gift of personal property, by a party who is in

peril of death, upon condition that it shall presently

belong to the donee, in case the donor shall dle,' but

not otherwise. There must he a delivery by the donor.

The gift will be defeated by revocation. or by recov

ery or escape from the impending peril. it ll in no

sense a testamentary act. There may be a good do

nation of anything which has a physical existence and

admits of corporal orsymbolical delivery. Negotiable

instruments, and even bonds and mortgages. may be

thus transferred.‘

A donatio morfis causa must be completely exe

cuted, precisely as is required in the case of a gift

inter vivos, subject to be devested by the happening

of any of the conditions subsequent, that is, upon

actnnl revocation by the donor, by his surviving the

apprehended peril, by his outliving the donee, or by the

occurrence of a deficiency of the assets necessary to

pay the debts of the donor. If the gift does not take

effect as a complete transfer of possession and title,

legal or equitable. during the life of the donor, it is a

testamentary disposition, and good only if made and

proved asa will. . . The instrument transferring a

chose in action must be the evidence of a subsisting

obligation and be delivered to the donee, so as to vest

him with an equitable title to the fund it represents,

and to devest the owner of all present control over it,

absolutely and irrevocably, but upon the recognized

conditions subsequent. A delivery which empowers

the donee to control the fund only after the death of

the donor, when by the instrument itself it is presently

payable, is testamentary in character, and not good

as a gift.'

Recent statutes make valid a wife‘s death-bed do

nations of personalty without her husband's assent.‘

Donatio propter nuptias. A gift in

consideration of marriage’. In the civil law,

the provision made by the husband as the

counterpart of the dos or marriage portion

brought by the wife.

DONATION. See DONATIO. A contract

by which a person gratuitously dispossesses

himself of something by transferring it to an

other to become the latter’s property upon

acceptance.‘

I Grnttnn v. Appleton, 8 Story, 755, 763 (i8i5).

'1 Story, Eq. §§ 600-7; 8 Pomeroy, Eq. ii 1146-61; 2

Kent, 5244.

' Basket v. Hasselh 107 U. 8. 009-10, 614 (1882), cases,

Matthews, J.; Same v. Same, 108 id. 267 (1888), 8 Biss.

800-9 (1878), cases. See also 16 Ala. ‘:21; 59 Cal. 065;

88Ind. 454; l'>4 N. H. 8'7; 81 Me.-129; 77 Mo. 1721; 80 Hun,

632,685; 20J0hns. 514; 33 N. Y. 58‘; Z! Pa. 63: 51 id.

849-50; 39 Vt. 621; 4 Gratt.-179; 1 Am. Law Reg. l-ll

(1352), cases; 19 Cent. Law J. 221-26 (1880, cases; 2

Law Q. Rev. 444-52 (1886); 21 Am. Law Rev. 732-68

(1887), cases; Ward 0;. Turner, W. a '1‘. L. 0. Eq. Vol.

1, pt. 2, l%5-51, cases.

‘ Schouler, Wills, 5 68, cases.

' See Fisk v. Flores, 43 Tex. 843 U875).
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Donate. To give gratuitously or without

consideration. 1

In the act of Indiana of May 9. 1809, enabling a city

to aid the construction of a railroad, etc., “ donation "

means an absolute gift or grant o'f a thing without any

condition or consideration.‘ See Am, i. Municipal.

Letting the labor of convicts in consideration of

their being fed, clothed. etc., by the hirer, is not I

“ donation " or gratuity.I

DONIS. See Domm.

DONOR; DONEE. 1. The giver, and

the recipient, respectively, of personalty.

See Dousrxo; Douanos.

2. He who confers, and he who is invested

with, a power. See POWER, 2,

8. He who gives, and he who receives,

lands in tail, q. v.

DONUM. L. A gift. See DARE; Do

NATIO. .

De donis. Respecting gifte— estates-tail.

The first chapter of the statute of Westmin

ster 2 (13 Edw. I, 1285) is called the Statute

de donis or dedonis conditionalibus. It took

from donees the power of alienating their

estates-tail, thus introducing perpetuities.

at common law an estate-tail was known as a con

ditional fee—limited to particular heirs; the condition

being that if the donee died, without leaving an heir,

the estate reverted. Upon the birth of issue the estate

became absolute for three purposes: the clones could

alien it, and thus bar his issue and the reversioner; he

could forfeit it by an act of treason; he could encum

ber it. As soon as issue was born the donee aiiened

and immediately repurchased, thereby obtaining a

fee-simple absolute for all purposes. To keep estates

in the hands of the great families, the statute de donis

was passed. It directed that the will of the donor

should be observed, and forbade alienation. It abol

ished the conditional fee and made the estate descend

per formam dam‘, or passed in reversion. The statute

continued in force two centuries. in the reign of

Edw. IV, it was held‘ that the entail might be de

stroyed by a common recoveryI and the issue, the

donee. and the donee‘s expectant, be barred, on the

death oi’ the tenant in tail “without issue.“ Fines

and special laws subsequently etl'ectod the same and.‘

See further Fss, 1.

Done. clandestine sunt semper suspi

ciosa. Secret gifts are always viewed with

suspicion: secret transfers of property are

I Goodhue v. City of Beloit, 21 Wis. ‘(H2 (1867).

' Indiana North & South R. Co. v. City of Attica, 56

lnd. 486,476 (1877); Wilkinson 1;. City of Peru, 61 id.

0 (1878).

IGeorgia Penitentiary Co. v. Nelms, 65 Ga. 5034

(188)).

regarded with distrust.I

Fraudulent.

DOOM. See Dons.

DOOR. See HOUSE, 1.

DORMANT. Sleeping: silent, unavowed,

undisclosed: as, a dormant partner; secret,

not of public record: as, a dormant judg

ment; in abeyance, suspended: as, a don

mant execution. See those substantives.

DOS. L. A marriage portion; dowry.

French dot.

In Roman law, property given a husband

to aid him in sustaining the burdens of the

marriage relation. ,

In English law, the portion bestowed upon

a wife at marriage; also, the portion a widow

is entitled to out of the estate of her do

ceased husband.

Dos rationalibus. A reasonable mar

riage portion; common-law dowerfi q. v.

DOTAGE. See DEMENTIA, Senilo.

DOTAL. Pertainingto dowry. Opposed,

extra-dotalz not part of dowry. See Dos.

DOUBLE. 1. By two married persons:

as, double adultery, q. u.

2. On behalf of each of two parties: as, a

double agency. See BROKER.

3. For the same cause of action: as, a

double arrest, q. 12.; double punishment, or

satisfaction, q. u.

4. Twofold: as, a contingency with a

double aspect, q. v.

5. Upon the same subject-matter, twice

over: as, a double assessment or taxation.

See Tax, 2.

6. Twice the original ; as, double costs, q. n.

7. Increased by the court, over the actual

amount: as, double damages.

8. For, by, or from two persons; opposed

to single: as, a double deed. 4

9. Additional; upon the same property,

against the same risks, and for the same per

son: as, double insurance, q. v.

10. Second, duplicated: as, a double pay

menli.

11. Twice the original or true amount: as,

a double penalty, q. v.

12. Containing two or more distinct causes

of action or defense: as, double pleading.

See DUPLICITY.

‘ Taltnrum‘s Case, Year Book, 12 Edw. IV (H78), c. 19.

'2 Bl. Com. iii, 860; Croxall u. Shererd, 5 Wall. 283

(18661.

IBroom, Max. 289, 290; 4 B. &. C. 652; l M. Q 8. $1

' See 2 Bl. Com. 129, 492, 516; 1 “'ushb. R. P. H1,d!9.

132 Mass. 275: 6 Mart, La . 460.

See Comrmcm
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18. Permissive and commissive: as, double

waste, q. v.

DOUBT.l Fluctuation of mind arising

from want of evidence or knowledge; uncer

tainty of mind; unsettled opinion.2

Equipoise of mind arising from an equality

of contrary reasons.‘

in civil cases, a doubt is to be resolved against the

party who might have furnished facts to remove it,

but has neglected so to do. in charges of fraud. the

presumption of innocence will remove a doubt in

criminal cases, whenever a reasonable doubt exists as

to the guilt of the accused he is to receive the benefit

of the doubt.

Where, in a civil proceeding, proving the cause of

action or the defense will also prove a crime com

mitted by the adverse party, it is not necemary that

the proof be of the degree required in a criminal pro

ceeding for the offense, that is, beyond a reasonable

doubt. The issue should be determined in accordance

with the preponderance of the proof.‘

Reasonable doubt. “That state of the

case, which. after the entire comparison and

consideration of all evidence, leaves the

minds of jurors in that condition that they

cannot say they feel an abiding conviction,

to a moral certainty, of the truth of the

charge." 5

The expression is not easily defined. It does not

mean mere possible doubt; because everything relat

ing to human aflalrs and depending on moral evidence

is open to some possible or imaginary doubt. . . All

the presumptions of law independent of evidence are

in favor of innocence; and every person is presumed

to be innocent until proved guilty. If upon such proof

there is reasonable doubt remaining, the accused is

entitled to the benefit of it by an acquittal.‘

It is not suificient to establish a probability,

though a strong one, arising from the doc

trine of chances, that the fact charged is

more likely to be true than the contrary; but

the evidence must establish the truth of the

fact toa reasonable and moral certainty; a

certainty that convinces and directs the un

derstanding, and satisfies the reason and

judgment of those who are bound to act

conscientiously upon it.‘

if the law, which mostly depends upon considera

tions of a moral nature. should require absolute

certainty, it would exclude circumstantial evidence

altogether.‘

 

I F. dzmter: L. dubitare (q. 1.), to waiver in mind.

I [ Webster's Dict.

' [Bouvier's Law Dict.

‘ Thoreson v. Northwestern Nat ins. Co., 29 lilinn.

107 (1882). cases.

‘ Commonwealth 11. Webster, 5 Cush. 8% (1850).

Shaw, 0. J. Frequently cited, as in 59 Cal. 895; so rd.

" Proof beyond a reasonable doubt " is not

beyond all possible or imaginai-y doubt, but

such proof as precludes every reasonable hy

pothesis except that which tends to support

It is proof “to a moral certainty,” as dis

tinguished from an absolute certainty. As

applied to a judicial trial for crime, the two

phrases are synonymous and equivalent;

each has been used by eminent judges to ex

plain the other; and each signifies: Such

proof as satisfies the judgment and con

sciences of the jury as reasonable men, and

applying their reason to the evidence before

them, that the crime charged has been com

mitted by the defendant, and so satisfies

them as to leave no other reasonable conclu

sion possible.I See CERTAJNTY, 1, Moral.

Such doubt must be founded on something growing

out of the state of the testimony, which leaves a re

tional uncertainty as to guilt, and which nothing else

in the case removes. The degree of conviction of

guilt should be something more than a bare prepon

derance of belief; something more than the probabil-_

lty of guilt merely outweighing the probability of

innocence. The mind should be able to rest reason

ably satisfied of the guilt of the accused before a ver

dict of that character is given.‘

A doubt founded upon a consideration of all the

circumstances and evidence, and not a doubt resting

upon conjecture or speculation.‘

The jury must find the facts established to such I

degree of certainty as they would regard sufficient in

the important affairs of life. The proof need not nec

essarily exclude all doubt.‘

" A doubt which a reasonable man of sound judg

ment, without bias, prejudice, or interest, after

calmly, conscientiously, and deliberately weighing all

the testimony, would entertain as to the guilt of the

prisoner.“ The guilt must be established to a reason

able, not an absolute, demonstrative or mathematical,

certainty.‘

An indeflnable doubt which cannot be stated, with

the reason upon which it rests, is not a reasonable

doubt, within the rule that an accused is to be given

the benefit of such doubt.‘

Not any fanciful conjecture which an imaginative

man may conjure up, but a doubt which reasonably

 

108; 8 Monta.13T, 162; 6 Nev. 840; 26 N. J. L. 615; 108

U. S. 312; 1%) id. 440. poat,—commented on.

1 Commonwealth v. Costley, 118 Mass. 24 (1875), cases,

Gray, C. J.; cited, 120 U. S. 440, post. '

‘United States s. Gleason, 1 Woolv. 131 (1867),

lillller, J.

‘ United States v. Knowles, 4 Saw. 521 (1861), Field, J.

‘ United State! ‘U. Wright, 18 F. R. H4 (1893), Bil

lings, J.

‘State v. Rounds. 76 liie. 125 (1884), Peters, 0. J.,

quoting State v. Reed, 62 id. 144, 142-45 (1874).

‘People v. Guidicl, 100 N. Y. 510 (1885); ii Greenl

Ev. 6 29.
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down from the evidence or the want of evidence;

a doubt for which a sensible man could give a good

reason, based upon the evidence; such a doubt as he

would act upon in his own concerns.I

It is diflicult to conceive what amount of conviction

would leave the mind of a juror free from a reason

able doubt, if it be not one which is so settled and

fixed as to control his action in the more weighty and

Important matters relating to his own affairs. Out of

the domain of the exact sciences and actual observa

tion there is no absolute certainty. The guilt of the

.accused, in the majority of cases. must necessarily

be deduced from a variety of circumstances leading

to proof of the fact. Persons of speculative minds

may in almost every case suggest possibilities of the

truth being diiferent from that established by the

most convincing proof. Jurors are not to be led

away by speculative notions as to such possibilities.‘

"The jury are not to go beyond the evidence to

hunt up doubts, nor must they entertain such doubts

as are merely chimericai or conjectnral." To justify

acquittal, a doubt must arise from an impartial inves

tigation of all the evidence, and be such that, " were

the same kind of doubt interposed in the graver

transactions of lite, it would cause a reasonable and

prudent man to hesitate and pause." “ If, after con

sidering all the evidence, you can say you have an

abiding conviction of the truth of the charge, you are

satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt; you are

not at liberty to disbelieve as jurors, if, from the evi

dence, you believe as men." '

An instruction which says that the doubt must be

“ real," substantial, well-founded, arising out of the

evidenceI is not reversible.‘

As to questions relating to human affairs, a knowl

edge of which is derived from testimony, it is impos

sible to have the kind of certainty created by scientific

demonstration. The only certainty we can have is a

moral certainty, which depends upon the confidence

placed in the integrity of witnesses, and their capac

ity to know the truth. If, for example, facts not im

probable are attested by numerous witnesses who are

credible, consistent, uncontradicted, and had every

opportunity of knowing the truth, a reasonable or

moral certainty would be inspired by their testimony.

In such case a doubt would be unreasonable, imag

inary, or speculative, which it ought not to be. It is

not a doubt whether the party may not possibly be

innocent in the face of strong proof of his guilt, but

a sincere doubt whether he has been proved guilty,

that is called “ reasonable." And even where the

testimony is contradictory, so much more credit may

be due to one side than the other, that the same result

will be produced. On the other hand, the opposing

proofs may be so nearly balanced that the jury may

justly doubton which side lies the truth. In such case

the accused is entitled to the benefit of the doubt. As

certainty advances, doubt recedes. if one is reason

ably certain, he cannot, at the same time, be reason

 

‘ [United States v. Jones, 31 F. R. 7'24 (1887), Spcer,J.;

lb. 718, note.

' Hopt v. Utah, 120 U. S. 439-41 (1887), cases, Field, J.

I Spies at al. 1;. People, 122 Ill. 251-52 (1887 , cases.

' State v, Blunt, 91 M0. 606 (1887), cases.

360 DOWER
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ably doubtful. that is, have a reasonable doubt of I

fact. All that a jury can be expected to do is to be

reasonably or morally certain of the fact which they

declare by their verdict.I See also Evrnnxca; Pan

rosnsaaucs; Paoos.

Doubtful. Where, at the date of an assignment,

certain choses were reported as “doubtful," it was

held that the nssignee could not be charged with

them unless the creditors proved that they might have

been collected by due diligence.‘

DOWER.8 The interest which the law

gives a widow in the realty of her deceased

husband. Compare Dowav.

The life estate, created by law, where a

man is seised of an estate of inheritance, and

dies in the life-time of his wife.4

In the common law, that portion of lands

or tenements which the wife has for the term

of her life of the lands or tenements of her

husband after his decease, for the sustenance

of himself and the nurture and education of

her children.3

Tenant in dower is where the husband of a woman

is seised of an estate of inheritance and dies: the wife

shall then have the third part of all the lands and

tenements whereof he was seised at any time during

the coverture, to hold to herself for the term of her

natural life.‘

Dowable. Entitled to dower, subject to

dovrer; endowable: as, a dowable interest in

lands, dowable lands.

Dowager. A widow endowed; particu

larly, the widow of a person of rank. Dow

ress. A widow entitled to dower; a tenant

in dower.

Endow. To assign dower to; to become

invested with rights of dower. Whenoe

endowable. See ENDOW.

The widow must have been the actual wife of the

party at the time of his decease. She is endowable of

all lands and tenements of which her husband was

seised in fee-simple or fee-tail, at any time during the

coverture, and of which any issue she might have had

might by possibility have been heir. . . There was

also (lower by custom: as, that the wife should have

a quarter, a half, or all of the land; dower ad ostium

 

1 United States v. Guiteau, 10 F. R.16-i (Jau ‘:5, 1832),

Cox, J. See Miles 1:. United States. 103 U. S. 312 (1880),

cases; 9 Pet. ‘G91; 18 Wall. 515; 70 Ala. 45; 87 Conn.

360; 67 Ga. 153; 3911]. 457; 100 id. 242; 104 id. 364; 28

Ind. 170; 64 Iowa, 90-, 29 Kan. 141; 1 Duv. (Ky.) 238; 5

Bush, 593; 35 lliich.-1812; 44 id. 290; 14 Neb. 640; 4:3 N.

Y. 6; 4 Pa. 274; 88 id. 141-42; 8 Heisk. 28.

’ Wimbish v. Blanks, 76 Va. 305, 369 (1882).

' F. douaire: L. doiare, to endow: dot-, to give.

‘ 4 Kent, 35; Tl Ala. 81.

‘ Coke, Litt. 80 b, 81 a; Sutherland v. Sutherland,‘

I11. 485 U873); 4 Kent, 88.

' 2 Bl. Com. 129-80.
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eotluic: when a tenant in fee-simple, at the church

door 1whero marriages were celebrated), after afllance

made. endowed the wife with a certain part of his

lands; dower 0: assensu patria: when a son. by e press

agreement of his father, endowed his wife with a part

0' the father's possessions.I

Dower ad osiium ecclnia and ex tusensu palris

were abolished by 8 ant“ \Vil1. 1V (1883), c. 105. Dower

given by the law is the only kind which has ever Ob

tained in this country. During the life of the

husband lbs right is a mere expectancy or possibility.

Not being a natural right, but being conferred by law

alone, the power that gives may increase, diminish,

or otherwise alter it, or even wholly take it away.

Upon the death of the husband, the right of the widow

becomes vested.‘

The law of the rifua determines rights of dower.

At common law the widow has dower: in an estate in

common; in inoorporenl hcredltaments; in mines

opened by the husband She now has dower in wild

lands; in an equity of redemption; in some States

only in what. her husband dies seised of.

At common law she has no dower: in an inherit

once of which her husband had no right of immediate

leizin; in a term of years (personnlty); in an estate

in joint-tenancy. except as widow of the survivor;

in an estate held for another‘s life; in a vested re

mainder. Nor, generally, hasshe dnwer now: in a pre

cmption claim; in shares of a corporation; in an

estate held in trust by him, but otherwise as to his

equitable estates; in a gwrtgagee‘s estate. till irre

doemable; in partnership lands. before the debts are

paid;' in a contract to purchase which he could not

enforce.

The right may be defeated by any claim which

would have defeated the husband‘s seisin: at common

law, by a.1ienage,—a rule now generally changed; by

foreclosure of a mortgage made by him before mar

riage. or made for purchase-money after marriage:

in some States, by sale on an execution for a debt; by

sale for taxes; by an exercise of the right of eminent

domain; by dedication to a public use; not, by an as

signment in insolvency or bankruptcy — as see below.

The right may be barred: by divorce a vim-ulo, she

being the delinquent; by elopement and adultery; by

I jointure; by a joint conveyance duly acknowl

edge,-d,— the common method; by equitable estoppel;

by taking in bat he wills her. -

Dower was to be assigned or set out, by right. imme

diately upon his death. Magna Charts allowed her to

occupy his principal " mansion-house “ forty days, if

on dowable lands. One mode of assigning was by

“common right“ —by legal process; another mode,

“ against common right." rested upon her agreement.

The former was by metes and bounds; the latter by

indenture. Procedure for assignment has been called

" admeasurement." As against the heir the value at

assignment is regarded; as against an alienee the

value at transfer. and, according to numerous decis

ions. the increase from general improvement.

Two or more widows may be endowable out of the

 

'2 B1. Com. 130,131, 132.

I Randall v. Kreiger, 23 Wall. 147 (1674); 25 Minn. 464.

' benow v. Fones, 43 Ark. 660-67 (1886), cases.

same realty. The estate is a continuation of the hue

band's. The widow may convey it away; and it may

be levied upon.

The right. being no part of his estate, is not sflected

by proceedings in bankruptcy against him.1

A woman who is sui juriu may, by ante-nuptial

contract, relinquish the right.‘

Writ Of dower. Process to secure an

“ assignment" of dower.

Writ of dower unde nihil habet —— whereof

she has nothing: complains that 8SSig[ll11t'l1l

has not been made within time.‘

See further subjects mentioned, and Hvssnw.

PARAPHERNALIA; Qusiurrriss, 1; Sm 4; TABLI. 4

DOWRY. That which the wife gives

the husband on account of marriage,— a

donation toward his maintenance and the

support of the relation.‘

in Louisiana, “ the effects which the wife brings the

husband to support the expenses of marriiige.“ Being

given to him to be enjoyed during the marriage, the

income is his absolutely. He is to administer the

property. She cannot deprive him of it Realty is

inalienable during marriage, unless the contract stip

ulatcs otherwise.‘

“ Dowry,“ " dowery," and “ dower " are etymolog

ically different forms of the same word. " Dowery "

is obsolete. in Massachusetts, neither “ dowery “ nor

“ dowry“ has ever meant “dower,“" q. 1:.

DRAFT.7 1, n. (1) A drawing, delinea

tion, sketch. See COPYRIGHT.

(2) In common speech, a bill of exchange.‘

See Excuasoa, 2.

Any order for the payment of money

drawn by one person upon another.°

Also, money checked out of a bank by this

means.

The drawer is he who prepares the order;

the drawee, he to whom it is addressed.

Drafts, as used in the collection of debts, are not

usually negotiable. The oflice of a draft is to collbct

for the drawer, from the drawee, residing in another

 

‘Porter 1;. Lazear, 109 U. B. 86 (1883); Lazear 1:.

Porter, 87 Pa. 513 (1878).

I Barth v. Linés, 118 I11. 882 (1886), cases; Forwood v.

Forwood, Sup. Ct. Ky. (1887), cases.

ISee generally 2 Bl. Com. 13¢»-'37; 8 id. 183. 194; 4

Kent, 85-72; Williams, R P. 22$-:21: 1 Wsshb. R. P.

'146-262; 1 Story, Eq. 55 624-82; 8 Pomeroy, Eq., In

dex; 1 Bouv. 564-67, cases; Mayburry v. Brien, 15 Pet

21 (1841), cases.

‘ [Cutter v. Waddingham, 21 M0. 254 (1855): 1 Parti

das, 507.

' De Young 0. De Young, 6 La. An. 787 (1851); Buard

1:. De Russy, 6 Rob. 113 (1813); Gates v. Legendre, Wed

78 (1815).

‘Johnson v. Goss, 132 Mass. 276-70 (1882).

" Originally draught,- Webster.

'2 Bl. Com. 467; 89 N. Y. 100. Q

' [Wilden 1:. Savage. 1 S|.ory,80 (1889). ’
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place, money to which the former may be entitled,

either on accoimt of balances due or advances upon

consignments; and although they may sometimes be

used for raising money that is not the necessary or

ordinary purpose for which they are employed.l See

ASSIGNMENT, Equitable; Durucnn.

Overdraft. The demand against a de

positor in a bank after he has drawn out

more money than his balance; also, the act

of drawing too much, and the state of the

account tl1ereafter.2

As between a banking firm and a depositor not a

member of the firm. an overdraft is a loan. The pay

ment of the latter‘s check when no funds stand to his

credit is an advance by the firm of its own money, for

the repayment of which, with lawfu.l interest, the cus

tomer is liable. ltls payable absolutely and in full,

without abatement or contingency, and so constitutes

a loan in all its characteristics. if more than legal in

terest is paid, the borrower loses the excess above the

legal rate, and if the contract stands and is carried

out, the loss is absolute and certain. But the situation

changes when the person making the overdraft is a

member of the firm which advances it.‘

(8) An allowance to an importer, when a

duty is ascertained by weight, to insure good

weight.

“ Tare " is allowed for the covering on the article.‘

2, v. To prepare in writing. See DRAW, 3.

Draftsman. In equity practice, a person

who prepares pleadings; also, one who man

ually writes a will.

DRAIl.\T. 1, n. Any hollow space in the

ground, natural or artificial, where water is

collected and passes off ; a ditch.‘ Compare

Gmnn

2, v. To rid land of its superfluous moist

ure, by deepening, straightening, or embank

lng the natural water-courses, and supple

menting them, when necessary, by artificial

ditches.‘

An easement to drain water through another's land

may be acquired by grant or prescription.’

Drainage. As a matter of legal definition it can

not be said that sewerage may not, in cases, be in

cluded in drainage; yet when the simple word “drain

age “ is used, as appurtenant to lands, tho most obvious

suggestion is drainage of water.‘

See AQUA, Currit, etc; Mnnow; Snwsn.

Illvansville Nat. Bank v. Kaufmann, 93 N. Y. 280

(18813), Ruger, C. J.

' [Abbott's Law Dict.; 24 N. J. L. 484.

' Payne v. Freer, 91 N. Y.48 (1888), Finch, J.; 2 Utah,

(ll.

' Napier 1:. Barney, 6 Blatch. 192 (1863), Nelson. J.

' Goldthwait v. East Bridgewater, 5 Gray, 04 (1855).:

' People v. Parks, 58 Cal. 6'39 (1881); ib. (H8.

' See 3 Kent, 436,

' Wetmore 1:. Fiske. 15 R. L 859 (1886).

DRAM. In common parlance, implies

that the drink has alcohol in it— something

that intoxicates.l

DRAMA. A public representation of an

uncopyrighted play by the author, for his

own advantage, is not a dedication of the

play to the public.

A spectator may take notes for any fair purpose,

as, for comparison with other works, or for comment

as a critic. A ticket of admission is a license to wit

ness the play, not to reproduce it, if the spectator can

recollect it or stenograph it. In whatever mode a

copy is obtained, a subsequent unauthorized repre

sentation, operating to deprive the author of his ex

clusive rights, will be enjoined.‘ Sec CoPYRinn'r;

Rnvnrw, 8; Taurus.

DRAW. 1. To take from a place of de

posit; to call for and receive from a fund:

as, to draw money from a bank or a trust,

to draw a dividend or share.

2. To take names from the authorized re

ceptacle: as, to draw a jury.

3. To write in form, prepare; to draw up:

as, to draw, or draw up, a document or writ

ing— deed, bill in equity, will, etc.

'4. To produce, gain: as, for money to draw

interest. _

5. To drag (on a hurdle) to the place of ex

ecution: as, to draw a traitor, and to be

drawn.‘ See TREASON.

Drawback. A remission of money paid

as freight, taxes, or other charges. Compare

REBATE. See COMMERCE, page 201, Act of

1887, sec. 2.

A refunding of duties paid upon imported

merchandise which becomes an export.‘

Drawbridge; draw. A conlrivance by

which a section of a bridge across a navi

gable water is turned upward or at right

angles to itself, and parallel with the direc

tion of the stream, so as to admit of the pas

sage of vessels through the open space.‘ See

Bnmon.

Drawee; Drawer. See DRAFT, 1 (2).

Drawing. See COPYRIGHT.

‘ Lacy v. State, 82 Tex. 228 (1869). As to dram-shop

keeper, see State 1;. Owen, 15 Mo. '50? (1852).

‘Tompkins v. Halleck, 133 Mass. 82, L5 (18&), cases;

Keene v. Wheatley, 9 Am. Law Reg. 83-108 (0. 0., ll D.

Pa., 1360).

‘See 4 Bl. Com. 9:, 377.

‘See R S. tit. XXXIV, Ch. 9.

I Hughes 0. Northern Pacific R. Co., 18 F. B. 114 (1888).

Law as to, Gates v. Northern Pacific R. Co., 64 Wis. 64

(1835)
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DRAYMEN. See Pouca, 2.

Drayage. Where, to keep a wharf in repair, a toll

was charged on coal taken from the wharf in vessels

or wan:-housed “without drayage." it was held that

the reference was to loaded conveyances, and included

I tramway supported by pillars resting upon the

wharf.‘

DRED SCOTT CASE.

Smwsnr.

DREDGE. Originally, a net or drag for

taking oysters; now, a machine for cleansing

canals and rivers,— a dredgcr. To dredge is

to gather or take with a dredge; to remove

sand, mud, etc., with a dredging machine.

A dredge is'not a “ vessel." 2

DRHT-STUFF. Matters floating at

l'Jll‘lllUl.ll, without any discoverable owner,

and which, ii’ cast ashore, will probably never

be reclaimed, but belong to the riparian pro

prietor.'

A right to “sea manure “ is a right to appropriate

the random drift and refuse of the ocean, but not

goods washed ashore from a wrecked vemel.'

DRIP. See-EASEMENT.

DRIVER. See LIVERY, Keeper; Naom

GENCE.

DROIT. F. A right; law abstractly

considered.

Opposed to 103'.‘ law in the concrete sense. Equiva

lent to jus in the Roman law. See llionsrnaxs.

Autre droit. Another‘s right. En auire

droil. In another’s right. Applied to an ad

ministrator, executor, guardian, prochein

mm‘, or other representative of another’s

rights or interest.‘ '

Droit A private right independent

of citizenship.

Droit-droit. A right upon a right; a

double right: rights of possession and of

property joined—necessary to a complete

title to land. A jus duplicatumJ

Droit international. International law.

Droit maritime. Maritime law.

Droit of admiralty. In English law,

applied to a ship of the enemy taken by an

nncommissioned subject; and to a vessel

seized in a port, on the breaking out of war.

Also spoken of as an admiralty dr0it.'

lSou1o 0. San Francisco Gas Light Co., 54 Cal. 241

(1880).

'The Nithsdale, 15 Up. Can. Law J. 269 (1879).

I Watson v. Knowles, 18 R. 1. 641 (1882).

‘ Soe1Grecnl.Ev.§179.

‘See 2 Bl. 00m. 199.

See Cmzss;

 

Droitural. Used of an action upon a

writ of right, as distinguished from a pos

sessory action, upon the fact 01’, or right to,

possession merely.

DRUG-GIST. In popular acceptation,

one who deals in medicines, or in the materi

als used in the preparation of medicines— in

its largest signification.l

Properly, one whose occupation is to buy

and sell drugs, without compounding or prep

aration. More restricted, therefore, than

“ apothecary,” 2 q. v.

Drugs. Substances used in compounding '

medicines, in dyeing, and in chemical opera

tions. I

" Drugs and medicines," in an insurance policy, in

cludes saltpeter.' Whether benzlne is a drug is a

question of fact.‘ See Lmuon; Ms-.mcnu:; On...

Adulterating drugs is a misdemeanor, in most of

the States. In some States, competency to compound

drugs must be evidenced by a certificate from a board

of examiners, or tron: a reputable school of pharmacy.

The care required of a druggist is proportioned to

the danger involved. Actual negligence must be

shown before he can be made liable for the conse

quences of a mistake.‘

Where a druggisi informs a customer that a prepa

ration is poisonous. and correctly instructs him as to

the quantity he may take, and the purchaser dies from

an overdose taken in disregard of the directions, the

drugglst is not liable for a failure to label the parcel

“ poison,“ as required by a statute.‘

Nor is he liable when he has carefully compounded

a physician's prescription.’

Criminal negligence, followed by fatal results, may

convict him of involuntary manslaughter, q. 0.‘ See

Pouca, 2.

DRUMMER. A commercial agent who

travels for a wholesale merchant taking or

ders for goods to be shipped toretnil dealers.’

An agent, such as is usually denominated a " drum

mer " or “ commercial traveler,“ who simply exhibits

samples of goods kept for sale by his principal, and

I [Mills 1:. Perkins, 120 Mass. 12 (1876), Ames, J.

‘State 1:. Holmes, 28 La. An. T67 (1876): Webster.

Hainline v. Commonwealth, 18 Bush, 862 (1877); 77 M0.

128.

ICollins u. Farmvillo Ins. Co., 79 N. C. 881 (1878):

Webster.

‘Carrigan o. Lyooming 1-‘ire ins. Co., 58 Vt. 426

(1881).

'See18 Von 71; 8 Boa Q P.191;6Whsat. B4; 8

Cranch, 110.

‘Brown 1). Marshall, 47 Mich. 688 (1882), cases; 16

Ark. 308; 32 Conn. 75; 61 Ga. 506; 13 B. liion. 219; 15 LL

An. 448; 64 Me.12l); 20 liid. 297; 106 Mass. 148; 6 N. Y.

897; 51 111.746; L. R. 5 Exch. 1.

' Wohlfahrt 11. Beckert, 02 N. Y. 490, 49-1 (1883).

' Ray 12. Burbank, til Ga. 505 (1878).

' Tessymond‘s Case, 1 Lewln, 109 (1828).

' [Singleton v. Fritsch, -i Lea, 96 (1879); Montana ‘

Farnsworth, 5 Monta. see (1886); an A.rk.l55’7.
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takes orders for such goods afterward to be delivered

by the principal to the purchasers. payment therefor

to be made to the principal. is neither a peddler nor a

merchant; nor will a single sale and delivery of goods

by such agent out of his so mples or other lot of goods

constitute him a peddler or merchant.l See further

Comutncr, page 199, col. 2; Psnnuzn.

in common language a drummer sells goods,— by

sample, by procuring orders; and the dealer sells by

him as his agent. While in such cases the sale is

usually consummated by a delivery at the vendor's

place of business to a common carrier, and, perhaps,

in another State, a legislature may say that the acts

done by the drummer shall of lhemselves constitute a

sale: as, in a statute forbidding sales of liquors by

samples or by soliciting orders without first taking out

a license.‘

Article 4665, of the Revised Statutes of Texas, is

unconstitutional as to a citizen of another State sell

lug goods by sample, and having no goods in the

State.‘

DRUNKENNESS. The result of ex

cessive drinking of intoxicating liquors;

ebriety, inebriation, intoxication; the state

which follows from taking into the body, by

swallowing or drinking, excessive quantities

of such liquors.‘ .

Drunk. So far under the influence of

intoxicating liquor that the passions are

visibly affected or the judgment impaired)

Drunkard. One whose habit is to get

drunk, whose ebriety has become habitual.

“ Drunkard,” “common drunkard" and

“ habitual drunkard,” mean the same.‘

While “ common " imports frequency, the law does

not specify the number of instances in a given time.'

It is impossible to lay down a rule as to when a man

shall be deemed an “ habitual drunkard." Occasional

acts of drunkenness do not make him such: it is not

necessary that he be continually intoxicated. He may

become intoxicated and yet remain sober for weeks

together. The test is, Has he a fixed habit of drunken

ness? is he habituated to intemperance when oppor

tunity oilersf '

" Habitual “ imports formed or acquired by habit;

customary; usual; accustomed to intemperance when

ever opportunity offers.‘

an “ habitual drunkard “ is a person who by fre

 

|City of Kansas v. Collins, 84 Kan. 436417 (1885), cit

ing twenty-five cases.

' State v. Ascher, 54 Conn. 806 (1886).

' Earp. Stockton, 83 F. R. 95 (1882).

‘ [Commonwealth 1:. Whitney, 11 Cush. 479 (1868),

Merrick, J. "

‘State 1:. Pierce, 65 lowa, 85 (1886); 64 id. 88 (1884).

' Commonwealt.h v. Whitney, 5 Gray, 88 (1955),

Tholnas, J.

' Commonwealth v. Mchiamee, 112 Mass. 286 (1878).

' Ludwiuk v. Commonwealth, 18 Pa. 174 (1851),

Rogers, J.

' Trigg v. State. t9 Tax. 670 (1878), Roberts, 0. J.

 

quent repetition has acquired an involuntary tendency

to become intmricated.I

The proceeding to determine whether a person is an

habitual drunkard, and the legal consequences, are

substantially the same as in a case of lunacy, q. 1:.

1. In civil law. A contract made by one too dnmk

to understand the consequence of his act is voldable,

except when for necessaries or for goods kept after he

becomes sober.‘

If, without fault of his, he is unable to restore the

consideration, provision for its repayment may be

made in the flnal decree.‘

Before a court of equity will grant relief the drunk

enness must have been so excessive as to utterly do

prive the complainant of the use of his reason. In

that condition there can be no serious, deliberate con

sent.‘

Total drunkenness in the maker of a note, known to

the payee, avoids it as to him. But this defense can

not be set up against the claim of an innocent holder

for value. A drunken man is responsible to an

innocent person for an act done while dnmk: he

voluntarily produces his disability.‘

2. in criminal law. " A drunkard,“ says Lord

Coke, “ who is t-oluntariw dwmon, hath no privilege

thereby; but what hurt or ill soever he docth, his

drunkenness doth aggravate it.“ '

No other rule would be safe for society.’

At common law, as a rule, voluntary intoxication

affords no excuse, justification, or extenuntion of a

crime committed under its influence. But when a

statute establishing different degrees of murder re

quires deliberate premeditation in order to constitute

murder in the first degree, the question whether the

accused is in such a state of mind, by reason of drunk

enness or otherwise, as to be capable of deliberate

premeditation. necessarily becomes a material subject

for consideration by the jury.ll

See INTEMPBRATI; INTUXICATION; lsaaurrv; Liqnol;

Ornos, Local; PROHIBITION, 2.

 

' Murphy v. People, 90 ill. 600818), Per Curiam. See

also Mahone v. liiahone, 19 Cal. 629 (1572); Wheeler v.

Wheeler, 58 Iowa, 512(1B80); Walton |:. Walton, 3-1 Kan.

198 (1883), cases; Richards v. Richards, 19 Bradw. 468

(1886), cases.

‘Johnson v. Harmon, 94 U. 8. 879-82 (1878), cases; 60

Iowa, 82; 2 Kent, 452; 1 Para. Contr. 888.

"1'hackrah v. Haas, 119 U. S. 499, f>02(1B81i): l Waaha

\'a.,164; 64 N. Y. 900.

'1 Story, Eq. 5; 210-81; 2 Pomeroy, Eq. 5 N9.

' State Bank 1;. McCoy, 69 Pa. -207-9 (1871); liicSpan-an

u. Neeley, 91 id. 21 (1579); Gore v. Gibson, 18 iii. & W.

'8% (1815); Bush v. Breinig, 113 Pa. 316 (1586): 26 Am

Law Reg. 4041 (1837), cases; 1 Ames, Cas. Bills & N.

658; 18 Cent. Law J. 65-68 (1884), cases; 2 Kent, 451.

'1 Coke, Inst. 5247; 4 Bl. Com. 25; 2 Steph Hist. Cr.

Law Eng. 165.

‘United States 0. Cornell, 2 Mas. 111 (1890); United

States v. li1cGlue, 1 Curtis, 18 (1851).

' [Iopt 1:. People, 104 U. S. (B94-35(1SB1), cases, Gray, J

See also Jones v. Commonwealth, 15 Pa. 406 (1:-17'-1);

Tidweil v. State, 70 Ala. 46 (1881); Honesty v. Common~

wealth, 81 Va. 801 (1886); 24 Am. Law Reg. 507-11 (1876),

cases; 2Zid.159-61(1879). cases; 23 Am. Jur. 290; 81.111



DRY

DRY. See Excnasos, 2; REKT; TRUST, 1.

DRY-DOCK. See Docs, 2 (1).

DRY GOODS. See Pnmsnmm; Sam

was.

DU’BI'I‘A.RE.I L. To doubt

Dubitante. Doubting.

Afllxcd to the name of a judge, in a reported

case, denotes that he questions the soundness of the

decision.

Dubitatur. It is doubted.

indicates that a proposition as sound law is open

to question. CompareQus:as.

DUCES. See Sunrasna, Duces, etc.

DUE.’ l. Owed, or owing; payable;

demaudable. See DUTY.

Applied to debts, expresses the more state

of indebtment—is equivalent to “owed "

or " owing; " and the fact that the debt has

become payable.‘

A debt payable now orin the future is a “debt due.“

“Debt " itself implies this. But the popular accepta

tion of "due “ is, payable in present time.‘

When not qualified by a time clause, means that

the money or property is due at the time of executing

the instrument.‘

May import indebtedness without reference to the

day of payment, or that that day has passed.‘

May be used notin the sense of “ payable," but as

importing an existing obligation.'

in its largest sense, covers liabilities matured and

nnmatured.'

A debt which has yet to originate cannot properly

be said to be a debt which is to become due.‘

Due-bill. A‘written acknowledgment

that a sum of money is due.

Not payable to order, nor transferable by lndorse

ment."

May be payable in specific property. When no

Cr. 1.. 55 uses; 1 Ben. & 11. Ld. Cr. Cas. 113-24. Med

ical Jurisprudence of, 21 Am. Law Rev. 955-62 (1887),

cases. Condonlng. 26 Cent. Law J. 1223 (1888), cases.

1Literally, to waver in mind, be of two minds: duo,

two.——Ml1ller, Science of Lang. 3130.

' F. den: devoir: L. debere, to owe.

' United States v. State Bank, 6 Pet '86 (1832), Story,

Justice.

‘ I/eggett 0. Bank of Sing Sing, 25 Barb. 832 (1857);

Same v. Same, M N. Y. 281i(1HL‘-2); People v. Arguello,

'7 Cal. 521 (1869); Collins v. Janey, 3 Leigh, ‘$91 (1881);

16 Monk, 705.

‘Lee v. Balcom, 9 Col. 21B(18$), Beck, C.J.

'Scndder n. Coryell, 10 N. J . L. 845 (1829), Ewing,

C. J.; Allen v. Patterson, 7 N. Y. 48) (1852); Bowen v.

Ilocnm. 17 Wis. 190 (1868).

'Band-Blast Co. 1:. Parsons 54 Conn. 813 (1886).

' People v. Vail, 6 abb. N. C. 210 (1871)).

' Thomas v. Gibbons, 61 Iowa, 50 (1883).

See also 19 Pick. 381; 31 llich. 215; 14 Barb. 11; $

‘Pet. 50; Story, Bills. i 283. Prom. Nata, I 440.

" See Bylu, Bills, ‘ll, n. (t).

885 DUE

 

time or place for payment is mentioned, before a suit

to recover the amount can be maintained, a demand H

necessary.I ‘

In Colorado an ordinary due-bill has the character

of a promissory note, whether it contains a promise

to pay, or words of negotlabllity, or not.‘ 800 l 0 U.

Overdue; past-due. Time for paying

gone by, yet not paid; matured and unpaid.

"Overdue " sometimes refers to a right of action

against a drawer or indorser: a bill is not then overdue

until presented and payment refused. Sometimes it

is used in considering whether an lndorser has been

released by a failure of the holder to present the bill

for payment, and to give the indorser notice of its dis

honor within time. Sometimes it is applied to a bill

which has come into the hands of an indorser so long

after its lasue as to charge him with notice of ltd dis

honor, and thus subject it in his hands to the defenses

which the drawer had against it in the hands of the

assignor.'

“ Past-due interest “ means interest which has my

tured, and is collectible on demand. Money

may be “owing “ which is not “ due." A man owes

the money represented by his note; but the money is

not due until the note matures.‘

A note overdue, payable to bearer, passes, by do

livery, the legal title subject to all equities between

the original parties.‘ Indorsing such a note is equiv

alent to making a new note payable at sight‘

Underdue. Not yet payable; unmatured.

In the absence of proof, the law presumes that a

note taken is underdue.'

See NEGOTLATE, 2; PAYMENT.

2. Required by circumstances; proper; ex

ecuted by law; timely: as, due care or dili

gence, qq. u.

8. Regular; appropriate; usual; according

to legal form, in legal manner, conformably

to law: as, due course or process of law;

due form, notice, service, return, qq. 0.

The “ due execution“ of a writing relates to the

manner and form of execution by a person competent

under the law of the place.‘

Duly. In due manner; regularly; legally.

In the proper way, regularly, according

to law:' as, duly acknowledged, notified,

served, sworn.

1 Winder v. Walsh. 8 C01. 548 (1877).

I Lee 1:. Balcom, 9 C01. 218 (18861, Beck, 0. J.

'LaDue v. First Nat. Bank of Kasson, 81 Minn. 88

(1888), Mitchell, J.

‘C0quard :1. Bank of Kansas City, 12 110. Ap. me

(1882).

‘ See Nat. Bank of Washington v. Texas, I] WalL 88

(1878).

‘Colt o. Barnard, 18 Pick. 261 (1836); Morgan 0.

United States, 113 U. S. 499—6C0 (1885), cases

‘New Orleans, &c. Co. 0. Montgomery, 95 U. B 15

(1877).

. Cox 1!. Northwestern Stage Co., 1 Idaho, IN (lfll)

' Gibson v. People, 5 Hun. 5-18 (18751.

(25)
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"Duly ‘and legally appointed." in an indictment,

may be sufiicient without stating by whom appointed.I

“Duly assigned" may require a transfer in writ

1w
' “ Duly convened " means regularly convened)

" Duly presented“ means presented according to

the custom of merchants.‘

l‘Duly recorded " means recorded in compliance

with the requirement of law.I

4. Just, lawful, legal: as, due rights.‘

Undue. Improper, wrongful, unlawful:

as, undue concealment, influence, qq. v.

DUELJ In ancient law, a light between

two persons for the trial of the truth in a

doubtful case.l

Actually fighting with weapons in pursu

ance of an agreement..

If either participant is killed, the offense is murder

In the survivor, seconds, and spectators; otherwise,

the oflense is a misdemeanor." I

Under the constitutions of several States. as of Ken

tucky, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin, participation in

a duel disqualifles from holding office."

See Arraar; Cnannssoa, 1; Conan‘.

DULY. See Dun, 8.

DUM. L. While. Compare DURANTE.

Dum bene se gesserit. While he be

haves well.

Dum fervet opus. While the aifair is

warm: while the transaction is fresh.

A party‘s own admission, whenever made, may be

given in evidence against him; but the declaration of

his agent binds him only when made during the con

tinuance of the agency in regard to A transaction then

depending at dam feruet opus." See Amnssms, 2.

Dum sola. \Vhile single, or unmarried.

DUMB. See Imor; WILL, 2; Wmvsss.

A person who is dumb, uneducated in the use of

signs, and merely able to assent or dissent to direct

questions by a nod or shake of the head, may be a

legal witness, but the jury should be instructed that,

because it was not possible to crossexamine him. the

weight of his testimony is reduced."

 

1 Commonwealth 0. Chase, 12? lliass. 18 (1879).

'Ragland v. Wood, 71 Ala. 149 (1881); ib. 835; 189

Mass. 16.

' People 0. Walker, 8 Barb. 805 (1856).

. ' Schofleld u. Bayard, 8 Wend. 491 (183)).

‘Dunning c. Coleman, 27 La. An. -15 (1575),

' Ryerson v. Boorman, 8 N. J. E. 705 (18-49).

7 It. dueilo: L. duellum, a fight between two —dU0.

' [Jacob‘s Law Dlct.

' [Herriott v. State, 1 Mchiul. '130 (S. Car., 1841).

"4 Bl. Com. 199, 145; 2 Bish. Cr. L. ‘S 310-15; 1 Arch.

Cr. Pr. W9; 1 Russ. Cr. 4-13; 2 Chitty, Cr. L. 728, 848;

l Staph Hist. Cr. L. Eng. 99-104.

“ See Commonwealth v. Jones, 10 Bush, 726 (1874).

"1 Greenl. Ev. $118; Long v.Colton,116 Mass. 415

(1875); 66 Ga. 867.

" Quinn 17. Holbert, 156 Vt. 228 (18%.

DUNG-EON. An underground apart

ment in a prison, for the confinement of re

fractory convicts.

DUPLICATE.I The double of anything ,

an original repeated; a document the same

as another; a transcript equivalent to the

first or original writing; a counterpart: as.

a duplicate bond, certificate, check or draft,

land-warrant, receipt, will. See ORIGINAL, 2.

A document essentially the same as an

other.‘

A document the same in all respects as some

other document, from which it is indistin

guishable in its essence and operation.‘

" Duplicate," written across the face of a draft

given to replace a lost draft of the same tenor, imports

that the draft is to take the place of the original, that

no new liability is created by it.‘

Each duplicate writing is complete evidence of the

intention of the parties. The deliberate destruction of

One, as, of a duplicate will, creates a presumption that

the other was also to be destroyed.‘ See Evmnsoa,

Secondary.

Duplicate United States bonds will be issued, when

the originals are defaced or destroyed.‘

DUPLICITYJ Double pleading. Ai

leging two or more distinct grounds of com

plaint or defense when one would be as of

fectual as both or all.“

Because it produces useless prolixity, and tends to

confusion, and to the multiplication of issues, regarded

as a fault in all pleading.‘

Predicsted of a plea which contains more than one

matter. To avoid a multitude of issues in one dis

pute every plea is to be confined to a single point.

“ Duplicity begets confusion," that is, defeats the ob

ject of all pleading-a single issue upon the same

matter."

In criminal practice, joining two or more

distinct oflenses in one count.ll

Not applicable to the union of several facts in one

matter, nor to matters of explanation, nor where but

one of the defenses is valid.

 

I L. duplicahu, twofold: duplioare. to double.

' [Toms v. Cuming, ~19 E. C. L. 94 (1845).

' Lewis 11. Roberts, 103 E. O. L. '29 (1861), Eric. 0. J.

‘ Benton 1:. Martin, 40 N. Y. 847 (1569).

'1 Whart. Ev. $74; 1 Green]. Ev. 5558.

' R. S. S 8702.

'F. duplicité: L duplicitaiem, doublenees.

' [G0uld, Plead. 889. Approved,— Sprouse v. Oom

monwealth, infra.

' [Spr0use 0. Commonwealth, 81 Va 876 (18%),

Lacy. J.

1'3 Bl. Com. 308, 811; 1 Chitty, Plead. M 10 He. 53;

M N. J. L844; 2Johns. 465; 7 Oow. 453; 10 Vt. 358; 11

F. R. 238.

" Tucker 1;. State, 6Tex. Ap. 258 (1879); State v. Gor

ham, 65 N. H. 168(18T5);1 Blsh. Cr. Proo. Q 481
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May exist in any part of the pleadings. Atcommon

law was a fatal defect, reached by special demurrer;

but not now so regarded: in the discretion of the

court, tolerated for the furtherance of justice.‘

See Discnsiusa, 4; P1.nnmo; Rnruoum.

DURANTE. L. During, while.

pare DEM.

Durante absentia.

See Anmsnsrnnron.

Durante bene placito.

pleasure. See BEHAWOB.

Durante minore estate. During minor

ity. See ADMINISTRATOR. '

Durante viduitate.

hood.

Durante vita. During lite.

DURESS.2 In its more extended sense,

that degree of constraint or danger, either

actually inflicted or threatened and impend

ing, which is sutficient, in severity or in ap

prehension, to overcome the mind and will

of a person of ordinary firmness.I

Actual violence is not necessary to consti

tute duress, even at common law, as under

stood in the parent country. because consent

is the very essence of a contract, and, if there

be compulsion, there is no actual consent,

and moral compulsion, such as that produced

by threats to take life or to inflict great bod

ily harm, as well as that produced by im

prisonment, is everywhere regarded as suifi

cient, in law, to destroy free agency, without

which there can be no contract, because, in

that state of the case, there is no consent.

Text-writers divide the subject into duress

per mines and duress ofimprisonment.

This classification was uniformly adopted in

the early history of the common law, and is

generally preserved in the decisions of the

English courts.

Where there is an arrest for an improper

purpose, without just cause, or where there

is an arrest for a just cause but without law

Com

During absence.

During good

During widow

 

ISoeBArk. 878; 8 Ind 96; $3 Mass 101; Sallie. 186;

I3 N. H. 415.

I Du’-res; Mid. Eng. durme: F. durace: L. duritia,

nnrshnem; dum, severe.

I Brown v. Pierce, 7 Wall. 214-16 (1868), cases, Clit

ford, J. Quoted or cited, Baker 1:. Morton, 12 id. 157

(1870); French 1:. Shoemaker, 14 id. 882 (1871); United

States v. Huckabee, 16 id. 481-82 (1872). See also 26

Alb. Law J. £24-26 (i882), cases; i Chitty, Contr., 11

Am. ed., 209-73; 2 Greeni. Ev. 55 801-2; 1 Whart. Contr.

Pmf. iv; 2 Whsrt. Ev. 55 9a1,1o09; 1Btory,Eq.l239;2

Porneroy, Eq \ 960, cases.

ful authority, or for a just cause but for an

unlawful purpose, even though under proper

process, it may be construed as “ duress of

imprisonment; " and if the person arrested

executes a contract or pays money for his

release, he may avoid the contract as one

procured by duress, and recover the money

in an action for money had and received.

“ Duress per minus,” as defined at com

mon law, is where a party enters into a

contract for fear of loss of life, loss of limb,

of mayhem, or imprisonment. Many modern

decisions of the courts of England still re

strict the operation ot the rule within those

limits.

Those decisions deny that contracts procured by

menace of a mere batteryto the person, or of trespass

to lands, or loss of goods, can be avoided on that ac

count, and the reason assigned is that such threats are

not ofa nature to overcome the mind and will of a

prudent man, because if such an injury -is inflicted

adequate redress may be obtained in a suit at law.

Cases to the same sflect may be found in the re

-ports of decisions in this country, and some 0! our

text-writers have adopted the rule that it is only

where the threats uttered excite tear of death, or of

great bodily harm or unlawful imprisonment, that a

contract, so procured, can be avoided, because, as such

courts and authors say, the person threatened with

slight injury to the person, or with loss of property,

ought to have suiiicient resolution to resist such a

threat, and to rely upon the law for his remedy.

On the other hand there are many American decis

ions of high authority which adopt the more liberal

rule that a contract procured by threats of battery to

the person, or of the destruction of property, may be

avoided on the ground of duress, because in any such

case there is nothing but the form of a contract.

But all cases agree that a contract procured through

tear of loss of life, produced by the threats of the

other party, wants the essential element of consent,

and may be avoided for duress.I

“ Duress of imprisonment " is a compulsion by an

illegal restraint of liberty. This will avoid an extorted

bond. But if a man is lawfully imprisoned, and to

procure his discharge, or on any other (air account,

seals a bond or a deed. this is not by such duress.I

In the law of homicide, in self-defense, “duress of

imprisonment “ is where a man actually loses his lib

erty. “Duress per minus“ is where the hardship is

only threatened and impending, and is for [ear of loss

of life, for fear of mayhem, or loss of limb. And this

fear must be upon suflicient reason—before a man

may kill in self-defense. A fear of battery is no du

ress; neither is fear of one‘s house being burned, or of

one‘s goods being taken away and destroyed; because

for these a man may have satisfaction in damages,

 

I Brown 1). Pierce, ants.

Ii Bl. Com. 186; Hsckman v. Swartz,64 Wis. lib-GI

(1885); 59 Pa. 444.
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but no suitable atonement can he made for loss of life

or limb.‘

"Duress of goods" is by unlawfully seizing or

388

l

DUTY

is ordinarily one of fact. It must be shown that the

threats constrained the will of the promisor.'

See Cos-.nom.v; Cossssr; In-‘cusses; PAYMENT, Com

withholding property, or threatening to do so, till some ‘ pulsory.

demand be acceded to.

The payment of money by the owner of goods in

order to redeem them from the hands of a person who

unlawfully withholds them and demands such money,

may be treated as a compulsory payment. so that the

amount is recoverable, as having been obtained by

oppressive means. The owner of the goods may have

so urgent occasion for them that the ordinary action

would afford imperfect redress.’

Duress exists where one, by the unlawful act of an

other, is induced to make a contract orto perform

some set under circumstances which deprive him of

the exercise of free will. . . " Duress of the per

son" is by imprisonment, by threats, or by an exhi

bition of force which apparently cannot be resisted.

. . " Duress of goods " may exist when one is com

pelled to submit to an illegal exaction in order to

obtain them from one who has them in possession but

refuses to surrender them unless the exaction is sub

mltted to,‘

To constitute coercion or duress sufficient to make

a payment involuntary, there must be some actual or

threatened exercise of power possessed, or believed to

be possesed, by the party exacting or receiving the

payment over the person or property of another,

from which the latter has no other means of immedi

ate relief than by making the payment.‘

Excessive charges, involuntarily paid to railroad

companies refusing to carry or deliver goods, have

been recovered on the ground of distress.‘

Mere vexatlon and annoyance do not constitute

Iuch duress as will justify setting aside a deed, unless

insanity ensued and existed at the time of execution..

Threats of lawful prosecution, resorted to to over

come the will through intimidation, will avoid a con

tract thereby obtained.’

Regard is had to age, sex, and condition. If the

threats are such as tend to deprive a particular person

of his freedom of will he will be relieved from liabil

ity, although the same threats would not produce a

like effect on a firm and courageous man.‘

Where there is no arrest made nor force used,

simply threats uttered, the question as to the duress

by which a promise is alleged to have been obtained

 

'1 Bl. Com. 131; 4111.80; United States v. Haskell, 4

Wash. 406 (1828).

' Chitty, Contr. 625. See also White v. Pieylman, 84

Pa. 144 (1859); Miller v. Miller, 68 id. 493 (1871); ltiotz 1:.

Mitchell, 91 id. 117 (1879); Block v. United States, 8 Ct.

01. 461 (1872); 35 Tex. 77; hi) id. 478; 101 U. S. 470.

' Hackley v. Headley, 45 Mich. 574 (1831), Cooley, J.

‘ Rndich v. Hutchins, 95 U. S. 213 (1611 , cases, Field.I

Justice.

‘See Garton v. Bristol, &c. R Co., 28 L. J. Exch. 169

(1859).

' Brewer u. Collander, 105 Ill. 100 (1882).

' Haynes v. Budd, 80 Hun. 239 (1883); 24 Pa. 847; 81

id. 78. '

‘Jordan 0. Elliott, 12 W. N. C. 56, 59 (1882). Bee gna

arally 24 Cent. Law J. 75 (1887). cases.

 

DURING. See DOM: DUBANTE; For.

DUTCH. See Aucnos.

DUTY. 1. What one ought or ought

not to do; legal obligation. See DUE.

“ Duty " and “ right ” are correlative terms.

Such rights as are due from the citizen are

called "civil duties.” All social duties are

of a relative nature— due from one man to

another.2

When a right is invaded a duty is violated. A

"public duty" is one owing to the community; a

“ private duty " is an obligation to be observed toward

one or more individuals. In an action for non-fulflll

ment, it is essential to show: the duty, abreach thereof,

and the resulting damage. When the law “ casts

a duty " upon one. he is answerable for any damage

consequent upon non-performance.‘

Laws designed to enforce moral and social dutiu

stand on the best and broadest basis. Though it is not

every such duty the neglect of which is the ground of

an action. For there are what are called in the civil

law duties of “ imperfect obligation,“ for the enforc

ing of which no action lies.‘

See Asscmrsrr; Cm; Casaos; Dunno; Ksowu

nos, 1; Ni-:oi.iaa.\'ca; Osnrornos, 1; Powna, 1; Pan

8l7lfl"l‘lON; Rios-r; Usnsarasmo.

2. An indirect tax, imposed on the impor

tation, exportation, or consumption of goods.-'*

A "custom" is a duty imposed upon imports or

exports.’

Duties. Things due and recoverable by

law. The term, in its widest signification, is

hardly less comprehensive than “ taxes;" in

its most restricted meaning, is applied to

“ customs," and in that sense is nearly the‘

synonym of “ imposts." 5

Whence dutlable, and non-dutiable.

Ad valorem duty. A sum ascertained

by a percentage on the value of the article —

not necessarily the actual value. Specific

duty. A fixed sum payable upon an article

by name.1

 

IDunham v. Griswold, 1(X) N. Y. 226 (1885), cases;

Fisher v. Bishop, 36 Hun, 114 (1885), cases. As a defense

in civil actions, see 0 Va. Law .1. 705-17 (1B8bi, cases

I1 Bl. Com. 123. To whom due, 21 Cent Law J 33‘!

(1885), cases.

' See Broom, Com. Law, 100. 651 c, 655, 670-8),

‘ Pasley v. Freeman, 8 T. R. 63 (1789), Kenyon, C. J.

' Cooley, Taxation, 8. ‘

° Tomlins, Law Dict.; Pacific ins. Co. v. Soule, 7 Wall.

4.45 (1868); Hylton v. United States, 8 Dali. '1Tb (i796);

1 Story, Const. 5952.

’ See United States v. Clement. 1 Crabbe, 512 (186);

18 F. R. 894.
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Laws regulating the payment‘Of duties are for prac

tical application to commercial operations, and to be

understood in a commercial sense. it is to be pre

sumed that Congress intended them to be so under

stood.I

The commercial will prevail over the ordinary

meaning of words, where the intent is apparent.‘

if an article is found not enumerated in the tariff

laws, the first inquiry is whether it bears a slmilitude

in material, quality, texture, or the use to which it

may be applied, to any article enumerated as charge

able with duty. it it does, and the similitude is sub

stantial. it is to be deemed the same. Though not

specifically enumerated, it is provided for under the

article it most resembles. If nothing is found to

which it bears the requisite similitude, a duty will be

asemed at the highest rates chargeable on any 0! its

cornpomnt materials. Any other construction would

leave the law open to evasion.‘ See CUTLERY.

The common-law right of action to recover duties

illegally collected is taken away by the statutory rem

edy. The time for commencing the action is within

ninety days after an adverse decision by the secretary

of the treasury on nppcal, but if he fails to render a

decision within ninety days the importer may begin

suit at once, or await the decision and sue within

ninety days thereafter.‘

The plaintiff, within thirty days after notice of the

appearance of the defendant, must serve a hill 0! the

particulars of his demand, giving, among other items,

the date of the appeal, and 01.’ the decision oi the sec

retary. This requirement makes it unnecessary to

state the same facts in the declaration..

No recovery can be had for duties paid after the

importer has received the goods, although paid under

protest.‘

When a reliquidation of duties takes place its date

is the final liquidation for the purpose of protest.

Adepartmental regulation which has been acqui

esced in for many years is not to be disregarded with

out the most urgent reasons.'

See Arruurse-, Coxusaca; CUi\'i‘0lB; Druweacx;

EFl'li.Y.1I, 2; Excise: I51POS'l", :<l0L1GENCE;NOSCiTUR;

Panu:.vr, Involuntary; l’norr-‘.sT, 1; Rarusns; SIUGGLI.

DWELLING. A person has his dwell

ing where he resides permanently, or from

which he has no present intention to remove.

See Asons; Domcm; Rasms.

Dwelling-house. 1. A description of

realty, as a dwelling-house, in a deed, may

I United States v. Caslrs 0! Sugar, 8-Pet. 279 (1834); 16

Op. Att-Gen. 3131!.

'.\'i_-wman \1. Arthur, 109 U. S. 187 (1833); Arthur u.

Morrison, 96 id. 110 (1877), cases; Worthington v. Ab

bott, 124 id. 484 (1883).

IArthur 0. Fox, 103 U. S. 1% (1888), Waite, C. J.;

R. S. i 2499; Herrrnan v. Arthur, 12‘! id. 363 (1888).

‘ Arnson v. Murphy, 109 U. S. 238 (IN); Snyder v.

Barks, ib. 193-4 (1583), cases

' Beard 1:. Porter, 1% U. S. 431' (1893), cases.

‘Porter 0. Beard, 124 U. S. 429 (1588), cases; R. S.

I 8011.

' Robertson vi DOWN“. 1?! U. S. 613 (1888), 08501.

 

pass a house, the buildings belonging to it,

its curtilage, garden, orchard, and the close

on which it is built, with reasonable limita

tions according to the circumstances of the

case.l See GRANT, 2; Cvnrrnsos.

Includes such buildings and attachments as are for

the ordinary purposes oi’ a house.‘

2. In a statute against pulling down dwell

ing-houses to alter a highway, does not in

clude a billiard saloon.I

B. In a homestead exemption law, may not

embrace a building adapted to purposes of

business, as, a saloon, a store, or a public

hall.‘

4. In the New York statute defining arson,

includes any edifice usually occupied by per

sons lodging therein at night; not, a'ware

house, barn, shed, or other out-house, un

less part of a dwelling-house.5 See ABSON.

5. In the law of burglary, includes what

ever is within the curtilage, evenif not in

closed with the dwelling, if used with it for

domestic purposes,— all buildings the forcible

breaking of which for felonious purposes

during the hours of rest would naturally

cause alarm, distress and danger.‘

ltiust he a habitation of man. and usually occupied

by some person lodging in it at night.’

Not such habitation is an underground cellar, used

for storing ice and beer, with no internal door com

municating with the living-rooms in the upper stories.

and not under the control of any occupant of the

building.‘

Whether a building is a dwelling-house depends

upon the use made of it.’ See Bnaouar.

Dwelling-place. Some permanent place

of abode or residence, with intention to re

main there.10

See Hones;

utere, etc.

DYEING. See Paocass, 2.

DYING. See DEATH; DECLARATION, 1,

Dying.

1 Marston v. Stickney, 58 N. H. 010 (1879), cases

' Chase 1:. Hamilton Ins. Co., 9) N. Y. 55 (1869).

' State 1!. Troth, 34 N. J. L. 377 (1871); 86 id. 424.

‘ Re Lammer. 14 Banlrr. Reg. 460 (1876).

'See2N.Y. Rev. St. 667,§§9, 10; 2lConn.2-i-'5; 831iia

80; 6 Mich. 142; 13 Gratt. T68.

' Stearns 0. Vincent, 50 Mich. 219 (1888), Cooley, J.

' Scott v. State, 62 Miss. 782 (1885).

' State v. Clark, 89 Mo. 429430 (1%).

' Davis 1:. State, 88 Ohio St. 506 (1882). See she I

Cranch, C. C. 21: 68 N. 0. N7; 72 id. 5%; 8 S. & R1179;

16 Gratt. 548; 18 Boat. L. R. 157.

" Jeflerson v. Wa.ahlngton,19 Me. 810 (1841); 2 id. U1;

(9 N. H. sea

RIBXDKNCI; Pouca, 8; Uraan, Sin
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E. 1. As an abbreviation, ordinarily de

notes Easter (term), eastern (district), ecclesi

astical, Edward (king), English, equity, or

excbequer.

2. In e. g., an abbreviation of the first

word of the Latin phrase, azempli gratia, for

(in favor of, for the sake of) an example, for

instance.

8. The form of the Latin preposition, em,

from, before a consonant sound. See EX, 1.

E contra. Ff:-om the opposite side; on

the contrary. ,

E converso.

verseiy.

EACH. Every one of the two or more

composing the whole.

Foreign express companies being exempted, in

Kentucky, from local taxation by paying a State tax,

aprovision in the charter of acity authorizing itto

tax “each" express company was held not to apply

to foreign companies.I

A, a testator, gave C and '1‘ “ two thousand dollars

each." The legatees were brother and sister, not re

lnted to the testator. 0 died before A. Held, that the

legacy was of two thousand dollars to each legatee

individually, and not of four thousand dollars to a

class, and that the legacy to C lapsed.‘

Compare A, 4; ALL; ANY; Evsar.

EAGLE. See Com.

EAR. See liiamz, 1 (2); MAYHEM.

EARL. See SHERIFF. ~

EARNEST.‘ A thing delivered to a

vendor in assurance of a serious purpose to

complete the contract of sale.

Giving earnest is one of the alternatives prescribed

by the original Statute of Frauds(q. v.) for the validity

of a contract for a sale of personalty of the value of

£10 or more.‘

If the purchaser accepts and pays for the goods the

earnestmoney counts as part of the price; if not, the

amount is forfeited.

Theddea was taken from the civil law. A deposit

with a third person, to be forfeited if the buyer does

not complete his purchase. is not earnest.‘

Whatever may have been thought by old writers

respecting the eflect, in the transmission of property,

of giving and receiving earnest money, it is now con

sidered of no importance, or of the smallest impor

mace.‘

l Adams Express Co. 0. Lexington, 83 Ky. 660 (1880).

I Claflin v. Tilton, 141 Mass. 848 (1886).

1 Mid. Eng. ernea, a pledge.

‘ See 2 Bl. Com. 448; 2 Kent, 389.

‘ Howe o. Hayward, 108 Mass. 55 (1871), cases: Mass.

Gen. Stat. c. 105, 5 5; Ben]. Sales, 2 ed..

‘ T'|-e Elgee Cotton Cases, 8 Wall. 105 (1874), Strong,

Justice.

On the other hand; con
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EARNINGS. Money or property gained

by labor or services: as, the earnings of a

wife, minor, servant, insolvent debtor, cor

poration.

In a statute of exemptions, the gains of the debtor

derived from his services or labor without the aid of

capital.I

May embrace more than “ wages," q. o. May apply

to compensation for services rendered which involve

more than mere labor, and may ‘include expendi

tures; ‘ or, compensation for expenditures or mate

rials turnished. together with work done or services

rendered; but will not include rents, which require no

personal service by the lessor.‘

Gross earnings; net earnings. As a

general proposition, the net earnings of a

railroad company are the excess of the gross

earnings over the expenditures defrayed in

producing them, aside from, and exclusive

of, the expenditure of capital laid out in

constructing and equipping the works them

selves.‘ See Monroaaa, Railroad.

“ Net earnings “ is often the equivalent of surplus

or net profits; and may refer to the surplus for a lim

ited period.‘

“ Gross earnings " and " receipts,“ in the lease of a

railroad, will be taken to mean the same thing, unless

other parts of the agreement require a diflerent con

struction.‘ See Tax, 2.

Separate earnings. Refers to the own

ership in married women of the proceeds of

their own labor or services.

At common law these belonged to the husband.‘

In some States, upon petition filed, any married

woman may have a decree of court investing her with

the absolute right of property in her earnings, wholly

free from all claims of her husband or of his creditors,

the same as if she were a single woman.

Any married woman in Pennsylvania, with or with

out cause, may avail herself of the act of 1872; while,

to entitle her to become a fame-sole trader. she must

bring herself within the act of 1718 or the act of 1856.

The act of 1872, by securing her the earnings of her

business, impliedly authorizes her to engage in busi

ness with consequent liability for her contracts.‘ See

Fans-sons, Trader; Husaann.

‘ Brown v. Hebard, 20 Wis. 880 (1866).

1 Jenks v. Dyer, 102 liiass. 286 (1869); Somers 0. Kell

her, 115 id. 167 (1874): Statute, 1865, c. 48, i 2.

' Kendall u. Kingsley, 120 Mass. 95 (1876).

‘ Union Pacific R. Co. v. United States, 99 U. S. 42']

(1878), Bradley, J. See also St. John 1:. Erie R. Co., 22

Wall. 148 (1874); 10 Blatch. 271; 108 U. S. 279; 130 Minn

812.

‘Cotting 0. New York & New England R 00., 54

Conn. 1680886).

‘Cincinnati, &c. R. Co. v. Indiana, &c. R. Co., 44

Ohio St. 815-16 (1886).

" Carter v. Worthington, 8'2 Ala. 836 (1885).

‘Bovard U. Kettering, 101 Pa. 188 (ISEZ). Compare

Act June 3. 1887: P. L. 832.
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Surplus earnings. An amount owned

(by a company) over and above capital and

actual liabilities.l

EARTH. Soil of all kinds, including

gravel, clay, loam, and the like, in distinc

tion from the firm rock.’

“ Hard pan “ is a “ hard stratum of earth.“

then, includes hard-p.s.n.I

IRA].

EASEMENT3 A service or convenience

which one neighbor has of another by char

ter or prescription, without profit.‘

The right which one man has to use the

land of another for a specific purpose.‘

A liberty, privilege, or advantage in land,

without profit, distinct from an ownership

in the soil.‘

Easements include all those privileges which the

public, or the owner of neighboring lands or tene

ments, has in the lands oi’ another, and by which the

“ servient owner.“ upon whom the burden of the priv

ilege is imposed, is obliged to suffer, or notto do some

thing, on his own land, for the advantage oi’ the public,

or for the “ dominant owner “ to whom the privilege

belongs’

The essential qualities of easements are: they are

lncorporeal; they are imposed upon corporeal prop

erty; they confer no rightto participation in profits

arising from such property; there must be two dis

tinct tc-nements. the dominant, to which the right

belongs, and the servient, upon which the obligation

rests.‘

Easenients restrict the enjoyment of natural rights

inland, light, air, and water. Attaching to land as

incidents or appurtenances, are, among others: the

rights 0! pasture, of way, oi! taking water, wood, min

erals or other product of the soil, of receiving air,

light, or heat, of-receiving or discharging water, of

support to buildings, of carrying on an oflensive trade.

An easement is not a tenancy.‘

Afilrmat-ive easement. Such right in

lnutlle!"s land as authorizes acts actually

.

I People 1:. Commissioners, 78 N. Y. 74 (1879). See 84

N. J. L. 482.

' Dickinson v. Poughlreepsie, 75 N. Y. 76 (1878); Web

Mr.

' F. aiee, ease, relief: assistance, accommodation,

convenience.

° Post v. Pear-sail, :2 Wend. 488 (1839): Jacob.

‘Jackson v. Trullinger, 9 Oreg. 897 (1881), Lord, C. J.

' Jamaica Pond Aqueduct Corporation v. Chandler,

I Allen, 165 (IB64), Bigelow, C. J. See also 10 Ark. 88;

74 ill. 185; thilowa. 61; 40 id. 450; 24 li1ich.2rH;51N. H.

80; 70 N. Y. 421; 5-iPa. 869; H Tex. 267; 27 Gratt. 87;

Earth,

See a.u.vvio.\'; hum; Mm

 

l09 U. S. 266.

' 8 Kent, (19.

' Pierce u. Keator, 70 N. Y. 421 (1877). See Parsons

I. Johnson, 68 id. &’>-60 (1 ll ; 70 id. 447-18; Tardy v.

I2|-easy. 81 Va. {M7 (1886), cases.

' Swift 1:. Goodnch, 70 Cal. 106 0886).

injurious to the land; as, a right of way.

Negative easement. Such right as is, in

its exercise, consequentially injurious; as,

forbidding a thing to be done, like that of

obstructing light.I ‘

Apparent or continuous easement.

Depends upon some artificial structure upon,

or natural formation of, the servient tene-~

ment, obvious and permanent, which consti

tutes the easement or is the means of enjoy

ing it; as, the bed of a running stream, an

overhanging roof. Non-apparent or non

continuous easement. Has no means

specially constructed or appropriated to its

enjoyment, and is enjoyed at intervals, leav

ing between these intervals no visible sign

of its existence; as, a right of way.2 See

CONTINUOUS, Non-continuous.

Appendant or appurtenant easement.

When the grant of the easement is made

with reference to other land whereon, or in

connection wherewith, it is to be used or

enjoyed.

Such easement is appendant or appurtenant to the

dominant estate, and passes with it as an incident

A right in or upon the land of another, to be used

by the grantee generally, and not in connection with

or dependent upon any other land or estate, is a right

in 9roas,—in bulk. It belongs to, and dies with, the

person.‘

Easement of necessity. A privilege

without which the dominant owner could

not carry on his trade or enjoy some other

property right. Easement ofconvenience.

Enables such owner to prosecute his business

or to enjoy some right in real property with

increase of facilities or comfort.

Private easement. Exists in favor of

one or more individuals. Public easement.

Exists in favor of the people generally.

Easements originate in grant, express or implied.

They do not change with the persons. Disturbu.n0cl

may be remedied by action on the case, by injunction,

or by abatement. They are extinguished by release,

merger, necessity, end of prescription, ccsser of use

for twenty years, renunciation or abandonment shown

by decisive acts.‘

When an easement has once been acquired, mere

nonuser will not defeat the right; there must be an

I -.1 Wiishb. R. P. 26, 56-60, 82-55, 45846; 70 N. Y. 448.

'1-"etters u. Humphreys, is N. J. E. Q62 (l867),Za

briskle, Ch.

‘Salem Capital Flour lilllls Lb. 0. Stayton Water

Ditch 8: Canal Co., 83 F. B. 154 (1887); Wnshb. Ealem.

9, cases. '

‘ See Steere v. Tiflany, 13 R I. 570 (1882); Sandarlin

u. Baxter, 76 Va. 305 (i652); Washh., Ehaementa
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adverse use by the servient estate fora period suiti

dent to create a prescriptive right.I

See Am; Lmsssa, 1; Lmnr; Nnissscs; Paorrrs. A

prendre; Ssnvrruns, 2; Surro_s:r, 2; Uss, l, Non-user;

WALL; WATER; War.

EASTER. See TERM, 4.

EATING-HOUSE. Compare RF$'l‘AU

aaxr ; SALOON.

Any place where food or refreshments of any kind,

not including spirits. wine, ale. beer, or any other malt

liquors, are provided for casual visitors, and sold for

consumption therein..

A market-stall where meals are furnished to the

public is not an eating-house.I

EAVES-DROPPING. The nuisance of

hanging about the dwelling-house of another,

hearing tattle, and repeating it to the dis

turbance of the neighborhood.‘

Eaves-droppers. Such as listen under

walls or windows, or the eaves of a house,

to hearken after discourse, and thereupon to

frame slanderous and mischievous taies.°

Eaves-dropping is a common nuisance, indictable at

common law, and punishable by fine and by having to

furnish sureties for good behavior.I

Consists in privily listening, not in looking or peep

ing. It is a good defense that the act was authorized

by the husband of the prosecutrix!

EBB AND FLOW. See NAVIGABLE.

ECOENTRICITY. See Inssxrrr.

ECCLESIASTICAL. See CHURCH;

CORPORATION.

ECLECTIC. See MEDICINE.

ECONOMITES. See COMMUNITY, 8.

ECONOMY, PUBLIC. See Poucs, 2.

EDITOR. Formerly included not only

the person who wrote or selected articles for

publication, but also the person who pub

iished the paper and put it into circulation.

Now, the business of editor is separated from

that of publisher and printer.7

See Lisxnrv, 1, Of the press; Nswsrsrsa.

EDUCATION. Includes proper moral,

as well as intellectual and physical, instruc

tion.8

May be particularly directed to the mental,

 

‘ Curran 1:. Louisville, Ky. 632 (1836), cases

' Revenue Act, 18 July, l866,§ 9: 14 Str E US.

' State v. Hall, 78 N. C. 254 (1875).

‘State v. Pennington, 8 Head, 300 (Team, i859): 2

Bish. Cr. L. 274.

H Bl. Com. 168; 1 Hawk. P. C. 132; l Russ. Cr. 302.

‘Commonwealth v. Lovett, 4 Clark, 5 (Pa., lS3i): 8

Has. Pa Reg. 805.

' Pennoyer 1:. Noll, 96 U. S. 72i (1877), Field, J.

‘Boobs 0. Backer, 6 Helsk. 60) (1871); Tenn. Code,

‘W1. ~

the moral, or the physical powers and facul

ties, but in its broadest and best sense relates

to them ail.l

An education acquired through the medium of the

English language is an “ English education." it is the

language employed as the medium of instruction that

gives distinctive character to the education, whether

English or German, and not the branches studied. . .

A “common school education" begins with the rudi

ments of an education, whatever else it may be made

to embrace.‘

Parents owe to their children the duty of giving

them an education suitable to their station in life. Yet

the municipal laws of most countries do nohconstraln

parents to bestow such education.‘

“ All persons having children, and all the

Guardians or Trustees of Orphans, shall cause such to

be instructed in reading and writing; under a penalty

of five pounds for each child having capacity in body

and understanding.“ ‘

See Cnsm-rv, 2; Scnoon.

-EE. See OR, 1.

EFFACE. See ALTER, 2; Guess.

EFFECT. 1. That which is produced;

result of a cause. See CAUSE, 1.

2. Letters-patent will not be granted for a

mere effect; they may be for a new mode or

application of machinery to produce an efiect.

See PATENT, 2.

8. The manner in which a contract, instru

ment, or law will operate, as ascertained by

construction. See TENOR.

“Take effect,“ “be in force,“ and "go into open

tion " are lnterchangeableiI

4. To prosecute with effect: with due dili

gence to a finality. See further PROSECUTE.

Eifected. A condition in a policy of insurance

that “every person insuring in this company must

give notice . of any other insurance eflected

in his behalf on said property,“ applies to all other

insurance, whether taken out before or after the exe

cution of the policy in question.‘

EFFECTS. A word of extensive import,

frequently used in wills as a synonym for

personal estate. In Hogan v. Jackson, 1

Cowp. 304 (1774), Lord Mansfield considered

it synonymous with " worldly substance,"

which means whatever can be turned to

value, and therefore that “ real and personal

effects" means all a man’s property.

‘Mount Hermon Boys‘ School v. Gill, 145 Man. ill

(1887), Knowlton, J.

F Powell 1:. Board of Education, W ill. 375 (1881).

' 1 Bl. Com. 450.

‘ Laws of Prov. of Penn., Ch. CX.i.i (1682): Linn, ll:

' Maize v. State. 4 Ind. 348 (1858).

I Warwick 11. Monmouth County lllut. Fire In; Oa_

44 N. -LL. 33 (1882).
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In admiralty, includes ships.I

In a will, may Lnclude any personalty whatever,

and even 1-ealty.I

Oonstrued to include land where it can be collected

from the will that such was the testator's intention.‘

Used indefinitely in a will, but, in connection with

something particular and certain, is limited by associ

ation to other things of a like kind. From the subject

matter, intention of something else may be implied;

and that may be larger or less.‘

EFFIGY. See LIBEL, 5.

EFFLUXE In a lease, the ending of the

contract period in the regular course of

events, as distinct from an earlier termina

tion by a subsequent agreement or by some

unexpected event. “ Efiiuxion" was for

merly in use.

EGRESS. See lnonnss.

EI INCUMBIT. See Psosxno.

EIGHT-HOUR RULE. See SERVICE, 1.

EIGN, EIGNE, or EISNE. Eldest, or

first-born. A corruption of the French ainé,

aisné.

Bastard eigne. A child born before the

marriage of its parents. Oppowd, mulier

puisné: a legitimate child.‘

EITHER. One or the other of several

things; but, sometimes, one and the other."

See OR, 2.

May be used, as in a statute, in the sense of

“any.“ '

EJECT. To put out or 06; to dispossess,

evict, oust. See EJEC1‘I0.

Casual ejector. He who ousted the right

ful lessee by making a formal entry in order

to test the right to possession in court.’ See

EJECIMENT. '

EJECTIO." L. Dispossession; ouster.

Ejectione custodiw. By ejectment of

ward. A writ by which a guardian recovered

possession of the land or person of his ward.

 

‘The Alpena, 7 F. R. 86:! (1881). Arthur v. Morgan,

112 U. S. 499 (1884). See also 1 Hill (8. 0.), 155; 15 Ves.

W7; 15 M. 8: W. 450; i6 East, 222.

' Smyth v. Smyth, 25 Mock, 477 (1878): 8 C. D. 561; 16

lloak, 710.

' Page 1:. Forest, 89 N. C. 449 (1888), cases.

' Ennis v. Smith (Kosciusko‘s Will), 14 How. 421

(IE), cases, Wayne, J. See also 2 Shara. Bi. Com.

84, n.; 8 Crunch, C. C. 206; 8 Minn. 889; 80 13.196; 37

Tax. 19.

' L. eflez)-fluere, to flow out, go by.

‘See 2 Bl. Corn. 248.

' Chideater v. Springfield, &c. R. Co., 59 Ill. 89 (1871).

l Latoy 1:. Campbell, 42 N. J. E. 87 (1886).

'8 Bl. Corn. 231.

" From giicore, to put out: jaoera, throw, cast

393 EJECTMENT

For' Edectione flrmaa.

“ farm," q. v. A remedy where the lessee of

a term of years was deprived of possession.

The original of the later and modern action oi’

ejectment,l q. 1;.

EJECTMENT. An action to recover

possession of realty, with datnages for the

ejectment of

wrongful detention. See EJECTIO.

Originally devised for a lessee ousted of his term of

years, and who, having but a chattel interest, could

not support a real action for recovery of possession.

In eflect, the action was for the trespass: and the

remedy was in damages for the dispossessioa. Later,

it was decided that the lessee could also recover his

term. This brought the action into general use: and

by the formalities of lease, entry. and ouster (which

see below), the action was converted into a method of

trying, collaterally. the title of the lessor. Then, as

the title was never formally and directly in issue, but

the trespass tor the expulsion duly, the verdict was

not pleadable in bar of another trespass. Thus it came

that a verdict and judgment were conclusive only as

regarded personalty. Afterward, when the fictions

were abolished, the idea of a diflference as between

realty and personaitylingered in many States, a single

verdict and judgment was not considered conclusive,

and provision was made by statute for a second trial.

Where no such provision exists a former action may

be a bar.’

In the original action the plaintii! had to prove a

lease from the person shown to have title, on entry

under the lease, and an ouster by some third person.

The modified action was brought by a fictitious person

as lessee against another fictitious person (the casual

ejector) alleged to have committed the ouster. Service

was made upon the tenant in possession, with notice

from the casual ejector to appear and defend. It the

tenant failed to do this, judgment was given by do

fault and the claimant put in possession. If he did

appear, he was allowed to defend only by entering

into the “consent rule," by which he confessed the

fictitious lease, entry, and ouster to have been made,

leaving only the title in question. See Dos.

These fictions were abolished in England by the

common-law procedure act of 1852, and further

changes wane made by the judicature acts of 1873 and

1875. _ In some States the action has never been

adopted; in others it has been materially modified by

statute; in a low it still exists in its original form. The

ancient form is also employed in the circuit courts 01'

the United States sitting in States where the old form

was observed when those courts were established.I

Ejectment is the remedy to recover a corporeal

hercditament—an estate in fee-simple, tee-tail, for

iite, or for years; not, for rent, a right of way, or

dower. The plaintifl, at the time of the institution of

the suit, must have a right of entry and of possession

'8 Bl. Com. 199.

‘Sturdy u. Jackaway. 4 Wall. 175-76 (1566), cases,

Grier, -1.; Miles 1:. Caldwell, 2 id. 40 (1864); Blanchard

u. Brown, 8 id. 248 (1865); Dickerson v. Colgrove, ii!)

U. S. 583 (1879); 8 B1. Com. 199.

‘Seat! BL Corn. 196-1”; 8 Staph. Com.M 617-It
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under legal title. In the Federal courts of law, the

strict legal title prevails. The defendant must be in

actual possession, and notice be given to the terre

tenant.‘ The action is maintainable by a joint tenant

or atenant in common against a co-tenant who has

dispossessed him. Recovery is upon the strength of

the plnintifl‘s title, not upon the weaknem of the de

fendant‘s,I with proof of injury equivalent to a dis

possession. The plea of "not' guilty " raises the

general issue. The judgment is, that the plaintiff re

cover his term, or the possession of the land, and

damages, which, as a rule, are nominal.‘ See Posses

s1o.\'. Adverse; Paorrrs, 1, Mesne.

Equitable ejectment. Ejectment at

law, upon an equitable title; in efiect, a bill

in equity for the specific performance of a

contract or obligation to convey land.

In Pennsylvania, whenever a court of equity will

presume a trust to have arisen, compel its execution,

or enforce an article of agreement, the courts of law

by this means will administer the same relief.I

Ejectment bill. Generally, a bill in equity will

notlie if it is in substance and eflect an ejectment bill,

and if the relief it seeks can be obtained by an action

in ejectment.‘

EJECTOR. See EJECI‘.

EJUSDEM GENERIS. L. Of the

same kind or nature; of the same class.

In the construction of statutes, contracts. and other

instruments, where an enumeration of specific things

is followed by a general word or phrase, the latter is

held to refer to things of the same kind as those speci

fied.‘ See GENERAL, 6; lxrsmoa,2; Ornan; Vsalcut.

ELDEST. The eldest son is the first-born

son — the primo-genilus.

The words “ shall become the eldest son " of a per

son living at the date of a will cannot, without an ex

planatory context, be extended beyond the life-time

of that person; they are connected with the heirshlp

Of. and fight of succession to, a living man.‘

Iii‘-LEC'1‘.7 To select, choose; also, se

lected, chosen, elected: as, a judge-elect,

the President-elect.

I Nelson v. Triplett, 81 Va. ‘-517 (l5&')), cases; Butrick

v. Tilton, 141 Mass. 96 (1886); Mitchell v. Lines, 86 Kan.

L0 (1887).

' See Gibson v. Chouteau, 18 Wall. 102 (1871); Foster

0. Mora, 9*‘ U. S. 428 (1878); Equator Co. v. Hall, 106

id. 87 (1_ss-.~-; Holland v. Challen, 110 id. 19 (1888); 112

id. 533; 116 id. 692; 18 Fla. 52; 65 Vt. 509; 76 Va. 288;

107 U. S. 892; Bouvier.

I Deitzer v. Mlshler, 87 Pa. 86 (1860); 7 id. 158; 14 id.

14!), 2A0; 22 id. ‘J25; 87 id. 2b‘6;1T.& H.536; 2 id. § 1838.

‘ Killian U. Ebblnghaus, 110 U. S. 568, 572 (1883).

‘See United States 0. Buffalo Park, 16 Blntch. 190

(1879); Reiche v. Smythe, 13‘ Wall. 165 (1871); Narra

more v. Clark, 63 N. H. 167 (1884), cases; Lynchburg 1:.

Norfolk, &c. R. Co., 80 Va. ‘-l484>0 (1885), cases: 54

Conn. 467; 8 Pick. 14; 9 Met-c. 258; 122 Mass. 575.

 

Election. A choosing, or selecting; also,

the condition of having been chosen or so

lected: choice, selection.

Primer election. First choice.

In England, in cases of partition, unless otherwise

l¢reed, the eldest sister (coparcener) has the first

choice of purports.1

1. Selection of a person to fill an ofiice in

(1) a private corporation,—- whence corporate

election; or (2) in a department of govern

ment— national, State, county, municipal,

whence popular election.'_

In its constitutional sense, a selection by

the popular voice of a district, county, town,

or city, or by an organized body, in contra

distinction to appointment by some single

person or oificer.

Voting and taking the votes of citizens for

members to represent them in the general

assembly or other public stations.‘

In either of the senses noted, particularly in the

case of a popular election, whether a general or a

special or local election, choice of persons is effected

through the instrumentality of a board or ojficers of

election, within an election district or precinct, or

place of known and fixed boundaries, on an appointed

election day and between certain election hours, with

a prescribed mode for certifying the election returns,

and all in conformity with the election laws; followed,

too, in cases, by an election contest between opposing

candidates‘ _

The doctrine at the foundation of popular govern

ment is, that in elections the will of the majority

controls; mere irregularities or informulities in the

conduct of an ele@ion are impotent to t-irwart the ex

pressed will of the majority.‘

All fraudulent acts aflecting the purity and safe“

of elections are oflenscs at common law..

But illegal votes will make void an election only

when they affect the result.’

A statute which, in addition to the requirements of

the constitution, provides that " no person hereafter

naturalized shall be entitled to be registered as a voter

within thirty days therefrom,“ is unconstitutional.‘

 

1 Littleton, I 243.

‘Police Commissioners 11. Louisville, 8 Bush, 60!

(1868), William, J.

' Commonwealth 1:. Kirk. 4 8. Mon. 2 (188), Ewing,

C. J. See also 54 Ala. 206; 13 Cal. 144; 23 Mich. 341; I

Nev. 121.

‘See 2 Dill. 210; 41 Pa. 403; 80 Conn. 591; 44 N. H. 643.

'Bathurst v. Erringtnn, 2 Ap. Gas. 698 (1877); 20

look. ‘.508, 213.

' L. cligerc, to pick out. See Euolsnl.

'Prohibitory-Amendment Cases. 2-i Kan. 7%) (1881).

See Commonwealth v. Smith, 13:! Mass. 295 (1882).

‘ Commonwealth v. Hoxcy, 16 Mass. 3&5(lS20); Com

monwealth v. McHale. 97 Pa. 408 (1881); 91 Pa. 508.

' Turbo: 11. Sughrue, 86 Knn. :30, 232 (1687). case;

On conducting elections, see 24 Cent. law J. 4a“; (1887),

cases.

' Kinncen 1:. Wells, 144 Mass. 497 (1887), case; See

also State v. Conner, Sup. Ct. Neh. (1887), cases
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Elective. (1) Pertaining to the right, in

the individual, to choose agents of govern

ment: as, the elective franchise. q. 1:.

Q2) Bestowed by virtue of a popular elec

. tion, as opposed to being invested with by

appointment: as, the elective system- for

filling judicial oflioes. See JUDICIABY.

Elector. (1) One who has the right of a

choice or vote; more particularly, one who

has the right of casting a vote for a public

ofiic-er.1

(2) One who, having a right to vote, actu

ally votes.I

Electoral. Pertaining to 01' consisting of

electors: as, the “electoral college," on Which

the formal legal choice of President and Vice

President is made finally to depend.

Presidential electors. Members of the

electoral college.

“ Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the

Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors,

equal to the whole Number of Senators and Repre

sentatives to which the State may be entitled in the

Congress: but no Senator or Representative, or Person

holding an Offlce of Trust or Proiit under the United

States, shall be appointed an Elector.“ '

“ The Congress may determine the Time of choos

ing the Electors, and the Day on which they shall give

their Votes; which Day shall be the same throughout

the United States.“ 4

" The Electors shall meet in their respective states,

and vote by ballot for President and \'lce-President,

one of whom, at least, shall not be an inhabitant of

the same state with themselves; they shall name in

their ballots the person voted for as President, and in

distinct ballots the person voted for as Vice-President,

and they shall make distinct lists of all persons voted

for as President, and of all persons voted for as Vice

l’re.<ident, and of the number of votes for each, which

lists they shall sign and certify, and transmit sealed to

the seat of the government of the United States, di

rected to the President of the Senate;—'I‘he President

 

I See Beardstown v. Virginia, 76 Ill. 89 (I875).

‘See Taylor v. Taylor, 10 lliinn. 128 (18%); State ex

rel. u. Tuttle, 53 Wis. 49 (1831).

' Constitution, Art. 11, sec. 1, cl. 2. See 2 Bancroft,

Const. 165-85.

The electoral vote of the respective States is (1888) as

follows: Alabama, 10; Arkansas, 7; California, 8;

Colorado, 8; Connecticut, 6; Delaware, 8; Florida, 4;

Georgia. 12; Illinois, 22; Indiana, 15; Iowa, 18; Kansas,

9; Kentucky, 13; Louisiana, 8; Maine, 6; lliaryland, 5;

Massachusetts, N; Michigan, 18; Minnesota, 7; Missis

sippi, 9: Missouri, 16; Nebraska, 5; Nevada, 3; New

Hampshire, 4; New Jersey, 9; New York, 86; North

Carolina, 11; Ohio, 23; Oregon, 8; Pennsylvania, 30;

Rhode Island, 4; South Carolina, 9; Tennessee, 12;

Texas, 18; Vermont, 4; Virginia, 12; West Virginia, 6:

Wisconsin, ll. Total. 401.

‘Constituflon. Art. ll, sec.1, cl. 1.

of the Senate shall, in the presence of the Senate and

House of Representatives, open all the certificates and

the votes shall then be counted; —

The person having the greatest number of votes for

President, shall be the President. if such number be a

majority of the whole number of Electors appointed;

and if no person have such majority, then from the

persons having the highest numbers not exceeding

three on the list of those voted for as President, the

House of Representatives shall choose immediately,

by ballot, the President. But in choosing the Presi

dent, the votes shall be taken by states, the represen

tation from each state having one vote; a quorum for

this purpose shall consist of a member or members

from two-thirds of the states, and a majority of all the

states shall be necessary to a choice. And if the House

of Representatives shall not choose a President when

ever the right of choice shall devolve upon them, be

fore the fourth day of March next following, their the

Vice-President shall act as President, as in the case of

the death or other constitutional disability of the Free

ident. The person having the greatest number of

votes as Vioe~President, shall be the Vice-President. if

such number be a majority of the whole number of

Electors appointed, and if no person have a majority,

then from the two highest numbers on the list, the

Senate shall choose the Vice-President; a quorum for

the purpose shall consist of two-thirds of the whole

number of Senators, and a majority of the whole num

ber shall be necessary to a choice. But no person con

stitutionally ineligible to the offlce of President shall

be eligible to that of Vice-President of the United

States.‘

The act of Congress approved February 8, 1887 (24

St. L. 873), to fix the day for the meeting of the

electors of President and Vice-President, and to regu

late the counting of the votes, and the decision of

questions arising thereon, provides as follows:

That the electors of each State shall meet and give

their votes on the second Monday in January next fol

lowing their appointment, at such place in each State

as the legislature of such State shall direct.

Sec. 2. That if any State shall have provided, by

laws enacted prior to the day fixed for the appoint

ment of the electors, for its final determination of any

controversy or contest concerning the appointment of

all or any of the electors of such State, by judicial or

other methods or procedures, and such determination

shall have been made at least six days before the time

fixed for the meflng of the electors, such determina

tion made pursuant to such law so existing on said

day, and made at least six days prior to the said time

of meeting of the electors, shall be conclusive, and

shall govern in the counting of the electoral votes as

provided in the Constitution, and as hereinafter regu

lated, so far as the ascertainment of the electors ap

pointed by such State is concerned.

Sec. 3. That it shall be the duty of the executive of

each State. as soon as practicable after the conclusion

of the appointment of electors in such State, by the

final ascertainment under and in pursuance of the

laws of such State providing for such ascertainment,

 

IConstitution, Amend. Art. X11. Ratiiied Sept. 25,

1806.
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to communicate, under the seal of the State, to the

secretary of state of the United States. a certificate of

Iuch ascertainment of the electors appointed, setting

forth the names of such electors and the canvass or

other ascertainment under the laws of such State of

the number of votes given or cast for each person for

whose appointment any and all votes have been given

or cast; and it shall also thereupon be the duty of the

executive of each State to deliver to the electors of

such State, on or before the day"on which they are re

quired by the preceding section to meet, the same cer

tiilcate, in triplicate, under the seal of the State; and

such certificate shall be inclosed and transmitted by

the electors at the same time and in the same manner

as is provided by law for transmitting by such electors

to the seat of govcrnment the lists of all persons voted

Izr as Preaidentand of all persons voted for as Vice

President; and section one hundred and thirty-six of

the Revised Statutes is hereby repealed; and if there

shall have been any final determination in a State of a

controversy or contest as provided for in section two

of this act, it shall be the duty of the executive of such

State, as soon as practicable after such determination,

to communicate, under the seal of the State, to the

secretary of state of the United States, a certiilcate of

such determination, in form and manneras the same

shall have been made; and the seq-ctnry of state of

the United States, as soon as practicable after the

receipt at the state department of each of the cer

tiflcntes hereinbefore directed to be transmitted to

the ssci-kmy of state, shall publish, in such public

newspaper as he shall designate, such certificates in

full: and at the first meeting of Congress thereafter

he shall transmit to the two Houses of Congress

copies in full of each and every such certificate so re

ceived theretofore at the state department.

Sec. 4. That Congress shall be in session on the sec

ond Wednesday in February succeeding every meeting

of the electors. The Senate and House of Representa

tives shall meet in the hall of the House of Representa

tives at the hour of one o'clock in the afternoon on that

day, and the president of the Senate shall be their pre

siding ofllcer. Two tellers shall be previously appointed

on the part of the Senate and two on the part of the

House of Representatives, to whom shall be handed,

as they are opened by the president of the Senate,

all the certificates and papers purporting to _be cer

tificates of the electoral votes, which certificates and

papers shall be opened, presented, and acted upon in

the alphabetical order of the Statewbeginning with

the letter A; and said tellers, having then read the

same in the presence and hearing of the two Houses,

shall make a list of the votes as they shall appear

-from the said certificates; and the votes having been

ascertained and counted in the manner and accord

ing to the rules in this act provided, the result of the

same shall be delivered to the president of the Sen

ate, who shall thereupon announce the state of the

vote, which announcement shall be deemed a sulfi

cicnt declaration of the persons, if any, elected Presi

dent and Vice-President of the United States, and,

together with a list of the votes, be entered on the

journals of the two Houses. Upon such reading of

any such certificate or paper, the president of the

Senate shall call for objections, if any. Every objec

tion shall be made in writing, and shall state clearly

and concisely, and without argument, the ground

thereof, and shall be signed by at least one Senator

and one member of the House of Representatives be

fore the same shall be received. When all objections

so made to any vote or paper from a State shall have

been received and read, the Senate shall thereupon

withdraw, and such objections shall be submitted to

the Senate for its decision; and the speaker of the

House of Representatives shall, in like manner, sub

mit such objections to the House of Representatives

for its decision; and no electoral vote or votes from

any State which shall have been regularly given by

electors whose appointment has been lawfully certi

iled to according to section three of this act from

which but one return has been received shall be re

jected, but the two Houses concurrently may reject

the vote or votes when they agree that such vote or

votes have not been so regularly given by electors

whose appointment has been so certified. If more than

one return or paper purporting to be a return from a

State shall have been received by the president of the

Senate, those votes, and those only, shall be counted

which shall have been regularly given by the electors

who are shown by the determination mentioned in

section two of this act to have been appointed, if the

determination in said section provided for shall have

been made, or by such successors or substitutes, in

case of a vacancy in the board of electors so ascer

tained, as have been appointed to fill such vacancy in

the mode provided by the laws of the State; but in

case there shall arise the question which of two or

more of such State authorities determining what elect

ors have been appointed, as mentioned in section

two of this act, is the lawful tribunal of such State,

the votes regularly given of those electors, and those

only, of such State shall be counted whose title as

electors the two Houses, acting separately, shall con

currently decide is supported by the decision of such

State so authorized by its laws; and in such case of

more than one return or paper purporting to‘ be a re

turn from a State, if there shall have been no such

determination of the question in the State aforesaid,

then those votes, and those only, shall be counted

which the two Houses shall concurrently decide were

cast by lawful electors appointed in accordance with

the laws of the State, unless the two Houses, acting

separately, shall concurrently decide such votes not to

be the lawful votes of the legally appointed electors of

such State. But if the two Houses shall disagree in

respect of the counting of such votes, then, and in that

case, the votes of the electors whose appointment

shall have been certified by the executive of the State,

under the seal thereof, shall be counted. When the

two Houses have voted, they shall immediately again

meet, and the presiding oiiicer shall then announce

the decision of the question submitted No. votes

or papers from any other State shall be acted upon

until the objections previously made to the votes

or papers from any State shall have been finally dil

posed of. I

See. 5. That while the two Houses shall be in meet

ing as provided in this act the president of the Senate

shall have power to preserve order: and no debah

shall be allowed and no question shall be put by the
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presiding oflloer except to either House on a motion

to withdraw.

Sec. 6. That when the two Houses separate to de

cide upon an objection that may have been made to

the counting of any electoral vote or votes from any

State. or other question arising in the matter. each

Senator and Representative may speak to such objec

tion or question five minutes. and not more than once;

but after such debate shall have lasted two hours it

shall be the duty of the presiding ofiicer of each House

to put the main question without further debate.

Sec. 7. That atsuch joint meeting of the two Houses

seats shall be provided as follows: For the president

of the Senate. the speaker's chair; for the speaker.

immediately upon his left; the Senators. in the body

of the hall upon the right of the presiding oflicer; for

the Representatives. in the body of the hall not pro

vided for the Senators; for the tellers. secretary of

the Senate. and clerk of the House of Representa

tives. at the clerk's desk: for the other odlcers of the

two Houses in front of the clerk's desk and upon each

side of the speaker’s platform. Such joint meeting

shall not be dimolved until the count of electoral votes

shall be completed and the result declared; and no re

cess shall be taken unlem a question shall have arisen

in regard to counting any such votes. or otherwise

under this act. in which case it shall be competent for

either House. acting separately. in the manner here-'

inbefore provided. to direct a recess of such House not

beyond the next calendar day; Sunday excepted. at

the hour of ten o'clock in the forenoon. But if the

counting of the electoral votes and the declaration of

the result shall not have been completed before the

tlfth calendar day next after such first meeting of the

two Houses. no further or other recess shall be taken

by either House.

See Bsnwr; Burner; Cumlnsrs; Cosoacss; Dn

roerr.l (1); Hounar; Qusunsn. 1; Vscsscv; Von.

2. The obligation imposed upon a party to

choose between two inconsistent or alterna

tive rights or claims, in cases where there is

a clear intention of the person from whom

he derives one that he should not enjoy both.

This, technically. is " election,” or the “ doc

trine of election,” at law and equity.

In equity jurisprudence, presupposes a

plurality of gifts or rights, With an intention,

express or implied, of the party, who has a

right to control one or both. that one should

be a substitute for the other.1

Thus. one may have an election: to pay money or

deliver goods. as a consideration; to observe a con

tract. or pay damages or forfeit a sum; to retain a

security for a debt. or surrender it and share as a dis

tributee in a dividend; to rescind or afllrm a voidable

contract; between a statutory and common-law rem

edy; between a joint and a several action; between

lulng an agent and suing his undisclosed principal;

between independent grounds of defense or of action.

 

I 2 Story. Eq. 5 i075; l Pomcroy. Eq. 5 -till et seq.; 54

lo. 468.
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A very common example is the choice a widow makes

between dower and a testamentary provision.

A person who is entitled to any benefit under a will

or other instrument, must. if he claims that benefit.

abandon every right or interest the assertion oi’ which

would defeat. even partially. any of the provisions of

the instrument But in no case is one to be put to an

election unless it is clear that the provisions of the in

strument in some degree would be defeated by the as

sertion of his other rights.‘

The doctrine rests upon the equitable ground that

no man can be permitted to claim inconsistent rights

with regard to the same subject. and that any one who

asserts an interest under an instrument is bound to

give full eifect. as far as he can. to that instrument.

Or. as it is sometimes expressed. he who accepts a

benefit under a deed or will must adopt the contents

of the whole instrument. conforming to all its provis

ions and relinquishing every right inconsistent with it.‘

An election may be implied as well as expressed.

Whether there has been an election must be deter

mined upon the circumstances of the particular case.

rather than upon general principles. It may be in

ferred from the conduct of the party —his acts, his

omissions. and his mode of dealing with the property.

Unequivocal acts of ownership. with knowledge of the

right to elect. and not through a mistake with respect

to the condition and value oi’ the estate. will generally

be deemed an election to take under a will. It has be

come a maxim that no one is bound to elect in iguo

rance of his rights.‘ Compare Srnsrv. 2 (2).

3. The right to choose. or the act of choos

ing, between diiferent actions or remedies,

where the piaintiii has sufiered one species

of wrong from the act complained of.

This right arises where he may sue in tort or upon

the contract implied by law in the case; or where he

may bring an action of a purely equitable nature. or

such as merely seeks a money judgment.‘

ELECTRICITY. See LIGHTNING ; TELE

onnu; Tsutraosa.

ELEEMOSYNARY. See Cmmrrv, 2:

Coseonsnos.

ELEGIT. See Exscurfos. 8, Writs of.

ELEVATED. See RAILROAD.

ELEVATOR. See NEGLIGENCE.

ELIGIBLE. Relates tocapacity of bold

ing.as well as of being elected to an oflice.‘

Ineligible. Refers as well to disqualifi

cation to hold. as to disqualification to be

elected to. an office.‘

1 Gibson 1:. Gibson. 17 E. L. & E. 353 (1653). Kindero

ley. V. C.; 14 Gratt. 518; 76 Va. 123.

1 Penn v. Guggenheimer. 76 Va. 846 (1882), Staples, J .

'76 Va. 850. supra; Burroughs 1:. De Oouts. 70 Cal.

870 (1886); Streatfleld v. Streatfleld (1735). 1 Lead. Caa

Eq.. W. & T.. 504. 510. 541; 2 Story. Eq. 55 1076-98.

' See 22 Cent. Law J. 533-38 (1888), cases \

'[Carson v. McPhet.ridge. 15 Ind. 831 (1860); l5Ca.L

ill’; 3 Nev. 566.

‘ State v. Murray. 28 Win. 99 (1871).
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Re-eligible.

holding oifice, more than once.

nos, 1: Osmca.

ELISOIR.I An elector chosen by a court

to return a panel of jurors where the sherifi

and the coroner are disqualified.’ \

1i_exception lies to the coroner, the vmire is di

rected to two clerks oi the court, or to two other per

sons of the county, named by the court and sworn;

these two, called "elisors," or electors, indiflerently

name the jury, and their return is final, no challenge

being allowed to their array.I

ELOIGNJ When the sheriii seeks to

replevy goods clistrained, and finds them car

ried out of the county, or concealed, he may

return that they are eloigned, elongate, car

ried to a distance, to places to him unknown.‘

See CAPERE, Capias, Withernam. ‘

When, under ancient practice, he sought to replevy

a man and found him conveyed out of bailiwick he

made return that the person was elongatus.'

Eloignment. Removal of goods dis

trained, to prevent a replevy.

Eloigner. He who makes an eioignment.

ELOPEMENT.‘ The act in a wife of

voluntarily leaving her husband to live with

another man.

She thereby forfeits her right of dower, unless the

oflense is condoned. The husband is not liable for her

contracts for necessaries, unless, preserving her pu

rity, she has offered to return and he has refused to

receive her.1

The “leaving" implies a going beyond the bus

band's actual control.‘

ELSEWHERE. In or at another place.

Compare ALIBI.

in a will, will pass land wherever situated.’

In shipping articles, was construed in subordination

to the principal voyage— the words being “ to the

Pacific ocean, or elsewhere, thence to Boston, with

wages payable at Canton" "

EM. See EN, 3.

ENIANCIPATION." The act by which

a person, who is under the power or control

Capable of election, or of

See ELEG

I E-11'-zor. F. eliseur: L. eligere, to choose.

'8 Bl. Com. 354'. 91 Pa. 495.

IIi‘. éloigner, to remove to a distance: L. L. 0-longs,

tar oil.

'8 Bl. Corn. 149.

'8 Bl. Com. 129.

‘ Dutch ontloopen, to run away; by substituting the

prefix e- for Du. out-. A. S. hleapan, to leap, run.

'28]. Corn. 130; 1t'd.4-12; 11 Johns. 281;12t'd. 298;

11 Wend. 83; 8 Pick. ‘J89; 7 S. & R. 249; Chitty, Contr.

49; Bish. M. &. D. I625.

' Cogswell 11. Tibbetts, 8 N. H. Q (1821).

'3 P. Wins. 50; a Atlryn, 251

“Brown v. Jones, 2 Gall. 479 (1815).

" Lt 0-mancipare. to transfer ownennip: manclpium

 

of another, is rendered free to act for him

self.I

Filial emancipation. Enfranchisement

of a minor from parental authority.

Attaining majority is, ipso facto, emancipation.

Emancipation proclamation. Issued,

January 1, 1863, by President Lincoln as

commander-in-chief of the army and navy

of the United States, during the existence of

armed rebellion. It pdrported to be “ a fit

and necessary war measure for suppressing

said rebellion;” and declared that all per

sons held as slaves within designated States,

and parts of States, were and henceforward

should be free.2 See CITIZEN, Amendment,

XIII.

EMBARGO.‘ The detention, by a gov

ernment, of ships of commerce in its ports.

A prohibition against sailing.‘

Civil embargo. Is laid upon ships be

longing to citizens of the State imposing it.

Hostile embargo. Is laid upon ships be

longing to the enemy.

The eflect of a hostile embargo is, that it war does

not follow the vessels are restored to their owners; it

otherwise, they are confiscated. Bonds for the ob

servance oi’ the prohibition may be required.‘ See

Bwcuns.

EMBASSADOR. See MINISTER, 3.

EMBEZZLEMENT.‘ 1. Appropriation

to cne’s own use 01' anything belonging to an

other, whether rightfully or wrongfully in

the possession of the taker; theft.

At an early date, spending, wasting, squnnderiug.

“He left an estate to an unthrift son who embez

zled it." ’

“Embezzling or vacating records .

nious oflcnse." '

is a telo

 

(q. v.), purchase by imposition oi hand— manus

capere.

I See Fremont v. Sandown, 56 N. H. 808 (1878): Bou

vier.

' Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall. 68 (1882). See also

43 Ala. 692; 44 id. 70; 20 La. Ann. 199; 48 Miss ‘N2;

13 S. 0. Eq. 366; 31 Tex. 504.

' Spanish embargo, putting a bar (barra)in the way:

arrest, stoppage of ships.

‘(The King William, 2 Wheat. 15' (1817); L. R, 8

C. P. 669.

‘See Wheaten, Int. Law, 872: The King William,

wpm; 7 Cranch, 287; 5 Johns. 299.

‘N. F. embeasiler, to t1lch,—Webster. Formerly,

embcsile or -sell; the some as imbécili, to weaken,

diminish, subtract from. A shop-boy embezzled his

master's store imperceptibly by repeated inching‘

Skeat. in early statutes spelled imbuil,--2 N. X. N.

' Fuller, The Worthies (1662)

' 4 Bl. Corn. 127 (1769).
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“ Embeuiers of Charters, Grants, Records, Bonds,

Bills, Wills, &c.. shall make Double Satisfaction, and

be publicly Disgraced as False persons." 1

‘.‘ The goods of shipwrecked vessels shall be pre

served from spoil nnd embezzlement." '

“ He who would cmbeule a ship's furniture, would

not hesitate to embezzle the cargo." '

Section 5167, Rev. St., creates two statutory offenses:

that of embezzling a letter in postal custody which

has a valuable thing enclosed; and that of taking and

stealing such thing out of a letter which has been em

bezzled. A prosecution may be for one or both

oflenses.‘

2. The fraudulent conversion of property

by a person to whom it has been intrusted.-"

A species of theft, consisting in the steal

ing of property by clerks, agents, servants

persons acting in a fiduciary capacity.‘

Dlstinguishable from “larceny " in that the taker

comes lawfully into possession of the property.‘

To “ embezzle " is to appropriate to one‘s

own use property or money intrusted to him

by his employer.7

At common law, had no definite meaning. As an

offense. had its origin in efiorts made to amend the

law of larceny. The first statute was that of 8 Henry

VIII (1517), c. 7, in which the descriptive words were

“ did ambezzle or otherwise convert the money to his

own use.“ Statute of 7 Geo. IV (1827) improved and

superseded earlier legislation; in it the words are

“ shall fraudulently embezzle." I

Frequently termed “larceny by ballee."

Where the accused is not named as a “ bailee," it

may be a question of law upon the averments whether

or not he was a bailee.' See Lancnw.

it is essential: that the accused occupy a fiduciary

relation: that he received property (money) in the

course of his employment; that the property belonged

to his principal; that he converted it with intent“)

steal and embezzlo it."

The indictment must allege that the accused “ felo

niously did steal, take and carry away " the property."

 

I Great Law of Penn., Ch. L (1682).

' Ibid., Ch CXXXI (1683).

l The Boston, 1 Sum. 856 (1888), Story, J.

‘ United States v. Bough, 4 Hughes, 508 (188)). See

United States 0. Long, 4 Woods, 45-1 (1881).

l 2 Bishop, Cr. L. Q 826; Pittsburgh, 120. Pasa W7 00.

v. l1cCurdy, 114 Pa. 558(1$6).

' United States v. Lee, 12 F. R. 818 (1882), Cox, D. J.;

11 id. 293; State v. Wingo, B9 Ind. M(1t§3); 41 How.

Pr. 294; 62 Wis 63; 4Tex. Ap. 40:5.

' State v. Wolfl, 8-1 Ln. An. 1154 (1882), Manning, J.

‘State v. Wolfl, mpra; New Mexico 1:. Maxwell, 2

Nv hi. %7-68 (1882); United States v. Conant. 9 Cent.

Law J. 129 (Cir. Ct, Mass, 1879), cases: R. S. $11209

national bank ofiicer or agent; 8 Staph. Hist Cr. L.

Eng. 152-58.

' People v. Johnson, 71 Cal. 892 (1886).

" Exp. Hadley, 81 (hi. 112 (1866).

'1 Commonwealth 11. Pratt, 132 Mam. 246 (1882): Gen.

BI c. 161, N18.

 

The details of the crime being statutory, the docil

ions of other States are to be read with caution.‘

Many State statutes follow 44 and 25 Vict. (1861) c. K

gs as-72.1

In some States the injured person may receive pay

ment for the property embezzled or take security

therefor.‘ ‘

in the Revised Statutes, the term designates a va

riety oi ofienses having in common the idea that the

person has an opportunity to commit them by reason

of some ofilce or employment; and that they include

some breach of confidence or trust, some misuse of a

confidential opportunity: as, conversion by a public

officer to his own use of public money lntrusted to

him for safekeeping, disbursement, transfer, or other

purpose.‘

See Dscov; Psccunos.

EMBLEMENTS.° '1'-he vegetable chat

tels cailed emblements are the corn [grain]

and other growth of the earth which are

produced annually, not spontaneously but

by labor and industry; thence called frucius

industriales.°

A growing crop of grass, even if grown from seed,

and ready to be cut for hay, cannot be taken as em

Uements: the improvement is not distinguishable

from natural product, although it may be increased

by cultivation.‘

The doctrine of omblements is founded on the un

certainty of the termination of the tenant's estate.

Where that is certain there exists no title to emble

ments.'

Nursery trees more nearly resemble emblements

than fixtures; emblements being the annual product

or fruit of things sown or planted. Hops, berries, and

the like, are such, but not the roots and bushes from

which they grow. Emblements reared by a tenant

entering subsequently to a mortgage pass to the pur

chaser at a foreclosure sale, unless gathered before

the sale.I

The word is used both for the crops or grain and

for the privilege of reaping or gathering them. See

further Caop; Faucrua

 

'7 Tex. Ap. 417; 4 id. 4177-9, cases; 2 Bishop, Crim.

Law, 5831.

.2 Bish. CI‘. L. §§ 826-70, 392402; 2 Wham C1‘. L

§§190r>-42, 20u0_21u:.

' Johnston Harvester O0. 11. McLean, 67 Wis. W

(1888); Fagnan 11. Knox, 66 N. Y. 526 (1876). See gener~

ally Calkins v. State, 18 Ohio St. 800 (1868): 98 Am. Dec,

126-7-i, cases.

‘United States 1:. Conant, ante; United States v.

Cook, 17 Wall. 171 (1872): 6 111.385. See it s. 55 5437,

5-167, 5486, 5-196.

' O. F. embléer, emblader, blayer, to sow with grain:

bled, blé, corn, grain, “ blade."

‘Bell! 1:. Reiil, 64 Pa. 18T(1870),Read,J.;1Williams,

Exec. 670, 6712; Taylor, Laud]. &. T. 5 5-18.

' Whltmarsh 0. Cutting, 10 Johns. ‘B61 (1818). See at

length 2 Bl. Com. 123-23, 145-46.

' Hamilton v. Austin, 88 Hun, 142 (1886), Follott, J.

See also 19 Am. Law Rev. 24-81 (1886), cases.
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EMIBRACERYJ An attempt to influ

ence a jury corruptly to one side by promises,

persuasions, entreaties, money, entertain

ment, and the like.’

Embraceer or embracer. One who at

tempts to influence a jury (or a juror) by

corrupt or unlawful means.

EMERGENCY. See ACCIDENT;

LICENCE.

Within the meaning 0! a statute against practicing

medicine without a certificate, except where the serv

ices are gratuitous and "the case one of emergency,"

the reference is to a’ case in which the ordinary and

qualified practitioners are not readily obtainable, not

to a case in which the patient has been given up as in

curable by physicians of the schools provided for by

the statute.I

EMIGRATION. See IMMlGRA'1'10N;COM

usncs; Exms, Ne exeat. Compare EXPA

TRIATION.

EMINENT. See DOMAIN, 1.

EMIT. See CREDIT, 2, Bill of.

_ EMOLUMENT. Any perquisite, ad

vantage, profit, or gain arising from the pos

session of an oflice.

Imports. then, more than " salary “ or “ tees." ‘ See

Fix, 3; O1-‘FXCE, 1. '

EMOTIONAL. See INSANITY.

EMPANEL. See PANEL.

EMIPHYTEUSIS) An estate in land,

under the Roman law, analogous to a fee

tarm, or perpetual lease, in English law.

It gave the occupant, or his transferee, a perpetual

lease. conditioned upon payment of rent, and, per

haps, improvement of the land.

Whence emphyteutlc.'

EMIIPLOYIN.lIEN'1‘.7 Occupation ;

tion involving business; service.

Employ. (1), 11. Originally, the poetical

form of employment.

(2), U. To engage in one‘s service; to use

as an agent or substitute in transacting busi

ness; to commission and intrust with the

management of one’s aifairs. Used with re

spect to a servant or laborer, equivalent to

" hire.” 3

IO. F. embraccr, to clasp in the arms, embrace.

'4 Bl. Com. 1-10. See Gibbs v. Dewey,5Cow.505(1826);

State v. Sales, 2 Nev. 269 (1866); Hawk. Pl. Cr. 259.

' People v. Lee Web, 71 Cal. 80 (1886).

' Apple v. Crawford County, 103 Pa. 308 (1884); Coast.

Pa. Art. ILL S 18.

‘Accent on -teu-. Gk. emphytcuein, to plant or im

prove land.

' See 8 Bl. Com. 232; Maine. Anc. Law, 289.

' F. employer, to involve, engage, occupy.

'McCluskey u. Cromwell, 11 N. Y. 599 (1864).

Nao
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Employed. May refer to any present

occupation, but commonly to continuous 00

cupation.I

“Employed " in anything imports not only the act

of doing it, but also being engaged to do it, being

under contract or orders to do it.‘

Employe, or employee; employer.

“ Employe ” is from the French, but has be

come naturalized in our language. Strictly

and etymologically it means “ a person em

ployed;” but in practice in the French lan

guage it ordinarily denotes a person in some

oflicial employment.‘

" Employe ” is the correlative of “ em

ployer." Neither term is restricted to any

particular employment or service. “ To em

ploy " is to engage or use another as an agent

or substitute in transacting business, or the

performance of some service, it may be

skilled labor or the service of the scientist

or professional man as well as servile or

unskilled manual labor.‘

“ Employe” usually embraces. a laborer,

servant, or other person occupied in an in

ferior position.‘

Applies equally to a person within or without an

oflice, whether a servant or a clerk. An " employee

in an oiilce " is a person engaged in the performance

of the proper duties of an ofiice, \\'li(-ther his duties

are carried on within or without the walls oi’ the build

ing in which the chief oflicer transects his business.‘

The English form employee, though legitimate ll

conforming to analogy, is not sanctioned by the usage

of good writers.'

See Borcorriso; BL'si.\'s'.ss; Conrmcron; Gnu‘;

Luzon, 1; NEGLIGINOI; Sasvayr; Svsnav; Taana

EMPOWER. See AGENT; AUTHORITY, 1;

Dsnnoxrus; POWER.

EMPTY. Ordinarily, to make void, ex

haust, deprive of contents.

Section 8324, Rev. 81;, which makes it an ofiense to

tail to obliterate a stamp at the time of “ emptying”

a cask of spirits, does not mean that absolutely every

particle of the spirit be drawn oil. The emptying in

tended is such as can be conveniently done by the

ordinary method.I

Compare Ocourmn; Vacnvr.

 

I Wilson 1;. Gray, 127 Mass. 99 (1879), Lord, J. .

IUnited States 11. Morris, 14 Pet. 475 (1840), Tansy,

C. J.; 2 Paine, C. C. 745; 2ZOhlo,1D4;20 S. C. 4-6.

' Gurney 0. Atlantic, &c. R. Co., 2 N. Y. Supr. Ct. 450

(1873), Talcott, J .

‘Gurney 1:. Atlantic, &c. R. Co., 58 N. Y. 8'71 (1874),

Allen, J.; Krauser v. Ruckel, 17 Hun, 465 (1879).

IPeople v. Board of Police, 75 N. Y. 41 (1878).

' Stone v. United States, 8 Ct. Cl. 262 (1867); Peck, J.

' \Vebster‘s Dict.

' United States v. Buchanan. 4 Hughes, 488 (1881).
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EN. In; into.

1. The French form of the English and

Latin preposition in. See IN, 1, 8 (2).

En autre droit. In right of another.

See Daorr.

En fait. In fact;

En owei main.

in deed.

In equal hand. See

OWELTY.

En route. On the way. See Room

En ventre. In the womb; unborn. See

VIINTER.

2. As a prefix, coincides with the Latin in.

Some English words are written indifferently em or

in-: as, encumber and incumber, endorse and indorse,

enjoin and injoin. In seems to be preferred.

For ease of pronounciation, changes to em-, particu

larly before A labial: as, in embracery, employ, em

power.

ENABLING. Describes an enactment

which confers power to do a thing: as, stat

utes of wills, statutes permitting parties to

testify; opposed to disabling or restraining

acts or statutes.

ENACT. See AC1‘, 3, Enact.

ENCEINTE. See Ascnmr, 2; Pass

sascr; Vsxrss.

ENCHANTMENT. See Wrrcncsarr.

ENCLOSURE. Imports land enclosed

with something more than the imaginary

boundary line,—— some visible or tangible

obstruction, as, a fence, hedge, ditch, or an

equivalent object, for the protection of the

premises against encroachment, as by cattle.l

A tract of land surrounded by a fence, together

with such fence: as, in a statute limiting one's right

to distrain beasts to those doing damage within his

enclosure.‘ See Cuoss, 8.

ENCBOACH. To intrude upon, make

gain upon, occupy, or use the land, right, or

authority of another, as if by gradual or par

tial assumption of right. See PURPRESTUBE.

ENCUMBER. See INCUMBER.

END. See Ar, 2; FINAL; FINE; Tnnnmcs.

ENDORSE. See Isoonss.

ENDOW. 1. To confer rights of dower,

q. 1:.

2. To make pecuniary provision for the

support of a person or institution.

Endowment. The act of settling a fund

upon one; also, such fund itself. Used of a

policy of insurance payable at a certain age

or at death.

' {Porter 0. Aldrich, 89 Vt. 831 (1866): Act 17W, ll. 8.

112. 5 4; lb. at

‘Taylor v. Wilbey, 86 Wis. 44 (1874); 84 id. 666.

 

An endowment policy is an insurance into which

enters the element of life. In one respect it is a con

tract payable in the event of acontinuauce of life; in

another, in the event of death before the period speci

fled.1

By the endowment of a school, hospital, or chapel

is commonly understood, not building or purchasing

a site for the institution, but providing a fixed revenue

for its support.‘ ’

The “ endowment of a religious or educational cor

poration " refers to that particular fund, or part of

the fund, of the institution, bestowed for its more per

manent uses, and usually kept sacred for the purposes

intended.‘

ENEMY. A nation, or a citizen or sub

ject thereof,-at war with another nation.

Alien enemy. One who owes allegiance

to a government at war with ours, dwelling

within our territory or seeking some action

from a department of our government.

Enemies of the United States. The

subjects of a foreign power in a state of open

hostility toward us. Does not embrace

“rebels” in insurrection against their own

government. An “enemy" is always the

subject of a foreign power, who owes no al

legiance to our government or country.‘

“ Rebels“ and “ enemies“ may be synonymous for

those who have cast off their allegiance and made war

upon their own government. Who are enemies in

a civil war, the law of nations has not deiined; but,

within the meaning of a confiscation act, the term may

include those who are residents of the territory under

the power of the parties resisting the regular govern

ment. In the case of a foreign war, applies to

all who are inhabitmifs of the euemy‘scountry, though

not participants, and even though subjects of a neutral

State, or even subjects of the government prosecuting

the war against the State within which they reside..

Public enemy. Referring to the under

taking of a common carrier. applies to for

eign nations with whom there is open war,

and to pirates. who are considered at war

with all mankind; does not include robbers,

thieves, rioters, insurgents, whatever be their

violence, or Ind ians.‘

 

I Brumrner v. Cohn, 86 N. Y. 17 (1881), Andrews, .1.

'[Edwards 1:. Hall, 6 De 0. M. & G. '67, 83 (1855),

Cranworth, Ld. C.

' State v. Lyon, 82 N. J. L. 881 (1867), Bedle, J.

' United States v. Greathouse, 4 Saw. 466 (1868),

Field, J.

‘Prize Cases, 2 Black, 674 (1882); Miller 1:. United

States, 11 Wall. 310-12 (1870); Gates v. Goodioe. 101

U. S. 617(1BT9); 20 How. 219; 21' W. Va. 857.

‘Story, Contr. 752, Baiim. Q 526; Southern Express

‘Co. v. Womack. 1Heisk.269(18'F0); 7 id. ass; sum 11.

Moore, 74 lilo. 418 (1881); League 1:. Regan, 59 Tex. 434

(1833); 4 Op. Att.-Gen. 81.

(26)
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In a policy of marine insurance, “enemies “ means

"public enemies," those with whom a nation is at

war.I See Csmnss, Common; Tssssox; Wan.

ENFEOFF. See FEOFFMFNT.

ENFORCE. See Foacs; Psaronusscs.

ENFRANCHISE. See Fnsscmss, 2.

ENGAGEMENT. See AGREEMENT; As

SUMPSIT; Corrraacr; Psomsi-:; UNDERTAK

me.

ENGINE. Includes a snare, which is a

device or contrivance for killing game.2

Engineer. See ADMl5Sl0N, 2: Counnacs.

ENGLAND;ENGLISH. See BOROUGH;

Cnsscssv; CHARITY, 2; CONS’l‘I'1'U‘l‘lON;

COURT; CYPREB; DESCENT. Canons of; Ex

'l‘B.ADl'I'i0N, 1; Farm; KING; LATIN; Law,

Common; PARLIAMENT’; STATUTE.

ENGRAVING. See Corvmoar; PRINT.

ENGROSS. 1. To write in a gross, 1'. e.,

a large, hand; to copy in a fair hand: as,

to engross an instrument on parchment.

Whence engrosser, engrossing.

After a proposed statute has been read and acted

upon a sufficient number of times, it is ordered to be

engrossed.

"A bill ordered to beengrossed is to be written in

a strong gross hand." ' See Gsoss.

2. At common law the offense of engross

ing was the getting into one's possession, or

buying up, large quantities of corn [grain]

or other dead victuals, with intent to sell

them again.‘

An injury to the public. If permitted, one or more

men could raise the price of provisions at will. The

total engrossing of any other commodity, with intent

to sell it at an unreasonable price, was also an indict

able offense.‘ See Cousixnios, 2; Census; Monor

on

ENHANCED. In an unqualified sense,

Is equivalent to “increased,” and compre

hends any increase of value, however caused

or arising.

In Oregon if a husband aliens dowable lands, and

they become "enhanced in value“ thereafter, they

shall be estimated, in setting forth the dowel‘, ac

cording to their value when aliened. Held, that

“enhanced “ included only_ the value caused by im

provements made, and not that which arises fortui

tously, or from natural causes!

 

I Monongahela Ins. Co. 0. Chester, 43 Pa. 498 (I862);

Vattel, Law of Nations, 88?.

' Allen v. Thompson, L R., 6 Q. B. ‘E39 (1870).

'1 Bi. Com. 188.

'4 Bl. Corn. 158.

I Thornburn v. Doscher, 89 F. R 812 (1887), Deady, J.;

8 Or. Laws, 5 2960. The syllabus (by the court) reads

" not arising from improvements.“

ENLARGE

 

ENJOIN. See INJUNCIION.

ENJOYMENT. Possession ;

tion; use; exercise.

Enjoyment as of right is an enjoyment had, not

secretly or by stealth, or by tacit sufferance, or by

permission from time to time, on each occasion, or on

many occasions, of using it; but an enjoyment had

openly, notoriously, without particular leave at the

time, by a person claiming to use without danger of

being treated as a trespasser, as a matter of right,

whether strictly legal by prescription and adverse

user or by deed conferring the right, or, though not

strictly legal, yet lawful to the extent of excusing a

trespass.‘

Adverse enjoyment. The possession or

exercise of an easement or privilege under a

claim of right against the owner of land.

If open, and continued without interruption for

twenty years, a conclusive prescription of grant arises,

provided that during the time there was some one in

occupa

posseasion, qualified to resist the claim.I Compare

Possrssmu, Adverse.

Quiet enjoyment. Peaceable, undis

turbed possession of land. I

Covenant for quiet enjoyment. A cove

nant in a conveyance or lease of land, en

gaging that the grantee or lessee shall be

permitted to use the land unmolested.‘

Every lease hnpiies a covenant for quiet enjoy

ment. But it extends only to the possession; and its

breach, like that of a warranty for title, arises only

from eviction by means of title. it does not protect

against entry and ouster of a tort-feasor. The tenant

may call his landlord into his defense; and, if evic

tion follows as the result of a failure to defend him,

he can then refuse to pay rent, and fall back upon

this covenant for quiet enjoyment to recover his dam

ages.‘

A lease with an express covenant for quiet enjoy

ment implies a covenant that the lessor has title and

power and right to convey it. The implied covenant

is broken if the lessor has made a prior and still out

standing lease of part of the premises. A recovery of

the premises by the prior lessee is such an eviction as

constitutes a breach of the covenant for quiet enjoy

ment; and the lessee may recoup his damages from

the rent due.‘

See Dames; WARRANTY, 1.

ENLARGE. To extend, increase,

lengthen the time of ; also, to set at liberty.

Enlarge an estate. To increase the ten

ant’s interest.

Enlarge an order or rule.

the time for complying with it.

To extend

 

I Tickle 0. Brown, 81 E. C. L. Ill (1836), Denman, C. J.

' 2 Washb. R. P. 42, 48.

' l Washb. R. P. 3'95; 4 Kent, 474, 1;.

I Schuylkill, &c. R. Co. o.Schmoe1e, 57 Pa. am 0”);

Mark v. Patchin, 42 N. Y 171-72 (1870), case;

' McAleeter v. Landere, 70 (XL 51-84 (188), casea
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To “ enlarge “ and to “ extend " the time for taking

testimony may have different ineanings in a partic

ular case.I

Enlarging statute. Extends a right or

a remedy as it exists at common law.2

ENLISTMENT. Either the complete

act of entering into military service, or the

first step taken toward that end.‘

A technical term, derived from Great Britain. In

the English Cyclopaedia, dciined to be “a voluntary

engagement to serve as a private soldier for a certain

number of years." Chambers defines it as “ the means

by which the English army is supplied with troops as

distinguished from the conscription prevailing in many

other countries." ‘

Has never included entry into service under com

mission ms an otlicer.'

Public policy requires that a minor be at liberty to

enter into a contractto serve the state, wherever such

contract is not positively forbidden by the state itself.

This at least is the common law of England.‘

Rev. St.. §§ 1116-17, authorizes enlistment in the army

of men above the age 01' sixteen, no person under

twenty-one to be mustered into service without the

written consent of his parents or guardian.

A contract made by a minor over sixteen, without

consent, can be avoided only by his parents. they

claiming his custody before majority.’

Habeas corpus is the judicial proceeding to secure

release of a minor whose parents did not consent to

his enlisting.‘ See DEBBRTION, 3.

ENORMIA. L. Wrongs;unlz1wfui acts.

Alia. enormia. Other wrongful acts.

After a specific allegation of wrong done by a de

fendant, the plaintifl may further charge, generally,

alia enormia, to the damage, etc..— “ and other

wrongs then and there did against the peace," etc.

Then, all matters naturally arising from the act com

plained of may be given in evidence.’ See Duuoxs,

Special.

ENQUIRY. See INQUIRY.

ENROLL. See ROLL; REGISTRY, Of

vessels.

ENS. L. A being; a creature.

Ens legis. A creature of the law; an ar

tificial person, a legal entity, a corporation.

 

1 James v. Mchiillan, 515 Mich. 186 (1884).

' See 2 Bl. Corn. 824; 1:21.87.

' Tyler v. Pomeroy, 8 Allen. 485 (1864). Gray, J. See

Erichson v. Beach, 40 Conn. E6 (1873); Shefliielcl v. Otis,

10? Mass. 282 (1871).

‘Babbitt v. United States, 16 Ct. Cl. 218 (1880), Da

vis. J.

' Hilliard v. Stewartstown. 48 N. H. 280-81 (1869), Per

ley, C. J.

' Commonwealth v. Gamble, 11 S. & B. '04 (1824),

Gibson,J.

' Re Hearn, 32 F. B. 141 (1887).

I Re Baker, ‘B F R. 80 (1885), cases; R. S. 51117.

'2 Greeni. Ev. if 268, N3, 278; 1 Chin. Pl. 897; 8

last Q22; 16 id. 104.

ENTAIL. See Tarn.

ENTER. See ENTRY.

ENTERPRISE. See Gm, 1.

ENTERTAINMENT. Public recep

tion; something connected with the enjoy

ment of refreshment-rooms, tables, and the

like.’1 See INN.

A public aquarium is a "place of entertainment

and amusement,“ when a band plays and the flsh are

ted.‘ See EXHIBITION; Tnarrsa.

ENTICE. See Anoucnou; HUSBAND;

Pnasuans.

ENTIRE. Untouched: complete; un

broken, whole; undivided, indivisible, insev

erable: as, an entire—consideration, cove

nant, contract,‘ q. 1:. See SEPARABLE.

An entire claim arising out of one transaction, con

tract or tort, cannot be divided into separate and dis

tinct claims. A verdict for one portion will bar an

action on another.‘ See Dances; MULTIPLICITY.

Entirely. “ Entirely satisfied “ implies a iirm and

thorough assent of the mind and judgment to the truth

0! a proposition; and this may exist, notwithstanding

a possibility that the fact may be otherwise.‘

Entirety. The whole, as opposai to s

moiety.

If an estate in fee be given to a man and

his wife, they are neither properly joint

tenants, nor tenants in common; for, being

one person in law, they cannot take the es

tate by moieties, but both are seized of the

entirety,-— the consequence of which is, that

neither can dispose of any part without the

assent of the other, but the whole must re

main to the survivor.8

The right, at common law. to control the possession

of the estate during their joint lives is in the husband.

Subject to the limitation that neither can defeat the

right of the survivor to the whole estate, the husband

has such rights as are incident to his own property,

and which he acquires in her realty. Having the usu

truct of all her realty interests, by the weight 0! au

thority he may lease the estate during coverture.

Statutes enabling married woman to hold and dispose

of their property as it sole do not aiiect this species of

estate, unless expressly so stated.’

The survivor does not take as a new acquisition, but

under the original limitation, his (or her) estate being

simply freed from participation by the other; so that

 

I Muir 1:. Keay, L. R., 10 Q. B. 597-98 (1875).

' Terry 11. Brighton Aquarium Co., L. R., 10 Q. B. M

(1875). See Howes v. Board 0! Revenue, 1 Ex. Div. 885

(1876).

' See 2 Pars. Contr. 517.

‘ Phillips 1;. Be-rick, 16 Johns. 1M (1819).

' People 1:. Phipps, 89 Cal. 835 (1870).

' [2 BL Com. 182.

' Pray v. Stebbins, 141 Mill. 28-84 (168), case;
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If, for instance, the wife survives and then dies. her

heirs would take to the exclusion of the heirs of the

husband. Nor can partition be made of the estate.

During coverture the husband has control of the es

late. Upon his death, the wife, or her heir, may enter

without action against his alienee—by 32 Hen. VIII

(1541), c. 28. which is in force in Kentucky, Massachu

setts. Tennessee, and possibly in New York and New

Jersey. Divorce of the wife from the husband restores

her to her moiety. A grant or devise to them and an

other invests them with an entirety in one-half only.

It is always competent, however, to make husband and

wife tenants in common by proper words. IThe law of

the States is not uniform on the subject.I

ENTITLE. See TITLE, 2.

ENTRAP. See Decoy.

ENTRY.’ I. As relates to Property.

The act of actually going upon land, or into

a building.

At common law, an assertion of title by

going upon the land; or, if that was hazard

ous, by “ making continual claim.". '

Taking possession of lands by the legal

owner.‘

1. An extrajudiclaland summary remedy

by the legal owner, when another person,

who has no right, has previously taken pos

session of lands or tenements.

The party entitled may make a formal. but peace

able entry thereon, declaring that thereby he takes

possession, which notorious act of ownership is equiv

alent to a feudal investiture; or he may enter on any

part of the land in the same county in the name of the

whole; but if the land lies in different counties he must

make different entries. If the claimant is deterred

from entering by menaces he may “make claim"

as near the estate as he can, with the like forms and

lolemnitios, which claim is in force for a year and a

day; and, if repeated once in the like period (called

“continual claim“), has the same eflect as a legal

entry. Such entry puts into immediate possession

him that has the right of entry, and thereby makes

him complete owner, capable of conveying. But this

remedy applies only in cases in which the original

entry of the wrong-doer was unlawful, viz., in abate

ment, intrusion, and disseisln. In discontinuance and

deforcement the owner of the estate cannot enter;

for, the original entry being lawful, an apparent right

of possession is gained, and the owner is driven to his

action at law. in cases where entries are lawful, the

 

X1 Wash. R. P. 4%, cases; 4 Kent, 862; Chandler v.

Cheney,37 ind. 894-414 (1871), cases; Re Benson, 8 Biss.

118-21 (1877); Jacobs 0. Miller, 50 Mich. 124 (1883); Had

lock v. Gray, 101 1nd. 598 (1885): '25 Am. Law Reg.

U9-74 (1880), cases; 18 Cent. Law J.18-'5-88, 320-29 (1834),

cases; 5 Kan. Law J. 5 (1887), cases; Thornton v. Thorn

ton, 3 Rand.182-90(Va.. 1825). cases; 3 Lead. Cos. R. P.

143-58 (1887), cases.

‘F. entrer: L. in-tra1'P, to go into.

I [Innerarity v. Mirna, 1 Ala. 674 (1840).

‘ Guion v. Anderson. 8 Humph. 806 (1847).
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right of entry may be " tolled,“ that is, taken away,

by descent. Corresponds to reception of pensonalty.l

Re-entry. The right reserved to consider

a lease forfeited and to resume possession of

the premises, upon failure in the lessee to per

form a covenant; also, any exercise of this

right.

This being a harsh power, the courts will restrain

it to the most technical limits of the terms and condi

tions upon which the right is to be exercised.‘

When for rent in arrear, unless dispensed with by

agreement or statute, demand of payment oi‘ the rent

must first be made.I

2. On the subject of entry by a grantor for

breach of condition by the grantee, see

GRANT, 2.

8. Going upon the landed property of an

other for any other purpose than those above

mentioned.

It is not a trespass to enter upon another‘s premises

to abate a nuisance, retake goods, make repairs, do

mand rent. distrain, or capture an estray.' See Tans

rass, Ab initio.

Forcible entry. An entry made with

violence, against the will of the lawful occu

pant, and without authority of law.

Such entry as is made with a strong band,

with unusual weapons, an unusual number

of servants or attendants, or with menace of

life or limb; not a mere trespass.5

“ When a man enters peaceably into a

house, but turns the party out of possession

by force, or by threats frights him out of

possession.” 5

It will be suflicient if the entry is attended with

such a display of force as manifests an intention to

intimidate the party in possession, or deter him from

defending his rights, or to excite hlrn to repel the in

vasion, and thus bring about a breach of the peace.’

Forcible entry and detainer. An of

fense against the public peace, committed by

violently taking or keeping possession of

lands and tenements by menaces, force, and

arms, and without the authority of law.

The entry now allowed by law is a peaceable one;

that forbidden is such as is carried on and maintained

by force, by violence and with unusual weapons.'

in early days, at common law, any man who had a

right of entry upon lands was authorized to enter with

 

1 3 Bl. Com. 174-79, 5; 2 id. 314.

' The Elevator Cases. 17 F. R. 2000881).

. ' Johnston v. liargrove, 81 Va. 121-23 (1885), case;

'Keifer 1:. Carrier, 53 Wis. 404 (1881).

' Willard v. Warren, 17 Wend. ‘J61 (1887).

‘ Bacon, Abridg.: Edwick v. Hawkes, 18 Ch. Div. ll)

(1881). See also8 Ala. 87; 9 Cal. 46; 21 N. J. 1.. {$8.

' Ely v. Yore, 71 Cal. 133 (1886). cases

'4 Bl. Com. 148: Rosier v. Purdy. 41 111.285 (1866)
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force and arms. and by force and arms retain posses

sion - provided. possibly. that the entry was not by a

breach of the public peace. The general revision of

the written law upon the use of force by an individual

to establish his own rights, made by statute 8 lien. VI

(1480). c. 9, is substantially the origin of existing law

u ran the subject of forcible entry and cletslner. Prose

cution under this statute is by indictment. In Massa

chusetts. unless the entry and detalner is accompanied

by an actual breach of the peace, the process is sub

stantially a civil proceeding. Under either procedure

the court will award restitution of the premises.I

The purpose of statutes forbidding forcible entry

and detainer is, that. withoutregarding the actual con

dition of the title to property, where a person is in the

peaceabie and quiet possession of it he shall notbe

turned out by strmu; hand. by force. by violence. or by

terror. The partyso using force and acquiring pos

session may have the superior title or may have the

better right to the present possession, but the policy

of the law is to prevent disturbances of the public

peace. to forbid any person righting himself, in a case

of that kind, by his own hand and by violence, and to

require that the party who has in this manner obtained

possession shall restore it to the party from whom it

has been obtained; and that, when the parties are in

ltatu quo. in the position they were in before the use

of violence, the party out of possession must resort to

legal means toobtain his possession, as he should have

done in the iirstinstance.1

If a claimant (a railroad company) of real estate,

out of possession. resorts to force. amounting to a

breach of the peace, to obtain possession from an

other claimant (also a railroad company) who is in

peaceable possession, and personal injury arises there

from. the party using the force is liable in damages.

compensatory and punitive. for the injury. without re

gard to the legal title, orto the right of possession.‘

4. Entrance into a dwelling-house with the

whole or a part of the body, or with any

implement for the purpose of committing a

felony. See BURGLARY. I

II. As a matter of Writing. Setting down

in written characters; placing upon the rec

ord: recording.

1. Setting down in a book of accounts the

particulars of a business transaction.

Original entry. The first statement

made by a person in his account-books, charg

ing another with money due upon a contract

between them. \Vhcucc " book of original

entries." ‘ See further Boox, Entries.

I ilodgkins \1. Price. 132 Mass. 200 (1882), Lord, J.;

Presbrey v. Prubnsy. 13 Allen. 284 (1866); 10 Oreg. 486.

' Iron l\iountain& Helenail. Co. v. Johnson. 119 U. S.

811 (1887), Miller, J.

' Dem-er& Rio Grande R. Co. v. Han1s.l‘-E2 U. S. 597,

I5 (1887), Harlan, J. As to civil action. see 22 Cent.

Law J. 292 (I886). cases.

i See generally Roche o. Ware. 71 Cal. 876-77 (1886),

eases; Bridgewater v. Roxbury. 54 Conn. 218 (1886).

 

Short entry. It was a custom in London for

bankers to receive bills for collection and to enter

them immediately in their customers‘ accounts. but

never to carry out the proceeds in the column to their

credit until actually collected. This was called “short

entry " or " entering short." I

2. The transaction by which an importer

obtains entrance of his goods into the body

of the merchandise of the country.

Until the entire transaction is closed, by a with

drawal and payment of the duties upon all the goods

covered by the original paper called the entry for

warehouse, the “ false entry" contemplated by the

act of Congress of March 8, i868. is not completed.I

In the statutes in relation to duties, but one entry is

referred to-the original entry provided. regulated.

and defined by sections Rev. St. " Entry for

withdrawal " is a misnomer.I

3. Filing or inscribing upon the records of

a land-oifice the written proceedings required

to entitle a person to a right of pre-emption

or of homestead in public lands.

The act by which an individual acquires inceptive

right to a portion of the unappropriated soil of the

country, by tiling his claim in the offlce of the “ entry

taker,“ an ofllcer who corresponds in his functions to

the register of land-oflices.‘ See Lana, Public; Pas

sm>'r|0s, 2.

4. Depositing for copyright the title or de

scription of a book or other article.

Whence " Entered according to Act of Congress."

etc. See Corvmon-r.

5. Recording in due form and order a

thing done in court: as, an appearance made,

a judgment rendered. Styled "docket" or

“record " entries.

When a written order is signed by the judge and

flied with the clerk. who enters a brief statement

thereof in his Uminute-book. the order, although not

then recorded in the ordcr-book, is "entered." within

the meaning of a law limiting the time for appeal.‘

In a literal sense, writing up a judgment in a dociret

is "entering " it; as, entering the judgment of a jus

tice of the peace.‘

6. In the practice of legislative bodies. the '

orderly inscription in a journal of any action

or determination required to be I)TQSCI'\'L ii in

writing.

The constitution of Iowa requires that a proposed

amendment “ shall be entered " in the journals of the

two houses of Amembiy “with the yeas and nays."

I Blaine v. Bourne, 11 R. I. 121 (1875). Potter. J.

' [United States v. Baker, ii Bened. 35 (1871), Blatcb

ford. J.; 12 St. L. 787.

' United States v. Seidenberg, 17 F. R. 230 (1888).

Pardee, J.

‘ Chotard 11. Pope. 1'2 Wheat. 588 (1827), Johnson, J.

‘Urea v. Walsh, 57 Wis. 102 (1883); R S. Wis 58041

' Conwell v. Kuylrendall, 29 Kan. 707, 710 (1888); En;

Comp. Laws. 1879, ch. 81, 5 115.
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This means that the amendment shall be spread at

length thereon, and the yeas and nays set out in the

journal in full. But instances where “ to enter" and

“entered “ do not mean to spread at length may be

cited. The object to be obtained must be considered

in each case.l See Yns nu: Nsrs.

III. As a Remedy. A “ writ oi’ entry," at

common law, was a proceeding by which the

possession of land, wrongfully withheld from

its owner, could be recovered. ,

A real action, possessory in nature. In a greatly

modified form, has been used in this country. In Eng

land, superseded by the action of ejectment, and,

later, abolished.‘

ENUMERATION. Separate mention.

The enumeration of particular things in an instru

ment may include others of the same class; there is

no absolute rule that such enumeration includes things

of a different class, when the general terms are broad

enough to include them.‘ See Eausnsu Gums; Ex

Plutssio, Unius, etc.; Gsxnmu 6; Ornsa.

ENURE. See Lwas.

ENVELOPE. See Lsrrna, 8; PUBLICA

non, 2.

ENVOY. See MI.\'lSTER, 8.

EO. L. On that, in that; at the same.

See Is.

E0 die. On the same day, at the same

time; as, ea die, writ issued.

E0 instante. At the same moment or

instant.

E0 nomine. In or under the same name;

as, interest eo nomine.

EPIDEMIC. See DISEASE; HEALTH.

When, in a policy of insurance, it does not appear

that the word “epidemics " was understood by the

parties in any other than its popular sense, evidence

is not admissible to change that meaning. The in

surer may stipulate for exemption irom liability for

any disease that may by possibility prevail to an ex

tent which could be called epidemic.‘

EQUAL.‘ Compare EQUIVALENT.

Like or alike in quality, degree, amount,

or merit; corresponding; uniform; the same:

as, equal provision, equity, protection, rights.

Equal to. Not less than: as, in an agree

ment to keep the number of boats in a freight

line “ equal to" the number leased.5

 

l Koehler v. Hill, 00 Iowa, 537, 556 (1888), Seevers, J.

‘See 3 Bi. Com. 180.

' Corwin 1;. Hood, 58 N. H. 402 (1878); ReBwigert, 119

ill. 89 (1886).

t Pohslski u. Mutual Life Ins. Co., 80 N. Y. Super. Ct.

262 (1873); sflh-med, 56 N. Y. 640 (1874).

IL. mqualis: cquus, even, level, exact; just, right,

lair.

‘Stewart v. Lehigh Valley B. 00., 88 N. J. L. 617

0%)
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Equally. In a will, may mean not that

shares are to be held in the same manner,

but as equal in quantity.1

A per capita division is intended by "divided

equally," whether the devisees are children srd grand

children, brother or sisters, nephews or nieces, at

strangers in blood to the testator.I

When a testator designates the objects of his gift

by their relationshlpto a living ancestor, they take

equal shares, per capita. But this rule will be con

trolled by the general intention oi’ the testator.'

“ Equality is equity,“ and where distribution is to

be made among two or more, without anything to in

dicate the proportions, the presumption is that the

shares are equal.‘

An estate given to two persons, "equally to be (H

vided “ between them, is, under a deed, a joint ten

ancy; under a wall, a tenancy in common. In the

case 01' a deed is implied no more than the law has an

nexed to the estate, viz., divisibility; in the case of s

will, the devisor may be presumed to have meant

what is most beneficial to both devisees!

Equality. Uniformity, likeness; same

ness: as, of civil liberty. See CITIZEN,

Amendment, XIV; EQUITY; TAX, 2.

EQUITABLE. See EQUITY, Equitable.

EQ,U'.l:'I‘Y.6 1. The point of contact be

tween the law of nations (q. 1:.) and the law

of nature was “ equity; ” a term which some

derive from a Greek word denoting the prin

ciple of equal distribution: but that origin is

to be preferred which gives the term the

sense of “leveling.” The civil law of Rome

recognized many arbitrary distinctions be

tween classes of men‘ and property. The

neglect of these distinctions was that feature

of the law of nature which is depicted in

equity. It was first applied, without ethical

meaning, to foreign litigants.’

2. Equality of right; exact justice between

contending parties; fairness in determining

conflicting claims; justice.

8. That portion of natural justice which is

 

I Bannister 1). Bull, 16 S. C. 227 (1881).

'P11rnell v. Culbertson, 12 Bush, 870-71 (1876), casea

' Young‘s Appeal, 88 Pa. 63 (1876), cases; Risk‘s Ap

pea], 52 id. 271(1866); Harris‘s Estate, 74 id. -153 (1573);

Walker v. Griifin, 11 Wheat. 376 (lifli).

' Lewis‘s Appeal, 89 Pa 513 (1879). See also 87 A1;

208; 20 Conn. 122; 120 Mass. 185; 46 Md. 186; 87 Min

59; 46 N. H. 489; 80 N. J. E. 595; 88 id. 620; TO N. Y. 512;

83 Ohio St. 828; 104 Pa. 637; 10 Gratt. 275; 4 Ired. E.

244; 5 id. 824; 6 id. 487; 10 Ves. 186; 8 Beav. 579; 4

Kent, B75; Roper. Leg. 86, 156.

'2 Bl. Corn. 198; 5 Cow. 221.

' L. aaquiiaa, the quality of beinglzqmu. even, level

equal, q. 0.

" Amine, Ancient Law. 9 55.
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made up of the decisions of the judges of the

English court of chaucery in the exercise of

their extraordinary jurisdiction. See further

Cnsscnnv.

“ In this sense, equity is wider than law, and nar

rower than natural justice, in the extent of the sub

jecfrr iatters within its jurisdiction: it cannot be defined

in its content otherwise than by an enumeration of

t‘~v- matters."

Not the chancellor’s sense of moral right nor of

what is equal andjust, but a complex system of estab

lished law.l

That portion of remedial justice exclu

sively administered by a court of equity, as

contradistinguished from the portion exclu

sively administered by a court of common

law.2

in the most general sense we are accustomed to

call that equity which, in human transactions, is

founded in natural justice, in honesty and right, and

Which properly arises ea: mquo vi bono. in this sense

it answers precisely to the definition of justice, or

natural law, given by Justinian in his Pandects. And

the word jua is used in the name sense in the Roman

law. . it would be a great mistake to suppose that

equity, as administered in England and America, em

braced a jurisdiction as wide and extensive as that

which arises from the principles of natural justice

above stated. Probably the jurisprudence of no civil

ized nation ever attempted so wide a range of duties

for any of its judicial tribunals. Even the Roman

law, which has been justly thought to deal to a vast

extent in matters ex mquo et bono, never affected so

bold a design. On the contrary, it left many matters

of natural justice wholly unprovided for, from the

difflculty of framing general rules to meet them, and

from the doubtful nature of the policy of attempting

to give a legal sanction to duties of imperfect obliga

tion, such as charity, gratitude, and kindness, or even

to positive engagements of parties, where they are not

founded in what constitutes a meritorious considera

tion. A still more limited sense of the term is

that in which it is used in contradistinction to strict

law - siricfum et rummum jua. Thus, Aristotle has

defined the very nature of equity to be the correction

of the law, wherein it is defective by reason of its uni

versality. It is of this equity, as correcting, mitigat

ing, or interpreting the law, that, not only civilians,

but common-law writers, are most accustomed to

W‘ I

The general purpose of equity is to moderate the

rigor of the law, supply its deficiencies, and bring it

into harmony with conscience and moral justice.‘ See

Cosscmncm

The term “equity " is also used, elliptic

ally, for a court of equity or a court admin

‘ Savings institution v. Makln, '23 Me. 866 (1844), Shep

ley,J.

' [1 Story, Equity Jurisprudence, 5 25.

'1 Story, Eq. 55 1-3, 6, 8. See also 1 Pomeroy, Eq.,

pp. so-88. so-21.

it Para Contr. N.

istering the principles of equity: as when it

is said that equity will reform an instru

ment, or will afford relief or redress.

And “ equities" is often employed to de

note the several rights or interests, whatever

they may be, belonging to one person or

party, which will receive recognition and

enforcement in a court of equity.l

“This court held that there was no equity in the

bill, on the ground that, if the plaintiff had any righi

of action for money had and received, it was an

action at law." ' See Dsnurmnn, General.

Court of equity. The essential difi'er~

ence between a court of equity and a court

of law' consists in the different modes of ad

ministering justice in them, in the modes of

proof, of trial, and of relief.‘

A court of equity-—(l) adapts its decrees to all the

varieties of circumstances which may arise, and nd

justa them to all the peculiar rights of all the parties

in interest; whereas a court of common law is bound

down to a fixed and invariable form of judgment in

general terms, altogether absolute, for the plaintii!

or the defendant. (2') It can administer remedies for

rights which a court of common law does not recognize

at all; or, which, if recognized, are left wholly to the

conscience and good-will of the parties. Such are

trusts, many cases of losses and injuries by mistake,

accident, and fraud; cases of penalties and forfeit

ures; cases of impending irreparable injuries, or med

itatcd mischicfs; cases of oppressive proceeding-s,

undue advantages and impositions, betrayals of confl

dence, and unconscionable bargains. (3) Remedies in

a court of equity are often different, in nature, mode,

and degree from remedies in a court of law, even when

each has jurisdiction over the subject-matter. Thus,

a court of equity, if a contract is broken, will often

compel specific performance; whereas a court of law

can only give damages for the breach. So, a court

of equity will interfere by way of injunction to pre

vent wrongs; whereas a court of common law can

grant redress only, when the wrong is done. (4) The

modes oi‘ seeking and granting relief diifer. A court

of law tries a contested fact by means of a jury; and

the evidence is generally drawn from third persons,

disinterested witnesses. But a court of equity tries

causes without a jury; and, addressing itself to the

conscience, requires the defendant, under oath. to

give his knowledge of the facts stated in a bill in the

nature of a bill of discovery,‘ 1]. v. '

Perhaps the most general, if not the most

precise, definition of acourt of equity is, that

it has jurisdiction in cases of rights, recog

nized and protected by the municipal juris

 

I See 1 Pomeroy, Eq. 5 148.

'.-Etna Life ins. Co. 0. liiiddieport, 124 U. S. 647

(i886), Miller, J.

I 3 Bl. Com. 426.

*1 Story, Iq. 55 28-81.

5 129-4:» -

See also 1 Pomeroy, liq
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prudence, where a plain, adequate, and

complete remedy cannot be had in the courts

of common law.l

In America, this branch of jurisprudence has

grown up chiefly since the formation of the National

government. It follows the model of the English

court of chancery; except that, in some States, and ‘

in the National tribunals, it is administered by the

common-law courts; in some the jurisdiction is very

imperfect, in others scarcely known.I

The great advantage possessed by a court of equity

is not so much in its enlarged jurisdiction as in the

extent and adaptability 0! its’ remedial powers. Gen

erally its jurisdiction is as well defined and limited as

that of a court of law. It cannot exercise jurisdiction

when there is an adequate and complete remedy at

law. It cannot assume control over that large class

of obligations called imperfect obligations, resting

upon conscience and moral duty only, unconnected

with legal obligations. Generally its jurisdiction de

pends upon legal obligations and its decrees can only

enforce remedies to the extent and in the mode estab

lished by law. It cannot, by avovving that there is a

right but no remedy known to the law, create a rem~

edy in violation of law, or even without authority of

law. it acts upon established principles not only, but

through established channels,‘ _

Courts of law and of equity are independent. They

act upon diflerent principles, and, except where some

recognized ground of equity jurisdiction is concerned,

are each alike bound to recognize the validity and

conclusiveness of the record of what the other has

done. Equity, in such cases, does not contradict but

supplements. It does in this way what right and jus

tice require, and what, from the inflexibility of the

principles upon which a court of law proceeds, it could

not do.‘

When a court of equity has once acquired jurisdic

tion ot a cause it may go on to a complete adjudica

tion, even to the extent of establishing legal rights and

granting legal remedies.‘

A too severe application of the common-law rules

forced the courts oi’ chancery into existence in Eng

land. The body of the chancery law is nothing more

than a system of exceptions; of principles applicable

to cases falling within the letter but not within the

intention of particular rules. The exercise of equity

powers, in every government of laws, is conclusive

proof of a necessity that they be lodged somewhere.

Every rule, trom its universality, must be defective.

A legislature can do little more than mark out general

principles; their application, as well as the more mi

nuto details, must in general be left to the courts, as

cases arise.‘

The absence of a plain and adequate remedy at law

 

l 1 Story, Eq. 633.

I 1 Story, Eq. ii 54-68.

I Reese v. City otWatertown,19 Wall. 121-22 (1878),

Hunt, J.

‘ Tilton 11. Cofleld, 93 U. S. 167 (1876), Swayne, J.

‘ Walters v. Farmers‘ Bank, 76 Va. 18 (1881); 1Story,

lq. 5 (lb; 1 Pomeroy, Eq. 5 181.

‘ Pennock v. Hart, 8 S. 5: R: ‘878 (1822), Gibson, J.

affords the only test of equitable jurisdiction, and the

application of this principle to a particular case must

depend altogc-ther upon the character of the case is

disclosed in the pleadings.‘

Where there is plain, adequate and complete relief

at law, the defendant has a right to a trial by jury.‘

The office and jurisdiction of a court of equity, un

less enlarged by express statute, are limited to the

protection of rights of property. It has no jurisdic

tion over the prosecution, the punishment, or the par

don ol' crimes, or over the appointment and removal

of public oiilcers. To assume such a jurisdiction would

be to invade the domain of the courts of common law,

or of the administrative department of government.

Any jurisdiction over criminal matters that the Eng

llsh court of chancery ever had became obsolete long

ago, except as incidental to its peculiar jurisdiction

for the protection of infants, or under its authority to

issue writs of lmbcas corpus for the discharge of per

sons unlawfully imprisoned‘

Equity does not enjoin against a crime as a crime.

But injunctions have often been granted against

acts injurious to individuals, though they have also

amounted to a crime against the public.‘

The equity jurisdiction of the Federal courts is de

rived trom the Constitution and laws of the United

States, and is not aflected by State statutes. Section

918 of the Revised Statutes, which declares that the

modes of proceeding in equity causes shall be accord

ing to the principles, rules, and usages which belong

to courts of equity, refers to the principles, rules, and

usages by which the English court of chancery was

governed at the time of the passage of the Judiciary

Act in 1789.‘

The test of equity jurisdiction in the Federal

courts- namely, the inadequacy of the remedy at

law— is the remedy which existed when the Judiciary

Act of 1789 was adopted, unless subsequently changed

by Congress.‘

The practice in a court of equity is regulated by

law or rule, and cannot be varied by the agreement of

parties.’ See Paonxrn, Court of. .

Bill in equity. The document by which

a suit is begun in a court of equity.

Is in the style of a petition; and in the nature of a

declaration at law. Sets forth the circumstances of

the case at length. alleging that a trust relation exists.

or that some fraud, accident, mistake, or peculiar

hardship exists or has been or is attempted; avers

want of adequate relief at law; asks fora subpoena

 

IWatson u. Sutherland, 5 Wall. 79 (1866),\Davis,J.;

Buzard 0. Houston, 119 U. S. 851-52 (1586), cases.

‘ Kipp 1:. Babln, 19 How. 278 (1256 ; Parker v. Winni

piseogee, &c. 00., 2 Black, 551 (1862), cases; Smith I

Bourbon County, 127 U. S. 111 (1888).

I Be Sawyer, 124 U. S. 210 (1888), cases, Gray, J .

‘Sparhawl: 1:. Union Passenger R‘y Co., 54 Pa. 418

(1867), Strong, J.

‘ Strettell v. Baliou, 8 1iicCrary, 47 (1881), li1cCrary, J. ;

Boyle v. Zacharie, 6 Pet. 658 (1832); 8 Wheat. 212; 4 id

115; 13 How. 271; 2 Black. 551; 1 McCrary, 162

' t.lcConi.hay 1:. Wright, 121 U. S. £26 088").

1 Nickerson v. Atchison, &c. R. 00., H) F. R 86 (18%)
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to compel respondent to answer the charges, and, per

haps, for an injunction. Calls into court as parties all

persons interested in the subject-matter. Should con

tain no scandalous or impertinent matter. Filing the

bill is followed, in dlifcrent suits, by service of the

subpoena, sequestration, appearance, demurrer, plea

to the jurisdiction or to the person, answer, amend

ments, supplemental bills, cross-bills, decree or refer

ence to a master for a report as to the facts and the

form of a decree, exceptions to the report, final hear

ing, final decree, bill of review, appeal to a higher

court. See further BILL. IV.

Better equity. A claim to property su

perior, in contemplation of a court of equity,

to another claim.

In this category is a second mortgagee who has no

k!10\\l-Jge of the existence of a prior unrecorded

mortgage.

Countervailing equity. Such equity as

offsets or counteracts another equity; an ad

verse counter-balancing right or equity.

Equal equity. Equality of equitable

right.

Exists between persons who have been equally in

nocent and equally diligent.I

Equity of a. statute. The intention of

the law-maker, as evinced by the spirit and

reason of an enactment. See further STAT

UTE. .

Equity of redemption. The reasonable

time within which a mortgagor may redeem

his estate after forfeiture. See further Rs

DEEM.

Equity of settlement; wife’s equity.

See ricrrnz, 3.

Secret equity. An interest or claim,

cognizable in a court of equity, of which no

tice has been withheld from one or more

interested persons or from the public gener

ally. _

Equitable. 1. According to natural

right or justice; just and right in a particu

lar case, as distinguished from the strict rule

of a general, positive law. Opposed, inequi

table.

2. That which can be sustained or made

available or effective in a court of equity, or

upon principles of equity jurisprudence.2

Opposed, legal.

The remedies for the redrem of wrongs and the en

forcement of rights are: (1) those which are adminis

tered in courts of common law; and (2) those which

are administered in courts of equity. Rights whlchare

nnognined and protected, and wrongs which are re

dnased, by the former courts are called “ legal"

 

IBee Boone 21. Chiles. 10 Pat. '2l0 0&6).

' [Abbott's Law Dlct.

 

rights and “legal " injuries. Rights which are recog

nized and protected. and wrongs which are redressed,

by the latter courts only, are called "equitable “

rights and “ equitable " injuries. The former are said

to be rights and wrongs at common law, and the rem

edies, remedies at common law; the latter. rights and

wrongs in equity, and the remedies, remedies in

equity.I

It is customary to speak of "equitable"

(and legal) — action, assets, assignment, con

sideration, conversion, defense, estate, estop

pel, execution, interest, jurisdiction, levy,

lien, mortgage, owner, plaintiff, remedy,

title, value, waste, qq. U.

ln the Federahcourts, the distinction between legal

and equitable proceedings is strictly maintained; dis

tinct proceedings must be instituted for the enforce

ment of equitable rights.‘

Separate courts of equity exist in Alabama, Dela

ware, Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, New Jersey,

and Tennessee. In Arkansas, Connecticut, Florida,

Georgia, Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts, Mich

igan, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Oregon, Penn

sylvania, Rhode Island, Texas. Vermont, Virginia, and

West Virginia, chancery powers are exercised by the

judges of the common-law courts. In the other

States, the distinction between actions at law and

suits in equity have been abolished, but certain equi

table remedies are still administered under the statu

tory form of the civil action.I

In a given case equity jurisdiction may be exclusive

of the law, auxiliary to it, remedial of it, orconcurreni

with it— that is, executive, adjustive, or protective.‘

Maxims embodying fundamental principles upon

which equity jurisprudence rests, are-. Equity, once

having had, does not lose, jurisdiction; follows the

law— in affording redress; ' assists the vigilant: suf

fers no right to be without a remedy: suffers the law

to prevail, where there is equal equity or equality;

delights in equality—is equa1ity;° requires that he

who seeks equity must do equity-must come with

clean hands: ’ as to the particular transaction in re

view;' looks on that as done which ought to be

done'—imputes intention to fulfill obligations; do

lights to do justice, and that not by halves. Nothing

can call forth a court of equity into activity but con

science, good faith, and reasonable diligence."

See further terms in this title, and. especially, A001

 

ll Story, liq. ($25.

I See Gibson 0. Chouteau, 18 Wall. 102 (1871).

' Bee Bispham, Eq. 5 T5; 1 Story, Eq. 5656-58.

' Smith, Manual Eq. 33.

‘W? U. 8.11; 110 id. 284,281.

' 101 U. S. 406; 109 id. 512.

' 108 U. S. 225; 109 id. 526.

'26 Wend. 186; 1 Black, 93.

'3 Wheat. 578; 50 Conn. iii.

" 1 How. I89, 168; 95 U. S. 160. See generally 1 Story,

Eq. 55 59-74; 1 Pomeroy, Eq., Ch. I, 5 368; early English

equity (uses and contracts), i Law Quar. Rev. 162-74

(15%), 0. W. Holmes, Jr.; common law and conscience

in the ancient court of chancery. ib. 4-i3~'>i (1885), L

Owen Pike; the administration of equity through
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nssr; Ansquns, 2; Discovsnr, 6; Enncnos, 2; F10

TION; Frnwn; Hzsnnvo; lasonascs; Issue, 4; i\l.\s~

run, 4; MlBTAKI; Panrv, 2; Psrswr, 2; Pmcs, 1, Bill of;

Pnamnuaxcs, Specific; Pnmnrcs, Without; Quu

Tnnrr; Rscmvnn, 2; Rnroan; Rsunr, 2; Ri»:scissioQ;

Sn-isncrron, (2); SEQUF-STRATION, 2; S1rr~o1rs; Tncs'!',i;

Uss, 3.

]1iQ.U'I.'VALEN'I'.l 1, adj. (1) Equal in

force or power, in eifect or import: as, equiv

alent —- terms, stipulations.

(2) Equally good: as, the equivalent chem

ical action of fluids.’

2, n. A device or machine operating on

the same principle and performing the same

functions, by analogous means or equivalent

combination, as another device or machine.8

Only those things are equivalents which perform

the same functions in substantially the same way.

Thus, celluloid is not an equivalent for hard rubber.‘

The substantial equivalent of a thing is the same as

that thing itself. ‘ Two devices which perform the

me functions in substantially the same way, and

accomplish substantially the same result. are the

me, though tuey ditfer in name and form.‘

A patentee is protected against equivalents for any

part of his invention. But a process is not infringed

by the use of any number of its stages less than all of

them.‘

Equivalents may be claimed by the patentee of an

invention consisting of a combination of old elements

or ingredients, as well as of any other valid patented

improvement, provided the arrangement of the parts

comprising the invention is new, and will produce a

new and useful result. The term as'appiied to such

an invention is special in its signification and some

what diflerent from what is meant when applied to an

invention consisting of a new device or an entirely

new machine.‘

An equivalent for an ingredient of a combination

of parts that are old must be one which was known at

the date of the original potent as a proper substitute

for the ingredient left out. An equivalentin such case

performs the same function as the other.‘ See Cou

smxrio.\‘, 1; Parent, 2.

 

common-law forms, ib. 455-65 (1885). S. G. Fisher; brief

survey of equity jurisdiction, 1 Harv. Law Rev. 55-’? ,

111-131. 355-87 (1967), cases, 0. C. Langdell.

I L. mquus, equal. valere, to be strong, be worth

‘Tyler v. City of Boston, 7 Wall. 330 (1868).

‘ See McCormick 0. Talcott, 90 How. 405 (1857), Grier,

Justice.

‘ Goodyear Vulcanite Co. v. Davis, 102 U. S. 280, 282

(1830). Strong, J.

‘ Union Paper-Bag tdachine Co. 1:. Murphy, 97 U. S.

125 (1877), Ciiiiord, J.

‘ Goodyear ()0. v. Davis, supra; Crouch v. Boemer,

109 U. S. 797 (i.\s‘0,.

' lmhaeuser v. Buerk, 101 U. S. 655 (1879), Cliiford, J.

' Gill v. Wells. 22 Wall. 2, 28(18T-1), cases, Clifford, .1.

Bee Gage v. Herring, 107 U. S. 647 (188%); 1 Wall. 578;

I id. $88.

EQUIVOCAL. See AMBIGUITY.

ER. The Teutonic form of the Latin 01

in terminations.

Annexed to words of English origin. See On, 1.

ERASURE. See ALTERATION, 2.

ERECTJ 1. To lift up, build, construct:

as, to erect—a building. a fixture.

A house cannot be said to be erected until substan

tially completed; before that it is a structure, not a

" building erected" for a purpose.‘

Removing a building is not erecting it; ' nor is ele

vating and materially enlarging it.‘ But erecting or

repairing may include painting.‘

An erection is a construction.‘

A public grant conditioned on the "erection “ of

buildings is satisfied by the purchase of buildings al

ready erected.’ See Srnwcrvns.

2. To found, form, institute, establish,

create: as, to erect-— a new county, a district

for election or judicial purposes, a corpora

tion.8

ERIE, LAKE. See LaK1§&.

ERMINE. 1. The mustela erminea, Ar

menian rat; the fur of which is pure white

in winter time.

2. The dignity of judges, whose state

robes, lined with the fur of the ermine,

are regarded as emblematical of purity.‘

Whence judicial ermine, for judicial in

tegrity. See Gown, 2.

ERRATUM. L. Error.

In nullo est erratum. In nothing is

thereierror. The emphatic words of a joinder

of issue on an assignment of error, as origi

nally expressed.

By this plea the defendant admits a fact regularly

assigned." The plea is in the nature of a demurrer."

Bee Enos, 2 (8), Writ of.

ERRONEUS. See ERROR, 2 (2), Erro

neous.

ERROR. 1. Let. A wandering; a mis

take; an error. Compare ERRATUM.

 

1 L. erectus, set up, upright: erigere, macro, to

raise or set up.

' McGary 1:. People, 45 N. Y. 161 (1871), Allen, J.

' Brown v. Hunn, 27 Conn. 332 (1858).

‘ Douglass v. Commonwealth, 2 Bawle, 251 (1830).

‘ liiartine v. Nelson, 51 ill. 423 (1800).

‘Traslr v. Searle. 121 Mass. 231 (1878); 2 Allen, 159.

" Kiefer 0. German American Seminary, 46 Mich. 641

(1881).

'1 Bl. Com. 409-71, 472, 474.

‘ [Webster's Dict.

" Burkholder v. Stahl, 58 Pa. zm 0&8).

" Bragg v. Danielson, 141 Mass. 1% (18%); I In

552; 7 Wend. 65.
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Communis error facit jus. A common

error makes the law. Long-continued prac

tice, though originally erroneous, establishes

the rule of law.

A maxim or procedure, purely; briefly stated as

the rule of oommunis error.

A received doctrine shall not be overturned or

abandoned, even though its soundness in principle

may be questioned. “ It is more material that the

law should be settled than how it is settled.“ 1

“ We are not inclined by a technical exposition of

an act to unsettle rights honestly acquired and upon

which many persons have rested for years“ i

The executive branch of a government must neces

sarily construe the laws which it executes: and its

construction, which has been followed for years, with

out interference by the law-making power. should not

be departed from without the most cogent reasons. A

long-continued practice under such circumstances

ripens into an authoritative construction. The law, in

its regard for the public good, goes so far, in some

cases, as to hold that communis error facit jus; but

courts should be slow to set up a misconception of the

law as the law.‘

Long acquiescence in repeated acts of legislation on

particular matters is evidence that those matters have

been generally considered by the people as properly

within legislative control. Such acts are not to he set

aside or treated as invalid, because upon a careful

consideration of their character doubts may arise as

to the competency of the legislature to pass them.‘

See Cossasscs, Tollit. etc; Exrosrno, Contempo

ranea. etc.

2. Eng. (1) A mistake; an omission.

Clerical error. A failure to reduce the

intent of parties to writing, not affecting the

intent itself.

Attributable to carelessness or miswriting; and dis

regarded or corrected.

Also, a mistake of a clerk in preparing a

record. See M1SPR'ISIO.\', 2.

(2) An unintentional deviation from the

truth in a matter of fact, and from the law

in a matter of opinion or decision.

Such irregularity, misconception, or wrong

application of the law as directs that the pro

ceeding should be reversed on appeal or writ

of error.

 

I Forsythe, Hist. Lawyers, 396, quoting Lord Eldon.

'Kost/enhader v. Spotts, 80 Pa. 487-88 (1876); 18 id.

561; 78 id. 808; Gelpclro v. Dubuque, 1 Wall. 175 (1863);

Herndon 1:. Moo:-e.18S. 0. 854 (1882): 2 Whart. Ev.5 1242.

' Harrison v. C0mnnnwenlth,B3 Ky. 170 (1385); Rob

ertson 1:. Downing, 127 U. S. 613 (188%), cases.

' Maynard 0. Hill, 125 U. S. 20-1 (1888), Field, J.. on

the power of a legislature to grant a divorce by a

special act; also, Cronise v. Cronlse, 54 Pa. :61 (1867).

Applied where the practice of a colony differed from

the requirements of the law of England as to a wife's

acknowledging s deed,—1 Dallas, '13, 17.

Erroneous. Deviating from the law.

What is " illegal “ lacks authority of or support

from law. " Erroneous rulings” always mean such

as deviate from or are contrary to law. " Erroneous "

alone never designates a corrupt or evil act. “ Erro

neous and illegal “ means deviating from the law be

cnuse_ of a mistaken construction.‘

An "erroneous judgment “ is rendered according to

the course and practice of the courts, but contrary to

law. An "irregular judgment “ is contrary to the

course and practice of the courts.’

(3) A writ of error: as in saying that error

lies or does not lie, that a judgment may be

reversed or was reversed “on error,” and in

speaking of the plaintiif and the defendant

“in error."

Assignment of error; specification of

error. The statement of the error which an

inferior tribunal is alleged to have com

mitted; also, the paper containing such

statement.

Spoken of as "cross.“ when made upon the same

matter as is alleged for error by the opposite party;

as “general," when upon more matters than one;

and as “specific,“ when upon some one matter in

particular. General assignments of error are not

tolerated. ‘

Court of errors. A court for correcting

errors made in administering the law in sub

ordinate tribunals. See PAPER, 5.

Error coram nobis; error coram

VObiB. When a writ was had to re-examine

a judgment, in a civil or criminal cause, in

the court of king's bench, by that court it

self, it was called " a writ of error comm

nobis,” that is, error before us— the sovereign;

when to re-examine a judgment rendered in

the common pleas, in a civil case only, by

the king’s bench, it was called “ a writ of

error comm vobis,” that is, error before you —

the chief justice and associates.

The writ comm nlis was also brought before the

same court in which the error was committed to sup

ply or rectify a mistake of fact not put in issue or

passed upon by the court; such as the death of a party

when the judgment was rendered, coverture of a

female party, infancy and failure to appoint a guard

ian, error in the process, or mistake of the clerk. But

if the error was in the judgment itself the writ did not

lie.

The two expressions are now applied, respectively,

to a writ to l‘L‘\'li‘\\‘ proceedings, not carried to judg

ment. had in the same court (before us), and to a

writ issued to bring up for revision a record of what

was done in an inferior court.
‘

 

1 [Thompson v. Doty, 712 Ind. 838 (1850), Elliott, J.

IWolfe v. Davis, 74 N. 0. 59911876), Reade, J. Soc

Koonce 1:. Butler, 84 id. 228 (1881).
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What was formerly done by the writ coram Mbis

B now attained by motion and atildavit.l

Error in fact. Such matter of fact, not

appearing on the record, as renders the judg

ment entered unsupportable in law; as, in

fancy or coverture in a party.

A fact that might have been taken advsntage'of in

the court below is not asignable for error; nor iss

fact that contradicts the record.‘

Error in law. Any substantial defect in

the proceedings not cured by the common

law nor by statute, injurious to and not

waived by the complainant, and made to ap

pear on the record, is assignable for reversal;

also, any incorrect decision on a right of

either party, as presented by the pleadings,

special verdict, bill of exceptions, or opinion

filed. .

Reviewable errors in law are: those apparent

upon the face of the record,—available on general

demurrer or in arrest of judgment; and, those brought

up by a bill of exceptions,— objections to the admis

sion or rejection of evidence and errors in the charge

of the court.

Error of fact. When a fact is unknown,

or is erroneously supposed to exist.

Error Of law. When a person is ac

quainted with the existence or non-existence

of a fact, but is ignorant of the legal conse

quence, he is under an error of law.‘ See

Iesoamcr.

No error. The form of the judgment of

the court of appeals of Connecticut, afiirm

ing the decision of the lower court.

Writ of error. A commission by which

the judges of one court are authorized to ex

amine a record upon which a judgment was

given in another court, and, on such exam

ination, to aifirm or reverse the same accord

ing to law.‘

An original writ, and lies only where a party is ag

grieved by some error in the foundation, proceedings,

judgment, or execution, of a suit in a court of record.‘

The supervisory court is called "the court of

error."

in the nature of a suit or action, when to restore

one to the possession of a thing withheld from him.

Submits the judgment to re-examination; operates

 

I Pickett v. ‘ Legerwood, 7 Pet. 147-48 (1833); Exp.

Lange, 18 Wall. 195\1573), cases; Bronson v. Schulten,

101 U. S. 410,4l6—17(1o‘81); 1 Flip. 348; 3 Chitty, Bl.O0m.

400: 4 Crim. Law Mag. 864, 871; 3-1 Pa.95.

' Tidd, Pr. 1169; 2 Bac. Abr. 492.

' [liiowatt v. Wright, 1 Wend. 860 (1828), Savage, 0. J.

‘Cohen: 11. Virginia, 6 Wheat. 409 (L821), Marshall,

Chief Justics.

' Suydam v. Williamson, 20 How. 437 (1857), Clif

ford, J.
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only upon the record -~ which is removed into the

supervisory tribunal; is the more usual mode of re

moving suits at common law, and the more technic

ally proper where a single point of law, and not the

whole case, is to be re-c.vamined.l

Must be regular in form and duly served. To oper

ate as a aupersedeas and stay of execution, must in

lssued and returned within a given period from the

date of the judgment.’

On review nothing is error that is not made to ap

pear on the face of the record. Error will be inferred

only when the inference is inevitable. Every error

apparent is open to re-examination.I

A writ of error lies in all cases where a court of

record has given a “flnal" judgment, or made an

award in the nature of a judgment, or where a judg

ment has been arrested, or, on an appeal from s jus

tice, lms been dismissed; also, on an award of execu

tlonfl

Proceedings in a court of error assimilate them

selves to proceedings in a court of original jurisdiction.

The writ of error in a general way recites the cause of

complaint, and it is left to the assignments of error to

specify it as a declaration specifies the cause of action.

The plea in nullo est erratlin raises the issue. Like

a declaration, therefore, each assignment must be

complete in itself, that is, be self-sustaining. What

ever is part of it must be parcel of it. The burden

rests upon the plaintifi to make out his assignments

afi1rmatively.' See Enaxrnx.

A writ of error lies from inferior criminal jurisdic

tions to the court of king‘s bench, and from the king‘s

bench to the house of peers; and may be brought for

“ notorious mistake " in the judgment or other part of

the record, or for an irregularity, omission, or want of

form, in the proces. To reverse a judgment in

the case of a misdemeanor, allowed, not of cou.rse, but

on sufflcient probable cause shown to the attorney~

general,— then grantable of common right and ex

debito justitice. But a writ to reverse an attainder in

a capital case is only allowed ex gratin; and not with

out express warrant under the king's sign-manual, or

at least by consent of the attorney-general.‘

See APPEAL, 2; CERTIOMRI; EXCi£PTl0.\'8, 4, Bill of;

Pnosscurs, With eiiect; Rsvmw, 2, Bill of; Svram

ssnsss.

ESCAPE.’I 1, (1) Flight from custody,

of a person under lawful arrest.

 

' Cohens v. Virginia, ante.

‘Slaughter-House Cases, 10 Wall. 290 (1869), cases;

Kountz 1:. Omaha Hotel Co., 107 U. S. 881-85 (1882);

Murdock v. City of Memphis, 20 Wall. 6'21 (1875).

'6 Wheat. 409-11, cute,‘ 20 How. 487; 18 Wall. 863,

386; 100 U. S. 690.

' Pontius v. Nesbit, 40 Pa. 810 (1861).

' Burkholder 11. Stahl, 58 Pa. 876 (1868), Thompson,

C. J.; Bragg v. Danielson, 141 Mass. 1l15(_1886).

'4 Bi. Com. 891; 4 Burr. 2550. See also 8 Dell. 827; 7

Cranch, 111; 61 Ala. 484; 8 C01. 293; 6 Fla. 289;18 Ga.

148; 20 id. 535; 1 Wash. T. 319.

" F. umper, to slip out of one’s cape: L. at cuppa,

Skeat. F. escamper, to flee: Ger. champ], combat,

Webster.
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(2) Allowing any person lawfully in con

finement to leave the place.I

Actual escape. Complete corporal free

dom. Constructive escape. Any unau

thorized relaxation of custody. \

Negligent escape. Efiected without the

keeper's knowledge or consent. Voluntary

nscape. Express]y consented to by the

keeper.1

Any liberty given for the briefest period, and not

sanctioned by law, is an escape. But the court must

have had jurisdiction. the process have been regular,

and the place and time proper. At common law an

escape is a misdemeanor in the prisoner; and, if the

otfense is n felony, a voluntary escape is a like felony,

and a negligent escape is a misdemeanor, in the oth

cer. An escape resulting from an act of God or of the

public enemy will be excused.I

Formerly, when imprisonment was the only mode

to enforce satisfaction of a judgment for money, to

permit an escape was to lose the amount of the debt.

Hence, on an escape, the sherifl was held for the

whole debt.‘

An oflicer of the United States who voluntarily suf

fers a prisonerin custody under the law of the United

States to escape shall be fined not more than two

thousand dollars or imprisoned not more than two

Years, or both.‘

2, 1). To be passed by unobserved; to be

overlooked.

"To escape taxation“ does not'mean to be taxed

lnsuiflclently, but to have avoided notice, to be passed

unobserved, to have evaded taxation.‘

8, 1:. Means of retreat. See DEFENSE, 1;

FIRE, Escape.

ESCHEATJ In feudal law, the deter

mination of the tenure or dissolution of the

bond between lord and tenant from extinc

tion of the blood of the latter by natural or

civil means.0

Thus, if the tenant died without heirs of his blood,

or if his blood was corrupted by commission of

treason or felonyI whereby the inheritable quality

was blotted out, the land “fell back " to the lord of

the fee—the tenure being determined by breach of

the condition.‘ See A1-r.\1sor:n..

The word, originally French or Norman, signifying

 

I 2 Blsh. Crlm. L.§§917,1026; 1 Russ. Cr. 410; Colby

Snnpson, 5 Mass. '312 (1809), Parsons, C. J.

'3 Bl. Com. 415, 290, 165. See also 32 Ark. 126; 8

ed.L.151;%N.H.258;46N.J.L.&'>8;29 Pa.446; 8

Head. 187.

'-1 Bl. Corn. 129.

l Dow u. Humbert. 91 U. S. 300 (1875), case;

I it. S. 55409.

' Lehman 1:. Robinson, 59 Ala. 240 (1677).

' 0. Eng. uchete: F. cachet, that which falls to one:

uhoir, to happen. See Cmur.

'1 Bl. 00m. 72.
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chance or accident, now denotes obstruction of the

course of descent, and determination of tenure, by

some unforeseen contingency; in which case the land

naturally results back, by a kind of reversion, to the

original grautor.' See Dsscm.

2. In the United States, a reversion of

property to the State in default of a person

who can inherit it.

Depends upon positive statute, which makes the

State the heir of the property. Nothing about it but

the name is feudal.‘

Escheator. An oflieer who takes charge

of escheated estates for the government.

ESCROW.‘ An instrument delivered to

a third person to hold till some condition is

performed by the proposed grantee. A screw]

or writing not to take effect as a “ deed ” till

the condition is performed.4

As defined by the common law, it written instru

ment delivered to a third person to take effect upon

the happening of a contingency. Originally applied

to a deed; then to written contracts generally.‘

Nothing passes unless the condition is performed.

There can be no delivery. as an escrow, to the grantee

himself. When jusice requires, it may take eflect by

relation back to the first delivery.‘ See Dizuvnv, 4.

ESNECY. Eldership; the privilege of

the eldest. The right in the oldest ooparoener

first to choose a purpart.

ESPLEESJ The products of the land:

herbage, hay, grain; rents, services, etc.‘

ESQUIRE9 1. A title of dignity next

below knight, and above gentleman.

2. A title acquired by virtue of office; as,

justices of the peace, the higher oificers of

the courts, and others who hear any oflice of

trust under the crown,

8. A title given to a member of the legal

 

I 2 Bl. Corn. 244.

1 Wallace v. Hnrmstsd. 44 Pa. 501(1868). See Hughes

v. State, 41 Tex. 17 (1874); 4 Kent, 424; 1 Wnshb. B. P.

24, 27; 2 id. 448; Williams, R. P. 121.

' F. escrawe, scroll

° [2 Bl. Corn. 807.

‘Alexander 1:. Wilkes, 11 Lee, M (1888). Cooper, J.

' See County of Calhoun v. American Emigrant Co.,

93 U. S. 127 (1876), cases; Shoenberger v. Hackmnn, 87

Pa. 91 (1860); Baum's Appeal, 113 id. 58,65(18S6), cases;

Daggett u. Dnggett, 143 Mass. 5% (1887), cases; 28 Am.

Law Reg. 697419 (1680), cases; 19 Cent. Law J. 124-88

(1584), cases-Solic. Jour.; 4 Cr-such, 219; 14 How. 78;

59 Cal. 309, 8%); 14 Conn. W0; 34 id. 92; 14 Gs.145; 84

Ill. 29; 77 id. 48); 29 Minn. 249; 30 id. 315; 2John.s. £3;

E N. Y. 492; 14 Ohio St. 809; Smith, Contr. 7.

’ Es-pleez’. L. esples: L. ezplere, to 1111 up.

'8 Crunch, 249; 9 Barb. 293;11S.& R. '275.

' F. escuyer, acuier, n shield-beuor: ecu, acts:

L. scuhun. a shield
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profession, by virtue of length of enjoy

ment.1

4. In the United States, a title of courtesy.

Abbreviated Esq., ’Squire or Squire.

ESSE. See IN Essa.

ESSENCE. See TIME.

ESSOIG-N.’ In old law, an excuse for

non-appearance.

" Essolgn-day " was for hearing such excu.ses,— the

first day of each term.‘

ESTABLISH.‘ To settle certainly, fix

permanently, what was before uncertain,

doubtful, or disputed; as, to establish a

boundary line.5

To set or fix firmly, settle or found perma

nently, erect something.0

Authority to establish a thing contains authority to

do acts which will produce or bring into existence

something; as, authority to establish a market.‘

In a grant of power “to establish“ a market, a

dispensary, etc., means to permanently create or

found.’ _

To establish a company for any business means to

make complete and permanent provision for carrying

on that businem.I

A county seat is permanently established at a place

when placed there with the intention that it shall re

main.' SBOCOUNTY.

The right to establish a market includes the right

to shift it from place to place, as convenience de

mands; but gives no right to bui1d_one on the public

highway." Compare Psaunrsxr.

Power to establish includes the power to discou

tinue postefflces, unless the exercise is restrained by

Congress.ll

in the Constitution the word is used in somewhat

different senses: “ to establish justice " seems to

mean to settle firmly, fix unalterably, dispense or ad

minister justice; “ to establish a uniform rule of nst

uralization, and uniform laws on the subject of bank

ruptcy,“ is equivalent to to make or to form, and not

to fix or settle unalterably or forever; "to establish

post-oflices and post-routes “ means to create, found,

and regulate; to “establish this Constitution" signi

fies to create, ratify, confirm it.H See further Rs~

umos.
 

‘See 1 Bl. Com. 406.

' F. euoinc, excuse.

I See 8 Bl. Com. 277.

‘ F. establir: L. lhlbilil, steady, firm: stare. to stand.

' Smith v. Forrest, 49 N. H. "' 1' (1870), Neemlth, J.

' [Ketchum o. City of Buflalo, 21 Barb. 298, 296 (1854);

8’? id. 230; 28 id. 65.

" Ketchnm v. City of Buffalo, 14 N. Y. 861 (1856).

' Davidson '0. Lanier, 4 Wall. 455 (1866).

‘Newton 1:. liiahoning Coudty, 100 U. S. 562 (1879);

Head 11. Ballard, 7 Wall. $70 (1868); Wright v. Nagle,

101 U. S. 790 (1879); 13 111. 468.

" Wartman U. Philadelphia, 88 Pa 210 (1850).

" Ware 1:. United States, A Wa.lL 682 (1866).

"1 Story, Coast. 5 45¢

ESTATE.l 1. Standing:condition, cate

gory, state, status.

2. Position; rank in life; degree: as, an

addition of estate.’ See ADDITION, 2; NEO

ESSARIES.

Estates ofthe realm. The three branches

of the English legislature: the lords spiritual,

the lords temporal, and the commons.‘

3. (1) (Subjective idea.) Estate in lands,

tenements, and hereditaments: such interest

as the tenant has therein.‘

In Latin status, the condition or circumstances in

which the owner stands with regard to his property.‘

Does not import a fee or even a freehold, but any

legal interest in land.|

The quantity of interest which a person

has, from absolute ownership down to naked

possession.6

The condition, in respect to property, of an individ

ual: as, in speaking of the estate of an insolvent or of

a deceased person. Here, indebtedness. as well an

ownership, is part of the idea. Debts and assets to

gether constitute the estate; if an estate consisted of

assets only, the expression insolvent estate would be

a misnomer.’

(2) (Objective idea.) The thing itself of

I which one is owner; any species of property.

real or personal. Equivalent to the more

technical expression, " things real and things

personal.” More specifically, realty, land,

“ landed estate." 5

Sometimes excludes realty; sometimes is a word

of mere local description, as, “ my estate at" such a

place. But when it can be construed to intend all

one's realty it carries a fee, as, in devises!

Unless limited by some special epithet or some as

sociation, construed to mean all one‘s property; but

" real “ or “ personal" puts the matter beyond cavil."

I F. utat: L. daiul; dare, to stand.

' State 0. Bishop, 1!! Me. 124 (1888).

‘See 1 Bl. Com. 158, 157.

' 2 Bl. Com.108; 66 Ga. 711; 2 Wall. 500.

lllnhabitanil of Sunbury v. Inhabitants of Stow, 18

Mass. '4“ (1616).

' Jackson v. Parker, 9 Cow. 81 (1828), Savage, 0. J.;

Moody v. Farr, 38 Miss 195 (1857).

1 See Abbott's Law Dict., Estate, 4; Davis 0. Elkins,

9 La. 142 (1835).

' See Sellers 1:. Sellers, 85 Ala. 241 (1859).

‘See Bates 11. Sparrell, 10 Mass. 824 (1813); Godfrey

v. Humphrey, 18 Pick. 589 (1887); Leland v. Adams, 0

Gray, 175 (1867), cases; Canedy 0. Jones, 19 S. C. 801

(1882).

" Hooper v. Hooper, 9 Cush. L28 (1851); Archer v.

Deneale, 1 Pet. 589 (18%); Cook u. Lannlng,40 N. J, E

872 (1885). See also3 Crnnch, 91‘; 2 MacA. 70; 2 Cranch,

C. C. 610; 16 Conn. 1; 46 111.32; 55 lile.237; 32 Miss. 107;

1-1 N. J. L. 53, 88;14 N. J. E. 51; 40 id. 86437. 872; I

Johns185;11id.865;8B-.L8SQ;ZQVt.KlO.
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An estate may be viewed: 1. As to the quantity of

intercst,—measured by the duration and extent; and

is 1, freehold: which is (<1) for the life of the tenant.

or (b) of inheritance — absolute or tee-simple, and lim

ited or tee-tail; 2, not of freehold: which is(a) for a

term of years, (b) at will, (0) at suflerance; 3, upon

condition, (a) expressed, or implied, (in) in pledge

mortgage. (c) by statute merchant or staple, (d) by

degit.

11. As to the time the interestis to beenjoyed. This

is: 1, in immediate possession; and 2, in the future, or

in expectancy - (a) a remainder, preceded by a par

ticular estate, (b) a reversion, preceded by a remainder,

and executed or vested, or executory and contingent,

and (c) an executory devise.

1.11. As to the number and connections of the ten

ants. An estate is lllfld 1, in severalty, 2, in jolntten~

sncy, 8, in coparcenary, 4, in common.1

IV. As to the tribunal in which that interest or right

will be recognized and enforced. When that is a court

of law, the estate is legal; when a court of equity,

cq-uflablc. Otherwise the same rules apply to these

estates: they are alike descendibio, devisable, and

nl.ienable.'

See Coxnrnon; Coraacrxanv; Ccamr; Dnscsm‘;

Downs; Es-riax1'v; Exscvrlox, 8; Fasr, 1; Fan, 1;

Faarnonn; Lm; Matters, 1; Penrrrurrv, 2; Pmvr, 2;

Paorsarv; Rsxnsnsa; Ravlnsios; Slranars, 2;

Bnsrutn; STAPLB; Surrsnaxcn; Tun; Tum;

Tatar. 1; Vmr; Use, 2; Ysuas, Estate for.

ESTIMATE. Implies a computation or

calculation.

The particular idea intended to be expressed by the

word must be determined by the subjectnnatter under

consideration, together with the context of any perti

nent instrument. Where a redeeming mortgagee stated

in his aflidavit that there was unpaid on the mortgage,

“ as near as he could estimate," a specified sum, it was

hehi that this was equivalent to saying that he had

computed the sum.I

Where a tract 01.’ land, “estimated to contain 1,000

acres.“ was sold by written agreement, for a price in

gross, it was held that acquiescence for many years

would raise a presumption that the purchaser under

stood that the sale was in gross; also, that where land

is exchanged for other land the liability of the vendor

for a deficiency should not be enforced with the same

ltric-tness as in the case of a sale for money. The evi

dence did not disclose any fraudulent assurance calctr

lnled to deceive the purchaser.‘

ESTOPPEL! 1. A stop; obstruction,

bur; hindrance, preclusion.

2. That which concludes, and "shuts a

man's mouth from speaking the truth.” ‘

 

I2131. 0om.Ch.VIl-XII; lDd.Cal.R. P.i.x; 2td.ix.

' Avery U. Durtrets, 9 Ohio, 147 (1839); 5 Wall. 281; 16

id. 29; 23 id. 125; 95 U. S. 812

' Van Buskirk v. Clark. 87 Hun, 203 (1885).

‘Lawson U. Floyd, 124 U. S. iifl (1688), MU-Q J.

‘F. utoper, to impede. stop.

‘ Armiield v. itloore, 1 Bush. L 161 (N. C., 1562): born

Coke; Stobbins v. Bruce. 80 Va. 871' (1835).

Aman shall always be estopped by his own deed,

and not permitted to aver or prove anything in con

tradiction to what he has once solemnly and delilr

erately avowed.I

A special plea in bar—when a man has

done some act or executed some dced which

estops or precludes him from averring any

thing to the contrary.2

Estoppel by deed. By some matter

contained in a valid sealed instrument.

Estoppel by record. By adjudication

of a competent court of record.

Viewed as an admission or determination under cir

cumstances of such soiemnity that the law will not

allow the fact so admittml or established to be after

ward drawn in question between the same parties or

their privies. To litigate the fact again would be to

impeach the correctness of the former decision. The

conclusion being indisputable. so are the premises

Collateral estoppel. The collateral dete.

mination of a question by a court having

general jurisdiction over the matter.‘ See

ADJUDICATION; Rscoan.

Equitable estoppel, or estoppel in

pais. An estoppel by virtue of some act or

action not under seal nor of record in a

court.

“ Equitable “ is the modern epithet,— derived from

the courts of equity.

The doctrine that “ what I induce my

neighbor to regard as true is the truth as be

tween us, if he has been mislead by my as

severation." °

Proceeds upon the ground that he who has

been silent as to his alleged right when he

ought in good faith to have spoken, shall

not be heard to speak when he ought to be

silent.‘ _

Presupposes error upon one side and fault or fraud

upon the other, and some defect of which it would be

inequitable tor the party against whom the doctrine is

asserted to take advantage.1

The vital principle is, that he who by his language

or conduct leads another to do what hewould not

 

I [2 Bl. Com. 295.

'8 Bl. Com. 808.

' Burden 1:. Shannon, 99 Mass. 203 (1888), cases; Saw

yer o. Woodbury, 7 Gray, 502 (1856).

‘ Small 0. Haskins, 126 Vt. H8 (1854), Redfleld, C. J.

‘ Kirk 11. Hamilton. 102 U. S. 76 (1880), Harlan, J.

‘Morgan v. Chicago & Alton R. Co., 96 U. S. ‘M

(1877), Swayne, J.; Bank of United States v. Lee, 1]

Pet. 119 (1539).

" Morgan v. Chicago, &c. R. Co., supra,‘ Merchants‘

rm. Bank v. sum rm. Bank, iofiau. 645 (1870), cm,

Leather Manul. Bank 1:. Morgan, 11? U. 8. 108-9 (1886),

cases; Continental Nat. Bank v. Bank of Common

wealth, 60 N. Y. 658 (1872).
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otherwise have done, shall not subject such person to

loss or injury by disappointing the expectations upon

which he acted. . A change of position would in

volve fraud and falsehood. This remedy is available

only for protection, and cannot be used as a weapon

of assault. It accomplishes that which ought to be

done between man and man, and is not permitted to

go beyond this limit.l

The primary ground of the doctrine is, that it would

, be a fraud to assert what one‘s previous conduct had

denied, when on the faith of that denial others have

acted.‘

In application there must be some intended decep

tion in conduct or declarations, or such gross negli

gence as amounts to constructive fraud. But conduct

founded on ignorance of one‘s rights seldom works

such result.‘

One should be estopped from asserting a right of

property, upon which he has, by his conduct, misled

another, who supposed himself to he the owner, to

make expenditures. It is often applied where one

owning an estate stands by and sees another erect im

provements on it in the belief that‘he has the title or

an interest in it, and does not interfere to prevent the

work or inform the party_ of his own title. There is in

such conduct a manifest intention to deceive, or such

gross negligence as to amount to constructive fraud.

The owner, therefore, in such a case, will not be per

mitted afterward to assert his title and recover the

property, at least without making compensation for

the improvements. But this salutary principle cannot

be invoked by one who, at the time the improvements

were made, was acquainted with the true character of

his own title, or with the fact that he had none.‘

It never takes place where one party did not intend

to mislead, and the other party is not actually misled.‘

An estoppel by conduct involves: a misrepresenta

tion or a concealment of a material fact, made with

knowledge of the facts, to one who is ignorant of the

truth, made with intention that he should act upon it,

and leading him to act upon it..

The representation must be credited as true, and

the thing of value be parted with, the credit be given,

or the liability be incurred, in consequence thereof.’

 

I Dickerson v. Colgrove, 100 U. S. 580 (1879), Swayne,

1.; Baker v. Humphrey, 101 id. 499(1BT1l), cases.

I Hill 1:. Epley, 81 Pa, 884 (1858), Strong, -1.; Gregg 1:.

Von Phul, 1 Wall. 281 (1863), cases; Da1.r v. United

States, 16 id. 4(181'2).

' Henshaw v. Bissell, 18 Wall. 271 (1878), cases, Field,

J.; Fowler v. Parsons, 143 Mass. 406 (1881).

‘ Steel v. Smelting Co., 106 U. S. 450 (1882), Field, J.

See Wendell v. Van Rensselaer, 1 Johns. Ch. '8“

(1815), Kent, Ch. _

' Brown 2:. Bowen, 80 N. Y. 541 (166-1); Jewett v.

Miller, 10 id. 406 (1852); Catlin v. Grote, 4 E. D. Sm. 804

(1655).

‘Stevens o. Dennett, 51 N. H. 833 (1872), Foster, J.;

Denver Fire Ins. Co. v. McClellaud, 9 Col. 24 (1886);

onmm U. Wright, 6 31. as (1882); 41 N. H. see; 43 id.

285; 11 £11.31; 30 N.Y.541.

' Jones v. 1l1cPhillips, 152 Ala. 116 (1886), cases. Stone,

Chief Justice.

Where a party gives a reason for his conduct and

decision touching a thing involved in controversy, he

is estopped, after litigation has begun, from changing

the ground and putting his conduct upon another and

different consideration.I

The only case in which a representation as to the

future can be held to operate as an estoppel is when

it relates to an intended abandonment of an existing

right, and is made to influence others, and by which

they have been induced to act. An estoppel cannot

arise from a promise as to future action with respect

to a right to be acquired upon an agreement not yet

made.‘

Binds parties and privies,I but not, one not rut

juris, as, an infant,‘ nor a married woman.‘

The principle is a means of repose; it promotes fair

dealing. It cannot be made an instrument of wrong

or oppression, and it often secures justice where

nothing else could.‘ It is meant to prevent fraud: is

invoked to hold one to facts as he alleged them, al

though false, and not to prove them different from the

allegation.’

The meaning is not that equitable estoppels are

cognlzable only in courts of equity, for they are com

monly enforced in actions at law. But it does not fol

low, because etiuitable estoppels may originate legal

as distinguished from cqnitztble rights, that it may not

be necessary in particular cases to resort to a court of

equity to make them available. All that can properly

be said is, that to Justify a resort to a court of equity,

it is necessary to show some ground of equity other

than the estoppel itself, whereby the party entitled to

the benefit of it is prevented from making it available

in a court of law. In other words, the case shown

mnstbe one where the forms of law are used to defeat

that which, in equity, constitutes the right.‘

ls not applicable to the government in acriminal

prosecution.‘

See DIBPARAGE, 2; FRAUD; GRANT, B; Lacuna;

Lnsn; Rnruicnnon, 1; Sam, Conditional: Snxn av.

I Ohio & Mississippi R. Co. v. liIcCarthy, 96 U. 3. $7

(1877), cases, Swayne, J.

‘Union Mun Life Ins. Co. v. Mowry, 96 U. 8. 517-18

(1877), cases, Field, J.

' Deery v. Cray, 5 Wall. 805 (1866); Ketchum v. Dun

can, 96 U. S. 666 (1877).

‘ Sims 1:. Everhardt, 102 U. S. 818 (1880).

‘Jackson v. Vanderheyden, 17 Johns. 167 (1819);

Keen 1:. Coleman, 39 Pa. 299 (1861); Bigelow, Eltop. 276;

27 Am. Law Reg. 50-62 (1888), cases.

' Daniels v. Tearney, 102 U. S. 420 (1880).

'Pendleton v. Richey, 82 Pa. 68 (1858); Keatlng 0.

Orne, 77 id. 98 (1874).

' Drexel v. Berney, 122 U. S. 253 (1887), Matthews, J.

See also, generally, 17 Blatch. 14; 18 id. 63; 6 Bios.

873; 11 id. 209; 2 Filp.61l9;18 F. R. 208; 16 id. 479; 71

Ala. 2-17; 8Col. 585; 50 Conn. 86; 2 Dalz. 185: ildaho,

469; 105 Ill. 3222; 13 Bradw. 99; T2 Ind. 480; 76 id. 390;

60 Kan. 640; 29 lliinu. 473; 74 Mo. 67; 42 N. Y. 447; 75

id. 561; 100 Pa. 262, 558; 13 It 1.265; 76 Va 314; 10 Win.

453; 1 Sm. L. C. 651, note; 2 Pomeroy, Eq. $5 801-21;

Herman, Estoppel; 2 Whart. Ev., Index.

' Justice v. Comxnonwealth, 81 Va. 217 (1885). cases.
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ESTOVERSJ Maintenance; support;

necessaries. Compare Born.

Common of estovers; estovers. The

liability of taking necessary wood from an

other’s land for fuel, fences or other agricult

ural purpose.’ See COMMON, 2, Right of.

ES'1‘B.AY.' An animal that has escaped

from its owner, and wanders or strays about;

at common law, a wandering animal whose

owner is unknown.‘

A wandering beast whose owner is un

known to the person who takes it up.‘

Estrays are such valuable animals as are found

wandering in any manor or lordship, and no mar!

hnoweth the owner of them. . . Any beasts may be

estrsys that are by nature tame or reclaimable, and in

which there is a valuable property, as, sheep, oxen,

swine, and horses, which we in general call “cattle."

For animals upon which the law sets no value, as

a dog or a cat, and animals feraa nature, us, a bear or

s wolf, cannot be considered estrays. The finder

is bound, so long as he keeps the animal. to feed and

care tor it; but he may not use it at labor.‘

By early English law, estrays were the property of

the king. or of his grantee- the lord of the manor

where found. Modern statutes provide that they shall

be impounded, for return to the owner, on payment of

expenses.’ See Us], 2.

ESTREAT.‘ An extract or copy of an

original writing or record.—— especially of a

fine or amercement, certified to and to be

levied by an oflicer.

A recognizance is "estreated “ when forfeited by

failure of the accused to comply with the condition,

as by tailureto appear: it is then " extracted,“ thatis,

taken from among the other records and sent to the

exchequer, the party and his sureties having become,

by breach of the condition, the king‘s absolute debt

ora.'

ESTREPEM'ENT." Permanent injury,

destruction; waste.

 

1 F. eatolfer, to furnish, maintain.

I See 1 Bl. Com. 441; 2 id. 35; Van Rensselaer v.

Radclifl, 10 Wend. 689 (1833); Livingston v. Ketcham,

I Barb. 592 (1819).

‘F. estraier. to wander: rove about the streets or

ways: cstrcc: L. strata, a street, way,- Skeat. L. L.

utmvagare: L. extra, on the outside, without; vagare,

oagari, to wander, rove.

‘ Shepherd v. liawley, 4 Oreg. 208 (1871), Prim, C. J.:

Burri1i'5 Law Dict.

' Roberts v. Barnes, 27 Wis. (25 (1871), Dixon, 0. J.

'1 Bl. Com. 297.

'Beei Bl. Com. 2577-98; 2 id. 14; 2 Kent, 859; 18 Pick.

M; 181 Mass. 29; 27 Conn. 473; 29 Iowa, 437; 60 Md. 88;

l9'liich. 45l ; 69 M0. 205; 82 N. (3.175; 14 Tex. 4130.

I F. nlrait: L. ex-trahere, to draw out, extract.

'4 Bl. Com.

" Ea-trépé. F. atreperto destroy, strip: L. ¢z-tir

pare, to root out

Writ of estrepement. This lay at com

mon law, after judgment in a “ real" action,

and before possession was delivered by the

sherifl’, to stop any waste which the van

quished party might be tempted to commit.

Now, by an equitable construction of the statute of

Gloucester, 6 Edw. I (1280), c. 13, and in advancement

of the remedy. a writ of estrepement, to prevent

waste, may be had in every stage, as well of such ac

tions wherein damages are recovered, as oi.‘ those

wherein only possession is bad; for, peradventure, the

tenant may not be able to satisfy the demnndant hil

lull damages. It is, then, a write! preventive justice.l

The same object being attainable by injunction, the

writ became obsolete in England, and was impliedly

abolished by Stat. 3 and 4 Wm. IV (1834), c. 27, $86.

In Pennsylvania, after an action in ejectment has

been begun, the plaintiff may have the writ to pre

vent destruction of the premises: he having first given

a bond, with sureties, conditioned to indemnify the

defendant against damage. The court hears the par

ties in a summary manner, and makes such order

as seems Just; and it may order an inspection of the

premises.’

ET. L. And.

The original of &, which in old books is used for ct.‘

Et alius. And another. El alii. And

other (as piaintiiis). El alios. And others

(as defendants). Abbreviated et al.. and,

sometimes, for the plural, et als.,4 which,

strictly, should stand for et alias.

Et al., in every-day use in writs, pleadings, styles

of cases, and entries in minutes and dockets, means

"and another," or " and others,“ as the case may be.I

Et czetera. And other things; and oth

ers; and the like; and so forth; and in other

relations or capacities. Also, sometimes, and

other persons. Abbreviated etc., &c.

Used In pleadings to avoid repetitions, reiateoto

things unnecessary to be stated.‘

A recoguihance “ tor defendant's appearance, &o.,“

at a time and place, was held to mean tor appearance

and non-departure.‘

Added to the reservation oi’ a way for a particular

use, as "for the purpose of carting, &c.,“ is, from

vagueness, without meaning or elIect.l

in a warrant for land, “8:c.," in the expression

Ulngersoll, &c.," without explanation, was held to

have no meaning. and disregarded.’

'8 Bl. Corn. 225-26.

'2 Brightly, Tr. & H. 65 185748, cases

' See 2 Ves. Sr. \‘153.

'76 Va. 36; 77 id. xi; 6 Gratt.

I Renkcrt v. Elliott, ll Lea, 1262 (1883); Lyman 9.

Mi1ton,~i4 Cal. 633 (i872); 8 La. An. 818; 10 id. NH; 1!

id. 282; 14 Pa 161. ‘

‘Dane 11. Missouri, &o. R. Co., 27 Ark. 668 Um

McClure, C. J.

" Commonwealth 1:. Ross, 6 S. & R. '48 (1821).

' Meyers v. Dunn, 49 Conn. 70 (1881).

' Smith 1:. Walker. 98 Pa. MO 11881).
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May import other purposes of a like chm-actor to

those already named.I

Et infra. See Et supra.

Et non. And not. See Tnavansa, Absque

hoc.

Et sequitur. And what follows. Plural,

et sequuntur. Abbreviated et seq.

Refers to pages or paragraphs following a particu

lar page or paragraph cited.

Et supra. And (that) above: the author

ity or quotation foregoing. Abbreviated et

mp. Opposed, et infra: and (that or those)

below, or following.

Et uxor, or uxores. And wife, or wives.

Abbreviated et um.

Denotes that a wife or wives are parties to a deed.

ETYMOLOGY. See DICTIONARY.

Legislative language is to be received, not necessa

rily according to its etymological meaning, but ac

cording to its probable acceptance, and especially in

the sense in which the legislature is accustomed to

nee the same words. Illustrated in the expression to

"connect" railroad tracks oi‘ different gauges.‘

The courts construe words according to the common

parlance of the country. Hence, a corporation en

gaged in removing petroleum from place to place is a

" transportation " company.‘ See Snrurs.

EUNDO. See Annrsr, 2.

EVANGELICAL. See CHARITY, 2; IN

DIGENT.

EVASION. A subtle endeavoring to set

aside the truth or to escape the punishment

of the law.‘

Evasive. Tending to evade; avoiding:

as, an evasive—affidavit, answer, plea, ar

gument.

Parties are sometimes said to evade, or to seek to

evade, the jurisdiction of a particular court, the oper

ation of an obnoxious law, the payment of a tax, serv

ice of process.

EVENT. 1. That which comes to pass;

result; end; final determination.

“ The relator is to pay or receive costs, according

to the event of the suit." ‘

2. Occurrence: as, an uncertain event.

See Anna ; Cosnmos; Rnuamnnn; Waoan,

9; WHEN.

ISchouler, Petitioner, 134 Mass. 427 (1583); Dicker

Ion v. Stoll, 24 N. J. L. 558 (1554); Gray 0. Central R

Oo. of New Jersey, ll Hun, 75 (1877). See 105 Mass.

an; 9 Kan. ma; 1 Cow. 114; 4 Daly,68; 4 Metc., Ky.,

81]; 10 Mod. R. 152; 6111. L. & E. 288.

‘Philadelphia, &e. R. Co. v. Catawissa R. 00., 58

Pa. 50 (1866).

‘Columbia Conduit Co. v. Commonwealth, 90 Pa.

In (i879); L. R., 10 Ch. Ap. 156.

' Jacob‘s Law Diet; 1 Hawk. Pl. Cr. 81.

‘I Bl. Com. 26‘

8. Accident; casualty: as, a fortuitous

event. See ACCIDENT, Inevitable.

EVERY. Originally, " everich " — ever

each; each one of all.1

Includes all the separate individuals which consti

tute the whole, regarded one by one; as, in the ex

pression, “ every person not having a license shall be

liable to a fine." '

In a statute uevery railroad" may mean all rail

roads.‘ SceAu..

Compare A, 4; ANY; Eacn.

EVICTION.‘ It is diificult to define this

word with technical accuracy. Latterly, it

has denoted what formerly it was not in

tended to express. In the language of plead

ing a party evicted was said to be expelled,

amoved, put out. The word, which is from

evincere, to dispossess by a judicial course,

formerly denoted expulsion by the assertion

of a paramount title, and by process of law.

It is now popularly applied to every class of

expulsion or amotion.‘

A wrongful act by a landlord, which re

sults in the expulsion or emotion of his ten

ant from the land.‘

An act of a permanent character done by

the landlord to deprive, and which has the

effect of depriving, the tenant of the use of

the demised thing or a part of it.7

To constitute an eviction which will operate as a

suspension of the rent, it is not necessary that there

should be an actual physical expulsion of the tenant

from any part of the premises.‘

Any act of a permanent character, done by

the landlord, or by his procurement, with the

intention and eifect of depriving the tenant

of the enjoyment of the premises demised, or

a part thereof, to which he yields and aban

dons possession.‘

A definition has sometimes been given by-which, to

constitute an eviction. there must be an amotion of

the tenant from the demised premises by, or in conse

quence of, some act of the landlord in derogation of

the rights of the tenant, and with intent to determine

the tenancy, or to deprive the tenant of the enjoyment

I Brown v. Jarvis, 8 De Get, F. & J. ‘IN (i8U),

Campbell, Ld. Ch.

‘ State 0. Penny, 19 S. C. 221 (1882), Simpson, 0. J.

‘ Commonwealth 11. Richmond, &c. R. Co., 81 Va. 88'!

(1886).

‘ L. evictm: wincere, to overcome, vanquish.

‘ Upton v. Townend, 84 E. O. L. '64, 80 (1855), Jervis

Chief Justice.

‘ [[bid. '70, Crowder, J.

" Ibid. '72, ‘Villas, J.

‘Royce v. Guggenheim, 106 Mass 272 (1870), Gray, J.;

McAlester v. Lenders, 70 Cal. 82 (1886), cases.
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of the premises, or some part thereof. The emotion

may be by physical expulsion by the landlord, or by

abandonnu-nt by the tenant upon some act of the land

lord which amounts to an eviction at the election of

the tenant The intent with which the act is done may

be an actual intent accompanying and characterizing

the act, or it may be inferred from the act itself.

Generally the question as to what acts of the land

lord. in consequence of which the tenant abandons the

promises, amount to an eviction, is a question of law,

and includes the question whether the acts constitute

proof of the intent..

Sometimes spoken of as “actual " or “construct

ive,“ and as " partial" or " total."

The idea that the ouster must be by process of law

hulong since been given up. The rule now is that

covenants for quiet enjoyment or of warranty are

broken whenever there has been an involuntary lossof

possession by reason of the hostile assertion of an ir

neslstible title. Moreover, the eviction may be "con

ltructive “—caused by the inability of the purchaser

to obtain possession by reason of the paramount title.’

Eviction from all or part or the premises suspends

the entire rent for the time being. The tenancy is not

thereby ended, but the rent and all remedy for its

collection is suspended. To have the effect of sun

pending the rent the eviction must be effected before

the rent becomes due, for rent already overdue is not

forfeited. The rule is the same although the rent is

payable in advance and the eviction occurs before the

expiration of the period in which the rent claimed

accrues.l

A lawful act upon an adjoining estate, done to im

prove that estate, is not an eviction.‘

EVIDENCE.6 That which demonstrates,

makes clear, or ascertaina the truth of the

fact or point in issue.‘

Originally, the state of being evident, that

is, plain, apparent or notorious; but, by in

flection, is applied to that which tends to

render evident or to generate proof. Evi

dence is, then, any matter of fact the effect,

tendency, or design of which is to produce

in the mind a persuasion, atfirmative or dis

sflirmative, of the existence of some other

matter of fact.7

Includes all the means by which any al

leged matter of fact, the truth of which is

 

lSkally c. Shuts. 132 Mass. 870-77 (1882), cases, W.

Allen, J.: 118 id. 481; 2 Greeni. Ev. 5248. .

I Fritz v. Pusey, 81 Minn 870 (1884), cases. Mitchell, J .

I Hunter 1:. Reiley, 48 N. J. L 483 (1881), cases, Scud

der, J. See also 4 N. Y. 270; 8 Kent, 404.

l Boyce v. Guggenheim, ante. See also 55 Ala. 71;

6Conn. 497; 69 I11. 212; 70 id. Hi; 5 Ind. 893; 18 121.428;

I2 lown, 76; 15 La. An. 514; 25 Minn. 528; 81 id. 870; (8

Pa. 410; 91 id.32'~'; 22Gratt. 130.

' L. eridens, visible: cvidcrc, to see clearly.

' (8 Bl. Com. 367.

' 1 Ben, Evidence, 5 ii.

submitted to investigation, is established or

disproved.x

In the technical sense, almost synonymous

with instrument of proof. In the popular

sense, conclusive testimony; that which pro

duces full conviction.I

Evidence includes “ testimony," which is a mode of

proof; yet the two terms are often interchanged.‘

“Proof " is applied, by accurate logicians, to the

effect of evidence, not to the medium by which truth

is established.‘

“ Evidence"'includes the reproduction, before the

determining tribunal, of the admissions of parties, and

of facts relevant to the issue. “ Proof," in addition,

includes presumptions either of law or of fact, and

citations of law. in this sense proof comprehends all

the grounds on which rests assent to the truth of a

specific proposition. Evidence, in this view, is adduced

only by the parties, through witnesses, documents, or

inspection; proof may be adduced by counsel in argu

ment, or by the judge in summing up a case. Evi

dcnce is but a part of the proof: it is part of the

material on which proof acts.‘ See Pnoor;Tr.e11

uosv.

What is required in the trial of an issue is judicial,

as distinguished from moral, truth. . . No evidence

which is not admitted on the trial is to be permitted

by the determining tribunal to influence its conclu

sions. . . Absolute truth can be reached by us,

from the limitation of our faculties, not objectively,

as it really exists, but subjectively, as it may be made

to appear to us. . . That formal proof may express

real proof is the object of jurisprudence.‘

Evidence, to be believed, must not only proceed

from the mouth of a credible witness, but it must be

credible in itself -such as the common experience

and observation of mankind can approve as probable

under the circumstances.'

Evidential; evidentiary. Furnishing,

or relating to evidence: as, evidentiary facts.

Evidence, 1:. To render clear or evident;

to establish by written testimony. Whence

evidenced. '

Evidences. Bills of exchange, promis

sory notes, government, municipal, and cor

poration bonds, and other instruments for

the payment of money, are spoken of as

“evidences of deb ” or indcbtedncw.8

Evidence is considered with reference to its nature

and principles, its object, and the rules which govern

 

I 1 Greenleaf, Evidence, 5 1; 15 Ct. Cl. 606; {:6 Ala. 98.

' McWilliams v. Rodgers, 56 Ala. 98 (1876), Stone, J.

‘Coke, Litt. 283; 18 Ind. 889; 17 id. 272; 60 id. 123.

'1 Greeni. Ev. 6 1.

' l Wharton. Law of Evidence, Q 3.

' i Whart. Ev. §§ 4-5.

' Daggers 0. "an Dyck, 87 N. .1. EL 1” (188), Van

Fleet, V. C.

' 860 R. S. 5 MM.
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in the production of testimony; also, with reference

to the means of proof, or the instruments by which

mots are established.I See No-nos, Judicial.

Moral evidence. Matters of fact are

proved by moral evidence alone; by which is

meant, not only that kind of evidence which

is employed on subjects connected with

moral conduct, but all evidence not obtained

from either intuition or demonstration.

Demonstrative or mathematical evi

dence. Applies to mathematical truth, and

excludes all possibility of error.2 See further

CERTAINTY, Moral; DEMONSTRATION; DOUBT,

Reasonable.

Direct or positive evidence. Proof

applied immediately to the fact to be proved,

without any intervening process. Circum

stantial evidence. Proof applied imme

diately to collateral facts, supposed to have

a connection, near or remote, with the fact in

controversy.2

Direct or positive evidence is evidence to the precise

point in issue; as, in a case of homicide, that the ac

cused caused the death. Circumstantial evidence is

proof of a series of other facts than the fact in isue,

which by experience have been found so associated

with that fact, that, in the relation of cause and efi'ect,

they lead to a satisfactory and certain conclusion: as,

when footprints are discovered after a recent snow,

it is certain some animated being passed over the snow

since it fell; and, from the form and number of the

footprints, ltcan be determined with equal certainty

whether they are those of a man, a bird, or a quadru

ped. Such evidence, therefore, is founded on experi

enoe and observed facts and coincidences, establishing

a connection between the known and proved [acts and

the facts sought to be proved.‘

Circumstantial evidence consists in reasoning from

facts which are known or proved, to establish such as

are conjectured to exist.‘

The advantage of circumstantial evidence is, that,

as it commonly comes from different sources, a chain

of circumstances is less likely to be falsely prepared

Ind falsehood is more likely to be detected. The dis

advantage is, that the jury have not only to weigh the

evidence of facts, but to draw just conclusions from

them; in doing which they may be led to make hasty

or false deductions: a source of error not existing in

the consideration of positive evidence. Hence, each

fact necessary to the inference must be distinctly and

independently proved by competent evidence; and the

 

I l Grecnl. Ev. 68.

' [1 Greenl. Ev. i 13. See Chsffee v. United States, 18

Wall. 541 (1873); 58 Wis. 58.

‘Commonwealth v. Webster, 5 Cush. 810-12 (1850),

Bhsw, O. J. See also People v. Cronin, 84 Gal. 202-8

(1867); People v. Morrow, 60 id. H4 (1882).

‘People 1). Kennedy’. 32 N. Y. H6, 145 (1865), Denlo,

Q -L; 62 Wis. 68: lBish. Cl‘. Prue.‘ 1069.

inference must be fair and natural, not forced or art}

iiciai,I

Crimes are secret. Direct testimony is often want

lng. The laws of nature and the relation of things to

each other are so linked and combined together as to

furnish a medium of proof as strong as direct testi

mony. A body of facts may be proved, of so

conclusive s character as to warrant a firm belief of

fact, as strong as that on which discreet men are me

customed to act in relation to their most important

concerns.I

In the abstract, circumstantial evidence is nearly,

if not quite, as strong as positive evidence; in the con

crete, lt may be much stronger.’

Circumstantial evidence is often more convincing

than direct testimony. A number of concurrent facts,

like the rays of the sun, all converging to the center,

may throw not only a clear light but produce a burn

ing conviction. A cord of sufficient strength to sue

pend a man may be formed of threads..

Prime. facie evidence. Such evidence

as in judgment of the law is sufiicient to es

tablish the fact, and, if not rebutted, re

mains suificient for that purpose.4

Evidence which, standing alone and unex

plained, would maintain the proposltion and

warrant the conclusion to support which it

is intr0duced.°

That which suffices for the proof of a particular fact

until contradicted and overcome by other evidence.‘

Primary or best evidence. The highest

evidence of which a case in its nature is sus

ceptible. That kind of proof, which, under

any possible circumstanties, affords the great

est certainty of the fact in question. Sec

ondary evidence. Such evidence as, in

the nature of the case, supposes that better

evidence exists or has existed.7

A written instrument is itself always regarded as

the primary or best possible evidence of its existence

and contents. All evidence falling short of this in its

degree is secondary; as, a copy of the instrument, or

a witne‘s recollection of the contents!

That the best evidence shall be produced means

that no evidence shall be received which ismerely

“ substltutionary “ in its nature, as long as the “ orig

inal “ can be had. The rule excludes only that evi

dence which itself indicates the existence of more

original sources of information. But where there is

 

I Webster's Case, 5 Cush. Bil, ante,’ Commonwealth

u. Howe, 182 Mass. 259 (1882).

‘Commonwealth v. llarman,4 Pa. 271-78 (1846), Gib

son, C. J.

' Thompson 1:. Bowie, 4 Wall. 478 (1866), Grier, J.

‘ Kelly v. Jackson, 6 Pct. "382 (1832), Story, J.; Lil}

enthal‘s Tobacco v. United States 97 U. S. 268 (i877).

' Emmons v. Westlield Bank, 07 Mass. 28 (1687)

Foster, J.

‘Cal. Code Civ. l’roc., 5 i888; 70 Cal. 570.

' 1 Green]. Ev. ii 84, 82; 8 Bl. Com. 367.
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no substitution. only a selection of weaker instead of

stronger proofs. or an omission to supply all the proofs

capable of being produced. the rule is not infringed.

. . Until shown that the production of primary evi

dence is out of the party's power. no other proof

of the fact is admitted. . The distinction is one of

law. and refers to the quality. not to the strength. of

the proof. Evidence which carries on its face no indi

cation that better remains behind is not secondary,

but primary. if there are several distinct sources of

information it is not ordinarily necessary to show that

they have all been exhausted. before secondary evi

dence can be resorted to.‘

The general test is immediateneas. not authority.

No primary testimony is rejected because of faint

ness.'

Secondary evidence is admissible when it is the best

the party has it in his power to produce. The rule

promotes the ends of justice and guards against fraud.

surprise. and imposition. There may be degrees of

secondary evidvnce.'

When the evidence is the best obtainable. it should

be admitted. unless that would contravene some es

tablished rule of law. Thus. in an action against a

common carrier for the loss of a pearl ring. the plaint

iff was allowed to point out a pearl corresponding in

size. color. and general appearance to the one lost.

and an expert to tmstify to the value of the selected

pearl.‘ See further Corr; Losr, 2; Puormmn;

Paoncoa. 1.

Presumptive evidence. Evidence af

forded by circumstances from which. if un

explained, the jury may or may not infer or

presume other circumstances or facts.‘ See

Pnmnumos.

Conclusive ‘evidence. Such evidence

as, being uncontradicted, controls the decis

ion; also, such evidence as the law does not

allow to be contradicts-'d.

Parol evidence. Evidence which need

not be in writing; evidence extrinsic to the.

language of an instrument, and brought for

ward to throw light upon its meaning. See

further PAROL.

Hearsay evidence. The narrative of

what one has heard from another, and not

what he knows of his own personal knowl

edge. See further HEABSAY.

Relevant evidence. Such evidence as

is applicable to the issue; evidence which

 

' 1 Greeni. Ev. 5! 82. 84. cases; Clifton v. United

States. 4 How. 247 (1846).

'1 Whart. Ev. Ch. 111; iii. 5! 90. 617.

' Corned v. Williams. 5) Wall. B6. 246 (1878), cases.

Hwayne. J.; Riggs v. Tayloe. 9 Wheat. 486 (1828); Steb

bins 0. Duncan. 108 U. 5. #3 (1882); 12 F. R. 40:; 88 Mich.

il; 88 Ohio St. 126.

4 Berney u. Dinsmoro, 141 Mass. 44 (IM).

'iGreen1. Ev. i 13.

will assist in arriving at the truth or falsity

of the allegation; evidence which supports a

party's theory of his case. Irrelevant evi

dence. Eridence which does not tend to

support the issue; impertinent testimony.

Relevant evidence is also spoken of as admissible,

and irrelevant as inadmissible. under the pleadings;

that is. as proper. or improper, to be reccived.l

All evidence must have relevancy to the question

in issue.aud tend to prove it; if nota link in the chain

of proof. it is not receivable.‘

Where there is evidence before the jury — whether

it be weak or strong — which tends to prove the issue

on the part of either side. it is error for the court to

wrest it from the exercise of their judgment. It should

be submitted under instructions‘

But the court cannot tell the jury that any legal

results follow from evidence which " tends “ to prove

the issue.‘

If the evidence relates to the transaction under

consideration, or is connected with it. and is not too

remote. it is competent. “ It is relevant to put in

evidence any circumstance that tends to make the

proposition at issue more or less imprdbabie.“ ‘

The possibility of error goes to the weight of evi

denco. and is not a ground for rejecting it. The spirit

of the law permits a resort to every reasonable source

of information upon a disputed question of fact. Un

less excluded by some positive exception. evérything

relative to the issue is admissible; and this is ex

tended to every hypothesis pertinent to the issue.‘

Material evidence. Evidence important

to ajust determination 0f'the issue; capable

of atfecting the result. Immaterial evi

dence. Evidence not directly pertinent to

the issue; not important enough to change

the result.

Cumulative evidence. Evidence of the

same kind to the same point."

Additional evidence to support the same point. and

of the same character with evidence already pro

duced. From the Latin cumulare, to heap up.‘

Evidence which simply repeats..in substance and

eflect. or adds to, what has been testified to.’

Evidence which merely multiplies witnesses to a fact

 

‘Seeii (301.12; 43 Pa.1T0; 11S. & R134.

‘Thompson 1:. Bowie, 4 Wall. 471 (1866).

' Hickman v. Jones, 9 Wall. 201 (1869). Swayne. J.

‘ City of Providence 0. Babcock. 3 Wall. 244 (1%): 1

id. 868; 8 id. 268.

' Fee v. Taylor. 81 Ky. 264 (1885). Holt. J.; 1 Whart

Ev. 521.

‘Bell 1:. Brewster, 44 Ohio St. 696. 697 (1887). Min

shail, J.; 1 Whart. Ev. 52).

' Parker 12. Hardy. 24 Pick. 248 (1887). cases, Morton.

Justice.

' People v. Superior Court. 10 Wand EN (1833). Sav

age, C. J.

' [1‘arsha1l u. Klinck. 48 Barb. 212 (1864). E. D. Smith

Justice.
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before investigated, or only adds other circumstances

of the same general character.1 See Truss, New.

Competent evidence. That which the

nature of the fact to be proved requires as

the appropriate proof in the particular case:

as, the production of n. writing where its

contents are the subject of inquiry; that is,

the best evidence.2 Incompetent evi

dence. Inappropriate, improper evidence.

Satisfactory or suflicient evidence.

That amount of proof which ordinarily satis

fies an unprejudicia] mind, beyond reason

able doubt.{ .

The circumstances which will amounttoihls degree

of proof can never be previously defined; the only

test of which they are susceptible is, their sufficiency

to satisfy the mind and conscience of a common man,

and so convince him that he would venture to act upon

that conviction in matters of the highest importance

to his own interests.‘

Questions respecting the competency and admissi

bility of evidence are entirely distinct from those

which respect its sufficiency or effect. The former

are conclusively within the province of the court; the

latter belong exclusively to the jury.‘

Minor terms descriptive of species of evi

dence :- aflirmative as opposed to negative

evidence ; admim'culur or ancillary evidence ;

corroborative evidence; eavtrinsic as opposed

to intrinsic evidence; inculpatory as opposed

to exculpatory evidence; newly or after-dis

covered evidence; rebutting evidence; state's

evidence by an accomplice; substitutionary

evidence, qq. v.

The object of evidence being to prove the point in

issue, fundamental rules regulating its production are:

1. The evidence must correspond with the allegations,

and be confined to the point in issue. 2. It is sufficient

if the substance of the issue he proved. 8. The burden

of proving a proposition or issue rests upon the party

holding the affirmative. '4. The best evidence of which

the case is susceptible must be produced.‘ A

The general rules of evidence are the same in civil

and criminal cases.‘

The mode of conducting trials, the order of intro

ducing evidence, and the time when it shall be intro

duced, belong largely to the practice of the court

where the fact is tried.’

 

I Waller c. Graves, 20 Conn. 810-11 (1850), cases,

Church, 0. J. See also 2 Ark. ass; 42 Conn. 510; 2:

Ga. 464; 28 hie. 883; 84 N. J. L. 156; 7 Barb. 278.

l [1 Green]. Ev. §§ 2, 82; 11?! U. S. 832.

'1 Green]. Ev. $2; 30 hie. 481.

‘I Greenl. Ev. ($2; 2 Pet. 44, 133, 149.

\ l Greenl. Ev. 5 50; Travelers‘ ins. Co. v. Mosley, 8

Wail. 409 (1809).

'4 Wheat. 472; 12 id. 409; 91 U. S. 488; 67 Wis. 157; 4

Bl. 00m. 856.

' Wills v. Russell, 100 U. S. 625 (1879).

The rules of practice in jury trials are necessarily

somewhat flexible as to the order of proof, the num

bor of witnesses, and the time, manner, and extent of

the cromexamination. in ordinary cases the plaint

iff begins and introduces all of his substantive evi

dence before the defendsnt opens his defense; so, the

defendant introduces all his substantive evidence be

fore the plaintiff rebuts. But the judge, in the exer

cise of a sound discretion, may relax either rule,I

The order of admissibility is regulated by the court.

The Federal courts, in civil cases at common law, ob

serve as rules of decision the rules of evidence of the

State in which they sit, except when otherwise pro

vided by the Constitution or an act of Congress.’

A party who objects or excepts to evidence must

state his reasons therefor.‘

See further Anmssmn, 2; Ansvna, 8; Boos; Cm

Acrss; Cannon, 2 (2, c); Conrsoxrsn; Cams; Daem

nsnos, 1; Dane; Dsuuaass; DEPOSITION; Docuxsrrr;

Dousr; Esrormrn; Eaumnu-res, 9; Excsrnon, 4;

Facr; Haxnwa1rmo; lsssacrron, 2; Lvsamrv; Law;

Lwrrsn, 8; Nossv1r; Norms, 1, Judicial; OFFER, 2;

OPINION, 1; PR.l(7i‘lClii; Paocsnuss; Rsnur; Rsconn;

Rae, Gestaa; Scmrmu; Srsnocaarsan; Wswnr, 2;

\VITi\'ESS.

EVIDENT. Clear to the mind; obvious;

plain; apparent; manifest; notorious; pal

pable.

Under the constitutional provision that bail must be

taken in capital cases except where the “ proof is evi

dent," bail will be denied if the evidence adduced on

the application would sustain a verdict of murder in

the first degree.‘

EVIL. See Manon; MALUM; Waonc.

EX. 1. The Latin preposition — out of,

proceeding from, from, of, by, on, on account

of, by virtue of, according to; also,— beyond.

See Exrna.

In composition intensities or else has little_efl'ect

upon the signification Before a consonant becomes

simply e; the :1: remains before the vowels and c, p,

q, s, t; assimilates with a following f; is dropped be

fore other consonants.

In French es: as, in estreat. estrepe, escrow.

2. Prefixed to the name of an oflicial, de

notes that he formerly held the ofiice desig

nated: as, ex-attorney-general, ex-judge, ex

minister, ex-marshal, ex-sheriff.

Prefixed to a word denoting a civil status

or condition, indicates that the person re

ferred to formerly occupied that relation: as,

ex-convict, ex-partner, ex-wife.

 

\ First Unitarian Society 0. Faulkner, 91 U. 8. 417-18

(1875), Clilford, J.

' R. S. 43‘ 721: Act 1789; Potter 1:. Third Nat. Bank of

Chicago, 102 U. S. 165 (1880), cases, Harlan, J.

‘State 11. Taylor, 86 Kan. 334 (1887), cases. French

law of evidence, 19 Am. Law Rev. 880 (1865).

‘ Exp. Foster,5 Tex. Ap. 645-47 (1879); Exp. Gllsiralk

14 id. 240, 264 (18831.
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3. Pn-fixed to other words, denotes absence

or privation of the notion conveyed by the

simple word; without: as, ex-coupon, ex

dividend, ex-interest.

“ Ex-dividend “ is used of sales of stocks which re

serve to the seller the dividend presently payable.

Bee Drvmnm, 8.

A sale of bonds “ex-July coupons" means a sale

reserving the coupons, a sale in which the seller re

ceives, in addition to the purchase-price. the benefit of

the coupons, which benefit he may realize either by

detaching them or receiving from the buyer an equiv

alent consideration.‘

Ex abundantia cautela. Out of excess

ive care. See CAUTELL

Ex aequo et bono. By what is fair and

good: in justice and fair dealing. See As

stmrsrr; EQUITY.

Ex antecedentibus, etc. See INTERPRE

rxno.

Ex arbitrio judicis.

the magistrate or judge.

Ex colore. Under color of. See COLOR, 2.

By discretion of

Ex comitate. Out of courtesy. See

Comrr.

Ex contratctu. Out of a contract. See

Acrnon, 2.

Ex curia. Out of court. .

Ex debito justitise. Out of an obliga

tion of justice: as a matter of legal right.

See Dr.nn-um; Gnacn.

Ex clelicto. Out of a fault or wrong.

See Acnox, 2; Dnucrum.

Ex demissione. By demise, q. v.

breviated ex dem.

Ex dolo malo. Out of fraud. See D0

LUS.

Ex fncie. From appearance. See Facn-:s.

Ex facto. From a thing done. See FAC

YUM.

Ex gratis. Out of favor, by indulgence.

See Gnacn.

Ex hypothesi.

Ab

Upon the supposition or

theory.

Ex industria. From fixed purpose: in

tentionally.

Ex loge. From, or by force of, the law.

Ex maloflcio. On account of miscon

duct: by reason of an illegal act. See MALE

ncwm.

Ex mero motu. Out of pure free-will.

Bee Monon. 1.

Ex morn. From delay, or default.

 

' Porter 1:. Wormser. 94 N. Y. 445 (1884). Andrew; J.
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Ex necessitate.

sarily.

Ea: necessitate legis. From urgency of the

law.

Ea: necessitate rei. From urgency of the

thing or case.

Ex nudo pacto. Out of an engagement

without a consideration. See PACTUM.

From necessity ; neces

Ex ofiicio. By virtue of ofiice. See Or‘

FICIUM.

Ex parte. On behalf of. Abbreviated

ea: 1)., and esp. See Pans.

Ex post facto. After the fact. See FAQ

TUM, Ex post facto.

Ex proprio. Of his or its own.

Ea: proprio motu. Of his own volition.

See MOTION, 1.

Ex proprio vigore.

force. See Vmon.

Ex relations.

Of its own inherent

On the information of.

Abbreviated ex rel. See RELATION, 2.

Ex tempore. Extemporaneously.

Ex testamento. From the will. See

TESTAMENTUM.

Ex turpi cause. Out of an unlawful en

gagement. See Acne, Ex turpi, etc.

Ex uno disce omnes. From one (act)

learn all. Compare FALSUS, In uno, etc.

Ex vi termini. By force of the word.

Ex vi terminorum. From the very mean

ing of the language. See TERMIDIUS, 8.

Ex visceribus. From the vitals: from

the inherent nature; of the essence.

Ex visceribus t-erborum. From the natural

meaning of the words.

Ex visitatione Dei. By divine dispen

sation: from natural cause.

Ex voluntate. From free will.

EXACTION. A wrong done by an oili

oer, or one in pretended authority, by taking

a reward or fee for that which the law does

not allow,— when he wrcsts a fee or reward

where none is due.1

" Extortion “ is where he extorts more than isduo.|

See EXTORTION; Panrnrrr, Involuntary.

EXA.'l!lIIl‘TA'.[‘IO1‘T.2 A weighing, bal

ancing: search, investigation; hearing, in

quiry. Compare INSPECTION; VIEW.

Examined. Compared with the original:

as, an examined copy, q. v.

I [Coke, Litt. 868; Ja.cob‘s Law Dlct.

’ L. ezaminare, to weigh carefully: oznmen, tong“.

of a balance.
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Examining. Conducting an examina

tion: as, the examining counsel.

Examiner. A person charged with the

duty of making or conducting an examina

tion: as. an exan1iner—in chancery or

equity, of customs, of national banks, of

patents, of titles, in divorce, lunacy, parti

tion, qq. v.

1. Examination of a bankrupt or ofa

debtor. Interrogation as to the state of his

property.‘

2. Examination ofan accused person.

Investigation, by an authorized magistrate,

of the grounds of an accusation of crime

against a person, with a view to discharge

him or to secure his appearance at trial, and

to preserve the evidence.

Had before a justice of the peace, an alderman. or

other magistrate, a United States commissioner, and,

possibly, before a judge. On aprfmufacie case ball will

be required. ora commitment made; otherwise, the ac

cused isdischarged. The examination may be waived.

The accused has no right to the assistance of counsel;

Ind, in many cases, he himself is not examined.

8. Examination of an invention. Of

an alleged new invention, for which applica

tion for a patent ha.s been made, to ascertain

whether it is sufficiently new and useful, or

whether it interferes with any other inven

tion.' See PATENT, 2.

4. Examination ofa long account. By

I referee, of the proofs of the correotne of

the items composing a long account.‘ See

Acoomvr, 1.

5. Examination of a married woman.

Of a wife, separate and apart from her hus

band, to learn whether her acknowledgment

of a mortgage, conveyance, or other deed is

voluntary, without coercion of her husband.

Also called her private or separate examina

tion.‘

Where a statute requires a " private “ examination

of the wife, to ascertain that she acts freely and not

by compulsion of her husband, but prescribes no pre

cise form of words to be used in the certificate of ac

knowledgment, it is sufflcient if the words of the

acknowledgment have the same meaning, and are in

substance the same with those in the statute.I

Such statutes provide for privacy from the husband

only. A certificate "privately e: amined apart from

and out of the hearing " of the husband, can mean

I See It S. 55 5086-87.

'B. S. 54803.

' See Magown v. Sinclair, 6 Daly, 66 (1874).

' 1 Bl. Com. 4-H.

' Dlmdas v. Hitchcock. ll How. 269 (1851).

nothing less than that he was not present when she

was examined, and sadsfies a statute (of Maryland)

requiring an examination “out of‘ the presence." ' See

further Acxsownsnonszrr, 2.

6. Examinatioh of a national bank.

By an oiiicer of the United States treasury,

to discover whether the bank is complying

with the law as to issues, reserve, etc.2

'7. Examination of a student-at-law.

This is preliminary to his admission to prac

tice, as a test of qualification.

8. Examination of a title. A search to

determine whether the title toland, proposed

for conveyance or mortgage, is free from de

fects, and marketable, q. v.

Whence examiners of titles, and abstract or brief

of title. See Ansrastrr,2; Coxvsvssoss; Tl'i'Ll, 1.

9. Examination of a witness. The in

terrogation or questioning of a witness, to

elicit his personal knowledge as to one or

more facts.

Direct examination, or examination in

chief. The first examination, on behalf of

the party who calls the witness. Opposed,

1, to examination in pais, or on the voir dire:

a preliminary questioning intended to test

competency; 2, to cross-eammination: by the

adverse party, confined to the subject-matter

elicited upon the direct examination. ,

Re-direct examination. Follows the cross

examination,.and is confined to matters

brought out under it.

Re-cross examination. Follows the re

direct examination, and is restricted to the

new or additional information or answers

given thereunder.

Re-examination. The re-direct or the re

‘cross examination in the same hearing; also,

another and distinct examination in a subse

quent trial.

Separate ezcumination. Is of a witness

apart from or out of the hearing of another

or other witnesses.

Cross-examination, which is the right of the party

against whom a witnem is called, is a means of sepa

rating henrsay from knowledge, error from truth,

opinion from fact, inference from recollection; of

ascertaining the order of the events as narrated bv

the witness in his examination in chief, the time and

place when and where they occurred, and the attend

ing circumstances; and of testingthe intelligence,

memory, impartiality, truthfulness, and integrity of

the witness.‘

I Deery u. Cray, 5 Wall. 8070866).

' See R. S. § 52A0.

I The Ottawa. 3 Wall. 271 (1865), Cliflord. J.
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Crom-examination is " the crucial test " of truth. A

witness may not be crossexnxnined as to facts and cir

cumstances not connected with matters stated in his

direct examination; if a party wishes to examine him

as to such facts and circumstances he mmt call him as

I witness in the subsequent progress of the case; 1 that

h, “ make him his own witness."

Greater latitude is allowed in the cross-examination

of a. party then in that of another witness. Still, this,

in its course and extent, where directed to matters not

inquired into in the principal examination, islargely

subject to the control of the court in the exercise of a

sound discretion,— asis the cross-examination of other

witnesses’

A party may ask questions to show bias or preju

dice, or to lay a foundation to admit evidence of a

prior contradictory statement.‘

An adverse party may now generally be called in

chief “ as for cross-examination “ whenever his testi

mony may be needed to make outa prima facie cause

of action or defense.

The court may order the separate examination of a

witness. Refusal to answer a proper question is a

contempt of court. The court itself may examine.

Prompting is not permitted. On the direct examina

tion leading questions are generally prohibited. The

extent and severity of an examination rests with the

court Examination is not allowed as to a conclusion

of law, nor, in chief, as to motive, nor as to an opin

ion. Answers are privileged. The substance of a

conversation or of an absent writing may be given.

Vague impressions are inadmissible. Answers are ac

cording to recollection and belief. A witness may

refresh his memory from memoranda.‘

On cross-examination leading questions may be

put. All such questibning isto be on the subject of

the examination in chief. Collateral facts cannot be

introduced to test memory. A witness is not compelled

to criminate himself; nor to answer a question imput

ing disgrace, unless the question is material. May in

quire as to religious belief, motive, veracity, bias, and

the res geatw. And may draw inferences from refusal

to answer.‘

Re examination is permitted as to a matter requir

ing explanation, and as to new matters introduced by

the opposition. For this reason a Witness may be re

called.‘

Recross examination is discretionary with the

court.‘

See CALL; Conraosr; Callliurn; Evmsxcn; Ex

mr; lnrmcs, 8; Pnuunics; Qursnos, 1; Rssnasn;

Vom; \V1‘1'x~'sss.

EXAMPLE. See DAMAGES, Exemplary;

PBECEDENT.

IPhiladelphia, &c. R. Co. v. Stimpson, H Pet. 461

(1840), Story, .I.; Houghton v. Jones, 1 Wall. 701 (1888).

‘Rea v. Missouri, 17 Wall. 542 (1873), cases, Brad

ley, J.; Schultz v. Chicago, &c. R. Co., 67 Wis. 6170886);

Knapp v. Schneider, 24 id. 71 (1869); 8 Dak. 78.

I Wills u. liumell, 100 U. 5.1325 (1879), cases; Schuster

I. Stout, 80 Kan. 531 (1883).

'1 Whnrt Ev. §§ 491-515, case;

'1 Whart. Ev. ii 527-47, case;

1; Wharf. Ev. 55 5?2-75. case;
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EXCAVATE. See D1oon:o.

EXCEEDING. See Moss on Lass.

Under an indictment for embenlement, alleging

the gross receipt of a sum “exceeding" A sum named,

proof may be made of the receipt of any amount, al

though it exceed that sum.I

EXCELLENCY. “His Excellency" is

the title given by the constitution of Massa

chusetts to the governor of that State; also,

by custom, to the governors of the other

States, and to the President of the United

States.’

EXOEPTANT. See EXCEPTION.

EXCEPTIO. L. A keeping out; an

exclusion; exception.

Exceptio probat regulam. The excep

tion proves, that is, either confirms or tests,

the rule: " proves," by not being within the

reason; “ tests ” the form in which expressed,

by observing whether exceptions must be

allowed.

EXCEPTION. Something Withheld,

not granted or parted with; the exclusion of

a thing, or the thing or matter itself as ex

cluded; an objection made. Compare REG

ULAB.

Exceptant. One who takes or files ob

jection to a thing done or proposed.

1. In a deed or contract, excludes from the

operation of the words some part of the sub

ject-matter then in being.

A clause in a deed whereby the donor or lessor, ex

cepts somewhat out of that which he had granted by

his deed.‘

Always part of the thing granted, and the whole of

the part excepted. A “ reservation" is of a thing not

in being, but newly created. The terms are often used

in the same sense.‘ See Iinsssva, 4.

2. In a statute, excludes from the purview

a person or thing included in the words.

Exempts absolutely from the operation of the

enactment. A “proviso " defeatsthp operation con

ditionally!

 

1 State v. Ring,29 Minn. 78, & (1882).

""l’he style of the Executive, as silently carried

forward from the committee of detail, was still ‘his

Excellency; ' this vanished in the committee of revis

ion," —2 Bancroft, Formation of the Const. 210, 187.

' [Darling v. Crowell, 8 N. H. 428 (1633).

‘State 0. Wilson, 42 Me. 21 (1856); Kister v. Reeser,

88 Pa. 5 (1881); Green Bay, &c. Canal 00. v. Hewitt, 86

Wis. 465-66(l886); 24 Am. Law Reg. 716-28 (1886), cases;

2 McLean, 891; 41 Die. 811; 51 id. 493; 10 N. H. 810; 87

id. 167; 4Johns. 81; 3 Wood. 685: 1 Barb. 407; 10 id

192; 28 Ohio St. 568; 47 Pa. 197; 5 R. l. 419; 6 Abb. N.

Can. 821; 81 "a. 28.

' Waflie v. Goble, 53 Barb. 52‘! (1868).
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If an exception occurs in the statutory description

of an offense it must be negatlved, or the party will

be brought within the description; but if it comes by

way of proviso and does not alter the offense, merely

states what persons are to take advantage of it, then

the defense must be specially pleaded or else be given

in evidence under the general issue, according to cir

cumstances.I

An exception ought to be of that which otherwise

would be included in the category from which it is

excepted. " Where an exception is incorporated in

the body of the clause, he who pleads the clause ought

also to plead the exception, but when there is a clause

for the benefit of the pleader, and afterward follows a

proviso which is against him, he shall plead the clause

and leave it to the adversary toshow the proviao."'

See Aer, 8, Enact; Gnxsm; Paovrnsn; Paowso.

8. In equity and admiralty practice, a for

mal allegation that a previous adverse pro

ceeding is insuificient in law.

4. In common-law practice, a formal no

tice, following the denial of a request or the

overruling of an objection, made in the

course of a trial, that the exceptant intends

to claim the benefit of his request or objec

tion in future proceedings; as, upon a writ

of error.‘

it is also used to signify other objections in the

course of a suit. Thus, there may be exception taken

to ball or security, to the ruling of a judge or master,

to an appraiscment, award, decree, report, or return.

Bill of exceptions. Au “ exception”

being an objection to or a protest against a

ruling or decision of the court upon a ques

tion of law,-— taken or stated at the time of

the ruling, unless otherwise prescribed,— a

" bill of exceptions " is a written statement

of the exceptions duly taken by a party to

the decisions or instructions of a judge in the

trial of a cause, with so much of the facts,

or other matter, as is necessary to explain the

rulings.‘

Every bill must be settled, allowed, and signed by

the judge, in the manner, upon the notice, and within

the time pointed out by statute.‘

its sole ofllce is to make matters which are extrin

sic, or out of the record, part of the record.‘

if, in his directions or decisions, the judge who tries

I cause mistakes tin law by ignorance, inadvertcnce,

 

lSimpson u. Ready, 12 M. & W. ‘T40 (1814), Alder

lOn, B.

‘United States 1:. Cook, 17 Wall. 171', 178 (1872), Clif

ford, J.,— quoting Treby, C. J., in Jones 1:. Axen, 1 Ld.

Ray. 120 (1692), and Steel :2. Smith, 1 B. & Al. 99 (1817).

IAbbott's Law Dict.

* Saint Croix Lumber Co v. Pennington, 2 Dak. 470

(l881\, Shannon, C. J.; 1 N. M. 115.

‘Kite-hell v. Burgwin, 21 ill. 45(1858); '30 id. 225; 8

001. 200, 23'). 251; 5 Hill. 579; 7 Baxt. 56; 77 Va 250.

or design, counsel, by statute of Westminster I, 13

Edw. I (1286), c. 31, may require him publicly to “seal

a bill of exceptions,“ stating the point in which he is

supposed to err. Should the judge refuse to seal the

bill, the party may have a writ commanding him to

seal it, if the fact alleged be truly stated: and if he

returns that the fact is untruly stated, when the case

is otherwise, an action will lie against him for a false

return. This bill of exceptions is in the nature of an

appeal, exarninable. after judgment entered in the

court below, in the next immediate superior court-,

upon a writ of error.1

The principles of the statute of Westminster have

been adopted in all of the States; in the Federal courtl,

bills are still drawn as at common law under the stat

ute.'

The object is to secure a record which may be re

viewed. in theory, the bill states what occurred while

the trial was going on. Exception must be taken at

the moment a ruling is made, or before verdict.‘

A bill should present only the rulings of the court

upon some matter of law, as, the admission or rejec

tion of evidence, and should contain only so much of

the testimony, or such a statement of the proofs made

or offered, as may be necessary to explain the bear

ings of the ruhngs upon the issues.‘

It is not usual to reduce the bill to form and to ob

tain the signature of the judge during the progress of

the trial; the statute of Westminster did not require

it. The exception need only be noted at the time it is

made, and may be reduced to form within a reason

able time after the trial is over.‘

It is sufficient if the judge simply signs the bill.‘

it was early held that a bill must be signed within

the term, unless by consent or special order. Other

wise the judge might be asked to sign a bill after his

recollection of facts had faded, and parties might be

burdened with unnecessary delay and expense. While

the rule may have been established when short-hand

reports were not usual, the Supreme Court considers

the rule still obligatory.’

At common law, a writ of error might be had for

an error apparent on the record or for an error in fact,

but not for an crror in law not appearing on the rec

ord; hence, anything alleged ore Imus and overruled

could not be assigned for error. To remedy this evil

was the object of the statute of Westminster. Under

its provisions 0. bill of exceptions is founded on some

Objection in point of law to the opinion and direction

of the court, either as to the competency of a witness,

the admissibility or the legal effect of evidence, or

 

'3 Bl. Com. 372.

' Pomeroy v. Bank of lndiana, 1 Wall. 509 (1868).

lltailway Co. v. Heck, 102 U. S. 120 (1880), \Va|te,

C. 1.; Hanna 0. Mass, 122 id. 26 (1887), cases, Gray, J.

‘Lincoln u. Clnfiin, 7 Wall. 136 (1868), Field, J.;

Worthington 1:. Mason, 101 U. 8. H9 (1879); Moulor 0.

American Life 1ns.Co.,11l 1'd.33T(188t); New York.

&c. R. Co. v. Madison, 123 id. 526 (1887), cases.

'Hunnicutt v. Peyton, 102 U. 8. 35-5 (1880), case;

Strong, J . '

' Stanton v. Embrey, 98 U. S. 556 (1876), cases.

' lilarine City Stave 00. u. Herreshoff Manui‘. Co., .9

F. R. 824 (1887), cases.
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other matter of law arising from facts not denied in

which either party is overruled by the court. The seal

attests that the exception was taken at the trial. If

the bill contains nmtter false or untruly stated. the

judge ought to refuse to silk his seal. The substance

of the bill should be reduced to writing while the thing

is transacting. An exception not tendered at the trial

is waived.1

The statute of Westminster did not apply to crimi

nal cases. At common law, no bill of exceptions was

permitted in such cases; the right depends upon en

actmcnt.'

See Cantos, 2 (2, c); Enson, 2 (8);Writ of; Sun, 2.

EXCESSIVE. Surpassing in amount,

degree, or extent that which is usual, reason

able, proper or lawful in the particular case:

as, excessive —— bail, damage, distress, fine,

taxation, qq. v.

To consi.tute ball excessive it must be per sc unrea

sonably great and clearly disproportionate to the

ofcnse involved, or the peculiar circumstances appear

ing must show it to be so in the particular case.‘

EXCHANGE.‘ A reciprocal contract

for the interchange of property, each party

being both a vendor and a vendee.°

(1) Of personalty: a commutation of goods

for goods.‘

The giving of one thing and the receiving

of another thing."

" A contract by which the parties mutually give, or

agree to give, one thing for another, neither thing,

or both things, being money only."

A "sale " is the giving of one thing for that which

is the representative of all values-- money.‘ The dis

tinction bctween a “ sale " and an " exchange " is

rather one of shadow than of substance. in both

cases the title is absolutely transferred; and the same

rules of law are applicable to the transaction, whether

the consideration is money or a commodity." See SALE.

(2) Of realty: a mutual grant of equal in

terests, the one in consideration of the other."

The estates exchanged must be equal in quantity;

not in value, for that is immaterial, but in interest:

as, s ice-simple for a tee-z-1imp1e.H

 

|Wheeler v. Winn, 53 Pa. 126 (1866), Woodward, C. J,

' Hnincs v. Commonwealth, 99 Pa 41'.) (1882), Share

wood, C. J.

‘ Exp. Ryan, 4-i Cal. 558 (1872), Wallace, C. J.; 6 Q. B.

D. 216.

‘P. cachanger: L. ea:-cambiarc, to barter, put one

thing for another. change.

‘See Bixby 0, Beat, 59 Cal. 528 (18E§Z).

'2 B1. Com. 4-ill.

' 1 Pan. Contr. 521.

‘Cal. Civil Code, i 1804; Gilbert v. Sleeper, 71 Cal.

lUJ—% (1886).

'1 Pan. Contr. £121; 2 Bl. Com. 446.

" [Commonwealth v. Clark, 14 Gray, ST) (ffflr. Rige

iow, J.

" 2 B1. Com. 823.

"881. Cam 828; 1 Barb. 638; 21 Wis 123.

Power to “ sell and exchange “ lands includes power

to partition them.I

A n exchange is as much within the statute of fraud:

as is a sale.’

At common law, the contract carried a warranty of

title, with a right to re-enter one‘s original possession,

if evicted from the later acquisition.I

A person seeking specific performance of a con

tract for an exchange of lands must prove: the con

tract; that the consideration hss been paid or tend

ered; such part performance that a rescission would

be a fraud on the plaintiff, and could not be compen

sated bye recovery of damages at law; and that de

livery of possession has been made in pursuance of

the contract, and acquiesced in by the other party.‘

See Dss-.0, 2. '

2. An abridgment of bill of exchange:

an open letter of request from one man to

another, desiring him to pay a sum named

therein to a third person on his account. In

common speech, a “ draft.” ‘

A written order or request from one party

to another for the payment of money to a

third person or his order, on account of the

drawer.°

Originally invented among merchants in different

countries, tor the more easy remittance of money.

He who writes the letter is called the

drawer; he to whom it is written, the

drawee; he to whom it is payable, the payee.

When both drawer and drawee reside in

the same country, the bill is termed an “ in

land” bill; when in different countries, a

“ foreign " bill."

A foreign bill is usually drawn in three counter

parts or duplicates, and numbered as the “tlrst,“

"second,“ and " third" of exchange. The first in

strument that reaches the drawee is paid. Each men

tions the others, and all three together compose a

"set " of exchange. The device obviates delays '

Exchange is “at par " when the price of a draft is

the face of it; “ at a premium “ or “ above par,“ when

the price is more than the taco; “ata discount" or

“below par,“ when the price is less than the face.

The price paid is the " rate " of exchange.

“Arbitration of en-hunge:" converting the cur

rency of one country into that of another, through the

medium 01' an intervening currency. " Course of ex

change: " the quotations for a given time. “Par 0!

exchange: " the value of the money of one country

in that 01 anothor,— either real or nominal. " Re

oxobange: “ the expense incurred on a bill dishonored

 

I Phelps 0. Harris, 101 U. S. 880 (1879).

' ?urcel1 11. Minor, 4 Wall. 517 (1868).

'2 Bl. Com. 828.

‘:2 Bl. Com. 466; 01 N. Y. 255; 83 Ga.188.

' 100! 1:. Nat Bank of New York, 100 U. B. 709 (1879),

Clifford, J.

'2 Bl. Com. 466.

' See Bank of Pittsburgh 1:. Neal. 22 How. it! OBI)
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in a foreign country, where made payable, and re.

turned to the drawer.‘

By the act of issuing a bill the drawer agrees that,

if it is not paid according to its terms, he will pay it

His liability is fixed by due presentment, demand, and

notice of dishonor.I

A bill payable at sight, or at a date subsequent to

acceptance, must be duly presented for payment, or a

party conditionally liable will be discharged.‘

The acceptor is the principal debtor; the drawer

and indorsers are sureties. Discounting a bill is neither

acceptance nor payment. Acceptance is an engage

ment to pay the bill according to its tenor and effect

when due. A bill is paid only when there is an inten

tion to discharge and satisfy it.‘

On the question of timely presentation for pay

ment, the law oi’ the place where a foreign hill is pay

able governs!

Proof of failure of consideration is a good defense

as between the immediate parties — drawer and ac

ceptor, and payee and drawee. But as between re

mote parties, an action will not be defeated unless

there is an absence or failure of the two considera

tions: that which the defendant received for his lia

bility, and that which the plaintiff gave for his title.

These remote parties are the payee and acceptor, or

the indorscr and acceptor. The rule presupposes that

the payee or indorsee became the holder of the bill

before it was overdue and without knowledge of facts

which impeach the title as between the immediate

parties.‘

The essential characteristic of a draft or bill of ex

change is the order of one party upon another for the

payment of money. The instruments in suit

are in strictness bank-checks. They have all the par

ticulars in which such instruments differ or may differ

from regular bills of exchange. They are drawn upon

a bank having funds of the drawer for their payment,

and they are payable upon demand, although the

time of payment is not designated. A bill of exchange

may be so drawn, but it usually states the time of

payment, and days of grace are allowed upon it.

There are no days of grace upon checks. The instru

ments here are also drawn in the briefest form possi

ble in orders for the payment of money, which is the

usual characteristic of checks. A bill of exchange is

generally drawn with more formality. and payment

at sight, or at a specified number of days after date,

is requested, and that the amount be charged to the

drawer‘s account. When intended for transmission

to another State or country they are usually drawn

in duplicate or triplicate, and designated as first, sec

ond, or third of exchange. A regular bill of exchange,

it is true, may be in a form similar to a bank-check,

so that it may sometimes be difficult, from their form,

1 See Adams 1:. Addington, 16 F. R. 91 (1883), cases

' Cummings v. Kent, 44 Ohio St. 95-98 (1886), cases.

' Cox v. Nat. Bank of New York, ante.

‘ Swope :1. Ross, 40 Pa. 188 (1861), Strong, J.

‘Pierce 1). lndseth. 106 U. S. 519 (18%).

' Hoffman v. Bank of Milwaukee, 12 Wall. 190-01

(1870), cases, Clifford, .1. See generally Goodman v.

Simonds. 20 How. 8(‘>i (1857); as to unification of the

law, 2 Law Quar. Rev. 297-312 (i886).
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to distinguish between the two classes of instruments

But an instrument drawn upon a bank and simply di

recting payment to a party named of a specified sum

of money, at the time on deposit with the drawee,

without designating a future day for payment, is to

be treated as a check. if the instrument designates a

future day for payment, it is, according to the weight

of authorities, to be deemed a bill of exchange, when,

without such designation, it would be treated as a

check. . . A check implies a contract on the part

of the drawer that he has funds in the hands of the

drawee for its payment on presentation. if it isdis

honored the drawer is entitled to notice; but, unlike

the drnwee of a hill of exchange, he is not discharged

from liability for the want of such notice, unles he

has sustained damage or is prejudiced in the assertion

of his rights by the omission.I

See further Aoosrr, 2; ASSIGNMENT, Equitable;

Cnscs; Cou.nonou; Cnnanm, Funds; Fonenar; Is

noass; Dnarr; Den, 1; Boson, 1; Lsrraa, Of credit;

Ni-.oo'ru'rs,2; Non, Promissory; Nonso; Paorm, 2.

3. A place where merchants and brokers

meet for business, at specified hours. Con

tracted into ’Change.

Called “stock” exchange, “produce” ex

change, “ petroleum ” exchange, " grain ”

exchange, “ pork” exchange, etc., from the

nature of the business in which contracts, for

the purchase and sale of securities or com

modities, are made. The distinctive word

may designate the association itself, as well

as the place where its meetings are hold.

all the members of an exchange, considered to

gether, usually constitute the board of exchange.

Membership in a board may be qualified by any con

ditions the creators could lawfully impose. Thus,

provision in the constitution of a board. whose mem

bers are hmited in number and elected by ballot, that

a member, upon failing to perform his contracts or

becoming insolvent, may assign his seat to be sold and

the proceeds be first applied for the benefit of mem

bers of the exchange to Whom he is indebted, is

lawful.’

Merchants may voluntarily associate together, and

prescribe for themselves regulations to establish, de

fine. and control the usages or customs that shall pre

vail in their dealings with each other. These are useful

institutions, and the courts enforce their rules when

ever parties deal with them, in which case the regula

 

I Bull 1:. Bank of Kasson, 123 U. S. 105,109-ll (1887),

cases, Field, J.

The instruments in suit read thus:

“$500. The First National Bank, Kasson, Minn,

Oct. 15, 1881. Pay to the order of lilr. A. La Due five

hundred dollars in current funds.

E. E. Famcmnn, Cashier.

To Ninth National Bank, New York City.

[Indorsed:] Pay to the order of ill. Edison, Esq.

A. La DUI.

iii Emson.

' Hyde v. Woods. 94 U. S. 628 (1876), Miller, J.
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Ions become a part of the contract. Part of these the State: also, upon any business or calling,fl1mhh

regulations may be observed. and part discarded.‘

See Ansirrmriou; Bsnosm, Th-ne; Baoxza; Con

nn; Wrens. 2.

EXCHEQUERJ The treasury depart

ment of the English government.

Established by William I; regulated by Edward I.

Oonsisted of two divisions: one, for the receipt of rev

enue; the other. for the adniinistratlon of justice in

matters of revenue, and known as the court of ex

chequer, and presided over by the chancellor of the

exchequer. This court originally had limited equity

Jurisdiction; then tho chancellor. the Lord Chief

Baron. sat apart in a hall called the exchcqucr cham

ber. its present jurisdiction does not differ materially

from other co-ordinate courts of common law.’ See

CHANCELLOR, 1, Of tl1e Exchequer

EXCISE.‘ An inland imposition, paid

sometimes upon the consumption of the

commodity, or frequently upon the retail

trade.-" Whence excise duty. excise law.

An inland imposition, sometimes upon the

consumption of a oommodity, and sometimes

upon the retail trade; sometimes upon the

manufacturer, and sometimes upon the

vendor.6

A term of very general signification, mean

ing tribute, custom, tax, toilnge, assessment]

Though often synonymous with tax, may have a

distinct signification. it is based on no rule of ap

pointment or equality, as is a tax. It is a fixed. abso

lute and direct charge laid on merchandise. products

or commodities, without regard to the amount of prop

erty belonging to those on whom it may fall, or to any

supposed relation between money expended for a pub

lic object and a special benefit occasioned to those by

whom the charge is to be paid.‘

Under the constitution of Massachusetts the legis

lature may impose reasonable excises upon “ produce,

goods. wares. merchandise and commodities “ within

 

I 1111131-<1 ‘v. Pawn. 19 F. R. 824 (1884), Hammond, J.

Goddard v. Merchants‘ Exchange, 9 Mo. Ap. 290 (1880),

cases; Thorne o. Prentiss, 88 Ill. 99 (1876); 20 Cent.

Law J. 441-60 (1885). cases;-15 Ill. 113; 60 id. 134; 18

Ahh. Pr. 271; '2 .\l0. Ap. 100; 29 Wis. 43; 471'd. 670.

' F. eschequier. chess-board-from the cloth that

originally covered the table or counter.

' 8 Bl. Com. H. 56.

‘A mispelling of Old Dutch aksfic, aksus: F. ru

abe,a tnx,—Skeat; Webster.

'1 Bl. Com. 818.

‘Pacific In|\. 00. o. Soule. 1 Wall. 445(1868h Sway-ne,

1.; Tax on Capital of Banks. 15 Op. Att.-Gen. 219

(1817); Michigan Central R Co. v. Collector. 100 U. S.

006 (1879). '

' Portland Bank v. Apthorp, 12 Mm 256 (1815),

Parker. 0. J.

IOliver v. Washington Mills. ll Allen. 274 (1865).

Bigelow, C. J.; Commonwealth v. People's Savings

Bank. 5 id. 481 (1832).

or privih-1:0 conferred by or exercised therein.‘

See Uoinionirv; Dtrrv, 2; lures-r; Tax, 2.

EXCLUSIO. See EXPRESSIO.

EXCLUSIVE. That which debars, de

prives, or excepts: as, an exclusive right,

privilege, or jurisdiction, which is possessed,

enjoyed or exercised independently of an

other or others.2 Opposed, inclusive.

See Enmnmanos; ONLY; Po:-islsslox, Adverse.

EXCULPATORY. See CU!-PA; FAULT.

EXCUSE. A reason for doing or not

doing a thing.

Excusable. 1. Admitting of excuse; ex

empting from liability or responsibility: as,

an excusable default, an excusable misde

iivery by a carrier.

2. Done under circumstances of accident

or necessity, and without legal malice: as,

an excusable homicide, q. v.

Ignorance of a fact may excuse; ignorance of the

law never excuses. Infants, lunatics. married women,

and persons under duress or necessity are sometimes

excused for acts done or sought to be enforced. See

lonoruxcs: K.\'0WLIDOE,1: Noncx.

EXEAT. See EXIRE, Ne exeat.

EXECUTE.8 To complete or perfect

what the law directs to be done; to complete

as an cifective instrument.

1. Referring to a conveyance, mortgage,

lease, will. contract, note, or other document,

may mean, as in popular speech. to sign, or

to sign and deliver; but in strict legal under

standing, when said of a deed or bond, al

ways means to sign, seal. and deliver.‘

Until a promise has been performed it is termco

"executory; " after performance, “ executed." Ob

viously, one of two mutual premises may have become

executed while the other yet remains executory; as

where a seller pays the price. and the buyer promises

delivery in the future. So. one or more of several

connected promises of one party may be executed

while his other engagements remain executory. What.

is usually meant by speaking of a. contract as execu

tory or executed is not that it is so as an entirety, but

that the promise particularly under discussion is so.

Thus. to speak of a sale for cash, of goods to bc deliv

ered in the future, as an executory contract, would be

natural 11’ the seller's obligation to deliver were the

IConnecticut ins. Co. v. Commonwealth. 133 Mass

161 (11-$3).

1Sec 8 Story. 0. C. 131; 2 Dali. 211; B B1sckf.861; 2!

Han. MI; 86 id. 366; 60 ll.id.80; 93 N. Y. 3-.’/&

‘F. erccuier: L. ea:-sequi. to follow out, follow to

the end. perform.

t See Hepp v. Huefner, 61 Wis. 151 (1884); 82 Ark. 458;

9 Cal. 480; 17 Ohlo,!>i5; 12 lred. L. 211; 37 Mich. 459; 28

Minn. 5151.
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matter chiefly in question; but ii’ the controversy re

lated to the buyer's payment the contract would be

mlled executed. And “ executed “ is (although “ ex

ecutory " is not) applied to contracts in a sense reint

ing to the completion of the written instruments in

which they are embodied, and not to performance of

their substance. In this sense " to execute " means to

complete the paper as an effective instrument; to sign

It. and to seal and deliver it whenever these formali

ties are essential to its incoption.I

2. Referring to a power or trust: to per

form or fuiflii the requirements thereof; to

give eifect thereto according to the intent of

the creator or of the law.

8. Referring to a decree, judgment, writ

or process: for the ofiicer addressed to carry

out the command therein contained.

“ Executed," indorsed on a writ, means that the

omcer complied with the mandate.’

4. Referring to a criminal: to put him to

death. Whence to execute the sentence, and

executioner. See DEATH, Penalty.

Executed. Completed, finished, per

formed, perfected; vested. Executory.

Yet to be completed, incomplete, not yet ef

fective, finished, perfected, or vested: as, an

executed or executory—agreement, consid

eration, contract, devise, estate, remainder,

sale, trust, use, writ, qq. v.

Executive. Carrying out; pertaining to

the enforcement of the laws: as, the execu

tive department, executive business; also,

the oificer who superintends the enforce

ment of the laws. See DEPARTMENT; DOCU

MENT; Govnammm; OFFICER; Pnrsmsnr.

Execution. 1. Doing or performing a

thing required.

2. Completion of the obligation of an in

strument by the final act of delivering it.

See Execute, 1.

8. Putting the sentence of the law in

force.‘

The act of carrying into efiect the final

judgment of the court; also, the writ which

authorizes this.‘

A writ issuing out of a court, directed to

en oflicer thereof, and running against the

body or goods of a party!’

Dormant execution. A writ of execu

tion which has been delivered to the proper

1 Addison, Contr. '2, Am. ed., A. & W. (1888), note.

IWilson 11. Jackson, 10 M0. 837 (1847); State v. Will~

lnmson, 57 id. 198 (1874).

I 8 Bl. Com. 412; 9 Ohio, 150.

‘ [Lockridge 1;. Baldwin, 20 Tex. B06 (1857).

' Brown v. Unitdi $tates, 0 or. C1. 178 (1870).

ofiicer, but is held in abeyance or unexe

cuted; a writ as to which action has been

deferred by suggestion of the creditor.

A levy for any other purpose than to realize money

is fraudulent as againsba subsequent execution.

Equitable e.rccu!fon. The appointment 0'

a receiver to take charge of property of an

equitable nature.1

Execution-creditor. A creditor who has

'prosecuted his claim to execution; in dis

tinction from a creditor who has obtained a

judgment upon which he has not issued, from

a mortgage creditor, and from a general cred

itor, q. '0. -

Writ of execution. A written command

or precept to the sherifi or other ministerial

oificer, directing him to execute the judg

ment of the court.’

Process authorizing the seizure and ap

propriation of the property of a defendant for

the satisfaction of the judgment against him.‘

A judicial process, issuing upon some rec

ord enrolled in court; as, at common law, to

repeal a patent.‘

Execution is “ the end and fruit of the law: “ it

gives the successful party the fruits of his judgment.‘

At common law, the ofilcer may be commanded to

take — the body of the defendant, his goods, his goods

and the profits of his lands. his goods and the posses

sion of his lands, or, his body, goods, and lands.‘

Property is held by the competent authority which

first actually attaches it.’ This is known as the rule

in Payne v. Drape.‘ See Juaisnicriou, Exclusive.

At common law, all writs of execution were to be

sued out within a year and a day after final judgment;

otherwise, the judgment was presumed to have been

satisfied. By statute, the lieu of such judgment may

be revived by a scire facia.a,' q. v.

All proceedings under a levy of execution have re

iation to the time of the seizure of the property."

\Vrit.s of execution, named from the oper

ative words in them when all kinds of pro

cesses were in Latin, are:

Fieri facias (abbreviated fi. fa.), that you

I Davis 1;. Gray, 16 Wall. 217-22 (1872). cases

' [Kelley 0. Vincent, 8 Ohio St. 420 (1858).

' Lambert 1:. Powers, 88 Iowa, 20 (1872), Beck, 0. J.

‘ [Stearns v. Barrett, 1 Mas. 164 (1816). See also

Labette County Commissioners 11. Moulton, 112 U. B.

223 (1884); 2) I11. 155; 11 Wand. 635; 9 Ohio, 150.

' United States v. Nourse, 9 Pet. '28 (1835).

'8 Bl. Corn. 414. See 2 Tidd. Pr. 993..

' Taylor v. Carryi, 2] How. 59-1 (1857), cases; Covell I.

Hsyman, 111 U. S. 170 (1884), cases.

I 4 East, 547 (1804), Elienborough. C. J.

' 3 Bl. Com. 421.

" Freeman v. Dawson, 110 U. S. 270 (1888), on
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cause to be made out of the goods, or lands,

or both the amount of the claim.

Applies to personalty, realty, chattels real, and

chases in possession. liiay be concurrent with an at

tachment in execution. A single flan‘ facias may ex

haust the personalty of the debtor, and an alias fleri

facias be issued to sell his realty. But an alias fieri

fucias may denote a second or new levy upon either

personalty or realty. A sale of realty upon a single

jleri facias may alsobe by express authorization from

the debtor.l

Levari facias (abbreviated lev. fa.), that

you cause be levied —out of the land speci

fied. Used to collect a charge upon land:

as, a mortgage, mechanic‘s lien, municipal‘

claim, taxes, and the like.

May issue after a scire facius has been determined

in favor of the creditor, as, after Judgment on a wire

/acias upon a mortgage.I See Annssns

Venditioni exp0'nas (abbreviated vend. am),

that you expose for snle— realty embraced

in a levy made under a precedingficri facias,

and condemned under proceedings in ex

tent, q. v.

Regarded as a completion of a previous execution,

by which the property is appropriated, not as an orig

inal or independent proceeding.’

Attachment-ezecution. Reaches a chose

in action, money and other property in the

hands of a stranger, to which the defendant

has no present right of possession; also

called an “execution-attachment." See A1‘

rscn, 2.

Lwerar-1' faciaa, that you cause to be de

livered -— to the creditor, such portion of the

premises, not sold under a previous levari

facias, as will satisfy the claim, according to

the valuation of the inquest, to hold as his

own free tenement. See EXTENT, 2.

Elegit, he has chosen. Delivers chattels

to the creditor at an appraised value, and, if

they are not sui-ficient, then one-half of the

defendant's freehold, till the rents and profits

pay the debt.

Then plaintiff "elected “ this writ, rather than a

/ler1'faCia.l, or a levari facim, which last writs gave

satisfaction only to the extent of chattels and present

profits of lands. Authorized by statute of Westmin

ster 2, c. 18. Prior thereto, possession of land could

not be taken, the feudal principle being that service

was not transferable to a stranger. The writ is still in

use, enlarged or narrowed in operation.‘

I See 8 Bl. Com. 417.

I Mitchell 1:. St. Maxent‘s Lessee, 4 Wall. 243 (1866).

'8 Bl. Com. 418; 2 id. 161; 4 Kent, 431, 436; Hutchin

Ion v. Grubbl, 80 Va. 254 (1885); 3 Ala. 561; 10 Gratt.

II

Jilandamus-e.-cecution. Enforces payment

of a judgment against a municipality. See

further llissnsns, Mandamus.

Sequestration. Reaches the revenues of a

corporation, a life-estate, or the property of

an absconding debtor. See SEQUESTRATION, 2.

Capias ad aat1'sfaciendum, that you take

for satisfying. Process under which the of

ficer arrests and detains the debtor till the

judgment is satisfied. See Caress, Capias,

Tedatum execution, certifies that the

debtor has property in another county. Is

sues into another county than that in which

the record remains. See TESTIS, Testatum.

Writs and processes of execution are: those which

point out specifically the thing to be seized, and those

which command the officer to make or levy certain

sums of money out of the property of a party named.

In the first class the ofllcer has no discretion, but must

do precisely what he is commanded. Therefore, if the

court had jurisdiction to issue the writ it is s protec

tion to the oiilcer. in the second class the officer must

determine at his own risk whether the property he

proposostoseize is legally liable to be taken. For a

mistake he is responsible to the extent of the injury.

As to this he exercises judgment and discretion — as

to who is the owner of the property, the kind that may

be taken, and the quantity.l

If a writ be sued out of a court of competent juris

diction, directing an ofllcer to seize specifically de

scribed property, as in admiralty, replevin, or ejecb

ment cases, it is a protection to the oflicer, when he is

sued in trespass for executing it. If, however, it in

general terms authorizes him to seize property, with

out n. specific description, he acts at his own risk as

regards the ownership of the property.’

See Jnmsmcnon, 2, Concurrent; Levy, 2; hims

nnuu l; Wnrr.

EXECUTOR. He to whom another com

mits by will the execution of his last will

and testament.‘ Feminine form, executrix.

Correlative, testafor, testatrix.

Ho so closely resembles an “ administrator " that

that term will not amount to asubstantial misdescrip

tlon in a deed or prosmution.‘

Acting executor. Such executor, of two

or more, us actually performs the duties of

the trust.

General executor. An executor whose

power is unlimited as to time, place, or sub

ject-matter. Special executor. An exec

utor who serves for a limited time, in a

particular place, or as to a part of the estate.

 

1 Buck 0. Colbath, 8 Wall. 318-44 (1865), Miller, J.

‘Sharps. Doyle, 102 U. S. 689 (1880), Miller, J.

'2 Bl. Corn. 508; lGa. 830; 55 Md. 194; 21 Wend. 436;

60 Barb. 175; 5 Hun, 21; 6 Humph. 458.

' Sheldon v. Smith, 97 Mam. 35-86 (i867). calcl: ib. 101.
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Instituted executor. Has the option

to serve before another who is named as sub

stitute — the substituted executor.

Rightful executor. The executor

named in the will; the lawful executor.

Executor de son tort. An executor of

his own wrong: he who, without authority,

does such acts as only the rightful executor

may do.

At common law an executor de son tort is one who,

without authority from the deceased or the court of

probate, does such acts as belong to the omce of an

executor or administrator.I

Not unauthorized are, acts of kindness in providing

for the family of the deceased or in preserving the

estate.’

An executor de son fort is liable to all the trouble

. of an executorship without the profits or advantages‘

Sole executor. The one person named

to serve as executor. Co-executor, joint

executor. One of two or more executors.

A wife, with her husband's consent, or a minor over

seventeen, or other person of sound mind, may be an

executor. He takes title from the will; is a personal

representative, identified in interest with the testator;

holds the estate in trust for creditors and legatees.

His power being founded upon the special confidence

the deceased had in him, he is not ordinarily required

to furnish security for the faithful performance of the

duties of the trust.

He is to do the things set forth in the will: to bury

the deceased, prove the will, give notice of letters ls

sued, make an inventory, collect the money and per

sonal effects,‘ pay the debts and legacies, and file an

account or accounts.

Contract rights pass to him, but not contract duties

of a purely personal nature. He can buy no part of

the estate; nor let assets lie unproductive; nor use the

estate for his own benefit. He may be surcharged in

his§ccounts. .

He is held to the care of a man of ordinary pru

dence, and to the most scrupulous good faith.

If he honestly exercises a discretion conferred upon

him by the will he cannot be held liable for a loss occa

sioned by an honest error of Judgment.'

The act of one co-executor is the act of all: each is

liable for the other‘s wrong, Qfected through negli

gence or connlvance. All sue and are to be sued to

gether. Death vests all rights and duties'in the sur

vivor.

The rule is that each coexecutor has complete

 

I Emery v. Berry, 23 N. H. 481 (1864), Eastman, J.

' ee 29 Minn. 421-23; 17 Ark. 125; 5 l*ieisk.19-1; 26

N. . 495; 1 Baxt. ii; 30 Conn. 329; 12 Ga. 588; 88t'd.

Mi; 26 Me. 861: Sliim. 437; 19 M0. 196.

'2 Bl. Com. 507.

‘See generally Wall 1:. Bissell, 121- U. S. 887,889(1888),

cases.

‘Cooper 1:. Cooper, 7'7 Va. 203 (1883); 75 id. 747; 24

Gratt. 225: 28 id. 442; 82 id. 262.

power to administer the estate. A payment therefore

to one is payment to all.1

At common law executors have a joint authority

and a joint interest in the property of the estate.

They are esteemed in law as one person. and, as each,

represent the testator, although each may be respon

sible only ior his own acts.’

Whether an executor may be imprisoned for not

paying over an amount due upon final account, the

statutes and decisions of ihe States are not in accord.

In Vermont and South Carolina, though refusal to pay

is a contempt of court, imprisonment is not allowed

under the constitutional inhibition against imprison

ment for debt.I

See Anlmtsrnn, 4; Assrrs; Boss; Cannon; Cox

IIBSXON, 8; Dsvasnvrr; Dawsavrr; Dosa1-to; Fo

Nltiun; Goons; l.\iPROVlDENT; lnvnsroar; Laoaor;

Lmsss; Psrusaaann; Powsa, 2; Psoaars; Rerun

Sii‘.NTATiv1:,(1); Same, -i; Tsvsr, 1; Voucuan; Wm

sass.

EXEMPLARY. See Dsuaoas.

EXEMPLIFICATION. An oificial

transcript of a record, for use as evidence.

Primary evidence; in the United States courts, by

act of May %, 1790, which does not exclude other

proof and is to be strictly followed. The seal of the

court is essential. An exemplification of the record of

the record of a deed is admissible; of a foreign will,

or grant, may be proven by a certificate.‘ See further

Corr; Evrnanca, Secondary; Farm. Full, etc.; Los-r, 2;

Rscoan.

EXEMPTION.5 The privilege of being

excepted, excused, or freed from the oper

ation of a law.

Used especially of goods not liable to seizure under

the law of distress for rent; ' of merchandise not sub

ject to duties under the internal revenue laws; ' of the

property of bankrupts and insolvents excepted from

sale under execution laws; ' and of the property of a

decedent not subject to administration.

Also, the property itself, in the aggregate.

 

1 Stone 1:. Union Sav. Bank, 18 R. L 25 (IBN); 8 Ga.

888; 2 Williams, Exec. 9-16.

' Caskie 1). Harrison, 77 Va. 91 (1882); Peter 1:. Bever

ley, 10 Pet. ssaa, 504 (1886); Wilson's Appeal, 115 Pa

930887); M‘Cormick 1:. Wright, 79.Va. .533 (1884), cases;

24 Cent. Law J. 147 (1887), cases.

See generally Williams, Exec.; Schouler, Ex. &

Adm., and Wills; 2 Kent, 409; 1 Pars. Contr. 12?; Stacy

0. Thrasher, 6 How. 58-60 (1848); Hill v. Tucker, 18 id.

466-67 (1851); Smith v. Ayer, 101 U. S. 827 (1879); Colt e.

Colt, 111 id. 581 (1884); Glasgow v. Lipse, 117 id. 888

(1886); 9 Gratt. 559; 2i id. ‘A30. 759.

' Re Bingham1 32 Vt. 885 (1859); Golson v. Holman,

Sup. Ct. S. C. (18%): 26 Cent. LawJ. 521-22 (1888), case;

‘See 2 Whart. Ev. Ch. III, $5 95-119; 1 Greenl. Ev

‘S01; 7 W. Va. 413.

‘ L. ex-imere, to take out, remove, free.

'3 Bl. Com. fl.

' R. S. 58187.

' R. S. 55045.
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Exempt. Excepted from the burden or

operation of law; also, a person so excepted,

excused. or relieved.

Exemption laws. Specifically, laws

which except a part of a debtor’s property

from seizure on execution, or other process,

as not liable to the payment of his debts.

This property, in its nature and extent, varies in the

different States. in some it extends only to the mcrest

implements of household necessity; in others it in

cludes the library of the professional man. however

extensive, and the tools of mechanics; and in many it

embraces the homestead in which the family resides.

The creditor, when he parts with the consideration of

his debt, knows that the property so exempt cannot

be seized in payment.’

Exemption in favor of debtors is favored by liberal

interpretations. The exemption law of a State bars

snexecution on a judgment in favor of the United

States.‘

Exemption laws seek to promote the general wel

fare of society by taking from the head of a family

the power to deprive it of certain property by con

tracting debts which will enable creditors to take such

property in execution. Parties ought not, therefore,

to be permitted to contravene the policy of the law

by contract.‘

Waiver of the right, if permitted at all, must be in

distinct and unequivocal terms, and not rest upon in

ference.‘

Widow's exemption. For the benefit of the

widow and children of a decedent.‘

See Aon.1cuurnnr.; Exrnr.ss1o, Unius, etc.; Hsirlm;

HOIBBTBD; Ilonsn; Imnmrrv; lnrnsxssr; Parn

Lnos; Tsx, 2; Thu; Toon; Wsoou; Wonxs.

EXEQUATUR. L. let it be executed,

performed, discharged.

1. In French practice, placed at the foot oi’

a judgment obtained in another jurisdiction,

authorized execution upon the judgment

within the jurisdiction to which it was ex

emplified.

2. An order issued by the foreign de

partment of a state to which a consul or

commercial agent is accredited, that he be

permitted to discharge the duties oi‘ his ap

pointmenk

 

I Nichols c. Eaton. 91 U. 8. 726 (1875), Miller, J.

' Fink v. O'Neil, 106 U. S. 2&)(188'Z), cases; R. S. 6916.

' Kneettle v. Newcomb, 22 N. Y. 249 (1560); Crawford

0. Lockwood, 9 Bow. Pr. 517 (1%); Harper 1:. Leal, 10

id. 276 (1%). Contra, McKinney u. Reader, 6 Watts,

li(1§ii'); Case 0. Dumnors, 23 Pa. 93 (1854); 24 id. 420;

I1 id. 2:5. .

' O'Neil 1:. Craig, 56 Pa. 161 (1867); Commonwealth v.

Boyd, ib. 40208117). Exemptions of personalty, Kansas

uses, 2 Kan. Law J. 146-49 (1855), cases.

' Hu1rnan‘s Appeal, 81 Pa. 829 (1376); Nixon's Appeal,

I W. N. C. 496(11i78).

W)

Consuls on exhibiting proof of their appointment

receive an ezequatur, or permission to discharge their

functions within the limits prescribed, which permis

sion can be withdrawn for any misconduct.I

EXERCITOR. L. Exerciser: manager.

Exercitor maria. In civil law, he who

equips a vessel; in English and American

law, the managing owner of a vessel.2

EXH1LBI'I‘.a 1, v. To produce, otter, or

expose for inspection: as, to exhibit an ac

count, a balance, a bill in equity, a complaint

or information, written interrogatories, a bill

or note for payment.‘

2, n. A document produced and identified

for use as evidence. before a jury, referee,

master, or in the course of pleading.

Where there are several such documents it is cus

tomary to identify them as “Exhibit A," “B," or A 1,

A 2, etc.; and, when produced in evidence, to mark

upon them also the date, and the stenographer's or

commissioner‘s name.

A document cannot be proved as an exhibit when it

requires more to substantiate it than proof of the exe

cution or of the handwriting.I

“ Ex. A " was held to mean “Exhibit A." °

EXHIBITION. Compare ENTERTAIN

MENT; Incense, 3; PRIZE-momma.

Unless skating rinks are so conducted as to be

clearly shown to be “public performances or exhibi

tions,“ they cannot be brought within a statute requir

ing a license to be taken out for such “ performances

or exhibitions.“ '

EXIG-ENCY. Going forth;

mandate; urgency. See EXIRE.

A shcrlfl must executo a writ addressed and deliv

ered to him, according to its exigency, without inquir

ing into the regularity of the proceeding.

The “ exigency of a bond " refers to the event upon

the hnppening or not happening of which the bond is

to become operative, by changing a contingent to an

absolute liability.

EXIGENT. See Ourmwar.

EXIBE. L. To go away, go out; to issue.

Exit. It has gone forth; it has issued.

The exit of a writ means simply the issuing of that

particular writ; and the word "exit," as a docket

entry, indicates that the writhas in tact been formally

imued.

Ne exeat. That he do not depart. A

writ in equity practice issued to prevent a

issuing:

 

I Woolsey, Intern. Law, § 100; 18 Pick. 5:33.

I See 8 Kent, 161.

' L. ea:-hibere, to hold out or forth.

‘ See 8 Bl. Com. 450; Byles, Bills, 206; '2 Conn. 8&

' Lake a. Skinner, 1 Jac. & W. 9,15(1819); Plunkett v.

Dillon,4 Del. Ch. 2-2.! (1871), cases. See generally Com

mercial Bank 1:. Bank of New York, 4 Hill, 610 L18“)

' Dugan v. Trisler, 60 ind. 566 (1850).

' Harris 1:. Commonwealth. 81 Va. >240 (183).
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defendant from withdrawing his person and

property beyond the jurisdiction of the court

before a judgment and execution can be had

against him.

in effect, a process to hold to ball, or to compel a

party to give security to abide the decree. Not

granted in the Federal courts unless a suit in equity is

already commenced, and satisfactory proof is made

that the defendant designs quickly to depart from the

United States.1

The iuli form of the writ is no erect republics; the

original in England was no ezea! regno or regnum.

The constitutions of the States declare that all per

sons have a natural right to emigrate from the State.’

EXISTING. See Cnsnrron; PBE-EXIST

mo; Psnwocs; PRIOR.

“Existing laws,“ in the saving clause of an act, to

fers to laws in force at the passage of the act.I

EXIT. See EXIRE, Exit.

EXONERATION ; EXONERETUR.

See ONUS, Exoneretur.

EXP. See Ex, Parte.

EXPATRIATIONJ Voluntarily leav

ing one‘s native or adopted country to be

come a citizen in another country.

Expatriate. To leave one‘s country, re

nouncing allegiance to it, with the purpose

of making a home and becoming a citizen in

another country.

Includes more, then, than changing one‘s domicil.l

Act of Congress of July 27, 186.8, declares that " the

right of expatriatlon is a natural and inherent right of

all people, indispensable to the enjoyment of the

rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; "

disavows the claim made by foreign states that natu

ralized American citizens are still the subjects of such

states; and enacts, further, that “any declaration, in

struction, opinion, order, or decision of any oflicer of

the United States which denies, restricts, impairs, or

questions the right of expatriation, is declared incon

sistent with the fundamental principles of the repub

lic." '

The right is inalienable, and extends to individuals

of the Indian race.7

The contrary is the English doctrine, expressed in

the maxim nemo potest ezuerc patriam!

 

I R. B. Q 717; Lewis v. Shsinwald, 7 Saw. 416-17 (1881),

cases.

'2 Kent, 84; 1 Bl. Com. 266; 2 Story, Eq. §§ 1466-74;

2 Daniel, Ch. Pr. 1696-1714; Adams 1:. Whit/corub,46 Vt.

71B (1873).

' Lawrie v. State, 5 Ind. 5% (1851).

Iowa, 215.

l L. ea: patria terns, from one‘s fatherlsnd.

' Ludham v. Ludham, 81 Barb. 489 (1860).

‘R. s. §§ 1999, 2000; 0 Op. Att-(ien. a.*>s(1s50).

' United States, ex rel. Standing Bear v. Crook, ii

Dill. 458 (1879).

'2 Kent. 36; Morse, Citizenship, i170; 21 Am. Law

Beg. 69-79 (1878); Canad. Law Times, Oct. 1888.

SOQNHLI17;8S

EXPECTANCY. A present, vested, con

tingent right to the future enjoyment of land.

A future estate; an estate in expectancy, or,

simply, an expectant estate or interest.

Expectant. Contingent as to enjoyment;

also, the person entitled thereto.

An expectancy is always an estate in remainder, or

s reversion. The idea is that the time of enjoyment

is postponed —— depends upon some subsequent circum

stance or contingency. It is an execuwry estate, as

opposed to an estate in actual, present possession

an estate executed.l

in New York, any present right or interest which

by possibility may vest in possession at a future day.‘

See Bsnons, Catching.

EXPENDITURE. An actual payment

of money. -

To incur an expenditure is to make a payment, to

expend money. To incur a liability and to incur an

expenditure are diflerent things.I

EXPENSE; EXPENSES. Vary in

meaning with the intention of parties and

testators, and the circumstances of particu

lar cases.‘ See COSTS.

EXPERIMENT. See INVENTION.

EXPEB.'I‘.° A person instructed by ex

pericnce.‘

A skilled or experienced person; a person

having skill, experience or peculiar knowl

edge on certain subjects or in certain profes

sions; a scientific witness]

On questions of science, skill, trade, art or others

of like kind, a person of skill, sometimes called an ex

pert, may not only testify to facts, but may give his

opinion. His qualification must first be shown to the

court.‘

Whether a witness who is called as an expert has

the requisite qualifications to enable him to testify is

a preliminary question for the court, the decision of

which is conclusive, unless it appears upon the evi

dence to have been erroneous or tohave been founded

upon some error in law.‘

 

1 [2 Bl. Oom. ms

*1 N. Y. Rev. St. 723,|10; s'b.725,§85; 7 Paige, 76;

20 Barb. 462. See u1so17 F. R. 828; 10 Ohio St. 106;1

Story, Eq. 5881.

‘Improvement of South Pass, 16 Op. An.-Gen. 18

(1878).

¢See1Mlnn.48; 1Cl.ii!. 158; 8N.J. 111.506; 12CtCl.

179; 98 E. C. L. 199.

I L experts-s, practiced, experienced, skilled.

‘Hyde u. Woolfolk, 1 Iowa, 167, 166 (1855): 2 Best

Ev. 518; 54 Cal. 517.

'Heaid 1). Thing, 45 Me. 894 (1858): Burriii; 62 Ma.

77; 41 N. H. 547; 50 id. 454; 48 Vt. 877.

‘Congress, &tc. Spring Co. 0. Edgar, 99 U. 8. GM

(1878), cases, Clifford, J.; 1 Greenl. Ev. i “D; 87

Johns. 75.

' Perkins v. Sticlmey, 182 Mass. 218(1BB).
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An expert may be asked his opinion upon a case

hypothetically stated, or upon a case in which the

(acts have been established; but he may not determine

from the evidence what the facts are, to give an opin

ion upon them.I

When the subject of a proposed inquiry is not a

matter of science but of common observation, upon

which the ordinary mind is capable of iomiing a

judgment, an export may not state his opinion.‘

An expert testifies as a specialist. He may be ex

amined on foreign laws, and as to scientific authori

ties. Whether a conclusion belongs to him or not is

for the court to say. He may give an opinion as to a

condition known in his specialty; as, the opinion 0! a

physician, surgeon, lawyer, scientist, practitioner in

a business. artist, one familiar with a market, or with

values generally, or cognizant of damage done. On

sanity,’ friends and attendants may give their opinion.

an expert may explain his opinion. His testimony is

to be jealously scrutinized, particularly when givenez

parts.‘

The opinions of witnesses are constantly taken as

to the result of their observations on a great variety

of subjecm. All that is required is that the witnesses

should be able properly to make the observations. the

result of which they give; and the confidence bestowed

on their conclusions will depend upon the extent and

completeness of their examination, and the ability

with which it is made.‘

The testimony of an expert has not the weight of

testimony from observation. His statements are mere

opinions, and entitled to such weight only as his ex

perience justiiles!

The weight of authority is that he cannot be com

pelled to give a proiessional opinion without compen

nation.‘

It specially feed, the jury may consider the eflect

on his credibility.‘

See Dssmx, 2; Haxnwarnno; issaxnrr, 2 (6); lxsrno

non. 2; Samson.

EXPLOSION. Sudden and rapid com

bustion, causing violent expansion of the air,

and accompanied by a report.‘

There is no dlflerence in common use, between

"explode" and " burst.“ The ordinary idea is

 

1 Dexter v. Hull, 15 Wall. 9, 26 (1872), Strong, .1.

' Milwaukee. &c. R. Co. v. Kellogg. D-i U. S. 4T2(1876),

cases; Connecticut Mut. Life Ins Co. v. Lathrop, 111

id. 6lB(lB8~i);%.‘arter 0. Boehmfi Sm. L. C. 286, cases.

'1 Whart. Ev. fii 434-66, cases.

0 Hopt 1:. Utah, 120 U. S. 437-88 (1867), cases.

I United States v. Pendergast. 82 F. R. 198 (1887).

'1 Whart. Ev. Q 879, cases: Sprague, 278; 5 South.

Law Rev. 703-809(18S0). cases; 6 id. 706-18(1%0), cases;

12 Cent. Law J. 193 (1881), cases; 21Am. Law Rev. 571

W (1887), cases; Liedico-beg. J.. Sept. 1888; 59 Ind. 15;

I8 Abb. Pr. 207, 240.

'1 Whart. Ev. Si 456. 880; Harvey 1!. Packet 00., 8

Bios. 99 (1877). See generally Ware 0. Starkey, 80 Va.

04 (1%); 18 Bradw. 348: 70 iowa, 432,474; 80 Minn.

M1; 2 Utah, 189; 41 N. Y.547;48l‘a.12;8 Tex. Ap.157.

' United Lite. to. lna Co. v. Footo, 23 Ohio St. 848

087%

that “ explosion “ is the cause, while " rupture " is the

eflect.l

An insurance against “ loss or damage by fire "

covers a loss arising in part from an explosion and in

part from combustion of gunpowder.l See Flu

wonss.

EXPORT. To carry away: send out of

a country. Exports: merchandise sent from

one country to another.

As used in the Constitution, Art. 1, secs. 8. 10, does

not include articles transported from one State into

another.‘ See further Ilroar.

EXPOSE. To set out, bring into view;

display, exhibit; show: as, to expose prop

erty to sale,‘ to expose the person.5 See IN

DECENT.

EXPOSITIO. L. A setting out-—the

meaning of language; explanation; inter

pretation. ‘

Contemporanea expositio optima et

fortissima in legs. The explanation oi‘

the time is the fittest and strongest in law.

Contemporaneous interpretation is the most

satisfactory.

Words in constitutions, treaties, statutes, — old

writings generally, will be given the sense and scope

they had with the makers or iramem. The courts will

not disturb the construction put upon a doubtful law

by long usage.‘

Contemporaneous construction "can never abro

gate the text, it can never fritter away its Ob\‘1uliS

sense, it can never narrow down its true limitations, it

can never enlarge its natural boundaries.“ '

The contemporaneous construction of a statute by

those charged with its execution, especially when it

has long prevailed. is entitled to great weight, and

should not be disregarded or overturned except for

cogent reasons, and unless it be clear that such con

struction is erroneous.‘ Compare Eanon, 1, Commu

nis, etc.

IEvans v. Columbian Ins. Co., 44 N. Y. 151-52 (1870).

1 Scripture 1:. Lowell liiut. Fire Ins. Co., 10 Cush. 13$

(1852). See also 56 Md. 81; 21 Wend. 867; 8 Phila. 8523;

19 C. B. N. s. 126. .

I Erp. Martin, 7 Nev. 142(181‘1); Woodrufl v. Parham,

8 “Tall. 131 (1868).

4 Adams Express 00. v. Schleasinger, 75 Pa. 256 (1874);

12 Vt. 212.

'2 Bishop, Cr. L. i 318; 46 N. J. 1.. 16.

‘Amos v. Kansas, 111 U. B. 464 (1584).

'1 Story. Const. $407.

' United States v. Johnston, 124 U. S.” (1888). cases.

Harlan. J.; Cohens 0. Virginia, 6 Wheat. 418 (1821),

Marshall, C. J.; Harrison 1:. Commonwealth, 83 Ky.

171 (1886); United States v. Snylor, 81 F. R. 548 (1887).

See also 5 Cranch, 22; 12 Wheat. 210; 99 U. S. 205; 101

id. 461; 107 ad 406; 118 id. 571, 738; 116 id. 622; 81 F. R

26S; 6 Col. 92; 9 id. 03; 6 Conn. 89; 1191.11. 845; 80 Kan.

111; B8 Ky. 103; 17 lilass. '144; 44 N. J. L22; 16 Ohio

St. 519; 70 Pa. 2011; 78 id. Bi; 94 id. 249; 14 8. 0.1%; 00

Win 468.
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EXPRESS. 1. To declare in terms, state

in words, mention distinctly, avow openly.

Express; expressed. Openly uttered

and avowed; stated or mentioned in words,

oral or written; made known; opposed to

implied: left to implication or inference; as,

express or an express or expressed - abroga

tion, assumpsit or undertaking, condition,

consent, consideration, contract, covenant,

dedication, malice, repeal, trust, warranty,1

qq v. See also EXPRESSIO.

(2) Intended for a special service; contract

ing for expedition in the transportation of

packages: as, express—company, business,

facilities, matter.

Express car. See BURGLARY, p. 141, n. 2.

Express companies are organized to

carry small and valuable packages rapidly,

in such manner as not to subject them to the

danger of loss and damage which attends the

transportation of heavy and bulky articles of

commerce.2 See PACKAGE.

Express companies are common carriers. Origi

nally formed to transport money, treasure, and other

valuables, they have become carriers of goods and

merchandise generally.I

Before railroads came into use, common carriers by

land delivered parcels to the consignees. R/ailwny

companieswere held bound only to carry goods to their

destination, and put them safely in a warehouse. To

remedy this defect in the railway transportation of

packages of great value in small compass, express

companies were instituted. They undertake to deliver

to the consignee in person.‘

The style " express forwarders “ does not necessa

rily make them simple forwarders.‘

What they are is to be determined by the nature of

their business, not by contracts made respecting their

liability.‘

Express business. Involves the idea of

regularity, as to route or time, or both. In

the act of June 30, 1864, § 104 (13 St. L. 276),

does not cover what is done by a person who

carries goods at special request, not running

regular trips nor on regular routes."

lSee 2 Bl. Com. 448; 101 U. S. 670.

‘Southern Express Co. v. St Louis, &c. R. Co., 10

F. R. 213 (1882), Miller, J. See 2 Redf. Railw. 15, Car

riers, 50, S 38: American Union Express Co. 0. Robin

son, 72 Pa. 278 (1872).

' Southern Express Co. 12. Cook, 44 Ala. 4713 (1870).

l 2 Redt. Railw. 21; United States Express Co. v.

Backman, 28 Ohio St. 151 (1575).

‘ Christensen 1:. American Express Co., 15 Min. 283

(1870).

‘Bank of Kentucky u. Adams Express Co., 03 U. 8.

181-85 (1876).

' Betser 1:. Wood. 109 U. S. 187 (1888). K

The regulation of the business of an express com

pany upon the property of a railroad company. in the

absence of legislation, is for the parties themselves to

determine. . in a few States, by recent statutes or

by judicial interpretation, railroad companies are re

quired tofurnish equal facilities to all express com

panies desiring to use their property. But the

reason is obvious why special contracts are necessary.

The transportation required is of a kind which must.

if possible, be had for the most part on passenger

trains. it requires not only speed, but reasonable cer

tainty as to the quantity that will be carried at one

time. As the things carried are to be kept in the per

sonal custody of the messenger of the express com

pany, a certain amount of carspace must be set apart.

and, as far as practicable, be put in the exclusive pos

session of the expressman in charge. As the business

to be done is “ express" it implies access to the train

for loading at the latest, and for unloading at the

earliest, convenient moment. All this is‘ inconsistent

with theidea of an express business on trains free to

all exprea carriers. Pnsseiiger trains are primarily

for the transportation of passengers and their bag

gage. This must be done with reasonable promptness

and comfort to the passenger. The express business

is in a degree subordinate to the passenger business,

and itis consequently the duty of the railroad com

pany in arranging for the express to see that there is

as little interference as possible with the wants of pas

sengers. This implies a special understanding as to

the amount of car space that will be aiforded, and the

conditions on which it is to be occupied. the particular

trains that can be used, the places at which they shall

stop, the price to be paid, etc. It by no means tot

lows that because a railroad company can serve one

express company in one way it can as well serve an

other company in the same way. As long as

the public are served to their reasonable satisfaction,

it is a matter of no importance who serves them.

The railroad company performs its whole duty when it

affords the public all reasonable express accom

modations. The company may choose its own means

of carriage, always provided they are such as to in

sure reasonable promptness and security.I

See Csnnmn, Common.

EXPBESSIO. L. Definite statement

or enumeration; expression.

Expressio unius, exclusio alterius.

The statement of one thing is the exclusion

of another. Sometimes put, inclusio unius,

etc.,— “ including one excludes all others.“ '

Still another form is, expressum facit ces

sare tacitum: the expressed controls the

 

1 Express Cases: Railroad Companies (llemphis &

L., St. Louis, I. M. 8: S., and Missouri. K. & T.) v. E:

press Companies (Southern and Adams), 117 U. S. l, 5

(1836), Waite, C. J. Commented on, Pfister u. Central

Pacific R. Co., 70 Cal. 183 (1886). See also 57 Me. 194;

lib Mass. 416; 4 Brewst. 568. Contra, 2 F. R465; 8 id.

503, 7:5; 4 id. 431; 6 id. 427; 8121.799; 10 id. 213, see; 15

id. 568; 18 id. 671, 672; 19 id. 21.

' 12 F. 11.414; 6 Col. 88, 9-1.
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uumentioned ; an unequivocal statement They are never more applicable than when applied

p'revnils over an implication.I

Express mention of one act, condition, stipulation,

class or number, person or place, implies the exclusion

oi another or others not mentioned. The maximre

Itricts what is implied by what is expressed. what is

general by what in particular and specific.‘.

The mode provided in a constitution for its amend

ment is the only mode in which it can be amended

The ordinary rule is, that where power is given to do

I thing in a particular way, there aiflrmntive words,

marking out the way, by implication prohibit all other

ways.‘

it would have been impracticable for the framers

of the Constitution to have enumerated all the means

by the use of which the powers expressly conferred

upon the government of the United States should be

exercised. A sou-reign must have a choice of means

by which to exercise sovereign powers.‘ SeeNscs.s

em.

Offenses not mentioned in a treaty of extradition

are excluded from its operation.‘

A special provision in an act for levying a tax 01' a

iixed per centum excludes the levy of a higher, al

though necessary, tax.‘

The creation of speciilc means for exercising pow

em 0! municipal government excludes all other

means.’

The charter of a corporation is the measure of its

powers. and the enumeration of those powers implies

the exclusion of othem.'

A general statement of the duties for which a bond

lsgiven will be construed to include only such other

duties of the same kind as were not specifically enu‘

Inc-rated.‘

The expression, in a policy of insurance, thata ves

sel should proceed to a port in Cuba and thence to

Europe, implies that she should visit no other port in

Cuba. "

An express guaranty of a hill or note cannot be con

verted into an indorsement."

Where a party specifies an objection to the admis

sion of evidence it must be considered that he waives

or has no ground for other objections."

The maxims express the principle of the rule that

excludes such parol testimony as would vary the terms

of a written instrument.

They also serve to prevent fraud and perjury."

 

I71 Ala. 87; 82 id. 829; G2 0:11.189; 4 Wash. 0. 0.185.

' Broom, Max. 651. 664.

' Re Constitutional Convention, 14 R. I. 661 (1858),

cases. See also Smith 1:. Stevens, 10 Wall. 826 (1870).

‘ 2 Story, C0n.st, 5 1218.

' United States v. Rauscher, 118 U. S. 4%) (1886).

' United States v. County of Macon, 99 U. 8. 6000878).

' Mayor of Nashville 0. Ray. 19 Wall. 175 (1873). '

‘Thomas v. West Jersey R. Co., 101 U. S. 82 (1879).

' South v. Maryland, 18 How. 402 (1865).

" Hearne 1:. Marine Ins. Co., 20 Wall. 498 (1874).

ll Central Trust Co. 1:. Nat. Bank of Wyaudotte, 101

U. 8. TD (1879).

" Evanston v. Gunn, 99 U. S. 666 (1878).

ll See Smith v. McCullough, 101 U. S. 26 (1881); 109 (d.

to the interpretation of a statute.‘

See l.\'c1ns:x'r; Rsmsnv; SURPLUSAGI.

EXPRESSIONS, GENERAL. Bee

CONSTRUCTION; Dwrou, 2: EXPRESSIO, Uniua,

etc. ; O1>1:\'101~:, 3.

EXPULSION. See Anonon; Fann

CHISE, Disiranchise; EVICTION.

EXPUNGE. See ALTER, 2; CANCEL;

SCANDAL, 2.

EXPURGATORY. SeeOa'1'H.

EXTEND. To stretch or lengthen out;

to continue, enlarge, expand. Compare EN

LARGE; Exmsr; Rsnsw.

To extend a charter is to give one which now exists

greater or longer time in which to operate than that

to which it was originally limited.‘

In its primary sense, when applied to a railroad

track or other line, may import a continuation of the

line without a break. But power to authorize a rail

way "to extend the location 01' its tracks" may he

held to include the location 01' an additional track, not

connected with existing tracks except by those of an

other corporation.I

For proper cause shown, a court will usually extend

the time within which a thing was previously directed

to be done; as. the taking of testimony.‘ -

Extension. Imports the continuance 01

an existing thing.‘

Since the act of March 2,1861, 0. 88 (12 St. L. 249),

patents are granted for the term of seventeen years,

and further extepsion is forbidden, except as to do

signs.‘

In the construction of statutes a term of an inferior

class will not be extended to a superior class. See

Gsn's1uL. 6.

Creditors extend, that is, increase the time of pay

ment of their claims, by agreeing to wait a certain

time after the claims become due. °

EXTENT. 1. In common parlance,

varies somewhat in meaning according to

the subject to which it is applied, and as that

changes, it may as well refer to time as to
 

ezs; 18 or. c1.11r,457;a1F.n. aw; 82id. 50,554; 4 DeL

Ch. 185; 66 Ga. 1iB;87 Ind. 291; 59X0wm 77; 88Kan.

ear; 81La.An. %5;98Mass.29;117 £1418; 10 Minn.

113; 30 id. WI; 44 N. J. L. 45; 8 N. Mex.66; TSN. Y.

4-10; 69Pa. 178; 71 id. 58, 429; 75 id. as, 125, 501; now.

~l12;19 S. C. 147; Q) Va. M, 813, 874; 60 “'13. 252; 62171

41; 66id.882, 566; 07141. 89; L. R.,8 Exch.1TF; 2Pan

C0nt., 6 ed., b1b(1', t).

' Coast'Line R Co. v. City of Savannah, 30 F. R. 66

(1887)

I liioers v. City of Reading, 21 Pa. 201(1s5a).

‘South Boston R. Co. 11. Middlesex R. Co.. 121 Mm

489 (1877), Morton, J. See also Volmor'e ApPel1- 11!

Pa. 166 (1837): 19 W. N. C. 188.

' See James 1:. McMillan, 615 Mich. 136 (1884).

' Brooke v. Clarke, 1 B. & M. ‘£08 (1813).

' See It s. 54914.
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space. or proportion; especially so. when ap

plied to interests, as in patents, for a par

ticular term of years.I

2. At common law. a writ of execution by

which the defendant’s body, lands. and goods

may all be taken at once, to compel payment

of a debt. At present, concerns lands only.

Originally enforced a recognizance or debt ac

knowledged on a statute merchant or staple. The

lherlfl caused the lands and tenements to be appraised

to their full “extended “ value that it might be known

how soon the debt would be satisfied.‘ Compare

Srarurs, Merchant.

Sometimes denotes a writ by which the creditor may

obtain possession of the debtor's land till the debt be

paid.I See lr~'qur2rr. Of lands.

EXTENUATION. See Aooasvanon.

EXTINGUISH.‘ To put out or quench:

to destroy, annihilate; to pay in full, satisfy:

as, to extinguish a debt, an estate, a right to

rent, a right of way, the rights of a corpora

tion.

Extinguishment. Whenever a right,

title or interest is destroyed or taken away

by the act of God, operation of law, or act of

the party.‘

Extinguishing one debt by substituting another is

always a question of intention.‘

See Rsmss; Masons. 1; Snxsrv. 2.

EXTOBTIONJ That abuse of public jus

tice which consists in an oflicer’s unlawfully

taking, _by color of his oflice, from any man,

any money or thing of value that is not due

to him, or more than is due, or before it is

due.§ Whence extorsively.

Obtaining money or other valuable th'i_ng

by compulsion, actual force, or the force of

motives applied to the will.9

The wrongful exaction of money. The law, at the

time of payment, creates an obligation to refund.

Notice to refund is not necessary. therefore. unless to

serve to rebut the inference that the payment was

voluntary or made through mistake."

 

1 Wilson v. Rousseau. 4 How. 698 (1846).

' 8 Bl. Corn. 420.

' See 1 Trouh. & II. (Pa.) 51228.

' L. exlinguere. to quench.

Hlioultrie v. Smiley. 16 Ga. 848 (1851): 8 Bac. Abr.;

I) Ga. -103; 4 Mc(,‘ord. 101; 29 N. J. L. 2).

‘ Potter v. McCoy. 26 Pa. 462. 400 X1856). See 8 W. &

S. 277; 4 Watts. 879; 6 Fla. 25; 35 N. H. £31; 12 Barb.

128; 29 Vt 488.

' L. ezio-rquera. to twist or wring out.

'4 Bl. Com. 141; 3 Cow. G63.

' [Commonwealth v. O‘Brien. 12 Cush. 90 (1&'-8), Shaw,

Chief Justice.

" United States Bank v. Bank of Washington. 6 Pet.

'1I(183‘2). S66 also 3 Saw. 474; 14 F. R 597; 36Ark.

No public officer may take other fees or rewards

than such as are given by virtue of some statute.I

The taking or obtaining of anything from another

by a public offlcer by means of illegal compulsion or

oppressive exaction. The offense. by i 8169. Rev. St,

is the same as extortion at common law.’

Compare EXACTION; BLACKMAXL‘. Orrammon. 800

Parnsxr. involuntary; Pnorssr. 1.

EXTRA. A Latin preposition and ad

verb, contracted from eostera (parte): enter,

or avtenw, outward: em, out.

1. On the outside: outside; without; be

yond.

2. Except; besides.

8. In extra costs, extra services. extra

wages. and the noun attras, supposed to be

an abbreviation of " extraordinary: ” beyond

what is common, additional to what is due

or expected.

See Dermot! v. Jones. under Cowrnncr, Executed.

Extra-dotal. Beyond dower. See DOTAL

Extra-hazardous. Specially risky. See

Hazmm.

Extra-judicial. Boyond the jurisdiction;

not judicial; outside of. or out of, court: as,

an extra-judicial —act. admission, decision,

oath. See JUDGE; JUDICIAL.

Extra-ofiicial. Outside the duties of an

oflice. q. 1:.

Extra-territorial.

tory. q. '0.

EXTRACT. See Corr; Esrnsar; EVI

DENCB, Secondary; REVIEW, 8.

EXTRADITIONJ Surrender, by one

government to another, of a person who has

fled to the territory of the former to escape

arrest and punishment under the criminal

laws of the latter. \Vhence extradite, ex

traditable, non-extraditable. 4

International or foreign extradition.

Exists between independent nations. Inter

State extradition. Exists between indi

vidual States of the same nation or union.

For a crime committed against the law of a State.

extradition of the offender from a foreign country

must be negotiated through the Federal governmenk

conformably to the existing treaty.

1. As between nations, the surrender of a

fugitive is a matter of conventional arrau;_;e

Beyond the torri~

 

442: 2 Dish. Cr. L. 5 890; 4 Conn. 48); 2 Sneed, 162; 1

Pick. 287.

‘R. 5. ii 3169. 5481: United States 11. “'ait.L 8 Bow

474 (1875).

"Unilcd States 11. Denver. 14 F. R. 597 (1832). Dick

District Judge.

' L. ez~iradere. to deliver over.
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ment, not a matter of right. The obligation

is not imposed by the law of nations. De

liveries not provided for by treaty stipulation

have been made in many cases, but always

upon the principle of 1.-omity.I

'l‘he trespass of a kidnaper, unautlr rizod by either

government, is not a case provided for in the treaties

hitherto made, and the remedy for the trespass is by

n proceeding by the government whose law he may

have violated, or by the party injured. How far I

forcible transfer, made with no reference to the exist

ing treaty, may be set up against the right to try the

accused, is for the State court to decide: it presents

no question upon which the Supreme Court can review

the decision.I

Treaties hive been made between the United States

and the following foreign states, for crimes specified

and defined in the treaties themselves respectively:

Great Britain, Aug. 9, 1842 (8 St. L. 576).

France, Nov. 11, 1843 (8 St. L. 582); Feb. 24, 1846 (0.

017); Feb. 10. 1558 (11 id. 741).

Hawaiian Islands, Dec. Q), 1510(1) St. L. ilil).

Swiss Confederation, Nov. 2-3. 1850 (11 St. L. 587).

Prussia and Germanic Confederation, June 10,

1862110 St L. 1104); Nov.16, 1862 (ib. 904).

Bavaria, Sept. 12, 1858 (10 St L. 103..

Hanover, Jan. 18, 1855 (10 St. L. 113$).

Two Siciiies, Oct. 1, 1855 (11 St. L. 651).

Austria, July 8, 185601 St. L. 891); re-declared Sept.

I), 1870 (17 id. 836).

Baden. Jan. 5), 1857 01 St. L 718); redeclnred July

19, 186% (18 id. 733).

Sweden and Norway, March 21, 1860 (12 St. L. 1“).

Venezuela, Aug. 27, lB60 (12 St. L. 1143).

Mexico. Dec. 11, 1801 (12 St. L. 1190); re-declared

July 10, 1868 (15 id. 688).

Uayii. Nov. 3, 1864 (18 St. L. 711).

Donflniran Republic, Feb. ii, 156? (15 St. L. 473).

Italy, March ti. 1808 (11 St. L. 629); Jan. 21. 1860 (10

id. 767); June 11, 188412-1 id. 1001).

Salvador, May 28, 1870 (18 St. L. 693. 796).
 

1 Re Metzgar,5 How. 188(1S41'); United States v. Da

vin. 2 Sumu. 4&2 (1887); United States v. Rauscher, 110

U. S. 411 iitidii); 12 Blafch. 891; 69 N. H. ll0; H HOW.

112; 16 Alb. Law J. 444; 1 Kent. 36; Woolsey, Int. Law,

55 774-10. '

' Ker 1:. Illinois, 119 U. S. 436 (Dec. 0, 1i$86), Miller, J.

Ker, who was charged with larceny in Cook county,

Illinois. tied to South America. He was apprehended

in Peru by one Juliun who had proper extradition

papers), forcibly placed on board the United Statu

vemel Esau, transferred at Honolulu to the City of

Sydney, carried to San Francisco. and thence taken to

Cook county, where he was convicted and sentenced.

Game case, 11011]. 021'; 51 Am. R. 706: 3.‘; Alb. L. J. 89.

As to abducting an escaped criminal from another

Slate, see Mnhon v. Justice, Juiler,'etc.. 12? U. S. 700

(1858), in which case Muhon. residing in West \'irginia,

was. by persons acting as private citizens. forcibly

and without process conveyed back to Kentucky. to be

tried for murder. The circuit court of Kentucky, and,

later, the Supreme Court of the United States. refused

to discharge him upon a writ of Ituhena MI
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Nicaragua, June 25, 1870 (17 St. L. 816).

Peru, Sept. 12. mo (18 St. L. 719).

Orange Free State, Dec. 22. 1871 (18 St. L. 751)

Ecuador, June 28, 1872 (18 St. L. 756).

Belgium. March 19, 181-1 (18 St. L. 804); June 13. 18$

1% id. 97?).

Ottoman Empire, Aug. 11, 1874 (10 St. L. 572).

Spain. Jan. 5, 161': (19 st n 050); Aug. 7, 11332 (22 id

N1).

Netherlands, liiay 22, 1880 (21 St. L. 769).

Lua.-emburg, Oct. 29, 1888 (28 St. L, 808).

Japan, April 29, 1886 (24 St. L. 1015).I

Treaties have also been made with Indian tibee by

which they stipulate to surrender persons accused of

crime against the laws of the United States; and some

provide for the mutual extradition of offenders.‘

Treaties also provide for the mutual surrender of

deserting seamen.

Most of the treaties prescribe the evidence required

to authorize an order of extradition.

All hearings under treaty stipulation or convention

shall be held on land, publicly, and in a room or ofilce

easily accessible to the public.‘ On the hearing

of any case, upon aifidavit being flied by the person

charged. that he cannot safely go to trial without cer

tain witnesses. what he expects to prove by each of

them, that he is not possessed of sufflclent means and

is actually unable to pay the fees of such witnesses,

the judge or commissioner before whom the hearing is

bad may order that they be subpmnmd, the costs to

be paid as similar fees are paid in the case of wit

neses subpuamed in behalf of the United States.‘ .

Fees and costs shall be certified to the secretary of state

of the United States, who shall authorise payment of

the same out of the appropriation to defray the ex

penses of the judiciary, and shall cause the amount

to be reimbursed by the foreign government by whom

the proceeding may have been instituted.‘ . . Where

my depositions, warrants. or other papers or copies

thereof shall be oflered in evidence upon the hearing

of any case, the same shall be received as evidence

for all the purposes of such hearing if they shall be

legally authenticated so as to entitle them to be re

ceived for similar purposes by the tribunals of the

foreign country from which the accused shall have es

caped, and the certificate of the principal diplomatic

or consular oificer of the United States resilient in

such foreign country shall be proof that any iiep-.>si

tion, warrant, or other paper or copies thereof, so

oifered. are authenticated in the manner required by

this act.‘

The complaint made before the United States coni

missioner should show on its face that he who makes

it is a representative of the foreign government.’
 

lSee generally R. S. 55 5270-80; 23 Cent. Law J. 247

(18%)— London Times.

1 See1l5t. L. 612, 703.

' Act 3 August, 1882, sec. 1: 22 St. L 215.

' Ibid.. sec. 8.

' Hiid. sec. 4.

' Ibid.. sec. 5. Sec. ‘2 prescribes the fees to be pain

to comuiissioners. Sec. 6 repeals Act 19 June, 1:576

R. s. 5 52:1.

‘' Rn 1ierris.82 F. R. BK! (156?)
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Most of the treaties exclude “political offenses “

from their operation, that is, offenses incidental to and

forming part or a political disturbance.‘

Some treaties also provide that a citizen or subject

of the country on which the demand is made shall not

be surrendered.

Under the Ashburton Treaty of 1842, between Great

Britain and the United States, a fugitive who has been

surrendered to this country cannot lawfully be tried

for any other offense than that for which he was ex

tradited -— at least until he has had an opportunity to

return to the country from which he was taken. Na»

tional honor requires that good faith be kept in this

regard.‘

Act of 33 and 84 Vict. (1870) c. 52, sec. 8, provides

that a fugitive shall not be surrendered to a foreign

state unless provision is made “ by the law of that

state, or by arrangement," that, "until he has been

restored or had an opportunity of returning to her

Majesty's dominlons," he shall not “be detained or

tried in that foreign state for any offense committed

prior to his surrender, other than the extradition

crime." '

2. Extradition as between the States, Ter

ritories, and the District of Columbia, is reg

ulated by the Constitution and by statutes.

The former provides that " A Person charged

in any State with Treason, Felony, or other

Crime, who shall flee from Justice, and be

found in another State, shall on Demand of

the executive Authority of the State from

which he fled, be delivered up, to be removed

to the State having Jurisdiction of the

Crime.” 4

The words "treason, felony, or other crime“ em

brace every act forbidden and made punishable by a

law of the State. The words "treason and felony“

were introduced to guard against any restriction of

the word " crime,“ and to prevent the provision from

being construed by the rules and usages of independ

ent nations in compacts for delivering up fugitives

from justice. According to these usages, even where

the obligation to deliver the fugitive was admitted,

persons who lied on account of “political oflenses"

were almost always excepted; and the nation upon

l2 Steph. Hist. Cr. L. Eng. 70; 2 Law Quar. Rev.

177-87 (1886), cases; Kentucky 1:. Dennison, post.

‘United States v. Rauscher, 119 U. S. 411-83 (Dec. 6,

1686), cases, Miller, J.; Waite, C. J., dissenting. Same

case,% Am. Law Reg. 24146 (18S7),cases; 25 Cent.

- Law J. 267 (1887); 35 Alb. Law J.2)4-8 (1687), cases,

8. T. Spear. See also 19 Cent Law J. 22-21 (1884),

cases. Evidence under treaty with Great Britain,

Exp. McPhun, so F. R. 57 (1887). Our state depart

ment and extradition, 2) Am. Law Rev. 5-10 (1886),

‘See also Earp. Coy, $2 F. R 911 (1887), Turner, J.;

10. 917, cases; Re Miller, 23 id. 32 (1885), cases. Clarke,

Extrad. XXXVI; Spear, lnten. Extrad. 15859; 14 Alb.

Law J. 85-99 (1876); 6 Can. Law J. 227; 8 Blown. 131.

See generally 10 Am. Law Rev. 617 (1876); 17 id. 315-49

(18%).

‘ Constitution, Art. IV, sec. 2, cl. 2.

which the demand is made also uniformly exercises a

discretion in weighing the evidence of the crime. and

the character of the offense. . . And as the States,

although united as one nation for certain specified

purposes. are yet, as far as concerns their internal

government, separate sovereignties, independent of

each other, it was deemed necessary to show, by the

terms used, that this compact was not to be regarded

as an ordinary treaty for extradition between nations

altogether independent of each other, but was in

tended to embrace political offenses against the sover

eignty of the State, as well as all other crimes. And

as treason was "felony " it was necessary to insert

those words, to show, in language that could not be

mistaken, that political offenders were included in it.

For this was a compact binding the States to aid each

other in executing their laws and preserving order

within their respective confines. As early as

16-18, certain plantations in New England pledged

themselves to deliver up fugitives from justice found

within their borders. The advantages derived from

this compact doubtless suggested the introduction

into the A.rticles of Confederation of the provision

that “ if any person gmilty of, or charged with treason,

felony, or other high misdemeanor in any State, shall

flee from justice, and be found in any of the United

States, he shall upon demand of the Governor or Ex

ecutive power, 01 the soils from which he fled, be

delivered up and removed to the State having jurisdic

tion of the offense. Full faith and credit shall be

given in each of these States to the records, acts and

judicial proceedings of the courts and magistrates of

every other State." (Art. IV, sec. M.) The colonies,

having learned from experience the necessity of this

provision for the internal safety of each of them, and

to promote concord and harmony among all their

members, incorporated it in the Constitution substan

tially in the same words, but substituting the word

“crixne‘I for "high misdemeanor,“ thereby showing

the deliberate purpose to include every offense known

to the law of the State from which the party charged

had lied. . The compact gives the right to the ex

ecutive authority of the State to demand the fugitive

from the executive authority of the State in which he

is found. The right to “ demand“ implies thatit is an

absolute right: and it follows that there must be e

correlative obligation to deliver. without reference to

the character of the crime charged, or to the policy or

laws of the State to which the fugitive has fled. This

is the construction put upon this Article in the act of

Congress of 1798, a statute passed by many who had

been framers of the Constitution.

If the duty of providing by law the regulations nee

essary to carry the compact into execution had been

left to the States, each State might have required dif

ferent proof to authenticate the judicial proceeding

upon which its demand was to be founded; and as the

duty of the governor of the State in which the fugitive

is found is merely ministerial, without the right to

exercise either executive or judicial discretion. he

could not lawfully issue a warrant to arrest an ludl

vidual without a law of the State or of Congrras I0

authorize it. These difilculties presented themseiw-I

in 1791. in a demand by the governor of l’enns_\-lmnia

upon the governor of Virginia, and both of tin-m
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brought the subject before the President, who imme

diately submitted the matter to the ponsidemtion of

Congress. This led to the act of February 12, 1798.

Difficulty as to authenticating the judicial proceeding

was removed by the Article in the Constitution which

declares that “ Full Faith and Credit shall be given in

each State to the public Acts, Records, and judicial

Proceedings of every other State. And the Congress

may by general Laws prescribe the Manner in which

sucl-. Acts. Records, and Proceedings shall be proved,

and the Effect thereof.“ (Art. 1V, sec. 1.) The pro

vision for the deliverynof fugitives was doubtless in

mind when this power was given to Congress.

The act of 1793, as re-enacted in the Revised Stat

utes. reads as follows: "Sec. 5278. Whenever the ex

ecutive authority of any State or Territory’ demands

my person as a fugitive from justice of the executive

authority of any State or Territory to which such per

son has tied, and produces a copy of the indictment

found or an aflidavit made before a magistrate of any

Btate or Territory, charging the person demanded

with having committed treason, felony, or other crime,

certified as authentic by the governor or chief magis

trate of the State or Territory from whence the per

son so Ch8.X‘g8d‘h83 fled, it shall be the duty of the

executive authority of the State or Territory to which

such person has tied to cause him to be arrested and

secured. and to cause notice of the arrest to be given

to the executive authority making such demand, or to

the agent of such authority appointed to receive the

fugitive, and to, cause the fugitive to be delivered to

such agent when he shall appear. Ii‘ no such agent

appears within six months from the time of the arrest,

the prisoner may be discharged. All costs or ex

penses incurred in apprehending, securing. and trans

mitting such fugitive to the State or Territory making

such demand shall be paid by such State or Territory."

" Sec. 5279. Any agent, so appointed, who receives the

fugitive into his custody, shall be empowered to trans

port him to the State or Territory from which he fled.

And every person who, by force, sets at liberty or res

cues the fugitive from such agent while so transport

ing him, shall be fined not more than five hundred

dollars, or imprisoned not more than one year." (1

_St. 1... 302, ch. 7, 55 l, 2.)

The judicial acts which are necessary to authorize

the demand are plainly specified in the foregoing en

actment; and the certificate of the executive author

ity is made conclusive as to their verity when pre

sented to the executive of the State where the fugitive

is found. He has no right to look behind them, or to

question them, or to look into the character of the

crime specified in the judicial proceeding. His duty is

merely ministerial — to cause the party to be arrested

and delivered to the agent of the State where the

crime was committed. The words " it shall be the

duty "' were not used as mandatory and compulsory.

but as declaratory of the moral duty which the com

pact between the United States and each State created,

Ihen Congress had provided the mode of carrying it

into execution. There is no power delegated to the

general government to use coercive means to compel

lhn governor of a State to discharge his duty in this

rmpectl

'Oommonwea.lth of Kentucky v. Dennison, Gov

 

It is within the power of each State. except as her

authority may be limited by the Constitution, to de

clare what shall be offenses against her laws, and cit

izens of other States, when within her jurisdiction, are

subject to those laws. In recognition of this right, the

words of the clause in reference to fugitives from jus

tice were made sufficient]y comprehensive to include

every offense against the demanding State, without

exception as to the nature of the crime. The demand

may be made upon the governor of a Territory. Upon

the executive of the State in which the accused is

found, rests the responsibility of determining. in some

legal mode, whether he is a fugitive from the justice

of the demanding State. He does not fail in his duty

if he makes it a condition precedent to surrender that

it be shown by competent proof that the accused is in

fact a fugitive from such State.I

The accused is entitled to have the lawfulness of

his arrest inquired into. by a court of the State or of

the United States. by a writ of habeas corpus.

It must appear to the governor of the State on whom

the demand is made that the person demanded is sub

stantially charged with a crime against the laws of the

demanding State, by an indictment or an aflldavit,

certified as authentic by the governor of the latter

State; and that the person is really a fugitive from

the justice of that State The first of these prereq

uisites ls a question of law, always open upon the

face of the papers to judicial inquiry. on an applica

tion for a discharge. The second is a question of fact.

which the governor upon whom the demand is made

must decide, upon such evidence as he may deem satis

factory. A certified copy of the law alleged to have

been broken need not be furnished. The courts of the

United States take judicial notice of the laws of all the

States. To be a " fugitive from justice " it is not neces

sary that the accused should have left the State after

an indictment found, or to avoid a prosecution antici

pated or begun, but simply that, having within a

State committed that which by its laws constitutes a

crime, when he is sought to|be subjected to its crim

inal process to answer for his offense, he has left its

jurisdiction and is found within the territory of an

other.‘

 

ernor of Ohio, 24 How. 66, 99-110 (1860), Tsney, C. J.

This was a motion for a rule on Dennison to show

cause why a mandamus should not be issued by the

Supreme Court. commanding him to cause one Lego

to be surrendered to the authorities of Kentucky.

Lago, a free man of color, after being indicted for as

sisting a slaveto escape, tied to Ohio. The governor

of that State, on the advice of the attorney-general, re

fused to deliver up the fugitive, on the ground that the

act for which Lago was indicted was neither “trea

son," nor “ felony " nor any “ other crime," either at

common law or under the laws of Ohio.

lElrp. Reg-gel, 114 U. 8. 0-12, 650, 652 (1885), Harlan, J.

Reggel was indicted in Pennsylvania for obtaining

goods by false pretenses, and fled to Utah.

‘Roberts 0. Reilly, 116 U. S. 8), 94-92‘ (1886), MA}

thews, J. Roberts petitioned the District Court for

the Southern District of Georgia for a discharge, sl

leging that he was illegally restrained of his liberty

by Reilly, agent of the State of New York, in which
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A State may legislate in aid of the enactments of

Congress.‘ And. as seen above, the courts of A State

may pass upon the legality of an arrest.I

The provision is a national police regulation.‘

See Fvorrivs; REQUISITIQN; Exrnmmo, Unius, etc.

EXTRAORDINARY. 1. The utmost;

the highest under the circumstances: as,

extraordinary care or diligence. See CARE;

NEGLIGENCE-.

2. Out of the common order; not usual or

regular: as, extraordinary jurisdiction, rem

edies. See CHANCERY, 1 ; MINISTER, 3.

Poverty or financial embarrassment is not an "ex

traordinary circumstance,“ within the meaning of a

statute excusing laches in proceeding with a cause.‘

As between shipowner and insurer, the former is

bound to provide against ordinary, while the latter in

sures against extraordinary perils. By “ extraordi

nary" is not meant what has never been previously

heard of, or is within former experience, but what is

beyond the ordinary, usual, or common.‘

EXTRAVAGANT. See Iuraownasr;

Srannrnnrrr.

EXTREME. See CRUELTY; Pszssrrrr.

EXTREMIS. See Iii Exrnsms.

EXTBINSIC. See Evmnxcn.

EYE. See MAYHEM; Sncmurr, Personal.

F.

F. 1. Was anciently branded upon the

ear or face of a person guilty of falsity,

fighting, or of a felony admitted to clergy.

Abolished by 7 and 8 Geo. IV (1827), c. 23. s. 6.

2. Stands for words sometimes abbrevi

ated: as, first, French.

F. F. Fieri facias.

\Vrits of.

F. J. First judge or justice.

See Exscdnos, 8,

 

Roberts stood indicted for the larceny of railroad

bonds.

I Erp. Ammons, 84 Ohio St. 518 (1878); Wilcox u.

Nolz. 1'1). 52) (1878), cases.

' Robb v. Connolly. ill U. S. 624, 687 (1884).

1 See generally Re Leary, 10 Bened. 208. 235-2..’ (1879);

18 Blatch. 480; 8 Law. 370; 2 Flip. 188; 16 F. R. 93; 7 Op.

Att.'Gen. 0; 8 id. 8017. 396. 521; 63 Ind. 344; 50 Iowa, 106;

M Ohio St. Tl-TU; 4 Tex. Ap.l‘»(i2; 60 Will. 5534; 18 Alb.

Law J. 1465]; 2 West Coast Rep. 509.

Rules proposedlby Inter-State Conference,86 Alb.

' sw J. 220 (.\'<-pt. 10, 1F~\T\. The new extradition bill.

57 id. H8-93 \i&'§S), A. T. Spear.

‘ Whalcn v. Sheridan, X0 F. R. 062 (1850); Muller v.

Ehlers, 91 U. S. 251 11:65).

‘Moses u. Sun .\iut. ins. Co., 1Duer, ITD (1852); The

Titania, 19 F. R. 105 G883).

FABRICATE. In a statute against

“fabricating”. a voting paper, imports an

act done with criminal intent; implies fraud

or falsehood, a false or fraudulent concoc

tion, by one knowing that it is wrong and

contrary to law.I Compare FORGE, 2.

FAQ. See Fscnnn.

FACE. 1. As a thing is made: impres

sion; expression; appearance, q. 1).: as, the

face of a bill, bond, note, check, draft, judg

ment, record.

A purchaser must look at the face ole bond,‘ q. s.

A contract, on its face, may be ultra vireo.‘

2. The sum, less interest, which appears to

be due by an instrument or record: as, the

face of a judgment.‘

8. Presence; sight; front; view: as, for

parties or witnesses to meet face to face;

that is, front to front, and, perhaps, facing

the court or jury. See CONFRONT; CON

TEMPP.

4. Mere appearance or aspect; phase; sem

blance, likeness: as, an act intended to give

an honest face to a transaction. See INTEN

TION.

FACERE. L. To make, do, perform.

Compare FIERI.

Fae simile.

°°P)’- ~

Said of counterfelts, designs, signatures, trade

marks, qq. u.

Facias. That you make or cause to be

made. See EXECUTION, 8, Writs of.

Facies. Appearance; view. SeePnmos,

Prima, etc.

Factum. A thing done; a fact. See

Fscruu.

Qui facit per alium, fitcit per se. He

who acts through another acts by himself.

The act of the agent is the act of the prin

cipal — within the scope of the employment.

The authorized act of an agent is imputed to his

employer.

An act done by one under the command and direc

tion of the owner of a vessel. with his approbation and

for his benefit, is as much his own act in contempla

tion oflaw as if done by himself. To this extent st

least the maxim applies. And it is not material

whether the act is done in his absence from, or his

presence in, the scene.‘ See Ans-.x-r; Conmema

‘ Aberdare v. Hammett, L. R, 10 Q. B. 165-66 (1875)

I1}\'nll.98; 5 id. 784.

' 96 U. S. 267. I

‘ See Osgood v. Bringolf, $2 Iowa, 270 (1871).

' United States v. Gooding, 12 Wheat. 479 (1810.

Story, J. See also 1 Bl. Com. 474: 91 U. S. 812; 48 Art

Made like in appearance; a
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FACT. Anything done, or said; an act

or action; an actual occurrence; a. circum

stance; whatever comes to pass; an event.

See FACTUM.

Subjects of jurisprudence are facts and laws: facts

are the source and cause of laws. From facts pro

coed rights and wrongs. By fact is meant anything

the subject of testimony. Perception is a fact. If

any emotion is felt, as joy, grief, anger, the feeling is

a fact. If the operation of the mind is productive of

an eflect, as intention, knowledge, skill, the possession

of this eflect is a fact. If any proposition be true.

whatever is afflrmed or denied in it is a fact.‘

“ Fact " and “truth “ are often used in common

parlance as synonymous; as employed in pleadings

they are widely dlflerent. A fact in pleading is a cir

cumstance. act. event or incident; a truth is a legal

principle which declares or governs the facts and their

operative effect.’

An act, deed, circumstance, or event is none the

less a fact because reached as a conclusion of law.‘

See Cmculsrsxcss, 1.

After the feet; before the fact. See

Aoosssanr; Fscrtm, Ex post, etc.

Collateral fact. A fact not directly con

nected with the matter under consideration.

Material fiwt. Such a fact as influences

action in favor of or against a thing about to

be done; such a fact as is essential to the

right of action or defense. Immaterial

Eat. A fact not important to a determina

tion; not essential to a conclusion; not neces

sary to be alleged, nor to be proved if alleged.

in tire insurance any fact is material. the knowl

edge or ignorance of which would naturally influence

an insurer in making the contract, in estimating the

degree and character of the risk, or in fixing the rate

of insurance.‘ See Coscun 5.

Verbal fact. (1) A fact which, if stricken

out, would have the effect produced by strik

ing out the controlling member (verb) of a

sentence, or the controlling sentence from

its contq_xt.

(2) A declaration accompanying a thing

done, explanatory of it, unfolding its nature

and quality; as, what is said about sickness

or affection, where either is the subject of

inquiry.‘

320; Qlnd. 471; 161A. An. M; 1 Pick. 476; 10 Mass.

155; 3 Gray, 861; 11 Meta. 71; 18 liie.127; 68 N. H. 58;

I Pa. 13; 98 id. 9; Story, Ag. $440; Whart. Max. 165.

1Ram on Facts, Ch. I.

IDrake v. Cockroft, 4 E. D. Smith. 81' (1855), Wood

ruif, J. See Lawrence v. Wright, 2 Dusr, 674-75 (i553).

I Levin: v. Rovegno, 71 Cal. 21'? (1886). .

|M v, American Ins Co.. 80 Mo. 68 (1860); Clark

I. Union Mut. Fire Ins. Co., 40 N. H. 388 (1860).

Isee Beaver v. Taylor, 1 Wall. 612 (1863); Travelers‘

in; 1'». v. Mosley, 8 id. 404-5 (1869), Swa, ne, J.

 

In fact. In reality; in a matter of fact.

Opposed, in law: in a matter of law; em

powered by law; imputed in law: as, an at

torney in fact, and an attorney at-law; error

or fraud in fact and in law. See ATTORNEY;

Enaoa, 2 (2); FRAUD; Pars.

“ Fact" is contrasted with "law." Law is a prin

ciple, fact is an event; law is conceived, fact is actual;

law is a rule of duty, fact is that which accords with

or contravenes the rule.I '

Questions, issues, conclusions, and errors are of law

or of fact, or of mixed law and fact.

Facts, not evidence, are to be pleaded; and are

proven by moral evidence. Questions of fact are said

to be solved by the jury, questions of law by the court

See Ilsxnnnsm; iosomcs; lxQum\';JuRY;K.sow1.

soon, 1; Law; lillS_'l‘AKE; Noncn, 1; Psssrimriox; Res,

Gestaa; Uurnu-rs:.

FACTOR.2 An agent who is commis

sioned by a merchant or other person to sell

goods for him. and receive the proceeds.‘

A commercial agent, transacting the mer

cantile affairs of other men, in consideration

of a fixed salary or certain commission, and,

principally, though not exclusively, in the

buying and selling of goods.‘

An agent employed to sell goods or met

chandise, consigned or delivered to him, by

or for his principal, for a compensation called

his “ factorage ” or commission.5

Often called a "commission merchant" or “con

signee; “ and the goods received by him a " consign

ment." When, for an additional compensation in case

of sale, he undertakes to guarantee the paymentof the

debt due by the buyer, he is said to receive a del cred

ere commission; that is, a commission of trust or

credit.‘ '

A factor or commission merchant may buy and sell ‘

in his own name, and he has the goods in his posses

sion. A “broker " cannot ordinarily buy and sell in

his own nameand has no possession of the goods.‘

Domestic factor. A factor who resides

in the smno country with his principal. A

foreign factor resides in a diiferent country.

A factor may sell suflicient of the merchandise to

reimburse himself for advances. or to meet liabilities

incurred, unless he has agreed not to do so, or the

consignor is ready to reimburse him. He must obey

the orders of his principal.’

I [Abbott‘s Law Dict.

' L. faccre, q. v.

' Cotton 11. Hilier, 52 Miss. 18 (1876), Simrnll, C. J.

‘Lawrence v. Stonington Bank, 6 Conn. 527 (1827),

Hosmer, C. J .

‘Story, Agency, ii 83, $37; Duquitl 1:. Edwards, 50

Barb. 295 (18673; Whnrt. Ag. S 784; Exp. White, L 3.,

6 C. Ap. 408(1B71);'l Pars. Contr. ‘TB; 1 Bl. Com. 487.

‘Slack v. Tucker, 2‘) Wall. 830 (1874), Bradley, J.

See also Perkins v. State, 50 Ala. 156 (1578)

' Brown v. M‘G1-an. 14 Pet. 494 (18i0\.

 



FACTORY

To the extent 0! advances and charges, he has a

lien, a special property, in the merchandise; and he

may pledge articles to the amount of that lien. He

may protect his possession by a suit against a tres

pnsser. He cannot sell to his own creditor in payment

01' his debt; nor can he delegate his authority without

assent of the principal. Before he has efiected a sale,

the principal may reclaim possession by paying ad

vances, interest thereon, and expenses.‘ The princi

pal may sue and be sued on a contract made by the

(actor in his own name.‘

if guilty oi‘ gross negligence in conducting the busi

ness, he forfeits all claim to compensation for his

services.‘ See further Aom.

Factor’s Act. Statute of 6 Geo. IV

(1826), c. 94. Empowered a factor to pledge

the goods, and protected persons who be

lieved him to be the real owner.

Statute of 5 and 6 Yict. (1842) further enabled him,

as if the true owner, to enter into any agreement re

specting the goods by way of “pledge, lien or secu

rity,“ excepting as to antecedent debts; and this,

notwithstanding the lender is aware that the bor

rower is a factor only. Similar legislation exists in

the States.

Factorizing process.

garnishment,‘ q. 11.

FACTORY. A contraction of “manu

factory,—a building, or collection of build

ings, appropriated to the manufacture of

goods."

includes the building, the machinery necessary to

produce the particular goods, and the engine or other

power requisite to propel such machinery.‘ See Con

nmsn.

FACTUM. L. A thing done; a deed; a

fact. Compare Fm.

De facto. In point of fact: actual. Op

posed, dejure: by right, rightful.

Said oi‘ a blockade (q. 1:.) actually maintained;‘ of

actual duress;" of a wife or husband whose marriage

may be annuiied;‘ of a person in oflica under ap

parent right or under color of right— as by an appoint

ment or election not strictly legal; ' and of a vacancy

(q. u.) in an oifice; of a government (q. v.) actually in

Trustee process;

 

1 Warner u. Martin, 11 How. 23‘! (1860), cases; United

States v. Villalonga, 23 Wall. 420874); Mechanics‘, &c.

ins. Co. v. Kiger, 103 U. S. 855 (1880); Steiger 0. Third

Nat. Bank, 2 liicCra.ry, 508 (1881); Goodenow u. Tyler,

1 Am. L. C. 788, 791‘; Laussatt v. Lipplncott, ib. B05, 812;

78 111.108; 5S.& R. 540; 70 E. C. L. 418; 2 Kent, (122.

' Higgins u. McCrea, 116 U. S. 680 (1886), cases.

' Fordyce 1). Pepper, iii F. R. 516, 520-21 (1), cases.

‘ See Drake, Attach. 5 451.

‘Schott v. Harvey, 106 Pa. 227 (1884).

i012; 8 Md. 495.

‘ 1 Kent, ~14.

‘ 16 Gray, 47].

‘ -1 Bl. Com. 435; 4 Kent, 30.

'2 Kent, 295; 1 Bl. Com. 871; 27Mian. 298; 8 Mont.

M; 65 Pa. 468.

See76Va.
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power in place of the lawful government; ‘ oi‘ increase

01' stock.‘

Ex facto jus oritur. Out of the fact the

law arises: the law attaches to facts.

Ex post facto. From an after fact-a

subsequent matter; after the fact or act.

“ No State shall . . pass any . .

post facto Law.” ' -

That is, a law concerning, and after, a fact,

or thing done, or action committed.‘

Relates to penal and criminal proceedings. which

impose punishments or forteitures, not to ciw'i pro

ceedings which affect private rights retrospectively.‘

Embraces only such laws as impose or aflect penal

ties or forfcitnres. A retrospective act is not there

fore necemarily such a law.‘ See Rrraosrncrwa.

Includes every law: (1) That makes an ac

tion done before the passing of the law, and

which was innocent when done, criminal.

and punishes such action. (2) That aggra‘

vates a crime, or makes it greater than it was

when committed. (8) That changes the pun

ishment, and inflicts a greater punishment

than the law annexed to the crime when

committed. (4) That alters the rule of evi~

dence, and receives less or different testi

mony than the law required at the ‘time of

the commission of the offense, to convict the

oifenderfl

A law which imposes a punishment for an

act not punishable at the time it was com

mitted; or imposes additional punishment to

that then prescribed; or changes the rules of

evidence by which less or diflerent testimony

is sufficient to convict than was then re

quired.6

The term necessarily implies a fact or act done,

“ after “ which the law in question is passed. Whether

it is ex post facio or not relates, in criminal cases, to

which alone the phrase applies, to the time at which

the offense charged was committed. Ii’ the law com

plained of was passed after the commission of the ot

fense, it is as to that ea: post facto ,though whether of

the class forbidden by the Constitution may depend

on other matters. But so far as this depcnds on the

time of its enactment, it has reference solely to the

ex

'92 U. S. 138; 96 id. 185; 97 id. 616; 48 Ala. 213; 0

Miss 703; 47 Pa. 170.

' 95 U. S. 668.

‘ Constitution, Art. 1, sec. 10. Sea 2 Bancroft, Coast.

218.

‘ Calder v. Bull, 8 Dali. 890-91 (1708), Chase, J.

‘ Watson v._ Mercer, 8 Pet. 110 (1831). cases, Story, .1.

‘Locke v. New Orleans, 4 Wall. 17211860).

’ Calder 1:. Bull, supra; State v. Hoyt, 47 Conn 158

(1880).

' Cummings 1). ‘Missouri, 4 Wa1l.8‘26(1866), Field, -1.;

9 Wall. 38.
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I

date at which the offense was committed to which

the new law was sought to be applied. Any law

passed after the commission of an offense which “in

relation to that offense or its consequences, alters the

litutltion of a party to his disadvantage," is an export

facto law. and forbidden.I ‘

Does not involve a change of place of trial.‘

Illustration: a State may not disqualify from fur

thcr employment as such. teachers and clergymen

who took part in the late rebellion.I

A statute which simply enlarges the class of per

sons who may be competent to testify is not ex post

/ncto as to offenses previously committed. Such alter

ation in the law relates to the mode of procedure only.

in which no one can be said to have a vested right. and

which the State. upon grounds of public policy. may

regulate at pleasure.‘

Factum probandum. The fact to be

proved.‘

Ipso facto. By the fact itself; by the

mere fact; from the effect of the fact or act.

The mere fact of a collision between trains is evi

dence ipso faclo of negligence.‘ Attaining twenty

one years of age ipso facio emancipates from the dis

abilities of infancy.

Non est factum. It is not his deed. The

name of the issue joined in an action on a

specialty. by adefendant who denies that he

executed the instrument.’

FACULTY. A special privilege or

license granted to a person permitting him to

do something which otherwise the law would

not allow.

FAILURE. 1. The state or condition of

being wanting; a falling short; deficiency

or lack; defect, want. absence; default; de

feat.

Failure of consideration.

sence of a legal consideration.

This may be either partial or total.‘

ATiO.\'.

Failure of evidence.

evidence.

To'al failure of evidence. Not only the utter ab

sence of all evidence. but also failure to ofler proof.

either positive or inferential. to establish one or more

of the many facts, the establishment of all of which is

\Vant or ab

See CON!!!)ll

Absence of legal

 

Hiring 0. Missouri. 107 U. S. 225. 227. 215. 288. 250

(1882), Miller. J. Approved. Hopt u. Utah. infra.

' Out 11. Minnesota, 9 Wall. 8? (1860).

I Locke v. New Orleans. ante.

' Hopt v. Utah. 110 U. 8. 580-90 (1684). Harlan. J. See

Pacific Coast Law J., May 26.1888; 25 Am. Law Reg.

68)-95 (1883). cases.

'1 Green]. Ev. 511

'91 U. S. 402.

'See8 Bi. Com. 305; 1 Litt 158; 6Rand. 841; Gould.

Pl. 8C0-2.

‘See Torinul u. Buckham. 29 Minn. 181 (1882).

indispensable to the finding of the issue for the plalnt

ill.‘

Failure of issue. Want or non-existence

of descendants; more particularly, lack of

issue who may take an estate limited over

by an executory devise.

This may be definite or indefinite. See further

Dnr. Without children.

Failure of justice. Defeat of right and

justice from want of legal remedy.

Failure of record. Neglect to produce

a record relied upon in a plea.

Failure of title. Defect or want of title.

When discovered before the money has been paid.

the purchaser may deduct an amount equal to the

value of the land of which he is deprived.

Failure of trust. Defeat of a proposed

trust from want of constituting facts or ele

ments or of law to effectuate the object.

2. Default; omission; neglect; non-per

formance, q. 11.,‘ as, failure to perform a con

tract. q. v.

3. Inability to pay debts, from insolvency;

suspension of payment: as. failure in busi

ness. a failing debtor.

Failing circumstances. In a statute. may im

ply that the insolvent is about failing and closing his

affairs. knowing his inability to continue in business

and meet his payments.‘ See Bssanurrcr; Insom

ENCY.

FAIR. 1, adj. Equal; just; proper; rea

sonable; equitable. See EQUITY.

Fair abridgment. A real substantial

condensation of copyrighted materials. as the

result of labor and judgment. See ABRIDGE.

Fair average crop. Takes into account the ant

ure of the season and unforeseen events beyond the

control of a prudent. faithful overseer.I

Fair criticism. See Rsvu-:w, 3.

Fair knowledge or skill. A reasonable

degree of knowledge or measure of skill.‘

Fair preponderance. Of evidence—a

preponderance perceptible upon fair consid

eration.°

Fair sale. A sale conducted with fair

ness as respects the rights of the parties

inflected.‘

 

' Cole 1:. Hchb. 7 Gill & J. 23 (Md.. 1835).

I Utley v. Smith. 24 Conn. 310 (1555); Bloodgood IL

Beecher. 35 id. 482 (1868).

' Wright 1:. Morris. 15 Ark. 450 (1855).

4 Jones v. Angeli. 95 ind. 382 (1883).

'[State v. Greer. 129 Minn. $25 (1882); Bryan 1:. Chi

cago. &c. R. Co., 03 iowa. 466 (11584); City Bank‘! A)

peal. 54 Conn. 274 (1886); 86 Pa. 208.

' [Laior u. M'Curthy.2~1 Minn. 419 (1878).
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Fairly. Equitabiy; reasonably.

In “ fairly merchantable," conveys the idea of me

diocrity in quality, or something just above that.‘

lliay be deemed synonymous with “ equitably." '

But is not synonymous with “tru1y:" language

may be truly yet unfairly reported.‘ See FAl1'HFULLY.

Fairness. In speaking of a sale, “fairness and

good faith " refers to the fair dealing which usually

characterizes business transactions.‘

2, n. In English law, a species of market

held by grant from the crown.-"

In the United States, “fairs " are governed by the

law as to partnerships and sales. See MARKET.

FAIT. F. A fact. Compare FACTUM.

Before or at full age an infant may avoid a matter

in far“; and a matter of record, during majority.‘

Wife de fait: a wife de facto.

FAITH. Belief; confidence; reliance;

credence; trust, q. 1;. Fair intent of pur

pose; honesty, openness, uprightness; sin

cerity; fidelity to a representation, promise,

or duty.

G0Od faith. Honest, lawful intent; the

condition of acting without knovyledge of

fraud and without intent to assist in a fraud

ulent or otherwise unlawful scheme. Bad

faith. Guilty knowledge or willful igno

!'8IlC6.

The corresponding Latin expressions are bona fides,

and mala. fides. See Frnss.

A creditor,’ holder, possessor,‘ purcha.ser,' or trans

feree in good faith is one who has loaned money or

purchased property fairly, in the usual course of busi

ness, and without being cognizant of, or implicated in,

any intent which the borrower or seller may have had

to evade the claims of his creditors or to defraud some

person interested in the matter."

The title of a person who takes negotiable paper

before it is due, for a valuable consideration, can only

be defeated by showing bad faith in him, which im

plies guilty knowledge or willful ignorance of the

facts impairing the title of the party from whom he

received it. The burden of proof lies on the assailant

of the taker's title."

A purchaser in good faith of negotiable paper for

 

1 Warner 0. Arctic Ice 00., 74 Me. 479 (1883).

' Butcher v. Satcher, 41 Ala. 40 (1807).

' Lawrence 0. Finch, 17 N. J. E. 239 (1865).

' Morgan v. Baziehurst Lodge, 58 Miss. 683 (1876).

' See 1 Bl. Com. 274.

' 1 Pars. Contr. 338.

"See 66 Ga. 722; 80 Minn. 272.

'See8l Md. 454; 8 Wheat. 79; 12 Tex. 222; 24 id. 379.

'See71 Ala. 221; “Conn. 459; 65 Barb. $1; 7Johns.

Ch. 65; 2 Utah. 52.

" [1 Abbott's Law Diet. 536; 111 U. 8. 80.

H Hotchklss v. Tradesmen‘e, &c. Nat. Banks, 21 Wall.

859 (1814), cases; Dresser 0. Missouri. &c. Co., 98 U. S.

“-96 (1876), cases: Collins v. Gilbert, 94 id. TH (1876),

must
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value. before maturity, takes it freed from all infirmi

tics in its origin, unless it is absolutely void for want

of power in the maker to issue it, or its circulation ll

by law prohibited by reason of the illegality of the

consideration. His transferee, with notice of the in

flrrnitles, may equally recover.‘

A party who, before its maturity and for a valuable

consideration. purchases mercantile paper from the

apparent owner thereof, acquires a right thereto

which can only be defeated by proof of bad faith or

of actual notice of such facts as impeach the validity

of the transaction.I

A holder in good faith is a purchaser for value with

out notlce, or his successor.’

The bad faith in the taker of negotiable paper

whlch will defeat a recovery by him must be some

thing more than a failure to inquire into the consider

ation upon which it was made or accepted. because of

rumors or general reputation as to the bad character of

the maker or drawer.‘ See further Naoorurs, 2;

Norms, 1; L081‘, 2.

One who buys at a voluntary sale from his debtor,

crediting the consideration on a pre-existing debt-, is

not a bona flde purchaser for value: he advances

nothing, and, if the title fails, loses nothing.I

The highest good faith is exacted of a person deal

ing with a trustee respecting the trust property. See

Tacsr, 1; FlDl'ClARY.

Full faith and credit. “ Full Faith and

Credit shall be given in each State to the

public Acts, Records, and judicial Proceed

ings of every other State. And the Congress

may by general Laws pre'scribe the Manner

in which such Acts, Records and Pro

ceedinge shall be proved, and the Effect

thereof." ‘

For the history of this provision, see Exrrunrrros,

rmge 441.

A record must be authenticated as prescribed by

act of May 26,1790.’ The records and judicial pro

ceedings of the courts of any State (authenticated as

herein prescribed) “shall have such faith and credit

given to them, in every court within the United States,

as they have by law or usage in the courts of the

State from which they are taken.“ I

The judgments of the courts of the United Ststee

have invariably been recognized as upon the same

 

ICromwell v. County of Sac, 96 U. S. 51, 59 (1817),

cases, Field, J.; Bowditch v. New England Life ins.

Co., 141 liiass. 296 (1886).

' Swift 1:. Smith, 102 U. S. 444 (1880), Strong, J.

' McClure 1:. Township of Oxford, 94 U. S. 432 (Wit),

Waite, C. J.

‘Goetz v. Bank of Kansas City. 119 U. 8. 580 (18137),

Field, J. Soc, ingeneral, 22 Cent. Law J. 487-42 (1886),

cases.

' Overstreet v. Manning, 67 Tex. 661 (1887); 81 id. MB.

' Constitution, Art. IV, sec. 1.

" Caperton 11. Ballard, 14 Wall. 241 (1871).

‘Act 23 1iiay,1790, 0.11; Act 27 March, 18)‘, e. M:

B. S. 5906.
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footing, so far as concerns the obligation created by

them, with domestic judgments of the States.‘

A judgment duly rendered in one State is con

clusive as to the merits of the case in every other

State.‘

But want of jurisdiction over the party, or matter,

may be shown dehon, and even in contradiction of

the record.I

The Federal courts give the judgment of a State

court the force and eflect to which it is entitled in the

courts of the State.

No greater effect can be given to any judgment of

a court of one State in another State than is given to

it in the State where rendered. Any other rule would

contravene the policy of the provision of the Consti

tution and laws of the United States on that subject.‘

The evils which would result from ageneral system

of re-examination of the judicial proceedings of other

States are apparent. The framers of the Constitution

intended to attribute to the “public acts, records, and

judicial proceedings" of each of the States positive

and absolute verity. so that they cannot be contra

dicted, or the truth of them denied, any more than in

the State where they originated.‘

The duty to follow the courts of a State, upon ques

tions arising upon the construction of its own statutes,

rests upon comity. . The provision relates only to

the conclusiveness of judgments as between parties

and privies.l See Coxrrv; Law, Foreign.

The Federal courts, exercising their original juris

diction, take notice, without proof. of the laws of the

several States; but, as no State court is charged \\ Ill!

a knowledge of the laws of another State, in the

Supreme Court, when acting under its appellate juris

diction, whatever was matter of fact in the court

whose judgment is under review, continues matter

of fact.‘

Faithfully. When a public ofiicer gives

a bond conditioned faithfully to discharge

his oficial duties, “ faithfully ” implies that

he has assumed the measure of responsibility

laid on him by law had no bond been given.

Everything is nnfaithfulness which the law

does not excuse.‘

“ Fairly and impartially," in the expression " faith

fully, fairly, and impartially," add something to the

 

I Embry v. Palmer, 10? U. 8. 10-11 (1883), cases,

I M‘!-Jlmoyle v. Cohen, 18 Pet. 828 (1839).

' Thompson u. Whitman, 18 Wall. 462-61 (1873), cases;

Pennoyer 0. Neil, 95 U. S. 729 (1877); 80 Gratt, 266,

0 Board of Public Works v. Columbia College, 17

Wall. 529 (1873); Robertson 0. Piclrrell, 111 U. S. 611

(1588); Chicago, &c. R. 00. u. Wiggins Ferry Co.,119

Id. 622 (1837).

'2 Story, Const., 8 ed., £1310.

I Wiggins Ferry Co. v. Chicago, &:c. R Co., 8

licCrary, 609, 618 (1882). cases; 11 F. R. 881, 884.

' Chicago, &c. R Go. 0. Wiggins Ferry Co., 119 U. S.

82 (1587).

‘State v. Chadwick, 10 Oreg. ‘B8 (1831); 16 Op. AR.

Gon. 81&

force of the word “ faithfully,“ and should not be

omitted from a statutory form of an oath of oilhce.l

A bond that one will “well, truly, firmly, and im

partially" perform the duties of an ofllce, is not in

valid as varying from the statutory form “for the

falthi'ul performance of his duties." '

FALCHDIAN LAW, or PORTION.

In the reign of Augustus, on motion of Pub

lius Falcidius, it was enacted (40 B. C.) that

a tc-stator could not bequeath away from his

heir more than three-fourths of his estate.‘

In principle, adopted in Louisiana, and perhaps

elsewhere.

FALL. A life estate is sometimes said to

“fall into,” that is. to merge with, the fee.

FALSA. See Fstsns.

FALSE. Somewhat more than errone

ous, untrue, or illegal: distinctively charac

terizes a wrongful act known to involve, an

error or untrnth.‘

As, false or a false — action, answer, claim,

date, imprisonment, oath, swearing, testi

mony or witness, personation, pretenses, rep

resentation, return, token, signature, weights

and measures, writing, qq. 9. Compare

Snsm.

Falsehood. Any untrue assertion or

proposition; a willful act or declaration con

trary to the truth.‘

Does not necessarily imply a lie or willful untruth.'

See COIIINDATIO, Simplex; Coxcm;

Falsi; Dscsrr; Esrorrn; Fuses, in uno; Fsann;

Oars; Psnuuav.

Falsely. Applied to forging an instru

ment, impiies that the writing is false, not

genuine, fictitious, not true,—without re

gard to the truth or falsehood of the state

ment it contains,— the counterfeit of some

thing which is or has been genuine, which

purports to be a genuine instrument when

it is not such.‘ See further OOUNTERFEIT:

FORGERY.

Falsify. 1. To represent a fact falsely.

2. To tamper with a document by inter

iinestion, obliteration, or otherwise. See

ALTERATION, 2; RECORD.

3. To prove a thing to be false, particularly

an item of debit in an account.

 

I Perry 0. Thompson, 16 N. J. L. 73 (1837).

' Mayor of Hoboken 1:. Evans, 81 N. J. L. 843 (1865).

' See Hadley, Rom. Law,82‘2.

‘ See People v. Gates, 18 Wend. M-21 (1835).

' Pumain v. Osgood, 61 N. H. $710871); Rose. Cr. IV.

362.

' [State v. Young, 46 N. H. 270 0&6).

Camus, -
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Falszfication. Applied to some item

among debts which is wholly false or in some

part erroneous.I See further SURCHARGE.

FALSUS; FALSA. L. Deceptive; er

roneous; false.

Crimen falsi. The oflense of deceiving

or falsifying. See further CRIMEN. Falsi.

False. demonstratio non nocet. An

erroneous designation does not impair. See

further Dsnossrnsno.

False. grammatica non vitiat chartam.

Bad grammar does not invalidate an instru

ment. See further GRAMMAR.

Falsus in mm, falsus in omnibus.

False in one (particular), false in all. Delib

erate falsehood in one matter will be imputed

to related matters.

If the circumstances respecting which testimony is

discordant be immaterial, and of such a nature that

mistakes may easily exist, and be accounted for in a

manner consistent with the utmost good faith and

probability, there is much reason for indulging the

belief that the discrepancies arise from the infirmity

of the human mind, rather than from deliberate error.

But where the party speaks to a fact in respect to

which he cannot be presumed liable to mistake, as in

- relation to the country of his birth. or his being in a

vessel on a particular voyage, or living in a particular

place, if the fact turn out otherwise, it is extremely

diflicult to exempt him from the charge of deliberate

falsehood; and courts of justice, under such circum

stances, are bound upon principles of law, morality,

and justice, to apply the maxim falsus in am, faluu

in omnibus.‘

The maxim is applied to discredit the testimony of

witnesses; it is the foundation of the old rule which

excluded the testimony of infamous persons. Holds

good where the party calling the witness is cognizant

of the falsehood, or where the falsehood affects the

credibility of the witnem's testimony. Never applied

to misstatements which are wholly inadvertent, or at

tributable to the ordinary fluctuations of memory.

Proper where the special falsity is of a nature to im

ply falsity as to the whole case; and where contra

dictions are so numerous as to show imbeciiity of

memory.‘

lie who would ernbezzle a ship's furniture would

not hesitate to embezzle the cargo.‘

FAME. Report or opinion generally dif

fused; repute, reputation; public estima

tion; name.

I [Bailey 1:. Westcott, 6 Phila. 527 (1868), Shamwood,

-L; 2 llurh. 592; 2 Edw. Ch. 23.

‘The Santissimu Trinidad, 7 Wheat. 330 (1822),

Story, J.

‘See 1 Whart. Ev. 5412; 80 F. R. 571‘; 18 Fla. 462; 97

Mass. 406; 62 Miss. 28; 91l\1o.4~'39; 14 Neb. 101; 44 N. Y.

172; 15 Wand. 602; 81 Va. 154; 3 Wis. 64-’).

' The Boston, 1 Surnn. 856 (1833).

Defame. To maliciously injure a name;

to slander. Whence defamation, q. v.

Good fame. Favorable reputation.

fame. l-""il fame or name; ill-repute.

"Ill-fame" distinctively describes a person who

visits gaming houses, bawdy-houses, and other for

hidden resorts, as well as the resorts themselvea

While in popular parlance the term designates bawdy

houses, with no reference to their " fame," some court

allow proof of the fact to be aided by proof of the

fame.1 See further Hones, Of ill-fame.

Infamous. Not of good repute; incom

potent to testify by reason of conviction of

crime. \Vl1ence infamy, q. u.

FAIMIHIY.I Originally, servants; in_ its

modern comprehensive meaning, a collective

body of persons living together in one house,

or within the curtilage.'

In popular acceptance includes parents,

children, servants —all whose domicil or

home is ordinarily in the same house and

under the same management and head.‘

In its limited sense signifies father, mother,

and children; in its ordinary acceptation,

all the relatives who descend from a common

root; in its most extensive scope, all the in

dividuals who live together under the au

thority of another, including even servants.‘

The most comprehensive definition is, a

number of persons who live in one house and

under one management or head.‘

No specific number of persons is required; nor that

they eat where they live, nor that they be employed

in or about the house.‘

' Children, wife and children, blood relatives, or the

members of the domestic circle; according to the con

nection."

Includes children over age, if they have no home

elsewhere.‘

Family arrangement. An arrangement

between members of a family as to the dis

position of their property.

ISee1Blsh. Cr. L. i1088;2 Grecnl. Ev. §44;8

Conn. 407; 182 Mass. 2; 74 Me. 153; 29 Minn. 193, 196.

' L. familia, household: domestics: famulus, a serv

ant

' Wilson v. Cochran, 81 Tex. 680 (1869); Roco v. Green.

50 id. 488 (1878).

‘ Cheshire 1:. Burlington, 81 Conn. 829(1S{k‘3); 151 Mich

494.

'Galligar v. Payne, Bi La An. 1058 (1882), Bermu

dez, C. J.: 15 Rep. 464.

‘Poor 0. Hudson Ins. Co., 2 F. R 438 (18&)).

" Spencer u. Spencer, 11 Paige, 160 (1814), Walrort.h,

Ch. See also Muir v. Howell, 8? N. J. L. 89 (1888),

cases; Race 1:. Oldridge, 90 111. 252 (1878); 8 Woods, 494;

53Iowa, T07; 56 id. 3B9;125 liiass.377;128 111.831; 1!‘

id. 55.

' Stilaon v. Gibbs. 53 Mich. 280 (.1884): Examn Law
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Family Bible. Containing entries of family inci

dents.— births, marriages, and deaths. made by a

parent, since deceased. will be received in evidence.]

See PEDIQREI.

Family council, or meeting. In Loui

siana, a meeting of the relatives or friends of

a minor or other person incompetent to act

for himself, may be held, by judicial appoint

ment, to advise upon the interests of such

person.I

Family physician. The physician who

usually attends and is consulted by the mem

bers of a family as their physician.‘

it is not necessary that he should invariably attend

and be consulted by eech and all the members of the

lunily.'

Family use. Such use as is appropriate

to the individual needs of the members of a

household, and to the needs of the household

in its collective capacity.‘

To supply water for tamily use in a city includes

mpplying city buildings, such as a jail, and hospitals,

poorhouses, schools, and other institutions ‘

Groceries kept by a merchant as part of his stock

are not "provisions found on hand for family use,"

within the meaning ct an exemption law.‘

Head Of a family. The person who con

trols, supervises or manages the affairs about 1

a house.

Where there is a husband or father, he is ordinarily

the head; but there may be a head where there is no

marriage relation.‘ Compare Honsnnonnsa; Psrsn.

FARE. See Bruoon; Csnruss; Fsnnv;

Psssnsosa; Rsmnosn; TOLL, 2. _

FABM.7 1. Provision; rent; tenure by

rent. 2. Land rented; land devoted to pur

poses of agriculture.

Form, or feorme, is an old Saxon word signifying

provision. It came to be used instead of rent or ren

der, because anciently the greater part of rents were

reserved in provisions —corn [grain], poultry, etc, till

 

' See 1 ‘Vhart. Ev. § 219; 1 Greenl. Ev. '§ 104; 53 Ga.

535; 80 Iowa, 801.

' See Civ. Code, Art. 305-11; 6 Mart. 455.

' [Price 1:. Phoenix Ins. Co., 17 Minn. 519 (1871); Reid

I. Piednu nt, &c. Ins Co., 58 310.43-H1874).

‘Spring \'n.lh-y Water Works v. San Francisco, 52

Cal. 15) (1871).

I State 11. Connor, 78 M0. 575 (1881).

'See17 Ala. 486; 41GB. 153; 90 Ill. 250; 110 id. 583; 11

Iowa, 266; 48 id. 188: 51 id. 481: 53 id.706; 20 M036; 45

id. 41-53; 69 id. 415; 51 N. H. 253; 9 Wend. -I78; 55. C.

493: 32 Grlbt. 18.

' A. S. feorm, tood, property, use: L. L. fir-ma, a

1'01“. tribute: firmus. durable. From the "fixed "

rwt.— Skeat. L.flrmu.s: flrman, to make fast. Farms

were at first enclosed or fortified with walls; or, the

leasu were made more certain by signnture,— Web

“.

‘

(29)

the use of money became more frequent. So thats

farmer, firmarfus, was one who held his lands upon

payment of rent or f¢orme;. though at present, by a‘

gradual departure from the original sense, the word

“ farm “ signifies the very estate or lands so held upon

tarrn or rent.l

That which is held by a person who stands

in the relation of a tenant to a landlord.’

' An indefinite quantity of land, some of

which is cultivated.‘

“ Farm ” and “ homestead farm ” are words

of large import. In England, farm com

monly implies an estate leased. The word is

collective, consisting of divers things gath

ered into one, as a messuage, land, meadow,

pasture, wood, common, etc. In the United

States, it is a parcel of land used, occupied,

managed, and controlled by one proprietor.‘

See Cnor.

"To farm,“ in a lease of mineral lands, means to

bring the minerals up to light for purposes of com

merce, and make them profitable to lessor and lessee.‘

See Aonicvuruiui; Exsnrrios; llrnsxsrrr; Pun

rs-r1os; T001.

Fee-farm. To let lands to farm in fee

simple, instead of for life or years; also, the

lend itself so held on perpetual rent.

Fee-farm rent. A rent-charge issuing out of an eo

Late in fee.‘ Compare. From To teu.

To farm let. A technical expression in

a lease creating a term for years.

Usual. but not essential!

To farm out. To rent for a term of years;

also, to give over something to another for a

share of the income or profit: as, to farm out

revenues, or taxes.

FARO. See GAME, 2.

FASHIONS. See Pnmsnssnn.

FAST. 1. As descriptive oi’ days, see

HOLIDAY.

2. Referring to an estate—real, of the nat

ure of realty.8

3. Moving more than a specified number

of miles, as eight, per hour."

______.___—__-——

1 2 Bl. Com. 818, 57.

' [Lane 1!. Stanhope, 6 T. R 853 (1795), Kenyon, C. J.;

6 Best & S., Q. B. 981.

' Commonwealth 11. Carmatt, B Binn. "288 (1810),

Tilghman. C. J.

' Aldrich v. Gaskill, 10 Cush. 158 (1862), Shaw, 0. J.;

Black v. Hill. 82 Ohio St. 818 (1817): Shep. Touch. an

' [Price v. Nicholas, 4 Hughes, 619 (1878).

'2 Bl. Com. 43; De Peyster v. liilchael, 6 N. Y. 49‘!

(1852); 2 Washb. R. P., 4 ed., 274.

' 2 Bl. Corn. 317. 1

‘See 8 Johns. 185; 9 N. Y. 502.

Hndianapolis. &c. R. Co. v. Peyton. 76 Ill. "0 (1')!)
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4. In Georgia, describes a bill of excep

tions by which the proceedings in an injunc

tion case, or other case in equity of an ex

traordinary nature, may be reviewed by the

supreme court without the delay incident to

ordinary cases.l

FAT CATTLE. See PERISHABLE; PRO

VISIONS.

FATHER. See Ancssron; Bssrsnn;

CHILD ; Cossmounwm ; Drscsrrr; MOTHER ;

NAME, 1 ; PARENT. Compare PATER; PAB'l‘US

FAUCES TERRE. L. The jaws of

the land: projecting headlands inclosing an

arm of the sea.2 See SEA.

FAULT. 1. An improper act due vto

ignorance, negligence or will.fulness,' qq. 12.

Compare Cunrs; Damcruu.

Ln averments in pleadings, has substantially the

name meaning as “negligence.“‘

Attributed to a carrier, may mean actual negli

gence.'

2. Defect; blemish.

With all faults. In the absence of fraud

in the vendor, a sale “-with all faults"

covers such defects as are not inconsistent

with the identity of the goods as those de

scribed.

Parol evidence is admissible to show the meaning in

trade.‘

FAVOR. SeeCn.u.Lr.Non, 3; Panama, 2;

PREJUDICIL

FEALTYJ The oath or obligation of a

vassal, under the feudal system, to be faith

ful to his lord and defend him against all

enemies.8

The original of the oath of allegiance, q. u. See

also Faun.

FEAR. See AFFRAY; Dnrsssn, i; Du

nass; INFLUENCE; QUIA Tmm; Ronssav.

FE.ASA.'NCE.° A doing; a performing

or performance.

Gratuitous feasance. A voluntary serv

ice— rendered or undertaken.

The essence of bailment by mandate, q. o.

 

' See Sewell o. Edmonston, 66 Ga. 858 (1881).

' 5 \Vheat. i06; 1 Story, 259; 1 Kent, 867.

' See 5 Ct. Cl. 489.

‘ Rogers 0. Overton, 87 Ind. 411 (1832).

' School District 1:. Boston, &c. R. Co., 102 Man. 566

(1869).

' Whitney v. Boardrnan, 118 Mass. 247-48 (1875), cases;

1 Para Oonti-. 590.

' L. jldelitaa: fldu, confidence, trust. faith.

'1 Bl. Com. 867; 2 id. 45, 58; 44 P5499.

° F. fairs: L. facere, to make, do.
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Malfeasanoe. The doing of an act wholly

wrongful and unlawful. Misfeasance. A

default in not doing a lawful act in the proper

manner—0mitting to do it as it should be

done. Non-feasance. Any omimion to

perform a required duty at all, or a total

neglect of duty.1

Mlsfeasance may amount to non-feasance; as, in

cases of gross negligence.’ See Tausras.

See Dunes, Feasant; Dsrsasmca; Ton-r, 2, Feasor.

FEBRUARY. See Honmsr; Yam,

Leap-year.

FEDERAL.’ 1. Pertaining to a league

or compact between independent sovereign

ties. 2. Composed of states which retain

only a portion of their original sovereignty;

relating to the constitution. treaties, or laws,

or the power or government of the organiza

tion thereby formed.

Appropriate to our General Government,

the government of the United States, consid

ered as a Union of States or local govern

ments. Tfie word “ National” recognizes

the State governments and the government

of the Union as distinct systems.‘

In the second sense are the common ex

‘ pressions Federal or federal— amendments,

Constitution, courts, elections, decisions,

judges, laws and statutes, question, govern

ment,oificer. In these phrases the word of

contrast is “ State: ” as, State constitutions,

courts, laws, etc. See those titles.

FEDERALIST. A publication issued

from 1787 to 1789, and consisting of papers,

written by Hamilton, Madison, and Jay, in

tended to prepare the people for accepting the

Constitution.

Of its eighty-flve numbers, Jay wrote tive, Madison

twenty-nine, and Hamilton fifty-one. “They form a

work of enduring interest, because they are the earli

est commentary on the new experiment of mankind

in establishinga republican form of government for a

country of boundless dimensions." '

In itself a complete commentary on the Constitu

tion. The opinions expressed in it have always been

considered as of great authority. its intrinsic merit

entitles it to high rank; and the part which. two of it

authors lhladlson, the chief author. and Hamilton]

performed in framing the Constitution, put it very

much in their power to explain the views with which

it was framed. These essays, published while the

lCoite u. Lynes, 88 Conn. 114-15 (1865), Butler, J.

1 Story, Agency, 5 218; 1 Woolw. 874-75; 8 Pet. 288.

' L. fcedus, a league, treaty, compact.

‘ See United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U. 8. 562 (1813).

'2 Bancroft. Formation Coast. 886.
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Constitution was before the nation for adoption or re

jection, and written in answer to objections founded

upon the extent of its powers, and on its diminution of

State sovereignty, are entitled to more consideration

where they frankly avow that the power objected to

is given, and defend it.I

FEE. 1. (1) In feudal law, an allotment

oi land in consideration of military service;

land held of a superior, on condition of ren

dering him service, the ultimate property

remaining inhim. Opposedtoallodium. See

ALLODIAL _

The districts of land allotted by the conquering gen

eral to his superior officers, and by them dealt out

again in smaller parcels, were called feorla, feuds,

flefs, or fees — a conditional stipend or reward.‘ See,

at length, Faun.

" Fee," at its origin, related to the quality of these

tats. It now denotes the quantity of interest the

owner has in land.‘

(2) An estate of inheritance— the highest

and most extensive intcrwt a man can have

in a feud. .

Fee-simple. An absolute inheritance,

clear of any condition, limitation or restric

tion to particular heirs, but descendible to the

heirs general, whether male or female, lineal

or collateral.‘

“Fee," with or without the adjunct "simple," is

used in contradistinction to the fee-conditional of the

common law, and to fee-tail created by statute.

Tenant in fee-simple, or tenant in fee, is

he that has lands, tenements, or heredita

ments, to hold to him and his heirs forever —

generally, absolutely and simply; without

mentioning what heirs, but referring that to

his own pleasure or to the disposition of the

law,‘

The term " fee “ alone impliesan lnheritable estate.

"Simple “ or “ absolute " adds nothing to the compre

hensiveness of the original term. In modern estates,

fee, fee-simple, and feesimple absolute are synony

mous.I

“An estate in fee-simple is where a man

has an estate in land or tenements to him

and his heirs forever.”

Limitation of the power of sale for a limited period,

as for five years, is not inconsistent with a fee-simple

state.‘

 

I(Johens v. Virginia, 6 Wheat 418 (1821), Marshall,

Chief Justice.

' 2 Bl. Com. L5, 10H.

‘Wendell 1:. Crandall, 1 N. Y. 495 (1848); Taul 0;.

Campbell, 7 Yerg. 825 (1835).

'2 Bl. Com. 106. 1%.

'Jecko v. Tauasig, 45 M0. 169 (1869).

' Libby v. Clark. us U. s. ass own, Miller, J., quot

ill: 4 Com. Dig., Estates. 1.

Called a "fee-simple“ because it signifies a pun

inheritance, clear of any qualification or condition

It is an estate of perpetuity, and confers an unlimited

power of alienation.‘

That “heirs" or other appropriate word of per

petuity in a. deed conveying land is essential to pass a

fee simple estate is not a rule admitting of no excep

tion. When, for example, a riiortguge evidences an

intention to pass the entire estate as security. and ex

press provisions cannot otherwise be carried into

effect, the instrument will pass such an estate, al

though no formal word of perpetuity is employed.‘

A “ fee limited " is an estate of inheritance clogged

or confined with a condition or qualification of some

sort. This may be one of the following estates:

Base, qualified, or determinable fee.

Has a qualification subjoined thereto, and

terminates whenever the qualification is at

an end.1

As, a grant " to A and his heirs, tenanm of the manor

of Dale,“ that is, as long as they continue tenants. This

estate is a fee, because it may endure forever, yet the

duration depends upon a circumstance, and this do

bases the purity of the donation.I

Conditional fee. At common law, a fee

restrained to particular heirs, exclusive of

others; as, to the heirs “of a man's body,”

by which only his lineal descendants were

admitted, in exclusion of collateral heirs; or

to the “ heirs-male of his body," in exclusion

of oollaterals, and of lineal females.

Called “ conditional " from the condition, expressed

or implied in the donation, that if the donee died with

out such particular heirs, the land should revert to the

owner. Such fees were strictly agreeable to the nature

of feuds, when they first ceased to be mere estates for

life, and had not yet become absolute estates in fee

slmple. . As soon as the grantee had issue born,

his estate was supposed to become absolute; at least

to enable him to alien the land, and thereby bar not

only his own issue, but also the donor of his reversion;

to subject the land to forfeiture for treason; and to

charge the land with incumhrnnces. so as to bind the

lane. If the tenant did not in fact alien the land, the

course of descent was not altered by fulfillment of

the condition; the land, by the terms of the donation,

could descend to none but the heirs "of his body,"

and, therefore, in default of them. reverted to the

donor. Hence, to subject the land to the ordinary

course of descent, the donecs of these conditional fee

simples aliened as soon as issue was born, and after

ward repurchased the lands. which gave them a fee

simple absolute that would descend to the heirs in

 

'4 Kent, 5; 1 Barb 675; ii Wend. W7; 12 John; 177;

52 Me. 261; 54 id. 428; 2 Oreg. 82; 42 Vt. 690; 23 N. J. E

808.

' Brown v. National Bank, 44 Ohio St. 273 (1886), cases.

Owen, C. J.

‘[2 Bl. Com. 109. See also ii Law Quar. Rev. 799

(1887); 5 Dill. 411; 94 Ill. N: 19 Allen,1G8;1\Vhlri. 421;

1 Barb. 575;11id. 28; 85 Wis. 86.
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general, according to the course of the common law.

The courts favorcd “ this subtle finesse of construc

tion," to shorten the duration of these conditions] es

tates. But the nobility, to perpetuate possessions in

their own families, procured the enactment of the

-statute dc donis condiiionalibua, 18_Edw. I (1286), c. 1.

This statute revived, in some sort. the ancient feudal

restraints, by enacting that the will of the donor

should be observed, and that the tenements should go

to the issue, if any; if none, should revert to the donor.I

See further DONUII, De donis.

A “ fee-simple " is the largest estate amancan have

In lands, being an absolute estate in perpetuity. The

essential matter is that such an estate Is so brought

into existence that it may continue forever. Where

an estate is granted subject to some condition in the

instrument creating it, or to some condition implied

by law to be thereafter performed, it iscalled a “con

ditional fee." A “ determinable fee " embraces all

fees which are determined by some act or event ex

pressed, in their limitation, to circumscribe their con

tinuance, or inferred by law as bounding their extent.

In its broader sense. a determinable fee embraces what

is lmown as a conditional fee. When it becomes an

established fact that the event which may terminate

the estate will never occur, a determinable fee en

larges into a fee-simple absolute. So, when the con

dition upon which a conditional fee rests has been

performed, the estate becomes an absolute fee.I

Fee-tail. Upon the construction of the

statute of de donis, the judges held that the

donee had no longer a conditional fee-simple,

but a particular estate, which they denom

inated a “ fee-tail;” and the donor had the

ultimate fee-simple, expectant on the failure

of issue; i. 8., the reversion.‘

The term " feetail " was borrowed from the feud

lsts, among whom it signified any mutilated or trun

cated inheritance, from which the heirs general were

“ cut “ off; being from a verb tailare, to cut.‘

Estates tail general. Where lands and

tenements are given to one and the " heirs

of his body begotten.” Estate tail-special.

Where the gift is restricted to certain heirs

of the donee’s body; as, to the " heirs of his

body, to be begotten by his present wife.”

an estate in general or special tail given to a man

and the heirs-male of his body begotten is an " estate

in tall-male general;" given to a man and the heirs

female of his body begotten. is an "estate tail

Ierna.le."'

Estate tail after possibility of issue em

tinct. Where one is tenadt in special tail,

and a person, from whose body the issue was

 

'2 Bl. Com. 110-11; Pierson 0. Lane, 70 Iowa, 62

(1882); 8 Kent, 11. ‘

‘Fletcher v. Fletcher. 88 1nd. 420 '1»; mm _-.

'2 Bl. Oom.112;11Wend. WK

‘Q Ill. Com. 113-14.

to spring, dies without issue, or, having left

issue, tint, issue becomes extinct.l

As the word “ heirs“ is necessary to create a fee,

“ body," or some other word of procreation, is neces

nary to make a fee-tail.‘

“Issue forever,“ and "posterity,“ have been held

not less extensive than "heirs of the body.“ “ Chil

dren,“ or equivalent words, will not create the estate.

Where such estates are forbidden, estates which for

merly would have been deemed such are now held

to be estates in fee-simple, and words will be given this

construction if possible.‘

Growth of the estate tall: (1) Permission was

granted the heirs of the tenant to succeed him as their

deceased ancestor. (2) " Heirs " acquired a breadth of

meaning sufllcient to admit collaterals. (8), Collater

als were excluded by limiting the estate to a man and

the “ heirs of his body.“ (-1) This limitation was con

strued to be a conditional gift—the condition being

“ issue; “ and, a child being born, the estate became

a fee-simple, alicnable, etc. (5) The statute de dam’:

created the estate tsil as it at present exists.

,See Fawn: Racovsav, Common; Sar.unzv‘s Cass;

Tau. See also Ansvascs; Dam-sun; Dresser-1‘; Es

canar;-Fanu, Fee-farm; Fsnosv; Ham.

2. Compensation for services,‘ paid to an

attorney, an officcr of the law, a physician,

or an expert.

A sum of money paid to a person for a

service done by him to another.5

A recompense allowed by law to an oflicer

for his labor and trouble.‘

Contingent fee. Compensation payable

upon an event more or less uncertain, as,

upon success in a lawsuit.

An attorney may contract with his client for a con

tingent fee, but the law will see that the transaction

is fair, and that no undue advantage has been taken of

the neceities or the ignorance of the client.‘I

County commissioners may employ counsel to col

lect a claim due the county, for a reasonable compen

sation only.7

An agreement to pay for services of a legitimate

character in prosecuting a claim against the United

States, in an executive department, violates neither

law nor public policy. When the amount of compensa

tion ls not agreed upon, evidence of what is ordinarily

charged in cases of the same character is admissible.‘

 

1 2 Bl. Corn. 124.

1 2 Bl. Com. 114.

' Brand v. Elney, B Ky. 442-43 (1885). Holt, J.

‘ 8 Bl. Com. 28. _

‘ Bloor v. Huston, 28 E. L. & E. 860 (1854), Mauls, J.

' Harbor Master 0. Southerland, 4? Ala. 517 (IBTQ): 2

Bac. Abr. 468; lilusser 0. Good. 11 S. & R. 2t8 (1884);

Camp 1:. Bates, 18 Conn. '9 (1838); Williams v. State, 9

Sneed, 162 (185-1).

' County of Chester 0. Barber, 97 PL 455, as (1881),

‘- cases.

' Stanton 1;. Embrey, 98 U. S. 667 (1876). cases: Taylor

v. Bcmiss, 110 id. 45 (1883)
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But a contract for lobbying services stands upon a

different footing.‘

Docket fee. A fee payable to counsel, as

part of the costs of record, usually for the

use of the successful party.

in Federal practice, " docket fees " in civil cases are

a lump sum substituted for the small " fees " formerly

allowed attorneys and solicitors, chargeable to and

collectible from their clients. This sum is only tax

able as costs against the losing party " in cases where

by low costs are recoverable in favor of the prevailing

pen)‘-" '

In a law case where there is a final trial before a

iury. the attorney‘s fee of twenty dollars, allowed by

Re\1.St.§§8:$-2~i,is always to be taxed; and it is for

the court to determine who is the prevailing party.‘

A solicitor for an intervenor in an equity case who

prevails is not entitled to the fee; the termination not

being such “a final hearing in equity " as is meant by

the statute. A special master in chancery is not a

referee within the statute.‘ See Maasaan l (2): Pan

un.

At common law, an attorney's fee was not recover

able by an action. The reason was, fees were orig

inally given as a gratuity, an honorarium, expressive

of gratitude. The rule is traceable to the relation be

tween patron and client in ancient Rome: the patron

practiced for honor and influence. See HONORARIUI.

Fee-bill. A schedule prescribing the

charges to be paid by litigants for the various

orders, notices, pleadings, writs, depositions,

hearings, transcriptions, etc., had or pro

cured in the conduct of causes.

Some of these charges are payable in advance;

others abide (q. u.) the event of the suit. The schedule

is prepared by or in pursuance of legislative enact

ment, or by order of the particular court. See Fouo.

The term is also used to designate the max

imum charges the members of a bar associa-'

tion may make.

See Amann; Cosrs; Exrsar; Rrnmnn; SALARY.

FEIID. Referring to cattle and hogs, may

mean to make fit for market by feeding.‘

FEEDER. See Rarnnoao.

FEIGNED. See ISSUE, 2.

FELLOW. See PARTNER; SERVANT.

FELO DE SE. L. 1. A felon (q. v.) of

himself. He that deliberately puts an end to

his own existence, or commits any unlawful

malicious act, the consequence of which is

 

‘ Trist 1:. Child, 21 Wall. 450 (1874).

‘Goodyear 1:. Sawyer, 17 F. nausea): R. s. 55 Ass,

824. SIB. See generally Coy v. Perkins, 18 F. 11 ill,

ll!»-l0 (IE2), cases; Re Band. 18 id. 99 (1883).

- I Williams v. Morrison, 82 F. R. 682 (1&~57), Thayer, J.

his own death; a self-murderer? See further

Stncma. .

2. A destroyer of itself; a thing that de

feats its own purpose.

In this category are: a construction of a proclama

tion,‘ or instrument,‘ in effect nugatory of the purpose

thereof; a bill for peace which makes litigation.‘ a

decree which, instead of removing a cloud from a title,

places another upon it; unauthorized action by a

court.‘

FELONY.‘ An oifense which, at com

mon law, occasioned a total forfeiture of

lands or goods, or both, and to which capital

or other punishment could be added, accord

ing to the degree of guilt. . . In general

acoeptation, comprises every species of crime

which occasioned at common law the forfeit

ure of lands and g0ods."

The term is incapable of definition, and descriptive

of no offense. it conveys no distinct idea Its origin

has puuled law-writers. It comprehended two do

scrlptions of punishment. the one capital, with the

forfeiture of lands and chattels; the other not capi

tal, with forfeiture of chattels only, and burning in

the hand, to which impnsonment could be added.‘

A vague term, definable by the statutes and decis

ions of each State for itself.‘

In general, includes capital and State’s

prison oiTenses'.l°

The laws of the United States contain no definition."

Tested by the common law, the term has no deter

minate meaning, and can apply to no case in this

country except treason. where limited forfeiture of

estate is allowed. But. technically, that is a crime of

a higher grade than i1'ii)ll_\', although it imports also

felony. if it be conceded that capitdl punishment im- ‘

ports a felony, there can be no felonies, at common

law, except capital crimes. But that test is untech

nical and founded in error. The notion of “moral

degradation" by confinement in a penitentiary has

grown into a general understanding that that consti

tutes any offense a felony. This modern idea has

come into general use by force of State legislation on

the subject."

 

\

1 4 Bl. Com. 189; 2 id. 499; 8 C. B. 461.

‘ 2 Black. 678.

'9 M0. 152; 86 Pa. 186.

I 18 How. 266.

‘B0 Minn. 5304.

' Fee, feud; and ion, price or value,-4 Bl. Oom. ea

L. L. felonem, fromfclo, fello, a traitor, rebel,— Skeet

"[4 Bl. Corn. 94-98, 8001. 68:10 Mich. 182; 285'. Y.

257; 99 id. 216.

‘ Lynch 1:. Commonwealth, 88 Pa. 192 (ISTB), Agnew,

Chief Justice.

' Bruguier v. United States, i Dak. 7 (1867).

"See State v. Felch, 68 N. H. 2 (1876). cases; 2) Cal

‘Central Trust Co. v. Wabash, &c. R. Co., 82 F. R. 117; 48 Me. 218; N Ill. 501; 56 Ala. 2-"; 4 Ohio St. BB.

G4 ilB8'|’), Thayer. J.

' Brockway v. Rowley, 66 Ill. 102 (1872).

" See R. S. 54090.

" United States v. Copper-smith, 2 Flip. 551-68 flFW)),
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Hem an early day, and as a necessity, the

State legislatures have passed laws defining

and enumerating felonies as those crimes

punishable by confinement in the peniten

tiary; and such confinement has come to be

the test in nearly every State.1

The term as used in acts of Congress is not sus

ceptible of definition.I

As a rule, the grade of the offense is determined by

the nature of the punishment prescribed. A crime

which might be punished by imprisonment in a State‘s

prison was a felony, in New York, prior to the adop

tion of the Penal Code.'

Ofienses made felonies by statute are

called statutory felonies, in contradistinc

tion to common-law felonies-—murder, man

slaughter, rape, arson, burglary, theft, and

robbery.

The common-law procedure in the prosecution and

punishment, without forfeiture, continues as the char

acteristic by which felony is distinguished from trea

son on the one hand and from misdemeanor on the

other.’

Felon. One who has committed a felony.

Felonious; feloniously. Generally, so indis

pensable in an indictment for felony, that no other

word will be recognized as equivalent.‘

See Asssuur; Cantu; DAI.AOlS;HOIlC1Dl;I.NI'AXY;

Iisriusios.

FEMALE. S86FEME;GENDEB; Vsnrnn;

WOMAN.

FEME; or FEMME. F. A woman; a

wife.

Feme is the older form: L. /amella, femina, a

young woman. Eiural. femu,fnnmes.

Fame covert, or feme-covert.

ried woman.

By marriage. husband and wife are one person in

law. Under his protection and "cover,“ she does

everything; and is therefore called in law-French a

fame-covert; while her condition is called “covert

ure," 1 q. 1:.

Feme sole, or feme-sole. A single

woman: one who has never been married,

who has been judicially separated from her

husband, or whose marriage has been dis

solved by divorce from, or by the death of,

the husband.

A mar

 

cases, Hammond, J. See United States v. Staats, 8

How. 41-45 (1850); United States 1:. Watkids, 7 Saw.

90-94 (1881), cases; People 1:. Lyon, 99 N. Y. 210 (1885).

1 United States v. Coppersmith, ante.

' People 1:. Lyon, 99 N. Y. 216 (1885).

ISee Reed 1:. State, 14 Tex. Ap. 664 (1888); State v.

Yates, 21 W. Va. 763 (1883); 64 N. C. 278; 84 N. 11. 510;

2 Utah, 457.

‘I131. Com. 442; 2 id. 292, 433,497; 82Barb. 258; 68

III. 162; 21 How. 589.
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Feme-sole trader. A married woman who

trades on her own account as if unmarried.

Originated in a custom of London. Recognized in

several States by statutes which enable the wives of

mariners at sea, and wives whose husbands from any

cause, as. drunkenness or protiigacy, desert them, or

refuse or neglect to provide for them.

A judicial decree is not a prerequisite. The stat

utes being designed to suspend the marital rights of

the husband in consequence of the acts enumerated,

and to relieve the wife from her marital obligations,

the establishment of those acts is all that is required

of her. The statutes are remedial, and to be inter

preted benignly.I Compare EARNINGS, Sc‘parate.

Iler privileges extend no further than to contract:

connected with her trade.‘

A married woman who, in matters of property, is

independent of her husband, is a fem: role as to such

property, and may deal with it as if she were unmsn

ried.' See Hnsmsn.

FENCE. A line of obstacle, composed of

any material that will present the desired ob

structionfl

Partition fence. As contemplated in a

statute, a fence on the line between two pro

prietors, where there is no road, alley, or

other thing which would prevent the erec

tion of such a fence.6 See VVALL.

Fences are regulated by local laws. Boundary

fences are to be built on the line, and, when made as

intended by law, the cost is home equally between

the parties. A partition fence is presumed to be the

common property of both owners.‘ -

In some States, steam railway companies are re

quired by statute to protect their tracks by fences.

Failure to comply with its contract to fence renders

a company liable for injuries to children and animals.

consequent thereon.’

A statute requiring a railroad to maintain fences

and cattle-guards on the sides of its road, and, if it

does not, making it liable in double the amount of

 

1 Black 11. Tricker, 59 Pa. 18, 16 (1868), Thompson, C. J.;

2S.&R.189;6W.&S.8-16; 14W. N. C. 191.

'McDowall v. Wood, 2 N. & Me. '242 (S. C.,1B$);

Newbiggin 1:. Pillans, 2 Bay. 166 (S. C.,1798); ib. ll-*1.

ITaylor 0. liieads, 84 L. J. Ch. 207(1865); 21 Cent

Law J. 47-49 (1685), cases; 24 Am. Law Reg. 333-68, 658

82 (1885), cases; 1 Story, Eq. $243; 2 Kent, 150.

‘ [Alien 1:. Tobias, 77 I11. 171 (1875), Breese, J.

' Hewit v. Jewell, 59 Iowa, 88 (1882), Seevera, O. J.:

Iowa Code, I 14%; 58 Iowa, 256; Jacobs 1:. Moseley, 91

M0. 462 (1886).

' See 15 Conn. 526; 50 Iowa, 237; 59 id. 88; 2 Me. 1'2;

11 Mass. 294; 2 Mote, Mass.,1S0; 28 M0. 556; 12 Mo.

Ap. 558; 8 Wend. 142; 82 Pa. 85; 2 Greenl. Ev. 5 617; 8

Waahb. R. P. 79; 3 Kent, 438.

" See Hayes 1:. Michigan Central R. Co., 111 U. 8. 28

(1884); 50 Conn.1:B;tl2 Ga. 679; 68 Ind. 297; 22 Kan.

859; 68 Me. 308; 21 Minn. 894; 25 541.828; 31 Mim157;

46 id. 578; 69 M0. 91, 215; 6 Mo. Ap. 397;18 Hun, 108; 18

Pa. 200; 1 Thomp. Neg. 501, cases. _
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damages occasioned thereby to animals. does not de

prive it of its property without due process of law or

deny it the equal protection of the laws. The addi

tional damages are by way of punishment for negli

gence; and the sufferer may receive them, rather

than the State.‘

In L nlifornia, fences erected upon the line between

the roadway of a railroad and the land of coterminous

properties are not part of the "roadway “ to be in

cluded by the State board in its valuation of the prop

erty of the corporation, but are "improvements"

asessable by the local authoriti of the proper

county.‘

At common law, the owner of land was not bound

to fence it. In Massachusetts, prior to the statute of

I841, c. 125, there was no provision for fences along

railroads, and the common law as to the owners and

occupiers of adjoining lands applied. Neither had

a right to trespass, himself or by his servants or cattle,

on the land of the other, and neither could require

the other to prevent trespnsses by maintaining a

fence.‘

Constructing a barbed-wire fence along a highway

is not in itself an actlonablewrong. in the absence of

statutory inhibition, although animals may attempt

to enter the enclosure. If the land owner keeps in

good order such fences as are usually built, there is no

liability for injury to animals. He is not bound to use

boards in constructing a wire fence. But he must not

let a fence of any kind become a trap for passing ani

mals, which may be allured from the road to the in

adequately fenced enclosure. by the presence of other

animals or by the sight of pasture.‘

See APPKNDAGI; Class, 8; Escnosuas; Ossrnncr, I;

TIIBBR.

FEOD. See FEUD.

FEOFFMIENT. 1. The gift of a feud;

inieudation. See FEUD.

Enfeofl‘. To give a feud.

Feoflbr. The grantor of a feud.

Feoifee. The grantee of a feud.

2. The gift of any corporeal hereditament,°

by delivery of possession upon or within

view of the land.‘

The most ancient method of conveyance. The apt

cat word was “ do" or “dedi." I give or have given.

As the personal abilities of the ieoifeo were the in

Iiuoement, his estate was confined to his person, and

luhsisted for life. By s feoflment, later, a fee-simple

was frequenfly created. With livery of seisin (q. 1).),

the feoflec had an estate at will.‘ At present. land is

transferred only by deed or will.

 

I Missouri Paciilc R. Co. v. Humes, 115 U. S. 612 (1885).

ISsantn. Clara County v. Southern Pacific R. Co., 118

U. S. 414 11886).

' Boston, &‘.c. R. Go. 0. Briggs, i@ Mass. 26 (I882),

cases.

‘ Slslt v. Crump, 112 Ind. 504 (1887); also Haughey 1:.

Hart, 62 Iowa. 96 (1883). In general, 22 Cent. Law J.

196 (1886), cases

' 2 Bl. Com. 810.

‘I N. H. 260.

FERE NATURE. See Mm

FERMENTED. See LIQUOR

‘ FEROCIOUS. See ANIMAL.

FERRYJ A place where persons and

things are taken across a stream or body of

water, in boats. for hire.’

May refer to the water traversed or to the landing

place or places.‘

Ferry fianchise. A right conferred to

land at a particular point upon a stream, and

to secure toll for the transportation of pas

sengers and property from that point across

the stream.‘

The essential element is the exclusive right to

transport persons, their horses, vehicles, and personal

goods, from one shore to the other, over the interven

ing water, for the toll.‘

Ferriage. The price or fare to be paid

for crossing a ferry; also, the transportation

itself.“

Ferryman. At common law, one who had

the exclusive right of transporting passengers

over rivers or other water-courses, for hire, at

an established rate."

The grant of a ferry franchise in its nature implies

the taking of toll. The only ferries known in some

places, as in Massachusetts, are toll ferries.‘

The ordinary ferry is a substitute for the ordinary

bridge, for the accommodation of the public gener

ally. The railroad ferry is a substitute for the rail

road bridge, being the continuation of the railroad

tracks across a stream of water; it is not a grant of

an exclusive ferry franchise.‘

One may lawfully transporthis own goods in his

own boat where another has an exclusive right of

ferry."

A State may impose a license fee, directly or

through a municipal corporation, upon the ferry

 

‘ A. S. ferion, to convey across, carry, go.

' [Akin v. Western R. Co., 80 Barb. 310 (1857); Same

I). Same, 21) N. Y. 876 (1859); Newton v. Cubitt, 12 C. B.

'58 (1862); I4 Bradw. 381.

‘Schuylkill Bridge Co. v. Fr-alley, 18 8. i! R. M24

(1825); State 1:. Hudson, 28 N. J. L. 209 (1851).

‘ [Mississippi Bridge Co. v. Lonergan, 91 Ill. fall

(1879); 2813.860; 2 Gilm. 169.

l (Broadnax 1:. Baker, 94 N. C. 678 (1886), cases, Smith,

C. J.; s. c. 55 Am. B. 683. Approved, Mayor of New

York v. Starin, 106 N. Y. 11 (13813.

' [People c. San Francisco, &:c. R. Co., 85 Cal. 619

(18%).

’ Clarke 0. State, 2 McCord, 48 (S. 0., 18%).

IAttorney-General 0. Boston, 123 Mass. 468 (1877).

cases.

' Mayor of New York 0. New England Transfer Co..

14 Blatch. 168 (1877), cases.

1° Alexandria, &c. Ferry Co. v. Wisch, T3 llio. 05:

(1881). See also 3 Bl. Com. 219; 2 id. 87; 5 Cal. 470; 20

Geo. 529; -i2)ie.‘-20; ll Mich. 58; 68 mm; H) N. Y

870; 1‘! Va. 218-19; 2 Dill. 882.
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keepers living in the State, for boats which they use

in conveying, from a landing in the State, passengers

and goods across a navigable river to a landing in an

other Statel

Any person who invades the rights of the owner of

a ferry franchise by running a ferry himself, is liable

for any damages he causes the owner, and may be

restrained from a continuance. B'ut, probably, the

courts would not restrain the operation of a ferry de

manded by public convenience simply because the

rightful owner of the franchise neglects or refuses to

use it. Such franchise does not include the carrying

of merchandise without the presence of the owners;

thir is the business of a common carrier, and may be

done without interference with such franchise. The

grant of a franchise may be perpetual.‘

See Barnes; Cumrsa, Common; Comnracs; Fam

unss, 1; Lrosxsa, 8; Nursmcx; Torn~ 2; Tenses;

Vnmcaa

FEU. See FEUD.

FEUD3 Land held of a superior, on con

dition of rendering him service. Opposed to

allodium, the absolute or ultimate property,

which continued to reside in the superior.‘

See Annonmn.

A tract of land held by a voluntary and

gratuitous donation, on condition of fidelity

and certain services.5

The constitution of feuds originated in the military

policy of the Celtic nations, a policy which was con

tinued in their acquisitions after the tail of the Roman

empire. To secure those acquisitions, large districts

of land were allotted by the conquering general to his

superior omcen, and by them, in smaller parcels, to

the inferior omcers and most deserving soldiers.

These allotments were called feeds, feodo, feofs,

/mu, flefl, lime, and j'ecs— conditional stipends or re

wards. The condition annexed was, that the poses

sor should do service faithfully, at home and in war,

to him by whom they were given; for which purpose

he took the oath of fealty (q. v.), and for a breach of

this condition and oath, by not performing the stipu

lated service or by desertlng the lord in battle, the

lands were to revert to him who granted them.‘

Allotments, thus acquired, mutually engaged such

as accepted them to defend them; and, as they all

Iprang from the same right of conquest, no part could

subsist independently of the whole; wherefore, all

givers as well as all receivers were mutually bound to

defend each other's possessions. But as that could not

be done effectually in a tumultuous, irregular way,

government, and, to that purpose, subordination, was

 

IWiggins Ferry Co. 0, East St. Louis, 107 U. S. 865,

870 (1882), Woods, J.

‘Mayor of New York 1:. Starin, 106 N. Y. 1, 9 (1887),

cases.

' L. jlda, faith, and Teut. cad, odh, or od, property,

estate in land,— or, vieh, cattle, property; 1'. 2., land

held on pecuniary consideration: A. S. feah, cattle.

4 [2 Bl. Corn. 105.

' Wallace v. Harmstad, 44 Pa. 499 (1868).

‘I Bl. Com. 4-5-46.
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necessary. Every receiver of lands was therefore

bound, when called upon by his benefactor, or the im

mediate lord of his feud or fee, to do all in his pawn

to defend him. Such benefactor or lord was likewhs

subordinate to and under c0mmand'of his immediate

benefactor or superior; and so upward to the prince

or general himself; and the several lords were also

reciprocally bound, in their respective gradations, to

protect the possessions they had given.I

Feudal; feodal. Relating to a feud or

feuds: as, feudal services or tenures, the

feudal law or system.

Feudalisrn. The feudal system; the prin

ciples and constitution of feuds. ’

Feudalize. To reduce to feudal tenure.

Feudary. Held by or concerning feudal

tenure: also, the tenant of a feud.

Feudatory; feudatary. A feudal pro

prietor, or person who received a feud.

Feudist. One versed in feudal law.

Feudal system. A system of military

tenure of landed property, adopted by the

general assembly of the principal landholders

of the realm (Brittany) for self-protection.

Prevailed from the ninth to the thirteenth centu~

ries, attaining maturity under the Conqueror—1066

1087. Something similar had been in use among the

Saxons. The fundamental maxim was, all lands were

originally granted by the sovereign, and are, therefore,

held mediately or immediately of the crown.

The grantor was the proprietor or lord; the king

was “ lord paramount;“ his immediate tenants were

“ lords mesne "-tenants in capite, in chief; their tea

ants were “ tenants paravail: " they made profit (avail)

out of the land.

At first, grants were held at the will of the lord;

then, for a certain peiiod; next, by the grantee and

one or more sons; about 1000 A. D., they became

hereditary.

Ceremonies observed were: presentation of the

prospective tenant; the grant—dedi el concessi, I he re

given and granted; corporal investiture—putting a

robe on the tenant, before witnesses; homage or main

hood—professing to “ become his (the lord‘s) man .

of life, and limb and earthly honor." The service to

be rendered was called the rent. See Dauvsav. i.

The grant was made upon the personal ability of

the grantee to serve in war. and do suit at court

Hence, he could not alien, nor exchange, nor devise_

nor encumber, without consent of the lord. For those

reasons, also, women and monks were never made

grantees.

The gr-antor assumed to protect the grantee in his

enjoyment of the land, and was to supply other hml

of equal value if the tenant was deprived of the grnul.

The services were: free-such as a freeman or sol

dier might perform; or bass—fit for one of servile

rank. In quantity and time they were also certain or

uncertain.

 

‘2 Bl. Com. 45-48.
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The tenure was: 1. Frank-tenure: on consideration

of military service and homage. When such service

was free but uncertain. the tenure was termed

“ knight-service," or “ tenure in chivalry “ —the most

honorable of all. When the service was both free and

certain, as fealty, or fealty and rent. the tenure was

termed “ free-socage." 2. I'iiIcina_r/e: "pure," when

the service was base and uncertain: and “ privileged,"

when the service was base but certain. The last spe

cie was called “ villain socage." See SOCAGI.

Inseparsbly incident to tenure in chivalry were:

aids, relief. primer seisin, wardship, marriage, fines

for alienation, and escheat, qq. v.

Under the great survey, made in l086, the realm was

divided into sixty thousand knlght's fees, correspond

ing to the number of men in the army.

Personal service was gradually changed into pecun

iary assessments; and, finally, by statute of i2 Chas. II

(lMl), military tenures were abolished.l

in the United States, while lands are generally de

dared to be aliodlal, feudal principles, adopted as

part of the common law of England, continue to be

recognized.

Il'he feudal system, to perpetuate estates in the

same family, favored the heir-at-law. Hence, English

courts have placed the narrowest construction on the

words of wills.’ '

The Revolution threw off the dominion of the

mother country, and established the independent sov

ereignty of the colonies or States. In Pennsylvania,

for example, an act was passed, November27, 1779, for

venting the estates of the late proprictaries in the

Commonwealth. The manure and lands which had

been surveyed for them were except/ed, and a pe

cuniary compensation provided. The “ province“ had

been a lief, held immediately of the crown. The Rev

olution. and subsequent legislation, emancipated the

mail from the chief characteristic of the feudal sys

tom. After this change, the proprietaries held their

lands as other citizens—under the Commonwealth,

by a title purely ailodial. Lands are now held medi

atcly or immediately of the State, but by titles cleared

of the rubbish of the dark ages, excepting only the

feudal names of things no longer feudal. . . The

State sold her lands for the best price she could get,

and conferred upon the purchasers the same absolute

uhte she held, excepting the fifth part of any gold

or silver found, and six acres in the hundred for

roads; and these have been reserved, as everything

else has been granted, by contract. Her patents ac

knowledge a pecuniary consideration, and stipulate

for no fealty, escheat. rent-service. or other feudal in

cident. The State is the lord paramount as to no

man's land. When any of it is wanted for public pur

poses, the State, in virtue of her political sovereignty,

takes it, but she compels herself, or those who claim

nnderher. to make full compensation to the owner.‘

ISee 2 Bl. Com. 43402; 4 id. 418-39; 1 id. 410; I

Wasbb. R. P. 18.

' Bosley v. Bosley’s Exccutrlx, 14 How. 897 (1852).

I \Valla.ce u. Harmstad, 44 Pa. 500 (1803), Woodward,

1.; Hubley v. Vanhorne, 7 S. & R. 188 (1821), Gibson, J.;

I 64. 447; 0 id. 833. See Green, Short Hist. Eng. Poop.

lllrlt
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Subinfeudation. Subletting part of a

feud; carving smaller holdings out of a

feudal estate.

Since this deprived the superior lord of his profits of

wardship, marriage, and escheat, which fell into the

hands of the middle lord. it was restricted by illegal

Charta, c.82 (9 Hen. 8, 122.5), and by Quia Emptorel

(18 Edw. 1, 1290) entirely suppressed, and alienation,

in the modern sense, introduced.I

To feu; a feu. A right to the use of

lands, houses, and other heritable subjects,

in perpetuity, in consideration of an an

nual payment in grain or money, called few

duty, and certain other contingent burdens.

Whence, also, feu farm,feu holding.

Practically, a sale for a stipulated annual payment

equivalent to chief rent. Modern feu-duties are gen

erally paid in money. On this footing almost all the

house property in towns. and suburban-villa property,

in Scotland, is held.’ Compare Fans, Fee farm.

See also Assvascs; Arnmnss; Anoasuswr; Dn

nsssa; Dnscsxr, Canonsof; Escnssr; Fee, 1; Fsorr

nsnr; Pnnroossrruns; Possw; RELlEii',l; Tswas, 1;

Vn.l.ai1~'; Warm, 8.

F1. FA. See EXECUTION, 3, Writs of.

FIAT. See FIERI.

FICTION.‘ That which is feigned, as

sumed, pretended. The legal assumption

that something is true which is or may be

false; an assumption of an innocent and

beneficial character, made to advance the

ends of justice. Compare ESTOPPLL; Pan

somrnon.

An allegation in legal proceedings that

does not accord with the actual facts; and

which may therefore be contradicted for

every purpose except to defeat the beneficial

end for which the fiction is allowed.i

Fictions of law are highly beneficial and useful;

especially as “no fiction extends to work an injury:“

the proper operation being to prevent mischief or

remedy an inconvenience that might result from a

general rule. The maxim is, in fiction: jun‘: semper

subs-istit aqm'taa.— in a fiction of law equity always

subsists': a legal fiction is consistent with justice.‘

But not admitted, where life, liberty, or personal

safety is in jeopardy.‘

illustrative examples: that the king was the orig

inal proprietor of all lands.7 That an original capias

hadbeen granted, when a tcatafum capios issued into

 

1 2 Bl. Com. 91; 44 Pa. 498.

' Chamber! Encyclopedia

' L. /lclio: fingere, to invent. I

‘ [Strnflord Bank v. Cornell, 2 N. H. 827 (IE1).

'8 Bl. Com. 48, See Best, Presump., 27; 8 Burr.

‘D62.

° 4 Bl. Com. 280.

' 4 Bl. Com. 418.
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another county.I That a summons issues in an ami

cable action. That a person bailed is in the custody

of his bail. That a feigned issue is based upon a

wager made. That what ought to be done is done, and

relates back to the time when it wastobe clone.‘I The

doctrine of nbeyancc.' That a term of court consists

of a single day.‘ That a writ of error actually re

moves the record. instead of a transcript of the rec

ord.‘ That every person knows what is passing in the

courts‘ That the possession of one who hasa right of

lien is the possession of the law.’ That the law takes

no notice of a fraction of a day.‘ The doctrine of

equitable conversion.’ The doctrine of representa

tion in an agent, and in a decedent; and some features

of the early action of ejectment.

Fiction makes several corporations out of what is

really one, in order togive each State control over the

charters it grants."

Fictio, in old Roman law, is properly; term of

pleading, and signifies a false averment which the de

fendant was not allowed to traverse; as, that the

plaintil! was a Roman citizen, when in truth be was a

foreigner. The object w¢s to give jurisdiction.

Legal fiction may be used to signify an assumption

which conceals, or sflects to conceal. the fact that a

rule of law has undergone alteration. its letter remain

ing unchanged while its operation is modified. The

“ fact " is that the law has been wholly changed; the

“ fiction “ is that it remains what it always was. .

Fictions are particularly congenial to the infancy of

society. They satisfy the desire for improvement,

while they do not offend the disrelish for change.

Thus they become invaluable expedients for overcom

lng the rigidity of law."

Fictitious. 1. Not real; feigned: as, a ficti

tious — action, case, issue, name, party, payee.

A fictitious case is a suit brought upon facts with

respect to which no real controversy exists.

Any attempt, by a mere colorable dispute, or where

the appellant has become the sole party in interest, to

get up a case for the opinion of the court, where there

is no real and substantial controversy, is an abuse

reprehended by all courts, and punishable as a con

tempt."

2. Imaginary; unsubstantial: as, fictitious

bail, q. 1:.

3. Not made in good faith: as, a fictitious

bid, q. v.

 

I 8 Bl. Com. 288.

'3 Bl. Com. 435.

' 2 Bl. Com. 107.

‘ Newhall v. Sanger, 92 U. S. 766 (1875).

' Ilunuicutt u. Peyton, 102 U. S. 856 (1880).

'3 Pars. Contr. 282.

'8 Pars, Contr. 234.

' 8 Pars, Contr. 504 (g).

'1 Pars. Contr. 184.

" Horne v. Boston, &c. R. Co., 18 F. It 50 (1883).

" Maine, Ancient Law, 924-25.

" Lord 1:. \'eazie, B How. 255 (1850), Taney, C. J ;

Develand v. L‘humbcrlnin, 1 Black, 426 (1861); Bart

meyer v. lows, ltl Wall. 134415 (1878).

FIDES. L. Trust, confidence, reliance;

credence, belief, faith.

Bona fldes. Good faith. Bonafidc. In,

with, or by good faith. Mala fldes. Bad

faith. Mala fide. In, with, or by bad faith.

Uberrima fldes. The best faith, the

severest good faith. Uberrima fide. With

the strictest good faith. See FAITH, Good,

Bad.

Fidei commissum (pl. commissa). A

thing committed to one’s faithfulness; a be

quest or devise in trust; a trust. _

Fidei commissariua. The beneficiary under

a donation in trust; a fidei or fide commis

sary; a cestui que trust.

A fldei commissum (usually created by a will) was

the disposal of an inheritance, in confidence that the

transferee would convey it or dispose of the profits at

the will of another. it was made the business of a

particular magistrate, the prmtor fldei commissariua,

to enforce observance of this confidence. The right

thereby given was looked upon as vested, and entitled

to a remedy. These jidei commilsa were the original:

of modern uses and trusts.‘ See Usn 3.

Fide-jussio or fidejussio. A giving or

being surety; surétyship; bail.

Fidejuasor. A surety; bail in admiralty.

He is absolutely bound to pay the costs and con

demnution at all events.’

Admiralty may take a fidejussory caution or stipu

lation in cases in rem, and in a summary manner

award execution to the prevailing party. Delivery of

property on bail being given, is implied.I

Fides servanda. Faith must be kept;

the good faith of a transaction will be given

eiiect.

A maxim with regard to sales of personalty. if

there is no express warranty, general rules of implica

tion should be adopted with this maxim in view. A

warranty will be implied only when good faith ro

quircs it.‘

FIDELITY. See FAITH; Fmss; Insm

mos; TRUST, 1.

FIDUCIARY.’ Held, founded, resting

upon an actual trust: as, a fiduciary—ca

pacity or character, contract or relation, debt,

debtor, creditor.

Fiducial. Of the nature of a trust.

 

'2 Bl. Com. 82I;1Story, Eq. 5 821; 2 id. ii 965-67;

1 Pomeroy, Eq. 5 151. See 8 La An. 432; 2 How. 619;

15 id. 357.

'3 Bl. Com. 291, 108. _

' Brig Alligator,1 Gall. 149 (1812); United States a.

Ames, 99 U. S. 40 (1878).

‘McCoy v. Artcher, I Barb. 880 (1848); % id. 526:

1 Mctc., Mass, 551.

' L.}iduciarius: fiducia, confidence: Mu, q. v
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A fiduciary debt is founded or arises upon some

confidence or trust, as distinguished from a debt

founded simply upon contract.1

A fiduciary relationship is one in which, if a wrong

arises, the same remedy exists against the wrongdoer

on behalf of the principal as would exist against a

trustee on behalf of the cestui que trust.‘

in the New York laws allowing arrest as a remedy

for debts incurred ins fiduciary capacity, “ fiduciary "

imports trust, confidence; refers to integrity or fidelity

rather than to credit or ability; contemplates good

faith rather than legal obligation.‘

A debt contracted in a fiduciary capacity was not

released by a discharge in bankruptcy.‘ This applied

to technical trusts only, not to trusts implied from

contracts of agency or bailment.'

" Fiduciary" and “confidential " relation seem to

be used by the courts and law-writers as convertible

expressions. It is a peculiar relation which exists be

tween client and attorney, principal and agent, prin

cipal and surety, landlord and tenant, parent and

child. guardian and ward, ancestor and heir, husband

and wife, trustee and ceeiui qua iruai, executors or

administrators and creditors, legatees, or distributees,

sppointer and appointee under powers, partner and

part-owners. In these and like cases the law. to pre

vent undue advantage from the unlimited confidence,

Miectlon, or sense of duty which the relation creates,

requires the utmost of good faith Ln all transactions

between the parties.‘

See Fmun; lsncssos; Tsnsr, 1.

FIEF. See Faun.

FIELD. 1. A lot in a town may be a

field.7 But a one-acre lot used for cultivat

ing vegetables is a “garden.”8 See AGRI

CULTURE.

2. “ In the field," said of a soldier, means

in the military service for the purpose of

carrying on a particular war.’

FLERI. L. To be done; to be made.

Compare FACERE.
 

'Cristieid v. State, &c., 55 Md.10~i (1880), Robinson, J.

‘Re West of England Bank, Erp. Dale, 11 Ch. D. 778

(1579), Fry, J.: Connecticut Mut. Ins. Co. 0. Central

Nat. Bank, 104 U. S. 68 (1881).

'Stoll v. King, 8 How. Pr. 299 (1853), cases; Frost v.

li'Carger, H id. 187 (1857); Sutton v. De Camp, 4 Abb.

Pr. 484 (1868); 1 Code B. 86, 87; 5 Duer, 86.

‘ R. S. 55117.

' (jlinpman v. Forsyth, 2 How. 13 (1844); Hennequin

v. Clews, 111 U. S. 681 (1884); Woodward v. Towne, 127

Mass. 42 (1379), cases; i0i id. 248; 15 Gray, 5-17-11); 16

Conn. 233; 77 N. Y. 427; 18 Rep. 468; 9 Boned. 495-9'7,

cases; 5 Biss. 824.

' Robins v. Hope, 51' cm. 490 (15151): 1 Story, Eq. 5218.

As to fiduciary depositors in banks, see Nnltner v.

Dolsn, 1% 1nd. 5(1) (1886): 26 Am. Law Reg. 29410 (1887),

cases.

' State v. Mchiinn, 81 i\'.C. 587 (1879); Commonwealth

v. Josseiyn, 97 Mass. -ii"! (1887).

‘Simon v. Lovell, 7 iicislr. 510 (1872).

‘Sargent v. Ludlow_ 42 Vt. 729 (1870).
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Fiat. Let it be done. An order or allow

ance by a judge or court.

Fiat justitia. Let justice be done.

Fieri facins. Cause to be made. Sec

Exscunox, 3, Writs of.

In fleri. In course of being done; not

yet completed. Opposed, in esse, q. v.

FIFTEENTH AMENDMENT. See

CITIZEN.

FIGHT. Does not necessarily imply that

both parties should give and take blows. It

is sutiicient that they voluntarily put their

bodies in position with that intent.l See

Conan; DUEL; MAYHEM: Pmzs-mourmo.

FIGURES. Numerals.

Arabic, 1893; Roman, MDCCCXCLU.

The objection to using Arabic figures in formal

documents is that they may be readily altered. in

some States they are not allowed in complaints and

indictments, except in setting forth copies. it is con

sidered better to date formal instruments by writing

the day and year in words; and to write in words in

the body of a bill, note, or receipt the sum for which

it is given. See DSBCRll"'I‘i0N, 4; Fouo, B; Foaosav;
Worms. I

I|§']'_'l'.-IE.2 1. At common law, a thread,

string or wire, upon which writs or other

exhibits are fastened for safekeeping and

ready reference.‘

2. To exhibit or present to a court in the

regular way: as, to file a bill in equity, a

libel in admiralty or divorce, a petition, an

swer, exoeption, writ of error.

Also, to leave a paper with an officer for

action or preservation; and, to indorse a

paper, as received into custody, and give it

its place among other papers,-— to file away.

Files. Collections of papers, orderly ar

ranged; also, papers under Oilicial custody.

On file. Kept in an orderly collection; in

its proper place. _

Filing a paper consists in placing it in the proper

official custody, by the party charged with this duty,

and the making of the proper indonsement by the of

ficer.'

A paper is flied when delivered to the proper ofilcer,

and by him received, to be kept on file.‘

 

‘State v. Gladden, 78 N. C. 155 (1875); Tate v. State,

46 Ga. 148 (1872).

' L. filum, a thread.

’ [Gorham v. Summers, 235 Minn. 86 (1878); 27 id. 18,

28; 16 Ohio St. 548; 14 Tex. 839,

‘ Phillips 1:. Beene, 88 Ala. 9151 (1862).

' Peterson v. Taylor, 15 Ga. 484 (1851); Powers v,

State, 87 ind. 148 (1882); Amy 1:. Shelby County, 1 Flip.

101 (1872); 61nd. 309; 2 Bluckf. 247: 2 lows. 91: 29 id
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An allegation that " no certificate has been flied "

in the office of the register, is equivalent to " has not

been left for record.“ 1

An aflidavit of claim is " filed with " a declaration

when both are llled at the same time. And this is not

affected by their being detached, or by the place of

deposit in the ofiicefi See Lopez, 1 (2).

In modern practice, "the file" is the manner

adopted for preserving papers; the mode is immate

rial. Such papers as are not for transcription into

records are folded similarly, indorsed with a note or

index of their contents, and tied up in a bundle—“ a

file.“

FILIAL. See Emsmrsnos; Psnmrr.

FILIATION. The relation or tie be

tween a child and its parent, especially its

father; also, ascertainment of paternity, af

filiation. ,

Afliliation. Judicial determination of

paternity — that a man is the father of a has

tard. See FlLID’S.

The mother's testimony must be corroborated.‘

FILIUS. L. A child; ason.

Filius nullius. The child 01' nobody.

Filius populi. The child of the people. A

bastard, q. u.

FILUM. L. A thread; a line-—the

middle line of a stream or road.

The imaginary line drawn through a

stream or highway at which the titles of the

opposite owners presumably meet.‘

Filum aquaa. The line of the water;

water-line.

Adfilum aquaa. To the line of the water.

Medium filum aquw. The middle line of

the water. See RIPARIAN.

Filum visa. The line of the way.

lifedium. filum vim. The middle line of the

road.

ll§'I[1‘TAL.ls 1. Pertaining to the end; to be

paid at the close of a cause: as, final costs.

Opposed, interlocutory, q. v.

2. The last: as, a final account, balance,

settlement, qq. v.

8. Putting an end to; conclusively deter

mined in a particular court: as, a final --ad

judication, decree, disposition, judgment,

order, sentence, qq. 1:. Opposed, interlocu

ms; 185 Mass. 580; 188 id. 106-. 55 110.301; 65 id. 500;

18 Barb. 826; 2 Caldw. 468; 14 Tex. 3139.

1 Wood u. Union Gospel Church Association, 68 Wis.

la (1885).

' Hossler v. Hartman, 82 Pa. 58 (1876)

' 1 wmm. Ev. § 414.

' See 3 Kent, 427, 428, 432, 484.

‘L flnaliu flair, limit, end.

tory: ending or concerning some intermedi

ate matter or issue; also opposed to prelimi

nary, as in final injunction, q. 1:. Compare

DEFINITIVE.

A final judgment or decree puts an end to the ac

tion by declaring that the plsintifl! has or has not enti

tled hlmself to recover the remedy for which he sues.I

A judgment or decree which determines the par

ticular case is final.‘

A decree ls final when the court has completed its

adjudication of the cause.‘

It has long been well settled that a judgment or do

cree, to be final, must terminate the litigation between

the parties on the merits of the case, so that if there

should be an affirmsnce in the appellate court, the

court below would lmvu nothing to do but to execute

the judgment or d(‘\'lL't’ it had already rendered. It

has not always been easy to decide when decrees in

equity are final within this rule, and there may be

some apparent conilict in the cases on that subject,

but in the common-law courts the question has never

been a diflicult one. If the judgment is not one which

disposes of the whole case on its merits, it is not final.

Consequently it has been uniformly held that a judg

ment of reversal with leave for further proceedings in

the court below cannot be broughtbefore the Supreme

Court on a writ of error.‘ '

Thus, a decree of sale in n fdreclosure suit. which

settles all the rights of the parties and leaves nothing

to be done but to make the sale and pay out the pro

ceeds, is final for purposes of appeal.‘

FIND. 1. To come lawfully into the pos

session of lost or abandoned personalty.

The finder has a clear title against all the world ex

cept the true owner, who has not shown any intention

to abandon.‘ He stands in the place of the owner, is

a trustee for the owner. The place of finding creates

no exception. After the original owner is known and

accessible, any keeping with intention to appropriate

is larceny. Rcasonnble diligence to learn who the

rightful owner is should be used. Necessary expenses

incurred in preserving the property or in discovering

the owner are a lien.’

Thus, as between the finder and the owner of a

paper-sack in which bank-notcs are found, the notes

are the property of the finder; ' so, also, as between

 

'8 Bl. Com. 898, 452.

' Weston 1:. Council of Charleston, 2 Pet. 464 (1829),

Marshall, C. J.

'Green v. Fisk, 108 U. S. 519 (1880), Waite, C. J.

‘Bostwick 0. Brinkerhoi!,106 U. S. 3 (1862), case;

Waite, C. J.; Dainese v. Kendall, 119 id. 5-i (1886), cases.

' Grant 1:. Phoenix Lns. Co., 106 U. S. 431 (1582). See

St. Louis R. Co. 0. Southern Express Co., 103 id. 28

(1898); 17 Johns. 518; 59 Cal. 557; 50 Me. 401; 14 Blatch.

130.

'2 Bl. Com. 9; 2 Kent, 290.

' Durfee v. Jones, 11 R I. 588 (1817), cases; Grig-gs v.

State, 58 Ala. 425 (1877), cases; N. Y. & Harlem R. Co.

v. Haws, 56 N.Y.17S(iS7-i); Amory v. Delamlrie, 1 Sm.

L. C. 686-66, cases.

' Bowen v. Sullivan, 62 ind. 288-91 (1878), cases.
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the finder and the keeper of a hotel in which money or

other thing of value is found.I

The owner of a tannery neglected to remove all of

the hides he had placed in the vats. The land was

sold, and, forty years later, a laborer discovered the

hides. Held. that the representative of the owner was

entitled to them.‘

Property is not lost, in the sense of the rule, if it

was intentionally laid on a table. counter, or other

place, by the owner, who forgot to take it away. In

such case the proprietor of the premises is entitled to

the custody. Whenever the surroundings show that

the article was deposited in its place, the finder has no

right of possession against the owner of the building.

An article casually dropped is also within the rule.I

See Anmnou, 1; Esraav; Rawaan, 2; Tansuns

taovs; Tnovna.

2. A corporation engaged in business within

a State is said to be “ found" doing business

there.‘

To give the Federal courts Jurisdiction in penonam

ever a foreign corporation, in the absence of a volun

tary appearance. it must appear. as a fact, that the

corporation is carrying on business in such foreign

State or district; that such business is transacted or

managed by some agent or officer representing the

corporation, and some local law must make the cor

porntion amenable to suit there.‘

The presence of the chief officers of a corporation

in a State other than that of its creation does not

change its residence, nor does the fact that the ofiicers

take into such State corporate property for exhibi

tion and advertisement, bring the corporation into the

State as an “inhabitantC‘ orso that it can be “found "

there.‘

Corporations are citizens of the State under whose

laws they are created. They cannot, by engaging in

business in another State, acquire a residence there.‘

8. “ Find" and “ found,“ said of a defend

ant as to whom a summons or other process

has been issued, have a technical meaning,

the equivalent of the Latin-inventua, come

upon, met.’ '

Opposed, “not found:’' non est inventus,

he has not been found; abbreviated n. e. 1'.

 

I Iiarnaker v. Blanchard, 90 Pa. 870 (1879), cases.

Trunkey, J.

I Livermore 1:. White, 74 Me. 452 (1888), cases.

I R. S. 5 789; Exp. Schollcnberger, 96 U. S. 8780877);

Blackburn 1:. Selma, &c. R. Co., 2 Flip. 535 (1879); Rob

lnson u. Nat. Stock-Yard Co., 12 F. R. 361 (18&); liiohr

Distilling Co. 1:. Insurance Cos, ib. 474, 4TB(i882), cases;

Merchants‘ Manuf. U0. 0. Grand Trunk R. Co., 18 id.

858, 860 (1882). cases.

‘ United States v. American Bell Telephone 00., 29

F. R. 17 (1886), cases, Jackson, J.; 82 id. 437.

' Carpenter 1:. Westinghouse Air Brake Co., 82 F. R

I84 ( 1881'), Brewer, J.

' Fales v. Chicago, &c. R. Co., 82 F. R. 678-79 (1887),

cases -

' Carter 1:. Youngs, 42 N. Y. Supr. Ct 172 (1877),

Sanford. J.

“ Not found " is an abridged form of return which

usage sanctions. It imports that the defendant was

not found within the meaning of the precept, thatis,

after proper effort to find him in the due execution of

the precept.1 See Rr.sn>a.

4. To arrive at as a conclusion; to conclude

or terminate formally: as, to find an indict

ment, a verdict.

If the grand jury are satisfied of the truth of an ac

cusatlon, they indorse upon it “a true biil." The in

dictment is then said to be “ found.“ To this at least

twelve jurors must agree. Opposed, "not found." '

Finding. The decision of a judge, arbi

trator, jury, or referee.

Finding against ezridenca A finding

which negatives the existence of a fact ad-

mitted by the pleadings; also, a finding not

sustained by the evidence.‘

General finding; special finding. Issues

of fact in civil cases in any circuit court may

be tried and determined by the court, with

out the intervention of a jury, whenever the

parties, or their attorneys of record, file with

the clerk a stipulation in writing waiving a

jury. The finding of the court upon the

facts, which may be either general or special,

shall have the same effect as the verdict of a

.iHI‘Y~‘

The parties are concluded by the propositions of

fact which the evidence, in the opinion of the court,

establishes. Whether general or special, the finding

hm the same effect as the verdict of a jury; and its

sufficiency to sustain the judgment is the only matter

for review.'—the “sufliciency " of the finding, not of

the facts, is meant.’

Special finding. A statement of the ulti

mate facts on which the law must determine

the rights of the parties."

The finding of a referee should have the precision

of a special verdict; it should specify with distinctness

the facts found, and not leave them to be inferred.'

See Vsnmcr, Special.

Ili‘IlTE.9 1. An amicable composition or

agreement of a suit, actual or fictitious, by

leave of the king or of his justices, whereby

 

I International Grain Ceiling O0. 0. Dill, 10 Bened. N

(1878), Choate, J.

'4 Bl. Com. 306.

'Silvey o. Neary, 69 Cal. N (1881); Harris 0. Harris,

Eb. 620 (1881).

' R. S. 5 649.

‘R. S. Q 700; Ryan v. Carter, 98 U. S. 81 (1876), cases;

Tyng v. Grinnell, 92 U. S. 469 (1875). cases; 18 Wall. 254',

103 U. S. 556; I12 id. 604. I

' Walnut v. Wade, l(B U. S. 688 (188)).

' Norris v. Jackson, 9 Wall. 121 (1869), cases.

' Mason Lumber Co. 1:. Buchtei, 101 U. S. 687 (1879)

' L. finil, end.
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lands in question become, or are acknowl

edged to be, the right of one of the par

ties.1

It put an “end " to controversies concerning the

matter. The plointifi' began an action of covenant

upon asupposed agreement to convey to him. The

defendant (the deforcinnt) then applied to the court

for leave to settle the matter; which he did by ac

knowledging that the lands were the right of the com

plainant. The “ note“ of the line was an abstract of

the writ of covenant, and the concord; it named the

parties, the land, and the agreement The “foot" or

conclusion recited the parties, day, year, place, and

before whom acknowledged or levied. The party levy

ing the fine was called the “ cognlzor," he to whom it

was levied, the “cognizee." The proceeding was a

solemn conveyance on record, and bound parties, priv

les, and strnngers— after five years.I

The object oftenest sought by “levying a fine " was

the barring of an estate tail. The statute of fines, 11

Ken. V11 (1496), c. 1, and 32 Ben. VIII (1511), c. 36, were

abolished by 8 and -1 Wm. IV (1888), c. 74, which sub

stituted a disentailing deed by the tenant in tail.‘

The object of a fine was to quiet titles more speed

ily than by the ordinary limitation of twenty and

twenty-five years. One of two contesting claimants

could compel an assertion or abandonmunt oi’ the pre

tensions of his adversary in one-fifth the usual period

of delay. In use in New York down to 1830.‘

Compare Rscovn-nv, Common. See Acuow1.sno

tuarr, 2.

2. A pecuniary punishment for an ofiense,

inflicted by sentence of a criminal court. A

penalty; a forfeiture.‘

A sum of money imposed by a court ac

cording to law, as a punishment for the

breach of some penal statute. Never applied

to damages or compensation for loss.‘

A pecuniary penalty.6

A " fine " is an amercement imposed upon a person

for a past violation of law; "exemplary damages"

have reference rather to the future than the past con

duct of the oiiender, and are given as an admonition

not to repeat the ofi'ense.' '

Excessive fines shall not be imposed.‘

This applies to national, not to State, legislation.

 

'2 Bl. Com. 349-57.

‘Williams, Real Prop. 47-49.

'lIcGregor v. Comstock, 17 N. Y. 162, 166 (1858); 6 id.

(95. See also Guthrie 11. Owen, 10 Yerg. 841 (1537).

‘ Hanscomb v. Russell, 11 Gray, 1374 (1858), Metcalf, J.

'Atchls0n, &c. R. Co. v. State, 21 Kan. 15 (1879), Val

entine, J.; Jockers n. Bergman, 29 id.122(1&33), cases,

Horton, 0. J.

‘New Mexico 0. Baca, 2 N. M. 190 (1882). See also 1

ind. 815; 4 Iowa, 3(1); 6 Neb. 87; 4 Lars. 140; 15 Rich.

8); 14 Tex. 898.

' Schafer v. Smith, Sup. Ct ind. (1877): 4 Cent Law

J. 272.

' Constitution. Amd. Art. VII].

The Supreme Court cannot, on habeos corptu, revhs

a sentence on the ground that the fine is excessive.l

See Mama; l’aano.s; Purusn.

FINGER. See lilavnsu.

FINIS. See FINAL; Fms.

FINISHED. See FINAL; Paarncr.

Moving into a house my not estop the owner to

deny that it was finished, within the meaning of his

acceptance of an order " to he paid when the house is

finished." '

FIRE. A policy of insurance against fire

includes every loss necessarily following di

rectly from the occurrence of a fire.‘ See

Caoss, 1, Proximate; EXPLOSION; INSUR

ANCE; LIGHTNING.

Fire-arm. A weapon acting by the force of gun

powder.‘ SeeA1ms, 2; Loaoan; Ws.u>on.

_ Fire department. A city which is authorized to

maintain water-works and a fire department, and

which collects taxes for those purposes, is not respon

sible for the negligence of its fire department in per

mitting private property to be burned..

Fire-escape. An act which directs that certain

buildings shall be provided with firecscapes by the

"owners," does not apply to an owner in fee, not in

possession, who has leased the premises, but _to the

tenant. Being a penal statute, it cannot be extended

by implication to parties who do not clearly come

within its terms."

Fire ordeal. See Onns-.u..

Fireworks. Percussion caps, designed for signal

ing railway trains are "explosive preparations,“

within the meaning of a statute regulating the keep

ing of such articles, although they may not be “ fire

works" as the latter term is known to commerce.‘

Set on fire. A statute giving damages against any

one who shall “set on fire“ the woods of another,

does not apply to an accidental firing by a locomotive

engine, without negligence.‘

See Anson; Nscnssrrv; Baa, Perit, etc.; Sanvaos;

Tans, 8.

 

l Erp. Watkins, 7 Pet. ‘I574 (1883); Pervear 1:. Mass!

chusetts, 6 Wall. 480 (1886). As to the power in associ

ations to impose fines upon members, see 27 Am Law

Reg. 370-74 (1888), cases.

1 Robbins v. Blodgett, 121 Mass. 584 (1877).

' Brady 1:. North Western Fire Ins. Co., 11 Mich. 41.3

(1863).

‘Atwood v. State, 58 Ala. 1509 (1875); Evins 1:. Stats,

~16 id. 88 (1871); Hutchinson 0. State, 62 id. 8 (1875);

Williams v. State, 61 Ga 417 (1878).

‘ Robinson v. Evansville, 87 ind. 834, 8364:‘? (1882): 85

id.180; 17 13. Mon. 7230: 19 Ohio St.19; 16 Gray, 29']; 101

Mass. 87; 1% id. 811; 69 Pa. 4%); 88 Conn. 368; 58 M0.

159; 18 Wis. 8; 83 id. 314; 89 Iowa, 575; 151 Ala. 189;

Dill. Munic. Corp. § 774.

' Schott 1). Harvey, 1045 Pa. 222 (1884); Les 0. Kirby, 10

Cin. Law Bul. 449.

" Bliss u. Lilley, 118 E. C. L. 183 (1862).

‘Missouri, &c. R. (_?o. v. Davidson, 1-1 Kan. 349 (1875).

Liability of railroad companies for causing tires, 4

South. Law Rev. ’-‘(Xi-89 (1878), cases.
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FIRM. See Paarrurasnrr; Srouarnnn;p

TRADE-runs.

FIRST. 1. Preceding all others; fore

most, earliest, preferred: as, first — mort

gage, occupant, purchaser, taker, term; first

of exchange, qq. 0.‘

2. In a will, may not import precedence of

one bequest over another.l

Compare Panra; Pnnuav.

FISCAL. See Cowrscara; Foarmruns.

FISH; FISHERY. 1. The right to

take fish at a certain place or in particular

waters is a " fishery."

Common of fishery or piscary.I A lib

erty of fishing in arrother’s waters. Free

fishery. The exclusive right of fishing in a

public river. Several fishery. The owner

of this is also owner of the soil, or derives his

right from such owner; a separate fishery.‘

A common of fishery is not an exclusive right, but

isenjoyed in common with certain other persons. A

free fishery is a tranchise. obtained by grant or pre

scription. and is distinct from ownership in the soil.‘

The right to takefish inwaters upon the soil of a

private proprietor, for one‘: own use. is not an ease

ment, but a right of profitin lands: 1(t.'8-D be acquired

only by grant or prescription. But neither prescrip

tion, nor custom, nor dedication raises a general

right in the public to enter upon private land to fish

in the waters thereon.‘

Each State owns the bed of all tide-waters within

its jurisdiction. unless it has granted them away;

also. the tide-waters themselves, and the fish in them,

as far as capable of ownership while running. The

ownership is that of the people in their united sover

eignty. The title thus held is subject to the paramount

right of regulating navigation, granted to the United

States. The fisheries remain under the exclusive con

trol of the State. The State has the right. in its discre

tion. to appropriate its tide-waters and the beds to be

used by its people as a common for taking and culti

vating fish [oysters], so far as may be done without

obstructing navigation. Such appropriation is a regu

lation of the use by the people of their common prop

erty. The right in the people comes from citizenship

and property combined. It is a property right, not a

mere privilege or immunity of citizenship. As the

State may grant the exclusive use of any part of its

U common property to one of its citizens, so it may con

fine the use to its own citizens.‘

 

I Everett v. Carr. 50 Me. 830 (1871): 57 id. 523.

' L. piocarius, relating to fishes or fishery: piscia, s

fish.

| [2 Bl. Com. 8419-40; 15 Op. Att.-Gen 6&1.

'8 Kent, 829. S001 Whart 132.

' Cobb v. Davenport, 83 N. J. L. ‘£5-2} (1868), Depuo. J.

See also Cole o. Eastman, 183 Mass. 67 (1882), Devens,

Justice.

'lioCresdy s.Vir¢inla.H 17.8. 89447 (1876),ossm,

Oysters are fish. within the meaning of a covenant

not to retail fish.‘

Oysters~ which have been taken. and thus become

private property, may be planted in a place subject to

the flow of the tide and where there are none natu

rally. and remain private property.I

The owner has the same absolute property in oys

ters that he has in inanimate things or in domestic

animals. Oysters planted in public waters will not be

considered abandoned to the public unless planted

where oysters naturally grow. it they interfere with

the rights of navigation, they may be removed as a

nuisance; but a private person, not the owner, may

not convert them to his own use.I

in the exercise of its police power, a State may

grant to individual citizens the exclusive right to plant

and to remove oysters under the public waters.‘ S69

AQUA, Currit, etc.

Fish commissioner. An act of Con

gress approvcd February 9, 1871, provides

for the appointment of a commissioner of fish

and fisheries, with power to preserve and in

crease food fishes throughout the United

States.‘ Some of the States have a board of

commissioners, with like powers.

An act approved January 20, 1888, amends the fore

going act so that it reads: There shall be appointed

by the President by and with the advice and consent

of the Senate, a person of scientific and practical ac

quaintance with the fish and ilshcries to be a commie

sioner of fish and fisheries; that he shall receive a

salary at the rate of five thousand dollars a year, be

removable at the pleasure of the President, and shall

not hold any other ofiice or employment under tin

authority of the United States or any State.‘

Fish laws. See Gm, 1; Sna.

2. Referring to a bill in equity or to inter

rogatories, “ fishing " imports seeking to pry

into the title or individual affairs of an ad

verse party.

A "fishing bill" is a bill in which the

plaintifi shows no cause of action, and en

deavors to compel the ‘defendant to disclose

a cause in the plaintiif’s favor.7

A bill in equity that seeks a discovery upon gen

eral, loose, and vague allegations is styled s “ fishing

 

Waite, C. J. See also Boggs v. Commonwealth, 70

Va. 989 (1882); M'Candllsh u. Commonwealth, ib. IM

(1532).

lCaswell 1!. Johnson, 58 liie. H26 (1870).

1 Fleet o. Hegeman, 14 Wend. 42 (1835); State v. But

ten, 2 R. I. 434 (1853); Lowndes v. Dickerson, 84 Barb.

586 (1861).

‘State 0. Taylor, 27 N. J. L. 119 (1858). Green, (1 .1.

See also Johnson v. Loper. 46 id. 8131 (1884).

‘ People v. Thompson. 30 Hun, L57 (1888).

‘ R. s. 5 4395.

' 25 St. L. 1.

’ [Carroll 0. Carroll, 11 Barb. 208 (1851), mm;
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bili;" any such bill will be at once dismissed upon

that ground alone.I

A party has no right. to any discovery except of

facts, deeds, and other writings necessary to the title

under which he claims.’ See Discovsar, 6.

FIT. See CULTIVATION; DISCRETION, 2.

FIX.‘ 1. To render finally liable: as, to

fix bail, q. 1:.

2. To set for trial or hearing: as, to fix a

case on a list.

3. To prescribe the rule by which a.thing

is to be determined: as, a constitutional di

rection that the general assembly shall fix

the compensation of all oflicers.‘

A salary is “ fixed " when it consists of a

stipulated rate for a definite period. Pay or

emolument is fixed when the amount is

agreed upon and the service defined.’

A salary, pay or emolument is fixed by law when

the amount is named in a statute; and, by regulation,

when named in a general order, promulgated under

provision of law, and applicable to a class or classes

of persons.‘ -

FIXTURE. A thing fixed or aifixed to

another thing.

A thing fixed in a greater or less degree to

realty.‘ ‘

Anything annexed to the freehold; that is,

fastened to or connected with it.‘

A chattel annexed to the freehold, but re

movable at the will of the person who an

nexed it.‘

Does not necessarily import a thing afilxed

to the freehold. The word is modern, and

generally understood to comprehend any ar

ticle which a tenant has the power of remov

ing.'

As a rule, articles, to become fixtures,

must either be fastened to the realty or to

what is clearly a part of it, or they must be

placed upon the land with a manifest intent

that they shall permanently remain there,
 

‘Re Pacific Railway Commission, 82 F. B. 268 (1887),

Sawyer, Cir. J.; 1 Story, Eq. Pl. § 325, cases.

'2 Story, Eq. £1400; Lewis v. Shainwald, 7 Saw. 413

(18S1), cases.

' L. fi.rum: flquerc, to fasten, attach.

‘ Cricket 0. State, 18 Ohio St. 21 (1808).

' [Hedrick 0. United States. 16 Ct. 01. 101 (1880), Da

vis, J.

' [:5 Kent, 843.

Y Elwes v. liiawe, 2 Sm. L. C. 177, 187, cases.

' [Hallen o. Runder, 1 Crom., iii. & R. 276 (1634),

Parke. B.

‘Sheen u. Rickie, 5 M. & W. '1B2 (1839), Parke, B.

See also Rogers v. Gilinger, 80 Pa. 189 (1858); 11 W. & 8.

I10.

and should be peculiarly fitted to something

that is actually fastened upon it, and essen

tial to its profitable enjoyment.l

If the building, or permanent fixture, is erected

upon or attached to the realty by the owner of mo

realty, it is not the subject of conveyance as person

alty, even by the owner of the freehold. . . If a

building is erected without the assent of the land

owner, it becomes at once a part of the realty, and is

the property of the owner of the freehold. A building,

resting upon blocks and not firmly attached to the

freehold, placed upon another‘s land by his assent,

continues to be personalty even though there is no ex~

press agreement that the owner shall remove it.‘

Articles that may assume the character of realty

or personalty, according to circumstances. are “ fixt

ures “ — things substantially and permanently aflixed

to the soil, though in their nature removable. The old

notion of physical attachment is, by some courts, re

garded an exploded \\‘hcther a structure is a fixture

depends upon the nature and character of the act by

which the structure isput in its place, the policy of

the law connected with its purpose, and the intent of

those concerned in the act. Other courts still hold

that it is essential that the article should not only be

annexed to the freehold, but that it should clearly ap

pear that a permanent accession was intended.’

A thing is deemed to be affixed to land when div

tached by the roots, imbedded in it, permanentlyM

ing upon it, or permanently attached towhat is thus

permanent.‘

The persons between whom questions ordinarily

arise in relation to fixtures are: vendor and vendea,

including mortgagor and mortgagee; heir and execu

tor; landlord and tenant; executor of tenant for his,

and reversioner or remainder-man.

The rule of the common law is that whatever is

once annexed to the freehold becomes part of it, and

cannot afterward be removed, except by him who D

entitled to the inheritance. The rule. however, was

never inflexible or without exceptions. it was con

strued most strictly between executor and heir, in

favor of the latter; more liberally between tenant for

life or in-tail and remainder-man or reversioner, in

favor of the former; and with much greater latitude

between landlord and tenant, in favor of the tenant

But an exception of a much broader cast, and almost

as ancient as the rule itself, is of fixtures erected for

purposes of trade. Upon principles of public policy,

and to encourage trade and manufactures, fixtures

erected to carry on a business have been allowed to be

removed by the tenant during his term. and are

deemed personalty for many other purposes.‘

 

lFarmer's Loan, 8:c. Co. v. Hendrickson, 25 Barb

489 (1857), Strong, P. J.

' Washburn, Real Prop. 8.

'\_\‘a.-shh. R. P. 6 (18); Hill v. Sewald, 58 Pa. 273-75

(1866); Meigs‘s Appeal, 62 id. 88 (1869); Capen v. Peck

ham, 85 Conn. 98-iii (1868); Voorhees v. McGi.nnis, 48

N.Y. 282 (1272); Stout v. Stoppei, 30 liiinn. 58 (1:52), ca-NA

‘ Cal. Civil Code, 5660.

' Van Ness v. Pacard, 8 Pet. '1-48, 147 (1829). Story, J

an between vendor and vendee, see Fratt v. Whitfla
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As between mortgagor and mortgagee, the mort

gagor may remove that which is not a fixture. and

which was placed upon the ground after the mort

gage was executed.l

The law imposes no obligation on a landlord to pay

the tenant for buildings erected on the demised prem

lace. The common-law rule is that all buildings be

come part of the freehold. The innovation on this

rule has extended no further than the right ot removal

while the tenant is in possession.‘

Rolling-stock is lnsepurahly connected with its rail

road in its entire length, and is part of the security of

lienholdera.I

Trees reared in nursery grounds for sale as merchan

dise possess none of the legal characteristics of filth

urea. Fixtures are articles which have an existence

independent of the freehold. and are afterward an

nexed to and become part of it.‘ See Eunnnnsxrs.

But there is no universal test for determining

whether an article. personal in ‘nature, has acquired

the character of realty. In each case regard is to be

had to the nature of the chattel itself, the injury that

would result from its removal. and the intention in

placing it upon the premises with reference to trade,

agriculture. or ornament.‘ See Ahcnmenr; 81011:.

FLAG. See LAW, Of the flag.

The act of April 4. 1818, as re-enacted in Rev. St.

‘S 1791-92, directs that the flag of the United States

shall be thirteen horizontal stripes, alternate red and

white; that the union thereon shall be thirty~seven

stars, white in a blue field; that on the admission of a

new State one star shall be added. such addition to

take effect on the fourth of July next succeeding such

admission.

FLAGGING. See Pava.

FLAGRANS. L. Burning, flaming up:

in actual execution or commission. Whence

flagrant, flagrancy.

 

68 Cal. 126, 128-88 (1881), cases; 23 Cent Law J. 485

(1566), cases. See also Carpenter 1!. Walker, 140 Mass.

-i19(18e‘6); Hedderick v. Smith, 103 ind. 238 (18%), cases;

85 Am. Law Reg. 24-28, 664-456 (1886), cases.

‘ Cope v. Bomeyne. 4 McLean, 884 (1848).

’ Kutter v. Smith, 2 Wall. 497, 499 (1864), Miller, J.

' Milwaukee. &:c. R. Co. v. St. Paul R Co., 2 Wall.

644 (1864); ib. 645-49, liir. Carpenter's brief. See also

Freeman v. Dawson, 110 U. S. 270 (1883), cases.

' Hamilton 1;. Austin, 36 Hun, 141-420885), Follett, J.

‘Coburn v. Litchfleld, 182 Mass. 448 (1882), cases,

Morton. C. J.; Thomas 0. Davis, 76 M0. 76 (1882); 6 Am.

Law Rev. 412-20 (1872), cases; 2Fiip. 200; 70 Ala. 230; 9

Cal. 119; 9C0nn. 67; 16 I11. 421, 482; 18 Ind. 231; 85id.

I87; 8 Iowa. 544;21id. 177; 44 id. 60; 10 Kan. 314; 54

Die. 266; 14 hiass. $52; 80 Minn. 58; 18 Miss. 444; 421d.

71, 782; 48 id. 840; 82 M0. 206; 76i'd.119; 5M0. Ap. 293;

8 Neb. 181; 8 id. 102: 8 Nev. 82; 6 id. 216; 7 id. 37; 41

N.H..':O3:57id.514;14 N. J. L. 895; 24 id. 287; ifi id.

67; 24 N. J. E. 260; 20 Wand. 656; 10 Barb. 157, 496; 11

641.0; 85 id.b8; 51 id. 45; 12 N. Y. 170;20 id. 814; 85 id.

I78; (Sid. 21'B;(36 id. 489; 93 id. 811: 1 Ohio St. 521; 22

id. 6&3; 2111.15; % Gratt. 752; 17 Vt. 408; 28 id. 428;

u Wu. an;'t Axn. L Rev. 412; 17 Am. Dec. 686. 690.

Flagrante bello. War raging: during

hostilities. See VVAR.

Flagrante crimine or delicto. While

the offense is being perpetrated: in the very

act. See DELICTUM, Flagrante.

FLAT. A place within a river, cove,

creek, or harbor, more or less under water;

“ a shallow or shoal water.” 1

FLEE. See Fuomvs.

Flee to the wall. Signifies that aperson

must use every reasonable means of escape

before he may kill a man who assails him

with apparently felonious intent.

To excuse homicide on the plea of self-defense it

must appear that the slayer had no other possible (or

at least probable) means of escaping from his assail

ant.1 See Dames, 1; Rnrnmr.

FLEET. A celebrated prison in London.

Named from a river or ditch near by. Used chiefly

for debtors and bankrupts, and for persons charged

with contempt of the courts of Chancery‘, exchequer,

and common pleaa Abolished in 1842; and torn down

in 1815.‘

FLOAT. A certificate authorizing the

holder to enter a certain amount of land.‘

Floating debt. That mass of valid

claims against a corporation, for the pay

ment of which there is no money in the

treasury specifically designated, nor any tax

ation or other means of raising money par

ticularly provided.‘ Compare Foxnmo.

FLOG-GIIVG. Beating with lashes ; whip

ping, q. 1;.

Abolished in the army by not of August 5, 1801;‘

in the navy by act of June 6, 1872.’ ’

FLOOD See Aer. 1. Of God; ALLUVION.

FLOOR. A section 01 a building oetween

horizontal planes.

The words, used in a lease, the "first floor" are

equivalent to the “first story “ of the building, and

naturally include the walls, unless other words con

trol such meaning. A covenant by a lessee not to

underlet any part of the premises is not broken by his

allowing a third person, in consideration of an annual

payment, to place a sign upon the outside wall, for a

stated time.‘

FLOTSAM. Floating. Goods lost by

shipwreck which continue to float on the

 

IStannard v. Hubbard, 34 Conn. 376 (iSGT).

'4 Bi. Com. 184; 8 a'd.&4.

'Cowell; Tomlins; Hayden, Diet Dates.

‘ Marks 1:. Dickson, 20 How. 504 (1857).

‘ [People 1:. Wood, 71 N. Y. 874 (1877). Folger, J. Boo

Cook 1:. Saratoga Springs, 28 Hun. 69 (1880).

‘R. S. 51342, art. 98.

" R. S. 51642, art. 49.

' Lowell v. Strahan. 145 Mass. 8 (1887), W. Alb J.

L80



FLOVVERS

water. Compare Jl:l'l.'SAM. See DRIFI-STUFF;

Wnlscn. I

FLOWERS. See Laacnmr; Psmsmm.

FOAL. See PARTUS

FOEDAL. See FEUD.

FCEDUS. See FEDERAL; Consensu

non. '

FCENUS NAUTICUM. L. lllarine in

terest.

Sometimes designates a loan of money to be em

ployed in an adventure by sea. upon condition to be

repaid with extraordinary interestI in case the voyage

is safely performed.I See Ixsuaaucs, Marine.

F(ETICIDE. See Homcws. ,

FOLIO.2 1. A leaf.

References to old law-books are by the folio. instead

of the page. See A, 1, par. 2.

I 2. A certain number of words, established

by usage or law, as a unit of measurement

for estimating the length of a document.

Originated in some estimate of the numberof words

that a folio ought to contain.

The number hasvarled, in different jurisdictions,

firom seventy-two, to ninety, and one hundred.

By the act of February 26, 1853, 5 B, a folio is one

hundred words, counting each figure a word.‘

FOLLOW. See Paossccrn; PROSEQUI;

PURSUE; SUIT.

Follow copy. See TELEGRAPH.

Follow a fund or property. See IDEN

'l'!‘l‘Y, 2.

Follqws the person. See Pnornarv,

Personal.

FOOT. See Posssssm, Pedis.

Foot-way. See Bamoa; Smnwux.

FOR. 1. On account of, by reason oi’, be

cause of ; in behalf of; as agent for.‘ See

AGENT.

2. May mean “during."

As, in Neb. code, i 947. which requires public notice

of the time and place of the sale of realty upon exe

cution to be given “ for at least thirty days“ before

the day of sale, by aclvertisemcnt in some newspaper.

One publication thirty days before the sale would not,

therefore, be sufficient.‘

For account. See Coscsrm.

For collection. See Conuccnos, 2.

For cause. See CAUSE, 2.

I [2 Bl. Com. 458.

‘L in folio: folium, a leaf, sheet.

'10 St. L. 168: R. S. S 898. See Amy 0. Shelby

Oounty, 1 Flip. 104 (1872); Cavender v. Cavender. 8

}IcCrary,8B4(l882)-, Jerman 0. Stewart. 12 F. R. 275

(181); 88 Mich. 639.

° Strong c. Sun Mut. Ins. Co., 31 N. Y. 105 (1865).

'Lawson 1:. Gibson, 18 Neb. 189 (1886). See also

Whitaker c. Beach, 12 Km 08 (1874); 16 Ohio, 568.

466 FORCE

For that. Introduces a positive allega

tion. For that whereas introduces a recituL

For use. A, “ for use, etc.,” for the ben

efit of some other, the assignor. See USE, 2.

For whom it may concern. In an in

surance policy, for all persons who may have

an insurable interest. See further AUCIIQN;

Coxcsnx.

FORBEABANCE. Suspension of an

existing demand.l

Delay in enforcing a right.

In statutes against usury, giving additional

time, after the time originally limited for the

return of a loan has passed.’

An agreement to for-bear bringing a suit for a debt

due, although foran indefinite time, and even although

it cannot be construed to be an agreement for perpet

ual forbearance if followed by actual forbearance for

a reasonable time, is a good consideration for a prom

ise.‘ See CONSIDERATION, 2; Spurs.

1li‘OIR(L‘E.4 Compare V1003; V15.

Strength; power.

1. Strength applied or exerted; power in

action or motion; active power; compulsion;

resistance; also, unlawful vio1ence,--vio

lence, q. u.

Actual force. Force applied in point of

fact. Implied force. Forceinferred from

the doing of an unlawful act. See BATIEBY;

Case, 3; Kmnarmo; RAPE; Roanaav.

Enforce. To constrain, or compel; to

give effect to: as, to enforce an order of

court; Congress may enforce constitutional

prohibitions by appropriate legislation; to

enforce a contract

Powerto enforce the collection of a fine implies

power to give a receipt which will discharge the

party.I

Enforcement Act of 1870. See RIGHT, 2,

Civil (2).

Force and arms. Charges violence in

declarations and indictments for trespasses:

as, in trespass for entering a close.‘ See

Ham, 2; Tarsrsss.

Force and fear. Is ground for annulling

a contract, when the fear would affect a

mind of ordinary firmness. See Dunsss.

I Goodman v. Simonds, 20 How. 870 (1857), cases

' [Dry Dock Bank v. American Life lns., &:c. 00., I

N. Y. 855 (1850).

' Howe v. Taggart, 133 Mass. 287 (1382), case;

‘ F. force; L. for-tie, strong, powerful.

' People v. Charistcrson, 59 Ill. 158 (1871).

'2Chitty.PLB>i6,860; 2Steph. Com. am; ‘4 id. m.
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Force to force. Resistance to unlawful

violence,-— allowed to the extent of the vio

lence. See Assauur; Barranv; DEFENSE, 1.

Irresistible force. Human agency in

its nature and power absolutely uncontrolla

ble.1 See ACCIDENT; ACT, 1, Of God; CAR

BIKE, Common; ENEMY, Public.

Forced; forcible; forcibly. (1) Against

the will or consent: as, a forcible abduction,

dispossession, entry and detainer, sale, qq. 1).

(2) Against the will and under express pro

test: as, a forced payment, q. 0.

"Forcihly " doing an act is merely doing the act

with force.I

" Violently “ may not be equivalent to "by force,"

in an indictment for rape.I

All civil injuries are either without force or vio

lenee, as incases of slander and breach of contract;

or else are coupled with force and violence, as in cases

of battery and false imprisonment.‘

The government of the United States may, by

means of physical force, exerted through its oflicial

agents, execute on every foot of American soil the

powers and functions that belong toit. This power

does not derognte from a State the rightto execute

itslaws at the same time and place. The one does

not exclude the other, except where both cannot be

exercised at the same time; than the Fqieral author

ity prevails.‘ See Warn

(3) Arrived at by violence done to ‘lan

guage; strained; unnatural: as. a forced

construction, q. 11.

2. Power to persuade or convince, or im

pose an obligation; legal effect or operation;

binding effect; validity; eflicacy. See VOID.

By force of. By virtue of; by reason of;

in consequence of.6

FORECLOSURE. A closing up, shut

ting out, barring, preclusion.

1. Specifically, the extinguishment of a

mortgagor’s equity of redemption beyond

possibility of recall]

A mortgage is foreclosed in the sense that

no one has the right to redeem it, or to call

the mortgagee to account under it.8

In no sense can the term be applied to a mortgage

until sale of the property has been eflect/ed.’
 

‘Story, Bailrn. $25.

' United States v. Bacheider, 2 Gail. 19 (1814), Story, J.

See 115 Mass 563.

I State v. Blake, 89 lie. 824 (1855).

‘ 3 Bl. Com. 118.

' Exp. Siehold, 100 U. S. 895 (18717), Bradley, J.

' Fischer v. Hope. &c. Ins. Co., 40 N. Y. Super. 299

llb‘T(.'r).

" [2 Bl. Corn. 159.

' Pufler v‘. Clark, 7 Allen, 86 (1863), Hoar,.l.

' Duncan 1:. Cobb, 82 Minn. M (1884).

Foreclosure takes place where a mortgagor has foo

fcited his estate by non-payment of money due upon

the mortgage. but still retains his equity of redemp

tion. ln that case. the mortgagee may file a bill of

foreclosure to compel the debtor to redeem his

estate presently (as, within six months), or, in default.

to be forever closed or barred from the right. This is

known as strict foreclosure. In Indiana, Kentucky,

Maryland, New York, South Carolina, Tennessee, Vir

ginia, and other States. the mortgagee obtains a do

cree for a sale of the land, the proceeds to be applied

to satisfying incumhrances in the order of their pri

ority.1

A suit to foreclose a mortgage, not seeking a per

sonal judgment, is essentially a proceeding in rem.‘

See Monroaon; Rsnsnm-run.

2. Also applied to the suit by a pledges to

extinguish the pledgor’s right to redeem the

personalty, after default made; and to pro

ceedings to collect charges or liens upon

other specific property, as, a foreclosure of ‘a

mechanic's lien. -

FOREIGN.3 1. That which belongs or

pertains to another country, nation‘, or sov

ereignty: or to another State, or division of a

State.‘

As, foreign or, a foreign— administrator,

allegiance, assignment, attachment, charity,

coin, commerce or trade, corporation, county,

court, creditor, decree, divorce, document,

domicil, exchange or bill of exchange. factor,

guardian, judgment or sentence, law, min

ister, patent, port, vessel, voyage, qq. v.

Foreigner. A citizen or subject of an

other country or nation; an alien, q. o.

A naturalized citizen is no longer a foreigner.I

See Bmsnmcv; Crrrznssntr; Corrmosr; PA-r

sxr, 8.

2. Irrelevant; irnpertinent; extrinsic; not

germane: as, matter or testimony foreign to

the issue. Compare ALIUNDE; DEHORS.

FOREMAN. The presiding member of

a jury, grand or petit.

From the persons summoned and accepted as

grand Jurors. the court appoints the foreman, who

has power to administer oaths to witnesses.‘ The first

 

ISee Hatch v. White, 2 Gall. 154 (1814), Story, J.;

Sprague 1:. Martin, 29 Minn. 229 (1882); Ed Val 11. John

son, 39 Ark. 188 (N32); 44 Ohio St. 275; 4 Kent, 180; 2

Washburn, R. P. 261, note; Williams, R. P. 400; Daniel,

Ch. Pr. 1204.

‘Martin o. Pond, 80 F. R. 18 (1887). cases.

IF. forain, alien, strange: L form, out of doors.

abroad.

' See Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 5 Pet. '56 (1881).

' Spratt v. Sprstt, 1 Pet. '34!) (1828).

'[R.. S. 5 809; United States v. Plumnr, I Cllfl. 71

(1867)
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person drawn and accepted upon a petit jury becomes

its foreman. A jury speaks through its foreman.

FOREST. Forests were was-te grounds,

belonging to the king, replenished with

beasts of chase, which are under his protec

tion.1

For the preservation of the king's game there were

particular laws, privileges, courts. and oflices belong

ing to the king‘s forests. Part of the king's ordinary

revenue consisted of lines levied for offenses against

the forest laws.1 See Guns. 1.

FORESTALLING-. Buying or contract

ing for merchandise or victual on its way to

market; dissuading persons from bringing

their goods or provisions there; or persuad

ing them to enhance the price when there:

any of whidh practices makes the market

dear to the fair dealer.’

So described in statute 5 and 6 Edw. VI (1552). c. 14.

At common law. such practices were an offense

against public trade; otherwise. since 7 and 8 Vlct.

(1844) c. 24. Compare Exoaoss. 2; Monorotr; Rn

oan-nwo. ‘

FOREVER. Compare PERMANENT.

Used of the location of a county seat. may mean

until changed by law.‘

In a conveyance. was held not to impart inheritable

quality.‘

FORFEIT.‘ 1. To divest or to suffer di

vestiture of property, without compensation,

in consequence of a default or offense. 2. To

pay money as a mulct, or for a default or

wrong.

To take away all right from one person

and transfer it to another.‘

in a contract that a party shall “ forfeit " a speci

fied sum on a breach. equivalent to “ penalty.“ '

Forfeitable. Admitting of divestiture or

loss by way of punishment or for neglect;

opposed to non-forfeitablez as, a forfeit

able or non-forfeitable policy of insurance.

Forfeiture. Lands or goods whereof the

property is gone away or departed from the

owner.‘

A punishment annexed by law to some

 

l1B1. Com. 289; 2 id. 88. 414-16; 3 id. 73; 4 id. 415.

00. 428, 482. 437.

' [4 Bl. Corn. 158; 10 Phila. 361.

' Casey 1:. Harned, 5 Iowa. 14 (1857); 1 La. An. 1315.

‘ Dennis 12. Wilson. 107 Mass. 593 (1871). cases.

‘F. forfait. a crime punishable by flue. a fine:

L. L foris-facere. to trespass. lit. “to do beyondz"

for“. out of doors. abroad. beyond; facere, to do.

Skeat; 1 Bl. Com. 299.

' [Walter v. Smith. 5 B. & Aid. 157 (1822). Best. J.

' Taylor v. The liiarcellgl Woods. K)i(18'T8); 17 Barb.

H); 15 Abb. Pr. 273.

‘[1 Bl. Com. 299.
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illegal act or negligence in the owner of

lands, tenements, or hereditaments. whereby

he loses all his interest therein. and they go

to the party injured, as a recompense for the

wrong which either he alone or the.public

together with himself has sustained.l

Forfeitures were called bona confscata by the ol

vilians. because they belonged to the fwcua or imperial

treasury; and now, by us. foris facla. that is. such

whereof the property is gone away or departed from

the owner.I Compare CONFXSCATE.

Forfeitures of estates were for breaches of the con

dition that the tenant should not do any act incompat

ible with the estate.‘

A penalty by which one loses his rights

and interest in his property.‘

Property rights are forfeitable: by commission of

crime; by alienation contrary to law (as. in mortmain,

to an alien); by non-performance of a condition; by

waste; and by bankruptcy.‘

Goods and chattels were totally forfeited by con

viction of treason. misprision of treason. felony. petit

larceny. flight upon charge of treason. etc.‘

in theory. the guihy person wholly abandoned his

connection with society."

At common law. a forfeiture transferred title to the

sovereign. in a statute. may mean that the State by

indictment shall recover a sum to be levied of the per

son's prope¢y as a “ fine." '

“ Forfeiture " has frequently been spoken of I-0

equivalent to conveyance or grant.'

Forfeitures are not favored. They are often the

means of oppression and injustice. Hence. the courts

are prompt to seize upon any circumstances that in

dicate an election to waive a forfeiture; as. the course

of action of an insurance company. Where adequate

compensation can be made. the law in many cases.

and equity in all cases. discharges the forfeiture. upon

such compensation being made."

Equity never lends its aid to enforce a forfeiture or

penalty."

A clause of forfeiture in alaw is construed d.ifl'er

ently from a similar clause in an engagement between

individuals. A legislature always imposes a forfeiture

 

\ 2 Bl. Corn. 287.

'1Bl. Oom. 299. See 1 Kent. 67; 1 Story. 13-1; 18 Pet

157.

'2 B1. Com. 158.

‘ Gosselink v. Campbell. 4 Iowa. 800 (1856).

‘See 2 Bl. Corn. 267; 1) How. Pr. 870.

' 2 Bl. Com. 421.

'8 Bl. Com. 299; 4 id. 881.

' Commonwealth v. Avery. 14 Bush. 688 (1879).

'Wallach v. Van Riswick. 92 U. S. 211 (1875). mseo.

Strong. J.

" Knickerbocker Life ins. Co. 0. Norton. 90 U. S. 239.

242 (1877). cases. Bradley. J.; ins. Co. v. Emzleaton. ib.

577 (1877); Olmstead 1:. Farmers‘ liiut. Fire Ina 00.. 60

Mich. 206 (1888).

"Marshall 11. Vicksbnrgh. 15 Wall. 149 (1872). mass;

McCormick v. Rossi. 70 Cal. 474 (1886); Manhattan Life

ins. Co. v. Smith. 44 Ohio St. 167 (1886).
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as a punishment inflicted for a violation of some duty

enjoined bylaw; whereas individuals can only make

it a lilliitvf‘ of contract.I

Provisions for forfeiture are regarded with disfavor

and construed with strictnessT when applied to con

tracts, and the forfeiture relates to a matter admitting

of compensation or restoration; but there is no lean

ing againsta forfeiture intended to secure the con

struction of public works where compensation cannot

be made for the default, nor where the forfeiture is

imposed by positive law.I

Where an act works a forfeiture of goods, the gov

ernment may at once seize them.I Where an abso

lute forfeiture is the penalty, title accrues in the gov

ernment when the penal act is committed. But where

the forfeiture is in the alternative (property, or its

value), title does not vest till an election is made.‘

Where property is seized for condemnation for for

feiture, some notification of the proceedings, beyond

the mere seizure, may be necessary.‘

Failure to pay a premium of life insurance (q. 1:.)

at the time specified involves an absolute forfeiture,

for which, unless waived by the company, relief can

not be had.‘ See Was.

Forfeitures for common-law offenses have been

zcneraliy abolished.

See Arramnsa; Bonn; Cass-ran, 2; CONDITION;

Dona; Fatomr; Laxn, Public; Pannos; Pusan-n;

Rncoosizascs; Sasncn-wanaaxr.

FORGEJ 1. A mechanical contrivance

by which iron is made or manufactured from

the ore.

But a blacksmith's forge is not a “ forge or furnace

for manufacturing iron." '

2. To make in the likeness of something

else.8 Compare FABRICATE.

Forger. A person guilty of forgery.

Forgery. At common law, the fraudu

lent making or alteration of a writing to the

prejudice of another man's right.lo

“ The word is taken metaphorically from the smith,

who beateth upon his anvil and forgeth what fashion

and shape he will." "

In common speech, also, the altered instrument

itself.

 

1 Maryland 0. Baltimore, &c. R Co., 8 How. 552 (1845),

Taney, C. J.

I Farncsworth v. Minnesota, 8:0. R. Co., 92 U. B. 68

(1875), Field, J.: 2 Story, Eq. 5 1325.

' Henderson‘s Spirits, 14 Wall. 56 (1871), cases;

Thatcher’s Spirits, 103 U. B. 682 (1880).

‘ The Mary Celeste, 2 Low. 856 (1874), cases.

' Windsor 1:. McVeigh, 93 U. S. 274 (1876).

' New York Life Ins. Co. v. Statham, 93 U. S. 24, 80

(1876): 100 Pa. 180. As to fire insurance, see Smith v.

St. Paul Fire & lilar. Ins. Co., 8 Dak. T. 80 (1882).

' F. forge.’ L. fabrics, a workshop; faber, a work

man. smith: fa-, to make.

' [Rogers 17. Danforth, 9 N. J. E. 296 (1858).

'State v. McKenzie, 42 Me. 391 (1856).

"4 Bi. Com. 247; L. R.,1C.C. R. '-‘A13.

" I Coke, Last. 169. _
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The fraudulent making of a false writing,

which, if genuine, would he apparently of

some legal efiicacy.l

May be committed as to any ‘writing,

which, if genuine, would operate as the

foundation of another man's liability, or the

evidence of his right.I _

Imports a false making (which includes

every alteration of or addition to a true in

strument)—a making malo animo, of any

written instrument for the purpose of fraud

and deceit: with intent to deceive.‘

In general terms, forgery is the false making or

material alteration of, or addition to, a written instm

ment for the purpose of fraud and deceit It may be —

the making of a false writing purporting to be that of

another; the alteration in some material particular of

a genuine instrument by a change of its words or tig

urcs; the addition of some material provision to an in

strument otherwise genuine; the appending of a gen

uine signature to an instrument for which it was not

intended. The false writing may purport to he the

instrument of a person or firm existing or fictitious;

or of a person having the same name as the accused.

As a ru.le, it must purport to be the writing of another

than the person who made it.‘

May be committed by making a note in the name

of a fictitious person, in an assumed name, or in the

name of a bank which does not exist. It is not neces

sary that the note be one which, if genuine, would be a

valid and binding obligation. It is suflicient that the

instrument purports to be good. To relieve from the

character of forgery, the want of validity must appear

upon the face of the paper itself.‘

It is immaterial whether the forgery is committed

by means of printing, stamping, an engraved plate, or

by writing with a pen.‘

\ 2 Bishop, Cr. L §§ 524, 523, note.

'8 Greenl. Ev.‘ 103, cases.

I Rex v. Coogan, 2 East, P. 0. 852-53 (1803): Com

monwealth tv. Ayer, 8 Cush. 152 (1819); Garner 11. State,

5 Lea, 215 (1580); State v. liIcKicrnan, 17 Nov. 2'l8(1>82).

‘ Commonwealth v. Baldwin, 11 Gray, 1118 (1858),

Thomas, J.

‘ United States v. Turner, 7 Pet. '134 (1883); United

States 11. Mitchell, Baldw. 866 (1831); 11 F. R. 55.

' Benson u. McMahon, 127 U. S. 467-71 (1888), cases

Benson, by falsely representing himself in the City of

Mexico as Marcus Meyer, agent for Henry E. Abbey,

under whom Adelina Patti was to appear at the Teatro

Nacional, in December, 1886, sold $25,000 to 530.00)

worth of tickets of admission. In February, 1888, Ben

son was arrested in the city of New York, and com

mitted for his return to Mexico, in accordance with the

extradition treaty of 1861, the circuit court having re

fused to release him upon a writ of ha beas corpus.

“ About the only contest" made by him before the

Supreme Court was that the tickets were not forgeries,

mainly because the name of Mr. Abbey, who mm rep

resented as having authorized their issue and sale, was

not " in writing," i. e., made in script. by the use of a

pen. lb. 46-1-65.
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The crime is generally defined to be " thé fraudu

lent making or alteration of a writing to the prejudice

of another man“s rights." The intent to defraud is its

essence. There must be a possibility of some person

being defrauded. \\‘hcre the effect, if successful,

would be to defraud a particular person, he should be

named in the indictment, if known: if otherwise, a

general allegation of the intent should be made. The

question of intent is for the jury; but such intent. to

be proved, must be alleged. The nature of the offense

is a species of false pretenses or fraud; hence the im

portance of setting forth the intent, and the name of

the person, if kn.m-n.I

it is sufiicient if the forgery would have the effect

of defrauding a particular person. A person may not

fraudulently sign his own name (in this case to a

money-order) although identical with the name of the

‘ person who should have signed.’

Forgery of a bill or note is by counterfeiting a sig

nature, or by filling up a paper with a genuine signa

ture, so as to make it appear to be'signed as maker, or

indorser, or other party.‘ -

“ False, forged, and counterfeit.“ in the act of

February 25, 1862 (12 St. L. 347). necessarily implies

that the instrumentso characterized is not genuine,

but only purports to be, or is in the similitude of, such

instrument.‘ _

" False or forged,“ applied to an instrument in

writing, means that the instrument is counterfeit or

not genuine,— that some one has attempted to imitate

another‘s personal act, and, by means of such imita

tion, to cheat and defraud.‘

To falsely make an affidavit is one thing; to make a

false affidavit is another. It is the false making that

Is forgery.‘

Making and uttering an instrument as agent, under

a false assumption of authority, is not forge-ry.'

in charging forgery, the variance or the omission

of a letter, to be material, must change the word at

tempted to be written into another word having a dif

ferent meaning. The rlgor of the old English law in

this respect was due to the barbarous punishments im

posed.‘ The insertion or omission of a word or words

will not crcate a. variance unless the sense is thereby

altered. Illustrations of harmless changes are: “ to

H. C. P. or order,“ “ B. A. or bearer," " pay to bearer,"

" undertood " for understood, “Fayelville " for Fay

etville, “ Jna.“ for Jno.’

Money paid under a mistake of fact can be recov

ered. Hence, where one pays money on forged paper

by discounting or cashing it. he can always recover it,

provided: that he has not himself contributed materi

ally to the mistake by his own fault or negligence;

 

‘State v. Gavlgan, as Kan. ezis (1887), Horton, c. J.

I United States 11. Long. 80 F. R. 679 (1887).

'2 Daniel, Neg. Inst, 2 cd., § 131-1; 11 Gratt. 822.

' United States 1:. Howell, 11 Wall. 432, 437 (1870).

‘State 1;. Wilson, 538 Minn. 54 (1881), Mitchell, J.;

Btate 1:. Young, 40 N. H. 270 (1865); Mann 1:. People, 15

Hun, 155 (1876), cases; State v. Mcliiernan, 17 Nev. 228

£1882» cases.

' United States 11. Cameron, 8 Dak. T. 140 (1882).

' People 0. Phillips, 70 Cal. 61-66 (1886), cases.

l~‘Oli.\l

and that by on imn".1-dinte or sufficiently early notice

he enables the party to whom he paid it to indemnify

himself as far as possible. The doctrine is favored

that even negligence in making the mistake is no bar

to a recovery.1

See Anna, 2: Covxrsnrizir; Furs, Good; Guru

me; lllis1-AK!-‘.; OBL10ATl0'.\‘,2; Onnnn.

FORGIVE. See CONDONE;

Pnnnon.

FORGOTTEN PROPERTY.

Fmn, 1.

FORM. 1. Established method of ex

pression or practice; a fixed way of proceed

ing. Comparc COURSE, 2.

2. The model of an instrument or legal

proceeding; a formula.2 See BLANKS.

Opposed to substance. That without which

the right sufiiciently appears to the court is

"form.” \Vhatever is wanting or imperfect,

by reason whereof the right appears not, is a

defect of substance.‘

Matter of form is whatever relates, not to the pun

pose or object of an instrument, or to a right involved

in, or affected by, it, but merely to the language or

expression, without affecting the issue presented, the

evidence requisite, the right of a party, or a step nec

essary in furtherance of legal proceedings.

Formal. Belonging or essential to the

form or frame of a thing; not of the sub

stance: as, a formal defect or irregularity, a

formal party, q. 11.; also, according to regu

lar method of procedure. Opposed, substaw

tial, real. See DEMURRER.

Form of action. The peculiar technical

mode of framing the writ and pleadings ap

propriate to the particular injury which the

action is intended to redress.4

Forms of action. The classes into which

actions at law are divided. Distinguishable,

by peculiarities in the writs and pleadings,

at common law, as account, annuity, assump

sit, covenant, debt, detinue, ejectment, re

plerin, trespass on the case; in some juris

MERCY ;

See

 

H‘ Daniel, Neg. Inst, 2 ed., 5 1869, cases; Collins u.

Gilbert, 94 U. S. 75-1 (1876), cases; Frank 1:. Lanier, 91

N. Y. 116 (1883), cases.

See also 4 Wash. 726; 66 Ga. 53; 19 Iowa, 290; 29 id.

493. 495; 52111.68; 2 Me. 365; 50 id. 409; 3 Gray, 441; 114

Mass. 818; 16 Min. 473; -16 N. H. 267; 1 Wend. 200; 9 id,

141; 17 id.220; 91 N. Y. 113; 15 Ohlo,721; 1 Ohio SL

157; 2 Binn. 529; 8 Phila. 851; 33 Pa. 529; 89 id. 432; 37

Tex. 5923; 2 Bish. Cr. L. § 495, 2 Cr. Pr. §3ilS; 3 Chitty,

Cr. L. 1022; 2 Whart. Cr. L. i 1418; 2 Arch. Cr. Pr. 797;

4 Cr. L. Mag. 545, 865.

' See “-‘ebster‘s Dict.

' [Heard v. Baskerville, 1 Bob. '233; 109 U. S. 27‘

‘ Broom, Com. Law, 118 mm).
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dictions are or have also been included, in

junction, mandamus, scire facias.

in Kansas there is but one form of action, called a

civil action. The plaintiff, for cause of action, states

the actual facts, without common-law forms or

tictions.I

in Pennsylvania, by an act approved May 25, 1887

(P. L. 271), the forms of action are nssumpsit, to which

the plea of the general issue is “ non nssumpsit,“ with

the privilege of pleading payment, set off, and the

statute of limitation; and trespass, in which the only

plea is “ not guilty."

Where the common law forms have been abolished,

the principles governing them at common law are fre

quently invoked.

Where the formal distinctions between actions are

abolished, the declaration states the facts which con

stitute the cause of action. When the facts are

plainly and distinctly stated, the action will be re

garded as either in tort or in contract; having regard.

first, to the character of the remedy such facts indi

cate; and. second, to the most complete and ample

redress which, upon the facts stated, the law can af

ford.‘ See Acnos, 2; Cone.

Form Of the statute. The provision or

enactment, the prohibition or direction, of a

statute.

Against the form of the statute. A tech

nicai phrase used in an indictment for a stat

utory offense; the “ conclusion against the

statute." ‘

" Against the form of the statute in such case made

and provided “ is the usual expression, but any equiv

alent exprcssion will be sufllcient—any phrase which

show that the oflense charged is founded on some

statute.‘

Formality. Established order or method,

rule of proceeding or expression. Opposed,

int‘ormnlit',y.‘l

Compare Rsroau; Uh‘lI‘0Bl. See Manama; Sun

arsscs; TE(‘-EL\‘lCAL.

FORMA. L. Form; formality; character.

Occurs in the phrases in forma pauperis, and pro

/(Irma, qq. v.

F01-maliter. Inform; formally.

FORMEDON. A writ which lay for a

person who, being interested in an estate

tnil, was liable to be defeated of his right by

. a discontinuance of the estate.

it was in the re

Abolished by 3 and

He claimed per formum dam’.

mainder, reverter, or descender.

1 Wm. IV (1834), O. 37.‘

 

ISt. Louis, &c. R. Co. v. Chenault, 8B'Knn. 55 uses);

Lnsch 1:. Pickett, ib. 222 (1887); Kansas, 80, R, Co, 9,

Rice, ib. 590 (i857): Civ. Code, Q 10.

' New Orleans, &c. R Co. v. Hurst‘ 80 Miss. 667 (1859);

Gulf, &c. it. Co. v. Levy, 59 Tex. Q-IS (1843).

' L'nitcd States v. Smith, ‘2 )la.s..l_'.0 (1&..'O), Story, J,

'16 S. & R ‘H8.

‘S06 2 Bi. Com W3; 8 H.191.

FORMER. See ACQUITIAL; Morm

nox-. CONVICTION; RECOVERY.

FOR1\"|'IC'A.TION.I Illicit carnal inter

course by an unmarried person with a person

of the opposite sex.2

Sexual intercourse between a man, mar

ried or single, and an unmarried woman, as

to the unmarried party.a

Illicit carnal connection is called by diflerent names

according to the circumstances which attend it. Un

accompanied with any facts which tend to aggravate

it, it is “simple fornicath 11." When it causes iiie

birth of an illegitimate child, it is “fornication and

bastardy.“ When the person who commits it is mar

ried, it is "adultery." When the parties are related

within certain degrees of consanguinity or aflinlty, it

becomes “ incest.“ Where it is preceded by fraud

ulent arts (includlnga promise of marriage) to gain

the consent of the female, who is under the age of

consent, and of good repute. it is “seduction." But

the body of all these offenses is the illicit intercourse;

in each case, the essential fact which constitutes the

crime is fornication. On an indictment for any of

fense, below the grade of felony, of which illicit con

nection forms an essential part, the defctnlnnt may

be found guilty of fornication.‘

in a few States, fornication is not punishable by

statute.

To charge another with fornication is actionable

per is.‘ See Snaxnan.

See Ancnrnnr; Ban, 1;

POLYGAIH‘; Pnosnrvnox. 2.

FORNIX. L. Fornication.

Originally, a vault, an arch,— a brothel.

Fornix et caatera. Fornication and the

rest: fornication and bastardy, qq. v.

FORO. See Forum.

FORSWEAR. To swear falsely.

Does not necessarily import perjury, q. n. One

may swear to what is not true before an officer not

qualified to administer an oath.‘

FORT. Implies sotnething more than a

mere military camp, post, or station; a forti

fication or a place protected from attack by

some such means as a moat, wall, stockade,

or parapet.‘ See LAXD. Public.

FORTE ET DURE. See PEl'.\‘F.

Bswn; Mnnirraioions;

 

1 From formlr, q. v.

1 [Montana 1!. Whitcomb, 1 Monta. 862 (1871), Wade,

Chief Justice.

' Hood v. State, 66 Ind. 271 (1877), Perkins, C. J. See

also 3 lilonta.54; bi Wis. 461; 4 Bl. Com. 65.

* Dinkey v. Commonwealth, 17 Pa. 129-80 (1851),

Black, C. J.

' Page 0. Merwin, 54 Conn. 434 (1986).

‘See Heard, Libel 8: Si. 5516,34; 1 Johns. bib; lid

10; 13 id. 48. 90: 12 Muss. 490; 2 Hal‘. & J. (liid.) W.

' United States v. Tichenor, 8 Saw. Z58 (i8h‘2), Dandy.

J.; s.c. i2F. R424.
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FORTHCOMDSTG. Describes a. bond

given to a sheriff, conditioned that property

seized by him shall be produced or forthcom

ing when lawfully required.l

Also said of a person released on bail, q. 1:.

FORTHWITH. Has a relative mean

ing, and will imply a longer or a shorter

period, according to the nature of the thing

to be done! ' '

1. Immediately; without delay; directly.‘

2. ¥Vithin reasonable time; with conven

ient celerity; with reasonable diligence.‘

With due diligence, under the circumstances.‘

As soon as. by reasonable exertion confined to the

object, an set may be done.‘

In some matters of practice. within twenty-four

hours,’

See Inxanurnnr; Insnsrnn; POSSIBLE; Tran, Rea

sonable.

FORTUITOUS. Resulting from chance,

or unavoidable cause; casual; inevitable: as,

a fortuitous collision or event.8 See ACCI

DENT.

FORTUNE-TELLING. See WITCH

CRAFT

FORTY DAYS. See QUARANTINE, 1.

FORUM. The place where court was

held in cities of the Roman empire; the place

where redress is to be sought; place of juris

diction; jurisdiction; a judicial tribunal, q. 1:. ',

a court; the bar of a court.

From jero, to lead out of doors: what is outside; an

outside space; a public place, a market place. Com

pare Cums; Locus.

Foro. In the court of.

coeli, foro conscientiw, etc.

Forum caali. The court of heaven.

Forum conscientim. The bar of con

science, q. 1;. '

Forum contractus. The court of the

place where a contract is made.

Forum domesticum. The home tri

bunal.

Whence foro

I See 61 Ga 520; 11 Gratt. 592.

I Moflat v. Dickson, 8 Col. 814 (1877), Elbert, J.

ISee Inman v. Western Ins. Co., 12 Wand. 460 (1384);

Whitemore v. Smith, 50 Conn. 379 (1882); Hull v. Mal

iory, 66 Wis. 856 (1882); 22 E. C. L. 527; L. R, 4 Q. B. D.

471.

‘See Burgess v. Bmteteur, 7 Mar. & G. ‘#14 (1844);

Bennett 1:. Lycoming Ins. Co., 67 N. Y. Y?-' (1876), cases;

44 Ohio St. 437.

I Edwards 0. Lycoming Ins. Co., 75 Pa. 378 (1874).

‘[8 Chitty, Gen. Pr. 112.

'Champlin u. Champlin, 2 Edw. '329 (N. Y., 1834).

‘S00 Story. Bailm. Q 25.

Forum domicilii. The court of one’s

domicil, q. 0.

Forum rei. 1. The court of the defend

ant — of the place where he resides.

2. The court of the thing — of the locality

where a thing in controversy is or is found.

Forum rei gestaz. The court of the thing

done — at the place of the transaction.

Forum rei sites. The court of the place

where a thing is situated. See PLACE, 1; RES.

F0rum seculare. A secular court.

FORWARDER. A person who receives

and transports merchandise at his own ex

pense of time and money, in consideration oi’

a compensation paid him by the owner or

consignee; and who has no concern in the

means of transportation, nor any interest in

the freight; a " forwarding merchant.” 1

He is a warehouseman and agent for o compensm

tion to forward goods.‘

An agreement “ to forward " goods may still amount

to a contract for carrying.‘ See Csmuan, Common.

FOSSIL. See Mmnmn.

FOUND. See FIND; OFFICE; Tnovns.

FOUR. Has no technical meaning.

Four corners. All parts; the whole.

Take by the four comers: construe an instrument

as a whole.

Four seas. The waters surrounding Eng

land.

Wit)u'n the four seas: within her territorial juris

diction.

On a11-fours. Said of cases precisely

alike. See ALL-FOURS.

FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT. See_

CITIZEN.

FOURTH OF JULY. See HOLIDAY.

FOWL. See ANIMAL; CRUELTY, 3; DA)!

AGE, Fensant; Nmsaxcn; TRs.s1>Ass;\VonR\'.

FOX HUNTING. See CRUELTY, 8.

FRACTION. See Dar.

FRAIS. F. Cost, price; expense.

Frais jusqu’a bord. Expenses to the

board (vessel); free on board.

In an invoice of imported goods, excludes cartege

and commissions paid to the shipping merchant who

receives and places the goods on board ship for ex

portation. Such charges are not dutiable.‘ See Fans.

On board

FRANCE. See Law, Civil; S.iLIQ

I See Story. Bailm. 5 502, cases.

1 Bush v. Miller, 13 Barb. 488 (1&'>2); Angeli. Car. 5 75

I l“.ossom v. Griflln, 18 N. Y. 575 (1866).

‘ Bartels o. Rediield, 16 F. R 387 (1883); ii). 841; Rob

ertson 1:. Downing, 127 U. S. 607 (1888).
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FRANCE[SE.1 1. Aroyal privilege, or

branch of the king’s prerogative, subsisting

in the hands of a subject.‘

A special privilege conferred by govern

ment upon individuals, and which does not

belong to citizens of the country generally,

of common right.‘

A generic term covering all rights granted

to a corporation by the legislature. “Thence

“ corporate franchises.” ‘

A corporate franchise is a legal estate

Vested in the corporation as soon as it is in

em. Not a mere naked power, but a power

coupled with an interest.‘

A privilege conferred by the immediate or

antecedent legislation of an act of incorpora

tion, with conditions expressed or necessarily

inferential from its language, as to the man

ner of its exercise and for its enjoyment.‘

To ascertain how it is brought into existence, the

whole charter must be consulted.‘

Generalized, and divested of the special

form which it assumes under a monarchical

government based on feudal traditions, a

franchise is a right, privilege or power of

public concern, which ought not to be exer

cised by private individuals at their mere

will and pleasure, but should be reserved for

public control and administration, either by

the government or directly, or by public

agents, acting under such conditions and reg

ulations as the government may impose in

the public interest, and for the public so

curity."

Such rights and powers must exist under every

form of society. They are always educed by the laws

I-ndcustoms of the community. Under our system,

their existence and disposal are under the legislative

department. and they cannotbe assumed or exercised

without legislative authority. Thus, no private person

can establish a public highway, or a public ferry, or

railroad, or charge tolls for the use of the same, or

I Fran’-chlz. F. franchise, privileged liberty: franc,

free.

’ :3 Bl. Com. 87; 127 U. S. 40.

' Bank of Augusta v. Earle, 18 Pet. 505 (1S3i)),Taney,

Chief Justice.

' Atlantic 8: Gulf R Co. 1;. Georgia, 98 U. S. 865 (1878),

Strong, J.

' Dartmouth College v.Woodward, 4 Wheat. 700 (1819),

Story, J .; Society for Savings u. Coite, 6 Wall. 606

(1867). See also 8 Kant,~i5B; 73 Ill. 54?; “Mo. K); 15

Johns. MT.

1 \\'ood.s 0. Lawrence County, 1 Black, 409 (1861),

Wayne, J.

' California v. Pacific R Co., 127 U. S. 40 (1%), Brad

I”. 1

 

exercise the right of eminent domain or corporate

capacity, without autnority from the legislature, di

rect or derived.l

The word is used as synonymous with privilege and

immunity of a personal character; but in law imports

something which the citizen cannot enjoy without

legislative grant. What members obtain in a relig

ious, benevolent, or scientific association incorporated

under general or special laws. is membership.‘ I

A corporation is itself a franchise belonging to the

members of the corporation. and the corporation. itself

a franchise, 'may hold other franchises. The diiferent

powers of the corporation are franchises.‘ ‘

The essential properties of corporate existence are

quite distinct from the franchises of the corporation.

The franchise of being a corporation belongs to the

corporntors, while the powers and privileges vested

in, and to be exercised by, the corporate body as such,

are the franchises of the corporation. The latter has

no power to dispose of the franchise of its members,

which may survive in the mere fact of corporate ex

istence, after the corporation has parted with all its

property and all its franchises. The franchise to be

a corporation is not a subject of sale and transfer, un

less made so by a statute, which provides a mode for

exercising it.‘

Often synonymous with rights, privileges, and im

munities, though of a personal and temporary char

acter; so that, if any one of these exists. it is loosely

termed a " franchise." But the term must always be

considered in connection with the corporation or

property to which it is alleged to uppcrtain. The

franchises of a railroad corporation are the rights or

privileges which are essential to the operations of the

corporation, and without which its road and works

would be of little value; such as the franchise to run

cars, to take tolls, to appropriate earth for the bed of

its road, or water for its engines, and the like. These

are positive rights or privileges without the possession

of which the road could not be successfully worked

But immunity from taxation Ls not a franchise.‘

The franchises of a railroad company are in a large

measure designed to be exercised for the public good,

which exercise is the consideration for granting them.

The company cannot, therefore, sender itself incapa

ble of performing its duties, or absolve itself from the

obligation, without the consent of the State.‘

A franchise is property and nothing more;" it is in

 

I California 1:. Pacific R. Co., ante.

‘Board of Trade 0. People, 91 Ill. &2 (1878), cases,

Scott, J.

' Pierce v. Emery, $2 N. H. M (1856), Perley, (1. J.

‘Memphis R. Co. 0. Commissioners, 112 U. B. 019

(1854), cases, Matthews, J.; Willamette Manuf. Co. v.

Bank of British Columbia, 119 id. 191 (1886).

‘Morgan 0. Louisiana, 98 U. S. % (1876), cases,

Field, J.; East Tennessee, 8:0. R. Co. v. County of

Hamblen. 10;’ U. 8. 275-77 (1880), cases; State v. liiaine

Central it. Co., 66 life. 512 (187'').

' Thomas v. West Jersey R Co., 101 U. 8. 88-84 (1879),

cases, Miller, J.; Balsley 1:. BL Louis, &c. R Co., 110

Ill. 72-78 (1888).

’ West River Bridge Co. 11. pix, 6 How. 584 (1848); 2!

Cal. 422; 17 Conn. 40; 25 id. 80.
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corporeal property. As such it is liable for debts and

subject to the right of eminent domain.I

The ordinary franchise of a railway company is to

condemn, take, and use lands for the purpose of a

public highway, and to take tolls from those who use

it as such. Land. in itself, is not a franchise. A fran

chise is an incorporenl hercditament; a liberty pro

ceeding from the commonwealth.’

A grant of a corporate franchise by an act of legis

lation, accepted by 1he grantee, is a contract between

the State and the grantee, the obligation of which a

subsequent legislature cannot impair.‘

Exclusive rights to public franchises am not fa

vored: if granted they will be protected, but they are

never presumed.‘

A corporation cannot dispose of its franchises to

another corporation without legislative authority.‘

A grant of corporate franchises is necessarily sub

ject to the condition that the privileges conferred

shall not be abused. or be employed to defeat the ends

for which they were conferred; and that when abused

or misemployed, they may be withdrawn by proceed:

lags consistent with law. A corporation is sub

ject to such reasonable regulations as the legislature

may from time to time prescribe, as to the general

conduct of its affairs. scrvmg only to secure the ends

for which it was created. and not materially interfer

ing with the privileges granted to it.‘

See Bonus; GRANT, 8; Mosoronr; Rnnnoan; Tax, 2;

TOLL, 2; WAniu.\'ruu.

2. In :1 popular sense, the political rights of

subjects and citizens are called franchises:

as, the electoral franchise — the right of

suilrage.7

'The right of voting for a member to serve in par

liament is called the "parliamentary franchise; " the

right of voting for an alderman or town councilor,

the " municipal franchise." '

Elective fianchise. The right of choos

ing governmental agents.8

Enfranchise. 1. To make free of a city

or state. 2. To invest with political freedom

and capacity.

Disfranchise. To deprive of a franchise

conferred; to suspend or withdraw the exer

 

'2 Washb. R. P. 24; 1 Redf. Ry. §§ 1. 4, 10, cases.

’Shamokin Valley R. Co. v. Livermore, 47 Pa. 468

(1564), Agnew. J. _

‘Chine-leclamonche Lumber, &c. Co. 11. Common

wealth, 100 Pa. 4-H (1882); The Binghamton Bridge, 8

Wall. 51 (1865). _

' Wright 11. Nngle, 101 U. S. 796(1i-179).

' Branch 1'. Jcsup. 106 U. S. 484. 478 (1882), '

' Chicago Life Ins. Co. v. .\'eedlcs, 113 U. S. 574, 580

(188.5), Harlan, J. See also 66 Cal. 106-7; 86 Conn. 266;

7 id. 602; 21 Ill. 09; 37 id. 547: 95 id. 575; 30 Kan. 657;

13 Bush,185; 2% La. An. 493; 45 Md. 879: 15 N. Y. 170;

21‘ id. 819; 68 id. CG»: 1 Oren. 37: 39 Tex. 478; 77 Va. 212.

' Pierce v. Emery, 32 N. H. 50T(1‘56), Parley, 0- J.

' Mosley & \\‘hit(-ley‘s Law Dict.

' See Slate v. Staten i(‘oldw. 255 (1869).
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cise of a corporate or political right or privi

lege.I

IE‘RAl‘l'K.2 Free.

Frankalmoign. Tenure in consideration

of religious services (aims)!

Frankpledge. Surety for general goud

behavior, _ahciently required of freeborn per

sons. ‘

Franktenement. Afreehold. See FEUD.

To frank. To send free.

Franking privilege. The liberty of send

ing postal matter through the mails free of

charge.

llss existed, in theory, for the public good. The

act of January 81,1873, repealed former laws, from

and after July 1,1873.‘ The act of March 3. 1875,

secs. 3, 5, 7, permits members of Congress, and cer

tain executive officials. to send free, public docu

ments (q. 11.), acts of Congress, and seeds supplied by

the commissioner of agriculture.‘ The acts of March

3. 187-‘, sec. 7, and of March 8.18T9,sec. 1, provide

that the privilege shall be enjoyed until the first Mon

day of December following the expiration of the indi

vidual‘s term of ofl1ce'-—t.he fourth of March.

The privilege is also spoken of as the member's

"frank."

FRATERNITY. See Assocmnos ; Cou

MUNITY. 3.

FRATRICIDE. See Homcms.

FRAUDJ Craft, cunning; cheating, im

position. circumvention.

An artifice to deceive or injure.‘

Au intention to deceive.’

Deflraud. To cheat; to deceive; to de

prive of a right by an act of fraud.

To withhold from another what is justly

due h-im, or to deprive him of a right, by de

ception or artifice. 1°

Fraud, in the Roman civil law, meant any

cunning, deception, or artifice, used to cir

cumvent, cheat, or dedeive another. This

corresponds to “positive fraud" in modern

law."

 

I See People v. Medical Society, 24 Barb. 517-78 (1&'>7)t

’ F. franc, free.

I See 2 Bl. Com. 101; 2 Kent, %1.

' 17 St. L. 421.

'1 Sup. R. S. 154.

'1Sup.R..S.288,4-’>4.

' From frmu, q. v.

' Byles. Bills. 138.

' Lord 0. Goddard, 18 How. 211 0&1), Catnon. J. O‘

definitions of, see 3 Law Quar. Rev. -119-£5 11887). case;

1' Bm-dick v. Post, 12 Barb. 1t~0l1851); People v. Kelley,

85 id. 452 (1862).

H [1 Story, Eq.5 ma Seal.’ Steph nun. Cr. DIED‘

121.
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The common law asserts as a general principle

that there shall be no definition of fraud.‘

The courts have never laid down as a general prop

ositinn what shall constitute fraud, or any rule, be

yond which they will not go, lest other means of

avoiding equity should be found.‘

In the sense of a court of equity, fraud

properly includes all acts, omissions, and

concealments which involve a breach of legal

or equitable duty, trust, or confidence, justly

reposed, and are injurious to another, or by

which an undue and unconscientious advan

tage is taken of another.‘

Consists in deception practiced, in order to induce

mother to part with property or surrender some legal

right, and which accoihplishes the end desired.‘

Consists in the suppression of the truth- suppres

n'o veri, or in the assertion of what is false — suggesfio

/alai.

No one can be permitted to say, in respect to his

own statements upon a material matter. that he did

not expect to be believed; and if they are knowingly

false, and willfully made, the fact that they are ma

terial is proof of an attempted traud, because their

materiality, in the eye of the law, consists in their

tendency to influence the conduct of the party who

has an interest in them, and to whom they are ad

dressed.‘

Fraud is sometimes said to consist of “ any kind of

Artifice employed by one person to deceive another.“

But the term admits of no positive definition, and can

not be controlled in its application by fixed rules. It

is to be inferred or not, according to the special cir

cumstances of every case.‘

Actual, positive, moral fraud; fraud

in fact. Fraud as a matter of fact, involv

ing moral turpitude and intentional wrong.

Implied, constructive, legal fi-aud;

fraud. in law. Fraud as a conclusion of

law, and may exist without imputation of

bad faith or immoralit_v.7

When a party intentionally misrepresents a mate

rial fact, or produces a false impression. in order to

mislead another. or toentrnp or cheat him, or to ob

tsin an undue advantage over him, there is a “ positive

fraud " in the truest sense. There is an evil act with

an evil intent. And the misrepresentation may be

as well by deeds or acts, as by words; by artifice to

mislead, as well as by positive assertions.‘

I

I 2 Pars. Contr. T69.

' [1 Story, Eq. § 156.

' [1 Story. Eq. 5187.

‘ Alexander v. Church,53 Conn. 5d2(1S&5), Park. C. J.,

quoting Cooley, Torts, -174; Judd u. Weber, 55 Conn.

Ii’! (ll-W’). Loomis J.

' Clnflin v. Commonwealth Ins. Co.. H0 U. S. 95

(1881), Matthews, J.: 27 ‘Me. 308; 7 Bing. H15; 56 N. H.

l)1;58l’d. 245; B B. & Ad. lit.

° Fenner v. Dickey, 1 Flip. 36 H861), Wilson, J,

' [Neal 11. Clark, 95 U. S. 70il(i877), Harlan, J.

‘ll Story, Eq.‘ 192. See also Ackerman v. Ackn

B_v "constructive frauds" are meant such acts or

contracts. as, although not originating in any actual

evil design. or contrivanee to perpetrate a positive

fraud or injury upon other persons, are yet, by their

tendency to deceive or mislead other persons, or to vio

laid private or public confidence, or to impair or injure

the public interests, deemed equally reprehensible

with positive fraud, and, therefore, are prohibited by

law. as within the same reason and mischief, as acts

and contracts done malo animo. The doctrine is

founded in an anxious desire of the law to apply the

principle of preventive justice, so as to shut out the

inducements to perpetrate a wrong, rather than to

rely on mere remedial justice, after a wrong has been

committed.l

An “actual fraud “ is something said, done, or

omitted by a person with the design of perpetrating

what he must have known to be a positive fraud.

" Constructive frauds " are acts, statements. or omis

sions which operate as virtual frauds on individuals,

or which, if generally permitted, would be prejudicial

to the public welfare, and yet may have been uncon

nected with any selfish or evil design.’

A breach of duty is a constructive fraud.‘

In the sense of bankmpt acts, "a debt fraudulently

contracted bya pcrson occupying'a fiduciary rela

tion" involve! positive fraud, involving moral turpi

tude or intentional wrong.‘

Fraud in fact in the transfer of chattels consists in

the intention to prevent creditors from recovering

their just debts, by an act that withdraws the debtor's

property from their reach. And an act that. though

not fraudulently intended, yet has a tendency to de

fraud crcditom. if it rests the property of the debtor

in his grantee, is void forlegal fraud. Legal fraud is

tantamount to actual fraud. Actual fraud is for the

jury; legal fraud. where the facts are undisputed or

are ascertained, is for the court‘

Fraudulent. Infected with fraud, actual

or legal; as, a fraudulent;— bankruptcy,

claim, concealment, conveyance or gift, pos

session, represeutation. qq. v. Compare VOID.

When an act charged in an indictment is fraudu

lcnt. it is not necessary to use the word “ fraudulent "

in the indictment itself.‘

man, 44 N. J. L. 175 (1882), Depue, J.; 29 Conn. 688,

note.

I 1 Story, Eq. § 258. See People v. Kelly. 35 Barb. 457

(1862).

' Smith, Manual of Equity, 71.

' Baker 1:. Humphrey, 101 U. S. 502 (1879).

‘Neal 1:. Clark. 95 U. S. 704 (1877); Hennequin v.

Clews, iii id. 676. 679-81 (1884), cases; Strang 1:. Brad

ner. 114 id. 559 (1383).

‘ McKibbin v. )larti.n.64 Pa. 356(lR?0). Sharswood, J .;

Hanson 1-. Eustace, 2 How. 6880814).

See generally _Bigelow, Law of Fraud, 18?, at uq.,

cases; Willink v. Vanderveer, 1 Barb. 607 (1947); Bir

chell v. Strauss, 28 id. 298 (1853); People v. Kelly. 85 id.

456 (1862); Vulcan Oil Co. v. Simona, 6 Phila. 564 (ll~“6‘\');

2 Pomeroy, Eq. § R18: 2 Ala. 58; 5 id. 601; T Ark. 171;

6 Ga. 6i-1; 47fd. 109; 27 Me. 3%; 29 N. H. 854; 8 Den. 23$

' United States v. Caruthen, l5 F. R. 309 (1881).
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Fraudulently. With a deliberately planned

purpose and intent to deceive and thereby

gain an unlawful advantage.I

The ordinary means of fraud are false representa

tions and concealments. The more numerous is the

implied or constructive clnss—which includes all

frauds on public policy: agreements to influence tea

tators. to facilitate or restrain marriages, in restraint

of trade, for public omces, to suppre criminal pro

ceedlngs, champertous and other corrupt considera—

tions; all frauds by persons in confidential relations:

as. by a guardian, adviser, minister of religion. attor

ney. doctor, agent, trustee, executor, administrator,

debtor, creditor, surety; all frauds upon persons po

culiarly liable to be imposed upon: as, bargains with

expectant heirs, remalndermen, reversionem, common

sailors; and all virtual frauds on individuals irrespect

ive of any confidential relation or liability to imposi

tion: as, forbidden practices at auctions, misuse of the

Statute of Frauds, clandestine marriages, frauds on

marital rights, frauds under 13 Eliz. c. 5, 96, fraudulent

dealing with trustees. appointments, etc.‘

The fraud must relate directly and distinctly to the

contract, if a contract and must affect its very ee

sence. If the fraud be such that had it not been prac

ticed the contract would not have been made, the

fraud is material. Whether it is or is not material, in

a given case, is a question for a jury, possibly under

instructions.‘

The length of time that the intent to defraud pre~

codes the act is not material, provided there is the

relation of design and its consummation. Conceal

ment by mere silence is not enough. There must be

some trick or contrivauce intended to exclude suspicion

and prevent inquiry. There must be reasonable dili

gence; and the means of knowledge are the same

thing in eflect as knowledge itself. The circumstances

of the discovery must be fully stated and proved. and

the delay which had occurred shown to be consistent

with the requisite diligence.‘

Fraud binds the injured person. as a cause of ac

tion. only from the time of discovery..

The bar of the statute of limitations does not begin

to run until the fraud is discovered. Where ignorance

has been produced by atlirmative acts of the guilty

party in concealing the facts, the statute will not bar

relief, provided that suit is brought within proper time

after the discovery. Nor is relief barred where the

party injured has remained in ignorance without fault

or want of diligence on his part.‘ .

The weight of authority is, that, in equity, where

the injured person remains in ignorance of fraud

 

I Bank of Montreal v. Thayer, 2 McCrary, 50881),

ldcCrary, Cir. J.

‘ See 1 Story, Eq. Ch. VI; Smith, Man. Eq. Ch. IV; I

Pars. Contr. Ch. XII.

' 2 Pars. Contr. 770; Bishop, Contr. §§ 641, 652.

l Wood 11. Carpenter, 101 U. S. 143, 140 (1879), cases,

Swayne, J.

' Dresser 0. Missouri, &o. R. Co., Construction Co.,

B U. S. 94-96 (1876), cases.
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without want of care on his part, the bar does not

begin to run until the fraud is discovered, though

there be no special circumstances or efl’orts in the

guilty party to conceal knowledge. On the question

as it arises in actions at law. there is a decided conflict

of authority. Some courts make concealed fraud an

exception on purely equitable principles. The English

courts, and the courts of Connecticut, Massachusetts.

Pennsylvania, and other States, hold that the doctrine

is equally applicable to cases at law.I See hurra

rroxs, Statute of.

A court of equity has an undoubted jurisdiction to

relieve against every species of fraud. 1. The fraud,

which is dolus malus, may be actual, arising from

facts and circumstances of imposition. 2. It may be

apparent from the intrinsic nature and subject of the

bargain itself; such as no man in his senses and not

under delusion would make on the one hand, and as

no honest and fair man would accept on the other.

8. It may be presumed from the circumstances and

condition of the parties contracting,— from weakness

or necessity. 4. It may be inferred from the nature and

circumstances of the transaction, as being an imposi

tion and deceit on persons not parties to theagreement.’

There is no fraud in law without some moral delin

queney; there is no actual legal fraud which is not

also a moral fraud. This immoral element consists in

the necessary guilty knowledge and consequent intent

to deceive—-sometimes designated by the technical

term the “sclenter." The very essence of the legal

conception is the fraudulent intention flowing from

the guilty knowledge. . . There may be actual

fraud in equity without any feature or incident of

moral culpability. A person making an untrue state

ment, without knowing or believing it to be untrue,

and without any intent to deceive, may be chargeable

with actual fraud in equity. . . Forms of fraudu

lent misrepresentations in equity are: 1. Where a

party makes a statement which is untrue, and has at

the time actual knowledge of its untruth. 2. Where

he makes an untrue statement and has neither knowl

edge nor belief as to the truth. 8. Where he makes

an untrue statement and has no knowledge of the

truth, and there are no reasonable, grounds for his be

lieving it to be true. 4. But where he makes asta.to

ment of fact which is untrue, honestly believing it to

be true, and this belief is based upon reasonable

grounds which actually exist, there is no fraud. Yet,

5, in that case, if he afterward discovers the truth,

and suflers the other party to continue in error, and

to act upon the belief that no mistake has been made,

this, from the time of discovery, becomes a fraudu

lent representation. 6. If a statement of fact actu

ally untrue is made by a person who honestly believes

it to be true, but under such circumstances that the

duty of knowing the truth rests upon him, which, if

fulfilled, would have prevented him from making the

statement, such misrepresentation may be fraudulent

in equity.‘
 

ITyler v. Angerine, 15 Blatch. 541-42 (1879), cases.

Blatcbford. J.

' Bailey 0. Glover, 21 Wall. 347-50 (1874), cases,

Iiiller, J.: Fritsohler u. Koehlar, BB Ky. 82 (1885).

1 Chesterfield v. Janssen, 2 Ves. Sr. 'l55 (1750), Hard

wicke, L. C. Same case, 1 L. C. Eq., 4 Am. ed., 773.

' 2 Pomeroy, Equity, 55 88i-89. case;
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I
Fraud avoids a contract ab im'tio — vitiates all con- | ciflc performance: injunction; declaration of trust ca

tracts whether intended to operate against a party, a

stmnger, or the public generally. The guilty party

mnnot allege his own fraud in order to avoid his own

act; and he may be liable in damages where real in

jury is done. The agreement cannot be adopted in

part: all must be disafllrmed or none.I

Fraud is never presumed. The burden of proving

itrests upon him who alleges it. It is a question of

fact to be determined from all the circumstances in

each case.’ ‘

Allegations of fraud must be specific in time,

place. persons, etc., so that the defendant may meet

the charge. and the court see whether ordinary dili

genes to discover the fraud has been used.‘

Being a term which the law applies to certain facts,

where, upon the facts, the law adjudges fraud, it need

not be expressly alleged.‘

Gross negligence tends to show fraud.‘

All avenues that facilitate the detection of fraud

are to be kept open and free from bars and estoppels.'

The presence of fraud is a fact, the evidence of

which must satisfy an unprejudiced mind beyond a

reasonable doubt.1

Circumstantial evidence is, in most cases. the only

proof that can be adduced.‘

While the common law aflords reasonable protec

tion against fraud in dealing, it does not go to the

romantic length of giving indemnity against the con

sequences of indolenoe and folly. or of careless indif

ference to the ordinary and accessible means of

knowledge.’

A court of equity will not grant relief when the

complainant has a complete, effectual, direct, certain

and adequate remedy in a court of common law."

Statutes make many diflerent acts frauds, and pro

vide for punishment by criminal proceedings. Rem~

edies available at law are: an action on the case in

the nature of a_ writ of deceit for damages; and an

action for money received, by which the tort is waived.

Remedies in equity: rescission of the contract;spe

 

I Foreman u. Bigelow, 4 (I113. 53-49 (1878), cases,

Cliflord. J . See also Felt: u. Walker, 49 Conn. 98 (1881),

cases, Carpenter, J.

‘Huger 0. Thompson,1 Black, 91 (1861); Hume! v.

Scrhggs, 94 U. S. 28 (1876); 2 Pars. Cont. 784.

'See Sioarm c. Page, 7 How. 829 (1849); Moore 0.

Greene, 19 id. 70 (1866); Badger 0. Badger, 2 Wall. 95

(1864); Ambler u. Choteau, 107 U. S. 691 (1882).

‘ Stimson u. Helps, 9 Col. 36 (1885): Kerr, Fraud, &c.

866, cases

' First Nat. Bank of Carlisle 1;. Graham. 100 U. S. 702

(1879). cases.

'Pendieton u. Richey. 82 Pa. 63 (1858); 11 “lead. 117;

4 Kent, 269.

' Young 1!. Edwards. 72 Pa. 267 (1872).

' Rea v. Missouri, 17 Wall. 548 (1873); Craig 1;. Fowler,

60 lowa, 238 (1881); Moore 1:. Uliman, 80 Va. 811 (1885),

cases.

'2 Kent, 481. cases; Senter v. Senter, 70 Cal. 623-24

(1886). cases.

" Green 0. Bpaulding. 76 Va. 411, 417 (1883): 1 Story,

Eq S83

maleflcio.' See those titles.

See particularly CAVEAT, Emptor; Coscmn ii;

Covm; Dacarr; Eqnrrv; Es-rorrsn; Fonmznv; Gurun;

lnssrirv. 2: INFLLYESCE; Issocaxca; INBOLVBXCY; Mrs

nue; RArir'.cnr0.\'; Rnroau; Rxransnxrrrion. 1;

Rrscissiox; Tausr, 1.

Statute of Frauds. Statute of 29 Charles

H (1678), c. 8— “ An Act for the Prevention

of Frauds and Perjuries.”

Its object was to prevent the facility to

perpetrate frauds and the temptation to com

mit perjury, held out by the enforcement of

obligations depending for their evidence upon

the unassisted memory of witnesses, by re

quiring certain transfers of land and certain

cases of contracts to be reduced to writing

and signed by the parties to be charged there

with, or by their agents thereunto lawfully

authorized in writing. .

Its policy is to impose such requisites upon private

transfers of property, as. without being hinderances

to fair transactions, may be either totally inconsistent

with dishonest practices, or tend to multiply the

chances of detection.‘

Every day‘s experience more fully demonstrates

that the statute was founded in wisdom, and abso

lutely necessary to preserve the titles to real property

from the chances, the uncertainty. and the fraud at

tending the admission of paroi testimony. When

courts of equity have relaxed the rigid requirements

of the statute, it has always been for the purpose of

hindering the statute, made to prevent frauds. from

becoming the instrument of fraud.‘

The substance of the statute has been re-enacted in

the States; and other points, coming within its gen

eral policy. have been added.‘

I. As applying to Realty. The statute enacts that

all leases, estates. and interest in lands. made without

writing signed by the parties or their agents lawfully

authorized in writing. shall have the force and effect

of estates at will only (see. 1); except leases not ex

ceeding three yeam from the making, which reserve

at least twothirds of the improved value of the land

(sec. 2); and that no lease, estate, or interest shall be

assigned. granted, or surrendered unless by writing

signed by the assignor, grantnr, etc., or his agent au

thorized in writing. except assignments. etc., by opera

tion of law (sec. 8).‘ See under Faucrns.

II. As applying to Equity. Enacts that all declara—

tions or creations of trusts of land shall be in writing

signed by the declarant or creator (sec. 7). except trusts

arising by construction of law. or transferred by act of

law (sec. 8); that all grants or assignments of trusts

I See Pasley v. Freeman, 2 Sm. L. 0. 92-118. cases.

'1 Greeni. Ev.§ 262; 2 Whart. Ev. Q 853; 8 Pan

Contr. 8.

' Purcell 11. Miner, 4 Wall. 517 (1866), Grier, J.

‘Browne, Stat. Fr., Appendix.

'2 Bl. Com. 291:2 Whart. Ev. 5! $54-68. U1
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shall also be in writing, signed by the grantor or as

signor (sec. 9); and that estates pur autre vie may be

taken in execution for debt, or be deemed assets by

descent for the payment of debts (sec. 10).I

Ill. As applying to Common Law. Enncts that no

action shall be brought whereby: (1) To charge an ex

ecutor or administrator upon any special promise to

answer for damages out of his own estate.’ (2) To

charge the defendant upon any special promise to an

swer for the debt, default, or miscarriage of another.

See Pnoauss, Original; Gosiusrrv, 2. (3) To charge

any person upon any agreement made upon consider

ation of marriage. See Si-:1'ri.sxa:~"r, Marriage. (4) To

charge any person upon any contract or sale of lands,

or any interest in or concerning them. See Lash.

(5) To charge any person upon any agreement that is

not to be performed within one year from the making

thereot,—unless, in each case (14). the agreement or

some note or memorandum thereof is in writing and

signed by the party to be charged therewith or by his

agent thereunto lawfully authorized in writing (sec. 4).‘

If the performance of the contract depends upon a

contingency which may happen within a year, the

contract need not be in writing. It is sufllcient if the

possibility of performance exists.‘

(6) That in a contract for the sale of goods, wares,

or merchandise, for the price of ten pounds or up

ward, the buyer must actually receive and accept

part of the goods, etc., or give something in earnest

or in part payment, or the parties, or their agents, sign

some note or memorandum of the bargain (sec. 17).‘

See Eanxssr; PAYMENT, Part

(7) That judgments against lands shall bind pur

chasers from the day of signing, and against goods

when the writ of execution is delivered to the sherifl

(secs. 14, 15).

(8) Provides for additional solemnities in the execu

tion of wills.‘ See WILL, 2, Statute of wills

The provisions as to the transfer of interests in

land, and to promises, which at common law could be

eflected by parol, that is, without writing, comprise

all that in professional use is meant by the statute.

The theory is that the writing required in any case

will secure an exact statement and the best evidence

of the terms and conditions of a promise made.’ See

Aoanxmrr; Paaon, Evidence.

See also Psnronuascs, Part; VERBUI, Verbs lllata.

Statute of 9 Geo. IV (1829), c. 14, called Lord Tenter

den's Act, enlarged the application of the Statute of

Frauds, by rendering a written memorandum neces

sary in cases of a promise: to bar the Statute of Lim

itations; by an adult to pay a debt contracted during

his infancy; as to a representation of ability in trade,

I 2 Bl. Com. 837, 259; 2 ‘Vhart. Ev. §il03.

'2 Bi. Corn. 466; 3 Pars. Contr. 19.

'8 B1. Com. 159: 3 Pars. Contr. 19, 29, 31, 85; 2 Whart.

Ev. §§ 878»-80; Mahan v. United States, 16 Wall. 146

(1872); Becker 1:. Mason, 30 Ken. 700-2 (1883). mes.

‘ Stowers v. Hollis, 83 Ky. 548-49 (1886), cases; Doyle

I Dixon, 97 Mass. 211 (1867): 93 Am. Dec. 86-90, cases.

'2 Bl. Com. 448; 8 Pars. Contr. 39; 2 Whart. Ev.

$869; 1 Law Q. Rev. 1&4 (1884); 87 Alb. L. J. 492 (1888).

' 2 Bl. Corn. 376, 500, 615; 2 Whart. Ev. 5‘ 884-900.

' Browns, Stat. Fr. 5316.

upon the strength of which credit is to be given; and

as to contracts for the sale of goods, not yet made or

flnlshr.-d, amounting to‘ ten pounds or upward.I

FRAU S. L. A cheating; deceit; imposi

tion: fraud. Compare DOLUS.

Fraus est celare fi-audem. It is a

fraud to conceal a. fraud. Concealment

(q. v.) may amount to fraud.

Fraus latet. in generalibus. Fraud

lurks in general expressions.

Pia trans. Pious fraud: evasion of law

to advance the interests of a religious insti

tution. See liionrnus.

FREE. Not subject to restraint or con

trol; having freedom of will; at liberty;

also, that on which no charge is made. Com

pare FRANK.

1. Liberated from control of parent, guard

ian, or master; sui juris: said of a child,

ward, apprentice.

2. Individual; exclusive; privi'eged; in

dependent; opposed to common: said of a

fis-hery, a warren, and formerly of a city or

town, qq. v. See also MUNICIPIUM.

3. Clear of ofi"ense, guiltless, innocent;

also, released from arrest, liberated: used of

persons acquitted or released from imprison

ment.

4. Open to all citizens alike: as, a free

school, q. 0.

5. Not arbitrary or despotic; assuring lib

erty; defending individual rights against

encroachment by any person or class: as, a

free government, free institutionsfi

6. Certain; honorable; becoming a free

man; opposed to base: as, free-socage, q. o.

7. That for which no charge is made for

use; opposed to toll: as, a free bridge, q. 1;.

Not gained by purchase: as, free admis

sion, free passage.

Free on board. In a contract for the sale and

delivery of goods "free on board " vessel, the seller is

under no obligation to act until the buyer names the

ship to which the delivery is to be made: until he

knows that he could not put the articles on board.’

Compare Fans.

8. Neutral: as in saying that “free ships

make free goods.”

Freely. Without constraint, coercion, or

compulsion.‘ See DURESS; \VILL, 1.

I Smith, Contr. 95; Reed, St. Frauds.

' Webster‘: Dlct.

I Dwight u. Eckert, 117 Pa 503 (1888), cases.

‘Dennis 0. Tarpenny, 23 Barb. 374 (1856); In-hm

v. Harsen, I Barb. Ch. ”(l847).
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Freedman. One made free; a manu

mitted slave. See CITIZEN, Amendments;

LIBERTY, 1.

Freeman. One born or made free as to

civil rights.

In the constitutions of Pennsylvania of 1176 and

I'M. “ freemen “ described citizens who were capable

of electing or being elected representatives of the peo

pie is th- Provincial Council or General Assembly.

The term with this meaning was brought by William

Penn from England. A freeman is one in possession

)f the civil rights enjoyed by the people generally.

This freedom of civil rights was termed his “free

iaw," and was liable to forfeiture for disloyalty and

infamy. The language of the amended constitu

tion of 1888 was “white freeman.“ I

in those constitutions. referring to the right of suf

frage, does not include females.‘

Freehold. The posse.-nion of soil by a

freeman. Such estate as requires actual pos

session of the land. Such estate in lands as

is conveyed by livery of seisin, or, in tene

ments of an inoorporeai nature, by what is

equivalent thereto; as, by receipt of rent.‘

An estate in real property, of inheritance

or for life; or, the term by which it is held.‘

Any estate of inheritance or for life, in

real property, whether it be a corporeal or in

corporeal hereditament.'

Also, the land itself.

\VASTE, 1.

Freeholder. The actual owner of land.

He was originally a suitor of the courts, a

juror, voted for members of parliament, and

could defend his title to land.‘

Such as holds a freehold estate, that is,

lands or tenements, in fee-simple, fee-tail, or

for term of life.l

One who owns land in fee, or for life, or

for some indeterminate period. The estate

may be -legal or equitable.0

One who has title to real estate, irrespective

of the amount or value thereof.’

A freeholder whose estate is worth a specified sum,

clear of incumbrancea, is, by the law of some localities,

privileged from arrest in civil actions; and he may

not be required to furnish security forthe performance

of a legal obligation. See further Anassr, 2.

See ABATEMENT, 1 ;

 

1 Mcflaflerty v. Guyer, 69 Pa. 115-18 (1868), Agnew, J.

' Bnrnham v. Luning, 9 Phila. 941 (1871).

' [2 Bl. Com. 101, 200.

' Gage v. Scales. 100 111. an (1881), Cruz. 0. J.

‘ 4 Kent, 24.

'2 Bl. (Tom. 1520.

' Bradford 11. State. 15 Ind. 358 (1800): Jacob.

‘State v. Ragland, 75 N. C. 18 (18%), Rodman, J.

' [People :1. Scott. 8 Run. 567 (1876), Talcott. J

Freehold estates are: 1. Of inheritance

(a) absolute, as tenancy in fee-simple; (b) lim- \

ited: qualified or base, and conditional

later, fees-tail. 2. Not of inheritance. These

are chattel interests in lands. They are for

life, and either conventional or legal; the

lowest species is the estate for the life of an

other.I See Coxnmos; Fan, 1; Faun; Sunn

LEY'S CASE.

FREIGHT. Merchandise transported or

to be transported; also, compensation for that

service.

In its widest sense, may include fare, for

it is that “with which anything is fraught

or laden for transportation ; " and, by a figure

of speech, the price paid for the transporta

tion.1

The burden or loading of a ship, or the

cargo which she has on board; likewise, the

hire agreed upon between the owner or mas

ter of a vessel for the carriage of goods from

one port or place to another.‘

Goods carried; and the price to be paid for

the carriage, or for the hire of a vessel under

a charter-party or otherwise.‘

Compensation for the carriage of goods.‘

In policies of marine insurance, freight means the

earnings or proiit derived by the ship-owner or the

hirer from the use of the ship himself, or from letting

it to others, or from carrying goods for others. Does

not include cargo or goods laden on board, which are

insured under the term goods, cargo, merchandise, or

word of like import; nor profit which the owner of the

cargo expects to derive from the transportation.‘

Afireightment. The contract for the use

of a vessel.

Dead fieight. Money paid or due for

unoccupied capacity in a vessel.7

The amount of freight to be paid rests upon con

tract expressed in the charter-party or bill of lading,

or else is implied in law — for a reasonable sum.I

In the absence of a different stipulation, freight is

only payable when the merchandise is in readineu

 

'2 Bl. Com. 120; 80 Va. 844.

' Pennsylvania R. Co. v. Sly, 65 Pa. 211 (1870). Sham

wood, J.

' [Brittan v. Barnaby, 21 How. 583 (1858), Wayne, J.

t [Lord v. Neptune Ins. Co., 10 Gray, 112 (1867), Shaw,

C.J. See also 1 Mas. 12; 8 id. 3-H; 1 Sprngue,219;1

Ware,18B; 18 East, 325; L. R, 7 C. P. 348.

' Palmer 1:. Gracie, 4 Wash. 123 (1821).

'[M1nturn u. Warren ins. Co., 2 Allen, 91 (IE1), Big

elow, C, J.

" See Gray 1!. Can‘, L. F-., 6 Q. B. ‘.528 (1871); Phillips

1;. Rodio, 15 East, 264 (1812).

' Palmer 12. Gracle,~1 \\'ash. 1'25 (1821).
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to be delivered to the person having the right to re

ceive it.l

Freight pro rata iiineris not being earned where,

from necessity, cargo is accepted before arrival at the

port of destination. in a case of average. there can be

no contribution on it.’

Freighter. He who loads a vessel, under

n contract of hire or of aiTrei.\:,htment.'

The ship-owners undertake that they will carry the

goods to the place of destination. unless prevented by

the dangers of the seas. or other unavoidable casualty;

and the freighter undertakes that. if the goods be de

livered at the place of destination. he will pay the

stipulated freight. . . If the ship be disabled from

completing her voyage, the owner may still entitle

himself to the whole freight by forwarding the goods

by some other means to their destination; but he has

no right to any freight if they be not so forwarded.

unless the forwarding be dispensed with. or there be a

new bargain made. If the ship-owner will not forward

them. the freighter is entitled to them without paying

anything. The general property in the goods is in the

freighter; the ship-owner has no right to withhold the

possemion from him. unless he has either earned his

freight or is going on to earn it.‘

SeeAvnsms; Cnmrzn. 1. Party; Colnuracir; Dis

rncn; Fmus; Ixsusaxos. Marine; Lanmo, Bill of ;

Rr.s1-rrr-rm; Smwonrsr.

FRENCH. Law-French, which is used

in old law-books and legal proceedings, ex

hibits many terms and idioms not employed

in classic French.

Under William the Norman and his sons. all the

public proceedings of the courts. including arguments

and decisions. were expressed in Norman law-French.

In the thirty-sixth year of Edward III (1863), it was en

acted that all pleas should be shown. answered, de

hated. and judged in the English tongue. but be entered

and enrolled in Latin. which. being a dead language,

was immutable. However, the practitioners and re

porters continued to take notes in the customary latr

French. This law-French diflersasmuch from modern

French as the diction of Chaucer differs from the die

tion of Addison. English and Norman being concur

rently used for several centuries. the two idioms

assimilated and borrowed from each other.I

“ The constitution of the 01410 regis. and the judges

themselves. were fetched from Normandy; in conse

quence. procecdings in the king's courts were carried

on in l\‘orman." '

Norman-French. as employed about the courts,

was often intermixed with scraps of Latin and pure

English.’ See LATIN.

 

' Brittain v. Barnaby. 21 How. 533 (1858).

‘The Joseph Farwell. 81 F. R. 844 (1887).

ISee 3 Rent. 173; 3 Johns. 106.

' Hunter 1:. Prinsep. 10 East. 391 (1SiB). Ellenborough.

C. J. Approved. The Tornado. 106 U. S. 847. 849 (1883).

Bintchford. J .

i [3 Bl. Com. 317-18.]

' 4 Bl. Com. 416.

' 2 Hume. Hist. Eng. 115.

FREQUENT, v. A single visit to a

place, or once passing through a street, can

not be said to be a “ frequenting " that place

or street.

May be used in contradistinction to " found." which

applies to the case of a person apprehended in a build

ing or inclosed ground. where the necessary inference

would be that the purpose was unlawful. in which case

it would be enough to show that the party was in the

place only once.I

Webster‘s definition " visiting often. resorting to

often or habitually." expresses the popular under

standing. What amounts to “ frequenting " a street

must depend upon circumstances.‘

FRESH. See SUIT, 1.

FRESHET. See Aer. 1, OF GOD; Ban,

2; VVATER-COURSE.

FRIDAY, GOOD. See HOLIDAY.

FRIEND. Compare AMI; AMICUS.

One favorably disposed to another person.

Friend of the court. A disinterested

by-stander who furnishes information to the

judge trying a cause, or to a court, on a mat

ter of law or fact of which notice may be

taken without proof. Usually, a member

of the bar of the court. See Amcvs. Curiaa.

Next fiiend. One who acts for another

who is not sui juris: a representative for

the special office of carrying on a suit in

court. ‘

An infant sues by his “ next friend." and defends

by his guardian ad liiem. Similarly, a married

woman. who has an interest which conflicts with the

interest of her husband. may sue him by her “next

friend "-any acquaintance. The next friend may

be held for the costs of unsuccessful litigauion; and

he may be required to file his authority to appear.‘

FRIVOLOUS. Is applied to an answer,

plea, or objection which upon its face is

clearly insuificient in law. and apparently

made for purposes of delay or to embarrass

an adversary. '

An answer is frivolous when it controverts no ma

terial allegation in the complaint. and presents no

tenable defense; ' when it sets up a matter which may

be true in fact. but forms no defense. A sham orfalu

answer may be good in form, but false in fact.‘ See

Snan.

To constitute a pleading frivolous. it must be up

 

I Clark 1:. The Queen, 14 Q. B. D. 98 (1884). Grove. J.:

Vagrant Act. ii Geo. TV (18:35). 0. 83.

'Ibid. 101-2. Hawkins. J.

‘See 8 Bl. Corn. 300; Herzberg v. Sachse. 60 Md. 43

(1883).

~ Leflerts L‘. %nediker. 1 Abb. Pr. 0. s. a (1866);

Brown v. Jennison. 3 Snndf. L. 732 (1551); Lerdall e.

Charter Oak ins. Co., bl Wis 480 (1881): 7 id. 8&3.

' People 0. l\icCumber. 18 N. Y. 821 (I858).
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parent on more inspection, without examination or

research, that it is utterly invalid.I

' When it needs argument to prove that an answer or

demurrer is frivolous, it is not frivolous.‘

A pleading seen to be frivolous, upon bare inspec

tion, will he stricken oil by the court.I

FROIM. Compare AFTER; AT; T0.

1. Is taken inciusively according to the subject

matter; as, in a grant of powerto construct a railroad

" trom “ a place.‘

" From “ a street may mean from any part of the

street; not, necessarily, from its inner or nearest

line.l ‘

" From the city “ was held to mean from any point

within the city.‘ .

8. In oomputing time "from " a day, the rule is to

exclude that day.’ See Du.

8. Descent "from" a parent means by act 0! the

parent.I See Dzscnnr.

L An indictment that charges stealing corn "i.n“

the fleld may be fatally defective under a statute which

makes stealing " from " a fleld a felony.’

FRUCTUS. L Fruit, fruits; increase;

profit.

Fructus industriales. Cultivated fruits.

Fructus industriaa. Fruit of labor, or in

dustry; emblements, the products of plant

ing and cultivation. Fructus naturales.

Nature’s growths; natural fruits: increase

by the unassisted powers of nature; as, the

fruits of uncultivated trees, the young of

animals, and wool.

Although the cases are not uniiorm, there is abun

dant authority for holding that crops, such as corn,

wheat, rye, potatoes, and the like, called fructus in

dustriales, are regarded as the representatives oi‘ the

labor and expense bestowed upon them. and as chat

tels, while yet growing; and, hence, as such. go to the

executor, may be seized upon execution as chattels,

and be sold or bargained by parol: while growing

grass and trees and the fruit on them, called fruchu

naturalu, are a part of the soil of which they are the

natural gibwth, descend with it to the heir, and, until

severed, cannot be seized upon execution, andI under

the statute of (rauds, cannot be sold or conveyed by

' Cahoon v. Wisconsin R. Co., 10 Wis '29:; (1860),

uses.

' Cottrill v. Cremer, 40 Wis. 5'19 (1876), Ryan, C. J.

' Taylor v. Nyce, 8 W. N. C. 433 (Pa., 1577).

‘Union Pacific R. Co. 0. Hall, 81 U. S. 848 (1875),

“B20.

' City of Pittsburgh v, Cluley, 74 Pa. 261 (1873).

' Appeal of West I‘enn. R. Co., 991:1. 161 (1881). See

also 88 Me. 67; 52 id. 252; 7Alien,487; 7 Barb. 416; 9

Wend. 846; 8 Ilead, :96; '2 Mas. 137.

' Sheets 1:. Selden, 2 Wall. 190 (1864); Best 0. Polk, 18

id. 119 (1873). See also 19 Conn. 876; 52 Ga. 244; 24 Ind.

194; 13 B. Mon. 4130; 18 Me. 198; 9 N. H.304; 24 Barb. 0;

OCranch. 104; 1 Gail. 2-18.

' Gardner 1‘. Collins. 2 Pet. '01 (1829); Case 0. Wild

ridge, 4 Ind. 54 (1853).

' State 1). Shulet, 19 B. C. 140 (1888).

parol. But if the owner of the fee, by a conveyance

in writing, sells these natural products of the earth,

which grow spontaneously without cultivation, to be

taken from the land, or sells the land reserving them

to be cut and removed by himself, the law regards

this action as equivalent to an actual severance.‘ See

Caor; EHBLEIENTS; Fncrr.

Fructus legis. The fruit of the law—

execution.

Fructus pendentes. Hanging fruits.

Fructus stantes. Standing fruits; fruits

united to the thing which produces them.

See Usvs, Fructua.

FRUIT. Increase; profit; product; en

joyment.

Natural fruits. The natural product of

trees, bushes, and other plants. Artificial

fruits. Such things as interest on money,

loaned or due.

Figurative expressions are: fruits of crime; that

execution is the fruit of a judgment.

See Fnrcrus; Eusnsussrs; Lxncauv; PlRiSH.ABLlL

FUGITIVE. Used only in the sense of

a “fugitive from justicez" a person who

commits a crime within a State, and with

draws himself from its jurisdiction without

waiting to abide the consequences of his act.I

Acts of limitation of criminal prosecution do not

apply to persons “ fleeing from justice.“ I

" Fleeing irom justice " (act of 1790) is, leaving oneb

home or residence or known place oi’ abode, with in

tent to avoid detection or punishment for some public

oflense against the United States. An oflender may

flee by secreting himself, or by not being usually and

publicly known as being within the district.‘

“ A Person charged in any State with Treason, Fel

ony, or other Crime, who shall flee from Justice,“ etc,

are the words of the Constitution relating to extradi

tion ot offenders.‘

There must be an actual fleeing. " “he shall flee "

does not include a person who was never in the place

from which he is said to have fled.‘

Defendant may plead either specially or generally;

ii’ specially, the government may reply “ He tied,“ etc.

Defendant may not demur.' See at length I£x'raAn1

‘non.

 

I Kimball v. Sattley, 55 Vt. 291 (1883), cases, Veazey,

-1.; it. 540; 118 Mass. 125; 40 liid. 212.

' [Re Voorhees, 32 N. J. L. 150 (1867), Beasley, C. J.

' See Act of 1790, 5 82: R. 3.5 1013; Act of1B0l,§8:

R. S. 5 1016.

t United States v. O‘I3rinn, 8 Dill. 13$ (1874), Dillon.

Cir. J. ’

‘Constitution, Art. IV, sec. 2, cl. 2.

' Jones v. Leonard, 50 Iowa, 1(B (1878). See also

United States v. Smith, 4 Day, 125 (1809); United States

0. White, 5 Cranch, C. C. ~14 (1886).

"United States 1:. Cook, 17 Wall. 168 (1872); United

States 1:. Norton, 91 U. S. 566 (1875); 8 Crim. Law lilag.

787-810 (1882), cases on points 01' practice.

(81)
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FULFILL. See Paaroan.

FULL. Not wanting in any essential

quality; complete; entire; whole; perfect;

adequate. ~

Full age. The age of twenty-one years;

majority. Sce AGE.

Full blood. Whole blood. See Bnoon.

Full court. All the members of a court

sitting together.

Full defense.

DEFENSE, 2.

Full faith and credit. Entire confi

dence and efficacy. See further FAITH, Full.

Full price. A price which is fair or rea

sonable. See PRICE.

Full proof. Proof to the exclusion of a

reasonable doubt. See PROOF.

Fully. See ADMINISTER, 4.

In full. 1. Completed, filled up, not

blank; as, an indorsement (q. 1).)which names

the indorsee.

2. For all that is due, and not on account:

as, a receipt in full, satisfaction in full, qq. 1:.

FUNCTUS. See O1-‘FICIUM, Functus, etc.

FUND; FUNDS.1 A deposit of re

sources; stock or capital; money invested for

a specific object; revenue: as, the fund of a

bank, or of a trust.2

“ Funds,” as employed in commercial trans

actions, usually signifies money.‘

A “fund " is n1erely a name for a collec

tion or an appropriation of money.‘

While the restricted meaning of “funds "

is cash on hand, the broader meaning includes

property of every kind, when such property

is specially contemplated as something to be

used or applied in the payment of debts.

Thus, for example, as employed in a statute,

may comprehend all the resources of a cor

poration.°

Current funds. Current money; cur

rency, q. 1;.

Funded debt. The term “fund " was

originally applied to a portion of the national

revenues set apart or pledged to the payment

of a particular debt. And a " funded debt ”

A general defense. See

 

‘F. fond, a merchant's stock: L. fundu, bottom.

Whence “ fundamental.“

‘See Webster's Dict.

' Galena ins. Co. v. Kupfer, 28 ill. 886 OMS’). See 91

N. Y. 55; ‘MN. J. E. 353.

‘People v. N. Y. Central R. 00., 84 Barb. 185 (1861).

° Miller v. Brsdish, 69 Iowa. R0 (1886), Beavers. J.
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was a debt for the payment of the principal

or interest of which some fund was appropri

ated.l

Funding. Has been applied to the procem of

collecting together a variety of outstanding debt

against corporations, the principal of xrhich was pay

able at short periods, and borrowing money upon the

bonds or stocks of the corporation to pay them oil‘:

the principal of such bonds or stocks being made pay

able at periods comparatively remote The word is

never used to describe an ordinary debt growing out

of a transaction with an individual and represented

by a single instrumentl

Fundholder. A person to whose custody

money is committed, or into whose care trust

funds come. Compare STAKEHOLDER

No funds. No resources or assets, as

when it is said that a trustee has “ no funds ; "

also no money on deposit to one’s credit, as

when a draft drawn upon a bank is returned

" no funds.”

if a formal demand is made, during banking hours,

by the holder of a note, at the bank where it is pay

able, and there are no funds, it is the duty of the bank

to say that there are “no funds; “ and there is then a

breach of the contract on the part of the maker, and

notice thereof would bind the indcrsers. There is no

necessity for a personal demand upon the maker else

where. But if no such demand is made, and the note

is only sent or placed in the bank for collection, then

the maker has till the close of business hours to make

payment. Sending a note through the clearing-house

is not a formal demand for immediate payment made

during business hours, but is equlvalentto leaving the

note at the bank for collection from the maker on or

before the close of banking hours.‘ See Assiomlmrr,

Equitable.

Public funds. The stock of a public

debt; securities of government.a

Sinking fund. Money, arising from

particular taxes or duties, appropriated to

ward the payment of the principal and inter

est of a public loan.‘

See Inswrrrr, 2; Mansnsn, B.

FUNDAMENTAL. See Consrrrunon.

Alterations in a charter which are not “funda

mental,“ and are authorized by the legislature, may

be eiiectunlly accepted by a majority of the stock

holders— a majority percapita or of thesharesvoted,

as the case may require. Alterations which actually

 

I Ketehum v. City of Buflalo, 14 N. Y. $7, 879 (1866),

Selden, J.

I Nat. Exchange Bank 1:. Nat. Bank of North Amer

ica, 132 Mass. 148 (1882).

‘See 1 Bl. Com. 831.

‘ See Ketchum v. City of Buflalo, 14 N. Y. 80’! (1865);

Union Pacific R Co. v. Buflalo County, 0 Nab. 451

(1880); Bank for Savings 1:. Mayoral New York, 109

N. Y. 818, 825 (1886).
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change the nature and purposes of the corporation,

or of the enterprise for the prosecution of which it was

created, are “funda.ment.al_“ I

FUNERAL. See BURIAL.

“ Funeral expenses " may include the cost of car

riagr-hire. vault, and tombstone, besides the cost of

shroud, coflin, grave, etc.‘

But not, charges for dinner and horsefeed furnished

to persons attending the funeral. See Exncuroa.'

FURNITURE. That which- furnishes,

or with which anything is furnished or sup

plied. Whatever may be supplied to a house,

a room, or the like, to make it habitable,

convenient, or agreeable. Goods, vessels,

utensils and other appendages, necessary or

convenient for housekeeping. Whatever is

added to the interior of a house or apartment

for use or convenience.‘

Relates, ordinarily, to movable personal chattels;

but is very general, in meaning and application, and

the meaning changes, so as to take the color of, or to

accord with. the subject to which it is applied.‘

Household furniture. Those vessels,

utensils, or goods, which, not becoming fixt

ures, are designed, in their manufacture,

originally and chiefly for use in the family,

as instruments of the household and for con

ducting and managing household affairs.

Does not include a trunk or a cabinet box.6

Embraces everything about a house that has been

usually enjoyed therewit.h, including plate, linen,

china. and pictures.’

A bequest of household furniture ordinarily com

prises everything that contributes to the convenience

of the householder or to the ornament of the house.

Does not include the furniture of a school-room in a

boarding-school.‘

As used in a bequest, includes bronzes, statuary,

and pictures placed in various parts of the house to

render it more agreeable as a place of residence, if

comporting with the testator's means and the general

style of furnishing the house.’ See Cosraman; In

PLKII-NTB.

_—’———————

I Mower v. Staples, 8 lliinn. 286 (1884), cases, Berry,

Judge.

' Donald 1!. McWhorter, 44 Miss. 29 (1870); Matter of

Lackey, 4 Redf. 95 (1879); 14 S. & R. 64.

'Shaefler v. Shaoifer, 5; Mi 688 (1880). See, in gen

eral, McClellan v. Filson, 44 Ohio St. 188-89 (1886), cases.

‘Bell 1:. Golding, 27 1nd. 179 (1866), Ray, C. J. See

also Crossman 1:. Baldwin, 49 Conn. 491 (1882).

' [Fore v. Hibhard, Q Ala. 412 (1879), Manning, J,

' Towns v. Pratt, 83 N. H. 850 (1856), Sawyer, J.

' Endicott v. Endioott, 41 N. J. E. 96 (1886); M‘Micken

v. hfhiicken University, 2 Am. Law Reg. 489 (1803); 2

Jam. Wills, 852; 68 N. H. 295.

' iioopeds Appeal, 60 Pa 227 (1860), cases. Shara

I00(L J.

' Richardson v.1Iail,1% Mass. 587 (1878), Colt, J. See

also 88 310.5‘; 14 Mich. 606: 1 Johns. Ch 8iZ9,1Robt.

Furniture 01’ a ship. Includes every

thmg with which a ship requires to be fur

nished or equipped to make her seavvorthy.I

See Arrunrnnsncn.

FUBS. See Pnmsnaann.

FURTHER. Additional: as, further

assurancc, compensation, proof, qq. v. ,' also,

subsequent or later: as, a further hearing,

q. 1;.

“ Any further tax,“ used with relation to some other

tax, must mean any additional tax besides that rt

ferrcd to, and not any further like tax.’

FUTURE. That which may or will be

hereafter: as, future—advances, damage,

earnings, estate, qq. 1:. See also Dnwsn, Ex

ecutory; EXPECTANCY; REMAINDER; SALE;

Tuna; Use, 2.

Futures. The expression " dealing in futures "

has grown out of those purely speculative transactions

in which there is a nominal contract of sale for future

delivery, but where in fact none is ever intended or

executed. The nominal seller does not have or expect

to have the stock or merchandise he purports to sell,

nor does the nominal buyer expect to receive it or to

pay the price. instead, a percentage or “ margin " is

paid, which is increased or diminished as the market

rates go up or down, and accounted for to the buyer.

This is simply speculation and gambling; mere wager

ing on prices within a given time..

“ One person says: 1 will sell you cotton (for ex

ample) at a certain time in the future for a certain

price. You agree to pay that price, knowing that he

has no cotton to deliver at the time, but with the un

derstanding that, when the time for delivery arrives,

you are to pay him the difference between the market

value of the cotton and the price you agreed to pay,if

cotton declines, and, if it advances, he is to pay you

the ditference between what you promised to give and

the advanced market price." ‘

There is no gambling unless both sides gamble; and

from the intent or belief of one party it is not fair to

presume a like intent or belief as to the other party!

See further Was:-.n, 2.

_______—____——-

21:18 R. I. Q); NVL 224; 2 Munf. 234; 5 id.272; lBWis.

163; 1 Ves. Sr. 97; 1 Jarrnan, Wills, 591, 596, note; I

Williams, Ex. 1017.

l Weaver 0. The 8. G. Owens, 1 Wall. Jr. B69, B59

(1849), Grier, J.

' Gordon v. Appeal Tax Court, 8 How. 147 (1845).

I King v. Quidnick Company, 14 R. I. 188 (1888), Sti

ness, J. See also Hatch 1:. Douglas, 48 Conn. 1% (1880),

Carpenter, J.

‘Cunningham v. Nat. Bank of Augusta, 71 Ga. 403

(1883), cases, Blanford, J.; Mutual Life Lua O0. 0. Wat

son. 80 F. R. 653 (1887).

' Bangs v. Hornick, 30 F. R. 98 (1887), cases. See gen

erally Marshall v. Thurston. 8 Lea, 740 (1879), cases;

Bartlett 1:. Smith, 13 F. R. 263(188‘-3); Irwin n. liiiiiar,

110 U. S. 499, 508-11 (1884), cases; Kirkpatrick v. Adams,

20 F. R. 287, 298 (1864); Beadles 0. Mclflrath, Sup. Oh

Ky. (1887): it B. W. Rep. 152, note.
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G

G. In a few words, originally beginning

with u or w, prefixed to the form which

comes through the French, as, in guard for

ward; in law-French, equivalent to our w.

Whence, also, the doublets gage and wage, guar

anty and warranty, guardian and ward, garnish and

warn; also seen in warden, warren, and award.I

G. S. General statutes.

GAGE. See G; ltionroson.

GAIN. See Bar; Esmuses; Iucomr;

LUCRUM; Paorrr.

GALLON.‘ The gallon of our commerce

conforms to the old wine-measure of two

hundred and thirty-one cubic inches.2

GALLOWS.' A beam laid over and

fastened to one or two posts, from which a

criminal, condemned to death, is suspended.

See DEATH, Penalty.

GAMBLE. To play a game of chance or

skill for stakes, or to bet on the result of the

game; to game or play for money.

Gambler. One who follows or practices

games of chance or skill with the expecta

tion and purpose of thereby winning mohey

. or other property.‘

Common gambler. Applied to a person

who furnishes facilities for gambling,— one

who, for gambling purposes, keeps or exhib

its any gambling table, establishment, device

or apparatus.‘

Gambling. Anything which induces

men to risk their money or property without

other hope of return than to get for nothing

a given amount from another person.‘

Gambling device. An invention to deter

mine who wins and who loses among those

that risk their money on a contest or chance

of any kind."

Gambling house. Keeping a structure of

 

ISee Ayers v. Findley, 1 Pa. 501 (1845), Gibson, 0. J.;

Webster's Dict.

‘Duty on Ale, 80., 16 Op. Att.-Gen. 859 (1879); R. B.

i250-i, Sch. D.

I Gill’-lua Mid. Eng. galwu, pl. of A. S. galgo, cross,

gibbet.

' Buckley v. 0‘Niel, 113 Mass. 198 (1878), Ames, J.

1 any kind for purposes of gambling, is an in

l dictable offense at common law.I

Gambling policy. A policy of life in

‘ surance issued to a person who has no pecun

iary interest in the life insured.2

See further Gum, 2; Housa, 1.

GAME. 1. Wild animals pursued for

amusement or profit. In its most compre

hensive sense includes beasts, birds or _fowl,

and fishes.

Game laws. Statutes regulating the tak

ing or killing of animals of a wild nature.

Another designation is Game and Fish Laws.

See FEB, 1.

Game laws are designed to preserve insectivorous

birds, and the breeds of few] and quadrupeds valuable

to man for food and for sport. The details of these

regulations must be sought for in the statutes of the

several States.I See I’aorr.nrr, Qualified.

in English law, a “chase “ is the liberty of keeping

beasts of chase or royal game in an uninclosed space,

protected even from the owner of the land, with right

to hunt them thereon. A “ park "is an inclosed chase,

extending over a man's own grounds. A “ forest." in

the hands of a subject, is the same as achasc. At

common law, it was once unlawful to kill beasts of

park or chase, except as to such persons as possessed

one of these franchises.‘

In 1881 the law was modified to enable any one to

obtain a license to kill game, on the paymcntof a fee.‘

$86 CRUKLTY, 8; \VAH.RCN.

Game; games; gaming; gambling.

A device or play the terms of which are that

the winner shall receive something of value

from the loser. The act of playing a game

for stakes.

"Gaming.“ without the preiix “ unlawful." seems

usually to imply something of an unlawful nature, by

betting on the sport “ Persons may play at a game

which is not in itself unlawful, without gaming; but if

money is staked it becomes gaming." '

"Gaming” is the risking of money, be

tween two or more persons, on a contest or

chance of any kind, where one must be the

loser and the other the gainer."

Implies something which in its nature de

1 People 0. Sponsler, ante; 2 Whart. Cr. law,

5 use

I Gambs v. Covenant Life Ins. Co., 50 Mo. 47 (1879).

‘See 19 Kan. 127; 128 Mass. 410; 7 lilo. Ap. 553; 60

N. Y. 10; 96 U. S. 4&5; L. R 2 C. P. 658.

‘ 2 Bl, Com. 88, 416.

‘See Appleton's New Am. Cyc. V111; Wharton}

Law Diet.

‘Bishop, Stat Crimes. 5 860, quoting Campbell, 0

J.. in Regina 0. Ashton, 16 E. L. 8: E. 846 (1882). See

Ansley v. State, 86 Ark. 670880); Re Lee Tong, 18 F, R

258 (1888).

' People v. Sponsler, 1 Dak. 291-95 (1816), cases.

'Brua's Appeal, 56 Pa. 296 (1867), cases; Smith 0.

Bouvier, 70 id. 325 (1872); 14 Bush, 741; 49 Mich. 887;

78 E. C. L. 625.

' [Portia 11. State, 27 Ark. 862 (1872); State v. Bryant,

lio. Sup. Ct. (1887): 2 B. W. Rep. 886; 2 Whnrt. Cr. L

I MM. ' P0111-8 I7. State. Y1‘ Ark. 862 (1872), Bennett, J.
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pends upon chance, orin which chance is an

element.I

“ Gaming " is an oflense against the public police

or economy. it tends to promote idleness, theft, and

debauchery among those of the lower class; and

among persons ofa superior rank it has frequently

been attended with the sudden ruin and desolation of

iamilim, and an abandoned prostitution of every prin

ciple ol honor and virtue, and often has ended in self

murder itself.‘

Playing at a game of chance for mere recreation is

lawful.I '

“ lllegnl gaming " implies gain and loss between the

parties by betting, such as would excite a spirit of

cupi-lity.°

A “game 01' chance" is such a game as is deter

mined entirely or in part by lot or mere luck, and in

which judgment, practice, skill, adroitness, and hen

esty have no ofiice at all, or are thwarted by chance.

In a “ game of skill “ nothing is left to chance.‘

A "gaming table" is any table kept and used for

playing games 0! chance. It need not be necessary to

the game, nor made in any particular way."

" Gaming " implies games. “To game" is to play

at any sport or diversion; to play for a stake or prize;

to use cards, dice, billiards, or any other instrument

according to certain rules with a view to win money

or any other thing waged upon the issue of the con

test; to practice playing for money or any other

stake; to gamble. “ Game “ embraces every contriv

ance or institution intended to furnish sport, recrea

tion, or amusement. When a stake is laid upon the

chances, the game becomes “gaming." “Games"

become unlawful by being prohibited by statute.'

l.n common usage, " betting “ and “ gaming " are

employed interchangeably; yet not always so. 1! two

persons play at cards for money, they are said to be

gambling or gaming. They are gambling because

they lay a wager or make a bet on the result of

the game. To say that they are betting is equally

appropriate. if two persons lay a wager upon the

result 01' a pending election, it will be said that they

are betting. not gaming. There is no gaming in which

the element of the wager is wanting, but there is

betting which the term gaming does not commonly

embrace. It is so common to apply gaming or gam

bling to any species of immoral betting that the pre

cise meaning intended in a given case can be learned

only from the connection. The terms are often ap

plied to transactions which are illegal in the sense

only of being immoral, but which involve the element

of wager, as in the case of option contracts. But

while such contracts are probably not gaming in the

sense of any criminal law, there could be nothing to

prevent their being legislated against under that head,

________—__—-_-___

I Bew v. Harston, L. R., 8 Q. B. 456 (1878). Cockburn,

C. J. See also Bell 0. State. 5 Sneed, 509 (1858).

' 4 Bl. Com. 171.

' 4 Chltty, Bl. Com. 171.

l People 1:. Sergeant, 8 Cow. 141 (1828).

IState v. Gupton, 8 lred. L. 2'?! (1818), Rnflin, C. J.

'Toney v. State, 61 Ala.8 (1878); Whitney v. State, 10

T01 Ap. 817 (1881); Walz v. State, 88 Tex. 335 (1870).

' People v. W'eith0fl'. 51 Mich. ‘KB, 210 (1888), Cooley, J.
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when they are of the nature of gaming and embody

its evils. Baseball and horse-races are gamn

and any "pooling" scheme in betting thereon b

gaming, and the place where the pools are sold ila

pooling room or place.1

The means or device for either gaming or gambling

may be -— backgammon,‘ bagatelle,I billiards,‘ candy

prize-packages,‘ cards.‘ cock-fighting,’ dog-fights,‘

taro,‘ gift-enterprises " (q. 1).), horse-racing," keno,"

loto," poker or draw-poker,“ pool," rniile with dice,"

rondo." stocks," tan, tantan," ten-pins."

A discharge will not be granted to an insolvent

debtor who has spent property in gaming: his is

fraudulent insolvency.‘H Property so acquired is an

asset, which may not be spent in gaming; and the

mode of acquisition cannot be inquired into."

hloney lost by gaming is not recoverable."

Statutes which allow gaming are to be strictly con

strued."

See Bar; Licsssa, 8; L01-rsmr: Moaans; On, 2; Poop

um-'rAsi.i:; Srszcuumos; Snannotnsn; Wanna, 2.

GANANCIAL. “ Ganancial property,"

in Sp:misl1 law, is the coniniunity of gains,

acquisitions, profits, made during marriage

out of the property of either husband or wife

or of both.as '

1 People v. Weithofl, ante.

' 65 Ala. 198.

' Q2 Gratt. 22.

'9 Ala. 54; 49 Id. 87; 40 111.294; 151nd. 474; 50 (4

181; 60 id. 457; 75 id. 586; 89 Iowa. 42; 41 id.5.'>0; 84

Miss. 006; 8 Cow. 189; 78 How. Pl‘. 247; 17 Ohio St. 81

' 8 Heisk. Q38.

' 86 Ark. 07.

' 8 Metc. 232; 11 id. 79; 1 Humph. 486; 4 Sneed, 614;

8 Keh. 466; 8 Camp. 140.

'1 Carr. & P. 618.

' 4 Cranch, C. C. 707, 719; 5 id. 878, 800; 58 Cal. 246.

" 5 Sneal, 507; 8 Heisk. 488.

"28 Ark. 726; 80411428; 9 C01. 214; 4 Harr., Del.,h64;

69 Ga. 609; 23 I11. 493; 51id.18-1, 473; 0 indv 85; 1Ailen,

668; 51 Mich. 212; 18 Me. 837; 16 Minn. 299; 4 M0. 536.

599; 81 id. 35; 1 N. lll. 621; 18 Johns.88; 8Gratt 592;

L. 11., B Q. B. 514,180.

"48 Ala. 1‘Z‘3; 27 Ark. 355, 360; 7 La. An. 661.

"1 M0. 722.

" 2 Monte. 437; 8-8 Gratt. 884.

"89 Mo.420; 61 Mich. 208,214; 120 liiass. 273; 8 Lea,

411; L. R., 8 Q. B. 514. ‘

" 26 Ala. 1155; 16 Ark. 71; 5 Band. 652; 14 Gray, %, M;

21 Tex. 692.

I" 15 Ark. 250.

" 70 Pa. 325.

l'70 Cal. 516: 18 F. R. 258.

"29Ala.8'2; 82N. J. L. 158; 11 ired.L 278. Beegu

erally 2 Whnrt. Cr. L. i 1465; Cooley, Const. Lim. 70;

29 Me. 457; 8 Gray, 488; 8-3 N. H. 426.

" R. S. 55 6182, 5110.

" Re Marshall, 1 Low. 46% (1870).

" 2 Bish. Cr. ‘L. 5 507.

" .-\lcardi 1:. Alabama, 19 Wall $9 (1878).

" ',Cutter u. Waddlngham. 72 M0. 256, I“ (M

Leonard, Jv
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" The right to gananieas is founded in the partner

lhip which is supposed to exist between husband and

wife. became. she bringing her fortune in date, gm

and paraphernalia, and he his in the estate and prop

erty \Vilil.'i.l he possesses, it is directed that the gains,

which result from the joint employment of this mass,

be equally divided." 1

That property which husband and wife, living to

gether, acquire during matrimony by a common title,

lucrative or onerous; or that acquired by either or

both, by purchase or industry; also, the fruits of the

separate property which each brings to the matri

mony or acquires by lucrative title during the contin

uance of the partnership. The gain is common to

both.I

GAOL. See Jun.

GARDEN. See Connnsos; FIELD, 1;

Mssscsos.

GARDENDIG. See AGRICULTURE

(3-AJRNISBI.a 1. To warn, make aware,

notify. 2. To attach property or a debt due

. or belonging to a defendant.

Garnishee. One warned by legal process

in respect to the interest of a third party in

property held by him.4

One in whose hands money or goods have

been attached: he is “ warned” not to pay

the money nor to deliver the property to the

defendant.°

The best reporters do not use garnishee as the

verb.‘ The person warned is garnishez-11; the fund or

property is garnished.

Garnishment.

or citation.i

Originally, a notice tos. person not a party

toa suit, to appear in court and explain his

interest in the subject-matter of the litiga

tion or to furnish other information.

Now, the act or proceeding of attaching

money or property belonging to a judgment

debtor but in the possession of a third per

son. Otherwise known as “ factorizing,”

“ garnishee,” or " trustee process."

in the nature of an equitable attachment of the

debt or assets of the principal defendant in the hands

of a third person. Its object is to reach such assets

and apply them in discharge of the principal debt.’

The process of warning

 

l [Cutter 1:. Waddingham, ante.

I [Cartwright v. Cartwright, 18 Tex. B34 (1857), Hemp

lill, C. J.

' F. garnir: A. S. wamian. See G.

4 [Smith v. Miln, 1 Abb. Adm. 880 (1848). Bctts, J.

l [Welsh u. Blackwell, 14 N. J. L. 848 (1884): 8 Jacob,

17!; Pennsylvania R Co. v. Pennock, 51 Pa. 254 (1865).

 

The offlce of a garnishment is to apply the debt due

by a third person to the defendant in a judgment to

the extinguislnnent of that judgment, or to appropri

ate effects belongingto a defendant in the hands of a

third person to its payment.I

There must be a debt due from the garnishee to

the defendant in the judgment, payable at the time of

the service of the writ, or to become payable. The

debt must be at least a cause of action.‘

The person warned becomes a mere stakeholder,

with a right to such defense against the new claimant

as ho hasagainst the judgment-debtor. The proceed

ing is substantially an attachment, 1]. u. it arrests

the property in the hands of the garnishee, interferes

with the owner's or creditor's control over it. subject:

it to the judgment of the court, and thus operates as

a seizure. It is eflected by serving notice as directed

by statute.‘

GAS COMPANIES. See Mosoromr;

Poucs, 2.

GASOLINE. See OIL.

GATES. See WAY, Right of.

G-AVELK]Il'.‘TD.4 A particular custom

in vogue in Kent (though perhaps general

till the Conquest) which ordained that all

sons alike should succeed to their father's

estate.

The estate was not subject to escheat for attainder;

the tenant could alien by enfeoflment at fifteen, and

could devise by will. It was a species of socags tenure

modified by custom.‘

GAZETTE. Originally, a piece of money

current at Venice; next the price at which

sheets of news were sold; then the sheets

themselves.6

The ofiicial publication of the English gov

ernment; also called the “ London Gazette."

It is evidence of acts of state, and of all political

acts performed by the Queen: orders of adjudica

tion in bankruptcy are also published in it.

“When the defendant cannot be found to be

served with a subpmna in chancery, a day for h.im to

appear, being first appointed, is inserted in the Lou

 

! Strickland v. Maddox, 4 Ga. 894 (1848); Western R

Co. v. Thornton, 60 id. 806 (1878); Curry v. Woodward,

50 Ala. 260 (1873); Harris 1:. Miller, 71 id. 32 (1881); Rose

1:. Whaley, 14 La. An. 874 (1859:; Schindler v. Smith,

18 id. 479 (1866); Perkins u. Guy, 2 Monte. 2') (1873);

Oregon R. & Nev. Co. 1:. Gates, 10 Oreg. 515 (1882);

Goddlng v. Pierce, 18 R. I. 588 (1882); Steen 1:. Norton,

45 Wis. 414 (1878); Bickle v. Chrisman, 76 Va. 691 (18@)

I Lane's Appeal, 105 Pa. 65 (1884).

' Miller 1:. United states, 11 Wall. 29'; (W0), Strong, J. ;

Schuler u. Israel, 120 id. 506 (1887); 24 Am. Law Reg.

625454 (1885), cases. Inter-State exemptions, 21 Cent

Law J. 425-25 (1585), cases.

‘ “ Gave all kinda,"-—1 Coke, Lltt. 140 a.

‘see 1 Bl. Com. 75; 2 id. 84; Williams, R. P. am

'22 Alb. Law J. 181 (1880).

'Bethel v, Judge of Superior Court, 67 Mich. 381

G886), Champlln, J. ' Trench, Glossary.
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don Gazette. in default of appearance, the bill will

be taken pro confesso." I

GEITDER. See MAN.

in the Revised Statutes, and in acts and resolutions

of Congress, passed subsequentlym February 25, 1871,

words imparting the masculine gender may be ap

plied to females.‘

GENEALOGY. See AFFINITY;

BANOUIXITY: Pnmonan.

GENERAL. 1. Relating to a whole

genus (q. v.) or kind, to a whole class or

order; ' whether of persons, relations, things,

or places.

Opposed (1) to local, private, or special (see

6, below): as, general or a general — custom,

jurisdiction, law, practice, restraint, statute,

usage, qq. v. - .

Opposed (2) to partial: as, a general as

signment, q. u.

Opposed (3) to particular: as, general aver

age, a general challenge, a general lien, qq. v.

Opposed (4) to private or individual: as, a

general ship,‘ (1. 1:.

Opposed (5) to specific: as, a general — in

tent, legacy, malice, qq. 1:.

Opposed (6), and chiefly, to special: as,

general or a general — agent, appearance,

appointment, charge, covenant, damage, de

murrei‘, deposit, deputy, issue, executor, find

ing. guaranty, guardian, monition, occupant,

order, owner, property, return, return-day,

rule, session, sessions, tail, traverse, verdict,

warranty, qq. v.

2. Belonging to, concerning, or affecting

two or more persons or classes of persons,

or persons in the same category; and op

posed to individual: as, general -—assets,

creditors, meeting, partners, qq. v.

3. Common; obtaining among acquaint

ances or in the community at large: as, gen

eral — credit, reputation, qq. v.

4. Representing or pertaining to the public

at large, whether constituting a State or the

United States; State, or National: as, the

general assembly, a general election, the gen

eral government, qq. v.

5. Over all others; chief, superior, head:

as, in attorney-general, postmaster-general,

solicitor-general. Contradistinguished from

deputy, district, local, special.

Cox

'8 Bl. Corn. 445.

‘R S. Q 1. See also Atchison, County Judge o.

Lucas, 83 Ky. 464 (188)).

‘Brooks u. Hyde. 87 Cal. 376 (1869).

6. Inclusive oi.’ many species or individuals;

comprehensive; generic: as, a general -

term, word, expression.

Maxims: general words are taken in their general

sense; general expressions are restrained within the

subject-matter; special provisions derogate from gen

eral provisions; a general clause does not extend to

things included in a prior special clause.

Deceiyers deal in general expressions; fraud lurk:

in general expressions; error attends upon general

expressions.

"Where general words follow an enumeration of

particular cases, such words apply only to cues of

the same kind as those expressly mentioned." Thus,

a land-warrant is not to be included in an act punish

ing forgery of “an indenture, certificate of public

stock, or debt, treasury note, or other public secu

rity."' See l\'oscrrrm, A soclis.

The meaning of general words will be restricted to

carry out the legislative intent.‘

Where particular words, in a statute, are followed

by words oi’ a general character, the latter are to be

restricted to the objects particularly mentioned. It

the act begins with words which speak of things or

persons 01' an inferior degree and concludes with gen

eral words, the latter are not to be extended to a thing

or person of a higher degree. Ii’ a particular class in

mentioned and moral words follow, they must be

treated as referring to matters of the same kind, thus

subordinuting general terms to the preceding par

ticulnrs.'

“General words in any instrument or statute are

strengthened by exceptions, and weakened by enu

meratlon."

See further Emsnnzn Gamnus; Vmmn, Videlicet.

GENERIC. See GENERAL; Gnmxs.

GENTLE. Imports that a horse is docile,

tractable, and quiet; not, that he has received

special training.‘

GENTLEMAN. “ One who bears court

armor, the grant of which adds gentility to

a man’s family.” ‘ ,

Originally, a man of gentle blood; now, a

person of any rank from the upper to the

lowest verge of the middle classes.7

A journeyman butcher may be described as a gen

tleman.'

On a jury list, as, “ A. B., gent.," implies

that the person has either no occupation or

no occupation known to the ofiicials who

made out the list. See ADDITION, 2.

 

1 United States v. Irwin, 5 McLean, 188-84 (1851).

' Reiche u. Smythe, 18 Wall. 165 (1871).

' Barbour 11. Louisville, 88 Ky. 100 (1885), Holt, J.

4 Sharpleas 1:. Philadelphia, 21 Pa. 161 (1868), Block

C. J .; 66 Wis. 895.

' Bodurtha v. Phelon, 2 Allen, 848 (1861).

'1 Bl. Com. 406: Coke, 2I.nst. 668.

' [Smith v. Cheese, 1 C. P. D. 61 (1875), Grove, J.

‘Re European Bank, L. R, 7 Ch. Ap. 800 (1873)
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G-E'_N'UIITE, Belonging to the original Where the local law does not forbid, the United

kind or stock; native; hence, not false, ficti

tious, simulated, spurious, or counterfeit: as,

a genuine note.l

Genuineness. Of an instrument —-pred

icates that it is the act of the party as repre

sented; that the signature is not spurious,

that nothing has been_ added to or taken

away from it that would lay the party chang

ing the instrument or signing the name liable

to forgery.2

See Courrrsnrsrr; Fansl; Forms, 2; Srnmorrs.

GENUS. L. Kind; class; nature.

Used in the phrases alien! generic, ejuadem generic,

tn genera, sui generis, qq. v. See also GENERAL

GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES.

TRADE-MARK.

GESTE. See Rm, Gestaa.

GIFT. See GIVE.

The gratuitous transfer of personality.‘

The transfer of property without consider

atlon.4

The thing itself so transferred.

An immediate, voluntary and gratuitous

transfer of his personal property by one to

another, the transfer being executed by de

livery.5

A word of the largest signification, applied in either

realty or personalty.'

As a general rule, delivery is essential.’

A true and proper gift is always accompanied with

delivery 0! possession—-after which the gift is exe

cuted in the donee; and it is not in the donor's power

to retract it, unless it be prejudicial to creditors, or

the donor was under some legal incapacity, as, in

fancy, coverture, duress, or was imposed upon. If the

gift does not take effect by immediate possession it is

not properly a gift, but a contract.I

A gift may he to a charity not in existence. See

Caaarrv, 2.

To complete a gift of money in trust, it is not nec

essary that the beneficiary should be informed of the

fact of the gift.‘

1 [Baldwin 1:. Van Deusen, 87 N. Y. 492 (1868).

I [Cox v. North Western Stage Co., 1 Idaho, 8800871),

Whltson, J.

' 2 Bi. Com. 441.

l Kehr v. Smith, 5!) Wall. 84 (1873), Davis, J. See also

Gray o. Barton, 55 N. Y. 72 (1873); Chadsey, Adminis

trator v. Lewis, 6 I11. 155 (1844); Hynson 1:. Terry, 1

Ark. 87 (1833). As to the difference, in a liquor law, be

tween “ gift" and “ sale,“ see Parkinson v. State, 14

lid. 194, 197 (1869); Holley U. State, 14 Tex. Ap. 512 (1883).

' [Flanders 11. Blandy, 45 Ohio St. 113 (1887), cases,

Dlckman, J.: N Am. Law Reg. 587-92 (1687), cases. In

general, 19 Cent. Law J. 422-26 (1854), cases.

' See Allen v. ‘White, 97 Mass. 507 (1867).

'Ad&l‘|.‘|l 1!. Adams, 21 Wall. 191 (1874).

‘Martin 0. husk, 75 N. Y. 137-43 (1878), cases.

See

States government may take property by gift.l

A naked promise to give, without some act sufilcienl

to pass title, is not a gift,-—-a locus pmnitentiw exists‘

See Anvascsnss-r; Dosrno; Down; Ixnuua;

Ommous; Possassrox; Psssssrs, 2; Snnvrcn, 8, Civil

Service.

Gift enterprise. In common parlance,

a scheme for the division or distribution of

certain articles of property, to be determined

by chance, among those who have taken

shares in the scheme.I See GAME, 2.

2. At common law, also, the creation of an

estate-tail.‘

GIRARD WILL CASE. See CHARITY,

2; ORPHAN.

GIST.‘ The ground upon which a thing

rests; the essence of an obligation or propo

sition.

The “gist of an action" is the cause for

which an action will lie,— the ground or

foundation of a suit, without which it would

not be maintainable,— the essential ground

or object of a suit, and without which there

is not a cause of action.6

That without which there is no cause of action;

oomprehends, therefore, whatever is indispensable in

law to a right of recovery. Hence. if anything of this

kind be omitted, the defect is incurable.’ .

GIVE. 1. To transfer gratuitously,'with

out an equivalent.’ See GlFT.

2. To furnish or supply: as, to give liquor

to a minor.’

3. To find, furnish, supply: a, to give bail

or security.

4. To forbear to sue; to extend time: as,

to give time to a debtor. See Fossssnascn.

‘ 5. To admit an apparent right in another:

as, to give color. See Gown, 2.

lDickson 0. United States, 125 Man. 813-10 (1578)

cases; 52 N. Y. 580; 94 U. S. 8115. 8'21. _

‘Pearson 0. Pearson. 7 Johns. 28 (1810). Delivery.

when not essential, 81 Alb. Law J. 426-29, 445-48 (1885).

cases.

I Lohman v. State, 81 Ind. 17 (1881). Niblack, J; Act

of Congress 18 July, 1866: 14 St. L. 1%).

' 2 Bl. Com. 315.

‘Jlst. O. F. gist, it lies: the point wherein the mat

tor lies.

‘First Nat. Bank of Flora 0. Burkett, 101 iii. 3.!

(1882), Walker, J. See also Re Murphy, 109 id. 83 (1831)

'Gould, Plead. 162: Ch. IV, S 12. _

'See1Iowa,28‘2; 2N.Y.158; 83 Conn. 297;2Aln_5$5_

28 Me. 219; 5 Cow. 88; 14 Wend. 88.

' Commonwealth v. Davis, 12 Bush, 240 (1876); Halley

v. State, 14 Tex. Ap. 512 (1888); Parkinson 1:. Sum. 14

lid. 194 U556;
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6. To expound; to administer, apply: as,

to give law.

7. To surrender voluntarily to an oflicer of

the law: as, to give one‘s self up.

GLANDERS. See HEALTH, Boards oi’.

GLOUCESTER, STATUTE OF. See

COSTS.

GO. The first word of a few idiomatic or

technical expressions. See GOING.

Go bail. To become surety on a bail

bond, q. u.

Go to. 1. To be given to, to descend to.1

2. A circumstance which. concerns or

affects one’s competency or credibility as a

witness, or the jurisdiction of the court, is

sometimes said to “ go to" the competency,

to the jurisdiction, to the question, etc.

" When mutual covenants go to the whole consider

ation on both sides, they are mutual conditions." '

“ A demurrer may go to the form of the action, to

a detect in pleading, or to the jurisdiction of the

court." ' ,

GO to prison. To be committed or sen

tenced to a jail, penitentiary, or other place

of confinement for persons accused or con

victed of a criminal oflense. See Parson.

GO to protest. Said of commercial paper

which becomes protested for non-payment or

non-acceptance: to become dishonored. See

Pnorssr, 2.

Go without day. For an acquitted per

son to be dismissed from court with no day

set for reappearing—s1'ne die; also, the rec

Ord entry in such a case.

GOD. In the generally received sense,

occurs in a few expressions:

Act of God. See Aer, 1, Of God.

God and my country. A prisoner, upon

arraignment, answered (or answers) that he

would be tried “ By God and my country.”

The practice arose when he elected a trial by ordeal

or by a jury. The original form was, likely, By God

or by my country: the answer was meant to assert in

nocence by a readiness to be tried by either mode.‘

806 further Anauos.

God’s penny. Earnest-money; origi

nally, a small coin given to the church or to

the poor.

So help you God. See Oars.

See Cnnis'rum-n; Law, Divine; Ru:umox.

 

l ivin'a Appeal, l06 Pa. l8l (1534).

' Lowber v. Bangs, 2 Wall. 736 (1864).

'Bissell 0. Spring Valley Township, 121 U. S. Q

0888).

‘See 1 Chitty, Cr. Lnw,41l; 4 Bi. Com. an

GOING. See CROP; Go; Run, 1.

Going concern. A corporation which,

although it may be insolvent, still continues

to transact its ordinary business.1

Going witness. A witness who is about

to go out of the jurisdiction of the court in

which his testimony will be desired. See

DEPOSITION.

GOLD. See Com;

Taxman, 2.

GOOD. Generally speaking, preserves its

popular, untechnical meanings. Compare

Ban; Bonus.

1. Orderly, lawful: as, good behavior q. 0.

2. Fair, honorable: as, good fame, or char

acter, q. u.

8. Valid, valuable: as, a good c0usidera—

tion, q. v.

4. Legally suflicient: as, a good—count,

deed, defense, ground, qq. v.

5. With lawful intent: as, good faith, q. 0.

6. Genuine, not spurious; also, collectible:

as, a good note.I

7. Responsible; able to pay a money obli

gation.

In this sense bondsmen, indorsers, partners, and

wrong-doors are spoken of as “ good."

In this sense, also, is "good “ written upon the face

of a check. See Cnacx, Certified.

8. Welfare, prosperity, happiness: as, the

public good ; also whatever promotes the gen

eral weliare of society: as, good morals, " the

greatest good." See MORALS; POLICE, 2;

WELFARE.

GOOD FR1'.DA.Y. See HOLIDAY.

GOODS. Has a very extensive meaning.

In penal statutes, is limited to movables

which have intrinsic value, and does not in

clude securities, which merely represent

value. In wills, when there is nothing to re

strain its operation, includes all the personal

estate.‘ ,.

In a limited sense, articles of merchandise; not

fixtures, nor chattels real; but may include animals

In a merchs.ut‘s store, refers to the merchandise

and commodities kept for sale.‘

Mme; MONEY;

1 White, &c. Manut. Co. v. Pettee Importing Co., E

F. R. 865 (1Sb7).

lSee Polk u. Frash, 61 Ind. 206 (1578); Corbet e.

Evans, % Pa. 8l0 (1855); 16 Barb. 342; I4 Wend. 281; I

Cush. 473; 18 Pick. 321; 4 Metc. 48; 28 Vt. 406.

'Keyser v. School District, 35 N. H. 488 (1867), Per

ley, C. J.; United States v. liioulton, 5 Mas. 546 (1881),

Story, J.; Jurmnn, Wills, 69?; 44 N. Y. 810.

‘ Curtis 1:. Phillips, 5 Mich. 1l8 (iii).
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Goods and chattels. Includes only per

sonal property which is visible, tangible, and

movable; not, a right of action;1 nor, a thing

real.

The expression is equivalent to goods,

wares, and merchandise.2

The precise import depends upon the subject-matter

and the context.‘ See C1u'I'rnI..

Goods and merchandise. In the busi

ness of commerce, commodities bought and

sold by merchants and traders.‘

Goods, wares, and merchandise. In

duty-laws, the word “ merchandise” may

include goods, wares, and chattels of every

description capable of being imported.‘

In the Statute of Frauds, the expression does not

include fixtures, but does include growing crops.

Promissory notes and shares in an unincorporated

company, and even money, have been held to be within

it; ' also, cattle.1

The words of the Statute have never been extended

‘beyond securities which are subjects of common sale

and barter. and which have a visible and palpable

form. They do not, therefore, include an interest in

an unpatented invention.‘ See liisncnamnsa.

See Born, 2; Coxrusros, 1; DISTRESS; Dunnss; Exx

Cl5'1‘lO.\', 8; Psnrsmw; Pnor-sarr, Personal.

GOOD-WILL. Favorable reputation.

The probability that the old customers will

resort to the old place.’

The advantage or benefit which is acquired

by an establishment beyond the mere value

of the capital, stock, funds, or property em

ployed therein, in consequence of the general

public patronage and encouragement which

it receives from constant or habitual custom

ers, on account of its local position or com

mon celebrity, or reputation for skill or afilu

1 Kirkland v. BI-une, 31 Gratt. 181 (1878).

' Passaic Manuf. Co. v. Hoflmsn, 8 Daly, 1512 (1871).

' Gibbs 1:. Usher, 1 11olmes,851 (1874); Jarman,Wills,

781; Addison. Contr. 31, 201, 912.

4 Chamberlain v. Western Transp. Co., 45 Barb. 228

(1866): 4-1 N. Y. 310 (1871); The Marine City, 6 F. R. 415

(1881), cases. See also Tisdale v. Harris, 90 Pick. 9, 13

(1838).

' R. S. 5-2766. See The Elizabeth 8: Jane, 2 Mas. 407

(1822); 2 Sumn. 362; 4 Blatch. 136.

'2 Pars. Cont. 380-32; 2 Kent, 510, note; Benj. Sales,

5111.

' Weston v. McDowell. 20 Mich. 357 (1870).

‘Sornerby v. Bunnn, 118 Mass. 285 (1875), Gray, 0. J.;

1 Woolw. 217; 3 Daly, 512; 6 Wand. 855; 40 1nd. 593; 55

Iowa, 520; 2 Bl. Corn. 387.

' Crultwell u. Lye, 17 Yes. ‘$346 (1810), Eldon, Ld. 0.;

Bradford I‘. Peckham, 9 R. 1. 252118119); Chlttenden v.

Wltbeck. 50 .\1ich. 4%) (18%); Myers 1:. Kalamazoo Buggy

Co., {>1 id. 2:: (1684); 128 U. S. 52?.

once, or punctuality, or from other accidental

circumstances or necessities, or even from

ancient partialities or prejudices.1

The benefit or advantage which accrues to

the firm, in addition to the value of their

property, derived from their reputation for

promptness, fidelity and integrity in their

transactions, from their mode of doing busi

ness, and other incidental c'rrcumsta.nces, in

consequence of which they acquire general

patronage from constant and habitual cus

tomers.2

Every positive advantage that has been acquired

by a proprietor, in carrying on his business, whether

connected with the premises iriwhich the business is

conducted, or with the name under which it is man

aged, or with any other matter carrying with it the

benefit of the business.I

Good-will is a firm asset; whether it survives to a

partner'has not been uniformly decided; after a vol

untary dissolution, each partner has a right to use the

old firm name, unless otherwise agreed; it is the sub

ject of sale like other per-sona.lty.'

GOSPELS. See Bnssrnnnv; CHARITY,

2; CHRISTIANITY; INDlGENT; OATH, Corporal.

G-OVEIRNIIYIENT.5 1. The controlling

power in society.‘I

The aggregate of authorities which rule a

society.1

That form of fundamental rules by which

the members of a body politic regulate their

social action, and the administration of pub

lic afiairs, according to established constitu

tions, laws, and usages.B

2. The state, the commonwealth, the peo

ple; as, in criminal practice.

8. In a commercial sense “governments”

signifies securities of government, State or

United States.

IStory, Partnership, 599. See also 83 Cal. 621; 66

Ga. 14;1 Mo. Ap. 001; 44 N. 11.34-3:70 N. Y. 473; 86

Ohio St. 522; 60 Pa. 121; 19 How. Pr. 26.

'[Angier 1.-. Webber, 14 Allen, 215 (1867), Bigelow,

C. J.; lllunsey v. Buttertield, 133 Man. 494 (1882).

' Glen & Hall Manui. Co. 1:. Hall, 61 N. Y. 230 (1874),

Dwight, 0.

¢ See Barber 1;. Connecticut Mut. Life Ins. Co., 15 F.

R. 312, 315-22 (1883), cases; 14 Am. Law Reg. 1-11,‘ 329

41, 649-59, 718-25 (1885), cases; 13 Cent. Law J. 16%

(1881), cases; 19 id. 3li‘.3—GS (1884), cases; 19 Alb. Law J.

502-8 (1879), Eng. cases; 8 Kent, 64; 1 Para Cont. 158;

62 Pa. 81; 5 "88. 539; 15 id. 218, $7.

'0. F. govener: L. gubernare, to steer a ship, to

rule. Whence “ship of state."

'1 Sharswood, Bl. Com. 48.

' Francis Lieber: 1 Bouv. 716.

‘\\'inspear 1‘. Township of Holman, 87 Iowa, 5“

(1878): Young, Science Gov., p. 18.
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The government of a state being the most promi

nent feature, or that most readily perceived, " govern

ment“ is frequently used for “ state." Similarly,

government is also used for “ administration." I

The object of government is to secure to the gov

erned the rightto pursue their own happiness; that is,

the happiness of the individuals who compose the

mass. In this consists civil liberty.‘ See llsrrrsrss;

Linsnrv. 1, Civil.

Government is formed by depriving all persons of a

portion of their natural rights. The right! they enjoy

under government are not conferred by it, but are

those of which they have not been deprived. It is

only by a deprivation of all persons of a portion of

their rights that it is possible to form and maintain

government. Its organization means a surrender

by each of a portion and the control of his reserved

rights. and the power of the government to control all

persons in the exercise of these reserved rights must

be conceded. Salus populi supremo lex. in the main

tenance oi’ the government and the general welfare,

individual rights, whether of natural persons or cor

porate bodies, must yield to the public good, and the

General Assembly is invested with the sole power of

determining under what restraints all persons, whether

natural or artificial, shall pursue their various voca

tlons, unless restricted by constitutional limitation.I

Government is a. moral relation, necessarily result

ing from the nature of man. The wants and

fears of individuals in society tend to government.

Blackstone supposes that sovereignty resides in the

hands of the lawmakers. Our idea is that government

is a mere agency established by the people for the ex

ercise of those powers which reside in them. The

powers of government are, in strictness, delegated

powers, and, as such. trust powers, capable of revoca

tion. A written constitution is but the letter of atton

ney.° See Connor, Social.

Government is an abstract entity. it speaks and

acts through agents; these hold offices under law, con

stitutional or statutory, with prescribed duties and

limited authority.‘

The theory of our government is that all public

stations are trusts, and that those clothed with them

are to be animated in the discharge of their duties

solely by considerations of right, justice, and the

public good. The correlative duty resting upon the

citizen is to exhibit truth, frankness, and integrity.‘

Constitutional government. Applies

to a state whose fundamental rules and

nizixims not only define how those shall be

chosen or designated to whom the exercise

of sovereign powers shall be confided, but

 

1 Francis Lieber: 1 Bouv. 715.

'1 Sharswood, Bl. Com. 128, 127.

lWig-gins Ferry 00. v. East St. Louis, 102 111. 569

0882). Walker, J. ,

'1 Shnrswood, Bl. Com. 48-49. See also Virginia

Coupon Cases, 114 U. S. 290 (1885).

' The Floyd Acceptances, 7 Wall. 676 (1868), Miller, J . '

"Print u. Child, 21 Wall. 450(18i'4), Swayne, J.; Stone 1

I.Mm 101 U. S. 82) (1579).

 

also impose eflioient rgstraints on the exercise

for the purpose of protecting individual

rights and privileges, and shielding them

against any assumption of arbitrary power.I

See CONSTITUTION.

Government do fiwto. A government

that unlawfully gets possession and control

of the rightful legal government, and main

tains itself there, by force and arms, against

the will of the rightful government, and

claims to exercise the powers thereof. GOV

ernment do juro. The rightful, legal

government.2

A government de facio, in firm possession of any

country, is clothed with the some rights, powers, and

duties as a government de jure. . . in all cases

where the United States have been called upon to

recognize the government or independence of any

other country, they have looked only to the " fact,“

and not to me right.‘

A government de facto is (1) such as exists after it

has expelled the regularly constituted authorities

from the seat of power and the public oflices, and set

its own functionaries in their places, sons to represent

in fact the sovereignty of the nation; or (2) such as

exists where a portion of the inhabitants of a country

have separated themselves from the parent state and

established an independent government. As far as

other nations are concerned, the former is treated in

most respects as possessing rightful authority; its

contracts and duties are enforced; its acquisitions are

retained; its legislation is in general recognized; and

the rights acquired under it are, with few exceptions,

respected after the restoration of the authorities

which were expelled. The validity of the acts of the

latter depends entirely upon its ultimate succesa If

it fails to establish itself permanently, all such acts

perish with it; if it succeeds and becomes recognized,

its acts are upheld as those of an independent nnfion.

The late Confederate government was distinguished

from each of those. It was simply the military repre

sentative of the insurrection against the authority of

the United States. When its military forces were

overthrown, it perished, and with it all enactme.nts~

and other acts. Legislative acts of the several States,

so far as they did not tend to impair Federal su

premacy, or the rights of citizens under the Constitu

tion, are valid and binding.‘ See lliossr, Lawful;

Onn, Of ofiice.

Local government; municipal gov

ernment. See CORPORATION, Municipal.

 

1 Calhoun, Works, 1, II; Cooley, Principles Const

Law, 22.

' Chisholm 1:. Coleman. 48 Ala. 21?) (1869), Peclr, C. J.

' Phillips 1:. Payne, 92 U. S. 133 (1875), Swayne, J.

° Williams v. Brufiy, 96 U. S. 185 (1877), Field, J. See

‘ also Thornington U. smiui,swau. 8-0 (1868), Chase,

C. J.; Ford 1:. Surget, 97 U. B. 616, 610 (1578), cases,

Clifford, J.; Fifleld 1:. ins. Co. of Pennsylvania, 47 Pm

170-88 (1884).



GOVERNMENT

Federal, General, ‘National, United

States Government; States govern

ments. In the United States, powers of

government are of four classes: (1) Those

which belong exclusively to the States. (2)

Those which belong exclusively to the Na

tional Government. (8) Those which may

be exercised concurrently and independently

by both. (4) Those which may be exercised

by the States, but only until Congress shall

see fit to act upon the subject.l

When the government of the United States was

formed, some of the attributes of State sovereignty

were partially, and others wholly, surrendered and

vested in the United States.I The special powers dele

gated to it are principally such as concern the foreign

relations of the country, the rights of war and peace,

the regulation oi’ foreign and domestic commerce,

and other subjects of general importance.‘ its po~

culiar duty is to protect one part of the country from

encroachments by another upon the national rights

which belong to all.‘ Its authority extends over the

whole territory of the Union; it acts upon the States

and the people of the States. it is, so far as its sover

eignty extends. supreme. No State can exclude it

from exercising its powers, obstruct its authorized

otilcers against its will, or withhold cognizance of any

subject which the Constitution has committed to it,-—

otherwise it would cease to exist.‘ Congress may make

all laws necessary (q. 0.) and proper for carrying into

execution the powers delegated to it.I The powers

not delegated, nor prohibited to the States, in the Con

stitution, are reserved to the States respectively, or to

the people.‘ Every addition to its power is a corre

sponding diminution of the powers of the States.’

The rights of each sovercigntyare to be equally re

spected. Both are essential to the preservation of

our liberties and the perpetuity of our institutions.I

See CONSTITUTION.

The departments of government are the legislative,

which deals mainly with the future; the executive,

which deals with the present; and the judicial. which

is retrospective, dealing with acts done or threatened,

promises made, and injuries sufi'ered.'

The theory of government, State and National, is

 

lChicago, &c. R. Co. v. Fuller, 17 Wall. 668 (1878),

Swayne, J.; 100 U. S. 886, 890.

‘United States v. Cruikshank, 02 U. S. 549 (1875);

Tennessee 1:. Davis, 100 id. 203 (1879); Tarble‘s Case, 18

Wall. 456 (1871).

'1 Sharswood. Bl. Com. 49.

‘Pensacola Telegraph Co. 0. Western Union Tele

graph Co., 96 U. S. 10 (1877).

° Constitution, Art. I, see. 8, cl. 18.

‘ Constitution, Amd. Art. X.

" Ea.-p. Virginia, 100 U. S. 846 (1879).

' Erp. Siebold, 100 U. S. 894 (1879).

'See Wayman v. Southard, 10 Wheat. 46 (1825); 21

, Am. Law Rev. 399417 (18-57), cases; 1 Law Quar. Rev.

so-99(1ss:s);4 R. I.&M;1lPa.489;29Mich.451;b8N.H.

ca.
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opposed to the deposit of unlimited power anywhere.1

The Constitution reposes unlimited power in no do

partment of the National government. The lines of

separation are to be closely followed to avoid an

croachment.2 A co-ordinate branch will bedecided to

have transcended its powers only when that is so plain

that the duty cannot be avoided.‘ See Dsmsrnnvr.

The power of governing being a trust committed by

the people to the government, no part of the power

can be granted away, as, the power to tax. The sev

eral agencies can govern according to their discretion.

but cannot give away or sell the discretion of their

successors.‘

Republican form of government. See Rzrvs

uc, Republican, etc.

See further ALLEGIANCE; ANARCKY; Arrnnssa;

Cmznx; Conar; Dom; Ensures, 1; Fxrra, Full,

etc.; Fsascniss; Girl‘, 1; Isnnrnrrnnscs; lsnms;

Jumcuav; Jumsnicrios; Kmo; Lacnas; Law, Com

mon; Lnorsunos; Lrnnnrv, 1; LIMITATIONS, Statute

of; Manna Caaan; Mar; liiiiusrsa, 8; Or-nos; Pro

rm; Poucs, 2; Poucr, 1; PRIVILEGE, 1; R£LiGl0N;

Rsvnm: Ssnmon; Banner, 3; SOVEBEIGNTY; S'rA'rI.

3; Sun; Tax, 2; Toar; Tanasos.

GOVERNOR. See GOVERNMENT; Vrrro.

GOWN. 1. That worn by the justices of

the Supreme Court of the United States has

always been a long robe of black silk.

A portrait of the first chief justice, John Jay, rep

resents him in a borrowed robe, with broad scarlet

facings and collar and sleeves of the same color. This

gave rise to the tradition that the justices wore red

gowns in the early days of the court.

In the higher tribunals of the States, scar

let gowns were worn, in some instances, as

late as 1815.‘

2. In England, the silk gown is the pro

fessional robe worn by those barristers who

have been appointed of the nuinber of her

Majesty's counsel, and is the distinctive

badge of Queen’s counsel, as the stufl’ gown

is of the juniors who have not obtained that

dignity.

Accordingly, whena barrister is raised to the de

gree of Queen's counsel, he is said to “ get a silk

gown.“ The right to confer this dignity resides with

the Lord Chancellor, who disposes of this branch of

his patronage according to the talents, the practice,

the seniority, and the general merits of the junior

counsel.‘

“ The rulés as to the robes worn by British judges

have been transmitted orally. Scarlet is the color for

the judges sitting in hanc on the first day of the term;

also in banc on such days as appear with red letters in

1 Loan Association v. Topeka, 20 Wall. 063 (1374).

' Kilhourn 1:. Thompson, 103 U. S. 190 (1880).

' Trade-Mark Cases. 100 U. S. 96 (1879).

' Stone v. Mississippi, 101 U. S. 8%) (1879).

' See The Century, Dec. 1i1*=‘2.

‘See 5 Alb. Law J 225 087-2). Jsaflreson, Court‘

Lawyers. 180; Brown, Law Dict.
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the calendar. On circuit, at the opening of the com

mission. scarlet robes are worn by both judges, should

two be present.

judge who sits in the crown court and tries prisoners

continues to wear scarlet until all the prisoners are

dealt with. He is hence termed by criminals ‘ the

red-gu\\'l1 judge.‘ The judge who tries niai pr-ius

cases removes his scarlet, puts on black, and is called

‘ the black-gown judge.‘ The scarlet robes worn in

winter in town, and on circuit, whether in summer or

winter, are trimmed with ermine, but in town in sum

mer these robes are trimmed with gray silk. When

I on circuit, the senior or ‘red-gown judge ‘ sits in the

crown court at the first town in the circuit, while the

junior judge takes nisi priua cases, but at the next

place ‘ the red gown judge ' becomes ' the black-gown

judge,'.snd so they alternate throughout the circuit.

On ordinary days the judges sitting in bane wear dark

blue or purple robes, which in winter are trimmed

with ermine, and in summer with bronze silk."

GRACE. Favor, indulgence, toleration;

opposed to right. strict right: as, that a thing

done in court is allowed as a matter of grace.

Act of grace. An act of pardon or am

nesty, qq. ‘U.

Days Of grace. Certain days, in addi

tion to the time specified in a bill or note, in

which payment may be made, before it can

be lawfully protested.

in common speech this period is termed

“ grace;” as in saying that “ grace” is or is

not allowed on a particular instrument.

Originally allowed by the custom of merchants as

a matter of favor or indulgence. This custom re

ceived the sanction of the courts. and so grew into

law. The statute of 8 and 4 Anne (1705), which made

promissory notes negotiable, also conferred this right

to days of grace. That statute has been generally

adopted in our States.

in the absence of an express contract to the con

trary. the allowance now enters into every bill or note

of a mercantile character, and forms a part of it. so

that the paper. in fact and in law. is usually due on the

last day of grace.

Demand is made on the last day, and interest is

charged on all the days. if the last day is Sunday or

a legal holiday, the paper is due the preceding‘day.

Checks are not entitled to the favor; nor: are eight

drafts, nor judgment notes.I

The number of days varies from three to thirty.

Three is the limit in the United States; except in Ver

mont, where, it seems. no grace at all is allowed. in

Louisiana. an inland hill or note is due without grace

for purposes of set-oil‘. In New York, bills on bank

corporations are not entitled to the favor.

in Great Britain and ireland, Berlin, and Vienna,

the number of days is three; in Frankfort-on~the-main,

ISee Byles, Bills, W9, 210; Bank of Washington 1:.

Triplett, 1 Pet. '81-65 (188), cases, Marshall, C. J.;

Oookendorfer v. Preston, 4 How 826 \li-$16); Bell v.

First Nat. Bank of Chicago, nu U. s. 379-83 (1885),

61“

 

After the commission is opened, the

four; in Sweden, six; in Bremen, and Denmark, eight;

in Hamburg, twelve; in Spain, fourteen on foreign

bills. No grace is recognized in Amsterdam, Antwerp,

ii-ance. Genoa, Germany (generally, since 1871), Log

horn, Lelpsic. or Naples.I

The law of the place of payment is regarded. He

who claims the benefit of a foreign law or usage must

p1'0Vu the existence of the law.‘ See Puss, Of pay

ment; Msrumrr, 2. ‘

Grace W'idOW. A widow by grave, by

decree of a court; a wife living apart from

her husband; a grass widow.

GRADE. 1, v. To reduce to a certain do

gree of ascent or descent.

The power to grade a street is coextensive with the

duly.‘ See Oven, 1; Fave.

2, n. Degree, order, rank. See DEGREE.

Grades of crime. These are higher or lower ac

cording to the measure of punishment, and the con

sequences resulting to the convicted party.‘

Grade and rank. Navy ofiioers are classified

1, according to duty, oifice, or title; 2, according to

relative importance or honor: -'3, according to com

pensation. All of these classes come within the nor

mal meaning of the words “ grade or rank." The law

designates some of them asgrades or ranks by name,

others only by description.‘ See Rsss; Ttrns, 5.

GRADUATE. in the universities, a stu

dent who has honorably passed through the

prescribed course of study and received a

certificate to that effect.

A cadetengincer who has successfully completed

his academic course. passed the closing examination,

and received from the Academic Board a certificate

to that effect, has hitherto been called a “graduate."

The act of August 5, 1% (21 St. L. $5), did not make

such graduates “naval cadets."‘ See Csnrr; Ti-n..|-.,

5; Awonos.

GRAFT. In equity, describes the right

in a creditor, who holds a mortgage upon

property to which the mortgagor had an im

perfect title, to a lien upon the premises,

after the debtor has acquired a good title.’

GRAIN. See CROP.

includes or may include: flax-seed,‘ millet and

sugar‘-cane seed,‘ oats," pmil

' See Byles, Bills, 205; Chltty, Bills, 11 ed. (1878);

Pierce u. lndseth, 106 U. S. 550 (1882).

' See Story. Prom. Notes, 55 216, 247.

' smm 11. Washington City, 20 How. 148 (1857).

' People v. Rawson, iii Barb. 681 (1872).

‘Rutherford v. United States, 18 Ct. Cl. 848 (1883);

McClure v. United States, ib. 847 (1883).

' Leopold 0. United States, 18 Ct. Cl. 516, 557 (1883),

Schofleld, J.

" See La. Clv. Code, art. 8271; 9 Mass. '36.

' Hewitt 1). Watertown Ins. Co., 55 Iowa, It (188)).

' Holland 1;. sum, :14 Ga. 457 (I866). ‘

" Smith U. Clayton, 29 N. J. L. 861 (1862).

" State v. Williams, 2 Strob. L. 477 (S. 0., i648) See

Park. lns. 112; lliianh. ins. 223, n.
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“ Corn “ in the text of Blackstone's commentaries

means grain.I “ Corn-laws “ regulated trade in bread

studs

In this country, in statutes of modern date, corn

means Indian corn, maize; ' and either sholled or in

the ear.I

See also AGRICULTURE; Exnuussms; Psnrsnmu;

l’u.ovisio.\'s; Sans.

‘ GRAMMAR. False grammar (syntax)

alone never invalidates written instruments:

falsu, or mala, grammatica non vitiat char

tam.‘

See BLANK, 2; Pnscrusnos.

GRAND. Great; greatest; chief; ad

vanced in rank; opposed to common, petil or

petty, q. v.

As, in grand jury or inquest, grand lar

ceny; and, also, as in grandchild and grand

parent, qq. v.

GRANGER CASES. See Munn v. IIli

nois, CHARTER, 2, Private; POLICY, 1, Public.‘

GRANT. 1. At common law, the method

of transferring the property of incorporeal

hereditaments, or such things whereof no

livery can be had.‘

An incorporeal hereditament was said to lie in

grant; and a corporeal hereditsment, in livery. A

grant differed little from a feoffment (q. 0.), except in

the subject-matter; the same words were used.‘

2. A generic term applicable to all trans

fers of realty.7

Any conveyance of realty.8

" Hereby granted " imports an immediate transfer

of interest.’

To constitute a grant, it is not indispensable that

technical words be used; any words that manifest the

same intention will suflice."

Statute of 8 and 9 Vict. (1M’i)c. 106, made all cor

poreal rights, as regards the conveyance of the imme

diate freehold, to be deemed to lie in grant as well as

in livery.

1 8 Bl. Com. 10, 152, 156, 218; 4 id. 159.

'Kerrick 1:. Van Dusen, 32 Minn. 318 (1884); Com

monwealth u. Pine, 2 Pa. Law J. R. '412 (1844); Sul

line 1). State,53 Ala. 475 (18%); Wood v. State, 18 Fla.

D69 (1882); 46 Tex. 402.

' State 0. Nipper, 95 N. C. 055 (1886).

'2 Bl.(1om.3Til;State v. Shaw, 5'5 N. H. 74 (1877); 112

U. S. 216; 63 Iowa, 65; 70 Pa. 287; ii) Va. 599; 1 Whart.

Cr. 199; Broom, Max. 535.

ISee also 10 F. R. 698.

'2 Bl. Com. 817; Williams, R. P. 147; 5 Mass. 471; 16

N. Y. 75; 1 Black, M

'8 Washb. R. P. 181, 858, 878; Durant v. Ritchie, 4

lies. 69 (1825).

'McVey v. Green Bay R. Co., 42 Wis. 5354i6(187'r');

Lambert v. Smith, 9 Oreg. 198 (1881).

' Wright v. Roseberry. 121 U. S. 496, 500 (1887).

" East Jersey Iron Co. 1:. Wright, 32 N. J. E. 252 (188));

Barksdale u. Hairston, 81 Va. 765 (1886), cases.

 

Grant and demise. In a lease for years,

create an implied warranty of title and a

covenant for quiet enjoyment.l See Dnmsn.

Grant, bargain, and sell. In a deed,

do not import a general covenant of seisin or

against incumbrances, but a covenant that

the grantor has done nothing whereby the

estate granted may be defeated,— for quiet

enjoyment, at least.2

They implya covenant against incumbrances, in

cluding taxes.‘ See Covsruuvr, Implied; Surrsa.

A grant of personalty is termed an assignment or a

bill of sale. See ABSIGNIINT, 2; Grrr, 1; Sana, Bill of;

Tn-un, 1.

3. Any concession by the public, being evi

denced by an enactment or record; in par

ticular, a transfer of public land, or the

creation of a franchise by charter, or of a

monopoly by letters patent. or of an exclusive

privilege by certificate ‘of copyright.

Described as a legislative, government, oflicial,

public, State, or United States grant.

Grantor. He who makes a grant.

Grantee. 1: He to whom a grant is made.

2. One who has transferred to him, in

writing, the exclusive right, under a patent,

to make and use, and to grant to others to

make and use, the thing patented, within

and throughout some specified portion of the

United States.‘ See Assmssn; Lwansan.

The king's grants are matter of public record,

Whether of lands, honors, liberties. franchises, or

aught besides. they are contained in charters, or

letters patent. The manner of granting by him

does not difler from that by a subject more than the

construction 01.’ his grants, when made. ii) A grant by

the king, at the suit of the grantee, shall be taken

most beneficially for the king; whereas the grant of a

subject is construed most strongly against the grantor,

(2) A subject‘s grant shall be construed to include many

things, besides what are expressed, if necessary for

the operation of the grant. Therefore, in a private

grant of the profits of land for one year, free ingress,

egress, and regress, to cut and carry away those profits.

are lnclusively granted. But the king's grant shall

not enure to any other intent than that which is pre

viously expressed in the grant. (3) When it appears.

from the face of the grant, that the king is mistaken

or deceived in a matter of fact or of law, or if his own

title be diflerent from what he supposes, or if the

I Scott v. Rutherford, 93 U. S. 109 (1875), cases.

'4 Kent, 460,12 Ala. N15; 5 id. 586; 12 l'd.159; 7 [ll

148; 19 id. >335; 21 111.220; 50 Pa. 480.

' Blossom v. Van Court, 81 M0. 390 (1864). See fur

ther 4 Oreg. 235; 1 Conn. 71); 1T. B. )Ion.30; 82 1tie.&39;

BBarb. -463; 5Tenn.124; 25Cal. 175; $2 I11. 848; 60 Me.

188; Rawle. Cov. Tit. 481-97, cases.

‘Act 4 July, 1&6, i‘ 18, 14; Potter o. Holland. (

Blatch. 211 (1358).
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grant be informal, or if he grants an estate contrary

to the rules of iaw,- the grant is absolutely void.I

By a grant everything passes which is necessary to

the full enjoyment of the right, title, or estate which

is included in the words. A grant of a mere way car

ries an ezucment only —- the ownership of the soil not

being essential to the free use of the right. But a

grant 0! an estate designated only by the particular

use for which the land is appropriated will pass the

fee; as, a grant of “a house,“ “a wharf," “a mill,"

“a well," “a barn," and the like.I

With respect to“public grants," the rule is, that

rights, privileges, and immunities not expreuly

granted are reserved. Nothing can be presumed

against the State. There would be no safety to public

interests in any other rule, The rule applies with spe

cial force where the claim would abridge or restrain a

power of government. as. the power of taxation.‘

Where a statute operates as a grant of public prop

erty to an individual, or the relinquishment of a public

interest, and there is a doubt as to the meaning of its

terms, or as to its general purpose, that construction

should be adopted which will support the claim of the

government rather than that of the individual. Noth

ing can be inferred against the State. Such acts are

usually drawn by interested parties; and they arepre

sumed to claim all they are entitled to. The rule

serves to defeat any purpose concealed by the skillful

use of terms, to accomplish something not apparent

upon the face of the act, and thus sanctions only open

dealing with legislative bodies.‘

A more liberal rule of construction is allowable in

interpreting a grant from one State or political com

munity to another, than is permitted in interpreting a

private grant.‘

\\'here power or Jurisdiction is delegated to any

public oflicer or tribunal, and its exercise is confided

to his or their discretion, acts done are binding as to

the subject-matter; and individual rights will not be

disturbed collaterally for anything so done. The only

questions which can arise between an individual claim

ing a right under the acts and the public, or a person

denying its validity, are power in the oiiicer and fraud

 

l 2 Bl. Com. 8-16-48, 121, 380.

' Jamaica Pond Aqueduct Corporation v. Chandler, 0

Allen, 164 (1864). Blgelow, C. J.; Johnson v. Rayner, 6

Gray, 110 (1856), cases; United States v. Apple-t0n.1

Sumn. 500 (183%); Bank of British North America v.

Miller, 7 Saw. 163 (1881), cases; Green Bay, &c. Canal

Co. v. Hewitt, 66 Wis. 464-65 (1886): Lowell v. Strahan,

145 Mass. 1,11 (1887). cases; 26 Am. Law Reg. T22-26

(1837), cam; 19 Cent. Law J. 446 (1884)-Solic. Journ.

'The Delaware Railroad Tax, 18 Wall. 225 (1873),

Field, J. See also Schulenberg v. Ilarriman, 21 id. 62

(1eT~i); Heydenfeldt v. Daney Gold, &c. Co., 93 U. S.

as (1376); Wiggins Ferry Co. v. East St. Louis, 10? id.

871 (1882), cases; Rnggles 1;. Illinois, 1(B id. 581 (1888),

cases Hannibal, &c. R. Co. v. Missouri River Packet

Co.,125id. 271 (1588), cases; Swann v. Jenkins, 82 Ala.

(82 (1866); Omaha Horse R. 00. 1:. Cable Co.,80 F. R.

I£(188i'), cases. Limitation on legislative grants, N

Am. Law Beg. 65-71 (1887), cases.

‘Slidoll n. Grandjean, 111 U. S. 481‘ (1834), Field, J.

‘Indiana v. Milk. 11 Bin. 206 (18812), Gresham, J.

in the party. All other questions are settled by the

decision made by the tribunal or officer, whether exec

utive, legislative, judicial, or special, unless an appeal

is provided for, or other revision, by some appellate

or supervisory tribunal, is prescribed. In no case have

documents of title, executed by ofiicem oi’ the govern

ment, been held suflicient where the fact in imue was

whether the government had any title to convey, to

establish the fact in dispute, as against parties claim

ing a pre-existing, adverse, and paramount title them

selves.I

No one can grant what he does not own.I Sec

DARE, Nerno, etc.

See CHARTIR, 2; Oosnmos; Dun, 2; Dsuvnan

D1scunma, 2; Dlsrnuonumrr, 2; INCIDENT; Lama,

Public; Parent 1 (1), 2.

4. To confer, bestow, allow‘, permit. award,

issue: as, to grant a rule to show cause, let

ters testamentary or of administration, a writ

of certiorari, habeas cmpus, or mandamus.

GRASS. See CROP.

GRASS WIDOW. See GRACE.

GRATIA. See E, 2: GRACE. '

GRATIS. See DICTUM, Gratis.

GRATUITOUS CONTRACT 0:

SERVICE. See CONSIDERA'I'l0N, 2; Dn

POSIT, 1; SUBSCRIBE, 2.

GRATUITY. See Bonus, 2; Bousw;

CHARITY, 2; DEPOSIT, 1; Tncsr, 1.

GRAVAMEN. L. Burden, weight.

That part of a charge which weighs most

heavily against the accused; the essence of an

accusation.

The grievance complained of ; the substan

tial cause of an action.‘

GRAVE. See BUBIAL; SEPULCHRE.

GREAT. See CARE; CHARTER, 1; SEAL, 1.

Compare GRAND; Gnoss; lliaorms.

Greater. Larger; superior; chief; prin

cipal.

The greater includes the less.

The greater power of making wholly new legisla

tion includes the lesser power of altering old legisla

tion.‘

The withdrawal or extinguishment of the greater

carries the less; thus, the withdrawal or extinguish

ment of a franchise authorizes the withdrawal or ex

tinguishment of every right which is a part of the

franchise.‘

 

|Sabarieg0 o. Maverick, 124 U. S. 280 (1888), cases,

Matthews, J., quoting United States v. Arredondo, 6

Pet. '72‘? (1882), cases.

'23 How. 175; 1 Wall. 251; 11 id. "59; 94 U. S. 8&3;

95 id. 10; 34 La. An. 791.

' See 1 Greenl. Ev. 5611.

‘ Exp. Siebold, 100 U. S. 884 (1879).

' Atlantic & Gulf R. Co. 1:. Georgia, W U. S. 865 (1878);

54 Ga. 401; Branch 1:. Jesup, 106 U. 8. 478 (1881); 81

Wall. 175; 111 U. S. 270.
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Upon indictment for a particular crime, the accused

may -be convicted of a loss oflense included in the

crime charged. But at common law, under an indict

ment for felony. there cannot be conviction for a mil

demeanor.I See ACQL'l'1'X‘AL, Former.

See Mason. in se; lilnaoaa.

GREEN. See BAG.

GREENBACK. A popular name ap

plied exclusively to United States treasury

notes.

When an indictment charges larceny of treasury

notes, the proof may be that the notes were “ green

hacks.M

Originally, a nick-name or slang word, derived from

the color oi’ the engraving on the back of the cur

rency. The fact that the word, from its convenience,

has come into common use, does not make it of itself

a proper designation in an indictment.‘ See Tunas,

Legal.

GRETNA-GREEN. A “ Gretna-Green

marriage " was a marriage solemnized in

Scotland by parties who went there to avoid

the delay and formalities required in Eng

land.

Gretna-Green, being the nearest place across the

boundary line, was the more generally resorted to.

Statute of 19 and 20 Vict. (1&5ti), c. 06, requires that

at least one of the parties shall have his or her usual

place of residence in Scotland, or shall have lived

there twenty-one days preceding the marriage.‘

In the United States, the term describes .

marriages celebrated between residents of a

State who go to a place beyond and yet near

to the boundary line of an adjoining State,

on account of some advantage afforded by

the law of that State.

GRIEVOUS. See Assamxr; INJURY.

GROCERIES. See PROVISIONS.

Whether wines and liquors are groceries is s ques

tion oi’ tact.‘

Shovels. pails, baskets, and the like, are not, al

though usually kept in a country grocery store.‘ See

FAMILY, Use.

GROSS. Great, large; entire, undimin

ished, whole; general; extreme. See EN

GROSS.

Gross average. General average upon

ship, cargo, and freight. See AVERAGE.

Gross earnings. The whole amount of

earnings received. See EARNINGS; PROFIT,

Net. \

1 Hunter v. Commonwealth. 79 Pa. 506 (1875), cases.

' Hickey v. State, 23 Ind. 28 (1864), Davison, J.

I Wt-slry v. State, 61 Ala. 28? (1878), Manning J. Bee

Grant v. State, 55 id. M (1876).

‘See 2 Staph. Com. 250, note; Brook v. Broolnfl

H. L. 198 (1861).

' Niagara Ins. Co. 0. De Grafl, 12 Mich. 135 (1868).

' Fletcher 0. Powers, 181 Mass. 385\1861).

 

Gross neglect or negligence. Extreme

want of care; the absence of ordinary or

reasonable care and skill. See CARE: NEG

uonncn.

Gross receipts. All receipts had, undi

minished by expenses or other deductions.

Compare Eaamxos, Gross.

In gross. 1. In the entirety; as, a sale

in gross, 1]. v.

2. Independent of; not annexed to an

other: as, a common, a power, a right in

gross. See Common, 2; Easnnnur, Append

ant; Pownn, 2.

GROUND. 1. Land; soil; earth. See

Laxn.

May include an improved town lot.1

Ground-rent. A rent reserved as the

consideration of a conveyance of land in

fee-simple.

Ground-landlord. The grantor of such an

estate.

Rent payable to the grantee, who erects and leases

houses upon the land, is called the "bui.lder’s rent"

See further, Rm, Ground-rent.

2. “Good ground” to believe or to act

means simply good cause.’

Ground of action. The foundation,

basis, or data, upon which a cause of action

rests.

GROWING. See Cnor.

GRUDGE. See Maucn; PREJUDICE.

(3-UA.IRAN'I‘EE.3 1, v. (1) To engage to

do a thing; to assure, stipulate, or covenant

solemnly.

“The United States shall guarantee to every

 

State a Republican (q. u.) Form of_ Govern

ment.“‘

(2) To engage that another will do as he

has promised.

2, n. The person with whom such engage

ment is made.

Guarantor.

rnent proceeds.

To guarantee may be equivalent to to promise.‘

Guaranteed. Warranted, preferred: as,

guaranteed stock.6 See STOCK, 8 (2).

Guaranty. (1) Solemn assurance, cove

nant, or stipulation that something shall be

He from whom the engage

! Ferree 1;. School District, 76 Pa. 878~(1B74).

' Supervisors v. Pabst, 64 Wis. 244 (1585).

' F. garanlir, to warrant, lit., to guard, keep. See G.

‘ Constitution, Art. IV, sec. 4.

 

"fhayer v. Wild, WT Man. 452 (1871); McNaughton

‘ v. Conklings, 9 Wis. ’320 (1859).

‘Taft v. Hartford. &o. R. Co., BIL 1. 838 (1%).
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or be done: as, the guaranties in the Consti

tution and Amendments thereto.

Guaranty clause. Specifically, section four of ar

ticle four of the Constitution, guaranteeing a republi

can form of government to each State. See Guam

rss. 1.

(2) Distinctively, a promise “ to answer for

the debt, default or miscarriage " of another

person.

This by the statute of frauds (q. u.) must be in writ

ing and be signed by the guarantor.

The contract by which one person is bound

to another, for the fulfillment of the promise

or engagement of a third party.I

Usually, a collateral undertaking to pay

the debt of another in case he does not pay

it.’ '

An undertaking by one person that an

other shall perform his contract or fulfill his

obligation, or that, if he does not, the guar

antor will do it for him.‘

May also mean security or lien; as, in an

agreement that lumber should be held as

guaranty for the payment of a debt.4

An engagement to pay in default of solvency in the

debtor, provided due diligence be used to obtain pay

ment from hhii. A contract of “suretyshlp " iaadi

rect liability to the creditor for the act to be performed

by the debtor; whereas a "guaranty" is a liability

only for his ability to perform this act. A “surety "

mumea to perform the contract for the principal

debtor if he should not; a “guarantor“ undertakes

that his principal can perform, that he is able to per

form. The undertaking of a “surety " is immediate

and direct, that the act shall be done, and, if not done,

then he is to be responsible at once; but from the

nature of the undertaking of a “guarantsar,H non

ability (insolvency) must be shown.‘

A “guarantor “ insures the solvency of the debtor;

s “ surety “ insures the debt itself. A surety must de

mand proceedings, with notice that he will not con

tinue bound unless they are instituted; whereas a

guarantor may rely upon the obligation of the creditor

to use due diligence to secure satisfaction of his

claim.‘

To enable a creditor to enforce a contract of guar

anty, he must exercise “due diligence" to enforce

payment from the principal. That is, the creditor

must bring suit within a reasonable time after the ma

turity of the claim, and duly prosecute the same to

 

'2 Pars. Contr. 8, 26; Story, Prom. Notes, 5 457; 8

Kent, 121.

‘See Dole 11. Young, 24 Pick. 252 (1887), Shaw, C. J.;

Parker v. Culvertson, 1 Wall.‘ Jr. 160 (1846); Hill 0.

flmith, 24 How. 286 (1858).

' (iridley v. Ciipen, 72 Ill. 18 (1874), Breese, C. J.

° Wilkie u. Day,‘14l Mass. 72 (1886).

' Reigart e. White, 52 Pa. 440 (1866), Agnew, J.

'Kramph 1:. Hats, 52 Pa. 529 (1866), Woodward, C. J.

lee also 21 Cent. Law J. 6-0 (1886), cases,

judgment and execution, unless it appears that such

proceedings can produce no beneficial results.‘

Absolute guaranty; conditional

guaranty. A guaranty that a note is col

lectible is a conditional promise binding upon

the guarantor only in case of diligence. To

perfect the obligation so as to render him

liable thereon, the guarantee must use dili

gence in the endeavor to collect his note, for

it is a condition precedent. The inchoate ob

ligation does not become absolute until the

guarantee has performed the condition on his

part.2

Continuing guaranty. An undertak

ing to be responsible for moneys to be ad

vanced or goods to be sold to another from

time to time.3

General guaranty; special guaranty.

A special guaranty operates only in favor of

the person to whom it is addressed; a gen

eral guaranty is open for acceptance by the

public generally.

Guaranties are sometimes further classified as such

as are limited to a single transaction, and such as em

brace conlinuous or successive dealings.

A guaranty is a contract in and of itself; but it also

has relation to some other contract or obligation with

reference to which it is collateral; and it always re

quiresa consideration. When executed at or about

the time of the execution of the main contract, as part

of one transaction, one consideration may support

both contracts; so also where the guaranty is exe

cuted in pursuance of the auignment of the main con

tract.‘

The real party in interest is now entitled to main

tain an action for damages arising from a breach of

such contract in his own name, although he was not

originally privy to it. That is, both equitable and

legal assignments now are equally cognimble in a

court of law.

A special guaranty contemplates a trust in the ad

dressee, and no cause of action arises thereon, except

upon compliance with its conditions by such person.

Until a right of action has arisen, the guaranty is not

assignable. '

A consideration is necessary; if it is not acknowl

edged, it must be proved.

Guarantiea are construed so as to accord with the

apparent intontioi of the parties. Where the lan

 

1National Loan, &c. Society u. Lichtenwalner, 100

Pa. 103 (1888), cases, Paxson, J.; 26 Am. Law Reg.

129-I7, 201-218 (1887), cases; 18 F. R1126; 27 Conn. 87; 2

N. Y. 549; 60 121.444; 11 Ohio St. 168; 13 R. l. 119; 7

Humph. 539; 20 Vt. 503.

1 Edwards, Bills, 288; 2 Daniel, Neg. inst. 5 1769; Allen

1:. Bundle, .50 Conn. 20-% (1882), cases.

‘Buck v. Burk, 18 N. Y. 848 (1558), Selden, J.; Addi

son, Contr. 668.

‘ Briggs v. Latham. 86 Kan. M (1887), Valentine. .1.

(32)
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guage is ambiguous, the surrounding circumstances

may be looked at. When the meaning is ascertained,

the guarantor is entitled to the application of the

strict rule governing the contracts of sureties. and

cannot be held beyond the plain terms of the con

tract.I See further Coxsrnncnos, Liberal.

As a principle, a guaranty is not negotiable; it

may, perhaps, be made so by negotiable language.‘

The negotiation of a bill or note is not a guaranty.‘

The rule requiring notice of the acceptance of a

guaranty applies only where the instrument is merely

an offer or proposal, acceptance of which is necessary

to mutual assent. Made at the request of the guar

antee, its delivery constitutes the contract. The same

result follows where the agreement to accept is con

temporaneous with the guaranty, and is its considera

tion. An unconditional guaranty of advances is a,

waiver of demand of payment, and notice of the

debtor’s default to the amount of the advances, etc.

Delay in giving notice, when required. is a defense to

an action to the extent of the loss or damage proved.

Notwithstanding that the contract is the obligation of

a surety, it is to be construed as a mercantile instru

ment in furtherance of its spirit, and, literally, to pro

mote the convenience of commercial intercourse.‘

See Fnanns, Statute of, ill (2); Lmsn, 8, Of credit;

Pnomss, Collateral; Suns-rr; Wanauvrr.

GUARDIAN.5 1. A keeper, protector,

conservator; a warden.

Guardian of the peace. A person

charged with the duty of securing or pro

tecting the public peace; a conservator of

the peace. See PEACE, 1.

Guardian of the poor. A person spe

cially elected or appointed to administer the

poor-laws. See POOR.

2. One that legally has the care and man

agement of the person or the estate, or both,

during his minority, of a child whose father

has died.6 Correlative, ward.

The authorized agent, appointed by law, to take

care of the ward‘s estate and manage his afl’alrs.'

Domestic guardian. A guardian ap

pointed at the place of the infant’s domicil.

Foreign guardian. A guardian appointed

under the law of another State than that of

the infant’s domicil.
 

I Evansville Nat. Bank v. Kaufmann, 98 N. Y. 278-81

(1883), cases, Ruger, C. J.; How 1:. Kemball, 2 McLean,

l03(lS40), cases; 2 How. 4-49; 62 Barb. 855.

1 Story, Prom. Notes, Q 481; 36 Kan. 211.

‘Central Trust Co. v. Cook County. Nat. Bank, 101

U. S. 70 (1879), cases.

‘Davis 1:. Wells, 104 U. S. 159, 168-66 (1881), cases,

Iatthewa, J.

‘F. pander: A. S. wcard-; Ger. marten, to watch,

have ward. See G.

' Bass u. Cook, 4 Port., Als., 892: Reeves, Dom. Bel.

'8ll.

' Waldrlp u. Tulley, 48 Ark. 800 (1886), Smith, J.
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Their rights and powers are local. By comlty only

is anything conceded in another State to the claims of

the guardian of the domicil. It is usual, however, to

appoint in a foreign State the guardian of the domi

ciliary court.I

Guardian ad litem. A person appointed

by a court to look after the interests of an

infant when his propertyis involved in liti

gation.’ '

He manages the defense of an infant defendant,

where there is no parent, or other guardian. The

power of appointing such a guardian is incident to

every court)

He is a species of attorney, whose duty is to prose

cute for the infants rights, and to bring those rights

directly under the notice of the court. He can do

nothing to the injury of the infant. His duty ends

when the suit ends, when it is prosecuted to final judg

ment. Since he may be required to pay the costs of

the action, a person cannot be compelled to serve

against his consent. Anciently the custom was to ap

point an officer of the court. He may have reimburse

ment for costs and expenses out of the infant's estate.‘

See Fmssn, Next. ‘

General guardian. A guardian who

has general charge of the person and prop

erty of a fatherless minor. Special guard

ian. A guardian charged with the man

agement of some particular interest; as, a

guardian ad litem, or a guardian of the estate

or of the person only.‘

Guardian of the estate. A guardian

who has been lawfully invested with the

power of taking care and managing the

estate of an infant. Guardian Of the

person. A guardian lawfully invested

with the care of an infant, whose father is

dead.‘

At common law, a general guardian performs the

ofllce of tutor of the person and curator of the estate

as distinguished in the Roman law.’

Statute or statutory guardian. A

guardian appointed by last will; also, a

guardian appointed by a court in pursuance

of a statute.
 

I Hoyt v. Sprague. 108 U. S. 681%: (1881)), Bradley, J.

' See N. Y. Life ins. Co. v. Bangs, 103 U.S. 438 (IBW);

Colt v. Colt, 111 id. 578 (1884).

' 8 Bl. Com. 427.

1 Leopold v. Meyer, 10 Abb. Pr. 0. s. 40 (N. Y. Com.

Pleas, 1860), cases; Tucker 0. Dabbs,12 Heisk. N (1878);

Simmons v. Baynard, 8) F. R. 538 (1887): 2 Story, Eq.

6 1852; Turrentine v. Daly, 82 Ala. QB (18S6).— final so

count; Cates v. Pickett, 97 N. C. 26 (lB8l'),—sel1ing land

(local); Hinton 0. Bland, 81 Va. 592-08 (18&),—o! lum

tic; Story, Eq. Pl. 5 70.

' See Colt 11. Colt, lll U. B. 578 (1884).

' Nicholson 1:. Spencer, 11 Ga. (09 (1858).

' l Bl. Com. 460.
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Testamentary guardian. A person

named for the oifice of guardian in the will

of the father of the minor.

instituted by Statute 12 Charles [I (1660), c. 24.‘

Guardian by chancery. A guardian ap

pointed by a court of equity or of probate.

Guardian in chivalry. The lord of the

heir of a tenant in capite, and of body and

lands, with no duty to account for profits.

Guardian by common law, or in socage.

Where a minor was entitled to an estate

in lands, his next of kin, to whom the estate

could not descend, became such guardian

until the minor attained fourteen.

Guardian by nature. The father, and,

after his decease, the mother. Has charge

of person and estate, and is controlled by a

court of equity or probate.

Guardian for nurture. Either of the

parents till the child is fourteen, but relates

to the care of the person solely.

Guardian ad interim or interim. Serves

while another guardian is out of the juris

diction.2

In general, guardians exist either by nature or by

appointment of A court. At common law, n person

became such by relation to the minor, without judi

cial appointment. In the province of York, on fail

ure of the father to name a guardian by will, the

ordinary made the appointment The power to ap

point and to pass upon accounts has been generally

conferred by statutes upon the probate courts.

At fourteen, the child may choose a guardian

A guardian is a temporary parent. The lord chan

cellor is the general guardian of all infants in Eng

land; in the States, the court of probate is the general

guardian, the nominal guardian being but an agent

or ofilcer of the court‘ '

The reciprocal duties of the persons depend upon

the nature of the guardianship. A guardian of the

person has a right to the obedience of the ward, but

not to his services; and owes the ward protection,

but not support. The guardian of the estate is to

support and educate‘ the ward in a manner suited to

the word's station in life.

Ordinary skill, prudence, and caution are all that

are required of a guardian. Many of his duties are

regulated by statute. He my lease the wards realty;

and he receives the rents and profits thereof. He may

sell personnlty without an order of court, but not

realty; nor may he so convert personnlty into realty.

If he use money, or neglects to invest it for an unrea

 

I See 2 Kent, 224-25; Schouler, Dom. R 400; 4 Johns.

Ch. 880; 12 Ill. 481; 8’? Cal. 661.

' See 1 Bl. Com. 4014B; 2 id. 67, 88', 2 Kent, 2!);

Reeves, Dom. it 811; 1 Porn. Contr. 183; De Kraflt v.

Barney, 2 Black, 710 0&2); Lamar v. Micou, 112 U. S.

62 (1888); 15 Conn. 511); 83111. M‘.

'lBLO0m.463;81'd.1~t1; 2|‘d.4fli.

sonable period, he is chargeable with interest: and if

he trades with the money, the ward may demand the

principal with either interest or the profits. He is

liable for waste as to realty, and for negligence as to

pemonulty. lie cannot waive the wards rights.l

The relation ceases at twenty-one. As to the per

son of a female ward, ceases with marriage to 8 minor;

and as to both person and estate, upon marriage to an

adult. Continues, as to his estate, after the marriage

of a male ward. But neither may marry without the

consent of the guardian.

The court will remove a guardian for misconduct;

may require a change in his sureties; may compel him

to file an account; may appoint an interim guardian;

will regulate the maintenance and education (q. v.) of

the ward; nnd may even control the actions of a tee

tanu-ntary guardian.’

After the ward becomes of age the guardian is

bound to exercise proper care of his property until he

hasduly accounted for it. and delivered up possession.‘

See Conurrrss, 1; Common; Dmcnancs, 1; lzwnsr;

Tvron; WARD, 8; WiTsnss.

GUBERNATORIAL. See Govssmmrrr.

GUEST. A traveler, wayfarer, or a

transient comer to an inn for lodging and

entertainment. It is, not now deemed essen

tial that the person should have come from a

distance.‘

As inns are instituted for travelers, a neighbor 0

friend who lodges in an inn is not deemed a guest. A

traveler who is accepted becomes instantly a guest

The length of time a man is at an inn makes no differ

ence; so, although he is not strictly transient, he re

tains his character as a traveler. He may, by special

contract to board and sojourn, make himself a

“ boarder." Numerous late cases hold that a special

agreement as to time and price does not ubsolutely

disturb the relationship of innkeeper and guest. These

cases indicate a tendency to conform the old rule to

the changes made in hotel keeping in modern times.‘

See further Bosansn; iw; L()[)GER; Rr.swsscn

GUILTY.“ 1. The state or condition of

one who has committed a crime, a civil in

 

‘See Lamar v. Micou, 112 U. S. 463-70 (1884), cases;

Boaz v. Millikan, & Ky. 688 (1886); Eyster's Appeal, 16

Pa. 872 (1851).

1 See Reeves, Dom. R. 811; Schouier, Dom. R. 5283;

1 Pars. Contr. 134437; Lord 0. Hough, 87 Cal. 600-60

(1869); 1 Johns. Ch. 109.

' Hudson 11. Bishop, 32 F. R. 1521 (1887).

‘ Curtis 1:. Murphy, 63 Wis. 6 (1885), cases, Cole, 0. J.

See also Russell :1. Ryan, Sup. Ct. Del. (1886). Comegyg

Chief Justice.

lSee Story, Bailm. 5 -177; 2 Pars. Contr. 150; Hancock

(Mrs. Gen.) u. Band, 91 N. Y. 6, 10 (1888), cases; McDan

iels 1:. Robinson, 215 Vt $30-44 (1854), cases; Calyel

Case, 1 Sm. L 0. 211-47, cases; Coggs v. Bernard, ib.

401-6, cases; 16 Ala. 666; 28 121.877; 33 Cal. 557; 85t,‘onn.

183; 25 Iowa, 5.38; 53 Me. 163; 100Mass.-195; 145 ad. 244;

172 Mich. 52; 58 M0. 547; 83 N. Y. 577; 61 id. 34; M Pa

452; 62 id. 92; 41 Vt. 5;35 Wis. 118.

' L. 5. wit, a flne for an offense; on offense.
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jury, or a contempt of court. 2. As a plea,

the judicial confession of a crime charged.

Not guilty. A plea denying the com

mission of a crime or a tort.

The plea of " not guilty “ raises the general isue;

it denies the whole indictment or declaration. in civil

law. applicable in delicts sounding in trespass or case,

for misfensance or non-feasance, in ejectment. in gar

nishment, and in interpleader.*

When an accused person is arraigned (q. 0.). the

clerk inquires: “ How say you, A. B.. are you guilty

or not guilty? " His answer, which is recorded. con

stitutes his plea. If "not guilty," the trial proceeds.

The plea waives objection to the complaint for mis

nomer or for neglect to add a place of residence.‘

Where guilty knowledge is an ingredient of a crime,

evidence of the commission of other kindred ofifenses

about the same time is admissible as tending to prove

that ingredient. Many cases of fraud require the ap

plication of the same principle,—as fraud involves

intent, and intent can be deduced only from a variety

of circumstances. Collateral facts. each insufficient

in itself. whose Joint operation tends to support the

charge. or to disprove it, are then receivable.‘

Where a statute prohibits an act being done, or be

ing done under certain circumstances. without mak

ing knowledge or intent an ingredient in the offense,

the person doing the act is bound at his peril to see

that the circumstances are such as do not make it

unlawful.‘

Jurors are not called to pass upon a defendant‘s in

nocence. but solely whether or not the State has

proven beyond reasonable doubt an aflirmatlve prop

osition, to wit, his guilt.‘

See CONI'EB810N, 2; Coxvwr; Cnnnt; Docnr; Ix

rxsr; Nsouosxcs: W1LL.1. Compare Cms.

GUITEAU’S CASE.6 See DELUSION;

Dousr, Reasonable; INSANITY, 2(6).

GUN. See Bsoosoa; Saoormo-nanx;

Toon; Wn.u>on.

GUNPOWDER. See Exrnosron; Po

ucn. 2.

GUTTER. Sec DRAIN.

An ordinance requiring lot-owners to keep the

" gutters " opposite their premises in good repair. and

free from obstructions. was held to refer to the ordi

nary open gutters along the streets, and not. to a blind

ditch or culvert covered with planks and soil.'

‘See 3 Bl. Com. 805; 4 id. 838; Gould. Pl. 254.

‘State v. Drury, 18 R. 1. 5-10(1882);41 N. H.407; 1

Bish. Cr. Proc. 5 791. On withdrawal of plea, see 28

Cent. Law J. 75 (1886), cases.

‘United States v. Clapboards. 4 Cliff. 803-5 (1874),

cases. Cllflord, J.; Commonwealth 0. Jackson. 132

Mass. 18-21 (1882), cases; People v. Gibbs, 93 N. Y. 478

(1858); 19 Cent. Law .1. 408 (1854).

‘United States 1:. Curtis. 18 F. B. 187 (1888), cases,

Brown. J.; Halsteacl v. State. 41 N. J. L. 580-96. 577-84

.1879). cases. Beasley. C. J.

I Mch'air v. State, 14 Tex. Ap. 84 (1888).

' Reported in 10 F. R. 161. See also 13 Rep. 188. 717.

' Gilluiy v. City of Madison. 68 Win 518 (1835).

H.

H. As an initial, may denote habeas,

Henry (king), Hilary, hoc, house.

H. B. House bill.

H.C. Habeas cor-pus; House of Com

mons.

H. L. House of Lords.

H. R. House of Representatives.

Abbreviations of the Latin hoc, this. formerly more

in use than at present. are: h. a. for hoe anno. this

year; h. t. for hoe titulo, this title; h. v. for hocverbo

or his verbis, this word or these words ;— the last two

being employed as references.

HABENDUM. See HABERE, Habendum.

HABERE. L. To grasp, lay hold of : to

have, hold.

Habeas corpus. That you have the body.

The emphatic words of several common-law

writs issued to bring persons into court for

a designated purpose. See particularly, 6,

below.

1. Habeas corpus ad faciendum et recipien

dum. That you have the body for doing and

receiving. Removes an action into a superior’

court: commands the judge of the inferior

court to produce the body of the defendant,

with a statement of the cause of his deten

tion (whence called, also, habeas corpus cum

Causa), to do and to receive whatever the

higher court shall decree.

Applicable where the simpler writ of habeas corpus

ad mbjiciendum is inadequate; and grantable of

right. without motion. Operates as a supersedea.s.

2. Habeas corpus ad prosequerrdum. That

you have the person for prosecuting. Re

moves a prisoner to the jurisdiction wherein

it is alleged he committed a crime.

3. Habeas corpus ad respondendurn. That

you have the person for answering. Re

moves a prisoner that he may be charged

with a new action in a higher court.

4. Habeas corpus ad satisfacierrdum. That

you have the person for satisfaction. Re

moves a prisoner into a superior court that

he may there be charged with process of

execution. '

5. Habeas corpus ad testificandurn. That

you have the person for testifying. Removes

a person from a place of detention that he

may give testimony before a court.I

6. Habeas cor-pus ad subjiciendum. That

 

ISee generally Erp. Marmaduke, 91 Me. n. U)

l (1886). case;



HABEAS CORPUS

___—_—____.—___—-———_——_—

you have the body for submitting to and

receiving. Commands the person who has

another in detention to produce the body of

the prisoner, with the day and cause of his

caption and detention, to do, submit to, and

receive whatever the judge or court award

ing the writ shall consider (q. v.) in that be

halt‘.l

This last, the great and efficacious prerog

ative writ, is commonly called The Writ of

Habeas Corpus. It is the best and only suf

iicient defense of personal freedom.2

It is the remedy which the law gives for the enforce

ment of the civil right of personal liberty. The

judicial proceeding under it is not to inquire into the

criminal act complained of, but into the right to lib

erty notwithstanding the act. The prosecution against

the prisoner is a criminal proceeding, but the writ of

11 ubeas mm, which he may obtain, is nota proceed

ing in that prosecution. On the contrary, it is a new

suit brought by him to enforce a right, which he

claims, as against those who are holding him in cus

tody under the criminal process. if he fails to estab

lish his right to his liberty, he may be detained for

trial for the oflcnse; but ii’ he succeeds. he must be

discharged from custody. The proceeding is one in

stituted by himself for his liberty, not by the govern

ment to punish him for his crime. it is of a wholly

civil nature.'

The writ was likely used at first toeffect relief from

private restraint Trace of early use is found in Year

Book 48 Edw. HL22 (1375); was well understood in the

time of Henry VI (142;-61); became available against

the crown in the reign of Henry VII (1-i85—1.’>O9>; in the

time of Charles I (162549), was adjudged a constitu

tional remedy.‘

The availability oi’ the writ, as it obtained at com

mon law, has been facilitated by statutes, particularly

by 31 Charles H (1650), c. ‘2, called the Habeas Corpus

Act, another Magnn Charts, and by 56 Geo. Ill (1816),

c. 1(1).I Acts having the same general nature and ob

ject exist in the various States. A case outside of a

statute is governed by the common law.‘

The general principles were settled long before our

national independence, and were in mind when the

power was given to the Federal courts and judges.‘I

The Constitution provides that “ The Privilege of the

Writ of Habeas Corpus shall not be suspendedI unlem

when in Cases of Rebellion or Invasion the public

Safety may require it." '

________,___.___—_—_—

I 8 Bl. Corn. 121); E1.-p.Bollman,-i Cranch,9?-99(1807),

Marshall, C. J.; Tidd, Pr. 2984301. 739.

1 Exp. Yerger, 8 Wall. 96 (1868).

I Erp. Tom Tong, 108 U. S. $9 (1883), Waite, C. J.;

Exp. Bollman, 4 Cnmch, 101 (1507).

0 See Hm-d, liabeas Corpus, 145.

I 8 Bl. Com. 133; B Wall.05; 3 Ha1lam,Const. Hist. 19.

'8 B1. Com. 137

' E-;p_ Parks, 98 U. S. 81 (1576); Exp. Yeager, 8 Wall.

5 (1553)

'0onstltutlon. Art 1, sec. 9, cl. 2,

I501
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This provision has been copied into the constitutions

of the States.

Congress, by act of March 8, 1863, authorized the

President to wspend the privilege of the writ when

ever, durlng the rebellion, in his judgment, the public

safety might require it.l

Suspension of the writ simply denies to the person

arrested the privilege of its use, to obtain his liberty.I

‘Not a writ of error, though in some cases, in which

the court issuing it has appellate power over the court

by whose authority the petitioner is held in custody,

it may be used with the writ of certiorari for that pur

pose. Used alone, its purpose is to enable the court to

inquire, flrst, ii’ the petitioner is restrained of his

liberty. It he is not, the court can do nothing but dis

charge the writ. If there is such restraint, the court

can then inquire into the cause of it, and, it the alleged

cause be unlawful, it must discharge the prisoner.

Wives restrained by husbands, children withheld from

the proper parent or guardian, persona held under an

bitrary custody by private individuals, as in a mad

house, as well as those under military control, may

become subjects of relief by the writ. But something

more than moral restraint is necessary: there must be

actual confinement or the present means of entere

ing it.I

The writ is oi right, in the nature of a writ of error.

granmble on cause shown. The usual course is for the

court on application to issue the writ, and, on its re

turn, to hear and dispose of the case; but where the

cause of imprisonmentis fully shown by the petition,

the court may determine that the prisoner, it pro

duced, would or would not be entitled to a discharge.‘

The writ aflords relief only where the proceedings

below are entirely void, for any cause, as for want of

jurisdiction,I or because 0! the unconstitutionality of

a statute.‘ .

The reviewing power of the Supreme Court, in a

criminal case. is confined to determining whether the

lower court had jurisdiction to try and sentence for

. the offense.’

Ordinarily, the Supreme Court can issue the writ

only under its appellate jurisdiction,— except in cases

aflecting public ministers or consuls, or those in which

a State is a party.‘

The act of March 27, 1868 (15 St. L. 44), took from the

Supreme Court jurisdiction to review on appeal the

decision of a circuit court upon a writ oi.’ habeas corpus;

and it has no jurisdiction to review such decision on a

__——_____—-——-——

I 12 St. L. 755. See generally R. s. 5: 751-06, cases

1 Exp. Milllgan, 4 Wall. 2, 8, 115 (1866); Exp. Merry

man, 9 Am. Law Reg. 524 (1861). Taney, C. J.; Exp.

Field, 5Blatch. 67(1i-162); 21 1nd. 370, 472; 4-1 Barb. ea;

16 Wis. 860; 1 Pac. Law Mag. 860.

I Wales v. Whitney, 114 U. S. 571-72 (1885), liililer,J.

‘ Erp. hlilligan, supra.

‘Exp. Parks, 08 U. S. 21 (1876).

' Exp. Rollins, 80 Va. 816 (1885), cases.

' Exp. Curtis, 106 U. S. 875 (1332); Exp. Carll, lb. 58!

(1882), cases, Waite, C. J.

' E1-p. Hung Hang, 1(B U. S. 552 (1883), cases; State

1:. Neel, 48 Ark. 289 (1836), cases: 2 San. Law J. 25-8

(183)), cases.

I
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writ 01’ error.

corpus.I

A circuit court may discharge a person restrained

of his liberty in violation of the Constitution, although

held on an indictment for an offense against a State.‘

Cengn-ss has prescribed the jurisdiction of the Fed

eral courts under the writ; butas it has never particu

larly prescribed the mode of procedure, they have

Iollowul in substance the rules of the common law.

The legislatures of the States not only provide what

courts or oiiicers may issue the writ, but, to a consid

erable extent, have regulated the practice under it.I

See EXTRADITION; lmnax.

Habendum. To have; forhaving. Ha

be1ulunt et tenendum: to have and to hold.

The initial, emphatic word in that clause of a deed

which follows the granting part. Determines what

estate or interest is granted; may lessen, enlarge, ex

plain, or qualify, but not totally contradict or be

repugnant to, the estate granted in the premises, q. u.‘

Habere facias possessionem. That you

cause to have possession. Habere facias

seisinam. That you cause to have seisin.

It the plaintifl recovers in any action whereby the

leisin or possession of land is awarded him, the writ

of execution is an habere faciaa seisinam, or writ oi’

eeisin, of a freehold; or an habcrc facias poweuionem,

or writ of possession. of a chattel interest. .These are

writs commanding the sheriff to give actual possession

to the plaintiff of the land recovered.‘

At present, an habere faciaa posseuionem puts into

possession of the land a plaintifl who has been suc

ccssful in an action of ejectment; and the writ of

ltabere faciaa seisinam is in vogue in some States in

connection with the action of dower.'

Habere facias visum. That you cause

to have a view. A writ, and the character

istic phrase in the same, which directed the

sherifl to have land viewed by a jury.

Habilis. Having: capable, suitable; fit.

By the canon law. if the parties are habiieaad mat

rimonium, it is a good marriage, wha'ever their ages.’

HAIBI'.l'.‘.8 A person‘s habits refer to his

customary conduct, to pursue which he has

amuired a tendency, from frequent repeti

tion of the same acts.’

It would be incorrect to say that a man has a habit

of anything from a single set.’

it may still issue its own writ of habeas

 

IExp. Royall, 112 U. S. 181 0&1); Exp. Yerger, 8

Wall. 103 (1808).

' Exp. Royall, 117 U. B. 241 (1886).

‘See generally People ex: rel. Tweed v. Liscomb, 00

N. Y. 559 (1875); 18 Cent. Law J. 868-70 (1884). cases.

° 2 Bl. Com. 298; 4 Kent, 468; 8 Washb. R. P. 486.

'3 B1. Com. 412; Tldd. Pr. 1081; 2 Arch. Pr. 58.

\ See Brightly, T. & H. (I’s.) §§ 1802, 1807.

'1 Bl. Com. 486.

I L. l|nbi'lu.s.' habere. to have oneself,be in a condition.

‘Knit-kerbocker Life Ins Co. v. Foley, 105 U. S. 154

1881). Field, J.

Habitual. According to or by force of

habit or frequent use; originating in a fixed

habit; habituated.

See Canucrsa; Dausnnn; Ixvrsxrsaart.

HABITANCY. Embraces the fact of

residence at a place, togethsr with the intent

to regard it and make it a home.

It is diflicultto give an exact detlnition.I

BABITA-\'T.

HABITATION. See DWELLING.

HERES. L Heir. In Roman law, re

sembled an executor in English law. See

Ham, 2.

Haereditas. Inheritance. See Dnnmn,

Damnosa, etc. ‘

Hzeres natus. An heir born; an heir by

descent. Haares factus. An heir by ap

pointment; a devisce.2

Nomo est hasres viventis.

be the heir of a living person.

No person can be the actual complete heir of an

other till that other is dead. Before that time the

person next in the line of succession is called the

" heir apparent," or " heir presumptive." '

HERET IN CORTICE. See Lnsm

QU1 haeret, etc.

HAIR. May not include bristles.‘

Hair clippers. See CUTLERY.

HALF. See BLOOD; Com; DEFENSE, 2;

MOIETY; Onrnas; SISTER.

HALLOWEEN. See NIGHTWALKKBS;

\VAl\'TONNESS.

HALLUCINATION. Seelnssurrm

HAMMER. “Under the hammer" re

fers to public sales by a sherifi or auctioneer.

In Rome, auctioneers stood beside a spear fixed up

right in the forum; and the goods were said to be sold

mb hasta, under the spear.

HANAIPER.5 A bag or basket, kept in

ofiices of the court of chancery to receive

dues paid for the seals of charters, patents,

commissions, and writs; then, the exchequer

of chancery.

Writs issuing out of the ordinary court of chancery

(relating to the business of the subject) and the returns

thereto were, according to the simplicity of ancient

times. originally kept in hanaperio; and others (re

lating to aifairs of the crown) were preserved in I

little sack or bag; and thence has arisen the distinc

tion ot “hanaper ofiice " and “ petty-bag oi11ce,“ both

Seclu

No one can

 

I Lyman v. Fiske, 17 Pick. 284 (1885), Shaw, 0. J.

1 See Borland v. Nichols, 18 Pa. 43 (1810).

'2 Bl. Corn. 208.

‘ Von Slade 1*. Arthur, 18 Blatch. 251 (1876).

IL. L.ha1|apen'1m|. a large vase; a vesscl to keep

cups in; hunapuc, a cup, bowl. ‘v\'hence hamper.
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of which belong to the common-law court in chancery.1

See Pmr. Petty Bag.

HAND. 1. As the member of the body

with which a thing is held, an instrument

used, force or action originated or exerted, or

a deed done, is in frequent use. See AR

auos; Buns; DEATH; MAYHEM. Compare

BIAIN; liisrrus.

Handbill. A written or printed public

notice of something to be done; as, of a ju

dicial saie of property.

The number, time, and manner of posting such

bills is regulated by local statute or rule of court

Hand-money. The price or earnest given

to bind a bargain, after shaking hands, or in

stead thereof; the consideration of a hand

sale. See Eamnrsr.

Hand-sale. Anciently, among northern

nations, shaking of bands was necessary to

bind a bargain; a custom retained in verbal

contracts.2

Upliited hand. Refers to an oath taken

by raising the right hand toward Heaven.

Whip-hand. The right hand; the side

of a road toward the right hand. See ROAD,

1, Law of.

2. Force; violence.

Strong hand. “ With strong hand " im

plies a degree of criminal force, more than

“ with force and armis.” Statutes relating to

forcible entry (q. v.) use the words in describ

ing the degree of force which makes an entry

or detainer criminal, and entities the pros

ecutor, under some circumstances, to resti

tution and damages.3

“ With force and arms “ are merely formal words

in the action of trespass, and if issue be taken upon

them. the plaintiff is not bound to prove any actual

force.‘

3. Chirography; penmanship; handwriting.

Whatever one has written with his hand;

not merely his usual style of chirography.‘

Comparison of hands, or of handwrit

tng. Proving penmanship by its likeness to

other writing, admitted or proven to be gen—'

uine.

The rule of the common law is to disallow a com

parison of hands as proof of signature. An exception

 

18 Bl. Com. iii; Yates v. People, 6 Johns. '36:! (1810).

‘ [2 Bl. Com. 448.

IKing 1:. Wilson, 8 T. R. 362 (1799), Lawrence, J.;

Harvey 11. Brydges, 14 lii. & W. ‘-143 (1845), Parke, B.;

Lawe v. King, 1 Sound. 61 (1668).

' Commonwealth v. Webster, 5 Cuah. 801 (1850),

Shaw, C. J.

is, that if a paper. admitted to be in the hands ofa

party orto be subscribed by him, is in evidence for

some other purpose, the signature or paper in ques

tion may be compared with it by the jury.l

A paper, otherwise irrelevant, may not be put in

evidence merely te enable the jury te make a com

parison.’

When a witness is called to prove a signature from

his knowledge of the signer's writing. he should be

first cross-examined as to his means of knowledge.‘

Handwriting is proved by the writer, by his admis

sion, by his writing in court, or by a witness who has

either seen him write or is familiar with his hand. The

witness may be tested by other writings. In England,

comparison is permitted only as to test paper already

in court. In some States, comparison with other

papers is allowed. Test papers made for the purpose

are inadmissible. An expert in handwriting may say

whether in his opinion a hand is feigned or natural.‘

All evidence of handwriting, except in the single in

stance where the witness saw the document written, is

in its nature comparison of hands. It is the belief

which the witness entertains upon comparing the

writing in question with the exemplar in his mind de

rived from previous knowledge. Any witness, other

wise disinterested, who has had the opportunity of

acquiring such an exemplar, is competent to speak of

his belief. It is one of the few instances in which the

law accepts from witnesses belief in facts, instead of

facts themselves. If, from having seen the party write

or from correspondence with him, the witness has be

come familiar with his hand, he may testify his belief

as to the genuineness of the writing in question. Tech

nically, comparison of handwriting means a "com

parison by the juxtaposition of two writings, to

ascertain whether both were written by the same per

son.“ . . (1) Evidence as to the genulneneas of a

paper may be corroborated by a comparison, to be

made by the jury, between that paper and other well

authenticated writings. (2) A mere expert may not

make the comparison. (3) Witnesses having knowl

edge of the party's handwriting may testify as to the

paper; but they are not to make the comparison.

(4) Test documents should be established by the most

satisfactory evidence. (5) An expert may be exam

ined to prove forged or simulated writings, and to give

conclusions of skill; but not to compare a writing, as

a note, in suit, with other test papers, and express his

opinion, when he had no knowledge of the defendant's

handwriting.I

The rule is that a witness who is introduced to prove

 

1 Moore v. United States, 91 U. S. 274 (1875); Strother

0. Lucas, 6 Pet. ‘T67 (1832); 1 Green]. Ev. 5578.

’ United States v. Jones, 20 Blatch. 236 (1882).

IFrew v. Clark, 80 Pa. 181 (1875).

°1\\‘hart. Ev. 55 705-40, cases; Commonwealth v.

Webster. 5 Cash. 301 (1860).

‘ Travis v. Brown, 43 Pa. 12, 18, 170862), cases. Wood

ward, J. See also Ballentine v. White, 77 id. 26 (1874);

Aumick 1:. Mitchell, 82 id. 2130876); Reese v. Reese, W

id. 94 (1879); Berryhill t‘. Kirchner, 96 id. 492 (1880);

Lessee of Clark 1:. Courtney, 5 Pet. ‘$14 (1831); Winn

1;. Patterson, 9 id. 674-75 (1835,); Williams v. Conger, 1!

U. S. 413, 297(1888). cases.
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the handwriting of a person must have personal

knowledge of it, either by having seen him write. or by

having seen writing admitted by him to be his or, with

his knowledge, acted upon as his, or so adopted into

the ordinary business of life as to create a reasonable

' presumption of its genuineness. Exceptions are, flrst,

where the paper is not old enough to prove itself, and

yet is so old that living witnesses cannot be had: then,

other writings proven to be genuine. or to have been

acted upon as such by all parties, may be oiie red, and

experts, by comparison, may give their opinion as to

the genuineness; or, second, where other writings ad

mitted to be genuine are already in the case, when the

jury may make the comparison without expert aid.

The civil and ecclesiastical law permitted the testi

mony of experts as to handwriting by comparison.

The rule varies in the different States. In some, com

parison is allowed between the writing in question and

my other writing shown to be genuine, whether al

ready in the case or not, or relevant or not; while in

others. it is only permitted as between the disputed

paper and one already in the case and relevant to lt.|

Bee Foaonnr; Sunscmna.

Under hand and seal, or witness my

hand, eto. Said of an instrument of writ

ing, and refers, specifically, to the name or

signature thereto. See SEAL, 1.

4. Condition or attitude before the law; as,

in the expression

Clean hands. Upright before the law;

free from fault; in a position to ask the in

tervention of a court of equity.

Hand down. To decide, declare, an

nounce.

Hand down an opinion. When a member

of a court of errors and appeals has written

an opinion in a case and delivered it to the

clerk for transmission to the court whose de

cision has been under review, the opinion is

said to be “handed down."

HANGING. The judgment in a capital

case is, that the prisoner “ be hanged by the

neck till dead.” 7

Hanged is preferred to hung, as the past participle.

Hangman. One who executes a prisoner

condemned to death by suspension by the

neck; also, he who holds the oifice of public

executioner. See DEATH, Penalty.

HAPPEN. See Oosrmosscr; Occnn.

HAPPINESS. The foundation of ethics

or natural law is “that every man should

 

I Fee 0. Taylor, 88 Ky. 2613-63 (1885), Holt, J. See also

Rose 1:. First Nat. Bank of Springfield, 91 lilo. 401-3

(1886), cases; Bell u. Brewster. +4 Ohio St. 606. 698

(1887), cases; Smyth 1:. Casweil.67 Tex. 5'f3(i88T); as to

evidence of identity. 22 Cent. Law J. 3i6(i886), cases.

' 4 Bl. Com. 403.

pursue his own true and substantial happi

ness.”l

But as utility contradicts the common sense and

feeling of mankind, utility is not the standard of right

and wrong.’

The object of all government is to promote the hap

piness and prosperity of the community by which it is

established.‘

Happiness is an inalienable right. in its pursuit all

avocatiom, honors, positions, are alike open to every

one.‘

The right of men to pursue their happiness

means the right to pursue any lawful busi

ness or vocation, in any manner not incon

sistent with the equal rights of others, which

may increase their prosperity or develop

their faculties, so as to give them their high

est enjoyment.‘

The right to follow any of the common occupations

of life is an inalienable right; it was formulated as

such under the phrase " pursuit of happiness" in the

Declaration of Independence. This right is a large

ingredient in the civil lihcrty (q. 1:.) of the citizen. No

legislature may deny the right to all but afew favon-d

individuals, by investing the latter with a monopoly.‘

See Pmvmrox, 2.

HARBOR. 1, v. To receive and conceal

clandestinely; to secrete, so that another

who has the right of custody shall be dcL

prived thereof: as, to harbor a wife, child,

apprentice, fugitive slave.7 '

2, n. A haven or port.

Lanmo; Poar; Wnsnr.

HARD. See HARDSHIP; LABOR, 1.

HARDPAN. See Eanrn.

HARDSHIP. Refers to an argumom

why a thing should or should not be 8.“O\\'t‘-I

because of the severity of the law as applied

to the particular case.

Where a statute is clear and imperative. of no

avail.‘

Settled principles cannot, with safety to the public,

bedisregarded to remedy the hardship of a special

case.’

See Conmzncs;

 

I i Bl. Com. 41.

'1 Shars. Bl. Com. 41.

.9 Charles River Bridge 11. Warren Bridge, 11 Pet. 51?

(1837), Taney, C. J.

' Cummings v. Missouri, 4 Wall. 321 (1866), Field, J.

' Butchers Union 00. v. Crescent City Co . iii U. S

757 (i864), Field, J.

' Butchers‘ Union 00., &c., rupra, iii U. 8.

Bradley, Harlan, Woods. JJ.

" See Driskiil 1;. Parrish, 8 McLean, 6-18 (1847); J--n~-5

0. Van Zandt, 5 How. 227 (1847); Van Metro 0. lilitclwll.

2 Wall. Jr. 317 (1853); 24 Ga. 71; 26 id. 593; 5 N. H. -lilo‘.

10 id. 247; i .\hb. Pr. 259; 2 N. Car. Law IL 249.

' The Cherokee Tobacco, 11 Wall. 6m (1870).

' Buchanan v. Litchfleld, 102 U. S. 293 (1880); lb. (X

T62
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The certainty ot the law is of more importance

than individual convenience. inconvenience and hard

ship are considerations for the legislature.‘

See POLICY, 1, Public; Possisiurr.

HARDWARE. See Cornsav.

HARVEST. Referring to a season of

the year, the time when crops of grain and

grass are gathered; does not apply to second

crops cut out of harvest time.2 See CROP;

EMBLEMENTS.

HAUL. See CARRY, I.

HAVE. See MAY, May have.

"To have and to hold," in a deed, defines the ex

tent of ownership in the matter granted

Rejected, if repugnant to the rest of the deed.‘

See turther Hmsas, Habendum. '

HAWKEB. The primary idea of a

" hawker and peddler” is that of an itiner

ant or traveling trader, who carries goods

about for sale, and actually sells them, in

contradistinction to a trader who sells goods

in a fixed place of business. Superadded to

this (though perhaps not essential), by a

"hawker ” is generally understood one who

not only carries goods for sale, but who

seeks for purchasers, either by outcry or by

attracting attention to them, as goods for

sale, by an actual exhibition or exposure of

them, by placards or labels, or by a conven

tional signal, like the sound of a horn for the

sale of fish.4

A “hawker and peddler" is an itinerant

trader, who goes from place to place, or from

house to house, carrying for sale and expos

ing to sale the goods, wares or merchandise

which he carries.‘

He generally deals in small and cheap articles, such

as he can conveniently carry in a cart or on his per

son. He may be required to take out a license.‘

Hawking. Embraces the business of one

who sells, or offers goods for sale, on the

streets by outdry, or by attracting the atten

tion of persons by exposing his goods in a

public place, or by placards, labels, or sig

nals.'

 

I Stillman v. United States, 101 U. 8. 471 (1879); Stew

art v. Platt, ib. T38 (1879); 8 How. 61; 21 Wall. 178,102

111. 221. '

' Wendall c. Osborne, 63 Iowa, 102, 103 (1884), Beck, J.

‘Jamaica Pond Aqueduct Corporation 0. Chandler,

9 Allen, 168 (1864), Bigeiow, C. J.

l [Commonwealth v. Ober, 12 Oush. 495 (1853), Shaw,

Chief Justice.

‘ Commonwealth v. Farnum. 114 Mass. 270 (1873), En

dicott, J.; Morrill v. State, 38 Wis. 43? (1875)

' Graflty v. Ruahville, 107 Ind. 506 (1886), llflchell, J.

HAZARD.l Danger, peril, risk, but not

necessarily the greatest degree.‘

Hazardous. Involving danger; accom

panied with risk; perilous: as, a hazardous

contract.

“liazardous,“ "extra hazardous," “specially haz

ardous,“ and “ not hazardous,“ have distinct rnvnnings

in the business of tire insurance. What goods are in

cluded under any one designation may not be so well

known as to dispense with proof.‘ See Ixsnnmcn

Rtsx.

Games of hazard. See Gun, 1.

HEAD. 1. He who provides for a fam

ily, q. u.

2. The responsible person; the chief; the

principal: as, the head of a department of

government, q. 11.

8. Compare Carer; Pom.

Headnote. A statement of the points

decided in a case, and preceding the printed

report thereof. Sec SYLLABUS.

HEALTH. Exemption from disease;

freedom from sickness or pain; exemption

from prevailing or unusual disease or con

tagion.

A person is " healthy" who is free from disease or

bodily ailment, or that state of the system peculiarly

susceptible or liable to disease or bodily ailment.‘

The degree of health ordinarily enjoyed by men in

health, and the physical ability which men of sound

bodig ordinarily possess, places one in the class of

the " healthy and able-bodied.“ within the meaning of

poor-laws, although there may be casual or tempo

rary illness, or bodily unsoundness.‘

" Sound health," as used in contracts for life insur

ance, does not mean absolute freedom from bodily

. infirmity or tendency to disease.‘ See Isruurnaarn

Public health. The wholesome sanitary

condition of the community at large; the ex

emption of a municipality or region from

any prevailing and unusual disease or mor- _

tality; general health: health of the people.

Laws to secure the general health of the people at

large are called upublic-health laws; " and the ofll

cers charged with administering them, the “public

health board,“ or “ public-health oflicers,“ or, briefly,

the " health-board “ or " health-otlicers."
 

IF. hazard, accident; unlortunate throw of dice:

lar, a die.

' Buttcrtoss v. State, 40 N. J. E. 830 (1885).

‘See Pindar v. Continental Fire Ins. Co., 88 N. Y. 864

(1868).

‘ Bell u. Jeflreys, 13 Ircd. L. 357 (18522), Pearson, J.

' Starksboro v. Hmesburgh, 15 Vt. 209 (18-13), Royce.

Judge.

' Morrison 1). Wisconsin Odd Fellows‘ hlut. Life Ins.

Co., 59 Wis. 170 (1834), Lyon, J. See llloulor v. Ameri

can Life Ins. Co.,111 U. S. 885 (1884); lllay, Ins. 5295,

cases.
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Bill of health. A certificate given by

the authorities of the port from which a res

sel clears, showing the state of the public

health at the port.

Clean bill of health. A certificate that no

infectious disease exists; opposed to a touched

or suspected bill, or a bill actually foul.

Board of health. A board of oflicials

specially charged with the preservation of

_ the general health of the people at large.

Their jurisdiction is, ordinarily, a municipality, or

a State.

National Board of Health. Established by

not of Congress of March 8, 1879, ch. 202, § 1

(20 St. L. 484). Consists of seven members

appointed by the President, and four mem

bers detailed from the departments. Their

duties are to obtain information upon all

matters afiecting the public health, to advise

the heads of departments and State execu

tives, to make necessary investigations at

any place in the United States, or at foreign

ports, and to make rules guarding against

the introduction of contagious diseases into

the country and their spread from State to

State.1

The preservation of the public health is one of the

chief purposes of local government. Hence, munici

pol corporations are liberally endowed with power to

prevent and abate nuisances. Public policy reqvlres

that health-oflicers be not disturbed in the exercise of

their powers, unless clearly transcending their au

thority)

All sanitary cordons and preventive regulations

come under the right of preventing more serious in

juries by stifling the sources of evil. in doing this,

health-officers must not interfere with the natural

rights of individuals.‘ '

Power in boards of health to abate nuisances and

the causes of them, and to enforce sanitary regula

tions, are very great. The courts have excused an

excessive exercise of power in cases where there was

great peril to the public health. But an exercise

which is clearly unlawful, and has no great public

necessity to excuse it, will be restrained, however

praiseworthy the motive. The people " shall be secure

in their persons and houses from unreasonable searches

and seizures.“ ‘

By statute of i Jamesi(1608), c. 31, a person infected

with the plague, or dwelling in an infected house,

could be compelled to keep his house. If he went into

company‘, he could be punished by whipping, be bound

'lL S, l Sup.p.480.

' Hart 1:. Mayor of Albany, 8 Paige, 218 (1532); i Dil

lon, Munic. Corp. §§ 309, 874.

I Spnhling n. Preston. 2i Vt. 13-14 (1848).

' Eddy |.. Board 0! Health, i0 Phila. 94 (1878), cases,

Peirce, J. See also Butterfom v. State, 40 N. J. E. 825

(,i8&'u.
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to good behavior, or be adjudged guilty of felony. By

26 Geo. Ii (1753), c. 26. quarantine of ships from infected

countries was regulated.l

In England the public health is secured by various

statutes, principally by the Public Health Act, 11 and

12 Vict, (1848), c. 68, the Local Government Acts of

1858, and amendments thereto. These statutes give

large powers to the local authorities for removing

nuisances. regulating burials, checking the sale of in

jurious food and drink, and otherwise preventing dis

ease. _

The preservation of health is an absolute right of

personal security.‘

injuries to a man's health occur when, by any un

wholesome practices of another, a man sustains any

apparent damage in his vigor or constitution: as, by

the sale of bad provisions. by the exercise of a noisome

trade, or by the neglect or unskillful management of

his physician, surgeon, or apothecary. For such, a

special action of trespass on the case for damages lies.‘

An act (supplementary) of New Jersey, approved

March 12, 1830, makes animals with contagious dis

eases common nuisances; another act (also supple

mentary), approved liiarch 12, 188-4, makes horses

aflected with glanders common miisances; and both

acts authorize destruction of the animals under pre

scribed conditions. Held, that the acts are within the

police powers of the State; that they are not within

the prohibition of the Fourteenth Amendment, be

cause. although they authorize the abatement of nui

sances in advance of a judicial adjudication of the

fact of nuisance. yet they do not make the determina

tion as to that fact conclusive, and only permit acts,

in abating a particular nuisance. to be justifled by

proof of its actual existence; thirdly, that the condi

tions under which the ofiicials may act, by the statute

of 1830. are mere limitations upon their power for the

benefit of the owners of animals, and their adjudiw

tion that such conditions exist will not protect them,

unless the existence of the common nuisance is shown.‘

Sce Annnrsnxrs; Dismiss; Poucn, 2; Quall.al

runs, 2; Sormn, 2 (2).

EEARING. 1. The trial of a suit in

equity. 2. The session of any court, or of

an adjunct thereof, for considering the proofs

in a cause. 8. An examination of the testi

mony ofiered against a person charged with

crime.

As applied to equity cases, " hearing" means the

same as " trial “ at law.‘

Final hearing. The trial of an equity

case upon its merits; as distinguished from

 

'4 Bl. Com. 161; King :1. Vantandillo, 4 M. & B. 7!

(1815); King v. Burnett, ib. 272 (1515).

I1 Bl. Com. 129, 131.

‘8 Bl. Com. 12?.

‘Newark & South Orange Horse By. Co. v. Hunt,

Sup. Ct. N. J. (Feb. 27, 1888), cases, lliagie, J. Same

case, 87 Alb. Law J. 356.

‘Yannevsr v. Bryant, 21 Wall. 43 (1874); Jones v.

Foster, 61 Wis. 29 (1884); 19 Wall. &’>; 8 Dill. 463; 40

ind. 179.
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the hearing of any preliminary question aris

ing in the cause, termed “interlocutory.” 1

Further hearing. An adjourned or con

tinued hearing.

Re-hearing. A new hearing in a mat

ter once decided; consideration under a re

examination or re-argument.’ .

A petition for the rehearing of a case may be re

quired to he made at the term when the cause was

first decided.

See .\'o'ric:, 1; Jenismcriox, 2; Psocnsa, 1, Due;

Rzmsn, 1; Tan, 4; 'l‘aun; Wuvsn. Compare Au

sma; Oran; Pnsmnlcn.

EEARSAY. What is heard asrumored;

testimony not a matter of personal knowl

edge with the witness.

That kind of evidence which does not de

rive its value solely from the credit to be

given to the witness himself, but rests also,

in part, on the veracity and competency of

some other person.‘

In the largest sense, interchangeable with non

originnl evidence. This is generally inadmissible, be

cause of the depreciation of truth from passage

through fallihle media; because of non-discrimination

by juries between primary and scconililry evidence;

and because it is irresponsible in its_first exhibition.‘

Because it wants the sanction of an oath, and

affords no opportunity for cross-examination, is ex

cluded.'

Supposes that better testimony may be had; is in

trinsically too weak to satisfy the mind; under its

color fraud niight be prncticed.“

Admissible in the following cases: 1. Astoawit

neu—what was said in a former trial by a person

now dead, out of the ;|u.risdictlon, subsequently incom

petent, insane, or sick.’

2. As to deposition: in perpetuam. But the testi

mony must be ephemeral; taken coniormably to the

rules of evidence; be deposited in court; and the cause

be not delayed.‘

3. As to matter: of general interest, and ancient

possession. But the witnesses must be (lisinterested.

includes declarations of deceased persons as to bound

aries.I Ancient documents, in proper custody, prove

ancient possessions."

lAlrerly v. Vilas, 24 Wis. 171 (1869), Paine, J.; Jones

1:. Foster, 61 id. 29 (1884); Galpin v. Crltchlow, 112

Mass. 813 (1873).

’ [8 Bl. Com. 458.

I1 Greenl Ev. $99: [1 Phill. Ev. 169.

41 Whart Ev. 55 170-75, casea

.1 Green]. Ev. 55 168, D8, 124.

' Mirna Queen 11. Hepburn, 7 Cranch, 295 (1818),

Marshall, C. J.; Hopt 1!. Utah, 110 U. S. 581 (1884); 1

Wheat 8; 8 Wall. 409.

'1 Whart, Ev. 55 177-80, cases.

'1Wha.rt. Ev. 55 181-81, cases.

' See Clement v. Packer, 1125 U. S. 821 (188%), cases.

I'1 Whart. Ev. 55 185-200, cases; 1 Green]. Ev.

I 11740.

 

4. Asto pedigree and relationship.‘ birth, marriage,

and death. Common family tradition is receivable:

also, statements of deceased relatives made before a

dispute arose; also, family records, epitaphs, armorial

bearings. and the like.I See Pi-:mom;a.

5. As to declaration: against interest by deceased

persons. This means against pecuniary or proprietary

interest; not as to incidental matters, and although

better evidence may be had. But must be brought

home to an imputed dec1arant.'

6. As to business entries. By a deceased or absent

partner or clerk, and made in the regular course of

business, admitted. So of notes by surveyor, counsel,

bank messenger, notaries, and _others. But the entry

must have been made contemporaneously with the

transaction. confined to the matter it was the person‘s

duty to record. and, in its nature, original I See fur

ther Errrnv, II, 1. .

7. As to general reputation when material.‘ See

Cmnacrsa; Rarunndn.

8. To refresh memory, as to extrinsic incidents of

testimony; as, dates, places, etc.‘ See Rnrnssn.

9. As to res gestm. Includes declarations coincident

with business acts, and torts; not, if the acts are in

themselves inadmissible, or there exists opportunity

for concoction.‘ See Rm, Gestm.

10. As to declarations concerning a party's-own

health and state of mind. These chiefly regard state

ments as to injuries and motives’

See further DECLA_RA1'10N, 2; Evmnicl; Hnrronina.

HEABSE. See VVAGON.

HEATHEN. See OATH; RELIGION.

HEAVY. ‘As appliéd to different articles.

is a comparative term.

Whether a bale of cotton is a "hcnvyariicl|:“ or

"au article of measurement,“ within the meaning of

a railroad charter, is a question of fact, to be deter

mined by a jury, and regulated by proof of custom.‘

HEIFER. A female calf of the bovine

species, from the end of the first year until

she has had a calf.’

" Heller" and “steer" describe animals of the be

vine species advanced to an age beyond that of a call.

A more definite description is “ yearling heifer,“ and

“ yearling steer." " See Cow.

 

I1 Whart. Ev. £5 ‘Z01-25, cases; 1 Greenl. Ev. 55 108-7,

cases.

'1 ‘Vhart. Ev. 55 226-87, cases.

'1 Whart. Ev, 5 238-51, cases; 1Greenl. Ev. 55 115-2},

cases.

'1 Whart. Ev. 55 2512-56, cases.

'1 Whart. Ev. 5 257, cases.

'1 Whart. Ev. i5 258-137, cases; 1 Greenl. Ev. $5 113,

112-14, cases.

"1 Whart Ev. 55 268439, cases; 1 Grecnl. Ev. 55 101,

110, cases.

IElder 1:. Charlotte, &c. R. Co., 18 S. C. 281 (1871));

Bonham v. Same, £12. $6 (1879).

' Freeman 0. Carpenter, 10 Vt. 485 (1838).

I'ii1illigan 1:. Jefferson County, 2 Monte. 546 (1877).

See also 7Vt. 465; 40 id. 641; 11 Gray, 211; BM, 1188;

16 Kan. 294.
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HEIIB. See Hatnns. 1. At common law,

he upon whom the law casts the estate im

mediately on the death of the ancestor. l

Correlative, ancestor, q. v.

Uncontrolled by the context, the person

appointed by law to succeed to the real es

tate in case of intestacy.ll

Simply one who succeeds to the estate of a

deceased person.‘

Whoever succeeds to property of an in

testate.‘

In a will, unexplained and uncontrolled by

the context, construed according to its strict

technical import,— the person who, by the

statute of descent, would succeed to the real

estate in case of intestacy. A term of de

scription of a class of persons who, in the

prescribed contingency, take the estate.‘

He upon whom the law casts an estate of

inheritance immediately on the death of the

owner.6

The primary meaning is, the person related to one

by blood, who would take the latter's real estate if he

died intestate. The proper primary meaning of “ next

of kin “ is, the person related by blood, who takes per

sonal estate of one who dies intestate.

in New York "heirs,“ applied to the successors of

personalty, means next of kin, and does not therefore

include a widow or a husband of an intestate. In a

few cases in other States “ heirs,“ applied to person

alty, has been held to mean those who by the statute

of distributions take the personalty in case of in

testacy. There is much confusion in the English cases

upon the subject.'

No rule can be stated under which all the decisions

can be classified. In general, where there is a gift to

a person or his heirs. the word "heirs “ denotes suc

cession or substitution; the gift being prin1arily to the

person named, or, it he is dead, then to his heirs in

his place. in such cases, it has often been held that

the word should be construed to mean the persons

who would legally succeed to the property according

l2»Bl. Corn. 201; Bailey 1). Bailey, 25 Mich. 188 (1871).

I Gauch v. St. Louis M. L. Ins. Co., 88 H1. 256 (1878),

Schoeiield, C. J.; Fabens v. Fabens, 141 Mass. 899

(1888).

' McKinney v. Stewart, 8 Kan. 892 (1869), Valentine, J.;

Cushman 0. Horton, 59 N. Y. 151-62 (1874); Fountain

County Coal, &c. Co. v. Beckieheirner, 102 ind. 76

(1884).

1 [Eckiord 11. Knox, 67 Tex. 5303 (1886), Willie, C. J.

‘Clark 1:. Gordls, 4 Allen, 480 (1862), Bigelow, C. J.

See also Lombard v. Boyden, 5 id. 251 (1962); Loring

v. Thorndike, ib. 269 (1862); Rand v. Sanger, 115 Mass.

128(187~1); Minot '1. Harris, 182 id. $0431 (1882), cases;

Band v. Butler,4S Conn. 298 (1880); 101 Ind. 19-1; 65

lowa, 80;18 B. Mon. 829; ~10 )‘li§. T58; 15 N. J. L. 404.

°Lavery u. Egan, 143 Mass. 392 (1887), Field, J.

' L'lIil1:uan v. Davis, 95 N. Y. 24-” (1884), cases, Earl, J.

to its nature or quality; and that the heirs at law

would take the realty, and the next of kin or persons

entitled to inherit personalty would take the pemonai

estate. But where the gift is directly to the heirs oi a

person, as a substantive gift to them of something

which their ancestor was in no event to take, this

element of succession or substitution is wanting, and

the heirs take as the persons designated in the instru

ment to take in their own right; and in such cases the

courts have usually held that the word “ heirs“ must

receive its comn1on-law meaning -the persons en

titled to succeed to real estate in a case of intestacy.l

"Heir “ is a word oi’ law; " son,“ "child,“ and the

like, are words of nature.

“ Heirs “ may be used in deeds,’ as it is often used

in wills, for “ children “ or " issue,“ ' or grandchildren.‘

May mean " devises," “ lsgatce," or “ distributes." '

May be used where there is no subjectto be in

herited.‘

A “ widow" is an heir in a special, limited sense

only.'

A " husband" is neither the heir nor next of kin of

his wife, in any technical sense.‘ \

In a devise, "heir" is a word of limitation.‘ See

Bns|.i.i:Y‘s Cass.

Collateral heir. A relative not of the

direct line of descent, butofa collateral line.

Heir apparent. He whose right of in

heriting is indefeasible, provided he outlives

the ancestor.10 -

In this sense, “ hair" is in popular use.

Heir at law; heir at common law, or

heir general. He upon whom the law

casts the realty of an intestate.ll -

Heir of the body or natural heir. An

heir begotten of the body; a lineal descend

ant.“

 

I Fabens 11. Fabens, 141 Mass 899-400 (1886), cases,

0. Allen, J.

' Beard 1:. Horton. 1 Denio, 167-70 (1845), cases; See

1:. Derr, 67 Mich. 878 (1886).

' Haly 0. Boston. 108 Mass. 579 (1871); Taggart v.

Murray. 58 N. Y. 288 (1578); Jones 1:. Lloyd, 88 Ohio St

578-80 (1878), cases; Eldridge v. Eldridge, 41 N. J, E.

91 (1886), cases; 42 id. 559; Myrick v. Hoard, 81 F. R

214 (1587).

1 Woodrufl n. Pleasants, 81 Va. 40 (1885).

' Sweet 0. Dutton, 109 Mass. 691 (1872); Cushman u.

Horton, 59 N. Y. 151 (1874); Elsey 1:. Odd Fellows Re

lief Society, 142 Ma. 2213 (1880).

‘ A.spden‘s Estate, 2Wall. Jr. 445 (1858).

' Unirled 1:. Heberer, 63 Ind. 72 (1878); Rusing v. Rus

ing, 25 id. 68 (1865); Eiamnn v. Poindexter, 5'1 id. 401

(1876); Clark 1:. Scott, 67 Pa. 452433 (1871), cases.

' Ivius's Appeal, 106 Pa. 184 (183-1).

' Daly v. James, 8 Wheat B84 (1828); 99 Ind. 190.

"2 Bi. Com. 208; 8 Bnsh,115; 51 Barb. 137', 22Me. 257.

" Aspden‘s Estate. 2 Wall. Jr. 483-38 (1858).

" Smith 1:. Pendell, 19 Conn. 111 (1848); Williamso

Allen. 17 Ga. 8-1 (1855); Roberts 0. Ogbourne, 87 A1;

178 (1861); Sewall v. Roberts, 115 Mass 276-7'? (1874).
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Heir presumptive. He who, if the an

cestor should die immediately, would, in the

present circumstances of things, be his heir;

but whose right of inheritance mny be de

feated by the contingency of some nearer

heir being born.1

Heiress. A female heir; but, in law

langunge. " heir” includes both sexes.

At common law. “heir " is a word of inheritance.

necessary to the grant of an estate larger than a life

interest.I This nicety is a relic of feudal strictness.'

Unless changed by statute. the rule requiring the use

of the word is imperative: no synonym will supply its

place; nor will any word oi’ perpetuity.‘

To bind his heirs. an obligor must use the word

“ heir" or its equivalent; not so. to bind an adminis

trator or an executor.‘ .

SeeAnorr. 8 ; Dr.scs:rr; iizmnoou; HEREDITAIENT;

Lvnsarr; Punczusz. 2; Brow. 1.

2. In civil law. he who is called to the

“ succession ” (q. v.). whether by the act of

the deceased or by operation oi’ law.

The universal successor is the “testamentary

heir; “ and. in cases oi’ intestacy. the next of kin by

blood is the "heir by intestacy" or "heir~aHaw."

The former correspondspto the executor, the latter to

the administrator, oi.the common law. The "heir"

administers both the real and the personal estate.‘

See Hsznns.

Heirloom. Such personalty as. contrary

to the nature of chattels, goes by special

custom to the heir along with the inheritance,

and not to the executor of the last proprie

tor.7

“Loom " is in Saxon geloma, lcoma: limb. mem

ber; so that "heirloom " is a limb or member of the

inheritance. Heirlooms are generally such things as

cannot be taken away without damaging or dismem

bering the freehold: as. charters. deeds. and other evi

dences of title to land. with the chests containing

them; chimney-pieces. pumps. old fixed or dormant

tables. benches and the like; also. the ancient jewels

of the crown. Of the some nature is a monument\or

tombstone, a pew in a church. and like articles which.

by special custom. cannot be devised away trom the

heir.‘

Or. again. "loom " meant. at first. an implement tor

weaving. and. later. any household erticle—a table.

curboard. bedstead. wainscot. and the like. These

came to be called uheir-looms " because. by special

 

‘B 8]. Com. M.

' St. Clair County Turnpike Co. 1:. Illinois. 96 U. S. 68

(1817).

' 2 Bl. 00m. 107.

‘1 Washb. R. P. 56.

I Shep. Touch. 869; Coke. Litt. K)9.o.

Beealso-t4Cal.253; 400/a. 662; 45 Me. 250; 68 id. 879;

“Pa. eo1;sid.4e1;e9i'd.19o; 10R.I.W;9Ired.I..3TO.

‘i Brown, Civ. Law. 844; story. C0nfl. Laws. 5 508.

' [2 BL Com. 427-99. 17.

custom. they went to the heir of the owner at his do

cease. with the house in which they were used.I

Heirloom: are properly portraits. coats of arms.

paintings. and such like. of the former owners of an '

inheritance.‘ '

A bill in equity will lie for the specific delirery of an

heirloom to the rightful owner.‘

Heirlooms do not seem to be recognized by the law

of this country.‘

HELD. See How, 1.

HELP. See Am, 1.

in an action by A to recover money promised him

it he would “ help" B to effect the sale of land. it was

admitted that A had rendered the required services

and the parties in their pleadings construed the agree

ment to be that A should use his best effort to bring

about the sale. Held. that parol evidence was not ad

missible to explain the word.‘

HENCE. Compare SQ.

HEREAFTER. Will of itself make a

statute prospective, and save pending suits.‘

HEREBY. See GRANT, 2.

HEBEDITAMENT. Anything that

may be inherited. be it corporeal or incorpo

real, real. personal, or mixed.7

The word is almost as comprehensive as property.‘

Corporeal hereditament. Such thing

as afiects the senses. as may be seen and

handled. Incorporeal hereditament. Is

not the object of sensation. can neither be

seen nor handled; is a creature of the mind.

exists only in contemplation.O See CORPO

REAL.

Corporeal hereditaments consist wholly of substan

tial and permanent objects; all which may be compre

hended under the general denomination of “land." ‘

An incorporenl hereditnment is a right issuing out

oi.’ a thing corporate (whether real or personal). or

concerning. annexed to. or exercisable within the

same. Its etlects and profits may be objects of the

senses: as. an annuity to a man and his heirs. rents.

commons, ways. ofllces. franchises; and, formerly.

ad vowsons. tithes. dignities, and corodies or pensions. 1°

qq. U.

The right to a seat in a board of exchange is an in

corporeal hereditament."

' Cowell; Coke. Litt. 18 b; Shep. Touch. 432.

' Brown‘s Law Dict.

I Pusey v. Pussy. 1 White & T.. L. C. ‘H09-11; 1

Story. Eq. S 709.

‘1 Washb. R. P.. 4 ed.. 20. See Moseley‘: Estate. I

W. N. C. 102 (1877).

‘ Hooker v. llyde. 61 Win 209 (1884).

‘ _State v. Hicks. 48 Ark. 520 (X886)

'iCoke. Inst. 6; 5Conn. 518; 13 N. Y. 159; E Barb

839; 5 Wend. 458.

‘ 3 Kent. 40].

' [2 Bl. Com. l7*18; 2! Barb. H0.

"2 Bl. Com. ‘£0-21.

" Hyde 1:. Woods. 94 U. S. 624 um
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In principle there is no difference, as to the acquisi

tion of rights, between corporeal and incorporeal ob

jects. But, with regard to possession alone, as affect

ing title, a difference is introduced by reason of the

statute of limitations. A grant of land. conferring an

entire title, is not presumed from mere possession

short of the statutory period. The statute makes all

the provisions deemed necessary for quieting posses

sions of a corporeal nature, thereby removing these

cases from the operation of the common law. Con

clusive presumption of title to an incorporeal heredit

ament is afforded by twenty years‘ adverse, exclusive,

undisturbed possession.I

See Dsmzsss, Seized, etc.; Dmwaamcs; Encr

uss-r: Gssxr, 1.

HEREDITABY.

ance, q. 1:.

2. Transmitted to descendants: as, heredi

tary insanity, q. u.

HEREIN. May refer to the section, the

chapter, or the entire enactment in which it

is used.2

HEREINBEFORE. Compare ANTE.

in the clause, in a will, “ I give . to the per

sons, societies and corporations to whom I have here

1. Subjéct to inherit

inbefore made bequests . . " means, as the same

now are or exist.I

HERESY. See RELIGION.

HERETOFORE. In time past.‘ See

JURY, Trial by.

HERIOTJ‘ A render of the best beast or

other good (as the custom may be) to the

lord on the death of the tenant of acopyhold

estate.‘

Also called “ heriot-custom." “ Heriot-service "

was, substantially, a rent due upon a special reserva

tion in a grant or lease of lands.'

HERITABLE. See Isunmrancn.

HERMENEUTICS. “ Legal hermeneu

tics” are the rules, as a system, for discov

ering the meaning of written language.8

HIDALG-O. See PUEBLO.

HIDE. See Assconn; Coscnu.

HIDES. See FOR.

HIGH. Elevated above another; supe

rior; supreme.

In some connections, the use is pleonastic.

 

‘ Cornett v. Rhudy, 80 Va ‘flit-14 (i885), cases.

'See State ea: rel. Smiley 1;. Glenn. 7 Heisk. 485, 475,

480 (1571)

' Wetmore 1:. Parker, 52 N. Y. 464 (1878).

' Andrews v. Thayer, 40 Conn. 157 (1878); 18 N. Y.

t2I,458;lN.J.L2i'2.

' A. S. heregeatu, military sppareL

'2 Bl. Com. 97.

' 2 Bl. Com. 421-25.

‘Bee Lieber, Leg. J Pol. Earn

1. Having authority to preserve the peace

within adistrict larger than some other’s:

opposed to petty: as, a high constable, q. 1:.

2. Supreme; above others: as, high court.

3. The more heinous: as, high crimes and

misdemeanors, q. u.

4. Uninclosed; below low water-mark: as,

the high sea, q. 1:. See also ‘VATER-MARK.

5. Charged with the largest executive

functions: as, high sherifi, q. 17.

6. Directed against the government: as,

high treason; opposed to petty treason. See

Tassson.

7. Belonging to, or for use by, the public

at large: as, in highway. See WAY.

Highest. 1. Superior to any other: as,

the highest bid, q. 1:.

2. The most scrupulous: as, the highest

good faith, q. 12. .

HILARY. See TERM, 4.

IELENDER. To “ binder and delay " cred

itors is to do something which is an attempt

to defraud them; to put some obstacle in the

path, or interpose some time, unjustifiably,

before the creditor can realize what is owed

him out of the debtor’s property.1

The hindering and delaying which vitiates an as

signment is such as is sought through covin or malice

on the part of the debtor for his benefit. The fraudu

lent intent is a question of fact.‘ See Cosvsnscs,

Fraudulent: DELAY.

HIRING. A contract for the use of per

sonalty, or for services. A species of bail

ment for a price or recompense.

1. As to things. A contract whereby the

possession and a transient property is trans

ferred for a particular time or use, on condi

tion to restore the goods as soon as the time

is expired or the use performed, together

with the price, expressly agreed upon or left

to be implied by law according to the value

of the service.I

The hirer acquires a temporary property in the

thing, accompanied with an implied condition to use it

with moderation; while the owner or lender retains s

reversionary interest in the thing, and acquires a new

property in the price or reward. 0! such is the loan

of money on interest.‘

2. As to services. The contracts classed

under this head are contracts for work, fox

 

'Burnhsm e. Brennan, 42 N. Y. Super. 68 (1877),

Curtis, 0. J.: 74 N. Y. 69'T(1B'T8).

' Burr n. Clement, 9 Col. 8-10 (1886), cases.

‘[2 Bl. Com. 458. See 2 Kent, 456; Story. Bailm.

5859; 24 Am. Law Reg. 238-48 (1888), M.
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the safe-keeping of personalty, and for the

carriage of persons or personalty.

“Storage" and " carriage" are in more common

use than any inflections of hire, to designate a con

tract for the custody of ordinnry merchandise, or for

the transportation of persons or property.‘

' The idea of “ hiring “ may be involved in “ employ

ment," but its application is not restricted to any par

ticulur mode of use.‘

See Bsn.m:s'r; Drrosrr, 1; Locxno.

HISTORIES. See Boos.

Historical facts. of general and public notoriety,

may be proved by reputation; and that reputation

may be established by historical works of known char

acter and accuracy. But evidence of this sort is con

fined in a great measure to ancient facts, which do not

presuppose better evidence in existence; and where,

from the nature of the transaction, or the remoteness

of the period, or the public and general reception of

the facts, a just foundation is laid for general confi

dence. The work of a living author who is within

reach of process is not of this nature. He may be

called as a witness, and examined as to the sources

and accuracy of his information. If the facts are of

recent date, and within the knowledge of many pen

l0ns living, from whom he derived his materials, his

book is not the best evidence.I

HITIIERTO. Restrains the meaning of

a phrase to a period of time then elapsed.‘

HOC. See under H.

HODGE-PODGE. See HOTCHPQT.

HOE. See WEAPON, Deadly.

HOG. Hogs are “cattle," within the

meaning of a guaranty of drafts against

shipments of “ cattle." 5

And also within a statute requiring fencing to pro

tect lands from “ straying cattle." '

Hogs are “ swine; " and the word " hog" will also

include a "sow.“ '

In a statute punishing larceny, the live animal or

its carcass may he meant; I nnd the word will describe

a pig four or five months old.’

See Azmun: Crrn.:.

HOLD. 1. To decide, adjudge, decree.

Whence held, decided, ruled, adjudged: as, the

court “ held " the evidence admissible, or the defend

ant not liable. In head-notes to reports of cases, fol

‘ [1 Abbott's Law Diet. 565.

' Hightower v. State, 72 Ga. 484 (1884).

‘Morris 1;. Lemee of Harmer‘s Heirs, 7 Pet. '55B

(1883). Story, J. See 1 Green]. Ev. $497; 1 Whart. Ev.

55 em, ass.

' Mason 0. Jones, 18 Barb. 479 (1852).

' First Nat. Bank of Decatur 1:. Home Savings Bank

of St. Louis, 21 Wall. 299 (1874).

' Child 11. Hearn, L. R.. 9 Ex. 181 (1874).

' Rivers 1:. State, 10 Tex. Ap. 179 (1881).

'Whitson v. Culbertson, ‘I Ind. 196 (1855); Hunt v.

State, 56 Ala. 140 (1876); Reed v. State, 16 Fla 664

(IWB).

' Lavender 0. Stats, on Ala. 60 (1877).

lows the statement of the (am and Introduces the

decision of the court thereon.

2. To deduce as a rule or principle; to

maintain on the strength of decided cases:

as, the authorities “ hold " so and so.

8. To assert, declare, maintain; to occupy

the position of propounding as a fact or as

law: as, the plaintiff “ holds ” the affirmative

of the issue. See BURDEN, Of proof.

4. To cause to be bound or obligated; to '

confine or restrain: as, " to hold him to his

contract,” "the obligor is held and firmly

bound," “persons held to service;" “hold”

and “ held to bail,” or “ for court,” or “for

trial.” Compare BIND.

5. To sit for a specified purpose; to sit to

administer justice: as, to “ hold court,”

“held pleas;" to “hold an election;” to

“ hold a hearing " or “session."

6. To possess by virtue of a lawful title:

as, “ holda note” or “ bond ; “ “ hold lands"

or “property," “to have and to hold” de

scribed premises; "hold 0ifice;" “hold” a

fund, or lien, a policy of insurance, a share,

stakes, stocks, etc. Compare TENURE.

Whence also freeltold, leasehold.

" Holding,“ relating to ownership in property, em

braces two ideas: actual possession of some subject of

property, and being invested with the legal title. It

may be applied to anything the subject of property,

in law or in equity.I

Under an act forbidding a foreign corporation to

“ acquire and hold “ land, a conveyance is not neces

sarily void. The holding may be subject to the right

of escheat.'

Holder. One who has possession of any

thing. One who possesses by virtue of a

lawful title:

As, a bondholder, fundholder, iienholder, office

holder, property holder, policy-holder, shareholder,

stakeholder, stockholder, qq. v.

Holder in good faith; holder for ralue;

innocent holder. He is a holder of nego

tiable paper or bonds for value, who pays

real, in contradistinction from apparent,

value, without notice of any fraud or ille

gality affecting the instrument.‘

1 Witsell 1;. Charleston, 7 S. C. 99 (1875). See also

Godfrey 1:. Godfrey, 17 ind. 9 (1861): Hunt 1:. Hurst, 7

W. Va. 297 (1874): Bunyan v. Coster, 14 Pat. 120 (1840):

89 N. J. E. 547.

‘Hickory Farm Oil Co. v. Buflalo, &c. R. Co., 89

F. R. 22 (1887); Bunyan u. Lessee of Coster, 14 Pet. 128

(1840).

' Montclair Township v. Ramsdell, 107 U. B. 161, 150

(1882), Harlan, J.; Story, Prom. Notes, | 195; Byleg

Bills, 117, 119, l2A.
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11' any previous holder of bonds in suit was a bona

flde holder for value, the plaintifl, without showing

that he himself paid value, can avail himself of the

position of such previous holder.I

See further Bsxrurs; Csacs; Furs, Good; Nano

rurs, 2.

Holding over; hold over. (1) Retain

ing possession of premises after a lease has

expired, and without fresh leave from the

owner.

Such tenant holds " at suflerance," and his estate is

destroyed when the owner makes actual entry, or

gives notice to quit. Being once in possession, the

law supposes a continuance authorized. The tenant

may be required to account for profits made.’ See

Dxnmsn, =.'; ENTRY, I, 1; Qorr, 2.

(2) Continuing to exercise the functions of

an oiiice after the end of one’s term, and be

fore a successor is qualified.

Ln many cases statutes, and in others common-law

rules, to prevent an interregnum in an oflice, author

ize the incumbent to continue to serve until a succes

sor has been regularly qualified. See Vacaxcr.

HOLIDAY. A secular day on which the

law exempts all persons from the perform

ance of contracts for labor or other personal

service, from attendance at court, and from

attention to legal proceedings.

Legal or public holidays are appointed

by statute law, or are authorized by custom

having the force of law. These are New

Year’s day, VVashington’s birthday, Decora

tion day, Independence day, Thanksgiving

day, Christmas day; in some States good

Friday; general election days; and other

days appointed by the President or the gov

ernor of the State for thanksgiving, fasting,

or other observance.

On these days public businem is suspended, and the

presentment and protest of paper is excused, as on

iunday. Falling on Sunday, the Monday succeeding

is generally observed; paper becoming due on such

Monday is payable on the Saturday preceding. Paper

due on Decoration day or Good Friday is generally

payable on the secular day next previous thereto.‘

The observance of a holiday binds no man's con

science. It is his privilege to labor or not, as he pre

tors.‘

The expression "legal holiday " of itself imports a

die: non juridimu ' See Suxnn.

 

' Montclair Township 11. Ramsdell, ants.

‘See 2 Bl. Corn. 150; 8 id. 210; Piclmrd v. Klein, 56

liich. (RH (1885).

l See Penn. Acts 25 May, 187-1. 12 April, 1869, 2 April,

I873; N. Y. Stat. 1873. c. 571'.

' Richardson 1:. Goddard, 28 How. 48, 41 (1869).

' Lnmpe v. Manning, 88 Win. 676 (1875); 14 Bank. Rog.

I88.

')
u HOME

 

HOLOGrRAPH.l An instrument writ

ten entirely in the hand of one person, as, by

a grantor, or testator. Spelled also 010

graph. Whsnce holographic, and olo

graphic.’

An olographlc will being “ one that is entirely writ

ten, dated, and signed by the hand oi the deceased," s

will partly written upon a printed form is not such.‘

Opposed, dictated will.

Generally speaking, holograph wills require no at

testation.‘

HOMAGE. ‘See ALLEGIANCE: Fson.

HOME. \Vhile children “ remain at

home,” in a will, may refer to the household

of which the testator was heitti.5 See HOUSE

HOLD.

Where a person takes up his abode, with

out any present intention to remove there

from permanentlyfi See further ABODE;

Domcm; Honss; Rssmnxcn.

Homestall. In ancient law, a mansion

house.7

“ Stall " and " stead " were Anglo-Saxon tor place,

seat, fixed spot, station.

Homestead. The home-stall, home-place.

The dwelling-house, at which the family

resides, with the usual and customary ap

purtenances, including outbuildings of every

kind necessary and convenient for family

use, and lands used for the purposes thereof!

Whence homesteader.

In its popular sense, whatever is used, be

ing either necessary or convenient, as a place

of residence for the family, as contradie

tinguished from a place of business.9

Sometimes used as a verb; as, he “home

steaded his pre-emption.’’ 1"

Homestead laws. Constitutional or stat

 

I Gk. halo-graphoe, wholly written.

' 566 La. Civ. Code, art. 1581; Code Civ. 970.

' Cal. Civ. Code, 51277: Re Estate of Rand, 61 C11.

468 (1882): 14 Rep. 716; 8 Woods, 77.

' See 8 Jarman, Wills (R. & T.), 767, note.

' Manning 1:. Wofl, 2 Dev. & B., Eq. 12 (N. C. 1838).

' Warren 11. Thornaston, 48 Me. 418 (1857); 8 id. 2%;

15 121.58; 19 13.298; 35 Vt. 232.

v Dickinson v. Mayer, 11 Heir-ik. 521 (1872); 4 s1. Com.

225.

' Gregg v. Bostwick, 83 Cal. 22? (1867), Sanderson1 J.;

Estate of Delaney, 87 id. 179 (1809); 4 id. 28; 16 id. 181.

Seeals068 Ala. 288;8l A.rk.488;48 id 286;“ I11.

175; 12 Kan. 257; 77 N. 0.884; 7 N. H. 245; as £41166;

48111. 52; 51 id. 268; 63 id. 428; 6 Tex. 102; 23 id. 498; 48

id. 87; 28Vt. (W2; 46 id. 292;1Wa&h. R P. 852.

' Gregg v. Bostwick, 88 Cal. 228, M (187); Rs

Crowey. 71 id. 308 (1886).

" Timber Cases, 11 F. R 81 (1881).
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utory provisions for the exemption oi’ a cer

tain amount or value of realty, occupied by

a person as his homestead, from a forced

sale for the payment of his debts. In some

States restraints are placed upon alienation

by the owner, and in some the property de

scends to the widow and minor children free

from liability for his debts. The estate is

like an estate for life.‘

it issettled: 1. That the object of the homestead

law is to protectthe family of the owner in the pos

session and enjoyment of the property. 2. That that

construction must be given such laws which will best

advance and secure their object. 8. To divestahome

stead estate, there must be a literal compliance with

the mode of alienation prescribed by statutes.‘

While a very limited estate in the land. perhaps

even a leasehold, may support a claim, some estate is

essential.‘

Where the “ ioint consent " of a husband and wife

is essential to the alienation of a homestead, the bet

ter rule is to have it evidenced by their signatures to

the same instrument, before the same ofllcer, and in '

the presence of each other.‘

The act of May 20, 1862, is the first homestead law

of the general government. By it a quantity of land

not exceeding 160 acres is given to any person who is

the head of a family, or who is twenty-one, and a citi

ten or intends to become such, on condition of settle

ment, cultivation, and continuous occupancy as a

home for the period of five years.‘ See Annmox; .

‘ therefore, without blame. Or, it is (2) for the advance
Owsna.

HOMICIDE.‘ The killing of any human

creature.7

A generic term, embracing every mode by

which the life of one man is taken by the

act of another.‘

Cril::i.'.al homicide consists in the unlawful

taking by one human being of the life of an

other in such a manner that he dies within a

 

‘See Barney v. Leeds, 51 N. H. 261 (1871); Fink v.

O'Neil, ii! U. B. 275 (1882); 10 Am. Law Reg. 641-56,

7%-17 (1882), cases; Wid. 1-17, 137% (1871), cases,-as

to the Southern States; Thompson, Homest, &:c. 5 1;

4 Cal. 26, 33; 83 id. 226; 11Ga. 89; 1 Iowa, 439; 18 Tex.

415; 81 Wis. 667; 61 id. 874; 103 U. S. 821; 1Bouvler, Law

Dict. 754.

' Howell v. McCrie, B6 Kan. 644 (1887), cases, Simpson,

Commissioner.

' Myrick v. Bill, 8 Dak. 292 (1884), cases.

‘ Howell v. McCrie, B6 Kan. 645 (1887).

‘R. B. 55 2289-%17; Seymour v. Sanders, 8 Dill. 441

(1874). Waiving the right, Llnkenhoker‘s Heirs v.

Detrlck, 81 Va. 44, 56 (188.1), cases.

'1". homicide, manslaughter: L. homicidium; or, a

man-killer: L. homicida: homo, a man; cedars, to

kill.

1 4 Bl. Comm 177.

‘Commonwealth v. Webster, 5 Clllh. GB (1850).

Shaw, 0. J.

 

year and a day from the time of the giving

of the mortal wound.‘

If committed with malice, express or implied, it D

murder; if without malice, manslaughter. The in

jury must continue to affect the body of the victim

till death. If death ensues from another cause, no

murder or manslaughter has been committed. . .

The person who unlawfully sets the means of death in

motion, whether through an irresponsible instrument

or agent, or in the body of the victim, is the guilty

cause of the death at the time and place at which hb

unlawful act produces its fatal result.‘

Homicidal. Involving or directed to

ward the killing of a fellow man: as, homi

cidal intent, or monomania.

“ Homicide," as a term, does not necessarily import

crime: it includes acts which are crim€s. The die

tinctlons denoted by " fratricide,“ “ matricide," " par

ricide,“ " patricide," “ regicide,“ “sororicide,"are not

observed in law. But “ prolicide,‘I destroying ol

spring, “ fceticlde,“ killing an unborn child, “infanti

cide,“ killing an infant soon after its birth, and "mi

cide,“ killing one‘s self, are employed in senses which

involve, more or less, commission of crime.

Killing is justifiable, excusable, or felonious.

Justifiable homicide. When a life is

taken in the performance of a duty or the

. exercise of a right.

This is (1) owing to some unavoidable necessity,

without any will, intention, or design, and without any

inadvertenoe or negligence in the party killing, and la,

ment of public justice——by permission: as, where an

officer kills a person who resists lawful arrest; where

‘ one kills a person charged with felony; killing in dis

persing a riot, or by a jailer to prevent an escape. In

these cases there must be an apparent necessity. Of

this character, also, is killing in war; and so were

deaths in trials by battle. To this grade likewise be

long killings toprevent forcible or atrocious crimes:

as, robbery, murder, burglary, arson; but not mere

larceny from the person, nor house-breaking in the

day-time. A husband or father may kill for attempted

rape ‘ —flagranie crimine. '

Where one in defense of his person, habitation, or

properly kills another, who manifestly intends and

endeavors by violence or surprise to commit a forcible

or atrocious felony, such killing is justiflable homicide.

in that case, also, the justification must depend upon

the circumstances as they appear to the prisoner.’

Excusable homicide. When a life is

lost by an accident in the lawful doing of a

proper act, or is taken to prevent death or

grievous injury to another person.

 

‘Commonwealth v. Macloon, 101 Mass. 6-6 (1860),

cases. Gray, J.

'4 Bl. Com. 178-82.

‘Parrish v. Commonwealth, 81 Va. 1, 16-16 (1880,

cases. See in general, 26 Am. Law Reg. 706-8 (137),

cases; committed from necessity, 1 Law Quar. Rev.

51-81 (1885).

(33)
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This is (1) by misadventure, where a man doing a

lawful act without intention to hurt, unfortunately

kflll another: as, where the head of a hatchet flies 0H

and kills a bystander; where a parent. teacher, or offi

cer causes death i’rom moderate punishment of a child,

or of a criminal. The act is in itself lawful; the effect

is accidental. This species of homicide is to be distin

guished from manslaughter. Or, it is(2) in self-defense,

upon a sudden attray, and with no avenue of escape

from manifest danger to life or great bodily harm.l

Felonious homicide. Killing a human

creature, of any age or sex, without justifi

cation or excuse.2

The killing may be of one‘s self or of another per

son. When without malice, the crime is manslaughter;

when with malice, murder.’

Bee further Dxraxss, 1; lssasm, 2 (6); MALICI;

Mwsuuonrsa; liivnnns; Paovocxnox; Rwranr;

Smcmn; Tssxar.

HOMO. L. A human being; man, a

[D811 , 8 person.

Literally, a creature of the earth — humua. Deriva

tives: homage, homicide.

De homine replegiando.

ing a man. See REPLEVIN, 2.

Liber homo. A free man;

Roman law, a freedman.

Liber et legalis homo. A free (good) and

lawful person: a juror, who was to be neither

a bondsman nor infamous.‘

Novus homo. A new man; a man par

doned of crime.

HOMOLOGATEJ To say the like.‘

Homologation. Approbation; confirma

tion; ratification, whether by a party or a

court.

In use in civil and Scotch law.

HONESTE VIVERE. Sée LAW.

HONESTY. . When a transaction is as

compatible with honesty as with dishonesty,

the former is always presumed.6

A person who keeps in his employ a servant found

to be dishonest cannot have recourse to the guarantor

of the servant's integrity for a loss occurring during

subsequent service.’ See Conscnmcn; EQUITY; FAITH;

Tam, 1.

HONOR. v, 1. To accept a bill of ex

change, or to pay a promissory noteI accord

ing to its tenor.

For replevy

also, in

 

'4 Bl. Corn. 182-88.

'4 Bl. Com. 188-m1.

'8 Bl. Com. 340, 362.

' Gk. homologein, to assent, agree; homes, the

same; log-, leg-, to speak.

I Syndics v. Gardenier, 0 Mart. 0. s. 6460821).

' Chapman v. Mcllwrath, 7’! Mo. 44 (1882).

' Roberts 1:. Donovan, 70 Cal. 110 (1886); Brandt,

lure. i 868.
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Dishonor. To neglect or refuse to accept

or pay commercial paper when due. See

further D1sHONOB. '

Act of honor. An instrument drawn by

a notary, after a bill has been protested, or

on behalf of a friend of the maker, who

wishes to protect the maker's credit, by an

acceptance. See Pnorssr, 2, Supra, etc.

2, n. A term of respect given, in the course

of address, to persons occupying the higher

judicial positions: as, "his honor,” “your

honor,” “their hon0rs;” also, “ honorable

court." '

HONORARIUM. L. A gift for services

rendered.

A voluntary donation, in consideration of services

which admit of no compensation in money; in particu

lar, a donation to an advocate at law, who was deemed

to practice for honor and influence, and not for lees.l

See Fan, 2.

HOOK. “To book” may not be equiva

lent to “to steal." '

HORN-BOOK. A name formerly given

to an elementary treatise upon any subject.

Horn-book law. Elementary or rudi

mentary law.

A “horn-book" was originally a sheet containing

the alphabet, mounted on wood and protected with

transparent horn, or simply pasted on a slice of horn.‘

HORSE. A generic term, including, or

dinarily, the diiferent species of the animal,

however diversified by age, sex, or artificial

means.4

In a. given connection may not include a “ gelding,

mare, or colt." ‘

in an action against a railroad company for dam

ages for killing a “ horse," an amendment of the com

plaint describing the animal as a “mare " does not

introduce a new cause 01! action.‘

An “ass" or “ jackass" may be considered as a

horse, within the meaning of an exemption law.‘

80 may a " mule “ be, within a statute giving arom

edy for injuries to “ horses and cattle " by a railroad

company.’

 

lMcDonald u. Napier, 14 Ga. 1% (1868);! Bl. Com.

28; 19 Pa. 95; Weeks. Atty‘s, 536.

' Hays 0. Mitchell, 7 Blackf. '11? (1644).

I See Ency. Britannica. -

‘Banks 1:. State, 28 Tex. 647 (1866); Taylor v. State,

44 Ga 264 (1871); Owens v. State, 88 Tex. 557 (1873);

Turley v. State, 8 Humph. 824 (1842); State v. Dunno

vant, 3 Brev. 10 (S. 0., 1811).

‘South & North Ala. R Co. 0. Bea,82Ala843

(1886), cases.

' Richardson 1:. Duncan, 2 Heisk. 222 (1870); Ohio, &a

R. Co. v. Brubaker, 4? Lil. 468 (1868).

' Toledo, &c. R. Co. 0. Cole, 50 Ill. 1% (IE9); Brown

v. Bailey, 4 Ala. 418 (1842).
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A colt may bh exempt as a " horse " or as a " work

beast," ii’ the debtor has nothing more nearly answer

ing the description of a horse.I

A " span of horses" means two horses which may

be connected together or united tor the purposes of a

team. A colt four months old is not exempt from

cats on execution, as forming with its dam a “ span of

homes." within the meaning of a statute.‘

But an uncastrated colt two years old is nota “ stall

ion." '

A stallion, not kept for farm work, is not a “ horse"

exempt from execution.‘

A horse not broken to harness may still be a " work

horse “ — an animal of the horse kind tit for service.‘

The exemption of a horse from execution may in

.clude everything essential to its beneficial use, as, a

bridle, a saddle, etc.‘

See Amman; Dams; Cams; Dscarr: Gas‘:-us:

Hnnrn, Boards of; Emma; lurtanm; Lrvsar

ermns; Mmaomm; Sovsn, il (2); Tun; Wan

_ l.t:rrr,2.

Horse-racing. See Gun, 2.

Horse-railway. SeeRau.noan.

HORTICULTURE. See AGRICULTURE.

HOSPITAL. See CHARITY, 2.

HOSTELEB. See HOTEL; INN.

HOSTILE. See Emsmoo; ENEMY; Pos

BESSXON. Adverse.

HC)'Il.‘CH]?OT.‘I Blending properties be

longing to two or more persons in order to

make an equal division.

Also spelled hedge-podge, hotch-potch, hotspot.

As, where advancements (q. u.) are treated as r<

turnsd, and the estate as a whole divided anew.

" Iiotch-pot meant, originally, a pudding: for in s

pudding is put one thing with other things." I

By this metaphor our ancestors meant that lands in

partition among co-parceners_ given in !rank-mar

riage, and lands descending in tee-simple, should be

mixed or blended together, and then divided in equal

portions among all the daughters of their ancestor.

. . An incident to an estate is coparcenary. 11.’, to

advance a daughter in marriage, an estate-tail in lands

was given her, andai‘terward lands descended from

the don or to her and her sisters in tee-simple, she had

no share in the latter unless she agreed to divide her

advancement in equal proportion with the lands so

 

l Winfrey v. Zimmerman, 8 Bush, 588 (1871); Mallory

11. Berry, 16 Ken. 295 (1876). Compare Carruth 0.

Grassie, 11 Gray, 211 (1858); Johnson 1:. Babcock, 8 Al

ien, 588 (1861). .

' Ames v. Martin, 6 Wis. ‘i162 (1858).

'Aylesworth v. Chicago, &c. it. Co., 80 Iowa, 460

(1870).

' Robert '2 Adams, 88 Cal. 883 (1869); Allman o. Gann,

5 All. 242 (1356).

'Noland o. Wickham. 9 Ala 171 (1846); Winfrey o.

Zimmerman, 8 Bush, 588 (1971).

'C0bbs v. Coleman, 14 Tex. 598 (1855); Dearborn (1.

Phillips, 21 id. 451 (1858).

' F. hochepot, shake-pot; a medley,-— Skeet.

' Littleton, if 267, 55; 8 Coke, Litt. ch. 12.

descended. Hereby two sorts of lands were mixed

and then divided equally.I

HOTEL. What in France was known as

a hoteleriefl and in England as a common

“inn” of the superior class found in cities

and large towns.3 See INN; TAVERN

HOUMAS GRANTS. Certain grants of

land in Louisiana; as to the history of which

see the case cited hereto. 4

HOUR. See BUSINESS; DAY; SERVICE, 1;

Tuna

HOUSE. 1. A dwelling-house; a build

ing divided into floors and apartments, with

four walls, a roof, doors, and chimneys.

But not necessarily precisely this.‘

Involves the ideas of an edifice or structure,

and the abode or residence of human beings.

Criminal statutes constantly use “house " as equiv

alent to " building." A term indicating the particular

purpose to which a building is applied may be pre

fixed; as in state-house, courthouse, school-house.

In " out-house," buildings that are not dwellings, but

merely appendages to some dwelling. are included.

When a dwelling is meant, “dwelling-house " or

“ mansion-house “ is usually and properly employed.‘

While “house " is broader than "dwelling>house,“

it is narrower than “ building." "

Does not necessarily mean a whole building; is

often applied to a separate apartment.'- '

May mean " messunge " — land and structure; as in

awill, and in statutes exempting property from tax

ation.'

The law of England has so particular and tender a

regard to the immunity of a man‘s house that it styles

it his “cnstle" and will not suffer it to be violated

with impunity. “hence the aphorism, “every man's

house is his castle." For this reason, no outside door

can, in general. be broken open to execute civil pro

cess; though, in criminal causes, the public safety

supersedes private. Hence, also, in part, arises the

 

*2 Bl. Com. 190-91, 517. See Comer 0. Comer, 119

I11. 179 (1886).

1 ifi-om hostel, Latin hospea. a stranger who lodged

at the house 01.’ another; also, the master oi’ a house

who entertains travelers or guests.

' Cromwell o. Stephens. 2 Daly, 21 (1867), Duly, F. J.;

ib. B00; 54 Barb. 816; 4 Duer, 116; 88 Cal. 557.

' Slidell v. Grandjean, 111 U. S. -112 (1881).

.Daniel v. Ooulsting, 49 E. C. L. '12.’: (1845), Tindal,

C. J'.; Surrnan v. Darley. 14 Me. & W. 185 (1845); 2 Man.

&R. 514; 8Barn.& C.451;1Car.& K. 583.

‘State 1:. Powers, 86 Conn. 79 (1869), Parks, J.; 4 8].

Com. 221, 224; 7 Bias. 271.

'State v. Garity, 46 N. H. 62 (1865).

' Quinn 1:. People, 71 N. Y. 563-74 (1878), cases; Oom

monwealth v. Bulman, 118 Mass. 456 (1875).

‘Rogers v. Smith, 4 Pa. 101 (1846); lilclilillan v. Bol~

omon, 42 Ala. 858 (1868); Council of Richmond v. State.

51nd. 837 (1854); Trinity Church v. Boston, 118 Mass.

165 (1875).
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_ I-nimadversion of the law upon eavesdropping, nui

sances, incendiaries; and for this reason a man may

assemble people together lawfully, to protect and de

fend his house.1

A man may defend his house even to the talring of

life, if apparently necessary to prevent persons from

forcibly entering it against his will, and when warned

not to enter and to desist from the use of force. But

the law does not sanction taking life to prevent a mere

trespass upon real estate.1 See Donne, Sun, etc.

A landlord might not formerly break open a house

to make a distress; that would be a breach of the

peace. But when he was once in the house, he might

break open an inner door.I See Mansion-house.

Ancient house. A house which has stood

for twenty years.

In England, such house acquires a prescriptive

right to support from the adjoining soil. In the United

States, as a rule, each land-owner has a right to the

support of his ground in its natural state from the ad

joining land, but not for buildings.‘ See Surronr, 2.

House-breaking. Breaking and enter

ing the dwelling-house of another with in

tent to commit a felony therein, irrespective

of the time of day. Compare BURGLARY.

Household. A family; also, pertaining

or appropriate to a house or family: as,

household furniture, goods, siufl’. See FUR

srrumr. ‘

Persons who dwell together as a i‘ami1y.ll

Household goods. Articles of a permanent

nature, not consumed in their enjoyment,

that are used, purchased or otherwise ac

quired by a person for his house.‘

Not then, such articles as potatoes, bacon, vinegar,

and salt, especially when held for sale or barter.‘

Householder. The head of a household;

the person who has charge of, and provides

for, a family or household." See EXEMPTION;

FAMILY.

in a statute requiring jurors to be householders,

means something more than occupant of a room or

 

'4 Bi. Com. 228. See also 8 Kan. Law J. 294, 814

(1886)—Chic. Leg. Adv.

' Davison 11. People, 90 Ill. 229 (1878).

'8 Bl. Com. 1]. See particularly Semayne's Case,

‘Rep. 91(1605): 1 Sm. L. C.(l1. & W.) 238; Curtis v.

Hubbard, 4 Hill,437(1842); Nash 1:. Lucas, L. R., 2Q. B.

'598(1BJl).

‘ S00 2 Kent, 43?.

' Arthur v. Morgan, 112 U. S. 499 (1884), Blatchford,

J., defining household eiiecls subject to duty under

R. B. 52505.

'[Smith v. Findley, 8! Han. 816, 83 (R185), Horton,

Chief Justice.

' Grifiin u. Sutherland, 14 Barb. 45% (1852): Bowne v.

Witt, 19 Wend. 475 (1838); Woodward v. Murray, 18

Johns. '~i0‘2(18£)); 52 Ala. 161; 6 Bush, 429; 15 B. Mon.

“7; 110111. 538; 67 liiiln zfli; 2Tex. Ap. 448.
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house; implies the idea of a domestic establishment,

of the management of a household.I

House Of correction. A prison for the

confinement, after conviction, of paupen

who refused to work, and vagrante.

Established in the reign of Elizabeth.‘

For idle and disorderly persons, parents of bee

tards, beggars, servants who run away, trespassern,

rogues, vagabonds, spendthrifls, and the like.I

House of iii-fame. A brothel or bawdy

house.

A synonym for “ bawdy-house." Has no reference

to the fame of the place, but denotes the fact; proof

of the fact may be aided by proof of the fame.‘

Such resorts are public‘ nuisances: they draw lev.

persons, endanger the peace, and corrupt the man

ners.l

A flat-boat may be kept as such a house.‘

A house of prostitution is a constant menace to the

good order of the community. it isa nuisance and

the keeping of it a misdemeanor at common law. its

suppresslon, with punishment, are proper subjects oi‘

police regulation. In one form or another the author

ity to prohibit and suppress is given to cities and

towns.'

See further Fans, Ill-fame; Bawnr-noosl; Lawn;

Parnomzs. _

House of refuge. A public institution

for the confinement of incorrigible youth. '

Mansion-house. In the law of burglary,

a dwelling-house.

If a house, stable, or warehouse be parcel of the

mansionhouse, and within the same common fence,

though not under the same roof or contiguous, a burg

lary may be committed therein; for the capital house

protects and privileges all its branches or appurte

nances, if within the curtiiage or home-stall. A

chamber in a college is the mansion-house of the

owner. So also is a room or lodging in any private

house the mansion, for the time being, of,the lodger,

if the owner does not dwell in the house, or if he and

the ledger enter by different doors. But a tent or

booth is not a mansion-house: the law regards thus

highly nothing but permanent édiflces.'

Public-house. (1) “ Public” may be ap

plied to a house, either on account of the pro

prietorship, as, a court-house, which belongs

 

' Aaron v. State, 37 All. 113 (1861); 21 id. $1; 17 id

482; 6 Baxt. 522.

'8 Steph. Com. 225; 4 Bl. Com. 870, 377.

‘Tomlin; Laws, Prov. of Penn. (1682).

‘State v. Smith, 29 lliinn. 195 (1882); 28 Mich. 213; 29

Wis. 435; 88 Tex. 008; 1 Bish. Cr. L. 51138; 2 Whart.

Cr. L. 5 1451.

' Cadwell v. State, 17 Conn. 471 (1846); State v. Main,

31 id. 574 (1863); McAlister v. Clark, 83 id. 92 (1865);

State v. Garing, 74 Me. 158 (l8&Z); Commonwealth 0.

Lav0nsair,18'2 Mass. 8 (1882).

' State v. Mullen, 86 Iowa, 207 (1872).

' Rogers u. People, 9 Col. 4-52 (1886), Helm, J.

' 4 Bi. Com. 224-26.
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to the county, or from the purposes for which

it is used, as, a tavern, a store-house, or a

house for retailing liquors.I -

Statutes against gaming in “public-houses" have

particularly in view houses that are public on account

of the uses to which they are put. Whether any

specified house is public is a question of law, although

tne general question whether a place is public may be

I. question of fact.‘ Cornpar: Pnaca, Public.

(2) An hotel or inn, qq. v.

See BA!-WINDOW; Cnuamo; Con-ru.aos; Disea

ozau; DOhflCi1,;DWELL1.\‘0; FAMILY; Fi.\'1snzo;Fi.0os;

Guam. 2; Hmurn; Hmncoou; isc1nzs*r; Laxn; hiss

scaoz; Nmsauca; Saancn; Snavaur, 1. Compare

Doses.

2. A body of persons organized for the per

formance of business or duties of a public

nature; in particular, a legislative assembly,

or a branch thereof.

liay mean the entire number of members;' or

merely the members present doing business.‘

House of Commons, or of Lords. See

PARLIAMENT.

House of Representatives. See Assau

BLY; Coxonnss.

Lower House. The popular branch of a

legislature; the house of representatives.

Upper House. The Senate.

HUCKSTER. Compare Hswxsn.

HUE-AND-CRY.‘ In old common law,

pursuing, with horn and voice, felons and

such as dangerously wounded another.

Statute of 18 Edw. I (1286), c. 1-4, directed that every

county should be so well kept, that immediately upon

felonies being committed, fresh suit should be made

from town to town and from county to county, and

that hue and cry should be raised upon the felons, and

that they that kept the town should follow with hue

and cry with all the town and the towns near, until

the fugitives were taken. By statute of 27 Eliz.

(1585), c. 18, no hue and cry was sufficient unless made

with both horsemep and footmen. The whole

district was liable to be amerced, according to the law

of Alfred, if a felon escaped. Hue and cry could

be raised either by the precept of a justice, or by a

peaceoiilcer, or by any private man who knew that a

felony had been committed. The party raising it

 

'Shihsgan v. State, 0 Tex. 481 (1853); 10 id. 275, M5;

12 Ala. -iih; 19 id. 528; 20 id. 61; 27 id. 31, 47; 25 id. 73:

29111.40, 46; 1!) id. 19,524, 582, 550;81id. 871; &2{d. 596;

L’: id. 8'30.

' Re Executive Communication, 12 Fla. 656 (1858).

'Southworth u. Palmyra, &c. R. Co., 2 Mich. 288

0&1); Green e. Weller, 83 Miss. 669 (1856); Frellsen u.

liahan, Q1 Le. An. 10311869).

' line: 1-‘. huer, to boot, shout; or, to foot, 4'. e., up

foot and cry: run and cry after the felon,—Wood,

last no. 1-‘. cry 11¢ pair.

communicated all the circumstances he knew as to

the crime and the person of the fL'il)X1.‘

HUMANE SOCIETIES. See CRUELTY.

HUNDRED. A civil division of a county.

C0nsi.~;ted of ten tithings. So called, because it WI!

equal to a hundred hides of land; or because it fur

nished one hundred men in time of war.I

Hundredor. An inhabitant of a hundred; also, a

quaiiih-d juryman within a hundred; and, also, the

executive oflicer of a hundred.‘

HUNG. Is sometimes applied to a jury

which fails to agree upon a verdict.

HURDLE. In old English law, a. species

of sledge, on which traitors were drawn to

the place of execution.‘ See Tnsssox.

HURON. See Lamas.

HUSBAND. A man who has a wife; a

man legally bound in wedlock to a wife.

“ Husband and wife" describes persons

connected by the marriage tie, and the rela

tion signifies those mutual rights and obliga

tions which flow from the marriage contract.‘

At common law, husband and wife are one person

in law, and he is that person; that is, the legal exist

ence of the woman is suspended or at least incorpo

rated into that of the husband, under whose protection

she performs everything. Hence, he cannot grant her

anything, nor contract with her; but she can be his

agent, and take a bequest from him. He must pro

vide her with necessaries, or she can contract for them

on his credit. He pays her ante-nuptial debts; such

of her personalty as is in her pomession, or as he re

duces to possession, is his; likewise, the profits of her

lands. Her estate is liable for his debts. She is sued

and sues with him, unless he is civilly dead. They

cannot give evidence for or against each other. He

may chastise her moderately. Either one may have

security of the peace against the other. For any

crime, committed in his presence, except treason and

murder, she is presumed to act by his coercion. The

injuries to his rights are abduction, adultery, and

beating.‘

By the common law, her money and earnings be

longed to him absolutely. The idea was that as he was

bound to support the wife and the family, he was enti

tled to whatever she possessed or acquired. Such

property then being absolutely his own, was subject

to his disposal without regard to the necessities of the

family, and might be taken in execution by his cred

itors.'

As, at common law. the personal property of the wife

 

l 4 Bl. Com. 298-94; 1 Steph. Hist. Cr. Law Eng. 187.

'1 Bl. Com. 116; 8 id. 84,161, 859; 4 id. 215, 201, m

411.

' 4 Bl. Com. 92, 876.

‘ People v. Hovey, ii Barb. 118 (1849).

Smith, 180 liiass. 894) (1884).

'1Bi.Com.4-12; 2:'d.488; 8111.189; 4 id. 28; Bank of

America 1:. Banks, 101 U. S. 248 (1879).

' Jackson 0. Jackson, 91 U. S. 124 (1375). Field, J.

See Hardy e.
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passed to the husband upon marriage, she was deprived

of this means of supporting her children, and all legal

duties growing out of the marriage were imposed upon

him. . . Even where the wife possesses separate

property, it has been held, independently of statutory

obligation, that she is not compelled to support the

children of the marriage.1 See Emxrsos, Separate.

She is always under his power. Hence, the disa

bilities and safeguards the law places around her. He

is liable for her frauds, torts, and breaches of trust.’

lie, she, or both, may have a remedy for an injury

to her person or reputation,'—- the right of action in

herself alone being given by statute.

Unless the existing claims of creditors are thereby

impaired, his settlement of property upon her is valid.

And he may now make the transfer directly to her, in

stead oi‘ through a third person.‘

An ante-nuptial settlement upon her is valid, if the

consideration is legal, and she is not a participant in a

fraud intended upon creditorsl See Ssrr1.s. 4.

A gift between them is invalid as agaimt credit

era‘

She is now the owner of her separate estate, as if a

/cme sole, in most of the States. the common-law rule

having been greatly relaxed.’

But if she allows her money to go into his business,

and be mixed with his property, and he uses it for

purposes of credit, the propertyall becomes his and

he cannot convey it back in fraud of creditors.‘ See

Barnum, 2. ,

And her separate estate may be held for improve

ments which she permits him, being insolvent, to make

to lt.'

Either may act as agent for the other, with or with

out compensation; and the husband's creditors, where

he so uses his skill without an agreement for remuner

ation, are not thereby defrauded."

He has an action for enticing her away, even as

against a parent. Proof of something done tending to

 

I Gleason v. City of Boston, 144 Mass. 27 (1887).

‘Trust Co. 1:. Sedgwick, 97 U. S. 808 (1 ll ; 2 Kent,

149; 4 Saw. 608.

' Shaddock v. Clifton, 22 Wis. 110 (1867): 94 Am. Dec.

891-94 (1888), cases.

' Jones v. Clifton, 101 U. S. 225 (1879), cases; Clark 11.

Killian, 103 id. 706 (1880).

' Prewit 1:. Wilson, 108 U. S. 24 (1880), cases.

' Spelman u. Aldrich, 126 Mass. 117 (1879), cases.

' Radford v. Carwile, 13 W. Va. 576, 85 (1878), cases;

Vail v. Vail, 49 Conn. 52 (1881), cases; McClellan v. Fil

son, 44 Ohio St. 190 (1886); 20 Am. Law Rev. 850 (1886).

'Humes v. Scruggs, 94 U. S. 27 (1876), cases. Her

contracts, under statutes, 19 Am. Law Rev. 859-79

(1585), cases.

' 23 Cent. L. J. 293 (1886), cases.

" See generally, wife as husband's agent, 81 Alb. Law

J. 206-? (1885), cases; he as her agent, with compensa

tion, 30 id. 444-45 (1885), cases; without compensation,

King_v. Voos. Sup. Ct. Oreg. (1887), cases; 26 Am. Law

Reg. 246, 250-53 (1887), cases; 26 Cent. Law J. 259-82

(1888). cases. As to his carrying on business in her

name, after she pays some bills, 26 Am. Law Reg.

781-84 (1887), cases.
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prevent or dissuade her from living with him is neon

sary.I "

She may sues person who maliciously induces him

to abandon her, for damages for the loss of support

and of his society.‘ See Cossoarxvu.

Either person may prove the marriage collaterally.

She cannot becompelled to incriminate him. In big

amy, the lawful wife cannot prove the marriage

Neither can testify as to a confidential communica

tion, except by consent. Under enabling statutes;

either may testify for or against the other. in suit:

by or against a stranger, they may contradict each

other. in divorce proceedings, their testimony is

closely scrutinized.‘

in the Federal courts she is not a competent wit

ness for or against him in a criminal case, on the score

of public poliw.‘

See also Anssnon, 2 (1); Asnncrxon; Acsxownsoo

IENT, 2; Anuurnav; Bmsnv; Cosacms; Comma

non; Couxvmcsrlos, Privileged, 1; Cosnoss-nos;

Covsrrr; Cansurr, 1; Cuarasv; DESERTION, 1; Dm

uusrv; Drvoncs; Downs; Downv; ELUPEMENT; En

rxnm; Funny; Fans; Hsm,- 1; Jomruss; Km,

Next of; Mumuos; Nacmumss, 1; Psaarsxausm;

Pm-sonar; Qnnumum, 1; Rmr1os, 8; Rmcr;

Unrrv, 2; WBIPPIKG-POST; Wmow; Wnra; Wrrssss;

Wow.

HUSBANDBY. See AGRICULTURE.

HUSH-MONEY. See BLACKMAIL

HUSTI1‘TGS.-" 1. A temporary court held

for the election of members of parliament;

also acourt held in London before the lord

mayor, recorder, and sheriffs, with juris

diction over actions for the recovery of land

within the city, except by ejectmentz.6

" Hustings (huatengum) is a court of common pleas

held before the mayor and aldermen of London, and

it is the highest court they have, for’ error or attain!

lies there of a judgment or false verdict in the sher

iff's court. . . Other cities and towns have had I

court of the same name.“ "

2. A local court in Virginia.

The Hustings Court of the city of Richmond has

exclusive original jurisdiction of all presentments,

indictimnts and informations for offenses committed

within the city (except prosecutions against convicts

in the penitentiary), and concurrent jurisdiction of

 

l Bennett 0. Smith, 21 Barb. 441 (1856); liiodisett v.

1iIcPike, 74 Mo. 6390881).

lWestlake v. Westlake, 84 Ohio St. 696-84 (1878),

cases. Eflect of abandonment on her power to con

tract, 20 Am. Law Reg. 745-58 (1887), cases.

'1Whart. Ev. §§ 421418, cases; 1 Greenl. Ev. 55833

47, cases.

‘United States v. Jones, 82 F. R. 569 (1887); id. 571.

note. See generally 25 Am. Law Reg. 858-65, 41741

(1886), cases.

' A. S. hmfing, a place of council: hus, house; thing.

cause, council.

' See 8 Bl. Com. 80; 8 Steph. Com. 2%, note.

' Termes de la Ley (17211.
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cases “ill n 1 space of one mile around the city on

the nonh of James river. Also exclusive jurisdiction

of all appeals allowed by any State law, or ordinance

of the city, from the judgments of the police justices

courts, and of all causes removable from them; of

proceedings for the condemnation, for public use, of

lands, and of motions to correct erroneous assess

ments on realty; also, concurrent jurisdiction of ac

tions for unlawful or forcible entry or detalner.‘

HYDRAULIC MINING. See AQUA,

Currit, etc.

HYGIENE. See ALCOHOL.

IEIYI?OTHECA.'I'ION.2 In Roman law,

a pledge without possession by the pledges,

the possession remaining in the pledgor.‘

A security whereby realty or personalty is

appropriated or pledged for the discharge of

a debt or engagement, with no transfer of

property or of possession, the debt being

viewed as tacked to and following the thing.‘

There is no pure M/polheca in our law. Ap

proaches to it are, bottomry bonds, maritime liens of

material-men, and seaman's wages.‘ ‘

Hypothecary; hypotheoator. One

who proposes and makes a contract of hy

pothecation.

Hypothecation bond. A bottomry or

respondentia bond.

Evidences s marine hypothecstion of a vessel_or its

cargo, for necessary repairs or supplies‘

The hypothecation of a vessel is authorized by the

necessity of obtaining the means to prosecute the

voyage, and inability to get the required funds in any

other way.‘

Established rules as to marine hypothecation are:

1. Liens for repairs and supplies, or for funds to pay

for the same. are enforceable only upon proof that

the same were necessary, or believed to be necessary.

2. Where proof is made of the necessity, and of credit

given to the ship. a presumption arises of a necessity

for the ctedit. 3. Necessity is proven when such cir

cumstances of urgency are shown as would induce a

prudent owner, if present, to order the repairs or sup

plies, or to provide funds for the cost on the security

of the ship. 4. An order by the master is suflicient

proof of such necessity to support an implied hypoth

 

lSee Code, 1887, 58078.

! L. hypolhcoa: Gk. hypo, under; title, to place; to

obligate. charge.

‘See 2 Bl. Corn. 159.

‘ See Herman, Mortgages, 5! 8, i; Taylor v. Hudg

ins. 42 Tex. 24? (1875).

I rswry, Bsilm., 9 ed,‘ 283; The Young Mechanic,

I Curtis, 410 (1855).

‘The Grapeshot, 9 Wall. 140-41 (1869), Chase, C. J.;

The Juiis Bl-ska, 107 U. S. 418 (1882), cases, Waite, C. J.;

[6 Blatch. 472.

' Delaware Mut. Safety ins. Co. v. Gossler, 96 U. S.

“I (1877). cases; The Emily Souder, 17 Wall. 671, 669

(1878; csses.

ecation in favor of a material-man or lender of money

who acts in good faith. 5. To support an hypothecs

tion by bottmnry, evidence of actual necessity is re

quired. if the fact of necessity is left unproved, evi

dence is rcquired of due inquiry and of reasonable

ground of belief that the necessity was real and exi

gent.1

If communication with the owner is practicable,

that must first be had.‘

Hypothecation bonds must be recorded by collect

ors of customs‘ See Borrounv; Rmronnmns.

HYPOTHESIS.‘ In criminal practice,

a theory proposed in explanation of the facts

in a case, and to establish either guilt or in

nocence.

Hypothetical. Assumed for the purpose

of inference or of opinion.

An hypothetical case consists of a statement of as

sumed facts intended to be propounded to an expert,

in orderto elicit his opinion. Thus, an expert in in

sanity may say whether a person, under indictment

for murder, would be likely to be predisposed to emo

tional insanity, upon a statement of facts, admitted or

assumed, supposed to exhibit his individual and family

history. See Detter v. Hall, Exrsnr.

I.

I. As an abbreviation, is used for insti

tutes, internal, Irish.

1. C. C. Inter-State commerce commis

sion (reports).

I. e. (Usually i. e.) Id esl, that is (to say).

I O U. "I owe you.” A popular desig

nation of a due-bill or memorandum of debt.

Consists of those letters, a sum of money, and the

debtor’s signature. As it contains no direct promise

to pay,it is nota promissory note, but a more so

knowiedgment of indebtedness.‘

IB. See Imam.

IBI. See RATIO, Ibi, est, etc.

IBID; IBIDEM. See IDEM.

ICE. Uncut, is an accession or increment

to the land.6 ‘

A riparian proprietor upon an unnavfgable strewn,

having title to the middle of the stream, owns the ice

that forms over his hiilf of the water.‘
 

1The Grapeshot, 9 Wall. 141-42 (1869), Chase, 0. J.

‘The Julia Blake, 16 Blatch. 434-85, 4%-94 (1879),

cases: 101‘ U. S. 482, ante.

I R. 3. 5| 4102. case.

‘ Gk. hypothesis, s placing under: supposition.

‘ See 1 Daniel, Neg. Inst 5 86, cases; 1 Parsons,

Notes, &c. 25; Story, Prom. Notes, 14; Smith v. Shel

den, 85 Mich. 47 (IBTB).

‘Washington Ice. Co. v. Shortall. 101 Ill. 54 (1881).

See also Bigelow v. Shaw, Sup. Ct. Mich. (1887). cases;

as Conrl. 462; aanm. 402; 8 llilch. 13; so N. Y.s1s; 1|

How. Pr. 876.
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But he has no proprietary interest in ice that forms

upon the water of a navigable stream adjacent to his

on shore, unless he first takes and secures it.I

Since the owner of land bordering upon a flowing

stream may use a reasonable quantity of the water,

he may detain a reasonable portion until it freezes,

and cut and sell the ice. But he may not interfere

with the beneficial enjoyment of the water by owners

below him.‘

Ice upon a pond or stream is of such an ephemeral

nature as to be more like personal than real property.

it may be sold by paroi as personalty.‘ See Cas

noan. ’

To thaw a neighbor's ice is an unlaw fui conversion

of it.‘

Ice fields upon navigable rivers must be so guarded

that pedestrians will be protected against accident.‘

As to the duty of removing ice from pavements,

see Smnwanx.

Ice-cream.

DAY.

ID. See Inmr; CERTUM; Is.

IDAHO. See TERRITORY, 2.

IDENI. L. The same. '

Referring to a volume, the same series or

set; also, the same book or page. Abbre

viated id. Compare Is.

Ibidem. In the very same place: the same

section, page, or book. Abbreviated ib1'd., ib.

Idem sonans. Sounding the same; sub

stantially identical in sound.‘ Plural idem

sonantia.

Applies to the names of persons substantially the

same in sound, though different in spelling. In

searches for liens, all spellings of a name which are

pronounced alike are to be noted; and in pleadings,

substantial identity in sound is generally sufficient.

Diflerence of meaning in the original language, as

in the German, is not material. Appearance and

sound, alone, are important. The initial being the

same, allowance must be made for slight differences

in the spelling-to which the eye will be directed.

Then, a slight difference should put one on inquiry.

But the rule does not apply to judgments entered in

diflerent initials from those which are usual in Eng

lish: as, in Yoest for Joest.’

See Masoracruasn; Sun

 

I Wood 0. Fowler, 26 Ken. 600 (1882), cases: 14 Rep.

87.

IMyer u. Whitaker, 15 Abb. N. C. 176 (1878), cases;

Btovens u. Kelley, 78 life. 450 (1886), cases: 85 Alb. Law

J. 424 (1887), cases.

‘ Higgins v. Kusterer, 41 Mich. 322 (1879): 82 Am.

Rep. 164-68 (1880), cases.

‘ Ascherrnann v. Best Brewing Co., 45 Wis. 266(181'8).

As to value, when unlawfully replevied, see Washing

ton Ioe Co. v. Webster, 125 U. S. 436 (1888), cases.

‘Woodman n. Pitman, 79 Me. 456 (1887).

‘Commonwealth 1:. Stone, 103 Mass. -121 (1889).

' Bergman's Appeal, 88 Pa. 123 (1878); Eeil‘s Appeal,

0 K 458 (IN1).

Examples of not fatal variances: Bupp and Bopp; ‘

Charleston and Charlestown;‘ Ileckman and Each

man; ‘ Hutson and Hudson; ‘ Japheth and Japhath; ‘

Jeiifers and Jeifries; ‘ Lewis and Louis; ' Penryn and

Pennyrine;‘ Ricketts. Rickets, and Ricket;' Shaffer

and Shafer; 1‘ Wooliey and Wolley.u Examples of

fatal variances: Hanthorn and Hawthorn; " Spintl

and Sprinz; " Whortman and Workman.H

A name need not be correctly spelled in an indict

meat. When substantially the same sound is pro

served, variant orthography makes no dil‘ferencc.“

Whether one name sounds like another maybe a

question for a jury.“

If the two names, spelled ditferentiy, do not neces

sarily sound alike, the question whether they are idem

aonans is one of fact for the jury." See Nuts, 1.

IDENTITY. Smneness.

1. Ln larceny. trover, detinue, and replevin, the

thing in question must be identified; so in torts. for

damage done to specific property; and so in all in

dictments where the taking of property is the gist

identity of person must be proven in all criminal

prosecutions."

In the ordinary case of buying and selling for cash,

the identity of the parties is entirely immaterial; and

in many cases where that matter is material, a party

is estopped by his dealing with the other from saying

that he was mistaken as to the person." See Ananon;

COXFUSION, Of goods; Dascmrnon; Nails.

2. Property transferred in fraud of creditors may

be subjected to the payment of their claims upon

identification of the property; as, in the case of per

sonalty given to a wife."

One who obtains property by fraud acquires no title

to it, but he and all transierccs with notice are trust

ees for the original owner, who may recover the prop

erty nslongas it can be traced and identified in its

 

1 Myer v. Fegaley, 89 Pa. 429 (1861).

'Alvord v. Moffatt, 10 Ind. 866 (1858).

‘ Bergman's Appeal, 88 Pa. 120 (1878).

‘ Cato v. Hutson, 7 M0. 142 (1841). -

‘ Morton v. McClure, $2 Ill. 25? (1859).

‘ Jeifries 1:. Bartlett. 75 Ga. 232 (1885).

' liiarr u. Wetsel, 8 Col. 5 (1876).

‘Elliott v. Knott, 14 liid. 121 (1859).

' Stanley 11. Noble, 59 Iowa, 410 (1882)

" Rowe v. Palmer, 29 Kan. 887 (1883).

" Power 0. Woolley, 21 Ark. 462 (1860).

" Marx u. Hanthorn, 80 F. R. 586 (1887).

"United States v. Spintz, 18 F. R. 877 (1888).

H City of Lafayette 1:. Wortman, 107 Ind. 404 (1888)

I‘ Smurr v. State, 88 Ind 506 (18%), cases; 10? id 4111

1‘ Siebert v. State, 95 Ind. 47) (1831). Sea 1 Blah. Cr

P125888; 1 Whart. Cr. L. 809.

"Commonwealth 1;. Warren, 14!! Mass. 569 (1887), in

which “ Ceiestia " and “Celeste " were found to be

the same name; other cases cited.

"See 4 Bi. Com. 896; 2 Crim. Law Mag. 287; M [A

An. 1082.

" (‘lement 0. British American Assurance Co., 141

Mass. 808 (1888), Morton. C. J.

I‘ Phipps 0. Sedgwiek, 05 U. S. 9 (1870.
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original or substituted form.‘

Ooncnn, 1.

8. Of literary composition, consists in the senti

ment and the language: the same conception clothed

in the same words must necessarily be the same com

position.‘

8. Identity of designs, etc. See Dssxox, 9; Par

am‘, 2

IIDEO. See Cousmnnanon, 1.

IDIOCY. Not the condition of a de

rangei mind, but the total absence of all

mind.‘ i ‘

A congenital disorder, consisting in a de

fect or sterility of the intellectual powers.‘

Idiot. One that hath had no understand

ing from his nativity.‘

A person who has been defective in intel

lectual powers from birth, or from a period

before the mind received the impression of

any idea.‘

He is presumed never likely to attain any under

standing. Butaman is not an idiot if he hath any

glimmering of reason, so that he can tell his parents,

his age, or like common matters. One born deaf,

dumb, and blind is looked upon by the law as in the

same state with an idiot.'

Bee lxsawrr; Lcrucv.

IDLENESS. See Vaonascv.

IF. implies a condition precedent, nnlem

controlled by other words.8

A word of condition, or of conditional limitation.‘

To sell property "if it be thought best “ means, if

in the course of the administration of the estate it

ahouid be found necessary or advisable to take that

course." See Bur.

“ If," in a1udge‘s charge, may not save it from as

sumlng the existence of a fact."

See Cosornon; Paovmsn; Wuan.

-IFF. See PLAINTIFF; Sm-:nrrr.

See ad jln. Tnun, 1;

 

‘ Third Nat. Bank of St. Paul v. Stillwater Gas Co.,

86 Minn. TS (1886), cases: 26 Am. Law Reg. 258 (1887);

lb. 256-60, cases; Fletcher v. Sharpe. 108 ind. 2i'9(1886),

cases: 28 Am. Law Reg. 71; ab. 74-82 (1887), cases; 25

Cent. Law J. 815-21 (1887), cases; 2 Harv. Law Rev.

8-89 (1888), cases.

'2 Bl. Com. 405.

' Owings' Case, 1 Bland, Ch. 886 (Md., 1828).

‘Stewart v. Lispenard, 28 Wend. 814 (N. Y., 1841); I

Redf. Wills, 59, 61,64.

.1 BL Com. 803; 88 ill. 502.

' [Crosswell v. People, 18 Mich. 435 (1%), Cooley, J.;

Chltty, Med Jul‘.

'1 Bl. Com. 808-4. See 4 Johns. Ch. 441; 8 Ired. Ch.

55; Ray, Med. Jur. lns. 86, 748;1Whart. & Sc Med J.

I 1; Taylor, Med. J. 789-91.

‘Crabbe, R. P. 52152.

‘Button 1;. West, 1'? N. 0.481 (1877); Owen 11. Field,

10 liass.105(1809); 18 N. J. L. 86.

" Chandler 1;. Rider, 102 Mass. 271 (1809).

11 Chambers U. People, 1% H1. 418 (1881).

IGNOMINY. Shame, disgrace, dishonor:

as, m a statute excusing a witness from an

swering to save himself from ignominy.l

See CRIMIINATE.

IGNORAMUB. Seelosonsm.

IGNOBANCE. \Vant of knowledge or

information, whether of a matter of fact or

of a matter of law. See ILLITERATE.

Ignorance of a particular fact consists in this, that

the mind, capable of healthy action, has never acted

upon the fact, because the subject has never been

brought to the notice of the perceptive faculties.‘

Voluntary ignorance. Exists when one

by reasonable exertion might have acquired

knowledge. Involuntary ignorance does

not proceed from choice; could not be over~

come by the use of any known means.

Ignorance of a fact sometimes excuses; ignorance

of law, never. In the law of crimes, ignorance of a

fact is regarded as a defect of will. It occurs where a

man intending to do a lawful act does that which ll

unlawful: the deed and the will do not concur.‘ See

Guuxrv.

If ignorance of what one might know were ad

mitted as an excuse, the laws would become of no

effect.‘ See Pnsscmna.

" if ignorance of the law was admitted as a ground

of exemption, the courts would be involved in ques

tions which it were scarcely possible to solve, and

which would render the administration of justice next

to impossible; for in almost every case ignorance

would be alleged, and, for the purpose of determining

the point, the court would be compelled to enter upon

questions of facts insoluble and indeterminable." So,

if a person will not read or does not know what he

signs, or is misinformed as to the eifect, he alone is

responsible.I

The maxim that "ignorance of the law excuses no

one" is not universally applicable, ‘but only when

damages have been inflicted or crimes committed. '

When parties have acted undera mutual mistake

of law, and the party jeopardized can be relieved

without substantial injustice to the other side, a court

of equity will aflord redress, especially if the one to

be benefited by the mistake invokes the aid of equity

to put him in a position where the mistake will become

advantageous to him.’

I Brown v. Kingsley, 38 Iowa, 221 (1874).

' Boylan v. Meeker, 28 N. J. L 279 (1860)

' 4 Bl. Com. 2?.

'1 Bl. Com. 46.

‘Upton o. Tribilcock, 01 U. 8. 60-51 (1875), cases,

Hunt, J. See also Hunt v. Rhodes, 1 Pet. 1, 18-15

(1828); 17 Cent. Law J. 422-27(1883). cases; 18 id. 7-10

(1681), cases; 2 Flip. 116; 8 Col. 555; 18 ill. 395; 60 Md.

855; 50 Mich. 551, 594; 28 Misa1‘24;76Ta.315;62 Win.

882; 1 Johns. Ch. 515; 2 id. 60; 6 id. 170; Blsp_ Eq,§1B7;

1 Story, Eq. Ch. V; 2 Pomeroy, Eq. 55 1:58-71.

' Brock v. Weiss, 44 N. J. L. 244 (1882), cases.

' Freichnecht v. Meyer, 89 N. J. E. 551, 658-60 (18:

cases.
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When a party in one State makes a contract with

direct reference to the law of another State, he will be

held to know the law of the latter State.‘ See Law,

Foreign.

See also Esrorpnn; Iosoaam; Lsqmav, 1; Known

:no:, 1; iihsrass; Rsroml.

IGNORANTIA. See Iesoasm.

IG-NORARI. Not to know or know of;

to have no knowledge of.

Ignoramus. We do not know it; we

ignore it.

If the grand jury think an accusation groundless.

they endorse on the back of the bill "ignm-am1u:"

we know nothing of it — the truth does not appear.‘

Modern expressions are: “ not a true bill;" "no

bill; “ “not found.“ A fresh bill maybe referred to a

subsequent Jury.‘

Ignorantia. Non-information: ignorance.

Ignorantia facti emcusat ; ignorantia jurie

non excusat. Ignorance of fact excuses;

ignorance of the law does not excuse.

Ignorantia legis neminem ercusat. Igno

rance of the law excuses no one. See IGNO

RANGE.

IGNORE. To refuse to find a bill of

indictment. S%IGNORABL

IL-. A prefix from the Latin in, not;

negatives the sense of the simple word. See

IN, 8.

ILL. 1. Contracted from evil: as in ill

fame.

2. Contrary to rule or practice: as in ill

pleading; ill for want of certainty. Compare

Ban, 2; WELL, 2. _

ILLEGAL. See LEGAL; Essex, 2 (2),

Erroneous.

ILLEGITIMATE. See Lserrmam.

ILLEVIABLE. See LEVY.

ILL-FAME. See HOUSE, Of ill-fame.

ILLICIT.‘ Disallowed: forbidden by

law; unlawful; illegal: as, illicit intercourse,

trade, distilling.

Illicit intercourse.

adultery.

Illicit trade. In marine insurance, trade

made unlawful by the law of the country to

which the object or vessel is bound.-'!

Fornication, or

_,_______——_—-_—>'—

I Huthsing v. Bosquet, 8 McCrary, 675, 576 (1882),

cases; Storrs v. Barker, 10 Am. Dec. 816, 823-28, cases;

Story, Confl. L. 55 76, 253, 274.

l 4 Bl. Com. 305.

I United States v. Watkins, 8 Cranch, O. C. 506 (1829).

‘L. illicilus, not allowed: in-liccre.

‘1Para Mar. Ins.Gl~i; 2 La. 831838;! B.&B.78; 4

I‘ 29; b Binn. 403.
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ILLITERATE. \Vithout knowledge of

Written language; ignorant.

To induce an illiterate person, by false reading, to

subscribe an agreement, may be a fraud upon his

rights, and may even amount to an indictable deceit.‘

See Lwrhusxcs; Resume.

ILLNESS. See BENEFITS;

HEALTH; Lsnoumus.

]I.L-PLEADING. See ILL, 2.

DISEASE ;

ILL-TREATMENT. See Caumrrv;

MALTREATMENT. '

ILLUSION. See I.NSaNI’1'Y. Compan

DELUSION.

ILLUSORY. See Arronrrmmrr, 2.

ILL-WILL. See Mmcn; Paamnxca.

IM-. A prefix from the Latin in, not; in,

into, upon. See IN, 3.

IMAGINE. See Tnmsos.

IIMIBECILITY. Without strength, im

potent.

Ina petition for divorce by a wife for corporal im

becility in the husband, it is necessary to show a per

manent, incurable impotency to consummate the mar

riage. “ Corporal imbecility " does not, ex vi tannin‘,

import such impotency.‘ See Dwom

(_)n mental imbecility, see ‘ Ixsnurr.

IMMATERLAL. See MATERIAL

DIMATURE. See Marcus.

IMMEDIATE. Direct; present; near

in time, or kinship.

That which is produced directly by the act to which

it is ascribed, without the intervention or agency of

any distinct, intermediate cause: as, immediate into:~

me

In the law of self-defense, " immediate " generally

signifies present in time and place. Thus “ immediate

danger “ of losing life or of sustaining great bodily in

jury, means that the danger is then and there present

and the injury apparently about to be inflicted.‘

“ Immediate delivery," among dealers in coal,

means a delivery within the present orI in cases,

within the succeeding month.‘

An action is said to be prosecuted for the immedi

ate (direct) benefit of a person; ' and devises are made

to immediate issue.‘

 

ISee 2 Bi. Com. 804; 2 Whart. Ev. i 1243, meg; I

Blah. Cr. L. 5 1156.

‘Ferris v. Ferris, B Conn. 167 (1830). See generally

1 Bish. Mar. 8‘. Div. §§ 3'21-89, cases.

' Delafleld 1). Parish, 5 N. Y. Sur. 115 (1857). see 395.

ernlly 1 Wharton & St. Med. J. 5691; Taylor, Med J.

7159.

‘ Fitch v. Bates, 11 Barb. 478 (1851): Bouvier.

‘ Bailey 11. Commonwealth, 11 Bush, 691 (1876), Oofer,

J.; United States v. Baldr1dge,11 F. R. 558 (1833): R3

‘.5515; s. c. 3 Cr. Law Mag. B50. .

‘ Neldon v. Smith, 38 N. J. L. 153 (1878).

' Butler v. Patterson. 18 N. Y. 298 (1855).

‘ ‘huley n. 'l\u1ey, 11 Ohio St. 179 (1310)



IMMEMORLAL

Immediately. ‘Vithin reasonable time.

Never, or very rarely, employed to designate an

exact portion of time.I Compare Fonrswrra.

ILIMEMORIAL. See CUSTOM; MEM

OBY.

IMMIGRATION. Moving into a coun

try, usually to acquire citizenship.

The act of Congress of August 8, 1882 (22 St. L. 214),

which levies a duty of fifty cents for every foreign

passenger coming by vessel to the United States, to be

paid to the collector of customs of the port, by the

owner or agent of the vessel, is a valid regulation of

commerce with foreign nations The duty is a license

fee, a tax on the owner of the vessel, and on the busi

ness of bringing in alien passengers. It is not a capi

tation tax. The contribution is designed to mitigate

the evils incident to immigration from abroad, by

raising a fund for that purpose.‘

See Coxnzacn Exrsraunox; Canaan.

IMZMORAL. See Monns.

IMMORTALITY. See Coarosxnon.

IMMOVABLE8. See liiovanur.

I[N[M'[.'l'1‘l'I'.["Y.8 Exemption from a duty,

obligation, penalty, or service, which the

law requires of citizens in general.

Freedom from what otherwise would be a

duty or burden.‘

The Fourteenth Amendment secures immunity

from inequality of legal protection, as to life, liberty,

or property.‘

Immunity from taxation. as of the property of a

railroad corporation, not being a franchise, but a per

sonal privilege, is not transferable even under ade

cros of foreclosure.‘

See further Pswuma, 1; Pnomnmon, 1; Tax. 8.

IMIPAIB. To make worse: to diminish

in quantity, value, excellence, strength; to

lessen in power; to deteriorate." To relax,

weaken, injure.

Impair health. See Inrsmrnnara.

"No State shall . . . pass any . . Law im

pairing the Obligation of Contracts." '

1 See Thompson 17. Gibwn. 8 M. & W. ':286-89 (1841);

McLure u. Colclough, 17 Ala. 100 (1849); Gaddis ads.

Howell, 81 N. J. L. 316 (1865); Lockwood v. liiiddlesex

lint. Assur. Co., 47 Conn. 566-68 (1880), cases; 11 F. R.

865; 44 ind. 460; 51 Md. 512; 14 Neb. 151-62; 20 Barb.

468; 29Pa. 1%; 40 id. 289; 751d. 878; 48 Wis. 318, 479;

8-2 |'d.214; 5 Blss. 476; 48 Ill.155; 13 N. J. L. 818; L. 12.,

4 Q. B. 471; B0lioak, 466, 468.

‘The Head-Money Cases, 18 F. R. 186 (1888), Blatch

ford, J.: s. 0. 112 U. 8. 58011884), Miller, J.

' L. immunia, free from public service: in, not;

Immu, duty.

' Lonas v. State, 8 Helsk. 306 (1871).

' Strauder v. West Virginia, 100 U. S. 810 (1870).

' Morgan 1:. Louisiana, 98 U. S. 223 (1876), cases.

' Webster's Diet; Edwards v. Kearzey, 96 U. S. 600

cm

' Constitution, Art. 1. sec. 10. Gouverneur Morris, of
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To relieve the distress which followed the war of

the Revolution, paper money was issued, worthless

lands, and other property of no use to the creditor,

were made a tender in payment of debts, and the

time of payment stipulated in contracts was extended

by law. These were the peculiar evils of the day. So

much mischief was done and so much more appre

hended, that general distrust prevailed, and confidence

between man and man was destroyed. To restore

public confidence, the framers of the Constitution pro

hibited the use of any means by which the same mis

chief mlght again be produced: they established the

principle that contracts should be inviolable.I

The reference is to contracts respecting property,

under which an individual may claim a right to some

thing beneficial to himself.’ The contracts protected

are such as relate to property rights, not governmental.

It may not be easy to tell on which side of the line a

particular case is to be put.‘ There was no intention

to restrain the States in the regulation of their civil

institutions, adopted for internal gove.rument.I

The prohibition does not include grants for public

purposes, which are in effect mere regulations of in

ternal police.‘ See further lliosoronv; Poucv, 1,

Public.

“ Obligation " means the law which binds the par

ties to perform their undertaking.I See Oauornon, 8.

The prohibition applies to implied as well as to ex

press, and to executory aswell as to executed, con

tracts: as, a grant of lands by a State to an individual; '

or, a compact between States; " or, a grant of corpo

rate powers '—- unless a right of revocation or altera

tion is reserved in the grant or by a general law.I

But it does not include all contracts by a State with

its public oiflcers or municipal corporations." After

a public oflicer has rendered the services required of

the committee on style, resolute not “ to countenance

the issue of paper money, and the consequent viola

tion of contracts,“ of himself added " No State shall

pass laws altering or impairing the obligation of con

tracts." ln the shorter form adopted by the conven

tion. “ an end was designed to be made to barren land

laws, laws for the installment of debts, and laws clos

ing the courts against suitors,"—2 Bancroft, Hist.

Const. 214 (1888.

I Sturges o. Crowninshield, 4 Wheat. 214, 206, 199

(1819), Marshall, C. J.

' Dartmouth College 17. Woodward, 4 Wheat. 628

(1819), Marshall, C. .1.; Butler v. Pennsylvania, 10 How.

416 (1850); Newton 0. Commissioners, 100 U. 8. $7

(1879): Charles River Bridge v. Warren Bridge, 11 Pet.

‘B72 (1887); 2 Bancroft. Hist. Const. 218; Federalist,

No. 4-L

' Stone 1:. Mississippi, 101 U. 8. E20, 816 (1879).

° East Hartford v. Hartford Bridge 00., 10 How. 685

(1850).

' Sturges 0. Crownlnshleld, 4 Wheat 197 (1810), supra.

' Fletcher u. Peck, 6 Cranch. 187 (1810).

' Green 0. Biddle, 8 Wheat. 1, 3: (1823).

' Dartmouth College 11. Woodward, 4 Wheat. 028

(1819); Home of the Frlendleas 1:. Rouse, 8 Wall. 487

0&9).

I Iiolyolre Company v. Lyman. 15 Wall. 522 (1871).

" Butler 11. Pennsylvania, 10 How. 416-1'! (1860).
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him under an enactment which fixes the rate of com

pensation (q. v.), the Obligation to pay for the services

at that rate is perfected and rests on the remedies

which the law then gives for its enforcementl

A charter granted to a private corporation, which

in effect is s more license, may be withdrawn; I so

may any other engagement which is a mere gratuity; ‘

but not, without consent of the bona fldc bondholder,

power given a municipality to levy a tax with which

to pay its bonds ‘ And a State may not tax mortgage

bonds, secured on property within it, held by non

residents.‘

Liability for a tort, created by statute, although re

duced to judgment, is not such a debt by contract as

is contemplated.‘

Imprisonment for debt, not being regarded as a

part of a contract, may be abolished!

The prohibition extends to provisions of a State

constitution, as well as to ordinary legislation.‘

The existing laws of the place where, or in refer

ence to which, the contract is made, affecting its va

lidity, construction. discharge. or enforcement, form

part 01' the contract. The remedy, or means of en

forcing the contract, is part of the obligation.‘

Judicial construction being a part of a statute, a

change of decision is the same in eflect as a new

enactment. "

The Constitution intended to prohibit a law interpo

lating a new term or condition foreign to the original

agreement."

In short, any deviation from the terms of the con

tract, by postponing or accelerating the period of per

formance which it prescribes, by imposing conditions

not expressed in the contract, or by dispensing with

the performance of those which are expressed, how

ever minute or apparently immaterial in their eflect

upon the contract, impairs its obligation."

Diminishing value by legislation is impairment.II

But it is not necessarily impaired by a reasonable

change in the mode of enforcing it; " unless it sub

stantially lessens the rights of the creditor; 1‘ nor is it

 

1 link 0. Jeflerson Police Jury, 116 U. S. 181, 184

(1885).

1 Stone 17. Mississippi, 101 U. S. 820, 816 (1879).

‘West Wisconsin R. Co. v. Supervisors, 93 U. S. 595

(1875).

‘Von Hoffman 1:. City of Quincy, 4 Wall. 535, 54-1

(1866); Wolff 0. New Orleans, 108 U. S. 85‘! (1880).

‘ State Tax on Foreign-Held Bonds, 15 Wall. 825

(1872).

‘ Louisiana 1:. New Orleans, 100 U. S. 285 (1883);

Chase 1:. Curtis, 113 id. 464 (1885).

’ Penniman's Case, 108 U. S. 717, 720 (1880), cases.

5 Dodge 11. Woolsey, 18 How. 831 (1%); New Orleans

Gas Co. v. Louisiana Light Co., 115 U. S. 650, 672 (1885),

cases; Fisk 0. Jefferson Police Jury, 116 id. 181 (1885).

' Walker :1. Whit/ehead, 16 Wall. 817 (1872); Edwards

v. Xearzey, 96 U. S. 600 (1877), cases; 102 id. 532.

"Douglass v. County of Pike, 101 U. S. 687 (1879).

" West River Bridge 00. v. Dix, 6 How. 533 (1848).

" Green 1:. Biddle, 8 Wheat. 84 (1823), Washington, J.

I‘ Planters’ Bank 1;. Sharp, 6 How. 327 (18-18).

" Mason o. Haile. 12 Wheat. 878 (1827).

“Bronson v. Kinzio, 1 How. 811 (1848); Woodrufl v.

impaired, necessarily, by a new statute of limitations.I

In modes of proceeding and forms to enforce 0. con

tract, tho legislature has control, and may enlarge,

limit, or otherwise alter them, provided it does not

deny a remedy or so embarrass it with conditions or

restrictions as seriously to impair the value of the

right.’-I See Rsusnv: Boom.

The prohibition in the Constitution refers to enact

ments to which the State gives the force of law; It

does not apply to decisions of the courts, or acts of

executive or administrative boards or ofilcers. cr do

ings of corporations or individuals. . . “ When the

State court decides against a right claimed under a

contract, and there was no law subsequent to the con

tract, this (the Supreme) court clearlyhas no juris

diction. When the existence and the construction of

a contract are undisputed, and the State court upholds

a subsequent law, on the ground that it did not impair

the obligation of the admitted contract, it is equally

clear that this court has jurisdiction. When the

State court holds that there was a contract conferring

certain rights, and that a subsequent law did not im

pair those rights, this court has jurisdiction to con

sider the true construction of the supposed contract,

and, if it is of opinion that it did not confer the rights

affirmed by the State court, and therefore its obliga

tion wos not impaired by the subsequent law, may on

that ground aflirm the judgment. So, when the State

court upholds the subsequent law, on the ground that

the contract did not confer the right claimed, this

court may inquire whether the supposed contract did

give the right, because, if it did, the subsequent law

cannot be upheld. But when the State court gives no

effect to the subsequent law, but decides, on grounds

independent of that law, that the right claimed was

not conferred by the contract, the case stands just as

if the subsequent law had not been passed, and this

court has no jurisdiction." ‘

IMPANEL. See PANEL.

IMPARLAINCE.‘ Opportunity for a

conference.

1. An indulgence granted a defendant to

defer pleading to the action until a subse

quent term.

Trapnall, 10 How. 190 (1850); Hawthorne u. Cnlef, 2

Wall. 28 (1864); Guns 0. Barry, 15 id. 1123 (1872); Walker

v. Whitehead, 16 id. 818 (1872); Antoni o. Greenhow,

107 U. S. 77-1, 778 (1532); 101 id. 839.

1Koshkonong 1:. _Burton, 104 U. S. 675 (1881), cases;

Gilflllan 0. Union Canal 00., 109 id. 401 (1883); Mitchell

12. Clark, 110 id. 642 (18%).

' Penniman‘s Case, 103 U. S. 717, 720 (1880), cases.

‘ See also Kring u. Missouri, 107 U. S. 238 (1882), cases;

Civil Rights Cases, 109 id. 12 (1883); Louisville, &c. R.

Co. v. Palmes, ib. 256 (1888): Louisiana 0. Mayor of

New Orleans, ib. $85 (1883); Nelson v. St. Martin's Pan

ish, 110 id. 7:30 (1884); Parker v. Buckner, 67 Tex. 28

(1886); 25 Am. Law Reg. 81~97 (1886), cases; 2 Story,

Const. (55 1368-91.

‘ New Orleans Water-works Co. v. Louisiana Sugar

Co., 125 U. S. 18, 30, 38 (1883), cases, Gray, J.; K;-eigsr

0. Shelby R. Co., lb. 30 (1888),

‘ F. parlor. to speak.
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Before the defendant puts in his defense he is en

titled to demand one imparlance, or licenfia loquendt,

in see if he~can end the matter amicably without

further suit, by talking with the plaintiff; a practice

supposed to have arisen in obedience to the precept

“ Agree with thine adversary quickly, whilst thou art

in the way.“ Matt. v. 25. The Roman law of the

Twelve Tables likewise directed the parties to make

up the matter while going to the prmtor.l

General imparlance. That just defined,

and grantable of course. Special impar

lance. Saved all exceptions to the writ or

count, and was granted by the prothonotary.

More special imparlance. Saved all excep

tions whatsoever, and granted at the discre

tion of the court.2

Imparlances are no longer recognized in this

country, where, after appearance by the defendant,

the cause stands continued until the end of the time

within which the plea is tobe flied. See Cor¢'ru~'uu\'cr..

2. Stay of execution.‘

IIN[PA.RT]'.AL.4 1. Applied to a juror,

indiiferent as he stands unsworn;° has not

formed an opinion as to the issue.‘

“in all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall en

joy the right to a speedy and public trial, by an im

partial jury of the State and district wherein the

crime shall have been committed," etc.’ Compare

L‘i'Dll'FlRBlN"l‘; Pauvnrcs. 1.

The courts are not agreed as to the knowledge upon

which an opinion must rest to render a juror incom

patent, or whether the opinion must be accompanied

by malice or ill-will; but all unite in holding that it

must be founded on some evidence, and be more than

a mere impression. Some say it must be positive;

others, that it must be decided and substantial; others,

that it must be fixed; others again, that it must be

deliberate and settled. All concede, however, that if

hypothetical only, the partiality is not so manifest as

to necessitate setting the juror aside.’

2. As understood in conditions annexed to

bonds, see Fnrnrunnv.

IINEPEACIEII.9 1. To call to account: as,

to impeach a tenant for waste."

 

'8 Bl. Com. 299.

'3 Bl. Com. 301.

'Act 19 May, 1828, 52: R. S. 5988.

' L im-pars, not of a part or para.

' Littleton. 1% b.

' Reynolds 0. United States, 98 U. S. 154 (1878): Coke,

Litt. 156 b.

' Constitution, Amd. Art. VI.

0 Reynolds 1:. United States, 98 U. S. 155 (1878), Waite,

C. J., citing 11 Leigh, 659; 10 Gratt. 658; 13 ill. 685;

iDev. & BIL. (N. Car.)1i)6; 74 Pa. 458; 81 id. 151. See

also Northern Pacific R. Co. v. Herbert, 116 U. S. 646

(1%), cases.

'11‘. empeecher, to prevent, hinder, bar: L. impedi

oare, to impede; or impingere, to thrust against,

"2 Bl. Corn. 288; 6Fl1L 483.

IMPEACIJ.

2. To impugn, call in question, seek to dis

parage: as, to impeach the authenticity of a

document, the irregularity or legality of a

judgment or sale, one's title to negotiable

paper or to property. See DISPARAGE, 2;

Fscms, Prima; Junonnrrr.

3. To seek to prove unworthy of belief;

to discredit: as, to impeach the veracity of a

witness.

To charge or accuse of want of veracity; and, to

establish such charge.1

To accuse, blame. censure. Thus, to impeach one'|

otlicial report or conduct is to show that it was occa

sioned by some partiality, bias, prejudice, inattention

to or unfaithfuiness in the discharge of that duty; or,

that it was based upon such error that the existence

of those influences may justly be inferred from the

extraordinary character or grossness of that error.’

Unimpeached. Not discredited, undis

credited; not shaken in character or worth,

professed or attributed. Unimpeachab1e.'

Not to be questioned as tocredit; irrepr0ach

able; blameless.

After a witness has been examined in chief, his

credit may he impeached in various modes besides

that 6: exhibiting the lmprobabilities of his story by a

crosscxamination: (1) By disproving the facts stated

by him, by other witnesses. (2) By general evidence

affecting his credit for veracity. (3) By proof that he

has made statements out of court contrary to what he

has tcstificd at the trial. But this is only in matters

relevant to the issue; and, beforehand, he must be

asked as to the time, place, and persons involved in

the supposed contradiction: upon the general quea

tion he may not remember whether he has said so or

not; and Justice requires that his attention be first

called to the subject. Then he may correct or explain

the former statement.‘

By calling, the party represents his witness as

worthy of credit or at least as notso infamous as to

be wholly unworthy of credit. For him to attack the

witness's veracity would be bad faith to the court, and

give the power to destroy if the witness sp6ke un

favorably, and to make good if he spoke favorably.

Hence, at common law, while a party may contradict,

and to that extent discredit, he cannot ordinarily “ im

peach " his own witness.‘

An adverse witness who contradicts his former

statement, thereby surprising the party calling him,

may be examined as to his former statement, when

 

I [White v. McLean, 47 How. Pr. 199 (1874).

‘Bryant 1;. Glldden. 36 Me. 47 (1853), Shepley, O. J.

'1Greenl. Ev. 55 461-62. See Becker 1:. Koch, 104

N. Y. 401 (1887), cases; Conrad 11. Grifliey, 16 How. 46-47

(1853), cases.

i United States U. Watkins, 3 Cranch, C. C. 442 (1829);

Commonwealth v. Donnhoe, 138 Mass. 408 (1682); Shop

pard u. Yocum, 10 Oreg. 410 (1882); Stcarns 11. Mar

chants‘ Bank, 53 Pa. 492-99 (1866), case;
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it would appear that deception has been practiced. the

examiner being guilty of no laches.l

May impeach an opposing witness by a former

statement contradicting that made in his examination

in chief; I but cannot contradict on 9 collateral mat

ter. May contradict answers as to motive; question

veracity; show bias or conviction of infamous crime.l

May attack the impcaching witness, and sustain the

impeached, but not by proof of former consistent

statements. Corroboration is discretionary in the

court.‘

To impair his credibility, a witness may he cros

cxamlned as to specific facts tending to disgrace or

degrade him, although irrelevantto the main issue.

The range of cross-examination depends upon the

appearance and conduct of the witness and other cir

cumstances. It is only where the discretion in the

court has been abused. to the prejudice of a party,

that error will lie.‘ See C1urucr:a; Cnsorr, 1; Ex

urnwnos, 9; Rzronnos.

4. To convict of such misconduct as jus

tifies removal from ofiice.

Articles of impeachment. The formal

statement of charges of misconduct pre

ferred against an ofiicer.

Like an indictment for crime, must be sufllciently

certain in averment to admit of a defense being

framed, and to be used in bar of another accusation

upon the same subject-matter in case of acquittal.

Court of impeachment. The tribunal

before which articles of impeachment are

presented and the charges tried.

Charges which will warrant an impeachment may

not sustain an indictment. The prosecution is con

ducted before some branch of the political power, or

before a quasi political tribunal.

" The President, Vice President and all civil Oillcen

of the United States, shall be removed from Office on

Impeachment for, and Conviction of, Treason, Bribery,

or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors“ '

“ The House of Representatives . . .

the sole Power of Impeachment." '

"The Senate shall have the sole Power to try all

Impeachments. When sitting for that Purpose, they

shall be on Oath or Afflrmation. When the President

iof the United States is tried, the Chief Justice shall

' preside: and no Person shall beconvicted without the

Concurrence of two-thirds of the Members present.“

“ Judgment in Cases of impeachment shall not extend

further than to removal from Otflce, and disqualifica

tion to hold and enjoy any Oflice of Honor, Trust or

Profit under the United States: but the Party convicted

shall have

 

I 1 Whart. Ev. 55549-61', eases.

' Ferry 1:. Breed, 117 Mass 165 (1875); 85 Vt. 68.

' 1 Whart. Ev. 55 565-71, cases.‘ See generally Seller

0. Jenkins. 9'‘! Ind. -183-89 (1884), cases.

‘ State v.Pfefler1e, 86 Kan. 92-9l$(1Bt-16), cases, John

lton, J. See also Pulien v. Pullen, 43 N. J. E. 186 (1887),

cases; State v. Thomas, Sup. Ct. N. 0. (Dec. 21, 1887),

uses.

‘Constitution, Art. 11. sec. 4.

‘Constitution. Art. 1, sec. 2, cl. 6.
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shall nevertheless be liable and subject to Indictment

Trial, Judgment and Punishment, according to Iaw.'"

The Senate has sat as a court of impeachment in

the cases of Judge Chase, in 1804; Judge Peck, in

1831; Judge Iiumphreys, in 1862; and of President

Johnson, in 1868. 1

Proceedings under the constitutions of the States,

for the trial of State officials, are similar to the fore

going. SeeJrmos:; Psnnos.

IMPEDE. See Ossrnucr.

IMPERFECT. See DUTY, 1; PERFECT.

IMPEBIUM. L. Dominion; authority;

jurisdiction.

Divisum imperium. A divided juris

diction; jurisdiction belonging to more than '

one tribunal, or exercised alternately be

tween powers.

As, the jurisdiction of common-law and admiralty

courts exercised between high and low water-mark;

the jurisdiction exercised concurrently by common

law and equity courts.

Imperium in imperio. A power within

a power; a sovereignty within a sovereignty;

a jurisdiction within a jurisdiction.‘

IMPERTINENCE. The introduction of

any matter in a bill, answer, or other plead

ing or proceeding in a suit, which is not

properly before the court for decision at any

particular stage of the suit.4

The court will not strike out the matter unless its

impertinence clearly appears; for if erroneously

stricken out, the error is irremediuble; if leftto stand,

the court may set the matter right in taxing the costs.

Matter which is scandalous (q. o.) is also impcrtinent.‘

The test is, would the matter, if put in issue, be

proper to be given in evidence..

Impertinent. See PERTINENT.

IMPLEAD. See PLEA. 2.

IMPLEMENTS. Things necessary in

any trade, without which the work cannot

be performed; also, the furniture of a house.

Implements of household are tables, presses,

cupboards, bedsteads, wainscot, and the like.'

Rarely. if ever, includes an animal.‘

As used in a statute of exemptions, does not include

a horse and cart.’

1 Constitution, Art. I. see. 3, cl. 6-7. See 2 Bancroft~

Const 193.

ISee Story, Const. § 791; 2 Am. Law Rev. 517-67

(1868); 6 Am. Law Reg. 257-88 (1867), T. W. Dwight; Eb.

641-80 (1867), W. Lawrence; 4 Bl. Com. 250-G1.

' 17 Wall. 8118; 106 U. S. 562; 87 Pa. 292.

‘Story, Eq. Pl. §§ 266-70; Wood 1:. Mann, 1 Sumn

588-89(1&14), Story, J.; 3 Story R. 18; 15 F. R. 561.

‘Woods 1:. Morrell, 1 Johns. Ch. '106 (1814), Kent.

Ch. See also Hood 1:. lnman, 4 id. '438 (181)).

' Coolidge v. Choate, 11 Metc. &3 (1846).

' Enacoe v. Dunn, -14 Conn. 99 (1876); Wallace 1:. Col

lins. 5 Ark. 46 (1848).

 



IMPLICATION

A music teacher's piano is an “ implement oi busi

neu." 1 Compare Toons.

IMPIJCATION. An inference of some

thing, not directly declared, but arising from

what is admitted or expressed?

Implied. Infolded : involved in language

or intention; resting upon inference; im

puted in law.‘ Opposed, erpressed, con

structive, qq. v.

Where it is the duty of a defendant to do an act,

the law imputesa promise to fulfill that obligation.‘

Boo Assmmsrr.

What is clearly implied in a statute, pleading, con

tract, will, or other instrument, is as much a part of it

as what is expressed.‘ See IXCIDENT.

IMPORT. 1, v. To bring from a foreign

jurisdiction or country merchandise not the

product of this country.‘

11. Most commonly imports: the goods or

other articles brought into this country from

abroad-from another country." Opposed,

export, exports, q. v.

"No State shall, without the Consent of the Con

grem, lay any lmposts or Duties on Imports or Ex

ports, except what may be absolutely necessary for

executing its inspection Laws . and all such Laws

shall besubject to the Revision and Controul oi’ the

Congre-." '

This does not relate to articles imported from one

State into another; only to articles imported {mm (or

elgn countries.’

Nothing is imported till it comes within the limits

of a port. The term "imports “ covers nothing not

actually brought into our limits."

imposing a license tax on importers is an indirect

tax on imports"

See Cmmascs; D011, 2; Emr, ll, 2; hnon; Ls

aracnos, 1.

2. As to import of language, see Pcarosr.

IMPOSE. See Team, 2.

 

lamend t1. Murphy, 69 I11. 838 (1878). See also 5

Iowa, Stat); 124 Mass. 418; 6 Gray, 2%; 45 N. H. 552.

' Re City of Buflalo, 68 N. Y. 173 (IBTF), Folger, J.

ISee lloman v. Earle, 58 N. Y. 271 (1878); 18 Abb.

Pr. 413.

' Bailey v. N. Y. Central R. Co., W Wall. 689 (1874),

cases.

' United States v. Babbit, 1 Black, 61 (1861), cases; N

Wall. 493; 101 U. S. 82, 202: I10 id. 658.

' [United States v. The Forrester, 1 Newb. N (1856).

' [Brown 11. Maryland, 12 Wheat. 437 (1827), Mar

shall. C. J.

' Constitution, Art. 1, sec. 10, cl. 2.

' Woodrufl v. Parham, 8 Wall. 181 (1868), cases;

Brown 1:. Houston, 118 U. S. 628 (1885).

" Marriott v. Bruno, 9 How. 682 (1850); Arnold 0.

United States, 9 Cranch, 120 (1815); 4 hletc., lliasa, 28$

" Brown 0. Maryland, 12 Wheat. 419 (1821); Warring

0. Mayor of Mobile, 8 Wall. 110 (1868).
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IMPOSITION. See Dscsrr; Exmanos;

FRAUD; MISTAKE; REFORM.

IMPOSSIBILITY. See POSSIBILITY

IMIPOST. A custom or tax levied on an

ticles brought into a country.l

A duty on imported goods and merchan

dise. In a larger sense, any tax or imposition.

Synonymous with duty; comprehends every

species of tax or contribution not included

under the ordinary terms “taxes and ex

cises.”"‘

IMPOTENCE. SeeIluBEc11.rrY;INsPm<>

TION, 01' person.

IMPOUND. See POUND, 2.

IMPRESSION. 1. A cause in which a

question arises for the first time is termed a

" case of the first impression." 3

2. Efiect produced upon the mind of a

juror.‘ See Ornuos, 2.

]Jli[PRIJll[US. See Pnmus; FIRST, 2.

IMPRISONMENT. Detention of an

other against his will, depriving him of the

power of locomotion.’ Compare Parson.

Confinement of the person in anywise; as,

keeping a man against his will in a private

house, arresting or forcibly detaining him in

the street.6

in the penal legislation of Arkansas, the word “im

prisonment," used alone, means imprisonment in a

county jail or local prison. Confinement in a peni

tentiary is not meant, unless expressly so stated.’

In Louisiana, “ imprisonment," unqualified, in penal

statutes, is used in contradistinction to “ imprisonment

at hard labor.“ '

Duress of imprisonment. A compul

sion by an illegal restraint of liberty, until

one does some act, as, seal a bond.’ See fur

ther DURESS.

False, or unlawful, imprisonment.

Any confinement or detention of the person

without sufiicient authority. l° ‘

1 Brown v. Maryland, 12 Wheat. 48'! (1827), Marshall,

Chief Justice.

‘Pacific lns. Co. v. Soule, 7 Wall. 445 (1868), cases,

Swsyno, J.; 1 Story, Const. 5 669. See also 8 Wall. 181;

14 M0. 835; 9 Rob., Ls.. 83-1; 1 Story, Const. Q 949;

Federalist, No. 30.

'1 U. S. 168; 21 Pa. 175; 98 id. 101.

‘ See Greenfield v. People, 74 N. Y. E33 (1878).

‘ United States v. Benner, Baldw. 239 (1811)).

'1 Bl. Corn. 186; 8 id. 127.

' Cleaney 0. State, 86 Ark. 80 (1880).

‘State v. Hyland, 86 La. An. 710 (1884).

° [1 Bl. Com. 186, 181.

" 8 Bl. Com. 127.
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May consist in detaining another by threats of vio

lence, thereby preventing him from going where he

wishes by a reasonable apprehension of personal

danger.I

A violation of the right of personal liberty. May,

arise by executing a lawful process at an unlawful

time, as, on Sunday. Remedies: habau corpus, and

an action for damages,’ qq. 1:.

An action will lie for the misuse or abuse 0! pro

cess, beyond the fact of arrest and detention.‘

Imprisonment for debt. No person shall be

imprisoned for debt in any State . . on Federal

process . where imprisonment for debt is abol

ished. The State course or proceeding is to be fol

lowed.‘ -

“ No crime known to the law brought so many to

the jails and prisons (one hundred years ago)as the

crime of debt, and the class most likely to get into

debt was the most defenseless and dependent, the

great body of servants, of artisans, of laborers.“ '

See Anaasr, 2; Couurrunzcr; Fsnorrr; Lanes, 1;

Pnosscrrnoa, Malicious.

IMPROVE. To cultivate, as, land.

"improved land" is such as has been reclaimed, is

used for purposes of husbandry, and is cultivated

as such,— whether the appropriation is tor tillage,

meadow or pasture.‘

Improvement. 1. Amelioration in the

condition of property by the outlay of labor

or money.

Includes repairs or additions to buildings, the erec

tion of fences, the annexation of fixtures etc.’ See

Brrrnausn-r; Esrorraa

As used in a will, relative to property, construed

according to the subject-matter. A gift of the im

provement of land may constitute a freehold estate,

(or the devisee's life; of plate, pictures, furniture, it

would be the possession and use; of money, securities,

or stocks, it would be the income.‘

Bedding oysters in not an “ improvement," within

the meaning of a statute authorizing riparian owners

to make improvements on navigable streams The

mere depositing oi the oysters in the water implies

no essential union or relation between the main land

and the soil under the water contiguous; and there

 

! [Pike v. Hanson, 9 N. H. 498 (1838); Smith v. State,

7 Humph. 43 (1846). See also 35 Ind. 15, w; 43 id. 65;

Baldw. 600; 12 Ark. 43; 188 Mass. 899; 81 N. C. 528;

9 Johns 117; 5 Vt. 588; 1 Blsh. Cr. L. i 558.

'8 Bl. Com. 127, 188; 4 id. 218; Castro 1:. De Uriarte,

12 F. R. 258 (1882).

' Wood v. Graves, 144 Mass. 367-68 (1887), cases,

‘ R. S. 5 990; The Blanche Page, 16 Blatch. 8 (1879).

'1 Mchiaster, Hist. Peop. U. S. 98 (1883).

‘ [Clark 1;. Phelps,-i Cow. 203 (1825). See also 40 Cal.

58; 8 Allen, 218; 68 Pa. 896.

' See Schenley‘s Appeal, 70 Pa. 102 (1871); Schmidt v.

Armstrong, 72 id. 866 (1872); French 1:. Mayor of New

York. 18 How. Pr. 222 (1858); 82 Iowa, 284; 84 id. 560;

iCusb 93; 2'2 Barb. 280; 78 N. Y. 1,b81;18N.J L.

(24.

' Lamb 0. Lamb, 11 Pick. '87.’: (1881), Shaw, 0. J.

 

fore does not eiiect an improvement of the land im

plied in something created or constructed, attached

to the shore.‘

Internal im_pr01:e1nents. Works within

the State, by which the public are supposed

to be benefited; such as the improvement of

highways and channels of travel and com

merce.2 See A11), 1, Municipal.

Under improvement. Used, occupied, em

ployed, turned to profitable account.‘

2. An addition of some useful thing to a

patentable object. See further INVENTION;

PATENT, 2; Pnocass, 8.

IMPROVIDENT. In a statute exclud

ing from an administratorship or executor

ship a person improvident in habits, the

reference is to such habits of mind and con

duct as render a man unfit for the duties

of the trust.‘ Compare INCAPABLE; SUIT

sanu, 1.

Improvidently. Designates a rule, or

der, or decree, had or made prematurely or

inconsiderately.

IMPULSE. A sudden impelling.

An irresistible impulse to commit an act known to

be wrong does not constitute the insanity which is a

legal defense. The law does not recognize an impulse

as uncontrollable which yet leaves the reasoning pow

ers — including the capacity to appreciate the natuns

and quality of the particular act — unailected by men

tal disease.' See Ixsaxrrr.

IMPUNITY. Applies to something

which may be done without penalty or pun

ishlnent.6

IMPUTE. See KNOWLEDGE, 1; IMPLI

CATION.

IN. introduces English, French, and Latin

phrases:

1. English. (1) The preposition: within,

inside of, surrounded hy."

Under a statute requiring notices to be posted “in "

public places, a posting “ at“ such place! may not be

sufficient.‘

 

1 Hess v. liiuir, as Md. 586, 598 (1886).

' Union Pacific R. Co. v. Commissioners, 4 Neb. 456

(1876); Dawson County v. llicNamsr, 10 id. 281 (1880);

Traver v. Merrick County, 14 id. 838 (1883); Blair e.

Cuming County, 111 U. S. 870-73 (1884), cases.

' Chase 1:. Jetts, 58 N. H. 281 (1878).

‘ [Emerson v. Bowers, 14 N. Y. 454 (1858): s. 0. 14

Barb. G60; Coops v. Lowerre, 1 Barb. Ch. 47 (1845)

' People v. Iiain, 62 Cal. 123 (1882).

‘ Dillon 1;. Rogers, 86 Tex. 153 (1871).

' See Mayor of New York v. Second Avenue R 00.,

81 Hun, 245 (1888).

' Hilgers v. Quinney, 51 Wis 71 (1881)
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In a bond payable “ in twenty-tlve years " means, at

the end of that period, not within nor at any time dur

ing the period.‘

“ The city 0! Wichita claims that when the act was

passed there was no Gilbert's addition in the city,

upon which the not could operate. Such addition may

have been in the town or city, considering the collect

ive body of people in that vicinity as the town or city,

and not merely the corporate limits.“ '

In action. See Acnon, 2; Cnoss.

In bane or bank. See BANK, 2(1).

In blank. See BLANK.

In case. See CASE, 1.

In chief. See CHIEF.

In court. See Our, Of court.

In equity. See EQUITY; LAW.

In evidence. See Ewnnncs.

In fact. See FACT.

In full. See Innosssnsnr. 2; Rscsm,2.

In gross. See Gnoss.

In kind. See KIND.

In law. See FACT; LAW.

In like manner. See Lnmwlsn.

-In mercy. See Manor.

In possession. See Posssssmx.

In that case or event. See THEN;

Uros, 2.

In the peace. See Pmcn, 1.

In the presence. See PRESENCE.

In the same manner. See IIANNER.

(2) The adverb: not out, within; invested

with title or possession: as. “ in ” by descent,

“in” by purchase.

2. French. Use.d for en — equivalent to the

English and Latin in.

In autre droit. In another’s right.

Dsorr.

In pais or pays. In the country: in deed.

See PAIS.

In ventre. In the womb. See Anon

nos; Vsnrss.

3. Latin. (1) An inseparable particle,

meaning not. Like the English un, nega

tives the sense of the simple word.

Before 1, changes to il, as in illegal; before b. m, p,

(labials), changes to im, as in imbecile, lmmsterinis:

before r, changes to fr, as in irregular, irrelevant

Compare Eu, 2; Nos.

(2) A preposition, denoting rest or motion

within or into a place or thing. Opposed to

em, coming out from within. May be trans

lated in, into, within, among; to, toward, at;

on, upon; against. Compare EN, 1.

See

 

‘Allentown School District v. Derr, 115 Pa. 446 (1887).

‘City of Wichita v. Burleigh, 86 Kan. 41 (1886).

In adversum. Against a resisting party.

Compare In invitum~

In aequali jure. In equal right Bee

Jus.

In erticulo mortis.

See ARTICLE, 8.

In banco. In bank. See BANK, 2 (1).

In bonis. In property. See Born.

In capita. Among the persons. See

CAPUT.

In capite. In chief. Sec CHIEF.

In cuius rei testimonium. In testi

mony of which thing; in testimony whereof.

In consimili casu. In like cause. See

CASIJS, Consimili.

In custodia legis. In possession of the

law. See Cusronr.

In dubiis. In matters of doubt.

In esse. In existence; opposed to in

posse, q. v. See REMAINDER; SALE.

In extenso. At length; fully. See AT

LARGE, 1.

In extremis. (a) At the end, the last.

See ARTICLE, 8; NnNcUPA'rIvs.

(b) Under stress of apparent necessity.

A movement in ea.-tremt: by s vessel is not charge

able as a fault in the master or pilot, though erroneous

and useless.‘

In facie ecclesiw. Before the church.

See Downs.

In fevorem libertatis.

erty.

In favorem vitae. In favor of life.

In fictione. See FICTION.

In fleri. In the to be made: in the mak

ing; in process of being made, created, com

pleted: not completed.

During the term of n court, proceedings are said to

be in fleri.'

In fine. At the end —of the page, title,

etc. Abridged in fin., in f.

In forma pauperis. As a poor person.

See PAUPER, 1.

In foro conscientise. Before the bar of

conscience. In foro domestico. Before

the home tribunal. In foro seculari. Be

fore the civil court. See FORUM.

In fraudem legis. In evasion of the

law.

In future. At a future time.

‘ The Alabama, 17 F. R. 864 (1883), cases; 11 id. W;

112 U. S. 5'26.

'18 Wall. 198; 109 U. S. 499; 70 Ala. 402; 87 Ind. N; I

Bl. Com. 407.

At point of death.

In favor of lib

(34)
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In genere. In kindtopposed to in spe- In posse. In possibility; opposed to in

cic, q. v.

In gremio legis. In the bosom. protec

tion, of law. See LEX.

In hac parte. On this side.

In heec verba. In these words. See

Vnnnun.

In hoe. In this; as to this.

In individuo. In the undivided state:

entire.

In infinitum. To infinity; indefinitely.

In initio. In the beginning; from the first.

In integrum. In the unbroken state:

wholeI entire.

In invitum. Against one not assenting:

unwillingly; as, a tax levied in invitum.

Bee Ixvn-vs.

In judicio.

court.

In jure. In right: rightfully.

In Iimine. At the threshold: at first in

ception; at first opportunity.

An objection to testimony must be offered in

h'mine.'

In litem. In the suit.

litem.

In loco perentis.

parent.

Guardians and teachers are said to stand in loco

parentia. See further Psnxns.

In misericordie. In mercy. Abridged

in m’ia. See MERCY.

In mitiori sensu. In the milder mean

ing. See SLANDER; Snnsus.

In mortua menu. In deadhand—mort

main, q. 1).

In nubibus. In the clouds: in abeyance.

In nullo erratum. In nothing is there

error. See ERRATUM.

In odium spoliatoris. In hatred of s

despoiler. See ALTERATION, 2; Sronnvnou.

In pari cause. In an equal cause: equal

right. In pari delicto. In equal wrong

doing. See Dnmcrmu.

In pari mnteria.

Msrnnu; REPEAL.

In perpetunm rei memoriam.

preserving evidence of the matter.

In personam. Against the person; op

posed to in rem, q. v. See PERSONA.

In pios usus. For religious purposes.

Bee USE, 3, Pious.

By judicial procedure; in

See OATH, In

In the place of the

On like subject. See

For

 

‘I09 U. 8. 70,71; Iflid. M.

esse, q. v.

In prmparetorio. In preparation: being

fitted out.1

In praasenti. At present time.

MARRIAGE.

In propria persona. In his own person.

See Pnnsoru.

In propria cause.

See

In his own suit. See

Csuss.

In quo. In which. See Locus.

In re. In the matter of: in regard to.

See Rns.

In rem. Against a thing —property; op

posed to in personam, q. v. See RIB.

In rerum nature. In the nature of

things; in existence.

In 86. In itself.

In solido; in solidum. For the whole;

as an entire thing; exclusive of another.

In the case of a joint and several obligation. each

obligor is liable for the whole amount; so, poaeasion’

by a ptu'tner accrues to all copartners. -

In specie. In the very thing; also, no

cording to the precise terms; opposed to in

genera, in kind. See DEPOSIT, 2; DISTRESS

(4); Gnuus; Loss, 2; Srnoms.

In statu quo. In the condition in

which—a person or thing was formerly.

See STATUS; RFZSCISSION.

In terrorem. For awarning: asathreat.

In testimonium. In witness whereof.

In thesi. For a proposition: in state

mc-nt.

In totidem verbis. In the very words:

word for word. See VERBUM.

In toto. In the whole: entirely; abso

lutely. ‘

In transitu. In passage; on the way.

See Srorrses.

INABILITY. See ABILITY; DISABILITY

INACCURACY. See AMBIGUITY.

INADEQUATE. See ADEQUATE

HVADMISSIBLE. See ADMISSION, 1.

INALIENABLE. See ALIEN, 2.

INAUGURATION. See OATH, Of ofiioe.

In order to vest ofllciel authority in a President or

governor elect, it is only necessary that he take the

oath of ofllce.

INCAPABLE. Referring to a person

disqualified from administering upon an es

tate, is not limited to mere mental or phys

lltfl U. S. 71.
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ical incapacity; includes the idea of unfitness,

unsuitablefie.<sJ Compare Iurnovmnnr.

INCAPACITY. See Csrscrrr.

INCENDIARY. See Anson.

INCERTA. See CEBTULL

IlJ.‘I(?ES'.['.I Illicit intercourse between

persons within those degrees of consanguin

ity as to which marriage is forbidden by

law.‘

There may be a certain power exerted, resulting

from age, relationship, or other circumstance, which

overcomes the objections of the female, without

amounting to that violence which would constitute

rape.‘

Incestuous adultery or fornication.

The crime of adultery or fornication aggra

vated by the additional crime of incest.

While cognlzable as an oiiense under the canon

law, incest does not seem to have been punishable by

indictment at common law. It is now punishable by

statutes. which also prescribe the prohibited degrees

of kinship.‘

“here A defendant in an action for libel alleged

that the plaintiff had committed incest from which

she was pregnant, and did not attempt to prove the

latter act, the plaintifl was held entitled to a verdict.‘

See losoanscs; Ponrom.

INCHASTITY. See Cnasrrrr; Incnsr:

IJNCHOATEJI Commenced, but not com

pleted; not fully in existence or operation;

inceptive; incomplete; imperfect. Opposed,

conxummate, q. v.

Designates a right. title, or claim, not yet complete.‘

Thus, a marriage between minors is inchoate and in

complete.‘ Before the husband's death. right to

don-er is inchoate." The right of an unborn child to

take by descent is inchoate.H A legacy transfers an

inchoate property to the legatee, perfected by assent

of the executor."

The right to a copyright may be inchoate." From

the moment of his invention, an inventor has an in

__—___——__—-—-———

lDrews' Appeals, 58 N. H. 320 (1878), cases.

‘F. incuts: L. incestus: in, not: cactus, pure.

IDaniels u. People, 6 Mich. 886 (1859); Territory 1;.

Corbett, B liionta. 55 (1877); Commonwealth v. Lane,

‘I18 “ass. 46'i(1bT3); 89 .\lich. 124; 44 Pa. 810.

‘ Raitord 1:. State, 68 Ga. 67.’ (1882).

I See 4 Bl. Com. M; 1 Bishop, Cr. L. $502, 1 Mar. & D.

I812, St. Cr. 5 727; 2 Kent, &; State v. Frltts, 48 Ark.

65-70 (1986), cases.

‘Edwards 0. Kansas City Times Co., 82 F. R 818

(1%).

’ ln'co-ite. L. inchoare, to begin.

"l‘renier 1:. Stewart, 101 U. S. 802 (1879).

'1 Bl. Com. 436.

"2 B1. Com. l80.

" ilnrsellis v. Thnlhimer, 2 Paige, Ch. 85 (i830).

"2 Bl. Com. M2.

u Lawrence v. Done. 4 Clifl. 66 (1869).

 

choate property in his invention, which he may com

plete by taking out a patent.

A purchaser at a judicial sale acquires an inchoate

right to the propcrty.1 An informer, by commencing

suit, obtains an inchnate property in the penalty, con

summated by judgment.‘ The law forbids the incho

ate step to an illegal act.‘ See Psarwr.

INC]'_'DE]_§''1‘.i Whatever inseparabiy be

longs to, is connected with, or inheres in an

other thing as principal; less properly, a

thing connected with another, even sepa

rably.ii

Incidcnt; incidental. Connected with

something of more worth or importance; oc

cupying a subordinate relation; accessory;

collateral.

The “ incidental “ labor for which a mechanic's lien

may he flied in Colorado must be directly done for, con

nected with, or actually incorporated into the building

or improvement, and not indirectly and remotely as

sociated with the qmstruction.l

Customary incidents. Such incidents

as originate in usage or custom."

Annex incidents. Show what things

are to be treated as incidental to another

thing the subject of a contract.8

Parol evidence is admissible to annex incidents.

The rule is that the incident follows the principal

“ When the law doth give anything to one, it giveth,

impliedly, whatever is necessary for enjoying the

same.“ '

When the use of a thing is granted, everything is

granted by which the grantee may enjoy such use.

The grantor is presumed to intend to make the grant

eflectual."

Thus. whatever is part and parcel of a house. mill,

or factory is conveyed eo n0mine." Land covered by

the eaves of a house goes with a grant of the house."

The use of a front-door, entry, windows, closets,

pumps, etc., is incident to the tenancy of a room in a

house, unless otherwise agreed. The key is an inci

dent to a. building; so are the title-deeds to the land;

so is rent to the reversion; " and so is a remainder to

the particular estate. The right of alienation is neces

sarily incident to a fee-simple at common law."

_——____——_-—————

I Delaplaine 0. Lawrence, 10 Paige, 602 (1844).

'2 Bi. Com. 437.

'Trist 1:. Child, 21 Wall. 451 (1874).

‘ L. incidere, to fell upon or into.

' See Neal 0. East Tennessee College, 6 Yerg. 200

(1834). ’

‘ Rara Avis Mining Co. v. Bouscher, 9 COL 888 (1886).

'1 Whart. Ev. 5 069.

'1 Grccnl. Ev. Q 294.

'2 Bl. Com. 86.

" Steam Stone Cutter Co. v. Shortsleevu, 16 Blatch

882 (1879), cases.

" 1 Greenl. Ev. ii 286, 291, cases.

" Sherman v. William, 118 Mass. 484 (1871).

"2 Bl. Com. 111,176.

"1 Washb. R. P. M.
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A vemei is incident to its keel; the frame toe pictr

ure; the haitertoa horse sold; wool upon a pelt to

the pelt; wages to freight; interest to its principal;

the subscription list to a newspaper establishment; the

custody of goods by an innkeeper to the contract for

entertainment; such subordinate acts by a special

agent as are usually done in connection with the

principal act.I

Some writs are incidents to the other writs Power

to make rules of court is incidentalto the general

power invested in every court of record.‘ Power to

call for proofs. to compel the attendance of witnesses,

and to fine or imprison for non-attendance or non

production, is incidental to the power to hear and de

termine causea.' Costs follow a judgment as an inci

dent thereto.

Power to make by~laws is incident to general cor

porate powers.

See further Accrssomr; Arrs.vmor; Arrrzxnurr;

Arrvnrsuarrr; Csssws; Colflaxn; Gsssr, 2, 8; Jons

nsn; lilscnuomr; liinssusos; PH-lNCiPAL, 1; I‘aosmr

11ou, 1; RAILROAD.

INCIPITUR. L It is Begun: the be

ginning.

Formerly, when parties came to an issue, the plaint

lfl entered it, with all prior pleadings, on an issue-roll;

later, only the commencement of the pleadings was

enterui. This was termed entering the im:ipitur—

the beginning.‘

INCLOSE. “ Inclose” and “include”

are of the same derivation. One of their

common significations is, to confine within.‘

S66 INCLUDE.

Inc1osu.re. A tract of land surrounded

by an actual fence, and such fence.‘ See

Cnoss, 3.

A testator directed his executors " to inclose with an

iron fence the Friends‘ meeting-house grounds, the

schoolhouse grounds, and the Friends‘ burial ground.“

These three grounds were adjoining. Held, that there

was no intent ambiguity as to his intention to inclose

each of the grounds on all sides.‘

I1‘TCLUDE.'I To confine within; to com

prise, embrace, comprehend. See INCLOSE.

Including. A legacy of “one hundred dollars,

including money trusteed “ at a bank, was held to in

tend a gift of one hundred dollars only.‘

Inclusive. Embraced; comprehended;

opposed to exclusive. See DAY; Consrsrme.
 

'2 Pars. Contr. 57.

'25 Pa. 516; 8 Binn. 417, 277.

*1 Greenl. Ev. 5 300.

‘ Bee 8 Staph. Corn. 566, n.; 1 Arch. Pr. 850.

' [Campbell o. Gilbert; 57 Ala. 571 (1877), Brickeli,

lihlef Justice.

‘Taylor v. Weibey, 86 Wis. 44 (1874); Pettlt v. liiay,

8- id. 672 (1674); Porter 1:. Aldrich, 89 Vt~ B81 (1866);

Gundy v. State, 68 lnd. ‘>80 (1378); 8 Hun, 969.

' A_»peal oi Hall, 112 Pa. 52 (1886).

' L. iwdaudere, to shut in, keep within.

0 B;-.;,.,,;\\ .. Darling. 182 Man 218 (1333)

IDTCLUSIO. SeeExP1n1Ss10.

DICOME. That which comes in, or is

received. from any business or investment of

capital, without reference to the outgoing

expenditures. Applied to the afiairs of an

individual, conveys the same idea that " rev

enue " expresses when applied to the affairs

of a state or nation. Sometimes, is synony

mous with “ profits,” the gain as between

receipts and payments.I See PROFIT, 1.

Compare EARNINGS.

The " income of an estate " is the proflt it will yield

after deducting the charges of management, or the

rent which may be obtained for the use of it. “ Rent

and profits," " income,“ and “ net income" of the es

tote, are equivalent expressions.’

The income from a profession, trade, or employ

ment, which may be taxed, is the result of the business

for a given period, the net result of many combined

influences: the creation of capital, industry, and slrill.I

In the ordinary commercial sense, “ income," es

peclally when connectedwith the word “ rent," may

mean net or clear income. But one may say that his

“income “ from a certain property amounts to a. par

ticular sum, and yet be speaking merely of the accru

ing rent, without regard to insurance, taxes, or repairs.

Outside of business circles we can never know whether

'net or gross income is meant without further inquiry.

“ Produce “ or “ product,“ as a substituted word, may

relieve a will from obscurity.‘

" income “ is the gain which accrues from property,

labor, or business. It is applicable to the periodical

payments, in the nature of rent. usually made under

mineral leases.‘

May mean " money,“ and not the expectation of

receiving or the right to receive money at a future

time. A note is ground for expecting income, and_

in the sense of a statute taxing incomes, the amount

thereof is to be returned when paid.‘ See Bonn.

An absolute gift of all of the income of property,

without limitation as to time, is a gift of the property

itself.’

INCOMMUTABLE. See COMMUTATXON.

INCOMPATIBLE. Oflices are said to

be “incompatible and inconsistent" when,

 

I [People v. Supervisors of Iiiagara, 4 Hill, 28 (1842).

Bronson, J.

' Andrews 11. Boyd. 5 Me. '208 (1828), WW5, J_

Coinpare Scott v. West, 63 Wis. 532, 590 (1885).

' Wilcox v. County Commissioners, 103 Mass. 546

(1870), Ames, J.

' Thompson‘! Appeal, 100 Pa. 481-S2 (i882), Gordon.

J.; Sirn's Appeal, 44 id. 817 (1863).

I Eley‘s Appeal, 103 Pa. 806 08:3), Stern-tt, J.

‘United States 0. Schiliinger, 14 Blatch. 71 (1876);
Gray U. Darlington, 15 Wall. 63 (1872). i

‘ See also 14 La. An. 815; 9 Mass. 872; 8 Duer, 426; 80

Barb. 6'37; 4 Abb. N. C.400; iWil. (l.nd.)219; 16 F. 1111

" Bristol o. Bristol, 58 Conn. 59 (1885); Sprouli Ap

peai, 106 Pa. 441 (1884); 2 Roper, Leg. 871.
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from the multiplicity of business, they can

not be executed by the same person with

care and ability; or, when their being sub

ordinate and interfering with each other in

duces a presumption that they cannot both

be executed with impartiality and honesty.|

Incompatibility. See DIVORCE.

INCOMPETENT. SeeCOMPETEN'1'.

INCOMPLETE. See Incnosrs; Paa

seer.

INCONCLUSIVE. See Coscwns, B.

INCONSISTENT. See Connmon; IN

ooumnnns; Raruesm.

INCONTESTABLE. See Comm.

INCONVENIENCE. See Hmnsmr.

INCORPORATE. See CORPORATE.

INCORPOREAL. SeeCoarons.m.

INCORRIGIBLE. See REFORMATORY.

INCREASE. That which grows out of

land or is produced by the cultivation of it.’

Compare Accmmon; Esanmos; Inconn;

Psorrr.

Increased costs. See Gosrs.

INCREDIBLE. SeeCannrr.

INCBEMENT. See Aocsssoav; Incr

nsrrr; Ics.

INCRIMINATE. See CRIMINATE.

INCULPATE. See Cums.

INCUMBENT. 1. Resting as a duty or

obligation.

2. One who is legally authorized to dis

charge the duties of an oflice.' See VACANCY.

IINCUMZBIT. See Psossss, Probatio.

INCUMBRANCE.‘ A burden, an ob

struction, impediment.

Whatever charges, burdens, obstructs, or

impairs the use of an estate in land, or pre

vents or impairs its transfer.‘

An estate or interest in or a right to land,

to the diminution of its value.‘

Every right to or interest in land which

IPeople v. Green, 46 How. Pr. 170 (1878): 4 Inst. 100;

Bsc. Abr. See also Commonwealth v. The Sheriil, 4

5. .! R W (1818): Commonwealth v. Binns, 17 id. ‘£20

(1829); State v. Buttz, 9 S. C. 179 (1877); Constitution,

Art. L sec. 6, cl. 2.

' De Blane v. Lynch, 223 Tex. 27 (1859).

‘State v. McCollister, 11 Ohio, 50 (1841); County of

Scott 1, Ring, 2') lilinn. 403 (1882).

‘F. mcumbrer, to. load: combrer, to hinder: L.

cumbvu: L. cumulus, a heap. Also spelled encum

brance; encumber. disencumber.

' Anonymous, 2 Abb. N. C. 63 (1876;.

'Ncwcomb v. Piedler, 24 Ohio St. 466 (1878).
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may subsist in a third person to the diminu

tion of the value of the land, but consistent

with the passing of the fee by the convey

ance.I

An outstanding lease is such an l.ncumbrance.'

So is a subsisting lieu of a mechanic or material

man.‘

Inoumber. To charge or burden with a

lien, or an estate. Disincumber. To re

lieve of such charge or burden.

Incumbrancer. He who places achargo

upon his interest in realty, as, by a mortgage,

or a judgment confessed.

"Lncumbrance " is broader than " lien." An “ in

cumbrancer" is one who has a legal claim upon an

estate. An absolute conveyance is an incumbranco.

in the fullest sense of the term.‘

Unincumbered. Not bound by or sub

ject to anything in the nature of a lien or

burden: as, an unincumbered title.‘

Incumbrances are spoken of as prior, subsequent;

. first, second, etc.

Covenant against incumbrances. A

stipulation that there are no charges against

land which will diminish its value.

The mere existence of any such charge constitutes

a breach of the covenant. Ii’ in the present tense,

does not run with the land. The covenantee may ex

tinguish the claim, and recover therefor.I

But in a policy of iire insurance a warranty con

cerning “incumbrances oi all kinds“ includes only

such as are created by the act or consent of the par

ties, not those created by law.’

See Buansu; Cams; Lms; Ozms, Cum onere;

Unnss. AND Son-nwr.

INCUB. See EXPENDITURE.

liien contract debts afiirrnatively; they incur liabil

ities-— the liability is gtst upon them by act or opera

tion ot law. “incur-" implies, then, something not

embraced in the words " debts and contracts“ '

INCURABLE. See CURE, 2.

INDEBITATUS. See ASSUMPSIT.

INDEBTED. See DEBT.

 

IRawle, Cov. Tit. 94; Kelsey v. Remer, 48 Conn. 188

(1875); Ailing 1!. Burlock. 46 id. 510 (1818); Fritz 0.

Pusey, 81 Minn. 860 (1884), cases. See also 51 Me. 72;

4 liass. 627; 2 Greeul. Ev. $242.

' Fritz v. Pusey, 81 Min. 369 (1884), cases.

' Redrnon 1:. Phoenix Fire Ins Co., 51 Wis. 800 (1881).

4 Warden 0. Sablns, 86 Ken. 169 (1887), Horton, C. J.

' Gillespie v. Broas, 28 Barb. 876 (1856); 5 Abb. Pr. BK

'See20 Ala. 137, 156; 6 Conn. 249; 4 Ind. 588; 8 id.

171; 10 id. 424; 19 M0. 480; 20 N. H. 8439; 26 id. 229; 10

Ohio, 317; 15 Wis. 17; 27 Vt. 739; Rawle, Cov. Tit. 89; 1

Washb. R. P. 658; 2 Greenl. Ev. 5242; Tud. L. O. 00.

"1{osford 1;. Hartlord Fire Ins. Co.. 127 U. S. 401

(1883).

' [Crandali v. Bryan, 15 How. Pr. 56 (1867): 5 Abb. Pl.

169. See also 1-1 Barb. 202; 4 Duer. 101.
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INDECENT. Whatever shocks the sense

of decency in people generally.

At common law, indictable as a misdemeanor. Ex

amples: Exposure of the person in public, exhibiting

pictures of Illidl‘ persons. What are acts oi‘ indecency

is generally to be decided by a jury.

Indecent assault; indecent exposure; inde

eent prints or publications. These offenses

(largely sell’-defining) are punishable, in England, un

der statute 24 & 25 Vict. (1561) c. 100, s. 52; in the

United States, by statute in each State; in Pennsyl

vania. by the Crimes Act of March 81, 1660, 5 44.‘

In Rev. St. 5 8898, which forbids mailing indecent

matter, "indecent" means immodest, impure, not

simply coarse, nor even profane.I

But a sealed letter is not within the prohibition.‘

Public indecency. Has no fixed legal

meaning; is too vague to imply, of itself, a

definite offense. The courts, by a kind of

judicial legislation, have usually limited the

operation of the expression to public displays

of the naked person, the publication, sale, or

exhibition of obscene books and prints, or the

exhibition of a monster,— acts which have a

direct bearing on the public morals, and

aifect the body of society.‘

The place is “ public " it the exposure is such that

it is likely to be seen by a number of casual observers.‘

Where the bodily injury from an indecent assault is

trifling, the gravamen of an action for damages must

be the mental suflering. In such case evidence is al

ways admissible to show that the plaintlfl was a

woman of unchaste character.‘

In an action ‘tor defamation, words which in their

common acceptation charge the crime of public in

decency are actionable per so.’

See Lswn; iiionans; Osscasn.

INDEFEASLBLE. See Dsrnsssncs.

INDEFINITE. See DEFINITE.

INDEMNITY} 1. Compensation for a

loss sustained. 2. An engagement to make

good loss that may be sustained: a bond of

indemnity.‘ '

 

I See Cdoiey, Const. Lim. 748; 2 wmm. Cr. L. gs sees,

it“; 2 Chitty, Cr. L. 42;1Russ. Cr. 826; 2 S. & R. '91;

l%Mass. 52; 2 C. & K. 933.

I United States v. Smith, 11 F. R 663, 665 (1882), Barr,

District Judge. '

‘ United States v. Lottie. 12 F. R. 671 (1882), Deady, J.

‘ McJunkins v. State, 10 ind. 145 (1-"58), Hanna, J.

Bee Jennings v. State, 16 id. 335 (1861); Ardery v. State,

56 id. 8% (1877).

‘Van Houten 0. State, 46 N. J. L. 17 (1884), Beasley,

\‘hiei Justice.

‘Mitchell 1:. Work, 18 R. l. 646 (1882), cases.

"Seller 0. Jenkins, 97 Ind. 480 (1834), cases.

‘ L. indemnitos: in-demnis, unharmed. tree from

danmum, hurt, loss.

‘ R) Weller v. Eames, 15 iliinn. 467 (1870); 2 McCord,

la.

Indemnify. To compensate for loss, sus

tained or anticipated.

Indemnitor. He who undertakes to pro

tect another from loss that may be incurred

I on account of an act or action by the latter in

behalf of the former. Opposed, indernnitee.1

Property insurance is a contract for indemnity.

Oiiicers selling personalty, under executions, require

bonds of indemnity against damages recoverable for

trespass.‘ Persons who distribute trust moneys re

quire bonds for pro rain repayment in the event of

unexpected claims arising; and settlements and wills

may contain clauses of indemnity for the protection

of executants.

There is difference between an agreement to in

demnity and an agreement to pay.‘

See Damon. Damnificutus; lsnnwrrox; Lssnmcx;

Sumrrv.

8. Statutes designed to relieve the occu

pant of an ofiice who has failed to do some

act necessary fully to qualify him for the

discharge of the duties of the oifice, or to ex

empt from punishment persons guilty of

offenses, have been called “acts of indem

nity.” See AMNESTY.

INDENTUREJ

sealed and delivered.°

A deed interpartes, or a mutual deed.‘

Named from being indented or cut on the top or

the side by a waving line or a line oi indenture so as

totit the counterpart from which it is supposed to

have been separated.‘

Formerly, when there were more parties than one

to a sealed instrument, a copy for each was made, and

cut or indented (in acute angles insiar den lium: like

the teeth of a saw, but, later, in a waving line) on the

top or side, to tally with the other; which deed, so

made, was called an "indenture." Both parts were

written on the same piece of parchment, with some

word or letters between them and through which the

parchment was cut so as to leave half on each part

Later, the indenting was not through any word at all;

and, in time, the term “ indenture “ served merely to

give name to the species oi’ deed. The part executed

by the grantor was the original, the others counter

parts. “'here all the parties executed every part,

each part was an original. Opposed, deed-poll.’

By 8 and 0 Vict. (1845), c. 106, the necessity for in

denting was abolished in the case of ordinary deeds.

and by 2; Vict. (iS6i), c. 9, as a requisite ingilts of land

to charities.’

A deed: _a writing

 

'80 Minn. 821; 15 id. 461.

‘ 87 Ill. 218.

‘ Wicker v. Hoppock, 6 Wall. 99 (1867).

‘ L. L. indenlare, to notch: L. dens, a tooth.

‘ Overseers oi Hopewell v. Overseers oi AmniL

0 N. J. L. 175 (1832).

‘ Bowen 1). Beck, 94 N. Y. Bil (1383).

' 2 Bl. Com. 290; 2 Washb. R P. 587; Williams, 11 P

146-47‘, 1 Reeve. Hist. Eng. Law, N.
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Indent. n. Any contract or obligation

in writing; but may havea narrower signifi

cation.I

INDEPENDENCE. The Declaration of

Independence, the state paper issued July 4,

1776, by the “Representatives of the United

States of America,” was, “ that these United

Colonies. are and of Right ought to be, Free

and Independent States; that they are Ab

solved from Allegiance to the British Crown,

and that all political connection between

them and the State of Great Britain is and

ought to be totally dissolved; . . . and

that us Free and Independent States they

have full Power to levy War, conclude Peace,

contract Alliances, establish Commerce, and

to do all other Acts and Things which Inde

pendent States may of right do.” I

The inherent rights which lie at the foundation of

all action between fellow-men are happily expressed

in the preamble, viz.: “We hold these truths to be

nlfcvident “ — that is, so plain that their truth is re<>

ognized upon their mere statement,—-“that all men

are endowed “-— not by edicts of emperors, or decrees

of Parliament, or acts of Congress, but “ by their

Creator with certain inalienable rights"— that is,

rights which cannot be bnrtcred, given, or taken away

except in punishment of crlme,—"and that among

these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness,

and to secure these “— not grant them —“govern~

ments are instituted among men, deriving their just

powers from the consent of the governed,“I See

C0.\‘F1l‘.DERATl0N; Hnrrssss.

Independence Day. See Hounav.

INDEPENDENT. See .DEPE.\'DENT;

Covssssr.

INDEX. A portion of a book exhibiting,

in alphabetical order, and in more or less

detail, the contents of the whole volume; or,

I book in itself containing, in like order,

references to the contents of a series of vol

umes. Latin plural, indices; English plural,

indexes.

Direct index. Exhibits the names of

grantors, lessors, mortgagors, and other par

ties of the first part to recorded instruments.

Indirect or reverse index. Gives the

names of grantees, lessees, mortgagees, and

other like parties to whom recorded instru

ments were executed; also called acl sectam

index: literally, at the suit of, that is, orig

 

’ 1 United sum 11. Irwin, 5 McLean, 188-84 (1851).

I Soc Rev. Start, 2 ed., pp. 3-6.

' Butchers‘ Union Co. v. Cresent City 00., 111 U. 8.

756 (1884), Field, .1.
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inally, containing instruments made or de

livered to plaintiffs.

indexes, directed by statute to be made, are do

signed to facilitate the examination of records. not to

protect the interests of persons whose conveyances

are recorded. In such case the failure of the officer to

make the index will not prejudice the title of a grantee

or morti-wgce.I See loan, Sonans. .

INDIAN. Includes descendants of Indi

ans who have an admixture of white or

negro blood, provided they retain their dis

tinctive character as members of the tribe

from which they trace descent?

The United States adopted the principle originally

established by European nations, that the aboriginal

tribes were to be regarded as the owners of the terri

tories they respectively occupied.‘ See DISCOVERY, 1.

Indians who maintain their tribal relations are the

subjects of independent governments, and as such not

in the jurisdiction of the United States, because the

Indian nations have always been regarded as distinct

political communities between which and our govern

ment certain intcrnational relations were to be main

tained. These relations are established by treaties to

the same extent as with foreign powers. They are

treated as sovereign communities, possessing and ex

ercising the right of free deliberation and action, but,

in consideration of protection, owing a qualified sub

jection to the United States.‘

if the tribal organization of lndian bands is recog

nized by the political department of the National gov

ernment as existing; that is to say, if the government

makes treaties with and has its agent among them,

paying annuities, and dealing otherwise with “head

men " in its behalf, the fact that the primitive habits

and customs of the tribe have been largely broken

into by intercourse with the whites, does not authorize

a State government to regard the tribal organization

as gone, and the Indians as citizens of the State where

they are and subject to its laws.‘

When members leave their tribe and become

merged into the mass of the people they owe complete

 

I Nichol 1:. Henry, 89 Ind. 54, 58-59 (18%); Bedford v.

Tupper, 30 Hun, 176 (1833). See also -'15 Ala. 28; 50 Ga.

8'27; 19 Ill. 486; 29 La. An. 116; 31 ill 3*; M Mich. 128;

46 M0. 472; 87 N. Y. 257; 16 Ohio St. 5-ts; 76 Pa. 398; 82

id. 116; 11W. N. C. 567; 2-iVt. 827, 888; 4 Biss. 437,445;

Cooley, Torts, p. 887, cases.

‘Wall 1:. Williams, 11 Ala. 8136 (1847). See Relation

of Indians to Citizenship, 7 Op. Att.-Gen. 7-16, 750

(1856); Campan v. Dewey, 0 Mich. 485 (1861).

I United States 1:. Rogers, 4 How. 567 (1840): Johnson

v. M‘intosh, 8 Wheat. 574, 584 (1828); United States v.

Kagama, 118 U. S. 881-82 (1886); 8 Kent, 878; 2 Washb.

R. P. 521.

‘Exp. Reynolds. 18 Alb. Law J. 8 (U. S. D. 0., W. D.

Ark., 1878), Parker, J. See also Cherokee Nation 0.

Georgia, 5 Pet. '16 (1881); Worcester v. Georgia, 6 id

515, 59-1 (1832); Dred Scott 0. Sandford, 19 How. 408

(1856); Cherokee Trust lfimds. 117 U. S. 288 (N86); 2

Story, Const. ii 1097-1100; 8 Kent, 8(B-18; 50 liiich. 596.

' The Kansas Indians, 5 Wall. 787, 756 (1866), Davis, .1.
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allegiance to the government of the United States and

are subject to its courts.l

A white man who is incorporated with a tribe by

adoption does not thereby become an Indian, so as to

eease to beamenable to the laws of the United States

or to lose the right to trial in their courts.‘

Under the Constitution "Indians not taxed " are

not counted in apportioning representatives and direct

taxes among the States; and Congress has power to

regulate commerce with the Indian tribes. The tribes

are alien nations, distinct political communities, with

whom the United States have habitually dealt either

through treaties or acts of Congress. The members

owe immediate allegiance to their several tribes, and

are not part of the people of the United States. They

are in a dependent condition, a state of pupilage, re

sembling that of a ward to his guardian. Indians and

their property, exempt from taxation by treaty or

statute of the United States, cannot be taxed by any

State. General acts of Congress do not apply to indi

ans, unless so expressed as to cicariy manifest an in

tention to include them. The alien and dependent

eondition of the members of the tribes cannot be put

oil at their own will, without the assent of the United

States. They have never been deemed citizens, ex

cept under expliéit provisions of treaty or statute to

that effect; nor were they made citizens by the Four

teenth Amendment.‘

While the government has recognized in the lndian

tribes heretofore a state of semi-independence and

pupilage, it has the right and authority, instead of

controlling them by treaties, to govern them by acts

of Congress: they being within the geographical lim

its of the United States, and necessarily subject to the

laws which Congress may enact for their protection

and that of the people with whom they came in con

tact. A State has no power over them as long as

they maintain their tribal relations: the Indians then

owe no allegiance to the State, and receive from it no

protection.‘

in construlnga treaty, if words be used which are

susceptible of a more extended meaning than their

plain import, ssconnected with the tenor of the treaty,

they should be considered as used in the latter sense.

How the words were understood by the unlettered

people, rather than their critical meaning, should

form the rule of construction.’

The relations between the United States and the

diflerent tribes being those of a superior toward an

inferior who is under its care and control, its acts

touching them and its promises to them, in the cxecu~

tion of its own polit-y and in the furtherance of its

own interests, are to be interpreted as justice and rea

son demand in all cases where power is exerted by

the strong over those towhom they owe care and

 

I E-rp. Reynolds, ante.

‘United States 0. Rogers, 4 How. 567 (1846); 20p.

Att.-Gen. 693; 4 id. 258; 7 id. 174.

‘Elk v. Wilkins, 112 U. S. 90-100,102 (188i), cases,

Gray, J.

1 United States v. Kagarna, 118 U. S. 375, 881-82 (1886),

cases, Miller, J. Act 8 March, 1871: R. S.§ 2079; 119

U. S. 27.
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protection. The inequality between the parties is to

be made good by the superior justice which looks only

to the substance of the right, without regard to tech

nical rules framed under a system of municipal juris

prudence, formulating the rights and obligations of

private persons, equally subject to the same laws . .

A treaty is not to be read as rigidly as a document be

tween private persons go'verned by a system of tech

nical law, but in the light of that larger reason which

constitutes the spirit of the law of nations.‘

Indian country. That portion of the

United States declared such by act of Con

gress; not, a country owned or inhabited by

Indians in whole or in part.

As, in the act declaring it a crime to introduce

spirituous liquors in such country.‘

Applies to all the country to which the Indian title

has not been extinguished, whether within a reserve

tion or not, and whenever acquired.‘

Indian Ten-diary. An act approved February 15.

1888 (25 St. L. 83). provides that any person hereatter

convicted in the United States courts having jurisdic

tion over the lndian Terrritory or parts thereof, of

stealing any horse, mare, gelding, filly, foal, ass or

mule, when said theft is committed in the Territory,

shall be punished by a fine of not more than one thou

sand dollars, or by imprisonment not more than fifteen

years, or by both, at the discretion of the court.

Sac. 2. That any person convicted of any robbery

or burglary in the Territory shall be punished by aflne

not exceeding one thousand dollars, or imprisonment

not exceeding fifteen years, or both, at the discretion

of the court; Provided, That the act shall not be con

strued to apply to any offense committed by one in

dian upon the person or property of another Indian,

or so as to repeal any former act in relation terobbing

the mails or robbing any person of property belonging

to the United States; nor shall the act uflect or npply

to any prosecution now pending, or the prosecution oi

any offense already committed.

Sac. 3. That all acts inconsistent with this act are

hereby repealed: Provided, however, That such acts

shall remain in force for the punishment of persons

who have heretofore been guilty of the crime of inr

ceny in the Territory.

See Conusncs; EXPATBIATION; Exnunrrios, 1.

Guam; Pasrcs; Pnssw.

INDICATE. See Snow.

INDICIA. L. Marks;

ances; color.

In civil law, circumstantial evidence— facts which

give rise to inferences. In common law. indications

1 Choctaw Nation 1;. United States, 119 U. S. 25 (15513),

Matthews, J. On Indian citizenship, see 20 Am. Law

Rev. 183-93 (1888), cases. \

IUnited States v. Sevelofl, 2 Saw. 811 (1872); Pelt-lie:

v. United States, 3 McCrary, 510, 515 (1382), chars;

United States v. Martin; 8 Saw. 4713 (1883), cases; Forty

Three Cases 01.’ Brandy, 14 F. R 539-42 (1881), cases;

United States v. Earl, 17 id.75 (1888), cases; United

States v. llolliday, 3 Wall. 401‘, 415-19 (1865).

' Exp. Crow Dog. 109 U. S. 656, 561 (1588).

signs; appear

 

See also

' Worcester s. Georgia, 6 Pet. '58:? (1882), M'Lean. J. United States v. Le Brls, 121 id. 287 (1837): B. 8. 611180
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of character: as, indicia of authority, of fraud, of

title.I See Bsnox, 2.

I|I¢DICTIMIENT.I A written accusation

of one or more persons of a crime or misde

meanor, preferred to and presented upon

oath by a grand jury.‘

Indict. To charge with crime by means

of an indictment. Indicted. Charged by

indictment. Indicfor and indictee are not

now in use. Indictable. Admitting of

prosecution by indictment.

Bill of indictment. The written accusa

tion presented to the grand jury, and found

by them to be a "true bill" or “ not a true

bill."

The indictment intended by ll e Fifth

Amendment is the presentation to the proper

court, under oath, by a grand jury, duly im

paneled, of a charge describing an oifense

against the law for which the party may be

punished.‘

No change can be made in the body of such instru

ment without a re-submission to the grand jury—ex

eepr. where statutes prescribe otherwise. But changes

may be made in the "caption." ‘

The object of indictment is, first, to furnish the ac

cused with_ such a description of the charge against

him as will enable him to make his defense, and avail

himself of his conviction or acquittal for protection

against a further prosecution for the same offense;

and, second, to inform the court of the facts alleged,

so that it may decide whether they are suflicleut in

law to support a conviction if one should be had.‘

The object is, that the defendant may know what

to meet; that he may plead a former acquittal or con

viction; and that he may take the opinion of the court

before which he is indicted, by demurrer or motion in

arrest of judgment, or, the opinion of a. court of error

on the sufliciency of the statements in the indictment.‘

Facts are to be stated, not conclusions of law alone.

A crime is made up of acts and intent; and these must

be set fort]: with reasonable partlcularlty,of time,

place, and circumstances. Every ingredient of the

otfense must be clearly alleged. Where the definition

of an oflense includes generic terms, the indictment

must state the species.’

 

'60 .\lo. 4'20; 1 Pars Contr. 45.

'1-‘. indicter, to accuse: L L. indioare, to point out:

L. indicere, to proclaim.

'4 Bl. Corn. 302. See also 4 C01. 202; 12 Conn. 452; 4

lwh. 412i; T2 lilo. 101$; 18 Wand. 817; 24 i'd.570; 11 Ohio,

71;190hi0 St. 255.

‘I21-p. Bain, 120 U. S. 1, 6-9 (1887),cases, Miller, J.

And see 26 Am. Law Reg. “H7 (1887), cases.

‘United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U. S. 558 (1875),

Waite, C. J.

‘United States 1!. Bennett, 16 Blatch. 850411 (1879),

Where the oflense is a commonlaw offense, the

technical words of the common law must be used;

where the oflense ls statutory, the substance of the

words may be followed.I

For a statutory oflense, the charge must be so laid

as to bring the case within the description of the of

fense given in the statute, alleging distinctly the

essential requisites. Nothing is to be left to lmpilca~

tlon or intendment. It is suflicient to pursue the

words of the act, or, if that would leave an ambiguity,

then the substance and legal eflect of the words.‘

The rule that a statutory offense need not be charged

in the words of the statute does not apply to tech~

llcal terms and words of art which have acquired

a conventional meaning and cannot be dispensed

with, such as “murdered," " feloniously." and the

like. But every material ingredient, constituting the

description of the offense in the statute, whether an

act done, knowledge had. an intent or purpose enter

tained, or the ’existence of any collateral fact, must be

affirmatively stated in plain, direct, intelligible lan

M0-'

Where the statute simply designates the offense,

and does not in express terms name its constituent

elements, the information must sometimes be ex

panded beyond the statutory terms.‘

When a statute contains provisos and exceptions in

distinct clauses, it is not necessary to state that the

defendant does not come within the exceptions, or to

negative the provisos. But if the exceptions are con

tained ln the enacting clause, it will be necessary to

negative them, that the description of the crime may

in all respects correspond with the statute!

Where an offense may be committed by doing any

one of several things, the indictment may, in a single

count, group them together, and charge the defendant

with having committed them all, and a conviction

may be had of any one of the things, without proof of

the commission of the others.‘

Several oflenses of the same class or kind. growing

out of the same transaction, though committed at dif

ferent times, may be joined in the some indictment in

separate counts.’

Where the some odense is charged in different

 

11. Cook, 17 Wall. 173-17 (1872), cases; United States v.

Hess. 124 U. S. 493 (1888), cases. '

' United States v. Bachelder, 2 Gail. '18 (1814),

Story, J.; Cannon 1;. United States, 116 U. 8. 7'8 (1885),

cases.

‘I L uited States v. Staats, 8 How. 4-1 (1850), Nelson. J

' Edwards 1:. Commonwealth, 19 l’ick. 125 (1837),

Shaw, C. J. See 4 Bl. Com. 807, 222'; 11 F. R. 240;

2 Flip. am; 87 Ind. 70; so Kan. ans, 012; 11 Nev. ‘see;

50 Pa. ms; 77 Va. 54.

' State v. Gavigan, 36 Kan. 827(1S81'); 80 id. 365. See

generally State 1:. Campbell. 29 Tex. 46 (1867), cases:

94 Am. Dec. 252-55 (1888), cases.

0 1 Chitty. Cr. L. 263 b, 284: United States v. Britton,

107 U. S. 670 (1882); United States v. Cook, ll‘ Wall.

178-74 (1872), cases.

‘Bork v. People, 91 N. Y. 18 (1583); State 1:. Gray, 29

Blstchford. J.; Bradlaugh v. The Queen, L. R., 3 Q. B. Minn. 144 (18&Z), cases.

'10 (1878). " United States v. Wentworfh, 11 F. R. 52 (1882); Exp.

'Unitad M0. Crulkshl-ilk. rupra; United States Peters, 12 id. £61 (183)); ib. 464, cases: R. S. i 1094.
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counts, the whole indictment may be submitted to

the Jury, with instructions, if they find the defendant

guilty upon any count, to return a general verdict of

guilty; otherwise, where one count is had, and the

evidence thereon is submitted with the rest, against

objection.I See Ban, 2.

For a common-law offense, the conclusion of an in

dictment is “against the peace and dignity " of the

commonwealth or State; for a statutory oifense,

“against the form of- the statute in such case made

and provided."' See Aussnnasr, 1; Form, 2, Of

statute.

An indictment is to be distinguished from a pre

sentment and an information, qq. 0.

See also Asnnsvin-rose; CAPTION, 2; Cnannzuea. 2;

Couuascsnssr; CONFEBBION, 2; Corr; Cams; Da

unnasa; Dnrsss; EVXDENCE; Excasnme; loan, 80

nans; lnsnmn, 1; lemons; isnonsa. 1; lsrnn; Jeo

nm.; Jomr; JURY; NEGATIVE; On, 2; Noun: Paossqm;

None Conrasnsas; Puss, 1; Quasn; Snvsscs; Tans

AND Tunas; Vansvn, In haac.

INDIFFERENT. 1. Said of an ap

praiser, where property has been taken in

execution: impartial, free from bias.3

2. Said of a juror: that the mind is in a

state of neutrality as respects the person and

the matter to be tried; that there exists no

bias, for or against either party, calculated

to operateupon him; that he comes to the

trial with a mind uncommitted and prepared

to weigh the evidence in impartial scales.4

Compare Imraarmn.

INDIGENT. See PAUPER; Pooa.

A gift “to aid indigent young men" of a certain

town or State “in fitting themselves for the evangel

ical ministry,“ Is not void (or uncertainty. The words

" indigent “ and “ evangelical “ are sufllciently definite,

within ordinary intelligence. "They describe a man

who is without sufllcient means of his own, and whom

no person is bound and able to supply, to enable him

to prepare himself for preaching the Gospel." ‘

INDIGNITY. \Vhat acts or course of

conduct will amount to such indignities as

constitute a cause for divorce seems to be

nowhere defined, and they are perhaps inca

pable of exact specification.

In Pennsylvania, a single act of indignity is not

enough: there must be such a course of conduct, or

continued treatment, as renders the wife's condition

 

ICommonwealth v.. Boston, &c. R. Co., 133 Mass.

891-92 (1882); 10 Gray, 11, 17; 1%) Mass. 372.

' See lusall v. State. 14 Tex. Ap. 144 (1868); Holden 11.

State, 1 id. 234 (1876), cases.

‘Fox v. Hills, 1 Conn. 307 (1815); Mitchell 0. Klrtlsnd,

7 id. '231 (1828); Fitch v. Smith, 9 id. '45 (1881).

' People v. Vermilyea, 7 Cow. 122 (1827).

'Storr‘s Agricultural School v. Whitney, 54 Conn. 852

(1887), cases, Pardee, J .: 86 Alb. Law J. 357. cases.

Compare Hunt 1:. Fowler, 121 111. 269 (1887), cases: 86

Alb. Law J. 118; ib. 116. cases.

intolerable and her life burdensome. indignities to the

person need not be such as would endanger life or

health; they may be such as would render life too hu

miliating to be home.‘

In North Carolina, the indignity must be such as

may be expected seriously to annoy a woman of ordi

nary good sense and temper, and must be continued

in, so that it may appear to have been done willfully

or at least consciously.‘

That condition which renders life burdensome must

be shown to exist in fact, and not be merely inferred

from factsI Compare Cncsnn, 1.

INDIRECT. .See DIRECT.

INDISPUTABLE. See PRESUMPTION.

INDIVIDUAL. Pertaining or belong-_

ing to a single or distinct person, considered

apart from a number of persons jointly aaso

ciated or involved; personal; private: as,

individual— assets, liability. See LIABIUTY;

PARTNERSHIP; CONTRIBUTION.

Individuals. Sec Poucs, 2; Wnnmna.

INDIVISIBLE. See DIVISION, 1.

HTDORSE.‘ 1. To write upon the back

of any instrument or paper: as, to indorse a

deed with the day or book of its record; to

indorse a pleading filed with the time of re

ceipt, payment of costs, etc.; to indorse a

warrant of arrest prior to action under it in

another county.“

In many cases, simply to write upon. In

this sense words may be indorsed upon the

face of a paper, even upon the face of a bill

of exchange or promissory note.6

While the word has no definite technical meaning,

other than that of some writing "upon the back,“ its

particular meaning is always determined by the con

text, if in writing, and by its connection, if in spoken

words.’

Indorsement. Has its primitive and

popular sense of something‘ written on the

outside or back of a paper, on the opposite

side from which something else had been

previously written, when the context shows

that that sense is necessary to give effect to

 

~ lMay 0. May, 62 Pa. 210 (1869).

' Miller v. Miller, 78 N. C. 106 (1878).

' Cline v. Cline, 10 Nev. 474-77 (1881), cases.

‘ F. endasser, to put on the back of: en, L. in. on;

dos, L. dorrum, the back. lndorse seems to be prv

ferred to endorse.

‘See 2 Bl. Com. 468; Hartwell v. Hemmenway, 7

Pick. 119 (1828); Marian, etc. Gravel Road Co. v. Keo

singer, 66 Ind. 653 (1879).

‘Commonwealth v. Butterick, 100 Mass. 16 (1868); I

Blah Cr. L. i 570 a.

'Commonwealth v. Spilman, 124 Man. 829 (1818):

Davis 0. Town of Fulton, 1'12 Win. 669 (1881). -
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the pleading or other instrument ih which it

occurs.l

2. For the person to whom or to whose

order a bill of exchange or a promissory note

is payable, to write his name on the back of

such bill or note in order to assign over his

property therein.’

That is the common meaning, but it is not impos

sible to indorse by placing the name upon the face of

the bill or note.I

Indorser. Be who writes his name upon

a negotiable instrument prior to transferring

it by delivery. Indorsee. He to whom the

instrument is delivered; the transferee.

Indorsement. The act by which a bill

or note payable to order is transferred; the

transfer of the legal title to any such instru

ment.

As far as it operates as a transfer of the instru

ment, it is an executed contract; and also, since it im

ports, unless restricted, future liability in the indorscr,

it is an executory contract But every contract,

whether executed or executory, evidenced by a writ

ten instrument, must be delivered and accepted.

Hence, to complete a contract of indorsement, in ad

dition to writing the name of the payee on the Lack,

the further act of delivering the instrument to the per

son to whom title is to he transferred is necessary.

lndorsing, then, imports delivery.‘

Accommodation indorsement. In effect, a

loan of the indorser’s credit without consid

eration.

Blank indorsement. The form in which

the indorser does not name the transferee.

Indorsement in full. Contains the name of

the transferee.‘

Irregular tndorsement. An indorsement

which departs from common practice as to

the place where the name should be written.‘

qualified indorsement. By this form the

indorser limits or modifies his liability as

ordinarily understood.

The words used are “without recourse: " without

liability in case of non-acceptance or non-payment.

They are written after the indorser‘s signature.'

Evidence that an indorsement in blank was " with

 

! Powell 1:. Commonwealth, 11 Gratt. 830 (1%-i).

' 2 Bl. Com. 468.

' Haines v. Duboie, 80 N. J. L. 262 (1863), cases; Com

monwealth u. Butterick, ante; Clark v. Slgoumey,

infra.

' Clark v. Sigourney, 17 Contr. '519 (1846).

' See Byles, Bills, 150-51, by Sharswood.

I See 24 Cent. Law J. H (1887), cases.

' Story, Prom. Notes, $5 188, 146; Hailey v. Falconer,

8 Ala. 589 (1868).

out recourse “ is inadmissible.I

oovnss.

Restrictive indorsement. Restrains nego

tiahility to a particular person, or for a special

purpose.2 -

“Unqualified " and "unrestricted “ designate that

form of indorsement which is most commou- the

wholly unmodified form. And this, the ordinary con

tract, importe: as to a bill, that the lndorser will pay

it at maturity, if, on presentment for acceptance, it is

not accepted, and he is duly notified of the dishonor;

and as to a bill or note, that the indorser will pay it if

it is not duly paid by the acceptor or maker, and he is

duly notified; that it is genuine; that the signatures of

the immediate parties, and, in the better opinion, of

prior indorsers, are genuine; that it is avalid and sub

sisting obligation according to the ostensible relations

of the parties; that the original parties, and, in the bet,

ter opinion, prior indorsers, could bind themselves as

they have assumed to do; and that the indomer has a

lawful title and the right to transfer it.‘

An indorser‘s contract is a new one, as compared

with the maker's. He is not a surety. as is sometimes

said. fora surety isa joint promisor with the principal.‘

The maker is liable without demand of payment

his undertaking being unconditional; but the indorser

undertakes to pay only if the maker does not pay,

which maka it necessary for the holderto take proper

steps to obtain payment from the maker, from which

it follows that his contract is that due diligence shall

be used to that end.‘

An indorser is only conditionally liable. His re

sponsibility is a contingent one, and, ordinarily, per

formance of the condition to make demand of the

maker and give notice of his default in due time is an

essential part of the title of one who asserts an indor

ser‘s liability. The reason is, that the indorser, if

looked to for payment, may have the earliest oppor

tunity to take steps for his own protection. There is

much inconsistency in the decisions whether demand

and notice is necessary when they by no possibility

could have enabled him to protect himself. The best

considered cases hold that he is entitled to notice al

though he has taken indemnity from the maker —

since that may prove insufficient. In general, every

indorser ought to have notice whenever he has a rem

edy over against the maker. Where, by agreement

with the maker, the indorser has become the principal

debtor, no notice is needed —for the indorser then has

no remedy over.‘

See further Rn»

 

I Martin 11. Cole, 104 U. S. 8), 86-89 (1881), cases. See

generally, as to parol explanations of lndorsements,

18 Cent. Law J. 882-86 (1880, cases.

| See Armour Banking Co. v. Riley County Bank, 80

Kan. 165 (18%); 11 R. I. 119. Suffixes as deacrtptto

persona, Falk v. Moebs, 127 U. S. 597, 602-7 (1888),

cases.

' See 1 Daniel, Neg. last. 408.

' Ross v. Jones, 22 Wall. '88 (1874), cases.

' Cox v. Nat. Bank of New York, 100 U. S. 718 (1879),

cases.

' Ray 1:. Smith, 17 Wall. 416 (1878), Strong, J.
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An indomer may sue all prior parties concurrently

or successively, but can have only one satisfaction.I

Contracts of indorsement are to be construed ao

comiing to the law of the place where made, unless it

appears that they are to be performed according to

the laws of another State.‘

See further Accsrr, 2; Aooouuomnos; Assms, 2;

Basara; Buss; Dsscawno Psnsosss; Excsasoa, 3,

Bill of; Fsrra, Good; Guaaam; Nsaonsrs. 2;

Nora. 2; Paorssr, 2.

INDUCEMEN'1‘. 1. In pleading, matter

merely introductory to the essential ground

or substance of the complaint or defense, or

explanatory of it or of the manner in which

it originated or took place.‘

Being explanatory, it does not, in general, require

exact certainty. Matter unnecessariiy stated may be

stricken out, or need not be proved.‘

Thus, in trover. the loss and the finding of the

goods. and, in nuisances, the possession of the subject

injured, are alleged by way of inducement.‘

Thus, also, in a suit upon a negotiable coupon, ex

planation of the relation the bond and the coupon have

held, is by way of inducement: in the nature of a pre

amble, stating the circumstances under which the con

tract to pay interest was made.‘

Commonly commences with the word "whereaa“

The importance of stating matter of inducementhss

been much relaxed by legislation. See Alssnlnrr, 1.

2. in the sense of motive, see Co.\'r'r.ssioN, 2; Con

BXDBRATION.

INDULGENCE.

Favon; SURETY.

INEBBIATE. See Irrranrsnarn.

INELIGIBLE. See Euomna.

INEQUITABLE. See EQUITY, Equi

table.

INEVITABLE. See ACCIDENT; NECES

si'i'Y.

INTAMY. The condition of being with

out repute, honor, or character: disqualifi

cation to testify as a witness or to sit as a

juror, on account of conviction of a heinous

oifense. Whence infamous.

“No person shall be held to answer for a capital

or otherwise infamous crime unless on a presentment

or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising

in the land or naval forces, or in the Militia, when in

actual service in time of War or public danger. . ." '

“infamous crime " is descriptive of an offense that

subjects a person to infamous punishment or prevents

his being a witness. The fact that an offense may be

See Fonaaanasca;

 

\ Brooklyn City, &c. R. Co. v. Nat. Bank of the Re

public, 102 U. S. W (1850), cases.

' Briggs v. Latham, 86 Kan. 259-61 (1887), cases.

' [Gould, Plead. 42. .

‘City of Kenosha v. Lamson, ll Wall. 482 (1860); 1

Chitty, Pl. 290.

' Constitution, Amd. V.

or must be punished by imprisonment in the peniten

tiary does not necessarily make it, in law, infamous.l

The Fifth Amendment had in view the rule of the

common law, governing the mode of prosecuting

those accused of crime, by which an information by

the attorney-general, without the intervention of a

grand jury, was not allowed for a capital crime, nor

for any felony; rather than the rule of evidence, by

which those convicted of crimes of a certain character

were disqualified to testify as witnesses. In other

words, of the two kinds of infamy known to the law of

England before the Declaration of Independence, the

Constitutional Amendment looked to the one founded

on the opinions of the people respecting the mode of

punishment, rather than to that founded in the con

struction of law respecting the future credibility of

the delinquent. The leading word " capital " describ

ing the crime by its punishment only, the associated

words “ or other infamous crime " must, by an ele

mentary rule of construction, be held to include any

crime subject to infamous punishment, even if they

should be held to include also crimes infamous in their

nature, independently of the punishment afilxed to

them. Having regard to the object and the terms of

the Amendment, as well as to the history of its pro

posal and adoption, and to the early understanding

and practice under it, no person can be held to answer,

without presentment or indictment by a grand jury,

for any crime for which an infamous pflnishment may

be lawfully imposed by the court. The test is \\'llt‘l.h8l'

the crime is one for which the statutes authorize the

court to award an infamous punishment, not whether

the punishment ultimately awarded be an infamous

one; when the accused is in danger of being sub

jected to an infamous punishment if convicted, he has

the right to insist that he shall not be put upon his

trial except on the accusation of a grand jury.‘ What

punishments shall be considered as infamous may be

affected by the changes of public opinion from one

age to another. For more than a century, imprison

ment at hard labor in the State prison or peniten

tiary has been considered an infamous punishment,

in England and America. Such imprisonment with or

without hard labor isat present considered infamous

punishment.’

The tenn “ infamous " —without fame or good re

port— was applied at common law to certain crimes,

upon conviction of which a person became incom

petent to testify as a witness. This was upon the

theory that a person would not commit a crime of

such heinous character, unless so depraved as to be

wholly insenslble to the obligation of an oath, and,

therefore, unworthy of credit. These crimes are

treason, felony, and the crimen falsi. As to what or

whether all species of the last are infamous, there is

 

lUnited States v. Maxwell, 8 Dill. 276 (1875), cases,

Dillon, Cir. J.; People v. Sponsler, 1 Dsk. 297 (1876);

Jones 1;. Robbins, 8 Gray, 348-49 (i857)

'Mackin v. United States. 117 U. 8. 830-59 (1886)

Gray, J.; Exp. Wilson, 114 id. 429, 422-29 (1885), cases,

Gray. J.: Parkinson v. United States, 121 id. 281 (1887).

See also Starlioute Cases (United States v. Brady} I

Cr. Law Mag. 69 (iB8l).
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disagreement among the authorities. . A crime is

not infamous, within the Fifth Amendment, unless it

not only involves the charge of falsehood, but may

also injuriously aflect the public administration of

justice by the introduction therein of falsehood and

fraud.‘

Under the Constitution and statutes there are no

infamous crimes except those therein denounced as

capital, or as felonies, or punished with disqualifica

tion as witnesses or Jurors. If Congress makes a

crime non-infamous, it can be pursued through in

formation. Stealing from the mails has not been

made infamous.I

In early times the character of the crime was deter

mined by the punishment inflicted, but in modern times

the set itself, its nature, purpose, and effect, are

looked at in determining whether it is infamous or

not. Passing counterfeit money is notan infamous

crime.’

infamous persons are such as may be challenged

as jurors propfer del|'ctum,' and, therefore, they shall

never be admitted to give evidence to inform that

jury with whom they are too scandalous to associate.‘

See Cnmss, Faisi; TURPl'i'UDI-.

INFANT.5 A person under the age of

legal capacity; a minor.

Infancy. The status of one who has not

attained his majority; minority; non-age.

An infant has a mind. butlt is immature, insuffl

cient to justify his assuming a binding obligation.‘

lie can do no legal act that will bind him, except

enterinto an apprenticeship, contract for necessaries

and teaching,’ and, perhaps, enlist in the army or

navy.‘ He may deny or avoid any other contract

during his majority or after he comes of age. At

common law, also, a male under fourteen, and a

female under twelve. cannot make a will.' But an

infant may serve as agent He sues by his guardian

or next friend. and he defends by his guardian, per

haps by a special guardian ad litem."

Under the age of discretion he is not punishable

criminally.“

If he understands the nature of an oath, he may

give evidence."

 

1 United sum 1:. Block, 4 Saw. 212 (1 .. ,Deady, J.;

Sylvester 0. State, 71 Ala. 25 (1881).

' United States v. Wynn, 8 lilc(.‘rary, 276 (1882), Treat,

Judge

' United States v. Yates, 6 F. R. 866 (1881), Benedict, J.;

United States v. Petit, 11 id. 58 (1832); United States ti.

Field, 16 id. 778 (1888); ib. 779-82, cases.

'8 Bl. Corn. 370. See also 59 Pa. 116; 17Fia185; 1

Greenl. Ev.§ 373; 1 Blsh. Cr. L. 5972.

‘L. in, not;/ans, speaking: fan’, to speak.

‘Dexter v. Hall, 15 Wall. 21 (1872).

'1 BL Corn. 465.

'4 Binn. 487; 516.423; 80 Vt. 857.

'2 Bl. Corn. 497; 1 id. 466.

l'1 Bl. Com 464.

“ 4 Bi. Com. 22.

" See Commonwealth v. Lynes, 142 Mass. 570-8)

(1886), cases

At common law, the father is liable for torts com

mitted by an infant.‘ _

His disabilities are really privileges: to secure him

from loss by improvldent acts.‘

In England, the lord chancellor is the general

guardian of all infants. The origin of the jurisdiction

of the court of chancery is in the crown as parem

pafrim.' \

See further ABANDON, 2(2); Arr-Inn. 2; Ass; Dis

ABILTY; Cuux; CHILD; Discmrrios, 1; FRIEND. Next;

GUARDIAN; LAcEEs; Naosssn.ms, 1; NEoI.IoENcs:'

OATH; Onrnnv; PAIIEN-r; RA'rIrIcA'rIoN;Vo1n; WAnn, 8

INFANTICIDE. See HOMICIDE.

INFEOFFMENT. See FEOFFMENT.

INFER. To bring a result or conclusion

from something back of it, that is, from some

evidence or data from which it may logic

ally be deduced.4 ‘

To “ presume" is to take or assume a matter be

forehand, without proof - to take for granted.‘

Inference. A deduction or conclusion

from facts or propositions known to be true.‘

See PRESUMPTION.

INFERIOR. 1. The lower of two grades

of authority or jurisdiction; subordinate: as,

an inferior court or tribunal, an inferior oili

cer. Opposed, superior. See COUR'I‘;0FFICER.

2. Of less worth or importance; the less

significant: as, when it is said that terms of

a lower class cannot be extended by construc

tion to include terms or members of a higher

class.

Thus, the term “animals," meaning quadrupeds,

will not be held to include "birds." ' See Gm;

Svramon.

INFIDEL. One who does not recognize

the inspiration or obligation of the Holy

Scriptures, or the generally recognized feat

urcs of the Christian religion." See ATIIEIST;

OATH.

Infidelity. See CHARITY, p. 170, 001. B.

INFINITE. See DISTRESS.

INFIRM. 1. Legally insufiicient; lack

ing legal efficacy; incomplete; invalid. See

FAITH, Good; NEGQTIABLE.

2. As to physical and mental infirmity,

see INFLUENCE; INsANI'rY.

 

‘ 18 Cent Law. J. 8-7 (1884), cases.

' 1 Bl. Com. 454.

'8 Bl. Com. 141; L. R., 10 Eq. 530.

l Morford v. Peck, 46 Conn. 885 (1878), Loomls, J.

' Gates 0. Hughes, 44 Wis. 886 (1878).

' Reiche v. Srnythe, 18 Wall. 164 (1871); United States

0. Mattock, 2 Saw. 149-61 (1872).

" Gibson 11. American liiut. Life Ins. Co., 37 N. Y. 584

(1868), Hunt, C. J.; Hale v. Everett, 58 N. H. lib (1868);

Omichund 0. Barker, 1 Sm. L. C. 739-64, cam.
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INFLUENCE. Most frequently used in

connection with “ undue,” and refers to per

suasion, machination, or constraint of will

presented or exerted to procure a disposition

of property -— by gift, conveyance, or will.

The influence which is undue in cases of gifts inter

viva: differs from that which is required to set aside a

will. In testamentary cases, undue influence isalways

defined as coercion or fraud, but, inter vivoa, no such

definition is applied. Where parties occupy positions

in which one is more or less dependent upon the other,

courts of equity hold that the weaker party must be

protected, and they set aside his gifts if he had not

proper advice independently of the other.I

Influence,-to vitiate an act, must amount to force

and coercion destroying free agency; it must notbe

the influence of aflection or attachment; not the mere

desire of gratifying the wishes of another. There

must be proof that the act was obtained by coercion,

by importunity which could not be resisted; that it

was done merely for the sake of peace; so that the

motive was tantamount to force or fear.‘

Undue influence is often defined by the courts to be

a “ fraudulent and controlling influence." In any ap

piication, the phrase savors of whatis meant by fraud.‘

When a person, from infirmity and mental weak

ness, is likely to be easily influenced by others, a

transaction entered into by him, without independent

advice, will be set aside, if there is any unfairness in it.

Thus, where there is great weakness of mind in a

grantor, arising from age, sickness, or other cause,

though not amounting to absolute disqualification, and

the consideration is grossly inadequate, a court of

equity, upon proper and seasonable application of the

person injured, his representatives or heirs, will set the

conveyance aside. In such case, it is sufficient to show:

great mental wea.l-messl-not amounting to insanity

or extreme imbeciiity; and, inadequacy of considera

tion.‘

Influence obtained by modest persuasion and argu

ments addressed 10 the understanding or by mere

appeal to the affections, cannot be termed “ undue; "

but influence obtained by flattery, importunity, supe

riority of will, mind, or character, or by what art

soever that human thought, ingenuity, or cunning may

employ, which would give dominion over the will of

the testator to such an extent as to destroy free agency

or constrain him to do, against his will, what he is

unable to refuse, is " undue.“ '

The undue influence for which a deed or will will

I Haydock 0. Ilaydock, 84 N. J. E. 575 (1881): Hugue

nin v. Baseley, 2 L. 0. Eq., 4 Am. ed., 1271, 119'-‘I-1:290,

cases. _

' Goodwin v. Goodwin, 59 Cal. 561 (1881): Jarm. Wills,

Perk. Notes, 41; Layman u. Conrey, 00 llid. 292 (1883).

'Wessell 1). Rathjohn, 89 N. C. 883 (1883).

‘ Allore v. Jewell, 9-1 U. S. 511-12 (1876), Field, J. Ap

proved, Grifflth u. Godey, 118 id. 95 (1886); Crebs 0.

Jones, 79 Va. 882 (1884). See also Harding 1:. Wheaten,

2 Mas. 886 (1821), Story, J.; Harding 1;. Handy, 11

Wheat. 108, 119 (1826), Marshall, 0. J.

' Schofleid 1:. Walker, as Mich. 100 (1535), quoting pro

bate court of Kent county.

 

be annulled must be such that the party making it has

no free will but stands in vinculis. “ It must amount

to force or coercion, destroying free agency.“ The

ground upon which courts of equity grant relief is

that one party by improper means has gamed an un

conscionabieadvantage over another. Each case must

be decided on its own merits.l

Where a testator embraced spiritualism as practiced

by his beneficiary. and became possessed by it, and

this belief was used by the beneficiary to alienate him

from his only child, his will was set aside.’

See Dusass; Fnsun; Issawry, 2 (5);

Srmrrvausu.

INFORMALITY. See FORMALITY.

]:N'FORMATION.' Knowledge im

parted or obtained. See BELIEF; COMMUNI

CATION.

In a statute intended to prevent physicians from

disclosing “information" acquired from patients,

comprehenda knowledge acquired in any way while

‘attending a patient, whether by the physh:ian‘s own

insight, or by verbal statement from the patient, from

members of his household, or from nurses or stran

gers, given to aid the physician in the performance of

his duty. Knowledge, however communicated, is in

formation.‘

An answer to A decoy letter written in aflctitious

name, giving “information " of an article reputed to

prevent conception, was held not to be within the

meaning of a statute prohibiting the mailing of ob

scene matter.‘

2. A complaint preferred on behalf of the

government in a civil cause.

Bill of information. A bill in equity

filed by the attorneyigeneral, or other proper

ofiicer, in behalf of the state or of those

Rsanmo;

lConley 0. Naiior, 118 U. S. 127, 133. 134435 (1886),

cases, Woods, J.

See further, asto gifts or conveyances, Nichols u.

McCarthy, 58 Conn. 814-21 (1885), cases; Woodbury o.

Woodbury, 141 Mass 881-830886). cases; Dunn v. Dunn,

42 N. J. E. 431 (1886); Davis 1:. Dean, 06 Wis. 110-11

(1886). cases; Blngham v. Fayerweather, 144 Mass. 51

(1887), cases; June a. Willis, 80 F. R. 11. 140887), cases;

Hall 1:. Knappenberger, Sup. Ct. lilo. (1888): 26 Cent.

Law J. 817; ib. 819-512 (1888). cases; 3 liicCrary, 650; 50

Cal. 560; 12 Mo. Ap. 298, 811; 8-1 N. J. E. 670; 1 Story,

Eq. 55 2374l8;—as to wills, 22 Cent. Law J. 173 (1886),

cases; 28A.la.107; 69011.89; 22 Kan. 79; 99 Mass. 1123;

158 Mich. 106; 63 N. Y. 504; 88 id. 357;41 Pa. 817; 43 id

46; 70 id. 114.

‘Thompson 1:. Hawks, 14 F. R. 902 (1883). Gresham.

D. J.; ii). 905, note. See Lyon :1. Home, L. R., 6 Eq.

‘(S55 (1868); Robinson v. Adams, 62 hie. 869 (1874);

Smith's Will, 52 Wis. H3 (1881); 26 Am. Law Reg. 525

81 (1887). cases.

' L. in-formare, to put into shape: /or-ma, form. See

Ixroaxrrue.

‘ Edington v. iiiut. Life Ins. Co., 5 Hun, 8 (1875): l N.

Y. It S. 406, 573.

‘United States v. Whittier, 15 D111. 42 um
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whose rights are the objects of its protec

tion.1

One method of redressing such injuries as the

crown may receive from the subject is by an informa

tion filed in the exchequer by the king's attorney-_

general. This is a suit for recovering money or other

chattel. or for obtaining satisfaction in damages for

any personal wrong committed in the lands or other

possessions of the crown. It differs from an informa

tion died in the court of kings bench. in that this is

instituted to redress a private wrong by which the

property of the crown is affected; that is, is calculated

to punish some public wrong, or heinousmisdemeanor.

it is grounded on no writ under seal, but merely on

the intimation of the king's ofilcer, who “gives the

court to understand and be informed of " the matter

in question; upon which the party is put to answer,

and trial is bad, as in suits between subject and sub

lect The most usual informations are those of in

i-rusion or trespass committed on the lands of the

crown; and debt upon any contract for moneys due

to the king, or for forfeiture upon breach of a penal

statute. There is also an information in rem, when

any goods are supposed to become the property of the

crown, and no man appears to claim them.I

in the United States, the more familiar lnforrnations

are inforrnations in the nature of a quo warranto,

proceedings against persons alleged to be usurping a

franchise or offlce; and gut‘ tam lnformations -actions

upon penal statutes, part of the penalty being for the

use of the plaintifl; and proceedings to recover for

feitures under the revenue laws. See further Qur TAI;

\\'Aiuus'r‘ux; Rsvsnun.

3. A_complaint lodged with a magistrate

clothed with power to commit to prison, that

a person named is guilty of a criminal of

fense. '

The purpose is in effect a summary conviction of

the accused, or a holding to bail for indictment and

trial. In the latter case, a paper, called the “infor

mation,“ containing the details of the complaint, the

names of the witnesses, the hearing or hearings had,

the judgment, items of costs, etc, is transmitted to the

grand jury for use in finding their bill of indictment,

and perhaps accompanies the indictment into court

before the trial jury.’

4. A criminal proceeding at the suit of the

king, without a previous indictment or pre

senimenj, by a grand jury.‘

An "indictment" is an accusation found by the

oath of a grand jury: an " information “ is the allega

tion of a law-ofllcer.'

An information was filed in the king's bench at the

mere discretion of the proper lawofiicer of the gov

 

‘ [1 Bouvier‘s Law Dict. M5.

'3Bl. Oom. 261; 4 id. 8%. See also 8 Pick E4; 6

Ueigh, 588; 15 Johns '387.

‘See Goddard v. State, 12 Conn. '-i5l (1338).

' [4 Bl. Corn. 8(B.

' United States v. Berger, iii Biatch. 258 (1881): 4Tex.

Ill.

ernment, and ex oflicio.

" criminal “ information '

Prosecution by criminal information as at common

law having been used for oppression, the statute of 4

and 5 William '8: liiary (1693), c. 18, was passed, re

quirlng express leave of court to institute the pro

ceeding.'

Under the laws of the United States,‘ informations

are resorted to in cases of illegal exportation of goods,‘

of smuggling,‘ and for oflenses, not infamous, against

the elective franchise.‘ See further Isrunr.

Informer. He who prefers a charge

against another person by way of an infor

mation in a court exercising penal or crim

inal jurisdiction.

Common informer. A person who sues

for forfeitures created by penal stai.ui;es.5

Whether the information he gives applies to cue

toms, internal revenue, criminal matters, or forfeit

ures for any reason, an informer is one who gives the

information which leads directly to the seizure and

condemnation, regardless of the questions of evidence

It is sometimes called a

furnished, or interest taken in the prosecution.’ See

Aaron. 2, Popular; Qm Tan; liionrrv; Psnnox.

INTORMATUS. L. Instructed; in

formed.

Non sum informatus. I am not in

formed. A judgment by default, when a

defendant’s attorney declares he has no in

struction to say anything by way of answer

or defense.I

IITFRA. L. Below, beneath, under,

within; during. Opposed, supra.

Used alone, refers to a citation or other matter fur

ther on, as in the text or at the foot of the particular

page. Wbcnce also ut infra, as (see) below.

Infra astatem. Under age.

Infra annos nubiles. Within marriage

able years.

Infra annum luctus. Within the year

of mourning. See Asses, Luctus.

Infra corpus comitatus. Within the

body of the county. See COUNTY, Body of.

Infra hospitium. Within the inn,— said

of property in charge of an innkeeper.

Infra sex annos. Within six years. See

Asnus.
 

lSee 2 Story, Const. Q 1786; 8 id. i659; i Blah. Or.

Proc. 5 1-41; Edwards 1:. Brown, 67 liio. 8'29 (i878); State

1:. Concord, 20 N. H. 296 (1850).

' See 4 Bl. Com. Bil.

I 1 Gail. 8.

¢ 1 Mas-£482, mo; 1 Wheat. 9; eraser.

' Act s1 May, 1870: R. sv 5 10:2.

' 8 Bl. Com. lfii; 2 id. 437.

' The City of iiiexico, 32 F. R 106 (18UT),cales,M

Judge. ‘

' [8 Bl. Com. 87!.
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INFRINGEMENT.‘ Breaking, infrac

tion, violation; a trespass, transgression, in

vasion.

Infi-inger.

another's right.

Infringement, with its inflections, is used of a viola

tion of a law, regulation. contract, or common right;

more often of the usurpation of an exclusive right.

It has acquired a use almost technical in reference to

the law of copyrights, patents, and trademarks: an

infringement of any one of which consisting in violat

ing the exclusive right another person has secured to

make, sell, or use the thing in question.

In determining the question of the infringement of a

patent right, the court or jury, as the case may be, are

not to judge about similarities or differences by the

names of things, but are to look at the machines or

their several devices or elements in the light of “hat

they do, or what office or function they perform, and

how they perform it, and to find that one thing is sub

stantially the same as another, if it performs substan

tially the same function in substantially the same way

to obtain the same result, always bearing in mind that

devices in a patented machine are different in the

sense of the patent law when they perform different

functions or in a different way, or produce a substan

tially different result.‘

Where a defendant. who had been enjoined from

using an invention, asked that he might give bond so

that he could continue to use the invention and till

contracts therefor. it was held that a bond would not

be adequate protection to the complainant's rights.

The defendant also asked that the life of the injunc

tion be limited to a day when, it was alleged, the

patent would expire; but the court held that the time

being in litigation the question could be disposed of on

a motion to dissolve when that time arrived. It was

further decided that the court had no authority to re

strain tbe complainant from publishing the fact that

the injunction had been issued.‘

A right of action for the infringement of a patent

survives to the personal representative of the patentee,

and he may transfer the right to another person.

There is no Federal statute of limitations in force

respecting infringements committed since June 22,

1874. State statutes of limitations have no applica

tion.‘

See Corvmorrr; Dssimi, 2; Pam, 2; Paorrr, 2;

Tnsos-mass. Compare lsrssssassca.

INGRESS. The right of entry upon land

in a prescribed way.

“ Egress“ is the right of going ofl the premises to

other points in any lawful way. "Regrm" is the

right of returning in any of these ways.

One who invades or violates

 

I L. iwfringere, to break into, in upon.

‘ Union Paper-Bag liiachine Co. 0. Murphy, 97 U. S.

125 (1877), Clifford, J. Approved, Cantrell v. Walllck,

117 id. 695 (1886), Woods, J.

I Westinghouse Air Brake Co. v. Carpenter, 32 F. R.

545 (1887), Shires, J.

4 May 1!. County of Logan, 80 F. R. 250 (1887), cases,

Jackson, J.

A grant of a right of " ingress, egress, and regress"

is of a right of way from the locus a quo to the locus

ad quem, and from the latter forth to any other spot

to which the grantee may lawfully go, or back to the

locus a qua.‘

HVHABITANT.‘ Implies a more fixed

and permanent abode than “resident; ” fre

quently imports many privileges and duties

to which a mere resident could not lay claim

or be subject.‘

One domiciled: one who has his domicil or

fixed residence in a place, in opposition to I

mere “sojourner."‘

A person may be an inhabitant without being a citi

zen; and a citizen may not be an inhabitant, though

he retains his citizenship.‘

A legal voter; as, in a statute requiring that a sub

scrlption in aid of a railroad must be approved by the

inhabitants of a town.‘

In a figurative sense, a corporation may be said to

inhabit the place where its members reside; and since,

in a legal sense, it may be an occupier of land, any

such corporation in England has been called an inhab

itant But an ordinary business corporation, keeping

an office merely as a place for transacting business,

cannot be said to inhabit the town where such office

happens to be.'

Inhabitancy. A fixed and permanent

abode or dwelling-place for the time being,

as contradistinguished from a mere tempo

rary locality of existence. Not the same as

" domicil,” when applied to successions to

personalty.‘ See HABITANCY.

See Bsnoxo; CITIZEN; Domc-u.; Ras1nsxcn.

INHERIT. To take property by descent

as an heir.

As used by a testator, may refer to lands devised or

conveyed by an ancestor.‘

 

‘Somerset 1:. Great Western Ry. Co., 46 L. T. 881

(1882).

‘ L. in-habifare, to dwell in: habiiarc, to have (one

self) often: Imbere, to have.

‘Supervisors of Tazewell County v. Davenport, 40

Ill. 206 (1866); 19 Wend. 13.

‘ Barnet‘s Case, 1 Dali. ‘I58 (1785); Borland (1. Boston,

132 Mass. 98-99 (1882).

‘ Picquet 1:. Swan. 5 Mas. 46 (1828), Story, J.

‘Walnut v. Wade, 103 U. S. 694 (1880).

‘ Hartford Fire Ins. Co. v. Hartford, 8 Conn. 25 (1819)

See also 1 Dali. 46): 2 Pet. Adm. 450; 8 Ala. 5-17; 4 id.

630; 2 Conn. 20; 32 id. 47; % Ga. 121; 8 Ill.-H13; 6 Ind.

83; 87 Me. 369; 2 Gray, 484; 132 Mass. 98-99; 45 N. H.

812% l\'. J. L. 527; 86 id. 868: 8 Wend.141; 10 td.1S6;

4 Barb. 521; 48 id. 51; 1 Bradf. 83; Cooley, Const. Lim

755.

‘Re Wrigley, 8 Wend. 140 (1881); 182 Mass 98; 9 F. R

229.

' De Kay 0. Irving, 5 Denio, 646, 654 (1846); 118 U. B

880.
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INHIBITION

May refer to a distributive share of the proceeds

arising from the sale of land.1

Disinherit. To direct by will that an

heir shall receive no part of the testator’s

estate. See INOFFICIOU8.

Heritable. Capable of taking, or of pass

ing, by descent.

Inheritance. An estate which descends,

or may descend, to the heir upon the death

of the ancestor;1 also, the fact of receiving

an estate as heir.

Estates of freehold are estates of inheritance, ab

solute or limited; and estates not of inheritance, or

for life only.I

In its popular acceptation, " inheritance" includes

all the methods by which a child or relative takes

property from another at his death, except by de\ ise,

and includes as well succession as descent. As a] plied

to personalty, signifies succession.‘

An estate acquired by inheritance is one that has

descended to the heir, and been cast upon him by the

single operation of law.‘

SInfl1'1zg inheritance. An inheritance liable

to be defeated by the birth of a nearer heir.

Does not prevail in the United States. where change

of title from the living person is made by deed, rather

than by the statute of descent, as in England where

the canons of descent are designed to accumulate

property in the hands of a few. By the rule of shift

ing inheritances, “ it an estate is given to an only

child, who dies, it may descend to an aunt. who may

be stripped of it by an sfter~born uncle, on whom a

subsequent sister of the deceased may enter, and who

again will be deprived of the estate by the birth of a

brother-.“‘

See Dsscsrrr; Fnsssow; Ham, 1; Srccsssion, 1;

Wma, 1.

IJVHIBITIONJ

tion; prohibition.

A writ to forbid a judge from proceeding

in a cause, or an individual from .doing some

act. Nearly the same as “prohibition”

(q. v.) at common law, and " injunction” in

equity.8

IITITIALS. See IDEM, Sonans; NAME, 1.

11‘TJ'U'NCTION.9 A remedial writ, for

merly issued almost exclusively by a court

Forbidding ; interdic

 

'B.idgeway v. Underwood, 67 I11. 426 (1878).

' [2 Bl. Com. 201.

'2 Bl. Corn. 104, 12).

‘ Homer 11. Webster, 83 N. J. L. 418 (1867).

‘Estate of Donahue. 36 Cal. 33:! (1868).

'2Christ. Bl. Com. we 11; Bates v. Brown, 6 Wall.

"8-19 (1806:, cases.

’ L. irvhibere, not to have: to keep in, bold in, check.

‘See Termes do in Lay; Wharton‘s Law Dict.; 6 Q.

B. D. 411].

‘L irtjundio: hduflqere, to bid. command.

L1

I

qv

INJUNCTION

 

of chancery, to restrain the commission of a

threatened act, or the continuance of an act.

A judicial process operating in personam,

and requiring the person to whom it is di

rected to do or to refrain from doing some

particular thing.1

Enjoin. To prohibit by an injunction.’

Preliminary injunction. An injunc

tion granted at the outset of a suit brought

to restrain the doing of a threatened act,

until the rights of the disputants have been

determined. Called also an interlocutory or

provisional injunction, or an injunction

pendente lite; and, also, a mandatory or pre

1:entive injunction, according as the order is

to do or refrain from doing the particular

act. Opposed, final injunction: issued

upon final adjudication of the rights in ques

tion. Being desigred to effect permanent

relief, is frequently termed the perpetual

injunction.

The object of apreliminary or interlocutory injunc

tion is, in generahsimply preventive—to maintain

things in the condition they are in at the time, until

the rights and equities of the parties can be consid

ered and determined after a full examination. Such

injunction is never awarded, except when the right or

equity of the plaintiff is clear, at least supposing the

facts of which he gives prima facie evidence to be

ultimately established. All injunctions are generally

processes of more restraint; yet final injunctions may

certainly go beyond this and command acts to be done

or undone. They are then called “ mandatory; “ and

often are necessary to do complete justice. But the

authorities are clear that an interlocutory or prelim

inary injunction cannot be mandatory. . Injunc

tion as a measure of mere temporary restraint is a

mighty power to be wielded by one man. An in

terlocutory injunction may be granted on an ea: parts

application; when it is upon notice it is upon ex ports

affidavits.‘

As a preliminary injunction is in its operation

somewhat like judgment and execution before trial,

it is only to be resorted to from a pressing necessity

to avoid injurious consequences which cannot be re

paired under any standard of compensation.‘

As it is, in fact, the result of an interlocutory de

cree in advance of a regular hearing and plenary

proofs, it should never be granted except where irrep

arable injury is threatened; and the court should be

 

I High, Injunctions, 5 1.

' See 31 Alb. Law J. 181, 220, 240, 279 (1886).

' Audenried 0. Philadelphia& Reading R. Co., 68 Pa.

875-78 (1871), cases. Sharswood, J. See generally 18

Cent. Law J. 8'38-26. 348-46 (1884), cases.

‘ Mammoth Vein Coal Co.‘s Appeal, 54 Pa. 188 (1867),

Thompson, J. See also Ballontine 0. Harrison, Q?

N. J. E. 561 (1888); Stanford 1:. Lyon, 12>. 118(18$).

(35)
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oatisfied that in attempting to prevent such injury as

to one party it will not bring like injury upon the

adverse party.I

An injunction is generally a preventive. not an

affirmative. remedy. But it is sometimes used in the

latter character to carry into eflect a court's own de

cree; as, to put into possession the purchaser under a

decree of foreclosure of a ni0rtgagc.' Where granted

without a trial at law, it is upon the principle of pre

serving the property until a trial at law can be had.

A strong primo facic case of right must be shown,

and there must have been no improper delay. In

granting or refusing the writ, the court exercises a

careful discrimination.‘

A court of equity may substitute a bond of indem

nity for an injunction, if the ends of justice will

thereby be promoted: especially if a public interest

may sufler by the continuance of an injunction.‘

An injunction is available to stay proceedings at

law; to restrain the transfer of stocks, notes, bills, and

other evidences of debt; to restrain the transfer of

the possession or title to property; to restrain one

trom setting up an inequitable defense at law; to re

strain the infringement of a patent, a copyright, a

trademark; to prevent the removal of property or the

evidence of title to property or of indebtedness out of

the jurisdiction; to restrain the commencement of

proceedings in a foreign court; to restrain an illegal

act by municipal ofllcers; to prevent the creation or

the continuance of a nuisance; to restrain acts of

waste.

A court of equity has no power to enjoin the prose

cution of an offense in a court of common law.‘

But there must be no plain, adequate, and complete

comedy at law. The writ will not be granted at all

while the rights between the parties are undetermined,

except, as seen, where irreparable injury will be done.

The petition or bill must sufiicientiy appraise the re

spondent as to what duty is required of him.‘

An injunction must be respected while in force, al

though improperly granted; but it cannot aflect the

rights of a person who is not a party or privy to the

proceeding.’

In England, a common injunction has been issued

an of course when the defendant failed to enter his ap

pearance or to answer the bill within the prescribed

time; and a special injunction, by leave of court, upon

proof of the chargps and notice to the adverse par

ties. At present, it seems, that any court of that

country may issue injunctions of all kinds.I

See Announce, 2; Eqorrv; Ix-mar, irreparable.

‘ Wagner u. Drake, 81 F. R. 558 (1887); High, Lnj,

M 7-10, cases.

1 Walkley 0. City of Muscatine, 0 Wall. 483 (1867).

I Parker 1:. Winniplseogee, &c. Co., 2 Black, 552

GIN2), cases.

‘ Northern Pacific R. Co. v. St. Paul, &c. Co., 4 F. R.

1“ (1880).

‘Saws 12. Noble, 81 F. R BM (1887); Re Sawyer, 124

'U.S. 210 (1888), cases.

‘See It 5. §§ 718-2); 1 Hughes, 607; 8li‘.B.507; 4

-(I'll. 000; 2 Woods, 621.

' Roberts v. Davidson, 83 Ky. W (1886).

‘ 1 Story, Eq. 5 892.

 

I.NJ'URIA. L. Wrong; injury. A tor

tious act, whether willful and malicious, or

accidental.1 Compare DELICTUM.

Ab assuetis non fit injuria. From mat

ters of long standing no injury arises.

Acquiescence with a state of things as it has long

existed, operates as a waiver or abandonment of one‘s

right therein. See Esrorrnn.

Damnum absque injuria. Loss with

out such injury as the law recognizes. See

further Damn.

De injuria.

REPLICATION.

Volenti non fit injuria. To him who

wills a thing there can be no injury. See

further VOLO, Volenti.

INJURY. A privation of legal right; a

wrong; a tort. See INJURIA.

A wrong done to a person; a violation of

his right.2

Of (his own) wrong. See

"injury “ is the wrongful act or tort which causes‘

harm or injury to another. “ Damages“ are allowed

as an indemnity to the person who suffers loss or harm

from injury. “ Injury " denotes the illegal act;_" dam

ages," the sum recoverable as amends for the wrong.‘

Civil A private wrong; an in

fringement or privation of the private or

civil rights belonging to an individual con

sidered as an individual.

It afllects an absolute or relative right, and is com

mitted with force and vioience,as in battery and false

imprisonment; or without force, as in slander and

breach of contract. Public injuries are public wrong:

or crimes,‘ q. 0.

Results from non-feasnnce, misfeasance, or mal

feasance; and affects the person, personalty, or realty.

See Tans, &

Irreparable Injury of such nat

ure that the party wronged cannot be ade

quntely compensated in damages, or when

the damages which may result cannot be

measured by any certain pecuniary stand

ard.°

All that is meant is, that the injury would be 0

grievous one, or at least a material one, and not ade

quately reparable in damages. The term does not

mean that there must be no physical possibility of re

pairing the injury.‘

I Wright v. Chicago, (to. R. Co., 7 Bradw. 446 (1881).

1 Parker v. Griswold. 17 Conn. '30‘: (1845).

‘North Vernon v. Voegler, 108 Ind. 819 (1%), El

liott, J.; 25 Am. Law Reg. 101, 112-15 (1886), cases

'8 Bl. Com. 2,118.

I [Wilson v. Mineral Point, 89 Wis. 164 (1875): High,

Injunc. 5 460.

' Sanderlin v. Baxter, 76 Va. 806 08$): Kerr, Injnnc.

199; Moore 0. Steelman, &')Va. 840 (1886), cases; Wnhlo

v. Relnbach, 76 ill. 886 (1875).
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The word “ irreparable " is unhappily chosen to em

press the rule that an injunction may issue to prevent

wrongs of a repeated and continuing character, or

which occasion damages estimable only by conjecture

and not by any accllrate standard.I

in the sense in which used in conferring jurisdiction

upon courts of equity. does not necessarily mean that

the injury complained of is incapable of being mens

ured by e pecuniary sta.ndard.I

Literally, anything is irreparable injury which can

not be restored in specie. In law nothing is irreparable

which can be fully compensated in damages. To en

title a party to an injunction, he must show that the

injury complained of is irreparable because the law

aflords no adequate remedy.‘

Injuriously affect. See Turn. 8.

See further Anmsmon, 2; Cass, B; Canes, 1; Cox

moss, 2; Co.\*'rn~'cAa'no; Dscnsnsnos, 1; l.\‘sPEo

non, 2, 0! person. Compare Dumas; Rsnnass; Rs

ulr; Tom‘; Waono.

INJUSTICE. See JUSTICE, 1.

HTK. See WRITING.

INLAND. See Comnmcn; Excnmon,

Bill 01'; NAVIGATION.

In the act of July 2, 1864, 57, that no pmocrty seized

upon “ any oi’ the inland waters of the United States,"

by the naval forces, shall be regarded as maritime

prize, "inland “ applies to all waters upon which a

naval force could go, other than boys and harbors on

the sea-coast.‘

INN. A house where the traveler is fur

nished with everything which he hath occa

sion for whilst upon his way.‘

A public house of entertainment for all

who choose to visit it.‘

A house kept open publicly for the lodging

and entertainment of travelers in general,

for a reasonable compensation."

The leading ideas of all the definitions are,

that an inn is a house for the entertainment

of Il'3"elr'l'r.i and wayfarers, at all times and

IComrnonwealth 0. Pittsburgh, 820. R. Co., 24 Pa.

160 (1854), cases.

' Wilmarth v. Woodcock. 58 Mich. 485 (1885), Champ

iin, J.

' Brace Brothers 0. Evans et al., C. P. No. 1, Alle

gheny Co., Pa. (April 21, 1888), Slagie, J.: 85 Pitts.

bag. J. 406, cases. A boycotting case. " The business

lost, and which will be destroyed by defendants‘ acts,

cannot be restored. ll’ permitted, plaintllf may build

up a new business, but the old one cannot be replaced.

it is gone in-eparably." See also Breuschke o. The

Furniture Makers‘Union, Sup. Ct. Cook Co., Ill. (188-);

Western Union Tel. 00. 1:. Rogers, Q N. J. E. 314 (1886);

Emack v. Kane, 8 Ry. Corp. Law J. 817 (1358).

' Porter v. United States, 106 U. S. 612 (1882).

‘Thompson 0. Lacy, 3 B. & A. 285 (1820). Hayley, J.

' Wintermute v. Clarke, 5 Sandi. 247 (1851), Oakley,

c. J,; Walling c. Potter, 85 Conn. 186 (1868); 86 Barb.

M.

' 2 Kent. M.

 

seasons, who properly apply and behave with

decency, and this as guests for a brief period,

not as lodgers or boarders, by contract, for

the season.1

Bynonymous with " tavern “ and “hotel;" not

with "boarding-house," “restaurant," or “lodging

house.‘‘'

Innkeeper. A person who makes it his

business to entertain travelers and passen

gers, and provide lodging and necessaries for

them, their horses and attendants.3

He is a guest at an inn or hotel who is away from

home and receives accommodations at the house as I

traveler. See further Gussr.

An innkeeper‘s liability for a loss to his guest is the

same in character and extent as the liability of a

common carrier. In the absence of proof that the

loss was occasioned by the hand or through the negli

gence of the hotel keeper, or by a clerk or servant em

ployed by him, the guest cannot recover the amount

oi‘ the loss from the keeper.‘

His responsibility approximates to insurance when

an article (a valise) is entrusted by a guest to his keep

ing.‘ '

An innkeeper implledly engages to entertain all

persons who apply; and an action on the case will lie

against him for damages, it, without good reason, he

refuses to admit a traveler. To frustrate, in that way,

the end of the institution, was held to be disorderly

behavior. Indeed, for an unreasonable refusal to re

ceive travelers, the proprietor could even be indicted

and his inn suppressed.‘

The common-law liability of an innkeeper has been

generally changed by statute. He is not now liable

for money, jewelry, or other valuables, lost or stolen,

if he provides a safe for their keeping and duly noti

fies guests thereof. Nor should he be held liable for

goods stolen from a room furnished for the display of

samples oi! merchandise.’

X1_e is not liable as an innkeeper tor the loss of

 

I Bonner v. Welborn, 7 Ga. 807 (18-19).

‘People v. Jones, 5-1 Barb. 316-17 (1863), cases; Pink

erton o. Woodward, 83 Cal. 596 (1867), cases.

' Bacon, Abr., Inn. 13.; Carter 11. Hobbs, 12 Mich. 66

(1863); Howth 1). Franklin. W Tex. 801 (1858).

‘Elm: a. Hill, 98 U. S. 224 (1878), cases; 66 Ga. M;

1 Bl. Com. 43!); 2 Kent, 592; Story, Ballm. 5470.

‘Murray 1:. Marshall, 9 C01. 482 (1886), cases.

'8 Bl. Com. 166; 4 id. 167.

' Fisher 1:. Kelsey, 121 U. S. 383, 885-86 (1887), M

The plaintifl, a traveling salesman, engaged a room

in the Planters‘ House, city oi’ St Louis, for the exhi

bition ot articles of jewelry. During his occupancy

of the room, articles valued at $121300 were stolen,

without neglect in him or in the proprietor of the

hotel. Held, that the relation of innkeeper and guest

did not exist as to the use made of the sample room;

also, that knowledge in the proprietor that the articles

were brought into his hotel to be exhibited (or sale,

did not relieve the owner from serving written notice

upon the proprietor, as required by statute in Illin

souri, that he had such merchandise in his possegion,
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money deposited with him for safekeeping by a per

son not a guest.1

The owner of s steamship is not an innkeeper.'

See Boaan, 1; Horas: Ln-:.\', Common-law; Looosn;

Rmma; Rnsnvasnr; Rmsr, 2, Civil Rights Acts;

TAVERN.

Inns of court. Originally, town-houses

in which the nobility and gentry resided

when in attendance at court; later, schools

for the study of law.

The name was given to law societies which occu

pied certain “lnns," as Lincoln‘s Inn, Gray's inn.

The buildings were originally private residences, or

lospit:'a—town-houses. They retained, in their new

use, their former names; in them lectures were read,

and degrees conferred in the common law.I See

Bananas.

INNER. See Bamusrsa.

INNOCENCE. Being free from the

guilt of crime, fraud, or negligence.

Innocent. Not chargeable with fault,

fraud, or wrong: as, an innocent purchaser

or holder.

1. Where one of two innocent parties must suffer

through the fraud or wrong of a third party, the loss

falls upon him who gave the credit; as, where one

signs his name to blank paper which is afterward

fraudulently made a promissory note.‘

if one of two innocent parties must suffer for a

deceit, it is more consonant to reason that he who

" puts the trust and confidence in the decoiver (agent,

cashier, etc.) should be the loser, rather than the

stranger."‘

The loss should fall on him who by reasonable dili

gence could have protected himself.‘

He who gave the power to do the wrong must bear

the burden of the consequences.‘

in the negotiation of commercial paper, a holder is

not innocent where there is any circumstance to excite

the suspicion of a man of ordinary caution as to a de

fect or irregularity in the paper, or a want of power

in any party thereto.‘ See Fsrrn, Good; Known

soon, 1.

2. In the law of criminal procedure, innocence is

presumed until the contrary is proven. That is, a rea

sonable doubt of guilt is a ground of acquittal, where,

if the probative force of the presumption were ex

eluded, there might be a conviction. This presump

lArcade Hotel Co. v. Wiatt, 44 Ohio St. 4546 (1886).

As to lien, see 21 Am. Law Rev. 679-95 (1887). cases.

‘Clark 0. Burns, 118 Mass. 277 (1875), cases. See, in

general, 25 Am. Law Reg. 904-6 (1886). cases; 1 Sm. Ld.

Ca-s. 401-6. cases. -

‘See 1 Bl. Com. 23—25; 3 id. 89.

¢ Bank of Pittsburgh 1:. Neal. 22 How. 111 (1&’i9),

cases.

° Carpenter u. Lougan 16 Wall. 278 (1872).

' Nat. Savings Bank v. Creswell, 100 U. S. 613 (1870).

' People‘s Bank 0. Manufacturers‘ Nat. Bank, 101

U. S. 183 (1879).

Hlierchants‘ Bank v. State Bank, 10 Wall. 604,646

(1870); 34 La An.1SO; 31 N. Y. 30.

 

tion or probative evidence is not applicable in civil

cases or in revenue seizures — where the issue depends

upon the evidence. but the defendant is not put to his

defense until a prima facie case is made out by the

plaintiill

Innocence is always presumed, except as against

the publisher of a libel.‘

See Docnr, Reasonable; lxrm; Lrssn, 5.

IITNUENDO. L. With the meaning;

thereby meaning. A clause in a pleading

explanatory of a preceding -word or aver

ment.

The same in efl'ect as " that is to say." While used

almost exclusively in actions for defamation, it may

be inserted in declarations in other actions, to explain

the meaning of a wrilten instrument. '

In a declaration for slander or libel. explains the

words uttered; annexes to them their proper meaning.

it cannot enlarge or extend the sense of expressions

beyond their usual, natural import, unless something

is put upon the record by way of introductory matter

with which they can be connected. Then, words which

are equivocal or ambiguous, or fall short in their nat

ural sense of importing any defamatory charge, may

have fixed to them a meaning certain and defamatory,

extending beyond their ordinary import.‘

if the words impute an infamous crime punishable

by law, an innuendo, undertaking to state the same

in other words, is superfluous; if they do not. an in

nuendo cannot aid the averment. as it is a clear rule

of law that an innuendo cannot introduce a meaning

broader than that the words nat:urally bear, unless

connected with proper introductory averments!

See Cou.oqwn.m; LIBEL, 5; Susana.

HVOFFICIOUS. An inoificious will is

one in which natural affection and the claims

of near relationship have been disregarded.‘

The civil law defines an inofflcious or undutiful will

to be such as substantially departs from the disposition

of the estate which would be made in case of intestacy.

In America, authority to make a will implies the

power to discriminate between, or to disinherit, next

of kin; and the fact of such discrimination raises no

presumption of undue influence.’

See Tr.s'r1nl1trrrnu. lnoiliciosum.

INOPERATIVE. See OPERATIVE, 2.

INOPS CONSILII. L. Without legal

oounsel.

Devises by will are more favored in construction

than formal deeds, which are presumed to be made

ILiIienthal‘s Tobacco v. United States. 97 U. 8. N7

(1577); 15 Gray, 415; 2 Whart. Ev. § 1245.

'1 Green]. Ev. 586; 1 Cr. Law Mag. 1; 4 id. 648, 84.’;

' See Whitsett v. Womack, 8 Ala. 482 (1845).

‘ Beardsley v. Tappan, l Blatch. 591 (lPl:')O), mes

Nelson, J.; Young 1:. Cook, 144 Mass. 41-i2(1B8T), @3595

' Pollard 1:. Lyon. 91 U. S. 233(1B7l'>). cases, Ciifiord. J

See also 8 Biss. 268; 29 Kan. 518; 50 Zliich. 640; 5 John

'438; 53 Pa. 418; 59 id. 488; 114 id. 558.

' Banks 1:. Goodfellow, 89 L. J. B., Q. B. 248. M4

(1870). Cockburn, C. J.

' Stein 0. Wilzinsld, 4 Redf. 450 GM).
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with great caution, forethought, and advice. In this

prlnclple originated executory devises.I

INQUEST. An inquiry by a jury, duly

impaneled by the proper officer, into any

cause, civil or criminal; also, such jury itself.

Compare INQUIRY, 2, 3. .

Coroner's inquest. An inquiry by a

coroner, assisted by a jury, into the manner

of death of one who has been killed, or died

suddenly or in prison. See CORONER.

Grand inquest. The grand jury, g. v.

Inquest of lands; sheriff’: inquisition. In

Pennsylvania, alter aeheriff has levied upon a debtor's

realty, he summons a jury of at least six men who

ascertain whether the rents and profits of the estate,

beyond all reprises, will be sufilcient, within seven

years. to satisfy the judgment and costs of suit. The

right to the proceeding is frequently waived.’

Inquest of oflice. A method of redress

ing an injury which the crown (state) receives

from a subject.

An inquiry made by a sherifl, coroner, escheator,

or commissioners specially appointed, concerning any

matter that entitles the king to the possession of lands

or tenements, goods or chattels; as, reverslons accru

ing to the crown, escheats, forfeltures, whether one is

a lunatic and what property he has, the fact of a

wreck, of treasure-trove, etc. Also known as " offlce

found,“ ' q. o.

INQUIRY. A seeking: search, investi

gation. Compare INQUEST.

1. When there are facts suflicient to put a.

man of ordinary caution upon inquiry, the

means of knowing and knowledge itself are,

in legal effect, the same thing. See further

Ksowmnon, 1; Norma, 1.

2.‘ In the oath of grand jurors “ diligently

inquire” means diligently inquire into the

circumstances of the charges, the credibility

of the witnesses, and, from the whole, judge

whether the accused ought to be put upon

trial.‘

3. A writ by which the sheriff is directed

tosummon a jury to ascertain the damages

due from a defendant against whom there

has been an interlocutory judgment, entered

either by default or by confession, the amount

not l»eing- ascertainable by mere calcula

tioun"

'2 Bl. Com. 881, 172, 115, MB.

‘Seal Bright. T. & H. Pr. 55 12%-36.

'3 Bl. Corn. 258: 2 Kent, 16, 23.

' Respubllca v. Shaffer, 1 Dall. '28? (1788).

' Bee 3 Bl. Com. 808; Hanley v. Svutherland, 74 Me. 218

UN), cases; Mcfienry v. Union Passenger Ry. 00., 14

W. N. C. 404 (Pa., 1884).

INQUISITION. See‘ Inqunsr; Inoumr.

INSAINITY.l Disorder of mind from

disease or defect in the brain; disease of the

mind.

1. In pathology. A condition in which the

intellectual faculties, or the moral senti

ments, or the animal propensities,— any one

or all of them,—- have their free action de

stroyed by disease, whether congenital or

acquired. . . ‘A disease of the brain, af

fecting one or more of the mental faculties—

intellectual or emotional.2

A manifestation of disease of the brain,

cliaracterized by a general or partial derange

ment of one or more faculties of the mind,

and in which, while consciousness is not

abolished, mental freedom is perverted,

weakened, or destroyed.’

By “ disease " is here meant structural change due

to injury, malformation, malnutrition, non-develop

ment, or other cause.‘

Insanity is due: I. To defective development of fao

ulties; called idiocy or imbecility, resulting from con

genital defect, or from an obstacle to development,

supervening in infancy. II. To lesion of faculties sub

sequent to development; called mania, intellectual

or aflective, and either general or partial, or demen

tia, consecutive to mania, or to injury to the brain, or

else senile.‘

Most of the definitions, so called, are merely

sententious descriptions of the disease. It is

impossible to frame a perfectly consistent

definition. No words can comprise the differ‘

ent forms and characters the malady may as

sume. The more common forms are mania,

monomania, and dementia; each of which

implies a derangement of the faculties of the

mind from their normal or natural condition.

Idiocy (q. v.) is more properly the absence of

mind than derangement of its faculties; it is

congenital, and consists not in the loss or de

rangement of the powers, but in the destitu

tion of powers never possessed. Mania is

derangement accompanied with more or less

excitement, amounting. in cases, to a fury.

The individual is subject to hallucinations

and illusions; is impressed with the reality

 

I L. lnsanitas, unsoundness of mind: in, not; ammo,

healthy, whole, sound.

' Tuke (Bucknlll & 'l‘.), Insanity, ed. 1868, p. 8‘.

allammond, Treatise on Insanity, 285 (i881). See

also Ray, Med. Jurisp. of Ins. i 54; Elwell, Malpr. &c.

3'58.

‘Ray, Med. Jurisp. of Ins. (1871),; 56. See further

2.’: Cent. Law J. l95—2l8(l887), cases.
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of events which ha've never occurred, and of

things which do not exist; and acts more or

less in conformity with these particulars.

The mania may be general, and affect all or

Ynost of the operations of the mind; or par

tial, and be confined to particular subjects

which last constitutes monomania. An ab

sence of reason on one matter, indeed on

many matters, may exist, and at the same

time the patient exhibit a high degree of in

telligence and wisdom on other matters. The

cases show a want of entire soundness of

mind or partial insanity. This form does not

necessarily unfit the patient for transacting

business on all subjects. Dementia is de

rangement accompanied with general en

feeblement of the faculties. It is character

ized by forgetfulness, inability to follow any

train of thought, and indifference to passing

events. There is not usually equ'al weakness

exhibited on all subjects, nor in all the facul

ties. Matters which, previously to the exist

ence, of the malady, the patient frequently

thought of, are generally retained with

greater clearness than less familiar subjects.

One faculty, as, the memory, will be greatly

impaired, while other faculties retain some

portion of their original vigor. The disease

is of all degrees, from slight weakness to ab

solute loss of reason. These three forms of

insanity,— mania, monomania, dementia,

present themselves in an infinite variety of

ways, seldom exhibiting themselves in any

two cases exactly in the same manner.1

Emotional insanity. The condition of

one, in possession of his ordinary reasoning

faculties, whose passions convert him into a

maniac, and, while in this condition, he com

mits an act in question.

Impulsive insanity. Exists when one

is irresistibly impelled to the commission of

an act.2

To be distinguished from the case where, being in

possession of his reasoning faculties, the person is im

pelled by passion merely.‘ See Inronss.

Moral insanity. Describes a mind which,

while undisturbed by hallucination or illu

sion, and qualified to judge between right and

wrong, is yet powerless to control conduct

according to knowledge; as, in kleptomania.

 

lHail v. Unger, 2 Abh. U. 8. 510-15 (1867), Field, J..

Cir. Ct.. 9th Cir., Dist. Cal.

‘hint. Life ins. Co. 1:. Terry, 15 Wall. .590 (1872).

Consists in a morbid perversion of the feeling‘.

eflections or actiw~ powers, without any illusion of

erroneous conviction impressed upon the understand

mg.‘

2. In medical jurisprudence. The law,

being neither a medical nor a metaphysical

science, has no theory on the subject of dis

eases of the brain. It seeks practical rules

which may be administered, without inhu

manity, for the security of society, by pro

tecting it from crime. It holds every man

responsible who is a free agent. “ Insanity "

is really not a legal term.

Questions involving sanity arise in determining

what degree of unsoundness will make void a man

riage, disqualify for the duties of an ofiice or trust,

render incompetent or discredit as a witness, advise

commitment to an asylum, or negative consent in the

commission of certain crimes. On these and kindred

subjects, no uniform test has been established: each

case is to be decided from a consideration of its own

circumstances.’

In the Revised Statutes and in any act or resolution

of Congress passed subsequently to February 1, 1871,

the words "insane person" and “lunu.tic“ include

every idiot, non compos, lunatic, and insane person!

In particular, questions as to legal capacity arise in

connection with the receiving of testimony, with the

rightto exercise the elective franchise; in proceed

lugs to place a person or his property in charge of a

committee or trustee; in discussions as to the validity

of contracts, and deeds; upon contests as to the valid

ity of wills; and with regard to punishment for crime.

(1) As to giving testimony. A person aflected with

insanity is admissible as a witness, if it appears to the

court, upon examining him and competent witnesses. -

that he has sufllcient understanding to apprehend the

obligation ofan oath, and to be capable of giving I

correct account of the matters he has seen or heard in

reference to the questions at issue.‘

(2) As to exercising the elective franchise. A per

son who is capable of doing ordinary work. and trans

acting business, who knows what money is and its

value, makes his own contracts and does his own trad

ing, or a person vacillating and easily persuaded, or

a person who has been laboring under some kind of

illusion or hallucination, but not so as to incapacitate

him for the general management of business, which

illusion or hallucination is not shown to extend to po

litical matters, cannot be denied the privilege of the

elective franchise on the ground of a want of mental

capacity.‘

(3) As to proceedings de lunatico. The inquiry is as

 

|F0rman‘s Will, 54 Barb. 291 (1869):-Prichard, ins.

16, 19, 80. SeeTaylor v. Commonwealth, 109 Pa. 270

(1$B5). Moral mania, 3 Law Quar. Rev. 839 (1¥87\.

' People v. Finley. 38 .\iich. 483 (1878); United States

v. llicflue, 8 Curtis, 13 (1551).

I R. S. 5 1.

‘ District of Columbia 11. Armes, 107 U. S. 521 (1828).

Field, J.; Regina v. Hill. 5 Cox, Cr. C. 266 (1850).

‘Clark v. Robinson, 88 Ill. 499. 502 (1878), Sheldon. J
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to the individual‘s fitness to manage his own affairs,

and to conduct himself with safety to himself and

others. See further Lmuor.

(4) As to contracts and deeds The inquiry is. what

degree of mental capacity is essential to the proper

execution of the act; and was that capacity possessed

at the time of the execution. Different degrees are

requisite for contracts 0! a complicated character,

and for a single transaction of a simple nature.

The law presumes every adult sane, his will stand

ing as the reason for his conduct. Whoever denies his

sanity must establish the position. Testimony as to

previous or subsequent insanity will not answer, unless

the insanity be shown to be habitual, that is, continu

ous and chronic. Habitual insanity, once shown, is

presumed to continue.l

The burden of proof is upon him who alleges inca

pacity, unless it is shown that he was insane prior to

the date of the contract; then the burden shifts, and

the person claiming under the contract must show

that it was executed during a lucid interval. Partial

insanity, in the absence of fraud or imposition, will

not avoid a contract, unless it exists with reference to

the subject of it at the time of its execution; but in

cases of fraud it may be considered in determining

whether a party has been imposed upon.‘l

in a policy of insurance, "sans or insane“ refers to

intended selh.lestruction, whether the insured was of

sound mind or in astate of insanity. To avoid the

policy, the insured must have been conscious of the

physical nature of his act, and intended by it to cause

his death, although at the time he was incapable of

judging between right and wrong, and of understand

ing the moral consequences of what he was doing.I

See further SUiclDl.

(5) As to testamentary capacity. A tcstator must

have a sound and disposing mind and memory: he

ought to be capable of making his will with an un

derstanding of the nature of the businem in which he

is engaged, a recollection of the property he means to

dispose of, of the persons who are the objects of his

bounty, and the manner in which it is to be distributed

between them. It is sufliclent if he has such a mind

and memory as will enable him to understand the ele

nn-nts of which the matter is composed— the disposi

tion of his property in its simple forms. Bodily health

may be in a state of extreme infirmity. and be yet

have sufilcient understanding to direct how his prop

erty shall be disposed of. His capacity may be per

fect to dispose of his property by will, and yet be

inadequate to the transaction of other business, as,

the making of a contract. . He expresses the pre

viously formed deliberations of his own mind. Sound

ness is to be judged from his conversation and actions

at the time the will is made.‘

 

Iflall u. Ungcr, 2 Abb. U. S. 513-15 (1867); 8 Con. 39;

His. 484; 8'2 Ind 126; 56 Me. 246; 5Sid. 458; 83 Md. :13;

(Nob. 115; 23 N. J. E. 509; 9 Gratt. 704.

' McNett 0. Cooper, 13 F. R. 586, 590 (1882). cases;

Dexter v. Hall, 15 Well. 9, K) (1872), cases; Griflith u.

Godey, 118 U. S. 95 (1885).

' Bigelow v. Berkshire Life ins. Co., 93 U. S. 287 (1876),

uses, Davis, J.

‘ Harrison 1:. Rowan, 3 Wash. 585-86 (1820), Washing

The mere fact that a tcstator is subject to insane

delusions is no sufficient reason why he should be held

to have lost his right to make a will, if the jury are

satisfied that the delusions have not affected the gen

eral faculties of his mind and cannot have influenced

him inany particular disposition of his property.I

Want of the requisite soundness is incapable of

definition suited to all cases. Each case is largely to

be tested by its own facts.’

The best considered cases put the question upon the

basis of knowing and comprehending the nature of

the transaction.I

Old age, failure of memory, eccentricity, ignorance,

credulity, vacillation of purpose, irritability, passion,

prejudice, meanness, and even degrees of idiocy, may

all exist along with adequate capacity.‘

When the due execution of a paper, rational in its

provisions and consistent in its details, language, and

structure. has been proven, the propoundcr has made

out a primafacie case. The burden of showing that

the testntor was not of disposing mind then shifts to

to the contestant.‘ See further lsnvsxcs.

(6) As to responsibility for crime. The decisions

show “ a steady amelioration, in the light of advanc

ing medicnl knowledge." They have regard to the

possession of the faculty of understanding right from

wrong. But some, in addition, regard the power of

choosing between ncts.

All well considered cases, since 1848, in both Eng

land and America, are founded upon the doctrine laid

down by the fourteen judges in M 'Naghtrn‘s Case,‘

that “ the jurors ought to be told in all cases that every

man is presumed to be sane, and topossess asuilicient

degree of reason to be responsible for his crimes,

until the contrary be proved to their satisfaction; and

that, to establish a defense on the ground of insanity,

it must be clearly proved that, at the time of the com

mitment of the act, the party accused was laboring

under such a defect of reason, from disease of the

mind, as not to know the nature and quality of the

not he was doing; or, if he did not know it, that he did

not know he was doing what was wrong."

That rule, however, is not universal. In some

States the question is left to the jury, in 11 general

way, whether insanity caused the act; in others,

knowledge of right and wrong is the test; and in

others, to that test is coupled an inquiry as to the

power to control action.

ton, J. Approved, 1 Redf. Wills, 30; 29 Pa. 802,—in

many cases.

IBanks v. Goodfellow, 39 L. J. R., Q. B. 287, 243

(1870:, Cockburn, C..I.

' Thompson 1:. Kyner, 65 Pa. 878 (1870).

'1 Redfleld, Wills, ‘I24; 18 Cent. L. J. 282-88 (1884),

cases; 26 Alb. L. J.M (1882), cases.

4 See general.ly2N. J. E. 11; 8 id. 581; 5 John. Ch.

158; 87 1nd.18; 50 Mich. 456; 9 Oreg. 129; 83Pa. 469; 65

id. 877; 8 W. N. C.&)ii.

' Fee 0. Taylor. 83 Ky. 261 (1885), Holt, -1.; 18 Cent

Law J. 282-87 (1581). cases.

' hl'.\'aghten‘s Case. 10 Cl. &QF. 210, W0 (House of

Lords), per Tindal, Ld. C. J.; United States v. Holmeg

1 Clifl. 120 (1658), Clifford, J.; 2 Steph. Hist. Cr. L. Eng

158.
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The right and wrong test seems to prevail in Ala

bama, California, Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia,

Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska,

New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Tennessee,

Texas, Virginia, Wisconsin, and lnthe Federal courts.I

To that test seems to be added the power to control

acts, in Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Min

nesota, Ohio, and Pennsylvania.‘ \Vhile in Illinois,

Kansas, Michigan, and New Hampshire, responsibility

would seem to be left in broad terms to the jury.‘

The required proof of insanity is either preponder

ance of testimony, or satisfaction beyond a reason

able doubt. The burden to establish a prima facie

case rests upon the accused; after which the prosecu

tion may rebut.

The defendant is not entitled to the benefit of a

reasonable doubt whether he was or was not insane.‘

See Doom‘, Reasonable.

That the accused is more ignorant and stupid than

common men, of bad education, and of bad passions

and bad habits, does not excuse. Those qualities are

but the common causes of crime.‘

To constitute the crime of murder, the assassin must

have a reasonably sane mind. “Sound memory and

discretion,“ in the old common-law definition of mur

der, means that. The condition of mind oi an irre

lponslbly insane man cannot be separated from his

act. If he is laboring under disease of his mental

faculties to such extent that he does not know what

he is doing, or does not know that it is wrong, he is

wanting in that sound memory and discretion which

makes part of the deilnltion of murder. As insanity is

the exception, the law presumes sanity. it is for the

defendant to prove msanity in the first instance, to

show that the presumption is a mistake as far as it

relatesto him. Mind can only be known by its out

ward manifest-ations,—the language and conduct of

the man. By these his thoughts and emotions are

read, and according as they conform to the practice

of people of’ sound mind, who form the large majority

of mankind, or contrast harshly with it, we form our

judgment as to his soundness of mind . . Was the

accused's ordinary, permanent, chronic condition of

1 25 Ala. 21; ‘T1 id. 898; M Cal. 80; 62 £41.54, 120; 10’

Conn. 186; 40 id. 380; 1 Houst. Or. 249; 42 Ga. 9; 45 id.

Bi‘; 25 La. An. 802; 34 id.188; 57 Me. 574; 8 S. & 11.518;

64 M0. 591; 4 Neb. 407; 21 N. J. L. 106; 52 N. Y. 487; 75

id.150; Phil. L. R. 876; 8 Heisk. 848; 40 Tex. 00; 2)

Grstt. 860: 40 Wis. 304; 57 id. 56; 1CliiI 118.

' 81 Ind. 492; 88 id. 27; 25 Iowa. 67; 41 id. 282; 1 Duv.

224; 7Met. 500; 18 Minn. 841; 23 Ohio, 146; 4 Pa. 264;

76 id. 414; 78 id. 128; 88 id. 291; 100 id. 578.

'31I1l.385; 11Kan.82; 17 Mich. 9;19 id. 401; 48 N.

H. 224; 50id. 869. See generally 16 Cent. L. J. 282-86

(1883), cases; 17 id. 408-10 (1883), cases; 86 Alb. Law J.

we-81 (1887), cases.

‘ State 11. Johnson, 91 M0. 443 (1886); United States v.

Ridgeway, 81 F. R. 144 (1887). As to “ reasonable

doubt,“ see also 18 Cent. Law J. 402-6 (1884), cases.

‘United States 1;. Cornell, 2 Mas. 109 ($30), Story, J.;

Goodwin 11. State, 96 Ind. 550 (1883). See also 16 Cent.

Law J. 28886 (1883), cases; 4 Crim. Law Mag. 512-14

(1885), cases; Med. Leg. J., Sept. 1888; Wash. Law 11.,

Kay, 1888.

mind such, in consequence of disease, that he was un

able to understand the nature of his actions, or to

distinguish between right and wrong in his conduct!

Was be subject to insane delusions that destroyed his

power of so understanding! And did this continue

down to and embrace the act for which he is tried? it

so, he was simply an irresponsible lunatic. The an

swer of the judges in M‘Naghlen‘a Case has not been

deemed entirely satisfactory, and the courts have set

tled down upon the question of knowledge of right

and wrong as to the particular act, or rather the

capacity to know it, as the test of responsibility.

Distinction must be made between mental and moral

obliquity; between a mental incapacity to understand

the distinctions between right and wrong, and a moral

indifference and lnsensibility to those distinctions

Indifference to what is right is not ignorance of it, and

depravity is not insanity.l

The opinion of a non-professional witness as to the

mental condition of a person, in connection with a

statement of the facts and circumstances, within his

personal knowledge, upon which that opinion is

formed, is competent evidence. in a substantial sense,

and for every purpose essential to a safe conclusion,

the mental condition of an individual. as sane or insane,

is a fact, and the expressed opinion of one who has

had adequate opportunities to observe his conduct

and appearance is but the statement of a tact Insan

ity is a condition, which impresses itself as an aggre

gate on the observer.’

See Dsunimr; Dstusron; Lmnnionxcn; Loom Ix

mavan; WILL, 1.

INSCRIPTIONS. See Evmancs, Sec

0ndary.

INSENSIBLE. See SENSE.

INSIMUL. See Courumas, Insimul.

INSINUATION. Suggestion; informa

tion communicated: ae, at the insinuation of

the plaintiff, the court made a particular

order.

INSOLVENCY. Sometimes, the insuf

ficiency of the entire property and assets of

an individual to pay his debts — the general

and popular meaning. In .a. more restricted

sense, inability to pay- debts as they become

due in the ordinary course of business.

The term is used in the latter sense when traders

and merchants are said to be insolvent. also in bank

rupt laws. With reference to persons not engaged in

trade and commerce, the term may have a less re

stricted meaning.‘ Opposed, solvency, q. v.

In the sense of the Bankrupt Act, means that a

party, whose business aflairs are in question, is unable

1United States v. Guiteau, 10 F. R. 163, 166, 167-03.

182-68 (Jan. 25, 1882), Cox, J.; note and cases to same.

pp. 189-203, by Dr. Wharton.

' Connecticut liiut. Life Ins. Co. v. Lathrop, 111 U. S

018-20 (1884), Harlan, J.; 1 Whart. 8: S. Med. J. 5 27:7.

IToof v. Martin, 18 Wall. 47 (1871). Field, J. Se

Clarion Bank v. Jones, 21 id. 888 (1874); Cunningham

1). Norton, 125 U. S. 90 (1888).



INSPECTION

to pay his debm as they become due in the ordinary

course of his daily business‘

Insolvency is owing debts in excess oi! the value of

one's tangible property. Without debts there can be

no insolvency. Poverty and insolvency are not synon

ymous terms within the meaning of a statute confer

ring the right to administer upon an estate.‘

Insolvent. 1, adj. Not possessing the

means with which to pay debts in full; con

cerning one so involved. In the last sense

“insolvency ” is frequently used. Thus we

have insolvent debtor, trader, criminal, cir

cumstances; and insolvent or insolvency laws.

2, n. A person who is not pecuniarily able

to pay his debts as they fall due; also, a per

son whose property, if distributed pro rata

among his creditors, would not be suificient

to pay their claims in full.

Insolvency or insolvent laws. Laws

passed by the individual States for the distri

bution, among creditors, of the property of

persons who are unable to pay their debts in

the ordinary course of business.

in strictness. “bankrupt“ laws apply only to

traders or merchants, and “ insolvent" laws to all

other persons. insolvent laws are bankrupt laws

passed by the States. Bankrupt laws discharge abso

lutely; insolvent laws leave future acquisitions liable.

State laws are suspended while a national law isln

operation.I

See Buxnumcr; Cause, 1 (2), Probable; ClitOUl(

anscxs. 2; CON'lI'EliPL.\Tl0N; Pnnrnnnxcn.

INSPECTION. A looking at: examina

tion; view. \Vl1ence inspector, inspectorship.

1. An oificial examination of articles of

food or of merchandise, to determine whether

they are suitable for market or commerce.‘

"No State shall, without the Consent of the Con

greu, lay any imposts or Duties on Imports or Ex

ports, except what may be absolutely necessary for

executing its inspection Laws.“ ‘

 

1 Buchanan v. Smith, 16 Wall. 308 (1872), Cliflord, J.;

Wager v. Hall, ib. 599 (1872); Dutcher v. Wright, 94

U. S. 557 (1870); May v. Le Claire, 18 F. R. 166 (1882);

Be Bininger, 7 Blatch. 264, 273 (1870), cases.

‘Bowersox‘s Appeal, 100 Pa. 438 (18%); Daniela v.

Palmer, 85 Minn. 81760 (1886), cases.

See also 1 Dill. 195; 2 Low. 401; 1 Woods, 434; 2 id.

011; 9 Cal. 45; 88 id. 625; $)Conn. 69; '2 Ind. 57; 88 id.

MB; 1!) In. An. 18!. 197; 4 Cush. 184; 8 Gray, 600;

8 Allen, 114; 1%hiass. 13; 9 N. Y. 594; 15 id. 9,199;48

id. 75; 25 Hun,169; 4 Hill, 652; 67 N. H. 458; 2 N. J. E.

173; 9 id. 457; 12 Ohio, 836: 18 Gratt. 683; 116 E. C. L.

10%; 2 Bl. Com. 285, 481; 2 Kent, 389.

‘ Sturgee v. Orowninshielcl, 4 Wheat. 195 (1819), Mar

shall, 0. J.; 2 Man. 100; 12 Wheat. 280.

‘Bee 2 Woods, 290; 20 Blatch. 303.

'Oonetitution, Art. 1, sec. 10, cl. 2.

653 INSPECTION

 

The Object oi’ inspection law! is to improve the

quality 01' articles produced by the labor of a country:

to fit them for exportation, or, it may be. for domestic

use. They act upon the subject before it becomes an

article of foreign commerce, or of commerce among

the States, and prepare it for that purpose. ‘They

form a portion of that immense mass of legislation

which embraces everything within the territory of a

State, not surrendered to the general government: all

oi! which can be most advantageously exercised by the

States themselves.‘

The scope of inspection laws is not confined to arti

clcs of domestic produce or manufacture, or to arti

cles intended for exportation, but appiiesto articles

imported, and to those intended for domestic use as

well.’

Recognized elements of inspection laws have always

been quality oi’ the article, form, capacity, dimen

sions, and weight of package, mode of putting up, and

marking and branding of various kinds; all these mat

tors being supervised by a public oiflcer having au

thority to pass or not pass as lawful merchandise, as

it did or did not answer the prescribed requirements.

It is pot necessary that all these elements should co

existto make a valid inspection law. Qunlity alone

may be the subject of inspection. or the inspection

may be made to exteud to all of the above matters.

These laws are none the less inspection laws because

they may have a remote and considerable influence

upon commerce. Congress may inlerpose it a stat

ute, under the guise of an inspection law, goes beyond

the limit prescribed by the Constitution.‘

A State may not require the payment of an assess

ment or fee for each passenger upon an ocean vessel

who is inspected to ascertain it he has leprosy, and

impose a tine upon the owners of the vessel for non

payment.‘ See Pouca, 2.

Inspection laws have exclusive reference to per

sonal property; they never apply to free human be

ings. A State cannot make a law designed to raise

money to support paupcrs. to detect or prevent crime,

to guard against disease, and to cure the sick, an in

spection law, within the constitutional meaning of

that word, by calling it so in the title. . an in

spectlon is something which can be accomplished by

looking at or weighing or measuring the thing to be

inspected, or applying to it at once some crucial test.

When testimony is to betaken and examined, it is not

inspection in any sense whatever.‘

2. In the reception of evidence, a substitu

tion of the eye for the ear.

 

xGibbons 0. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 208 (1824), lliamhall,

C. J.; B Cow. 46; 64 Pa.105.

‘ Neilson v. Garza, 2 Woods, 200 (1876), Bradley, J.;

Brown v. Maryland, 12 Wheat. 438 (1827), Marshall, 0. J.

‘Turner v. Maryland, 107 U. S. 56, 54, 51-54, note

(1882), cases, Blatchiord, J.

‘People v. Pacific Mail Steamship Co., 8 Saw. 640

(1883), Sawyer, Cir. J.

‘ People v. Compagnie Gcnérulo Transationtique, 10!

U. S. 61-68 (1882; Miller, J.: 20 Blutch. 296; 10 F. B

857; Story. C0nst. 5 1017; Cooley, Const. Lim. 730.
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Inspection of documents, or of rec

ords. Refers to the right of a party to a

suit to inspect and take copies of writings or

records, in the possession of his opponent or

of a public oflicer, which are material to the

maintenance of his case.

in civil practice, independently of the old doctrine

of profert and oyer, a rule may be granted to compel

the production and permit the copying of such papers

as are essential to the maintenance ot a contested

right. But surrender of the documents will not be or

dered. The doctrine applies to public, corporation.

and private documents, in which the petitioner has an

lntk'.l‘0st, and whichare not of an incriminating nature.

Previous demand must have been made, and the doc

uments must be under respondent‘sexclusive control.l

See DISCOVERY, 6, Bill oi; Pnomws, 2; Rsconn, Nul

tiel.

Inspection of the person. In an ac

tion for damages for personal injuries, the

plaintifi may be required by the court, upon

application, to submit his person to an ex

amination for the purpose of ascertaining the

character and extent of his injuries.

The courts have held in divorce cases, that an ex

amination may be ordered 0! a defendant alleged to

be impotent.‘

Trial by inspection. When, for the

greater expedition of a cause, in some point

or issue the object of the senses, the judge,

upon the testimony of his own sense, decides

the point in dispute.a

When the fact, from its nature, must be evident to

the court either from 0(!u]8.l' demonstration or other

irretragable proof, there the law departs from its

usual cu.stom', the verdict of twelve men. and relies

upon the judgment of the court alone; as, in allega

tions of non-age, that plaintifl is dead when one call

ing himself plaintiil‘ appears, that a man is an idiot;

and in references to the almanac. But in all these

cases, the judges, it they conceive a doubt, may order

it to be tried by jury.‘

Inspection is to be regarded rather as a means oi

dispensing with evidence than as evidence itself. That

which the court or Jury sees need not be proved. It is

valuable as an ingredient of circumstantial evidence.

A common illustration is where juries are taken to

view the scene where the events of litigation oc

curred. All materials and objects in any way

part of the res gmlrs may be produced at the trial of

 

I i Whart. Ev. §§ 74246, cases; i Greenl. Ev. if-171-78,

559-82, cases; Brewer v. Watson, 71 Ala. 301-6 (IBMZ),

cases; Commonwealth, ea: rel. Sellers v. Phcenix Iron

00., 105 Pa. H5-19 (lfltii), cases; 23 Am. Law Reg. 395

400 (1884), cases; E Cent. Law J. 341 (i686), cases.

‘See generally Schroeder v. Chicago. &c. R. Co., 47

Iowa, 876-63 (1577); Atchison, &c. R. Co. v. Thul, 29

Kan. 466, 474 (1888); 10 Cent. Law J. 144-48 (1884), cases;

2 Bish. M. & D. 5590, ca-sea

' 8 Bl. Corn. 83243.

the case. But inspection alone is not relied upon

when more exact proof can be produced.I

8. Supervision; trusteeship.

Deed of inspectorship. An assignment

by a debtor of his property, by which he is

allowed to manage the property for a speci

fied time, under the inspection of certain

individuals, appointed by the body of the

creditors, whose duty is to see that the prop

erty is disposed of in the manner most con

ducive to the interests of the creditors.2 See

COMPOSITION: LIQUIDATOR.

INSTALLMENT.' One of the several

portions of a debt, payable at diiferent

periods. -

Where, for the purpose of collection, an assessment

for benefits accruing from a public improvement is di

vided into installments. each one may be regarded as

an assessment, and a statute of limitations run against

it as a distinct claim.‘

Buying or selling personalty upon the installment

plan is upon the scheme of diiferent portions of the

price at stipulated intervals. When the seller, at his

option, may remove the property for breach 0! con

tract, replevin will not lie, until after demand and re

fusal to surrender.I See Sa.ur., Conditional; Lnm,

Secret.

INSTANCE. Application to set wide a

proceeding for in-egularity must be made as

early as possible— “in the first instance/"i

Instance court. That branch of the Eng

lish court of admiralty which hascognizance

of all matters pertaining to intercourse upon

the high seas except prizes.’

INSTANTER. L Without delay: within

twenty-four hours.8 See IMMEDIATELY.

INSTAR. L. Like; resembling; equiv

alent to. '

Instar omnium. Representative of alL

Money is said to be insiar omm'um as to valuee;'

one act, as to the purpose of all acts; " and one case,

as to the reasoning in all cases of its class."

 

I 1 Whart. Ev. §§ 345-47, cases; 25 Law J. 8-7 (1887),

cases.

' [4 South. Law Rev. 639 U878), cases.

I Spelled, also, instalment.

‘ Pelton v. Bemis, 44 Ohio St. 57 (I886); Ryall 1:.

Prince, 82 Ala. 266 (1886).

‘ Cushman v. Jewell, 7 Hun, 525 (1876); Smith 11.

Newland, 0 id. 558 (1877); 89 lll. 288; 2) Kan. 187; 27

Mich. $9,468; 83 id. 94; 41 N. Y. i55;70 121.466; 18 Ray.

5l 1.

' 3 Chitty. Bl. Com. 287.

" See 3 Kent. 8%, 378; 13 Johns. 291

' Itiofiat v. Dickson, 8 Col. B15 (1877).

'1 Bl.C0m.2il6; 2111.466; Iid.28L

"4 Bl. Com. 155.

ll 4 W. N. 0. (Pa) BM.
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INSTITUTE. 1. To commence: as, to

institute an action, proceeding, suit.

2. To appoint: an instituted executor is

one chosen by the testator. '

3. To establish upon a permanent basis.

Whence institutional.

Institutes. Text-books exhibiting the

established principles of jurisprudence; com

prehensive treatises upon elementary law;

commentaries upon law.

Institution. A permanent establish

ment, as contradistinguished from an enter

prise of a temporary character.l See PEB

liANlL‘1T.

Sometimes describes the establishment or place

where the business or operations of a society or am

ciation are carried on; at other times, designates the

organized body.‘

INSTRUCT. 1. To give orders to an

agent in relation to the duties of his em ploy

ment. .

Section 51, Rev. St., empowering the secretary of

the treasury to issue regulations for the government

of collectors of revenue, makes a distinction between

“instructions" and “regulations," which is inherent

in the nature of the two things. An instruction is a

direction togovern the conduct of the particular oth

cer to whom it is addressed; a regulation aflects a

class or classes of o£flcers'

2. To direct a jury as to their duties under

the law in a cause about to be submitted to

*'hem for a verdict.

Binding or peremptory instruction.

Directs the kind of verdict the jury should

return.

The jury may be instructed to find for the defend

ant, where, if the verdict were against him, the court

would set it aside.‘ ‘

The practice saves time and costs; gives the cer

tainty of applied science to the results of judicial in

ves-ligation; draws clearly the line which separates

the provinces of the judge and the jury, and fixes

where it belongs the responsibility which should be

mumed by the court.‘

Misinstruct. To charge a jury errone

ously with respect to the law in the case

pending before them.

See Anvrss; Cruaon, 2 (2, c); Jusr, Trial by.

 

I Indianapolis v. Sturdevant, 24 ind. 305 (1865).

' Gerke v. Purcell, 25 Ohio St. 244 (1874); Appeal Tax

Oourt v. St. Peter's Academy, 50 Iild. 85 (1878).

I Landram 11. United States, 16 Ct Cl. BB (1880).

‘Griggs v. Houston, l0i U. S. 553 U851): Montclair v.

Dana,107 id. 162 (l8b‘~’); 93l'd. 143; 106 £11.30; 122 id. 411;

I McCrary, 208; 17 F. R. 133.

'hierchants' Nat. Bank v. State Nat. Bank, 10 Wall.

87 (1870), Swayne, J.

INSTRUMENT.

tool, qq. v.

2. Whatever may be presented as evidence

to the senses of an adjudicating tribunal,

a document, witness, or even a living thing

produced for inspection.1

A means of proof; the means by which the

truth is in fact established, and Whether

written or unwritten.I -I

3. Anything reduced to writing: a “ writ

ten instrument " or “instrument of writ

ing; ” more particularly, a document of a

formal or solemn character.

Common descriptive epithets: commercial. negoti

able, sealed and unsealed instruments.

uInstruments in writing," associated in astatute

with “ bonds," "laws," “ deeds,“ and ‘‘records,'‘ has

a restrictive connotation. Independently of such sur

roundings, the expression, by itself, does not comp»

head all written papers, but only written papers of a

class. An instrument is "something reduced to writ

ing as a means of evidence." Returns of births, mar

riages, and deaths, to a department of government,

are not “ instruments." '

A generic term for bills, bonds, conveyances, leases,

mortgages. promissory notes, wills, and like formal or

solemn writings. Scarcely includes accounts, letters

in ordinary correspondence, memoranda, and similar

writings, with respect to which the creation of evi

dence to bind the party, or the establishment of an ob

ligation or title, is not the primary motive.‘

Instruments will be so construed as to carry into

eilect the intention of the parties, but there must al

ways be sufficient words to enable the courts to ascer

tain what this intention was. The rule that courts

will so construe an instrument as to make it eilective,

does not mean that they will inject into it new and dis

tinct provisions. Thus, that an instrument may have

effect as a conveyance, it must contain words import

1. An implement or

' ing a grant.‘

See Anrsrurrorr, 2; Cnrrron, 2; Cn~‘crr.L; Dara; Dn

scmyrron; Fosoamr; Losr, 2; Paras; Pnssnsrs (1);

Psornar; RltDUi~‘DAKC\'; Rsroan; Raruorun-r; Sun, 1-,

Sum; Srscunrv; Srormrrrox; Scascmns; \\'rzrrn<o.

INSUFFICIENT. See SUFFICIENT.

INSULT. See Assnurxr; Paovocsrron.

INSURANCE. Making sure, secure,

safe: indemnity against 10%; a contract to

pay money in the event of pecuniary loss

from a specified cause.

Assurance. Formerly used in the sense of

insurance; is sometimes limited to risks upon

lives. \Vhence " assurer ” and “assured.”

 

I [1 Whart Ev. 5 615.

I1 Grecnl. Ev. 5;‘ 3, 300-8.

IState v. Kelsey, 4-4 N. J. L 84 (1882), Beasley, C. J.

' [Abbott's Law l)ict.; Hankinson v. Page, 81F.R

186 U887).

' llumrnelruan v. Mounts, 87 1nd. 180 (1882).
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There are instances in which “ the assured " refers

to the person for whose beneflt the contract is eflected,

and “ the insured " to the person whose life is insured.

The application of either term to the party for whose

benefit the insurance is eflected, or to the party whose

life is insured, has generally depended upon its collo

cation and context in the policy.‘

Insurer. The party who engages to make

the indemnity. Insured, n. He who is to

receive the indemnity: also, the person the

continuance of whose life has been made the

subject of a contract.

The subjects of insuranceare property, life,

and health. In fire and marine insurance,

the subject is property; in life and accident

insurance, the lives, and health or freedom

from physical injuries, of human beings.

Cont1-hots are also made upon the fidelity of

agents and trustees, and upon the honesty of

customers as debtors; upon titles to realty;

upon valuables against theft; upon plate

glass windows against breakage : upon steam

boilers against explosion; upon the lives and

good condition of domestic animals. There

are also other species. The commonest kinds

are accident, fire, life, and marine insurance.

In general, insurance is applicable to protect

men against uncertain events which may in

any wise be of disadvantage to them.’

Insurance is a contract whereby one, for a

consideration, undertakes to compensate an

other if he shall sufl'er loss.‘

A contract of insurance is an agreement,

by which one party, for a consideration

(usually paid in money, either in one sum or

at different times during the continuance of

the risk), promises to make a certain pay

ment of money upon the destruction or

injury of something in which the other party

has an interest.‘ ' '

A contract between A and B, that, upon

A's paying a premium equivalent to the haz

ard run, B will indemnify him against a par

ticular event.‘

Policies of insurance against fire and

marine risks are contracts of indemnity,

the insurer engaging to make good, within

I Connecticut liiut. Life Ins. Co. v. Luchs, 1% U. S.

604 (1883), Field, J.

' See May, ins. 5 78.

' May, Ins. i 1.

‘ Commonwealth v. Wetherbee, 105 Mass. 100 (1870),

Gray, J. Approved, 71 Ala. H8; 30Kan. 587; 72 M0. 159.

‘ 2 Bl. Com. 458; Cummings v. Cheshire County Fire

Ins. Co., 55 N. H. 458 (1875), Foster, C. J.

 

limited amounts. the losses sustained by the

assured in their buildings, ships, and effects.

The contract called life assurance is a mere

contract to pay a certain sum of money on

the death of a person, in consideration of the

due payment of a certain annuity for his

life. This last species in no way resembles a

contract of indemnity.1

Guaranty insurance is instituted as a sub

stitute for private suretyship. to aid per

‘sons in obtaining places of trust and respon

sibility, and to protect employers from the

unfaithfulness of their employee.’

The word " insurance,” in common speech

and with propriety, is used quite as often in

the sensepf contract of insurance, or act of

insuring, as in that expressing the abstract

idea of indemnity or security against loss.‘

A contract of life assurance is not an assurance for

a single year, with a privilege of renewal from year

to year by paying the annual premium, but an entire

contract of assurance for life, subject to discontinu

ance and forfeiture for non-payment of any of the

stipulated premiums. The payment of each premium

is not, as in fire policies, the consideration for insur~

ance during the next following year. it often happens

that the assured pays the entire premium in advance,

or in five, ten. or twenty annual installments. Each

installment is, in fact, part consideration of the entire

insurance for life. The annual premiums are an

annuity, the present value of which is calculated to

correspond with the present value of the amount in

sured, a reasonable percentage being added to the

premiums to cover expenses and contingencies. The

whole premiums are balanced against the whole in

surance. All the calculations of the insurance

company are based on the hypothesis of prompt pay

ments. Forfeiture for non-payment is a necessary

means of protecting itself, from embarrassment~

The insured parties are associates in a great scheme.

This associated relation exists whether the company

be a mutual one or not. Each is interested in the en

gagements of all; for out of the coexistence of many

risks arises the law of average, which underlies the

whole business. An essential feature of the scheme is

the mathematical calculations referred to, on which

the premiums and amounts assured are based. And

these calculations, again, are based on the assumption

of average mortality, and of prompt payments and

compound interest thereon.‘

 

I Dalby v. The Indian & London Life Assur. Co.,

80 E. C. L. '88? (1854), Parke, B. See also Mutual Life

Ins. Co. v. Glrard Life Ins. Co., 100 Pa. 180 (i882).

' May, Ins. §§ '13, M0.

' Funke v. Minnesota Farmers‘ Mut. Fire Ins. A50

ciation, 229 Minn. 354 (1882), cases; 44 N. J. L. 87.

* New York Life ins. Co. v. Statham, 9] U. S. 80-81

(1876), Bradley, J.; Klein v. New Yprk Life ins. Co.,

104 id. 88 (1881); Thompson v. Knickerbocker Life Ins.
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A policy of marine insurance is a contract

of indemnity against all losses accruing to

the subject-matter of the policy from certain

perils during the adventure. This subject

matter need not be strictly a property in the

ship, goods, or freight.I

The contract of insurance sprang from the law

maritime, and derives all its material rules and inci

dents therefrom. It was unknown to the common

law. its first appearance in any code or system of

laws was in the law maritime as promulgated by the

various maritime states and cities of Europe. It grew

out of the doctrine of contribution and general aver

age. which is found in the maritime laws of the an

cient Rhodians. By this law, if ship, freight, or cargo

wassacriilced to save the others, all had to contribute

their proportionate ahare of the loss. This division of

loss suggested a provisional division of risk; first,

among those engaged in the same enterprise; and,

next, among associations of ship-owners and shipping

merchants. Hence, too, the earliest form of the con

tract was that of mutual insurance. The next step

was that of Insurance upon premium. Capitalists,

familiar with the risks of navigation, were found will

ing to guarantee against them for a small considera

tion or premium paid This, the final form, was in

use as early as the beginning of the fourteenth cen

tury.'

Insurabie interest. (1) In life insur

ance. Any reasonable expectation of pecun

iary benefit or advantage from the continued

life of another creates an insurable interest

in such life. Examples are, the interest of a

man in his own life, in the life of his wife or

child; the interest of a woman in her hus

band; a creditor's interest in the life of his

debtor; interest in one’s own life for a rela

tive or friend; the interest of two or more in

their joint lives for the survivor. The essen

tial thing is, that the policy is obtained in

good faith, and not for the purpose of specu

lating upon the hazard of a life in which the

insured has no interest.‘

It is not easy to define with precision what

will in all cases constitute an insurable inter

est, so as to take the contract out of the class

of wager policies. It may be' stated gener

ally, however, to be such an interest, arising

from the relations of the party obtaining the

insurance, either as creditor of or surety for
 

Oo., ib. 252 (1881); Connecticut hint. Life Ins. Co. v.

Home ins. Co., 17 Biatch. 146-47 (1879); 1(X) Pa. 180.

I Lloyd 0. Fleming, L. R., 7 Q. B. 802 (1872), Black

burn, J.; 8 Kent, 253.

‘New England Mut. Marine Ins Co. v. Dunham, 11

Wall. 31453 (1870), Bradley, .1.

‘Connecticut lilut. Life Ins. Co. v. Schaefer, 94 U. 8.

‘60. 457 (1876), Bradley. J.

I

the assured, or from the ties of blood or mar

riage to him, as will justify a reasonable ex

pectation of advantage or benefits from the

continuance of his life. It is not necessary

that the expectation of advantage or benefit

should be always capable of pecuniary esti

mation; for a parent has an insurable interest

in the life of his child, and a child in the life

of his parent, a husband in the life of his w._t-,

and a wife in the life of her husband. The

natural affection in cases of this kind is con

sidered as more powerful, as operating more

elficaciously, to protect the life of the insured

than any other consideration. But in all

cases there must be a reasonable ground,

founded upon the relations of the parties to

each other, either pecuniary or of blood or

afiinity, to expect some benefit or advantage

from the continuance of the life of the as

sured.I

Otherwise, the contract is amere wager, by which

the party taking the policy is directly interested in the

death oi’ the assured. Such policies have a tendency

to create a desire for the event. They are, therefore,

independently of any statute on the subject, con

demned as being against public policy. For which

reasons, a person who has procured a policy upon his

own life cannot assign it to a party who has no insur

able interest in his life.‘

(2) In tire and marine insurance. These

being contracts of indemnity, the insured

must have some interest in the property at

the time of injury.2

But he need not have either a legal or equi

table title. If he has a right in or against

the property, which some court will enforce,

a right so dependent for value upon the con

tinued existence ol‘ the property alone as that

a loss of the property will cause him pecun

iary damage, he has an insurable interest)

A right of property is not indispensable. Injury

from its loss or benefit from its preservation may be,

 

1 Warnock v. Davis, 104 U. S. 7'79, 782 (1881), Field, J.

Approved. Connecticut Mut. Life ins. Co. v. Luchs, 1(B

id. 505 (1883). See also 82 Alb. Law J. 335-88, 408-6

(1885), cases; 25 Cent. Law J. 27(18B7>. cases; 22 How.

888; 13 Wall. 619; 15 id. 643; 8 Saw. 620; 16 F. R. 652; 41

Ind. 116; 101 Mass. 1564; 13 N. Y. 81; 20 £41.32. On as

signing lite policies, see McCrum 11. Missouri Lite ins.

Co., 36 Kan. 148 (1887), cases; 18 Cent. L. J. 31649 (1834),

cases; M Am. Law Reg. 753-69 (1885), cases. Rights in

policy for the benefit of a wife after the death of her

husband, 2.. id. 877-81 (1888), cases.

‘Connecticut liiut. Lite ins. Co. v. Schaefer “Jo.

I[Rohrback v. Get-mania Fire ins Co., 62N Y. 54

(1875), Folger, .1. See also Buck v. Chesapeake Ins

Co., 1 Pet 151 (1828); 12 Iowa, 287; 42 id. 18
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suflicient. Hence, an agent, factor, hailee, carrier,

trustee, consignee, mortgagee, or other iien»holder,

may insure to the extent of his interest; and by the

clause “on account of whom it may concern,“ for all

others to the extent of their interests, where there is

previous authority or subsequent ratification.‘

The owner of an equity of redemption (an equitable

interest) has an insurable interest equal to the value of

the buildings, whether personally liable for the more

gage debt or not. And so hasthe holder of a mechan

ic's lien.‘

From the nature of the contract of insurance as a

contract of indemnity, the insurer, when he has paid

the assured the amount of the indemnity agreed upon,

is entitled, by way of salvage, to the benefit of anything

that may be received, either from the remnants of the

goods or from damages paid by third persons for the

loss‘

The insurance which a person has on property is

notan interest in the property itself, but is a collat

eral interest, personal to the insured.‘

Insurance agent. An insurance company is re

sponsible for the acts of its agent within the general

scope of the business intrusted to his care, and no lim

itation on his power, unknown to strangers, will bind

them.‘

Insurance broker. If the insured employs an

insurance broker to place insurance for him, he is his

agent, and not that of the company. But if, acting on

behalf of an agent of the company, the broker solicits

the insurance, he is the agent of the company.‘

Insurance company. An association,

usually incorported, which makes a business

of entering into contracts of insurance.

Mutual insurance company. This is com

posed of the persons insured, in their lives or

property. They contribute pro rata upon

the amount they have insured (and, possibly,

a sum per capila, annually or otherwise) to a

fund, out of which losses and expenses are

paid.

 

I Hooper o. Robinson, 98 U. S. 538 (1878), cases,

Swayne, J.; Home Ins. Co. v. Baltimore Warehouse

00., 93 id. 548 (1876), cases.

' insurance Co. v. Stinson, 103 U. S. 29 (1880).

‘Phoenix Ins. Co. v. Erie Transportation Co., 117

U. S. 821 (1886), cases, Gray, J.

‘The City of Norwich, 118 U. S. 404 (1886), cases.

Contracts as effected by changes of title, 19 Am. Law

Rev. 895-915 (1885), cases. After-acquired titles, 21

Cent. Law J. 50043 (1885), cases. On assigning fire and

marine policies, see 1 Harv. Law Rev. 888-98 (1888),

cases.

' Union Mut. Ins. Co. v. Wilkinson, 13 Wall. 222, 285

(1871), cases See also 25 Conn, 53, 465, W; 26 id. 42;

FIN. H. 85; 19 N. Y. 805; 2BPa.50, 72;26id. b0;2Phill.

ins. 6 1848; May, Ins. 55 11845.

° Mohr Distilling Co. v. Ohio Fire Ins. Co., 18 F. R. 74

(1882); May, Ins. Q 123. See also Baden 0. Farmers‘,

Bo. Fire Association, 8) Va. 688 (1885); Kyte 11.00111

rnercial Union Assurance Co., 144 lilass. 46 (1887).
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The theory is that the premiums paid, ortobe pnid,

constitute a fund for the h'r,nidation 01.’ losses. They

may be paid by note or cash.l

Mutnality exists when the members contribute cash

or assessable notes. or both, to a common fund, out of

which each is entitled to indemnity in case of loss.I

Stock insurance company. In this the

members contribute a capital which is liable

for losses and expenses, and the insured pay

premiums.

There are companies which combine both schemes.

Insurance loss. The occurrence of a

casualty insured against — the loss of a life or

lives, the impairment of health, or the de

struction of property, with consequent dam

age.

Insurance policy. A contract for insur

ance reduced to writing. Called, briefly, “ a

policy ;” practically, a bond of indemnity.

implies a contract in writing, the usual mode

among prudent persons.I

But, unless prohibited by positive regulations, may

be by parol.‘

The contract maybe either made or changed by

parol.'

Blanket or floating policy. Is issued to a

factor or warehouseman, and intended to

cover margins uninsured by other policies,

or to cover the limited interest of the factor

or warehouseman.‘

Endowment policy. In one respect, a con

tract payable in the event of a continuance

of life; in another respect, in the event of

death before the period specified."

Interest policy. States or intends that the

insured has a real and substantial interest in

the thing insured. Opposed, wager policy.8

Open or running policy. Enables a mer

chant to insure goods shipped at a distant

port when itis impossible for him to be ad

vised of the particular ship upon which they

 

I State 1:. Manufacturers‘ Mot. Fire Ins. Co., 91 M0.

818 (1886), cases.

1 Spruance 1:. Farmers‘, &c. Ins. Co., 0 Col. 77 (1885),

cases

' Manny v. Dunlap, 1 Woolw. 874 (1869); 11 Paige, 556.

' Humphry v. Hartfield Fire Ins. Co., 15 Blatch. 511

(1879), cases; Relief Fire ins. Co. v. Shaw, 94 U. S. 574

(1878), cases.

' Cohen 1). Continental Fire Ins. Co., 67 Tex. 828 (1887).

cases.

' Howe ins, Co. 1:. Baltimore Warehouse 00., 98 U. 8

541 (1876).

' Drummer o. Cohn, 86 N. Y. 17(1881).

‘Bee Sawyer 1;. Dodge County Ins. 00., 8! Wk. 6!!

(1375); my. 1111 533
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are laden, and when, therefore, he cannot

name the ship in the policy. .

The usual words are the cargo “on board ship or

ships," with a condition that the particular ship,as

soon as known, shall be declared to the underwriter,

whose agreement is that the policy shall attach if the

vowel is seaworthy. From the uncertainty attending

the unknown condition of the vessel, a high rate of

premium is demanded.l

Paid-up policy. A policy upon which all

the annual premiums are paid, or considered

as paid, at one time.

A policy of life insurance containing a provision

that a default in payment of premiums shall not work

A forfeiture, but that the sum insured shall then be

reduced and commuted to the annual premiums puld,

confers the right on the assured to convert the policy

at any time, by notice to the insurer, into a paid-up

policy for the amount of premiums paid.‘

Time policy. In this the duration of the

risk is fixed by definite periods. In a voyage

policy the duration is determined by geo

graphical limits.‘

Valued policy. When the parties, having

agreed upon the value of the interest insured,

to save the necessity of further proof, insert

the valuation in the policy in the nature of

liquidated damages.‘ See VALUE, Equitable.

Wager policy. In this the insu'red party

has no interest in the matter insured, only

an interest in its loss or destruction.

Void, as against public policy or positive law. But

precisely what interest is necessary to take a policy

out of this category has been the subject of much dis

cussion. In life insurance it is at least essential that

the policy be obtained ingood faith, and not for specu

lation upon the hazard of a life in which the insured

has no interest. In marine and flre insurance, where

the insurance is strictly an indemnity, the diiference

is not so great.I See further Insurabla Interest;

Wanna, 2.

Insurance risk or peril. The event or

casualty insured against. See PERIL; RISK.

Double insurance. A second insurance

upon the same interest, against the same

perils, in favor of the same person.6

 

1 Orient Mut. Inn. Co. v. Wright, 23 How. 405-60859),

cases, Nelson, J.; 88 Ohio St. 184; 8 Kent, 258, 272;

May, Ins. ‘Bl.

I Lovell v. St. Louis liiut. Life Ins. Co., 111 U. S. 264,

272 (1884), Bradley, J.

' May, Inn. 584.

‘Seed Kent, 272; May, Ins. $80; Wood, Ins. I 41; 88

Ohio St. 184; 100 Mass. 475.

‘Connecticut Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Schaefer, IM U. S.

460 (1870), Bradley, J.; 2 Bl. Com. 460; 8 Kent, 2715; MayV

Inn. 5 88.

‘B00 Turner v. Moridan Fire Ins. Co., 16 I‘. 3.454,

00-05 (188), cases; May, In 5440.

 

in such case the policies are considered as one; the

insurers are liable pro ratu, and are entitled to con

tribution to equalize payments made on account of

losses.I

Over insurance. Insurance upon prop

erty in an amount exceeding the value. See

VALUATION, Over.

Premium of insurance. The considera

tion in a contract of insurance.

Usually paid in money, in one sum, or at different

timesduring the continuance of the risk. The amount

may be secured by apremium note. See Pnsunm.

Re-insurance. Insurance upon an un

derwriter’s contracts of insurance.2

Contracts of re-insurance, hy which one insurer

causes the sum which he has insured to be reassured

to him by a distinct contract with another insurer,

with the object of iudenmifying himself against his

own responsibility, though prohibited for a time in

England by statute, are valid by the common law, and

have always been lawful in this country; and in a suit

upon such a contract. the subject at risk and the loss

thereof must be proved in the same manner as if the

original assured were the plaiutifl.'

When a policy of insurance contains contradictory

provisions. or has been so framed as to leave room for

construction, rendering it doubtful whether the par

ties intended the exact truth of the applicant's state

ments to he a condition precedent to a binding con

tract, tha court should lean against that construction

which imposes upon the assured the obligations of a

warranty. It is the language of the company which

the court is invited to interpret. and it is both reason

able and just that its own words should be construed

most strongly against itself.‘

As to tire and marine insurance, see Anaxnos, 1;

Acorns-s'r; Avanaoa; CAPTURE; Crmcrcsn, 5; Con

TAINED; CONTRIBUTION; DEPARTURE, 2; DEVIATION;

Farrow; Hazsnoous; Loss, 2; Occvru-:n; l’REiIISi-28,

3; Rnronn; REPRESENTATION, 1; Smzusn, 2; Usnsn

wnrran; VALUATION.

As to life insurance, see Dncman, 4; Dumas; EPI

nsmo; F0nra1rvaa; INTBIPIEATI; Rnraasnrrrxmos,

1; Smcms; Tana.

INSURRECTION. A rising against

civil or political authority; the open and act

ive opposition of a number of persons to the

 

I Sloat v. Royal Ins. Co., 49 Pa. 14, 18 (1865); 2 Wood,

Fire Ins. is 872-407.

I See Commercial Ins Co. v. Detroit Fire at )iar.Ins.

00., 88 Ohio St. 15-16 (1852): May, Ins. 5 11; Phillips,

Ins. 5 374.

' Phoenix Ins. Co. v. Erie Transp. Co., 117 U. S. 828

(1886), cases, Gray, J.; Sun Mut. ins. Co. v. Ocean Ins.

Co., 1(Y( id. 485, 510 (1882); 2 Kent, 278-79.

' First Nat. Bank of Kansas City v. Hartford ins. Co.,

95 U. S. 678 (1877), Harlan, J.; Grace v. American Cen

tral Ins. Co., 109 id. $2 (1888); liioulor v. American ins.

Co., 111 id. 84142 (1884); Dwight v. Germania Life Ins‘

Co., 103 N. Y. 347-48 (1886), cases; Travelers‘ Ins. Co. v

McConkey, 127 U. S. 666 (1888), cases
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execution of law in a city or a state; a rebell

ion; a revolt.I See MOB; Wan.

INTELLIGENCE. Discernment; un

derstanding; knowledge.

The possession of intelligence is not a test of sanity;

for with it there may be an absence of power to deter

mine the nature of the act, and its effect upon the sub

ject.‘

HVTEMPERATE. If the rule or habit

is to drink to intoxication when occasion

offers, and sobriety or abstinence is the ex

ception, then the charge of “ intemperate

habits ” is established. It is not necessary

that the custom be an every-day rule.‘

“Sober and temperate" does not imply total absti

nence from intoxicating liquor. The moderate, tem

perate use 01.’ intoxicating liquors is consistent with

sobriety.‘

While in a very clear case a court may assume that

certain facts disclose a case ot habitual intemperance,

or that they warrant the opposite conclusion, in the

main these are questions to be submitted to the jury.‘.

A life policy provided that it should be void it the

insured “ became so far intemperste as to impair

health, or induce delirium tremens.“ The trial court

charged that the “ impairment 01! health “ was not the

indisposition arising from a drunken debauch, but that

arising from such frequency of use as indicated an in

jurious addiction to the practice. Held, that it was for

the jury to decide whether death was caused by an

excessive use of stimulants.‘

See Dnusssnsnss; Hssrr; Ix-romosrs.

INTENDMENT. The correct under

standing or intention of the law; the true

meaning or'co1-rect policy of a law.

INTENT; INTENTION. Design; de

termination; purpose.

“Intent” implies purpose only-refers to

the quality of the mind with which an act is

done. “ Attempt" (q. 11.) implies an eiiort to

carry intent into execution."

Common intent. The ordinary meaning

of words.

 

‘County of Allegheny 1:. Gibson. 90 Pa. 417 (1879):

Worcester‘s Dict.

‘Ortwein v. Commonwealth. 76 Pa. 421 (1874); Ben

nett v. State, 57 Wis. 86 (1883).

I Tatum v. State. 68 Ala. 152 (1879), Stone, J.

‘ Brockway v. Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co., 9 F. R.

258 (1581). See Knickerbocker Life Ins. Co. 0. Foley,

105 U. S. 351 (1881); 122 id. 512; Union Muh Life Ins. 00.

v. Reif, 86 Ohio St. 599 (1881); 62 Ca.l.17B; 84 Iowa, 222;

70N.Y.l;O5;9R.I.8»i6;1F.&:F.735.

‘Northwestern liiut. Lil's Ins. Co. 1:. liiusksgon Bank,

122 U. S. 506 (1557), Miller, J.

‘Etna Life Ins. Co. v. Davey, 128 U. S. 74844 (1887);

N. W. Life Ins. Co. v. liiuskegon Bank, 12% id. 506 (1887),

distinguished.

' Prince 1:. Stats, 85 Ala 869 (1860), cases.

Criminal intent. Evil, malicious will

expressed in a criminal act.

While crime proceeds from a criminal mind, lgnor

ance of the law is not a defense.

General intent. A purpose to do some

thing in general: as 1, to benefit a class of

persons or objects by a charitable devise;

2, to violate law. Opposed, 1, particular

intent: an intent, expressed in a will,

which cannot be given effect,— see CY Pass;

and, 2, specific intent: applied to an act

done with a particular design.

When an act, in general terms, is indictable, a crim

inal intent need not be shown, unless, from the lan

guage or effect of the law, a purpose to require the

existence of such intcnt can be discovered. To intro

duce into the law the requisite of a guilty mind it must

appear that such was the intent of the lavv-ninker.I

Neglect to discharge a duty, or indifference to con

sequences, is, in cases. equivalentto a specific crim

inal intent.‘

“ Act" and " intention," in the phrase “ die by his

own act or intention,“ mean the same as "act “ alone,

for act implies intention.‘

A criminal intent and a criminal act make a crime.

But here a " specific intent ” and a “criminal intent "

are not to be confounded: they have nothing in com

mon except as mental operations. The former deter

mines the object toward which the act shall be di

rected; the latter that the act so directed shall be

done. The former, as part of the criminal act, must

be alleged and proved as any other portion of the act;

the latter is neither alleged nor proved, but inferred

from the commission oi’ the act. Thus, a criminal act

presumes criminal intent, though the accused was in

toxicated; but where the existence of a specific intent

is necessary to the act. a degree of drunkenness incom

patible with the formation of that intent negatives the

act and disproves the crime.‘ See further Cann; ht

DlC'1‘MEh"1‘; Mauca; Pnsncorrrrs.

intention is judged of with reference to voluntary

action.‘

When guilty knowledge is an ingredient of an of

fense, evidence may be given of the commission 01'

other acts oi‘ a like character where they are necessa

rily connected in time or place or as furnishing a clue

to the motive.‘ See further Gmurr.

Intention may be proved inductively by collateral

facts;'ss, in trespass, slander, libel, fraud, adultery,

questions of good faith, of prudence, etc.'

'Halsted 0. State, 41 N. J. L. 552, 559-91 (1879), cases,

Beasley, C. J. See also United States v. Bayaud,16

F. R. 8% (1888).

‘ United States 0. Thomson, 12 F. R. 245 (1882).

I Chapman 1:. Republic Ins. Co., 6 Bias. 240 (1874).

4 See 8 Greenl. Ev. 55 18-19; 1 Bish. Cr. L. 55 488-98;

Broom, Com. 876, 887-88; 2 Steph. Hist. Cr. Law Eng.

110-‘.3; Commonwealth v. Hersey, 2Allen, 179-81 (1661).

cases.

‘ Re Bininger, 7 Blatch. 267 (1870).

‘People v. Gibbs, 93 N. Y. 478 (1888); 68 id. 555.

' 1 Whart. Ev. SS 81437, cases.
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At common law, an intention to commit a felony

does not amount to the felony, though it did, by stat

ute, where the intention was to commit treason.‘

An intention to commit a fraud has been given the

force and effect of fraud.‘

“ Intent to injure and defraud " charges embezzle

ment, forgery,and like offenses.‘

As men seldom do unlawful acts with innocent in

tentionl, the law presumes a wicked intent from any

Inch act; but the prfma facie case thus made out may

be rebutted by showing the contrary. Thus, in mur

der, malice is presumed from the fact of killing.‘

Every person of sound mind is presumed to intend

the necessary, natural, or legal consequences of his

deliberate act,‘ This presumption may be conclusive.

as when the consequences must necessarily follow the

act; or be disputable, rebuttable by evidence of want

of intention. where the consequences do not necessa

rily follow the act. Thus, where one voluntarily points

nloaded pistol ate. vital part, the law declares that

the natural, inevitable consequence of that act is to

kill, provided the pistol be fired; and the individual

cannot be heard to say that he had no intent to kill.

50, when a debtor procures his property to be taken

on legal process. the eflect being to defeat or delay

the operation of a bankrupt act, he is held to have in

tended that effect.‘ The intention is the turning point

in an issue to decide whether a judgment against an in

solvent was obtained with a view to give a preference.'

Persons of sound mind and discretion are under

stood to intend, in the ordinary transactions of life,

that which is the necessary and unavoidable conse

quences of their acts, as they are supposed toknow

what the consequences of their acts will be in such

transactions. This rule applies in civil and criminal

cases. Exceptions may arise; as, where the conse

quences likely to flow from the act are not matters

of common knowledge, or where the act or the conse

quence is attended by circumstances tending to rebut

the ordinary probative force of the act or to exculpate

the intent of the agent — as, that the holder of a

warrant to confess judgment could enter Judgment to

get a preference.‘ See further (iossnqcnscns.

intention is gathered from all the things done. said,

written; in ordinary documents, any words express

ing it may be used. In wills it is “ the pole-star of in

terpretatlon,“ when no rule of law is violated. In

construing writings generally, the courts strive after

the intention, putting themselves in the place of the

party or parties.‘

See Aassoos; Corrraacrr; Domcm; Gamr; iono

usca; Swarm; Wiu.

 

' 4 Bl. Com. 221.

' 2 Pars. Contr. T72.

' United States v. Taintor, ll Blatch. 878 (1873).

‘1 Greenl. Ev. 584.

‘ Reynolds 1:. United States, 98 U. S. 187 (1878).

' Re Bininger, 7 Blatch. 268, 277 (1870), cases.

’ Little 1:. Alexander, 21 Wallv 500 (1874).

‘Clarion Bank v. Jones, 21 Wall. 837 (1874), Cliiford,

Justice.

'1 Greenl. Ev. if 287-89. As to presumptions, see

I) Alb. Law J. 66-70 (1884). cases; evidence of, 22 Cent.

Law J. 271 (1886), cases

HTTEB. L In the midst; among; be

tween. \

Used in Latin phrases. and in compound words; in

the latter, the simple words are sometimes separated

by a hyphen.

Inter alia. Among other things.

Inter alios. Among other persons——aa

to strangers. See Res, Inter, etc.

Inter.com. See Irrramm, Committitur.

Inter conjuges. Between husband and

wife.

Inter pares. Between equals — in capac

ity or opportunity.

Inter partes. Between persons —the im

mediate parties to an instrument. See Pans,

Inter, etc.

Inter rusticos. Among the unlearned.

Inter so, or sese. Between themselves.

Inter vivos. Between living persons.

See Gnrr.

INTERCOMMON. See COMMON, Right

of.

INTERCOURSE. Between nations and

the States, see COMMERCE. Between persons,

see Access: Couanrr.

INTERESSE. L. To be of interest to:

interest. See Irrrrnssr, 1.

Interesse termini. Interest in a term.

“ A bare lease does not vest any estate in the lessee,

but only gives a right of entry, which right is his in

terest in the term, or inieresse ter1m'ni.“ I

The right to the possession of a term at a future

time.‘ See Tnnnnms, 2

Pro interesse suo.

interest.

A party may intervene in litigation instituted by

others, pro 1'-ntereue mo.‘

INTEREST. I. Let.

cerns, is of importance to.

Interest reipublicm ut sit flnis litium.

It concerns the commonwealth that there be

an end to lawsuits. The general welfare re

quires that litigation be not interminable. 7

No maxim is more firmly established or of more

value in the administration of justice. It prevents re

peated litigation between the same parties in regard

to the same subject.‘

It prevents multiplicity of suits.’

In it originates the rule against circuity of action;

To the extent of his

It interests, con

 

‘ 2 B1. Com. 144, 814.

' 4 Kent, 106; 72 Mo. 5413.

I 106 U. S. b05.~

‘United States v. Throckmorton, Q U. B. 65 (1878);

Miles v. Caldwell, 2 Wall. 89 (1864); 8 Bl. Oom. KB.

l stark v. Starr, 94 U. B. 485 (1876); 71 PL177; 8 Porn

Contr. 6%.

(86)
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and it states the principle upon which rest statutes of

setoff and of limitations.

For this reason, the prevention of litigation is a

valid consideration.‘

For this reason, also, but one action lies for all the

articles converted by one act.‘

it is the policy of the law to settle in one suit the

interests of all parties in the subject-matter, leaving

as little room as possible for multiplicity of actions.I

2. Eng. (1) Concern, advantage, good;

share, portion, part, participation.‘

Concern, advantage, benefit. Such rela

tion to the matter in issue as creates a liabil

ity to pecuniary gain or loss from the event

of the suit.5 Opposed, disinterest.

In this sense a witness is said to be incompetent,

and a judge or juror disqualified, from interest.

At common law, a party could testify for himself

only when he alone knew the matter to be proved.

This was to prevent absolute failure of justice, where

his right to relief was shown by other evidence.‘

An interest disqualifying a witness, at common

law, must be legal, real, substantial, present, certain;

vested, andar parie. Interest in the question is not

meant, nor inclination arising from relationship,

friendship, or other motive.

The meaning is that parties legally interested in

the result are incompetent. This interest is to be real,

not merely apprehended, and in the event of the cause.

The true test mgards gain or loss by the judgment.

The degree is not regarded A remote, contingent,

uncertain interest does not disqualify. One may testify

against his interest; and an offer to release an interest

qualifies. Equal interest on both sides does not dis

qualify. Objection for interest must be made before

examination. Precisely what interest disqualifies is

largely a question for the court.’

But the common-law rule has been generally abro

gated. The effect of interest upon credibility is now

left to the jury to determine.‘ See further Paarr, 2;

Wrrsass.

(2) Right of property in a thing.

May denote the property itself, objectively

considered.’

A claim to advantage or benefit; any

I 1 Pars. Contr. 438; Smith, Contr. 179.

I Phillips 1:. Berick, 16 Johns. 140 (1811)). See also 106

I11. 108.

' Eckford 0. Knox, 67 Tax. 2050886); 2 Kan Law J.

80 (1885); 6 Tex. 446; 80 F. R. 911; 41 N. J. E. 443; 7

Mass. 482; 99 id. 203; 4 Allen, 478; 16 Gray, 27; 5 id.

197; 1111.802; 2iPick.61; i2id.i§; 21id.25B;20 £d.290;

15 id. 2%.

4 Fitch v. Bates, 11 Barb. 473 (1851).

lBouvier, Law Dict.; Inhabitants of Northampton

a. Smith, 11 liietc, 891-96 (1816), cases, Shaw, C. J.

‘United States v. Clark, 96 U. S. 41 (1877); 8 BL Com.

8'70; 1 Greenl. Ev. 5848.

' 1 Green]. Ev. $5 B86-430,cases.

'1Whart.Ev. $419;80Hun,667; 03PL156;Mid 20;

l5id.126; 82 Tex. 141.

‘Pierce U. Pierce, 14 B. L 517 (1884).

 

right, in the nature of property, loss than

title; title to a share.l

Spoken of as present or vested, contingent or

future, chattel or landed, beneficial, reversionary, un

divided, legal. equitable, etc.

The quantum depends upon the title in the pos

sessor. As respects realty, this may be freehold or

less; as respects chattels, it is joint,-— shared with

other persons; or several or sale, -—possessed by one

person exclusively, or by more than one, their inteb

ests then not being in common.

The chief use of the word is to designate some

right which cannot or need not be defined with precis

ion. In some connections it includes title; in others,

advantages less than title. Sometimes it is added to

words of more definite meaning by way of precaution

that no conceivable claim shall be omitted; sometimes

it signifies an undefined share.1 Compare Cull; DI

sass.

Community of interest. See Comm

NITY, 1.

Coupled with an interest. Said of an

agency in which the agent has a business in

terest, along with his principal.

A power coupled with an interest is where

the grantee has an interest in the estate as

well as in the exercise of the power.

It is determined to exist or not according as the

agent is found to have such estate or not before the

execution of the power. If his interest is only a right

to share the proceeds which result from the execution

of the power, he has no such power.I

Such a power survives the person giving it. and may

be executed after his death. This refers to an interest

in the thing itself, a power which accompanies, or ll

connected with, an interest.‘

Equitable interest. 'Such interest as is

cognizable in a court of equity. Legal in

terest. An interest cognizable in a court of

common law.

Immediate interest. See Inxsoura.

Interest or no interest. Refers to a

policy of insurance which is to be valid

whether the insured has or does not have an

insurable interest,4 q. v.

Opposing interest. At the meeting of the cred

itors of a bankrupt to elect an assignee, if no choice

was made, the judge, or, if there was “no opposing

interest," the register, appointed a person. This

meant, not merely an interest contending by vote for

the election of a particular person, but an interest in

 

I [Abbotfs Law Dict.

' Flanagan v. Brown, 70 Cal. 259 (1886); Brown 0.

Pforr, 38 id. 550 (1869); Hartley's Appeal, ii‘! Pa 21!

(1866); Fr-ink o. Roe, 70 Cal. 810 (1886).

' Hunt 1:. Rousmanier, 8 Wheat. W8 (1%), liarshall,

C. J.; Walker u. Walker, 126 U. 8.842 (15); 69 ‘M

899.

\ See 8 BL Corn. 460.
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wpposition to the power of appointment by the reg

later.‘

(8) Increase by way of compensation for

the use of money; price or reward for the

loan of money; a premium for the hire of

money; a reasonable equivalent for the tem

1Dra.ry inconvenience the lender of money

may feel by the want of it.2

Compensation allowed by law, or fixed by

the parties, for the use or forbearance of

money, or as damages for it detention.‘

A compensation for the loan or use of

money.‘

The measure of damages for money with

held upon contract.‘

Though interest, co nomine, may be a creation of

statute law. it is allowed as mulct or punishment for

some fraud, delinquency, or injustice of the debtor. or

from some injury done by him to the creditor.‘

Simple interest. Interest computed

solely upon the principal of the loan. Com

pound interest. Is reckoned upon the

principal for the first period, and thereafter

upon both principal and accrued interest;

interest upon interest.

“Compound interest" signifies the adding of the

growing interest oi’ any sum to the sum itself, and

than the taking of interest upon this accumulation.’

At interest. In ordinary parlance

" money at interest" refers more to money

loaned than to interest-bearing notes and ac

counts received for property sold.8

Ex-interest. Said of a sale of stocks or

bonds without interest already or soon pay

able. See Ex, 3.

With interest. When a note is made

payable at a future day, “ with interest” at

 

I R S. 55084; Re Jackson, 7 Bias. 287 (1876).

' [2 Bl. Com. 454.

‘Brown v. Hiatts, lb Wail. i8b (1872), Field, .1; Ln.

mmnce ()0. v. Piaggio, 16 id. 886 (1572), cases; Aurora

City 1.-. West, 7 id. 105 (1868), cases; Redfield o. Ystaly

(era iron Co., 110 U. S. l76 (1884); 12 F. R. 864; I

licCrnry, 394; 8 Saw. 139.

' Turner 1:. Turner, 80 Va. 881 (1886).

' London 1:. Taxing District, 104 U. S. 774 (1881). See

also 2 Cal. 568; 28 Conn. 20; 42 id. 528; 3 Dak. 460; 66

Ga. 501; 8 N. Y. 856; 87 id. 437; 13 Barb. 76; 80Pa. 841;

M id. 211.

'Ransselaer Glam Factory v. Reid, 5 Cow, 609-18

(1525), cases; Heldenheimer 2:. Ellis, 67 Tex. 428 (1887),

mes.

' Camp 1:. Bates, ii Conn. 601 (1886); Koshkonong 1!.

Burton, 104 U. S. 677 (1881), cases; 106 ill. Nil; 841’;

212.

' Wasaon a First Nat Bank of Indianapolis, 10!

ind. 212 (18%).

a prescribed rate per annum, such interest

does not become due or payable before the

principal, unless there is a special provision

to that eifect.I ‘

The rate, or sum, depends upon the usual or gen

eral inconvenience oi’ parting with the loan, and the

hazard of losing it entirely. Where the hazard is

peculiarly great, as in contracts of bottomry and re

spondcntia, policies of insurance, and annuities upon

lives, the rates are hlgh. Charging an exorbitant rate,

in an ordinary case, is usury,’ q. 1;.

As compensation for the use or detention of money,

has its origin in the usages of trade, by contract, or

by statute. Hence, the rules in regard to it are nadi

versified as the trade, habits of the people, and their

peculiar laws may be.I

Spoken of as lawful or legal, and unlawful or illegal.

excessive or usurious, as marine or maritime, etc.

Follows the principal as an incident.

Not chargeable upon claims against the assets of

an insolvent from the date of the assignment, or

against the estate of a decedent from the day of

death; nor upon an advancement; nor upon costs.

Where not stipulated as part of a contract, given as

damages for detaining money, property, or services,

and from the day of default.‘

' in torts, allowance as damages rests in the discre

tion of theijury. Has been allowed upon money ob

tained by fraud or detained by an oiiicer.l

The practice of the treasury department of the

United States has always been not to pay interest

upon claims against the government, without express

statutory authorization; and Congress has repeatedly

refused to pass any general law for the allowance of

interest.‘

Compound interest is not recoverable, unless there

has been a. settlement, or a judgment whereby the ag

gregate amount oi principal and interest due is turned

into a new principal; or where there is a specific

agreement to do so.’

It interest upon interest were allowed in all cases,

debts would increase beyond all ordinary calculation

and endurance; common business could not stand the

overwhelming accumulation.‘ '

See Bonus; Couros, Bond; Dnuons; Dnrosrr, 2;

Dlscotmr, 2; Was.

INTERFERENCE. Is used in the Re

vised Statutes prescribing proceedings when

an application is made for a patent which

 

I Tanner v. Dundee Land Investment Co., 12 F. R

018 (1882).

| 2 Bl. Com. 454.

I Stokcly v. Thompson. 34 Pa. 211 (1869).

0 United States v. Hills, 4 Clifl. 621422 (1878), cases.

' Lincoln 0. Claflin, 7 Wall. 189 (1868); Framr Q,

Bigelow Carpet Co., Ni bias. 127-28 (1886), cases,

¢ Angarica v. Bayard, 127 U. S. 260 (1888), cases,

' Stokely 1). Thompson, Camp 0. Bates, supra.

' Oonnecticut 0. Jackson. 1 Johns. Ch. '14 0814}

Kent, Ch. See generally Seileck u. Fran;-.h,1 Conn.

820814): l Am. L. C. 600—8-'2, cases; 26 Cent. Law J.

208 (1887), cases.
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may interfere with a pending application or

with a'n unexpired patent.l See PATENT, 2.

HVTERIM. II. Inter ipsum (tempus),

within that time: in the meantime, mean

while; provisionally.

Ad. interim. For the time intervening.

Interim committitur. In the mean

time, let him be committed; meanwhile he

will be kept in prison.

Abridged to "inter. com.," has been used for the

docket entry in cases where, until some further action

can be taken or proceeding be had, a prisoner is re

manded to jail; as, in a case of conviction for murder,

when sentence of death is pronounced,to be carried

into execution at a distant day.

Interim ofilcer. One appointed when

another, the principal, is absent, is incapable

of acting, or has not yet been chosen or fully

qualified.

Sometimes termed the ad interim oflicer. Such is

a provisional assignee, trustee, curator, guardian.

Interim order. An order taking eflect

provisionally, or until further direction; in

particular, an order made pending an appeal.

Interim receipt. A deposit or protee

tion receipt for money paid on a proposed

contract of insurance; also, ad interim re

ceipt.

Holds the applicant secure until his proposal is ac

cepted or rejected. Ifthe risk is not approved, the

money is returned, less the premium for the time

being.‘

INTERLINEATION. See ALTERATION,

2; BLANK, 2.

I]N'TEB.LOCUTOIB.Y.a Intervening—

happening, accruing, or imposed between the

commencement and the termination of pro

ceedings — during the progress of an action at

law or of a suit in equity: as, interlocutory —

costs, decree, judgment, order, report, qq. v.

Compare FINAL.

INTERMARRIAGE. See MARRIAGE

INTERMIXTURE. Ste Aocsssmn.

INTERN.‘ To imprison by restricting to

a limited territory: as, to intern a political

prisoner within a city or upon an island.

HVTERNAL. See IMPROVEMENT; Rav

ILNUE.

INTERNATIONAL. See EX'l'RADlTlON;

Law; NATION.

 

' See R. S. § 4904; Gold Separating Co. v. Disintegrat

lng Co., 6 Blatch. 310 (1869).

' See illay, Ins. §§ 57-59.

‘L. interloqui, to speak in between.

‘L. tnkniua: intro, within.

CIO._ See MIh'XSTER, 8.

INTERPLEAD. To become parties liti

gant; to determine a dispute by judicial

action. .

Interpleader; bill 01’ interpleader.

Where a person, who owes a debt to one of

the parties in a suit, but, till the determina

tion of it, he knows not to which one, desires

that they may interplead, that he may be

protected in making the payment.1

The stakeholder prays that the court judge between

the claimants, to whom the thing belongs, and that he

be indemnified. He alleges that the persons have pre

ferred a claim against him, and for the same thing,

that he has no beneficial interest in the matter, and that

he cannot determine, without hazard, to which of them

the thing or right belongs.’

The plaintiff must have no interest in the thing, no

adequate remedy at law, and be ignorant of the rights

of the claimants.‘

It the thing claimed is a sum of money, the holder

may pay it into court.

The bill will not lie if the complainant sets up an

interest in the subject-matter of the suit, and the m

llef sought relates to that interest. The relief sought,

in a bill in the nature of a bill of lnterpleader, must

be equitable.‘

In cases of adverse independent legal titles, the

party holding the property must defend himself as

well as he can at law.‘

DNTERPRETATIO. L. Expounding,

explanation: construction, interpretation,

q. 1:. .

Ex antecedentibus et consequent

ibus, fit optima interpretatio. From

what things go before and come after, the

best explanation is had. A doubtful word

or passage may be best understood by refer

ence to the whole instrument—deed, will,

contract, statute. Intention may be read in

the light of surrounding circumstances.‘

Compare NOSCITUR, A sociis.

INTERPRETATION. Is used inter

changeably with “construction." Opposed,

misinterpretation.

The act of finding out the true sense of

any form of words, that is, the sense their

X [8 Bl. Corn. 448.

' Atkinson 1:. Marks, 1 Cow. 708 (1823).

I Howe Machine Co. 0. Giflord, 66 Barb. 599 (1872).

See also 2 Paige, Ch. 200; 2 Story, Eq. Ch. XX.

' Killian v. Ebbinghaus, 110 U. S. 571 (1884), casea

'2 Story, Eq. 5 820; Third Nat. Bank 1!. Lumber Co.,

182 Mass. 410 (1882), cases. See generally liic.\iunn v.

(larothers, 4 Clarke, Pa., 184-86 (1848); 8 Pomeroy, Eq.

55 1310-29.

' 2 Bl. Com. 879; 1Greeni. Ev. 55231, 48?; 71 P; M;

76 Va. 714.
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author intended; and of enabling othersto

derive from them the same idea.1

Properly precedes construction, but does not go be

yond the written text.‘ See further Consrnucriox;

l.\"l'ERPRE'I'AT!O.

INTERPRETEB. One who translates

the testimony of witnesses speaking a foreign

tongue. for the benefit of the court and jury.

His re-statement is not hearsay; it may be im

peached tor inaccuracy.‘

INTEBROGATORY. One of a series

or set of written questions prepared by coun

sel for the examination of a partyto a suit in

equity.

A formal question, in writing, for the

judicial examination of a party or awitness."

Direct or original interrogatory. An

interrogatory exhibited by the party who

calls a witness in the first instance. Counter

or cross interrogatory: is exhibited by the

adverse party. '

Fishing interrogatory. hquries after

a matter as to which proponent‘ has no right

to a discovery.

Suggestive interrogatory.

the answer desired.

Interrogatories accompany bills in the nature of

discovery, proceedings for contempt, attachment in

execution against garnishoes. commissions to take tes

timony out of court. They are subject to the same

rules as examinations in court.‘

See Cmscnar, Bill in; DEPOSITION; Dmcovxnr, 6;

EXANISATION, 9; QUESTION, 1.

INTEBSECT. Ordinarily, to cross.‘

A railroad which runs along a turnpike so as to re

quire a change in the traveled path, does not intersect

the turnpike.‘

Roads intersect at their middle lines.’

INTER-STATE. See COMMERCE; Ex

TRADITION, 2: STATE, 3 (2).

INTERVAL. See Loom INTERVAL

INTERV'ENE.' To file a claim or a de

tense in a suit instituted by or against others.

Int-ervener; intervenor. One who ap

plies to be heard as an original party in an

other‘s suit, he being interested in the result

of the suit.

Indicates

 

ILleher, Herm. 23; 14 How. Pr. 272; 36 N. J. L. M;

1 Bl. Com. 59.

'2 Pars. (‘ontr., 7 ed., 491 (a).

I1 Whn|1. EV. $493.

‘See8Bl. Com.-138; 4 ((1.287; 5 N. J. L. 772.

‘See Biacholsheim 1:. Baltzer, 20 Blatclx 281 (1882).

' State 11. New Haven, &c. R. Co., 45 Conn. 844 (1877).

' Springfield Road, 78 Pa. 1290878); 74 id. 259.

' L. Inter-venire. to come in between.

565 INTOXIUATE

Intervention. The act or proceeding by

which one, on his own motion, becomes I

party to a suit pending between others: as,

in a case in equity or in admiralty. Opposed,

non-intervention.

INTESTATE. 1, adj. Without a will;

the status of a person who dies without hav

ing disposed of his property by means of a

will, and the condition in which the property

itself stands before the law: as, intestate

estate, property, laws. Opposed, testate.

2, n. A person who has died without leav

ing a valid will: as, an intestate, an intes

tate’s estate or property.1 Opposed, testator.

Intestacy. Dying without a will; the

state or condition of one who dies without

having made a valid testamentary disposi

tion of his property. Opposed, testacy.

Intestable. VVithout capacity to make a

valid will; also, incapable of transfer by will.

Opposed, testable. See further TESTACY2

DISTRIBUTION, 2; Dascnrwr.

INTIMATE. Compare Acomunrnn.

That a man has been “ intimate" with another‘!

wife, does not of necessity import criminnlty.I

INTIMIDATION. See Bovcorrrsa;

Dom-:ss; Enncnos, 1; FEAR; STRIKE, 2.

INTOXICATE. To become inebriated

or drunk.a

Intoxicated. Drunk, from use of spirit

uous liquor.‘

Whenever any other Idea is intended other words

are used; as, in saying that a person is intoxicated or

drunk with opium, ether, or laughing gas.‘

Intoxicating liquor. “Intoxicating

liquors or mixtures thereof” are liquors

which will intoxicate and which are com

monly used as beverages for such purpose;

also, any mixture of such liquors as, retain

ing their intoxicating qualities, it may fairly

be presumed may be used as a beverage and

become a substitute for the ordinary intoxi

cating drinks.°

In the absence of evidence to the contrary, boat

will always be presumed to be an intoxicating liquor.‘

But “ intoxicating " and “ spirituous“ not being

 

' See 2 Bl. Com. 294.

' Adams 0. Stone, 181 Mass. 488 (1881).

' Mullinlx v. PeopleI 76 H1. 213 (1875).

' State v. Kelley, 47 Vt. 296 (1875).

' intoxicating-Liquor Cases, 25 Kan. 767 (1881)

Brewer, J.; State v. McGlnnis, 30 Minn. 52 (1882).

‘State 0. Teissedre, 30 Ken. 451 (1883); Briifltt Q.

State. 58 Wis. 41(1883), cases; 0 Kan. 871; 16 Mo. ass;

14 Ohio, 586;12 G!-ay,29; 68 N. Y. 217; 11 B. l. W.
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qnonymous, an indictment for unlawful sales of

“ spirituous and intoxicating “ liquors is not supported

by proof of sales of liquors which are intoxicating but

not spirituous.l

See further Connrnos; Dscsxszmnss; Lmcos; Pon

IUY. Public.

DITRA. See Isms; Uurns.

INTRINSIC. See VALUE.

INTROMISSION. Dealings in stock,

goods, or cash of a principal, coming into the

hands of his agent, to be accounted for by

the agent.2

INTRUDER. A person who enters upon

land when he has no right.’ Compare

Squarrna. See LAND, Public.

Intrusion. Injury by ouster, or amotion

of possession from the freehold: the entry of

a stranger, after a particular estate of free

hold is determined, before him in remainder

or reversion.‘ _

INUNDATION. See A01‘, 1, Of God;

Wmssoouass.

INUIRE.5 To serve to the use, benefit, or

advantage of some one; to take or have ef

feet; to operate.

As, that discharge of the principal lnures to the

benefit of the surety; that confirmation of a title in

nres to the grantee; that a grant by the state inures

to the intent expressed.‘

Inurement. Use, user, usage.

Passage of title by inurement and estoppel is the

work of the common law and legislation.’

INVALID, adj. See VALID.

INVALID, 11. See Wrmass.

INVASION. See Wan.

INVEIGLE. See KIDNAPING ; Psnsuann.

]:N“VENTIO1‘T.8 Finding out, by some

eifort of the understanding; not merely put

ting two things together, although never

done before.0

The process of thought and experiment by

which some new machine, composition, de

sign, improvement or other article or thing

is brought into existence; also, the thing

itself thus produced.

I Commonwealth v. Livermore, 4 Gray, 20 (1855).

' Stewart 1:. li1‘K6an, 29 E. L. & Eq. 891 (1855), Alder

son. B.

I [O'Donnell 1:. McIntyre, 16 abb. N. Gas 88 (1886).

*3 Bl. Com. 169; 9111. 170.

IL. in urc, in operation, work, use. Preferred to

cnure.

' See 2 Bl. Com. 3-17.

' Dickerson v. Colgrove, 100 U. S. 583, 584 (1879).

' F. inventer, to devise: L. in mire, to come upon,

Ind out.

° Earle v. Sawyer, 4 Mas. 5 (1825), Story, J.

 

The applicant for‘a patent must be the first as well

as the original inventor; and a subsequent inventor,

although an original inventor. is not entitled to a

patent, if the invention is perfected and put into actual

use by the first and original inventor. Until an inven

tion ls perfected and adapted to use, it is not patent

able. An invention resting in mere theory, or in

intellectual notion, or in uncertain experiments. and

not actually reduced to practice and embodied in

some distinct machinery, apparatus, manufacture, or

composition of matter, is not patentable.‘

rl‘he patent law requires a thing to be new as well as

useful. To be new, it must be the product of original

thought or inventive skill, and not a more formal and

mechanical change of what was old and well-known.

But the efl’ect produced by change is often an appro

priate, though not a controlling, consideration in de

termining the character of the change itself.I

Merely turning down and cementing the edges of

celluloid collars in the form of a hem is not invention.’

It is becoming more and more difiicuit to distin

guish between skill and invention. Asthe standard of

skill in mechanics is raised, the standard of invention

is also raised.‘ 0

Useful invention. Such invention as

may be applied to some beneficial use in so

ciety. in contradistinction to an invention

which is injurious to the inorals, the health,

or the good order of society.‘

All improvement is not invention; to en

title it to protection it must be the product of

some exercise of the inventive faculties, and

involve something more than what is obvious

to persons skilled in the art.‘

The improvement must be distinct from the con

ception which originated the original nrticle or prod

uct. A mere carrying forward or new or more

extended application of the original thought, a change

only in form, proportion, or degree, the substitution

of equivalents, doing substantially the same thing in

the same way by substantially the same means with

better results, is not such invention as will sustain a

patent.’

 

1 Reed 11. Cutter, 1 Story, 596, 599 (1841), Story, J.

' The Stanley Works v.Sargent & Co., 8 Blatch. 346

(1871), Shipman, J. See also Smith 1:. Goodyear Co., N

U. S. 495 (1876); Washburn & Moan Manuf. Co. v.

Haish, 10 Biss. 72-75 (1880); Western Electric Light Co.

v. Chicago Electric Light liianuf. Co., 11 id. 421‘ (1882);

Gardner v. Herz, 118 U. S. 180 (1880), cases, Biatchford,

J.; Pomace Holder 00 o. Ferguson, 119 id. 838 (18%),

cases.

I Celluloid liianuf. Co. v. Zylonlte Novelty Co., K I‘.

R. 617 user).

l Wilcox v. Bookwalter, 81 F. R. 229 (18811

' Bedford 0. Hunt, 1 Mas. 808 (1617), Story, 0.; ‘.5 W is

442; 13 N. H. 818.

' Pearce v. Mulford. 102 U. S. 118 (B8)), Strong, .1.

" Smith v. Nichols, "21 Wall. 1l9(18’i'-i), Swayne, J. See

also Stephenson v. Brooklyn R. Co., 114 U. S. 154 (1885;

cases.
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Inventor. He who originally contrives

or devises a new article or thing.

inventors are a meritorious class generally. and

iavored inlaw.l Acts intended todetermine thovalue.

utility. or success of an invention are liberally con

ltrued.‘ But inventors must comply with statutory

conditions. They cannot. without canse;hold an ap

plication pending more than two years.‘

Exact description is requisite: that the government

may know what it has granted. and what will b(‘('("Ylle

public property when the patent expires; that licen

sees may know how to use the invention; and that

subsequent inventors may know what portion of the

fleld has been occupied.‘ .

\\'hile an agreement to assign in grow a man's

future labors does not address itself favorably to the

courts. an inventor may dispose of his invention and

bind himself to assign to the purchaser any improve

manta he may thereafter make; and a pecuniary in

terest in the sale 01 the patent dom not seem to be

necessary to the validity of such a bargain.‘

See further Omornanrrv; i’srssr, 2; TELEPHONE

Cass: Use. :2. Useful.

INVENTORY.‘

articles of property.

A list or schedule, or enumeration of the

articles of property, setting out the names of

the different articles. either singly or in

classes" .

Accounts of the items of property levied upon are

called inventories; and insolvents file inventories oi’

assets. A more common use is in the administra

tion of the estates of decedents. The representative.

at the outset. flies an inventory of the assets. This is

made by two or more fair-minded persons as sworn

appraisers. The representative is then charged with

the amount of the inventory. Articles not converted

into money. and disbursements. may afterward be al

lowed as credits. The inventory exhibits to creditors.

legatees. and distrihutees. the nature and amount of

the estate.

The inventory made by a landlord who distrains for

rent should be full enough to inform the tenant of the

articles distrained. for which he may have l writ of

replevin.'

INVENTUS. See Fmv, 3.

DYVEST. 1. To clothe with power or

authority. See VEST.

2. In common parlance, to put out money

on interest.

A list or schedule of

 

' Wilson v. Rousseau, 4 How. 674 (1846).

‘Jennings 1:. Pierce. 15 Blatch. 45-46 (18?8). cases:

Lyman v. Biaypole. 19 F. R. 735. 113?-44 0&4). cases.

‘ Plrming-lliachine Co. 1:. Keith. 101 U. S. 485(18‘i9).

‘Tucker v. Tucker llianut. Co., 4 Cll.I!. 400 (1876),

Cliflord. J.; Parker v.'Stiles. 6 McLean. 55 (1849).

I Agplnwali Mannt. Co. 0. Gill. $2 F. R. 700 (1887).

Bradley. J.

‘ 1.. in-oenire. to find.

' [Silver Bow Mining Co. v. Lowry. 5 Monta. 621 (1886).

‘Richards 1:. l!icUraI-h. 100 Pa. 400 (1882); 69 Win 408.

To place money so that it will yield I

profit; as commonly understood, to give

money for other property.‘

Includes. but is not restricted to. “ loan." ‘

Does not universally import preservation or a per

manent keeping for the purpose of collecting income.

" It is not uncommon to hear it said that the beat in

vestment of money is in paying debts." ‘

Invested. A sum represented by any

thing but money is invested.‘

Money loaned is invested in a debt against the bar

rower, re[:anlless 0! the evidence.‘

Investment. Laying out money in such

msnn .-r that it may produce a revenue,

whether the particular method be a loan or

the purchase of stocks, securities. or other

property. In common parlance, putting out

money on interest, either by way of loan or

by the purchase of income-producing prop

erty. ‘

An investment of money in the business of another

is more than a loan: it isa contribution to the capital.‘

Neglect by a trusteeto invest moneys in his hands is

a breach of trust. and ground for removal.‘

The rule is everywhere recognized that a trustee.

when investing property in his hands. is bound to act

honestly and faithfully. and to exercise a sound dis

cretion. such as men of ordinary prudence and intri

ligcnce use in their own aflairs. In some jurisdictions.

no attempt hasbeen made to establish 11 more definite

rule; in others. the discretion has been confined. by

the legislature or the courts. within strict limits.‘

IITVESTIGATION. Inquiry by obser~

vation. experiment, or discussion.10

The Penal Code of New York. 5 79. makes it com

pulsory upon persons concerned in bribery to testify

“upon any trial or investigation" thereof.

their testimony not to be used against them in any

subsequent proceeding. This does not refer to an

“investigation “ in the course oi‘ a criminal prosecu

tion. but to any inquiry in the conduct of which per

sons may be called by authority to testify. and hence

includes an inquiry directed by the legislature. and

conducted by any of its committees."

I Neel 1'. Beach. 92 Pa. 228 (1879).

‘Shoemaker v. Smith. 87 1nd. 127 (1871).

‘ New England Life Ins. Co. (1. Phillips. 141 Mesa

5-10. 543 (1886).

‘Parker Mills 1;. Commissioners. 23 N. Y. 244 (1861).

‘Jennings v. Davis. 81 Conn. 140 (1862). See also 9

Cow. 678; 1 Edw. 518; 10 Gill. & J. 299.

‘ Una v. Dodd. 89 N. J. E. 186 (1884), Van Fleet, V. C.

See also People v. Utics Ins. Co., 15 Johns. ‘$92 (1818).

7 Lyon 1:. Zimmer, 80 F. R. 410 (1887).

‘ Cm-ender ti. Ca-vendor. 114 U. S. 478 (1885). cases.

‘ Lamar v. liiicou. 112 U. S. 465-70 (1884). cases. Gray

-1.; New England Trust Co. v. Eaton, 140 Mass. 53$

(1886). cases; 23 Am. Law Reg. 21744 (1886). cases

1‘ Wright v. Chicago, 48 I11. 290 (1865).

" People 0. Sharp. 107 N. Y. 427 (1887).
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INVESTITURE. A grant of land in

feudal ages was perfected by the ceremony

of corporal investiture: open and notorious

delivery of possession in the presence of other

vassals.

Made by putting a cuts], a robe, upon the tenant.

Perpetuated memory of the transaction at a time when

writing was little known.I Bee Druwmv. l.

INVIOLABLE. See Inram.

INVIOLATE. See JURY, Trial by.

INVITATION. See Nnor rower.

INVITUS. L. Against the will; unwill

ing.

Ab invito. From an unwilling person.

In invite. Against a resisting party.

Frequently applied to proceedings against a party

who opposes the demand made upon him. and also to

the judgment or decree made in such case. Taxes are

lid to be levied in invitum.

Invito domino. The owner being un

willing.

Said of the " taking " in larceny.

IITVOICEJ A document transmitted

from the shipper to his factor or consignee,

containing the particulars and prices of the

goods shipped.‘

A written account of the particulars of

merchandise shipped to a purchaser, factor

or consignee, with the value or prices and

charges annexed.‘

Invoice cost or price. Sometimes, the

prime price or cost of goods, whether there

is an invoice in fact or not.‘

An invoice is not a bill of sale. nor is it evidence of

a sale. It is a mere detailed statement of the nature.

quality, and cost or price of things invoiced. and is as

appropriate to a bailment as to a sale. It does not of

itself necessarily indicate to whom the things are

sent. or even that they have been sent at all. Hence,

standing alone, it is never regarded as evidence of

title.‘ See BO0K<ENTRlEB.

INVOLUNTABY. See VOLUNTARY.

IPSE. L. He himself. Ipsud, it itself;

the very same.

Ipsissimis verbis.

words. See VERBUM.

In the identical

 

I 8 Bl. Com. 58. 811.

IA corruption of cnvois, Engv plural of F. envoi, a

‘lending.

‘Le Roy 1;. United Ins. Co., 7 Johns. ‘(£54 (1811).

‘Pipes 0. Norton. 47 Miss 76 (1872), Tarbell. J.; 16

Op. Att.-Gen. 160.

' Sturm v. Williams, 6 Jones & S. 842 (1874); 7 Johns.

’35i.

' Dows 1:. Nat. Exch. Bank of Milwaukee, 91 U. S. 68)

(1875), Strong, J. Bee 8 Wash. 124, 155; 4 Abb. Ap.

Dec. 7!

Ipso facto. By the mere fact.

Ipso ju.re. By the law itself.

IRON GLAD OATH. See OATH, 0!

office.‘

IRREGULAR. See Ennomrous; Rao

ULAR.

IRRELEVANT. See RELEVANT.

IRREPARABLE. See INJURY.

IBRESISTIBLE. See Accrnsxr ; Foaca.

IRBESPONSIBLE. See Rrsrossmur.

IRREVOCABLE. See Ravens.

IRRIGATION. See AQUA, Currit, etc.;

RIPARIAN.

IS. L. That one; he.

Inflections: id, ei, ejua, ea, qq. v.

ISSIl]N"Z['.l Introduced a statement that

special matter amounted to a denial — " the

general issue with an issint." 3

ISSUABLE. See Issue, 8.

ISSUE.S 1, v. To send out: as, to issue

a writ or process.

A process is “issued" when made out and placed

in the hands of a person authorized to serve it, with a

bona fide intent to have it served.‘ '

n. A causing to go forth: as, the issue of

an order or writ. the issue of letters patent or

letters testamentary. Compare EXIRE, Exit.

Re-issue; re-issued. Refer, in particu

lar, to a continuation of an original patent.

\Vhence re-issuable.

Whenever a patent is inoperative or defective. by

reason of a defective or insufllcient specification or

claim of more than the applicant has a right to as

new, it the error has arisen by inadvertence. accident,

or mistake. and without deceptive intention. the com

missioner of patents. on the surrender of such patent.

shall cause a new patent to issue in accordance with

the corrected specification. The surrender takes ef

feet from the issue of the amended patent, and runs

for the unexpired term of the original patent. lam

new matter may not be introduced.‘

The surrender of valid patents. and the granting of

re-issued patents thereon. with expanded or BQllI\‘l)\HLI

claims. where the originnlwas clearly neither " inoper

ative nor invalid." and whose specification is neitlmr

“defective or insufllcient.“ is a great abuse oi‘ the

privilege granted, and productive oi’ great injury to

the public.‘

A re issue must be for the same invention. and. in

 

I Norm. F.. thus. so.

' Gould. Pl. 818; 4 Rawle. B3.

' F. iuir: L. ex-ire, to go out.

‘ Mills 1:. Corbett. 8 How. Pr. GB (1858); klgg u

Thompson, 17 S. C. 878 (1).

I R. s. §§ 4916, 4895.

' Burr v. Duryee, l Wall. 577 (1868). Grier, J.; lea».

u. Campbell. 104 U. S. 871 (1881).
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iudgment of law, is only a continuation of the original

patent.1

It, on comparing a re-issue with its original. the

former appears on its face to be tor a diiilerent inven

tion from that described or indicated in the laRer, it

must be declared invalid.I

A re-issue can only be granted for the same inven

tion which was originally patented. it it were other

wise. a door would be opened to the admission of the

greatest frauds. Claims and pretensions shown to be

unfounded at the time, might, after the lapse oi! a few

years, a change of officers in the patent oflice, the

death oi’ witnemes, and the dispersion of documents,

be set up anew, and a reversal of the first decision be

obtained without an appeal, and without any knowl

edge oi’ the previous investigations on the subject.

New light breaking in upon the patentee as the prog

re- of improvement goes on, and as other inventors

enter the field, and his monopoly becomes less and less

necessary to the public, might easily generate in his

own mind an idea that his invention was really broader

than had been set forth in the specification of his pab

out It is easy to see how such new light would natu

rally be reflected in a reissue of the patent, and how

unjust it might be to third parties who had kept pace

with the march of improvement.‘

By a curious misspplication ot the law it has come

to be principally resorted to for the purpose of enlarg

ing and expanding patent claims And the evils which

have grown from the practice have assumed large

proportions. Patents have been so expanded and

idealized, years after their first issue, that thousands

ot mechanics and manufacturers, who had just reason

to suppose that the fleld of action was open, have been

Obllged to discontinue their employments, or to pay

an enormous tax for continuing them.‘

The patentee has no rights except such as grow out

of the re-issued patent. No damages can be recovered

for any acts of infringement committed prior to the

reissue. The reason is, the original patent, which is

mrrendcred, becomes extinguished by a re-issue.I

Whether there was an “ inadvertent“ mistake in

the specification, is, in general, a matter oi’ fact for the

commissioner of patents to decide; but whether the

application for re-issue is made within a reasonable

time is a matter of law, which the courts may deter

mine by comparing the re-issued patent with the orig

inal, and. it necessary, with the records in the patent

oiiice when presented by the record.‘

A patentee who imposes words of limitation upon

his claim, especially so when required by the patent

1 Read v. Bowman, 2 Wall. 604 (1864). Cliflord, J.

IBall v. Langles, 102 U. S. 130 (1880), cases. Strong, J.

‘Swain Turbine & iiianul. Co. v. Ladd, 102 U. S. 418

(18&)), Bradley, J.; Parker & Whipple Co. 11. Yale Lock

Co., 1% id. 87, 97 (1887).

' Miller 0. Bridgeport Bm-as Co., 104 U. S. 868 (1881),

Bradley, J.

‘Peck 1;. Collins, 108 U. S. 664 (1880),Bradley,J. See

I-lsoib. 791; Heald 12. Rice, 104 id. 749 (1881); Wing v.

Anthony, 106 id. 147 (1S8'J\; liloflitt v. Rogers, ib. 4%,

(Q (1832), cases; 18 Blatch. 531; 17 F. R. 236.

'Mahn v. liarwood, 112 U. S. 850-60 (1884), cases,

Bradley, J.; Hoaldn v. Fisher, 125 (d. M (1888). uses.
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office in taking out his re~issue, isbound by such limit

ations in subsequent suits on the re-issued patenill

See Prrnrr, 2.

2, v. To put into circulation; to emit,

q. v.: as, to issue bank notes, bonds, script.

n. All of a class or series of like securities

or instruments for the payment of money

put forth at one time.2

3, n. The disputed point or question.‘

A single, certain, and material point, aris

ing out of the allegations or pleadings of the

parties, and generally made by an aflirmative

and a negative.‘

When the parties come to a point which is sfllrmed

on one side, and denied on the other, they are said to

be “at issue.“ All debate is then contracted into a

single point, which must be determined in favor of one

of the parties.‘

Issuable. Permitting an issue to be

framed: as, issuable matter, or plea; to plead

issuably.

Issue, e.-ritus, is the end of all pleadings. It is upon

a matter 0! law or oi fact. An issue upon a matter 0!

law is called a demurrer, g. V. An issue of fact is

where the fact only, and not the law, is disputed.‘

When either side denies the facts pleaded by his an

tagonist, he usually “tenders an issue." It the denial

comes from the defendant, the form is “And of this

he puts himself upon the country; " it from the plaintr

itlf, the form is " And this he prays may be inquired of

by the country " -— a jury. Thereupon the otherpsrty

subjoins " And the said A does the like." Which done,

the issue is said to be " joined." both parties agreeing

to rest the late of the cause upon the truth of the fact

in questl0n.'

Thus also in equity, the plaintiff may aver, in reply,

that his bill is true, certain, and sufllcient, and defend

ant's answer the reverse, which he is ready to prove an

the court shall award; upon which the detendant ro

jolns, averring the like on his side.I

Collateral issue. An issue upon an in

cidental matter.‘

Feigned issue. As no jury is summoned

to attend a court of equity, a matter of fact,

strongly controverted, is directed to be tried

at the barof acourt of law, upon a “ feigned "

issue. This is an action wherein the plaint

 

l Crawford 1;. Heysinger, 128 U. S. 600 (1887), cases,

Blatchtord, J.

' See 8 Mich. 104; 2 McCrary, 4-19; 17 Barb. 841.

' Seller 1;. Jenkins, V7 Ind. 438 (188-1).

‘Simonton v. Winter. 5 Pet. ‘I49 (1831); Gould, Pl.

279.

‘ 8 Bl. Com. 813. See 2Ark.10i; 30C0nn. 488; 560;

61; 9 Gill, 258; 2 N. J. E. 157; 51 Wis. 77.

'3 Bl. C0111. 814-15; 2 N. J. E. 157; 51 Wit 7l

'8 B1. Com. 818, 315; 57 N. H. 164. ,

'3 Bl. Com. 448.

' See 4 Bl. Com. 8%.
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iii, by a fiction, declares that he laid a wager

with the defendant, and then re-avers the ‘

truth of the fact, and therefore demands the

amount of the wager. The defendant admits

the wager, but denies the truth of the fact.

whereupon the issue is joined, which is di

rected to be tried out of chancery. This is

sue is also used in the courts of law by con

sent, to determine some disputed right with

out the formality of pleading, and to save

time and expense.1

A frequent use is in the trial of issues devisavit vel

mm, q. v.

A feigned issue is a mode of procedure adopted

from the civil law by courts of iawas well as courts of

equity as a means of having some question of fact

arising incidentally, and to be made the foundation of

an order or decree, determined by the verdict of a

jury. It is called a “ feigned" issue for the reason

that its object is not the establishment of a legal right

on which a judgment shall regularly follow, but the

ascertainment by a formal issue of some issue of fact

arising in another cause, and material to the decision

of the latter. For convenience of trial the issue must

be given the form of a common-law action, with ap

propriate pleadings, and an issue thereon; but, never

theless, the nature and purpose of the issue give it

character as a feigned issue or otherwise, and not the

form in which the issue is expressed.I

Formal issue. Framed according to rule;

opposed to informal issue.

General issue.

whole declaration, without oifering any spe

cial matter whereby to evade it. Leaves

everything open — the fact, the law, and the

equity of the case.

Special issue. Denies some one substan

tial point as decisive of the whole cause.‘

Common general issues: nil or nihil debet; non as

rumpsli; non cepit; non detinet; non at factum;

not guilty; nul tiel record; nulla bona; plea: adnn'n

istrauit; rein en arrears, qq. v.‘

Material issue. Framed upon a matter

decisive of the question in dispute. Imma

terial issue. Framed upon a point not de

cisive of the right.°

In equity practice. a material issue is an issue upon

I (act which has some bearing upon the equity sought

to be established.‘

Matter in issue. That matter upon

which the plzintiil‘ proceeds by his action,

I [8 Bl. Com. 452.

I American Dock. &c. Co. v. Trustees of Public

Schools. 37 N. J. E. 269 (1883), Depue, J.

570

Traverses and denies the 1

ITINERANT

and which the defendant controverts by his

pleadings.1

4, 11. Issues: rents and profits of realty:

as, in the expression, “ rents, issues, and

profits.” 1

5, n. Heirs of the body; all ones lineal

descendants indefinitely: as, in the expres

sions, issue of body, failure of issue, die with

out issue.‘

In wills and deeds of settlement, while “issue “ is

construed to include grandchildren, " child " or “ chil

dren " is not, unless a contrary intent is clear.‘ _

“lssue" necessarily includes children; but “chil

dren “ does not include more remote issue.‘

In a will. " issue " means, prima. facie, the same as

“ heirs of the body,“ and in general is to be construed

as a word of limitation. But this construction will

give way if there be on the face of the instrument suf

ficient to show that the word was intended to have less

extended meaning, and to be applied only to children

or to descendents of a particular class or at a particu

lar time.‘

in a devise, “issue “ is sword of purchase or of

limitation, as best answers the intention; in a deed, it

is always a word of purchase.’

Issue of body. Is more flexible than

“ heirs of the body;” courts more readily in

terpret the former as synonymous with " chil

dren ” and a mere description of persons.8

See Cnn.n; Drscnso; Du, Without issue; Fnums;

Esra; Sasm.sv‘s Cass; TAIL; Wu.n, 2.

ITA. See Lax, Ita, etc.

ITEM.9 1. In like manner; after the

same manner; likewise; also; again.

2. A particular in an account or bill.

Accouur, 1 ; BALANCE.

Formerly used in wills to mark a new paragraph or

division after the first paragraph — which was the im

primis." See A150: FIRST.

IT]1‘TERi;LNT. See CIRCUIT.

|Klng 1:. Chase, 15 N. H. 16 (1844), Parker, 0. J.; 65

id. 592; 58 id. 117, 471; 4 F. R. 890; 18 Blatch. 457.

' 3 Bl. Com. 280; Perot‘s Appeal, 102 Pa. 256 (1888).

' Holland 1:. Adams, 8 Gray, 1021 (1855), Shaw, 0. J.;

I40 1Viam.26T;60 N. H. 451.

‘ lngrnham v. Meade. 3 Wall. Jr. 42 (1855); Adams 0.

Law, 17 How. 4-21 (1S5~i).‘

° Blgel-aw u. lliorong, 103 Mass. 289 (1869).

' Taylor v. Taylor, 63 Pa. 453 (1870), Sharswood. J.;

Kleppner v. Laverty, 70 id. 72 (1871); Robin: 0. Quin

livcn, 79 id. 385 (1875); Wister 11. Scott, 105 id. 2)0,214—1l

(1884), cases; Reinoehl v. Shirk, id. (1885), cases; Pal

mer u. Horn. 84 N. Y. 519 (1881), cases; Magnum v. Ple

ster. 16 S. C. 82.4(1%1); Atkinson v. M‘Cormick, 76 Va.

790 (1882).

" 2 Washb. R. P., 4 ed.. Mi: 4 T. R. M: 18 N. -1.177;

See

' See 3 Bl. Com. 305; 4 id. 340; $5 Vt. 97; Gould, Pl. ‘ 63 Pa. 483; 28 111.102; 40171.65; 100 id. 510.

li‘Z—3l-5.

' See 8 Bl. Corn. 805: Gould,‘ Pl. 284.

5 [Wooden v. Wallis, 6 How. Pr. 151 (1851).

 

' Daniel 0. Whartenhy, 17 Wall. 6i3(18T8).

' 1... its, so; or, is, id. that same.

" See Hopewell vi. Ackland, 1 Salk. ‘WOM
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J.

J’. The initial letter of judge and justice,

words frequently abbreviated:

J. A. Judge-advocate.

J. A. G. Judge-advocate general.

J. J. Junior judge.

JJ. Justices or judges. \

J. P. Justice of the peace.I

Other abbreviations: A. J., associate judge

or justice; C. J., chief justice; F. J., first

judge; L. J., law judge; P. J., president or

presiding judge. See Jones.

JAG. Jacobus: James, king James.

JACKASS. See title HORSE.

JACTITATION.2 An assertion repeated

to another’s inquiry.

Jsotitation of marriage. When a person gave

out that he was married toanother, whereby common

reputation of their matrimony might ensue. Upon

proof of the wrong, the boaster, made respondent to

slibel in the ecclesiastical court, was enjoined to per

petual silence.' '

Under canon law, false claims of right to achurch

sitting, and of title to certain tithes, were also species

of jactitation.

The law of Louisiana has allowed an action of jac

titation tor slander oi.’ title.

JACTUS. See Jamsos.

Jl’AlL.4 A house or building used for the

purposes of a public prison, or where per

sons under arrest are kept‘

Originally, a place where persons were

confined to await further judicial proceeding;

as, a debtor, till he paid his debt, a witness, or

an accused person, till the trial came on. A

"prison" was for confinement as punish

ment.6

Every county has two gaois: one for debtors,— any

house where the sheriii pleases; the other for mat

ters of the crown,— the county or common gaol.’

Jailer. The keeper of a jail.

Formerly, a servant of the sherifl. He keeps safely

persons committed to him by lawful authority.‘

Jail delivery. A commission to mem

bers of the courts of oyer and terminer and

general jail delivery, empowering them to

 

I Shattnck v. People, 5 Ill. 48] (1843).

' L. juciitarc to utter.

' [8 ill. Com. 93; 1 Chitty, Pr. 459.

'Formerly,gaol: F. gaoie,a prison: L. L. gabiola,

gsbia, a cage: L. oavea, a cave.

' State v. Bryan, 89 N. Car. 533 (1888), Merrimon, J .

‘ [Bouvier‘s Law Dict.

' [laoob’s Law Diet

‘ [1 BL 00m. 866.

try and to deliver every person held in pro

visional confinement, when the judges ar

rived at the circuit town.

This commission was at first special, issued for in

dividuai cases, but in time became general, or for all

persons so conilned. Under this practice the jails

were cleared, and all oflenders tried, punished or do

livered, twice each year.1

Jail liberties, or limits. A limited

region of liberty for a person imprisoned for

debt.

Equivalent expressions are: " prison bounds," and

“ rules of the prison." 1 Compare Imnns.

See Inrslsosnssrq Parson.

JANITOR. A person employed to take

charge of rooms or buildings, to see that they

are kept clean and in order, to lock and un

lock them, and, generally, to care for them.’

JEOFAIL.‘ Mistakes in pleading are

helped by the statute of amendments and

jeofails: so called because when a pleader

perceives a slip in the form of his pleadings

and acknowledges the error (jeo fails, I have

failed), he may amend it.‘ ,

These statutes did not extend to proceedings in

criminal cases. They cut oi! niceties in pleading

which had disgraced the courts. and permitl'/ed writs

of error only for material mistakes.l See Annun

IEN1‘, 1.

JEOPARDYJ Hazard; danger; peril.l

1. The act of March 8, 1&iS,§ 22, prescribes addi

tional punishment for any person who, in robbing the

mail, puts the life of the carrier in jeopardy by the use

of a dangerous weapon. Held, that it the carrier's

life is in danger, or if he has a well-grounded fear for

his life, from a threat to use a weapon, his life is put

in jeopardy, provided a robbery is committed.’

2. "Nor shall any person be subject for the same

offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb." 1°

The constitutions of the several States contain a

like provision.

_“Jeopardy of life or limb “ originally referred to

trial by battel." q. v.

 

I See 4 Bl. Com. 269; Law liiag. & R., May, 1888;

Great Law of Pa. (1683): Linn, 1%.

” See United States 0. Knight, 14 Pet. 812, 814 (1840).

'Fagan u. Mayor 01' New York. 84 N. Y. 852 (1881).

4 Jéf'-iii. F. j‘ai faiili, I have erred, tailed.

' [8 Bl. Corn. 407.

'4 Bl. Com. 375, 489;_8 id. M. See Wilder v. Gilman,

B5 Vt. 504 (1383).

" F. j‘ai perdu, I have lost; jeu perdu, a lost game,

or jeu parti, a divided game: of equal chance; hence,

risk. pcril.— Skeet

‘See United States v. Gibert, 2 Sumn. 88~82(188-4),

cases, Story, -1.; 4 Wash. 402; 44 Wis. 57.

' R. S. $547‘-2; United States v. Wilson, Baldw. M (1880).

" Constitution, Amd. V. Ratifled, Dec. 15, 1791.

" McFadden 0. Commonwealth, E Pa. 1‘ (1858),

Bhck,C.J.
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“Jeopardy " has, in the Constitution, its technical

common-law sense; it applies only to strictly criminal

prosecutions. There is no case where a conviction has

been held a bar to a civil action for d£|.ms.ges.1

A person is in legal jeopardy when put upon trial

before a court of competent jurisdiction, under an in

dictment or information sufiicient in form and sub

stance to sustain a conviction, and a jury has been

charged with his deliversnce— that is, empanelled

and sworn. '

A prisoner is in jeopardy when a jury has been em

panelled and sworn to try him upon a capital clmrge.I

The discharge of the jury without the prisoner's

consent, after it has been sworn. is allowable only in

a case of absolute necessity; if made without such

necessity, it will operate as an acquittal.‘

The provision, properly interpreted, refers only to

treason and felonies; but it is made to include misde

meanors. It does not extend to proceedings for the

recovery of penalties, nor to application for sureties

of the peace.‘

A prisoner who is indicted for murder, convicted of

murder in the second degree, and granted a new trial,

cannot, on the second trial, be convicted of a higher

crime than murder in the second degree.‘

Where a new trial is granted to one found guilty of

manslaughter under an indictment for murder, he

may again be tried for murder.‘

Sec further CONV1(,‘l‘i0N, Former; Pumsasn, Twice;

Vs:xsTl0N.

JETTISON, or JE'I‘SA.1Y[.7 Any throw

ing overboard; a throwing overboard for the

preservation of ship and cargo; also, to cast

overboard.a Sometimes designated as jactus

or the jactus.

Jetsam is where goods. cast into the sea, sink and

remain under water.‘ Opposed, flotsam, ligan. See

turther Avaaaos, General; Wssca.

' See United States v. Gibert. ante.

' Cooley. Const. Lim. 327-28, cases.

'Hilands 1:. Commonwealth, 111 Pa. 4 (1886), cases,

Mercur, C. J. See also People 0. Born, 70 Cal. 18

(1886); 24 Cent. Law J. 563 (1887), cases; 18 t'd.~i3—45,

63-65 (1881), cases; 17 Am. Law Rev. 735-63 (18%), cases;

4 Cr. Law Mag. 31-30, 487-508 (1883), cases; 71 Ala. 309;

88 Cal. 407; 41 id. 211; 48 id. 32-1,831;-5'.) id. 359; ildaho,

7&3; 5 Ind. 290; 18 id. 215; 14 id. 89; 26 id. 366; 59 Iowa,

473; 73 Ky. 96; 1 Gray, 490; 100 Mass. 1:19; as Me. 574,

586; 28 Pa. 12; 12 Vt.93;L.R.,1Q. B.,289; 2Benn.&

B., Ld. Cr. Cas. 387.

‘ 1 Blah. Cr. L. i990.

' State v. Belden, 83 Wis. 12), 124 (l873).csses; 1 Bish.

Cr. L. 5849; Cooley, Const. Lim. 8%. Contra, State v.

Behimer, 2) Ohio St. 572 (1870); State v. liicCord, 8 Kan.

241 (1871), cases; United States v. Harding, 1 Wall. Jr.

127 (1846).

' Commonwealth 1;. Arnold, S3 Ky. 11 (1886), cases.

' O. F. jett-er, to throw; -3010, together. L. jachu,

thrown.

' Butler 1:. Wildman, 8 B. & A1. £16 (1%).

’ 1 Bl. Com. 29.’; 1 Story, Eq. 5490; 3 Kent, 186; Gib

sone o. The Jessup, &c. Paper 00., 14 Rep. 644 (1882);

I9 HoI.162, 10 id. 306; 14 F. R. 60; 19 id. 162.

JEWEL. An ornament of the person,

such as an ear-ring, a pearl, a diamond, pre

pared to be worn.1

A watch is not carried as a jewel or ornament, but

as an article of ordinary wear. and of hourly use. It

is as necessary to a guest at an inn in his room as out

0! it, in the night as in the day-time.‘

Jewelry. In a statute which prohibits peddling

jewelry without a license, a term of the largest import,

including all articles under the genus.I

As generally used. includes articles of personal

adornment, and imports that the articles are of value

in the community where they are used. It by a

pleasing combination of materials. by an attractive

arrangement of parts. an article is produced bearing

a general resemblance to real jewelry ornaments, and

suitable for similar uses, it may fairly be called " imi

tation jewelry." ‘ See Baoosoa

JEWS. See SUNDAY.

JOBBER. A merchant who purchases

goods from importers and sells to retailers.‘

JOHN DOE. See DOE.

JOINDEB. Joining; coupling; uniting.

See JOINT.

Joinder in demurrer. Accepting the

issue tendered by defendant. See DEMURRER.

Jcinder of actions or causes of action.

Stating more than one cause in the same

declaration. See COUNT, 4.

Joinder ofissue. Acceptance of an issue

of fact tendered by one‘s opponent. See

Issun, 3.

Joinder of oifenses. Incorporating two

or more distinct charges 01' crime in one in

dictment.

Joinder of parties. Uniting two or

more persons in one action as co-plaintiifs or

as co-defendants.‘ See PARTY, 2.

Mis-joinder. Joining in an action as oo

plaintitfs or co-defendants persons who

ought not to be joined.

Non-joinder. Failure to join persons as

co-parties.7

JOINT. Joined; united; done by or

against, or shared between, two or more per

sons in union.‘ Compare C0, 2.

 

I Cavendish v. Cavendish. 1 Brown, Ch. '469 (1785).

'Rame.ley v. Leland, -18 N. Y. 541 (1871): 4 Hand, 589.

I Commonwealth v. Stephens, 14 Pick. 878 (1833),

Shaw, 0. J.

‘ Robbins v. Robertson, 88 F. R. 710 (1888).

‘Steward v. Winters, 4 Saudi. Ch. '590 (1817): Web

ster's Dict.; L. B., 7 P. C. 104.

' See 1 Chitty, P1., 16 Am. ed., 58; Prunty v. Mitchell.

76 Va. 1T0 (1882).

' See Heinlen v. Heilbron, 71 Cal. 560 (IQ7).

' [Abbott's Lnw Dick
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Joint and several; Said of an obliga

tion in which all the obligees are to be held

either collectively or as individuals. Com

pare Sour.

As, a jaint, or a joint and several — action

or suit, bond, contract or covenant, interest,

obligation; a joint—administration, execu

tor or trustee, adventure, creditor, debtor,

indictment, judgment or decree, life, party,

tenant, trespass, stock company, qq. v.

Parties are not said to be joint merely because they

are connected in an interest which is common to them

both: they must be so connected as to be in some

measure identified. They have not several and respect

ive shares which being united make a whole: but

these together constitute one whole, which, whether

it be an interest or an obligation belongs to all. Hence

arises an implied authority to act for each other.I

A joint and several oon'ract contains distinct en

gagements — that of each contractor individually, and

that of all jointly; and different remedies may be

pursued upon each. in co-partnerships there is no

such several I‘ability.’

Every contract for a joint loan is in equity deemed,

as to the borrowers, a joint and several contract — the

Larger security.‘

Even without satisfaction, a judgment against one

A two or more joint contractors is a bar to an action

against the others, within the maxim transit in rem

judicalam; the cause of action being changed into a

matter of record, which has the eflect of merging

the inferior into the higher remedy.‘

“ A covenant is to be construed as joint or several

according to the interests of the parties appearing

upon the face of the obligation, if the words are capa

ble of such construction; but it will not be construed

I-sseveral by reason of several interests, if it be ex

pressly joint.“ '

Where the obligation is joint and several, the ob

ligee may electto sue the obligors jointly or singly.

Hence, if he obtains a joint judgment, he cannot then

sue the obligors separately — the contract being

merged into a judgment; nor can he maintain a joint

action after a recovery in a separate action against

one party.‘

if one of two joint obligees (sureties) dies before

the principal, his representative cannot be charged —

the obligee having elected to take a joint judgment

at law or a joint and several obligation. Equity can

give reliot only when the joint obligation does not ex

press the meaning of the parties.’ See REFORM.

I lPars. Contr. 21. '

IMason v. Eldred, 6 Wall. 285-41 (1867). cases.

Persons engaged in committing the same trespass

are joint and several trespassers. Like joint and ‘

several contractors, all, or_- one, may be sued in one

action. Where more than one is sued, they may sever

in their pleas, and the jury may find several verdicts

But the acceptance of any one verdict isa satisfaction

of all the others, except as to costs, and is a bar to

another action.I Seecolvrarnuriou.

Before the Supreme Court, where the judgment or

decree is joint, all the parties against whorn it is ren

dered must join in a writ of error or an appeal, in

order, flrst, that the successful party may enforce the

judgment or decree against the parties who do not de

sire a review; second, that the same question on the

same record may be decided at the hearing.’

The parties non-nssenting to the review may be sev

ered. The party whose interest is aflected by the al

leged error may carry up the case alone, by summons

and severance.‘

Joint-debtor Acts. In most of the States

legislative acts have been passed, called

Joint-debtor Acts, which, as a substitute for

outlawry, provide that if process be issued

against several joint-debtors or partners, and

served on one or more of them, and the others

cannot be found, the plaintiff may proceed

against those served, and, if successful, have

judgment against all.

Such judgments are generally held to bind the com

mon property of the joint-debtors, as well as the sepa

rate property of those served with process; and, while

they are binding personally on the former, they are

regarded as either not.personally binding at all or

only prima facie binding on the latter.‘

JOINTURE. 1. Originally, an estate

limited to both husband and wife; but in

common acceptation extends also to a sole

estate limited to the wife only, and madesatisfaction of her whole dower. In the lat

ter sense, as defined by Lord Coke, “ a com

petent livelihood of freehold for the wife, of

lands and tenements; to take effect, in profit

or possession, presently after the death of the

husband, for the life of the wife at least.” '

One mode of barring the claim of a widow to dower

is by settling upon her an allowance previous to mar

ringo,to be accepted by her in lieu thereof. This is

called a jointure.°

 

1 Lovejoy 11. Murray, 8 Wall. 10 (1865); The Atlas, 93

U. S. 815 (1876); Semions :1. Johnson, 93 id. 818 (1817).

' Diasterson 1:. Herndon, 10 Wall. 416 (-1870).

' Simpson 1:. Greeley, 20 Wall. 157 (1873), cases; Han

rick 11. Patrick, 119 U. S. 163 (1886); 121 id. 682. '

' Hall 11. Lanning, 91 U. S.168(1875), Bradley, J. See

generally 86 Alb. Law J. W3, 265-69 (1887), uses.

'2 Bl. Corn. 187: 1 Coke, Inst. 36.

'1 Story, Eq. 5 162.

4 United States v. Ames, 99 U. S. 4-1 (1878), cases.

' Farni v. Tesson, 1 Black, 815 (1861): Parks, 13.; Cal

vert v. Bradley, 16 How. 596 (1833); Seymour 1). West

ern R. Co., 100 U. S. 8:21 (1882), cases.

' Sereions v. Johnson, 95 U. 3. 347-48 (ISW), cases

'United States v. Price, 9 How. 91-05 (1850), cases;

Pickersgill v. Lahens, 15 Wall. 143-44 (1872), cases; 1

Story, F4. K 16%“.

'1 Washb. R. P. Ch. VIII. See also Grogan v. Gar

rlson, 27 Ohio St. 60 (1875); Vance o. Vance, 21 Me. 364

(1812); 8 Miss. 602; 10 No 469; 8 Meta, Ky., 161; 19

Bush. 518.
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Although once common in England. of little mo

ment since the Dower Act of 3 and 4 Wm. IV (1833),

c. 106, placed the subject of the wii’e‘s dower under the

control of the husband in all cases where special pro

vision is not made in her favor; which is usually done

by marriage settlements. See Sl'l'l'LE, 4.

Jointures, where recognized, are legal or equitable

in nature, and may be made before or after marriage.

They have been regulated largely ‘by the statute of 27

Hen. V11] (1586), c. 10,- the Statute of Uses.l See Us:,

8, Statute, etc.

2. An estate in joint-tenancy.

JOURNAL. A record of the proceedings

of a legislative body.

“Each House shall keep A Journal of its Proceed

ings, and from time to time publish the same, excepting

such Parts as may in theixniudgment require Secrecy;

and the Yeas and Nays of the Members of either

House on any question shall, on the Desire 01' one fifth

of those Present, be entered on the Journal." '

The constitutions of the States contain similar pro

visions.

The journal is a public record of which the courts

may take judicial notice. if it appears that an act

did not receive the requisite vote, or that it was uncon

stitutionally adopted, the court may adjudge it void.‘

No court has assumed to go beyond the proceedings

of the legislature, as recorded in its journals, on the

question whether a law has been adopted. Many cases

follow The King v. Arumlcl, llobart, '109 (1617), adopt

ing the attested enrollment as conclusive on the ques

tion of passage. But in many States, Ohio among

them, the journals, which are required to be kept by

the constitution, are regarded. In the time of Hobart

the journals were not records, but “ remembrances

for forms of proceedings to the record “— the enrolled

bill.‘ See Esrav, H, 6; Yuan we Nsvs.

JOURNEY. Originally, a day's travel;

now applied to travel by land from place to

place, without restriction as to time, and

without the ordinary habits, business, or

duties of the person, to a distance from his

home, and beyond the circle of his friends or

acquaintances; as, in a statute against carry

ing concealed weapons, except while travel

ing on a journey.‘

Travel in the neighborhood of one‘s home, though

in another county, is not contemplated in the Ten

nessee act of 1870.‘

 

l 2 Bl. Com. 180.

' Constitution, Art. 1. sec. 5, cl. 8.

' Koehler v. Hill. 60 Iowa, 54063 (1888). cases; Wise

c. Bigger, 79 Va. 280-81 (1884); Cooley, Const. Lim. 135,‘

cases; 2 Story, Const. 5 801; 94 U. S. 263; 40 Ark. 209;

85 111.181; 45:‘d.119;11lnd.4~24;26 Pa.4-50; 5 W. Va.85.

‘ State. ex rel. Herron v. Smith, 44 Ohio St 362-406

(1886), cases pro and con. See also Attorney-General

0. Rice. Sup. Ct. Mich. (1837): 26 Am. Law Reg. 304-11,

cases; 37 Alb. Law J. 428-33,449—55(181-LS), cases.

' Gholson v. State. ()3 Ala. 521 (1875), Brickell, C. J.

' Smith v. State, 8 Heist. 511 (1872).

Journeyman. Aservant by the day

whether the work is done by the day or by

the piece.‘

JR. See JUNIOR, 1; NAME, 1.

JUDEX. 1. In Roman law, when a suit

was commenced, the parties appeared before

the praetor, who made a preliminary exam

ination to find the precise point in contro

versy.‘ From the statements of the parties

he constructed a formula, or brief technical

statement of the issue. He then appointed a

judea: totry the case according to the issue,

to condemn or acquit the accused, and to

make return of his judgment.’

2. In civil law, a magistrate who conducted

the proceedings in a cause from its first in

ception, and finally decided it.

8. In English law an oificer who admin

isters justice in a court of law; a judge.

Boni judicis est ampliare jurisdic

tionem. It is the part of a good judge to

enlarge his jurisdiction—- in order to prevent

a failure ofjustice. -

Lord Abinger said " that the maxim of the law is to

amplify its remedies, and without usurping jurisdic

tion, to apply its rules to the advancement of substan

tial justice." ' Lord Mansfield suggested that the

reading should be “umpliare ju.stitiam."‘ The idea

is about this, that the law providesa remedy for every

wrong.‘

Coram judice. Before a judge. Cora.m_

non judice. Before one not a judge. That

is, before a court clothed, or not clothed,

with jurisdiction in the matter.‘ See JURIS

D1C'l‘lON.

Nemo debet esse judex in propria sus

causa. No one should be judge in his own

cause. No one can be at once judge and

party.

In a state of mere nature each individual is his own

judge; which is one of the evils society is intended to

remedy. The power is now lodged in the civil magis

tratefi

JUDGE.B A public odficer whose function

is to declare the law, to administer justice in

I Hart 1:. Aldridge, 1 Cowp. % (1774), Mansfield, O. J.

‘See Hadley, Rom. Law, 60.

' Russell v. Smith, 9 M. & W. 'B18(1842).

I Rex v. Phillips, 1 Eur. '30-! (175).

‘Reynolds v. Hoxsie, 8 R. I. 468 (1860); 1 Story, Eq.

5‘ 49-50; Bacon, Aph. 96; 12 C. B. 418; 17 Mass. 810;

Broom, Max. 81, 84.

' See Virginia v. Rives, 100 U. S. 816 (1879).

"4Bl. Com. 8. See 64 Pa.1B4—85;98 N. Y. 896; ”

Tex. 447', 6 Q. B. 1'58; 18 id. 421.

‘F juger: L. jm dicore, to pronounce the rig‘

See JUDIL
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a court of law, to conduct the trial of causes

between litigants according to legal forms

and methods.1

As sometimes used, includes any ofiicer ap

pointed or commissioned to decides litigated

question or questions: as, a justice of the

peace, a referee, master, arbitrator. It is in

this sense that jurors are said to be “judges

of the fact." 2

Frequently interchanged with “ justice."

non, 3.

Originally, the king determined causes; but in time

he delegated the power to judges of his courts, which

power is merely an emanation of the royal prerogative.

A judge is the law's vlcegerent; he is the law speak

Lug]

Associate judge or justice. A fellow

member of a court, learned (or unlearned) in

the law, and of equal (or unequal) authority

in the decision of causes. Chief or presi

dent judge or justice. The member of a

court who presides at its sessions and in its

deliberations, directing the business before it,

assigning causes to his associates for written

opinions of the court, signing orders, and the

like. See LEARNED.

The supreme court is composed of a chief justice

and eight associate justices; any six of whom consti

tute a quorum.‘

Various courts of appeal are composed of a chief

justice and associate judges or justices. “ Associate "

does not here import inferiority in any sense. ‘But it

is otherwise where the associates are laymen: then,

while the laymen are judges, and consult with the

president judge, their authority is inferior, and they

do not have an equal vote.

Law judge. A judge learned in the law;

as opposed to a judge, perhaps an “ asso

ciate” justice, who has not had legal train

ing. See J.

Senior judge. In the Ol1io act of April

7, 1882, -the judge who has served the longest

under his present commission.

in Nevada, the senior justice in commission is chief

justice, and when the commissions of any two bear

the same date, they determine by lot who shall be

chief justice. In Kentucky, the judge having the

shortest time to serve is styled the chief justice. Sim

ilar provisions are found in California, Georgia, Mich

igan, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, Oregon, and

West Virginia, while in nineteen States there is no

provision for the selection of a chief justice, no such

oflicer seeming to be known, and in the remaining

SeeJus

‘See Opinion of Commission, 57 N. Y. 4% (1814); B

Heisk. 650.

‘Seed Dell. '28; 8 Yates, 814; 8 Culh. 584,

‘[1 Bl. Com 267; 8 t'd.BL

‘R. 8. I678.

 

States the matter is either determined by the governorI

or by the legislature, or the choice is made by the

court itself. In the newer States of the west and

south, the policy of short determinate terms is favored,

while in many of the older Atlantic States the policy

of priority by reason of service is recognized. The

policy of Ohio accords with the former class.‘

The duties of a judge, in forming his judgment, are:

to gather the materials (facts, law, authorities) on

which to form his opinion; to estimate authorities at

their proper value as guides: to solve the diiilculties

presented; and, aided by his own knowledge and rea- ‘

son, and the arguments of counsel, with an unpreju

diced mind to make a decision; and,‘i.n so doing, in

regard the nature of the case, as new, as within some

rule, or as governed by precedent.’

Maxims: a judge is to expound, not to make, the

law; must bear both sides; cannot punish an injury

done to himself; cannot be a witness or a judge in his

own cause; is not to act upon his personal judgment

or from a dictate of private will, but to pronounce ec

. cording to law and justice: ought ever to regard

equity; should have two salts: the salt of wisdom and

the salt of conscience. See Drscmrnos, 5.

The power and jurisdiction of a judge constitute

the oiiice of a judge. ’l‘he constitutional grant of this

power is incapable of any limitation but that attached

to the grant; and the object lsto secure independence

in the judiciary. But the aggregate of the duties of a

judge may be diminished by the division of his district

or by the election of an assistant.‘

Upon a judge as such no functions can be imposed

except those of a judicial nature. Judicial authority,

conferred upon a court, is to be exercised by the

judges organized as a court.‘

All judicial officers are exempt from liability for

their judicial acts done within their jurisdiction; and

judges of subordinate and general authority are ex

empt even where the judicial act is in excess of their

jurisdiction, unless, perhaps, when done maliciously

or corruptly. Judges of limited and inferior authority

are protected when they act within their jurisdiction.‘

it is a general principle of the highest importance

tothe proper administration of justice that a judicial

ofilcer, in exercising the authority vested in him, should

be free to act upon his own convictions, without ap

prehenaion of personal consequences to himself. This

rule exists for the benefit of the public, and was estab

lished to secure the independence of the judge. Should

 

I sum es: rel. Belford v. Hueston, 44 Ohio St. a, 10-11

(1886), Spear, J.

' [Ram, Leg. Judg. 4.]

' Commonwealth v. Gamble, 62 Pa. 843 (1889). See

Commonwealth v. Harding, 8? id. 3480878); Bredin‘l

Appeal, 100111. 337 (1885).

‘ United States v. Ferrelra, 13 How. 40 (1851); 2 Dell.

409; 19 Wall. 107, 655; 6 Kan. 500; 114 Mass. 247. On

exercising executive powers, see 2 Kan. Law J. 806-16,

854 (1885), cases.

‘Randall u. Brigham, 7 Wall._ 585-89 (1868), cases,

Field, J. See also Lange u. Benedict, 73 N. Y. 25-37

(1878), cases; Rains 1:. Simpson, 50 Tex. 495, 498-600

(1878), cases; Johnston v. Moorman, 80 Va. 140-48

(1886), cases.
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he act with partiality. maliciously, corruptly. arbi

trarily. or oppressively. be may be removed from

oflice by impeachment. and vote of the legislature.l

No man can be a good judge who does not feel free

to follow the dictates of his own mind. In a country

where the people rule. and where popular clamor is

apt to sway the multitude. nothing is more important

than that the judges should be kept independent. The

settled law of the Supreme Court is that where any

judicial oihcer. a justice of the peace included. acts

within his jurisdiction. he is not amenable to a civil

action for damages His motives cannot be inquired

into.‘

An act may be so entirely in excess of jurisdiction

as to make it the arbitrary or unlawful act of a private

person.‘

See Bamnav; Csarinics-1'2; Cnsaos. 2 2. c); Cormr;

Decision; Gown; Jcnous-.:~ ; JUDICIAL; Jrvaisnicnus.

2; Jnav; Jns. Dicere; LEGlSLATl0N. Judicial; Norms.

1; Ornuos. 8; Panwnicn; Panama.

JUDGE-ADVOCATE. The advising

and prosecuting oificer in military law or be

fore a court-martial.

He may be the judge-advocate general, or a

deputy judge-advocate. In conducting a trial. he

represents the United States. the accused. and the

court. The ofilcer highest in rank present is president

of the court.

The officer who may order a court-martini is com

petent to appoint the judge-advocate; the appoint

ment for a regimental or a garrison court-martial is

made in the same manner as for a general court

martial.

Without the order of the court. he may summon

necessary witnesses; and he may compel the attend~

nice of any person not in the military service. When

it is possible. he should send subpcenas through regu

lar military channels. lie also conducts the examina

tion of witnesses. observing the established rules of

evidence.

By order of the court he may be assisted by aclerk.

preference being given to a soldier.

At the close of the trial. without delay. he should

transmit the proceedings to the oflicer having author

ity to confirm the sentence.‘

Communications relating to questions of military

justice or proceedings of military courts. upon which

the opinion of the judge-advocate general isdesired,

are to be forwarded through proper channels to the

adjutant-general. when such questions cannot be de

cided by an intermediate authority. But questions of

an abstract. general character will not be considered.‘

See liiliarut. Court. etc.

JUDGMENT. The saying of the law;

the sentence of the law, pronounced by the

 

IBradley 0. Fisher, 18 Wall. 847-66 (1871). cases.

Field. .1.

' Cooke 17. Bangs. 31 F. R 641-42 (1887). Brewer. J.

' Lange u. Benedict. 99 U. S. 71 (1878).

‘Regulations of the Army of the United States.

pp. as. S9. 92 (1881).

' Ibid. p. 87.

court, upon the matter contained in the

record.l '

The determination of the law as the result

of proceedings instituted in a court of jur

tice.'

The final determination of the rights of the

parties in the action.‘

An adjudication of the rights of the parties

in respect to the claim involved.‘

The conclusion that naturally and regularly follows

from the premises of law and fact This conclusion

depends not upon the arbitrary caprice of the judge.

but upon settled. invariable principles of justice. The

judgment. in short. is the remedy prescribed by law

“for the redress of injuries; the suit or action is the

vehicle or means of administering it.‘

A step by which a plaintifl. if successful. obtains

what he is seeking. it declares, does not create. a‘

right May be set aside or reversed. and gives no

right superior to that which the plaintifl had before he

obtained it.‘

In its comprehensive sense. embraces not only

judgments strictly so called. but also definitive do

crees and orders in the nature of judgments.'

In criminal law. denotes the action of the court be

fore which a trial is had, declaring the consequences

tothe convict of the fact ascertained by his convic

tion.‘ See Coxvic-non; Snsrnncn.

What is ordered and adjudged by the court. not

merely what is entered. constitutes the judgment!

The more common judgments rendered are: for

plaintii’f—by confession. or by default; for defend

ant—-by non suit. non prosequilur. refraxif. nolle

posequi. discontinuance. or ltet procemu; for either

plaintiff or dei'endant——upon a demurrer. an issue of

nut fiel record. or a verdict." qq. v.

Accumulative judgment. A sentence

to imprisonment for a term to commence

after a previous term has expired. See SEN

TENCE, Cumulative.

 

'8 Bl. Com. 895; Davidson 1;. Smith. 1 Biss. 851 (1860).

'liiahoni.ng County Bank's Appeal. 82 Pa. 160(1%8);

51 id. 875.

' Pearson 0. Lovejoy. 58 Barb. 408 (1866); N. Y. Code,

5245: 76 N. Y. 557; Kan. Civ. Code. 5 395.

‘ McNulty 1:. Hurd. 72 N. Y. 521 (1878). Church. 0. J.

'3 Bl. Com. 896; Re Sedgeley Avenue. 88 Pa. 618

(1879); Zeigler v. Vance. 8 Iowa. 580 (1556).

° Steamship Co. v. Jolifle. 2 Wall. 466 (1864).

‘Re Road in Shaler Township. 108 Pa. 258 (1883).

Swrrett. J.

' Commonwealth v. Lockwood. 109 Mass. 8'25 (18'i"-Z);

Commonwealth v. Gloucester. 110 id. 496 (1872). See

also 3 Ark. 299; 7 id. 898; 8 C01. 531; 2 Fla. 1%; 5 id.

460; 50Ga. 285; 1 Idaho. 459; 74 1nd.550; 70 Iowa. 89;

8 La. An. 85. 684; 8 l\ietc.. liiass..520; 82 liid. 150; 12

Minn. 4337; 8 Neb. 251; 81 N. J. L. 473; 68 N. C. 865; 19

B. C. 507; 81Vt. 150; 10 ‘Win. 241.

‘Houston 1:. Clark. 86 Kan. 414 (iii): Freeman.

Judgm. $88. cases.

" See 8 Bl. Oom. 8%-08.
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Domestic judgment. A judgment ren

dered by acourt at the domicil of the parties.

Foreign judgment. That rendered under

some other and independent or foreign juris

diction.

An action of debt lies upon a foreign judgment.I

At common law such a judgment was prima jacie evi

dence of the debt adjudged to be due. It may be

shown that the court had no jurisdiction or that the

judgment was obtained by fraud. A domestic judg

ment, at common law, could not be collaterally im

poached, if rendered in a court of competent jurisdic

tion; but only by a writ of error, a petition for a new

trial, or a bill in chancery.'

Judgments recovered in one State, when proved in

the courts of another, difler from judgments recov

ered in a foreign country in no other respect than that

of not being re-examinable upon the merits, nor im

peechable for fraud in obtaining them, if rendered by

a court having jurisdiction of the cause and of the

parties.‘

Though the judgment be set out in full in the com

plaint, the action, whether debt or auumpsit, will not

be held to be brought on such judgment as a record, if

the complaint alleges that by reason of the judgment

the defendant became indebted.‘ See Fans, Full,

etc.; Law, Foreign.

Final judgment. Such judgment as at

once puts an end to the action by declaring

that the plaintiff has or has not entitled him

self to the remedy for which he sues. In

terlocutory judgment. Is upon some

intermediate plea, proceeding, or default,

and does not finally determine or complete

the suit.

The “ interlocutory judgment ” most frequently

spoken of is that incomplete judgment whereby the

right of the plaintiff is established, but the quantum

of damages is not ascertained.‘

A “ final judgment" at once puts an end to the mo

tion, by determining that the plaintiil is, or is not,

entitled to recover, and the amount in debt or damagu

to be recovered.‘

No judgment is flnal which does not terminate the

litigation between the parties!

A motion for a new trial prevents a judgment from

18 Bl. Com. 160, 488. \

‘Michaela 0. Post, 21 Wall. 426 (1874), cases; Thomp

son 0. Whitman, 18 id. 461-69 (ms), cases; Glass 1:.

Blackwell, 48 Ark. 55-56 (1886), cases; 17 Am. Law Rev.

411-22 (1588), cases; 18 Cent. Law .1203-6(1884), cases;

Columbia Jurist. 1886: 8 Kan. Law J. 178, 1920886),

oases; R. s. 5 900; 21 W. Va. 115.

' Hanley v. Donoghue, 110 U. S. 4 (1885), cases.

° Mellin 1:. Hot-lick, 31 F. R 867-88 (1887), cases.

'3 Bl. Com. 398, 306-97.

‘ Mahoning County Bank's Appeal, 82 Pa. 100 (1858).

‘St. Clair County v. Lovingston, 18 Wall. 628 (1878);

it. 5%; Weston v. City Council, 2 Pet. ‘#14 (1820);

United States v. Abatoir Place, ll?‘ U. S. 162 (1882),

cased; 118 id. 48.

becoming effectual as a final judgment, until the date

of the order refusing the new trial.l

All that is required is that the judgment should de

termine the issues involved in the action. 1t may be

that some future order may become necessary to

carry the judgment into effect.‘

A judgment being the final determination of the

rights of the parties in an action, it must be final

that is, it must settle the matter which it purports to

conclude. The reasons announced form no part of it.I

A judgment is “interlocutory “ when given in the

course of a cause before final judgment‘ See further

Dscnas, Final.

A judgment for damages, estimated in money, I

sometimes called by text writers a specialty or “con

tract by record," because it establishes a legal obliga

tion to pay the amount recovered; and, by a fiction of

law, a promise to pay is implied where such legal ob

ligation exists. But this fiction cannot convert a

transaction wanting the assent of parties into one

which necessarily implies it, as, a judgment for I

tort.‘

in some decided cases, and in text books, judges

and jurists have spoken of judgments as “ contracts.“

They have been so classified with reference to the

remedies upon them. But, strictly, as said by Lord

Mansfield, in 1764, “a judgment is no contract, nor

can be considered in that light: for judicium redditur

in inm'tum,“—consent and consideration are both

wanting.‘

The judgment of a court of concurrent jurisdiction,

directly upon the point, is, as a plea, ajmr; or, as evi

dence, conclusive between the same parties, upon the

same matter, directly in question in another court.

The judgment of a court of exclusive jurisdiction,

directly upon the point, is, in like manner, conclusive

upon the same matter, between the same parties,

coming incidentally in question in another court, for

a different purpose. But the judgment of neither a

court of concurrent nor of exclusive jurisdiction is

evidence of any matter which came collaterally in

question, though within the jurisdiction; nor of any

matter indirectly cognizable; nor of any matter to be

inferred by argument from the judgment.’

A judgment is valid upon its face, if it appears that

the court had jurisdiction of the subject-matter and

 

1 Brown 1:. Evans. 18 F. B. 56-61 (1888), cases.

' Perkins 0. Sierra Nevada Co., 10 Nov. 411 (1878),

cases. See also 8 Ala. 226; D Ark. 852; 1 Cal. 8; 11

Conn. 61; 21 id. 284; 6 Fla. 450; 40621. 82); 9 Iowa, 46;

24 Pick. 800; 8 Wend. 35; 9 Oreg. 441; 37 Tax. 890.

' Butt 1). Herndon, 36 Kan. 372 (1887), cases, Horton,

Chief Justice.

‘ Nacoochee Hydraulic Mining Co. 11. Davis, 40 Ga

820 (1869); illora v. Sun Mutual ins. Co., 13 Abb. Pr. 807

(1861). '

‘Louisiana :1. lliayor of New Orleans, 109 U. S. 289

(1888).

‘O'Brien 1:. Young, 95 N. Y. 430-81 (1884), cases.

Earl, J.; Bidleson v. Whytel. 8 Burrow, 1548 (1764).

'Duchess of Kingston's Case, 2!) How. St. Tr. 855

(17Ti1),DeGrey, 141. C. J.: a. c. 2 Sm. L-.C. '7B4; 8 Gall.

229; 17 Pick. 7-14: 2 Kent, 110.

(37)
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of the parties, and that a judgment had in fact been

rendered.I

All defenses admissible against a judgment where

it was recovered are admissible in an action upon it in

another State. Want of jurisdiction is a good do

fense. W nether fraud in procuring it is, seems to de

pend upon the practice in the forum where the action

is brought.‘ See JURISDXCTION.

A distinction bet\\'een erroneous and void judg

ments is universally recognized.‘ See Ennoa, 2 (2),

Erroneous.

At common law, a judgment was not a lien upon

realty; a lien arose from the power to issue a writ of

elegit, by statute of 18 Ed. I (12%), c. 18. The right to

extend the land fixed the lien upon it. The reason

was, lands answered for feudal duties. and a new

tenant could not be forced upon the lord.‘

Judgments rendered in the courts of the United

States are liens upon the dei‘endant’s realty in all cases

where similar judgments oh the State courts are made

liens by the law of the State.‘ See Anosrnm.

The lieu of a judgment is coextensive with the ter

ritorial limits of the court in which the judgment is

rendered.‘

Judgment-docket. A public record in

tended to niford purchasers and subsequent

incumbrancers reliable information in regard

to the existence or lieu of judgments.

If the entry of A judgment is wrong in name,

amount, or time, a third person who does not l;r.ow of

the error, will be protected against loss from having

acted upon the reliability of the record statements '

See Inns, Sonans.

See A.Ilm>xIs'r, 1; CONFESBION, 1; Convwnos;

Casnrron; Dam: Dncnss; Dsrsnnra Dsmmssn; Ex

Icirnos, 8; Jourr AND Savsnn; illness, 2; Ores, 1

(4); Pauumcs, Without; Pasrsuimrio, Omnia; RI

OOVIBY; Rlimnn, 4; Rsvnsssn; Rsvmw, 2; SA'l‘l8I'A0~

non; S1021; Tenn, 4; Tenn:-Tnusr; Vaun.

JUDICATURE. The state or profes

sion oi those employed in the administration

of justice;judiciary ; jurisdiction; a tribunal.

" Parliament was originally a court of j udicature.“

Judicature Acts. Statutes of 36 and 37

Vict. (1873), c. 66, and of 38 and 39 Vict. c.

77, with their supplements.

These statutes made important changes in the or

ganization of the courts, and in principles of proced

ure. The first went into eflect Nov. 1, 1875.‘ See

Cocars, of England.

I Maxwell 1:. Stewart, 22 Wall. 79 (1874); Moore v.

Town of Edgefleid,32 F. B. 501 (1887), cases.

' Freeman, Judgments, 6 576, cases.

' Hall 1:. Law, 102 U. S. 464 (1%), cases.

4 Morsell v. First Nat. Bank, 91 U. s. 360 (1875), cases;

Shrew 1:. Jones, 2 McLean, 73 (1840).

I Ward 0. Chamberlain, ‘.3 Black, 438 (1852), cases.

‘ Lombard v. Bayard, l ‘Vail. Jr. 196 (1848),

' Appeal of Nat. Bank of Northumberiand,100 Pa.

(27 (1882); Moore 1:. McKinley, 60 Iowa, 878 (1882).

' Preface to 16 Eng. B.ep., by Monk; 2 Law Q. Rev.

i-ll (1886).

 

JUDICIAL. VVhatever emanates from I

judge as such, or proceeds from a court of

justice.1 ’

Pertaining to the administration of justice

by a judge or court; also, authorized by

law.

Extra-judicial. Outside of lawful pro

cedure; emanating from a person who is

a judge but not from him as a judge; not

sanctioned by law.

As, judicial or a judicial— act or action,

admission or confession, authority, capacity,

circuit, cognizance, comity, construction,

day, decision or determination, department,

dictum, discretion, district, document, er

mine, notice, oath, oflice or oflicer, opinion,

power, proceeding, proof, question, record,

report, sale, separation, trial, writ, qq. v.

Extra-judicial is applied, almost exclu

sively, to an act or action, an admission or a

confession, a decision or an opinion, and to

an oath.

Judicial act. An act done in the exer

cise of judicial power: an act performed

by a court, touching the rights of parties, or

property, brought before it by voluntary ap

pearance or by the prior action of ministerial

officers.2 See Mmsmman

A “judicial act“ determines what the law is, and

what the rights of parties are, with reference to trans

actions already had. A “legislative act" prescribes

what the law shall be in future cases.‘

Judicial action. What shall be adjudged

between litigants, and with which is the

right of the case, is judicial action, by hear

ing and determining it.‘

Where any power is conferred upon a court, to

be exercised by it as a court, in the manner and

with the formalities used in its ordinary proceed

ings, the action of the court is to be regarded al

judicial, irrespective of the original nature of the

power.|

Judicial action is the application to persons or

things of legal sequences from facts agreed or judi

cially ascertained. There must therefore be parties,

on issue, and a judgment.‘

 

I Re Cooper, 22 N. Y. 82, 84 (1860), Selden, J.

' Flournoy v. Jeifersonville, 17 Ind. 173-74 (1861).

I Sinking Fund Cases, 99 U. S. 761 (1878), Field, -7.:

Mabry v. Baxter, ll Heisk. 690 (1872).

' Rhode Island o. Massachusetts, 12 Pet.'71B (1885),

Baldwin, J.

"Plndal o. Drake, 150 Ala. 177 (1877), Stone, J. See

also Re Saline County Subscription, 45 Mo. 58 (1809);

Mills v. Brooklyn, B N. Y. 4% (1868); Be Zborowlki,

68 id. 7! (1871).
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Judicial power. The power of inter

preting law—of declaring what the law is

or has been.I

“The judicial Power of the United States shall be

vested in one supreme Court, and in such inferior

Courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain

and establish. The judicial Power shall extend

to all Cases, in Law and Equity, arising under this

Constitution. the Laws of the United States, and Treat

ies made, or which shall he made, under their Au

thority; " — to all Cases aflectinz Ambassadors. other

public Ministers and Consuls;—toall Cases 0! admi

ralty and maritime Jurisdiction; —to Controversies to

which the United States shall be a Party; -— to Contro

versies between two or more States; — between a State

and Citizen of another State; — between Citizens ofdif

ferent States;- between Citizens of the some State

claiming Lands under Grants of different States, and

between a State or the Citizens thereof, and foreign

States, Citizens or Subjects.I

This provision embraces alike civil and criminal

cases. A case “ arises " under the Constitution, a law,

or a treaty, when its correct decision depends upon

the construction of either. Cases arising under the

laws are such as grow out of the legislation of Con

gress, whether they constitute the right or privilege,

or claim or protection, or defense of the party, in

whole or in part, by whom they are asserted. A

case may arise out of the implication of the law.‘

How jurisdiction shall be acquired by the inferior

courts, whether it shall be original or appellate, and

the manner of procedure in its exercise, are not pre

scribed. These subjects are remitted without check

or limitation to the wisdom of Congress.‘

Except in the cases in which the Supreme Court is

given by the Constitution original jurisdiction, the

judicial power is to be exercised as Congress may

direct.‘

A proceeding to ascertain the compensation for

land taken for a public use is a " suit at law," within

the meaning of the Constitution and acts conferring

jurisdiction on the Federal courts.‘

See Casx, 2; Counrs, United States; Powsa, 8.

JUDICIARY. 1. Pertaining to the de

partment of government which expounds

the laws.

2. The body of officers who administer the

law ; the judges taken collectively; the bench.

 

' [Wolfe v. M‘Caull, 76 Va. 880 (1881).

' Constitution, Art. III. sec. 1, 2.

‘Cohen v. Virginia, 6 Wheat. 879 (1821), Marshall,

0. J.: Osbourn v. United States Bank, 9 id. 820 (1824);

Tennessee 1:. Davis, 100 U. S. 264 (1879); The City of

Panama, 101 id. 460 (1870); Manhattan R Co. v. Mayor

of New York, 18 F. R. 195 (1883); 2 Story, Const. i 1647.

‘Mayor of Nashville 1:. Cooper, 8 Wa1L 251 (1867),

Swayne, J.

‘New Orleans, &c. R. Co. 0. Mississippi, 102 U. S.

141 (H80), Harlan, .1. See Amos u. Kansas, 111 id. 463

B (1884), cases; 65 Barb. 448; 55 N. Y. 150.

'Searl 1:. School District, 124 U. S. 199 (1888), cases;

Colorado Midland R. Co. 0. Jones, 29 F. R. 198 (1886).

Frequently spoken of as the Federal and

the Slate judiciary.

Elective judiciary. When the judges

of the courts of a State are chosen by popular

vote they are said to constitute an " elective

judiciary." Opposed, appointed judiciary.

See JUDGE.

Judiciary Act. The act of Congress of

September 24, 1789, under which the Federal

courts were originally organized.1

The bill was prepared by Oliver Ellsworth.

The wisdom and forethought with which the act

was drawn have been the admiration of succeeding

generations. It remains to the present day, with a

few unimportant changes, the foundation of our sys

tem of judicature, and the law which confers, gov

erns. controls, and limits the powers of all the Federal

courts. except the Supreme Court, and which largely

regulates the exercise of its powers.’

JUDICIUM. See Juoomrur.

JUMP BAIL. A colloquial expression

describing the act of the principal in a bail

bond in violating the condition of the obliga

tion by failing to do the thing stipulated, as,

not appearing in court on a particular day to

abide the event of a suit or the order of

court, but, instead, withdrawing or fleeing

from the jurisdiction.

JUNIOR. 1. Although usually attached

to a. person's name, is not regarded as a part

thereof.

“ Junior" and " senior “ are words of description,

constitute no part of a name, and may be added or

omitted in different counts in an indictment without

aflectlng its auiiiciency.I See Nuts, 1.

2. Younger; opposed to senior: as, junior

counsel. '

3. Younger in time; later or more recent;

opposed to prior: as, a junior judgment, ex

ecution, writ, crcditor, patent, survey.

JURA. See Jus.

JURAL. Pertaining to natural or posi

tive right.‘

JURAT. From the Latinjuratum, sworn;

the emphatic word in the Latin form of the

certificate to an aifidavit or deposition that it

was sworn to.

The common form is “ Sworn to (or affirmed) and

subscribed before me this —— day of —, 1889." See

Arnnavrr.

I See 1 St. L. 78.

‘United States v. Holllday, 8Wall. 414 (1866), Miller,

J.; Jones v. Foreman, 66 Ga. 8'” (1881).

IGeraghty v. State, 110 Lnd. 104 (1886): 62 id». 45; I

Paige, 177; 7 Johns. M9; 17 Pick. 81); 181 Mm. 184.

‘ [Webster's Dlct.
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-TUBE; JURIS. See Jus.

JURIDICAL. Pertaining to the distri

bution of justice; used or recognized in

wurts of justice.1 Opposed, non-juridical;

ae, that Sunday is a non-juridical day.

-TURISCONSULT. The juris consulti,

or jurisconsults, were experts in the law, re

sorted to by all persons concerned in the

administration of justice, both oilicials and

advocates, and even private persons who

wanted advice as to their legal rights.

Often, especially in earlier times, they were elderly

men who, after passing through the series of political

distinctions, found an agreeable occupation for their

advanced years in giving to their fellow-citizens the

benefit of their knowledge and experience.‘

2. A person who is familiar with interna

tional or public law.

JURISDICTION.‘ 1. Governmental au

thority.

in extradition treaties, more than more physical,

territorial, quasi territorial, or treaty jurisdiction; has

the enlarged meaning which is equivalent to " author

ity, cognizance, or power of the courts.“ 4 See STATE,

H2); Tnnrwron.r, 1.

2. Power to hear and determine a cause.‘

Power to hear and determine the subject

matter in controversy between parties to a

suit, to adjudicate or exercise any judicial

power over them.‘

Relates to the exercise of judicial powers!

Refers to the power of the court over the

parties, thesubject-nmtter, the res or prop

erty in contest, and the authority of the

court to render the judgment or decree which

it assumes to make.ll

By jurisdiction over the "subject-matter " is

meant the nature of the cause of action or relief

sought; and this is conferred by the sovereign author

ity whjch organizes the court, and is to be sought for

in the general nature of its powers or in the authority

specially conferred. Jurisdiction of the “ person "

is obtained by the service of process, or by the volun

tsry appearance of the party in the progress of the

cause. Jurisdiction of the “ res " is obtained by seizure

I [Webster‘s Die.

1 Hadley, Rom. Law, 61, 59; Cushing, Rom. Law,

8 5-6; Maine, Anc. Law, 3.3-88.

' L. jut, right; dioere, to proclaim.

‘Earp. Vogt, 18 int. Rev. Rec. 18.

IUnited States v. Arredondo, 6 Pet. '70!) (1832), Bald

win, -1.; Cornell v. Williams. 5!) Wall. 249 (1878).

' Rhode island 0. Massachusetts, 12 Pet. '718 (1888),

Baldwin, J.

' Reid 11. Morton, 119 Ill. 180 (1880).

' Cooper 0. Reynolds. 10 Wall. 310 (1570), Miller, J.;

10 Cent. Law J. 102-4 (1684), cases; 26 id. 485 (1887),

asses.

under process of the court, whereby it is held to abide

such order as the court may make concerning it ‘ See

NOTICE, 1, Judicial.

Hence, want of jurisdiction may be shown as to the

subject-matter, the person, or, in proceedings in rem.

as to the thing.‘

Any movement by a court is the exercise of jun-is

diction. 1! the law confers the power to render

a judgment or decree. then the court has jurisdiction.‘

Jurisdiction is comm judice whenever a case is

presented which brings the power into action.‘

Opposed, non-jurisdiction: the want 0!

jurisdiction.

Jurisdictional. Concerning, also ex

hibiting, the power to hear and determine a

cause; opposed to non-jurisdictional : as, a

jurisdictional amount, fact, limit, question;

nomjurisdictional facts.‘

Original jurisdiction. Jurisdiction con

ferred upon, or inherent in, a court in the

first instance. Appellate jurisdiction.

Power to review the final judgment, order or

decree, of sorneinferior court.‘

The essential criterion of appellate jurisdiction is,

that it revises and corrects the proceedings in a cause

already instituted, and does not create that cause. it

implies that the subject-matter has been already in

stituted and acted upon by some other court whose

judgment or proceedings are to be revised.’

Exclusive jurisdiction. Jurisdiction

confined to a particular tribunal or grade of

courts, Concurrent or co-ordinate juris

diction. Exists co-extensively and cotem

poraneously in courts of equal or of diilcrent

grade or systems.

Exclusive jurisdiction is necessarily original, though

original jurisdiction is not necessarily exclusive.‘

The rule that among courts of concurrent jurisdic

tion the one which first obtains jurisdiction has the

exclusive right to decide every question arising in the

case. is limited to suits between the same parties or

privies, seeking the some relief, and to such questions

 

l Cooper v. Reynolds, ante.

I Thompson 11. Whitman, 18 Wall. 461-68 (1873), case;

IRhcde Island 11. Massachusetts, ante.

' United States 0. Arredondo,6 Pet. ‘T00 (1882). See

also 2 How. 338; T Saw.3S5; 17 F. R. 7.24125 Ala. 91; 71

id. 477;11Ark. i5-H; 26 id. 436; 10 Cal. 292; 43 id.8L‘>S:

44121.88; 16 Fla. 832; 54 iowa. 79, 157; 17 in An. 70;

27 id. 71; 57 Me. 154: I llietc, Mass, 462; 74 Mo. 428584

N. J. L. 42289 id. 262;58 N.Y.450; 72 id. 281; 88

Barb. 244; 18 Pa. 630; B2 t'd.&'>7; 42 Tax 839; 43 id. 440;

44 Wis. 451.

' 108 U. S. 581, 582. 635.

' See Erp. Batesville, &c. R Co., 89 Ark. 87 (M).

' 2 Story, Const. § 1761; Piqua Bank v. Knoup. 6 Ohio

St. 8'30 (1856); Auditor 01! State v. Atchison, &c. R. 00.,

6 Kan. 505 (1870).

' Commonwealth 0. O'Connell. 8 Gray, (66 (1857).
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as arise ordinarily and properly in the progress of the

first suit brought.I

The forbearance which courts of coordinate juria‘

diction. administered under a single system. exercise

toward each other, whereby conflicts are avoided, by

avoiding interference with the process of each other.

is a principle of comity. with perhaps no higher sanc

tion than the utility which comes from concord; but

bctwecn State courts and those of the United States.

it is something more. It is a principle of right and of

low. and therefore of necessity. it leaves nothing to

discretion or mere convenience. These courts do not

belong to the same system. so far as their jurisdiction

is concurrent; and although they coexist in the same

place. they are independent and have no common

mperior. They exercise jurisdiction in ditferent

planes.’

Where a court. whether State or Federal. has legal

custody of persons or property, the courts of the other

jurisdiction will not arrest such persons or property.

The possession of the oillcer is the possemion 0! the

court. and such action would invade the jurisdiction

of the court.‘

Where. in attachment proceedings in a State court.

the sherifl is unable to make actual seizure because

the property is in the possession of a United States

marshal underan attachment from a. Federal court.

the creditor. though raiding in the same State with

the defendant. may. upon service of notice of his

claim upon the marshal. intervene in the Federal

court, and. upon showing a properly adjudicated

claim. secure a right to share in the proceeds of the

sale of the property.‘

Limited or special jurisdiction. Juric

diction which is confined to particular causes,

as. those involving demands for money up

to a certain sum. General jurisdiction.

Extends to all cases comprised within a class

or classes of ‘causes, in particular to causes of

a civil nature.‘

Inferior jurisdiction is opposed to superior

jurisdiction, civil to criminal jurisdiction,

equitable and statutory to common-law jurisp

diction.‘

in chancery, ordinary jurisdiction is that wherein

the‘ common law is observed; extraordinary. that of

equity and good conscience. See Cruxcnnv.

 

lBuck v. Colhath,8 Wall. 845 (1805); Heidritter v.

Elizabeth Oil Cloth Co., 112 U. B. 294 (1884). cases;

Smith 1:. Bauer. 9 C01. 850 (1886).

'Covcll v. Heyman, 111 U. S. 182 (1B8i), Matthews. J.;

Ableman u. Booth. 21 How. 518 (1858).

I Senior 1:. Pierce. 81 F. R. 627 (18%). cases; Melvin 0.

Robinson. ib. 634 (1887). cases; Judd 11. Bankers‘. &c.

'l‘eL 00.. ib. 188 (1887). cases.

‘Gumbel u. Pitkin. 124 U. S. 131 (1888). cases, hiat

thewa. J.

‘See Grace :1. American Central Ins. Co.. 109 U. 3.

$8 (1883).

' Al to conditional statutory jurisdiction. see 26 Am.

[AW Reg. 481-506 (1887). cases.

Where there is a lack of jurisdiction. a judgment ll

void; where there is a wrongful or defective exercise

of the power, the judgment is voidable.I q. 1:.

Jurlsdiction once acquired is effectual for all pub

poses. and exclusive.‘ But the court must proceed

according to the established modes governing the class

to which the case belongs. and must not transcend

the law in the extent or character 01' its judgment.‘

Jurisdiction having attached in the original cane.

everything done within the power of that jurisdiction.

when collaterally questioned. is to be held conclusive

of the rights of the parties. unless impeached for fraud

Every intendment is to be made to support the pro

ceeding. Infinite confusion would ensue were the rule

otherwise.‘

The record of a court of special jurisdiction must

show its jurisdiction: nothing is presumed in its favor;

otherwisa, as to a court of general jurisdiction.‘ Sec

further Arrsnxna, De non. etc.

Jurisdiction is given hy the law; consent can neither

give nor take it away.‘ —except. perhaps. as to juris

diction over the person.’

Where there is collusion to give jurisdiction. the

court will dismiss the suit for want of jurisdiction.’

When a law conferring jurisdiction is repealed

without a reservation as to pending cases. such cases

fall with the law.’

See Connrz Juoonarrr; Jomou1~ Power; Junu. 1

Boni. etc; Pi-i0£11BlTl0N, 1.

JURISPRUDENCE.lo The science of

law; the practical science of givinga wise in

terpretation to the laws and of making a just

application of them to cases." Whence juris

prudential.

Comparative jurisprudence. The

study of different systems of laws, or the

laws of different nations.

Equity jurisprudence. That portion oi

remedial justice which is administered in

courts or equity."

 

I Gray 0. Bowles. 74 M0. 423 (1881).

‘French 0. Hay. 23 Wall. 253 (1874).,cases; Ober o.

Gallagher. 93 U. S. 206 (1876). casea

' Windsor 1:. McVeigh, 93 U. S. 282 (1876). cases;

United States v. VValker. 109 id. 267 (1883).

'Cornctt v. Williams. K) Wall. 250 (1873). Sway-ne. J.

‘See Galpin v. Page. 18 Wall. 365-66 (1873). cases;

li1ousseau's Will. 80 Minn. 205 (1883). cases: Dick 0.

Wilson. 10 Oreg. 490 (1888), cases; Wade v. Handcock.

76 Va. 625 (1832). cases.

‘Home Ins. Co. v. Moran. 20 Wall. 451 (1874). caseo;

Santom 11. Ballard. 133 Mam. 465 (1882).

' Grimmett v. Askew, 48 Ark. 156 (1886); 49 N. Y. 308.

‘Williams v. Nottawa. 104 U. S. 209 (1582); Coflln u.

Haggin. 13 Rep. 547 (18&Z): Act 8 March, 1875. 5 5.

° Baltimore, &c. R Co. v. Grant. 3 U. S. 401 (1878),

cases; Sherman 0. Grinnell. 12‘! id. 680 (1887).

I" L. jus, right; providena, toreseeing.

H [Bouvier‘s Law Dict.

H[1 Story. Eq. 5 25; Jackson v. Nimmo. 3 boa. GD

\l8T9).
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Medical jurisprudence. See Mnmoms,

Medical, etc.

JURIST. One versed in the science of

law.

Juristic; juristical. Pertaining to the

science of law; concerning a jurist, or juris

prudence.

A “jurist," if anything more than a line word for a

lawyer, means a lawyer who is mainly eminent through

his familiarity with the theoretic side of the law. Sav

igny and Austin, for instance, were jurists in this sense.

But a judge who has a wide practical acquaintance

with cases, and knows how to administer the law found

in them. is more than a “jurist:" he is an excellent

lawyer and judge.‘

JUROR. See JURY.

-'J'l'.TIBY.2 A body of persons sworn, or af

firmel, to decide a matter of fact in contro

versy in a court of justice.

A body of men composed of the peers or

equals of the person whose rights it is selected

or summoned to determine; that is, of his

neighbors, fellows, associates, persons having

the same legal status in society.‘ See PEER.

The persons are, individually, jurors or

jurymen.‘

The term usually imports a tribunal of

twelve men presided over by a court hearing

the allegations, evidence, and arguments of

the parties; a common or petit jury,5 q. 1:.

But it may import more or less than twelve, as when

the reference is to a grand jury, a coroner's or a

shorifl"s Jury!

The common-law jury of twelve persons has seldom

been allowed in courts of special, inferior, or limited

jurisdiction, such as police courts, courts of justices of

the peace, probate courts, courts of equity, or in re

viewlngcourts."

Grand. jury. Twenty-four [twenty

three] freebolders returned by the sherifi to

each session of the court of oyer and termi

ner and general jail delivery, to inquire,

present, and do all other things commanded

them.‘

‘I The Nation, No. 985, p. 456 (May 31, 1883).

‘F. jurée, _a body of sworn men: L. jurors, to bind

by oath.

' Strauder v. West Virginia, 100 U. 8. MB (1879),

Strong. J.

i Fife v. Commonwealth. 29 Pa. 489 (i8t'i'|').

' See State v. Kemp,.8-i liiinn. 63-64 (1886); 67 Ill. 11?;

 

.l0 ind. 496; 7010175, 51-62; 14 Minn. 439; 12 N. Y. 190;

Uliarb. 83; 17 Nev. 870; 4 Ohio St. 177; 2 _Wis. 28; 57

id 75; 2 Dali. 885.

0 Fitchburg R. Co. 1:. Boston. &c. R. Co., 8 Cush. 85

0849); Knight v. Campb.-ll, 62 Barb. 83 (i872).

' S.ate v. City of Topeka, 86 Kan. 86 (1886).

'4 Bl (Mm. 802.
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\

Having been first instructed in their duties by the

judge, they withilraw to hear accusations by bills of

indictment, whether there is suflicient cause to call

upon the party to answer before the pctit jury. They

inquire for the body of the county; and find a bill to

be “true “ or “ not true " by vote of at least twelve

membem.'

The institution serves to protect persons from be

ing puttc the trouble and expense ofa trial upon

groundless accusation; constitutes a security against

vindicative prosecutions by the government, political

partisans, or private enemies.‘ .

The institution of the grand jury is of very ancient

origin. For a long period its powers were not clearly

defined; it seems at first tohave both accused and tried

public oifenders. At the time of the settlement of

this country, it was an accusing tribunal only, without

whose action no person charged with a felony, except

in certain special causes, could be put upon trial. In

the struggles which arose in England between the

powers of the king and the rights of the subject, it

often stood as a barrier against persecution in hil

name. Thus it came to be regarded as an institution

by which the subject was rcndered secure against op

preaaion from unfounded prosecutions of the crown.

In this country, from the popular character of our in

stitutions, there has seldom been any contest between

the government and the citizens which required the

existence of the grand juryas aprotectiou against op

pressive action of the government. Yet the institution

was adopted and is continued from considerations sim

ilar to those which give it its chief value imEngland,

and is designed as a means, notonly of bringing to

trial persons accused of public offenses upon just

grounds, but also as a means of protecting the citizen

against unfounded accusation, whether it comes from

the government, or is prompted by partisan passion

or private enmity. No person shall be required, ac

cording to the fundamental law of the country, except

in cases mentioned. to answer for any of the higher

crimes, unless this body, consisting of not less than

sixteen nor more than twenty-three good and lawful

men, selected from the body of the district. shall de

clare, upon careful deliberation, under the solemnity

of an oath, that there is good reason for his accusation

and trial.I

While there is now no danger to the citizen from the

oppresslons of a monarch, or from any‘form of _ex

ecutive power, it remains true that the grand jury is

as valuable as ever in securing individual citizens from

an open and public accusation of crime, and from the

trouble, expense, and anxiety of a public trial before

a probable cause is established by the presentment

and indictment of a grand jury.‘

Objection to the qualification of grand jurors, or to

the mode of summoning or impanelling them, mustbe

 

'4 Bl. Com. 8%.

I 2 Story, Coast. 5 1786.

I Charge to Grand Jury, 2 Saw. 668-60 (1872), Field. J.;

Hurtado v. California, 110 U. S. 556 (1884); Exp. Bain.

121 id. 10 (1887). '

‘Exp. Bain, 121 U. 8. 12 (1887). Harlan, J., quotinl

Jones v. Robbins, 8 Gray, 829 (i857).
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made by a motion to quash, or by a plea in abate

ment, before pleading in bar.I

A grand jury is a component part of the court, and

is under its general supervision and control. Individ

ual jurors may be punished for contempt consisting in

willful misconduct or neglect of duty; but they are in

dependent in their actions in determining questions of

fact, and no investigation can ever be made as to how

a juror voted, or what opinion he expressed on a

matter before him.

investigations before a grand jury must be made in

accordance with the well-established rules of evidence,

and it must bear the best legal proofs of which the

case admits

Whether a witness is an expert must be first deter

mined by the court.

Evidence of confessions should not be admitted, ex

cept under the direction of the court, or, perhaps,

unless the prosecuting officer makes the preliminary

inquiries necessary to render such testimony admis

sible.

Since they are sworn “ to inquire and a true present

ment make,“ they may order the production of other

evidence than that adduced by the prosecution, which

they believe exists and is within reach.

A witness's testimony before a grand jury is not a

confidential communication.

it is a high contempt of court for A person volun

tarily to communicate with a grand jury with refer

ence to a matter which may come before them.

The court is the only proper source from which a

grand jury may obtain advice as to a question of law.

Cour“ sometimes permit the district attorney, or

his assistant. to go before a grand jury, when requested

by the foreman or when necessary for a proper ad

ministration of justice. These ofllcers may then mist

in examining witnesses; may advise in matters of pro

cedure, according to well-settled practice; may read

statutes upon which bills of indictment are founded;

but they may not advise as to the sufllciency of evi

dence.‘

While grand jurors are sworn to secrecy. the later

doctrine is that, to prevent justice from being de

feated, a member may testify what evidence was

given before the body.‘ I

Local statutes regulate the qualifications, summon

ing, organization, and duties of grand juries.‘

Common, petit, or traverse jury.

Common jury. Originally, a jury summoned

to try matters of an ordinary nature.

Not for each separate cause, as at first, but consist

ing of one panel for every cause, of forty-eight to

seventy-two jurors, twelve of whose names are drawn

for the jury itself.‘

I United States v. Gale, 109 U. B. 65, 71 (1883), cases.

' United States v. Kilpatrick, 16 F. R. 765 (1888),

Dick, J.

' State v. Grady, 12 Mo. Ap. 8C3 (1882), cases; 4 Crirn.

Law ling. 171-87 (1833), cases; 21 Cent. Law J. 104-6

(1885), cases and statutes.

"See generally Thompson & 31.. Juries, on xxvn

XIXIV; Proffatt, Jury Trials, (5% 41-01.

‘[3 Bl. Com. 857.

Petit jury. The lesser jury, which passes

finally upon the truth of the fact in dispute;

a common jury of twelve men.

Traverse jury. The jury which passes

upon the truth of the facts traversed or de

nied; a common or petit jury.

Mixed jury. A right to which every col

ored man is entitled is, that in the selection

of jurors to pass upon his life, liberty, or

property, there shall be no exclusion of his

race, and no discrimination against them be

cause of color.

This is a diiferent thing ‘from a right to have the

jury composed in part of colored men. A mixed jury

in a particular case is not essential to the equal pro

tection of the laws.‘ See Crnzsx, Amendment, XIV.

Special or struck jury. Originally,

drawn in causes of too great nicety for the

discussion of ordinary freeholders, or where

the sheriif was suspected of partiality.2

The sheriff produced his freeholder's book, and an

oflicer took indiiferently forty-eight names. From

these names each side struck 017 twelve, and the re

maining twenty-four were returned upon the panel,

from which a jury of twelve men were selected.’

Of rare occurrence. The method of selection is reg

ulated by local law, and varies as to details in different

jurisdictions. in some States the jury is granted as of

course upon application; but generally it must appear

that a fair trial cannot be otherwise had, or that the

intricacy or importance of the case requires men spe

cially qualified for the service.I

Trial byjury. A trial by a common-law

jury, a body of twelve men.‘

A trid by one's peers; secured, originally, by

Msgna Charts. The bulwark of the subject's liberties.‘

In the time of Henry II, trial by twelve men gener

ally superseded trial by an indefinite number of suitors

of court, which was in common use in Saxon times.‘

The very spirit of trial by jury is, that the experi

ence, practical knowledge of afiairs, and common

sense of jurors may be appealed to, to mediate the’ in

consistencies of the evidence, and reconcile the ex

trnvagances of the opposmg theories of the parties.’

" In courts at common law, where the value in con

troversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial

 

I Virginia v. Rives. 1(1) U. S. 828 (1879).

' 8 Bl. Com. 857.

' See Thompson & M., Juries, I5 12, 14, cases; Prof

fatt, Jury Trials,” 71-75, cases; Abb. N. Y. Dig., tit.

Trial, 55 196-208; 1 T. & H. Pr. (Pa.) 5 686.

' People v. Justices. 74 N. Y. 407 (1878).

'8 Bl. Com. 849; 4 id. 414. See also State v. Kemp,

$4 Minn. 03-61 (1885).

'12 Alb. Law J. 113. Seegenerally 11 Am. Law. Rev.

24-500876); 1 Kan. Law J. 100-3 (1886); lb. 357; 4 id.

161 (1886): l Steph. Hist. Cr. Law Eng. 252-72.

' Standard Oil Co. v. Van Etten, 107 U. S. 834 (1882),

Matthews, J . See also Sioux City, &o. R Co. 0. Stout

17 Wall. 66-i(181‘8), Hunt, J.
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by jury shall be preserved, and no fact tried by a jury

shall be otherwise re-examined in any Court of the

United States, than according to the rules of the com

mon law." I

This relates to trials in the Federal courts; the

States are left to regulate trials in their courts intheir

own way. The Constitution only secures trials in State

courts according to the settled course of judicial pro

ceedings.‘ '

The right does not extend to cases of equity juris

diction; as, in claims for damages for alleged infringe

ment of letters—patent.'

An application for trial by a jury in a patent case

by a defendant against whom an injunction is asked

may be granted in the discretion of the court; but if

the question can be determined more properly by a

chancellor, the application should be refused.‘

The constitutions of the several States provide that

“trial by jury shall be as heretofore, and the right

thereof remain inviolate."

The legislature may withhold trial by jury from

new offenses created by statute and unknown to the

common law, as in the case of the Sunday Law, and

of numerous enactments in the nature of police regu

lations for preserving the peace; from new jurisdic

tions created by statute and clothed with no common

law powers, as, in Pennsylvania, in the case of the

Justices‘ Hundred Dollar Law, and of the authorities

that enforce the liability of counties for property do

stroyed by mobs; from proceedings which, timugh in

common-law courts, are out of the course of the

common law, as in motions for summary relief against

judgments; and, in equity suits. Proceedings in or

phans' courts, and many in quarter sessions, are other

examples. Trial may be denied to municipal corpo

rations. In these instances it is no invasion of the

rights of the citizen to provide some other mode of

trying contested facts, because “ heretofore." that is,

at the common law which antedated our constitutions,

trial by jury did not exist in such cases.‘

The meaning is that a jury trial is to be preserved in

all cases in which it existed prior to the adoption of the

constitution. The right is preserved, not extended: it re

mains " inviolate "—that is, not disturbed or limited,‘

 

I‘Constitution, Amd. VII. Ratifled, Dec. 15, 1791.

‘ Walker v. Sauvinet, 92 U. S. 92 (1875), cases, Waite,

C. J.; Pearson v. Yewdsll, 95 id. 29(l(187T); Callan 1:.

Wilson, 12'! id. 547 (1888).

‘Herdsman 1:. Lewis, 2) Blatch. 266 (1882); Rubber

Co. 0. Goodyear, 9 Wall. 798 (1869); Cawood Patent, 94

U. S. 695 (1876); Marsh v. Seymour, 97 id. 848 (1877); 2

Flip. 712; 18 Rep. 129; 68 Pa. 130; 78 id. 169.

‘Keyes v. Pueblo Smelting, 8:0. Co., 81 F. B. 560

(1887).

‘Rhinos v. Clark, 51 Pa. 101 (1865), Woodward, C. J.;

Haines u. Levin, 1'12. 414 (1865); Appeal of Borough

of Dunmore, 52 id. 874 (1866); La Croix v. County Com

missioners, 50 Conn. 321 (1882), cases.

‘ Re Rolfs, 30 Kan. 762 (1888). Brewer, J. Refers to

Byers v. Commonwealth, 42 Pa. 9-1-96 (1862), Strong, J.,

ll presenting a “clear and forcible discussion of the

Iubject." See also Van Swartow v. Commonwealth,

94 Pa. 134 (1854), Black, C. J.; Calisn 1:. Wilson, 127

U. 8. 552-56 (1888), cases.

as ample and complete as when the constitution was

adopted.I '

The provision is intended to secure a benefit or right

to a party to a suit which he may avail himself of or

waive at its election; and the legislature may make

reasonable laws regulating the mode in which the right

shall be enjoyed.‘

The right “ to a speedy public trial by an impar

tial jury of the county wherein the oilense shall have

been committed," is waived by the accused, when,

upon his application, the place of trial is changed to

another county.‘

An accused person cannot waive the right unless

waiver is expressly authorized.‘ See Wuvsn.

See Coxvrcr1os, Summary; Dsrssss, 2, Ailfldavit of.

Questions of law are to be determined by the

court; questions of fact by the jury. In this regard

the authority of each is absolute.‘

The jury should take the law as laid down by the

court, and give it full efiect; but its application to the

facts, and the facts themselves, it is for them to de

termine. "I‘he court may not enter their distinctive

province. These are the check and balance whic

give to trial by jury its value.‘ I

Where the facts are undisputed, their effect is for

the judgment of the court; where different minds

may honestly draw different conclusions from the

facts, as where care or negligence is to be inferred,

the question is for the jury.’

What is said by the court as to the weight of evi

dence is advisory, in nowise intended to fetter the ex

ercise of the juror‘s independent judgment With

this limitation, it is the right and duty of the court to

aid them by recalling the testimony to their recollec

tion, by collecting its details, by suggesting grounds

of preference where there is contradiction, by direct

ing their attention to the most important facts, by

eliminating the true points of inquiry, by resolving

the evidence, however complicated, into its simpler

elements, and by showing the bearing of its several

parts and their combined effect, stripped of every

consideration which might otherwise mislead or con

fuse them. How this duty shall be performed de

pends upon the discretion of the judge. Without this

aid, chance, mistake, or- caprice may determine the

result.‘ ‘

In civil cases, the jury are to find for the party ll)

whose favor the evidence preponderates. In crimm-ii

 

1 State v. City of Topeka, 86 Kan. E11 (1856), \'alen

tine, J.

‘ Foster a. Morse, 182 Mass 855 (1882), cases.

‘ Bennett 1). State, 57 Wis. 69 (1883); ib. 74-75, crews

‘ Wartner 1). State, 102 Ind. 52-58 (1584). cases. OI

abolishing trial by jury, see 20 Am. Law Reg w1('|b.‘~'i;)

The system of jury trial, 21 Am. Law Rev. S59-68(ll\‘S7),

Hon. Samuel F. lililler.

‘ Nudd o. Burrows, 91 U. S. 439 (1875). As to questions

of fact for the court, see 27 Cent. Law J. 4-1; (loss;

cases.

‘ Hickman v. Jones, 9 Wall. 201-2 (1869), cases

Swayne, J .

" Sioux City, &c. R. Co. v. Stout, 17 Wall. 668 (imi

Hunt, J.; Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Snyder, U U, 8. SI

(1876).
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trials, the accused is entitled to the legal presumption

In favor of innocence, which, in doubtful cases, is al

ways suihcient to turn the scales in his favor.I See

further Doom‘, Reasonable.

The jury are no more the judges of the law in a

criminal case, upon the plea of not guilty, than they

are in a civil case. tried upon the general issue. In

each case, their verdict, when general, is necessarily

compounded of law and fact. In each, they deter

mine the law and the fact In each, they have the

physical power to disregard the law, as laid down by

the court. But they have not the moral right to de

de the law according to their own notions or pleas

ure. On the contrary, the most sacred constitutional

right of every person accused of a crime is that the

jury should respond as to the facts and the court as to

the law. It is the duty of the court to instruct the

jury as tothe law; and it isthe duty of the juryto

follow the law, as laid down. This is the only protec

tion of the citizen. if the jury were at liberty to

settle the law for themselves, the effect would be, not

only that the law itself would be uncertain, from the

diflerent views juries might take of it; but. in case of

error, there would be no remedy for the injured party;

for the court would not have any right. to review the

law as it had been settled by the jury. Indeed, it

would be almost impracticable to ascertain what the

law, as settled by the jury, actually was. On the

other hand, if the court should err, in laying down

the law, remedy may be had by a motion for a new

trial or by a writ of error. Every person accused as a

criminal has a right to be tried by the fixed law of the

lnnd.I

The jurors have the power to give a general verdict

upon the general issue, which includes the question of

law, as well as of fact; but when, by pleading, special

verdict or demurrer to evidence, the law is separated

from the fact, they have no right to decide the law,

but must follow it as laid down by the court.I

The right of a trial by a jury in a criminal case is

not more distinctly secured than it is in a civil case,

The right exists only in respect to a disputed fact.

Where the facts constituting guilt are undisputed, it

h the duty of the court to direct a. verdict of guilty.‘

The jury judge of the law in criminal cases. Hav

ing the power, they have a right to give a verdict con

trary to the instructions of the court upon the law.

The court may present the considerations which

should induce them to follow its instructions, but

should not give a binding instruction which it would

he powerless to enforce by granting a new trial if the

Instruction should be disregarded This power is one

 

I Lilienthal's Tobacco v. United States, 97 U. 8. M6

(1877), Cliitord, J.

' United States v. Bsttiste, 2 Sumn. M8 (1835). Story,

Judge.

' Stettinius 12. United States, 5 Cranch, C. C. 578, 584

09 (1539), cases, Crunch. C. J. See also United States

v. Wilson, Baldw. l08 U830); State 0. Croteau, 28 Vt. 14,

I9-Bl (1849), cases; Robinson v. State, 66 Ga. 518 (1881);

lhlone v. State, ib. 542-48 (1881).

‘United States v. Anthony, ll Blamh. 209-10 (1873),

Hunt, J . Contra, United States 1:. Taylor, 8 McCrary,

Ill)-6 (im), canes, M.:Crary, J.
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of the most valuable securities guaranteed by the Bill

of Rights. Judges may be partial and oppressive,

from political or personal prejudice.I

By reason of the experience of the judge the jury

will doubtless highly regard his opinion, and incline

to adopt it rather than a contrary view presented by

counsel; but his instructions are only advisory, the

jury are not bound to follow them; and hence the de

fendant may present views and interpretations of the

law differing from those stated by the court. The

argument must of course be confined to the issue, and

be presented in a respectful manner; and the court

may restrict the time within reasonable bounds.‘

it is not improper to instruct the jury that if they

can say upon their oaths that they know the law bet

ter than the court itself, they have a right to do so;

but that before saying this it is their duty to reflect

whether from their study and experience they are bet

ter qualified to judge of the law than the court.‘

The reasons for constituting the jury the “judges

of the law and the fact“ in criminal cases, seem to

have been: 1. Having the power to pass upon the law

bya general verdict, their right to do so necessarily

followed. 2. Up to the time of the prosecutions in

England for seditious utterances, the right, while ad

mitted to exist, was seldom exercised, but the condi

tion of affairs in the time of Judge Jeflreys caused a

vigorous assertion of the right.‘

in capital cases, the jurors are kept together until

discharged; but pending a trial for a misdemeanor,

they may be permitted by the court, without the

knowledge of the defendant, to separate, without

vitiating their verdict.‘

Facts found by a jury may be revised by a motion

for a new trial, or by a writ of error.

Jury box. The space set apart for a jury

while engaged in a trial. .

A revolving barrel is it “ box," within the require

ment of a statute that names of jurors, before being

drawn, shall be placed in a box and shaken together.‘

Jury commissioner. An oflicer who

provides panels of jurors for the successive

terms of a court.

 

1 Kane 1:. Commonwealth, 89 Pa. 525-27 (1879), Shara

wood, 0. J.

' State v. Verry, 86 Kan. 4%) (1887), cases, Johnston, J.

‘Spies etal. o. People, 122 Ill. 25 (1887), cases

‘ See 2 Steph. Hist. Cr. Law Eng. 813, et seq.

" The jurors were necessarily the judges in all cases

of life, limb, crime. and dlsherison of the heir in capite.

The king could not decide, for he would then have

been both prosecutor and judge, neither could his

justices, for they represent him." Bracton, 119; I

Litt. § 368; 8 Coke, Litt. cam.

See generally 3 Cr. Law Mag. 484 (1883), Wade, C.

J.; 4id. 15-27 (1882); 17 Am. Law Rev. 898-410 (i888);

ll Alb. Law J. 104 (1882).

' United States 0. Bennett, ifi Blatch. 874 (1879), cases;

Commonwealth v. Walsh, 182 Mass. 10 (1882), cases. On

improper interference with juries, see 26 Am. Law

Reg. 666-73 (1887), cases.

' Commonwealth v. Bacon, l8ti Man. B25 08%),
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Jury list. A paper containing the names,

occupations, and place of residence of a

panel of jurors.

Jury process. The writ by which a jury

is summoned.

Jury wheel. A revolving receptacle in

which are placed, at designated intervals, the

names of persons qualified for service as

jurors, and from which panels are drawn.

See further Amur; CALL, 8;CnAu.|:sos, 4; Cannon,

2 (2, c); CONTEHPT, 1; Comar, 2; Eusoa; Eunruo

nar; Fonmm; lnrmmn; Ixnirrxarurr; lrinicruxxr;

Luaoa, 2; liisnuns Lrxonas; Ornnos, 2; Pack;

Pmsn; Pa1vn.r:os, 2; Pnocxss. 1, Due: Pumsnsn,

Twice; Qmurv, 2; Rrmrr, 2, Civil Rlght‘s Acts;

STAND Asimr; Tanrs; Tmon; Vsomsr; Vnruu; Van

nrcr; VICINAGE; Vuw; Wuvnn; Wrrnnruwmo.

J'US. L. Right; law, in the abstract;

justice; jurisprudence. Plural, jura. Other

forms are jure, juris. See below.

Lear is law in the concrete sense. See Equm.

Alieni juris. See Sui juris.

Apex juris. A subtlety of the law; a

legal nicety. A doctrine carried to an ex

treme of refinement.

Apt'ceajur1Za non wntjura. Subtleties of

the law are not (do not define) rights—iaw

or equity.1

Jus accrescendi. Right of survivorship.

See SURVIVE, 2.

Jus ad rem. Right to a thing. Jus in

re. Right in a thing. Denote, the first, a

right without possession —an inchoate right,

an incomplete title; the second, a right with

possession - a perfected title.

A lien with possession is aj1u in re; Q lien resting

in a contract, ajus ad rem.

In civil law, ajm ud rem obtains medlatcly and

from relation to a particular person; a jus in re, im

mediately and absolutely, and is the same as against

all persons.‘ See R.

Jus dare. To make the law. Jus di

cere. To say what the law is; to apply the

law.

Jus dicere, mm dare. To declare, not to

make, the law. The duty of a judge is to

apply the law as made, not to legislate.

The courts administer the law as they find it; they

are not to make or modll'y it. Hence, considerations

as to expediency are to be addressed to the law-main

in; body.‘ See Hmnsnw. .

 

‘Sea Broom. Max. iB8; 2 Story,143; 5 Conn. 884.

‘See 2 Bouv. 80; 2 ol. Com. 312; 20 Wall. I63.

' 1 Crunch, 177; 21 Wall. 178; 100 U. S. %8, 408. 788;

10! id. 515; 50 Conn. 180; 1B]. Com. 79.
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Jus dispondendi. The right to part

with a thing,—- to give property away as the

owner pleases. See WILL, 2.

J_us et norma. See Uses, Norma, etc.

Jus flduciarum. See Usa, 2.

Jus gentium. The law of all nations;

the law which natural reason establishes

among all races of men; also, international

law.1 '

Jus mariti. The right of the husband —

in the wife's movable property. See Jurs

uxoris.

Jus personarum. Rights of persons.

Jus rerum. Rlglit of things. See Jura.

Jus possessionis. Right of possession.

Jus postlimini. The right of reprisal,—

postliiniiiy, q. 11.

Jus precarium. See U53, 3, p. 1072.

Jus privatum. Private right: law reg

ulating the aflairs of individuals. Juris pri

1:ati. Of private right. J118 publicum.

Public right: law regulating aflairs of the

state. Juris publici. Of public right.2

When private property is " aflected with a public

interest, it ceases to be juria privati “ (Hale. Ld. C. J.).

Property becomes clothed with a public interest when

used in a manner to make it of public consequence,

and affect the community at large. In such cases the

owner in effect grants to the public an interest in the

use, and must submit to be controlled by the public

for the common good, to the extent of the interest he

has thus created.‘

Jus proprietatis.

proprietor-ship.

Jus representationis. The right of

representation, or of being represented, by

another.

Jus scriptum. Written law;

law. Compare LEX, Scripta.

Jus tertii. Right in a third person.

Thus, a tenant may plead a new attornment; s

bailee may show that his bailor has parted with his

right.‘

Jura personarum. Rights of persons.

Jura rerum. Rights in things. The rights

which concern or are annexed to the persons

of men; and such rights as a man may ao

quire over external objects.6

Right of property:

statute

 

I See 1 Bl. Com. 48.

' 2 Bl. com. 9; 87 Wis. 4-42, 445.

' Munn 0. Illinois, 94 U. S. 125, 18) (1876), can

Waite, C. J.

‘ 93 U. S. 580; 2 Pars. Conn: 5!)‘

‘I131. Com. 12Z:2id.l.
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Jul-5 summ j_n1pe1-j_j_ supreme rights to a complaint of unequal valuation, that the property

of dominion.

Jure alluvionis. By right of alluvion.

See ALLUVIO.

Jure divino. By Divine right or law.

Jure humano. By human law.

Jure naturm. By the law of nature.

Jure uxoris. The right of the wife. See

Jus mariti.

Juris et de jure.

right — by law.

Applied to an irrebutable presumption; as; that a

man at Rome cannot be at London the same day. Op

posed, a presumption jun'a.l Bee Pnrsvxrriou.

Juris privati. See Jus p1-ivatum.

Strictum jus. Severe right or law; law

in its rigor as opposed to equity. Stricti juris.

Of strict right. Strictissimi juris. Of the

strictest right. Subject to the strictest con

struction, the most rigorous application, of

law.

Applied to a license or a grant highly advantageous

to the receiver; to maritime liens (q. u.) which are not

extended by construction, analogy, or inference;I to

a claim against a surety (q. 11.), whose obligations are

never increased by presumptlons and equities.‘

Sui juris. Of one's own right; of capac

ity to act for one’s self. Opposed, non sui

j ' : not of one‘s own right; and, alieni

juris. of the right of another ——under an

other's control.

What one am‘ jun‘: may himself do, he may dele

gate to another to do for him.‘ '

Sui jun‘: cannot be accurately used to denote the

possession of any degree of physical or mental

power.‘

Roman citizens were either an’ juris (men of their

own right), acting for themselves independently of

family control, or client jun‘: (subject to another‘s

right), subject to the control of one who stood as the

head of the family. Both enjoyed alike the rights of

£reemen.'

JUST. 1. Probable; reasonable: as, just

cause to make an arrest. to suspect one of

crime. See CAUSE, Probable.

2. Fair, adequate, equivalent:

compensation, q. v.

In the assessment of property for general taxation,

a“ just" or equal valuation is more important than

an absolutely “true " one; therefore it is no answer

Of right and by

as, just

 

I 1 Whart. Ev. $51232-37; 1Gre0nl. Ev. § 15 (1).

lvandewater 0. Mills, 19 How. 89 (1856).

'Leggett v. Humphreys, 21 How. 75 (1858); Smith

I. United States, 2 Wall. 235 (1861).

ISr,ory, Agency, 5 11.

'88 N. Y. 455; 47 id. 317; 68 id.10-i;15 Alb. L. J. 827.

‘Hadley, Rom. Law,1(77, 119.

is assessed at its “ true cash value." I

J'U'S'I‘ICE.2 1. Rendering to every man

his due.

The dictate of right according to the com

mon consent of mankind generally or of the

portion associated in one government or

governed by the same principles and morals.‘

“ In a judicial sense, exact conformity to some ob

ligatory law.“ The doing of justice is,Lhen, the per

formance toward another of whatever is due him in

virtue of a perfect and rigorous right, the execution

of which he may demand by forcible means.‘

In its nature justice is preventive, and remedial.

Every man for an injury done him may have right

and justice, freely without sale, fully without denial,

and speedily with delay..

A refusal or neglect of justice is remedied by s

prooedcndo, a mandamus, or a prohibition.‘

Oflenses against justice are: embezzling or vacating

records; personuting others in court; obstructing the

execution of process; escape; breach of prison;

rescue; receiving stolen goods; common barratry;

maintenance; champerty; compounding prosecutions;

conspiracy; perjury; bribery; embracery; false ver

dict; negligence of public ofiicers; oppression by

magistrates; extortion by ofi‘icers,' qq. 1:.

Bee Cosscisxcs; Equrrv; Fuornvs; TRIAL, Speedy.

2. A justice of the peace: an inferior judi

cial ofiicer. See PEACE, Justice of.

8. Is interchanged with judge.

“ Circuit justice" and “justice of the dr

cuit" designate the justice of the Supreme

Court allotted to a circuit; and “judge,”

applied generally to any circuit, will also in

clude such justice.‘I

The members of most supreme courts are

styled I‘justices”—chief justice, associate

justice, etc. See JUDGE. .

JUSTICIAR. See CHANCELDOB.

IUSTIFIABLE. See Bxrrnnv; Hom

CIDE.

JUSTIFICATION. Making an act a

matter of right.

1. Allegatinn of a reason why defendant

might lawfully do the act complained of.

In libel, common as a plea on the ground of privi

lege, or of truth and public advantage. The effect

 

IDundee Mortgage Trust Investment Co. v. Charl

ton, 82 F.1L1lH(1887).

| L. jusiiiia: jushu, rightful.

I [Duncan 1:. lllagette, 25 Tex. ‘.’.58 (1860), Roberts, J,

‘ Borden v. State, 11 Ark. 528 (1851), Scott, J., quoflng

Burlamaqui.

' [1 Bl. Corn. 141: Magus Chartn, c. 29.

'8 Bl. Com. 109.

'4 Bl. Corn 127.

‘R. B. i 645.
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then is that the plaintiff never had any right of action,

because the act charged was lawful.‘ See Samoan.

2. Proof that bail is sutficient.

Made by oath of the person proposed, that he poo

oesses the qualifications required by law.

K.

K. As an abbreviation, commonly de

notes king. Compare Q.

K. B. King's bench, q. 1:.

K. C. King’s council, or counsel, qq. v.

KEEP. Varies in meaning with the con

nections in which it is found—the context

or circumstances.

Keep a gaming table.

not merely temporary.2

Keep a nuisance. See MAlN'I‘AiN.

Keep 8. women. In popular acceptation,

imports an illicit relation.‘

' Keep an inn. Keep a house for the en

tertainment of travelers and others, for pay.‘

Keep down interest. Pay interest peri

odically as it becomes due.'

Keep house. May be said of a trader

who secretes himself in his house to avoid

his creditors.‘

Keep in repair. See REPAIR.

Keep liquor. Keeping spirituous liquor

for sale is having possession and control of it

with intent and readiness to make a sale or

sales.

This may be a long-conflnued practice or it may be

instantaneous.1

Keep open; Implies a readiness to carry

on the usual business in a store, saloon, etc.°

To allow general access, for purposes of

traific, although the outer entrance is closed.’

Keep the peace. To avoid disturbing

the peace; to prevent others from breaking

the peace.

Keeper. 1. A person placed in charge of

attached personaltyJ°

Implies a use

I

I

 

lStaph. Pl. 224; 3 Bl. Com. 306.

I United States v. Smith, 4 Crunch, C. 0. 660-63 0&5).

I Downing 0. Wilson, as Ala. 719(1860).

‘ {State 1:. Stone, 6 Vi. 298 (1834).

l Regina 1:. Hutchinson. 82 E. C. L. '21l (1854).

' Cumming u. Baily, 6 Bing. '370 (1880).

"Stato u. Haney, 58 N. H. 379 (1878).

ILynch 1). People, 10 Mich. 4'17 (1868).

' Commonwealth 11. Harrison, 11 Gray. M (1858).

I See Cutter 1:. Howe, 122 Mass. 5i-S (1817).

2. One who assists in superintending a

gaming-house.l See DISORDERLY HOUSE.

8. One who harbors a dog upon his prem

ises is responsible, as keeper of the animal,

for injuries done by him.’

4. Owner, proprietor. See INN; LIVER‘!

srasns; Sanoos.

Keeper of the king's conscience. The lord

chancellor— formerly an ecclesiastic.

Keeper of the seal. See Sm, 1.

KEN0. See Gama, 2.

KENT, JAMES. >

Was born in Putnam county, New York, July 81,

1768, and died December 12, 1847.

His grandfather was a clergyman, his father a law

yer; and both were graduates of Yale college.

He entered Yale in 1777, and was graduated with

distinction in 1781. In July, 1771), the students being

dispersed by the invasion of New Haven by the British

troops, he withdrew toa small town, where he chanced

to read a copy of l3lackstone‘s Cominentaries, the pa

rusnl influencing him in deciding to study law.

He was admitted to the bar in 1785, and began the

practice at Poughkeepsie, where he had pursued his

studies.

In 1790, and in 1792, he was elected tcthe legislature

from Duchess county. He was an active Federalist,

and had the friendship of Jay and Hamilton.

In 1793, he removed to New York city, and in the

following year began to deliver lectures in the law do

partment of Columbia college. The attendance upon

the course for 1795 did not encourage him to deliver

another course. The first three lectures were after

ward published, but the sale of copies did not repay

the expense of publication.

In 1196, he was appointed one of the two masters in

chancery in New York city. and was also re-elected

to the legislature; and the next year he was made

recorder of the city.

in 1798, he was appointed a judge of the supreme

court, in which capacity he continued sixteen years,

during ten of which he was chief justice. At that time

there were neither reports nor precedents of the court;

the judges pronounced their opinions orally and at

very irregular intervals; the law itself was embryonic

and unsettled. Kent decided cases without delay, and,

in cases of importance, delivered written opinions

The most of these opinions have been preserved in the

three volumes of Jobns'on's Cases (1779-1808), the four

teen volumes of Johnson‘s Reports (1806-1817). and the

seven volumes of Johnson's Chancery Reports (1814

18-23). The large number of per curiam opinions in

eighth Johnson, all of one term, are by him, although

not so indicated. " English authorities did not stand

high in those feverish times. and this led me," he

wrote, “to hear down opposition, or to shame it, by

 

lStevens 1:. People, 67 Ill. 590 (1873).

‘Barrett 0. Malden, &c. R Co.. 3 Allen, 101 (1861);

Commonwealth v. Palmer,1$i Mass. 537 (1883); Cum

mings 11. Riley, 52 N. H. 869 (1872); Grant v. Ricker, 74

Me. 488 (1883).
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exhausting research and overwhelming authority.

Our jurisprudence was probably on the whole im

proved by it. . . The judges were Republicans,

kindly disposed to everything French; and this en

shied me. without exciting alarm orjealousy, to make

free use of such [French] authorities. and thereby

enrich our commercial law.“

From 1814 to 1828, he presided over the court of

chancery in the State of New York. The seven vol

umes of Johnson's Chancery Reports contain his de

cisions for that period, and present an extended and

learned exposition of equity jurisprudence. “ For the

nine years I was in that office,“ he further wrote,

“ there was nota single decision or dictum of either

of my predecessors — Livingston, and Lansing, 1711' to

181-1 — cited or even suggested to me. I took the court

as if it were_ an institution never before known in the

United States. I had nothing to guide me, and was

left at liberty to assume all such English chancery

practice and jurisdiction as I thought applicable under

our constitution. I was only checked by the

senate as a court of errors."

He left no aspect of a case unexamined and nude

cided. His dicta. have furnished the basis oi’ count

less adjudications.

In 1828, being in his sixty-first year, and, under the

constitution, no longer qualified for judicial office, he

resumed residence in New York city, and was re

elected to the chair in Columbia law school which had

been vacant since he left it in 1795. Here he delivered

the lectures which constituted the substance of his

"Commentaries on American Law," as first published.

" Having got heartily tired of lecturing, I abandoned

it, and it was my son that pressed me to prepare a

volume of lectures for the press. I had no idea of

publishing them when I delivered them. I wrotea

new volume and published it. This led me to remodel

and enlarge, and now the third volume will be out in

a few days; and I am obliged towritea fourth to com

plete my plan."

The first volume of the Commentaries was published

in 1826, the second in 1827, the third in 1829, and the

fourth in1S30. Upto the time of his death. in 1817,

he had revised five other editions. His son Judge

William Kent superiniended the preparation of the

seventh edition in 1852, the eighth in 1854, the ninth in

1858, and the tenth in 1860. The eleventh edition was

prepared by Judge George F. Comstock, in 1560, the

twelfth by Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., in 167-8,and

the thirteenth by C. M‘ Barnes. in 1884.

Of part of Kent's judicial labors Story said that

“to unfold the doctrines of chsncery in our country

and to settle them upon immovable foundations, it re

quired such a man with such a mind, at once liberal,

comprehensive, exact, and methodical; always rev

erencmg authorities and bound by decisions; true to

the spirit yet more true to the letter of the law; prov

lng principles with a severe and scrupulous logic, yet

blending with them the most persuasive equity.“

Story also wrote that the Commentaries were new

proof of the author's accurate learning, extensive re

search. and unwearied diligence.I

 

' See autobiographical letter of 1828, first published

in 1872,11: 1 South. Law Rev. 882; republished in 6 Alb.

KEROSENE. See OIL

KEY. See Dousno, Mortis, etc. ; Housa.

KIDNAPIIVGJ The forcible abduction

or stealing away of a man, woman, or child

from his or her own country, and sending or

taking him or her into another country.‘

The equivalent of abduction, q. v.

Bringing into the United States any person inveigied

or kidnaped in any other country with intent to hold

such person to involuntary servitude (q. v.) is a felony,

punishable withas much as five years imprisonment

and five thousand dollars tine.l

Physical force is not necessary. The crime is usu

ally committed by threats. It is sufiiclent to show a

mind operated upon by falsely exciting the fears, by

threats, or other undue influence, amounting substan

tially to_a coercion of the will. as a substitute for vio

lence. The condition of the person kldnaped, the age.

education, condition of mind. and other circumstances,

are to be considered.‘ See EXTRADITION.

KILL. See DEFENSE, 1;

\/VANTON.

KIN; KIITDRED. Relationship by

blood; persons legitimately related by blood.°

Next of kin. Nearest of blood relatives.

“Next of kin,“ “nearest of kin,“ “nearest of kin

dred." and “ nearest blood relatives" primarily indi

cate the nearest degree of consanguinity, in which

sense also they are most frequently used.‘

Does not include a husband or wife, unless plainly

so intended.’

Nor does it ordinarily include a widow; but it may

include such one, as, in a will.‘

Refers to the relatives of an intestate. In general,

no one comes within the term who is not included in

the provisions of the statutes of distribution.’

See Cossmoumrrv; Dracmrr; Ham; RELATION, 5;

Wmow.

KIND. Originally, race, kin; now, genus,

generic class.

Law J. 40. See also 13 Alb. Law J. $640 (1876); Amer

loan Cyclopsedia.

‘ 0rig.. to steal a child: kid, slang for child; nap,

to nab. Formerly spelled kidnapping.

' [4 Bl. Com. 219.

' Act28 June,1B7-i: 1 Sup. R. S. 108.

' See Moody v. People, 20 Ill. 818-19 (1858); State v.

Rollins, 8 N. H. 565-67(1S37); Click 1:. State, 8 Tex. 286

(18-18); 2 Bish. Cr L. ii 1'50-56.

' McCord v. Smith, 1 Black, 470 (1861); 82 Ga. 145; 11

Cllsh. 25; 72 N. Y. 815; 16 Wis. 635.

'Swasey v. Jaques, 144 Mass. 138, 137 (1887). cases,

Field, J.

" Haraden 1:. Larrabee, 113 liiass. 481 (1873), cases;

Wetter 1:. Walker, 62 Ga. 145 (1878).

' Keteltas v. Keteltas, 72 N. Y. 315 (1875), cases.

‘Steel v. Kurtz, 28 Ohio St. 196 (1876). See also]

Bradf. 495; 28 Md. 412; 67 N. Y. 389; SM Hun, 15; 89

Barb. 28; 84 id. 410; 43id.162; 68 N. C. 2&2; 17 Ohio St

867; 411. I. 4; ii2Wls. 135.

Homcms ;
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In kind. A payment of money, the de

livery or deposit of an object, as of rent, or

services rendered, are made or rendered “ in

kind," when of a thing or services which

'correspond in class or general nature to that

intended. Opposed, in specie: in the identi

cal state or condition, in exact terms. See

D1-zrosrr, 2, General. Compare Gases.

KING; QUEEN. 1. The person in

whom is invested the supreme executive

power of the government of Great Britain.

2. Sovereign power; government; com

monwealth ; state.

The crown is hereditary, in the feudal path for suc

cession to landed estates as marked out by the com

mon law; but this does not imply an indefeasible

right. Therefore, in his political capacity, the king

never dies.I

His duty is to govern according to law; disobedi

ence to his command is a high contempt or a mis

prision!

As the fountain of Justice, he is always ubiquitous

always present in his courts; hence he cannot be

non-suit, and does not appear by attorney.‘

He is the steward of the public, to dispense justice

to whomsoever it is due.‘

In foreign aifairs he represents the nation: sends

and receives ambassadors; makes treaties; proclaims

war, and peace; issues reprisals, grants, safe1:onducts.

In domestic aflairs he is part of the supreme legisla

tive power: may negative a new law, and is bound by

none unless specially named; is the general of the

kingdom — raises armies, defends the kingdom; con

fines subjects within the realm. recalls them from

abroad; is the general conservator of the peace—

erects courts, prosecutes offenders, pardons crimes,

issues proclamations; is the fountain of ofllce and

privilege; is the arbiter of domestic commerce——

erects marts, regulates weights and measures and the

coinage of money; and is the supreme head 01' the

chumh—c0nvenes and dissolves synods, nominates

bishops, and receives appeals.

His revenue is ordinary: ecclesiastical and tem

poral—h-om demesne lands of the crown, from the

courts of justice, royal tish, wrecks, jetsam, flotsam,

ligan, royal mines, treasure-trove, walfs, estrays, for

feitures for oifenses and for deodands; from escheats,

and from the custody of lunatics; and extraordinary:

aids, subsidies granted by the Commons—now a tax,

charged with the civil list, and with which the expenses

of the civil government are defrayed.I

In the king there can be no negligence; no delay

bars his right.‘ See Taurus, Nullum, etc.

“ The king can do no wrong." This means either

that whatever is exceptional in the conduct of public

 

11 Bl. Corn. 191, 193,100.

'1Bl.Com.2i3; 4 £11.12}.

#1 Bl. Com. 270; 8id.2L

‘1 Bl. Com. 26-6.

'1 Bl. Com. on vn,vm.

'1 Bi. Com. 247.

aifairs. is not to be imputed to him; or, that the pro

rogative extends not to an injury: in his political ca

pacity the king is absolute perfection.I

The maxim has no place in our systems of constitu

tional law. The Constitution admits that heads of

departments may do wrong, and provides for their

impeachment.‘

A wrong attempted in the name ofa State is im

putable to its government.‘

Statutes of parliament are generally cited by the

name and the year of the sovereign in whose reign

they were passed. In the subjoined table the Roman

numerals indicate the year of accession:

1. William I, 1066. 20. Henry VIII, 1509.

2. William II, 1087. 21. Edward VI, 1547.

8. Henry I, 1100. 22. Diary, 1558.‘

4. Stephen, 1135. 23. Elizabeth, 1659.

5. Henry II, 1154. 24. James L 1608.

6. Richard I, 1189. %.‘Charles I, 1625.

7. John, 1199. 26. The Commonwealth,

8. Henry II], 1216. 1649.

9. Edward I, 1273. 27‘ Charles II. 1649.‘

10. Edward II. 1301‘. 28. James II, 1685.

11. Edward III, 1327. 29. William and Mary, 1689.

12. Richard II,18?‘7. 30. William III. 1696.‘

13. Henry IV, 1899. 81. Anne, 1702.

14. Henry V, 1418. 82. George I, 1714.

15. Henry VI, 1422. 83. George II, 1727.

16. Edward IV, 1461. 84. George III, 1760.

17. Edward V, 1488. 35. George IV, 1820.

18. Richard III, 1488. 86. William IV, 1&0.

19. Henry VII, 1485. 87. Victoria, June 20, 1887.

See Bnscn; Connors; Counssn; Cesar, 1; Caown;

Faun; Govsnsnsnr; PAs.1.unsm';PA'rai~'r, 1; Psrau;

Piuca, 1; Paaaooanvn; Tasuaa, 1; Tnnsos; Uniq

um, 1.

KISS THE BOOK. Placing the Bible

to the lips in attestation of the obligation of

an oath just administered. See further OATH.

KLEPTOMANIA. See INSANITY.

KNIGHT. See FEUD.

KNOCK DOWN. See Aucnon; BID Orr.

KNOT. See MILE.

KNOW ALL MEN, etc. See PRE

ENTS, 1.

KNOWLEDGE. 1. A being aware of:

information, cognizance; notice.

Absolute knowledge can be had of few things]

 

I1 Bl. Com. 246; 2 id. 248; 8 id. 254; 4 £11.32.

I Langtord v. United States, 101 U. S. 843 (1879).

' Virginia Coupon Cases, 114 U. S. 290 (1885).

' In 1554, married Philip of Spain; hence, Philip and

Mary, 1554-58.

' Ascended the throne in 1060; his regnal years are

counted born 1649- when Charles I died.

1-4, Normans; 5-12, Plantagenets; 13-15, House of

Lancaster; 16-18, House of York; 19-23, House of

Tudor; 24-25, 27431, House of Stuart; 82-87, House d

Hanover.

I Mary died in was

' Story 0. Buflum, 8 Allen, 88 (M
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Knowledge and belief. Nothing more

than firm belief. Belief appliesto the im

pression on the memory. The difierence is

in degree.l Bee further BELIEF.

Personal knowledge. Actual knowl

edge of the truth or falsity of a matter, not

derived from another person.2

An affldavit tiled in an application for a change of

venue. alleging that the defendant had not theretofore

“ full knowledge" of a particular fact. was held to be

too indefinite. as an averrnent. “Full knowledge

might never come to him; but he had knowledge, and.

for aught that appears, it might have been sumcient

to satisfy his mind.“ '

Knowledge is imputed from a duty to exercise ordi

nary care. Inquiry is a moral duty where the circum

stances are such that a person of ordinary prudence

would refuse to act.‘

One who has reason to believe that a fact exists

knows that it exists.‘

Where there is enough to put one concerned upon

inquiry, the means of knowledge and knowledge itself

are. in legal effect, the same thing.l

When a party is about to perform an act which he

has reason to believe may affect the rights of third

persons. an inquiry as to the facts isa moral duty. and

diligence an act of justice. Whatever fairly puts a

party upon inquiry in such case is sufilcient notice in

equity, where the means of knowledge are at hand;

and, if he omits to inquire and proceeds to act, he

does so at his peril, as he is then chargeable with all

the facts which by a proper inquiry he might have

ascertained!

Knowledge of facts which will enable a party to

take effectual action is implied in such terms as " ao

quiescence.“ “est0ppel." “ waiver," ‘ qq. 1:.

Equal knowledge on both sides makes contracting

parties equal.

information in the agent is information in the prin

cipal; ' but not so, if professional confidence would be

 

1 Batch (1. Carpenter, 9 Gray. 174 (1857). See Harri

son v. Beard. 80 Ken. 532 (1888).

' See West u. Home Ins. Co., 18 F. R. 62 (1888).

' McCann v. People, 88 Ill. 10611878). Oompare White

0. tiurtland, 71 id. 259 (1874); Roberts 0. People. 0 Col.

‘B3 (1886).

' Lawrence 0. Dana, 4 Clifl. 68-69 (1869). cases.

' Shaw 0. North Pennsylvania R. Co., 101 U. 8. 566

(1879).

IJones e. Guaranty, kc. Co., 101 U. S. 683 (1879).

Swayne. .l.; Hoyt v. Sprague. 108 id. 837 (18%); Good

man u. Simonds. 2) How 36? (1867).

' Angle o. N. W. Mutual Life ins. Co., 92 U. S. 842

(1875), cases, Cliiford. J. See also Commissioners of

Leavenworth Co. 0. Chicago. &c. R Co., 18 F. R 210

(1883); Martin v. Smith. 1 Dill. 96 (1870). cases; Filmore

u. Reithman. 6 Col. 129 (1881). cases; Efllngar 0. Hall,

81 Va. 100 (1885). cases

‘Pence v. Langdon. 99 U. B. 581 (1878), Swayne. .1.

‘Smith 0. Ayer. 101 U. 8. 8?! (1879); Rogers u. Pal

mer, 102 id N8 (183)).

betrayed, as. between an attorney and his client.I See

further Aomrr.

Knowingly. Imports that an accused

person knew what he was about to do, and

with such knowledge proceeded to commit

the oflense charged.I

Known; unknown. In the laws of tax

ation and seizures of property, apply to own

ers whose residence is. and is not, known.

See Norms, 1.

See FRAUD; Gown; losonaxcs; lososs; insomn

TION. 1; Izmocnscs; lsqmsv; lxrr|:.\'1';1’snnrr;Rsi>nl

BEh"l‘ATl0h‘, 1; Rssmssmx; Wnm, 1; Wirrmotr. Com

pare Noscrrun; Scms.

2. Sexual bodily connection: carnal knowl

edge.‘

"Carnally knew “ is the technical phrase used in

charging rape, q. 0.

KU KLUX. See United States v. Harrie,

Cossrnmcm

L.,

L. An abbreviation, chiefly of large,

Latin, law, leading, lord:

L. C. Leading case; lord chancellor.

L. F. Law French; levari facim.

L. J’. Law Journal; law judge.

L. JJ. Law judges.

L. L. Law, late. or low Latin. q. v.

L. R. Law reports.

L. S. Locus sigilli, place of the seal. q. 0.

LL. Laws.

LL. B. Bachelor of laws. LL. D. Doo

tor of laws. LL. M. Master of laws. See

DEGREE, B.

LABEL. See Boos,

Tums-MARK.

LABOR. 1, 11. Manual exertion of s

toilsome nature.‘

This is the meaning in statutes. unless plainly used

in another sense. Toil, or that which does or may pro

duce wearineas. and not more business. is the idea

conveyed by the word as ordinarily employed in Sun

day laws.‘

Technically, embraces all sorts of services,

whether physical or mental, or whether the

1; Cornuorrr;

 

IThe Distilled Spirits. 11 Wall. 366-67 (1870), casea

As to presumptions of knowledge, in general, see 18

Alb. Law J. 7-9(1S&§), cases.

1 United States v. Claypool, 14 F. R 128 (1882); Greg

ory v. United States. 17 Blatch. 8-30 (1879). See genes

ally 2 Steph. Hist. Cr. Law Eng. 114-18.

‘Commonwealth v. Squires. 97 Mass. 61 (1867), cases.

‘ Bloom 0. Richards. 2 Ohio St. 401 (1858). Thurman,

J.; More v.C1ymer. 12 Mo. Ap. 15-10 (1882); Richmond

n. Moore. 101' 111. 487-88 (1888).
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main ingredient is manual toil or professional

or other skill: but in the narrower and popu

lar signification, is restricted to physical toil.1

In its most extended sense, includes every

possible human exertion, mental or physical.1

Common labor. Ordinary manual labor,

as distinguished from intellectual labor.

in the Sunday law of Ohio, embraces “trading,

bartering, selling, or buying any goods, wares, or mer

chandise.“ '

Gaming is not an act of “common labor" or of

one‘s usual vocation.‘

Hard labor. State’s prison convicts often

are sentenced to perform “ hard labor.”

This imports nothing more than ordinary in

dustry at some mechanical trade.‘

Imprisonment at hard labor may be changed to

more imprisonment, where an act provides for im

prisonment only.‘ ‘

Where hard labor is prescribed as part of the pun

ishment it must be included in the sentence; but where

mere imprisonment is required. a Federal court is an

thorized, in its discretion, to order its sentence to be

executed ata place where, as part of the discipline,

hard labor is required.’

When the use of the word “ hard " may be treated

as surplusage, the sentence will still stand.‘

Hard labor was first introduced into English prisons

in 1706. See further lnmusosussr; Lvrnn.

Laborer. One who labors in a toilsome

occupation.’

One who gains a livelihood by manual toil;

one who depends on hand work, not on head

work, for a living.10

He is :1 species of servant, hired by the day or week,

and not part of the family of the employer.H

ln statutes giving laborers a lien or priority, or a

special remedy, “laborer " means a person engaged

in manual occupation, rather than one engaged in a

learned profession."

Within the meaning of lien laws " labor" has been

held to include the services of an architect; " but not

 

I Weymouth v. Sanborn, 48 N. H. 173 (1861), Bellows,

Judge.

' Brockway 0. Innes, 89 Mich. 48 (1878); Peck c.

liiller. ib. 597 (1878).

I Cincinnati 0:. Rice, 15 Ohio, 240-41 (1846).

° State v. Conger, 14 Ind. 896 (1860).

' See 4 Bl. Com. 370. 377.

‘ Reynolds v. United States, 98 U. S. 169 (1878).

" Exp. Karstendick, 98 U. S. 8915 (1876); United States

v. Coppersmith. 2 Flip. 1553 (1880).

I Weaver v. Commonwealth, 29 Pa. 448 (1857). See

Re l‘..iwards, 48 N. J. L. 555 (1881), cases.

' Blume v. Richards, 2 Ohio St. 401 (1868).

" Pennsylvania. &c. R. Co. v. Leuffer, 84 Pa. 171 (1877);

Garaker v. Mathews, 25 Ga. 576 (1868); Re lloking, 8

Saw. 489-40 (1883).

" [1 Bl. Com. 426.

"18 Ll.An. 20:13 Minn. 475; 26 N. -1.15. @,889; 24

of one who superintends the erection of a building; I

nor of a civil or consulting engineer; ' nor of the fur.

man of a mine; ' nor of an overseer of a plantation; ‘

nor of a teamstcr; ' nor of a time-keeper and superin

tendent; ' nor of a cook in a hotel.’

Bodily labor bestowed upon a subject which before

lay in common to P11 men, gives the most reasomblo

title to an exclusive property therein.‘

Labor is property. As such it merits protection.

The right to make it available is next in importance

to the rights of life and liberty. It lies, to a large ex

tent, at the foundation of most forms of property, and

of all solid individual sndnationnl prosperity.’

The act of Congress of February 20, 1886 (28 St. L.

338), makes it unlawful for any person to assist or en

courage the importation or migration of foreigners

under contract to perform labor or service of any kind,

made previous to the importation. The penalty ll 5

forfeiture of one thousand dollars for every laborer

brought into the country; and the master of any vee

sel who knowingly brings in such emigrant laborer

shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, pay a fine of not

more than five hundred dollars, and be imprisoned for

a tem1 not exceeding six months. The act except:

foreigners engaged as private secretaries, servanfi or

domestics of foreigners, skilled workmen performing

labor in s new industry, profes~ionul actors, artists,

lecturers, singers, domestic servants, and relativesand

friends assisted to come here for settlement.

That act was amended by the act of February m,

1887 (24 St. L. 414), empowering the secretary of the

treasury to execute the original set, and, for that pur

pose, to make contracts with State oiiicers—to take

charge of immigration, to examine shipsas to the con

dition of passengers, to report to the collector of the

port any persons within the prohibition of the act, and

that such persons shall not be permitted to land, but

shall be sent back to the country whence they came,

at the expense of the owners of the vessel in which

they emigrated.

Labor, bureau of. An act approved June 27,

188-1(28 St. L. 60), provides that there shall be estab

lished in the department of the interior a bureau of

labor, to be under the charge of a commissioner of

labor, appointed by the President, with the consent

of the Senate. The commissioner shall hold 011100 for

four years, and, until his successor shall be qualified,

unless sooner removed, at a salary of $3,000 a year.

He “ shall collect information upon the subject of la

 

N. Y.482;87 id.640;761Id. 50;35Pa.4)B;90 ((147.

Contra, 12 Bush. 75; 41 Me. 897; 6 Mo. Ap. 445.

12 liionta. 443.

I 88 Barb. 840; 89 Mich. 47; 84 Pa 171.

'16 Hun, 186; 17 id. 463. Contra, 11 Nov. 814; 100

U. S. 177.

‘B1 N. C. 810.

'46 N. Y. 5-21; 100 Pa. 550; 49 Wis. 169.

' 14 Ken. 566.

'77 Pa. 107. See generally Flagstaff Mining 00, Q

Collins, 104 U. S. 177-79 (1881), cases.

' 2 Bl. C0m. 8.

' Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall. 121‘ (182), Bwm

Jlldge.
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bor, its relation to capital, the hours of labor, and the

earnings of laboring men and women, and the means

of promoting their material, social, intellectual, and

moral prosperity.“ The secretary of the interior, upon

the recommendation of the commissioner, shall sp

point a chief clerk, at a salary oi’ $2,000 a year, and

such other empioyeesas may be necessary for the bu

reau. During the necessary absence of the commis

sioner, or when the office shall become vacant, the

chief clerk shall perform the duties of the commis

sioner. The commissioner shall annually report in

writing to the secretary of the interior the informa

tion collected and collated by him, and such recom

mendations as he may deem calculated to promote

the efficiency of the bureau.

See auraoaz Cnmsss; Eurmnm; Lnm, Mechan

ic's: hianniaulafl; Occcrixcr; Ssnvmr,2; Srnmr,

2; Sunny; Tuna; Waoas.

2, v. To influence a jury against its duty;

to persuade a juror not to appear at court.

The first lawyer who came from England to prac

tice in Boston is said to have been sent back for

"laboring “ a jury.

LACHES.l Neglect, negligence; default.”

Inexcusable delay in asserting a right.

An infant loses nothing by non-claim or neglect to

demand his rights; nor, in general, shall any other

“inches " or negligence be imputed to him.‘

Neglect to do something which by law a

man is obliged to do.‘

Such neglect or emission to do what one

should do as warrants the presumption that

he has abandoned his claim, and declines to

assert his right.‘

The term implies knowledge 0! one’s rights.‘

The law of inches was dictated by experience, and

is founded in a salutary policy. The lapse oi’ time

carries with it the memory and the life of witnesses,

the muniments of evidence, and other means of proof.

The law is necessary to the peace, repose, and weli.'are

of society.' ‘

It the case of the plaintiflf, as stated in his bill, will

not entitle him to a decree, the judgment of the court

may be required by demurrer whether the defendant

ought to be required to answer the bill.‘

Wham, from delay, no correct account can ~be

taken. and any conclusion the court may arrive at

must at best be conjectural, and the original trans

action has become so obscured by lapse of time, loss

of evidence, and death of parties, as to render it dith

 

‘LQ.sh'-es. F. lache (liish), indolent, lax: L.lu.1-us,

loose.

‘[1131. 00m. 217; 8 id. 817; 4 id. 402.

I [1 Bl. 00m. 465.

‘Sebag 11. Abitbol, 4 iiiaule & S. 488 (1816), Ellen

borough, C. J.

I Wissler 1:. Craig. 80 Va. 80 (1885). Richardson, J.

' Massie v. Heiskell, 80 Va. 805 (1885).

' Brown v. County of Buena Vista, 95 U. 8. 161 (1877),

Dwayne, J. See also 77 Va. 576, 688.

' Lansdale v. Smith, 1% U. S. 892~08 (1882), cases.

593 LADLNG

cult to do justice, the case is one of " inches," and the

court will not relieve the plaintifl.I

The question is one of fact, is an equitable defuse

determinable by the particular facts.‘

Laches is not imputalile to the government: upon

considerations of public policy. The government acts

through agents. and these are so numerous and scat

tered that the utmost vigilance would not save the

public from serious loss, it the doctrine applied.‘

The rule is essential to the preservation oi’ the inter

ests and property 01' the public. The state's agent

have not the incentive of personal interest to proso

cute her claims.‘

See ESTOPPEL; Dsur; DIBABIIJTY; Lnrrrrnon,l;

Rsroau; Rmcmsros; Snna.

LADING. That which constitutes a

load; burden; freight.

Larlen~ May not mean “ fully " laden.‘

Bill of iading. A contract by which a

common carrier engages to carry and deliver

goods to the consignee, or to the order of the

shipper.6

A written acknowledgment, signed by the

master of a vessel, that he has received the

goods therein described from the shipper, to

be transported on the terms therein ex

pressed, to the described place of destination,

and there to be delivered to the consignee or

parties therein designated]

A receipt as to quantity and a description of the

goods, and a contract to deliver them, acknowledg

ing the goods to be on board. As between the original

parties, being like a receipt, is open to explanation.‘

Usually executed in triplicate: one part each for

the consignor, the carrier, and the consignee.

Termed a “clean bill " when silent as to the place

of stowage. The understanding is that the goods are

to be stowed " under" deck; parol evidence of an

‘agreement for stowage “ on " the deck is inadmissible.‘

A bill of ladlng is a symbol 01' property, and, when

properly indorsed, operates as a delivery of the prop

erty itseli, investing the indorsee with a constructive

custody, which serves all the purposes of an actual

possession, and so continues until there is a valid and

 

I Wissler 0. Craig, 80 Va. 2, 29 (1885), cases.

' Pike 0. Martindaie, 91 M0. 285 (1886), Ray, J.

‘United States v. Kirkpatrick, 0 Wheat. 785(1834i,

Story, J.

‘ Weber v. Harbor Commissioners, 18 Wall. 70 (1873);

United States 1:. Thompson, W U. S. 489 (1878); United

States v. City of Alexandria, 19 F. H. 609 0&2); United

States v. Barnes. 81 F. R. 709 (1887), cases.

' Searight v. Stokes, 3 How. 169 (1315).

' [The Farwell, 8 Blss. 64, 71 (1577), Dyer, J.

' The Delaware, 14 Wall. 6% (1871), cases, Cliflord, J.

‘See 14 Wall. 600, supra,‘ 105 U. S. 8, post; 1 Biss.

379; 5Ala. 432; 8 Iowa, 108; 83 Id. 81Z;84 Me. 559; 16

Mich. 118; 9 M0. 191: 4 Denio. 880; 14 Wend. 28; ll

Barb. 810; 4 Ohio, 3-iii; % Vt.124; L. R., 2 C. P. 45.

'14 Wall. 002, 579. mpra; 2 Whart. Ev. Q 1070.

(88)
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complete delivery under and in pursuance of the bill

of lsding, to the person entitled to receive the prop

erty.’

it is not a representative of money; does not pass

from hand to hand as a banlonom or coin. It is a

contract for the performance of a certain duty, at the

same time that it is a symbol of ownership of the

goods covered by it, a representative of those goods,

and regarded as so much cotton, grain, iron, or other

merchandise which is sold or pledged by a transfer of

the bill.‘

In the hands of the holder, a bill of lsdlng is evi

dence of ownership, special or general, of the property

mentioned in it, and of the right to receive the prop

erty at the place of delivery. Notwithstanding that it

is designed to pass irom hand to hand, with or without

indorsement, and is efilcncious for its ordinary pur

poses in the hands of the holder, it is not a negotiable

instrument in the sense that a bill of exchange or a

promissory note is negotiable. its transfer does not

preclude, as with them, inquiry into the transaction in

which it originated, because it has come into the hands

of a person who has innocently paid value for it The

doctrine of bona fide purchaser applies only in a lim

ited sense. it may therefore be shown that neither

the master of a vessel, nor the shipping agent had the

authority to bind the vessel or its owner by giving a

bill for goods not received for shipment.I

The holder of a lost or stolen bill of lading is no

more protected in his title than the buyer of lost or

stolen property.‘ . -

The transfer and delivery of a bill of lading of

goods, by the consignee to a person who advances

money upon them, is not in eflect a mortgage, but

vests in the lender a property in the goods which en

- titles him to maintain an action against one who

wrongfully converts them. it is not necessary for the

person to whom an inland bill is delivered for valu

able consideration to take possession of the property

upon its arrival, or to give notice to the person who

has the actual possession of the property. Delivery

to an unauthorized person, who does not produce the

bill, is a conversion.‘

Placing in a bill a direction to notify a certain per

son is a plain indication, in the absence of further

directions, that he is not the consignee.‘

When a shipper attaches his bill to adraft upon the

 

lflieskell o. Farmers‘:&'.c Bank, 89 Pa. use (1879),

eases; Dows 0. Nat. Exchange Bank, 91 U. S. 818, 629

(1875), cases; Moore 1:. Kidder, N. Y. Ct. Ap. (1888): 27

Am. Law Reg. 107, 11547, cases.

IShaw v. North Pennsylvania R. Co.,101 U. B. 564

(1879), Strong, J.; Steiger 0. Third Nat. Bank, 2

licCrary, 499-600 (1881); Wertheimer 0. Pennsylvania

8- Co., 17 Blatch. 422 (1880), cases.

' Pollard v. Vlnton, 105 U. S. 8 (1881), Miller, J.; Iron

Mountain R. Co. 11. Knight, 192 id. 87 (1887); Seeligson

o. Phllbrick, M F. It 601 (1887).

‘Forbes 0. Boston & Lowell R 00., 188 Mass. 154-68

(1882), cases, Morton,C. J.

IFurman 1:. Union Pacific R. 00., IN N. Y. 579 0&7);

North Pennsylvania R. 00. Q. Commercial Bank, 1%

U. S. 727 (1887).
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consignee, he intends that the goods shall bedeliverel

only upon payment of the draft.I

When indefinite in its terms, a bill will be construed

reasonably, according to the presumed intention to be

gathered from the situation of the parties, and their

relations to the ship and to each other.‘

See Danna; FilEi6i!'i‘.

LAG-AN. See LIGAN.

LAITY. See LAY, 1.

LAKE. See RIPARIAN; Tum.

A grant of land to a natural pond or lake extends

only to the water's edge. Mere proprietorship in

the surrounding lands will not. in all cases, give own

ership to the beds of natural non-navigable lakes, re

gardless of their size. Each case depends largely

upon its own facts.‘

Lakes Ontario, Erie, Superior, eto., are in

land seas. Different States border on them on one

side, and a foreign nation on the other. A great and

growing commerce is carried on upon them, subject

to all the incidents and hazards that attendcommeroe

on the ocean. Hostile fleets have encountered on

them, and prizes been made; and every reason which

exists for the grant of admiralty jurisdiction to the

general government on the Atlantic seas applies with

equal force to the lakes. . . The lakes and the waters

connecting them, although not tide-waters, are un

doubtediy public waters, and within the grant of ad

miraity and maritime jurisdiction in the Constitution.‘

See ADIIRALTY; Sh, High.

LAMB. See SHEEP.

LAND. 1. Comprebends all things of a

permanent, substantial nature; being a word

of very extensive signification.‘ Real prop

erty; realty.

All corporeal henditaments — ground, soil

or earth, with all objects under or upon the

same, as, trees, herbage, water, minerals,

buildings. By the simple word “land”

everything terrestrial passes.‘

Land often passes by other terms; as, house. mill,

messusge, qq. v.

The “ tunnels, tracks, substructures, superstruct

ures, stations, viaducts, and masonry “ of a railroad

are “ land," within the meaning of a tax law.’

 

I We1ls,i"argo & Co. 1:. Oregon Ry. & Nev. Co., 82 F. B.

M (1887), cases; The John K. Shaw, ib. 491 (1887),casm.

'Gronstadt u. Witthofl, 15 F. R 265 (1883).

I State of Indiana v. Milk, ii Biss. 197, £16 OW),

cases, Gresham, J.; Forsyth 0. Smaie, 7 id. 811 (1876),

cases; Smith v. City of Rochester, 92 N. Y. 478 (1888).

cases.

4 The Propeller Genesee Chief o. Fitzhugh, 12 How.

458, 457 (1851), Taney, C. J.; Act 8 Feb. 1845: 6 St. L

726. See also The Hine v. Trevor, 4 Wall. 562 (1866);

The Eagle, 8 id. 20 (1868).

' 2 Bl. Com. 16; 8 id. 217.

'2 Bl. Com. 16; 88Mlss. 464;1N. YJ64; 88 I.nd. 408:

6 Conn. 517; 9 id. 877. .

' People. ex rel. New York a Harlem B. 00. or Com

mlssioners, 101 N. Y. E0886).
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Everything essential to the beneficial use and enjoy

ment of the designated property. in the absence of

language indicating a diflsrent intention in a grantor,

passes by a conveyance of the property.l

Lands. The same as land; one piece will

satisfy the term.I

Landed. Consisting of realty:

landed —estate, property, security.

“ Landed estate " is an interest in or pertaining to

lands. A "landed proprietor" is a person who has

an estate in lands, whether highly improved or not.I

Improved land. Reclaimed, cultivated

land; land used for purposes of husbandry.

Wild land. Land in a state of nature.‘

See IMPROVE: SEATED; VACANT.

“ Improved land“ has no precise legal meaning.‘

Interest in lands. In the Statute of

Frauds, does not include ripe though un

gathered fruits, or crops annually removed;

otherwise as to such produce oi‘ the soil as is

capable of permanent attachment to it.‘ See

Fnsons, Statute of.

Land warrant. The evidence in writing

which the state, on good consideration, gives

that the person therein named (the war

rantee) is entitled to the quantity of land

specified."

The issue of the warrant and the rights of the war

rantee are regulated by statute. The application

marks the inception of the title, and prevails against

a later settler with notice; but not so as to a warrant

aild survey which difler f.rom the application.‘

Presumption of abandonment from neglect to re

turn a warrant is rebutted by possession in the was

rnntee!

A warrant descriptive of the land confers title from

date, if followed up with diligence in obtaining a

survey."

Shifted [and warrant. A warrant which

calls for the survey of other land than that

surveyed.

When fairly made, returned, and accepted by the

proper authorities, holds the land from the time of

acceptance, provided there is no intervening oppos

ing right.H

 

I Sheets 11. Selden, 2 Wall. 187 (1864). case;

' Birch v. Gibbs, 6 Msule & S. 116 (1817,).

‘St. Mary 1:. Harris, 10 La. An. 677 (1855), Merrick,

Chief Justice.

‘ Clark 1:. Phelps, 4 Cow. 218 (1825).

' Bond v. Fay, 8 Allen, 215 (1864), Hoar, J.

' 1 Whnrt. Ev. Q 866, cases.

' Neal 1:. East Tennessee College, 11 Yang. H (1884).

' Mix 1). Smith, 7 Pa. 75 (1847); ll Blnn. 204.

' Burford u. lllcCue, 53 Pa. 427 (1866).

" Fox 0. Lyon, 27 Pa 9 (1856); 83 id. 474; M (d. 74; 48

“.177; 78 id. 816.

" Smith 1:. Walker. N Pa. 141 (1881).
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Public lands. “The Congress mu have’

Power to dispose of and make all needful

Rules and Regulations respecting the Terri

tory or other Property belonging to the

United States.M See TERRITORY, 2.

“ Public lands ” is habitually used in legis

lation to describe such lands as are subject

to sale or other disposal under general laws.I

In the act of July 4, 1866, applied to all unsurveyed

lauds, whether previously granted or not, and distin

guishes such lnnds from surveyed and segregated

lands, where the right of private proprietorship has

attached.‘

The laws prescribe with particularity the manner

in which portions of the public domain may be so

quired by settlers. They require personal settlement

upon the lands desired and their lnhabitatiou and im

provement, and a declaration of the settler's acts and

purposes tobe made in the proper oflice of the dis

trict, within alimited time after the public surveys

have been extended over the lands. By them a land

department has been created to supervise the steps

required for the acquisition of the title of the govern

ment. Its oiiicers are required to receive, consider,

and pass upon the proofs furnished as to the alleged

settlements upon the lands, and their improvement.

when pre-empiion rights are claimed, and. in case of

conflicting claims to the same tract, to hear the con

testing parties. The proofs oflered in compliance with

the law are tobe presented, in the first instance, to the

ofilcers of the district where the land is situated, and

from their decision an appeal lies to the commis

sioner of the general landoflice. and from him to the

secretary of the interior. For more errors of judg

ment as to the weight of evidence on these subjects,

‘by any of the subordinate oflicers, the only remedy is

by an appeal to his superior of the department. The

courts cannot exercise any direct appellate jurisdic

tion over the rulings of those ofliccrs or of their supe

rior in the department in such matters, nor can they

reverse or correct them in a collateral proceeding be

tween privete parties. It would lead to endless litiga

tion, and be fruitful of evil, if a supervisory power

were vested in the courts over the action of the nurner

ous ofiicers of the land department, on mere questions

of fact presented for their determination. it is only

when those oflicers have misconstrued the law appli

cable to the case, as established before the depart

ment, and thus have denied to parties rights which,

upon a correct construction, would have been con

ceded to them, or where misrepresentations and fraud

have been practiced, necessarily affecting their judg

ment, that the courts can. in a proper proceeding. in

terfere and refuse to give eflcct to their action.

The misconstruction of the law, which will authorise

the interference of the court, must be clearly mani

fest. and not alleged upon a possible finding of the

 

\ Constitution, Art. IV. sec. 8, cl. 2.

I Newhall v. Sanger. 92 U. S. 788 (1875), Dlvil. J.;

Wirth 1:. Bronson, 98 id. 118 (1873), cases.

' ileydenieldt u. Daney lliining Co., 10 Nev.814 (1975),

Hurley, 0. J.
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hots from the evidence dlflerent from that reached

by them. And where fraud and misrepresentations

are relied upon as grounds of interference, they should

be stated with such fullness and particularity as to

show that they must necessarily have affected the

action of the ofllcers of the department.‘

The testimony proving fraud in the government

officials must be clear, unequivocal, and convincing.

A bare preponderance of evidence which leaves the

issueln doubt is not sufflcient. To raise a suspicion

of wrongdoing in its own oflicers, is not enough to

justify the government in ousting upon the defendant,

alleged to be a bona fide purchaser for value without

notice of the supposed fraud, the burden of establish

lag his title.‘

The government can proceed by a bill in equity to

have a decree of nullity and an order of cancellation

of a patent issued in mistake, or obtained by fraud,

where it has a direct interest or is under obligation to

make good a title to an individual, or duty to the pub

llc requires such action.’

There was a time when a party who settled in ad

vance of the public surveys was regarded as a tres

pa-sser, to be summarily elected. But all this has been

changed within the last half century. The settlers of

Oregon, and of California, organized a provisional

government embracing guaranties of all private rights.

When the laws of the United States were extended over

the country. the regulations for the occupation of the

land were respected, and the rights acquired under

them recognized and enforced. In no instance have the

claims of an intruder upon the prior bona fiale posses

sion of others, or in disregard of those rights, been

sustained. When the legal title has passed from the

United States to one party, when in equity, and in

good conscience, and by the laws of Congress, it ought

to go to another, a court of equity will convert the

holder into a trustee of the true owner, and compel

him to convey the legal title.‘

Congress has the sole power to declare the dignity

and eflect of titles emanating from the United States.

All legislation declares the patent the superior and

conclusive evidence of legal title. Until its issuance,

the fee is in the government. which, by the patent,

passes to the grantee, who may recover the possession

by e;|ectment.'

The certificate which is given vests an equitable

right to demand the patent after such further proceed

ingsss the laws, and the course of business in the de

partments, require. The fact of the issue of a patent

 

I Quinby v. Conlan, 104 U. S. 425-26 (1881), cases,

Field, J.; Steel 0. Smelting Co.,106 id. 450-52 (1882),

cases; Johnson v. Towsley, 18 Wall. 72, 8085 (1871),

Miller, J.

' Colorado Coal & Iron Co. v. United States, 123 U. S.

M‘ (1&\‘T), cases, lilatthews, J. See further Doolan n.

Carr, 1% id. 624-25 (1888), cases.

' United States v. San Jacinto Tin Co., 125 U. B. 278

(1835): United States v. Beebe. 12? id. 842 (1888).

‘ Rector v. Gibbon, ill U. 8. 284-87, 291 (1884), cases,

Field. J. See especially Lamb 1:. Davenport, 18 Wall.

I71‘, I18-1511873). Miller. J.

' Bagnell v. Broderick. 18 Pet. 486 (1889).

is a matter of record, a copy of which may be so

easily obtained that no necessity exists for accepting

the receipt of a register as a substitute; if never issued,

it is obvious that the title remains in the United States.1

All that can be claimedas to the efllectof documenll

of title executed by offlcers of the goven ment is

that they pass such an estate as the government it

self, on whose behalf the oflicial acts appear to have

been done, had at the time, but do not conclude the

fact that the estate conveyed was lawfully vested in

the grantor.I

Lands granted by Congress to aid in the construc

tion of railroads do not revert after condition l)l'0kt—l.\

until a forfeiture has been asserted by the Unitnl

States, either throhgh judicial proceedings instituted

under authority of law for that purpose, or through

some legislative action legally equivalent to a judg

ment of ofllce found at common law. Legislation to

be suflicient must manifest an intention by Congress

to reassert title and to resume possession. As it is to

take the place of a suit and a judgment establishing

the right, it should be direct, positive, and free from

all doubt or ambiguity.I

When the United States acquire landswithln a State

by purchase, with the consent of the legislature of

the State, for the erection of forts, magazines. arse

nals, dock-yards, and other needful buildings, the

Constitution confers upon them exclusive Jurisdiction

of the tract; but when they acquire such land in any

other way, their exclusive jurisdiction is confined to

the structures and land used for public purposea A

State making a grant may prescribe conditions not

inconsistent with the effective uses of the property

for the purposes intended; as, by reserving the right

to tax private property within the limits of the tract.‘

An act of Congress approved March 8. 1887 (SQSL

L. 476), provides that it shall be unlawful for any per

son or persons not citizens of the United States, or

who have not lawfully declared their intention to be

come citizens, or for any corporation not created by

or under the laws of the United States or of some

State or Territory, to hereafter acquire, hold, or own

real estate so hereafter acquired, or any interest

therein, in any of the Territories or in the District of

Columbia, except such as may be acquired by inherit

ance or in good faith in the ordinary course of justice

in the collection of debts heretofore created: Pro

vided, That the prohibition of this section shall not

 

1 Langdon 0. Sherwood, 124 U. B. 88 (1888), Miller, J.

See also Fenn u. I-lolme, 21 How. 488 (1&'>8); Hooper v.

Scheimer, 23 id. 249 (1869); Foster 0. Mora, 98 U. S. 425

(1878). Q

I Sabariego u. lliaverlclt, 124 U. S. 52$ (1888); Hen-on

v. Dater, 120 id. 464 (1888).

I St. Louis, &:c. R. Co. v. McGee, 115 U. 8. 478-74

(1885), cases, Waite. C. J.; New Orleans Pacific R Co.

v. United sum, '1»: id. 129 (1888), cases; Southern

Pacific R. 00. v. Orton, 82 F. R 457 (1879); Same u.

Poole, ib. 451 (1887); Denny v. Dodson. ib. 899 (1887;

‘Fort Levenworth It Co. v. Lowe, 114 U. S. 6%, 580

588 (1885), Field, J.; Chicago, &c. R. 00. u. McGlinn.

ib. M5 (1885); Foley 1:. Shriver. 81 Va. 568, 571-75(1E6).

cases
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apply to cases in which the right to hold or dispose of

lands in the United States is secured by existing trea

ties to the citiz I; or subjects of foreign countries,

which rights, so tar as they may exist by force of any

such treaty shall continue to exist so long as such

treaties areln force, and no longer.

Sec. 2. That no corporation or association more

than twenty per centum oi‘ the stock of Which is or

may be owned by any person or persons. corporation

or corporations. association or associations, not citi

zens of the United States, shall hereafter acquire or

hold or own any real estate hereafter acquired in any

of the Territories or of the District of Columbia.

Sec. 3. That no corporation other than those organ

ized for the construction or operation of railways,

canals, or turnpikes shall acquire. hold, or own more

than iive thousand acres of land in any of the Terri

tories; and no railroad, canal, or turnpike corporation

shall hereafter acquire, hold, or own lands in any Ter

ritory, other than as may be necessary for the proper

operation of its railroad, canal, or turnpike, except

such lands as may have been granted to it by act of

Congress. But the prohibition of this section shall

not affect the title to any lands now lawfully held by

any such corporation.

Sec. 4. That all property acquired, held. or owned

in violation of the provisions of this act shall be for

felted to the United States, and it shall be the duty of

the attorney-general to enforce every such forfeiture

by bill in equity or other proper process. And in any

unit or proceeding that may be commenced to enforce

the provisions of this act, it shall be the duty of the

court to determine the very right of the matter with

out regard to matters of form, joinder of parties,

multifariousness, or other matters not aflecting the

eubstantial rights either of the United States or of the

parties concerned in any such proceeding arising out

of the matters in this not mentioned.

Similar legislation has been enacted in several of

the Western States.

An act approved March 9, l888(2-5 St. L. 45), pro

vides that the foregoing act shall not apply to or oper

ate in the District of Columbia, so far as relates to the

ownership of legations, or the ownership of residences

by representatives of foreign governments, or at

taches thereof.

See, as to public lands, BOUNTY; Doiuim, 1; GRANT,

8: Pxrssr, 8; PR3-EIYPION; PROCLAIATION, 2; Rn

aaavl, 8; Rasrona; Scaoot; Tlnantt.

Seegcnerally Annwon, 1; Am; ALLUVION; Anoso;

Cosvsnmox, 2; Covannrr, Real; Cnor; DIDIOATION, 1;

Duo, 2; Dnnmser; Dmcaurnou, 1; Down, 1; Dona

nouz Easnxnrrr; Eincrum-r; ENTRY, I, III; Escnnr;

Em-A-rs, 3; Evicrios; Exacowos; Fans; Fsvn; Fur

cnna; GRANT. 2, 3: HLBEDITAMEM‘; Honnsrsan; Ics;

lxcansx; lscuunmmcn; Linn; MAP; himnow; Mum;

ldnan.,u,; Monmaun; Ntns.u1cs:; Occcrv; Pancan, 2;

Pan-rrnozt; Rnnnoan; REALTY; Run; Surroirr, 2;

Bunvm; TAKE, 8; Tax, 2; Tasanasr; Taxman, i; ’l‘rn.:,

I; Tazsrass; WALL; WATER; Woons. Compare

dot-ml; Taaaa.

2. Place; country; sovereignty; territo

rial jurisdiction: as, in inland, law oi‘ the

land.

LANDING. A place on a river or other

navigable water for lading and unlading

goods, or for the receptiod and delivery of

passengers. . . The terminus of a road

on a river or other navigable water, for the

use of travelers, and the loading and unload

ing of goods.1

Whether it is public or private, depends on the

chahacter of the road which leads to it.‘

Either the bank or wharf to or from which

persons or things may go from or to some

vessel in the contiguous water; or the yard

or open place used for deposit and conven

ient communication between the land and the

water.’

A road to it is essential to make it public, unleu

where it may be used only in connection with trans

portation by water. Obstructing the road one hundred

yards from the landing in not obstructing the landing

itself.‘

A landing for loading and unloading boats engaged

in the coal trade differs from that ofa harbor or place

to lay up boats empty or laden.‘ See RIPARIAN.

LANDLORD. 1. He of whom land is

held subject to the rendering or payment of

rent or service.‘ Correlative, tenant, q. v.

One who owns lands or tenements which

he has rented to another or others.

In feudal times, the proprietor of lands. He gave

the possession and use to another person, in consider

ation of a return in services or goods, and retained the

ultimate property in the fee.‘ See Faun.

Landlord and tenant.‘ Describes the

relation which subsists between the parties

to a contract for the occupation of land or

buildings thereon.

Arises by implication from the use of lands; or is

created in express terms by a lease. Paying rent ac

knowledges, prima fmcie, a tenancy.

Lancl1ord’s warrant. Written author

ity from a landlord, to a constable or other

person, to levy upon property of his tenant,

and, within the time prescribed by law or by

agreement. to make public sale of the same,

in order to constrain the tenant to observe

one or more of the conditions in the contract

for occupancy, as, that he will pay rent as it

becomes due.

After the tenant has entered, the landlord‘: rights

respect the rent and the reversion. 1f the tenant is to

repair, the landlord is not liable for a nuisance from
 

' State 1:. Randall, 1 Strobh. ill (S. 0., I846), Frost, J.

1 State v. Graham, 15 Rich. L 810 (S. C., 1868), Ward

low, A. J .

' Hays v. Briggs, 74 Pa. 886 (1873).

' Hosford v. Ballard, 39 N. Y. l5l U868).

' Patty v. Bogle, 59 Miss. 498 (1882).
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non-repair. The iundl0rd‘s principal obligation is for

quiet enjoyment. Unless otherwise stipulated, he

pays taxes, municipal assessments, ground-rent, in

tereet upon a mortgage, and insurance. The tenant,

upon entry. is invested with all the rights incident to

possession; must so use the premises as not to injure

private persons or the public, or the owner's reversion;

and must make reasonable repairs. His estate may

merge in the fee by his purchase or by descent, and

he may surrender his lease to the landlord. #

See further Discumlm, 1; DlBPARAGElfEN1‘,2; Dis

rnrss; Erncrnswr; Eunnnnms; ENTRY, I; Evmnos;

Furunns; Gnousn; Lanes; Morrrn; Qurr, 2; Ratrr;

Tnsavr; Use, 2, Occupation; Wanna; Was11:.

LANDMARK. See MARK, 1(2); MONU

MENT, 1.

LANDSCAPE. The law does not recog

nize any easement or right of property in a

landscape or prospect.

Therefore the owner of a villa has no right to abate,

as a nuisance, a building which mars the prospect.I

See Lmnr.

LANGUAGE. See ART, 8; Co:vsrnnc

'r1o1v; FRENCH; LATIN; LIBEL, 5; SI.-ANDER.

LANG-UIDUS. L. Sick; ill.

The return made by an oflicer, when a per

son, who is to be arrested, is so sick that to

remove him would endanger his health or life.

Such defendant may be left in the charge of a

deputy.

LAPSE.’ A failure, defeat; also, to fail,

pass by or aside.

Lapsed. Failed in its destination; be

come ineffectual.

Said of a devise or legacy when the de

visee or legatee dies before the testator, or

before a given age or event;' of land when

the right to pre-empt it is lost; of a patent

to land when a petitioner neglects to com

plete his application and secure a grant; of a

policy of insurance which is allowed to ex

pire for non-payment of one or more premi

ums; of time when a reasonable period in

which to assert a right has passed.

LARCENY.4 Theft; the felonious tak

ing and carrying away of the personal goods

of another.5

 

lBowden 1:. Lewis, 18 R. I. 191 (1881); Aldred‘a Case,

9 Rep. 67, b, 58 b.’ 5 Coke, '58 (1611).

' L. labi, iapsue, to fall, slip.

' [2 Bl. Com. 513; 94 Am. Dec. 156, cases; 18 East, 581:

9 13. Mon. 200.

‘Contracted from latrociny: L. latrocinium, rob

bery: latro, a robber. free-booter,-—4 Bl. Com. 229.

O. F. larrccin: F. larcin. The 11 is an English addi

tion,— Skeat.

'4 Bl. Com. 239: 8 Coke, Inst. 1177.
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Q

The wrongful or fraudulent taking and

carrying away by any person of the mere

personal goods of another, from any place,

with the felonious intent to convert them to

his (the taker’s) own use, and make them his

property, without the consent of the owner.!

A taking and a carrying away of personal

property with an intent to steal it.2

Larcenist. One guilty of larceny.

Larcenous. Of the nature of larceny.

Grand larceny. Larceny of goods above

the value of twelve pence.a

Mixed or compound larceny. Includes

the aggravation of a taking from one’e house

or person.3

Petit larceny. When the goods are of

the value of twelve pence or under.‘

Simple larceny. Plain theft, unaccom

panied by any other atrocious circumstance.‘

“ Petlt larceny " having ceased to exist in England

by 7 and 8 Geo. IV. (1S‘-.1 , c. 29, and largely in the

United States, the single ‘word “larceny "~ means

" grand larceny," not of the compound sort. Further,

having no "simple larceny," we have no use for the

correlative “ grand." '

Larceny is an oflense against the right of private

property. The " taking " implies a want of consentin

the owner: therefore, a delivery to another upon trust

cannot become the ground of a larceny at common

law. But if the bailee opens a package and takes

away a part he is guilty of larceny-, for then the

animo jurandi is manifest. Nor was it, at common

law, more than a breach of trust for a servant to run

away with goods committed to him.‘ See liunnzzm

usrrr, 2.

There must be a “ carrying away “— some removal

from the place where the goods are found.‘ See

CARRY AWAY.

The intent must be “ felonious “ —u.m'm0 fu-randi;

taking to use and return is a mere trespass.’

rThe property must be " personaity." At common

law, taking a tree. flowers, fruit, or title-deeds is a

trespass upon the land. But if any such object was

severed by the owner, or by the thief at another time,

that act made it personalty. Statutes have made

felonious, appropriations of many such articles as, for

merly, constituted trespassee.

I 2 East, Pl. Cr. 558. "The most approved defini

tion "—Ransom v. State. 22 Conn. '156 (1852), Storrs, J.

‘Commonwealth v. Adams, 7 Gray, 44 (1856), Met

calf, J. See also State 1:. South, 28 N. J. L. 29-20 (1869),

cases, Green, C. J.; State 0. Wingo, 89 Ind. 206 (1888):

-1 Cr. Law M. 661, 604-69 (1888), cases; 70 Ala. 9; 82 Cal

141; 86 Ga.193-94;94 N. Y. 90, 96;31Hun, I58; 1 McAll

196; 5 Crunch, C. C. 498; 2 Bish. Cr. L. 5 757.

' -1 Bl. Com. 229, 289; 59 Cal. 891.

' 2 Bish. Cr. Law, §§ 757-68, cases.

'4 Bl. Com. 230; 59 Miss. 279; 62 Wis. N.

'4 Bl. Corn. 281; 76 M0. 245.

"4 Bl. Com. 232; B2 Ala. 51.
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LARGE

Formerly, also. bonds, hills, notes, and other evi

dsnoes of debt, having no intrinsic value and not im

porting property in the possession of the holder, were

not subjects of larceny.

“ Property " includes money, goods, chattels, things

in action, and evidences of debt.I

Nor, at common law, are animals, at their natural

liberty and unreclaimed, which are unfit for food. as,

dogs; for these a civil action for damages may be had.‘

Obtaining possession of personalty by fraud, with

intent to convert the same to one‘s own use, the owner

intending to part with the possession only, is larceny.‘

See Cams; Dscov-, lsnicrxnrr; Lncaul; Pan

mass, False; Ronanav.

LARGE. See AT Lassa; Esnanoa;

GREAT; Gaoss.

LASCIVIOUSJ Lustful; wanton ; lewd.

Any wanton act between persons of different sexes,

who are not inter-married, originating in lustful pas

sion, and not otherwise punished as a crime against

chastity or public decency, is called " lsscivious car

riage." May also include an indecent act against the

will of another.‘

To sustain an indictment under the Virginia act of

1878. forbidding lascivious cohabitation. the evidence

must establish that the parties, not being married,

lewdly and lasciviously associated and cohabited, that

is, lived together in the same house and as man and

wife live together.‘ See Lawn; liioiuns.

LAST. See Sam; WILL, 2.

LATE. 1. Existing not long ago, but

now departed this life:7 as, the late A. B.

2. Last or recently in a place: as, A. B,

late a resident, etc.‘

3. Recently in orfice: as, A. B, late sheriff.

Compare Ex, 2.

LATENT.‘ 1. Not observable; not ap

parent: as, latent defects in an article of

merchandise or machinery, or in an animal.

See Csvsxr, Emptor; Nscuossca.

2, Applying equally to two or more differ

ent things; opposed to patent: as, a latent

ambiguity, q. 1‘.

LATERAL.“ Proceeding from, or con

nected with, a side or one side: as, a lateral

railroad, lateral support, qq. v. Compare

BILATERAL; COLLATERAL

 

‘Cal. Penal Code, 5 7: 70 Cal. 588.

‘4 Bl. Com. W; 72 N. Y. 849, infra.

‘Commonwealth v. Barry, 124 Mass. 325 (1878): 12.’:

id. 898 (1878), cases; Phelps v. People, 72 N. Y. 884, 848

(1878), cases.

' L. hucivuu: lazua. loose.

‘ [Bouvier‘s Law Diet

‘Jones v. Commonwealth, 8) Va. 18, N (1885), cases.

' Pleasant 0. State. 17 Ala. 191 (1850), D88“ C. J.

' Beckett u. Selover, 7 Cal. $8, 2% (1357).

' L latcns: lalere, to lie hid

“ L. lahu, a side.

LAUNDRIE8

 

LATH. See TIMBER.

LATIN’. Compare FRENCH.

Pleadings and records were at first written in the

Latin language; later, in the Norman or law-French.

The arguments of counsel and the decisions of the

courts were liken-is<.= in Latin.

“ Law~L.atin “ is a technical language, easily appro

hendcd, and durable. On these accounts it is suited to

preserve memorials intended for perpetual rules of

action.

In the time of Cromwell (1641)-60), records were wrib

ten in English Upon the restoration of Charles II (1660),

that innovation was discountenanced: practitioners

found the Latin the more concise and significant.

Statute of 4 Goo. 11 (1130). c. 28, directed that proceed

ings should again be written out in English, that the

common people might understand somewhat of proo

cases, pleadings, record entries, etc. But the transla

tions of many phrases, names of writs and processes

(such as niai prim, fieri facias, haheas corpus),

sounded so ridiculous that, two years later, by 6 Geo.

II, c. 14, all technical terms were allowed to remain in

Latin. As regards its technical expressions, the law

merely stands upon the same footing asother studies.‘

The conclseness, expressiveness. and condensability

of the Latin language fitted it for preserving the prin

ciples of jurisprudence. The civil and canon laws

were in Latin, and quoted in the original, as often as

translated. After the Conquest, the conflict between

Saxon and French promoted the use of an available

neutral speech. As the use and knowledge of Latin

declined, misuse of its terms became frequent. See

Anauon.

LAITNCH. A vessel already in the water

cannot be " launched,” the meaning of which

in such cases is, “ to cause to move or slide

from the land into the water.” ‘

LAUNDRIES. See CHINESE.

A city ordinance which makes it an offense to keep

a laundry wherein clothes are cleansed for hire, within

the limits of the larger part of a city, without regard

to the character of the structure or the appliances

used for the purpose, or the manner in which the oc

cupution is carried on, is unconstitutional.‘

To make an occupation, indispensable to the health

and comfort of civilized man, and the useof the prop

erty necessary to carry it on. a nuisance, by an arbi

trary declaration in a city ordinance, and suppress it

as such. is to confiscate the property and to deprive

its owner of it without due process of law. it also

abridges the liberty of the owner to select his own 00

cupation and methods in the pursuit of happiness, and

thereby prevents him from enjoying his rights, privi

leges and immunities, and deprives him of the equal

protection of the laws, secured to every person by the

Constitution.‘

 

The ordinances of San Francisco giving the board

of supervisors authority, in their discretion, to refuse

'8 Bl. Com. 81748; 4 id. 418.

' Homer v. Lady of the Ocean, 70 Me. 852 (187i'I;

‘Re Sam Keo, 81 F. R 680 (l.“B7), Sawyer, J.
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permimion to carry on iaundries, except when located

in buildings of brick or stone, are unconstitutional.‘

So is an ordinance providing that permission shall

be granted only upon recommendation of twelve citi

Iens and taxpayers in the particular block.‘

60 is an ordinance which makes it an offense for

any person to carry on a laundry for pay, within the

habitable portion of the city.I

But an ordinance prohibiting washing and ironing

between certain hours of the night may be constitu

tional.‘ _

’ LAW.‘ 1. A rule of action dictated by a

superior being.‘ The command of a su

perior.7

A command addressed by the sovereign of

the state to his subjects, imposing duties, and

enforced by punishments.‘

Laws are made for the government of actions‘

The parts of a law are: the “declaratory " part,

which defines the right to be observed and the wrong

to be eschewed; the “ directory " part, which enjoins

observance oi’ the right and abstaining from the

wrong; the “ remedial " part, which provides a method

to recover a right or to redress a wrong; and, the

“ vindicatory “ part, which prescribes the penalty tor

a transgression."

2. In an important use " law " excludes

the methods and remedies peculiar to equity

and admiralty, and confines the idea to the

action of tribunals proceeding by fixed rules,

and employing remedies operative directly

upon the person or property of the individ

ual; as, in the expressions, a court of law, a

remedy at law, an action at law, at law.“

Compare Common Law.

8. A positive law; an enactment; an act

of the legislative department of government ;

a statute. 11

4. " Law " and “ the law ” frequently refer

to systematized rules of action,— the science

of jurisprudence as a study or a profession.

I Yick We v. Hopkins, 118 U. B. 356, 365 (1880), Mat

thews, J.

' Re Quong W00, 18 F. R 229 (1882), Field, J.

‘Re Tie Loy, 26 F. R 611 (1888)—Stockton Case,

Sawyer, J.

' Soon Hing v. Crowley, 118 U. S. 703 (1885), Field, J.;

Barbier v. Connolly, ib. 27 (1885).

‘A. S. lagu, that which is laid, set, fixed: L. kz.

Compare Statute, Constitution.

'1 Bl. Com. 88.

'1 Shara. Bl. Com. 89.

'2 Stephen, Hist. Cr. Law Eng. 76: Austin.

' Reynolds v. United States, 98 U. 8. 166 (1878), Waite,

Chief Justice.

" [1 Bl. Com. 53.

" [Abbott's Law Dict.; Austin v. Rutland R. Co., 17

I‘. B. 469 (1583).

II Boo Walter v. Greenwood. 29 Minn. 89 (1882).

The primary end of law is to maintain and regulate

the absolute rights of individuals.l

The law is a science which distinguishes the criteri

ons of right and wrong, and teaches to establish the

one and to prevent, punish, or redress the other.I

Locke's division of law: divine law — the law of

God. natural or revealed; civil law —the municipal

law: law of reputation —morallty.

Austin‘s division: divine law— the revealed law cf

God; positive human law — municipal inn ; positive

morality —morality; laws metaphorically so called —

the laws of animate and inanimate nature.‘

The “laws of a state” usually mean the

rules and enactments promulgated by the

legislative authority thereof, or long estab

lished local customs having the force of laws.

The decisions of the courts are only evidence

of what the laws are.‘

The term “ laws" includes not only writ

ten expressions of the governing will, but

also all other rules of property and conduct

in which the supreme power exhibits, and

according to which it exerts, its govern

mental force.‘

Natural law, or law of nature. The

rule of human action prescribed by the Cre

ator, and discoverable by the light of reason.‘

Divine or revealed law. The law oi’

nature, imparted by God himself.6

Law of nations, or international law.

The law which regulates the conduct and

mutual intercourse of independent states

with each other by reason and natural jus

tics."

Law of the flag. The law of the nation to which

a vessel belongs.

Civil law. The law of citizens: the law

which the people of a state ordain for their

own government.

(1) By “ the civil law," absolutely taken. is

understood the civil or municipal law of the

Roman empire, as comprised in the institute,

code, and digest of the emperor Justinian,

and the novel constitutions of himself and

predecessors.B

Whatever strength these imperial laws may have

obtained in Great Brlllan is due to immemorial usage

 

I [1 Bl. Com. 12-1.

' [1 Bl. Com. 2?. See 225 Tex. $3.

‘Austin, Jurisp., Lect. 1, sec. 8. See Maine, Anu

Law, Ch. V.

‘ Swift 0. Tyson, 16 Pet. is (1242), Story, J.

' Phelps 0. The City of Panama, 1 Wash 1‘. ha:

(1877). Greene, A. J.

'1 Bl. Com. xxiv, 89-48; 11 Ark. 527: 54 Am. Dec. 217

' 1 Bi. Com. xxiv, 48.

I lBl. Com. 80.14: I! mas
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In particular cases and in particular courts, or to in

troduction by express consent of Parliament.l See

Pnrnxcrs.

(2) The laws which a community or state

has established for the regulation of its own

affairs, as distinguished from the law of na

tions; also, that portion of such laws which

regulates dealings between subjects or citi

zens, in distinction from criminal law, mili

tary law, maritime law, and the general

law—merchant. Compare Municipal Law.

Organic law. The fundamental law of

a community or state, whether written or

unwritten.

Positive law. May refer to law actually

existing at a given time, or to enacted law.

General law. Relates to a whole genus

or kind, to a whole class or order. Opposed,

local or special law. See Public Law.

A law which affects a class of persons or things less

than all, may be a. “general " law.‘

A general law may not import universality in the

subjects or in its operation.‘

General laws relate to or bind all within the juris

diction of the law-making power, limited asthat power

may be in its territorial operation or by constitutional

restraints.‘

A "special" law is such as, at common law, the

courts would not notice unless it were pleaded and

proved like any other fact.‘

That a statute be “ public “ it is not necessary that

it be equally applicable to all parts of the State. All

that is required is that it apply to all persons within

the territorial limits described in the act. "Special"

laws provide for individual cases. "Local" laws,

while applicable to all persons, are confined in their

operation to certain prescribed or defined territorial

limits.‘

Public law. (1) International law.

(2) A law involving public interests. Op

posed, private law: a law for the benefit of

an individual or individuals.

In one sense " public " law designates international

law, as distinguished from the laws of a particular

nation or state; and in another sense, a law or statute

that applies to the people generally of the nation or

state adopting or enacting it, as opposed to a "pri

Il Bl. Com. 3). 14; 5 La. 493.

' Brooks 0. Hyde, 37 Cal. 876 (1869), Sanderson, J.

' Van Riper 0. Parsons, 40 N. J. L. 8 (1878), Beasley,

C. J.; ib. 125. .

‘ Sedgwick. Stat. & Const. Law, 80: People v.

Oooper, 88 lll. 6&9 (1876); l02 id. 219, 229.

' Hingle 2:. saw. 24 Ind. 34 uses), Frazer, J.; as id.

‘ll: I7 id. 96.

‘State 1». Commissioners of Baltimore County, 29

lid. 520 (1868), Alvey, J. See also 17 Cal. 547; 19 Iowa,

48; 2201.391; 26111. 840', 48 N. J._L. 478, 51.8; 39R. J. E.

1%, 891; lili Pl. 877.
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vate " law which aflects an individual or a small num

ber of persons.I

Legislative acts concerning public interests are

necessarily “ public " laws. These may be abolished

at the will of the legislature. The Dartmouth

College Case has no application where a statute isa

public law relating to a public subject within the do

minion of the general legislative power of the State,

and involving the public rights and public welfare of

the entire community.‘

Foreign law. A law of another sover

eignty or nation.

Foreign laws and usages are to us matters of fact,‘

and must be proved as Iacts; but not so with the law

of nations.‘

The existence of aaforeign law is not judicially no

ticed, unless proved as a fact. A written lswis proved

by a copy properly authenticated; unwritten law, by

the testimony of experts, that is. by those acquainted

with the law. As to the manner of authentication

there is no general rule, except this: that no proof

shall he received which presupposes better attainable

testimony. A written law may be verified by an oath,

or by an exempliflcation of a copy, under the seal of

the state, or by a copy proved to be a true copy by a

witness who has examined and compared the copy‘

with the original, or by a certificate of an ofilcer au

thorized to give a copy, the certificate being duly

proved. But these modes are not exclusive of others,

especially of codes and accepted histories.‘

The courts of one state not being presumed to know,

are not bound to take judicial notice of, the laws of

another State. In this respect they are foreign to each

other. The Supreme Court, exercising an appellate

jurisdiction, takes judicial notice of the laws of every

State, because those laws are known to the court

below as laws alone, needing no averment or proof.‘

See Courrv; Farm mo Carnrr.

Municipal law. The rule of civil con

duct prescribed by the supreme power in a

state, commanding what is right and prohib

iting what is wrong;7 also, the laws of a

locality.

The municipal laws of England are the unwritten

or common law, and written or statute laws.‘ See

Written Law.

Pertsins solely to the citizens and inhabitants of a ,

state, and is thus distinguished from political law,

I ltlorgan v. Cree, 46 Vt. 786 (1881), Peck, J .

‘ Newton 0. Commissioners of Mahoning County. ii!)

U. S. 557-59 (1879), cases, Swayne, J.

‘ Dainese v. Halo, 9! U. S. 20 (1875).

‘The Scotia, 14 Wall. 1880871).

‘ Ennis 1-. Smith, 14 How. 426 (1852), cases, Wayne, J.;

Pierce v. Indseth, 106 U. B. 651 (1882); 1 Whart. Ev.

$5 287—8l6, cases.

‘ Henley v. Donoghue, 116 U. S. 4, 6 (1886), cases,

Gray, .l.; Fourth Nat. Bank v. Francklyn, 1'20 id. 751

(1887). See generally 19 Cent. Law J. 286-29, 949-41

(1884), cases.

'1 Bl. Com. 44; 15 Barb. lit

'1 Bl. Com. 68.
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commercial law, and the law of nations. is now more

usually applied to the customary laws that obtain in

any particular city. or province, and which have no

authority in neighboring places.‘

Defines the just and necessary limits 01’ natural

llbei;y.'

A city ordinance (q. u.) is not a law in this sense.

A constitution is a law in the sense that no State

shall pass any law impairing the obligation of con

tracts.I See further huum.

Common law. The law common to all

the realm. A collection of maxims and cus

toms, of higher antiquity than memory or

history can reach.‘

Nothing else but custom,.arising from the

universal agreement of the whole commu

nity.‘

Custom handed down by tradition, use,

and experience.‘ See Unwritten Law.

Reason dealing by the light of experience

with human aifairsfl ,

A system of elementary principles and of

general juridical truths, which are continu

ally expanding with the progress of society.8

Common law develops with new ideas of

right and justice.’

Common law grows out of the general

customs of the country, and consists of defi

nitions of them and of those ancillary prin

ciples that naturally accompany them, or are

deduced from them. The common law of

our country or century is not necessarily the

common law of another, because customs

change. It is a sort of law created by the

people themselves. When the judges de

clare it, they merely discover and declare

what they find existing in the life oi‘ the

people as a rule of their relations. When

the custom ceases, ‘the law ceases. It is this

law that people emigrating take with them —

by tacit adoption, as far as is consistent with

their new circumstanccs.l°

 

I [Wharton's Law Dict.

' [1 Shars. Bl. Com. 127.

IOhio, &c. R. Co. v.li1cClure, 10 Wall. 615 (1870);

Pacific R. Co. v. Maguire, 20 id. 86 (1878); Lehigh Val

ley R. Co. v. l\icFarlsn, 31 N. J. E. 723 (1879); Fiskv.

Jeflerson Police J ury, 116 U. S. 185 (1886).

'1 Bl. Com. 6?: 2 id. 95.

l [1 Bl. Ilom. 472.

' [1 Bl. Com. 1?.

' Dickerson v. Colgrove. 100 U. S. 584 (1879), Swayne, J.

' Pierre v. Proprietors 0! Swan Point Cemetery, 10

IL I. ‘M0 (lEi7‘Zl.

' Hurtado v. California. 110 U. S. 531 (R84).

"Elflnzer 1;. Lewis. 32 Pa. 869 (1859), Lowrlo. O. J.;

The term may be used in distinction to

“statute law," to “equity law,” and the

“ Roman law ” or “ civil law."

Every country has its common law. Ours is com

posed partly of the common law of England, and

partly of our own usages. When our ancestors emi

grated from England they took with them such of

the English principles as were convenient tor the situ

ation in which they were about to place themselves . .

By degrees. as circumstances demanded, we adopted

the English usages, or substituted others better suited

to our wants, till at length, before the time of the rev~

olution, we had 1’ormed a system of our own, founded

in general on the English constitution, but not without

considerable variations.1

The common law of England is not to be taken in

all respects as that oi.’ America. Our ancestors brought

with them its general principles, and claimed it as

their birthright; but they brought with them and

adopted only that portion which was applicable to

their situation.‘

The common law of England can be made part of

our Federal system only by legislative adoption. The

United States has no common law. Each State may

have its own local customs and common law. The

power of the United States is expressed in the Con

stitution. laws, and treaties The English common

law was adopted by the original Thirteen Colonies only

so far as it suited their conditions, from which circum

stance what is common law in one State is not so con

sidered in another. The judicial decisions, the usages

and customs of the respective States, determine to

what extent the common law has been introduced into

each State.‘

The old common law is the basis of all State laws,

modified as each sees fit.‘

It has been repeatedly held that the common law of

England, up to the time of the Declaration of Inde

pendence, is as much a part of our system of juris

prudence us it is of that of Great Britain. The decis

ions ot the common-law courts’ of the country show

what that common law is. We have modified the law

by enactments and practice.‘

The common law being the substratum of the juris

prudence of the Thirteen Statm by which the Constitu

tion wm adopted, and the framers being educated

under it, the terms of the instrument are to be con

strued by the common law.‘ '

Nor have the Federal courts jurisdiction of com

mon-law offenses. The laws of the Federal govern

 

81't'd. 19. See B180 Jacob v. State, 8 Humph. 514-15

(1842); Morgan 1:. King. 80 Barb. 13-15 (1858).

1Guardians of the Poor v. Greene, 5 Binn. '558 (1813),

Tilghmen, C. J.

1 Van Ness v. Pacard, ‘2 Pet. '1“ (1829), Story, J. See

also 1 Story, Const. 5 157', State v. Rollins, 8 N. H. 561

(1837); Clawson v. Primrose, 4 Del. Ch. 652-58 (1878);

Chisholm 1:. Georgia, 2 Dali. 485 (1798).

“Vheaton v. Peters, 8 Pet. ‘($58499 (1834), lii'Itbn. J.

' The Lottawanna, 21 Wall. 572 (1874); Clark v. Clark.

17 Nev. 128 (1882).

I Brown 1:. Philadelphia, &c. R Co., 9 F. R 185 (1881)

'1 Share. Bl. Com. 66-67.‘
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meat. as stated, are embodied in the Constitution, acts

of Congress, and treaties made by its authority.|

The 141-(ll-ral courts do not enforce the common law

in municipal matters in the States because it is Fed

eral law, but because it is the law of the State.’

The rommon law is necessarily referred to by the

Federal authorities for definitions.‘ It is a general

repository of rules. principles, and forms.‘

Because the Federal criminal jurisprudence has no

substratum of common-law crimes upon which to

draw for elements of an offense, the courts must fol

low the statutes exclusively; using the common law,

if necessary, only for definitions of terms.‘

\\'hen acts of Congress use words which are famil

lar in the law of England, they are supposed to be

used with reference to their meaning in that law.‘

By " common law " and “law," the framers of the

Constitution meant not merely suits which the com

mon law recognized; but suits in which legal rights

were to be ascertained and determined, in contradis

tinction to those where equitable rights and remedies

were regarded; or, where, as in admiralty, a mixture

of public law and of maritime law and equity were

often found in the same suit.’ See JUDICIAL, Power.

While we have no general system of judicial na

tional common law, in matters not subject to judicial

jurisdiction, we have a complete system of “execu

tive national common law,“ which frequently differs

from the common law administered in the courts. .

in the administration of the various executive depart

ments, usages have prevailed and are growing up;

national and international common-law principles

have been, and are being, announced and settled; con

struction has been, and is being, given to all the writ

ten laws,— an entire system of executive national

common law is in full operation. This grows out of

executive administration, and the perfect independ

ence of coordinate departments.‘

There is no common law of the United States, in

the sense of a “ national customary law,“ distinct

from the common law of England, as adopted by the

 

1 Pennsylvania v. Wheeling Bridge Co., 13 How. 563

(1851), M‘Lean, J.

' Transportation Co. v. Parkersburg, 107 U. S. 700

(1862), Bradley, J. See Livingston 11. Jefferson, 4

Hughes, 608 (1811); 1 Kent, 878.

' United States v. Durkee. 1 McAlllster, 201 (1856).

l Commonwealth 11. Webster, 5 Cush. 803, 823 (1860).

I United States v. De Groat, 80 F. R. 766 (1887), Ham

mond, J.

' United States v. San Jacinto Tin Co., 125 U. B. Q!)

(1888). The Judiciary Act of 1789, 53, which created

the offlce of attorney-general, without accurate defini

tion of his powers, in saying that “there shall be ap

pointed a meet person, learned in the law," etc., must

have had reference to the similar office, with the same

designation, existing under the English law. And see,

as to a treaty between Mexico and the United States,

Benson u. Mchlahon, 127 U. S. 466 (1888).

' Parsons 1;. Bedford, 8 Pet. '447 (1890), Story, J. See

Penn 1:. Holme, 21 How. 486 (18%), cases; Ellis v.

Davis, 109 U. S. 490' (1888), cases.

' 3 Lawrence, Compt. Dec. xxii-iv; United States

I. liacdanial, 7 Pet. '15 (1883).
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several States each for itself, applied as its local law,

and subject to such alteration as may be provided by

its own statute. A determination in a given case of

what that law is may be diflerent in a court of the

United States from that which prevails in the judicial

tribunals of a particular State. This arises from the

circumstance that the courts of the United States, in

cases within their jurisdiction, where they are called

upon to administer the law of the state in which they

sit or by which the transaction is governed, exercise

an independent though concurrent jurisdiction, and

are required to ascertain and declare the law accord

ing to their own judgment. There is, however,

one clear exception to the statement that there is no

national common law. The interpretation of the Con

stitutlon is necessarily influenced by the fact that its

provisions are framed in the language of the English

common law, and are to be read in the light of its

history. The code of constitutional and statutory

construction which, therefore, is gradually formed by

the judgments of the Supreme Court, in the applica

tion of the Constitution and the laws and treaties

made in pursuance thereof, has for its basis so much

of the common law as may be implied in the subject,

and constitutes a common law resting upon national

authority.I

One of the merits of the common is that, instead

of being a series of detailed practical rules, estab

lished by positive provisions, and adapted to the pre

cise circumstances of particular cases, which would

become obsolete when the course of business ceased

or changed, it consists of a few comprehensive princi

ples, founded on reason, natural justice, and enlight

ened public policy, modified and adapted to the cir

cumstances of all the cases which fall within it. These

general principles are rendered precise, specific, and

adapted to practical use, by usage, which is the proof

of their general convenience, but still more by judicial

- exposition; so that, when in a course of proceeding by

tribunals of the highest authority, the general rule has

been modified, limited and applied, according to par

ticular cases, such exposition, when settled and acqui

esced in, becomes itself a precedent, and forms a rule

of law for future cases under like circumsulnces. The

effect of this expansive character of the common law

is, that while it has its foundations in the principles of

equity, natural justice, and that general convenience

which is public poiicy,— although these general con

liderations would be too uncertain for practical pun

poses, in the business of anactive community,- yet

the rules of that law, so far as cases have arisen and

practices actually grown up, are rendered precise and

certain by usage and judicial precedent. Another con

sequence is. that when new practices spring up, new

combinations of facts arise, and cases are presented

for which there is no precedent in decision, they must

be governed by the general principle, applicable to

cases most nearly analogous, but modified and adapted

to new circumstances, by considerations of fitness and

propriety, of reason and justice, which grow out of

those circumstances. Hence, when a new practice or

course of business arises, the rights and duties of

Ismini 1:. Alabama, 124 U. s. as (1888), cases, 5

thews. J. ‘
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parties are not without a law to govern them; the

general considerations of reason, justice. and policy,

which underlie the rules of the common law, will still

apply, modified and adapted, by the same considera

tions, tothe new circumstances. if these are such as

give rise to litigation, they, like previous cases, soon

come to be settled by judicial exposition, and the

principles thus settled come to have the effect of pre

cise and practical rules.I

Law of the States. The general system

of law regulating the relative rights and

duties of persons within the jurisdiction of

a State, operating upon them even when

engaged in inter-State commerce, and sub

ject to be modified by State legislation,

whether consisting in that customary law

which prevails as the common law of the

land in each State, or as acode of positive

provisions expressly enacted, is nevertheless

the law of the State inwhich it is adminis

tered, and derives its force and eifect from

the actual or presumed exercise of its legis

tative power.

This law does not emanate from the authority of the

National government, nor flow from the exercise of

any legislative powers conferred upon Congress, nor

can it be implied as existing by force of any other leg

islative authority than that of the several States in

which it is enforced. It has never been doubted that

this entire body and system of law, regulating in gen

eral the relative rights and duties of persons within

the territorial jurisdiction of the State, without regard

to their pursuits, is subject to change at the will of the

legislature of each State, except as that will may be

restramed by the Constitution of the United States. lt

is to this law that persons within the scope of its oper

ation look for the definition of their rights and for the

redress of wrongs. lt is the source of all those relative

obligations and duties enforceable by law, the observ

ance of which the State undertakes to enforce as its

public policy. And it was in contemplation of the con

tinued existence of this separate system of law in each

State that the Constitution was framed and ordained

with such legislative powers as are therein granted

expressly or by reasonable implication.‘

Written law; unwritten law. The mu

nicipal laws of England are: (1) The unwrit

ten or common law, which includes customs,

general and particular, and particular laws.

General customs, or the common law prop

erly so called, are founded on immemorial

universal usage, whereof judicial decisions

are the evidence. Particular laws are such

as, by special custom, are adopted and used

 

|Norwny Plains Co. v. Boston, &c. R Co.,i Gray,

267-68(1K54), Shaw, 0. J. See also, in general, 2.’. Am

Law Rev. 1-29. 80-56, 57-65 (1888): 21 Id. ?T0—8~i (IE7).

I Smith 0. Alabama, 124 U. B. (75 (1&$$), Diatthews,

Juice.
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only in particular courts, and under the con

trol of the common and statute laws; namely,

the Roman civil, and canon laws. (2) The

written or statute law; being acts of legis

lative bodies, to supply what is defective, or

to amend what is amiss, in the unwritten

laws.1 See STATUTE.

Law of the land. (1) The general public

law of a State, binding upon all the members

of the community under all circumstances,

and not partial or private laws, affecting the

rights of private individuals or classes of in

dividuals.1 Also, due process of law. See

PROCESS, 1, Due, etc.

(2) “ This Constitution, and the Laws of the

United States which shall be made in pursu

ance thereof ; and all Treaties made, or which

shall be made, under the Authority of the

United States, shall be the supreme Law of

the Land." 3

This means that the Federal Constitution. laws and

treaties, are to be of paramount obligation when State

and Federal laws conflict - the principle on which the

authority of the Constitution is based.‘ See GOVERN

IENT.

The term “ law " accompanies many common words

as a prefix or adjective, in senses largely self-explan

ntory: as. law-adviser, law-blanks, law-clerk, law-firm,

law-publications, lB“'4L’7‘”€T, law-language, law

tcnrw, law-Latin, law-judge. law-ma.-rims, law~ma.ker,

law-afllcer, law-practice, law-reports, law-tide, law

student.

Maxims: The contract makes the law. The law

aids the vigilant; forces no one to do a vain, useless,

or impossible thing; injures no one- never works an

injury; does nothing in vain; regards not trifles; re

gards equity; always gives a remedy; speaks to all

with one mouth— is no respector of persons. What is

just and right is the law of laws.

Law day. The day appointed in a mort

gage for the payment of the money; orig

inally, the time after which all legal rights

were to be forfeited.‘

Compare Lax. See BY-uw; Cases; Carmen; Conn:

Connescun; Coi~'s'rIrc'rIo.\'; Lrscn; MARITIME; Mas.

1-un; Msncaam‘: liiumrsav; Psxrnurrz Pou-ncau

See also Aer, 8; Bran, ll; Cosrucr; Occur; Dscw

 

1 [1 Bl. Com. 63-91, xxiv.

ihiiliett c. People, 117 111. 801 (1886), cases, Sahel

field, J. See also 61 Ill. 118; 5 Mich. 254; 50 Miss. 479;

48 N. H. 61; 20 Barb. 199; 87 Pa. 479; 6 R. L 146; 0

Heisk. 1$9; 30 Wis. 146.

' Constitution, Art VI, par. 2.

~ Erp. Siebold, 100 U. s. 399, 392(1879), Bradley, J.;

Exp. Wall, IUI id. 289 (18&?l; 21 Cent. Law J. 1-17-48

(1535), cases; Cooley, Const Lim. 8&3.

' Kortright v. Cady, 21 N. Y. 315,365, 8670860); 11 id

866; 10 Conn. E0; 24 Ala.1-til; 70 id. M; 17 F. R. ‘R8
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ms; Forms; Jones; Junoumrr; Jnar; Lswrrn;

Lawns; Lssassn; Ovrnsw; Pucs, 1; Psnscmr

nos, 1; Pso'r:crio.\'; Paovmsn; Rxumos; Rsrmn;

RK‘f‘R0¥’i'.CTi'VI; Rlmrr; Roan, 1; Sun.-nos; TI<:IlNl

CAL; Urusonx.

LAWTUL. In accordance with the law

of the land; according to the law; permitted,

sanctioned, or justified by law.

Unlawful. Implies that anact is done or

not done as the law allows or requires.l

“ Lawful." “ unlawful," and “ illegal.“ refer to

that which in its substance is sanctioned or prohibited

by the law. “Legal " occasionally refers to matter

of form alone. Thus, an oral agreement to convey

land, though void by law, is not “unlnwful:" it is

" illegal,“ because not in lawful form.‘

“ Lawful “ properly implies a thing conformable

to or enjoined by law; " legal." a thing in the form or

after the manner of law or binding by law.‘ See fur

ther Lsoss.

A “luwi'ul" writ, warrant, or other procem does

not imply a process legally sumcient, but is the same

as “legal “ process or process “of law.“ A writ or

warrant imuing from any court, under color of law, is

a "legal" process. however defective.‘

The insertion of “ unlawfully " in an indictment

may not dispense with the necessity of specifically

alleging the elements of the offense.I

But the charge of an offense in the precise words of

the statute will dispense with the addition of " unlaw

fully.“' I

“it shall be lawful“ may. or may not, impose an

imperative duty.‘

Other expressions are: lawful ago;' lawful and

unlawful assembly, q. 17.; lawful and unlawful con

dition or covenant. qq. v.; lawful deed. q. 1).,‘ lawful

discha.rge;' lawful goods;" lawful issue;" lawful

juror; " lawful money," q. 0.; lawful trade; " law

ful authorities."

Compare Jumoicssg Lsorruurs; lnucrr; Vmn;

Vom.

LAWSUIT. An action between adver

sary pnrtics; opposed to an ea:-parte pro

ceeding.

lliay include an arbitration." See Lrs, Pendens;

lfarxrssascs, 1.

 

' State v. Massey, V? N. C. 468 0887).

' [Bouvier‘s Law Dict.]

' [(¥rabbe, Syn. 57!), ed. 1879.

‘ Nnson v. Staples, 48 Me. 128 (1857).

' Commonwealth 11. Byrnes. 126 Mass M9 (1879), cases.

‘United States v. Thompmn, 6 Mcbean, 56 (1858).

'See17N.J.L.169;1Edw.Bi;1lAd.&E.28

'4 Md. Ch. 228.

' 1 Wheat. 44?; 12 id. 8'27.

" 1 Johns. Cas. 1: 2 id. 77.1%. ‘

"3 Eclw.1; 10 B. Mon.188; 21 Tex. 804.

I'10 Yerg. 52-L

I'16 Ark. 88'; 8 Ind. 3158', 2 How, 244; 8 id. 717.

"15 Wend. 18; 3 T. R. 782.

"8 PGL. 449; 9 id. 711.

" Packard v. Hill, 700111. 484. M1 (1%.

LAWYER.l A popular term for a per

son whose business it is to know and to prac

tice law: give advice, prepare papers, con

duct proceedings, etc.

The term does not discriminate between the func

tions of an advocate. attorney, barrister, counsellor.

conveyance, proctor, and solicitor.

Any person who. for fee or reward. prosecutes or

defends causes in courts of record, or other judicial

tribunals of the United States, or of any of the States.

or whose business is to give legal advice in relation to

any cause or matter whatever.‘ See Arronsn.

LAY. 1, adj. (1) Pertaining to the laity.

not of the legal profession.

Layman. A person not admitted to prao

tice law; one not learned in the law.:

(2) Not ecclesiastical; organized for secular

purposes: as, a lay corporation, q. 2:.‘

2, v. To state, name, allege, charge: as, to

lay an oifense, damages, venue.‘ Compare

Lu-1, 1 (2).

Lay days. Days allowed for loading and

unloading the cargo of a vessel) See \VORK

LNG-DAYS.

Lay out. In highway laws, embraces,

ordinarily, all the acts necessary to the com

plete establishment of a highway.“

May include every order of municipal authorities by

which private property is taken for public use.'

To locate and establish a new highway.‘

May mean to take and maintain a road.‘

“Lay out and complete a street: " to determine the

time at which it shall be grsded,flnishsd, and fitted

for travel; to make a de facto street."

“ lay out " and “lay off" a road: to lay down the

whole ground covered, specifying the width."

LEAD, v. To conduct in the way of duty.

More frequently, “ mislead.” See INSTRUCI, 2.

Lead a. use. To declare or specify what

use.12

Lead a witness. To suggest, by inter

rogation, the nature of the answer or answers

 

I -11" is a suffix, as in sawyer.

|Revenue Act 13 July, 1866. 5 79: 14 St. L. 121.

' Gk. lacs. the people.

‘ A. S. lecgan, to cause to lay: Hogan, to lie.

' 8 Kent. 202.

0 [Cone v. Hartford, 28Conn. 875 (1859), Storrs, C. J.;

10 id. 591'.

'F\1ller v. Springfield, 128 Mass. 291 (1877). Gray, C. J.

‘Foster 1:. Park Commissioners, 188 Mass. 829 (13821,

Field, J.

' Charleslown, kc. R. 00. v. County Commissioners.

7 Metc. 84 (1848).

" Bowman v. Boston. 5 Cush. 8 (180); Farnald u

Boston, 12 id. 578-79 (1358).

" Small v.Esson,1ilred. L 97 (1860)

" See 2 Bl. Com. 868.
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‘it is desired that the witness shall make. See

Leading Question.

Lead in,a cause or trial. To have the

chief management of one side of a matter in

litigation. See Reading Counsel.

Leading case. A decision which is re

garded, more or less generally, as settling

the law upon the question involved.

The idea may have been originally that such case

stands flrnt, in time, in a series of cases—- takes the

lead, is followed by others, enunciatcs the rule.

Decisions, with and without annotations, and illus

trative of diiferent branches of the law, have been

collected and styled “ Leading Cases."

Leading counsel. That attorney, of two

or more employed upon the same side of a

cause, ’who has the principal management of

his client's case.

Leading question. A question which

plainly suggests the answer wanted from a

Witness. See further QUESTION, 1.

LEAD-WORKS. See Nmssncs.

LEAF. See FOLIO.

LEAGUE. The jurisdiction of the United

States extends into the sea a marine league or

three geographical miles,l q. v.

LEAKAGE. An allowance for loss by

leaking.

When bottles which have been filled and corked are

found partly empty, while still whole, and the corks

in their places, the deficiency, whethercalled “ ulluge “

or “ wastage" or by any other name, can only have

arisen from leakage.‘

LEANING. The courts aresaid to lean

or to have a leaning against a particular

construction or result, when some rule of

policy or expediency directs them to presume

in favor of another view or result.‘

LEAP. See Yam.

LEARNED. Judges who have been reg

ularly educated in the law by study and

practice are said to be “learned in the law,"

in distinction from judges, ‘not possessing

such qualifications and said to be “ not

learned” or “unlearned" in the law, who

formerly, as advisers or associates, sat with

such law-judges.

LEASE.‘ A conveyance of any lands or

tenements (usually in consideration of rent

 

I Acts 5 June, 1794, 20 April, 1818; 1 Story, Laws,352;

3 id. 1694.

' Cory u. Boylston Ins. Co., 107 Mass 144 (1871).

' See First Nat. Bank of Kansas City v. Hartford Fire

inn Co., 95 U. S. 878 (1877), Harlan. J.; 111 id. 841-42.

‘F. laiuer, to let :0: L. laxare, to nlacken, let go.

or other annual recompense,) made for life,

for years. or at will, but always for a less

time than the lessor has in the premises.1

A conveyance of the whole interest constitute. an

assignment.‘

Also, to convey the use of realty by a lease.

See LET, 2.

A contract for the possession and profits of

land and tenements on the one side, and a

recompense of rent or other income on the

other; in other words, a conveyance to.a

person for life, or years, or at will, in consid

eration of a return of rent or other recom

pense.S

The creation of an estate for years. commonly

called a term. While this is both the ordinary and

the strictly legal signification, the word may be used

in a difierent sense.‘

A lease for years is a contract for the pos

session and profits of lands for a determinate

period, with the recompense of rent.‘

A conveyance by the owner of an estate to

another of a portion of his interest therein,

for a term less than his own, in considera

tion of a certain annual or stated rent, or

other recompense.6

Lessor. A person who grants a lease.

Lessee. He to whom a lease is made.

The usual words are “demise, grant, and to farm

let." ' it is not necessary that "lease " be used. What

ever is equivalent will be equally available, if the

words assume the form of a license, covenant, or

agreement, and the other requisites of a lease as a

contract are present.‘

A lessee entering into possession under a lease is

estopped, while retaining possession, to deny his land

lord's title. Thisarises from the nature of the con

tract of lease, which is for the possession and use. for

a prescribed period, of the lessor‘s property, under

considerations to him by way of rent or otherwise. it

implies an obligation to surrender the premises to the

lessor on the termination of the lease, that is, at the

expiration of the time during which the owner has

stipulated that the lessee may have the use and pos

session of his property. The lessee cannot be allowed

 

I 2 Bl. Com. 317.

'2 Bl. Com. 817; 105 Pa. 478; 13 R I. 858.

IBranch 0. Deane, 17 Conn. ‘-111 (18-15), Storrs. J.,

quoting 4 Cruise, Dig. 67. See also 24 Me. .545; 21 N. J.

L. 388; 42 N. J. E. 388; 7 Cow. 826; 1 Pars. Contr. 505.

4 Jamaica Pond Aqueduct Corporation a. Chandler,

9 Allen, 16?-69 (1864), Blgelow, C. J.

I United States v. Gratiot, 14 Pet 588 (1840), Thomp

son, J.; Thomas 1:. West Jersey R. Co., i01 U. S. 78

(1879).

' Gray 0. La Fayette County, 65 Win. 510 (IBU),

Lyon, J.

' 2 Bl. Com. 817.

' Moore 0. Miller, 8 Pa. 888 (1848), Conitet, J.
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to controvert the title of the lessor without disparag

ing his own. and he cannot set up the title of another

without violating that contract by which he obtained

and holds pomession, and breaking that faith which he

has pledged. and the obligation of which is still con

tinuing and in full operation.I

A lease may be at will, for years, for life, of perpet

ual dui-ntion,— for any period which will not exceed

the interest of the lessor, and subject to a condition.

which is a qualification annexed to the estate by the

grantor. or lessor, whereby the estate or term granted

may, among other things, be defeated or terminated.I

A lease not to exceed three years from the making

need not be in writing. But in lllaine, Massachusetts

New Hampshire, Ohio, Vermont, and perhaps in other

States, a parol lease creates men.-lya tenancy at will.‘

Lease and release. A conveyance for

transferring a fee—simple.

Invented after the Statute of Uses was enacted. A

lease (a bargain and sale) for years was made by the

tenant of the freehold. This, unrecorded, made the

bargalnor stand seized to the use of the bargainee, and

vested in the latter the use '01‘ the term; whereupon

the statute immediately vested the poss¢.m'on. The

bargainee, being in possession, could receive a release

of the freehold and reversion, which was made the

next day——nnd this supplied the place of livery of

seizin, and amounted to a feoflment.‘

Leasehold. An estate in land for a fixed

term of years.

The disposition has been to assimilate leaseholds, at

least for long terms, to real estate. The courts have

sometimes construed the words “ realty " and " lands "

to include them. Some of the States have by statute

made them real estate.‘

At common law, a leasehold interest in land is per

sonal property, and subject to levy and sale as such.‘

Perpetual lease. A lease unlimited in

respect to length of term; a fee-farm. See

Farm.

Short lease; long lease. In common

speech, refer, somewhat indefinitely, to the

period of time a lease is to run.

Sublease; underlease. A lease of prem

ises already leased, made by the first lessee.

 

|Robertson v. Piclrrell, 109 U. 8. 614-16 (1883). Field,

Justice. Quotes Marshall, C. J., in Biight's Lessee 0.

Rochester, 7 Wheat. 54? (1822). See also Rector 1:. Gib

bon. 111 U. S. 284 (1884); Tilyou 12. Reynolds, 1(B N. Y.

568 (1888). cases

1 Ws1n.er u. Tanner, 88 Ohio St. 13) (1882), cases,

Okay, C. J.

‘ 1 Washb. R. P. 614.

'2 Bl. Com. 839; 4 Kent. 482.

‘ Dawson 0. Daniel, 2 Flip. 817, 818 (1878), Hammond,

Judge.

‘ Freeman v. Dawson, 110 U. S. 270 (1884), cases. Ef

fect of destruction of the estate, 94 Am. Dec. 662-65,

ease; implied warranties, 84 Cent. Law J. 149 (1887),

cases
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Whence sub-lessee, under-lessee: a sub-ten

ant, an under-ts-nant.1

See Comn-nos; Cnorz Dmnsn; Esaorsssr; Fwol;

Gssrr, 2, 3; Lssnwsnz MINERAL: l\lo.\"rn: Nuiuuon;

PAB1-res: Rnnmss; lies-r; Sunnsxnna, 3; \\'srvn:;

Yunsc YIELDING.

LEAST. See AT LEAST.

LEAVE. 1. To die seized of or owning.‘

2. To dispose of by will: as, for a decedent

to "leave ” property to a certain person.‘

8. To die with kindred surviving.

" Leave " no issue, referring _to realty, means an in

definite failure of issue; referring to personnlty, A

definite failure of issue.‘

A posthumous child may be said to be a child whom

an intestate “leavel" at his death.‘ See DIE, With

out children.

Leave of court. Permission given by a

court to do something; as, to withdraw an

appearance, or a paper filed.

Compare DEBERTION; Inossss; Snnr.

LECTURES. Compare DRAMA.

Where persons are admitted, as pupils or otherwise,

to hear public lectures, it is upon the implied confi

dence and contract that they will not use any means

to injure or take away the exclusive right of the lect

urer in his lectures. whether that be to publication in

print or to oral delivery.‘

A professorin a university, orally delivering lectures

of his own composition, does not so communicate them

to the public as to entitle a hearer. without permimion,

to republish them.‘

LEDG-E. See Vsm.

LEDGER. See BOOK, Of accounts.

LEGACY.‘ A bequest, or gift, of goods

and chattels by testament.9

A bequest of personalty; but will be con

strued to apply to realty, if the context re- _

quires it." Compare DEVISE.

Legatee. The person to whom the gift is

made.

lSee University Publishing Co. v. Piffet, 34 La. An.

6012 (1882); 24 Cent. Law J. 814 (1887), cases.

' [.\lcNitt 11. Turner, 16 Wall. 863 (1872).

‘ Thorley u. Thorley, 10 East, 458 (1809).

‘ Hall v. Chaflee, 14 N. H. 231 (1848), cases.

‘Pearson v. Carlton, 18 S. C. 57 (1882). See 1 Roper,

Leg. 1553.

‘Tompkins u. Hnlleck, 183 Mass. 45 (1882), cases.

'Cahd v. Sime, ll. L.,12 Ap. Cas. 826 (1887): 86 Alb.

Law J. 291; M Am. Law Reg. 75-1; ib. 762-69 (1887), cases

Commented on, 36 Alb. Law 1258-60 (1887): London

Law Times.

‘Mid. Eng. legacie: L legatum, a bequest: legare,

to appoint as deputy.

‘2 Bl. Com. 512.

I‘ Burwell v. Mandeville, B How. 578 (1844), cases;

Pratt v. McGhee, 17 S. 0. 482-84 (1882), cases; Bacon 0.

Bacon, 515 Vt. 243 (1882), cases.
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Demonstrative legacy. A bequest of a

sum of money payable out of a particular

fund or thing. A pecuniary legacy, given

generally, but with demonstration of a par

ticular fund as the source of its payment.1

A “ demonstrative "legacy differs from a " specific "

legacy in this respect, that if the fund out of which it

is payable fails for any cause it is nevertheless entitled

to come oil’ the estate as a general legacy; and it dif

fers from a " general " legacy in this, that it does not

abate in that clan, but in the class of specific lega

cies.I

' All cases proceed upon the principle that whether a

legacy is demonstrative or specific must bedecided by

the intent of the tcstator as it appears from the will;

and that, where a legacy is held to be demonstrative,

a general intent is shown to have it paid without refer

ence to the fund on which it is primarily charged.I

The rule that demonstrative legacies, or such as are

payable out of a specific fund, are preferred, as to

that fund, in a case of deficiency of assets to pay all

legacies, is a rule of intention merely.‘

General legacy. A legacy so given as

not to amount to a bequest of a particular

thing or money, distinguished from all others

of the same kind. Specific legacy. A be

quest of a part of the testntor’s personal es

tate which is so distinguished.‘

A legacy is “ general“ where its amount or value is

a charge upon the general assets, and where, if these

are suflicient to meet all the provisions of the will, it

must be satisfied. A legacy is “ specific " when it is

limited to a particular thing. subject, or chose in ac

tion, so identified as to render the bequest inapplicable

to any other; as. the bequest of a horse, a picture, a

jewel, or a debt due from a person named, and, in spe

cial cases. even of a sum of money.‘

A “ specific“ legacy is one that can be separated

from the body of the estate and pointed out so as to

lndividualize it, and enable it to be deli\'r-red to the

legatee as a thing sui pener-is.’

A “ general“ legacy may or may not be a part of

the testatofs property; but a “ specific " legacy must

be a part, severed or distinguished.‘

 

‘ Glass U. Dunn, 17 Ohio St. 424 (1867).

‘Armstrong's Appeal, Gi Pa. 816 (1869); 1 Roper, Leg.

191,198. See also 4? sis. 554; 156 liId.122;28 N. H. 151;

16 N. Y. 365; 19 Gratt. 488; 1 Ld. Cas. Eq., W. & T., "274.

' Stevens v. Fisher, 144 Mass. 127(18B7), cases, Devens,

Judge.

‘ Rambo 1:. Rumer, 4 Del. Ch. 9 (1866); 1 Rep. 192.

' Tift 1:. Porter, 8 N. Y. 618 (1853); Schofleld v. Adams,

12 Hun, 869 (1817): 1 Rep. 191.

'Langd0n v. Astor‘s Executors. 8 Duer, b43(18b4),

Duer. J.

' Harper 1). Bibb, 47 Ala. 55! (1872), Peters, J.

' [Bothamiey v. Sherson, L. B., 20 Eq. 308-9 (1875),

Jessel, M. R. See also Bradford 11. Haynes. 20 Me. 107

(1841): Loring U. Woodward, 41 N. H.894 (1860); Re Es

hte of Woodworth, 31 Cal.601 (1867); Smith v. McKitt

erick, 51 Iowa, 551-52 (1879); Ashburner v. Maguire, 2

To make a legacy “ specific “ it must appear by ex

press words, or by inference resting upon a strong,

solid, rational interpretation of the will, that the test»

tor intended that the legalee should take the particular

thing and nothing else.I |

If the thing specifically bequeathed does not remain

at the death of the testator, there is no legacy.‘

Vested legacy. When the interest of the

legatee is so fixed as to be transmissible to

his personal representatives, although he dies

before the period arrives for payment of the

money. Contingent legacy. When,

from the terms of the bequest, or from the

uncertainty of the event, upon which the

legacy is made payable, no immediate inter

est passes to the legatee, but his title to the

legacy depends upon his being in a condition

to receive it when due.‘

Where alegacyis given to a person to be paid or

payable at or when he shall arrive at the age of

twenty—one, or at a future definite period, the interest

in the legacy vests immediately on the testator‘s death,

the time being annexed to the payment and not to the

gift of the legacy. This rule is positive except when

clearly overborne by the expressed or necessarily im

plied intention of the testator.‘

When there is a substantive bequest of money to

be paid at a future time. the legacy is “ vested.“ When

there is no antecedent bequest, independent of the

period fixed for payment, the legacy is “ contingent" '

In England, when a legacy is given to a person “ as,"

“ if," “ when," or “ provided " he arrives at a certain

age, or “ at " that time. and there is no other control

ling evidence of intention, the legacy is contingent.

The rule is a correct one where the words “if“ or

“provided " are used. and in cases where the other

words are used in giving a legacy toa minor if there

is a provision for intermediate support or other evi

dence of an intention togive con1ingently.' See ‘Vans.

The words “ in case " imply a condition as ex

plicitly as " if,“ " upon," and the like, and express a

contingency!

A direction to pay when the legatee attains a cer

tain age, the interest of the fund being given him in

the meantime, shows that a present gift is intended,

and the legacy vests in interest at the death of the

testator. But a direction to pay at a future period

vests in interest immediately, if the payment bep0st»

 

Ld. Cas. Eq., W.& T., ‘$7,274, 320, cases; 2 Williams,

Ex. [1158], cases.

I Wyclroff 0. Perrine, 87 N. J. E. 120-21 (1883): 1 Rep.

284.

' Hoke v. Herman, 21 Pa. 805 (1858), casea

I1 Roper, Leg. 550.

i Bayard v. Atkins, 10 Pa. 17-18 (1848), cases; Pen

nock 0. Eagles, 102 id. 294 (1888).

‘Bowman's Appeal, 84 Pa.28 (1859), cases; Reed's

Appeal, 118 Pa. 230 (1888).

‘Colt v. Hubbard,-88 Conn. 285-86 (1866). Bee .1

House v. Ewen, 87 N. J. E. 87~1(1888).

' Robem‘ Appeal, 59 Pa 72 (1868).
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poned for the convenience of the estate or to let in

some other interest.‘

Ordinarily. an unqualified gift of the use, income

and improvement of personal estate vests an absolute

interest.‘

A rule of construction is, that when a bequest is

made to individuals by name. although they in fact

constitute a class. the intention to give to them in

dividually is indicated, and thus the share of one dying

before the oestawr will become intestate property.

But this rule, founded on the supposed wish of the

testator. may be controlled by those portions of the

will, if such exist, which indicate an intent that such

shall not be the result. if it appears from the whole

will that the testator intended that his beneficiaries

should take as a class, the share of one who dies

beiore the testator will go to the survivors.‘

When a legacy is given to a class as “ the children “

of a person, and no period is fixed for the distribution

of the legacy, it is considered as due at the testat01“s

death. and none but children born or hcgntten pre

viously are entitled to share in it Where there is

postponement of the division of a legacy given to a

class until a period subsequent to the test/at0r‘s death.

any one who answers the description so as to come

within the class at the time for division will be entitled

to a share, though not in use at the death of the tes

tator, uni the will ahowsan intention in the testator

to limlt_his bounty to such of the class as would an

swer the description when the will took eflect by his

death. Where the bequest is in terms immediate, and

so intended to be, and the déscription of persons to

take is general. there none that do not fall within the

description at the time of the tcstatorh death (um take.‘

See Escn.

Other descriptive terms applied to legacies

are: absolute, vesting at once, uncondition

ally; accumulative, cumulative, or addi

tional. superadded to another legacy; alter

native, of one of two things; conditional,

dependent upon some event, contingent;

lapsed, where the legatee dies before the

testator, or before a specified event; residu

ary, of the residuum (q. 11.) of the estate.

The want of permanency in the condition of differ

ent kinds of personal property has occasioned much

difficulty in construing bequesm of future interests in

chattels personal. Without considering such bequests.

and having in view only general bequests of personal

property or mom-y. l.he rule is that, by means of an

express trust, personal property may be subjected to

any limitations not inconsistent with the rule against

perpetuities. and it is established that, by or without
 

1 Cropley 1:. Cooper. 19 Wall. 174 (1878), cases,

Swayne. J.; 2 Bl. Com. 513.

IChane 0. Chase, 182 Mass. 474 (1882), cases; 26 Cent.

Law J. 578-76 (1888), cases

lTowns v. Weston, 132 Mass. 516(l88‘J). cases.

'£hnsmar v. ilucken. 37 N. J. E. 418 (1S‘l~3),ca.ses,

Runyon, Ch. Un legacies given in a particular char

acter. see 8 Va. Law J. 198. 266, 825, 896 (1~‘8-ii. cases:

18 Cent. 14w J. 87, 101. 126. 1(6(1884).— Journ. Jurisp.

creating an express trust. an executory bequest of

personal property to take cffect on a contingency that

must happen. if at all, on the death of the first taker,

may be a valid bequest‘.

In cases of deficiency of assets. general legacies

"abnte“ proporticnably; but a specific legacy not at

all. unlem there is not sllfflcient without it. Demon

strative legacles abate as between themselves, and

pan‘ pass-u with specific legacies, but are preferred to

general legacies.‘ See Anaraxssr, 2.

Specific legacies are invariably liable to “ademp

tion;“ asarule. general and demonstrative legaciel

are not.‘ See Assumes.

A legacy equal to or greater than a debt is a “ satia

faction “ of the debt; less than the debt, it is not a

satisfaction pro tanto. But slight circumstances will

rebut this presumption. Where there are two legacies

of equal amounts, the legatee takes one only; other

wise, if the amounts are unequal.‘

A bare direction that a devises shall pay money to

a legatee creates a personal obligation. To constitute

‘ a “charge upon the land “ devised, there must be ex

press words to that effect or a necessary implication

that such was the intention.‘

Realty will not be charged with the payment of

debts and legacies when there is personalty more than

suiflcient to pay them, unlem the intention to charge

the realty and exonerate the personalty is clear.‘

When the testator has not created an exprms trust

fund wherewith to pay legacies. but has made a gen

eral reslduary disposition of his whole estate, blending

realty and peraonalty in one fund, the realty is con

structively charged with the legacies.‘I

If a legacy is made a personal charge on a devisee.

acceptance of the devise imposes a personal liability

on him, and he takes as a purchaser in fee; but if the

legacy is charged on the estate, he takes as a benefi

cial devises‘

A devise or bequest to a person for the benefit of

himself and others, though accompanied with power

to sell. lease, use. or expend. does not confer an abso

lute property in the first taker, nor make the object

liable for his debts.‘ \

A legacy is the transfer of an inchoate interest, and

not perfected until the executor consents to pay it

His duty is first to see that the debts of the estate are

I Hooper v. Bradbury, 133 Mass. 806, M (1882). cases.

Field, J.

'2 Bl. Corn. 518; 4 Yes. 150; 11 Pa. 72; 1 Story, Eq.

5 ass.

'2 Story, Eq.$1111.

‘See 2 Story. 151].‘ 1110; 8 Duer, M1; 9 Barb. 07.

‘Walter's Appeal. 95 PL 807 (1380). cases; Cable‘:

Appeal. 91 id. 829 (1879).

' Eaverson‘s Appeal, 84 Pa. 178 (1877): 1 Ron. 699.

‘Lewis v. Darling, 16 How. 10-11 (1858), cases; A]

legheny Nat Bank v. Hays. 12 F. R. 6640882); New»

som v. Thornton. 8'2 Ala. 402 (1886). cases.

‘Funk v. Eggleston, 92 iii. 584 (1879), Baker, J.

'Wetherell v. Wilson. 1 Keen. 15 Eng. Ch. R., 81

(1831), cases; 1 Jarm. wuu (Blgelow‘s ed.), mos, cases;

Burt v. Herron, 60 Pa. 402 (1870); liiddle‘s Appeal, 80 id

264 (1876); Pennock‘s Estate, 20 id. 1&8 (1868).

(89)
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paid. Interest is payable after a year from the death

of the testat1>r.I

LEG-AL.’ 1. Pertaining to the under

standing, the exposition, the administration,

the science and the practice of law: as, the

legal profession, legal advice; legal blanks,

newspaper, qq. v. ,

2. Allowed or authorized by law: as, legal—

discretion, holiday, interest, tender, trade,

qq. v. ,

3. Implied or imputed in law; opposed to

actual: as, legal malice, q. u.

4. Suflicient to meet the requirements of

law: as, legal—charity, condition, consider

ation, contract, covenant, cruelty, notice,

obligation,l qq. '0.

5. Appointed or designated by law: as, a

legal representative, q. v.

6. Cognizable in a court of law: as opposed

to equitable, cognizable in chancery: as,

legal —- assets, defense, estate, interest,

owner, proceedings, remedy, right, title,

waste, wrong, qq. 1:.

" Legal “ looks more to the letter, and "lawful " to

the spirit, of the law. “ Legal" in more appropriate

for conformity to positive rules of law; " lawful " for

accord with ethical principle. " Legal“ imports

rather that the forms of law are observed, that the

proceeding is correct in method, that rules prescribed

have been obeyed; "lawful" that the act is rightful

in substance, that mo-al quality is secured. " Legal "

is, moreover, the antithesis of “equitable,“ and the

equivalent of “constructive.“ ' Compare Vmn.

Illegal. Contrary tolaw.

1. Without authority or support of law,

either common or statute.

2. In violation of law; in contravention

‘ of the direction, requirement, or prohibition

of a law considered with reference to its

letter or policy. Compare ERROR, 2 (2), Er

roneous; Vom.

"Illegal " and “ unlawful " are synonyms.‘

Legality. The quality of conforming to

law. Illegality. The quality of being in

conflict with law; also, an act or thing con

trary to some law.‘3

A contract may be “ illegal" because con

trary to a constitution or a statute, or incon

 

I 2 Bl. Com. 512-14.

' L. legalis: lez, law.

' See liiattoon v. Monroe, 21 Hun, § (1880).

‘ [2 Abbott's Law Dict. 24.]

' State v. Hsynorth, 8 Bneed, 66 (1855). See also

Qmdbourma v. Newcastle, 48 N. H. 199 (1868).

' See Hurd, Hob. Corp. 887; 1 Ahb. Pr. 482; 81 Cal.

8%; 84' No. 642-48.

sistcnt with sound policy and good morals as

to the consideration or the thing to be done.1

Illegality is of two sorts: it exists at com

mon law, or is created by some statute. A

contract illegal at common law is so because

it violates morality, is opposed to public pol

icy, or is tainted with fraud.2

Some authorities hold that, though an illegal con

tract will not be executed. yet, when it has been

executed by the parties themselves, and its illegal ob

ject has been accomplished, the money or thing which

was the price of it may be a legal consideration be

tween the parties for a promise, express or implied,

and a court will not unravel the transaction to discover

its origin.‘

A party to a contract, the making of which, al

though prohibited by law, is not malum in so, may,

while it remains executory, rescind it and recover

money advanced to the other party who had per

formed no part of the contract 4

There isadistinction between a contract made in

excem of power and a contract prohibited by statute

or public policy; as there is between suing for the

breach of an executory contract and suing to recover

the value of property received and retained under a

contract executed on the part of the plaintiff,‘

If in any case it appears from the evidence that the

claim of the complaining or moving party is against

public policy or the law, so that in no event could he

recover a final judgment, whatever he the nature or

extent of the testimony upon the point at isue, the

tribunal should not hesitate to dismiss the proceed

lug.‘

Within the condemned category are: agreements

to pay — for supporting acandldate for a public oflice,

or for not being a candidate: for procuring an omce;

for procuring a government contract; for lobby serv

ices one claim against the government; for not bid

ding on a contract to carry the mail; for procuring

signatures for a pardon; for suppressing evidence; for

a conveyance of what may come from an ancestor;

for promoting a marriage; for influence in making s

will,‘ for part of the fee one may get as special

counsel for the government, designated by the plaint

lfl;" for a percentage on arms sold to a foreign gov

 

‘ Trist 1:. Child, 21 Wall. 448-49 (1874), cases; Yates 11.

Robertson, 80 Va. 484 (1885).

' Smith, Contracts, 178.

' Planters‘ Bank 1). Union Bank, 16 Wall. 500 (1872),

cases, Strong, J. See also Armstrong v. Toler, 11

Wheat. 258, 268 (1826); l\IcBialr v. Gibbes, 17 How. 286

(1854), cases; Brooks 1). Martin, 2 Wall. 81 (1668), cases;

Thomas 1). City of Richmond, 12 id. 355 (1870), cases;

Clarke 1:. Lincoln Lumber Co., 59 Wis. 862-65 (1884),

cases; 31 id.25~i-, 10 Biss. 63; 102 U. S. 42).

‘Cong:-em & Empire Spring Co. 1:. Knowiton, 108

U. S. 49, 58-60(11-380), cases, Woods, J.

‘ Slater Woolen Co. 1;. Lamb, 143 Mm. 421-8 (1887),

cases.

' Lee 0. Johnson, 116 U. S. W (1885), Field, J. See

also Farley v. St. Paul, &c. R. 00., 14 F. R 114 (188).

' Meguire e. Corwine, 101 U. S. 111 (1879), cases.
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crnment through the influence of a consul of that

government.l

See Dsucrmt, Lnpari, etc.;Es1-orrs1.; Fasun; MAN

nuronv; Pnonmrrxos, 1; R.ATlI'lCA’l‘l0N; Usns, Utiie.

Legalize. To give the authority bf law

to that which lacks such authority: as, to

legalize a nuisance; length of time will not

legalize a nuisance; slavery'was a legalized

social relation.

To confirm or make valid what has been

already done.2

LEGATE. See MJNISTEB, 8.

LEGATEE. See LEGACY.

LEGESI See Lax. '

LEG-ISLATEJ To make a law or laws;

to exercise sovereignty, q. 1;.

Legislation. The enactment of a. law or

laws.

General legislation. Legislation for all

the people of a State or union of States.

Local or special legislation. Legislation for

individuals or a section of country.

A private bill is apt to attract little attention. It

involves no great public interest, and usually fails to

Not unfrequently the facts

are whispered to those whose duty it is to investigate,

vouched for by them, and the passage of the measure

is thus secured. If the agent is truthful and conceals

nothing, all is well; if he uses nefarious means with

success, the spring-head and stream of legislation are

polluted.‘ See Lonnv.

Local and special legislation, as preventing unl

(ormity, and for other reasons, is much restricted by

modern constitutions.l

Judicial legislation. The making of law

by the decisions of the courts; often, an ex

pression of contempt for such judicial inter

pretation of a statute as passes by the intent

of the law-maker and virtually makes a new

law.‘ See JUS, Dare; LAW, Common.

Legislative. 1. For the enacting of laws:

as, a legislative body.

2. Pertaining to the law-making body: as,

legislative -—construction, discretion, intent,

power.

“ Legislative power " is the power to enact laws or

to declare what the law shall be.'

8. Done by enactment: as, a legislative

80$.

‘ Oscanyan v. Winchester Arms Co., i08 U. 8. 273-77

(1880), cases; 116 id. 52.

I [Barker 12. Chesterfield, 102 Mass. 128 (IM).

‘L. ie.r, legis, law; iatio, a proposing.

I Trist v. Child. 21 Wall. 451 <18’-'4), Swavno, J.

‘ Hoyt v. Sprague, 103 U. S. 633 (1880).

' See Bishop, Contr. § 1123.

1 Wolfe v. l\l'Caull, 76 Va. H) (1881).

 

Legislator. A law-maker; a member of

a law-making body. See Ammsr, 2(2, 8);

COMMUNICATION, Privileged, 1; LIBERTY, 1,

Oi’ speech.

Legislatorial. Pertaining to a legislature.

Legislature. The law-making power in

a. State.

The intent of the law-maker is the law.

One legislature cannot bind another.‘

The journal of a legislative body is evidence for all

legal purposes.‘

it is no part of the duty of the judiciary to go be

hind a law duly certified to inquire into the observance

of form in its passage.‘

The action of a legislature should not be held in

valid unless it is so beyond reasonable doubt; and

it is then so held, not because of judicial supremacy

over a coordinate branch of the government, but

because the law must be declared and the fundamental

law maintained.‘ I

Well-settled rules of construction forbid courts as

euming to declare an act void because in their opinion

it is opposed to a spirit supposed to pervade the con

stitution, but not expressed in words.‘

The legislature is to judge of the wisdom and pol

icy of enactments, and no court has the right to over

rule that judgment, even to the extent of its own

powers, unless the legislature has clearly exceeded its

functions.‘

See further Aer, 8; Bum. II; Couonnss; Consrrrn

TXONAL: Cos-rsawr. 2; Coaron.rrm.v, Municipal; Dlb

CRlL'l‘lOh‘, 4; Docuunm‘; Govlinruii-:m‘; JOURNAL; Loo

noumo; Poucn, 2; POLICY. 1: RATIFICATION; Susan:

STATUTE; UNIFORM; Vtrro; Yams um Nara.

LEG-ITIMIACYJ Lawfulness; l‘l par-'

ticular, the civil condition of a child born in

lawful wedlock. Opposed, illegitimdcy.

Legitimate. 1, v. To confer a legal status

upon: as, to legitimate a bastard,

2, adj. (1) Born in lawful wedlock, or

within a competent time afterwards.l Op

posed, illegitimate.

(2) Authorized, constitutional, or lawful:

as, the legitimate government.

Legitimation. Changing the civil status

of abastard to the status of a lawful child.

 

I Newton 0. Commissioners, 100 U. S. 559 (1379).

' Southwarlr v. Commonwealth, 28 Pa. 450 (1861).

' Kilgore v. Magee, 85 Pa. 412 (1877).

‘ Sullivan 1;. Berry. 88 Ky. N6 08$).

' State ea: rel. Herron v. Smith, 44 Ohio St. 874 (1886).

‘Adler 11. Whitbeck, 44 Ohio St. 562 (1886). As to

constitutional regulations of proceeding, see Mm

Law Reg. 153-70 (1885), cases.

' L. legiiimus, lawful: lez, law.

'1 Bl. Com. 446; 70 Iowa, 412: 3 Kan. 52; 91 N. Y.

815, 82); 18 Hun,500; 1 Grant (Pa.), 381; 2 Kent, 308,

As to proof of legitimacy, see 18 Cent. Law J. M

(1884), cases. '



LEND

Legitimatize; legitimize. To make

lawful; to legitimate, q. v.

In most of the States, subsequent marriage of the

parents. and recognition by the father. legitimlzes an

illegitimate child.I See Basrsnn.

LEND. See HIRE.

LESS. See Moss on Less.

LESSEE; LESSOR. See LEASE.

LET. 1, v. To give leave to; to permit.

(1) To grant the use of realty for a com

pensation. Correlative, to hire.

Re-let. To let again or anew.

Sub-let. To let to a third party as a sec

ond lessee. See further Lassa. Compare

FARM, Let.

(2) To award: as, to let a contract after

proposals have been considered.2 Whence

felting, sub-letting.

The act of May 17, 1878, regulates the advertise

ment of “ mail-let_tings"by the postmaster-general.'

2, n. In old English, interruption, obstruc

tion, impediment: as “without let or hin

derance."

LETTER. 1. One of the characters

which constitute the alphabet.

Many letters of the alphabet, standing alone, denote

abbreviations (q. 1:.) of words; and all the letters, in

their order, may be used to mark exhibits, q. u.

2. Verbal expression, as opposed to the

spirit and reason, of language: as, “ the let

ter ” of a document, of a law. See LITERA;

CASUS, Omissus; SPIRIT.

B. A_ written communication, sealed or

unsealed.‘

A letter is certainly a "writing." if addressed by

one person to another, while we may call it a letter, it

is also a writing, whether the characters are made

with the pen, by type, or in any other manner.‘

The word “letter “ will include the envelope in

which it is sent; as, in a notice to produce a letter,‘

That a sealed letter is not a publication, see PUBLI

urrios, 2.

The postmark on a letter is prima facic evidence

that the letter was in the post-office at the time and

place specified.’ ‘

_________—__—__——____

lSee Succession of Caballero v. The Executor, M

LB. A11. 580 (1i~‘7'3).

‘See Eppes 1:. Mississippi. &c. R. Co., 35 Ala. 56

(1859).

' ‘N St. L. 61,141, 356.

‘ United States v. Bromley, 12 How. 97 (1851).

‘United States v. Gaylor. 17 F. R. 441 (1883); United

States v. Brltton, ib. 7'32 (1883).

' United States v. Duff, 19 Blatch. 10 (1881).

'1 Gneenl. Ev. 5 40, cases; Buasard v. Levering, 6

Wheat. 10: (1821); Llndenberger v. Beall, ib. 104 (1821);

Eggs 1:. Hatch, 17 F. R. 588 (1883); ib. 842-50, cases:
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I .
A letter is prmumed to reach its destination at the

regular time, and to be received by the addressee, if

living at the place and usually receiving letters there;

as, in cases where notice of the protest of paper is to

be sent to an indorser.I See Paornsr, 2.

Congrem has forbidden interference with the rapid

transportation of the mails; detaining or opening let

lers, secreting the contents, or otherwise tampering

with the mails; cdmpetition by private persons; send

ing obscene. scurrilous, disloysl letters or publica

tions; and letters and circulars regarding illegal lot

teriesfi See Dsuvsur, 2; Ensszznsxnsr, 1; Lorrsav;

Osscsss.

Negotiations merge into a contract the moment ii

stamped letter assenting to the proposed terms is

mailed.I Seedurther Orrsa, 1.

That a witness may refresh his memory by refer

ring to a letter, see Rnrnssn.

If a letter oflerod in evidence purports to be a reply

to a letter referred to, the latter must be called for.

in order to be put in evidence with it.‘ See Vnasux,

Verbs lllata.

The author of letters, whether they are literary

compositions, familiar letters, or letters of businem,

possesses the exclusive copyright in them. No per

son, other than he or his representative, not even the

addressee, has a right to publish them upon any so

co.‘...l, exceptupon such occasiousasrequire or justify

their public use; us, in a lawsuit, a letter necessary to

establish one‘s rights, or a letter sent to a paper to

vindicate the writer's reputation. For the stronger

reason the addressee may not publish them for profit

In short, the addressee has but a limited right or spe

cial property in letters. as a trustee or bailee, for par

tlcular purposes, either of information or protection,

or of support of his own rights and character. The

general property belongs to the writer, whatever the

character of the letters. An exception is made in favor

of the government, as to official letters by public

ofl‘icers.' I

The receiver of private letters cannot make them

the subject of sale without the writer's consent.

Therefore, a contract to sell letters written to another

person who advertised remedies for diseases, the pur

chaser intending to send an advertisement to the

writers, is contrary to good morals, and void.‘ See

MANUSCRIPT.

 

Rosenthnll 1:. Walker, 111 U. S. 198 (1881). cases; Mon

telius v. Atharton, 6 Col. 22‘? (1882); Breed v. First Nat

Bank, £12. 238 (1882).

I 1 Greenl. Ev. £540, and cases, ante.

ISea R. S. 55 8890-94; United States v. llicCready_ ll

F. R. 225 (18&Z). -

'Darlington iron 00. v. Foote, 16 F. R. 646 iii‘-"El,

Blake v. Hamburg-Bremen Fire Ins Co.. 67 Tex. HP

(1886).

' Harvey v. Pennypacker, 4 Del. Ch. 454 (1872); 41 G;

186; 83 Iowa, 508; 14 Allen, 285; 101 Mass. 319; 7 Mich

831; 19 Minn. 8911.

‘Folsom v. Marsh, 2 Story, 110-18 (1841), M

Story. J. See also Woolsey v. Judd, 4 Duer, 379 (18551

‘Rice 1:. Williams. 82 F. R. 438. 440-48 (1887), case;

Eng. and Am.
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The courts will enjoin an improper use of a letter

by the addressee.I

Letter-book. A book containing copies

of letters, the copies being made by mechan

ical process. r

A letter in such a book is priyno facie evidence

after notice to pr oduce the original.' See COPY.

Letter-carrier. An employee of the post

otfioe who delivers letters directly to ad

dressees at their street and number.I

Letter-head. See Sum.

Letter of advice. A communication

from a factor to his principal, respecting

their common business; also, a letter from

the drawer of a bill of exchange informing

the drawee of some fact respecting the bill.

See Anwcsz.

Letter of credit. A letter written by

one merchant or correspondent to another,

requesting him to credit the bearer with a

sum of money.‘

A letter of request whereby one person re

quests some other person to advance money

or give credit to a third person, and prom

ises that he will repay or guarantee the same

to the person making the advancement.‘

Special letter of credit. A letter addressed

to a particular individual by name, and gives

no other person a right to act upon it.

General letter of credit. A letter addressed

to any and every person, and gives any one

authority to advance money upon it.‘

The language should receive a reasonable inter

pretation, according to the intent asdisclosed by the

instrument and the surrounding circumstances. Any

ambiguity should be taken most strongly against the

party who induces the other to give credit to the sup

posed intent.’

To construe the words with wise and technical care

would not only defeat the intentions of the parties,

but render such instruments too unsafe a basis to rely

upon for extensive credits.‘ See further Excnasoa. 2,

Bill of; Gvanmv (2).

I United States v. Tanner, 6 McLean, 128 (1854): Burt

lett v. Crittenden. 5 id. 82 (1849); 2 Story, Eq. 55 944-49.

'1 Greenl. Ev.‘ 116; 1Whart. Ev. 55 T2. 133; i19U. S.

494.

‘See R. S. 55 8865, 8874, 8M0, 3996; 1 Sup. R. S. pp. 95,

(H, 415.

‘ Mechanics‘ Bank v. New York, &c. R. Co., 4 Duer,

586 (1855): )lcCull0ch, Com. Diet.

'2 Daniel, Neg. Inst. p. 666: Laiargue 1:. Harrison, 70

Cal. $4 (1886), cases.

' Union Bank v. Coster. 8 N. Y. 214 (1850).

’ Lainrgue 1:. Harrison, 70 Cal. 355-69 (1886), cases.

I Lawrence v. McCalrnont, 2 How. 449 (184-i), Story, J .

See generally Mechanics‘ Bank v. New York, &c.

K Co., 18 N. Y. 680 (1866); Evansville Nat. Bank v.

 

Letter of recommbndation. it the person who

gives a commercial letter of recommendation honestly

states his opinion, believing at the time that he states

the truth, be is not liable in an action of deceit, al

though the representation turns out to be untrue.I

See COIIUNICATION, Privileged, 2.

Letter-press. See Letter-book.

See also Ciacuua, 2; Couuumcn1on: Decor;

MAIL, 2; Posr, 2; Paiuunicn, 2; REFER, 2; Tnnnr.

4. An instrument attesting the grant of a

right or of authority. In this sense “let

ters” is' used where only one instrument is

referred to. Compare PRESENTS (1).

Letters missive. (1) In England, anom

munication from the lord chancellor to a

peer, made a defendant in equity, requesting

him to appear and answer the bill.I

(2) In civil law, the papers sent, on appeal,

to the court of review; letters dimissory;

apostles, q. v.

Letter Of attorney. An instrument con

ferring power of attorney upon an agent.

See ATTORNEY, Power of.

Letter of license. See Lwsznsa.

Letter of recall. informs a government

that a minister sent to it has been called

home.

Letters of administration. The instru

ment by which a person is empowered to

take charge of the property of an intestate

(generally), to collect the credits and pay the

debts of the estate. Compare Letters Testa

mentary. See further ADMINISTER, 4.

Letters of marque and reprisal. See

MARQUE.

Letters patent. Open letters: an un

sealed document addressed by a government

to all persons whom it may concern. Op

posed, letters close: a document directed '

to a particular person. for some special pur

pose, and therefore closed up and sealed.

Letters patent evidence grants from the govern

ment, as, oi land, or a franchise.‘ See further Par

aw, 2; Gram‘, 8.

Letters requisitory.

tory.

Letters rogatory. A request by one

court of another court in an independent

See Letters Rogu

 

Kauiman, 93 id. 279, 282, 285, 291 (1888), cases; Pollocl

u. Helm, 54 Miss. 5-6 (1876) cases; Douglass v. Rey

nolds, 7 Pet. ‘I22-23 (1888), cases; State Nut. Bank 2:.

Young, 14 F. R 890_ (1883), cases; Bylea, Bills, 09;

Story. Bills, 5640.

I Lord 0. Goddard, 18 How. 1% H851).

'3 Bi. Com. 445; lDanie1,Ch. Pr. 866.

' [2 Bl. Com. 316.
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jurisdiction, that a witnems be examined

under interrogatories sent with the request.

Coming from the court of a foreign country, the

witness may be compelled to appear and depose in the

circuit court to which the letters are sent.1 Compare

Dnmncs. '

Letters testamentary. The instrument

under which a person named as executor

inn will formally takes charge of the estate,

and proceeds to carry out the directions in

the will.2 Compare Letters of Administra

tion. See further EXECUTOR.

LEVANT ET COUCHANT3

up and lying down.

Where lands are.I10t sufiicientiy fenced to keep out

cattle. the landlord, at common law, cannot distrain

them uniii lll(-‘_\‘ have been long enough on the land to

have lain down and risen up to feed-one night at

least. After that period the law presumes that the

owner may have notice that his cattle have strayed,

and it is negligence not to have taken them away.‘

LEV. FA.; LEVARI FACIAS. See

Exsdunos, 3, Writs of.

LEVEE. An embankment intended to

prevent inundation.

A State,in the exercise of police powers, has the

exclusive right to determine the propriety, location,

and mode of building levees within her borders. After

she has so decided, and contracted for the enterprise,

a person, on whose land the levee is to be built, can

not require that it be constructed dii1'erently; and, in

case of non-compliance with his demand, he cannot

hold the State liable for compensation for the prop

erty taken or for any injury sustained.‘ See Compan

sanos, 8.

LEVITICAL. See DEGREE, 1.

LEVY.8 1. To raise, lift up; to create,

erect, construct; to institute: as, to levy a

fine. See FINE, 1.

Levy war. To constitute levying war

against the United States, there must be an

assemblage of persons with force and arms

to overthrow the government or resist the

laws.7 See WAR; TREASON.

Rising

 

I See R. s. 55 875, 4071-74, 4761-62; 1 Sup. R. s. p. 266;

Weeks, Dep. 55 128-80; 1 Greenl. Ev. ‘S 820.

' Boo Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co. v. Tisdale, 91 U. 8.

I411 (I875).

' F.: L. levantes at cuban tea. Eng. pronunciation,

le’-vant; couch’-ant.

‘[3131. Com. 9; 1 B. & A. 711; (ST. R48.

' Bass v. State, 84 La. An. 494 (1882), Bermudez, C. J.

0- ntra, llollingsworth 1:. Parish of Tenses, 17 F. IL 109

(18138). .

' F. lever: L. lerare, to raise.

‘ United States v. Greathouse. 4 Saw. 465-66, 47i5—79

(1863), Exp. Bollman, 4 Crunch, 75 (1807); Burr's Case,

lb. 671. 478. 125 (1807). Marshall. 0. J.; 2 Dali. 816, 848.

2. (1) To do the acts by which a sheriff sets

apart and appropriates, for the purpose of

satisfying the command of a writ of execu

tion, a part or the whole of a defendant's

property.“ '

(2) The taking possession of property by an

officer.2

Generally, all that is required is that the property

should be present before the oillcer, subject to his con

trol, and that he openly state that he levies upon it by

virtue of an execution. He must perform some act

which not only indicates an intention to seize the

property, but he must reduce the property to posses

sion. or at least bring it within his immediate control.

A “ pensnd-ink " levy is not suiiicient. lie mustdo

some act which, if not protected by the writ, would

make him atrellpasser.I See Ccsronv, Of law; Dre

nmss.

Equitable levy. Filing a creditor’s bill

and serving process creates a lien in equity

upon the efiects of the judgment debtor,

aptly termed an “ equitable levy.” ‘

3. (1) To exact by authority of govern

ment: as, to levy a tax, or troops. (2) That

which is called for or obtained by the requi

sition: as, a levy of men, a tax levy.

“ Levy “ is synonymous with “ collect " or “ raise "

by execution. To “assess “ a tax is to declare it pay

able.‘ See Tax, 2.

Levy court. The body charged with the

administration of the ministerial and finan

cial duties of Washington county, District

of Columbia, as to roads, bridges, the poor,

taxes, etc.

Its functions were those which in the States are

performed by county commissioners, overseers of the

poor, county supervisors, and similar bodies.‘ Abol

ished by Acts 21 Feb. 1871, $3June, 1874: R. S., D. 0., 10.

LEVVDJ Given to unlawful indulgence

of lust: dissolute; lustful; proceeding from

unlawful lust.8

 

1 [Lloyd v. Wyclrofl, 11 N. J. L. 2?? (1880); 22 id. 8%.

' Pracht v. Pister, 30 Ken. 57!! (1883).

' Chittenden 1:. Rogers, 42 111. 106 (1886), cases; Cris

field 1:. Neal, 36 Kan. 282 (1887). cases; Long v. Hall, 9?

N. C. 293 (1887).

See also9 Ala. 519; 23 How. 469; 10 B. Mon. 120; 2? 1.;

An. 265. 1.39; 28 Miss. 288; 24 N. J. L. 150; 14 N. Y.270;

29 id. 471; 81 id. 102; 3 Wend. 446; 14 id. 123; 19 id. 495;

28121. 462, 490; 16 Johns. 287; 34 Barb. 65;}; 10 Ohio St

488; 9l"a. 349; 87 id. 500; 46 H.294; 681d. 70; 77111. i08

' Miller v. Sherry, 2 Wall. 249 (1864); 7 Dana, 110.

‘Valle 13. Fargo, 1 Mo. Ap. 345, 351-53 (1876).

° Levy Court v. Coroner, 2 Wall. 507 (1864).

" Old Eng. lewd. ignorant. vile: A. S. lcwed, en

feebled. ignorant, lay; base. licentious.

' State v. Lawrence, 19 Neb. 313 (1586): Websterb

Dlct.: Snow 1?. Witcher, 9 lred. L. 818 (1849).
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Before a person can be convicted of "lew_d and

lascivious cohabitation," it must appear on the face

of the indictment that both parties lewdly and insolv

iousiy associated "together" or " with each other.“ 1

A “lewd house " is ahouse in which fornication or

sdultery is practiced; 1 house given to the unlawful in

dulgence ot lust.‘

But the sexual cohabitation of persons who have in

good faith but illegally married is not “ lewd and les

civious.‘~ '

Lewdness. An ollense against morality

by frequenting houses of ill-fame, or by some

grossly scandalous and public indecency.4

Includes illicit sexual intercourse, and the

irregular indulgence of lust, whether public

or private; as, in the nuisance of keeping a

house for lewdnessfi

No particular definition of what constitutes " open

and gross lewdness" is given in statutes prohibiting

it. The indelicacy of the subject forbids it, and does

not require of the court to state what particular con

duct will constitute the offense. The corumon sense

of the community. as well as the sense of decency,

propriety, and morality which most people entertain,

is sufflcient to apply the statutes to each case, and

point out what particular conduct is rendered criminal

by it.‘

The word “ open " qualifies the intention of the per

petrntor of the the set; it does not tairly imply that

the act must be public, in the sense of being in a pub

lic place, or in the presence oi’ many people. The

otlense does not depend upon the number present; it

is enough it it be an intentional act of lewd exposure,

oflensive to one or more persons present. “ Open " in

luch cases is opposed to “ secret." ’

Compare Bawn; Onscsns; OPEN, 2 (2).

LEX. L. That which is laid, or fixed:

the law, 1]. v.

in Roman law, often synonymous with jun, 1]. v.;

also, a written low, a statute, an enactment; the law

of the Twelve Tables. In old English law, a collection

of laws; as. the Roman or civil law.

Le: denoted law in its concrete sense; jus, in the

general or abstract sense; like lot and droit in French,

and gout: and recht in German.

A verbis legis non est recedendum.

From the words of the law let there be no

departing.

It the language of a statute expresses a single

meaning, etiect must be given to it.‘ Compare [to lex,

00.; see STATUTE.

 

I sum v. Foster, 21 W. Va. 775 (1888).

' Clifton v. State, 53 Ga. 244(187-1).

'Commonwen.lth v. Muns0n.~127 Mass 470 (1879).

‘[4 Bl. Com. 64.

' Commonwealth ‘u. Lambert, 12 Allen, 179 (1806).

‘State u. Millard, 18 Vt. 577 (1846), Williams, C. J.

' Commonwealth v. Wardell, 128 Mass. 54 (1880),

0011., J.

' Broom. Max. 622; 6611. 136.
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De minimm non curat lex. The law

does not concern itself with trifles.

To this maxim there are numerous exceptions and

reservations. Every legal right, regardless of its ex

tent or value, may be enforced; and every wrong,

however slight, be. its remedy.‘

Every felonious taking of property is criminal.

Any rude, violent, or insolent touching of another’:

person is a battery; and any apprehension whatever

is an arrest. Any stepping upon anot.her‘s land is A

trespass.‘ In burglary, thrusting any part of the

body within the building is an entering. And in arson,

the extent of the burning is not regarded, only that

some integral part be destroyed. in petty misde

meanors, shades of guilt are not distinguished.‘

One cent may do for earnest-money, or as a. consid

eration.‘ Any indulgence whatever to the debtor will

discharge the surety, q. 0. A trust accepted for a

moment is thoroughly accepted.‘ 11 land abide in the

husband as his own a single moment, the wife has

dower.'

But for s trifling detlciency in the quantity of land

a purchaser may not rescind.’ Trifling waste is not

considered.‘ Ground made by aliuvion, little by little,

belongs to the adjoining land.’

Where the new evidence is slight, s. new trial will

be refused. In practice, trifling detects and deviations

are not noticed Equity will not relieve where the in

jury is trifling." See Scncnun.

Ita lex scripts est. The law is so writ

ten. The law, as enacted, must be applied.

Where an not allowed an appeal from the granting

of a preliminary injunction, but none for a refusal of

it, the court observed "Whether the reason he suffi

cient for the distinction or not, it is enough for us to

say, Ila lea: scripta est—the legislature has plainly so

declared." Bee Hnnnsam

Lex domicilii. The law of the place of

domicil. Lex fori. The law of the forum:

the place where a remedy is sought. Lex

loci. The law of the place.

“Lea: loci: " lea: loci contract-M, the law oi the

place where the contract is entered into or is to be

performed. It may mean lez loci donulcilii, the law

 

'5 Hill, 170; 20 Barb. 651.

'8 Bl. Com. 209.

' 4 Bl. Com. 36.

‘ 8 Peru. Contr. 52.

' Armstrong 1:. Morrill, 14 Wall. 189 (1871).

. '2 Bl. Com. 182.

' D‘\Volf v. Pratt, 42 ‘I11. 198 (1866).

'8 B1. Com. 22-8. \

' 2 Bl. Com. 16, 262.

" See generally 4 Barb. 014; 0 Duer, 506; 6 Exch. M9;

4 Durnt. 8: E. 753; 59 Cal. 267; 70 id. 521; 58 N. H. 89;

87 Hun. 14: 22 Pa. 368; 57 id. 52, 432; 78 id. 129; 9'7

l\1nss.B3; 118 id. 115; 76 Va. 906; 57 Wls.1l0; 61|Zd_ M

615; 66 £11,288; 67 01.247; $1 Alb. Law J.186, cases;

Broom. Max. 142.

" Ililbish v. Cathermm, 60 Pa.4-14 (1869). See also 89

id. 136; 54 id. 503; 66 Ga. 817; 80 Kan. 762; 8 llictjrary.

2'75; 111 Mass. 4&8; 1 Bl. Com. 8.
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d the domicil; or lea: loci rd sitm, the law of the place

where the subject-matter is situated; or lezfori. the

law of the place of remedy. See PLACI, 1, Of con

tract.

Lex mercatoria The law-merchant. See

Msncnasr. ./

Lex neminem cogit ad vans seu inu

tilia peragenda. The law forces no one to

do vain or useless things.I

Lex non cogit ad impossibilia. The

law does not require impossible things.‘ See

Possmns.

Lex non scripts. The unwritten law;

the law of custom; the common law. Lex

scripts. The written law; statute law.‘

Lex rei sitw. The law of the place where

the thing in dispute is situated. See Lea:

Loci.

Lex solutionis.

performance.

Lex talionis. The law of retaliation, q. 0.

Lex terms. The law of the land.

Lex vigilantibus favet. The law sus

tains the watchful. See VIGH.-ANS.

Salus populi, suprema lex. The wel

fare of the people is the highest’law.

Individual interests yield to the public welfare; as.

in destroying private property to stay a conflsgration,

or to aid the common defense in time of war. The

powers of taxation, of eminent domain, and of general

or internal police, all rest upon this principle.‘ See

Poucs. 2.

Silent leges inter arma. Or, inter

arma silent leges. Laws are silent amidst

81'D1!

The law of military necessity supersedes all civil

law. In time of war administration of the municipal

law may be suspended.‘ See MARTIAL, Law.

LEXICOGRAPHERS. See DIC‘1‘l0NARY.

LIABLE.‘ 1. Bound, bound for, obli

gated; responsible, answerable, accountable,

chargeable with: as, liable for money.

2. Subject to; exposed to.

That a vessel shall be "liable" to forfeiture for

using a certificate of registryto which it is not en

titled, implies that the government may not discover

or enforce the forfeiture.’

The law of the place of

 

‘Broom. Max. 242-51; 110 U. S. 460;1t Gray, 78;

8 Johns. 598; 102 N. Y. 347; 44 Ohio St. 171; 7Pn. KB, ‘-314.

I Broom, Max. 242; 8 Cranch, 246; 17 N. B. 411; 65 id.

I11; 55 Vt. 153.

' i‘lll. Com. 68.

'6 How. 546; 04 U. 8. 615; Mid. 33; 30 F. R. 65;106

DL 246; 97 .\". C. 479; 17 Wend. 285: '23 N. J. L. 500.

-4 Inst. 70; so F. R. m‘; 70 Va. 641.

‘F. and L. li-, to bind.

' The Mary Celeste, 2 Low. 854 (1874).
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Liability. 1. The state of being bound

or obliged in law or justice.l

That condition of affairs which gives rise

to an obligation to do a particular thing to

be enforced by action}

May include every form of punishment to which a

man subjects himself by violating the common laws

of the country.’

2. Obligation to pay money; indebtedness;

a debt.‘ See INCUB.

A man's liability for a demand is measured by the

amount of property that may be taken from him to

satisfy the demand.I

Conditional or contingent liability. A

liability which is not “ absolute,” but depends

upon an uncertain event; as, the liability

that an indorser will be required to pay the

note. _

Before demand and notice, the claim of the holder

of a note against the indorser isa contingent liability.‘

See lawosssussm. 2.

As soon as a surety‘s obligation becomes absolute

he may require the principal to exonerate him, al

though the creditor may not have demanded pay

ment.’ See Sunm. '

Individual liability. (1) That of a mem

ber of an association for the obligations of

the whole body. See Srocx, 8 (2).

(2) That of one oi’ two or more wrong—doers

for the acts of all. See CONTRIBUTION.

Joint liability. When two or more per

sons are bound as one person to do a thing;

as, to pay money. Joint and several liability.

When two or more persons together, or any

one of them singly, may be required to do the

thing.

Limited liability. A liability restricted in

any way; in particular the liability of a part

ner for the debts of a limited partnership,

q. 2).; also, of a ship-owner for loss or dam

ages to goods," as see COLLISION, 1.

I Joslin 0. New Jersey Car Spring Co., 86 N. J. L. 145

(1873). See also McElfresh v. Kirkendall, 86 Iowa, ‘:28

(1878); Choate v. Quinichett, 12 Heisk. 4-112 (1573).

' Haywood v. Shreve, 44 N. J. L. 104 (1883). See also

Wood 11. Currey, 57 Cal. 209 (1$1).

' United States v. Uirici, 8 Dill. 53-1 (1875); R. S. 5 13

‘See Stanton 1:. Wiikeson, 8 Bened. 857, 360 (1876).

liIcGafiin v. City of Cohoes, 74 N. Y. 3.“? d81‘3).

' The City of Norwich, 118 U. S. 5()3ill$56). Bradh-y. J

' Re Loder. 4 Bened. 808, 829 (1820); French v. Horse.

2 Gray, 111 (1854).

' Ardesco Oil Co. 0. North America Mining & Oil Co..

66 Pa. 3%] (1870).

I Providence, &c. Steamship Co. 1:. Hill Manufactu

ing 00.. 109 U. B. 578 (1888).
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Vicarimn liability. An obligation incurred

as agent or representative.

LIIBELJ 1. In the civil law, the declara

tion in an action.

2. In ecclesiastical law, the formal com

plaint.’I

Simple, when the cause 01' action is briefly set forth;

articulate, when stated in distinct avermenta.

3. A petition for a decree of divorce from

the marriage relation; a statement in writ

ingof charges of such misconduct in a bus

band or wife as will justify a dissolution of

the contract of marriage, presented to acourt

empowered to grant divorces.

Filed by the husband in his own person, or for the

wile by her next friend (q. 0.), at the place 01’ domlcil;

alleges, under oath, a legal marriage contracted and

existing, the cause of complaint or the grounds for a

divorce, non-collusion in the proceeding. and residence

for the required period; and prays that the respondent

he subpaanaed to appear and answer. and that, after

the evidence has been heard, a decree of absolute

divorce be granted.‘ See Drvoncs.

4. The first proceeding taken in a suit in

admiralty; also, to proceed against some

res or subject-matter: as, to libel a vessel for

materials furnished, for wages due, for dam

ages sufiered. ,

Thus, for example, a libel for a collision avers juris

diction in the court; describes the vessel, her condi

tion, ownership. whereabouts. etc.; states the time

and place of the collision, and how, by negligence, it

happened, and the extent of the damage done; and

prays that process issue against the ofiending ship,

that all persons interested in her be cited to appear

and answer, and that the court decree relief in the

premises.‘ See ADIIRALTY.

Libel, in the foregoing senses, corresponds to the

“declaration " at common law, to the " complaint “

or “ petition" of modern codes, and to the "bill "

illahle in equity practice.

Libelant.-" The person who institutes

proceedings in an ecclesiastical court, in a

court of divorce, or in admiralty.

Libelee. The person who is called upon

to answer the charge exhibited in a libeL

5. Slander by written or printed words,

pictures, signs, or the like.‘

i Mid Eng. libel. a brief writing: L. libellua, a little

book, a pamphlet. Libcllus famosus. a defamatory

pamphlet,—4 Bl. Com. 150; 8 id. 100; 5 Coke, 'l25; 2

Bin. '5l7.

‘See 8 Bl. Corn. 100; 8 Steph. Com. 814.

‘See Hancock's Appeal. 64 Pa. 470 (1870); Real! 0.

Bealt, 77 id.31(1S74).

‘See Dunl. Adm. Pr. 113; 7 Cranch, 889, 894; 9

Wheat. 3%. 401-. a Mas. 503; 2 Gail. 486. '

' Li'-bei-ant. Also spelled libellant

'8 Bi. Com. 125.

 

Malicious defamation of a person made

public either by printing, writing, signs or

pictures, in order to provoke him to wrath

or expose him to public hatred, contempt,

and ridicule.I See DEFAMATORY.

That species of defamation which is ef

fected by writing or printing or by pictures

and signs.a

A publication without justification or law

ful excuse, which is calculated to injure the

reputation of another, by exposing him to

hatred or contempt.I

Any publication the tendency of which is

to degrade and injure another person, or to

bring him into contempt, ridicule, or hatred,

or which accuses him of a crime punishable

by law, or of an act odious and disgraceful

in society.‘

Every publication, either by writing, print

ing, or pictures, which charges upon or im

putea to any person that which renders him

liable to punishment, or which is calculated

to make him infamous, or odious, or ridic

ulous, is prima facie a libel, and imputes

malice in the author or publisher toward the

person concerning whom such publication is

made.‘

Every publication in writing or in print

which charges upon or imputes to a mer

chant or business man insolvency or bank

ruptcy, or conduct which would prejudice

him in his business or trade, or be injurious

to his standing and credit as a merchant or

business man.‘

A false and malicious publication concern

ing the person, which exposes him to public

ridicule, hatred. or contempt, or hinders virt

uous men from associating with him.7

A censorious or ridiculous writing, picture,

or sign, made with a mischievous and mali

cious intent toward government, magistrates,

or individuals.8

'4 Bl. Com. 150.

I White v. Nichols. 8 How. 285 (1845), Daniel, J .

IWhitney v. Janesvllle Gazette, 5 Bisa 331 (1878),

Davis, J.

' Dexter v. Spear, 4 Mas. 116 (1825), Story, J.

‘White v. Nicholle, 8 How. 291 (1845), Daniel, J.;

Steele v. Southwick, 1 Am. L. C. ‘I06-17, cases.

‘ Erber 11. Dun, 12 F. R. 531 (1882), Caldwell. D. J.

‘I Donaghue v. Gsffy, 54 Conn. 268 (1886). Pardee, J.

' People v. Croswell, 8 Johns. Cas. '3“ (1804). Max

ander Hamilton. “That definition is drawn with In

utmost precision,"— Steele v. Southwlck, 9 Johns. ‘215

(1812), Kent, J. See also 6 Conn. -147?; 7 id. 218:1!
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Words of comparison may be as libelous as those in

importing a direct charge: they tend to bring the per

son into ridicule and contempt.I

Words relating merely to the quality of articles

made, produced, furnished, or sold by a person,

though false and malicious. are not actionable without

special damsge,— unless they attack the individual.‘

Libeler.-l One chargeable with a libel.

Libelous. Of the nature of, pertaining

to, a libel or libels.

Blasphemous libel. See Busrmmv.

Criminal libel. Such defamatory publi

cation as tends to cause a breach of the pub

lic peace.

Seditious libel. Such publication as

tgnds todisturb the tranquillity of society by

exciting the people against the government.‘

See Ssnmon.

The communication of a libel to one person is a

publication.‘ q. 0.

Where the publication is in terms so clear that no

circumstances are required to make it clearer, the

question of libel or no libel is one of law for the court.‘

Every libel tends to a breach of the peace, by pro

voking the person libeled to break it. in criminal

prosecutions this tendency is all that the law consid

ers; it pays no regard to the fulsity, except, perhaps,

as a matter in aggravation of guilt, enhancing the

punishment.’

Upon this principle is explained Lord Mansflelds

observation that “ the greater the truth, the greater the

libel; "that is, in criminal law, the greater the appear

ance of truth in malicious invective, the more it tends

to produce a disturbance of the peace by stirring up

the object of it to revenge. perhaps to bloodshed.

The maxim used to be “ the greater the truth, the

greater the libel:“ the injurious publication of the

truth about a person would be more likely to sting

him to a breach of the peace than would the publica

tion of a falsehood which he could refute. But now,

under the sixth section of Lord Campbell‘s Act, 6 and

7 Vict. (18-18) c. 96, the defendant, in an action for

criminal libel, may prove not only that his assertion

was true, but also that it was for the public benefit

that the statement should be published. The statutp

does not apply in cases of blasphemous, obscene, or

seditious libels.'

id. (ll; 3 Del. 40?; 8 Harring. 407; ll ind. 864: 70 Iowa,

‘214;68 Me. 295; 60 Md. 175; 4 ll1s.ss.i68; 2 Pick. 113; 28

Mich. 375; 80 Minn. 43; i1 Neb. 281; 8 Johns. 8.34; 9 id.

215; 24 Wend.-i-10; 25 id. 198; 87 Pa. 890; 18 R. 1. $27; 4

lllcCord, 321; 4 Wis. :33; 6 M. & ‘V. 108; 15 id. 844, 435;

2 Kent, 18; Towns. Sland. 75, 590. cases; Stark. Si. 4.

I Solverson v. Peterson. 64 Wis. 201 (1885), cases.

lDooling 1!. Budget Publishing Co., 144 Mass. %9

(1887), cases.

' Spelled also libeller.

‘See Queen 0. O‘Brien, 4 Crim. Law lllng. 424(18E§3).

'4 Bl. Com. 150.

' llonnghue v. Gnify, 54 Conn. 266 \1.\‘56), cases.

'8 Bl. Com. 125; 4 id. 150.

' Odgers, Libel & Sland. ‘B88-90; 1-‘olkard‘s Starkie.

Remedies: indictment for the public offense; an

action on the case for damages for the private in,1ury.I

AuthorI printer, and publisher are alike liable.

As to signs or pictures, it is necessary to show, by

lnnuendoes and avermcnts of the defendant's mean

ing, the import and application of the scandal. and

that special damage has followed.‘

in a civil action. the libel must appear to be false as

well as scandalous; for, if the chargcs are true, the

plaintiff has received no legal injury. Therefore it is

that the defendant may “ justify," that is, prove the

truth.I

The truth of the matter, as a defense, must be spe

cially set up, for use by way of justification or in mib

igation of damages. It makes no difference that the

matter is not libelous per se, so long as it shows on its

face personal animosity equivalentto actual malice.‘

innocence is not presumed; nor is proof of malice

required: proof of the publication alone is sufficient.

Justification, excuse,or extenuntion proceed from the

defendant.‘

if the charge is false, malice need not be proved: it

is implied. The only perfect answer and bar is the

truth of all of the publication. The words are to be

taken in their ordinary sense; and they are actionable

perse if directly calculated to degrade, or to injure

one in his businem! A witness may not give his opin

ion as to the meaning of the words7

Malice may consist either in a direct intention to

injure another or in a reckless disregard of his righm

and of the consequences that may result to him.‘

The essence is malice: the mind must be at fault

if the language is actionable, the publication is pre

sumed to have been malicious, unless the occasion

rendered it prima facie prlvileged—which circum

stance will rebut the legal inference of malice, and

place the burden of proving malice in fact upon the

plaintiff.‘

The rules applicable are about the same as in alan

der. But, because eflected with greater coolness and

deliberation, and more permanent and extensive in its

operation, libel is treated with sterner rigor.‘

The later constitutions declare, as a right, that

"No conviction shall be had in any prosecution for

the publication of papers relating to the official con

duct of ofiicers or men in public capacity. or in any

other matter proper for public investigation or infor

 

Sland. & Lib. '21-22; Queen v. O'Brien, 4 Cr. Law M.

424 (18%); Sai’l'yn‘s Case — De Libelis Famosis, 5 Coke.

":5 (1606).

l 3 Bl. Com. 125.

'3 Bl. Com. 126.

'3 B1. Com. 126; 4 id. 151.

‘ Donaghue v. Gafly, 53 Conn. 514)? (1885).

‘White 0. Nicholls, 3 How. 291 (18-15); 1 Groenl. Ev.

585.

' Whitney v. Janesville Gazette, 5 Disc. 331 (1878);

Dexter v. Spear, 2 Mas. 115 (1825): Commonwealth v.

Morgan, 10? lliass. 199 (1871).

'Gribhle 0. Pioneer Press CV . Sup. Ct. Minn. (1887):

26 Am. Law Reg. ’i'iiT—802ll887'), nases.

'Gott v. Pulsifer, 1%! Mass. 239 (1817), cases, Gray.

Chief Justice.

'Stewart 11. Hall. 8-8Ky. sso, 881(i$5).
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matiou. where the fact that such publication “as not

maliciously or negligently made shall be established

to the satisfaction of the jury; and in all hfdictments

for libels the jury shall have the right to determine

the law and the facts. under the direction of the court.

as in other cases.“ I

in discussions. in good faith, of the public conduct

and qualifications of public men. the defendant is not

bound to prove the exact truth of his statements and

the soundness of his inferences. provided that he is not

actuated by express malice. and that there is reason

able ground for such utterances.I

Voters have the constitutional right publicly to dis

cuss and canvass the qualifications of candidates for

public oiiice. and information honestly communicated

at a public meeting. to the effect that a candidate had

been charged by a reputable citizen with grave miscon

duct. is a privileged communication. and the pcrson is

not liable in an action of libel. although the falsity of

the charge could have been discovered by inquiry. In

such a case, in the absence of proof of actual malice.

the court may nonsult the plaintiff.‘

Charges of crime. which are false. made in a news

paper. against a candidate. though made without mal

ice. and in honest belief of their truth. are not privi

leged communications; but. lf published in good faith.

after proper investigation. this fact may go in mitiga

tion.‘

The constitutional provision referred to does not

apply to a civil action for damageal /

See Conuumoanox. Privileged. 2; Dances; Issu

nzno; LXBERTY. Of the press. Of speech; hlamsn;

hlaucs; Nswsrun; Rlvtsw. 3; Ruuoa; Snvsrsa;

Smsnsa.

LHBER. sée Homo.

LIBERAL. See Cossmucrion, 2.

LIBERARI. See Exacnnon, 3. Writs of.

LIBERTY.‘ 1. The condition of a free

man; freedom from restraint; freedom.

In its broad sense, the right not only of

freedom from servitude, imprisonment or

restraint, but the right of one to use his [so

 

| Penn. Const. Art. 1. sec. 7. Compare Const. Ala. I.

5.18; Ark. 11. 6; Cal. 1. 9; Col. II. 10; Conn. I. 5-7; Del.

1. 5: Fla. D. R. 10; Ga. 1. 9:111. 11. 4; Ind. I.9-10; Iowa.

l. 7; Kan. B. R. 11; Ky. I111. 9-10; La. 4; Me. I. 4;

less. 1.16; Mich. IV, 42. VI. 5; Minn. I. 8; Miss. 1. 4'.

h1o.II. 14; Heb. 1.5; Nev. 1.o;1~1.n. 1.22; N. J. I. 5;

N. Y. I. 8; N. C. I. N; Ohio. I, 11; Oreg.I. B; R. I. 1. 20;

8. C. L 7-8; Tenn. 1.10; Tex. L 8; Vt. l. 18; Va. 1. 14:

W. Va. I, 7-8; Wis. I. 3.

‘Crane 1:. Waters. 10 F. R. 620-21 (1862). cases. Low

ell. C. J.; Express Printing Co. v. Copeland. 64 'l‘ex..

864 (1886). cases: 24 Am. Law Reg. 641-48 (1885). cases.

' Briggs 1:. Garrett. 111 Pa. 404 (1886). cases; 18 Cent.

Law J. 112-14 (1851). cases.

‘Bronson 1;. Bruce. 59 Mich. 467 (1886). cases. See

also Crane 0. Waters. 10 F. B. 619 (1882); 21 Cent. Law

.1. 86-90 (1885). cases.

' Barr n. Moore. 7 Pa. 392 (1878). See generally Coo

icy. Consh Lim. -114-26. 431-42. cases.

' L libataa: liber. free.

ulties in all l:1wl'ul ways. to live and work

where he will, to earn his livelihood in any

lawful calling, and to pursue any lawful

trade or avocation.I

Natural liberty. Consists in the power

of acting as one thinks fit, without any re

straint or control, unless by the laws of

nature.2 Political or civil liberty. The

power of doing whatever the laws permit;'

that liberty of a member of society. which is

no other than natural liberty so far restrained

by human laws as is necessary for the gen

eral advantage of the public.2

“Moral liberty" or “ natural liberty " is the right

which nature gives to all mankind of disposing of their

persons and property after the manner they judge

most consonant to their happiness. on condition of

their acting within the limits of the law of nature. and

that they do not in any way abuse it to the prejudice

of any other man.‘

“Civil liberty “ is the power of doing whatsoever

we will. except when restrained by just and equal

laws. “ Political liberty " is that condition in whlcha

man‘s civil liberty is fully secured.‘

ln constitutional law “ liberty “ means. not merely

freedom to move about unrestrained. but such liberty

of conduct. choice. and action as the law gives and

protects. Liberty is classified as natural. civil. and

political liberty. " Natural liberty " is commonly em

ployed in a somewhat vague and indeterminate sense.

One man will understand by it a liberty to enjoy all

those rights which are usually regarded as funde

mental. and which all governments should concede to

all Lheir subjects; but as it Would be necessary to agree

what these are. and the agreement could only be ex

pressed in the form of law. the natural liberty. so far

as the law could take notice of it. would be found at

last to resolve itself into such liberty as the govern

mentof every civilized people would be expected by

law to define and protect. Another by natural liberty

may understand that freedom from restraint which

exists before any government has imposed its limits» '

tinns. But as without government only a savage state

could exist. and any liberty would be only that of the

wild beast. in which every man would have an equal

right to take or hold whatever his agility. courage.

strength. or cunning could secure. but no available

right to more. it is obvious that a natural liberty of the

sort would be inconsistent with any valuable right

whatever. A right in any valuable sense can only be

that which the law secures to its possessor. by requin

ing others to respect it. and to abstain from its viola

tion. Rlghts. then. are the offspring of law; they are

born of legal restraints. “Civil liberty “ is the condi

 

lRe Jacobs, 98 N. Y. 10611885). Earl. J. See also

People v. McCoy. Cr. Ct. Cook Co.. lll.. 20 Chic. Leg.

N. 151 (1888)-— on right of a physician to advertise.

'1 Bl. Com. 125; ‘20Barb. 281.

' [1 Bl. Com. 6.

‘ Snyder u. Warford.11 M0. 615 (1848): Burlamsqui.

' 1 Shara. Bl. Com. ti.
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lion in which rights are sstablishcd and protected, by

means of such limitations and restraints upon the ac

tion of individual members of the political society, as

are needed to prevent what would be injurious to

other individuals, or prejudicial to the general welfare.

This condition may exist in any country, but its extent

and securities must depend largely upon the degree of

political liberty which accompanies it " Political

liberty " may be defined as consisting in an effectual

participation of the people in the making of the lawsI

The Constitution provides that "No person shall

be deprived of liberty without due’

process of law.“ Liberty here means freedom from

all restraints but such as are justly imposed by law; '

more, than, than freedom from physical restraint or

the bounds of a prison: freedom to go where one may

choose, and to act in such manner, not inconsistent

with the equal rights of others, as his judgment may

dictate for the promotion of his happiness; that is, to

pursue such callings and avocations as may be most

suitable to develop his capacities, and give them their

highest employment.I

"Civil liberty" exists only where every individual

has the power to pursue his own happineu according

to his own views, unrestricted, except by equal, just,

and impartial laws.‘

Every member of a political community must nec

essarily part with some of the rights which, as an indi

vidual, not aifected by his relation to others, he might

have retained Such concessions make up the consid

eration he gives for the obligation of the body politic

to protect him in life, liberty, and property.‘

Personal liberty. Consists in the

power of locomotion, of changing situation,

or moving one’s person to whatever place

one‘s own inclination may direct, without

imprisonment or restraint, unless by due

course of law.‘

Next in importance to personal security, q. o. Vio

lated by false imprisonment, q. u. The right forbids

that a man be excluded from his country unless by

sentence of law.'

See Ansssr, 2 (2, 8); Haasas Conrus; I:n>1usos

ussr; Lil-‘E; Manna Cnuvn; Poucs, 2; Rmnr, 2 (2),

Absolute.

Liberty ofconscience. See Cosscmscs ;

Rsumos_.

Liberty of speech. The right to state

facts and express an opinion.

Members of legislatures, “ for any Speech or Debate

in either House, . . shall not be questioned in any

i l(‘ooley, Princ. Const. Law, 235-243, Torts, 8-10.

' Constitution, Amd. Art. V; Slaughter-House Cases,

16 Wall. 127 (1871), Swayne, J., dissenting.

' lilunn v. lllinols, 9-l U. S. 142 (1876), Field, J., dis

scnting. See also People 0. Marx, 99 N. Y. 856 (1886).

' Butchers‘ Union Co. v. Crescent City Co., 111 U. S.

BB (1884), Field, J., dissenting; ib. 762.

‘Canada Southern R. Co. v. Gcbhard, 109 U. E» 5'36

(1888), Waite, C. J.

 

other l"lace.“I Buta printed and published speech

might not bear this privileged character.

Counsel, in presenting his client‘s view of a case,

may use language derogatory to adverse persons; but

if he goes out of the way of fair criticism, pertinent to

the matters in dispute, and maliciously defamea I

party or witness, he becomes liable to damages in an

action for the slander.‘ See further A-rroaxn.

Liberty of the press. Consists in lay

ing no previous restraints upon publication;

not, in freedom from censure for criminal

matter when published.a

Every freeman has an undoubted right to lay what

sentiments he pleases before the public: to forbid this

is to destroy the freedom of the press; but if he pub

lishes what is improper, mischievous, or illegal. he

must take the consequences of his own temerity. To

subject the press to the restrictive power of a licenser,

as was formerly done [down to 1694], is to subject all

freedom of sentiment to the prejudices of one man.

But to punish dangerous or oflenslve writings, which,

when published, shall on a fair and impartial trial be

adjudged of a pernicious tendency, is necessary for the

preservation of peace and good order, of government

and religion, the only solid foundations of civil liberty.

Thus the will of the individual is left free; the abuse

only of that free will is the object of legal punish

ment.‘

“The liberty of the press consists in the

right to publish, with impunity, truth, with

good motives, and for justifiable ends,

whether it respects government, magistracy

or individuals.” '

The right, in the conductor of a newspaper,

to print whatever he chooses without any

previous license.6

“Congress shall make no law . . lbfldginé the

freedom of speech, or of the press.“

Provisions of like import are embodied in the con

stitutions of the States , Thus, the constitution of

New York provides that "Every citizen may freely

speak, write and publish his sentiments on allsubjects,

being responsible for the abuse of that right; and no

law shall be passed to restrain or abridge the liberty

of speech or of the press.“ ' .

That a legislature may not pass any such law, ap

 

I See Constitution, Art. 1, sec. 6, cl. 1.

'See 8 Chitty, Pr. S87; lliaulsby v. Reiisnider, Md.

Sup. Ct. (1868), cases.

'4 Bl. Com. 151.

'4 Bl. Com. 152.

' People v. Crosswell, 8 Johns. Can '89-! (16%), Kent,

Judge.

' Sweeney 0. Baker, 13 W. Va. 182 (1878), Green. P. J.

See. at length, Commonwealth v. Kneeland, ‘J3 Pick.

219 (1838), Shaw, 0. J.; Negley v. Farrow, 60 llld. 176-’?!

(1882).

' Constitution, Amrl. Art. I.

' 1 Bl. Com. 134.

' 8 BL Com. 127; 1 id. 124, 13!.

' N. Y. Coast. Art. 1, sec. 8. Spa references L1ns1.,5;

also, State 1:. Judge of District Court, 34 La. AL 70

(1882).
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plies to all citizens, whether in private or oflicial sta

tion I

During a political canvass, every person has a right

to speak, write and publish “ his sentiments " and

opinions, and to discuss the character, htness. qualiti

cations. habits, opinions, defects, merits or lack of

them, of any candidate for oflice. in such form and

manner auto him shall seem proper, subject, in law,

only to responsibility for the abuse of that right. For

such diszussions the law sets up no standard of moral

ity, tasw, humanity or decency, but leaves those mat

tats wholly to‘the censorship of the moral sense of

the people, except that when such writings or publi

mthns are libelous in their character, and are not

privileged, the publisher must be able, on a criminal

prosecution. to show to a jury not only that they are

true. but that they were published with good motives

and for justifiable ends. But these provisions will be

searched in vain to find any right to publish as genuine

any false or forged letter or instrument purporting to

be the act of another, although he be a candidate for

ofllue. in such a case, neither the forger nor the

publisher of the forgery is writing or publishing his

sentiments or opinions within the protection of the

constitution, or discussing any question within the

range of his lawful rights and privileges.‘

The general liberty of the press must be construed

in subordination to the right of any person caiumni

ated thereby to hold it responsible for an abuse of

that liberty.‘

Liberty of circulating is as essential to the liberty

of the pre as liberty of publishing. Hence, printed

matter excluded from the mails may be transported

otherwise. as merchandise.‘

Liberty of worship. See Rsumos.

2. The expression “ improper liberties,"

taken with a woman, is ambiguous. It may

mean no more than undue familiarities, but

it may also refer to unlawful sexual com

merce.3 See BATIERY.

3. A franchise; also, the place or district

where any such special privilege is enjoyed:

as, the northern liberties of Philadelphia, the

northern and eastern liberties of Pittsburgh.

See FRANCHISE, 1.

Jail liberties. See JAIL

LIBRARY. The room or place where

books are kept, or the books in the aggregate.6

LICENSEJ Permission or authority: as, a

license to do a particular thing.8 See PERMXT.

 

I Louthan 11. Commonwealth, 79 Va. 196 (1884).

' People v. Morey. N. Y.‘ (1881), Davis, J.

' Barr 1:. Moore, 87 Pa. 893 (1878).

‘ Exp. Jackson. 96 U. S. 783, 785 (1877).

‘State v. Carr, 60 Iowa, 455 (1%), Day. 0. J.

‘ Carter 1:. Andrews, 16 Pick. 9 (1834), Shaw, 0. J.

' F. licence: L. licentia, freedom to act: licere. to be

left free, to be allowable. ‘

' Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 218 (1824), Marshall.

G. J.; 22 How. 24!].

621 LICENSE

Licensor. He who has given a license.

Licensee. He who has received a license.

Letter of license. An agreement

whereby the creditors of an insolvent debtor

consent to a temporary suspension of their

rights, and bind themselves not to sue or

molest the debtor for a specified time, during

which he is allowed to carry on his business

at his own discretion.i See Conrosrr1os, 3.

More specific significations of license are:

1. Authority given to do some one act, (II

a series of acts, on the land of another, with

out passing. any estate in the land: as, a

license to hunt on another's land, or to cut

down trees.2

“ A mere license passes no interest . . only

makes an action lawful, which, without it, would

have been unlawful." If the instrument passes an

interest, it is a grant.‘

Imports leave, permission. suiiferance, authoriza

tion: ns, a license to enter upon land to erect a party

wall.‘

In this sense. license is contrasted with eusemenl,

which implies an interest in another‘s land, distinct

from the ownership of the soil, and enjoyable at all

times; and with lease, which transfers the right to take

the profits of the land.'

Any such license may be oral, or implied from acts,

and executed or executory. An executory license,

not founded on 9. consideration nor coupled with an

interest. may be revoked.

A mere license to a party, without words showing

it was meant to be assignable, is the grant of a perv

sonal power to the licensee, and not transferable.‘

A license to do a particular act need not be in writ

ing: it amounts to nothing more than an excuse for

an act which would otherwise be a trespass. But a per

manent rightto hold another‘s land for a particular

purpose, and to enter upon it at all times without his

consent, is an important interest, which ought not to

pass without writing.7 _

A licensee (of a mine) is not a hssee!

l [4 South. Law Rev. 689 (1878), cases.

‘Cook 12. Stearns, 11 Mass. '53? (1814), Parker, C. J.;

Cheever v. Pearson, 18 Pick. 278 (1881), Shaw, C. J.;

Morgan v. United States, 14 Ct. Cl. 827 (1878): 19 Ark.

32-33;41N.J. L. 75-, 81 Pa. 477.

I Washburn v. Gould. 8 Story, 162 (1844), Story, J.:

Thomas 11. Sorrell, 1 Vaugh. 851 (1706), Vaughan, 0. J.;

Wood U. Leadbittcr, 13 Iii. & W. ‘B44 (1845).

4 Sun Printing, &c. Association 1:. Tribune Associa

tion, 44 N. Y. Super. Ct. 140 (1878), Sanford, J.; 7 How

Pr. 84.

‘See 1 Washb. R. P. 398; 19 Ark.88; 74 I11. 185; 40

lows, 456.

I Troy Iron. &c. Factory v. Corning, 14 How. 210

(1852); Oliver 0. Rumford Chemical Works. 109 U. S

82 (1883), cases.

' Cook v. Stearns. 11 Mass. '58’? (1814), i’arker,C. J.

' Wheeler 1:. West, 71 Cal. 129 0386), 0880‘
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A license creates no interest in the land. it is a

more power or authority, founded on personal con

fidence, not assignable, and revocable at pleasure,

unless subsidiary to a valid grant, to the beneficial en

joyment of which its exercise is necessary, or unless

executed under such circumstances as to warrant the

interposition of equity. This is the result of the best

considered cases. The doctrine of early cases. which

converted an executed license into an easement, is

now generally discarded as being "in the teeth of

the statute of frauds."I See NEGLIGENCE; Tlcxa-r,

Theater.

2. Any conveyance of a patent short of

the entire monopoly, for the whole country

or a particular district.2 .

Licensee. One who has ttansferred to

him, in writing or orally, a less or different

interest than the interest in the whole pat

out or an undivided part of such whole in

terest, or an exclusive sectional interest.‘

Compare ASSIGNEE: GRANTEE.

A license to make and use a patented invention, as,

a machine, need not be in writing, nor recorded. It

conveys neither an interest in a patent itself, nor a

power authorizing a third person to construct the in

vention.‘

A similar use of the words license and licensee otr

talns in the law of copyright. See Dnam.

8. In popular understanding, a permission

to do something which without the license

would not be allowed. This is also the

legal meaning.‘

Permission granted by some competent

authority to do an act which, without such

commission, would be illegal.‘

Evidence of permission to exercise a trade

or calling in consequence of the payment of

a tax or duty."

Essentially the granting of a special privi

lege to one or more persons, not enjoyed by

citizens generally, or, at least, not enjoyed by

a class of citizens to which the licensee be

longs.8 '

hlohnson v. Skiilman, 29 Minn. 97-99 (1882), Vander

burg, J. See Jackson v. Philadelphia, &c. R Co.,-i

Del. Ch. 181 (1871), cases; 14 Ct. Cl. 327, cases

' [Cnrtis, Patents, $212.

‘Poker 0. Holland, 4 Blaich. 211 (1%): Act 4 July,

1886, R 18.14; Kelly v. Porter, 17 F. R. 519 (1883); ib.

saa;m Barb. 810; 5 Fish. Pat. Cas. 411; 1 id. 827; 1

Holmes, 149; 21 Wall. 205; 12 Blatch. 202.

‘Baldwin 1!. Sibley, 1 Cllfl. 155 (1858); Brooks u.

Byam, 2 Story, 541 (1843).

' Youngblood v. Sexton, 82 Mich. 419 (1875). Cooley, J.

‘State v. Hipp, as Ohio St. 226 (1882). cases, Okay,

0. J.; 50 Ga. 580; 11 Neb.517.

' [United States 17. Cutting, 8 Wall. 448 (1865), Grier, J.

' State v. Frame. 89 Ohio St. 418 (18%), Mcilvaine, J.;

Anderson v. Brewster. 44 id. 687 (1886).

 

Vocations which need special surveillance, and

others which are fit subjects for the exaction of a rev

enue, are restricted to persons who procure a formal

permit This system enables the authorities to regis

ter all such licensees. and to hold them to answer for

any disobedience of law. These licenses are always

in writing, in an oflflcial form, and run for a limited

term.I '

A “license " to be produced as a defense in a crimi

nal prosecution is the right to do the thing in any

mode permitted or not prohibited by law.‘

Comprehcnds cases in which statutes declare that

persons of certain occupations may do the thing, as.

druggists, officers of the law, and other pemons al

lowed to sell or distribute liquors.‘

In this sense, contrasted with contract. Thus, lot

tery charters are not contracts, but more licenses,

and, as such, subject to future legislation.‘ See Lor

rear.

The privilege of running street cars may be in pur

suance of a license, not of a contract, from the city

authorities.I '

Also contrasted with tax. A ‘‘license‘' is a right

granted by some competent authority to do an act

which, without such license, would be illegal. A

" tax “ is a rate or sum of money assessed on the same

person, property, etc., of the citizen. A license is

issued under the police power. If the fee required for

a license is intended for revenue. its exaction is an ex

ercise of the power of taxation.‘

A "tax " upon a business is no more the granting

of pennission to engage in it than is the levying of a

tax upon the property employed in the business. The

distinction between a “ tax " upon a busines, and

what might be termed a “ license," is, that the former

is exacted by reason of the fact that the business is

carried on, the latter, as a condition precedent to the

rightto carry it on. In the one case the individual

may rightfully engage in the business without paying

the tax. A license may exist without the imposition

01' a tax, and a tax may be imposed without the grant

ing of a license.’

A license issued under the act of Congress of June

30. 1864, “ to provide internal revenue,“ conveys no au

thority to carry on the business within a State. The

mquirement of paying for such a license is only I

mode of imposing taxes on the business.‘

 

 

I [Abbott's Law Dict.]

‘Commonwealth v. Carpenter, 100 Mass. 200 (1888).

cases.

'Commonwealth 0. Kennedy, 108 Mass. 294 (1871),

cases.

‘ Stone 11. Mississippi, 101 U. S. 814 (1879).

‘Union Passenger Ry. Co. 1:. Philadelphia, 101 U. 8.

528 (1879).

° Home Ins. Co. 0. Augusta, 50 Ga. 587 (1874), Trippe,

J . See also Chllvers 1;. People, 11 Mich. 49 (1862); Burch

1;. Savannah, 42 Ga. 598 (1871); Fuller v. State, (8 Ala.

203-94 (1872); Wiggins Ferry Co. 1:. East St Louis, 102

Ill. 560. 566-68 (1882), cases.

'Adler v. Whitbeck, 44 Ohio St. 658-59 (1886), Min

shall, J.; Anderson v. Brewster, ib. 568 (1886); Home

ins. Co. 0. Augusta, 50 Ga. 537 (1874).

'LiconseTaxCases,bWall.-i62(lm),Chalo,0. J.
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It is the generally received doctrine that, in the case

of useful employments, prohibition cannot be exer

cised under authority to license.l

The power to license is a police power, although it

may also be exercised for the purpose of raising rev

enue.'

A license authorizing apcrsnn to retail spirituous

liquors does not create a contract between him and

the government. The eilect is merely to permit him

to carry on the trade under certain regulations and to

exempl him from the penalties provided for unlawful

sales.‘

A licehsee to keeps pool-table for hire takes his

license subject to such conditions as the legislature

may see fit to impose at any time.‘ _

Fee Demons; Lo'r-rear; Poucu, 2: Pnomsmou, 2.

LIOENTIA. See Inrmmxcn.

LICENTIOUSITESS. 1. Doing as one

pleases, without regard to the rights of

others. See LIBERTY. Natural.

2. Lewdness, q. v.

LICITATION.5 Wl1ere the co-heirs or

co-proprietors of a thing by undivided inter

est put it up at auction among themselves,

that it may become the property of the one

who will offer the most for it.

The thing remains charged with unpaid shares.‘

Where there is disagreement between the owners 01’

a Vessel. there may be “ licltatlon " and partition for a

moiety by order of a court. The petition prays for a

mic, and distribution of the proceeds. The proceeding

is justiiled by the necessity, in the interests of com

merce. and the relief of the parties, when they have

reached a present actual inability to use the vessel.'

LIDFORD LAW. See LYNCH LAW.

LIE. 1, v. (1) To exist, subsist: as, to “lie

in grant:” said of an incorporea] right; a

corporeal right is said to “ lie in deed." See

Ganrr, 1.

(2) To be maintainable, sustainable: as, an

" action lies." Compare LAY, 2.

(3) To be concealed, or in ambush: as, to

lie in wait. See LYING.

 

‘City of Burlington 1:. Bumgardner, 42 Iowa, 678

(1870).

'\Vl'ggl1\8 Ferry Co. 11. East St. Louis, 107 U. S. 873

(1882); State v. Hipp, 88 Ohio St. 225 (1882).

‘Calder v. Kurby, 5 Gray, 598 (1853), Bigelow, J. See

also Van Hook 0. City of Selma, 70 Ala. 868 (1881),

cases; Prohlbitory Amendment Cases, 24 Kan. 724

(1881). cases: La Croix 0. County Commissioners, 50

0mm. a2‘9 (1882), cases; Chilvers v. People, 11 1111011. 49

(1862); State 1). Holmes. 88 N. H. 2?? (1859).

‘Commonwealth v. Kinsley, 183 Mass. 579 (1882),

cases.

‘L. lit-Ratio: liceor, to oiler a price.

' Hache o. Ayraud, 14 La. An. 179 (1859): Pothier.

"1110 Annie Smith, 10 Boned. 110-17, 135, 158 (18113),

cases.

23 LIEN

2, 11. A willful untruth; a falsehood. Sue

Dncnrr; DECOY; Esrorrnn; Fnsnnooo;

FRAUD; REPRESENTATION, 1; Smuona.

LIEG-E. See ALLEGIANCE; FEUD ; LORD, 1.

LIEN.l A tie that binds property to a

debt or claim for its satisfaction.I

Originally, a tie or bond. In the meta

phorical sense in which it is used in law, such

hold or claim upon a thing, for the satisfac

tion of a debt, duty or demand, that it can

not be taken away until the same be satisfied

and paid.‘ '

A hold or claim which one person has upon

the property of another, as a security for

some debt or charge.4

A right to possess and retain property,

until some charge attaching to it is paid or

discharged.‘

In its widest sense, includes every case in

which personal or real property is charged

with the payment of a debt.6

Lienor. He who is invested with a right

of lien; he who may enforce a lien." .

Liens exist at common law, arising from usage. ex

press contract or contract implied from dealings; they

are recognized in equity and in admiralty; and are

created also by statutory enactment. Common-law

liens are displaced by surrender of possession. Liens

by contract depend upon the terms 0! the contract.

and statutory liens upon the construction at the stat

utes.'

A court of equity will relieve as against a lien at

law, if. from diiilculties, the parties are unable to ob

tain justice at law.’

 

1 L6’-en. F. lien, band, bond, tie: L. lign.re,to bind.

' Stephani 1:. ‘Bishop of Chicago, 2 Bradw. 258 (1878),

Pleusants, J.

'Stansbury v. Patent Cloth Manufacturing Co.,5

N. J. L. 441 (1819), Kirkpatrick, C. J.

‘Hardy v. Norfolk Manufacturing Co., 80 Va. 418

(1885), Lacy. J.

*1 Story. Eq. 5 506.

'Su1livatw. Portland, &c. B. 00., 4 Clifl. 225 (1874),

Clifford, J.

See also 19 Am. Law Rev. 783-89 (1885), cases; 1 Mus.

2'21; 2Story, 131; 18 Ala. 434; 12 Flo. 85; 46 Ga. 668; 89

I11. 591; 69 Me. 42?; 1 Mich. 472; 44 Miss. 515‘; 85 N.C.

432; 49 N. H. 1:52:50 id. 75; 46 N. Y. 17; 4 Johns. 112;1il

Wend. 262; 26 id. 472; 49 Barb. M; 1lOhlo St. 68; 7

Orcg. 434; 80Pa. 277; 82 id. 860; 81 id. 182; 7 Heisk.

290; 2Utah,91; 21 Vt. 602; 4BWls. W; 2 East, 285; 1:

id. 554; 2 Camp. 58?.

' See 10 Bencd. 557.

'1Story. Eq. $508; Wilkle 17. Day, 141 Mass. 73 (1886),

cases: 4 Cliff. 225: 2 Flip. 413. Eflect of taking|ocu

rity, 20 Cent. Law J. 405-7 (1885), cases.

'2 Story. Eq.§121il. 0,’ 1Vss. Jr. 416.



LIEN

I. The civil law, under the head of mort

gage and privilege, embraces the peculiar

securities which in the common and mari

time law, and in equity, are termedliens.

See Maritime Lien.

11. At common law, the essence of a lien

is the right of possession or retainer, until

the charge is satisfied. Meanwhile, the chat

tel is regarded as in the custody of the law.

The doctrine is based upon principles of

natural equity and of commercial necessity;

it also prevents circuity of action.l See Par

ticular Lien.

Common-law liens are acquired by bailecs: trades

men, carriers, innkeepers, farriers; by non»bailees:

vendors, salvors, impounders of estrays, flnders— for

a reward earned, but not for trouble and expense; and

by usage of trade.

iii. In equity liens are most largely recog

nized and liberally treated. They may exist

without possession: and they are enforced by

decree of foreclosure and sale. Such \are

vendors’ liens, liens by deposit of deeds,

partnership liens, liens pendente lite, liens of

agreement. See Lien by Agreement, Vendor’:

Lien.

A lien in equity is not, in strictness, a Jan in re or a

in: ad rem; that is, neither a property in the thing it

self, nor a right of action for the thing. It is a charge

upon the thing; a right to possess and retain the prop

erty, until some charge attaching ioit is paid or dis

charged.‘

IV. In maritime law, liens do not require

possession. They obtain for supplies fur

nished, for seaman‘s wages, for damages

from collision. See Maritime Lien.

V. Liens created by statute cover cases

where possession is not had with consent of

the owner, or where exclusive possession is

impossible. Such are the liens of mechanics,

builders of houses, ship-builders, log-drivers,

material-men, some claims of judgment and

mortgage creditors, the claims of municipal

corporations, and of mutual insurance com

panies.. See Judgment Lien, Mechanids

Lien, Municipal'Lien.

Statutory liens have, without possession, the same

operation and eiflciency that existed as to common

law liens with possession. Thus. a personal chattel on

the premises. sold in the ordinary course of trade,

without knowledge of the lien, is not subject to its

Operation.‘

1 3 Pars. Contr. "234.

‘Exp. Foster, 2 Story, 144-45 (1842), cases, Story, J.;

I Story, Eq. 5506; 2 id. 51215.

-'8 Pars. Contr. 241. .

‘ Beall v. White, 94 U. 8. 886 (1876), cases, Clifford, J.
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’ Astatutory lien implies a security upon the thing

‘ before a warrant to seize it is levied. it ties itself to the

property from the time it attaches to it. and levy and

sale are the means of enforcement. That is, proceed

ings are not necessary to fix the statusof the property.

Thus, for example, in the absence of this statutory

lien, it is necessary for a landlord to take proceedings

toscquire a lien on the property of his tenant.l

Although a lien on land constitutes no property or

right in the land itself, still it confers a right $0 levy

onthe same to the exclusion of other adverse inter

ests acquired subsequently tothe judgment, and when

the levy is actually made, the title of the creditor gen

erally relates back to the time of the judgment, so as

to cut out intermediate incumbrances. Different reg

ulations, however, prevail in diflerent jurisdictions,

and in some States neither judgments nor decrees for

the payment of money, except in cases of attachment

on ruesne process, createa preference in favor of the

creditor until the execution issuing on the same has

been duly levied on the land.‘

Equitable lien. Such lien as exists in

equity, and of which a court of equity alone

can have cognizance. In most instances, this

lien arises from some constructive trust..

An equitable lien exists in favor of the assignee of

a debt, on the money in the hands of the debtor.‘ See

A.ss1ossnxr, Equitable.

If a mortgagor is bound to insure the premises for

the benefit of the mortgagee, the latter, to the extent

of his interest in the property destroyed, has an

equitable lien upon the money due on a policy taken

oui: by the mortgagor. This is the law though the

mortgagee may insure at the mortgagor‘s expense.‘

See Vendor‘: Lien.

General lien. See Particular Lien.

Judgment lien. At common law, a judg

ment is not a lien upon the land of the

debtor; but now, in most of the States, by

statute, alien attaches immediately upon the

judgment being regularly docketed. See

JUDGMENT. _

Lien by agreement. -A party by agree

ment may create a charge in the nature of a

lien on realty or personalty whereof he is the

owner or in possession, which a court of

equity will enforce against him and volun

teers or claimants under him with notice of

the agreement.6

 

‘ Morgan u. Campbell, at Wall. 890-92 (1874), cases,

Davis, J.

1 Ward 1:. Chamberlain, 8 Black, 48'! (1862), Clifford

Judge.

'2 Story, Eq. 5 1217.

‘Trist v. Child, 21 Wall. 447 (1874), cases; liewhurn

v. St. Louis, 101 U. 8. 816-17 (1879).

' Wheeler 1:. Factors & Traders‘ Ins. Co., 101 U. S

442 (1879), cases. Bradley. J.

'Ketchum 0. St. Louis, 101 U. S. 816-17 (1879), cm

Harlan. J.
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Lien by deposit of deed. See Dnrosrr, 2.

Lion of a mortgage. See Mosremn.

Lien pendente lite. See Lis, Pendens.

Maritime lien. This "privilege ” or lien

is adopted from the civil law, and imports

I tacit hypothecation.

it is the subject-matter of the contract which must

he maritime, not the mere object—the ship. Thus,

no lien exists for compressing cotton upon land and

before an affreightment contract, binding upon the

ship, is made.I

A jua in re, without right of pomession; divested

by a proceeding in rem peculiar to admiralty. This

lien is “ secret,“ that is, it may operate to the prejudice

of general creditors, and of purchasers without no

tice; wherefore, it is a uh-icti juria, and cannot be

extended by construction, analogy. or inference.’

Does not depend upon possession, being a right ai

fecting the right itself, which gives a proprietary inter

ut in the thing and a right to proceed against it to

recover that interest. The lien adheres to the proceeds

in case of sale, follows the same, and may be attached

in admiralty.‘

Confers upon its holder such a right in the thing that

he may subject it to condemnation and sale to satisfy

hisclaim or damages. When the lien arises from a

tort committed at sea, it travels with the thing, wher

ever itgoes and into whosesoever hands it may pass.

The object of the proceeding in rem is to make the

right available, tocarry it into eflectfi

A collision impresses upon a wrongdoing vessel a

maritime lien. This the vessel carries with it. The

lien is inchoate at the moment of the wrong, but be~

comes pertected by subsequent proceedings. It is in

the nature of the hypothecation of the civil law. It

may be lost by lachcs!

Advances made upon the credit of a ship for neces

sary repaim or supplies in a foreign port create a mari

time lien. The lien is a jua in re, an incumbrance on

the property of the ship. which is not divested by the

death or insolvency of the owner. The process in

rem obtains the thing itself or a satisfaction out of it.

The interest is insurable.‘

A carrier by water has a lien for freight. The lien

is not an hypothecstion, which remains acharge after

possession is given, but analogous to the common-law

lien of a carrier by water, who is not bound to deliver

the goods until the charges are paid, and, if he deliv

ers them, the lien is lost.’

Liens equalling or exceeding the whole value of the

vessel should be enforced with diligence; otherwise

they will be postponed for laches in favor of subse

quent liens of navigation acquired without notice. By

I The Paola R, 82 F. B. 174 (1887), cases.

'Vandewater v. Mills. 19 How. 89 (1856), cases, Grier,

J.; 18 F. R. 743; 10 id. 489-96, cases.

‘The Lottawanna, 21 WaU. 593 (1874), Cliflord, J.

‘ The Rock Island Bridge, 6 Wall. 215 (1867), Field, J.

' The China, 7 Wall. C8 (1805), cases, Swayne, J.; The

Belfast, ib. 642 (1868), cases.

' Merchants‘ Mut. Ins. Co. v. Baring, 20 Wall. 168

(1878), cases, Cliflord, J.

' Bags of Linseed, 1 Black, 112 (1861). Tansy, C. J.

 

the general maritime law, liens ex dclicto are inferior

to liens at contractu. A prior lien for supplies is enti

tled to apreference. as a mere question of rank, and in

dependent of the equitable marshaling of securities or

remedies. over a subsequent lien for damage upon the

same voyage I

The plaintifl may waive the lien in rem in admi

ralty and pursue his remedy by a. suit in personam;

or, he may institute an action at law, if the common

law is competent to give a remedy.’

Liens on vessels encumber commerce and are dis

couraged. While the owner is present, no lien is ac

quired by a materiahman; nor is any lien acquired

where the vessel is supplied or repaired in a home port.

A lien attaches to a foreign vessel only in acase of

necessity and in the absence of the owner!

See Anuuuurv; CHARTER-PARTY; Fnsiozrr;

POTHECATION.

Mechanic’s lien. A lien‘ allowed to a

person who furnishes materials or labor

toward the construction or improvement of

property. as, a building, or a vessel.

Not intended to secure the contractor, but those

who lose by confiding in him. The owner of the prop

erty is compelled to take care of the material-man and

the laborer. The lien prevents one portion 01' cred

itors from being paid at the expense of the labor and

property of other creditors.‘

When such liens were unknown. the builder could

collect the contract price of the work from the owner,

and refuse to pay his subordinates, who could not sue

the owner nor reclaim what they had contributed.

Now, the claims having been regularly filed, the prop

erty may be sold to pay them.’ See I:~‘cii>i='.2~"l'A1.: Ln

sonna.

Municipal lien. A claim filed by the

proper ofiicer of a city or borough against

property specially benefited by a public im

provement; as, for the opening, grading, pav

ing, or curbing of a street, the laying of

water-pipes, the construction of a sewer, and

other like municipal claims.

Such liens are of punely statutory origin. The de

tails of the work of improvement are provided for by

ordinance oi councils. The requirements of the law

must be substantially complied with.‘

Hr

IThe Young America, 80 F. R. 702-800 (1887),M

I Norton 1:. Switzer, 93 U. S. 356 (1876); Leon 1:. Gal

ceran, 11 Wall. 190 (1870). See The Woodland, 104 U. S.

180 (1881).

' Peopie‘s Ferry 00. v. Beers, 20 How. 401 (1857); The

Edith, 94 U. S. 518 (18761; 2 Law Q. Rev. 368 (1888).

‘ Winder v. Caldwell, 14 How. 415 (1852), Grier, J.;

Bullock v. Horn, 44 Ohio St. 425 (1886).

‘For whom mechanics‘ liens are created, see 21

Cent. Law J. 806-9 (1885), cases. On the property of

married women, 28 id. 298 (1886), cases As to the

waiver of, 19 id. 282-65 (1884), cases.

‘$66 88 Pa. 889; 18 id. 26,196; 25 id.11ZB;61 id. 265,

899; 65t'd.146; 6916.352; 72 id. 82;7Did.846;&) £41.66;

82 id. 860; 85 id. 86¢

(40)
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Particular lien. The right to retain a

particular piece of property until a claim

against it alone is paid. General lien. A

right to retain property generally, on account

of charges attaching to any or all article or

articles.

The earliest form of lien was specific in nature.

Where not arising from a contract of sale, this form

was confined to transactions in which the justice or

necessity of the case peremptorily demanded its al

lowance. The right to a general lien existed at first

only by express contract, but it was in time allowed

to be claimed, by implication, from the general usage

of trade, or the mode of dealing between the parties.I

See Bananas.

Partnership lien. ‘See Paarnaasmr.

Secret lien. By this lien the vendor of

personalty, who has delivered possession to

the purchaser, is treatedas the owner until

the purchase money has been paid.

Such arrangement, when it has served to give false

credit to the vendee, will be held to be a constructive

fraud upon the creditor. The property will be viewed

as the vendee's. The transaction is not changed by

assuming the form of a lease. The courts look at the

purpose rather than at the form of the contract.

For these reasons chattel-mortgages are required to be

recorded.I See Maritime Lien; Sans, Conditional.

Vendor's lien; vendee’s lien. A vend

or’s lien on land holds for any part of the

purchase-money which remains unpaid,

against all persons except a purchaser for a

valuable consideration without notice.

A vendee's lien arises in cases where he

pays the purchase-money prematurely, and

the vendor, from inability or other cause,

does not complete the title. Both are equi

table liens.I

An equitable lien also exists in favor of the vendor

of goods, provided no innocent third party has ac

quired an interest in them, where the vendee by fraud

conceals his insolvency and his intention not to pay,

and induces the owner to sell on credit.I

The seller oi realty has alien tor the unpaid pur

chase-money; the buyer has an equitable title oniy.I

This is true, though the seller made an absolute

conveyance by deed, and though the consideration is

expressed to have been paid; unless there was an ex

press or implied waiver of the lien. Such lien is not

aflected by the vendor's taking the bond or bill single

______—___-——

I 8 Pars. Contr. 235.

I See Hervey 1). Rhode Island Locomotive Works, 98

U. S. 672 (1876); 37 Ill. 870; 46 id. 438; 15 Conn. 884; 47

Barb. 643; 5 Cranch, 461; 4 Wash. 591; Story, Sales,

5 31:1

I 8 Pars. Contr. 277-78; 4 Kent, 1151.

IDonaIdson 1:. Farwell, 93 U. S. 633 (1876), cases; 10

Oent Law J. 2-7, 24-29 (1881), cases.

I Lewis v. Hawkins, 28 WalL 1% (1874), cases.

of the vendee, or his negotiable promissory note, 01'

his check, if unpaid, or any other instrument involving

merely his liability. Intent not to rely exclusively

upon such security may always be shown. The lien

may be enforced against the vendor or vendee, as the

case may be, and all holding under him, except bone

fide purchasers without notice.I

The vendse is treated as the equitable owner 0! the

land, and the vendor as the owner of the money. The

purchaser may devise the land, even before a convey

ance is made, and it will pass to his heir. The vendor

stands seized for the benefit of the purchaser. in line,

equity treats contracts respecting lands as if they had

been specifically executed.I

See Luau, Sonans; Msnsnan, 2; Ornsas; REGIBTRY;

TAX, 2.

LIFE. 1. For purposes of inheriting or

receiving a beneficial interest, begins with

conception.I

2. Under the common law as to abortion,

began with quickening,I q. 11.

3. For the purpose of transferring civil

rights, begins with birth. ' -

Ends with extinction of civilCivil life.

rights. Natural life. Ends with natural

death.

As we have no civil death. nor, practically, any

forfeiture of land, there is now no occasion to use the

expressions.I Compare Darrn, Civil, Natural.

Joint lives. A gift or grant to two or

more persons, to be enjoyed while any two

of them are alive, is spoken of, most fre

quently in English books, as for the joint

lives oi‘ the beneficiaries.

“ No person shall . be deprived of life, liberty,

or property, without due process ot law." I

“ Life “ here means something more than mere ani

mal existence. The inhibition extends to all those limbs

and faculties by which life is enjoyed— life and what

ever God has given with it, (or its growth and enjoy

n~.ent."

" Lite, liberty, and property " comprehend every

right known to the law.I

To secure rights of life and liberty, governmenb

are instituted. The foregoing constitutional provision

secures the individual irom the arbitrary powers of

 

I Cordova v. Hood, 17Wall. 5-60872), cases, Strong, J.

I bStory. Eq. 5 790, cases; Gunton 1:. Carroll, 101

U. S. 426 (1879); 2 Black, 460; 2 McCrary,108, 106; 8 id.

493-94, cases; 17 F. R. 804; 68 Ga. 152; 84 La. An, 166,

As to priority of liens, see 37 Alb. Law J. $840 (1888),

cases; as to assigning liens, 25 Am. Law Reg. 898-97

(1886). cases.

I1 Bl. Com. 180.

I 1 Bl. Com. 129.

I See 2 Bl. Com. 121.

I Constitution. Amd. Art. V.

I lliunn v. illinois, 9417. S. 142 (1811), Field, J.

ICunnnings 0. Missouri, 4 Wall. on (1866); Barto

meyer u. Iowa, 18 id. 186 (1878).
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government, unrestrained by the established principles

of private rights and distributive justice.I

See Danaons; Dnrn; H¢mcms; Lmsnrn, Per

sonal; l-’|:Msn:n::~'r; Pnucsss, 1. Due, etc; SECURITY, 1,

Personal; Sravrvs, 2. Compare Nuns; Vrs; Vrvniut.

Life annuity. A yearly income during

life. See ANNUITY.

Life assurance or insurance.

ance upon a. life or lives.

Life policy. A policy of insurance upon a

life. Life risks. The obligations of a com

pany insuring lives—a life company. See

lNSURANCE.

Insur

Life estate. A right in realty (usually),‘

limited by one or more lives.

Conventional lzfe estate. Is created by the

act of the parties. Legal life estate. Is cre

ated by construction and operation of law.2

Legal life estates comprise: tenancy In tail after

possibility of issue is extinct; tenancy in curtesy;

tenancy in dower. Conventional lite estates comprise:

an estate for the term of the grantee‘s own life; an

estate for the life of another or the lives of others.

That for another's life is the lowest species of tree

hold. A grant not fixing the term nor mentioning

heirs is construed a lite-estate. So is an estate held on

the uncertain contingency that it may possibly last

for life. And so also is a conveyance to a woman as

long as she remains a widow, or during coverture; or

as long as one shall live in a certain house or place:

or, till a sum be paid out of the income of an estate.‘

LIFT. A promissory note is said to be

lifted when any person liable upon it pays it

or substitutes another obligation for it.

LIGAN. Goods sunk in the see, but tied

to a buoy that they may be found again.‘

Compare Fwrsam; JE'l'i‘lSON.

LIGHT. The right to the free access of

the sun's rays to one’s windows.

A species of easement; spoken of as “the right to

light and air," also as "ancient lights:" because the

possessor must have enjoyed them for at least twenty

years before claiming the right

At common law, light belongs to the first occupant

during the time he holds possession. In England, this

doctrine is still recognized. the right arising by pre

scription, or iron: an express or implied grant. In

this country, the doctrine has been repudiated; at

most, the right can be acquired only by express grant.‘

See BAY-wnmow; Occurmor.

False light. See Waxes; Ymzrr.

 

l United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U. 8. 554-55 (1876);

Rank of Columbia u. Okely, 4 Wheat. 224 (1819).

'2 Bl. Com. 1%).

I1 Bl. C0111. 292.

' SEQ Story 11. Odin, 12 Mass. '1“) (1815), cases; Swans

borough 1:. Coventry, 9 Bing. (28 E. C. L.)59&94 (1882),

cases; Haversick U. Sips, 33 P8. 870 (1859); Mullen v,

“richer, 19 Ohio St. 148~44(l&9), cases; Keats 1:, Hugo,

LIG-HTNING. A policy of insurance

which provides that the insurer shall be liw

ble for fire by lightning, does not cover dam

age where there is no ignition.l

A tornado, due to electrical disturbance, and onus

ing results like those produced by lightning, may be

"lightning; " and expert testimony is receivable that

lightning accompanying a tornado was the proximate

cause of a loss.I

Where a horse is described in a policy against tire,

to which is attached a clause 01’ indemnity against

lightning, “ as contained in " a specified building, the

animal need not be kept in the building all the time: it

may be pastured in an adjoining field, and, it killed

there by lightning, the insurance is reco¢cruble.'

LIKE. Not, necessarily, identical with.‘

Likeness. Resemblance; similitude. See

COPY; EQUAL; liiassan; NOSCITUR; PHOTO

GRAPH. Compare lssran; QUASI; Snmus.

Likewise. In a will, may mean ‘‘also,'’

rather than “in like manner.” 5

A devise commencing with "likewise " was held to

be subject to a contingency mentioned in connection

with a preceding gilt.‘ '

LIME. See BODY, 1; MAYHEM.

Limb of the law. A metaphorical ex

pression, of uncertain origin, for a member

of the legal profession.

LIMIIT.7 To mark out, define, indicate

the extent or duration of.

“ To limit” an estate is to define the period

of its duration. The words employed are

thence termed “words of limitation," and

the act itself “ limiting" the estate. See

Limitation, 2.

Marking out an estate in lands, as, for a life, in tall,

or in fee-simple, is “ limiting “ it.I

Limitation. Boundary; circumscription;

restriction; curtailment; termination. See

PROVIDED.

1. In constitutional law, the bound set to

legislative power: as, constitutional limita

tion. See CONSTITUTION.

 

115 Mass. 208-11 (l874),cases; Ray 0. Sweeney, 14 Bush,

8-16 (1878), cases; Hayden 0. Dutcher, 81 N. J. E. 218

24 (1878), cases; Tunstall v. Christian, 80 Va. 4 (1885),

cases; 2 Bl. Com. 14; 8 Kent. 460; 2 Washb. R. P. 62.

I Babcock v. Montgomery Co. liiut. ins. Co., 4 N. Y.

881-87 (1850), cases.

'Spensley v. Lancashire Ins. Co., 54 Wis. 488, 440-41

(1882); Same 0. Same, 62 id. 44-‘! (1885). See Kenniston

u. Mut. Ins. Co., 14 N. H. 341 (1813).

' Haws v. Philadelphia Fire Assoc. 114 Pa. 481 (18$).

¢ United States v. Wallace, 118 U. S. 41” (1886).

' State Bank v. Ewing, 17 Ind. 74 (1861).

' Paylor v. Pegg, 24 Bear. 105(1857).

' F. limite: L. limitem: limes. lb0l.l.l1d&l7

IWilliams, Reel Prop. 140.
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2. In deeds and devises, marking out an

interest in property; the restricted duration

of an estate.

Collateral limitation. Gives an inter

est for a prescribed period. but makes the

right of enjoyment depend upon some col

lateral event.

As. an estate vested in one person till another shall

go to Rome. or to one and his heirs till the construc

tion of a certain cathedral shall be finished. 1

Conditional limitation. \Vhere an es

tate is so expressly confined and limited by

the words of its creation that it cannot endure

for a longer time than till the contingency

happens upon which the estate is to fail.I

As. when land is granted to a man " while " he con

tinues unmarried, or “untll“ out of the income he

In such case the es

tate determines as soon as the contingency happens.

and the next subsequent estate becomes immediately

vested without any act to be done by him who is next

in expectancy.’

“ An estate upon condition" enures beyond the time

when the contingency happens. unlem the grantor.

hisheir or assign. takes advantage 0! the breach oi’

the condition.‘

A condition followed by a limitation over

to a third person in case the condition be

not fulfilled, or there be a breach of it.‘

A “condition " determines an estate after breach.

upon entry or claim by the grantor or his heir. or

the heir of the devlsor. A I‘limitation “ marks the

period which determines the estate without any act

on the part of him who has the next expectant inter

est. Upon the happening of the prescribed contin

gency. the estate first limited comes at once to an

end. and the subsequent estate arises. A “ conditional

limitation " is. therefore. of a mixed nature. partaking

both of a condition and oi’ a limitation: of a condition.

because it defeats the estate previously limited; 0! a

limitation. because upon the happening oi’ the con

tingency the estate passes to the person having the

expectant interest. without entry or claim.‘ See

Cosorrros.

If the event upon which the estate is limited may

by possibility not occur within the ter'rn oi.’ a life in

being and twenty-one years afterward. it is too remote.

. Regard is had to possible not toactual events.

Thata limitation might include objects too remote is

fatal to its validity. irrespective of the event.I See

A1.1s.>wrros.

 

IBee 4 Kent. 128; 1 Washb. R. P. 215-16.

'2 Bl. Com. 165; The Fifty Associates 1:. Howland.

ii llietc. 102 (1846).

' [2 Bl. Corn. 155. See also 4 Kent. 121.

' Proprietors of Brattle Square Church v. Grant. 8

Gray. 14? (IE6-'5). Bigelow.J. Sceaiso-i Hughes. 594; 16

Me. 160; 5 Neb. 4474’: 78 N. C. 125; 5 R. l. 212; 76 Va.

145; 18 Ves. 488; 2 Wa-shb. R P. 457-60.

' Donahue v. McNich0i. 61 PL. 78 (1869): I Gray.158;

Limitation over. See Dnvrsn. Execu

tory.

Special lirnitattion. A qualification

serving to mark out bounds of an estate. so

as to determine it ipso facto in a given event

without action, entry, or claim, before it

would or might otherwise expire by force of

or according to the general limitation.

May be created by the words “ until." “ so long as.“

"it.“ “ while.“ “during." The estate determines as

soon as the contingency happens. and the subsequent

estate becomes immediately vested.l

Words Of limitation. Language which

marks out the nature of an estate; opposed

to “ words of purchase.”

When it is said. with reference to a conveyance to

A and his heirs. that “heirs “ is a word of limitation

and not of purchase. the meaning is. that “heirs“

marks out the nature of the estate taken by A —a fee

simple; and that his heirs take nothing directly (i. e..

by purchase) under such limitation.‘

"Words of limitation" are such as limit or marl:

out the estate to be taken by a grantee. at the pres

ent day. when the heir is perhaps the last person to

get the estate. these words are regarded simply as for

mal means conierring powers and privileges on the

grantee — as mere technicalities. In ancient times

such words meant what they said. and gave the estate

to the “heirs " or the “heirs of the body" oi’ the

grantee. after his decease. according to the letter of

the gift.I See 1:; Paovrrmn; Rmamnaa; Sru:1.1.s.v‘s

Cass; Tass; Want.

8. In statutes regulating judicial proceed

ings. the time beyond which a plaintitf can

not lay his cause of action.‘

A bar to the alleged right of the plaintifl

to recover in the action, created by or arising

out of the lapse of a certain time after the

cause of action has accrued, as appointed by

law.\" '

Refers to the time which is prescribed by

the authority of the law during which a title

may be acquired to property by virtue of

simple adverse possession and enjoyment, or

the time at the end of which no action at

law or in equity can be maintained.‘

In the Roman law. called prwscriptio.

But the word also applies to criminal proceedings.

 

8 id. 85. M; 15 Eng. Ch.. 2 K.. 64; 8Sim. 615; 10 (4. 5?;

i Jarm. Wills. 253.

I Henderson 11. Hunter. 59 Pa. 840 (18%): Smith. Ex.

lnt.12; Fearne. Rem. 10-18; 2 Bl. Com. 155.

1 [Mosley & W. Law Dict.

' Williams. Real Prop. 245; 2 Washb. 11 P. 60¢.

‘ [3 Bl. Corn. 807.

‘Christmas v. Russell. 5 Wall. 300 (1866). Ciiflord, J.

‘Campbell 0. Bolt. 115 U. S. 622 (1855). llifller. J._

quoting Angeli. Lim. Actions.
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as to which the period is extended in some proportion

to the gravity of the oflense. An indictment for mur

der may be found at any time during the life of the

alleged felon. The limitation for other offenses varies

from years to days, as from ten years to sixty days.

At common law, there is no absolute limitation.‘

Under the laws of the United States, offenses not

capital, except as provided in Rev. St., i 1046, may not

be prosecuted after three years.‘

The statute begins to run from the cessation of

criminal conduct, as that of carrying concvaled weap

cm.‘

The most important English statute relating to civil

suits is the famous Statute of Limitations of 21

James I (1624), c. 16; the general principles of which

underlie, or are embodied in, the American statutes.

At the same time. each State has its distinctive legis

lation, relating to both civil and criminal suits. Pro

visions of like nature exists in acts of Congress.

Equity and admiralty courts apply the principle of

these statutes as a matter of discretion. The periods

of time vary with the law of the place or courts.‘

The purpose of such statutes is to preserve the

peace, and to prevent perjurics which might ensue if

men were allowed to bring actions for injuries com

mitted at any distance of time.‘

The statutes confer no right of action. They ro

strlct the period within which the right. otherwise an

limited. might be asserted. They are founded upon

the general experience that claims which are valid are

not usually allowed to remain neglected. The lapse

of years, without any attempt to enforce a demand,

creates, therefore, a presumption against its original

validity, or that it has ceased to subsist. The presump

tion is made by these statutes a positive bar; and they

thus become statutes of repose, protecting parties

from the prosecution of stale claims, when by loss of

the evidence by the death of some witnesses, and the

imperfect recollection of others. or the destruction of

documents, it might be impossible to establish the

truth. Their policy is to encourage promptitude in

the prosecution of remedies For this purpose they

prescribe what is suppomd to be a reasonable period.‘

Statutes of limitation are necessary to the welfare

of society. The lapse of time carries with it the

means of proof. They do not impair the remedy:

they require its application within the reasonable

time specified.’

The common law fixed no time for bringing actions.

Limitations derive their authority from statutes.‘

lSee Whart. Cr. Pi. & Pr. 55 816-29, cases; 1 Bish. C;-_

Pr. 5405; 3 Bl. Com. 807.

‘R. S. 51014; 1 Sup. R. S. p. 204.

' United States v. Owen, 82 F. R. 5'3? (1887).

‘See 8 Bl. Com. 80?‘; Levy 1:. Stewart, 11 Wall. 249

(1870).

'8 Bl. Com. 80?.

' Riddlesbarger v. Hartford ins. Co., 7 Wall. 890

(1868), Field, J. See also Spring 0. Gray, 5 Mas. 528

(181)), Story, J.

' Edwards v. Kearzey, 96 U. S. 603 (IBW); Levy v,

Stewart, 11 Wall. 249 (1870): United States v. Wiley, ib.

518 (1870); 17 F. R. 140.

‘United States 11. Thompson, 98 U, B. 439 (1878).

 

The statutes are entitled to the same respect as

other statutes, and are not to be explained away.I

Aflecting existing rights, they are not unconstitu

tional, if a reasonable time is given for the commence

ment of an action before the bar takes effect.‘ Soc

Imam; Rnnsnr.

They apply, in terms, to legal remedies. Courts of

equity are bound only in cases of concurrent jurisdic

tion. in other cases. these courts act by analogy, not

in obedience to the statutes.‘

But a court of equity will not apply the statute, by

analogy, when it would be against conscience todo

so -— when wrong and injustice would be wrought.‘

if the facts on which any right of action is based

have been fraudulently concealed, or if the fraud is

such as conceals itself, the statute runs from the dis

covery of the fraud, or of such information as, dili

gently followed up, would discover it.‘

When the object is to obtain rel icf against a fraud,

the bar of the statute does not begin to run until the

fraud is discovered or becomes known to the party in

jured by it. In suits in equity, where relief is

sought on the ground of fraud, the authorities, with

out conflict, hold that where the ignorance of the fraud

has been produced by affirmative acts of the guilty

party in concealing the facts from the other, the stat

ute will not bar relief, provided that suit is brought

within proper time after the discovery of the fraud.

We also think that in suits in equity the decided weight

of authority is in favor of the proposition that where

the party injured by the fraud remains in ignorance

of it, without any fault or want of diligence or care on

his part. the bar of the statute does not begin to run

until the fraud is discovered, though there be no spe

cisi circumstances or efforts on the part of the party

committing the fraud to conceal it from the knowledge

of the other party. On the question as it arises in ac

tions at law, there is in this country a very decided

conflict of authority. Many courts hold that the rule

is sustained in courts of equity only on the ground that

these courts are not bound by the mere force of the

statute as courts of common law are. but only as they

have adopted its principle as expressing their own

rule of applying the doctrine of laches in analogous

cases. They, therefore, make concealed fraud an op

ception on purely equitable principles. On the other

hand, the English courts, and the courts of Connecti

cut. Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and others of great

respectability, hold that the doctrine is equally appli

cable to cases at law. . . The weight of judicial au

thority, as stated, is in favor of applying the rule to

suits at law as well as in equity. This is founded in a

sound and philosophical view of the principles of the

 

IUnited States v. Wilder, 18 Wall. 256 (1871); Spring

v. Gray, 5 Mas. 528 (HBO).

‘Terry u. Anderson, 95 U. S. 632-33 (1877), cases.

' Hall 1:. Law, 102 U. S. 466 (1880). See also Chewet1

v. liioran, 17 F. R. 8£’&2i (1888), cases; Hutcheson u.

Grubbs, 80 Va. 257 (1885). cases.

‘Buckingham v. Ludlum. 37 N. J. E. 1-i7(1S8.‘i); 1'!

F. R. 871.

‘Yancy v. Cothran, 32 F. R. 689 (1887), cases The

courts have enzraftcd this rule on R. S 55057.
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statutes of limitations. They are enacted to prevent.

irauds; to prevent parties from asserting rights after

the lapse of time had destroyed or impaired the evi

dence which would show that such rights never

existed. or had been satisfied. transferred. or extin

guished. if they ever did exist. To hold that by

concealing a fraud. or by committing a fraud in a

manner that it concealed itself until such time as the

party committing it could plead the Statute of limita

tions to protect it. is to make the law which was de

signed to prevent fraud the means by which it is made

successful and secure. And we see no reason why this

principle should not be as applicable to suits tried on

the common-law side of the court's calendar as to

those on the equity side. . . When there has been

no negligence or inches on the part of a plaintiff in

coming to the knowledge of the fraud which is the

foundation of the suit. and when the fraud has been

concealed. or is of such a character as to conceal it

self. the statute does not begin to run until the fraud

is discovered -by. or becomes known to. the party

suing. or those in privity with him.1

The California statute applies to suite in equity as

well as actions at law; and the statute provides all ex

ceptions to the running in ended to be allowed. The

remedy at law being complete. there is no ground for

equitable relief..

The presumption of a statute of limitations extends

only against individuals: their personal interest in

duces vigilance in the enforcement of their claims. It

does not extend against the state. which acts through

numerous agents. having no such incentive to prose

cute her claims. She. therefore. is not embraced in a.

statute. unlem expressly designated or necessarily in

cluded by the nature of the mischiefs to be remedied.‘

See Lacuna; Taurus. Nulium. etc.

The statute runs against a ceatui que trust from the

time he learns that the trustee repudiatcs the trust

and claims tohold the estate as his own;‘ from the

time that the trust is openly disavowed by the trustee

insisting upon an adverse interest which is clearly

made known to the beneficiary.‘

The statute does not begin to run til] the cause of

action is complete and the party capable to sue; but.

once begun. nothing stops the running. In civil mat

ters. part payment. or an explicit acknowledgment

 

I Bailey 1:. Glover, 21 Wall. $1740 @874). cases. Miller.

J. See also United States v. Beebe. 1% U. S. 847 (1888);

Smith 11. Clay. Ambl. 645 (1767): 8 Brown. Ch. '63!)-48.

Ld. Camden; Cholmondeiey v. Clinton. 1 Jac. & W.

138-41 (1820). Puimer. M. R; Gresley v. liionsley. 4 De G.

& .1. '95-96 (1859). cases; Jackson v. liicNabb. 89 Ark.

116 (1882). Eakln. J.; Angeli. Lim. 25.

' Chemical Nat. Bank v. Kissane. 32 F. R. 429 (1887).

Sawyer. J.; Norris v. Haggin. 28 id. 282 (1886).

' Weber 1;. Harbor Commissioners, 18 Wall. 70 (1878);

United States v. Thompson. 98 U. S. 489 (1878); United

States 1:. Nashville. &c. R 00.. 118 id. 125 (1&~“6). cases;

United States 1'. Beebe. 17 F. R. 86. 89-41 (1888). cases:

it? U. S. 34447 2158*). cases.

‘United States 0. Taylor. 104 U. S. 222 (1881). cases;

t Hughes. 312. 817.: 37 N. J. E. 144; 59 Tex. 150. cases.

' Speidel v. Henricl.120 U. S. 886 (1887). cases. Gray. J,

theta claim is still due. will take a case out of the

statute.

A disability to prevent the statute from running

must exist at the time the action accrues; and. after

the statute has once commenced to run. no subse

quent disability will interrupt it.l

A defendant who desires to avail himself of the

statute as a defense must raise the question in plead

ing. on the trial. or before judgment.‘

See further Aocsus. 2; Acxsownxnoassrr. 1; Con

cast. 4; Coorox. Bond; Pavunzcr. Part; Possssmon.

Adverse; Pnomss. New; Rnross; Save; Suns; STAT

crs. English.

Limited. Confined; restricted in durw

tion. extent, or scope: as, a limited — ad

ministration. divorce, fee, jurisdiction, lia

bility, partnership, qq. v. Compare ABSOLUTE.

LINE.‘ 1. Exterior limit; limit ofpossea

sion or ownership; boundary.

If a boundary line runs to or by the line of an ob

ject. such as a. house or a lot. ordinarily the exterior

limit is intended. And the grantor in a deed may use

the word in this sense with respectto the line of a

street. But the general rule is that a grantee takes

only to the middle of a street as a boundary. unless

the deed or the character of the locality indicates a

diflerent intention. It will not ordinarily be presumed

that the grantor intends to reserve a narrow strip of

land. of no special use to him. and of no value. should

the waybe discontinued.‘ See further Awsn; Bonan

ARY; Tnnaso; \Vsnu

2. A connected series, as, of facilities,

means of conveyance, transportation, ' or

transmission.

As. a continuous line. intersecting lines. competing

lines of railroad or telegraph communication. See

CARRIER. Common; Consscrlon. 1 ; Ex-run; Pu-uu.m.;

Tmsonsrn.

3. The connection between persons de

scended from a common ancestor: course of

descent. '

Direct line. Persons immediately dc

scended one from the other. Collateral line.

Persons descended from the same ancestor.

but not from each other.

Paternal line. Descent as traced through

the father. Maternal line. Descent traced

through the mother.

These lines are in turn spoken of as mending. and

descending: proceeding upward. and downward.

Lineal ; lineage. Lineal implies immedi

ate descent. direct course of descent‘ as,

 

‘McDonald v. Ilovey. 110 U. S. 621 (1884). cases: R. S

5 1008.

'Retzer 1:. Wood. 100 U. S. 187 (1888). cases.

' L. linen, thread. string.

‘ Hamlin 1:. Pairpoint Manuf. Co., 141 Mass. as (1856)

cases.

‘ See 2 Bl. Com. Ch. UV.
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lineal— consanguinity, descent, warranty,

qq. 1:. See also Aucnsron; PEDIGREE.

LLNGUA. See MEDIETAB.

LINK. A “link in the chain of evi

dence," a “ link inthe chain of title," a “link

in the record," are common figurative ex

pressions.

Such " links" may often be supplied by presump

tion,| q. o. See also C-sans.

LIQUIDATE.2 To clear ofif, clear up,

clear away.

1. To clear away, to lessen debts, to pay.

To liquidate a balance is, in common par

lance, to pay it.,

2. To determine the amount to be paid: as,

to liquidate a debt, a demand, damages.

Liquids-ted. A debt or demand is liqui

dated when the amount due is agreed upon

by the parties, or is fixed by the operation of

law.‘ Unliquidated. Undetermined, un

ascertained.

I/iquidated account. Has its amount cer

tain and fixed, by act of the parties or opera

tion of law.‘

Liquidated damages. When the amount

thereof is ascertained.‘ See Dan.-.oss, Liqui

dated.

Liquidated debt. Has certainty as to what

is due.6

Liquidated demand. Has the amount as

certained, settled, by agreement or other

wise.7

Liquidating. The member who settles

the aflairs of a partnership, by adjusting

claims and paying debts, is called the “ liqui

dating " partner. See Liquidator.

Liquidation. The act or matter 01' ad

justing claims of indebtedness, or for dam

ages.0

Board of Liquidation. In Louisiana, in 1874, an

agency 01' the State government to carry into efllect a

plan of consolidating its outstanding debt and convert

ing it, with the consent of creditors, into a uniform

bond, with the same rate of interest, and providing

additional security for the payment of the new bonds.’

___—_.__—_-—-—-——-_-——

ISee 2 Whart. Ev. 55 1847, 1354.

' L L. liquidare, to make liquidua, clear.

' [Fletcher '0. United States, 8 Wheat. 862 (18:13),

Ftnry, .1.; Richmond v. irons, 121 U. S. 61 (1887).

‘ Hargroves v. Cooke, 15 Ga. 332 (185-1); 48 Conn. 805.

°Nisbet v. Lawson, 1 Ga. 287 (1816).

' Roberts 1:. Prior, 20 Ga. 562 (18.56).

' Mitchell 1:. Addison, 20 Ga. 53 (1850).

° See Martin v. Kirk, 2 Humph .031 (1841).

Durkee v. Board of Liquidation, 103'U. s. 647(1B&‘.1):

When, after duties have been liquidated, a reiiqui

dation takes place, the date of the latter is the final

liquidation (or purposes of protest.I

Liquidator. One who settles up the

business aifairs of an insolvent— individual,

partnership, or company.

Under the English bankruptcy act of 1860, the cred

itors of an embarrassed n may resolve that hh

aflalrs shall be liquidated by a trustee, with or with

out a committee of inspection. The property of the

debtor thereupon vests in the trustee, who has the

powers of a trustee in bankruptcy. By resolution. at a

general meeting, the creditors may close the liquida

tion and discharge the trustee. See Wow Ur; Bum,

2 (2), National.

LIQUOR. “ Liquors” commonly in

cludes all liquors that are spirituous, vinous,

inferior fermented, and malt.2

Intoxicating liquor. Any kind of

liquor that will intoxicate, whether distilled

or fermented.8

In Massachusetts, any beverage that contains more

than three per centum of alcohol, by volume, at sixty

degrees Fahrenheit.‘

Bpirituous liquor. Distilled liquor. All

spirituous liquor is intoxicating; yet all in

toxicating liquor is not spirituous, as, for

mented liquor.‘

“ Spiritous “ was held to mean “ spirituous “ liquor.‘

Vinous liquor; Liquor made irom the

juice of the grape."

Liquor dealer. Selling an occasional

drink out of a bottle was held not to consti

tute carrying on the business of a retail

liquor dealer.“

Liquor shop. A house where spirituous

liquors are kept and sold.’

Ale. Field to be within the terms of a statute pro

hibiting the sale of “strong or spirituous liquors"

without license." See Cider.

 

Board, &c. 1:. Louisville R. Co., 109 id. 221, 228 (1888);

N. 0. Board, (to. 1:. Hart, 118 id. 140 (1886).

lRoberts0n 11. Downing, 12? U. 8.608 (1888).

|People v. Crilley, 20 Barb. 248-40 (1855); State 0.

Brittain, 89 N. C. 570 (1888).

' State v. Reynolds, 47 Vt. 299 (1875); Commissioners

0. Taylor, 21 N. Y. 173 (1860).

' Mass. Act 23 April, 1880, 191, c. 239, § 5.

' Commonwealth 1:. Grey, 2 Gray, 5012 (1854). See

State v. Haymond, 20 W. Va. 21 (1882), cases; State 0.

Oliver, 26 id. 425-26, 431-83 (1885), cases.

' Commonwealth v. Burke, 15 Gray, 408 (1860).

7 Adler v. State, 55 Ala. 24 (18713); 38 Iowa, 467.

' United States v. Jackson, 1 Hughes, 581 (1875): B 8.

5; am, 3244.

' Wooster v. State, 6 Baxt. 58-1 (1818).

" Nevin v. Ladue, 8 Denio, 48, 487 (18-16;; M) Barb. 246;

105 Mass. 480; 30 Conn. 55-, 88 Ind. 206; 12 lt1o.3:§9; 44

N. H. 611.
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Beer. The courts will take judicial notice that

“ lager beer " is a malt liquor.1

in the absence of evidence to the contrary, beer

will be presumed to be an intoxicating liquor.‘

In section six of the Illinois Dram-shop act, “ intox

icating liquor " means spirituous, malt, or vinous

liquors. Proof, therefore, of a sale of beer (to a

minor) without showing the kind of beer. and whether

malt, vinous, or spirituous, is not suiilcient to sustain

an indictment. There are kinds of beer which are

neither a malt liquor nor intoxicating.‘

When a witness testifies to the sale of beer under

circumstances which make the sale of any intoxicat»

ing liquors unlawful, the prima facie inference is that

the beer was of that quality declared by statute to be

an intoxicating liquor.‘

Whether a particular kind, as, “ Schenck beer," is

intoxicating, may be a question of fact for a jury;

that it contains alcohol may not be conclusive upon

this point.I So as to " hop beer." '

“Strong beer" is within the meaning of the term

" strong or spirituous liquors," in a statute to suppress

i.ntemperance.'

Cider. An averment of the sale of "intoxicating

liquor “ was held sustained by proof of the sale of un

fermented cider.‘

Whether ale and elder. after fermentation, are in

toxicating liquors, is a question for a jury.’ ‘

Neithercider nor crab-cider are included within the

term “ spirituous liquors, wine. ale, porter. beer, or

any drink of like nature.“ "

Gin. The court will take judicial notice that gin is

an intoxicating liquor. H

Pop. Where the charge was selling “intoxicating

liquors," and the proof was a malt liquor of an intoxi

cating quallty called " pop," a conviction was sus

tained."

Rum. This is a spirituous liquor, within a statute

against selling such liquor without first paying a license

mil

Wine. Is a fermented, not a spirituous, liquor.“

Whether " blackberry wine" is a spirituous liquor

was left to a jury to decide."

 

I Watson 0. State, .55 Ala. 158 (1876).

'State v. Teissedre, 80 Kan. 484 (18%): 6111.871; 16

M0. 389; 14 Ohio, 586; Briiiit 1;. State, 58 Wis. 89, 44

(1883): 3 Park. Cr. R. 9; 21 N. Y.173; 63 id. 277; 11 R. I.

592.

' Hansberg 1:. People, 120 Ill. 21, 25 (1886), cases.

' Myers 11. State, 93 ind. 253 (1883), cases: 5 Crim. Law

Hag. 860-63 (1884), cases; Commonwealth v. Magee,

141 Mass. 113' (1886).

' Oommonwealth u. Bios, 116 Mass. 56 (1874).

° State v. 1licCat‘lerty, 68 Me. 228 (1874).

' Excise Commissioners 11. Taylor, 21 N. Y. 178 (1860).

' Commonwealth 1:. Dean, 14 Gray, 99 (1859).

' State v. Biddle, 6-1 N. H. 379 (1874); 69 Me. 138.

" State 1:. Oliver, 26 W. Va. 422, 425, 427' (1885).

" Commonwealth v. Peckham, 2 Gray, 514 (1854).

"Godfriedson 0. People. as m. 284 (1878).

" United States v. Angeli, 11 F. R. 3-1 (1881).

" Caswell v. State, 2 Humph. 402 (18-11); State 1:.

Moore, 6 Blackf. '118 (1839); 19 Conn. 493.

" State v. Lowry. 74 N. C. 121 0876.)
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“Champaigne wine " was held to be a liquor.‘

“ Port wine " is an intoxicating liquor.’

Alcohol and gum-camphor mixed do not constitute

a " spirituous liquor." '

Whatever is generally and popularly known as in

toxicating liquor, such as whiskey, brandy and gin,

is within the prohibitions of the Kansas act of 1&1,

and may be so declared as matter of law by the

courts,-— that act prohibiting the sale of intoxicating

liquors except for medical, scientific. and mechanical

purposes, and providing that no one shall sell for the

excepted purposes withouta druggist's permit from

a probate judge. Whatever is generally and popu

larly known as medicine, an article for the toilet, or

for culinary purposes, recognized, and the formula for

its preparation prescribed, in some standard authority,

and not among the liquors ordinarily used as intoxicab

ing beverages. such as tincture of gentian. paregoric,

bay rum, cologne, essence of lemon. are not within the

statute. and may be so declared as matter of law by

the courts, notwithstanding such articles contain al

cohol and may produce intoxication. But as to arti

cles intermediate between these two classes, articles

not knownto the United States dispensatory or other

standard authority, compounds of intoxicating liq

uors with other ingredients. whether provided for a

single case, or compounded upon a formula and sold

under a specific name, as, bilters, cordials, Ionics,

whether they are within or without the statute, is a

question of fact for the jury alone. The test is this:

if the compound be such that the distinctive character

and et1'ect of intoxicating liquor are gone, that its use

as an intoxicating beverage is practically im ossible,

by reason of the other ingredients. then it not in

cluded within the statute. But if the intoxicating liq

uor remains as a distinctive force and the compound

is reasonably liable to be used as an intoxicating

beverage, then it is within the statute.‘

Any State may prohibit the manufacture and sale

of intoxicating liquors for use as a beverage.‘

At common law, trafiic in intoxicating liquors was

a lawful business. The original of the statutes licens

ing tho traiilc is found in 5 and 6 Edw. VI (1562), c. -.25.‘

In the exercise of the police power, a State may

commit the sale of liquor to any class of persons the

legislature deems peculiarly lit for the duty.’

Under a statute which imposes a fine for selling

liquor to a minor, no conviction can be had if the so

cused exercised reasonable caution, and honestly be

lieved that the purchaser was of age.‘

An injunction will not be granted by a Federal court

I Kizer v. Randieman, 5 Jones L. 4.28 (N. C.. 1558).

‘State v. Packer, 80 N. C. 489 (1879).

' State v. Haymond, 20 W. Va. 13 (1882). _

‘ intoxicating-Liquor Cases, % Kan. 766-68 (1881).

Brewer, J., citing 38 Iowa, 426; 130 Mass. 68; 33 Vt

659. See generally 5 Crim. Law lllag. 860-65 (1551).

cases.

‘In-ohlbitory-Amendment Cases, 24 Kan. 722 (1881).

cases.

‘State v. Hipp. 38 Ohio St. 219 (1882). Oirey, C. J

' Koester v. State, 36 Kan. 82 (1856).

' Kreamer v. State, 106 Ind. 191! (1885), cases: 25 am

Law Reg. 617 (1885); ib. 518-21, cases pro and con

 



LIS

to prevent a State court from enforcing its decree re

straining plaintltl.’ from selling liquors. and abating his

saloon as a nuisance. under State law. after the case

has been removed to the Federal court. The injury

to the plaintifl may be fully compensated at law. in

the event of the removed me being decided in his

favor.‘

A person who knowingly purchases liquor from one

unauthorized to sell it does not aid and abet the

crime.‘

See further Ancoson: Ban. 2; Bmm; Counsncl;

Cuh'DlTlON; Dis-rru.s.s.; Danr; Dauuuaa; Dsnsnsn';

HEALTH; lsourt Oourrrav; irrrzuraarrs; INTOIICATE;

Kane; Mzacnnrr; Moaansz Orr1os. Local; Poucn. 2;

Paivinxos-.. 2; Pnoninrrios. 2; RIPEAL; RETAIL; SA

noos; Tavaau. ,

LIS. A dispute, a controversy; a suit at

law.

Lis alibi pendens. An action pending

olsewhere: a plea that a suit is pending in

another court for the same cause of action.

Not good when the litigation is in a court of foreign

jurisdiction. The rule is modified by courts of equity

and admiralty. which will require a plaintiif who has

a suit elsewhere for the same cause. and with an

equally advantageous remedy. to elect which he will

prosecute.‘

Lis mota. A controversy begun.

A dedaration which is hearsay evidence is receiv

able of a matter of general interest. provided it he

made ante [item motam—bsfore any controversy

arose upon the particular matter. People are not

wholly indiflerent in view of threatened litigation.

The rule was familiar to the Roman law; but in that

law its mofa referred to the commencement of the

action. With us. ii: has its earlier and larger sense of

controversy, strife. Opposed to ante litem motam is

post iitem motam.‘

Lis pendens. A suit in progress: a suit

pending. Pendente lite. While a suit pends;

during the continuance of litigation.

Administration may be granted riendente lite. till

the validity of an alleged will be determined. An al~

lonanee to a wife. as complainant or respondent in

proceedings for a divorce. is alimony pendente lite.

And he who buys realty. in actual litigation in court.

is a purchaser pendente lite. ora holder with notice of

its pendevu. and affected in his title by the result.

A purchase made of property actually in'litigation.

pendente lite. for a valuable consideration. and with

out express or implied notice in point of fact. affects

the purchaser as if he had such notice.‘

The doctrine of Us pendena is that realty. or. to

some extent. personalty. when put in litigation by a

 

I Wagner 1;. Drake. 31 F. R 851 (1887).

‘ State v. Teahan. 50 Conn. 100 (1882): 22 Pick. 476; 2-1

id. 856; contra. 2 Head. 135.

' Lynch \1. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 17 F. R. 628 (18%).

Lowell. J.. citing 22 Ch. Div. 897; 23:21. 225.

‘See 1 (lreenl. Ev. § 181; lWhart. Ev. ii 198. 218; -i

Qmpb. ‘-417; 1 Pet. 887; "'7 Va. 689.

'1 Story. Eq. ill”.
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suit in equity. will. if the suit is prosecuted with rea

sonable diligence. be bound by the final decree. n09

withstanding any intermediate alienation. The doc

trlue is founded on the policy that property which is

specifically sued for shall abide the result of the suit;

for. otherwise. by successive alienatlons. the litigation

might be indefinitely prolonged. It relates only to

changes of ownership. but assumes that the property

itself will remain either identically the same or be at

least traceable into some new form in which it can be

reached. The doctriuc will not be extended without

strict necessity. A bill in equity seeking to recover

the value of wood cut upon realty. the title of which

was held to be in the complainant. cannot be main

tained: it would be in effect, an action of trover and

conversion.I

The doctrine. as generally understood. is not based

upon presumptions of notice. but upon a public policy

imperatively demanded by a necessity which can be

overcome in no other manner.‘

Lia pendcns is said to be general notice to all the

world. ,The doctrine rests upon public policy. rather

than upon notice: the law does not allow parties to

give to others. pending the litigation. rights to prop

erty in dispute so as to prejudice the opposite party.

A Zia. to atlect a person's power of alienation. must be

a Us in which a decree could be entered against him

as to the property. in the earlier cases it was held

that lie pendens was notice to all the world.‘

Among the actions to which the doctrine applies are

suits: to foreclose unrecorded IDOl‘l;_'-lgL'S. and vendors‘

liens. toset aside a decree of partition. to enforce the

specific performance of a contract for the sale of

realty. to enforce a charge against realty whatever

the form of the action. Actions in the nature of cred

itors‘ bills have been considered as giving notice to

subsequent purchasers of the particular property in

controversy.‘

The rule does not apply to negotiable securities

purchased before maturity. And the considerations

which exclude the operation of the rule apply whether

they were created during the suit or before its com

mencement. and to controversies as to their origin or

transfer.‘

He who lntenneddles with property in litigation

does so at his peril. and is as conclusively bound by

the results of the litigation. whatever they be. as if he

had been a party from the outset.‘

A lie pendcm. duly prosecuted. and not conclusive.

is notice to a purchaser so as to bind his interest by

the decree; and the {is pendens begins from the serv

ice of the subpcena after the bill is died. This is no

more than the adoption of a rule in a real action at

I Gardner 0. Peckham. 18 R I. 108-104 (1880). Dui-1..-.

C. J.. citing Bellamy t‘. Sabine. 1 De G. & J. ‘.566 (16.37;

1 l'rceman. Judg. § 191. cases.

‘ Dovey‘s Appeal. 9? Pa. 160 (1851). Paxson. J.; 1 D00.

& 1580; 2Rand. 93.

‘ Smith v. Kimball. 80 Kan. 485 (1887). cases.

‘County of Warren 11. Marcy. 97 U. S. 105-7 (1877).

cases. Bradley. J.; County of Cassv. Glllett.100 id. ED

(1879).

' Tilton v. Cofield. 98 U. B. 108 (1876). c-.l~_.~s. Swayno.

Justice.
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common law, where, if the defendant aliens alter the

pendency of the writ, the judgment will overreach

such alienation. The rule may sometimes operate

with hnrdship, especially where the notice is construct

ive, as in many cases, but general convenience re

qniresit.1

Litis contestatio. A statement in de

nial; a defense: as, a general answer of de

nial; in admiralty, a joinder of general

issue.2 -

Litis dominus. See Domrms.

Litis magister. He who controlsa suit.‘

LIST. 1. A catalogue, roll, or statement,

more or less orderly in arrangement, of

names, causes, issues, etc.‘ Compare CAL

ENDAB, 2; lllsnonannuu.

Argument list. Consists of causes for

argument on issues of law. See ARGUMENT.

Call list. See CALL

Civil list. (1) A statement of civil causes.

Criminal list. A list of criminal cases.

(2) The civil oflicers of a government; also,

appropriations to support such ofiicers; in

England, the expenses oi’ the sovereign'e

household.‘ -

Jury list. A calendar of the jurors

summoned, or in attendance upon a court.

Trial list. A calendar of causes ready

for trial by jury.

See also Lnonfs Lwr; 8nnscn.n>non.

2. A schedule of the polls and ratable es

tate of the inhabitants upon which taxes are

to be assessed.‘

The same as “grand list" A list that represents

real estate may answer the requirement of a statute.‘

Listed. Said of the persons or property

so noted or enumerated.

Lister. The person whose business is to

prepare such formal statements.

Compare Ez~'r.is'rnnu-r; Ixvznrdav; Racism

LITEBA. L. Letter; written character.

Literaz. Letters, writings, documents.

Qui hseret in litera, hseret in cortice.

He who clings to the letter, sticks in the

bark. He who regards the more words of

 

‘Hurray v. Ballou, 1 Johns. Ch. 576-80 (1815), cases,

Kent, Ch. See generally -1 Cent. Law J. 27-29 (1877),

cases; 26 id. 411-17 (1858). cases; 14 Am. Dec. 774; 1

Story, Eq. 55 405-7; 8 Para Contr. 282.

‘ See 3 B1. Corn. 296; Story, Eq. Pl. 587].

'37 N. J. E. 397.

‘See Homer 1:. Cilluy, 14 N. H. 100 (1843); Williams v.

Bempstead County, 89 Ark. 179 (1882).

‘ See 1 Bl. Com. 332.

' Wilson 1:. Wheeler, 55 Vt. 452 (1882). Royce, J.

an instrument cannot arrive at its meaning.1

See CONSTRUCTION.

LITERAL. According to the words,

language, or exact terms: as, a literal con

struction of a document, a literal perform

ance of a contract. See LITERA; OBLl'1‘E.RA

TION.

LITERARY. Applied to property, ro

fers tothe right an author has in his own

composition, so that no. other person, with

out his leave, may publish or make profit of

the copies: the production of an original

work by the exertion of the rational powers.2

See Corrmom; Occuraxcr.

In statutes exempting property devoted to

literary purposes from taxation, “literary”

has no fixed legal signification, but is to be

taken in its ordinary meaning. “Literary

institutions” are those in which the positive

sciences are taught, or persons eminent for

learning associate for purposes connected

with theinprofessions. It is not then, prop

erly used, descriptive of a school for the in

struction of youth.‘

Literary associations. See ASSOCIA

TION.

LITHOGRAPH. See Corvmonr; Nos

CITUR.

LITIGATEJ To carry on or defend I

suit, at law or in equity.

Litigant. A party to a lawsuit,—- usually

an active party.

Litigation. A contest in a court of jus

tice; a judicial proceeding. See INTEREST, 1,

Rei publicm, etc.; LIS, Pendens.

Litigious. '1. Subject to judicial recog

nition. 2. Too ready to gotolaw; over-fond

of lawsuits.

Once, a thing which created lidgation.

LITIS. See LIS.

LITTER. SeePAR'1'U$.

LITTORAL.‘ Belonging to the shore:

riparian.‘

 

'2 Bl. Com. 879; 118 U. S. 5'38; 8 How. ‘Z55; 59 Iowa,

183; 2Ga. "L52; N Pick. 557; 38 N. YA33; 74 id. 339; TI

Pa. 241, 488: 74 id. 201; Sedgw. Const. Laws. 253.

' [2 Bl. Com. 405; Woolsey v. Judd,-1 Due-r,879 (1855);

2 Kent, 306-15; Keene v. Whcatley, 9 Am. Law Reg. 44

(1500); 17 Cent. Law J. $68-71 (1868), cases.

' Council of Indianapolis 1:. McLean. 8 lnd. 8820866);

Kendrick v. Fsrquhar, 8 Ohio, 197 (1887)

' L. lie, dispute; agere, to carry on.

' L. litus, the seashore.

° 17 How. 426: 7 Cush. 94; 8 Kent. 42'].
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'LIVE. 1, 0. In a devise of "the farm on

which F. now lives," held equivalent to sub

sist, obtain a livelihood, rather than to dwell

or reside.l ' ,

A child on ventre will take under a devise to the

testator‘s children " living “ at his death.’

Occasional acts of intercourse will not constitute

" living together." Seeanunmr; Consnrr; Don1ou.;

Rnsms. \ '

9, adj. \Vithin a duty law, “live animals "

was held to include singing birds.’

But “live stock " was held not to include fowls.‘ See

Srocs. 1: Tent.

LIVIL‘RY.ll Delivery; tradition.

The act or the form by which possession of

land was formerly given or received.

Livery in chivalry. When the heir

male at twenty-one, or an heir-female at six

teen, sued out a delivery of his or her lands

from the guardian.‘

Livery of seisin. Pure feudal investi

ture, or delivery of corporal possession of

land or of a tenement.’

Was absolutely necessary to complete a donation;

the last act by which a feoflment was perfected. it

preserved the testimony of the grant in the comm unity.

it was necessary to the grant of an estate of freehold

in a corporeal hereditament; impossible in the case of

an incorporeal hereditament; and not essential to a

lease for years or other chattel interest. Hence, a

freehold could not be made to commence in fnfurn,

the actual manual tradition of the land being want

ing. Livery in deed. Livery actually made on the

land, before witnesses. Livery in law. Livery made

in sight of the land. Both were succeeded by delivery

in writing.’

Land granted by livery of seisiu, without defining

he quantity of the estate, was treated as a life-estate.

Where there was a delivery of possession, without de

lining the term, there arose only a tenancy at will.‘

See further DELlVh‘.ll-Y, 1.

LIVEBY-STABLE. A Ace where

horses are groomed, fed, and hired, and

where vehicles are let.’

Livery-stable keeper. One whose busi

ness is to keep horses for hire, or to let, keep,

feed, or board, horses for others."

A livery-man is bound to keep safe horses, or fully

 

l Kendall v. Miller, 47 How. Pr. 449 (1874).

IPicot v. Armistead, 2lred. Eq. 280 (1842)

' Reicho u. Sxnythe, 7 Blatch. 235 (1870).

‘The Matilda Lewis, 5 Blatch. 522 (1867).

' F. liurée. a thing delivered, a delivery.

' [2 Bi. Com. 68.

' [2 Bl. Com. 818-16; 2 Utah, 45.

' Eflinger 1). Lewis, $2 Pa. 370 (1859).

' Williams v. Garignes, 30 La. An. 1035 (1878).

"Revenue Act,13 Juiy,1S6fi,§lJ: 14 St. L116.

disclose the character of the horse to the driver at the

time of letting him.‘

A person who hires a public hack and gives the

driver directions as to the place to which he wishes to

be conveyed, but exercises no other control over him.

is not responsible for his negligence, nor prevented

from recovering from a railroad company for injuries

suffered from a collision of its train with the hack,

caused by the negligence of both the managers of the

train and the driver.’

See BAILIENT; Coxnrrios; NVISANCE.

LIVELIHOOD. See BUSINESS; E1idZPLOY~

MENT; TRADE; Smxnnn.

LIVING. See LIFE; Lws, 1.

LLOYD’S. An association in London

whose members underwrite each other's ma~

rine policies.

Named from Lloyd's coflee-house, the resort of sea

faring men and those who did business with them, in

the times of William the Third and Anne -1600-1700.

Lloyd's lists. Accounts of the arrivals,

departures, casualties. and losses to ships.

L1oyd’s bonds. Sealed acknowledgments

of debt by a borrowing company, with cove

nants for payment.‘

LOAD. , Compare LADEN.

Of a wagon, does not include the weight of any part

of the vehicle, nor the weight of the driver.‘ See CAB.

Loading ofl’ shore prohibited. These words,

in a policy of marine insurance, are capable of being

construed by the court without the aid of extrinsic

evidence. In the absence 'of such evidence, they may

be held to prohibit loading while the vessel lies at

anchor away from the shore, and not to forbid loading

at a bridge pier.‘

LOADED. Charged, and ignitible.

Plugging the touch-hole may destroy a wenpon's

use as a “loaded “ fire-arm. So. too. may the re

moval of the flint or the priming from a blunderbuss.'

A box containing powder and detonators, arranged

 

I Huntoon u. Trumbull, 12 F. R. 844 (1880).

|Little v. Hackett, 116 U. S. 866, 871 (1880), cases,

Field, J.; criticising Thorogood 0. Bryan, 8 C. B. 115

(18-17). The last case was expressly overruled in The

Bcrniua, 12 P. D. 58-99 (1887). cases. See cases col

lected. Noyes v. Town of Boscawen, Sup. Ct. i\'. H., 27

Am. Law Reg. 118 (19%); ib. 129-32: 85 Alb. Law J.

8'26, 330 (1887), cases; St. Clair Street Ry. Co. 1:. Eadie,

48 Ohio St. 95-96 (i8&'>), cases; 21 Am. Law Reg. 710-16

(1885), cases.

' See 2 Steph. Com. 129,108, 11.; Am. Mar. Lns.,4 ed.,

135; 1 Lindley, Partn. 284; L. R., 2 Ex. 215; 4 Ch. Ap.

746; 11 M. & W. 116; 5 C. 8: P. 482; 2 Bing. 241; 8.) Law

Times, 538, 551; 45 Fortn. Rev. 528.

' Howe v. Castleton, 25 Vt. 167 (1858).

‘Johnson 0. Northwestern Nat. ins. Co., 89 Wis. 87,

90 (1875).

‘Rex v. Harris, 24 E. C. L. 254 (1881); Reg. v. Lewis,

38 id. 277 (1840); Rex 0:. Carr, 1 Russ. & Ry. 8'17 (1819);

Reg. v. Gamble, 10 Cox. 0. C. 645 (18671.
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to ignite on opening, is not a loaded weapon.‘ See

further Wasros.

LOAN.2 1. Referring to a chattel, a bail

ment without reward; also, the thing itself

so bailed.

Loan for consumption. Contemplates

a return of the article in kind: strictly, a

barter or an exchange.‘ Compare MUTUUM.

See Laoacr.

Loan for use. A bailment of goods to

be used by the bailee temporarily, or for a

certain time, without reward.‘ See BAIL

MENT; Hmmo.

2. (1) Referring to money, never implies a

return of the identical coin or notes; yet the

idea of a reward for the use is not excluded.

The delivery by one party, the lender, to,

and the receipt by, another party, the bor

rower, of a given sum of money, upon an

agreement. express or implied, to repay the

sum with or without interest.‘

(2) The advance upon a note discounted,

without reference to its character as business

or accommodation paper.‘

See Discouirr; Ixrsarsr, 2 (8); Usmw.

Loan association, or society.

BUILDING, Association.

Loan certificate. During times of flnancisl panic.

in New York City, and perhaps elsewhere, what are

known as " loan certificates “ are issued by the clear

ing-house to the associated banks, to the amount of

seventy-live per centum of the value of the collaterals

deposited by the borrowing banks with the loan com

mittee of the clearing-house.

LOBBY." 1. The part of a hall of legis

lation not appropriated to ofiicial use.

2. The persons who occupy such space on

business concerning proposed legislation.

Lobbying. Seeking to influence the vote

of a member of the legislature by bribery,

promise of reward, intimidation, or other

dishonest means.‘

Lobby services. Services rendered in pro

curing the passage or defeat of a bill pend

See

 

1 Rex v. hiountiord, 82 E. C. L. 598 (1885).

1 A. S. lam, a lending.

IStory. Bailm. $439; 8 Mas. 478; B N. Y. 438; 4 Ohio

st. ‘J3.

‘ Story, Bailm. ii 6, 21932 Kent, 573; 20 Barb. 348; 10

Ga. 25; 7 Pet. 109.

‘(Payne 1:. Gardiner, N N. Y. 167 (1864), Mullin, J.

See also 17 N. J. L. 206; 18 Barb. 75.

' Nat. Bank of Gloversville v. Johnson, 104 U. S. 277

(1881), Matthews, J.

' 1.. L. labia. portico, gallery: G. loube. arbor, bower.

' Coast. California, Art. IV, sec. 35.

ing before a legislative body, by persons who

influence individual legislators in private.

Lobbying is a felony, by the constitutions of Cali

fornia and Georgia. By the constitutions of several

States. any person may be compelled to testify in any

investigation or proceeding to establish lobbying, but

his testimony cannot be used against him, except to

prove perjury.l

A contract to take charge of aclaim before Con

gross and prosecute it as agent and attorney for the

claimant, is void as against public policy. Such con

tract is distinct from one for purely professional serv

ices asan attorney, within which are included: draft

ing a petition which sets forth the claim, attending to

the taking of testimony. collecting facts, preparing

arguments. and submitting them to a committee or

other authority, with other services of like character

intended to reach only the understanding 0! the per

sons sought to be influenced.‘

LOCAL. See Locus.

Relating to a place: belonging to a partic

ular district; confined to a limited region.

Opposed to general, personal, transitory,

qq. v.

As, local or a local —- act, action, allegiance,

commerce, court, custom, government, law,

legislation, option, statute, venue, qq. v.

The local character of an improvement may depend

upon the special benefit which will result to the prop

erty adjoining or near the locality in which the im

provement is made.‘

LOCALITY. See PLACE, 1.

LOCATE. See Locus; PERMANENT.

1. To ascertain the place where a thing be

longs: as, to locate a call in a. survey.

Locative. Referring to a physical object

by which the boundary of land may be iden

tifiedfi See CALL, 2 (2).

2. Said of a building: to erect, put up; not,

necessarily, to complete.‘

8. To sel t the line upon which a road or

way is to b constructed. Whence relocate.

The ordinary meaning oi‘ the words “to locate " a

way is “ to ascertain and determine the place of " the

way, and in this sense they might well be used in con

nection with the technical words “ to lay out." '

In statutes relating to ways, “ location " sometimes

 

I1 Stimson, Am. Stat. Law, 5 153.

' Trist 1:. Child, 21 Wall. 441, 449-60 (1874), cases,

Swayne, J.; Oscanyan 0. Winchester Arms Co., 108

1'1. s. 225 (1880).

‘State 1:. District Court of Ramsey County, 33 Minn.

807 (1885); 22 id. 507.

4 See Johnson v. Pannel, 2 Wheat. 211 (1817); McDow

ell v. Peyton, 10 id. 463 (1825); 3 Bibh, 414.

I Waldron 1:. Marcier, & I11. 550 (1876); Moulo \

Plank Road Co., 6 How. Pr. 39, 40 (1351).

' Foster 0. Park Commissioners, 188 Mm 882 (1887),

Field. J.
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means the land included within the limits of the way

as laid out, and sometimes is synonymous with “ lay

ing out "—esinblishlng a new highway.I See Asm

oos,l; Earns»; Rnnnnnn; Tnss. 8.

Locator. (1) He who places, that is,

bails, athing with another for a compensa

tion.‘ See Loclmo.

(2) One who locates, or is entitled to locate,

land. See 4. infra.

The claim ofa “ locator," in Kentucky, is for a por

tion of the land in compensation for his services.’

4. To appropriate land as a mining claim.

See Mmmo, Claim.

LOCATIO. L. A placing: letting out

for hire. See Locus.

Writers who follow the civil law have divided con

tracts of hiring into: 1. Lomtio rei, the hiring of a

thing, personalty or realty. 2. Locatio operiefaciendi.

hiring for work to be done or care to be bestowed. To

which class belong: the undertakings of a mechanic,

artisan, tailor, of a warehouseman, wharflnger. quasi

sgister. postmaster. 8. Localio opera‘: mercium ce

hemlarum. a hiring of the labor of carrying goods.

To this class belong: a private carrier, with or without

pay: a common carrier of goods——express. freight.

transfer, packet companies; quasicarriers —- telegraph

companies, innkeepers. This class also embraces com

mon carriers of passengers! See Bunussr.

LOCK. See NAVIGATION.

LOCK-OUT. See STRIKE, 2.

LOCK-UP. A lock-up house: a place for

the temporary confinement of law-breakers.

See PRISON.

LOCO. See Locus.

LOCOMOTIVE. See BWYCLE: Ran.

BOLD.

LdCUM. See LOCUS.

LOCUS. L. Place: locality, territory,

jurisdiction; stead, situation; space, room,

period; opportunity. Compare SlTUs.

L000 parentis. In the situation of a par

ent.

Predicated of a person who assumes the parental

character. or discharges the parental duties. See fur

ther Pnasss.

Locum tenens. Holding the place: a

representative. See ACTIVE.

Locus contractus. The place of con

tract; where a contract is made or is to be

performed. See further LEX, Loci.

Locus criminis. The place of crime:

where a crime was perpetrated.

1 Foster 0. Park Commissioners, 138 Mass 332,829

(1%; 11? id. 416; 6 Brudw.179.

'Hollingswort.h v. Barbour, 4 Pet. 473 (1880).

'2 Kent, 556; Jones, Bnilm. 35; 2 Fans. Contr. 121,180,

M.

Locus delicti. The place of wrong:

where an offense was committed. See DE

ucrun. \

Locus in quo. The place in which:

where an alleged thing was done, as, a tres

pass committed; or, where land in dispute

lies—the place in question.

"The locus in qua was not a legally establishes

street.“ 1 See Aum: Vrzw.

Locus‘ pcenitentiw. Place for repent

ance: an interval or opportunity in which to

reconsider and withdraw, as, from a proposed

contract, or from unlawful action.

Thus, the law sflords a person an opportunity to

withdraw from any illegal contract before it has been

executed;' to recall a bid made at a sale of realty

before his name has been written down; to decide not

to complete a gift; for a return to a deserted wife or

husband within a prescribed period; to go on and per

form a contract, after a declarution made not to be

bound by it; ' to abandon any criminal intention. See

Dsucrul, ln puri. etc.

Locus rcgit actum. The place governs

the act: the law of the locality regulates the

thing to be done.‘ See LEX, Loci.

LOOIIB rei sitw. The place of the situa

tion of a thing. See Ls Loci.

Locus sigilli. Place of the seal, q. v.

Locus standi. Place for standing: right

to be heard.-" ‘

LODE. See VEIN.

LODGE. 1, v. (1) To make, prefer: as ,to

lodges complaint or information.

12) To deposit with; to file with, as, for

transcribing.

A deed sent to a county clerk for record, unaccom

panied with the fee, and, therefore, pigeon-holed by

him. is not “lodged “ with him so as to be notice to l

subsequent creditor of the vendor.‘ See Frur.

2, n. A fraternity or brotherhood. See

Assocuvnon; Cums.

LODG-ER. One who occupies hired

apartments in another’s house; a tenant of

part of another’s house.‘I See DISTRESS.

In the present state of the decisions, it is not possi

ble to frame a definition which will accurately distin

guish between a boarder, a guest, and a lodger.' See

Bonanza; Gcssr; lsxnsxrna; Itssinn.-cos.

'4 \‘.'a.ll. 194; 2111.42; 109 U. S. 2.

*2 \\'all.154; 4 id.5l8; 12 111.856; 117 U. S.-502; ’-'2 Pa

213.

' 8 Biss. 16.

'18 Blatch. 164; 91 U. S. 406.

' 93 U. S. 277.

' Dickerson v. Bowers, 42 N. J. E. 290 (1886).

' Ullman v. State, l Tex. Ap. 2'22 (1578): l3urrill‘s Law

Dictv

'Seel6A1n.066;9Plck. H0; UBarb.460; i'1‘ex.Ap
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LOG. See MILE.

Log-book. Vessels makingdorelgn voyages, or

of the burden oi’ seventy-five tens or more, from an

Atlantic to a Pacific port, or vice versa, must have an

oflicial log-hook.I

The entries shall be of matters occurring during the

voyage, such as oilfenses by the crew, punishments in

flicted, any case of illness. injury, death, birth. mar

riage, discharges of seamen. For neglect of this duty

the master is punishable by fine.‘

LOGIC. See EVIDENCE; Pnssnmo; Pan

SUMPTION; REASON. ‘

LOG-ROLLING. Embracing in one

bill distinct matters, none of which, perhaps,

could singly obtain the assent of the legisla

ture, and procuring its passage by a combi

nation of the minorities in favor of the

separate measures.‘ See TITLE, Of act.

LOGS. The stems or trunks of trees cut

into convenient lengths for the purpose of

being afterward manufactured into lumber

of various kinds.

_ So held in a statute creating a lien in favor of per

sons who furnish supplies to men engaged in taking

logs out of the forest.‘

A person using a public stream by floating logs is

not responsible at common law to s riparian proprie

tor for damages occasioned by the stranding of logs

upon his land, it the driver has used reasonable eflort

to retain the logs within the stream.‘

LONDON. See Cusron; Fsnm Sons;

FLEET; Gszsrrn; Rscir.

LONG. See Accourrr, 2; Lassa

LONGEVITY. See TABLE, 4.

LOOKOUT. A person, upon board a

vessel, stationed in a favorable position to

see and near enough to the heimsman to

communicate with him, and exclusively em

ployed in watching the movements of other

vessels.‘

LOOM. See Hsmnoom; FIXTURE.

LOOSE. See ANIMAL; Ar Lanes; Es

TRAY. '

 

%0; 12 Mod. $5; L. R., 6 C. P. 82?; 8 Q. B. D. 195: 9 id.

245; 13 id. 79; 51 L. T. R. 124; 80 liioak, 19; Wood,

Land]. At '1‘. 177.

' B. S. i 4290.

‘R. :1. iii 4291-92. SeelWhart.Ev.‘6-18, cases; 1

Green]. Ev. i 495, cases. -

' [Walker 1:. Griflith, 60 All. 809 (1877), liiunnlng, J.;

M Kan. 840.

‘Kollock v. Parcher, 52 Wis. 898 (1881), Taylor, J.

See 40 Me. 145.

LORD

 

LORD.' 1. A feudal superior; one of

whom an estate was held.

He was a lord paramount or a lord paravail.

Liege lord was contradistinguished from “liege man."

Landlord was originally used in this sense. See Farm.

2. In England, a title of nobility, belong

ing, strictly. to the degree oi’ a baron, but

applied to the whole peerage.I

Lords spiritual. A constituent part of

parliament, being two archbishops and

twenty-four bishops.2

Lords temporal. All the peers of the

realm, by whatever title distinguished, and

forming another constituent part of parlia

ment.2

House of lords. The branch of parliament

consisting of the lords spiritual and the lords

temporal. See PARLIAMENT.

8. A title bestowed upon persons occupy

ing certain high ofiices.

Lord advocate. The principal prosecut

ing ofiic-‘er employed on behalf of the crown.

See Aovocns.

Lord chancellor. The presiding judge

in the court 01' chancery. See CHANGED

LOR, 1.

Lord commissioner. A person charged

with the Execution of any high public oifice

put into commission.

In lieu of the lord treasurer and the lord high ad

miral of former times, there are now the lords com

missioners oi.’ the treasury, and the lords commissioners

of the admiralty; there are also lords commission

ers of the great seal. etc.

Lord justices. 1. Persons appointed to

administer government temporarily during

an emergency. 2. Two judges appointed,

under an act 01' 1851, to assist the lord

chancellor in hearing appeals.ii

Lord lieutenant. 1. The principal ofi‘i

cer of a county. 2. The representative of the

crown in Ireland.‘

Lord mayor. The chief oificer of the

corporation of London.

Lord mayor’s court. The highest court of

record, of law and equity, within the city of

London.‘

Lord treasurer. An oflieer who had

charge of the royal revenues.

 

l[1 Bi. 00m. 396.

' [1 Bl. Com. 155-67.

I 2 Steph. Com. 477; 8 id. 881.

' Carter 0. Thurston, 58 N. H. 104, 107 (1877), cases.

' Genesee Chief v. Fitzhugh, 12 How. 462 (1851), Tansy,

C. J. See also Reed 1:. Steamboat New-Haven, 18

How. Pr. 485 (1869).

'1 Bl. Com. 412; 4 id. 9')‘ '

‘See 8 Bl. Com. 81.
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His functions are now vestedln the lords commie

flonem of the treasury.I

LORD, YEAR OF, See Yssn.

Lord’s day. See Sunmv.

LOSS. 1. Privation; injury; damage.

Bee Dunes; Dmaom.

A community of profits implies a community of

losses: losses are, ins sense, nothing more than a

diminution of profits.1

2. Damage to or the entire destruction of

an insured subject by a contemplated peril.

Actual loss. Where there is a real de~

struction of the subject. Constructive

loss, or constructive total loss. When

the injury is so great that the insured may

abandon the remnant to the insurer.

Partial loss. When the subject is dam

aged but not destroyed. Total loss. When

the subject is wholly destroyed.

Total loss. The total destruction of the

thing insured; also, such damage to the

thing, though it may remain in specie, as

renders it of little or no value to the owner.‘

Actual total loss. When the subject in

sured wholly perishes, or its recovery is ren

dered irretrievably hopeless.‘

it is not necessary to ‘a total loss that there be an

absolute extinction or destruction of the thing insured,

so that nothing can be delivered. A oestruction in

lpecie, so that while some of its component elements

or parts may remain, the thing which was insured, in

the character or description by which it was insured,

is destroyed, La 0 total loss.‘

_ As applicable to a building. means, not that its

materials were utterly destroyed, but that the build—

lug. though part of it remains standing, has lost its

identity and specific character as a building, and. in

stead, has become a broken mass, or cannot longer

properly be designated as a. building. Absolute ex

tinction is not meant. “Wholly destroyed" may be

an equivalent expression.‘

As long as a vessel exists in specie in the hands of

the owner, although she may require repairs greater

than her value, a case of “ utter loss," within the

meaning of a bottomry and respondentis bond, does not

arise and she continues subject to the hypothecation.'

 

1 See 3 Bl. Com. 38, 45, 58.

I Priest u. Chouteau. i2 Mo. Ap. 256 0&2).

' [Livermore u. Newburyport Mar. Ins. Co., 1 Mass.

‘S79 (1804), Sedgwlck. J.

' Burt v. Brewers‘, &c. Ins. Co., 9 Huh, 884 (1876);

Burrill‘s Law Dict.

‘Great Western ins. Co. v. Fogarty, 19 Wall. 640,643

(1873), cases, Miller, J.

'{Oshkosh Packing, &c. Co. v. Mercantile Ins. Co.,

I1 1''. R. 204 (1887), Dyer, J.; May, Ins. 5 421a, cases; 1

Wood, ins. 5 107, cases.

' Delaware Mut. Safety ins. Co. v. Gomier, 90 U. B.

645, 668 (1877). cases. Clifford. J.

" Freight" may be lost in the sense that by reason

of the perils insured against the ship has been pre

vented from earning freight; and, also, in the sen»

that it is lost to the owner, after it has been earned,

by some circumstance unconnected with the contract

between the assured and the underwriters on the

freight.‘

See Avmuon; Isnnusrrv; Isswnaxcnz Occun.

Proofof loss. A written and sworn state

ment, made to an insurance company by the

beneficiary, of the fact of a loss.

In fire insurance, analogous to the " protest “ in

marine insurance. The time when the loss occurred,

the cause of it, the value of the property, the name of

the owner, incnmbrnnces, and like facts, are usually

required to be furnished.

Waiver of "preliminary proof of loss" by an in

surer may be proved indirectly by circumstances, as

well as by direct proof; and so also may authority in

an agent to make the waiver be proved.‘

Preliminary proof of a death is not required, when

the insurer. on being notified thereof, denies his lia

bility and declares that the insurance will not be paid.‘

LOST. 1. The finder of lost property has

a valid claim against all persons but the true

owner. See further FIND, 1. I

2. The contents of any written instrument

lost, or destroyed, may be proved by compe

tent evidence. Judicial records and all other

kinds of documents of a kindred nature are

within the rule.‘ '

If a note has been destroyed by fire. it may be said

to be “ lost." '

if a bill of exchange or a promissory note. indorsed

in blank and payable to bearer, be lost or stolen. and

be purchased in good faith without knowledge of want

of ownership in the vendor, the holder's title is good.‘

The rule is otherwise as to a bill of lading, q. n.

A lost will may be established by evidence, as in

the case of a lost deed, all persons interested being

first made parties. The declarations of the testator

may be shown, as well to establish its contents as to

show the lmprobability of its destruction by him. The

burden is on the party alleging that a will existed. to

prove its execution and contents by strong, positive,

and convincing evidence!

Although a will is required to be attested by two

witnesses, a lost will may be established by the testi

 

I Scottish Mar. ins. Co. v. Turner, 20 E. L. & E. 48

(1853), Ld. Thuro.

1 Home Ins. Co. v. Baltimore Warehouse Co., 93!]. B.

546 (1876); 86 Md. 102.

I Knickerbocker Life Ins. Co. v. Pendleton, 112 U. 8.

709 (1885), cases.

‘ Burton v. Driggo, 20 Wall. 134 (1873), cases‘ 18 How.

246; ll Wall. 672. ’

' llicGreg0ry v. McGregory, 107 Mass. M8 (1871).

lS‘~lu~iw v. North Pennsylvania R. Co., 101 U. S. B“

(1879), Strong, J See Adams I). Edmunds, 156 Vt. I6!

(1888).

' Southworth v. Adams, ll Bin 260 (i982). rznws.
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mony of a single witness; and probate may be granted

to the extent to which the provisions are proved.I

When an abstract or summary of a lost or destroyed

record, deed. deposition, will. or other instrument is

oifered as the best evidence obtainable. the witness

must be suiliciently acquainted with the original. and

the court he satisfied that the original is non~produ

cible. and evidence if produced. The loss may be in

ferentially proved, or admitted. A probable custodian

must be inquired of. and search in the proper place

be proved — the decree of search being proportioned

to the importance of the_ document.I

The maker of paper which has become lost is lis

ble tqthe owner. after notice of the loss. if he redeems

the paper without requiring the holder to establish his

title. The holder should be required to furnish in

demnity against other claimants.‘ See Dsrosr-r, Cer

Mflcate of; Evrnnscs. Secondary; Paorsar.

LOT. 1. Any appeal or resort to chance

for determining a result or for deciding a

question. SeeGs1us, 2; LOTTERY.

A verdict arrived at by drawing lots will be set

aside.‘

2. Allotment; share; parcel.

Used of land. does not imply anything as to the size

of the parcel.‘

In a homestead law. held not synonymous with

“tract “ or " parcel.“ but to mean a city, town or vil

lage lot. according to the official survey.‘

Under a devise of the “house and lot in which I

now reside." the devisee will take the lot which the

testamr, prior to the date 01' his will, had separated

from other lands. “ Lot “ generally describes a small

parcel of land.'

Iwlots lie within the boundary of s town or city; out

lots lie outside such boundary.

See DEDICATION. 1; Fmw. 1; MAP; Srnsn.

LOTO. See GAME, 2.

I.|O'.[‘TERY.U Has no technical meaninm

A result of the accepted definitions is: where

a pecuniary consideration is paid, and it is

determined by lot or chance, according to

some scheme held out to the public, what

and how much he who pays the money is to

have for it.’

 

'Skeggs v. Horton.82 A1a.,85i. 856 (1886). cases; Sug

den v. Lord St. Leonards. 1 L. R. P. D. 151. 217 (1876).

'1 Whart. Ev. 5; 129-51. cases; 1 Greenl. Ev. 5 558.

cases. As to lost wills. see also 81 Alb. Law J. 8115-67,

885-89 (1885). cases; 29 Cent. Law J. 29 (1886). cases.

' Bainbridge 1:. Louisville. 83 Ky. $9413 (1885). cases;

Cobb v. Tlrrell. 141 Mass. 46 (1886).

‘Goodman u. Cody.1 Wash. T. 829 (1871); s. 0. 84

Am. R 808, note.

' Edwards 1:. Derrickson. 28 N. J. L. 44 (1859).

' Wilson v. Proctor. 28 Minn. 17 (1861).

' Phillipsburgh 1!. Brush. 87 N. J. E. 456 (18%).

' A. S. hlot. share. lot.

' Hull 1:. Buggies. 56 N. Y. 424.427 (1874). Folger. J..

quoting Parley. C. J.. in State v. Clarke. 83 N. H. 835

(1856). Approved. Wilkinson 1:. Gill. 74 N. Y.“ (1878).

640 LOTTERY

 

A scheme for the distribution of prizes by

chance.I

A distribution of prizes — something valu

able — by chance or lot. a valuable considera

tion being given for the chance to draw the

prize.2

The decision of s question by lot is not a lottery.

The term in criminal law refers to something in which

there are supposed prizes and blanks. The disposal

of any species of property by any of the schemes or

games of chance popularly regarded as innocent

comes within the terms of the law.I

Decided to be lotteries have been: a "gift-exhi

bition;"' a "gift-sale" of boolr.s;' “prize-candy "

business; ' “ prize-concerts; " ' “ prize-tickets “ to in

duce subscriptions to a newspaper; ’ raflles at fairs; '

drawing works of art; ' “ playing policy.“ "

Lottery-ticket dealer. Any person. association.

firm. or corporation. who makes. sells. or oflers to sell.

lottery tickets. or fractional parts thereof. or any

token. certificate. or device, representing. or intending

to represent. a lottery ticket, or any fractional part

thereof. or any policy of numbers in any lottery. or

who manages any lottery, or prepares schemes of lot

teries. or superintends the drawing of any lottery."

State lottery. A lottery licensed and

regulated by legislative enactment— for the

service of the state, or of individuals. Pri

vate lottery. A lottery instituted or man

aged for the benefit of one or more private

persons, an association or a society.

Lottery schemes. which were formerly very com

mon." are now generally proscribed. Statute of 10 and

 

Church. C. J.; People v. Noelke. (M id. 141 (1883): Penal

Code. i 823; State v. Willis. 78 Me. 79 (1886). Peters, C. J.

‘ Commodwealth v. Msnderfleld 8 Phila. 459 (1870);

State v. Lovell. 89 N. J. L. 461 (1877); Randle v. State,

(2 Tex. 585 (1875).

' United States v. Olney, 1 Deady, 464 (1868), Deady.

J.; 1 Abb. U. S. 275. Seealso 80 F. R 501; 40 111. 467;

59 id. 160; 94 Ind. 426; 78 M0. 650; 16 Nev.14:!; 89 N. C.

678: ii Oreg. 291; 41 Tax. 297.

' Wooden v. Shortwell. 82 N. J. L. 470 (1852); State U.

Shorts, 82 id. 298 (1868); Thomas 0. People. 59 I11. 160

(1871); Chavannah v. State. 49 Ala. 306 (1873); Buckalew

v. State. 62 id. 3840878); Rothrock v. Perkinson. 61

Ind. 89 (1878); Kohn v. Koehlcr. 21 Hun. 466 (1880).

4 State 0. Clarke. 88 N. H. 329. 834 (1856).

‘Hull 1;. Rhggles. as N. Y. 424 (1874); Holoman 0.

State. 2 Tex. Ap. 610 (1977).

I Commonwealth v. Thacker. 9'1‘ Mass. 588 (1867);

Negley u. Devlin. 12 Abb. Pr. 210 (1872); State 1:. Over

ton, 16 Nov. 186 (1881).

' State 0. Mumford. 78 M0. 647. 650 (1881).

' Commonwealth v. Manderfleld. 8 Phila. 459 (1870).

' Governors of Almshouse v. American Art Union. 7

N. Y. 25. 240 (1852).

" Wilkinson 0. Gill. 74 N. Y. 63 (1875).

" Revenue Act,18 July. 1866,‘ 9: 14 St L. 116v

" Governors of Aimshouse v. American Art Union. 1

N. Y. $711852); 2 fdchinster, Hist Poop. U. S. 2.
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11 Will. 111 (1699), c. 17, prohibited them as public

nuisances; nnd statute of 6 and 7 \"ill. IV (1886), c. 66,

forbade advertising foreign lotteries.l Simila.r stat~

utes exist here; where also, circulars concerning lot

teries are not mallable matter.‘ '

The effect of Rev. St. 5 8894, prohibiting the mailing

of lottery circulars, etc., is to make any matter con

cerning lotteries unmailabie, and to subject the sender

tothe penalty therein provided. When a city, to in

duce people to buy its bonds, holds out prizes to be

drawn by chance, the mailing of circulars concerning

such drawings is a mailing of lottery circulars within

that section.‘

A mere license to draw a lottery, not inseparable

from the essential functions of a corporation, not

acted on, and under which no rights have been vested,

may be repealed by a succceding legislature.‘

Lotteries are a malum prohibitum. They are I

species of gambling, and wrong in their influences.

They disturb the checks and balances of a wcl1~ordered

community. The right to suppress them is govern

mental, exercisable in discretion. Any one who ac

cepts a lottery charter does so with the implied under

standing that the people, through their proper agency,

may resume it whenever the public good requires it.

All that one can get by such a charter is a suspension

of certain governmental rights in his favor, subject to

wizhdrawal at will. He has a license to enjoy the

privilege on the terms named for the specified time,

unless it be abrogated by the sovereign power. It is a

permit, good as against existing laws, but subject to

future legislation and constitutional control or with

drawnl.‘ See Decor; Potter, 2.

A grant in the constitution of a State of the privi

lege of establishing a lottery, to a corporation, is not

subject to repeal by the legislature.‘

No other form of gambling operates so extensively

in its dealings, or demoralizes so many people it is

this extensive reach, and not merely its speculative

purposes, that makes lottery-gambling so dangerous.’

LOUISIANA. The territory of Louisi

ana was ceded by Spain to France, October 1,

1800, and by France to the United States,

April 30, 1803.‘

The State is governed by the civil law; the first

body of which, called the “Digest," and adopted in

1808, was in substance the same as the Code Napoleon,

with modifications from the Spanish law. Revised

'4 Bl. Com. 168; 1 O. B. 974.

'Act12 July, 1876: R. S. 58894; ib. $8 3851, 8929, 4041;

0 Bias. 429; 14 Blatch. 245; 1 F. R. 417, 428.

' United States v. Zeisler, 30 F. R. 499 (1887).

‘ Louisiana State Lottery Co. v. Fitzpatrick, 3 Woods,

22, 248 (1879). .

‘ Stone v. Mississippi, 101 U. S. &21(1870), Waite, C. J,;

Phalen v. Virginia, 8 How. 168 (1850); State 0. Wood.

ward, 89 Ind. 114 (1883); People v. Noelke, 94 N. Y,

142-48 (15%); K0111! 11. Koehler, 21 Hun, -170-71 (1880);

Justice 11. Commonwealth, 81 Va. 214 (18%).

‘New Orleans 0. Houston, 119 U. S. 265 (1886).

'People 0. Rally, 50 Mich. 858 (1888).

‘See at length Slidell v. Grancljean, 111 U. B.M

(1884).

 

and enlarged to suit statutory changes, since 1825 the

Digest has been known as the “Civil Code." Punish

ment for crimes is prescribed by reference to their

names; for the definitions, the common law of Eng

land is resorted to. The code presents the leading

principles of evidence; for application, recourse is

bad to treaties. The lez mercatoria, as an independ

ent system of law, is recognized. The English law as

to realty has never been received. In other respect,

the law of the State may bc said to be like the laws 0!

the other States.l See LIQUIDATION, Board of.

LOVE. See CONSIDERATION, 2.

LOW-WATER. See WATER.

LOYALTY. See ALLEGIANCE; Tnnssos.

LUCID INTERVAL. A period of men

tal clearness enjoyed by an insane person,

during which he is capable of performing an

act which will be binding in law.

Not a restoration to reason, but a restoration so far

as to be able, beyond doubt, to comprehend and do the

act, with such reason, memory, and judgment as to

make it a legal act.‘

An act done in a lucid interval by one who has been»

found to be a lunatic is binding on him, but the proof

of the lucid interval must be clear.I

The expression once meant respite, intermission.

cessation, relaxation.‘ See LUNAT10.

LUCRATIVE. Refers to an oflice to

which there is attached a compensation for

services rendered.‘

LUCRUM. L. Gain, profit, advantage,

benefit.

Lucri cause. For the sake of gain.

A civil-law expression, corresponding to animus

furandi in the common law. Describes the intention

with which personalty is taken in theft -_ the felonious

intention to profit by the act of conversion. But ro

spectable modern authorities hold that it is suflicient

if the taking be fraudulent, with an intent to deprive

the owner of his property; as, a taking for the pur

pose of destroying.‘

LUGGAGE. May consist of any articles

intended for the use of a. passenger while

traveling 01‘ for his personal equipment.7

“ Baggage “ and "luggage ” mean the same thing.

The latter term prevails in England. See further

Bsocsos.

 

‘ See 2 Bouvier‘s Law Diet. 130.

‘ Frazer v. Frazer, 2 Del. Ch. 268 (1801), Harrington,

Ch. See 8 Brown, Ch. 234. 443; 20. & P. 415; 1 Redf.

Wills, 68, 108-18, cases.

' Re Gangwere’s Estate, 14 Pa. 417, 428 (1850).

‘ See Trench, Glossary, 114-15.

' State 1:. Kirk, 44 1nd. 406 (1873), Downey, C. J.; 85 (4

111; 8 Blackf. 829.

' -4 Bl. Com. 212; umm saw v. Durkee, 1 man

201-5 (1866), cases; Hamilton v. State, 85 Min. 210

(1858); Keely v. State, 14 ind. 86 (1859); Williams v.

State, 112 Ala. 413 (1875); 2 Blah. Cr. L. $843.

' Caliiornia Civil Code, sec. 2181; 70 Cal. in

(41)
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LUMBER. Timber sawed or split for i

use in building. Material essential for build- ,

ing any kind of a house ordinarily used for

business or by families.l See 'I‘1l[BE1?-. ;

LUNACY. See LUNATIC.

LUNAR. See Moms.

.LUl\TA'I'I('J.2 One who has had under

standing, but by disease, grief, or other acci

dent, has lost the use of his reason. One

that has “lucid intervals,” ‘ q. o.

A person who sometimes has understand

ing and sometimes not.4

In the Revised Statutes, and in any act or resolu

tion of Congress passed since February 25, 1875, "in

sane person “ and " lunatic “Jnciudes every idiot, mm

oompos, lunatic, and insane person.‘

Lunacy. Insanity; in particular, ac

quired as opposed to congenital insanity.6

Commission of lunacy. Authority in

writing, from a court, to inquire into the

mental condition of a person alleged to be of

unsound mind; an inquisition de lunatico in

quirendo.1

A lunatic has nothing which the law recognizes as a

mind: has no mental conclusions; cannot discern be

tween right and wrong; can assent to nothing. He is

not capable, therefore, to make a will, a contract, or

to commit a crime; and is incapable, also, to avoid a

contract.‘

While a person of unsound mind remains a minor,

an ordinary guardian is all the custodian of either his

person or estate that is necessary; and an act done by

such guardian in relation to his estate is as valid as if

done by a committee appointed to take charge of him

and his estate, as a person of unsound mind.‘

By the common law, a lunatic must make compen

sation to persons injured by his acts, although, being

incapable of criminal intent, he cannot be indicted

and punished."

See Coinm'rr.r., 1; lssuurr; Sruurin.

LUST. See LEWD.

LUXURY. See Sumrruanr.

 

 

I Ward 1:. Kadel, 88 Ark. 18) (1881), Ealdn, J.

' L. iuna, the moon: moon-struck.

' [1 Bl. Com. 803.

' Re Barker, '2 Johns. Ch. '238 (1816), Kent, Oh.

' R. S. 5 1.

' See 1 Redf. Wills, 82-68; 1 Bland, Ch. 886.

'1 Bi. Corn. 804; 8 121.427.

' Dexter 0. Hall, 15 Wall. 20-21(1872), cases, Strong, J.

'h11ncklyn v. Sprague, 121 U. 8. 215, $29 (1887): 2

Ves. Sr. 408.

" lliorain u. Devlin, 182 Mesa 88 (1882), Gray, C, J.,,

citing 2 East, 92,104; 17 Vt. 499; 32 Md.581‘, 4 Ban, M;

B Wend. 898$-4; 231owa,848; TH Pa. 412; 9 Mass. 2%; 9

Gray, 86. As to jurisdiction over the estates of insane

persons, see 21 Am. Law Rev. 1-18 (1887). On the in

nacy laws of England, see 1 Law Q. Rev. 150 (1886).
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LYING. See LIE.

Lying at wharf. Floating in the space

‘ of water called the dock.I

Lying in grant. Refers to the means ot

transfer of an incorporeal hereditament, q. 11.

Lying in wait. In ambush, to kill an

other person.

lmplies waiting, watching, secrecy; evidences that

deiiberadon which marks murder in the first degree.’

But is not synonymous with “ concealed.“ '

LYNCH LAW. The action of private

individuals, organized bodies of men, or dis

orderly mobs, who, without legal authority,

punish by hanging, or otherwise, real or sus

pected criminals, without trial according to

the forms of law.

American lexicographers refer the origin of the

term to the practice, in the seventeenth century, of a

Virginia farmer named Lynch. Others trace it to the

act of one Lynch. mayor and warden of Galway, Ire

land, in 1498, who “hanged his own son out of the

window for defrauding and killing strangers. without

martial or common law." Others, again, trace it to

the Anglo-Saxon, linch, to heat with a club. to chas~

tise.‘

During the war of independence, one Lynch was

president judge of the county court of Pitt-sylvania,

Virginia. The court in that State for the trial of tel

onles sat at Williamsburg. two hundred miles distant.

Horse thieves, who had established posts. from far

north, through Virginia, into North Carolina, were fre

quently arrested and remanded to Wiliiamsburg for

trial. Not only was the attendance of witnesses, at

that distance, rendered uncertain, but when they did

appear they were sure to be confronted by false wit

nesses for the outlaws. Moreover, the difliculty of con

veying the accused to Wllliamsburg was increased,and

the sitting of the court made uncertain, by the presence

of the British under Cornwallis. Accordingly, the jus

tices of the county court of Pittsylvania assembled,

and Judge Lynch proposed that, since for Pittsylvania

the court at Williamsburg had practically ceased to

exist, and, in consequence, heinous crimes went un

punished, the court over which he presided should try

all felonies committed in _the county: that is to say,

the place of trial was to be changed by mere resolu

tion. The plan was adopted, with good results: the

thieves were disbanded, many being hanged, which

was the lawful pcnnlty. This change of forum was

against the words of the law, but. justifled, Lynch and

others held, by the circumstances.‘

Whatever excuse may exist for the execution of

lynch law in savage or sparsely settled districts, in

order to oppose the rufilnn elements which the ordi

 

l Dewees v. Adger, 2 McCord, 106 (1822).

I399 Riley 1;. State, 9 Humph. 651 (1849); State 0

Abbott, 8 W. Va. 769 (1875); 2 Va. 438; 1 Leigh, 508

' People 0. Miles. 55 Cal. 207 (18%).

‘ [E1icy. Britannica

' See 18 Harper's Magazine,M (IW).
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nary administration of law is powerless to control, it

certainly has no excuse in a community where the

laws are duly and regularly administered.I

M.

M. 1. A person convicted of manslaugh

ter, in England, was, in former times,

branded with an “ M" on the left thumb.

2. Treasury notes issued under the act of

Congress of October 12, 1838, had an M printed

on the face to signify that they bore interest

at the rate of one mill per centu.m.2

8. The initial letter of other words often

abbreviated: as, Mary (queen), master,

maxims, mileage, mortgage.

M. D. Middle district. See D, 2.

M. L. Mechanic's lien. See LIEN.

M. R. Master of rolls. See ROLL, 2 (2).

M. T. Michaelmas term. See Tam/1,4.

MACADAMIEZE. See PAVE.

MACHIN'E.' In the law of patents, in

cludes every mechanical device, or combina

tion of mechanical powers and. devices, to

perform some function and produce a cer

tain efiect or result.‘

A concrete thing, consisting of parts or of

certain devices and combination of devices.

The principle 01‘ a machine is “its mode of

operation," or that peculiar combination of

devices which distinguishes it from other

machines. A mere principle or idea cannot

constitute a machine.‘

Patentable inventions pertaining to machines are:

1. Entire machines; as, a car tor a railroad, a sevn

ing-machine. 2. Separate devices of a machine; as,

the coulter of a plow, the driver ofa reaping-machine.

8. New devices of a. machine in combination with old

elements, all embraced in one claim, or with separate

claims (or what is new, together with a claim for the

new combination of all the elements. 4. Devices or

elements of 5 machine in combination, all being old.‘

/ All that the law requires of an inventor of a machine

is that he shall describe the manner of constructing
 

1 Earp. Wall. 107 U. S. 275 (1882), Bradley, J. Wall, ll]

attorney-atlaw, was disbarred by the Circuit Court

for the Southern District of Florida for advising in n

case 01' lynching, and sought reinstatement by a man

damul from the Supreme Court.

' United States v. Hardymun, 18 Pet. 175 (1839).

' 1'‘. machine: Gk. méchané’, a device.

4 Corning v. Burden, 15 How. 267 (1353), Grier, J.

' Burr v. Duryee, 1 Wall. 57011868), Grier, J.

' Sanford v. Merrimsc Hat Co., 4 Cliff. 405 (1876),

(‘II\‘i'Ord, J. And see Georgia Pacific R. Co. 0. Brooks,

Sup, Ct. Ala. (1888); also Union Sugar Refinery v.

liatthiessen, 2 Fish. P. 0. 606(1&6).

and using it in such full, clear, and exact terms as will

enable any one skilled in the art to which it pertains

to make and use the machine; and that he shall ex

plain the principle thereof, and the best mode in

which he contemplated applying that principle, so as

todistinguish it from other inventions. Under these

provisions. it has been held that s. patentee is not gen

erally limited to the literal import of his description

of his invention, but that, in construction. he may

make such modifications of it as do not involve a do

parture from its principle or a material change in its

mode of operation.‘ See Eqnrvuxnr, B; lilons, 0!

operation; Parssr, 2; Pnocsss, 2.

Machinery. Means somewhat more than

machine. Includes whatever is necessary

to the working of a machine; as, dies used

in manufacturing tinware, the saw in a saw

mill, the pipes of a gas company.2

\Vhcn cars, though used at times, and at other times

detached. are formed into a train, to which propelling

force is imparted by means of a locomotive, the entire

train constitutes machinery connected with or used in

the particular business.I

In determining whether machinery becomes a flxt

ure, regard must be had to the object. and to the st

iect and mode, oi.’ annexation.‘ See Fixrnna.

An employee who knows that machinery which he

is operating is so defective as to be dangerous, protests

against further use of it, receives no assurance that

the defect will be remedied, but continues to use it,

voluntarily assumes the incidental risks.l See Naom

oases.

MADE. See MAKE. ,

MAGISTER. L. Master, ruler,

Magister litis. He who controls a suit.‘

Magister navis. He who governs a ves

sel.’ .

Magistor societatis. The manager of a

partnership; a managing partner or agent.‘

IlY[A(:‘rI[STlRATE.9 A governor, ruler,

officer. Correlative, the people.
 

IGrier 1:. Castle, 17 F. R. 624 (1888), Mcliennan, J.

See Winans v. Dcnmcad, 111 How. 842 (1853); Gill v.

Wells, 22 Wall. 24 (1574); Stevens v. Pritchard, 4 Ciifl.

418 (1876).

' Seavey o. Central Ins. Co., 111 Mass. 541 (1878);

Pierce 1:. George, 108 id. 78 (1871); State v. Avery, 44

Vt. 629 (1872); Commonwealth 0. Lowell Gas Light Co.,

12 Allen, 78 (1860): Buchanan v. Exchange Fire ins. Co.,

61 N. Y. 26, 88 (1874).

' Georgia Pacific R Co. v. Brooks, Sup. Ct. Ala.

(1888).

‘Pierce 1:. George, 108 Mass 78, 81 (1871): 11 Am. B.

814-17, cases; Ottumwa Woolen liiill Co. v. Iiawley, 44

Iowa, 60-64 (1876), cases: 21 Am. B. i‘2iHi2, cases.

‘Galveston, &c. R Co. 1:. Drew, 69 Te; 10 (1888);

Whart Neg. 231, 859, cases.

'87 N. J. E. 897.

' Story, Ag. '86.

I Story, Part-n. i 96.

' L. magiater, q. v.
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Supreme magistrate. One in whom

the sovereign power of the state resides.

Subordinate magistrate. Derives his au

thority from, and is accountable to, the for

mer, and acts in an inferior, secondary

sphere.I

Of the former are Parliament and the king; of the

latter, sheriffs, coroners, justices of the peace, con

stables, surveyors of highways, ovcrseers of the poor.‘

The President is the chief magistrate of the nation;

the governors are the chief magistrates oi the States.

‘ It is difiieult te fix a definite meaning to the word

“ magistrate,“ a generic term importing a public oili

cer, exercising a public authority. A consul at a for

sign port is a magistrate.‘

A person clothed with power as a public civil oflicer.

. . The appellation is not confined to justices of the

peace, and other persons ejusdem generis, who exer

cise genernl judicial powers; but it includes others,

whose main duties are strictly executive.'

Magisterial. Belonging or pertaining to

the oflice or duties of a magistrate.

Magistracy. The oflice or position of a

magistrate, or of all governmental officers as

a body or class.

Magistrate’s court. In Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, a court, not of record, for

police and civil cases, with jurisdiction not

exceeding one hundred dollars.

The constitution of 1874 established one such court

for every thirty thousand inhabitants. The term of

ofiflce is flve years. The magistrates are elected on a

general ticket by the voters at large; and they are

compensated by a fixed salary paid by the county.

No increase of civil jurisdiction is allowable; and no

political duties may be conferred upon them.‘

MAGNA CHARTA. The Great Charter:

the principal guaranty of English liberties,

obtained June 19, 1215, from King John.

With some alterations, confirmed in parlia

ment by Henry III, his son.

By 25 Edw. I (1298), allowed as part of the common

law; and copies were to be read twice a year in the

churches.

Contained few new grants — was declaratory of the

grounds upon which the fundamental law rested.

Itedressed grievances incident to feudal tenures, and

removed some forms of oppression by the crown.‘

Copies are preserved in the British Museum. The

original was in Latin; in the statute-book it is printed

in Latin and English in parallel columns. It consisted

of thirty-seven chapters or distinct statutes. The first

dlapter confirms the pro-Norman liberties; the nu

 

I 1 Bl. Com. 146, 888.

' Scanlan 1:. Wright, 18 Pick. B28 (1888), Shaw, 0. J.

‘Gordon v. Hobart, 2 Sumn. 404—6(lo36), Story, J.,

after quoting Blackstone. supra.

‘ Coast. Penn., Art. V, sec. 12.

'SeeiBLOom.l27-28; iHd.liB,'l7; 8{d,,88; (um
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enth chiefly concerns dower, and quarantine; the

eighth relates to the collection of crown debts, their

priority, sureties, etc.; the ninth perpetuates the

right of self-government in London, and certain bor

oughs; the tenth provides that the court of common

pleas should be held in some fixed place; the four

teenth forbids excessive fines; the twenty-nintlt pro

vides that life, liberty, and property shall be forfeited

only by judgment of the subject's peers or by the law

of the land, and that justice and rightare not to be

sold, denied, or deferred; the thirtieth directs that

foreign merchants shall be treated as English men

chants are treated while abroad; the thirty-strih re

latcs to gifts to religious houses; the ilu'rly-seventh

recites that the charter was bought of the crown with

a fifteenth of the movable property, in consideration

whereof the king, for himself and his heirs, cove

nanted not to infringe the liberties specified.

Many of its provisions have been modified by later

legislation; and many are preserved in the bills of

rights or constitutions of the States.

The concessions of Magna Charta were wrung from

the king as guaranties against the oppressions and

usurpations of his prerogatives. . . The actual and

practical security for English liberty against legislative

tyranny was the power of a free public opinion repre

sented by the Commons.‘

The words of Magna Charts stood for very difienent

things at the time of the separation of the American

colonies ‘from what they originally represented. .

it is more consonant to the true philosophy of our his

torlcal legal institutions to say that the spirit of per

sonal liberty and individual right, which they embodied,

was preserved and developed by a progressive growth

and wise adaptation to new circumstances and situa

tions of the forms and processes found fit to give, from

time to time, new expression and greater eflect to

modern ideas of self-government.I

MAE.’ 1. A small piece of money; rent.

Extant in black-mail, q. v.

2. A bag, valise, or portmanteau, used in

the conveyance of letters, papers, packets,

etc., by any person acting under the author

ity of the postmaster-general, from one post

ofiice to another.‘

Each bag so used is a mail, of which there may be

several in the same vehicle; as, the way-mail, the

general, the letter, or the newspaper mail.I

In its original signification, a wallet, sack,

budget, trunk or bag; and in connection

with the post-ofiice, the carriage of letters,

whether applied to the bag into which they

are put, the vehicle by which they are trans

ported, or any other means employed for their

carriage and delivery by public authority.‘
 

l Hurtado v. California, li0 U. S. 581, 5:29, 530 (1854).

Matthews, J.

'1. F. maile, bit of money. 2. F. malie, a trunk.

' United States 1:. Wilson. Baldw. 105 G830), Bald

win. J .

' Wynen v. Schappert, 6 Daly, W (1878), Daly,O.3.
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The term came into use referring to the valise which

posliilions or carriers had behind them and in which

they carried letters, at an early period. After the

establishment of post-oflices, post-routes, and post

chases, it became, as it is now, a general word to ex

press the carriage and delivery of letters by public

authority l

In an entry of having posted notice of dishonor,

" mailed " implies that the postage was prepaid.’

Mail matter. Letters, packets, etc., re

ceived for transmission, and to be transmit

ted. by post to the person to whom directed.‘

Mailable; non-mailable. Refer to mat

ter which may, or may not, be sent through

the mails.

liiailable matter shall be divided into four classes:

1. Written matter—letters, postal cards, and all mat

n-rs wholly or partly in writing, except as otherwise

provided. 2. Periodical publications—all newspapers

and other periodical publications which are issued at

slated intervals, and as frequently as four times a

_\ em‘, and are within the conditions described. 8. His

cellaneous printed matter—hooks, transient news

papers, and periodicals, circulars, and other matter

it-holly in print, proof-sheets, corrected proof-sheets,

and manuscript copy accompanying the same. 4. Mer

chnndise—all matter not embraced in the foregoing

classes, which is not in form or nature liable to destroy,

deface, or otherwise damage the contents of the mail

bag, or harm the postal employee, and is above the

weight of four pounds for each package, except in the

case of single books, and documents published or cir

culated by order of Congress, or ofliclal matter ema

nating from any department of the government or

from the Smithsonian Institution, or which is not de

clared non-mailable by act of July 12, 1e76, or matter

appertaining to lotteries, gift concerts, or fraudulent

schemes or devices,‘ Also non-mailable are: obscene

books, scurrilous and disloyal letters; which matter

shall be held subject to the order of the postmaster

gr-neral.'

An act approved January 20, 18% (25 St. L. 1)I

amending the act of March 3, 1879, 5; 2!, 28 (1 Sup R. 8.

p, ~07), provides, That mailable matter of the second

class shall contain no writing, print, or sign thereon or

therein in addition to the original print, except as

herein provided, to wit: the name and address of the

person to whom the matter shall be sent. index figures

of subscription book either printed or written, the

printed title of the publication and the place of its

publication, the printed or written name and address

without addition of advertisement of the publisher or

, sender, or both, and written or printed words or tig

 

lWynen o. Schappert, ante.

' ‘National Butchers‘, &c. Bank 1:. De Groot, 48 N. Y.

Supr. 844 (1878). See also Blake v. Hamburg-Bremen

Fire ins. Co., 6’? Tex. 163 (1886).

lUnited States v. Rapp, 80 F. R. 8!) (1387), Ne“.

man, J.

' Act 8 lllarch,18?1l: 1 Sup. R. 8. pp 451-46.

‘Act 8 June, 1872: R. S. I 3803; Act 3 1llurch,1879,

lI1:1Bup. R. 8. p. Gd.
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ures, or both. indicating the date on which the sub

scription to such matter will end, the correction of

any typographical error, a mark, except by written or

printed words, to designate a work or passage to

which it is desired to call attention; the words “sam

ple copy " when the matter is sent as such, the words

“ marked copy “ when the matter contains a marked

item or article; and publishers or news agents may in

close in their publications, bills, receipts, and orders

for subscriptions thereto, but the same shall be in such

form as to convey no other information than the

name, place of publication, subscription price of the

publication to which they refer and the subscription

due thereon. Upon matter of the third class or upon

the wrapper or envelope inclosing the same or the tag

or label attached thereto the sender may write his own

name, occupation, and residence or business address,

preceded by the word “ from," and may make mark:

other than by written or printed words to call atten

ticn to any word or pmage in the text, and may cor

rect any typographical errors. There may be placed

upon the blank leaves or cover of any book or printed

matter of the third class a simple manuscript dedica

tion or inscription not of the nature of a personal cor

respondence. Upon the wrapper or envelope of third

class matter or the tag or label attached theréto may

be printed any matter mailable as third class, but

there must be left on the address side a space sulfi

cient for a legible address and necessary stamps.

With a package of fourth-class matter prepaid at the

proper rnte for that class, the sender may inclose any

mailable third-class matter, and may write upon the

wrapper or cover thereof, or tag or label accompany

ing the same, his name, occupation, residence or busi

ness address, preceded by the word " from," and any

marks, numbers, names, or letters for purpose of de

scription, or may print thereon the same, and any

printed matter not in the nature of a personal cor

respondcnco, but there must be left on the address

side or face of the package a space sufllcient for a

legible address and the necessary stamps. In all

cases directions for transmitting, delivery, forwarding,

or return shall be deemed part of the address; and

the postmaster-general shall prescribe suitable regula

tions for carrying thissection into effect.

Sec. 2. That matter of the second, third, or fourth

class containing any writing or printing in addition to.

the original matter other than as authorized in the

preceding section shall not be admitted to the mails, nor

delivered, except upon payment of postage for matter

of the first class, deducting therefrom any amount

which may have been prepaid by stamps aflixed, unless

by direction of the postmaster-general such postage

shall be remitted; and any person who shall knowingly

conceal or inclose any matter 0! a higher class in that

of a lower class, and deposit or cause the same to be

deposited for conveyance by mail, at a less rate than

would be charged for both such higher and lower class

matter, shall for every such oilense be liable to a

penalty of ten dollars.

Letter postage was reduced to two cents per half

ounce or fraction thereof by act of lllarch 8, 1383.I

 

I See 22 St. L. 455. As to rates on other classes. see

Act 9 June, 1884 (second class): ‘28 St L 40; Act I
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Mail-route; mail service. See P051‘

OFFICE; ROUTE.

See also Aocsssanr; FRANK; lsnscsrrr; Lwrrnn, 8;

Onsosnn; Onsrnucr. 2: OFFER, 1.

MAIMJ 1. To commit mayhem, q. 1:.

Although both at common law and under our pres

ent more liberal practice. it is necessary, in charging

the offense of mniming, or mayhem, to set forth what

member of the body was actually injured or do

nroyed, yet under a charge of assault with intent to

msim or wound, it has never been necessary to do

more than to allege the intent in the words of the stat

ute, without setting forth particularly the manner in

which the,lnjury was to be inflicted.‘

2. Referring to a domestic animal, implies

inflicting some permanent injury upon it.

“ Disflguring " is a lower grade of the same 0flense.'

See Wousn.

MAIN. 1, adj. Eng. Great, hi.gl1:as,

the main sea, q. v.

2, n. F. A hand.

En owel main. In equal hand. See

OWELTY.

Ouster 1e main.

Bee Ousrsn.

See liismsa; liilusoa; liiunrmwoa; MAINPBIZR;

Manrrmsz liinmnn; liionnum.

MAINEB. See MAIN, 2.

When a libel is produced written by a man's own

hand, and the author is not known, he is " taken in the

mainer,“ and that throws the burden of proof upon

him.‘

MAINOR. A thing stolen, in the hands

of the thief.

At common law, when a thief was taken " with the

mainour," that is, with the thing stolen in manu, in

his hand, he might be brought into court. arraigned

and tried without indictment. “ Mainour " also desig

nated the article itself which was stolen.‘

The practice was abolished in the reign of Edward

the Third.‘

MAINPERNOR.‘ A surety that a de

fendant would appear and answer all charges.

" Bail “ are sureties for a. specified matter, expressly

Itipulated. They may imprison or surrender at any

time: whereas, " mainpernors" can do neither.‘

Mlainprize. The writ or proceeding by which a

defendant was committed to msinpernors.'

Take out of the hand.

 

March. 1879 lsecond, third. fourth classes): 1 Sup. R. 8.

L55: also. R. S. 55 3896-3918.

I F. mehaing. abatement of strength from hurt;

mutilation.

‘ Ridenour 1*. State, 88 Ohio St. 278 (1882),

‘State v. Harris, 11 Iowa. 415 (1860); Regina 1:. Bul

lock. 11 Cox. Cr. C. 127 (1868).

' Rex 0. Bears, 1 Ld. Ray. 417 (1698).

‘4 Bl. Corn. 817?: 8 id. 71.

‘F. main. hand; pernor, taker.

MAINTAIN.‘

preserve.

To maintain a partition fence isto keep it in repair,

and, if destroyed, to rebuild it.‘

A building is not maintained, but a nuisance may

be, by prosecuting it in the building.‘

To maintain a railrbad implies no power to change

the location after construction.‘

It is difficult to define what are “ works of mainio

nance “ toward a railway. " Maintenance " is a very

large term, and useful or reasonable smeliorations am

not excluded. You may maintain by keeping in the

same state, or by keeping the same state and improv

ing the state, always bearing in mind that it must be

maintenance as distinguished from alteration of pur

pose.‘

See Psonisrrios, 1. _

2. In pleading, to support what has already

been brought into existence.‘

8. To assist in, to promote. See Mainte

nance, 1.

4. To provide for the support of a person.

See Maintenance, 2.

Maintenance. Support; preservation,

continuance. Has two special applications:

1. An unlawful taking in hand, or uphold

ing of quarrels or sides, to the disturbance

'or hinderance of common right.’

An ofiicious intermeddling in asuit that

no way belongs to one, by maintaining or as

sisting either party, with money or other

wise, to prosecute or defend it.‘I ,

Assisting another person in a lawsuit, with

out having any privity or concern in the

subject.‘

The intermeddling of a stranger in a suit

for the purpose of stirring up and continuing

the litiga.tion.1°

.‘i1aintainor. One chargeable with main

tenance.

At common law, maintenance is an offense against

public justice: it keeps alive strife and contention,

and perverts the remedial process of the law into an

1. To keep up, sustain,

 

I F. maintcnir: L. manu icnerc, to hold by the hand.

to uphold.

' Rhodes v. Mummery. 48 ind. 218 (1874).

I Commonwealth v. Kimball, 105' Mass. 467 (1870),

cases. See also State v. Main, 31 Conn. 674 (1868).

‘ liioorhead 1:. Little Miami R Co., 17 Ohio. 840, 858

(1848).

‘Sevenoaks. &c. R. Co. v. London, &c. R. Co., L R.

11 Ch. D. 625 (1879), Jessei, M. R.

‘Moon 1;. Durden, 2 Excheq. '30 (1848); mm

&C. R. Co. v. Godman. 104 Ind. 492 (1885).

' Coke, Litt. 368 b; 51 Me. 63.

‘4 Bl. Com. 185: 44 N. H. 308; WWII. 233.

‘ Wickham v. Conklin, 8 Johns. '228 (1811).

'8 Bl. Com. 128v 1‘ 2 Pars. Contr. 766: 35 Vt. 69.
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engine of oppression. “ Champerty " and " barratry "

are species.‘

But a master may maintain, that is, abet and assist,

his servant, and a parent uphold his child, in a law

suit.’

The ancient English doctrine respecting mainte

nance has found little favor here.‘ See Cnsurann.

2. Provision for the sustenance of a per

s0n—a minor, wife, widow, parent.

Separate maintenance. An allowance

made for a wife by her husband.

If a husband, without just cause, deserts his wife,

leaving her without adequate means of support, a

court of equity will compel him to provide a reason

able amount for her.‘ See Nnonssum:s.

MAIZE. See Gnsm. _

MAJESTY. See Pnssoosm.

MAJOR; MAJUS. L. The greater;

opposed to minus, the lesser, the less.

Major in se continet minus. The

greater comprises the less within itself.

Omne majua continet in se minus. The

greater includes the less. Omne majus tra

hit ad se minus. The greater draws the less

to itself—the accessory follows its princi

pal.‘ See Gasman; MAJORITY.

Major via. The stronger agency. See

V1s, Major. '

MAJ'ORI‘I'Y.° 1. The civil condition of

one who is of the full age of twenty-one

years.7 Opposed, minority. See AGE;

Wnsx. _

2. The greater number or portion; more

than half of all electors, votes or voters. Op

posed, minority. Compare PLURALITY.

A director of a school board who does not vote is

not virtually Bl)5l.‘l‘l ‘ he is viewed as not voting at all

or else as voting tor the candidate who hasthe mi

nority.'

A majority cannot arbitrarily deprive the minority

of opportunity to deliberate, and, if possible, convince

their fellows.‘ See Hoses, 2.

'4 Bl. Corn. 135

'1. Bl. Com. 429, 4:0.

' Roberts 1:. Cooper, 20 How. 488 (1867). See 8 Cow.

H7; 18 How. 507; 54 Ala. 66; 40 Conn. 570; 8 Han.

(Del.)fl)8; 57 Ga. 263; 11 Mass. 549; 5 Pick. 859; 2 Mo.

Ap. 4; 11 Humph 56; 10 Helsk. 841; 2 Story, Eq.

15 108-57; 2 Bish. Cr. 1... 122.

‘ See Garland 1:. Garland, 50 Miss. 700-716 (1874), cases;

Van Arsdalen 1:. Van Arsdalen, 80 N. J. E. 859 (1879).

'1 Story, Ag.§172; 118 U. S. 687; 1 Gray, 3136; 74 Pa.

‘PS.

I L. major. the greater.

‘ See 8 Op. Alt.-Gen. 62.

‘Commonwealth v. Wickersham, 66 Pa. 184 (1370).

See 96 U. S. 369.

' Commonwealth v. Cullen, 13 Pa. 144 (1850).

Incorporations, within the scope of the corporate

authority, the majority rule Beyond this they have

no right to go, and one may insist upon their stopping

at the limits.1

See CORPORATION; PARTNERBHIP; PROXY.

Qualified voters who absent themselves from an

election are presumed to assent to the will of the ma

jority of those who vote. unless the law providing for

the election declares otherwise.’

Good of the majority; majority rule.

The majority of the members in communities

have always claimed the right to govern the

whole society.‘ See POLICE, 2; WELFARE.

MAKE. 1. To prepare, subscribe, verify

and file: as, to make answer.

2. To transfer for the benefit of a creditor

or creditors: as, to make an assignment.

3. To sign, seal, and deliver; to execute:

as, to make a bill, deed, note.

4. To agree to, or to execute: as, to make

a contract.

5. To fail to doa thing required in the con

duct of legal proceedings: as, to make de

fault.

6. To produce, create: as, to make an issue.

7. To collect or procure under an execu

tion: as, to make the money; money made.

8. To swear or aflirm to, in due form: as,

to make oath, or aifirmation.
9. To transfer: as, tolmake over.

10. To prepare and read in open court: as,

to make a presentment.

11. To certify what was done under the

mandate of a writ: as, to make a return.

Compare FACERE; FIERI; MANUFACTURE.

Maker. Specifically, he who executes a

promissory note. But " law-maker " means

a legislator; and "the law-maker," the in

dividual, or body that enacts a law or laws.

MAL.‘ A prefix denoting ill, evil, unskill

ful, unlawful.‘5

As. in maladrninistratloll. maldistribution, malfea

sance, malpractice, maltreatment See Mil.

MALA. See Manes.

MALADMINISTBATION. See MAL;

AD)[l1\'ISTI-IR, 4.

MALE. See Dnscssr; Gssnna; Issue, 5;

Lian; PRONoU.\‘:i.

' Leo v. Union Pacific R. CO.. 18 F. R. 253 (1884).

'County of Case 1:. Johnston, 96 U. S. 869 (1877),

cases, Miller and Bradley, JJ., dissenting. See also

22 Alb. Law J. 44-47 (188)), cases; 48 Ill. 26!; S0 Lnd.

505; 22.\Iinn. 53: 85 Mo. 1%.

' See 1 Story, Coust. §8't0.

‘F. mal: Lv mule: malus, had.

' See Minkler v. State, 14 Nov. 188 (M
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MALEFTCIUM. L. Wrong-doing; un

lawful action; injury; tort.

Ea: maleficio. On account of misconduct.

See TRUST, 1, Trustee.

MALFEASANCE. See MAL; FEASANCE.

MALICE.I Wicked intention to do an

:injury.2 .

In law, any improper and sinister motive:

-not necessarily spite and hatred.’

Wantonness; willful disregard of right and

duty; doing an act contrary to a man’s own

convictions of duty.4

The state of mind in which one willfully

does that which he knows will injure an

other’s person or property.5

Not limited to acts done from hatred, re

venge, or passion; includes all acts wantonly

or willfully done, that is, acts which any

man of reason, knowledge, and ability must

know to be contrary to his duty.s

In homicide, a wicked, malignant, and re

vengeful act, flowing from a heart regardless

of social duty, and fatally bent on mischief."

In trespass, when the injury has been wan

ton, or gross and oui'.ra1;e;eous.8 Not merely

the doing of an unlawful or injurious act,‘

but an act conceived in a spirit of mischief,

or of criminal indifierence to civil obliga

tion.9

Thus, in malicious prosecution, the term is quite

comprehensive, and includes many phases of wrong

motive and conduct.‘ There may be ill-will, malevo

lence, spite, a spirit of revenge, or a purpose to injure

without cause, but it is not necessary there should be.

If the prosecution is willful, wanton or reckless. or

against the prosecutor's sense of duty and right, or

for ends he lmows or is bound to know are wrong and

against the dictates of public policy, it is malicious."

 

* F. malice: L. malitia, badness. See Msuru.

' Tuttle 1:. Bishop, 30 Conn. 85 (1861).

' Mitchell 0. Wall, 111 Mass. 498 (1873), cases.

' United States v. Ruggles, 5 Mas. 192 (1828), Story, J.

‘Territory v. Egan, 8 Dak. 180 (1882), Kidder, J.

1 United States v. Coflin, 1 Sumn. 898 (1833), Story, J.;

1\'ig-gin u. Coflln, 3 Story, '7 (1886); Dexter v. Spear, 4

Has. 117 (1825); United States v. Harriman, 1 Hughes,

522:‘ (1876).

' United States v. Buggies, supra. See also 87 Ind.

114; 89 t‘d.198; 26 Ga. 156, 275; 80 Miss. 673; 31Mo. 147;

19 Iowa, 447; 855 Mich. 10.

' Day v. Woodworth, 18 How. 871 (1861).

° Philadelphia, 8:0. R. Co. v. Quigley, 21 How. 214

(1858), Campbell, J.; Milwaukee, Co. R. 00. p. Arms,

01 U. S. 498 (1875).

" Hamilton v. Smith, 89 Mich. 2:29 (1878), Graves, -1.;

Re Murphy, 109 ill. 88 (1884); Ramsey v. Arrott, 64 Tex.

I23.(l395)

In a newspaper publication. malice in uttering false

_ statements may consist either in a direct intention to

injure another~ or in a reckless disregard oi‘ his rights,

and of the consequences that may result to him.‘

Want 0! knowledge may aggravate the malignity ot

the case by showing an indiscriminate malice and in

diflerence to the peace of the innocent.‘

Actual malice; malice in fact; ex

press malice. Malice existing as a matter

of fact. ,

Express malice in homicide exists when one, with ‘

a sedate, deliberate mind and formed design, doth kill

another; which design is evidenced by external cin

cumstances discovering that inward intention; as,

lying in wait, antecedent menaces, former grudges,

and concerted schemes to do bodily harm.‘

Express malice consists in the deliberate intention

of doing any bodily harm to another, unauthorized by

law.‘

Express malice means a deliberate intention and

design to commit the offense in question.‘

Constructive malice; implied malice;

legal malice. Malice inferred from acts;

malice imputed in law.

Implied malice. or malice in law, is malice inferred

from an act, presumed from a deliberate act, though

no particular enmity can be proved. As. where a man

kills another without provocation - which evidc1u:es

an abandoned heart; or where a criminal kills a per

son who is endeavcring to make a lawful arrest; or

where a person, intending to commit another felony,

kills a man — as, shoots at A and kills B against whom

he has no ill-intent; or, a killing by an abortionist

Any such killing is murder, because of the previous

felonious intent, which the law transfers to the act.

Indeed, all felonious homicide is presumedto be ma

licious until the contrary appears.‘

Implied malice is malice which has no existence in

fact, but which the law imputes to the guilty party!

Implied malice exists where mischief is intention

ally done without just cause or excuse.‘

Malice aforethought or prepense. In

homicide, not so properly spite or malevo

lence to the deceased in particular. as an evil

' lGott v. Pulsifer, 122 Mass. 239 (1877), Gray, 0. J.;

Lothrop v. Adams, 183 id. 479 (1882); Barr v. Moore, 87

Pa. 393 (1878); Negley v. Farrow, 60 Md. 1'-'7 (1882);

Odgers, Lib. & Sl. ‘Q64; Townshend, Si. & Lib. Q87.

' Dexter v. Spear, 4 Man. 117 (1825), Story, J.

' 4 Bl. Com. 199.

‘ People v. Clark, 7 N. Y. 893 (1852).

5 [Anthony 1). State, 21 Miss. 26-1 (1850).

'4 Bl. Com. 199—201.

’ Darry v. People, 10 N. Y. 188 (1854).

' Parke v. Blackiston, 8 Harr. 878 (Dei.. 1841).

See, on express and implied malice. 84 Cal. 58; 12 Pin

125; 3 Ga. 324; 26 id. 156; 101 Ill. 391; 1 Incl. 353:1! be

An. 969; 87 Me. 468; 9 Metc. 104; 15 Pick. 837; 80 MI!

684; 25 M0. 151; 48 id. 161, 8%: 11-S.& R. 40; 88 Tex

641; 33 id. 645; S’l‘ex. Ap. I09; 4 B. & G. 55; 9 Cl. & F

| 32; 2 Steph. Hist. Cr. Law Eng. 118-81.
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design in general; the dictate of a wicked,

depraved, and a malignant heart.l

Is not confined to homicide committed in cold blood.

with settled design and premeditation. but extends to

all cases of homicide. however sudden the occasion.

when the act is done under such cruel circumstances

as are the ordinary symptoms of a wicked, depraved,

and malignant spirit.‘

Includes not only anger. hatred, and revenge, but

every other unlawful and unjustifiable motive. Is not

confined to ill-will toward one or more individual per

sons, but is intended to denote an action flowing from

any wicked and corrupt motive. a thing done malo

animo, where the fact has been attended with such

circumstances as carry in them the plain indication of

I heart regardless of social duty, and fatally bent on

mischief. Therefore. murder is implied from any do

iiberato or cruel act against another. however sudden.

. . The words do not imply deliberation, or the lapse

of considerable time between the malicious intent to

take life and the actual execution of that intent, but

they rather denote purpose and design. in contradis

dnction to accident and mischance.I

Whenever a homicide is shown to have been com

mitted without lawful authority and with deliberate

intont, it is sufilciently proved to have been with mal

ios aforethought. It is not necessary to prove that

any special or express hatred or malice was enter

tained by the accused toward the deceased. It is suf

dt-ient to prove that the act was done with deliberate

intent, as distinct from an act done under the sudden

impulse of passion. in the heat of blood, and without

previous malice.‘ See Muansa.

Particular malice; personal malice.

Particular malice is ill-will, grudge, a desire

to be revenged on a particular person.°

Personal malice is spite against some particular in

dividual. It is one of the two varieties of malice in

fact. the other being what Blackstone terms “ unl

vsrsal “ malice, or malice against the world generally,

without reference to individuals: as. where a person

di8('h81‘gt'S a gun into a multitude, or starts out to kill

and does kill the first man he meets.‘

Malicious. Characterizes an act not only

when it arises from personal spite, but' when

it is a wanton and intentional injury, when

it is willful]

 

I 4 Bl. Com. 198.

' United States 0. Cornell. 2 Mas. 91 (1820), Story, J.

‘Commonwealth v. Webster, 5 Cush. 30141 (1850),

Shaw, C. J.

‘United States v. Guitoau. 10 F. R.1il2.165 (1882),

Cox. J. : Davison 0. People, 80 D1. 229 (1878); Spies et al.

1:. People, 122 id. 174 (1887).

' Brooks 11. Jones, 11 Ired. L. N1 (1850).

‘See 4 Bl. Com. 200; Brown's Law Dict. See gen

erally 1 Curtis, 4; 1 Dak.-158; 29 Ga. 594; 29 Kan. 427;

18 110.882; 16 Nev. 307; 49 N. H. 899; 18 We-nd. 159; 58

Pa. 9; 14 Tax. Ap. 236, 300, 831; Law Mag. & Rev., Aug.

1888.

' Dexter v. Spear. 4 Mas. 118 (1825), Story,J.

In a legal sense, describes any unlawful act dons

willfully and purposely to the prejudice and injury of

another.I

The intentional doing of a wrongful act with knowl

edge of its character. and’ without cause or excuse.I

Describes the state of mind in which many acts

(crimes and torts) are done: as. malicious --abandon

ment, arrest, battery, burning, communication, deser

tion, injury, intention, libel, mischief, prosecution,

publication, qq. u.

lllaliciously. With deliberate intention to

injure; willful: as, the nfialicious burning of

a building.I

Maliciously suing out an attachment means not

only malevolent intention to do injury. but also that

careless disregard of the rights of others which, with

out real ill-will. the law implies as malice.‘

In a spirit of wicked revenge toward a person, or of

wanton cruelty toward an animal.I

In misdemeanors and felonies, imports a criminal

motive, intent or purpose.‘

See Dauaanarros, 8; Dansoss, Exemplary; 114

ram: Ksowunos, 1; Morrva.

MALITIA. L. Vicious will; evil de

sign; wickedncss; malice. Compare DOLUS;

Manus.

Malitia supplot aetatem. Viciousness

makes up for age; a wicked design supplies

the want of years.

Between seven and fourteen an infant is prima

facie incapable of criminal intention. Evidence of

mischievous discretion will rebut this presumption.’

MALO. See MALUS.

]!LiLLPRACT]ICE.a Unskiilful treatment

by a physician or surgeon, in consequence of

which the patient is injured more or less

seriously, perhaps permanently.

Spoken of as ignorant, negligent, or willful.

Some authorities hold that the offense, however 00

caaioned. i a misdemeanor: it implies a violation of

confidence.‘

The patient may have a civil action for damages

The majority of the cases arise from amputations,

 

1 [Commonwealth 0. Snelling, 15 Pick. 340 (1834),

Shaw. C. J.

IRounds 1;. Delaware, &c. R Co., 8 Hun, 385 (1874).

See also 9 llletc. 106; 29 Tex. 256; 76 Va. 132.

"I‘uttie 1:. Bishop. 80 Conn. 85 (1861).

'Jcrman 0. Stewart. 12 F. R. 268 (1882). Hammond,

District Judge.

' Commonwealth v. Walden, 8 Cush. 559 (1849).

also 7 Ala.T28;11l£inn. 292; 8 Yerg. 278.

' Commonwealth v. Brooks. 9 Gray, 30.‘! (18157); Com

monwealth o. Boynton, 116 Mass. 845 (1874). That I

malicious act of itself gives no right of action, see 18

Cent Law J. 424-28 (1884), cases.

'1 Bl. Corn. 465; 4 id. 2, 28; 2 Kent. 283.

' L. mal prazis. bad or faulty practice. See MAL

'Ses8 Chltty, Cr. L. 863; 1 Pr. 48; 2 Russ. Cr. 27?; 6

Man. 184; 81110. 561; 80. & RM; sid. 428.

See
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tracturea, and dislocations. The surgeon must know

and apply what is settled in his profession, and bring

to the performance of an operation at least ordinary

skill; and the patient must not directly contribute, to

an extent that cannot be distinguished, to the results

of the treatment he afterward complains of.‘ See

Cans; lllsnrnsarnaxr. -

MALTREATMENT. Symmymous with

bad treatment.

Does not imply, necessarily, conduct that is either

willfully or grossly careless. Results from ignorance.

negligence, or willfulness. This, at least, is the mean

ing, as applied to the treatment of a wound by a sur

gbon.I Compare llisnrascnoa.

Maltreatment of animal.

MALUM. See MALUS.

MALUS. L. Bad; evil. Compare MAL.

Mala. Bad; in or with that which is bad,

evil, unlawful.

Mala fides. Bad faith; opposed to bona

fides. See FIDES.

Mala grammatica. Bad grammar, q. u.

Mala mens. Bad mind: fraudulent or

criminal intention.

Mala praxis. Bad treatment: malprac

tice, q. v.

Malo. With or in bad, evil, unlawful.

Malo animo. With bad intent; maliciously.

Malo sensu. In the bad meaning. See

Susanna.

Malum. Evil, an evil, a wrong. Plural,

mala.

Malum in se. Evil in itself; an set per

nicious in its very nature. Malum prohib

itum. A forbidden evil; an act made

wrong by legislation.

Crimes and misdemeanors, such as murder, theft,

and perjury, are main in ac, and contract no addi

tional turpitude from being declared unlawful bya

human legislature. But it is otherwise as to things in

themselves indifferent: these become right or wrong,

just or unjust, duties or misdemeanors, as the munici

pal legislator sees proper for promoting the welfare of

society, and more effectually carrying on the purposes

of civil iii'e.I

Some crimes and misdemeanors are male in se: of

fenses against divine law, natural or revealed; but by

far the greater part are male prohibits: such as de

See Cauu.-nr, 8.

 

I See Hibbard 1:. Thompson, 109 Mass. 288 (1872),

cases; Potter u. Warner, 91 Pa. 366 (1879): 86 Am. Rep.

088, 670, cases; Elwell, Malp. 55; 9 Conn. 209; 18 B. Mon.

219; 27 N. H. 460; 7 N. Y. 897; 25 Ohio St. 86; 22 Pa.

861; 68 ii 168; 89 Vt. 447. As to criminal liability for

death, see 27 Alb. Law J. 104-6 (1888), cases.

ICommonwealth v. Hackett, 2 Allen,142-48 (151),

Bigelow, C. J.

I1 Bl. Com. 54, 57.

 

rive their guilt merely from prohibition by the laws oi

the land.I

MALVERSATIONJ Any punishable

fault committed in the exercise of an oifice.

Originally, a term in French law.’

MAN. 1. Includes all human beings, or

any human being whether male or female:

as, in the expressions, offenses against man,

manslaughter, material-man, remainder

man, warehouseman, and perhaps bonds

man. Compare HOMO; PERSON.

2. Restricted to males—adults: as, in al

derman, asscmblyman, congressman, jury

man, talesman. _

in a statute, "single man" and “married man “

may be taken in a generic sense, and the former in

clude an unmarried woman.I

“ When any man shall die leaving minor children

and no widow," in a statute of descents, “ man " will

include a woman who dies leaving a minor child, and

no husband.‘ See Gasnan.

3. In feudal law, a vassal. See FEUD.

Man of straw. See Smw.

MANAGE.° To direct, control, govern,

administer, oversee.

It is not easy to establish a rule as to what may

be considered “ unmanageableness “ in a horse, and

much depends upon the circumstances of each case.‘

Management. 1. The management of an engine

consists in part of the management of whatever gan

erates the motive force.’

2. The body of persons who have charge of the at

fairs of a corporation. See Dxasoroa.

Manager. 1. An officer of a corporation

chosen to superintend its affairs.

An ambiguous word, since it may mean either a

person retained generally to represent the principal in

his absence, or one who has the superinicudence of a

particular contract or job, in which latter case he is

like a fellow-workman.‘

General manager. The person who really

has the most general control over the affairs

of a corporation, and who has knowledge of

all its business and property, and-who can

act in emergencies on his own responsibility.

 

1 2 Bl. Com. 4%); 4 id. 5-10; 101 U. S. 821; 1% £11,150;

81 F. R. 451.

‘ F.: L. male, ill, unlawful; versaho, behavior.

' Silver v. Ladd, 7 Wall. 226 (1868).

‘ Smith :1. Allen, 81 Ark. 271 (1876).

' F. manage,‘ control of a horse, handling: L. mama,

a hand.

' Spauldlng v. Winslow, 74 Me. 586 (18%): 8 Cliff. 81;

100 l\lnss._49; 125 id. 526; 182 id. 49; 78 N. Y. 365; 81 Pa

50; 2 Thomp. Neg. 12177, cases.

' Smith 1:. Old Colony, &c. R. 00., 10 R. 1. EB (1871).

' Murphy v. Smith, 19 C. B. I. a. ‘$0 0&6), Erie, C. J.
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He may be considered as the “principal ofli

cer." 1 .

Managing agent. An agent having gen

eral supervision over the affairs of a corpo

ration.2

Distinguishes a person, representing I corporation,

who is invested with general power, involving the ex

ercise of judgment and discretion, from an ordinary

agent or employee who acts in an inferior capacity,

and under the discretion and control of superior au

thority, both in regard to the extent of the work and

the manner of executing it.‘

Such agent need not have charge of the whole busi

ness of the corporation.‘

In several cases in New York, it has been held that

“ managing agent “ means a person exercising the

functions of an officer in the control and management

of the business of a company or corporation, and does

not include a person having charge of some special

work, as, a baggage-master in respect to baggage, or

a person employed to purchase horses and feed. or an

assistant secretary. or a person who sells tickets. or

who has charge of the transfer of the stock and the

transminion of assessments. The adjudications have

not gone so far as to hold that no agent is a “ manag

ing ngi-nt “ who does not participate in the control of

every part of the corporate business, and of every cor

porate act. Still less has such construction been given

where it would defeat justice, and enable a corporation

to violate the law with impunity.‘ Bee Pmncman, 4,

Vice

2. In England and Canada. the chief exec

utive officer of a branch bank.

8. A member of the impeaching branch of

a legislature, selected to assist as counsel at

a trial.

MANDAN'1‘. See MANDATE, 8.

M1A.1TDAB.E. L To enjoin, command;

literally, to put into one’s hand.

Mandamus. We command; we com

mand you.

The emphatic word in the Latin form of

the writ of that name: a command issuing

in the king’s name, directed to any person,

corporation, or inferior court of judicature

within the king’s dominions. requiring them

to do some particular thing therein specified,

which appertains to their office and duty,

and which the court has previously deter

 

-Wheeler 6: Wilson Manuf. Co. v. Lawson, 57 Wis.

404 (18%), cases. Orton, J.; 110 U. S. 6.

I Upper Mississippi Transportation Co. v. Whittaker,

16 Wis. 285 (1862), Paine, J.

' [Reddington u. liiariposa Land, &c. Co., 19 Hun, 408

(1879), lngalls, J.

' Palmer 0. Pennsylvania Co.. 85 Hun. 871 (1885).

' Hat-Sweat Manuf. Co. v. Davis Sewing-liinchine Co.,

II D‘. R H5 (1887), cases. Brown, J.

1 MANDAMU8

 

mined, or at least supposes, to be consonant

to right and justice.1

A high prerogative (discretionary) writ of a most

extensively remedial nature, where justice is refused

or neglected. It issues where a party has a right to

have a thing done or has no other specific means of

compelling its performance: as, to compel admission

or restoration to an oflice or franchise of a public not

ure; for the production or inspection of public docu

ments; to compel a judge of an inferior court to do

justice according to the powers of his oflice, as to

admit an attorney to practice.‘

A proceeding to compel oflicers and others

to act in the discharge of the duties and

trusts imposed upon them. It is not de

signed to review their action when discretion

may be exercised, or where action depends

upon facts to be determined by them.,

The courts are disposed to confine the remedy to

cases where there is no otheradequate specific remedy.

. The writ nflords a summary and specific remedy

where without it the party will be subjected to serious

injustice.‘

In modern practice, in effect, is nothing more than

an ordinary action at law between the parties, and

not regarded as a prerogative writ. It came into use

by virtue of the prerogative power of the English

crown, and was subject to rules and regulations long

since disused.I

It may be said to be an established remedy

to oblige inferior courts and magistrates to

do that justice which they are in duty, and

by virtue of their ofiice, bound to do.6

The writ lies where the plaintiff hasa clear legal

rightto the performance of an otflcial or corporate

act, by a public oflicer or corporation, and no other

adequate, specific remedy exists.’

Regularly the writ lies against a public oflicer to

compel the performance of a public duty; never to

restore to a private ofllce or to execute a private right;

and, as a rule, never where the applicant has another

adequate remedy.‘

Its ofliceis to compel the performance of a duly

resting upon the person to whom the writ is sent. The

'8 Bl. Com. 110; 1 Cranch, 169; 5 Pet. .192; 12 id.

‘[314.

'3 Bl. Com. 110. 26-1.

' Scripture 0. Burns, 69 Iowa, 72 (1883), Beck, J. See

also 22 N. J. L. 47; 28 N.Y.114.

‘Tawas, &c. R. Co. v. Judge of Iosco County, 44

Mich. 479, 493 (1880): 24 id. 468; Huston, &c. R. Co. 1:.

Commissioner of Land Oflice, 86 Tex. 399 (1872): King

v. Baker, 8 Bur. 1267 (1762 ; State 1'. Board of Liquida

tors, W Lu. An. 26? (1877).

' Kentucky v. Dennison, 24 How. 97 (1860), Taney,

C. J.; Hartman 1'. Greenhow, 102 U. S. 675 (1880); State

v. Lewis, 76 Mo. 379-81 (1882); High, Extr. Rem. 4.

‘Virginia o. Rives, 100 U. S. 828 (1879), Strong, J.

' Smalley 0. Yates, 36 Kan. 5-28 (1887), cases, Homon.

Chief Justice.

' Tobey o. Hakes, 54 Conn. 274-75 (1886), cases
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law seeks to enforce a personal obligation, whatever

the facts or relations out of which the duty grows. It

is a personal action, resting upon the avcrred and as

sumed fact that the defendant has neglected or refused

to perform a personal duty, to the performance of

which by him the relator has a clear right. Hence,

demand, and refusal, to do the thing, is necessary.I

The writ is grounded on a suggestion of right in the

petitioner, and a denial of justice; whereupon, in

order more fully to satisfy the court that there is

probable ground for such interposition, a rule is made

(except where probable ground is manifest) directing

the party complained of to show cause why a man

damus should not issue; and if he shows no sufilcient

cause, the writ itself is issued, at first in the alterna

tive: to do thus or show some reason to the con

trary; to which an answer is made at a certain day;

and if the respondent shows an insuflicient rcason,

there issues a peremptory niandanlus: to do the thing

absolutely; to which perfect obedience is required.‘

A rule first issues to show cause why a peremptory

writ should not issue. After due service, the respond

ent makes return to the charge contained in the rule

by denying the matters or setting up new matter, or

he moves to quash the rule, or demurs to the allega

tions. A matter charged and denied must be proved

by the relalor, and new matter in avoidance, if denied

by the relator. must be proved by the respondent.

Several defenses may be set up.‘

The appropriate functions of the writ are the en

forcement of duties to the public by officers and

others, who neglect or refuse to perform them, and

for which there is no other specific remedy. The

presentation of a prima facic case of duty in the re

spondent and an obligation to perform it precedes the

grunting of an alternative writ. and this is considered

as done when the court has awarded the writ. The

respondent is bound to deny the allegations in the

writ, or else by a demurrer or by a traverse of the

facts, generally or by confession and avoidance, show

cause why he should not. In case of traverse, the

facts relied upon must be set forth clearly, specific

ally, and certainly, so that the court may see at once

that the facts. if established or admitted, are suflicient

as_the alternative for obedience to the writ.‘

The writ does not lie to control judicial discretion,

except when that discretion has been abused; but it is

I remedy when the case is outside of the exercise of

this discretion, and outside of the jurisdiction of the

court or officer to which or to whom the writ is ad

dremed. A peculiar and common use is to restrain in

ferior courts and‘ to keep them within their lawful

boundsl

 

1 United States v. Boutwell, 17 Wall. 601' (1878), Strong,

Justice.

'3 Bl. Corn. 110, 264; 52 Wis. 426; 40 Tex. 682.

' Earp. Newman, 14 Wall. 166-67 (1871), cases, Clif

ford, J .

‘Commonwealth, 63 rel. Armstrong 1:. Commission

ers of Allegheny County, 87 Pa. 2?? (1860): Tapping,

V Maud. -‘$47; 82 Pa. 218; 84 id. 496.

The writ does not abate by expiration of the term

of office. where there is a continuing duty irrespective

of the incumbent.I

There is a preponderance of authority in favor of

the doctrine that private persons may move for a

mandamustoenforce a public duty, not due to the

governmentas such, without the intervention of the

government law-officer. The principal reasons urged

against the doctrine are that the writ is prerogative —

a reason which is of no force in this country, and no

longer in England,— and that it exposes the defendant

to be harassed with many suits-but the writ, being

discretionary with the court, will not be unnecessarily

granted.’

The writ lies to restore an attorney who has been

disbarred unlawfully, and for cam where there is a

legal right without any other remedy;' to compel

satisfaction of a judgment against a municipality, by

the levy of a tax, if the authorities have taxing power,

and the creditor is unable to obtain payment by exe

cution.‘ But not to compel the oflicers of a State to

perform their political duties, us, to levy a tax for the

payment of bonds. the payment being repudiated by

the State.‘ -

The Supreme Court has power to issue the writ in

cases warranted by the principles and usages of law

to the Federal courts or oihcers. where a State, an

ambamdor or other public minister or consul is a

party.‘ Application for the writ to a subordinate

court is “ warranted by the principles and usages of

law" in cases where the subordinate court, having

jurisdiction, refuses to hear and decide the contro

versy, or where such a court, having heard the cause,

refuses to render judgment or enter a decree. but not

to re-examine a judgment or decree, nor to direct

what judgment or decree shall be rendered, nor where

remedy by appeal or writ of error lies.’

Mandatum. L. A gratuitous bailment.

See liiasnars, 8.

Quando aliquid mandatur, mandatur

et omne per quod pervenitur ad illud.

When anything is commanded, commanded

also is everything by which it can be eifected.

The law authorizes the doing of every thing neces

sary to accomplish what it commands; gs, where

effect is to be given to a statute. For this reason,

also, a constable may order by-standers to assist him

to compel odenders to keep the peace, and the sherifl

command citizens to join the posse.I Compare GRANT,

2, 8; lscmam.

 

cases.

' Union Pacific R. Co. 0. Hall. 91 U. 8. 856-66 (1813),

cases.

' Exp. Bradley, 7 Wall. 876 (1868).

' Meriwether v. Garrett, 102 U. 8. 518-21 (IBW).

' Louisiana v. Jumel, 107 U. S. 711 (1882).

‘ R. S. §§ 688. 716, cases.

' Virginia 0. Rives, 100 U. S. 82B(l879): Exp. Burtia,

Ill U. S. 238 (1880), men; 100 id. 186.

" Erp. Newman, 14 Wall. 165 (1871). case; Al to

jurisdiction in the Federal courts, see 19 Am. Law Rev.

505-46 (1885), casesv

' ti Cush. 845; Broom~ lilax. 485. ,

lThompson v. United States, 108 U. B. 4& (1887),
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MANDATABY. See MANDATE, 3.

MANDATE.l l. A charge, command;

a judicial command.’

Includes a writ, process or other written direction

imued pursuant to law out of a court, or made pur

suant to law, by a court, or a judge, or a person act

ing as a judicial oi‘flcer,‘and commanding a court,

board or other body, or an oflicer or other person

named or otherwise designated therein, to do or re

frain from doing an act therein specified.‘

The rescript or precept promulgated upon the de

cision of a cause by-the Supreme Court is called a

mandate. It embodies what shall be done by the

lower court.

Mandatory. Involving a command ; op

posed to directory, q. v.

Many statutory requisitions, intended for the guid

ance of oflicers in the conduct of business, do not limit

their power or render its exercise in disregard of the

requirements inefiectusl. Such are regulations de

signed to secure order, system, and dispatch in pro

ceedings. Provisions of this character are not manda

tory unless accompanied by negative words importing

that the acts shall not be done in any other manner or

time than that designated. But when the require

ments, as, in a tax sale, are intended for the protection

of the citizen, and to prevent a sacrifice of his prop

erty, and by a disregard oi.’ which his rights might be

and generally would be injuriously aflected, they are

not directory but mandatory. They must then be fol

lowed or the acts done will be invalid. The power of

the oflicer is limited by the manner and conditions

prescribed for its exercise.‘ Compare Paornarrton, l.

2. In a few of the States, the writ of man

damus, q. v.

3. A contract by which a lawful business

is committed to the management of another,

and by him undertaken to be performed

without reward.‘

Mandant or mandator. The bailor in a

contract of mandate. Mandatory. The

bailee in such contract. See BAILMENT.

MANDATUM. See MANDARE, Manda

tum.

MANIA.‘ 1. Mental derangement ao

oonipanied with excitement.

2. Madness, irresistible impulse, insanity.

 

I Mandare, q. v.

' See .\icKelsey 1;. Lewis, 8 Abb. N. Cas. 63 (1877).

' N. Y. Code Civ. Proc. i 3313. subd. 2; People :2: rd.

Munsell I‘. Oyer & Terminer, 36 Hun, 281 (1886).

‘ French v. Edwards. 13 Wall. 511 (1871), Field, J.

See also 20 How. W0; 8 McCrary, 833, 8-19; 13 F. R. 512,

KB, cases.

'Story, Bai1m.§137. See also 8 Ga. l78; 5 La. An.

WL672; 10 Minn. 421; 42 Miss. 548; 85 M0. 492; 58 N.

H. 17.

' Gk. m-an£’¢, mental excitement. frenzy, rage.

MANNER

 

Dipwmonia. A madness for drink. Kleptmnania

An uncontrollable impulse to steal. Mania a pain.

A frenzy for drinking. Monomania. insanity upon

one subject only. See further lnsssrrr.

li[AN]I'ESTJ 1. Apparent byexamiua

tion, without need of evidence to make it

more clear; open, palpable, incontrovertible.

Synonymous with evident, visible, plain,

obvious to the understanding from an exam

ination: as, that there is error in an assess

ment from inspection of the roll or return.’

2. A document showing of what goods a

cargo consists, where laden on board, for

whom laden, to whom consigned, etc.‘

MANKIND. See Man, 1.

IN|1AN'.N.'iilB,.4 Aword of large significa

tion, but cannot exceed the subject to which

it belongs: the incident cannot be extended

beyond the principal.°

The power to direct the “ manner," the mode, the

way, in which an act shall be done, and the power to do

the act itself, are, obviously, not Identical. To pre

scribe the manner of election or appointment to an

ofllce is an ordinary legislative function; to make an

appointment is an administrative function.‘

In like manner. Assessment of damages " in

like manner,“ as prescribed by a former act, may re

fer merely to the general method!

In the same manner. By similar proceedings,

so for as such proceedings are applicable to the sub

ject-matter.‘

That a mining tax shall be enforced “ in the same

manner" as a certain annual tax, does not necessarily

mean within the same time.’

Manner and form. Words used in tendering an

issue, general or special. When of the substance of

the issue, they put in issue the circumstances to the

principal matter denied,— time, place, manner, etc;

otherwise, when not of the substance. When the cir

cumstances are originally and in themselves material,

and therefore to be proved as stated, the words “ in

manner and form “ are of the substance. The words

put in issue all material circumstances, and no other."

See Mons; Menus.

 

IL. mam'featus,_lit., struck by the hand: palpable;

apparent, evident.

‘ Matter of Hermance, 71 N. Y. 486 (1877), Allen, J.

' See 1 Story, U. 8. Laws, 598.

‘ F. mzmier, habitual: main, hand.

‘Wells v. Bain, 75 Pa. 54 (1874), Agnew, C. J. See

Brown v. O'Connell, 36 Conn. 447 (1870); 70 N. Y. 483.

‘ State, ex rel. Attorney-General v. Kennon, 7 Ohio

St. 560 (1857).

" Thirty-fourth Street, Philadelphia, 81 Pa. 81 (1376).

' Phillips 0. County Commissioners, 12? Mass. 260

(1817).

' State v. Eureka Consolidated Mining Co., 8 Nev. 29

(18112). See United States v. Morris, 1 Curtis, E (1851).

1' [Gould, Plead 2'-2; Steph. PL 211
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MANOR.‘ 1. A tract of land held by a

lord or other personage. _

Out of this tract the grantee or lord reserved a

“ demesne “ contiguous to his castle. On one part of

the rest were settled “ military tenants " sufficient in

number to perform the services their employer owed

to his lord; on another part dwelt the “socage ten

ants," who farmed the land and paid rents in cattle,

grain, etc.; and on a third part were the “villains,"

who served at base or servile labor at dictation.

Roads, commons, and waste ground took up the re

mainder of the district. “Book " or “charter land"

was held by deed under fixed rents and free services.

"' Folk land “ was held by no assurance in writing, but

distributed among the common people, and reserved

at the pleasure of the lord. The "court-baron " re

dressed misdemeanors and nuisances within -the

manor, and settled disputes between tenants as to

property, before at least tw_o freeholders as a jury.I

See Dsrrnsmr; Corrnocn; Faun.

2. In the older parts of the United States

(the interior of New York and eastern Penn

sylvania, for example), land held on a fee

farm rent, and descending to the oldest son

of the proprietor — the patroon.' See FEUD.

MANSION. See HOUSE. 1; MANOR.

MANSLAUGHTER. The wrongful

killing of another person without malice,

express or implied.

Voluntary manslaughter. A killing

upon a sudden heat; a killing upon a, sudden

quarrel, in the first transport of passion and

before reason has time to resume her empire.4

Killing after passion has subsided is murder. Not,

then, the same as excusable homicide in self-defense.

Involuntary manslaughter. A killing

in the doing of an act unlawful in itself, or

a lawful act in an unlawful or careless way.4

As, where e workman iiings a piece of timber into

the street and kills a man; where the owner allows a

vicious animal to run at large; where one fires off a

pistol, against law, and kills another, or drives a loco~

motive engine at an unlawful speed; where one cor

rects a child immoderntely. When no more is intended

than a civil trespass, a killing is “ voluntary“ man

slaughter; but where a felony is intended, a killing is

murder.‘

Manslaughter is the killing of another without mal

ice. It is "voluntary “ when the act is committed '

with a real design and purposato kill, but through the

violence of sudden passion. occasioned by some great

provocation, which, in tenderness to the frailty of

I F. manoir, mansion: L. manere, to remain, reside.

'2 Bl. Com. 00.

' See People 1:. Van Renaselaer, 5 Sold. 291 (1853); The

Century Magazine, Dec. 1885: Manor of Ga-rdnier

island.

*4 Bl. Com. l91—93. Approved, 87 ind 154; 7'8 Ky.

17!; 28111. 21; 34 Le.ArL88;7N.J.L.w;31Pa.201;

lGratt. 605.

human nature, the law conshiem sufficient to palliate

the criminality of the oflense. It is “involuntary “

when the death is caused by some unlawful act, not

accompanied with any intention to take life. . The

true nature of manslaughter is, that it is homicide

mitigated out of tenderness to the frailty of human

nature.l '

Where there is no evil intent, it is not necessary that

the killing should be the result of an unlawful act; it

is sufficient if it is the result of reckless or foolhardy

presumption, judged by the standard of what would

be reckless in a man of ordinary prudence under the

same circumstances.’

In the courts of the United States, the crime is pun

ishahle by imprisonment not exceeding ten years, and

by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars.I

See Horucrns; lii.u..rcs; Mvansra

MANSTEALDIG. See Knmsrrno.

MANU. See MANUS.

MANUAL. See DELIVERY; LABOR, 1.

Compare Conroanan

MA1‘TUFAC3TURE.4 Making an article

by hand; making an article, either by hand

or by machinery, into a new form, capable

of being used, in ordinary life. In some in

stances, may refer to the process performed

upon what is found in a natural state, in

others, to a subsequent process.‘

To manufacture is to change and modify natural

substances so that they become articles of value and

use. The publisher of a newspaper is not a “ manu

facturer." '

The meaning has expanded as workmanship and

art have advanced; so that now nearly all artificial

products of human industry, nearly all such materials

as have acquired changed conditions as new and spe

cific combinations, whether from the direct action of

the human hand. from chemical processes devised and

directed by human skill, or by the use of machinery,

are now commonly designated as "manufactured."

Making flour from wheat is " manufacturing." "

 

I Commonwealth v. Webster, 5 Cush. 304, 307 (1850).

Shaw, C. J.; United States v. Outerbridge, 5 Saw. 621

(1868), Field, J.

' Commonwealth v. Pierce, 188 Mass. 174 (1884), cases,

Holmes, J . The defendant, who publicly practiced as

a physician. caused a patient to be kept in fiannels

saturated with kerosene, for three days, from which

treatment she died. Same case, 24 Am. Law Reg. 117,

1:34-:50, cases. As to deaths from accidents, see 21

Cent. Law J . 267-69 (1885), cases.

Ian 18 March, 18755 1 sup. R. s. 177. See 1 Wharf.

Cr. L. 5807; 2 Bish. Cr. L. Ch. XXIII; 4 Crim. Law

Mag. 669, 679.

i L. menu, by the hand; faoere, to make.

l[Lswrence u. Allen,7 How. '|‘9-i,793(l849), Wood

hnry. J. See also Schrieifer v. Wood, 6 Blatch. 216

(18641. >

' Re Capital Publishing Co., 3 MacAr. 412 (1879), lino

Arthur, J.; Re Kenyon, 1 Utah, -17 (1872).

' Carlin v. Western Assurance Co., 57 Md. 526 (W51).
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The application of labor to an article, either by

hand or by mechanism. does not make the article

necessarily a “ manufactured “ article, within the

meaning of that term as used in the tariff laws. Thus,

scouring wool does not make the resulting wool a

manufacture of wool; nor does cleaning and ginning

cotton make the resulting cotton a manufacture of

cotton; nor (case in issue) are shells cleaned by acid,

and then ground on an emery wheel, and some after

ward etched by acid, and all intended to be sold for

ornaments, as shells.I

Pressed and baled hay is not a “ manufactured

article." |

Cutting and storing ice is not “manufacturing: "

the material is in no way changed or adapted to a new

or different use.‘

Nor is mining coal " manufacturing." 1

Animal charcoal or bone-black, and bone-dust, are

“ manufactures of bone." '

“ Manufactures of metals " mean manufactured

articles in which metals forin a component part; not

articles in which metals have lost their form entirely,

and become the chemical ingredients of new forms,

as, white lead, nitrate of lead, oxide of zinc.‘

" Domestic manufactures," in a State statute, refer

to manufactures within its jurisdiction.’

Manufacturer. One “engaged in the

business of making raw materials into wares

suitable for use.”

The builder or repairer of vessels is not, then, a

manufacturer.‘

Not, necessarily, one who produces a new article

out of materials entirely raw. He is, who gives new

shapes. new qualities, new combinations to matter

which has already gone through some artificial pro

cess '

A cooper who makes barrels from staves was held

not to be a manufacturer within an exemption law.‘

An ices.-ream confectioner is not a manufacturer; "

nor is the publisher of a newspaper. as seen above."

A person who slaughters bogs, adding to their value

by certain‘ processes and by combination with other

materials, whereby they are converted into bacon,

 

Ritchie, J. See also Holden v. Clancy, 58 Barb. 597

(1871).

lflartranft v. Wiegmann, 121 U. S. 609, 615 (1887),

uses, Blatchford, J.

' Frszee u. liloifitt, 20 Blatch. 268 (1882).

' llittinger v. Westford, 185 Mass. 2112 (1888). Contra,

attorney-General v. Belle Island Ice 00., 63 Mich.

— (1886).

' Byers 0. Franklin Coal Co., 106 Mass. 181 (1870).

'Schrieffer v. Wood, 5 Blatch. 1216 (1884). See also

1(1) Mass. 188; 9 N. J. E. 289; 4Lans. 511.

' lileyer v. Arthur, 91 U. S. 670 (1875).

' Commonwealth v. Giltinnn, 61 Pa. 108 (1870).

‘People v. N. Y. Floating Dry-Dock Co., 6‘! How. Pr.

IN (1882): Webster's Dict.; s. o., 02 N. Y. 489 (1883).

' New Orleans 1:. Le Blnnc, 84 La. An. 59? (1882),

Bermudez, C. J . ,

"New Orleans 0. Mannessier, 82 In. An. 1075 (1880).

" See Norris v. Commonwealth, 27 Pa. 496 (1866).

lard, and cured meats, with a view of making gain or

profit, is taxable as a manufacturer.I

See Am‘; Dasmn, 2; lliscnamo; Paocsss, 2; TRADE

tuna.

MANUMISSION. Giving liberty to one

who has been in servitude, with the power

of acting except as restrained by law.2

MANURE. See Wasrs, 2.

lilade upon a farm, from consumption of its prod

ucts, is part of the realty. Made from hay brought

upon the land, has been held to be personalty, ee

pecialiy when gathered into heaps. If abandoned in a

highway by the owner of the animals, the first taker

has a right to it.I

Manure which had accumulated in a public street,

the fee of which belonged to the borough, was raked

into heaps by the plaintii! during the evening of one

day. tobe removed the next evening. In this he was

prevented by the defendant, who carted the manure

away to his own land. In an action of trover by the

plaintifl for the value of the manure, it was held:

That the manure was personalty; that it belonged

originally to the owners of the animals that dropped

it, but was to be regarded as abandoned by such own

ers; that the first occupant had a right to appropriate

it; that after the plaintifl had added to its value by

the labor of raking it into heaps he was entitled to it;

and that he had a reasonable time in which to re

move it.‘ '

MANUS. L A hand. F. main, q. v.

Manu brevi. With short hand: briefly.

Mann forti. With strong hand: forcibly.

See HAND, 2.

liilolliter menus imposuit.

hands upon him lightly.

A plea justifying an assault or trespass, committed

to preserve the peace, to prevent a crime, or to protect

one's habitation.‘

MANUSCRIPT.‘ A writing of any kind,

as opposed to printed matter_or a picture; a

book, paper or document in written charac

ters.

In copyright law, an unpublished literary

production, however prepared; not, then, a

picture or painting.‘I

At common law, the sole proprletorship in manu

script, before publication, is in the author or his ne

signee; but an unqualified publication, such as is made

by printing and offering copies for sale, dedicates the

He laid

 

1 Eagle v. Sohn, 41 Ohio St. 691 (1885).

IFenvricl: v. Chapman, 9 Pet. N72 (1885), Wayne, J.

'1Washb. R. P. 6, cnses;1lCon.n. 555; 68 Me. 514; 18

Gray, 53; 110 Mass. 94; 2 lred. L. 826; 44 N. H. 1%); ~18

id. 147; 49 id. 62; 28 N. J. L. 581; 15 Wend.169; 17 Pa.

262; 48 Vt. 98; 2 Chip. (Vt.)114.

1 Haslem v. Lockwood, 87 Conn. 500, 505 (1871), cases

*3 B1. Com. 121.

' 1.. manu, by hand; miptum, written.

’ Parton v. Prang, 8 Cliff. 587, 5-14 (1872), cases, Clif

ford, J.
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contents to the public, unless the sole right of printing,

publishing, and vending is secured by copyright. In

communicating the contents of his manuscript, the

author may impose such restrictions as he pleases

upon the extent of its use.I

At common law. the author has a property in his

manuscript, and may obtain redress against one who

deprives him of it, or by improperly obtaining a copy '

endeavors to realize a profit by its publication. The

copyright law protects this property which an author

has at common law, and which would be protected by

a court of chanceryfi

See further Baooaom Corraroar; La-rrsa, 8; Mam,

2; Wru-rrso.

MAP. A transcript of the region which

it portrays, narrowed in compass so as to

facilitate an understanding of the original.‘

Maps showing boundaries are receivable in evi

dence, if it appears that they were made by persons

having adequate knowledge.‘

Where one map appears to have been substantially

copied from a copyrighted map, there is clearly an in

fringement, which a court of equity will enjoin, with

an order that an account be taken of the profits made

by the in.trin.ger.l See Arrsmoaoa: Csanr; Vanna,

lllata.

MARAUDER.‘ A soldier who commits

larceny or robbery near camp, or while wan

dering from the army." '

A rover in quest of plunder; a plunderer.'

MARGIN'.' In a broker's contract for

the sale of stocks: security against loss on

the part of the agent,—- money or other prop

erty."

Additional collateral security against loss

to the broker, while he is carrying stock for

his employer.n

See Furunm; Omen: Waosamo.

1IAB]JN'E." 1, adj. Pertaining to the

high seas, to navigation or commerce upon

the sea, to the perils of the sea. Compare

Msnrrlmt.

 

\ Parton v. Prong, ante.

l Wheaten v. Petbrs. 8 Pet. 650, 661 (1884), M'Lean, J.

See also Story, Eq. ii Q13-51: Paige v. Banks, 18 Wall.

KB (187l).

' Banker v. Caldwell, 3 liiinn. l03 (1859), Flandrau, J.

'1 Greenl. Ev.i 139, cases: 1 Whart. Ev. is 194, 668,

670, cases.

‘Chapman v. Ferry, 18 F. R. 539 08$).

‘F. maraud, a rogue, vagabondz marir, to stray,

wander.

' [Curry 1;. Collins, 87 lilo. R28 (1866).

I Webster's Dict.

' L. margin-, margo, a border, brink.

" Markham v. Jaudon, 49 Barb. 465 (1807), Leonard,

Presiding Justice.

" .\ic.\'eil v. Tenth Nat. Bank. lib Barb. M (1869),

Potter, J.

" L. marinas: more, the sea
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Marine contract. A maritime contract,

q. 1:.

Marine court. in the city or New York, a court

exercising the jurisdiction of a justice of the peace,

with cognizance of actions under city laws for penal

ties trom twenty-five to one hundred dollars, and

claims for services rendered upon the high seas where

the State courts have jurisdiction, though the amount

exceeds one hundred dollars. The court exercises no

real admiralty powers.

Marine insurance.

lilariné.

Marine interest. Extra interest paid

for the loan of money upon bottomry or re

spondelitia bonds, qq. v.

Marine league. See LEAGUE

Marine risk. A peril necessarily inci

dent to navigation.

Marine tort. A maritime tort, q. v.

2, n. Any person employed on a vessel to

assist in the main purpose of the voyage.1

Mariner. A person employed upon a

merchant ship or a ship-of-war.

Includes common sailors, a cook, porter, steward,

purser, clerk, engineer, surgeon, captain, admiral —

whoever has to do with the equipment and preservation

of the vessel, or the welfare of the crow.‘

MABITAGIUM. L. A daughter's mar

riage portion.

In feudal law, the right in a lord, of whom land

was held by knight-service, to control the marriage

of his vassal‘s daughter. See Faun; MARITAL; hiss

Buoa, 2.

MARITAL.‘ Pertaining or belonging to

a husband: as, marital rights, and duties.

See Jus, Mariti; Savanna, 2.

MARITIME.‘ Pertaining to navigation

or commercial intércourse upon.ihe seas,

great lakes and rivers.

Maritime. Primarily, bordering on the

sea: as, a maritime town, coast, nation; see

ondarily, belonging to those who border on

the sea: as, maritime laws, rights, pursuits.

Marine. Primarily, of or pertaining to the

sea: as, marine productions; secondarily,

transacted at sea: as, marine service; or,

again, doing duty on the sea: as, marine

forces.‘

Maritime cause. An action the subject

matter of which arises out of the business or

See INSURANCE,

 

I The Ocean Spray, 4 Saw. 105, 1110876), Deady, J.

‘l Conk. Adm.10T; ti) N. Y. 71; 7How. 89; 8Sun1n.

115; 1 Bl. Com. 411‘.

' L. rnarihu, a married man.

‘ Dilir’-I-time. in maritimus: more, the I6‘

' \Yebster‘s Diet; Crabbe‘s Synonyms.
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commercial relations of persons upon the

public navigable waters — seas, rivers, lakes.

See Anmnaurv.

Maritime contract. A contract which

relates to commerce, or navigation upon the

high seas, or navigable lakes or rivers. See

ADMIRALTY.

Maritime court. A court exercising the

powers of a court of admiralty, q. 1:.

Maritime interest. Marine interest, g. c.

See also Maritime Loan.

Maritime jurisdiction. Such as is ex

ercised in the cognizance of maritime causes:

the jurisdiction exercised in admiralty, q. v.

Maritime law. The law of the sea. The

body of principles and usages which, by the

consent of civilized communities or nations,

has been adopted to regulate the afiairs of

men engaged in navigation and marine com

IIIBTCB.

No single nation can change the law 0! the sea.

That law is of universal obligation. Like all the laws

of nations, it rests upon the common consent 01' civil

ized communities. It is of force, not because it was

prescribed by any superior power, but because it has

been generally accepted as a rule of conduct. Many

of the usages which prevail, and which have the force

of law, doubtless originated in the positive prescrip

tions of some single state, which were at first of lim

ited eflect, but which, when generally accepted, be

came of universal obligation—as in the cases of the

iihodian law, the Amalphitan table, the ordinances of

the Hanseatic League, parts oi‘ the ordinances of

Louis XIV, the British orders in council M1863, and

our set oi congress of 1561. These have become the

law of the sea by reason of their acceptance as such.

Oi these, courts take judicial notice without prooi.I

See Ou-nos; Rsonum.

While the general maritime law is the basis of the

maritime law of the United States, as well as of other

countries, it is only so far operative as it has been

adopted by our laws and usages. It has no inherent

force of its own. The general system, familiar to law

yers and statesmen, was meant when it was declared

that “The judicial Power shall extend . to all

Cases oi’ admiraitynnd maritime Jurisdiction." ' Thus

adopted, it became the maritime law of the United

States operating uniformly.

The question as to the limits of maritime law and

admiralty Jurisdiction is judicial, and no law can make

it broader or narrower than the judicial power may

determine those limits to be. But what the law is

within those limits depends on what has been received

as law in the maritime usages of this country, and on

such legislation as may have been competent to

elect it.‘

 

I The Scotia, 14 Wall. 187-88 (1371), Strong, J.

‘Constitution, Art. ill, sec. 2.

IThe Lottawanna, 21 Wall. 572-76 (1874), Bradley, J

The French writers on maritime subjecteare db

tinguished for their learning and acumen. The prin

cipal text law on which they rely. prior to the Code of

Commerce adopted in the present century, is the Or

donnsnce de la Marine of 1681.I

Maritime lien. A lien upon a vessel. for

money advanced, labor done, supplies fur

nished, seamen's wages due, damages from

collision, etc., authorized by the maritime

law. See further Lms, Maritime.

Maritime loan. A contract by which

the lender, in consideration of the sum, which

he will lose, if the thing upon which he has

made the loan should perish by inevitable

casualty, is authorized to stipulate for an in

terest or extraordinary profit, in case the

thing arrives at the proper port.2

Maritime property. See Anannos, 1;

Dsnsmrcnos, 2.

Maritime service. A service which is

performed upon a public navigable water

and has some relation to commerce or naviga

tion—some connection with a vessel em

ployed in trade, with her equipment, her

preservation, or the preservation of her cargo

or crew.‘ ‘

Maritime tort. A wrong committed upon

a navigable water over which a court of ad

miralty exercises jurisdiction; in no case, a

tort committed or consummated _upon land.‘

See generally ADMIRAL".

MARK. 1, n. (1) A sign made on paper,

instead of a signature. Consists of two lines

traced across each other between the _Chris

tian name and the surname, with “ His"

written above, and “ mark " below, the

crossed lines.

Marksman. One whg signs by means of

a mark.

The method of the Saxons was for such as could

not write to subscribe their names to a deed, and,

whether they could write or not, to aflix the sign of

the cross; which custom our illiterate vulgar to this

day keep up by signing a cross for their mark, when

unable to write their names.‘

Binds an intelligent maker as to parties accepting

the document on the faith of the mark. I! the maker

is able to write, a mark for his name is presumed so

I The City of Norwich, 118 U. S. 496 (1886).

' The Draco, 2 Sum. 184 (1885): Valin.

' [Cope 0. Valette Dry-Dock Co., 4 Woods, H7 (18%

Woods, J.

‘ See The Plymouth, 8 Wall. 33 (1865), Nelson, J. Ap

proved, Erp. Phenix Fire ins. Co., 118 U. S. 618(18M).

See also The Arkansas, 17 F. B. $87-88 (18€Q).

'2 Bl. Com. 805.

(42)
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eidental, or as an incomplete signature. A mark

made by an attesting witness is verified as is the mark

of a party.‘ See Csscsu

(2) A label, token, or impression: a sign,

badge, index: as, post-mark, trade-mark,2

qq. v.

Ear-mark. A mark placed upon a thing

by which to identify it.

Land-mark. A monument indicating

the boundaries of land. See Mark, 2 (2)

2, v. (1) To point out, settle, define, de

scribe — with or without visible boundaries:

as, to mark and lay out the bounds and rules

of a prison.‘

(2) To determine by marks on the ground:

as, to mark a boundary line.‘

(8) To note or enter upon a record: as, to

mark for use —indicate upon the record of a

suit or judgment for whose benefit the same

is maintained or exists.

Marked ballot. A ballot so prepared as

to indicate to by-standcrs the nominee for

whom it is to be cast. See BALIDT.

MARKET.-" 1. A place for public traflic;

also, a franchise or libertyto have a place

for such resort.‘

A place where comestibles [eatables], per

ishable in their nature, are sold for the daily

consumption of the people."

A designated place in a town or city to

which all persons can repair who wish to buy

or sell articles there exposed to sale.8

The privilege within a town to have s mar

ket; as now used, includes the idea of land

and buildings or suitable erections for the

accommodation of those who attend the

market to sell or buy the articles brought

there for sale.‘ See Esrasmsn.

-2. Buying and selling generally; trade,

 

1 Bee Bernard 0. Heydrick,49 Barb. 680866); 1 Whart.

Iv. 5696, cases; 1 Williams, Ex. 68; 1 Jarm. Wills, 69,

112; 2 Curt. 8%; 8 id. 752; 18 Ga. 896; 16 B. lllon. 102;

19 M0. 609; 24 Pa. 502.

' Bee Adams 1:. Helsel, 81 F. R. 280 (1887).

' Allen v. Smith, 12 N. J. L. 165 (1881), Ewing, C. J.

4 Keller 1:. Young, 78 Pa 170 (1875).

' L mercatm, trafllc: may-can‘, to trade: merz, men

ehandise.

' See 2 Bl. Com. 87.

' New Orleans u. Morris, I Woods, 103, 10! (1877),

cases, Billings, D. J.

I Caldwell v. City 0! Alton, 88 111.310 (1664), Breese,

Justice.

' Ketchum 0. City of Buflalo, 21 Barb. 896, N8 (1654),

Iarvin.,J.

traffic, irrespective of place—- as, in market

price or value, q. 1:.

Market overt. Open market; a public

market.

in England, asale of anything vendihle therein is

good as between the parties, and binding on all who

have aproperty in the thing. But a sale out of mar

ket overt of stolen goods does not alter the ownership,

and the owner may take them wherever he ilnds

them.I

A fair or market held at stated intervals in partic

ulnr places by virtue oi’ a charter or permission. To

this our ordinary markets bear no resemblance.‘

There is no law recognizing the eifect oi’ sales in

market overt in any of the United States.’

The privilege given by law to a sale in market

overt, of binding property against the true owner, was

originally intended to encourage markets and com

merce. The property must still be so openly ex

posed that the vendor may conclude that no person

but the true owner would dare expose it for sale. . .

The privilege arose when there was great simplicity

of practice between buyers and sellers, in markets

and fairs. Shops were few, and persons whose goods

were taken feloniously would know where to resort to

ilnd them. The privilege was designed to protect buy

ers: it a man did not pursue his goods to market

where they were openly sold he ought not to interfere

with the right of the bone flde purchaser; but he can

require that the goods be exposed, and the whole

transaction completed, so as to give him opportunity

to pursue the goods. Therefore, a sale by sample is

not such a sale as is entitled to the privilege.‘

Market place. Usually a market-house.‘

In a rule of charges, either a district of country in

which trade in one or several articles is so habitually

conducted as to iurnish a criterion of the value of the

thing or things sold, or, the point to which the trade

of a district centers.‘

Market price or value. A price estab

lished by public sales in the way of ordinary

business, as, of merchandise.''

The price at which the owner or the pro

ducer of goods holds them for sale; the price

at which they are freely oiiered in the mar

ket; such price as he is willing to receive

when the goods are sold in the ordinary

course of trade.ll

 

1 2 Bl. Corn. 449.

' Fawcett u. Osborn, 82 Ill. 428 (1863), Breese, J.

' See 2 Kent, 8%; 1 Johns. 478; 8 Cow. 241; 82 Ill. 411.

‘Crane 1:. London Dock Co., 117 E. C. L ‘S20, 81!

(1864), Blackburn, J., Cockburn. C. J. See Ventress v.

Smith, 10 Pat 'l76 (1836); The Case of Market Overt,

ll Tud. L. C. '718-85, cases.

' Smith v. City 01! Newborn, 70 N. C. 18 (1874).

I [Hilliard Flume Co. 0. Woods, 1 Wyom. 897 (1878),

Peck, J.

' Murray 1:. Stanton, 99 Mesa 848 (1848), Wells, J.

' [Cllqu0t\ Champagne, I Wall. 1%, 148 (INS)
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“ lhrket value," " actual market value," and “ fair

market value " mean the same. The only other pos

sible meaning of the word “actual " is value in actual

market, as contradlstinguished from a hypothetical,

notional, or ideal value, which maybe affixed to an

article in a particular case, for a particular reason.

What men in the ordinary dealings of society, be

tween man and man. would consider to be the fair act

ual market value of property, is the actual mrrket

value.‘ See further Vanna, Market.

Market stall. The purchase of a stall or stand in

a public market confers an easement or exclusive

right to occupy the stall, with its appendages. for the

purposes of the market, and subject to the regulations

thereof.’

Marketable. Vendible in market; mer

chantable; free from plausible or reasonable

objection: as, a marketable title to land. Op

posed, unmarketable.' See MERCHANTABLE;

TITLE, 1, Marketable.

Municipal market. Consists in a place

for the sale of provisions and articles of daily

consumption; in convenient fixtures; in a

system of police regulations, fixed market

hours, provision made for lighting, watch

ing, cleaning, for detecting fake weights and

umvhoiesome food, and other arrangements

calculated to facilitate the intercourse and

insure the honesty of buyer and seller; also,

in proper ofiicers to preserve order and en

force obedience to rules.‘

Every municipal corporation that has power to es

tablish ordinances to promote the general welfare, and

preserve the peace, may fix the times or places of

holding public markets for the sale of food, and make

such other regulations concerning them as may con

duce to the public interest. The right to establish a

market includes the right to shift it from place to

place. as the convenience or necessities of the people

demand; but no right is implied to build it upon a

public highway.I

The court of the clerk of market has been incident

to every market, to punish misdemeanors therein,

especially the use of false weights and measures.‘

See Exososs, 2; Foaasnttmo; lssrscnos, 1; MIR

cs.asn1sa; Ornaawiss; Rsoaarmo; STAPLE; TOLL, 2.

 

qwayne, J.; Cases of Champagne, 1 Bened. 251 (1867),

Blatchford, J.

151191-1-y Wine Case, 2 Boned. 267-68 (1868), Blatch

ford, J.

‘ Rose a. Mayor of Baltimore, 51 Md. 256, 288 (1878).

' 1-Pars. Contr. 584, cases.

‘(City of Cincinnati v. Buckingham, 10 Ohio, 261

(1840), Lane, C. J.

'Wartman v. City of Philadelphia, 83 Pa. 119 (1859),

Block, C. J. Soc Gall v. City of Cincinnati, 18 Ohio

8t. 5613, 567 (1869); Mayor of Savannah 0. Wilson, 49

Ga 476 (1873).

'4 Bl. Com. 275; 1 id. 27‘.

MARQ,UE,1 LETTER OF. Permission

granted by one ruler to make reprisals on the

country of another ruler, with particular

reference to the apprehension of the latter’s

subjects within the march or limit of the for

mer’s country.2

Marque and reprisal. Reprisal: taking

in return; marque: passing the “ frontier"

to do so.

Letters of marque and reprisal are grantahle by

the law of nations whenever the subjects of one state

are injured by those of another and justice is denied

by the state to which the oppressor belongs. By vir~

tue of such commission the bodies and goods of sub

jects of the offending state may be seized until sat-is

fuciion is made, wherever they happen to be found

The custom is dictated by nature herself; but in soci

ety, that the private sufferer should not be left to act

as judge in his own cause, the sovereign power is

called upon to determine when reprisals may be made.‘

A private armed vessel or privateer is a vessel

owned and offlcered by private persons, but acting

under a commission from the state, usually called

letters of marque: originally, letters of license to go

across the boundary and make reprisals.'

“ The Congress shall have Power to grant

Letters of Marque and Reprisal." ' “No State shall

grant Letters of Marque and Rcprisal.“ '

M.A.RR1AGEJ 1. The private relation

which includes the reciprocal duties of hus

band and wfl'c.°

An engagement by which a single man

and a single woman of suificient discretion

take each other for husband and wife.9

Also, the act or ceremony by which such

engagement is solemnized.

As between the immediate parties, under the law,

a civil contract; as between them and the State, a

status or relation." '

“ Matrimony " is the state into which the parties

enter.

Although marriage is a sacred obligation, it is stills

civil contract regulated by law."

Statutes may regulate the mode of entering into

 

I F. marque, a boundary, limit, frontier.

' [Skeut, Etym. Diet.

'1 Bl. Com. 258.

0 Woolsey, Int. Law, 5 127. See Wheat. Int. L. I2”.

' Constitution, Art. 1, sec. 8, cl. l1.

' Ibid. sec. 10. See 2 Story, Coast. 5 1356.

’ F. mariage: L. mariiare: marihu, a husband.

Compare MARITAL.

‘ [1 Bl. Corn. 433.

‘Milford v. Worcester, 7 Mass '52 (1810), Parsons,

Chief Justice.

" McCabe o. Berge, B9 ind. 229 (1888). See also 44 Ala.

674; 30 (1a.170; 9lnd.50; 19:11.57; 4 M11126; 50 N. Y.

184; 4 R. 1. 101'; 131'd. 96.

ll Reynolds 1:. United States. 08 U. S. 165 (1878), Waite,

Chief Justice.
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the contract, but they do not confer the right. A mar

riage valid at common law is valid under a statute un

less the statute contains express words of nullity.I

Marriage is an institution founded upon mutual

consent. That consent is a contract, but mi juria. it

supersedes all other contracts between the parties,

and, with certain exceptions, it is inconsistent with the

power to make new ones. it may be entered into by

persons under the age of lawful majority. but it can

neither be canceled nor altered at will. An entire

failure of the power to fulfill by one party, as in the

case of permanent insanity, does not release the other

from the pre-existing obligation. Perhaps the only

element of a “ contract," in the ordinary acceptation,

that exists, is that the consent of the parties is neces—

sary to create the relation Marriage is the most im

portant transaction of life; it is the basis of the entire

fabric of all civilized society.‘

While marriage is often termed by text/-writers and

in decisions of courts a civil contrac-t—generally to

indicate that it must be founded upon agreement of

the parties, and does not require any religious cere

mony for its solemnization—it is something more

than a mere contract. The consent of the parties is

of course essential to its existence, but when the con

tract to marry is executed by the marriage, a relation

between the parties is created which they cannot

change. The relation once formed, the law steps in and

holds the parties to various obligations and liabilities.

it is an institution, in the maintenance of which in its

purity the public is deeply interested.I

Being a contract, an action is maintainahle for

damages for "breach of promise " to marry, though

the defendant is an infant. Either party may bring

it. Anything accepted in satisfaction is a discharge.

if the plaintiff is of bad character, the defendant may

rescind.‘

The breach of promise is not a tort, though it may

resemble a tort in its consequences.‘

Contracts in restraint or in procuratlon of marriage

are void, as against sound policy.

Canonical disabilities which at common law made

the contract voidable were: pre-contract; consan

guinity or afllnity within near degrees; corporal in

tirmities. Civil disabilities which made the contract

void ab iniiio were: prior marriage; want of age

under fourteen in a boy, and twelve in a girl, but ren

dered valid by consent at age; want of consent of par

ent or guardian, which is statutory; want of reason.‘

A clergyman, or a magistrate, need not be present.

For civil purposes, reputation and cohabitation are

mfiiclent evidence. But in adultery, bigamy, and

criminal conversation, strict proof of marriage is nec

 

lhielstor 1:. Moore, 96 U. S. 78 (1817), Strong, J. At

common law, 12 Va. Law J. 1-13 (1838), cases.

‘ Randall v. Krelger, 28 Wall. 147 (1874), Swayne, J.

‘ Maynard 1:. Hill, 12!) U. S. 2i0—11 (1888), cases, Field,

Judge. See Bish. Mar. & D., ed 1864, $3, cases.

*1 cnmy, Bl. com. 433; 18 Cent. Law J. 411-46 (1884),

uses.

‘ liialone n. Ryan, 14 R. 1. 617 (1884).

'lBLO0m.434; 2id.202,T0.

essary. 1 It is not presumed where cohabitation would

be unlawful.‘ In Massachusetts, two persons cannot

marry themselves, though their intent is good, wit

nesses are present, and a certificate has been taken

taken out‘

To a valid marriage, consent is all that is necessary.

if made per rerba dc praasenti. by words in the pres

ent tense, though not consummated by cohabitation,

or per cerba tie futuro, by words of the future tense,

and followed by consummation (q. 11.), it amounts to a

valid mnrnage, in the absence of civil regulations to

the contrary. It may be proved by reputation, decla

rations, conduct and other circumstances usually ac

companying the relation;‘ and by what would be

proof where the marriage took place.‘

Where no ceremonies are required, and no record is

made to attest the marriage, some public recognition

of it is necessary as evidence of its existence. The

protection of the parties and their children and consid

erations of public policy alike require this recogni

tion-, and it may be made in any way which can be

seen and known, suchas living together as man and

wife, treating and speaking of each other in the pres

ence of third parties as being in that relation, and do

claring the relation in documents executed by them

while living together. From such recognition the rep

utation of being married will obtain among friends

and acquaintances, which is of itself evidence of a

persuasive character.‘

In the absence of civil or statutory regulations, the

mutual present assent to immediate marriage, by per

sons capable of assuming that relation, is suflicleni

without any formal solemnization. Such a contract

constitutes a marriage at common law, and its valid

ity will be sustained, unless some statute expressly

declares it to be void. Furthermore, marriage, being

a natural right, existing before the statutes, is favored

by the law, and statutory regulations, if the language

will permit, are to be construed as merely directory.

The legislature has power to prescribe reasonable

regulations, and a provision punishing those who sol

emuize marriage contrary to statutory command is

within legislative authority. Punishment may be in

flicted for disregarding statutory conditions, without

rendering the marriage itself void.

Most statutory regulations are wise and salutary.

They give publicity to a contract which is of deep con

cern to the public, discourage deception and seduction,

prevent illicit intercourse under the guise of matri

mony, relieve from doubt the status of parties who

live together as man and wife, and the record required

 

ll Wbart. Ev. ii 83-87, cases; Commonwealth v.

Stump, 58 Pa 132 (1566).

‘ Williams v. Williams, 46 Win. 464 (1879); 49 Tex. ass

‘Commonwealth v. liiunson, 127 Mass 459 £1879),

cases.

4 Richard 1:. Brehrn, '78 Pa. 144 (1878); Jewell v. Jer

ell. 1 How. 281, 288 (1818); 17 F. R 16; 1 Bl. Com. -13.

‘Patterson 11. Gaines, 6 How. 587 (1848).

‘ Maryland o. Baldwin, 112 U. S. 495 (1884), Field, J

As to presumption of, see 81 Alb. Law J. 1W9, 1278

(1885), cases.
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00 be made furnishes evidence of the legitimacy of

their offsprlng.|

hlarriage is a valuable consideration: no other is so

much respected. While of the highest value. it is not

reducible to a value which can be expressed in doi

“I

Articles of marriage. A memorandum

between persons intending marriage as to

settlement of property.

Furnishes the data for a formal settlement

Marriage brokage or brokerage. The

act of negotiating a marriage; also, compen

sation for such service.

Mixed marriage. A union between per

sons of different races; in particular, between

_ a Caucasian and an African.

A State may forbid whites and blacks to inter

marry. The XIVth Amendment does not prohibit

such legislation. The relation is a privilege belonging

to persons as members of society. and as citizens of the

States in which they reside.‘

The rule that if valid where celebrated. then valid

everywhere, does not apply to a marriage involving

polygamy or incest. nor to those prohibited from

motives of public policy.‘

Marriage license.

marry.

In Arkansas. California. Colorado, Florida. Georgia,

Illinois. Indiana. Iowa. Kansas. Kentucky. Louisiana.

Maine, .\iassnchusetts. Michigan. Minnesota. lliissourl,

Nebraska. Nevada. North Carolina. New Hampshire.

New York. Ohio, Oregon. Pennsylvania, Tennessee.

Texas. \\'a.shington Territory. and perhaps in other

States and Territories. persons intending to be married

must apply for a license, or cause notice of their in

tention to be entered of record in a designated public

oilice. Substantial compliance with the provisions of

such laws is generally all that is required.

Marriage portion. The property which

a woman brings to her husband at marriage.

See DOWRY.

Marriage settlement. A conveyance

whereby, in consideration of marriage. prop

erty is secured as a provision for the wife,

children, or husband. See SETTLE, 3.

See Bmaur; Conasrr; DIVORCE; Downs; Gama

Garza; Hvsnann; Ixcasr; JACTXTATION; Raumon;

SOLIINIZE.

An official permit to

 

‘State v. Walker. 86 Kan. 8034, 801' (1887). Johnston,

J : 'l‘eter v. Teter, 101 Ind. 129 (1884); Beverlln v. Bev

erlin. 29 W. Va. 735 (18813. cases. As to foreign mar

riages. see 27 Cent. Law J. 1% (1888). cases.

'Prewlt v. Wilson. 108 U. S. 24 (1860). cases; 7 Pet.

‘B98; ii Allen. 458.

‘Exp. Kinney. 8 Hughes. 0. 17-18 (1879); E2 rel.

Hobbs, 1 Woods. 537 (1871); Exp. Francois. 8 id, 867

(1879); Green 0. State, 58 Ala. 19%-07(l8T7); 59 id. 60.

' Kinney‘: Case, 80 Oratt. 865 (1878). cases; Green

how v. Jamel. 80 Va. 636. 630-41 (1335). cases; Story.

Confl. L. i 118; lGreenl. Ev. ‘M5.
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2. In feudal law, a power which the lord or

guardian in chivalry had of disposing of his

ward in matrimony.

While the infant was in ward. the guardian could

tender her a suitable match. without disparagement

or inequality. if the infant declined the match. she

forfeited. as the value of the marriage. as much an a

jury would assess. or as any one would bona fide give

for such an alliance.‘

MARRIED WOMAN. See Hussann;

Woman.

MARSIEIAL.2 1, n. (1) In old English

law, the title of several oflicers of difierent

grades and powers, judicial or executive.

The lord-marshal presided in the court of chivalry;

the l»'ni;:ht-marshal had judicial authority within the

king's palace; the marshal of the king's bench wttl

prison-keeper to that court; the marshal of the ex

chequer had the custody of debtors of the revenue;

the marshal to the judge of assize swore in the grand

jury. And the marshulsea was the seat or court of

the marshal of the king's house. instituted to admin

ister justice between the king's domestic servants‘

In Connecticut. the executive officer of the courts is

first mentioned (1649) as the " marshal." At the May

session of the General Court in 1698. it was enacted

that the “ marshal of the colony " be called the High

Sheriif, and the “ county marshal" the County Sher

iif. Formerly. and within the memory of persons still

living. the sheriff was the marshal at all public pro

cessions.‘

2. An officer of the United States whose

chief duty is to execute the processes of its

COUFIB.

He and his deputies have in each State the same

power in executing the laws of the United States as

the sheriffs and their deputies in such States may have

in executing the laws thereof.‘

He is appointed for a. term of four years. for each

district. He chooses his own deputies, but they are re

movable by the circuit or district court. He attends

these courts. and executes their lawful precepts di

rected to him under authority of the United States

He may command necemary assistance in executing

the laws.‘

He cannot perform all his duties without the aid of

other persons as deputies. general and special. A

statute conferring upon him the powers of a sherlfl

does not take away powers already vested.7

When process. issued under a particular law. an, a

revenue law, is lawfully issued to h.im for service. in

executing it he acts under the authority of that law.

 

I 2 Bl. Com. 70.

IF. mare-schai. a horse-servant.a groom; later. a

title of honor.— Skeet.

' See 8 Bl. Com. 87. 89. 75. 76. 285.

‘ See Appendix to 58 Conn. 600-10.

' R. S. 5788.

' R. S. 55 776-88. 943-44.

' The Gorgon, 10 Bened. 468. 471 (1879): Act 1Ui. ch.

25. 5 7: R S. 788; 10 F. R. l£'Z;1'2i‘d.8L'>5.
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And so as to all persons who assist him in the perform

ance of his official duty.l .

The marshal, in preserving arrested property. acts

as a baileo, and is responsible to parties interested for

its proper care. in the absence of a statute or rule of

court. he should be paid his fees when he delivers the

property to the person entitled to lt.'

The clerks employed by the marshal to keep his

accounts Are not offlcers of the court, and so are en

titled to fees and mileage if used as witnesses for the

Government. Unless a deputy marshal, who is an of

flcm, be actually engaged in waiting upon the court,

he i. entitled to per diem and mileage if summoned as

a witness for the Government.‘

See Cosrs; Exscunos, 8; Fan, 2, Docket; Jvars

nurrron, 2, Concurrent; Snnanrr.

(8) In the western and southwestern States,

an ofiicer of the peace, appointed by author

ity of a city or borough, who holds himself

in readiness to answer such calls as fall

within the general duties of a constable or

sheriff.

“The marshal elected for the county of St. Louis

shall have the same power, be subject to the like pro

ceediugs, and incur the same liabilities. on all process

placed in his hands, as the sheriff of the county has,

and is subject to, in similar cases."

Such marshal is elected in the same manner asthe

sheriff of that county, for a term of two years. He

gives bond to the State. He attends on the criminal

and the probate courts, and executes all processes is

sued by them, or by a judge or clerk thereof, or by the

county court of St Louis.

2, 1:. To arrange or rank in order.

Marshaling assets, funds, mortgages,

securities. Such arrangement of dilferent

funds, under administration, as will enable

all the parties having equities thereon to re

ceive their due proportions, notwithstand

ing the intervening interests, liens, or other

claims of particular persons to prior satis

faction out of a portion of the funds.‘

The principle is that he who has a right to

resort to two funds, in one of which alone

another party has a subsidiary lien, shall be

compelled to exhaust the one to which the

other cannot resort, before coming upon the

one in which both have an interest.‘

 

I Davis 1:. South Carolina. ii?! U. S. 600 (1882). As to

his duties and responsibilities, see Lammon v. Feusier,

111 id. 17 (1884); Covell v. Heyman, tb. 176 (1884); 8

Wall. 884: 10 111.808; 109 U. S. 216. 219.

' The Georgeanna, 81 F. R. 406 (1887).

‘Exp. Burdeli, 32 F. R. 681 (1887); United States v.

hieigs, 95 U. S. 748 (1871').

l Missouri Statutes. sec. 28.

‘ [1 Story, Eq. §§ 558, (£33.

' Nat. Savings Bank v. Creswell, 100 U. 8. M1 (1879),

Iflier. J

The equitable principle that where a creditor has a

lien on two funds in the hands of the same debtor. and

another creditor has a lien only on one of the funds,

the former may be compelled to levy his debt out of

the fund to which the latter cannot resort; or, what

is tantamount thereto, if the former takes his money

out of the fund in which alone the latter has a ‘lean,

he may, to that extent, be subrogated to the rights of

the former as against the other fund. Both funds

must be in the hands of the common debtor of both

creditors.‘ See Marshaling Liens.

Marshaling boundaries.

ARY.

Marshaling charities. The doctrine

that where there are funds of pure and

mixed personalty applicable to the payment

of debts and charitable legacies, the latter

being charged upon the pure personalty and

the debts upon the remainder of the fund,

and there is a deficiency of assets, the charity

legacies will be held to have failed in the

proportion of the mixed to the pure person

alty.2

Marshaling liens. The doctrine that

where realty, bound by a judgment or a

mortgage, has been alienated in separate

parcels to various persons at different times.

such parcels may be subjected to the satis

faction of the lien in the inverse order of

their alienation.

The first purchaser has a right to suppose that the

part he leaves with the mortgagor will be first sub

jected to the payment of the mortgage; and a second

purchaser, who buys all or a part of the residue.

should not be placed in a better position than that of

his grantor.' See Marahaling Assets.

Marshaling words. See Consrnucnos.

MARSHALSEA. See MARSHAL, 1(1).

]![A.'EtTI_A_T_|.i Belonging to war, or to an

army or a navy. ‘

Court-martial. A tribunal which has

jurisdiction of offenses against the law mili

tary by soldiers in the army, navy, or militia.

In the strictest sense, a court of justice,

organized in pursuance of statutory regula

—~

I Exp. Kendsll, 17 Ves. "528 (1811), Eldon, Ld. 0. See

also Aldrich v. Cooper. 8 Ves. 808 (1803): 1 Lead. C35,

Eq, '78-111: 2White & '1‘. id. 228-358, cases; 25 Cent.

Law J. 228-31 (1887). cases; 11 Biss. 294; 15 F.R170;

32 Pa.103; 77 Va 248:1 Story. Eq- ‘$5 555-64. 633-45;

Blsph. Eq. 5341; 1 Pomeroy. Eq. ii 410, 890; ii id

§ 1414.

l [2 Story, Eq. 5 1180 0. See Philanthropic Society I.

Kemp, 4 Beav. {>81 £1841).

‘Nat. Savings Bank v. Creswell, 100 U. B. 64049

(1879), cases ' '

4 L. mars. god of war.

See BOUND
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tion, and taking cognizance of the duties

which the citizen assumes when he enters

into the military service of the country.1

in cases titted for its determination, its judgment is

iinal. conclusive, and authoritative.l

Courts-martial derive their jurisdiction from and

are regulated by an act of Congress, in which the

crimes that may he committed, the manner of charg

ing the accused, and of trial, and the punishments, are

expressed in terms; or they get jurisdiction by a fair

deduction [rem the definition of the crime that itcom

prehenda, and that Congress meant to subject to pun

ishment, or from the practice of the courts-martial

of the nations generally. If such a courthas no juris

diction over the subjecHnatter of the charge it has

been regularly convened to try, or if it inflicts a pun

ishment forbidden by law, the civil courts, at the in

stance of the aggrieved, may inquire into the want of

jurisdiction, and give redress by habeaa corpus.’

Their jurisdiction extends to the trial and punish

ment of acts of offlcem which tend to bring disgrace

upon the service of which they are members, whether

Lhoee acts are done in the performance of military

duties, in a civil position, in a social relation, or in

private business.I

Any such court is a court of limited and special

jurisdiction. When the object of its creation has been

accomplished it is dissolved. To give eiiect to a sen

tence, it must appear sfflrmatively and unequivocally

that the court was legally constituted, that it had ju

risdiction, that all statutory regulations governing its

proceedings had been complied with. and that its sen

tence was conformable to law. There are no pre

sumptions in its favor as to these matters. . . The

sentence of a general court-martial, in time of peace,

to the eifect that a commissioned ofllcer be cashiered

(dismissed from service), is inoperative until approved

by the President in person; and that he approved it

must be stated in positive terms, and not be left to be

inferred urgumentatively.'

Courts-martial are spoken of as general, regimental,

and garrison. Those for the regulation of the militia

are held in the States, and, in the main, resemble the

courts provided for the army of the United States.‘

See Jvnos Anvocrrs.

Martial law. The law of military neces

sity in the actual presence of war, adminis

tered by the general of the army.

 

I Records of Courts-Martial, ii Op. Att.-Gen. 188-89

(1365); Approval of Court-Martial Sentence, 15 id. 297

KB (1877), note.

' Dynes v. Hoover, 20 How. 82-83 11857), cases,

Wayne, .1. See also Barrett 0. Hopkins, 2McCrary, 181

(1331); 12¢ White, 17 F. R. 723 (18%); Keyes v. United

States, 109 U. S. 31011888), cases.

‘Smith 0. Whitney, 116 U. 8. 1880886), Gray, .1.

1 Runkie v. United States. 122 U. 8. 566-67 (1887),

cases, ‘\'J|llt-‘, 0. J.; Articles of War, No. 65', 2 St. ass,

$7, c Q

l See, as to the army, R. S. 5 1342. arts. 61-121; as to

the navy-$1624, art. 8; as to the militia, 55 1649, 1658.

Of necessity it is arbitrary, but it must be obeyed.1

it is the will of the general who commands the

army. It supersedes all existing civil laws; and is

regulated by a known system or code of laws. The

commander is the legislator. judge, and executioner.

There may or may not be a bearing upon the charges,

at hiswiii. This law is resorted to only in cases of

necessity; which is to be shown aiilrmutively by the

commander who assumes to exercise it.’

In time of insurrection it cannot be applied to citi

sons in States in which the courts are open and their

process unobstructed.I

For any abuse of the authority, the officer orleriug

and the person committing the act may be liable as

trespassers.‘

Martial law is built upon no settled principlea but

is entirely arbitrary in its decisions; in reality it is no

law, but something indulged rather than allowed as

law. The necessity of order and discipline in the

army alone gives it countenance; and therefore it is

not permitted in time of peace, when the courts are

open for all persons to receive justice according to the

laws of the land.‘

" Martial law " is exercised over all classes of per»

sons indiscriminately, in the actual presence of war.

" Military law " governs persons in the military serv

ice only, in time of peace as well as in time of war, by

regulations previously defined; and is a permanent

branch of the law of the land. See llin.rrsnv; Wm.

MASONIC LQDGES. See ASSOCIA

TION, page 85, note 4.

MASSES. Whether gifts to a Roman

Catholic church for paying for masses are

legal “ charities,” has been variously decided.

A devise to a church to be devoted to paying for the

repose of the testntor‘s soul is nota devise to a “ char

itable or religious use.“ '

Such a devise or bequest is certainly a “religious

use." 1!, therefore, in Pennsylvania, it is made within

one month before death, it falls within the prohibition

of the act of April 26, 1855.’ ‘

“ Masses are religious ceremonials or observancea.

. . and come within the religious or pious uses which

are upheld as public charities." In the case cited,

the language of the will was that the residue of the

estate should be disposed of “ for charitable purposes,

masses,“ etc.‘

A bequest of all the residue of a testator‘s estate to

his executors “ for the purpose of having prayers of

fered for the repose of my soul, the souls of my fam

 

I United States v. Diekelman, 92 U. S. 526 (1875),

W_aite, C. .I.: s. o. 11 Ct. Cl. 439.

' Re Egan, 5 Blatch. 821-23 (1866), Nelson, J.

1 Exp. Miliigan, 4 Wall. 10:, ms, 127 (1866).

' See Mitchell v. Harmony, 18 How. 128 (1851).

‘ 1 Bl. Com. 413. See 7 How. 50-88; 15 id. lib; iii (J

144; 8 Op. Att.-Gen. 8435-74; 89 Ala. 658; 44 Ill. 163; 21

Ind. 877; 2 Story, Count. 5 1342; North Am. Rev., Oct

1861; 1 Lieber, Civ. Lib. 180.

' Re Estate of Power, 85 Leg. Int 68 (Pa, 1878)

' Rhymer's Appeal, 9:! Pa. 142, 146 (1880).

' Schouler, Petitioner. 13l Man. 427 (1888).
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ily, and the souls of all others in purgatory,“ is invalid,

for want of a defined beneficiary.I See Crusrrv, 2.

MASTER.’ A person authorized to con

trol another or others in some relation, or

charged with the execution of a service as

an assistant to a court of equity.

1. He to whom an apprentice is indent

ured.

"Master and servant" expresses the relation be

tween the parties. See further Arrassnca.

2. He who hires another to serve him as a

domestic or as a common laborer; an em

ployer.'

“Master and servant“ expresses the relation in

private life, founded in convenience, whereby a man

halls in the assistance of others when his own skill and

labor is not sufficient to answer the cares incumbent

upon him.‘ See further Sssvm.

8. Any person having the chief charge or

command of the employment and navigation

of a vessel.‘ See SHIP, 2.

4. An oflicer of a court of chancery to

whom was referred a bill alleged to contain

scandalous or impertinent matter.‘

An otficer whose duty was to make in

quiries, when so directed by the court, into

matters which, from the constitution of the

court, it could not conveniently, without as

sistance, make for itself, and to report to the

court his findings or conclusions.‘

Clerks, commissioners, and referees now perform

many matters formerly entrusted to masters. Their

chief duties are to make inquiries, take accounts, sell

estates, and adjust other matters, before there can he

s final disposition of a cause.’

A master is appointed in an equity case to sift the

testimony and to collate and report the facts. He is

both an examiner and master. Having heard the

witnesses and familiarized himself with the case, he is

competent to pass upon the credibility of witnesses

and to judge of the evidence. By his being fully pos

sessed of the case, the dispute is likely to be confined

to the real grounds of the controversy.‘

The document exhibiting his findings and conclu-,

sions is called his “report; " the ofllce of which is to

present the case to the court in such a manner that

intelligent action may be had; and it is this action

that finally determines the rights of the parties.‘

 

‘Holland 1:. Alcock, 108 N. Y. 312, 816 11889), cases.

500 generally 82 Alb. Law J. 867-70 (1885), cases.

‘F. maiater: L. magister: magnus, great Compare

lhoisrnsrn.

' [1 Bl. Com. 4%

‘R. S. 52758; 20 Wend. 182; 41 How. Pr. 71!.

l [B B1. Com. 442, 450.

‘ [‘Holthouse‘s Law Dlct.]

' Beebe 1:. Russell, 19 How.M (1856).

‘ Backus's Appeal, 58 Pa. 192 (1868), Agnew, J.

‘ North Carolina R. 00. v. Swasey, 28 Wall. 410 (1874),

He must follow the directions contained in the order

of his appointment.‘

The court will review the report only as to matters

specified in exceptions filed thereto, and the parts or

the evidence particularly referred to.‘ It may set

aside the report for manifest error in law or fact, or

recommit it, if the means of correction are furnished.‘

When, by reason of the large amount of equity

business. it is impossible for a court to examine every

case in detail, its attention may be brought directly to

the points of the contest by a preliminary hearing be

fore a master, who can take time to examine the case

thoroughly, and report upon it intelligently and accu

rately. The etfect is to eliminate what is undisputed,

and to develop the true points of contest. The pro

ceeding before the master develops the righm and lib

bilities of the parties for the court‘s consideration; the

party dissenting from the master's views bringing the

points into review by exceptions. What shall be re

ferred to a master, general or spccial, is a matter in

the discretion of the court. . . Properly speaking,

no report is conclusive. That would be to make the

Judgment of an oliicer performing an ancillary service

superior to the judgment of the court itself. When

he reports facts directly proved by the witnesses, the

court will give his report great weight, because of his

superior opportunities for judging of the credibility

of the witnesses and the effect of their testimony.

But when the fact is a deduction merely from the facts

reported by him, his conclusion is simply a result of

reasoning, of which the court is as competent to judge

as he. Hence, the report is neither a decision nor an

infallible guide, but a serviceable instrumentality to

aid the court in performing its own functions.‘ See

FINAL. _

The compensation of masters, whose functions are

judicial, may be measured by the standard of judicial

salaries.‘ See Cosrs; Fan, 2.

Master Of the rolls. One of the judges

of the English court of chancery.

He formerly had the custody of the rolls of all put

ents and grants which passed the great seal, and of the

records of chancery. He presided in the Rolls Court.

as assistant to the lord chancellor. His jurisdiction

is now transferred tothe supreme court of judicatm-e.‘

MATE. See Msnmsa; SHIP, 2.

MATERIA. L. Substance: matter, sub

ject, subject-matter.

In pari materia. Upon like (equal) mat

ter; in regard to the same matter.

 

Waite, C. J. See also Batch 0. Indianapolis, &c_ R

Co., 11 Biss. 138 (1882).

I Felch c. Hooper, 4 C113. 494 (1878).

1 Harding v. Handy. 11 Wheat. 1% (1826).

' Steam Stone Cutter Co. v. Windsor liianuf. Co., 17

Blatch. 21 (1811)); Kis0r's Appeal, 62 Pa. 485 (1869).

‘ Philllps's Appeal, 68 Pa. 187 (11571), Agnew, J..

Sproull‘s Appeal. 71 id. 187 (1872); Clark's Appeal. 68

id. 451 (N69); Tilghman 0. ioctor, 125 U. S. 149 (1681)

' Middleton v. Bankers‘ & Merchants‘ Mai. 00., 82 F

R. 524 M887).

‘1 Spence. Eq. _'857-N.
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Statutes in pan‘ maferiu. are to be construed to

gether. Such statutes relate to the same person or

thingor the same classes. They are usually general

laws made at diflerent times, in reference to the same

subject.I '

The rule does not apply where the language of an

act is free from uncertainty.I

The rule applies to a section of a statute oonstrued

with reference to prior statutea;' to sections of a re

vised code; ' and to constitutional provisions having a

common purpose.‘

The legislature is presunied to have had former

statutes before it, and to have been acquainted with

their judicial construction.‘

Where divers statutes relate to the same thing, all

are to be considered, in construing any one of them.‘

MATERIAL. 1, 1:. Any article used in

building or repairing houses, ships, etc]

More often,'materials.

Material-man. One who has furnished

any merchandise or stuff for the erection or

repair of a building, vessel, or other struct

ure. See Csss, Mixed; Lsaon, 1; LIEN, Me

ohanic‘s.

2, adj. Of the substance; essential; im

portant. Opposed, immaterial: formal;

not vital; unnecessary: as, a material or im

material — alteration, amendment, averment

or allegation, fact, issue, matter, party, rep

resentation, testimony, witness, qq. 11. See

also MATTER. _

MATERNAL. See Ascssros; Consu

GUINITY; LINE, 3.

MATHEMATICAL. See EVIDENCE.

MATRICIDE. See HOMICIDE.

MATRIMONY. Marriage, as a relation

or status.

Matrimonial causes. In England, cer

tain suits, involving rights relating to mar

riage, which have constituted a branch of

ecclesiastical jurisdiction.

As, suits for jactitation of marriage, for restitution

of conjugal rights, for judicial separation and dissolu

tion, for alimony.

By the Divorce Act of 1B57, these causes passed

under the cognizance of a court created by the act,

and are includedin the probate, divorce, and admiralty

division of the high court of justice. See Divoacs.

MATBONS, JURY OF. See VENTEB, 1.

 

lSee 7Conn. 456; 9 Barb. 811; 10 Oreg. 62; 07 U. S.

U‘; 101 id. 281, 771.

I Barnes v. The Railroads, 17 Wall. 302 (1872).

‘Roberts v. Briscoe, 45 Ohio St 600 (1886), cam

¢ Straudel 1:. West Virginia, 100 U. s. 306 (1879).

‘Steele 11. Lineberger, 72 Pa. 241 (1872).

' United States v. Freeman, 8 How. 564 (1845).

' See 71 Pa. 298_ 86 Wis. 29.

MATTER. 1. Whatever is perceptible

by the senses; any material. See MATERIA;

MATERIAL; PATENT, 2.

2. The subject of legal action, considera

tion, complaint or defense.

The fact or facts constituting the whole or

a part of a ground of action or defense.‘

8. Some substantial or essential thing; op

posed to form,2 q. v.

Material matter. Anything essential to

the understanding or determination of an

issue or proceeding. Immaterial matter.

Anything not of importance to an adjudica

tion.

In a pleading, an " immaterial matter" is anything

stated therein which, if established on the trial, would

not entitle a party to, or aid him in obtaining, the re

lief demanded, or in sustaining the defense pleaded.‘

Matter in controversy. See Commo

vsnsm

Matter

Matter

Matter

Matter

nos.

Matter

Matter

non.

Matter

Matter

Matter

Matter

Tollit, etc.

Matter

Matter

PEL.

Matter of substance. See Form.

New matter. In pleading, matter not

previously alleged or pleaded in avoidance.‘

" New matter constituting adefense " is not pleaded

by averments which simply deny the allegations of

the complaint, but only when they constitute a state

ment of facts the proof of which avoids the legal con

clusion otherwise to be drawn from the statement of

facts in the complaint. It is in the nature of a plea of

confession and avoidance.‘

Special matter. Facts of a particular

nature which a defendant, under a plea of

in deed. See Darn, 1;Esmrm

in dispute. See DISPUTE.

in issue. See Issue, 3.

in mitigation. See AGGRAVA

in pais. See PAIS; DEED, 1.

of aggravation. See AGGRAVA

of avoidance. See Cosrsssms.

of course. See Course, 2.

of fact. See Fscr.

of form. See Foam; Coscrssos,

of law. See LAW; FACT.

of record. See RECORD; Esror

 

|Nelson 1:. Johnson, 18 Ind. 882 (1862), Perkins J.

' Douglas 1:. Beasley, 40 Ala. 1-48 (1866).

I Johns v. Pattee, 55 Iowa, 667 (1881), Seevers, J.

‘ See 8 Bl. Chm. 800, 818.

' Craig 1!. Cook, 28 Minn. 234 (1881): Pomeroy, Rem

gs owes.
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the general issue, may give in evidence in

his defense.

The character of the matter is indicated in a notice

served upon the plaintifi.

Subject-matter. See SUBJEC1‘, 2 (1).

MATURE; MATURITY.l i. In a

will, may import maturity of mind and char

acter, the combined result of age and educa

tion.2

2. Applied to bonds or similar instruments,

and to negotiable instruments generally, re

fer to the time fixed for payment,— the ter

mination of the period they have to run.‘

Opposed to immature, immaturity. See

Dun; Naoorwra, 2.

“ At maturity " includes the whole day, unless ex

pressly limited to a certain hour.‘

When a promissory note payable on a certain day

bears interest “after maturity,“ interest should be

computed from the day fixed for payment, not. from

the last day of grace.‘

M'A.XIIN[.6 “A proposition to be of all

men confessed and granted without proof,

argument. or discourse. . . A conclusion

of reason."

So called quia marima ejus dimtitas ct oertissima

auctoritas, el quod "l(1.‘l.'i7I1¢ omnibus probetwr,7 be

cause its value is the highest and its authority the

most reliable. and because it isacceptcd by all persons

as the very highest.

The authority of the maxims which are part of the

common law rests entirely upon pt neral reception;

and the only method of proving that this or that maxim

is a rule of the common law is by showing that it has

always been the custom to observe it. These maxims

are known, and their validity determined, by the

judges of the courts.‘

The principles and axioms of law. which are general

propositions flowing from abstracted reason, and not

accommodated to times or men. are wisely deposited

in the breasts of the judges to be applied to such facts

as come properly ascertained before them.‘ See Law,

Common.

When a principle has been so long practiced and so

universally acknowledged as to become a maxim, it is

obligatory as part of the law." See Eqmn, p. 409.

I L. malurus. completed as to period; ripe.

' Condict v. King. 13 N. J. E. 380 (1861).

' United States v. Union Pacific R. Co., 91 U. S. 86

(1875). Davis, .1.

‘ Leigh v. Knickerbocker Life ins. Co., 26 La. An. 438

(1874).

‘ Wheeiess v. Williams, 62 Miss. 869 (1881).

‘L. maa:ima (sententia), the greatest sentiment: an

opinion oi’ the greatest weight or authority.

" Coke, Litt. 67 0, 11 a.

'1 Bi. Com. 68.

' 8 Bl. Com. 379. See 15 West Jur. 837; Broom, and

Wharton. on Maxims.

" Hendricltson u. Evans. 26 Pa. 444 (1865).

. The Latin maxims in this book will be found trans

lated and explained under the word of most impon

tance in each maxim, with cross-references to ani from

corresponding English words.

MAY. Though pi-imariiy importing per

mission, is often used, in construing statutes,

in the sense of " shall" or “ must."

Where public interest or private right requires that

a thing should be done, “may “ is construed to mean

“must." I

Equivalent to " must " or "shall “ when important

rights of an accused person depend upon it, and

when the context and general purpose of a statute

require it.‘

Coustrued “ must " in all cases where the legislature

meant to impose a positive and absolute duty, and not

merely a discretionary power. The ordinary meaning

of the language must be presumed intended, unless

that would defeat the object of the provision.I

But it is only where it is necessary to give eflect to

the clear policy and intention oi.’ the legislature that

such liberty can be taken with the plain words of stat

urea.‘ '

When power is given to public oflicers, and the

public interest or individual rights call for its exercise,

the language used, though permissive in form, is in

tact peremptory.‘ See Rsqmss.

May be. The expression, in a statute, that “ the

county court in which any part of the route of the

said railroad may be,“ may subscribe to the stock, is

to be construed with reference to the situation oi the

subject-matter. Used 0! a railroad already built,

"may be " would be equivalentto " exists,“ “ is built,"

“in operation," or the like. But relerring to a road

not yet built. not located or surveyed, nor organized.

it must have a diflerent meaning.‘ I

May have. Possession: that a teststor “ may

have " do not necessarily refer to future time.’

"May have " and "may have been“ are presum

ably retrospective.‘

‘ People v. Supervisors, 68 N. Y. 119 (1877); People v.

Supervisors, 51 id. 406-7 (1873), cases.

‘State v. Neuner, 49 Conn. 233 (1881), cases; Com

monwealth v. Smith. 111 Mass. 407 (1873).

"fhompson v. Lessee of Carroll, 22 How. 484 (1859),

Grier, J.

‘ Minor v. Mechanics‘ Bank, 1 Pet. 64 (1828), Story, J.

‘Supervisors v. United States, 4 Wall. 446-47 (1866),

cases, Swayne, J.; Jones v. Statesville, (77 N. C. 88 (1887).

See also Leighton v. Maury, 76 Va. 870 (1882); Exp.

Lester, 77 id. 673(1B&*l); 9 How. 259; 5 Wa1l.7(!5;9£i U. B.

170; 17 F. R. 814; 2rFlip. 818; 7 Ct. Cl. 834: 12 Ala. 69!;

28111. 28; 45 Cal. 696; 70 ill. 590; 77 id. 273-, 71nd. 1'22;

18 id. 27; 58 lile. 488; 61 id. 566; 107 Mass. 197; 125 id.

2)i;141id.10i;il liiinn. 101; 85 id. 186; Biiliio. 521; 48

id. 167.890; 81\‘eh. 224; 4 id. 150; 11 Nev. 260; 39 N. H.

435; 27N.J. L. 407: 24 N. Y. 405; 52 id. W; 91 id. 587;

81Pa.349; 8 Ph1la.625; 1 Wash. '1‘. 51; 9 Wis. 809; 86 id

493; 64 id. 847; 78 E. C. L. 755.

‘County of Calloway v. Foster, 98 U. S. 578 (1876).

' Wilkinson 1:. Adam, 1 Ves. & B. '442(l812;

‘Heeney a. Brooklyn Benevolent Society, 8! Bart

863 lltlfilt
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May in anywise. Not always the sameas “ may

by any possibility,“ or “ may under any circum

stances." '

May or may not give. Where a statute provides

that for willful neglect, punitive damages may or

may not be given in the discretion of the jury, it is

error to instruct a jury that they “ should " give puni

tive damages if they found willful neglect.’

But an erroneous instruction that if the defendant

was guilty of willful neglect the jury “ ought " to

award punitive damages, is not cured by another in

struction that they “ could " find any sum as punitive

damages.‘

May pay. In an agreement for re-insurance, may

mean “ liable to pay.“ ‘

May receive. An agreement to credit on a note

any amount the payee may receive, may refer to

money thereafter received.‘

May saw. An agreement to sell all the plank one

may saw during a winter was held not to bind the de

fendant to saw any plank at all.‘

" May summon ” the master oi‘ a vessel to show

cause why process should not issue against the vessel,\

means shall be at liberty, is permitted, to summon

him.’

Ii!‘i'.AYH.'li1![.a Violently depriving an

other of the use of a member proper for his

defense in fight.’

Violently depriving another of the use of

such of his meuibers as may render him the

less able, in fighting, either to dei'end himself

or to annoy [disable] his adversary.1°

A battery, attended with the aggravating circum

stances that the party injured isforever disabled from

making as good a defense against future external in

juries as he otherwise might have done. Among the

defensive members are not only arms and legs, but a

finger, an eye, a foretooth, and some others; not,

however, a jaw-tooth, the ear, or the nose, the loss of

which does not weaken. The injury is alsoa crime,

being an atrocious breach of the king's peace, and

tending to deprive him of the aid of a subject.'1 See

Dcaass.

 

1 Gregory v. Kanouse, 11 N’. J. L. 63 (1829)

'Louisvi1le & Nashville R. Co. 0. Brooks, 88 Ky. 138

(1835)

'Kentucky Central R. Co. v. Gastinenu, 88 Ky. 12?

(1885).

‘Fame 1ns..Uo.‘s Appeal, 83 Pa. 405(1B77); so Leg.

int 60. _

IGreene 1:. Robinson, 41 Conn. 470 (1874).

'Wemple 1:. Stewart, 2.‘ Barb. 160 (1856).

' The Shelbourne, 80 F. R. 52 (1887).

' F. mehaing, abatement of strength from hurt. See

IAII.

'8 Bl. Corn. 121.

"4 Bl. Com. M.

"8131. Com. 121; 4 id. 205; ltd. 130; 8 Port. (Als.)-172;

i0Ala. 928; 62 CGLMB; 5 Ga. 404; 7 Mass. 245; 17 \\’end.

352; 8 Bin. 5%; 6 B. & R. 224; 4 Wis. 168; 2 Blsh. Cr.

L.§100i; Whart. Or. Pr.§200,n; R.S.§l342,art. N;

B C. & P. 167.

MAYOR.I

ti-ate of a city.’

His principal duty is to enforce the laws of the city.

He may also preside over the mayor's court, which

has jurisdiction, concurrent with the courts oi other

committing magistrates, over oflenses perpetrated

within the city limits, and of special matters given by

statute. See MAGISTRATE.

McKEAN’S TABLES. See TABLE, 4.

MEADOW. A tract which lies above

the shore of a sea or stream, and is over

flowed by spring and extraordinary tides

only, and yields grasses which are good for

hay.‘

A " sedge-flat “ is not a meadow.I

The statutes which have long existed in many

States, authorizing the majority of the owners of ad

jacent meadow or swamp lnmis to have commissioners

appointed to drain and improve the whole tract, and

to assess the expense upon all the proprietors in pro

portion to the benefits received, have often been up

held as reasonable regulations.‘ See AQUA, Currit, etc.

INIEANDI|iiR—LD§'E.ll In surveying, a

line which follows the course of a stream.

The meander-lines run in surveying fractional por

tions of the public lands bordering upon navigable

rivers are run, not as boundaries of the tract, but for

the purpose of defining the sinuosities of the banks of

the stream, and as a means of ascertaining the quan

tity of land in the fraction.‘

MEANING. See CONSTRUCTION; Imm

sxno: PURPORT.

MEANS. 1. Agency, instrumentality.

2. Property, resources; money.

In patent law, see Pnocrss, 2.

Attempt by other means. In a statute punish

lrig setting fire to property, contemplates physical

means.’ ‘

The chief or executive magis

 

IF. maire: L. maiorem: majorem, greater.

“ Mayor“ is the Spanish spelling,— Skeat. In 1189,

' Rich. I substituted a mayor for the two bailiffs of

London. See 25 Wend. 50; 4 Bi. Com. 418.

' Waldo 0. Wallace, 12 Ind. 571' (1859).

' Church 1:. Meeker, $1 Conn. 429 (1867).

' Head 1:. Amoskeag Manuf. Co., 113 U. S. ?2 (1885),

cases; Wurts v. Hoaglnnd, 114 id. 610 (1885), cases

See Neponset liieadow Co. 0. Tileston, 133 Mass. 159

(1$2).

In Wright 1:. Roseberry, 121 U. S. 488 (1887), the Su

preme Court reviewed the legislation of Congress re

specting swamp lands, the departmental construction

of that legislation, and the decisions of the court and

of the highest courts of many of the States concern

ing such legislation.

' From the river Meander, in Asia lliinor,-% N. Y.

5(1), infra.

' St. Paul, &c. R. Co. v. Schurmeir, 7 Wall. ‘272

(1868). See also Jones v. Pettibone, 2 Wis. 80’! (1&’»3i;

The Seneca Nation 0. Knight, 23 N. Y. 5(1) (1861); Erie

tol v. Carroll County, so ill. at (1880).

' MCDMB a. People, 29 Mich. 53 (1874)
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Means necessary to an end. Any means calcu

lated to produce the end.I See Nscnssanr. '

Means of satisfaction in hand. Referring to a

creditor, property or money of the debtor in the cred

ltor‘s possession, which he may lawfully appropriate

to the debt.‘ See Avsmasns.

Means of support. May embrace all the re

sources from which the necessaries and comforts of

life are or may be supplied, such as lands, goods, sal

aries. wages, or other sources of income.‘

MEASURE. See ‘VEIGHT, 1; Insure

‘MON, 1; Moss on Lsss.

Measure ofdamages. The rule by which

damage is to be estimated.‘ See DAMAGES

MEAT. See Comm

MECHANIC. An artisan or artist.‘

A workman employed in shaping and

uniting materials, such as wood or metal,

into some kind of structure,'machine, or other

object, requiring the use of tools.‘

He is usually, perhaps always, a manufacturer; but

a manufacturer is not always a mechanic. A miller

is not a mechanic.‘

Nor is a photographer.‘

Nor is a dentist; and his tools, therefore, are not the

" tools of a mechanic." '

A dentist, in one sense, is a professionalrman; in

another sense his calling is mainly mechanical and

the tools he employs are used in mechanical opera

tions.‘

See Bunmsn; Lms; Toot; Tuna.

MEDIATE. Remotely related; indi

rectly connected; incident to some other;

opposed to immediate: as, mediate— descent,

powers, qq. 1;. See IMMEDIATE.

MEDICAL. See lilsolcms.

MEDICINE. The practice of medicine

includes the application of medicines and

drugs for the purpose of curing, mitigating

or alleviating bodily diseases; while the

practice of "surgery" is limited to manual

‘operations usually performed by surgical in

struments or appliances.’

 

I M‘Culloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 414 (1819); 85 N. J.

L. 546.

'1’errine u. Fireman's Ins. Co., 23 Ala. 570 (1858);

Knighton v. Cuery, 62 id. 408 (1878).

' Schneider 0. Hoaier, 21 Ohio St. 112 (1871), hicllvaine,

J.; lilcidcl c. Anthis,7i Ill. 246(lB74), Breese, C. J, And

see Sharpiey 1:. Brown, 48 Hun, 875 (1887).

‘ See Sedgwick, Damages, 29.

‘ Berks County v. Bertolet, 13 Pa. 525 (1850), Rogers,

Judge.

‘Story 1:. Walker, 11 Les, 517 (1888), Cooper, J.

‘ Whitcomb 1:. Reid, 81 Miss. 560 (1856).

‘ hlaxon v. Perrott, 17 Mich. 387 (1863), Cooley, 0, J_

‘Smith 0. Lane, % Hun, 683435 (1881).

One who undertakes to cure disease by mere ms

nlpulation is not engaged in practicing either medicine

or surgery.‘

“Allopothic practice “ of medicine .means the or

dinary method commonly adopted by the great body

of learned physicians, taught in their institutions, es

tablished by their highest authorities, and accepted

by the larger portion of the community. By “ eclectic

practice “ is intended a diflerent system, unusual and

eccentric, not countcnanced by the clam referred to,

but characterized by them as spurious and denounced

as dangerous.‘

See Dncomsr; Danes; Liqoon; PHYSICIAN.

Medicine-chest. All vessels over a given size are

required, by acts oi! Congress, to keep a medicine

chest.‘

Medical. Pertaining to medicine, or the

study or practice of medicine.

Medical adviser. See Gommmcsnos,

Privileged, 1.

Medical attendance. Is not restricted to

professional medical services rendered; will

include nursing, as, withina statute for the

relief of paupers.‘

A medical attendant is one to whom the

care of a sick person has been intrusted.°

Medical college. Is not a " benevolent,

charitable, scientific, or missionary society." ‘

The courts cannot be too scrupulous in examining

the amerted rights of collegesto graduate matricu

lanfi with the degree of doctor of medicine.’

The power of the legislature to prescribe reasonable

conditions calculated to exclude from the profession

persons unfltted to discharge its duties cannot be ques~

tioned. Statutes for the accomplishment of this pur

pose, which have been common, generally require that

the practitioner shall be a graduate of an institution

for medical instruction, or shall have a certificate of

qualification from some recognized body of men

learned in the science, and shall be of good moral

character.‘ See Eusnosscr.

Medical evidence. Testimony furnished by

physicians or surgeons, or standard treatises

prepared by them. See Exrsar; Scmncs.

Medical aramination. See Issrscnos, 2,

Of person.

Medical jurisprudence. Treats_of matters

 

1 Smith 1:. Lane, ante.

‘Bradbury 1:. Bardln, 84 Conn. 453 (1887), McCurdy_

J.; Same v. Some, 85 id. 581 (1869). Bardin had falsely

represented that his practice, made the subject of a

sale, was regular allopathic.

I1 Story, Laws, 100; 2 id. 971; R. S. 55 4569-70.

‘ Scott 1:. Winneshiek County, 62 Iowa, 580 (1879)

‘ Edington 9. Mutual Life Ins. Co., 5 Run, 6 (1875).

‘ People v. Cothran, 27 Hun, 845 (18826.

' People v. Gunn, 80 Hun. 325 (1883).

‘State v. State Medical Examining Board, 82 In-.

M (1884), cnsea
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requiring medical knowledge and skill, as

well as knowledge of law; forensic medi

cine. -

Mclical lectures. See LECTURES.

Medical services. May include the profes

sional services of a medical clairvoyant.1

Medical or medicinal uses. See LIQUOR.

Medico-Irgal. Pertaining to matters of

both law and niedicine.

MEDIETAS LINGUE. L. Half of a

tongue: a jury composed one-half each of

aliens and denizens or natives; or, a jury

one-half of whom are of the nationality of

one of the parties to a suit.’

Medietatis linguw, or de medietate linguw.

Of half a(mixed) tongue: half of each lan

guage or nationality.

At common law, when an accused person spoke

only a foreign language, and the fact was made known

to the court, a petit Jury was l.llil'll8\liL}it_‘l)' awarded,

without the ordinary precept, one-half of the jurors

speaking English, and one-half the language of the

alien.‘ The principle never had application to this

country.‘

MEDIUM, SPIRITUAL. See INFLU

ascs; Pnnrnnsss. False.

MEDLEY. A melee; confused fight;

afiray.

Chance-medley. A casual aflray. A

killing in self-defense upon a sudden encoun

ter.

Chaud-medley.° An afiray in the heat

of blood or passion.

Both terms are about obsolete.

MEET AND PASS.

Law Of.

Does not apply to travelers who come together in

different directions from roads which intersect.‘

MEETING. “ General meetings " of the

members of a corporation occur at stated

times fixed by the constitution or by-laws;

“special meetings" are called for special

purposes. The former are also called “ stated

meetings." 7 See MINUTES. 2.

MELIOR. See Daucrvu, In pari, etc.

See Roan, 1,

 

' Bibber v. Simpson. 59 Me. 182 (1871).

' See 5 Bl. Com. 800; 4 id. 352.

‘United States v. Aniz, 4 Woods. 180 (1882): s. o. 16

F. R. 124. .

' State v. Sloan, 97 N. C. 501 (1887).

‘ F. chuud, heat,-4 Bl. Com. 184; 1 Russ. Cr. 660.

I‘. chaude mélée, an affray in hot blood,-— Trench,

Eng. Past & Pres, 815.

° Lovejoy v. Dolan, 10 Cush. 497 (1852).

VBQQ Warnerv. Mower, 11 Vt. 391 (16317)

MELIORATION. See Bsmmmur, 1;

Imrnovamsur.

MEMBER. 1. Of the person, see MAY

HEM, 2. A person, see Anonou; Ban, 1;

CHURCH: CORPORATION.

MEMORANDUM. L. Be it remem

bered;let it be remembered. Latin plural,

memoranda; ‘English plural, memorandums.

The word is now Anglicised.

Writings for which no technical forms

were prescribed began with this word. At

present it denotes any informal document

preserving evidence of a fact or agreement.

See Rarassn.

Memorandum check. A check given

by a borrower of money, to be held by the

lender for redemption at a time specified.

See CHECK.

Memorandum clause. Words in a pol

icy of insurance limiting the liability of the

insurer to the articles and risks specified.

Memorandum of agreement. Articles

of agreement, q. 11. Under the Statute of

Frauds (q. v.), a note or writing signed _by

the party to be charged or by his agent there

unto duly authorized.

A memorandum is a note to help the memory, I

memorial. a record. A list of articles purchased, or

a note of things to be done by a friend or agent, spoo

lfying persons, places, modes of doing the business,

etc, is a memorandum, although in form a letter. It

is well seiilvd that a letter may be a sufliclent mem

ornnduin under the Statute of Frauds.l

Memoritur. It is remembered:

memory.

“ Memorifur proof " of a lost document will be re

ceived of a witness acquainted with the original.

MEMORIZATION. See DRAMA; Lacr

URFB.

MEMORY. 1. The mental faculty by

which passed impressions are reproduced.

See REFRESH.

2. Mental capacity; understanding: as,

sane memory, sound and disposing mind and

memory. See Mum.

Legal memory; memory of man; time

of memory. 7 Originally, indefinite, but by

statute in 1276, made to begin with the reign

of Richard I, 1189. At another time the pe

riod was practically sixty years. In 1832. it

was changed to twenty years.2

from

 

I Bissell v. Beckwith. 82 Conn. 517 (1865), lioCu.rdy, J

' Bee 2 Bl. Com. 81.
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Immemorial. Beginning or occurring

time out of mind: as, an immemorial cus

tom, q. 1:.

MEN. See MAN.

MENACE. See Assan1:r;Dnranss, 1;

DURESS.

MENAGEBIE. See ANIMAL

MENIAL. See SERVANT.

MENS. L. The intellect; judgment, in

tention, mind. See Aooasoxno; Conros.

Mala mens. Bad mind; fraudulent in

tention.

Mons legis. The intent of the-law.

Mons rea. Criminal intent.

MENSA. See Dwoncr.

MENTAL. See LABOR, 1; MIND.

MERCANTILE. Pertaining to mer

chandise; having to do with the business or

relations of merchants. See MERCHANT;

Msncnsnmsn.

Mercantile agency. See Commence

TION, Privileged, 2.

Mercantile law. The law-merchant.

Mercantile paper. See hisncnmr, Law.

Mercantile partnership. A partner

ship which habitually buys and sells,— buys

for the purpose of afterward selling.

A coal and oil association is not such a partner

ship.I

MERCHANDISE.‘ Defined in the early

dictionaries as “ commodities or goods to

trade with." '

“ Objects of commerce, wares, goods, commodities;

whatever is usually bought or sold in trade." I’r0vis~

ions daily sold in market, horses, cattle, and fuel are

not usually included, and realty never. The word

conveys the idea of personalty used by merchants in

the course of trade, and is usually, if not universally,

applied to property which has not yet reached the

hands of the consumer. The baggage (q. u.) of a pas

senger is not merchandise.‘

Hus no fixed legal signification; compre

hends whatever is usually bought and sold,

what merchants commonly trade in.‘ -

Is limited to things that are ordinarily

bought and sold,— the subjects of commerce

and traflilc; things that have an intrinsic

 

I Commonwealth v. Natural Gas Co., 82 Pitta. L. J.

I10 (1883).

1 L. mercari, to trade: merz, trafiic.

' Passaic Manut. Co. v. Hellman, 8 Daly,512 (1871).

1 The Marine City, 6 F. R 413, 415-16 (1881), Brown,

District Judge.

I Kent v. Liverpool. to. lns. 00., ‘A6 Ind. 297-98 (1866),

flllott J.

mnnouam

value, in bulk, weight, or measure, and

which are bought and sold.l

Does not apply to mere evidence of value, 111,-!

note, a policy of insurance, a bill of lnding, and the

like, although some of these are sometimes bought

and sold.I

May include shares in a joint-stock company.‘

And may even embrace animate property; “\ n a

common count for goods sold and delivered.‘

In duty-laws, includes goods, wares, and chattels of

every description capable of being imported.‘

See Baooaoa; Conrsncs; Goons; Issrmon, 1

Ixvoms; Mun, 2; Msnommu; Maacnnrr; TBADI

nax; \Vuiss.

]lt[ERCHA1\TT.ll Originally, one who

traded with foreign countries; at present,

one whose business is to buy and sell mer

chandise.'

One who buys to sell again, and who does

both, not occasionally or incidentally, but

habitually and as a business]

One who buys and sells an article: not,

then, a manufacturer who sells his own pro

ductions.El

A banker is a merchant, according to both the

commercial and the civil law.’

A commercial traveler is not a merchant: he does

not sell his own goods."

Nor is e brewer; ' nor an apothecary, selling liquor

for medical uses;" but a. hotel-keeper is, if he sells

liquors, tobacco, etc., in his hotel; I’ so may be the

keeper of a boarding-stable; " but not a swck-specu

lstor.“

Commission merchant. A factor, q. v.

Forwarding merchant. See Fos

WARDER.

Law-merchant; law of merchants. A

system of law consisting of certain principles

of equity 'and usages of trade which general

convenience and a common as :se of justice
 

| Citizens‘ Bank v. Nantucket Steamboat Co., 2 Story,

5864 (1841), cases, Story, J.

' Pray v. Mitchell, 60 Me. 435 (1872); Fine 0. Hornsby,

2 Mo. Ap. 64 (1876).

' Weston v. McDowell, 20 Mich. 857 (1870); United

States 1:. One Sorrel Horse. 22 Vt. 656 (1847).

1 [IL S. 5 $66. See also 6 Pet.163; 11Biss.i56; 40Ind.

593; 55 Iowa, 620; 2) Piclt.13; 5 Mich. 112; 44 N. Y. 805;

43 Pa. 850; 47 Wis. 615,

' L. mercator: men, traflic, merchandise.

‘ See Thomson 0. Hopper, 1 W. &'. S. 469 (1841).

' Commonwealth 1;. Natural Gas 00., 82 Pitts. L. J.

810 (1888).

‘ 'Josselyn v. Parson, 50 L. R., 7 Ex. 129 (1872).

' Brown v. Pike, 81 La. An. 578 (1882).

" Erp. Taylor, 58 Miss. 481 (1880).

" Anderson 0. Commonwealth, 9 Bush, 571 (im

" Campbell v. Finck, 2 Duv. 107 ([865).

" Re Odell, 17 Bankr. Reg. TS (1877).

" Ra Woodward, 8 Bened. 565 (1876)
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have established to regulate the dealings of Ooncluflon Will that "I6 1115111?-if! be In mercy fol‘ NI

merchants and mariners in all the commer

cial countries of the civilized world.l

On mercantile questions, such as relate to bills of

exchange and the like, in marine causes relatingto

freight. average, dernurrage, insurance, bottomry,

and others of a similar nature, the law-merchant,

which is a branch of the law of nations, is followed.‘

The law-merchant was not made: it grew. Customs

have sprung from the necessity and convenience of

business and prevailed in duration -and extent until

they acquired the force of law. This mass of our

jurisprudence has thus grown, and will continue to

grow, by successive accretions. it is the outcome of

time and experience, wiserlnw-makers, if slower, than

legislative bodies.‘

The rules applicable to commercial paper were

transplanted into the common law from the law-mer

chant. They had their origin in the customs and

course of business of merchants and bankers, and are

now recognized by the courts because they are de

manded by the wants and convenience of the mercan

tile world.‘ See PAPER, 4.

Merchants’ accounts. Within the mean

ing of the exception in statutes of limitations,

accounts between merchants for merchan

dise, consisting of debts and credits, unset

tled and mutual.‘ See ACCOUNT, 1.

Merchant appraiser. See Arraussn.

Merchant vessel. See Vassar.

Merchantable. Vendible in market.

Merchandise is vendible because of its fitness

to serve its proper purpose. As applied to

forage, merchantable means edible.‘

The terms used in defining the word are “ ordinary

quality,“ “ marketable quality," “bringing the aver

age price," " at least of medium quality or goodness,"

“good, lawful merchandise of suitable quulit ',"

ugood and sufllcient in its kind,“ " free from any ro

markable defect.“ '

SeeUus-ron; Mann; Msacasmnas; Srarurnnsn

CRAFT.

MERCY.‘ Compassion; leniency; clem

ency.

1. At common law, the conclusion of a judgment for

the plaintiff was that the defendant " be in mercy "

imisericordia), that is, be fined for his delay of justice;

and when the judgment was for the defendant, the

 

‘ 8 Kent, 2.

'4 Bl. Com. 67;1id.7b, 273.

‘ Merchants’ Bank 0. State Bank, 10 Wall. 651 (1870),

Swayne, J.

1 Woodbury v. Roberts, 50 lowa, 849 (1882), Beck, J.

' Fox v. Fisk, 7 Miss. 846 (1842).

‘Wood v. United States, 11 Ct. Cl. 686 (1875). boring,

Judge.

' Warner 0;. Arctic Ice Co.. 74 Me. 478 (1883), cases,

Bymonds, J. See 9 Oreg. 411; B4 Barb. 206.

' I‘. ml, pardon: L. merccs, flue, pains.

false claim.‘ See Ansncs.

2. Justice is to be administered with mercy: it ll

reserved for the sovereign or his deputy to extend

mercy wherever he thinks it deserved, holding a court

of equity in his own breast to soften the rigor of the

law in such criminal casesas meritan exemption from

punishment.‘ See Paanos.

8. Deeds of mercy in Sunday laws, see Smwsr.

MERE. See MOTION, 1; RlGBT.

MERETRICIOUS.‘ Pertaining to un

lawful sexual relation.

If persons under legal incapacities wed, the union

is meretricious.‘

MERGEB.‘ A sinking: absorption, coa

lescence, union, extinguishment —- of a lesser

estate, obligation, right, or wrong, by a larger

one; the smaller ceasing to exist, and the

greater not increasing.

1. Merger of estates. Whenever a

greater estate and a less coincide and meet

in one and the same person, without any in

termediate estate, the less is immediately an

nihilated; or, in law phrase, is “ merged,"

that is, sunk or drowned in the greater.6

As, where the reversion of a feesimple descends to

or is purchased by the tenant for years or life.

Consists in a thorough coalescence, indis

soluble union of merging estates; each re

taining its rights and advantages, while

imparting to the other the whole of its pe

culiar attributes."

The extinguishment, by set of law, of one

estate in another by the union of the two

estates.0

The whole title, legal as well an equitable, must

unite in the same person.‘

While a merger at law follows inevitably upon the

union of a greater and lesser estate in the same owner

ship, it does not so follow in equity. There the doc

trine is not favored, and the estates will be kept

separate where such is the intention of the parties.

and justice requires it."

Merger is a matter of intention, declared or pro

 

‘See 8 Bl. Com. 876; 4 id. 879.

'4 Bl. Com. 397; '1 Kent, $5; 8 Story, Cons’, ‘ lm

' L. meretriz, a courtesan: rnerere, to earn money.

' 1 Bl. Corn. 436.

' L. mergere, to sink under water.

'2 Bl. Corn. 177; Mangum o. Piester, 16 B. 0. am

(1881); Little v. Bowen, 76 Va. 727 (1882).

" [Den 1:. Vanness, 10 N. J. L.106(1828), Ewing, (J. J,;

Duncan :1. Smith, 81 id. 827 (18113), Beasley, Q ,|_

‘ State v. Koch, 47 M0. 584 (1371), Wagner, J,

‘ Jordan v. Cheney, 74 Me. 862 (1883).

"Smith 11. Roberts, 91 N. Y. 415(issa), cm; Hm ‘_

Pixley, 63 Barb. 150813); Cook v. Brightly, 46 P‘, 4“

(IBM).
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sumed. The person in whom the estates meet may

prevent it. Thus. the owner of the fee in land may

acquire and hold a mortgage interest therein.I

2. Merger of agreements, contracts,

obligations. When an engagement by

simple contract is afterward confirmed or

continued by a sealed instrument, or when

the demand '1! right of one party as against

the other under their sealed or unsealed en

gagement is transformed into a judgment.

The simple contract becomes lost, sunk, as it were,

and swallowed up in that under seal, and becomes

totally extinguished.’

A judgment on a note, or a contract, merges the

note, or the contract, and no other ’suit can be main

tained on the same instrument.‘

A judgment against one of several joint-contractors

one bond merges the contract into the higher secu

rity. The instrument, in either case, is thereafter

functus ofllcio.‘ See Gnnrrsa; Jonrr.

Extinguishment by merger takes place between

debts of different degrees, the lower being lost in the

higher. and. being by act of law, it is dependent upon

no particular mtention. it takes place only where the

debt is one, and the parties to the securities are iden

tical. Hence. there is no merger where a stranger

gives a bond for a simple contract debt, or confesses

judgment for a debt. . The debt remains the

same, though the old evidence of it melts into the new

one, and the creditor merely gains a higher security.

. in merger there is a change only of the secu

rity; in satisfaction by “ substitution " there is a

change of the debt.I See Sscunrrv, Collateral.

All verbal agreements between the parties to a

written contract, made before or at the time of the

execution of the contract, are considered as merged

into the written instrument, and are inadmissible to

vary its terms or to affect its construction. But oral

agreements subsequently made, on a new and valid

consideration, and before the breach of the contract,

in cases falling within the rules of common law, and

not within the Statute of Frauds, stand upon a differ

ent footing. They may have the effect to enlarge the

time of performance specified in the contract, or may

vary any other of’ its terms, or they may waive or dis

charge it altogether.‘ See Psaoa. Evidence.

8. Merger of wrongs. When a private

wrong and a public ofiense [a felony] is com

mitted by one and the same act]

 

I Winona, &c. R. Co. v. County of Deuei, B Dak. 21

(1882), cases.

' [Smitb, Contr. A

'Eldred v. Michigan Ins. Bank, 17 Wall. 545 (1873);

Beazley 1:. Sim, 81 Va. 648 (1886).

‘ United States v. Amea. 99 U. S. 45 (1878); Candee v.

Smith, 98 N. Y. 351 (1858); 6 Wall. 231; 95 U. S. 847.

‘ Jones v. Johnson, 8 W. & S. 277 (1812), Gibson, C. J.

‘Emerson 11. Slater, 22 How. 41 (1859), cases, Clif

ford, J.; Hawkins o. United States, 96 U. S. 669 (1877),

cases.

' 4 Bl. Com. 6.
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At common law, under an indictment for a felony,

conviction cannot be had of a lesser offense included

within it, if such lesser offense is a misdemeanor. This

rule has been changed by statute.l

Formerly, the civil action for damages suffered by

the individual was suspended until he had performed

his duty to society by an endeavor to bring the offender

to justice in a court of criminal law.‘ See Waxvsa.

MERIT. Sufficiency in law; legal va

lidity.

A person is the_ “ meritorious “ cause of action, when

the cause or the consideration on which the action is

founded originated with or was occasioned by him.

Thus, in an action by a husband and wife upon an

agreement entered into with her before marriage, she

is the meritorious cause of action.I

Merits. Embraces more than the ques

tions of law and of‘ fact involved; all that a

party may of right claim in reference to his

case.‘

The real or substantial grounds of action or

of defense, in contradistinction to some tech

nical or collateral matter raised in the course

of the suit.°

An “ amdavit of merits" represents that upon the

substantial facts of the case Justice is with the at’iiant.'

In ordinary acceptation, the abstract jus

tice of a case, without regard to technical or

arbitrary rules of law. In legal signification,

the combined questions of law and of fact

presented by the pleadings in the case. But

in a given case, may mean the strict legal

rights of the parties, as distinguished from

those mere questions of practice which every

court regulates for itself, and from all mat

ters which depend upon the discretion or

favor of the court.‘

" Pleading to the merits" distinguishes pleas which

answer the cause of action, and on which a trial may

be had, from those of a different character!

MESNE.a Middle, intermediate, inter

vening: as, means or a mesne—-amignment,

incumbrance, lord, process, profits, qq. v.

MESSAGE.’ 1. A communication from

the President to Congress.

 

‘ State v. Durham, 7‘) N. 0. M9 (1875); Commonwealth

1:. Dean, 109 liiass.851(1872); 1 Bish. Cr. L. ii 786, 804.

'4 Bl. Com. 8.

' See 1 Chitty, Contr. '1B1.

‘ Blakely v. Frasier, 11 S. C. 184 (1877), Willard, C. -1.;

Dill 1:. Moon, 14 id. 889 (1880).

'[Holthouse‘s Law Dict. See 18 Pa. 854; Mid. 476.

‘St. John 0. West, 4 How. Pr. ‘S3142 (1850), Sel

den, J.

7itahn v. Gunnisod, 12 Wis. '5& (lfifl), Paine, J.;

Oatman v. Bond, 15 id. '25 (1862).

' F. meme: L. medias. middle.

' F. message: 1... mitterc, to send.
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" He shall from time to time give to the Congress

Information of the State of the Union, and recommend

to their Consideration such Measures as he shall judge

necessary and expedient.~“ I

An " annual message " is delivered at the com

mencement of each session; a “special message,"

when particular information is to be communicated;

a " veto message,“ where a bill is returned unsigned.

Prior to Jefferson's administration, messages were de

livered orally.‘

The sovereign of England communicates with the

houses of Parliament by message. at the hands of a

minister of the crown or a member of the royal house

hold.‘

2. In the sense of a communication by tele

graph, see TELEGRAPH.

MESSENGER. 1. “ One who bears a

message or errand; the bearer of a verbal or

written communication, notice, or invitation

from one person to another or to a public

body; an office servant." '

Does not apply to public oilicer acting in an orig

inal capacity in the discharge of duties imposed by

law, but presupposes a superior whose servant the

messenger is and whose mandate he executes, not as

I deputy, with power to discriminate and judge, or to

bind his superior, but as a mere bearer and communi

cator of the will of his superior. In this sense a

county treasurer is not a “ public messenger.“ ‘

2. An ofiicer who is given charge of a

bankrupt‘s estate until an assignee has been

qualified.

See Bass, 2; Exranss, Company.

IMIESSUAGE.5 The best writers repre

sent this word as synonymous with house,

and as embracing an orchard, garden, curti

iage, adjoining buildings, and other append

ages of a dwelling-house.‘

A grant of s messuage, or of s messnage with the

appurtenances, will carry the dwelling-house and ad

joining buildings. and its orchard, garden, and curti

lsge.’ See (,‘ua-rn.sos; Gum, 8; LAND; Mum, 1.

METALS. See Assavsa; Com; MANU

ncrous; MiNERAL: Ons.

METEOR. See ACCRETION.

METES. See Bousmnv.

METHOD. Placing several things and

performing several operations in the most

' Constitution, Art. [1, sec. 8.

‘See 2 Story, Const., 4 ed. p. 868, note.

' May. Parlm. Pr. Ch. 17.

'Pflster v. Central Pacific R Co., 70 Cal. 111' (1886),

learls, (2.; Act 4 April, 186i. Quotes Webster's Dict.

I Mess’-wigs. F. mesuage, manor-house: L. L. mam,

lsmua, farm, dwelling.

‘Grimes 1:. Wilson, 4 Blackf. 838 (1837), Dewey, J.

See also 2 Bing. 617; 29 E. C. L. 433; 5 T. R. 48; Will

iams, XL 1'‘. 18.

' Sheets 0. Selden, 2 Wall. 187 (1864): Shep. Touch. N.

convenient order; also, a contrivance or de

vice.1 See PROCESS, 2.

METRE, or METER. The ten-millionth

part of a quadrant of a terrestrial meridian -

from the equator to the north pole. Practi

cally, the length of a platinum bar intended

to be equal to one ten-millionth of the merid

ian which passes through Paris, and equiva

lent to 89.368 American inches.

Metrio system. A system for measur

ing length, capacity, surface, and weight,

founded upon the metre as a unit.

The act of July 28, 1866, re-enacted in Rev. St

55 856940 (where tables of equivalents are given), su

thorlzed the use of the system, and directed that

standards be furnished to each of the States.

MEXICAN TITLES. See Pusano.

MICHAELMAS. See TERM, 4.

MICHIGAN, LAKE. See Lamas.

MIDDLE. See NAME, 1; THREAD.

MIGHT. See Snsnu:r‘s CASE.

MIGRATION. “ Migration” and " im

portation,” as used in sec. 9, art. I, of the

Constitution, refer to the difierent conditions

of persons of the African race as regards

freedom and slavery. VVhen the free black

man came here, he migrated; when the slave

came, he was imported ---as property.1

MILE. Has no technical meaning, ex

cept in the expression "mile circular" or

" circular mile:” one of the whole number

of miles traveled in going to and returning

from a place.

in admiralty, while " knot" denotes the rate 0!

speed, "mile“ commonly expresses distance covered

by speed—the result of speed. in English statutes,

“marine league" indicates the three-mile belt from

shore, but not always so; in United States statutes

t.he'dlstance from shore in which admiralty jurisdic

tion shall be limited, “ mile “ being used in other cases

In the business oi.’ our navy department, " mile" means

“ marine mile“ or “ admiralty knot.“ The “ land

mile “ is the more common to landmen; the “ sea mile "

toseamen. While the former is 5280 feet, the latter in

6086.7.‘

Mileage. A payment of so much a mile

to one who travels on public business: as,

the charge allowed a sheriff or marshal for

executing a writ.

 

lflornblower 0. Boulton, 8 F. IL 106 (1799); B B. 8

Ald. 350.

' People v. Compagnie Générale Tmnsatiantiqae,

107 U. S. 62 (1882), Miller, J.

' Rockland, &c. Steamboat Co. 0. Femenden, 79 Us:

14548 (1887), Peters, C. J.

(48)
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Within the meaning of Rev. St. 5 820, mileage is to

be computed from the place where the process is re

turnable to the place of service.l Sec Dnuwr, 1; Dis

nncs; Nun; Rmnrs.

MILITARY.

WAR.

Pertaining to soldiers in war, or to war;

relating to the army.

Military bounty-lands. See Bovrvrv.

Military cause. A cause arising out of

the military law.

Military court or tribunal. A court

for the administration of the military law; a

court-martial.

A military tribunal exists under the Constitution in

time of war. Should Congress fail to create such tri

bunals, they must be constituted and proceed accord

ingto the laws and usages of civilized warfare. in

time of peace they may exist only under the power in

Congress “To make Rules for the Government and

Regulation of the land and naval Forces." ' See

JUDGE-ADVOCATE.

Civil courts have no authority to review, or in any

manner interfere with, the action of military tribunals

regularly engaged in the exercise of their appropriate

jurisdiction. Thus, the civil courts cannot discharge

a minor, who enlisted in the army in violation of Rev.

Bt. $1117, who is in custody, awaiting trial before a

court-martial, upon a charge of desertion.'

Military government or jurisdiction.

There are under the Constitution three kinds

of military jurisdiction: one to be exercised

both in peace and war; another to be exer

cised in time of foreign war outside the

boundaries of the United States, or in time

of rebellion and civil war within the States

See llisnrmn; Mmrrm;

‘ or districts occupied by rebels treated as bel

ligerents; and a third to be exercised in time

of invasion or insurrection within the limits

of the United States, or during rebellion

within the limits of States maintaining ad

hesion to the National Government, when

the public danger requires its exercise.

The first, which may be called jurisdiction under

“ military law,“ is found in acts of Congress prescrib

ing rules and articles of war, or otherwise providing

for the government of the national forces; the second,

which may be distinguished as “ military govern

ment," supersedes, as far as may be deemed expedi

ent, the local law, and is exercised by the military

commander under the direction of the President, with

the express or implied sanction of Congress; while the

third, Which may be denominated “ martial law "

proper, is called into action by Congress, or tempora

 

' Re Crittenden, 2 Flip. 218 (1878).

‘Military Commission. 11 Op. Att.-Gen. 298 (1865),

Bpeod,A.G.

'RaZimme|'lns-n.80B'.&i'N(188"(), Buryor,J.

rily. when the action of Congrem cannot be invited,

and in the case of justifying or excusing peril, by the

President, in times of insurrection or invasion, or of

civil or foreign war, within districts where ordinary

law no longer adequately secures public safety and

private rights.l

Military law. Regulations for the gov

ernment of persons employed in the army;

the law applicable to military service and

affairs.

The body of the military law of the United States

is contained in the “ Act establishing rules and articles

for line government of the armies of the United

States," approved April 80, 1806, with supplements

thereto. The first section of the act contains one hun

dred and one articles (whence called “ the articles of

war"); it describes the various oilenses. the punish

ments to be inflicted.and the manner of summoning,

as well as the organization of courts-martial.I

.'l'here are also various usages which constitute an

unwritten law, for application to cases in which there

are no express provisions.’ See MARTIAL, Law.

Military offenses. The common-law dis

tinction between felonies and misdemeanors

does not apply to military offenses.

A homicide committed by a military guard, without

malice, while performing his supposed duty, is ex

cusable, unless manifestly beyond the scope of his

authority, or such that a man of ordinary sense would

know was illegal. The circuit courts have jurisdiction

of a homicide committed within a military reserva

tion.‘

Military post or station. See Smnos.

Military service. Employment in the

army or in matters connected with war,‘

Military tenures. See Faun.

Military testament. The will of s sol

dier in service. See WILL, 2 Nuncupative.

MILITIA. Soldiers enrolled for disci

pline, and not for other military service ex

cept in times of insurrection, invasion, and

perhaps of riot.

"The Congress shall have power . . . To pro

vide for calling forth the Militia to execute the Inn

of the Union, suppress lnsurrections and repel In

vasions; To provide for organizing, arming~ and dis.

ciplining, the Militia, and for governing such Part of

them as may be employed in the Service of the United

States, reserving to the States respectively, the Ap

pointment of the Ofllcers, and the Authority of train

ing the Militia according to the discipline prescribed

by Congress." '

 

‘Exp. lliilligan, 4 Wall.141-42, 128 (1866), chum c_ J__

and Wayne. Swsyne, and Miller, JJ., diasenflng_

I See R. S. Tit. XIV, XV, XVI.

' Martin v. Mott, 12 Wheat. 28 (1827).

‘United States v. Clark, 81 F. IL 710 (1887), 3mm

J.: I. c. 26 Am. Lew Reg. 708-9 (1887),M

' See 18 Wall. 84; 18 Iowa, 51&

' Constitution, Art I, see. 8, cl. 15, it
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This provision authorizes Congress to delegate to

the President the power to call out the militia for the

purposes named. and to make his decision conclusive

as to the necessity for the call.l

The militia are " a body 0! armed citizens trained to

military duty, who may be called out in certain cases,

but may not be kept on service like standing armies,

in times oi.’ peace." That is the case as to the active

nilitia of the State. The men comprising it come

[mm the body of the militia. and when not engaged

at stated periods in drilling and other exercises, return

to their usual vocatlons.as is usual with militia. and

are subject to call when the public exigencies de

mand it. The word “ troops" conveys the idea

of an armed body of soldiers whose sole occupation is

war or service, answering to the regular army. The

organization 0! the active militia bears no likeness to

such a body of men. It is simply a domestic force as

distinguished from the regular troops, and is only

liable to be called into service when the exigencies of

the State make it necessary.‘ '

The act of Congress oi May 2. 1792. is the first leg -

lslation relating to the militia. Under it, and its supple

ments, the militia can be used to suppress rebellion

against the national government. The President, who,

as seen. is to judge of the exigency,may address his

request either to the governor of the State or to an

ofllcer of the militia. In actual service. the militia

are subject to the same rules as the regular troops

The President specifies the term of service. which may

not exceed nine months.I

The right voluntary to amoclate together as a mili

tary company or organization, and to drill or to parade

with arms, without, and independent of, an act of

Congress or a law of the State authorizing the same,

is not an attribute of national citizenship. Military

organization and military drill and parade under arms

are subjects especially under the control of the gov

ernment oi each country. They cannot be claimed as

aright independent 0! law. Under our political sys

tem they are subject to the regulation and control of

the State and Federal governments. acting in due re

gnrd to their respective prerogatives and powers.‘

See Mos.

MILK. See Anunrnmrs ; 5 OLEOMARGA

ems; Pnnonna.

MILL. 1. Mill, mill-dam, mill-privilege,

mill-site, and like expressions, are construed

to include land, buildings, and machinery or

other fixtures necessary or useful to attain

 

I Martin 1:. Mott, 12 Wheat. 28 (1827); Luther v. Bor

den. 7 How. 34 (18i9); 8 Mass. 547.

' Dunne v. People, 94 Ill. 1130, 12! (1879), cases, Boom,

Justice.

' See R. S. Tit. XVI.

‘Presser v. Illinois, 116 U. S. 267 (1886). Woods, J. See

generally 2 Story, Const. ii 1199-1215, cases; 2 Ban

croft. Const. 14749; 1 Kent. 262-66. cases: Houston 1;,

Moore, 5 Wheat. 12 (1820); 1 Kan. Law J.261-66 (1885).

' On punishing adulteratlon 0!. see especially 2.’ Am.

hw Rev. 101 (1888). cases.

the object proposed in the erection.1 See

Guam, 8; TOLL, 2.

A statute of a State which authorizes any person to

erect and maintain on his land a water mill and mill

dam upon and across any stream not navigable. pay

ing to the owners of lands flowed damages assessed in

a judicial proceeding. does not deprive such owners of

their property without due process of law. The right

to the use of running water is publici jm-is, and com

mon to all the proprietors oi! the bed and banks oi‘ a

stream. Each has a right to a reasonable use of the

water as it flows past his land, not interfering with I

like reasonable use by those above or below him. One

reasonable use is the use of the power, inherent in the

tail of the stream and the force of the current, to

drive mills. That power cannot be used without dam

ming up the water, and thereby causing it to iiow back.

It the water thus dammed up by one riparian pro

prietor spread over the land oi’ others, they could at

common law bring successive actions against him for

the injury done them. or even have the dam abated.

Before the Mill Acts, therefore. it was often impossible

for a riparian proprietorto use the waterpower at

all, without the consent of those above him. The pur

pose of these statutes is to enable any riparian pro

prietor to erect a mill and use the water-power of the

stream, provided he does not interfere with an earlier

exercise by another of alike right or with any right

of the public; and to substitute for the common-law

remedies a new form of remedy by which any one

whose land is flowed can have assessed. once for all,

either in a gross sum or by way 01’ annual damages,

adequate compensation for the injury. General

mill acts exist in some twenty or more States‘ See

AQUA, Currit, etc.; NUISANCE; Wrrsn.

Miller. See liiscnsmc.

2. The tenth of a cent. See COIN; M, 2.

MIND. The rational faculty, or the un

derstanding; the state of the mental facul

ties; inclination, desire, purpose, intent; also,

memory, recollection.‘

Disposing mind. Testamentary capac

ity, q. 1:.

Mind and memory. At common law,

and in statutes of wills, are convertible terms.‘

Sound mind. Mind can only be known

by its outward manifestnti0ns— language

and conduct. As these conform to the prac

tice of the majority of mankind, or contrast

harshly with it, judgment is formed as to a

man’s soundness of mind!‘

_______——_————

|SeeB5 Conn. 158; 41 Ga. 162; 8 Mas. 280; 6 Me. 436;

16 id. 63; 32\'d 888; 89 Mich. 777; 20 Barb. 635; 76 N. Y.

23; 85 Wis. 41; 87 Vt. 62.’.

I Head 0. Amoslreag Manut. Co , 118 U. B. 9, 16-19, 2!

(1B8lS),‘Gray, J .

‘See 15 Wall. 589; Sbel. 119.

4 Re Forman‘s Will. 54 Barb. $6 (1869).

‘United States v. Gulteau, 10 F.R.167(18$), (bx, 3.;

lb. N24, cases; 2 Harr., Del.. 879.
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Unsound mind. Includes every species of

insanity or mental unsoundness.I

Weak mind. When a person, from infirmity and

mental weakness, is likely to be easily influenced by

others, a transaction entered into by him without in

dependent advice will be set aside, if there is any

unfairness in it.‘

See CAPACITY, 1; Dover; Farm; lruuzrr; INFLLYEXCE;

lrrrnnr; lnsaxrrr; Knowurnon, 1; hhuca; Muamm;

Ramon; WILL, 1. Compare Mass.

MDVER 1, v. To draw or lead — a way or

passage underground, a subterraneous duct,

course or passage, whether in search of met

als or to destroy fortifications.‘

2, n. An opening or excavation in the earth

for the purpose of extracting minerals.

Applied to coal, is generally equivalent

a worked vein.‘ '

The right to mines, as a branch of the royal revenue,

had its original in the king's prerogative of coinage,

in order to supply him with materials; and therefore

mines which are properly “ royal" are only those of

gold and silver. By 1 and 8 W. & M. (1689, 1096), no

mines are to be royal, but the king may have the pre

cious metals for a price named in the statutes.‘ Bee

Rovsurv.

Statutes in various States declare that a patent

passes the entire interest of the State.‘

Mining claim. A parcel of land contain

ing precious metal in its soil or rock; also,

one's right of property in such land.

Mineral locations, made prior to the passage of any

mineral law by Congress, have always been governed

by the local rules and customs in force at the time of

the location.‘I

The location of a mining claim is the act of appro

priating such parcel according to certain established

rules. it usually consists in placing on the ground,

in a conspicuous position, a notice setting forth the

name of the locator, the fact that it is thus taken or

located, with the requisite description of the extent

and boundaries of the parcel, according to the local

customs or, since the statute of 1872, according to the

provisions of that act. The location, which is the act

of taking the parcel of mineral land, in time becomes,

among the miners, synonymous with the mining claim

originally appropriated. One claim may include sev

eral or many locations.‘

 

IMc(Ja.mmo|:\ v. Cunningham, 108 ind. 547 11886).

' Allore v. Jewell, 94 U. 8. 511-12 (1876), Field, J.

' L. L. minors, to lead; hence, to follow a vein, to

excavate. Whence mineral.

‘ Bell v. Wilson. L. R., 1 Ch. Ap. '309 (1866), Turner,

L. J., quoting Ency. liietrop. '

' West-moreland Coal C0.‘s Appeal, 8.’: Pa. 346 (1877).

' 1 Bl. Com. 294. ‘

' 8 Rent, 878, n; 17 Cal. 199. As to the United States,

see 107 U. S. H26; 108 id 510; 2 Black, 17; 8 \\'all. 304.

‘Glacier Mining Co. v. Willis, 12? U. S. 482 (1888).

'Smclting Company v. Kemp, 104 U. S. 649 (1881),

Held. J.; R. 8. 52824.
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The right of location upon the mineral lands of the

United States is a privilege granted by Congress, but

it can only be exercised within the limits prescribed by

the grant. A location can only be made where the

law allows it to be done. A relocation on lands actu

ally covered at the time by another valid and sub

sisting claim is void. A location is made by taking

possession and working on the ground, recording and

doing whatever else is required by the acts 01’ Congress

and local regulations. A claim perfected under the

law is property in the highest sense, which may be

bought, sold, and conveyed, and which will pass by

descent Actual possession is not necessary, but the

locator must do the requisite amount of work within

the prescribed time. The paramount title remains in

the United States; the locator acquires the exclusive

right of possession, A relocation may be made only

when the rights of the former locaior have ended.l

Known mine. Within the meaning of the

mining laws, no lands are “ known mines"

unless at the time that the rights of a pur~

chaser accrued there was upon the ground an

actual and opened mine, which‘ had been

worked, or which was capable of being

worked.2

If a lode or vein of gold or silver is " known to ex

ist“ within a placer claim when the patent is applied

for, the patentee cannot recover its possession, even

asagainst an intruder. Having no title to such lode

or vein by reason of its exception from his patent

under Rev. St. § 2333, he cannot enforce any legal right

to it, being bound to rely upon the strength of his own

title, not upon the weakness of his adversary's. The

statute speaks of acquiring a patent with knowledge

of the existence of a vein or lode within the boundaries

of the claim; not of the effect of the intent of the

party to acquire a lode which may or may not exist,

of which he has no knowledge. Nor does it render

belief, after examination, in the existence of a lode,

knowledge of the fact. There may be difficulty in do

termining whether such knowledge in a given case

was had; but between mere belief and knowledge

there is a wide difference. Questions as to what kind

of evidence is sufficient to prove the required knowl.

edge should be settled as they arise.‘

Mining partnership. A distinct asso

ciation, with diiferent rights and liabilities

attaching to its members, from an ordinary

trading partnership.

 

IBeik v. Meagher, 104 U. S. 284, 281-88 (1881), Waite,

C. J.; Forbes v. Gracey, 94 id. 762 (1876); R 8. $9319;

Erhardt o. Boaro,113 U. S. 585 (1885). See generally

Steel v. Smelting Co., 106 id. 449, 457 (18\\“.Z); Jackson v.

Roby, 109 id. 441 (1888); Chambers 1:. Harrington, 111

id. 350 (1884).

’ Colorado Coal & iron Co. v. United States. 123 U 5

825 (1887), cases, Matthews, J.

IIron Silver Mining Co. 11. Reynolds, 124 U. S, 383

(1888), Field, J.; l\'oyes v. Mantle, l271'd.353(lSS8). As

to mining on public lands, see 26 Cent. Law J. 834-65

(1688), cam.
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A member may convey his interest without dissolv

ing the partnership; and the death or insolvency of a

member will not work a dissolution. Buta member

may not pledge the credit of the association.I

Such partnership exists where the owners of a. mine

cooperate in working it.I

Sea Ann‘: MINERAL; AQUA, Currit, etc.; LAND, Pub

lic; (ins; Vsm: Wasrn.

NHNERAL. That which is mined.

Though frequently applied to substances

containing metals, in its proper sense in

cludes all fossil bodies or matters dug out of

mines.‘

A fossil, or what is dug out of the earth.

In its enlarged sense, comprises all the sub

stances which form, or have formed, part of

the solid body of the earth, both external

and internal, and which are now destitute of,

and incapablebf supporting, animal or veg

etable life.‘

Petroleum is a mineral. and as much a part of the

realty as timber or coal.‘

A right to experiment for oil. and to sever and re

move it upon giving a portion to the lessor, is a license

to work land for minerals; and so coupled with an in

tcrest as not to be revocable at the pleasure of the

licensor.'

Where the gruntor in a deed conveying realty re

lerved certain timber and “ all minerals,“ and the

grantee claimed the mineral ollI the court said: " It is

true that petroleum is a mineral; but so are salt and

other waters, impregnated or combined with mineral

substances; so are rocks, clays, and sand: anything

dug from mines or quarries; in line, all inorganic sulr

stances are classed under the general name of ‘min

erals.‘ if the reservation embraced all these things,

it Ls as extensive as the grant. That something may

be retained for the vendor, ‘minerals‘ must then be

limited in its meaning. The parties doubtless thought

and wrote, not as scientists, but as business men using

the language of every-day life; and in popular estima

tion petroleum is not regarded as a mineral substance

any more than is animal or vegetable oil, and it can,

indeed, be so classified only in the most general or sci

entific sense.’

Minerals beneath the surface may be conveyed by a

deed, distinct from the right to the surface. They

constitute a corporeal hereditament, and pass by apt

words, with delivery of the deed and registration.‘

 

I Kahn v. Smeltiug Co., 102 U. S. (H5 (1880); Bissell u.

Fosa,11~i id. 260 (1885), cases; 42 Cal. 370; 79Va.160;

50 E. C. L. 685.

I Higgins v. Armstrong. 9 Col. 46 (1885); as id. 111.

' Rosse v. Wainman, 14 M. & W. ‘BT2(1S-15), Parke, B.

' [Bainbri<lge, Mines. &c., 1, cases.

' Appeal of Stoughton, 88 Pa. 1% (1878).

‘hm: v. Halderman, 58 Pa. £9 (1866).

'Dun-.am v. Kirkpatrick, 101 Pa. 43-44 (1882), Gor

don, J. See also Hartwell v. Camman, 10 N. J. E. 128,

l82-36 (1854).

‘Caldwell v. Fulton, 81 Pa. 475 (1868).

The law recognizes horizontal divisions of land. A

severance of the surface from the underlying strata

may be created, either by reservation or expreu

grant; after severance, a mineral right is an inde

pendent interest. Thus, one person may own the iron

ore, another the coal, another the limestone, another

the petroleum‘, and another the surface.1

But each proprietor must so use his own property

as not to injure another proprietor.l

A tenant for life cannot open and operate a new

mine: it would injure the inheritance; but his right to

operate previously opened mines, and work them

even to exhaustion, cannot be questioned.‘

What is termed a mineral lease is frequently

found to be an actual sale of a portion of the land. It

ditfers from an ordinary lease in this, that, although

both convey an interest in land, the latter merely con

veys the right to its temporary use and occupation,

while the former conveys absolutely a portion of the

land itself. If the entire interest of the lessor is

conveyed, in the whole or a portion of his land, the

conveyance cannot properly be regarded as a “do

mise." but as an “ assignment.“ ' >

See Mme; Aqua, Currit. etc.; Lana, Public; Quannv;

Vsm; Wmrs, 1.

INllINIS'I'ER.*i 1. An ofiicer of a court

charged with the execution of processes.

Ministerial. Done or executed, or serv

ing, under the authority of, or in obedience

to, another person as superior: as, a minis

terial—-act, duty, ofiice, officer, trust, writ.

Opposed to judicial: involving the exercise

of discretion.

A ministerial act is one which a person performs in

a given state oi’ facts, in a prescribed manner, in obo

dience to the mandate of legal authority, and without

regard to, or the exercise of, his own judgment upon

the propriety of the act to be done.‘

As, the act of bringing a party into court;‘ select

ing jurors; ' delivering a patent to land after the right

thereto is complete.‘

A ministerial duty, the performance of which may,

in proper cases. be required oi.’ the head of a depart

ment of government, by judicial process, is one in re

 

I Caldwell 0. Copeland, 87 PB. 480-81 (1860); Sandor

son 0. City of Scranton, 105 id. 472 (1884); 81 id. 476,

482; 1 Mauls & S. 84; 2 Barn. & Aid. 554; 2Strange,

1142; ll M. & W. 83; L. R., 4 Eq., 19; 2 Exch. 800; 6 id.

644; 5E.L.&E.526; 2Dr.&S.895.

IErickson 11. Michigan Land & Iron Co., 50 Mich.

604, 600-10 (1883), cases.

' Eley‘s Appeal, 103 Pa. 307 (1888), cases.

‘ Sanderson v. City of Scranton, 105 Pa. 472-73 (1884),

Clark,J. On opinions as to the value of a silver or

gold mine, see Southern Development Co. v. Silva, 1%

U. S. 247, 252 (1888).

' L. minister, a servant.

' Flournoy 1:. Jeflersonville, 17 Ind. 173-74 (1861), Per

klns, J.; 64 id. 877; 15 F. R. 16; Roins v. Simpson, U

Tex. 501 (1878). -

' Exp. Virginia, 100 U. S. 848 (1879).

' Simmons 01. Wagner, 101 U. S. $1 (1879).
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meet to which nothing is left to discretion. It is a

simple, definite duty, arising under conditions admitted

or proved to exist, and imposed by law.‘

See Exncumus, 8, Writ of; Jones; Onrcm; Saar.

ru

2. A person ordained to preach the gospel.2

See Onnam, 2.

8. In laws respecting foreign relations, a

person invested with and exercising the prin

cipal diplomatic functions.‘

“The President . . shall nominate, and by and

with the Advice and Consent of the Senate, shall ap

point Ambassadors, other public Ministers and Con

suls .“ ‘

Foreign minister. In the diplomatic

sense, a minister who comes from another

jurisdiction or government.‘

The modern law of nations recognizes a

class of public oificers, who, while bearing

various designations, chiefly significant in

the relation of rank, precedence, or dignity,

possess in substance the same functions,

rights. and privileges,-— being agents of their

respective governments for the transaction of

diplomatic business abroad, possessing also

such powers as their respective governments

may please to confer, and enjoying, as a

class, established legal rights and immunities

of person and property in the governments

to which they are accredited as the represent

atives of sovereign powers.

-Disregarding questions of dignity, these

diplomatic agents might all be denominated

ambassadors, because they are immediate

oflicers of the sovereign; or envoys, because

they are persons sent; or ministers, because

engaged in public service or duty; or procu

rators, because they are the prootors of their

respective governments; or legaies, because

oflicially employed as the substitute of the

superior; or nuncios, or intemunc1'os, be

cause they are messengers to or between

governments; or deputies, because they are

deputed ; or commissioners, because they hold

 

I Mississippi v. Johnson, 4 Wall. 498 (1866), Chase,

0. J. See also Kendall v. Stokes, 3 How. 87, 98 (1845);

South v. Maryland. 18 How. 396, 402 (1855); Conner 1:.

Long, 101 U. 5. 284-44 (1881), cases; 7 Ct. Cl. 298; 49

Ala. 811; 89 Ark. 85; 12 Conn. 46-1; 12 Ohio St. 132; 40

Wis. 17 .

‘See lMass. 82:5 id. 524; 6 id. 401; 7 id. 60, 230; 14 id.

I88; 2 Pick. 403; 1Me.102; 11 id. 487.

' R. S. 54130: Actl Feb. 1876; 19 St. L. B.

‘ Constitution, Art. Il,,sec. 2, cl. 2.

‘Cherokee Nation 1:. Georgia, 5 Pet. '56 (1881),

Thompson, J .

and discharge commissions; or chargés d’of

faires, because they are charged with busi

ness; or agents, because they act for their

governments. All these, and other designs

tions of public ministers, are found in the

history of modern negotiations, the name

having no fixed relation to the functions or

powers, or true nature of the oifice.

In the simple indication of duties these public min

isters would be divisible into three subdivisions of dif

ferences: ministers, representatives, and agents: ordi

nary, and extraordinary, that is, special; resident,

and non-resident or transient; and pienipoteniiary.

and not pienipotentiarv or with limited powers.

But, in process of time, sometimes to flatter the

pride of the sovereign represented, or that of the rep

resentative, or that of the government addressed; at

other times to indicate shades of diflerences in func

tions, or in the place or manner of exercising them,

and for other causes, arbitrary and artificial distinc

tions have grown up, in the use of titles, or names,

which for the most part are independent of, or abso

lutely contrary to, the truth and substance of the

things they pretend to designate. Thus it is that

“ ambassador," in origin the most equivocal of all the

titles -— for “ ambascia " is “ omcium vel ministeriurn

quodcunque, noblle et ignoblle,“ and “ ambisciuta “ at

this day is any message, though borne by a house

hold servant—hss come, notwithstanding its humble

origin, to designate a diplomatic agent of the highest

ranl; in the class, because taken to be the most direct

representative of the sovereign; in this, reviving its

original use of the personal client or agent of the

chief or prince. Thus it is that the Papal See appoints

peculiar ministers assumed to belong to, the highest

rank. under the name of “ legato " or “ nuncio," both

in nature as ordinary, and the latter as humble, as

any in the whole category. Thus it is that the ordi

nary “ envoy,“ or agent of regular and ordinary func

tions, ls by mere titular exaggeration turned into

“envoy extraordinary," while another agent, who is

no more a resident minister than he, and just as much

an “extraordinary " envoy, is denominated merely a

"minister resident." Thus it is, also, that in one of

the varieties of agents, to "envoy extraordinary,"

which is false, is added “minister plenipotentiary,"

which is inexact in fact and by specialty of applica

tion: for it is not usual to give any diplomatic agent

general " plenipotentiary “ powers, but limited ones;

and such powers, whatever they mny be, as are given

to envoys ordinary and extraordinary are frequently

given to commissioners, ministers resident, or even

chargés d‘aiTaires. And thus it is that “ charges

d'affaires," in itself quite as general as any title, and

often home by persons exercising as high functions as

any other, has settled into the designation of .a mere

provisional ofiilcer, in dignity of the lowest rank.

Thus, also, while “commissioner,“ which in fact is

more comprehensive than the others, like “ deputy,“

when held by a person having foreign diplomatic

functions. as distinguished from functions s-.erral or

administrative, has come to have something of a spe

ciflc meaning by reason of its vagueness. as implying
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a diplomatic agent whose functions are undefined as

respects the nature of his powers or the place of exer

cising them,— the term has more commonly been held

to denote a minister the range of whose duties and

powers is not confined t) a particular court and does

not depend on his presentation there.

The Constitution, specifying “ ambassadors " as

examples of a class, empowers the President to ap

point these and other " public ministers,“ that is, any

such oflicers as by the law of nations are recognized

as “public ministers," without making the appoint

ment of them subject, like “other (non-enumerated)

ofiicers," to the exigency of an act of Congress. In a

word, the power to appoint diplomatic agents, and to

select any one out of the varieties of the class. accord

ing to his judgment as to the needs of the public serv

ice, is a constitutional function of the President. not

derived from nor llmitable by Congress, but requiring

only the ultimate concurrence of the Senate; and so

it was understood in the early practice of the govern

ment.‘

The United States has never sent an " ambassa

dor." '

The power to appoint a representative includes the

power to remove him.I

“In all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other public

Ministers and Consuls . . the supreme Court shall

have original Jurisdiction." ‘

The purpose was to keep open the highest court of

the nation for the determination, in the first instance,

of suits involving a diplomatic or commercial repre

sentative of a foreign government. This was due to

the rank and dignity of such representatives.

They may sue in any court they choose that is open to

them. As to consuls, the commercial representatives

of foreign governments, the jurisdiction of the Supreme

Court was made concurrent with the district courts.

Congress may confer jurisdiction, in cases of consuls,

upon the subordinate courts of the Union.I

See Auax, 1; Aanr.sr,2(2,8); Aarwu; Coxsnn; Ex

Iqurca, 2.

MINOR.‘ A person not twenty-one years

old; an infant, q. u.

Nlinority. 1. The civil condition of a

minor; infancy.

2. The smaller number of votes or voters.

Bee MAJORITY.

3. The smaller number of citizens. See

Cossrrronos.

MINS']'.','B.ELS. See Tnansn.

MINT. The United States mint was es

tablished by act of April 2, 1792, and located

at Philadelphia. There are branch mints at

 

I Ambassadors and Public Ministers, 7 Op. Att-Gen.

IN)-Oil (1865), Caleb Cushing.

I1 Kent, 89, n. See 1 Bl. Com. 258.

I Erp. Hennen, 13 Pet. 259 (1839).

‘Constitution, Art. 111, sec. 2, cl. 2.

‘Amos v. Kansas, ill U. S. 4640884); Born 0. Prea

ton. Kb. 232. 255 (1884), cases.

' L minor, 18!. younger.
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San Francisco, New Orleans, Carson, and‘

Denver.1 See'COIN.

MINUS. See MAJOR; Mmoa; Dump

nos

MTNUTES.’ 1. Oificial memoranda of

what takes place in a court; made by the

clerk, and preserved in his “minute-book."

From these mamoranda the record is afterward

made, the minutes themselves not being considered,

part of the record.

The courts are to take notice how the records of

their own and of other courts are in fact made and

kept. The clerk must of necessity take down the do

ings of the court in‘ brief notes. This he usually does

in a minute-book called the “docket,“ from which a

full, extended, and intelligible record is afterward to

be made up. Until they can be so made, these short

notes must stand as the record.I

But it is not the office of the clerk‘s minutes to in

dicate the legal questions raised upon the trial of a

case.‘

2. The record of the proceedings had be

fore the board of directors of a corporation;

usually made by the secretary.

Failure to make minutes will not invalidate a cor

porate act, even where the charter directs that they

be made or kept. If not kept, or if lost, destroyed, or

for other reason not produced after requestduly made,

secondary evidence of the proceeding will be admit

ted.‘

]li[IS.ii A prefix denoting error, fault, de

fect, wrong; also, ill or bad. Compare MAL-.

MISADVENTURE. An accident, usu

ally resulting in the death of a person, where

a lawful act is being done.

Homicide by misadventure is where a man, doing a

lawful act without any intention of hurt, unfortunately

kills another.1

MISAPPLY. See A1’PLlCA’1‘1ON, 2.

MISAPPROPRIATE. See APPROPRI

ATE, 1 (1).

MISBEHAVIOR. See Bsnawon.

MISCARRIAGE. 1. Erroneous doing;

faulty behavior; a wrongful act incurring

liability in damages.a See FRAUDS, Stat

ute of.
 

I See R. S. i 3405; 1 Story, Laws, 227.

' L. 1ninuta(strripiura), small hand or writing: coplq

for parties were in larger hand,—8 Toullier, n. 413.

IPruden 11. Alden. 28 Pick. 187 (1889), Shaw, C. J.

‘Scott v. Morgan, 94 N. Y. 514 (1884); Johnson I.

Commonwealth, 80 Ky. 87‘? (1882); 31 La. An. 369.

I See Angeli & Am. Corp. 291 a; Green's Brice'a Ultra

Vires, 522; 12 Wheat 75; 96 U. S. 271; Ill lliass. 315; I!

Vt 683.

' A. S. m issian, to fail to hit, roach, attain, find

F. mes-; L. minus, loan, bad.

' '4 Bl. Com. ma

' See Kirkham v. Marter, I ll. & A. '616 (1819).
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8. Destroying a foetus before birth is

termed “procuring a niiscarriage."I See

Aaoanon.

8. A "miscarriage of justice” imports a

failure or defect in the administration of jus

tice.

MISCEGENATION.’ The intermar

riage of persons of diflerent races. See MAB

araoa, Mixed.

MISCHARGE. See CHARGE, 2 (2, c).

MISCHIEF. Inj ury, damage, detriment.

harm. _

Malicious mischief. Injury to private

property amounting to a crime. Such dam

age as is done, not animo furandi, with an

intention of gaining by another's loss, but

either out of a spirit of wanton cruelty or

black and diabolical revenge.I

The injury must have been done out of a

spirit of wanton cruelty or wicked revenge.‘

It is diflicult to state with precision what acts con

ditute malicious mischief at common law. The subject

has been so much legislated upon, and at such an early

day, that its common-law limits are indistinct. Black

etone classes it with larceny and forgery, and, after

defining it as above, adds that " any damage arising

born this mischievous disposition, though only tres

pass at common law, is now, by a multitude of stat

utes, made penal in the highest degree “— several

statutes having elevated the offense to a felony.

Some judges, giving “trespass," as there used, its

modern meaning, have denied, against the weight of

authority, that the otfense of malicious mischief exists

under the common law of this country. But Black

ltone meant by that w_ord what we mean by “ misde

meanor.“

The offense includes malicious physical

injuries to the rights of another which im

pair utility or materially diminish value.

Thus, it has been considered an offense at common

law maliciously ~ to destroy anothcr‘s horse, cow, or

-other beast; to cast a carcass into awell in use; to

poison chickens; to tear up a promissory note; to

break awindow; to set tire to barrels of tar; to de

iroy a corn crib; to injure trees or plants; to break up

a boat; to deface tombs; to strip a building of pipes

or sheeting; to injure a telephone wire.‘

 

I See Smith v. State, 38 Me. 60 (1851); Commonwealth

I. Bailing, 118 Pa. 87 (1886).

' L. miscere, to mix; genere, to beget

' (4 Bl. Corn. 243.

' [Commonwealth v. Walden, 8 Cush. 561 (18-19). See

also 101 Ill. 894;110 Mass. 402; 49 Miss. 887; 27 N. J. L.

15; 3 D. &: B. (N. C.) 181; 2 Whnrt. Cr. L. 551066-82,

eases.

‘State 11. Watts, 48 Ark. 57-69 0&6), Battle, J.; 2

wmn. Cr. L. 55 1007, 1(YZ6,casee; 1Bish. Cr. L. gs sous,

Q, cases

MISCONDUCT. " Misconduct in of

fice " was held to apply to a wrongful per

formance of an authorized act.l See ARBI

rnsroa; Arroamw; iihsnamsssoa, 1; Van

D1C1‘.

MISDATE. See DATE

MISDELIVERY. See DELIVERY.

MISDEMEANOR. 1. Misconduct;mIs

behavior, not amounting to a crime, in dis

charging the duties of a public oifice.

As, in a. statute enacting that whenever a sherlf!

shall have been guilty of any default or misdemeanor

in office, the party aggrieved may apply to a court for

leaveto prosecute his oflicial bond.‘ Compare Mrs

cosnncr.

2. Any indictable offense under the grade

of felony.‘

Where a municipal ordinance prohibits an act not

punishable at common law or by statute, and pro

videa, as a penalty, a flue, and. in default of payment

thereof, imprisonment in the county jail, the violation

of such ordinance is not a misdemeanor under a stat

ute defining a misdemeanor to be "an act or omission

punishable by tine and imprisonment or by fine or im

prisonment.“ ‘

The provision in the Constitution that “ the trial of

all crimes, except in cases of impeachment, shall be

by jury,“ construed in the lightof the principles of the

common law, embraces not only felonies punishable

by confinement in the penitentiary’ but also some

classes of misdemeanors the punishment of which may '

involve deprivation of liberty. The word “crime,"

in its more extended sense, comprehends every viola

tion of public law; in a limited sense, it embraces of

fenses of a serious or atrocious character.‘

Misdemeanant. A person convicted of a mis

demeanor. (Rare)

See further Cams; Fmnosv.

MISDESCBIPTION. See Dsscmrnos.

MISDIRECTION. See CHARGE, 2 (2, c).

MISERICORDIA. See Manor, 1.

MISFEASANCE. See Fassascn.

MISFORTUNE. See ACCIDENT; Hom

cms; MISADVENTURE.

MISINSTRUCTION.

(2, c); Issraucr, 2.

MISINTERPRETATION. See INTER

PRETATION. '

MISJOINDER. See Jomnsa.

MISLAID. See Fuse, 1.

See CHARGE, 2

 

IState v. Leach, 60 Me. 660812). See also 87 How

Pr. 20; 1 Den. 267.

‘State ex rel. Blinebury u. Man, 21 W13, lat: (1%;-3

‘See 4 Bl. Com.5; 6 Ark. 190; 65 Ill. 60; 9 \\'.-id

222; 12 111.814; 113 Hun, 60; 9 Humph. 50;1 Bish. tr 1,.

5 624.

‘ City of Oshkosh e. Schwartz, 55 Wis.1& (1882;

' Callan u. Wilson, 127 U. 8. 549 (1886). Harlan. J.
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MISLEAD.

STRUCT, 2.

MISNOMER. Misnaming: giving a

wrong name to a person, in an instrument

or document of any nature.l See ALIAS, 1;

NAME. 1.

MISPLEADING. See PLEADING.

liHS1"RISION.2 1. Formerly, any dere

liction or offense which had no distinctive

name.‘

Any such high ofi‘ense as is under the de

gree of capital, but nearly bordering thereon;

is contained in every act of treason and in

every felony.‘

Negative misprision. The concealment

of something which ought to be revealed.

Positive misprision. The commission of

something which ought not to be done.

The concealment of Mason, of a felony, or of

treasure-trove, were examples of negative misprlsions.

Positive misprisions included all contempts and high

misdemeanors: as, the rnaladministration of ofllcers

in public employment. embezzling public money; con

tempts of the executive department: as, refusing to

advise in public councils, refusing to help defend the

realm, neglecting to join the posse comifatua, disobey

ing any lawful command; contempts against the

king's person and government: as, speaking against

them, wishing them ill, acts lessening them in esteem;

contempts against the king's title not amounting to

treason or prmmunire: as, denying his right to the

crown in common discourse; also. contempts against

the courts of Justice.‘

2. Misapprehension of duty; a clerical

error, by an inferior judicial officer.

" The omission of the clerk to enter on the record

the judgment upon the demurrer, or to state its

waiver, if it was abandoned, would be merely a cler

lcal mistake; and it is well settled at common law that

a misprision by a clerk, ii’ the case be clearly that

alone, though it consists of the omission of an impor

tant expresaion, is not ground to reverse a judgment,

where substance enough appears to show that all that

was required was properly done." '

" Inasmuch as the statute provides what judgment

shall be rendered on joint debts where only one party

is served, this [the entry of “ defendant ' for ‘defend

mts'] is a mere clerical misprisi0n."‘ See Rscoan,

Judicial.

NHSREADING. See READING.

MISRECITAL. ’See Rscmm

See CHARGE, 2 (2, c); IN

 

' See 8 Bl. Com. 802; 4 id. $34; 77 M0. 870.

' Mis-pri'zn'-un. F. méspris, neglect, contempt: mé,

umga; prendre, to take.

‘See 3 Coke. Inst. 36.

H Bl. Com. 119; 1 Hawk. P. C. 60; R. S. {S 5890, 5838.

' Townsend v. Jemison, 7 How. 720 (1849).

‘Holcomb v. Tift, 54 Mich. 648 (1384).
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MISTAKE

MISREPRESENTATION. See REF

RESENTATION, 1. '

MISTAKE. Some intentional act, or

omission, or error, arising from ignorance,

surprise, imposition, or misplaced confi

dence.l

When a person, under some erroneous con

/viction of law or fact, does, or omits to do,

an act which but for the erroneous convic

tion he would not have done or omitted.’

That result of ignorance of law or o_f fact

which has misled a person to commit that

which if he had not been in error he would

not have done.‘

An erroneous mental conception that influ

ences the will and leads to action.4

The doing of an act under an erroneous

conviction, which act, but for such convic

tion, would not have been done.‘

Mistake of fact. Takes place either

when some fact which really exists is un

known, or some fact is supposed to exist

which really does not exist. Mistake of

law. When a person, having full knowledge

of facts, comes to an erroneous conclusion as

to their legal eii‘ect.° ,

Mistake of judgment. See Dnuwrons;

DISCRETION; SEWER.

Mutual mistake. A mistake reciprocal

and common to both parties; as, the parties

to a contract when each alike-labors under

the same misconception with respect to its

terms.7

The rule is that a mistake of law affords no ground

for relief, and that a mistake of fuct may furnish such

ground. In the latter case the fact must be material

to the act or contract, that is. must be essential to its

character, and an efficient cause of its concoction, and

must also be such fact as the complainant could not

by reasonable diligence get knowledge of, when put

upon inquiry. When the fact is known to one party,

and unknown to the other, the ground of relief is, not

the mistake or ignorance of material facts alone. but

the unconsclentious advantage taken by the conceal

 

li Story, Eq. § 110; Chicago, &c, R. Co. 0. Bay, 119

Ill. 504 (1887).

' Bispham, Eq. 5 185.

' Bruso v. Nelson, 85 Iowa, 160 (187%): Jeremy.

‘West Portland Homestead Association 11. Lown&

dale, 17 F. R. 616 (1888), Dandy, J., citing 2 Pom. Eq.

§ 839.

' Cummins v. Buigin, 8’! N. J . E. 477 (1888),Van Fleet,

Vice-Chancellor.

‘ Hurd 0. Hall, 12 Wis. '12l (1860), Dixon, 0. J.

" [Botsford 11. McLean, 45 Barb. 481 (1668), E. D.

Smith, J.; Massie v. Heiskell. 80 Va 801 (1885).
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ment. If the parties act fairly, one not being bound

to communicate the facts to the other, a court of

equity will not interfere.I

To entitle a plaintlfl to relief in equity the mistake

must be clearly established.’

“ We think that no case can be found where a court

of equity has relieved a party on account of a mistake

which was made through the mere carelessness and

negligence of the party asking relief, where there

rested a duty upon him toward the other party to use

due care and diligence not to make a mistake." '

Relief for a mistake of law cannot be granted in a

Federal court.‘

,See further Consume, Tollit, etc.; IONOBANCI;

Kxownanns, 1; illl5PRlSl0N, 2; Pavusrrr, Voluntary;

Rscuvr; Rsconn, 2; Heroes; Rascisslos; Winn, 2.

MISTRIAL. See TRIAL.

MISUNDERSTANDING. See Assam ;

MISTAKE.

MISUSER. See USE. 1.

MITIGATION.‘ Lessening the degree

of; diminution as to the severity of; reduc

tion of the amount of: as, of damages, pun

ishment or penalty.

The criteria by which the suillciency of a pleading

is ordinarily determined, that is, materiality and rel

evancy, may not be strictly applied to allegations in

an answer of facts by way of mitigation. Such alle

zations should not be stricken out on motion, unless

it is clear that under no possible circumstances could

the matter pleaded have the bearing claimed for it.‘

See Aeenav.w1on. '

MITIORI. See SENSUS.

MITTIMUS. L. We send: a warrant

of commitluent, q. u.

MIXED. Purtaking of two or more nat

ures or characteristics; of two or more spe

cies, characters, races, etc.

Mixed action. An action in its nature

both real and personal. See ACHON, 2;

EJliiC’I‘ilIEl\‘T.

Mixed case.

of law and equity or admiralty.

MIRALTY.

A case involving principles

See AD

11 Story, Eq. 55 140-17; Grymes-v. Sanders, 93 U. S.

60-63 (1876), cases: 8 Wheat. 21]; 1 Pet. 1; 18 id. 26; 2

McCrary, 440; 10 Bened. 408; 13 F. R. 256-60, cases; 14

id.-19$; 15 id. 36*; 7 Ga. 64; 91 N. Y. 247; 9 Cow. 685-87,

674; 3 Lead. Cas. Eq. 411.

' Baitzcr 1:. Raleigh, &c. R. 00., 11.3 U. S. 645 (1885),

cases; Cummlns v. Bulgin, 87 N. J. E. 477 (1883); Ben

son u. Markoe, Sup. Ct. Minn. (1857), cases; 18 Cent.

Law J. 7-10 (1831), cases; 1 Law Q. Rev. 298-318 (1885),

cases; 2 id. To-M11886), cases; 1 Story, Eq. 5 157.

' llmwn v. Bosworth, 53 Wis. 3:11 (1888), Taylor, J.;

"uni v. Hall, 12 id. ‘I24-28 (1860), cases, Dixon, C. J.

' Allull v. Galloway, 80 F. R 46711557), casel

‘ L. mitts, soft, mild.

' Bi-adner u. Faulkner, N N. Y. 517-. 518 (1888).

Mixed jury. A jury of white and black

persons. See JURY.

Mixed larceny. Larceny characterized

by circumstances of aggravation; compound

larceny, q. v.

Mixed marriage. A marriage contracted

between persons of diilerent races. See

l\IARRlAGE.

Mixed property. Property of the nat

ure of both realty and personalty. See

PROPERTY.

Mixed question. A question involving

matters of law and of fact.

Mixed schools. Schools for the educa

tion of difierent races; specifically, of the

white and black races. See SCHOOL.

MIXTION. SeeCONFUSl0N.

MOB. A " rebellious mob ” commits high

treason; a “ common mob ” commits a riot:

the latter wants a universality of purpose to

make it rebellious.i

The Pennsylvania act of May 31, 1811, which makes

the county of Philadelphia liable for property de

stroyed by a mob, and which was extended to Aile

gheny county by the act of March 20, 1849, is not

repealed by the constitution of 1874. The act is both

remedial and penal, and must be liberally construed.

The fact that county authorities are unable to quell a

riot does not limit the liability of the county for dam

ages done thereby. The act embraces every kind of

riotous disturbance.’

S1-e Asst-:sm1.Y, Unlawful; I.\‘suan1-:c'r1os; R10-r.

MOBILIA. L. Movable things; mov

ablee, q. 1;.

Mobilia non habet situm.

have no situs.3

Mobilia personam sequuntur, immo

bilia situm. Movablee follow the person,

immovables the locality. The use and trans

fer of personalty is regulated by the law of

the domicil of the owner; the use and dispo

sition of realty, by the law of the place where

situated.‘ See PLACE, 1; Pnorsarv; Snus.

Movables

1 [Angell, Ins. 5 186; Harris v. York iilut. Ins. Co., 60

Pa. 841 (1855).

I County of Allegheny v. Gibson‘s Son & Co., 00 Pa.

897, 404 (1879): Pittsburgh Riot of July ‘.10-24, 181']. See

also Solomon 1). Kingston, 24 Hun, 562 (1881); Hart u.

Bridgeport, 13 Blatch. 289 (1876); Wing (‘hung 1;. Lol

Angcles, 47 Cal. 351 (1874); Atchison v. Twine. 9 Kan.

856 (1872); Dale County v. Gunter, 46 Ala. 118 (1871);

Baltimore v. Poultney, 25 hid. 107 (1866); Darlington 0.

New York City, 31 N. Y. 187-89 (1565); 16 Alb. Law J

109 (ISTT), cases and statutes; Wis. Act lB&.

' 4 Johns Ch. 472.

'4 Kent, 513; 2 id. 67; 2 Greeul. Ev. 5 M; Story

Confl. L. §§ 376. 424.
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MODE. The manner in which a thing is

done: as, tl1e mode of proceeding, the mode

of process.1 See MODUS.

Mode of operation. In specifications for letters

patent. where the invention falls within the category

of machines, a claim for the mechanism and also for

the mode of operation generally, is void.‘

MODEL. A copy or imitation of the

thing intended to be represented.‘

A model of an invention need not be furnished, un

less required by the commissioner of patents: and,

when required. it is not to exceed one foot in any of its

dimensions, except as to working models of compli

cated machines.‘ See Ixvsurios.

MODERATE.-" 1. L. adv. Moderately:

reasonably.

Moderate castigavit. He punished with

moderation.

A plea justifying a battery by one who has a right

to correct another. See Bsrmsnv.

2. Eng. adj. Reasonable; proper.

What is a "moderate speed “ for a vessel depends

not upon the speed of the vessel herself, but upon the

position she is in, whether in a crowded channel or on

the open sea.‘

MODIFICATION. See Cournsor.

MODUS. L. Manner; way.

Modo et forms. In manner and form.

See MANNER.

Modus et conventio vincunt legem.

Manner and agreement overrule the law.

The terms and effect given to an agreement,

not contrary to law, may control a rule of

iaw." SeeCoNvmmo.

Modus legem dat donationi. The

manner gives law to a gift. A donor may

attach to his gift such condition as he pleases.‘

MOI.'ETY.° A half; an undivided half.

Joint tenants are said tohold by moieties. See Psa

rrnos; E2~"1"1s1-:'l'Y.

liioieties, being half of the penalty or forfeiture,

were formerly paid to informers under the laws for

bidding smuggling. The act of June 2!, 1874, abolished

the practice. directed that all fines should be paid into

the Treasury. and that whatever compensation might

be due to informers should be reported to Congress for

action."

____________—_—-_-———

‘See 10 Wheat. 29; 9 Pet. 856; 14 id. 816; 16 id. 813; 1

How. 306.

' Batch 0. llloflitt. 15 F. R. 252 G883).

‘State 1:. Fox. 25 N. J. L. 002 (18616).

‘ See B. S. § 4030.

‘ L. mod-e~ra’(or rd’)-te. Eng. mod’-er-Its.

‘The Elysia. 46 L. T. 840 (1682).

' 13 Pick. 491; 22 N. Y. 252; 59 Pa. 889.

' Broom. Max. 459; Whart. Max. 259. V

' F. m.o(tie': L. medietatem, a half. .

IO1 Sup. R. s. p. 7:; United sum 11. Auflmordt, 19 ‘

I‘. R 898, 8980884).

MOLLITUR. See MANUS.

MONASTERY. See DEATH, Civil.

MONEY. An universal medium, or com

mon standard, by comparison with which

the value of all merchandise may be ascer

tained ; a sign which represents the respective

values of all commodities.1

In its strict technical sense, coined metal,

usually gold or silver, upon which the gov

ernment stamp has been imposed to indicate

its value; in its more popular sense, any cur

rency, tokens, bank-notes, or other circulat

ing medium, in general use as the represent

ative of value.2

A generic term; includes, but is not con

fined to, coin; whatever is lawfully and act

ually current in buying and selling, of the

value and as the equivalent of coin. By

universal consent, bank-notes, lawfully is

sued, actually current at par in lieu of coin,

are money. “Paper money” is as accurate

an expression as “ coined money." 3

The lawful currency of a country; that

which may be tendered and must be received

in discharge of a subsisting debt.‘

A simple bequest of " money “ will not carry secu

rities. When it can be gathered from the will that the

testattar used the word in the sense of personal estate,

that intention will be given eflect.'

Power to coin and regulate the value of money is

one bf the ordinary prerogatives of sovereignty. The

power is vested in the national government in order to

produce uniformity of value and to prevent the em

barrassment of a perpetually fluctuating medium.‘

Lawful money. “Lawful money of the

United States” is lawful money of any State

or Territory.‘I

 

I1 Bl. Com. 276. 829; 2 id. 446; 8 id. 281; 2 Story,

Const. § 1118.

1 Kennedy 0. Briers, 45 Tex. 809 (1876), Moore. A. J.;

Block 1:. State, 44 id. 6:12 (1876).

'lC1auber u. Biggerstaff, 47 Wis. 557 (1870), Ryan,

Chief Justice. .

‘Morris 1:. Edwards, 1 Ohio, HM (1828). See also 2

Cranch, C. C. 48; 3 T. B. Mon. 166; 15 Pick. 178; 84

Mich. 490; 6 N. J. L 226; 5 Humph. H0; 71 Ala. 554.

‘Glendenning v. Glendenning, 9 Beav. 8'34 (1846);

Rogers 1:. Thomas. 2 Keen, '5 (1837); Dowson 11. Gas

koin. ib. '14 (i&iT); Smith 1). Davis. 1 Grant, 158 ($58);

Paul 11. Hall, 31 Tex. 10 (1868); Blood v. Fairbanks, 48

Cal. 171 (1874); Smith v. Burch. 92 N. Y. 281-84 (1888),

cases; 2 Redf. Wills, 111, 437; Jarm. Wills, Ch. 24; 2

Williams, Ex. 102.").

' 2 Story, Const. 5 1122; Legal Tender Cases, 1:! Wall.

602 (1870); 1 Bl. Com. 2'76.

"Cocke v. Kendall, Hempst. 286 (1834); 1 Dali. '1%,

1 175; 7 Wall. M7.
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Nothing is “lawful money of the United

States" but gold or silver coin, United States

treasury notes, or fractional currency. Na

tional bank notes are not such money.l See

further TENDER, 2, Legal. .

The notes issued by the Confederate States had no

real value; they were made current as dollars by irre

sistible force. They were the only measure of value

the people had, and their use was a matter of almost

absolute necessity. This use gave thorn a sort of

value, insignificant and precarious enough it is true,

but always having a sufllciently definite relation to

gold and silver, the uniform measure of value, that it

was always easy to ascertain how much gold and silver

was the equivalent of a sum expressed in this currency.

The notes were considered as if issued by a foreign

government tcmporarily occupying our territory. Con

tracts for payments in this currency were not regarded

for that reason only, as made in aid of the foreign in

vasion in the one case, or of the domestic insurrection

In the other. They had no necessary relation to the

hostile government. They were transactions in the

ordinary course of civil society, and, though they

might indirectly and remotely have promoted the ends

of the unlawful government, were without blame, ex

cept when proved to have been entered into with an

actual intent to further invasion or insurrection. Such

contracts should be enforced after the restoration of

peace.I

Deferred payments under a contract for the sale of

land, made in 1856, came due during the war and were

paid to the representative of the vendor in Confeder

ate money. Held, that, as against the heirs of the

vendor who did not ratify it, the payment did not ex

tinguish the indebtedness: that lawful money of the

United States was contemplated.I

Money bills. In the constitution of

Massachusetts, bills before the legislature

that transfer money or property from the

people to the State; not bills that appropri

ate from the treasury of the State. Bills for

revenue.4

Money counts. Claims in an action of

assumpsit (q. v.) for money expended in be

half of the defendant or received by him for

the plaintiff.‘ See COUNT, 4 (1), Common.

Money judgment. A judgment for a

sum of money, rather than for other prop

erty. Opposed to personal judgment.

Money made. See MAKE, 7.

 

I Htnilton v. State, 60 Ind. 194 (1877).

'Thornington v. Smith, 8 Wall. 11-18 0&8), Chase,

0. J.; Emnger v. Kenney,115 U. S. 566, 569-76 (1885);

Wilmington, 8:0. R. Co. v. King, 91 id. 3 (1875); Stew

art u. Saiamon, 94 id. 484 (1876); Cook v. Liiio, 1(X3 id.

792 (1880); Rives v. Duke, 105 id. 140 (1881).

' Opie v. Castleman, 32 F. R. 511 (1887), Jackson, J.

' Opinion of the Justices, 126 Mass. 601, 593 (1878).

' 800 Brand 0. Williams, 29 Minn. 289 (1882).

Money-Brder. The act of June 8, 1872,

c. 355, provided for the establishment of the

money-order system of the United States.‘

Moneyed capital. As used in Rev. St.,

§ 5219, forbidding a State to tax shares of

stock in national banks at a greater rate than

is assessed upon other “ moneyed capital " in

the hands of individual citizens of the State,

embraces capital employed in national banks,

and capital employed by individuals when

the object of their business is the making of

profit by the use of their moneyed capital as
money. I

It does not include moneyed capital in the hands of

a corporation, even if its business be such as to make

its shares moneyed capital when in the hands of in

dividuals, or if it invests its capital in securities pay

able in money.‘

Moneyed corporation.

TION.

Moneys.

“ money." '

Public money. In the statutes of the

United States, ordinarily, the money of the

government, received from the public rev

enues or intrusted to its oificers charged with

the duty of receiving, keeping, or disbursing

the same.‘ See REVENUE.

See Arraornurs, 1 (8); A-rncn, 2; Avananuz;

Baooaon; Bass, 2; CAPITAL, 2; Can-ran; Canon: Cm

cmnos: Cososnnarxos; Com; Coxvnnmox, 2; Con.

ncrnos; Casnrr, Bill of; Cmmsscv, 2; Dnrosrr, 2;

DOLLAR; Dus; Goons; Gaannacx; Iosrrrrrr, 2; L\'

comz; Ixranssr, 8; lxvnsr, 2; Pavunsr.; Forms, 1;

Pmcs; Puncnasrxosnv; Srncm; Sum; Tax, 2; Truss

uns-nrova; Usuav. Compare Ass.

MONITION.5 A process, in the nature of

a summons, issued by courts proceeding ac

cording to the civil law; in particular, by

admiralty courts!

See Cosmona

Is not more extensive than

 

1See R. S. 55 4037-48; 1 Sup. R. S. p. 155. Compare

8 & 4Vict. c. 96; 11& l2Vict c. 88.

' Mercantile Bank v. New York. 121 U. S. 178. 155-67

(1887), Matthews, J. See on same subject. Bank of

Redemption 1:. Boston, 1125 id. 60 (1888); Hepburn c.

School Directors, 23 Wall. 480, 488 (1874); First Nat. Bank

of Utlca 1;. Waters, 19 Blatch. 242 (1881); Evansville

Nat. Bank v. Britton, 105 U. S. 822 (1881); Boyer 0.

Boyer, 113 id. 689 (1885); McMahon 11. Palmer, 10.! N. Y.

176,188 (1886); Wesson v. First Nat. Bank of Indian

apolis, 107 ind. 206 (1886); Richards 1;. Town of Rock

Rapids, 31 F. R. 513 (1887); Tennessee 0. Whitwcrth,

under Tax, 2.

' Mann 0. Mann, 14 Johns. '12 (1816); 1 Johns. @

2131; 9 Barb. 85: 4 Jones, Eq. $44.

' Branch 11. United States, 18 Ct. Cl. 289 (1876).

l L. monere, to make to think, advise.

' See St. Louis 1:. Richeson, 76 lilo. 434 08$).
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General monition. A citation or sum

mons to all persons interested to appear and

show cause why the libel should not be sus

tained and the prayer for relief granted.

Special monition. A similar warrant giv

ing special notice to persons named, of the

pendency of the suit, the grounds of it, and

the time and place of trial. Mixed moni

tion. Contains directions to all persons in

terested and a special summons to particular

persons.1

Acts of Congress and the rules and practice of the

courts prescribe the time and manner of notice and

service of the several writs. A writ may issue upon

libel or information against p promissory note to at

tach, sv.-izc, or arrest it‘ See Res, 2.

MONK. See DEATH, Civil.

IM:ONOG-RAIPHI.3 A discourse or treatise,

frequently in pamphlet form, upon a special

subject, usually a branch to a more general

division; as, on the removal of causes from

a State court to the United States circuit

court. “Thence monographic, monograph

1cal.

MONOMANIA. See Mama.

IMONOPOLYJ A license or privilege

allowed by the sovereign for the sole buying

and selling, making, working, or using of

anything whatsoever; whereby the subject

in general is restrained from that liberty of

manufacturing or trading which he had

before.5

An exclusive right granted to a few, of

something which was before of common

right. Lord Coke’s definition is “ an institu

tion by the king, by his grant, commission,

or otherwise, to any persons or corporations,

of or for the sole buying, selling, making,

working or using of every thing, whereby

any persons or corporations are sought to be

restrained of any freedom or liberty they

had before, or hindered in their lawful.

trade.”6

A grant which gives to one person, or to

one association of persons, an exclusive right

to buy, sell, make, or use a given thing or

 

I [Dun.lop, Adm. Pr. 132.

I Pelham v. Rose, 9 ‘Vail. 103 (1869).

' Gk. m6no's, single, one; graphein. to write.

' Gk. nu7n6s, sole, exclusive; prilein, to sell.

' 4 Bl. Com. 159.

‘Charles River Bridge 1:. Warren Bridge, 11 Pet.

‘M (1837), Story, J.; 3 Coke, Inst. 181. See also

Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall. 102 (18112).

commodity, or to pursue a designated em

ployment.1

The prerogative of granting such rights having

been abused. the courts adjudged them illegal,‘ and

Parliament, by statute of 21 James I (1624), c. 3, abro~

gated the practice, except with respect to patents for

fourteen years. A patent resembles a con“act more

nearly than it resembles a monopoly, in the common

law sense of the latter term.l

All such grants rclating to any known trade or

manufacture have been held by all the judges of

England to be void at common law as destroying the

freedom of trade, discouraging labor and industry,

restraining persons from getting an honest livelihood,

and putting it in the power of the grantees to enhance

the price of commodities.‘

A legislative grant of an exclusive right to supply

water or gas to a municipality and its inhabitants is a

grant of a franchise vested in the State, in considera

tion of the performance of a public service, and, after

performance by the grantee, is a contract protected

by the Constitution from impairment. Such franchise

is violated by a grant to an individual of the right to

supply his premises with water (or gas) by the same

means, namely, by pipes laid through the public

streets. in making such grants. a State legislature

does not part with the police power and duty of pro

tecting the public health, the public morals, and the

public safety, as one or the other may be involved in

the exercise of that franchise by the grantee.‘

Though the use of a street for water mains may not

be of common right, yet when the use would assist in

the maintenance of a claim of exclusive right to sell

water, the courts, in view of the constitutional decla

ration thnt monopolies “ shall never be allowed," will

give no sanction to a contract entered into by the city

resulting in a monopoly. The exercise of such a {ran

chise, involving, as it does, a use of the public streets,

is subject to control.‘

I City of Benhum u. Benharn Water 00., 67 Tex. 561

(1887 , Stayton, A. J.

‘Case of Monopolies (Darcy v. Allein), 6 Coke, 84

(1601). See Butchers‘ Union Co. v. Crescent City Co.,

111 U. S. 761 (1884); Norwich Gas Light Co. v. Norwich

City Gas Co., 25 Conn. 86 (1866); Slaughter-House

Cases, infra.

IPennock v. Dialogue, 2 Pet. ‘18 (1829); Gayler 1:.

Wilder, 10 How. 494 (1850); Turriil 1:. Michigan, &c. R

Co., 1 Wall. 491 (1863); 111 U. S. 763.

' Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall. 102 (1872), Field, J

dissenting: 18 id.183(1878). See also 19 Pick. 64; 13

Allen, 872; 1 Wash. T.28-1. ‘

‘ New Orleans Water-Works Co. v. Rivers, 115 U. S.

674 (1885), Harlan, J.; Louisville Gas Co. 1:. Citizens‘

Gas Co., ib. 683, 691 (1885); New Orleans Gas Co. v.

Louisiana Light Co., ib. 650 (1885); New Orleans Water

Works Co. v. Louisiana Sugar Refining Co., 125 id. 18

(1888). See also Memphis v. Water Co., 5 Heisk. 495

(1571). See generally Pullman Palace Car Co. v. Texas.

&c. R. Co., 11 F. R. 6'15 (1882); ib. U83-81, note.

4‘ [City of Benham 1». Benham Water Co., 67 Tex. 561

(1887). Compare Norwich Gas Co. 11. Norwich City Gas

Co., 25 Conn. 19 (1856); State v. Cincinnati Gas Co., 18
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Plaintifl by its charter was given the exclusive

horse-railway franchise of Omaha for fifty years.

Defendant, under a city ordinance, consented to by the

people, undertook to lay a :able tramway on streets

occupied by the plaintlflf. The court refused to enjoin

the defendant, holding that the grant of the monopoly

was of‘forms of transportation then known, and not

of such as might subsequently be devised.‘

" The fuel company has placed itself in the position

of seeking to obtain fronrthe railroad company, not

merely favorable rates, but a discrimination against

other parties. The result will he the building up of a

monopoly in the coal business. A party who volun

tarily enters into such a contract is in no position to

ask the courts that anything be strained in his behalf.

If the fuel company could make similar contracts with

other transportation companies, running to other

fields, it Would soon be master of the coal business of

the northwestern country. It would have the monop

oly of that business, and could dictate prices to the

consumer and starvation wages to the producers; and,

when the first contracts had expired, it could dictate

transportation rates to the railroad companies. .

It is impossible to disintegrate the contract, and say

that one part is good and the other bad. The parties

entered into itas a whole, and the courts should not

try to divide it in order to uphold parts. If one part is

void and the rest valid, the contract must be read as

an entirety, and the whole declared void. Any other

doctrine would result in building up monopolies. Per

sons who enter into such contracts need never expect,

no matter what the conduct of the other party. recog

nition in courts of justice.‘

See COMBINATION, 2; Hsrrmnss; Poucl, 2; Pam

uon, 1, Special; Rnnaoan; Tnsns-uses; Tausr, 2.

MONSTRANS DE DROIT. F. Man

ifestation or plea of right; showing title.

A method, at common law, of obtaining possession

or restitution from the crown of either real or per

sonal property. When the right of the party, as

well as the l'l;.;ht of the crown, appears upon record,

that party shall have monstrans de droit, which is

putting in a claim of right grounded upon facts al

ready acknowledged and established and praying the

judgment of the court, whether the king or his sub

ject has the right. The remedy was extended by

statutes to almost all cases where a subject based

his claim against the crown upon aninquisition of

offlce. When the evidence of the subjects right was

not of record, he formerly presented a “ petition de

droit " in which he set out the facts constituting his

claim, whereupon a commission issued to inquire of

the truth of the suggestion. Either proceeding could

 

Ohio St. 262 (1868); Memphis v. Memphis \Vater Co., 5

Helslr. 495 (1871); Crescent City Gas Co. 0. New Orleans

Gas Co., 27 La. An. ms (1875). _

I Omaha Horse-Railway Co. 0. Cable Tramway Co.,

I) F. R. 824 (1887), Brewer, Cir. J. Compare Bridge

Proprietors n. Hoboken Company, 1 Wall. 116 (1868).

‘Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern R. Co. 1:.

Northwestern Fuel Co., 31 F. R. (137, 659 (1887), Brewer,

J. On limitation on grants, see 26 Am. Law Reg. 65

71 (1887), cases

be prosecuted in the chancery or exchequer courts

The judgment, if against the crown, was that of

ouster le main or amoceaa mamu.'

MONTH. At common law, twenty-eight

days, unless otherwise expressed: a uniform

period, falling into a quarterly division of

weeks?

Astronomical month. One-twelfth of

the period during which the sun passes

through the zodiac. ,

Calendar month. A month known as

January, February, March, etc. See CALEN

DAR, 1.

Civil month. The same as solar month.

Lunar month: Twenty-eight days, the

period of one revolution by.the moon.

Solar month. One of the months in the

Gregorian calendar, of twenty-eight to thirty

one days.

Monthly. Once each calendar month;

as. a monthly trip.‘

The common law construed “month " as a lunar

month; the general commercial law, as a calendar

month. The common-law courts in time adopted the

latter rule in construing commercial instruments,

while they adhered to the i'ormer rule in construing

common-law papers.‘

The term " month “ is not technical. When parties

have not given it a definition, and there is no legisla

tive provision on the subject, it will be construed in

its ordinary sense of calendar month.‘

When parties contract for the performance of an

not during the first half of a month of thirty-one

days, the act is to be done by noon of the sixteenth

day.‘

Aletting by parol for a sum certain per month,

without anything said about a year, constitutes a

lease from mouth to month. If the tenant holds

over for more than a year he remains a tenant from

monthto month; and one month's notice to him to

quit is sufficient.’

 

1 8 Bl. Com. 256-57; 8 Steph. Com. 656-67; Brown 0.

Commonwealth, 5 Leigh, ‘M6 (1%); Flott 1:. Common

wealth, 12 Gratt. 576 (1855).

1' 2 Bl. Com. 141.

‘Pacific Mall 5. 00. v. United States, 18 Ct. Cl. 88

(188%).

‘See Redmond 0. Glover, Dudley, 107 (Ga., 1832); '2

Whart. Contr. Q 896, cases; Bish. Contr. i 1339, cases.

‘Sheets 12. Selden, 2 Wall. 190 (1864). See also 9

Dall. 802; 4111.143; 3 Cranch, C. C. 218; 21 Ala 42; 31

Cal. 178; 5 Conn. 357; 2 Harr., Del., 58; 16 Ind. 275; 8

Me. 168; 17 Md. 260; 2 Mass. 170; 4 id. 460; 19 Pick. 5:2;

37 Miss. 567; 72 N. C. 146; 29 N. H. 385; 4Wend. 512; 10

id. 898; 8 Cow. 260; 1 Johns Cos. 99; 3 Johns. Ch. 74;

15Johns119,858; 28N. Y. 444;6W. & S. 179;6S. &: R.

539; 2 Vt. 138; l Wash. '1‘. 518.

' Grosvenor v. Magill, 87 Ill. 240 (1865).

’ Hollis o. Burns,100 Pa 206 (1882); Taylor, Land. I

T. 557.
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MOITU'1!I:E]N'T.l

mane-nt landmark.

Artificial monument. A mark made

by man; as, a post, or a clearing.

Mural monument. A memorial made

in a wall.

Natural monument. Some natural ob

ject, like a spring, a stream, or a tree.

in the determination of monuments, boundaries

control courses and distances, because less liable to

mistakes. But the rule ceases with the reason for it.

if they are inconsistent with the calls for other monu

ments, and it is apparent that they were inadvertently

inserted, they will be/rejected as false and repugnant.I

See further Boumunv-, Hunsn, 8.

2. Something designed to perpetuate the

memory of a person or event.’

MOOTJ To debate, make the subject of

contention.

For exercise in arguing; for the purpose

of pleading or trying mock causes or issues:

as, a moot court.

Moot; mooted. Debated, undecided: as,

a mooted question.

The courts will not give an opinion upon a moot or

fictitious case.‘ See F|c'r1'r1ous.

MORAL.6 1. Conformed to rules of right:

as, a moral character, q. v.

2. Condemned on ethical considerations;

perpetrated or existing in fact: as, moral

fraud, q. 12.

3. Not of legal sanction; not imposed or

enforced by positive law; opposed to legal,

immoral: as, a moral—consideration, duty,

obligation, qq. 1:. See also RIGHT, 1.

4. Inhering in the affections, inclinations,

and temper: as, moral insanity, q. v.

6. Sufllcient in degree to authorize action;

established by proof, beyond a reasonable

doubt: i;s,moral — certainty, evidence, proof,

qq. v.

Morals. Manners, conduct. deportment.

Offenses against good morals include indecency, ob

scenity, lascivious carriage, exposures of the person,

public drunkenness, gambling, and the like.’

A contract opposed to good morals, that is, sound

1. A memorial; is per

 

‘ L. menus, to remind, advise.

' White v. Lunlng, 98 U. S. 524-25 (1676); Land Co. v.

Saunders. 108 id. 816 (1880); Morse 1:. Rogers, 118 Mass.

578 (1875), cases.

ises Mead 1:. Case, 33 Barb. 204 (1860); Cooke v. Mil

lard, 65 N. Y. 863 (1875).

' L S. mot, a meeting. .

' Bartemeyer v. Iowa, 18 Wall. 185 (1878).

' L. mos, mar-, manner, custom.

'8ee2Bl. Conn. 42; MN. Y. 288.

morality, will not be enforced by the courts; as, an

obligation resting upon any immoral consideration, I

contract which is an incentive to crime, offensive to

decency, or pernicious in its consequences. See Lnom

Illegal.

I, As the end of human law is to regulate the behavior

of men as members of society, they have no concern

with other than social or relative duties. The man

who keeps hiswickedness to himself. and does not of

fend against the rules of public decency, is out of the

reach of such laws. But if he makes his vices public,

though they be such as seem principally to sflect him

self, they then become, by their example, of perni

cious eflects to society; and, therefore, itis then the

business of human laws to correct them. Public so

briety is a relative duty, enjoined by the laws.I

See Osscnur; Poucs, 2; RELIGION; Susmr.

MORE OR LESS. The addition of these

or like qualifying words provides against ac

cidental variations arising from slight and

unimportant excesses or deficiencies in num

ber, measure, or weight.2

They qualify a statement of an absolute and defl

nite amount, so that neither party to a contract can

avoid it by reason of a deficiency or surplus occa

sioned by no fraud or want of good faith, if there is

a reasonable approximation to the quantity named.

They create “ an absolute contract for a specific quan

tity within a reasonable limit." '

Where land is sold at a fixed price per acre, and the

vendor misrepresents the number of acres, the vendee

is entitled to an abatement on the purchase price,

though the deed contains the phrase “ more or less." ‘

Where a person purchased at a judicial sale, held to

pay the debts of a decedent, one hundred and twenty

eight acres of land. in a tract supposed to contain

forty acres, his heirs may recover the excess or en

force payment therefor.I See Anourz Dsscannnon, 1;

Esnnsrs; Lsx, De minirnis. etc.

MOREOVER. See Atso.

MOREY LETTER. See page 621, n. 2.

MORMONISM. See P01’.-YGAMY.

MORTAL. See WOUND.

MORTALITY, BILL OF.

cial record of deaths.

1. An ofli

 

11B1. Com. 124; 4 |'d.41-42; 2 Sleph. Hist. 01‘. L.

Eng. 78.

'Brawley v. United States. 96 U. B. 172,171 (1877),

Bradley, J.; Norrington v. Wright, 115 id. 204 (1885).

' Cabot u. Winsor. 1 Allen, 550 (1861). Bigelow. C. J.

See also 1 Pet. 0. C. 49; 4 Mas. 418-22, cases; 99 Mass.

232-35, cases;108 id. 844; 9 Ct. CL244; 11 id. 522; 17

Yes. 894; 2 B. & Ad. 106; 19 A1-k.102; 09 Ga. 511; 8

Marsh. J. J. 421; 5 id. 181; 5 Bush, 661i;29 Md. 305; I

Md. Ch. M; 4 id. 95; M Miss. 597; 24 M0. 574; 40 id. 79;

62 id. 405; 4 N. J. 15.212; 14 N. ‘L143: 83 id.116; 98.

& 11.80; 18 1‘d.148;iM Tex. 845; 59 id. 601; 21 W. Va.

883, 647; 81 Va 188; 12 Rep. 565.

‘Tyler v. Anderson, 106 1nd. 18991 (1886), canon: 91

Am. Law Reg. 570 (1886); ib. 574-80, cases.

' Miller v. Craig, 88 Ky. 623 (1888).
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2. The district included in such record; as,

that a person resides within the bill of mor

tality.1

MORTGAGE.’ A transfer of property

as security for a debt.‘

In most of the States, not now regarded as

a conveyance, but as a -mere lien or incum

brance upon the property for the payment of

a debt or the performance of some other

pecuniary obligation.‘

Ifi effect, a sale with a power of defeas

ance, which may ultimately end in an abso

lute transfer of the title.° ,

The conveyance of an estate by way of

pledge for the security of debt, and to be

come void on payment of it.6

The legal ownership is vested in the creditor; but.

in equity, the mortgagor remains the actual owner,

until he is debarred by his own default or by judicial

decree.‘

in equity, a mortgage is a security-an incident to

the debt it secures. in law, as between the parties, it

is a transfer of the legal title, leaving in the mortgagor

a right to redeem.'

Mortgages are not sales, transfers or conveyances,

in the usual acceptation of those terms, but securities

for the payment of money.‘

A mortgage is but a more security for the debt, and

collateral to it. The debt has an independent exist

ence, and remains notwithstanding a release of the

mortgage. The debt is the princip'al,the mortgage an

incident, though not an indispensable incident. An

assignment of the debt will, in equity, carry the mort

gaged property with it.’ -

A mortgage is an estate held in dead pledge: where

a man borrows a sum of money and grants the lender

an estate in fee, on condition that if he repays the

money on a day mentioned in the deed he mayre

enter on the estate; or (the more usual way) the

lender will reconvey the estate to him. In case of

non-payment, the land is forever dead and gone from

the borrower and the lender's estate is no longer con

 

'See 8 Bl. Com. 860: 1 Green]. Ev. 5310.

' F. mart, dead; gage, pledge, q. o. .

' Conard v. Atlantic insurance Co., 1 Pet. 441 (1828),

Story, J. May also be used in verbal senses, Brown

v. National Bank, 44 Ohio St. 274 (1886).

‘ Terrell 1;. Allison, 21 Wall. $3 (1874), Field, J.; Nes

iin v. WellsI 104 U. S. 440 (1881).

' Willamette hianuf. Co. 0. Bank of British Colum

bia, 119 U. S. 198 (1586), Miller, J.

'4 Kent, 186: Cowles v. Dickinson, 140 Mass. 876 (1886);

49 Conn. 318-19', 2 Dak. 263; 34 La. An. B00; 10 S. 0.

858-75.

' Marks v. Robinson, 8% Ala. 1'? (1386). Stone, 0. J.

' Judge 1:. Connecticut Ins. Co., 132 Mass 52:3 l18&Z),

Devens, J.; Friezen w. Allemanie Fire ins. C0.,30 F. R.

I68 (1867).

' Batch 1;. White, 2 Gall. 154 (1814), Story, J.
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ditional but absolute. in effect, a mortgage is an eo

tam defeasible upon a condition subsequent.|

An agreementto pay "a mortgage" refers to the

mortgage debt.‘

Mortgagor.

Mortgages.

given.

The estate transferred is a trust, a qualified estate

and security. When the debt is discharged, there is a

resulting trust for the mortgagor. It is, therefore,

only in a loose and general sense that it is called a

“ lien; “ and then only by way of contrast to an estate

absolute, and i.ndefeaslble.° As between the mort

gagor and strangers, the mortgage is alien, a security,

not an estate; as between the parties, or their privies,

it is a grant which operates to transfer the legal title

to the mortgagee, and leaves the mortgagor only the

right to redeem. The legal title is in the mortgagee

until redemption. and bills to redeem are entertained

upon the principle that the mortgagee holds for the

mortgagor when the debt has been paid or tendered.‘

Under the old theory the mortgage was the convey

ance of a conditional estate, which became absolute

upon breach of condition. But the courts of ‘equity,

viewing the transaction as one of security and not of

purchase, interfered and gave the mortgagor the right

to redeem after a breach and forfeiture, upon dis

charge of the obligation within reasonable time. The

mortgagee, after the close of the reasonable period

unused, could sue to foreclose this equity of redemp

tion. To this proceeding the holder of the equity was

an essential party-— his equity being regarded as the

real and beneficial estate, subject to transfer and to

seizure and sale. Hence, the owner of the property

must be heard as to the existence of the obligation

alleged, before a sale can be made.‘

The obligation and the mortgage are inseparable,

the latter being an incident. An assignment of the

obligation carries the mortgage with it, while an as

signment of the mortgage alone is a nullity. The

mortgage can have no separate existence. When the

obligation is discharged. the mortgage expires. This

dependent relation is the controlling consideration,

and takes a case out of the rule applied to choses in

action.7

He who makes a mortgage.I

He to whom a mortgage is

I [2 Bl. Com. 157; 1“-'ashb. R. P. 477. Seealso 2 Sumn.

588; 17 F. R778; 18 id. 391; 9 Cal. 402’, 428; 10 Conn.

294; 6 Del. 826; 4 Fla. 347; 17111. 261; 27 Ind. 472; 44Me.

299; bfiid. 855; 6 Gray, 153; 83 Ky. 895; 7 Mich. 521'; 6

Neb 389; ll N. H. 574; 84 N.J. L. 502; 9 N. Y. 218; 8

Wend. 668; 88 Tex. 442; 9 Wis. 508; 12 id. 420. As to

essential formalities, see 23 Cent. Law J. 221 (1886).

' Tuttle u. Armstead, 53 Conn. 181 (1835).

' Pronounced as if spelled mortgage-or, i. e., gejor.

liiortgageor and -er are rare, in law publications Oom

pare l’i.1-moon.

' Conard v. Atlantic ins. Co., 1 Pet. 441 (1828), Story,

Justice.

' Brobst 1!. Brock, 10 Wall. 529 (1870), Strong. J.;

Hutchins 1:. King, 1 id. 58 (i863); 10? U. S. 392.

° Terrell 1;. Allison, 21 Wall. 292 (1874), Field, J.

'Carpenter v. Longan, 16 Wall. 274 (1872), Swayna

J.; Myer v. Western Car Co., 102 U. B. 10 (18K)).
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A bond being the principal thing containing the ob

ligation, and a mortgage a security to insure the per

formance of that obligation, the terms of the bond

control.1

The mortgagor may sell fixtures, timber, or min

erals; otherwise, the means of paying the lien would

be taken from him, and a purchaser of the products

of the realty would have to get the assent of lien cred

itors. to be safe from constructive fraud.’

'It is the land that is pledged, not the rents and

profits; they belong to the tenant in possession, unless

otherwise agreed. As long as the mortgagor is al

lowed to remain in possession, he is entitled to the

income of the estate. If the mortgagee wishes to re

ceive the rents he must take means to obtain the pos

session. The mortgagor contracts to pay interest, not

rent.‘

The mortgagee may sue on the obligation, bring

ejectment, or file a bill for foreclosure and sale; ‘ or,

he may, perhaps, enter upon the land.‘

Under a decree of foreclosure, the title of the pur

chaser takes effect by relation to the date of the morb

gage and defeats any subsequent lien.‘

in a “ pledge," the possession passes out of the

pledgor; in s mortgage it need not pass. Again, the

general property passes by a mortgage; by a pledge.

only a special property passes.’ See Pnsnos.

A " conditional sale “ is a purchase with an agree

mentto resell; in a mortgage a debt still subsists.'

See Sans, Conditional.

An instrument “ once a mortgage is always a mort

sesef‘ '

The interest of the mortgagee is not subject, at

common law, to levy and sale."

A court of equity will not undertake to determine

the validity of a title prior to the mortgage, and ad

verse to both mortgagor and mortgagee."

Chattel mortgage. A mortgage of per

sonal property."

A bill of sale with a defeasance incorpo

rated in it.

 

llndiana, &c. R. Co. v. Sprague, 108 U. S. 761 (1880).

' Angier v. Agnew, 98 Pa. 589 (1881), cases.

'Kountz v. Omaha Hotel Co., 107 U. S. 392 (1882),

Bradley, J.; Teal v. Walker, 111 id. 2h0(18S-1); Freed

msn‘s Saving Co. 1;. Shepherd, 127 id. 602 (1888), cases.

As to lien of mortgagee on insurance money, see 88

Alb. Law J. 188-191 (1888), cases.

'Gilrnan v. lllinols, kc. R. Co., 91 U. B. 617 (1875),

cases.

' Brobst 1:. Brock, 10 Wall. 5'50 (1870).

' Osterberg :1. Union Trust Co., 98 U. S. 428 (1876).

' Huntington v. Mather. 2 Barb. 553 (1848); Chamber

lain v. Martin, 48 id. 610 (1865).

ISlowey u. liiclliurray, 27 M0. 116 (1858); Flagg 1;.

Mann, 2 Swan. 62? (1837). Mortgages as chosen in ac

tions, 3? Alb. Law J. 44-46 (1588), cases.

' Dean 1:. Nelson, 10 Wall. 171 (1869).

" Morris v. Barker, 82 Ala 274-75 (1886), cases,

H Hefner 1:. Northwestern Mut. Life Ins. Co., 188

U. 5. Ti‘ (1887), cases, Gray, J. On the assumption of

mortgages, see 18 Cent. Law J. 25-87 (1681), cases.

" 2 Kent, 616.

A sea] is not necessary. If the transaction rests on

good consideration and is bona flde, the mortgagor

may retain possession,— in obedience to the wants of

trade.‘

The nature of the agreement must be such that by

the mere non-performance of the condition by the

mortgagor the title will be transferred to the mort

gagee. In a " pledge," possession only is transferred.‘

Common mortgage. A mortgage that,

under common-law rules, cannot be fore

closed before the lapse of a year and a day

after breach of the condition. Sharp or

tight mortgage. Allows no days of grace,

or a limited number (as, thirty, sixty, or

ninety days), after a default in paying in

terest, principal, premiums of insurance,

taxes, etc., before foreclosure proceedings

may be begun.

These distinctions may obtain in localities only, and

be merely colloquial.

Equitable mortgage. 1. A mortgage

of an equitable interest. 2. The lien of a

vendor of realty for unpaid purchase-money,

q. v. 3. Alien upon realty, recognized in a

court of equity, as security for money loaned

or due; as, in the case of a deposit of title

deeds with a creditor. Legal mortgage.

A conveyance expressly intended to be a

mortgage.

It may be laid down as a rule, subject to few excep

tions, that wherever a conveyance, an assignment, or

other instryment transferring an estate, is originally

intended between the parties as a security for money,

or for any other lncumbrance, whether this intention

appears from the same instrument or from any other,

it is always considered in equity as a mortgage, and,

consequently, ll redeemable upon the performance of

the conditions or stipulations thereof.‘

A court of equity will treat adeed, absolute in form,

as a mortgage, when it is executed as security for a

loan of money. The court looks beyond the terms of

the instrument to the real transaction, and any evi

dence, oral or written, tending to show this is admis

sible. While the written language used cannot be

qualified or varied from its natural import, inquiry

into the object of the parties in executing the instru

 

lGibson v. Warden. 14 Wall. 247 (1871), Swayne, J.;

Robinson 1). Elliott, 53 id. 52'} (1874); 8 W. Va. -10.

lParshall v. Egg-art,62 Barb. 871 (1868); Wright 0.

Ross. 86 Cal. 428, 441 (1868); Evans v. Darlington, 5

Blackf. 322 (1S40);4 Kent, 188. As to description of

property, sec 24 Cent. Law J. 880 (1887), cases.

See also 13 Ark. 112'; 36 Cal. 428; 8 I1]. -108; 18 Ind.

890; Wliiass. 452, 489; 7 Mich. 47; 6 Ired. L. 819; 9 N. Y.

217; 54 id. 28; 8 Johns. 98; 28Wend. 668; Penn. Act 28

April, 1587: P. L. 21-2.

'2 Story, Eq. § 1018: 2 Wsshb. B. P. 479, cases; 6

Kent, 142; 8 Pars. Contr. 28).

(44)
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ment is always permissible. This serves to prevent

iiraud or oppression, and to promote justice.I

First mortgage. Implies a lien prior to

all other liens. Second mortgage. Is

without intervening liens between it and the

first mortgage.’

Mortgage-bonds. As individual holders of mort

gage-bonds issued by a railroad corporation, and so

cured by the same mortgage, have mutual contract

interests and relations, there is nothing inequitable,

when the power exists, in subjecting a small minority

to the will of a decided majority, in re-organizing the

mortgage indebtedness when the corporation is em

barrassed.‘ See Railroad-Mortgage.

Purchase-money mortgage. A mort

gage upon realty given to secure a balance

-due upon a conveyance thereof.

Favored over mortgages for loans. See Puacnasc

noun.

Railroad-mortgage. Railroad-mortgages con

stitute a peculiar class of securities. A trustee is

appointed who represents the mortgagcea. In the axe

vcution of his trust he may exercise his discretion within

the scope of his powers. lie is to follow the voice of

the majority of the bondholders: they acting in good

faith. and their request being consistent with the nat

ure of the trust. He represents them in legal proceed

ings, and whatever binds him binds them.‘

The trustees of a railroad-mortgage having obtained

a decree for possession of the road are also entitled,

there being no debts for -current expenses, to receive

profits earned since the suit was begun, the etiect of

the decree being to establish their right of possession

when suit was entered.‘

See Aovsmflrs, Future; Coxnrrros; Dsrnassncs;

Eusasussrs; Frxrrms; Foascnosuas, 1; Luau, Equi

___—____—__——_-—

l Peugh v. Davis, 96 U. S. 886 (1877), cases. Field, J.;

Teal v. Walker, 111 id. 246 (1884), cases; Horbsch v.

llll,112 id. 1-i4(18S-1); Coyle v. Davis, 116 id 108 (1885);

Jackson v. Lawrence, 11? id. 681 (1886), cases; Cadman

1;. Peter, 118 id. 80 (1886), cases; Husheon v. Hushelan,

71 Cal. 411-412 (1886), cases; Kemper v. Campbell, 44

Ohio St. 210 (1886); 1 Cranch, 218; 1 How.118; 88Ala.

6411:1103 llie.11l5; 21 1110.825; 88 N. H. $2; 18 N. J. L. 244;

9 N. M. 818; 7 Johns. Ch. 40; 20 Ohio, 404; 64 Pa. 819;

100 id. 18, 118; 6 Humph. 99; 59 Tex. 203, 425; 76 Va

668'. ‘Vhite & Tnd. L. C., Am. od., 241, cases.

' Green's Appeal, 9? Pa. 8-17-48 (1881); 791'd. 168; Min

nesota, &c. R Co. v. Sibley, 2 Minn. 24 (1858): Clark v.

Edgar, 12 Mo. Ap. 353(1882).

‘Canada Southern R. Co. v. Gobhard, 109 U. S. 585

(1888).

‘Shaw 1:. Little Rock, &c. R. Co., 100 U. 8. 611-12

(1879),Walto, C. J.: 121id. 86. See also Fosdick v. Schall,

99 id. 252 (1878); Burnham 1;. Bowen, 111 I'd. 776 (1884);

Woodworth 11. Blair. 112 id. 8 (1884).

‘Dow v. Memphis, &c. R. Co. 124 U. B. 654 (1888),

Waite, C. .1.; Sage 1:. Memphis, &c. R. Co., 125 id. 861,

877 (1888). As to claims for labor and materials, over

the lieu of railroad-mortgages, see 21 Cent. Law J. 125

29 (1885), cases; as to foreclosure of, K) Am. Law Rev.

867-88 (18%), canon

 

 

table; Msnsnsn, 2, Liens; Puroos: Rccsrvna, 2; R110

onn; Rsnrzsu; Res, In rem; Tsscu; Tsonmo; Trans

msm; Usnna AND Sun-mcr.

MORTMAIN.l Originally, a purchase

of land by any corporation, sole or aggregate,

ecclesiastical or temporal. But these pur

chases having been chiefly made by religious

houses, in consequence of which the lands

became perpetually inherent in one “dead

hand, ” occasioned the appellation to be ap

plied to such alienations alone.’

The members of ecclesiastical bodies were at that

time reckoned as “ dead " in law.

The statutes in England which prohibit corporations

from taking lands by devise, even for charities, except

in special cases, are called the Statutes of liiortmain,

martua manu, for the reason of which Sir Edward

Coke offers many conjectures.‘

The word now designates all prohibitory

laws which limit, restrain, or annul gifts,

grants, or devises of lands or other corporeal

hereditaments to charitable uses.‘

Amortize, or admortize. To alien lands

in mortmain. Whcnce amortization, amor

tizement.

By allowing lands to become vested in objects on

dowed with perpetuity of duration, in former times,

the lords were deprived of escheats and other feudal

profits, and the general policy of the common law,

which favored the free circulation oi! property, was

lrustrated, although the power of purchasing lands was

incident to corporations. Numerous statutes restrain

ing alienation in mortmaln were passed, the elect

of which was to deprive corporations of the power 0!

acquiring realty without a general or particular license

from the crown. These restraints were subsequently

relaxed in particulars, including gifts for purposes of

charity. The statute of 9 Geo. II (1736), c. 86, is known

as the lliortxnain Act, by pro-eminence.‘

The English statutes have not been re-enacted in

this country, except inPennsylvania, where they have

extended to prohibiting the dedication of property to

superstitious uses, and to grants to corporations with

out a statutory license.‘ Bee Crnnrrr, 2.

MORTUARY. A customary gift due to

the minister in many parishes, on the death

of a. parishioner.‘

MORTUUS.

Mortuum.

1 F. mort main, dead hand.

'2 Bl. Corn. 268; 1 id. 479.

'2 Story, Eq. 5113?, note; Yates 11. Yates, 9 Barb.

888 (1860); Plowd. 198.

‘ Perin 1:. Carey, 24 How. 495 (1860); Downing v. Mar

shall, 23 Bow. Pr. 34 (1861); 2 B1. Com. 260; Williams

R. P. 67; B H. L. C. 712

' Leazure v. Hillegns, 7 S. & R. '82!) (1821); Goundio I\

Wat/er Co., 7 Pa. $9 (1847). See Christian Union a

Yount, 101 U. S. 358 (1879).

° [2 Bl. Com. 426.

L. Dead. Sea Cm,
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Mortuum vadium. Dead pledge, q. 1:.

Mortuus est. He is dead,—a return to

process.

MOTHER. Bee Ascasron; Basrssn;

CONSANGUINITY; PARENT; Panrns.

]!IO'.I':[OIi§1'.l 1. Desire, will; instance.

A-person does a. thing of his “own mo

tion,” when he acts voluntarily, without

being required to do it. And “ mere motion”

refers a court's objecting to a proceeding for

irregularity, s-ua sponte,-—em mero motu, or

ea: propria motu.

2. An application to the court, by a party

or his counsel, to obtain some rule or order

which may become necessary in the progress

of a cause.: I

An application for a rule or order, made

viva race to a court or judge.‘

it is distinguished from the more formal applica

tions for relief by petition or complaint. The grounds

of the motion are often required to be stated in writing

and filed.‘

Making such application is termed “ mov

ing" the court; and the motion itself is

spoken of as granted or allowed, refused, de

nied, withdrawn, etc.

A motion is “ of course " when it is a mat

ter of mere routine; and “ special,” when

granted after hearing had. It is “ as parte "

when applied for by one party with no notice

to his adversary; and “ on notice" or " with

notice ” when opportunity to resist is ufiorded

the adversary.

“ Motion-day" is the time when motions

are ordinarily entertained.

Movent. He who makes a motion before a court:

as, the movent for a new trial. (Rare.)

Motions and rules may be defined in a general way

as instruments or means of facilitating the progress

of a cause or the transaction of the business of litiga

tion, by correcting clerical steps, or amending errors

not fatal; by accommodating the case to changes of

circumstances since its commencement; by meeting

exigencies unforeseen or unprovided for; by removing

difilculties in the development of the case which stop

progress; or by advancing the case in any way toward

its final and proper disposition.‘

MOTIVE. Inducement; incentive to ac

tion.

In cases of proof by circumstantial evidence, the

motive for doing an alleged act often becomes not

 

IL. movers, to move.

I [3 Bl. Com. 801.

' People 1:. Ah Sam, 41 Cal. 650 (i871); Funk 1:. Israel,

6 lows, 441 (1857).

' Mitchell, Motions & Rules, 10.

only material but controlling, and in such cases the

facts from which the motive may be inferred must be

proved.l

Litigation would be endless if the motives of those

who are simply enforcing a legal claim were legit‘

mate subjects of inquiry.’ '

See INTENT; llisucx; PBKDOIINAKTZ Pnsusn11A1'lt

Paossco-nos, Malicious.

MOURNING. See ANNUS, Luctus.

MOVE. A consideration issuing from or

furnished by a. party is said to “ move" from

him.‘ See also llionos.

Movable. That which can be changed in

place, or carried from place to place. Mov

ables. Such things in themselves consid

ered. Opposed to immovable, immovables.

The law attaches no technical meaning to " movable

property," used in a will. “ Movable," applied to

property, ordinarily signifies capable of being put out

of one place into another; that the property is suscep

tible of locomotion or change of place. But this is

predicnhle of that only which is corporeal or tangible.

Obviously, a judgment is not of this character.‘

“ Movables," standing alone, comprehends personal

property generally.‘

See Fixrnas; Momma; Psasossurr.

MR. ; MRS. See NAME, 1.

MULATTO. A person begotten between

a white and a black; not, therefore, the issue

of a white and a muiatto.° See COLOR; WHITE.

MULCTJ A fine imposed for an offense;

a penalty.

Defendants in actions of tort, against whom dam

ages are awarded, are sometimes said to be “ mulcted

in damsges;" and parties who will he required to pay

the costs of an issue or issues determined against

them, as “ mulcted in the cos “

MULE. See title Cams; Hossn.

MULIER PUISNE. See Ems.

MZULTIFAIRIOUSNESS.6 Blending in

one bill in equity matters which in their nat

ure are distinct and independent.

Improperly joining in one bill distinct and

independent matters, and thereby confound

ing them)
 

lPe0ple 0. Bennett, 49 N. Y. 148-49 (1872), Church,

Chief Jnstice.

'Chesley 1.1. King, 74 Me. i7-'> (1882): 8 Gray, 409; 7]

N. Y. 89; 24 Pa.308; 27Vt.505; 32111. 787.

' See 22 Wall. 507; 121 Mass. 529.

‘Strong 1:. White, 10 Conn. 245 (1848), Storm, J.; 00

III. 448.

'Pennln1an 1). French, 17 Pick. 405 (1835).

‘Inhabitants of Medwsy u. Inhabitants of Natick, 7

Mass. '89 (1810); Thurman 1:. State, 18 Ala. 278 (1850).

' L. mulcta, a fine.

' L. multua, many; furl. to speak: claiming various

things.

‘Story. Eq. Pl. 5} W1, tao; 104 U. 8. El; H (d. 60‘
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Embracing in the same bill distinct matters, which

do not atiect all the defendants alike.l

A bill is subject to this detect. if one of two com

plainants has no standing in court, ii’ they set up

antagonistic causes of action, or the relief for which

they respectively pray involves totally distinct ques

tions, requiring different evidence and lending to dil

ierent decrees.’

But charging di.11'erent sources of right does not in

troduce the vice.I

it is impracticable to lay down any rule as to what

constitutes multitarlousness, as an abstract proposi

tion. Each case must depend upon its own circum

stances and be left, necessarily, to the sound discretion

0! the court. it cannot be objected to, as of right,

except by demurrer, plea, or answer; and not at all,

at so late a period as the hearing, or in the appellate

court. But it may be taken by the court aua sponte,

when necessary to the administration of justice.‘

Asa rule, the court will not subject parties to the

expense, vexation, and delay of several suits, where

the transactions constituting the subject of the litiga

tion, or out of which the litigation arises, are so con

nected by theh-circumstances as to render it proper

and convenient that they should be examined in the

same suit, and full relief given by one comprehensive

decree.‘

A diflerent rule would often prove oppressive and

mischievous, and result in no benefit to a litigant whose

object was not simply to harass his adversary, but to

ascertain his legal rights.‘

MULTIPLICITYJ Instituting two or

more actions having the same issue.

Obvlated, in a court of equity, by a bill of peace;

in a court of law, by a rule to consolidate the actions.

To prevent a multiplicity 0! suite at law. a court of

equity will take cognizance of a matter in cases of

account, agency, apportionment, general average,

contribution, surctyship, confusion of boundaries,

rents and profits, waste, and partnership.‘ See 1rrraa

nn, 1, Rei, etc.

MULTITUDE. Some authorities say

that ten persons, or more, make a multitude;

1 [Payne 0. Hook, 7 Wall. 488 (1868), Davis, J.

I Walker 1:. Powers, 10$ U. S. 245, 250 (1881), cases,

Miller, J.; Daniell, Ch. Pr. 335.

'Welford, Eq. PI. 98; Cumberland Valley R. Co.‘s

Appeal, 62 Pa. 227-28 11869).

' Oliver 11. Piatt, 8 How. 412, 411 (1845), cases. Story,

J.; Story, Eq. Pl. 5 747; Barney v. Latharn, 103 U. 8.

I15 (1880); Hill v. Hill, 79 Va 692 (1%).

lSheldon v. Keokuk Packet Co., 10 Biss. 473 (1881),

Harlan. J.; 8 F. R. 7'70; United States 1:. Union Pacific R.

00., 98 U. S. 604(1878); De Wolfe v. Sprague liianut. Co.,

0 Conn. 292-98, 802 (1881); Mining Debris Case, 8 Saw.

$38, 636 (1883): 16 F. R. 82; 8 id. 878, 703; 1B l31atch.420;

19 id 531; 80 Conn. 828; 68 Ga. 60;14 Ill. 25; 2 Gray,

4437; 9 Mich. 71; 83 N. H. 25:58:11. 421; 66Barb. 12;18

R. l. 413.

' Potts v. Hahn, 82 F. R. 662 (1887).

' L. multus, many; pleat, plic-, told.

I Story, Eq., index; Eq. Pl., 284; 1 Pomoroy, Eq.,

I241. d "9
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others, that the law has not designated the

number.I

But two persons (riotous) are insuiflcient!

MUlN'ICI]?AL.I 1. Pertaining to a city,

or a community within a state, possessing

rights of self-government: as, a municipal

or municipal — aid, bond, corporation, court,

lien, market, oificer, ordinance, qq. v.

2. Pertaining to a free state: as, in munic

ipal law, which at first referred to the cue

toms of a free town, and then to the rule by

which particular districts, communities, or

nations were or are governed.‘ See Law,

Municipal: ORDINANCE, 1.

Municipality. 1. A division of a state

for governmental purposes; a city, a munic

ipal corp0raii0n,° qq. v. '

2. The oflicers of a city, considered collect

ively.

MUI1'IIDllIEN'I‘.6 Means of supporting or

defending; proofs: as, the muniments of

evidence.7

Any written evidence by which the owner

of land may defend his estate or title.

VVhence muniments of title, muniment room

or ofiice.

MURAL. See Mosnussr, 1.

IIIUBDER.8 The unlawful killing of an

other with malice.9

When a person of sound memory and die

cretion unlawfully killeth any reasonable

creature in being, and under the king’s peace,

with malice aforethought, either express or

implied.lo

The killing of any person in the peace

of the commonwealth, with malice afore

thought, either express or implied by law.ll

 

1 Ooke, Litt. 257.

I Pike 1:. Witt, 104 Mass. 597 (1870).

l L. municipium, a tree town,—1 Bl. Com. 44.

‘ [1 Bl. Com. 44. See generally Horton c. School

Commissioners, 48 Ala. 60? (1869); Winspear c. District

Township, 87 Iowa, 544 (1878).

I [Kllgore v. Magee. 8 Pa. 411 (1877).

' L. munire, to fortify.

' % U. S. 161.

' Teut. moerda, secret killing,—4 Bl. Corn. 195.

Mm-th, secret,-3 Steph. Hist. Cr. L. Eng. 25-26. A. S

morthor, morth; Mid. Eng. morthre, mm-dre: L. ‘mart-,

death,— Qkeat. Ary. mar, dust: die, kill,— 2 liiilller,

Science Lang. 336.

' United States v \ingill, 1 Wash. 465 (1806).

"Coke, 3 Inst. 47; - Bl. Com. 195; Harrison 1:. Com

monwealth, 79 Va. 37'? (1884).

" Commonwealth v. Webster, 5 (,‘ush_ 804 (180),

Show, C. J.
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The unlawful killing of a human ‘being

in the peace of the people, with malice afore

tllougrht, either express or implied.l

There are three degrees of murder in Minnesota

and Wisconsin; and two 1!] Alabama, Arkansas, Cali

lornia, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Indiana, Iowa,

Maine. Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota,

Missouri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Ohio, Oregon,

Pennsylvania, Tennessee. Texas, and Virginia.

in Pennsylvania, which was the first State to estab

lish degrees, “ all murder which shall be perpetrated

by means of poison, or by lying in wait, or by any

other kind of willful, deliberate and premeditated kill

ing. or which shall be committed in the perpetratiou

of, or attempt to perpetrate any arson, rape, robbery,

or burglary, shall be deemed murder of the first de

gree; and all other kinds of murder shall be deemed

murder of the second degree." '

Similar statutes have been passed in many other

States. Their common object is to class the more de

liberate and atrocious forms of homicide as murder

in the first degree, punishable with death; while

terms which exhibit an instantaneous intent, or which

are marked by circumstances extenuating guilt, are

classed as murder in the second degree. punishable

with tine and long imprisonment.‘

A premeditated intention to destroy life is indis

pcnsable to murder in the first degree. An unlawful

killing may be presumed to be murder, but not in the

first degree. The burden of proof lies on the State.‘

in California, a killing, in the first degree, must be

premeditated, except when done in the perpetration

of certain felonies. There must be manifested express

malice, proved by circumstances independent of the

killing,— a deliberate intention “ to take away the life

or a fellow-creature." Where such intention isproved

by the circumstances preceding or connected with the

homicide, there is no question of “implied " malice;

and, unless the express malice is aflirmatively proved,

a defendant cannot be convicted of murder in the first

degree, even though his commission of the homicide

is proved, and there is no evidence that it is man

slaughter or that the killing was justiflable or excus

able; butin such case the verdict should be murder

in the 8BO0I1(i degree.‘

 

1 Illinois Crlm. Code, sec. 140.

‘Act 81 March, 1880,‘ 74: 1 Purd. Dig. 428, pl. 141.

See Hogan 0. State, 86 Wis. 288 (1874), Ryan, C. J.;

State 0. Baldwin, 36 Kan. 19 (1886).

' See United States 1:. Guiteau, 10 F. R. 168, 165 (1882);

2 Ala. 348; 2)Ark. 2&3; 80 Cal. 694; 44 id. 96; 48 |'d.85;

“lid. 16?; 59 id.430; 40 Conn. 136; 1 Dak. -158; 14 Fla.

M; 18 121.496; 83 Ga. 1118;-19 id. 4&2; 55 121.81; 5 Ind.

i(X);28 id.‘I31;54 t'd.128; 88 id. 26; 83 Iowa, 2770; 101

Mass. 1; 80 Mich. 16; 85 id. 18: 16 Minn. 75; 54 Mo.158;

51 id. 549; 64 id. 191, 819, 891; 6 Neb. 188; 49 N. H. 899;

16 N. Y. 68; 53 id. 164; Wright (0.), N; 5 Oreg. 216; 31

Pa. 56; 44 id. 56; 58 id. 9; 8 Phila. 401; 88 Tex. 638; 86

id. 523; 77 Va. 288~84; 86 Wis. 238.

' Johnson v. Commonwealth, 24 Pa. 389 (1855), Lewis,

Chief Justice.

° People 0. Knapp, 71 Cal. 0 (1886), cases, McKinst.ry,

Judge.

\

Malice is always presumed where one person delib

erately injures another. It is the deliberation wfth

which the act is performed that gives it character. lt

is the opposite of an not performed under uncontrol

lable passion, which prevents cool reflection in form

ing a purpose.I

Malice aforethought, or a wicked intention to kill,

previously and deliberately formed, is an essential in

gredient, and must be plainly charged in the inform

tion or indictment. it is not necessary, however, that

these identical words, or any particular form of words.

be used. Any words clearly expressing this element

are sufl1c1ent.'

See Asonrrou; AccsssAav;A.lusoa1s'r Cass; Bnoon,

:2; Cosrus, Dellctl; Dar-muss, 2; Dana, Penalty; DI

ussaanos, 8; DRUNIINNI-88; Donn; Hourcws; Ix

mcrusnrr; Insmn, 2 (8); imam‘; JIOPARDY, 2:

Master; Msssunos-res; Puss, 1; Pasnsnrran;

Pnmsnussr, Capital; Smcms; Wmu 1; Wouxn; Yul

AND Dav.

MUSEUM. Not only collections of curi

osities for the entertainment of the sight, but

also such as interest, amuse, and instruct the

1nind.a

MUSIC; MUSICAL. See Baoosos;

Boos, 1; Conrosrnon, 1; Cornuonr; In

PLEMENT; OPERA: Toon

MUST. See MAY; SHALL

MUSTER. Applies to a parade of soldiers

already enrolled, armed, and trained; but

“ mustering in ” implies that the persons are

not already in the service.‘

NIUTE.D See Wrrnass.

A prisoner is said to “ stand mute” when,

being arraigned for treason or felony, he

either makes no answer at all, or answers

foreign to the purpose, or with such matter

as is not allowable, and will not answer

otherwise; or, upon having pleaded not

guilty, refuses to put himself upon the

country.‘

Standing mute means, then, simply refusing to

plead or answer to an indictment. The plea of “ not

guilty “ is entered, and the trial proceeds.'

I Dsvison 0. People, 90 Ill. 229 (1878), Walker, J.;

Spies at al. 11. People (Anarchista' Case), 12 id. 174 (1887).

‘State v. Mcflaffln, 86 Kan. 818 (1887), Johnston, J.

As to corpus delicti, see People v. Palmer, Ct. Ap. N.

Y. (1888), cases. On blood corpuscles, see 19 Am. Law

Reg. 5'3, 598 (1880); 26 id. 21 (1887).

' Bostwick v. Purdy, 5 Stew. & Port. 109 (Ala., 1883).

‘ Tyler u. Pomeroy, 8 Allen, 498 (1864), Gray, J.; B. B.

5 1542.

' L. muhn, dumb.

'4 Bl. Com. $34; United States v. Gibert, B Bumn. “

67 (1831).

' See R. S. 5 10&2; United States 0. Berger, 19 Blatcl

2314.“ (1881), cases; Re Smith, 18 F. B. M! (1882),

cases; State 0. Ward, 48 Ark. 89 (1886).
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NIUTILATEJ 1. To lacerate, wound,

maim. See MaI.‘d;CRUEL'1'Y, B.

2. To commit mayhem, q. 1:.

Wotnm.

8. To render imperi'ect—-which is some

thing less than to “ destroyz” as, to mutilate

Q will.

The courts speak of "records mutilated by eras~

urea“ and “by corrupt intcrlinestions.“ Purposely

taking from n will the signature of the test-ator de

prwes it of an essential part, and makes it so imperfect

that it loses its legal force. The manner in which that

is eflected is not of controlling importance.‘ See

BPOLIATION. '

MUTINYJ Insurrection against author

ity; revolt against discipline; resistance of

ofiicers, by sailors, soldiers, or marines.

Mutinous. Tending toward mutiny: as,

mutinous conduct or words.‘ See REVOLT.

MUTUAL.‘ Interchangeable; reciprocal;

imposing like duties and obligations; aiTect

ing two or more persons in a common trans

action or relation.

As, mutual—accounts, assent, covenant,

credits, debts, insurance, mistake, obliga

tions, promises, qq. 1). See also COMPROMLQE;

CONTRIBUTION; Baaosm.

Mutuality. Of contract: an obligation

on each party to do or permit to be done

something in consideration of the act or

promise of the other.‘

Mutuniity of obligation isgenerally necessary to the

validity of a contract; to be binding, the contract

must be enforceable by either party.’ See Asssxr:

Oosrsscr.

MUTUUM. L. A loan of chattels to be

consumed by the borrower and returned to the

lender in kind and quantity.‘ See DEPOSIT, 2.

Mutuant; mutuary. The lender, and

the borrower, respectively, in such a contract.

MYSTERY.9 A trade, art, or occupation. '0

MYSTIC. In Louisiana, a “mystic tes

tament ” is a will under seal."

' L. mutilm. to maim: mutilw, maimed.

' Woodflll v. Patton, T6 Ind. 583 (1881), Elliott, C. J.

' F. mrute, sedition.

‘See R. S. 55 1024. 4596; Sim. Ct. Mar. 5 170; Hick

Nu. Ct. Man, (21. 21; 1 Bl. 00m. 415.

' L. muiuus, reciprocal: mutarc, to change.

‘Spear 1-. Orendorf, 26 Md. 13 (1866), Bowie, 0. J :

Grove v. Hodges, 55 Pa. 516 (1867).

"Bmifl\ 11. Cansler, 88 Ky. 871 (1885).

' [Story. Bailm §§ ‘228, 47.

' F. mcsiier. a trade: L. min l'Sl('7*, employ.

"2 Coin-, Inst. 1368; 2 Hawk. P. C, 23, § 111; 15 Me. li.'~i

" See La. Civ. Code, @1507; 10 In. 328; 15 id. Q.

N.

399 also N. As an abbreviation, ordinarily stands

for new, non, northern, note:

N. A. Non allocatur, it is not allowed.

See Amocarnn.

N. B. Nulla bona, no property.

BONA, 2, Nulla.

N. D. Northern district. See D, 3.

N. E. I. Non eat inventus, he has not been

found. See FIND, 3.

N. P. Neither party; nisi prius; notary

See

public, qq. v.

N. R. New reports: non-resident; not

reported.

N. S. New series.

NAKED. 1. Nude; uncovered.

Publishing photographs of girls bare tothe waist

will not support an indictment for publishing obscene

pictures of " naked " girls.I

2. Incomplete, wanting in the quality that

would invest with full power.

Naked authority. The authority of an

agent who acts wholly for the benefit of his

principal. See Aurnonrrr, 1.

Naked confession. A confession of guilt

not induced by promise of a reward or fear

of a threat. See CONFESSION, 2.

Naked contract. An agreement without

consideration. See OBLIGATION. 1; PACI‘.

Naked deposit. A bailment without re

ward. See Dnrosn, 2.

Naked trust. A passive or dry trust, q. v.

NAM.‘ L. For; because.

Sometimes used to introduce maxims.

NAME. 1. A designation by which a

Person, natural or artificial, is known.

It is merely a custom for males to take the name of

their parents, and not obligatory.I ‘

When two names have the same original, or one is

an abbreviation or corruption of the other, but both in

common usage are the same, the use of one name for

the other is not a material misnomer.‘

When a person is known equally well by two names

he may be sued or indicted by either name, or by

both.‘

When a nickname is used, evidence will be received

as to the true name. Such a name is but an alias for

the true name.l

 

1 Commonwealth v. Dejardin, 126 Mass. 47 (1878).

' Petition of Snook, 2 Hiit. 568 (1859).

“ Gordon 11. Holiday, 1 Wash. 289 (1805); 13 Mo. 92.

lEagleston v. Son, 5 Robt. 640 (1866); Kennedy v.

People, 89 N. Y. 250 (1868).

‘ Knapp v. Fuller. 55 Vt. 818 (1688); Prwident, &c. 0

Norwood, 1 Bush. Eq. 67 (IW)
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The rule that the middle name is really no part of

one‘s name has not been extended to the Christian

name; on the contrary, the law presumes that every

person has a Christian name. Where there is a mis

take in the name used in the writ, and the writ is yet

served on the right person, he is thereby informed

that he is the person meant, and he should plead the

misnomer in abatement. A non-resident, to whom a

wrong name is given in an order of publication, re

ceives no legal notice.I

The law recognizes only one Christian name There

are cases countenancing, if not establishing, that the

omission of a middle letter is not a misnomer or vari

once; if so, the middle letter is immaterial, and a

wrong letter may be disregarded.‘

Signing by initials satisfies the statute of frauds.‘

And a legatee may be designated by initials.‘ The

effect of designating a candidate for election by his

initials has been variously decided.l

"Jr.“ or “Sr.“ is not part of a name.‘ Nor is

" Dirs." a part.’ When father and son have the same

name, the use of the name presumptively designates

the father.‘

identity of name is prima facie evidence of identity

of pers in.’

As to names having the same sound, see lnsx,

Sonuns.

At common law, a man may lawfully change his

name. He is bound by any contract into which he

may enter in his adopted or reputed name, and by his

recognized name he may sue and be sued."

As to the use of a name as partof a trade-mark, see

that title.

2. A man’s name, as the synonym of his

power and personality, is often put for the

man himself. Thus, an agent is said to buy

"in the name” of his principal when he buys

1 Skelton v. Sackett, 91 Mo. 879-60 (1886); 87 id. 801.

‘Keene v. Meade, 8 Pet. '7 (1l*§0). cases; Games u.

Stiles. 14 id. 327 (1810); Commonwealth v. 0'Hearn,

132 Aims. 553 (18&Z); State v. Black. 12 Mo. Ap. 53-1 (1882),

cases; State v. Feeny, 13 R. l. 6'23 (1882). See also 32

Cent. Law J. 487 (1886), cases; 17 Ala. 179; 89 Ill. 45?;

Mind. 847; 2) Iowa. 98; 10 Miss. 391; 28 N. H. 561; 14

Barb. 261; 5 Johns. 84; 19 Ohio, 4:38; -1 Watts, 829; 7W.

& S. 406:1-i ’1‘ex.402; 28 id. 772: 26 Vt. 699.

' Addison, Contr. 46, n; 1 Denio, 471.

' Abbot v. Massie, 8 Ves. '148 (1796).

v. Btste, 68 Ga. 3'21 (1879).

‘Cooley, Const. Lim. 766; 88 hie. 559; 16 Mich. 288; 8

COW. 102; 4 Wis. 429.

‘ Commonwealth v. Perkins,

Conn. 280; 2211a. 17]; 9 N. H. 519.

' Elberson v. Richards, 42 N. J. L. 70 (1831).

' Brown v. Benight, 8 Biackf. 89 (1882).

'Stebbins 0. Duncan, 108 U. S. 47 (1882), cases; State

v. Kelsoe,76 No.50’! (IW); % Pa. 133; 68 id. 200: 53

Id. 427.

"Linton v. First Nat. Bank of Kittanning, 10 F. R

897 (1682). cases; Commonwealth v. Trainor, 123 Mass.

414 (1877). See generally a Cent. Law J. 230, 244 (1886),

case;

See also Minor

1 Pick. 888 (1823); 8

 

for him, declaring his agency. A man in

vests “ in his own name” (as executor) when

he invests openly for himself, though he

only receives evidence (bonds) of the invest

ment.1

SeeADDl'1‘10N,2; Anus, 1; Fonosnv; Mrs

NOMER; SIGNATURE. Compare Nouns.

Namely. See Wrr.

NARCOTICS. See under Anconon.

NABRATIO. A statement of the facts

constituting the ground of action in a cause;

a declaration, q. 1;. Abbreviated narr., nar.

Narrator. One who files a declaration.

NASCITURUS. See NATUS.

NATION. 'Implies a body of men united

together to procure their mutual safety and

advantage by means of their union. . .

“ State ” and “nation ” frequently import the

same thing.2 See STATE. 3.

But “natlon" is more nearly synonymous with

"people." While a "state " may embrace different

nations or peoples, a nation is sometimes so divided

politically as to constitute several states.‘

National. Belonging to, aifecting, or per

taining to, a particular nation: as, national

domicil, the national government. Often op

posed to State, and nearly synonymous with

Federal, q. v. : as, in national bank (q. 11.), or

national banking association.

The word national was excluded from the Constitu

tion because it mightseem to present the idea of the

union of the people without bringing into view that

the one republic was formed out of many state;

Toward foreign powers the country presented itself as

one nation.‘

No bank or banker other than a national banking

association, and except a savings bank authorized by

Congress, may use the word “ national “ as a portionof

its title.‘

International. Concerning, or existing

between, distinct nations or independent

sovereigntiesi as, international— oomity,

commerce, copyright, extradition, qq. 1:.

Law of nations; international law.

That law which regulates the conduct and

mutual intercourse of independent states

 

I Carpenter v. Carpenter, 12R. 1. 548 (1880), Durfao,

Chief Justice.

I Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 5 Pet 52 (1F§31), Thomp

son, J.; Vattel, Law of Nations, 5 1; Texm v. White, 7

Wall. 7% (1868).

' Cooley, Princ. (bust. Law, 20. Const. Lim. 1; I

Story, Coast. 5211'; Langford v. Monteith, 1 ldaho,617

(1876).

' 2 Bancroft, Const. 208; lb. abr. ed. 858 (1884).

' R. S. 5 5848: Act3 li1arch,1873.



NATION

with each other, by reason and natural jus

=tioe.1

A system of rules, deducible by natural reason. and

established by universal consent among the civilized

inhabitants of the world, in order to decide disputes,

n-guiate ceremonies and civilities, and insure the ob

-servance of justice and good faith in their mutual in

itercourse. This general law is founded upon the prin

ciple that different nations ought in time of peace to

-do one another all the good they can, and in time of

war as little harm as possible, without prejudice to

their own real interesta And, as none of these states

will allow a superiority in the other, no one can dic

tate or prescribe the rules of this law to the rest; but

such rules must necessarily result from those princi

ples of natural justice in which all the learned of

every nation agree; or they depend upon mutual com

pacts or treaties, in the construction of which there

is no judge to resort to but the law of nature and rea

l0!1,— the only law in which all the parties are equally

conversant and to which they are equally subject.‘

International law is part of the universal law of

reason, justice, and conscience.I The principal of

fenses against the law of nations are: violations of safe

oonducts or passports; infringement of the rights of

ambassadors; piracy; ' injuring a state at peace with

the United States by exercising a commission to serve

a hostile state, arming a vessel to cruise for such hos

tile state, assisting its armed vessel or setting afloat

L military expedition for it.‘

‘The nation injured by the subject of another first

demands satisfaction and that justice be done on

the offender by the state to which he belongs; and if

that be refused, the sovereign then avows himself an

sbettor of his subject's crime.I

Htblic international law comprises the

rights and duties of sovereign states toward

each other. Ifivate international law com

prises the rights and duties of the subjects of

different states toward each other —refers to

the power of the state to act upon the per

sons and property within the limits of its

own territory.5 '

The rules of private international law are: 1. Every

nation possesses an exclusive sovereignty and juris

diction within its own territory—as to all property,

persons, and contracts. 2. No state can, by its laws,

directly affect or bind property out of its territory, or

persons not resident therein. 8. Whatever force and

vabligation the laws of one country have in another

depends solely upon the laws of the latter, that is,

upon the comity exercised by it.‘

See Courrv: Dmcovssv, 1, Right of; Ixnras; Mun

ouurr, Law; Pvsucrsr; Tasarv; Was.

1 1 Bl. Com. xxiv, 48.

I 4 Bl. Com. 67-68.

' Wilson v. llicNamee, 102 U. S. 574 (1880). See Hogs

lesds of Sugar u. Boyle, 9 Crunch, 198 (1815); 10p.

Lit.-Gen. 2?; 7 id. 18, 229; 87 Miss. 280.

‘ Wharton, 01‘. Law, 130.

' See Story, Conii. Laws, 55 i8-23; Hoyt u. Sprague,

“B U. B. 63) (fill).
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NATIVE. See Cmznn.

NATURA. L. Disposition; nature. See

ANIMAL.

NATURAL; NATURE. Are employed

with little or no deviation from the vernacu

lar meaning: as, in natural—aiIection or

love, allegiance, birth, boundary, child, day,

death, duty or obligation, equity, fruits,

guardian, law, life, liberty, monument, obli

gation, person, presumption,, right, qq. 1:.

Witli some of these terms, opposed to arti

ficial, with others to civil, and political. See

also Acr, Of God; ALLUVION; Cause, 1.

Naturally. In the usual course of things;

as, in the rule, that the damages recoverable

for breach of a contract are such as naturally

arise.l

Nature of the transaction. " Without knowl

edge of the nature of the transaction ‘J may be a very

misleading expression.’

NATURALIZE. To make an alien a citi

zen or as it native-born.

Naturalization. The act or proceeding

by which an alien becomes a citizen.‘

“The Congress shall have Power . . To estab

lish an uniform Rule of Naturalization." '

Before the adoption of the Constitution, each State

exercised this right. The provision quoted vests the

power exclusively in the Federal government. A

State may make a person its own citizen.‘

The original status of an alien is presumed to con

tinue until the contrary is shown. l\'aturalization is

strictly a judicial act. The action of the courr. must

be recorded as its judgment; if valid, it is flnsl. in

the absence of proof of its loss or destruction, the

record can be proved only by itself, or by an extruu.

Naturalization cannot be proved by parol.'

The provisions of the Revised Statutes, Title XXX,

respecting naturalization, are as follows:

“ Sec. 2165. An alien may be admitted to become a

citizen of the United States in the following manner.

and not otherwise:

“ First. He shall declare on oath, before a circuit

or district court of the United States, or a district or

supreme court of the Territories, ora court of record

of any of the States having common-law jurisdiclmn,

and a seal and a clerk, two years, at least, prior to his

admission, that it is bone flde his intention to become

a citizen of the United States, and to renounce forever

 

I Mitchell v. Clarke, 71 Cal. 164 (1886).

‘ King 1:. Ward, 74 liie. 851 (1883).

‘[1 BL Com. 874; 9 Wheat. 52?; 9 Op. Att.-Gen. 359.

‘ Constitution, Art. I, sec. 8, cl. 4.

5See R. S. ifi 2166-74, 5895. 6424-29; 2 Wheat. em. 7

How. 556; 19 id. $3, 419; 4 Dill. 425; 5 Cal. 300; llll L11

B58; 56 How. Pr. 5.

' Charles Green‘s Son 0. Salas, 31 F. R. i06 ussn.

Speer. J. On citizenship by naturalization, see 18 Am

Law Reg. 593-612, 666-76 (1879). cases
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all allegiance and fidelity to any foreign prince, po

tentate. state, or sovereignty, and, particularly, by

name, to the prince, potentate. state, or sovereignty

of which the alien may be at the time a citizen or sub

M“'

“Second. He shall, at the time of his application

to be admitted, declare, on oath. before some one of

the courts above specified, that he will support the

Constitution of the United States, and that he abso

lutely and entirely renounces and abjures all alle

giance and fidelity to every foreign prince, potent

ate, state, or sovereignty; and, particularly, by

name, to the prince, potentate, state, or sovereignty

of which he was before a citizen or subject; which

proceedings shall be recorded by the clerk of the

court“ '

“ Third. It shall be made to appear to the satis

faction of the court admitting such alien that he has

resided within the United States five years at least,

and within the State or Territory where such court is

at the time held. one year at least; and that during

that time he has behaved as a man of good moral

character, attached to the principles of the Constitu

tion of the United States. and well disposed to the

good order and happiness of the same; but the oath

of the applicant shall in no case be allowed to prove

his residence." '

“ Fourth. in case the alien applying to be admit

ted to citizenship has borne any hereditary title, or

been of any of the orders of nobility in the kingdom

or state from which he came, he shall, in addition to

the above requisites, make an express renunciation

of his title or order of nobility in the court to which

his application is made. and his renunciation shall be

recorded in the court.“ '

Fifth. Any alien residing within the United States

betore January 29, 1795, may be admitted as a citizen

on due proof made to any court specified that he has

resided two years within the United States, and one

year, immediately preceding his application, within

the State or Territory where such court is held, and

on his declaring on oath thathe will support the Con

stitution. and that he renounces allegiance, etc., as

particularlzed in the sections preceding.’

Sixth. Any alien who was residing within the United

States between June 18, 1798, and June 18, 1812, and

who has continued so to reside, may be admitted as a

citizen without previous declaration of intention to

become such; but whenever any person, without a

certificate of such declaration, makes application to

be admitted, the court must be satisfied that he was a

resident before June 18, 1812, and has continued so to

reside; and his residence for five years immediately

preceding his application must be proved by the oath

of citizens; and such residence shall be set forth, with

the names of such citizens, in the record of the court

admitting the applicant.‘

The declaration of intention, required by section

2166, may be made before the clerk of any of the courts

thsroin named; and all declarations as heretofore

 

I Acts 14 April, 1802, so liiay,1B2-t, 1 Feb. 1876.

' Act 14 April, 1802.

I Auto 22 March, 1:510, 24 May, use

made are as valid as if made before one of said

courts.I

“ Sec. 2166. Any alien, of the age of twenty-one

years and upward, who has enlisted, or may enlist, in

the armies of the United States, either the regular or

volunteer forces, and has been, or may be hereafter,

honorably discharged. shall be admitted to become a

citizen of the United States, upon his petition, without

any prefious declaration of his intention to become

such; and he shallnot be required to prove more than

one year's residence within the United States previous

to his application to become such citizen: and the

court admitting such alien shall, in addition to such

proofs of residence and good moral character as are

now provided by law, be satisfied by competent proof

of such person's having been honorably discharged

from the service of the United States." '

“ Sec. 2167. Any alien. being under the age of twenty

one years, who has resided in the United States three

years next preceding his arriving at age, and who has

continued to reside therein to the time he may make

application to be admitted a citizen thereof, may, after

he arrives at the age of twenty-one years. and after he

has resided five years within the United States. includ

ing the three years of his minority. be admitted a citi

zen of the United States without having made the

declaration required in the first condition of section

2165; but such alien shall make the declaration re

quired therein at the time of his admission; and shall

further declare, on oath, and prove to the satisfaction

of the court, that, for two years next preceding, it has

been his bona fide intention to become a citizen of the

United States; and he shall in all other respects com

ply with the laws in regard to naturalization." I

“ Sec. 2168. When any alien, who has complied

with the first condition specified in section 216.5, dies

before he is actually naturalized, the widow and chil

dren of such alien shall be considered as citizens of the

United States, and shall be entitled to all rights and

privileges as such, upon taking the oaths prescnbed

by law.“ ‘

“Sec. 2169. The provisions of this title shall apply

to aliens [being free white persons, and to aliens] of '

African nativity and to persons of African descent.“ '

“ Sec. 2170. No alien shall beadmitted to become a

citizen who has not for the continued term of five

years next preceding his admission resided within the

United States." '

" Sec. 2171. No alien who is a native citizen or sub

ject, or a denizen of any country, state, or sovereignty

with which the United States are at war, at the time

of his application, shall be then admitted to become a

citizen of the United States; but persons resident

within the United States" June 18, 1812, “ who had

before that day made a declaration, according to law,

of their intention to become a citizen or who were

on that day entitled to become citizens without making

 

1 Act 1 Feb. 1876.

' Act 17 July, 1562

I Act 26 liiay, 1&?A.

‘ Act 26 March, 1&4.

‘Acts ll July, 1870, 18 Feb. 18?‘

‘Act 8 March, 1818.
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luch declaration, may be admitted to become citizens

thereof, notwithstanding they were alien enemies at

the time and in the manner prescribed by the laws

heretofore passed on that subject. " 1

“ Sec. 2172. The children of persons who have been

duly naturalized under any law of the United States.

or who, previous to the passing of any law on that

subject, by the government of the United States, may

have become citizens of any one of the States, under

the laws thereof. being under the age of twenty-one

years at the time of the naturalization of their parents,

shall, if dwelling in the United States, be considered

as citizens thereof; and the children of persons who

now are, or have been, citizens of the United States,

shall, though born out of the limits and jurisdiction of

the United States, be considered as citizens thereof." I

“Sec. 2174, Every seamen. being a foreigner, who

declares his intention of becoming a citizen of the

United States in any competent court, and shall have

served three years on board of a merchant-vessel of

the United States subsequent to the date of such decla

ration, may, on his application to any competent

court, and the production of his certificate of dis

charge and good conduct during that time, together

with the certificate of his declaration of intention

to become a. citizen, be admitted a citizen of the

United States; and every seaman, being a foreigner,

shall, after his declaration of intention to become a

citizen of the United States. and after he shall have

served such three years, be deemed a citizen of the

United States for the purpose of manning and serving

on board any merchant-vessel of the United States,

anything to the contrary in any act of Congress not

withstanding; but such scnman shall, for all purposes

of protection as an American citizen, be deemed such,

after the filing ofhis declaration of intention to be

come such citizen." I

See Amss, 1; Camus; Cums; Isnus.

NATUS. L. Born; already born; alive.

Agnati. Persons related through a male

as their father-— ad eum nati. Cognati.

Persons related through a woman as their

mother. Anglicised “ agnates " and “ cog

nates."

In Roman law, the agnate family consisted of such

cognates (blood-relations) as could trace their lineage

through males alone (father, grandfather, etc.) up to

a common male ancestor, whose family-name they all

bore, and to whose patria potcstaa they would have

been subject had he lived to their time. But persons

brought into a family by adoption became agnates;

and those who passed out of it either by adoption or

emancipation ceased to be agnates (though still cog

natesi.‘

Ante natus. Born before; a child born

before another pe1s0n, or prior to a particu

lar event. POBt natus. Born after; after

born.

‘Acts 14 April, 1802, 30 July, um.

‘Act 14 April, um.

' Act 7 June, 1872.

' Hadley, Roman 14w, Lect. V1, p. 129; 2 Bl. Com. 85.

 

Nasciturus. Yet to be born ; -unborn.

NAUTICAL. See Ass!-zsson, 1.

NAVAL. See GRADUATE; NAVY

NAVIGABLEJ Refers to waters which

aiford a channel for commerce or intercourse.

Opposed, non-navigable, un-navigable.

Capable of being used for purposes of navi

gation, of trade and travel, in the ordinary

modes. without reference to the extent or

manner of use; sufficiently wide, deep, and

free from obstructions to be useful for pur

poses of trade and transpormtion.I

"Navigable waters” has three distinct

meanings: 1, as synonymous with “ tide

waters,” being waters, salt or fresh, wherever

'the ebb and flow of the tide from the sea is

felt; 2, as limited to tide-waters capable of

being navigated for some useful purpose;

3, as including all waters, whether within or

beyond the ebb and flow of the tide, which

can be used for navigation '

A river, navigable in its general character, does not

change its legal characteristiw by a disturbance

which. at a point, breaks the continuity of actual navi

gatlon.‘

Congress has power “ to regulate commerce," and

" commerce" includes navigation. But the power

does not extend to such small creeks and coves as are

not navigable for any general purpose useful to com

mercial business.‘ See further Connmcs.

The admiralty and maritime jurisdiction granted to

the Federal government by the Constitution extends

to all navigable lakes and rivers, where commerce is

carried on between States or with a foreign nation.‘

See Laura.

With us the ebb and flow of the tide is no test, as at

common law and in England. There, no waters are

navigable to any considerable extent which are not

subject to the tide; from which circumstance tide

water and navigable water there signify substantially

the same thing. Some of our rivers are navigable

hundreds of miles above tide-limits. The test with us

is navigable capacity. Those are public navigable

rivers in law which are navigable in fact; when they

are susceptible of being used, in their ordinary condi.

tion,as highways for commerce, over which trade and

travel are or may be conducted in the customary

modes of trade and travel on water. And they con

stitute navigable waters of the United States within

the meaning of the acts of Congress, in (tOI.lil'adistino~

 

l L. navigabilis: navis, a ship; -igare, to drive.

' Sullivan 1:. Spotswood, 82 Ala 166-68 (1886), cm

' Reservation at Niagara, 16 Abb. N. Gas. 159 06:4).

‘ Commonwealth 1). Vincent, 108 Mass. 447 (1871),

Gray, J.

' Groton v. liurlburt, 22 Conn. 1Si—86 (1852); Gibbons

1!. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 186 (l&.l4).

' The Genesee Chief, 12 How. 44li(1851); The Blue a

Trevor, 4 Wall. 561 (1866)



NAVIGABLE

tion to the navigable waters of the States, when they 1

form, in their ordinary condition by thergselves, or

by uniting with other waters, a continued highway ‘

over which commerce is or may be carried on with

other States or foreign countries in the customary

modes in which such commerce is conducted by

water '

The capacity of use by the public for purposes of

transportation and commerce affords the true crite

rion. If the river be capable in its natural state of be

ing used for purposes of commerce, no matter in what

mode the commerce may be conducted, it is navigable

in fact and becomes in law a public river or highway.

The essential point is whether the river is such that it

affords a channel for useful commerce.‘

The navigable waters of the United States include

699

such as are navigable in fact, and which, by them

selves or their connections, form a continuous channel

for commerce with foreign countries or among the

Staten‘

In the absence of legislation by Congress, a State

may authorize a navigable stream within its limits to

be obstructed by a bridge or highway.‘

If, in the opinion of a State, its commerce will be

benefited by improving a navigable stream within its

borders, it may authorize the improvement. although

increased inconvenience and expense may thereby at

tend the business of individuals.‘

That the navigable streams shall be highways with

out any tax. impost. or duty, has reference to naviga

tion in its natural state. The constitutional provision

did not contemplate that such navigation might not

be improved by artificial means. and that for the ex- 1

pense a State should not exact reasonable tolls.‘

There is no common law of the United States which

prohibits obstructions and nuisances in navigable

rivers. unless it be the maritime law; but no precedent

exists for the enforcement of such law. There must

be a direct statute of the United States in order to

bring within the scope of its laws, as administered by

courts of law and equity, obstructions in navigable

streams within the States. Such obstructions are, or

may be. oifensea against the laws of the State, but

not against Federal laws which do not exist. On the

ground that the litigant parties are citizens of differ

 

‘ The Daniel Ball, 10 Wall. 568 (1870), Field,J.; Esca

naba Co. v. Chicago, 107 U. S. 682 (1882).

' The Montello, 20 Wall. 441-48 (1874), cases, Davis, J.

See also Little Rock, &c. R. Co. v. Brooks, 89 Ark. 409

(1882).

' Miller 1:. Mayor of New York, 109 U. S. 885, 395

(1%), Field, .1.

lCardwell v. American Bridge Co., 118 U. S. 205,

M12 (1885), cases. See generally Shaw v. Oswego

Iron Co., 100reg. 875 (1882); Smith v. City of Roches

ter, 92 N. Y. 479 (1888); 98 id. 155-56; 18 Blntch. 212; 7

8aw.127,141; 16 Op. Att.-Gem 388; 88 Ala. 5911; 6 CaL

443; 20 Conn. 217; 5 Ind. 8; 28 id. 270; 3 iowa, 1; 50 Me.

479; 21 Pick. 8-1-1; 8 lllich. 3%; 10 N. J. E. 211; 85 N. Y.

150; Zi0hioSt5£B; flPa.219.

' Huse v. Glover, 119 U. S. 548 (1886).

‘Sands u. Manistee River Imp. Co., 1% U. S. 296

um; Hull 11. Glemr, 119 id. 518 (18%).
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ent States, the circuit courts may take jurisdiction.I

See Demon.

Navigation. The science or business of

Conducting vessels or materials over navi

gable waters.2

Moving an unfinished vessel about in the course of

her construction is not "navigation!

Inland navigation. Navigation carried on

within a country, on its rivers or other bod

ies of water, without reference to their mag

nitude, if such bodies are not so connected

with the ocean, in the commerce of the world,

as to be considered a part of the ocean or

highway of nations.‘

Rules of navigation. Regulations designed

to prevent collisions between vessels.

A leading system is that promulgated by the corpo

ration of the Trinity House, October 30, 1840'. but each

commercial country has its own rules, made up of

principles of the general maritime law, and of special

enactments. Important legislation by Congress went

into effect September 1, 1864 '

Sailing rules and regulations prescribed by law fur

nish the paramount rule of decision. when they are

applicable; but where a disputed question arises, with

regard to which neither they nor the rules of the Su

preme Court regulating the practice in admiralty have

made provision, evidence of experts as to the general

usage is adini.‘\'-1ible.'

See aouiusnrr; Puarassrons; Rwmn; Rsonun;

Bu; Bras.

NAVY. See GRADUATE; JUDGE-A.DVO

‘ cars; MARTIAL; WAR; \VAR.RANT, 2.

“ The Congress shall have Power . . To provide

and maintain a Navy; To make Rules for the Govern

ment and regulation of the . . naval Forces." '

This power authorizes the United States to buy or

build Vi'S5l:lS of war, to establish a naval academy, to

punish desertion and other crimes, and to make other

needful rules for the government of persons enlisted

in the naval force, and the rt-gulal-1011 of all aflairs

connected with naval warfare.‘

NAYS. See Yeas.

NE. L., and F. Not;lest.

Ne exeat. L. That he does not depart

the jurisdiction. See further EXIRE. Ne exeat.

 

1 Willamette Iron Bridge Co. v. Hatch, 125 U. 8 8

(1888), cases, Bradley, J.

I See Gerrish v. Brown, 51 Mo. 2022 (1863); Harrigan u.

Connecticut River Lumber Co., 129 Mass. 584 (1880).

' The Joshua Leviness, 9 Bened. 839 (1878).

‘ [American Transportation Co. 0. Moore, 5 Mich.

400 (1858), Manning, J.: 24 How. 81‘ (1860); 26 F. R.

772-713.

'13 St. L. 59; The Scotia, 14 Wall. 185-86 (1871); 1W.

Rob. Adm. 488.

‘The City of Washington, 92 U. S. 39 (1875).

' Constitution, Art. 1, sec. 8, cl. 13-14.

‘See Dynes v. Hoover, 20 How. 78-79 (157).
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Ne unques accouple. F. Never

joined—in lawful matrimony. Denies, in

an action for dower, the validity of the mar

riage.

Ne unques executor. F. Never exec

utor. A plea denying that a plaintiii is a

lawful executor.

Ne varietur. L. Let it not be changed.

Words written upon a bill or note for iden

tiiicatiou.l

NEAR.‘ As applied to space, has no pre

- cise meaning; is a relative term, depending

for its signification on the subject-matter,

and the circumstances under which it is to

be applied to surrounding objects), 3

A statute which authorizes commissioners to build

bridges over streams "near county or town lines,“

empowers those omcials to determine the location of

a particular bridge, as, within a mile or other reason

able distance from a town line. regard being bad to ex

pense, accessibility, etc.‘

The location of a railroad twenty-five hundred feet

i'rom another road may be “ near “ the latter road.’

A statute which forbids liquor-selling “near” an

election ground prohibits a sale within a mile and a

quarter of such ground.‘ '

Between the shoulder blades is “ near " the shoul

den-3.I

Au allegation of a failure to keep a road in repair

“ near the house of K.," whereby the plaintiff was in

jured, does not describe the spot with suflicient cer~

tainty.‘ Compare Anucmrr; Ox; Vlcisirv.

As near as. An aflidavit that the defendant is in

debted to the plaintiff in an amount specified “as near

as " the plaintifl can determine, in insufl1cient.'

Nearest. The "three nearest towns" not inter

ested in taking land, may refer to the situation of the

towns to each other, not to the tract to be viewed.I

Provision that a cause shall be removed to some ad-‘

joining county. the courthouse of which is " nearmt

the courthouse of the county in which me suit is

pending,“ does not necessarily mean the nearest by

geometrical measurement, but the most convenient of

access and nearest to the usually traveled route.‘ See

Inacricasnn

 

I See Brabston v. Gibson, 9 How. 278 (1850); Fleckner

I. United States Bank, S'WhOGt. 848 (1823).

I [Fall River Iron Works 1:. Old Colony, &c. R. Co.,

5 Allen, 2:27 (1862), Bigelow, C. J.; Barrett 1:. County

Court, 44 M0. 202 (1869); Kirkbride v. Lafayette County,

108 U. S. 211 (1888); 1 Gray, 86?; 39 N. J. E486.

' lnsley v. Shepard, 31 F. R 872 (1887), Blodgett, J.;

[11. Act. 28March, 1883, 5 106.

‘ Mania v. State, 3 Heisk. 315 (1871).

‘ Fassett v. Roxbury, 55 Vt. 554 (1838).

‘ Kellogg u. Lnhabitants of Northampton, 4 Gray, 67

(1865).

" Hawes u. Clement, (H Wis. 152 (1686).

' Reed 1:. Hanover Branch R. Co., 105 Man. 804 (1870).

' Shaw u. Code, 54 Tax. 807 (1881).

NEAT. “ Beeves " may include neat

stock, but all “neat stock " are not beeves.1

1‘T]il(.7ESBARIEES.2 Refers to things es

sential or prbper for the support of a wife,

infant, or ward, and to the maintenance of a

vessel.

1. In the rule as to supplying a wife or an

infant, and recovering from the husband,

parent, or guardian, “ necessaries " is not used

in its strictest sense, nor limited to that which

is required to sustain life. Things proper

and suitable to each individual, according to

his circumstances and condition in life, are

necessaries, if not supplied from some other

source.8

It is not desirable to attempt to prescribe a universal

rule for the specific determination of what are and

what are not necessaries. In a general way, it may be

said that whatever naturally and reasonably tends to

relieve distress, or materially and in some essential

particular to promote comfort, either of body or mind,

may be deemed to be a necessary, for which a wife,

under proper circumstances, may pledge her hus

band's credit Each case is to be determined by lb

own circumstances.‘ See Hnsnm.

The neceuaries for which a minor may bind him

self ane for suitable food, shelter, clothing, washing,

medicine, medical attendance. and education. But

what is proper in quantity and quality depends upon

what the court or jury may think, in each case. regard

being had to the condition and station in life.‘ Cf.

Wm‘

2. To bring an article within the descrip

tion of necessaries for a vessel it need not

appear that the voyage could not by any pos

sibility be made without the article. It is

suificient if the article forms a part of the

natural and reasonable outfit of the Vessel, or

of the business in which she is engaged.‘

Those things which pertain to the naviga

tion of the vessel, and which are directly

incidental to and connected with her navi

 

l Casinllo 11. State, 86 Tex. 8% (1871); Hubottsr a.

State, 82 id. 484 (1870).

‘ L. neccssarius, needful.

‘ Davis I). Caldwell, 12 Cush. 518 (1858), Shaw, 0. J.

‘Conant u. Burnham, 1% Mass. 504 (1882), C. Allen,

J.; Hamilton 0. Lane, 188 id. 860 (1886); Shelton 11.

Pendleton, 18 Conn. '423 (1847), cases; Harris 1:. Dale,

5 Bush, 6*] (1868).

‘ Munson v. Washband, 81 Conn. 806-8 (1868), cases,

Hinman, C. J.; Breed v. Judd, 1 Gray, 458(1S-51); Trainer

1:. Trumbull, 141 Mass. 530 (1886), cases: 25 Am. law

Reg. 698-99 (1886), cases; Ayers 0. Burns, 87 1nd. 218

(1882), cases; 36 Alb. Law 1288: 35 W. R. 836.

See generally Re Steele. 2 Flip. 828 (1879), cases.

' The Plymouth Rock, 7 Bened. 449 (1874),W

Judge
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gation; that is, those things which directly

aid in keeping her in motion for the purpose

of receiving, carrying, and delivering car

goes.1

This is the meaning in the twelfth Admiralty Rule,

which provides that in suits by material-men for sup

plies. repairs, or other necessaries furnished to a for

eign ship or a ship in a foreign port, the libelant may

proceed against the ship and freight in rem, or against

the master or owner in penonam, and that in cases

of domestic ships the proceeding shall be in per

aonam only. _Under_ the foregoing definition, aclaim

for storing sails would not be a subject of admiralty

jurisdiction.1

See Nncnssanr; Pnonsross.

NECESSARY. Frequently imports no

more than convenient, essential, or useful to

some end in view. The term admits of de

grees: a thing may be necessary, very neces

sary, or absolutely necessary.’

To employ “ means necessary to an end”

is generally understood as meaning to em

ploy means calculated to produce the end,

not as being confined to some single means

without which the end would be unattain

able.2

it is in the looser sense that the word is used in

Art. 1. sec. 8, cl. 8, of the Constitution, empowering

Congress to pass laws “necessary and proper“ for

carrying its express provisions into effect. When the

framers intended an indispensable necessity, as in

Art. X, sec. 1, they coupled the word “absolutely "

with it.’ See Co:vsrr-rrrio.\'.

What is " necessary to the beneficial enjoyment of

an estate “ cannot reasonably be held to be limited in

absolute physical necessity, but to what is reasonably

necessary.‘

“ Necessary help" for the warden of a prison in

cludes the services of a physician.‘

A statute exempting from execution "necessary

household furniture " includes more articles than

suchas are absolutely indispcnsable,— articles yvhich,

to the common understanding, are required for com

fort and convenience. But “necessary " is not to

have the liberal sense given it in the rule as to “ nec

essaries," ' q. u.

“ Necessary implication.“ in construing a will,

means so strong a probability of intention that an in

tention contrary to that imputed cannot be sup

posed.‘

 

I Hubbard u. Roach, 9 Biss. 876-77 (18K)), Dyer, J.

’lli‘Culloch 0. Maryland, -i Wheat. 418 (1819), Man

shall. C. J.; Legal Tender Case, 110 U. S. 440(1He‘4); 23

lnd.1-i3-45;47 N. J. L. 323-29.

' Pettingill 0. Porter, 8 Allen, 6 (1864).

' State U. Hobart, 13 Nev. 420 (1878).

5 Hitchcock v. Holmes, 4-8 Conn. 529 (1876).

‘(Wilkinson 1;. Adam, 1 Ves. & B. '466 (1812). See

lll06M.&W. I01; 4DeG., M.& 6.85; i6N.Y.568;9

Yerg. 16L

Referring to taking private property for public

uses, “necessary “ means expedient.l

In a statute requiring a railroad to construct a

farm-crossing when “ necessary “ for the use of the

proprietors of adjoining lands, held equivalent to

“ reasonably convenient." '

“Necessary repairs" to a vessel means such as

are reasonably proper under the circmnstances; not

merely such as are indispensable for the safety of the

ship or the accomplishment of the voyage.‘

See Baooaos; Nscsssrrr; Susnaa

NECESSITAS. L. Necessity.

_Necessita.s publica major est quam

private. Public necessity is greater than

private.

A private right or necessity must yield to the public

good; as in the exercise of the powers of eminent do

main and taxation.‘

Necessitas vincit legem. Necessity

overcomes law,— is paramount to any rule of

law.‘ See NECESSITY.

Trinoda necessitas.

eity or burrlen.

In England. ancient-ly. when lands were granted

free of services, they were still subject by implication.

under a certain trinoda, necessitaa, to the expense of

repairing bridges and forts, and of repelling inva

si0ns.'

NECESSITY. Constraint upon the will,

whereby a man is urged to do that which his

judgment disapproves; and which, itis to be

presumed, his will, if left to itself, would

reject."

An inevitable or unavoidable necessity is regarded

as a defect of will, and excuses an act otherwise crim

inal in nature.1

Moral necessity; physical necessity.

Moral necessity arises where there is a duty

incumbent upon a rational being which he

ought at the time to perform. It presupposes

a power of volition and action, under circum

stances in which he ought to act, but in

which he is not absolutely compelled to act

by overwhelming superior force. It means

a sense of duty, when it becomes imperative

by its urgency upon his conscience and judg

ment. That is not a physical necessity where

__________—_

1 Stuyvesant 1:. Mayor of New York, 7 Cow. 006 (18%);

7 Johns. Ch. 815; ii R. l. 325.

' Chalcrsft 1:. Louisville, &c. R. Co.. ii8 ill. 88 (1885).

' The Fortitude, 8 Sumn. 237 (1:33). Story, J. See

generally 50 Cal. 802; 50 Conn. 155, 253; 27 1nd. 191; 5

Iowa, 432; 18 Mass. 278; 112 id. 8-4; 8 Pa. 831.

‘ Bacon, Maxims.

' Cooley, Const. Lim. 747.

' West River Bridge 00. 0. Dix, 6 How. Ml,6d5(i8‘8);

8 8]. Com. 102.

' 4 Bl. Com. W.

A threefold neces
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the agent is called upon to exercise judg

ment and discretion, to act or not to act.1

A master may sell his vessel, in case of wreck or

irreparable disaster--the necessity being extraordi

nary, paramount, actual and not merely apprehended:

a question which the court passes upon.‘ See HY

mrnncanon.

At common law, to prevent the spreading of fire, in

a case of actual necessity, any one might destroy realty

or personaity with no responsibility in him and no

remedy in the owner.I See Fins. I

Work of necessity. In the exception to

the prohibition of labor, business, or work on

the Lord's day, the reference is not to a

physical or absolute necessity. Any labor,

business, or work which is morally fit and

proper to be done on that day, under the cir

cumstances of the case, is a work of neces

sity.'

Not limited to labor for the preservation of life,

health, or property from impending danger. The

necessity may grow out of, or be incident to, the gen

eral course of trade or business, or even be an exi

gency of a particular trade or business. For example,

a danger of navigation being closed may make it law

ful to load a vessel on Sunday, if there is no other time

to do so. So, as to keeping a blast furnace open. if

absolute necessity were intended, it would be unlaw

ful to prepare a meal.‘ See Sosnar.

NEED. See VVANT.

Needful. Rules “ needful " for the government,

good order, and efficiency of a school refer to such

rules as will best advance the pupils in their studies,

tend to their education and mental improvement, and

promote their interest and welfare.‘

Needless. Characterizes an act done without any

useful motive, in a spirit of wanton cruelty, or for the

mere pleasure of destruction. in an act authorizing

indictment for “ needlessly killing " an animal, cannot

reasonably be construed as characterizing an act

which might by care be avoided.’ See Cnnsurv.

Needlesslu. The requirement that compensation

must be made or secured before private property can

be “ needlessly disturbed." indicates that some dis

turbances might be “ needfui," such as running a sur

vey, locating a line of railroad, and such others as the

legislature may specify.‘

 

I [The Fortitude, 8 Sumn. 248 (1838), Story, J,

‘The Henry, 1 Blatch. & H. 469-71 (1884). ,

' Bowditch 0. Boston, 101 U. S. is-19 (1579), M;

The Tornado, 108 id. 342 (1883).

* Flagg v. Millbury, 4 Cush. 244 (1849), Wilde, J.

' McGatrick v. Wason, 4 Ohio St. 672-74 (1865), Thur

man, C. J.; Burns v. Moore, 76 Ala. 842 (1884), cases,

See also 55 Ga. 120; 31 111.478; 76 1nd.810; 56 hid. -115;

97 Mass. 407, 411.

' State, ex rel. Bowe v. Board of Fond du Lac, 68 Wis.

23? (1835).

1 Grise 1;. sum, 87 Ark. 456 (1881).

' McClain v. People, 9 Col. 194 (1636).
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Needy. Adeviseto a trustee of an estateto be

distributed among the testator‘s “next of kin who

may be needy, in such proportions and at such times

asin his opinion may be best,“ was held valid as to

the class designated “ the next of kin," but invalid, for

uncertainty, as to the individuals to be selected as

(the most) “needy.“ I

NEGATIVE. Is used in an untechnical

sense, in opposition to ajfirmative or positive;

as, negative or a negative — allegation, aver

ment, condition, covenant, easement, evi

dence, stntute, qq. v.

Whoever asserts a right. dependent for its existence

upon a negative must establish the truth of the nega

tive, except where the matter is peculiarly within the

knowledge of the adverse party—as, that the latter

has no license for selling liquor.‘

It is not a maxim of law that a negative is incapable

of proof. When the negative ceases to be a simple

one,— when it is qualified by time, place, or circum

stance,— much of the objection is removed; and proof

of a negative may reasonably be required when the

qualifying circumstances are the direct matter in is

sue, or the aiiirmntive is either probable in itself, or

supported by a presumption, or peculiar means of

proof are in the hands of the party asserting the neg

ative. . When a presumption is in favor of a party

who asserts the negative, it afiords an additional reb

son for casting the burden of proof on his adversary;

it is when a presumption is in favor of the party who

asserts the nflirmative that its eifect becomes visible,

as the opposite side is then bound to prove his nega

tive. One class of exceptions to the rule, that the

burden of proof rests on the party holding the aflirrn

ative, includes the cases in which the plaintiff grounds

his right of action upon a negative allegation which is

an essential element in his case. So, where the

negative allegation involves a charge of criminal

neglect of duty, or fraud, or the wrongful violation of

actual lawful possession of property, the party mak

ing the allegation must proveit; for in those cases the

presumption of law is in favor of the party charged.’

See Annnn, 1.

Negative pregnant. The statement of

a negative proposition in such a form as may

imply or carry with it the admission of an

afiirmative.

A fault, within the rule that a pleading must not be

ambiguous in meaning.‘

 

lFontaine 0. Thompson, 80 Va. E9, 282, 284 (1885),

cases.

I Goodwin v. Smith, 72 Ind. 118 (1880); 67 id. 875, 68

id. 254; 78 N. Y. 480; 37 Am. B. 141, cases; Gould, P1.

98, 344.

' Best, Ev. (Am. ed., 1883), §§ 270, 278, 276, cases; 1

Greenl. Ev. 55 78, 80. Approved, Colorado Coal & Iron

Co. v. United States, 1'33 U. S. 817 (1887), liiatthswu, .1.

See 1 Whart. Ev. I 356, cases

‘Staph. Pl. 408-9; Gould. Pl. 2%; 16 iii. it W. ‘M; 13

Wall. 807; W1’ U. S. 271').
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NEGLECT. Omission or forbearance to

do a thing that can be done or that is re

quired to be done.l

Does not generally imply carelessness or impru

dence; simply, an omission to do or perform some

work. duty, or act.I

Willful neglect. An intentional failure to per

form a manifest duty in which the public has an inter

est, or which is important to the person injured, in

either preventing or avoiding injury.I See Fsuur;

NEGLIGENCE.

NEGLIGENCE.‘ Failure to do what a

reasonable and prudent person would ordi

narily have done under the circumstances of

the situation, or doing what such a person

would not have done.‘

The essence of the fault lies in omission or commis

sion. The duty is dictated and measured by the exi

gencles of the occasion '

The measure of care against accident which one

must take to avoid responsibility is that which a per

son of ordinary prudence and caution would use if his

interests were to be affected, and the whole risk were

his own.‘

The omission to do something which a rea

sonable man, guided by those considerations

which ordinarily regulate the conduct of

human affairs, would do, or doing something

which a prudent and reasonable man would

not do."

Failure to observe, for the protection of

the interests of another person, that degree

of care, precaution, and vigilance which the

circumstances justly demand, whereby such

other person suffers injury.8

The want of care and diligence, and the degree of

one is in inverse proportion to the degree of the other.’

The absence of care according to the cir

cumstancesJ°

Where the duty is defined, a failure to perform it is

of course negligence, and may be so declared by the

court."

 

i [Malone v. United States, 6 Ct. Cl. 489 (1860).

' Rosenplaenter v. Rocssie, bi N. Y. 268 (1873). See

also 6 Gray, 22‘; 2 Grant, 60; 13 Conn. 5'3; 58 How. Pr.

1532.

‘Kentucky Central R. Co. v. Gastineau, 83 K7. 128

(1885), Holt, J.

‘ L. negligentia: ncqligere, to neglect.

I [l3altimore, &c. R Co. v. Jones, 95 U. S. 441 (1877),

Swsyne, J.; The Lizzie Frank, 31 F. R. 478 (1887).

' Nitro-Glycerine Case, 15 Wall. 588 (1872 , cases,

Field, J.

' Blyth v. Birmingham Water Works Co., 11 Ex. 7'84

(18%, Alclerwn, B.; 88 E. L & E. 508.

' Cooley, Torts, 680.

' Hodgson v. Dexter, 1 Crunch, C. C. 111 (1812).

-' Philadelphia, &c. It 00. v. Stinger, 78 Pa. 2% (1875).

A failure to perform some act required by

law, or doing the act in an improper man

ner.

The law determines the duty; the evidence showl

whether the duty was performed.1

Willful negligence, against which a carrier may not

exact exemption, means gross omiion of duty, in

volving intentional or willful misconduct.’

When a person inadvertently omits or fails

to do some act required in the discharge of

a legal duty to another, whether such duty

arises from contract or from the nature of

his employment, and as an ordinary or nat

ural consequence damage ensues to that other

person, such omission constitutes actionable

negligence.3

What facts will constitute that diligence which the

law requires must depend upon the circumstances of

each case. The emission must be considered in rela

tion tothe business in which the person. who is to ex

ercise the care, is engaged, and with reference to the

persons, whether adults or children, who may be in

jured by the want of care.‘

Negligence is _only actionable when it involves a

breach of duty toward the person injured.‘

In its degrees, negligence ranges between pure ao

cident and actual fraud. “ Fraud “ commences where

negligence ends. Negligence is evidence of fraud,

not fraud in itself.‘ _

The difference between negligence and “ willful

ness," in a civil action for damages, is in the degree

only, not in the essence of the wrongdoing.l

Comparative negligence. The doctrine

obtains in several of the States that a plaint

iff, though guilty of negligence contributing

to the injury complained of, may still recover

damages, if his negligence is slight, and that

 

1 Nolan 0. New York, &c. R. Co., 58 Conn. 471 (1885),

Carpenter, J.

I Missouri Pacific R. Co. 0. Harris, 67 Tax. 169 (1886),

Stayton, A. J.

' Galveston City R. Co. v. Hewitt, 67 Tex. 478 (1887),

Stsyton, A. J.

‘ Sisk v. Crump, 112 Ind. 501 (1887), — for the value

of a horse injured by a barbed-wire fence along a high

way. See other definitions, Whart. Neg. § 8; 10 F. R.

711; 13 id. 69; 17 id. 63; 19 id. 687; 3 McCrary, 352; 29

Ala. 30!; 18 Ark.I-108; 81 Cal. 75; 55 id. 506; 30 Conn.

210; 89 Ill. 853: 94 id. 352; 29 Iowa, 99; 5 Kan. 178; H)

Ky. 84;1OBush, 677; 84 La. An.1-H.181; 539 Minn. 8; 3')

l'd.488; 70N. C. 380; 25 N. H.519; 38N. J.L.~i-10; 88id.

11;41N. Y. 529; 91 id. 305; 30 Hun, 600; 62 Barb. 150;

40Pa. 402; 67 id. 861; 78 id. 219; 89 id. 312; 2 R. I. 409;

10 S. C. M, 29, 494'; 46 Tex. 356; 50 id. 876; 55 Vt. 487; 9

W. Va. 252; 17 id. 196; 53 Wis. C33; 2 Steph. Hist. Cr.

L. Eng. 1293. .

' Gardner v. Heartt, 8 Denio, 287 (1848); 20 I11. 235: 48

N. H. 41.

‘Field 1:. Chicago, &c. R. Co., 14 F. R 886 (1882).
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of the defendant gross in comparison there

with. But there must at least be no want of

ordinary care on the part of the plaintifi.1

Contributory negligence. The absence

of reasonable care and caution in a given

cake, on the part of a complainant.I

If the complainant's fault, whether of

omission or commission, has been the proxi

mate cause ofhis injurfl he is without rem

edy against one also in the wrong.3

Any want of ordinary care, even in a slight

decree, which directly contributes to the in

jury.‘

Where the plaintifl alone is negligent he can have

no relief. Where the defendant also is negligent in

the same connection, the question is whether the dam

age was occasioned entirely by the improper conduct

of the defendant; or. whether the plaintifl himself so

far contributed to the misfortune by his own improper

conduct. that but for such conduct the misfortune

would not have happened. In the former case the

plalntifl may recover. in the latter case not.‘

The neghgence of the plnintifl must have been the

proximate cause of the injury.‘

Where a passenger is injured by the negligence of a

carrier, an act done by the passenger to avoid im

pending danger does not constitute contributory neg

ligence. although it helped produce his injuries.’

Contributory negligence is to be proved by the de

fendant by a preponderance of evidence..

Criminal negligence. In some of the

States acts of gross negligence by common

carriers of passengers or their employees have

been made punishable as criminal offenses.0

Culpable negligence. The omission to

do something which a reasonable and pru

IWabash, &c. R. 00. u. Moran. 18 Bradw. 76 (1).

cases. Bailey, P. J.; Chicago. &c. R. Co. v. O'Connor,

ib. 65-66 (1888). cases; Union Ry. & Transit Co. v. Kal

laber. 12 id. 401 (1888). See Kansas Pacific R. Co. v.

Peavey. 29 Kan. 180 (1888); 124 Mass. 50.

I [Washlngton. &c. R. Co. v. Gladmon. 15 Wall. 401

(1872).

‘Little v. Hackett. in: U. s. 871 (1886). Field, J.

° Neanow v. Uttech. 46 Wis. 590 (1879).

‘Baltimore & Potomac R. Co. v. Jones. 96 U. S. 442

(1877). cases. Sway-ne, J .

‘Cornwall 1:. Charlott. &e. R. Ca. V! N. C. 11 (1887).

’ Ladd 1:. Foster, 81 F. R. E81 (1887). cases; 23 Cent.

Law J. 559 (1rs86)—Irlsh Law Times. See generally

Wells 11. Coe. 0 Col. 160-62 (1886). cases; Farley v. Rich

mond. &c. R. Co., 81 Va. ‘(Si-85 (18~‘6); 86 Alb. Law J.

&‘.'4-25 (1887). cases. By passengers on street cars. M

Ain. Law Reg. 789-42 (1885), cases.

‘Indianapolis. &c. R. 00. v. Horst. 08 U. S. 29S(181‘6);

Washington. &c. R. Co. v. Gladmon. 1.‘: Wall. 406-8

(1872). cases; 16 F. R. 76,160; 62 Cal. 834; 59Iowa.1S6;

I4 La. An.1OS6;101 Mass. 464~65; 92Pa. <L'*l2.-179-81.

' 500 Cook v. Western. &c. R. Co., 72 Ga. 48 (1888).
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dent man would do, or the doing of sorbe

thing which such a man would not do, under

the circunistances.1

Involves a breach of duty toward the person com

plaining.I

Gross, ordinary, and slight negli

gence. “Gross negligence” is the omission

of that care which even inattentive and

thoughtless men never fail to take of their

own property or interests.‘

" Gross negligence” is a relative term. It

implies a greater want of care than is implied

by "ordinary negligence,"— or, simply, the

absence of the care that was necessary under

the circumstances.‘

The expressions “gross negligence” and

“ordinary negligence." strictly speaking. are

indicative rather of the degree of care and

diligence which is due from a' party and

which he fails to perform, than of the amount

of inattention, carelessness. or stupidity

which he exhibits. If very little care is

due, and he f_ails to bestow that little, it is

called‘ “ gross negligence." If very great

care is due, and he fails to come up to the

mark required. it is caller “slight negli

gence.” And if ordinary care is due, such as

a prudent man would exercise in his own

aiiairs, failure to bestow that amount of care

is called “ordinary negligence.” In each

case, the negligence. whatever epithet we

give it, is failure to bestow the care and skill

which the situation demands; and hence it

is more accurate, perhaps, to call it simply

“ negligence.” This is the tendency of mod

ern authorities.‘

The Supreme Court has disapproved of attempts to

ii: the degrees of negligence by legal definitions.

“ The law furnishes no definitions which can be ap

plied in practice. but leaves it tothe jury todetermlne

in each case what the duty was, and what omissions

amount to a breach of lt."' , -

 

I Woodman v. Nottingham. 49 N. H. 392 (1870).

' Rush 1:. iiiissourl Pacific R. Co., 86 Kan. 135 (1887).

I [Goodman u. Simonds. 2) How. 867 (1857). Clifford. J.

‘ Milwaukee, &o. B. 00. v. Arms, 91 U. S. 496 (1675).

cases. Davis. J.

' New York Central R. Co. v. Lockwood, 17 Wall.

M(1873). cases. Bradley. J .; Steamboat New World

1). King. 16 How. 474 (1858); Griswold 0. New York, &c.

R. Co., 58 Conn. 890 (1Be6).

' Milwaukee. £0. R Co. v. Arms. 91 U. S. 464 (1875),

Davis, J. See also as to gross negligence. 8 Mas. 1&2,

Story. J.; 14 F. R. 710; 80 Ala. 496; 23 Conn.4-$3; 78 Ill.

857; 45 110. 2.’; L! Barb. 151; 88 Ohio St. 639; Story.

Bailm. 517; as to ordinary. 5 Kan. 1W;»10 id. 288; 7 B.
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Where neither fraud nor collusion, nor privity of

contract exists, a party will not be held liable for his

act of negligence, unless the act is one immediately

dangerous to the lives of others.I

The limit of the doctrine relating to actionable neg

iig<:nCe is, that the person occasioning the loss must

owe a duty, arising from contract or otherwise, to the

perlon sustaining such loss. Such a restriction upon

the right to sue for a want of care in the exercise of

an employment or the transaction of business is

plainly necessary to restrain the remedy from being

pushed to an impracticable extreme. There would be

no bounds to actions and litigious intricacies, if the ill

effects of negligence could be followed down the

chain of results to the final e1Iect.'

An adult must give that care and attention to his

own protection that is ordinarily exercised by persons

of intelligence and discretion. From an infant of

tender years less discretion is required and the degree

depends upon his age and knowledge. The caution

required is according to the maturity and capacity of

the child,-—-a matter to be determined in each case by

circumstances.‘

One is bound to exercise reasonable care to antici

pate and prevent injury to a child of such tender years

as to have little discretion, although a trespamer.‘

The rule is that a master is exempt from liability to

a servant for injuries caused by the negligence of a

fellow-servant. it is implied in the contract that the

servant risks the dangers which ordinarily attend the

business --among which is the carelessness of those

in the same employment, with whose habits, conduct,

and capacity he has an opportunity to become ac

quainted, and against whose neglect he may guard

himself. it is implied, also, that in the selection of

the physical means the master will not be wanting in

propercare. llis negligence in that regard is not n

hazard usually attendant upon the business; nor is it

one the servant is presumed to risk, for he has, ordina

rily, no connection with their purchase, preservation.

or maintenance. Although the master's liability is not

that of a guarantor of the absolute safety or perfection

of apparatus provided for use. yet he is bound to ex

ercise the care which the exigency reasonably re

quires, in furnishing such as is adequate and suitable.

it is for the jury to say whether in relying upon a

promise given to repair, and using machinery after he

 

Mon. 663: 61 111.160; 71 liie. 41; 6 Met. Q5; 25 Mich. 297:

2-1 .\'. Y.‘181; 40 id. 29; as to slight, 85 N. Y. 27; 8 Oreg.

145: 61 Tex. 151; 48 Wis. 509.

I Savings Bank 11. Ward, 100 U. 8. $4 (1879), cases.

'Kahl 0. Love, 87 N. J. L. 8 (1874), Beasley, C. J.;

Gordon v. Livingston, 12 Mo. Ap. 267, 272 (1882).

IWashington, &c. R. Co. t1.Glt1dmon, 15 Wall. 405

(1872), cases, Hunt, J.; Union Pacific R. Co. 1:. Fort, 17

id. 568 (1878); Sioux City, &c. R Co. v. Stout, ib. 660

(1878); Collins U. South Boston R. Co., 142 Mass. 313

(1886), cas_el;124 id 57; 91 N. Y. 420; 48 Pa. 221)-23,88

id. 5%; 100 id. 149.

‘ Kentucky Central R. Co. v. Gastineau, 83 Ky. 125--I

(1886), cases. See generally as to young and inexperi

enced persons. Hickey v. Taafle, 105 N. Y. 86 (1857).

cases: 26 Am. Law Reg. 7-‘l-i-1,3 (1887), cases; 25 id.

I01-94 (1886). cases; 2! Cent. Law J. 88. 459 (1886), cases.

knew its defective condition, the servant was in the

exercise of due care. In such case the burden of

proving contributory negligence is upon the master.‘

Where the master has expressly promised to rem

edy a defect, the servant can recover for an injury

caused thereby within such a period of time after the

promise as it would be reasonable to allow for its per

formance, and for an injury snflered within any pe

riod which would not preclude all reasonable expecta

tion that the promise might be kept.‘

Usually, where some instrument or appliance has

become unsafe andQ1e danger from its use is not im

minent or obvious, the servant may use it for a short

time with the expectation that the master will remedy

the defect. Where the master has been informed ofa

defect, and agrees to remedy it, the servant may con

tinue for a reasonable time in the employment, so as

to give the master an opportunity to fulfill his prom

ise. Where the danger is one to which the servantis

not exposed in the ordinary course of his employment,

but is one which he is required to immediately en

counter by special command of a superior, without

time for reflection, he may obey without being guilty

of contributory negligence or forfeiting his right to

recovery in case injury results. When the danger is

not always obvious or imminent, and both employer

and employee, with full knowledge, enter upon or con

tinue the contract of employment, neither is guilty of

culpable negligence; while if the danger is obvious

and imminent. and it is encountered by the servant,

then both are equally guilty -that of the employee

being culpable contributory negligence.I

When one enters the employment of another he as

sumes all the ordinary risks attendant upon it; and

where a number of persons enter a common employ

ment for another, all being upon a common footing,

and one receives an injury by the neglect of another,

they are the agents of each other, and no recovery can

be had against the employer. The English rule has

been that it did not matter if the injured servant was

subordinate to the neglectfui one and under his con

trol; or if they were engaged in different grades of the

service. To hold the master responsible he must have

had personal connection with the injury, provided he

was not neglectful in selecting and retaining his serv

ants. This rule seems to prevail in many courts in

 

IPlough v. Texas & Pacific R. Co., 100 U. S. 218-‘.28

1:79), cases. Harlan, J.; Union Pacific R. (X). 0. Fort,

17 \\‘all. 557 (1573); Packet Company u. licCue, ib. 608

11578); Tuttle v Detroit, &c. R. Co., 122 U. S. 195 (1887);

.\'orth Chicago Rolling liiill 00. v. Johnson, 114 l1L 64

(1835).

’Hough v. Texas, &c. R. Co., 100 U. B. 225(1879),

cases.

' Rush, Adm‘x 0. Missouri Pacific R. Co., 86 Kan.

136-38 (1887), Valentine, J. Sec as to the eflect of a

promise to remedy a defect, Indianapolis, &c. R. Co.

1:. Watson, 114 1nd. 20 (1887), cases: 87 Alb. Law J.

169, 171, cases; 25 Am. Law llcg. 617-82 (1886), cases;

112 Am. Dec. 213-21. cases. Presumption, where the

appliance is within control of the defendant, Sheeler u.

Chesapeake, &c. R Co., 81 Va. 199 (1886); 2) Am. R. D.

145-47, 261, cases. Want of knowledge, as a defense,

8) Cent. Law J.1t;8-0611586), cases

(45)
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this country, except that if the injured party be in e

diflerent grade of the service, the employer may be

responsible; the establishment of the rule being

largely due to the opinion of Chief Justice Shaw in

the case of Far-well v. Boston, (£0. E. Co., 4 Metc. 57

(1842). The courts of Ohio and Kentucky have ex

tended the rule; and the leaning in New York is in the

same direction: they holding not only that the master

is liable for an injury to one servant by another in a

different grade of employment, but, also, when en

gaged in the same common employment, provided the

neglectfui one is superior to or ingontrol of the injured

one.I

Carriers of passengers must exercise ordinary care.

According to the best considered adjudications, and

upon the clearest grounds of necemity and good faith,

“ ordinary care," in the selection and retention of serv

ants and agents, implies that degree of diligence and

precaution which the exigencies of the particular serv

ice reasonably require. it is such care, as, in view of

the consequences that may result from negligence on

the part of employees, is fairly commensurate with

the perils or dangers likely to be encountered. Ordi

nary care implies the exercise of reasonable diligence.

and reasonable diligence implies, as between employer

and employee, such watchfuiness, caution, and fore

sight as, under all the circumstances of the particular

service, a corporation controlled by careful, prudent

oiflcers ought to exercise. A degree of care " ordi

narily exercised in such matters “ may not be due, or

reasonable, or proper care, and therefore not ordinary

care.I

The occupant of land ors structure, who " invites "

another to come upon it for a lawful purpose, is liable

to such person, not chargeable with contributory neg

'Louisviile, &c. R. Co. v. Moore, Ky. 683-84 (1886),

cases, Holt, J. See further, as to master and servant,

and fellow-servants, Herbert 11. Northern Pacific R. Co.,

8 Dak. 50-58 (1882), cases; Rogers 1!. Overton, 87 Ind 412

(1882), cases; Baltimore & Ohio R. Co. v. McKenzie, 81

Va. 78-76, 84-85 (1885), cases; Little Rock, &c. R. Co. v.

beverett, 48 Ark. 847 (1886), cases; Sanborn v. Modera

Flume, &c. Co., 70 Cal. 265-68 (1886), cases; Rogers 1:.

Ludiow Manu.f. Co., 144 Mass. 200 (1887); Rice v. King

Philip Mills, ib. 285 (1887); Porter v. West. N. Car. R.

Co., 97 N. C. 75 (1887); 24 Am. Law Reg. 462-67 (1885),

cases; 25 id. 481-98 (1886), cases; 26 id. 635-41 (1687),

cases; 23 Cent. Law J. 816-23, 555-69 (1886), cases. As

to contracts limiting the liability of the employer, see

Lake Shore, &c. R. Co. v. Spengler, 44 Ohio St. 476

(1886), cases: 26 Am. Law Reg. 45-47 (1887), cases; 33

Alb. Law J. 64-67 (1882), cases.

\ ‘Wabash R. Co. v. liicDaniels, 107 U. 8. 459-61 (1882),

cases, Harlan, J.; Randall 1:. Baltimore & Ohio R. Co.,

109 id. 488 (1888); Armour v. Hahn, 111 1'd.818 (1884),

cases; Chicago, &c. R. Co. 11. Ross, 112111.382-88(18S4),

cases: 23 Cent. Law J. 87 (1885), cases; Northern Pacific

R. Co. v. Herbert, 116 id. 647 (1886); Atchison, &;c. R.

Co. 0. Moore, W Kan. 644 (1883); Peschel v. Chicago,

&c. R Co., 62 Wis B40 (1885); 2 liicCrary, 235, 218; 8 id.

M; 11 Bias. 862; 14 F. R. 883-46', 39 Ark. 1, 28; 8 Cal.

4"; 60 Conn.-188, 457; 88 Ill. 2'70; 125 Mass. 465;180 id.

IN; E 1\iinn.186;86 Pa 489~40;100id.$)1, M.

ligcnce, for an injury occasioned by the unsafe condi

tion of the land and its approaches, if such condition

was known to the occupant and he suflered it to exist

without giving notice to those likély to act upon the

invitation. An invitation will be inferred where there

is a common interest or mutual advantage; while a

“license " will be inferred where the object is the

mere pleasure or benefit of the person using it. Each

case rests largely upon its own circumstances.I

A passive acquiescence in a certain use of land by

others involves no liability; but if the owner or occu

pier directly or by implication induces persons to

enter or pass over his premises. he thereby assumes

an obligation that they are in a safe condition, suitable

for such use.’

While a railroad company is not bound to the same

degree of care in regard to a mere stranger who is

even unlawfully upon its premises that it owes to pas

sengers, it is not exempt from responsibility to such

stronger for an injury arising from its negligence or

tortious act.I .

What is negligence and what is ordinary care must

be submitted to the jury. if there be any dispute or

reasonable doubt as to the facts claimed to establish

the alleged negligence, or as to the just inferences to

be drawn therefrom. If, however, the facts be ad

mitted or ascertained, it is the province of the court w

declare the law thereon.‘

See further Barnnszrr; Cans; Csasrsa; Cass, 8;

Caves, 1; Cnacx; Cou.rsms; Cosssoosxcm; Dan

sons; Duaoascs; Fsnur; Fms; FRAUD; Lsmsr; Jonv;

Lscnss; Livsnr-mrsn; Pacnascs; Sssvnrr, 8;

Tsnaomn; Tom‘, 2.

NEGOTIATE.‘ 1. To conduct business:

to discuss the terms of a bargain; to en

deavor to effect an agreement; to conclude a

contract.‘

2. To transfer by indorsement or delivery.

A bill of exchange is “negotiated ” when

it has passed into the hands of the payee,

 

1 Bennett v. Louisville, &'.c. R. Co., 102 U. S. 68) (188)),

cases, Harlan, J. See also Nickerson 0. Tirrell, 127

Mm. 239 (1879), cases; Converse 1:. Walker, 80 Hut;

601 (1883); Parker v. Portland Publishing Co., 69 Me.

173, 176 (1879), cases; McKee v. Bidwell, 74 Pa. 218, 23

(1873); American Steamship Co. v. LandreLh,1N id

264 (1885);i11id. 423; liiarshaii u Heard,“ Tex. W

(1883), cases.

' Crogan v. Schiele, 53 Conn. 206-7 (1885). cases

' Sioux City, &c. R. Co. 0. Stout, 17 WaiL 661 (1878),

Hunt, J.

‘Baker 1:. Fehr, 97 Pa. 70 (1881), cases; Abbot; v.

Chicago, &c. R. Co., 80 Minn. 488 (1883); Mares 1:.

Northern Pacific R Co., 8 Dak. T. 848-44 (1884), cases.

That the Government is not liable for the negligence

of its employees, see Robertson 0. Sichel, 127 U. S. 516

(1688), cases.

' L. negotiare, to do business: ncgatlum.

‘See Inhabitants of Palmer 11. Ferry, 6 Gray, 42!

(1856); Yerkes v. National Bank,69 N. Y. 886 (1 it ;

Coles v. Shepard, 80 Minn. 448 (1888).
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or indorsee, or other holder for value, who

thereby acquires a title to it.l

Negotiable. Capable of being transferred

by assignment; also, a thing which may be

transferred by a sale and indorsement or de

livery : T as, a negotiable or a non-negotiable

instrument, negotiables and non-negotiables.

A note, to be negotiable, must not be encumbered

by a collateral agreement to be determined by a jury.‘

The tendency is to enlarge the rule as to the negoti

ability of paper. Stipulations which do not render

uncertain the amount to be paid, or the time of pay

ment, but which tend to increase the value of the in

strument, do not impair its negotiability.‘

At common law, no contract was assignable with a

right in the assigneo to sue in his own name. To this

rule bills of exchange and promissory notes. Pa-)'&bie

w order or bearer, were made exceptions by the law

merchant. They may be transferred by imlorsement

and delivery, and such a transfer is called “ negotia

tion.“ it is s mercantile business transaction, and the

capability of being thus transferred, so as to give the

indorsce a right to sue on the contract in his own name,

is what constitutes negotiation. The term expresses,

at least primarily, this mode and effect of transfer.‘

As to bills and notes, other consequences follow:

e. g., liability of an indorser after notice of non

payment; non-svailability,as to a bona flde indorser

for value, before maturity, in the regular course of

business, of an equity good as against the original

payee, or the fact that the paper was lost or stolen.

But "negotiability “ may exist without these conse

quences. Thus, a past-due note or bill payable to order

or bearer is negotiable, but defects then e7isting,— all

prior equities, and the defense that the paper was lost

or stolen,- attach to it.‘

Vouchers for money due, certificates of indebted

ness for services rendered or for property furnished

for the use of a city, orders or drafts drawn by one

city oificer upon another, or any other device of the

kind, used for liquidating the amounts due public

creditors, are not negotiable. To make such instru

ments negotiable, in the broad sense, rendering them

in the hands of bone fide holders absolute obligations

to pay, would be an abuse of their character, convert

municipal corporations into trading companies, and

put it in the power of corrupt oiiicials to bankrupt a

community.‘

Nor does the term apply to securities to pay for ex

tensive public works, the expense of which is beyond

the immediate resources of reasonable taxation, and

capable of being spread over a long period.‘

 

1 Baring v. Lyman,1 Story, 416 (1841), Story, J.

I Walker 0. Ocean Bank, 19 Ind. 250 (1862), Hanna, J.

I Woods 1:. North, Si Pa. 409 (1877); Garreteon v.

Purdy, 3 link. 182-88(i882), cases.

‘ Schlesinger o. Arline, 31 F. R. M9-62 (1887), cases.

‘Shaw 1:. North Pennsylvania R. Co., 101 U. S. 562

64 (1879), cases, Strong, J, See also Paine 1:. Central

Vt. R Co.. 118 id. 160 (1836), cases.

‘Mayor of Nashville 1;. Ray, 19 Wall. 477-78 (1878),

fitdloy, J.

‘ County warrants are not negotiable, in the sense of

the law-merchant. so that when held by a bona flda

purchaser, evidence of their invalidity, or defenses

available against the original payee, would be ex

cluded. The transferee takes them subject to all do

fenses whlch existed as against the instrument in the

hands of such payee.l

Bills of exchange and promissory notes are distinct

ively negotiable instruments. They are the represent

atives of money, and circulate as money. They are

held sacred in the hands of a bonu fide holder, for

value, without notice. Without this they could not

perform their peculiar functions. On account of their

negotiable quality and convenience in mercantile

affairs, they are favored by the courts. Possession is

prima facie evidence of title. Nothing short of fraud,

not even gross negligence, will invalidate title from

mere possession.‘

If, in a suit brought by the indorsee or transferee of

a negotiable instrument, the maker or acceptor, or a

party who is primarily bound by the original consid

eration, proves that there was fraud or illegality in the

inception of the instrument, the burden of proof is

thrown on the plaintiff to show that he is a holder for

value.‘

As between the payee of a promissory note, pay

able to order, and not indorsod, and a stranger having

pomossion, the payee is prima facie the legal owner;

so that mere possession cannot avail the holder in an

action by the payee.‘

if any previous holder wasa bong fldeowner for

value, the plaintiff, by showing that he paid value, can

avail himself of the position of such holder. In cases

to the contrary, there was no bona fide previous

holder; yet in such case the plaintifl has recovered

advances made before he learned that prior parties

were not bona fide holders.‘

See further Assam, 2; BANK, 2 (2); Baaasa; Cm

Tum; Ciaouurion; Connncnox; Couros, Bond;

IWall v. County of Monroe, 103 U. 8. 77-78 (1880),

Field, J.; County of Ouachita o. Wolcott, ib. 559 (1880,

Miller, J. '

IShaw v. North Penn. R Co., 101 U. S. 564 (1879),

cases; Perley v. Parley, 1-14 Mass. 107 (1887), cases.

See also, as to the effect of negligence, Credit Co. v.

Howe Machine Co., 54 Conn. 883-84 (1886), cases; 28

Cent. Law J. 149-54 (1886), cases. Why negotiable

paper is favored, Merchants‘ Bank v. McClelland, 9

Col. 611 (1886), cases.

' Pans v. Bowler, 107 U. S. 5420882), cases, Woods, J.

See also Goodman v. Simonds, 20 How. 864-65 (1857),

cases; Smith v. Sac County, 11 Wall. 154 (1870), cases;

Hotchkiss v. National Banks, 21 id. 86;) (1874), cases;

Collins 0. Gilbert, 94 U. S. 754 (1876), cases; 2 McCrary,

568; 11 Blss. 66; 4 Hughes, 524; 18 Ct. Cl. 899;188 Mass.

151; 88 Mich.'W9; 52 Miss. 919; 15 M0. 842; 73 N. Y. 278;

29 Wis. 191.

‘ Dureln v. liioeser, 36 Kan. 448 (1%?) cases.

‘ Butteriield v. Town of Ontario, 32 F. R 81320687),

cases. As to diligence required in collecting from in

dorsers, guarantors, and sureties, see 21 Cent Law J.

6-0 (1885), caaea; It Am. Law Reg. 120-47, M140 (1887),

cases
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Dmcomrr, 2; Dmnoxon; Dnuxxnxsms; Excmoz. 8,

Bill 0!; Face, 1; Furs; l-‘onosnv; Honnnn; Im>oss:

mr; Lsnmo, Bill of; Los-r, 2; Marcus. 2; Museum-r,

Law; Nora, 2; Onnss, 1; Pans, 4; Paaon, Evidence;

Pucn, 1, 0! payment; Passsxr, 2 (1); Pao'rs‘.s'r, 2;

Rmuw; Rerms,2; Sscuarrv; Smnr: Sosrmon; Tua

rrnnu; Vance, Received. Wsannrr, 2 (2).

NEGRO. See Cmzsn; Gown, 1; Mo

LATTO; Pawms; Rwnrs, Civil; SLAVERY;

WAR; Wnrrs.

NEIGHBOR. See POLICE, 2, Public;

UTERE, Sic utere, etc.

Neighborhood. See Cousrnv ; Viomm.

NEMO. L. No man; no one.

Nemo allegans, See Tuamronn.

Nemo dat. See Dans.

Nemo bis vexari. See VEXARL

Nemo debet judex. See Junnx.

Nemo debet testis. See Tasns.

Nemo exuere patriam. See Exrsrma

TION.

Nemo hasres viventis. See Hznnns.

Nemo plus juris. See Tnassrsnmr.

Nemo tenetur accusare. See Accosssn.

NEPHEW; NIECE. The immediate

descendants, male and female, respectively,

of brothers and sisters.

May be shown, by circumstances, to include grand

nephews and grand-nieces. even a great-grand niece,‘

or a nephew or niece by marriage.‘ See Conw

ammn.

NET; NETT.I The quantity, amount,

or value of an article or commodity, after all

tare and charges are deducted.4

That which remains after deducting all

charges or outlay; as, net-—earnings,5 bal

ance, income, proceeds, profits, value, weight,

qq. v.

NEUTRALITY. Siding with neither

party in a war: sustaining a relation of

amity to belligerents.

Neutrality is “strict," and "imperfect; " and im

perfect neutrality is either “impartial " or “quali

M"!

NEVER INDEBTED. See DEBT, 2.

 

|Cromer v. Pinckney, 8 Barb. Ch. 475 (1848), cases.

'Green‘s Appeal, 42 Pa. 80 (1562); Merrill 0. liiorton,

48 L. T. 750 (1881).

' F. net, pure: clean, clear.

' Andrews v. Boyd. 5 Me. '202-8 (1828).

' St. John v. Erie R. Co., 22 Wali.1-18 (1874); 10 Blswn.

I71; 99 U. S. 420; 60011. 350; 71 Pa 74.

‘See Woolsey, int. Law, Ch. 11; 1 Kent, 116; R. S.

Q 5286: United States v. Rand, 17 F. R. 142 (1888); United

States 11. Quincy, 6 Pet. 4&5 UR2); I WM Cr.-L.

umm.

NEW. 1. Applied to the same subject or

object, stands opposed to old, as in “ new

patent: ” more or less etficacious, or possess

ing new properties by a combination with

other ingredients, not from a mere change

of form produced by mechaniml division.I

See Novsrxrm '

2. In technical phrases, varies only slightly,

if at all, from the popular signification: as,

in new — acknowledgment, assets, assign

ment, buildings, evidence or proofs, matter,

parties, promise, trial, qq. 1;. Cf. R1’-:5‘:-3w.

New for old. In adjusting losses in marine in

surance. the rule has been to apply the old materials

toward paying for new, on a valuation of one-third for

the old.’ See Bummso; Rss-n'ru'no. 2.

Newly discovered evidence. See _l)iscovs-av. 8.

NEW MEXICO. See PUEBLO; TERRI

TORY, 2.

NEW YEAR/S. See HOLIDAY.

NEWGATE. An underground prison in

Connecticut, in use for more than fifty years

after the close of the Revolution.

The place, for its horrors, has been compared to

the Black Hole 0! Calcntt.|z..I

NEWSPAPER. A publication contain

ing a narrative of recent events and occur

rences, published regularly at short intervals

from time to time.4 .

In the usage of the commercial world, " a

publication in numbers, consisting commonly

of single sheets, and published at short in

tervals, conveying intelligence of passing

events.“

As ordinarily understood, a publication

which contains, among other things, what is

called the general news, the current news,

or the news of the day; not, a publication

which does not usually contain such news,

and is not intended for general circulation.‘

Such a newspaper is adapted to the general reader.

Where the object of the publication of a summons is

considered, the reasonableness of such a construction

of the word as requires the publication to be made

ISee Lessee of Pollard‘s Heirs 11. Kihbe, 14 Pet. 366

(1840); Glue Co. v. Upton, 97 U. S. 6 (1877).

' Eager v. Atlas Ins. Co., 14'Piak. 148-6 (1538), cases:

2 Pars. Mar. Ins. 129, 885.

' See 1 Mcliaster, Hist. Peop. U. S. 98.

‘Attorney-General u. Bradbury, 7 Exch. 108 i1.\"\1),

Martin, B. Postal Law,— “The Household Narrative

of Current Events."

' 4 Op. Att.-Gen. 11 (1842). Postal Law,- " The Ship

ping and Commercial List and New York Price Our

rent.“

‘ [Beecher v. Stephens, 25 Minn. 147 (1878), Berry, J
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where it will be likely to meet the eye of the general

reader, is apparent. The " Northwestern Reporter,"

while a legal newspaper, is not a newspaper in the or

dinary sense.I

in another case a paper devoted to disseminating

legal news among lawyers and business men was held

tt be a newspaper.’

A newspaper is of itself a public print, and imports

publicity. The word “ public “ need not therefore be

used in describing the paper.‘

A " daily newspaper" is published every day of the

week except one, whether Sunday or any other day,

as, Monday.‘

A statute providing that laws of a general charac

ter shall be published “ in a daily and weekly news

paper," contemplates publication in the daily and

weekly editions as It single insertion, and not as a sepa

rate insertion in each edition.‘

A paper which is composed and issued in a place is

“ published “ at that place, although the pres-work is

done else“ here.‘

A paper made up partly of a “ patent inside," printed

in another State, is printed “ in the county where it is

issued," within the meaning of a statute regulating

publication of notice in actions against non-residents.‘

Since, in nearly all counties, newspapers are pub

lished but once a week. a legislature, in prescribing

publication a certain number of weeks. will be pre

sumed to have intended publication once a week.‘

A newspaper may be admissible in evidence to im

pute kD0“'lt(lg6 of a fact, as, the dissolution of a

partnership; when verified, to prove pricescurrent,

but not, generally, for other purposes. Knowledge

derived from a newspaper is provable inferentially,

as, from familiarity with the paper.‘

When the publication of news is made in good faith,

in the ordinary course of business, without intent to

defame, and without negligence, a person injured may

be restricted in his recovery to actual damages."

Fair reports of what takes place before legislative

bodies and their committees, and in the courts, are

privileged — the report being confined to the proceed

ings, and without defamatory headings or comments"

 

‘ [Beecher v. Stephens, ante.

' Kerr v. um, 75 Ill. :11 (1874), - "Chicago Legal

News" See also Kellogg u. Carrico, 47 M0. 159 (1870),

“ Legal Record and Advertiser.“

‘ Bailey 11. Myrick, 50 Me. 181 (1860).

4 Richardson 1:. Tobin, *5 Cal. 80 (187l),- " San Fran

cisco Chronicle."

‘Montgomery Advertiser Co. v. Burke, 82 Ala. 883

(1836).

‘ Bayer 0. Hoboken, 4-1 N. J. L. 181 (l882),—“ Hobo

kcn Advertiser.“

' Palmer v. McCormick. 80 F. R. 82 (1387).

‘Greenwood 0. Murray, 28 Minn. 123 (1881),— “ St.

Paul Daily Evening Dispatch."

'1 Whart. Ev. 55 671-75, cases.

"Detroit Daily Post Co. v. MoA.rthur, 16 Mich. 447

(1868); Perrott v. New Orleans Times, 25 La. An. 170

(1813).

II Bee Pittock 0. ()‘Niel, 63 Pa. 253 (1869); Storey v.

Wfllaco, 60 ill. 51 (X871); Scripps u. Reilly, 88 Mich. 10

The law favors publicity of legal proceedings, as

far as attainable without injustice being done to any

person immediately concerned. The public being

permitted to attend, may be served with reports 0!,

judicial inquiries, provided these reports are so full

and impartial as not to convey a false impression. . .

A report must be strictly confined to the actual pro

ceedings, and contain no defamatory comments.

it has been held that the publication of u: parfe pro

ceedings, or merely preliminary examinations, is not

privileged. Reports of these tend “ to prejudge those

whom the law presumes innocent; to cause the judg

ment of conviction to be pronounced before trial; to

poison the sources of justice — the mass of the people

from whom jurors are drawn.“ 1

But it is not lawful to publish even a correct account

of the proceedings in a case in court, if the account

contains matter of a blasphemous or indecent nature.‘

See Cowrsxrr, 1; Cosxus1crr1os, Privileged, 2;

D1s'rn.mn'r1os,8; Enrron; lii.ut,2; Ortmos,2; Pscnrr;

PROCLAMATXON, 2; Rsv1sw,3; Scrnacs; Svsnsr; Wsn.

NEXT. Nearest.

A return of process to the “ next term “ means to

the next term to which the law directs return.‘

A writ of attachment was issued in September, 1880,

returnable to the “ next March term, 18b0." Held, that

the writ being returnable to an impossible day, all pro

ceedings were void.‘

NICKEL. See COIN.

NICKNAME. See Nun, 1.

NIECE. See Nsensw.

NIGHT. In the law of burglary, there

must not be day-light enough to discern a

face.‘

it will not avail the prisoner that there was light

enough from the moon, street-lamps, and buildings,

aided by snow, to discern the features of another per

l0n.'

Within the meaning of a statute forbidding the

keeping open of tippling-houses on the Sabbath day

and night, “nlght" includes the time between mid

night on Saturday and the dawn of Sabbath morning.‘

See DAY.

 

(1873); Bnihrick 11. Detroit Post and Tribune Co., 50 I'll

630, on (iB\\'3).

ISee Cooley, Const. Lim. -H8-61: Rex v. Fisher, 2

Csmpb. '570-71 (1811), Ellenborough, C. J.; Stanley 1:.

Webb, 4 Sandf. 21, 80 (1850), Campbell, J.; 16 Alb. Law

J. 327 (1877), cases; 18 id. 142 (1878), cases; Rex v. Lee,

5 Esp. 128 (18011; Stiles v. Nokes, 7 East, 498 (1806):

Lewis v. Clement, 3 B. & Aid. 702 (1820).

‘King v. Carlile, s B. & Aid. 167 (1819); it. 101. See

generally Odgers. Lib. & Si. 248-69, ct1.=v<: Starlde, Sl.

& Lib. 178, 156, cases; Townshend, Si. 6. _i.ib. §i 217-it

cases; as to privileged communications, 21 Cent. Law

J. 86-90, 450-55 (1885), cases.

‘ Rivers v. Hood, 72 Ga. 194 (1888).

‘ Holzman v. Martinez, 2 N. M. 272 (1882). See also

7 Ga.1(7?; 1 Mass. 411; 4 Johns. Ch. 26; 64 111. M

‘ 4 Bl. Com. 24.

‘ State v. Morris, 47 Conn. 179 (1879)

’ Kroer 11. People, 78 ill. 995 (1875).
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I

Night-walkers. Those who are abroad

during the night and sleep by day, and are

of suspicious appearance and demeanor.1

“Those who cave-drop men's houses, cast men's

gates, carts, and the like into ponds, or commit other

outrages or nlisdemeanors in the night, or shall be

suspected to be pilfering, or otherwise like to disturb

the peace, or that be persons of evil fame or report

generally, or that shall keep company with any such,

or with other suspicious persons in the night." I Y

Watchmen and constables may arrest night-walkers

and commit them to custody till morning.’

NIHIL ; NIL. L. Nothing.

Nil is the contracted form.

Various returns to process are termed returns of

nihil.

Nihil or nil debet, or indebitatus. He

owes nothing. See DEBET, 2.

Nihil or nil dicit. He says nothing. A

judgment in default of a plea or an answer.

See Rammr.

Nihil est. There is nothing.

A fuller answer to the command of a summons

than is non est inoentus. It means that the defendant

has nothing in the bailiwiclz,— no dwelling-house, no

family, no residence, no personal presence.I

Nihil habet. He has nothing. The re

turn when the oflicer has been unable to find

the defendant.

Nihil alone is often used. It is used as the return

to a wire facias that the defendant, or his ball, has

nothing by which the oiflcer can “ make known “ to

them,- two such returns being sometimes considered

equal to a service. Thus, two “ nihils" in a suit on a

mortgage may equal a personal service. The name is

also given to the return that nothing is subject to gar

nishment. Compare Boss, 2, Nulla.

NIHILIST. 1. One who denies that

anything can be known or shown to exist.‘

See Nnaun; Oars. ,

2. In Russia, a member of a secret society

whose aim is the overthrow of authority as

at present constituted, the ulterior view of

the more advanced members being the es

tablishment of a socialistic or communistic

republic.4 See ANARCHY; COMMUNISM; GOV

ERNMENT.

NISI. L. Unless; conditionally.

A rule or order which is to become abso

lute (q. u.) “ unless ” cause to the contrary be

shown is termed a rule nisi.

The continuance of a case nisi is to a time

 

1 State v. Dowers, 45 N. H. 544 (1864), BellowsI J.;

Thomas 1:. State, 65 Ala. 260 (1876); State 1;. Russell, 14

B. I. 506 (1884).

' 4 Bl. Com. 292.

'Sherer v. Easton Bank, 88 Pa. 188 (1850).

‘ [Worcester] Diet.

certain unless something shall occur to cause

action to be taken upon the case before that

time.l

Nisi prius. Unless before.

Formerly, was applied to a court holding

jury trials. The two words were the most

emphatic in the venire for summoning the

jurors.

This use of the word originated in a fiction. An

issue of fact was to be tried at Westminster by a jury

from the county wherein the cause arose, “ unle;_3 be

fore “ the day set the judges, upon their circuit. came

to that county.’

it being found a burden to compel the parties, wit

nesses, and jurors to go—say from Westmoreland, to

try actions of trifling value at Westminster, the prac~

tice obtained to continue such actions in the court at

Westminster until the itinerant justices, of whom two

were of the Westminster bench, came to the county

where the cause arose, whereupon the cause was re

manded from Westminster for trial. For a period. the

proceedings were returned to Westminster for judg

ment. Holding trials in this manner became the prin

cipal civil employment of the justices.‘

An advocate is said to be a good nisi prim lawyer

when he possesses the qualifications required to attain

success in the management of trials at nisi prim.

NO. See AVVARD; BILL; Dsrssss, 2;

FUNDS; Goons. Compare NUL; Nunnus.

See also NUMBER.

NO MAN’S LAND. See Isnus, Coun

try.

NOBILITY. See'I‘I'1'LE, 4.

NOISE. See AIR; DISORDER; Nmssscs;

Pomcn, 2.

- If a use of property is objectionable solely on ac

count of the noise which it makes, it is a nuisance, if at

all, by reason of the effect upon the health or comfort

of those who are within hearing. The right to make

a noise for a proper purpose must be measured with

reference to the degree of annoyance which others

may reasonably be required to submit to. In connec

tion with the importance of the business from which

it proceeds, that must be determined by the effect of

noise upon people generally. and not upon those. on

the one hand, who are peculiarly susceptible to it, or

those on the other who by long experience have

learned to endure it without inconvenience; not upon

those whose strong nerves and robust health enable

them to endure the greatest disturbances without suf~

fering, nor upon those whose mental or physical con

dition makes them painfully sensitive to everything

about them. That this must be the rule in regard to

public nuisances is obvious. It is the rule as well, and

for reasons nearly if not quite as satisfactory, in rela

tion to private nuisances. Upon a question whether

one can lawfully ring his factory hell, or run his noisy

 

1 Commonwealth 1:. Maloney, 145 Mass. KB (1887).

'3 Bl. Com. 59.

' 3 Bl. Com. 852.
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machinery, or whether the noise will be a private nui

sance to the occupant of a house near by, it is neces

sary to ascertain the natural and probable effect of

the sound upon ordinary persons in that house —- not

how it will affect a particular person who happens to

be there today, or who may chance to come tomor

now.1

Where a noisy nuisance is complained of, it is a

question of degree and locality. if the noise is very

slight, and the inconvenience merely fanciful, or such

as would be complained of by people of elegant and

dainty modes of living, and inflicts no serious or sub

stantial discomfort, a court of equity will not take cog

nimnce of it. But if unusual and disturbing noises

are made, and particularly if they are regularly and

persistently made, and if theyare of a character to

affect the comfort of a man's household. or the peace

and health of his family, and to destroy the comfort

able enjoyment of his home, a court of equity will pre

vent continuance of such injuries.I

NOLLE. L To not wish or desire: non

relle. Compare Vow. ‘

Nolle prosequi. To not care to proceed.

A record entry that the prosecutor does not

care to proceed further in the particular

0886

An agreement not to proceed further in

that suit, as to the particular person or cause

of action to which it is applied.‘

Said of a judgment in a criminal case by

which the attorney-general, or other repre

sentative of the state, voluntarily declares

that he will not further prosecute a suit or

indictment, or a particular count, or as to a

particular defendant.‘

1 Rogers 1:. Elliott, 146 Mass. 351 (March 2, 1888),

cases, holding that a person who by reason of a sun

stroke was peculiarly susceptible to the noise caused

by the ringing of a church bell, situated directly op

posite his house in a thickly populated district. can

not, in the absence of evidence of express malice, or

that the bell was objectionable to persons of ordinary

health and strength, maintain an action against the

custodian of the church for sufferings caused by the

ringing of the bell.

’ Appeal of Ladies‘ Decorative Art Club,22 W. N. 75

(April 28, 188$). Affirmed thelower court in enjoining

the hammering of brass by the pupils of an art school

located in a thickly populated square in the city of

Philadelphia, to which the plaintiff, with his family,

had moved five years after the school had been opened,

and into an adjoining house. Ball 0. Ray, 8 Ch. Ap.

667 (1872), and Broder v. Snillnrd, 2 Ch. Div. 692 (1876),

followed. See also Yocum v. Hotel St. George Co., 18

Abb. N. Cas. 340 (1886), cascs,— in which the noise and

vibration caused by an electric engine and dynamos

was enjoined; 23 Cent. Law J. 610 (lSS6)—Soliclt0rs'

Jour. (London).

' Minor v. Mechanics‘ Bank, 1 Pet. 74 (1828), Story, J.

0 Commonwealth v. Casey, 12 Allen, 218 (1866). cases.

Sometimes spoken of as allowing a nolle.

Nota bar to another prosecution for the same of

fense,l but such termination as will allow an action

for malicious prosecution.I See l‘sosr.qu1.

Nolo contenders. I do not care to dis

pute it.

A plea in eflect the same as a plea of “gullty," so

far at least as regards proceedings on the particular

indictment.‘

NOM. See Nouns, Nomine.

Nom de plume. See Corrmoar.

NOMEN. L. A name.

Nomen collectivum. A class name.

Thus, “heir “ may include all the heirs of a person,

and “ misdemeanor " includes many dlflerent species

of otfenses.

Nomen generalissimum. A very gen

eral name: a comprehensive term.

Such are the terms crime, demand, draft, estate,

gooda grant. heir, house, instrument, interest, land,

merchandise, obligation, offense.

Nomine. By name; under the name of.

NOMINAL. Existing in name only; ap

parent, formal, not real or substantial: as,

nominal—damages, date, partner, party.

qq. v.

NOMINEE. See Cssnmxrsz Omcan;

RESIGNATION.

NON. L. Not; no.

A particle of negation, whether occurring as a

single word or as s prefix to a word of amrmative sig

nification.

Used with words of Latin origin. U» is used with

words of A.ngloSaxon origin.

1. Pure Latin phrases:

Non accrevit. See Accnmcsrur.

Non assumpsit. See Asssursrr.

Non cepit. See Carma

Non compos. See MENS.

Non constat. See Cossrar, 1.

Non cul; non culpabilis. See CULPA.

Non damniflcatus. Sce DAMNUIL

Non demisit. See Dsmrrrans.

Non detinet. See DETINERF.

Non est factum. See FAG!-IRE

Non est inventus. See Fun, 8.

Non juridicus. See Drm.

Non obstante. See p. 1140.

Non prosequitur. See Paossqm.

I State v. Primm, 81 M0. 166, 178 (1375), cases.

I Woodworth v. lilills, 61 Wis. 41, 50-53 (1884), cases;

Graves v. Dawson, 113 Mass. 419 (1882), cases. ‘See

generally 5 Crim. Law Mag. 1-16 (1834), cases.

' Commonwealth v. Horton, 9 Pick. M (1829); Oom

monwealth u. Tilton, 8 llletc. 282 (1844); United States

1:. Hartwell. 8 Cliff. 2&2 (1869). casea
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Non sui juris. See Jcs.

Non sum informatus. See Iuronuaros.

Non usurpavit. See Usonr.

2. Illustrative English compounds:

Non-acceptance. See AOCEPI‘, 2.

Non-access. See Accass.

Non-age. See AGE.

Non-apparent. See Easnum.

Non-appearance. See Arrsansncs, 8.

Non-assessable. See Asssss, 1.

Non-claim. See Cum.

Non-combatants. See W/in.

Non-commissioned. See Orrwm.

Non-contestable. See CONTEST.

Non-continuous. See Conrmuocs.

Non-court. See DAY, Judicial.

Non-delivery. See Drmvsnv.

Non-discovery. See DISCOVERY.

Non-intercourse. See Accass.

Non-feasance. See FEASANCE.

Non-fulfillment. See PERFORMANCE.

Non-joinder. See Jomnsn.

Non-jurisdiction. See Jumsnwnon.

Non-payment. See PAYMENT.

Non-negotiable. See Nsoormra, 2.

Non-performance. See PERFORMANCE

Non-resident. See Rnsmsur; Tax, 2.

Non-sane. See INSANITY.

Non-service. See Ssmuca, 6.

Non-taxable. See Tax.

Non-use; non-user. See Uss, 1.

NONSUIT. Not following: failure in a

plaintifi to make advance in his cause: a giv

ing up or renunciation of his suit.

if the plaintii! is guilty of a delay or default against

a rule of law, as, by not filing a pleading within the

allotted time, he is adjudged “ not to follow " or pur

sue his remedy as he ought to do, and thereupon a

" nonsult“ or nonprosequiiur is entered, and he is

said to be “ nonprosd" ‘

“ The plaintiff thereupon became nonsult, and com

menced this action " in the circuit court’

After a nonsuit, and payment of costs, the plaintii!

may begin suit again. Afters retruzit — an open and

voluntary renunciation of a suit — he forever loses his

right of action.I

Compulsory or involuntary, and voi

nntary, nonsuit. When the plaintiff per

ceives that he has not given evidence suf

ficient to maintain the issue it is usual for

him to be "voluntarily nonsuited,” or to

withdraw himself.‘
 

' 3 Bl. Com. 295-%, 816; 7 Q. B. D. 332; 12 Vt. 4%.

I Bucher v. Chesire R. Co., 1% U. S. 567 (1888).

' 8 Bl. Com. 87‘.

For if he was not present when the jury came in to

deliver their verdict, no verdict could be received!

An “ involuntary ” or “ compulsory " non

suit is for neglect, in the plaintifl’, either to

appear, or, having appeared, for failure to

present evidence sufiicient in law to support

a verdict in his favor.“

In either case, the court, at the request of the de

fendant or his counsel, may enter a judgment of non

suit against the plnintifl.

Judgments of involuntary nonsuit are not allowed

in the Federal courts.‘

Before the evidence in a case is left to the jury,

there is a preliminary question for the judge, not

whether there is literally no evidence, but whether

there is any upon which the jury can find a verdict

for the party producing it. If there is not sufliclcnt

evidence, the judge may instruct the jury to find

against the failing party. This has superseded the

practice of demurrer to evidence: by which a party

admits the truth of the testimony and the conclusions

of fact the jury may fairly draw, but contests the

legal suiiiciency of the testimony.

If the court is satisfied that, conceding all the infer

ences which the jury could justifiably draw from the

testimony, the evidence is insuflicient to warrant a

verdict for the plnintiif, the court should say so to the

jury-‘

It would be an idle proceeding to submit evidence

to a jury when they could justly flnd one way only.‘

See Dnsxsn, Affidavit of; lxsrsccr, 2; Scrsnnu.

NORMAN. See FEUD; FRENCH; Lam;

SEAL, 1.

NORTH. Not synonymous with “ north

erly " or “ northwitrdly." And "northly "

and “ uorthwardly " may mean due north.‘

Northern passage. See ART, 3.

NORTHAMPTON TABLES. See'l‘a

BLE, 4. ‘

NOSCITUR. L. It is known.

Noscitur a sociis. It is known from its

associates or associations. A word or a, par

 

l 3 Bl. Com. 870.

' See Pratt v. Hull, 18 Johns. B34 (1816); Runyon a

Central R. Co., % N.,J. L. 556 (1866).

' Oscanyan u. Arms Company, 103 U. S. 264 (1880).

' Pleasants u. Fant, 5% Wall. 121 (1874), cases, Miller.

J.; Randall 1:. Baltimore, &c. R. Co., 109 U. S. 482

(1888), cases; Suydam v. Williamson, 20How.48b(l&5T),

‘cases; Phmnix Ins. Co. v. Doster, 106 U. S. 82 (1382),

cases; Carter 1:. Goff, 141 Mnss.125(1SS6), cases; 60 us

619; 15 Kan. 24-4; 58 Me. 884; 106 Mama 271; 40 M0. 151;

BQN. C. 464; 49 N. J. L. 671; 91N.Y.1-11; ti Pa. 201:1!

S. C. 28, 82.

' North Pennsylvania R. Co. 1:. Commercial Nat

Bank of Chicago, 123 U. s. 1eaus\,.

' See Garvin 11. Dean, 115 Mass 878 (1874); Howard 0

College of the Holy Crom, 116 (4. 1% (1874); 1 Johns

156; 21 Barb. 404; 1Bibb, 58
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agraph is to be read in the light of its con

text or surroundings.

A word is best understood by the meaning of asso

ciated words.I o

Where “ printed matter “ was named in a list with

engravings. maps. charts. and illustrated papers. it

was held that printed pictures (lithographs) were

naturally associated with those articles.I

When several particulars are enumerated, followed

by a general provision, the latter will be limited to

things of like kind.I

in a penal act, “ things," in the expression “ obscene

books. pamphlets, ballads. printed paper or other

things,“ means other things of like kind.‘

The principle extends to the interpretation of every

species of writing, as, letters. llbels. contracts, wills, as

well as statutes.‘ ltis analogous to the principle of

circumstantial evidence.‘

NOSE. See LIAYHEM.

NOT. In its untechnical sense begins

several phrases. Compare NB; NON.

Not a. true bill. See Ionona.

Not found. See Iosoan.

Not guilty. See GUILTY.

Not proven. See Paoor.

NOTARY." Anciently, a scribe who took

notes or minutes, and made short drafts of

writings and instruments, both public and

private.‘

Notary public. An oflicer who pub

licly attests deeds or Writings to make them

authentic in another country, principally in

business relating to merchants.9

An oficer who confirms and attests the

truth of writings, to render them available

as evidence. '

Notarial. Pertaining to, originating with,

a notary: as, a notarial act, a notarial seal.

Some of his chief duties are connected with men

cantile transactions, as in noting (q. v.) paper pre

sented for payment and dishonored.

At common law. a minor could be a notary."

“ N. P.," for notary public. is in common use. The

1 Neal 0. Clark, 96 U. S. 708 (1877); Pickering 0.

McCullough, 10i id. 817 (1881); Adams 11. Bancroft, I

Sumn. 886 (1888).

' Arthur v. Moller, 9? U. S. 868 (1878).

' Harwood v. City of Lowell, 4 Cush. 813 (18-19).

° Commonwealth v. Dojardln, 126 Mam. 47 (1878);

IN id. 483.

'1 Bl. Com. 00.

'1 Greeni. Ev. ill. Seeabo 81 F. R. 187; 64 Oonn.

I67; I Dak. 102; to Ohio St. 563; 61 Wis. 5&2; 69 id. 88.

'L. notariue, one who makes notes. a scrlvener:

sofa, a note

' '_Byles, Bills. $2.

'Klrksey-i Rates, 7 Port 581 (Ala. 1838), Collier,

Chief Justioe

" United States v. Bixby. 10 Bi-. 528 (1881).
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courts take judicial notice of the meaning of the

abbreviation.I

In the absence of positive law prescribing otherwise.

it is enough that the impress of a die seal used by him

be readily identified upon inspection. The courts take

judicial notice of the seals of notaries public. foreign

as well as domestic, for they are officers recognized by

the commercial law of the world.I

The use of the seal of another person was held not

to invalidate the certificate of acknowledgment to a

chattel mortgage.‘

See Pnorrss-r. 2; Sun, 1.

NOTE. 1. A brief statement in writing;

a memorandum,‘ q. 1:. See also REFRESH.

Bought note; sold note. Where a

broker is employed to buy and sell goods he

gives the buyer a note of the sale called a

“ sold note,” and the seller a like note called

a “ bought note," in his own name, as the

agent of each, and thereby they are respect

‘ively bound, if he has not exceeded his

authority.‘ “What he delivers to the seller

is called the sold note: to the buyer the

bought note.”°

Judge’s notes. Memoranda taken by

the judge who tries a cause, of the testi

mony of witnesses, of documents admitted

in evidence, of oifers of evidence, etc.

They are no part of the record. and he is not re

quired to take them.’

2. A written promise to pay money; a

“ promissory note."

Judgment note. A promissory note

with a power of attorney authorizing entry

of judgment by confession, in default of

payment.

Not generally negotiable. but transferable by formal

assignment under seal. See further Amasn, War

rant of.

Promissory note. A plain and direct

engagement, in writing, to pay a sum speci

fied at the time therein limited to a person

therein named, or, sometimes, to his order,

or often to the bearer at large.8

 

IRowley v. Berrian. 12 I11. 200 (1850).

' Pierce v. Indseth. 106 U. S. 548-49 (1831). cases,

Field, J.; The Gallego, 80 F. R. 274 (1867); Story, Bills,

5277; 1Green1. Ev. 5 5.

'Muncle Nat. Bank v. Brown. Ind. Sup. Ct. (1887):

87 Alb. Law J. 88.

‘ Sec Clason v. Bailey. 14 Johns. 492 (1817).

' [Story, Agency. 5 28, 9 ed., text and note.

'1 Benj. Sales. 5 275; ii). 55 29-i-B03. cases. See,a1n

Butler 1:. Thomson, 92 U. B. (16-17 (1875), cases; 1

Whart. Ev. 5 75, cases.

'1 Greenl. Ev. § 166.

' 8 Bi. Oom. 467.
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A written engagement by one person to

pay, absolutely and unconditionally, to an

other person therein named, or to his order or

to the bearer, a certain sum of money at a

specified time or on demand, or at sight.‘

No precise words of contract are necessary, pro

vided they amount, in legal eflect, to a promise to

pay-'

Held to bevalid notes were the following: “Due

A. $325, payable on demand; " “ I acknowledge myself

indebted to A. $109, to be paid on demand for value re

ceived; " “I. O. U. $85 to be paid May 5th." 1

A bank-bill is a promissory note, in an indictment

for stealing or forging a promissory note.‘

Giving a new note for an old one which had become

due, the amount and makers of the two notes being

the same, will not be treated as payment or extin

gujshment of the old note or of the pre-existing debt,

unless the parties so expressly agree; but will be re

garded merely as an extension of credit upon the debt;

and the surrender of the old note will not of itself

raise a presumption of such agreement to extinguish

the old note by the new one, it being considered as a

conditional surrender and that its obligation is re

ceived, if the new note is not paid. And the new note

will no. be regarded as a payment of the old even

when it is so expressly agreed, if such agreement was

obtained by the concealment of any material fact af

fecting the security of the debt; nor does the pre

sumption of payment apply where the creditor aban

dons some security which he held when he takes the

new note.‘ ’

Taking a note, bill or check in payment of another

note is generally conditioned upon the payment of the

iatter—except, perhaps, in Indiana, Louisiana, Maine,

Massachusetts, and Vermont.‘

Raised note. A negotiable promissory

note increased in the amount called for on

the face, by fraudulent alteration.

if the maker is not chargeable with negligence in

putting in circulation an instrument susceptible of

alteration so as to deceive a person of ordinary cau

tion, he is not liable upon his raised note.’

See further ALTERATION,‘ 2; Banana; Csnrsmrr;

Canon; Connscriox; Dun. 1; Excuanoa, 2; Fosoasv;

Gssnms; Grucn; I 0 U; L0sr,2; NEGOTIABLI; Pan

rm. 2; Psrusrr; Posr-sows.

1 Hall v. Farmer, 5 Denio, 486 (1848), cases, Beards

ley. C. .1. See also 18 Bradw. 101; 24 1.11.170; 95 id. 144;

21 La. An.1%; -19 Me. 518; 60 Md. 585; 10 Neb. 287; 6

Cow. 108; 6 Humph. 304; 47 Wis. 555; 53 id. 606.

' Cowan 1;. Halleck, 9 C01. 578 (1886), cases.

' 1 Daniel, Neg. inst. § 89, cases.

4 Commonwealth v. Butts, 12-1 Mass 452-63 (1878),

"B68; 126 id. 56. 252.

4 Merchants‘ Nat. Bank v. Good, 21 W. Va. 466, 464

67 (1883). cases, Snyder, J.; Green 0. Russell, 132 Mass.

536 (1882).

' Henry v. Conley, 48 Ark. 271-732 (1886), cases; 2 Dan.

Neg. Inst i 1260.

' Knoxville Nat. Bank v. Clark, 51 Iowa, 264 (1879),

uses.

NOTICE

1‘TO'I'ICE.I In its untechnical sense, is

equivalent to information, intelligence,

/

knowledge.’

1. In its" legal sense, embraces a knowledge

of circumstances that ought to induce sus

picion or belief, as well as direct information.I

Actual notice. Notice directly and per

sonally given to the party to be notified.

Constructive notice. When the party, by

circumstances, is put upon inquiry, and

must be presumed to have had notice, or, by

judgment of law, is held to have had notice.‘

Whatever fairly puts a party upon inquiry,

where the means of knowledge are at hand,

is constructive notice of all the facts a proper

inquiry might have ascertained.‘

Ezpress is used by some writers for actual

notice, and implied for constructive.

A subsequent purchaser has actual notice of record

when he has actual knowledge of such facts as would

put a prudent man upon inquiry, which, if prosecuted

with ordinary diligence, would lead to actual notice

of the -right or title in conflict with that which he is

about to purchase.‘

Constructive notice is a legal ‘inference

from established facts;7 no more than evi

dence of notice, the assumption of which is

so violent that the court will not allow of its

being controverted.B

Thus, if a mortgagee has a deed put into his bands

which recites another deed showing a title in a third

person, the court will conclusively presume that he

has notice of that fact.I

Constructive notice is resorted to from the neces

sity of finding a ground of preference between equities

otherwise equal, but the doctrine cannot be applied in

support of a charge of direct personal fraud.’

The doctrine of constructive notice depends upon

two considerations: first, that certain things existing

in the relation or the conduct of parties, or in the case

between them, beget a presumption so strong of act

ual knowledge, that the law holds the knowledge to

exist because it is highly improbable that it should not

I L. mtitia, a being known.

' Wile v. Town of Southbury, 48 Conn. 54 (1875), Pa:

doe, J.; United States v. Foote, 13 Blatch. 4%) (1876).

' Pringle v. Phillips, 5Sandf. 165 (N. Y., 1851), Duer, J.

‘ Jordan 0. Pollock, 14 Ga 156 (1853); Johnson v.

Dooly, 72 id. 299 (1884).

' Angle 1;. Northwestern Mut. Life Ins. Co., 92 U. B.

312 (1875), cases, Clifford, J. As to proving actual no

tice. see Knapp v. Bailey, 79 Me. 202 (1887).

' Brlnkman v. Jones, 44 Wis. 498, 521-23 (1878), cases.

pro and con; 1 Harv. Law Rev. 1-16 (1887), cases.

" Birdsall v. Russell, 29 N. Y. 249 (1864).

lPlumb v. Fluitt, 2 Anstr. 438 (1791), Eyre, C. B. Ap

proved, Townsend 1:. Little, 109 U. S. b11,(18S3), case;

‘Wilde v. Gibson, 1 H. L. Can. 6280848), Oottenhans

Lord Chancellor.
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exist; second. that policy and the safety of the public

forbid that a person should deny knowledge while he is

so acting as to keep himself ignorant. or so that he may

keep himself ignorant. and all the while his agent

know. and he himself. perhaps. profit by that knowl

edge.1

Uonstructive notice is knowledge imputed by the

court on the presumption. too strong to be rehutted.

that the knowledge must have been communicated.l

To confine actual notice within the narrow limits of

actual knowledge. as a definition, is to render the

former nextto impossible of application. To insist

that it must be imparted in words. verbal or written,

is too exclusive on its face to render the definition of

utility. “ Constructive notice " (so-called) is depend

ent upon actual facts, and “ actual notice " upon con

clusions of law. The only necessity for drawing the

distinction nicely is where actual notice is impera

tively demanded.‘

The doctrine of constructive notice from pomession

is applied as a shield to protect him whohasequitable

rights.‘

A party to a suit is constructively present in court

during the entire term at which his cause is set for

hearing. and, as the doings of the court are matters of

record. he is chargeable with notice of all that is done

during the term afiocting the suit.‘

There must be notice of some kind. actual or con

lu'uctive. to a valid judgment aflecting one‘s rights;

and. until given. the court has no jurisdiction over the

subject-matter or the person. This aflords opportunity

to be heard upon the claim or charges madeI and is a

summons to him to appear and speak. if he has any

thing to say. why the judgment should not be ren

tiered.‘

A person not notified of an action nor made a party

thereto, and who had no opportunity or right to con

trol the defense. introduce or cross-examine witnesses.

or to prosecute a writ of error. is not bound by the

judgment that may be rendered.’ But. unless so di

rected or intended by statute, the notice need not be

"personal.“' See Crrs. 2; INDlO’l‘IDl'l‘; Kxownsnos.

1; Paocms. 1. Due; Rsooan; Ssavws. 8.

 

1 Kennedy v. Green. I Mylne & K. "719 (1881).

Brougham. L. C.

' 1 Story. Eq. 5 899. casea

'19 Am. Law Rev. 74. 89 (1886). W. P. Wade; Wade.

Notice. Ch. I. II. cases.

‘Gill U. Hardin, 48 Ark. 412 (1886); Groton Savings

Bank v. Betty. 30' N. J. E. 181 (1878). See generally 23

Alb. Law J. 116-27 (1881), cases; 24 Cent. Law J. 290

(1687). cases; 10 id. 313-1~1(1&iO). cases.

' Railroad Co. 1:. Blair. 100 U. S. 662 (1870).

I Windsor v. McVeigh. 98 U. 3. W7 (1876). Field, J.;

Pennoycr 1:. Neil’, 95 id. 727 (1877); St. Clair 1). Cox. 106

id. -Til (1882); Freeman 1:. Alderson. 119 id. 188 (N86);

Babariego v. Maverick. 1% id. 292 (1888). cases; Eliot v.

McCormick.1~i4 Mm 11 (1887); is Blatoh. as; 12 F. R.

M. 401; 0 Oreg. 210.

'Hale u. Finch. 104 U. S. 265 (1881): Brooklyn City.

&c. R. Co. v. National Bank. 102 id. 21 (i8&)).

'Betancourt v. Eberlin, 71 Ala 468 (1882). cases.

Judicial notice. The knowledge which

a judge will oificially take of a fact without

proof.

A court will notice. judicially. a thing in the com

mon lnibvvledge and use of the people throughout the

country: as.— the general customs and usages of

merchants; the seals of noiariea; things which must

happen according to the laws of nature; the coinci

dence of the days of the week with those of the month.

the meaning of words in the vernacular language; the

customary abbreviations of Christian names; the ac

cession of the Chief Magistrate to oillce, his leaving it.

and the appointment of members of his Cabinet; the

election and resignation of Senators; the appointment

of marshals and sherifls. but not of their deputies; of

the ports and waters where the tide ebbs and flows; of

the boundaries of the States, and of judicial and col

lection districts.I So. of law. statutory. constitutional.

and military. the law-merchant. maritime law. and

the ecclesiastical laws of Christendom as part of the

common law.‘ See Law. Foreign. Executive and

judicial documents are judicially noticed. The public

seal of the state and the seals of courts are scii’-prov

ing. The existence of foreign sovereignties is also

noticed; likewise. judicial ofllcers and judicial prac

tice.' So is the course of the seasons; the limitation of

life as to age; the demonstrable conclusions of science

and of political economy; the familiar principles

of psychological and physical laws; leading political

appointments; leading public events; leading domes

tic geographical features. In fine. whatever is known

to all intelligent persons in the community. is received

as true beyond dispute; for notoriety needs no proof.‘

Yet the power is to be exercised with caution. The

requisite notoriety must exist. Every reasonable

doubt is to be resolved in the negative.I

The courts of the United States take judicial notice

of the public statutes of the several States.‘

Record notice. The contents of a record,

or of that which is legally recorded in a pub

lic record, is supposed to be known to all the

world. '

Not demandable by the parties to an instrument, or

by such other persons as have actual notice.‘ See

Rscoan; Rams-mr.

Without notice. A brief expression for

“ without notice of fraud or other fact in

validating title."

Most frequently applied to an innocent holder of

commercial paper. See Naoormsns.

2. A letter or memorandum containing in

 

‘ Brown v. Piper. 91 U. S. 42-48 (1875). cases. Swayne.

Justice; 104 id. 42.

I1 Whart. Ev. 55 276-86. causes: 24 Kan. 715.

'1 Whart. Ev. §§ 317-26. cases.

I 1 Whart. Ev. §§ 367-10, cases. See generally 24

Am. Law Reg. 553-78(188'-). cases.

IKnower v. Haines. 31 F. R. 518 (1887); Fourth Nat.

Bank v. Francklyn. 120 U. S. 751 (1887); Hanley u.

Donnghue. 116 id. 6 (1885). cases.

‘Moore 1;. Simonds. 100 U. S. 146 (1875).
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formation by advertisement, posting, or per

sonal service. See PLACE, 1, Public; PROC

LAMATION; PUBLICATION.

A notice required by common law need not be in

writing; otherwise as to a notice whicha statute di

rects to be given.‘ See Notify.

“ Legal notices " was held not to include proceed

ings of a common council, within the meaning of a law

providing for advlertlsing certain notices.‘

Notices, known by various names and in great num

ber, are in daily use: as, notice — of acceptance of a

bill of exchange; of an action about to be brought

against a justice of the peace; to admit the genuine

ness of a document; of appearance; of dishonor, non

payment, protest; of Us pendena; of a motion for an

order or rule; to plead to a. declaration or to a bill; to

produce (q. 1:.) papers at a trial; to quit possession of

leased premises.

The duty of an insured to pay his premium on the

day spcciiled is the same whether notice be given or

not of the day. And banks are not obliged to give

notice of the approaching maturity of a promise to

pay a note or bill.‘

Notify. In legal proceedings, and in re

spect to public matters, imports notice given

by some person whose duty it is to give it, in

some manner prescribed, and to some person

entitled to receive it.4

The word does not require a written notice, unless

expressly so stated.‘

Notification. In the law requiring that the holder

of dishonored paper shall give notice of that fact to

antecedent parties, “ notice " does not mean mere

knowledge, but actual notification.‘

NOTING. The minute made on a bill of

exchange by the ofiicer at the time of refusal

of acceptance or payment.

Consists of his initials. the month, day, year, and

his charges for mlnuting, and is considered as prepar

atory to protest.1

1‘TOTORIO'U'S.8 1. Manifest to all per

sons; generally known; open: as, a notorious

act of ownership,ii a notorious mistake in a

 

1 Jones v. Van Zandt, 5 How. 2% (1847); Lane v.

Cary, 19 Barb. 583-39 (1855), cases; People v. Croton

Aqueduct Board, 26 id. 248 (1857); Pearson u. Lovejoy,

53 id. 411 (1866), cases; Vinton 1). Builders’, &c. Asso

ciation, 109 Ind. 3'18 (1886).

‘MacArthur v. City of Troy, 24 Hun, 55 (1881).

' Thompson v. Knickerbocker Life Ins. Co., 104 U. 5.

B58 (1881), Bradley, J.

' Potwine's Appeal. 81 Conn. 884 (1863), Butler, J.

See also Minard v. Douglas County, 9 Oreg. 210 (1881);

50 Mich. 277.

l Vinton 1:. Builders‘, &c. Association. 109 Ind. 858

(1886). '

' Byles, Bills, Q 271, cases.

' [Byles, Bills, 5 263; 4 Term, 175.

' L. notoriua, manifest: notus, known.

'3 Bl. Com. 174.
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record,1 a custoni (q. 1:.) which has become

notorious.

Referring to adverse possession (q. 1).), denotes that

the possession must be more than secret. and unknown

to the disseised owner.I

In Maryland, whether intestacy be so "notorious"

as not to require proof, so that letters may issue forth

with, is a matter within the knowledge and judgment

of the probate judge!

See also Esrar, I, 1; Norma, Judicial; Om, 2 (19).

2. Known to discredit or disadvantage; of

bad or questionable repute. See FAME, Ill

fame.

NOVATIONJ The substitution of one

debtor for another, or of a new for an old

obligation. which is thereby extinguished.‘

The doctrine is of civil-law origin. The common

law equivalent is " assignment " or “ merger.“

The requisites are: a previous valid obligation;

agreement of all parties to the new contract; extin

guishment of the old contract; and a valid new con

tract.‘

In the civil law, the substitution may be in the debt,

the debtor, or the creditor.’

The new creditor may maintain an action in his

own name, founded upon the assignment and the ex

press promise of the debtor to pay him. Without this

promise, the assignee must sue in the name of the as

signor.I

See Ass1osusrrr, 2; Dau:oar1os. 2.

NOVEL. See ASSIGNMENT, 1.

NOVELTY.’ The quality in an inven

tion of being “ new:” this pertaining to the

general relations of the invention to the ex

isting state of the art. See NEW, 1.

Want of novelty will defeat an application fora pat

ent, invalidate a patent already issued, and defeat an

action for an infringement.

When a machine is new and its product or manu

facture old, the machine is patentable. When the

machine is substantially old and the product new, the

product is patcntable. When both are new, both are

patentable. And so of processes and their results.

Patentability may exist as to either. neither, or both,

according to the fact of novelty or the opposite."

It is not sufficient that the thing is new and useful;

and the author must find it out by mental labor and

 

l 4 Bl. Com. 891.

'Sheaf!er v. Eakman, 56 Pa. 158 (1867), Strong, J

' Eslln v. District of Columbia, 22 Ct. Cl. 182 (1

' L. rtonatio: nevus, new.

' [Guichard v. Brande, 57 Wis. 538 (1883), Colo, C. J.

' Clark 1;. Billings, 59 Ind. 509 (1877), Biddle, C. J.; 64

id. 418.

" Adams 1). Power, 48 Miss. 454 (1878).

llirlowry 1;. Todd, 12 Mass. ‘S234 (1815), Parker, 0. J.;

Derby 1:. Sanford, 9 Cuah. 264 (1862); 8Palge,'Ch. 238; I

Baxt. 10.

' L. novellitas, newness: novus, new.

" Rubber Company v. Goodyear, 9Wail. ‘M Q”),

Swayne, J.
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intellectual creation. If the result of accident, it

mustbe what would not occur to all persons skilled

in the art, who wished to produce the same result.

There must be some addition to the common stock of

knowledge, not merely the first use oi’ what was known

before.I

A new combination, it it produces new and usei’ul'

results, is patcntable, though all the constituents were

well known and in common use before the combina

tion was made. But the results must be a product of

the combination, not a mere aggregate of several re

sults, each the complete product of one of the combined

elements. Combined results are not necessarily a

novel result, nor are they an old result by a new and

improved manner. lilercly bringing old devices into

juxtaposition, and allowing each to work out its own

eflect, without the production 0! something novel, is

not invention.‘

The combination must produce a different force or

effect. or result in the combined forces or processes,

from that given by the separate parts. There must

be a new result produced by their union: ii’ not so, it

is only an aggregation oi! separate elements. Thus,

sulphur, mixed with lndia-rubber, produces vulcanized

rubber - a new article. The action of a stem-winding

watch is another instance. in each case the result

comes from the combined effect of the several parts,

not from the separate action of each part. The re

quired result does not follow from attaching a piece oi

rubber to a lead-pencil.‘

The combination must form either a new machine

of a distinct character and function, or produce a re

sult due to the joint and cooperating action of all the

elements, and which is not the mere adding together

oi separate combinations. Otherwise, it is a mechan

ical juxtaposition, not a vital union.‘

The design of the patent laws is to reward those

who make some substantial discovery or invention,

which adds to our knowledge and makes a step in ad

vance in the useiul arts, not to grant a monopoly for

every trifling device, every shadow of a shade of an

idea, which would spontaneously occur to any skilled

mechanic or operator in the ordinary progress of

manufactures. Such an indiscriminate creation of

exclusive privileges would tend to obstruct rather

than stimulate invention.‘

The application of an old process or machine to a

similar or analogous subject, with no change in the

manner of application, and no result substantially dis

tinct in its nature, will not sustain a patent, even if the

new form of result has not before been contemplated.‘

See further Couamsnos, 1; PATENT, 2.

 

I Earle v. Sawyer, 4 Mas. 5 (1825), Story, J.

' Hailes v. Van Wormer, 2) Wall. 368 (1873), Strong, J.

‘ Reckendorter v. Faber, 92 U. 8. 357-58 (1875), Hunt,

Justice.

‘ Pickering v. McCullough, 104 U. S. 818 (1881), Mat

tbews, J.

‘ Atlantic Works v. Brady, 107 U. S. 201 (1882), Brad

ley. J.; Phillips v. Detroit, 111 id. (KB (1884); 17 F. R.

I60.

‘ Penmyivanlait. Co. v. Locomotive Truck 00., 110

U. S. ‘N (1884),M Gray, J.

 

NOVUS. See NOVATION; Novnurr; Va

NIRE, De novo.

NOW. See IMMEDIATELY; Nunc.

NOXIOUS. See ANIMAL; Cnunnrr, 8;

Nmsssca.

To constitute the oflense of administering‘: “ nox

ious thing," within the meaning of the statute of 24

and 25 Vict. (1861), c. 180, s. 68, the thing must be nox

ious i.n itseli, not merely so when taken in excess, and

although it may have been administered with intent

to injure or annoy.I See A.D)liNiS’i‘BR, 1. -

NUDE. See Isnscsncv; NAKED, 1; On

scsxs; OBLIGATXON, 1; Pacr.

NUDUM. See Pscrvn.

NU'C'rATORY.2 Of no force; ineifectual;

null, q. '0.

“ Laws without competent authority to secure their

administration from disobedience and contempt would

be vain and nugatory." ‘

A direction in a will may he " nugatory and void." ‘

See Frzno oz ss, 2.

1‘TUISANCE.5 VVhatever unlawfully an

noys or does damage to another. As an

injury to realty: anything that worketh

hurt, inconvenience, or damage.‘

That which annoys and disturbs one in the

possession of his property, rendering its ordi

nary use or occupation physically uncom

fortable to him]

An actionable nuisance is anything Wi'0ii;;

fully done or permitted which injures or

annoys another in the enjoyment of his legal

rights.8

Something which produces real discomlort or an

noyance through the medium of the senses; not from

delicacy of taste or s refined fancy. The injury must

be physical, not purely imaginative.‘ .

A person who is injured by a “continuing nui

sance" may maintain an action against the original

tort teaser who creates it, or against any grantee

who continues it after a request to abate it."

 

‘Regina u. Hennah, 19 Moak, 570 (1877); The Queen

0:. Cramp, 29 id. 314 (1580).

‘L. nugaiorius, worthless, useless, iutiie: nugaz,

trifling.

‘ 4 Bl. Corn. 286.

‘ Newcomb 1:. Williams. 9 iiietc. 688 (18-15).

‘F. nuisance, ahurt: nuire: L. nocere, to hurt.

‘8 Bl. Com. 6, 216; 49 Conn. 117; 89 Ga. 218; 82 Tex.

210.

' Baltimore & Potomac R. 00. 0. Fifth Bapti:

Church, 108 U. S. 829 (1888), Field, J.

‘Railroad Co. v. Carr, 88 Ohio St. 453 (1882): Cooley

Torts, 6135.

' Westcott u. Middleton, 43 N. J. E. 486 (1887).

"Prentiss 1;. “Food, 1312 Mass. 488 (1882), M. Bee

Sloggy u. Dllworth, Sup. Ct. Minn. (1888), cases: I

Cent. law J. 442-48 (1888), cases.
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Cases of nuisance which rest for their sanction

upon the intent of the law under which they are cre

ated, the paramount power of the legislature, the

principle of the “greatest good of the greatest num

ber," and the importance of the public benefit and

convenience involved in their continuance, are termed

“ legfllzed nuisances. "I

Private nuisance. Anything done to

the hurt or annoyance of the lands, tene

ments, or hereditaments of another. Pub

lic or common nuisance. Doing a thing

to the annoyance of the public, or neglecting

to do a thing which the common good re

quires.2

Examples: a house so close to another as to cause

rain-water to fell upon its roof; animals kept so near

a dwelling-house that the stench taints the air; any

oflensive trade, as, a tanner‘s, a tallow-chnudlcr's,

leadworks the fumes of which poison the herbage;

diverting water that naturally runs to nnother‘s land;

corrupting or poisoning running water by maintaining

a dye house or a limo-kiln; obstructing a right of way;

a ferry or bridge unlawfully near another; disorderly

houses: and all lotteries.I

A business which is lawful, carried on reasonably,

and does not necessarily affect health, comfort, or the

ordinary uses and enjoyment of property in the neigh

borhood, is nots nuisance in fact or in anticipation.‘

As the atmosphere cannot rightfully be infected

with noxious smells or exhalatlons, so it should not be

caused to vibrate by ringing bells, in A way to wound

the sense of hearing.‘

Noise (as, the ringing of a factory bell), which con

stitutes an annoyance to a person of ordinary sensibil

ity to so1md, such as materially to interfere with the

ordinary comfort of life, and impair the reasonable

enjoyment of his habitation, is a nuisance to him, the

continuance of which may be restrained by injunc

tion.‘ See No1ss.

If a party may acquire a prescriptive right to con

tinue a nuisance, it can only be by continuous use for

twenty years. No acquiescence short of that period

will bar one from complaining of the nuisance, unless

by some not or omission he has induced the party

causing the nuisance to incur large expenditures, or

to take some action upon which an estoppel may be

based.’

IFertilizing Company v. Hyde Park, 97 U. S. 6?0

(1878), Swayne, J.

‘$131. Corn. 216; 4 id. 166; 40 Ark. 87; 49 Conn. 117;

7 Ga. 311; so Ky. ms, 140; so Me. 174; 74 id. M1; in

Mich. 478: 80 N. Y. 582; 87 Ohio St. 516; 17 Tex. 502; 1

McLean, 381.

' 3 Bl. Com. 216-20; 4 id. 167-69.

' Rhodes v. Dunbar, 57 Pa. 290 (1868); Strawbrldge v.

Philadelphia, 18 Rep. 216 (1882).

' Harrison L‘. St. Iilzu-k‘s Church, 8 W. N. C. 334 (1877):

15 Alb. Law J. 248. "343.

‘Davis 1:. Sawyer, 133 Mass. 290 (1882), cases. See

further, as to A pinning-mill, Hurlburt 0. McKone, 55

Conn. 81 (1887), cases.

' Campbell 11. Seamin, as N. Y. us. 684 (1878). cases.

Relief ishad by abatement,l injunction, action for

damages, or criminal prosecution.

A public nuisance can only be redressed by public

prosecution. unless the complainant suffers damage

differing in kind from that sustained by the public at

large.‘

In regard to public nuisances, the jurisdiction of

courts of equity seems to be of a very ancient date.

The jurisdiction is applicable not only to public nul

sunces, strictly so called, but to purprestures upon

public rights and property. An indictment lies to

abate public nuisances, properly so called, and to

punish the offender; and an information lies in equity

to redress the grievance by injunction.I

The ground of this jurisdiction is the ability of

courts of equity to give a more speedy. eflectusi. and

permanent remedy than can be had at law. They

cannot only prevent nuisances that are threatened,

and before irreparable mischief ensues, but arrest or

abate those in progress, and, by perpetual injunction,

protect the public against them in the future; whereas

courts of law can only reach existing nuisances, leav

ing future acts the subject of new proceedings. This

is a salutary jurisdiction. especially where a nuisance

affects the health, morals, or safety of the community.

Though not frequently exercised, the power undoubt

edly exists.‘

Courts of law aflord redress by giving damages

against the wrong-doer, and, when the cause of the an

noyance is continuous, courts of equity will restrain

the nuisance. Grants of privileges or powers to

corporate bodies confer no license to use them in dis

regard of the private rights of others. and with immu

nity for their invasion.‘

The measure of damages is not simply the depreci

ation of the property; the jury may take into consid

eration personal discomfort, and any causes which

produce a constant apprehension of danger.‘

See Assrnnsur, 8; Am; Bnscssurru Ssor; Dau

Aons; Huurn; L\'J'Ul\'(,'I‘lDN; Psanon; Poucs, 2; Poa

Passrosn; Usnnn-mass.

NUL. No, no one, none.

from Latin nullus, q. v.

Nul agard. N0 award, q. 1;.

Law-French,

ISee Bowden 1:. Lewis, 18 R. I. 191 (1881); 19 Cent~

Law J. 42-45 (1884), cases.

I School District 1:. Neil, 86 Kan. 619-2) (1887), cases;

Hogan 0. Central R. Co., 71 Cal. 66 (1886).

' 2 Story, Eq. 55 921-22.

' Mugler 1:. Kansas, 123 U. S. 672-78 (1887), cases,

Harlan J. That an injunction will not be granted where

there is a remedy at law, see Sellers 0. Parvis Co., 80

F. R. 164 (1887).

' Baltimore & Potomac R. Co. 1:. Fifth Baptist

Church, 108 U. S. 831 (1888); Georgetown 1:. Alexandria

Canal Co., 12 Pet. 91 (1588); Pennsylvania 1:. Wheeling

Bridge Co.,18 How. 513 (1851); Mississippi, &c. R. Co.

1). Ward, 2 Black, 485 (1862); Parker u. Winnipiseogee

C0.. ib. 5450862); 49 Md.?1'7; 50 id. 616; 10 Oreg. 111),

172; 2 Bish. Cr. L. 5856; Whsrt. Cr. L. 51410.

' Baltimore & Potomac R Co. a. Fifth Baptist

Church, 108 U. S. 886 (1888).
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Nul No disseisin: the gen

eral issue in a real action.

Nul tiel corporation. No such corpora

tion: a plea denying the existence of a cor

poration.

Nul tiel record. No such record: a plea

denying the existence of the alleged record

upon which an actionhas been brought. See

Rnoonn, Nul, etc.

Nul toft. No wrong: a plea denying

wrong alleged, in a real action. See TORT, 1.

Nul waste. No waste: a plea denying

alleged waste, q. v.

NULL. As nothing; as if not existing,

made, or done; without force or eifect; in

valid. See NUGATORY; NULLUs.

Nullity. An act which has no more ef

fect than if it had not been done; a proceed

ing of no legal effect or eiiicacy.

Such a defect as renders the proceeding in

which it occurs totally void, of no avail or

effect whatever, and incapable of being made

so.‘ See V011).

NULLUS. L. No person; nothing; no.

Nulla bona. No goods. See Boss, 2.

Nullius fllius. See FILIUS. _

Nullum arbitrium. No award, q. v..

Nullum commodum. See Comronum.

Nullum simile. See Snvnus.

Nullum tempus. See Taurus.

NU'iliiBER.2 See ANY; Dsscanmos;

Dwnas; Isnlcrnsur ; TRADE-MARK ; UNUSUAL.

“ A number of days “ and “ some days " may mean

two or more days, but neither expression necessarily

includes more than two days.‘

The plural number includes the singular. Thus, in

construing a penal statute, “ houses" will apply to a

house, " notes “ to a note, etc.‘

NULIEBALS. See FIGURES; NUMBER.

NUNC PRO TUNC. L. Now for then.

Said of a thing done in the present time

which is to have the same effect as it it had

been done at a time gone by, when it should

have been done.‘

 

I [Salter v. Hllgen, 40 Wis. 865(18T8); Jenneas 2:. La

peer Circuit Judge, 42 id. 471 (1880); Mac.\'amara, ‘Nul

litles, &c., 4; 85 Tex. 530.

1 L. numenu. The Eng. “ No." is from numero, In

number.

' Chase v. Cleveland, 44 Ohio St. 518 (1886).

1 See R. S. I1; 1 Bl. Com. 88; State 0. Main, 81 Conn.

574 75 (1868). cases; State v. Nichols. 88 ind. 228 (1882),

cases; 87 id. 54; 71 Ala wt; 29 Kan. 704; 54 Mich. ma,

“'7; 7'? Mo. 2!! 11Bia. lll.

ls“ Seoou I. Leroux.1 N. Max. 890 (i866).

7l9 NURTL'ltl:2

Thus, when a party has omitted to take some step

which he ought to have taken, as, to tile the service of

a notice or a pleading, the court will sometimes permit

him to do it after the proper time has passed. and no

cord to it the effect it would have had it regularly done

in due season.

A decree mmc pro tune is admissible where a

decree. which was ordered or intended to be entered,

was omitted by inadvertence of the court.x

Courts always have power over their own records

to make them conform to what was actually done at

the time, nunc pro tunc.I

Every court has a right to judge its own records and

minutes; and ii’ it appear that an order made at a

former term was not entered of record, it may at any

time direct it to be entered as of the term when made,

whether the proceeding be criminal or civil.‘

Whether an order for entry of judgment num: pro

tune shall be made is a matter of discretion with the

court, to be exercised as justice may require, in view

of the circumstances of the case.‘

See Acrus, Curlse; Lacnas; Tzim, 4.

NITNCIO. See liiuusrsn, 8.

NUNCUPATIVE!’ Originally, to pro

nounce or declare publicly in solemn words.

In the civil law, to pronounce orally or in

words without writing; to dictate.‘ Whenoe

nuncupatory, nuncupation.

A nuncupative will depends upon oral evidence,

being declared by the testator in eztremis before a

sufiiclent number of witnesses, and afterwards re

duced to writing!

“ Last sickness,“ referring to the making of a nun

cupative will, means in cartremia; that is, the law con

templates sudden and severe illness immediately

preceding physical dissolution, when there is neither

time nor opportunity to make a written will, in which

case, of necessity, a will must be verbal.‘ See further

Wru., 2.

NUNQUAM. See Assumrsrr.

NUPTIAL. “ Ante-nuptial” and “ post

nuptial” ref_er, respectively, to a contract

entered into or other act done by a woman

before marriage, and after marriage. See

HUSBAND; SEITLE, 4.

NURSERY TREES. See Ensnsnssis.

NURSING. See MEDICAL, Attendanc

NURTURE. See GUARDIAN. -

 

lGray U. Ilrignardello, 1 Wall. GM (1868); Mitchell

11. Overman, 108 U. S. 66 (18K)).

' rEtna Fire Ins. Co. v. Boon, 96 U. S. 125 (1877).

I Benedict v. State. 44 Ohio St 684-85 (1887), casea

l Borer v. Chapman, 119 U. S. 596 (1887), cases. 7

' Nun-cu’-pa-tire, or -nun-/. L. mmcupare: Mmina,

by name; capere, to take, call.

' [Succession of Morales, 16 La. A11. 269 (1861).

'2 Bl. Com. 500; 4 Kent, 576; l Jarm. Wills, 180, 1M.

' Carroll v. Bonham. 42 N. J. E. 627 (1886), note. See

generally 2 Law Q. Rev. “4-63 (1886); W Am. Law

Reg. 570-72 (1887), cases.
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O.

0. Is sometimes used as an abbreviation:

O. C. Old code; orphans‘ court.

0. S. Old series.

OATH. 1. Calling God to witness the

truth of what is said.1

A solemn adjuration to God to punish the

sfliant, if he swears falsely.2

A religious asseveration by which a person

renounces the mercy and imprecates the ven

geance of Heaven, if he does not speak the

truth.‘

Assurance of the truth of an assertion by

an appeal to an object which is regarded as

high and holy.‘

Belief in a future state of rewards and punish

ments, entertaining just ideas of the moral attributes

of the Supreme Being. and a firm persuasion that he

superintends and will finally compensate every action

in human life,— these are the foundation of all judicial

oaths; which call God to witness the truth of those

facts which, perhaps, may be known only to Him

and the party attesting ‘

The sanction of an oath is a belief that the Supreme

Being will punish falsehood; and, whether that pun

ishment is administered by remorse of conscience or

in any other mode in this world, or is reserved for the

future state of being, cannot affect the question, as

the sum of the matter is a belief that God is the

avenger of falsehood.‘

“Oaths were instituted long before the beginning of

the Christian era. and were always held in the highest

vencration. The substance of an oath has nothing

to do with Christianity. The forms have always been

different in different countries. But still the substance

is the same, which is that God in all of them is called

upon to witness to the truth of what we say. . .

Such lnfldeis who believe a God and that he will

punish them if they swear falsely,“ may be admitted

as witnesses. And "such lnfldels (if any such there

be) who either do not believe a God, or, if they do, do

not think that he will either reward or punish them in

this world or in the next, cannot be witnesses in any

case nor under any circumstances, because an

oath cannot possibly be any tie or obligation upon

them.“ ' See Arnsisr; lsmnr:1,.

 

I Parkes v. Parkes, 26 E. L. & E. 619 (1852).

1 Blocker v. Burness, 2 Ala. 856 (1841).

' King c. White, 2 Leach, Cr. Cas. 483 (1786).

' [Savigny, Rlim. Becht. VH1, 48.

' 4 Bl. Com. 43.

‘Blocker v. Burness, supra. See also Chappell v.

State, 71 Ala. 324 (1882); Bush v. Commonwealth,&)

Ky. 248, 25011882); 7 Conn. 79; 10 Ohio, 123; 18 Vt. 866.

"Ormichund v. Barker, Willes, 645, 547, 549 (174-1),

Willes. C. J.; 1 Sm. L. C. 194. See also Wakefield 0.

Boss, 5 lilas. 19 (1827); United States 17. Kennedy, 8

McLean, 175 (1648); Bush v. Commonwealth, H) Ky.

Assertory oath. See Oflicial Oath.

Corporal oath. An oath taken by kiss

ing or laying the hand upon a copy 01 the

Gospels.

Synonymous with " solemn oaui " or an oath taken

with the uplifted hand. “ So called from the ancient

usage of touching the corparale or cloth that covered

the consecrated elements." I

Applies to any bodily assent to the oath.‘

Judicial oath. An oath administered in

some judicial proceeding, under direction of

law. Extra-judicial oath. An oath.taken

without direction or authority of law.

In the Revised Statutes or any act or resolution of

Congress. passed subsequently to February 25, 1871. a

requirement of an “ oath " shall be deemed complied

with by making affirmation, in judicial form.I See

AFFlRl, 4.

An extra-judicial oath, when false, does not expose

the person to punishment for perjury. A common

form for the judicial oath, which is usually adminis

tered by the clerk of the court to the witness, who‘

either kisses a copy of the Gospels ‘or raises his right

hand toward Heaven, is, in substance: " You do swear

that, in this issue joined between A and B, you will

tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth. So help you God,“ — or “ as you shall answer

at the Great Day." But the form deemed most obliga

tory by the witness will always be used.‘

rl‘he testimony of living witnesses personally cogni

zant of the facts of which they speak, given under the

sanction of an oath in open court, where they may be

subjected to cross—examination, affords the greatest

security of truth.‘

A child under seven may testify if the court be first

satisfied, by examination, that he appreciates the

obligation of an oath.‘

In English practice, it is usual for the judge to ex

amine the child as to his competency to testify, and

if found incompetent to defer trial till such a time as

he may, by instruction, be qualified to take an oath.

Some American authorities favor this practice.7

Perjury (q. 1:.) consists in talcing a false judicial

oath.‘

The time and form of administering oaths, as well

 

24849 (1882); 1 Whart. Ev. ii 895-96, cases; 1 Green].

Ev. 5&8; 15 Mass. 184.

1 Jackson v. State, 1 Ind. 186 (1848): Wehster‘s Dict.

-State v. Norris, 9 N. H. 101 (1837).

‘R. S. ii 1, 5013.

‘1Whart Ev. if 886-88. “ All witnesses shall give

or deliver in their testimony, by solemnly promising to

speak the truth. the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth, to the matter or thing in question.“ —- Great

Law of Penn. (1682), Ch. XXXVI: Linn, ilii.

‘ Chaffee v. United States, 18 Wall. 511 (1878).

‘ Hughes 1:. Detroit, &c. R 00., Sup. Ct. Mich. (1887),

cases.

’ Commonwealth v. Lynes, 16 8- 579-8) (188).

cases.

' United States v. Grottlrnu, N F. K 67! (1887)
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II the persons empowered to administer them, are

regulated by statute.l

Oath decisory; decisive oath. In civil

law, where a party to a suit was not able to

prove his charge and oiiered to refer the de

cision of the cause to the oath of his adver

sary.2

This the adversary was bound to accept, or tender

the same proposal back again; otherwise the matter

was taken as confessed. The sacramenfum decis

ionic.‘

Oath in litem. In civil law, an oath

taken by the complainant as to the value of

the thing in dispute, on failure of other proof,

andto prevent a defeat of justice.‘

Oath of office; ofllcial oath. An oath

taken by an oflicer that he will faithfully

discharge the duties of his ofiice.

An asserfory oath is an oath required by law upon

induction to offlce. A promissory oath is an ofilcial

oath that the person will discharge the duties required

of him. The breach of these oaths may not involve

Pelillry-‘ '

The form of ofliclal oaths is prescribed by statute

or the constitution. Thus, " Before he [the President]

enter on the Execution of his Oflfice, he shall take the

following Oath or Afllrmation:— I do solemnly swear

(or afiirm) that I wilt faithfully execute the Oillce of

Prmident of the United States, and will to the best of

my Ability, praerve, protect and defend the Constitu

tion of the United States.“ '

“The Senators and Representatives and the

Members of the several State Legislatures, and all ex

ecutive and judicial Ofllcers, both of the United States

and of the several States, shall be bound by Oath or

Afiirmation, to support this Constitution. . ." ‘

“ No person shall be a Senator or Representative in

Congress. or elector of President and Vice-President,

or hold any office, civil or military, under the United

States, or under any State, who, having previously

taken an oath, asa member of Congress, or as an of

tlcer of the United States, or as a member of any State

legislature, or as an executive or judicial ofllcer of

any State, to support the Constitution of the United

States, shall have engaged in insurrection or rebell

ion against the same, or given aid or comfort to the

enemies thereof. But Congress may, by a vote of

two-thirds of each House, remove such disability." '

The political disabilities imposed by that amend

ment were removed by act of May 22. 1812, except as

to Members of the thlrty~sixth and thirty-seventh Con

 

|See Oaks v. Rodgers, 48 Cal. 191' (1874); Arnold v.

Iiddletown, 41 Conn. $6 (1871).

'8 Bl. Com. 312. See Dunlap, Adm. Pr. 290.

‘See 1 Green]. Ev. $848; 1 Pet. 591, 596; 16 id. 203; 9

Wheat. 486; 16 Johns. 193.

' See State v. Dayton, 23 N. J. L. 49, 54 (1850)

‘ C0nSi.ltui.ion, Art. 11, sec. 1, cl. 8.

‘ Constitution, Art. VI, cl. 3.

" Constitution, Amd. Art. XIV, sec. 8. Ratiflod July

Q 1868.
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gresses, ofllcers in judicial, military, and naval service,

heads of departments, and foreign ministers.I

Act of May 18, 1884, repeals Rev. St. § 1756, and pro

vides that ofilce-holders in the civil, military, and

naval service, except the President, shall take the oath

prescribed in § 17 7; the repeal not to affect the oaths

prescribed for the performance of duties in special or

particular subordinate employments.I

Rev. St. i 1757, directs that the following oath shall

be taken and subscribed to: “X, A B, do solemnly

swear (or affirm) that I have never voluntarily borne

arms against the United States since I have been a

citizen thereof; that .1 have voluntarily given no aid,

countenance, counsel, or encouragement to persons

engaged in armed hostility thereto; that I have neither

sought, nor accepted, nor attempted to exercise the

functions of any oflice whatever, under any authority,

or pretended authority, in hostility to the United

States; that I have not yielded a voluntary support to

any pretended government, authority, power, or con

stitution within the United States, hostile or lnimical

thereto. And I do further swear (or aflirm) that, to

the best of my knowledge and ability, I will support

and defend the Constitution of the Uuiicd States

against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will

bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that 1 take

this obligation freely, without any mental reservation

or purpose of evasion, and that I will well and faith

fully discharge the duties of the office on which i am

about to enter, so help me God." ' See Ausasrv; Or

ncsa.

Suppletory oath. The oath of a party,

administered in order that he may furnish

the measure of proof required of a fact: as,

his oath to the correctness of his books of

account and of the justness of the claim he

makes. '

Its original is found in the civil law, which requires

the testimony of two persons to a fact: plena proba

tio, full proof; the testimony of one person being

semi-plena probaiio, half-full proof. To make up

the complement, when there is one witness only, the

party may be examined in his own behalf, and the

oath administered is called the “ suppletory oath." l

Test oath. See Tssr, Oath.

2. As to profane oaths, see BLASPHEMY;

Paorasrrv.

OBIT. L. A corruption of obiit or obivit,

he died or has died.

Post obit, or post obitum. After he

died, or after death.
 

l See 17 St. L., ch. 198. p. 142. Proceedings to remove

disqualified oflice-holders were discontinued by proc

lamation of President Grant, June 1, 1872. lb. Ap. No.

11, p. 956.

' See 23 St L. 21-22, ch. 60, sec. 2.

‘Act 2 July, 1862, ch. 128: 12 St. L. 502. By Act 24

Jan. 1865: 18 St. L. 424, made to embrace attorneys of

the courts of the United States. See E2-p. Garland, 4

Wall. 37-1 (1866).

' [8 Bl. Com. 870.

(46)
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Post-obit bond. An agreement, for money,

to pay a larger sum, exceeding legal interest,

upon the death of'a person from whom the

obligor has expectations, if he survive him.l

Being a fraud upon the expectations of the ances

tor, such obligations are annullable in equity.‘

OBITER. L. On the way, by the way;

in passing. Applied to an opinion given by

a judge incidentally or as an illustration,

and not as part of the decision of the court.

See further DICIUM.

OBJECT. 1. The thing aimed at, the end

sought to be accomplished.‘

Whatever is presented to the mind or to

the senses; whatever, also, is acted or oper

ated upon alfirmativialy, or intentionally in

fluenced by any thing done, moved or applied

thereto.‘

" Objects charged with internal tax " is equivalent

to “ subjects of taxation." ‘

2. A person who is to be benefited by a dis

tribution of the property or income of a trust

is spoken of as “ the object ” of the power or

of the donor's or testator’s bounty. See

, Tnnsr, 1.

OBJECTION. See Excsmos, 4; PRO

TEST, 1.

OBLIG-ATE; OBLIGEJ Oblige: To

place, or become held, under a bond or legal

duty. .

As, in the saying that one " obliges himself “ by a

written instrument,‘ that the civil and canon laws

“ oblige," as far as adopted.'

“ Every act that causes damage to another ‘ obliges '

him to repair it." That is, the wrong done creates

an obligation-brings into existence the relation of

debtor and creditor between the parties.‘

Obligate: To promise, perhaps more or less

formally, to do or to refrain from doing some

act; to covenant in writing; to execute an

instrument under seal.

Has about superseded “ oblige " in legal expression

Ol:iliga.t01'y.D A “ writing obligatory "

means, simply, a written contract under seal. 1°
 

1 [Boynton v. Hubbard, 7 Mass. '119(1B10), Parsons,

(L J.; Chesterfleld v. Janesen, 2 Vee. Sr. '125, 157 (1750).

'1 Story, Eq. §§ 34244.

‘Paxton v. Baum, 57 Miss sea (18-R2).

‘ Wells v. Shook, s Blatch. 257 (1871), Woodrufl, J.

‘F. obliger: L. ob-ligare, to bind together, to con

strain. Obligatio, s tying up, a binding.

' 2 B1. Com. 310.

' 1 Bl. Com. 18.

' La. Civ. Code, Art. 2815; United Steins v. New

Orleans, 17 F. R. 487 (1880.

' Ob’-llgatory.

'° Watson u. B030, 7 Yew. 860 (185).

Obligation. A ligament or tie; some

thing which binds one to do or not to do an

act.l

1. In its most extensive sense, synony

mous with “ duty." 1

Natural or moral obligation. An obliga

tion which cannot be enforced by action, but

which is nevertheless binding in conscience

and according to natural justice.’ Opposed,

civil or legal obligation.

When an action upon a civil obligation is barred by

an act of limitations, or by a discharge under a. bank

rupt law, or as having been entered into during $

lancy or coverture, the natural obligation still subsists;

it is s euflicient consideration for a new contract: and

money paid upon account of it cannot be recovered.‘

See Cossinsiunos, Moral.

_Perfect obligation. An obligation which

gives to the opposite party the right of com

pulsion. Imperfect obligation. An obliga

tion which is not binding, as between man

and man; a duty not enforceable by human

law.5 See Assam; DUTY, 1; EQUITY; JOINT

AND SEVERAL: RIGHT, 2.

In Roman law, a contract was a pact (q. 11.), a con

vention plus an obligation. So long as the pact re

mained unclothed with the obligation, it was “ nude “

or “ naked.“ An obligation was "juris vinculum,

quo nweuflate, adstringimur alicujua solvendm ref"

(Justinian, Inst. 1.11, 18, 1). The obligation is the

“ bond " or “chain," with which the law joins persons

together in consequence of their voluntary acts. Ob

ligotio may signify a right as well as a duty. The

picture is that of a “legal chain," and the two ends

were equally regarded.‘

The obligation was a personal relation between two

parties, a debtor bound to render some service, a cred

itor to receive it. The debt was a binding (obligatioi,

the payment a releasing (solulio), of the person. The

creditor's hold was on the person (later, on the prop

erty) ot the debtor. The lmperiect obllgatio (natur

alis) could not, like the perfect (civilis), be enforced by

a direct action. but might have iorce in indirect ways.

Natural obligations arose l'rom transactions which

would have created civil ones, but for some defect in

form or in legal capacity. Civil obligations were

those stricti juris. subject to a literal and rigorous

construction, and those bonaa fid'ei, in which the aims
 

| [Blair 11. Williams, 4 Lltt. '86, 66 (Ky., 1823).

' Crandall 1;. Bryan, 15 How. Pr. 55-56 (1857); Slbllrud

1:. Minneapolis, &c. R. Co., 29 Minn. 60(1&32).

' [Goulding 1). Davidson, 25 How. Pr. 484 (1863); Teh

betts v. Dowd, 28 Wend. '88‘? (1840).

‘ See 2 Bl. Com. 445; Hemphill v. Mc(Zllmans, 24 Pg

871 (1855); Chltty, Contr. 10; Langd. Cont‘. 571; Leak,

Contr. 86.

' Laycock v. Martin, 37 Ga. 123 (1867): Vattel, Law of

Nations, 'lxii, 5 17.

' Maine, Ancient Law, 81344. See also Goodsell vs

Benson, 13 R. L 159 (1881), note; Han, Oontr. 64
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of the parties and the demands of reason and equity

were considered.1

2. A legal duty; a legal liability.2

A valid, subsisting obligation consists of a

legal debt or duty, and the remedy to en

force it.‘

3. An undertaking under seal; also, the

instrument or writing by which it is evi—

denced.‘ -

A bond, or other writing in the nature of

a bond. In a popular sense, any act by which

a person becomes bound to or for another, or

D perform something.‘ See BOND.

Obligee. He to whom an obligation or

bond is given.

Obligor. He who enters into a bond or

obligati0n.°

A “ co-obligor ” is a person who is jointly

bound, by the same instrument, with an

other person.

Obligation is a generic word, including every kind

of contract by which parties bind themselves. Used

without limitation, will include a coupon bond pay

able to bearer!

An obligation is “a deed in writing, whereby one

man doth bind himself to another to paya sum of

money or do some other thing." No precise form of

words is necessary. Any memorandum under seal,

whereby a debt is acknowledged to be owing, will ob

ligate the party to pay. The terms must at least cre

ate a debitum in pnzsenti, though the solvendum

may be in futuro, even after the death of the obllgor.'

Obligation of a contract. The law which

binds a party to a contract to perform his

undertaking.9

The power and eflicacy of the law which

applies to and enforces performance of the

contract, or the payment of an equivalent

for non-perf0rmance.lo

' Hadley, Rom. Law, 285, 245, 252, 255.

' Orandall v. Bryan, 15 How. Pr. 55-56 (1857).

' Cocks v. Hoffman, 5 Lea, 112 (1880); 6 Barb. 588.

‘ Smith v. Ellington, 14 Ga. 888 (1853); iisrgroves v.

Cooke, 15 id. 8210 (1854).

' Strong 1:. Wheaten. 88 Barb. 6% (1861). See also 2

Bl. Corn. 840; 1 Ark. 112; 6Minn. 353; 88 L. T. R. 378.

'2 Bl. Com. 810. Obli-jee'; obli-gor'.

' [Sinton v. County of Carter, 21 F. R. 535, 588 (1885).

l Cover 0. Stem, 67 Md. 451 (1887), Alvey, C. .i., quot

ing Shep. Touch. 867, and holding that the words “ At

my death, my estate or my executor may pay Ann

Cover $3,000-— David Engel,“ created neither an obliga

tion to pay money, nor. under the Maryland act of

mu. 0 will.

' [Sturgee 0. Crownlnshleld, 4 Wheat. 19? (1819), Mar

shall, 0. J .

" Ogden v. Saunders, 12 Wheat. 818 (1827), Trimble, J.

800 also Wachter v. Famnchon, 62 Wis. 121-52 (1886).

" No State shall pass any

ing the Obligation of Contracts." ‘

The constitutions of the several States contain a

similar restriction upon the exercise of legislative

power.’

The reference is to the means provided by law by

which a contract can be enforced,-— by which the par

ties can be obliged to perform it.I

The “ obligation " is found in the terms of the agree

ment, sanctioned by moral and legal principles.‘

It includes everything within the obligatory scope

of the contract.I

implies a duty. that may be enforced by law, to

perform the contract according to its terms.‘

Consists in the remedy given by law to enforce the

contract. While this remedy may be changed by an

enactment, it cannot be taken away or lessened, at

least not without leaving the parties “a substantial

remedy," according to the course of justice as it ex»

isted when the contract was made! See further ll

PAUL '

4. An instrument for the payment of

money.

“ Obligation or other security of the United

States,” in the Crimes Acts, means, all bonds,

certificates of indebtedness‘, national cur

rency, ooupons, United States notes, Treas

ury notes, fractional notes, certificates of

deposit, bills, checks, or drafts for money,

drawn by or upon authorized oificers of the

United States, stamps, and other representa

tives of value issued by any act of Congress.

Any person who, with intent to defraud, falsely

makes. forges, or counterfeits, or alters any such obli

gation or security. shall be punished by a fine of not

more than five thousand dollars, and imprisoned not

more than flfteen years.‘

See liisnesn. 2.

OBLITERATION. Is not confined to

efiacing letters or words so that they cannot

be read. A line drawn through a writing

(testamentary) obliterates it, though left as

Law impair

I Constitution, Art. 1, sec. 10. cl. 1.

‘Consult Story, Coast. 5 1878; Cooley, Const. Lim

213-9-i. '

I Louisiana 0. New Orleans, 102 U. S. %)6(188)), Field,

J.; Seibert 11. Lewis, 12 id. 295 (1887).

‘ Charles River Bridge 0. Warren Bridge, 11 Pet. '672

(1887), h1'Lean, J.

' Edwards 0. Kearney, 96 U. S. M0 (1877).

‘ [Wachter v. Famachon, 62 Wis. 121 (1885), Orton, J.

' Bank of Louisville v. Trustees of Public Schools. 88

Ky. 22’! (1885); McCracken County v. Mercantile Trust

Co., 84 id. 848-62 (1886), cases. See also 1 How. 811;

15 id. 801; 8 Wheat. 1; 16 Wall. 817; 70 Ala. 151-62; 9

Cal. 88; 31 Conn. M5; 38 Ga. 369; 15 Iowa, 180; 4 Litt.

'86; 29 Minn. 527-82,5i6;41Pa.446;11R. L 354; '1 Va

602; 18 Gratt. 270.

‘R. S. 55118: Act!) June. 1&4.
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legible as bci0re.| See Aarsmnos, 2;

CANCEL.

OBLOQUY.2 Censure; reproach.

To expose one to ohloquy is to expose him to cen

sure a'nd reproach, these words being synonymous

with “ obloquy." '

OBSCENEJ Includes what is foul or in

decent, and what is immodest or calculated

to excite impure desires.D

is applied to language spoken, written, or printed,

and to pictorial productions.

Obscene, lewd, or lascivious publications of an

indecent character, are neither mailable ' nor import

able.‘

He who deposits such publications in the mails, and

he who receives the same for circulation, shall be

guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by a tins of one

' hundred to iive thousand dollars, with imprisonment

for one to ten years, or both.‘

The test is whether the tendency of the matter is to

dc-prave and corrupt the morals of those whose minds

are open to such influences, and into whose hands a

publication of the sort may fall. A book need not

have words which are in themselves obscene, in order

to be obscene. Regard is had to the idea conveyed by

the words used, in any substantial part of the publica

tion. “ Obscenity " is that form of indecency which is

calculated to promote general corruption of morals

“ Inwdness " has a tendency to excite lustful thoughts.

. . The indictment need not specify in what respect

a picture is unlawful. One may have what views

on religion he pleases, and publish the same. but not

in connection with obscene matters sent through the

mails.‘ -

The prohibition applies to an obscene writing or

letter inclosed in a sealed envelope."

The purpose is to exclude from the mails only such

articles as are impure and immodest and tend to cor

rupt the morals.H

The fact that the publications were sent in the real

I Evans‘s Appeal, 58 Pa. 244 (1868), Strong, J. See

also 128 )iass.102; 22 N. J. E463; 25Am.R.8i5; 19 Alb.

Lt J. 824; 1 Williams, Ex. 144.

' L. ob-loqui, to speak against: contradict.

' Bettner v. Holt, 70 Cal. 275 (1886), Foote, J.

' L. ohscemu, repulsive, foul.

‘(United States v. Loftis, 12 F‘. R. 678 (1882), Deady,

D. J.; Worcester‘s Dict.; a c., 8 Saw. 194.

'Act12 July, 1876; R. S. (55 SSWHM; 1 Sup. R. S. p. 229,

Lot 8 March, 1879: 1 Sup. R. S. p. 458.

'R. S. §2i91; 22St. L. 489.

' R. S. 5 3894. See Annssns.

' United States v. Bennett, 16 Blatch. 886, 860-62 866

60 (1879), cases, Biatchford, J. Deflnlt-ions approved,

United States v. Slenker, post.

" United States v. Gaylord, 11 Blss. 488 (1583), Treat,

J.; Same v. Same, 17 F. R. 438 (1888), Drummond, J.;

United States v. Hanover, ib. 444 (1883), cases; United

States v. Faro, 18 id. 900 (1884), M; Thomas 1:.

State, 103 ind. 421 (1885).

"Exp. Doran,8-2 F. R. 7fl(1$7).

or supposed interest of science, philosophy, or moral

ity is immaterial.

The indictment should allege a scienter. An alle

gation that the accused “knowingly deposited" the

objectionable matter cannot be extended to embrace

an aycrment. of .i:c1'eriter.l

The fact that post-office inspectors used test or de

coy letters to bring to justice a person suspected of

mailing obscene literature does not discredit their tee

thnony.I

Any offense, which, in its nature afid by its ex

ample, tends to the corruption of morals, as, the exhi

bition of an obscene picture, is indictable at common

law.‘

Whether matter published is obscene or not, is a

question of law for the court. It the matter is too

gross to be spread upon the records that fact may be

averred as an excuse for not setting the matter out.

But this rule is not general.‘ See VERBUM, in hazc.

See also Boos, 1; Decor; isnscssr; Nurse, 1;

Poucs, 2; Pvn1.1cs't‘10N, 2.

OBSOLETE. Worn out:.0ld and not

enforced. Obsolescent. Falling into disuse.

“ It must be a strong case to justify the court in do

ciding that an unrepealed act is obsolete and invalid.

1 will not say that such case may not exist: where

there has been a non-user for a great number of

years; where, from a change of times and manners. an

ancient sleeping statute would do great mischief, if

suddenly brought into action; where a long practice,

inconsistent with it, has prevailed, and, especially,

where from other and later statutes it might fairly be

inferred that, in the apprehension of the legislature,

the old one was not in force.“ ' See Rxrasn.

OBSTA PRINCIPHS. L. Resist be

ginnings. first encroaohments, a wrong at

inception.

Courts are watchful against stealthy encroachmenis

upon constitutional rights.‘

OBSTRUCT. To pile up or against: to

render passage difficult or impossible; to im

pede or retard action, hinder or prevent from

pvrformiug a duty or service.

1. To obstruct travel is to stop up and wholly prevent

travel upon a road, or render the road unfit for travel.‘

A fence along a highway is an obstruct ion thereof,

if it prevents public travel from being perfectly safe,

 

1 United States v. Slenlrer. 82 F. R. 694 (1887), cases,

Paul, J.; United States 0. Wightman, 29 id. 636 (1886),

cases, and note.

' Commonwealth v. Sharplees, 2 S. & R. '91, 101 (1815).

Tilghman, C. J.

' McNair v. People, Bil 111.441 (1878); 92 id. 182 Sm

generally 2 Whart. Cr. L. 5 1432; Bradlnugh e. The

Queen, L. R., 8 Q. B. D. 601' (1878).

‘ Wright 1:. Crane. 13 S. & R. H52 (1825), Tilghman,

C. J . See also Snowden v. Snowden, 1 Bland, Ch 556

(1829); Hill 1:. Smith. ihiorris, '79(1owa, 1840).

' Boyd 0. United States, 116 U. S. 685 (1886).

' [Newburyport Turnpike Corporation v. Eastern EL

00., 28 Pick. 829(1&i9); 21 N. J. E. W; 78 Pa. 5.
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although it does not extend across the road.I See

Oran, 1 (7).

The primary purpose of streets is use by the public

for travel and transportation, and the rule is that any

obstruction or encroachment which interferes with

such use is a public nuisance. But there are exceptions

to the rule. born Of necessity and justified by public

convenience. An abutting owner engaged in building

may temporarily encroach upon the street by the

deposit of building materials. A trndeaman may con

vey goods to or from his adjoining store. A couch or

omnibus may stop to take up or set down passengers,

and use for public travel may be temporarily inter

fered with in a variety of other ways without the cm

ntion of a nuisance; but all such interruptions and

obstructions must be justified by necessity. it is not

sufficient that the obstructions are necessary with ref

erence to the business of him who creates and main

tains them. They must also be reasonable with

reference to the rights of the public, who have inter

ests which may not be sacrificed or disregarded.

Whetheran obstruction is necessary and reasonable

must generally be a question of fact to be determined

upon the evidence relating thereto.’

One who wrongfully pullsa signal rope and stops a

train does not “obstruct " the train.‘

2. “ Any person who shall knowingly and willfully

obstruct or retard the passage of the mail, or any car

riage, horse, driver, or mrrier carrying the same, shall,

for every such olfcnse, be punishable by a fine of not

more than one hundred dollars." ‘

When acts which create an obstruction of the mails

are in themselves unlawful the intention to obstruct

will be imputed to their author, although to attain an

other end mny have been his primary object. The pro

hibition has no reference to acts lawful in themselves,

from the execution of which a temporary delay to the

mails unavoidably follows.‘

The offense is complete when one or more persons

unlawfully prevent the moving of a railroad train car

rying the mails.‘

K Obstructing an officer executing lawful process is

an oflense against public justice."

The offense is committed when he is prevented by

actual violence, or by threats of violence which it is

in the power of the offender toenforce, from execut

ing the writ.‘ See Rssurr.

 

‘ lilosher 11. Vincent, 89 Iowa, 609 (1874); State v. Lea

ver, 62 Wis. 392 (1885). So as to obstructing a railroad

track, State v. Kilty, 28 Minn. 4242 (1881). in Nashville,

kc. R. Co. 1:. Carroll, 6 Heisk. 868 (1871), held that such

" obstruction “ was not for expert testimony.

' Callanan v. Gilman, 107 N. Y. 865 (1888), cases.

l Commonwealth v. Killian, 109 Mass. 374 (1872). Bee

Reg. 11. Hardy, L. R.,1 O. C. 280 (1870), as to false signal.

‘R. S. 58995: Act8 June,18'i’2.

‘United States v. Kirby, 7 Wall. 486 (1566), Field, J.

' United States v. Kane, 19 F. R. -12 (1884). See also

United States v. Ciaypool, 14 id. 127 (1882).

" 4 Bl. Com. 129.

‘United States v. Lowry, 2 Wash 170 (18%); United

States v. Lnkins, 8 id. 837(1818); 1 Idaho, 211; 15 Mo.

8!; 25 Vt. 421.

OBTAIN. See Acoumn.

In a statute punishing false pretenses, may refer to

obtaining some benefit to the party, rather than to

defrauding or depriving another of his property.I

OCCASIONAL. See Rsounsn.

OCCUPY.2 To hold in possession; to

hold or keep for use; as, to occupy an apart

ment.'_ .

Implies actual use, possession or cultiva

tion by a particular person: as, in a devise of

land " occupied” by the testaiorJ

“0ccupy" and its inflections may well enough be

used in the sense of possess; “occupancy “ and “ oc

cupant " for assuming property which has no owner:

“ occupation" and “occupier" for the more general

idea of possession..

Occupied; unoccupied. As used in

policies of insurance, are always construed

with reference to the character of the build

ing, the purposes for which it is designed and

the uses contemplated by the parties as ex

pressed in the contract.

The occupancy of a dwelling, and of a burn or a

mill, is in each case essentially different in its scope

and character. “ Occupied“ always implies a sub

stantial and practical use of the building for the pur

posesfor which it is intended, and as contemplated

by the terms of the policy. A dwelling-house is occu

pied when human beings habitually reside in it, and

unoccupied when no one lives or dwells in it.‘

Occupation of a dwelling-house, within the meaning

of a policy of insurance, requires that there be in the

house the presence of human beings as at their cue

tomary place of abode, not absolutely and uninter

ruptedly continuous, but the house must be the place

of usual return and habitual stoppage.’ See Vaom.

Within the meaning of a tax law, the owner of land

may be in occupation of it by his tenant; so that " un

occupied “ will mean untenanted.' See UB2, 2.

Occupancy. Possession; actual control;

occupation,’ q. 1:.

 

I People v. General Sessions, 18 Hun, 400 (1878); B0

gina 0. Garrett, 1 Dears. C. 0. 2420858), Parke, B.

' L. occ-upare, to lay hold of.

‘Missionary Society v. Dallas, 107 U. 8. 84808892):

Webster's Dict.

l Jackson v. Sill, 11 Johns. WM (1814), Thompson,

C. J.; Inhabitants of Phillipsburgh u. Bruch, 87 N. J.

E. 48.'>~86 (1588), cases.

' [Abbott's Law Dlct.

'Sonneborn 1;. Manufacturers‘ ins. Co., 44 N. J. L

- (1882), Green, J. See also 112 Mass. 422; 136 ld.491.

" Herrman 1:. Adriatic Fire Ins. Co., 87 N. Y. 10

(1881), Folger, C. J.; Barry v. Prescott ins. Co., 8bHun,

608 (1885).

9 State v. Reinhardt, 81 N. J. L. 218 (1865); Imperial

Fire ins. Co. 0. Kiernan, 83 Ky. 478 (1835); Stensgaard

v. National Fire Ins. Co., 86 Minn. 181 (1886).

' See Waiters 1:. People, 21 Ill. 178 (1859); 88 id. 2”;

110 Mass. 175; 118 id. 618: 26 Barb. 54: 86 Wis. 73.
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Title by occupancy is the taking possession

oi’ those things which before belonged to no

body.1 .

The foundation of property. of holding those things

in severalty which by the law of nature, unqualified

by that of society. were common to all mankind.I

Thus. at common law. one may take to his own use

goods oi’ an alien ene-my; movables returned into the

common stock of things by abandonment; the hen

eflts of the elements- light. air. water; and wild ani

mals. Other examples of title acquired by first oc

cupancy are: emblements; additions to property by

accession. or by wrongful confusion of goods; an au

thor's right in his literary composition; the right to the

exclusive use of a trademark, or of a ilrm name.’

Lest this property should determine by the owner's

dereliction, or death. whereby the thing would again

become common. society has established contracts.

conveyances, wills, and heirships. by which to continue

the property oi‘ the first occupant.‘ See DISCOVERY, 1.

Occupant; occupier. The “ first occu

pant " is he who first declared his intention

to appropriate a thing to his own use, and

actually took it into possession.4

An " occupant " has the actual use or pos

session of a thing.‘

An “occupier ” is one in the use and en

joyment of a thing.‘

May imply that the person is in the actual bona fide

possession of land as a resident.’ See Asumon. 1;

Fun. 1.

Occupation. 1. Actual possession of

real property.‘ See USE, 2.

2. Employment at a particular business;

engagement; vocation; culling; trade.9 See

EMPLOYMENT; PROFESSION; TRADE; Tax, 2.

OCCUR. Generally, to happen. 1°

" After a loss shall occur," ins policy of insurance.

' refers to the time when liability becomes fixed, by

proofs of loss. etc..— when the insurer may lawfully

be compelled to pay the amount of the loss.“

Occurrence. See Rns.Gestae.

OCTO. See TALES.

 

I 2 Bl. Com. 258.

I 2 Bl. Com. 400. 407.

'2 Bl. Com. 8-11. 400. See 110 U. S. 874.

° 2 Bl. Com. 258.

‘ Redfleld c. Utica, &c. R. Co.. 25 Barb. 58 (1851); City

oi Bangor v. Rowe. 57 Me. 439 (1869).

' [Fleming v. Maddox, 80Iowa. 242 (1870).

' Hussey v. Smith. 1 Utah. 182 (1878): 8 Op. Att.-Gen.

126 (1830); ib. 182 (1837); Abbott v. Upham, 18 Metc. 174

U847)‘. O‘Neale u. Cleaveland. 8 Nov. 492 (1867).

\ Lawrence v. Fulton, 19 Cal. 690 086:3; McKenzie v.

Brandon, 71 id. 211 (1886); Fleming 1:. Maddox, 80 Iowa.

E42 (1870).

' See Schuchardt 1:. People. 99 111. 506 (1881).

"JQDBOD 1;. Humboldt ins. Co.. 91 Ill. 95 (1878).

“ Hay v. Star Fire Ins Co., 77 N. Y. 248 (1879).

OF. By; belonging to; upon.

In the expression "bounded north of 2 ae heirs of A,”

held to mean by.‘

The Infirmary “ of " a county is equivalent to " the

property of " or " belonging to " the county.‘

Entered "of record " means upon a record or rec

ords; in the appropriate oflice ass matter of public

record. '

“ 0! force “ means of binding force. obligatory al

though possibly not enforced.I

Of course. See Coosss, 2.

OFFENSE.‘ The transgression of a law ; 5

a crime.8

Any crime or act of wickedness. As a genus. com

prehends every crime and misdemeanor; as a species.

signiiles a crime not indictable but punishable sum

marily or by the forfeiture of penalty. Olfenses are:

treasons. felonies or major oflensee. and misdemeanors

or minor offenses.’ |

includes also such violations of municipal ordi

nances as are punishable by fine or imprisonment.‘

Oflenses are spoken of as capital and non-capital,

as cumulative. criminal. political. etc. See Cams;

Errasnrrios; Mmnsnnasoa. 2; Waoso. Public.

OFFER. 1. A proposition to do a thing.’

May be convertible with “ attempt," 1° q. 12. ,'

but “ offering ” does not mean the same as

“ promising " a reward to a votenl1

An oiier of a bargain by one person to another im

poses no obligation upon the former until it is accepted

by the latter according to the terms in which the offer

was made. Any qualification 01', or departure from.

those terms invalidates the ofler. unless agreed to by

the person who made it. Until the terms of the agree

ment have received the assent of both parties the

negotiation is open and imposes no obligation upon

either party."

An offer to sell. subject to acceptance. binds the

party oifering, but not the other party until accept

ance. And so. also. as to an optional purchase. based

upon a suflicient CODSIdB1'BIIiOI1."

An offer to do a thing, as. to insure property. made

by mail. binds the person making the oifer. according

 

I Hannum v. Kingsley, 107 Mass. 361 (1871).

' Davis v. State. 8% Ohio St. 506 (18&2).

' See 1 Paine. 836; 21 Barb. 475.

‘ Spelled also offence. O. F. ojfenee, aims: L. of

fensa: of-fenders. to dash against.

' Moore 1:. Illinois. 14 How. 19 (1852).

' People 1:. Police Commissioners. 89 Hun. 510 (1886).

See also 1 Oreg. 19.1; 8Tex. 814; 18 Gratt. 955.

1 [Wharton's Law Dict.

' State v. Cantieny. 84 Minn. 9 (1885).

' People v. Ah Fook. 62 Cal. 494 (1881).

" Commonwealth v. Harris, 1 Pa. Leg. Gas. R 457

(1871). p

" State v. Harker, 4 Harring. 561 (1845).

" Eliason v. Henshaw, 4 Wheat. $8 (1819), Washing

ton. J. See also Tilley v. County 0! Cook, 103 U. B

161 (1880). cases: 12 Mo. Ap. BS4.

" Butler v. Thompson. 92 U. 8. 415-10 (1875); Lsngd

Contr. 5 151.
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to the terms tendered, if an answer is transmitted in

due course of mail accepting the terms, unless a with

drawal reaches the addressee before his letter an

nouncing acceptance has been transmitted.‘

The contract isdeemed complete the moment the

letter assenting to the latest proposition is mailed.I

The offer may be of such a nature that the person

- making it has a right to expect an answer by return

mail.’

A proposal to accept. or an acceptance, upon terms

varying from those offered, is a rejection of the oiier,

and puts an end to the negotiation, unless the party

who made the original offer renews it, or assents to

the modifications suggested. The other party, having

once rejected the ofler, cannot ai'terward revive it by

tendering an acceptance of it. If the offer does not

limit the time for its acceptance, it must be accepted

within a reasonable time. If it does, it may, at any

time within the limit and so long as it remains open,

be accepted or rejected by the party to whom, or be

withdrawn by the party by whom, it was made.‘ See

Aasnrr; Conraoinsl; TENDER, 2.

2. A proposal made to the court by coun

sel, at the trial of a cause, to put in as evi

dence testimony then about to be adduced.

The court may require such “ ofler " to be reduced

to writing, stating clearly what it is proposed to prove,

and the purpose thereof; and then either admit or

reject the oifer.

OFFICE.5 1. Aright to exercise a public

or private employment, and to take the fees

and emoluments thereuuto belonging."

The right, and correspondent duty, to exe

cute a public or private trust, and to take the

emoluments belonging to it.7

That function by virtue whereof a person

has some employment in the affairs of an

other.0

A public station or employment, conferred

by the appointment of government, and em

bracing the ideas of tenure, duration, emolu

ment, and duties.’ ‘

 

I Tayloe v. Merchants‘ Fire Ins. Co., 0 How. 400 (1850),

Nelson, J.

' Darlington Iron Co. v. Foote, 16 F. R. 646 (1888).

' Dunlop v. Higgins, 1 H. L. 887 (1848); lilaclayo.

Harvey, 90 Ill. 525 (1878).

‘Minneapolis, &c. R. Co. 1:. Columbus Rolling Co.,

119 U. S. 151 (1886), cases, Gray, J.; 7 Am. Law Rev.

033-56 (1872), cases; 2 Kent. 477.

l L. ofllcium, doing a service: duty; function.

'2 Bl. Com. 36.

'8 Kent, 454.

I Matter of Hathaway, 71 N. Y. 243 (1877), Allen, J.

' United States v. Hartwell, 6 Wall. 393 (1:67),

Swayne. J. See also 103 U. S. 8; 2 Bened. 306; 12 Rep.

483; ~t3Ala. 215; 28 Cal. 38!); 89 Ga. 274: 45 Ill. 414; 6

Cush. 181', 40 Miss. 629; 89 N. C. 133; 29 Ohio St. 348;

1 id. 550; 26 PL 77; 62 id. 3-19; 82 Wis. 12?; 4 id. 646.

Offices may be classed as civil and military;

and civil offices as political, judicial, and min

isterial. Judicial oflioes are those which

relate to the administration of justice. Min

isterial oflices are those which give the

ofiicer no power to judge of the matter to be

done, and require him to obey the mandates

of a superior. Political offices are such as

are not immediately connected with the ad

ministration of justice, or the execution of

the mandates of a superior oiiicer.l

A civil ofllce, at common law, is regarded as a bur

den which, in the interest of the community and of

good government, the appointee is bound to bear.

Hence, an oflico cannot be laid down without the con

sent of the appointing power, in order that public in

terests may not suffer. A resignation is complete

when the proper authority accepts it, or, what is tan

tamount, appoiuts a successor.‘

Public otilces are trusts, held solely for the public

good. They are conferred from considerations of the

ability, integrity, and fltnem of the appointee. What

ever introduces other elements to control the appoint

ing power must necessarily lower the character of the

appointments, to the detriment of the public. Agree

ments for compensation to procure these appoint

ments tend to introduce such elements, and are there

fore viewed as inconsistent with sound morals and

public policy.‘

The incumbent of an office has not, under our I]!

tem of government, any property in it. His right to

exercise it is not based upon any contract or grant.

It is conferred as a trust to be exercised for the hen»

fit of the public. Such salary as may be attached to it

is designed to enable the incumbent the better to per

form the duties by the more exclusive devotion of his‘

time thereto. A public ofllce and its creation is a

matter of public, not of private law. The decisions of

some States proceed upon the ground that an incum

bent has a property in his offlce and that he cannot be

deprived of his right without the Judgment of a court;

a view supported by the doctrines of the co1nmon law

which regarded an office as an hereditament, but

which has no foundation in a representative govern

ment.‘

An ofllce of constitutional creation is beyond the

control of the legislature, except as prescribed in the

constitution. The salary or compensation provided

by the constitution is an incident to the oiilce, and

cannot be detached from it.‘

 

I'1‘wenty Per Cent. Cases, 18 Wall. 675 (1871), cases,

Cliitord, J.

' Edwards 12. United States, 103 U. S. 473 (1880), cnseq,

Bradley, J. See also 15 Op. Att.-Gen. 8, 207, 4-19; 10

F. R. 463-64; 39 Ark. 211.

I Tool Company v. Norris, 2 Wall. 65 (1861), cases,

Field, J.

' State, ex rel. Attorney-General v. Ilswkins, 44 Ohio

St. 109, 113 (1886), cases, Minshall, J.

‘ Blair 1:. Marye, 80.Va. 492, MW (1885). casea
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2. A place for transacting business, public

or private.l _

Oifioe book. See Docunszvr, Public;

RECORD.

Oflice copy. See Corr.

Oflice found. At common law, an alien

may take realty by act of the grantor, and

hold it until “office found;" that is, until

the fact of alienage is authoritatively estab

lished by a public oflicer, upon an inquest

held at the instance of the government.

The proceeding which contains the finding is tach

nically designated as “oflice found." It removes the

fact from the region of uncertainty and makes it a

matter of record. it was devised as a means to give

the king his right by solemn matter of record, without

which he could neither take nor part with anything.

Some equivalent proceeding was essential at civil law.

Il'hs proceeding was necessary before the sovereign

could devest title.I See lsqussr, Of ofllce.

Ofiicer. One lawfully invested with an

oificefi

One invested by a superior authority, par

ticularly by government, with the duty of

transacting affairs of a certain class; an in

cumbent of an‘ office; a person designated to

execute some function of government.‘

The word “ officer “ is very elastic. As applied to

the military establishments of the army and navy, it

would be more definite, perhaps. and somewhat so as

applied to the civil establishments, where there are

indicia of authority to point them out; but, as used

in statutes, the term often cannot be so confined. Even

by common understanding in the army and navy, as

well as in the civil service, there are distinctions, s0~

_cieJ, technical, and arbitrary, that frequently influ

ence the judicial detegnination of administrative reg

ulations. One of the earliest definitions of " oflicium “

ls “ that function by virtue whereof a man hath some

employment in the affairs of another, as of the king

or another person." “ The word principally implies a

duty, and then, the charge of such duty; and it is a

rule that where a man hath to do with another‘s af

fairs against his will, and without his leave, that is an

cflice." '

In the Revised Statutes or any act or resolution of

Congress passed since February 25, l87l, reference to

any " oiilcer “ includes any person authorized by law

 

‘See Commonwealth .v. White, 6 Cush. 188 (1860);

Shaw 1:. Morley, L. R., 8 Ex. ‘H0 (1868).

‘Phillips 0. Moore, 100 U. S. 212 (1870), Field, J.;

Hauenstein v. Lynham, ib. 484 (1879); Fairfax v. Hun

ter, 7 Cranch, 621 (1818); 8 Bl. Com. 259.

' [Bouvier‘e Law Dict.

' [Abbott's Law Dict.

‘United States v. Trice, 80 F. R 493-94 (1887), cases.

Hammond, J.; Cowell, Diet ; 4 Jae. Dict. 433; 2 Tomi.

Diet. 604.

to perform the duties of such omce, unless the con

text shows that a more restricted sense is meant.‘

One who receives no certificate of appointment,

takes no oath of oflice, has no term or tenure of ofiice,

discharges no duties and exercises no powers depend

ing directly on the authority of law, but simply per

forms such duties as are required of him by the per

sons employing him, and whose responsibility is

limited to them, is not an officer. “Of.‘lice“ implies

authority to exercise some portion of the sovereign

power of the state.I -

City ofllcer. One whose functions relate

exclusively to the local affairs of a city.

State oflicer. One whose duties concern the

State at large or the general public.‘

Civil ofllcera. Within the meaning of Art.

II, sec. 4, of the Constitution, all oflicers of

the United States who hold their appoint

ments under the national government,

whether their duties are executive or jddi

cial, in the highest or in the lowest depart

ments of the government, with the excep—

tion of o'flicers in the army or navy.‘

What is necessary to constitute a person an oflicei

of the United States, in any of the various branches of

its service, was very fully considered in United Slates

v. Germaine, 99 U. s. m1o(1m>, in whjchcase it was

distinctly pointed out that. under the Constitution, all

its ofiicers were appointed by the President, by and

with the consent of the Senate, or by a court of law,

or the head of a department, and the heads of the do

partments were defined to be what are now called the

“members of the cabinet.“ Unless a person in the

service of the government, therefore, holds his place

by virtue of an appointment by the President, or of

one of the courts of justice or heads of departments

authorized by law to make such an appointment, he is

not, strictly speaking, an oflicer of the United States

Where Congress may have used the word “ ofllcer " in

a more popular sense, it is the duty of the couri. lo

ascertain such meaning and to begoverned accord

ingly.‘

Commissioned oflicer; non-C0fll7lli-\;8iI)l:i'tI

ofliccr. \Vhenever the United States eta: ut~-s

speak of “ oflicers " of the army, they le

fer to commissioned oflicers. “ Non-connnis

sioned oiiicers ” are not officers in the sense in

 

l [R. S. 5 1.

1 Olmstead 1:. Mayor of New York, 42 N. Y. Super

487-88 (1877).

' Burch v. Hardwicke, 80 Gratt. 83435 (1878), cases.

'1 Story, Const. 5 792.

‘United States v. Mouat. 124 U. S. 307 (1888). Miller,

J.; United States v. Hendee, db. 818 (ltiti8>.—in which

the word is used in a general sense which would in

clude a pay‘-master's clerk. See also United States v

Smith. lb. 58*! (1888), deciding that a clerk in the ofiice

of a collector of customs is not a public oflicer within

B. S. 53639.
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which the latter term is generally used.l See

Cmnr.

Executive ojficer. A person in whom re

sides power to execute the laws.I

Judicial ojficer. A person concerned in

deciding or administering the law. See

JUDICIAL.

Legislative oflicer. A person empowered

to assist in enacting laws.

Ministerial ojficer. A person whose duty

it is to execute the mandate of a superior

oificer. See MINISTER, 1.

Oflicer de facto. Not a mere usurper (q. -v.),

nor yet within the sanction of law, but one

who, “ colore ofiicii," claims and assumes to

exercise ofliciai authority, is reputed to have

it, and the community acquiesces accord

ingly. Ojficer de jure. An oflicer of right,

a rightful officer.3

A defacto oihcer is one who discharges the duties

of an oifice under color of title. One who, having

been elected to an ofllce, assumes to exercise its duties

without having attempted to qualify, is without color

of title and not such an officer.‘

One who acts as an oflicer defacto is estoppsd from

denying that he is such an oificer, even on a criminal

prosecution for malfeasance in oldies.‘I

The validity of an act done by one in a pubhc sta

tion is not. as a rule, to be tried by his title. State v.

Carroll, 35 Conn. 458-77(1871), which contains an ex

haustive examination of the cases, decides that com

petent authority in the appointing or electing body is

not requisite to make a defacto officer.‘

The acts of an oflicer de facto are held to be valid,

because the public good requires it.‘I His acts, within

the sphere oi’ the powers and duties of the oflice, are

as binding as the actsof an ofllcer de jure: ' as, for ex

ample, the act of a judge defacto!

There can be no ofiic‘-r, either de jure or de facto,

if there be no oflice to illl. The doctrine which gives

validityto acts of oflicers de facfo, whatever defects

there may be in the legality of their appointment or

 

I Babbitt v. United States, 16 Ct, Cl. 214 (1880); R. S.

Q; 1280, 1293.

' Thorne 11. San Francisco, 4 Cal. 146 (1851),

' Hussey 11. Smith, 90 U. S. 21 (1878), cases.

' Creighton v. Commonwealth, 83 Ky. 1-17 (1885),

Pryor, J .

I People v. Bunker, 70 Cal. 215 (lififi), cases.

‘State, exrel. Herron v. Smith, 44 Ohio St. 8680886).

' Hussey 1:. Smith, 99 U. S. 24 (1875), cases; Koontz 1:.

Burgess of Hancock, 64 Md. 134 (1885).

' Phillips 1:. Payne, 92 U. S. 13-.’ (1875), cases.

' Bolling v. Lersner, 91 U. S. 596 (1875), cases. A de

me by a judge whose commission had expired four

days before was held valid in Cromer v. Boinest, 27

8. C. 436(1881'), cases. See, as to a justice of the peace

holding over, Hamlin v. Kassafer, 15 Orsg. 4.56 (1851 ,

uses: 86 Alb. Law .1. 95-98 (1888),M

election, is founded upon considerations of policy and

necessity, for the protection of the public and individ

uals whose interests may be affected thereby. Oflices

are created for the benefit of the public, and private

parties are not permitted to inquire into the title of

persons clothed with the evidence of such offlces and

in apparent possession of their powers and functions.

For the good order and peace of society, their author

ity is to be respected and obeyed until in some regular

mode prescribed by law their title is investigated and

determined. Endless confusion would result if in

every proceeding before such offlcers their title could

be calledin question. But the idea of an oificer im

plies the existence of an ofllce which he holds,‘

In ordinary cases, where an election of oflicers of

a corporation has been omitted, the old ofilcers may

continue to act as officcrs de facio. beyond their reg

ular term (though not compelled to do so), and their

acts will bind the corporation; but not so, where the

functions of the corporation have been abrogated or

superseded.’

Public oflicer. A person ‘who has some

duty to perform concerning the public.'

Where an individual has been appointed or elected

in a manner required by law, has a designation or title

given him by law, and exercises functions concerning

the public, assigned to him by law, he must be re

garded as a “public ofllcer." ‘

It is well settled that a court of equity has no juris

diction over the appointment and removal of public

oflicers, whether the power of removal, as well as that

of appointment, is vested in executive or administra

tive boards or oificers, or is intrusted to a judicial tri

bunal. The jurisdiction to determine the title to a

public othce belongs exclusively to the courts of law,

and is exercised either by certiorari, error, or appeal.

or by mandamus, prohibition, or qua warranto, ac

cording to the circumstances of the case, and the es

tablished mode of procedure.‘

Superior oflicer; inferior ojficer. These ex

pressions designate, respectively, an ofiicial

high, or low, in grade or rank, or one in au

thority over, or subordinate to, another.

The President “ shall nominate, and by and with

the Advice and Consent of the Senate shall appoint

 

lNorton 1:. Shelby County, 118 U. 8. 442-48 (1888),

Field, J.; ib. 442-49, cases; 36 Alb. Law J. 506-10 (1887),

cases.

' Burkley o. Levee Commissioners, 93 U. S. 263 (1878),

Bradley, J.; Mining Co. v. Anglo-Californian Bank, 104

id. 192 (1881); Cole 0. Black River Falls, 57 Wis. 118

(1583), cases; 7 Ala. 588; 88 Conn. 471; 60 I11. 529; 48

liie.B0; 27M.inn. 298; 8Monta. 480; 17 Nev. 170; 83 N.

J. L. 201; 24 Wend. 539; EN. C. 550; 21 Ohio St. 818;

56 Pa. 472; 159 Tex. 844; 38 Gratt. 513; 2 Kent, 295.

' Hill 1:. Boyland, 40 Miss. 626 (1836), cases. v

' Bradford v. Justices, 88 Ga. 336 (1862). See also 49

Ala. 80; 45 Ill. 400; 29 Ohio St. 848; 3-1 N. Y. 898; 52 Vt.

104.

° Re Sawyer, 124 U. S. 212 (1888), cases, Gray J. A

to the judicial control of public oflicers, see 24 Cent.

Law J. 172 (1%), cases.
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Ambassadors, other public Ministers and Consuls.

Judges oi’ the supreme Court, and all other Oiflcers of

the United States. whose Appointments are not herein

otherwise provided for, and which shall be established

by Law: but the Congress may by Law vest the Ap

pointment of such inferior Oflicers, as they think

proper, in the President alone. in the Courts of Law,

or in the Heads of Dvpartmeni.S.“ I

“ Inferior ofllcer" here means one subordinate to

those oiiicers in whom the power oi’ appointment may

be vested by act of Congress, to wit, the President,

the courts of law, and the heads of departments.‘

The rule of offlcial obligation, as imposed by law,

is that the ofllcer shall perform the duties of his oifice

honestly, faithfully, and to the best of his ability.

This is the substance of all offlcial oaths. In ordinary

cases, to expect more than this would deter upright

and reasonable men from taking ofllce. This is sub

stantially the rule by which the common law measures

the responsibility of those whose oflficial duties require

them to have the custody of property. public or pri

vnte. if a more stringent obligation is desirable, it

must be prescribed by statute or exacted by express

stipulation.I

No public oiflcer is responsible in a civil suit for a

judicial determination, however erroneous it may be,

or however malicious the motive which produced it.‘

The government does not guarantee the integrity of

its otiicers nor the validity of their acts. It prescribes

rules for them, requires an oath for the faithful dis

charge of their duties, exacts a bond with stringent

conditions: provides penalties for their misconduct or

fraud; but there its rssponsibilityends. They are but

the servants of the law; if they depart from its re

quirements the government is not bound.I

Oificial. 1. An officer, q. 1:.

2. Pertaining to the functions of an oflice:

as, an official—act, bond, certificate, com

munication, oath, report and reporter. qq. 1:.

Opposed, (1) extra.-oflicialz beyond or out

side of the legitimate functions of one’s oflice:

as, an extra-oilicial act; (2) unoflioial: as,

an unoificial report. q. v.

See further AHOTION; Annasr, 2 (2. 8); Come, 2;

Coxrsssanou, 1; Coirrixuascn, 8: Conroaanou;

Ooosrv; DISABILITY; Enanzz|.|:us.\"r; Euonvussr; Ex

TORTION; F1-:2, 2; Govsssusxr: lursacn, 4; I1vcoMPa'r

rsut; Lmanrv, 1, 0! the press: Maoisraan; Manssan,

1; MIBDILIIEANOB, 1; Oars, Of oflice; Onsrancr, 8;

Omciun; Oans, Cum onero; Psnsonrrn; Powss,

Appointing; Qnaurvz Kass; Rsmsnrs; RESIGNATION;

Rsvsxos; Snavws, 3, Civil: Sasanrr; TENURE, 2;

Tom‘; Vacancy; \\'.iFi|i1\i-"r. 2; \Vm'r.

I Constitution. Art. ll. sec. 2. cl. 2.

F Collins v. United States, 14 Ct. Cl. 574 (1878).

' ljiiilt-ti States 0. Thomas, 15 \\'all. 342 (i872), Brad

ley, J . See also People 1-. Faulkner, 31 Hun, 825 (188-1);

74 hie. 261.

‘East River Gasddght Co v. Donnelly,98 N. Y. 559

(1888).

‘ llloilnt 1:. United States, 11?. U. S. iii (i584), Field. J.

See also 1 Addsoa. Torts, 81, note by Wood.

OFFICINA JUSTITIE. L. The shop

of justice: the ordinary side of the court of

ch-ancery (q. v.), because out of it issued, and

to it returned, all writsl

OFFICIUM. L. Duty, authority, 0600.

See INOFFICIOUS.

Colors otficii. Under color of office:

under semblance or pretense of authority.

implies an illegal (but not a corrupt) claim of au

thority, by reason of holding a particular office, to do

a thing in question.‘ See Virtute Ofllcii; Count, 2.

Ex Omcio. From the nature of the office.

Ea: oflicio authority is authority by virtue

of one ofiice to perform the duties of some

other ofiice.S

But making a person an ea‘ ofllcio ofllcer does not

merge the two offices into one.‘

Functus oflicio. Discharged his or its

ofl'ice; exhausted his power; fulfilled the

purpose. ‘

Applied to a person whose ofilcial authority has

ceased, and to a thing which once possessed virtue or

force: as. for example. an agent who has fully exo

cuted his agency; a referee who has rendered his do

cision; a bill, note, or mortgage which has been paid

or merged into a judgment; a trust deed given to so

cure a note, after the note has been paid.‘

An oflicer arresting a party cannot arrest him upon

an exhausted first writ-it has become ftmctur oflb

cio.'

Virtute ofiicii.

cially.

A peace oificer, virtute ofllcii, may arrest for crime

committed in his presence.

An act done virtute oflicii is an act within the au

thority oi! the ofllcer, but in doing it he exercises that

authority improperly. or abuses the confidence which

the law imposés in him. An not done colore oflicii is

of such a nature that the otfice gives no authority to

do it.’ _

OFFSPRHVG. See PARTUS; PATER.

OIL. See lilmnsanz Rasmvun. 2.

Whether benzine is a "chemical oil or burning

fluid " is a question for a jury.‘

'8 Bl. Com. 273, 50.

' See Burrall v. Acker. n Wend. 608 (1840); Kelly 0.

McCormick, 28 N. Y. 821 (1863); Mason 1). Crabtree, 71

Ala. 48! (1582).

' Clay County 1:. Slmousen, 1 Dak. 425 (1877).

‘ People 11. beet, 13 H1. 268 (1851); People v. R05, 88

Cal. 76 (1869); Territory v. Ritter, 1 Wyom. 818, 833

(1875).

‘See 93 U. S. 382; 103 id.167; 82 H1. 863; 7 Barb. E;

23 Tex. 561: 81 Va. 618. '

' Cook v. Bangs, 31 F. R. 646 (1887).

’People v. Schuyler, 4 N. Y. 187 (1850); Seeley u,

Blrdsall, 15 Johns. ‘269 (1818); 74 Ga. 618; 1 Bl. 00111.

849.

‘Mean: 1;. Humboldt ins-. 00.412 Pa 19 (1879); Carri.

gan u. Lycoming Ina Co., 68 Vt. 426 (181).

By virtue of oflice; ofli
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Benzine is a “ rock or earth oil." made from petro

lcum.I

if a policy of insurance forbids the keeping of gaso

line or bcnzins on the premises. authority to use gaso

line gas does not warrant keeping either fluid there

for any other purpose than for the manufacture of

site‘ '

OLD. See NEW.

Referring to a road. does not necessarily mean

long-existing. ancient. May be so opposed to a “ new "

road as to mean simply a road already laid out and

used. '

Old people. See Dsxms; Isrnusucs.

OLEOMARGARDNE.‘ Artificial butter

made out of animal fat. milk, and other sub

stances; imitation butter.

A pstentee is not authorized by the patent laws to

manufacture and sell the patented article in violation

of the laws of a State.‘

Statutes prohibiting the sale of articles made in

imitation and designed to take the place of genuine

butter, unless the packages are so labeled or marked

as to prevent deception upon those who desire to pur

chase butter made from cream only.are constitutional.‘

The legislature of a State may prohibit the sale of

oleomargarine. suine. and like compositions. as an ex

ercise of the police power, q. c.'

The New York act of 1884 was held to be unconsti

tutional in so far as it prohibited the making or using

of any compound designed as a substitute for butter

or cheese. however wholesome, and however openly

and fairly the character of the substitute may be

avowed. “ Such enactment conflicts with the consti

tutional right of liberty in every citizen to adopt and

follow such industrial pursuit, not injurious to the

community, as he may see fit.“ ' But the act of 1885.

which forbids the manufacture or sale of products

not made from unadulterated milk in imitation or

resemblance. or designed to take the place of butter.

is constitutional. It isnot necessary. under the latter

act. that the buyer should be deceived, or that there

should be an attempt to deceive him; and evidence of

the presence of unnecessary coloring matter, designed

to make the oleomargarine resemble dairy butter. will

justify conviction.’
 

I Buchanan 1:. Exchange Ins. Co.. 61 N. Y. 29 (1874);

Bennett v. North British Ins. Co.. 81 id. 275 (1880);

Morse 1:. Buffalo Ins. Co.. 80 Wis. 684 (1872).

' Liverpool, &c. Ins. Co. t‘. Gunthur, 116 U. S. 118. 126

(1885)

' People v. Griswold. 67 N. Y. 61 (1876).

‘ 0’-leo-mitr’-gs-rine.

' Re Brosnahan, 18 F. R. 62 (Mo..1B82).

‘People v. sum. 39 01110 St. 236 (1888); Pierce 0.

State, 63 Md. 592 (1886). '

"State v. Addington. W M0. 110 (1883); Common

wealth v. Powell. 1 County Ct. R. 94 (Pa... 1885).

' People v. Marx. 99 N. Y. 877. 3811 (1885); People v.

Lhrenberg. 108 id. 888 (1886); Butler v. Chambers. 80

Minn. 69 (1886); People v. West. 44 Hun. 163 (1887).

cases: Taylor v. State. Tex. Ap. (1886). cases.

' People v. Arensburg. 1% N. Y. 123 (1837): 108 id.

88 (1886)

 

The Pennsylvania act of May 2!. 1885. is within the

power to legislate for the public health. That some

persons suflfer loss from prohibiljm: the manufacture

and sale of the substance cannot defeat the purpose

of the act: nor either can the opinion of individuals

that the legislature mistook the necessity for such a

law. And the further fact that the pure substance

may he wholesome is irrelevant in a judicial inquiry:

the legislature may still restrict or prohibit trafllc in

the substance. If there is probable ground for believ

ing that entire prohibition of traillc in any prepara

tion is the ‘only way effectually to prevent its being

fraudulently substituted for the real article, then such

pronibition may be upheld as a reasonable police

regulation. although the preparation is in fact innocu

ous. On this principle. mixing milk and water. and

admtering confections and provisions. have been made

penal ofle nses.1

That statute of Pennsylvania. which was designed

“ to protect the public health. and to prevent adultero

tion of dairy products and fraud in the sale thereof."

does not deny to persons the equal protection of the

laws. nor deprive them of property without compensa

tion as required by law. nor of any right of liberty or

property without due process of law.- within the

meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment. "The (Su

preme) court is unableio aflirm that this legislation

has no real or substantial relation to such objects “ as

are expressed in the title of the act.I

An act of Congress. approved August 2. 1886 (24

St. L. 209). provides. section 1. that for the purpose of

the act “ butter" shall be understood to mean “ the

food product usually known as butter. and which is

made exclusively from milk or cream. or both. with or

without common salt. and with or without additional

coloring matter." ‘

Sec. 2. “That for the purposes of this act certain

manufactured substances, certain extracts. and cer

tain mixturcs and compounds. including such mixtures

and compounds with butter. shall be known and due

ignated ‘ oleomarganne,‘ namely: All substances here

tofore known as oleomargarine. oleo. 0le01nargarine

oil, butterlne, iardine. sulne, and neutral; all mixtures

and compounds of oleomargarine. oleo. oléomsrga

rine-oil. butterine. iardine. suine, and neutral; all lard

extractsand tallow extracts; and all mixtures and

compounds of tallow. beef-fat. suet. lard. lard-oil,

vegetable-oil annotto. and other coloring matter. in

testinal fat. and offal fat made in imitation or sem

blance of butter. or when so made, calculated or in

tended to be sold as butter or for butter.“

Sec. 8. imposes special taxes as follows: $1‘-00 upon

manufacturers for sale; $480 upon wholesale deal

er-s—— those who sell in the original packages. except

such as sell only their own production; $18 upon retail

dealers

Sec. 4. Besides being liable for said tax. every per

 

IPowell v. Commonwealth. 114 Pa. 256. 292 (1887),

Sterrett. J. See Commonwealth v. Waite. 93 Mass. 264

(1&i'>,\, and Commonwealth 1:. Evans. 13:! id. 11 (1882).

as to selling milk mixed with water; 28 Am. Law Reg.

88-ill (lE\‘i?). cases; 26 Am. Law Rev. 97-101 (1888). cases.

1 Powell v. Pennsylvania. 127 U. S. 678. 684 (1888)

Harlan. J .; Field, J_, dissenting.
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son who carries on the business of manufacturer with

out having paid the tax therefor, shall be fined, for

each offense, from $1,000 to $5,0iX); every person who

so wholesales, from $500 to $2,000; and every person

who so retails, from $50 to $500.

See. 5. Every manufacturer shall conduct his busi~

ness under such regulations as the commissioner of

internal revenue, with the secretary of the treasury,

may require as to notices, inventories, bonds, books of

account, signs, surveillance of officers, etc. The bond

shall be in a pcnal sum of not less than $5,000, and

may be increased from time to time.

Sec. 0. All oleomargarine shall be packed in wooden

packages, not before used for the purpose, each con

taining not less than ten pounds, and marked, stamped,

and branded according to the regulations; and all

sales by manufacturers or wholesale dealers shall be

in original stamped packages. Retail dealers may sell

only from such packages, in quantities not exceeding

ten pounds, and shall pack in suitable wooden or paper

packages, marked and branded as prescribed. A per

son who knowingly violates this section shall be fined,

for each oiiense, not more than $1,000, and be impris

oned not more than two years.

See. 7. Every manufacturer shall securely aflix, by

pasting, on each package, a label giving his number,

district, and State, that he has complied with the law,

and that persons are not again to use the package, or

the stamp, nor to remove the contents without de

stroying the stamp. Neglecting to aiiix, and removing,

the label, are flnable $50 for each package in respect

to which the oflense is committed.

Sec. 8. Upon oleomargarine which shall be manu

factured and sold, or removed for consumption or use,

there shall he collected a tax of two cents per pound,

to be paid by the manufacturer. The tax levied shall

be represented by coupon stamps, engraved, issued,

destroyed, etc, as are stamps relating to tobacco.

Sec. 9. When any manufacturer has removed for

sale or consumption olcomargarine without the use of

proper stamps, the commissioner of internal revenue,

within two years at most. upon satisfactory proof,

shall estimate, and make an assessment for the

amount, and certify the same to the collector. The

tax shall be in addition to the penalties imposed by

law for such sale or removal.

Sec. 10. Regulates importation from foreign coun

tries.

Sec. 11-12. The penalty for knowingly purchasing or

receiving for sale oleomargarine which has not been

branded or stamped is $50 for each offense; and for

oleomargarine as to which the special tax has not

been paid, $100, with forfeiture of the articles or the

value thereof.

Sec. 18. Provides as penalties for not destroying

stamps upon emptied packages, fines up to $100 and

imprisonment not more than one year.

Sec. 14. Provides for employing analytical chemists

and microscopists, regularly and in particular cases:

and for appeals from the decisions of the commissioner

of internal revenue to a board of final decision, consist

ing of the surgeons-general of the army and navy, and

the commissioner of agriculture.

Sec. 15. Packages subject to tax. without stamps or

marks as provided, and oieomargarine adjudged dele

732 OMNIS

terious to the public health, shall be forfeltml to the

United States.

Willfully removing or defacing stamps. marks, or

brandson packages regularly taxed, is a misdemeanor.

punishable by a tine of $100 to $2,000, and imprison

ment thirty days to six months.

Sec. 111. Provides for exporting to foreign countries,

without payment of tax or stamping, under prescribed

regulations, each package being branded “0leomar

garine" in plain Roman letters at least one half an

inch square.

Sec. 17. Any manufacturer who defrauds or at

tempts to defraud the United States of the tax shall

forfeit the factory and apparatus used. and all oieo

margarine and raw material on the premises. and be

tlned $500 to $5,000, and be imprisoned six months to

three years.

See. 18. For any forbidden act. for which no specific

penalty is imposed, the penalty shall be $1,000; if done

by a manufacturer or a wholesale dealer, he shall for

feit all the oleomargarine owned by him.

Sec. 19. Penalties may be recovered in any court of

competent jurisdiction.

Sec. 20. The commissioner of internal revenue,

with the approval of the secretary of the treasury,

may make regulations ncedful for carrying the act

into effect.

Sec. 21. The act shall go into eflect on the nlnetieth

day (Oct. 31, 1886) after its passage.

OLERON, LAWS OF. A code of mari

time iaws, promulgated during the twelfth

century from the island of Oleron, off the

coast of France.

The code was greatly improved, if not indeed wholly

compiled, by Richard the First (11B9—99), the island

being then a possession of England. and became the

substructure of the maritime constitutions of all the

nations in Europe.I

OLOGRAPH. See Honoonsru.

OMITTED. See BLANK, 2; Cases, Omis

sus. .

OMNIS. L. Every; every thing, every

one; all.

Omne madus. See MAJOR.

Omnia przesumuntur.

MERE; SPOLIATION.

Omnia rite. See PRESUMERE.

Omnibus. For all: containing two or

more independent matters. Applied to a

count in a declaration, and to a bill of legis

lation, and perhaps to a clause in a will,

which comprises more than one general sub

ject.2 See TITLE, 2, Of act.

Omnis deflnitio. See Darmmo.

Omnis ratihabitio. See RATIHABITIO.

See Panaso

 

‘See 1 Bl. Com. -118: 4 id. -128; 1Chitty, 1'd.4lB; Coke,

Litt. 2; 3 Kent, 12: 1 Pars. Ship. 8: Adm. 9; 1 Pet. Adm.

R. Ap.

‘See H Md. 193; 6‘ PI. 4735; 107 U. 8.153.
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ON. Upon; at; near to.

A deed described land as “on a railroad.“ Held,

in a suit to set aside the conveyance for misdescrip

tibn. that “on,“ as denoting CODtlE,"JlL)‘ or neighbor

hood, may mean as well “near to" as ‘‘at.‘'' See

Oorrrnssn.

A vessel may be in distress " on the shore “ without

being actually in contact with the shore.‘

“ On a decree " being made means after the decree

is made — contemporaneously or immediately after.‘

See Uros, 2.

On account. See Accocsr, 1.

On account of. See Concnasz Cosm

nos.

On condition. See CONDITION; Paovmnn.

On default.‘ See Dnrsuur.

On demand. See Dnnaso.

On file. See FILE.

On or about. Unless otherwise provided

by statute, may not recite‘ a date or an 00

currence with sufficient certainty.

An allegation in an indictment that the accused did

the act “ on or about “ a certain day may be void for

uncertainty, as not showing but that the action is

barred by lapse of time.‘

The actual day may be before or after the day

stated.l

On onbefore. An act to be done "on or

before” a day named, permits a doing on

that last day.‘

ONCE A WEEK. See NEWSPAPER;

WEEK.

ONCE IN JEOPARDY. See JEOPARDY.

ONERARI. See ONUS.

ONEROUS.'I Burdensome, oppressive.

See ONUS. \

In the civil law, referring to a contract: made for

some consideration, however small; referring to a

gift: subject to charges imposed on the donee.

ONLY. Solely; alone.

A clause in an act of sale restricting a warranty to

troubles, evictions, etc., arising from the acts of the

"vendor only," will be limited to that person exclu

lively.‘

ONTARIO, LAKE. See Lanes.

ONUS. L. A charge, burden, incum

bran cc.
 

' Burnarn v. Banks, 45 M0. 849, 851 (1870).

' The Mac, 46 L. T. 007 (1882).

' Bradley 11. Bradley, L. R., 3 P. I). 50 (1878).

1 United sum; u. Winslow, a Saw. an (1875).

' Conroy v. Oregon Oonstruction Co., 23 F. R 78

(1885:.

0 Wall 1: Simpson, 6 J. J. 1l1arsh.155(1B31); James 1:.

Benjamm. 72 Ga. 185 (1353); Scheerer 0. Manhattan

Ins. Co., 16 F. R. 720 (1863).

' Pronounced 6n‘-erous.

' New Orleans, &.c. R. Co. v. Jourdaln, 84 La. An.

MB (1882).
\

Cum onere.

advantage.

Part of the maxim tmnsif terra cum o1m~e,land

passes with the charge,— is transferred as incumbered.

Every benefit is to be enjoyed cum owners.‘ The

right to engage in a restricted business is a privilege

cum onere.' If a legatee accepts the bequest, it is

with the disabilities annexed, cum oner-e.I

The incumbent of a public office takes it cum

onere,— with aliability of having new labors imposed

upon him without any countervailing addition to his

salary.‘ See COMPENSATION, 1.

Exoneretur. Let the burden, the liabil

ity, be removed; let him be discharged. A

note indorsed on a bail-piece that the surety

is relieved.

Allowed when the condition imposed is fulfilled by

an act of God, an act of the obligee or of the law.‘

When of right, to be applied for: and the matter

thereof is pleadable in defense. When of favor, avail

able only on order of court.‘

Onerari non. Not to be charged. A plea

that defendant should not be held indebted.

Onus probandi. Burden of proof, q. u.

OP. An abbreviation of opinion.

OPEN. 1, v. (1) To begin: as, to open an

argument. See AFFIRMATIVE (1).

(2) To order a resale: as, to open bidding-s

received on judicial sale for irregularity,

fraud, or gross inadequacy of price." See

further BID.

(3) To proclaim as convened and ready for

the transaction of judicial businesl: as, to

open court. Compare Open, 2, (6); Cams.

(4) To set aside, vacate: as, to open a de

cree, a judgment.

(5) To restore or recall to its conditional

state: as, to open a rule made absolute, in

order to admit of cause being shown against

the rule.

(6) To explain the nature of the issue, and

the evidence to be offered: as, to open 0

trial, a hearing, a case.8

(7) To admit the public to its use; to clear

of obstructions: as, to open a street or road.‘

With the charge or dis

 

‘ Mundorfl u. Wickersham, 63 Pa. 89 (1869), cases.

' Finch v. United States. 102 U. S. 272 (1880).

' Rogers 1:. Law, 1 Black, 261 (1861).

‘ State v. Kelsey, “N. J. L. 83 (1882).

‘Taylor v. Talntor, 10 Wall. 369 ($72).

' Beers v. Haughton, 9 Pet. 858 (1S65), Story, .7.

' See Tripp 1:. Cook, 26 Wend. 150-57 (1841); 31 Miss.

614; 18 Gratt.639; Sugd. Vend. 90.

l [3 Bl. Corn. 866; 10 F. R. 8%: 89 H. 0.548; 10 Oreg.

176.

° [State 1:. Commissioners, 87 N. J. L. 14 (1674), Ben’

ley, C. J.



OPERA “
3-i OPINION

_———_—_—___._______—__——-—J--—

Whenever a public road is traveled it is in tact

opened, although nothing may have been done by the

overseers for the purpose of opening it.I

A road which is not closed or lncloscd, shut up or

obstructed, must be an opened road.‘ '

A highway laid out and established through wild

and unfenced lands, and afterward used and traveled

by the public, is “ lawfully opened." '

2, adj., (1) Subject to adjustment or dis

pute; still continuing: as, an open account,

g. 11.

(2) Public; overt, q. v.: as, an open act of

crime. See (10); PATENT, 1.

(8) With names of witnesses not named, or

time and place not fixed: as, an open com

mission to take testimony.

(4) Unperformed: as, a contract, left open.

(5) In which all members have a voice in

the election of oflicers: as, an open corpora

tion, q. '0.

(6) In session, organized for the transaction

of judicial business; 'or public, free to all:

as, open court.‘ See Open, 1, (3); CHAMBERS.

Courts of equity are said to be always “ open." ‘

('7) In the presence of witnesses; public:

as, an open entry upon land.6

(8) In a condition admitting the filing of

objections: as, open to exception.

(9) With no property applicableto the pay

ment of debts: as, open insolvency."

(10) Opposed to secret.

Indecent exposure of the person to one individual

of the opposite sex constitutes " open “ lewdness, q. o.

(11) Not restricted as to person. time, or,

perhaps, as to price: as, an open order to sell

realty.

(12) With the value of the subject to be as

certained in case of loss: as, an open policy

of marine insurance. q. 12.

(18) An instruction that if a defect in a sidewalk

was " open and notorious" the defendant is charge

able with notice, is not erroneous "Open" would

not imply the existence 0! an “ open hole" in the

sidewalk, but "not concealed, not hidden. exposed to

view, apparent," a secondary signification in which

the word is frequently used.‘

Keep open. See Kane. Open door. See Horse.

OPERA. A composition of a dramatic

kind set to music and sung, accompanied

 

1 Wilson 1:. Jones, 29 Ka'n. 250 (1988).

' City of Topeka v. Russam. 80 Kan. 569 (1883).

' State 0. Wertzel, 62 Wis. 190 (1886).

4 Hobart 1:. Hobart, 45 Iowa, 504 (1877).

' 3 Bl. Com. 48.

° See Thompson 0. Kenyon, 100 Mass. 111 (1868).

" See Hardesty o. Kinworthy, 8 Blackf. '305 (1848).

' Kelieher v. City of Keokuk. ‘T0 Iowa, 475 (1888).

with musical instruments, and enriched with

appropriate costumes, scenery, etc.1

Opera house. The house in which operas

are represeuted.1

A dedication to the public of the arrangement of a

musical composition for the piano does not dedicate

what it does not contain and what cannot be repro

duced from it, and an unauthorized person does not

therefore possess the right to perform such compo

sition as set for an orchestra, although he have an

opportunity to copy it. An opera is more like a pat

ented invention than a common book, as to the rule

that he who obtains similar results, better or worse.

by similar means, though the opportunity is furnished

by an unprotected book, should be held to infringe the

rights of the composer.I '

A performance on the stage is not such a publica

tion as will destroy the exclusive common-law rightor

the author and his assigns to a. dramatic or lyrical

composition 0! this sort. though the composer as an

alien is not entitled ‘to the benefits of our law of stat

utory copyright.I See Coxrosrrion, 1, Musical; Corr

morrr: Danna; Tnnusa.

Opera glass. See Baooaos. ‘

OPERATE. For associates " to operate

on lands " purchased, was held to include

selling timber to be cut and removed.I

Operation. 1. Of a law: its practical

working and efiect.4 See Umronm.

Operation of law. The application of legal

rules to a given set of facts: as, to succeed

to property by act and operation of law. See

Msnonn.

2. In patent law, see PATENT, 2; Moon.

0_p'erative. 1, n. An employee, a serv

ant,° q. v. See also Pnoramroa, 2.

2, adj. Effective: the “operative words"

in an instrument contain its essential terms

or conditions.

Inoperative provisions are such as cannot

be enforced. See LEGAL, Illegal; SURPLUS

sea.

OPINION. An inference or conclusion

drawn by a witness, expert, juror, judge or

court, or counsel; and regards either or both

facts and law. See VALUE, 1081.

1. The exception to the rule that the opinion of A

witness is not competent evidence is not confined to

the case of expert testimony. While it is necessary

that the witness should first state the facts upon

which he bases his opinion, it is not necessary to do so

where the facts are not capable of reproduction in

 

1 Rowland 1:. Kleber, 1 Pittsb. 71 (1858).

' Thomas 0:. Lennon, 14 F. R 849 (1$3). cases. Low

ell. Cir. J.

' Eaton v. Smith, 20 Pick. 15?’ 0&5).

‘ Geebrick v, State, (5 Iowa, 496 (1857).

'See1l‘a. L.J. 868; 2Cranch. 240.71“
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such a way as to bring before the minds of the jury

the condition of things upon which he bases his opin

ion. Such evidence is competent from the necessity

of the case.I

Facts which are made up of a great variety of cir

cumstances and a combination of appearances, which,

from the infirmity of language, cannot be properly

described, may be shown ny witnesses who observed

them; and, where their observation is such as to jus

tify it, they may state the conclusions of their own

minds. In this category may be placed matters in

volving magnitude or quantities, portions of time,

space, motion, gravitation, value, and such as relate

to the condition or appearances of persons or things.

On the same principle, the emotions or feelings of

persorm, such as grief, joy, hope, despondency, anger,

fear, and excitement, may be likewise shown.‘ See

Caaaacrza; Exrssr; Rarnnsxsnrion, 2.

2. The courts are not agreedastothe knowledge

upon which the opinion of a juror must rest in order

to render him incompetent, or whether the opinion

must be accompanied by malice or ill-will; but all

hold that it must be founded upon evidence, and be

more than a mere imprcssion,—if hypothetical only,

the partiality is not so manifest as necessarily to set

the Juror aside. For an opinion need not make him

impartial. An impression formed from reading news

papers does not necessarily unfit one for the service.‘

Upon the trial of the issue of fact raised by a chal

lenge to a jur6r, in acrlmlnal case. on the ground that

he has formed and expressed an opinion as to the

issue, the court is practically called upon to say

whether the nature and strength of the opinion are

such as in law necessarily raise the presumption of

partiality. The question is one of mixed law and

fact— the latter to be tried upon evidence. The find

ing ought not to be set aside, unless the error is mani

fest. unless it be clearly made to appear that, upon

> the evidence, the court should have found that the

juror had formed such an opinion that he could not in

law be deemed impartial. The case must be one in

which it is manifest that the law left nothingto the

conscience or discretion of the court.‘

“Those strong and deep impressions which close

the mind against the testimony which may be oflered

in opposition to them, which will combat that testi

mony and resist its force, do constitute a sufilcient

objection " to a juror.‘

" Sanford‘: impressions [based upon rumor or news

paper statements] were not such as would refuse to

 

IJones v. Puller, 19 8. C. 66 (1882); Commonwealth

v. Sturtlvant, 117 Mass. 188 (1875); Hardy u. Merrill, 56

s. H. :m (1875); 1“'hart. Ev. $5 511, 450.

‘State v. Baldwin, 86 Kan. 10 (1886), cases, John

mm. J.

‘Reynolds 11. United States, 98 U. S. 15556 (1878),

cases; 19 Blatch. 256; 47 Conn. 580-81; 49 id. 875; 600i.

466.

‘Reynolds 0. United States, % U. 8. 156 (1878),

Waite, C. J. Approved, Spies 11. Illinois, 1% id. 179

(1887).

‘United States 0. Burr, 1 Burr's Trial, (16 (lflfl),

ltanhall. 0. J.
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yield to the testimony that might be oflsrod, nor were

they such as to close his mind to a fair consideration

of the testimony." I

Prejudice against crime will not of itself disqualify

a man as a juror.1

A statute of Illinois, in force since July 1, 1874, pro

vides that it shall not be a cause of challenge that a

Juror has read in the newspapers an account of the

commission of the crime charged, nor shall the fact

that he has formed an opinion or impression, based

upon rumor or newspaper statements (about the truth

of which he has expressed no opinion), disqualify him,

if he shall upon oath state that he believes he can

fairly and impartially render a. verdict in accordance

with the law and the evidence, and the court shall be

satisfied of the truth of such statement. “ It is not a

test question whether the juror will have the opinion

which he has formed from newspapers changed by the

evidence, but whether his verdict will be based upon

the account which may here [before the trial court] be

given by witnesses under oath." A similar statute

was enacted in New York in 1872, in Michigan in 1878,

in Ohio in 1880, in Nebraska in 1885; all which have

been sustained by express decision or treated as valid

by the highest courts of those States. The rule of the

statute of Illinois, as construed, is not materially dif

ferent from that adopted by the courtsin many of the

States without legislative action; and the same is not

repugnant to the guaranty for an impartial juryin

criminal trials‘ See further Caauasoa 4: lana

naa; Paswnicn, 1; Rs-.i.ioio:v.

3. The view of the facts in a case enter

tained by the judge who presides at the trial.

it is no longer an open question that a judge of a

courtof the United States, in submitting a case to the

jury, may, in his discretion, express his opinion upon

the facts; and that when no rule of law is incorrectly

stated, and all matters of fact are ultimately submitted

to the determination of the jury, such expressions of

opinion are not reviewable on writ of error.‘ See

further Oman, 2 (2, c).

The statement of the reasons advanced by

a judge or court in support of a decision ren

dered. See DECISION; DICTUM, 2; JUDGMENT.

Concurring opinion. An opinion that

agrees with the conclusions in another opin

ion rendered in the same case. Dissenting

opinion. An opinion that does not agree

with the views expressed by the majority of

a court in its opinion. Whence dissentients.

(Rare.)

Judicial opinion. A ruling upon a ques

tion directly involved in an argument or

cause. Extra-judicial opinion. A ruling

upon a point either only incidentally raised

 

I Spies at al. 1:. People, 122 Ill. %2 (1887).

' Spies at al. 0. People, 122 I11. 268-64 (1887).

‘The Anarchists‘ Case,- Spies 0. Illinois, 128 U. 8

107-69 (1887),cases, Waite, C. J.

‘ Rocker 1;. Wheeler, 12? U. 8. 88 (188), can
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or else without any bearing whatever; a

dictum, q. v.

Whenever, in any civil suit or proceeding in a cir

cuit court held bya circuit justice and a circuit judge

or a district judge, there occurs any “diii'erence of

opinion " between the judgesas to any matter or thing

to be decided, ruled, or ordered by the court, the opin

ion of the presiding justice or judge shall prevail. and

be considered the opinion of the court for the time

being.1

In criminal proceedings the point shall, " upon the

request of either party or their counsel, he stated

under the direction of the judges, and certified. under

seal of the court. to the Supreme Court at their next

session." But the cause may proceed “ it in the opin

ion of the court. further proceedings can be had with

out prejudice to the merits." Where the judges dis

agree as to the imprisonment or punishment. none

shall be permitted.‘

Where, on a certificate of division from a circuit

court. the Supreme Court is equally divided in opin

ion, the case will be remitted to the court below to en

able it to take such action as it may be advised.‘

The Supreme Court will not take jurisdiction of the

case, it the certificate, instead of being confined to the

single points of law, presents either questions of fact

or the whole case for adjudication.‘

A certificate of division can he resorted to only

when “ a question “ has occurred in which the judges

differ. and where “ the point “ of disagreement may

he distinctly stated. It cannot be resorted to to pre

sent a question of tact, a question of tact and law, or

a difference of opinion on the general case.‘

Each question certified must be upon a distinct

point of law, clearly stated, and not upon the whole

case. nor whether upon the evidence judgment should

be for one party or for the other.‘

4. A statement, often in writing, made by

an attorney, of what he supposes the law to

be with reference to a matter or case. See

Arronssv. At law.

OPPOSIING. See Inmnrsr, I2 (2).

OPPOSITE. See ADVERSE; PARTY.

OPPRESSION. An act of cruelty, se

verity, unlawful exaction, domination, or

use of excessive authority.7 Compare Ex

‘PORTION.

 

I R. S. 55 650, 652.

‘R. S. 5 651; United States v. Harris, 106 U. S. 629

(1882).

' Hannauer v. Woodrufl, 10 Wall. 482 (1870); Sillimsn

0. Iiudson River Bridge Co., 1 Black. 582 (1861). See

generally Durant v. Essex Company, 7 Wall. 110 (1868).

‘Weeth v. New Eng. Mortgage 00., 106 U. S. 606

(1882), cases.

' California Natural Stone Paving 00. u. Moiitor, 118

U. S. 609 (1885).

' Williumsport Bank v. Knapp, 119 U. S. 800 (1886),

cases; Jewell v. Knight. 128 id. 432438 (1887), cases

' United States 1:. Denver, 14 F. R. 595 (1882), Dick,

District Judge.

1

To make an act oppressive on the part of an officer

under Rev. St., $3169, subdivision 1, it must he done

willfully, “under color of law,“ and "without legal

authority.“ I

OPTIMUS. See Usus. 1076.

OPTION. Right of choice, selection or

election.

A covenant in a lease giving the option to purchase

is in the nature of a continuing ofler to sell.’

The option to avoid or accept a sale by a trustee is

to be exercised within a reasonable time.I

Buyer-’s option. A right on the part 01'

a purchaser to take and pay for the purchase

at any time within a given period.‘

Local option. Refers to a law which

enables voters to decide whether licenses to

sell intoxicating liquors within their particu

lar district or locality shall or shall not be

granted.

The weight of authority favors the constitutionality

of_ local option laws. A legislature cannot delegate

its power to make a law, but it can make a law to del

egate power to determine some fact or the state of

things upon which the law makes, or intends to make,

its own action depend. There are many things. upon

which wise and useful legislation must depend. which

cannot be known to the law-making power. and must,

therefore. be a subject of inquiry and determination

outside of the halls of legislation.‘ Compare Pnorn~

arnozv. 2.

Option contract. An agreement be

tween the so-called “buyer ” and “ seller ” of

a commodity (or a security for money) that

they will adjust the account between them

at a future day by one paying the other the

diiference in the market value of the article

on,that day as compared with the value on

the day of “ sale.”

A contract tor the sale of property to be delivered

at a future time at the option of the purchaser. there

being no understanding by both parties that the prop

erty is to he delivered. but rather that the obligation is

to he satisfied by the payment of differences, is void.‘

The question of the legality of sales by option de

 

lUnited States v. Deaver. ante.

I Willard u. Tayloe, 8 Wall. 564 (1869), cases.

l Twin-Lick Oil Co. v. liiarhury, 91 U. S. 691 (1875).

‘ [Pickering 1:. Demerritt, 1(Xi iiiasa 421 (1808), Foster,

Judge. -

‘Locke's Appeal. 72 Pa. 498, 494408 (1873), cases;

Bailey 1:. State. 1-1 Tex. Ap. 510-12 (1883); liienken v.

Atlanta, Sup. Ct. Ga. (1887); State v. Pond, Sup. Ct. Mo.

(1888); 12 Am. Law Reg.129-43 (1878), cases; 12 Cent.

Law J. 128-27 (1881), cases; 86 Ark. 69; 42 Conn. 364; 4

Harr.. Del., 479; 42 Ind. 547; 83 lows, 134; 14 Bush, 071;

42 Md. 71;108 Mass. 27; 109 id. 199; 62110. 168; 86 N. J.

L. 72); Cooley, Const. Lim. 125.

'Melchert v. American Union Tel. 00.. 11 F. R IN

(1852), cases; ib. 201-.5, cases: I. c. 8 McCrary, 521.
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ponds in part on local legislation, in part on judicial

precedent, and in part on the special tendency of the

sdjudicating court with respect to political economy.‘

See further Fururum; PUT, 2; Wanna, 2.

OR. 1. The ending -or, in assignor, con

signor, covenantor, devisor, donor, grantor,

obligor, payor, vendor, warrantor, and like

words, designates the actor or doer; while -ee,

designates the recipient — the person toward

whom the action is directed, for whom the

thing is done, as in assignee, consignee, de

visee, etc. Originally, a Latin suifix.

The corresponding active form of appellee, ap

pointee. distributee, drawee, patentee, transferee, is,

for the most part, the English suffix -er; as. drawer,

transferrer, etc.‘

2. The disjunctive particle “or” will be

read “and” when such change will give

effect to the evident intention of law makers,

testators, or contracting parties.‘

it cannot be construed "and" in a penal statute

when the effect is to aggravate the oflense.‘ I

" Or “ may he used in the sense of "to wit," ex

plaining what precedes. In this sense an indictment

may adopt the words of the statute; as, “a bank-bill

or promissory note,“ a horse of "a buy or brown

color." But “spirituous or intoxicating liquor" may

be bad for uncertainty!

An indictment for betting on a game of " hazard or

skill " is unobjectionable.‘

Under a statute against permitting gaming in a

"drarn-shop,“ an indictment for gaming in a " dram~

shop or grocery " is not bad for the surplusage." See

Ann.

ORAL. in spoken words: as, an oral

agreement, oral evidence.

When a pleading sets up a contract and does not

allege that it was in writing, it will be taken to have

been oral.‘ See Oar Tsxus; PAROL, 2.

ORATOR.9 A petitioner in a court of

equity; as complainant or plaintiff.

Oratrix is the feminine form of the word

in Latin.

ORCHARD. See Mnssvaon

0BCfliSTRA. See OPERA.

l 11 F‘. R. 211, ante, Dr. Wharton.

‘See 2 Bl. Com. 140 (ll): Coke, Lltt. Q57.

‘ United States v. fink, 8 Wall. 447 (1865); Dumont v.

United States, 96 U. S. 148 (1878); 14 Ct. Cl. 800; 41 Iowa,

we; 20 Pick. 378, 477; l05 Mass. 185; 50 Mich. 531; 64 N.

(£493,568; 74 id. 402; 24 N. J. L.cse; 24 N.Y.468; 40

(d.97;82Pa.826:88id.2-&8;20Tex.488;2-iWls.894;1

Williams, Ex. W; 9 East, 866; 16 id. 67;81L.J. Ex. 88.

‘State v. Walters, 9? N. C. 400 (i&i7), cases.

‘Commonwealth 11. Grey, 2 Gray, 502 (1554), cases; 7

Gffltt. 59-1.

‘sum v. Hester, 48 Ark. 40 (1886); Mans. Dig. § 1sas_

' Ballentine v. State, 48 Ark. 48 (1886).

'Schreiber 0. Butler, 84 ind. 58% (1882).

‘ L. orator: wore. to petition.

(47) ‘

 

ORDAH. 1. To make, enact, establish:

as, to ordain a constitution, a system of

courts.I See Oanmasca.

1. To appoint, institute, clothe with au

thority.

A minister is ordained when invested with minis

terial functions or sacerdotai power.‘

ORDEAL. An ancient species of trial

by appeal to Providence.

Fire ordeal was performed by taking in the hand,

unhurt, a piece of red-hot iron of one to three pounds

weight, or by walking barefooted and blindfolded over

nine red-hot ploughshares laid lengthwise at unequal

distances. Escaping uninjured was adjudged evidence

of innocence. This species was for persons of rank.

Water ordeal was performed by plunging the bare

arm up to the elbow in boiling water, or by casting the

person intoa pond or river. Escaping unscaided, or

floating without the action of swimming, as the case

might be, was deemed evidence of innocence. This

species was for the common people.

Either species could be performed by a deputy;

whence the expression " go through tire and water "

for another. The cold-water ceremony was also a

test for the possession of witches. Both species were

abolished by 8 Henry III (1219)! Compare Barren

Trial by.

ORDER. A command, direction, man

date.

1. An informal note requesting the pay

ment of money, or the delivery of personalty,

to a person named or to the bearer of the

note.‘

The word does not import exclusively a written in

strument.‘

On a promissory note, bill of exchange, or check,

makes the paper negotiable (q. v.), although imper

sonal words are used.‘

By the lawqnerchant, the purchaser of negotiable

paper, payable to order, unless it be indorsed by the

payee, takes the paper subject to any defense the

payor may have against the payee.’

In statutes against forgery, a written direction ad

dressed by one who either has in fact, or in writing

professes to have, control over a fund or thing, to an

other who either purports in the writing to be under

obligationto obey, or who is in fact under such ob

ligation, commanding him how to appropriate the

fund or thing. There are two kinds of orders: such

 

I 1 Wheat. 824; 4 id. 402.

' Kibbe v. Antram, 4 Conn. 189 (1821); Baker u. Fales,

16 Mass 512 (1820).

‘ 4 Di. Corn. 842; 110 U. 8. 829-80; 2 Am. Jur. 28)

(1829); 1 Steph. Hist. Cr. L. Eng. 250.

‘See Hinnemann u. Rosenback, 89 N. Y. 100 (1868).

‘Treat v. Stanton, 14 Conn. 466 (1841).

‘ Mechanics‘ Bank v. Straiton, 8 Keyes, 866 (N. Y_,

1867).

’ Osgood v.Artt,1T F. R. 575 (1383); Oamidy c,M

Nat. Bank, ill Minn. B6 U882).
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as are orders on their face: and such as may beshown then to “ stop " buying or selling, as the can

to be orders by averment and proof.l

See Srons:-oanaas.

2. Any direction of a court, other than a

judgment or decree, made in a. cause.

The judgment or conclusion of the court

upon any motion or proceeding.2

An "order " is a decision made during the progress

of the cause, either prior or subsequent to final judg

ment, settling some point of practice or some question

collateral to the main issue, and necessary to be dis»

posed of before such issue can be passed upon by the

court, or necessary to bedetermined in carrying into

execution the iinal judgment. A “ final judgment “

is the determination oi.’ the court upon the issue pre

sented, which ascertain: and fixes absolutely and

finally the rights of the parties in the particular suit

in relation to the subject-matter oi the litigation, and

puts an end to the suit.‘

An “order " ls interlocutory, and made on motion

or petition. A " decree“ ls final, and made at the

hearing of the cause.‘

Cautionary order. See Cavnos.

Charging order. In England, an order

granted to a judgment creditor, that prop

erty of his debtor in public stocks shall stand

charged with the payment of the amount of

the judgment, with interest and costs.5 See

Stop Order, 1.

Deeretel order. An order which, from

a direction contained in it, may terminate

the particular suit, like a decree made at the

hearing.‘

Interlocutory order. An order made

during the progress of a suit upon some in

cidental matter. Opposed, final order. See

INTERLOCUTORY.

Order nisi. A conditional order, to be

come absolute unless something be done by a

specified time. See RULE, 2, Absolute.

Order of flliation. See FILIATION.

Stop order. (1) in English practice, an

order in aid of a “charging order" (q. 1).);

granted, in certain cases, by a vice-chanceb

lor, upon‘a fund in chancery.

(2) An order given to a broker to await a

certain figure in the price of a particular

bond or stock before he buys or sells, and

 

I Powers 11. State, 87 Ind. 100-1 (1882); Bishop, Stat.

Cr. 6 82".

I Gilman 1:. Contra Costa Co., 8 Cal. 57 0&7), Mun

ray, 0. J.

I Loring v. Illesley, 1CaL '2? (1850), Bennett, J.

' [Brown's Law Diet

IBee 8 Steph. Com. 587;9 M.&W.42;11ld. 67;

ll ilVhoto.110,-.1‘-16;8&:4 Viot.o.N,LL

may be.1

Usually signifies that the broker has re

ceived and is bound to obeya direction of

his principal to sell at a price prescribed,

when that price is reached.2

The order may describe the price by referring to

circumstances and contingencies; a definite figure

need not be named.’

3. A rule of court.

Whence general and special orders. See

RULE, Of court.

4. Conduct, demeanor; usually, good

order, public order: quiet behavior, peace

able dcportment. See DISORDER, 2; PEACE, 1.

ORDINANCE. 1. A rule or regulation

adopted by municipal corporation. See OR

DAIN, 1.

An ordinance of the councils of a municipality,

though binding upon the community affected by it, is

not a “law " in the legal sense: it is not prescribed by

the supreme power in a State, from which alone a

law can emanate, and it is not of general authority

throughout the Commonwealth.‘

The terms “by-law," “ordinance," and "municipal

regulation " have substantially the same meaning,

and are defined to be “the laws of the corporate dis

trict, made by the authorized body, in distinction from

the general law oi the State.“ They are local regula

tions for the government of the inhabitants of the par

tlcular place.‘

The same act may constitute an otlense against the

law of a municipality and the law oi the State.

Ordinances relating to the health, comfort. conven

ience, good order, and general welfare of the inhabit

ants are authorized by the general police power of the

city.I See Poucs, 2.

The ordinances of a city are to its charter as the

statutes of a State are to the constitution.‘

The same exemption trom judicial interference ap

plies to all legislative bodies so far as their discretion

extends. lThe fact that threatened legislative action

may disregard constitutional restraints does not aflect

the question. A municipal corporation is generally

clothed with other than legislative powers, and in their

exercise may be brought under the control oi! the

courts!

2. Formerly, a state paper, operative as

a fundamental law, yet not deecribable as

either a constitution or a statute.

 

I Porter v. Wormser, N N. Y. 443 (1884).

'Wronkow v. Clews, 52 N. Y. Super. 178 (1885),

Sedgwick, o. J.

' Baldwin v. Philadelphia, 99 Pa. 170 (1881), Parson, J.

‘ State v. Lee, 29 Minn. 451-68 (1), cases, Vander

burg, J.

' Exp. Wolf, 14 Neb. 88 (1888).

' Qulnette v. St Louis, 78 M0. 402 (1882).

' Alpenv.SanF\-anclloo, BF. B. 5(fl(188'!)J1eld,J.
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An “ act of parliament " was established by the

king, lords, and commons; an “ ordinance " by one or

two of them. While the right of the commons to par

ticipate in legislation existed in a state of growth, an

ordinance was an experimental act passed for atime

only. and. as it were, on trial, and which might after

ward rither be converted into a statute, that is, a per

manent act, or else be continued for a time, or dis

charged altogether.‘

Ordinance of July 18, 1787. This was

adopted by the Continental Congress and con

firmed by the First Congress under the Con

stitution, for the government of the territory

northwest of the Ohio river.

When a State was admitted into the Union from

the Northwest Territory, the ordinance. it has always

been held, ceased to have any operative-force in lim

iting its powers oi‘ legislation as compared with the

powers possessed by the original States. The new

State at once became entitled to and possessed all the

rights of dominion and sovereignty which belonged to

those States.’ See Tsnmronr, 2; Scuooa.

ORDINARY.‘ 1, adj. Common, usual,

reasonable: as, 0rdinary—care, diligence,

skill, losses, qt]. 1;. Opposed to extraordi

nary, q. t'. See also NEGLIGENCE.

2, n. A judicial oflicer who has jurisdic

tion, in England, iii ecclesiastical causes; in

the United States, in matters respecting the

probate of wills, the administration of estates,

guardianships, and related subjects.‘

OBJDIJIATION. See ORDAIN, 2.

ORE. See MINE; LIINERAL; Wasrn, 1.

A deed conveyed all the zinc and other ores, except

llranklinite existing separate from the zinc. Held,

that the grantee took both ores when the tranklinite

was mixed mechanically with the zinc; also, that what

was meant by “ zinc " might be explained by evidence

outside of the deed.‘

ORE TENUS. L. By mouth, by word

of mouth; orally, verbally.

Oral evidence is evidence ore terms.‘ In early

times. pleadings were one temu, or viva voos, in court,

and minuted down by the clerk, whose minutes were

called the “parol.“ '

I [4 Coke, Inst. 25; Coke, Litt. 159 b; Barr. Stat. 41 (’);

8 Reeves, Eng. Law, 146.

‘Willamette Iron Bridge 00. 0. Batch, 125 U. S. 9

(1888), cases. See at length R. 8. pp. 13-16; 8 Scribner's

blag. 403 (1888).

I L ordinarfiu, regular; also, an overseer: ordo,

order.

' See 2 Bi. Com. 494, M.

‘New Jersey Zinc 00. u. Boston F1-nnlriinite 00., 16

N. J. E. 418, 447 (1862). As to the duty on zinc, see act

8 March,1B83, Sch. 0: B St. L p. 501; astooxlde of

zinc, Sch. A, p. 494.

'8 Bl. Corn. 373.

'8Bl. Oom.293.41B; 2td.291.

ORGANIC. See LAW, Organic.

1 ORGANIZE. In the sense of to consti

, tute, to qualify for the exercise of appropriate

functions, may refer to a government, I

court, a legislative body, a board of deputies

or other oflicers. See TERRITORY, 2.

Organizing an incorporation refers to the choice

and qualification of ofllcers necessary for the transac

tion ot business.I \

ORIGrI[NAL.2 1, adj. The first in order

or time; primary; principal; leading: as, an

original —- acquisition, bill, compact, convey

ance, copy, entry, jurisdiction, occupant,

owner. party, patentee, proceeding, process,

promise, writ, qq. v.

2, n. An original document or instrument.

Duplicate originals; single original.

“Single” when there is but one original

 

instrument; “duplicate " when there are

two.

In the case of a printed document, all the impres

sions are originals, or in the nature of duplicate orig

innls, and any copy will be primary evidence.‘ See

Corr.

Originality. In the law of patents, the

finding out, the contriving, the creating of

something which did not exist, and was not

known before, and which can be made use

ful and advantageous in the pursuits of life.

or which can add to the enjoyments of man

kind.‘ SQBINVENTION.

ORNAMENT. SeeArrutnn; Bseoaon;

Jswan

O.R'.PIlEiIA1‘T.5 A father-less child; a minor

who has lost either or both parents.

A child who has lost one or both of its parents‘

Stephen Girard devised property to the city oi? Phil

adelphia in trust (or the founding of a college for

white male orphans, preference being given to orphans

born in that city. Francis Lieber, who drew up the

plan oi’ government, was of the opinion that the word

“orphan,“-meant a tatherless child. In support of

this opinion he had the private views of Chancellor

Kent and Judge Story, and, subsequently, a decision

by the supreme court of Pennsylvania!

In Wisconsin, a devise tor the benefit of the " Roman

Catholic orphans" of a diocese was held void for us

 

INew Haven, kc. R. Co. v. Chapman, 880onn. U

(1871).

' L. origo, beginning; oriri, to rise.

'1 Greenl. Ev. 5 558; 1 Whart. Ev. 574.

4 Conover v. Roach, 4 Fish. 16 (1857), Hall, J.

'Glt. 6rphan6a’, bereft, destitute.

‘Beardsley 0. Bridgeport, 68 Conn. 493 (1885), Par

dee. J.

" See Soohan u. Philadelphia, 88 Pa. 1, 84-82 (1869)
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certainty. for the reason, among others, that it did not

appear whether whole or half orphans were meant1

Orphans’ court. In Delaware, New Jer

sey, Pennsylvania, and perhaps in other

States, the title of the court having jurisdic

tion to settle the estates of decedents. See

GUARDIAN, 2; Pnosars, Court of.

ORTHOGRAPHY. See

IDEM, Sonans.

OSTENSIBLE. See PARTNER,

OTHER. Following an enumeration of

particulars, embraces unenunrerated partic

ulars of like nature only, unless a broader

sense is obviously intended.2

A statute gave a lien to " mechanics, tradesmen, or

others,“ for labor or material. HeId,thst " or others,“

following the enumeration of particular cases, was

applicable only to persons in the same category.‘

See Ernsnnll.

Other action pending. See Pzxn.

Otherwise. Shall not stand in market with a

" cart, wagon, sleigh, or otherwise " to vend merchan

dise, applies to the subjectmatter and includes a box,

bench, or stall.‘

Take "by purchase or otherwise" is authority to

take by devise.‘

Others. in the expression " tenant and others "

refers to persons who are not tenants.‘

Compare Ams; Auras; Auvsnn; Anus; Auras.

OUGHT. See MAY.

OUSTERJ Amotion of possession: dis

possession.8

Originaiiy,an injury aflecting a right in realty.

Amoiion 0/ a freehold is by abatement, intrusion, dis

seisin, discontinuance, deforcoment. Anmtiun of a

chattel real is by dispossessing a tenant holding by stat

ute-merchant, statute-staple, eiegit, or under an estate

for years.‘

A wrongful dispossession or exclusion of a

party from real property who is entitled to

the possession.‘

Anentry upon the land of another is an ouster of

the legal possession arising from the title, if made

under claim and color of right; otherwise, it is a mere

GRAMMAR;

 

1 Heiss v. Murphy, 40 Win. 290 (1876).

‘ Harlow v. Tufts, 4 Cush. 458 (1849); Commonwealth

v. Dejardin,126 Mass. 47 (1878); ib. 433; 112 id. 411: 6

Cush.142; 20 Pick. N1; 14 Gray, 440; 140 Mass. 46%; 40

Barb. 674; 67 N. Y. 149; 9 Ohio, 11; 8 Brewst. 8'25; ii

Tex. 521; 28 How. 117; 117 U. S. 610.

' The City 01' Salem, 81 F. R. 618 (1887); Oregon Law‘,

1870, No. 9.

‘ Commonwealth 1:. Rice, 9 Metc. 258 (1845).

‘ Downing v. Marshall, 23 N. Y. 858 (1861).

‘ Kenney v. Sweeney, 14 R. I. 682 (1884).

' F. outre: L. ultra, beyond.

‘ [8 Bl. Corn. 167, 118.

‘ Nowell c. Woodruif, 80 Conn. 497 (1862), Butler, .1;

Bath 1:. Valdez, 70 Cal. 86'-‘ (1856), Searla, C.

trespass. The "intention" guidea the entry. and

fixes its character.I Compare AXOTION.

Judgment of ouster. In proceedings by

quo warranto, excludes an intruder from a

public office.2

Ouster 1e main. Out of his hands See Wm, 1

Compare Rnsrosnnr, Ouster.

OUT. See Wrrnour.

Out of court. He who has no legal

status in aoourtis said tobe “ out of court;”

that is, he is not before the court: as, a

plaintiff who shows he is unable to maintain

his action. Having no locus standi is an

equivalent phrase.

OUTCRY. SeeAUC'1'1ON: Hon AND CRY,

RAPE.

OUTER. See BAR, 1.

OUTFIT. Originally, objects connected

with a ship necessary for sailing her, and

without which she would not be navigable.‘

Referring to a whaling vessel, is explainable by

proof of usage.‘

OUTGOING. See PARTNER.

OUT-HOUSE. See Honss, 1.

OUTLAW; OUTLAWBY.‘ 1. Out

lawry is putting a man out of the protection of

the law, so that he is incapable of bringing an

action to redress an injury, and forfeits his

goods and chattels to the king.

If, after outiawry, the defendant appears publicly,

he may be arrested on a writ of capia: 14ilagatum

[that you take or seize the outlaw] and be committed

till he appears in court, in person or by attorney. Be

ing merely to compel appearance, any cause, however

slight, will reverse the judgment. The punishment

under an indictment for a misdemeanor is the same aa_

under a civil action,— forfeiture of goods. But an out

lawry in treason or felony amounts to a conviction

and attainder. Anciently, an outlawed felon was said

to have a caput lupinum,—he might be knocked on

the head like a wolf by any one, because, having re

nounced all law, he was to be dealt with as in a state

of nature; yet now, no man may kill him, except in

endeavoring to arrest him. And any person may ar

rest him, under criminal prosecution, either of his own

head or by warrant. if any point be omitted or man

conducted, the whole proceeding is illegal, and, after

reversal upon a writ of error, the accused may defend

himself against the indictment. An outlaw could rep

resent another person under protection of the law.‘

 

I Ewing v. Burnet, 11 Pet. 52 (1837); Bath v. Valdez,

70 Cal. 857 (1886).

’ Campbell v. Talbot, 182 Mass. 177 (1882).

‘ [liiacy v. Whaling ins. Co., 9 Metc. 864-65 (15-15).

‘ liiid. Eng. outlawe: Ice]. dtldgi, out of (beyond) the

law,— Skeat.

'8 Bl. Corn. 284; 4111.319; 46 Ala. 188; 87110. 891.
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2. Referringto aclaim, as, a debt due on a Pound overt. A common public pound,

promissory note, “ outlawed" means barred q. 1:.

by the statute of limitations.1

OUTRAG-E. See DAMAGES, Exemplary;

\\'noxo.

OUTSTANDING. 1. Not gathered or

harvested: as, an outstanding crop. q. o.

2. Due, but not paid; overdue; uncol

lected: as, an outstanding draft, bond, pre

mium, or other demand or indebtedness.

3. Existing as a distinct interest in landsr

as, an outstanding title.

OVER. 1. Does not necessarily mean

vertically above: as, in an indictment for

playing cards in a room over a saloon.2

“ Over “ and " under " are not precisely opposites.

A railroad constructed " under " s turnpike means ata

level lower than the turnpike; and the railroad may

be said to pass “ over " the turnpike when both are at

the some level.‘

2. A devise over is a devise to one person

contingent upon the failure or defeat of 8

gift to some other person.

To endorse over; to make over: to trans

fer. See also HOLD, Over.

Overcharge. See CHARGE, 2(1).

Overdraft. See DRAFT, 2.

Overdue. See Doc, 1. '

Over-insurance. See Isscnsucn.

Overplus. See SURPLUS.

Overrulo. See RULE, 1.

Overseer. See Poon; WAY, Highway.

OVERT.‘ Open; public; opposed to

covert. An overt act is something actually

done toward carrying out intention, as, to

commit treason, or to efiect the object of a

conspiracy.‘

An attempt to steal, accompanied by an overt act

toward its commission, constitutes an attempt tocom

mlt larceny. An overt act must be such as will ap

parently result, in the natural course of events, it not

hindered by extraneous causes, in the commission of

the crime itself. Mere preliminary preparations are

not overt acts.‘

See Awzourucs; Cossrmscr; Tnnssos.

Market overt. A public market, q. 0.

 

lDrew 0. Drew, 87 Me. 892 (1854); Waters v. Tomp

kins, 2 (.‘rornpt., M. & X. ‘T26 (1885); 24 Mich. 22.

‘Patterson v. State, 12 Tex. Ap. 2E (1582).

I Newburyport Turnpike Corporation v. Eastern R.

00., :23 Pick. 829 (1830); Boston, &c. R. Co. v. Mayor of

Lawrence, 2 Allen. 108 (1861).

‘F. overt: ovrir. to open.

ISee 4 Bi. Com. 21, 79,246, 807; 5 How. 228; 55 VI; 505.

'Sipple v. State, 46 N. J. L. 19¢~ (1884).

OWE. See DEBERE; DEBT; Dun; Dori.

OVTELTY.1 Money paid, or secured, by

one co-tenant to another, to equalize a pan

tition of their realty.

Somewhat in the nature of purchasemoney for

land.'

A court of equity, with a view to the more conven

ient and perfect partition or allotment of the prem

ises, may decree a pecuniary compensation to one 01'

the parties for owelty or equality of partition, so as

to prevent injustice or unavoidable inequality.'

Where equal partition in value cannot be made of

any shares or pm-parts, the inquest shall equalize

them by valuing them respectively, and award that

any one or more shall be subject to the payment of

such sum of money as shall be equal to the diflerence

in value of any other share or shares, and shall return

the same with their inquest; which sum or sums, when

final judgment shall be rendered on the writ, shall be

a lien on the lands designated to pay the same.‘

OWNER. He who has dominion over a

thing, which he may useas he pleases, ‘ex

cept as restrained by the law or by an agree

ment.5

Will include the person in possession and

control of any article of personalty, as, the

one who hires a carriiaige.B

In a charter providing for notice to the

owner of land to be taken for a street: in

cludes a mortgagor."

Includes any person having a claim or in

terest in real property, though less than an

absolute fee.8

In a tax law, may refer toone having a

freehold.‘

Absolute ownership, or an estate in fee, may not be

contemplated; as, in a homestead exemption law."

The precise meaning depends upon the subject

matter. May designate the person in actual poaession

and occupancy ot premises.“

 

1 Pronounced 6w’el-ty. “ A half French or half

Latin word, from 0we,"— Webster. F. owel, equal;

en owel main, in equal hand or part.

' Reed 1:. Fidelity Ins. Trust, &c. Co., 113 Pa 57!

(1886).

'1 Story, Eq. $651, cases.

' Penn. Act 7 April, 1807, i 5: 2 Purd. 1293, pl. 20; I

Phila. 182; 8 Pa. 122.

' See Dow v. Gould Mining Co., 81 Cal. 649 (1867).

' Camp v. Rogers, 44 Conn. 298 (1877).

" Whiting v. New Haven, 45 Conn. 308 (1877).

5 See Lose 1:. Sutherland, 118 Mich. 171 (1878).

' Davis 0. Cincinnati, 86 Ohio St. 26 (1880).

"Tyler 0. Jewett, 82 Ala. 98 (1886).

" Schott 1:. Harvey, 105 Pa. 229 (1884). See, as to land

taken for public use. 57 N. H.110; 86 N. J. L. 184; 4 N.

Y. 66; 28 Pa. 288; as to property exempt, 25 Barb. D;
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Equitable owner. He for whom an

other holds property; a cestui qua trust; a

beneficiary, q. 1:. Legal owner. He who

holds the property for the other.

General owner. He in whom a title is

vested primarily and principally. Special

owner. An owner for a particular purpose;

as, a bailee. See AGENT; Fscroa; PROPERTY,

General.

Joint owner; part owner. One of two

or more persons who own a thing, especially,

a vessel; a co-owner.

Designates a class of persons distinct from partners,

who own property jointly, but in a different manner

and by a different tenure.I

Reputed owner. One who, from all ap

pearance, or from supposition, is the real

owner of a thing; as, of property subject to

taxation or to assessment for a municipal

improvement. I

A bankrupt, by English law, is the reputed owner

of all property in his apparent possession.I

Ownership. The right by which a thing

belongs to an individual, to the exclusion of

all other persons.‘

In the law of Louisiana, perfect ownership is per

petual; imperfect, such as will terminate at a certain

time or on a condition being fulfilled.‘

OXEN. See TEAM.

OYER.5 At common law, a defendant

may “ crave oyer” of the writ, bond or other

specialty upon which the action is brought;

that is, petition to " hear” it read.‘

The generality of defendants, in times of simplicity,

being supposed incapable to read, the whole of an in

strument sued upon was entered 1-crbatim on the

record. The defendant could then take advantage of

any part not stat/ed in the declaration.‘

Oyer occurs where the plaintifl in his declaration,

or the defendant in his plea, finds it necessary to make

profert [production] of a deed, probate, letters of ad

ministration, or other instrument under seal, and the

 

20 Ohio St. 478; as to a homestead, 88 Mich. 168; 21

Minn.101, 107; 2 N. M. 101; as to mechanics‘ liens, 8

Ken. 490; 2'5 N. J. E. 284; 9 N. Y. 685; ll Barb. 18; 2 E.

D. Smith, 681; 12 Ahb. Pr. 129; 2 Ohio St. 114,123; as to

tax laws, 2 Gray, 189; 22 Wall. 288; as to dower, 2 Ill.

I14; 8 Kan. 499; as to bailments, 2 Cranch, C. C. 83; 23

Wall. 85; as to a fire-escape, 105 Pa. 822; as to a fac

tory, 9 liietc. 562; as to infected animals, 76 Ill. 490.

‘Brook 1:. Blair, 129 Mass. 128 (1880); 183 Id. 818; 18

I‘. R. 540. 54?; Story, Partn. 55 89, 412.

' See 2 Bl. Com. 488; 2 Steph. Com. 166, 230.

' Converse v. Kellogg, 7 Barb. 597 (1850); Hill 1:. Cum

berland Valley Mut. Protec. Co., 59 Pa. 477 (1558).

' lilarshali v. Pearce, 84 La. An. K19 (1882).

‘Pronounced 6'-yer. L. F. oya: L. audlre, to hear.

' [8 Bl. Com. 299.

other party prays that it may be read to him. The

effect is to make the instrument a part of the plead

ings.|

Giving a copy, or setting forth the instrument in

fuii,—the modern practice,-attains the end sought

by oyer, as originally understood.

When the court deems that knowledge of the con

tents of a particular writing is proper and essential to

a party to a suit, it may order that he have a copy,

although the writing being unsealed is, strictly, not

the subject of oyer.’

Oyer and terminer. Hear and termi

nate or determine. “Terminer" for de

terminer.

A court held, originally, before commissioners (of

whom two were judges of the courts at Westminster)

twice in every year in each county, for the trial of all

charges of treason, felony, and misdemeanor.I Now,

a court of original jurisdiction for the trial of crimes

of the higher grades.

OYEZ;4 OYES. Hear ye! give heed;

attend.

Public criers began by exclaiming ouez,— corrupted

into 0 yes] ' Still used by the criers of courts to com

mand attention when a proclamation is about to be

made. See Cams.

OYSTER. See FISHEBY; Inraovsusm.

P.

P. As an abbreviation, denotes page, Par

iiament, part, patent, penal, people, perpet

ual, placitum, pleas, poor, practice, preced

ents, president (judge), private, privy, pro

ba-te, protest, public:

P. 0. Patent cases; penal code; pleas of

the crown; political code; practice cases;

precedents in chancery.

P. h. v. Pro hac vice, for this occasion.

See PRO, etc.

P. J.- President judge. See JUDGE.

P. L. Pamphlet laws; poor laws; public

laws.

P. M. Post meridiem, after midday.

Arrnasoon; DAY.

P. P. Propria persona, in his own person,

See Paorruns.

See

 

I Suydam v. Williamson, 2!) How. 436 (1857), Clifford‘

J.; 58 N. H. 813.

' Meaiey v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 28 F. R. 25

(1885), in which case the court refused to direct the de

fondant to tile the application and the medical exam

lnatlon in the clerk's oflice. See also Sneed 1:. Winter.

8 Wheat. 695 (1823); 1 Chitty, Pl. '480.

' 4 BL Com. 269.

‘ Norm. F. oyez: over, to hear.

' See 4 Bl. Com. 8-10 (14).
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P. S. Public statutes.

PACK. To “pack a jury” is to improp

erly and corruptly select a jury sworn and

imp:-meied to try a cause.1

PACKAGE. See Comsms,

CEL, 1.

in an express receipt stipulating that it the value of

the property is not disclosed the shipper will not de

mand more than fifty dollars for the loss of each

“ package,“ means a small parcel or bundle, the ap

pearance of which gives no adequate information of

the value. A bale of cotton is not such a package.’

A wagon-box in which paintings are packed for

transportation was held to be a “ package or parcel." '

As used in a revenue law. held to mean a bundle (of

matches) put up for transportation or commercial

handling; a thing in form to become. as such, an ar

ticle of merchandise or delivery from hand to hand.‘

PACKET. A small bundle.

Within the meaning of a prohibition against the

private conveyance of letters and packets, held to in

clude newspapers.‘

PACT. An agreement, engagement.

in Roman law, a pact was the utmost product of

the engagements oi’ individuals agreeing among them

selves, and it distinctly fell short of a contract.

Whether it ultimately became a contract depended

npo'n the question whether the law annexed an obliga

tion to it. A contract was a pact (or convention) plus

an obligation. So long as the pact remained unciothed

with the obligation it was called " nude " or “ naked." '

Nude pact. An agreement to do or pay

anything on one side without compensation

on the other; 7 a promise without a consider

ation. See Cons1o1uzsr1on, 2; Pscrum.

PACTUM. L. An agreement, engage

ment. pact.

Nudum pactum. An undertaking not

supported by a consideration.

Em nudo pacto non oritur actio. From a

bare agreement no action arises; no cause of

action can be based upon a mere promise,

without a legal consideration. See PACT.

PAIN. See DAMAGES; DECLARATION, 1.

PAINE. See Puma.

1 ; Pan

 

1 [Mix 1:. Woodward. 12 Conn. 289(1887);100 U. S. 309;

11 Lea, $4.

‘Southern Express Co. v. Crook, 44 Ala. 475 (1870).

But see Lamb u. Camden, &c. R. Co., 2 Daiy, 480 (1869).

' Whaite v. Lancashire, &c. R. Co., L. R., 9 Ex. 69

(1874).

‘United States v. Goldback, 1 Hughes, 580 (1875):

R. S. 58487.

' United States Mail, &c., 4 Hughes, 2'76 (1848).

' Maine, Ancient Law, 818. See Hadley, Rom. Law,

26.

'2 Bl. Com. 445. See 22 Wall. 216; 107 U. B. 544; 60

Id. 436; 76 Va. 620.

PAINS, BILL OF. See A'1‘i‘.-UNDER.

PAINTING. Sce_ Corvmonr; PRINT.

Does not include a colored working model and do

sign for carpets and rugs, oi’ no value as a work of

art.1

Paintings on porcelain, and decorated china, are

subject to difierent import duties.’

PAIS; PAYS. F. Country.

Cry do pais. Hue and cry raised by the

country.

En or in pais. In the country; out of

court; in fact: said of a matter not of record,

as, an estoppei, q. v. See also DEED, 1.

Per pais. By the country, by a jury.‘

See Coonrnr, 2.

PAMPHLET. Within the meaning of

post-office and copyright laws, see BOOK, 2;

Corvmonr; Onscnns.

Pamphlet laws. In Pennsylvania, the

statutes enacted at each session tbiennial) of

the legislature, as issued in book form.

The oiiicial publication. Particular laws are re

ferred to by their number, as, Act of June 3, 1887, P. L.

214.

PANDECTS. A compilation of the civil

law, prepared by direction 0! the emperor

Justinian, and issued as law, A. D. 533.

Called pandects(“all-receiving“) from the multi

plicity of its sources. Consists of fifty books, with

numerous titles, and the matter of about nine thou

sand extracts, varying from a single line to several

octavo pages of average size. Most of the extractsare

taken from the law-writings of Ulpian, Pauius, and

Papinian. The work, which is also called the Digest,

forms the largest traction of the Corpus Jurls Civi1is.'

PANEL. 1. The sherifl’ returns the

names of jurors summoned in a panel (a lit

tle pane, or oblong piece of parchment) an

nexed to the writ of vem're.° ‘

A schedule containing the names of per

sons whom the sheriff returns to serve on

trials.“

2. The body of jurors summoned and in

attendance upon a court.

Includes the jurors returned upon a special centre,

after the regular panel has been exhausted.’ See

Tums.

 

l“'0odward u. London, &c. R. Co., L. R., 8 Ex. D.

121 (1877).

I Arthur 1:. Jacoby, 108 U. S. 677 (1880).

‘See 2 Bi. Corn. 294; 8111.894; 4 id. 849.

4 See Hadley, Rom. Law, 10-15; 1 Bl. Com. 82; Han,

Contr., index.

'8 Bl. Com. 853; Coke, Litt. 158 12.

° Beasley 1). People, 89 I11. 575 (1878).

' People v. Coyodo, 40 Cal. 592 (1871).
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Impanel; empanel. To make out the

list of persons selected as jurors; to enter

names on the panel.l

PAPER. 1. Within the meaning of the

revenue law, a book is not “paper or manu

facture of paper.” 7 -

2. In a statute against sending obscene

papers, includes a letter..

8. In the sense of a printed sheet or sheets

containing the current news, see NEWSPAPER.

4. A commercial, business, or negotiable

instrument.

Accommodation paper. See Accommo

DATION.

Commercial paper. Paper governed by

the rules established upon the customs of

merchants: bills of exchange, promissory

notes, negotiable bank-checks.‘

Negotiable promissory notes and bills of

exchange, in the strictest sense.-"

Negotiable paper given in the due course

of business.‘

That class of paper which is transferable

by indorsement and delivery, and between

private parties is exempt, in the hands of in

nocent holders, from inquiry into the circum

stances under which it was put into circula

ti0n.7 See further (ionasnr, 2; Nsoormsnn.

Paper credit. Bills of exchange and

promissory notes.°

Paper money. See TENDER, Legal.

5. In the language of the courts, has sev

eral meanings, somewhat technical.

Standing alone, " a paper ” often desig

nates a pleading or other writing rendered

necessary by the contentions between the

litigants.

Lawyers speak of " making out," 0! “ serving," and

of “ filing papers; " and judges are said to “ take the

papers " in a case just argued, for use in arriving at a

decision; and, before a court of error, the record in

cludes all " papers filed " in the court below.

Paper book. A collection of the written

proceedings in a cause, for the use of the

‘State v. Potter, 18 Conn. 175 (1818); Porter 0. Cass,

1 How. Pr. 448 (1852).

I Pott 1:. Arthur, l0i U. S. 735 (1881).

' Thomas v. State, 103 Ind. 419,M (1885).

‘ [Re Chandler, 4 Bankr. Reg. 215 (1870), cases.

' R088 0. Jones, 2.! Wall. 593 (I874), Cliiiord, J.

‘Re Sykes, 5 Bias 114 (i870), Blodgett, J.

' The Floyd Acceptances, 7 Wall. 676 (1868), Miller,

Justice.

' [2 BL 00m. 466.

 

court at argument, and pending subsequent

deliberations. A

A copy of the record delivered to the

judges of a court of appeal.1

By ancient practice in England, on motion days the

court began by calling upon the senior barristers to

move, in the order of seniority. The next day the

same practice was repeated; and thus it happened

that sometimes weeks elapsed before the juniors could

be heard. Lord Mansfield changed this practice by

going through the entire bar before returning to the

seniors. He also ordered that motions requiring argu

ment should be put down on a paper (a list), which the

court would go through before entering upon the gen

eral call of the bar. The days for hearing these mat

ters became known as “ paper days," and the briefs

required to be furnished the judges, in analogy to the

demurrer and issue books of the previous practice,

were called “ paper books.“ '

Paper title. Describes a claim of title

which, while evidenced by' one or more writ

ings, is without substantial legal foundation

or validity.

6. In a few of the States, a writing issued

by a justice of the peace to a constable, direct

ing him to do some ministerial act, as, to

make a levy.’

7. In international and constitutional law,

a document more or less formal or solemn;

as, in state paper, paper blockade. See

Bnocxaos.

Compare Documnvr;

WRITING.

PAR. L. Equal; alike.

1. Par delictum. Equal fault.

Pari delicto, and in pan‘ delicto. In equal

wrong. See further DELICTUM.

Par oneri. Equal to the burden, disad

vantage, damage, or detriment.

Pari cause. In equal right; upon like or

equivalent footing.

Pari materia. On a like subject. See

further Marsnm.

Pari passu. By equal step; at equal

rate: without preference or priority, as 0!

one creditor over another, in marshaling as

sets, q. 0.

See Inrmz, Pares; Pans; Unrnm.

2. Nominal value; face value.

" Currency at par" means currency equal to gold.‘

Ixsmmmwr, 8 ;

I [8 Bl. Com. 817.

'1 Chitt. Arch. 95; Tidd, Pr. 507, 727; Staph. Pl. ill;

8 Campb. Lives Ch. J., ch. 84; Mitch. Motions & R. %.

note. '

' See Ewart v. Davis, 76 M0. 184 (1882); 41 ind. H!

4 Crim v. Sellers. 87 Ga. 826 (i867); 68 N. C. 147.
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"Par ‘bank notes" lmplya state of equality or

equal value; an equality of actual with nominal value.‘

“ Par value “ implies a dollar in money for every

dollar in security.‘

" At par," “ above par," and " below par “ denote,

respectively, (1) at face or nominal value; (2) higher

than nominal value, that is, at a premium; and (8)

below nominal value, that is, at a discount. See

EXCHANGE, 2.

PARAFFINE. See DIQTTLLERY.

PARALLEL. Compare ALONG.

For two lines of street railroad to be parallel, within

the meaning of a statute, it may not be necessary that

the routes should be parallel for the whole length of

each or of either route. Substantial parallelism may

be all that is contemplated.’

IPARALMOUNT.4 Above, higher, supe

rior, pre-eminent.

As, a paramount equity, incumbrance, title-the

origin and source of another title, as, the title of a

landlord in comparison with that of his tenant. Com

pare Paaavnn.

The Constitution and laws of the United States are

said to be of paramount importance.‘

PARAPHERNALIA.‘ The apparel and

ornaments of a wife, suitable to her rank and

degree.1

A term borrowed from the civil law.

Paraphernal. Pert-aining to parapher

nalia; also, to property declared to be given

the wife in consideration of the marriage.6

At common law, such articles as constituted the

wife's paraphernalia she became absolutely entitled

to at the death of her husband, over and above her

jointure or dower, and in preference to all other rep

resentatives. The husband could not bequeath, al

though he might sell or give them away. After his

death, the wife retained them against all persons, ex

cept creditors when there was a deficiency of assets

and the apparel and ornaments were not of a neces

sary kind.'

In the United States, the continued ownership and

enjoyment of all of a married woman's separate prop

erty are secured to her by legislation.‘ See Hussann;

Ssraaa-rs, 2.

PARAVAILJ° Downward; inferior, sub

ordinate: as, a title paravail, a tenant para

vail. Opposed, paramount, q. v. See FEUD.
 

‘ Bachman 1;. Roller, 9 Baxt. 410 (1877).

' Delafield 0. Illinois, 26 Wend. 23-1 (1841); 22 Pa. 480.

ICronin 12. Highland Street R‘y Co., 144 Mass. 254

(1887).

' Fl par amount, by what is above, at the top.

'1 Black, 23; 2 id. 600; 92 U. S. 83;100i'd. 884,880,

892, am, 390, 606; 101 id.-151,452.

' Gk. pard, beyond, pherna, pherné, what is

l1rought—- dowery: pherein, to bring.

' [2 Bl. Com. 436.

' See Cambre v. Grabert. 83 La. An. M7 (1881).

'4l.red. L. N1; 48 N. Y. 212; 7417.1. 116.

I0 3', par, by, avaler, to descend, be under; or pay

PARCEL.

age, q. v.

in an indictment, may not sutflciently describe

property alleged to have been stolen.I

2. A piece of land of indeterminate extent,

but usually not large; a lot of ground.I

Within the meaning of a tax law, held to apply ton

whole section of land.’

PARCENER. See Corancauanv.

PARCHMEN'1‘. Sheepskin dressed for

writing.

Formerly, extensively used for preserving evidence

of grants and commissions issued by government, of

judicial records, and of private conveyances of prop

erty. See Bscoan, Judicial; \\'mrmo.

PABDONJ Forgiveness, release, remis

sion.4

An act of grace, proceeding from the

power entrusted with the execution of the

laws, which exempts tho individual, on

whom it is bestowed, from the punishment

the law inflicts for a crime he has commit

ted.-"

An act of grace by which an ofiender is

released from the consequences of his ofiense,

so far as such release is practicable and within

the cmirol of the pardoning power.‘

In the form of a deed, to the validity of which there

must be both a delivery and acceptance.‘

Absolute pardon. Frees the offender

without condition. 'C'onditiona1 pardon.

Has a condition annexed. on the perform

ance of which the validity dependsfl

General pardon. Extendsto all of

fenders—of one or more classes; amnesty.

Special or particular pardon. Relieves

one individual only.

"Pardon" is a remission of guilt; "amnesty,"

oblivion or !0rgetlulnéss.'

“The President . shall have Power to grant

Reprleves and Pardons for Offenses against the United

States, except in Cases of Impeachment." '

1. A small bundle or pack

 

avails, by the avails— referring to the person who got

the profits of the land.

1 Regina 11. Bonner, 7 Cox, Cr. Cas. 13 (1855).

' Martin 1:. Cole, 8SIowa, 141, 147 (1874).

' F. pardon: L. L per-donare, to remit a debt, for

give.

° Exp. Wells. 18 How. 809-12 (1855), cases, Wayne, .1.

' United States 0. Wilson, 7 Pet. '160 (1833), Mar

shall, 0. J .

' Knote v. United States, 95 U. S. 158 (1817), cases,

Field, J. See also44Ga.861; 4-‘3N.J.L 2-i1;24 Tex.

Ap. 79.

" [4 Bl. Com. 898; B Biss. 828-26; 48 Iowa, 264.

‘Exp. Law, 85 Ga. 296 (1866). See generally 5 Or.

Law Mag. $57-600 (1885), cases.

' Constitution, Art. 11. I00. 2, cl. 1.
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This includes the power to commute sentences.l

la the Constitution, the word “ pardon “ conveys

the idea of the power exercised by the English crown,

or by its representatives in the colonies: “a work of

mercy, whereby the king, either before attainder, sen

tence or conviction, or after, iorgiveth any crime, of

fense, punishment, execution, right, title, debt or duty,

temporal or ecclesiastical." '

An absolute pardon releases the oflender from all

disabilities imposed by the oifense, and restores him

to all his civil rights. ln contemplation of law, the

pardon so far blots out the offense that afterward it

cannot be imputed to him to prevent the assertion of

his legal rights,-- gives him a new credit and capacity,

and rehabilitates him to that extent in his former

position. It does not make amends for the past, nor

aflord relief for what has been suflered by imprison

ment, forced labor, or otherwise.I

The king could not by previous license make dis

punishable an offense malum in 0:; nor release a

recognizance to keep the peace; nor discharge an in

former‘s moiety; nor remit a forfeiture to the ag

grieved; nor relieve from punishment for maintaining

a common nuisance. The exehcise of such a power

would have been against reason and the common

good.1

A pardon may be granted before conviction. The

power in the President, except in cases of impeach

ment, D unlimited, extends to every oflense known to

the law, and is not subject to legislative control.‘

Grantable before indictment; ' and then pleadable

in bar,‘ in arrest of judgment,’ or in stay bf execu

tion.‘ Void, if the sovereign was deceived. Construed

beneficially for the otfender. Allowed for all oflenses,

except when private justice_is chiefly concerned; as,

in a common nuisance, which is in the nature of a pri

vaie injury to individuals. the prosecution being vested

in the state to avoid multiplicity of suits. But no par

don can be granted after an information is made upon

a penal statute in which the informer acquiresa prop

erty in the penalty; nor in cases of legislative impeach

ment. When lawful, makes the ofiender a new man;

acquits him of all corporal penalties and forfeitures;

operates not so much to restore his former, as to give

him a new, credit and capacity.‘

Although pardon restores to competency as a wit

ness one convicted of felony, the conviction may still

he used to affect his credit."

See Aocourucs; Rarmsvs; Rasrrrs.

PARENS. L. A parent; a father.

In loco parentis. In the place of the

parent.

Said of a person invested with the rh;b's and charged

with the duties of the parent of a child. as, a guardian,

‘Exp. Wells, ante.

' Erp. Wells, ante: Coke, 8 inst. 233.

‘Knots v. United States, ante.

' Erp. Garland, 4 Wall. 833, 380 (1866), cases, Field, J.

'4 Bl. Com. aw. ‘

'4 Bl. Com. 837. _

' 4 Bl. Corn. 876.

'4 Bl. Com. -10.2.

'4 Bl. Com. Bilt‘>-402; 28 PB. 2W.

" Bennett v. State, 24 Tax. Ap. 79 (1887).

 

and, in some sense, a teacher, and the faculty of I

school.I

Parens patriw. Father of the country.

In England, the sovereign; in the United

States, the state.

The sovereign is, theoretically, guardian over all in

fants and committee over all lunatics.

As much of the royal prerogative as belonged to

the king in his capacity of universal trustee enters

into our political state as into the principles of the

British constitution.‘

PARENT. The lawful father, or the

mother, of another person. Compare PARENS.

Parent and child. The relation or status

subsisting between father, or mother, and

offspring; as, in speaking of the law of parent

and child.‘

There is no implied contract on the part of a father

to pay wages to a child that remains with him and

renders him service after becoming of age. The child

must show an express contract, before recovery can

be had.‘

See Ascasron; Came; CON]-‘ESSXON, 2; Frrnnn;

Guaanus; lxrsxr.

PARES. See PEER.

PARI. See Pan, 1.

PARISH.‘ 1. A circuit of ground oom

mitted to the charge of one parson or vicar, ‘

or other minister having the cure of souls

therein.‘ Whence parochial.

A corporation established solely for the purpose of

maintaining public worship.’ .

Parish church. A select body of Chris

tians, forming a local spiritual association;

also, the building in which the public wor

ship of the inhabitants of a parish is cele

brated.8 A

A “ parochial church “ is a consecrated place, hav

ing attached to it the right of burial and the adminis

tration of the sacraments.‘

2. In Louisiana, a division of the State

known elsewhere as a “ county,” q. v.

Parish court. A local court in one of

the parishes of that State.

PARK. 1. In English law, an inclosed

chase, extending over a man's own grounds;

 

lSeel Bl. Com. 460; 2i N. J. L. 683; 19 Ves. 412

1 Dollar Savings Bank v. United States, 19 Wall. 289

(1878); New York Life Ins. Co. v. Bangs, 103 U. S. 438

(1880); 17 How. 893; 8 Bl. Com. 427; 4 Kent, 5%.

' See 1 Bl. Com. 448; 8 :'d. 140.

' Byrnes v. Clark. 57 Wis. 21 (1888), cases.

' Gk. paroikia. neighborhood, district.

' [1 Bl. Com. 111.

' Inhabitants of Milford u Godfrey, 1 Pick. W (1822);

Baker v. Fales, 16 Mass. '-l99 (iB£'0).

' Town of Pawlet v. Clark, 9 Cranch, M (l8l5).

Story, J.



PARLIAMENT

literally, an inclosure.1 See ANIMAL;

Gall, 1.

2. An inclosed place in a city or village,

set apart for ornament or to aflord the bene

fits of air, exercise, or amusement.2

A piece of ground adapted and set apart for pur

pooesof ornament, exercise, and amusement. It is not

a street or road, though carriages may pass through it.I

In the exercise of the right of eminent domain, the

wer to take private property fora public park is not

open question. The judgment of the legislature as

the existence of the public necessity, when fairly

ercised, is not revisable by the courts.‘ See Con

N, Right of; DIDICATION, 1: SQUARE.

PA.RLIAIN[ENT.° The supreme legisla

ture of Great Britain, consisting of the

queen, or king, the lords spiritual and tem

poral, and the commons.

Assembles, at the queen's summons, at least once

in three years. Each constituent has a negative in

making laws. The powers are absolute. Each house

judges of its own privileges. Members are entitled to

the privileges of speech, person, domestics, and prop

erty. The distinctive duties of the house of lords are

to sit as a court of review, and to mature hills affect

ing the peerage. The distinctive duties of the house

of commons are to impose taxes, to vote money for

the public service, and to determine matters concern

ing the election of its members. Bills are read twice

in each house, committed, engrossed, and then read a

third time. Concurrence in the three branches makes

a bill a law. The houses may “adjourn " themselves;

but the queen alone can “pr0rogue" (postpone) or

“ dissolve “ parliament.‘ See Cohrsxrr, 2; House, 2;

Kmo.

PARLOR CAB. See CARRIER, Com

mon-, SLEEPING-CAR.

PAROCHIAL. See PARISH, 1.

PAROLE 1. Anciently, the pleadings in

a cause were viva voce, and thence called

“ the parol." See ORE TENUS.

2. Not committed to writing: that is, oral,

verbal; also, written but not sealed.

At common law prior to the Statute of Frauds, no

disflnctlon was made between an agreement by word

of mouth and an agreement in writing without a seal.

“ Oral “ and “ verbal " are less comprehensive.

Parol agreement, contract, promise,

undertaking. An agreement entered into

 

I [2 Bl. Com. 88; 40 N. J. L. 612.

IPerrin o. N. Y. Central R. Co., 86 N. Y. 126 (1867).

' People 0. Green, 52 How. Pr. M5 (1873).

' Holt 1!. Council of Somerville, 127 Mass. 418 (1679),

cases.

~14‘. parlemmt: parler, to speak, confer. Bee 1 Bl.

Com. 147.

' 1 Bl. Com. Ch. II; Wharton‘s Law Dict. On Parlia

Mmrepresentation, see 37 Alb. Law J . 61-64 (1888).

' I. parole, A word, speech.

74'? PARUL

 

by spoken words; also, an obligation not

under seal. See MERGER. 2.

Parol arrest. An arrest ordered of a

person violating the law in the presence of a

judge, magistrate, or other oificer of the

peace; as, for an offense committed in open

court.

Parol demurrer. A plea interposed to stay put)

ceedings in a real action until an infant party became

of age.

Parol evidence. Evidence not in writ

ing; in particular, evidence outside of a

sealed instrument relating to the same sub

ject-matter,-as, the oral negotiations of

parties who subsequently sign a statement

of their reciprocal engagements.

“ Parol evidence is not admissible to vary or con

tradict the terms of a written instrument.“ The ob

ject of this rule is to protect the honest, accurate, and

prudent in making contracts, against fraud and false

swearing, carelessness, and inaccuracy, by furnishing

evidence of what was intended by the parties, which

can always be produced without fear of change or

liability to misconstructiou.I

Where an agreement is reduced to writing the in

tent and meaning of the same must be sought in the

instrument which the parties have chosen as the fe

pository and evidence of their purpose, and not in

extrinsic facts and allegations.’

But the rule would become the instrument of the

baud it was intended to prevent, if there were no ex

ceptions to the universality of its application.l Ac

cordingly, it may be shown: that a deed, absolute on

its face, is a mortgage; that a resulting trust exists;

that a contract was without consideration, is void for

fraud, illegality, or disability, has been modified as to

time, place, manner of performance, or otherwise, or

has been abandoned; what was the situation of par

ties - their surroundings, when the contract was

made, thus applying it to the subject; that a joint

obligor or maker of a note was a surety; that one ac

cepted, made, or indorsed a bill or note for accommo

dation; that a contracting party was an agent; that a

mortgage or judgment was assigned by pa.rol.'

Parol evidence of surrounding circumstances is ad

mlssible to show the subject-matter of the contract,

when ambiguous or indefinite; but express terms can

not be varied by proof oi’ the negotiations out of

which it grew, and the circumstances which sur

rounded its adoption. In construing the contract, such

evidence is receivable in order to qscertain the real

intention of the parties, but no new obligation can be

imposed which is not warranted by a fair and reason

able construction of the language. The current of

authorities shows that parol evidence is admissible in

.___,__-—_——*_

IUnion Mutual Ins. Co. v. Wilkinson, 18 Wall. 231

(1871), Miller, J.

1 Walden v. Skinner, 101 U. S. 584 (1879), cases, Clit

ford, J.

‘Jones v. N. Y. Guaranty, to. Co., 101 U. Q 081

(1879), SW’-FIIO. J.
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courts of law only to aid in the construction of writ

ten contracts, admitted or proved; to ascertain the

subjectmatter; to show the real nature of the instru

ment; to explain latent ambiguities or indefinite

terms; to give effect to general customs which do not

contradict express stipulations; when the original

contract was verbal and entire, and only a part of it

reduced to writing; and to showa subsequent agree

ment, on a new consideration. varying the terms of

the original contract. The exceptions that relate to

fraud, mistake, or accident usually arise in courts of

equity, which have ample and elastic modes of pro

cedure in administering adequate relief. Such courts

will look beyond the written terms, consider the whole

transaction, and hear paroi evidence as to alleged

fraud inducing or affecting the contract, if the person

seeking relief has acted promptly upon discovering

the fraud, and has not derived such benefits as to pre

vent the parties from being placed in stain qua.

Proof of fraud in actions at law is restricted to nar

rower limits: the alleged fraud must atfect the execu

tion of the instrument 1

To remove such uncertainty as may arise from ap

plying the written terms to the subject-matter, parol

testimony is always admissible. Hence, all the cir

cumstances out of which the contract arose may be

shown.‘

The rule does not apply where part only of the orig

inal contract is reduced to writing; nor to a collat

eral undertaking; ' norto a distinct subject-matter.‘

And a stranger is not prevented from introducing such

evidence '

To admit parol evidence to vary the terms of an in

strument for fraud in its procurement, there must be

evidence of fraud other than that derivable from the

mere difference between the paroi and written terms.

There must be fraud, accident. or ndstaku. established

by clear, precise, lndubitabie evidence.‘

Receipts, bills of lading, subscription papers, and

other informal memoranda are excluded from the

rule.’

Parol lease. An oral agreement for the

use of real property. See LEASE.

See generally FRAUD, Statute, etc.;R1t

IOBI; SEAL, 1.

 

1 Chandler v. Thompson, 30 F. R 48 (1886), Dick, J.

' Stoops v. Smith, 100 Mass. 66 (1868), cases.

' Chapin v. Dobson, 78 N. Y. 79 (1879), cases.

' Grafllam 1:. Pierce, 148 Mass. 388 (1887), cases.

‘Kellogg u. Tompson, 142 Mass. 77 (1886), cases; 1

Or. Ev. § 279.

‘Thorns v. Warfilein, 100 Pa 526 (1882), Green, J.

See also Hopkins v. St. Louis, 8:0. R. Co., 29 Ken. 51-1,

5!1O(1883).

See also Wain v. Rhodius,8i‘ ind. 4-11 (1882), cases;

Martins v. Berens, 67 Pa. 463-63 (1871), cases; Kosten

bader u. Peters, 80 id. 441 (1876), cases; Bast v. First

Nat. Bank of Ashland, 101 U. S. 96 (1879); Martin v.

Oole, 104 id. 30 (188i)—as to anindorsement on a note;

Tuley v. Barton, 79 Va. 303 (1:54), cases; iiughes v.

Tinsley, 80 id. 263 (1885), cases.

'1 Whart. Ev. 5926, cases; 1 Greenl. Ev. S 275, cases.

748 PART

PARRICIDE. See Homcmn.

PARS. L. A part; a party.

Ex parte, or ex-parte. From a (one)

party; on behalf of one side. Said of a pro

ceeding had at the instance of one party,

without opportunity in the opposing party to

appéar or participate; also, of a proceeding

to which there is no adverse party.

Thus, Exparfe, or E:rp., Waite. denotes a petition

flied by one Waite for a mandamus, a quo warranto,

or other writ or proceeding.

Intei partes. Between parties; as, a

paper executed, or a transaction had, by or

between two acting persons.

Opposed to an act or transaction by one person

only, as in the cases of a bill of sale, a promissory

note, a will, a deed-poll.

Pars entita. The eldest part: the share

of the oldest coparcener, q. 1).

Pars rationabilis. Reasonable part. See

PART, 1, Reasonable.

' Particeps. A part-taker: a participant.

Particcps criminis. A fellow criminal; an

accomplice. Plural participes. See Accou

PLICIL

PABSONAG-E. Not a " place of wor

ship," although on land appurtenant to a

church.l

PART. 1. A share, a portion; a purpart.

See Ponnou.

Admission of a part involves an admission of the

whole of a document; as, when one writing refers to

another. This includes all the parts of an account,

all indorsements, etc., but not detached items, nor

memoranda.‘I

Bipartite.

q. v.

Purpart; purparty. A share of an estate

allotted by partition to a coparcener, q. v.

Reasonable part. in the time of Henry 1]

(1151-89), a man's goods were viewed as divided into

three parts: one each for his lineal descendants, his

wife, and himself. If he left children only, or a wife

only, they or she took a moiety. The shares of the

wife and children were called their reasonable pnrt—

pars rationabilis.'

2. Of part, in part; partial, partially: as,

part—owner, payment, performance, qq. 0.

Partial. (1) Pertaining to apart: as, par

tial——balance. eviction, loss, qq. v. (2) Bi

ased, prejudiced. See Inranrmn.

In two parts —oounterparts,

' Church of Our Savior v. Montgomery County, 10

W. N. C. 170 (1881); Wood v. ‘.!ioore,l Chest. Co. :50

(1881).

'1 Whart. Ev. G5 019-20, cases.

' 2 BL Com. -192.
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PABTICEPS. See under Pans.

PA.RTICULARJ Pertaining to a dis

tinct thing, person or party.

1. Involving title to a part only of the

whole inheritance: as, a particular estate,

which is precedent to an estate in remain

der,i q. 1;.

2. Respecting a distinct portion or thing:

as, particular average, q. 12., a particular lien,

q. 1)., and opposed, respectively, to total and

general, qq. v.

3. Directed to one fact, thing, or individual

person: as, a particular — averment or state

ment, or malice, qq. v.

4. Affecting a limited district: as, a par

ticular custom, q. o.

Particulars. Distinct parts, minutiw;

details. items; specific allegations.

Bill of particulars. An amplification, or

more particular specification, of the matter

set forth in a pleading.3

Gives precise information as to the nature and ex

tent of the demand made in the declaration. Is do

mandable of right where there are general counts in

the declaration, and as to one or all counts. May be

voluntarily furnished by the plaintiff. In effect, is an

amendment or amplification of the count or counts.‘

The scope of an order for particulars must ordi

narily be a question of discretion.‘

lndependently oi’ statutes, the courts have inherent

power to order a bill of particulars in either a civil or

I criminal proceeding.

PARTIES. See PARTY. .

PABTITIO. L. An apportioning: par

titioning, partition. -

From pariiri, to divide, part.

De partitions facienda. Regarding a

partition to be made; for dividing land. A

writ of partition is sometimes called a writ

de pariitione, etc.

Quod partitio flat. That partition be

made: the decree ordering a partition. See

Psarmon. '

PARTITION. Where two or more joint

tenants, ooparceners, or tenants in common,

agree to divide the lands so held among

them, in severulty, each taking adistributive

part.‘

 

I L. particula. a small part, a “ particle."

' [2 Bl. Com. 165.]

' Starkweather v. Kittie, 17 Wend. 21 U837’).

' Zncarino v. Pallotti, 49 Conn. B80881), cases; Ches

apeake, &c. Canal Co. v. Knapp, 9 Pet. ‘W (1885).

' People 0. Gibbs, 83 N. Y. 470 (1883).

' 2 Bl Com. 328.

Used both as a verb and a noun.

As in some instances there is a unity of interest and

in all a unity oi’ possession, the co-owners must mutu

, ally convey and assure to each other the several

estates.l

May be had amicably, or compulsorily — either by

a suit in equity or by special statutory proceedings on

an award of commissioners. Land and buildings

which cannot be partitioned without injury to the

whole property may be sold and the proceeds divided.

The judgment upon awrit at common law is quod

partitio fiat, that partition be made.’

The object is to secure to each tenant the exclusive

possession of his share, thereby avoiding the incon

veniences which result from holding property in com

mon. When, therefore, possession cannot follow the

judgment, partition cannot be had; that is, an estate

must be a subsisting estate held in common or undi

vided, by persons entitled, atter partition, to an imme

diate possession in sevcralty. The proceeding is

subject to the rights of a dissenting lite-tenant.’

The diiierence betwen a judgment and a writ of

partition at common law is, that the former operates

by way oi’ delivery of possession and estoppel, while

in the latter the transfer of title can be effected only

by the execution of conveyances between the parties,

which may be decreed by the court and compelled by

attachment. in many States, where the equity powers

of the court have been aided by statutes to get rid of

the difliculty of compelling parties in person to exe

cute conveyances, the court is authorized to appoint a

commissioner to execute the conveyances in the names

of the parties. In .~ther cases, the statute declares

that such decree ltselt shall operate as a conveyance

of the title.‘

See further Corsacmuav; Owsurr; PARTITION.

PARTNERSHIP. A “partner” is a

member of a partnership, and a “partner

ship" (often called a "copartnership”) is a

voluntary contract between two or more

competent persons to place their money, ef

fects, labor, and skill, or some or all of them,

in lawful commerce or business, with the

understanding that there shall be a com

munion of the pmfitsthereoi between them.‘

A partnership exists where parties join to

gether their money, goods, labor, or skill, for

the purposes of trade or gain, and where

there is a community of profits.‘
An association for the purpose of prosecut-Q

 

'2 Bl. Com. 815.

' See Dana v. Jackson, 6 Pa. 287 (1847).

' See Freeman. Partn. 644; Adams, Eq. 460; 2 Bi.

Com. 324; Tabler n. Wiseman, 2 Ohio, 210 (1858); Striker

v. Mott, 2 Paige, 889 (1831); 23 Pittsb. Leg. 8. 41; Scriu

ner, Dower, 286, 5 18.

‘Gay v. Parpart, 106 U. B. 690 (1382), Miller, J.; 70

Va.-492.

I Story, Partn. § 2. [3 Kent, 28.

' Ward 1:. Thompson. 22 How. 338 (1850), Grier, J.
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ing any lawful business, formed by contract

between two or more persons.1

The contract relation subsisting between

persons who have combined their property,

labor or skill in an enterprise or business as

principals for the purpose of joint profit.2

No tests have yet been found which determine with

absolute certainty what contracts will create a part

norshlp relation.‘

Persons cannot be made to assume the relation, as

between themselves, when their purpose is that no

partnership shall exist.‘

A “ partner" has‘ a community of interests with

the other partners in the whole property. business,

and responsibilities of the partnership; an “ agent,“

as such, has no interest in either. As far as a partner

acts for himself in the common concerns of the part

nership, he may be deemed a principal; as tar as he

acts for his partners. an agent.‘

“ Partnership “ and “ community " are not the same

thing. The first is founded upon the contract of the

parties, which thus creates the community; the other

may exist independently of any contract. Every

partnership is founded in a community of interest;

but every community of interest does not constitute a

partnership. In every case of partnership there is a

community of the property of the partnership between

the parties, as soon as it becomes part of the common

stock. Every real partnership also imports. ea: vi ter

mini, a community of interest in the profits of the

business, that is, a joint and mutual interest, a com

munion of profit, q. o. This is of the very essence of

the contract.‘

Articles of partnership. The instru

ment under which a partnership is begun or

continued; articles of copartnership.

Gives the names, style, beginning and ending, nat

ure, management, contributions, apportionment of

profits and losses, accounts, expulsion of members,

settlements. etc. Need not be sealed. If no other

time is specified, the date of the articles indicates the

inception.

General partnership. Properly, that in

which the parties carry on all their trade

and business for the joint benefit and profit

of all parties concerned, whether the capital

 

‘Payne 0. Thompson, 44 Ohio St. 2010886), Owen,

Chief Justice.

' Bates, Partn. § 1. See also 91 U. S. 184; 6 McLean,

B2; 18 F. R. 888; 2Flip. 462; 13 Ark. 81; 9 Cal. 689; 2

001.048; 15 Conn. 72; 8 Ga. $8; 12 Bradw. 523-29; 19

lnd.115; 12 Iowa, 177; 24 Kan 340; 38 Me. 555; -i6Mlss.

434; 91 Pa. 499; till Vt. 300; 12 W. Va. 390.

‘ Blair 0. Sheaffer,33 F. R. 221 (1887). cases, Brewer,

J.; McDonald 1.1. Matney, 82 M0. 365 (1881).

‘ London Assurance Co. v. Drennen, 116 U. B. 461

(1935) ‘

‘ [Story, Partn. 5 1.

‘ Story, Partn. 55 3, 16, 18. As to participation in the

profits. see 30 Alb. Law J. 28430 (1884), oases.
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stock be limited or not, and the contributions

equal or unequal.1

Special partnership. At common law,

that formed for a special or particular branch

of business, as contradistinguished from the

general business or employment of the par

ties, or of one of them. Commonly called a

“limited” partnership, when extended to a

single transaction or adventure. But the

appellation may be applied indifierently to

both classes of cases.1

Universal partnership. In this the

parties agree to bring into the firm all their

property, and to employ all their skill, labor,

services, and diligence in trade or business,

for their common benefit, so that there is an

entire communion of interest between them.’

Partnerships are “general " and “limited “ [spe

cial]. The former exists where the parties are part

nets in all their commercial business; the latter,

where the partnership is limited to some one or more

branches, and does not include all the business of the

partners. There is, probably. no such thing as a

“ universal " partnership in the sense that every thing

done, bought, or sold is to be deemed on partnership

account.‘

Limited partnership. An association

organized under a statute, with limited lia

bility in some or all of the members.‘ By re

cent statutes, the liability of each member is

“limited.”

In the latter sense, the parties file a truthful state

ment of their names, interests, object, place of busi

ness, duration, etc, and publish the word " Limited “

in connection with the firm name.‘

Probably all of the States have enactments (copied

largely from one another) authorizing the creation of

“limited " partnerships. The Pennsylvania act of

June 2, 1874, is illustrative. It provides that three or

more persons may form such a partnership, their

principal place of business being within the State, by

signing, acknowledging, and recording with the re

corder of deeds a statement setting forth - their full

names; the amount of capital subscribed by each; the

total amount of capital, and when and how paid; the

character of me business; the location; the name of

the msociation, with " limited “ added as part thereof;

the duration, which is not to exceed twenty years;

 

‘ [Story, Partn. 5 74; 1 Cliff. 82.

‘ [Story, Partn. 5 72.

‘United States Bank v. Binney, 5 Man. 183 (18%),

Story, J .

‘ [8 Kent, 34.

‘See Ames 0. Downing, 1 Bradf. 820 (1860); Jacquin

v. Buisson, 11 How. Pr. 890 (1856); Taylor v. Webster,

89 N. J. L104 (1876); Bates, Lim. Partn. 5 8, Penn.

5460; 1 Lindley, Partn., Ewell! ed., ‘fill, oases; N Am.

Law Rev. 848-66 (1886), cases
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and the names of oflflcers. Amendments are made

and recorded in like manner. These requirements

being met. no member is liable for the debts of the

association beyond the amount of his subscription.

The association must keep a subscription-list book.

open to mspection by creditors and members. at rea

sonable times. The word “limited" must be amxed

to the name; for indebtedness or damage due to an

omission. every member acquiesclng is individually

liable. interests are personalty; transferable as the

association may prescribe. No transferee of an inter

est. nor representative of a decedent or of an insolv

ent. can participate in subsequent business. unless

elected by a vote of a majority of the members in

number and value; if no election is made, the interest

is appraised by agreement or by a man appointed by

court. An annual meeting of the members must be

held toselect from three to five managers.- one for

chairman. one for treasurer. one for secretary or for

both treasurer and secretary. One or more managers

contract the debts; when the amount exceeds five

hundred dollars, the obligation to pay must be in

writing. signed by at least two managers. Dividends

must not diminish or impair the capital stock. Loans

of credit or capital to members are unlawful; to

others. lawful when authorized in writing by a ma

jority in number and value of interest. Dissolution is

by expiration of the period fixed. or. earlier. by a vote

of a majority in number and value. Notice of wind

ing-np must be given in two newspapers of the proper

city or county, six consecutive times. the business

ceasing with first notice. except as to the winding-up.

Upon dissolution by agreement the property must be

distributed first to debts for wages of labor; then to

other liabilities; the residue among the members. by

three liquidating trustees. elected by the members.

who are to collect and distribute the assets under

direction of the court of common pleas.1

When contributions to the stock are to be “cash."

neither credits. goods, or notes will be equivalent. al

though convertible into money.‘

The statute may direct that a contribution made in

property shall be so stated. and the cash value given.‘

Limited partnerships are quasi corporations. The

members have no general right to inspect the books of

the association.‘

They are partnerships with a limited liability. No

restrictions apply to them which do not exist as to

other partnerships, except by special legislation or

strong inference.‘

A person trading with a limited partnership is

chargeable with notice as to the scope of the business.

and as set forth in the articles, when the same have

been made known according to law.‘

1 Penn. Statutes. 1874 (P. L. 271): 1 Purd. Dig. 937.

‘Van Ingen v. Whitman. 62 N. Y. 518 (1875); Havi

land 0. Chase. 89 Barb. 283 (1860); Pierce 1:. Bryant. 5

Allen, 01 (1882).

' Holliday 1:. Union Bag Co.. 8 Col. 842 (1877).

‘Patterson 11. Tidewater Pipe Co..12 W. N. O. 462

(1882); Eliot v. Himrod. 15 id. 78 (1884).

‘ ‘Greenwood 1;. Hampshire lilanuf. Co.. 41 Leg. Int.

14 (1883).

‘ Taylor 9. Ranch. 1 Hughes, 885 (1874).

 

Secret partnership. Where the exist,

ence of certain persons as partners is not

avowed or made known to the public.1

Dormant partner. A partner who takes

no part in the business, and whose connec

tion with it is unknown.2

A partnership is dormant when the name or names

of a partner or partners are kept back — donnant as

to all whose names do not appear in its transactions.

The dormant. sleeping. inactive partner may be known

by reputation or declaration of his copartner. but these

do not make him an avowed or active one without the

avowal and pledge of his name or paper. The princi

ple which makes a dormant partner liable is. that

having an interest in the profits. which are part of the

fund to which a creditor looks for payment. he shall

be bound for claims and losses. When discovered. he

is liable as a partner; but then he must be shown to

be a partner by an interest in the subject-matter.I

A dormant partner is interested in the business of a

firm and participates in the profits. but is not publicly

known in this relation. When discovered. he is re

sponsible for the debts contracted by the flrm while

he was a member. although he was not known as a

partner when the debts were incurred. On retirement

his liability ceases as to debts subsequently contracted

by the firm. except as to creditors who knew hhn to

have been a member and who had no notice of his re

tirement.‘

A dormant partner takes no part in the control or

managemont oi the partnership business. When found

out. he is liable like the ostensible partner, for the rea

son that he is a partner. One is not a dormant part

ner because the person who trades with the party

having possession is not aware that another is inter

ested.‘ Compare Ostemible Partner.

Incoming partner. A person lately or

about to be taken into a partnership as a

member.‘ Outgoing or retiring partner.

One who withdraws from the firm; a with

drawing partner.

Liquidating partner. The member of

a dissolved partnership who winds up its

business.

Nominal partner. A person presented

to the public as a partner who in reality is

not a partner.

His liability to creditors is imposed upon the ground

of a general policy to preserve good faith and prevent

frauds in business transactions.‘

1United States Bank v. Binney. 5 Mas 186 (18%).

Story. J.'. 49 N. H. 227.

' [Nat Bank of Salem 0. Thomas. 47 N. Y. 19 (1871).

IWinship 1;. Bank of United States. 5 Pet. '578-75

(1881). Baldwin. J .

‘Oppenheimer v. Clemrnons. 18 F. R. 890. 889 (1883).

Dick. J.; 6 Tex. 258.

‘ Cochran v. Anderson County Nat Bank. 88 Ky. 44.

47 (1884). Pryor. J.
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Ostensible partner. One who exhibits

himself to the public as connected with a

partnership and interested in its business.1

A person who conducts himself with reference to

the general public in such a way as to induce others,

acting with reasonable caution, to believe that he is a

member of a partnership is liable as such to a creditor

who contracted with the firm under such belief.a

Surviving partner. Although invested

with the legal title to the partnership prop

erty on the dissolution of the firm by the

death of his copartner, he is not the benefi

cial owner, but a mere trustee to liquidate

the partnership affairs by selling the assets

and applying them to the payment of the

partnership debts.‘

Persons are liable as partners to third persons:

(1) Where, although there is no community of interest

in the capital stock, the parties have a community of

Interest or participation in the profit and loss as prin

cipals. (2) Where, strictly. there is no capital stock,

but labor, skill, and industry are to be contributed by

each person as a principal, and the profit and loss

shared in like manner. (8) Where the profit is to be

shared between the parties as principals, but any loss,

beyond the profit, is to be home by one party only.

(4) Where parties are not in reality partners, but hold

themselves out, or at least are held out by the party

sought to be charged. as partners to third persons, who

gave credit to them accordingly. (5) Where one of the

parties isto receive an annuity out of the profits, or as

a part thereof.‘

While it is generally held that sharing profits and

losses will constitute a partnership. an agreement to

give a share of the gross profits in consideration of

services \\ ill not render the parties partners; and the

weight of the later decisions is that participation in

the net profits does not necessarily create the relation.‘

As a partnership is formed for joint purposes, the

members assume joint risks and incur joint liabilities.

Hence, all the members sue and are to be sued. But

each is liable for all the firm debts, except in limited

associations.‘

A contract made by a partner with respect to a

matter not falling within the ordinary business objects

and scope of the partnership is not binding on the

other partners, and creates no liability to a third per

son who knows that the partner acted in violation of

his duties. But credit given to the firm within the

 

I Oppenheimer 0. Clemmons, ante.

* Sun Ins. Co. v. Kouniz Line, 122 U. S. 588, 508 (1387),

cases, Harlan J.

' Fitzpatrick v. Flannagan, 106 U. S. 653 (18.\2), Mat

thews, J .; Emerson 1;. Senior, 118 id. 8 (1885).

‘Story, Partn. 5 54; Bigelow 0. Elliott,1 Clifl. 82-88

(1850). As to (4), see Thompson v. First Nat. Bank of

Toledo, 111 U. S. 53¢‘ (1884); Sun Ins Co. v. Kountz Line,

supra.

'Buzard v. Bank of Greenville, 67 Tex. 80-02 (1886),

cases.

‘lilo-son v. Eldred, 6 Well. 2.35-8? (1867), cases.

scope of the partnership, and in the course of its busi

ness, binds all partners, notwithstanding a secret .

stipulation or reservation between them, unknown to

him who gives the credit.l

in the absence of proof of its purchase with part

nership funds for partnership purposes, realty stand

ing in the names of several persons is deemed held by

them as joint-tenants. or as tenants in common; and

one owner cannot sell or bind the interest of his co

owners.‘

Realty purchased with partnership funds for part

nership purposes, though the title be taken in the name

of one partner only, is in equity treated as personnlty

as far as may be necessary to pay firm debts and to

adjust the equities of the partners. The survivor can

sell the realty. and the purchaser compel the heirs or

devisees of the deceased partner to convey their equi

table titles.I

The joint estate of a partnership is that which be

longs to the firm and in which the partners have a

joint interest, at law or in equity, at dissolution. The

separate estate is that in which any partner has a

separate interest, at law or in equity, at the same

period.‘

Partnership effects belong to the partnership and

not to the individuals. The right of each partner ex

tends to a share of what may remain after payment

of the debts of the firm and the settlement 01’ its ac

counts. Included in this is the right to have partner

ship property applied to firm debts in preference to

the debts of a partner. This right is an equity as be

tween the partners, and enures to the benefit of cred

itors, who have a privilege or preference, sometimes

loosely denominated a “ lien,“ to have debts due them

paid out of the assets of the firm in preference to

creditors of its several members. This equity is a do

rivatlve one-not held or enforceable in their own

right— but practically a subrogation to the equity of

the individual partner, to be made effective only

through him. Hence, if he is not in a condition to en

force the equity, the creditors of the firm cannot be.‘

A partnership is dissolved by the death of a partner,

buta member may by will authorize a continuance of

the relation without subjecting his general assets to

joint debts.‘

If an executor consents to a continuance, his lien on

 

1 Kimhro v. Bullitt, 22 How. 266-267 (1859), cases,

Cliitord, J.

‘Thompson 1:. Bowman, 6 Wall. 817 (1867). Field, J.

IShanks v. Klein, 104 U. S. 22-24 (1881), cases, Miller,

J.; Davis 0. Smith, 82 Ala. 202 (1886), cases; 9 Bened.

B2; 14 F. R. 617; 87 Ind. 472; 29 Kan. 727; 100 Pa. -187.

' Story, Partn. 5 872.

‘Case n. Beauregard, 99 U. S. 124-25 (1878), cases,

Strong, J.; Fitzpatrick v. Flannagan, 106 id. 655 (1883).

On the effect of a deed by one partner, see 2-2Am. Law

Rev. 251-61 (1888), cases; as to admissions by one part

ner, 26 Cent. Law J. 490-98 (1888), cases. That a firm

may transfer all assets to one creditor, there being no

fraud in the intent, see 26 Am. Law Reg. 789-“ (1887),

cases.

' Burwell v. lilandevflle, 2 How. 576-77 (1844), cases;

Smith 1:. Ayer, 101 U. S. 8% (1879); Jones v. Walker, 108

id. 444 (1880), cases.
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li'ter~acquired property will be postponed to that of

creditors, in an equitable marshaling of assets.I

Accounts between partners are to be settled, in

court, in one proceeding, by an action of account ren

der or by a bill in equity. In the absence of an ex

press agreement to pay, assumpa-It will not lie to

recover advances, until the accounts have been set

tled. The object is to avoid a multiplicity of suits.’

The practice in actions between partners for the

settlement of lheir partnership matters is not uniform.

in Massachusetts it is held that neither a settlement

nor an express promise to pay need be proved on as

mmpsif for the balance; but the weight of authority

is that, before one partner can sue for the recovery of

money, an accounting must first be had.‘

See further Anaissios; Assn; ASSOCIATION; Car

rran, 2; Coumsr, 1; CONVERSION, 1; Coxra1amon;

Dsnacrcs; D1sso1.va. 1; Gooawmn; Joavr; li‘in~11so;

Paonrs; Rccswsa, 2.

PABTUS. L. That which is brought

forth, or borne: oifspring, young.

Partus sequitur patrem. The off

spring follows the father,— the condition of

the father. Partus soquitur ventrem.

The oflspring follows the mother.

The former rule prevails in determining the status

of children born of a mother who is a citizen of the

United States or of an Indian living with his people in

a tribal relation. This was the principle of the Roman

and of the common law with regard to the children of

freemen. But in the case of animals the second

maxim still obtains: the owner of the female owns her

progeny—whether brood, foal, or litter. Formerly,

also. in the Southern States, the children of negroes

took the mother's condition.‘

Where domestic animals are mortgaged during ges

tation, the offspring, when born, will, as between the

immediate parties, be included as part of the security;

but otherwise as to a bona fide purchaser or incum

brancer acquiring title or lien without notice of the

facts and after the period of gestation has passed.‘

PARTY. Compare CHARTER, 1, Party.

1. One who takes part in anything; a par

ticipant in an act, contract, or suit.

2. He or they by or against whom a suit is

brought, whether at law or in equity; the

 

I Hoyt v. Sprague, 103 U. S. 624-211 (1880), cases. No

tice of dissolution required, 21 Am. Law Rev. 418-30

(1887; cases; 2ACent. Law J. 588 (1887). cases: 26 id.

567-71 (1888), cases.

' Leidy v. Messingcr, 71 Pa. 177 (1872).

' Clarke 1:. Mills, 36 Kan. 897 (1887). cases.

‘See generally2 Bl. Com. 390; as to indinns, United

States v. Sanders, 1 Hempst. 486(1P~17); Exp. Reynolds,

5 Dill. 4830879); as to slaves, Andover 1:. Canton, 13

Mass. ‘($51 (1816); Commonwealth v. Aves, 18 Pick. 22?

(1536).

‘Funk 11. Paul, 64 Wis 89-41 (18~‘5), cases. See sher

ifl"s sale of “mortgaged women " (slaves). with one

dzild, at Natchez, Miss., in 1811, Fowler 1:. Merrill, 11

How. 875, 896 (l8\'>0)‘

party plaintifl or defendant, whether com

posed of one or more individuals, and

whether natural or legal persons.I

In legal instruments and proceedings, the

common meaning is legal party.’

Others who may be affected by the writ indirectly

or consequentialiy are “ persons interested,“ not par

ties.I

Within the rule that parties having notice of the

pendency of a suit in which they are directly inter

ested must exercise reasonable diligence in protecting

their interests, " parties “ includes all who are directly

interested in the suhjectnnatter, and who have a right

to make defense, control the proceedings, examine

and cross-examine witnesses, and appeal from the

judgment. "Strangers " are such as do not posses

these rights.‘

Immediate parties. To a bill of ex

change, drawer and acceptor, payee and

drawee. Remote parties. Payee and ac

ceptor, indorser and acceptor.‘

Nominal or formal party. One who

has no real interest in a suit, but is joined

with another or others in conformity with

some rule of law or practice. Opposed, real

or necessary party.°

See, specially, decisions on next page.

Party and party. The contending par

ties in a suit; plaintiff and defendant, as dis

tinguished from counsel and client. See

Cosrs.

Third party. A stranger to the act, con

tract, or suit in question. See JUS, Tertii.

As a contract is founded upon consent, there must

be two or more parties to it; and, unless it is created

by law, they must be: of sound mind, of legal age,

and under no legal disability.

In equity proceedings. all persons who have a ma

terial interest in the subject of the litigation should be

Joined as parties, complainants or defendants.‘ But

this rule, being founded in convenience, will yield

whenever it is necessary to accomplish the ends oi

justice; as, where the court may proceed to a decree,

and do justice to the parties before it, without injury

to absent parties, equitably interested in the litigation,

but who cannot conveniently be made parties]
 

I Merchants‘ Bank 1:. Cook. 4 Pick. 411 (1826), Parker,

C. J.; Douglass 11. Gardner, 63 Me. -164 (1874); Rupp u.

Swineford, 40 Wis. 28 (1876); Treleaven 1;. Dixon, 119

Ill. 553 (1886).

1 English 1:. Porter, 68 N. H. 215 (1884); ib. 295.

' Bobbins v. City of Chicago, 4 Wall. 672 (1866), Clif

ford, J. See also 88 Cal. 610; 87 Ind. 838; 21 Me. 482; 41

Md. 369; 74 110.238; 43 N. H. 57; 51 id. 71; It id.162;

56 121.74; 17 N. J. L. 4%; 64 Pa. 245; 5 Sneed,10'i.

‘See Hoffman 0. Bank of Milwaukee, 12 Wall. 191

(1870).

' See Deford v. Mehaify, 14 F. R 181-82 (1882), cases.

' Mechanics‘ Bank v. Seton, 1 Pct. '306 (1828).

' Payne v. Hook. 7 Wall. 431 (1868). Davis. J.

(48)
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Where the parties are numerous and the suit is for

an object common to all, some of them may maintain

or defend a bill in equity for all.‘

To a bill in equity there are three classes of parties:

(1) Formal parties. (2) Persons having an interest in

the controversy, and who ought to be made parties,

that the court may act on the rule which requires it

to finally determine the entire controversy and do

complete justice, by adjusting all the rights involved

in it. These are necessary parties; but if their inter

ests are separable from those of the parties before the

court, so that the court can proceed to a decree, and

do complete and final justice, _without affecting other

parties not before the court, the latter are not indis

pensable parties. (3) Persons who not only have an

interest in the controversy, but an interest of such a

nature that a final decree cannot be made without

either affecting that interest or leaving the controversy

in such a condition that its final termination may be

wholly inconsistent with equity and good conscience.I

As to parties defendant, in particular, all whose in

terests will be affected by the decree sought must be

before the court. If they cannot be reached by pro

cess, or do not voluntarily appear, or from a jurisdic

tional objection cannot be made parties, the bill must

be dismissed.’

The exact distinction may be stated thus: (1) Where

a person will be directly affected by a decree, he is an

indispensable party, unless the parties are too numer

ous to be brought before the court, when the case is

subject to a special rule. (2) When a person is inter

ested in the controversy. but will not be directly af

fected by a decree made in his absence. he is not an

indispensable party, but he should be made a party,

if possible. and the court will not proceed to a decree

without him if he can be reached. (3) Where he is not

interested in the controversy between the immediate

litigants, but has an interest in the subject-matter

which may be conveniently settled in the suit, and

thereby prevent further litigation, he may be made a

party or notat the option of the complainant.‘ But

no proceeding will prejudice a party who cannot be

found)

See further Anwnicsnos, Former; Aoomsvsn;

CALL, 8; Ci'rs'rioN.2; CONTIIAUT; Dsno,2; DEFENDANT;

Jonrr ssn Savmun; JURISDICTION, 2; Noncs, 1, Judi

oiai-, PLAINTIFF; Pawr. 2; Tausr, 1; Wrrmtss.

Party-wall. See WALL.

PASS. 1. To undergo an examination

without being rejected: as, to pass an ac

count.

To examine and approve: as, to pass a title.

 

lSmith v. Swormstedt, 16 How. 802 (1858), cases.

I Shields 0. Barrow, 17 How. 139 (1854), Curtis, J.

'Ribon 1:. Railroad Companies, 16 Wall. 450 (1872),

Swayne, J.

' Williams v. Bankhead, 19 Wall. 571 (1873), Bradley,

J.; Payne 0. Hook, 7 id. 481 (1868), Davis, J.; McArthu.r

0. Scott, 118 U. S. 892 (1886); Conolly v. Wells, 32 F. R.

907-9 (1887), cases; Lynchbnrgh iron 00. c. Taylos, 79

Va. 671 (1884).

' 9. 8. 55 787-88, cases.

2. To receive approval: as, for a bill, an

act, a law, to pass one or both houses of leg

islation, and be signed by the Executive.l

An act of a legislature is " passed " only when it has

gone through the forms necessary by the constitution

to give it validity as a binding rule of conduct. Its

passage dates from the time when it ceases to be a

mere proposition or bill, and passes into a law.1

The reference may be to the time when the act is to

take etIect.' See Aer, 3.

3. To continue to another call or list: as,

to pass a case.

4. To decide upon, to pronounce: as, for a

jury to pass upon the weight of the testi

mony or the merits of a case, and for a court

to pass upon aquestion of law, or to pass

sentence upon a convicted offender.

5. To go from one person to another, to

become transferred: as, in saying that a title

passes by delivery of a deed or by descent,

and that incidents pass with the principal.

See DESCEND.

6. To put ofl in payment or exchange as

money: as, to pass counterfeit or forged

paper.

“ Pass " a note may include utter, publish, and sell.

“Utter and pass " includes any delivery for value,

with intent that it shall be put into circulation as

money.‘ Compare Urrsa,&

Pass and repass. See TRAVEL.

PASS-BOOK. See BANK, 2 (2); Dn

rosrr, 2.

PASSENGER. One who travels in some

public conveyance by virtue of a contract, ex

press or implied, with the carrier, as for the

payment of fare or that which is accepted as

an equivalent therefor.‘

A mere trespasser, a person who steals a ride npon

s railroad train, or who is employed thereon, is not I

passenger.‘

See Bsoosos; Csnsnm;

TRAVEL; Vssssn Merchant

PASSIVE. See Dacsrr; Tnosr, 1. Com

pare ACTIVE.

PASSPORT. See SEA-LE'I'i‘ER.

Comm; Ssnvsos;

 

i Waterman 1).- Philadelphia, 88 Pa. 208 (1869), Black,

0. J.; Chumasero v. Potts, 2 Monte. $85 (1875); 8 Heisk.

442; 1 Paine, 261.

I Chariess v. Lamberson, 1 Iowa, 443 (1866).

I United States v. Nelson, 1 Abb. U. 8. 135 (1867),

cases; 3 Metc., Mass, 464; 4 Allen, 801; Baldw. 867.

‘ Pennsylvania R. Co. 1:. Price, 96 Pa, 267 (18%); s. c.

113 U. S. 218 (1885). See also Higley 0. Gilmer, I

liionta. 99 (1878); 24 Cent. Law J. 219 (1837), cases; 25

id. 51 (1887), cases; 189 liiass. WS, 542; Shearm. & Redf.

Neg. 5 282. As to rights of gratuitous passengers, see

20 Cent. Law J. 6&8? (1885), cases.
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PATENTJ 1 (1) Open to inspection; not

closed by sealing.

Grants by the king of lands, honors, liberties, fran

chises, etc., are contained in charters or letters-patent,

that is. open letters: not sealed up, but exposed to

view and addressed to his subjects at large. Other

letters of the king, directed to particular persons, and

for special purposes, not being proper for public in

spection, are closed up and sealed on the outside:

writs close, and recorded in the close-rolls, as others

are in the patent-rolls.‘

(2) Evident; apparent: as, a patent ambi

guity, q. u.

2. By elision, equivalent to “letters

patent” (noted above, and, more at length,

below) for a'grant of public land or for a dis

covery, made by government, and consti

tuting a “ patent right.”

A “ patent” is a grant by the crown or

government.‘

Patentable, and non-patentable ex

press, respectively, that letters-patent will or

wi1l_not be issued for the thing in question

a discovery, or land.

Patentee. He to whom lettem-patent

have been granted or issued, in particular

for a discovery. Compare Gamma 2; LI

CENSEE, 2.

Patent for land. The instrument by

which the government, State or national,

passes its title to land; the government con

veyance.

Of itself is evident of title because the government,

being the original source of title, is presumed to have

retained title until some other disposition is shown.‘

It is the highest evidence of title, and conclusive as

against the government and all persons claiming under

junior patents or titles, until set aside or annulled by

some judicial tribunal. A bill in chancery is the

most convenient remedy to annul a patent; which

may be done for fraud in the patentee, for mistake or

want of authority in the oflicer, or because of a higher

equity in another claimant.‘

When a patent has been regularly signed, sealed,

oountersigned, and recorded, the patentee has a per

fect right to its possession. His title is title by record;

delivery of the instrument is not essential to pass the

title: that ministerial duty can be enforced by man

damus.°

A patent, lawfully issued, cannot be collaterally

 

1 The adj. is pronounced p5’-tent or plit’-ent; the

noun. pat’-ent. F. patent: L. patere, to lie opem

' 2 Bl. Com. 846.

'See United States v. Schun, 102 U. S. 397 (1880).

‘ Patterson v. Tatum, 8 Saw. 1752 (1874), Field, J.;

Hayner v. Stanly, 8 id. 221 um, Sawyer, Cir, J,

' United Stats» 1:. Stone, 2 Wall. 535 (1864), Grier, J,

‘United States v. Schurz, 102 U. s. ms, 802 (1680),

Killer. J.

impeached in a court of law. . . A patent from the

United States is the conveyance by which the nation

passes its title to portions of the public domain. That

the provisions of the law may be properly carried out,

a land department has been created to supervise the

proceedings taken to obtain a title. The decisions of

the oflicers of that department are conclusive except

in direct proceedings tor the correction or annulment

of their acts.‘

Lapsed patent. A patent which has be

come inoperative through neglect in the pat

entee.

Relates to the date of the original patent, and makes

void all means conveyances.‘

See more at length Lssn, Public; Pas-suvnos, 2;

RELATION, 1.

Patent for a discovery or an inven

tion. A public franchise granted to the in

ventor of a new and useful improvement to

secure to him, for a limited term mentioned

therein, the exclusive right to make, use, and

vend the article or object, as tending to pro

mote the progress of science and the useful

arts, and as matter of compensation for the

labor and expense in making and reducing

the invention to practice for the public ben

efit.'

The grant of a patent is not the exercise of any

prerogative to confer upon a subject the exclusive

property in that which would otherwise’ be of common

right. it more nearly resembles a contract which

Congress may enter into to secure the inventor, for a

limited time, the exclusive enjoyment of the practice

of his invention, for disclosing his secret and relin

quishing his invention to the public at the end of the

term.‘

“ The Congress shall have Power To promote

the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by secur

ing for limited Times to . . Inventors the exclusive

Right to their . Discoveries." '

The most important laws passed in pursuance ot

this power are the acts of July 4. 1836, and July 8.

1870, each 0! which revised preceding legislation. The

act of 1870, changed in its expressions and arrange

ment, and otherwise amended, was re-enacted in the

Revised Statutes as sections 4888-1936.

The provisions of the acts may be thus summed up:

Whoever discovers that a certain useful result will be

produced, in any art, machine, manufacture, or com

position of matter, by use of certain means, is entitled

to a patent for it: provided he specifies the means in a

 

lSt. Louis Smelting Co. v. Kemp, 104 U. S. 640 (1881),

Field. J.; lilullan v. United States, 118 id. 278 (1886),

cases; Maxwell Land-Grant Case, 121 id. 825, 881 (1887),

cases.

' Wilcox v. Galloway, 1 Wash. 89 (Va., 1791).

' Seymour 1:. Osborne, 11 Wall. 538 (1870), Cllflord, J.;

Wilson v. Rousseau, 1 Blstch. 79 (1845).

‘ Attorney-General v. Rumford Chemical Works, II

F. R. 617 (1876), Shepley, J.

' Constitution. Art. I, sec. 8, cl. 8.
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manner so full and exact that any one skilled in the

science to which it sppertains can, by using the means

specified, without any addition to or subtraction from

them. produce precisely the result described. If this

cannot be done by the means described. the patent is

void. If it can bedone, then the patent confers on

the patentee the exclusive right to use those means to

produce the result or effect he specifies, and nothing

men. it makes no diflerence whether the effect is

produced by chemical agency or combination, or by

the application of discoveries or principles in natural

philosophy known or unknown before his invention,

or by machinery acting together upon mechanical

principles In any case, he must describe the manner

and process as above mentioned. and the end it ao

eomplishes. And any one may lawfully accomplish

the same end, without infringing the potent, if he uses

means substantially different from those (ii-scribed.I

That clear and exact summary of the law aflords a

key to almost every case that can arise. Everything

turns upon the force of the word “ means‘I as there

used. The means need not be a machine, or an appa

ratus: it may be a process.I

A patent-right confers a temporary monopoly (q. 11 ),

but the beneilt to the public is the primary object.

This benefit is the equivalent for the labor of the pat

entee. Hence, the inventor who withholds his inven

tion from the public, to be used solely by himself,

will not be aided.I And the inventor who suffers his

invention to be in public use or on sale two years be

fore applying for a patent forfeits his right.‘ It is not

necessary that more than one of the articles be pub

licly used. If the inventor, having made his device,

gives or sells it to another, to be used by the donee or

vendee without limitation or restriction or injunction

of secrecy, and it is so used, such use is "public,"

even though the knowledge of the use isconflned to

that one person. But a use necessarily open to public

view, if made solely to test the qualities of the inven

tion, and for experiment, is not a public use.‘

A patentee cannot be permitted to use for profit a

machine which embodies a perfected invention for a

period of two years or more, and then obtain a valid

patent for the old machine by means of the addition

of some new improvement intended, perhaps, to bene

flt the inventor, rather than the machine.‘

The act of lilarch 3, 1&9, 5 7, did not require that, to

invalidate a patent, the public use or sale for the two

years, should have been with the consent of the pat

entoe.'

A patentable invention is a mental result. it must

 

'O'Reilly v. Morse, 15 HOW. 119 (1858), Taney, C. J.

I Tilghman v. Proctor, 102 U. .8. 728 (1880), Bradley, J.

Seealsolt S.§i48B9,4891.

' Kendall u. Winsor, 21 How. 828 (1858), Daniel. J.

' R. S. § -1886, cases. '

' Egbert v. Llppmann, 104 U. S. 886 (1681), cases,

Woods, J.; Worley 1:. Tobacco Co.. ib. 8-10 (1881); Emery

0. Cavanagh, 17 F. R. 248 (1883), cases.

' The Driven-Well Cases (Andrews c. Hovey), 128

0. S. 267 (1887). Blatchford, J., aifirming 6 McCrary,

181, 16 F. R 887; Andrews 1:. l-lovey. 124 U. S. 691 (1888).

"Smith & Griggs Manuf. Co. v. Sprague,123 U. S.

III (1597). cases. Matthews. J.

be new and of practical utility. Then, everything

within the domain of the conception belongs to him

who conceived it. The machine, process, or product

is but its material reflex and embodiment.l

Crude and imperfect experiments are not sufficient

to confer a right to a patent. The applicant must

have proceeded sofnr as to have reduced his idea to

practice, and embodied it in some distinct form. He

is the first inventor, and entitled to a patent. who first

perfected and adapted the same to use.‘

Such a thing, for example, as a bundle of kindling

wood and a fire lighter is not patentable.I '

It is not the object of the laws to grant a monopoly

for every trifling device which would naturally and

spontaneously occur to any skilled mechanic or oper

ator, in the ordinary progress of manufactures.‘

The design oi’ the laws is to reward those who make

some substantial discovery or invention, which adds

to 011* knowledge and marks a step in advance in the

useful arts.‘

An earlier published description, to invalidate a

patent, must exhibit the later intervention in such a

full and intelligible manner as to enable persons

skilled in the particular art to comprehend it without

assistance from the patent, or to make it, or to repeat

the‘pr0cess.'

The patcntee must be the first inventor in this

country. Foreign use will not affect his right, and a

foreign patent will only limit his term to seventeen

years from the date or publication of the foreign

patent!

A patent is to receive a liberal construction. so as

to uphold. and not destroy, the right of the inventor.‘

The circuit courts, and district courts with circuit

court powers, have original jurisdiction in suits re

specting patents.‘

The Federal courts have exclusive cognizance of

such suits only as directly involve the validity or the

infringement of a patent "

A patentee, for an infringement, may seek remedy

at law or in equity. "

 

1 Smith v. Nichols, 21 Wall. 118 (1874), Swayne, J.

I Seymour 1:. Osborne, 11 Wall. 652 (1870), cases, Clif

ford, J.

' Alcott 1;. Young, 16 Blatch. 184, 138 (1879), cases.

‘Thompson 1:. Boisselier, 114 U. S. 12 (1885), cases,

'Blatchi’ord, J.

' Atlantic Works 1:. Brady, 107 U. S. Q!) (1882), Brad

ley, J.; 111 id. 008;112 £11.59.

' Downton v. Yeager Milling 00., 108 U. S. 471 (1888),

cases, Woods, .1.; Seymour 11. Osborne, 11 Wall. .555

(1870); Cohn v. United States Corset Co., 98 U. S. 870

(1876); llama o. Andrews, 12-Z id. 66 (1887).

' Cornely v. lilnrckwald, 17 F. R. 83 (1883): De Flore:

o. Raynolds, 17 Blatch. 486 (1880); Siemens v. Sellers.

128 U. S. 276 (1887). “ Siemens‘ regenerator furnace.“

'Turrill 1:. Michigan Southern, &c. R. Co., 1 Wall.

510(1b'i13); White v. Dunbar, 119 U. B. 51 (1886), cases; 8

Sumn. 520; 58 N. H. 351.

' R. S. i 629.

" Satterthwait u. liinrshall, 4 Del. Ch. 848 (1872); Dale

Tile liianuf. Co. 1:. Hyatt, 125 U. S. 46 (1888), cases; I

McLean, 528; 58 Pa. 155.

" R. S. 5 4020.
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in the absence of a specific statute, the United

States cannot maintain a bill in equity to cancel a pat

eat.‘

letters-patent are prima facie evidence that the

patentee is the first and original inventor.

A bill in equity for a naked account of profits and

damages against an lnfrlnger cannot be sustained.

Such relief, ordinarily, is incidental to some other

equity, the right to enforce which secures to the pat

entee his standing in court. The most general ground

for equitable interposition is, to insure to the patcutce

the enjoyment of his specific right by injunction

against a continuance of the infringement; but grounds

of equitable relief may arise, other than by way of

injunction, as where the title of the complainant is

equitable merely, or equitable interposition is neces

sary on account of the impediments which prevent a

resort to remedies purely legal; and such an equity

may arise out of, and inhere in, the nature of the ac

count itself. springing from special and peculiar cir

cumstances which disable the patentee from a recovery

at law altogether, or render his remedy in a legal

tribunal dii1‘l1_:ult, inadequate, and incomplete; and as

such cases cannot be defined more exactly, each must

rest upon its own particular circumstances. as furnish

ing a clear and satisfactory ground of exception from

the general rule.I

A person who marks upon any unpatentcd article

the word “patented " or its equivalent, for the pur

pose of deceiving the public, is liable, for each oifense,

to a penalty of not less than one hundred dollars, with

costs.‘ The plaintiff must allege an intention to aflix a

stamp or plate indicating a present subsisting patent.

It is not an offense to give the date of a patent which

has expired.‘

State laws making void notes given in consideration

of a patent-right unless the words “ given for a patent

rlght “ are prominently written upon the face of the

note, have generally been held to be unconstitutional,

on the ground that property in inventions exists by

virtue of laws of Congress, and no State may annex

conditions to the grant or otherwise interfere with its

unrestricted enjoyment.I

A legislature may enact a statute which has the ef

fect to pass title to letterspatent to the asslgnee of an

insolvent.‘

Patent ofilce. The bureau or oifice from

Wlllifll letters-patent issue, in which assign

'United States v. American Bell Telephone Co.,82

F‘. R. 501 (1887), Colt, J.; Attorney-General v. Rumford

Chemical Works, db. 6% (1876), Shepley, J, The former

case was arguedon error, before the Supreme Oourt in

October, 1888. and reversed: post, 1016.

’ Rout 1‘. Lake Shore. &c. R. Co., 1% U. B. 189 (1881),

cases, Matthews, J.

' [R S. 5 4901. See Pentlarge 0. Kirby, 19 F. R. 501

(1834); ib. 507.

‘ Wilson (1. Singer Manuf. 00., ll Bias. 298 (1882),

Drummond, .I.; s. o. 12 F. R. 50.

‘See Earp. Robinson, 2 Bias. 809 (1870); Cranson v.

Smith,37 Mich. 309 (1877); 43 Ind. 167; 53 id. 454; 51

H.290; 70111. 109; 4 Bush, 811; 25 Ohio St. 26; 18 Pa.

466; Btiid. 178; 23 Minn. 24.

' Barman. White. 1“ Mass. 281 (1887).

 

ments thereof are noted, and other records

appertaining to patents made and preserved.

The responsible head is the commissioner of put

enfa, whose office was created by the act of July 4,

1886. In theory, he is to issue no patent which may

not be sustained by the courts, as both novel and use

ful. Under that not he was allowed a clerk to assist

him inmaking the necessary examinations under ap

plications. Since the act of 1870, there have been,

besides the commissioner and assistant commissioner,

three examiners in chief, a chief clerk, an examiner

in charge of interferences, twenty-two principal ex

aminers, twenty-two first and twenty-two second as

sistant examiners."

All patents shall be issued in the name of the United

States of America, under the seal of the patent oflice,

and shall be signed by the secretary of the interior or

under his direction by one of the assistant secretaries

of the interior, and countersigned by the cominissioner

of patents, and they shall be recorded, together with

the specifications, in the patent oflice, in books in he

kept for that purpose.’

The secretary of the interior has no power to revise

the action of the commissioner in awarding priority of

invention to an applicant for a patent, such action be

lug quasi-judicial. After determining that a patent

shall issue, the commissioner acts ministerially in pre

paring the patent for the signature of the secretary,

and in countcrsigning it. A mandamus will lie to

compel the performance of these duties.'

As against the patentee himself, an assignment

need not be recorded, to retain validity; but as re

spects a subsequent purchaser without notice and for

a valuable consideration, a prior assignment must be

recorded within three months. And as against n third

person, a suit may be maintained by an assignee pro

vided he records his assignment before the trial or

hearing.‘

See Aassnos, 1; Anr, 1; Cavnn; Couamu-10s, 1;

Conrosrrios, 2; Dnuoss; Dsmcsrros, 2; DELIVERY, 1;

Dssms, 1; D1scnunsn, -'3; Dmoovasv, 2; EQUlVALEN‘l‘,

2; Exrnssios; isrnn~'o1=:1m:~"r; Iwrssrssascm; Ism

'rlo.\'; issue, 1, Re-issue; lii.wnms; Manurscruns;

liionna; New, 1; Novnun; Pamoirut, 2; Psocsss, 8;

Psoirrr, 2; Rminuuu, 2; Susasnnna; Tsnsrnoss Cass;

Tame-nuns; Usn, 1, Useful.

PATER. L. Father. Compare PARTU8.

Has been used in genealogical tables.

Pater est quem nuptiae clemonstrant.

The nuptials show who is the father. The

marriage of the mother declares the pater

nity of the child.

At common law, the nuptials must precede the birth

of the child; in the civil law, they may precede or fol

low.‘

l R. S. is 476, et seq.

' Act 18 Feb. 1888 (25 St. L. 40), amending R. S.

i 4833.

I Butterworth v. Hoe, 118 U. S. 50 (1884), Matthews, J.

‘ See Curtis, Pat. 183; 20 Am. Law Rev. 703-12 (1688),

cases; 1 Story, 273; 2 |Zd.542, 609; 2 Blatch. 148; 7 id. l9iL

'1 Bl. Com. 446, (bi-66; The King 0. Lufie, 8 East.

193 (1807).
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Paterihmilias. The father (head) of a

family; one not subject to paternal power,

but cut‘ juris. '

In the Roman law, a paferfamilias was one who

either had no father living or had been emancipated

from his power. A man who had neither wife nor

child was in this position or status But a man witha

wife and child was afiliusfamilias, if subject to the

family control of I living father—the pairia po

lextaefl q v.

Pater patrim.

See PARENS.

PATERNAL. See LINE, 8.

PATERNITY. See BASTARD; FILLATION;

Paras.

PATIENT. See Comwmcsnon, Confi

dential,‘1; PHYSICIAN.

PATRIA. L. 1. Belonging to a father;

paternal.

Patria potestas. Paternal authority:

the power which, under Roman law, the

head of a. family (paterfamiliaa) had over

that family.

Continued to the close of the father's life; included

his own children, the children of his sons and of his

sons‘ sons. Did not include the children of a daugh

ter: these belonged to a diflerent family, the family

of their own father. -

Originally, and for a long time, had a terribly des

potic power. Not only was the father entitled to all

the service and acquisitions of his child, as much as

those of a slave, but he had the same absolute control

over his person. He could sell him into mancipium,

I status analogous to slavery. Down to the Christian

era, the father had the jar vitm et necia, the right to

take the life of the child. The reasons which caused

the Romans to accept and tenaciously uphold the po

iria potesias must have been the profound impression

of family unity, the conviction that every family was,

and of right ought to be, one body, with one will and

one executive. The English common law gave the

husband a power not much less over his wife, and

upon the similar idea of a natural normal unity of the

married pair.‘

2. Fatherland (terra being understood);

country.

Nemo potest exuere patriam. No one

may leave the kingdom. No subject can

expatriate himself,-— the English doctrine.3

See Exrarmanon.

Parens patries. Parent, father, of the

kingdom or country. See PARENS.

PATRICIDE. See Hommnn.

I Hadley, Roman Law, 107, 119.

' Hadley, Roman Law, 119-122, 180, 140. See also

Maine, Ancient Law, 130-141; 1 Bl. 00m. 452, 444; Mack

lldey, Rom. Law, $589.

' See 3 Kent, 44-50; 9 Op. Att.-Gen. 856; 8 Dallas, 145;

1 Share Bl. Com. 870, note.

Father of the country.
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BATRIMONY. Property received from

one‘s father, or ancestors. Whence patri

monial. See Dnscaxr.

'PATRONIZE. To act as a patron to

ward.1

The patrons of a house of ill-fame cannot be said to

be ihose who are occupied in the house or about the

premisesl

PATTERN. See Dasmu, 2; lilom-11..

PAUPER. 1. L. adj. Providing little:

having little; indigent, needy, poor.

In forma pauperis. In the character of a

poor man; as a poor suitor.

“Paupers. or such as will swear themselves not

worth five pounds, are to have original write and sub

pcenas gratis. and counsel and attorney assigned them

without fee, and are excused from paying costs when

plaintiff." ”

in admiralty practice, an exception is made in

favor of seamen, by Rule 45, in consideration of their

necessitous condition, and their presumptive inability

to give the ordinary security required of libelante.

This is a result of the protection afforded them as

wards of the admiralty. It is in conformity with the

ancient usage, which, as in the practice in comrnon~

law actions permitting suits in forma paupsris, dis

pensed with suretiee in suits by poor persons. and

allowed, instead, a juratory caution, which is now

rarely used.‘

The “pauper act " is concerned with liability; the

" non-resident act " with security.‘

Dispauper. To deprive of the privilege

of suing in forma. pauperis, from subse

quent acquisition of property, or other cause.

2. Eng. it. One who receives aid and as

sistance from the public, under the laws for

the support and maintenance of the poor.5

May designate a poor and indigent person standing

in need of relief, a poor person likely to become

chargeable, as well as a poor person who has actually

received support from the town.‘

See Pooa; Vsosanr; Commncs; Insrmrnon, 1.

PAVE. To cover with stones, brick, or

other suitable material, so as to make a level

or convenient surface for horses, carriages,

or foot-passengers]

Re-flagging may be “ re-paving.“ '

 

I Raymond v. People, 9 Bradw. 845 (1881).

I 8 Bl. Com. 400.

' The Georgeanna, 81 F. R. 406 (1887), Brown, J. 599

also, generally, Bradford 0. Bradford, 2 Flip. 280, 283

(1878), cases, Hammond, J.

' Heckman 1). Mackey, 82 F. R. 575 (1887), Lacombe. J.

' [Opinion of the Justices, 11 Pick. 540 (1832); Wilson

v. Brooks, 14 id. 848 (1533); 124 Mass. 597.

' Walbridge v. Walbridge, 46 Vt. 625 (1874), Peck,

C. J. See also 30 Ark. 768; 49 I11. 186; 59 Iowa, 5!»: I

Pittsb. 133.

’ Matter of Phillips, 60 N. Y. 22 (1875), Allen, J.

p
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Power to pave a street may include, as not unusualI

macadamizing and making gutters; I also raising and

lowering parts of the street..

But an order to grade a street does not authorize

macadamlzing it.‘ See REPAIR, 2; SlDEWALK.

]E‘AWl‘i'.4 v. To deliver plate or jewels [or

other personalty] as a pledge or security for

the repayment of money lent thereon at a

day certain.‘

11. A bailment of goods to a creditor, to be

kept till the debt is discharged.6

Pawnee; pawnor. The pledgee, and

pledgor, respectively, in a contract of \_pawn

ing. Pawner is common.

Pawnbroker. Any person whose busi

ness or occupation it is to take or receive,

by way of pledge, pawn, or exchange, any

goods, wares, or merchandise, or any kind

of personal property whatever, as security for

the repayment ‘of money lent lent thereonfl

In Illinois, “ every person or company en

gaged in the business of receiving property

in pledge, or as security for money or other

thing advanced to the pawnor or pie-dgor."

An occasional loan does not constitute a person,

under that provision, a pawnbroker: he must so en

gage in the occupation that it may be known as his

regular business; and the advances must be upon ar

ticles of perscnalty.'

The pledgor and pledges have each s qualified

property in the goods: the pledgor's property is con

ditional, depending upon the performance of the con

dition for repayment, etc; and so likewise is the

property of the pledges, which depends upon its non

performance.’

By the common law, a pawnbroker cannot retain

goods illegally pawned, e. g., goods stolen; nor can the

purchaser from him retain them as against the right

fill owner.

At common law, the rights of n pawnbroker are

the rightsot an ordinary pledges; but, owing to abuses,

legislatures seek to control the business by special

statutory regulations. See Pucnos.

 

I Warren 0. Henly, 31 Iowa, 86 (1870).

' Smith v. Corporation of Washington, 20 How. 147

(1867); Hooe v. Mayor of Alexandria, 1 Cranch, C. C.

H (1802).

' State 0. District Court of Ramsey Co., 313 Minn. 1154

(18%).

‘ F. pcm, gown, skirt, pane: L. pannus, cloth. The

readiest pledge was clothing,— Skeat.

' [2 Bl. Com. 452.

0 See Coggs 1:. Bernard, 2 Ld. Bay. 918 (1702); Johnson

0. Smith, 11 Humph. 308 (1850); Surber v. McClintic, 10

W. Va. 242 (1877).

' Revenue Act, 18 July, 1869, 59: 14 St. L. 116.

' City of ‘Chicago 1:. Hulbert, 118 111. 630 (1886).

' 8 BL Com. B96.
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PAY.l v. To discharge an obligation by

a performance according to its terms or re

quirements, whether the obligation be for

money, merchandise, or services.2

To deliver to a creditor the value of a debt,

in either money or goods, to his acceptance,

by which the debt is discharged.‘

n. Money, other property, or services, ac

cepted in discharge of an obligation: as, an

amount given to a person in the military

service, in consideration of personal service.‘

See FIX, 3.

Payable. Dischsrgeable by delivery of an

equivalent in value, usually in money; also,

due in present time, matured. See DUE.

Payee. He to whom payment has been

or is to be made. Payer. He who makes

or ought to make payment. Payor is rare.

Payee refers, in particular, to the person in whose

favor a bill of exchange, check, or draft is drawn.

Repay. May be synonymous with “ re

store." 5

Unpaid. Is more commonly applied to a

debt due than to a debt undue.‘

Payment. 1. Delivery by a debtor to his

creditor of the amount due." Opposed, non

payment.

That is payment which the parties contract

shall be accepted as payment. It may be

made in something else than money.8

Originally, the performance of a promise

to pay money, at the time and in the manner

required by the terms of the contract; but

has been extended to include the delivery of

money in satisfaction of a debt after default

made in paying according to the contract.9

If a commodity, like wood, is accepted, upon a note

for money, in pursuance of a subsequent agreement,

the transaction constitutes an “accord and satisfac

ti0n.‘"

implies a voluntary act by the debtor looking to the

satisfaction, in whole or in part, of the demand."

IF. paier, payer, to content: L. pacere, to pacify,

appease.

' Tolman 0. Manufacturers‘ Ins. Co.,i Cush. 76 (1848),

Forbes, J .

I [Beals 1:. Home Ins. Co., 86 N. Y. 527 (1867), Hunt,

-1.; 15 Barb. 274.

l See Sherburne v. United States, 16 Ct. Cl. 496 (1880).

' Dunnegan v. United States, 17 Ct. Cl. 258 (1881).

‘Sloane 1:. Anderson, 57 Wis. 183 (1898).

" [Bronson v. Rodes, 7 Wall. 250 (1868), Chase, 0. J.

' Huftmans 1:. Walker, 26 Gratt. 816 (1875).

'U]sch v. Muller, 143 Mass. 879 (18%), Field, J.

"Detroit, &c. R. Co. v. Smith, 50 Mich. 118 (1888);

Bradford Academy 0. Grover, 155 Vt. 465 (1%). See
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5. As a plea, money or its equivalent in

value.

In Pennsylvania, the courts of law, from a time an

hdatlng 1770, have exercised chancery powers upon a

plea of “ payment, with leave. etc." This plea, after

notice of the special matter proposed to be offered by

way of defense, enables the defendant to give evi

denco of anything which will prove that in equity and

good conscience the plaintifl is not entitled to recover.

The notice is considered as, in eflect, a bill in equity;

and the plea and the notice operate substantially as a

bill of injunction. The defendant's equity is admin

istered through the medium of a jury.I

Involuntary or compulsory Payment. A

payment made undercompulsion, coercion,

or duress. Voluntary payment. A payment

made from choice.

A voluntary payment is made by the

debtor on his own motion, without compul

lory process.

A payment made upon execution is not, therefore,

a voluntary payment.I

The coercion or duress which will render a

payment involuntary must in general consist

of some actual or threatened exercise of

power possessed, or believed to be possessed,

by the person exacting or receiving the pay

ment, over the person or property of another,

from which the latter has no other means

of immediate relief than by making pay

ment.8

An action does not lie to recover money claimed

without right, if the payment was made voluntarily,

and with full knowledge of the facts upon which the

claim was predicated. It is not enough that the pay

ment was msde under protest. To authorize a recov

ery. the payment must have been compulsory, that is,

made under coercion, actual or legal. A payment

made to prevent a seizure of property which can only

take place by legal proceeding, in which the defend

ant may defend. is voluntary.‘

Where a party pays an illegal demand \\ lth knowl

edge of the facts which render it illegal, without im

mediate and urgent necessity therefor, and not to

release from detention nor to prevent an immediate

seizure of his person or property, such payment must

bedeemed voluntary, and cannot be recovered. Fil

 

also2 IA. An. 26; 23 M0. 285; 8 Duer, 441; 19 Barb. 15;

6 Heisk. 185; 12 W. Va. 780.

‘ Hawk v. Geddis. 16 S. & R '28 (18%); l Rawle, 80-1;

9 Pa. St. 128; 11 S.& R. 'l90; 91 N. Y.383; 2 Greenl. Ev.

$5 516436.

' [Nichols v. Knowles, 8 liicCrary, 478 (1882), li.icCrary,

Judge.

' Brumagim u. Tlllinghast, 18 Cal. 272 (1861), Field.

0. J.; Radlch v. Hutchins, 95 U. S. 210 (1877), Field, J.

‘ Oceanic Steam Navigation Co. v. Tappan. 16 Blatch.

W7-802 til-379), cases, Wallace, J.; Nichols 0. United

States, 7 Wall. 1% (1868), cases.

ing a written protest cannot make a payment invol

untary.l

That is a correct statement of the rule at common

law. Cases may be found in which the language of

the court. separated from the facts, would seem to

imply that a protest alone was sufficient to show that

the payment was not voluntary; but on examination

it will be found that the protest was used to give eifect

to other attending circumstances.‘

It sufllces if the payment, caused on the one part

by an illegal demand, is made on the other part re

luctantly, and in consequence of that illegality, and

without the person being able to regain possession of

his property except by submitting to the payment.‘

See further Dmurss; Exroanon; Puorrzsr, 1; RIV

naun; Tax, 2.

Non-payment. See Paorssr, 2.

Part payment. The part payment 01' a

debt which will take a case out of the stat

ute of limitations means the payment of a

smaller sum on account of a larger sum due.

Payment of part of an outlawed debt implies an ad

mission that the balance is still due and a promise to

pay it. The act of payment on account takes the case

out of the statute.‘

The principle is that the payer intends to acknowl

edge the greater debt to be still due.‘

Oral agreements are competent to prove that a pay

ment oi? money. the delivery of a note, the settlement

of accounts, or the assuming of an obligation of a

pecuniary nature, are, as between the parties, pay

ments on account or in reduction of a note or other

debt within the meaning of the statute.‘

Nothing can justly be considered as payment in fact

but that which is in truth such, unless something else

is expressly agreed to be received in its place.’

In ordinary transactions. a check on a bank, pay

able on demand, is payment. But a note of the debtor,

or of a third party, is not a payment of a precedent

debt, unless specially agreed to.‘

By the general commercial law, a promissory notn.I

 

|Wabaunsee County 1:. Commissioners, 8 Kan. -138

(1871), cases, Valentine, J.

' Union Pacific R. Co. 11. Commissioners, 98 U. S. 5-H.

M3 (1875). cases, Waite, C. J.

' Swift Co. v. United States, 111 U. B. 29 (1884). cases.

Matthews, J., quoting Maxwell 0. Griswold, 10 How.

25611850), Woodbury,J. See also Maxwell u. San Luis

Opispo County, 71 Cal. 4860886); 18 Cent Law J. 188-90

(1581). cases; :30 id. W8 (1885). cases; id) Cent. Law

J. (1885), cases; 68 Ga. 122; 74 Me. 84; 100 Pa. 846; 101

id. 235-57. As to recovery of money paid under a mis

take of fact, see 1 Harv. Law Rev. 211-23 (1887), cases

‘ Waters 1:. Tompkins, 2 Crompt., iii. & R. ‘T20 r1535),

Parke, B.‘

' United States 1;. Wilder, 18 Wall. 256 (1871).

' Blanchard v. Blanchard, 122 Mass. 562 (1877). casea,

Endicott, J .-, Taylor 0. Foster, 182 Mass. 38 (1882). cases:

6 Col. 589; 29 Minn. 174; 91 N. Y. 210; 87 Hun, 97; H

N. H. 2E9; ~Ji3Eng. L. & E. 454.

’ The Kimball, 8 Wall. 45 (1865).

' Downey v. Hicks, H How. 240 (1812;
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does not extinguish the debt for which it is given,

unless that be the express agreement; it merely ex

tends the period for payment oi‘ the debt. Acceptance

of the note is considered as accompanied with the

. condition of its payment.l

Demand 0! payment of commercial paper must be

made on the maker or acceptor personally at his place

of business or dwelling. Neither bankruptcy nor

death will excuse a neglect. The holder is the proper

person to make the demand, but the law makes a

notary public his agent. What the notary does must

appear distinctly in his protest.’

See Areucarws, 2; Assuursrr; Dm; Danna; Dn

nso, ‘2; G1ucn; liaoorunns; Pucn, 1; Rninnvnsa;

Tnnnnn, 1. Legal.

Payment into court. When the defendant

in an action for a certain sum of money ad

mits that a part of the sum is due, he may

plead “ payment of money into court,”

thereby stating that he brings a sum into

court ready to be paid the plaintiif who has

no claim to a larger amount.

The plea is accompanied by actual payment of the

admitted sum to the proper ofllcer of the court, for

the plaintiff. Should the plaintiff not accept the same,

but proceed with the action and tail to prove thata

larger sum is due, he pays the costs accruing since the

tender was perfected.

When a debtor, before suit is brought, tenders a

certain sum in lawful tender, absolutely and without

condition, to his creditor, which sum is refused, alter

suit brought he will be relieved from paying interest

from the date of the tender, and from paying costs,

it the plaintifl recovers no more than the sum ten

dered. But, it the tender be made pending the suit,

it cannot avail, unless the defendant follows it up with

an ofier to pay the money into court, or submitto a

judgment for the admitted sum.‘

A species of confession of action; and necessary,
Vlor the most part, upon pleading a tender,— is itself a

kind of tender. The accrued costs are also to be paid

into court. All may be done by a motion.‘

Admits a special contract, sued on. Beyond the

sum brought in, is no acknowledgment. Does not

waive the benefit of a defense, though that be to the

whole claim. After non-acceptance, the case goes on

as it no money had been proifered!

PEACE.‘ Astate of quiet or tranquillity;

freedom from disturbance, or agitation;

calm; repose.‘

 

I The Kimball, ante; 8 Conn. 472; 87 id. 559.

I Musson 12. Lake, 4 How. 274-75 (1846), cases. As to

presumptions of payment. see 30 Alb. Law J. 84-88,

MB-8, WA-2'7 (1884), cases.

' Coghlan 1.1. South Carolina R. 00., 32 F. R. 816 (1887),

oases, Simonton, J.

'8 Bl. Corn. 304.

.Elliott v. Lycoming County Mut. Inn. 00., 66 Pa.

I7(1870y 1 Tidd, Pr. 624-25; 100 U. S. 678.

lL.pa.z, pacem, compact: paeero,t0agres.

' Webster's Diet.

The tranquillity enjoyed by a political so

ciety, internally by the good order which

reigns among its members, externally by the

good understanding it has with other na

tions.l

1. Good conduct, public order and deco

rum, within a community.

" The common law hath ever'had a special care

and regard for the conservation of the peace: for

peace is the very end and foundation of civil society." '

‘ Offenses against the public peace are: threatening,

or demanding any valuable thing, by letter; aflrnys;

riots, routs, unlawful assemblies; forcible entry and

detaincr; going unusually armed; spreading false

news; challenges to light; libels. All criminal oflensee

are against the peace, and are so laid in indictments.I

Articles Of the peace. Complaint on

oath to a magistrate of reasonable fear of

harm to self or property from what another

threatens; " articles to keep the peace.”

The accused gives security to appear at the next

quarter sessions, and, meanwhile. to keep the peace

toward all persons. He may except to the complaint

for insufliciency; and, by aflidavits, he may reduce

the amount of bail demanded; but he cannot, by aili

davit, controvert the allegations in the articles. Such

articles are included within “surety for good behav

ior; “ which may be required 0! any person suspected

to be not of good (me, even of an acquitted prisoner.‘

Bill of peace. A bill brought by a. person

to establish and perpetuate a right which he

claims, and which, from its nature. may be

controverted by diiierent persons, at diiIer

ent times, and by different actions: or, where

separate attempts have already been unsuc

cessfully made to overthrow the same right,

and justice requires that the party should be

quieted in the right, if it is already sulfi

ciently established, or if it should be sulfi

ciently established under the direction of the

court.5

The design is to secure repose from perpetual liti

gation. Equity suppresses uselem litigation and pre

vents multiplicity 0! suite.‘ Compare Quu,Timet;

Qunrr, 2.

Breach of the peace.

or violence.

A violation of public order; the oficnse of

disturbing the public peace

An act of assault

 

l [Bouvier's Law Dict.

H Bl. Com. 849.

' 4 Bl. Com. 142-62, 268. The king's peace, 1 Law Q.

Rev. 86-50 (1885).

'4 BL Com. 251; 10 Pa. 889; 18 East, 171.

'2 Story, Eq. 5858; Eldridge 1:. Hill, 2 Johns. Ch. 282

(1816); Alexander v. Pendleton, 8 Cranch, 468 (1814);

Holland v. Challen, l0l U. S. 19-20 (1884), cases; 1 Pome

rsy. Eq- 5 246
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The term, which is generic, includes unlawful as

semblies. dots, aifrays. forcible entry and detainer,

the wanton discharge of firearms near a sick person,

sending challenges and provoking to light, going

armed in public without lawful cause, to the alarm oi

the public, and other acts of a similar character. The

oflense is committed in the presence of an ofllcer,

though at some distance from him and in the dark, it

he can detect the act‘ and could see the person doing

it ii’ it were light.I

Court of quarter sessions of the

peace. See Ssssmn, Quarter Sessions.

Justice of the peace. An ofiicer origi

nally nppointed under the common law to

maintain the public peace. An inferior ju

dicial ofiicer with jurisdiction to determine

minor statutory controversies, and to com

mit ofienders on criminal complaints.

Some justices have their power to maintain the

peace annexed to other oflices which they hold; and

others have, or had, it merely by itself, and were thence

named custodes or oonserralores pacis. Those that

were so vi-rtufe ofllcii still continue; but the latter

sort are superseded by the modern justices. The

sovereign is the principal conservator of the peace;

hence it is called the “ king's peace.“ The lord chan

cellor and the justices of the king's bench (by virtue

oi! oiliice) are general conservators of the peace, and

may commit all breakers of it. or bind them to keep

it: other judges are only so in their own courts. The

coroner is also a conservator oi the peace; and so are

sherifls and constables.I

T,heir common-law powers relate exclusively to

matters afiecting the public peace, and to the arrest

and punishment of wrong-doers; the extent of their

jurisdiction in the trial and punishment of oflemlers

is regulated by local statutes '

They have no civil jurisdiction at common law.‘

See Annasr, 2; Banunoa; Baawn; Consrannn; Cos

rsnrr, 1; MAGlS'l‘B.A’l'E; NIGHT-WALIIERB; Farm, 6;

Snsmrr; Suns/mv.

2. The reverse of war; that state in which

every one quietly enjoys his rights, or, if con

troverwl. amicably discusses them by force

of argument.-"

A peace between states lately belligerent is a re

turn to a state of amity and intercourse, implying no

intention to recommence hostilities. it implies that

redress of wrongs has been obtained, or that the inten

tion is renounced oi seeking to obtain redress. The

flrst agreements are called preliminaries, and a peace

 

‘People v. Bnrt1.. .33 Mich. 495 (1884), Champlin, J.;

Galvin v. State, 6 Coldw. ‘J94 (1869); City of Corvallil

v. Carllle. 10 Oreg. 142 (1882).

I1 Bl. Com. 849.

' Wenzler 0. People, 58 N. Y. 580 (1874); Allbright v.

Lapp, 26 Pa. 101 (1556); Way's Case,41 Mich. 803 (1879);

15 Ill. 891; 4 Kan. Law J. 118, 128 (18SG)— Chicago Leg.

Adv.

' Dunnagan v. Shaffer, 48 Ark. 477 (1886), cases.

' [Vnttel, Law of Nations, b. 4, 5 i, ‘-630.

at this stage is a "preliminary peace“ in contrast

with the "definitive peace."l

Articles Of peace. The preliminary ar

ticles between Great Britain and the Amer

ican Colonies were signed November 30, 1782,

and the definitive treaty at Paris, September

3, 1783.2

PEAS. See GRAIN.

PECULATIONJ Appropriation of pub

lic money or goods; embezzlement of public

funds.

One of the purposes of the New York act of 18715,

c. 19, as the word “ peculation “ in its title indicates,

and perhaps its primary purpose, is to ailord addi

tional securlt-y against the betrayal of omcial trusts

by imposing severer punishment for embezzlements,

or other frauds by public oflficers in misapplying pub

lic property, than was provided by existing laws.‘

PECUNIARY.° Pertaining to money;

monetary.

A pecuniary loss is of money or of something by

which money, or a thing of money value, may be ac

quired.'

In Rhode Island, a divorce may be had from a hus

band who, without cause, grossly or wantonly and

cruelly refuses or neglects to provide suitable main

tenance for his wife. he being of " suflicient pecuniary

ability " to make such provision. The reference is to

the possession of means in property to provide the

necessary maintenance, not to capacity for acquiring

such means by labor.’

See Cmcnnsriiscni, 2; Cossmuunon, 2; In-rsnrsr,

1; Norm; Rssroxsinns.

PEDDLER. Originally, a foot-trader;

by custom, a person who travels from place

to place, and carries about with him on his

back, on horseback, or in a vehicle, articles

of merchandise for sale.‘

One who deals in small or petty things; as,

one who goes from house to house selling

milk in small quantities.’

A dealer who supplies the same customers, regu

larly and continuously, may be a peddler; as, a butcher

who delivers meat from a wagon."

IWoolsey, Int. Law, 5 ed. i 158.

' As to the effect of the treaty upon citizenship, M

Shanks v. Dupont, 3 Pet. '24? (1830).

I L. pcculari, to appropriate to one‘s own use: pecu

lium, private property.

‘ Bork u. People, 91 N. Y. 16 (1883). See 4 Bl. Corn 121

l L. pecunia, property: pecua. pez-us, cattle. See

Webster‘s Dlct-.: 5 Binn. ‘-244. Compare Cusmn

' [Green v. Hudson River R. Co., 82 Barb. 88 (1860),

Allen, J.; Tilley 1:. Hudson River R. Co., 29 N. Y. 274

(1864).

' Farnsworth v. Farnsworth, 16 R. I. -— (1886); Han

mond 1;. Hammond, 15 id. 40 (1885).

' Higgins v.-. l-linker, 47 Tex. 402-3 (187").

' City of Chicago 1:. Bartee, 100 Ill. 01 (1881).

" Davis 1:. Mayor of lliacon, 64 Ga. 184 (1879;
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A commercial traveler who does not carry with him

the goods sold is not a peddler.I

See Cmnnznos; Hawxsn.

IPEDESTRIAN.

SIDEWALK.

PEDIGREE. The lineage, descent or

succession of families.

All authorities agree that this may he proved by

reputation, that is, by hearsay. The term embraces

not only descent and relationship, but also the facts of

birth, marriage, and death, and the times when those

events happened.‘

In order to come within the exception to the rule

which excludes hearsay evidence, the question of ped

igree itself must be in issue; and alleged declarations

must have been made before the question arose.I See

Hnnsav.

PEDIS. See Poss1~:ss1o.

PEER.‘ An equal in rank or condition:

as, in “ trial by one’s peers.”

In early times the lord was legislator and judge

over all his feudatories; and, therefore, the vassals of

inferior lords were bound by their fealty to attend

their domestic court barons (instituted in every manor

for doing speedy and eflectual justice to all the ten

ants) in order to form a jury or homage for the trial

of their fellow-tenants. Upon this account they are

distinguished as the “ peers" of the court, pares curtis,

or pares curios. In like manner, the barons them

selves, or the lords of inferior districts. were denomi

nated “peers" of the king‘s court. and bound to

attend him upon summons.‘ Compare SUIT, 1.

By Magna Charta, ch. 29, no freeman shall be af

fected in his person or property “ nizf per legals ju

dicium parium euorum vel per legem terraa,“ except

by lawful judgment of his peers or by the law of the

land.‘

“Judgment of his peers“ means " trial per pair,"

by the country, that is, by a jury.’

Peerage. See1’sn.un::rr.

PEINE. L. Fr. Punishment, penance;

also, prison (prisone). '

Peine forte et dure. Punishment severe

and hard; or prison hard and strong. The

name of the punishment inflicted upon a

prisoner who refused to plead to an indict

ment for felony.

See ROAD, 1, Law of;

 

‘Exp. Taylor, 58 Miss. 481 (1880). See also 2 Lea, 28:

L R., 8 Q. B. 808; Act of Congress, 1 July, 1862.

‘Swink v. French, 11 Lea. 80 (1883): 1 Gmenl, Ev.

5 101; 1 Whart. Ev. $208; American Life Ins. & Trust

Co. v. Roscnagle, '77 Pa. 516 (1875); 105 id. 577.

lL.‘on|monwcali.h v. Felch, 182 Mass. 28 (1882). See

generally Fulirerson v. Holmes, 117 U. S. 897 (1886),

cases, Woods, J.

‘ F. per, peer: L. parem, par, equal.

"2 Bl. Com. 54, 816; lid. 401; 4 id. 260, 843.

'3 Bl Com. 850-51.

' Fetter v. Wilt. 46 Pa. 460 (1964); Craig v. Fetter, 66

I‘ In (1870); 2 Md. L58; 62 Barb. 34.

The accused. nearly naked, was laid on his back,

upon the ground, with arms and feet drawn apart by

cords, and with as great a weight of iron or stone

placed upon his chest as he could bear. The next day

he had three morsels of bread. and the next day three

draughts of the stagnant water nearest the prison;

and so on, on alternate days, till he died or answered.

The practice was abolished in 1772.‘

The desire probably was to save the accused's prop

arty, otherwise forfeited, to his family.‘

PENAL.a Pertaining to, prescribing, or

incurring punishment; with a penalty at

tached.

Penal action. A suit for a penalty.

Penal bill. See Penal Sum.

Penal clause. The words in a statute

which attach a penalty to the act forbidden

by it.

Penal servitude. See Smzvrronn, 1.

Penal statute. An act which inflicts a

forfeiture for transgressing its provisions.‘

See STATUTE.

Penal sum. The sum in a bond declared

to be forfeited in case of non-fulfillment of

the covenant.

When the bond is for the payment of money, the

penal sum 8 usually twice the real debt. The instru

ment was formerly called a “penal bill."‘ See fur

ther Penalty.

Penalty. Punishment; also, money re

coverable by way of punishment; and, also,

asum named in a bond as a forfeit in case

the obligor fails to comply with the condi

tions.‘

The imposition of the payment of a sum of

money, or some personal suffering."

Is in the nature of a punishment for the non-per

formance of an act or for the performance of an un

lawful act, and in the former case stands in lieu of the

act.‘

Involves the idea of punishment, and its character

is not changed by the mode in which it is inflicted,

whether by a civil or a criminal prosecution.‘

Includes fines, which are pecuniary penalties."

" Penalty,“ “ line," and “ forfeiture " are often used

 

1 4 Bl. Com. 827, 325.

‘See Washb. Jud. Hist. 142.

‘ L. poena, pain, suffering, punishment.

‘ [8 Bl. Com. 161.

‘ See 2 Bl. Com. 340.

‘ See 2 Bl. Com. 840. _

" [Hills v. Hunt, 28 E. L. & E. 896 (I854), Mauie, J.

‘County of San Luis Obispo v. Hendricks, 71 Cal.

245 (ISQGI, Searls, C.

' United States v. Chouteau, 102 U. S. 611 (1880) Field,

J. See also 16 S. & R. 822; 18 Abb. Pr. 237; 21 How.

Pr. 370; 5 Q. B. D. 506. .

1‘ The Strathairly, 124 U. B. 571 (1888), Matthew], J.
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eonfusedly. "Penalty" is the general term.I

Fnu-., 2; Foarsrroas; Pmusnxmrr.

See it is founded in fact upon a tort. The necessity oi‘

establishing a joint liability does not exist; it is suf

When a penalty is inserted in an instrument to flclent if the liability of any of the defendants ll

secure the performance or enjoyment of a collateral

object. the latter is considered as the principal intent of

the instrument. the penalty as accessory, and, there

fore, intended only to secure the due performance

thereof or the damage incurred by non-performance.

in every such case, the true test by which to ascer

tain whether relief can or cannot be had in equity is

to consider whether compensation can be made or not.

If it cannot be made. a court of equity will not inter

iere. If it can be made. if the penalty is to secure the_

more payment of money, then equity will relieve the

party, upon paying the principal and interest. If it is

to secure the performance of some collateral act or

undertaking, a court of equity will direct an issue

quantum dam m'ficatus,' and, when the amount of dam

ages is ascertained bya jury, will grant relief upon

the payment of such damages. As the penalty is de

signed as a mere security. when the party obtains his

money. or his damages. he gets all that he expected.

all that. in justice, he is entitled to. But there is a

distinction between a "pcnalty,“ strictly so called.

and “ liquidated damages." The latter properly occur

when the parties have agreed that, in case one party

shall do a stipulated act. or omit to do it. the other

party shall receive a certain sum as the just. appropri

ate, and conventional amount of the damages sustained

by such act or omission. In cases of this sort, courts

of equity will not interfere to grant relief; but will

deem the parties entitled to ill their own measure of

damages; provided always that the damages do not

assume the character of gross extravagance. or of

wanton and unreasonable disproportion to the nat

ure or extent of the injury. On the other hand, courts

of equity will not suifer their jurisdiction to be

evaded merely by the fact that the parties have called

a sum “ damages " which is in fact and intent a pen

aity; or because they have deeignedly used language

and inserted provisions which are in their nature

penal, and endeavored to cover up their objects under

other disguises‘ See Dnuors. Liquidated.

The mode in which penalties shall be enforced and

what disposition shall be made of the proceeds are

matters of legislative discretion.I _

While the judgment on a penal bond is technically

rendered for the full amount of the penalty. the axe

cution will be limited to the amount of the damages

proved to have been sustained by the breach of the

bond.‘

Debt lies for a statutory penalty because the sum

demanded is certain. but, though in form ea: oontractu,

lGosselinlr :1. Campbell. 4 Iowa. 300 (1856); United

States-v. Mathews, 23 F. R. 75 (1883).

'2 Story, Eq. 55 1818-18. Approved, Clark 0. Bar

nard, 108 U. S. 455 (1883), Matthews. J.; ib. 4%. cases.

Andsee McPherson 1:. Robertson. B2 Ala. 402 (1886),

cases; 18 Cent. Law 1143-46 (1884). cases; 17 Ct. Cl.

215; 11 F. R. 119; 12 id.444; 48Pa.450; b4id.3=l0; 71 id.

180; 19 S. C. 484.

' Missouri Pacific BL Co. v. Humes. 115 U. S. 513, 528

(1885).

‘ State 1:. Fstabrook. 2'9 Kan. 7440888).

 

shown. Judgment may be entered against them and

in favor of the others whose complicity in the oflense.

for which the penalty is prescribed, is not proved.

precisely as though the action were in form as well as

in substance ea: delicto.‘ See CONTRIBUTION.

l‘enalties are never extended by implication. They

must be expressly imposed or they cannot be en

forced.’

Extreme penalty of the law: death. q. u.

PENCIL. See Wsrrmo.

IPEND.8 '1‘o be in process of settlement

or adjustment.

A petition. as soon as filed, is “ pending." ‘

an action is “ pending " or " depending " until the

judgment is 1‘ully certified.‘

“ Another action pending" is a plea in abatement

(q. 0.) that another suit is already pending, upon the

same subject-matter or cause of action. and between

the same parties, in person or interest.

See further Lis. Pendens.

PEl‘TI‘1‘I|ElNTIABY.‘I A prison or place

of punishment ; 7 any place designed for the

confinement of convicts; a State’s prison.

By statute 19 Geo. ill (1779), all offenders liable to

transportation maybe confined at hard labor in cer

tain “ penitentiary houses," to be created by virtue of

that act.‘

Sir William Blackstone. co-operating with John

Howard. was influential in procuring the passage of

that act.— legislation which led the way to more just

and rational views of prison discipline.‘

See Ixraxv; Lanes, 1, Hard; Parson.

PENSION." 1. (1) In Gray’s InnI an as

sembly of the members of the society to

“ consult ” over their afiairs. (2) An annual

payment due from each member.

A “ pension writ " was a sort of peremptory

order against a member who was in arrears

with his dues."

2. In lieu of a corody, especially when due

1 Chaflee 0. United States, 18 Wall. 588 (1878), Field.

Justice.

' Elliott 1:. East Penn. R. Co., 99 U. S. 576 (1878).

' L. pendere. to hang.

¢\Ventworth v. Farmington, 48 N. H. 2)? (18%); 3

Clifl. 371; 4 ‘Watts, 156.

5 Wegman v. Childs. 41 N. Y. 162 (1869); Ulshafer v,

Stewart. 71 Pa. 170,174 (1872); 142 lllzms. 96.

' L. pwniientia, penitence: pcena. punishment.

" Penitentiary " has meant: a penitent, an ordainer of

penances, and a place for peniteuts. See Locus, Pen

itentize.

" lllillar v. State, 2 Kan. 183 (1863).

'4 Bl. Corn. 871.

'1 W. Bl. Rep. xxi; 1 Share. Bl. xvi; 4 Bl. 00m. 871.

" F. pension.’ L. pemionem, pcnsio. weighing. do

liberation; payment.

" LCowell's Law Dict.
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from ecclesiastical persons, and which is a

right of sustenance or to receive certain al

lotments of victual and provision for one’s

maintenance, a “ pension ” or sum of money

is sometimes substituted.1

3. A periodical allowance of money granted

by a government for services rendered, in

particular to a soldier or sailor in connec

tion with a war or with military operations.7

Whence pens-ionary (n. and adj.) and pen

simwr. See DEBT, Public. '

PEONAG-E. The state or condition of a

peon,— in Mexico, a debtor held in servitude

until he has worked out his debt. See CITI

ZEN, Amendment, XIV.

PEOPLE. Ordinarily, the entire body of

the inhabitants of a State. In a political

sense, that portion of the inhabitants who

are intrusted with political power; the quali

fied voters.‘

The words “ the people“ must be determined by

the connection. In some cases they refer to the qual

ified voters, in others to the state in its sovereign ca

pacity ‘

The United States government proceeds directly

from the people; is " ordained and established “in the

name of the people. It is emphatically and truly a gov

ernment of the people. In form and substance it em

anates from them. Its powers are granted by them,

and are to be exercised directly on them, and for their

bL‘ll@fii~.

Under our system. the "people," who in England

are called " subjects," constitute the sovereign.‘ _

The simple word “people " is sometimes applied to

a nation or foreign power.‘ ~

When the constitution of a State directs that pro

cesses shall run in the name of the State, a process in

the name of the “ people “ will be held deficient, not

withstanding the form be statutory.‘

See C1'rIzn\'; Conxrar; Govmxum; Lu, Salus,

etc; 1\1m1snura; NATION; Sommom; STATE, 8:

V\'n!.r'.\Rs_

BEPPERCORN. The berry of the pep

per-plant. In England, “ one peppercorn ” is

sometimes named as a nominal rent.
 

'2 Bl. Com. 40;1id.288.

‘ Seeat length R. S. 55 4692-4791; 1 Sup. R. S. p. 468;

United States v. Hall, 98 U. 8. 848 (1878); United States

v. Meyers, 15 F. R. 417 (1882).

' [Blair 1). Ridgely, 41 M0. 176 (1867). Wagner, J.;

Koehler 1;. Hill, 60 Iowa, 568 (1893); Cooley, Const.

him. 29, 5%.

‘ Black 1:. Trower, 79 Va. 126 (1884), Lewis, P.

' hi‘Cu.lloch 11. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 40:54 (1819), Man

shall, 0. J.

' United States 11. Lee, 106 U. S. EB (1882).

' United States 1!. Quincy, 6 Pet. '46? (1832).

lhianville 11. Battle Mountain Smeiting Co., 17 F. E.

180888); Perkins v. State, 60 Ala. 9 (IBTF).

A peppercorn rent isnots rent within sec. & subs. 4,

0! the Conveyancing Act of 1881, such peppercorn not

being paid.‘

i PER. L. By; through. Compare PUB.

lntroduces both Latin and English phrases. Ex

amples of the latter are: per advice; per year; ' opin

ion per Story. J.

The original of the character §.

Per annum. By the year; yearly.

Per capita. By heads—individuals. See

Carnr, Per, etc.

Per curia.m.. By the court. See Conn.

Per fiaudem. By fraud: as, a. replica»

tion alleging fraud as to matter pleaded in

discharge. See FRAUS.

Per industriam. By exertion or labor.

Per infortunium. By misadventure.

Per minas. By threats.

Per my et per tout. L. F. By half and

by the whole; of a moiety and of all: See

Jomr-mrunrs.

Per pais. F. Per patriam. L. By the

country or jury. See COUNTRY, 2; Pars.

Per proc. By procuration, g. 1).; by let

ter of attorney.

Per quod. By which; whereby.

In common-law pleading, introduces a conclusion

oi’ law upon facts previously stated. The rule thai

special damage must be particularly charged, is

termed " laying the action with a per quad.“ '

Per quod consortium (q. v.) amisit. By

which he (the husband) lost her (the wife's)

company.

Per quod servitium amisit. By which he

(the plaintiff) lost her (or his) service.

Per so. By itself; in itself considered.

As, an act of negligence per se; fraud per se;

a nuisance per se; a thing malum per se.

Per stirpes. By roots; by the stocks;

according to representation. Opposed, per

capita, q. v.

Per verba. By words --de future, of the

future (tense) ;— de praasenti, of the present '

(tense). See liianmsos.

PERAJHBULATIONJ Going around

the boundaries of land, with witnesses, to

determine and preserve recollection of its

extent, and to see that no encroachments

have been made and no land-marks removed.‘

Compare PROCESSIONING.

1 Moody v. Yates‘ Contract, 28 Ch. D. 661 (1885).

' See Curt-iss v. Howell, 39 N. Y. 218 (1868).

' 3 Bl. Com. 124.

| L. per-ambulars, to walk through.

'[Greenvi1ie 1:. Mason, 57 N. E. 892 (1875); 1 Greenl

Ev. 5 146, n.
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PEBCEPTIONJ Taking, receiving; per

nancy, q. ‘U.

" Perception of rents and profits is the mortgagor‘s

right until a final determination of the right to sell

[by the mortgagee], and a sale made accordingly." I

PERCOLATE. See AQUA, Currit, etc.

May refer to any iiowage of subsurface water, other

than that of a running stream, open, visible, clearly

traceable.‘

PEREMPTOBY.‘ Final, determinate,

without hope of renewing or altering.‘

That for which no reason is or need be

assigned; not admitting of contention or con

troversy; final; positive; absolute; obliga

tory: as, a peremptory -— challenge, day, de

fense, instruction, mandamus or other writ,

nonsuit. rule, qq. v.

PERFECT. Complete; also, to make

complete: as, a perfect obligation, a perfect

title; to p0rfect—an appeal, bail, ‘a copy

right, a deed, an invention, qq. v. Whence

imperfect.

If excepted to, “ bail " must be perfected; that is,

the persons must justify themselves by each swearing

that he is worth the sum for which he isbail, after

paying his debts.‘

A perfect external “ obligation “ confers the right

of compulsion; a perfect " right," the right to compel

those who refuse to fulfill the corresponding obliga

tion,’ q. 1:.

A perfect " title " means a title which is ‘good in

law and equity.‘

A perfect “ machine" may mean a “ perfected “

invention; not a machine perfectly constructed, but

so constructed as to embody all the essential elements

of the invention, in a form that would make them

practical and operative, so as to accomplish the re

suit.’

PEIRFORINIANCE.1° 1. Accomplish

ment, fulfillment, consummation, discharge.

Specifically, doing as one has agreed; also,

the thing itself as done; and, also, discharge

of the obligation. Opposed non-performance.

 

1 L. per-cipere, capere, to take wholly or entirely.

‘Kountze v. Omaha Hotel 0o.,107 U. S. 898 (1882),

Bradley, J.; 2 B1. Com. 168.

I Mosier v. Caldwell, 7 Nev. 867 (1872).

‘ Per’-emp-tory. L. peremptoriau, decisive; per

nnere, to take away entirely, out ofl, destroy.

‘ [Furman v. Applegate, 23 N. J. L. 29 (1850).

'8 Bl. Com. 291. '

' [Aycock 1:. Martin, 87 Ga. 1280867); Vattel, Law of

Nations, 5 17. '

I Warner v. Middleoox Hut. Assur. Co., 21 Conn ‘449

(185?)

‘ American Hide, &o. Splitting, &c. Machine Co. v.

American Tool, &c. Co., 4 Fish. 298-99 (1870), Shepley, J.

_ " )1. E. parfourmen, pt)rf9z1r'ne1|.' O. F. par, per,

thoroughly; fournir, to furnish.

Such a. thorough fulfillment of a duty as

puts an end to obligations by leaving noth

ing more to be done.l

“ Perform " is synonymous with “ fulfill.” ‘

in the Statute of Frauds, “ performed“ means com

pletely consummated.‘

“ Performance " of a contract means performance

in specie of the agreement; “ satisfaction " occurs

where the contracting party does something in lieu oi

the thing contracted for.‘

Part performance. Such an act done in

performance of a contract that non-enforce

ment of the contract would be a fraud.6

The Statute of Frauds requires that a contract con

cerning realty shall be in writing. Courts of equity

have relaxed the rigidity of the rule, holding that a

part performance of an oral contract removes the bar

of the statute, on the ground that it would be a trend

for a vendor to take advantage from the absence of a

written instrument when he has permitted the con

tract to be partly executed; especially so, where val

uable improvementa have been made by the vendee.'

Nothing is to be considered as a part performance

which does not put the party in a situation which is a

fraud upon him unless the agreement is performed.

The acts should clearly appear to be done solely

with a view to the agreement being performed. .

On this account, acts which are merely introductory

or ancillary to an agreement are not considered as a

part performance thereof, although attended with

expense.'

The existence of the parol contract and its terms

must be shown by full, complete, satisfactory, and

indubitable proof. The evidence must define the

boundaries and fix the consideration; exclusive and

notorious possession must have been taken under it,

and continuously maintained; and the contract must

have been so fur in part performed that compensation

in damages would be inadequate and rescission inequi

table and unjust.‘

Specific performance. Doing as one

has agreed to do. That branch of equity

jurisprudence which compels a party to per

form his contract in specie.

1 Hare, Contracts, 569 (1887).

' Etna Ins. Co. 0. Kitties, 81 Ind. 97 (1881).

_‘ Boydell v. Drummond, 11 East, 85 (1809). On sub

stantial performance, see 19 Cent. Law J.4-4'3-46 (1884),

cases. Time, as aflecting performance, 26 121.283-86

(1888), cases

‘ [Johnson 0. Collins, 20 Ala. 441 (1852).

‘ [Armstrong 0. Kata-nhorn,11 Ohio, 271 (1842); 15 id.

248.

‘ Neale v. Neales, 9 Wall. 9 (1869); Purcell 0. Minor, 4

id. 517 (1866).

" 1 Story, Eq. $5 761-62; Plymale u. Comstock,9 Oreg

818 (1881); Dudley 11. Hayward, 11 F. R 513 (1882); War

ren v. Warren, 105111. 576 (1883).

' Brinser 1:. Anderson, Sup. Ct Pa. (1888); Brown Q

Hoag, 35 Minn. 375-76 (1886); Burns v. Daggett, 141 Man

873 (1886); Halsey v. Peters, 79 ‘Va. 67 (1884), cases;

1 BIJWHG. St. F. ii 457-58.
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An equitable remedy, for it gives more than dam

ages for non-performance, which only are recoverable

at law. The contract constitutes the right. The ob

ject is to place the complainant, as dearly as possible,

in the situation in which the defendant had agreed he

should be placed.‘

A court of law is inadequate [not competent] to de

cree a specific performance, and can relieve the in

jured party only by a compensation in damages,

which, in many cases, would fall far short of the re

dress which his situation would require. Wherever,

therefore, the party wants the thing in specie, and he

cannot otherwise be fully compensated, a court of

equity will grant him a specific performance.‘

Specific relief, execution, performance or enforce

ment of contract will be granted when it is apparent,

from a view of all the circumstances of the case, that

it will subserve the ends of justice; and it will be with

held when it appears it will produce hardship or in

justice to either party. When specific execution,

which would work a hardship were it unconditionally

performed, will work equity when decreed on condi

tions, it will be decreed conditionally. '

Not a matter of right in either party; but a matter

resting in the discretion of the court, to be exercised

upon a consideration of all the circumstances of each

case.I

Not decreed in favor of a party who has disregarded

his own reciprocal obligation; nor where duties to be

fulfilled (as, by a grantee) are continuous, and involve

the exercise of skill, personal labor, and cultivated

judgment; nor where there is want of mutuality; nor

where there is a complete remedy at law,‘

Acontract for personal services. involving the labor,

skill, and inventive genius of the person in default,

cannot be specifically enforced.’

The original and sole equity of the jurisdiction is,

that an award of damages at law will not afford ade

quate compensation — will not put the complainant in

a situation as beneficial to him as if the agreement

were specifically performed I

A court of equity may decree specific performance

of a contract concerning a chattel, and, while gener

ally it will not exercise it, it is proper so to do where

the plsintlfl‘s case is good, his right clear, and the

remedy at law inadequate or its enforcement attended

with doubt or d.iiIiculty.'

While it is a rule that specific performance of a con

tract respecting personalty will not be decreed, be

cause compensation is ordinarily suflicient, in cases

 

lTaslrer 1:. Small, 8 My. At 6. '09 (1837), Cottcnham,

Lord Chancellor.

'1 Story, Eq. 5 716; Satterthwait 11. Marshall, 4 Del.

Ch. 838 (1872).

' Willard v. Tayloe, 8 Wall. MM? (1869), cases, Field,

1.: Nickerson v. Nlckerson, IW U. S. 875 (1888), cases,

‘ Rutland Marble 00. v. Ripley, 10 Wall. 857-59 (1870),

cases, Strong, J.

' Wollensak v. Briggs, 119 Ill. 458 (1887), cases.

° Conner v. Bankhead, 70 Ala. 496 (1881); Lesd_ gas‘

Eq., 4 Am. ed, 1003; Barnett v. Yielding, 2 Sch &

us. ‘M (1816).

' Johnson 0. Brooks, 98 N. Y. 843 (1888), cases,
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where the circumstances are extraordinary, as re

spects either the property or the situation of the par

ties, and an action for damages would not afl'ord an

adequate remedy, equity may be invoked for specific

performance. Letters patent and copyrights fall

within the exception.I

He who seeks specific performance must show the

facts which make such a decree equitable.‘

The question, as already stated, is always one of

sound judicial discretion. The contract must be defl

nite in its terms, and be clearly proved.I

The plaintiff must come into court with clean hands.

Omission or mistake in the agreement, or that it is

unconscionable or unreasonable, or that there has

been concealment, misrepresentation or any unfair

ness. are some of the causes which induce the court to

refuse its aid. If the jurisdiction attaches, the court

will go on to do complete justice, although in its prog

ress it may decree on a matter coguizable at law.‘

See Cosnrrros; Comrucr; Covnxanr; Lacnn.

2. An exhibition, entertainment, qq. v.

PERIL. The risk, contingency, event, or

cause of loss insured against, in a policy of

marine insurance.

The old phrases " perils of the sea," “ perils of navi

gation,“ and “ perils of the river,“ are interchanged

“Perils of the see” are all those natural

perils and operations of the elements which

occur without the intervention of human

agency, and which the prudence of man

could not foresee, nor his strength 1-esisi:.‘~i

While the phrase “ perils of the sea " does not cover

all losses that happen on the sea, there is a principle

of construction which gives it as extended a meaning

as can be reasonably done. All navigation is perilous,

and the rule that the insurer is liable only for losses

occurring from extraordinary causes means nothing

more than that a sesworthy vessel will endure all ordi

nary perils. The phrase is only used to describe those

abnormal circumstances of dangerous navigation

under which the loss occurs, be they what they may.

Because the “ peril " cannot be located it does not

follow that there was none.‘

See further Dsnonas; RISK; Sanvaon.

PERIOD. Any portion of complete time.

Designating an act to be done or to be be

gun, though its completion may take an un

certain time, it means the day when the

 

1 New York Paper-Bag Machine Co. v. Union Paper

Bag Machine Co., 32 F. R. 786 (1887), cases, Butler, J. ’

1 Fowler 1:. Marshall, 29 Kan. 665 (1883).

I Shenandoah Valley R. Co. 1:. Lewis, 76 Va. 885

(1882).

‘Cathcart 1:. Robinson, 5 Pet '26:], $76 (1881), Man

shall, 0. J.

'8 Kent, 300; 52 Barb. 497; -18 N. Y. 419.

' llioores 1;. Louisville Underwriters, l4 F. R. 226

(1882), Hammond, D. J.; Hazard v. New England Mar.

Ins. Co., 8 Pet. '58.’; (1834); Thames, &c. Mar. Ins. Co.

v. Hamilton, 57 Law '1‘. Rep. 695 (1887), cases.
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thing commences, as, the exportation of

goods.1

A stated and recurring interval of time, a

round or series of years, by which time is

measured.2

Periodical. Recurring, made or to be

made. after the lapse of a specified or regular

interval of time: as, periodical allowances of

money, payments of interest or of principal

and interest.

PERISH. See RES, Perit, etc.

Perishable. Subject to speedy and nat

ural decay.

But where, as in the case of a levy upon personalty,

the time before a sale can be made is necessarily long,

may embrace property liable to material depreciation

in value from other causes than decay.‘

In the commercial sense, designates such

property as from its nature decays in a, short

time, without reference to the care it re

ceives.

Of that character are many varieties of fruits,

flowers. somekinds of liquors, and numerous vegetable

productions. But merchantable corn is not “ perish

able."

Fattened cattle are perishable property;' so are

potatoea;' and so are skins and furs."

inherently liable.to deterioration and decay. “ In

this case, the goods can be preserved as they are, by

reasonable care, and that the sheriff is bound to be

stow upon them, until the right to mskea sale shall be

secured by a judgment against the debtor, and an ex

ecution be issued for that purpose. The order should

be modified so as to allow sale of the kid gloves, as

they are shown to be inherently liable to decay and

deterioration. but not so asto the underwear, neckties,

shirts, jewelry, umbrellas, etc, although as to some of

these the fashion may change." '

Where property, attached as belonging to a defend

ant, is sold under an order of court before judgment,

the purchaser takes a title good as against all the

world. Such sales, which are very ancient in their

0|-i,;in_ proceed upon the principle of necessity. To

permit the property to become worthless by natural

decay would be to defeat the object of the attachment

or levy.’ See Rarnmax, 1; Soon, 2 (1).

A court will order the sale of realty belonging to an

 

I [Sampson u. Peaslee, 20 How. 579 (1857), Wayne, J,

1 People v. Leask, 67 N. Y. 528 (1876), Folger, J.

' {Webster v. Peck, 81 Conn. 495 (1863), Butler, J.

‘ Illinois Cent. R Co. 0. McClellan, 54 D1. 67 (1870),

Walker, J.

' lli‘Call v. Peachy, 8 liiunf. 288 (1811).

' Williams v. Cole, 16 Me. 208 (1889).

' Astor u. Union ins. Co., 7 Cow. 202 (1827).

' Fisk v. Spring, 25 Hun, 867 (1881). See Schoul.

Bailm. 89‘-'.

° Young 1:. Keller, Sup. Ct. Mo. (1888), cases; lilo. R. S.

1879,55 m, 470; as Cent. Law J. 420-22, as (1888),

case;

insolvent corporation, when there is no income with

which to keep it in repair, and it is of such a charac

ter as to materially deteriorate in value pending pro

tracted litigation.I

PERJURY.7 When a lawful oath is ad

ministered, in some judicial proceeding, to

a person who swears willfully, absolutely,

and falsely, in a matter material to the issue

or point in question.‘

The willful giving, under oath, in a judi

cial proceeding or course of justice, of false

testimony material to the issue .or point of

inquiry.‘

The taking of a willful false oath by one

who, being lawfully required to depose the

truth in any judicial proceeding, swears abso

lutely in a matter material to the point in

question.I

Taking a false oath in a judicial proceed

ing.‘ ~ -

An otfense against public justice. Must be corrupt

(committed malo animo), willful, positive, absolute;

on a point material to the question in dispute; and the

oath be administered by a court or oflicer having ju

risdictlon or authority over the subject-matter, and in

a proceeding relative to a civil suit ora criminal pros

ecution. The breach of an extra-judicial oath is

merely ground for damages for the private injury.'

The false statement must have been made “ will

fully.“ '

The oflicer must have had legal authority to admin

ister the oath.‘

The matter charged to have been falsely stated

must have been material to the issue. The words used

in Rev. St. are “material matter." These words were

adopted from the common law; and they must be given

a signification broad enough at least to cover cases of

perjury at common law." The section referred to pro

vides that “if any person in any case, matter, hear

ing, or other proceeding, when an oath or nilirmation

shall be required to be taken or administered under

or by any law or laws of the United States, shall, upon

the taking of such oath or aflirmatiou. knowingly and

willingly swear or affirm falsely, every person so of

 

I Middleton v. New Jersey West Line R. Co., 28 N. J.

E. 269 (1875).

‘L. perjurarc, to forswear: per, through, over, be

yond; jurare, to bind by oath: jus, right, law.

' Coke, 3 Inst. 164: 4 Bl. Com. 187; Q} Ohio St. 88. ‘

'2 Bish. Cr. 1..., 5 ed.. 51015.

' Commonwealth v. Smith, 11 Allen, 258 (1865), Boar,

Judge.

IThe Queen 1:. Castro (“Tichborne "), L R., 9 Q, 13,

an (1874), Blackburn, J.

' 4 Bl. Corn. 137; Whart. Cr. Ev. Q 1%)‘.

' Schmidt 1:. Witherlck, 29 Minn, 156 (1882).

' United States 1:. Curtis, 107 U. S. 61‘2(l&i2).

"United States v. Shinn, 8 Saw. 410-11 (1882), Deady,

J.; a. c. 14 F. R 447; I Crim. Law liiag. 459-88 08%).

cases.
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fending shall be deemed guilty of perjury, and shall,

on conviction thereof, be punished by fine, not exceed

ing two thousand dollars, and by imprisonment and

confinement to hard labor, not exceeding live years,

according to the aggravation of the offense." 1

One who swears willfully to a matter which he

ruhly believes, which is false, and which he had no

probable cause for believing, may be convicted of the

crime.‘

The truth must be shown.I

Parol testimony is admissible.‘

The testimony of one witness, unsupported, may

not be enough to convict; for there may then be

merely oath against oath.‘

Subornation of perjury. Pi-ocuring

another to take such a false oath as consti

tutes perjury in the principal.‘ .

“ If any person or persons shall knowingly or will

ingly procure any such perjury [see above] to be com

mitted, every person so oflending shall be deemed

guilty of subornation of perjury, and shall, on con

viction thereof, be punished “ by fine, and by imprison

ment at hard labor, as in cases of perjury,’ q. u.,' and

thereafter be incapable of giving testimony in any

court of the United States until the judgment is re

versed.‘

Subornation of perjury is in its essence but a form

of perjury itself. An indictment must aver that the

accused knew that the testimony was false, and that

in giving it the witness would commit pcrjury.'

The person solicited is not an accomplice in the crime

of subornntion; and the fact that he committed per

jury does not prevent the jury from convicting the

mborner of the solicitation on his testimony."

Solicitation to commit perjury, though unsuccessful,

h a misdemeanor at common law." See Susoas.

See Canmx, Falsi; lsrm; Swnamno, False.

PERMANENT. Does not always em

brace the idea of absolute perpetuity.H

Thus, " permanent residence " does not involve the

idea that a change thereafter may not be made; " it

lmplies that there is no present intention to make a

change."

“Permanently establish a county seat" does not

 

1 R. S. 5 5392: Act 8 March, 1825, 5 13.

' See United States 0. Moore, 2 Low. 285-88 (1878),

cases; Baldw. 870; 1 Sprngue, 558; 4 McLean, 118.

'1 VVhart. Ev. § 387. Cr. L. § 1321; 27 Gratt.127.

'8 Greenl. Ev. §§188-202; 105 Mass. 582; 107 id. L27.

' 4 Bl. Corn. 858. On corroboration, see 25 Cent.

Law J. 634 (1885), cases

'4 Bl. Com. 187.

' R. S. 5 5893.

‘IL S.§5398. See also 55397.

' United States v. Dennee, 8 Woods, 41 (1817); C0m

monwealth v. Douglass, 5 Metc, Mass, 244 (1842).

" United States :1. Thompson, 31 F. R. 831 (1887),

Deady, J. '

"See2 East,5;6 t'd.464.

" Hascall 1:. Madison University, 8 Barb. 185(1W).

" Newton v. Commissioners. 100 U. S. 562 (1879).

" Dale :1. Irwin. 78 ill. 181 (1875).

mean to keep the county seat at a place perpetually,

or for all time;l the legislature may at pleasure re

move a county seat “permanently located!" 500

Foasvna.

An institution of learning is “ permanently located “

when the trustees by resolution locate the buildings

with intention that the place shall be the permanent

place for conducting the business of the corporation.I

A sidewalk need not be made of stone or brick

to be “ permanent " rather than “ temporary.“ ‘

Compare Esnnusn; Psnrmusn See auuoxr.

I|?ER]!I1IT.6 Is more positive than “al

low ” or “ suifer: " denotes a decided assent.‘

Implies assent given or leave granted.'I

May mean “sufi‘er.“5

Includes knowledge of what is to be done, and in

tention that what is done is what is to be done.’

One definition is "to allow by not prohibiting," as

in an ordinance that “ no person shall permit swine to

go upon a sidewalk.“ " See Surrsa.

Permissive. Allowed; suffered: as, per

missire waste, q. 1;.

PERNANUY." Taking, receiving; en

joyment.

Pernancy of the profits of an estate is the taking,

perception, or receipt of the rentsand other advan

tages arising therefrom. See Psscsvnos.

Pernor. He who receives such profits, etc; a

cesiui qua use."

PERPETRATOR. See Accomrucn.

.\Iay include an artificial person, as, a railroad

company."

PERPETUAL.“ Unlimited in time; con

tinuous: as, a perpetual—injuncti0n, lease,

statute, succession, qq. v.

A grant of perpetual succession to a corporation

does not mean that the corporate existence shall be

unending, but only unbroken during the term." Com

pare Pssussnsr.

See STATE, 3 (2). ,

PERPETUATE. To cause to endure in

definitely; to preserve from the contingency

of loss or extinction.

 

1 Newton v. Commissioners, ante.

' Harris 1:. Shaw, 13 H1. 465 (1851).

' Mead v. Ballard, 7 Wall. 290 (1868).

' City of Lowell 1:. French, 6 Cush. 224 (1850). Bee

also 28 How. Pr. 448; 12 Bush, 641.

' L. per-milfere, to send through, pass through.

' City of Chicago v. Stearns, 105 Ill. 558 (1888).

' Loosey v. Orser, 4 Bosw. 401 (1859).

I Territory v. Stone, 2 Dak. 166 (1879).

' Gregory 1:. United States, 17 Blatch. 880 (1879).

" Commonwealth v. Curtis, 9 Allen, 271 (1804).

" Per’-nan-cy. F. prendre, to take.

"2 Bl. Com. 163.

" Phllo 1:. Illinois Central R. Co., 83 Iowa, 47 (1871).

" L. perpetualis, universal, permanent: parting

constant, continuous.

" Scanlan v. Crawshaw. 5 Mo. Ap. 839 (1878).

(49)
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Perpetuate testimony. If a witness to

a disputed fact is old and infirm, or going

abroad, it is not unusual to file a hill to “ per

petuate" his testimony, although no suit be

pending.l

Such bills are indispensable in securing justice, as

it may be impossible for a party to bring his rights

presentlyto a judicial decision; and unless. in the

meantime, he may perpetuate his proofs, the rights

themselves may be lost without default in him. The

civil law adopted similar means of preserving testi

mony. Bills to take testimony dc bane ease arise when

suits are actually pending.I

PERPETUITY. 1. Of the sovereign:

absolute immortality in his political capacity.‘

2. The settlement of an interest in prop

erty, which will go in the succession pre

scribed, without any power of alienation.‘

A grant of property wherein the vesting of

an interest is unlawfully postponed.-"

80 called, not because the grant, as written, would

actually make the estate perpetual, but because it

transgresses the limits which the law has set in re

straint of grants that tend to a perpetual suspense of

the title, or of its vesting, or, as it is sometimes ex

pressed, with less accuracy, to s perpetual prevention

of alienation.‘

A limitation of property which renders it

inalienable beyond the period allowed by

law,‘—-a life or lives in being and twenty

one years more, with a fraction of a year

added for the term of gestation, in cases of

posthumous birth.

All that is required is that the estate shall vest

within the prescribed period. The right of possession

may be postponed longer.’

Perpetuitles are abhorred by the law. They make

estates incapable of answering the ends of social com

merce, and providing for the sudden contingencies of

private life, for which property was at first estab

lished.'

Trusts created for charitable or public purposes are

not subject to the rule.’

See Aconuuuriox; Cnsarrr, 2; Monrusm.

 

\ 8 Bl. Com. 450.

'8 Story. Eq. §§ 1506-13; Hall v. Stout, 4 Del. Ch. m

(1871); 2 Daniel. Ch. Pr. 955; 1 Pomeroy. Eq. ii)‘ 82, 210.

'1 Bl. Com. 249.

4 2 Bl. Com. 174.

‘City of Philadelphia 0. Girard‘s Heirs, 45 Pa. 26

(1868), Lowrle, C. J.;10£d.81H;88 121.495.

'0uld v. Washington Hospital, 96 U. S. 812 (1877),

Swsyne, J. See also Perin u. Carey, 24 How. 404 (1860):

Ssund. Uses, &c. 196; McArthur 1:. Scott. 113 U. S. 882

88 (1885), cases, Gray, J.

' Bruce 0. Nickerson, 141 Mass. 403 (1886).

'2 Bl. Com. 174; 0uld's Case, supra,‘ De Wolf v.

hmson, 61 Wis. 474 (1884); 78 Va. 147. >

' Joneo v. Haber-sham, 107 U. S. 186 (18851); Detwiller

I. Hartman, 87 N. J. E. 854 088').
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PERQUISITE. See EMOLUMENT.

PERSON. Persons in law are either nat~

ural or artificial. Natural persons are

such as the God of nature formed us; arti

fioial persons, such as are created and de

vised by human laws for the purposes of

society and government-corporations or

bodies politic,l which derive their existence

and powers from legislation.'

In the bankruptcy acts, person included a corpora

tion.I

in internal revenue laws, includes a partnership,

association, company, or corporation, as well as a

natural person.‘

In the Revised Statutes, or any act or resolution of

Congress passed subsequently to February 25, 1874, the

word may extend and be applied to partnemhips and

corporations, unless the context shows that s more

limited sense is intended.‘

A private corporation is included within the prohi

bition of section one of the Fourteenth Amendment,

that no State shall deny to any person the equal pro

tectlon of the laws.‘

May include a State, or the United States.'

Includes Indians, within habeaa corpus ' and inter

course acts.‘

In a statute, includes women, unless the context

clearly shows an intention to limit it to men."

In short, while “any person or persons " compre

hends every human being, the terms will be limited to

the class or classes in the mind of the legislature.

While anatural person may do any act which he

is not prohibited by law from doing, an artificial per

son can do none which the charter giving it existence

does not expressly or by fair inference authorize."

"Injuries to the person " import hurt to the body,

physical injuries; as, in a civil damage law."

Oflenses against the person are: homicide, may

hem, rape, robbery, buggery, battery, wounding, false

imprisonment, kidnaping, abduction."

The rights of persons are those which concern and

are annexed to the persons of men; and they are

either absolute or relative. See Rum‘, 2.

'1 Bl. Com. 128, 467.

' United States 0. Fox. 94 U. S. 321 (1878).

' R. S. 5 5013.

‘ R. S. Q81-10; 15 Op. Alt.-Gen. %30.

‘R. S. 5 1; 11 Wheat. 412; 12 Pet. 134; MU. B. 821; 8

Saw. 239, 269, 274-75. 281, 288-93; 18 F. R. 40¢; 87Ind. 596.

' Pemblna Mining Co. :1. Pennsylvania, it U, B, 139

(1588).

7 Alabama Certlilcates,12 Op. Att.-Gen. 179 (1867);

0.217; 9Kan.19-i; 83ltiinn.4-‘l6;8N.J. E. 5%; M0hio

St 611; 24 ‘Tex. 61.

' United States v. Crook, 5 Dill. 458 (1879).

' United States v. Shaw-mux, 2 Saw. 864 (IWB).

" Opinions of the Justices, 186 Mass. 58) (1888); 74 G;

795. -

" Smith 1:. Alabama Life Ins. & Trust Co., 4 ML 55!

(1843).

" Callowsy v. Lsydon, 47 Iowa, 458 (1877).

" 4 Bl. Com. W6-19.
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_—__——____—___—_____.———-—-———-————

Person, fictitious. See Dscor; Foa

GREY.

Persons in public employment. See

LIBEL, 5.

See also Annssr, 2; BAIL, 2; Ben, 1; Crrrzxs; Ex

ross; lpmxrrrr, 1; INDIVIDUAL; lxsrrcrxon, 2; Juare

nc-rlox, 2; Nana, 1.

Personal. Pertaining to the person; be

longing to an individual person; individual:

as, personal or a personal -- action, asset,

baggage, chattel, contract, covenant, credit,

demand, disability, estate, goods, injury,

knowledge, liability, liberty, note, perform

ance, property, representative, security, serv

ice, servitude, tax.

Referring to some subjects —-as, an action,

asset, chattel, estate, property — “ personal "

means simply movable, transitory: that

which may follow the person of the owner

or defendant.

Again, referring to some subjects — as, an

action, contract or covenant, defendant, in

jury, privilege, security, service, tax— “ per

sonal ” is contrasted with real, or that which

concerns real estate.

See those substantives.

Personalty. Personal property, q. 1:.

Personate. To assume the character of

another without authority and do something

to his or a third person’s detriment.

Known as "false personstlon," which is a misde

meanor both at common law and, generally, by

statute.1

In England, since 1874, to personate any person or

hls heir. executor, etc, with intent to claim succession

to property, or falsely to claim relationship to any

family, is a felony, punishable with penal servitude

for life.’

There may be a false personation of an oflicer for

the purpose of making a pretended arrest, or collect

ing fines, taxes, or other alleged dues.

Falsely personating any person under the provisions

of the naturalization laws,‘ or any person holding a

claim against the government, are criminal oflenseal

See Camsss, p. 17?, sec. 7; Parrsnss, False.

PEBSONA. L. A person.

See Acno, Personalis; Dsnscros, Dnscnwno, Per

sona: Is, Per-sonam, Propria. etc.; li1onu.u.

PERSUADE. See lsrnonncs.

To “ lnveigle, persuade, or entice " a child into in

voluntary servitude, necessarily implies ament yielded

as the result of the persuading or enticing, by whom

__________—_—__————

|8ee4Bl.Com.2i8; 2RusaCr.479.

'Stat.87&88Vict.c.86.

'R.S.§MBL

‘lL8.$548ll.

soever the influence is brought to bear, whether by

parents, uncles. or others.l

PERTINENT. Relevant;

relevant. Opposed, hnpertinent.

Said of evidence which is useful in proving a cause

of action or a defense. See IIPEBTINENCB; Ransvsrrr.

PETIT; II?IlilTTY.2 Small, little; the

lesser; opposed to grand and high: as, petty

constable, q. 11.; petit or petty—jury, lar

ceny, treason, qq. 1:. See also Psrrmoooas.

Petty-bag ofllce. Proceedings to cancel letters

patent were in the “ Petty Bag " office of the court of

chancery, in which common-law proceedings were

carried on, and all were entitled “In the PettyBag

Office in Chancery." ' See Hnurss.

PETITIO. L. Requesting, seeking: pe

tition. ‘

Petitio principii. A begging of the

question: assuming as conceded or settled

the question at issue.‘ '

PETITION. Formal written application

to a superior for the exercise of his authority.

See'PE'1'I'1'I0.

An application, in writing, to bring before

a court a matter in regard to which judicial

action is necessary, a suit being inappropri

ate from there being as yet no adversary

party.-"

Under code practice, the first pleading filed by a

plaintiff, wherein he states the facts of his case as they

actually occurred.‘

“ Petition" describes an application in writing, in

contradistinction to a " motion," which may be viva

00cc.‘

Petitioner. He who presents a petition.

The person adversely Interested is called the " ro

spondent.“

The use of petitions to induce the exercise of judi

cial discretion or power is manifold. By means of

them proceedings are begun, expedited, and termi

nated in the settlement of decedents‘ and insolvents'

estates; in the appointment, change, and discharge of

guardians, committees, assignees, and other trustees,

and in the tiling, auditing, and settling of their ac

counts; in the appointment of viewers under laws re

lating to the opening of highways, the construction

of bridges, canals, etc. in equity practice, theyare

generally ancillary to suits already begun.

There are also petitions for alimony and other sl

materially

 

I United States 0. Aucarola, i7 Blatch. 428,480 (188)),

Blatchford, J.

' F. petit. " Petty " is the anglicised word.

I Attorney-General v. Rumford Chemical Works, 8

F. R. 618 (1876).

I107 U. S. 507; 29 Wis 19?.

'Bergen v. Jones, 4 Metc., Masa, 870 (1842), Shaw.

0. J.; 67N. Y. 547; 48 Miss. 36.

'SeeAtchIson, &c. R Co. 0. Rice, 86 Kan. 509 (181)
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lowances, petitions for summons to respondents in

divorce, etc.

Statements of facts in petitions are required to be

verified by accompanying affidavit. Compare Pasvaa.

Petition of rights. A parliamentary

declaration of the liberties of the people, as

sented to by Charles the First, in 1629.1

Right Of petition. The right of petitiom

ing the sovereign or either house of Parlia

ment for the redress of grievances.2

The right which the government of Great Britain ac

cords to aliens or subjects to prosecute claims against

IL The proceeding is judicial, to be tried like a suit

between subjects.‘

Appertains to every individual when any uncom

mon injury happens, or any right is infringed, which

the ordinary course of law is too defective to reach.‘

Petitory. Said of a suit in which the

title to property is to be enforced by means

of a petition, or other proceeding.-'*

Suits in admiralty concerning property in ships are

“ petitory " when the mere title is litigated, and sought

to be enforced independently of any possession pre

viously accompanying that title; and “possessory"

when they seek to restore to the owner a possession

of which he has been unjustly deprived, that posses

sion following a legal title, or being a possession under

a claim of title with a coastal: of property.

The former has been silently abandoned in Eng

land, upon the principle that titles to property derived

from the common law shall be litigated in the com

mon-law courts — a proposition which, carried to the

full extent, would prostrate the entire jurisdiction of

admiralty in instance cases. Indeed, titles to ships

principally depend upon the maritime law as recog

nixed and enforced in the common law; and the ad

miralty law does little more in instance cases than

carry into eflect the declarations of the maritime law,

so recognized and cnforced. In the United States, ad

miralty has jurisdiction of both kinds of actions.‘

PETROLEUM. See lliumasm OIL;

\\'AGER, Contract.

PETTIFOGG-ER.’ 1. A practitioner of

law whose business is chiefly confined to

petty causes.

2. One who pretends to practice law, but

is without either knowledge of the law or

eonscience.8

'1 Bl. Com. 1%.

I [1 Bl. Oom. us.

IUnited States v. O‘Keefe, 11 Wall. 188 (1870); The

Fidelity, 16 Blatch. 574 (1879); United States v. Lee, 106

U. S. 205 0&2).

‘1Bl. Com. 148; 4 id. 147; 23 & 24 Vlct. (1860), c. 84.

l [1 Kent, 871.

‘The Tilton, 5 Mas. 468-78 (1830), Story, J.; Ward u.

Peck, 18 How. 207 (1855), cases; 15 F. R. 2&5.

' F. psi“, little; 0. Dut. jocker, an engrosser of com

modities,— Skeat.

'lBouvler‘s Law Dick
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An inferior attorney einployed in mean

professional busiliess.I

The expression “ peltifogging shyster “ can only ap

ply to an unscrupulous practitioner who disgraces his

profession by doing mean work, and who resorts to

sharp practice to do it.’

PETTY. See Psrrr.

PEW. See Cnoacu. ,

In the United States. pews belong to the legal own

ers of the church building. The right of an individual

holder is not partial ownership of the building itself.

The sale of a pew, as a pew, conveys no such owner

ship. The pewholder‘s right is incorporeal, a mere

easement, or, at most, a usufructuary interest; sub

ject to such changes as the circumstances of the con

gregation require. The holder's consent is not neces

sary to such a change, and his rightis extinguished

when the edifice is taken down. He is not entitled to

a pew in a new building because he held one in the

old.

But while his right remains it is exclusive. He

may use the pew on all occasions when the house, as

a church, is open; he may put a fastening on the

door, and deny access to persons other than those

whom he chooses to admit; he may even maintain an

action at law against an intruder.

Acquisition is by perpetual grant from the owners

of the edifice, or by demise for a limited term; and,

possibly, subject to assessments. For unpaid dues or

rents, an action at law will lie. Whether, in the event

of failure to dispose of it by will. a pew passes to the

owner‘s heirs, or to his executor or administrator, de

pcnds upon the question whether, by the law of the

State, pew rights are real or personal property. 1n

Connecticut, Louisiana, and Maine, pews are realty,

and descend to the heir-at-law; in Massachusetts and

New IIampshlre,—in most of the States,—they are

personalty, and, unless disposed of by will, vest in the

administrator or the executor.‘

PHARMACY. See DRUGGIST.

PHOTOGRAPHER. Any person who

makes for sale photographs, ambrotypes, da

guerreotypes, or pictures, by the action of

light.4 ‘

An artist who takes impressions or like

nesses of things and persons on prepared

plates or surfaces.‘

His implements are not “mechanic's tools," ex

empted from execution.‘ See Macnamc.

Congress may confer upon the author, inventor, do

signer, or proprietor of a photograph the rights con

 

! Webster‘s Dict.

' [Bailey 1:. Kalamazoo Publishing 00., 40 Mich. 256

(1879), Campbell, 0. J.

' See Strong, Relations of Civil Law to Church Polity,

&c. 126-32 (1875); Washb. Eascm. 515; Craig 1:. First

Presby. Church, 88 Pa. 51 (1878); Jones v. Towne, 58

N. H. 464 (1878), cases; Livingston o. Rector of Trinity

Church, 45 N. J. L. 282-87 (1588). cases.

' Revenue Act, 13 July. 1860, 89: 1-1 St L LN.

‘ Story 0. Walker, 11 Les, 517 (1888).
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ferred by Rev. St.,§ 4952, so far as the photograph is a

representation of original intellectual conceptions.

The object of the requirement in the act of June 18,

1574 (18 St. L. 78), that notice of a copyright in a photo

graph shall be given by inscribing upon some visible

portion of it the word “copyright,“ the date, and the

name of the proprietor, is to give notice of the copy

right to the public. Whether a photograph is a mere

mechanical reproduction or an original work of art is

aqucstion to be determined by proof of the facts of

originality, of intellectual production, and of thought

and conception on the part of the author.I See Pnmr.

Having control, as business manager, of sheets of a

photograph, isnot such possession as will render the

person liable to the penalty imposed by Rev. St., 5 4965,

which provides that when one without permission

sells a copyrighted photograph, he shall forfeit one

dollar for every sheet found in his possession.‘

Photographs have been admitted as evidence

(1) from necessity, as, to present accurate copies of

public records which cannot be withdrawn from the

tiles; ' (2) to identify individuals,‘ and to furnish ocular

evidence of injuries; ' (8) to identity and describe

premises in dispute;' (4) upon questions of disputed

handwriting, in addition to the writing itself: in which

cases enlarged photographs point out and emphasize

peculiarities.’ SeeSA'risrAc'roaY.

PHYSICAL. See DISABILITY; Fosca;

LABOR, 1; NECESSITY; Pmzsunenou.

PHYSICIAN. In a statute providing

for the organization of medical societies, held

not limited to any school of practitioners."

The law implies an undertaking that he will exer

cise reasonable care and skill in the treatment of 5

patient; not that he will eifect a cure.’

 

I Burrow-Giles Lithographic Co. v. Sarony, 111 U. 8.

iL'ii1B8-1), Miller, J.; s. c. 17 F. R. 591, 696-601; 6 id. 176.

I Thornton o. Schreiber. 124 U. 3. 6120888), liliiler, J.,

reversing 17 F. R. 608 (Philadelphia case); a. o. 26 Cent.

Law J. 550 (1888), cases.

' Re Stephens, L. R., 9 C. P. 187 (1874); Leathers 1:.

Saivor Wrecking Co., 2 Woods, 682 (1876); Daly 1). Ma

guire, 6 Blatch. 137 (1868); Luco v. United States, 28

How. 511 (1859).

'Uddenook v. Commonwealth, 76 Pa. 840 (1874);

Luke o. Calhoun Co., 52 Ala. 118 (1875); Rule!!! v.

People, 45 N. Y. 224 (1871); Washington Life Ins. Co. v.

Bchsible, 1 W. N. C. (Pa.) 360 (1873): 9 Phila. 186.

' Franklin v. State, 69 Ga. 42 (1882); Washington Life

ins. Co. 1:. Bchaible, 1 W. N. C. 869 (1873).

‘Blair 1:. Pelham, 118 Mass. 421 (1875); Cozzcns o.

Higgins, 83 How. Pr. 489 (1866); Church o. Milwaukee.

81 Wis. 519 (18'P2); Locke tv. Railroad Co., 46 Iowa, 112

(1877); Hollenbeck v. Rowley, 8 Allen, 475 (1864); 2

Tlchb. Tr. 640.

' Marcy u. Barnes, 16 Gray, 168 (1860); Foster's Will,

H Mich. 23 (1870); Tome 1;. Railroad Co., 89 Md. N

(1873); Eben v. Zimpleman, 47 Tex. 519(1877). And see

lAm. Law Reg. 1-8 (1869); 20 Alb. Law J. 4-6 (1879),

cases; Q id. 182-84 (1881), cases; 1 Whart. Ev.‘ 646;

Popular Science Monthly, 1875, p. 710.

' Rayner v. State, 62 Wis. 289 (1888).

'O‘Ha.ra 1:, Wells, 14 Neb. 408 (1888); Hoitzman e.
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He may testify to a statement given by his patient

in relation to his condition, symptoms, and feelings,

past and present-\where the bodily condition of a

plaintiff, alleged to have been injured, is the subject

of inquiry; but the necessity does not extend to deo

larationa by the party as to the cause of the injury

when that is the principal matter of inquiry.‘

To defend against an action for his services. on the

ground of a custom among physicians not to charge

each other, it must appear that that custom was so

universal as to justify the conclusion that it became,

by implication, a part of the contract.’

A physician is liable in damages for want of skill

in another physician to whom he intrusts practice.‘

See CARE; COMMUNICATION, Privileged, 1; Cosounnz

Danomsr: Exrsar; Fum..v; L\'1-emu-rion, 1; lsseno

nos, 2; MEDICAL; MEDICXNE; Poucs, 2; Scisxcl;

Susana; Trunn, Restraints.

PHYSIOLOGY. See ALCOHOL

PIA. See FRAUS.

PIANO. See EXEl\1P'1'ION; IMPLEMENT;

QPERA. '

PICKPOCKET. See LARCENY.

PICTURE. See Corvruonr; Drama, 2;

FURNITURE; Hamnoom; LIBEL, 5; Osscasn;

PHOTOGRAPH; PRINT; SATISFACTORY, 1.

PIECE. See BAu.; PARCEL, 2; Suns

FACTION, 1.

PIER. See COMMERCE; RIPARIAN; SPAN;

WHARF.

PIG. See Cyrrns; Hoe.

PIGNUS. In civil law a pledge, q. v.

PIKE. See Tonsmxn.

PILFER. In its popular sense, to steal.‘

See HOOK.

PILLORY. A contrivance for inflicting

punishment by exposing the ofiender to pub

lic disgrace.

A frame of wood erected on a post or posts, with

movable boards containing holes through which the

head and hands were put. First appointed for fraudu

lent bakers and such as used false weights. In use in

the American colonies; now abolished, except in

Delaware.‘

The punishment of standing in the pillory shall not

be inflicted.‘

 

Hoy, 118 I11. 684 (1886); 20 Am. Law Reg. 168-78 (1887),

cases; 24 Cent Law J. 515-18 (1887), cases; 20 Am. Law

Rev. 80-92 (1886), cases; 4 Kan. Law J. 145 (188(l)— Ohio

Law Bulletin. As to death of patient by accident, see

21 Cent. Law J. 267-69 (1885), cases.

I Roosa 0. Boston Loan Co., 182 Mass. 439 (1882).

' Madden 0. Biain, 66 Ga. 49 (1880).

' Landon v. Humphrey, 9 Conn. 279, 218 (1882).

‘ Becket 11. Sterrett, 4 Blackf. ‘.500 (1838).

‘See Rex v. Beardmore, 2 Burr. ‘T92 (1859); 1 Chltty,

Cr. L. 797; 4 Steph. Com. 4-13, note; 1 Moliiastera

Hist. Peop. U. S. 100.

' Act 28 Feb.1889: R. S. 55827.
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By 56 Geo. 111 (1816), abolished in all cases except

perjury; and by 7 Will. IV (1887), abolished absolutely

in general terms without exception.I

PILOTAGE. See Commnca.

A libel in rem may be maintained for fees allowed

for pilotage services tendered in accordance with the

provisions of a State statute, but declined by the mas

ter of the vessel.‘ See Cossmnscr; SHIP, 2.

PIMP. See Pnosrirura.a

PIN-MONEY. Money allowed by a man

to his wife for her personal expenses.

Anclently, a tax was laid for providing the queen

with pins‘

Not agiit out and out, but a sum set apart for a

Ipocific purpose. The husband may flnd the wife in

apparel instead of paying this apparel-money,as it

may be called.‘

PIOS. See USE, Pious, p. 1074.

PIRACY.5 Robbery and depredation

upon the high seas]

Robbery and forcible depredation upon the

high sea, animo furandi.8

Robbery or forcible depredation on the

high seas, without lawful authority, done

animo furandi, and in the spirit and inten

tion of universal hostility.0

Pirate. One who roves the sea in an

armed vessel, without commission from any

sovereign State, on his own authority, and

for the purpose of seizing by force, and ap

propriating to himself, without discrimina- .

tion, every vessel he may meet."

Piratical. Imports an aggression unau

thorized by the law of nations, hostile in

character, wanton and criminal in its com

mission, and utterly without sanction from

any public authority or sovereign power,

‘that the act belongs to the class of offenses

which pirates are in the habit of perpetrating,

whether the purpose be plunder, hatred, re

venge, or wanton abuse of power.“

 

I 1 Bteph. Hist. Or. Law Eng. 490.

' The Alzena, 14 F. R. 174-76 (1882), cases.

' See also Fahnestocir v. State, 102 Ind. 156 (1884).

‘ Barring. Stat. 181.

' Howard v. Digby, 8 Bligh, 289 (1884).

‘F. pirate: Gk. peh-ates’. one who attempts or at

tacks.

' [4 Bl. Com. 71.

I United States v. Smith, 5 Wheat. 161-62 (1830),

lbory, J .

'1 Kent, 183; Dole 0. New England Mut. Mar. Ins.

Co., 2 Clii1'.416 (1861).

" United States 1:. Baker, 5 Blatch. 12 (1861), Nelson,

1.; Davison v. Seal-skins, 2 Paine, 883 (18-889).

" U/ited States v. The Male]: Adhel, 2 How‘: 23208“),

Our: .'
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Hostilities c0mrni".ed under a commission from a

party to a recognized war are not included. In that

case the superior may be held for the act.I

Piracy is the same offense at sea as robbery on

land. It is everywhere punished with death; at com

mon law was punished as an offense against the law

of nations (part of the common iow)—the universal

law of society: a pirate being deemed an enemy of

his race, hoatia humani ge1teri.q.'

Congress shall have power “To define and punish

Piracies and Felonies committed on the high Seas, and

Oitenses against the Law of Nations." '

“ To define “ is to enumerate the crimes which shall

constitute piracy.‘ -

2. Infringement of a copyright by reprint

ing ail or a substantial portion of the pro

duction, word for word; or, by imitating or

copying it with colorable alterations.

Citing the most important parts of a copy

righted work, with a view notto criticism

but to supersede the use of the original work

and to substitute the review.5

In determining the question of piracy, quantity,

quality nnd value are regarded. If the selections are

made onimo jurandi, with intentto make use of them

for the purpose for which the original author used

them, to convey in a diiferent publication the infor

mation he imparted, or to supplant him in his own

territory, a small quantity will suflice to support the

charge. I! the pirated portion, being substantial,

cannot be separated from the original matter without

destroying the publication, the whole book will be en

joined — upon the principle 01’ the doctrine of “ contu

sion of goods." ' See Asmnos, 1; Commas; Rsvn-:w,8.

PISCARY. See Common, 2; FISHERY.

PISTOL. See Bsooson; WEAPON.

PL. See Pnacrrun, 2.

PLACE. 1. Any locality limited by

boundaries, however large or small, as, a

country, a State, a county, a town, or a por

tion thereof. The extent of the locality is to

be determined by the connection in which

the word is used."

Often denotes a specific place within a city or

town at which a person dwells or transects business;

1 The Chapman, 4 Saw. 511 (1864).

I 4 Bl. Com. 71; 5 Wheat. 168, 161-62; 1 Kent, 1811;

R. S. 55868; 47 Pa. 169,187.

' Constitution. Art. 1, sec. 8, cl. 10.

‘ United States v. Smith, 5 Wheat. 161-62(1&0); R. S.

$5 sass-s2.

' Folsom v. Marsh. 2 Story, 106-7 (1841).

' Farmer 11. Elstner, 33 F. R. 499 (1888), cases: 8':

Alb. Law J. 280, in which the defendant's “Industries

of Detroit" was held to infringe (in 11 out of 70 pages

of the flrst chapter) the plnintiifs “ History of Detroit

and Michigan,“ &c.

'Law v. Fairfleld, 46 Vt. 432 (1874), Ross, -1.; Ciapp

v. Burlington, 42:11. 682 (1870); State v. Hart,8l N. J. L

489 (1866); ib. 414.
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as, in the expressions, “place 0! business,“ "usual

place of business,“ “usual place of abode,“ etc,

found in statutes fixing the venue of transitory ac

tions, referring to trustee process, taxation of part

nership property, and in provisions for serving writs,

notices, etc.I See Anona; Busmrns; Rssinnscs; Vi

cuurv.

. In a revenue act, may mean a locality more limited

than the country where goods are bought or manu

lnctured.'

in internal revenue acts, as applied to the place

where a licensee may carry on business, construed

with reference to the business, but not as an equiva

lent for county, town or State.‘

in astatute forbidding betting in any “ house, office,

room, or other place," need not be covered with a

roof; ‘ an umbrella. is such place.‘

A canvas tent may be a disorderly house or place.‘

1n a statute forbidding the sale of liquors “in any

place" within four hundred feet of a public school

house, held to include a tent, a booth, an excavation

in the ground or anything similar thereto.7 '

Public place. It would be diificult to

define what is a “ public place" within the

meaning of statutes against gaming, aifrays,

retailing liquor, indecent exposure of person

and drunkenness, for notices of sale, etc. ;

but, generally speaking, it means a place

where the public may go uninvited.

Not, necessarily, a place devoted exclu

sively to the uses of the public, but “ public”

in fact, as distinguished from private; visited

by many persons; usually accessible to the

neighboring public)? ~

A public highway is not necessarily a public place:

it may be abandoned or traverse a forest.’ -

A place where the public has a right to go and he;

not every place where people may be congregated."

For the purpose of setting up notices of sale,a

place likely to give information to those interested,

and who may probably become bidders. The term is

relative; what is a public place for one purpose may

not be public for another." See Pusuc.

Compare Amm; Locus; Srrus; Vanna.

 

I Palmer 1;. Kelleher, 111 Mass. 821-22 (1878), Mor

ten, .1.

' Ciiquot‘s Champagne, 8 Wall. 1420865), Swayne, J. ;

Act 8 March, 1863, 5 1.

' Salt Company 0. Wilkinson, 8 Blatch. 88 (1870).

' Eastwood 1:. Miller, L. R, 9 Q. B. 448 (1874); 10 id.

102; L. R., 8 Ex. 13?; 12 L. T. 355.

' Bows o. Tenwick, L. R., 9 C. P. 343 (1874).

' Kiiiman v. State, 2 Tex. Ap. 2252 (187").

' Commonwealth v. Jones, 142 Mass. 575 (1886).

' Parker 0. State, 88 Tex. 207 (1862).

' Williams v. State, 64 Ind. M7 (1878), cases.

" State v. Welch, 88 Ind. 810 (1882): 52 id. 811.

" Cummins v. Little, 16 N. J. E. 58 (1868).

Bee, as to aflrays, 23 Ala.15; 85 id. 892; 29 Ind. 200;

lltogsming, 12 Ala. 492; 18 id. 602; 17 id. 369; 19 id.

I08.561;2u id.47,6l,86; 28 u'd.89;25 £d.60,78; Biiid.

Place of contract. Matters bearing upon the

execution, the interpretation, and the validity of a

contract, are determined by the law of the place

where the contract is made. Matters connected with

its Performance are regulated by the law prevailing at

the place of performance. Matters respecting-the

remedy, such as the bringing of suits, the admission

of evidence, the statute of limitations, depend upon

the law of the place where suit is brought.I

The general rules, and their exceptions, are famil

lar, but the books are full of conflicting illustrations

of their application. The primary rule is that the

validity of a contract is to be determined by the law

of the State where it was made. If valid there, it is

deemed valid everywhere, and it will sustain an action

in a State whose laws do not permit such a contract.

It the contract is not in itself immoral, although ex

pressly prohibited ln the State where suit is brought,

the courts administering the comity of that State will

not refuse to enforce the contract. The principal ex

ception is that the law of the place of performance

will govern the mode of performance, because it in

presumed that the parties had this law in mind when

they entered into the contract; but the presumption

may be rebutted by an express declaration to the con

trary, or by the fact that the obligation isillegal by

the local law.’

Place of delivery. In a contract of sale, it no

place of delivery is specified, the articles must, in gen

eral, be delivered at the place where they were at the

time of sale, unless some other place is required by

the nature 01 the article, the usage oi.’ the trade. or

the previous course uf dealing between the parties, or

is to be inferred from the circumstances of the case.

It a place is prescribed as a part of the contract, the

vendee is not bound to accept, nor is the vendor

obliged to make, a tender of the goods elsewhere.‘

See Sam.

 

69, 135; 29 id. 46; 30 id. 19, 524, 582, 550; 31 id. 371; ‘B2

id. 596; 85 id. 890; 87 id. 472: 59 id. 89; 9 Tex. 480: 21

id. 213; 26 id. 145, 204; 48 t'd.602; 4 Leigh. 680'; 8 id. 741;

6Gratt. 689;8id. 685; 14 id. 679; 22 id. 917; as to ex

posure of person, 4 Hun, 636; 48 Tex. 346; 8 Car. & K.

860; 2 Cox, 0. C. 376; 8 id. 248; L. R.,1 C. C. 282; 1 L

8: C. 826; 2 Camp. 89; 1 Den. C. 0.838; as to intoxica

tion. 52 Ind. 811, 481; 74 id. 108: 36 N. H. 59; 26 L. J.

M. C. 178; as to sales of liquors, 74 Me. 568; 54 Vt. 156;

as to public sales of property 71 Me. 547; 48 lilo. 800; 8

N. H.179; 40 id.173;b7 Ind. 1556; 58 Vt. 447; 44 Win.

218.

lScudder o. Union Nat. Bank, 91 U. S. 412 (1875),

Hunt, J. See also Pritchard 1:. Norton, 108 id. 299-41

(1b821. cases; Von Hoflman 0. City of Quincy, 4 Wall.

550 (1866), cases; Oscanyan v. Arms 00., 108 U. S. 277

(12450); Gebhard v. Canada Southern B. 0o.,17 Blatch.

417-18 (1850); Codman v. ‘ferment & Canada R. Co., 16

id. 175-76 (1879), cases; Milliken v. Pratt, 123 Mass. 875-88

(1878), cases.

‘Brown v. American Finance Co., 81 F. R. 519%)

(18ts7), cases, Wallace, .1.

‘Batch 1:. Standard Oil Co., 100 U. S. 134-35(1B79),

cases. Cliflord, J.; Ragland 11. Wood, 71 Ala. 1500881),

cases; Janney v. Sleeper, 80 Minn. 474-75 (1888), cases;

Story, Sales, 5808; Ben}. Sa1es,i979; 2 Rent, 508.
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Place of indictment. In general, all oflenses

must be inquired into and tried in the county where

the fact is committed. Yet, if larceny is committed

in one county, and the goods are carried into another,

the offender may be tried in either, for the offense is

complete in both. But for robbery, burglary, and the

like, he can only be indicted where the fact was actu

ally committed; for though the carrying away and

the keeping of the goods is a continuance of the orig

inal taking, and is therefore larceny in the second

county, yet it is not robbery or burglary in that juris

diction.l

The crime of murder iscomplete where the felo

nious blow was struck, notwithstanding that the death

happens within another jurisdiction.‘

In the Federal courts, capital oflenses are indictable

in the jurisdiction where the offense was committed,

when that can be done without great inconvenience;

offenses committed on the high seas, or elsewhere out

of the jurisdiction of a State or district, in the district

where the oifender is found, or into which be is first

brought.‘ An offense begun in one circuit and com

pleted in another is deemed committed in either and

may be tried in either.‘ Suits for taxes. penalties,

and forfeitures may be begun in the district where

they accrue or in which the offender or delinquent is

found.‘ Seizures, made upon the high seas, where the

property is brought; made within any district, in that

district, unless otherwise provided.. See Ds.scau*

nou, 4; Inniwum; Vmws. ‘

Place of payment. When no place of payment

is expressed in a bill or note, the rule, in the absence

of any agreement or circumstances fixing or indicat

ing s. diiierent intention, is that the place of present

ment is the place where the acceptor or maker resides,

or at their usual place of business.’ See Busmnss;

Pnmnrr, 2 (1).

2. To negotiate, or contract, for a thing:

as, to place a risk, a mortgage, or other loan;

also, to deliver a thing to a person for a pur

pose.

A person who “ places " his goods with an agent for

I specified purpose does not necessarily authorize him

to make a warranty.‘ '

Partiesto a contract for " placing " mortgages may

mean selling or realizing upon them.‘

PLACITUM. L. 1. A plea, or plead

ing; a suit. See PLEA.

 

'4 BL Com. 306.

l United smm u. Guiteau, 1t Rep. 138,718-21(1se2),

oases.

' ll 5. $5 72940, case;

' B. B. 5781.

' B. S. 5 782.

' R. S. 5 734.

'1 Daniel, Neg. Inst. 5! 90. 635; Co: 1;. Nat. Bank of

New York, 100 U. S. 700-18 (1879), cases; Stubbs v.

O0lt,80 F. R. 417 (1887), cases. Law of place generally,

I Am. Law Reg. 408-12 (1886), cases.

‘Anderson 1:. Bruner, li2 Mass. 14 (1378).

' Bailey 0, Joy, 182 Mm 859 (1888).

2. A subdivision of an abridgment or di

gest. Abbreviaied pl.

PLAGIARISM. See PIRACY, 2.

PLAGUE. See Hmrn.

PLAIN. Such as may be read and un

derstood by most persons.

" Plain type " means large or ordinary sized type,

within the meaning of a statute requiring innkeepers to

post up copies of the hotel law.l

The " plain statement” required by the New York

code is one that may be readily understood by all per

sons acquainted with the language in which it is

written.I

PLAIN'1‘.. A private memorial tendered

in open court to the judge, wherein the

party injured sets forth his cause of action.‘

Preserved in complaint and plaintifl'.

PLAJIITIIFF. Originally, one who makes

plaint, q. 11.

The party in whose favor the plaint or suit

purports, on the record, to have been insti

tuted.‘ '

One who complains of injury done, in

court.‘

Whoever brings a suit, bill, or complaint, is A

“ party plalntiif, " and whoever is bound to appear and

defend is the party defendant,’ q. o.

In common-law proceedings we speak of the actor

(the party bringing suit) as “ plaintiff.“ and in equity

proceedings as “complainant,"—a distinction with

out a difference. The terms are convertible, al

though, for the purpose of distinguishing whether the

suit is at law or in equity, the different names are

sometimes used. In the equity rules of the Supreme

Court, the actor is always called plaintiff.‘

Legal plaintiff‘. He in whom ‘the legal

title or cause of action is vested. Equitable

plaintifil He who in equity is entitled to

the thing sued for.

Nominal plaintiff. One who is named

as plaintifi, but yet has no interest in the

controversy, having assigned his right to

another for whose use the action is main

tained, and who is therefore the use or real

plaintifl.

Plaintifl‘ in error. The party who sues

out a writ of error. Called also the plaint

l Porter v. Gilkey, 57 M0. 237 (i874).

1 Mann v. Morewood, 5 Sandf. 564 (1852).

' F. pleinfe: L. plancfus, lamentntion. lament

l 8 Bl. Com. 273.

I Henry 1:. Bank of Selina, 5 Hill, 588 (1313).

' 8 Bl. Com. 25.

" Canaan v. Greenwoods Turnpike Co., i Conn. I

(1B13\.

' Stinson v. Hildrup, s Bias. 373 (i878), Drummdnd, J
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t'fl' above: the plaintiff in the appellate tri- response to a bill, of facts. which, if inserted

bunal.

See Acton; Arrnnusr; Assmn, 1; CALL; Col

rumazrr; Lmsnasr; Lrrioasr; Onrroa; PARTY;

Paosscrrron; Rmms; Surroa.

PLAN. See PLAT.

PLANING-MILL. See NUISANCB.

PLANK-ROAD. See Toaurms.

PLANTATION. A place planted; all

the land forming the parcel or parcels under

cultivation as one farm.1

PLANTS. See CROP;

LABCENY.

PLAQUE. See Corvmonr.

PLASTERHVG. As commonly under

stood, includes the work of “ lathing.”2

PLAT, or PLOT. A subdivision of lands

into lots, streets and alleys, marked upon the

earth and represented upon paper.‘ See

DEDICATION, 1; MAP.

PLAY. See DRAMA; Gum, 2; RE

vmw, 3.

PLAZA. See PARK, 2; Puasno.

PLEA.4 1. Anciently, a suit or action:

as, in the expressions, “ summoned toanswer

B of a plea of trespass;"‘ to “hold pleas,"

“ have cognizance of pleas.” '

Common pleas. Civil suits between

Eunnnnmurs ;

.man and man: tried in the courts of common

pleas. Pleas of the crown. Suits prose

cuted by the sovereign; crimes and misde

meanors." ’

By "common pleas “ is understood such pleas or

actions as are brought by private persons against pri

vate persons, or by the government where the cause

of action is of a civil nature.‘

2. A formal answer, made by a defendant,

to a demand or charge.

In common-law practice, the defendant’s

answer to the merits of the declaration, as

opposed to a demurrer, q. 1).

In equity practice, a short statement, in

 

lStowe v. Davis, 10 Ired. L. 483 (1849), See also At

torney-General 1:. State Board of Judges. 88 Cal. 295

(1809).

‘See Higgins v. Lee, 16 iii. 495, 5020856); Walls e.

Bailey, 49 N. Y. 464, 467 (1872); Mellen 0. Ford, 28 F R

89, 642 (1886).

' McDaniel 0. Mace, 47 Iowa, 520 (1877).

' F. pie, plot, plait, plaid: L. L. placitum, I decree,

sentence, etc.: piacere, to please, seem flt.

' Staph. PL 88, 89.

'8 Bi. Com. 87.

" Bl. Com. 40; lid. 2, M.

' Dallett v. Feltus, 7 Phils. 62; (1870), Thompson, 0. J.

in the bill, would render it demurrable.1

An " answer “ is a complete statement of the do

fendant's cause, and may contain responses to inteb

rogatorles.l

The office of a “ plea " in a suit in equity is not, like

an “answer,“ to meet all the allegations of the bill,

nor like a " demu.rrer,"admitting these allegations, to

deny the equity of the bill; but to present some dis

tinct fact, which of itself creates a bar to the suit or

to the part to which the plea applies. and thus avoid

the necessity of making the discovery asked for, and

the expense of going into the evidence at large.‘

The plnintifl may set down the plea for argument,

or flle a replication to it. If he sets it down for argu

ment, he admits the truth of all the facts stated in it,

and merely denies their sufliciency in point of law to

prevent his recovery. if he flies a general replication

to the plea, no fact is in issue but the truth of the

matter pleaded. Objections to the equity of the

plaintit‘i"s claim, as stated in his bill, cannot be taken

by plea. A plea, though under oath and negativing a

material averment in the hill, is not evidence in the

defendant's favor.‘ See Answnn, 8.

Plead. (1) To carry on a. suit or plea; to

litigate.

(2) To conduct the allegations of the re

spective parties to a cause.

(3) To make an allegation of fact in a cause.

(4) To make that allegation of fact which

follows and opposes the allegation in the

declaration., I

In the last sense, " plea " and “ to plead " are now

generally understood.

Plead and pied are sometimes improperly used for

pleaded.‘

" To plead a statute" is to state the facts which

bring a case within the statute, without mentioning

the statute itself. Compare Rncrra.

Pleading. (1) A plea of any nature.

(2) The statement, in a logical and legal

form, of the facts which constitute the cause

of action or the ground of defense.‘

The formal mode of alleging on the record

that which would be the support or the de

fense of the party on evidence.ll

" The pleadings " are the mutual alterca

tions between the plaintiff and the defend

ant.‘

These altercations are set down and delivered into

the proper ofiice in writing. Formerly, they were put

 

‘Blunt, Eq., Part I, ch. 3. See Carter v. Hoke, M

N. C. 851 (1870).

' Farley v. Kittson, 12) U. S. 808. 814-16 (1887),M

Gray, J.

I [Burrill's Law Dict.]

4 Webster‘s Dict.

' Read 1:. Brookman, 8 I‘. R 150 (1789), Buiin, J.

. 8 Bl. Com. 298.
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in by counsel viva wee, in court, and minutied down by

the chief clerks; whence in law-French the pleadings

are called “ the parol." 1

The pleadings are the written allegations

of what is aiiirmed on the one side, or denied

on the other, disclosing to the court and jury

the real matters in dispute.2 ,

In a large sense, all proceedings from the

declaration until issue is joined. In the

most limited sense, the defendant's answer

to the declaration.’

In criminal practice, may include the indictment,

md pleas to abatement or in bar, but not a motion to

quash.‘

(8) The art or science of preparing such

statements.

(4) In popular parlance, oral advocacy,

forensic argumentation.

The oiiice of technical pleading is to in

form the court and the parties of the facts

in issue: the court, that it may declare the

law; the parties, that they may know what

to meet by their proofs.‘

The common law requires that the controversy, be

fore it is submitted to the court or jury, should be re

duced to one or more integral propositions of law or

fact; hence, it is necessary that the parties should

frame the allegations which they respectively make

in support of their demand or defense into certain

writings called " the pleadings." These should clearly

and succinctly state the nature of the wrong com

plained of. the remedy sought, and the defense set up.

The end proposed is to bring the matter of litigation

to one or more points, simple and unambiguous.

Common-law pleading came to its perfection in the

reign of Edward III. At one time, the excessive accu

racy required, the subtlety of distinctions introduced

by astute logicians, the introduction of cumbrous

forms, fictions, and contrivances which seemed to

perplex the investigation of truth, had brought the

system of special pleading into disrepute. In more

modern times it has been so modified. the pleadings in

every form of common-law action have been so re

duced to simple, clear, and unambiguous forms. that

the merits of a cause are now reached directly and

fully.‘

The object of all pleadings is to develop the real

issue.’

Definite, legal conclusions cannot be arrived at

upon hypothetical averments.'

'3 Bl. Com. 293.

I Desnoyer u. Hereux, 1 Minn. 19 (1851).

'Lovett 1:. Poll, 22 Wend. 875 (1839). See also 19

Johns. 87; 32 Barb. 219; 51Pa. 376; 47 life. 459.

‘Wagner 1). State, 42 Ohio St. 541 (1886).

' Hill 12. Mendenhall, 21 Wall. 455 (1874), Waite, 0. J.

' McFaul 1:. Ramsey, 20 How. 52-1 (1857), Grier, J.; 1

Black, 315.

' Thomas v. Mann, 28 Pa. 522 (1857).

' Commonwealth v. Allegheny County, 8'? PL 86

 

Courts are not established to determine what the

law might. be upon possible facts, but to adjudge the

rights of parties upon existing facts; and when their

jurisdiction is invoked parties will be presumed U.

present in their pleadings the actual, and not suppos

able, facts touching the matter in controversy.I

In their order, pleadings are: the declaration, le

fense, plea, replication, rejoinder, surrejoinder, rebut

ler, and surrebutter,' qq. 12.

These must be single, containing one matter; direct

and positive, and not argumentative; have convenient

certainty of time, place, persons; must answer allega

tions ln every material part; and must be so pleaded

as to be capable of trial. No more is to be stated than

is necessary to set out the cause of complaint or

ground of defense; and facts, not inferences or mat

ters of law or evidence, are required.I

The substantial rules of pleading are founded in

strong sense and in the soundest and closest logic.‘

All pleading is a logical process. The object is'to

facilitate the administration of justice, by simplifying

the grounds of controversy and ultimately narrowing

the contest to a single and direct affirmative and nega

tive -— a definite point of law or fact.‘

The rules of pleading involve a rnethodized body of

principles which constitute a complete system of legal

logic. artificial in its form and structure, but admirably

adapted to the ends of simplicity, uniformity, and cer

tainty in the administration of justice. . . All good

pleading is in substance as syllogistic process. For

example, in an action for a trespass upon land, the

declaration may be presented thus: “ From him who

forcibly enters upon my land I have a right, by law, to

recover damages: The defendant has forcibly entered

upon my land: '1 hm-r-fore, from him I have a legal

right to recover damages." Here the major proposi

tion asserts the legal principle; the minor proposition

alleges the matter of fact to which the principle is to

be applied; the conclusion is the legal inference, re

sulting from the law and fact together. The judgment

isbut an afflrmance or negation of that conclusion.

The successful denial of any one of the three proposi

tions will defeat recovery. Denial of the major prop

osition tendem an “issue in law; " denial of the

minor proposition an "issue in fact." Assuming the

major to be correct in principle, and the minor true in

fact, theficonclusion inevitably follows,— unless the

defendant can repel it by alleging some “ new matter "

which is inconsistent with it, and, therefore, by conse

quence, impliesa denial of it. This new matter must

be matter of release, duress, or other matter in con

fession or avoidance.‘

Dilatory pleas tend to delay or put oil’

the suit [or the plaintilT’s eventual remedy]

 

(1860); Sullivan v. Iron Silver Mining Co., 109 U. S. 556

(1888); Territory 1:. Hauxhurst, 3 Dak. 211 (1882).

I Bissell 0. Spring Valley Township, 124 U. S W

(1888). Field, J.; Gould, Pl. ch. 14, p. 1, 543.

'8 Bl. Com. 293, 313.

'3 Chitty, Bl. Com. 293.

‘ Robinson v. Raley, 1 Bur. ‘$19 (175. ,Ld. Mansfield

' Gould, Plead. p. 10.

' Gould, Plead. pp. 4-10. See also 8 BL Com. 8“
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by questioning the propriety of the remedy,

rather than by denying the injury.1

They are to the jurisdiction of the court:

alleging that it ought not to hold plea of the

matter; to, the disability of the plaintiif : as

being an infant, a feme-covert, that he has a

committee, etc. ; or in abatement of the writ,

or declaration, for some defect: as, mis

nomer, that the plaintifi is dead, etc.

No dilatory plea is admitted unless verified by aili

davlt. Pleastothe jurisdiction conclude by praying

"judgment, whether the court will have further cog

nizance of the suit; " pleas to the disability, “judg

ment. if the plaintifl ought to be answered; “ pleas in

abatement, “judgment of the writ or declaration. and

that the same may be quashed," or "judgment of the

bill " — when the action is by bill. When any (Sf these

pleas is allowed the cause is dismissed from the juris

diction. the plnintifl is stayed till his disability is re

moved. or else he must either sue out a new writ or

amend his declaration. When the plea is overruled,

the plaintiff has judgment of respondent 0usler—to

answer over in some better manner: it is then incum

bent on him to plead.I

Pleas to the action dispute the cause of

the suit.—coniess or deny the merits of the

complaint.

Confeslon is of all or of a part of the complaint

(here applying tender, payment into court, and set-oil’);

but the more usual is denial of the truth of the com

plnint by pleading the general issue, or by some

special bar to recovery, such asa release, a former

recovery, the statute of limitations. a justification. an

accord. arbitration. estoppel, or perhaps a pardon!

Pure plea. In equity practice, a plea

which relies wholly upon a matter dehors

the bill; as, a release or a settled account.

Anomalous or negative plea. Such plea

as consists mainly of a denial of the substan

tial matters set forth in the bill.2

Bad plea; bad pleading. Not of the

form of action with the last preceding plead

ing: as, a plea in contract to a declaration in

tort.

Not cured by verdict, as are pleas which, although

they would be held bad on demurreraswrong in form,

yet still contain enough substance to put in issue the

material parts of the declaration.‘ See Ban, 2;

Ccns, 2.

Counter-plea. Of an incidental kind,

diverging from the main object of the suit;

as, a demurrer to an erroneous demand of

oyer.‘ (Rare)
 

' 8 BL Com. 801-8; 4 id. 8.3.

' iswry. Eq- PL 55 661. 667; Swans v. Swayze, if: N.

I. E. 166 (1883).

' Garland v. Davis, 4 How. 181, 144 (1846)

° Bee Staph Plead. 79.

9 PLEADING

Double pleading. Alleging distinct mat

ters, any one of which would be sufficient;

duplicity, q. v.

Implead. To sue in due course of law:

as, A impleaded with B.

Each defendant may then interpose his own an

swer.I Abbreviated imp.

Interplead. To become a party litigant.

See Imaenasnm.

Misplead. To plead amiss or wrongly;

as, to misdeclare by misjoining parties.2

Plead issuably. To plead so as to raise

a material issue, of law or of fact. See

Issue, 8.

Plead over. 1. To pass over, omit ‘to

notice, a material allegation or defect in the

declaration. 2. To plead again; as, the gen

eral issue, after a demurrer or special plea

has been overruled.

Formal defects in a pleading are waived by plead

ing over after demurrer overruled.‘

Plead to the merits. See liisnns.

Special plea, pleading, pleader. When

the allegations are not of the ordinary form,

but of a complex or special character, they

are called “ special pleadings; ” and when

the defendant interposes a plea of this de

scription, that is, a “ special plea,” he

“ pleads specially,” instead of pleading the

general issue. Whence "special pleading”

for the science, and "special pleader” for a

person learned, or employed, in draughting

such pleadings.

Causes were frequent in which the plaintii! could not

aver his cause of action. or the defendant embody his

defense, in the then settled mode, but a count or plea

adapted to the peculiar facts was necessary. These

were called special counts and “special pleas; "

draughting them was “ special pleadings; " and cham

ber counsel who made a business of draughting them

were “ special pleaders.“ 4 -

Special plea. Also, the allegation of

special or new matter to avoid the effect of

an allegation by the opposite party. _

See Aasrsnm, 4; Amos. 2; Au.mrnos; Annun

mr, 1; ABBXGNIENT, 1, New; But, 8; Csaranrrr, 8;

Gown, 2; CONTESSION, 1; Coxnsnmcl. 1; Comm‘, 4;

Dmcunrsn, 4; DECLARATION, 2; Dsnunana; Danna

una, 8; Dr-.scaumo2~‘. 8; Foiur. Oi’ action; lsnicrunur;

Innccsnnrr, 1; issue. 8; Mmsna up Form; Manna,

 

I See People v. Clarke, 9 N. Y. B68(1868); 47 Wis. 289.

' See Lovett v. Pell, 22 Wend. 875 (1889); 2 Tidd, Prac.

964.

' Reynolds :1. Lincoln, 71 Cal. 190 (18%).

‘ See Steph. Plead ‘Q. ‘I62; 1 Chltty, Pl., 16 Am. 041..

491.‘
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New, Special; MULTIIARIOUSNESS; .\'s-osrrvs; Ovss:

Paras, 5: Pnacncsz Psocsnnsa; Pnorsnr; Pumas

rrnox; Rsrvossxr; Sun; Sun, 1; Sosrwsaos;

Tnaunss; Vmnucrrr.

PLEDGE.l A bailment of personal prop

erty as a security for some debt or engage

ment.2

A deposit of personal property as security,

with an implied power of sale upon default.‘

The thing itself thus deposited or bailed.

Pledges. He who receives a pledge; a

pawnee. _

Pledgor; ‘ pledger. Be who delivers a

pledge; a pawnor.

A " mortgage " of a chattel is a conveyance of the

legal title upon condition, and becomes absolute at

law if not redeemed bya given time. A “ pledge“ is

a deposit of goods, redeemable on certain terms, with

or without a fixed period for redemption. in a pledge

the general property does not pass, as in the case of a

mortgage, and the pawnee has only a special property

in the thing. He must choose between two remedies:

a bill in chancery for a judicial sale under a decree of

foreclosure, or a sale without judicial process. on the

refusal of the debtor to redeem, after reasonable no

tice to do so.‘

Delivery of the thing is essential to the completion

of the contract. When possession is retained by the

pledgor the contract is an hypothecntion,' q. u.

The pledgee of bills receivable may hand them back

to the debtor for collection, or to be replaced by others;

and collections made thereon are for the pledges.’

When the pledgee parts with the pledge to a bona

fide purchaser (without notice of any right in the

pledgor), the pledgor cannot recover against such pur

chaser without first tendering him the amount due.I

The possemion which is essential need not be actual:

it may be constructive; as, where the key of a ware

house containing the property is delivered, or a bill of

lading is assigned. In such case. the act done will be

considered as a token, standing for an actual delivery.

It puts the property under the control of the creditor)

 

I M. E. plegge, a hostage. security: F. plege, asurety.

'swi-y, Bailm. 5296; 37 Cal. 25; so t'd.107; 41 N. Y.

Ni; 2 Kent, 57".

' Jones, Pledges, 6 1. See also 78 ill. 452; 88 id. 326.

‘ Pronounced as if spelled pledge-or, 2'. e., pledj-or.

Pledgeor is rarely found in standard law publications.

Compare Monrosuos.

‘ Evans v. Dnrllngton, 5 Blackf. '3"l2(18~i0); Wright

11. Ross, 36 Cal. 428, 441 (i888); 8 Johns. 98: 2 Barb. 548;

4313.610; 88 Md. S1; 8 Ves. 378.

‘See 2 Bl. Com. 159; Jones, Pledges, Q 2'); Story,

Bailm. ii 286, 808; Brewster v. Hartley, 87 Cal. 5

(1869); Mitchell 1:. Roberts. 17 F. R 778, 7‘B2(i883), cases.

' Clark 0. iselin, ill Wall. 868-69 (1874): White v.

Flatt, 6 Denio, 271 U848); Casey v. Cavaroc, 96 U. S.

47680(181‘7), cases.

' Talty v. Freedman‘s Savings, the. Co., 98 U. S. 824

' (W76), cases.

'Ca-soy v. Cavaroc, 06 U. 8. 477 (1877), Bradley, .I.;

Where there is no express agreement, the intention

of the'parties, as to the mode by which the security

shall be converted into money, must be implied from

the nature of the property pledged and the circum

stances of the transaction.l

See BAn.ur:.\"r; Cosnnros; Facron; Fonscwsum;

Monroaos; Pawn; Rxnssl; Rsruvm; Blcnsrrr, 1.

Compare Prorws; Vanmu.

PLEDGES. See Dos.

PLENA. See Pnosarro.

PLENE. See Anmwsmsns;

TARE.

PLENIPOTENTIARY. See Muns

TER, 3.

PLIG-HT. In old English law, the habit

or quality of a thing, whether property, real

or personal, or an estate or right therein.2

To deliver a thing in "the same plight and con

dition “ is a common expression.I

PLOT. See PLAT.

PLUNDEBJ The most common mean

ing is, to take property from persons or

places by open force, as in the case of pirates

or banditti. In another common meaning

(in some degree figurative), expresses the

idea of taking property from a person or

place without just right, but not stating the

nature or quality of the wrong done.°

Embraces robbery and fraudulent taking, or em

bezzlement. Thus. a vessel may be said to be plun

dered, not only it openly attacked and robbed, but if

property be taken from her furtively, in the night

time, or after she has been abandoned by the crew.'

PLURAL. See NUMBER. _

Plurality. See Bram; Mssosrrv.

PLURIES. L. Many times; often; for

merly.

The emphatic word in the Latin form of a

writ issued after a second writ of a like kind

had been returned unexecuted.

If the sherifl cannot find the defendant upon the

first writ of capias, and returns a non est invenhu,

there issues an alias writ, and after that a pluriu

writ to the same efiect as the former. except that after

the words " we command you aswe have -“ " often “

Com

Bank of British Columbia 1;. Marshall, ii F. R ll

(1882).

I Merchants‘ Nat. Bank v. Thompson, 138 Mass. 486

87 (1882), cases; Story, Bailm. 6808,

' Coke, Litt. 5:21.

'See06U. S. 764: 101 id, 406, 788; 2 Bl. Com 485.

‘ Gr. plunder, trash, trumpery: to strip of even

worthless stufl.

' Carter 1:. Andrews, 16 Pick. 9 (1834), Shaw, 0. J.

‘United States v. Pitman,l Sprague, 198 (1858): M

St. L. 121: R. S. 55361‘, United States 1:. Stone, 8 F. R

246-49, 23! (1881); 1 Pet. Adm 242; 1 Blah. Or. L410:

2 Russ. Cr. 150.
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is inserted insteadot "tormerly,“ "m'cut plur-in pree

cip1'mu-s." I See Anus.

PCENA. See PENAL; SUBPCENA.

POIITT. Any question, particularly of

law, arising in connection with the deter

mination of a cause.

Points for the court‘s charge are generally isolated,

vften abstract, propositions. framed not so much upon

rho real aspect of the evidence as to express the ex

tremes of the case, and lead to the expression of

opinion upon the theoretical rather than upon the

practical questions.’

Sntutes require that the answer of the judge or court

diirming or rejecting a point as a correct statement

0! law shall be reduced to writing. See Rnsanva, ti.

POISON. Ordinarily, a substance taken

internally, seriously injurious to health and

often fatal to life.‘

In common parlance, chloroform is classed among

poisonous substances.‘

Upon a charge of murder by poisoning, the State

must prove, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the de

ceased came to his death by poison administered by

the accused knowingly and i'eloniously.I

See Accmnrrr; A.oum1srsn, 1; Antn.1'l-.a.rr:; Ar

truer; Dnvomsr; Muansa; Nonoua.

POKER. See GAME, 2.

POLE. See Carcnrons.

POLICE.‘ 1. The polity of a communityI with respect to the liberty, safety, health,

morals, tranquillity, and happiness enjoyed

by its members. Compare POL1CY, 1.

2. Regulations for promoting the general

welfare of the people of a State.

In the abstract sense, divided into adminis

trative and preventive police; and spoken of

as the police power, internal police,

public police, and police purposes or

regulations.

“Public police and economy" mean the

due regulation and domestic order of the

kingdom, whereby the individuals of the

state, like members of a well-governed fam

ily, are bound to conform their general be

havior to the rules of propriety, good

neighborhood, and good manners, and to be

decent, industrious, and inofifensivo in their

respective stationsfl

 

' 8 Bl. Com. m; 411d. 819.

' Roberts 1:. Roberts, 54 Pa. 269 (1869).

' Bacon 1:. United States Mut. Accident Association,

0 Hun, 602 (1887), Learned, P. J.

‘State 1:. Baldwin, 86 Kan. 22 (1886).

' Hatchettv. Commonwealth, 76 Va.10fl6(188‘-Z).

' P6’-lés. F. police: Uk. politei'a, government, polity:

poli/-tés, a citizen: pol’ie, a city.

'4 BL Corn. 162; Caualdiommlsslonen v. Willamette

Oflenses against public police comprise all such

crimes as especially affect public society and are not

comprehended under oflenses against public justice,

peace, trade, or health. Among these offenses are

clandestine marriages, bigarny, common nuisances,

idleness, gaming. and infractions oi sumptuary laws.‘

The power of “internal police” includes

all those powers which relate to merely mu

nicipal legislation.2

The “ police power" is the power vested in

the legislature by the constitution to make,

ordain and establish all manner of whole

some and reasonable laws, statutes, and or

dinances, either with or without penalties,

not repugnant to the constitution, as they

shall judge to be for the good and welfare of

the commonwealth, and of the subjects of

the same.3

The power by which the health, good

order, peace, and general welfare of the

community are promoted.‘ '

The States have full power to regulate

within their limits matters of internal police,

including in that general designation what

ever will promote the peace, comfort, con

veniende, and prosperity of their people.‘

The power in each State to prescribe regu

lations to promote the health, peace, morals,

education, and good order of the people.‘

None of the amendments to the Constitution inter

tere with this power.‘

Legislation which secures to all protection in their

rights, and the equal use and enjoyment of their prop

erty, embraces an almost infinite variety of subjects.

Whatever aflects the peace, good order, morals, and

health of the community. comes within its scope; and

every one must use his property subject to the restric

tions which such legislation imposes. The police

power of the State can only interfere with the conduct

of individuals in their intercourse with each other,

and in the use of their property, so far as may be re

quired to secure these objects.’

TM is also the further limitation that no such

 

Transp. Co., 6 Oreg. 22 (1877); Commonwealth v.

Hale, 97 Pa. 408 (1551); 8 Law Q. I{ev.180—201i (1887),

Eng. cases. '

H Bl. Com. 162-T5. See also Tennessee 0. Davis, 100

U. S. 800-1 (1879), cases.

' City of New York I). Miln, 11 Pet. 'i39 (1837), Bar

bour, J.

' [Commonwealth 11. Alger, 7 Cush. 8-5 (1851), Shaw,

0. J.; Commonwealth v. Bearse. 182 Mass. 546 (1882).

‘ Webber v. Virginia, 1 U. S. 348 (1880), Field, J.

' Escanaba & Lake Michigan Transportation Co. 0.

City of Chicago, 10': U. S. see (1882), Field, J.

‘Bari.-ier v. Oonnolly, 118 U. S. 81 (1885), Field, J.:

Soon Hing v. Crowley, lb. 708 (1885).

' liiunn 1:. Illinois, 94 U. B. 14-H1876), Fioid,J.; 0.111
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regulation may encroach upon the free exercise oi.’ the

power vested in Congress to regulate commerce.I

The power certainly extends to the protection of

the lives, health, and property 0! the citizens, and to

the preservation of good order and the public morals.

The legislature cannot divest itself of the power to

provide for these objects. They belong to that class

of objects which demand the application of the

maxim, salua populi supremo lax; and they are to be

attained and provided for by such appropriate means

as the legislative discretion may devise. This discre

tion can no more be bargained away than the power

itself.I

The government may, by general regulations, inter

dict such uses of property as would create nuisances

and become dangerous to the lives, health, peace, or

comfort of the citizens. Unwholesome trades, slaugh

ter-houses, operations oflensive to the senses, the de

posit ot powder, the application of steam-power to

propel cars, building with combustible materials, and

the burial of the dead, may all be iuterdicted on the

general and rational principle that every person ought

so to use his property as not to injure his neighbors,

and that private interests must be made subservient

to the general interests of the community.‘

A law passed in the legitimate exercise of this power

is not obnoxious because it does not provide compen

sation for inconvenience to the individual. He is re

warded by the common benefits secured.‘ See Tana, 8.

Lotteries, for example, are subjects for the exercise

of the power - which the legislature cannot grant

away. it is easier to determine whether a particular

case comes within the general scope of the power,

than to give an abstract definition of the power itself

which will be in all respects accurate.‘

The power was not surrendered to the United States,

but remains complete, unqualified, and exclusive in

the States If one were to attempt to define a subject

so diversified and multifarious, we would say, that

every law came within this description which con

cerned the weltare of the whole people of a State, or

of any individual within it; whether it related to their

rights or their duties; whether it respected them as

men or as citizens of the State, and whether in their

public or private relations; whether it related to the

rights of persons, or of property, of the whole people

of a State, or of any individual within it; and whose

operation was within the territorial limits of the

State, and upon the persons and things within its juris

diction.‘

Within its category comes every law for the re

! Western Union Tel. Co. v. Pendleton, 12 U. S. 359

(1887)- .

I Beer Company 1:. Massachusetts, 7? U. B. 83 (1877),

Bradley, J.; Fertilizing Company v. Hyde Park, ii).

099 (1877); Justice v. Commonwealth, 81 Va. 212 (1885),

cases; State 1:. Yopp, 97 N. C. 478-79 (1887).

‘[2 Kent, 8-10; iilunn 0. Illinois, 94 U. S 146 (1876),

cases.

‘ Bancroft v. Cambridge, 126 Mass. 441 (1879), cases.

‘Stone 1;. Mississippi, 101 U. S. 818-19 (1879), cases,

Waits, C. J.

' [City 0! New York 0. Mlln, 11 Pet. '18!) (1887), Bar

hour. J.

 

straint and punishment of crime, and for the preserva

tion of the public peace, health, and morals.I

Although a State is bound to receive and to permit

the sale, by the importer, of any article of merchan

disc which Congress authorizes to be imported, it is

not bound to furnish a market for it, nor to abstain

from the passage of any law which it may deem nec

essary or advisable to guard the health or morals of

its citizens, although such law may discourage im

portation, diminish the profits of the importer, or

lessen the revenue of the general government.’

The States have power to prevent the introduction

into them 0! articles of trade which, on account of

their existing condition, would bring in and spread dis

ease and death. Such articles are not merchantable;

they are not legitimate subjects 01' trade and com

merce. They may be rightly outlawed, as intrinsic

ally and directly the immediate sources and causes

of destruction to health and life.‘

If the right of the States to pass statutes to protect

themselves in regard to the criminal, the pauper, and

the diseased foreigner, exists at all, it is limited to

such laws as are absolutely necessary for that pur~

pose,— else it invades the power in Congress to regu

late commerce.‘

In their leading features, the power of “eminent

domain " and the "police power " are plainly dliIer

ent, the latter reaching even to the destruction of

property, as in tearing down a house to prevent the

spread of a conflagraiion, or to removal at the expense

of the owner, as in the case of a nuisance tending to

breed disease. In the first instance, the community

proceeds on the ground of overwhelming calamity; in

the second, because of the fault of the owner of the

thing; and in either case compensation is not a condi

tion of the exercise of the power. The same general

principles attend its exercise in other directions, and

it is generally based upon disaster, fault, 05 inevitable

necessity. On the other hand, the power of eminent

domain is conditioned generally upon compensation to

the owner, and for the most part is founded, not in

calamity or fault, but in public utility. These distinc

tions clearly mark the cases distant from the border

line between the two powers, but in or near to it they

begin to fade into each other, and it is diflicult to say

when compensation becomes a duty and when not.‘

See Downs, Eminent.

See also Counaacn; Hntrn: Issrecriox, 1;

Lavas; LlCE.l\'SE,3; Mosoronr; Onsousaosama; Pao

BlBl'1‘10N, 2.

1 License Cases, 5 How. 631 (1847), Grier, J.

'Ibid. 571', Taney, C. J.

' Bowman 1:. Chicago & Northwestern R. Co., 125

U. S. 489 (1888), Matthews, J.; Train a. Boston Disin

fecting Co., 144 Mass. 520, 530-31 (1887).

‘ Chy Lung v. Freeman, 92 U. S. 275 (1875), Miller, J.

' Philadelphia 1;. Scott, 61 Pa. 86 (1876), Agnew, C. J.;

Commonwealth v. Alger, 7 Cush. 85 (1851); Common

wealth v. Bearse, 182 Mass 546 (1882); Bass :1. State, 81

La. An. 496 (1882); Hollingsworth 1:. Parish of Tenses~

17 F. R. 114 (1853); Davenport v. Richmond City,S1 Va.

639 (1886). See generally Slaughter-House Cases, 16

Wall. 88, 57 (1872): views 01' minority (p. 85) explained

by Field, J ., in Bartemeyer 0. Iowa, 18 id. 188-41 (1878);
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3. The body of oificers charged with the

duty of enforcing those laws of acommunity

(in particular of a. municipality) intended to

preserve and promote the public peace, mor

als, health, security, and happiness.1

Police court. An inferior court exercis

ing a limited jurisdiction over offenses of a

criminal nature; and, perhaps, also, a limited

civil jurisdiction. See PEACE, 1, Justice;

SUMMARY.

Police justice or magistrate. A mag

istrate charged exclusively with the duties

incident to the common-law ofice of a con

servator or justice of the peace.2

The prefix “police “ may serve merely to distin

guish them from justices having also civil _‘iui'isdiction.I

Police officer. May designate one of a

class of persons who are not constables.I

See RIOT.

POLICY. 1. Polity; police, q. v.

The settled method by which the govern

ment and aifairs of a nation are, or may be,

administered; a system of public or oflicial

administration, as designed to promote the

external or internal prosperity of a state.‘

- Public policy. What is the “ public

policy ” of a State, and what is contrary to it,

if inquired into beyond what its constitution,

laws, and judicial decisions make known,

will be found to be a matter of great vague

ness and uncertainty, and to involve discus

sions which scarcely come within the range

of judicial duty and functions, and upon

which men may and will diifer.°

What is termed the “policy of the gov

ernment,” with reference to any particular

legislation, is generally a very uncertain

thing, upon which all sorts of opinions may

be formed. It is a ground much too unstable

upon which to rest the interpretation of a

statute.‘

The Federal courts can know nothing of “public

policy " except from the Constitution and the laws,

 

6 South. Law R. 59-79 (1880). cases; ii Kan. Law J. 888;

4 id. 36 (l8B6)—Chic. Leg. News; 25 Cent. Mag. 170; 5

Saw. 506; 70 Ill. 194; 29 Minn. 461; 12 lilo. Ap. 219-22;

44 N. J. L. 92. .

ISee 1 Steph. Hist. Cr. Law Eng. l94; l9 Am. Lew

Rev. 547-70 (1885), cases. .

' Wenzlerv. People, 58 N. Y. 530 (1874), Allen, J.

‘Commonwealth v. Smith, ill ll.[ass.408(1B'i8).

‘ Webster's Dict.

lVidal v. Girard‘s Execuiors, 2 How. 197-93 (i844),

‘ Btory, J.; Magoo V. 0'Neill,19 S. C. 185 (i882).

' Men0. The Controller, 5 Well. 1110866), Field, J.

and the course of administration and decision. Consid

erations of policy or expediency must, in general, be

addressed to the legislature. Cases in which arguments

drawn from public policy have influence are cases in

which the course of legislation and administration

does not leave any doubt upon the question what the

public policy is, and in which what would otherwise be

obscure or of doubtful interpretation may be cleared

and resolved by reference to what is already received

and established.l

Anything more indistinct, undefined, and incapable

of certainty or uniformity than “ public policy “ in

the law determining the responsibility of common car

riers, and restricting its limitation by special contract,

can hardly be imagined. Of late years the principle

has been invoked with increasing frequency; and,

sometimes at least, seems to be made use of as au

thority for deciding in whatever way the court thinks

would, on the whole, be most useful.‘

Void, as “ against public policy," are all agree

meuis to control the business operations of the gov

ernment, the regular administration of justice, the

appointments of public officers, or the ordinary course

of lcgislntion. The law looks at the general tendency

of such agreements.‘ See further Laosn, Illegality.

The phrase “ policy of law," in a statute providing

that “ no interest or policy of law shall exclude a

party or person from being a witness,“ etc., does not

include the “ public policy " which prevents a hus

band or wife from proving non-access!

2. A warrant for money in public funds.‘

The ticket or writing which evidences a

lottery contract. See L0'i'1‘ERY. '

8. A contract of insurance or assurance, as

expressed in writing. See, at length, INSUR

anon.

POLITICJ Referring to public govern

ment: as, in “ body politic;” also, concern

ing a public corporation, q. v. See also

BODY, 2. ,

Political. Pertaining to public policy or

politics; relatipg to state in distinction from

municipal aifairs.

Pertaining to policy or the administration

of government."

Political assessment. See SERVICE, 8, Civil.

Ijolitical co1poration. See CORPORATION.

Political law. Law treating of the science

of government; the jurisprudence of govern

meat.

I License Tax Cases, 5 Wall. 469 (1866), Chase, 0. J.;

Soon Hing v. Crowley, 113 U. S. 710 (1885), Field, J.

1 2 Pars. Contr. 249.

' Providence Tool Co. v. Norris, 2 Wall. 55-56 (1864).

"fioga County v South Creek Township, 75 Pa. 487

(1874).

' F. police: L. L. p0litimm.' Gk. pol;/ptychon, L

writing in many folds or leaves; a register.

' Gk. politicos’, belonging to the citizen or state.

' People 0. Morgan, 90 ill. 5“ (1878): Bouvior.
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Political liberty. See Lmnarv, 1.

Political ofienae. See EXTRADITION.

Political ojfice. May refer to an ofiice not

immediately connected with the administra

tion of justice, or with the execution of the

mandates of a superior, as, of the President

or the head of a department.l See OFFICE, 1.

Political rights. Such rights as may be

exercised in the formation and administra

tion of the government.’ Opposed to civil

rights. See RIGHT, 2 (a).

Politics. The public polity or policy of a

state or nation.

In its original meaning, comprehends

everything that concerns the government of

the country.‘

The President cannot be restrained by injunction

from carrying into effect an act of Congress alleged to

be unconstitutional.‘

See Govnmmsxr; LIBERTY, 1, Of the press; Poucr,

Public.

POLL.° 1, n. A head; aperson.

P0118. Individual persons; also, the place

where electors are counted, and the votes by

which they are counted. Whence polling

place.

Challenge to the polls. A challenge to

single persons as jurors.6 See CHALLENGE, 3.

Deed-poll. A deed made by one party

only, the edges of the instrument being

“ polled” or shaven even." See further

DEED, 2.

Poll-tax. A tax upon individual per

sons. See Tax, 2.

2. v. To enter the names of persons on a

list or in a registry, as, for purposes of tax

ation, or voting.

Poll a jury. To call the names of the per

sons who compose a jury and require each

man to declare his verdict before it is re

corded.

In most of the States it is the absolute right of an

accused person to poll the jury. The right did not ex

ist at common law; it seems to have grown up in

practice.‘

 

ITwenty Per Cent. Cases, 18 Wall. 676 (1871), Oil!

ford, J.

1 People 1:. Morgan, 90 Ill. 503 (1878).

' (Jhesterfield v. Janssen, 2 Ves. Sr. '166 (1750), Hard

wioke, Ld. Ch.

‘ Mississippi 1:. Johnson, 4 Wall. -175 (1866).

' O. Dut. polle, a head or pate.

'See8 Bl. Com. 861; 4 id. 352.

' See 2 Bl. Com. 296; 2 Hill, 550.

‘Doyle v. United States, 11 Bill. 106 (1881); 60 Md,

784 POLYGAMY

The rulings differ u to the right of a party to de

mand a poll of the jury. in some States, in both civil

and criminal cases. the right may not be denied; in

others, the matter is left to the discretion of the trial

judge.1

POLYANDRY. See note 2, infra.

IPOLYGAJMIY.2 The act of formally en

teringr into marriage with a third person, by

one already sustaining this relation with a

second person. More frequently termed big

amy,8 q. v. Whence anti-polygamy, polyg

amist, polygmuous.

The anti-polygamy act of March 8, l88'1'(2-i St. L

685), amending the act of .\iarch 22, 1882 (22 St. L. 80),

which in turn amended Rev. Stat. 5 5852, provides as

follows: ‘

Sec. 1. That in any proceeding or examination be

fore a grand jury, a judge, justice, or a United States

commissioner, or a court. in any prosecution for big

amy. polygamy, or unlawful cohabitation, under any

statute of the United States, the lawful husband or

wife of the person accused shall be a competent wit

ness, and may be called, but shall not be compelled to

testify in such proceeding. examination, or prosecu

tion without the consent of the husband or wife, as the

case may be; and such witness shall not be permitted

to testify as to any statement or communication mode

by either husband or wife to each other, during the

existence of the marriage relation, deemed confiden

tial at common law.

See. 2. That in any prosecution for bigamy, polyg

amy, or unlawful cohabitation, under any statute of

the United States, whether before a United States

commissioner, justice, judge, a grand jury, or any

court, an attachment for any witness may be issued

by the court, judge, or commissioner, without a pre

vious subpmna, compelling the immediate attendance

of such witness, when it shall appear by oath or

atflrmation, to the commissioner, justice. judge, or

court, as the case maybe, that there is reasonable

ground tobelieve that such witness will unlawfully

fail to obey a sdhposna issued and served in the usual

course in such cases; and in such case the usual wit

nessfee shall be paid to such witnesses so attached:

Provided, That the person so attached may at any

time secure his or her discharge from custody by exo

cuting s recognizance with suiilcient surety, con

ditioned for the appearance of such person at the

proper time, as a witness in the cause or proceeding

wherein the attachment may be issued.

 

402; 10 F. R. 274, cases; South. Law J. & B., Dec. 1870:

1Crim.Law Mag. 17 77, cases.

1 Hind]-ey v, Williams, 9 Col. 876-77 (1886), cases.

‘Gk. pol;/gami’a, marryingmany wives: poly’-many;

gam/os, marriage. Polyandry: polys’, many; anér,

andros’, man, male, husband. liionandry: mtmos, one.

'1 Bish. Mar. & Div.§ 296. See 4 Bl. Com. 11H; 4

Staph. Com. 278, note; R. S. §53.52.

‘ The act was received by the President, February

19, 1687, not having been returned by him to the House

in which it originated within the time prescribed by

the Constitution,“ became slaw without his approval
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Sec. 8. That whoever commits adultery shall be

punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary not ex

ceeding three years; and when the act is committed be

tween a married woman and a man who is unmarried,

both parties to such act shall be deemed guilty of

adultery; and when such act is committed between a

married man and a woman who is unmarried, the man

shall be deemed guilty of adultery.

Sec. 4. That if any person related toanother person

within and not including the fourth degree of con

nnguinity computed according to the rules of the civil

law, shall marry or cohabit with, or have sexual inter

course with such other sorelated person, knowing her

or him to bewithin said degree of relationship, the

person so offending shall be deemed guilty of incest,

and, on conviction thereof, shall be punished by im

prisonment in the penitentiary not lea than three

years and not more than fifteen years.

Sec. 5. That if an unmarried man or woman commit

fornication, each of them shall be punished by im

prisonment not exceeding six months, or by fine not

exceeding one hundred dollars.

Sec. 6. That all laws of the legislative assembly of

the Territory of Utah which provide that prosecutions

for adultery can only be commenced on the complaint

of the husband or wife are hereby disapproved and

annulled; and all prosecutions for adultery may here

after be instituted in the same way that prosecutions

for other crimes are.

See. 7. That commissioners appointed by the su

preme court and district courts in the Territory shall

possess and may exercise all the powers and juris

diction that are or may he possessed or exercised

by justices of the peace in said Territory under the

laws thereof. and the same powers conferred bylaw

on commissioners appointed by circuit courts of the

United States.

Sec. 8. That the marshal of said Territory, and his

deputies, shall possess and may exercise all the powers

in executing the laws of the United States or of said

Territory, possessed and exercised by sheriffs, con

stables, and their deputies as peace officers; and each

of them shall cause all oifenders against the law, in

his view, to enter into recognizance to keep the peace

and to appear at the next term of the court having

jurisdiction of the case, and to commit to jail in case

of failure to give such recognizance. They shall quell

and suppress assaults and batteries, riots, routs, af

frays, and insurrections.

Sec. 9. That every ceremony of marriage, or in the

nature of a marriage ceremony. of any kind, in any

of the Territories, whether either or both or more of

the parties to such ceremony be lawfully competent

to be the subjects of such marriage or ceremony or

not, shall be certified bya certificate stating the fact

and nature of such cereniony, the full names of each

of the parties concerned, and the full name of every

ofilcer, priest, and person, by whatever style or desig

nation ca._lled or known, in any way taking part in the

performance of such ceremony, which certificate shall

be drawn up and signed by the parties to such cere

mony and by every ofilcer, priest, and person taking

part in the performance of such ceremony, and shall

be by the officer, priest. or other person solemnizing

such marriage or ceremony tiled in the oflice of the

probate court, or, if there be none, in the office of court

having probate powers in the county or district in

which such ceremony shall take place, for record, and

shall be immediately recorded, and be at all times sub

ject to inspection as other public records. Such ems

tiflcate, or the record thereof, ora duly certified copy

of such record, shall be prima facie evidence of the

facts required by this act to be stated therein, in any

proceeding, civil or criminal, in which the matter shall

be drawn in question. Any person who shall willfully

violate any of the provisions of this section shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, on con

viction thereof, be punished by a fine of not more

than one thousand dollars, or by imprisonment not

longer than two years, or by both said punishment;

in the discretion of the court.

Sec. 10. That nothing in this act shall be held to pre

vent the proof of marriages, whether lawful or un

lawful, by any evidence now legally admissible for

that purpose.

Sec. 11. That the laws enacted by the legislative

assembly of Utah which provide for or recognize the

capacity of illegitimate children to inherit or to be en

titled to any distributive share in the estate of the

father of any such illegitimate child are hereby dis

approved and annulled; and no illegitimate child shall

hereafter be entitled to inherit from his or her father

or to receive any distributive share in the estate of his

or her father: Provided, That this section shall not

apply to any illegitimate child born within twelve

months after the passage of this act, nor to any child

made legitimate by the seventh section of the act to

amend section 5352 of the Revised Statutes, in refer

ence to bigamy, approved March 52, 1882.

See. 12. That the laws enacted by the legislative as

sembly conferring jurisdiction upon probate courts, or

the judges thereof, or any of them. in said Territory,

other than in respect of the estates of deceased persons,

and in respect of the guardianship of the persons and

property of infants, and in respect of the persons and

property of persons not of sound mind, are hereby

disapproved and annulled; and no probate court or

judge of probate shall exercise any jurisdiction other

than in respect of the matters aforesaid, except as a

member of a county court; and every such jurisdic

tion so by force of this act withdrawn from the

said probate courts or judges shall be had and exer

cised by the district courts of said Territory respect

iveiy.

Sec.18. That it shall be the duty of the attorney

general of the United States to institute and prosecute

proceedings to forfeit and escheat to the United States

the property of corporations obtained or held in viola

tion of section three of the act approved July 1, 1862,

to punish and prevent polygamy in the Territories of

the United States and other places, and disapproving

and annulilug certain acts of the legislative assembly

of Utah, or in violation of section 1590 of the Revised

Statutes; and all such property so forfeited and es

cheated shall be disposed of by the secretary of the

interior, and the proceeds thereof applied to the use

and benefit of the common schools in the Territory in

which such property may be: Provided, That no build

ing, or the grounds appurtenant thereto, which is hdd

and occupied exclusively for purposu of the worahi)

(50)
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of God, or parsonage connected therewith, or burial

ground shall be forfeited.

800.14. That in any proceeding for the enforce

ment of the provisions of law against corporations or

associations acquiring or holding property in any Ter

ritory in excess of the amount limited by law, the

court before which such proceeding may be instituted

shall have power in a summary way to compel the

production of all books, records, papers, and docu

ments of or belonging to any trustee or person holding

or controlling or managing property in which such

corporation may have any right, title, or interest

whatever.

Sec. 15. That all laws of the legislative assembly

of Utah, or of the so-called government of the State of

Deseret, creating, organizing, amending, or continuing

the corporation" or association called the Perpetual

Emigrating Fund Company are hereby disapproved

and annulled; and the said corporation, in so far as it

may now have, or pretend to have, any legal existence,

is hereby dissolved; and it shall not be lawful for the

legislative assembly to create, organize, or in any

manner recognize any such corporation or association,

or to pass any law for the purpose of or operating to

accomplish the bringing of persons into the said Ter

ritory for any purpose whatsoever.

Sec. 16. That it shall be the duty of the attorney

general of the United States to cause such proceedings

to be taken in the supreme court of Utah as shall be

proper tocarry into eflect the provisions of the pre

ceding section, and pay the debts and to dispose of the

property and assets of said corporation according to

law. Said property and assets, in excess of the debts

and the amount of any lawful claims established by

the court against the same, shall escheat to the United

States, and shall be taken, invested, and disposed of

by the secretary of the interior, under the direction of

the President, for the benefit of common schools in

said Territory.

Sec. 17. That the acts of the legislative assembly

incorporating, continuing, or providing for the corpo

ration known as the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter

Day Saints, and the ordinance of the so-called general

assembly of the State of Deseret incorporating the

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, so far as

the same may now have legal force and validity, are

hereby disapproved and annulled, and the said corpo

ration, in so far as it may now have, or pretend to

have, any legal existence, is hereby dissolved. That

it shall be the duty of the attorney-general of the

United States to cause such proceedings in be taken

in the supreme court of Utah as shall be proper to ex

ecute the foregoing provisions of this section and to

wind up the aflairs of said corporation conformably to

law; and in such proceedings the court shall have

power, and it shall be its duty, to make such decree or

docrees as shall be proper to eflectuate the transfer of

the title to real property now held and used by said cor

poration for places of worship, and parsonages con

nected therewith, and burial grounds, and of the de

scription mentioned in the proviso to section thirteen

of this act and in section twenty-six of this act, to the

respective trustees mentioned in section twenty-six of

this act; and for the purposes of this section said

court shall have all the powers of a court of equity.

Sec. 18. (a) A widow shall he endowed of third part

of all the lands whereof her husband was seized of an

estate of inheritance at any time during the marriage

unless she shall have lawfully released her right

thereto.

(b) The widow of any alien who at the time of his

death shall be entitled by law to hold any real estate.

if she be an inhabitant of the Territory at the time of

such death, shall be entitled to dower of such estate in

'tho same manneras if such alien had been a native

citizen.

(c) Ii"a husband seized of an estate of inheritance

in lands exchanges them for other lands, his widow

shall not have dower of both, but shall make her elec

tion to be endowed of the lands given or of those taken

in exchange; and if such election be not evinced by

the commencement of proceedings to recover her

dower of the lands given in exchange within one year

after the death of her husband, she shall be deemed to

have elected to take her dower of the lands received

in exchange.

(d) When a person seized of an estate of inherit

ance in lands shall have executed a mortgage, or other

conveyance in the nature of mortgage, of such estate,

before marriage, his widow shall nevertheless be en

titled to dower out of the lands mortgaged or so con

veyed, as against every person except the mortgages

or grantee in such conveyance and those claiming

under him.

(a) Where a husband shall purchase lands during

coverture, and shall at the same time execute a mort

gage, or other conveyance in the nature of mortgage,

of his estate in such lands to secure the payment of

the purchase money, his widow shall not be entitled

to dower out of such lands, as against the mortgages

or grantee in such conveyance or those claiming under

him, although she shall not have united in such mort

gage; but she shall be entitled to her dower in such

lands as against all other persons.

(f) Where in such case the mortgages, or such

grantee or those claiming under him, shall, after the

death of the husband of such widow, cause the land

mortgaged or so conveyed to be sold, either under a

power of sale contained in the mortgage or such con

veyance or by virtue of the decree of a court if any

surplus shall remain after payment of the moneys

due on such mortgage or such conveyance, and the

costs and charges of the sale, such widow shall never

theleas be entitled to the interest or income of the one

third part of such surplus for her life, as her dower.

(g) A widow shall not be endowed of lands con

veyed to her husband by way of mortgage unless he

acquire an absolute estate therein during the marriage

period.

(h) In case of divorce dissolving the marriage con

tract for the misconduct of the wife, she shall not be

endowed.

Sec. 19. That hereafter the judge of probate in each

county within the Territory of Utah provided for by

the existing laws thereof shall be appointed by the

President of the United States, by and with the advice

and consent of the Senate; and so much of the laws of

said Territory as provide for the election of such judge

by the legislative amsmbiy are hereby disapproved

and annulled.

I
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Soc. 20. That it shall not be lawful for any female

to vote at any election hereafter held in the Territory

for any public purpose whatever, and no such vote

shall be received or counted or given effect in any

manner whatever; and any and every act of the

legislative membly providing for or allowing the

registration or voting by females is hereby annulled.

Sec. 21. That all laws of the legislative assembly

which provide for numbering or identifying the votes

of the electors at any election are hereby disapproved

and annulled; but the foregoing provision shall not

preclude the lawful registration of voters, or any

other provisions for securing fair elections which do

not involve the disclosure of the candidates for whom

any particular elector shall have voted.

Sec. 22. That the existing election districts and ap

portlonments of representation concerning the mem

bers of the legislative assembly are hereby abolished;

and it shall be the duty of the governor, Territorial

secretary, and the board of commissioners mentioned

in section nine of the act of Congress approved March

22, 1882, to amend section 5352 of the Revised Statutes

in reference to bigamy in said Territory, forthwith to

redistrict said Territory, and apportion representation

in the same in such manner as to provide, as nearly as

may be. for an equal representation of the people

(excepting Indians not taxed), being citizens of the

United States, according to numbers. in said legislative

assembly, and to the number of members of the coun

cil and house of representatives, respectively, as now

established by law; and a record of the establishment

of such new districts and the apportionment of repre

sentation thereto shall be made in the oflice of the

secretary of said Territory, and such establishment

and representation shall continue until Congress shall

otherwise provide; and no persons other than citizens

of the United States otherwise qualified shall be enti

tied to vote at any election in said Territory.

Sec. 28. That the provisions of section nine of said

act approved March 22, 1882, in regard to registration

and election ofiicers. and the registration of voters,

and the conduct of elections, and the powers and

duties of the board therein mentioned, shall continue

and remain operative until the provisions and Laws

therein referred to to be made and enacted by the legis

lative assembly of said Territory shall have been made

and enacted and have been approved by Congress.

Sec. 24. That every male person twenty-one years

of age resident in the Territory shall, as a condition

precedent to his right to register or vote at any elec

tion, take and subscribe an oath or affirmation, before

the registration officer of his voting precinct, that he

lsover twenty-one years of age, and has resided in

the Territory for six months then last passed and in

the precinct for one month immediately preceding the

date thereof, and that he is a native-born (or natural

ized, as the case may be) citizen of the United States,

and further state in such oath or affirmation his full

name, with his age, place of business, his status,

whether single or married, and, if married, the name

of his lawful wife, and that he will support the Consti

tntion of the United States and will faithfully obey the '

laws thereof, and especially will obey the act of Con

Wapproved March Q, 1883, to amend section 5852

of the Bovisod Statutes in reference to bigamy, and

will also obey this act in respect of the crimes in said

set defined and forbidden, and that he will not, di

rectly or indirectly, aid or abet, counsel or advise, any

other person to commit any of said crimes. Such

registration oflicer is authorized to administer said

oath or aifirmation; and all such oaths or afllrmatlons

shall be by him delivered to the clerk of the probate

court of the proper county, and shall be deemed pub

lic records therein. But if any election shall occur in

said Territory before the next revision of the regis

tration lists as required bylaw, the said oath or af

flrmation shall be administered by the presiding judge

of the election precinct on or before the day of elec

tion. As a condition precedent to the right to hold

oflice in or under said Territory, the ofiicer, before on

tering on the duties of his office, shall take and sub

scribe an oath or afilrmation declaring his full name,

with his age, place of business, his status, whether

married or single, and, ii’ married, the name of his

lawful wife, and that he will support the Constitution

of the United States and will faithfully obey the laws

thereof, and especially will obey the said act of Con

gress approved March 22, 1682, and will also obey this

act in respect of the crimes in said act defined and foo ,

hidden, and that he will not, directly or indirectly, aid

or abet, counsel or advise, any other person to com

mit any of said crimes; which oath or aflirmation

shall be recorded in the proper oflice and indorsed on

the commission or certificate of appointment. All

grand and petit jurors in said Territory shall take the

same oath or afflrmation, to be administered, in writ

lng or orally, in the proper court. No person shall be

entitled to vote in any election in said Territory, or be

capable of jury service, or hold any oflice of trust or

emolument in said Territory who shall not have taken

the -oath or atilrmatlon aforesaid. No person who

shall have been convicted of any crime under this act,

or under the act of Congress aforesaid approved

lliarch 22, 188:2, or who shall be a polygamist, or who

shall associate or cohabit polygamously with persons

of the other sex, shall be entitled to vote in any elec

tion in said Territory, or be capable of jury service,

or to hold any oflice of trust or emolument in said

Territory.

Sec. 25. That the oflice of Territorial superintend

ent of district schools created by the laws of Utah is

hereby abolished; and it shall be the duty of the su

preme court of said Territory to appoint a commis

sioner of schools, who shall possess and exercise all

the powers and duties heretofore imposed by the laws

of said Territory upon the Territorial superintendent of

district schools, and who shall receive the same salary

and compensation, which shall be paid out of the

treasury of said Territory; and the laws of the Terri

tory providing for the method of election and appoint

ment of such Territorial superintendent of district

schools are hereby suspended until the further action

of Congress shall be had in respect thereto. The said

superintendent shall have power to prohibit the use in

any district school of any book of a sectarian character

or otherwise unsuitable. Said superintendent shall

collect and classify statistics and other information

respecting the district and other schools in said Terri

tory, showing their progress, the whole number of

children of school age, the number who attend school
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in each year in the respective counties, the average

length of time of their attendance, the number of

teachers and the compensation paid to the same, the

number of teachers who are Mormons. the number

who are so-called gentiles, the number of children of

Mormon parents and the number of children of so

oalled gentile parents, and their respective average

attendance at school; all of which statistics and infor

mation shall be annually reported to Congress, through

We governor of said Territory and the department of

the interior. '

Sec. 26. That all religious societies, sects, and con

gregations shall have the right to have and to hold,

through trustees appointed by any court exercising

probate powers in a Territory, only on the nomination

of the authorities of such society, sect, or congrega

tion, so much real property for the erection or use of

houses of worship, and for such parsonagesand burial

grounds as shall be necessary for the convenience and

use of the several congregations of such religious so

ciety, sect, or congregation.

Sec. 2?. That all laws passed by the so~called State

of Deseret and by the legislative assembly for the or

ganization of the militia or for the creation of the

Nauvoo Legion are hereby annulled, and declared of

no eflect; and the militia of Utah shall be organized

and subjected in all respects to the laws of the United

States regulating the militiain the Territories: Pro

vided, however, Thatall general officers of the militia

shall be appointed by the governor of the Territory,

by and with the advice and consent of the council

thereof. The legislative assembly shall have power

to pass laws for Organizing the militia thereof, subject

to the approval of Congress

POND. See LAKES.

The great ponds of the commonwealth belong to

the public, and, like the tide-waters and navigable

streams, are under the control of the government.‘

See Ion; RIPABMN; Wsrsa.

PONE. L. Put, place.

In old English law, an original writ issued out of

chancery, to remove a plaint from an inferior to a

superior court; also, the initial word of the mandate

of an attachment for non-appearance on the return of

an original writ. The Latin words were: Pane per

vadium, etc., put by gage, etc.I

POOL.‘ The stake -played for in certain

games of car-list.4 See GAME, 2.

“ Pool, in the sense here used [‘ a real es

tate pool’] is of modern date, and may not

be well understood, but in this case it can

mean no more than that certain individuals

are engaged in dealing in real estate as a

commodity of traflic.” '

 

I Attorney-General 1:. Jamaica Pond Aqueduct Cor

poration. 133 liiass. 864 (1882). See also Angel], Wat. 0.

I41; 8 Washh. R. P. 416.

'8 Bl. Com. 280.

' F. poule, a hen: hen‘s eggs, as a stake.

‘ Wehster‘s Dict

' Kilbourn 1:. Thompson, 108 U. S. 168 (1880), Miller, J.

Omnpare Harris u. White, 81 N. Y. 541 (IEO).
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Pooling contracts between railroad companies,

by which territory and tratflc is divided and rival can

riers discriminated against, are against public policy

They are ultra vires, as amounting to a partnership of

corporations; they are combinations against lawful

competition in trade; and the courts would possibly

condemn the railway managers, who make their com

panies parties to such unlawful eonfederations, as

guilty of a breach of trust toward their stockholders.I

See Cmsnnurron, 2; Commacs, Inter-State Act; Trunn,

Restraint of; Tacsr, 2.

Pooling table. Keeping a pool table for hire is a

thing affecting public morals, which the legislature

can either absolutely prohibit or regulate. A com

mon form of regulation is by requiring a license.‘ See

Gum, 2; Samoa.

POOR. In a statute providing for the re

lief of the poor: persons so completely desti

tute of property as to require assistance from

the public.I

In a will, held to include those who have

exhausted all means of support and are in a

condition to require public aid for the supply

of their necessities.4

"Poor," “poor person,“ "person in distress," "in

digent person," and " pauper " may be used synony

mously." '

“Casual poor" are such poor personsasare sud

denly talren sick, or meet with accident, when from

home.'

See Batons; Cruarn; Inamouum, For debt;

Psnrsa.

POP. See Iaqnon.

I’OP"[]'LAR.'I Pertaining or belonging

to, or obtaining among, the people in gen

eral.

A “ popular action " is maintainahle by any person

who will sue for the penalty provided tor in the case.

See Acrros, 2, Popular.

The “popular sense " of words used in a statute is

the sense in which they are understood by persons

conversant with the subject-matter.‘

PORCELAIN. See PAINTING.

PORK PAOKER. See liiasorscronsn.

PORT. Generally, a harbor or shelter

for vessels from storms. Applied to a place

where there is no harbor, may mean only a

 

1 Denver. &c. R. Co. v. Atchison, &c. R. Co., 15 F. R

650, 667 (1583), cases, Hallett, J.; ib. 667-74, cases.

| Commonwealth v. Kinsley. 138 Mass 579 (ISSZ).

' See State v. Osawkee Township, 14 Kan. 421-23

(1875), Brewer, J.

‘ Beardsley v. Bridgeport, 53 Conn. 492 (1885),

lHutchings v. Thompson, 10 Cush. 289 (X852), Met

calf, J .

' Force v. Halnes, 17 N. J. L. 405 (1810), Hornbloww.

Chief Justice.

' L. papularis: populus, the people.

' Grenfell 0. Commissioners of Revenue, L R, i

Ex. D. 248 (1876).
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road or anchorage— a place for loading and

unloading cargoes.l

May include any place from which mer

chandise can be shipped for importation, or

at which merchandise can be imported.2

Foreign port. A port outside of the

United States.‘

The ports of the States are foreign to each other

(or some purposes; as, for pledging the credit of the

owner for supplies.‘ See Vnssrn, Foreign.

Home port. The port of enrollment.

‘Thile it is difilcult to formulate a rule by which the

home port of a vessel belonging to persons residing in

diflerent States may be determined, it is well settled

that a vessel cannot have more than one home port,

or be a domestic vessel in more than one State. A for

iiori, it owned by residents of diflerent States, she

may be a foreign vessel in the port of a State wherein

certain 01' her owners reside. P:-(ma facie, the home

port is the place of enrollment, where or nearest to

which the owner, or, it more than one owner, the

managing owner, resides.‘

Port of delivery. Sometimes distin

guishes the port of unloading or destination

from any port at which the vessel touches

for other purposes.“

Port of destination. In a time policy,

may mean any foreign port to which the ves

sel may be destined, as well as her home port,

and include any usual stopping place for

loading or unloading cargoes.7

Port of discharge. Any place at which

it is usual to discharge cargo, and to which

the vessel is destined for the purpose of dis

charging a substantial part.8

To constitute a "port of destination" a "port of

discharge " some goods must be unladen or some act

done to terminate the voyage there.‘

Port of entry. A port designated for the

entry of vessels, with reference to the execu

tion of laws imposing duties. See ENTRY,

H, 2.

 

'[De Longuemere v. N. Y. Fire Ins. Co., 10 Johns.

'125 (1813), Kent, 0. J.

1 R s. 5 2767.

' King 0. Parks, 19 Johns. '87? (1822); 26 Wend. 511.

‘The Lulu, 10 Wall. 2)0 (1869); Negus v. SimpsonI 99

liasa 803 (1569); 2 LOW. 555; 2 Abb. U. S. 172.

' The Ellen Holgate, 80 F. R 126 (1887), cases, Wales,

Judge.

° [The Two Catherines, 2 Mas. 831 (1821), Story, J.

' [Gookin v. New England llziut. Mar. Ins. Co., 12

Gray, 515-16 (1859). Dewey, J.

'Bramhali v. Sun Ins. Co., 104 Mass. 518 (1870), Gray,

J.; 132 id. 588; 5 lies 41-1; 2 Ciifi. 4; 1Sprs.gue, 485;18

L. R. N.

' United States v. Barker. 5 Mas. 406 (1829), Story, J.

Port-risk. A risk upon a vessel while

lying in port, and before she has departed on

another voyage.1

See As.mvsn; Bnocmx; Courses; DISPATCH;

Exronr; Inronr; Ixsramon, 1; Uss, 1.

PORTION. Is synonymous with part.’

Specifically, such part of a parent’s estate

as is given to each child.

Portionist. One who receives a share or

portion.

Share, part, and portion are lrequently synonymoua

Applied to property acquired from an ancestor, “ pcr

tion" is the most comprehensive word that can be

used.I

Bee Anvmcaunw; Pmr, 1; PARTITION;

Sxrrsncnon, 8.

PORTRAIT. See Hnmnoon.

POSITION. See Bsooson; Nassau

mss; RANK; Sraros.

POSITIVE. Express; absolute: not

doubtful; aflirmative; direct: as, a positive

or positive— ai‘firmation, condition, evi

dence, fraud, proof, statute, qq. v.

Positive law. Law actually ordained or

established; statutory regulations; enacted

law, or enactments; the lea: acripta.

POSSE. L. To be able: power; to be

possible: possibility. I

Inposse. In possibility; opposed to in

case: in actual existence.‘ See CONTINGENCY.

Posse comitatus. The power of the

county, q. 1;.

POSSESSIO. L.

sionz seizin.

Habere facias possessionem. That you

cause to have possession. The emphatic

words in the writ of execution, and now the

name of the writ itself, where a plaintiff

has been awarded the possession of land.°

Abbreviated hub. fa. poss., hab. fa., and, perhaps,

h. f. p.

Pedis possessio. Possession of the foot:

an actual foothold; actual possession of land.

Since standing upon land is a natural symbol of

possessing it, the'phrase has come to mean actu-i

possession of any particular piece of land, as evi

denced by occupancy, inclosure, etc. Pedie pofitio.

Placing of the toot; a foothold.

Possessio fratris. The br0ther’s posses

sion.

RAISE;

Being near: posses

 

1 Nelson 1;. Sun lliut. Ins. Co., 71 N. Y. 459 (1877).

1 Holly v. State, 54 Ala. 240 (1875).

' Lewis‘s Appeal, 108 Pa. 187 (1885), Mercur, O. J.

' See 2 Bl. Corn. 397; 10 Johns. 86.

‘See 8 Bl. Corn. 412.
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In the English law of descents, the possession by

one person in such privity with another as to be con

sidered that other‘s ownpossession. It was a rule of

law that “ possession by a brother 01.’ an estate in fee

aimple makes the sister to be heir: " his possession

makes his sister of the whole blood his heir in prefer

ence to a brother of the half blood.l

Potior est conditio possidentis. The

stronger is the condition of the party in pos

session.8 See further CONDITIO, Melior, eta;

POSSESSION, Adverse.

.‘POSSESSIO1‘1'.a See Possnssxo.

Owning or having a thing in one’s power.‘

The detention or enjoyment of a thing

which a man holds or exercises by himself or

by another in his name.‘

Holding an exclusive exercise of dominion

over land.‘

“ Possessed " sometimes implies a temporary inter

est in lands; sometimes a corporal having; and some

times no more than that one has a property in I

thing- that he has it as owner, that it is his.‘

Possessor. He who hold, detains, or en

joys a thing as his own.

A bonafide possessor 0! land is one who not only

supposes himself to be the true proprietor, but who is

ignorant that his title is contested by another person

claiming a better right to the land.‘

Possessory. Refers to a proceeding in

tended to obtain possession, and not merely

to determine title.

Thus, ejectrnent is a possessory remedy.

In a possessory action the right of possession, and

not that of property, is contested. The action decides

nothing with respect to the right of property; it

merely restores the demandant to that state or condi

tion in which he was, or by law ought to have been,

before dispossession.' See Parrrony.

Actual possession. Exists when a thing

is in one's immediate occupancy. Con

structive possession. Possesaion in con

templation of the'law.1°

Actual possession, which means a subjection to the

will and dominion of the claimant, is41sually evidenced

I See 2 Bl. Corn. 227; 4 Kent, 1134; Reeve, Desc. 877; 2

Pet. 59, 625.

' As to possession in Roman law see 8 Law Q. Rev.

82-58 (1887).

' Pos-sésh'-un, or zeah’-un.

' Brown v. Volkening, M N. Y. 80 (1876), Allen, J.

'[Redfle1d o. Utica, &o. R. Co., 25 Barb. 68 (1851),

W. F. Allen, J.

' [Booth v. Small, 25 Iowa, 181 (1868), Beck, J.

' Mayor 0! Detroit u. Park Commissioners, 44 Mich.

608 (1880), Cooley. J.

' Green v. Biddle, 8 Wheat. 79 (1823), Washington, J.:

Canal Bank v. Hudson, 111 U. S. 80 (1883).

' [2 Bl. Com. 198, 190.

1' Brown v. Volkening. 64 N. Y. 80 (1870), Allen, J.;

Liilianskyoldt v. Goes, 2 Utah, 297 (1878).

 

by occupation, by a substantial inclosure, by cultiva

tion, or by appropriate use, according to the particu

lar locality and quality of the property.l

Constructive possession, where there is no actual

possession, is in him who has the legal and rightful

title.‘

Adverse possession. Possession of re—

alty avowedly opposed to some claim (I title

in another.

A possession not under the legal proprietor,

but entered into without his consent, directly

or indirectly given; a possession by which

he is disseised and ousted.‘

An adverse and hostile possession is one

held for the possessor, as distinguished from

one held in subordination to the right of

another; a possession inconsistent with the

possession or right of possession by another.

Such is an exclusive possession of one who is

not in privity with the true owner.‘

" Visible " and “ notorious " are terms employed to

denote that the possession must be more than secret,

and unknown to the disseised owner. Since acqules—

cence implies knowledge, a possession that he permits

must be “ notorious ” or known to him.‘

it under claim of right, and uninterrupted, open,

visible, and notorious for twenty years, such posses

sion is evidence 0! title in the possessor, and a good

defense in ejectment)

independently of positive statute law, such a pos

session aflords a presumption that all the claimanil

to the land acquiesce in the claim of the possessor, or

that they iorbear for some substantial reason to con

trovert his claim or to disturb him in his quiet enjoy

ment. Secret possession will not do, as publicity and

notoriety are necessary as evidence of notice and to

put adverse claimants upon inquiry. Mere occupation

is not suflicient, but adverse and continuous posses

sion is.‘

The weight of authority is that, where one has had

the peaceabie, undisturbed, open possession of real

or personal property, with an assertion of his owner

ship, tor the period which, under the law, would bar

an action for its recovery by the real owner, the

former has acquired a good title—a title superior to

that of the latter, whose neglect to avail himself of his

legal rights has lost him his title.'
 

1 Coryell v. Cain. 16 Cal. ‘573 (1860), Field, C. J. See

also 71Ala. 264; 1 Cal. 263; 16 t'd.109;4 Nov. 68; b9 N. Y.

136.

' Norris‘s Appeal, 6-i Pa. 2'82 (1870).

' [French 11. Pearce, B Conn. ‘M2-48 (IE1), Hosmer,

Chief Justice.

‘Sheafler v. Eakman, 56 Pa. 158 (1867), Strong, J.;

Ewing v. Burnet, 11 Pet. '53 (1837).

' Hogan 1:. Kurtz, 94 U. S. 776 (1876), cases.

‘Armstrong 1:. Merrill, 14 Wall. 145-46 (1871), cases,

Clifford, J.; Hughes 1:. United States, 4 id. 232 (1506).

' Campbell v. Holt, 115 U. S. 623 (1885), cases, Miller,

J.; Gilbert v. Decker, 53 Conn. 401-5 (1585), cases; Bol

lingsworth 11. Sherman, 81 Va. 671, 674 (1886), cases
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Adverse possession of vacant lands, under color of

title, includes as much as is within the boundaries of

the title, and to that extent the true owner is disseised.

But if the letter be in actual possession of any part,

his constructive seizure extends to all not in fact occu

pied by the intruder. The reason is, the intruder's

acts give notice only to the extent of actual occu

pansy.I

Though a presumption of a deed may be rebutted

by proof of facts inconsistent with its supposed exist

ence, yet, where no such facts are shown, and the

things done and the things omitted, with regard to the

property in controversy, by the respective parties, for

long periods after the execution of the supposed con

veyance, can be explained satisfactorily only upon

the hypothesis of its existence, the jury may be in

structed to presume such a conveyance. The pre

sumption of a grant is indulged merely to quiet a long

possession which might otherwise be disturbed by rea

son of the inability of the possessor to produce the

muniments of title, which were actually given at the

time of the acquisition of the property by him or those

under whom he claims, but have been lost, or which he

or they were entitled to have at that time, but had neg

lected to obtain, and of which the witnesses have passed

away, or their recollection of the transaction has

become dimmed and imperfect. And hence, as a rule,

it is only where the possession has been actual, open,

and exclusive for the period prescribed by the statute

of limitations to her an action for the recovery of the

land, that the presumption of a deed can be invoked.

. . The presumption may be invoked where a pro

prietary right has long been exercised, although the

exclusive possession of the whole property may have

been occasionally interrupted during the period nee~

essary to create a title by adverse possession, if in ad

dition to the actual possession there were other open

acts of ownership, as, the payment of taxes.2

The maxim that the plaintiff must recover upon the

strength of his own title, and not upon the weakness

of the defendant's, is applicable to all actions for the

recovery of property. But if the plaintiff had actual

prior possession of the land, this is strong enough to

enable him to recover from a mere trespasser who en

tered without any title. He may do so by a writ of

entry, where that remedy is still practiced, or by an

ejectmcnt, or he may maintain trespass. This rule is

founded upon the presumption that every possession

peaceably acquired is lawful, and it is sustained by the

policy of protecting the public peace against disorder.

But, as it is intended to prevent and redress trespasses

and wrongs, it is limited to cases where the defendants

are trespassers and wrong-doers. It is therefore qual

' Hunnicutt v. Pey-.on, 103 U. S. 868-69 (1880), cases,

Strong, J. On tacking the possession of several suc

cessive holders together, see Sherin v. Brackett, 86

than. 152 (1866), cases. See also, generally, 48 Ala.

638; 83 Ga, 589; 85 14.141; 13 Ill.193;.'>8 id. 589; 80 Md.

I09; 82 id. 859; 8 Metc, Mass, 510; 87 liiiss.152; 47 id.

W6; 9 Wend. 511; 89 Barb. 518; 54 id. 9; 6 Pa. 210; 11

id. 159; 19 id. 262; 25 id. 252; 58 id. 122, 818; 61 id. 146;

69 id. 800; 85 id. 3?.

‘Fletcher v. Fuller, 120 U. 5. 551-52, 515-64 (1887),

uses, Field, J.

 

ifled in its application by the circumstances which

constitute the origin of the adverse possession, and

the character of the claim on which it is defended. It

does not extend to cases where the defendant has ac

quired possession peaceably and in good faith, under

color of title. It is also understood that the prior pos

session of the plaintifl has not been voluntarily relin

qulshed without the animus revertendi. and that the

subsequent possession of the defendant was acquired

by mere entry, without legal right. The action. also,

to regain the prior possession must have been brought

within a reasonable time after it has been lost. if

there has been delay in bringing suit, the animus re

vertendi must be shown, and the delay satisfactorily

accounted for, or the prior possessor will be deemed

to have abandoned his claim.I

The party who challenges the title of his adversary

to realty must be diligent in discovering that which

will avoid the title or render it invalid, and diligent in

his application for relief. Unreasonable delay, not

explained by equitable circumstances, is evidence of

acquiescence.‘

Bare possession. See Naked Possession.

Concurrent possession. Possession in

one person contemporaneous with possession

in another person, whether for the same

time and in the same right or otherwise.

Dispossession. Deprivation of posses

sion; unlawfully excluding from the occu

pation of realty a person who is entitled

thereto. Compare Oosrna; Smsm, Disseisin.

Fraudulent possession. Such posses

sion of property by an insolvent vendor as

secures him new credit from, and to the

injury of, a person unaware of the alleged

transfer.

By statute 13 Eliz. (1572), c. 5, a gift or grant of per

sonalty or realty, with intent to defraud creditors or

others, is voidable by such defrauded persons. Under

this statute it was held, in Twi/ne‘s Case.‘ that if the

grantor continues to retain possession it is a badge of

fraud. Some American cases make retention of pos

session fraudulent per se and in law; others, only evi

dence of fraud for the jury.

Transfer of possession and actual removal of per

sonally is necessary to render a sale or attachment

valid as against creditors. This is to prevent fraud

which seeks to favor the vendor or debtor byshielding

his property for his benefit from the claims of cred

itors. The rule is one of policy. As matter of evi

dence, the continued possession of a vendor or debtor,

who is in embarrassed circumstances, yields a pre

sumption that the process or the sale is colorable; for,

in general, no reason can be given why possession

should not be taken, except that he should not be In

lSabariego 0. Maverick, 124 U. S. 298 (1888), cases,

Matthews, J., quoting Christy 0. Scott, 1-i How. 292

(1852), cases, Curtis, J.

‘Howe v. South Park Commissioners, 119 Ill. 11'

(1886), cases, Scott, J.

' 8 Coke, R. '81 (1602); 2 Bl. Corn. 442.
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dulged with the disposition or use of the property to

the injury of others.I

In the Federal courts, and in Alabama, Florida,

Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky. unless possession fol

lows on absolute sale, the transfer is fraudulent in law

and void,as against creditors and subsequent bona

jlde purchasers; but in the case of a contingent sale

or a mortgage, retaining possession is not inconsistent

with the nature of the conveyance. The law of New

Hampshire, and of South Carolina, resembles this. In

Connecticut, New York (before the revised statutes),

Pennsylvania, and Vermont, delivery of possession is

necessary, as against creditors, in cases of mortgages.

contingent transfers, and absolute sales; but the court

may say that the reason for non-delivery is good.

Arkansas, Georgia, Maine, Massachusetts, Missouri,

North Carolina, Ohio, Tennessee, and Texas, follow

the Federal courts in the distinction between absolute

and contingent sales, but regard retention of posses

sion which is inconsistent with the conveyance as only

evidence of fraud and for the jury.‘ See further Cos

vnmcs, 2, Fraudulent; Dsuvsar, 1; Sans.

Naked possession. Actual occupation

of an estate, without apparent right, or

shadow or pretense of right. to hold or con

tinue such possession. Callcd also bare pos

session.‘

Thus, where one man invades the possession of an

other, and by force or surprise turns him out of his

occupation, till some act be done by the rightful owner

to dovest this possession and assert his title. such

actual possession is prima facie evidence of a legal

fltle, which, by length of time, may ripen into an in

defensible title.‘

A man out of possession has remaining the right of

possession, which is an apparent right of possession,

defeasible by proof of a better right, and, an actual

right of possession, which will stand the test against

all opponents.‘

Reduce to possession. To change a

right existing as an actionable claim into

actual custody and enjoyment.

Thus, at common law, a husband who converted

his wife‘s choses in action into money or property in

hand was said to reduce them to possession.

___________.___-_——

lliiills 1:. Camp, 14 Conn. 225 (1811), Sherman, J.;

Norton u. Doolittle, 82 id. 410 (1865); Bull v. Sigsworih,

as id. 966 (1880); Warner 0. Norton, 20 How. 459-60

(1857).

I Twyne's Case, 1 Sm. L. C.,7 ed., 52, cases: contin

ued in 18 Am. Law Reg. 137-58 (1879), cases. See also

Lewis v. iiicCabe, 49 Conn. 148-65 (1881), cases; Lund v.

Fletcher, 89 Ark. 33;‘ (1882); City Nat. Bank 0. Good

rich, 8 C01. 139 (1576); Bassinger v. Spengler, 9 id. 175,

158-87 (1886), cases: Mcliibbin 1:. Martin, 64 Pa. 336

(1870); Crawford 1:. Davis, 99 id. 578 (1882); Sauerwein

0. Costigan, 41 Leg. Int. 16 (1888); Mead v. Gardiner, 13

B. 1. 259 (1881), cases; Blanchard v. Cooke, 14-1 Mass.

2% (1887): 22 Cent. Law J. 57 (1886) - Irish Law Times.

' See Gillett 1:. Gaifney, 8 C01. 860 (1877).

‘ 9 Bi. Com.195-96; 8 id. 177, 179.

Repossession.

reception.

See Dcrarns; ESTATE, 8, 4; Lasczxr; Lnrs; Occu

PAFUY; Rauarsnsn; Saisiu; Trn..s,1; VEST.

POSSIBLE. 1. Liable, but not likely, to

happen or come to pass. 2. Practicable; rea

sonable. _

“Forthwith give notice " of a loss by lire and "as

soon as possible " render an account of the low, can

not mean instantiy and directly, for that might be

impossible, but as soon as could be, under the circum

stances, or within reasonable time, or as soon as prac

ticabie.I ,

Possibility. An event which may or may

not happen; something that is uncertain.2

Spoken of as “ near " or “ remote,” and as

“ ordinary ” or “ extraordinary," according

to the degree of probability.2

When the condition of an obligation is possible at

the time of its making, but, before it can be per

formed, becomes impossible by act of God, the law, or

the obiigee, the obligation is saved. Otherwise, if im

possible at the time of making.‘

If what is agreed to be done is possible and lawful,

it must be done. Difficulty or improbability will not

avail. It must be shown that the thing cannot be

effected by any means. If a hardship, it might have

been guarded against. At common law, if a lessee

covenants to repair and the house burns down, he is

bound to rebuild; so, as to repairing a bridge which is

swept away by flood; so, as to building a foundation,

although there be a latent _defect in the soil.‘ The

principle rests upon reason and justice. It regards

the sanctity of contracts; requires a party to do what

he has agreed to do. Contingent impediments should

be guarded against.‘

"In contracts in which the performance depends

upon the continued existence of a given person or

thing, a condition is implied that the impossibility of

performance arising from the perishlng of the person

or thing shall excuse the performance." '

Hana, non i'mpoasi'b1'iia, cogit 122:. Effective. not

impossible acts, the law requires.

Lex non cogit ad impossibilia. The law does not

compel doing impossible things! See Aer, Of God;

Ras, Perit.

POST. 1. L. prep. After; afterward.

Introduces Latin phrases, and is used in Latin and

English compound words.

__.—_-—-——————-——
.

I Palmer 1:. St. Paul Ins. Co., 44 Wis. 208-9 (1878).

cases; 4 Q. B. D. 678; 29 Moak, 102; 17 F. B. 481.

1 See Bodenhamer v. Welch, 89 N. C. 81 (1888); 46

Barb. 87; 7 Ohio St. 443.

' Coke, Litt. 206 a; 2 Bl. Corn. 840; Davis 1:. Gray, 16

Wall. 229 (1572).

¢ The Harriman, 9 Wall. 172 (1869). cases. Swayne. ‘J

lDermott v. Jones, 2 Wall. 7-8 (1861), cases, Swayne,

J.; 2 Story, Eq. §§1004-5.

‘ Eliot Nat. Bank v. Heal, 141 lliasn. 567-70 (1886),

cases.

"101 018.690; 14 Grsy,78; 7Cuah.43,B98; sum

Retaking into custody;
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Post diem. After the day —-when due;

as, a plea of payment post diem. ' *

Post facto. After the fact. See Facrum,

Post, etc.

Post hao. After this.

Post litem motam. After cgptroversy

begun. See L13, Mota.

Postmortem. After death. See Conc

saa.

Post natus. After-born. See Narus,

Ante.

Post obit. After he dies. See 0811‘.

Post-date. To date after the true time.

See Dam. '

Post-due. Past due. See DUF

Post-note. A note payable at a distant

day, and not on demand.

Diifers from other promissory notes only as to time

of payment.1

Post-notes are a species of obligation resorted to

by banks when the exchanges of the country. and es

pecially‘ of the banks, have become embarrassed by

excessive speculations. They are intended to supply

the place of demand notes, which the banks cannot

aflord to issue or re-issue, to relieve the necessities of

commerce or of the banks, or to avoid a compulsory

suspension. They are under seal, or without seal, and

at long or short dates. and with or without interest, as

the necessities of the bank may require.‘

Post-nuptial. After nuptials or mar

riage. Opposed, ante-nuptial. See SETTLE, 4.

2. Eng. 11.3 (1) A military station: (2) any

fixed place on a line of road; (3) a convey

ance between such places, and the person

who used relays of horses; (4) speedy con

veyance, rapid travel, quick communication,

communication by letter or message. Whence

" the post," “post haste,” etc.

Military post. A military establishment

where a body of troops is permanently sta

tioned.4

Post-oflice. (1) The department of gov

ernment concerned in receiving and deliver

ing postal matter.

The postmaster-general, deputy postmasters, and

their assistants and clerks, appointed and sworn as re

quired by law. are public oiiicers; and each is answer

able for his own negligence only.’ See Tour, 2.

 

‘Re Dyott‘s Estate, 2 W. & S. 480 (1841).

' Hogg's Appeal, 22 Pa. 488-89 (1851).

I F. paste, a carrier, messenger: L. L. pastas,

posfa, a station, post: L. positus, placed: poncre, toplace. A “post-horse“ was a horse placed atasta- ,1

ion in readiness for a traveler.

' [Caldweli‘s Case. 19 Wall. 268 (1878), Hunt, J.

‘Keenan 0. Southworth, 110 Mass. 474 (1872), cases. ‘

Compare Robertson 1:. Sichei, 127 U. B. 616 (1888), cases .

 

(2) The “ business" of keeping, forwarding

and distributing mailable matter, equally

with the “place" where such business is

conducted. I

Such place, to constitute a post~oflice, may be a

building. an apartment in a building. a desk, or a trunk

or box to be carried about a house or from one build

ing to another. The place of deposit is the post-office,

in this sense. Hence, feloniously removing a. letter

out of the place where kept, in a post-oflice, is stealing

it from the post-ofllce.|

“ The Congress shall have Power . .

Post Otiices and Post Roads." 1

This power authorizes the regulation of the entire

system: the designation of route. the matteg—its

weight and form, the places where receivable, the

charges for carriage, measures to secure safe and

speedy transit, prompt delivery. etc.’

Under this power the department also determines

what matter shall and shall not be mailable. The

protection of the public morals is incidental to the

protection of the mails.‘

Post-road. A highway by land or water

over which mails may be lawfully trans

mitted. Post-route. A post-road, or a

definite portion thereof, over which mails

are usually transported by contract; a route

for which the department contracts for the

transportation of a mail.‘

Letters, and sealed packages subject to letter-post

age, when once entrusted to the care of the postal de

partment, for transmission, are as fully guarded from

inspection, except as to outward form and weight, as

it retained by the forwarder in his own domlcii. The

guarantee against uunreasonable searches and scis

ures“ extends to articles placed in the mails. They

can be opened only under warrant, duly sworn to and

particularly describing the thing. as if it were a paper

in one's own household. But what is purposely left

open to inspection, as, newspapers, magazines, pam

phlets, and other printed matter, may be examined

without warrant.‘

See further Ls:-rraa, 8; Mun, 2; Boos, 2; Crscoua,

2; LIBERTY, Of the Press: Lorrlnv; Oascsmr; Rav

sxus; Taanoaarn. '

POSTEA. L. Afterward. \Vhatever

was done in a cause subsequently to joining

issue and awarding trial was entered on the

record, and called the posfea. _

The substance is, that postea, afterward, the par»

ties appeared by their attorneys at the trial, and a

To establish

 

1 United States v. Marseiis, 2 Blatch. 110 (1849), Betta~

J.; United States 1:. Campbell, 16 F. R. 2840888).

1 Constitution, Art. I, see. 8, cl. 7.

‘Exp. Jackson, 96 U. B. 78? (1877), Field, J.

' United States 1:. Bolt, 11 Blatch. 3-16 (1873).

lRailway lliaii Service Cases, 18 Ct. Cl. M4 (1877).

Davis, J.; Blackham v. Gresham, l6 F. R. 611 (1883); 1!

id. 591; R. S. § 8829.

' Exp. Jackson. mpr-0,’ 107 U. S. 218.
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jury found a verdlct,— stating it; or, that the plaintifl

made default, or otherwise, as the case may be. This

is added to the roll, which is then returned (from niei

prim) to the court from which it was sent. The his

tory of the cause from the time it was carried out is

thus continued In the posteoJ

POSTERITY. Embraces descendants to

the remotest generation.2

POSTHUMOUS. Describes a child born

after the death of its father.

Any such legitimate child inherits as if born before

the parent's death, and a will which does not provide

for itis regarded as revoked pro tonic.‘ See Anus,

Luctus.

POSTLILIINY. Claiming property after

recapture; restitution after recapture.

The jun pontliminii of the Roman law. From post,

behind, and limen, the threshold. A legal fiction, ac

cording to which a Roman citisen captured by the

enemy was treated as not having been away from

home, and all his rights were restored to him. Slaves,

ships, mules, horses, and land, on recapture, were also

returned to the original owner.‘

The right of posiliminium is that in virtue of which

persons and things taken by the enemy are restored to

their former state, on coming again into the power of

the nation to which they belonged.‘

POSTNATUS. See Nsros.

POST-OFFICE. See Posr, 2.

POSTPONE. 1. To put after, place ‘one

thing after another; to defer: as, topostpone

a claim or lien. See DEFEB.

2. To put 03 to a later day; to adjourn; to

continue, q. v.: as, to postpone a cause or

hearing.6 ’

POSTREMOGENITURE. See Panto

GENITURE.

POTESTAS. L. Power, authority, do

minion. See Dsnmus; Dnnsosrs; Psrars;

SUB. Compare VIRES.

POTIOR. See DELICTUM, In pari, etc

POTTERY. See Corvruonr.

POUND. 1. Twenty shillings.

in calculating the rates 0! duties, the pound ster

ling shall be taken as of the value of four dollars,

eighty-six cents, and six and one-half mills.'

The Colonial pound, in Georgia, contained fifteen

hundred and forty-seven grains; in Virginia, Massa

 

IB Bi. Corn. 386.

' Breckinridge v. Denny, 8 Bush, 527 (1871).

'1 Bl. Corn. 130; 2 id. 169; 4 Kent, 412, 521, 625; 8

Washb. R. P. 412; 25 Ga. 549; 4 Paige, 52; 5 id. 172; 18

B. C. 55; 8 l\iunf. 20; 1 Murph. 288.

‘ Wooisey, int. Law, ii ed. i 151.

' Vattei, Law of Nations, § 204. See also 1 Kent, 108;

1 L. Mex. 44.

‘See State v. Underwood, 76 Mo. 1180 (1882); 8 How.

Pl‘. 448', 13111. BU.

' B. s. 5 See a Saw. 100.

chusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, and New Hamp

shire, twelve Hundred and eighty-nine grains; in New

Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, and Maryland, one

thousand and thirty-one and a quarter grains; in New

York, and North Carolina, nine hundred and sixty-six

grains. In New England, six shillings, or one

hundred and eight coppers, made a dollar; in New

Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland, ninety

pence; in New York, and North Carolina, ninety-six

coppers.l

in Pennsylvania currency, a pound was equivalent

to 92.66%, a shilling to 18% cents, and sixpence to 67%

cents; although the latter passed for 12% and 6%

cents respectively. It issuggested that in these values

is found the explanation of the origin of the practice

by which juries in _that State award 6% cents (a six

pence) as nominal damages- which carry full costs;

and the origin of the statutory limit from which no

appeal may be had from the judgment of a justice of

the peace, to wit, 35.33%, that is, two pounds.I

2. A legal inclosure for the confinement of

estrays, or the custody of goods distrained.'

An enclosed piece of land, secured by a

firm structure of stone, or of posts and tim

ber, placed in theground.‘ .

Like the grant of a mill, house, etc., carries with it

the land on which it stands as parcel of the subject

matter of the grant. Necessarily requires land, and is

in its nature perpetual.‘

The board of supervisors of San Francisco granted

to one A., and his assigns, the exclusive privilege, for

twenty years, of having and removing the carcasses

of dead animals, not slain for food, subject to certain

sanitary regulations, and with the provision that the ‘

keeper of the public pound should notify A. to remove

animals destroyed therein. Held, that the plaintiff

could restrain the pound-keeper from delivering car

casses to any other person.‘

Impound. 1. To confine in a pound; as,

an animal estray.

2. To place in the custody of the law; as,

an instrument discovered, in the course of a

trial, to be a forgery. An original will is

said to be impounded with the register of

wills.

an executor may impound a iegacyto set of! a

debt due by the legatee.'

Things distrained must be first carried to some

pound. Once impounded, even though without cause,

the owner may not break the pound and take them

out: for they are then in the custody of the law.

If a live distress of animals be impounded in a com

mon pound-overt (i. e., open overhead), the owner

 

I 1 Mcliiaster, Hist. Peop. U. S. 28, 191, 189-200.

1 See Chapman 1:. Calder, 14 Pa. 857 (1&50); Hinds v.

Knox, 4 S. & R. 417 (1819); Winger v. Rife, 101 Pa. 152,

160 (1882).

' A. S. pund: L. pare-us, an inclosure,— 8 Bl. Com. 12»

l Wooley v. Groton, 2 Cush. 809 (1848), Shaw, C. J.

' Aipers 1). San Francisco, 82 F. R. 505-6 (1887).

' Ballard 0. Marsden, 87 Eng. R. 5!, 65 (1880), cm
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must take notice at his peril; but if in a special pound

overt, constituted tor the particular purpose, the dis

trainor must give notice to the owner; and in both

cases the owner is bound to feed the beasts. Butii

put in a pound~crrvert (1. e., closed), in a stable or the

like, the distralnor must teed them.l

Being in the custody of the law, taking the distress

back by force is a " reecous,“ for which pound-breach,

a remedy in damages, lies in the dist‘-l'aino1'.l See

Dis'ms:ss.

Pound-master. The keeper of a pound.

Poundage. 1. Money paid for the release

of animals impounded.

2. An allowance to a sheriff of a percent

age upon the amount levied under an execu

tion.

Whether referable to a percentage upon each pound

sterling collected, or to the charge tor keeping goods

impounded, is not settled.

POUR. See PUR.

POVERTY. See POOR.

Poverty-aflidavit. A statement, ven

iied by oath or afiirmation, required to be

filed in court by the law of some States, by

a litigant to the effect that he cannot furnish

security for paying the costs in the case in

the event of the issue being determined

against him.2 Compare Paurna, 1.

POWDER. See Pomcn, 2.

POWER. 1. The authority which one

person gives another to act for him: as, the

powers 0.1’ an agent, of an executor, a power

of attorney, qq. v. _

Authority conferred by law to act for

one‘s self or in behalf of the interest or estate

of another or others: as, the powers of in

fants, lunatics, married women, of adminis

trators, arbitrators, assignees, executors,

guardians, or other trustees, qq. v. See IN

TEREST, 2, Coupled, etc.

Power and authority. When a statute confers

apower upon a corporation. to be exercised for the

public good, the exercise of the power is imperative;

the words “ power and authority " then mean “duty

and obligation." ' See MAY.

2. Authority conferred upon one person to

dispose of an estate vested in another.

A “ power" in awill is never imperative: it leaves

the act to be done at the will of the party to whom

given. A “ trust" is always imperative and obliga

tory upon the conscience of the party lntrusted.‘

'8 Bl. Com. 12-13, 146; 45 Conn. 161; 126 lliass. 884.

' See Cole 1:. Hoeburg, 86 Kan. 263 (1887).

I Rankin v. Buckman, 9 Oreg. 262 (1581): 20 hid. L58,

iTl; Dwar. Stat 712.

‘ Stanley 0. Colt, 5 Wall. 168 (1866): Wilmot, C. J., 2

lqd. Pew. 588.
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Powers under the Statute of Uses

Methods of causing a use, with its accom

panying estate, to spring up at the will of a

given person.‘

A mere right to limit a use.2

The right to designate the person who is to

take the use is termed the “power of ap

pointment.”

If the donee oi‘ the power has no estate in

the land, the power is collateral or naked; if

he has an estate. it is appendant or in gross.

A power “ appendant" is such as he may

execute out of the estate limited to him,

depends for its validity upon that estate. He

may create an estate which will attach on

his interest; as where, while being a tenant

for life, he may make sub-leases. A power “ in

gross" is a power to create an estate which

will not attach on the interest limited to the

donee, or take effect out of his interest; as,

where, as tenant for life, he may create an

estate to begin after his estate ends. Called

“ in gross," because his estate has no concern

in it. If the donee may appoint to whom he

pleases, the power is general. If he is re

stricted to an appointment to or among par

ticular objects, the power is special or partic

ular. If the power be to create a new estate

in any one, it is a power of appointment; if

to divest or abridge an existing estate, a

power of revocation.‘

A -power coupled with an interest imports

an interest in the thing itself,— a power en

grafted on an estate in the thing.‘

The power and the interest then unite in the same

person, who, in executing the power, may act in his

own name. He is not a substitute, but a principal;

and the power survives the person who gives it.‘

It the donee of a power clearly intends to execute,

and the mode is unexceptionnble, that intention, how

ever manifested, whether directly or indirectly, pos

itively or by just implication, will make the execution

valid and operative.

Three classes of cases at least have been held to be

suhicient demonstration of an intended execution of a

power: where there is reference in the instrument to

the power; a reference to the property, as the sub

ject, on which it is to be executed; or where the pro

 

! Williams. Rea] Prop. EH5.

'4 Kent, 834.

' [2 Washb. Real Prop. 805, 807, cases. As to naked

power, generally, see Franklin v. Osgood, 14 Johns.

R. 558 (1817), cases; as to powers in gross, Thorington

v. Thorington, 82 Ala. 491 (1586).

‘Hunt v. Rousmanier, 8 Wheat 908-6 (1828), Mar

shall, 0. J.
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vision in the instrument, executed by the donee, would

otherwise beineflectual or a mere nullity.‘

It the will of the donee contains no expressed intent

to exert the power, and it may reasonably be gathered

from the gifts and directions that the purpose was to

execute it, the will must be regarded as an execution.

An appointment under a power is an intent to appoint

carried out, and ii’ made by will the intent and its exe

cution are to be sought for through the whole instru

ment.'

The courts look at the design of the parties, and the

substantial, rather than the literal, execution ot the

power.‘ '

When a power is given to executors to be executed

in their oilicial capacity, and there are no words in the

will warranting the conclusion that the testator in

tended a joint execution of the power, as the office

survives, the power will be construed as surviving.

And courts of equity will lend their old to uphold the

power, in order to carry into execution the intention

of the testator!

If land is devised to a person, with general power to

dispose oi’ the same, an estate in tee-simple passe;

But if the devise is for life, with power to dispose of

the reversion, only a life estate passes; and it the dev

isee dies without having disposed of the reversion, it

goes to the heir of the devis0r.'

While at common law a married woman could not

make a will, she could make an appointment by will:

the latter concerning the estate of the donor of the

_power.‘

A person, having a power for the benefit of mother,

cannot use it for his own benetit.'

See further Avronrmasr, 2; Discsmos, 2.

8. Authority in the departments of gov

ernment to do any particular act: as, the

power in a legislature to make laws; power

in a judge or court to decide what the law

is, or to administer justice; power in the ex

ecutive to enforce the law. '

Power of appointment. The appoint

ing power; the power to select and indicate

by name individuals to hold oilice and to

 

I Blagge v. Miles, 1 Story, 446-47 (1841), cases, Story,

J.; Funk v. Eggleston, 92 Ill. 584-47 (1879), cases; Glad

rat v. Montgonibry Gas-Light Co., 82 Ala. 603-6 (1866),

cases; White v. Hicks, 33 N. Y. 892-93 (1865), cases;

Hutton v. Benkard, 92 id. 801-3 (1888), cases; Sewall v.

Wilmer, 132 Mass. 134 (1882), cases.

1 Blake v. Hawkins. 98 U. S. 826 (1878), Strong,‘ J.;

Warner 1;. Connecticut Mut. Life Ins. Co., 109 id. 65-67

(1883).

I Hurker 0. Reilly, 4 Del. Ch. 80 (1871); db. 77 ; 4 Kent,

B44.

* Peter 0. Beverly, 10 Pet. ‘.504 0&0); Osgood 11.

Franklin, 2 Johns. Ch. 19 (1816).

‘Funk 1:. Eggleston, 92 Ill. 583 (1879), cases.

' Osgood v. Bliss, 141 Mass. 477-79 (1886), cases.

" Shank v. Dewitt, ii Ohio St. 242 (1686), cases. See

generally Re rl‘homson‘s Estate, 87 Eng. R. 26-85 (1880),

cases.

discharge the duties and exercise the powers

of oiiice.I

Constitutional powers are spoken of as

granted or reserved; as express, eapressed,

and implied; as incidental or ancillary; as

enumerated and non-enumerated or unenu

merated; as plenary; as legislative, judicial,

and executive.

“ The powers not delegated to the United States by

the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States,

are reserved to the States respectively, or to the peo

le." 'p “The Congress shall have Power . . To make

all Laws which shall be necessary and proper (or

carrying into Execution the foregoing Powers, and all

other Powers vested by this Constitution in the Gov

ernment oi' the United States, or in any Department

or Otilcer thereof." I

Executive power; judicial power;

legislative power. “Judicial power" is

authority to decide controversies and to ad

minister justice; “legislative power,” au

thority to enact laws; “executive power,"

authority to enforce the laws.

In particular, “ judicial power” is that

power by which judicial tribunals construe

the Constitution, the laws enacted by Con

gress, and the treaties made with foreign

powers or with the Indian tribes, and deter

mine the rights of the parties in conformity

with such construction.‘ .

“Judicial power" is undoubtedly power to hear

and determine; but this is not peculiar to the judicial

oiilce. Many of the acts of administrative and exec

utire oiiicers involve the exercise of the same power.

Boards for the equalization of taxes, of public works,

of county commissioners, township trustees, judges

oi‘ election, viewers of roads, all, in one form or an

other, “hear and determine" questions in the exer

cise of their functions, more or less directly aflecting

private as well as public rights. It may be conceded

that power to hear and determine rights oi’ property

and of person between private parties is'judicial, and

can be conferred only upon the courts. But such a

definition does not necessarily include the case of the

governor of a State, like that of Ohio, empowered to

remove any police commissioner, and cannot, there

fore, conflict with the constitutional provision confer

ring judicial power upon the courts.‘ See turther

Jumcmn I

 

I Attorney-General v. Kennon, 7 Ohio St. 550 (1857).

' Constitution, Amd. Art. X.

I Constitution, Art. 1, sec. 8, cl. 18. See Civil Rlghtl

Cases, 109 U. S. 18 (1833).

' Gilbert 1). Priest, 65 Barb. 448 (1873), Mullln, P. J.

See also New Orleans, &c. R. Co. 1:. Mississippi, 101

U. s. 141(1880).

' State, ea: rel. Attorney-General c. Hawkins, 44 Ohio

St. 109 (1886), hlinshall, J.
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Implied power. Such power as is nec

essary to carry into efiect powers expressly

granted.I

See Cons-rrrrmoI; Conn; Dnsoams, Potestas,

etc; DIBCBEPION, 5; Gonuum.

PBACTICABLE. Compare Possmna.

An agreement to locate a railway station " at the

nearest practicable poin " within a mile of a court

house was held not to intend the nearest possible

point, but the nearest point at which the depot could

be located at a reasonable and ordinary cost, with ref

erence to all the circumstances under which the work

was to be done, and in view of the object and purpose

inducing the contract.‘

PRACTICAL. Compare Pnscncaans.

A “ practical construction " of a constitution refers

to practice sanctioned by general consent.I

The " practical location “ of a division line was

held to be identical with an actual location.‘

See Parssr, 2; Pamcirns, 2; Paocass, 2.

PRACTICE. The rules adopted by a

court to facilitate the transaction of business

before it in a proper and orderly manner.‘

Sometimes these rules are printed, and called

"rules of practice; " sometimes they are embodied in

statutes, but perhaps as frequently they are unwri

ten. -

In the larger sense, the mode of proceeding

by which a legal right is enforced, as distin

guished from the law which gives or declares

the right. Sometimes convertible with “ pro

cedure.”‘

The procedure in a court of justice, through the

various stages of any matter, civil or criminal, de

pending before it. Rules of pleading tell what is the

most eflicient form to adopt in shaping pleadings.

Rules ofpractice tell in what manner pleadings should

be brought under the notice of the court, and what

lteps should be taken to obtain the benefit of them."

Compare Paocsnuaa. See Eases, 1, Communis,

etc.; Tscamcanrruzs; Uses, Mains, etc.

PRE. See PRE.

PRECIPE. L. Command.

1. An original writ in the alternative,

commanding the defendant to do the thing

required or to show cause why he has not

done it

Abridged from p-rwcipe quod reddat, command

that he return. The wrikissued where something

 

1 People 1:. Brown, 2 Utah, 465 (1879).

' Wooten a International, &c. R. Co., 54 Tex. 800

(1881). '

' Farmers‘, &c. Bank v. Smith, 8 S. & R. 69 (1817).

. Hubbell 1). McC11li0cl1, 47 Barb. 294 (1566). _

' [Butler v. Young, 1 Flip. 279 (1872), Sherman, J.;

Bowlies v. Brier, 87 Ind. 895 (1882). -

'Payson v. Minors, L. R, 7 Q. B. D. 838 (1881), Lush,

Lord Justice.

' Hunter, Suit in Equity, B-8.

certain was demanded, incumbent upon the defendant

to perform.I

2. A paper containing the particulars of a

writ, for theinstruction of the oflicer who is

to issue it. Spelled also precipc. See PRE

CEPT.

PREMIUM. L. Profit; consideration;

price.

" Premium " (q. o.) is the Anglicized word.

Prmmium pudicitim. Price of chastity.

Compensation for illicit intercourse. Some

times termed praamium pudoris, pay for

shame, or disgrace. -

An agreement, or security given, for future illicit

intercourse, is incapable of confirmation, or enforce

ment.I

PREMUNIRE. L. A corruption of

prw-moneri, to fore-warn. The ofiense, af

fecting the king and his government, of

maintaining the papal power—of introduc

ing a foreign power into the realm, and

creating imperium in imperio, by paying

that obedience to papal process which be

longs to the king alone.a

Statutes of this name were meant to repress the

civil power of the pope. Praamunire (facimi, orig

inally the emphatic word in the writ for prosecuting

the otfense, became the name of the writ and of the

oflense itself.‘

The same penalties were subsequently appked to

other offenses.

PRESUMERE. L. To take in advance

of; to take to be true without positive proof,

but upon the basis of probability; to pre

sume. Praesumptio. Supposition, assump

tion, presumption, q. u.

Omnia prwsumuntur contra spo1.ia

torem. All things are inferred against one

who destroys (or withholds) documentary

evidence. See further SPOLIATION, 2.

Omnia prsesumuntur rite et solem

nitur esse acta. All things are pre

sumed to have been done in due and solemn

form.

The principle is, that there is a disposition

in the courts to uphold oflicial, judicial, and

other acts, rather than to render them inop

erative. Where, then, there is general evi

dence of acts having been legally and regu

larly done, proof of circumstances, essential

to the validity of those acts, and by which

 

I 8 Bl. Com. 274.

‘See 1 Story, Eq. 55 296, 299; Coir. 5670.

' [4 Bl. Com. 108, 115, 428; Coke, Litt. 129.
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they are accompanied in most instances, will

be dispensed with.1

The law presumes that every man in his private

and official character does his duty, until the contrary

is proved; that all things are rightly done, unless the

circumstances of the case overturn this presumption.

Thus, it presumes that a man acting in a public oihce

has been rightly appointed; that entries in public

books were made by the proper oiiicer; thatI upon

proof of title, matters collateral thereto are consistent

and regular.’

A superior court of general jurisdiction, proceeding

within the general scope of its powers, is presumed to

act rightly. All lntendments of law are in favor of its

acts. Itis presumed to have jurisdiction to give the

judgment it renders, until the contrary appears

jurisdiction of the cause or subject-matter of the ac

tion, and of the parties. The former will generally

appear from the character of the judgment, and will

be determined by the law creating the court or pre

scribing its general powers. The latter should regu

larly appear by evidence in the record of service of

procem upon the defendant or his appearance in the

action. But where the former exists. the latter will

be presumed. The rule is different with respect to

courts of special and limited authority: there is no

presumption of law in favor of their jurisdiction; that

must affirmatively appear by suiilcieut evidence or

proper averrnent in the record. or their judgments

will be deemed void on their face.I

Presumptions as to the judgments of superior

oourts only arise with respect to jurisdictional facts

concerning which the record is silent. Presumptions

are only indulged to supply the absence of evidence

or sverments respecting the facts presumed. They

have no place for consideration when the evidence is

disclosed or the averment is mode. When, therefore,

the record states the evidence or makes an averment

with reference to a jurisdictional fact, it will be under

stood to speak the truth on that point, and it will not

be presumed that there was other or different evi

dence, or that the fact was otherwise than as averred.

\\'ere this not so it would never be possible to attack

collaterally the judgment of a superior court, although

a want of jurisdiction might be apparent upon its

face; the answer to the attack would always be that,

notwithstanding the evidence or the averment, the

necessary facts to support the judgment are pre

sumed. These presumptlons are also limited to juris

diction over persons within the territorial limits of the

courts, persons who can be reached by their process,

and also over proceedings which are in accordance

with the course of the common law-.'

" The extent to which presumptions will be made in

support of acts depends very much upon whether they

are favored or not by law, and also on the nature of

the fact required to be presumed." The maxim does

 

'2 Best, Ev. 5358; 1Greenl. Ev. § 19.

' Bank of United States v. Dandridge, 12 Wheat. 69

70 (1827), Story, J. See also 20 Wall. 250; 115 U. S. 461;

18 F. R. 86; 4 Hughes, 519.

' Galpln o. Page, 18 Wall. 8-65~’I’8 (1878), cases, Field,

J.; Ccrnett v. Williams. ll) id. 250 (1873).

not apply to give jurisdiction to magistrates or other

inferior tribunals, nor to give jurisdiction in proceed

ings which are not accordiugto the common course of

justice.I

Prsesumptio juris. A presumption of

law. Preesumptio ju1-is et de jure. A

presumption of law and of right. -The former

characterizes a rebuttable, the latter an irre

buttable, presumption. ‘

The latter was originally intended to express intense

or “superlative " presumptions. Difficulty being felt

in finding suitable limits for such presumptions, doubt

as to their force was got rid of by making them irre

buttable. Our courts. while holding to the old phrase

ology, are so far contracting the range of this class of

presumptions that no perfect individual of the class

can be found.I

PRZETOR. See Jcnnx, 1.

PRAYER. Petition; request.

In a bill in equity, at request that the. court

will grant the relief desired; also. that part

of the bill in which the request is made.

Such prayer is for process, for special or general

relief, or for both. A common formula for the con

clusion is “ And he will ever pray, etc." See Eqnrrv;

Ram-:r, 2. Compare Oaarosfl, Psrmou; Paacrronv.

On prayers for instruction, see Cannon, 2 (2, c).

PRE. The Anglicized form of the Latin

preposition prm, before. In compounds, ex

presses priority of time, place, or rank.

PREAMBLE.‘ An introduction or pref

ace.

1. A clause introductory to, and explana

tory of, the reasons for establishing a consti

tution.

Preamble to the Constitution of the United States:

“ We ran rsorns of the United States, in Order to form

a more perfect Union, establish Justlce, insure domes

tic Tranquillity, provide for the common defence, pro

mote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of

Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and

establish this Cossrrnrnos for the United States of

America."

This preamble has been constantly referred to by

statesmen and jurists to aid them in expounding the

provisions of the Constitution.‘ See Wsnnan.

2. The introductory clause or section of a

statute, ordinance, or other like enactment.

Usually recites the motives for passing the enact

ment. Referred to when doubts and ambiguities arise

upon the words of the enacting part. Its oflice is to

expound powers conferred, not substantially to create

 

ISabarlego v. Maverick, 124 U. 8. $4 (1888); 5 Best,

Ev. §§ ass. ass.

'2 Whart. Ev. 55 1232-87; 1 Greeni. Ev. 5 15, note; 1

Best, Ev. 5 306.

' L. pros-ambulare. to go before.

'1 Story, Const. 55 460, 458-617; Chisholm e. Geor-gig

2 Dell. 474 (1793), Jay, C. J.
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powers. it serves as a guide to the intentions ot the

framers, which is only the first stage on the road to

construction. Not being an essential part of a stat

ute, it is frequently omitted.1

8. A recital in a contract declaring the in

tention of the parties. See CONTRACI.

PREBEND. An endowment in land, or

a pension in money, given to a cathedral or

oonventual church in prazbendam: for main

taining a secular priest or regular canon as a

p1-ebendary.2

PRECABIOUS. Revocable at the will

of the creator or owner: as, a precarious

right or loan. See PRECARJUM. Compare

Pnscarosv.

The circumstances of an executor are " precari

ous " when his conduct evidences such improvidence

as, in the opinion oi! prudent men, endangers the se

curity of the trust estate.‘

PRECABIUM. L. A thing held by en

treaty --at the will of another.

A contract by which a thing was delivered into the

custody of a person such time as the owner

might wsnt it back.‘

PBECATORY.‘ Describes an expression

in a will which requests that something be

done — recommendatory words.

Courts of equity have gone great lengths in creat

ing implied or constructive trusts from such words.

The tenrlnncy is to discourage extending the doctrine.

Whenever the obiect, or the property. of the sup

posed trust is not certain or definite, or a clear discre

tion and thoice to act is given, and whenever prior dis

positions import uncontrollable ownership, the courts

will not create a trust from precatory words.‘

Words of entreaty, recommendation or wish, ad

dressed by s testator to a devises or legstee, make

him a trustee for the person in whose favor such ex

pressions are used, provided the testator has pointed

out with clearness the objects of the trust, and the

subject-matter on which it is to attach or trom which

it is to afise and be administered.7

If there be a trust sufiiclently expressed and caps

ble 0! enforcement, it does not disparage, much less

1 Copeland 0;. Memphis, &c. R. Co., 8 Woods, 660

(1878), Woods, -7.; Board v. Rowan, 9 Pet '31? (1885);

Commonwealth v. Smith, 78 Va. 484-85 (1882), cases; 18

Cent Law J. 27-29 (1884), cases-Irish Law Times; 15

Johns. 116-, 1 Pick. 251; 69 Pa. 882; Dwsr. Stat. 107.

' Randolph 1:. Milman, L. R.., 4 C. P. ‘H1 (1868).

' Shields 1:. Shields, 60 Barb. 61 (1870), Potter, J.

‘See Smry, Bailm. If 227, 258 b; Hadley, Rom. Law,

178.

‘ L. pryari, to pray, entreat, request.

'2 Story, Eq. 5! 1086-70.

' Warner v. Bates, 98 Mass. W6-78 (1867), cases,

Bigelow, C. ,J.; Hsndley v. Wrightson, 60 Md. 198-206

(1888), cases; Knox 11. Knox, 59 Wis. 172, 178-85 (1884),

cases; Howard v. Carusi, 109 U. S. 725 (1884); “Am.

Dec. see, 809; Hawk. Willq150(1885), cases.

defeat it, to call it “precstory." The question of its

existence depends, after all, upon the intention of the

teststor as expressed by the words he has used, ac

cording to their natural meaning, modified only by

the context and the situation and circumstances of

the testator when he used them. On the one hand,

the words may be merely those of suggestion, counsel,

or advice, intended only to influence, and not to take

away the discretion of the legatee growing out of the

right to use and dispose of the property given as his

own. On the other hand, the language may be im

perative in fact, though not in form, conveying the

intention of the testatcr in words equivalent to a com

mand, and leaving to the legatee no discretion to de

feat his wishes, although there may be a discretion to

accomplish them by a choice of methods, or even to

defeat and limit the extent of the interest conferred

upon his beneficiary.l

PRECEDENCE. See Mnnsrsn, 8; Pm

CEDENT; PRIORITY; PRIVILEGE; Rams.

FIRECEDE1\'i"1‘.2 1, adj. Going before;

to happen or be performed before any right

under it can vest or be claimed: as, a preced

ent condition, q. 1;.

2, 11. An authoritative example.

A decision cited in support of a proposi

tion.l See further DECISUM, Stare, etc.

A draught of a deed, pleading, will, or

other instrument serviceable as a model or

form.

As the title of a law book, “ precedents ” denotes a

collection of forms approved by usage and, perhaps,

by judicial decision.

PRECEPT. A command or mandate in

writing. Of equal import with writ or pro

cess.4 See Passorrn.

PRECINCT. The limits oi! an ofiicer’s

jurisdiction, or of an election district.

As used in the return to a process, the ter

ritory within which the oificer may legally

discharge the duties 01.’ his ofiice.°

A general word, indicating any district

marked out and defined. In a given connec

tion, may signify a district inferior to a

county and superior to a township.6

In Wisconsin, formerly referred to certain districts

having similar functions to those of towns, and which

passed away upon the formation of the first legislative

IColton v. Colton, 127 U. 8. 812-21 (1888), cases,

Matthews, J. See generally 20 Cent. Law J. 68-66

(1885), cases; 27 Am. Law Reg. 469-68 (1888), cases;

1 Perry, Trusts, 5; 112-23, cases

'1. Pre-céd’-ent. 2. Préc’-e-dent.

I On the value 01', see 10 Va. Law J. {>82 (1886).

' Adams u. Vose, 1 Gray, 53 (1854), Dewey, J.

l Brooks 11. Norris, 1:24 Mass. 173 (1878). Colt, J.

‘Union Pacific R. 00. u. Cheyenne, 11! U. B. 586

(1885), Bradley, J. -
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dktricts after the admission of the State into the

Union. The term is no longer used, except, perhaps,

occasionally as interchangeable with elecflon district.’

PRECLUDE. See Esrorran.

Precludi non. L. Ought not to be

barred.

The clause in a replication to a plea in bar, “that

by reason of anything in said plea alleged, plaintiff

lought not to be barred‘ from maintaining his said

action“ The two words were the most emphatic in

the Latin writ.

PRE-CONTRACT.

MARRIAGE.

PREDOMINAN'1‘. Something greater

or superior in power and influence to others,

with which it is connected or compared: as,

a predominant motive.2

PRE-EMPTIONJ 1. The first buying

of a thing.

A privilege allowed the king's purveyor up to 1661.‘

2. The right to purchase at a fixed price in

a limited time in preference to others.6

The exclusive right in a person to purchase

a quantity of the public lands in consequence

of having complied with the laws of Congress

upon the'subject.‘

Pre-emptor; pre-emptioner; pre

emptionist. He who holds such prior right

of purchase. One who by settlement upon

the public land or by cultivating aportion of

it has obtained the right to purchase a por

tion of such land, to the exclusion of all

other persons. ‘

Pre-emption claimant. One who settles

upon land subject to pre-emption, with the

intention to acquire its title, and has com

plied, or is proceeding to comply, in good

faith, with the requirements of the law, to

perfect his right to it.7

All public lands are subject to pre-emption, except

land included in reservatio_ns,land within the limits

selected as the site of a city or town, land actually

settled and occupied by trade and business and not for

agriculture, and lands on which are found or situ

ated any known salines or mines. Any adult citizen

of the United States, or a foreigner who has filed his

declaration to become a citizen, who makes a settle

Bee Corrraacr;

 

‘Chicago. &c. R. Co. v. Town of Oconto, 50 Wis. 196

(1880), Orton, J.

' liiatthews v. Bliss, % Pick. 58 (1839), Shaw, 0. J.

I L. pras, before; imere, to take. Also printed pre

Bmption.

' 1 Bl. Com. 287.

' Bowers v. Keesecker, 14 Iowa, W? (1862): Davenport

I. Farrar, l Scam. 817 (1886), Lockwood, J.

| [Dlllingham 1:. Fisher, 5 Wis. 480 (1856), Whiton, C. J.

' Homer 0. Wallace, 97 U. S. 561 (1878), Field, J.

ment in person, and inhabits and improves the same,

and shall erect a dwelling thereon, may enter, for one

hundred and sixty acres, with the land-register, upon

paying the minimum price of such land, and proving

settlement. But one who has three hundred and twenty

acres in any State or Territory cannot pre-empt; nor

can one who quits his residence on his own land to re

side on public lands in the same State or Territory.

Nor can any one file a second declaration for another

tract.I

A party by mere settlement, with declared intention

to obtain a title, does not thereby acquire such inten

est as to deprive Congress of the power to devest it by

a grant to another party. The power of Congress

ceases when all the preliminary acts, prescribed for

the acquisition of the title, have been performed by

the settler. Then the settler‘s interest is vested, and

he is entitled to a certificate of entry from the local

land-tofflca, and, ultimately, to a patent from the

United States. Until such entry, the settler has only

a privilege or preference of pre-emption in case the

lands are offered for sale in the usual manner. The

United States only declare by the pre-emption laws

that if lands are thrown open for sale, the preference

of sale, in limited quantities, shall be in the first person

who settles and improves them.‘

The pre-emption laws imperatively require a resi

dence both continuous and personal upon the land.

The settler may be excused for temporary absences

caused by well-founded apprehension of violence, by

sickness, by the presence of an epidemic, by judicial

expulsion, or by engagement in the military or naval

service.I

See Laim, Public; Psrsxrr, 2.

PRE-EXISTING. Referring to a debt,

will include every debt previously contracted,

whether payable or not.

This, at least, is the meaning in the insolvent law of

Massachusetts.‘ Compare Pssvwus; PRIOR.

PREFEB. 1. To bring or lay a matter

before a court: as, to prefer a criminal

charge, a petition in divorce.

2. To give advantage, priority (q. 12.), or

privilege to. Specifically, to favor one or

more creditors over others, when the debtor

has not the means with which to pay all alike.

In this sense are used the expressions pre

ferred or preferential—assignment, bonds,

creditors, dividend, shares, stock. See DIV

msxn, 3; STOCK, 3 (2). .

“ Preferred" means that the thing to which it is at

tached has some advantage over another thing of the

same character, which but for this advantage would

be like the other.‘

I R. S. if 2257-61.

' The Yosemite Valley Case, 15 Wall. 7_7 (1872), cases,

Field, J.

I Bohsll v. Dilla. 114 U. S. 51 (1885), Field, J.

' Fletcher, Appellant, l86 Mass. 842 (1884).

' State v. Cheraw, &c. R. Co., 16 B. C. 680 (1881), Simp

son, C. J .
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Preference. A payment to one creditor

which will or, possibly, may give him an ad

vantage over others.1

in the absence of a bankrupt law, a failing debtor

may prefer one creditor to another by a deed, a judg

ment, or other means, except, in some States, by an

assignment in trust. The effect may be to delay a

creditor not preferred, in fact to prevent his obtaining

payment at all; but if the honest intent waste pay

the preferred debt, the transaction is not invalidated

by the statute of 13 Elizabeth. That statute is aimed

at intended fraud,— at transfers of property or prefer

ences which are not bone fide, but collusive arrange

mouts " to delay, hinder, or defraud “ particular cred

itors.’

The mere existence of a desire that a particular

creditor may succeed by suit, judgment. execution,

and levy, in obtaining a preference. is not sufllcient to

establish that the debtor " procured or suffered “ his

property to be taken on legal process with intent to

prefer such creditor, if the proceedings were the usual

proceedings in a suit, unaided by any act of the debtor.

either by facilitating the proceedings as to time or

method, or by obstructing other creditors who other

wise would obtain priority.‘

If debtors could not give preferences to bona flde

creditors, \\ hile they yet retain dominion over their

property, the transaction of business would be em

barrassed.‘

See Corwnvasca, 2, Fraudulent; Sun-an.

PBEGNANCY. Being with child. '

Existing at the time of marriage by another than

the husband, is ground for divorce, provided the hus

band was without knowledge of the woman's condi

tion, either from her confession or appearance.‘

 

1 [Re Hapgood, 2 Low. 5202 (1873), Lowell, J.

1 York County Bank 1:. Carter, 38 Pa. 458 (1861),

Strong, J.; Worman v. Wolfersberger, 19 id. 61 (1852);

Smith 1!. Craft, 11 Bias. $47 (1852); Clarke 1:. White, 12

Pet. 2'10 (1836); Lucas v. (Jlaiiin, 76 Va. 276-79 (1882),

cases; Tootle v. Coldweil, 80 Kan. 11}; (1888), cases;

Jewett o. Noteware, 30 Hun, 19-1 (1883), cases; Sartweli

v. North, 144 Mass. 192-95 (1887), cases; 48 Ala. 876; 10

Cal. W7; 19 id.‘-i6; 4 Del. Ch. 536; 4 B. Mon. 296; 18 R. 1.

463; Bump, Fraud. Conv. 220, cases.

I Brown v. Jeflerson County Bank, 19 Blatch. 816-17

(1881), Blntchford, J.; Wilson v. City Bank of St. Paul,

17 WAIL 481}-87 (1878), Miller, J.; Jewell 0. Knight, 123

U. S. 484 (1887). casea -

' Campbell 1:. Colorado Coal & Iron Co., 9 Col. 64-65

(1885), cases. As to assignments with preferences, see

Woonsocket Rubber Co. v. Faliey, 30 F. R. 808, 811-12

(1887), cases; Well 1:. Polack, ib. B13 (1887), cases.

‘ See Hoflman v. Hoflman, 30 Pa. 417, 421 (1858);

Baker u. Baker, 18 Cal. 87, 92-106 (1869), cases; Rey

nolds v. Reynolds, 8 Allen. 609 (1862); Leavitt v. Leav

itt, 18 Mich. 452 (1865); Foss u. Foss, 12 Allen, 26 (1866);

Crehore 11. Crehore, 99 Mass. 330 (1867); Hedden v.

Hedden, 21 N. J. 13.61 (1870); Farr v. Farr. 2 ‘.i1cArt.hur,

I5 (1875); Allen‘s Appeal, 99 Pa. 196 (1882); State v.

Shoemaker, 62 Iowa, M4 (1884): Slssung v. Sissung,

Sup, Ct. Mich. (1887), cases; 18 Cent Law J.115-16

A woman "with child" is a“pregnant woman,"

within the meaning of a statute punishing assault

with intent to procure a miscarriage.‘ See Quicnin|

me

As to pretended or alleged pregnancy, see RI

munva; Vnsraa, 1.

Pregnant. In pleading, see Ammun

TIVE (2); Nnoxrrva.

PREJUDICE. Fore-judgment, pre-judge

ment; detriment, disadvantage.

A prejudice is a pre-judgment. The pop

ular meaning involves some grudge or ill

will, as well as a pre-conceived opinion. A

disqualifying prejudice in a juror is a fixed

judgment or opinion as to guilt or inno

cence.'

A man cannot be “prejudlced" against another

without being “biased " against him; but he may be

biased without being prejudiced.‘

implies nearly the same thing as opinion; a pre

judgment of the case, and not necessarily enmity

or ill-will against a party. A statute excluding as a

juror a person who has "formed or expressed an

opinion. or is insensible of any bias or prejudice,“ in

tends to exclude any person who has made up his

mind, or formed a judgment in advance. Yet, the

opinion or judgment must be something more than a

vague impression. formed from casual conversations

with others, or from reading imperfect newspaper re

ports. The opinion must be upon the merits of the

question, and be such as would be likely to bias or

prevent a candid judgment, upon a full hearing of

the evidence. if one has formed what in some sense

might be called an opinion, but which yet falls short

of exciting any bias or prejudice, he may consistently

discharge his duty as a juror.‘

The right to a trial by an impartial jury does not

mean that the jurors must have no prejudice or opin

ion as to the policy of enforcing the laws.‘ See fur

ther Bus; IIPAB-TILL, 1; Ornuos, 2.

The “ prejudice " in the mind of a judge which will

aiford ground for a change of venue refers to an

opinion in regard to the case, formed beforehand,

without examination, or a prepossession; not. an

opinion on the questions of law involved; ‘ prejudice

against the party personally.‘

‘ Without prejudice. That what is said

or done is not(1) to be construed as an ad

mission of liability, or (2) to afl’ect the rights

(1884), cases; 1 Bish. Mar. & D. ii 179-91, cases; 44 Am.

R. 112, cases.

I Eckhardt v. People, 88 N. Y. 464 (1881).

' Willis 17. State, 12 Ga. 448-60 (1858), Nisbct, J.

' Commonwealth v. Webster, 6 Cuah. 297 (1%),

Shaw, C. J.

i United states 1:. Noeike, 17 sums. 1562-68 (1580),

cases, Choate, J.; 2 McCrary, 2'\T. -

' Hungerford v. Cushing, 2 Wis. "05 (1853), Whitm,

Chief Justice.

' Wheeler 0:. Lawson, 57 Win. MB (1888).

(51)
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of the party before the law or his standing

in court. ’

Thus, an oifer in compromise (q. u.) of litigation is

presumed to have been made “ without prejudice." ‘

A letter marked “without prejudjce."und the re

ply, although the latter is not so marked, cannot be

used as an admission.I

When a bill in equity is dismissed without a con

siderution of the merits, the practice is for the court

to express in its decree that the dismissal is " without

prejudice." An omission of the qualification will be

corrected.I The decree of dismimal is nota bar to a

subsequent suit for the same cause of action, if the

complainant, in nuoiher suit, can obviate the defects

of the existing bill.‘

PRELIMINARY. See

PEACE, 2, Articles of; PROOF.

PREMEDITATE. To think of in ad

vance; to determine upon beforehand; to

intend, design. .

To plan, contrive, or scheme beforehand.‘l

A “ premeditated design ” to kill means

simply an intént to kill. Design means in

tent, and both words essentially imply “ pre

meditation." Premeditation does not exclude

sudden intent, and need not be slow or last

long.6 '

“Premeditated" has been invariably defined by

the supreme court of Missouri as “ thought of before

hand for any length of time, however short." "

The execution of the guilty purpose must be settled

upon reflection. A full and determined purpose is

necessary, as distinguished from an Hnpulsive fntnl

act. No particular period of time is requisite, but

still deliberation must take place.‘

"Deliberation and prcmeditation “ imply that the

act has been “ done with reflection," “conceived be

forehand.“ Some time for deliberate reflection is

necessary.‘

Acharge of killing with “premeditation " means

that there was design or intent before the act; that is,

that the accused planned, contrived and schemed be

forehand to kill. A killing with “ deliberation “ means

that the act was determined upon after reflection, and

that "the consequences, chances, and means were

weighed, carefully considered and estimated." "

A design to kill must precede the killing by some

INJUNCTION :

I West 1:. Smith, 101 U. S. 273 (1BT9),cases.

'Hoghton u. Hogbton, 15 Beav. 821(1S52).

I Durant 1:. Essex Company, 7 Wall. 109 (1868), Field,

Judge.

‘County of Mobile 1:. Kimball, 102 U. S. 705 (1880),

Field, J.; Ragsdale v. Vicksburg, &c. R. Co., 6'2 Miss

68 (1884); Mobile, &c. R. Co. v. Davis, ib. $1 (1884).

' [Craft 1!. State, 3 Kan. 488 (1866), Crozier, C. J.

' [Hogan 1:. State, 86 Wis. 2-14 (1874), Ryan, C. J.

' State 11. Harris, 76 M0. 863 (1882), Norton, .1.

I People v. Mangano, 29 Hun, 262 (1883), Cullen, J.

‘Sin-unerman v. State, 14 Neb, 569 (1883), Lake, 0. J.

"State 0. MoGs£fln, 86 Ken. 810 (1887), cases, John

ston, J.

appreciable space of time. But the time need not be

long. It must he sufficlent for some reflection and

consideration upon the matter, for choice to kill or not

to kill, and for the formation of a definite purpose to

kill. When the time is suflicient for this, it matters

not how brief it is. The mind acts with a celerity

which it is sometimes impossible to measure, and

whether a deliberate and premeditated design to kill

was formed must be determined from all the circum

stances of the case.1

The killing must be a pre-determined killing upon

consideration, and not a sudden killing upon a mo

mentary excltement and impulse of passion, upon

provocation given at the time. or so recently before as

not to allow time for reflection. This design may be

formed at the moment of the commission of the act.’

The law leaves the existence of a fully formed in

tentas a fact to be determined by the jury from all

the facts in evidence.’

See Dsunsiurios, 8; Dnnrrssnssss; Munnza.

PREMISES.‘ Something sent or put be

fore: foregoing statements; facts already

mentioned; introductory matter.

1. (1) In a bill in equity, the stating part,

the narrated facts upon which the complain

ant expects to recover. (2) In a declaration,

the statements, in the early part, out of which

the defendant’s liability grows: as, in the ex

pressions, “by reason of the premises," “ in

consideration of the premises.”

2. In a deed, all that precedes the haben

dum; that is, the date, parties, consideration,

grant, description, recitals, exceptions, etc.‘

The premises being the part of a deed in which the

thing is granted, the habendum, which serves to limit

the certainty of the estate, cannot increase the grant.‘

3. A distinct portion of realty; land, or

lands; tenements, buildings.7

in common parlance, land with its ap

purtenances. In a conveyance, “the thing

demised or granted by the deed.".

in a policy of insurance on a vessel, " insured prem

ises " means the vessel.‘

In a policy upon a habitation, covers the whole

property insured — dwellings, out-houses, and appur

tenances, which together compose the estahlishment,"

 

1 People 0. Majone, 91 N. Y. 212 (1883), Earl, J.

' McDaniel v. Commonwealth, 77 Va. 284 (1883),

Hinton, J.

' Commonwealth 1;. Drum, 58 Pa. 16 (1868), Agnew, J.

‘ L. pa-mmissa (senfcnfia), that which is stated he

forehand.

'See2 B1. Com. 298; 44 Ms.416;15 Md. 63.

' Brown v. Mentor, 21 N. H. 583 (1859).

‘See Bowers v. Pomeroy, 21 Ohio St. 11!) (1871); 1

Duer, 191.

‘Zinc Co. v. Franklinite Co., 18 N. J. E. 881 (1861),

Green, Ch.; 15 id. 462.

' Reid 1:. Lancaster Fire Ins Co., 19 Hun, 286 (1879).

" Herman v. Adriatic Fire ins. 00., 45 N. Y. Super.
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“Premises adjacent to" a place where liquor is

sold, embraces a public street or alley fronting on the

place.I

In a lease of a factory. " premises " does not include

A portable machine worked by a belt attached to the

factory.‘

The word never describes pcrsonalty '

See CQNTAINED; Locus. In quo; Vmw.

PREMIUMI.‘ Reward, recompense;

price; the sum paid or to be paid.

To a “ wager " or “ bet “ there are two parties To

s " premium “ or reward there is but one party until

the act. thing. or purpose for which it is offered, has

been accomplished. A “premium " is a reward or

recompense for some act done; a “ wager " is a. stake

upon an uncertain event. In a “ premium " it is

known who is to give before the event; in s " wager"

it is not known until after the event.‘ Compare fur

ther B:-rr; Borsrv; Pmzn; Wsosn. 3.

At a premium. At a price higher than

the nominal value; as, when it is said that a

share of stock, or exchange, is ata. premium.

Premium note. A promissory note given

for the price of insurance. Premium of

insurance. The sum paid for undertaking

the risk in a contract of insurance.

The payment of the annual premium in life Insur

ance is a. condition subsequent only. the non-perform

once of which may incur a. forfeiture of the policy. or

may not. according to circumstances. The insured

may show a waiver of the condition, or a course of

conduct which gave him a just and reasonable ground

to infer that a forfeiture would not be exacted ' See

Lssvsaxcs.

PRENDER; PRENDRE. F. To take,

seize. The right to take a thing before it is

offered.

Whence " it lies in prendre. but not in render."

Pnorrr. A prendre.

PREPARATION. See Arrsmrr; OVEBI.

PREPENSEJ

tnted: as, malice prepense. q. v.

PREPOI*TDEI|R.A_NCE.8 Superiority of

weight; outweighing. More, therefore, than

“ weight." 9

See

 

402 (1879); Northwestern Mut. Life ins. Co. v. Gormsnio

Fire Ins. Co.. 40 Wis. 446 (1876).

1 Bandalow 1:. People, 90 I11. 218 (i878).

' Holbnook v. Chamber-lin, 116 Mass. 16! (1874).

' Carr 1). Fire Association. 60 N. H. 520 (1881).

' L pnemium. profit. advantage. See Pmm

' Alvord 11. Smith. 63 Ind. 62 (1874), Biddle. J.

' Thompson v. Knickerbocker Life Ins. Co.. 104 U. 8.

U0 (iB"il), Bradley. J. On the effect of delivering a pol

icy without payment of premium. see 35 Alb. Law J.

i01-5 (1587). 08-868.

1 F, prg-pemfl, to think beforehand.

I L. pr-Q-ponderare. to outweigh.

Aforethought; premedi- _

 

A mere preponderance of evidence. however sllghfl

must prevail in civil cases. But to sustain a finding of

crime. the preponderance must be suflicient to out

weigh the opposing evidence. including evidence of

good character, if any. and the presumption in favor

of innocence.1

In acivil case. the law does not require that the

jury be convinced beyond all reasonable doubt. much

less beyond any doubt; they must determine the issue

upon the weight or preponderance of evidence.‘

See further Dounr. Reasonable; Fun. 1.

PREROGATIVE.I That special pre

eminence which the king hath over and

above all other persons, and out of the course

of the common law, in right of his regal

dignity. That law in case of the king which

is law in no case of the subject.‘

According toVattel. the “ prerogatives of majesty "

are all the prerogatives without which the sovereign

oommand. or authority. could not be exerted in the

manner most conducive tothe public welfare. One

of these prerogatives is the right of eminent domain.l

Prerogative writs. _ Certiorari. prohi

bition, procedendo, manriamus, quo war

ranto, and habeas corpus: writs which do

not issue without showing why the extraor

dinary power of the crown is called to the

party’s assistance.6

Some of the prerogative writs have been. in this

country. largely shorn of their prerogative character.

so far as their general use is concerned."

in the United States. the cases proper for the issuo

of prerogative writs are largely defined by statutes.

Before the passage of these statutes no such writ is

sued purely of right, but in the exercise of a sound

judicial discretion. which took into consideration the

general welfare of the community.

See the writs named.

PRESCRI]?'I'IOl\T.8 That which is de

clared, published, or directed beforehand.

1. Municipal law is “ a rule prescribed.”

That is, the resolution of the legislator is to

be notified to the people who are to obey it,

before its commencement as a law.

This may take place by universal tradition and long

practice, which supposes a previous publication. as in

the case of the common law; by viva uooe proclama

tion; or by writing, printing. or the like.‘

The constitutional provision that “a jury trial may

 

1 Ellis tv. Goodyear. 4 Lou. 241-43 (188)). cone;

' Whitney v. Cllflord, 57 Wis. 157-68 (1883).

' L. prm, before; rogare. to require. demand.

'1 Bl. Com. 239; 87 Wis. 443.

I Charles River Bridge u. Warren Bridge, 11 Pa

‘M142 (1887); Vathel. Law of Nations. § Li.

' [3 Bl. Corn. 182; 8 Steph. Com. 629.

' Shinn 0. Tucker. 87 Ark. 588 (1881), Eskin. J.

‘I Wheeler v. irrigation Co.. 9 Col. 252 (1886).

' L. pr-war-ribere, to write beforehand

' [1 Bl. Com. 45.
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be waived in the mannerto be prescribed by law,"

contemplates actual legislation upon the subject.‘

“Prescription “ of a statute is necessary to give it

elect. There are other modes of publication than

that by the session laws. The doings of the legisla

ture are neccssarily public, and the journals of each

house are required to be published regularly. Every

enactment is, therefore. published in the sense in

which publication is intended in the word “pre

scribed," though, by some oversight, it is omitted

from the annual volume oi’ laws.‘ Compare Psom:u

nrs. _

2. In the Roman law, prazscriptio was an

exception written in front of the plaintiifs

pleading. It became applied exclusively to

the prwscriptio Iongi temporis, etc., or the

prescription founded on length of posses

sion,‘ which see, below.

3. “ When a man can show no other title

towhat he claims than that he and those

under whom he claims have immemorially

used to enjoy it.”‘

Whence prescriptible, imprescriptible, prescriptive.

All prescription must be either in a man and his

ancestors, or in a man and those whose estate he has,

which last is called prescribing in a que estate

(quorum statum). Nothing but incorporeal heredit

aments can be claimed by prescription; as, a right of

way, or a common. No prescription can give title to

lands of which more certain evidence may be had;

and it must always be laid in him that is tenant of the

lee: since usage beyond time of memory cannot be

predicated oi.’ any lesser estate. Nor, again, can it be

for a thing which cannot be raised by grant: tor the

law allows prescription only in supply of the lo of

agrant, and, therefore, every prescription presup

poses a grant to have existed.‘

Title by prescription is a right which a pos

sessor of land acquires by reason of his ad

verse possession during a period of time fixed

by law, and where it does not originate in

fraud, and is under a claim of right.ii

Prescription is a legal fiction to quiet ancient pos

session.‘

it rests upon the presumption that there was agrant

which by lapse oi time (usually twenty years) has be

come lost The presumption is rebuttnhle.’

The doctrine is broader than that oi‘ a statute of

limitations, although based upon analogous principles

of repose to society.‘

“ What the primary owner has lost by his laches,

 

IExline 0. Smith, 5 Cal. 112 (1885).

' Yeterman v. Huling, 81 Pa. 436 (1858), Strong, J.

‘Sandar‘s Justinian, 47, 126; Maine, Anc. Law, 275.

‘ 2 Bl. Com. 263-66.

‘ Burdeli u. Blain, 66 Ga. 170 (1880), Crawford. J.

‘ Folsom v. Freeborn, 18 R. l. 15-7 (1881), cases.

' Brookiine v. Mackintosh, 188 Mass. at (1889);

Thomas 1:. England, 7| Cal. 458 (1886).

‘Bo-eman v. Bozeman, 82 Al; 89! (1886).

fire other party has gained by oontinued possession,

without question of his right." This is the founda

tion ot the doctrine, which. in the English law, is

mainly applied to incorporeal hereditaments, but

which in the Roman law, and the codes founded on it,

is applied to property of all kinds.I See Use. 2, I'scr.

4. To fill a druggist’s prescription is to iur

nish and combine the requisite materials in

due proportion as directed.2

When a druggist, in good faith. recommends a pro

scription as that of another person, and. at the re

quest of his customer, fills it, charging only for the

drugs and for compounding them, he is not responsi

ble tor injury that may result from the use of the al

leged remedy.‘ See Daooorsr.

PRESENCE. Being

place.

Actual presence. Being bodily in the

precise spot indicated. Constructive pres

ence. Being so near to, or in such relation

with, the parties actually in a designated

place, as to be considered, in law, as in the

place..

in the commimion of crime, not always an actual

immediate standing by, within sight or hearing of the

fact; may be a constructive presence, as when one

commits a robbery or murder and another, keeps

watch at a convenient distance.‘ See Aocsssaav;

Psrscrran, 5.

Does not depend upon whether a person can be dis

tlnctly seen.‘

Obscene words uttered in the hearing of a female.

are used in her presence; especially so, when ad

dressed to her by name.‘

“in the presence of the iestator“ who can see,

means within his sight, at reasonable proximity.’

Statutes of wills do not make the test of the validity

of a will to be that the testator must see the witnesses

subscribe their names They must subscribe “ in his

‘presence; " but in cases where he has lost or cannot

use his sense of sight, ithis mind and hearing are not

ai‘l'ected, and he is sensible of what is being done, and

the witnesses subscribe in the same room, or in such

close proximity as to be within the line of vision 0!

one in his position who could see, and within his hear

ing, they subscribe in his presence.‘

Statutory provisions which require that a will be

signed in the presence of the tesiator are intended to

enable him to see that the persons he confides in are

those who attest, and to prevent a false paper being

in a particular

I Campbell 1:. Holt, 115 U. S. 622 (1885), Miller. J.;

Angeli, Limitations. ii i, 2. See also bl N. H. 829; ii

Lea, 388; 82 Pa. 898; 88 La. An. 818.

I [Ray 1:. Burbank, 61 Ga. 611 (1878). Bleckley, J.

' [Baldwin 1:. Baldwin, 81 Va 410 (i886): Bouvie:‘o

Law Dict. ‘

‘ 4 Bl. Com. 84.

' People 1!. Bnrtz, 53 Mich. 495 (1884).

‘ Brady 1:. State, 48 Ga. 813 (1878); 1 Keyel, 66.

Y Ray 1:. Hill, 8 Strob. 801 (1848).

' Riggs v. Riggs, 185 Mm. 241 (185), Morton. O. J.
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imposed upon them. “ Presence " is the opposite of

absence; it means in company with, within the view

of. in the same room with the testator, coupled with

consciousness on his part of such proximity.‘

Alto the presence of the husband when a wife is

scknowledging a deed, see EXAMINATION, 5. As to

presence in the law of estoppel, nee Snxn Br.

PRESENT. 1, adj. (1) To be in a desig

nated place, actually, or by construction of

law. See Pnnsnncs.

(2) Now existing; neither ended nor yet to

begin; neither past nor future: as, present —

time, estate, use. enjoyment, qq. v.

A bequest to n “ present“ attending physician, re

fers to the physician in attendance at the date of the

will.‘

Presently. Now; at once; immediately.

A jointure takes elect “ presently after the death

of the husband; " I and a donation mortis caum " pres

ently belongs to the donee," in case the donor dies.‘

2, v. (1) To oifer for acceptance or pay

ment.

Presentment. Producing or tendering,

according to the terms of either instrument,

(1) a bill of exchange to the drawee for ac

ceptance or to the acceptor for payment; or

(2) a promissory note to the maker for pay

ment.:

Presentment of a bill is to be made on the drawee

that he may judge of the genuineness and of the right

of the holder to receive the contents. and that he may

obtain immediate possession of the bill upon payment

of the amount.‘

Ordinarily, the instrument should be produced, so

that. upon payment, it may be delivered up.' See Ao

cm, 2; Nnoonnnnn Pucn, Of payment.

(2) In criminal law, to find, represent, or

report oflicially.

Presentment. The notice taken by a

grand jury of an oifense from their own

knowledge or observation, without a bill of

indictment being laid before them.8

Upon this presentment an indictment is framed.

in Massachusetts, an indictment begins “ the jurors

on their oath present." In some other jurisdictions,

Where the oflfense is continuing, the charge is that the

 

' Baldwin 1:. Baldwin, 81 Va. 410-14 (1836), cases,

hey, .I.; Sell v. Neil, 1 Leigh. 11 (1829), Curr, J. See

generally 17 Cent. Law J. 41247 (1863). casea

' Everett v. Carr. 59 hie. 333 (1871).

'2 Bl. Com. 137.

'1 Story, Eq. 5600.

‘See lDaniel, Neg. Inst. 5 449, as to acceptance;

I571, as to payment.

' liusson v. Lake, 4 How. 274 (1846).

' Codman 0. Vermont. an. R. Co., 17 Blatch. 4 (1379),

GIG. See generally C0! 0. Nat. Bank of New York,

100 U. 8. 712-18 (18191. cases.

'4 Bl. Com. 301; 13 Fla. 663.

defendant. on a day named. and between that day and

the day of the “ taking of this inquisition."cornmltted

certain acts. And in some others the words are " the

day of the making of this presentment.“ At common

law, every indictment is n presentment. “ Present

ment " here means, not the delivery of the indictment

to the court, but that a certain person has committed

the acts set forth. The jurors " represent “or “ show "

those facts; present what they find to be the facts,

and they find what they represent. The finding and

the presentment mean the same.I See lxotcmsrrr.

Presents. (1) In the expressions “ Know

all men by these presents" and “To all to

whom these presents may come,” réfers

simply to the instrument or writing then in

hand, or being read or spoken of.

The original was praasentes literas, words before the

reader: formal words of description in old convey

ances.

“ By these presents“ is a phrase peculiar to con

veyances and contracts in common~law countries. It

is not found in documents executed under the civil

law.‘

(2) See Bmoaon; Gm, 1; Issowascv;

SERVICE, 3, Civil.

"No Person holding any Office of Profit or Trust

under them [the United States], shall, without the

Consent of the Congress. accept any present. Emo|u

ment, once. or Title, of any kind whatever, from any

King. Prince, or foreign State.“ '

PRESIDE. A judge may “preside”

whether sitting alone or ‘as one of several

judges.‘ See Joooa.

PRESIDENT. See AGENT; DESCRIPTIO,

Personaa.

Ofs. bank or corporation. See Bass, 2 (2); Con

PORATION.

Of the Senate. See Cononsss.

Of the United States. " The executive Power

shall be vested in a President of the United States of

America. He shall hold his Oflice during the Term of

four Years, and, together with the Vice President.

chosen for the same Term, be elected as follows " '

by electors, appointed by each State, as see, at length,

Etscrous, Presidential.

“ No Person except a natural born Citizen, or s Citi

zen of the United States, at the time of the Adoption

of this Constitution, shall be eligible to the Oflice of

President; neither shall any Person be eligible to that

Office who shall not have attained to the Age of thirty

flve Years. and been fourteen Years a Resident within

the United States." '

“ In Case of the Removal of the President from Ofllce

 

I Commonwealth v. Keefe, 9 Gray, 291 (1357), Met

calf. J. See also Coinmonwealth v. Adams, 4 id. I

(1655); 2 Story. Coast. 5 1784.

' Bouldin 11. Phelps, 80 F. R. 574 (1887).

' Constitution, Art. I, see. 9, cl. 8.

' Smhh v. People, 47 N. Y. 834 (1872).

' Constitution, Art. ll, sec. 1, cL L

' Ibid.. cl. 5.
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or of his Death. Resignation, or Inability to discharge

the Powers and Duties of the said Ofilce, the Same

shall devolve on the Vice President, and the Congress

may by Law provide for the Case of Removal, Death,

Resignation, or inability, both of the President and

Vice President, declaring what Oflicer shall then act

as President, and such Oflicer shall act accordingly.

until the Disability be removed, or a President shall be

elected." I

An act approved January 19, 1886 (24 St. L. 1), pro

vides, section one, that “ in case of the removal. death,

resignation, or inability of both the President and

Vice-President, the secretary of state, or if there be

none, 01 in case of his removal, death, resignation, or

inability,“ then each of the following officials, in the

order here given and subjectto the same conditions

as to removal. death, etc.,— the secretary of the

treasury, the secretary of war, the attorney-general,

the postmaster-genrral, the secretary of the navy. and

the secretary of the interior,- " shall act as Presi

dent until the disability of the President or Vice-Presi

dent is removed or a President shall be elected: Pro

vided, That whenever the powers and duties of the

oftice of President shall devolve upon any of the

persons named herein, if Congress be not then in ses

sion. or if it would not meet in accordance with law

within twenty days thereafter, it shall be the duty of

such person to issue a proclamation convening

Congress in extraordinary session, giving twenty days‘

notice of the time of meeting."

Sec. 2. The act shall only apply to officers appointed

by the consent of the Senate. and to such as are eligi

ble to the office of President, and not under impeach

ment by the House of Representatives at the time.

See. 3. Repeals Rev. St. 55 146-50.

" The President shall, at stated Times, receive for

his Services, a Compensation, which shall neither be

encressed nor diminished during the Period for which

he shall have been elected. and he shall not receive

within that Period any other Emolument from the

United States or any of them." '

His salary is at present fifty thousand dollars a

year.I

“ Before he enter on the Execution of his Ofllce, he

shall take the following Oath or Afl‘lr-matlon:-Ido

solemnly swear (or amrm) that I will faithfully exe

cute the Oifice of President of the United States, and

will to the best of my Ability, preserve, protect and

defend the Constitution of the United States." 4

" The President shall be Commander in Chief of the

Army and Navy of the United States, and of the Militia

of the several States, when called into the actual Serv

ice of the United States; he may require the Opinion,

in writing, of the principal Ofiicer in each of the ex

ecutive Departments (q. 11.), upon any Subject relating

to the Duties of their respective Ofiices, and he shall

have Power to grant Reprieves and Pardons (q. u.) for

Offences against the United States, except in Cases of

impeachment.“ '

I Constitution, Art. 11, sec. 1, cl. 6.

'[bid., cl. 7.

' R. S. 5153: Act 3 March, 1873, c. @8

‘Constitution, Art. ll, sec. 1, cl. 8.

°Ibid., sec. :3, cl. 1.

He may meet invasion or insurrection by military

force, previous to any declaration of war by Congress.l

See “'AR.

“ He shall have Power, by and with the Advice and

Consent of the Senate, to make Treaties (q. 0.), pro

vided two thlrds of the Senators present concur; and

he shall nominate, and by and with the Advice and

Consent of the Senate, shall appoint (q. 0.) Ambassa

dors, other public Ministers (q. 1;.) and Consuls. Judges

of the supreme Court, and all other Oflicers of the

United States. whose Appointments are not herein

otherwise provided for, and which shall be established

by Law: but the Congress may by Law vesthhe Ap

pointment of such inferior Oflicers, as they think

proper. in the President alone, in the Courts of Law,

or in the Heads of Departments.“ ' See Omcs.

“The President shall have Power to fill up all Va

cancies(q. u.) that may happen during the Recess of

the Senate, by granting Commissions which shall ex

pire at the End of their next Session." '

“ He shall from time to time give to the Congress

Information of the State of the Union, and recommend

‘to their Consideration such Measuresas he shall judge

necessary and expedient [see Mussosl; he may, on

extraordinary Occasions, convene both Houses, or

either of them. and in Case of Disagreement between

them, with Respect to the Time of Adjournment, he

may adjourn them to such Time as he shall think

proper; he shall receive Ambassadors and other pub

lic Ministers; he shall take Care that the Laws be

faithfully executed. and shall Commiion all the Of

ficers of the United States.“ ‘

He and the Vice-President “ shall be removed from

Oflice on impeachment (q. u.) for, and Conviction oi’,

Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misde

meanors.“ '

See subjects relating to the Constitution and govern

ment of the United States; in particular Cosoasss;

SERVICE, 8, Civil.

PRESS. See COPY; Lmnnrv, 1, Of the

press.

PRESUME. To take or assume a mat

ter beforehand, without proof; to take for

granted.

infer is stronger than presume. The law does not

presume, much less infer, fraud.‘ See Inssa.

Presumption. Next to positive is cir

cumstantial evidence, or the doctrine of pre

sumptions. When a fact cannot itself be

demonstrated, that which comes nearest to

 

I R. S. § 1642: Acts 28 Feb.17il5, 8 iilarch, 1807.

' Constitution, Art. H, see. 2, cl. 2. " Had the con

sent of the Senate been made necessary to displace as

well as to appoint, the Executive would have suffered

degradation; and the relative importance of the House

of Representatives a grave diminution." 2 Bancroft.

Const. llll.

' Constitution, Art. 11, sec. 2, cl. 8.

' Constitution, Art. 11, sec. 3.

' Ibid., sec. 4. See generally 2 Bancroft, Const. l66-94.

2 Story, Const. §§ 1410-1512.

' Morford u. Peck, 46 Conn. 385 (1878), Loomls, J.



PREEUMPTION '2 PRES_UlilP’l‘iON

 

proof of it is proof of the circumstances nec A logical argument from a fact to a fact;

essariiy, or usually, attending it: this proof’ an argument which infers a fact otherwise

creates a‘ presumption, which is relied upon

till the contrary is established.1

Presumptive evidence proceeds upon the theory

that the jury can infer the existence of a fact from

another fact that is proved, and which most usually

accompanies it.’

Presumption of law. A rule which, in

certain cases, either forbids or dispenses

with any ulterior inquiry.3

A judicial postulate that a particular pred

icate is universally assignable to a particular

subject.‘

it is founded upon the first principles of justice, a

law or laws of nature, or the experienced course of

human conduct and affairs, and the connection usu

ally found to exist between certain things.I

Derives its force from jurisprudence. Probability

is not necessary to it. It relieves from producing evi

dence. its conditions are fixed and uniform. It is

irrebuttable or absolute, and rebuttable or provisional.‘

Conclusive, imperative, or absolute pre

xumptions of law. Rules determining the

quantity of evidence requisite to support any

particular averment, which may not be over

come by proof that the fact is otherwise.3

Cases in which the long experienced connection be

tween things has been found so uniform as to make it

expedient for the common good that this connection

be taken as inseparable and universal,‘ and indispu

tsble

Dispufable or rebuttable presumptiona of

law. These are such presumptions as may

be overcome by opposing proof: that facts,

usually together, were so in a given case.‘

The law infers one fact from the proved existence

of its common companion; directs how much shall be

proved to make a prima facie case, and that that may

be overcome by counter-proof.‘

Presumption of fact. A mere argu

ment upon the facts in a case; a natural pre

sumption derived wholly and directly from

the circumstances of the particular case, by

means of the common experience of man

kind, without the aid or control of rules of

law.‘

 

I[8 Bl. Com. 871.]

' Home Ins. Co. v. Weide, 11 Wall. 440 (1870), Davis,J,

See also 26 All. 80; 66 1nd. 482;11Me. l-i6;3-1 N. H.366;

27 N. J. L. 1.50, 183; 6Wend. 181; 7 id. 06; 97 Pa. M; 16

Vt. Ti; 12 Wis. 257.

' [1 (irecnl. Ev. 5 14; improvement Co. v. Munson, 14

Wall. 449 (1871).

l i Whart. Ev. ch. XIV.

'1 Greenl. Ev. 583; 29 Minn. 15.

‘[1 Green]. E1. 544; 4 Whnrt.172;1U1 U. 8. 502-8; 71

(hi S76.

doubtful from a fact already proved.1

An inference of the existence of a certain

fact arising from its necessary and usual con

nection with other facts which are known.’

Derlves its force from logic. To it probability is

necessary. It requires evidence. its conditions fluct

uat/e.‘

There are certain departments of scientific knowl

edge where an entire series of facts or forms may al

ways be inferred from the existence of any one,

sccording to the maxim ea: pedc Herculem. The con

clusion in such cases is deduced from the observed

uniformity of physical nature, which by a necessity

of our own minds we believe to he invariable. But

this mode of reasoning has buts very limited appli

cation in the law of evidence as judicially upplied to

ascertain the facts and motives of human conduct. ft

is the foundation of the doctrine of presumptions to

the extent to which they are admitted.‘

Psychological presumptiom. These are of knowl

edge 01' law; of a fact from a known fact; of inno

cence; of love of life; of good faith: of sanity: of pru

dence: sgainst danger; as to supremacy of husband:

of intent as to probable consequences; of malice;

against a spoliator.‘

Physical preaumptiom. Of incompetency through

infancy; of identity; of death; of survivorship in a

common catastrophe; of loss of a ship from lapse of

time.‘

Presumpiimts ofumjormity and continuance. As

to residence, occupancy, habit, coverture, solvency,

value; that foreign law is like our law; as to con

stnncy of nature-of physicml sequence, animal hab

its. conduct of men in masses.‘

Pruumptiam of regularity. As to marriage, and

legitimacy; negotiation of paper: judicial proceedings;

dates: formalities of documents; appointments of

offlcers and agents; acts of public oflicers, of busi

ness and professional men; of the clue delivery of

letters.‘

Preaumptiom of title. In favor of possession of

realty-not tortious, and independent; and of per

sonnlty —- as to vessels, and papers; that the proprie

tor adjacentto a road owns the soil thereof; as to

ownership of hedges, land covered by water, alluvion,

trees, and minerals. Missing links are proven from

long possession, and grants from lapse of time. Ap

plied, also, to licenses from use.‘

Presumption as to payment.

lapse of twenty years.’

“ Facts presumed are ns effectually established as

facts proved, where no presumption is allowed." '

l1 Whnrt. Ev. ch. XIV.

' Roberts v. People, 9 Col. 474 (1886), Beck, C. J.

' Sabnriego v. Maverick, 1% U. S. 295 $1685), hint

thews, J .

i ~_- Whart. Ev. 55 1240-69.

' 2 \\'hart. Ev. 55 1270-88. \

° 2 \\'hnrt. Ev. §§ 13-‘ii-60.

" 2 \\'hurt. Ev. §§ 1360-85.

' Mckeus v. lliahnns, 21 How. $8 (1681.

This arises after the

 



PRETENSE BUS PRETENSE

 

If the evidence oflemd conduces in any reasonable

degree to establish the probability or improbability of

the fact in controversy, it should go to the jury.l

inferences from inferences are not permitted: only

immediate inferences from facts proved. If the pre

sumed fact has no immediate connection with or re

lation to the established fact from which it is inferred.

it is regarded as too remote. Thus‘, the presumption

that a public oiflcer has done his duty does not supply

proof of independent and substantial facts.‘

in a case where the ultimate fact was whether a

renewal premium had been paid to the defendant, it

was held that the Jury could not infer (1) that the pol

icy did not lapse but was renewed; (2) that the re

newals were paid to tho plaintifl‘s sub-agent; and (3)

paid over by the agent to the defendant.‘

A judge, in deciding that evidence of a particular

circumstance is not receivable. impliedly decides that

no presumption can be drawn from it which ought to

have effect with the jury. A presumption which the

jury is to draw is not a circumstance in proof, and it

is not, therefore, a legitimate foundation for a pre

sumption. There is no " open and visible connection "

between the facts out of which the two presumptions

arise.‘ An inference from an inference, if allowed at

all, has little probative force.‘

See Pltstsuttvrio; Ev1nsm1

IPRE".[‘ENSE.6 Representation; simula

tion; device.

False pretenses. The offense of " obtain

ing property by false pretenses." An offense

variously defined by statutes; as generally

understood: a knowingly false statement of

a supposed by-gone or existing fact with in

tent to defraud, and an obtaining of property

thereby.’

Many statutes are copied from 3) Geo. XI (1757),

c. 24—“knowin;:ly and designediy, by false pre

tenses," obtaining "from any person money, goods,

wares, or merchandise, with intent to cheat and de

fraud any person of the same;" and from 24 and 25

Vict. (1801), c. 96 —obtaining “any chattel, money, or

other valuable security with intent to defraud." '

A representation of some fact or circum

stance, calculated to mislead, which is not

true.°

‘ Home Ins. Co. v. Weide, 11 Wall. 440 (1871).

' United States v. Ross, 92 U. S.M (1875), Strong,

J.; Grand Trunk R. Co. 1;. Richardson, 91 id. 4?0(iB75).

‘Manning 0. Hancock liiut. Life 1ns.Co.,100 U. S.

698 (1879), Strong, J.

‘Douglass v. Mitchell, 85 Pa. 44647 (1860), Strong, J.;

licAleer v. liicliilurray, 58 id. 126 (1868).

' Ayer v. Glaucus, 4 Cliff. 171 (1870).

' L. p-mstcnsus: prwtendere, to spread before, hold

out, pretend. Spelled also pretence.

' [Bmom, Common Law, 966.

'2 Whart. Cr. L. §§ 1133, 1175, 1186-89; Broom, Com.

L. 968.

' Commonwealth v. Drew, 19 Pick. 184-86 (1887), Mor

\aa,L

A false pretense prima facie imports a misrepre

sentation as to something existing. . . The offense

and the facts constituting it must be stated; where

these facts consist in words, the words must be set

forth.I

Four things must concur: an intent to defraud;

actual fraud committed: false pretenses used; the

fraud accomplished by means of those pretenses.I

There must be a scieuter and a fraudulent intent

The representation must relate to past events: a rep

resentation for the future may be only a promise; it

may be made in any of the ways by which ideas are

communicated; and it may be inferred. The reason

of the law is to protect the weak and crcdulous from

the stratagems of the artful and cunning; it does not

extend to those who, having the means in their own

hands, neglect to protect themselves.I

The law gives a different eflect to a representation

of existing facts, f1"om that given to a representation

of facts to come into existence. To make a false rep

resentatlon the subject of an indictment, or of an

action, two things are necessary, viz., that it should

be a statement likely to impose upon one exercising '

common prudence and caution, nnd that it should be

the statement of an existing feet. A Hpromissory “

statement is not, ordinarily, the subject either of an

indictment or of an action. The law also gives a dif~

ferent eflect to promissory statements based upon

general knowledge, information, and judgment, and

to representations which, from knowledge peculiarly

his own, a party may certainly know will prove to be

true or false.‘

Collecting money by falsely personating a creditor

constitutes false pretenses.‘

When the owner parts with the possession of his

property, a felonious receiving is “lurceny." When

he parts with the possession and title (his right of

property), the offense is false pretenses.‘

In England, and Massachusetts, and perhaps in

other States, obtaining money as a charitable gift by

false pretenses, is indictable; but otherwise, it seems~

in New York.’

Any words equivalent to “ by means of a false pre

tense," may be used in the indictment.‘

The indictment must set forth distinctly that there

was an actual transaction between the parties, a pay

ment of money or a delivery of property; that it was
 

1 Bardlaugh v. The Queen, L. R., 8 Q. B. D. 628 (11:78),

Bramwell, L. J.

‘Commonwealth v. hicDui!y, 12! Mass. 470 (1879),

cases.

' Commonwealth 11. Drew, ante.

‘Sawyer 0. Prickett, 19 Wall. 160 (1878), Hunt, J.;

4 Hill, 9; 22 N. Y. 418; 99 Pa. 575; 26 Alb. Law J. M186

(1882), cases.

' State v. Goble, 70 Iowa, 447 (1853).

' Loomis 1:. People, 67 N. Y. 826-29 (1813), cases;

Zinc u. People, 77 id. 114 (1879), cases; 53 id. 111; -it ill

89?; 5'1‘ Ind. 84i;39 hiich.505; 26 Ohio, 15; 11 1nd. 1:».

12 Johns. 293.

'Commonwealth v. Whitco_mb,10’I Mesa 486(1s71t

cases; People 1:. Clough, 17 Wend. 851 (1587).

' Commonwealth v. Walker, 1&8 Man. 818 (1H71i

cases



PRETIUM

 

the accused's purpose. in making the false pretenses,

to eflect such a transaction: and that the party al

leged to have been defrauded was actually deceived

by the false pretenses.‘

Bee further Can-r; Luwzxv; OBTAIN: SPIRITUAL

III.

PRETIUM. L. Price; value.

Pretium aifectionis. Price from affec

tion; value bestowed on acdount of ‘associa

tion or endearment.

As, regard for a house as an inheritance or a home,

for a jewel as a present. for a picture as an heirloom.

Unlem expressly provided for, this extrinsic value is

not recoverable under a contract of insurance. When,

if ever, the law affords no adequate remedy for with

holding an article thus enhanced, equity will grant re

lief by ordering a delivery to the owner.‘

Pretium periculi. Price of the risk.

Payment in consideration of which a risk is

assumed: in particular, the risk in a contract

of insurance.

Compare Pasnmuu; PREMIUM.

PBEVAE. He is the prevailing party,

within the meaning of a statute entitling

such party to costs, who prevails on the main

imue, to a greater extent than admitted by

his adversary, though not to the full extent

of his claim.‘

To be a prevailing party does not depend upon the

degree 01' success at different stages of the suit; but

whether at the end of the suitor proceeding the party

who has made a claim against the other has success

fully maintained it.‘ See Cosrs.

PREVENTION. See Cams; DEFENSE, 1;

Homcms: INJUNOTXON; Poucn, 2; Paonr

BlT1ON; QUIA TIMET; SUFFER.

PREVIOUS. Compares an act or state

named. to another act or state, subsequent in

the order of time, for the purpose of assert

ing the priority of the first.5 Compare PRE

EXISTING; Pmon.

PRICE. The sum of money for which an

article is sold; also, the equivalent or com

pensation, in whatever form received, for

propeity sold.

The first and general meaning originates in the fact

that property is ordinarily sold for money; not because

the word has necessarily such a restricted meaning.‘

 

l Commonwealth v. Howe, 132 Mass. 258 (18812), C.

Allen, J. As to title to the property, see 24 Cent. Law

J. 163 118551’), Eng. cases.

II Story, Eq. s 709. .

' [Weston v. Cushing, 45 Vt. 587 (1878).

‘ Bangor, 810. R. Co. v. Chamberlain, 60 Me. 286 (1812);

Hawkins 1:. Nowland, 5i M0. 880 (1873).

' ixbrecht u. Wilcoxon, 40 Iowa, 94 (1874), Beck, .1.

' Hudson Iron Co. v. Alger. 54 N. Y. 177 (1878), Earl, C.

809 PRIMUS

The Latin is pretium, reward, value. estimation

equivalent. Webster shows that “price " is some

. times still used in this sense.‘

Cost price.

as, for goods.2

Prices-current. Prepared by parties furnishing

them in the ordinary course of business, may be used

as evidence of the value of the articles mentioned in

them.. See Boos, 1; Scurscs.

See also Casn; Cosr; INADEQUAGY; Manxrr-rarer;

VALUI.

PRIEST.

leged, 1.

PRIMA. See Pnmus.

PRIMIAG-E. A small payment to the

master of a vessel for his care and trouble,

paid by the owners of the merchandise laden

on board, and for his own personal use, un

less otherwise agreed with the owners of the

vessel.‘

No longer considered a gratuity to the master, un

less specially so stipulated. It belongs to the owners

or freighters, asan increase of the freight rate.‘

PRIMARY. First: principal, chief,

leading, the best: as, a primary conveyance

(q. v.), primary evidence (q. v.), obligation,

power. See Pmnus.

Primarily. “ Designed primarily " for advertis

ing purposes was held to mean “ chiefly or principally

intended “ for such purposes.‘

PRIMOGENITURE. The rule of de

scent, in English law, that of two or more

males in equal degree, the eldest inherits;

while females all inherit together. Post

remogeniture. The right of the youngest

son to inherit."

When the emperors began to create honorary feuds,

or titles of nobility, it was found necessary, in order to

preserve their dignity, to make them lmpartible, and

in consequence descendible. to the eldest son alone.

This example was furt.her enforced by the inconven

iences which attended the splitting of estates!

PRIMUS. L. First. See PRIMARY.

Imprimis. In the first place. See FIRST, 2.

Prime facies. First view, or appearance.

Prime facie. At first view; on first appear

ance.

The price paid for a thing,

See COMMUNICATION, Privi

 

1 Hudson Iron Co. v. Alger, ante.

' Buck 1:. Buck. 18 N. Y. 840 (1858).

' Cliquot‘s Champagne. 8 Wall. 141, 115 (1865); 1

Boned. 249.

‘[Peters 0. Spelghts. 4 Md. Ch. 881 (1858): Abbott.

Shipp. 492.]

' Carr 1:. Austin, &c. R Co., 18 F. R. 421 (1882).

' Advertising Publications, Postage on, 16 Op. an.

Gen. W (1879).

' 2 Bl. Com. 214-16.
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A prima facfe case or evidence is that which is re

ceived or continues until the contra.ry is shown.1

Possession of a negotiable instrument, payable to

bearer or indorsed in blank, is primafacie evidence of

lawful ownership; and nothing short of fraud, not

even gross negligence, will invalidate the holder’s

title.‘ But if the defendant proves that the paper

originated in an illegality. or was lost or stolen, the pre

sumption arises that the holder gave no value for it.

in that case, to recover, the plaintiff must show value

paid.‘ See further Ewnssca; Fsrrn; Nsoonsra, 2;

Rscsmr.

Primaa impressionis.

pression, q. 11.

PRINCIPAL.‘ Leading; highest in im

portance. ,See PRIMARY.

1. The original debt or sum loaned: as, in

principal and interest. See INTERIET, 2 (3).

2. The more worthy; opposed to accessory,

appurtenant, incident, secondary, inferior,

qq. v. Applied to estates, rights, and obliga

tions. See Cnumssos, 4.

8. The person primarily liable; the orig

inal debtor; opposed to bail, surety, qq. v.

4. The employer of an agent or attorney;

opposed to agent, q. 11.

One primarily and ordinarily concerned, and who

is not an acceasary or auxiliary; as, the person re

ceiving goods or employing workmen for his own

advantage. An "agent" is a person employed to

manage the aflaire of another; as, he who receives or

employs workmen for another.‘

Vice-principal. A servant to whom his

master deputes general supervision of his

work, with the power of appointment and

dismissal ; a deputy master.

Especially is he a vice-principal who is engaged to

manage a business distinct from the princlpal‘s regu

lar occupation. The word " manager," asasynonym,

is somewhat ambiguous.‘ See liinuesa, 1.

5. The chief actor in a crime; opposed to

accessary.

Either the chief actor, that is, the actual

perpetrator of the crime, or else he is present

aiding and abetting the fact to be done."

One present, consenting, aiding, procur

Of the first im

 

1 Troy 1:. Evans, 97 U. S. 8 (1877); ib, 267, cases.

' Collins 1:. Gilbert, N U. S. 754 (1876), cases.

' Commissioners 11. Clark, 94 U. S. 285 (1876), cases.

‘ L. principaiis, taking the first place; chief.

' [Adams u. Whittlesey, 8 Conn. 567 (1821), Hosmer.

Chief Justice. '

‘Murphy 1:. Smith, 19 C. B. s. s. '366 (1865); Galla

gher v. Piper, 16 id. '669 (1364); Dwyer v. American

Express Co., 55 Win. 458 (1882); Foley v. Chicago. &c.

R. 00.. 64 lowa, G50(188-1)‘. 1Shearm. £1 R. Neg. ii 23'.)

II (1888).

ing, advising, or assisting in the commission

of a crime. Each person present consenting

to the commission of the offense, and doing

any act which is either an ingredient in the

crime or immediately connected with or lead

ing to its commission.l

A principal in the first degree is he that is

the actor or absolute perpetrator of the

crime. A principal in the seconddcgree is

he who is present, aiding and abetting the

fact to be done.2

In treason and trespassea all participants are prln

cipals. See further aocnssanr; Am, 1; i’nsss:.scs.

PBIITCIPLE.‘ 1. A fundamental truth;

an elementary proposition; a settled rule of

action or procedure. Compare Msxm.

2. In patent law, a fundamental truth, an

original cause.

These cannot be patented, as no one can claim in

either of them an exclusive right. The processes

used to extract, modify. and concentrate natural

agencies, constitute the invention. The elements of

the power exist; the invention is not in discovering

them, but in applying them to useful objects.‘

There is no authority for granting a patent for n

“ principle,"an idea, or any other abstraction.

The principle of a machine is “ its mode of opera

tion,“ or that peculiar combination of devices which

distinguish it from other machines. The machine is

not the principle or the idea.‘

To make useful and patentahle the discovery of a

new principle, it must be applied to a practical pun

pose. The practical application to some useful

purpose is the test of its value.‘

When mechanical devices operate substantially in

the same way, producing a similar result, they are

considered the same in principle.’ See Prraxr, 2.

PRINT. A mark or form made by im

pression: anything printed; that which, be

ing impressed, leaves its form, as cut in

wood or metal, to be impressed on paper;

the impression made; a picture; a stamp;

the 1etters'in a printed book; an impression

from an engraved plate; a picture impressed

from an engraved plate, etc!

Achromo is a lithographic "print" in colors: and

playing cards. printed in colors, are uprints“ '

| United States 11. Wilson, Baldw. 108 (1830), Bald

win, J.; United States 1:. Hartwell, 3 Clifl. 226-2'i‘t1t§69).

cases.

'4 Bl. 00m. 84; 83 Gratt 863.

I F. pri-ncipe, beginning: maxim, axiom

' [1 Halo, P1. Or. 615, 618.

' Le Roy v/Tatham. 14 How. 175 (1852), McLean, J.

0 Burr v. Dill'_\'t‘(‘. 1 Wall. 570 (1863), Grier, J. I

' Le Roy 1:. Tutlimn. 22 How. 137 (1859), McLean, J

" Roberts 1:. Ward, 4 lilcLcan, 566 (1849), McLean. J4

211d. 178; 5121.63: 10'-EU. S. T 7;15F.R.448.

' Yuengling u. Schile, 2) Blatch. 463-64 (1582). cm
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Print means, apparently, a picture, something com

plete in itsell, similar in kind to an engraving cut or

photograph ‘

Although the law recognizes a distinction between

a " painting " and a “ print," acopyright of the former

will protect the owner in the sale of copies which may

appropriately be called prints or lithographic copies.‘

See Corvnioirr; Dnsws, 2; Noscrrun, A sociis.

Printed. The “printed " copy of the title of a

book or other article required by Rev. St., (5 4956, to be

deposited with‘ the Librarian of Congress, may be

printed with a pen.‘ ,

The place from which a newspaper is issued to sub

scribers is the place where it is “printed and pub~

lished." although the press-work is done in another

city.‘

That one may subscribe by L printed name, see

Scsscmnsn, 1.

Printer. In a statute, may include the publisher

of a newspaper.‘

Printing. See Common; Omenun, 2; Powers

rnos; “'RlTi.\‘0.

PRIOR; PRIORITY. Prior: a going be

fore. Priority: precedence; legal preference.

A debt, incurnbrance. or invention. is said to have

or to take priority over another or others; and United

States law, over State law. Compare Jumon, 8.

in paying the debts of a decedent, his executor or

administrator must observe the rules of priority;

otherwise, on deficiency of assets, ii’ he has paid those

of a lower degree first, he will have to pay those of a

higher degree out of his own funds.‘

See Turns, Prior, etc.

PRISON] A public building in which

may be confined ‘persons charged with or

convicted of a crime, and persons who can

give important testimony on the trial of

criminal cases. Compare JAIL; PENl'l‘EN—

nsnv; REFORMATORY.

A “state prison,“ in its general sense, means a

place of confinement for state prisoners; that is, for

persons charged with political oflenses, and confined

for reasons of state. But in some States the term

designates the penitentiary maintained by the State

for the confinement of prisoners convicted of certain

crimes, in distinction from other prisons maintained

and used by counties and cities.‘

Prison bounds, or limits; rules of

prison. A district around a prison within‘

which a debtor, released from confinement

under bond, may go at large.

 

Brown, J.; Rosenbsch v. Dreyiuss, 2 F. R 221 (1880);

6 Blatch. 8-15; 9? U. B. 365.

IYuengling v. Schile, ante.

‘ Schumacher v. Schwenke, 30 F. R. 691 (1887).

‘Chapman 2;. Ferry, 18 F. R. 639 (1883).

‘Boyer v. Hobol-zen, 44 N. J. L. 181 (1882).

‘ Bunce 1:. Reed. 16 Barb. 850 (1853).

‘P. ill. Com. 511; 1 Story, Eq. 55 553, 557, 7.

' F. prison: L. prensio, prehensio,n seizing, seizure.

‘ Martin 1:. Martin, 47 N. H. 52 (1866), Perley, C. J.

O

A slight, temporary, unintentional overstepping of

the line is not such breach of the condition not to go

beyond the limits set as will render the sureties liable

for the debt.I

Prison breach, or breaking. The act

of a prisoner in escaping from the place in

which he is in lawful custody; also, the art

of breaking into such place to aid a prisoner

in escaping.2 See Escsrs, 2.

Prisoner. A person deprived of his lib

erty by virtue of judicial or other lawful

process.

Not then, necessarily, a person confined within the

walls of a prison, as see Inrnisosussr; BAIL, 2.

Rev. St., 5 5541, provides that a person convicted of

an oifense against the United States and sentenced for

a term longer than one year, may, by direction of the

court, he confined in a State prison.‘

To the same effect are §§ 5.342 and 5548. Congress

here recognizes a distinction betweena “sentcnce,“

and an "order" for the execution of the sentence:

the Uorder " is not necessarily a part of the judg

meat.‘

There is no reason, in principle, why the prisoner

should be present when an order changing the place

0! his confinement is signed by the court.‘

PRIVATE.‘ Affecting or belonging to a

single person or persons, as distinguished

from the people at large; opposed to public

or state. Compare PUBLIC; PRIVY.

As, private or a private -— agent, boundary,

bridge, carrier, charity, corporation, convey

ance, counsel, easement, examination of a

married woman or witness, law — act or

statute, nuisance, person, property, rights,

wrong, qq. v.

Privateer. A vessel owned and ofiicered

by private persons, but acting under a com

mission from a hostile or belligerent state,

usually called “letters of marque,” 5 q. v.

PRIVIES. See PRIVY, 2.

PRIVILEGEJ 1. Exemption from such

burdens as others are subjected to.‘

A right peculiar to the person on whom conferred,

not to be exercised by another or others.‘

1 Randolph 1:. Simon, 29 Kan. 406 (1883).

‘See4 Bl. Com. 130; 48 N. J. L. 555.

‘ Exp. Karstendick, 93 U. S. 396 (1876).

As to condition of prisons and the prison system. at

the close of the last century, see lilcliastefls Hist

Poop. _U. S., Vol. 1, pp. 98-102.

‘ E2.-p. Waterman. 38 F. R. 80 (1587).

‘L. privatus, apart: privus, sundered, single.

' [Woolse_v, Int. Law, § 127; 1 Kent, 96.

' L. priuilcgium, q. v. ‘

' State v. Betts, 21 N. J. L. $7 (1864), Potts, J.

‘City of Brenham v. Brcnham Water Co, 67 Tax.

652 (1887), Stayton, A. J.
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The exercise of mental power cannot be a privilege:

it is not derived from a law granting a special pro

mgative contrary to common right.I

A right peculiar to an individual or body.‘

An exemption or immunity; as, from taxation,‘

See under Tax, 2. '

Personal privilege. Such privilege as

is granted to or concerns an individual per

son. Real privilege. In English law, a

privilege granted to a place.

Illustrations of personal privileges are: a debtor's

claim for exemption; immunity from taxation; a

widow's rights; most disabilities, as, disability in a

feme-covert. Many such privileges may be waived.

Special or exclusive privilege. Any

particular or individual authority ‘or exemp

tion existing in a person or class of persons,

and in derogation of common right; as, the

grant of a monopoly.‘

Within the meaning of the prohibition in the con

stitution of New York against granting to private

corporations “ any exclusive privilege," describes

grants in the nature of monopolies. of such inherent

or statutory character as to make impossible the co

existence of the same right in another.‘

Grants of special privileges are strictly construed;

whatever is not given in unequivocal terms is with

held.‘ See Faascsnss, 1; Mosoron.

“ The Citizens of each State shall be entitled to all

Privileges and Immunities of Citizens in the several

States." "

This provision is confined to such privileges and

immunities as are fundamental; which belong of

right to the citizens of all free governments; and

which have always been enjoyed by citizens of the

several States, from the time of their becoming free,

independent, and sovereign. What these funda

mental principles are may be comprehended under

these heads: protection by the government, and en

joyment of life and liberty, with the right to acquire

and possess property and to pursue and obtain happi

ness and safety, subject to such restraints as the gov

ernment may prescribe for the general good of the

whole.'- '

\

 

1 Lawyers‘ Tax Cases, 8 Helsk. 649 (1875), Turnoy, J.;

‘b. 473-T5.

' Ripley u. Knight, F53 Mass. 519 (1878), Endicott, J.

ISee Tennessee 1:. Whitworth, 117 U. S. 146 (1886);

0 Baxt. 546; Louisville, &c. R. Co. 0. Gaines, 8 F. R.

W8-79 (1880); 80 Ky. 274; 2 N. M. 169; 4 Tex. Ap. 817.

° See Ell: Point 1:. Vaughn, 1 Dak. 118 (1875); 1 Utah,

111; 1Bl. Com. 272.

' Trustees of Exempt Firemen‘s Fund v. Rooms, 93

N. Y. 828 (1883), Finch, J.

' Moran 1:. Commissioners, 2 Black, 722 (1862); Dela

ware Railroad Tax, 18 Wall. 225 (1873); Hannibal, &c.

R. Co. 11. Missoun Packet Co.,12-'5 U. S. 271 (1888), casel.

' Constitution, Art. IV, sec. 2.

' Corfleld v. Coryell, 4 Wash. 380 (1823), Washing

ton, J.; Felkner v. Tlghe, 89 Ark. 857 (1882).

' Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall. 75-78 (1872).

The privileges and immunities intended are those

which are common to the citizens of a State under its

constitution and laws, by virtue " their being citi

sens. Special privileges enjoyed In one State are not

secured in other States.|

That section of the Constitution is directed against

State action. its object is to place the citizens of each

State upon the same footing with citizens of other

States, and inhibit discriminative legislation." '

“No State shall make or enforce any law which

shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens

of the United States." '

The privileges of a citizen are those which he has as

acltizon, first, of the United States. and, second. of

' the State where he resides as a member of society. .

The XlVth Amendment forbids the States to abridge

the former, but not so the latter— one of which, for

example, is marriage.‘

“ Privileges and immunities ." are words of very

comprehensive meaning. They include, at least, the

right of a citizen of one State to pass into any other

State for the purpose of engaging in lawful com

merce, trade, or business without molestation; to ac

quire personalty; to take and hold realty; to maintain

actions in the courts of the State; and to be exempt

from any higher taxes or cxcises than are imposed by

the State upon its own citizens.‘

The right to practice law in the State courts is not a

privilege or immunity of a citizen of the United States,

within the meaning of the X.lVth Amendment; nor

does the Amendment aflect the power of the State to

prescribe the qualifications for admission to the bar.'

Abridgment of the right to sell intoxicating liquors

isnot forbidden; ' nor of the right of trial by jury in

suits at common law pending in the State courts.‘

The Amendment refers to actions of the political

body denominated in State: no agency of a State or

of the ofllcers or agents by whom its powers are exe

cuted, shall deny to any persons within its jurisdiction

the equal protection 01’ the law."

See lnxnxrrv; Pnocsss, 1, Due; Surraaoa.

2. Exemption from arrest, q. '0.

3. A_ communication from a client to his

attorney which the latter may not divulge

without the consent of the client. See COM

MUNICATION, Privileged, 1.

4. The constitutional provision (intended

to secure free expression of opinion) that ‘for

any speech or debate in either house 01' a

 

‘Paul 0. Virginia, 8 Wall. 163 (1868), Field, J.

' United States 0. Harris, 106 U. S. 648 (15b‘2), foods,

Justice.

I Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall. 75-78 (1872)

' Constitution, Amd. Art. XIV, sec. 1. Rntifled July

28, 1868. .

‘Exp. Kinney, 3 Hughes, 12-13 (1879), cases.

' Ward 1:. Maryland, 12 Wall. 480 (1870), Cllflonl, J.

' Bradwell 1:. Illinois, 16 Wall. 137-12 (1872).

' Bartemeyer v. lows, 18 Wall. 183 (1878).

' Walker v. Sauvinet, 92 U. S. 92 (1875).

H Exp. Virginia, 100 U. s. 346-47 (1879). Strong, J,
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legislature the member shall not be ques

tioned in any other place.‘

The privileges of members of Parliament are: of

speech, of person, of domestics, and of goods.I

" A breach of privilege is any contempt of the high

court of Parliament, whether relating to the House of

Lords or to the House of Commons.“

5. In maritime law, the lieu of a seaman

on a vessel for wages. See Lmn, Maritime.

6. In civil law, a claim on a thing which

exists apart from possession, and until

waiver or satisfaction.

Privileged. Enjoying a peculiar right or

immunity: as, privileged from arrest, a priv

ileged communication, qq. v.

A privileged debt is payable prior or in preference

to some other debt. See i‘moa.rrv.

PRIVILEGIUM. L. A private law:

an enactment which conferred upon a per

son some anomalous or irregular right, or

imposed some such obligation or punishment.

PRIVITY. See PRIVY, 2.

PRIVY3 1, adj. (1) Connected with;

concerned with; aiiected alike.

(2) In the sense of “private," used in the

English phrases privy council, privy seal,

qq. v.

Privy verdict. A verdict given privily

to the judge, out of court; similar to a sealed

verdict.‘ See further Vnnmcr.

2, n. A person so connected with another

in an estate, a right, or a liability as to be

afiected as he is afiected.

lfrivies are persons between whom some

connection exists, arising from a mutual

contract: as, donor and donee; lessor and

lessee; or, persons related by blood: as, an

cestor and heir.5

Privies in blood. Ancestor and heir, and

ocrparceners. Prim'es in estate. Lessor and

lessee, donor and donee, and joint-tenants.

Privies in representation. Testator and

executor, intestate and administrator. Priv

ies 1'11 Iau-. Are created by the law casting land

upon a person, as, in escheat.5

Privity. (1) Mutual or successive rela

tionship to the saine rights of property.‘

(2) Participation; complicity.
 

' See Constitution, Art. i,sec. 6.

'1 Bl. Com. 161. ‘

' Pr1’v-y. L. privahu, apart: privua, single.

'8 Bl. Com. 877; 5 Phlla. 124; 6 id. 520.

'1 Green]. Ev. 5 189. As to privies in estate, see 20

Am. Law Rev. 389-411 (1886), cases.

'1 Greeni. Ev. § 189; 6 How. 59; 15 Barb. 58&

\

May refer to some fault or neglect in which one

personally participates; as, in the expression, “loan

occasioned without the privity " of another vessel.l

Privi/y of contract. Something on which

an obligation, an engagement, a promise can

be implied.’

No action lies where there is no privity of contra:-t

Thus, B cannot maintain an action against C, where

A. who is under a contract to sell an article to B. is

induced by C to sell to C himself.I

The holder of a bill or check cannot sue the bank

for refusing payment, in the absence of proof thal

the bill was accepted by the bank or charged agninsi

the drawer.‘

When one suifers loss from the negligence of an

other, and there is neither fraud or collusion nor priv

ity of contract, the person causing the loss is not liable

therefor, unless the act is one immediately dangerous

to the lives of (others, or is an act not performed in

pursuance of a legal duty.‘

The rule undoubtedly is that a person cannot be af

fected by any evidence, decree, or judgment to which

he was not actually, or in consideration of law, a

privy. This rule has been departed from so that

wherever reputation would be admissible evidence,

there a verdict between strangers, in a former action,

is also evidence; as, in cases of public rights of way,

lmmemorial customs, disputed boundaries, and pedi

grees.'

A party claiming through another is estopped by

that which is established as to that other respecting

the same subject-matter.'

The ground upon which persons standing in this re

lation to a litigating party are bound by the proceed

ings is, that they are identified with him in interest;

and whenever this identity is found to exist, all are

alike concluded.‘ See ADJUDICATION, Former.

Because they are identified in interest, the admission

of one privy binds his fellows.‘ See Rns, Inter aiios.

PRIZE. 1. Ordinarily, some valuable

thing, offered by a person for the doing of a

thing by others, into the strife for which he

does not enter. 1° See BET; L0'l'1‘EBY. ~

1 Lord v. Steamship Co., 4 Saw. 800 (1877). cases;

R. S. 54283: 102 U. S. 541.

’Cary 11. Curtis, 8 How. 247 (1845), Daniel, J. See

also 4 Pet. 83; 7 Ct. Cl. 526; 8 Ga. 430; 41 Iowa, 516; 20

Ml1in.4l3l; as N. H. 16; M mans; 48 B8l‘b.B‘Z; 64 Pa

246: 4 Lea, 123'. '

' Ashley 1:. Dixon, 48 N. Y. 480 (1872).

‘ Bank of the Republic 11. Millard, 10 Wall. 152 (1869);

First Nat. Bank of Washington 1:. Whitman, W U. S.

3-1-H1876).

' Savings Bank v. Ward, 100 U. S. 205-8 (1879), cases,

Clifford, J.

' Patterson v. ‘Gaines, 6 How. 599 (1848), cases

Wayne. J.

' Stacy v. Thrasher, 6 How. 59-60 (1848).

'1 Green]. Ev. 5 523, cases; Liichfield v. Gooduo“

123 U. S. 551 (1887), cases.

'1 Greenl. Ev. 5 189. See generally 1 Harv. Law

Rev. 22641:! (1887), cases.

M Harris 1;. White, 81 N. Y. 539 (1880), Foiger, c. J
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Prize-fighting. Persons who agree to engage in

a prise-fight or pugilistic contest may be held to an

swer for a conspiracy, and to keep the peace. The

pretense that the contest is for scientiflc “ points“

will not avail, when the evidence shows that a flght is

intendedJ

2 in marine insurance, a capture; any

taking or seizing, even unlawfully, by force.’

3. Property captured at sea under the laws

of war; prize of war.

Prize-court. A tribunal which adminis

ters the law upon the subject of maritime

captures made in time of war.

The district courts of the United States possess

original jurisdiction in all matters relating to the law

of prize.

Prize-courts are constituted to try judicially tho

lawfulness of captures at sea, according to the princi

ples of public international law, with the double ob

ject of preventing and redressing wrongful captures,

and of justifying the rightful acts of the captors in the

eyes of other nations. From the necessity of the case,

and to interrupt as little as may be the exercise of the

belligerent duties of the captors, or the voyage and

trade of the captured vessel if neutral. the proceed

ings are summary. The libel is flied as soon as possi

ble after the prize has been brought into a port of the

government of the captors, and does not contain any

allegation as to title, or even set forth the grounds of

condemnation, but simply prays that the vessel be

forfeited to the captors as lawful prize of war. The

monition issued and published upon the filing of the

libel summons all persons interested to show cause

against the condemnation, and is returnable within

a very few days, too shorta time to allow of actual

notice to or appearance or proof in behalf of owners

residing abroad. The law- of nations presumes and

requires that in time of war every neutral vessel shall

have on board papers showing her character, and

shall also have oflicers and crew able to testify the

facts establishing her neutrality. The captors are

therefore required immediately to produce to the

prize-court the ship's papers, and her master, or some

of her principal oflicers or crew, to be examined on

oath upon standing interrogatories, and without com

munication, or instruction by counsel. The cause is

heard in the first instance upon the proofs, and If they

show clear ground for condemnation or acquittal, no

further proof is ordinarily required or permitted. If

the evidence in prwparatorio shows no ground for

condemnation, and no circumstances of suspicion, the

captors will not ordinarily be allowed to introduce

further proof, but there must be an acquittal and res

titution. When further proof is ordered, it is only

from such witnesses and upon such points asthe prize

court may in its discretion think fit.I

ICommonwealth v. Sullivan and McCaffrey, 16 W.

N. C. 14 (Phila., 1885).

' [Dole v. New Eng. liiut. Mar. Ins. 00., 6 Allen, 888

00 (1868), cases, Bigelow, C. J. '

' Cuahlng v. Lair-d.107 U. B. 76-33 (1882), cases, Gray,

1.: 16 Blatch. 289.

A capture made by the army, or by the army and

navy operating together, inures to the benefit of the

United States. If a captor unnecessarily delays insti

tuting ‘proceedings for condemnation, the court may

in case of restitution, decree demurrage against him

as damages.I

See Ao\'riur.'rv; Cams; Corrnsmr, 4; Coxrrscan.

PRO. L. For; as for.

In such expressions as pro-slavery, pro-license, op

posed to anti, q. v.

Pro confesso. As confessed. See Dscru-:22.

Pro facti. For the fact; as a fact.

Pro forms. For form: as a matter of

form; formally.

Pro hao vice. For this turn; for the ac

cession : as, an attorney or judgepro hac vice.

Abbreviated p. h. v.2

A charterer is an owner pro hac vice.‘

Pro indiviso. For an undivided part; as

undivided.

Pro interesse suo. For his interest; to

the extent of one's interest.

Said of a person admitted to intervene in a suit.

Pro rata (parte). For the estimated part;

in proportion; ratably (or rateably).

Whence “ prorate: " to divide, as, gain or loss; ' to

divide or distribute proportionately; to assess pro

rala.‘

Pro rata itineris. According to the voyage

made. See FREIGHT.

Pro re nata. For the thing created: for

the exigencies of the occasion; for the occa

sion.

Pro salute animae. For the welfare of

the soul; for reformation.

Pro so. For himself; representing one

self: as, “Mr. Miner, pro se, contra."

Pro t-anto. For so much; for as much as

may be; as far as it goes.

A perpetual lease by a life-tenant is good for such

interest as he may convey, that is, pro tanto.

Pro ut. See Racoaoou, Prout, etc.

PIROIBAIBLE.6 Apparently true or real;

seeming to be founded in fact or reason;

reasonable: as, probable cause. See CAUSE, 2;

Doom; Pnrsumrrron; Paosscorron, Mali

cious.

IThe Nuestra Sehora Do Regla, 108 U. S. 101,1(E

(1882), cases.

‘See 66 Ga. 715; 89 N. C. 518; 1 Bl. Com.-‘H-'5; 8 id.

2'78; 311. 13, 248; did. 261, 288.

' Thomas 1:. Osborn, 10 How. 29 (1856).

‘Penniman v. Stanley, 122 Mass. 816 (1877); 7 How.

Pl‘. 415.

' Rosenberg 1:. Frank, 58 Cal. 4% (1881): 19 Am. kw

Reg. 300, n.

' L probabilia, provablm
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Probably. An instruction, otherwise correct. wus

held not vitiated by the conclusion that “ if there be a

reasonable doubt whether the person premeditated to

kill the deceased. or to do him bodily harm which

would probably [necessarily] occasion death. the jury

ought not to find the accused guilty of murder in the

first degree.“ I ‘

Probability. “ Probability " and "proof "

each expresses a particular effect of evidence;

but “ proof " is the stronger term. The dic

tionaries give diflerent definitions of " prob

ability," as see Worcester and Webster.2

A committee of viewers reported that certain land

would “in all probability“ continue to be used for

railroad freight purposes. Held. that if a degree of

probability amounting to a practical certainty was

intended, the facts on which the conclusion was based

should have been stated. that the court might see on

what it rested: also, that a lighter degree of probabil

ity coulrl not affect the case.‘

PROBARE. L. To prove.

Probandum. See FACIUM, Probandum;

ONUS, Probandi.

Probate. Things provén; proofs. See

ALLEGATA.

Probatio. Proving: proof. '

Acton‘ incumbit probatio. Upon the

plaintifl rests the proving—the burden of

proof. Aflirmanti, non neganti, incumbit

probatio. Upon the one alleging, not upon

him denying, rests the duty of proving. Ei

incumbit probatio qui dicit, non qui negat.

Upon him rests the burden of proof who

avers, not upon him who denies. See further

Paoor. Burden of.

Piena probatio. See OATH, Suppletory.

PROBATE.‘ Formal, oflicial or legal

proof: as, the probate of (and to probate) a

claim, a will.

Wl1en a will is proved, the original is de

posited in the registry, and a copy, made

under the seal of the register, is delivered to

the executor or administrator, along with a

certificate of its having been proven: all

which together is styled “ the probate.“

Strictly used, relates to the proof of a will

before an oiilcer or tribunal having jurisdic

tion to determine the riuestion of its validity.

In common usage. however, often refers to

the proceeding incident to the administration

 

I lioneety v. Commonwealth. 81 Va. 291 (1886).

I Brown 1:. Atlanta. &c. R. Co., ill S. C. 59 (1882).

' New York, to. R. 00. v. New Britain. 49 Conn. 40

user).

‘L. pr0bcro,q.v.

'2 Bl.0om.50&

and settlement of the estates of decedents,

and is, therefore, sometimes so used in stat

utes.l

Federal courts have jurisdiction in a controversy

between parties of different States respecting the

validity, construction. or enforcement of a decree ad

mitting a will to probate: it is in the nature of a pro

ceeding in rem.’

Jurisdiction as to wills, and their probate as such.

is neither included nor exceptedxout of the grant of

the judicial power to the Federal courts. So far as it

is ex parle and merely administrative. it is not con

ferred, and cannot be exercised at all, until, in a case

at law or in equity, its exercise becomes necessary to

settle a controversy as to which those courts have

jurisdiction by reason of citizenship.’

A probate lsconclusive until revoked.‘

Generally speaking. a court of equity will not en

tertain a bill to set aside the probate of a will. Suc

cession to the estate is in the nature of a proceeding

in rum, in which all who have any interest are parties,

and are concluded as upon a res adjudicata by the

decision of the court, which generally has ample pow

ers of process and investigation.‘

A statute which provides for an ante mortem pro

hate is inoperative and void.‘

Court of probate; A court exercising

jurisdiction over the estates of deceased per

sons, possessing, as to personal assets, nearly

all the powers formerly exercised by the

courts of chancery and the ecclesiastical

courts of England.

Such courts collect the assets. allow claims. direct

payments and distribution of the property to legatees

or others entitled, and, generally. do everything es

sentiultoa final settlement of the affairs of the de

ceased, and the claims of creditors against the estate.

Other names are "orphuns' “ and " surrogates‘ "

courts.‘

Such a court has power to administer the equities

directly involved in the matter before it.‘ See Rm. 2.

PROBATIO. See Pnosana.

PROBATIVE. Tending to prove: as,

probative evidence, the probative force of a

presumption.

PROCEDENDO. L For proceeding:

to proceed.

 

I Reno v. llicCully, 65 Iowa. 632 (1885), Reed. J.

' Gaines v. Fuentes. 9‘: U. S. 21 (1875).

' Ellis 1:. Davis, 109 U. S. 485. 494-98 (1888). Matthews,

Judge.

‘ Davis 1:. Gaines, 101 U. S. 891-96 (1881), cases.

'Brodericlr‘a Will. 21 Wall. 509-14 (1874), cases, Brad

ley. J.

' Lloyd v. Wayne Circuit Judge, 56 Mich. 236 (1886);

24 Am. Law Reg. 790. 794-116 (1885), cases.

' Public Works v. Columbia College, 17 Wall. 581

(1873), Field. J.; Davis v. Hudson, 29 Minn. 34 (1881);

Robertson u. Plckrell. 109 U. S. 608 (1888).

' Hewitt‘s Appeal. 58 Conn. 87 (1885).
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A writ by which a court of review remits

to the inferior court a cause removed on in

suificient ground.

A writ of procedcndo rui judicium (to judgment)

issues out of the court of chancery, when the judges

of any subordinate court delay the parties, as by not

giving judgment. in such case aproocdendo will be

awarded, commanding them to proceed to judgment,

but without specifying the form.‘

PROCEDURE. The body of rules,

whether of practice or of pleading, whereby

rights are eifectuatcd through the successful

application of proper remedies. Opposed to

the sum of the legal principles which consti

tute the substance of the law, and also dis

tinguished from the law of evidence.2

The term is so broad that it is seldom em

ployed as a word of art. It includes what

ever is embraced by the three technical terms

pleading, evidence, and practice (qq. 1:.) —

practice here meaning those legal rules which

direct the course of proceeding to bring par

ties into the court and the course of the

court after they are brought in; and evidence

meaning those rules of law whereby we de

termine what testimony is to be admitted

and what rejected in each case, and what is

the weight to be given to the testimony ad

mittedfi Compare Paocssnmo.

The practice, pleadings, and forms and modes of

proceeding in civil cases, other than in equity and

admiralty, in the circuit and district courts, shall con

form, as near as may be, to those existing at the time

in like causes in the courts of record of the State

within which such circuit or district courts are held.‘

The conformity is to be " as near as may be," not

as near as possible or as near as may be practicable.I

Adopting the forms of proceeding in the State

courts, as near asmay be, in the Federal courts, does

not authorize an equitable defense (q. v.) to an action

at law, nor blending legal and equitable claim! in one

suit‘

The purpose was to bring about uniformity in the

law of procedure in the Federal and State courts of

the same locality. The legislation had its origin in

the code enactments of many of the States. While in

the Federal tribunals the common-law pleadings,

forms, and practice were adhered to; in the sim

courts of the same district the simpler forms of the

 

I 8 Bl. Corn. 109.

' [Brown's Law Dict.

I Bishop, Crim. Proc. 5 2; Kring v. llfliasouri, H” U. B.

89 (18%).

' R S. Q 914.

‘Phelps 1:. Oaks, 117 U. B. 239 (1886); Indianapolis,

&c. R. Co. v. Horst, 93 id. 801 (1878); Senior 0. Pierce,

Ii F. R 638 (1887).

‘D000. Roe.81 F. R 970887).

local code prevailed. This involved the necessity of

studying two distinct systems of law, and of practie

ing according to the wholly dissimilar requirements of

both.1

The forms of mesne process and proceedings in

equity and admiralty shall be according to the princi

pies, rules, and usages which belong to the courts of

equity and of admiralty, respectively’, except when

otherwise provided by statute or rules of court made

in pursuance thereof: but the same may be altered

by said courts or by the Supreme Court, by proscribed

rules, consistent with the laws of the United States‘

PROCEED. See Paocansnno; Psocr.o

can-, Pnoctsmso.

PROCEEDING. Any step taken by a

party in the progress of an action.‘

A proceeding in court is anact/done by the

authority or direction of the court, express

or implied.‘

The performance of an act; an act to be

done in order to attain a given end; a pre

scribed mode of action for carrying into ef

fect a legal 1‘iglit:"

“Proceedings.“ in its more general sense in law,

means all the steps or measures adopted in the prose

cution or defense of an action. In ordinary accepta

tion, when unqualified, includes the whole of the sub

ject. Thus, the proceedings of a suit embrace all

matters that occur in its progress judicially; proceed

ings upon a trial, all that occur in that partof the

litigation.‘

A suit is a proceeding; " so is a writ of attachment.’

Common proceeding. That kind of

proceeding which is instituted and conducted

in a manner common to other civil actions.’

Judicial proceeding. Any proceeding

in a court of justice.

Summary proceeding. The determina

tion ofamatter without a jury. See SUM

MARY.

See generally Disco.\1'u~'nAsciL 1 (1); Pass, Ex

parte; Paocnnnnn; Paocnss, 1; Rscoan, 2; Rm, 2;

Snr; S'1's.'r.

PROCEEDS. A word of great general

ity, but not necessarily money.lo

 

1Nudd v. Burrows. 91 U. S. 441 (1875), Swayns, J.;

Lamaster v. Keeler, 128 id. 838 (1887).

1 R. S. 5 913.

' Wilson v. Allen. 8 How. Pr. ‘B71 (1849), Harris, J.

4 Bulkeley v. Keteltas. 8 Sandf. 741 (1851); 48 Barb

119; 8 S. C. 838.

' [Rich v. Husson. 1 Duer, 620 (1652), Duer, J.

Hilorewood 0. Hollister, 6 N. Y. 819-20 (1852). Gui

iner, J.; Gordon 11. State. 4 Kan. 501 (1868).

' Dodd 0. Middleton, 68 Ga. 688 (1879); 57 id. 140.

' Langst-af1' 1r. llliles, 5 Monte. 551 (1885).

° Brown v. Crego, ?91owa. 822 (1870), Beck, J.

" Phelps 11. Harris. 101 U. S. 880 (1879), Bradley, J.



PROCES VERBAL

The income of an estate.I

Power to dispose of land and to take in return such

proceeds as one thinks beat includes power to ex

change for other lands.’

PROCES VERBAL. F. A written

statement, in legal form, of what has been

said and done in the presence of an oflicial,

and of what he does in the matter.’

PROCESS.‘ 1. Something issuing out

of a court or from a judge;" a writ of any

nature.

At common law, the means of compelling

the defendant to appear incourt.8

In criminal practice, its office is to bring

the defendant into court to answer the charge

or information against him; the “informa

tion” being the foundation upon which it

issues.7

la a large sense. comprehends the whole proceed

ing after the original writ and before judgment, but

generally refers to the writs which issue out of any

court to bring the party to answer, or for execution.

lt proceeds or goes out upon former matter, either

original or judicial.‘

A summons or notice to a defendant, for the com

mencement of a suit, is a process. as much so as a

mpios or a suhpcena to appear and answer.‘

" Mode of process" means mode of proceeding."

Compulsory process. For a witness, a

process that will compel his attendance

bring him into court if he refuses to come

without it.H

Legal process. A process issued by

virtue of and pursuant to law.12

Process issued by a court ofjustice."

In a technical sense, usually only a writ, an execu

tion. an attachment, or the like, running in the name

 

I Thomson's appeal, 89 Pa. 46 (1879), Sharswood, C. J.

See also -'19 Wis. 179; 12 Mass. 71; 8 We-nd. 160.

' Phelps 1:. Harris, ante.

I See Burdett o. Spilsbury, 6 Man. & G. '458 (1848);

8 How. 38.

‘ L. pro-eedere, to go before or forward; to issue forth.

I [People v. Nash, 1 Idaho, 210 (1868), liicBride, C. J.

' 8 Bl. Com. 279.

' [City of Davenport u. Bird, 84 Iowa, 527 (1872), Mil

ler, J.

' [Gilmer o. Bird, 15 Fla. 421 (1875): Comyn.

' Dwight v. Merritt, 18 Blatch. 806 (1880): R. 8. 5911;

10 F, K 253. '

" United States 0. Martin, 17 F. R. 156 (1888). See

also 33 Cal.292; 7 11l.670;11id.4:J0,4-18:70 111.258;

10 Iowa, 187; 27 La. An. 457; 12 li1inn.86. 255; 1 N. M.

ass; 11 Lane. 204; 1 H111, 16940; 11 Phlla.' 164; 44 Pa.

8; 49 id. 246; lWis.457;l1id. 70; 98 E. C. L. 859.

" Esp. Marmaduke, 91 Mo. 2'18 (1886). Norton, C. J.

" Cooley v. Davis, 34 Iowa, 180 (1871), Day, J.

" [Re Bininger) 7 Blatch. 27‘ (1870), Woodruif. J.; 6

has, 1)‘.
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of the people, and addressed to the sheriff or like

offlcer. In bankrupt law, the writ, mandate, or order

of a court taking hold of property and withdrawing

it from the possession and control of the debtor, and

from the ordinary reach of creditors for the payment

of what is due.I

Original, mesne, and final process.

The means of compelling the defendant to

appear is sometimes called “original pro

cess," being founded upon the original writ

(q. tn), and also to distinguish it from " mesne

(intermediate) process,” which issues, pend

ing the suit, upon some collateral interlocu

tory matter, as, to summon juries, witnesses,

and the like. Mesne process is also some

times put in contradistinction to “ final pro

cess" or process of execution; and it then

signifies such process as intervenes between

the beginning and the end of the suit.2

"lilesne process“ ordinarily signifies any writ is

sued between the original writ and the execution. By

“original process,“ the first writ at common law,il

not now meant the first process: such original process

is not used here. All of our writs preceding the axe

cution are means process.‘

“Mcsne process" describes any except the final

process.‘

The equitable pmers of courts of equity and of law

over their own prozess to prevent abuse, oppression,

and injustice, are inherent, and equally extensive and

etllcient!

A “malicious abuse of process" occurs when I

party employs legal process for some unlawful object,

not the purpose it is intended by law to effect; that

is, when he perverts the process. In an action for

such abuse, ltis not necessary to prove that the ac

tion has been determined. or to aver that it was sued

out without probable cause. It is immaterial whether

the proceeding was baseless or not Legal procem

may be " maliciously used" so as to give a cause of

action where no object but its proper eflect and exe

cution lscontemplated. in such case both malice and

want of probable cause must be averred and proved,

and the proceeding must be determined before an ac

tion can be maintained,‘ See Paosacvrios, Malicious;

()llSTRl‘(.'l‘, 3: Issue, 1; REGULAR, Irregular.

‘ Due process Of law. A course of legal

proceedings according to those rules and

principles which have been established by

our jurisprudence for the protection and en

forcement of private rights."

 

1 [Re Bininger, ante.

' 3 Bl. Com. 279.

I Ferguson ads. State, 81 N. J. L. 291 (1865).

‘ Arnold v. Chapman, 18 R. 1.586 (1382).

'Krippendori' v. Hyde, 110 U. S. 288 (1884).

° Mayer 11. Walter, 64 Pa. 286-86 (1870), cases, Sham

wood, J.

' Pannoyor o. Nefl. 95 U. S. 715 (1W7), Field, J.

(52)
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" Nor shall any person be deprived of life,

Liberty, or property, without due process of law.“ I

“Nor shall any State deprive any person of life.

liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor

denyto any person within its jurisdiction the equal

protection of the laws." '

The first of the foregoing provisions is found in

perhaps identical language in the constitution of each

one of the States.

An equivalent phrase, according to Lord

Coke,‘ is "law of the land," used in the

Great Charter in connection with the writ of

habeas corpus, the trial by jury, and other

guaranties against oppression by the Crown,

and meaning the ancient and customary

laws of the English people, or the laws

enacted by the Parliament of which the

barons were a controlling element; not pro

tection against the enactment of laws by

Parliament.

The meaning of the phrase remains with

out that satisfactory precision of definition

which judicial decisions have given to nearly

all the other guaranties of personal rights

found in the constitutions. There is wisdom

in ascertaining the intent and application of

the. phrase by the process of judicial inclusion

and exclusion, as the cases presented require.i

Whenever, by the laws of a State, a tax,

an assessment, a servitude or other burden is

imposed upon property for the public use,

and those laws provide for A mode‘ of con

firming or contesting the charge, in the or

dinary courts of justice, with such notice to

the person, or such proceeding in regard to

the property, as is appropriate to the nature

of the case, the judgment cannot be said to

deprive the owner of his property without

due process of law.4

Generally implies an actor, reus, judar, regular

allegation, opportunity to answer, and a trial accord

ing to some settled course of judicial proceeding. Yet

this is not universally true; as, where process, in its

nature final, under oath, issues against the body, lands,

and goods of public debtors.‘

The necessities of government. the nature of the

duties to be performed, and usage, have established a

procedure for the‘ levy and collection of taxes which

 

Iconstitution, Amd. Art. V.

l Constitution, Amd. XIV, sec. 1.

' 2 Inst. 50.

¢ Davidson v. New Orleans, 96 U. S. 1014 (1877), cases,

Miller, J. Approved, 10? id. 259; 111:4. 1'07; 115id. 519.

' lilurray’s Lessee v. Hoboken Land, &c. Co., 15

How. 280 (1855), cases, Curtis, J.; Springer v. United

States. 102 U. S. 504 08$), cases

I
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diflers from proceedings in courts of justice, but

which is still due process of law.I

The revenue laws of a State need not provide that a

person shall have an opportunity to be present when

a tax is assessed against him, or that the tax shall be

collected by suit ' See SUMMARY; TAX, :2.

A trial in which the rights of the party shall be do

cided by a tribunal nppointed by law and governed by

the rules of law previously established. is what is

meant.I In this there is a strong implication against

punishment for contempt by order 0‘! a legislative

body.‘ ‘

Opport1mity to be heard is absolutely essential.‘

The expression means due process according to the

law of the land. This process in the States is regu

lated by the law of each State. The power of the

Supreme Court over that law is to determine whether

it is in conflict with the supreme law of the land. The

State courts may decide whether a proceeding is in

accordance with the law of the Statg; the Supreme

Court, whether it is in accordance with the Constitu

tion, acts of Congress, and treaties of the United

States.‘

That kind of procedure is due process of law which

is suitable and proper to the nature of the case. and

sanctioned by the established customs and usages of

the courts. “Perhaps no definition is more often

quoted than that given by Mr. Webster in the Dart

mouth College Case: ‘ By the law of the land is most

clearly intended the general law; a law which hears

before it condemns; which proceeds upon inquiry, and

nenders judgment only after trial. The meaning is

that every citizen shall hold his life, liberty, property,

and immunities, under the protection of the general

rules which govern society.’ " ‘

By “ due process" is meant one which,

following the forms of law, is appropriate to

the case, and just to the parties to be aifected.

It must be pursued in the ordinary mode

prescribed by the law; it must be adapted to

the end to be attained; and wherever it is

necessary for the protection of the parties, it

must give them an opportunity to be heard

respecting the justice of the judgment

sought]

in England, the requirement was originally designed

to secure the subject against the arbitrary action of

 

1 Kelly 1:. Pittsburgh, 104 U. S. 78 (1881); Adler u.

Whitbeck, 44 Ohio St. 569 (1886).

' Mciiiillen 0. Anderson. 95 U. S. 41 (1877); Kentucky

Railroad Tax Cases, 115 id. 831 (1885).

' Kilbourn v. Thompson,'10ii U. S. 182 (1880).

4 Stuart v. Palmer, 74 N. Y. 190-95 (1878), cases; Rail

road Tax Case, 8 Saw. 288—98(1S82), cases.

I Walker v. Sauvinet, 92 U. S. 98 (1875), Waite, C. J,

' Exp. Wall. 107 U. S. 289 (1882), Bradley, J.; Cooley,

Oonst. Lim. 358; Hurtado v. California, 110 U, B, 52045

(1884), cases, Matthews, J.

" Hagar v. Reclamation District, 111 U. 8. 7171-8 (1884),

Field, J.; Railroad Tax Case, 8 Saw. 2-'4-75 um,

Field, J.; Baldwin 1:. Ely, 66 Wis. 188 (18%).
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he Crown, and to place him under the protection of

the law. The words. as stated. were held to be the

equivalent of “law of the land." A similar purpose

must be ascribed to them when applied to a legislative

body in this country; that is, that they are intended,

in addition to other guaranties of private rights, to

give increased security against the arbitrary depriva

tion of life or liberty, and the arbitrary spoliation of

properly-‘

See Luv, Of the land; Norton, Judicial; Res, In

rem; Turn, 8.

2. In patent law. A “ process,” eo nomine,

is not made the subject of a patent. It is

included under the general term “ useful

art." An art may require one or more pro

cesses or machines in order to produce a cer~

tain result or manufacture. . . Where the

result or effect is produced by chemical ac

tion, by the operation or application of some

element or power of nature, or of one sub

stance to another, such modes, methods, or

operations are called “ processes.”

It is for the discovery or invention of some

practical method or means of producing a

beneficial result or effect, that a patent is

granted, and not for the result or efiect itself.

It is when the “ process" represents the

means or method of producing a result that

it is patentable, and it will include all meth

ods or means which are not effected by mech

anisrn or mechanical combinations.

A new " process “ is usually the result of a discov

ery; a “ machine," of an invention. The arts of ten’

ning, dyeing, making waterproof cloth, vulcanlzing

[ndia rubber, and smelting ores are usually carried on

by processes. as distinct from machines. One may

discover a new and useful improvement in the pro

cess of tanning, dyeing, etc., irrespective of any par

ticular form of machinery or mechanical device. And

mother may invent a labor-saving machine by which

this operation or process may be performed, and each

may be entitled to a patent.

The term is often used in a vague sense, in which it

cannot be the subject of a patent. Thus, we say that

s bond is undergoing the process of being planed,

grain of being ground, iron of being hammered or

rolled. Here the term is used subjectively or pas~

sively as applied to the material operated on, and not

to the method or mode of producing that operation,

which is by mechanical means, or the use of n ma

chine, as distinguished from a process. In this use of

the word it represents the function of a machine, or

the eflect produced by it on the material subjected to

 

1 Mlmourl Pacific R. Co. 11. Human, 115 U. S. 519 (1885),

Fkld. J. See also Bertholf u. O‘Reilly, 74 N. Y. 519,

bib (1878), Andrews, J.; State 1:, Beswlck, 13 R 1_ 213

(11181), Durfee. C. J.; Lavin v. Emigrant Industrial

Blvlngs Bank. 18 Blntch. 17-30 (1880), cases; 18 F. R.

(10, 416, 449-60, cases; 76 Mo. 479-88.

the action of the machine. A man cannot have I put

ent for the hmctlon or abstract effect of a machine;

only for the machine which produces it.‘

A process is a mode of treatment of certain mate

rials to produce a certain result. It is an act. or s so

ries of acts, performed upon the subject-matter to be

transformed and reduced to a different state or thing

If new and useful, it is as patentahle as a piece of ma

chinery. in the language of the patent law, it is an

“ art." The machinery pointed out as suitable to per

form the process may or may not be new or patent

able; while the process itself may be aitdgether new,

and produce an entirely diflerent result. The procne

requires that certain things should be done with cer

tain substsnces, and in a certain order; but the moo

to be used in doing this may be of secondary conse

qucnce.I

A “machine " is a thing. A “process " is an act,

ora mode of acting. The one lsvisible to the eye.

The other is a conception of the mind, seen only by in

eilccts when being executed or performed. Either

may be the means of producing a useful result.l

\Vhen a new process produces a new substance, the

invention of the process is the same as the invention

of the substance, and a patent for the one may be re

issued so as to include both, as in the case of Good

year‘s vulcanized-rubber patent. But a process and 1

machine for applying the process are not necessarily

one and the sums invention. They are generally dis‘

tinct and different.‘

A process producing a new product, like that c!

celluloid, differing from any known before, not merely

lndegree of usefulness and excellence, but in kind,

having new properties and uses, is the proper subject

of a patent, although soine or all of the parts of the

apparatus used are not new..

The mixing of certain substances together, or tho

heating of a substance to a certain temperature, is a

process. If the mode of doing it, or the apparatus in

or by which it may be done, is sufliciently obvious to

suggest itself to a person skilled in the particular art,

it is enough, in the patent, to point out the process to

be performed, without giving supererogatory direc

tions as to the apparatus or method to be employed ‘

If the mode is not obvious, then a description of a

particular mode by which it may be applied is suffi

cient. There is, then, a description of the process

and of one practical mode in which it may be applied.

Perhaps the process is susceptible of being applied in

many modes, and by the use of many forms of apps

rstus. The inventor is not bound to describe them all,

in order to secure to himself the exclusive right to the

process, if he is really its inventor or discoverer. But

he must describe some particular mode, or some up

 

X Corning v. Bhrden, 15 How. 557-68 (1853), Grier, .1.

See also Fermentation G0 0. Mann, 122 U. 8 42?-28

(1887), cases.

I Cochrane 1:. Deener, 94 U. S. 788 (1876), Bradley, J.

' Tilghmnn v. Proctor, I02 U. 8. 726-29 (1880), Brad

ley, J .

‘James v. Campbell, 104 U. S. 877 (1881), Bradley, J.

'Cellulold Mnnuf. Co. v. American Zvlonlte Co., 81

F. R. 910 (1887), cases, Grey. J.
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paratus, by which the process can be applied with at

least some beneficial result, to show that it is capable

of being exhibited and performed in actual experi

ence.I See Am, 1; Prrsrrr, 2.

PBOCESSION. See ASSEMBLY.

PROCESSIONING. A going around.

To prevent controversies concerning the bounda

ries of land between adjacent owners, they were,re

quired. once every ten years, to have their lands

"processioned “ or gone around, and the land-marks

renewed.’ Whence processioners. Compare Pituit

Iu1..\'rio.\'. '

PRQCHEIIN.a Nearest, next.

Prochein ami or amy. Nearest friend.

See further AMI.

PROCLAMATION. 1. An announce

ment made by the ministerial oflioer of a

court that some particular thing is about to

be done oificialiy by the court.

As, that court is about to open or adjourn; that an

accused person is about to be discharged; and, in

Pennsylvania. that a sheriiX‘s deed is about to be ac

knowledged. See Caren.

2. In aifairs of state, the king's edict con

cerning the execution of the laws.‘

A .notice publicly given of anything

whereof the king thinks fit to advise his

snb_jccts.5

Made under the greatseal and published. so that

the people may be apprised of its existence and do as

it commands.‘

A proclamation by the President relieving parties,

who had been transacting business in ignorance of it.

from penalties, may take eflect when signed by the

President and sealed with the seal of the United

States, officially tested. Publication in newspapers

may not be requisite.‘

A proclamation is a crying aloud; making publicly

known; oflicial notice given the public. One may

proclaim. as of old, by the sound of a trumpet, by

voice, by print, or by p\)\‘i.i:l'I. .\ proclamation may

be published in the newsp.1|-'-rs. or scattered by writ

ing, or in any other demonstrative manner. Pub

licity is an important ingredient. It cannot be pub

lished by mere deposit in a place to which the public

have no access.’

A proclamation by the President, reserving lands

from sale, is his ofiiciul public announcement of an

order of that eflect. No particular form of announce

ITilghman 1'. Proctor, W2 U. S. 7%. ante; 12 F. R

H5, (H8; 20 Blatch. 47i; 22 Cent. Law J. 294 (1886),

cases.

I Watson 0. Bishop, 69 Ga. 58 0882).‘

' Prfflsben; a law-French term.

' [1 Bl. Corn. 270.

' iCuweii, Law Dict.

' Lapoyre v. United Smtes, 17 Wall. 191, 195-96 (1972),

Swayne, J.; Chase, C. .i., Cliflord, Davis, and Strong,

JJ._ concurring. _

’ Lapeyre i-. United States, mpra, Hunt, Miller,

Field. and Bradley, JJ., dissenting.

ment is necessary. It is sufficient if it has such pub‘

licity as accomplishes the end to be attained. -Such

order sent out from the appropriate executive depart

ment in the regular course of business is the legal

equivalent of the President‘s own order to the same

effect — the acts of the heads of depanments, within

the scope of their powers, being the acts of the Presi

dent.I See Wan.

PROCTOR. 1. An agent. or proxy.

2. An attorney in an admiralty, ecclesias

tical or probate court.

3. An attorney in admiralty.

An attorney at law answers to the " procurator "

or proctor, of the civilians and canonisi.-3.’ See Ar

roassv, 2. .

Procuration. Acting as agent for an

other; agency; proxy, q. 1:.

When one person lndomes a bill of exchange, or

makes any other contract for another, the transaction

is sometimes said to be eflected per proc., by prouura

tion.

Procurator. A person employed to man

age the affairs of another; an agent; a repre

sentative. See MINISTER.

PROCURE. A bankrupt -procnres the

seizure of his property when the initiation of

the proceeding comes from him, when he is

the person who begins to procure, when he

caused the thing to be done, in the ordinary

sense of the word.‘

But signing, however reluctantly and under press

ure, a warrant to coniem judgment, under a stipuln

tion that the warrant should not unnecessarily be put

in force, is “ suflering “ a taking. Decisions on “pro

curing " have no application on “suflering." ' See

further Smrran; Paarpasxca.

To " procure a female to have illicit carnal conneo

tlnn with any man “ refers to intercourse with another

than the "procurer“ or “pr0curess."‘ See Aanno

nos. As to procuressI see Bawn.

See also Asrr; Cossruucv.

PRODUCE) 1,v. To bring forward or

exhibit, for inspection by one’s adversary.

After due and timely notice to an adversary to pro

duee, at trial, specitied documents alleged to be in his

possession, and which the demandant has a right to

inspect. secondary evidence of the contents will be re

ceived, provided the documents are not produced in

court, and that, it produced, they would be evidence.‘

 

l Wolsey v. Chapman, 101 U. S. TFO (i820), Waite, C. J

'3 Bi. Com. 25; 4 id. 187; 8 H. L. C. 686.

I Re Black, 2 Boned. me (1888), cases, Blatchtonl.

J.; Brown v. Jeflerson County Nat. Bank, ii-l Blatch.

817-21 (l88i). See also as to procuring and suflering

a preference, Sartwell v. North, 144 Mass. ii“ 95 (i587).

cases.

‘ People v. Roderigns, 49 Cal. 11 (1811).

' 1. Produce’. 2. i‘rGd’-vice.

'See R. S. 55 7134, OH, cases; i Greeni. Ev. 55 560-63,

1 Whart. Ev. §§ 152-63, 753; 10 Bened. 26$; 8 &icCrary.
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COB!“-‘$8 cannot compel the Production of £119 Pl'i- duties and character of which the courts no

vote books and papers of a citizen for its inspection,

except in the progress of judicial proceedings, or in

suits instituted for that purpose, and in both cases

upon averment that its rights are dependent for en

forcement upon the evidence those Writings contain.‘

See lssrsmon, 2; Susronu, Duces.

2, n. A bequest of the “produce” of a

fund, directly or in trust without limitation,

carries the principal!

The “ produce of a farm " was held not to include

beef raised and killed on it.‘

Compare Iscous. See Bnossn; Psmssxsnn

PRODUCT. See Novnurv; Pnocsss, 2:

Rssruuun, 2.

In the pork-packing business, by general usage,

may not include certain portions of slaughtered hogs.‘

PROFANITY. Compare Bnssrnm.

Public profane swearing from its tendency to dis

turb the peace, corrupt the morals of the community,

and undermine the foundations of Christianity, was

an indictable offense at common law. The view now

is that a single utterance of a profnne word is not per

se indictable, if it is not spoken with a loud voice, nor

with repetitions. To be indictable, the profanity

should take such form, and be uttered under such cir

cumstances. as to constitute a public nuisance.‘

PROFERT.‘ He produces, he proifers;

also, the act of producing.

When either party alleges a deed as in ex

istence, he must make “profert" of it, that

is, produce it in court simultaneously with

the pleading,

\\‘hen oral pleading was in vogue, the deed was

actually produced; but, later, “profs " consisted

merely of a formal allegation that the party showed

the deed in court; it being, in tact, retained in his own

custody!

Hence, for a time, there could be no remedy on a

ion instru1nent; as, on a bond. Now, however, profert

is dispensed with, it an allegation of loss is stated.‘

See further Oven.

PROFESSION. “ Professional employ

ment" relates to some of the occupations

universally classed as professions. the general

 

S74; 12 F. R. B13-H, cases; 10 id. 529; 15 id. 718-30,

mes; 2 Blatch. 23, 301; 20 How. 194.

1 Re Pacific Railway Commission. 32 F. R. 250 (1887),

Held. J. I

‘cl-an v. Bnook. 18 N. J. 1:. 122 (1860), cases; 4 14.

An. 109; 7 id. 449.

' The Mayor 1:. Davis, 6 W. & S. 279 (1848).

' liiornlngstar 0. Cunningham, 110 Ind. 333 (1888).

' Goree v. State, 71 Ala. 9 (1881), cases. Somerville, J.;

Gaines 1:. State, 7 Lee, 410 (1881); State v. Crisp, 85

N. C. 528 (1881): 1Bish. Cr. L. $498; 2111. fi79;3Whart.

Lm. Cr. L. Q 2536; Cooley, Const. Lim. 478.

' L. proferrc, to bring forward.

'80;-ph. P1. 74; 2 Arch. Pi‘. 1059; 46 N. J. L. 505.

'1 Story, Eq. 5 81.

tice judicially.1 See PROPERTY; TAX, 2.

PROFFER. See Psosssr; Paorousn;

TENDER, 2.

PROFIT; PROFITS. 1. The gain made

upon any business or investment, when re

ceipts and expenses are taken into account.’

Compare EARNINGS.

Net income; as, in the expression " profits used in

construction." Not, therefore, that which is required

and expended to keep property (as, a railroad) in its

usual condition, proper for operation, and which is

classed with repairs. part of the current expenses.I

Mesne profits. The pecuniary benefit

received by one who dispuesc-secs another of

realty, between the disseisin and the restora

tion of possession.‘

‘ The provisions of the New York Code of Civil Pro

cedure providing for recovery in an action of eject

ment, as damages for withholding the property, " the

renm and profits, or the value of the use and occupa

tion of the property," may be regarded asa legislative

definition of the ancient technical expression “ means

profits.“ The owner should have either the rents act,

ually received or the rental value, as may be just un

der the circumstances. The " mesne profits “ consist

of the net profits, the rental value, or the value of the

use and occupation, in ascertaining which necessary

payments for taxes and ordinary repairs are to be do

ducted.‘

Net profits. The gain that accrues 011

an investment after deducting losses and ex

penses; not what is made over losses, ex

penses, and interest.6 See INCOME. '

The words “ net profits" define themselves. They

mean what shall remain, as the clear gains of any

business venture, after deducting the capital invested

in the business, the expenses incurred in its conduct,

and the losses sustained in its prosecution.’

In the law of partnerships, " profits " are the excess

of returns over advances; the excess of what is ob

tained over the cost of obtaining it. “ Losses “ are the

excess of advances over returns; the excess of the

cost of obtaining over what is obtained. “Profits “

and " net profits " are. for all legal purposes, synony

mousexpressions; but the returns themselves are often

called " gross pr0fiiB; “ hence it becomes necessary to

 

\ Pennock v. Fuller. 41 Mich. 156 (1879).

' [People v. Supervisors, 4 Hill, 8 (1842), Bronson, J.;

0 Wall. res; 142 Mass. 102.

I(lrant 11. Hartford, &c. R. Co., 93 U. S. 22? (1876),

Bradley, J.; s. c., 9 Blatch. 542.

‘See Leland v. Tousey, 6 Hill, 888 (1844); Nash v.

Sullivan, 82 Minn. 190(_138-1); 14 Neb. I2.

‘Wallace 1:. Berdell, 101 N. Y. 14-15 (1885), cases.

Rapallo, J.

' [Tutt v. Land, 50 Ga. 850 (1878), Trippe, J.; 106 Mesa

105; 13 East, 543.

" Park v. Grant Locomotive Works, 40 N. J. E. 121

(1885), Van Fleet, V. O.
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sail profits “net profits.“ to avoid confusion.I See

further Pawrsansmr.

Profit a prendre. The right to take a

part of the soil or produce of the land.

A right to the products or proceeds of land?

This right, if enjoyed by reason of holding another

estate. is regarded as an easement appurtenant to the

estate; whereas, it it belongs to an individual, distinct

from ownership in other lands. it takes the character

of an interest or estate in the land itself, rather than

that of a proper easement.‘

The right, although capable of being transferred in

gross, may be attached by the owner oi’ the land to

other land as an appurtenance, and pass as such upon

conveyance of the latter. “While the technical defini

tion of an easement excludes such right, the right is

nevertheless in the nature of an easement.‘ ’ See Part

saver.

Profits of a business. The receipts, de

ducting concurrent expenses; the equivalent

of " net receipts." ‘

Depreciation of buildings is not ordinarily or neces

sarily considered in the estimate.‘

Wherever profits are spoken of as not a subject of

damages it will he found that something contingent

upon future bargains. or speculations, or states of the

market, are referred to, and not the diflerence between

the agreed price of something contracted for and its

ascertalnable value or cost‘

2. In patent law, the rule of damages for

an infringement is the amount the infringer

actually realized in profits; not what he

might have made by reasonable diligence.6

This amount is estimated by finding the diflerence

between cost and sales. The elements of cost oi’ ma

terials. interest, expense of manufacture and sale,

and bad debts, considered by a manufacturer in find

ing his profits, are taken into account. and no others.

Profits due to elements not patentable may sometimes

be allowed. Salaries, asdividends of the profit under

another name, are disallowed. The wrong-doer is

made liable for actual. not for possible, gains. The

controlling consideration is that he shall not profit by

his own wrong. The rule compensates one party and

punishes the other. A decree “ for all the profits

made in violation of the rights of the complainant

under the patent aforesaid, by respondent, by the

manufacture, use, or sale of any of the articles named

in the bill of complaint," is correct in form.’

 

lLdndley, Partn. 15; Story, Pm-tn. 528; 49 Conn. 210,

272; 60 Md. 475; 15 Minn. 519.

I Huntington v. Asher, 96 N. Y. 610-14 (1884), cases,

Finch, J.

I Pierce 0. Keawr, 70 N. Y. 421~22 (1877), Church, (3, J,;

82 Wend. 433; 4.Piclr. 145; ii 13. & C. 221; 2 \Va.shb.

R. P. as. _

' Eyster u. Centennial Board of Finance, 94 U. S. 500

(1876), Waite, C. J.

lllinckley v. Pittsburgh Steel Oo.,121 U. S. 275-76

(1887), cases, Blat-chford, J.

' Dean u. Mason, 20 How. 118 (1857), McLean, J.

' Rubber Co. v. Goodyear, 9 Wall. 801-4 (1869),

Interest upon the various sums is not allowed.‘

in an action at law for the infringement oi’ a pat

ent, the plaintiff can recover a verdict for only the

actual damages which he has sustained; and the

amount of such royalties or license lees as he has

been accustomed to receive for the use of the inven

tion. with interest thereon from the time when they

should have been paid. is generally, though not al

ways, taken as the measure of his damages; but the

court may, whenever the circumstances of the case

appear to require it, infiict punitive damages. by ren

dering judgment for not more than thrice the amount

of the verdict. Upon a hill in equity, the plaintifi' is

entitled to recover the amount of gains and profits

that the defendant. has made by the use of the inven

tion. This rule was established by a series of de

cisions under the patent act of 1886, which simply

conferred upon the courts of the United States general

equity Jurisdiction, with the power to grant injunc

tions, in cases arising under the patent laws. The

reasons for the rule are, that it comes nearer than any

other to doing complete justice; that in cquity the

profits made by an infringcr belong to the patentee;

and that it is inconsistent with the ordinary principles

and practice of courts of chancery either to permit a

wrong-doer to profit by his own wrong or to make no

allowance for the expense of conducting his business,

or to undertake to punish him by ohliging him to pay

more than a fair compensation to the person wronged.

The intringer is liable for actual, not for possible,

gains. The profits, therefore, which he must account

for, are not those which he might reasonably have

made. but those which he did make, by the use of

the invention; or, in other words, the fruits of the

advantage which he derived from the use, over what

he would have had in using other means then open to

the public and adequate to enable him to obtain an

equally beneficial result. 1! there was no such ad

vantage, there can be no decree for profits, and the

plaintiifs only remedy is by an action at law for dam

ages. But if the defendant gained an advantage by

using the invention, that advantage is the measure of

the profits to be accounted for, even if from other

causes his business did not result in profits. if, for

example, the unauthorized use of a patented process

produced a definite saving in the cost of manufacture,

he must account for the amount so saved. This ap

plication or corollary of the general rule is as well

establishedasthe rule itself. . . The profits allowed

in equity have been, and are still, considered as a

measure of unliquidated damages, which, as a rule,

and in the absence of special circumstances, do not

bear interest until after their amount has been judi

ciully a.scert.aine(l.I

PROHIBERE. L.‘ To hold before, put

in one‘s way : to prevent, forbid, prohibit.

 

Swayne, J.; Livingston v. Woodworth, 15 How. 55»

(1853); Dobson 11. Hartford Carpet Co., 114 U. 8. 444-45

(1585), cases; Freeman v. Freeman, 14;} Mass. 1024

(1886).

1 Parks v. Booth, 103 U. S. 106 (1880).

'Tilghrna.n v. Proctor, 1% U. 8. 143-40, 160 (1888)

cases. Gray, J.
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Qui non prohibet, cum prohibere

possit, jubet. He who does not forbid,

when he might forbid, commands.

Qui non prohibet, quod prohibere

potest, assentire videtur. He who does

not prevent what he can prevent, is viewed

as assenting. See ESTOPPEL; SUFFER.

]?liEtOHIIIBI‘I‘ION.I 1. The act of forbid

ding or interdicting. \Vhence prohibitory.

Compare IN]-HBITXON; lihnrwrs.

The imposition of punishment implies a prohibition

of the act punished.a

While the X111th and X1Vth Amendments are pro

hibitory, they imply positive immunity from legal

discriminations.'

in marine insurance, words equivalent to a pro

hibition amount to a warranty.‘

The right to pass an ordinance usually involves the

incidental right to enforce it by a reasonable pecun

iary penalty.‘

Power “ to prohibitand suppress " the maintenance

of a place as a nuisance includes the power to provide

I punishment.‘

Power in the authorities of a city to prohibit or

regulate a thing includes partial prohibition or regula

tion.‘

If a statute does not declare void a contract which

is in violation of it, and if it is not necessary to hold

the contract void to accomplish the purpose of the

statute. the inference is that the statute was intended

to be directory, and not prohibitory of the contract.‘

A statute often speaks us plainly by inference, and

by means of the purpose which underlies it, as in any

other manner. When it appears by necessary infer

ence from what is expressed that an act is opposed to

the policy of the law, and will defeat its purpose. such

act should be heldto be prohibited. When a statute

directs that a thing should be done in a given manner,

it ordinarily excludes other modes of doing it.’

See LIOAL; innson.

Writ of prohibition. A writ directed

to the judge and parties to a suit in any in

ferior court, commanding them to cease from

the prosecution thereof, upon a suggestion

that either the cause originally, or some col

 

1 L. prohibere, q. v.

' Exp. Sit-bold, 100 U. S. 888 (1879).

I Straudcr v. West Virginia, 1(1) U. S. 507 (1679); E1.-p.

Virginia, mars (1879).

4Odiorne v. New England Mut. Mar. Ins. Co., 101

Mass. 564 (1869). cases.

'1 Dillon. Mun. C01-p.§§ 838, 376, cases; 1 Bishop,

Stat. Cr. 5 21.

° Rogers 1:. People, 9 Col. 453 (1888).

'Chicago Packing, &c. Co. 0. Chicago. 88 ill. 221,

I5 (1878); Keokuk v. Dressell, 47 Iowa, 599 (1578).

' Bowditch v. New England Ins. Co., 141 Mass. 298-96

(1886), cases, Morton, C. J.

' United States v. O'Connor, 81 F. R. 451 (11£7),

Thayer, J .

lateral matter arising therein, does not be

long to that jurisdiction, but to the cogni

zance of some other court.1

Commands the person to whom it is di‘

rected not to do something which, by thr

suggestion of the relator, the court is in

formed he is about to do.2

Suspends all action, prevents further proceeding in

the prohibited direction; is never used as a remedy

for an act already completed.I

Prevents an unlawful assumption of jurisdiction.‘

Cannot be nmdc to perform the ofiice of a proceed

ing for the correction of mere errors and irregular

ities. If there is jurisdiction, and no provision for

appeal or writ of error, the judgment. of the trial court

is conclusive.‘

It is often said that the granting or refusing of the

writ is discretionary, and, therefore, not the subject of

a writ of error. That may be true, where there is an

other legal remedy, by appeal or otherwise, or where

the question of the jurisdiction of the court, whose

action is sought to be prohibited, isdoubtful, or do

pends on facts which are not made matter of record,

or where a stranger, as he may in England, applies

for the writ. But where that court has clearly no ju

risdiction of the suit or prosecution instituted before it,

and the defendant therein has objected to its jurisdlc

tion at the outset, and has no other remedy, he is en

titled to a writ of prohibition as a matter of right; and

a refusal to grant it, where all the proceedings appear

of record, may be reviewed on error!

The writ will not be granted unless the defendant

has unnvaiiingly objected to the jurisdiction.‘

2. Intcrdiction of the liberty of making,

and of selling or giving away, intoxicating

liquors, for other than medicinal, scientific,

and religious (sacramental) purposes.

Sometimes called total prohibition, and,

of late years, effected by amendments to the

constitutions of several of the States.

Authority conferred upon a town, by its charter, to

prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors. dom not fairly

embrace a power to regulate sales. The exercise of

the power to regulate sales provides for the continu

ance of the traflic under prescribed rules. The power

to prohibit is to be wielded only for suppression.’

"The weight of authority is overwhelming that no

 

I 3 Bl. Com. 112.

' United States v. Hoffman, 4 Wall. 161-62 (1806),

Miller, J.

' Exp. Gordon, 104 U. S. 516 (1881), Waite, C. J.

' Erp. Ferry Co.. 104 U, S. 520 (1881), Waite, C. J.

' Smith v. Whitney, 116 U. 8. 178-74 (1886), cases

Gray, J. See also 49 Conn. 1%; 29 Minn. 523; 7': V;

229, 832; 21 W. Va. 140.

' State v. Williams, 48 Ark. 227 (1886);28 id 513, cases

' State v. Fay, 44 N. J. L. 476-77 (1882), Dixon, J.. cit

ingfitl lll. 444; 92 id. 569; 2 M0. 113. See also 48 ind

808; 25 id. >36; 251owa,4-10; HMO. 38,172; 42 N. J. L

861; 82 N. Y. 816.
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such immunity has heretofore existed as would pre

vent State legislatures from regulating, and even pro

hibiting, traflic in intoxicating drinks, with a solitary

exception. That exception is the case of a law oper

ating so rigidly on property in existence at the time

of its passage, absolutely prohibiting its sale, as to

amount to depriving the owner of his property. A

single case, that of iVynehamer v. The People [3 Ker

uan, 378, N. Y., 1856], has held that as to such property,

the statute would be void for that reason. But no case

has held that such a law was void as violating the priv

ileges or immunities of citizens of a State or of the

Unitcd States. if, however, such a proposition is seri

ously urged, we think that the right to sell intoxicat

ing liquors, so far as such a right exists, is not one of

the rights growing out of citizenship of the United

States, and in this regard the case falls within the prin

ciples laid down by this court in the Slaughter-House

Clues [16 Wall. 86, 1872]." I

" No one has ever doubted that a Legislature may

prohibit the vending of articles deemed injurious to

the safety of society, provided it does not interfere

with vested rights of property. When such rights

stand in the way of the public good, they can be re

moved by awarding compensation to the owner.

When they are not in question, the claim of a right to

sell a prohibited article can never be deemed one of

the privileges and immunities of the citizen. it is toto

coelo diflerent from the right not to be deprived of

property without due process of law, or the right to

pursue such lawful avocation as a man chooses to

adopt, unrestricted by tyrannical and corrupt monop

olies." '

“ I have no doubt of the power of the Stateto regu

late the sale of intoxicating liquors, when such regu

lation does not amount to the destruction of the right

of property in them. The right of property in an ar

ticle involves the power to sell and dispose of such

article as well as to use and enjoy it. Any act which

declares that the owner shall neither sell it nor dispose

of it, nor use and enjoy it, conilscates it, depriving him

of his property without due process of law. Against

such arbitrary legislation by any State, the Fourteenth

Amendment aflords protection. But the prohibition

of sale in any way, or for any use, is quite a different

thing from a regulation of the sale or use so as to pro

tect the health and morals oi the community. All

property, even the most harmless in its nature, is

equally subject to the power of the State in this re

spect with the most noxious.“ '

“If the public safety or the public morals require

the discontinuance of any manufacture or tratilc, the

hand of the legislature cannot be stayed from provid

ing tor its discontinuance. by any incidental inconven

ience which individuals or corporations may sufler.

All rights are held subject to the police power of the

State " — a power of Which the legislature cannot

divest itself by contract.‘

 

I Bartemeyer v. lows, 18 Wall. 138 (1873), Miller, J.

' Ibid., 136, Bradley, J.

I I'bid., 187-38, Field, J. See also State v. Mugler, 29

Kan. 252 (1 ).

' Boston Beer Company 0. Massachusetts, 97 U. S. 32

(1377). Wradley, J.

  

\

" In Bartemeyer v. Iowa. it was decided that a State

law prohibiting the manufacture and sale of intoxicat

ing liquors was not repugnant to the Constitution oi

the United States. This was re~aitirmed in Beer Com

pany v. Massachusetts, and that question is now no

longer open in this court." l

But a State may not by taxation discriminate

against the products or the citizens of another State.

The police power of a State to regulate the sale of in

toxicating liquors does not warrant the enactment oi

a law infringing a positive provision of the Constitu

tion of the United States.‘

“ All property is the creation of the law, either the

common or the statute law, and must, in its existence

and enjoyment, be subjected to the policy and provis

ions of the law." '

December 5, 1887, Mr. Justice Harlan, in writing the

opinion of the Supreme Court in the cases of lilugler

v. Kansas and Kansas v. Ziebold, reported in 123 U. S.

623, 657-74, said: The general question is whether the

prohibition statutes of Kansas, approved February 19,

to take cifcct May 1. 1881, and March 7, 1885, amend

atory and supplementary to the act of 1881, are in con

flict with that clause of the Fourteenth Amendment

which provides that “ no State shall make or enforce

any law which shall abridge the privileges or immuni

ties of citizens of the United States: nor shall any

State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property

without due process of law." That legislation by a

State prohibiting the manufacture within her limits of

intoxicating liquors, to be there sold or bartered for

general use as a beverage, does not necessarily in

fringe any right, privilege, or immunity secured by the

Constitution, is made clear by the decisions of this

Court. rendered before and since the adoption of that

Amendment.

In the License Cases, 5 How. 504 (1847), the question

was whether certain statutes of Massachusetts, Rbode

island, and New Hampshire, relating to the sale of

spirituous liquors, were repugnant to the Constitution

In determining the question, it became necessary to

inquire whether there was any conflict between the

exercise by Congress of its “ power to regulate com

merce “ and the exercise by a State of what are called

“ police powers,“ The members of the Court were

unanimous in holding that the statutes under exami

nation were not inconsistent with the Constitution or

any act of Congress Chief Justice Taney said: “ ii

any State deems the retail and internal traffic in ar

dent spirits injurious to its citizens, and calculated to

produce idleness, vice, or debauchery, I see nothing in

the Constitution to prevent it from regulating and re

straining the tratiic or from prohibiting it altogether."

Mr. Justice liit-Lean said: “A State regulates its do

mestic commerce, contracts, transmission of estau-s

and acts upon internal matters, ~which relate to its

moral and political welfare. Over these subjects the
 

‘Foster 1:. Kansas, 112 U. S. 206 (ISSU, Waite. (‘ .1

See also Prohibitory Amendment Cases, 24 Run 7;.

(1881).

- I Walling 1;. Michigan, ill U. B. 454 (1F~'-6). Bradley. J

' Oviutt v. Pond, 29 Oonn. 487 (1861), l51ls\\-0|-m_ J

See also intoxicating Liquor Cases, 25 Kan. 761 (1551).

82 Iowa. 252
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Federal government has no power. . . The acknowl

edged police power of a State extends often to the

destruction of property. A nuisance may be abated.

Everything prejudicial to health or morals may be re

moved." Mr. Justlce Woodbury observed: " How can

they [the States] be sovereign within their respective

spheres, without power to regulate all their internal

commerce, as well as police, and direct how, when,

and where it shall be conducted in articles intimately

connected with the public morals, public safety, or

public prosperity." lllr. Justice Grier said: “ The true

question is whether the States have a. right to prohibit

the sale and consumption of an article of commerce

which they believe to be pernicious in its effects, and

the cause of disease, pauperism, and crime. . .

Without attempting to define what are the peculiar

subjects or limits of this power, it may safely be at

ilrmed that every law for the restraint or punishment

of crime, for the preservation of the public peace,

health and morals comes within this category. . '

it is not necessary, for the sake of justifying the legis

lation under consideration, to array the appalling sta

tistics of misery, pauperism, and crime which have

their origin in the use or abuse of ardcnt spirits. The

police power, which is exclusively in the States, is

alone competent to the correction of these great evils,

and all measures of restraint or prohibition necessary

to ell‘ect the purpose are within the scope of that au

thority."

in Barfemeuer v. Iowa, l8 Wall. 129 (1873), it was

said that. prior to the Fourteenth Amendment, State

enactments, prohibiting traffic in intoxicating liquors,

raised no question under the Constitution; and that

such legislation was left to the discretion of the re

spective States, subject to no other limitation than

those imposed by their own constitution. or by the

general principles supposed to limit all legislative

power. Referring to the contention that the right to

sell intoxicating liquors was secured by the Fourteenth

Amendment, the court, speaking by Mr. Justice Mll

ler, said that “ so far as such right exists, it is not one

of the rights growing out of citizenship of the United

States." In Boston Beer Co. v. Massachusetts, 97

L‘. S. 33 (1877), it was said, by Mr. Justice Bradley,

speaking for the court, that “as a measure of police

regulation, looking to the preservation of public

morals, a State law prohibiting the manufacture and

sale of intoxicating liquors is not repugnant to any

clause of the Constitution. Finally, in Foster v. Kan

Iu. 112 U. 8.206 (1884), the court, by Chief Justice

Waite. said that the question as to the constitutional

power of a State to prohibltthe manufacture and sale

of intoxicating liquors was no longer an open one.

These cases rest upon the acknowledged rights of the

States to control their purely internal aflairs, and, in

so doing, to protect the health, morals, and safety of

their people by regulations that do not interfere with

the execution of the powers of the general govern

ment, or violate rights secured by the Constitution.

The power to establish such regulations, as was said

oy Chief Justice ltlurshall in Gibbons v. Ogden, 9

Wheat 203 (last), reaches everything within the terri

hxy of a State not surrendered to the National gov

ernment.

it is, however, contended that, although the State

may prohibit the manufacture of intoxicating liquor!

for sale or barter within her limits. for general use as

a beverage, “ no convention or legislature has the

right to prohibit any citizen from manufacturing for

his own use, or export or storage, any article of food

or drink not endangering or aflecting the rights of

others." The proposition concedes that the right to

manufacture drink for one‘s personal use is subject

to the condition that it does not endanger or utfect

the rights of others. If such manufacture does preju

dicially affect the interests of the community, it fol

lows, from the premises stated, that society has the

power to protect itself, by legislation, against the in

jurious consequences of that business. As w 1s said

in Mann v. Illinois, 94 U. S. 1:24 (1876), by Chief Justice

Waite, while power does not exist in the whole people

to control rights that are purely and exclusively pri

vate, government may require “ each citizen to so

conduct himself, and so use his own property. as not

unnecessarily to injure another." But by whom, or

by what authority, is it to be determined whether the

manufacture of particular articles of drink, for gen

eral personal use, will injuriously aflect the public?

Power to determine such questions, so as to bind all,

must exist somewhere; else society will be at the

mercy of the few, who, regarding their own appetites

or passions, may be willing to lmperil the peace and

security of the many, provided only they are per

mitted to do as they please. Under our system that

poweris lodged with the legislature. It belongs to

that department to exert what are known a the po

lice powers of the State, and to determine, primarily,

what measures are appropriate or needful for the pro

tection of the public morals, the public health, or the

public safety. ‘

It does not follow that every statute enacted osten

sibly for the promotion of these ends is to be accepml

asa legitimate exertion of the police power. 'l'h~-rc

are, of necessity, limits beyond which legislation can

not rlghtfully go. While every possible presumption

is to be indulged in favor of the validity of a statute,

the courts must obey the Constitution rather than the

law-making department, and must, upon their own re

sponsibility, determine whether, in any particular

case, these limits have been passed. Their solemn

duty is to look at the substance of things, whenever

they enter ~upon the inquiry whether the legislature

has transcended the limits of its authority. if, there

fore, a statute purporting to have been enacted to pro

tect the public health, the public morals. or the public‘

safety, has no real or substantial relation to those ob

jects, or is a palpable invasion of rights secured by

the fundamental law, it is the duty of the courts to so

adjudge, and hereby give eflect to the Constitution.

Keeping in view these principles, it is diihcult to

perceive any ground for the judiciary to declare that

the prohibition by Kansas of the manufacture or sale,

within her limits, of intoxicating liquors for general

use as a beverage, is not fairly adapted to the end of

protecting the community against the evils which

confessedly result from the excessive use of ardent

spirits. There is no justification for holding that the

State, under the guise merely of police regulations, is

aiming to deprive the citizen of his constitutional

right; for we cannot shut out of view the fact. within
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the knowledge of all, that the public health. the pub

lic morals, and the public safety may be endangered

by the general use of intoxicating drink; nor the fact

established by statistics accessible to every one, that

the idleness, dlsonier, pauperism, and crime existing in

the country are, in some degree at least, traceable to

this evil. If, therefore, a State deems the absolute

prohibition of the manufacture and sale, within her

limits, of intoxicating liquors for other than medical,

scientific, or mechanical purposes, to be necessary to

the peace and security of society, the courts cannot,

without usurping legislative functions, override the

will of the people as thus expressed by their chosen

representatives. They have nothing to do with the

mere policy of legislation. Indeed, it is a funda

mental principle in our institutions, indispensable to

the preservation of public liberty, that one of the sep

arate departments of government shall not usurp

power committed by the constitution to another de

partment. And so, if, in the judgment of the legis

lature, the manufacture of intoxicating liquors for

the maker's own use, as a beverage, would tend to

cripple, if it did not defeat, the efforts to guard the

community against the evils attending the excessive

use of such liquors, it is not for the courts, from their

views as to what is best and safest for the community,

to disregard the legislative determination of that ques

tion. So for from such a regulation having no relation

to the general end sought to be accomplished, the en

tire scheme of prohibition, as embodied in the con

stitution and laws of a State, might fall, if the right of

each citizen to manufacture intoxicating liquors for

his own useas a beverage were recognized. Such a

right does not inhere in citizenship. Nor can it be

said that the government interferes with or impairs

any one's constitutional rights of liberty or of prop

erty, when it determines that the manufacture and

sale.oi’ intoxicating drinks, for general or individual

use, as a beverage, are, or may become, hurtful to so

ciety, and constitute. therefore, a business in which

no one may lawfully engage. Those rights are best

secured in our government by the observance, upon

the part of all, of such regulations as are established

by competent authority, to promote the common

good. No one may rightfully do that which the law

malring power, upon reasonable grounds, declares to

be prejudicial to the general welfare.

This conclusion is unavoidable, unless the Four

teenth Amendment takes from the States those pow

ers or police that were reserved at the time the original

Constitution was adopted. But this court has declared,

upon full consideration, in Burbier v. Connolly. 113

U. S. 81 (M85), that that Amendment had no such

effect.

Upon this ground, it is contended, that, as the

primary and principal use of beer is as a beverage; as

the breweries of the defendants were erected when it

was luwfuito engage in the manufacture of beer for

every purpose; as such establishments will become of

no value as property, or, at least. will be materially

diminished In value, if not employed in the manufact

are of beer, for evory purpoee,— the prohibition upon

their being so employed is, in effect, “a taking of prop

arty lur public use without compensation, and depriv

ing the citizen of his prr/;erty without due process of
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law." In other words, although the State, in the exer

cise of her police powers, may lawfully prohibit the

manufacture and sale, within her limits, of intoxicating

liquors to be used as a beverage, legislation having

that object in view cannot be enforced against those

who, at the time, happened to own property, the chief

value of which consists in its iitntess for such manu

facturing purposcs,unless compensation is first made

for the diminution in value of their property, result

ing from such prohibitory enactments.

This interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment

is inadmissible. It cannot be supposed that the States

intended. by adopting that amendment. to impose re

straints upon the exercise of their powers for the pro

tection of the safety, health, or morals of the com

munity. In respect to contracts, the obligations of

which are protected against hostile State legislation,

this court in Butchers‘ Union 00. v. Crescent City

Landing 00., ill U. S. 751 (1884), said that the State

could not, by any contract, limit the exercise of her

powers to the prejudice of the public health and the

public morals. So, in Stone v. Mississippi, 101 U. S.

816 (1879), where the Constitution was invoked against

the repeal by that State of a charter. granted to a

private corporation. to conduct a lottery, and for

which that corporation had paid to the State a valu

able consideration in money, the court said: " No leg

lslature can bargain away the public health or the

public morals. The people themselves cannot do it,

much less their servants. . . Government is organ

ized with a view to their preservation, and cannot di

vest itself of the power to provide for them." Again,

in New Orleam Gas Light Co. v. Louisiana Light Co.,

115 U. S. 672 (1885): "The Constitutional prohibition

upon State laws impairing the obligation of contracts

does not restrict the power of the State to protect the

public health, the public morals. or the public safety,

as the one or the other may be invoived in the execu

tion of such contracts. Rights and privileges arising

from contracts in a State are subject to regulations

for the protection of the public health, the public

morals, and the public safety, in the same sense, and

to the same extent, as are all contracts and all prop

erty, whether owned by natural persons or corpora

tions.“

The principle that no person shall be deprived of

life, liberty, or property without due process of law,

was embodied, in substance, in the cpnstitutions of

nearly all, if not all, of the States at the time of the

adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment; and it has

never been regarded as incompatible with the prin

ciple, equally vital, because essential to the peace and

safety of society, that all property is held under the

implied obligation that the owner's use of it shall not

be injurious to the community. Illustrations of this

doctrine are afforded by the cases of Patterson v. Ken

tucky. 97 U. S. 501 (i875), and Northwestern I<'ertilizing

Ca. V. Hyde Park. ib. 659, 667 (1878), both decided aftér

the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment. In the

first case, a statute of Kentucky, enacted in 1874, im

posed a penalty upon any one selling iiuids. the prod

uct of coal, petroleum, or other bituminous sub

stances, which would ignite at a temperature or-low

130° Fahrenheit. Pam-I-son having sold a comm oil

for which letters patent had been issued in 1867. bur
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which did not come up to the standard required by

said statute, and having been indicted therefor, dis

puted the State's authority to prevent or 0hstruct the

exercise of his rights under the letters patent. This

court upheld the legislation, upon the ground that

while the State could not impair the exclusive right of

the patentee, or of his assignee, in the discovery de

scribed in the letters patent,— the tangible property,

the fruit of the discovery was not beyond control in

the exercise of her police powers. In the second case,

the court sustained the validity of an ordinance of

Hyde Park, in Cook county, lllinols, passed under legis

lative authority, forbidding any person from transport

ing through that village offal or other oflensive or un

wholesome matter, or from maintaining or carrying

on an offensive or unwholesome business or establish

ment within its limits. The fertilizing company, at

large expense, and under authority expressly con

ferred by its charter, had locntcd its works at a par

ticular point in the county. Besides that, the charter

of the village provided that it should not interfere

with parties engaged in transporting animal matter

from Chicago, or from manufacturing it into a fertil

izer or other chemical product. The enforcement of

the ordinance operated to destroy the business of the

company and seriously to impair the value of its prop

erty. As, however, its business had become a nui

sance, producing discomfort, and often sickness,

among large masses of people, the court maintained

the authority of the village, acting imder legislative

sanction, to protect the public health against such

nuisance,-to regulate and to abate nuisances being

an ordinary ‘exercise of the police power, which the

States had never surrendered, but which they all re

lained and still possess.

A prohibition simply upon the use of property for

purposes that are declared, by valid legislation, to be

injurious to the health, morals, or safety of the

community, cannot, in any just sense, be deemed a

" taking“ or an appropriation of property for the

public benefit. Such legislation does not disturb the

owner in the control or use of his property for lawful

purposes, nor restrict his right to dispose of it, but is

only a declaration that its use by any one, for certain

forbidden purposes, is prejudicial to the public inter

csts. Nor can legislation of that character come

within the Fourteenth Amendment, in any case, unless

it is apparent that its real object is not to protect the

community, or to promote the general well-being, but,

under the guise of a police regulation, to deprive the

owner of his liberty and property, without “ due pro

cess of law." The power which the States have of pro

hibiting such use by individuals of their property as

will be prejudicial to the health, the morals, or the

safety of the public, is not, and, consistently with the

existence and safety of organized society, cannot be

burdened with the condition that the State must com

pensate such individual owners for pecuniary losses

they may sustain, by reason of their not being per

mitted, by noxious use of their property, to inflict in

jury upon the community. The exercise of the police

power by the destruction of property which is itself a

public nuisance, or the prohibition of its use in a par

ticular way, whereby its value becomes tl(‘pl‘8CinLlVc, l

h very diflerent hem taking property for public use.

or from depriving a person of his property without

due process of law. in the one case, a nuisance only

is abated; in the other, unoffendlng property is talrcn

away from the innocent owner. it is true, when the

defendants erected their breweries, the laws of the

State did not forbid the manufacture of intoxicating

liquors. But the State did not thereby give any assur

ance, or come under an obligation, that its legislation

upon that subject would remain unchanged. Indeed,

as was said in Stone v. Mississippi, the supervision of

the public health and the public morals isa govern

mental power, “ continuing in its nature,“ and “ to be

dealt with as the special exigencies of the moment

may require; " and that, " for this purpose, the largest

legislative discretion is allowed, and the discretion

cannot be parted with any more than the power it

self." So in Beer 00. v. Massachusetts: “ if the pub

lic safety or the public morals require the discontinu

ance of any manufacture or traffic, the hand of the

legislature cannot be stayed from providing for its

discontinuance by any incidental inconvenience which

individuals or corporations may sufi'er.“

A portion of the argument in behalf of the defend

ants is to the eflect that the statutes of Kansas forbid

the manufacture of intoxicating liquors to be exported,

or to be carried to other States, and, upon that ground,

they are repugnant to the clause of the Constitution

giving Congress power to “ regulate commerce “ with

foreign nations and among the several States. We

need only say, upon this point, that there is no intima

tion in the record that the beer which the respective

defendants manufactured was intended to be carried‘

out of the State or to foreign countries. And, without

expressing an opinion as to whether such facts would

have constituted a good defense. we observe that it

will be time enough to decide a case of that character

when it shall come before us. (See Kidd v. Iowa, p. 882.)

Section thirteen of the act of Kansas of 1885 pro

vides, that " All places where intoxicating liquors are

manufactured. sold, bartered, or given away in viola

tion of any of the provisions of this act, or where in

toxicating liquors are kept for sale, barter, or delivery

in violation of this act, are hereby declared to be com

mon nuisances, and upon the judgment of any court

having jurisdiction finding suchplace to be a nuisance

under this section, the sherifi, his deputy, or under

sheriff, or any constable of the proper county, or mar

shal of any city where the same is located, shall be

directed to shut up and abate such place by taking

possession thereof and destroying all intoxicating

liquors found therein, together with all signs, screens,

bars, bottles, glasses, and other property used in keep

ing nnd maintaining said nuisance, and the owner or

keeper thereof shall, upon conviction, be adjudged

guilty of maintaining a common nuisance, and shall

be punished by a fine of not less than one hundred

nor more than five hundred dollars, and by imprison

ment in the county jail not less than thirty nor more

than ninety days. The attorney-general, the county

attorney, or any citizen of the county where such

nuisance exists, or is kept. or is maintained. may main

tain an action in the name of the State to abate and

perpetually enjoin the same. The injunction shall be

granted at the commencement of the action. and no

bond shall be required"
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By this section it is not declared that every estab

lishment is to be deemed a common nuisance because

it may have been maintained, prior to the passage of

the statute. as a place for manufacturing liquors. The

statute is prospective in its operation; that is, it does

not put the brand of a common nuisance upon any,

place, unless, after its passage, that place is kept and

maintained for purposes declared by the legislature

to be injurious to the community. Nor is the court

required to adjudge any place to be a common nui

sauce simply because it is charged by the State to be

such. It must first find it to be of that character;

that is, must ascertain, in some legal mode, whether

the place in question has been or is being so used as to

make it a common nuisance.

Equally untenable is the proposition that proceed

ings in equity for the abatement of the nuisances in

dicated in the thirteenth section are inconsistent with

due process of law. See further NUXSANCE.

To the objection that the statute makes no pro

vision for a jury trial, it is sufficient to say that such a

mode of trial is not required in suits in equity brought

to abate a public nuisance. The statutory direction

that an injunction issue at the commencement of the

action is not to be construed as dispensing with such

preliminary proof as is necessary to authorize an in

junction pending the suit. The statute leaves the

court at liberty to give effect to the principle that an

injunction will not be granted to restrain a nuisance,

except upon clear and satisfactory evidence that one

exists. Here the fact to be ascertained was not

whether a place, kept for purposes forbidden by the

statutes; was per se a nuisance, that fact being con

clusively determined by the statute itself, but whether

the place in question was so kept and maintained. If

the proof upon that point is not sufllcient, the court

can refuse an injunction, or postpone action until the

State first obtains the verdict of a jury in her favor.

Mr. Justice Field, dissenting from the judgment

concurred in by the rest of the court in Ziebold‘s Case,

in substance said: i am not prepared to say that the

State can prohibit the manufacture of intoxicating

liquors within its limits if they are intended for ex

portation, or forbid their sale within its limits, under

proper regulations for the protection of the health and

morals of the people, if Congress has authorized their

importation, though the act of Kansas is broad

enough to include both such manufacture and sale.

The right to import an article of merchandise, recog

nized as such by the commercial world, whether the

right be given by an act of Congress or by a treaty

with a foreign country, would seem necessarily to

carry the right to sell the article when imported. in

Brown v. Maryland, 12 Wheat. 4-17 (1627 l, Chief Justice

Marshall, in delivering the opinion of the court, said:

"Sale is the object of importation, and is an essential

ingredient of that intercourse of which importation

constitutes a part.

indispensable to the existence of the entire thing, then,

an importation itself. it must be considered as a com

ponent part of the power to regulate commerce.

Congress has a right, not only to authorize importa

tion, but to authorize the importer to sell."
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If one State can forbid the sale within its limits of

It is as essential an ingredient, as _

lecting a different article. There would then be little

uniformity of regulations with respect to articles of

foreign commerce imported into different States, and

the same may be said of regulations with respect to

articles of inter-State commerce. By the thir

teenth section of the act of 1885, the legislature, with

out notice to the owner or hearing of any kind, declares

every place where liquors are sold, bartered. etc.. to

be a common nuisance; and then prescribes what

shall follow, upon a court lfaving jurisdiction finding

one of such places to be what the legislature has al

ready pronounced it. The courtis not to determine

whether the place is a common nuisance in fact. but

is to find it to be so if it comes within the definition of

the statute, and, having thus found it, the executive

officers of the court are to be directed to shut up and

abate the place by taking possession of it; and, as

though this were not sutiicient security against the

continuance of the business, they are to be required to

destroy all the liquor found therein, and all other

property used in maintaining the nuisance. It mat

ters not whether they are of such a character as could

be used in any other business, or be of value for any

other purposes. No discretion is left in the judge or

in the oflicer. These clauses appear to deprive one

who owns a brewery and manufactures beer for sale,

of property without due process of law. The destruc

tion to be ordered is not as a forfeiture upon convic

tion of any offense, but merely because the legislature

has so commanded. Assuming, which is not conceded,

that the legislature, in the exercise of that undefined

power called the “ police power," may, without com

pensation to the owner, deprive him of the use of his

brewery for the purposes for which it was constructed

under the sanction of law, and for which alone it is

valuable, 1 cannot see upon what principle, after clos

ing a brewery, and thus putting an endito its use in

the future for manufacturing spirits, it can order the

destruction of the liquor already manufactured, which

it admits by its legislation may be valuable for some

purposes, and allows it to be sold for those purposes.

Nor can I see how the protection of the health and

morals of the people can require the destruction of

property, like bottles and other utensils which may be

used for many lawful purposes. It has heretofore

been supposed to be an established principle that

where there is a power to abate a nuisance, the abate

ment must be limited by the necessity, and no wanton

or unnecessary injury be committed to the property

or rights of individuals. Thus, if the nuisance consists

in the use to which a building is put, the remedy is to

stop such use. not to tear down or to demolish the build

ing itself, or to destroy property found within it. The

decision of the court, as it seems to me, reverses this

principle. The supreme court of Kansas admits that

the legislature, in destroying the values of such kinds

of property, may have gone to the utmost verge of

constitutional authority. In my opinion it has crossed

the line which separates regulation from confiscation.

Section 1553 of the code of Iowa, as amended by the

act of April 5, 1886 (Laws, c. 66), 5 10, forbids any com

mon carrier to bring within that State. for any person

or corporation, intoxicating liquors from any other

an imported article, so may all the States, each so- i State or Territory, without first having been i.'llf'L.iSlu-ii
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with a certificate under the seal of the auditor of the

county to which such liquor is to be transported, or is

consigned, certifying that the consignee or person to

whom the liquor is to be transported or delivered is

authorized to sell intoxicating liquors. Section 1524

excepts from the operation of the law sales by the im

porter thereof of foreign intoxicating liquor, imported

under the authority of the laws of the United States,

provided that the liquor at the time of sale by the im

porter remains in the original casks or packages in

whi:h it was by him imported, and in quantities of not

less than the quantities in which the laws of the United

States require such liquors to be imported, and is sold

by him in the original casks or packages and in said

quantities only. Held. that § 1&3, as amended in 1886,

is void, being in conflict with the provisions of the

Constitution grunting to Congress the power to regu

late commerce among the States.l

Mr. Justice Matthews, delivering the opinion of the

court, in the course of his argument, said. in sub

stance: The provision in question (5 1553. as amended

in 1886) was adopted, not expressly for the purpose of

regulating commerce between its citizens and those of

other States, but as subservient to the general design

of protecting the health and morals of its people, and

the good order of the State, against the physical and

moral evils resulting from the unrestricted manufact

ure and sale of intoxicating liquors. The point

in judgment in the License Cases, 5 How. 504 (1847),

was confined to the right of the States to prohibit the

sale of intoxicating liquor after it had been brought

within their territorial limits. The right to bring it

within the States was not questioned; and the reason

ing which justified the right to prohibit sales admit

ted, by implication, the rightto introduce intoxicating

liquor, as merchandise. from foreign countries or from

other States. free from the control of the States and

subject to the exclusive power of Congress over com

merce. it cannot be doubted that the law of Iowa

under examination, regarded as a rule for the trans

IBowman v. Chicago 8: Northwestern R. Co., 125

U. S. 465, 473-600 (March 19, 1885), Matthews, Miller,

Field, and Blatchford, JJ. Field, J ., filed a concurring

opinion, 500-9. Waite, C. J., Gray, and Harlan, JJ.,

dissented —- opinion by Harlan. J., 509-24. Lamar, J.,

not having been present at the argument of the case,

took no part in its decision. The plaintifi's—one of

them a citizen of Iowa- applied to the board of super

visors of Marshall county, Iowa, for permission to buy

and sell intoxicating liquors for medicinal. culinary,

mechanical, and sacramental purposes. but their ap

plicatlon was rejected. They then bought 5,000 bar

rels of beer in Chicago, and tendered them to the

railroad company for transportation to Marshalllown,

said county, without furnishing the required certifi

cate — the company being a common carrier of mer

chandise from Chicago. illlnois, to Council Biuifs,

lows, and under a duty to carry to all stations along

its line merchandise entrusted to it for that purpose.

The refusal of the company to transport the beer into

lows, in violation of her laws, was the basis of the

suit. The plaintiffs claimed damages upon the ground

that they could have sold the beer in that State at an

advance.
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portation of merchandise, operates as a regulation of

commerce. That law, while it professes to reg

ulate the conduct of carriers engaged in transporta

tion within the limits of the State, nevertheless nia

terially aflects, if allowed to operate, the conduct of

such carriers, as respects both their rights and obliga

tions. in every other State into or through which they

pass in the prosecution of their business of inter-Stale

transportation. The defendant is sued as a common

carrier in illinois, and the breach of duty alleged is

a violation of the law of that State in refusing to trans

port goods which as a common carrier, by that law, it

was bound to accept and carry. It interposcs as a

defense the law of Iowa which forbids the delivery of

such goods within that State. Has the law of Iowa on

extra-territorial force which does not belong to the

law of Illinois? if the law of Iowa forbids the deliv

ery. and the law of Illinois requires the transportation.

which of the two shall prevail? How can the former

make void the latter? in view of this necessary opera

tion of the law of iowa, if it be valid, the language of

this court in the case of Hall 11. De Cuir, 95 U. S. 488

(1877), is exactly in point, viz.: “ We think it may

safely be said that State legislation which seeks to

impose a direct burden upon inter-State commerce, or

to interfere directly with its freedom, encroaches upon

the exclusive power of Congress."

The statute of lowa cannot be justified by classify

ing it as an inspection law which the States may pass

(Constitution, Art I, § 10). It has never been regarded

as within the scope of an inspection law to forbid

trade in respect to any article of commerce, irrespecb

ive of its condition and quality, merely on account of

its intrinsic nature and the injurious consequences of

its use or abuse.

For similar reasons the statute cannot be regarded

as a rcgululion of quarantine, or a sanitary provision

for the purpose of protecting the physical health of

the community, or a law to prevent the introduction

of disea.se.- all exercises of power not viewed as pro

hibited regulations of commerce.

For the purposes of its policy a State has legislative

control. exclusive of Congress, within its territory of

all matters of strictly internal concern. in order to

protect its people from the evils of intemperance, it

may prohibit the manufacture within its limits of in

toxicating liquors. it may prohibit all domestic com

merce in them between its own inhabitants, whether

the articles are introduced from other States or from

foreign countries. It may adopt any measures tend

ing, even indirectly and remotely, to make the policy

eflective, until it passes the line of power delegated to

Congress. It cannot, without the consent of Congress

expressed or implied, regulate commerce between its

own people and those of other States, in order to efleot

its end. however desirable such a regulation might be.

This particular statute falls within this prohibition. it

is essentially a regulation of commerce among the

States, within any definition heretofore given to that

term, or which can be given; and, although its motive

and purpose are to perfect the policy of the State in

protecting its citizens against the evils of inteniper

ance, it is none the less a regulation of commerce. if

it had extended its provisions so as to prohibit the in

troduction of all importations of intoxicating liquor
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produced abroad, no one would have doubted the nat

ure of the provision as a regulation of foreign com

merce. its nature is not changed by its application to

commerce among the States. (‘on it be supposed that,

by omitting any express declarations on the subject,

Congress has intended to submit to the States the de

cision of the question in each locality of what shall

and what shall not bearticles of traffic in the inter

State commerce of the country? If so. it has left to

each State, according to its own caprice and arbitrary

will. to discriminate for or against every article grown,

produced, manufactured, or sold in any State, and

sought to be introduced as an article of commerceinto

any other. . . The section of the statute in question

is an attempt to exercise the jurisdiction of the State

of Iowa over persons and property within the limits

of other States. It seeks to prohibit their importation

into its own limits, and is designed as a regulation for

the conduct of commerce before the merchandise is

brought to its border. It is not one of those local

regulations designed to facilitate commerce; it is

not an inspection law to secure the due quality and

measure of a commodity; it is not a law to regulate or

restrict the sale of an article deemed injurious to the

health and morals of the community; it is not a regu

lation confined to the purely internal commerce of the

State; it is not a restriction which only operates upon

property after it has become mingled with and forms

part of the mass of the property within the State. it

is, on the other hand, a regulation directly aflccling

inter-State commerce in an essential and vital point.

If authorized, in the present instance, upon the

grounds and motives of the policy which have dic

tated it, the same reason would justify any and every

other State regulation of inter-State commerce upon

any grounds and reasons which might prompt in

particular cases their adoption. It is, therefore. a

regulation of that character which constitutes an

unauthorized interference with the power given to

Congress. If not in contravention of any positive leg

islation by Congress, it is nevcrtheless a breach and

interruption of that liberty of trade which Congress

ordains as the national policy, by willing that it shall

be free from restrictive regulations.

it may be argued, however. that a prohibition of

the sale cannot be made effective except by prevent

ing the introduction of the subject of sale; that, if its

entrance into the State is permitted, tramc in it cannot

be suppressed. But the right to prohibit sales, so far

as conceded to the States. arises only after the act of

transportation has terminated, because the sales which

the State may forbid are of things within its jurisdi¢.

tion. Its power over them does not begin to operate

until they are brought within its limits. It might be

very convenient and useful, in the execution of the

policy of prohibition within the State, to extend the

power of the State beyond its territorial limits. But

such extra~territ0rial powers cannot be assumed upon

such an implication. On the contrary, the nature of

the case contradicts their existence; for, if they be

long to one State, they belong to all, and cannot be

exercised severally and independently. The attempt

would necessarily produce that conflict and confusion

which it was the very purpose of the Constitution, by

its delegations of national power, to prevent. it is

easier to think that the right of importation from

abroad, and of transportation from one State to an

other, lncludes, by necessary implication, the right of

the importer to sell in unbroken packages at the place

where the transit terminates; for the very purpose

and motive of that branch of commerce which con

sists in transportation is that other and consequent act

of commerce which consists in the sale and exchange

of the commodities transported. Such, indeed, was

the point decided in the case of Brown v. Mary and,

12 Wheat. 419 (1827), as to foreign commerce, with the

express statement, In the opinion of Chief Justice

Marshall, that the conclusion would be the same in a

case of commerce among the States. But it is not

necessary now to express an opinion upon the point

because that question does not arise in the present

case. The precise line which divides the transaction,

so far as it belongs to foreign or inter-State commerce,

from the internal and domestic commerce of the State,

we are not now called upon to delineate. It is enough

to say that the power to regulate or forbid the sale of

a commodity, after it has been brought into the State,

does not carry with it the power to prevent its intro

duction by transportation from another State.

Mr. Justice Harlan, delivering the opinion of the

minority, in substance said: The decision of the ma

jority is placed upon the broad ground that intoxicat

ing llquors are merchantable commodities, or known

articles of commerce; and that consequently the Con

stitution, by the more grant to Congress of the power

to regulate commerce, operates, in the absence of leg

islatlon, to establish unrestricted trade, among the

States, in such commodities orJ articles. To this view

we cannot assent. The decision, it seems to us.

does not conform to the doctxines enunciated and ad

hered to in the cases decided heretofore, the last being

MugIcr's Case, and may impair, if it does not destroy,

the power of a State to protect her people against the

injurious consequences that are admitted to flow from

ageneral use of intoxicating liquors. . If, as the

court decides, the Constitution gives the right to trans

port intoxicating liquors into Iowa from another State,

and if that right carries with it, as an essential ingre

dicnt, authority in a consignee to sell or exchange

such articles after they are so brought in, and while in

his possession, in the original packages, the regulation

forbidding sales of intoxicating liquor, within the

State, for other than medicinal, mechanical, ordinary,

or sacramental purposes, and then only under a per

mit, will be of little practical value. In this view, any

one, desiring to sell intoxicating liquors, need only ar

range to have them delivered to him from name point

in another State, in packages of varying sizes, as may

suit customers; or he may erect his own manufactur~

ing establishment or warehouse just across the Iowa

llne, in some State having a diflerent public policy,

and thence, with wagons, transport liquors into Iowa

in original packages. If the State arraigns him for a

violation of her laws, he may claim that, although

such laws were enacted solely to protect the health

and morals of the people, and to promote peace and

good order among them, and although they are fairly

adapted to-accomplish those objects, yet the Constitu

tion. without any action upon the part of Congress,

secures to him the rightto bring or rocelve from other
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States intoxicating liquors in original packages, and

to sell them, while held by him in such packages, to

all who choose to buy them. Thus, the mere silence

of Congress upon the subject of trade among the

States in intoxicating liquors is made to operate as a

license to persons doing business in one State to jeop

ardize the health. the morals, and good order of an

other State, by flooding the latter with intoxicating

liquors, against the expressed will of her people.

It is admitted that a State may prevent the intro

duction within her limits of goods infected with dis

use, or of cattle or provisions, which, from their con

dition, are unfit for human use or consumption;

because, it is said, such articles ‘are not merchantable

or legitimate subjects of trade and commerce. But

suppose the people of aState believe, upon reasonable

grounds, that the general use of intoxicating liquors is

dangerous to the public peace, the public health, and

the public morals, what authority has Congress or the

judiciary to review their judgment upon that subject,

and compel them to submit to a condition of things

which they regard as destructive of their happiness

and the peace and good order of society! if, consist

ently with the Constitution, a Statecan protect her

sound cattle by prohibiting altogether the introduction

within her limits of diseased cattle,- as was decided

in Hannibal d:Si. Joseph R. Co. v. Husen, 95 U. S. 471

(1B77),- she ought not to be deemed disloyal to their

Constitution when she seeks by similar legislation to

protect her people and their homes against the intro

duction of articles, which are, in good faith, and not

unreasonably, regarded by her citizens as “laden with

infection " more dangerous to the public than diseased

cattle. or than rags containing the germs of disease.

it is not a satisfactory answer to these suggestions to

say that if the State may thus outlaw the manufacture

and sale of intoxicating liquors as a beverage, and ex

clude them from her limits, she may adopt the same

policy with reference to articles that confessedly

have no necessary or immediate connection with the

health. the morals, or the safety of the community,

but are proper subjects of trade the world over. This

possible abuse of legislative power was earnestly

dwelt upon by the counsel in Mugler’s Case. The same

argument can be, as it often is. made in reference to

powers that all concede to be vital to the public safety;

but it does not disprove their existence. This court

there said that the judicial tribunals were not to be

misled by more pretenses, and were under a solemn

duty to look at the substance of things whenever it

became necessary to inquire whether the legislature

had transcended the limits of its authority; and, fur

ther. that it was dlfllcult to perceive any ground for

the judiciary to declare that the prohibition by a

State of the manufacture or sale, within her limits, of

intoxicating liquors for general use as a beverage, is

not fairly adapted to the end of protecting the com

munity against the evils which confessedly result from

the excessive use of ardent spirits. (1% U. 8. 661-62.)

in the same case the court sustained, without qualifi

cation, the authority of Kansas to declare, not only

that places where liquors were manufactured or kept

for sale, barter, or delivery, in violation of her stat

utes, should be deemed common nuisances, but to

provide for the forfeiture, without compensation, of
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the intoxicating liquors found in such places, and the

property used in maintaining such nuisances.

Now, can ltbe possible that the framers of the Con

stitution intended — whether Congress chose or not t’

act upon the subject— to withhold from a State au

thority to prevent the introduction into her midst of

articles the manufacture of which, within her lifllils,

she could prohibit, without impairing the Constitu

tional rights of her own people! if a State may de

clare a place where liquors are sold for use as a bev

erage a common nuisance, subjecting the keeper to

fine and imprisonment, can her people be compelled

to submit to the sale of such liquors when brought

there from another State for that purpose? This court

has often declared that the most important function

of government vnm to preserve the public health,

morals, and safety; that it could not divest itself of

that power, nor, by contract, limit its exercise; and

that even the Constitutional prohibition upon laws

impairing the obligation of contracts does not restrict

the power of the State to protect the health, the

morals, or the safety of the community, as one or the

other may be involved in the execution of such con

tracts. Does the mere grant of the power to regulate

commerce among the States invest individuals of one

State with the right, even without the express sanction

of Congressional legislation, to introduce among the

people of another State articles which, by statute, they

have declared to be deleterious to their health, and

dangerous to their safety? ‘In our opinion, these ques

tlons should be answered in the negative. It is incon

ceivable that the well-being of any State is at the

mercy of the liquor manufacturers of other States.

These views are sustained by Wailing v. Michigan,

il6 U. S. 446 (1886), the judgment in which case the

majority suggest is conclusive upon the issue in this

case. The clear implication from the language used

in the judgment in that case is that the law of Michi

gan would have been sustained if it had applied the

same rule to the products (intoxicating liquors) of

Michigan which it attempted to apply to the products

of other States

At the argument it was insisted that the contention

of the plaintiffs was supported by Brown v. Maryland,

12 Wheat. 486 (1827), where the question was whether

the legislature of a State could require an importer of .

foreign articles or commodities to take out a license

before he should be permitted to sell a bale or pack

age so imported. Among'other things, it was said in

the opinion that the right to sell articles imported

from foreign countries is connected with the law per

mitting the importation, as an inseparable incident;

observing, at the close of the opinion, that it supposed

the principle laid down to apply equally to importa

tions from a sister State. But from the whole opinion

it was clear that the court referred to commercein

articles having no connection with the health, morals,

or safety of the people, and that it had no purpose to

qualify the explicit declaration in Gibbons v. Ogden, 9

Wheat. 198 (1824), that the health laws of the States

were a component part of that mass of legislation,

the power to enact which remained with the States,

because never surrendered to the general govern

ment. It was insisted. on behalf of Maryland, that the

prohibition of State imposts or duties upon imports
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ceases the instant goods enter the country; otherwise.

it was argued, the importer “ may introduce a.rticlcs—

ls, gunpowder —- which endanger a city into the midst

of its population; he may introduce articles which en

danger the public health. and the power of self-preser

vation is denied.“ To this _Chief Justice Marshall

replied: "The power to direct the removal of gun

powder is a branch of the police power which unques

tionably remains, and ought to remain, with the

States. The removal or destruction of infectious

or unsound articles is undoubtedly an exercise of that

power [to pass inspection laws], and forms an express

exception to the prohibition we are considering. in

deed, the laws of the United States expressly recog

nize the health laws of a State.“ This we understand

to have been a distinct re-adjudication that the police

power remains with the States, and is not overridden

by the national Constitution.

The purpose of committing to Congress the regula

tion of commerce was to insure the equality of com

mercial facilities, by preventing one State from build

ing up her own trade at the expense of sister States.

But that purpose is not defeated when a State em

ploys appropriate means to prevent the introduction

into her limits of what she lawfully forbids her own

people from making. It certainly was not meant to

give citizens of other States greater rights in Iowa than

Iowa's own people have. But if this he not asound

interpretation of the Constitution; if intoxicating

liquors are entitled to the same protection as ordinary

merchandise entering into commerce among the

States; if Congress, under the power to regulate com

merce, may, in its‘ discretion, permit or prohibit com

merce in intoxicating liquors; and if, therefore, State

police power, as the health, morals, and safety of the

people may be involved in its proper exercise, can be

over-borne by national regulations of commerce,— the

former decisions of this court would seem to show

that such laws of the States are valid, even where

they nflect commercial intercourse among the States,

until. displaced by Federal legislation, or until they

come in direct conflict with some act of Congress. . .

This principle has been announced in many cases do

cided by this court— all of them cases of the erection

of bridges and other structures within the limits of

States, and under their authority. across public navi

gable waters of the United States. They were held

not forbidden by the Constitution, although the struct

ures actually interfered with inter-State commerce.

Perhaps‘ the language of this court—all the judges

ooncurring— which most directly bears upon the ques

tion is found in County of Mobile v. Kimball. ‘.02 U. S.

701 (1880), re-afiirming ii‘/llson v. Marsh Company, 2

Pet 250 (1829). It was there said: uIn the License

Cases. 5 How. 504 (1847), there was great diversity of

views in the opinions of the judges upon the operation

of the grant of the commercial power in the absence

of Congressional legislation; but the decision reached

was L‘0I'llll'll\fl!OI‘)' of the doctrine that legislation of

Congress is essential to prohibit the actions of the

States upon the subject thus consider .“ This lan

guage is significant in view of the fact that in one of

the License Cases- Peirce v. New Hampshire, 5 How.

557, 578- the question was as to the validity of an act

of that State, under which Peirce was convicted and

 

lined for having sold. without license. a barrel of gin

which he had purchased in Boston, transported to

Dover, New Hampshire, and there sold in the identical

cask in which it had been transported from Massachu

setts. ln harmony with these principles, the court af

flrmed at the present term, in Smith v. State. 124 U. S.

465 (1888), the validity of a statute of Alabama making

it unlawful for a locomotive engineer, even when his

train is employed'ln inter-State commerce, to operate

a train of cars upon a railroad in that State, used for

the transportation of persons or freight, without first

having obtained a license, after examination, from a

board of engineers. This court held that the statute

in question was “ an act of legislation within the scope

of the admitted power reserved to the States to regu

late the relative rightsand interests of persons within

its territorial jurisdiction. intended to operate so as to

secure the public safety of personal property: " and

that,"so far as it aflects transactions of commerce

among the States, it does so only indirectly, incidehtr

ally, and remotely, and not so as to burden or impede

them; and in the particulars on which it touches those

transactions at all it is not in conflict with any express

enactment of Congress on the subject, nor contrary to

any intention of Congress to be presumed from its

silence."

it would seem that if the Constitution does not, by

its own force, displace or annul a State law, authoriz

ing the construction of bridges or dams across navi

gable waters, thereby preventing the passage of ves

sels engaged in inter-State commerce, the same con

struction ought not to be held to annul or displace a

law of one of the States which, by its operation, for

bids the bringing within her limits, from other States,

articles which that State. in the most solemn manner,

has declared to be injurious to the health, morals. and

safety of her people. The silence of Congress upon

the subject of inter-State commerce, as affected by

the police laws of the State, enacted in good faith to

promote the public health, morals, and safety, and to

that end prohibiting traflic, within her limits, in intox

icating liquors to he used as a beverage, ought to have

at least as much eiIect as the silence of Congress with

reference to physical obstructions placed. under the

authority of a State, in a navigablewater of the United

States. The reserved power of the States to guard

the health, morals, and safety of their people is more

vital to the existence of society than their power in

respect to trade and commerce having no [lOnalhle

connection with those subjects.

October 22, 1888, the Supreme Court, speaking by

Mr. Justice Lamar, in the case of Kidd v. Pearson,

decided that the statute of Iowa, under which it had

been held by the supreme court of that State 1 that a

person had no right to manufacture liquors within the

State for exportation to other States, was not in con

flict with the power to regulate commerce vested

exclusively in Congress.‘

See further Poucn, 2. Compare Onsounnonamn;

Or-nos, Local; Moasns; Summoner.

 

IPearson ct rd. 1:. International Distillery et al., 72

Iowa, 848 (Sept. 1887).

' To be reported in 128 U. 8. See Anosrrna.
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PROLICIIDE. See Homcms.

PROMISE. A declaration, verbal or

written, made by one person to another for a

good or valuable consideration, by which he

binds himself to do or to forbear from doing

some act, and gives to the other a legal right

in demand and enforce fulfillment.I

Refers to the engagement of a party with

out reference to the reason for it or to the

duties of other parties. See PROPOSAL.

“ Agreement" is seldom applied to specialties. and

" contract " is gcnerally confined to simple contracts.’

Seethosetarms.

Promisor. He who makes a promise.

Promises. He to whom a promise is made.

Promissory. ‘Ii voiving a promise; ex

ecutory: as, a promissory — note, oath of

oiiice, representation, qq. v.

Concurrent promises. Where the acts

to be performed are simultaneous.

Dependent promises. When the agree

ments go to the whole of the consideration

on both sides; when one promise is made the

consideratiom of another. Independent

promises. To the extent that the agree

ments do not go to a part of the consideration

on both sides.3

Express promise. A promise made in

express terms,— openly stated. Implied

promise. is inferred from the acts or posi

tion of a person. See RAISE.

Mutual promises. Promises exchanged

at the same time. the one in consideration of

the other.

A promise on the part of the plajntiif to do

something of advantage in law to the defend

ant. and on the part of the defendant to do

something of advantage in law to the plaint

ifi - one promise being the consideration of

the other.‘

Whether one promise be the consideration for an

other. or whether the performance. and not the mere

promise. be the oonslderation, is to be determined by

the intention and meaning of the parties. as collected

[mm the instrument, and the application of good sense

and right reason to each particular case.‘

One dependent promise is a condition precedent to

the other. , The breach of an independent promise may

be paid {or in damages. Either party to a concurrent

 

' [Newcomb 0. Clark. 1 Denio. 238-29 (1845). Jewett. J.

' [1 Pars. Contr. 6. See 8 Bl. Com. 158.

' [8 Pars. Contr. 677. 528; Dermott v. Jones. 28 Bow.

'1 (I859).

' Schweidor 0. Lung. 29 Minn. 5256 (1882). Berry. J .

‘Jones v. United States. 96 U. B. 27(1B7‘i). Cliflord. J.

promise may sue the other for a breach of the con

tract. on showing that he was ready to do his part. II

was prevented from doing it by the other party.1

New promise. A promise to pay a debt

barred by the statute oi‘ limitations.

The promise by which a discharged debt is revived

must be clear. distinct. and unequivocal. It may, at

the same time. be either absolute or conditional. If

the latter. the occurrence oi’ the condition must be

averred. The rule is different in regard to a debt

barred by lapse of time. Acts and declarations recog

nizing the present existence of the debt have been held

to take a case out of the statute.‘

The expression of an intention to pay the barred

debt is not sufiicicnt. There must be a promise before

the debtor is bound. An intention is but the purpose

a man forms in his own mind; a “ promise" is an ex

press undertaking or agreement to carry that purpose

into eflect. and must be express, in contradistinction

to a promise implied i’rom an acknowledgment of the

justnem or existence of the debt. The promise must

be clear. distinct. unequivocal.’

“ 1 will send you the tlrst spare ‘ V ' or ‘ X ' I have."

does not fairly import a promise to pay absolutely flve

or ten dollars.‘

See further Acx.\'ovri.anounN'r. 1; PAYMENT. Part.

Original and collateral promise. Ex

pressions used in speaking of liability under

the statute of frauds “to answer for the debt

or default of another : " the former designat

ing the obligation of the principal debtor;

the latter, the obligation of the person under

taking to answer for the debt. “Original”

also characterizes any new promise to pay an

antecedent debt of another.‘

When the object of the promise is a direct benefit

to the promisor which he did not enjoy before. and

the promise to pay another‘s debt is a mere incident.

the former is not within the statute. Within the stat

ute ia a promise. where the main object is to obtain

the release of the person or the property of the debtor.

or other forbearance or benefit to him. though a new

consideration moves to the promisor.'

Cases in which a promise is collateral to the princi

pal contract. but is made at the same time. and be

 

'2 Pars. Contr. 677. On implied promises. see 19

Cent. Law J. 462-66, 486-88 (1884). cases; promises on

iorcible by strangers, 18 id. 186 (1881). cases.

' Allen 0. Ferguson, 18 Wall. 8 (1878). Hunt. J.

'Shockey ti. Mills. 71 Ind. 292 (1880). Worden, J.;

Hubbard v. Farrell.87 id. 217 (1882); Denny ti. Marrett.

29 Minn. 861 (1882); Parker 1:. Butterworth, 46 N. J. L.

246-47 (1884). cases; Shepherd v. Thompson. 122 U. 8.

231-89 (1887). cases; R. S. 5 965: 14 F. B. 390. 392. cases.

‘Bigelow v. Norris. 141 Mass. 15 (1886); Elwell ‘n.

Cumner,186 id. 102 (1883); Dennan v. Gould. H1 id. 18

(1886). See generally 27 Cent. Law J. B1 (1838). cases.

'[Mallory 12. Gillett. 21 N. Y. 414-88 (1660). cases.

Oomstock. C. J.; 2 Pars. Contr. 7, 9.

'Furbish v. Goodnow. 98 Mass. N7 (1867). case;

Gray. 0. J.

(53)
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comes an essential ground of credit given to the prin

cipal debtor, are generally within the statute; so,

also. cases in which the collateral agreement is subse

quent to the execution of the debt, and not the induce

ment to it, But whenever the main purpose of the

promisor is not to answer for another, but to subserve

some pecuniary or business end of his own. involving

benefit to himself or damage to the other party, his

promise is not within the statute, although in form and

effect to pay the debt of another.I

The person for whose benefit a binding promise to

another is made, unless only incidentally benefited,

may maintain an action on it against the promisor.I

Compare Gusmm.

PROMOTER. 1. A person who, in a

popular or penal action (q. v.), prosecuted of

fenders in the name of the crown and of

himself.

He was a common informer; he promoted charges.‘

2. A person who, by his active endeavors,

assists in procuring the formation of a com

pany and the subscription to its shares.‘

Not a term of law, but of business, usefully sun»

ming up in a single word a number of business oper

ations, familiar to the commercial world, by which a

company is generally brought into existence.‘

The promoters of a corporation secured subscrip

tions to its stock without informing purchasers that

they were to have stock for nothing. Held, that the

promoters were flduciaries, with no right to derive ad

vantage over other stockholders without full disclos

ure, and that the shares of stock should be transferred,

and profits refunded, to the corporation,‘

PROIMULGATEJ 1. To publish or make

known a law after its enactment. Compare

PRESCRIPTION, 1.

2. To announce ofiicially or publicly: as,

to promulgate a postal convention, a treaty,

a state paper.a See STATUTE.

PRONOUNCE. See Pass, 4.

PRONOUNS. See BLANK, 2.

The use of “he“ in an instrument, in referring to

a person whose Christian name is designated by an

initial, is not conclusive that the person is a male.

Parol evidence is admissible to show that the person

intended is a female.‘

I Emerson v. Slater, 22 How. 43 (1859), cases, Cliflord,

1.; Wilson v. Hentges, 29 Minn. 104-6 (1882), cases.

' Burton 0. Larkin, 86 Kan. 249-60 (1887), cases.

' See Trench, Glossary, 160-61.

0 liiorawetz, Priv. Corp. 5540.

‘ Whaley Bridge Printing Co. v. Green, L. R, 6 Q. B.

D. 111 (1879), Bowen, J. Seeat length 18 Am. Law Rev.

281-95 (1882), cases; Thomp. Liab. Oflicers, 219; 2 Lindl.

Partn. 580; 8 Ap. Cas. 1218.

' Chandler 1:. Bacon, 80 F. R. 540 (1887), case‘.

' L. promulgare, to publish.

‘See 1131. Com. 43; Aust. Jur., Lect 28; 17 La. An.

M.

' Berniaud e. Beecher, 71 Cal. 88 (1886).

PROOF. “ Evidence " and " proof” are

often used indifierently, as synonymous; but

the latter is applied, by the most accurate

logicians, to the effect of evidence, and not

to the medium by which truth is estab

lished.l _

A sufficient reason for the truth of a judi

cial proposition.I

This truth is “ formal," as distinguished from

“ real." The object of sound jurisprudence is to ren

der formal truth the reflex of real,—a result which

can only be approximately reached: no witness can

detail all he saw; no instrument can be framed so as

to exclude all doubt as to the intention; and a party

may even refuse to explain his conduct.’

“ Proof“ means the reasons or grounds on which a

proposition may be maintained; also, conviction; and,

also. the instrument or means which tend to lead the

mind to a conclusion.I

" Evidence " includes the reproduction of the ad

missions of parties and of facts relevant to the issue.

"Proof" includes, in addition, presumptions of law

and of fact and citations of law.‘

Judicial proo' is not a matter of arbitrary rule.

its principles are drawn from the experience and

observation of men and should be applied as they are

by men in general.‘ .

Full proof. Evidence which satisfies the

mind of the truth of the fact in dispute, to

the entire exclusion of every reasonable

doubt.‘ .

Preliminary proof; proof of loss. See

Loss, 2.

Proofs.

trial.l

The aggregate of evidence adduced by one

or both parties.

The obligation to establish by evidence an

allegation of fact is called the burden of

proof (onus probandt), and often, simply,

“ the burden.”

“Burden of proof” is properly applied

only to a party aifirming some fact essential

to the support of his case. In this sense it

never shifts from side to side during the

trial. Loosely used, it is confounded with the

“ weight of evidence,” which oftenehifte as

Evidence given in proof at a

 

II Greenl. Ev. 5 1; Schloss 0. His Creditors, 81 CaL

208 (1666); Perry 0. The Dubuque Southwestern B. 00.,

86 Iowa, 106 (1872).

l i Whart. Ev. if 1, B.

' 1 Whart. Ev. i 8.

' Lindley v. Dakin, 18 Ind. 889 (1859).

I Bell u. Brewster, 44 Ohio St. 699 (1887).

‘Kane v. Hibernia Mut. Fire Ina Oo.,88 N. J. L

450 (1876); Starltle, Ev. '817.

' 8 Bi. Com. 887.
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facts and presumptions appear and are over

come.‘

The principle is that he who affirms the existence

of a given state of facts must prove it: a rule adopted

because the negative does not admit of the direct and

simple proof of which the affirmative is capable.’

The burden of proof resting on a plaintiff is co

extensive only with the legal proposition upon which

his case rcsts. 1t applies to every fact which is es

sential to or necessarily involved in that proposition;

not to facts relied upon in defense to establish an in

dependent proposition, however inconsistent with that

upon which the plaintifl's case depends. It is for the

defendant to furnish the proof of such facts; and,

when he has done so, the burden is upon the plalntiif,

not to disprove these particular facts, nor the proposi

tions which they tend to establish, but to maintain

the proposition upon which his own case rests, not

withstanding such controlling tcstimony, and upon

the whole evidence in the case. The distinction may

be narrow, but it is real, and often decisive.‘

He who sets up another‘s tort must prove it. Con

tributory negligence is to be proven by the defendant.

In a suit for non -performance of a contract the plaintr

lif proves the non-performance. The rule is altered

when the plaintiff sues in tort; as, in a contract against

a hailee, in which case it is sufiicient to prove the

bailment. If one alleges, he must prove: causes, want

of good faith, non~legality. License and formalities

are proved by the party to whom they are essential;

crime, beyond a reasonable doubt.‘

The burden of proof rests upon the party against

whom judgment would be given, were no proof to be

oflered on either side.‘

In criminal cases the burden of proof never shifts,

but is upon the government throughout.‘

The weight of evidence shifts from side to side ac

cording to the varying strength of the proofs.’

See ALLEGATION‘, DEllO.\‘B1'R.A'l'lON, 1; Doom‘, Reason

able; Ewnnsos; Nana-rrvs; Nsouos.vca; Ones, 2;

Pansunvrios; Pnosanrnrrrz Rsousnascv; Tana;

Vmrsxcs. Compare Pnosns.

Proof-sheets. See MAIL, 2.

PROPER! 1. Own; one's own: as,

proper -- costs, county, debt, goods and chat

tels, person.

 

'Pease 11. Cole, 58 Conn. 71 (1885), Loomls, J.

'1Greenl. Ev. Q 74; 5 Pet. HS; 6 Del. 96; 52 Ga.1B0;

119 Ill. 357; 2 Gray, 182, 527.

'Wllder v. Cowles,100 Mass. 490 (1868), Wells, J.;

Willett 0. Rich, 142 Mass. 857 (1886).

'1 Whart. Ev. §§ 858-71. cases; 1 Greenl. Ev. Ch. In.

As to a liquor license, see Mugler 0. Kansas, 123 U. B.

674 (1887).

'1 Whart. Ev. $357.

' Commonwealth v. McKee, 1 Gray, 62-65 (1854),

cases; Commonwealth v. Rogers, 7 Metc. 501 (18-14).

' Central Bridge Corporation v. Butler, 2 Gray, 182

(1854). On proof and allegation, see 8 Va. Law J. 65

(1884); on right to begin and reply,25 Cent. Law J. 171,

G58-83 (1587), cases.

' F. propre: L. propriua, q. v.

2. Appropriate, q. v.;'well adapted; suit

able; fit; sufficient: as, proper—action,

county, court, form of decree or judgment,

legislation. See NECESSARY.

The proper instructions under which the issue in a

contested will case is made up and tried are such in

structions as the law of the case and the testimony

before the jury make pertinent!

I'B,OIPIlilIR.'I"Y.2 That which is one's own ;

something that belongs or inheres exclusively

in an individual person.

1. In an abstract sense, ownership, title,

estate, right. 2. In a concrete sense, the

thing itself which is owned.

The right of property is that sole and des

potic dominion which one man claims and

exercises over the external things of the

world, in total exclusion of the rights of every

other individual in the universe. The “ab

solute right of private property" consists in

the free use, enjoyment, and disposal of all

one's acquisitions, without any control or

diminution, save only by the law of the

land.‘

Standing alone, the term includes every

thing that is the subject of ownership..

Every species of thing in which there may be own

ership, and which may be made available in the pay

ment of judgments.‘

A nomen gencralissimum; extends to every

species of valuable right and interest, includ

ing real and personal property, easements,

franchises and other incorporeal heredita

menis.6

The word " property " alone may include both

realty and personalty, unless a dilferent meaning is

apparent from the context, as the Revised Statutes of

Texas, art. 8140, provide.’

May refer to goods and chattels, on the principle of

noacilur a mode.‘

Applied to land, comprehends every species of title,

inchoate or incomplete. Embraces rights which lie in

contract; those which are executory, as well as those

which are executed.‘

 

I Wagner v. Ziegler, 44 Ohio St. 69 (1887).

‘F. properté: L. proprietas, ownership: propriua,

q. v.

'1Bl.Com. 139; 2 id. 2; 102111. 77.

‘ Stanton v. Lewis. 26 Conn. 449 (1857), Hinman, J.

‘Baker U. State, ea: rel. Mills, 109 Ind. 58 (1886), Zil

lars. J .

' Boston, &c. R Co. v. Salem, &c. B. 00.. 8 Gray, 80

(1864), Shaw, 0. J.

' Moffett v. lllotfctt, 67 Tex. 634 (1887).

' Harwood v. City of Lowell, 4 Cush. 813 (1849).

' [Soulard v. United States, 4 Pet. ‘B12 (18%)), Mar

shall, 0. J.; 9:11.133; 10 id. 829.
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The mere possessloh of real estate is constantly

treated as property.1

The word includes choses in action as well as choses

in possession -— everything that goes to make up one‘s

wealth or estate.I

The right to take and prosecute an appeal is prop

erty, Within the meaning of a statute against extort

ing property by threats!

Everything which has an exchangeable value is

property.‘ The right oi’ property includes the power

to dispose of it according to the will of the owner.

Labor is property.‘

That only is property which is recognized as such

by the law. \\‘hen, then, an article, either intrinsic

ally or by use, becomes prejudicial, the law may with

draw from it the attribute of property; as, in the law

of nuisances per me.‘ See Pll0EilBi'l'i0N, 2.

8. The single word “ property” is used as

a plea in actions of replevin when a defend

ant claims that the right of property lies

exclusively in him.

in that case the defendant gives an obligation called

a “ claim-property bond,“ which is substituted for the

property.‘ See Rsrnsvm, 1.

Absolute property. A full and com

plete title to and dominion over personalty.

Qualified property. A temporary or spe

cial interest. liable to be totally destroyed by

the happening of a particular event."

The interest which can be acquired in external ob

Jecte or things is “ property.“ The things themselves

are not. in a true sense, property, but they constitute

its ioundation and material, and the idea of property

springs out of the connection, or control, or interest

Which, according to law, may be acquired in or over

them. This interest is “absolute " when a thing is

objectively and lawfully appropriated by one to his

own use in exclusion of all others; and "limited "or

" qualified “ when the control acquired falls short of

that. To entitle one to bring an action for an injury

to any specific object or thing, he must have it prop

 

1 King 1:. Gets, 70 Cal. 240 (1886), approving Soulard

v. United States, ante. ' .

‘Carlton v. Carlton, 72 Me. 116 (1881); Ide U. Har

wood, so Minn. 195 (1883); Vaughan 1:. liiurfreeeboro,

06 N. C. 817 (1887).

' People v. Codman, 57 Cal. 561 (1881).

' 5laughter-House Cases, 16 Wall. 127 (1872). Swayne,

J., dissenting; Re Jacobs, 83 Hun, 874, 879 (1881).

‘Cooley, Princ. Const. Law, 815-16; Fisher v. McGirr,

i Gray, 27 (1850.

See also, generally, 4 McLean, 608; 84 Ala. 289; 2

us. 290; 2 Cal. ass; 9 “.143; 81id.i;37; as 03. 294; 102

ill. 77; 91nd. 2052; 84 La. An. 49?; 7 Cush. 58; 61 N. H.

511; 82 N. J. L. 661; 1 N.Y.%; 18 id. 897; 24 id.8E‘>i;

“H.268; 84 id. iSo5;91id. 6; 1 Ohio SL662; 86Wis.

166; 17 F. R. 11tl,11&

'See1Wall.Jr.827: 2515.117]; ll2id.484; 6.'>£d.i05;

Bid.281; 2T.&H.I1787.

' [2 Kent. 847

erty therein of one kind or the other. An administra

tor has no property in the body of his intestate.1

General property. The general right

which one person has in a thing. Special

property. Some temporary right of con

trol, until a common purpose is accom

plished 7

in a contract oi.’ bailment the boiler has the gen

eral property, and the baiiee aspecial [;ro])el'ty', in the

thing bailed; and an oiiicer has a special property in

goods levied upon.

Property in possession "absolute“ is where a man

has, solely and exclusively, the right, and also the oc

cupation, of any movable chattels; so that it cannot

be transferred from him, or cease to be his, without

his own act or’ default “ Qualified," “limited,"or

" special “ property is such as is not in its nature per

manent, but may sometimes subsist and at other

times not subsist.‘

Private property. Things which belong

to an individual or private person. Public

property. Anything that belongs to the

government—-local, State, or national. See

LAND, Public; TERRITORY, 2.

The power of the state over private property is

well defined: it may take the property for a public

use, upon compensation being made or secured it

may take by taxation. it may control the use so as

_ to secure equal enjoyment. It may destroy it to arrest

a conflagration or the ravages of a pestih-nee, orto

prevent other calamity under an immediate and over

whelming neceesity.' See Consnsanon, 8; Poucv,

Public.

Private property becomes “clothed with a public

interest " when used in a manner to make it of public

consequence, and afl‘ect the community at large.

When, therefore, one devotes his property to a use in

which the public has an interest, he, in eflect, grants

to the public an interest to that use, and must submit

to be controlled by the public for the common good,

to the extent of the interest thus created. He may

withdraw his grant by discontinuing the use.' in this

category is the business oi’ a common carrier, an inn

lreeper, a warehouseman, miller, ferryrnan, bridge

keeper, turnpike company, and the like.‘

Real property. Consists of such things

as are permanent, fixed, and immovable; as,

lands, tenements, and hereditaments of all

kinds, which are not annexed to the person,

nor can be moved from the place in which

they subsist. Personal property. All

movable chattels and things thereunto inci

dent; property which may attend a man's

person wherever he goes. Mixed prop

 

l [Griffith 11. Charlotte, &c. R. Co., 15 S. C. 88 (1886),

Simpson, 0. J.

'2 Bl. Com. 888. 891.

' Munn 17. Illinois. 04 U. S. 145.1%, 1U (1876), FieicL J
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arty. Partakes of the characters of realty

and personalty; as, a leasehold.|

When the term "property" is applied to lands. all

titles are embraced, legal or equitable, perfect or im

perfect.‘

Personal property has no locality. The law of the

owner‘s domicil determines the validity of a transfer

thereof, unlem there is some law of the country, where

it is found, to the contrary.‘ in a qualified sense, it

accompanies the owner wherever he goes, and he may

deal with it and dispose of it according to the law of

his domicil. if he dies intestate, that law, wherever

the property may be situated, governs its disposal and

fixes the rights and shares of the distributees. Such

property is taxable where it has its actual nitus.‘

The maxim that personal property follows the per

son of the owner is but a legal fiction, invented for

useful purposes, and must yield whenever the pur

)0ses of convenience or justice make it necessary to

ascertain the fact concerning the sitar. in cases of

attachment and for purposes of taxation, the maxim

is constantly dlsregarthad.l

The power of a State to regulate the tenure of real

property within her limits, and the modes of its ao

quisition and transfer, and the rules of descent, and

theextent to which a testamentary disposition may

be exercised, is undoubted. This follows from her

sovereignty within her limits, as to all matters as to

which jurisdiction has not been transferred to the

Federal government Control over realty would be

foreign to the purpose for which the Federal govern

ment wss created, and embarrass the landed interests

of the States.‘

At common law, every corporation has, as an inci

dent to its existence, the power to acquire, bold, and

convey realty, exceptas restrained by its charter or

act of parliament. And so, also, as to personalty.'

See Anasnon, 1; Carrran, 2; Carmen; Cmmn;

Cononrrr; Cancun, 1; Cosnrnou, Real; Cosrustos;

(‘om;sns1oN, 2; Dnscaxr; Dawes; DlS'l‘il1BU'i'1ON, 2;

El-'rsc1-s; Esrrrs; Fnen, 1; Flxrcns; Immovs; lscous;

Hermon; iwrsnzsr, 2; 1NVEI€TORY;Ih'VOiCE; iiioxsr;

hlosroxon; Nmaancs; Ousrsa; Owmm; Pnnn§nnsH1r;

Psaismsns; PIRPETUITY, 2; Pnsnos; Posssssmn;

Pasmsss, B; PRESCRIPTION, 3; Paocsss, 1, Due; Pun

cases, 2; PURPltE8TL'RE; Bsaurv; Rsrnsvm, 1; Bit

Irrsn; Ru, 2; RESTITUTION; Runs, 8; SALE; Sara

M rs, 2; Tax, 2; Tumsn; TITLE, 1; Tums; Usn; Usus;

Urns, Sic, etc.; Vanna; Vss-r; “'lLL, 2.

I8 Bi. Com. 144; 2 id.16;3 Law Q. Rev. 406(1887); 106

Mass. 585.

' Hornsby v. United States, 10 Wall. 242 (1869), Field,

J.; Brynn v. Kennett, 113 U. S. 192 (1885).

' Black v. Zacharie, 8 How. 614 (1845), Story, J.

‘St Louis v. Ferry Co., 11 Wall. 430 (1870), cases,

Bwayne, J.; Robertson 1:. Pickrell, 109 U. S. 010 (1883);

22 Cent. Law J. 7-14 (1886), cases.

'Dundee Mortgage Co. v. School District, 19 F. R.

$0 (1884), cases.

' United States 1:. Fox, 04 U. S. M (1876), Field, J.

‘Jones v. Guaranty, &c. 00., 101 U. S. 6'85 (I879);

Graham v. La Crosse, &c. R. Co., 102 id. 161 (1880);

Page 1:. Heineberg, 401/t. $5 (1868), cases: 94 Am. Dec.

81-67, cases; 2 Bl. Com. 256.
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PROPONENT. See Pnoronun. .

PROPOSAL. When one person signifies

to another his willingness to do or to abstain

from doing anything, with a view to obtain

ing the assent of that other to such act or

abstinence.1

When the person to whom the proposal is made

signifies his assentihereto, the proposal is said to be

accepted. A proposal when accepted becomes a

promise. The person making the proposal is called

the “promi_sor," the person accepting,.the “prom

isee.“ Every promise, and every set of promises

forming the consideration for each other, constitutes

an agreement. An agreement enforceable by law is a

contract.‘ See Orrsn, 1.

PROPOSITUS. L. Put forward; pro

posed: the person from whom descent is

reckoned.2 See A.NCESTOB.

PBOROUND) To bring forward; to

proffer for judicial action; to propose as

genuine: as, to propound a will for probate.

See ABTTCULATELY.

P1-oponent; propounder. He who of

fers for proof, before a court of probate, a

writing purporting to be a will.

PROPRIA. See Pnornms.

PROPRIETORJ 1. Owner.

In the copyright laws, the representative

of an artist or author who might himself ob

tain a copyright.°

From the act of 1790 down to 1870, there could be

no "proprietor" except the owner of the work of a

citizen or resident author, including a transferee of

such resident's right of copyright. When, therefore,

in the act of 1810, the word “proprietor " is found

used, for the first time. in connection with the words

“author, inventor, designer," as a person to whom A

copyright may be granted, it must be construed, 1.‘

possible, in harmony with the inflexible policy and

intent of the copyright law up to that date, and held

to be used in the sense in which the word had always

been used in our copyright law, viz., as meaning the

lawful owner and representative, whether by assign

ment, employment, death. or other lawful succession,

of the exclusive rights of some native or resident

author or artist only. The proprietor of a native

work is intended.‘ See Pam.

Proprietary. Belonging to ownership;

belonging or pertaining to a proprietor -— one

who has the legal right or exclusive title to

anything, whether in possession or not; an

 

I [Polloclr, Contr. '6, quoting Indian (India) Oontrael

Act. 18'|‘2.

'2 Bl. Com. $34; 5 Pa. 166.

l L. pro-ponere, to put forward, propose.

‘ L. propriul, q. v.

' Ynengling v. Schile, El Blaich. 459, (61-6! (M

Brown, J.
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owner; relating to a certain owner or pro

prietor.I

2. A person in possession; a manager, or

operator.

A law imposing a penalty upon the "proprietors "

of a railroad, for negligence causing death. applies to

e corporation owning and operating a road.I

PROPRIUS. L. One‘s oyvn;indivirlual.

Propria persona. In his own person;

personally. Abbreviated p. p.

Applied toan appearance made, a pleading filed,

or other thing done in court by a party "in person."

Proprio vigore. By its own force; in

trinsically. The same as ea: proprio vigore.

State rules of practice have no efficacy, proprio

vigore, upon the United States courts. They must

first be adopted.‘

When judgment is affirmed by an appellate court,

the sureties, propr-io vigore, become liable to file same

extent as the principal obiigor.‘

See under Boss, ‘2; léurmu.

PROPTER. L. On account of ; by rea

son of; owing to; for.

Propter afibctum. Because of favorable

inclination. >

Propter defectum. For incompetency.

Propter delictum. For criminal con

duct. See CHALLENGE, 4.

Propter impotentiam.

helplessness. See ANIMAL.

Propter privilegium. By virtue of

special exemption. See ANIMAL.

PROSECUTE.° To carry on a judicial

proceeding; in particular, a proceeding of a

criminal nature.

Hosecute with eject. To carry on, with

due diligence, to a final issue or judgment,

and without fraud or unnecessary delay: as,

to prosecute an appeal. or a writ of error."

The condition to prosecute a replavln bond " with

eflect " is to be construed as meaning with success, or

to a successful termination. The condition is broken

by a dism_issal of the action.’

Prosecution. 1, The act of conducting

any judicial proceeding; also, such proceed

ing itself.

‘Ferguson v. Arthur, 117 U. S. 487 (L. 0): The Impe

rial, \\'ebster’s, and .Worcester‘s Dictionaries; Duty

Laws, R. S. $2504, Bched. M. p. 480.

I Coininonweaith U. Boston. &0. R. Co., Ii Cush. 512,

I16 (iii-33).

' The Mayor 1:. Lord. 9 \\'all. 418 (1869).

| 101 U. S. I5; 1 Black, 266; 66 Pa. I27.

‘ L. prosequi, q. v.

' Kasson v. Brocker, 47 Wis. 87-88 (1870), Taylor, J.

'Boom v. St. Paul Foundery, &c. Co., 33 llllnn. 254

(1885), cases, Dickinson. J.; 101 U. S. 15; 7 Conn. 486; 5

Q&B.23i; 8M.& W.-$77.

On account of
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2. Specifically, a suit in a criminal court.

3. The informant or complainant in a penal

or criminal proceeding, and his counsel.

The manner of formal accusation of crime,

which is by presentment, indictment, or in.

formation.I

A criminal proceeding at the suit of the

government.2

Criminal prosecution. A prosecution in a

court of justice, in the name of the govern

ment, against one or more individuals as

cused of crime.’

In the provision that " in all prosecutions the ac

cused shall have a speedy trial," the reference is to

criminal prosecutions for violation of the laws of the

State, not to prosecutions for violating city ordi

nances.‘ '

Malicious prosecution. A prosecution on

some charge of crime, whiph is willful, wan

ton, or reckless, or against the prosecutor’s

sense of duty and right, or for ends he knows

or is bound to know are wrong and against

the dictates of public policy.‘

“ ltlahcious " is not used in the sense often ascribed

to it. There may exist ill-will, malevolence, spite, a

spirit of revenge, or a purpose to injure without cause;

but not necessarily so.‘

When the general issue is pleaded, the plaintifl

must prove: the fact of the prosecution; that the do

fendant was the prosecutor or instigator; that the

proceedings were finally determined in favor of the

accused; that the charge was unfounded; that it was

made without probable cause; and that the defendant

was actuated by malice. Malice alone is not suillcient,

as a person actuated by the plainest malice may nev

ertheless prefer a well-founded accusation, and have a

justifiable reason for the prosecution of the charge.‘

In trespass against a collector of revenue for a

wrongful seizure, the sole question is probable cause.’

Malice and the want of probable cause must both

concur. The existence of malice is always for the

jury. The question of probable cause is for the court,

on the facts found. lilalice may be inferred from the

want of probable cause, but the want of probable

cause cannot be inferred from any degree of even ex

press malioe. Failure in a suit is not evidence of

either malice or want of legal cause.‘

 

I [4 Bl. Com. 801.

'Tennemee v. Davis, 100 U. S. 269 (1879), Strong, J.

' Harger v. Thomas, 44 Pa. 180 (1862): l Chitty, Cr. L.;

State v. Williams. 34 La. An. 1199 (I882); 80 Kan. 763; 8

A. K. Marsh. 74.

‘State v. City_of Topeka, 86 Kan. 87-88 (1886). cases

' Hamilton 1:. Smith, 811 Mich. 229 (1878), Graves, J.

' Wheeler v. Nesbitt, 24 How. 549-50 (1860), Cliflord, J

" Stacey v. Emery, W U. S. 645 (1878), Hum, J.

‘Stewart v. Sonneborn, 98 U. S. 192-96 (1878), case;

Strong, J. See furthcr'lllcCarthy 1:. De Armitt Wills

burgh Riot, July, 1877), 99 Pa. 63 (1881), cases; Jones v

Jones, 71Cal.89(lSB6);Neall u. Hart, H5 Pa. 354 (I887):
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Legal malice is made out by showing that the pro

ceeding was instituted from any improper or wrongful

motive; it is not essential that actual malevolence or

corrupt design be shown.‘

The criminal prosecution must have terminated— '

by a verdict of not guilty, by an ignoring of the bill,

by the entry of a nolle prosequi, or by a discharge of

the accused from bail or imprisonment.‘

No action lies to recover damages for the prosecu

tion of a civil suit, however unfounded, where there

has been no actual interference with either the person

or the property 01’ the defendant.‘ '

See Cnssa, Probable; Oman; Ixnicrlnrrr; MAHCI;

8osr1c1o.v, 8.

Prosecutor. He who carries on or main

tains any criminal proceeding. Prosecu

trix. The feminine form of the Latin word.

Public prosecutor. An*oificer of govern

ment, as the attorney-general, or a district

or county attorney, whose duty it is to con

duct criminal proceedings on behalf of the

people. See A'l"l‘ORNEY-GENERAL. _

PROSEQUT. L. To pursue: sue, prose

cute.

Nolle prosequi. To not wish to prose

cute. See NOLLE, Prosequi.

Non prosequitur. He does not prosecute.

Said of a judgment in a civil action for some

default in the plaintifi, as, a failure to file a

declaration or other pleading. Spoken of,

briefly, as a, non pros., and the plaintifi is

said to be “ nonpr0s’d.”‘ Compare NON

sorr.

PROSPECT. See Lannscarn; L101;-r.

PROSPECTIVE. See DAMAGES; RE

raosraonvn; Sruurn.

PROSPECTUS. The purpose of a pros

pectus of an intended company is merely to

invite persons to become allottees of the

shares, or original stockholders in the com-_

pany.

A prospectus of an intended company ought not to

mlsn present actual and material facts, or to conceal

iac's material to be known, the misrepresentation or

concealment of which may improperly influence and

Brewer 0. Jacobs, 2 F. R. 217-44 (1885), cases; 21 Cent.

Law J. 563 (1887), cases; 96 id. 286-88 (1888); 12 F. R.

253: 85 Ind.15, E6; 43 id. 65; 8-1 La. An. 246; 4 Cush.

89; 80 Mi.un.51B; 76 liio. 669;100 Pa. 94; 18 R1 617; 64

Tex‘. cm.

ICooley, Torts, 185; Peck 0. Choutnaau. 91 lilo. 149

(18i§6),caaes. ‘

‘Lowe u. Wartman, 47 N. J. L. 418 (1835).

I lliuldoon v. Rickey, 108 Pa. 112 (1883), cases; Burton

1;. St Paul, &c. R. Co., 33 Minn. 191 (1885); 18 Cent.

Law J. 24245 (1884), cases; 32 Alb. Law J. 124-26, 145-48

(1885), cases.

‘See 8 Bl. Com. 2%. 316, 876.

mislead the reader; for if he is thereby deceived into

becoming an allottee of shares, and, in consequence.

suflers loss, he may proceed against those who thus

misled him.I

PROSTITUTE. A female given to in

discriminate lewdness for gain}

But incontinence with one or two may suflioe.'

A woman who is unchaste, who has sur

rendered herself to illicit sexual intercourse

with men.4

Common prostitute. A public prosti

tute, who makes a business of selling the use

of her person to the male sex for the purpose

of illicit intercourse.‘

A woman may be a prostitute and have illicit con

nection with one man only; but, to be a " common "

prostitute. her lewdness must be more general and in

discriminate.‘

Prostitution. 1. In its most general

sense, the act of setting one's self up for sale,

or of devoting to infamous purposes what is

in one’s power: as, the prostitution of talents

or abilities, the prostitution of the press, etc.

2. In a more restricted sense, the act or prac

tice of a female oifering her body to an indis

criminate intercourse with men ; the common

lewdness of a female.5

Not defined at common law; offenses oi‘ the nature

not being punishable by common-law tribunals. The

definitions 0! Walker, Webster, and Johnston refer to

the act of permitting illicit intercourse for hire, an in

discriminate intercourse, or what is deemed " public "

prostitution: common, indiscriminate, sexual inter

course, in distinction from sexual intercourse confined

exclusively to one individual. The word has been

used in a more loose and general sense.‘

While the testimonyot prostitutes is to be closely

scrutinized. credit is not to be withheld it the testi

mony appears to be worthy of confidence.’ See Aa

nocnon; Bawn.

PROTECTION.

rnxss. 1.

".\'or shall any State . deny to any person

within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the

laws.“'

By “ equal protection of the laws ” is meant

equal security to every one in his private

rights-—-in his right to life, to'liberty, to

See Assamzr; Dn

 

' Peek v. Gurney, L. R, 6 Eng. & Ir. Ap. 877 (1878);

Simons v. Vulcan Oil, &c. Co., 61 Pa. 202 (1869).

' State v. Stoyell, 54 Me. $1‘ (1866). Appleton, C. J.

' State 1:. Rice, 56 lowa, 481 (1881).

4 Springer 1!. State, 16 Tex. Ap. 593 (1884), Willson, J.

‘ [Carpenter 0. People, 8 Barb. 610 (1850), Welles, P. J.

‘Commonwealth v. Cook, 12 Meta. 97(1H-16), Dewey,

J.; Fahuestock v. State, 102 Ind. 162-63 (181%); case-.

' Paul v. Paul, 37 N. J. E. 25 (1888), cases

‘Constitution. Amd. XIV, sec. 1.
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property, and to the pursuit of happiness. It

implies not only that the means which the

laws afiord for such security shall be equally

accessible to him, but that no one shall be

subject to any greater burdens or charges

than such as are imposed upon all others

under like circumstances.I See CITIZEN,

page 184.

The inhibition quoted was designed to prevent any

person or class of persons from being singled out as a

special subject for discriminating and hostile legisla

tion. Under the designation " person " a private cor

poration is included.’

Legislation which applies to particular bodies or as

sociations, imposing upon them additional liabilities,

in not forbidden, if all persons brought under its influ

_ ence are treated alike under the same conditions.‘

PROTEST.‘ A declaration, more or less

formal, against an act about to be done or al

ready done, intended to express dissent on

the ground of impropriety or illegality‘, to

preserve a right which otherwise might be

held relinquished, or to exonerate from a lia

bility which might otherwise attach.

1. Objectioh, disapproval, dissent: as, to

pay money under protest. '

Duties or taxes illegally demanded may be paid

" under protest" and the receiver afterward be com

pelled to refund them. Such payments are involun

tary.'

Under acts relating to the recovery of duties paid

under protest, a written protest, signed by the party

making it, with a definite statement of the grounds, in

a condition precedent to the right to sue for a re

covery.'

Protests against the levy of duties are commercial

documents, and if they are sufliciently formal and ac

curate to inform the collectnr distinctly of the posi

tion of the importer, the object 01’ the statute requiring

them is accomplished. They have always been liber

ally construed by the courts, and great formality or

fullness is not required.7

See further Pnmxr, Involuntary.

2. Referring to com merciul paper, in a

strictly technical sense, not applicable to a

 

1 County of Santa Clara v Southern Pacific R. Co.,

18 F. R. 398 (1883), Field, J.; ib. 450-61, cases. See also

Claybrook v. City of Owuesboro, 16 id. 39243 (1883),

M860.

lPembina Mining Co. 0. Pennsylvania, 125 U. S. 188

(1888).

' Missouri R. 00. v. ltiackey, 127 U. S. M90888).

° L. profestari, to bear witness.

I Philadelphia 0. The Collector, 5 Wall. 732 (1366); 18

Pet. 9137; 17 F. R. 505.

‘Nichols v. United States, 7 Wall.126(1868); R. S.

if 2031-82, 8011-12. cases.

" Herman 0. Schell, 18 F. R. 892 (1884), cases, Ooxe, J.;

United States 11. Long. lb. 15 (18%).
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promissory note. The word, however, by

general usage has acquired a more extensive

signification, and in a. given case may in

clude all the acts which by law are necessary

to charge an indorser on such paper.1

The formal declaration drawn up and

signed by a notary that he presented a

[foreign] bill of exchange for acceptance or

payment and that that was refused. But,

with business°men, includes all the steps

necessary to charge an indorser.2

Demand of payment of a note in proper

form and at a proper time; and, in case of

non-payment, due and reasonable notice to

the indorsers, by any suitable person.8

In the popular sense, includes demand of the maker

and notice of nonpayment to indorsers.‘

Mercantile paper which has “gone to protest" is

said to be dishonored, q. v.

Protest includes, in a popular sense, all the

steps taken to fix the liability of a. drawer or

an indorser. When there is nothing else in

a waiver of protest to limit the meaning,

the word must be taken as used in that

sense, whether applied to foreign or domestic

bills or to promissory notes.‘

The object of the notice is to enable the indorser to

take measures for his own security. The language

used should be such as to reasonably apprise the party

of the particular paper on which he is sought to be

charged.‘ .

Supra protest. Over protest: said of

acceptance of a bill of exchange by a person

not a party to it, after a protest for non

acceptance by the drawee: also, of a pay

ment, by such a person, after protest for

non-payment.

When a bill is protested for non-acceptance or for

better security, any person may accept it supra. pro

test, for the honor of the drawer or of any lndomer

The acceptor personally appears before a notary, with

a witness, and declares that he accepts the bill in

 

' Coddington v. Davis, 1 N. Y. 189 (1848), Gardiner. J.:

1 Comst. 186; 8 Denio, 25; 1 Pars. Bills & N. 471, 675,

679, 582, cases.

‘Townsend v. Lorain Bank, 2 Ohio St. 858 (1888;

Ranney, J. See also McFarland u. Pics, 8 Cal. 63637

(1837); Sprague v. Fletcher, 8 Oreg. 870 (1880).

' [Ayrault v. Pacific Bank, 47 N. Y. 575 (1872), Allen.‘ J

‘ [Brannon 0. Hursell, 112 Mass. 70 (1878), liiorton. J..

2 Bl. Com. 469.

I Wolford o. Andrews, 29 l\1inn.%1 (1882); Baker v

Scott, 29 Kan. 137 (1858); Annville Nat. Bank v. Keuer

ing, 106 Pa. 581 (1884); 2 Daniel, Neg. lnst. $5 929, 1000

95: 42 Miss. 807; 87 Mo. 91; 53 Barb. 467; 7 Hun, 862.

' Bank of Cooperstown 1;. Woods, 8 N. Y. 569 (1864)

19 id. 518; Edwards, Bills, 289.
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honor of a party named, and that he will satisfy the

name at the appointed time; and he then subscribes

the formula — “ Accepted, supra protest, in honor of

A. B.; “ or, as is more usual, “ Accepts, S. P." ‘

Payment supra protest is where a bill, protested

for non-payment, is paid by another person for the

honor of one of the parties. Any party to a bill may

pay for honor; and so may a more stranger, without

previous request or authority. This is a provision of

the law-merchant, introduced to aid the credit and

circulation of bills of excharige. it extends to no

other instruments.1 See Nsooru'ra, 2.

8. When a vessel from a foreign port is

compelled to put into a port for which it is

not destined, the master, or person next in

command, makes a protest, that is, a decla

ration under oath, as to the causes and cir

cumstances of the distress or necessity.a

4. A declaration by a member of a legis

lative body that he dissents from some act

or resolution of the body.

Protestation. Pleading so as to avohl

an implied admission of a fact which cannot

be positively afiirmed or denied, is by a

“ protestation: " the party‘ interposes an

oblique allegation or denial of the fact by

protesting ( protestando) that the matter does

or does not exist; at the same. time avoiding

a direct afiirmation or denial. Coke’s defini

tion is " an exclusion of a conclusion.” ‘

Prevents the party from being concluded by a fact or

circumstance which cannot be directly aiiirmed or de

nied without " dupliclty," and which, without protest,

he might be deemed to have tacitly waived or admitted. ¢

PROTESTANT. Includes all -those who

believe in the Christian religion and do not

acknowledge the supremacy of the pope.-"

The word is capable of sustaining a charitable

bequest.

PBOTHONOTARY! The chief scribe

in a court.7

The head clerk in some courts, whose prin

cipal duty is to make and preserve accurate

records of proceedings in court, and as pre

scribed by law.

In England, prior to 1837, there were three such of

flcials in the court of common pleas, and one in the

king's bench.

 

I [Byles, Bills, 267.

I [Byles, Hills, 272.

' [R S. 5 2801.

‘[3 Bl. Com. 311; Coke, Lltt. l2l; 1 Chitty, PL534;

Bteph. P1185.

'Tappan‘s Appeal, 52 Conn. 418 (1881), Park, 0. J.:

Beardsley 1:. Bridgeport, 58 id. 493 (1885).

' L protonotariua: Gk. pa-d't6I, flrst, chief; L. nota

rhu, scribe, clerk.

' [1 Bl. Com. T2.
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PROUT. See Raconnun, Prout, etc.

PROVE. See APPROVE; Dumas; Pao

, BATE; Paoor.

i Provable debts. See Bannnoncr.

PROVIDED; PBOVISO.l Employed

in contracts, deeds, wills, statutes, and trea

ties in the senses indicated by the author

ities subjoined.

“Provided “ is an apt word to create a condition.

Yet it may not import a condition: it is often used by

way of limitation or qualification, especially when it

does not introduce a new clause, but only serves to

qualify or restrain the generality of a former clause.I

No word better expresses a condition; and it is

always so taken, unless the context shows the in

tent was to create a covenant.I

"Provided," “so that," and "if it shall happen"

are all of the some import as“ on condition.“ “ Pro

vided always " may constitute a condition, limitation,

or covenant, according to the circumstances.‘ See II‘.

“ Provided always " refers to all that has gone be

fore, and qualifies preceding limitations.‘

“ Provided “ or “ proviso," in a deed or will, though

appropriate to constitute a common-law condition,

does not invariably or necessarily do so. Giving way

to the intent, may express a limitation in trust.‘

“ Proviso,“ in a statute, is generally intended to re

strain the enacting ciause; to except something which

otherwise would have been within it; in some measure

to modify it.’

In deeds and laws “ proviso " is a limitation or ex

ception to a grant made or authority conferred,the

effect of which is to declare that the one shall not

operate, or the other be exercised. unless in the case

provided.‘

In a statute, excepts something from the enacting

clause, qualifies or restrains its’generality, or excl udea

some possible ground of misinterpretation, as, extend

ing to cases not within the purview.’

Carves special exceptions out of the body of a stat

“who

Is ordinarily confined to the last enactment; but the

context may evince a different intent."

He who sets up any such exception must establish

 

I L. pro-riders. to foresee. act with foresight. Pro

viso: it heing provided.

' Chapin v. Harris, 8 Allen, 596 (i804), Gray, J.

I Rich 1:. Atwater, 16 Conn. '419(1Bi4), Williams, C. J.

‘ Heaston 1:. Commissioners, 2) Ind. 403 (1563), Wor

den, J.

lhfartclli v. Holloway, 5 L. R., H. L. 549 (1872).

' Stanley 0:. Colt, 5 Wall. 106 (1866), Nelson, J.

' Wayman v. Southard, 10 Wheat. 30 (1825), Marshall.

Chief Justice.

I Voorheea v. Bank of the United States, 10 Pet. 471

(1838), Baldwin, J.

' Minis v. United States, 15 Pet. 445 (1841), Story, J.

" United States v. Dickson, 16 Pet. 166 (1841), Story,

J.; Ryan 11. Carter, 93 U. S. 88 (1876).

" Friedman v. Sullivan, 48 Ark. 215 08$), cases; Erp.

Luak, 82 Ala.W (1886), cases.
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it, as being within the words as well as within the rea

son of the law.l

An " exception " is of that which otherwise would be

included in the category from which it is excepted.I

Sec Excsrrros, 2. ,

PROVINCE. In a figurative sense,

power, authority, prerogative: as, in saying

that it is the province of the jury to decide

the facts, and the province of the court or

judge to decide the law.

PROVISION. That which is provided,

arranged, or stipulated for: as, the provisions

of a contract, of a will, of a constitution,

statute, treaty.

A rule or doctrine established by judicial decision

is a " provision 01‘ law,“ equally with one enacted by

the legislature.‘ See Pnovman.

PROVISIONAL. Temporary; for the

time being: as, a provisional -— assignee, com

mittee, court, injunction or other remedy.

PROVISIONS. See Gnocamss ; HEALTH ;

MARKET; PERISHABLE. _

The “ provisions " 0! a ship mean articles of food

or sustenance: her "stores “ include wood, coal, and

the like.‘ Sec NscE.'\saRms, 2.

Fat cattle,‘ Indian corn,‘ wine and brandy,’ have

been held to be provisions.

PROVISO. See PROVIDED.

PROVOCATION. See DEFENSE‘, 1.

No provocation by words, however opprobrious,

will mitigate an intentional homicide, so as to reduce

it to manslaughter.‘

' In the law of voluntary manslaughter, it is not the

degree of the force with which a blow may be struck

or an assault inflicted that constitutes “legal provo

cation," but it consists in an assault or battery of some

degree which, under the attending circumstances, or

by reason of its force, is calculated tocreate, and does

create, sudden heat and passion.‘

No provocation can render homicide justifiable or

excusable; but it may reduce it to manslaughter."

That circumstances of mitigation must form part

of the res gesias has been repeatedly ruled.ll

In an action of trespass for an assault and battery

 

' United States v. Dickson, an is.

'United States n.Cook, 17 Wall. 1'1’! (1872), cases: 1

Ld. Rny.120: 1B. & A. 43.

'Clark v. Lake Shore, &c. R. Co., 04 N. Y. 220 (1883).

‘ Crooke u. Slack, 90 Wcnd. 171' (15538), Nelson, C. J.

' United States 0. Barber, 9 Cranch, 243 (1815); United

States v. Sheldon, 2 Wheat. 119 (1817).

' Atkinson v. Gatcher, 23 Ark. 108 (1861).

' Mooney 1:. Evans, 6 lred. Eq. 313 (1849).

I Commonwealth 11. Webster, 5 Cush. $6 (1860),

Shaw, 0. J.

' \\'illinms 0. Commonwealth, 80 Ky. 816 (1882), Bar

gis. J.

" liorim-ti)‘ v. Commonwealth. 81 Va. 298 (1886).

" Bonino v. Calcdonio, H-i Mass. 802 (1887); 8 Greenl.

lv. 5 $87.

the defendant cannot give in evidence, in mitigation

of damages, matters of provocation on the part of the

plaintiff, unless they happened conremporaneoualy

with the assault and battery, or so recently as to in

duce the presumption that the assault was committed

under the immediate influence of the passions excited

by the provocation.I

PROXIMATE. See CAUSE, 1; DAMAGES;

Dommon.

PROXY. A shortened form of “ procu

racy: " procuration, agency.

A person empowered to act for another, as,

to vote a share or shares of the capital stock

of a corporation; also, the authority itself to

represent the constituent.2

Shareholders cannot vote by proxy without special

provision in the charter so to do.‘

The right of voting by proxy at the meetings of an

incorporated company is not a general right, and the

party who claims it must showa special authority;

but where, rejecting all votes cast by proxy, there is

stfli a majority, the minority are bound.‘

A shareholder in a national bank may vote by

proxy. but no oifleer or employee of the bank may act

as proxy.‘ See TRL's'r, 2.

PRUDENCE. Varies with the exigencies

that require vigilance and attention, con

forming in degree to the circumstances un

der which it is to be exercised.

“ Ordinary care and prudence“ imports that de

gree of care and prudence which a careful and prudent

man would exercise in the same circumstances.‘ See

Cass; D1scn.rr1o.v.

PSYCHOLOGY. See Issamrv; Pim

SUMPTION.

PUBLIC." 1, 1|. “The public" are the

body of the people at large; the people of the

neighborhood; the community at large; the

people.

2, adj. Belonging to,'concerning, of inter»

eat or importance to, affecting the people or

community at large; for the accommodation

or benefit of all persons; also, generally

known. Opposed, private, q. v.

As in speaking of public or a public — act,

administration, agent, assembly, attorney,

 

ilieiser v. Smith, 71 Ala.-181 (1882): 2Greenl. Ev. 5 N;

Field, Dam. 5604; 2 Dam. 547; 1 Waterm. Tresp.

5266; 1Sut.herl. Dam. 2'21‘; 1 Mass. 11; 19 Johns. 311);

17 Iowa, 468; 17 M0. 537.

‘See 1 Bl. Com. 168, 418; 1 Paige, 590.

' Brown v. Commonwealth, 8 Grant, 209 (1856).

' Craig 1:. First Presby. Church, 83 Pa 47(181'8): I

Kent, 294; Angeli & Ames, Corp. Si 127, 181, we

' R. S. 55144.

' Fassett v. Roxbury. 55 Vt. 665-56 (1888), Bowell. J4

289:1. 180; 8613.580; 51 id. 131.

’ L publicuu, belonging to the people.
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auction, blockade, boundary, bridge, build

ing, charity, conveyance, corporation, docu

ment, domain, easement, enemy, entertain

ment, exhibition, grant, health, highway,

holiday, house or inn, indecency, land, law,

notice, nuisance, oifice or oificer, peace,

place, policy, property, prosecutor, record,

river, sale, school, seal, statute, stocks, trial,

use, verdict, vessel, war, water, welfare,

wrong, qq. v.

"Public" and "general " are sometimes used as

synonymous, meaning merely that which concerns a

multitude of persons; but in other connections "pub

lic " refers to that which concerns all the citizens, and

every member of the state, while " general “ refers to

a lesser, though still a large, proportion of the commu

nity.‘ Compare GENERAL.

The word “public “ is used variously, its specific

meaning depending upon the subjects to which it is

applied. This is illustrated in the diilerent uses of

the word as applied to law, statutes, debts, securities,

and taxes.’

The word sometimes describes the use to which

property is applied; at other times, the character in

which it is held. If the use is of sucha nature as

concerns the public, and the right to its enjoyment is

open to the public upon equal terms, the use will be

public, whether compensation be exacted or not.‘

PUBLICATION. 1. Making a thing

known to the public; proclaiming to general

‘hearing-, exposing to general view.

As, putting forth a law in some printed form; ex

hibiting a deposition taken in chancery; inserting a

summons or other order in a newspaper as an adver

tisement; the uttering of words in slander, and the

declaring by pictures, signs, etc., in libel; a testator's

statement that a designated writing is his will. See

those general subjects.

2. Something, as, a book or print, which

has been published -—- made public or known

to the world. A writing as well as a print

What constitutes

a publication or a making publicmay be a

question, and must, generally depend upon

the circumstances of each case.

But a private letter sent in a sealed envelope can

not be considered a publication within the statute

against mailing indecent publications,‘ See Onscsss.

The oflice of an “ order of publication " is

to notify parties, who are properly such, of '

the proceeding, and of the object sought; it

is a substitute for a subpoena.-"

1 [1 Green]. Ev. 5 128.

' Morgan v. Cree, 46 Vt. 786 (1861), Peck, J.

'Gerl:e v. Purcell, 25 Ohio St. Mi (1874), White, J.

' United States v. Lottis, 8 Saw. 197 (1682), Deady, J.:

a. c. 12 F. R. 673. See United States v. Gaylord, 17

I’. R 438 (1888), Drummond, J.

l Bavary s. Da Camara, 60 iild. 148 08$).

 

It is a rule, without qualification or exception, that

when it is sought to conclude a party by constructive

" service by publication “ there must be a strict com

pliance with the requirements of the statute: nothing

can be taken by intendrnent; every fact necessary to

the exercise of jurisdiction, based on the service, must

aflirmatively appear in the mode oi’ service.I

An “ award " is published when made and

notice given to the parties.’

In " slander," words are published although

spoken to one person, who knows them to be

false.‘ See SLANDER.

But sending a letter containing a “ libel " to the

person deiamed, where no third party hears or reads

it, will not support an action for damages.‘ See

LIBEL, 5.

As to publication by “ statutes " and “ or

dinances,” see PRESCRIPTION, 1; Paocnsnr

nos, 2; Pnonunosrn. See also Corrruorrr.

The publication of a “ will ” is the act of

declaring or making known to the witnesses

that the testator understands and intends

the instrument subscribed by him to be his

last will.‘

Republication. A re-publishing; in par

ticular, the revival of a will previously re

voked or changed by the addition of one or

more codicils.

PUBLICIST. A writer upon interna

tioual law— the laws of nations, public law

in_ its comprehensive sense.

PUBLISHER. One who by himself or

his agent makes a thing publicly known; one

engaged in the circulation of books, pam

phlets, and other papers.° See EDITOR; MAN

urscrvass; NEWSPAPER; PRINTER; Urrsn, 2.

PUEBLO. In its original signification,

people or population, but is now used in the

sense of “town.” It has the indefiniteness

of that word, and, like it, is sometimes ap

plied to a mere collection of individuals re

siding at a particular place, a settlement or

village, as well as to a regularly organized

municipality.‘I

ICissell v. Pulaski County, 8 McCrary. 440 (1881),

cases; Hartley 1:. Boynton, 17 F. R. 876 (1883).

IKnowlton u. Homer, 80 Me. 556 (1849): 9 Bing. 605;

5 B. & Ad. 518; IN. J. L. 415.

' Marble u. Chapin. 182 Max. 225 (i8&Z).

‘ Spalts 1'. Poundstone, 87 Ind. 524-25 (1882), cases; 1

Am. L. Cas. 114.

' Lewis v. Lewis, 18 Barb. 23 (1852), Brown, J.; Wat

son v. Pipes, 32 Miss. 466 (1866): 2 Green]. Ev. § 561.

' Leroy u. Jamison, 3 Saw. 3?? (1875): Bouvier‘s Law '

Dict.

"Trenouth 0. San Francisco, 100 U. 8. 251 (1879).
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At the time of the conquest of California, July 7,

1846, there was a Mexican pueblo at the site of the

present city of San Francisco.I

Ownership of the lands in the pueblos could not in

strictness be aiiirmed. it amounted to little more

thana restricted and qualified right to alienate por

tions to its inhabitants for building or cultivation. and

to use the remainder for commons, for pasture lands,

or as a source of revenue, or for other public pur

poses This right of disposition and use was, in all

particulars, subject to the control of the government

of the country. The right appears to have been com

mon to the cities and towns of Spain from an early

period in her history, and was recognized in the laws

governing her colonies on this continent.|

Upon the conquest, the United States succeeded to

the rights and authority of the Mexican government,

subject only to their obligations under the treaty of

Guadaloupe l.-iidalgo. Before the estate of the pueblo

could become absolute and indefensible, some action

was required on the part of the United States. This

action was taken by act of July 1, 1564. Down to

that time, the city of San Francisco held under its

original imperfect Mexican title only. Afterward. it

was possessed of the fee " for the uses, and purposes

specified" in the Van Ness ordinance. The State

statute of limitations began to run, as to this title,

July 1, 1861.‘

The pueblo Indians in New Mexico held their lands

by a right superior to that of the United States. Their

title dates back to grants made by Spain before the

Mexican revolution, fully recognized by the Mexican

government, and protected by it in the treaty of

Guadeloupe Hidalgo, by which the country and the

allegiance of its inhabitants were transferred to the

United States. " For centuries the pueblo Indians have

lived in villages, with municipal government. They

adopted the Spanish language, and the Christian relig

ion as taught them by Spanish Catholic missionaries.

They are a peaceable, industrious, intelligent, honest,

and virtuous people. They are Indians only in teat

ure, and in a [cw habits.“ i

PUFFING. See Aucnos.

PUGILISTS. See Pmzn-noarruo.

PUIS. See CONTINUANCE, 1.

PUNCTUATION. Compare GRAMMAR.

When the meaning of a clause in an instrument is

doubtful, the court may insert punctuation to show of

what construction the words are capable; and if by

such aid the court is enabled to see that the language

can bear an interpretation which will make the whole

instrumunt rational and self-consistent, it is bound to

adopt that interpretation, in preference to another

 

Field. J.; Grisar 0. McDowell. 6 Wall. 872 (1867); More

v. Steinbach. 127 U. S. 70, 78 (1888), cases.

I '1‘:-enoulh a. San Francisco, ante.

' Townsend v. Greeley, 5 Wall. 3% (1866), Field, J.

I Palmer v. Low, 98 U. S. 16 (1878), Waite, C. J.; San

Francisco 1:. Scott, 111 id. T63 (1881).

‘ United States v. Joseph, 94 U. S. 618, 616 (1876), Mil

ler, J.

which would attribute to the parties an intention at

terly capricious, insensible and absurd.‘

in the interpretation of written instruments very

little consideration is given by the courts to the pimct

uation, and it is never allowed to interfere with or

control the meaning of the language used. The words

must be given their common and natural eifect ro

gardless of the punctuation or grammatical construc

tion.’ '

When the punctuation is strictly consistent with one

of two senses, equally grammatical, and inconsistent

with the other, it should be allowed the force of open

ing the question of construction to receiving aid from

the context, and from the purpose in view.I

PUNISHJ To afiiict with pain or loss,

with a view to amendment; to impose a pen

alty for the commission of a crime.

Punishable. Liable to punishment‘

May be punished, or liable to be punished.‘

Not, must be punished, but liable to be punished.’

Punishment. Punislnnents are evils or

inconveniences consequent upon crimes and

misdemeanors, and inflicted by human laws,

in consequence of disobedience or misbe

havior in those to regulate whose conduct

such laws are made.8

In ea: post facto laws, “punishment” is

synonymous with chastisement, correction,

loss, or suffering to the party supposed to be

punished, and not in the legal sense which

signifies a penalty inflicted for the commis

sion of crime. Wharton’s definition, “ the

penalty for transgressing the law,” is, per

haps, as comprehensive and accurate as can

be given.‘

The end of punishment is not atonement or expla

tlon, but precaution against future oifenses."

The power is exercised through the means which

the laws provide." .

A statute which describes an act as punishable and

imposes a line creates an 0iTenso."

 

lRe Denny's Estate, 8 Irish E1]. 447 (1874), Chris

tian. Ld. J .

1 0‘Brien v. Brice, 21 W. Va. 707 (1888), Snyder, J.

' C8-B0011 1). Brock, 14 S. C. 107 (1880), Williard, C. J.;

Aibright o. Payne, 48 Ohio St. 14-15 (1886), cases; 66 Pa.

311; 88 Wis. 434.

i F. puniu-, punir: L. punire, to impose a penalty

upon.

' Commonwealth v. Pemberton, 118 Mass. 42 (1875).

' United States v. Watkinds, 7 Saw. 94 (1881).

" State v. Neuner, 49 Conn. 233 (1881); 58 Ga. 200.

‘[4 Bl. Com. 7.

‘Exp. Garland. 4 Wall. 898 (1866), Chase, C. J. B...

also Matter of Bayard, 25 Hun, 5-16 (1881).

"[1131. Com. 11, $2.

" Exp. Milligan, -1 Wall. 119 (1866).

" Rs Jackson, 14 Blatch. %5(1B1‘7).
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Arbitrary punishment. Such punishment

as in degree or kind is left wholly to the dis

cretion of the judge, in distinction from such

as is defined by statute.

Capital punishment. Punishment of

death: originally, by decapitation.

Abolished in lilaino (in i887), in Rhoda island, and

in Wisconsin. Except for treason, never existed in

lichigan, until April 9, 1887.3

The legislature of New York, by an act approved in

April, 1888, substituted electricity, as the means of ex

ecuting porsons sentenced to death, for hanging.

A century ago, in Massachusetts ten and in Dele

Iaro twenty crimes were punishable with low of life.’

Corporal punishment. Any kind of cor

poral privation or suffering which is inflicted

by a sentence, directly by way of penalty for

an offense,‘ Also, such chastisement in

flicted by a teacher. _

The reasonableness of the punishment administered

by a school teacher to a pupil is a question of fact.

The teacher has a right to require obedience to reason

able rules and a proper submission to his authority,

and to inflict punishment for disobedience; being gov

erned, as to mode and severity, by the nature of the

oifenss. the age, size, and physical condition of the

pupil. And in punishing for a particular offense the

teacher may take into consideration habitual disobedi

moa.‘ - ‘

Cruel, unusual punishment. “ Nor ” shall

“cruel and unusual punishments” be "in

flicted." 5

The kind and degree of punishment suited to par

ticular oflenses is a matter left to the discretion of the

legislature, with the qualification above noted.‘

Twice punished. "Nor shall any person

be subject for the same offense to be twice

put in jeopardy of life or limb." 7

The punishments in use under the colonial and

provincial governments were: imprisonment in the

common jail; hard labor in the workhouse or house of

correction; the pillory; sitting on the gallows; crop

ping one or both ears; branding on one or both cheeks,

with indelible ink, the letter T for thief, or B for

burglar; whipping; sitting in the stocks; in case of lar

 

I 800 North Am. Rcv., 1881, p. 557.

'1 l\IcMa-ster, Hist. Poop. U. S. 100. See 1 Steph

Kilt. Cr. L. Eng. 457-69, 472-76.

' People v. Winchell, 7 Cow. 52') (1827), note.

4Sheehan v. Sturges, 58 Conn. -i&l—i (18%), cases;

Deskins v. Gose, 66 lilo. 485 (1885), cases: 24 Am. Law

Reg. 662, 664439 (1885), cases

‘Constitution, Amd. VIII. See same prohibition in

the constitutions of the States.

‘See Cooley, Const. 206; 18 Am. Law Reg. 681; 70

Cal. 1; 1 N. M. (l5; 6i ilow. Pr. 29i. On inequality in

punishment, see 5 Cr. Law M. 1H1 0&5-i).

' Constitution, Amd. V. See same provision in tho

constitutions of the States.

ceny, restoration of threefold the value of the property

with liability to be sold to service to pay it.I

No man can be twice lawfully punished for the

same oflfense.

Although there have been nice questions in the ap

plication of this rule to cases in which the act charged

was such as to come within the definition of more than

one statutory offense, or to bringing the party within

the jurisdiction of more than one court. there has

never been any doubt of its entire and complete pro»

tection when a second punishment is proposed in the

same court, on the same facts, for the same Bi.l1lulul‘_\

oflense. _

In civil causes, the doctrine is expressed by tin

maxim that no man shall be “twice vexed “ for one

and the same cause. It is upon the foundation of this

maxim that the plea of a former judgment for the

same matter, whether for or against the defendant. is

a good bar to an action.

In criminal law, the same principle is expressed

thus: No one can be twice punished for the same

crime or misdemeanor. Protection against the action

of the same court in inflicting punishment twice is as

clearly within the maxim as protection from the

chances of a second punishment on a second trial.

Hence the pleas aulrcfois acquit, aulrefois amvict.

These are principles of the common law, and em

bodied in all our constitutions. At the time they came

into existence almost every offense was punished with

death or other punishment touching the person.

A second trial may be had, without violating the

principle, when the jury fail to agree and no verdictis

rendered, or the verdict is set aside on motion of the

accused. or on a writ of error prosecuted by him. or

the indictment was found to describe no offense known

to the law.

When a court has imposed a fine and imprison

ment, where the statute only confers power to punish

by fine or imprisonment, and the fine has been paid,

the power of the court to punish further is gone. One

judgment only can be pronounced; if that is unwar

ranted by law, the court cannot modify the Judgment

and impose a new sentence.‘

Therefore, sureties on a distiller‘s bond cannot be

subjected to the penalty attached to the commission

of an offense, when the principal has eitected a com

promise with the government, under the sanction of

an act of Congress, of prosecutions based upon the

same oifense and for the same penalty.‘

The principle is, that one shall not be tried a second

time for the same offense, after he has been once con

vlcted or acquitted by a verdict of a jury, and judg

ment has been rendered against him or in his favor.

There is no implication that he shall not be tried a

second time if thejury in the first trial were discharged

without giving a verdict, or if. having given a verdict,

the judgment was arrested or a new trial granted at

the request of the accused '
 

IJones 1:. Robbins, 8 Gray, 848 (1857); 1 liichlsster,

Hist. Peep. U. S. 100-].

' Exp. Lange, 18 Wall. 163, 108-78 (1873), cases, Miller.

J.; Erp. Gilmore, 71 Cal. 625 (1887).

I United States v. Chouteau, 102 U. S. 610 (188)).

' [2 Story, Coast. 5 1787. See Cooley, Conn. Lim. M.
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A second punishment does not arise if the court had

no jurisdiction; nor ii the first indictment was clearly

insufficient and invalid; nor if by any overruling ne

cessity the jury are discharged without a verdict; nor

if the term of the court ends before the trial is finished;

uor if the jury was discharged before verdict, by con

sent of the accused, expressed or implied; nor if the

first verdict was set aside on motion of the accused, or

on error sued out in his behalf; nor it the judgment

was arrested on his motion.I

Penalty, fine, and imprisonment are only one pun

ishment for the same oflense, although the penalty is

recoverable in a civil action and the others are in

iilcted by criminal prosecution.‘

See further Assrss, 2; Bcawso; Coxxvrsnos; Jsor

unv, 2; Parse; PENAL; Pii.i.oav; Qusurv, 2; Run;

R-l'l‘ALlATl0.\'; Sssvrrcns, Penal; Vax; Ws1rrmo.

PUNITIVE. See Dsmsoas, Exemplary.

PUPIL. See PUNISHMENT, Corporal;

Scnoon.

PUB. In Law French, for. Sometimes

spelled pour.

Pur autre vie.

See VIE.

PURCHASE.‘ 1. Acquisition, procur

ing, suing out: as, the purchase oi’ a writ of

error.‘

2. In a popular and confined sense, acquisi

tion by way oi.’ bargain and sale or other val

'uable consideration.‘

The transmission of property from one

person to another by their voluntary act and

agreement, founded on a valuable consider

ation. In judgment of law, the acquisition

of land by any lawful act of the party, in

oontradistinction to acquisition by operation

of law, and includes title by deed, by matter

of record, and by devise.‘

As to the purchase of negotiabies, see Discou'.\"r, 2.

3. In the law of real property, originally,

any method of acquiring an estate otherwise

than by descent.7

The possession of lands and tenements

which a man has by his own act and agree

ment, and not by descent from any of his

ancestors or kindred!

In its technical sense, includes all modes of

For the life of another.

 

I Coleman 1:. Tennessee, W U. S. 520 (1878), cases,

Cliflord, J., dissenting. See Smith v. State, 41 N. J.

L. 598 (1379), cases.

' Rs Leszynsky, 16 Blatch. 9, 18-90 (1879), cases.

' F. purchacer, to pursue eagerly, acquire.

' See 8 Bl. Com. 273.

'2 Bl. Com. nM-ii.

'4 Kent, 509. See a.lso2 Washb. R P. 401; 7Tex. 185.

'l Bl. Corn. 241; 2 id. 13), 181.

'2 Bl. Com. 241: Lita § 12; 06 I11. 585; W Wend. $56;

It Me. 572.
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acquisition other than that by descent. But

generally, in statutes as in common use, the

non-technical sense is employed -— acquisition

by contract between the parties.l

The purchase of an estate includes every lawi’ul

method of coming to an estate by the act of the party,

as opposed to the act of the law. It includes titles

obtained by sale of personal property on execution by

the sheritf, or by levy, orin execution of the right 01'

eminent domain.I See Oocorascv; RIDEIJI.

Purchase-money. The consideration

money paid or agreed to be paid to the

vendor by the vendee of realty.a

Treated as a lien on the land sold, when the vendor

has taken no separatesecurity. The vendee ought not,

in conscience, to be allowed to keep the estate without

paying the consideration‘

The vendor, though he has made an absolute con

veyance by deed, and though the consideration is in

the instrument expressed to be paid, has an equitable

lien for the unpaid purchase money, unless there has

been an express or implied waiver. I The lien is not

aflected by the vendor‘s taking the vendee‘s bond or

bill single. ora negotiable promissory note, oracheck,

if not presented or if unpaid, or any instrument in

volviag merely personal liability. Taking a note with

a surety is a presumption, rebuttabie, however, of an

intent to rely exclusively upon the personal security,

The lien will be enforced in equity against the vendee

and all persons holding under him, except a bona fidc

purchaser without notice.‘

The vendee's estate is equitable, and alienabla as

real estate held by a legal title. Any security [or the

purchase-money is personalty. The vendee cannot

dispute the title of his vendor.‘ See further Lur

Vendor's.

Purchaser. A vendee: a buyer.

The original word, perquisitor, meant one who ac

quired an estate by sale, gift, or other method than by

descent. The expression “ first purchaser " is still

used in this sense.' See Ascssros; Dsscm.

In registry acts. a complete purchaser, a purchaser

clothed with a legal title.‘

May include one who buys at a Judicial sale, as in

the recording acts of lllinois.'

A purchaser oi’ land for a valuable consideration is

one who pays a fair value, or something approaching

a fair value, for the premises." See Furs, Good.

I Kohl v. United States, 91 U. S. 874 (1875), Strong,J.;

16 Op. Att.-Gen. 328.

’ Burt v. Merchants‘ ins. Co., 106 lilasa. 864 (1871),

Chapman, C. J .

I See 87 Ill. 441; 38 lirid.2T9;15 Barb. 572

' Chilton v. Braiden, 2 Black, 460 (1862), Grier, J.

' Cordova 0. Hood, 17 Wall. 5-6 (187?) cases, Strong, J.;

Mackrith v. Simmons, 1 Lead. Caa Eq., H. & W., 35.

' Lewis v. Hawkins, 23 Wall. 125 (1874), cases, Swnynp,

J.; 2 Story, Eq. 5 1212.

’ Seo2 Bl. Com. 2!); 5 Pa. 11515; 22 id. WI.

' Steele v. Spencer, 1 Pet. '53!) (1878).

' McNitt v. Turner, 16 Wall. 861 (1872).

" Clark v. Troy, 2) Cal. %(1M



PURGE

Words of purchase. When, in a will, the limit

ation of a remainder is to a “ son “ or " sons,“ “ chil

dren " or “ issue,“ “ heir" or " heirs "of the lite tenant.

if the wordis a descriptio persona, the descendant

takes as a purchaser; it intended to comprehend a

class to take by inheritance. the word is a term of

"limitation," within the rule in Shelley's case.

" Child" and “children " are always regarded as

words of purchase, unless the testator unmistakably

used them as descriptive of the extent of the estate

given, and not to designate the donees, in which case

they are words of limitation.I

“Children “ is as certainly a word of purchase as

“ heirs of the body " are words of limitation. This is

the rule, but a testator may evince a different intent.‘

See further Cruw; Ham; issue, 5; Liilinrios, 2;

Sssu.sr's Cass.

PURGE. To clear of a charge by one’s

own oath: ' as, to the satisfaction of a court

that by a certain set no contempt was in

tended. See CONTEMP1‘.

PURPART. See PART, 1.

PUBPORT. The substance or general

import of language.

The “ purport" of a communication is its substance,

as stated in any other than the identical words in

which it was originally expressed. In libel, the exact

words are required to be set out.

The substance of an instrument as it appears on the

face of it to every eye that reads it “ Tenor " (q.'o.)

imports an exact copy.‘

PURPOSE. End; view; design; inten

tion, q. 1:.

“ Purpfisely " means intentionally, designedly; as,

to purposely commit a homicide.‘

“ For other purposes." added to the title 01.’ an act,

covers every possible subject of legislation.‘

To all intents and purposes. see is-ram.

Power to borrow money for any “ public purpose "

gives authority to a municipal corporation to borrow

money to aid a railroad company making its road as a

way for public travel and transportation, and it may

issue bonds for the loan. As against bona flde holders

of the bonds [or value, the corporation is estopped

from denying that the power was properly executed.’

Money borrowed in the service of such a power, for

the construction of a plank road which leads from,

extends to, or passes through the limits of the corpora

tion, is borrowed for a “ public purpose.” '

'2 Wsshb. R. P 273-74, cases.

‘Oyster v. Oyster, 100 Pa. 540 (1882); Haldeman e.

Hsideman, 40 Pa. 85 (1861); 2 Jsrman, Wills, 368.

' [4 Bl. Com. ‘Z87.

' Fogg v. State, 9 Yerg. 894 (lfiiii), Reese, J. See also

Commonwealth v. Wright, 1 Cush. % (1848); Myers 1:.

State, l0l Ind. 881 0884); Thomas 1). State, 103 id. 42$

(1885); '26 Iowa, 407; 29 Minn. 175; 68 M0. 286; 2 Bish.

Cr. Proc. $413.

' Fahnestock v. State, 28 Ind. 262 (1864); 17 id. 307.

' Hedden u. The Collector, 5 Wall. 111 (1866).

' Rogers 1:. Burlington, 3 Wall. 654 (1865), Cllflord, J.

' litchell 1:. Burlington, 4 Wall. 270 (1866).
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Any legitimate expenditure of a State necessary to

be provided for by a State tax, iss " State purpose." I

See Am, Municipal.

See (hrs; Coarosnsz Lrrsnssv.

PURPIRESTURE.2 A close or enclos

ure; that is, when one encroaches or makes

that several to himself which ought to be

common to many.,

In old law-writers, an encroachment upon

the king or his subjects. In common ao

ceptation, now an encroachment upon the

king, upon his demesne lands, or upon rights

and easements held by him for the public,

as, upon highways, public rivers, forts,

streets, squares, bridges, quays, and the like.‘

Where a house is erected or an enclosure

made upon any part of the king’s demesnes,

or of a highway or common street, or public

water, or such like public things.‘

Any encroachment, however slight, upon public

property, whetherin highways, navigable streams, or ‘

streets, is a purpresture, which is in the nature of a

trespass upon public property by an individual.‘

Any erection upon navigable soil, without license,

is an encroachment upon the public property of the

sovereign,—a purpreeture, whii.~h he may remove at

pleasure, whether it tend to obstruct navigation or

not.‘

The term imports an enclosure made by a private

party of a part of that which belongs to and ought to

be open and free to the enjoyment of the public at

large—asoi.' part of a. public common, or of a high

way by land or on water. Unlikea public nuisance, s

purpresture may exist without putting the public to

any inconvenience.’

PURSE. See BET; PRIZE, 1.

PURSUE. 1. To follow, in order to

overtake or obtain.

Following immediately with intent to reclaim or

recapture goods being carried oi! by a thief, or an ee

caping animal, is making “ fresh pursuit." '

2. To use measures to obtain ; to prosecute;

to continue: as, to pursue a remedy. Com

pare Surr, 1. See Harrmnss.

 

I People ex rel. Thomas 1). Scott, 9 Col. 422, 480

(1886).

' F. pourpris, a taking without authority; an en

closure,—4 Bl. Com. 167,

' [2 Story, Eq. Mi, cases.

' [4 Bi. Com. 107.

l Wood, Nuisances. i 004.

' Weber 0. Harbor Commissioners, 18 Wall. 66 (1878):

Angell. Tid. W. 198.

' Attorney-General v. Evart Booming Co., 84 jlidich.

62-73 (1878), Cooley, C. J. See also Wood, Nuis.§ 604;

2Ct. Cl. 401; 80 Ga. 512; 81 lilinn. 302; 2 Johns. Ch.

88i; 7Barb. 548; 28 N. Y. 897; 2Abb. N. 0ss.21iS.

‘See-i Bl. Com.86il; 8 id. 4.



PURVIEW

PUBVIEW.l The enacting part of a

statute, in contradistinction to the preamble.2

See Aer, 3; Paowso; Srsrurs.

PUT. 1, v. "To.put one‘s self upon the

country:" to express a readiness to submit

the truth of an issue of fact to a jury; to re

quest a jury trial in 0 civil action. See under

COUNTRY, 2.

Put in fear. See Rossnmr.

2, n. The privilege, for a nominal consid

eration, of delivering personalty within a

certain time at a specified price.‘

A "call " isthe privilege of calling or not calling

for the subject-matter oi the contract.

"Puts" and “calls " are merely options to sell or

buy.‘

The true idea oi’ an option is embraced in what is

called a "put “ and “cail,“-—the former being the

privilege oi’ delivering or not delivering the thing sold;

the latter, the privilege of calling or not calling for

the thing bought.‘

See STRADDLI; Wnonn. 2

PUTATIVE.‘ Supposed; reported; re

puted: as, a putstive— father, wiie, mar

riage.’ See Bssnan.

Q.

Q. As an abbreviation, commonly de

notes q-uare, queen, qui, or quad.

Q. B. Queen's bench.

Q. B. D. Queen's Bench Division.

Q. C. Queen's counsel.

Q. 0. f. Quare clausum fregit, why he

broke the close. See CLOSE, 3.

Q. e. n. Quare earecutionem non, why ex

ecution should not (issue).

Q. S. Quarter sessions. See SESSION, 1.

Q. t. Qui tam. See ACTION, 2.

Q. v. Quod videos, which (word, title,

subject) see. Plural qq. 22., which words,

etc., see, consult, compare.

QUA. See QUI.

QUADROON. See Warm.

QUERE. L. To question, inquire:

query, inquiry.

Denotes that I point of low is not fully considered,

and is deemed doubtful.

 

1 F. pourvu, provision.

' Payne v. Conner, 8 Blbb, 181 (1818).

' [E1-p. Young, 6Biss. 68-67 (1874). cases; 8 id. 218.

' See Pixley v. Boynton, 79 Ill. 853 (I875).

' Pearce v. Foote, 113 Ill. 234 (1886), Scott, J.

' L putaiimu: putare, to think.

' Gaines v. Bennen. 24 How. 602, 554 (1860).
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QUESTIO. L. An inquiry; question.

Ad quzestionem facti non respondent

judices; ad qusestionem legis non re

spondent juratores. To a question of fact

the judges do not respond; to a question of

law the jurors do not respond. See JURY.

Cadit quaastio. The question falls: dis

cussion is at an end: there is no room for

argument.

Vexata quaestio.

disputed point.

QUALIFY. 1. To make fit or capable;

to be made or become fit or capable. Op

posed, disqualify. See Isranssr, 2(1).

2. To prepare one’s self for the discharge

of a duty, or the duties of an ofiice.

To qualify as executor is to take an oath to dis

charge the duties of that trust.1

Qualification. The endowment or ac

quirement which renders eligible to place or

position.’

"Qualifications “ and “qui1litied,“ in the constitu

tion of Kentucky, have their most comprehensive

sense, referring not only to circumstances that render

a citizen eligible to oiflce, or entitle him to vote, but

also to those that exempt him from all legal disquali

flcations for eifher purpose.I

Qualification relates to fitness or capacity for a par

ticular pursuit or purpose. Webster definesitas “ any

natural endowment or any acquirement which fits a

person for a place, oflice. or employment, or enables

him to sustain any character with success." i

Disqualification from the pursuit of a particular v(>

cation, from positions of trust. from the privilege oi’

appearing in the courts. or of acting as an executor,

administrator, or guardian, has been and, perhaps,

may still be imposed as punishment.

Jurors in the Federal courts must have the qualifi

cations required for jurors by the law oi the State of

which they are citizens to serve in her highest courts

Exceptions are made of certain otflciais, tollowers of

some vocations, persons over a designated age, and

persons infirm, or infamous.‘ “Qualiflcations“ here

refers to general qualifications as to age, citizenship,

etc., not to bias, interest. and the like, which do not

disqualify generally, but only at the instance oi’ I

party.‘ Conformity to State law is all that is re

quired.'

3. To limit, restrict; to modify.

Predicated of one section of a statute in its open

tion upon another section: of an indorsement (q. u.)

ISee Hale v. Salter, 25 La. An. 3-.‘-i (1878), Morgan. J.

' Hyde v. State, 52 Miss. 672 (1876). Chambers, J.

1 [Hall 11. Hostetter, 17 B. llion. 785 (1856); Common

wealth v. Jones, 10 Bush, 744 (1874); 64 M0. 102.

' [Cummings v. Missouri, 4 \\'all. 8I9~N (1866), Field

Justice.

' See R. S. 5 B00.

' United States v. Williams, 1 Dill. 495 (1871).

' United States v. Collins, 1 Woods, 50: (1878).

Amooted matter; a
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of a bill or note which restrains or enlarges liability as

ordinarily understood; of a limited right of ownership

in property (q. v.); of a base fee (q. 0.).

Qualified. (1) Fitted by endowment or

acquirement; capacitated; prepared; en

titled.

Qun.lified elector.

tied to vote.1

A “ legal voter“ is a qualified elector who in fact

votes‘

Qualified for office. Imports that the per

son has complied with the law, as, by giving

a bond and taking the oath of oflicefi

“ Qualified," in the expression “duly qualified,“

may refer to the condition or status of the oflicer or

to the act of taking the oath.‘ See Vacancv.

Qualified voter. A person qualified to

vote generally.‘

ln Colorado, a woman, not being such an elector,

cannot, under the constitution, be appointed a notary.‘

In the constitution of Mississippi, one qualified or

entitled to vote, and actually voting.I

A voter is one who votes, not one merely qualified

to vote.‘

(2) Limited, restricted; modified: as, a

qualified —indorsement, fee, property, qq. 0.

See also Psovman. Compare Assowrs.

QUALITY. See Cavmr, Emptor; Da

scmmos, 1.

QUANDO. See Accmsns.

QUANTI. See QUANTUM, 1.

QUAN'1'I’1'Y. See ABOUT, 2; Dnscnm

nos, 1; Drvuns; Esrmarn; Mom: on Lass;

QUANTUM.

QUANTUM. L. 1. How much; as

much as; so much; whatever.

Quanti minoris. Of how much less:

what reduction.

In Louisiana, an action for an allowance on the

price of property on account of a defect discovered

after sale.‘

Quantum damniflcatus. How much he

has been injured. See under DAMNUM.

Quantum meruit. Whatever be de

servedfl

Quantum valebat. Whatever it was

worth—- work, labor, goods, etc. See COUNT,

4 (1), Common.

A person legally quali

' [Sanford v. Prentice, 28 Wis. 862 (1871), Dixon, 0. J.

I State v. Nlebiing, 6 Ohio St. 44 (1866), Bartley, C. J.

' [People 1:. Crlssey, 91 N. Y. 686 (1), Finch. J.; 77

VAL 800, 271.

‘ liotarles Public, 0 Col. 6290866).

‘Carroll County v. Smith, 111 U. S. 565 (1881), Mat

Ms, J.; 07 N. C. 283.

' liillandon v. Soubercase, 8 Mart 287 (1825).

‘Sea generally S) Cont law J.M (1886), cases.

2. Amount; quantity: as, the quantum of

consideration, damages, evidence.

QU.ABAN'TI1T.EJ 1. The period of forty

days. \

The time during which a widow may re

main in her husband's chief “ mansion

house” after his death, and until her dower

is assigned her.2

Tlfls right was allowed, of dowable lands, by iiiagna

Charta. In most of the States the period has been

lengthened. as, to one whole year, or is of indefinite

duration.I

2. The days during which persons arriving

from an infected country must wait before

they may land.4

The forty days probation by ships coming

from infected countries, required by 26 Geo.

II (1753), c. 26, and 29 Geo. II, c. 8.li

at present. the period varies with the exigencies of

the case.

That power to establish quarantine regulations

rests with the States, and has not been surrendered to

the general government, was settled in the case of

Gibbons v. Ogden.‘ The source of the power lies in

the general right of a State to provide for the health

of its people; and, although the power, when exer

cised, may, in a greater or less degree, affect com

merce, yet quarantine laws are not enacted for that

purpose, but solely for preserving the public health.

if they lnjuriou'sly affect commerce, Congress, under

the power to regulate it, may control them. Of neces

sity,,they operate on vessels engaged in commerce,

and may produce delay or inconvenience, but they are

still lawful when not opposed to the Constitution or

any act of Congress.’

Beyond what is absolutely necessary for self-pres

ervation, a State cannot establish quarantine regula

tions which interfere with transportation into or

through its territory.‘ V

The act of Congress of April 29, 1878, provides that

no vosfll or vehicle coming from a foreign port where

any contagious or infectious disease may exist, or with

infected passengers, merchandise, or animals, shall

enter any port of the United States or pass the bound

ary line between the United States and any foreign

country, contrary to the quarantine law of any State,

except as prescribed in said act.’

The system of quarantine laws established by stat

utss in Louisiana is a rightful exercise of the police

‘I F. quarantine or -taine, forty days: quorante:

L. quadraginta, forty.

' [2 Bl. Com. 135; 1 Steph. Com. 271.

‘See 4 Kent, 62; 1 Washb. IL P. 222; 16 Ala. 1&8; 20

id. 662; 5 Conn. 462; 2 1110.168; 5 T. B. Mon. 661; 7 id.

387.

‘ [2 Bl. Com. 185.

'4 Bl. Com. 161.

'9 Wheat. 203 (1824).

' Poem 0. Morgan, 19 Wall. 582-83 (1873), Davis, J.

‘Hannibal, &c. R. Co. v. Husen, 96 U. S. 465 (1877).

'$JSt. L. 87: 1 Sup. R. S. p. 313.

(54)
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power for the protection of health. While some of

the rules may amount to regulations of commerce,

though not so designed, they belong to that clam which

the States may establish until Congress acts in the

matter by covering the same ground or forbidding

State legislation. Thu requirement that each vessel

passing a quarantine station shall pay a fee for exam

ination as to her sanitary condition and the ports from

which she came is a part of all quarantine systems;

the fee is a compensation for services rendered to the

vessel, not a tonnage tax. Nor does it give a prefer

ence fora port of one State over those of another:

that provision (section nine of Article one) in the Con

sfltution being a restraint upon the powers of the gen

eral government. Since the government was first

organized. Congress has passed no law to protect the

people against the invasion of contagious or infectious

diseases from abroad, notwithstanding that yellow

fever and the cholera have at times been epidemic.

The reason is, no doubt. that Congress has believed

that the power to do this belonged to the States. or

that what ought to be done could be more etiiciently

done by local authorities familiar with the matter.I

See Couaascs; Hsaurn; Poucs. 2.

QUARE. See Q.

QUARRY. See LAND; lilmss; WAs'ri<:, 2.

In the Latin of the later ages, qundratarius was a

stone-squarer. The French quarriere, the original of

quarry, meant the place where stone is cut into

squares—a stone pit, referring to a place upon or

above, not under. ground.’

When land is leased with an open quarry, the lessee,

unless restrained by the contract, may remove the

ltone; but he has no right to open a new quarry.‘

QUARTER. See Com; SESSIONS; Tass

Box.

QUARTO. See DIES, Qunrto.

QUASHJ To make void or abate? to

overthrow, ennui.‘

A plea in abatement prays that the writ or declaw

tion be quashed — cassefur breve.‘

The ground for exercising the summary power of

quashing writs is to clear the record of irregular, void,

or defective proceedings.‘

When an indictment is so defective that a valid

judgment cannot be given upon it, should the accused

be convicted, the court, upon application, may quash

it; or the accused may assign the defect as ground for

an arrest of Judgment.‘

Not being a matter of right, but of privilege, the

motion will not be received when presented at an un

 

lhiorgan v. Louisiana, 118 U. S. 455, 466 (18%). Mil

ler, J.

' [Bell 0:. Wilson, L R, i Ch. Ap. Can '309 (i866),'l‘u1~

oer. L. J.

' See Bainhridge, Mines, 2.

‘ F. quauer, to break: L. quauare, to shatter.

‘ [3 Bl. Com. 303.

' Crawford U. Stewart, 88 Pa. 86 (1860); United States

It Rosenburgh, 7 Wall. 58 (1865).

' Commonwealth v. Yum 1 Clllh. 3“ am

reasonable time, as, after lune joined on a plea of not

guilty.‘

QUASI. L. As if ; like, corresponding to.

Marks resemblance, yet supposes diifer

ence, between objects’.3

Thus, one may become a quasi accomplice; ' bank

notes are quasi cash,‘ a common carrier is a quasi

public otiicer; ' and the postmaster-general is a quasi

common carrier.‘ There may be a quasi deposit, as, in

finding; and a quasi derelict.’ The right of stoppage

in transitu constitutes a quasi lien.‘ The decisions of

administrative commissioners are of quasi judicial

character.‘ A bill of lading is only quasi negotiable."

Acts of quasi ownership of realty include all acts

short of taking possession." Fixtures, chattels real,

and leases for years are quasi personalty; heirlooms,

and title deeds, quasi realty.H A surety is a quasi

party, subject to jurisdiction."

Quasi contract. An unassented-to obli

gation in the nature of a contract.

As, the liability of an heir under his ancestor‘s cov

enant respecting realty, or of an executor or admin

istrator for the debt of the decedent.

Quasi corporation. A body which ex

ercises certain functions of a corporate char

acter, but which has not been created a cor

poration by any statute.“ See further COB

PORATION. Quasi.

Quasi crimes. Ofl’enses not crimes or

misdemeanors, but in that nature—-a class

of offenses against the public which have not

been declared crimes. '5 -.

in Louisiana, certain offenses are termed quad of

fenses. Thus, what is an oflense in a servant is a

quasi oflense in the employer."

Quasi records. The books of a distiller,

required to be kept by the revenue laws, are

an example." .

 

I Richards 11. Commonwealth, 81 Va. 114-15 (15).

cases.

' See People 1:. Bradley, 60 Ill. 402(18‘7i).

'1 Greeni. Ev. 5882.

'2 Chitty, Bl. Com. 884.

'3 Pars. Contr. 857 c.

' 8 Pars. Contr. 249.

' The Nicholaus, l Newb. 449 (1858;

I1 Pars. Contr. 599.

' Clinkenbeard v. United States, 21 Wall. 70 (1874).

" Nat. Bank v. Merchants‘ Bank, Oi U. S. N (1875).

" 8 Pars. Contr. 894.

" Wharton's Law Dict

" Blossom v. Milwaukee, &c. R. Co., 1 Wall. 656 (1%!)

" School District 0. insurance Co., 108 U. S. 708 088)}

Miller. J.; 91 ill. 552; 2 Wall. 518.

ll Wiggins v. City of Chicago, 68 I11. 875 (IN!)

Walker, J.; 29 Minn. 138, 452.

"Case 1). Citizens‘ Bank, 100 U. B. 450 (1879).

" United States 0. Myers, 1 Hughes, 58411875); 8- 8

5 B03.
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QUAY. Is aspace of ground appropriated

to public use: such use as the convenience

of commerce requires.l

QUE ESTATE. See Pnascamnos, 8.

QUEEN. See BENCH; KING.

QUERELA. See Aonms, Audita.

QUERY. See QUERE.

QUESTION. Interrogation;

examination. Compare Qomsno.

1. An interrogation addressed to a wit

ness, requesting him to state his personal

knowledge as to a fact. '

Categorical questions. A series of

questions presented in a logical or systema

tized order; as, the questions propounded in

an application for a contract of life insurance.

General question. Requests witness to

state all he knows, without directing his at

tention to a particular matter, as is done in s.

leading question.

Leading question.

rogation.

Puts into a witness's mouth words to be

echoed back; plainly suggests the answer

desired.’

Suggests to the witness the answer he is

expected to make, and leads him to make

such answer.:

A question is also objectionable as leading

which embodies a material fact, and admits of

answer by a simple aflirmative or negative.‘

Leading questions are not allowed, except: on cross

examination; on a matter introductory to a material

part oi.’ the inquiry; when the witness appears hostile

to the party calling him, is unwilling to testify, or,

(rom want of recollection which a suggestion may

assist, makes an omission in his testimony; and in

cases where the mind cannot be directed to the sub

ject without particularization. Allowing leading

questions is a matter wholly within the discretion of

the court.‘

2. Subject of inquiry; a matter under ex

amination or discussion.

May be of pure fact, of pure law, or of both fact

and law; in the last case constituting a mixed ques

tion. See JURY; Rsssavs, 6.

Federal question. See Cousrs, p. 277.

inquiry ;

A ‘ suggestive inter

 

‘ New Orleafis v. United States, 10 Pat. "115 (1886),

tichean. J.

I [People v. liiather, 4 Wend. ?ri7 (1880): l Stark. Ev.

124.

' Harvey v. Osborn, 55 Ind. 644 (1877), Howk, J.

‘ [l (jreenl. Ev. i 434; 81 N. H. 488.

‘See 1 Greenl. Ev. £5 434-85; 1 Whart. Ev. 55 449-504,

627-, 8Wash. 580; ii F. R. 89; 4 Del. Ch. 811; 26 Miss.

I59; 40 N. HA7, 68; 6 Binn. 488; 23 Pa.148,M0.

QUI; QUIII); QUOD. L. Who, he

who; which, that which; what: that.

Other inflections: Cm‘, to whom; cuicuw

que, to whomsoever; cuilibet, to any one;

cujus, of what one, whose. Quem, which (ob

jective); quicquid, whatever.

Qua. On which side; as far as; in so far

as; considered as; as.

Freight qua freight; l a party qua party; ‘ a judg

ment qua a judgment; ' qua a contract; qua a regu

iatlon.‘

Qui. He who; whoever.

Qui approbat. See Arraossmr.

Qui facit. See FACERE.

Qui Iueret. See Lrrszns.

Qui non habet. See DARE.

Qui non prohibere. See PROHIBERE.

Qui prior tempore. See Taurus.

Qui sentit commodum. See COMMODUII.

Qui tacet. See Cossansus.

Qui tam. See Acnou, 2.

Quid. What.

Quid pro quo. VVhat for what; one thing

for another thing; also, an equivalent, a con

sideration—implied in every sale or ex

change.5 See Cossrnansnou, 2.

Quo. In what, with what, by what. Bee

Qoosn; Quoosoos.

A qua. From which.

quem, to which.

Designate, respectively, the court or judge from

which, and to which, a cause has been removed; also,

the day from which (dies a quo) and the day to which

(dies ad quem) a period is to be computed; and also,

the limit from which, the starting point (terminus a

quo), and the limit to which, the end (terminus ad

quem) -—as. the beginning and ending of a way, of a

risk in marine insurance, of the descent of a title.

In quo. In which. See Locos; Srurua.

Correlative, ad

Qua ammo. With what motive. See

Asnws.

Quo jure. By what right. See JUB.

Quo warranto. By what authority. See

at length WARRANTUM. .

Quod. (1) What; that which.

Quod non apparet. See APPARBRHL

Quad populus juss-it. See REPEAL.

(2) That; to the end that.

Quad computet. See COMPUTARII.

Quad partitio fiat. See PABTITIO.

 

'2 Allen, 90.

'1 T. & H. (Pa.)§577.

' 43 Pa. 469.

'19 F. R. 711.

'1 Bl. Com.424; lid. Ml.
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Quod recuperet. See Racurnnsaa.

Quorum. Of whom.

As a substantive, the number of members

of a body whose presence is necessary to the

transaction of business. See MAJORITY. ~

The commission of oyer and terminer was origi

nally directed to the judges of the courts of Westmin

ster, and several others, but the judges or serjeanta

at law only are of the quorum, so that the rest cannot

act without the presence of one of them. The words

of the commission ran “quorum aliquem vesirum

unum use volumuc " — of whom we wish some one

of you to be present. The justices referred to were

eminent for their skill and discretion.I

QUIA. L. Because.

Q1118 emptores. Because purchasers.

The initial words of 18 Edw. I (1291), c. 1,

statute of Westminster 8, regulating sales of

lands and tenements. See FEUD, Subinfeuda

tion.

Quin timet. Because he fears. A bill

in equity in the nature of a writ of preven

tion to accomplish the ends of precautionary

justice.2

Ordinarily, prevents anticipated mischief, and is

not merely to redress it when done. The party seeks

the aid of the court “ because he fears “ some future

probable injury to his rights and interests. The man

ner in which this old is given depends upon circum

stances. The court may appoint a receiver to collect

income; order a fund to be paid into court, or that

security be given, or that money bepoid over; or issue

an injunction or other remedial process,— whether

the right of enjoyment is present, or future and con

tingent)

Is always used as a preventive process before a suit

is actually instituted. A bill ofpeace, although some

times brought before any suit is instituted to try a

right, is generally brought after the right has been

tried at law.‘ See Qonrr, 2; Pascn, 1, Bill of.

QUICK. See DISPATCH; QUICKENING.

QUICKENING. See ABORTION; PREG

NANCY.

Takes place about the sixteenth week from concep

tion, yet may vary from the tenth to the twenty-fifth

week.‘

A woman is " quick with child “ from the period of

conception and the commencement of gestation; and

Ihe is “pregnant with a quick child " when the child

hubecome quickened in the womb.‘

 

1 4 Bi. Com. 270; 1 id. 857.

I [2 Story, Eq. 55 M27; 1 id. irao.

'2 Story, Eq. I 852; 1 Pomeroy, Eq. §§ :3-16-51; 8 id.

‘L894; Holland v. Challen, 110 U. S. 20 (1884), cases;

United States v. Wiison.11B id. 87, 890886); 7 Wall.15;

I Ala. 169.

'Denman, liiidw. 129; 1 Log. Q81. B. 183

‘Evans 0. People. 49 N. Y. 89 (1872): 8 C. E P. $2;

Into I. Emerich, 18 310. Av. 4il2(1r88),

QUIET. 1,adi. Peaoeabie, undisturbed,

unmolested: as, quiet—enjoyment, posses

sion, qq. v. _

2, v. To settle the ownership or validity

of, by ending disputes or ‘litigation: as, to

“ quiet a title ” to real estate.

The ground of bringing a suit to quiet title is. that

the disturber, while asserting a claim which is a cloud

on plaintiffs title, refuses to carry It to the test of a

trial in court, and because he refuses to do thisacourt ~

of equity stops his mouth.I

The decree operates by way of estoppel as to all

parties and ends all litigation between them. Those

only who have a clear, legal and equitable title to land

connected with possession have any right to claim the

interference of a court of equity to give them peace or

dissipate a cloud.‘

The defendant is forbidden, under contempt of court,

to assert his title in conflict with complainant's title.I

See further Cnocn; Panes, 1, Bill of.

QUIT. To abandon, relinquish, surren

der, qq. v.

To quits service is to abandon it, not to leave it

expecting to return the next day..

Referring to a notice to a tenant to give

up possession of premises, has no technical

meaning. _

isgenerally necessary where the relation of landlord

and tenant exists, and no definite period is fixed for

the termination of the estate. Where a lease is to

expire at a certain time, the notice is not necessary.

because to hold over would be a wrong.‘ See Lamas;

iiiornn; Norm.

Quitclaim. v. To give upone’s claim of

title.

n. A deed in the nature of a release, con

taining words of release and of grant.‘

Conveys such interest as the grantor may have,

without covenants of title; but covenants against in

cumbrancee imposed by him are usually added. The

operative words are uremise, release, and forever

quitclaim." The term presupposes a previous or pro

cedent conveyance or a subsisting estate and posses

sion.'

In liIn.ssachusetss,a deed of quitclaim passes all

the estate which the grantor could convey by deed of

bargain and sale. If -he has in fact a good title, his

 

I Wright 1:. Mattison, 18 How. 56-50 (1855), cases.

Daniel, J.

'Orton v. Smith, 18 How. 265 (1855), Grier, J.; Frost

o. Spitley, 121 U. S. 556 (1887), cases.

I Re Chiles, 22 Wall. 167 (1874).

‘Haber v. United States Flax liisnuf. Co., i8 it i

805 (1881).

' Gregg v. Von Phui, 1 Wall. 281-82 (1863), Davis, J ;

Harland o. Eastman, 119 ill. 26 (1886).

' See Nathans v. Arkwright, 66 Ga. 186 (1880).

' See Ely o. Stannard, 44 Conn. Sit! (1817), Park. 0. J.;

Hoyt 1:. Ketcham, 64 id. 63 (1836); Thornton, Conv. 40:

2Washb. R. P. (106.
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deed conveys his estate as effectually as a deed of

warranty.I

To charge a purchaser with notice of an unrecorded

instrument, a secret lien or equity, his deed must pur

port to convey and quitclaim no more than the right,

title or interest of the grantor. If the grantor conveys

n: more than his title, the presumption is that he had

doubt as to his rights and notice of some opposing

claim; and he expresses that doubt upon the face of a

quitclaim deed. The use of “ give, grant, bargain and

sell," in addition to “ remise, release, and forever quit

claim " the right of the grantor, such as it may he,

will not change the character of the conveyance.

A hrelease " is in most States equivalent to the word

“quitclaim." 1

The settled law of the Supreme Court is that one

who takes by simply A quitclsim deed is not a bone

Me purchaser without notice.'

Quit-rent. A rent paid by a freeholder

in consideration of ‘which he went free from

sli other services.‘

QUO. See Qm: Wsnaaxruu.

QUOAD. L. As to; as regards; con

cerning.

A prohibition quood is as to I particular thing

among others

A shareholder in a national bank, who, apprehend

ing a failure of the bank, transfers his stock toan irre

sponsible person, will still be held as a shareholder

quoad the creditors.‘

Quoad 1100.~ As to this; as respects the

matter in question.‘

A purchaser or bidder at a master's sale subjects

himself quuad hoe to the jurisdiction of the court as

a party to the suit.'

QUOD. See QUI.

QUONDAM. L. Formerly; former: as,

a person quondam infant.‘

QUORUM. See Q01.

QUOTA. L The feminine form of

quotas: which or what in number, or order;

 

I Kyle v. Kavanagh, 108 Moss. M (1869); Rawle, Cov.

Titles, 36. Compare Cutler v. James, 64 Wis. 177-78

(1885), cases, holding that a quitclaim deed is I " con

veyance."

‘Richardson 1:. Levi, 67 Tex. B64, 367 (1887), cases,

Willie, C. J.

‘Oliver 1). Piatt, 8 How. 4100845); May 11. Le Claire,

ll Wall. 232 (1870); Villa 1:. Rodriguez, 12 id. 333 (1870);

Dickerson v. Colgrove, 100 U. S. 584 (1879); Hastings

0. Nissan, 81 F. R. 600 (1887). See generally 12 Cent.

Law J. 127-80 (1881), cases; 33 Alb. Law J. 24-'i—45(lB86),

cues.

‘ [2 Bl. Com. 42.

' Bowden v. Johnson. 107 U. S. 261 (1882).

ISee 1 Bl. Com. 91, 257, 430.

' Blossom 1:. Milwaukee, &c. R. Co., 1Wall. 656 (1338);

Klnneeota Co. v. St. Paul Co., 2 id. 634 (1864).

' Eureka Company 0. Edwards, 71 Ala. 256 (1831)

of what number; how many: what part OI

portion. Apportionment;

The proportion or share of a common bur

den which belongs to several persons or

places.1

QUOTATION. See ABRIDGE, 1; RE

vmw, 8. ‘

QUOTIES IN VERBIS. See AMBI

GUITY.

QUOUSQUE. L. Until such time as;

until: temporary or temporarily.

An execution quoueque has force till the defendant

does a thing required of him. Such, for example, is I

capias ad saiis/aciendum.

A prohibition qumuque has effect until some act be

performed, some event happen, or a certain time

clause. or otherwise, as is specified in the order.‘

R.

B. As an abbreviation, may denote rail

road, raiiway, real, regina, repeal, report,

review, revision, rem, r0lls,‘R.0man.

R. L. Revised Laws; Roman Law.

R. 8. Revised Statutes. See REVISE.

RACE. See CITIZEN, Amendment, XIV;

Cows, 1; SLAVERY.

RACES. See Bsrrmo; Game, 2.

RACEWAY. An artificial canal dug in

the earth; a channel cut in the ground.‘ See

AQUA, Currit, etc.

RACK. An engine of torture, consisting

of a large frame upon which the body of a

person could be gradually stretched until the

joints became dislocated.‘

Was used for extm-ting confessions from convicts

and suspected penons.°

Trial by rack is unknown to the law of England.

Certain ministers of Henry IV, as a beginning to the

introduction of the civil law into the kingdom. erected

a rack of torture in the Tower of London; and this was

used as an engine of state, not of law. more than once

in the reign of Elizabeth. When, however, upon the

assassination of Viiiiers by Felton, it was proposed to

put the assassin to the rack to discover who hisaccom

plices were, the judges decided that the proceeding

was not allowable.‘

 

1 [Bridgewater 0. Plymouth, 17! Mass. 890 (1867),

Foster, J.

' See 1 Steph. Com. 837.

I Wilder v. De Con, 26 Minn. 17 (1879).

° Webster's Dict.

'4 Bl. Com. 820. See Penny Mag, voL 1. pp. Ml

(18321.



RADIUS

RADIUS. Within a radius of ten miles

from a particular village means within ten

‘miles from its center.‘

RAFFLE. See GAME. 2; Lorranv.

RAILROAD. “ Railroad " and " rail

way " are as nearly exact synonyms as any

two words in the language.’

May refer to the road-bed and track, with

the superstructure—all that forms part of

the completed road.‘

A charter authorizing the construction of a road

with one or more tracks. with warehouses. works. and

other appendages for the convenient use of the road.

confers the right to construct sidings. turnouts. sta

tions. enginehouses. and all other works and append

ages usual in the convenient operation of a road.‘

Switches and side-tracks are essential to the use of

“ a road.“ Power to construct them need not be ex

pressed in words; and the spot where they shall be lo

cated rests in the discretion of the company.‘

There is no rule of law to restrict railroad com

panl as to the curves it shall use in its stations and

yards. where the safety of passengers and of the public

is not involved. The engineering jqucstion as to the

curves proper in such places is not a question to be

left to a jury to determine.‘

“ Railroad “ :2 vi termini includes sidlngs. branches.

and like accessories.’

“ Road “ or “ railroad " will include the principal

road and all adjuncts.‘

For the purpose of constructing a " railway " the

company may construct such stations and other works

as it deems proper.’

The right to construct sidings to private establish~

ments may be granted by the legislature. because

therewith the public interests are subserved."

An extension of the main line may be a " branch.""

A “ branch“ is a section of a road. it maybean

offshoot from the main road. or a direct extension

from the terminus. The necessity for such branches,

and their direction. rests in the judgment of the oil!

oen of the company."

 

1 Cook 1:. Johnson. 47 Conn. 177 (1879).

‘State v. Bria. 30_liiinn. 524 (1883).

' Beardsley 0. Ontario Bank. 81 Barb. 624 (1859).

' Philad'a.W. & B. R. 00. v. Williams. 54 Pa. 108 (1867).

‘Cleveland & Pittsburgh R. Co. v. Speer. 56 Pa. 835

(1NT)._ See also Pfafl v. Terre Haute. &c. R Co.. NB

ind. 144 (1886). as to the meaning of “ is-ack."

' Tuttle v. Detroit. 8:0. R. Co.. 1% U. S. 189 (1887).

' Black v. Philadelphia & R. R. Co.. 58 Pa. 252 (1888).

‘St. John n. Erie R. Co.. 152 Wall. 148(1874).

‘Lake Superior. &c. R Co. v. United States, 12 Ct.

(1 54 (1876): 93 U. S. 442; United States v. Chaplin. Bl

F. R. 895 (1887). As to incidents, see 25 Am. Law Reg.

M8-51 (1886). cases.

"Gets's Appeal, 10 W. N. C. 453 (1881).

" Howard County v. Boonviile Central Nat. Bank. we

U. 8. 814 (1888).

" McAboy‘s Appeal. 10? Ta 548. iib8(li-ifl-I); Western

M. Ba 00.‘! Appeal. 99 id. 155. 161 0881).
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Whether the word includes a horse or street rail

road. or is to be confined to roads run by steam. do

pends upon the context and intent. In a general law

authorizing consul idutiou of roads, held to include

narrow-gauge roads and horse or street roads.‘

“ Road.“ referring to a street railway. is not a tech

nical word. requiring explanation by experts Under

a contract that “ the road, rolling and live stock " of a

company should be exempt from taxation. stables.

shops. and like conveniences were held not 9Xl‘i\ll)'- '

“ Railr “ frequently means “ railroad com

pany." '

lliay mean all the land. not exceeding a certain

amount in width. taken and included in the location'

the surface of the land within the limits of the loc&

tion.‘

The “ roadbed “ is the bed or foundation upon

which the superstructure of the railroad rests. The

" roadwa ' " includes all that and whatever ground the

company is allowed on which to construct its road

bed and lay its track. As applied to common roads.

the two words ordinarily mean the same thing,‘

The track on which the steam—cars new transport

the traveler or his property is called a road. some

times. perhaps generally. a railroad. The term

“road “ is applied to it because in some sense it is

used for the same purpose that roads had been used.

But until the thing was made and seen no imagination

could have pictured it from any previous use of the

word road. So the inciosure in which the passengers

travel is less like a " coach " than several other vehi

cles rarely if ever called coaches. It does not. there

fore, follow that when a word was used in a statute or

a contract seventy years since. it must be held to in

cluda everything to which the same word is applied at

the present day. The structure over a stream for a

railroad is called a "bridge,“ yet it is not like the

bridge of olden time.‘

When. in an act of Congress. a railroad is referred

to in its character as a road. ass permanent structure.

and designated and required to be a public highway.

the term " railroad “ cannot be extended to embrace

the rolling stock or other personalty of the company.

The reference in such case is to the immovable struct

ure stretching across the country. graded and railed

for the use of the locomotive and its train of cars

That such road shall be a “public highway,“ " for the

use of the government. free of toll." etc, means that

the road shall be open to the use of the public with

their own vehicles, and that the government shall have

 

1 Hestonville. &c. R. Co. v. Philadelphia. 89 Pa. 219

2) (1879); Chicago v. Evans. 24 Ill. 550860); Johnson v

Louisville. 8:0. R. Co.. 10 Bush, ‘332 (1874); 2 Duv. 175.

' Atlanta Street R‘y Co. v. Atlanta. 66 Ga.107-il(18S0).

' Calhoun 1:. Memphis. &c. R. Co.. 2 Flip. 445 (1879).

' Commonwealth v. Haverhill. 7 Allen. 5'24 (1868);

Worcester v. Western K 00.. 4 Meta. 567 (1842).

' San Francisco v. Central Pacific R. Co.. 68 Cal. 469

(1S83).Thornton,J.; 60 id. 34: 82 id. 499: 118 U. S. 41!

(1886). See also Pfai! v. Terre Haute. &c. R. Co. KP

ind. 144 (1886). cases.

‘Bridge Proprietors v. Hoboken 00., 1 Wall. 1:1 48

(1863). Miller. J.; Omaha Horse R (‘0. v. Csbls Co., I1

I‘. R. 829 (1837)
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the right to use the road, not to require its transpor

tation to be performed by the railroad company.‘

in theory, railroads are public highways. in prac

tice, they are operated by the companies that own

them. or by those with whom they have permanent

arrangements for the purpose. These companies have

a practical, if not a legal, monopoly of their use. in

some States, as in Massachusetts, where railroads

were originally declared public highways, the right

of the public to use them has been expressly abro

gated.‘ See WAY.

Railroad corporations are quas-1' public corporations

dedicated to the public use. it is upon this idea that

they have been invested with the power of eminent

domain, and that they exercise the functions of com

mon carriers. Their duties and liabilities are defined

by law. In accepting their charters they neces

sarily accept them with all the duties and liabilities

annexed. That is to say, they undertake to construct

the roads contemplated by their several charters; to

keep them in good condition; equip them with suitable

rolling stock and safe machinery; employ skilled and

trustworthy laborers; provide suitable means of ac

ces to and egress from their trains; erect depots and

designate stopping-places whenever the public neces

sities require them; supply, to the extent of their re

sources. necessary and adequate facilities for lllc

transaction of all the business oflered; deal fairly and

impartially with their patrons; keep pace with im

provements in machinery; and adapt their service to

the varying necemlties and improved methods of doing

business.‘

A state has power to limit the amount of charges

by railroad companies for the transportation of per

sons and property within its own Jurisdiction, unless

restrained by some contract in the charter, or unless

wbatis done amounts to a regulation of foreign or

inter-State commerce. This power of regulation is a

power of government. and if it can be bargained

away at all it can only be by words of positive grant

or something which is equivalent in law. if there is

a reasonable doubt, it must be resolved in favor of the

existence of the power.‘

Railroads are not natural highways of trade and

commerce. They are artificial emotions; constructed

within the territorial limits of the State, by authority

of its laws, and ordinarily by means of corporations

exercising their franchises by limited grant from the

State. The places where they may be located, and

the plans according to which they must be constructed,

an prescribed by the legislation of the State. Their

 

‘Lake Superior.&c. R. Co. v. United States, 98 U. S.

“E, 440-61 (1876), Bradley. J. See also Rogers 1:. Bur

ungwu, 8 Wall. 668 (18%); Pittsburgh, &:c. R. Co. 1:.

Baltimore, &c. R. CO-. 33 01110 5'» 6290883); Halo 1:.

County Commissioners, 18'! Mass 114 (1884).

lM‘Ooy 1. Cincinnati, Indianapolis. &c. R. Co., 18

I. R. 7 am, Baxter, C. J. See also Munn v. Illinois,

I U. 8. 120-84 (1876), cases; Pierce 0. Commonwealth,

iii Pa. 156 (1883), cases

' Railroad Commission Cases, no 0. s. azs, 834 (1886),

now, Waite, C. J.; Dow v. Beidelman, 125 id. ea; (18%);

WRailr. & Banking 00. v. Smith, 128 id. 170 (1888).

B55 li.\lSia

O])t‘I't3[l0!1 requires the use of instruments and agen

cies attended with special risks and dangers, tho

proper management of which involves peculiar knowl

edge, training, skill, and care. The safety of the pub

lic in person and property demands the use of specific

guards and precautions. The width of the gauge, the‘

character of the grades, the mode of crossing streams

by culverts and bridges, the kind of cuts and tunnels.

the mode of crming other highways, the placing of

watchmen and signals at points of special danger, the

rate of speed at stations and through villages, towns,

and cities, are all matters naturally and peculiarly

within the provisions of that law from the authority

of which these modern highways of commerce deriv

their existence. The rules prescribed for their con

struction and operation, designed to protect persons

and property, otherwise endangered by their use, are

strictly within the limits of the local law. They are

not per are regulations of commerce; itis only when

they operate as such in the circumstances of their ap

plication, and conflict with the expressed or presumed

will of Congre exerted on the same subject, that

they can be required to give way to the supreme au

thority of the Constitution.‘

See ACCXDIINT; Anoso; Aoam; Bonn; O-amuse;

Cointllwltz Courassarxos, 8; Cormscr1ou, 1; Conson

UIATE; Coaroarnon, Public; Coupon; Dnuoas;

Daror; Donna, 1; Exrnv, I, 8; Exrssn; Exrnsss, 2;

Fence; Faasv; Fmrcna; Fnarzomss, 1; Fnmour;

lnrnaswr; Lann, Public; liisnrrus, 1; Masraa, 2;

.\ion.-roses; Nsouoancs; Ossrnccr, 1, 2; Ovaa, 1;

Passauosn; PERIBHABLI; Poon; Rscsma, 2; Sn

-r1or:,2; S-rocx, 2; Srnncrnas; Tum,8; Tax, 2; Tsu

eaara; Tmsrr; Til:-nuns; Tou., 2; Toarano:

Tom, 2.

RAISE. To create; to call or bring into

existence; to infer as the result of construc

tion.

Raise 8 check, note, etc. ,To increase,

by fraudulent means, the face amount or

value of a check, promissory note, or other

piece of commercial paper. See further

NOTE. 2, Raised.

Raise a child. A child is " raised ” when

it attains twenty-one.2

Raise an issue. To produce an issue be

tween parties pleading.

The plea of not guilty is said to “ raise the general

Issue.“

Raise portions. Settling realty upon an

eldest son, and charging him with the pay

ment of sums to his brothers and sisters.

Raise a presumption. A fact or cir

cumstance, admitted or proven, is said to

" raise a presumption " that some other fact,

also in issue but not directly established, is

or is not as alleged.

 

ISmith v. Alabama. 124 U. B. 481 (1888), Matthew‘, J.

' Shoemaker o. Slobaugh, 59 Ind. 5% (1877).
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Raise a promise. To infer a promise

made, as a matter of justice: as when it is

said that the law will or will not “raise a

promise” or “an assumpsit" from a trans

action. See ASSUMZYSIT.

Raise revenue. To bring revenue to

gether; to collect revenue; no£necessa1-lly

to increase the amount.

Il'his lathe meaning in the declaration that ablll

“to raise revenue" shall originate in the popular

house.I See Ravnml.

Raise a use. To call a use into existence;

to infer a use to exist, by construction.

In this sense is the saying that equity will “ raise a

use “ from a conveyance in fee without consideration.

RANK. Frequently expresses something

different from ofice; is a designation or title

of honor, dignity, or distinction conferred

upon an officer to fix his position with ref

erence to other oflicers in matters of priv

ilege, precedence, and sometimes of com

mand, or by which to determine his pay or

emoluments.I See GRADE, 2; TITLE, 5.

RANSOM. 1. In old English law, money

paid for the pardon of some great offense, or

to redeem the person from imprisonment;

the redemption of a corporal punishment.‘

2. Redemption; repurchase.

A friendly belligerent may ransom the property of

a neutral after capture.

A bill of exchange given as collateral security for

the payment of the ransom of a vessel was held to be

a contract on which an action could be sustained in a

court of common law. Duress, arising from a threat

to destroy vessel and cargo, will not avoid the con

tract, where the capture was justified by probable

cause. A ransom is in the nature of a repurchase of

the actual right of the capt/or as a prize-court would

adjudicate it.‘

RAPLIEI.ii The carnal knowledge of a

woman forcibly and against her will.‘

“ it is not easy to express in one definition all the

refinements of the decisions upon this subject, espe

lPerry County v. Balms, &c. R. 00., 58 Ala. 557

(1877).

' [Wood v. United States, 15 Ct. Cl. 159 (1879), Rich

ardson, J.

' See 4 Bl. "em. $80; Lltt. 127.

' Maimonnaire v. Keating, 2 Gail. 825, 337-38 (1815),

Btory, J.

' Mid. Eng. rape, haste, hurry: seizure by force. A

popular etymology connects it with L. ropere, to seize

hastily,-— Skeat.

'4 Bl. Com. 210; Commonwealth v. Fogerty, 8 Gray,

490 (1857); 148 Mass. 87; 105 111376‘, i1Ark.409; 9 Fla.

182; 62 Ind. 187; 25 liichv 859; 29 IId.284;14Neb.fl)i';

11Nev.%7;NTeX.Ap. 155; 22 Win 445; 64 id. 474; 67

id. 6“

clally as statutory definitions differ, and peculiar cases

may be stated which are punishable as rape in some

jurisdictions while not in others.“ By the current of

authorities, and by statutes, proof of penetration is

all that is required; actual violence is not now neces

sary. If the act was committed without consent,—

as where the woman is stupetied by drugs or .iquors,

or is deceived as to the nature of the act, or is over

come by duress or threats of murder.— the case may

be rape, although there was no actual, continued re

sistance. A girl under ten is not competent to con

sent ‘ (see Sanucnon), nor is an older female of insane

mind. Marriage gives permanent, irrevocable con

sent.‘

A male child under fourteen is not conclusively

presumed to be incapable of committing the crime.‘

An assault with intent to commit rape is generally

punishable as a distinct oflense.

“ Ravish " or “ ravished " is indispensable in an in

dictment.'

It is a felony to force even a concubine or harlot:

she may have forsaken her evil ways. The party

ravlshed may give evidence, but the credibility of her

testimony must be left to the jury. if she be of good

fame, presently disclosed the offense, and made Search

for the offender who has tied: these and like circum

stances give greater probability to her testimony.

But, if she be of evil fame, unsupported in her testi

mony by others, concealed the injury a considerable

time, and might have been heard, yet made no outcry:

these and like circumstances create a strong but not a

conclusive presumption that her testimony is not to be

believed.‘

The punishment varies in different jurisdictions.

When the crime is committed on the high seas, or in

ports, arsenals, etc., within the exclusive jurisdiction

of the United States, it is punishable with death.‘

See INDICTMENT; Paosrxrurs; “'iLL, 1.

RASUBE. See Anmmnon, 2.

RATE.'' 1. Rank, standard; proportion;

value, price, amount: as, in rate or rates of

fares, rate of exchange (q. 12.), rating of ves

sels.

Rate means price, value. " Going rate" as to freigln

means an established price for the time.I

2. A sum assessed as a tax; in England, a

local tax: as, the county, the borough, the

poor rate.

 

' See generally Commonwealth v. Roosnell, 148 Mass

87-40 (1587).

‘Abbott, Bouvier, Law Dlcts.; 60 Conn. 579; 77 lilo

157; 50 Wis. 518; 2 Bish. Cr. L 55 ll0T43(l; 2 Wliart. Cr

L. ii 550-7'7.

' State v. Jones, 89 La. An. 985 (1857), cases.

‘Davis v. State, 42 Tex. 228 (1875); 50 Barb. I82. I!

S. & R. 69; B Gray, 490; 8 Ind. 230.

"4 Bl. Com. 218.

' R. S. 55 5345. 5159.

1 L. rota ( pars): ratus, reckoned, calculated Com

pare Pno Run.

' Barrett u. The Wacousta, 1 Flip. B19 (l87Q.
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May apply to the percentage of taxation, or to the

valuation of the property.l

Bstable. " Ristablo estate." within the meaning

of a tax law, is taxable estate.‘

Rates of postage. See Mars, 2.

RATIE‘ICATION.a Acceptance or adop

tion of an act performed by another as agent

or representative; in particular, confirmation

of what has been done without original au

thority.4

An adoption of a contract made on our

behalf by some one whom we did not author

ize, which relates back to the execution of the

contract and renders it obligatory from the

outset.‘I

Requires some positive, assertive act. An " estop

pel" may be created by silence.‘

Refers to contracts between private persons, to

treaties between states, and to changes proposed in

written constitutions.

1. Ratification of the unauthorized act of another

operates upon the act ratified as if authority to do

the act had been previously given, except where the

rights of third parties have intervened between the

act and the ratification. In other words, it is essen

tial that the party ratifying should be able not

merely to do the act ratified at the time the act was

done, but also at the time the ratification was made.’

It is by express consent, or by conduct incon

sistent with any other hypothesis than that of ap

proval; but inoperative, if the party sought to be

charged was not competcntto make the contract when

the same was made, nor when the supposed act of

ratification was performed, or if the contract was

illegal, immoral, or against public policy.‘

Where fraud is of such a character as to involve A

crime, ratification of the act from which it springs is

opposed to public policy, and, hence, cannot be per

mitted; hut where the transaction is contrary only to

good faith and fair dealing, where it aflects individual

interest merely, ratification is permitted. Thus, the

torgery of an indorsement, being a criminal act, is in

capable of ratification.‘

lState v. Utter, 84 N. J. L. -194 (1>‘89), Van Syckel, J.;

Burlington, &c. R. Co. v. Lancaster County, 4 Neb. 804

(1876), Lake, 0. J.

' liiarshfield 11. Middlesex, 155 Vt. 646 (1883), Powers,

J.; 115 Mass. 186.

' L. L. ratiflcars, to confirm: mtm, settled; facerc,

to make.

‘ See Negley o. Lindsay, 67 Pa. 228 (1870), cases.

' Hare, Contracts, 272 U881’).

' Howell v. liicCrie, 36 Kan. 651 (1887).

" Cook 1:. Tullis, 18 Wall. 838 (1878), Field, J.; Marsh

:1. Fulton County, 10 id. 684 (1870), cases; Norton 0.

Shelby County, 118 U. S. 451 (1886); 19 Cent. Law J,

i& (1884), cases.

' Supervisors 0. Schenclr, 5 Wall. 781-82 (1866), cases,

Glflord, J.; United States v. Grossmsyer, 9 id. 713

£1869).

'Shisler o. Vandike, 92 Pa. 449 (188)), Gordon, J.;

Russell v. Chopin, 44 id. 15 (1808).

 

Any ratification by an adult of his act done in in

fancy, of a clear and unequivocal character, showing

an intention to aiflrm, will bind him. More acquies

cence is not therefore enough. But it is not necessary

that the act of afiirmanco be as solemn as the original

act itself.I

A distinction is recognized between acts necessary

to avoid and to confirm an infant's deed. Some assert

that the avoidance must be by an actas solemn as the

deed; some, that that cannot be done short of an act of

entry; others, that it can be done by another deed to a

diiferent grantee. But all agree that acts which would

not be sufilcient to avoid such a deed may amount to an

affirmance. Acquiescence, with other circumstances,

may establish a ratification. The reason is, a con

firmation is an act of a character less solemn than an

avoidance, and it may well be eifected in a less formal

manner.I

No new consideration is required; but it is essential

that the person sought to be charged have full knowl

edge of the facts in the case.‘

If the principal ratifies that which favors him, he

ratifies the whole, as far as it is not unlawful.I

To have a retrospective effect, as against the inter

est of a third party, there must be some mutuality be

tween the ratifying principal and such party.‘

See Arrmm, 2; Kxownsoos, 1; Rnrssnrno; Vorn.

2. Ratification of conventions between independent

states. See Tnsrrv.

8. Ratification of amendments to constitutions. See

AMENDMENT, 2.

RATIHABITIO. L Approval; ratifi

cation, q. c.

From raium‘-habero, to have or to hold firm or es

tablished. -

Ratihabitio mandate mquiparatur.

A ratification is equal to a command.

Abridged from omnis ratihabitio retrotrw

hitur et mandato(p1-iorficequiparatur, every

ratification relates back and is equivalent to

a (prior) command. An act of ratification

has a retroactive eflect, and amounts to pre

viously given authority.

Where the rights of strangers will not be preju

diced, no maxim is better settled in reason and law.

In matters of simple contract, it is as applicable to

corporations as to natural persons. The rule is, where

the principal, upon full knowledge of all the circum

stances of the case, deliberately ratifies the acts of his

agent, he will be bound thereby as fully as if he had

originally given direct authority in the premises to

the extent to which such acts reach.‘

‘Irvine v. Irvine, 9 Wall. 627-28 (1869), cases. Strong,

J.; Sims 1:. Everhardt, 102 U. S. 812 (1880), cases; Fink

I7. Roe, 70 Cal. 811 (1886), cases.

' Drakely 0. Greg, 8 Wall. 267 (1868), Daris, J.; Ben

ninghofl 0. Agricultural Ins. Co., ll? N. Y. 495, 501 (1883),

Ruger, C. J.; First Nat. Bank of Ft. Scott u. Drake, :9

Kan. 3'2/4(18S‘3), cases; Bohart v. Oberue, 86 id. 291 (1887).

‘Gaines v. Miller, 111 U. S. 893 (1884), cases.

4 Johnson 1:. Johnson, 81 F. R. 703 (1887), cases

' Story, Agency, 5 289; Whitney o. Wyman, 101 U. I
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READING

 

A legislature may ratify any act which it might

have authorized.I See Rcrnosrncrrvs.

RATIO. L. Reason, cause; nature, char

acter.

Cessante rations, cessat ipsa. lex. The

reason ceasing. the law itself ceases. When

the reason, which is the soul of a law. ceases

to exist, the law itself should lose its opera

tive effect.

Thus. the essence of a contract being assent. there

is no conuact where assent is wanting. A right of

way of necessity terminates with the necessity which

gave rise to it. A litigant. or a witness. is privileged

from arrest only while going to. remaining at. and re

turning from. the place of trial. If a corporation.

made a grantee of land. be afterward dissolved. the

grantor may reenter; for the cause of the grant has

ceased.2 '

But a custom may be good though no reason for it

can be assigned.‘

The maxim means that no law can survive the rea

sons on which it is founded. it needs no statute to

change it; it abrogates itself. If the reasons on which

a law rests are overborne by opposing reasons, which

in the progress of society gain a controlling force. the

old law. though still good as an abstract principle. and

good in its application to some circumstances. must

cease to apply as a controlling principle to the new

circumstances ' Compare Rsrasn

Ratio decidendi. Reason for deciding;

the logic of a ruling.5

Ratione materiw. From the nature of

the subject or subject-matter.‘

Ratione personaa. From the character

of the person!

Batione privilegii. By reason of privi

lege ; by virtue of a franchim or prerogative.‘

Ratione soli. By reason of the soil; by

virtue of ownership in the land.'

Ratione tenures. By reason of posses

sion or tenure.

 

896-97 (1879); Bird 0. Brown. 4 Ex. "799 (1850); 1821iiass.

B31; 44 N. H.407; 87 Pl. 108; 52 id. 479; 57 id. 438; 80

id. 406.

1 Mattingly 0. District of Columbia. V! U. S. 690

(1878); Thomson v. Lee County. 3 Wall. 881 (1865);

Beloit v. Morgan. 7 id. 624 (1863); Spaulding u. Nourse.

143 Mass. 492-94 (1887). 08-888.

'See2 Bl. Com. 15. 26. 60. 2'56. 837. 890; 8 id. 219; 4 id.

I36; 1 id. 476. 484.

' Smith. Contr. 7'1‘. .

I Beardsley v. City of Hartford. 50 Conn. 642 (1883).

1.oomis. .1. See also 8 Cranch. 249; 1(B U. S. 3; 80Kan.

$88‘. 148 M85. 489; 44 N. J. L. 96; 60 Pa. 615; 66 id. 888;

67id. 203; 79121. 505; 18R.I.6H; 67 Wis.112.

' 114 U. S. %8.

'17?‘ R 612.613; MIA An 7'84.

' 4 Hughes. 848.

' 1|» ll‘. C. L. 870.

Ubi eadem ratio, ibi eadem jus. Where

the reason is the same. the law is the same.

“Like reason maketh like law.”

Eodem ratio, eadem lea.‘ The same reason. the

same law.

Contrariormn contraria ratio. The reason

for things which differ is different.

Dissimilium. dissinzilis ratio. For unlike

things the rule is unlike.l

RAVISH. See RAPE.

RE. 1. In the matter of. See RES, Re.

2. The Latin inseparable particle, re, red,

again, against.

In compounds. denotes a turning backward. resto

ration to a former condition. transition into the op

posite state; opposition; return. repetition. iteration.

See words following.

READING. See INFLUENCE

1. A deed should be read whenever any party to it

desires it. If he can. he should read it himself; if he

is blind. or illiterate. another should read it to him.

If it is read falsely. it will be void.I

If a party who can read will not read a deed placed

before him for execution. or if. being unable to read.

he will not demand to have it read or explained to

him. he is guilty of supine negligence. which is not the

subject of protection. in equity or in law.‘

If a party who can read and write signs a contract

without reading the contents. he will be bound by the

contract-. in the absence of fraud or coercion in pro

curing his signature.‘

It is no defense that the defendant was misled as to

the contents and eflect of the writing. unless it also

appears that by reason of some disability he was in

capable of reading and comprehending the writing for

himself. or that he was imposed upon by some fraud

ulent device. as. the substitution of one writing for

another.‘

If an applicant for life insurance is required to

answer questions relating to material facts in writing.

and to subscribe his name thereto. it is his duty to

read the answers beforehand. and it will be presumed

that he read them.‘

it is not necessary for a devisee to prove that the

will was read to the testator in the presence of the

witnesses. in general. this is to be presumed; but if

the testator was blind. or incapable of reading. or if I

reasonable ground be laid for believing that it was not

read to him. or that there was fraud in the transac

tion,— it is necessary for the devisee to satisfy the

 

' '84 La. An. 94. 117.

'2 Bl. Com. 804.

I Greenfleld‘s Estate. 14 Pa. 490 (1850). Gibson. 0. -1.;

Pennsylvania R. Co. v. Shay. 82 id. 203 (1876); Pacific

Guano Co. v. Anglin. 82 Ala. 496 (1887).

‘ Illinois Central R Co. v. Jonte. 13 Bradw.480(188S)

ITaylor n. Fleckenstcin. 30 F. R. 100 (1887). cam;

17 Alb. Law J. T-10 (1883)—-lrish Law Times

' New York Life Ins 00. e. Fletcher. 117 U. B. W

88 (1886). 1-‘ield..i.
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jury that the will was so read. or that the contents '

were known to the tc-stator.’

2. ln ancient pleading, see Oran.

REAL.2 1. Actual: neither nominal nor

formal: as, a real party. See PARTY, 2.

2. Concerning land; relating to one's inter

est, ownership or title in land; landed. Op

posed to personal.3 As, real or a real -— action,

aset, chattel, contract, covenant, estate, privi

lege, property, representative, security, qq. v.

Realty. Real estate, real property, q. 1:.

REALIZE. To receive money or value.

An owner of land who agrees to pay a percentage

in the event of his realizing a specified sum of money

for the land, becomes bound to pay the percentage the

moment a responsible person in good faith oflers that

amount for the land.‘ See Baosas.

RE-APPRAISER. See Arrnmsna.

REAR. “ in the rear of " a messuage

does not necessarily mean directly behind

the messuage.5

RE-ARGUE. See Asoumnrr.

RE-ARREST. See ARREST, 2.

REASON. Presents no meaning peculiar

to jurisprudence.

Reasonable. Agreeable to sound reason,

just, rational; also, conformable to the re

quirements of law, suflicient, proper: as,

reasonable —care, diligence, skill; reason

able — cause, doubt, notice, part, time, qq. 1:.

Compare RATIO; Saint.

REASSURANCE. See INSURANCE.

REBATE. Reduction in the amount of

money due in consideration of prompt pay

ment; discount. Compare Anars.

REBEL; REBELLION. See AMNESTY;

Bnocxans; ENEMY; Govsannsnr, De facto;

HONEY, Lawful; TENDER, 2, Legal: TREASON;

Wall.

REBUILD. See REPAIR, 1.

BEBUT.6 To contradict, oppose, do away

with; to adduce counter testimony or proof.

Rebut an equity. To impose a construc

tion upon an instrument at variance with the

superficial tenor]

 

‘Harrison 0. Rowan, 8 Wash. 584 (1820), Washing

ton, J. See also Patton 0. Hope, 87 N. J. E. 527-Q (1888)

‘L. res. a thing. See Bus.

'01! the use of " real “ and "personal " in English

law, see 4 Low Quar. Rev. 894-408 (1888).

‘ Lorillard 0. Silver, 25 Barb. 132 (1861). See I150

Stanford v. Greene County, l8 Iowa, 220 (INS)

' Read 1:. Clarke, 109 Mass. 83 (1871).

' F. rebouter. to repulse, repel.

'[lWlurt. Ev. 5978, cases.

859 RECEIPT

Rebuttal. Asa briefer expression than

“ rebutting evidence,” and also as referring

to the time for introducing such evidence,

has gained general recognition. Whence “ as

rebuttal,” “on rebuttal,” “in rebuttal."

Rebutter. In pleading, defendant's an

swer to a sur-rejoinder.

Sur-rebutter. Plaintiffs answer to a re

butter.l

Rebutting. Referring to evidence, some

times means contradictory only, at other

times conclusive or overcoming.I

Rebuttinz evidence is evidence adduced to rebut a

presumption of fact or of law, that is, to avoid it

eflect; also, any evidence adduced to destroy the ef

fect of prior evidence, whether hy explanation or di~

rect denial.‘

RECALL. See CALL; Rsvoxn.

BECAPTION. See CAPTION, 1;

PRISAL.

RECAPTURE. See CAPTURE.

RECEIPT. 1. Taking or accepting a

thing delivered, usually money, but may be

any personalty. Receipts: moneys received.

See Eannmos.

2. Such written acknowledgment by'one

person of his having received money from

another as will be prima facie evidence of

that fact in a court of law.4

An acknowledgment of payment or deliv

er .

-Ziay contain a contract to perform something in

relation to the thing delivered!

Receipt in full. A payment of money,

or a delivery of other property, in complete

discharge of a demand.

Receipt on account. A payment or de

livery of money or other property in part

fulfillment of a contract.

Simple receipt. A bare acknowledg

ment of the payment of money, or of the de

livery of personal property of any kind, to

the person who signs the receipt.

A receipt in full operates to defeat any further

claim for a debt, unless it was obtained under such

circumstances of mistake, accident, surprise, or fraud

as would authorize a court of equity to set it aside.‘

A receipt which simply acknowledges a payment or

delivery is pr1'mafacie, not conclusive, evidence of the

I [3 Bl. Com. 810.

' Fain v. Cornett, 25 Ga. 186 (1858).

' [8 Steph. Com. 689; People v. Page, 1 ldaho, 10!

(1868).

' Kcgg v. State, 10 Ohio, Ti) (1840), Grimks, J.

‘ The Missouri v. Webb, 9 M0. 191 (1845).

' Aborn v. Rathbone, 54 Conn. 446 (1887).

RE
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fact. But if it contains the terms of a contract, it can

not be contradicted or varied by parol,I q. 11.

Receiptor. 1. He who receives anything

delivered by another; he who gives a writing

certifying that he has received money or

personal property.

See Accsrrascn, 1; Dun, 2; Drscruaos; EB‘l‘0PPl'.L;

i.~rrsnm; Waasnoossuax.

2. A person, other than the execution

debtor, who gives a receipt for property at

tached, engaging, as surety to the oflicer

who makes the levy, that the property will

be forthcoming to answer any final judgment

the pla.intifl' may recover.2

RECEIVER. One who receives any

thing belonging to another or others.

1. One who receives stolen goods. See

further STEAL.

2. A person appointed by a court of equity

to take charge of property in dispute.

“ An indifferent person between parties,

appointed by the court to receive the rents,

issues, or profits of land, or other thing in

question in court, pending the suit, where it

does not seem reasonable to the court that

either of the parties should receive it.” ’

He is an officer of the court; his appointment is

provisional '— for the benefit of all the parties who may

establish rights in the cause. He is but the creature

of the court. He has such powers onlyas are con

ferred upon him by the order of his appointment and

the course and practice of the court.‘

The order appointing him is in the nature of an in

junction or writ of sequestration, preventing any dis

position of or interference with the property without

the consent of the court.‘

To authorize a partner to demand the appointment

of a receiver, he must show such a case of gross abuse

and misconduct in his co-partner that a dissolution

ought to be decreed and the business wound up.‘

When a debtor is insolvent. and his mortgaged

property is an insumcient security for the debt, and

there is reason to believe that it will be wasted or de

teriorated in his hands, as by cutting timber, suffering

dilapidation, etc, a court or equity may take charge

 

I l Greeni. Ev. ii 306, 212; Bishop, Contr. 5 176, cases;

2 Story, Oontr. S 1853, cases; 2 Whart Contr. 55 938-41,

cases; 7 Wait, Actions & Def. 444-50, cases; 58 Ind.

574; 59 Iowa, 367; 16 N. H. 489.

‘See Story, Bailm. Q 124; Stevens v. Bailey, 58 N. H.

564 (1879); Hunter v. Peaks, 74 Me. 863 (1398). _

' Booth 0. Clark, 17 How. 331 (1854), Wayne, J., cit

tug Wyatt's Prac. Reg. 355.

l Thornton v. Washington Savings Bank, 76 Va. 483

(1882).

‘Story, Partn. $5 228, 231; 2 Bates, Partn. ii W3-l0(B,

uses; 2 Lindley, Partn. ‘M5-55, cases. See also Hanna

1:. Hanna, 89 N. 0. 68(18&).

\

of the property by means of a receiver, and preserve

not only the corpus of the property, but the rents and

profits, for the satisfaction of the debt.l

He is appointed upon a principle of justice for the

benefit of all concerned. Every kind of property of

such nature that, if legal, it might be taken in execu

tion, may, if equitable, be put into his possession.

Hence, the appointment has been called an " equitable

execution.“ He is virtually a representative of the

court. and of all the parties in interest. He is required

to take possession of property as directed, because it

is deemed more for the interests of justice that he

should do so than that the property should be in the

possession of either of the parties in litigation. The

property in his hands is in the custody of the law.

The court gives consent to sue him touching the prop

erty, or for malfeasance, and will not permit his pos

session to be disturbed by force, nor violence to be

oflered his person. Property claimed by another may

be tried by an issue at law, by reference to a master,

or otherwise, as the court may direct. in the

progress of equity jurisdiction it has become usual to

clothe such ofiicers with much larger powers than

were formerly conferred. In some States they, by

statute, settle the aflairs of certain insolvent corpo

rations, and sue in their own names. It is not unusual

for courts of equity to put them in charge of railroad;

financially embarrassed, and to require them to oper

ate such roads until the diiiicuities are removed or

until the roads can be sold with the least sacrifice of

the interests of those concerned. In all such cases the

receiver is the right arm of the jurisdiction invoked.

A court of equity may, perhaps, accomplish all the

results intended by such legislation.‘

Whether a receiver of the property of a railroad

company shall be appointed is a matter within the dis

cretion of the court, which discretion is to be exercised

sparingly, and with caution, and with reference to the

circumstances of each case.‘

Very little discretion is allowed him. He must ap

ply to the court for liberty to sue, to let the estate, or

to lay out money on repairs. Where there are ten

ants, the court is virtually the landlord.‘

The practice isto ask the court for permission to

sue him, as to the property. An unauthorized suit

would be a contemptof court.‘ This rule likewise ap

plies to suits for a money demand, or damages.‘

Without previous consent of court he may not incur

any expense on account of the property beyond what

 

I Kountze 0. Omaha Hotel Co.,107 U. S. 895 (1832),

Bradley, J.

1 Davis v. Gray, 16 Wall. 217-$2 (1872), cases, Swayne,

J. See 14 W. N. C. 521 (1834), cases.

‘Sage 0. Memphis, 8:0. R. Co., 125 U. S. 876 (1888),

Harlan, J.

' Booth 1:. Clark, 17 How. 331 (1864), cases.

‘People‘s Bank of Belville v. Calhoun, 1-H U. B. W

(1880).

‘Barton 1:. Barbour, 104 U. S. 128436 (1881), cases

Actions by and against him, 25 Am. Law Reg. 269-804

(1886), cases; against him, for a personal wrong, lilie

! souri Pacific R. Co. v. Texas Pacific R 00., 30 F. R. 167.

 

16'.) (1887), cases
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is absolutely necemary to its preservation and use, as

contemplated by his appointment.‘

He has no extra-territorial power of official ac

tion. If he seeks to be recognized in another jurlsdic

tion, it is to take the fund there out of it, without such

court having any control of his subsequent action in

respect to it.‘

Receiver’s certificate. A non-negoti

able evidence of debt, or debenture, issued

by authority of a court of chancery, as a first

lien upon the property of a debtor corpora

tion in the hands of a receiver.’

The power in a court of equity to appoint managing

receivers of such property as a railroad, when taken

under its charge as a trust fund for the payment of

incumbrances, and toauthorize such receivers to raise

money necessary for the preservation and manage

ment of the property, and make the same chargeable

as a lien thereon for its repayment, cannot at this day

be seriously disputed. It is apart of that jurisdiction

by which it is its duty to protect and preserve the

rust funds in its hands. It is, undoubtedly, a power

to be exercised with great caution; and, if possible,

with the consent or acquiescence of the parties inter

estcd in the fund.‘

Many circumstances may exist to make it necessary

for the receiver to pay pre-existing debts of certain

classes out of the earnings of the receivership. or even

out of the corpus of the property, with a priority of

lien. Yet the discretion allowing this should be exer

cised with great care.‘

The court, in order to preserve the road. and, per

hips, to complete inconsiderable portions of it, and

put it into a condition for the transaction of business,

may make money borrowed on certificates a lien on

the property superior to that of the first mortgage.‘

But, in order to complete an unfinished road, except

under extraordinary circumstances, the power of the

court ought not to be exercised to enable the trustee

to borrow money on certificates and create a para

mount lien therefor. it is better to reorganize the en

tcrprise on the basis of existing mortgngesitsstock, or

an equivalent, and by a new mortgage, with a lien su

perior to the old, raise the money required without

asking the court to engage in railroad building.’

 

’ Cowdrey v. Galveston, &c. R. Co., 93 U. S. 854 (1875).

' Booth 1:. Clark, 17 How. 83849 (1854), cases. On

suing in foreign jurisdictions without leave of the ap

pointing court, see 21 Am. Law Rev. 55140 (1887), cases.

' Beach, Receivers,‘ B79; ib. 880-402, cases. See also,

generally, High, Rec., 55 898 0-9, cases; 8 Wood, Railw.

Law, 1675-77, cases.

l Wallace 1:. Loomis, 97 U. S. 162 (1 4| , Bradley, J.

Quoted, 106 id. 810, infra.

Hliiltenberger u. Logansport R. Co., 106 U. S. 811

(1882), Blatchford, J.

° Stanton 0. Alabama, &c. R Co., 2 Woods, 506 (1875);

Kennedy 0. St. Paul, &c. IL Co., 2 Dill. 4-48 (1873).

' Shaw v. Little Rock, &c. R. Co., 100 U. S. 605, 612

(1879), Waite. C. J. In foreclosing mortgages, see 26

Cell Law J. 548-46 (1888), cases; points of practice,

19 Am Law Rev. 400-% (1885), cases; his compensation,

Where receivers imue and dispose of certificates

contrary to orders, the certificates are invalid, even in

the hands of a subsequent bona jide taker for value.l

RECESSION. See Cans.

RECIPROCITY. See Comm; Erran

DITION; TREATY.

RECITE. To set forth in writing facts

explanatory of a transaction,— its nature, or

the reasons for it.

In pleading, “ reciting a statute "-is quoting or stat

ing its contents. '

Recital. The statement, in a deed or

other instrument, of the reason for-execut

ing it, or of its relation to other instruments.

Misrecital. An erroneousrecital.

Constitutes part of the premises of a deed. Usually

begins with “ whereas," and sets forth such other

deeds, agreements, or matters of fact as are necessary

to explain the reasons upon which the present trans

action is founded.‘

Particular recitals in a deed may operate as an

estoppel upon the parties thereto, and their prlvies;

not so general recitals. But no recital can bind inno

cent third parties. A recital of purchase-money is al

wnys open to dispute.‘

It is laid down generally that a recital of one deed

in another binds the parties, and those who claim

under them. Technically speaking, it operates as an

estcppel, and binds parties and privles,— prlvies in

blood, privics in estate, and privies in law. But it

does not bind mere strangers, or those who claim by

title paramount to the deed; nor persons claiming by

an adverse title or from the parties by title anterior

to the date of the reciting deed. But there are cases

in which such a recital may be used as evidence even

against strangers. If, for instance, there be a recital

of a lease in a deed of release, and in a suit against a

stranger the title under the release comes in question,

there the recital is not per seevidence of the existence

of the lease. But if the existence and loss of the lease

be established by other evidence, the recital is admis

sible as secondary proof, in the absence of more per

fect evidence, to establish the contents of the lease;

and if the transaction be ancient, and possession has

long been held under such release, and is not other

wise to be accounted for, the recital will of itself ma

terially fortity the presumption, from lapse of time

Central Trust Co. v. Wabash, &c. R 00., 82 F. R 18'!

(1887).

See generally Union Trust Co. 0. Illinois Midland R.

Co., 117 U. S. 431 (1866), Blatchford, J.; %Cent. Law J.

840 (1886), cases; 3 Law Quar. Rev. 429-45 (1887), cases;

100 U. s. 153; 8 Woods, 310, 514, 527, 691; sow. 519, 478;

60 Ala. 331; 16 Wend. 421; 71 N. Y. 401; 12 R. 1. 497; 11

Heisk. 210, 412.

' Stanton 1:. Alabama. kc. R. Co., 81 F. R. 585 (1%).

Same v, Same, 2 Woods. 512 (1875), cases.

I Gould, Pl., 4 ed., p. 46, note; 8 W. Va. 648.

I [2 Bl. Com. 298.

'2 Whart. Ev. §§1039-48; 1 Greenl. Ev. “Q, I; I

Devlin, Deeds, 55 9182-1009.
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and length of po-emion, of the original existence of

the lease.‘ ’

Compare lsnucum; Panama See Bonn, illu

nicipal; Corsos; Esrorrss..

B-ECKLESS. See Cans; Nsouoasca;

Wsrrros.

RECLAIM. 1. To demand back what

was formerly parted with: as, in suing for

money advanced upon goods which were

never delivered.

2. To domesticate, tame: as, to reclaim an

animal (q. v.) of a wild nature; to cultivate,

till: as, to reclaim wild or waste lands.

RECOGNITION. See ACQUIESCENCE;

RATIFICATION.

RIiElCOGNIZ.Al‘T()E.I An obligation of

record, entered into before a court of record

or a magistrate duly authorized, with condi

tion to do some particular act; as, to appear

at court, to keep the peace, to pay a debt.‘

Is commonly applied to all forms of secu

rity for the appearance of the accused in

criminal proceedings, ‘whether in the form

of a common-law recognizance or of a com

mon bond; and so of appeals from probate

courts. “ Bond ” is not unfrequently used

as a general term, including " recognizance,"

which is but one kind of a bond. The dif

ference in some States is now largely one of

form; and the terms are ofteninterchanged.‘

In most respects a recognizance is like any other

bond; the diflerence being chiefly that a "bond " is

the creation of a fresh debt or obligation de novo; a

recognizance is an acknowledgment of a former debt

upon record. The cognizor (or conusor), the person

who enters into it. acknowledges to owe the cognizee,

the party to whom it is given (perhaps the common

wealth —or government), a specified sum of money,

with the condition to be void on performance of the

thing stipulated. This, being either certified or taken

by the officer of a court, is witnessed only by the rec

ord of that court, and not by the party ‘s seal; so that

it is not in strict propriety a deed, though the effects

of it are greater than a common obligation, being al

lowed 9. priority in point of payment, and binding the

lands of the cognizor, from the time of enrollment on

record.’

The provision that the cognizor shall not depart

without leave of court has often been held to be dis

tinct from those which bind him to answer the speci

ICarver 1'. Astor, 4 Pet. ' (1830), Story, J.; Saba

riego v. Maverick, 124 U. S. 288 (1888), cases, Matthews,

J. Asto variance in recitals, see 24 Cent. Law J. 55

(1837) — Irish Law Times.

' Re-keg’-nl-sans, or -hon’. in legal usage the verb

is re-hog’-nine.

' [2 Bl. Corn. 841, 485.

' Rn Brown. 35 Minn. an (M), Mlbchl-ll, J.

tied charge, or all matters which may be alleged

against him, or to abide the final order of the courtI

Recognize. To bind by a recognizance:

as, to recognize a witness for his appearance.’

Recognizes. He in whose favor a recog

nizance is executed; a cognizee.

Recognizor; reoognitor. He who exe

cutes a recognizance; a cognizor.

Recognizances are also required by courts as secu

rity for the due administration of trust property.

A person accused of crime may be “ discharged

upon his own recognizance " when the evidence

against him is slight and the time for trial distant.

A recognizance is a matter of record. in the nature

of a judgment. The process upon it, whether a scire

facias or a summons, is intended to carry it into exe

cution, and is judicial; it is an original suit in the

sense that the defendant may plead to it. When final

judgment is given, the whole of the proceedings con

stitutes one record.I

A recognizance isa debt of record, in the nature of

a conditional judgment, which a recorded default

makes absolute. It is subject only to such matters of

legal avoidance as may be shown by the plea, or to

such matters of relief as may induce the court to remit

or mitigate the forfeiture. The object of a scire facicu

is to notify the cognizor to appearand show cause why

execution should not issue for the sum acknowledged.‘

See BAIL, 2; Osns, Exoneretur.

RECOMMENDATION. See LE'1'I'ER, 3,

page 613.

RECOMPENSE. See Conransanos.

RECONSTRUCT. See REFORM; Rs

PUBLICAN, Form, etc.

RECONVENTION. In civil law, a

species of cross-bill; an action by defendant

against plaintiff, before the same judge.5

The defendant does not render unavailable his al

legation that the contract in suit is unlawful by a fur

ther defense in “ reconventlon; “ as, by claiming dam

ages for a non-fulfillment of the contract, if valid,

on the part of the plaintiff.‘

RECONVEYANCE. See Convsrasca.

RECORD. 1,v. To preserve the memory

of, by committing to writing or printing or

by inscription; to write or enter in ofiicial

 

 

' Commonwealth v. Teevens, 143 Mass. 215-16 (188?)I

cases.

' [1 Greenl. Ev. 5818.

' Respublica v. Cobbett, 8 Dali. H75 (1798).

¢ State v. Wnrren,17Tex. 2880856). _As to discharge

and forfeiture, see 18 Cent. Law J. 245-49 (1884), cases.

See also 9 Pet. 329, 856; 15 W. N. C. 229; 80 Cal. 629; 53

I11. 486; as Ind. 219;12 Kan. 465; 78 Me. 551; ~l31ild.806;

121 Mass. 84; 25 Miss. 54; 56 N. H.178; G Wand. 83); I

Barb. 433; 2 Orog. 816; 8'7 Pa. 181.

‘Story, Eq. P1. 5402; 4 llIart., La., 489; 7 iiw; 8 id.

1 510.

'Coppell 1:. Hall, 7 Wall. 542 (1868); Ban-as 1:. Bid

; well, 8 Woods, 9 (1876); 14 How. 868.
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books for authentic evidence; to transcribe,

in permanent form, for reference.

2, 'n. A memorial of what has been done;

a writing or document preserved asevidence;

authentic written evidence, considered as

either public or private, but usually public.

See Warrmo, Public; Rsconnuu.

The acts and judicial proceedings of a court of reo

orl are enrolled in parchment for a perpetual memo

rial and testimony; and the rolls are called the

“records " of the court.I See Couar. Of record.

Judicial record. An official record of

proceedings in a court of justice.

Usage, in England, has made parchment the ma

terial for perpetual memorials. In the United States,

records are kept in bound books of linen paper, parch

ment, as the material, no longer entering into the

definition.

In many expressions, referring to proceed

ings before courts of review, what is really

meant is a copy of the record; as, in the ex

pressions "defect in the record,” “diminu

tion of the record,” “ show error by the

record," “error apparent upon the face" or

“in the record," “the record shows " or

“ does not show," " remit the record."

A record, or judicial record, is a precise history of

a suit from its commencement to its termination, in

cluding the conclusion of the law thureon, drawn up

by the proper oiilcer, for the purpose of perpetuating

the exact state of the facts. In the language of Lord

Coke, “ records are memorials or rcmembrancem, in

rolls of parchment, of the proceedings and acts of a

court of justice, which hath power to hold plea ac

cording to the course of the common law." '

Matter of record. Any judicial pro

ceeding entered upon the records of the court

in which it originates, or to which it is

carried for review.

Thus, the pleadings in an action being entered

upon the records of the proper court and flied with its

oflicer as the authentic history of the suit, are thence

termed a matter or matters of record. Opposed,

" matter in deed," q. t7.

Of record. On record; recorded. Op

posed, not of record: unrecorded; not

legally recorded.

Contracts of record. Express contracts

evidenced by some matter on record in a

court; as, a judgment, or a charge in that

nature.

 

I8131. Com. 24.

' Davidson 1:. Murphy, 18 Conn. 217 (1839), Williams,

0 J ; Coke,Lltt. We. See also 18 l".R 609; 2Ark.

I2; 11 id. 865; 84 Cal. 4%; 44 Conn. 68; 2 Dak. 470; 49

l1e.845; 4 Metc., Maa.,4%; 51 Miss. 066; 6 Ohio, 427;

18 id. as; 1 Bast so. '
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Merges any other contract or ground of action; is,

in eflect, an estoppei, q. 11.,‘ requires no consideration;

binds the debtor's realty; is avoided by fraud or ille

gality; and is discharged by satisfaction entered on

the record itself.

Affidavits, depositions, and other matters of evi

dence, though appeuring in the transcript of the pro

trqpdings of a common-law court, do not form part of

the record, unless made so by an agreed statement of

the facts, a. bill of exceptions. a special verdict, or I

demurrer to the evidence. They must be made a part

by some regular proceeding at the time of trial and

before the rendition of judgment.I

Nul tiel record. No such record. A

plea that there is no such matter of record in

existence as the opposite party alleges.2

Puts in issue only that fact; and is met by the pro

duction of the record itself, valid upon its face, oran

exempllflcation duly authenticated. A defense which

nequires evidence to contradict the record admits its

existence and seeks to avoid its ei‘.fect——by special

plea, as at common law, or by an equivalent. De

fects on the face of the record may be taken advantage

of upon production, but defects which require extrin

sic evidence to make them apparent must be formally

alleged before they can be proven.I See Arransna,

De non, etc.

Denial of a’ record of a foreign court is tried by a

jury, because the existence of the record to be in

spected must first be proven.‘

Judlcial records are “ of such lncontroulahle credit

and verity that they admit no sverment, plea, or proof

to the contrary; and if such record he alleged, and it

be pleaded that there is no such record, it shall be

tried only by itself." ' This is called trial by record,

and is by bars inspection whether there is any such

record or not; otherwise, there would be no end to dis

putes.' See Issrscrios. 2.

The records of the domestic courts of England and

of some of the States are held to import absolute

verity, as well in relation to jurisdictional as to other

facts, in all collateral proceedings. Public policy and

the dignity of the courts are supposed to require that

no nverment shall be admitted to contradict the rec

ord. But the rule has no extra-territorial force.' See

JUmsoicriox, 2.

If there appears any material mistake of the clerk

in making up a record the court will direct him to

amend it.‘ Courts of record may at any time, of their

own motion, without notice, correct the mistake of a

recording oflicer so as to make the record conform to

 

I Baltimore, &c. R Co. v. Trustees, 91 U. S. l80(1875),

cases‘, Clifford, J. See also Roanoke Land, &c. 00. 0.

Hickson, 80 Va. 591 (1885), cases.

' [8 Bl. Com. 381.

' Hill 11. Mendenhail, 21 Wall. 455 (1874), cases, Waite,

C. J.; Clark v. Melton, 19 S. C, 506 (188-‘iiv

' Basset v. United States, 9 Wall. 40 (1869), cases.

' Coke, Litt. 260a,‘ 18 Conn. "218.

'3 Bl. Com. 24, 831.

' Thompson v. Whitman, 18 Wall. 468(1878), Bi-sdlq,

J.; State v. Vest, 121 W. Va. W (1883), cases.

I 8 Bl. 00m. in.
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the truth. They are the exclusive judges of the pro

priety and of the proof.I SeeEanoa, 2(1); lilisrrusior.

8; Nno Pno Tuxo.

The old notion that a record remains in the breast

of the court only till the end of the term has yielded

to necessity, convenience, and common sense.’ See

Tnnu, 4.

Recorder. 1. An officer charged with

the preparation and custody of records, espe

cially records of deeds of all descriptions; a

register, q. v.

2. An oificer, in cities of a few States, who

exercises original jurisdiction in determining

some of the more common criminal com

plaints, and adjudicates matters of a limited,

civil nature.

Anciently, one who recited or testified on recollec

tion, an occasion required, what had previously passed

in court, and this was the duty of the judges, thence

called rec0rdeurs.'

In England, he is often a person learned in the law

whom the magistrate of a city, by virtue of the king‘s

grant, associates wdth himself for his direction in ju

dicial proceedings The recorder of the city of Lon

don is practically the judge in the Lord Mayor's court

of the city.‘

Recording. Copying an instrument into

the public records, in a book kept for that

purpose, by or under the superintendence of

the ofiicer appointed therefor.D

Recording Acts. Statutes which regulate

the oflicial recording of conveyances, mort

gages, bills of sale, hypothecations, assign

ments for the benefit of creditors, articles of

agreement, and other sealed instruments,

for the purpose of informing the public,

,creditors and purchasers, of transactions af

fecting the ownership of property and the pe

cuniary responsibility of individual persons.

Also, statutes which regulate the registra

tion of vessels. Com pare REGISTRY.

Public records, by construction of law, are notice to

all persons of what they contain. Their contents are

matters of public knowledge, because the law requires

them to be kept, authorizes them to be used, and se

cures to all persons access to them that knowledge of

them may be public; and thence imputes to all inter

ested persons that knowledge the opportunity to ac

quire which it has provided The law assumes the

 

1Gi1man v. Libbey, 4 Cliff. 454, 460 (1878), cases,

Clifford, J.; Blanchard v. Ferdinand, 182 Mass. 890

(1882); Howey v. McDonald, 109 U. S. 157 (1883).

' Rhonds v. Commonwealth, 15 Pa. 276 (1850).

I Stephen, Plead. App. xix, note 11.

1 Oo\vell‘s Law Dict.; 1 Stcph. Hist.Cr. Law Eng. 11?;

Eespublica 1). Dallas, 8 YOBWB. 815 (IWI).

I [Sawyer 0. Adams, 8 Vt. 175 0&6), Williams, C. J.

fulfillment and not the defeat of its own ends. It

will not permit its policy to be gsinsaid, not even by

a plea of personal ignorance of its existence or extent.

It would defeat that purpose not to presume with con

clusive force that the notice, which it was their oflice

to communicate, had reached the party interested in

receiving it.1

See Acxxownsnouam, 2; Awnmcsnos; Dam

snr, 4; Dnmvunos; Emma, 2 (8); Ev1nsscn; Exam

PLIIICATION; Fms, 1; Furs, l\11l, etc; Fnsurv, 2;

Ixnzx; Jnnouasr; Lopez, 1 (2); Losr. 2; Norton, 1;

Qussi-, Rsurr; SATIBFACIION, 1.

RECORDARI. L. To be recorded.

Recordari facias loquelam. That you

cause the plaint to be recorded. A writ

formerly in use to remove a suit in replevin

from a county court to a superior court.2

In North Carolina the writ of recordari secures a

new trial of a case heard before a justice of the peace,

and a reversal of a judgment erroneously rendered by

him.‘

Recordum. A record; a judicial record.

Prout paiet per rccordum. As appears

by the record. Abridged p1-out patet, and

prout. A formula for reference to a record.

A writing either admitted or rejected as evidence,

and excepted to, should appear in the bill of excep—

tions by a prout.'

IRECOUIP.5 To cut out a part: to keep

back, withhold part of a sum demanded.

Reooupment. Reduction of a demand.

" Recoupe " is synonymous with defalk or

discount. “ Recoupment” is keeping back

something alleged to be due, because there is

an equitable reason for withholding it.‘

For example, in an action for damages due on A

contract, the defendant may recoup the damages he

has sustained from the imperfect execution of the

work.’

Arises where there is an action upon a contract, or

some obligation arising out of it, and there has been a

breach of a divisible part of it or of such obligation.I

Means a cutting back on the plaintiffs claim by the

defendant. Properly applicable to a case where the

same contract imposes mutual duties and obligations,

and one party seeks a remedy for the breach of tbs

 

l Nesling 0. Wells, 104 U. 8. 433-41 (1881), cases, Mat

thaws, J.; Moore v. Simonds, 100 id. 145 (1675); 1

Green]. Ev. §48-1; 1Story, Eq. 55 408-4; 4 Wheat. 487.

1 S66 8 Bl. Com. 84, 87, 195.

' Weaver v. Mining Co., 89 N. C. 189 (1883). cases.

‘Wilson 0. Homer, 59 PL 156 (1888); 10 Me. 154; 1

Chltty, Plead. 856.

' F. recoupe, a shred: recouper, to out again. Com

pare Conros.

' [Ives v. Van Epps, 92 Wand. 156 (1839): Tomlins‘

Law Dict.

" Dermott 11. Jones, 28 How. 235 (1859).

I Merrill 0. Everett, 88 Conn 48 (1871), Butler, C. J.
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duty by the second, and the second meets the demand

by a claim for a breach of duty by the first.1

It is the right to set oi! unliquidated damages.

"Set—o1!" comprehends only liquidated demands, or

demands which are capable of being ascertained by

calculation.‘

Anciently, it was applied to the right of deduction

trom the damages claimed by the plaintifl on account

of psrtpayment, depreciation or failure of consider

ation, or some analogous act. The right is now recog

nized under the name of deduction or reduction of

damages; while the meaning of recoupment has been

greatly enlarged and changed — extended to cross

demands existing in favor of the defendant, and arising

out of the same contract or transaction upon which

the plaintiff founds his action.‘

See Dasawnuou; Sn-orr.

BECOURSE.‘ A going back; resort.

Without recourse. By the use of these

words the holder of negotiable paper may

transfer title without incurring the responsi

bility of an ind0rser.‘ See Iunofismmur,

Qualified.

RECOVER. To obtain by judicial ac

tion or proceeding.

Referring to a note: to collect or obtain

the amount, possibly by a suit at law.‘

Applied to debt and demands generally intends ac

tion by process and course of law.' See Racurnaana.

Recovery. Obtaining by legal process

or proceeding; restoration of a right by ju

dicial award.

The actual possession of anything or its

value, by judgment of a legal tribunal.8

implies adjudication, and receipt of the thing.'

As to “ recover“ is to obtain by course of law, “ re

covery " is obtaining a thing by judgment of a court,

as the result of an action brought for the purpose."

 

‘ Davenport v. Hubbard, 46 Vt. 207, 206 (1878), Ross,

J., citing 2 Pars. Contr. 247, 28 Vt. 41-1; Roberts v. Don

ovan, 70 Cal. 118 (1886).

' [Parker 1:. Hart, 32 N. J. E. 230 (1880): Battermau

0. Pierce, 8 Hill, 174 (1842), Bronson, J.

'Emery v. St. Louis, &c. R. Co., 77 lilo. 345 (1888),

cases. Martin, C. See also 7 Am. Law Rev. 389-416

(1878), cases; 27 Ala. 574; 17 Ark. W0; 96 111.476; 9 Ind.

470; 89 Me. 382; 4 Mich. 619; 64 Miss. 568; 49 M0. 572; 2

N. Y. 286: 13 n'd.151; 0 Barb. 891; 28 Vt. 418; 4 Wis. 440;

2 Pars. Contr. 780.

‘Re-course’. '

' See Byles, Bills, 154, note by Sharswood; 100 U. S.

714; 18 Iowa, 202; 12 Mass. 14; 2 Allen, 43-1; 18 Ohio St.

515; 8 Pa. 468.’ .

' See Douglas 12. Reynolds, 7 Pet. '128(1B33), Story J.

Y [Jones v. Walker, 2 Paine, 710 (1790?), Jay, C. J.

' Strohecker 1:. Farmers‘ Bank, 6 Pa. 45 (1847).

'[Lapham v. Almy, 18 Allen, 806 (1866), Gray, J.; 1

Wheat 468.

" [Kainy o. Ingraham, 66 Barb. 257 (1878): Burrill's

law Dict. See also Norton n. Winter, 1 Ong. Al

Common recovery. A mode of transfer

ring title to land.

Abolished in England by 8 and 4 Wm. IV (1884), 0. ‘M

In the United States, either expnssly abrogated or

fallen into disuse. -

Consisted of a suit, actual or fictitious, invented to

elude the statute of mortmain and to unfetter inherit

ances. The land was recovered against the tenant of

the freehold This recovery, as a supposed adjudi

cation of the right, bound all persons, and vested an

absolute fee-simple estate in the recoverer.l

A religious house, for example, set up n fictitious

title. The tenant, by collusion, making no defense,

judgment was given for the plsintifl. This was I ‘re

covery by sentence of law upon a supposed prior title.

In time, the procedure became a common assurance,

and a legal mode of conveyance by which a tenant

in tail could dispose of his land and tenement.‘ Oom

pare Fma, 1.

Former recovery. Previous adjudication;

former judgment. ,

Upon a question directly involved, a former reoow

ery is conclusive in another suit.‘

A plea of former recovery, whether it be by con

fession, verdict, or demurrer, is a bar to any new no

tion of the same or the like nature for the same cause.

There must be at least one decision on the right. The

reason of the rule is, there must be an end to litigb

tiou after the merits of a cause have been determined.‘

See further ADJUDICATION.

RECRIIMINATION. See CRIME, Crim

inate.

RECTIFIER. In the internal revenue

laws, any one who rectifies or purifies spirits

in any manner whatever, or who makes any

mixture of spirits with any thing else, and

sells it under any name.‘ See DISTILLEB.

RECTUS. See CURIA, Rectus.

RECUPERARE. L. To recover; liter

ally, to get again — re-capere.

Quod. recuperet. That he may recover. _

The ordinary form of _a judgment at law for

the plaintiif. See RECOVER

RED TAPE. 1. Tape used for tying up

documents.

 

(1858); Hoover v. Clark, 8 lilurphey, 171 (1819): Coke,

Litt 154.

I [2 Bl. Com. 857.

'2 Bl. Com. 271,117. See Lyle v. Richards, 9 S. 8: R.

864 (18%); Martin v. Strachan, 5T. B. 108, n. (1793); 4

Kent, 487; 8 Mass. '34.

' Russell v. Place, 94 U. S. 606 (1876), cases; Cromwell

v. County of Sac. 1'12. 351 (1876), cases; Coleman 0. Tem

nessee, 97 id. 525-40 (1878), cases: 101 id. 639.

0 Haldeman v. United States, 91 U. B. 585 (1875),

Davis, J .

‘Quantity of Distilled Spirits, 8 Boned. 7! (1868),

Act 18 July, 1866, 5 9: 14 St. L117; United States I.

Tenbrook. 1 Pet 0. C. 18) (1510).

(55)
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2. Extreme oificial formality.l

Order carried to fastidious excess— system

run out into trivial extremes.2

REDDERE. L To give back: to return,

render, restore.

Reddendo singula singul1's. Referring the

several things to distinct persons: construing

distributively—the particular things enu

merated among the different persons desig

nated.'

Reddendum. Rendering; yielding:

yielding and paying. See DEED, 2; YIELD

ING.

Redditus; reditus. Something given

back; return; rent, q. v.

B.EDEE]!lI.i To buy back; to repurchase.

Redeemable. Obtainable again by pur

chase. Opposed, irredeemable.

Redemption. Purchasing a thing which

the buyer formerly owned; repurchase.

Used of the payment of a mortgage debt —where

upon the absolute title to the property becomes re

vested in the mortgagor; also, by analogy, of the act

by which a pledgor pays his debt and receives back

the article bailed.

Equity of redemption. The privilege in a

mortgagor to redeem his property forfeited

by default in payment.

At common law, when the condition was broken,

the estate in the mortgagee became indefensible. At

an early period equity let the mortgagor, within a rea

sonable time, sxtendible once or oftener, redeem upon

payment of the amount due — the debt being regarded

as the principal thing. This equity is a distinct estate

from that vested in the mortgagee before or after con

dition broken, and is descendible, devisable, and alien

able like other interests in realty. As a right, it is

jealously protected; any limitation is contrary to

public policy, and void. Proceedings to foreclose the

equity are regulated by statute, and the regulations

are part of the mortgage contract.‘ See further

Moamaoa.

Stock may be pledged for the redemption of certifi

cates of debt with interest, and foreclosure decreed

upon non-payment of any installment.‘

BE-DIRECT. See EXAMINATION, 9.

RE-DISCOUNT. See D1sconm~, 2.

 

I See Webster‘s Dict.

' Webster 0. Thompson, 65 Ga.-184 (1875), Bleckley, J.

'See 12 Pick. 291; 18 id. 28:14-‘3 Mass. 562; 87 N. J.

I. 8; I4 Ves. 490.

‘ L. redimore, to buy back.

‘Clark v. Reyburn, 8 Wall. 821-22 (1868), cases,

Bwsyne, J. See also Peugh v. Davis, 96 U. B. 887

(1877); 40 Cal. %; 2-i Me.198; 9 Oreg. 351; 44 Vt. 612;

6 Kent, 159.

' Swasey 0. North Caroline B. 00., 1 Hughes. 1 (1874).

Waite, C. J.: 71 N. C. 571; E Wall. 4%.

]-Ii.EDR1ilSS.l A setting right; repara

tion; relief against wrong; satisfaction for

an injury done: remedy.

The more effectually to accomplish the redress of

private injuries, courts of justice are instituted to

protect the weak from the insults of the strong, en

forcing those laws by which riglits are defined and

wrongs prohibited. This remedy is bad by application

to the courts, that is. by civil suit or action. But pri

vate injuries may also be redressed: (1) by the act of

the injured party, as in defense of self, child or parent;

by the reception of goods; by entry upon realty; by

abating nuisances; by distraining animals doing dam

age; (2) by the joint act of the injured and the injur

ing parties, as in accord, and arbitration; <8) by oper

ation of law, as in retainer, and remitter.' .

See Bauer, 2; Rsurnrz Dauaons.

REDUCE. See Possassmu; Rnoour.

REDUNDANCY. Matter inserted in a

writing foreign to its purpose; superfluous

statement; surplusage.

A material distinction is made between redundancy

in allegations and redundancy in the proof. in the

former case, a variance between the allegations and

the proof will be fatal, if the redundant allegations are

descriptive of that which is essential. But in the lat

ter case, redundancy cannot vitiate, merely because

more is proved than is alleged, unless the matter su

perfluously proved goes to contradict some essential

part of the allegation.I See Sunrnusaos.

RE-ENACT. See Aer, 3.

RE-EXAMINE. See EXAMINATXON, 9.

REEVE. Steward ; officer.

The original Anglo-Saxon was geréfa, distinguished,

famous.‘ The word is preserved in a few propernames

and in port-reeve, sea-reeve, sherlfl, qq. v.

REFER. 1. To send to a person specially

selected, for examination and report, a ques

tion or issue raised in a pending suit.

Referee. The person so designated: an

auditor, master, register in bankruptcy, or

like officer.

As used in Rev. St. 5 M, which allows a docket fee

to be taxed on a trial “ before referees," —a class of

officers who are appointed in pursuance of State stat

utes, to hear and determine all or a portion of the

issues that arise on the final hearing of acause. It

does not refer to or include masters in chancery, how

ever they may hold their places.‘

Reference. The act, order, or paper by

which a matter is committed to one or more

persons for investigation and report.

Refer back; reference back. Import a sec

 

‘ Re-dress’.

' 8 Bl. Com. 8-19.

'1 Greenl. Ev. 567; 1Whart. Ev. ii 945, 100$.

‘ See 1 Bl. Com. 116.

lcentral Trust Co. v.Wabuh,&s. R. Oo.,B ER

686-86 (1887).M Thlyfll. J.
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0nd or new return of a matter to the referee

(auditor, master, etc.) for an additional or

amended report.

When a case is referred, not by a submission in pail,

but by a rule of court, the referee derives his authority

from the court, not from the consent of the parties.

The case remains in court subject to its power, and a

judgment must be entered by the court. The proced

ure is a substitute for a trial by jury.1

See Aaanmnos; Aonrr; Awmn, 2; Frsnrso. Spe

cial: liiasrnn, 4; Raroar, 1 (1).

2. A reference in one instrument to an

other incorporates the latter. See further

VERBUM, Verba iliata, etc.

REFLECTION. See

Pmmnnrrara.

REFORM. To rectify; to make an in

strument what it ought to be; to reconstruct

according to the intention of all parties.

If through fraud, ignorance, or mistake an

obligation does not express the meaning of

the parties, it will be reformed so as to con

form to it; as, where it is joint, or several,

or joint and several, by an oversight.2

Where an agreement as reduced to writing omits or

contains terms or stipulations contrary to the common

intent of the parties, the instrument will be corrected

so as to make it conform to the real intent. The par

ties will be placed as they would have stood if the

mistake had not occurred. The party alleging mistake

must show exactly in what it consists and the correc

tion that should be made. The evidence must be such

as to leave no reasonable doubt upon the mind of the

court as to either of these faults. The mistake must

be mutual, common to both parties; it must appear

that both have done what neither intended. Mistake

on one side may be ground for a rescission, q. 1:. Where

the minds have not met there is no contract, and

hence none to be corrected.I

Where an instrument is executed that professes or

is intended to carry into execution an agreement, in

writing or by paroi, previously made between the

parties, but which by mistake of the draftsman, as to

fact or law, does not fulfill or which violates the

manifest intention, equity will correct the mistake so

as to produce a conformity of the instrument to the

agreement. The reason is, the execution of agree

ments fairly and legally made is one of the peculiar

branches of equity jurisdiction, and if the instrument

intended to execute the agreement be from any cause

insufflcient for that purpose, the agreement remains

as much unexecuted as if the party had refused alto

gether to comply with his agreement, and a court of

equity will afford relief in the one case as much as in

DELIBERATION ;

 

‘ Seavey v. Beckler, 182 Mass. 901 (1882), Morton, C. J .

On compulsory references, see 21 Cent. Law J.M

(1885), cases.

' Pickersgill 1:. Lahens, 15 Wall. 144 (1872), Davis, J.

' Hearno v. New England Mut. Mar. Ins. Co., 20 Wall.

490-91 (1874), cases, Swayne, J.: 4 Cliff. 196.

the other, by compelling the delinquent party to per

form his undertaking according to its terms and the

manifest intention of the parties. At the same time,

equity has no power to make agreements for parties.I

See Jomr.

The burden of overcoming the strong presumption

arising from the terms of a written instrument rests

upon the moving party. If the proofs are doubtful

and unsatisfactory, if there is a failure to overcome

this presumption by testimony entirely plain and com

vincing beyond reasonable controversy, the writing

will be held to express correctly the intention of the

parties.‘

Parcl proof, in all cases, is to be received with great

caution, and, where the mistake is denied, should

never be made the foundation of a decree, variant

from the written contract, except the proqf be of the

clearest and most satisfactory character. Nor should

relief be granted where the party seeking it has um

reasonably delayed application for redress, or where

the circumstances raise the presumption that he ao

quiesced in the written agreement after becoming

aware of the mistake.‘

There are many precedents for reforming policies

of insurance in cases where the insured has held the

policy until after a loss. in silence and ignorance of

the necessity for reformation.‘

REFORMATORY, 11. Includes every

institution and place in which efforts are

made to cultivate the intellect, instruct the

conscience, or improve the conduct; any

place in which persons voluntarily assemble,

receive instruction, and submit to discipline,

or are detained therein for either of these

purposes by force.‘

REFRESH. To “refresh the memory”

means to consult letters, diaries, or other

memoranda in order to be enabled to recall

the details of a past event. After that, the

witness is regarded as speaking from mem

ory.

A witness may refresh with memoranda not in

themselves admissible. He need not remember the

 

1 Hunt 1:. Rousmaniere, 1 Pet. '13-14 (1828), Washing

ton, J.; Same 0. Same, 8 Wheat. 211 (1%); Walden u.

Skinner, 101 U. s. see (1879); 1 Story, Eqf 55151-so; 2

Pomeroy, Eq. 545 845-71.

' l-lowland 1:. Blake, W U. 8. 620 (1878), cases, Hunt,

J.; Maxwell Land-Grant Case, 121 id. 881 (1887), cases;

4 Cliff. 562; 76 N. Y. 458; 1 Story, Eq. § 152.

' Snell v. Atlantic Fire &: Mar. lns. Co., 98 U. B. 80-90

(1878), cases, Hnrlan,J. See also Elliott v. Sackett,

108 id. 142 (1882); Leaver v. Dennett,109 id. 90 (1883);

Baltzer v. Raleigh, &c. R. Co., 115 id. 645 (1885), cases;

Coyle 1:. Davis. 116 id. 1080885); Reed 1:. Root. 59 Iowa,

359 (1882); Fessenden v. Ockington, 74 Me. 125 (1882),

cases; Clark 0. Higgins, 132 Mass. 589-90 (1882). cases

‘Palmer u. Hartford Fire ins. Co., 54 Conn. 501-0

(1886), cases.

' [Hughes v. Daly, 49 Conn. 84 (1882). Panties, .1.
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independent facts. The notes must be primary, but

need not have been made by the witness, as, a deposi

tion. If the notes fail to refresh the witness's memory,

the opposing party is not entitled to inspect them.I

It is well settled that memoranda are not admissible

unless reduced to writing at or shortly after the time

of the transaction, while it must have been fresh in

the memory of the witness.‘

The opposite party may inspect a memorandum

and cross-examine in regard to it; and it may be

shown to the jury, to prove that it could not properly

refresh the memory.I

There are cases which declare that, unless prepared

in the discharge of some public duty, or of some duty

arising out of the business relations 0! the witness with

others, or in the regular course of his own business, or

with the concurrence of the party to be charged and

for the purpose of charging him, a private memoran

dum cannot under any circumstances be admitted as

evidence. There are other cases to the effect that

where the witness states, under oath, that the memo

randum was made by him presently after the transac

tion to which it relates, for the purpose of perpetuat

ing his recollection of the facts. and that he knows

that it was correct when prepared, although he cannot

recall the circumstances so as to, state them from

memory alone, the paper may be received as the best

evidence of which the case admits.‘

The writing is used to aid the memory. As the

facts must finally be stated from personal recollection,

if the witness has an independent recollection there is

no propriety in his inspecting any note or writing.‘

Refresher. In England, a fee paid to a

barrister in a case unexpectedly prolonged

and laborious, either for re-perusal of briefs,

or by way of reviving interest in the litiga

tion.

Refieshment. See Esrsarnumuur.

REFUND. To return money which

should not have been paid.

Refunding bond. An obligation to re

turn money if found to have been prema

turely or erroneously paid, as, money paid

to a legatee or to the creditors of an estate.

Refunds. In customs and duties laws:

(1) moneys paid back on account of goods

destroyed by accident; (2) excess of deposits

 

I1 Whart. Ev. “ ii1&26, cases; 1 Greenl. Ev. §§ 436

39, cases.

IMaxwell u. Wilkinson, 118 U. S. 658 (1885), cases,

Gray, J.

' Commonwealth v. Haley, 13 Allen. 587 (1866), Hoar,

J. See also, generally, Commonwealth v. Jefls, 182

Mass. 6 (1882), cases; Blgelow u. Hall, 91 N. Y. 145

(1888).

‘Vicksburg, &c. R. Co. I. O'Brien, 119 U. S. 102 (1888),

cases, Harlan. J.

‘State 0. Baldwin, 86 Kan. 15 (1886). See U Cent.

DI J. 1111-170“)I cases; 28 id. 58 (1886), case;

for unascertained' duties; (3) duties paid

under protest; (4) proceeds of property seized

for violation of the laws.

In internal revenue laws: taxes illegally assessed.

or erroneously paid; the cash value ot stamps spoiled,

unused. useless, etc: duties on spirits destroyed by ac

cident, tire, or other casualty; excess of taxes paid

by national banks; drawbacks on exports; moncyspaid

for lands sold for taxes, and the purchase-money on

public lands erroneously sold.‘

REGICIDE. See Hosucms.

REGINA. See KING.

REGISTER. 1, v. To enter omcially in

proper form, or in the appropriate book or

books.

2, n. A book kept by public authority; a

record.

8, n. A keeper of records; a recorder; a

registrar: as, a. register in bankruptcy, of

public lands, of vessels, of wills.

Registrant. A person who complies

with a law requiring a registration; as, of a

trade-mark, q. 1:.

Registration. Recording, in full or in

substance, and in due form of law, in an of

ficial book or register.

The act of making a list, catalogue, sched

ule, or register.2

May not intend a literal copying or recording, but

entering in a book a statement or memorandum of

facts to serve as memorials or evidence; as. in a stat

ute requiring the certificate of a transfer of stock to

be registered on the books of the company which is

sued the stock.‘

Registry.

istration.

2. The system of recording transactions as

required by law;-also, the place where re

corded documents are kept.

Registry of deeds. The object is to im

part to parties dealing with property infor

mation respecting its transfers and incum

brauces, and thus to protect them from prior

secret conveyances and liens.

it is to the registry, therefore, that purchasers, or

others desiring to ascertain the condition of the prop

erty, must look; and, if not otherwise informed, they

can rely upon the knowledge there obtained. But if

they have notice of the existence of an unregistered

conveyance, they cannot complain that they are prej

udiced by the want of registry. The general doc

trine is that knowledge of an existing conveyance or

1. The act of recording; reg

 

'Sce R. 8., and St. L., index, " Refunds."

I Appointment of Supervisors 0! Election, 1 I‘, L

6-6 (1660), Bradford, J.

' Fisher v. Jones, 82 Ala.1B 08“), case;
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mortgage, in legal eflect, is equivalent to notice by

tharegistry.i

Registry of vessels. The purpose is to de

clare the nationality of vessels engaged in

trade with foreign countries, and to enable

these vessels to assert that nationality.

The purpose of an " enrollment “ is to evidence

the national character of vessels engaged in the coast

ing trade or home traiiic and to enable them to pro

cure a coasting license. Neither “ registry " nor

“record " is usually applied to an enrollment. This

distriction is observed throughout the legislation of

Congress. The general statute on the subject of reg

istry is the act of December 81, 1792; the general stat

ute on enrollment, the act of February 18, 1793.‘

Registry of voters. In statutes relating

to elections, “ registered voters” uniformly

refers to persons whose names are placed

upon the registration books provided by law

asthe sole record or memorial of the duly

qualified voters.‘

“ Registration," in its ordinary, generic sense, when

applied to voters, means any list, register, or schedule

containing names, the being on which list, register, or

schedule constitutes a prerequisite to voting.‘

See Rnooan; Tun:-nssn.

REGNAL YEARS. See KING.

REGRATIING. By statute 5 and 6 Edw.

Vi (1552), c. 14, buying corn [grain] or other

“dead victual,” and selling it again in or

within four miles of the same market.

An ottense against public trade; because, by the

practice, the price of provisions advanced with each

change of ownership.‘

Compare Enosossmo; Fosursumo.

REGRESS. See inoanss.

REGULA. See Rsonnsn: Excmo,

Probat, etc. ; SECUNDUM, Regulam.

REGULAR.‘ 1. Following the rule; ac

cording to rule or law; observing the pre

scribed course: as, a regular— deposit, judg

ment, process or other proceeding. I

2. Usual; general; not special: as, a reg

ular — election, session]

In the expression “ regular navigation," “ regular"

may be used in oontrsdistinction to “occasional " and

 

' Patterson 1!. De la Rondo, 8Wail. ‘)0 (i -88), Field. J.

in English law, 2 Law Quar. Rev. 824-46 (1886); Roman

Dutch law, 1'2). 847 (1886).

‘R. s. 55 4181, 4312: The Mohawk, a Wall. 571 (1865),

Miller. J.; Gibbons v. Ogden, 0 Wheat. 211 (1824).

' Chalmers 1:. Funk, 76 Va. 719 (1882), Staples, J.

' Appointment of Supervisors, ante. See generally

5 Am. Law Rag. Mi-48 (1886), cases.

'4 Bl. Corn. 158; 1 Russ. Cl‘. 169.

‘L. regula, a rule.

‘See State v. Conradu, 45 Mo. 47 (1889); Bethol v.

Qllmiaaionelt 60 Me. 588 (1872); 72 N. C. 1%.
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refer to vessels which constitute lines, rather than to

vessels which are regular in the sense of being prop

erly documented.I

Irregular. Not in compliance with the

rule; regardless of rule or law; also, excep

tional, special.

“Irregular proces" is usually applied to process

not issued in strict conformity with the law, whether

the defect renders the process absolutely void or only

voidable.' _

Irregularity. Non-adherence to the pre

scribed rule or proceeding; as, by omitting

something necessary for the due and orderly

conducting of a suit, or by ordering it in an

unseasonable time or improper manner.‘

Bee Essosnous; "om; Pnnsvurnos.

Regularly. " Regularly employed " in a

trade does not mean continuously so em

ployed.4

Regulate. To lay down the rule by

which a thing shall be done; to prescribe the

rule by which a business or trade shall be

conducted.

Power "to regulate commerce“ is the power to

prescribe the rules by which it shall be governed, that

is, the conditions upon which it shall be conducted; to

determine when it shall be free and when subject to

duties or other exactions.'

“ To regulate the practice" of a court by rules

means to prescribe the manner of conducting pro

ceedings, the time for pleadings, etc.‘

Power to regulate the use of the streets oi.’ a city

implies power to prohibit their use under proper cir

cumstances.’ , ’

Power to regulate the sale of liquor may embrace

entire prohibition of sales to certain classes, such as

minors" See further Pnonmrrros.

Regulation. In an act of Congress,

‘‘regulations’' of a department means gen

eral rules relating to the subject upon which

the department acts, made by the head

thereof under some act giving the regula

tions the force of law.0

General power to enact “ sanitary regulations " in

cludes power to prohibit sales of adultcrated milk."

See Bouts sun Rsouurrous; Tammy.

I The Steamer Smidt, 16 Op. Att.-Gen. 277 (1879).

' Doe dem. Cooper 1:. Hsrter, 2 Ind. 258 (1850): Wood

cock 1:. Bennett, 1 Cow. Tit‘) (1%).

I Bowman 1:. Tsllman, 2 Robt. 684 (1864): i Tidd‘l Pr.

B12; Baldw. 246; 31 Cal. 625; 48 lilo. 817; 40 Win. 865;

8 Chitty, Gen. Pr. 509.

‘ Wilson 1;. Gray, 121' Mass. 99 (1879).

' Gloucester Ferry Co. v. Pennsylvania, 114 U. 8. II

(1885), Field, J . -

' Vanatta 1:. Anderson, 8 Binn. 4% (1811).

' Attorney-General 0. Boston, 142 Mass. an (1886).

I Williams v. State, 4:5 Ind. 306 (1874).

' Harvey v. United States, 3 Ct. Cl. 42(iSOT), Lorlng,J.

" Poiinsky 1:. People, 78 N. Y. 65 (1878).



REHABILITATE

REHJLBILITATEJ To restore to the

ability or capacity formerly possessed, but of

which the person has been deprived by judg

ment of a court.

Reversal of judgment and pardon (q. s.) rehabili

tate a felon to competency as a witness.‘

REHEARING. See Hnanmc.

BEDIBURSE. To pay back again.

This, the primary. meaning is to be imputed where

not controlled by contract stipulations.’ Compare

Dmsunsslm.

REINSTATE. To restore to former po

sition with reference to other persons or

things.

When the President is authorized by law to rein

state it discharged army oflicer, as by act of March 8,

1879 (20 St. L 484), he may do so without the advice

and consent of the Senate; and the right of such oili

cer to pay for the period he was out of the service de

pends upon the will of Congress as expressed in the

enactment.‘

BE-INS'1’BUCT. See Issraucr.

RE-ISSUE. See Issua, 1.

REJOIN. To answer a replication.

Rejoining gratis. For defendant to re

join without- putting the plaintiii to the

necessity of obtaining a rule.‘ See JOINDEB.

RELATION.‘ 1. The principle by which

an act done at one time is viewed, by a fiction

of law, as done at an antecedent period.

Applies where several proceedings are es

sential to complete a particular transaction,

as, the execution of a conveyance or deed.

The last proceeding which consummates the

conveyance is held for certain purposes to

take effect as of the day when the first pro

ceeding was had]

Thus, as between the parties to an application for

a patent for land, when the title is consummated by

all the necessary forms it relates back to the day

when the patent was ordered; but not so when third

persons, who are not parties, will be prejudiced

thereby.‘

The doctrine is applied to subserve the ends of jus

 

' L re-habilitare, to have again.

' White 0. Hart, 18 Wall. 643 (1871); Knoto 6. United

States. 95 U. S. 158 (1877); 48 Pa. £3.

' Philadelphia Trust, &c. Co. v. Audenreid, 88 Pa.

264 (1877), Woodward, J. See also Fuller 1:. Atwood, 13

B. 1. 818 (1881).

:Collins v. United States, 15 Ct. Cl. 22 (1879), Rich

ardson, J.,; Kilburn‘s Case, tb. 41 (1879); Collins‘s Case,

16 OP. Att.-Gen. 624 (1879).

° Adkins v. Anderson. 10 M. & W. '14 (1842).

' L. re-laium, borne back, carried back.

' Gibson v. Chouteau. 18 Wall. 100 (1371). Field, .1’.

‘Heath v. Ross. 12 Johns. '141 (1815).
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tics, and to protect parties deriving their interests

from the claimant pending proceedings for the con

firmation of his title. Eitect is given to the confirma

tion as of the day when the proceedings were insti

tuted.I

Other illustrations: an instrument delivered as a

deed, but previously held as an escrow, hears the date

of the delivery of the escrow; an assignment in bank

ruptcy transiers the debtor's title as it existed at the

date of the filing oi the petition; an act 1na_v give

character to a prior act and make acaso of trespass

ab t'm'h'0,' the judgment of a court has been held to

be rendered as of the first day of the term.‘

2. A narrative; information: as, in speak

ing of the suit of the State “ at the relation ”

of (ea: relatione, or ea: rel.) A. B. v. G. D.

Relator. An informant: the plaintiff in

proceedings by quo warranto. See ‘Wm

RANTUBL

The feminine form relatnx' designates the

complaint in bastardy proceedings.'

8. (1) The connection or tie between peb

sons in a social status, as of husband and

wife, parent and child, guardian and ward,

master and servant.

(2) A person connected with another by

consanguinity or affinity.

The more common use expresses kindred of blood

or afllnity, though properly only the former is em

braced. llence, in strict technical sense, does not in

clude husband and wife.

May include any and every relation that exists in

social life. it literally taken, would have so wide a

range as to be liable to objection as indefinite or

vague. To avoid this, it has long been settled that a

bequest to “ relations “ applies to those who. by vin

tue of the statute of distributions, would take the prop

erty as next of kin.‘

‘“ Relation ‘ might better be confined to the con

nection or tie, and ‘relative’ to an individual per

son."

RELATIVE.

nos, 3; RIGHT, 2.

RELEASE. The act or writing by which

some claim or interest is surrendered to an

other person.

As, the instrument, or act, by which a creditor re

linquishes a demand or all demands whatsoever to his

debtor: the instrument or action by which a trustee

or witness is discharged from liability, or by which a

part of one‘s property is relieved of the lien of a mortp

gage or other incumbrance.

See ABSOLUTE; Rans

 

' Lynch 1;. Bcrnal, 9 Wall. 825 (1869), cases. Field, J.

‘See 15 Am. Dec. 2-iik55, cases; 15 Johns. 809; I

Kent, 83.

' See Volksdort 1:. People, 12 Bradw. 534 (1882).

‘ Esty v. Clark, 101 Mass. SHED (1869), cases, mu,

J.; Handley v. Wrighuwn, 60 Md. 216 (1888), cases,

Bigelovv, C. J.
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Releasee.

Beleasor.

outed.

In the law of real property, a release is a

discharge or a conveyance of a man’s right

in lands or tenements to another that has

some former estate in possession.l

This may be by way: of enlarging an estate. of

passing an estate, of passing a right, of entry and

feoflfment. or of ezltinizuiahmexit.l

While at common law a release conveyed to a per

son in possession the title of the reieasor, it may now

be used to convey a title to one who has no previous

right in the land. In most States it is equivalent to a

“ quitclaim " conveyance.‘

Compare Cosnauanon, 2: Exrmomsnxm; Sua

nnsnnn. See Luslt

RELEVANCY.' That which conduces

to the proof of a pertinent hypothesis.‘

Relevant. As applied to testimony, that

which directly touches upon the issue made

by the pleadings, so as “ to assist ”in getting

at the truth of it.5

Relevant means that any two facts to which

it is applied are so related to each other, that,

according to the common course of events,

one, taken by itself or in connection with

other facts, proves or renders probable the

past, present, or future existence or non

existence of the other.‘

Irrelevant. Not pertinent; inapplicable.

In pleading, said of a fact or allegation

which has no bearing upon the subject

matter and cannot aifect the decision of the

court."

Testimony cannot be excluded as irrele

vant which would have a tendency, however

remote, to establish the probability of the

fact in controversy.‘

He to whom a release is given.

He by whom a release is exe

 

|2 Bl. Corn. 824: Field v. Oolumbert, 4 Saw. M

(1864); Palmer 12. Bates. 22 Minn. 1534 (1876).

‘Richardson 0. Levi, 67 Tax. 867 (1887), Willie, C. J.;

Ely v. Stannard, 44 Conn. 588 (1887); 1 Devlin, Deeds,

i 16, cases.

‘F. relevant: 1-clever, to assist, help, be of use: L.

relevure, to raise agaln,—58 Cal. 168; 78 N. Y. 96; 6

How. Pr. 814.

‘State v.-Witham, 72 Me. 587 (1881): 1 Whart. Ev. Ch.

II, i 20. See also Seller 0. Jenkins. 171' Ind. 438 (1884).

'Platner v. Platner, 78 N. Y. 95 (1879), Folger, J.;

Hagerty v. Andrews. 94 id. 199 (1883).

' Lamprey v. Donacour, 58 N. H. 811‘ (1878), Foster, .T.;

Steph. Dig. Ev. (May‘s Am. ed.)86; 62 N. H. 405; 58

id. 96.

' Soofleld v. State Nat. Bank of Lincoln, 0 Neb. $1

(1879), Maxwell, C. J.

"l.‘rull v. True, 83 hie. 867 (1861).

 

A statement not material to the decision of the case

is irrelevant; as, an answer which does not form or

tender a material issue.1

A pleading is irrelevant which has no substantial

relation to the controversy between the parties to the

suit. “ lrrelatlve " is, perhaps, more appropriate. In

parliamentary debate in England, " irrelevant“ means

“ unassisting, unrelieving." '

Facts, in an answer to a bill in equity, not material

to the decision are " impertinent.“ The test is whether

the subject of the allegation could be put in issue, and

would be matter proper to be given in evidence be

tween the parties.‘ See Ilranrmmcs.

In the law of evidence. collateral, disconnected facts

are generally irrelevant. But from one part similar

qualities of another part may be inferred. Evidence

of prior ignitions is admissible against a railroad com

pany charged with the negligent use of fire.‘

Evidence is admissible which " tends " to prove the

issue, or constitutes a link in the chain of proof, al

though alone it might not justify a verdict in accord

ance with it.‘ See Tum.

RELICT. The survivor of a married

couple, whether husband or wife; the sur

vivor oi’ the union, not simply of the dece

dent individual.6

BELICTION. See ALLUVION; Dsasucr.

R.EI.flIEF.T 1. In feudal law, a fine or

composition paid to the lord of a fee for tak

ing up an estate which had lapsed or fallen

by the death of the last tenant. It “raised

up” and re-established the inheritance in the

hands of the heir.5

2. In practice, redress provided by law for

deprivation of a right; such enforcement of

an alleged right as is invoked in a suit.

To bar equitable relief the legal remedy must be

equally eflectual with the equitable remedy, as to all

the rights of the complainant. Where the remedy at

law is not “ as practical and efllclent to the ends of

justice and its prompt administration," the aid of

equity may be invoked; but if, on the other hand, “ it

is plain, adequate, and complete,“ the legal remedy

must be pursued.’

Under a prayer for general relief, the plaintifl is

entitled to such relief as is agreeable to the case made

in the bill, though diflerent from the specific reliel

prayed for."

1 [People v. hicCumber, 16 N. Y. 821 (1858)

' Seward v. Miller, 6 How. Pr. 818-14 (1852), Strong, J.;

Morton v. Jackson, 2 Minn. 2220858).

' Woods v. Morrell, 1 Johns. Ch. '10fl(1814), Kent, Ch

'1 Whart. Ev. Ch. 11.

'1 Greenl. Ev. $51 a.

' [Spiiler 0, Heater, 42 Ohio St. 101 (1884).

' F. 1-clever: L. re-levare, to raise up again.

' 2 Bl. Com. 66, 56; Williams, R. P. 12).

' Lewis v. Cocks, 28 Wall. 470 (1874), Bwayne, J4

Boyce v. Grundy. 8 Pet. 215 (1880).

" Slemmer‘s Appeal, 58 Pa. 167(18@); Hhlll C. II

18 Ves. '119 (1806); 18 Pa. 70.
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That a bill contains a prayer with a “ double aspect "

forms no objection to the bill. “You may ask the

court to come to a conclusion on the facts which you

have disclosed, having stated everything that will en

able the court to form a proper judgment. You may

ask the judgment of the court on two alternatives.“ 1

The complainant, if not certain as to the specific

relief to which he is entitled, may frame his prayer in

the alternative, so that if one kind of relief is denied

another may be granted; the relief, of each kind, be

ing consistent with the case made by the bill.’

See Cournssnos, 4; Equm, Bill in; lzuuav;

PRAYER: Rsnnzss; Bnnmv.

RELIGION. In this country, the full

and free right to entertain any religious be

lief, to practice any religious principle, and

to teach any religious doctrine which does

not violate the laws of morality and property

nor infringe personal rights, is conceded to

all. The law knows no heresy, is committed

to the support of no dogma, the establish

ment of no sect.‘

Laws are made for the government of actions,’ and,

while they cannot interfere with mere religious belief

and opinions, they may with practices. Thus. they

prevent human sacrifices, burning alive on the funeral

pile, plural marriages, and the like. To pennit such

practices would be to make the professed doctrines of

religious belief superior to the law of the land, and, in

effect, to permit every citizen to become a law unto

himself. Under such circumstances government could

exist in name only.‘

The words “ religion ” and “religious," al

though used, are not defined in the national

Constitution. Article VI, cl. 8, provides that

“ no religious Test shall ever be required as

a Qualification to any Oifice or public Trust

under the United States." And the first

sentence of the first Amendment, ratified in

1791, declares that “ Congress shall make no

law respecting an establishment of relig

ion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof."

To ascertain the meaning of these provisions,

reference must be made to the history of the

times in which they originated.

Before the adoption of the Constitution, attempts

had been made to legislate with respect not only to an

establishment of religion, but also as to religious pre

cepts. The people were taxed for the support of sects

to whose tenets they could not subscribe, and punish

 

lWilhelm‘s Appeal, 79 Pa. 140 (1875), Sharswood, J.;

Rawlings 0. Lambert, 1 Johns. & H. 466 (1860).

' Hardin e. Boyd, ll3 U. B. 768 (ISB5), cases, Harlan,

Justice.

I Watson 0. Jones, it Wall. ’i‘2‘i (1871), Miller. J.;

United Stats 0. Bennett, l6 Blatch. 859-60 (1879),

Blatchford. J.

' Reynolds 0. United States, 98 U. S. 166 (1878), Waite,

O. .1. See also Guitosub Case, 10 F. K 175 (1882).
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ments were prescribed for non-attendance upon public

worship and even for entertaining heretical opinions

The controversy upon the general subject culminated

in Virginia. There, in 1784, the legislature had under

consideration “ a bill establishing provision for teach

ers of the Christian religion.“ ‘Action on this bill was

postponed one session; and, during the interval. stren

uous opposition to the bill was developed. A remon

strance by Mr. Madison, widely circulated and

numeroualy signed, declared “ that religion, or the

duty we owe the Creator," was not within the cogni

zance of civil government. At the ensuing session, not

only was the proposed bill defeated, but another bill

“ for establishing religious freedom." drafted by Mr.

Jefferson, was passed. This act (12 Herr. St. 84) recites

"that to suffer the civil magistrate to intrude his

powers into the field of opinion, and to restrain the

profession or propagation of principles on supposition

of their ill-tendency, is a dangerous fallacy which at

once destroys all religious liberty; — that it is time

enough for the rightful purposes of civil government

for its oiiicers to interfere when principles break out

into overt acts against peace and good order." Therein

lies the true distinction between the domains of church

and state.

About a year later the convention which framed the

Federal Constitution met. The instrument as pro

posed and as adopted contained no declaration ex

pressly insuring freedom of religion. New Hampshire,

New York, "irginia, and North Carolina suggested

such a declaration as an amendment. Accordingly, at

the first session of the first Congress, the First Amend

ment was proposed by Mr, Madison. That amendment

deprives Congress of all legislative power over more

opinion, but leaves it free to reach all actions which

are in violation of social duties or subversive of good

order. “ The Amendment," said Mr. Jefferson “ builds

a wall of separation between church and stats.“ I

The real object of the Amendment was to exclude

rivalry among Christian sects, and prevent any na

tional ecclesiastical establishment which would give

to a hierarchy the exclusive patronage of the national

government. It thus cuts off the means of religious

persecution.’

The general if not the universal sentiment was Lhul

Christianity ought to receive encouragement from

the state so far as not incompatible with the private

rights of conscience and freedom of religious worship

Any attempt to level all religions, to make it n. inane:

of state policy to hold all in indiflerence, would have

created universal disapprobation, if not universal in

dignation.'

The Amendment prohibits any laws which shall

recognize, found, confirm, or patronize any particular

religion or form of religion, permanent or temporary,

present or future.‘

But it is a restriction placed upon the legislative

power of the United States government alone. The

Constitution makes no provisions for protecting the

 

I Reynolds v. United States, 98 U. 5. 162-64 (18%)

1 Jefferson's Works, 45; 6 id. "8; 2 Howie, Vs., 21$,

'2 Story, Const. §§ 1877,M

' 2 Story, Const. 5 i574.

' l Story, Count. 5454; l Tuck. BL Com. Ap. B96.
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citizens of the respective States in the exercise of re

ligious liberty. That is left wholly to the constitution

and laws of each State.I

The provision against " religious tests " was intended

to cut of! every pretense of alliance between church

and state. and prevent any sect from securing a mo

nopoly of the offices of government.‘

Likewise. the constitutions of the States forbid the

establishment oi’ any particular religion. Those of Cal

ifornia. New York. and Pennsylvania may be taken as

declaring the sentiment of the people of the other

States upon the general subject of the natural rights

of conscience and freedom of worship. They provide

as follows:

“The free exercise and enjoyment of religious pro

fession and worship, without discrimination or prefer

ence. shall forever be allowed [guaranteed] in this

State to all manldnd; and no person shall be rendered

incompetent to be a witness [or juror] on account of

his opinions on matters of religious belief; but the lib

erty of conscience hereby secured shall not be so con

strued as to excuse acts of licentiousness. or justify

practices inconsistent with the peace or safety of this

State.‘

“All men have a natural and indefensible rightto

worship Almighty God according to the dictates of

their own consciences; no man can of right be com

polled to attend. erect, or support any place of worship

or to maintain any ministry against his consent; no

human authority can. in any case whatever. control

or interfere with the rights of conscience. and no pref

erence shall ever be given by law to any religious es

tablishment or modes of worship.“ ‘ '

As early as December 7. 1682. it was enacted by

William Penn and the deputies. “That no person. now

or at any time hereafter Living in this Province. who

shall confess and acknowledge one Almighty God to

be Creator, Upholder and Ruler of the World. And

who professes him or herself Obliged in Conscience

to Live peaceably and quietly under the civil govern

ment. shall in any case be molested or prejudiced for

his or her Conscientious persuasion or practice. Nor

 

I Barron 1:. Mayor of Baltimore. 7 Pet. 247 (1888).

Marshall. C. J.; Permoli v. First Municipality, 8 How.

609 (1815); Reynolds v. United States. 98 U. S. 162 (1876).

'2 Story, Coast. 55 1847. 1849.

‘New York Constitution of 1846. Art. 1. sec. 8. The

California constitution of 1879. Art. 1. sec. 4. is the

same except as to the words inclosed by brackets.

‘Pennsylvania Constitution of 1874. Art 1, sec. 8.

See Vidal 11. Girard. 2 How. 198 (1844). Story. J.; Bush

v. Commonwealth. 80 Ky. 949 (1882); Cooley. Const.

8”; Strong. Civ. Law and Church Polity. 11-2211875).

See constitutions of other States as follows: Ala. I.

4; Ark. 11. 34; Col. II. 4; Conn. I. 8-LVII, 1. 2; Del.

Pro. I. 1; Fla. 1). R.5.28; Ga I. 6.12-.Ill.1I. 8; Ind. I.

S-4. 7; Iowa. L 8.4; Kan. B. R. 7; Ky. X111. 5. 8; La. 12;

lfe.I.8; Md. D. R. 36; Mass. H. l. 2. Amd. ll; Mich.

IV, 89. 41; Minn. I. 16. 17; Miss. 1.28; Mo. II. 5-7; Neb.

I. 4; Nev. 1.4; N. H. 1. 4-8; N. J.I.-‘l. 4; N. Y. 1.8; N.

QLM; Ohio. 1.7; Oreg. 1.2.8. 8.7; 11.1. 1.8; 8. (3.1,

I. 10; Tenn. 1. 8; Texas. L 6; Va. L 18; Va 1, 8. 11. 14;

W. Va I11. 15; Win. 1, 18. it).

shall he or she at any time be compelled to frequent

or maintain any religious worship. place or Ministry

whatever. Contrary to his or her mind. but shall freely

and fully enjoy his or her Christian liberty in that

respect, without any Interruption or reflection. And

if any person shall abuse or deride any other. for his

or her diflerent persuasion and practice in matters of

religion. such person shall be looked upon as n Dis

turber of the peace. and be punished accordingly.” 1

“Religion “ in the constitution of Ohio, in the deo

laration that “religion. morality. and knowledge are

essential to good government " refers to the religion

of mankind. not of any class of men. There is no

such thing as " religion of state." '

But "religion." “religious." and equivalent words

and phrases. have often been held to refer to the

Christian religion. in its most comprehensive accepta

tion. Thus. in a will. "religious books" will denote

such publications as tend to promote the religion

taught by the Christian dispensation. unless associated

Words or circumstances show] reference to another

mode of Worship.‘

Though the constitution of New York has discarded

religious establishments it does not forbid judicial

cognizance of those offenses against religion and mo

rality which have no reference to any such establish

ment. or to any particular form of government. but

are punishable because they strike at the root of moral

obligation. and weaken the security of social ties.‘

Ml‘he separation of church and state is not so com

plete that the state is indiiferent to the welfare and

prosperity of the church. This is a Christian com

monwealth. Religion lies at the basis of moral

ity. For the purpose of securing the best and most

thoroughly extended morality. it is fitting that religion

and the church be recognized." '

" The criminal laws of every country are shaped in

greater or less degree by the prevailing public senti

ment as to what is right. proper. and decorous. or the

reverse; and they punish as crimes acts which disturb

the peace and order or tend to shock the moral sense

or sense of propriety and decency of the community.

The moral sense is largely regulated and controlled

by the religious belief; and therefore it is that those

things which. estimated by a Christian standard. are

profane and blasphernous. are properly punished as

crimes against society. since they are ofiensive in the

highest degree to the general public sense and have a

direct tendencyto undermine the moral support of the

laws and to corrupt the community.“ '

See Asssmnr; Busrnm; CAMP-mas.-rrso; Cass.

rrv; Cannon; Cosscmsca; Hounar; Masses: llioar

tum; Orra; Paonarrv; Scaoot; Smmn; Woasmr.

 

I “The Great Law " of the Prov. of Penn.; Linn, 107.

478.

‘Board at Education v. liiinor. 2'i0hio St 24:: (1372).

Welch. J.

I Simpson v. Welcome, 72 Me. 499 (1881).

‘People v. Ruggles. 8 Johns. '296 (1811). Kent. 0. J.

' Commissioners of Wyandotte County 0. Presbyta

rlan Church, 80 Kan. 887 (1883). Brewer. J.

' Cooley. Const Lim. 588. On apostacy at common

law. see 8 Law Quar. Rev. 158 (1888).
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RELDTQUISH. See Asanoos; Dana

ucr; Dmcnanosz QUIT; Rsnsass; Ramr,

2,8; Rsuooucs; Warvs.

REM. See RES.

REMAINDER. An estate limited to

take effect and be enjoyed after another

estate is determined.1

As, in the case of a grant of lands to A for twenty

years, and, after the determination of that term, to

B and his heirs forever. Here A is tenant for years,

remainder to B in tee.l

A remnant of an estate in land, depending

on a particular prior estate, created at the

same time, and by the same instrument, and

limited to arise immediately on the determi

nation of that estate, and not in abridgment

01' it.2

Generally used of landed property. but there may

be a remainder in personally.‘

Remainder-man. The owner or tenant

of an estate in remainder.

There must be a " particular" estate precedent to

the estate in remainder: and the remainder itself must

commence or pass out of the grantor at the time of

the creation of the particular estate, and vest in the

grantee during the continuance of such estate or the

instant it determines.‘

Contingent remainder. ' Where the es

tate is limited to take eifect as to a dubious

and uncertain person or upon a dubious and

uncertain event; so that the particular estate

may chance to be determined and the re

mainder never take eflect. Called also an

eweculory remainder, for by it no present in

terest passes. Vested remainder. Where

the estate is invariably fixed, to remain to a

determinate person, after the particular es

tate is spent. Called also a remainder are

cuted, since by it the present interest which

passes is to be enjoyed in the future.‘

Cross-remainder. Where a devise is of

black-acre to A and of white-were to B in

tail, and, if both die without issue, to C in

l'ee,—A and B have “cross-remainders" by

implication, and on the failure of either‘s

issue. the other or his issue will take the

whole; and Us remainder over is postponed

till the issue of both shall fail.8
 

'2 Bl. Com. 163.

'4 Kent, 197; Bennett v. Garlock, 10 Hun, 337 (1877).

‘In Connecticut, may be of realty or personalty,

Bristol 1;. Bristol, 53 Conn. 278 (l8b5).

‘2 Bl. Com. 105-69.

‘ [2 Bl. Com. 168-69; Doe's Case, 6 Wall., post.

‘i Bl. Com. an; Cowp. TF1, 797; 4 13.3. 710; Ma.

61, 521, 1 East. 86.

A cross-remainder cannot arise in deeds without

express limitation.I

It is the uncertainty of the right of enjoyment, not

of its actual enjoyment, which renders a remainder

" contingent.“ The present capacity of taking eflect

in possession, it the possession were to become vacant,

distinguishes a vested from a contingent remainder,

and not the certainty that the possession will ever b&

come vacant while the remainder continues‘

A remainder is "vested “ when there is a person in

being who would have an immediate right to the pos

session upon the ceasing ot the intermediate particular

estate. It is an estate grantable by any of the con

veyances operating by force of the Statute of Uses.

A remainder limited upon an estate tail is a vested re

mainder. A remainder is never held to be contingent

when, consistently with the intention, it can be held to

be vested.‘ ‘

A contingent remainder, amounting to a freehold,

cannot be limited to an estate less than freehold. It

may be defeated by the determination or destruction

of the particular estate before the contingency hap

pens. Hence, trustees are appointed to prc serve such

remainders.‘

The law will not construe a limitation in a will an

executory devise when it can take effect as a remain

der, nor a remainder to be contingent when it can be

taken to be vested. The rule is, an estate vests at the

earliest possible period. unless there is a clear mani

festation oi the intention of the testator to the con

trary.‘

“ Where," “there," “sfter." “from." and other

adverbs of time, used in s devise of a remainder, are

construed to relate to the time of the enjoyment of

the estate. not to the time of the vesting in interest.

Where there is a devise to a class of persons to take

eflect at a future period, the estate vests in the per

sons as they come in ease. subject to open and let in

others as they are born afterward. An estate once

vested will not be devested unless the intent to devest

clearly appears.‘ See Tnsx: Warm.

Words directing that land be conveyed or divided

among remainder-men. at‘ ter the termination of a par

ticular estate, are always presumed, unless clearly

controlled by other provisions of the will, to relate to

the beginning of enjoyment by the remainder-men,

and not to the vesting of a title in them.‘

 

1 2 Bl. Com. 881; Hall v. Priest, 6 Gray, 18 (1856), Big

elow, J.; 2 Washb. R P. 233; 4 Kent, 20]; 1 Prest

Est. 94.

1 4 Kent, 202-6.

ICroxall v. Shererd, 5 Wall. 287-88 (1866). cases,

Swayne, J . See also Scott 0. West, 68 Wis. 529, 564-65

(1885,, cases; Mercantile Bank of New York 11. Ballard,

88 Ky. 487-88 (1885); Fa'rnam v. Farnam, 58 Conn. 288!

(1885), casea

‘ Doe v. Considine, 6 Wall. 474-78 (1867), cases.

Swnyne. J. See also Cropley 1:. Cooper, 19 Wall. 176

(1878), cases; McArthur 1:. Scott, 118 U. S. 879-80 (1885),

cases; 8 Conn. ‘$59; 66 Ga. 472-78; 26 N. J. L. 5:0; 5

Paige, 406; 26 Barb. 224: 87 Pa. 28; 75 id. 220; 9 id. 4&.

‘lllcArthur u. Scott, 118 U. 5. 880 (1885), cases

Gray, J.
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“'hen the income of property is devised to A dur

ing his life, remainder to B, the interest of B becomes

veslnd at the death of the testator, even though A

should have died before the testator.l

It a remainder created by will cannot take eflect,

the property, according to circumstances, will either

fall into the residuum or remain undisposed of. If an

exocutory devise cannot take eflect, the estate, ordi

narily, unless the will directs otherwise. will continue

in the first taker.’

See Aaarascs; Damn, Executory; Rmmos;

Smnsr‘s Cass; Wars, 2. ,.

BEMAND. 1. When an accused person,

after a partial hearing, is sent back to prison

to await further proceedings, as, the collec

tion of testimony, the magistrate is said to

remand him, and the order of recommit

ment is called the remand.‘

2. An order sending back a cause improp

erly removed into an appellate tribunal; as,

a cause taken to the circuit court of the

United States from a State court. See RE

MOVE, 2.

REIIAITETJ A cause held over from a

former term of court; a continued or post

poned case. Plural, remanets.

REMEDIAL. See REMEDY.

BEMEDIUM. L. Redress, relief, rem

edy: reparation.

Ubi jus, ibi remedium. Where there

is a right, there is a remedy. For every

legal right the law provides a remedy.‘ See

DAMNUM. Absque, etc.

REMEDY. A mode prescribed by law

to enforce a duty or redress a wrong; not, an

obligation to guarantee a right or to indem

nify against a wrong.6

The remedy tor every species of wrong is “ il1e

being put in possession of that right whereof the

party injured is deprived. The instruments whereby

this remedy is obtained are a diversity of suits and

acflona“ "

 

' Robison 0. Female Orphan Asylum, 1% U. 8. 706-9

(1887), cases. Matthews, J.; M Gent. Law J. 552-54

(1%), cases.

' Medley 0. Medley, 81 Va. 270 (1886); Jackson a.

Noble, 2 Keen, ‘B96 (1838); Barnltfs Lemee v. Casey,

7 Cranch, 464 (1818). See generally, as to remainder

man and life tenant. 88 Alb. Law J. 404, 424, 444 (1886),

cases; 34 id. 144 (1886). cases.

'See 8 Bl. Con 21.

4 Rem’-a-net. L. remand, it remains, is left

' Broom. Max. 192; 7 Gray, 19?; 1 Sm. L. O. 472

' [United States 1:. Lyman, 1 Mas. 500 (1818), Story,

-1.; State v. Poulterer, 16 Cal. 528 (1860).

' Oohens 0. Virginia, 6 Wheat 407 (1821); I Bl. Com.

11‘.

“A judicial means of enforcing a right or

redressing a wrong." 1

In saying that, while a contract right may not be

impaired, the remedy may be modified without im

pairing the obligation of the contract, the word " rem

edy " pertains to the modes of procedure and plead

ing which lead up to and end in the judgment.’ See

Iursia.

Remedial. Afiordinga remedy; supply

ing defects in the common or statutory law:

as, remedial statutes, legislation.:

The remedial part of the law is that whereby a

method is pointed out to recover private rights, or re

dress private wrongs. See further Srarnrn.

Adequate remedy. May mean com

plete satisfaction of such judgment as may

be recovered without restriction.‘ See ADE

QUATE, 2. '

Civil remedy. Redress afforded by a

civil court for a primte injury.

Cumulative remedy. A remedy, cre

ated by statute, additional to the other rem

edy or remedies already existing.

Where a statute creates a new right or liability and

at the same time gives a remedy, such remedy is ex

clusive; but when the right or remedy was not created

by the statute, but would have existed witfiout the

statute, the statutory remedy is cumulative.‘

Whenever a statute gives a new right without cre

ating a special remedy for its enforcement, it may be

enforced by any appropriate common-law action. So

where a right is to be enforced by a common-law ac

tion, it is immaterial whether the right has been con

ferred by statute or common law.‘

Equitable remedy. Redress afforded

by a court exercising equity powers. Legal

remedy. Redress afforded by a court exer

cising purely common-law powers.

Extraordinary remedy. Relief fur

nished by a court of chancery exercising its

extraordinary jurisdiction.

Judicial or legal remedy. " Judicial

remedy,” in its largest sense, comprehends

more than a direct proceeding against a party

to a contract to compel him to perform its

stipulations. It comprises, also, judicial

 

I Stratton 1:. European. &c. R. Co., 74 Me. 428 (1883),

Dantorth, J.

' Johnson v. Fletcher,“ li1i.ss.b'31 (1877), Chalmers, J.

' [1 Bl. Com. 86.

¢ [United States v. New Orleans, 17 F. R. 491 (1883),

Billings, J.

' Godding 1:. Pierce, 18 R. I. 584 (1682); 11 16.526; 0

id. 544; 8 Cush. 93; 15 Gray, £1; 1 Chltty, Pl. 112.

‘Union R. & Transit Co. v. Shacklett, 119 Ill. 289

(1880); Train 1;. Boston Dislniecting Co., 144 Mass. 582

(1537)
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protection against invasion by others of the

rights vested by the contract. Any means

in the hands of the party aggrieved, or of

any other person, though not a court, for en

forcing performance of a contract,— any

mode agreed upon, it permitted by the law,

is a “legal remedy.”I

Remedy over. A remedy against an

other as a third person.

Thus, when an indorser has a “remedy over" he

must be given notice of non-payment.‘

See Enwnos, 8; Bananas; Rs:usr,2; Son, 8.

REMISE. To release, q. 1:.

REMISSNESS. In sending and deliver

ing a message_implies a sending in a tardy,

negligent or careless manner.J

REMIT. 1. To send back, as, a record to

an inferior court.

2. To release, as, a debt; to discharge, as,

a penalty; to pardon, as, an offense.

8. To relinquish, give up, as, damages

awarded.

The right of the trial court, in the exercise of a

sound discretion, when it deems a verdict excessive,

the result of ignorance, passion or prejudice on the

part of the jury, to refuse a new trial, upon condition

that the prevailing party remit such a sum as shall

leave the recovery not excessive, has often been exer

cised.‘ See Rsmmrua, 1.

Remitter. At common law, a redress by

operation of law: where one who has right

to lands, but is out of possession, has after

ward the freehold cast upon him by some

subsequent defective title, and enters by vir

tue of that title. 5 _

The law sends him back tehis ancient, more cer

tain title.’

REM.I'I'TER.E. L. To send back: to re

lease; to remit.

Remittit. He releases; he surrenders.

Remittitur. It is sent back; also, it is

released.

1. Relinquishment of a part of the dam

ages found by a jury.

Remittitur damnum. The damage is re

leased. Remittitur damna. it is released as

 

IState 1:. Young, 29 Minn. 584 (1881), Gilflllan, C.,J,

' Brown v. liisfley, 15 East, 216 (1812).

I Baldwin 1:. United States Telegraph Co., 6 Abb. Pr.

(23 (1867).

‘Craig 0. Cook, 28 Minn. £57 (1881). cases; North.

Pacific R. Co. v. llerbert, 116 U. S. 616 (1886), cases; 8

Mas. 107; 86 Cal. 462; 3 C01. 571; 4 Conn. 311; 74 Ill.

I99; 85 Iowa, 432; 28 life. 97; 97 Man. 218; 49 N. H. 858;

H N. Y. 225.

' [3 Bl. Dom. 10,190; 8) Hun, 190.

to damages. Remittit damna. He releases

damages .

Where an award of damages is excessive, the coufl

may give the plaintifl the alternative of entering a

remittitur as to the excess, and recovering a judgment

upon the verdict as reduced, or of taking his chances

under a new trial.1 .

Where, after judgment for a sum of money, a

rernittitur is entered as to a part, the remittiiur does

not bind the party making it, if the judgment be vs

cated or set aside.‘

2. Returning a record from the court of

review to the lower court for proceedings as

specified, as, for execution, or a new trial.

REMOTE. See Dmsons; Donnuos.

REMOVE. To change or cause to change

place or position.

1. To go from one place to another; to

change place of residence.‘

2. To deprive of ofice by the lawful act of

a superior,-— another officer of the legis

lature.

Removal for cause. Imports that a rea

son exists, personal to the individual, which

the law and sound public opinion recognize

as a good cause for his no ‘longer occupying

the place.‘

Implies some derellction or general neglect of duty,

some incapacity to perform the duties of the post, or

some delinquency aflecting the incurnbent's general

character and fitness for the office!

The power to remove an officer " for cause " can be

exerted only for just cause, after he has had an op

portunity to defend.‘

3. To carry away something that pertains

to land; as, in a statute against removing

any tree, timber, stone, or other article

which would pass by a sale of the land.7_

4. To transfer a cause from a State court

to the circuit court of the United States.

The act of March 8, 1875, 5 2, provides that any suit

of a civil nature pending in any State court, where the

matter in dispute exceeds, exclusive of costs, the sum

or value of live hundred [now two thousand] dollars,

and in which there shall be a controversy between

citizens of different States, either party may remove

said suit into the circuit court for the proper districtI

 

'Pollltz v. Schell, 30 F. R 4% (1887); Phelps v.

Oogswell, 70 Cal. 204 (1886).

' Planters‘ Bank v. Union Bank, 16 Wall. 497 (1872;

' Society 1:. Platt, 12 Conn. '18’? (1887).

' People v. Nichols, 19 Hun, 448 (1879).

‘People ea: rel. Munday 0. Fire Commissioners, 78

N. Y. 449 (1878), Allen. J. ,

' Height 1:. Love, 89 N. J. L14 (1876): Rex v. Rich.

ardson, 1 Burr. 5170758).

' Bates v. State, 81 Ind. 75 (1869).

'18St L470; 11.8. I 643. See this subject,as b
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This means that when the controversy is between

citizens of one or more States on one side, and citizens

of other States on the other side, either party may ro

move the suit without regard to their position as plaint

lifs or defendants For the purpose, the matter in

dispute may be ascertained, and, according to the

facts. the parties arranged on the opposite sides. If

in such arrangement it appears that those on one side.

being all citizens of diflerent States from those on the

other, desire a removal. the suit may be removed.I

To bar removal, it must appear that the trial in the

State court was actually in progress in the orderly

course of proceeding when the application was made.

The case must be actually on trial by the court, all

parties acting in good faith, before the right isgone. A

party may not experiment in the State court, and,

meeting unexpected difiicuities, stop the proceedings

and take his suit to another tribunal.‘

That is, a party must make an election before he

goes to trial or hearing on the merits.a

The act of 1875 also requires that the petition be

filed in the State court at or before the term at which

the suit “could be first tried “ and before the trial.

This refers to the term at which, under the legislation

of the State and the rules of practice pursuant thereto,

the cause is first triable, that is, subject to be tried on

the merits.'

An application to remove a case, made pending trial,

is made “ before trial thereof," although there may

have been several mistrials.‘

The act means that when there is a controversy

wholly between citizens of different States, which can

be fully determined as between them. one or more on

either side actually interested may eflect the re

moval. The right depends upon the case disclosed by

the pleading, when the petition is filed. It does not

matter that a defendant who is a citizen of the State

of a plaintifl may be a proper but not an indispen

sable party. The removal of a separable controversy

operates to transfer the whole suit—which was hot

the case under the act of 1868.‘

Congress has not provided for the removal of a suit

in which the controversy is not wholly between citi

lens of different States, and to the final determination

of which an indispensable party on the side seeking

the removal is a citizen of the State of one or more of

the parties against whom the removal is asked.‘

 

changes made by act of March 3, 186?, under Conar,

United States Circuit, p. 261.

1Jtemoval Cases, 100 U. S. 468. 478 (1879), cases,

Waite, C. J. Approved, Bank of lilayville u. Claypool,

120 id. 269-70 0587).

'Ji.fkins v. Sweetzer, 102 U. 8. 179 (1&-30), Waite,

Chief Justice. 0

I McLean v. St. Paul, kc. R. Co., 17 Blatch. 866 (1879),

cases. Blatchford, J.

' Fisk v. Henarie, 82 F. B. 425-27 (1887) cases.

' Barney v. Latham, 108 U. S. 206. 212-16 (1880), Har

Ian, J.; Anderson 0. Appleton,82F. R. 859(1S87), cases;

Weller v. Pace Tobacco Co., ib. B62 (1887), cases.

‘Blake v. Mcliim, 103 U. S. 889 (1880), Harlan, J. See

Selden v. Keokuk Packet 00., 9 Bias. 818-19 (IE5),

oases.

r Gag

The right, as indicated, being statutory, a party

must show that his case is within the statute. The

petition becomes part of the record, and must state

facts which, with such as already appear, entitle the

party to n. transfer.I

By the act of 1875, 5 5, if it appears to the circuit

court that the suit does not really and substantially

involve a controversy within its jurisdiction, the court

may remand the cause back, and the order be re

viewed by the Supreme Court " on writ of error or

appeal, as the case may be." Previously, the order

was not such a final judgment or decree as gave juris

diction for review; but a mandamus issued to compel

the circuit court to hear and decide. Congress sub~

siituted appeal and writ of error for mandamus. Such

remnnding order is not a final judgment or decree; it

simply fixes the court in which the parties shall liti

gate. The review by the Supreme Court is not limited

by the value in dispute.I

A removal cannot be had upon an afiidavit made,

under Rev. St, § C39. by the attorney, agent. or other

person, for a natural person.‘

See Dmrvra; Hnsnwo.

REMUNEBATION. See

TIOX.

IEl.]iINDEIB..4 1. To give up, yield, return.

2. To pay: as, to render rent, q. 12.

3. To make up, furnish: as, to render an

account. See ACCOUNT, 1.

4. To determine upon, declare, announce:

as, to render a verdict, or a judgment.

Rendering a. judgment is announcing or declaring

the decision of the court.‘

When a judgment is formed in the mind of a justice

of the peace and then publicly announced by him it is

rendered. “ Entered " and “rendered " may be synon

ymous.'

RENEW. A common meaning is to

make agdin; as, to r0new—a treaty, a cov

enant, an objection or exception.

The written declaration “ I hereby renew the within

note,“ imports a promise anew to pay the amount of

the note, not merely an admission that the old note is

unpaid.‘

Commu

 

1Phoenix Ins. Co. 0. Pechner, 96 U. S. 186 (1877),

Waite. C. J.

' Babbitt v. Clark, 103 U. S. 610-12 (1880), Waite, (J, J,

See also Fraser 1:. Jennison, 106 U. S. 194 (1882); King

v. Cornell. ib. 896 (1882): Myers 0. Swan, 107 id. 516

(1882); Shainwald 1:. Lewis, MB id. 158 (1883); St. Paul,

&c. R. Co. v. McLean, ib. ‘-212 (1588); Houston, &c. R.

Co. v. Shirley, 111 id. 358 (1884), Mansfield, &c. R Co.

v. Swan. ib. 879 (1884); Edrington v. Jeflerson, db. ‘rm

(1884).

' Duff v. Dufl, 81 F. R. 772 (1887), Sawyer, J.

‘ F. 1-cadre: L. roddare. to give back.

' [Fleet v. Youhgs, 11 Wend. '528 (1833).

econ“-ell u. Kuykendall, Z9 Kan. 710 (18%), Horton,

C. J.; Haseltine 1;. Simpson, 61 Wis. 481 (1884).

' Daggett v. Daggett, 124 Mass. 151 (1878), Morton, J.
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To renew a charter is to give new existence to a

charter which has been forfeited or has lost validity by

lapse of time.‘

Renewal. Imparting continued or new

force or eifect to; the substitution of a new

right or obligation for another of the same

nature; also, that which is renewed, ex

tended. or substituted.

As, the renewal of ball, of a lease, of a patent.

"Renewals" is often used, particularly of renewal

notes and premiums.

The “renewal " of a bill of exchange does not neces

sarily import that some new and additional bill or bills

must be drawn or accepted. it is not a word of art;

it has no legal or technical signification; and though,

in common parlance, it might appear, prima facts, to

apply to something new, yet there is nothing forced or

absurd in giving it a different meaning.‘

Renewal premiums upon policies of insurance are

not debts due to the insurer.‘

The “renewal " of a patent is often synonymous

with the “ extension “ of the patent.‘

Where a mortgage was given to secure the payment

of promissory notes, made by the mortgagee for the

accommodation of the mortgagor, and the renewals

thereof until the whole sum was paid, it was held that

it was not necessary, in order to constitute notes sub

sequently used “renewals “ of such original notes,

that they should have been issued for the same

amounts, at the same periods, and that each succcs~

sive note should have been applied to take up its im

mediate predecessor.‘ See Usuav.

RENOUNCE. To disclaim, disavow; to

give up, forego, resign, relinquish.

Renunciation. Disclaimer, rejection,

relinquishment; as, of a right or privilege.

A person named for executor in a will may ro

nounce his right to administer the estate —sometimes

called “renouncing probate "- by declining to take

upon himself the burden of that oflice; ‘ and a widow

who declines appointment to settle the estate of her

deceased husband is said to renounce or to tile her re

nunciation of the ofiice of administratrix.

Compare ABANDON; Dsamscr; Dmcnsmzn.

IEi.El'.‘IT.7 A compensation or return, in

the nature of an acknowledgment, given for.

the possession of some corporeal inheritance.

 

‘ Moors v. City of Reading, 21 Pa. 201 (1853), Black,

Chief Justice.

‘ Russell 1;. Phillips, 88 E. C. L '900 (1850), Patterson,

Judge.

IManning 0. Hancock Mut. Life ins. Co., 100 U. S.

697 (1879).

1 Wilson v. Rousseau, 4 How. 697 (1846); Goodyear 6.

cal-y, 4 sums. 303 (1359); Pitts v. Hall, a id. 204 (1854).

‘ Gault v. )lcGrath, 82 Pa. 892 (1839).

‘ [Re Application of Maxwell. 8 N. J. E. 614 (IE2),

Ewing, C. J.

' F. renie: L. L. rendila; nasalized form of L. red

dita: redderc, to give back, return: red-dare. Cour

pare RLNDKB.
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RENT

 

A certain profit issuing yearly out of lands

and tenements corporeal.1

The compensation to be paid for the occu

pation of land by a tenant, whether he holds

under a written lease, at will, or at sufier

ance, and whether the amount to be paid has

or has not been defined by the parties.’

its original is found in the returns in service, grain,

cattle, money, etc., made by inferior tenants to their

chief feudatories, to enable the latter to perform their

military duties without distraction.‘

It is part of the land or thing itself; issues from

some inheritance to which the owner or grantee of the

rent may have recourse to distrain; is an lncorporeal

hereditament; and need not issue every successive year,

nor be fomn sum of money.‘

A sum of money payable periodically for the use of

a chattel is not a rent in any legal sense. Rent issues

only out of land, and must be flxed, definite, and cer

mm in amount, whether payable in money, chattels,

or labor.‘

it is a misnomer to call that ‘.‘ rent" which is the

agreed price at which goods are to become the prop

erty of the person to whom they are bailed.‘

The ordinary definition of rent, as a profit issuing

yearly out of lands and tenements corporeal, does not

include all the cases; as, where a furnished house or a

stocked farm is leased. in every such case the per

sonal property is a part of the consideration, so that

it is only by a fictitious accommodation of the case to

the defective definition that we can say that the rent

issues exclusively out of the land. A rent may issue

out of lands and tenements corporeal, or out of them

and their furniture.‘

“ Rented," in common use, refers as well to the act

of the lessee as to that of the lessor.‘

Rental. 1. A rent-roll: a list of tenants,

lands let, rents, etc.

2. Moneys received or due as rent.

At common law, there were three principal kinds

of rent: rentrcharge, rent-seek, and rent-service

the original kind. (See post.)

Ground rent. A rent reserved to him

self and his heirs, by the grantor and lessor

of land, out of the land itself.

Our ground-rent is not granted like an annuity or

rent-charge, but is reserved out of a conveyance of

‘ 2 Bl. Com. 41: Coke, Litt. 144.

‘ [Kites 0. Church, 142 Mass. 589 (1886), Field, J.; Rice

1:. Loomis, 139 id. 808 (1885).

‘ 2 Bl. Com. 57, 299; 3 id. 231.

‘ 2 Bl. Cogs. 41.

' Commonwealth v. Contner, 18 Pa. 447 (1852), Black,

Chief Justice.

‘ Bailey 1;. Hervey, 185 Mass. 174 (1883).

' Mickie 1:. Miles, 81 Pa. 21 (1856), Lowrie, J.

' Gray 1:. La Fayette Co., 65 Wis. 569 (1886). See also

4 Mich. 577; 61 Miss. 480; 41 N. Y. 483; 14 Barb. 665; 4

Pa. 147; 48 id. 410; 87 Wis. 420; L. R... 10 Ex. 17?. Al

to present jlaw of rent generally, sec 28 Cent. Law J.

507 (1836), cases.
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to land in fee. Where the reservation is attended

by a clause of distress, the land is the debtor. Our

ground rent is an ordinary rent-servic¢.h I

The right of distress is an incident by force of ex

press power reserved in the deed.‘I

But covenant and distress may be cumulative. All

assignees may be joined for arrears accrued after the

assignment.‘

The lieu of a judgment for arrears relates back to

the date of the deed.‘

Rent-charge. Where the owner of the

rent has no future interest or reversion ex

pectant in the land.°

As, when a man by deed makes over to another his

whole estate in fee-simple, with a certain rent pay

able there0ut,and adds to the deeda covenant or clause

01.’ distress that if the rent be arrere it shall be lawful

to dlstrain for the same. Thus the land is charged

with a distress for the payment of the rent.‘ _

Rent-sock. Barren rent — 1-editus siccus.

In effect, a rent reserved by deed, but with

out any clause of distress.‘

Rent-service. Wl1ere a tenant held land

by fealty, homage, or other service, and a

certain material return or rent, delivery of

which was enforceable by distress.7

Quit rent. See QUIT.

White rent; black rent. See BLACK

IAIL. 1.

See generally ANNUITY; DISTRESS; EWC

r1o.v: FARM; Iscous; Launnosn; Lassa.

RENUNCIATION. See RENOUNCE.

RE-OPEN. See OPEN, 1.

REPAIR. 1. To replace a building as it

was, or to restore it after injury or dilapida

tion; not, to enlarge or elevate it by raising

it a story or by extending its sides.8

A covenant to repair may involve an obligation to

rebuild.’

2. Not, to make a new thing, but to refit,

make good or restoie an existing thing; as,

to repair a highway.“

 

I Bosler 1;. Kuhn. 8 W. & S. 185 (1844), Gibson, 0. J.

IWfllaea 0. Harmstad. 44 Pa. 496 (1868).

l Bannen v. I-1walt,18 Pa. 9 (1851).

0 Fassitt v. Middleton, 47 Pa. 214 (1864).

lAm. Law RQJS77-90 (1854), Pa. cases,

l 2 Bl. Com. 42. See also 18 F. R. 499; 28 Barb. 216;21

“.648: MP 495-97; 88Vt.2ll5.

‘ 2 Bl. Com. 42. See 44 Pa. 495-97, rupm.

'See 2 Walhb. R. P. 272; Smith, Landl. &T. ‘N;

Wallace 1;. Harmstad, 4-1 Pa. 493 (1863).

' Douglass v. Commonwealth, 2 Rawle, 264 (1880);

Stevens v. Miller, 94 N. J. E. 373 (1874).

' Bench 1;, chain, 2 N. Y. 98 (1848); Mclntosh v. Lown.

t9 Barb. 55411867); Hoy 1:. Bolt, 91 Pa. 90 (1879); Der

mott v. Jones. 2 Wall. 7 (1864).

" Todd 0. ltowley, 8 Allen, 58 (1864), Bigelow, C. J.

See generally
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To restore to sound or good condition, after injury

or partial destruction; as. to repair a street from curb

to curb.1

Includes the substitution of new curbstones and

gutters for old ones; 1 but not of a new and different

kind of pavement.‘

Referring to a sewer. may mean to keep .it large

enough to carry off all the water naturally flowing

into it.‘

See Covasm; Eaxcr. 1; Lnwnoan; Lras; Neona

sanr; Paorn‘; Rscstvna; Rss. Perit; Rasrrruno;

Roan; Swnwaur; Srassr; WALL.

REPABATION. See DAMAGES; RE

nmzss: Rsmaov.

REPEALJ The revocation or abrogation

of one written law by another.

May be used of a statute, an ordinance, a

rule of court, or a constitution.

Express repeal. When the later enact

ment directs that the earlier shall be repealed.

Implied repeal. When the later is irrec

oncilably inconsistent with the earlier eu

actmeut.

The latest expression of the legislature prevails.‘

When the common law and a statute differ. the com

mon law gives place to the statute. and an old statute

to a new one: upon the principle of universal law that

leges posteriorea priorea contrarias abrogant (or. as

expressed in the Twelve Tables, quad populus postn

mum juasit, id jua ratum esto). But this is the rule

only when the later statute is couched in negative

terms. or when its matter is so clearly repugnant that

it implies a negative. If both statutes be merely

affirmative. and their substance such that both may

stand together, the latter does not repeal the former,

they have a concurrent elfflcacy. If a statute that re

peals another is itself afterward repealed, the first is

thereby revived,w1thout formal words for that pur

pose.’

“ Whenever an act is repealed, which repealed a

former act. such former act shall not thereby be re

vived, unless it shall be expressly so provided." ' A

repealed statute is treated as remaining in force for

the purpose of sustaining action for the enforcement

of any penalty, forfeiture, or liability incurred there

under.’

A repeal by implication must be by neces

sary implication. It is not suificient to es

tablish that the subsequent law or laws cover

some or even all of the cases provided for by

 

1 Passenger By. 00. 1:. City of Pittsburgh, 80 Pa. ‘II

(1875).

' People v. City of Brooklyn, 21 Barb. 488 (1856).

I Re Fulton Street, 29 How. Pr. 480 (1865).

' Blood v. City of Bangor, 66 Me. 156 (1877).

' F. rapeler. tocall back, recall, revoke.

° Hogaboon o. Highgate. 56 Va 414 (1888), case;

' 1 Bl. Com. 90.

' R. S. 5 12.

' R. B. i 18.
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it; for they may be merely afiirmative, or

cumulative, or auxiliary. But there must

be a positive repugnancy between the pro

visions of the new law, and those of the old;

and even then the old law is repealed by im

plication only pro tanto, to the extent of the

repugnancy.I

Statutes which apparently conflict with each other

are to be reconciled as far as may be, on any fair

hypothesis, and eflect given to each if it can be, and

especially if necessary to preserve titles to property.1

Where there are two acts on the same subject the

rule is to give etfect to both, if possible. But if the

two are repugnant in any of their provisions, the lat

ter act, without any repealing clause, operates to the

extent of the repugnancy as a repeal of the first; and

even where two acts are not in express terms repug

nant, yet if the latter act covers the whole subject of

the first, and embraces new provisions, plainly show

ing that it was intended asa substitute for the first

act, it will operate as a repeal of that act.‘

That, undoubtedly, is a sound exposition of the law.

The doctrine asserts no more than that the former

statute is impliedly repealed. so far as the provisions

of the subsequent statute are repugnant to it, or so

far as the latter statute, making new provisions, is

plainly intended as a substitute Where the powers

or directions under several acts are such as may well

subsist together, an implication of repeal cannot be

allowed.‘

A special or local statute, providing for a particular

case or class of cases, is not repealed bya subsequent

statute, general in its terms, provisions and applica

tion, uniesa the intent to repeal or alter is manifest,

although the terms of the general act are broad

enough toinclude the cases embraced in the special

law.I

The same rule applies as between a treaty and an

act of Congress; as, for example, between the Chinese

Immigration Treaty of May 9, 1881, and the Restric

tion Act of May 6, 1882, as amended July 5, 1884.

Since the purpose avowed in the act was to faithfully

execute the treaty, any interpretation of its provis

ions would be rejected which imputed to Congress an

intention to disregard the piighted faith of the gov

ernment; consequently, the court ought. if possible.

to adopt that construction which recognized and saved

rights secured by the treaty.‘

 

‘ Wood 1:. United States, 16 Pet. 86:! (18-12), Story, J .

To the same effect. Adams Express Co. 1:. Lexington,

88 Ky. 661 (1886); The Gulf, &c. R. Co. v. Rambolt, 67

Tex. 657 (1&‘37), cases.

' Beals v. Hale, 4 How. 51 (1846), Woodbury, J.

‘United States v. Tynen, 11 Wall. 92 (1870), cases,

Field, J.

t Henderson's Tobacco, 11 Wall. 6'57 (1870), Strong, J .

See also King 1:. Cornell, 106 U. S. 396 (1882).

‘ McKenna v. Edmnndstone, 01 N. Y. 238 (1B88),cases.

That repeals are not presumed, see Ryan 1:. Common

wealth, 80 Va. 887 (1886).

' Chew Heong v. United States, 112 U. 8. 549 (1884),

Harlan, J.

But clauses of a statute which have been repealed

may still be considered in construing the provisions

which remain in force.I

See Rsvmrzn, Statute; Rmar, 2 (2). Vested.

REPLEAD. See Pnssnmo.

BEPLENISH. To fill again; to fill up.

To replenish a stock of goods means to fill up the

stock as reduced by sales. The word necessarily im

plies exhaustion, reduction or diminution in quantity.‘

IREIPI[J!"iVI|J.‘l'.3 1. \Vhen a person dis

trained upon applies to the sheriff, and has

the distress returned into his own possession,

upon giving security to try the right of tak

ing it in a suit at law, and, if that be deter

mined against him, to return the goods once

more to the distrainor 4—or, where the

goods are of a perishable nature, to return a

pecuniary equivalent.‘

In modern practice, a remedy for any un

lawful detention of personalty, the same be

ing delivered to the claimant upon security

given either to make out the injustice of the

detention or to return the property.6

Replevy. To obtain possession of person

ulty by an action of replevin.

Repleviable; replevisable. Obtain

able by replevin. Opposed, irrepleviable;

irreplevisuble.

Replevisor. The plaintiff in repievin.

There must be a tortious taking or detention of the

property; not a mere breach of a contract. '

Repievin lies wherever trespass lies for taking the

plaintifl‘s goods -with this difference: trespass will

lie upon possession alone, while repievin requires

property in the plaintifl. All that is necessary to sup

port the action is property in the plaintiff, either gen

eral or special, and a wrongful taking from his posses

sion. actual or constructive. The idea suggested by

Blackstone that replevin lies only for goods taken by

“ distress“ has no foundation. The complaint is, that

the defendant took and unjustly detains the plainti.fl‘s

goods, not that he took them for any particular pur

pose.‘

1 Erp. Crow Dog, 109 U. S. 561 (1883), cases.

See also, generally, State v. Stoll, 17 Wall. 481 (1873),

cases; King v. Cornell, 106 U. S. 390 (1882); Red Rock

n. Henry, it. 601 (1882); Cook County Nat. Bank v

United States. 107 id. 451 (1882); Bowius v. Brier, 8’;

Ind. 896 (1882): Hogaboon v. Highgate, 65 Vt. 414 (18&‘l)t

' Bynum v. liifller, 89 N. C. 895(1883), Ashe, J.

‘F. re, again, plevir, to be s'urcty,—Slreat. L. L

repiegiare, to take back the piedge,— B B1. Com. 13.

‘[813]. Com. 18.

‘ [3 Bl. Com. 9, 146.

' See Taylor v. The Royal Saxon, 1Wall. Jr. &%-29

(1859).

" Mead v. Johnson, 54 Conn. 819 (1886).

IWilliamson u. Ringgold, 4 Cranch, C. C. 41 (18fil),

Cranch, C. J.
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The action is a special one, entirely regulated by

statute. its whole object being to place the pla-intii! in

possession 0! personal property, which he claims to be

his either by a general or special title, with a right of

immediate possession. The requirements of the stat

ute must, therefore. be strictly complied with before

the plalntifl can avail himself of its aid.I

The better doctrine is that before an action can be

brought, a demand of poms-ssion oi’ the property must

be made when necessary to terminate the defendant's

right of possession or to confer that right on the

plaintiff; but when both parties claim the ownership

and the right of possession as an incident, no demand

is necessary.‘

The security which the plaintifl furnishes, as a sub

stitute for the property, is called a replevin bond,

claim-property bond, property bond, or, simply, the

claimant's bond.

No one account of the course of proceedings. every

where applicable, can be given. The term is unknown

to equity and admiralty jurisprudence, and under

codes of reformed procedure the action has been re

placed by “ claim and delivery," a provisional remedy

ancillary to a civil action to try the title to goods;

the word “ replevin " being used as if interchangeable

with such action.‘

See Avownr; Gamma, Cepit; Dsrumca; Dmrmsss;

Enorox; Rsroasuu.

2. A writ formerly used for liberating a

man from prison or private custody, upon

security given that he would be forthcoming

to answer the charges.

Otherwise known as the writ de homine rcplegiamlo,

(or replevying a man.‘ See Hsnsan, Habeas corpus.

REPLICATION. Plaintiffs answer to

defendant's plea or answer.‘

Reply. To respond to a plea or an an

swer. 0

At law,the replication denies the allegation in the

plea, allege new matter in contradiction of it, or con

fesses and avoids it.‘

in equity, it puts in issue all matters well alleged in

the answer. If none is filed, the answer will be taken

as true, and no evidence be received to contradict

anything so alleged.’

A general replication denies every allegation in the

answer not responsive to the bill.‘

Replication do injuria. Replication of

the wrong:, denial of a matter of excuse in

an action of tort.

 

1 Spencer v. Bidweil, 49 Com. 68 (1881), Granger, J.

See also 81' Pa. 488. F

I Lsmping v. Keenan, 9 Col. 893 (1886), cases, Beck‘

Chief Justice.

' See as to value Washington Ice 00. v. Webster, 125

U. 8. 426-47 (1888), cases.

' [3 Bl. Com. 129; 82 Me. 560; 84 id. 136.

' [8 Bl. Com. 809.

'8 Bl. Com. 809-10, 448.

' Brown v. Pierce, 7 Wall. 212 (1868),M

' Hume v. Scruggs, 94 U. B. 23 (1876).

Puts in issue the material averments of the plea;

throws on the defendant the burden of proving as

much of the plea as constitutesa defense to the action.

Numerous decisions hold that it is good only where

the plea sets up matter of excuse, and not matter of

ju.stification.l See Tnavsnsn. '

See Asswsn, 3; Darsaruaa, 8.

REPORT. 1. (1) An official statement of

the facts, or of the facts, proceedings, and

law, in a case: as, the report of — an auditor,

a commissioner, a master, a receiver, or

viewers, qq. v.

(2) A published volume of judicial decis

ions; avolume of reported cases; a judicial

report.

Ofilcial report. A report prepared and

published under the authority of law, and by

direction of the judge or judges of a court.

Unofficial report. A report published by

an uncommissioned person.

In most of the States. statutes have been passed

providing for the selection of the cases, the size of

volume, the printing by contract. the sale, etc., of the

authorized reports.

Reports may be of cases upon every branch

of jurisprudence, or illustrative of the law of

a particular subject. The expression State

reports is contrasted with Federal or

United States reports. Particular series

take their names from the name of the court

or courts; as, Supreme Court reports, Court

of Appeals reports, Circuit and District

Court reports. They are sometimes spoken of

as the higher and the lower reports; and, from

the grade of the court, as law reports and

equity reports, the former, too, being either

civil or criminal reports, or of the nature of

both species. Side reports is occasionally

used in contradistinction to the regular or

ojficial reports of a State. While foreign

reports are designated by the name of the

country in which they originate, or from

which they come, as, English, Irish, Scotch,

or Canadian, the reports of all countries,

and of each of our States,— of any separate

or special jurisdiction, are very frequently

cited by the name of the person under whose

special supervision they are, or have been,

collated, indexed, and otherwise prepared.

Again, some volumes or series of volumes

have also been named after the name of the

 

lCrogate‘s Case, 8 Coke. 132 (1609): 25m. L. C., H,

R W., 247; Taylor v. Cole. 1 id. 262, 267-78. cases; E

xmé 1:. Hobnbach, 14 Wall. 61840 (1971),M

(56)
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judge whose opinions they preserve, chiefly

or exclusively.

A reported case comprises a summary of the points

decided, called the llfllabits or head-note; a statement

of the essentiallacts in the case, and of the nrgu‘

ments of counsel; and the opinion of the court.

Nothing can be so various, as respects grade of

merit, as the English reports prior to 1775. Anterior

to 1800, there were but two or three American reports.I

In the absence oi.I express legislation to the con

G-ary, the reporter of court decisions is entitled to a

copyright on his volumes for whatever is the work of

his own mind and hand.’

The decisions of the court are public property, and

may be published freely by any person whatever.‘

See hissuscsirr.

The decisions of the courts are the authorized

expositions of the laws —unwritten and statutory.

Every citizen, being bound to know the law, should

have free access to the opinions; and it is against pub

lic policy to withhold the earliest knowledge of them,

as it would be of the statutes. The opinions, after de

livery, belong to the public.‘ ,

The judge who Writes an opinion is not an “ author "

or "proprietor" within Rev. St. 6 4962, so that the

State can become his assignee and take out a copy

right‘

Reporter. (1) A person who prepares de

cisions for publication.

State reporter. An oflicial who edits and

publishes the decisions of the highest court

of a State.

(2) A periodical devoted to the publication

of reports, perhaps with annotations from

other cases.

(3) A person who stenographs a witness’s

testimony or the charge of a judge. See

Srnsoonsrnnn. '

Unreported. Said of a decision either

not printed in any law publication or else not

oificially so published.

See Avrnon1rv, 8; Cass, 2; Daemon; Pascsnswr, 2.

2. As to reporting news, see NEWSPAPER.

REPOSE. See Lmnsnon, 3.

REPRESENTATION. 1. Astatement

regarding a fact.

False representation. Not necessarily,

 

49? (1875); Bid.268(lBT7); 5id.53(1BT9); 25 Alb. LawJ. ,

£64 (1880); History 0! the Law Reports, 1 Law Qunr.

Rev. 136-i9, E7-97 (IQ5).

' Myers v. Callaghan, 10 Biss. 189, 160 (1881), cases.

I Banks 11. West Publishing Co., 2'7 F. R. 56 (1886),

cases, Brewer, J.; Banks v. Manchester, 28 id. 148

(15%); 24 Am. Law Rev. 524-27 (1685), cases; 8 Kan.

Inw J. 242 (1886), cases.

‘ Nash v. Lathrop, 142 Mass. 85-89 (1886), cases; State

v. Gould, 56 Conn. — (1888).

I Bates v. Manchester, 128 U. B. B“ (1888); (b. 617.

882

I See “ The Reporters," &o., 1 South. Law R. 86, 283, »
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although often, a statement of fact known

to be untrue.

Misrepresentation. A statement of fact

not true in some particular, and misleading

another to his injury.

In alleging a tort in the sale of an article, it is neces

sary to use "falsely represented," or an equivalent

phrase implying fraud.I

(1) Fraud consists in falsely representing a

thing as a fact, or in the deceitful conceal

ment of an existing fact.2

Where a party, by words or deeds, intentionally

misrepresents a material fact, or produces a false im

pression, in order to mislead or to obtain an undue

advantage of another, he is chargeable with positive

fraud. The misrepresentation must be (1) of some

thing material, constituting the inducement or motive

to the act or omission of the other, and by which he is

actually misled to his injury; and (2) as to something

as to which one party places a known confidence in

the other—not of a matter of opinion, equally open

to both for examination and inquiry, and where

neither party is presumed to trust to the other, but to

rely upon his own judgment.‘

The misrepresentation which will vitinte a contract

of sale must relate not only to a material matter con

stituting an inducement to the contract, but also to a

matter respecting which the complaining party did

not possess at hand the means of knowledge; and

must be a misrepresentation on which he relied, and

by which he was actually misled to his injury.‘

In some cases the falsity of the representation, not

the bomz fldes, is the determining inquiry.‘ See

Knowmnon, 1.

(2) a. In the law of fire insurance, the

statement of something as a fact which is

untrue, and which. the assured, knowing it

to be not true, states with an intent to de

ceive the underwriter, or which be, without

knowing it to be true, states positively as

true, and which has a tendency to mislead,

the fact being material to the risk.6

As a representation to obtain insurance must al

ways influence the judgment of the underwriter in re

gard to the risk, it must be substantially correct. It

 

I Cooper 1). Landon, 102 Mass. 60 (1869).

' [Grove 1;. Hodges, 55 Pa. 5i9 (1807).

I Smith v. Richards, 13 Pet. 36-87-(1889), oases, Bar

bour, J.; liiason Lumber Co. v._Buchtel, 101 U. 8. 687

 

(1879); Buckner v. Street, 15 F. R. 868 (1888).

‘Slaughter v. Gerson, 18 Wall. 883-85 (1871),cn-sen,

-Field, J. See generally Welz v. Rhodlus, 87 Ind. 18

‘ (1882); Potts v. Chapin, 138 Mass. 2824»?! (1882); Clark 0.

Edgar, 12 M0. Ap. 351 (i882); Cooper 0. Schlesinger, ill

U. 5. i523 (ISS4).

' Lynch 1:. Mercantile Trust Co., 18 F. B. 486 (1888),

‘ cases; Redgave v. Hard, n 11,20 C.D.12(188i); Rd

London, &c. Fire Ins. Co., 24 id. 158 (1888).

' [Daniels 11. Hudson River Fire Ins. 00., ii Gil-h. at

i (1858), Shaw, C. J.
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diflers born an express “warranty,“ as that always

constitutes a part of the policy, and must be strictly

and literally performed.‘

it is the duty of the assured to communicate every

material fact; he cannot urge as an excuse for his

omission that a fact was known to the underwriter,

unless the latter‘s knowledge was as full and particu

lar as his own.’

Where a policy contains contradictory provisions,

or leaves it doubtful whether the exact truth should

be a condition precedent, that the statements consti

tute a warranty is not to be favored. The policy will

be construed against the insured, who prepares it.I

An “aflirmative “ representation is an affirmation

of a fact existing when the contract begins; a "prom

issory " representation, a promise to be performed

after the contract has come into existence.‘

A representation on information derived from

others, reported truly and as resting on information,

does not avoid the policyI if the information proves

incorrect.‘

b. In the law of marine insurance, an ex

plicit afiirmation or denial of a fact, or such

an allegation as irresistibly leads the mind to

the same conclusion.‘

c. In the law of life insurance, all state

ments must be true when the materiality is

removed from the consideration of a court

or jury by an agreement that the statements

are absolutely true, and that, if untrue in

any respect, the policy shall be void."

Where there is no express condition that the state

ments and declarations made in the application are in

all respects true, as far as affects the interests of the

insurer, every statement and declaration must be

true. . There is no place for the argument that a

false statement was not material to the risk, or that it

was a positive advantage to the insurer to be deceived

by it. The statement need not come up to the degree

of a warranty, nor be a representation even, if that

conveys an idea of an affirmation having any technical

character; as, where the insured, being “married,"

stated that he was "single." At the same time, there

are many cases to the effect that where false answers

1 Hazard v. New England Mar. ins. Co., 8 Pet. ‘C580

(1884), liI’Lean, J. See also 49 Me. 200; 21 Conn. 19; 31

N. J. L. 244; 80 Pa. 315; 48 121.867.

IBun Mutual Ins. Co. 1:. Ocean Ins. Co., 107 U. S. 485.

510 (1882), Matthews, J.

IFirst Nat. Bank of Kansas City v. Hartford Fire

ins. Co., 95 U. S. 678 (1877), Harlan, J. Approved, In

surance Co. v. Grldley, 100 id. 617 (1879).

l Kimball v. Etna Fire Ins. Co., 9 Allen, 548 (1865),

Gray, J.

' Tidmnrsh v. Washington Fire, Ate. Ins. Co., 4 Mas.

443 (1527). Story, J.

' [Livingston 11. Maryland Mar. Ina. Co., 7 Cranch, 541

(1818), Story, J.

‘Etna Life Ins. Co. 11. France, 91 U. B. 612 (1875),

am. .1.; Knickerbocker Life ins. Co. v. Trefz, 10: ad.

I): (1881)

are made to inquiries which do not relate to the risk,

the policy is not necessarily avoided unless they inflw

ence the mind of the insurer, and that whether they

are material is for the determination of a jury.‘

A false answer, in an application for a policy on a

life, as to any fact material to the inquiry, knowingly

and willfully made, with intent to deceive the insurer,

is fraudulent. if it accomplishes its result, it is a

fraud effected; if it fails, it is a fraud attempted.‘

See Co.\'cs'.u., 5; Cozvm-nos; Dscan-; Eamrrn;

Faann; Issumclr Panssss, False; VALUE; WA)

anon, 8.

2. Standing in the place, acting the part,

exercising the right, or taking the share, (1

another person.8

Representative. (1) One who occupies

the position another held, succeeding to his

rights and liabilities; as, an heir to his an

cestor, a devises to the devisor, an executor

to his testator, an administrator to his intes

tate, an assignee to his assignor, successors in

a corporation or partnership to their prede

cessors, a grantee to his grantor, a lessee to

his lessor.
In a statute,l"representative" will be interpreted

with reference to the subject-matter.‘

Legal representative. In the broadest sense,

one who lawfully represents another in any

matter whatever;° ordinarily, an executor

or administrator, but this meaning, in a will,

may be controlled by the context;‘ while,

strictly, an executor or administrator, is often

used in other senses in statutes, wills, deeds,

and contracts.1

Thus, it may refer to the heir, next of kin, or do

scendanta' in a will, refers to the artificial represen

tation granted by the probate court, or those who take

under the statute of distributions. The words by

themselves denote the former; but the context may

 

I Jeflries v. Economical Life Ins. Co., 22 Wall. 68, 66

<1~374), cases, Hunt, J.

' Clatlin v. Commonwealth Life Ins. Co., 110 U. S. 96

i 1584), Mathews, J.; Connecticut Life Ins. Co. v. Rog

ers, 119 Ill. 482-88 (1887), cases; Alabama Gold Life Ina

Co. v. Johnson, 80 Ala. 470-75 (1886), cases; Bliss, Life

ins. ii 83 et seq.

' Abbott's Law Dict.

' Duncan 1:. Walker, 2 Dallas, 205 (1793); hiuilanphy

1:. Simpson, 4 Mo. 333l1$6); Wear v. Bryant, 5 id. 164

(158%); Loos 0. Hancock lilut. Life ins. Co., 41121.“!

user).

' Wear 1:. Bryant, 5 M0. 164 (1818).

' Cox 1;. Curwen, 118 Mass. 200 (1875); Lodge 1:. Weld,

139 id. 504 (i885).

' Bowman v. Long, 89 Ill. 21-22 (1878); Warnecke v.

Lembca. Ti id. 92-98 (1873); Johnson v. Van Epps, ll0

id. 559-60 (1884); Halsey v. Peterson, 87 N. J. E. 448

(1383); 34 La. An. 1099.

' Waruecke v. Lembca, supra.
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show that the testator meant his next of kin within

the statute.I

In a land~patent certificate, may embrace the rep

resentative of the original grantee, whether made such

by grant or by operation of law.‘ in a contract for

the use of an invention, may include the successors to

a partnership or corporntion;' in a license for the use

of a patent, may include the assigns of the license; 4 in

a policy of life insurance, may contemplate the as

signs of the assured; ' and in bankruptcy, will embrace

an assignee.‘

In fine, the designation is broad enough to include

all persons who, with respect to another‘s property,

stand in his place, and represent his interests, whether

transferred by his act or by operatipn of law..

Personal representative. An executor or

administrator: he represents the person of

the deceased as to personal estate.

Real representative. The heir at law: he

represents the real estate of his deceased an

cestor.

A widow is not a " personal representative; “ ' nor

h an agent..

Representatives of a deceased person are “real " or

"personal; " the former being his heirs at law, and

the latter, ordinarily, his executors or administrators.

The term " representative “ includes both classes.

When the personal representatives alone are intended

in a statute they are so named. As to personalty,

executors and administrators, although the usual, are

not the sole, representatives of a deceased party. The

next of kin, when they succeed to the personalty,

whether through the intervention of the executors or

administrators or in any other way, become the repre

sentatives quoad the eflects distributed. In wills and

settlements, “ representatives " and “ legal represent

ativel ‘f are frequently held to mean heirs and next of

kin, and not executors or administrators.’

The heir at law succeeds to all the rights and re

sponsibilities of the deceased ancestor in respect to

realty, and is, in all respects. pro hac vice, his repre

sentative. The executor or administrator, except in

special cases, represents the deceased only as to the

personal estate, and, hence, is denominated the "per

sonal " representative." See Pawr, 2.

.___‘___—_—-__

l Jennings v. Gallimore. 8 Ves. Jr. '148 (1796), cases;

ib. '-i01; Farnam v. Farnam, 53 Conn. 291 (1885).

' Hogan v. Page. 2 Wall. 605 (1864); Cspenter v. Ran

nels, 19 id. 1-15 (1878).

‘Hammond 1:. Mason, 8:0. Organ Co., 92 U. S. 724

(1875).

‘ Hamilton u. Klngsbury, 15 Blatch. 69 (1878).

lNew York Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Armstrong, 11? U. S.

M (1886), Field, J.; New York Life Ins. Co. v. Flack,8

lid. 852 (1962).

‘Wright 1:. First Nat. Bank oi’ Greensburgh, 8 Bias.

I“, 246 (1873).

' Hagen v. Kean, 8 Dill. 125 (1875).

‘Jones v. Tainter, 16 liiinn. 617 (1870).

' Lee i‘. Dill, 89 Barb. 620-21 (1868), Allen, J.

"Card v. Card, 89 N. Y. 828 (1868). See also Q id.

|I7;1B id. 319; 71 id. 01', 8? id.19; 8 Minn. 97.

(2) A member of the popular branch of a

State or of the national legislature; a mem

ber of the house of represeutath-es. See

ASSEMBLY; Cosoarss; PARLIAMENT.

]3.IElPIEt.IIlilV]ii.1 Withdrawing a sentence

for an interval of time, whereby the execu

tion is suspended.2

It is granted ez arbitriojudicia (in the discretion 0!

the judge), before or after judgment, for any reason

sufiicient to the court. It is ca: necessitate legia ii’!-om

legal necessity), where the offender becomes insane

before or after the award of execution: he may have

a reason, which he cannot explain, for noaexecution.

Where a woman, capltally convicted, pleads preg

nancy, execution will be respited till she be delivered.‘

A reprieve operates only in capital cases, and is

granted either by the favor of his majesty himself, or

the judge before whom the prisoner was tried, in his

behalf. or from the regular operation of law, in cir

cumstances which render an immediate execution in

consistent with humanity or justice.‘ See PABDON;

Rssrrrs. 7

REPRISALJ Reception: a species of

remedy by the act of the party injured.‘ See

CAPTIVE; liisaqoa AND REPRXSAL.

Reprises. Deduction on account of pay

ments or expenses.

The yearly value of an estate ultra reprises. be

yond ali subtractions, is spoken of. In Pennsylvania,

realty will not be sold by the sherli! when the rents

will pay the judgment, with interest and costs, in

seven years, beyond reprlses,'— unless otherwise

agreed to by the debtor. .

REPUBLIC. The commonwealth; the

state. See Rasrusucs.

In a republic, all the citizens, as such, are

equal, and no one can rightfully exercise'au

thority over another but by virtue of power

constitutionally given by the whole com

munity, which authority, when exercised, is

in effect the act of the community. Sover

eignty resides in the people in their political

capacity.‘

Republican form of government. " The

United States shall guarantee to every State in this

Union a Republican Form of Government." '

 

I F. re-prendre, to take back,—4 Bl. Com. 894. The

same as reprove. but nearer Mid. Eng. repreven, to re

ject, put aside, dlsallow,- Skeet

' 4 Bl. Com. 8114.

' 4 Bl. Com. 894-96.

‘Sterling 0. Drake, 29 Ohio St. 461 (1876): 8 Chitty,

Cr. L. 757.

' F. repraaille, taking or seizing on: L. re-prehew

dere, to seize again. F. reprise, to take back.

' [8 Bl. (‘om. 4.

' Act 16 June, 1586, 544: P. L 769;1Purd.Dig. 7-'I5~

I [Penhailow v. Doane, 8 Dallas, 98 (1795), lredell, J.

' Constitution. Art. IV, sec. 4.
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No particular. government is designated as "re

publican," neither is the exact form to be guaran

teed in any manner especially designated. Here, as

in other parts of the Constitution, we are compelled to

resort elsewhere to ascertain what was intended. The

guaranty necessar-ily implies a duty on the part of the

States themselves to provide such a government. All

the States had governments when the Constitution

was adopted. In all, the people participated to some

extent, through representatives elected in the manner

especially provided. These governments the Constitu

tion did not change. They were accepted precisely as

they were, and it is therefore to be presumed that

they were such a it was the duty of the States to pro

vide. Thus we have unmistakable evidence of what

was “republican “ in form, within the meaning of

that term as employed in the Constitution.l

Authority to provide for the restoration of State

governments, when subverted and overthrown, is de

rived from this obligation on the United States. Dis

cretion in the choice of means is necessarily allowed.

It is essential only that the means be "necessary and

proper" for carrying into execution the power con

ferred. through the restoration of the State to its con

stitutional relations, under a republican form of

government, and that no act be done, no authority

exerted. which is either prohibited or unsnnctioned by

the Constitution.’

it rests with Congress to decide what government

is the established one in a State, before it can deter

mine whether it is republican or not.I

See Govi:R1vna.\"r: Sun, 8; Was.

REPUBLICATION. See PUBLICATION.

REPUDIATION. See IMPAIR, Obliga

tion, etc.

REPUGNANT.‘ Inconsistent; irrecon

cilably opposed to, contrary to. or contradict

ory of each other.

Said of clauses in contracts, wills, statutes;

of conditions, q. 11.; of statements in a plead

ing militating with statements in a prior

pleading.

Words and phrases are often found in different pro

visions of the same statute, which, if taken literally,

without any qualification, would be inconsistent, and

sometimes repugnant, when, by a reasonable inter

pretation, as, by qualifying both, or by restricting one

and giving the other a liberal construction, all become

harmonious, and the diliiculty disappears. In such

a case the rule is, that the repugnancy should, if prac

ticable, be avoided, and that, if the natural import of

the words contained in the respective provisions tends

to establish such a result, the case is one where resort

 

IMinor v. Happersett, 21 Wall. 175-76 (i874), Waite,

Chief Justice.

' Texas 0. White, 7 Wall. 728-29 (1868), Chase, C. J.

‘Luther v. Borden, 7 How. 42 (1849), Taney, C. J.

Bot also 2 Story, Coast. 55 1818-25; North Am. Rev.,

Apzil. 1844, p. 871; Internet. Rev., Jan., 1875; Federal

bt, No. 43, 44.

‘ L. re-pugnars, to tight against, oppcsa

may be had to construction for the purpose of recu

cillng the inconsistency, unless it appears that the dif

flculty cannot be overcome without doing violence to

the language of the law-maker.l See Raraan

BEPURCHASE. See Rnnnnm.

REPUTATION. General opinion in the

community.

The qualities which a person is supposed to

possess.2

\Vhat the community thinks, believes, 0|

says: not the declarations of a person as to

a particular fact not of a public nature.‘

Evidence of reputation is receivable to prove char

acter, heimhip, historical facts, and prescription.

An existing reputation is a fact to which any one

may testify who knows it; he knows it because he

hears it, and what he hears constitutes reputation.‘

Unwillingness to believe a man under oath must be

based upon two facts: that the witness knows the rep

utation for veracity among the man‘s neighbors, and

that that reputation is bad!

On the trial of an indictment for murder, the dan

gerous “ character " of the deceased cannot be proved

by proof of his " reputation," but notice of that char

acter to the prisoner may be shown by proof of the

reputation, in connection with proof that he had the

means of knowing that reputation.‘

See further Caaaacrraa; Evmasca; Hnnsn; Pam

ossa; Snaxoaa. -

. Reputed. Commonly reported; generally

believed: as, a reputed—nmrriage, parent,

owner. See Basraaov; OWNER; Poranva

Reputation is an incident from which, being joined

to cohabitation, the married relation may be inferred.

It is essential, however, that the reputation of mar

riage be general. The conduct of the parties must be

such as to make almost every one infer that they

were married. It is the reputation arising from hold

ing themselves out to the world as occupying that re

lation, to which the law refers, lt is not enough that

an opinion may exist that they ought to be married,

from their intimacy; it is the belief that they are mar

ried which constitutes the reputation of it. Their acts

should be inconsistent with any other inference than

that of marriage to justify the repute of it, and this

repute should be credited by their relatives, neighbors,

friends, and acquaintances! See further Comma

nos.

REQUEST; REQUIRE. Usage has

given these words (of the same origin) some

what different meanings, but these meanings

 

* New Lamp Chimney Co. v. Ansonia Bram & Cop

per Co., 91 U. S. 663 (1875). Cliiford J.

' Andre v. State, 5 Iowa, 894 (1857): Webster's Dict

' [Hunnicutt 0. Peyton, 102 U. B. 363 (1880), Strong, J,

l Bathrick v. Detroit Post & Tribune Co., 50 Mich. MI

(1888). Cooley, J.

5 Spies ei al. 1:. People, 122 Ill. 208 (1887).

' Marts v. State, 26 Ohio St. 168 (1875).

’ Brinckie v. Brlnckle, 84 Leg. Int. 4% (1817), Biddle,

J.,— C. P.,Philadolphia
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are really more distinctions in intensity than

in eifect or substance. “Require” is nearer

a command than “ request.” Neither word

may import more than to give notice.l Com

pare MAY; \VANT.

In a will, "request" may impose a duty.’ See

Pnsoxronv.

Generally, when a debt is payable immediately, no

request to pay need be made. The necessity for a re

quest may be implied: as, where one retains an article

to be paid for at delivery, the buyer must show a

request, or an impossibility in the seller to comply,

after request made. A request to marry must also

be made before action is begun for a breach of a

promise to marry. Generally, it is advisable that re

quests be made in writing. A special request, as pro

vided for in a contract, must be averred in a declara

tion. See Dsmsn, 2; Norma, 2; Parnnxr; Qurr, 2.

Requisition. A formal demand or re

quest.

Usually, in writing: as, the request made by the

governor of one State on the governor of another

Bhte for the extradition of a fugitive from justice.

See Bx-rsmirion.

RES. L. A thing, or things; whatever

may be possessed, seized or attached; prop

erty; matter, subject-matter.

1. In the Roman law, property was divided in sev

eral ways; thus into-(1) Re: divini juris, for pious

uses, including (av res sacrm, for the service of the

gods, and (b) res religiosw, for the burial of the dead.

02) Res humani juris, for secular uses, (a) res privates,

belonging to individuals and subject to trafllc, and

(b) res republicm, belonging to the people: res fisci, of

the treasury, and res sanclm, of inviolable character,

as city walls and gates; (c) res commune omnium,

the common property of all — the air, running water,

the sea, etc. Another division was: res corporales, ob

jects apprehenslble by the senses; and res incorpo

rales, objects of thought only. A third division was:

re; mobiles, movables; and res immobiles, immov

ables.‘

2. In admiralty, all parties who have an interest in

the subject of the suit —the re.1—-may appear,'and

Qch independently propound his interest. The seiz

ure of the ‘res, and the publication of the monition

to appear, is equivalent to the particular service of

process in the courts of law and equity. But the res

is in no other sense than this the representative of the

whole world. To give jurisdiction, there must be a

valid seizure and actual control by the marshal.‘

Jurisdiction of the res is obtained by a seizure under

process. whereby it is held to abide such order as the

court may make concerning it.‘

 

I Prentice 11. Whitney, 15 N. Y. Supr. 801 (1876),

Boa-rdman, J.; 58 N. H. 65;2A1len, 86.

‘Hutton 1:. Button, 41 N. J. E. 271 (1886); Colton v.

Oolton, m U. S. 819 (1888).

I Hadley, Rom. Law, Lect. VII.

° Taylor v. Carryl, 20 How. 599 (1857), Campbell, J.

I Cooper o. Reynolds, 10 Wall. 817 (1870), Miller, J’.

The re: is that which is seized and brought within

the jurisdiction of the court. In admiralty and reve

nue cases the thing condemned is considered the of

fender or the debtor, is seized in its entirety; and a

sale passes the entire title. Notso in many other pm

ceedings in rem.I See Ssnvws, tl, Substituted.

Be, or in re. In the matter of. Desig

nates a proceeding to which there is but one

party; as, in matters in a court of probate,

and in insolvency or bankruptcy courts.

In rem. Against a thing. Used of a

proceeding concerning a particular piece of

property. Opposed, in personam, against the

owner of property.

Proceedings in rem are instituted to obtain

decrees or judgments against property for

feited in admiralty or in the exchequer, and

to enforce liens in admiralty. Also included

are suits to obtain a sentence, judgment, or

decree upon the personal status or relation

of a person, such as marriage, divorce, bas

tardy, settlement, and the like.2

In rem is a technical term, taken from the

Roman law, where it distinguished an action

against the thing from one against the per

son. An action in personam was directed

against a specific person; an action in rem

against a specific thing, and so against whom

it might concern— “ all the world.” A pro

ceeding to determine the status of the par

ticular thing itseif, and which is confined to

the subject-matter in specie, is in rem, the

judgment also determining the state or con

dition, and, ipso far.-to, rendering the thing

what the judgment declares it to be, while a

proceeding which seeks the recovery of a

personal judgment is in personaml

In the former, process may be served on the thing

itself, and by such service. and by making proclama

tion, the court is authorized to decide upon it without

other notice to persons. all the world being parties;

while in the latter, to give the court power to adjudge,

there must be service upon those whose rights are

sought to be affected. As regards rights. the terms

signify the antithesis of " available against a particu

lar person,“ and "available against the world at

large.“ Thus “jam in personam are rights primarily

available against specific persons, jam in rem rights

available against the world at large." Beyond this, a

judgment or decree is in rem. or in the nature of a

judgment in rem, when it binds third persons, such as

the sentence of a court of admiralty on a question of

lDay v. Micou, 18 \\'all. 162 (1878), Strong. J.; City

of Norwich, 118 U. S. 508 (1886); 98 id. 168; 106 id. M.

I1 Greenl. Ev. $5 525, 541, cases; 2 Sm. L. C. 662.

I Cross v. Armstrong, 44 Ohio St. 628-24 (1887), Spear,

Judga
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prize, or a decree of other courts upon the personal

status or relation of the party, such as a dissolution of

a marriage contract, hnstardy, etc., a decree admit

ting a will to probate and record, granting adminis

trationI etc., or a decree of a court of a foreign coun

try as to the status of a person domiciled there.‘

in admiralty, process in rem is founded on a right

in the thing, and the object of the process is to obtain

the thing itself, or a satisfaction out of it, for some

claim resting on a real or quasi proprietary right in

it. Consequently, the court, through its process, ar

rests the thing, and holds possession of it by its of

flcers, as a means of affording such satisfaction, and

in contemplation of law it is the possession of the

court itself. Service of process is had upon the prop

arty.‘

Marine torts are in the nature of trespasses upon

the person or upon personal property, and they may

be prosecuted in personam in any district where the

offending party resides, or in rem wherever the of

fending thing is found within the jurisdiction of the

court issuing the process.’ ’

Actions in rem are prosecuted to enforce a right to

things arrested, to perfect a maritime privilege or

lien attached to a vessel or cargo or both, and in which

the thing to be made responsible is proceeded against

as the real party. Actions in personam are those in

which an individual is charged personally in respect

to some matter of admiralty or maritime jurisdiction.

The process, proceedings, and decrees are diifcrent.I

A proceeding to enforce a debt or demand by at

tachment of a defendant‘s property partnkes of the

character of a suit both in rm and in personam. If

there is personal service of process on the defendant

or personal appearance by him, the case is mainly a

personal action; but if, in the absence of either, his

property is attached and sold, it becomes essentially

a proceeding in ram, and is governed by the principles

applicable to that class of cases. In this class the

court cannot proceed without a levy on the property,

and the judgment binds the property only. There

fore, seizure under proper process is the foundation

of the jurisdiction. A valid writ and levy, judgment,

order of sale, sale, and deed, conclude all persons.‘

Decrees of probate or orphans‘ courts directing

sales for the payment of debts or for distribution are

proceedings in rem. Sales under attachments, or pro

ceedings to foreclose a mortgage, are at least quasi

proceedings in rem. In none of these cases is any

thing more sold than the estate of the decedent, or of

the debtor, or of the mortgagor, in the thing. The

interests of others are not cut of! or affected.‘

The probate of a will is in the nature of a proceed

ing in rem.‘

In a strict sense, a proceeding in rem is one taken
 

I Cross 0. Armstrong, ante.

I The Propeller Commerce, 1 Black, 580 (1861), cases,

Clifford, J.; Averill v. Smith, 17 Wall. 95 (1872); 9 id.

456-67; 93 U. S. 10%.

l The Sabine, 101 U. S. 888 (1879), Clifford, J.

‘ Cooper 0. Reynolds, 10 Wall. 316-21 (18701, Miller, J.

' Day I). Micou, 18 Wall. 162 (1873), Strong, J.; 2How.

B8; 19 id. 89.

' Gaines u. Fuentes, 92 U. B. 21 (1875).

directly against property, and has for its object the

disposition of the property; but, in a larger and more

general sense, the terms are applied to actions be

tween parties where the direct object is to reach and

dispose of property owned by them, or of some inter

est therein. Such are cases commenced by attach

ment against the property of debtors, or instituted to

partition real estate, foreclose a mortgage, or enforce

a lien.I

The thing, in admiralty, is to be actually or con

structively within reach of the court. An accidental,

fraudulent, or improper removal from the custody of

the marshal, as, a delivery upon security. does not de

stroy jurisdiction.‘

Actions in rem, strictly considered, are proceedings

against property only, treated as responsible for the

claims asserted by the libelants or plaintiffs. The

property itself is in’such actions with the defendant,

and. except in cases arising during war for its hostile

character, its forfeiture or sale is sought ‘for the

wrong, in the commission of which it has been the in

strument, or for debts or obligations for which by

operation of law it is liable. The court acquires

jurisdiction over the propertyin such cases by it!

seizure, and of the subsequent proceedings by public

citation to the world, of which the owner is at liberty

to avail himself by appearing as a claimant in the

case. There is, however, a large class of cases which

are not strictly actions in rem, but are frequently

spoken of as actions quasi in rem, because, though

brought against persons, they only seek to subject

certain property of those persons to the discharge of

the claims asserted. Such are actions in which prop

erty of non-residents is attached and held for the dis

charge of debts due by them to citizens of the State,

and actions for the enforcement of mortgages, and

other liens. indeed, all proceedings having for their

sole object the sale or other disposition of the prop

erty of the defendant to satisfy the demands of the

plaintifl, are in a general way thus designated. But

they differ, among other things, from actions which

are strictly in rem, in that the interest of the defend

ant ls alone sought to be affected, that citation to him

is required, and that judgment therein is only con

clusive between the parties.‘ ,

The proceedings may or may not be of ubiquitous

obligation.‘ See inns; Smvsos; Umqnrrr, 2.

Jus ad rem ; jus in re. See Jcs.

R68 adjudicate. A matter judicially de

cided. See further ADJUDICATUS.

Res gesta. A thing done. Res gestaa.

The things done; the facts of a transaction;

circumstances evidentiary of a litigated fact.

The circumstances, facts, and declarations

which grow out of the main fact, are con
 

‘ Pennoyer v. Neil, 95 U. S. 784 (1877 , Field, J.;

Windsor u. McVeigh, 98 id. 279 (1875); Brigham o. Fay

erweather, 140 Mm. 418-14 (1886), cases.

' The Rio Grande, 23 Wall. 464-65 (1874), cases.

' Freeman v. Alderson, 119 U. S. 187 (1886), Field, J.

' As aflectcd by death, see 21 Cent. Law J.M

(1885), canon.



  

 

tempornneous with it, and serve to illustrate

its character.I

All declarations made at the same time that the

main feet under consideration takes place, and so con

nected with it as to illustrate its character, are admis

sible as original evidence.‘

The area of events covered by‘ the term

depends upon the circumstances of each case.

Included are those circumstances which are

the undesigned incidents of a particular lit

igated act, and which are admissible when

illustrative of it. These incidents may be

separated from the act by a lapse of time

more or less appreciable."l

It is not possible to lay down a rule as to

what is a part of the res gestaz which will be

decisive of the question in every case in

' which it may be presented ‘by the ever

varying phases of human aifairs. Included

in it are facts which so illustrate and char

acterize the principal fact as to constitute the

whole one transaction, and render the latter

necessary to exhibit the former in its true

light and give it its proper effect.‘

In the complexity of human aflairs, what is done

and what is said are often so related that neither can

be detached without leaving the residue fragmentary

and distorted. Where sickness is the principal

fact, the re: quire are the declarations tending to

show the reality of its existence, its extent and char

acter. . Rightfully guarded in its application,

there is no principle in the law of evidence more safe

in its results. The tendency is to extend the scope of

the doctrine..

Where, for example, the fact in question is a loan,

the circumstances of the negotiation constitute the res

“site. A draft would be one circumstance; the con

versation of the parties another. Evidence why the

loan was made in particular funds or securities instead

of in cash, is competent where it will tend to elucidate

the nature of the transaction, that being the question

at issue. . . The manner and form in which an act

isdone, being one of several acts concurring to the

purpose or transaction, indicate, by shades of circum

stances often dlillcult to analyze, what was the char

 

‘ Stirling v. Buckingham, 46 Conn. 46-i(l8T8),' Loomis,

M

! McLeod u. Ginther, 80 Ky. 403 (1882), Hargis, C. J.:

Territory 0. Yarberry, 2 N. Mex. 438 (1858), Axtell, C. J.

See also 76 Ind. &2; 9 Cush. 42; 5'.’ Mo. 93; 82 N. H. 860;

40 N. J. L. I588: 55 Pa. 402.

|1Whart. Ev.§i 25&59, cases; 1 Greenl. Ev. §§ 108-23;

United States 0. Noelke, 17 Blatch. 570 (1880); United

States v. Angeli, 11 F. R. 41<1881), cases.

‘ Beaver 1:. Taylor, 1 Wall. 6&2 (1869). cases, Swayne,

J.; Little Rock, &c. R. Co. v. Leverett, 48 Ark. 838-i-‘3

(1886); Culverlus v. Culverius, 81 Va. 813 (1886).

‘Tray-elers‘ in Co. 0. Mosley, 8 Wall. 4(H (1869),

lwnynn, .1.
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acter of the act, or the intent and purpose with which

it was done.1 See further ADIISSION, 2.

B88 in re. Member in member.

Res integra. A thing yet entire; a mat

ter as yet undetermined by decision. '

Res inter alios acta. A thing done be

tween others. More fully, res inter altos

acta alien‘ nocere non debet, a thing done be

tween others ought not to injure. A trans

action between persons who are “ strangers”

toward another person cannot affect unfa

vorably the rights of that person.

Excepted from the rule are proceedings against a

res, and decisions regarded as precedents.’

No person is to be affected by the acts or words of

others unless connected with them, personally or by

those whom he represents or by whom he‘ is repre

aented.I See Pnwrrv, Of contract.

Res ipsa loquitur. The thing speaks for

itself: the meaning or intent is apparent.

The reservation on the face of an instrument of a

higher than the legal rate of interest indicates per as

usury.‘

Res judicata. A matter which has been

settled; a decided case. See Anwnrcsroa

Res nova. A new matter,—p0int or

question.

Res nullius. Athing of no one: nobody‘s

property’.

In Roman law, an object in which no person could

have a property, as, a thing or place consecrated to

religious uses; also, property without an owner. See

Asasnon. 1.

Res perit domino. The thing perishes

for its owner: where a thing of value is de

stroyed by an act of God or of the public en

emy, the loss falls upon the owner, not upon

the person in whose custody it has been tem

porarily placed.

The principle is that in contracts in which the per

formance depends on the continued existence of a

given person or thing, a condition is implied that im

possibility of performance arising from the perishiug

of the person or thing shall excuse the performance

Excuse for performance is implied by law, because

from the nature of the contract it is apparent that the

 

lNat. Bank of the Metropolis 0. Kennedy, 17 Wall

24, 26, 19 (1b"?2), Bradley, J. See generally 14 Am

Law Rev. 817-88 (1880), cases; 15 id. 1-20, 71-107 (1881).

cases; 24 Cent. Law J. 468 (1887), cases; 26 1'd.H)7(18&),

cases.

‘See 2 Best, Ev. Q 506; 1 Whart. Ev. ii 178-76, 780; 2

id. § 1041; 1 Wall.4d2; 100 U. S. 616; 101 111.851; 8 Curt

403: Q Ala. 500; 77 110.81; 57 N. H. 869; 52 Pa. 28,

418; 55 Vt. 576. .

'State v. Beaudet. 58 Conn. 541 (1885); ib. 461.

' Bank of United States v. Waggoner, 9 Pet. 890 0885);

Turner 1:. Turner, 8! Va. 881 (1885); 82 F. 8. ll).
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parties contracted on the basis of the continued exist

ence of the particular person or chattel.‘

When property, real or personal, is destroyed by

fire, the loss falls upon the ‘party who is the owner at

the time. If, from such destruction, the vendor of a

house cannot perform his agreement to convey, he

cannot recover or retain any part of the purchase

money.' '

The rule of the common law is the civil-law rule,

that it one is employed in making up the materials or

in adding his labor to the property of another, the

risk is with the owner of the thing into which the

isborls incorporated. . . One who, underacontrect,

is doing the ornamental woodwork in a building de

stroyed by fire while under control of the owner, may

recover a quantum meruit tor the work done prior to

the fire. An accidental fire is not such act of God or

via majoraswill excuse the performance of a con

tract.I - I

Where a res is seized by judicial process for debt,

which carries with it a jar in re, as between debtor and

creditor the maxim means that the destruction of the

sewed property. without fault of the debtor, works a

payment of the debt to the extent of its value. Where

third parties voluntarily join the seizing creditor in

his proceeding, and unite, so to speak, in the seizure,

also asserting claims which carry with them liens, the

destruction of the property without fault of the debtor

works a payment of their respective claims, to the

extent of the value oi’ the property destroyed, in the

order 0' their priority.‘

Where a vessel. before she breaks ground, is so

injured by tire that the cost of repairs would exceed

her value when repaired, and she is rendered inca

pable of earning freight, a contract of afireightment

for the carriage of cotton, evidenced by a bill of lading

providing for the payment of freight-nioney on the

delivery of the cotton, is thereby dissolved, so that the

shipper is not liable for any part ofthe money, nor

(or expenses paid for stowing the cotton.‘

Ut res magis valeat quam pereat.

That the thing may prevail rather than be

destroyed: that the subject-matter may have

eifect, or the end be promoted, rather than

be defeated.

The courts aim to uphold, to preserve, not to de

stroy, written contracts, wills. statutes,—all instru

 

I Taylor v. Caldwell, 113 E. C. L. ‘$89 (1863), Black

burn, J.; Appleby v. Myers, L. R., 2 C. P. "658 (1867).

' Wells 1:. Calnnn, ll?! Mass. 515-18 (1871), cases, Gray,

J.; Snow v. Alley, 1-i-i id. 551 (1887); Broom, Maxims,

'58, cases.

' Haynes 1:. Second Baptist Church, 12 Mo.Ap.5-10-46

(182), cases, Bakewell, J.

‘Gill 1:. Packard, 4 Woods, 271 (i883), Billings, J.:

I. c. 17 F. R. 400. See also Viterbo c. Fricdlander, 12)

U B. 712 (1887), csses—- leased property; Story. Bailm.

‘Q20; Benj. Sales, 5570; 2 Kent, 591; 2 Add. Contr.

'91’; Bish. Contr. 5 588, cases; Hare, Contr. 88, 434,

cm; 12 Allen, 881; 14 id. 269.

' The Tornado, NB U. S. 342 (l883),cases, Blatchlord,

1.; Jones v. United States, 90 id. 24 (1877).
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ments presented for construction. Within the spirit

of the rule is the cu pres doctrine,l q. u.

See other expressions under Auansno; Ex New

srrsrs:; Fosnn; Loorrto.

RE-SALE. See BID.

IRIESOISSION.2 Cutting oil’ ; abrogat

ing, canceling, annulling, nullifying, vacat

ing, avoiding.

Rescind. To annul a thing done; to va

cate, set aside.

Bescissory.' Designed to abrogate, an

nul, avoid.

Used, in particular, of the refusal of a

party to a contract to be bound by it, because

of alleged disability, mistake, or fraud oper

ating at the time of the formal making; also,

of the decree of a court of equity canceling

a contract for cause shown.

The right to rescind a contract of sale pro

ceeds upon the ground that a party has been

fraudulently betrayed into making the con

tract, and, having thus been induced to part

with his own property, he may resume pos

session of it on returning that which he has

himself received, thus placing the other party

in the position he was in before the contract

was made.‘

Equity will rescind a purchase induced by a mate

rial mlsrepresentation of the vendor, though inno

cently made.‘

The cancellation of an executed contract is an ex

ertion of the most extraordinary power of a court of

equity. The power ought not to be exercised in a clear

case, and never for an alleged fraud, unless the fraud

be made clearly to appear; never for alleged false

representations, unless their falsity is certainly proved,

and unless the complainant has been deceived and

injured by them.‘

The rule that he who seeks to rescind a contract oi

sale must first ofler to return the property received,

and place the other party in the position he formerly

occupied, as far as practicable, prevails equally at the

civil and the common law. It is a rule founded in

natural justice, and requires that the offer shall be

made by the purchaser to his vendor upon the discov

ery of the defect for which the rescission is asked.

 

1 See l Bl. Com. 89; 2 id. 880; 95 U. S. 718; 106 id. 137;

108 id. 461; 100 id. 868; 59 Iowa, 825; l00 Mass. 118; l08

id. 393; 59 Miss. 96,108; 89 N. C. 462; 92 N. Y. 845;

Broom, Max. 565.

1 F. rescinder, to cancel: L. re-scindere, to out 01!,

annui.

' Re-siz’-o-ry.

‘ Snow 1:. Alley, 144 Mass. 551-57 (1887), cases, Dev

ens, J.

' Curtiss v. Hurd, 80 F. R. 783 (1887), cases.

' Atlantic Delaine 00. v. James, 94 U. B. 214 (1875),

Strong, J.
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The vendor may then receive back the property, and

be able by proper care and attention to preserve it. or

he may have recourse upon other parties, the reme

dies against whom might be lost by delay. He must

be permitted to judge for himself what measures are

necessary for his interest and protection, and if the

purchaser by delay deprives him of the opportunity

of thus protecting himself, he cannot demand a rescis

sion of the contract.l

Where a party desires to rescind upon the ground

of mistake or fraud, he must, upon discovery of the

facts, at once announce his purpose, and adhere to it.

If he be silent, and continue to treat the property as

his own, he will be held to have waived the objection,

and will be conclusively bound by the contract, as if

the mistake or fraud had not occurred. He is not per

mitted to play fast and loose. Delay and vacillation

are fatal to the right which had before subsisted.

These remarks are peculiarly applicable to speculative

property which is liable to fluctuations in value. A

court of equity is always reluctant to rescind, unless

the parties can be put back in statu quo. If this can

not be done, it will give such relief only where the

clearest and strongest equity imperatively demands lt.'

In order to rescind a contract for the purchase of

realty on the ground of fraudulent representation by

the seller, it must be established by clear and decisive

proof that the representation regarded a material

fact; that it was false; that the maker knew that it

was false; that he made it in order to have it acted

upon; and that it was so acted upon by the other party

to his damage, in ignorance of its falsity and with a

reasonable belief that it was true.I

There must be knowledge of facts which will enable

the partyto take effectual action. But he may not

willfully shut his eyes to what he might readily and

ought to have known. When fully advised, he must

decide and act with reasonable dispatch. He cannot

rest until the rights of third persons are involved and

the situation of the wrong-doer iQ'materially changed.

Under such circumstances, he loses the right to re

scind, and must seek compensation in damages. But

the wrongdoer cannot make extreme vigilance and

promptitude conditions of rescission. It does not lie

in his mouth to complain of delay unaccompanied by

acts of ownership, and by which he has not been af

fected. The election to rescind, or not to rescind,

once made, is final and conclusive.‘

The principle of many cases is, that, where the con

tract has been induced by fraud, itis not necessary

that the party seeking to rescind should absolutely ten

der what he has received on account of the contract.

 

IAndrews v. Hensler, 6 Wall. 258 (1867), Field, J.

See also Pear-soil v. Cbapin, 44 Pa. 12 (1862), cases,

Lowrie, C. J.

' Grymes v. Sanders, 93 U. 8. 62 (i876). cases. Swayne,

Justice.

‘Southern Development Co. 11. Silva, 1% U. S. 250

(1888), Lamar, J.

‘Pence v. Langdon, 99 U. S. 681 (1878), Swayne. J.

See also Indianapolis Rolling Mill ()0. v. St. Louis, &c.

R. Co. 120 id. 260 (1887), cases; Kraus v. Thompson, 80

Minn. 67 (1882). cases.

It is necessary, however, that he should give notice

of his intention to rescind, and that at trial he should

be in a situation to put the other party in the condition

in which he was at the time he discovered the fraud.

That the subjectmatter has been partially disposed of

will not of itself prevent a rescission, unless the

greater part has so disappeared.I

An application to rescind, like that for specific exe

cution, is addressed to the sound judicial discretion of

the court. The maxim that he who seeks equity

must do equity emphatically applies. A mistake in

law, where there is neither fraud, concealment, nor

material mistake in fact, constitutes no ground for

resclnding a contract. The complainant must not

have done any act which will prevent the respondent

from being placed in data quo.|

The cases generally hold that where a vendor un

dertakes to rescind the sale for fraud, he must, before

suing for either the goods or their value in money,

return or tender to the vendee whatever valuable con

sideration he has received for them. But the cases

which so bold are cases where goods were given for

goods, or where the action was replevin to recover the

goods sold. in specie, and not trover for their value in

money. If this rule were not applied. the fraudulent

vendee may lose what the vendor has received, and

the vendor get justice without doing it There is no

case in which the rule has been applied in an action

of trover against the fraudulent vendee, where the

vendor has received nothing but money.‘

See Csscss; Kxowmros, i; Paaroauascx, Spe

ciiic.

RESCOUS. See Rsscoa.

RESCRIPT.‘ i. In Roman law, re

scripla were answers returned by the em

peror, when consulted on questions of law,

either by the parties in some controversy, or,

more commonly, by officers charged with

the administration of justice.5

in succeeding cases these rescripts had the force of

laws. Justinian preserved them in his institutes.

Dccretal epistlea of the popes are also rescripts in the

strictest sense.‘

2. In common law, a counterpart.

In Massachusetts, the statement of the de

cision of the highest appellate tribunal: also,

the brief statement sent to the court a quo.

 

! American Wine Co. v. Brasher, 4 McCrary, M7

(1882), cases, Hailett, D. J. See also i8 Cent. Law J.

482-87 (1884), cases: 19 1'd.7-9(l88-4), cases; 58 Cal. 46;

6BGa. 108; 75 I1]. 906: 9! N. Y. 155; 44 Pa, 12, cases; 1

Story, Eq. §§ 692- ; 2 Pomeroy, Eq. is 645.7],

1 Ferry 0. Clarke. 77 Va 409, 406-8 (1883), cases, Lacy,

J.; Linhart v. Foreman, ib. 5-i0(1888); Mchiullin 1:. San

ders, 79 id. 804 (1884), cases.

' Warner v. Vallity, 18 R. 1. 484-87 (1882), M

Durfee, C. J.

‘ F. rucript, a written reply: L. 1-0-ocriptuns, writ

ten back.

' Hadley, Rom. Law, 7.

'1 Bl. Com. 53-69.
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RESCUE. 1. Taking from a distrainor a

distress on its way to a pound.

On their way to a pound things dlstrained may be

rescued by the owner in case the distress was taken

without cause or contrary to law: as, if no rent be due,

if taken upon the highway, and the like. But, once

impounded, although unlawfully taken, the distress

may not be retalren.I

2. Forcibly and knowingly freeing another

from an arrest or imprisonment.‘

The same oflense an a voluntary escape (g. u.) by a

jailer. Not criminal. unless the rescuer knew that the

person was held on acharge of crime, or that he was

in charge of a public ofl1cer.'

RESEMBLANCE.

Smununa

RESERVATION; RESERVE.‘ Re

serve: to keep or hold back, withhold, as

one thing or right out of another— the sub

ject-matter; also, the thing withheld. Res

ervation: the act of withholding; also the

thing itself which is not given up; and also

the clause in a writing by which that thing

is reserved.

1. An auctioneer sells “ without reserve”

when no price is prescribed up to which the

property must be bid. See AUCTION.

2. When an author wishes to reserve the

right to translate or to dramatize his work

he must give notice that that is his purpose

by printing “ Right of translation, reserved "

or “ All rights reserved," below the notice of

copyright entry; and the librarian of Con

grees is thereby notified to record such reser

vation. See COPYRIGHT.

3. Public land withheld from sale, as, for

military posts, for parks, for the use of In

dian tribes, or other purposes, is called the

“ public reservation ” or simply the “ reser

vation.” In former years, “ reserve ” seems

to have been in vogue, as, in “ Western Re

serve.”

in this sense reservation does not imply an abso

lute disposition of the land or lands. in all cases, but

a withholding for some other disposition, as, sale, or

the use of schools.‘

SeePnn-mmou, 2; LAID, Public. _

The reservation of lands for any specific purpose

See LIKE; QUASI ;

 

'8 Bl. Com. 12, 170; 42 N. H. 469; 5 Pick. 714; 118

U. 8. 111-14, (W.

I 4 Bl. Com. 181.

' See 2 Blah. Cr. Law, 51005; 1Hale, P. C. 606: Find

ley o. McA1llster, 118 U. 8. 111-14 (1885), cases; 1 Story,

6; 8 Gail. 818.

‘ F. ruemr: L. re-eervare, to keep back.

' [McConnell e. Wilcox, 2 111. 859 (1887), Smith, J.

by the government is but an expression of a desire to

use them for that purpose. The same precision in the

use of terms in not required as in the case of a convoy

ance.I

4. The creation of a right or interest. which

had no prior existence as such, in a thing or

part of a thing granted.2

By a reservation in a deed a new right is created in

the thing granted which did not previously exist, and

is reserved to the grantor.' I

An " exception " is always part of the thing granted,

and of the whole of the thing excepted. A reservation

may be of a right or interest in the particular part

which it affects. The terms are often used in the some

sense. Though apt words of reservation be used, they

will be continued as an exception, if such was the de

sign of the parties." ' See Excarnon, 1.

5. Many other rights are said to be re

served or not reserved. Thus, the maker of

a power of attorney may reserve the right to

revoke the power; and a respondent in equity

may reserve, in his answer, the advantage to

be had from a defect in the structure of the

bill.

As to reserved rights under the Constitution, see

that title, pp. 237-89.

6. In practice, when, during the course of

a trial, the judge decides, for the time being,

a point raised, but subject to revision by the

court at the hearing of a motion for a new

trial, he is said to “reserve a question of

law."

The procedure enables the jury to render a verdict

on the facts subject to the decision upon the question

reserved.

The question must be one of pure law. The fact;

which are to be agreed upon or else found by the jury,

must be stated in the record. The question, moreover,

must be such as rules the case: the object oi" reserv

ing it being to save the necessity for a second trial.

An adverse verdict on the facts will, of course, pro

clude the point from arising. The reservation of sub

ordinate questions tends to complicate the cnse. A

point cannot properly be reserved unless, if it be held

one way, the court would be bound to instruct the

jury for which of the parties to flncl.‘

7. The sum of money which every national

bank in the sixteen largest cities must have

on hand—an amount equal to at least

 

IUnited States v. Payne, 9 McCrary. 801 (1581); 13

Pet. $66: 92 U. S. 783.

' Klster u. Recser, 98 Pa. 5 (1881), Trunkcy, J.

I Perkins v. Stockwell, 131 Mass. 530 (1881), cases,

Devens, J.; Kimball v. Withington, 141 id. 879(18S6). See

also 2 McLean, 8911; 8 Saw. 09; 16 Conn. '48:); 88121. 542;

1BIowa.8bB; 42Me. 0; 59 id. am; 107 Mass. 322-23; 120

111.190: 129171. Bl;1lN. Y. 321; 41 id. 483; 29 Ohio St.

568; 47 Pa.197; 44 Vt. 416; 22 Wis. 547.

‘ Wilde 0. Trainer, 59 Pa. 442 (1868), Sharnwood, J.
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twenty-five per centum of the aggregate of

its notes in circulation and its deposits. Fif

teen per oentinn is required of all other na

tional banks.

When the reserve falls below this limit, the bank

may not increase its liability otherwise than by pur

chasing sight bills of exchange, nor may it make a

dividend. On failure to make the reserve within thirty

days after notice from him, the comptroller of the

currency, with the concurrence of the secretary of the

treasury, may appoint a receiver and wind up the

bank.I

RESIDE; RESIDENCE; RESI

DENT.2 May import temporarysojourn or

permanent domicil. Illustrative cases are

given below. The negatives non-residence

and non-resident are in frequent use.

Residence. The legal definitions of the

cognate terms “residence” and “domicii”

vary with the circumstances of the case and

the mental constitution of judges and au

thors. While “ residence” generally imports

personal presence, one may have a “ domicil”

in a place (min which he is absent most of

the time. “ Residence" also implies more

than a temporary sojourn.‘

Non-residence. Actual cessation to dwell

within a State for an uncertain period with

out definite intention as to a time for return

ing, although a general intention to return

may exist.4

When a residence has once been established by the

concurrence of intention and personal presence, con

tinuous personal presence thereafter is not essential

to a continuous residence. Prima facie. a man's

“ home " is where his family l.ives.l

Residence means a fixed and permanent

abode or dwelling-place for the time being,

as contradistinguished from a mere tempo

rary locality of existence.6

Ordinarily, the place of one‘s permanent

domicil, rather than his temporary abode."

In the constitutional requirement that a

qualified voter must reside in the district a

specified number of days, the same as

“domicil"—the place where a man estab

 

‘ R. S. 5 5191.

l F. resider, to stay: 1.. re-sidere, to remain back.

' [On Yuen Hal Co. v.'R0ss, 8 Saw. 892 (1882), Deady. J.

‘ [Weltkamp v. Loehr, 53 N. Y. Super. Ct. 83 (1886),

cases,— attachment law.

'Topsham v. Lewiston, 74 1iie.2i9 (1882); Greenfield

1:. Camden, ib. 84-65 (1882).

' Re Wrigley, B Wend. 140 (ISQ1), Walworth, Ch.

' [Reader v. Holcomb, 105 Mass. 95 (1870), Chapman,

Chief Justice

lishes his abode, makes the seat of his prop

erty, and exercises his civil and political

rights.1

Denotes permanency of occupation, as dis

tinct from lodging, boarding, or other tempo

rary occupstion; but does not include as‘

much as “ domicil," which requires an in

tention continued with residence.’

May require continuous and voluntary

abiding, as, to give jurisdiction; not, tempo

rary boarding, though for a long period.‘

The precise meaning depends upon the pur

pose and phraseology of the particular stat

ute. May refer to place of business, domicil,

or home.‘

In a statute defining political rights, syn

onymous with “ domicil ”—a permanent

rather than a temporary dwelling-place.

“ Domicil " is never lost until a new one is

acquired; but a person may cease to “ reside "

in one place and have no fixed habitation

elsewhere.D

A citizen of one State who in good faith gives up

his residence there, and takes up a permanent resi

dence in another State, acquires citizenship in the new

place 01' domicil.‘

The residence 01! a corporation is the place where

its principal oiflce is located. or its principal opera

tions carrled on. But a railroad corporation resides

in the counties through which its road passes, and in

which it transects business; at least as regards wits

and taxation.’

The proper seat of residence of a foreign corpora

tion ls the State which created it and which continues

it in existence. Otherwise, the corporation might re

side in a multitude of jurisdictions. But legislation

may give it status as a resident.‘

Resident. Literally, one who sits, abides,

inhabits, or dwells in a particular place.

A person sojourning (i. c., residing) at a place is

prima facie residing there, and cannot be a resident

I(Zlmse v. Miller, 41 Pa. 420 (1862), Woodward, J.

' [Inhabitants of Jeiierson v. Inhabitants of Wash

ington, 19 Me. 800-2 (1841), Whitman, C. J.

' Charter Oak Bank v. Reed. 45 Conn. 895 (1877),

Loomis, J.

‘Tyler v. Murray, 57 Md. 441-48 (1881), Irving, J.; 8)

id. 512; 85 id. 169,15 iii. & W. 483; 2 Kent, 480, note.

' [Hannon v. Grizzard, 89 N. C. 120 (1888), Smith, 0. J.

See also Fitzgerald u. Arel, 68 Iowa, 106 (1884).

' Chicago, &c. R 00. v. Ohio. 117 U. S. 127 (1886).

' Thorn '0. Central R. Co., 26 N. J. L. 121 (1%); Peo

ple v. Frederlcks. 48 Barb. 176 (1866); Baldwin v. Mis

sissippl, &c. R. Co., 5 Iowa. 519 (1867); 8 id. 260; 2 How.

497; 5Cranch, 61: 4 McLean, 192; 5 id. 456-, 88 R1484;

40 M0. 580; 17 Gratt. 176; 88 How. Pr. 150.

lStaiiord 0. American Mills 00., 18 R 1. 811 (1881),

Durfee, C. J.
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of another place at the same time. This, at least, is

the meaning in attachment laws. The word is of nar

rower significance, then, than “ one domiciled in a

place; “ like inhabitant, it implies bodily presence.l

Nmwesident is in general use in laws on the sub

ject of attachments, divorce, registration, taxation,

and elections. Non-resident administrator, bond

holder, debtor, executor, guardian, and trustees, es

pecially are of frequent recurrence.

The act of Congress of March 3, 1875, Q 8, provides

for summoning as parties to a suit persons who are

non-residents of the district, by service of an order of

court, as therein provided.I

See generally Asons; CITIZEN; Dwoaca; Douicin;

Dwnnuxo; Fauna; Hons; Ixm1rm; lilzmsrsa, 8;

Psamsnm; TAX, 2.

RESIDUE. That which remains after

taking away a part; surplus.

In a will, such portion of the estate as is

left after paying the charges, debts, devises,

and legacies.’

The presumption is that atestator uses itin this

sense. A contrary intention must clearly appear.‘

The “ residue “ of a man‘s estate, in testamentary

language. means whatever is not specifically devised

or bequeathed. The word has this meaning unless the

whole will taken together shows clearly that it was

not so intended.‘

The courts incline to extend the word to the whole

estate, when it is not clear whether the testator meant

it to apply to a residue of the whole or only of a par

ticular part.‘

Residuary. Relating to the residue; as,

residuary — clause, iegatee, devisee, estate.

A residuary legatee receives the residuum of an es

tate. Any words indicating that purpose will be suf

flcient to uphold the bequest.‘ I

‘See Laoacr-, Raswuun, 2.

RESIDUUM. L. Remainder; residue.

1. In patent law, what is left after a pro

cess of separation.

There are as many different rssiduums of a sub

stance as there are distinct products which may by

taken away from it. Showing that all the matter that

is in the residuum of the earlier of two patents isalso

in, and is obtained by separation from, the residuum of

the patent oi’ later date, does not make out an infringe

ment on the former. It does not show that the patents

If the rule were otherwise, a prior

patent for the same use, of the common source, would

cover both!

 

I [Collison v. Teal, 4 Saw. 243 (1877). cases, Deady, J.

1 Costello 1:. Castello, 14 F. R. 207. 210 (1882), cases.

I [Phelps 1:. Robbins, 40 Conn. 264 (1873), Carpenter, J.

1 Will:-trd‘s Appeal, 68 Pa. 832 (1871), Shatswood, J,;

(1 Leg, Int. 314.

I Carr 0. Dings, 58 M0. 406 (1874); Harker v. Reilly, 4

Del. Ch. 82 H871); 2 Redfv Wills, 448.

°Laing v. Barbour, 119 Mass. 525 (1876), cases; 24

“oak, 297; 2 Williams, Ex. 1014; 4 Kent, 5:1.

' Parsons 0. Coelgatc, 15 F. B. 600 (1882), Wheeler, .1.

2. The surplus of an estate after all debts

and particular legacies are discharged.l

This goes to the residuary legatee; if none is named,

then to the next of kin, under the intestate law,

Anciently, the residuum was taken by the executor,

unless otherwise directed.l

If a legacy is not legally disposed of, it falls into

the residuum. But where a specific devise of realty

is invalid, the realty descends to the heir at law.‘

RESIGNATION. Of an otfice: the act

of giving it up; surrender, reiinquishment,

renunciation.

Need not be in writing, unless required by statute;

and may be either express or implied. The question

_is one of intention. ‘Non-user may indicate absolute

relinquishment. '

At common law, an oflice was regarded as a burden

which the appointee was bound, in the interest of the

community and of good government, to bear. From

this it followed that after an offlce was assumed it

could not be laid down without the consent of the ap

pointing power. This was required that public inter

ests might suifer no inconvenience for the want of

servants to execute the laws. Acceptance maybe

manifested either hy a formal declaration or by the

appointment ofa successor. In this country, acou

trary doctrine may have obtained; but it will be as

sumed that the common-law rule prevails unless the

contrary is shown.‘ See Orncs, 1.

RESIST. To oppose, meet force with

force; to hinder, prevent. \Vhence resist

irg. resistance. See DEFENSE, 1.

Resistance to a legal arrest is criminal, though the

accused be innocent of the charge.‘

" Resisting " does not necessarily imply assaulting

or beating an omcer.'

"Every person who knowingly and willfully ob

structs, resists, or opposes any ofiicer of the United

States in serving, or attempting to serve or execute,

any means process or warrant, or any rule or order of

any court of the United States, or any other legal or

judicial writ or process,“ shall be imprisoned not more

than twelve months, and fined not more than three

hundred dollars.’

The offense is complete when the person refuses to

go with the officer.‘

Resistance to an oiilcer is opposing him by direct,

active, and more or less forcible means. It implies

something more than hindering, interrupting, pre

venting, bafliing or circumventing. The gist of the

oflense is personal resistance, that is, personal oppo

 

1 [2 Bl. Com. 514.

' Johnson v. Holifield, 82 Ala. 127 (1886).

' Barbour v. United States, 17 Ct. Cl. 158-54 (1881),

cases.

' Edwards v. United States, 103 U. S. 478-74 (1880),

cases, Bradley, J.; State 12. Clayton, 27 Kan. 445 (1882),

cases, Brewer, J.; State v. Boecker, 56 Mo. 21 (1874).

' Floyd v. State, 32 Ala. 28 (1886).

' Woodworth v. State, % Ohio St. 196 (1875).

"Act 80 Aprll,1790: R S. 55898, cases.

' United States v. Lultens, 8 Wash. 886 (181Q
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slides to the exercise of ofliclal authority or duty, by

direct, active, in some degree forcible, means. A per

son may not resist or obstruct an ofllcer after he has

made a seizure of property.‘ See Anassr, 2.

RESOLUTION. See BY-LAW, 2.

RESORT. The highest 0: last court to

which a cause may be carried for review is

called the court or tribunal “ of last resort.”

See Comzr.

RESOURCES. Money, or property, that

can be converted into supplies; means of

raising money or supplies; capabilities of

producing wealth, or of supplying necessary

wants; available means, or capability of any

kind.2

RESPECTIVE. See Savmn

RESPITE3 Temporary suspension of the

execution of a sentence; a delay, forbear

ance, or continuation of time.‘

RESPOND. To answer— a bill in equity,

a libel in admiralty or in divorce, in an ap

peal taken to a higher court, etc. See RE

SPONDERE.

' Respondent. One who makes or files an

answer in a cause; a defendant.

Co-respondent. A co-defendant; one of

‘two or more respondents; in English prac

tice, the paramour as joint-defendant in pro

ceedings in divorce for adultery.

Responsive. Containing or embodying

an answer; completely answering.

That an answer in equity must be “ responsive" to

the allegations in the bill, see Axsvna, 8.

RESPONDERE. L. To answer; re

spond.

Ad respondendum. See Caress, Ca

pias, etc.

Respondeat. Let him answer.

Respondeat ouster. Let him answer over.

The name of a judgment upon a dliatory plea in a

civil suit, that defendant answer in some better man

ner, that is, put in a more substantial plea; ' also ap

plicable in criminal cases, when a demurrer to an

indictment or an information is overruled.‘ See

Assrnusxr, 4.

Respondeat superior.

BUB“!Bl I

Let the principal

 

‘United States 1:. McDonald, 8 Bias. 489, 448 (1879),

Dyer, J.; State v. Welch, 87 Wis. 200-3 (187 , Ryan,

Chief Justice.

1 [Ming v.Woolfolk, 8 Mont. 386 (1879): Webster's Dict.

I F. respite: L. re-apicere, to look back upon: regard,

respect had to proceed.ings,— Skeet.

‘ liilshler v. Commonwealth, 82 Pa. 60 (1869).

'8 Bl. Com. 803, 897.

'4 Bi. Com. 883; R. S. Q 10%.

The employer is answerable for the act (not was

ton) of his servant or agent.X See further Acts-r;

Corrrruc-ros; Nseniesxcs.

Respondentia. Ability to answer: a loan

upon the personal obligation of the owner of

a cargo on board a ship. '

The loan of money upon merchandise

laden on board a ship, the repayment whereof

is made to depend upon the safe arrival of

the merchandise at the destined port.2

A loan upon the vessel is called " bottomry.“ In a

loan upon the merchandise, which is for sale or ex

change in the course of the voyage, the borrower only

is personally bound to answer the contract, and he is

said to take up money at respondeMia.'

The money. with maritime interest, is paid to the

lender upon the arrival of the merchandise at the

port.‘ See Borroxar; Hvrorascxrrozv; Snnvses.

Responsa prudentum or prudentium.

Answers of the learned— by learned lawyers.

Augustus gave to certain jurists a privilege called

jua respondendi: the right of making answers, on

points of law submitted by judges, which should have

the authority of law.

Books of responses, bearing the names of leading

jurlsconsults, obtained an authority at least equal to

that of our reported cases, and constantly modified,

extended, limited, or practically overruled provisions

of the Decemviral law. These responses were ‘at first

opinions interpretative of the written law—explan

story glosses

Opinions were given upon fictitious or imaginary

cases; in which fact Mr. Maine finds an explanation for

the thorough scientific development attained by the

Roman law. English and American judges confine

themselves to the actual cases presented: obiler dicta

being regarded with dlsfavor. if not censured.‘

RESPONSIBLE. Answerable, account

able, amenable; able to answer just expec

tations; of pecuniary ability. Opposed, irre

sponsible. Compare LIABLE. See CIRCUM

STANCES, 2.

A promise to be “responsible " for the contract of

another is a contingent liability, and becomes abso

lute by showing due and unsuccessful diligence to ob

taln satisfaction from the principal.‘

A statute requiring that a writ shall be lndorsed by

some “ responsible person " intends that the person

 

1 See generally Philadelphia, &:c. R. Co. 1;. Derby, 14

How. 485-87 (1352); Chicago City v. Robbins, 2 Black.

428 (1862); Hilliard 1:. Richardson, 8 Gray, 850-67 (1855),

cases; 5 South, Law Rev. $8435 (1879), cases; 8 Cent.

Law J. 647 (1876)-—Sollcitors‘ Journ.; 88 Ky. ,68l; B

Mich. 529; 53 N._H. &.

IThe Brig Atlantic, 1 Newb. 616 (1855), liicCaleh, J.

' [2 BL Com. 458.

‘ Marsh. Ins. 734. See generally 8 Kent, '858, ct nq.

' Maine, Ancient Law, 82-88; Hadley, Rom. Law,

65-69.

' Gilbert 1:. Henck, 30 Pa. M (1868); Blake] v. Lunar.

9 Phila. 499 (1872).
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shall possess sufficient pecuniary ability to pay the

costs that may be recovered against the plaintlfl.

Strictly speaking, "responsible" means liable, an

swerable, rather than able to discharge an obligation.I

A testator devised property for founding a school

upon condition that within six months after his de

cease “responsible citizens“ should pledge forty

thousand dollars to the object. A large number of

persons of limited means subscribed small amounts,

some conditional. Held, that the subscription list

was not a pledge by such persons as the tcstator con

templated.“

in deciding upon the responsibility of bidders for

the erection of a public building, it is the duty of the

proper oflicials to consider not only the pecuniary

ability of the bidders to perform the contract, but also

to ascertain which ones, in point of skill, ability, and

integrity, will be most likely to do faithful, conscien

tious work1 and to fulfill the contract promptly, ac

cording to its letter and spirit.‘

The “lowest responsible bidder" is one who oom

plies with all the requirements of the law, not merely

one whose bid is lowest.‘

in the Pennsylvania act of May 29, 1874. which di

rects that contracts for municipal work shall be

awarded to the “lowest responsible bidder,“ “ respon

sible“ has been held to refer to pecuniary ability,

judgment, and skill. The statute calls for the exer

ciao of duties and powers, in the city authorities,

which are deliberative and discretionary; and if they

act in good faith, although erroneously or indiscreetly,

a mandamus will not lie to compel them to change

their decision,‘

RESPUBLICA. L. The common weal:

the commonwealth; the state; the govern

ment. See INTEREST, 1, Reipubiicaa, etc.;

REPUBLIC.

BEST. 1, v. To rely upon, trust to the

sufliciency of.

“ To rest a case,“ and for a party “ to rest." is to

adduce what is thought to be sufficient testimony to

make outan apparent case in chief, or to rebut the

adversary's prima facie case.

2, n. (1) A pause made by an accountant

in his entries, in order to strike a balance

upon which to allow interest.

Spoken of as annual and semi-annual rests; and

made by an administrator, executor, guardian, or

other trustee.‘

 

l Farley 0. Day, 28 N. H. 581 (1858), Gilchrist, C. J.;

N. H. Rev. St. ch. 188, Q 17.

lYa.le College 0. Runkle, 10 His. 809 (1881), Drum

mond, J .

I Hoole v. Kinkead, 18 Nev. 221 (1881), Leonard, O. 1.;

Nev. St. 1881, 59.

‘ Bosker 1;. Wabash County, 88 Ind. 267 (1882).

I Douglass v. Commonwealth, 108 Pa. 563 (1886), Mer

our, 0. J.; Commonwealth v. lliitcheil, 82 Pa.3-18 (1876);

Findley v. City of Pittsburgh, ib. S58 (1376). See also

State v.-. McGrath, 91 Ho. 398-91 (1886), cases.

‘See Buller v. Harrison, 1 Cowp. 566 (1777); Penny

(2) Peace, quiet. See PEACE, 1; SUNDAY.

RESTAURANT. Has no such definite

legal meaning as necessarily excludes its be

ing an inn; as currently understood, an eat

ing-house,l q. v. See also Esrnnrmsmsm;

INN; SALOON; Tsvsns.

RESTITUTIO. L. Restoration; restl

tution, q. 1;.

Bestitutio in integrum. Restoration

to the original (unbroken) state or condition.

1. In civil law, placing a party in the posi

tion he occupied before he was induced to

enter into a contract by reason of fraud,

force, fear, mistake, or incapacity. See RE

SClSSION.

2. In maritime law, putting a vessel into

the condition it was in before a collision.

The owner of a vessel is not liable for loss by col

lision, occasioned without his privity (q. 1:.) or knowl

edge, beyond the amount of his interest in the vessel,

and her freight pending at the time the collision oc

curred. 1

Subject to that provision, the damages recoverable

are established in the same manner as in suits for in

juries to other personalty, and the claim for compen

sation may, ln certain cases, extend to the loss of the

freight, necessary expenses in making repairs, and

unavoidable detention.

Restitutio in integrum is the leading maxim as to

the measure of damages in such cases. Where repairs

are practicable, the rule is, that the damages assessed

shall be suflicient to restore the injured vessel to the

condition she was in at the time the injury was in

flicted. '

The rule‘does not allow deductions, as in insurance

cases, for new materials furnished in the place of old

because the claim arises on the wrongful act, and the

measure of indemnity is hot limited by any contract.

Such repairs may embrace the value of the vessel.

If the vessel is wholly lost, the measure is the market

value at the time of her destruction. That she sunk

is not evidence of total loss.‘ See COLLISiON, 2; Dau

Aom; Loss, 2.

RESTITUTION. Restoration to former

condition or position. See RESTITUTIO.

Return of a thing to its owner: the act of

making the return, or the proceeding or writ

by which directed.

At common law, when the judgment of a lower

court is reversed, the court of review may specially

order that the plaintifl in error be restored to what

 

packer‘s Apppal, 41 Pa. 501 (1862); 58 id. 503; Smith,

Eq. 205, 830; 3 Pars. Contr. 151.

1 Lewis v. Hitchcock, 10 F. R. B-7(188“2). cases, Brown,

D. J.; s. c. 13 Rep. 300; 1Hilt.196; 54 Barb. 311. I

' Act 3 March, 1851: 9 St. L. 636. See Propeller

Niagara v. Cordcs, 21 How. 25 (1858).

‘The Baltimore, 8 Wall. 886 0&9), cases. Clifford, J.
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ever he has lost in consequence of the erroneous judg

ment. Any such order is part of the judgment in

reverasl. The judgment, in form, is, not only that the

judgment of the court below be reversed, but that “ it

is considered, that the defendant be restored to all

things which he has lost on occasion of the judgment

aforesaid; " and the writ of restitution which is issued

in pursuance of it, and in which the sheriff is com

manded to levy the money of the chattels of the plaint

ifl below, or to arrest his person, is strictly an execu

tion.I

in crimes, at common law, there was no restitution,

because the indictment was in the name of the king.

But by 21 Ben. VIII (1530), o. 11, on conviction of lar

ceny, the prosecutor was to have restitution of the

goods. That act was repealed by 7 and 8 Geo. IV

(1827), 0. 2!, 29, which provides that the court may

order restoration to the owner or his representative,

from the thief or the receiver from him; but not so,

if the thing stolen was a negotiable security, which

has come into the possession of a bona fide holder. for

value, without reasonable cause to suspect that the

paper was stolen.I

RESTORE. Compare RESTITUTION.

The words “restored to market." in the act of

March 8, 1877, 5 8,- securing the rights of settlers upon

certain railroad lands in Kansas,-— signify no more

than a withdrawal of the lands from the condition or

reservation in which they have been held by reason of

.the railroad grant.‘

RESTRAIN. 1. To keep in, bold in: to

abridge, confine, regulate.

To restrain and suppress an amusement is to regu

late or wholly suppress it, or regulate it by a license.‘

See Pitoainrrlos, 2.

2. To limit, restrict, hinder, repress: as in

saying that contracts in restraint of trade, or

of marriage‘, are void.

A “restraining statute" limits the action of the

common law,

See Dcanss; limaisomtsnrr; Leon, Illegal.

B. To prohibit by judicial order, by injunc

tion-, to enjoin: as, to restrain an act, a pro

ceeding, a defendant.

A “ restraining order“ is of the nature of an injunc

tion. The force of such an order ceases upon the

granting of an injunction pendente lite.I

Restrictive. Limited, to a particular per

son or purpose: as, a restrictive condition,

indorsement, q. v. Compare ABSOLUTE

RESTS. See Rmr, 2.

 

1 Duncan 1:. Kirkpatrick, 13 S. & R. '294 (1825), Gib

sou. J .

'4 Bl. Com. 862-88; Chitty, (b.

I Kansas & Neoshe Valley B. Lands, 16 Op. Att.-Gen.

181 (1878).

‘Smith v. City of Madison, 7 Ind. 88 (1865); City of

Burlington v. Lawrence, 42 Iowa, 661 (1878); 12 Kan.

BBO.

‘Cohen 0. Gray, 70 Cal. 85 (188).
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RESULTING. See TRUST, 1; Use, 8.

BESURREOTIONIST. See SEPULCHER.

RETAIL. To sell in small quantitieal

To sell by small parcels or quantities, and

not in the gross; as, to sell half a pint of al

cohol at once.2

Retail dealer. One who sells by small

quantities, to suit customers, articles which

are bought ‘in larger amounts.‘

A “ wholesale dealer" sells in gross, not by the

small quantity or parcel.‘ See lliascmxr.

To constitute the offense of carrying on the business

of a retail liquor dealer without having paid the special

tax required by United States law. the accused must

have procured the liquor sold with intent to retail it,

or, having it on hand, formed the intent to retail it,

and carried out that intent by one or more acts.‘

Gratuitously distributing ardent spirits at a public

gaming-table does not constitute the keeper of the

table a retailer of spirituous liquors..

RETAINER. 1. The act of engaging an

attorney-at-law to prosecute or defend a

cause; also, the formal notice given by the

lawyer that he has been so retained; and,

also, the fee pair] — the “ retaining fee."

In particular, the fee of a barrister, or advocate,

paid before it is earned. The old rule that all fees

should be paid in advance, by removing pecuniary in

terest in the issue of suits, tended to maintain the

independence and respectability of the bar.‘ See Ar

TORNKY.

2. At common law, the right in an ex

ecutor or administrator to reserve assets

enough to pay his own debt, before other

creditors of equal degree.

The reason was, he could not sue himself. Now, as

a rule, unsecured debts share alike.’

RETALIATION. Compare RETORSION.

The lea: talionis, or law of retaliation, can never be

in all cases an adequate or permanent rule of punish

ment. The diflerence of persons, place, time, provo

cation, or other circumstances may enhance or miti

gate the offense; and in such cases retaliation can

never be a proper measure of j ustice.'

RETIRE. 1. To withdraw from mem

bership: as, to retire from a firm or partner

ship. Whence retiring partner, q. 1:.

2. ‘In its application to bills of exchange, is

 

I Commonwealth v. Kimball. 7 Meta. 808 (1848).

I Bridges v. State, 37 Ark. 226 (1881).

' State v. Lowenhaught, 11 Lee, 15 (1883), Freeman

J.; Webb 1:. State, ib. 664 (1888).

‘ United States v. Bonham, 81 F. R. 808 (1887).

' United States v. .\lickle, l Cranch, C. C. 268 (1808).

'1-‘orsythe, Hist. Lawyers, 853. See 8 R 1. Q6; Q0

Iowa, 520: 8 Chitty, Pl‘. 116, I11.

'See3 Bl. Com. 18; 63MB. 488; 6Fl.a. 29; 9111.8».

'4 Bl. Com. 12-18. See Woolsey, Int. Law, $181
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ambiguous. It is ordinarily used of an in

dorser who takes up a bill by handing the

amount to a transferee, after which the in

dorser holds the instrument with all his

remedies intact. But it is sometimes used of

an acceptor, by whom, when a bill is taken

up or retired at maturity, it is in effect paid,

and all the remedies on it extinguished.l

Acts of Congress speak of " retiring " from circula

tion coin or other money of a particular issue or de

nomination.

RETOBNUM. L. Return, q. 1:.

Retorno habendo. For return had; to

have a return. A judgment awarding a de

fendant in replevin the possession and prop

erty of the goods or articles; a judgment de

retorno habendo.I

BETORSION3 Applying the law of

retaliation to another nation,-— treating it or

its subjects in similar circumstances accord

ing to the rule which is set.‘

B.E'I'RAC‘1'ION. See LIBEL, 5; OFFER, 1.

RETBAXIT. L. He has withdrawn.

The act of a plaintiff in voluntarily with

drawing from his suit.

A “non-suit“ is negative, a mere default and neg

lect of the plaintiff, after which, upon paying the

costs, he may begin his suit again. A “retrs.xit“ is

positive, being an open and voluntary renunciation of

his suit in court, and by which his right of action is

forever lost.‘

RETREAT. In the law of homicide, be

fore a person who is assaulted may kill his

assailant, he must flee as far as he reasonably

can, either by reason of some well, ditch, or

other impediment, or as far as the fierceness

of the assault will permit.‘ ,

“Retreating to the wall" means that the

party assaulted must avail himself of any ap

parent and reasonable avenue of escape, by

which the danger might be averted, and the

necessity oi‘ slaying his assailant avoidedfl

But if the attack is of such a nature, or the weapon

of such a character, that to attempt to retreat might

increase the danger, the party need not retreat.’

if retreat does not apparently place the assailed in

greater peril he must resort to it‘

 

I [Byles, Hills, 226.

l [8 Bl. Com. 150, 418.

' L retorquere, to twist back, retort.

‘ Woolsey, Int. Law, 5 118.

' [8 Bl. Com. 296; 1 Ala. 47; 81|'d. 118; 17 Ga. 51; 611

Ind. 810; 8 Pa.168; 79 Va. 838.

' 4 Bl. Com. 185.

' People 1:. Isms, 57 Cal. 120 (1830), Morrison, Q J.

' Carter 0. State, & Ala. 16 (1886), cases. ,

Where the master of a vemel assaults a seaman,

who futilely endeavors to escape, the latter may pro

tect himself from injury; if the assault is made with I

deadly weapon or otherwise dangerously, he may use

equivalent force.1

RETROSPECTIVE ; RETROACT

IVE. Retrospective: looking backward;

retroactive: acting backward. Afiecting

what is past; operating upon a past event or

transaction. Retrospective is the more com

mon.

Every statute which takes away or impairs

vested rights acquired under existing laws,

or creates a new obligation, imposes a new

duty, or attaches a new disability, in respect

to transactions or considerations already past,

must be deemed “ retrospective.” 1 ,

That there exists a general power in the State gov

ernmentstoenact retrospective or retroactive laws,

does not admit of question. ,The only limitatlonis the

provision‘ that the same shall not be such as are

technically "e2p0st facto," or as "impair the obli

gation of contracts." ‘

A legislative body may by statute declare the con

siruction 01! previous statutes so as to bind the courts

in reference to all transactions occurring after the

passage of the law, and, in many cases, thus furnish

the rule to govern the courts in transactions which

are past, provided that no constitutional right of a

party concerned is violated. Congress cannot, under

cover of giving a construction to an existing or ex

pired statute, invade private rights. with which it

could not interfere by a new or aillnnative statute.

But where it can exercise a power by passing a new

statute, which may be retroactive in its effect, the

form of words used cannot be material, if the purpose

is clear, and that purpose is within its power.‘

The settled doctrine of the Supreme Court is that

" words in a statute ought not to have a retrospective

operation unless they are so clear, strong and impers

tive that no other meaning can be annexed to them, or

unless the intention of the legislature cannot be other

wise satisfied." '
 

I United States v. Beyer, 81 F. R. 87 (1887).

I Society for Propagating the Gospel v. Wheeler, I

Gall. 139 (1814), Story, J. See also Dash 0. Van Kleeck,

7 Johns. ‘.508-8 (1311), Kent, 0. J. St0ry's definition

quoted, Sturges 0. Carter, 114 U. S. 519 (1885), Woods~

J.: Rairden v. Holden, 15 Ohio St. 210 (1861), Brinker

hoflf, C. J.

' Constitution, Art. 1, sec. 10.

‘Baltimore, &c. R. Co. v. Nesbit, 10 How. 401-2

(1850), cases, Daniel, J.

'Stockdale v. The Insurance Companies, 20 Wall.

881-82 (1873), Miller, J.; Koshkonong 0. Burton, 101

U. S. 679 (1881); Kring 1:. Missouri, 107 U. S. 921 (1882);

22 Wall. 76; 95 U. S. 651-155; 17 Ct. CL 171; 8 Story,

Const. § 1893.

‘Chew Heong v. United States. 112 U. B. 559 (1880),

cases, Harlan. J., quoting United States v. Beth, I

I Cranch, 413 (1806), Paterson, J. -

(57)
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1! the judge is satisfied that the legislative con

struction, expressed in a declaratory act. is wrong, he

ll bound to disregard it. The act will not be given a

Ietrospective operation, so as to deprive a party 0! a

vested right, unless its language is so plain and ex

plicit as to render it impossible to put any other con

struction upon it.‘

Retroactive eflect will not be given to a statute un

less the intention of the law-makers that that is to be

the eflect is expressed in terms, especially where

rights will be taken away or restricted.‘

Bee Facrun, Ex post; lupus; Uses, Utile, etc.

RETURN. 1. To come or go back tothe

same place; to revisit.‘

2. For an ofiicer to report to a court what

he did toward executing its process; also,

the certificate indorsed upon the writ as to

what was oflicially done, and when and

where; and, also, by elision for “return

day,” the day when such report is to be made

or actually is made. See RETORNUM.

Whatever the sherili does in pursuance of the com

mand of a writ he must “return " or certify to the

court together with the writ itselll

The day on which a defendant is ordered

to appear in court, and on which the sheriff

is to bring in the writ and report how far he

has observed it, is called the “ return ” of the

writ, or the " return day.” 5

Every process issued by a court must be returned,

unless some statute otherwise provides, to the court

which issues it. This is essential, that the court may

know that its order has been obeyed, and that the

record may be complete. The term " return“ implies

that the process is taken back to the place from which

it was issued.‘

Returns and return days are either general,

that is, regular, or special, that is, conven

tional, as corresponds with the requirements

of statutes and established practice, or, as in

particular cases, the convenience of parties,

the engagements of counsel and the judge

or judges of the court, or the effectual ad

ministration of justice, may permit or direct.

D119 return. Bringing a process into

court, with such indorsements as the law

requires—whether they in fact be true or

false]

 

I Salters v. Tobias, 8 Paige, 844 (1882), Walworth, Ch.

1 Hill 0. Duncan, 110 Mass. 240 (1872), cases, Colt,J

See also 25 Am. Law Reg. 69i»95 (1886), cases: 26 Iowa,

ll-0; W Miss. 347; 57 Pa. 438: Barr. Stat. 466; 1 Kent, 455.

' Society 0. Plait, 12 Conn. '18’! (1637).

i [:1 Bl. Com. 278.

l [8 Bl. Com. W5. See Steph. Plead. 24.

‘R0 Orlttenden, 2 Flip. 215 (1878), Ballard, J.

' Harman v. Childress, B Yerg. 829 (1889).

False return. An incorrect statement

or report of what was done under a judicial

mandate. >

Does not necessarily import willful disregard of

facts.

Insufllcient and irregular also are descrip

tive of defective returns.

Returnable. Requiring oificial report as

to what was done by way of execution of

a precept.

Said of a-summons, citation, capias, writ

of execution, or other process, to be returned

to the court or oificer who ordered it to issue

and to be served or otherwise executed by a

day named in the process itself. ‘

The time within which returns are, in the first in

stance, directed to be made, may, in cases, be “ en

larged" by special order. Where intervening rights

will not be adversely aflectod, a return. as made, may

be “ amended." And when the law has been flagrantly

disregarded, a return will be “ set aside."

A return, as made, is conclusive in its statements of

(acts upon the officer and on a party who does not ex

cept to it; it is always construed rigorously against

the ofiicer; but it cannot be impeached in a collateral

proceeding.l When “ false," an action for the loss

incurred may be maintained against the oiiicer. When

the process is void or voidahle, the return oi.’ service

also will be so. There may be an irregular or errone

ous return to legal process. This is true, in a special

sense, oi’ returns to writs of execution.

See Boss, Nulla; Caress, Cepl; Enaoa, 2 (9); Fnm, 8;

Nina; Seance, 6; Vnmaa, Tarde.

8. To make complaint that one is violating

a law; to inform against; as, to return a

person for selling liquors without license, or

for maintaininga nuisance. See INFORMA

TION, 3.

REUS. L. A defendant in a civil or

criminal suit. See COURT; MENS, Rea.

REV. ST. Revised Statutes. See Rit

WSE.

REVE. See Rnavn.

REVEL. To behave in a noisy, boister

ous manner, like a bacchanalfl

REVENDICATION.a Demand that a

thing be returned or restored; reclamation

of a thing sold.

The doctrine of stoppage in tramitu appeam it

have been derived from, or to be analogous to, re

vendlcation in the civil law: “the right of an unpaid

vendor, upon the insolvency of the vendee, to reclaim,

in specie, such part of the goods as remains in the

 

lSee Von Roy u. Blackman. 3 Woods, 100-2 (1517),

cases. '

I Petition of Regan, 12 R. I. 810 (1879).

' L. re, again; oindioore, to lay claim to.
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hands of the vendee entire, and without having

changed its quality." I

REVENUE.Z The income of a state.‘ ,

in a statute providing that appeals should be taken

directly to the highest court in “ cases relating to the

revenue," held, that "revenue" was not used in its

most extended meaning, but as embracing public

revenue, whether State or municipal-all taxes and

assessments imposed by public authority.‘

“ All Bills for raising Revenue shall originate in the

House of Representatives; but the Senate may pro

pose or concur with Amendments as on other Bills." I

Revenue laws. Laws made for the di

rect and avowed purpose of creating and

securing revenue or public funds for the

service of the government.‘

Used in connection with a reference to the juris

diction of the United States courts, means a law im

posing duties on imports or tonnage, or a law providing

in terms for revenue; that Is, a law directly traceable

to the power granted to Congress “T0 lay and collect

Taxes, Duties, Irnposts and Excises." "

The lexical definition of " revenue " is very compre

hensive: “ The income of a nation, derived from its

taxes, duties, or other sources. for the payment of the

national expenses.“ " Other sources" would include

the proceeds of public lands, the receipts of the patent

oflice and of the post-oflice department, in excess of

expenditures. The appellative “ revenue laws “ is ap

plied only to such laws as are made for the purpose of

creating revenue or public funds for the service of the

government‘

Hills for raising revenue are such as impose taxes

upon the people, directly or indirectly, or lay duties,

imposts or excises, for the use of the government, and

give the persons from whom the money is exacted no

equivalent in return, unless it be the enjoyment, in

common with other citizens, of the benefits of good

government. it is this feature which characterizes

bills for raising revenue. They draw money from the

citizen, giving no direct equivalent in return. In re

spect to such hills it was reasonable that the Constitu

tion should provide that the immediate representatives

of the tax-payers should alone have power to originate

them. It is a very strained construction which would

regard a bill establishing rates of postage as a bill for

raising revenue.’ See Russ, Revenue.

1 B-enedict v. Scbaettle, 12 ohm st. 520, ms (1861),

Gholson, J.. quoting note 2 Nev. & Man. 650. See also

71E. 0. L. 201; L. R., 7 Ap. Gas. 682.

' F. reoenir, to come back.

' United States v. Bromley, 12 How. 97 (1651), McLean,

Judge.

' Webster 0. People, 98 Ill. 84? (1881), Walker, J.;

Potwin 1:. Johnson, 108 id. 583 (188).

° Constitution, Art. 1, sec. 7, cl. 1.

' United States v. Mayo, 1 Gail. ‘i318 (1818), Story, J.

' United States 11. Hill. 128 U. S. 686 (1887), Waite, C. J.

' United States v. Norton, 131 U. S. 568-69 (1875),

flwayne, J., quoting W0rcester‘s Dict.

' United States v. James, 13 Blatclr 208 (1875). John

son, J,; 1 Story, Const. 5880; 4 Blatch. 811; 1 Woolw.

"0.

 

Under the revenue system of the United State; the

collection of the revenue in the manner prescribed by

law cannot be restrained by judicial proceedings. The

only remedy for an illegal exaction is payment under

protest and suit to recover back the money. The

reason is, that as it is necessary that the government

should be able to calculate with certainty on its reve

nues, it is better that the individual should be required

to pay what is demanded under the forms of law, an,

sue to recover back what he pays, than that the gov

ernment should be embarrassed in its operations by a

stay of collection.1

Oflicer of‘ the revenue. In the Revised Statutes,

an officer of the revenue from customs; does not

therefore include a postmaster. '

See DUT1EB;RKPUNDS;SIIAKP;TAX, 2.

REVERSE. To set aside, annul, vacate:

as, to reverse a judgment.‘

Reversal. The act or decision of one

court in pronouncing erroneous, and there

fore annulling, the judgment or decree of a

lower court. Opposed, ajfirmance, q. v.

Compare Ovasaunn; Rzvoxn. Bee Oruvuos, 8; VI

sras, De novo.

REVERT.‘ For property (usually land)

to go back or return to a person who formally

owned it but who parted with the possession

or title to it, by creating an estate in another

which has terminated by his act or by oper

ation of law.

" Revert back to my other heirs " means, simply. to

go back to such heirs.l

Reversion. The residue of an estate left

in the grantor, to commence in possession

after the determination of- some particular

estate granted out by him. “ The returning

of lands to the grantor or his heirs after the

grant is ovlar.” 6

A return of the estate to the original owner, after

the limited estate carved out of it has determined.’

The fee-simple of land must abide somewhere; and

ifhe who is possemed of the whole carves out of it a

smaller estate, and grants it away. whatever is not so

granted remains in him. While a “ reversion " is

never therefore created bya deed, but arises from

construction of law, a “remainder " can never be lim

ited except by a deed or a devise. Both are equally

transferable, when actually vested, being estates in

prwsenii, though taking eflect in fuiuro. A reversion

is an incorporeal hereditament.'

I Antoni v. Greenhow, 107 U. S. 777 (1889), Waite, O. J.

' Campbell v. James, 18 Blatch. 196 (1880).

'Laithe v. McDonald. 7 Ken. 208 (1871), Brewer, J.

‘ L. re-verierc, to turn backward.

' Beatty o. Trustees, 39 N. J. E. 46'! (1885).

'2 Bl. Com. 175, quoting 1 Coke. Inst. 142; 28 N. J. L

540.

' 4 Kent, 858-54.

'2 Bl. Com. 175-76; 4 Kent, 853-66; 1 Washb. R. P.

87, 47; 88N. J. E. 1%
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Reversionary. Pertaining to or partaking

of the nature of a reversion.

A reversionary interest is the right to en

joy in the future property at present in the

possession of another. _

Revers-ioner. A person entitled to an es

tate in a reversion.

Reverter. Reversion.

See Earns. 8; Frrrnns; Rmumnxa; Tum. 4.

BEVEST. See VEST.

REVIEW. Viewing again: a second

consideration; revisement, reconsideration,

re-examination to correct, if necessary, a

previous examination.

1. A re-examination for report upon the

line of a highway as recommended bya jury

of “ viewers.” The persons who make this

second view are called “ reviewers," and

compose the "jury of review." See VIEW.

2. The revision of a judicial act.

Bill Of review. A proceeding in a court

of equity by which the defendant may have

.a decree against him reviewed for error upon

its face. A formal mode of rehearing the

case, incidental to the original suit.1

A bill in the nature of a writ of error; its

object is to procure an examination, and al

teration or reversal, of a decree made upon a

former bill, after such decree has been signed

and enrolled.’

If the decree is not enrolled, a " bill in the nature of

a bill of review,“ or a "supplemental bill in the nature

of a bill in review,“ is appropriate.‘

May be had upon error apparent upon the face of

the decree; or, by special leave of the court, upon

oath made of the discovery of new evidence. which

could not possibly be had or used when the decree

passed.I

Lies for error in point of law apparent upon the

record, or for some new matter of fact. relevant to

the case, discovered since publication pamed, and

which could not. with reasonable diligence, have been

discovered before. To enable the court to judge of

the propriety of granting a rehearing. the petition

must state the grounds upon which it is asked. The

petitioner must also show that he has performed the

decree, especially as regards the payment of money

and costs.‘

“No bill of review shall be admitted unless the

party first obeys and performs the decree. and enters

into a recognizance with sureties, to satisfy the costs

 

1 [Bush v. United States. 18 F. R. 628 (1882). Deady,

D. J.'. a. c. 8 Saw. 3'16.

' Story. Eq. Pl. 5 403.

' 8 Bl. Corn. 454.

‘Wiser v. Blachly. 2 Johns. Ch. '-i91 (1817). cases.

Kent. Ch.; Ketchum 1!. Breed. 06 Win. 94 (1886). case;
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and damages for the delay if it be found against

him." I

There is no universal and absolute rule which pro

hibita the court from allowing the introduction of

newly-discovered evidence to prove facts which were

in issue on the former hearing. The allowance is not

a matter of right. but of sound discretion, to be exer

cised cautiously and spa.ring1y.'a.nd only under cir

cumstances which demonstrate that it is indispensabl

to the merits and justice of the cause.’

The bill will be refused, if productive of mischief to

innocent parties. or for other cause suilicient to the

court.‘

The only questions open for examination on a bill

for error of law appearing upon the record are such

as arise on the pleadings. proceedings. and decree,

without reference to the evidence in the cause.‘

A bill must ordinarily be brought within the time

limited by statute for taking an appeal from the de

cree sought to be reviewed, where the review is not

founded on matters discovered since the decree.‘

Court of review. A court whose dis

tinctive function is to pass upon (aflirming

or reversing) the final decisions of another

or other courts.

8. To examine a literary production and

express (usually publish) an opinion as to its

merits.

A reviewer may fairly cite largely from the original

work. if his design is to use the passages for the pur

pose of fair and reasonable criticism. But if he thus

cites the most important parts of the work. with a

view, not to criticise. but to supersede the use of the

original work. and substitute the review. such use will

be deemed a piracy.‘

Where an action of libel respects a comment in a

newspaper on a matter of public interest, the case is

not one of privilege, properly so called, and it is not

necessary, in order to give a cause of action, that act

ual malice be proved. The question whether the com

ment is or is not actionable depends upon whether. in

the opinion of the jury. it goes beyond the limits of

fair criticism. “Whatever is fair and can be reason

ably said of the works of an author or of himself as

connected with his work, is not actionable. unless it

appears that. under the pretext of criticising the

 

1 Davis 1;. Speiden. 104 U. S. 84-86 (1881), cases: Bar

con‘s Law Tracts. 980.

‘Wood v. Mann. 2 Sumn. 834. 818-85 (1836). cases.

Story. J.; Craig v. Smith. 100 U. S. 234 (1879). Waite.

Chief Justice.

‘Story. Eq. Pi. 5417; Purcell v. Miner. 4 Wall. 521

(1866): Riclrer 1:. Powell. 100 U. S. 104' (1879). cases.

' Shelton 1:. Van Kleeck. 106 U. S. 584 (1882). cases

See also Irwin v. lileyrose. 2 McCrary, 244. 5.’i'>0\1S81),

cases: Willamet Bridge Co. 1). Batch, 19 F. R 347

(188%).

'Ensminger u. Powers. 108 U. S. 802 (1883). cases;

Taylor v. Charter Oak Life Ins. Co., 3 l\icCrary. 486

(1S8‘l\, cases: s. c. 17 F. R. 566.

‘Folsom v. Marsh, ‘2 Story. 106, 117 (1841). Story, J.

See also 8 South. Law Rev. 160-88 (1882), can
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work, the defendant took an opportmity of attacking

the character of the author: then it will be libel." 1

See Anmnos, 1; Danna.

REVISE. To re-examine and amend: as,

to revise a judgment, a code, laws, statutes,

reports. accounts. Compare REVIEW, 1.

Revisions of codes and statutes, partial or entire,

have been enacted as follows: in Alabama, in 1876,

1887; Arizona, 1887 (compiled laws); Arkansas, 1874;

California, 1873; Colorado, 1877, 1; Connecticut,

1875, 1887; Dakota, 1877, 1887; Delaware, 1874; Florida,

1971; Georgia, 1882; Idaho, 1875, 1887; Illinois, 1874,

188-7; Indiana, 1862, 1881; lowa, 1873, 1880; Kansas, 1868,

1879; Kentucky, 1878, 1887; Loulsinna,1B70, 1875, 1882,

1881; Maine, 1871, 1888; Maryland, 1878, 1886,1888; Mas

sachusetts, 1860, with supplements to 1872, and to 1882;

Michigan, 1871; Minnesota, 1866,1888; Mississippi, 1880;

Missouri, 1879; Montana, 1879, 1887; Nebraska, 1881,

1887; Nevada, 1873, 1885; New Hampshire, 1878; New

Jersey, 1877, 18-47; New Mexico, 1884; New_York, 18%,

with eight revised editions to 1888; North Carolina,

ii~‘<'i: (11110, 1850; Oregon, 1872; Pennsylvania, a criminal

code in 18413; Rhode lsland,1882; South Carolina,1882;

Tenneuee, 1871, 1884; Texas, 1879; Utah, 1876; Vermont,

1880; Virginia, 1878, 1887; Washington, 1881; West

Virginia. 1883, 1&7; Wisconsin, 1878; Wyoming, 1876,

1887.’

Revised Statutes. Statutes which have

been amended, re-arranged, and re-enacted.

Where, by a statute, there is a revision of the whole

subject-matter of former statutes, the earlier enact

ments are repealed so far as it appears it was the in

tention of the legislature to repeal them. The revision

repeals by implication so far as it is repugnant to the

old law, or when it is evidently intended as a substi

tute.'

A different interpretation is not to be given to re

vised statutes without some substantial change of

phraseology other than what may have been neces

sary to abbreviate the form of the law.‘

Where the language is of such doubtful import as

to cull fora construction, it is usual to refer to the

statute or statutes from which the revision was made.

But where the language is plain, and leads to no ab

Iurd or improbable'resuit, there is no room for con

struction, and such eflect will be given itas is required

by the ordinary signification of the words used, re

 

‘ hlerivnle v. Carson, I) Q. B. D, 275 (1887), cases.

The defendant was the editor of a theatrical news

paper called The Stage. A criticism of the play called

“The Whip Hand," published in his paper, falsely

charged, plaintiff alleged, that the play had an im

mornl tendency.

ISee Stimson Am. St. Law, lX—XIV; 1 Sup. p. 14,

5 1017; Banks & Brothers‘ Catalogue, 1888. For each

State there are one or more Digests, Compilations,

or Supplements prepared by private persons, and,

therefore, not authoritative.

' Bowlus v. Brier, 87 Ind. 896 OW), Black, 0.; 41 id.

881

‘McDonald 0. Hovey, 110 U. 8. 628 (1884), cases,

‘Bradley, J.

gardless of the prior statute or its construction. The

rational rule must be to resort to the prior statute to

remove, not to raise, doubts.X

Revised Statutes of the United States. An

act of Congress, passed June 27,1866, au

thorized the appointment of three commis

sioners, learned in the law, to revise, sim

plify, arrange, and consolidate all the statutes

of the United States, of general or perma

nent naturefi °

This revision, which embraced statutes in

force up to December 1, 1873, went into ef

fect June 22, 1874.

An act of June 20, 1874, directed the secretary 01'

state to cause the head and marginal notes to be com

pleted, referring to the original statutes and to decis

ions explaining the same; to annex an index and

otherwise prepare the work for printing and distribu

tion; and, finally, to certify the completion <1‘ the

work. This act provided, further, that, after promul

gation, the printed volumes should be evidence of the

laws and treaties therein contained in all courts.‘

The revision repeals all acts embraced within it.

No presumption of a legislative intent is to be drawn

from the arrangement and classification of titles and

sections.‘

Acts of February 18, and March 8,1878, declared

that acts passed since December 1, 1879, are not af

fected by the revision.‘ .

Act of March 2, 1877, authorized the appointment

of one commissioner to prepare a new edition; the

same to be examined and certified by the secretary of

state.‘ This second edition was published February

18, 1878.

Act of March 9, 1878, makes the second edition evi

dence, but notto control or affect acts passed since

December 1, 1873!

Act of June 7, 1880. authorized a mppiement to be

prepared and published. The same to be prima fade

evidence, but not to preclude reference to, nor control

in case of discrepancy, the effect of any original act,

nor to change or alter any existing law.‘

The first edition is a transcript of the original work

in the state department. It is prima fucic evidence

of the law. The second edition is neither a new re

vision nor a new enactment, merely a new publica

tion — a compilation containing the original law with

certain alterations and amendments made by subse

quent legislation, incorporated therein according to

the judgment of the editor, who had no direction to

correct errors or supply omissions.‘

 

1 Beck 1;. State, 44 Ohio St. 537-88 (1886), cases

‘See R. S. for 1878, p. 1089.

' B. S. p. 1090.

‘ United States 0. Jordan, 2 Low. 1587, 548 (1870.

‘B. S. p. 1085; 15 Ct Cl. 8).

' R. S. p. 1093.

' 1 Sup. R. 8, pp. 808, 52, 285.

'1 Sup. B. 8. pp.

' Wright 1:. United States, 16 Ct. 01. 86-890879), Bic}

ardson, J.
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Sections in pan’ materio are to be construed to

gather.1

Section 5596 of the revision indicates a belief on the

part of Congress that all parts of acts passed prior to

December 1,1873, not contained in the revision, are

superseded. That is a recital of belief, not a declara

tion, and not conclusive. Whether a statute was re

pealed by a later one is a judicial, not a legislative,

question.I '

The revision is the legislative declaration of the

statute haw on the subjects embraced on December 1,

1878. When the meaning is plain, the courts cannot

look to the statutes which have been revised to see if

Congress erred in that revision, but may do so when

necessary to construe doubtful language used in ex

pressing the meaning.‘

The revision as a whole is an act of Congress, ap

proved June 22, .874. in cases of uncertainty, the pre

vious statutes may be referred to, to elucidate the

legislative intent. But where the language is clear,

the revision, as expressing the latest will, must gov

urn.‘

While, in construing the revision. the presumption

in against an intention to change the law, yet, where

the language cannot possibly bear the same construc

tion as in the repealed act, full effect must be given

to the new enactment‘ See Rsrmz Srarurss, At

Large.

REVIVE. To impart new life to, renew:

to make operative once more; to restore orig

inal force to: as, to revive a debt, a suit, a

judgment.

Revival; reviver; revivor. The act or

proceeding of giving new life or eflicacy to

that which has lain dormant, been abated,

or has or will become outlawed.“

On the revival of debts barred by the statute of

limitations, see Acxnownsnounsr, 1; Pavxszrr, Part.

Bill of revivor. Sets proceedings in mo

tion again, when a suit has abated by the

death of a party,‘ or by the marriage of a

female plaintiif.

When, in the program of a suit in equity, the pro

ceedings are suspended from the want of proper par

ties, it is necessary to flle a bill of revivor.7

it is a bill in equity, brought by the personal repre

sentative of a deceased party. A “_ bill of revivor and

Iupplement“ seeks to continue an abated suit, and to

 

‘Exp. Karstendick, 98 U. S. 898 (1878), Waite, C. J.

I United States v. Claflin, 97 U. S. 548 (1878), Strong,

Juslice.

‘United States v. Bowen, 100 U. S. 518 (1879), liiiller,

J.; Myer v. Western Car Co.,102 id. 11 (188)); Cam

brla iron Co. v. Ashburn, 118 id. 67 (1886); 14 Ct. Cl. 2;

‘I Rep. 198.

4 Wright 0. United States, ante.

' The Bark Brothers, 10 Bened. 4% (1879), Choate, J.;

The Gorgas, £11. 470 (1879); lb. 170.

' [3 Bl. Com. 448.

’ Kennedy o. Georgia State Bank, 8 How. 610 (1850).

IcLea.n, J.

supply a defect in the original bill, arising from a sub

sequent event.I

REVOKE. To call back one‘s own act

or deed, recall; to cancel, annul, qq. v.

Revocable. That which may be annulled

by its author. Opposed, irrevocable: past

recall.

Revocation. The nullification of a per

s0n’s own act; the extinguishment of a right

by the person who created it; the cancella

tion of an instrument by its maker.

As, to revoke an appointment, a power of attorney,

a will, the probate of a will, letters testamentary or

of administration, a submission to arbitrators or a

referee. the power of a partner to act for the firm.

"To revoke" is to recall what one has done or

promised. By a loose use of language, anything

which renders a bequest inoperative at the testator‘s

death may be called a " revocation." The “ademp

tion“ of a legacy is not usually called revocation.

When ademption is not used, the act is called satis

faction, payment, performance or execution.I

A revocation is an act done by a testator by which

he recalls his will.‘

Consists in the purpose to destroy or annul the op

eration of the instrument, manifested by some out

ward sign or symbol. The question is one of fact and

intention.‘

REVOLT. Under the Crimes Act of

April 30, 1790, consists in the endeavor of the

crew of a vessel, or any one or more of them,

to overthrow the legitimate authority of her

commander, with intent to remove him from

his command, or against his command to

take possession of the vessel by assuming the

government and navigation of her, or by

transferring obedience from the lawful com

mander to some other person.5

An endeavor to excite the crew of a ship

to overthrow the lawful authority and com

mand of the master and oflicers of the ship.

In effect, an endeavor to make a mutiny

among the crew or to stir up a general dis

obedience or resistance to the authority of

the oflicers.‘

 

1 Story. Eq. Pl. §§ 854-87. See 2 Paige, 889; 5 Johns

8-12: 1 Root, 578.

' Langdon v. Astor's Executors, 16 N. Y. 40,89 (1357),

Denio, C. J.

' [Lathrop v. Dunlop, ~i Hun, 215 (1375). '

‘Beauchnmp‘s Will, 4 T. B. Mon. '86:! (1827), Bihb,

C. J. See also Gay 11. Gay, 60 Iowa, 420 (1882), cases;

Towne v. Weston, 133 Mass. 515 (1B&!); 85 Am. Repv

' 7, cases.

‘United States v. Kelly, 11 Wheat. 418 (1826), Wash

ington, J.

' United States 1!. Smith, 1 Mas. 147 (1816), Story. J.
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An open-rebellion or mutiny; an usurpation of the

authority and command of the ship. and an overthrow

of that of the master or other commanding oflicer.

Any act done with intent to accomplish such an

object is an endeavor to commit a revolt.I

A total refusal to perform any duty on board. until

the master has yielded to some illegal demand of the

crew. when it has produced de facto a compliance. or

a suspension of his power of command. is a revolt.’

The act of March 8. 1835 (Rev. St. 55 6850-60). en

larges the act of 1790. by adding distinct offenses to

the " endeavor to make a revolt." These statutes do

not include every case of simple passive disobedience

by one of the crew. but do embrace every case of re

aistanoe to the free and lawful exercise of the mas

ter's authority. when accompanied by force. fraud.

intimidation. violence. a conspiracy among the crew.

or concerted action in such resistance or disobedience

by one of them. An unlawful confinement of the

master is not restricted to a physical confinement of

his person.’

REVOLUTION. See INDEPENDENCE.

REVOLVER. See XVEAPON.

REWARD. Compare PREMIUM; PRIZE.

1. Where a liberal reward was offered for informa

tion leading to the apprehension of a fugitive from jus

tice. and a specific sum for his apprehension. it was

held that a party giving the information which led to

the arrest was entitled to the “ reward.“ but not to the

specific sum. unless he. in fact. apprehended the fugi

tive. or the arrest was made by his agents.‘

Where an offer of a reward is made by public proc

lamation. before rights have accrued under it. it may

be withdrawn through the channel in which it was

made. No contract arises under such an offer until

its terms are complied with. That the claimant was

ignorant of its withdrawal is immaterial.‘ Compare

Bomrrv.

 

I United States v. Hemmer. 4 Mas. 107 (1825). Story.

J.; United States v. Haskell, 4 Wash. 405 (1828); ib. 529.

1 United States 1:. I-iaines. 5 Mas. 277 (1829). Story, .1,

'United States v. Hufl. 18 F. R. 630. 636-41 (1882).

cases. Hammond. D. J. See also United States 1:.

Peterson. 1 Woodb. 8: M. 809 (1546); United States v.

Nye. 2 Curtis. 27 0&3); B. S. 55 5309-60. cases.

‘ Shuey. Executor of Ste. Marie v. United States. 92

U. B. 76. 75 (1875). cases. Strong. J.

April 20. 1865. the secretary of war oflered 325.000

reward “ for the apprehension of J. H. Surrat." one of

the accomplices of J . Wilkes Booth. and a “ liberal re

ward for any information“ leading to his arrest.

November 24. 1865. the offer was revoked by public ad

vertisement. In April. 1860. Surrat was a zouave in

the Papal service in Italy. Ste. Marie. who was also

in the same service. made known to our minister at

Rome that Surrat had confessed to him participa

tion in the plot against the life of President Lincoln.

and kept watch over the fugitive up to November 6.

"-60. when he was arrested for extradition. At the

moment of leaving prison at Veroll. Surrat escaped

from his guard. and fled to Alexandria, where he was

re—arrested. Ste. Marie having been sent there to iden

tify him. During all this period. both Ste. Marie and

Where an advertisement is published offering a re

ward for information in respect to or for the return of

lost property. an acceptance of the oifer by a person

who is able to give the information or to return_the

property creates a valid contract.1

2. On the subject of reward for the custody of prop

erty. aee Bunmnrr; DlPOSi'i'. 2.

REX. See KING.

RHODIAN LAW. See MARITIME Law.

The Rhodians were the earliest people that created.

digested. and promulgated a system of marine law.

Their laws concerning navigation were received at

Athens, in the islands of the Egean sea. and through

out the coast of the Mediterranean. as part of the law

of nations. One title inthe Pandects of the Roman

law contains all the fragments extant of the code of

the Rhodians; their laws. by recognition of Augustus

and Antoninus. becoming rules of decision among the

Romans in all maritime cases in which they were not

contrary to their own laws.‘

in these fragments is stated the modern law of

jettison. average. and contribution. as distinctly as in

any recent text-book. The Rhodians possessed a

flourishing commerce at least one thousand years be

fore the Christian era. Their laws were probahly

founded upon usages which were themselves of long

standing.‘

RICE. See GRAIN.

RICHARD ROE. See Don.

RIDER. A clause added to a bill perni

ing before a legislative body after it has been

reported from committee.

Amendments are sometimes made to bills in Parlia

ment after third reading. if a new clause be added it

is done by tacking on a separate piece of parcl.11nenI

called a “ rider." ‘

RIDIOULE. See Luann, 5.

RIFLE-SHOOTING. See

Snoornvo Manx.

RLEN. L. F. Nothing.

Rien arrere or on more. Nothing back.

A plea denying that rent is due.

Rien per descent. Nothing by inherit

ance; no assets by descent.

SCIENCE ;

the minister were without information that the offer

of a reward had been revoked. The claimant died

pendent: lite. He had been paid $10,000 for the ini'o5

mation as to the identity of Surrat. but later filed a

petition in the court of claims to recover $1.'S,(XX). the

balance he alleged to be due him on account of the

“ apprehension."

1 Pierson 1:. March. &2 N. Y. 503 (1880). See generally

Huthsing v. Bousquet. 2 l\lcCrary. 152 (1881); Dunham

v. Stockbridge. 133 Mass. 233 (1882); 25 Cent. Law J.

821-24 (1887). Eng. cases; 5 Cr. Law Mag. 665-82 (1888).

cases.

18 Kent. 4-5. 238:1’! F. R. 261.

'1 Parsons. Mar. Law. 6.

‘1 Bl. Com. 108.
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B.IGH'.l.‘.l 1, adj. Direct, nearest; lineal; ilege, as, when the word is applied to a cor

legal. poration.l

“ Right heirs," in awill, was held to mean children.‘

A limitation to one and his “right heirs“ is the

-me as to his "heirs" simply; and a limitation di

rectly to the “ right helm " of one carries a fee, with

out the addition of the words “and his heirs." '

To limit an estate to one‘s “ right heir,“ excepting

A, who actually is that heir, is palpably inconsistent.‘

2, n. (1) There can be no more uncertain

rule_o£ action than that which is furnished

by an intention to do “right.” How or by

whom is the right to be ascertained? What

is right in a particular case? Archbishop

Whateley says: “ That which is conformable

to the supreme will is absolutely right, and

is called right simply, without reference to a

specific end. The opposite of right is wrong.”

This announces a standard of right, but it

gives no practical aid. What isor what may

be right depends upon many circumstances.

The principle is impracticable as a rule of

action to be administered by the courts.

There is no standard known to us by which

we are able to say that it is wrong, for ex

ample, for a person not to pay a debt from

which he has been discharged by decree of a

bankrupt court.‘

Moral right and legal right are not always

synonymous.‘

(2) A right in any valuable sense can only

be that which the law secures to its possessor,

by requiring others to respect it, and to ab

stain from its violation. Rights, then, are

the ofispring of the law; they are born of

legal restraints; by these restraints every

man may be protected in their enjoyment

within the prescribed limits; without them

possessions must be obtained and defended

by cunning and force."

An enforceable claim or title to any sub

ject-matter whatever: either to possess and

enjoy a tangible thing, or to do some act,

pursue a course, enjoy a means of happiness,

or be exempt from any cause of annoyance:

also, one’s claim to something out of posses

sion: and, also, a power, prerogative, or priv

 

I A. S. rihl: L recius, straight, ruled.

I Ballentine 1:. Wood, 4': N. J. E. 557 (1886).

'1 Washb. Real Prop. '57.

‘ Minot v. Flarrls,182 Mass. 529(1SS‘1); 88 Pa. 481,488.

IAllen u. Ferguson, 18 Wall. 4 (1873), Hunt, J.

‘Commonwealth v. 5lcDui‘fy, 128 Mass. 469 (1879).

' Cooley, Princ. Const. Law, 233.

Right, as in “ right of trial by jury," is seldom used

in the sense of law. It is to be given lls primary and

natural meaning, unless there is something which

clearly indicates its use in a dillerent sense.I

The rights of persons that are commended to be ob

served by the municipal law are such as are due from

every citizen, usually called civil “ duties; " and, such

as belong to him, which is the more popular accepta

tion of the term " rights." Both may be comprised

under the latter division, for all social duties are rela

tive: due from one and to another person.‘

Those rights which concern and are an

nexed to the persons of men are called rights

ofpersons; such as a man may acquire over

external objects, rights of (to) things.4

The primary rights are the rights of personal secu

rity, personal liberty, and private property; ' and, the

free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession

and belief.‘

See Dcrv, 1; Osuosrroa, 1. Compare Daorr; Jus

\ Absolute rights. Such rights as apper

tain and belong to particular men, merely

as individuals or single persons; such rights

as would belong to their persons merely in a

state of nature [whence called natural

rights], and which every man is entitled to

enjoy, whether out of society or in it. Bele

tive rights. Rights incident to individuals

as members of society, standing in various

relations to each other.’

Human municipal laws concern social or relative

rights and duties, which result from, and are posterior

to. the formation of states and societies: the primary

end of this being to maintain and regulate absolute

rights, to harmonize them with relative rights and

duties These absolute rights are: personal security.

personal liberty, and pnvate property.’ qq. v.

The Constitution does not mean that all penom

have an absolute “ right to life, liberty. and the en

joyment of the gains of their own industry.“ Each of

these rights is held in subordination to the right -il

society.‘

Bill of rights; declaration of rights.

The formal declaration of popular rights

which accompanies the constitutions of the

several States and, in a sense, that of the

United States. See MAGNA CHARTA.

Declares and sets forth the restrictions which the

people in their sovereign capacity (or, in the case ol

1 [People v. Dilreman, 7 How. Pr. 180 (1858).

' State v. Worden, 46 Conn. 804 (1878).

' 1 Bl. Com. 123.

'1 Bl. Com. 122; 2 id. L

'1 Bl. Com. 141.

' 2 Kent. 34.

'1 Bl. Com. 1-28-24; 22 Barb. 220.

' sum 1-. Addlngton, 12 Mo. Ap. 217 um
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the United States. the individual States) have imposed

upon their agents—the respective governments. in

reality. contains restrictions upon the majorities who

choose persons to fill the departments ofgovernment.

The purpose is to protect the reserved rights. The

bill of rights accompanying the national Constitution

is found in the amendments thereto.l q. 1:.

For the better security of the rights of life. liberty.

and property it was deemed essential that the funda

mental principles of free government should be set

down in a few plain. clear. and intelligible proposi

tions. for the better guidance and control, both of

legislators and magistrates. . The general purpose

was to assert and maintain the great rights of English

subjects. as they had been maintained by the ancient

laws. and the actual enjoyment of civil rights under

them.‘

The purpose of the Declaration of Rights was to

announce great and fundamental principles. to govern

the actions of those who make and those who admin

hter the law. rather than toestablish precise and posi

tive rnles of action.‘

Civil right. (1) A right accorded to every

member of a distinct community or nation.

Political right. A right exercisable in the

administration of government.

"Political rights." which consist in the power to

participate. directly or indirectly, in the establish

ment or management of government. are defined by

the constitutions. “ Civil rights " have no relation to

the establishment, support. or management of the

government; they consist in the power of acquiring

and enjoying property, of exercising paternal and

marital powers. and the lilre. An alien has no political

rights. but many. if not all. civil rights.‘

(2) Such right as belongs to all the citizens

of a State or of the United States. As re

ferring to the latter class. these rights were

either created or extended by the Xlllth and

XIVth Amendments, and secured by the fol

lowing Civil Rights Acts:

Act of April 9. 1866 (14 St. L. 27) provides that “All

persons born in the United States and not subject to

any foreign power. excluding Indians not taxed. are

hereby declared to be citizens of the United States;

and such citizens. of every race and color, without re

gard to any previous condition of slavery or servitude.

except as a punishment for crime whereof the party

shall have been duly convicted. shall have the same

right. in every State and Territory in the United States.

to makeand énforce contracts. to sue. be parties. and

give evidence. to inherit. purchase. lease. sell. hold.

and convey real and personal property. and to full

and equal benefit of all laws and proceedings for the

security of person and property. as is enjoyed by

white citizens. and shall be subject to like punishment.

pains. and penalties. and to none other. any law. stat

‘ 1 Shara. Bl. Com. 124-25.

' Jones 1:. Robbins. 8 Gray. 343-44 (1857). Shaw. 0. J.

‘Foster 1:. Morse. 1&2 Mass. 855 (1882). Morton. C. J.

See also Orr v. Qulmby. 54 N. H. 613-14 (1874).

l [8 Bouvior‘s Law Diet. 577 l
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ute. ordinance. regulation. or custom. to the contrary

notwithstanding."—§ 1. The other nine sections of

the act. known as the Civil Rights Bill of 1886. provided

the means for protecting persons in the enjoyment of

the rights conferred by the act.

The act. held to be constitutional.l as an appropriatc

method of exercising the power conferred on Congress

by the Xlllth Amendment. was replaced by the first

section of the XIVth Amendment,— ratified July 28.

1868. But it was reonacted. with modifications. in sec

tions 16.17.18. of the Enforcement Act. passed May

81. 1870 (18 St. L. 140, c. 114). a statute which is purely

corrective in its character. intended to counteract and

furnish redress against State laws and proceedings.

and customs having the force of law. which sanction

the wrongful acts specified. The corrective character

of this legislation is also preserved in the Revised

Statutes — §§ 1977-79, 6610.‘

Act of March 1. 1875 (18 St. L. 886; l Sup. R. 8.]

p. 148: known as Charles Sumner's bill). provides

“ That all persons within the jurisdiction of the United

States shall be entitled to the full and equal enjoy

ment of the accommodations. advantages. facilities.

and privileges of inns. public conveyances on land or

water. theaters. and other places of public amuse

ment; subject only to the conditions and limitations

established by law. and applicable alike to citizens of

every race and color. regardless of any previous con

dition of servitude.“ -5 11‘

For denying. aiding or inciting any violation of the

foregoing section. the otfender shall forfeit five hun

dred dollars to the aggrieved. be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor. and be finable five hundred‘ to one

thousand dollars. with imprisonment from thirty days

to one year. The aggrieved may elect to sue for the

penalty, or in debt. or proceed under his rights at

common law or by State statutes. A judgment for the

penalty or upon an indictment bars other remedies.

S 2. Jurisdiction is in the district and circuit courts.

$8. No person possessing all other qualifications

which may be prescribed by law shall be disqualified

for service as a grand or petlt juror in any court on

account of race. color. or previous condition of servi

tude. Any ofiicer charged with selecting or

summoning jurors. who shall exclude or fail to sum

mons any citizen for the cause aforcsahl. shall be

guilty of a misdemeanor. and finable in a sum not

exceeding one thousand dollars.-5 4. The Supreme

Court may review the case. regardless of the sum in

controversy.——§ 5. '

On the fifteenth day of October. 1383. in deciding

five different cases. sincedrnown as the Civil Rights

Cases. and which had been submitted at the October

term of 1882. the Supreme Court. speaking by Mr. Jas

tice Bradley (Harlan. .l.. dissentlngl. held: That the

first and second sections of the act of H75 are uncon

stitutional enactments as applied to the States. not

being authorized by either the Xlllth or the XIVth

Amendment That the XlVth Amendment is prohib

itory upon the States only. and the legislation author

lUnlted saw v. Rhodes. 1 Abb. us 20. $1.50

(1866). Swayno. J. See cmr Rights Cases. 100 U. a

22 (1883).

' Civil Rlghh Cases. 109 U. B. 16-l7 08$).
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ized to be adopted by Congress for enforcing it is not

direct legislation on the matters respecting which the

States are prohibited from making or enforcing cer

tain laws or doing certain acts. but is corrective legis

lation, such as may be “necessary or proper" for

counieracting and redressing the effect of such laws or

actions. That the XIIIth Amendment relates solely to

slavery and involuntary servitude -— which it abol

ished; and, although, by its reflex action, it establishes

universal freedom, and although Congress may prob

ably pass laws directly enforcing its provisions, yet

such legislative power does not extend beyond the

subject of slavery and its incidents; and the denial,

by individuals, of equal accommodations in inns, pub

lic conveyances, and places of public amusement im

poses no badge of slavery or involuntary servitude,

but, at most, infringes rights which are protected

from State aggression by the XIVth AmendmentI

The court, arguendo, said that the act of 1875

“steps into the domain of local jurisprudence, and

lays down rules for the conduct of individuals toward

each other. and imposes sanctions for the enforce

ment of these rules, without referring in any manner

to any supposed action of the State or its authorities.

If the laws of a State make any unjust discrimi

nation, amcnable to the prohibitions of the XI\'th

Amendment, Congress has full power to afford a rem

edy under that Amendment and in accordance with it.

. Civil rights, such as are guaranteed by the Con

stitution ngainst State aggression, cannot be impaired

by the wrongful acts of individuals, unsupported by

State authority in the shape of laws, customs, or judi

cial or executive proceedings. if the wrongful

act of an individual is not sanctioned in some way by

the State, the rights of the injured party remain in

full force, and may presumably be vindicated by re

sort to, the laws of the State for redress." 1

Some of the States have laws embodying the sub

stance (if not couched in the identical language) of the

first and second sections of the act of 1875, as to the

subject-matter of which Congress had no legislative

power in the first instance, not being legislation cor

rective of enactments, or actions on the part of a State

or States. Thus, for example, the Civil Rights Act of

April 9, 1878, of New York provides that: No citizen of

this State shall, by reason of race, color, or previous

condition of servitude, be excepted or excluded from

the full and equal enjoyment of any accommodation,

advantage, facility or privilege furnished by innkeep

ers or common carriers, or by owners, managers or

lessees of theaters or other places of enjoyment; by

teachers and offlcers of coiwnon schools and public in

stitutions of learning, or by cemetery associations.

The violation of this section is a misdemeanor punish

able by a fine of not less than fifty nor more than five

hundred ddlars '

See further (_‘.rnzx.v, Amendments, p. 183; Scnoom

Won/i.\'. Compare LIBERTY, Civil.

_______—____—_—————

1 Civil Rights Cases, 109 U. S. 8, 8-26 (1883). Dissent

lng opinion by Harlan. J., ib. 26-62. ‘

’ Ibill. ll, 17, 25. See also United States v. Buntin. 10

F. R. 730. 71i8(1R82), cases.

‘See Penn. Act 19 May, 1887 (P. L. 7'2); 7 Alb. Law J.

‘B (1875); 8 id. 8 (1878).
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' Common right. When it is said that a

franchise is a privilege which does not be

long to individuals by “ common right,” the

meaning is that the privilege is not a right

which pertains to the citizens by common

law.

" This common law of England is sometimes called

right, sometimes common right, and sometimes com

mon justice." 1

In her own right. Added to the words “ femo

nole owner," merely repeats one of the necemary

qualities of ownership. The phrase neither enlarges,

abridges, nor qualifies the meaning of the word

"owner." There is no greater necessity for its use

than for the addition of “ absolute “ to “ fee-simple." '

Legal right. A right which is recog

nized and protected by a court of common

law. Equitable right. A right recognized

and protected by a court of equity.‘

Petition of right and of right. See under Pr

'l'l'l‘lON.

Private and public right. See Jvs,

Privatum, etc.

Reserved right. Rights withheld from

a representative, or from a government; as,

the rights retained by the States or the peo

ple, at the creation of the national govern

ment. See Bill of Rights; STATE, 3 (2).

Right of way. See WAY.

Rightful. Possessing right under the law ;

authorized by law: as, the rightful execu

tor, heir.

Vested right. Something more than such

a mere expectation as may be based upon an

anticipated continuance of the present gen

eral laws; a title, legal or equitable, to the

present or future enforcement of a demand,

or a legal exemption of a demand made by

another.‘

It is only when rights have become vested under

laws that the citizen can claim a protection to them as

property. Rights do not vest until all the conditions

of the law have been fulfilled with exactitude during

its continuance, or a direct engagement has been

made, limiting legislative power over and producing

an obligation.‘

When a right has arisen upon a contract or a trans

action in the nature of a contract authorized by stat

ute, and has been so far perfected that nothing remains

____—_——_--_-—-———————

ISp:-iniz Valley Water Works 1:. Schottler, 6'1 Cal.

107 (1882), Thornton, J., quoting Coke‘: inst. 142 a.

' Dow 1-. Gould. &:c. Mining Co., 81 Cal. 649 (1807)

' See 1 Story, Eq. i 25.

' Cooley, Const Lim. 445.

lState Bank of Ohio v. Knoop, 16 How. an (1858),

Campbell, J.; Morton 11. Nebraska, 21 Wall. 660, 07!

(1874).
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to be done by the party asserting it, the repeal of the

statute does not affect it or an action for its enforce

ment. it has become a vested right, which stands in

dependent of the statute.1

Writ of right. In case a right of possession is

barred by a recovery upon the merits in a possessory

action, or by the statute of limitations, a claimant in

fee—simple may have a mere writof right,-— the highest

writ in the law.‘

Abolished in England by statute of 8 and 4 Wm. IV

(I833), c. 27, and by the Common Law Procedure Act of

1860, 5 %.

RHVG. 1. See SELL, 1.

2. Persons united with the view of exer

cising control over political affairs, or over

commercial or stock-exchange transactions,

for selfish ends; a combination for illegit

imate purposes; a clique.’ See COMBINA

'l'l0N, 2.

RINGING BELLS. See NOISE; N131

sancn.

RINGING UP. This custom, in vogue

among brokers and commission merchants,

is founded in commercial convenience, and,

when not adopted to promote a gambling

transaction, is lawful.‘

RINK. See Exnmmos.

RIOT.5 Where three or more actually

do an unlawful act of violence, either with

or without a common cause or quarrel; as,

if they beat a man, or do other unlawful act

with force and violence, or even do a lawful

act, as, removing a nuisance, in a violent and

‘ tumultuous manner.‘

A tumultuous disturbance of the peace,

by three persons or more assembling together

of their own authority, with an intent mut

ually to assist one another, against any one

who shall oppose them, in the execution of

some enterprise of a private nature, and

afterward actually executing the same in a

violent and turbulent manner, to the terror

of the people, whether the act intended was

of itself lawful or unlawful."

 

lPacific Mail Steamship Co. v. Jolifl'e,2 Wall. 450,

(M (1864), Field, J.

'8 Bl. Com. 193.

(1314)

' ['Worcestor's Dict.

‘Ward v. Vosburgh, 81 F. R. 12 (1887); Clarke v. Fem,

7 Biss. 548 (1878).

' F. riote, a brawling, strife.

'4 Bl. Com. H8. See also Whitley v. State, 66 Ga.

666 (1881).

'1 Hawkins. Pl. 0.. ch. 28, p. 513.

in-cl. 4! N. H. 84 (1833)~

See Green v. Liter, B Cranch, 242

See also State v.
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There must be an unlawful assembly: then, what

ever act will make a trespass, will constitute a riot.I

If persons who have met fora lawful purpose after

ward form and execute an unlawful intention. this

may be sufficient; and the unlawful act is evidence of

the unlawful intent.‘

Riot Act. Statute of Geo. I (1714), c. 5, for the

luppremion of riots. Provides that if any twelve per

sons D..‘c unlawfully assembled to the disturbance of

the peace, any justice of the peace, sheriff, or mayor

of a town may, if he shall think proper, command

them by proclamation todisperse. Then, if they con

temn his order and continue together for one hour

afterward, such contempt shall be a felony.‘

The Riot Act was passed by reason of the tumult

attendant upon the accession of George I to the throne.

The act made it a felony to unlawfully assemble and

demolish any church or dwelling-house; and provided

that the inhabitants of the district should be liable for

all damage done. The laws upon the subject were

consolidated in 1827, by 7 and 8 of George IV, c. 81.

The principle of the original act has been adopted in

the legislation of Pennsylvania.‘

The right to reimbursement for damages caused by

a mob or riotous assemblage is not founded upon con

tract. It is a statutory right, and can be withdrawn or

limited at the pleasure of the legislature of a State.

Municipal corporations are invested with authority to

mtablish a police to guard against disturbances; and

it is their duty to exercise their authority so as to pre~

vent violence from any cause, particularly from mobs

and riotous assemblages. It has therefore been gen

erally considered as a just burden to require them to

make good any loss sustained from the acts of such

assemblages which they should have repressed. The

imposition has been supposed to create. in the holders

of property liable to taxation, an interest to discourage

and prevent movements tending to such violent pro

ceedings. But, however considered, the imposition is

simply a measure of legislative policy, in no respect

resting upon contract, and subject, like all other

measures of policy. to any change the legislature may

see fit to make. either in the extent of the liability or

in the means of its enforcement.I

See Assnnnnr. Unlawful; Cousrnuov; Mos; Rom;

Tansos.

RIPARIAN.‘ Relating to the bank of a

stream or other water—river, lake. or sea:

as, riparian —- proprietors, rights, States.

.—__———__,_
I The Queen 0. Soley, 11 Mod. '115 (1708), Holt, 0. J.

‘United States v. McFarland, 1 Cranch, C. C. 140

(1808). See also, generally, Commonwealth v. Daley,

4 Pa. Law J. 150 (1844); Commonwealth v. Hare, ib.

257 (1841); Charge of King, P. J., ib. 29: 2 Clark, 275;

People v. Judson (Astor Place case), 11 Daly, 1, 17, 83

(1819); State v. Jenkins, 14 Richard L. 215 (1867): N

Am. Dec. 136-88, cases.

I [4 Bl. Corn. 145.

‘ County of Allegheny v. Gibson,90 Pa. 405 (1879).

Paxson. J. Railroad riot of July 21-4, 1817.

I Louisiana v. Mayor of New Orleans, 109 U. S. M

88 (1996). Field, J.

' L. ripe, shore of a river.
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Riparian proprietor. An owner of

land bounded generally upon a stream of

water, and, as such, having a qualified

property in the soil to the thread of the

stream, with the privileges annexed thereto

by law.1

Supra riparian. Concerning water

rights higher up the stream than other sim

ilar rights.

Where opposite banks of unnavigable streams be

long to different persons, the stream and the bed

thereof shall be common to both.‘

The owner of land bounded by a navigable river

hascertain riparian rights; whetherhls title extends

to the middle of the stream or not. Among them are

free access to the navigable part of the stream, and

the right to make a landing, wharf, or pier for his own

use or for the use of the public. These, being valu

able property rights, may be taken by the public after

due compensation is made or secured. They are en

joyed subject to such general laws as the legislature

may prescribe for the protection of the public right in

the river as a navigable stream.‘

In applying the rule, that the line between opposite

shore-owners is the thread of the current, to non-navi

gable ponds and lakes, because of the practical dil’ii

culties encountered, an exception is made, and a grant

is held to extend only to the water‘s edge. ‘

A grant by a government to a private individual of

land upon a navigable river is limited to the shore; a

grant to a political community extends to the middle

of the stream.‘

See Ansvwos; Aqua, Currit, etc.; Fmnsav;

Lass; Mum. 1; Warns.

RIPRAP. A species of wall; stone laid

into a kind of shingling, upon the slope of

an embankment, at such points as are likely

to be washed by water.‘

RISK. Danger, hazard, peril; the prob

ability that an insurer may be called upon

to pay a loss, and the anticipated cause of

that loss. Spoken of as fire, life, and marine

risks.

Builder's risk. The danger to an insured

subject from work being done by mechanics

in building, altering, or repairing; specific

Ics ;

 

I Bardwell v. Ames, 22 Pick. 8500889), Shaw, 0. J.

' R. S. 5 2476.

' Yates v. Milwaukee, 10 Wall. 497, 504-7 (1870), cases,

lIiller.J. See also Weber 1:. Barber Commissioners

of California, 18 £41.65 (1873), Field, J.; Von Dolsen 0.

Mhyor, &c. of New York. 17 F. R. 817, S19 (18%). cases;

109 U. S. 682.

‘ State of lndlana ti. Milk, 11 Bin. 206 (1882), cases,

Gresham. J .

‘Barney v. City of Keokuk, 94 U. S. 324, 836(1870),

Gales. Bradley, J.

‘ Wood u. Vermont Central R. 00., 24 Vt. 610 (1362).

ally, extraordinary danger incident to mate

rial changes in progress.

Where there is no increase of risk, notice to the in

surer may not be required.|

Risks Of navigation. Is more compre

hensive than "perils of navigation." 1 See

further DANCERS; PERIL

See also lssuanzcs; Loss, 2; Cmanna.

RIVER. A body of flowing water of no

specific dimensions — larger than a brook or

rivulet, less than a sea; a running stream

pent on each side by walls or banks.‘

A considerable stream of water that has

a current of its own flowing from higher

level, which constitutes its source, to its

month where it debouches.‘

Banks of rivers are the boundaries which

contain their waters at their highest flow,

making the bed of the river.‘

Rivers have banks, shores, waters, and a bed.

Though naturally navigable, even for boats and rafts,

rivers and the smaller streams are often regarded as

public rights, subject to legislative control, as the

means of creating power for operating mills and ma

chinery, or as furnishing supplies of fish, even where

private persons own the banks and soil under the

water.‘

In many States, the public title to the beds and

shores of navigable streams is confined to tide-water;

in Federal matters, to navigability.’

Proprietors bordering upon streams not navigable,

unless unrestrained by the terms of their grants. hold

to the center of the stream; proprietors on navigable

rivers, under titles from the United States, to the

stream. If the latter hold to the center line, the pub

he have an easement for purposes of a highway.‘

See Awno; AQUA; Ban. 1; Bonnmmr; Cosmsacs;

Dnmsas; Fmnar; lc:; Lavss; Mnnnsa; Navr

omur; Pram; Pnorsarr, Qualified; Rmaaux; Sm;

WATER-IABI.

ROAD. 1. An open way or public pas

sage; ground appropriated for travel. Ge

nerically, includes highway, street, lane.‘

I James 0. Lycoming Fina ins. Co., 4 Clifl. 275-84

(1374). cases, Cllflord, J. On expert evidence as to in

crease of, see 10 Am. Law Rev. 701-13 (1885), cases.

‘ Pitcher v. Hennessey, 48 N. Y. 419 (1872).

‘ Alabama 11. Georgia, 23 How. 513 (1859), Woolrych,

Justice.

4 The Garden City. 26 F. R 7'72 (1%), Brown, J. See

also 14 N. H. 477; 2 Ohio. 497; 8 Gratt. 492; 37 U. C..

Q. B. 50.

‘Howard 0. Ingersoll, 13 How. -415 (1851).

‘ Holyoke Water-power Co. 0. Lyman, 15 Wall. fill»?

(1572), Clitford, J .

' Barney v. Keokuk, 94 U. 8. 836-42 (1876). casea

‘ St. Paul, &o. R. Co. v. Schurmelr, 7 Wall. 8870“);

Banks 0. Ogden, 2 id. 68 (1864).

‘ [Manchester 0. Hartford, 80 0:01 1% (1861): Web

ster.
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Has never been defined to mean land: it is difllcult

lo find I definition which does not include the sense

‘If "way," though the latter word is more generic,

rolerring to many things besides roads. “Road " is

generally applied to a highway, street, or lane, often

Ioa pathway or private way, yet strictly it means

only one particular kind of way.l

May refer to a traveled place or track, without re

gard to the nature of the user, or to the question of

my right thereto in the public.‘

By-road. An obscure or neighborhood

road, not used to a great extent by the pub

lic, yet so far a public road that the public

have, of right, free access to it at all times.‘

Plank-road; turnpike road. See TURN

PIKE.

Private road. A road used by private

persons only.‘

A road must be deemed “ private " when its control

is not under a public ofilcer, and the public are not

hound to keep it in order, and where an individual

might obstruct its use without being guilty of any

public oflense.‘

Public road. A road dedicated to and

kept up by the public.6

Since “ road ” and “street” mean ways

open to public use, the word “ public” is un

necessary, even in an indictment.7

Public roads for travel are often established by ap

plication to the court of quarter sessions, with view,

report, and confirmation. Once established, they pass

into the control and supervision of the township,

county, or other local authorities, and are kept in re

pair by local taxation.I

By the common law, the fee oi‘ the soil remains in the

original owner, with the use of the road in the public.

If vacated by the public, h0resumes exclusive posses

sion of the mound. While used as a highway, he is

entitled to the timber and grass upon the surface, and

to all minerals below it. He may sue in trespass one

who obstructs the road. But the law is otherwise

when be absolutely parts with the fee.‘

Persons authorized to make or improve highways

are not answerable for consequential damages, if they

act within their jurisdiction and with care and skill.

This doctrine is almost universally received. The rea

son is, the State holds its highways in trust tor the

 

lKister v. Reeser, 93 Pa H1881), Turnkey, J. See

also Mining Co. v. Kennedy, 8 Nov. 373 (1867), Beatty,

C. J.; Heiple 1;. East Portland, 13 Oreg. 108 (1885),

cases.

‘ Hart u. Red Cedar, V3 ‘IV is. 638 (1885).

I Wood 1:. Hurd, 34 N. J. L. 89 (1869), Van Syckel, J.;

Yeomans v. Ridgewood, 48 id. 509 (1884).

‘ [Witham u. Osburn, 4 Oreg. 324 (1873).

‘Varner v. Martin, 21 W. Va. 562-65 (1883), Green, J.

‘Mills 1:. State. 20 Ala. 88 (1852); 80 id. 581.

’ Homer 1). State, 49 Md. £86 (1878): 8 Yeates, 421; 4 8.

I R. 166; City of Denver v. Clements. 8 Col. 486 (1877).

' Ritchie 1:. Franklin County, 22 Wall. 75 (1874).

‘ Barclay v. Howell, 6 Pet. ‘(:13 (1832), M’Lean, J.

public. improvements made are her acts, and the

ultimate responsibility rests upon her. Her refusal

to be sued, except as the legislature prescribes, pro

tects her agents. The rule is diflenent as to individu

als who for their own benefit make improvements on

land.I

Properly applied, the principle involved in the rule

is A sound one; but many decisions have gone to the

limit of allowable constitutional construction.‘

Road-bed; road-way. See Rmmosn.

Road, law of. The requirement as to the

side of a highway which the drivers oi’ ve

hicles, horsemen, and pedestrians must take

in order to make traveling safe and easy.

It is the custom in this country for persons meeting

on a highway to pass on the right; but when a horse

man or a light vehicle can pass with safety on the left

of a heavily laden team, the choice of way is to be

given to the latter.‘

The principle thata lootman or horseman cannot

compel a teamster, who has a heavy load, to turn out

of the beaten track, it there is suillcient room for the

former to pass, applies to a light wagon or carriage

with a heavy weight.‘

The fact that a footman crosses a street elsewhere

than at the usual crossing is not per me contributory

negligence which will defeat an action for damages

(or injuries caused by reckless riding or driving.‘

See Anoso-. Dsiiicxriox, 1; OLD; Oman, 1 (7); Rs

rnn, 2; Rows; Srnnnr; Tsavnn; Vnzw; War.

2. Referring to a steam or street railway

see RAILROAD.

3. A place where ships may ride at anchor

at some distance from the shore. Called

also roadstead.

" Hampton Roads “ implies a place of anchorage,

at a distance from shore. There vessels oi’ every

class may anchor at will, anywhere within the area

laid down and described in the charts of the United

States coast survey, as the “ usual anchorage-ground,"

whether within or without the customary track of

steamers.‘

ROBBERY. Open and violent larceny

from the person; the felonious and forcible

taking from the person of another of goods

or money to any value, by violence or put

ting him in fear.7

The felonious taking of goods from the

person of another, or in his presence, by vio

INorthern Transportation Co. v. Chicago, 99 U. S.

641-44 (1878), cases, Strong, J.

|Pumpelly v. Green Bay Co., 18 Wall. 180-81 (1871),

Bwayne, J.

' Grier u. Sampson, 27 Pa. 192 (1856).

‘ Beach 1;. Parmeter, E Pa. 197 (1854). See also Dud

ley v. Belles, 24 Wand. '465 (1840); Parker v. Adams

12 Metc. 417 (1847), cases; Story, Ballm. I599.

‘ Simons v. Gaynor, S9 ind. 166 08$).

‘ The Everman, 2 Hughes, 58 (1874); 7 Ex. 784.

' 4 Bl. Com. 241.
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lance, or by putting him in fear, and against

his will.1

If the taking is neither directly from the person nor

in the presence, it is not robbery. It is immaterial

what the value of the thing may be. The taking must

be by force or by a previous putting in fear: which

distinguishes robbery from other thefts. But the

indictment may charge the use of violence only.

“ Putting in fear “ does not imply any great degree of

terror or fright: it is enough thatso much force or

threatenlng by word or gesture is used as might create

an apprehension of danger, or induce a man to part_

with his property without or against his consent.I

Highway robbery. In England, from about 1500

to 1700, robbery upon or near a highway was a capital

offense: committed elsewhere, the punishment was

less severe.‘

See Lsncnsr; INDICTMENT; Tnsnr.

ROBE. See Gown.

ROCK OIL. See OIL.

ROE, RICHARD. See Dos.

ROGA'I'ORYJ See Lnrrass, page 618.

ROGUE. See Vsoassr.

ROLL. 1. A sheet of parchment on which

proceedings were entered.

A schedule of parchment, which may be

rolled up like a pipe or tube, sheet to sheet,

or so tacked together that the whole length

might be wound into a spiral roll.ii

When the art of book-binding was little used, econ

omy suggested the adding of one sheet of parchment

to another. to form a record-book. The roll on which

the issue was entered was called the “issue roll," and

the file comprising the papers necessary to support

the judgment, when all lk‘ll€d in order, was (or still is)

called the “ judgment roll.”

2. The record of a court or oflice ; ' a record,

a register or registry, qq. v.

Enroll; inroll. ( 1) To transcribe, as, a

deed, on a roll. Sec REGISTRY, Of vessels.

(2) To record, as, a decree, a legislative bill.

The legislative practice has been to enroll a bill or

joint resolution, for signing by the presiding oflicers,

and for preservation in the ofllce of the secretary of

state. The enrolled bill should be regarded as the

original act. But it does not follow that enrollment is

essential to the validity of a statute.’

Master of rolls. The judge, in the Eng

lish court of chancery, who has the custody

' United States v. Jones, 8 Wash. 210 (1818), Washing

ton, J. See also Baldw. 08; 5 Blatch. 11; B6 Ga.165;

1 Idaho, 769; 16 Miss. 401; 1 Ohio St. 425; 7E1. 784.

' 4 Bi. Com. 241-42; 351nd.400; 68 Mo. 1581; 69 id. 818;

6 Park. Or. 042.

' Bee 4 Bl. Com. 243. .

' Rlig’-atory.

' [Colman v. Shattuck, 2 Hun. 502 (1874), Iamont, J.

Same case, 82 N. Y. 8-18.

' See 8 Bl. Com. 2‘.

' Koehlarv.H.ill,60Iowa,653—b-4 (ISU).

 

of the rolls of all patents and grants which

pass by the great seal, and oi’ the records in

chancery.

He likewise presides in the Rolls Court. as assistant

to the lord chancellor, and is the chief master in

chancery.l

Under the Judicature Acts he is a judge of the high

court, and an exoflicio member of the court of ap

peals. -

Strike off the roll. When an attorney

is disbarred from practicing before a court,

his name is expunged from the list of the

members of that court. See AITOBNEY.

BOLLHVG-STOCK. The movable prop

erty of a railroad; such property as in its

ordinary use is taken from one part of the

line to another, as, cars and locomotives.2

Some decisions make the rolling-stock of railroad

a fixture, part of the corpus of the road; other de

cisions make it personalty. In a few States, the pre

cise nature is defined by statute.I

ROMAN LAW. The common law of

England has been largely influenced by the

Roman law, in several respects: 1. Through

the ecclesiastical courts, their canon lawbeing

founded on the Roman law. 2. Through the

court of chancery, all the early chancellors

being ecclesiastics, familiar with the canon

law, if not with the Roman system. 3.

Through the development of commercial

law.‘

The Roman law had great influence upon the early

common law, not so much by the copying oi’ text into

it as by the spirit and methods of study it introduced,

and the disposition it engendered to refer rules to

principles. Blackstone, Kent, and other great

writers. owe much in their arrangement and outline

to Roman works.‘ -

See special terms, such H Cnmcanms, 1; Equrrv;

FAMJIDIAN; Fss,8; Larry; Osuosrros, 1: Joe; Paar:

Paras; Pnnu; Rzsrosss; Usurancrus; Vrrro.

BONDS. See GAME, 2.

ROOM. See BURGLARY; House; Tass

MENT.

ROSTER. A corruption of register,-— a

register, list, catalogue.

I See 3 Bl. Com. 442, 450; 1 Spence, Eq. J. 100, 857.

' Ohio & Miss. R. Co. 11. Weber, 96 Ill. 448 (188)),

Dickey, J.

ISee generally 4 South. Law Rev. 1%-287 (1818),

cases; 28 How. 117; 8 Dill. 412; 23 I11. 800; 54 Me. #38;

25 Barb. 485; 11Am. R. 751; 58 Mo.17; 29 N. J. 15.811;

52 N. Y. 521; 54 id. 814; 21Wia. 44; 2 Rodi. Railr. 504;

Jones, Railr. 515 140-87, cases.

‘ Hadley, Roman Law, 43-48.

‘ 3 Columbia Jurist, 74 (1886); 1 Pomeroy, Eq. 55 it

55; Here, Contr._ Index. See "The Roman Law in

Bracton," 1 Law Quar. Rev. 425-41 (1885); “ The Roman

Bar.“ 15 Alb. Law J. 405 (1877).
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BOUT. Wliere three or more persons

meet to do an unlawful act upon a common

quarrel, as, forcibly breaking down fences

upon a right claimed of common or of way,

and mnke some advances toward it.I

A disturbance of the peace by persons as

sembling together with an intent to do a

thing which, if executed, will make them

rioters, and actually making a motion toward

the execution thereoi’.2

Compare Asssunnv, Unlawful; Rwr.

ROUTE. A way used in going from one

place to another.

Power to change the route or location of a railroad

does not include power to change the termini; they

are excluded from the common acceptation of the

word.‘ .

SeeAnovr, 2; Anose; Dmscr, 1; MAIL-BOUTI; Run

BOLD

ROUTINE. See Gomez, 2.

ROYALTY. A prerogative or superior

ity of the king; also, the amount due to the

lessor of a mine.‘ See MINES. '

In modern usage, a sum paid by one who

uses the patent of another, at a certain rate

for each article manufactured ;9 also, the sum

paid per volume by a publisher who prints

and sells a book which another has composed

and copyrighted.

RULE. 1, v. (1) To hold, lay down, de

cide: as, to rule testimony admissible as evi

dence, to rule on a proposition of law.

Overrule. To rule against, reject, refuse

to allow or receive: as, to overrule a motion,

-a plea, an exception.

Also, for a court to decide a question of

law contrary to a decision in a former case.

Whence overruled case. Compare REVERSE.

(2) To make or enter a formal order or di

rection.

2, n. Such order or mandate itself. Com

pare MOTION, 2.

A court, or its oiiicer, grsnm a rule to show cause,

to make a return, to file a declaration or a plea, to

make it reference, to strike 0!! an entry, etc.

Peremptory rule. An order which is to

be observed promptly and fully, without

argument contra.

 

1 4 Bl. Corn. 146.

' Hawkins, Pi. Cr. ch. 65, i 14.

' Attorney-General v. West Wisconsin R. Co., 36 W13,

(M (1871), “En route," see ili'Lean v. United States,

17 Ct. Cl. 90 (1881).

‘ Bee 1 Bl. Com. 29¢.

' [Webster's Diet

Rule absolute. Said of a rule to show

cause which has been heard and a peremp

tory order therein made that a party do as

required in the rule. Rule nisi or rule to

show cause. A direction that a party do,

or be permitted to do, a specified act unless

(nisi) a legal reason be shown or appears for

his not doing it.

A day is appointed for hearing a rule to show cause

why the thing requested should not be done. At this

hearing, after argument, and, perhaps, the considera

tion of testimony, the rule is either discharged or

made absolute, according as the objection is or is not

sufflcient in law.‘

Rule of course. A rule granted by an

oificer of a court, as a matter of ‘routine,

and without application being first made to

a judge of the court itself. Called also of

fice rule, and, formerly, side-bar rule.

Rule day. A day designated under a

rule of court for the performance of some

duty required of a litigant.

Rule of court. An order made by a

court of record. (1) A special order in a par

ticular case. See REFERENCE. (2) A general

requirement, usually in writing, applicable

to all cases of a class.

General rules of court. Standing orders,

made by a court, to regulate its general prac

tice.” ‘

Express power to establish rules of court has been

conferred by statute upon courts of record. At the

same time. such courts have an inherent right to make

rules to regulate their practice and to expedite the

determination of suits and- other proceedings, the

rules being consistent with the constitution and laws

of the State. Otherwise, the public business could not

be dispatched.‘

Regularity, justice, and dispatch are the objects of

rules of court. They are indispensable to routine

business.‘

But they cannot abridge a right secured by positive

law: as, alter the general law of evidence,‘ or the

statutory manner oi’ serving it notice; nor mid terms

to an arbitration law;' nor supersede a special rule

 

1 See Stearns v. Barrett, 1 Mas. 162-63 (1816).

‘See Owens 0. Ranstead, 22 ill. 178 (1859); Deming 1:.

Foster, 4-1 N. K, 178 (1860); Dougherty ti. Thsyer, 78 id.

172 (1875).

Ivanattn v. Anderson, 8 Binn. 428 (1811); Barry 11.

Randolph, ib. Y” (1811); Fullerton ll. Bank of United

States, 1 Pet. '618(i828); Jones v. Rlttenhouse, 87 ind.

350 (1882); 43 Cal. 179; 22 ill. 173;1B La. An. 70B;12

Md. 463; 5Pick. 512; 9 Oreg. 121; 25 Pa. 516.

° Magill‘s Appeal, 59 Pa. 480 (1863).

' Patterson u, Winn, 6 Pet. '274 (1831); 5 W. & 8. 175.

' Hickerneil v. First Nat. Bank of Cariisle, 62 Pa. 147

(1669); 118. & R lfll; 8111.250.
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where that is contemplated; I nor supersede a stat

ute;' nor affect jurisdiction.‘ In one case, an imper

fection in a statute was remedied by means of a rule.‘

It is not essential that a rule of practice be estab

lished by a written order: it may be by a uniform

mode of proceeding.‘

A rule of court must operate prospectively]!

An attorney is bound to know the rules of his own

court.’

The expediency of a rule is determined by the sound

discretion of the court by whose authority it is estab

lished. Only where wrong is manifest will that die

cretion be interfered with.‘

Discretion in applying a rule to a particular case

must be authorized by the rule itself.’ For the sake

of certainty, no departure should be made from a

plain, written, express rule."

The court is the best judge of its own rules; an ap

pellate court will not reverse for a construction not

palpably erroneous."

Many regulations of practice introduced into Eng

land by statute have been the objects of rules of court

in this country."

The court of common pleas of Philadelphia had

written rules as early as 1788. Collections were pub

lished in Western Pennsylvania in 1791, 1796, and 1811."

The Judiciary Act of 1789,§ 17, confers authority on

the Federal courts to establish all rules necessary for

the ordinary conduct of their business, not repugnant

to the laws of the United States. The act empowers

the Supreme Court to regulate the practice of the dis

trict and circuit courts; and empowers those courts

themselves to make such regulations of their practice

as may be necessary to advance justice and to prevent

delays."

Like power is conferred upon the court of claims."

Rules in admiralty are promulgated in accordance

with a special statute."

I Ringwalt u. Brindle, 59 Pa. 54 (1868); contra, Dough

erty v. Thayer, 78 id. 178 (1875).

' Gates 1;. Mack, 6 C01. 408 (1882).

' The St. Lawrence, 1 Black. 527 (1861).

‘ Cochran v. Loring. 17 Ohio, 409 (1848).

‘Duncan 1:. United States, 7 Pet. '451 (1883); contra,

Owens v. Ranstead, W 111. 178 (1859). See also State v.

Ensley, 10 Iowa, 150-51 (1859).

' Dewey v. Humphrey, 5 Pick. 187 (1827); 11 S. & R.

131.

' Dearborn v. Dearborn, 15 Mass. 819 (1818).

B Gannon o. Fritz, 70 Pa. 807 (1875); 7 Watts, 64,

‘Thompson v. Hatch, 3 Piclr. 516 (1820); 4 id. 189; 5

id. 187; E Di. 178; 22 Md. ‘295: 2 Dak. 467.

1° Alexander 0. Alexander, 5 Pa. 277 (1847); 56 id. 188;

59 id. 430', so id. 272; 18 La. An. 703.

" Coleman u. Nantn, 68 Pa. 178 (1869), cases,

"Vanatta. v. Anderson, 8 Binn. 417 (1811); 85 Pa. 416.

" Barry 1:. Randolph, 8 Binn. 277 (1811); 2 Brown,

App. 1-14; Wilkins 1:. Anderson, 11 Pa. 899 (1849);

Fleming 1:. Beck, 48 id. 809 (1864).

“ R. 8. ii 917-18, cases. See Rules of the Supreme

Court, announced Jan. 7, 1884, in 108 U. 5. 578-912, in

dex, 625.

" R. S. 5 1070.

"5SL L 518: B. S.|917:118 U. S. 619.

 

The equity rules prescribed by the Supreme Oourt

hind all the Federal courts.l

The rules of the high court of chancery in England

are of force as analogies.I

But Congress has not empowered the circuit and

district courts to make rules touching the mode of

taking testimony.I

3. A canon; a principle: as, a rule of con

struction, a case governed by a certain rule,

a rule established by or deducible from the

decisions or authorities; a rule of law, of

practice or procedure, of evidence or of

pleading, qq. 1;.

Rule of property. An established prin

ciple regulating the ownership and transfer

of property.

A decision with respect to the law under which

property is held, enjoyed, and transferred, is some

times said to create or indicate the "rule of prop

erty."

Where a course of decisions, whether founded upon

statutes or not, have become rules of property as laid

down by the highest courts of the state, by which is

meant the rules governing the descent, transfer, or

sale of property, and the rules which affect the title

and possession thereof, they are to be treated, by the

Federal courts, as the laws of that state.‘

Rules and regulations. Power “to establish a

uniform rule of naturalization,“ “ to make allneedful

rules and regulations respecting property be

longing to the United States," “to regulate com

merce," gives plenary control over those subjects.

But power to make rules and regulations on a partic

ular subject is, in cases, lirhited to the mode and form,

the time and circumstance, and not to the substance.‘

Sre Rsonura. ‘

RUMOR. Popular report.

In England, and in some of the States, it has been

held that in an action of slander, under the gclieral

issue, the defendant may prove, in mitigation of dam

ages, that when the words were uttered a general

rumor or report existed in the neighborhood that the

plaintiff was guilty of the otfcnse charged. In other

States. it has been held that such testimony is inad

missible.' -

Where it appeared that a libelous article was

ta-kenfrom a neighboring sheet as news, with no cir

cumstance of aggravation or malice, it was held that

 

1 M‘I)onald v. Smalley, 1 Pet. ‘($25 (1828); Hornbuckle

v. Toornbs, 18 Wall. 652 (1878).

‘Rhoda Island u. Massachusetts, 14 Pet. 258 (18-40);

Pennsylvania 0. Wheeling, &c. Bridge Co., 18 How. 460

(1&'>5;: Evory v. Candee, 17 Blatch. 208 (1879).

‘Randall v. Venable, 17 F. R. 162 (1888). See gener

ally. as to rules of court, 25 Am. Law Reg. 188-90 (1886),

cases.

‘ Bucher v. Cheshire R. Co.,125 U. S. 00 (1888). M11

ler, J.

' Hamilton u. Diilin, 21 Wall. 92 (1874), Bradley, J.

' Peass o. Shippen, 8) Pa. 514-15 (1876), cases; bl

id. 545, 421.
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the plaintiff was entitled to compensation for the

injury suffered, and the manner of the publication

could be considered either in mitigation or aggrava

tion.I

RUN. 1. To stroll without restraint or

confinement; as, for an animal “ to run at

large.” See AT Lanes.

2. To pass, spread, communicate; as, in a

statute providing for the payment of dam

ages by a person who set a fire that,“run

upon the land ” of another.2

3. To continue to be valid or binding, to

possess legal eflicacy: a bond or a lease may

“ run for a term ” of years, and a note for

days or months. ' "

4. A covenant " runs with land "when the

liability to perform it, 'or the right to take

advantage of it, passes to the assignee or pur

chaser.‘ See Covsnm, Real.

5. The statute of limitations "begins to

run ” when the cause of action first becomes

subject to its operation.

And when the statute has once begun, it continues

to run until its effect is complete.‘ See I..nn'rA'r1on, 8;

Tunes. Nullum, etc.

6. Warrants of commitment and indict

ment “ run in the name ” of a State when

they bear upon their face the name of the

proper State as the nominal actor or prosecu

tor. See further PEOPLE.

Running account. See ACCOUNT, 1.

Running at large. See RUN, 1.

Running days. See Wonnmo Dns.

Running policy. See Issumncn, Pol

icy of.

Running water. See Aqua, Currit.

S.

B. As an abbreviation, is in common use

for same, section, select, senate, senior, ses

sion or sessions, sherifl’, southern, special,

State or States, statute, superior, supreme,

surrogate:

8. B. Senate bill.

S. C. Same case; select cases; supreme

court.

‘Edwards v. Kansas City Times Co., 82 F. R. 818

(I887).

'Ayer v. Starkey, 30 Conn. 306 (1861).

'Spencer‘s Case, 1 Sm. L. C. 187-238, cases: 5 Coke,

id (1588); Willard v. Worsham, 76 Va. 396 (1862); Shaber

I. St. Paul Water 00., 80 Minn. 182-88 (1383).

‘Sohn v. Waterson, 17 WalL 506 (1878); Croxall v.

Blmrcrd, 5 id. W (1866)

. D. Southern district. See D, 8.

J. Senior judge; special judge.

. L. Session laws; statute laws.

S. P. Same principle; supra protest

SS. Scilicet. See Scmn, Scilicet.

SABBATH. Sabbath and Sunday are

used indiscriminately to denote the Christian

Sabbath.1 See SUNDAY.

SEVITIA. L. Raging, ferocity: fierce

ness, savageness, barbarity, cruelty, violence.

In divorce legislation, personal violence

inflicted or menaced, and affecting life or

health; also, obscene and revolting inde

cencies.'

SAFES. See Toon.

SAFETY. See Pomcs, 2; Wsnnns.

SAID; AFORESAID. As employed in

legal writings, convey certainty of reference.

When a name. once introduced into a pleading, is

repeated, the repetition must be by such a term of

reference as will identify the person named in the

latter instance as the one before named- as by “ said,"

“aforesaid," or other term of similar import; other

wise the latter description will be ill for uncertainty.

But when there are two or more antecedent person!

or subjects to which the name may be referred, it is

necessary to use “ first aforesaid." “last aforesaid,"

or other term of equivalent import.I

“ Said," in an entry, is a relative term, and refers

to its next [nearest] antecedent.‘

But, in construing a will, there is no invariable rule

which refers "said" to the last antecedent, ifto so

apply it would be at variance with the context.I

In an indictment, “ said" will be referred to the

next antecedent only when the meaning plainly re

quires it.‘ See Sucn.

SAIL. A stipulation in a charter-party

that the vessel is “now sailed or about to

sail with cargo," is a stipulation that she has

her cargo on board and is ready to sail.'I

Sailing. Within the meaning of a char

ter-party, complete readiness for the sea,

with an intention to proceed at once on the

voyage.8

If a ship quits her moorings and removes, though a

short distance, being perfectly ready to proceed upon

her voyage, and is detained by some subsequent occur

8

S

S

' 1 State v. Drake, 64 N. C. 591 (1870).

' Briggs v. Briggs, 24 S. C. 880 (1885).

' Gould, Plead. 78, cases.

' Ellis v. Horine, 1 A. K. Marsh. '4lB (i818).

I Healy u. Bealy, 9 Irish Eq. 418 (i875).

' Wilkinson 1:. State, 10 Ind. 878 (1853): 2 Kent, 555‘

84 La. An. 829; 115 Mass. 544; I32 id. 566; 16 Op. Att.

Gen. 236; l0 East, 508.

7 Davison v. Von Lingen, 118 U. S. 49 (1885).

‘Bowen 1:. Hope Ins. Co., W Pick. B78 (1888), Shaw,

Chief Justice.

(58)
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nnce. that is a sailing; otherwise. if at the time she

quits her moorings and hoists sail she is not in a con

dition to complete the voyage.I

Some progress, though by a tow-boat. may be nec

emery.‘ See Sn. At sea.

Sailor. See SHIPPING.

SALARY.‘ The per annum compensa

tion to men in oflicial and in some other posi

Cons.‘

In Indiana. there have been three modes of making

oonipensatlon: by a “salary." as defined above; by

“ wages.“ which are compensation for services by the

day. week, etc.. as. of laborers. commissioners. and

others; and by "fees." which are compensation for

particular acts or services. as. of clcrks. sheriflis. law

yers. physicians.‘

According to the most approved lexicographers.

" salary “ and “ wages "are synonymous. Both mean.

“a sum of money periodically paid for services ren

dered.“ If there is any dilferenco in the popular

sense. it is in the application to more or less honorable

services.‘

See COMPENSATION. 1; Euowumrr; Fix, 8; hunts;

Orms. Cum onere.

SALE. 1. A transmutation of property

from one man to another in consideration of

some price or recompense in value.‘

Technically. a transfer of property in con-'

sideration of a price paid therefor in money.

But it may not mean this.1

A transfer of the absolute or general prop

erty is a thing for a prim in money.8

A transfer of the absolute title to property

for a certain agreed price. A contract be

tween two parties, one of whom acquires

thereby a property in the thing sold, and the

other parts with it for a valuable considera

tion.9

A transfer of property for a fixed price in

money or its equivalentJ°

Property or money may be said to be the price of a

service; but it can hardly be said that the service is

the price of the property or money. or that the prop

 

‘ Pittegrew v. Pringie. 8 Barn. & Ad. 519 ($32). Ten

terden. C. J.; Pedersen o. Pagenstecher. 82 F. R. 818

(18%. cases.

I The Francesco Cum. 4 W. N. C. 416 (i8i“7.)

' From solarium. which in turn is from mi. salt-—

an article in which Roman soldiena were paid; that is.

I8-It-money.

‘ Cowdin v. Hull. 10 Ind. 86 (1857). Perkins. J.

ICommonvvealth ea: rei. Wolfe 0. Butler. 99 Pa. 542

(1882). Sharswood. C. J.

'2 BL Corn. 446. 9.

' [Howard v. Harris. 8 Allen. 298 (1M4). Blgelow. C. J.

' Benjamin. Sales. $1; 71 N. C. 455.

' Story. Sales. 1 1; 95 Pa. 158.

" Five Per Cent. Cases. 110 U. 8. 478 (1884). Gray. J.;

It 68.
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ertyor money is sold to the person performing the

service.I

2. A contract for the transfer of property

from one person to another, for a valuable

consideration.2

A contract between parties, to give and to

pass rights of property for money,— which

the buyer pays or promises to pay to the

seller for the thing bought and sold.‘

The essential idea is that of an agreement

or meeting of minds by which a title passes

from one. and vests in another.‘

The view which seems to recbnciie all uses of the

word most satisfactorily is to regard a sale as a con

tract or agreement for transferring ownership. and not

as the very transfer itself. it may then be applied to

lands and rights in action. as it daily is. as well as to

chattels. This view also supports the convenient ex

pressions "conditional." “executed " and “ unexc

cuted “ sales.I

To constitute a valid sale there must be: competent

parties; mutual assent; a thing. the absolute or gen

eral property in which is transferred from the so-'ller to

the buyer; and a price in money paid or promised.‘

A commutation of goods for goods is an “ ex

change.“ A transferring of goods for money is a

" sale.“ '

in a “barter" the consideration. instead of being

paid in moneyI is paid in goods or merchandise sue

ceptible of a valuation.I

When a liquor-dealer furnishes liquor and receives

in payment therefor pool-checks. which he has pre

viously sold. worth the price of the liquor. the trans

action is not a sale. but a barter.‘

The diflerence between a “sale on credit" and a

“ bailment " may be illustrated thus: it I deposit

wheat to be stored and kept for me. the property re

mains in me. But if 1 simply leave the grain and su

thorize the baiiee to sell it for his own benefit and not

as my agent. he to pay me the value when I demand

it the transaction is a sale on credit."

1 Five Per Cent. Cases. ante.

I 2 Kent. 468.

I Williamson 1;. Berry. 8 How. 544 (1850), Wayne. J.

' Butler v. Thomson. 92 U. 8. 415 (1875). Hunt. J.

‘[2 Abbott, Law Dic. as See also 13 F. R. 541; 154

Ala. 258; 87 Ark. 418; 26 Conn. 81; 1 Ind. 69; Wiowa.

178; 71 id. 217; 107 Mass. 550; 10 Mich. 2'31; K) Mo. ‘Z57;

5 Nab. 269: 88 N. C. 670; 35 N. H. 448; 83 Pa. 898; 85 id.

163; 44 Wis. 691.

' Benj. Sales. 5 1; Gardner v. Lane. 12 Allen. 48

(1866). Bigelow, C. J. Transactions resembling sales,

27Cent. Law J. 186-38 (1888). casea

" 2 Bi. Com. 446.

' Commonwealth v. Davis. 12 Bush, 241 (1876); Cooper

0. State, 87 Ark. 413 (1881).

' Massey v. State. 74 Ind. 868 (1881). See also Marmot

v. State. 48 id. 21 (1874); Rlckart 0. People. 79 11]. Eli

(1875); State 0. Mercer. 32 Iowa. 405 (1871); Seim v.

State. 55 Md. 566 (1880); Commonwealth v. Smith, 101

Mass. 144 (1869); 8 Allen. 297; B0 Ala. 591.

" hicCabs o. iiciiinstry. 5 Dill. 515 (1878). Dillon. J. BIO
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Absolute sale. A sale which has been

completed or perfected; a sale outright.

Conditional sale. Takes effect or is to be

come complete on the performance of a con

dition.

If the transaction resolves itself into a security,

whatever may be its form, it is in equity is "mart,

gage." If it be not a security, it may be a conditional

D16 or an absolute purchase, or n l;~nse.l

in the case of a conditional sale the vendee has a

eonveyable and an attachable interest, which can be

transformed into an absolute sale by the performance

of the condition.‘

A contract for the sale of personalty, tobedeliv

ered at once to the vendce, the title to remain in the

vendor until the price is paid, is valid.‘

It is sometimes difficult to determine whether a

contract is itself a sale of personalty so as to pass

ownership to the vendee, or a sale on condition to be

consummated only when the condition shall be per

formed. or a mere agreement to soil. Whether the

property passes or not is dependent upon the inten

tion of the parties. Following are the rules by which

to construe such contracts: 1. When the vendor is to

do a thing to the property in order to put it into the

state in which the vendee is bound to accept it, the

doing of that thing is a condition precedent to the vest

ing of the property. 2. if a thing is to bedone to

ascertain the price, as. by Weighing, measuring, etc.,

where the price is to depend upon the quantity or

quality. the doing of that thing is also a condition pre

cedent to the transfer, although the individual goods

be ascertained. 3. Where the buyer is todoa thing

as a consideration on which the passing of the prop

erty depends, the property will not pass until the con

dition is fulfilled. though the goods be delivered into

his hands.‘

In the absence of fraud, an agreement for a condi

tional sale of personal property accompanied by de

livery is valid, as well against third persons as against

the parties to the transaction.

A bailee of personal property who receives it under

an agreement that he may purchase it on the per

formance of conditions on his part, cannot convey

title to it or subject it to execution for his own debts,

until performance of the conditions on which the

agreement to sell is made l

 

also Rahiliy u. Wilson, 8 id. 4% (1878); Austin v. Selig

man, 18 F. R 519 (1888).

I Fiagg 1.1. Mann, 2 Sumn. 588 (1837), StoryI J .

! Vincent 1:. Cornell, 18 Pick. 296 (1832); Day 1:. Baa

sett, 102 liiass. 447 (1819); Carrier v. Knapp, 11? id. 324

(1875).

| Cooley v. Gillan. 54 Conn. 80, S3 (1886).

‘ Elgee Cotton Cases, 22 Wall. 187-96 (1871), cases,

Strm-,5. J.; Heryford v. Davis. 102 U. S. 2460880); Pope

uv Allis. 115 id. 368, 871-”? (1385), cases,

'Harkness u. Russell, 118 U. S. 663, 667-82 (1886),

Bradley, J ,, reviewing many cases, American and

English, Compare Davidson 1:. Davis, 125 id. 90, 08

(1838), See generally 23 Cent. Law J . 436 (1886), cases;

in Am. Law Beg. 818-17 (1886), cases; ‘27 id. 586-008

(18),M

Conditional saies were valid by the common law,

and their validity was not affected by the Statute of

Frauds: but there is much contrariety of reasoning

and decision relative to their validity in the diiferent

States, and often to some extent in the same State.1

See Issrsnmsxr; LIEN, Secret; liioarosor-:; Puznos:

Possassros, Fraudulent

Executed and exeoutory sales. Noth

ing was required at common law to give

validity to a sale of personal property except

the mutual assent of the parties. As soon

as it was shown that it was agreed that the

one should transfer the absolute property in

the thing to the other for a money price, the

contract was considered as proven, and bind

ing on both parties. If the property passed

immediately to the buyer, the contract was

deemed a “ bargain and sale; ” but if it was

to remain for a time with the seller, and to

pass to the buyer at a time or on conditions

inconsistent with immediate transfer, the

contract was deemed an “executory agree

ment.” 1

Where the goods are not specified, the ordinary

conclusion is that the parties contem plated an execu

tory agreement. Many cases show that where the

goods are clearly specified, and the terms of the sale.

including the price, are explicitly given, the property,

as between the parties, passes to the buyer even with

out actual payment or delivery. Standard authorities

also show that where there is no manifestation of in

tention, except such as arises from the terms of the

sale. the presumption is, if the thing to be sold is speci

fied and ready for immediate delivery, that the con

tract is an actual sale, unless there is something in

the subject-matter or attendant circumstances to indi

cate a different intention. Doubt upon that subject

cannot be entertained if the terms of bargain and

sale, including the price, are explicit. But when the

thing is not specified, or if, when specified, something

remains to be done by the vendor to put it into a de

liverable shape or to ascertain the price, the contract

is executory."

The weight of authority is that where the property

sold is a part of an ascertained mass of uniform qual

ity and value, separation is not essential, and the title

to the part sold will pass to the vendee, if such ap

pears to be the intention of the party.‘

 

I Blackwell 1;. Walker, 2 McCrary, 84-86 (1880), cases;

Lewis 1:. lii.cCabe, 49 Conn. 1-18-54 (1881), cases; TUi‘lici‘

v. Kerr, 441110. 481 (1869); 7 Cranch, 218; 12 How. 13:];

89 Ala. 156; 38 Cal. 826; 41111.22; 49 Ga. 133; 73 Ill. 15!};

80 111.183; 18 Iowa, 504; 19 “.335; 15 La. An.3b6; 37

Me. 548; 80 Md. 495; 100 Mass. 130; 21 Minn. 449; 5

Miss. 829; 62 M0. 202; 8 Nev.147;47 Barb. 220; 15 Johns.

-.305; 50 N. Y.441; 70 Pa.484; 71 111.264; 86 Vt. 125; 21

W. Va. -129; 57 Wis. 415.

‘Batch 1:. Standard Oil Co., 100 U. S. 180-82 (1879),

cases. Clifford, J.

' Kingman 1:. Holmquist, 36 Kan. 788-89 (1887), cases.
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Things not yet existing, which may be sold, are

those which have a potential exists-nce— things which

are the natural product or expected increase of some

thing already belonging to the owner. Where a

railroad company makes a general mortgage of its

road, this does not pass after-acquired lands, unless

they are used in connection with the actual operations

of the road as a part thereof.‘

Under a contract for supplying labor and materials

and making a chattel, no property passes to the

vsndee till the chattel is completed and delivered or

ready to be delivered. This rule prevails in all cases,

unless a contrary intent is expressed or clearly im

plied.’

"The courts of this country have not adopted any

arbitrary rule of construction as controlling such

agreements, but consider the question of intent, open

in every case, to be determined upon the terms of the

contract, and the clrcuxnstancesattending the transac

tion." '

Forced sale. A sale made under the pro

cess of a court and in the mode prescribed by

law.‘

When the owner of a homestead estate consents to

a sale under an execution or other legal process, the

sale is not forced, but is as voluntary as when he di

rectly effects the sale and executes the conveyance.‘

A sale under a power in a mortgage is a voluntary,

not a forced, sale.‘

Fraudulent sale. A sale of either realty

or personalty made in fraud of the rights of

creditors— usually existing creditors.

To render a sale, for a valuable consideration, of

personalty delivered into the actual possession of the

vendee, invalid as against the creditors of the vendor,

the vendee must have had actual knowledge or belief,

or at least actual suspicion, that the sale was being

made to defraud the creditors. But where it appears

that the vendee was free from guilty knowledge or

suspicion, mere negligence in not inquiring into facts

known to him which were calculated to put him upon

inquiry is not equivalent to a want of good faith, and

does not charge him with notice of the fraud.’ See

Oomvmos; Possassmn, Fraudulent,

Judicial sale. A sale made under the

process of a court having competent author
 

‘ Calhoun 1:. Memphis, &c. R. Co., 2 Flip. 447, 442

(1879), cases, Hammond, J.

' Williams v. Jackman, 16 Gray, 51'! (1860). Bigelow,

Chief Justice.

' Clarkson 0. Stevens, 106 U. S. 615, 514-15 (1$2), cases,

Matthews. J. The controversy involved the title to

the uncompletcd man-of-war “Stevens Battery," on

which payments had been made by the secretary of

the navy, as the work progressed.

‘ Sampson v. Williamson, 6 Tex. 110 (1851), Eemphill,

Chief Justice.

' Peterson 0. Hornblower, 38 Cal. 276 (1867).

' Patterson v. Taylor, 15 Fla. 840 (1875).

' Parker 1:. Connor, 96 N. Y. 118, 122 (1888), cases,

Rapallo, J. On sales voidnble for fraud in the vendee,

00018 Cent. Law J. 405-9 (1855), case;

ity to order it, by an oflicer legally appointed

and commissioned to sell.1

A sale made by a court of competent juris

diction in a pending suit, through its author

ized agent.2

A purchaser at such a sale is protected when :he

power to sell is expressly given; when he buys on the

faith of an order of court which clearly authorizes the

act to be done.‘ _

He buys the debtor's interest, subject to all out

standlng equities.‘

Should the judgment be reversed, all rights acquired

at the sale while the judgment was in force, and which

it authorized, will be protected. It is snmcient for the

buyer to know that the court had jurisdiction and ex

ercised it, and that the order, on the faith of which he

purchased, was made and authorized the sale.“ '

The rule of caveat empfor applies to judicial sales.

After confirmation (q. v.), the purchaser will not be en

titled to an abatement of the purchase-money.‘ _

The policy of the law is to multiply bidders and

increase competition. that the interests of both the

debtor and creditors may be advanced. For this rea

son, any attempt in a purchaser to dissuade bidding

avoids the sale; for this reason, also, selling in the

mass is generally disallowed, but it is not per se evi

dence of fraud in the sale.‘ See Bib.

Public sale. A sale made at auction to

the highest and best bidder. Private sale.

A sale not made at public auction.

Private sales are always voluntary; public sales are

often compulsory or "forced." Administrators, ex

ecutors, guardians, and committees of persons non

compos, are required, as a rule, to first obtain the con

sent of court to sales of trust property. Unequivocal

direction in a will may obviate this neceaity. Bee

Judicial Sale.

Sale in gross.

quantity.

A “ contract of hazard." If than be a mistake in

quantity, upon an estimate influencing the price,

which, if understood, would probably have prevented

the sale. or varied its terms, equity may afford relief.‘

See Esrmns; Moan on Less. '

A sale without regard to

 

I Williamson 1:. Berry, 8 How. 547 (1850), cases,

Wayne, J. Approved, Lawson v. De Bolt, 78 Ind, 564

(1881), Elliott, C. J. And see Sturdevant u. Norris, 80

Iowa, 71 (1870).

' Terry 0. Colel‘ Executor, 80 Va. 701 (1885).

I Gray 1:. Brignardello, 1 Wall. 686, 684 (1868), cases,

Davis, J.

‘ Osterman v. Baldwin, 6 Wall. 122 (1867).

‘ Davis 1:. Gaines, 104 U. 8. 891-96, 404-8 (1881), cases.

' Boyce v. Strother, 76 Va. 862 (1882); Hickson u.

Rucker, 77 id. 185 (1888); 29 Gratt 351, cases.

' Klopp v. Witmoyer, 48 Pa. 219 (1862); Yost v. Smith,

106 id. 681 (1881); Furbush 0. Greene, 108 id. 507 (1886).

On setting aside a judicial sale, see Aderholt 1:. Henry,

8? Ala. 512 (1886), cases.

' Yost v. liiallicate, Ti‘ Va, 610 (1883), M; Green st

Taylor, 8 Hughes. 400 (1879).
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Sale on approval or trial; sale or re

turn. In the former case, there is no sale

till the approval is given, expressly or by im

plication resulting from keeping the goods

beyond the time allowed for trial. In the

latter case, the sale becomes absolute, and the

property passes, only after a reasonable time

has elapsed, without the return of the goods.l

Sale on credit; sale for cash. The idea

of a sale on credit is that the vendee is to

have the thing sold on his assumption to pay,

and before actual payment. In a cash sale,

possession is given upon payment.

It may be agreed that the vendor shall retain the

subject until the expiration of the credit, as a security

for the payment of the sum stipulated. But such an

agreement, being special and unusual, will not be pre

Iurned.‘ See Cass.

Sale with faults. See FAULT, 2.

Sale, bill Of. An instrument evidencing

the transfer of title to personalty. Compare

Irrvows.

At common law, pemonalty can be transferred, or

incumbered, without the use of a deed. A chattel

mortgage (q. 1:.) is a bill of sale with an incorporated

defea-sance. A seal is not essential to a bill of sale.‘

Applicable in every case where the thing sold, from

its character or situation at the time, is incapable of

actual delivery. A ship at sea may be transferred by

delivery of a bill of sale, and the cargo, by inrlorse

ment and delivery of the bill of lading. Indorsement

and delivery of a warehouse receipt is equivalent to

delivery of the property itself. Such regulations are

necessary for the purpose of commerce.‘

As fictitious bills oi.‘ sale are given to protect prop

erty from creditors, statutes have very generally been

enacted to prevent frauds of that nature. To affect

execution-creditors, registration may be essential.

A rule of the maritime courts calls for a written bill

of sale of a vessel. And the Revised Statutes direct

that in the case of a sale of a registered vessel to a

citizen of the United States, there shall be some writ

ing in the nature of a bill of sale, and that this writing

shall recite, at length, the certificate of registry; other

wise, the vessel is incapable of re-registry, and is not

of the United States merchant marine.‘

Compare AUUHON; Cosvnanca, 2; Gun, 2; PUB

cnass; Vnm.

See generally Accomrr; Aoxnr; Banana; Cavaxr,

 

11 Benjamin, Sales, 5911, cases See also Exhaust

Ventilating Co. v. Chicago, &c. R 00., 69 Wis. 454 (1887),

cases: 18 N. W. Rep. 599.

‘ .“nt. Bank of Commerce of Boston 1:. Merchants‘

Nat. Bank of Memphis. 91 U. S. 95-96 (IQ?-3), Strong, J.

‘ Gibson 0. Warden, 14 Wall, 247 (1871), cases, Swayne,

Judge.

‘Gibson v. Stevens, 8 How. 899-400 (1850), cases,

Tansy, C. J.

‘Soc B. 8. S5 4170, 4192; Weston v. Penniman, l Mas.

817 (1817); Honey 0. Buchanan, 16 Pet. 215 (1842). On

Emptor: Coxcsan; CON‘l'R.\(TI‘; Dscuan1on,1: mm

‘.2: Dsuvsav, 1; DIBPARAGIIIEN1‘, 2; Drsrosn. 2: Dant

usn: Eassuarrr; Exrcrrrio.-:,8;1l‘ascn; Lms; Orrsn,1;

Pavuszxr; Pmnronnasca; Psmsnaans; Puca. Of de

livery; Poss:-ssiorr; Rsconn; Rirscissios; RETAIL;

Saunas; Srorraes; Tax, 2; Tsvsr, 1; Vamp; VALUI;

Vaxnrno; Vow; WamuN1'Y. 2.

SALIC or SALIQUE LAW. The code

of laws of the Salians, a German tribe who

settled in ancient Gaul.

One provision, which has excluded women from in

heriting the crown in France and in a few other conti

nental countries, was that males only should succeed

to inheritances.‘

SALOON. Originally, a large public

room or parlor; now, usually, a place where

intoxicating liquors are sold.’

A licensed saloon~keeper is, therefore, a person

licensed to sell intoxicating liquors.‘

Supposed to be a place where persons who call for

them are supplied with refreshments.I

A pool-table is not necessary to the conduct of the

business.‘ _

A house or room used for retailing spirituous liquors

is sometimes improperly called a saloon, but this use

cannot impart to the word any such legal signlflw

tion.‘

See Cross, 1 (2); Kane, Open; Rasravmm; Tav

ass

SALT LAKE. See Laxss.

SALTPETBE. See Dawes.

SALUS. See Lax, Salus populi, etc.

SALVAGE.“ 1. Allowance for saving a

ship or goods from the danger of the seas,

from fire, pirates, or enemies.‘

The compensation allowed to persons by

whose assistance a ship or vessel or the cargo

of the same, or the lives of the persons be

longing to the ship or vessel, are saved from

danger or loss in cases of shipwreck, derelict,

capture, or other marine misadventure."

The compensation allowed to persons by

whose voluntary assistance a ship at sea, or

her cargo, or both, have been saved in whole

or in part from impending sea peril, or in re

the English Bills of Sales Acts of 1878, 1882, see 8 Law

Quar. Rev. B00 (1887).

I See 1 Bl. Com. 191; Maine, Anc. Law, 15-2.

“.iIcDougall u. Giacominl, 18 Nob. 434 (18S‘2),Ma&

well. J .

I Bowser v. Birdsell, 49 Mich. B (1882), Cooley, J.;

Kitson 0. Mayor of Ann Arbor, 26 id. 810 (1878).

' State v. lliansker, 86 Tex. 865 (1871), Ogden, J. See

also 39 Conn. 40; 105 Mass. 40.

‘ F. salvage: L. saluare, to save.

' Weeks v. The Maria, 2 Pet. Adm. 425 (1790); Lea Q

The Alexander, 2 Paine, 469 (18821), Wayne, J.

'The Clarita and The Clara, 23 Wall. 16-10 (1874),

cases. Clifford. J.
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covering such property from actual peril or

ioes, as, in cases of shipwreck, derelict, or re

capture.I

Balvor. A person who senders salvage

service. “ A person who, without any par

ticular relation to a ship in distress, proifers

useful service, and gives it as a voluntary

adventurer, without any pre-existing cove

nant that connected him with the duty of

employing himself for the preservation of

that ship.” 1

Elements of a valid claim are: a marine peril. vol

untary service not owed to the property as a matter

of duty, and success in saving the property, or some

portion, from the impending peril; ' or, again: a ma

rine peril, service voluntarily rendered when not re

quired as an existing duty or from a special contract.

and success in whole or in part, or service contributing

thereto. Proof oi’ success, to some extent, is as essen

tial as proof of service.1

Suit for salvage may be in rem, against the prop

erty saved or the procouds.thereof, or in personmn,

against the party at whose request and for whose

benefit the service was performed. But both proceed

ings may not be had in one and the same libel.1

The allowance of a compensation, which much ex

ceeds the risk encountered and the labor employed, is

intended as an inducemcntto render the services which

it is for the public interest and the general interest of

humanity, to hold forth to those who navigate the

ocean.‘

Liberal remuneration is allowed - to induce the

daring to embark in such enterprises. and to withdraw

motive to depredate upon the property. Scamen, I

pilots, and passengers, who perform extraordinary

services out of their duty, are entitled to it; but not,

one who places the property in danger.‘

In determining the amount of the reward, courts of

admiralty consider as the main ingredients: the labor

expended: the promptitude, skill, and energy dis

played; the value of the property employed in render

ing the service. and the danger thereto; the 'risk

incurred; the value of the property saved; and the de

gree of danger from which the property was rescued.

The compensation is not viewed merely as pay. on

the principle of quantum meruit, or as remuneration

pro opera ct labors, but as a reward for perilous serv

ices voluntarily rendered, and as inducementto em

hark in such undertakings.‘

Compensation presupposes good faith, meritorious

 

I The Sabine, 101 U. S 384-91 (1879), cases. Cilflord, J.

Bee also Cope v. Valiette Dry-Dock Co., 119 M. 629

(1887), cases; The Fannie Brown, 80 F. R. 220 (1887).

‘The Neptune, 1 Hagg. 236 (1824), Ld. Stowcll. Ap

proved. The Wave o. Hysr, 2 Paine, 139 (1B33?); 1 Our

tis, 878.

' The Clarita and The Clara, ante.

' The Blaireau, 2 Cranch. 26? (1804), Marshall, 0. J.

Approved, 81 F. R. 426.

‘The Blackwell, 10 Wall. 14, 12 (i869), cases, Clifford,

3.; The Sabine, mpra.

 

service, complete restoration, and incorruptible vigi

lance.‘

Saving a ship in port from imminent danger of

destruction by flre is as much a salvage service as sav

ing her from the perils of the seas. The shortness of

the time occupied does not lessen the merit of the

service. . A passenger cannot recover for every

service which would support a claim by one in nowise

connected with the ship; yet, for extraordinary serv

ices, and the use of extraordinary means, not furnished

by the equipment of the ship herself, by which she is

saved from imminent danger, he may have salvage,

The amount is largely a matter of fact and dis

cretion, which cannot be reduced to precise rules but

depends upon a consideration of the circumstances of

each case.’

See ADliRAL'l'Y; Cossonr, 2; Dsasucr, 2; Tovnom

2. In the law of insurance, see Lssmunos, Fire.

SAME. Refers to the next antecedent.‘

Does not always mean identical; fre

quently, of the kind or species, though not

the specific thing; is often a substitute for a

word used before, and employed as a pro

noun.“

in the expression “ deliver policies and receive pre

miums on the same," means them — the policies.‘

Same manner. See MANNER.

Same oifense. In the Fifth Amendment

to the Constitution, an oiiense which is the

same in law and in fact.‘

Same property. The tenant of a stock farm was

to draw out the “ same property " he put into the busi

ness. Held, that the some description of stock, of

equivalent value, was meant.‘

Same v. Same. The same plaintifi against

the same defendant; the same case as first

cited.

Sameness. See PATENT, 2; Tasns-mans.

Compare EQUAL; EQVIVALIN1‘; Inn: Inmrrirr;

Lms; Sun.

SAMIPLEJ In the law of sales, that

which is taken out of a large quantity as a

representative of the whole; a part shown as

a specimen.ll

The fair import of the exhibition of a sample is

that the article to be sold is like that shown as a par

‘ The Island City, 1 Black, 130 (1861), Grier, J.

I The Connemara, 1% U. 8. 857-59 (1888), cases, Gray,

J.; The Tornado, 109 id. 115 (1888).

See generally The Egypt, 17 F. R. 867 76 (1883), cases;

9 id. 58. 480; 10 id. F56‘, 1 Bened. 558,10 id. T8-74;l

Sumn. 216; 1 Bond, iii‘, 2?0; 2 id. 875; 1 (Jill. 23); 8

Woods, 149.

I 2 Kent, 556: Coke, Litt. 20 b, 885 b.

‘ Carpo 1). Brown, 40 Iowa, 498 (1875), Day, J,

' United States v. Cashlel, 1 Hughes, 660 (1868).

'Brockwny v. Rowley, 66 Ill. 99 (1872).

' O. F. ensample, a corruption of example. example:

L. aremplum: ea:-imere (emere), to take out, select

I Webber‘s Case. 38 Gratt. D04 (1880), Staples, .7

 



SAMPLE~ROOM

eel. The object is to save the purchaser the trouble

of examining the whole quantity '

The rule of caveat emptor does not apply, because

there is no opportunity for a personal examination of

the bulk of the commodity which the sample is said

to represent.‘

A warranty is implied that the bulk corresponds to

the sample in nature and quality. But if the sample

is fairly drawn from the bulk. and there is a defect in

both. unknown and not discoverable by examination,

there is no such warranty. A specimen may be shown

to enable the purchaser to form an opinion of its prob

able qualities without any intention in the seller to

warrant all the goods to be equal to it. Opportunity

to examine the built is a strong circumstance against

considering the sale a sale by sample.I

See Cavsn. Emptor; Wnmssrr. 2.

SAMPLE-ROOM. See Iusxssrns.

SAN FRANCISCO. See PUEBLO.

SANCTION.4 The vindicatory branch of

the law, whereby it is signified what evil or

penalty shall be incurred by such as commit

any public wrong, and trespass or neglect

their duty.-"

Sanction of an oath. A belief that the

Supreme Being will punish falsehood.‘ See

OATH.

SANCTUARY] 1. Exemption of a

place, consecrated to religious duties, from

criminal arrests.‘

As a plea. introduced at a time when superstitious

veneration was paid to consecrated ground. The nc~

cused first lied to a church or church yard; within

forty days. dressed in sackcloth. he confessed hisguilt

before the coroner. took an oath to abjure the realm,

and went with a cross in his hand to a designated port

and embarked. The privilege was abolished in 1621. by

21 James I. c. 28.‘

 

I Bradford v. Manly. 18 Mass. '143(1816). Parker. C. J.

I Barnard v. Kellogg. 10 Wall. 888 (1870). Davis. J.

' Story. Sales. 5 376. cases; 2 Benj. Sales. §§ 969-81.

cases; 2 Kent. 480. cases; Hare, Contr. 508. cases; Bar~

nard v. Kellogg. 10 Wall. 383. 388-94 (1870). cases. In

Pennsylvania. until 1887. in the absence of fraud or

circumstances fixing the character of A sample as a

standard of quality. the sample was a guaranty only

that the article to be delivered should follow its kind.

and be simply merchantable. Boyd 0. Wilson. 88 Pa.

824 (1817. Sharswood. J.. dissenting); Selser v. Roberts.

105 id. 242 (1884). The act of April 18. 1887 (P. L. p. 21).

provides that unless the parties agree otherwise. there

shall be an implied warranty that the property to be

delivered is the same in quality as the sample shown.

‘ L. ozmctlo: mncire. to render sacred. inviola ble.

'1 Bl. Corn. 54. 56.

' Blocker v. Burness. 2 Ala. 855 (1841).

' L eancfuarium. a shrine: aanchu. consecrated.

holy.

' [4 Bl. Corn. 866.

'4 Bl Com. 832; 1Steph. Hist. Cr. Law Eng. 491.
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2. A place where process of law cannot be

executed. '

Civil sanctuary. The protection af

forded a man by his own house as against

the service of civil process. See ASYLUM;

House, 1.

SANEJ Whole in mind; healthy in

mind; of sound mind.

Insane; nonsane. Not whole, sound, or

healthy in mental faculties; unable, from

nature or accident, to perform the rational

functions common to man.il

Sanity. Mental health; soundness of

understanding. See at length Issamw;

WILL, 1.

SANITARY REGULATIONS. See

COMMERCI; HEALTH; QUARANTINE, 2; Po

ucs. 2.

SANS. See SINE.

SATISFYJ 1. To supply fully, with

what is required; to free from doubt or un

certainty; to set the mind at rest; to con

vince.

“ To satisfy fully " is to exclude all doubts. reason

able or otherwise.‘

" Entirely satisfied "implies a firm and thorough

assent of the mind and judgment to the truth of a

proposition. This may exist notwithstanding a p0esi—

bility that the fact may be otherwise.‘

Satisfactory. As applied to evidence

(q. v.), that amount oi'_proof which ordinarily

satisfies an unprejudiced mind, beyond rea

sonable doubt.6

An action cannot be maintained. for work and la

bor. upon an agreement to construct a book case "to

the satisfaction " of the defendant. by proof that the

case was made according to the terms of the agree

ment. without also proving that it was accepted by the

defendant; " and the same is true as to a contract to

make a " satisfactory suit of clothes.“ '

An agreement to deliver certain notes or " make

satisfaction “ binds the promisor, for failure to deliver

the notes. to make such compensation as the law pro

vides)

A contract to employ one as agent for a year “ if

he fill the place satisfactorily " may be terminated by

 

1 L. snmu. sound in mind.

'Den 1:. Van Cleve. 5 N. J. L 001 (1819). Kirkpatrick.

Chief Justice.

' L. satiz. enough; facere. tn make.

' State 1:. Sears. 1 Phil. L. 148 (1867).

' People v. Phipps. 89 Cal. 885 (1870).

‘ 1 Green]. Ev. 5 2.

' McCarran v. liicNulty. 7 Gray. 141 (1856)

' Brown v. Foster. 113 Mesa 188 (1878).

' Moore u. Fleming. 84 Ala. 498 (1869).
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the employer when, in his judgment, the agent fails to

meet that requirement.I

" A contract to make a bust with which the defend

ant ought to be satisfied is one thing; an undertaking

to make one with which she will be satisfied is quite

another thing.“ ' The same ruling was made with re

spoctioa portrait not to be paid for “ if unsatisfac

wry_u '

Where 5. refused to accept an elevator, costing

$2,800, which had been warranted satisfactory in

every respect, itwas held, reversing the lower court.

that, provided he acted in good faith, S. was the sole

judge whether the elevator was satisfactory.‘

if one orders goods (milk-pans) agreeing to pay for

them if satisfied, " he must act honestly, and in ac

cordance with the reasonable expectations of the

seller as implied from the contract, its subject-matter,

and surrounding circumstances. This dissatisfaction

must be actual, not feigned; real. not pretended.“ '

An agreement that the purchaser of an article, sold

with warranty, may rescind the sale if the article is

not satisfactory, does not preclude him from retaining

it, and recouping damages for breach of the warranty,

in an action for the price.‘

2. To comply fully with a demand; to ex

tinguish, as, by payment or performance.

"Batisfled“ referring to a note or bond imports

that the instrument is paid.’

Satisfaction. (1) The settlement or ex

tinguishment of ii demand; also, the record

entry to that efiect.

The demand may be of the amount of a judgment,

mortgage, or other lien, or of a claim not evidenced

by a record; but the reference is frequently to mat

ters of record by way of distinction.

Accord and satisfaction. See Aooonn.

Satisfaction piece. An acknowledgment

in writing that an incumbrance has been sat

isfied.

(2) In equity. the donation of athing, with

the intention, expressed or implied, that it is

to be an extinguishment of some existing

right or claim.8

Arises, as a matter of presumption, where a man,

being under an obligation to do an act (as, to pay

money‘), does that by will which may be considered as

a performance or satisfaction of the act, the thing

done being cjusdem qevwris with that which be en

 

l'l‘yleI v. Anies, o N. Y. Supr. 2so(um>.

' Zalceld v. Clark, 44 Conn. 224 (1876).

' Gibson v. Cr-nnage, 39 Mich. 49 (1878).

1 Singerly v. Thayer, 108 Pa. 296 (1885), cases; 25 Am.

Law Reg. 18-21 (1886), cases; Seeley v. Welles, 120 Pa.

74 (1888). as to a machine: 27 Am. Law Reg. 578-82

(1888). cases.

' Daggett 1:. Johnson, 49 Vt. 349 (1877); 48 id. 52%.

‘Shape v. Collender, Sup. Ot. Conn. (1898); 15 Atl. R.

llhcsses.

' Renoids 0. Bird, 1 Root, B06 (1791).

'1 Story, Eq. ‘ 1099. Approved, (9 Ind. (Bl
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gaged to perform. The presumption may be rebutted

by circumstances. The thing so done must be a substi

tute or equivalent for the contract. and not intended

as a fulfillment of it. in a “performance " the thing

is done strictly in pursuance and in fulfillment of the

contract. The question may arise where there is a

portion, secured by a marriage settlement or given by

a will, and an advancement is afterward made to the

donee; and in case of a legacy to a creditor.1

See Anmnmon; Anvrmcsnasr; Enscrrox, 2.

SAVE. 1. To reserve, exempt out of; to

preserve.

Statutes allowing summary convictions " save " the

right of trial by jury.

A saving totally repugnant to the body of a statute

is void.I

2. To suspend the operation of; to bar.

The statute of limitations (q. o.) is “saved " when

some circumstance prevents the statute from being

applied to the case in hand.

SAVTNGS BANK. See BANK, 2 (2).

SC. See Scmn, Scilicet.

SCANDAL.‘ 1. In scandalum magna

tum, words spoken in derogation of a peer,

judge, or other high oflicer of the realm.

Formerly, more reprehensible than defamation of

a common or private person.‘

“ Scandal " and " slander " mean the same thing in

law. Esclandre in 8 Edw. I. c. 34. is translated slander

in the statute book.‘ See Snsnnsa.

2. An allegation in a pleading in equity

which is expressed in language derogatory

to the dignity of the court, or which char-‘gas

an oflense irrelevant to the merits of the

cause.

The allegation in a bill in equity of any

thing which is unbecoming the dignity of

the court to hear, or which is contrary to

l good manners, or which charges some person

with a crime not necessary to be shown in

the cause.0

A party may refuse to answer a pleading which

contains scandalous matter till the same is expunged

in pursuance of the report of a master appointed for

the purpose.‘

But nothing which is positively relevant to the

merits of the cause, however harsh or gross the charge.

can be treated as scandalous If, technically, inatter

 

I 2 Story. Eq. 55 1099-1128. See also Erp. Pye, 18

Ves. Jr. 140 (1811), Eldon, L. Ch.; Exp. Pye (Chancey‘s

Case), 2 W. & T., L. 0. Eq. 752-£53, cases; 1 Porn. F.q

if 521, cf seq.

I 1 Bl. Conn. 89.

' Gr. aca'ndalon, a snare; a stumbling-block, an or

fense.

'8 Bl. Com.1%; lid. 402; 5 Coke, R. '12’).

' Shari! v. Commonwealth, 2 Bin.n. ‘B19 (181.0).

' 1 Daniel, Ch. Pi. 5847.

' I Bl. Com. 441
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U scandalous, it is also lmpertinent. A bill may be

“ referred " for scandal at any time; even upon appli

cation of a stranger. Scandal tends to injure by mak

ing records the means of perpetuating libelous and

malignant slanders.I See lurearmsscx.

SCHEDULE. Schedules are annexed to

constitutions, statutes, answers, depositions,

petitions in insolvency, bankruptcy, and

probate courts, and to other documents, in

order to exhibit in detail matters previously

mentioned in general terms. The word is

sometimes used instead of inventory, q. v.

SCHEME. The “scheme of a statute”

means the scope or extent of operation in

tended for it by the enacting body.2

SCHISM. Separation; division.

" In case a schism or division shall take place in a

society " means incase asociety shall separate, divide,

or become partitioned, without reference to its ex

ternal relations.‘

SCHOOL. A place for instruction, par

ticularly for the young.

In the constitution of California, “ schools " refers

to common or public schools, such as are organized

for the sole purpose of disseminating knowledge and

imparting scholastic instruction.‘

Common or public 80110018. Schools

supported by general taxation, open to all

free of expense. and under the control of

agents appointed by the voters.5

The phrases are never applied to the higher semi

naries of learning, such as incorporated academics

and colleges‘

All schools established as part of the gen

eral system of popular education, and open

and free to all children and youth who are

of proper age and other qualification.‘

Does not include private schools supported and

managed by individuals.‘

“ Common " denotes that the schools are open and

public to all. “ Common “ and " public " are used in

terchangeably. “ School " does not imply a restric

aon to the rudiments of an education.7

The words “ common schools " have in themselves

no definite meaning.I

 

1 Story, Eq. P1. ii 269-70.

‘See 109 U. S. 632, 583, 560; 91 N. Y. 689.

' McKinney v. Griggs, 6 Bush, 417-18 (1869), Williams,

Chief Justice.

1 Aid Society 1:. Rcis, 71 Cal. 631 (1887), Foote, C,

‘Merrick v. Amherst, 12 Allen, 609 (1866), Bigelow,

Chief Justlce.

‘ Jenkins o. Andover, 108 Mass. 98-100 (1869), Chap

man, C. J. See also People v. Board of Education of

BIOOUYB, 18 Barb. 4(1), 4l0(lB5l).— in which 0, " Roman

Moiic Orphan Asylum “ was held not to be a com

mon school.

' [touch 1:. St. Louis, 77 M0. 487 (1888), Ray, J.

' Collins c. Henderson. 11 Buah.82(1874), Cofer,J. As

School-house. A house for instruction;

any building in which a school is kept.l

Separate schools. Schools for the edu

cation of the children of a sect or race; par

ticularly, schools exclusively for the children

of African parents,— sometimes called “col

ored " schools.

The question as to the constitutionality of laws pro

viding for separate schools does not arise under the

clause in the Fourteenth Amendment which prohibits

the States from enacting “any Law which shall abridge

the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United

States," since this clause refers exclusively to priv

ileges enjoyed by individuals as citizens of the United

States. Education has not been made a matter of na

tional, but of domestic, concern. Unless the constitu

tion of a State directs otherwise. its legislature is not

required to adopt any system of public instruction at

all; but when it has once established a system, the

clause in the Amendment which forbids a State to

deny to any person “ the equal protection of the laws "

controls the exercise of power over the enjoyment

of the rights conferred by the system. The weight of

authority is that it is still left to the legislatures to

Ill-Hldt} for the maintenance of separate schools for

children of African parentage. The reasoning is that

equality does not necessarily imply identity of rights.

All decisions, however, hold that the schools. if sepa

rate, must afford equal advantages.1

A law is unconstitutional which, while taxing whites

and blacks alike, directs that only the money collected

. from the blacks shall be used to sustain their schools,

the whites thereby enjoying superior school facilities.‘

The act of Kentucky of February 28, 18?-1, establish

ing a uniform system of common schools for colored

children, is unconstitutional, because, by implication,

it excludes negro children from a share in the pro

ceeds of the common-school fund set apart by the con

 

to the common-school systems of the States. see 2

Kent, 195-231.

1 Luths 0. Farmers’ Mut. Fire Ins. Co., 66 Wis. 6-16,

518 (1882); —in which insurance placed upon a dwell

ing-house, converted into a school-house, was held

voidas upon the school-house, the sarw not having

been continued upon the “ school-house “ by a major

ity vote of the members of a town company, as re

quired by law.

' See United States 0. Buntin. 10 F. R. 730 (1882); it.

736, note; Bertonner v. New Orleans,8 Woods, 117. 180

(1878); Roberts 11. Boston. 5 Cush. 198 (1“-19); Dallas 1;.

Fosdick, 40 How. Pr. 249 (1869); County Court v. Robin

son, 27 Ark. 116 (1871); State v. McCann, -.21 Ohio St. 198

(1871); People 12. Easton, 18 Abb. Pr. 159 (1872): State

v. Dufly, 7 Nev. 842 11872); Ward 11. Flood, 48 Cal. 36, 41

(1874); Cory 1:. Carter, 48 1nd. 329 (1874); People v. Gal

lagher (Brooklyn). 93 N. Y. 48‘! (1883); % U. S. 504-6.

Contra, Clark 11. Muscatine, 24 Iowa, 270 (N68); Dove

v. Keokulr. 41 id, 689 (1875); People v. Detroit, 18 Mich.

400 (1869); Chase v. Stephenson, 71 ill. 38! (1871); Board

of Education v. Tinnon. 26 Kan. 1 (1881); Kaine v.

Commonwealth, 101 Pa. 498(18&l): Act8 June, 1881.

' Ciaybrook u. Ownesboro, 16 F. R. 297 (1888).
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ltitution, as well as from the annual tax levied on the

property of white persons for school purposes.1

Every man is interested in the education of the

children of his community: his peace and quiet, his

happiness and property, are largely dependent upon

' the intellectual and moral training which it is the ob

ject of public schools to supply. Hence the right to

tax for maintenance of schools.’

The practice of setting apart scction sixteen of

every township of public lands, for the maintenance

of public schools, is traceable to the Ordinance of 1785,

the first enactment for the disposition by sale of the

public lands in the western territory. The appropria

tion for that object became a fundamental principle

by the Ordinance of 1787, which settled the terms of

compact between the people and the States of the

northwestern territory, and the original States. One

article affirmed that " religion, morality, and knowl

edge " are “ necessary for good government and the

happiness of mankind,“ and declared "that schools

mad the means of education, should be forever encour

aged.” This principle was extended, first by enact

ment (1 St. L. 550, 5 6). and again, in 1802, by the com

pact between the United Staitoe and Georgia, to the

southwestern territory. There is a definite purpose

declared to consecrato the same central section of

every township of every State which might be added

to the Federal system to the promotion of these olr

jects. Reservations of minerals were not made out of

that section.‘

On the subject of corporal punishment in schools.

see the cases cited to this paragraph,‘ and Miss

HINT, Corporal.

See Asons; A1.cono1.;Arrs:m>Aoa; Bonn; Cmnm,

2; Course, 2; Enucm-10s; Lscrvnas; Sscrsarm;

>‘i:m.\'Anv; Tsscnns; Trrrlo.\'; Woasmr.

SCI. FA. See Scms, Faciasv

SCIENCE. In its broadest sense, knowl

edge; the knowledge of many, methodically

digested and arranged, so as to be attainable

by many; a body of principles and deduc

tions to explain the nature of some matter.-"

Depends upon abstract or speculative principles.

“ Art" relates to practice or performance—is prac

tical skill as directed by theory or science; the mere

application of knowledge. Riileshooting is not a

“ science." '

“The Congress shall have Power to pro

mote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by se

curing . to Authors and Inventors, the exclusive

Right to their Writings and Discoveries." '

 

l Dawson 1:. Lee, 83 Ky. 56 (1885).

' Kelly v. Pittsburgh, 10i U. S. 82 (1881), Miller, J.

' Cooper v. Roberts, 18 How. 177-82 (1855); Sherman

v. Beuick. 03 U. S. 209 (1876).

°2ZCent. Law .1. 326-28 (1887). cases; 54 Ga. 281; 79

Ill. 507; 87 id. 303; 45 Iowa, 2-18; 50:11. 145; 4 Gray, 81};

12 Allen, 127; 68 N. C. 3%; 6 Clark (PAL), 78; 43 Tex.

107; 85 Wis. 59.

' Vredenburg v. Behan, 83 La. An. 637 (1881), Todd,

Judge.

' Constitution, Art. 1, sec. 8, cl. 8.
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SCIRE

The term " science “ cannot, with propriety, be ap

plied to a, work of so fluctuating and fugitive a form

as that of a newspaper or price-current, the subject»

matter of which is daily changing, and is of mere tem

porary use. Prices-current, catalogues of merchan

dise, a scoring-sheet for games, a chart of patterns for

dresses, blank account-books, and the like, are not

subjects of the copyright laws passed in execution of

the foregoing power.I

Scientific works. A medical expert may cite

standard authorities as sustaining his views, and then

they may be used by the opposite side to discredit

him; but they may not be read as evidence or argu

meant.’

The reasons for admitting scientific works to prove

the statements they contain are, the authors did not

write under oath, and their grounds of belief and pro

cess of reasoning cannot be tested by cross-examimv

tion. But an experts opinion, formed in part from

reading treatises by persons of acknowledged ability,

may be given in evidence; and he may refresh his own

recollection by reference to such authorities.‘ See

further Boos; Exrsar.

SCIENTER. See SCIRE, Scienter.

SCILICET. See SCIRE, Scilicet.

SCINTILLA. L. A spark, a glimmer;

the smallest particle.

Scintilla juris. A spark of right or law;

the smallest particle of legal interest.

Designated a fiction resorted to to enable a feoflee

to uses to support a contingent use when it should

come into existence and thereby eflect an execution

of the use under the Statute of Uses. In theory a

small though sufficient portion of the fee-simple re

mained in the feotfee, which involved a possibility of

future seizin in him.‘ See Usn, 3.

Scintilla of evidence. The doctrine that when,

on the trial of a cause, there is any evidence, however

s_light, lending to support the issue, the case must be

submitted to the jury for a verdict, no longer prevails.

See Nossmr.

SCIRE. L. To be aware 01'; to learn; to

know.

Scire facias. That you cause to be

known. A writ for a defendant to appear in

court on a day named to show cause why the

plaintiff should not have advantage out of a

matter of public record. Abbreviated sci.

fa., and s. 1'.

Causes execution to issue upon the matter of no

ord, as, a Judgment, recognizance, mortgage, tax lien,

' Clayton 12. Stone, 2 Paine, 892 (18%), Thompson, .1 -

Drury v. Ewing,1 Bond, 540 (1862); Baker 1/. Sclden,

101 U. S. 99 (1879), cases. ‘

'Huflman 1:. Clirk, 7‘? N. C. 58-69 (1817), cases; 1

Greenl. Ev. 5498; 1 Whart. Ev. 55 438, 665-67, cares

‘State 1:. Baldwin, 86 Kan. 17-l8(1BS6).casea; Mar

shall 1:. Brown, 50 Mich.148(1888), cases; Boyle v. State

57 Wia 473. 4780888), cases.

‘See 4 Kent, 288; 2 Washb. R. P.125;Wll11ams, R I

281; 2 Bl. Conn 832.
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or letters patent. In so far as it is an original action

the defendant may plead to it. It is often of the hat

ure of a declaration.

When founded upon a judgment, the purpose may

be to revive the judgment, which from lapse of time

(at common law, a year and a day) will ‘soon be pre

sumed to have been satisfied or released. The writ

commands the defendant to show cause '(1) why the

Judgment should not be revived, and the lien contin

ued. or (2) why execution should not issue. Again. the

purpose may be to make a person a party defendant.

who. since the judgment was originally obtained, has

become chargeable to an execution. or accountable in

law for the assets of the first defendant. In either

case the writ serves to continue a former suit to satis

faction.I

When founded upon a non-judicial record, as, let

ters patent for land or an invention. the writ institutes

an original action designed to annul or repeal the in

strument for some legal cause, as, fraud in the pro

curing or in the issuing of it. The writ has also been

used to enforce the forfeiture of charters of incorpo

ration, and the return of franchises back into the

hands of the government.‘

Scienter. With knowledge, knowingly;

the fact of knowledge.

In the Latin forms of pleadings, the em

phatic word used to charge knowledge in a

defendant. Has also designated the clause

in a declaration or indictment which alleges

such knowledge.

The intention of the accused must be alleged in

every part of the description of the crime where it is

necessary to constitute an offense.‘

It is necessary to allege and prove a scienter where

there is injury by a domestic animal of mischievous

propensity.‘

The possession of other counterfeit paper by the

accused at the time of passing a counterfeit note is

evidence of the acienfer.‘ .

The scienter may be proved inductively by collat

eral facts.‘ and from previous offenses.’

Scilicet. From scire licet, as one may

know or learn: to wit; that is to say, namely.

Abbreviated sct., sc.. as.

lOn reviving judgments, see generally 94 Am. Dec.

222-46 (1888), cases; on making representative a de

fendant to suit abated by death, Porlevant v. Pendle

ton, 23 Miss. 8847 (1851), cases; recognizances, United

States 1:. Stevens, 16 F. R. 106 (1883), cases, State v.

Dowd, 43 N. H. 465 (1862); order for alimony, Chestnut

v. Chestnut, 77 111. 849 (1875), cases; liens, Winder v.

Coldwell, 14 How. 4-13 (1852).

1 As to patent for an invention. see Stearns |:. Bar

rett, 1 Mas. 164 (1816); United States 1:. Bell Telephone

Co., 128 U. S. 800. 869, 871 (1888).

ICommonwealth v. Boynton, 12 Cash. 500 (1858),

cases; 12 Metc M8.

' Mareau v. Vanatta, 88 Ill. 188 (1878).

‘United States v. Mitchell, Baidw. 366 (1881).

'1 Whart. Ev. 530.

' Turbo: 1». State, 88 Ohio St. 58-1 (1888). case;
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Wrlelicet is now more commonly used, with the

same meaning and effect. See Vinztiorr; Wrr.

SCOLD. A troublesome and angry

woman, who, by brawling and wrangling

among her neighbors, breaks the public

peace, increases discord, and becomes a nui

sance to the neighborhood.1

At common law. a common scold. is a public nui

sauce. The sentence was that she be placed in a tre

bucket, castigatory, or cucking-stool. that is, in Anglo

Saxon, the scolding stool.’

The otfense is now punishable. if at all, by fine, or

by fine and imprisonment.

in 1824 a woman was convicted of this oflense in

the city of Philadelphia, and the sentence was, as at

common law. that she “be placed in a ducking or

cuclting-stool, and be plunged three times in the

water.“ This sentence was reversed by the supreme

court, which decided that the old common-law pun

ishment had not been adopted in Pennsylvania. The

court also said that the punishment was introduced at

a time when women were subjected to degradation as

slaves; that authorities difler us to what the original

punishment was. and how, therefore. it was to be exe

cuted upon offenders. if executed at all.I

In 1860 the same court, in reviewing the record in

another case, said that the law has been considered

settledsince the decision in the James Case,‘ that the

penal code of 1860 did not abolish the ofiense: and

that, as to the unreasonabieness of punishing women

alone for a too free use of the tongue “ it is enough to

say that the common law, which is the expressed wis

dom of ages, adjudges that it is not unreasonable.

Argument drawn from the indelicacy or unrea

sonableness of such a prosecution should be addressed,

therefore. to the legislature." ' See Pumsnlsur, Cruel.

SCOT AND LOT. Certain duties paid

by those who exercised the elective franchise

within cities and boroughs.5

A customary contribution laid on subjects accord

ing to their ability..

SCRAMBLING-. Scrambling possession :

a struggle for the possession of land on the

land itsvlf.7

SCRAWL. SQQSCROLL.

SCRIBE. See Scmvnnna.

SCRIP.8 A certificate or schedule. Evi

dence of the right to obtain shares in a pub

1 [United States v. Royall, 8 Cranch, C. C. 6% (1829):

Jacob's Law Diet.

'4 Bl. Com. 168.

IJames v. Commonwealth, 11 S. 8: R. @036, Dun

can, J , Gibson, J., Tilghman. C. J.

‘ Commonwealth v. Mohn, 52 Pa. 246-48, Woodward,

C. .1. See also Whart Cr. L. 171; 1 Bish. Cr. L. 5 147;

1 Russ. Or. 802; Laws of Prov. of Pa. (1682-1700), Linn,

115, 145; 29 Harper‘s Weekly. 759-60 (1886).

' [McCai’ierty v. Guyer, 5!! Pa. 116 (1868).

‘ Cowell‘s Law Dist.

' Spiers 1:. Duane. bi Cai.17'I(1880).

' L. ooribere, to write.
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lic company: a scrip certificate, in distinc

tion from the real title.1

Scrip certificate. Entities the holder to

apply for shares in a public company. In

surance scrip. Shows that the holder will

be entitled to a share in the profits of the

company which iued the scrip when they

have been realized and declared?

Scrip issued in England by the agent of a govem

ment, the holder, on payment of all installments, to

receive the definitive bonds, and which, by the usage of

dealers in public securities, is transferred by mere de

livery. passes by such a delivery to a bona fide holder

for value without title: that is, such script is itself a

negotiable instrument.‘

State scrip. declaring on its face that it is receiv

able for " taxes and dues," gives the holder no right

to have it received for taxes unless he owes the taxes.‘

Bee Divinssn, 3.

SCRIPT.D A writing; an original writ

ing.

In England, a testamentary document of

any kind, including even written instructions

for drafting the document.

Amdavit of script. An afiidavit at

tached to the paper relied upon in a testa

mentary cause.6

SCRIVEIN'ER.7 A writer for another;

a draughtsman; a scribe: as, the scrivener of

a will, deed, or other document.

Originally, a person with whom people deposited

money to be laid out when he found opportunity; he,

meanwhile, having the use of the money. The banker

has supplanted him as the depositary of money, and

the attorney as the draughtsman of securities. . .

To be a scrivener, a man now must carry on the busi

ness of being trusted with other people's moneys to

lay out for them as occasion otters.I

SCROLL. A flourish made with a pen,

around “ L. S.” or “ Seal," and intended for

I 8881. I

May consist of a circle, a scalloped curved line, or

even of brackets, written opposite the place of signa

ture. See further Sun. i.

SOT. See Scran, Scilicet.

 

' [Whartnn‘s Law Dict

' [Abbott's Law Dict.

IGoodwin u. Roberts, L. IL, 10 Ex. 887, 852 (1875),

Oockburn, C. J.

‘ liagood v. Southern, 117 U. S. 52, 68 (i886), cases.

' L. scribere, to write.

‘Sec Randolph u. Hughes, 89 N. C. 428 (1883); Os

borne v. Leak, ib. 433 U883). '

’ Formerly scriven: L. L. scribanus, a notary: scri

bcre, to write.

‘Adams v. lllalkln, 8 Campb. 589-40 (1814), Gibbs,

O. J.; Harman 0. Johnson, 18 E. L. & E. 402 (1862),

Campbell, C. J.
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SEA

SCULPTOR. See Srxroasx.

SE. See SUI, Se.

SEA. Includes all waters within the ebb

and flow of the tide.1

“ A sea" may mean a general disturbance

of the surface of the water occasioned by a

storm, breaking it up into the roll and lift

of waves following or menacing each other:

or, a particular wave or surge, separate from

its fellows.’ \

The main or high seas are part of the realm of Eng

land, for thereon the courts of admiralty have juris

diction; but they are not subject to the common law.

This main sea begins at the low-water mark. But be

tween high and low-water marks, where the sea ebbs

and flows, the common law and admiralty have di

oimm imperium, an alternate jurisdiction: one upon

the water, when it is full sea, the other upon the land,

when it is an ebb.‘

It is now a well-established principle of interna

tional law that no nation has any exclusive dominion

over the high seas, which are the highway of all na

tions and subject to the public law of the whole civil

ized world. But each nation has such dominion over

the sea within a certain distance fromlher shores-—

usually agreed to be as far as a cannon-shot will reach

from the land, or a marine league,‘ q. o.

The high sea is free and open to all nations. It can

not be the property or the empire of any particular

state. its destination is clearly for the_ common bene

ilt of mankind; it is a common pathway, separating

and yet binding, intended alike for all. Formerly.

portions of the ocean were claimed as a monopoly.

Thus, the Portuguese prohibited other nations from

sailing to the East Indies; the Spanish claimed the

right to exclude all others from the Pacific: the Eng

lish, in the seventeenth century, claimed property in

the seas surrounding Great Brltainas far as the coasts

of the neighboring countries, and in the eighteenth

century only softened down the claim into one of sov

ereignty; and Russia based an exclusive claim to the

Pacific north of the titty-first degree, upon the ground

that this part of the ocean was a passage to shores

lying exclusively within her jurisdiction. But this

claim was resisted by our government, and withdrawn

in the temporary convention of 1824.

Bays of the sea are within the jurisdiction of the

states to whose territory the promontories embracing

them belong. Thus, Delaware bay was declared in

1798 to belong exclusively to the United States. When,

however, the headlsnds are very remote, thereis more

doubt in regard to the claim of exclusive control over

them; and, for the most part, such claim has not been

made. . Great Britain has long claimed su

premacy in the narrow seas adjoining that island.

But the claim, although cheaply satisfied by paying

I Waring 1). Clarke, 5 How. 462 (1847), Wayne, J .

'Snowden v. Guion, 101 N. Y. 463 (1.886), Finch, I.

'1 Bl. Com. 110.

' 1 Kent, 30; Church o. Hubbart, '2 Cranch, J34 /1804);

Vattel. 20!.
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certain honors to the British flag. has not been uni

formly acquiesced in, and it may be said to be falling

into desuetude. In 1856 Denmark agreed to give up

her claim to dues for navigation over Eisineur sound

and the Belts, for thirty-flve millionrix dollars (at fifty

cents of our money to the dollar) — to be divided

among the nations interested in proportion to the

value of their commerce passing through the straits.

in 1857 our government agreed to pay of this sum

three hundred and ninety-three thousand dollars. . .

By the treaty of Paris, March 80, 1&6. “ the Black Sea

is made neutral. Open to the mercantile marine of all

nations, its waters and ports are formally and in per

petuity interdicted to flags of war." The treaty, how

evdr, grants to Russia and Turkey the liberty of keep

ing a small force for coast service.

Where a navigable river forms the boundary be

tween two states both are presumed to have free use

of it, and the dividing line will run in the middle of the

channel, unless the contrary is shown by long occu

pancy or agreement of the parties. When a river rises

within the bounds of one state and empties into the

sea in another, international law allows to the inhabit

ants of the upper waters only a moral claim or im

perfect right to its navigation. . . But there is

now scarcely a river in the Christian portions of the

world, the dwellers on whose waters have not the

right of free communication with the rest of mankind.‘

The Rhine. the Scheidt, the Danube, the liiississippi.

the St. Lawrence, the Amazon, and the La Plata sys

tem of rivers, etc., have been made free by treaties.I .

Arm Of the sea. A river, harbor, creek,

basin, hay, or other subordinate description

of waters, where the tide ebbs and flows.

This is within the jurisdiction of admiralty, but

when within the body of a State, the State has concur

rent jurisdiction.’

At sea. A vessel is at sea when she has

actually sailed, and is on her voyage.‘ See

SAIL. \

Beyond the sea. Out of a State or of

the United States, as the case may be.‘

High sea. The main or high sea begins

at low water-mark.5

The uninciosed waters of the ocean on the

sea coast outside the fauces terrce.6

A vemel lying in harbor, fast to the shore by cables,

communicating with the land by her boats, and not

 

I Woolsey. Intern. Law, §§ 59-62. Seealsol Kent,

N-82.

' United States v. Grush, 5 Mas. 298-302 (1829), cases;

L. R., 2 Q. B. 7.

‘Union Ins. CO. v. Tysen, 3 Hill, l2&28 (N. Y. 1842),

cases; Hubbard v. Hubbard, 8 N. Y. 199 (1853); 20 Pick.

278; 14 Mass. 81; 12 Gray, 501; 6Whart. 25-5; 1Story,

259.

' State v. Johnson, 12 Minn. 4T9(1B61'), cases; Davie v.

Briggs, 97 U. 8. 687-38 (1878), cases, Harlan, J.; 18 F. R.

N .

' [1 Bl. Com. 110.

‘United States v. Grush, 5 Mas. 2% (1829), Story, J.

within any inclosed dock or at any pier or wharf, is on

the “high seas,“ outside of low water-mark on the

coast.I

The words “ upon the high seas, or on any arm of

the sea, or in any river. haven, creek, basin, or bay,

within the admiralty jurisdiction, and out of the juris

diction ot any particular State," used in Rev. St. 55346,

are limited to the high seas. and to the waters con

nected immediately with them. That the Lakes are

not uhigh seas“ is too clear for argument. These

words have been employed from time immemorial to

designate the ocean below low water-mark, and have

rarely, if ever, been applied to interior or land-locked

waters of any description.’

Main sea. That part of the sea lying out

side of the faucet term: or points on the op

posite shore sufiicientiy near to enable per

sons standing on one shore to distinctly see

with the naked eye what is doing on the op

posite shore.‘

Sea brief; sea-letter. A custom-house

document certifying to the citizenship of the

owner of a vessel which has been duly regis

tered.

Making or using a forged sea-letter is a penal of

fense.‘ '

The term, in use, is synonymous with “ pass-port.‘‘ '

The document relates more particularly to the cargo,

while “ passport “ relates rather to the vessel.I

The form of the document has been variously given

in different commercial treaties. Thismay explain the

different descriptions given by text-writers.‘

Seaman. One whose business is navigat

ing ships; a sailor; a mariner.

In a broad sense, includes a master or other officer;

in a narrow sense, one of the crew. The context and

subject-matter determine the scope of the meaning.

See CURI, 1; NA'rUaAuzli'rio.\', R. S. 5 2174; Wanna.

Sea-manure; sea-weed. See Bmcn;

DRIFT-STUFF.

Sea-shore. The margin of the sea, in its

usual and ordinary state; all the ground be

tween the ordinary high-water mark and

low-water mark.8

By the common law, the land between

ordinary high and low-water mark; the

 

I United States v. Seagrist, 4 Blatch. 422-23 (1860),

cases.

1 Exp. Byen-1, 82 F. R 406 (1887), Brown, J.

‘People v. Richmond County, 78 N. Y. 89! (1878),

Andrews, J.

' R. 8. ii 4190-91.

' Arnouid, lnsv 628.

'1 Marshall, Ins. 317.

"See 1 Kent, 157: Sieght v. Rhinelandcr, 1 Johns.

"203 (1806); Sleght v. Hartshorne, 2 id. 531 (1807).

lStorer v. Freeman, 6 Mass. '439 (1810), Parsons,

C. J.; 17 Ala. 791; 81 Cal. 121; 34 Conn 484; 40 id. 400;

123 Mass. 361; 2811. J. L683; il3'1‘ex.868.



SEA

land. over which the daily tides ebb and

flow.I

In the absence of evidence to the contrary, it will

be presumed that the owner of land bordering on the

seashore holds only to the ordinary high-water mark,

and that the shore between high and low-water mark

belongs to the State.1

Sea-worthy. Not, capable of going to

sea or being navigated on the sea, but sound,

stanch, and strong in all respects, and

equipped, furnished, and provided with offi

cers, men, provisions, and documents for a

certain service. In a policy of insurance for

a definite voyage, means " sufiicient for such

a vessel and voyage.” 2

The hull must be so tight, stanch. and strong as to

be competent to resist all ordinary action of the sea,

and to prosecute and complete the voyage without

damage to the cargo.‘

The hull, tackle, apparel and furniture must be in

such condition of strength and soundness as to resist

the ordinary action of the sea, wind and waves.‘

The question is to be determined with reference to

the customs and usages of the port or country from

which the vessel sails, the existing state of knowledge

and 'experience, and the judgment of prudent and

competent persons versed in such rnntters. it, by

this standard, the ship is found in all respects to have

been reasonably flt for the contemplated voyage, the

warranty of sea-worthiness is compiled with.‘

The burden of proving unsea-worthiness is on the

insurer, there being a prima facie presumption of sea

worthiness in favor of the assured.‘

In the insurance of a vessel by a time-policy, the

warranty of sea-worthiness is compiled with ii‘ the

vessel is sea-worthy at the commencement of the risk;

the fact that she subsequently sustains damage, and

is not properly refitted at an intermediate port, does

not discharge the insurer from subsequent risk or

loss. provided such loss is not the consequence of the

omission. A defect oi.’ sea-worthiness, arising after

the commencement of the risk, and permitted to con

tinue from bad faith or want of ordinary prudence or

diligence on the part of the insured or his agents, dis

charges the insurer from liability for any loss which

is the consequence of such bad faith or want of pru

1 Land and Water Co. 1:. Richardson, 70 Gal. M

(1886): United States v. Pacheco, 2 Wall. 690 (1864),

Field, J.

IOapen v. Washington Ins. Co., 12 Cush. 586 (1853),

Shaw, 0. J.; 8 Kent, 205.

' Dupont v. Vance, 19 How. 167 (1856), Curtis, J.; The

Little Hamilton, 18 F. B. 829-80 (1883); Hazard v. New

England Mar. Ins. Co., 8 Pet. ‘.581 (1834).

' The Orient. 4 Woods, 256 (1888); s. 0. 16 F. R. 918.

‘The Tltanla,19 F. R. 107, l05~7 (1888), cases: Tid

marsh v. Washington Ins. Co., 4 Mas. 441 (1827), Story,

Justice.

‘Pickup v.T'hames Ins. 00., L. R., 8 Q. B. D. 594

(1878); Moons 21. Louisville Underwriters. 14 F. R, M

(1882).
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dance or diligence; but does not aflect the contract as

to any other risk or loss covered by the policy, and

not caused or increased by such particular defect.‘

See Annrmu.-I1; Dsrronas; Ixsoamcl; MARINE:

Maarrnrn: PlRACY,1; Vnssrrn; Wrrsru‘; Wnsrrr.

SiII!iA_1'.|.2 1. An instrument for impressing

wax made to adhere to a writing, in attesta

tion of the genuineness of the writing or of

the deliberation with which it is executed.

The impression produced with such instru

ment; also, any device allowed as a substi

tute for such impression.

The implement originally employed was a seal

ring, and the substance wax, water, or other cera

ceous matter. A substitute was a figured piece of

leather or parchment, attached at the end of the doc

ument.

At common luw, a scroll or scribble, a figure, an

impression or other device in or upon the texture of

the writing material is not a seal. But now, by en~

nctment, these are almost universally allowed as

substitutes. Corporate seals, and the seals of public

oflicials and of notaries, are attached by means of a

metallic die, and with or without wax or wafer. 3

A seal is not necessarily of any particular form or

figure; when not of wax nor made by a die, it is usu

ally in the form of a scroll, but “ L. S." or “ Seal,‘ in

closed in brackets or in some other design, are in

common use. It may consist of the outline without

any inclosure; it may be in the shape oi’ a circle, an

ellipse, a scroll, a rectangle, or an irregular figure-, or

it may be a simple dash or flourish oi’ the pen. Its

precise form cannot be deiined; that depends upon

taste or fancy. Whether an instrument is under seal

or not is a question for the court upon inspection;

whether a mark or character shall be held to be aseal

depends upon the intention of the executant as shown

by the paper.‘

" in all cases where a seal is necessary by law, to

any cotrrrnission, process, or other instrument provided

for by the laws of Congress, it shall be lawful to

affix the proper seal by making an impression there

with directly on the paper to which such seal is neces

sary; which shall be as valid as if made on other

adhesive substances." '

The use of seals as a mark of authenticity is very

 

I Union Ins. Co. v. Smith, 124 U. S. 427 (1888), cases,

Blatchford, J.

' F. seal, a signet: L. sigillum, a mark, seal.

'See 4 Kent, 4.52; 1 Am. Law Rev. 688-52 (1867),

cases; 18 Ga. 162: 18 La. An. 524; 5 Pick. 49?; 24 id.

417; 10 Allen, 881; 12 id. 337; 50 Me. 549; 42 Miss.-‘$00;

51110. 79; 5 N. J. E. 52; 6 N. J. L. 169; 11 id. 174;1

Denio, 877; 6 Johns. 245; 5 Duer, 462; 17 Barb. 809; 5

Hill, 496; 5 Whart. 568;1S.& R. 72; 7 Leigh, 801; 5

Wis. 549.

‘Hacker's Appeal, 121 Pa. —- (1888). The testatrix

wrote " In witness whereof I have hereunto set my

band and seal. Ellen Wain,“ placinga dash after her

name. In the body of the will she had used a similar

dash for a period.

' Act of Congress, 13 May, 1864: R. S. iii.
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ancle.nt.l . . In the civil law they were the evidence

of truth.I Among the Saxons, seals were little

used; their method was for such as could write to

subscribe their names, and, whether they could write

or not, toafllx the sign of the cross. For the same

reason the Normans. s.n illiterate nation, used sealing

only; which custom continued after learning had

made its way among them. The oldest sealed charter

in England, that of Edward the Coufessor to West

ml i8'£l' abbey, was witnessed by his seal only. At the

Conquest (1066), the Norman lords introduced wnxen

seals. In the reign of Edward I (W73-1307), every

freeman, and such of the villians as were tit to be put

upon juries, had their individual seals. The impres

sions of these were a knight on horseback or other

device; coats oi’ arms were introduced by Richard 1,

who brought them from the crusades. . . This neg

lect of signing remained for a long time; for it was

held in all books that sealing alone was sufilcient to

authenticate a deed: and so the common formula

" sealed and delivered “ continues to this day.‘

Whenever a writing was read or exhibited as a per

son‘s last will. the prsetorian court would not sustain

it unless each of the seven witnesses had severally

aflixed his seal to the outside. This is the first ap

pearance of sealing in the history of jurisprudence,

considered asa mode of authentication. The use of

seals, however, as mere fastenings, is doubtless of

much higher antiquity. With the Romans, seals to

wills and other documents of importance did not only

attest the presence or assent of the signatary, but

were also literally fastenings which had to be broken

before the writing could be inspected.‘

Formerly, wax was the most convenient and the

only material used to receive the impressions. Hence

it was said, ligilium est cera impressa; quia cera, sine

impress-ione, mm est s1'gi'llum.' ' a seal is wax impressed;

wax without an impression is not a seal. This is not an

allegation that an impression without wax is not a seal.

The courts have held that an impression made on

wafers or other adhesive substance capable of receiv

ingan impression comes within the deiinition “cera

impreasa.“ If then wax -be construed to be merely a

general term including any substance capable of re

ceiving and retaining the impression of a seal, paper,

if it has that quality, may well be included in the

category. The machine now used to impress public

seals does not require any substance to receive or re

tain the impression, which is as well detlned. as dur

able-less likely to be defaced than that made on

wax. It is the seal which authenticates, not the sub

stance impressed. Identity is all that is desired.‘

 

I 1 Kings, xxi, 8; Esther, viii, 8; Jeremiah, xxxii, 14.

' institutes, 2, 10, 2-3.

'2 Bl. Com. 805-6. See also 4 Kent, 452; Holmes,

Com. Law, 272; Hare, Contr. 121; 1 Ves. Jr. 18; 1Wils.

213.

‘ Maine. Ancient Law, 203-4.

' Coke, 8 Inst. 169.

‘Pillow u. Roberts, 18 How. 473-74 (1851), Grier, J.

See also Pierce v. Indseth, 106 U. S. 548 (1882), Field,J.;

\lI.-xander 11. Jameson, 5 Binn. '241-47 (1812); Miller v.

is ct uz., 107 Pa. 890-400 (1884); 1 Reeves, Hbt.

Law, 184, note.
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The statute of 29 Charles H (1678) indicated a neces

sity that transfers of realty should be in writing and

signed. in early days in England, a deed had to be

sealed, whether signed or not.I

A seal to an instrument imports a consideration, or

renders proof unnecessary. The presumption is that

what is executed with so much deliberation (q. 0.) and

solemnity is founded upon suflicient cause.1

The present opinion is that pnrol authority is ade

quate to authorize an alteration or addition to be made

to a sealed instrument.‘

When a writing must be executed under seal, au

thority to an agent to exe'cute it must be under seal.

But where a seal is not vital to the contract, and the

agent, unauthorized, signs with a seal, the instrument

will still operate as a simple contract.‘

Where a joint obligation concludes “ witneu our

hands and seals," and contains but one seal, this will

be deemed the seal of each of the signers.I

liond, deed, covenant, conveyance, warrant of at

torney, and like terms, import a sealed instrument.

A seal may destroy negotiability, q. 1).,‘ but not of

corporation bonds, q. v.

In Missouri, a scroll must be referred to as a seal,

in the body of the instrument.‘

When the seal of a party, required to make an in

strument valid, has been omitted by accident or mis

take, a court of equity may adjudge the instrument

binding.’

. Common seal; corporate seal. The

seal of a corporate body.

At common law, a corporation cannot manifest its

intention by any personal act or oral discourse: it

therefore acts and speaks only by its common seal.

Though the particular members may express their

private consent to act, by words or by signing their

names, this does not bind the corporation: it is the

fixing of the seal which unites the several assents of

the individuals and makes one joint assent of the

whole.‘

The rule now is that for a contract of an ordinary

every day occurrence a seal is not necessary; and

that if such a contract has been executed, and the cor

poration has had the benefit of it, it must pay the

price. The old rule still applies, however,_to contracts

of an extraordinary nature not within the usual busi

ness of the corporation.’

A corporation may bind itself bya contract not

under its corporate seal, when the law does not re

 

' Miller v. Ruble ct uz., 107 Pa. 899 (1884); Pa. Act 21

March, 1772.

‘Storm v. United States, 94 U. S. 84 (1876), cases;

Bates v. Boston, &c. R. Co., 10 Allen, 258-66 (1866),

cases; Warren 1;. Lynch, 5 Johns. '2-i4 (1810).

' Drury 1:. Foster, 2 Wall. 88 (186-1).

4 Wagoner 0. Watts, 4-1 N. J. L. '20 (1882).

I Bowman v. Robb, 6 Pa. 802 (1847).

' Dickens v. Miller, 12 Mo. Ap. 4115 (1882).

" Bernards Township 0. Stebblns, 109 U. 8. H9 (1888),

cases.

' 1 Bl. Corn. 475; 4 Kent, 288.

' Clarke v. Cuckfleld Union, 21 L J., Q. B. 851 (1861);

4 liian. & G. 860.



quire the contract to lie evidenced by a sealed instru

ment.l

The corporate seal is to be auixed to transfers of

realty, and to powers to make such transters.‘ See

Sracuvrv.

Great seal; privy seal. Grants or let

ters-patent first pass by bill. This is then

signed at the top with the king's own sign

manual, and sealed with his privy signet,

which is in the custody of the secretary

of state; and then sometimes immediately

passes under the great seal. Otherwise the

course is to carry an extract to the keeper of

the privy seal, who makes out a writ or war

rant thereupon to the chancery. So that the

sign-manual is the warrant to the privy seal,

and the privy seal to the great seal. But

some grants pass through certain oflices, as

the admiralty or the treasury, in consequence

of the presence of the sign-manual without

the confirmation of the signet, the great or

the privy seal.8

The office of lord chancellor (q. v.) is created by the

mere delivery of the great seal into hiscustody: he

having always had supervision of all such public in

struments of the crown as were authenticated in the

most solemn manner.‘

Keeper of the seal. Of the great seal:

an oficer through whose hands pass all

charters, grants, and commissions of the

king under the great seal; the lord keeper of

the great seal. Of the privy seal: an oificer

through whose hands pass all charters signed

by the king before they come -to the great

seal; at present, the lord keeper of the privy

seal.

To counterfeit the I:ing‘s great or privy seal was

high treason, and a branch at the crimen false’ or for

sew-‘

Public seal. A seal belonging to one of

the departments of government, in particu

lar of the executory department. and used to

attest approval and genuineness—of oflicial

acts, of copies of public documents.

Seal, place Of. The place on a document

where a seal is attached or is to be attached.

In Latin. locus sigilli; whence “ L.- S.” —

usually printed or written with an encircling

scroll.

‘ Gottfried v. Miller, 104 U. S. 527 (1881), cases, Woods,

-7.; Bank of Columbia 1:. Patterson, 7 Cranch, 305-6

(1818), cases.

I1 Whart. Ev. 55 693-95, 735, cases.

I 2 Bl. Com. B47; 1 Steph. Com. 571.

‘ 8B1. Com. 46-47.

‘ 4 BL Com. 83, Q.
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By long usage and general understanding, “ L. S."

is regarded as representing a seal, in copies of legal

precepts.l

Ii’ incumbent on an oiiicer to give a bond. and he

furnishes an instrument having “L. S." instead of I

seal, and, upon the strength thereof. assumes the

duties of the oflice, he and his sureiies will be held

upon the instrument as upon a bond.‘ See Nonar.

2, v. For a trial judge to certify by signing

and sealing, or simply by signing. a state

ment of the exceptions taken to his rulings

or charge is called " sealing a bill of excep

tions.”

It is sufiicient, in the practice of the Supreme

Court, it the bill is simply signed by the judge.I See

further Excarnoss, Bill of.

3, v. For a jury to write out and seal up

their verdict, as, in an envelope, and then

separate to meet and publish it in open court,

is termed “ sealing their verdict," q. o.

4. As to sealed letters, see Lnrmns, 8;

PUBLICATION, 2.

Seals. In Louisiana, the effects of a de

cedent may be taken into public custody by

means of “seals.”

It the heir wishes to obtain the benefit of inventory,

and delay for deliberation, before committing an act

of heirship, he must cause seals to be affixed to the

eflecta by a judge, ora justice of the peace; and, after

ten days, petition for the removal of the seals, and

that an inventory be taken.’ The seals are placed on

the bureaus and on the doors of the apartments which

contain the eflects and papers of the deceased. so that

they cannot be opened without destroying the seals:

and they are “ rais ,“ publicly, in the same manner.‘

5. To make air-tight, usually with wax.

Placing wax upon the top of a cork in a bottle con

taining a sample of milk for analysis. and not extend

ing the wax over the mouth so as to render the bottle

air-tight, is not “ sealing" it. within a statute provid

ing tor the preservation ot alleged adulterated milk

for use as evidence.’

SEAMAN. See SEA, Seaman.

SEARCH. A careful examination; an

examination or inspection authorized by law.

It may be (1) of legal records in their proper

oifice, for acts and proceedings aflecting title

to realty, such as conveyances, mortgages,

mechanics’ liens, municipal liens, judgments.

The certificate of such examination is also

called a search; and searcher describes the

person who makes the examination. See

NAME, 1.

1 Smith 12. Butler, 25 N. H. 524 (1852).

' Board of Education v. Fonda, 77 N. Y. 855 (1879).

' Stanton 1:. Embrey, 93 U. S. 555 (1876), casea

‘ See La. Civ. Code, arts. 1027-28,1068-71, 1079, 1084.

‘Commonwealth v. Loc-khardt, 1-H Mass. 182 (1887).
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It may be (2) of a man’s house, possessions,

or person, for the discovery of proof of an

oflense with which he is charged.

In this sense a search may be for matter unlawfully

deposited in the mails; for gambling apparatus: for

implements used in counterfeiting: for intoxicating

liquors kept for unlawful sale: or for other articles

unlawfully concealed; also. for frauds attempted upon

the revenue; and for liquors intended for illegal in

troduction into the Indian country.

Search-warrant. Written authm-ity from

a court or magistrate for the examination of

a designated house or place for articles al

leged to be concealed there contrary to law,

irequently for stolen property.

" The right of the people to be secure in their per

sons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable

searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no

Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, sup

ported by Oath or aflirmation, and particularly de

scnbing the place to be searched, and the persons or

things to be seized.“ I

Search for and seizure of stolen or forfeited goods,

or goods concealed in order to avoid the payment of

duties, are totally diflerent things from a search for

and a seizure of a man's private papers for use as evi

dence against him. In the one case the government is

entitled to the possession of the property; in the other

it is not. The seizure of stolen goods is authorized by

the common law; and the seizure of goods forfeited

for a breach of the revenue laws or concealed to avoid

paying duties has been authorized by English statutes

for two centuries, and by our revenue acts since the

commencement of the government. the first act, that

of July 31, 1789, being passed by the Congress which

proposed the first ten amendments. To ascertain what

was meant by " unreasonable searches and seizures,“

ll used in the Fourth Amendment, it in only necessary

to recall the controversies had upon the subject.

The practice had obtained in the colonies of issuing

writs of assistance to revenue officers, empowering

them in their discretion to search suspected places for

smuggled goods. This practice had been bitterly de

nounced. as “placing the liberty of every man in the

hands of every petty oflicer." In England, from 1762,

when the North Briton was started by John Wilkes,

to 1766, when the Commons condemned general war

rants for the seizure of persons or papers, a contro

versy was carried on between the government and

Wilkes, he insisting upon the abolition of certain

abuses, chief among which was the issuing of general

warrants by the secretary of state to search private

houses for evidence against alleged libelen; of the ad

ministration. Several numbers of the North Briton

being viewed as heinously libelous, Lord Halifax is

sued a general warrant for the apprehension of the

supposed oiienders. On the authority of this warrant

Wilkes] house was searched in his absence, and all

 

1 Constitution, Amd. IV. lintiiied Dec. 15, 1791. See

provisiomtonme elect in the constitutions of the

Rates.

his papers, including even his will, were indiscrimi

nately seized. For the outrage Wilkes recovered a

verdict of £1000 against one of the messengers who

had made the search, and £1000 against Lord Halifax,

who had issued the warrant. Another case, also fresh

in memory in 1791, was that of Enfick v. Corrington,

for entering the plaintifl‘s dwelling, breaking open his

desks, boxes, etc., and examining his papers. In this

case Lord Camden pronounced the judgment of the

court (on a special verdict) in 1765, and the law has

ever since been regarded as settled, the decision being

considered a land-mark in English history. The prin- -

ciples laid down aflect the very essence of constitu

tional liberty and security. They reach further than

the concrete form of the case then before the court,

with its adventitious circumstances; they apply to

all invasions on the part of the government and its

employés of the sanctity of a man's home and the

privacies of life. It is not the breaking of his doors

and the rummaging of his drawers that constitutes

the essence of the oflense, but rather the invasion of

his indefeasibie right of personal security, personal

liberty, and private property, where that right has

not been forfeited by conviction for an offense. Any

forcible and compulsory extortion of a man‘s own

testimony or of his private papers to be used as evi

dence to convict him of crime or to forfeit his goods

is within the condemnation of the Judgment pro

nounced by Lord Camden.

The “unreasonable searches and seizures" con

demned in the Fourth Amendment are most always

made for the purpose of compelling a man to give

evidence against himself, which in criminal casesis

condemned in the Fifth Amendment; and compelling

a man “in a criminal case to be a witness against

himself," throws light upon the question as to what is

an "unreasonable search and seizure." Seizing a

man's private books and papers to be used in evidence

against him is not diiferent from compelling him to

be a witness against himself.‘

See HEALTH, Boards of; Posr-omen; Samoan;

Scsratsa, Duces; Truss-tuna.

Right Of search. The right in a bellig

erent to stop a neutral vessel on the high seas,

to go on board of her, examine her papers,

and, it may be, even her cargo—in short,

to ascertain by personal inspection whether

or not she is conveying hostile or contraband

goods.

A war right; applicable to merchant ships alone;

to be exercised in such a way as to attain its object,

and nothing more. The duty of submitting to the

search iswellestablished in international law. Treaties

 

lBoyd v. United States. 116 U. S. 616, 62:t4$0, 688

(1880), Bradiey,J. Revenue Act 23 June, 1874: RS.

5 3091.

See Semayne‘s Case, 5 Coke, 91 (1606); Wilkes‘s Case,

2 Wils. 150 (1763); Eutick‘s Case, ib. 275 (1765); 2 Halo,

P. C. 149; 2 Story, Const. I 1902; Cooley, Const. Lim.

800-8. cases; May's Const. Hist. Eng. 0. II; 2 Ban

croft's Hist. U. S. 4] i; l Sm. L. C. IQ.

(59)
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have been entered into regulating the exercise of the

right.‘ SeeV18iT, 1.

BEAT. See PERMANENT; Srocx-ax

cnmoa .

SEATED. Settled; actually occupied.

Opposed, unseated. Said of land, in earlier

legislation.

Residence without cultivation or cultivation with

out residence constitutes seated land. Temporary

suspension of an actual occupation will not render

seated land unseated.’ A tract ceases to be unseated

as soon as actually occupied with a view to permanent

use.’ The improvement of a part fixes the character

0! the whole tract as seated.‘ Land once seated may,

by abandonment, become unseated)

SEA-WORTHY. See SEA, Sea-worthy.

SEC. See SacUNnUiL

SECESSION. See GOVERNMENT, De

facto.

SECK. See RENT, Rent-seck.

SECOND. See Drsmass; Excmmoa, 8;

MORTGAGE; PUNisn.uEN'r.

SECONDARY. See CONVEYANCR; Evi

DENCE; Usa, 3.

SECONDS. See BATTERY; DUEL

SECRET. See CoNcm; Dnsrosa, 2;

EQUITY; Lnm; PARTNER; PosssssioN, Ad

verse; SECRETE.

SECRETARY. See AGENT; Damm

MENT; Dascmrno; Dmncroas.

SECRETE. Applies to any making away

with property which puts it unlawfully out

of the reach of a creditor.‘

May be by putting legal impediments in the way by

which he is prevented from getting possession in order

to eflsct payment.‘ See BANKRUPMY.

SECRETS, STATE’S. See COMMUNI

csnou. Privileged, 1.

SECT. See RELIGION; SECTARIAN.

SECTA. See Surr, 1.

BECTARIAN. A religious sect is a body

or number of persons united in tenets, but

constituting a distinct organization or party

by holding sentiments or doctrines difierent

from those of other sects or people. In the

 

I Woolse , Int. Law, i M; 1 Kent, 154; 6WebstAr‘s

Works, 3'. , 885; 11 Edinb. Rev. 9; 85 Foreign Quar.

Rev. 211.

'5 Pet. ‘#58; 6 Watts, 269; 55 Pa. W; 78 id. 418; 15

W. N. C. 262.

I 7 W. & S. 248.

‘2 Watts, 421; 19 Pa. M; 29 141.106; 84 id. 832.

I 9 Watts, 150; 4 Pa. 214; 6 id. 210; 886d. 40; 66 id. 874.

'Gault 0. Dusslult-,4 Can. Leg. News, 821 (1881); 8

H. 288.

sense intended by the constitution of Nevads,

every sect of that character is “ sectarian.”2

A Roman Catholic orphan asylum is a "sectarian

institution," although only Catholic children are

taught the principles of the Catholic church, and Prot

estant children the tenets common to all Christian

people.I See R.auoioN; Scnoon, Public.

SECTION. See LANDS. Public; PARCEL, 2.

SECUNDUM. L. Following; accord

ing to.

Secundum allegata et probata. Ac

cording to allegations and proofs. See ALLE

GARE, Allegata, etc.

Secundum artem.

trade or calling.

Secundum legem. Conformably to law.

Secundum regulam. According to rule.

SECURE.2 1. To make safe or certain:

to protect, insure, save, ascertain.‘

Congress may secure to authors and inventors the

exclusive right to their respective writings and dis

coveries.‘ The term does not here imply the protec

tion oi.‘ an acknowledged legal right. Acts pas-sedin

the exercise ot the power create rights, rather than

sanction previously existing rights.‘

To " secure " a debt may mean to save lt.'

2. To assure, guarantee, indemnify; to

render certain that money will be paid or an

obligation performed.

As, for a non-resident piaintii! to be required to se

cure payment of the costs (q. 0.) of the suit he has

instituted; for a debtor to secure his creditor by giv

lnghim a lien upon realty: the creditor being then

said to be “ secured.“

A'contract by which a vendor agrees to execute a

conveyance as soon as the vendee “secures the pay

ment" ot the purchase-money, means, not when he

pays it in money, but when he gives something’ by

means of which payment may, at say future time, be

procured or compelled.‘

3. To procure; to perfect.

To “secure"a mechanic's lien means to do such

acts as will perfect an incipient lien, that is, make it

available.’

Security. (1) An instrument which

guarantees the certainty of some specific

thing, as, payment or performance.

(2) A surety.

Written after the name of one who signs s promis

sory note, means " surety.‘,‘ ' See Scam.

According to the

1 State v. Hallock, 16 Nev. 885 (1882), Leonard, C. J.

I L. re-cm-us, tree from anxiety.

l Wheaten v. Peters, 8 Pet. '660 U834), M'Les.n, J.

' Constitution. Art. 1, sec. 8.

' Oliver c. Sterling, £50 Ohio St. 401 (1870).

' Foot v. Webb, :59 Barb. 52 (1886).

' Boston 1;. Chesapeake. &:c. R Co., 76 Vs. 181 0&8).

° Favorite 1:. Stidhem. 84 Ind. 45 (18&).
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(8) Individual safety. See Personal Secu

rity(2).

Securities. Written assurances for the re

turn or payment of money; evidences of

indebtedness.

In popular acceptation, includes bills of exchange,

promissory notes, and bonds for the payment of

money.I

Collateral security. A security side by

side with, or in addition to, other security asV the primary or principal obligation, or ad

ditional to the debtor’s own engagement.

Thus, when one man covenants with another,

and enters into a bond to perform the cove

nant, the bond is the collateral security.’ A

bond accompanying a mortgage is another

example. Such security is frequently termed

the “ collateral,” and the plural “ collaterals ”

is in general use.

A separate obligation, attached to another

contract to guarantee its performance; also,

a transfer of property, or of another con

tract, to insure the performance of the prin

cipal engagement.‘

The transfer establishes 5 pi-ivity of contract which

invests the creditor \\ ith ownership of the securities

for the purposes of dominion over the debt assigned.‘

The creditor must use due diligence to collect a

promissory note left with him as collateral security,

or suffer the loss of the amount of it.‘ He should give

notice of his intention to sell the security, after de

fault of payment, and also of the time and place of

sale, in the absence of a contract to sell :2 mero

motu.' But he is not bound to apply the collateral

before enforcing his direct remedy against the debtor.’

The collateral may be redelivered for collection by

the debtor as trustee for the pledges.‘

It may be regarded as settled in commercial juris

prudence — there being no statutory regulation to the

contrary - that where negotiable paper is received in

payment of an antecedent debt; or where it is trans

ferred by indorsement as collateral security for adebt

created, or a purchase made, at the time of the trans

fer; or the transfer is to secure a debt, not due, under

an agreement expressed or to be clearly implied from

the circumstances that the collection of the principal

 

' Jennings v. Davis, 31 Conn. 139-40 (1862).

'Chambersburg ins. 00.11. Smith, 11 Pa. 127 (1849),

Coulter, J.: Shoemaker v. Nat. Mechanics‘ Bank, 2

Abb. U. B. 423 (1869).

' [Lochrane 1;. Solomon, 28 Ga. 292 (1868).

‘ Hanna 1:. Holton, 78 Pa. 334 (1875).

' Semple Manuf. Co. v. Detwller, 80 Kan. 896-99 (1883),

cases.

‘Davis 1:. Funk, 39 Pa. 250 (1881); Loomis 1;. Stave,

72 I11. 6% (i874); 2 Kent, .">Sl4l-'3; Story, Bailm. i 810.

7 Lewis 11. United States, 92 U. Sv 6'23 (1875), cases.

‘White v. Plan, 5 Denlo, 269 Us-it); Clark 1:. Iselin,

21 Wall. ass um;

debt is to be postponed or delayed until the collateral

matured; or where time is agreed to be given and 3

actually given upon a debt overdue. in consideration

of the transfer of negotiable paper as collateral secu

rity therefor; or where the transferred note takes the

place of other paper previously pledged as collateral

for a debt, either at the time such debt was contracted

or before it became due,-— in each case the holder who

takes the transferred paper before its maturity. and

without notice. actual or otherwise. of any defense

thereto, is held to have received it in the due course of

business, and becomes a holder for value, entitled to

enforce payment, without regard to any equity or do

fense which exists between parties to the paper.

But there is a conflict of authority where the note is

transferred before maturity as collateral security

merely, without other circumstances, for a debt previ

ously created. Abundant authority sustains the posi

tion that if such paper he so indorsed that the holder

becomes a party to the instrument, although the trans

fer is without express agreement by the creditor for

indulgence, that transfer is not an improper use of the

paper, and is as much in the usual course of commer

cial business as is its transfer in payment of such debt.

In either case the bone flde holder is unafl'wted by

equities or defenses between the prior parties ui' which

he had no notice.x '

The doctrine as to an antecedent debt does not ap

ply to an instrument conveying property as security

in consideration only of pre-existing indebtedness.‘

The decided weight of authority is that antecedent

indebtedness constitutes ample consideration for A

new contract.I '

Counter-security. Security given to a per

son who has become surety for another.

The condition is that if he who first became surety

shall sufler expense or loss, the person accommodated

will indemnify him.

Marshal securities. See MARSHAL, 2.

Personal security. (1) Evidence of indebt

edness which binds the personalty of the

debtor; choses in action or other personal

estate pledged to the performance of a con

tract. Opposed, real security: an obligation

in the nature of a lien on land.

(2) Security of the person; right of per

sonal security: consisting in a person's legal

and uninterrupted enjoyment of his life,

limbs, body, health, and reputation,‘ qq. 12.

See also LIBERTY, 1; RIGHT, 2.

 

l Brooklyn City & Newton R. Co. 1:. Nat. Bank of the

Republic of New York, 102 U. S. 25-28 (1880), cases,

Harlan. J. Clifford and Bradley, JJ., filed concur

ring opinions; lliiller and Field, JJ., dissented.

'Pe0ple‘s Saving Bank 0. Bates, 12) U. S. 564-67

(1887), cases.

Hlierchants‘ Bank v. lllcClel1s.nd, 9 Col. 610 0&6),

cases. ‘

‘ [1 Bl. Corn. 129; Wabash. in. R. Co. v. Shscklct, ll!

ill. 379 (i888).
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Public security. The safety or protection

of the community. See Poucs, 2.

Public securities. Evidences of indebted

ness on the part of the people of a State or

of the United States.

May mean securities issued under legislative sane

lion in furtherance of works deemed promotive of the

interests of the public.1

Railroad bonds are not “ public securities.“ within

the ordinary meaning of those terms.‘ See Dust,

Public.

See generally Avsrnsnm; Bonn: Dxrosrr, 2; Osu

GATlO.\', 4; Tax, 2.

SECUS. L. Otherwise; to the contrary

efiect.

BED. L. But.

Sed qusere. But examine. Sod vide.

But see. Expressions which direct attention

to a case or authority supporting a doctrine

contrary to that laid down. See QUERE.

SEDGE FLAT. A tract of land below

high-water mark.3 See MEADOW.

SEDITION.‘ Conduct tending toward

treason, but wanting an overt act; attempts

made, by meetings or speeches, or by publi

cations, to disturb the tranquillity of the

state. which do not amount to treason.‘

Called seditious conspiracies and libels.

A seditious libel tends to excite disaflection with

the government. and thus induce a revolutionary

spirit.‘

The act of Congress of July 14, 1798, was called the

“sedition law,“ because its object was to prevent po

litical disturbances. It was limited to a short dura

tion, and expired by limitation; its constitutionality

was questioned. but never passed upon by thecourt1'

See Smncn-wsaanrr.

SEDUCIEI.8 “ Seduce " and " entice ” are

often used indifierently in the old, and some

times in the later, books. A journeyman

was said to be seduced when enticed away

from his employer’s service.9

Although a general term, having a variety

________—_—————-—-——

lHall v. Commissioners, 10 Allen. 102 (1865); 46 Vt.

186.

I Hale v. Commissioners, 137 Mass. 114 (1884). As to

watering railroad securities, see 21 Am. law Rev. 696

104 (1887), cases.

' Church u. Meeker. 34 Conn. 424 (1867).

‘ L. seditio, a going apart, diasension.

‘ Abbott's Law Diet.

‘Cooley, Const. Lim. 426-80; 2 Steph. Hist. Cr. Law

King. 877; Queen v. O‘Brien, 4 Cr. Law lllag. 424 (1883);

Whart. St. T2. 22.

' 2 Story, Const. ii 129$“.

‘L. cc-ducere, to lead aside. astray.

' Bigelow, Torts, 139. See Lumley v. Gye, 2 El. 11 B.

I5 0858): BiZQ.‘IO\\', Ld. Can. Torts. M. 825-LB, case;

of meanings according to the subject to

which it is applied, when referring to the

conduct of a man toward a female is uni

versally understood to mean: an enticement

of her on his part to the surrender of her

chastity, by means of some art, influence,

promise or deception calculated to accom

plish that object, and to include yielding of

her person to him.l

Seduction. The use of some influence,

promise, art, or other means on the part of a

man by which he induces a woman to sur

render her chastity and virtue to his em

braces.I

While now a crime in most of the States, at com

mon law was not so. An injured husband had an ac

tion for criminal “conversation;" but a parent or

master had no standing in court unless the female as

daughter or domestic owed him service, and, in conse

quence of the seduction, she was in some degree less

able to assist in honsewitery work; or. unless there

Was a trespass upon property. The law, while punish

ing even with death acts of violence against women,

left her chastity exposed to the artifices of the se

ducer.l

An action for seduction grows out of the loss ct

service in the relation of master and servant. Some

service, however trivial, must be shown to have been

done and to have been due trom the female to the

plaintiii'.‘

The consent of a minor daughter is no detenseto

on action by the tather; and he should be allowed

compensation for his mental suffering as well as for

the loss of services, etc.‘

But the parent cannot recover damages when. with

his knowledge, the defendant and his daughter slept

together according to the custom known as “bund

ling." ‘

The age of consent, in at least twenty States, until

recently, was ten years. It has been raised to tour

teen in Connecticut, Illinois, Ohio, Wisconsin. and

Vermont: to fifteen in Nebraska; to sixteen in Michi

gan, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania; and to eighteen

in Colorado and Kansas. in England, since 1586, it has

been sixteen.’

See Cmsrs; CONVERSATION. 1: Dassncn; FORNiCr

non.

 

‘ State v. Bierce, 2'7 Conn. 8%(l858). Storrs, C. J.

‘[Croghan v. State, 22 Wis. 445 (1868), Cole, J. See

also 40 Ark. 4&2; 77 Ind. 334; 38 Iowa, 2'24; 1% Mm

488; 11 Mich. 278; 17 Pa. 1%; 100 id. 28.

'3 Christian, Bl. Com. ‘I40, 142; 4 Bl. Com. 212; 1 B.

& Aid. 722.

‘ Wood 0. State, 48 Ga. 282 (1878); Kinney v. Laugh

enour, 89 N. C. 367-68 (1888); Wood, Master 5: S. 5 245;

Martin 1:. Payne, 9 Johns. 887 (1812): Bigelow, Ld. Cu

Torts. 286, 2901305, cases.

‘ Barbour v. Stephenson, 82 F. R. 66 (1887).

‘Hollis 1:. Wells, 3 Clark, '30 (Pa., 1245),

1 See generally 8 Cr. Law Mag. 881-47 (1882), cm
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SEED. See Gum.

lllillet seed, not in its natural state, but having the

outer hull removed and used for making soup and for

bird food. was found by a jury not to be seed within

the meaning of the tarifl laws.I

SEISIN.2 The possession of land under

a claim, either express or implied by law, of

an estate mounting at least to a freehold.‘

See Smsnva.

Ordinarily, a possession. in fact by one hav

ing or claiming a freehold interest.

This is known as a aeisin in deed: the right

of immediate possession is a seisin in law.

There may be a constructive seisin, which is

the equivalent of a seisin in deed.‘

Originally, seisin was the completion of the

feudal investiture: it now means ownership.

A “ covenant of seisin" and a “covenant of

right to convey ” are synonymous.‘

In Missouri. a covenant of seisin is a covenant of in

demnity. and runs with the land to the extent that if

the covenantee takes any estate, however defensible.

or if possession accompanies the deed, though no title

passes, the covenant enures to the subsequent grantee

who sustains the loss.‘ See Comm, Real.

Livery of seisin. Pure feudal investi

ture or delivery of corporal possession of land

or of a tenement.‘

Held absolutely necessary to complete a donation.‘

See Dnmar, 1; Dnxmxn.

Disseisin. Ouster or deprivation of a

freehold. A wrongful putting of him out of

that is seised of a freehold,-is in actual

possession.I

Where one man invades the possession of

another, and by force or surprise turns him

out of the occupation of lands: being a dep

rivation of that actual seisin, or corporal

freehold of the lands, which the tenant before

enjoyed.’

A person who intrudes and

 

I Nordlinger v. Robertson, 88 F. R. 241 (1887).

I F. setstn,to make to possess or sit upon. See Web

Iter‘s Dict. “Seize."

'Towle 1:. Ayer, B N. H. 59 (1885), Richardson, C. J.

‘Jenkins 1:. Fahey, 73 N. Y. 862 (1878); Hart 0. Dean,

I Macar. 68 (1875).

' Cook v. Hammond, 4 Mas. 488 (1827), Story, J.;

l1cNitt v. Turner, 16 Wall. 861 (1872); Ford 1:. Garner,

(9 Ala. 603 (1873), Peters, C. J.; Green u. Liter, B

Cranch, 242-49 (1814); 4 Kent, 886.

‘ Allen 1:. Kennedy, 91 M0. 329 (1886), cases.

' 2Bl. Com. 311; 1 Washb. R P. M.

' [3 Bl. Corn. 169.

' [3 Bl. Com. 195; 5Pet. "L89; 5 Conn. 257, 518; 58 Ill.

8; “Me. 268; ii Metc. 887, 444; 14 Pick. 224; 2 Wend.

166.

\

ejects another from his possession of an estate

of freehold. Disseisee. The freeholder so

ejected.

The law will not construe a possession to be tortious

unless from necessity. It considers every possession

lawful, the commencement and continuance of which

is not proved to be wrongful Where, then, a naked

possession is in proof, unaccompanied by evidence as

to its origin, it will be deemed lawful, and coextensive

with the right set up by the party. If he claims only

a limited estate, the law will not, contrary to his in

tentions, enlarge it to a fee. And it is only when he is

proved to be in by disseisin that the law will construe

it to be a disssisin of the fee, and abridge him of his

right In qualify his wrong.I

Purchase of the rights of a disseisee (called “ buying

title “) was not permitted at common law: one could

not sell a quarrel or lawsuit; and was made an offense

by 86 Henry VIII (1545), c. 9. It is generally disallowed

in the United States, but not so in Illinois. Missouri,

and Pennsylvania.I See Caaurarvrv.

SEISINA. L. Actual possession of an

estate of freehold; seisin, q. 1*.

Habere facias seisinam. That you

cause to obtain seisin. The emphatic words

of a writ of execution by which the sheriff

delivered possession of a freehold to the de

mandant.'

Seisina facit stipitem. Seisin makes

the stock. Actual seisin formerly made a

person the root or stock from which inherit

ance by blood was derived.‘

Discarded by 8 and 4 Wm. IV (1884). c. 106; and be

lieved to be so in all the States Descent is now

traced from the last upurchaser"-—the person last

entitled who did not himself inherit.‘ See Drscnrr.

SEIZURE. Taking a thing into posses

sion, or custody of the law; caption of prop

erty by authority of law; manucaption.

Examples are: taking property under an alleged

forfeiture, or by virtue of a right to hold it under an

attachment, or to sell it on an execution.

1. The manner, and Whether actual or con

structive, depends upon the nature of the

thing. As applied to objects capable of man

ual delivery, the term means “caption : ” the

physical taking into custody.‘ Compare

ARREST, 2 (1).

The modes vary; land cannot be seized as a mov

able may be; actual manucaption cannot be taken of

stocks and credits.

I Ricard v. Williams, 7 Wheat. 107 (1822 , Story, J,

1 3 Wasbb. R. P. 829. As to seisin of chattels, see 1

Law Quar. Rev. 824 (1886); the mystery of eeisin, 9 id.

(51-96 (1886).

' 3 Bl Com. 412; 2 (1859.

‘ 2 Bl. Com. 209.

' See 4 Kent, 383-89; 1 Steph. Corn. 867.

' Yeiham 17. Rose, 9 Wall. 106 (1869), Field, J.
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Seizures are actual or constructive. Taking part

of the goods in a house in the name of the whole may

be a good seizure of all. An assertion of control, with

a present power and intent to execute it, may be suf

flcientl

To constitute a valid seizure, so as to entitle the

party to the proceeds of a forfeiture, there must be an

open, visible possession claimed, and authority exer

cised under the seizure. A seizure, once voluntarily

abandoned, loses its validity.’ See Paocmm; Surrsm.

Section 8&5, Rev. St., does not constitute a post

master a seizing or detaining oificer of suspected

letters. It merely directs the disposition to be made

of letters " seized or detained for violation of law"

under other statutory provisions.‘ See Posr-orncs;

Santos.

2. In marine insurance, the taking of a

ship by the act of public authority for a

violation of the laws of trade, or some rule

or regulation instituted as a matter of munic

ipal police, or in consequence of an existing

state of war.‘

See Anmmu.rv; Mammal (2); PsosscurroN.lliail

eious; iiss. 2.

SELECT. See COUNCIL, 2.

Selectman. In several States, manage

ment of the public affairs of towns is in

trusted to boards of ofiicers called selectmen.

SELF. See DEFENSE, 1; SUI.

SELL. See SALE; RETAIL. Compare DIS

COUNT.

SEM'.BLE.° It seems; seemingly. In

written decisions, and in notes to cases, indi

cates that the statement following is an ex

pression of opinion as to what a decision on

the particular point would be. Compare

D1crmu, 2.

SEMI PBOBATIO. See OATH, Supple

tory.

SENIINARY. Has no definite legal

meaning; is used in a general way to desig

nate institntions for the promotion of learn

lng.‘

In a statute exempting from taxation “public

school-houses, academies, colleges, universities, and

all semlnaries of learning,“ was held to denote any

and every place of training or institution of learning

not already specifically named, and therefore inclusive

of a parish school.’ See Scnoon.

SEMPER. L. Always; ever.

 

' Miller v. United States, 11 Wall. 296 (1870), Strong, J.

‘The Segunda, 10 Wheat. 825 (1825), Story, J .

' Lotteries, 16 Op. AttGen. 5 (1878).

' Greene v. Pacific Mutual Ins Co., 9 Allen, 222 (1864),

Bigelow, C. J.

' F. aemblsr, to seem: L. rimilis, like.

l Chegaray 1:. Mayor of New York, 13 N. Y. 229 (1865).

' County of Hennepin v. Grace, 27 Minn. 506 (1881).

Semper paratus. Always ready. In

common-law practice, a plea that the de

fendant always has been and still is ready to

do what is demanded of him.

Following a tender by the debtor and a refusal by

the creditor, will at least save the costs of the suit to

the defendant. In French, tout temps print.‘ See

Tssnsn. 2.

SEN. In New York reports, senator.

SENATE. See Conosnss; House, 2.

SENILE. See Dmsm. .

SENIOR. In military usage, “senior”

may refer tothe person longest in continuous

service. Webster defines the adjective as

meaning “more advanced in life; older in

oiiice or dignity; prior in age or rank;

elder; ” and the noun as " one older in office,

or whose entrance upon an office was an

terior tothst of another:” which may mean,

not one who entered upon his present term

of ofiice first, but one who has been longest

in the ofiice. On the other hand, the word

may refer to the person, as, a judge, who

has served longest under his present com

mission.2 See Jtmon, Senior; Jomon;

NAME, 1.

SENSE. Meaning; import. See SENsus.

in the construction (q. u.) of instruments and docu

ments of the various kinds, words are said to be used

in their "common." " popular," " ordinary “ sense. or

else in an “ artificial " or “ technical " sense.

Insensible. Unintelligible.

A pleading which omits a material word may be

" insensible." and therefore bad.I

SENSUS. L. Sense; signification.

Mains sensus. The bad sense. In malo

sensu, or male sensu. In the less favorable

acceptation.

Mitior sensus. The milder meaning. In

mitiori sensu. In the more favorable accep

tation.

The old rule was that language alleged to be de

famatory was to be interpreted in the sense most

favorable to the defendant. In modern practice, that

meaning is attributed which the words ordinarily bear

under the circumstances in which they were used.‘

See LIBEL. 5; Susana.

SENTIENC'F.5 A final determination by

a criminal court, or (but less frequently)by a

court of admiralty.

 

I See 8 Bl. Com. 303. -

' State ex rel. Belford 0. Hueston, 44 Ohio St~ 608%}

Spear, J.

' Stcph. Plead. 414.

‘ Reeves 1:. Bowden, 97 N. C. 29 (1887).

‘F. sentence: L. rententia, way of thinking.
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I

"Judgrnent“ is generally used of a decision in a

civil, common-law tribunal: and “decree “ of a de

cision in a court of equity or admiralty.

"Sentence,” or judgment, appropriately

denotes the action of a court of criminal

jurisdiction in declaring the consequences to

a convict of the fact of guilt, confessed or

ascertained by verdict.l

Where, upon the trial of an indictment containing

several counts charging distinct misdemeanors, iden

tical in character, a general verdict of guilty is ren

dered, or a verdict of guilty upon two or more speci

fied counts, the court has no power to impose a

sentence or cumulative sentences exceeding in the

aggregate what is prescribed as the maximum pun

ishment for an oflense of the character charged.’

In such case the court has power to pass separate

sentences exceeding in the aggregate the maxim pun

ishment for the offense. . One judgment only can

be passed upon a single indictment, and each count is,

in effect, a distinct indictment.I

it is not error to make one term of imprisonment

commence when another ends. There is no other

mode by which a delinquent may be sentenced on

several convictions.‘

The judgment having been executed so as to be a

full satisfaction of one of the alternative penalties of

the law, the power of the court as to that oflense is at

an end.‘ And so, also, as to other offenses as to which

sentence was not imposed.‘

in the absence of express power, the court cannot

at a subsequent term alter its sentence.’

A court has power to remand a convict for sentence

for as long a period as may be deemed advantageous

to the ends of justice. and in the meantime to receive

evidence as to what would he an appropriate sen

tence, where the court has discretion.’

Pow er to suspend sentence is inherent in the court.

it is indispensable to the interests of public justice; it

rests upon grounds of public policy, or of legal neces

sity.'

The inquiry whether a convicted person has any

thing to say “ why sentence should not be passed “

upon him, is supposed to have originated at a time

when prisoners were not allowed counsel, in order to

 

1 [Commonwealth v. Lockwood, 101) Mass. 825 (1872),

Gray, .1.

I People ex rel. Tweed v. Liscomb, 60 N. Y. 560 (1875).

‘Castro (“’l"ichborne") v. The Queen, 48 L. T. 78

(1880). Affirmed in the House of Lords,“ id. 850 (1881).

cases See also Re Donnelly, 30 Kan. 42-1 (1888); Com

monwealth 1:. Foster, 122 Mass. 818-19 (1877); E;-;;_

Bryan, 76 M0. 258 (1882); Re Haynes, 80 F. IL 769 (1887).

' Kite v. Commonwealth, 11 Metc. 585 (1816).

' Erp. Lange, 18 Wall. 176 (1878).

' Commonwealth 1:. Foster, 122 Mass 819 (1817), cases.

- Commonwealth v. Mayloy, 57 Pa. 291 (1868); State

0. Addy, 48 N. J. L. 116 (1881).

‘People v. Mueller, 4 Cr. Law Mag. 725-89 (1883),

eases,—- Cir. CL Cook Co., 111. See also State 1!. Addy,

‘I N. J. L. 114 (1881), cases: Commonwealth v. Dowdi

can‘s Ball, 115 Mass. 136 (1874).
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enable them to move in arrest of judgment any matter

sufficient to slay sentence.

See further (‘oxvicriom Eaaoa, 2 (8); Jrmorsnrr;

Passes; Rnrmrws.

SEPARATEJ 1, v. To part company.

See JURY. p. 585, c. 2.

2, adj. Severed or severable; set apart; dis

tinct: existing, belonging to, enjoyed, main

tained or maintainable by or for one person

or class; entirely one’s own, individual; in

dependent, exclusive. Opposed, common,

joint, firm, partnership.

As, sepamte— acknowledgment, action,

assets, claim, covenant, debt, earnings, es

tate, examination, maintenance, property,

school, trial, qq. 0. See also PARTNERSHIP.

The separate estate of a married woman is

that alone of which she has the exclusive

control, independent of her husband, and the

proceeds of which she may dispose of as she

pleases.2

At common law, separate pr0pert_v in a

wife is an estate, held in its use and title, for

the benefit and advantage of the wife.-'1

“ Separate “ is the most apt word for creating a

trust for the benefit of a married woman; it will of

itself exclude the marital rights of her husband.‘

In the absence of “ sole and separate " or equivalent

words. or of a provision that excludes the marital

rights of the husband, or that gives the wife powers

inconsistent with the disabilities of coverture, the

rights of the husband will attach.I See Sons.

The English doctrine is that the wife‘s capacity to

dispose of property settled to her separate use is ab

solute. unless she is expressly restrained by the terms

of the settlement; and, generally speaking, the prop

erty is bound by her contracts. In the United States

the decisions as to her power over her property, and

its liability for her engagements, have not been uni

form-, but the tendency of legislation is to enlarge her

power. The American doctrine is that she has no

powers except such as are given by the trust instru

ment, and that these must be strictly pursued. This

is the law in lllinois. Mississippi, Ohio, Pennsylvania,

Rhode Island, South Carolina (since 1811), Tennessee,

and, formerly, in Maryland. The English doctrinehal

been followed in Alabama. California, Oonneciicuk

 

I L. re-parare, to set or put apart.

' Petty v. Malier, 14 B. Mon. 247 (1858), Simpson, J.;

Bowen 0. Sebree, 2 Bush, 115 (1867); Alston v. Rowles,

18 Fla. 128 (1870).

' George 1:. Ransom, 15 Cal. 8'34 (1860); Dow v. Gould,

81 id. 687 (1867).

l Lewis v. Mathews, L. R., 2 Eq.179(1866); Massey c.

Rowen, L. R., 4 H. L. C. 294 [(1869): Christian 1:. Gunn,

80 Va. 872 (1885); Tullett 0. Armstrong, 1 Beav. 1, $2

(1888).

.Vail u. Vail, 49 Conn. 52 (1881), cases; Kumhg Q.

Williams, 40 N. J.E.488(1886);188 Ma.l17B.
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Florida, Georgia. KentuckyI Maryland, Minnesota.

Mlmourl, North Carolina. New Jersey, New York, Vir

ginia. and Vermont, and in the Federal courts. The

tendency is toward placing her legal and equitable

separate estates, as far as regards her power over

them. upon the same footing.I V

See ANTICIPATION, 1; Hussum; Jomna; Jonrr;

Bron, 2, In own.

Separation. Cessation of cohabitation

between husband and wife, by agreement.2

Divorce from bed and board is sometimes called a

“separation," leaving the word “ divorce " to refer to

the dissolution of a valid marriage.‘

The agreement is usually evidenced by

articles or a deed of separation.

“ Voluntary separation," or such as is

mutual between the parties, is used in con

tradistinction to such as is “ by sentence of

court," that is, “ separation a memo et them,"

or “ judicial separation."

In some States, the expression “ judicial

separation " has given way to “ divorce a

rinculo; " in others, it is still in use, being

granted for any cause not sufiicient to au

thorize an absolute divorce.

Such separation worlrs no change in the relation of

the parties, toward each other or toward third persons.

except in authorizing them to live apart until they

may choose to live together again. A reconciliation, of

its own force, annuls a sentence of separation.

When the terms upon which a voluntary separation

takes place are not unreasonable. particularly as re

gards the rights and claims of the wife, the contract

is likely to be upheld as valid.‘

There are serious objections to voluntary separa

tions between married persons. Nevertheless. con

tracts for the separate maintenance of the wife,

through the intervention of a trustee, have received

the sanction of the courts for so long a period that the

law must be considered as settled. His covenantto

-support her, where the consideration is apparent, will

-he enforced, if it appears that the deed was not made

in contemplation of a future possible separation, but

in respect to one which was to occur immediately, or

 

I See 1 Ld. Cos. Eq. 741; School. H. & W. III; Perry.

Trusts. $665; E1111. Trustees. 657; Bisp. Eq. IV; 17 Ala.

805; Zfiid. 218; 23Cal. 554; 5!) C0nn.175; 4 Fla. 418;12

Ga. 930; 826.604; 41 ((1.147; 128 U. S. 2'36; 28 111.299;

61 91.426; 10 B. Mon. 8%); 16 id. 482. and statute since;

15 Md.219;1i id. 492; 26 id. 5; 12 liiinn.-1.30; 4 N. J. E.

512; 28 (41.5%: 17 Johns. 548; 18 N. Y. 266; 22 t'd.-156;

14 Ohio St. 519; 1 Rawle, 881; 4 P198; 66 id. 430; Bfiid.

880; 2 R. 1. 855; 3 Dessau. 417; 1 Hill, Ch. 228; 1 su-ob,

E. 27; 8 Humph. 159; 1 Cold. -161; 2 Leigh, 183; 87 Vt.

T8; 18 Biatch. 288; 9 Wall. 119. On executions against

her separate estate, see 21 Cent. Law J. 44-49 (1885),

cases; as to wife dealing with it. 24 Am. Law Reg.

(70-78 (18%), cases.

'2 Bishop, Mar. & D. $225.

‘See1Bishop.hiar. & D. “$50-68. cases

for the continuance of one already taken place; espe

cially so, if the separation was occasioned by the mis

conduct of the husband. and the provision is reason

able. and not more than the court would have decreed

as alimony.| See Dmsarros, 1; Drvoacs; Husmn.

SEPULCHEB. The place where the

body of a human being is buried; a grave.

Violation of sepulcher is the misdemeanor of Will

fully and unlawfully opening a tomb, vault. or grave,

and clandestinely removing the corpse therefrom.

The offense has been extended to include the mutila

tion of gravestonm, monuments, fences, shrubbery,

etc. in places of interment See Bunmu

SEQ,UESTRA'I'ION.2 Separating or

setting aside a thing in controversy from the

possession of the contending parties.

1. Gathering and taking care of the fruits

and profits of a vacant benefice for the bene

fit of the next incumbent.‘

Also, an execution against the profits of s

beneflce to collect the same for the plaintifi

till the full sum is realized.‘

2. A remedy, in equity practice, by which

property is taken possession of by a court in

order to enforce obedience to a decree, or to

preserve it in its integrity during the time

that a. controversy respecting it is pending.

Issued at common law, when a detendant eluded

service of process, and after a commission of rebellion

was returned non est inventus. It seizes all person

alty. and the pnoflts of realty, and detains them sub

ject to order.‘

It issues either as a means process. on the defend

ant's not appearing or not answering, after the whole

process of contempt has been spent against him; or

as a judicial process, in pursuance of a decree, and to

enforce the specific performance of it‘

Where, by the election of a widow to take under

the law rather than under her husband's will, a bene

fit accrues to some legatees and a loss is entailed upon

others. the income or annual value of the benefits in

tended for the widow and the first class of legatees

may be sequestered for the purpose of securing com

pensation to the latter class. As, when. from such

election, a residuary legatee is disappointed and a

general pecuniary legatee is benefited.‘

 

I Walker 0. Walker. 9 Wall. 750451 (1869), cases,

Davis, J .

' L. sequestrare, to lay aside. surrender: lsquester,

a mediator. trustee.

' See 2 Arch. Pmct. 966.

1 [8 Bl. Com. 418.

' [8 Bl. Com. 444.]

' Herman, Executions, 541.

' McReynolds v. Counts. 9 Gratt. 242. 244 (1852); Firth

v. Denny, 2 Allen. 46"} (1861); Van Dyke's Appeal. 60

Pa. ~81(1869); Sandoe's Appeal, 65 id. 814 (1870); Gal

lagher‘s Appeal. 87 id. #390 (1873); Young‘! Appeal. an

‘d. 17 (1885).
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Sequestrator. The person who is placed

in charge of sequestered property.

The same general rules apply to him as to a re

ceiver,I q. 1:. '

SERG-EAINT or SERJ'EAl‘1"'.il‘.2 In Eng

land, the title of several ofiicers.

Sergeant-at-arms. An executive oificer

toa legislative body, and to a court of chan

cery, one of whose duties is to arrest for con

tempt.‘

Sergeant-at-law. A barrister of the

common-law courts, of high standirig.

These sergeants seem to have derived their title

from the old knights templars, and have continued as

a separate fraternity from an early period. Until

1&4 they had the exclusive privilege of practicing in

the coum of common pleas.‘

A species of advocate or counsel, but not qualified

to execute the full oflice of advocate till of sixteen

years standing; at which time he may be called to the

state and degree of serjeant— servientss ad lcgem.

The first king's counsel under this degree was Sir

Francis Bacon.I

The degree was deprived of its peculiar advantage,

audience in the common pleas, by 9 and 10 Vict. (1846),

c. 54. which extends to all barristers the privileges of

sergeants. in 1839 the court of common pleas had de

cided that the crown, by a mere order. could not open

that court to the bar at large, and thereby deprive the

sergeant: of the enjoyment of an immemorial oEca.'

Sergeantry. See FEUDAL SYSTEM.

SERIATIM. L. In a series: severally;

successively: as, the judges delivered opin

ions seriatim; questions to be answered

seriatim.

SERIES. See BOND.

SERIOUS. “Serious bodily harm "I is

synonymous with “ great bodily. harm." 7

SERVANT. _l. An assistant about the

work of a household; a menial; a domestic;

a family servant.

A person hired for wages to work as the

employer may direct.ll

A hireling who makes a part of a man's family,

employed for money to assist in the economy of the

family or in matters connected with it; a person who,

 

1 2 Story, Eq. i 888. See Steam Stone Cutter Co. :1.

Sears, 20 Blatch. 29 (1881); Tompkins u. Little Rock,

&o. R. Co..15 F. R. 11 (1 B2).

1 Siir-, or ser-. M. E. wraeant: F. sergant, serjant:

L. serviens. an oificer.

' [I1 Bi. Corn. 444.]

' Brown's Law Dict.

' :1. Bl. Com. 25-27.

‘The Sergeants‘ Cass, 87 E. O. L 835 (1839); (b. 800

11>?~i0).

’ Lawlor v. People. 74 Ill. 280-81 (1874).

I )1 Organ v. Bowman. Q Mo. 56 (1856), Leonard, J.
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from the nature of the station, must render servile oi‘

flces within the walls of a house.‘

One who is engaged not merely in doing work or

services for another, but who is in his service, usually

upon or about the premises or property oi his em

ployer, subject to his direction and control therein, and

liable to be dismissed.‘

A “ domestic " servant resides in the house with the

master he serves: he is not one whose employment is

outside, as, a farm-hand who sleeps and eats outside

though he performs chores within the house.I See

FAIILY.

2. A person employed to assist another in

any vocation, but without the powers of an

" agent.”

8. An employee, in the broadest sense, and

inclusive of “ agent.”

Co-servants; fellow-servants. Such

servants as are employed in the _same or a

common service and subject to the same gen

eral control.‘

Master and servant. Describes the re

lation of employer and employee.

The relation which arises out of the contract 0!

hiring; the relation in private life, founded in con

venience. whereby a man calls in the assistance of

others, when his own skill and labor is not suflicient to

answer the cares incumbent upon him.I

Servants are menials or domestics, apprentices,

laborers; also, stewards, factors, and bailifls.'

The duty of a father to educate and maintain his

minor son entitles him to the son's services, and one

ates the relation of master and servant between them.’

The master acquires a property in his servant's

labor, and may therefore recover damages for any de

tsining or beating, whereby he loses the labor!

All servants, except apprentices, become entitled

to wages according to agreement or custom. What

notice, it any. shall be given of an intention to quit a

service depends upon the nature of the service. It a

servant leaves before the end of the term agreed

upon, without good cause. or is dismissed for just

cause, he loseshis right to wages for the whole period

served.‘

The hiring of clerks. if general, is construed to be

 

I[Bonitace v. ScOtt.8 S. & R. ‘B54 (1817). Gibson, J,

See also Lockett 1:. Pittman, 72 Ga. 817 (1884).

' Heygood v. State, 59 Ala. 51 (1877). Manning, J. 399

also Lang 0. Simmons, 64 Wis. 529-80 (1885); 49 Barb.

$8; 3 Robt. 815; 25 Ohio St. 168, 6 Q. B. D. 580, 673; 9

Hare, 551; 1 M. & K. 560.

I Waterhouse v. State, 21 Tex. Ap. 668 (1886).

‘Gravelle 1:. Minneapolis, &c. R. Co., 11 F. R. 57!

(1882); 59 A111. 249; 57 Cal. 31; 32 Md. 418.

'1 Bl. Com. 428. See 22 Popular Science Monthly,

N8 (April, 1883).

'1 Bl. Com. 425-28.

" Louisville, &c. R. Co. v. Willis, 83 Ky. 60 (1885).

'3 Bl. Com. 142.

' 2 Kent, 258. As to discharge for drunkenness, sss

Bass Furnace Co. v. Glasscock, 82 Cal. 454 (1886), case;
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for a year at a time; not so. however, as to a com

mercial traveler, paid by commissions.I See Scav

rcn, 1, Constructive.

For all acts done by a servant in obedience to the

express order of the master. or in execution of the

master's business, within the scope of his employ

ment. and for an act in any sense warranted by the

express or implied authority conferred upon him, con

sidering the nature of the service required, the in

struction given, and the circumstances under which

the act is done, the master is responsible. For acts

not done within these conditions the servant is re

sponaible.1

A servant assumes all risks from negligent acts of

his fellows and the ordinary risks incident to’the em

ployment, but not the risks of the master‘s negligence.

One who contracts with a competent person to do

certain work, giving him entire charge, is not respon

sible for his negligence or that of his subordinates.

See further Aonsr; Conrmmon; EICPLOYER; LA

sonrza; NEGLIGENCE; Snnvrcn. 1.

SERVICE. 1. The duty which a serv

ant or employee owes to his employer. See

Snnvatrr. .

Common service. Employment of the

same general kind ; the same general service.

Constructive service. The theory that,

when a person is wrongfully discharged be

fore the end of the period for which his serv

ices were engaged, his continued readiness

to render the services should be viewed as

equivalent to performance.

The weight of authority is against the soundness of

the doctrine, and iii favor of the view that the em

ployee has no action for the worth of his services as if

in fact rendered, but that he may have an action for

damages for the breach of the contract, the measure

being the loss occasioned by such breach; and, further,

that there can be but one recovery upon the claim.‘

“ Eight hours shall constitute a day‘s work for all

laborers, workmen, and mechanics who may he em

ployed by or in behalf of the government of the United

States." '

That act is in the nature of a direction by the gov

ernment to its agents that eight hours are to' be

deemed a day's labor. it is but a contract between it

and the laborers that eight hours are a day's work.

The act does not preventan agreement by which labor

may be more or less than eight hours, nor prescribe

the amount of compensation for that or any other

number of hours of labor.‘

 

I Beeston v. Collyer. 13 E. C. L. 517 (1827); Nayler v.

Year-sley. 2 F. 8: F. 41(1860); Clay Commercial Tel.

00. v. Root, 17 W. N. C. ‘J00 (1886).

' Stone 12. Hills, 45 Conn. 47 (1877), cases.

IJames 1:. Allen County, 44 Ohio St. 23146 (1%),

cases pro and con. See also, same and other cases, 25

am. Law Reg. 529-81 (1886).

‘Act?-5 June, 1868: R. S. 58738.

' United States 1:. Martin, 04 U. S. 4024 (1878), Hunt,

-1.; 10 Ct. Cl. 276.
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2. Useful work, including skilled or pro

fessional exertion: as, the services of coun

sel, of an expert, of a trustee; professional,

skilled, ofiicial services. See Pnaronnancn,

Specific.

3. Duty performed or to be performed in

a public oifice; employment under govern

ment: as, the public service, the civil serv

ice, secret services.

The civil service act of January 16,

1883 (known as the Pendleton bill), designed

to regulate and improve the civil service of

the government of the United States, pro

vides as follows:

That the President is authorized to appoint, by and

with the advice and consent of the Senate, three per

sons, not more than two of whom shall be adherents

of the same party, as Civil Service Commissioners,

and said three commissioners shall constitute the

United States Civil Service Commission. Said com

missioners shall hold no other oilicial place under the

United States.

The President may remove any commissioner: and

any vacancy in the position of commissioner shall be

so filled by the President, by and with the advice and

consent of the Senate, as to conform to said conditions

for the first selection of commissioners.

The commissioners shall each receive a salary of

three thousand five hundred dollars a year. And each

of said commissioners shall be paid his necemary

traveling expenses incurred in the discharge of his

duty as a commissioner.

Sec. 2. That it shall be the duty of said commis

sioners:

Frssr. To aid the President, as he may request, in

preparing suitable rules for carrying this act into

effect. and when said rules shall have been promul

gated it shall be the duty of all oflicers of the United

States in the departments and oifices to which any

such rule may relate to aid. in all proper wa.vs. in

carrying said rules, and any modifications thereof. into

effect.

Sscosn. And, among other things. said rules shall

provide and declare, as nearly as the conditions of

good administration will warrant, as follows:

First, for open, competitive examinations for test

ing the fitness of applicants for the public service now

classified or to be classified hereunder. Such exam

inations shall be practical in their character, and so

far as may he shall relate to those matters which will

fairly test the relative capacity and fitness of the per

sons examined to discharge the duties of the service

into Which they seek to be appointed.

Second, that all the ofiices. places, and employ

ments so arranged or to be arranged in classes shall

be filled by selections according to grade from among

those graded highestas the results of such competitive

examinations.

Third, appointments to the public service aforesaid

in the departments at Washington shall be apportioned

among the several States and Territories and the Db
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trict of Columbia upon the basis of population as as

certained at the last preceding census. Every appli

cation for an examination shall contain, among other

things, a statement, under oath. setting forth his or her

[the applicant's] actual harm fide residence at the time

of making the application, as well as how long hepr

she has been a resident of such place.

Fourth, there shall be a period of probation before

any absolute appointment or employment aforesaid.

Fifth, that no person in the public service is for that

reason under any obligations to contribute to any po

litical fund, or to render any political service, and that

be will not be removed or otherwise prejudiced for re

fusing to do so.

Strth, that no person in said service has any right

to use his oiiiciai authority or influence to coerce the

political action of any person or body.

Seventh, there shall be non-competitive examinr»

tions in all proper cases before the commission, when

competent persons do not compete, after notice has

been given of the existence of the vacancy, under such

rules as may be prescribed by the commissioners as to

the manner of giving notice.

Eighth, that notice shall be given in writing by the

appointing power to said commission of thepersons

selected for appointment or employment from among

those who have been examined, of the place of resi

dence of such persons, of ‘the rejection of any such

persons after probation, of transfers, resignations.

and removals, and of the date thereof, and a record of

the same shall be kept by said commission. And any

necessary exceptions from said eight fundamental

provisions of the rules ahdll be set forth in connection

with such rules. and the reasons therefor shall be

stated in the annual reports of the commission.

Tamn. Said commission shall. subject to the rules

that may be made by the President, make regulations

for, and have control of, such examinations, and,

through its members or the examiners, it shall super

vise and preserve the records of the same; and said

commission shall keep minutes of its own proceed

ings.

Fomrrn. Said commission may make investigations

concerning the facts. and may report upon all matters

touching the enforcement and effects of said rules and

regulations, and concerning the action of any exam

iner or board of examiners hereinafter provided for,

and its own subordinates, and those in the public serv

ice. in respect to the execution of this act.

Frrm. Said commission shall make an annual re

port to the President for transmission to Congress.

showing its own action, the rules and regulations and

exceptions thereto in force, the practical eflecia

thereof, and any suggestions it may approve for the

more effectual accomplishment of the purposes of this

act.

Sec. 8. That said commission is authorized to em

ploy a chief examiner, a part of whose duty it shall be,

under its direction, to act with the examining boards,

so far as practicable, whether at Washington or else

where, and to secure accuracy, uniformity, and justice

in all their proceedings, which shall be at all times

open to him. The chief examiner shall be entitled to

books a -lary at the rate of three thousand dollars
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a year and he shall be paid his necessaryv traveling

expenses incurred in the discharge of his duty. The

commission shall have a secretary, to be appointed by

the President, who shall receive a salary of one thou

sand six hundred dollars per annum, It may, when

necessary, employ a stenographer. and a messenger,

who shall be paid, when employed. the former at the

rate of one thousand six hundred dollars a year, and

the latter at the rate of six hundred dollars a year.

The commission shall, at Washington, and in one or

more places in each State and Territory where exam

inations are to take place, designate and select a suit

able number of persons, not less than three, in tho

official service of the United States. residing in said

State or Territory, after consulting the head of the

department or omce in which such persons serve, to

be members of boards of examiners, and may at any

time substitute any other person in said service living

in such State or Territory in the place of any one so

selected. Such boards of examiners shall be so located

as to make it reasonably convenient and inexpensive

for applicants to attend before them; and where there

are persons to be examined in any State or Territory,

examinations shall be held therein at least twice in

each year. it shall be the duty of the collector. post

master, and other offlcers of the United States, at any

place outside of the District of Columbia where ex

aminations are directed by the President or by such

board to be held, toailow the reasonable use of the

public buildings for holding such examinations, and

in all proper ways to facilitate the same.

Sec. 4. That it shall be the duty of the secretary of

the interior to cause suitable and convenient rooms

and accommodations to be assigned or provided, and

to be furnished, heated, and lighted, at the city of

Wuhington, for carrying on the work of said commis

sion and said examinations, and to cause the neces

sary stationery and other articles to be supplied. and

the necessary printing to be done for said commission.

Sec. 5. That any said commissioner, examiner,

copyist, or messenger, or any person in the public

service who shall willfully and corruptly, by himself

or in co-operation with one or more other persons, de

feat, deceive, or obstruct any person in respect of his

or her right of examination according to any such

rules or regulations, or who shall willfully, corruptly,

and falsely mark, grade, estimate, or report upon the

examination "or proper standing of any person ex

amined hereunder. or aid in so doing, or who shall

willfully and corruptly make any false represents»

tions concerning the same or concerning the person

examined, or who shall willfully and corruptiy fur

nish to any person any special or secret information

for the purpose of either improving or injuring the

prospects or chances of any person so examined, or

to be examined, being appointed, employed. or pro

moted, shall for each such ofiense be deemed guilty

of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof, shall

be punished by a fine of not less than one hundred

dollars, nor more than one thousand dollars, or by im

prisonment not less than ten days, nor more than one

year, or by both such fine and imprisonment.

Sec. ii. That within sixty days after the passage of

this act it shall be the duty of the secretary of the
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treasury, in as near conformity as may be to the class

ification of certain clerks now existing under 5 163 of

the Revised Statutes, to arrange in classes the several

clerks and persons employed by the collector, naval

officer, surveyor, and appraisers, or either of them, or

being in the public service, at their respective ofiices

in each customs district where the whole number of

said clerks and persons shall be altogether as many as

fifty. And thereafter, from time to time, on direction

of the President, said secretary shall make the like

cla-iflcation or arrangement of clerks and persons

so employed, in connection with any said ofllce or

ofiices, in any other customs district. And, upon

like request, and for the purposes of this act, said sec

retary shall arrange in one or more of said classes, or

of existing classes, any other clerks, agents, or per

sons employed under his department in any said dis

‘ trict not now classified; and every such arrangement

and classification upon being made shall be reported

to the President.

Second. Within said sixty days it shall be the duty

of the postmaster-general, in general conformity to

said one hundred and sixty-third section, to separately

arrange in classes the several clerks and persons em

ployed, or in the public service, at each post-ofifice, or

under any postmaster oi the United States. where the

whole number of said clerks and persons shall to

gether amount to as many as fifty. And thereafter

from time to time, on direction of the President, it

shall be the duty of the postmaster-general to arrange

in like classes the clerks and persons so employed in

the postal service in connection with any other post

oilice; and every such arrangement and classification

upon being made shall be reported to the President.

Third. That from time to time said secretary, the

postmaster-general, and each of the heads of de

partments mentioned in 5 158 of the Revised Statutes,

and each head of an ofiice, shall, on the direction of

the President, and for facilitating the execution of

this act, respectively revise any then existing classifi

cation or arrangement of those in their respective do

partments and oifices, and shall, for the purposes of

the examination herein provided for. include in one or

more of such claues, so far as practicable, subordi

nate places, clerks, and ofiicera in the public service

pertaining to their respective departments not before

classified for examination.

Sec. 7. That after the expiration of six months

from the passage of this act no ofiicer or clerk shall

be appointed, and no person shall be employed to

enter or be promoted in either of the said classes now

existing, or that may be arranged hereunder pursuant

to said rules, until he has passed an examination, or

is shown to be specially exempted from such exam

ination in conformity herewith. But nothing herein

contained shall be construed to take from those hon

orably discliarged from the military or naval service

any preference conferred by S 1754 01’ the Revised Stat

ubes, nor to take from the President any authority not

mconsistent with this act conferred by Q 1753 of said

Statutes; nor shall any otiioer not in the executive

branch of the government. or any person merely em

ployed as a laborer or workman, be required to be

I lmulfled hereunder: nor, unless by direction of the

\ dc. shall any person who has been nominated for

confirmatlon by the Senate be required to be classified

or to pass an examination.

Sec. 8. That no person habitually using intoxicat

-ing beverages to excess shall be appointed to. or re

tained in. any ofiice, appointment, or employment to

which the provisions of this act are applicable.

Sec. 9. That whenever there are already two or

more members of a family in the public service in the

grades covered by this act, no other member of such

family shall be eligible to appointment to any of said

grades. '

Sec. 10. That no recommendation of any person

who shall apply for oflice or place under the provis

ions of this act which may be given by any Senator or

Representative, except as to the character or real

dence of the applicant, shall be received or considered

by any person concerned in making any examination

or appointment under this act.

Sec. 11. That no Senator, or Representative, or

Territorial Delegate of the Congress, or Senator, Rep

resentative, or Delegate elect, or any ofiicer or em

ployee of either of said houses. and no executive.

judicial, military, or naval ofiicer of the United

States, and no clerk or employee of any department.

branch or bureau of the executive, judicial. or mili

tary or naval service of the United States, shall,

directly or indirectly, solicit or receive, or be in any

manner concerned in soliciting or receiving, any as

sessment, subscription, or contribution for any polit

ical purpose whatever, from any offlcer, clerk, or

employee of the United States, or any department,

branch, or bureau thereof, or from any person receiv

ing any salary or compensation from moneys derived

from the treasury of the United States.

Sec. 12. That no person shall, in any room or build

ing occupied in the discharge of ofiicial duties by any

ofiicer or employee of the United States mentioned in

this act, or in any navy-yard, tort. or arsenal, solicit

in any manner whatever, or receive any contribution

of money or any other thing of value for any politr

lcakpurpose whatever.

Sec. 18. No officer or employee of the United States

mentioned in this act shall discharge. or promote. or

degrade, or in [any] manner change the oflicial rank

or compensation of any other oflicer or employee, or

promise or threaten so to do, for giving or withhold

ing or neglecting to make any contribution of money

or other valuable thing for any political purpose.

Sec. 14. That no oiiicer, clerk, or other person in

the service of the United States shall. directly or indi

rectly, give or hand over to any other officer, clerk, or

person in the service of’ the United States, or to any

Senator or Representative, or Territorial Delegate,

any money or other valuable thing on account of or

to be applied to the promotion of any political object

whatever.

Sec. 15. That any person who shall be guilty of vio

lating any provision of the four foregoing sections

shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor. and shall,

on conviction thereof, be punished by a fine not ex

ceeding iive thousand dollars. or by imprisonment for

a term not exceeding three years. or by such fine and

imprisonment both, in the discretion of the court.l

 

'2<lSt.L.408. SceaisoRS.§§1T53-6‘
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In May 1887, President Cleveland approved rules

which apply the competitive principle to promotions.

No oificer, clerk, or employee of the United States

government employ shall at any time solicit contribu

tions from other ofilcers. clerks or employees in the

government service for a gift or present to those in a

superior ofilclal position; nor shall any such oiiicisls

or clerical superiors receive any gift or present oflered

or presented to them as a contribution from persons

in government employ receiving a less salary than

themselves; nor shall any oflicer or clerk make any

donation as a gift or present to any othcial superior.

Every person who violates this section shall be sum

marily discharged from the governmentemploy.1

All executive omcers or employees of the United

States not appointed by the President and the Senate,

are prohibited from requesting, giving to, or receiving

from, any other oflicer or employee of the govern

ment. any money or property or other thing of value

for political purposes; and every oflender shall be at

once discharged from service. and be deemed guilty

of a misdemeanor, and on conviction. be fined in a

sum not exceeding five hundred dollars.‘

That act. designed to promote efficiency and integ

rity in the discharge of official duties, and to maintain

proper discipline in the pubhc service. forbids contri

bution between the persons named. All such enact

ments are plainly constitutional. The act does not

apply to persons out of the employment of the United

States; only to those in its service, against exactions

through fear of personal loss. Otherwise, the govern

ment could be made to pay the expenses of keeping a

party in power by increasing the compensation of em

ployees.'

4. In the law of easements, a real service

is the right of doing something or having a

privilege in one man’s estate for the advan

tage and convenience of the owner of an

other estate.4 A servitude, q. v.

5. In feudal law, the duty which a tenant

owed to his lord. See FEUD.

6. In practice, the execution of an order,

writ, or other process; also, the communica

tion of a notice required by law: as, the serv

ice of an attachment, a rule, subpoena, sum

mons.

Whelnce “ to accept service.“ “service accepted: "

certifying to notice or information received. Opposed,

non-service.

Service of a writ. Serving the defendant

with a copy of the process, and showing him

the original if he desires it.‘

 

‘Acti Feb. 1870: R. 811784.

' Act 15 Aug. 1876, i l: 1 Sup. R S. 245.

I Exp. Curtis, 106 U. S. 87! (1882), Waite, C. J.;

Louthnn v. Commonwealth, 79 Va. 202-4 (1884).

‘ [Karmuller u. Krotz, 18 Iowa, 857 (1865). Dillon, J.;

Morgan 1:. Mason, 20 Ohio, 409 (1851).

- G088! v. Huntirigtower, 12 M. 5: W. cm (1844), Al

derson, B.; 16 How. Pr. 151 '

Service of a paper. The judicial deliv

ery or communication of papers; execution

of process. The delivery or communication

of a pleading, notice, or other paper in asuit,

to the opposite party, so as to charge him

with the receipt of it, and subject him to its

legal eifect.1

Personal service. -Delivery of an orig

inal writ, notice, or other paper, or a copy

thereof with oral information as to the con

tents, to the person who is to be afiected by

the service.

When a statute requires service on a person it

means personal service, unless some other mode is in

dicated.'

Service by attorney or upon attorney.

Notification given to a. party's counsel, per

sonally or at his office, as prescribed by stat

ute or rule of court.

Service by publication, q. 1:. By pub

lishing the writ or notice as an advertisement

in a designated newspaper, in cases where

the party to be served is either a non-resident

or else is evading service, and, perhaps, also,

by mailing a copy of the paper to his last

known address.

An aflidavit for an order for service by this method

must contain evidence tending to prove that the de

fendant could not be found in the State after due dili

gence.'

Substituted service. Any mode, pro

vided by statute, instead of personal service,

where that is impracticable and service by

publication inappropriate.

In English practice. service upon another than be

upon whom it is primarily to be made, in cases where

the latter is impossible.‘

Sometimes refers to service by publication.

Substituted service, by publication. is not allowed

in the Federal courts in a purely personal action; only

where some claim or lien is to be enforced.‘

Substituted service, where property isonce brought

under control of the court, may be in any manner

suillcient to inform a party of the object of the pro

ceedings. The property is assumed to be in the pos

session of its owner, in person or by agent. and seizure

will inform him of the nature of the proceedings. It

sufiices in all proceedings in rem. But where the ob

ject is to determine personal rights and obligations.

that is. where the suit is merely in persmmm, such

constructive service is inefiectual for any purpose.

 

lWallrer v. State. 52 Ala. 193 (1875).

'Rathburn v. Acker, 18 Barb. 875 (1854).

' McDonald 0. Cooper, 32 F. R. 748-60 (1887). case;

‘ See Lush, Prac. 567.

‘R. S. 5 788; New York Life Ins. 00. o. Bang~s,108

I U. B. 489 USN).
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Thus, as process from a tribunal of one State cannot

run into another State and summon a non-resident to

respond to proceedings. so publication of procem, in

that case, cannot create a greater obligation to ap

pear.1

See further Rsrroau, 2.

SERVIENT. See EASEMENT.

SERVITUDE. 1. The condition of a

pemon who is bound to the performance of

services.

Involuntary servitude. “Neither slavery nor

involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for

crime whereof the party shall have been duly con

victed, shall exist within the United States, or any

place subject to their jurisdiction." '

There is no reference here to servltudes attached to

property. That a personal servitude was meant is

proved by the use of the word “ involuntary,“ which

can only be applied to human beings. The exception

as a punishment gives an idea of the class n-cant.

“ Servitude " is of larger meaning than "‘ slavery,“

as the latter is popularly understood. The purpose

was to forbid all shades and conditions of African

slavery.‘

The committee on the details of the original Consti

tution used “ servitude " as referring toan engagement

to labor for a term of years. The committee on re

vision unanimously substituted “ service" for it, serv

itude being thought to express the condition of slaves,

service an obligation of free persons.‘ See SLAVERY.

The act of June 2!, 187-1, protects persons of foreign

birth against forcible constraint or involuntary serv

itude.I Under this act it was decided that an intention

in a defendant in bringing a child to the United States

to employ him as a beggar. or as a street musician,

for his own profit, if such employment would be inju

rious to the morals of the child and inconsistent with

its proper care and education, according to its condi

tion, is an intention to hold to involuntary servitude,

although the child (in Italy) consented to the employ

ment and did not afterward dissent.‘ See KIDNAPXNG;

Psneosna.

Penal servitude. in England. a punishment in

troduced by 16 and 17 Vict. (1853), c. 90, in lieu of trans

portation. A convict subjected to this punishment

may be kept in any place of confinement in the king

dom, or in any river, port. or harbor thereof, or in

some place in her majcsty‘s dominions beyond the

seas, appointed therefor by order in council, accord

ing as the secretary of the state may direct; and may

be kept at hard labor, and be otherwise dealt with,

as was a person transported. Statute 20 and 21' Vict.

(1357), c. 3, abolished transportation: and 27 and 28

Via. (1864), c. 47. sec. 2, forbids sentence to penal

 

I Pennoyer 1;. Noll, 95 U. S. 727 (1817). Field. J.

' Constitution, Amd. X111. Ratified Dec. 18, 1805.

' Slaughter-House Cases. 10 Wall. 69 (1872). Miller, J.

See also Civil Rights Cases, 109 U. Q 21 (1883).

'2 Bancroft, Const. 211.

' 18 St. L. 251: 1 Sup. R. 5. KB.

' United sum 0. Aucarola. 17 Blatch. 623, M1

(W).

servitude for a shorter period than live years‘ See

'l‘wI.s'r, Of leave. ,

2. Metaphorically, a charge upon one es

tate for the benefit of another. An incorpo

real right, derived from the civil law, and

answering to the easement (q. v.)of the com

mon law.

An example is the right to fasten joists inanoths-r's

wall.’ See SUPPORT, 1.

The Roman law admitted and provided for rights

in the property of others, jam in re ulieuu, or, as

they were usually called. jura in re. The oldest of

these rights were called servitutu, servitudes, subjec

tions—the subjection of one estate to another, the

liability of one estate to be used for the advantage of

another. The relation was not aifected by a change

of owners. Among the most important were servi

tudes of way, drive, road, water-draining. These were

known as the “praedial “ servitudes. There were also

“pera0nal" servitudes, in which the right of use

vested in a particular individual, and terminated with

his life. The most important of this class was the

usufruclus (q. v.) the right to use and enjoy some

property of another.'

SESSION.‘ A sitting; an actual sitting:

a term of a court or of a legislative body.

1. The time during which a court sits for

the transaction of business.‘

The whole term, which is construed as but one day,

and that the first day of the term.‘ See Tenn, 4.

Quarter sessions, or court of quarter

sessions of the peace. A court held in

each county, every quarter of a year, for the

trial of the smaller m1hdemeanors, especially

of offenses relating to the highways, bastards,

the settlement and provision of the poor, va

granta, apprentices, game, etc‘!

Some of these offenses are proceeded upon by in

dictment, anrl others in a summary way by motion

and order thereon. Capital felonies are remitted to

the court of oyer and terminer.7

Sessions, court of. In the State of New

York, a court composed of the county judge,

and two associates, all elected, and styled

justices of the sessions. The jurisdiction ex

tends to the trial of misdemeanors —— all crim

inal matters formerly cognizable by the court

of general sessions of the peace of the county.

 

‘See 4 Steph. Com. 449-62; 1 Steph. Hist. Cr. Law

Eng. 482, 480-88.

1 8 Kent, 485; Nellis v. Munson, 24 Hun, 576 (1881).

' Hadley’, Rom. Law, 182. 1&‘!, 190.

° L. sessio: udere, to sit.

‘See People v. Auditor of Public Accounts, 64 ill.

86 (1872); Maclisugbton v. South Pac. C. R. 00., 19 F. R

882 (1834).

' Dew o. The Judges, 8 Hen. & M. 27 (Va., 188).

' [4 Bl. Com. 271-72: 8 Bteph. Com.H
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aions,— a court held by any three police justices, with

exclusive jurisdiction over misdemeanors, unless the

accused elects, on his examination before the com

mitting magistrate, to be tried in the court oi’ general

session, which isheld by a single judge — the recorder

of the county. the city judge. or the judge of general

se-ions,-— and has jurisdiction over all crimes, capital

or otherwise. including review of proceedings in

special sessions.‘

2. A meeting of the members of a legisla

tive body as such.

Sessions of Congress. “The Congress

shall assemble at least once in every Year, and

such Meeting shall be on the first Monday in

December, unless they shall by Law appoint

a different Day.” 2

Each Congress ordinarily holds two ses

sions, known as the first session and the sec

ond session. Eztra or special sessions may

be called by the President in pursuance of

the provision “ he may, on extraordinary Oc

casions, convene both Houses, or either of

them.” 1

The requirements that all Representatives and one

third of the Senators shall be chosen every second

year and that Congress shall assemble at least once

each year limit “a Congress" to two years continu

ance, of two regular meetings for purposes of legisla

tion, and suggested calling the first and second years

the “first " and the “second " sessions respectively.‘

See Srsrvras A1‘ Lanes.

Sessions of the State legislatures.

The constitutions of the States provide -for

these, as regular and avtra sessions. In

Rhode Island, a regular session is held twice

a year; in Massachusetts, New Jersey, New

York, and South Car0li_na, once a year; in

the other States and in the Territories, gen

erally, once every two years — a biennial ses

sion, with adjourned sessions sometimes held

in the intervening year, except in Pennsyl

vania, where such sessions are prohibited.

Extra sessions, on extraordinary occasions, may he

While the length of a ses- ,'

ISee N. Y. Crlm. Code; 1 Abbott‘s Law Diet. 817; I

People v. Powel, 14 Abb. Pr. 98 (i8(§Z). |

' Constitution, Art 1, sec. 4, cl. 2. I

I Constitution, Art. I1, sec. 8. I

i

In the county of New York, a court of special s¢s

convened by the governor.

lion varies in the different States, from forty to ninety

 

|The first and second sessions of the IstCongrem

were held at the City of New York, March 4 to Sept.

29, 1789, and Jan. 4 to Aug. 12, 1790; and the third ses- ‘

sion at the City of Phlhdelphia,bec. 6, 1790, to March

3,1791. The sessions of the lid to the Vth Congress

were held at Philadephla, also the first session of the

Vlth, closing liiay 14, 1800. The second session ofthe

Vlth began at the City of Washington, Nov. 17, 18!).

days, in most of the States it is sixty days, with pro

vision i'or continuance a certain number of days upon

concurrence of three-fltths or two-thirds of the mem

bers of both houses.l

SET. 1, 11.. All of several duplicates con

sidered together: as, a set of exchange, q. v.

A lease of mines has been called a “ mining set"

2, 1). In conjunction with other words, has

received judicial interpretation:

Set aside. To annul, vacate, make void;1

“ to defeat the eifect or operation of: ” 3 as,

to set aside—an award, a verdict, report,

judgmezit, writ, the service of a writ, a

fraudulent conveyance, qq. v. Compare

CANCEL.

Set down. To place upon the appropri

ate docket or record: as, to set down a case

for argument or hearing.

Bet on fire. A statute allowing damages against

one who shall set on fire the property 0! another does

not apply to an accidental firing by a locomotive en

gine, without negligence.‘

Set out. To aver, allege: as, to set out a

writing in its own words; to set out in an

indictment the facts which constitute the

elements of the offense charged.‘

Set up. To propose as legally suflicient,

by way of explanation or exoneration: as, to

set up a defense or a matter in defense.

SET-OFF. 1. In law, when the defend

ant acknowledges the justice of the plaint

ifl”s demand on the one hand, but, on the

other, sets up a demand of his own, to coun

terbalance that of the plaintifl, either in

whole or in part.‘

The subtraction or taking away of one de

mand from another opposite or cross-demand,

so as to extinguish the smaller demand and

reduce the greater by the amount of the less,

or, if the opposite demands are equal, to ex

tinguish both.7

Formerly, sometimes called "stoppage,“ because

the amount sought to be set oi! was stopped or do

ducted from the cross-demand]

Obtains where the defendant has a debt

against the plaintiff arising out of a transac

tion independent of the contract on which

the plaintiff sues, and desires to avail him

 

‘ See Stimson, Am. Stat. Law, 5 270.

' State v. Primm, 61 M0. 171 (1875).

'Swalley 0. People, 116 ill. 250 (1896).

‘ Missouri, &c. R. Co. 0. Davidson, 14 Kan. 851 (1875).

' See United States v. Watkins, 8 Cranch, O. O. 47'!

(1829).

'3 Bl. Com. 804.

' Byles, Bills, 865.
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self of that debt in the existing suit, either

to reduce the plaintiffs recovery or to defeat

it altogether; and, as the case may be, to re

cover a judgment in his own favor for the

balance.1

The defendant's case mustbe made out in the same

manner as it he sought to maintain a separate action

upon it.‘ _

At common law. the right was not recognized: the

defendant had his cross-action. To obviate this circu

ity of action, 2 Geo. II (17%)), c. 22, 5 13, allowed mutual

debts to be set one against the other, and the matter

to be given in evidence under the general issue, or

to he pleaded in bar, notice 01' the particular debt

being given beforehand. And 8 Geo. H (1785), c. 24,

54, enacted that said 9‘ 13 should apply to all mutual

debts oi.‘ a different nature except debts accruing as a

penalty, which were to he pleaded in bur.I

The substance of those statutes has been relenacted

in the States generally, and the principle extended.

Antecedently. equity, under peculiar circumstances

of right, would compel a plaintiff to submit to a set

off; but, to obtain this relief, the defendant had to file

a separate bill in equity.

When the government is plaintiff, no set-oil’ will be

allowed. unless Congress has authorized it.‘

“ Oflset " has been used, to a limited extent, for
set/off.‘ I

2. In equity. that right which exists be

tween two persons, each of whom, under an

independent contract, owes an ascertained

amount to the other, to set ofi their mutual

debts by way of deduction, so that in an ac

tion brought for the larger debt, the residue

only, after such deduction, shall be recov

ered.‘

The mere existence of cross-demands will not be

sufllcient to justify a setofl in equity. Indeed, a set

ofl is there ordinarily allowed only when the party

seeking the benefit of it can show some equitable

ground for being protected against his adversary‘s de

mand.'

But set-of! is not allowed of a joint debt as against

a separate debt, nor vice versa; that is. more generally

stated, it is not allowed of debts accruing in diflerent

righls—— except under special circumstances, as, where

fraud has been practiced.‘

1 Avery 11. Brown, 81 Conn. 401 (1868), Sanford, J.

'Gorham v. Bulkley, 49 Conn. 91 (1881). See also

Cook 0. Mills, 5 Allen, 87 (1862), Bigelow, C. J.; 154 Miss.

668; 49 M0. 572.

' See 8 Bl. Com. 8%; 2 Story, Eq. 5‘ 1481-83; Adam,

Eq. W; Chitty, Contr. 1267; United States v. Ecktord,

6 Wall. 488 (1867).

‘ United States v. Robeson, 9 Pet ‘B24 (1835); 9

Cranch, 236; 89 Cal. 889.

' Mandeville 1:, Union Bank, 9 Cranch, 11 (1815).

I Adams, Equity, 222.

"2 Story, Eq. 5 1486; Quick v. Lemon, 10511]. 6860883).

'2 Story, Eq. 5 1487; Gray 1:. Rollo, 18 Wall. 682 (1878);

Blake 1:. Langdon, 19 Vt. 492 (1847).
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Since the statutes of set-ofl of mutual debts and

credits. courts oi‘ equity have generally followed the

course adopted in the construcflon of the statutes by

courts of law, and have applied the doctrine to equi

table debts. They have rarely, if ever, broken in upon

the decisions at law,unless some other equity inter

vened, which justifled them in granting relief beyond

the rules of law. On the other hand, courts of law

sometimes set oil.’ equitable against legal debts.l

In Pennsylvania, set-ofl is permitted 0! claims

which are not mutual, but this is not in accordance

with the general rules of equity.’ In Kansas, setrofl

is allowed for unliquidated damages)

Compare DKFALCATION, 1; Racournsm.

SETTLE. 1. To set or determine the

form of ; as, to settle—a bill of exceptions,

interrogatories, an issue. See under EXCEP

TION, 4.

2. (1) To reside; to gain a right to main

tenance: as, for a pauper to be settled or to

acquire a settlement in a particular town

ship or county.4 See BELONG.

The right is obtained by birth, parentage, marriage,

continued residence, payment oi’ taxes, exercise of a

public omce, hiring and service, serving an apprentice

ship, etc., as local statutes provide.‘

(2) To establish one’s self upon: to occupy,

reside upon: as, to settle land.

Settler. Within the meaning of pre

eruption laws, one who actually resides upon

the land in question.6 See further PRE

EMPTION, 2.

3. Sometimes, to pay; sometimes, to ac

count together and strike a. balance by com

putation; at other times, to adjust matters

in controversy, and strike a balance by agree

ment.7

“ Settle" implies the mutual adjustment of ac

counts, and an agreement upon the balance.‘

An admission that a money demand has been “ set

tled " is evidence tending to show payment.‘

The settlement'ot an account between parties, re

sulting in a fixed balance, takes the case out of the

I Greene 1:. Darling, 5 Mas. 212 (1828), Story, J.; Howe

v. Sheppard, 2 Sumn. 414-16 (1836); Gordon 11. Lewis,

ib. 688-84 (1887); Eendriclrson v. Hinckley, 17 How. 447

(1%); Wulschner 1:. Sells, 87 Ind. 75 (1882), casea

1 Gray 1:. Rollo, 18 Wall. 682 (1873).

' St. Louis, &o. R. Co. 0. Chenault, 88 Ken. 55 (1886),

cases.

‘ See Jefferson 0. Washington, 19 his. 800 (1841),

Whitman, C. J.

'1Bi. Com. 863-64; 182 Mass. 499.

' See Peterson 1;. St. Paul, &c. R. Co., W Minn. 28

(1880); 8 Op. Art.-Gen.126; 3 id. 182; 16 id. 88,183; 1

Oreg. 166.

" See Moore 1:. Hyman. 181red. L. 2'74 (1852).

‘Baxter v. State, 9 Wis. '44 (1859); 8 Wand. Oil); 6

Dcnio, Q5; 9Barb. 371.

° Applegate v. Baxley, 98 Ind. 149 (1888).
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statute of limitations, without an express promiseto

pay the balance.1

A settled account is only prima facie evidence of

correctness. It may be impeached by proof of unfair

nem or mistake, in law or in fact. If it be confined to

particular items it concludes nothing in relation to

other items not stated.I

Where an account is settled by the parties with all

the facts equally known to both, and no unfairness is

practiced, the adjustment is conclusive.‘

Settle up. Referring to the estate of a

decedent or an insolvent, means to collect the

assets, pay the debts, and distribute the bal

ance, if any, according to law. Compare

Amumsrsn, 4.

Final settlement. May refer to the pay

ment of the final balance of cash ascertained

to be in the hands of an executor or admin

istrator, so as to leave nothing to be done to

complete the execution of his trust.‘

Partial settlement. When founded on

regular proceedings is only prima facie evi

dence of its own correctness!’

A “ final settlement " is a conclusive determination

of all the past administration.‘

When an executor or administrator presents his

account, purporting to charge himself with every

thing received and to credit himself with everything

disbursed, and showing a balance for distribution, and

the court, after due notice to parties interested, ap

proves and allows the account, that is a “final settle

ment " though there is outlying property which may

yet come into the accountant‘s possession for adminis

tration. As to the subjectmatter on which it oper

ates the settlement is final.‘

4. To transfer property, real or personal,

for the benefit of another.

\Vhence settler or settler, and settlement:

ante-nuptial, post-nuptial, or marriage settle

ment, articles or deed of settlement, lawful

and fraudulent settlements.

Deed Of settlement. An instrument by

which the use of property is settled upon

one or more persons (the beneficiaries), with

directions as to the mode and time of hold

ing, enjoying, and disposing of the corpus

of the property.

The beneficiary is the settl0r‘s wife or intended

wife, wife and children, near relative, or creditors.

 

lJohns v. Lantz, 63 Pa. 826 (1809); McClelland v.

West, 70 id. 187 (1871).

' Perkins u. Hart, 11 Wheat. 256 (1826).

' Hager v. Thomson. 1 Black. 98(1R(‘-ii.

‘ Dufour 11. Dufour, 28 Ind. 424 (1567). Frazer, C. J.;

Stevens u. Tucker, 8? id. 114-15 (1%), cases,

‘Sims 0. Waters. 66 Ala. 445 (1880).

‘Pomeroy 0. Mills, 87 N. J. E. 580 (1883), cases,

Dixon, J.

A promise to settle property on‘ an intended wife is

void, under the Statute of Frauds; and, made after

marriage, is void for want of a consideration.

The old doctrine that if the settler is in debt hil

deed is void has been generally abandoned. The rule

now is that prior indebtedness is presumptive, not

conclusive, proof of fraud. Where there is no fraud

there will be no infirmity in the deed. Every case de

pends upon its own circumstances. The vital ques

tion isthe good faith of the transaction: there is no

other test.‘

The right of a husband to settle a portion of his

property upon his wife, and thus provide against the

vicissitudes of fortune, when this can be done without

impairing existing claims of creditors, is indisputable.

Its exercise tends to the future comfort of wife and

children. The right arises from the absolute power he

possesses over his own property, by which he can

make any disposition which does not interfere with

the existing rights of others. The transfer, moreover,

may be directly to her: the technical reasons of the

common law for conveying through a trustee having

long since ceased to exist. A power reserved to re

voke or to appoint to other uses does not impair the

etilcacy of the transfer; nor will such power pass to

an assignee in bankruptcy.‘

An ante-nuptial settlement, though made with a

fraudulent design on the part of the husband, should

not be annulled without the clearest proof of the wife's

participation in the intended fraud; for. upon its an

nulment, there can follow no dissolution of the mar

rlag(a,—the consideration of the settlement.‘ See

Co.\‘vsrar~'cs:, 2, Fraudulent.

A post-nuptial settlement will be presumed to have

been "voluntary." The burden of proof that there

wasa valid consideration rests upon one claiming a

benefit under such settlement.‘

Equity of settlement. The right of a

wife to have a portion of her equitable os

tate settled upon herself and her children.

Termed the “ wife's equity ” and her “equity

to a settlement."

By marriage. at common law, the husband acquires

an absolute property in all his wife's personalty which

is capable of immediate possession. and a qualified

right in such property as he may, by legal measures.

reduce to possession. But, inasmuch as he cannot

reach his interest in her equitable rights (as, for ex

ample, in an estate vested in a trustee), which interest

is even less than a qualified one. without application

to a court of equity, in which she must join, that

court will not aid him, unless he agrees to “ do equity,"

 

1 Lloyd c. Fulton, 91 U. S. 485 (1875), cases, Swayne,

Justice.

‘Jones '0. Clifton, 101 U. S. ‘:27-80(1870), cases, Field,

J.; Clark 0. Killian, 103 id. 766 (138)); Wallace 0:. Pen

fleld, 106 id. 260 (1882): 59 M0. 158: Moore v. Page, 111

U. S. 118 (1884), cases; Bean 0. Patterson, 122 id. 499

(1687), cases.

‘ Prewit v. Wilson, 103 U. S. 25, 24 (188)), 08“

‘Perry v. Ruby, 81 Va. 817, 826 (18%), cases; Many

o. Edgerton. 48 Ark. 484 (1886), cases.

(60)
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by making suitable provision for her out of that or

other property in the event of her surviving him. The

rule applies, also, as against his assig-nee; and, also,

when she as piaintifl.’ seeks like relief against her hus

band or his assignee.l

Strict settlement. A settlement by

which land was limited to a parent for life,

and, after his death, to his son, sons, or chil

dren in tail, with one or more trustees inter

posed to preserve contingent remainders.2

In substance, a limitation first to the use of the set

!tior himself until a contemplated marriage took place,

then to the use of the husband and wife for life, wjth

remainder to the use of their first or other sons in tail;

-this being as far as a limitation could go without the

intervention of a trustee.‘ See Paa.rarnrrv.

The object was to put it out of the power oi’ parents

to deal with the corpus of an estate to the prejudice or

their issue.

SEVER. To separate, divide, disjoin.

Co-defendants may either all plead jointly the same

defense, or each may plead a separate defense. The

latter course is termed " severing " and " severance."

Severable. Susceptible of separation ; ad

mitting of distinct division, or of independent

existence or maintenance: as, a severabie-—

consideration, covenant, contract, q. 1:.

As to severing crops from realty, see Caor; Exam

lm; Fancrus.

Several. (1) Separated, separate; distinct ;

individual: as, a several—action, covenant

or obligation, fishery, plea. Opposed, joint,

q. v. Compare SEPARATE, 2; DIVERS.

A testator directed that his property should be di

vided after the “several " deaths 01' persons named.

Held, that several was not synonymous with " respect

ive; " that the division was to be postponed until all

the persons had died.‘

(2) More than two, but not many.

in n casein Alabama, six to seven hundred was held

included in “several " hundred dollars-—the recom

mended limit of credit to a retailer of groceries.‘

May mean all, as, “ my several children," used in a

will.‘

Severalty. He that holds lands in sever

alty, or is sole occupant thereof, is he that

holds them in his own right only, without

any other person being joined or connected

with him in point of interest, during his

estate therein. . . Also termed a “sev

erai tenancy.” 7
 

‘See 2 Story, Eq. 55 1404-8, 1402; 8 Pomeroy, Eq.

if 1114 et seq.

‘ [1 Steph. Corn. 332.

I [2 Washb. ll. P. 358.

- ‘ Colton 1:. Fox, 67 N. Y. 852 (1876).

' Einstein 1!. Marshall, 68 Ala. 163, 164 (18)?)

' Outcait v. Outcait, 42 N. J. E. 501 (1886).

' I BL Corn. 179.

Unless expressly declared otherwise, all estates am

supposed to be of this sort.‘ Compare Emam. See

Pan-rrrws. '

SEWER. Will apply toan underground

structure for conducting the water of a nat

ural stream, as well’as to a structure used

exclusively for surface flow.‘

The duties of municipal authorities, in adopting a

general plan of drainage, and determining when and

where sewers shall be built, of what size and at what

level, are of a quasi judicial nature, involving the ex

ercise oi deliberate judgment and large discretion,

depending upon considerations affecting the public

health and general convenience throughout an exten

sive territory. The exercise oi’ such judgment and

discretion, in the selection and adoption of the general

plan or system of drainage, is not subject to revision

by a court or jury in a private action for not properly

draining a suiflcient lot of land. But the construction

and repair of sewers, according to the general plan so

adopted, are simply ministerial duties; and for negli

gence in so constructing a sewer, or keeping it in re

pair, the municipality which has constructed and owns

the sewer may be sued by a person whose property is

thereby injured.‘

Sec Dmsaoa: Nsouansos; Rnmm, 2.

SEX. See Crnznn; Donnss; Inrnuasca.

SHALL. As against the government, in

a statute construed “ may," unless a contrary

intention is manifest.‘

Construed “ must“ in order to sustain or enforce

an existing right; but need not be, to create a new

right.‘ See further Mar.

Whether “shali" imports tuturity depends upon

the subject—rnatter and the context.‘

Shall be allowed. An appeal from the circuit

court “shall be allowed"—R S.i 892. This means

must be allowed, when asked for by one in a position

to demand it.'

Shall be given. An act provided that certain lands

“ shall be given to Major-General Nathaniel Greene."

Held, those are words of absolute donation, and con

vey a present right.‘

Shall be lawful. The meaning of " it shall be

lawful," in a statute, depends upon the subjectmat

 

‘ 2 Bl. Com. 179.

‘ Bennett v. New Bediord, 110 Mass. 436 (1872).

‘Johnston 0. District of Columbia, 118 U. S. H)-21

(1886), Gray. J., citing, as “ the leading authorities,"

Child n. Boston, 4 Allen, 41, 51-58 (1862), Hoar, 3.;

Mills 11. Brooklyn, 82 N. Y. 459, 495-500 (1865). Denlo,

C. J. See also cases collected, 118 U. S. 20; Giliuly 0.

City of Madison, 63 Wis. 15% (1885); Ati0rne_v~General

v. Northampton, 148 Mass. 589 (1887). cases; Hiichina 0.

Frostburg. Md. Ct. Ap. (1887), cases; 24 Cent. Law J.

123, 411 (1887), cases.

4 Cairo, &c. R. Co. v. Hecht, 95 U. S. 170 (1577).

‘ West Wisconsin R. Co. v. Foley, 94 U. B. 108 (1876).

‘Hannibal. &c. R Co. v. Board of Equalization, 66

M0. 804 (1878).

' Exp. Jordan. 94 U. S. 251 (1875).

' Rutherford v. Greene's Heirs, 8 Wheat. 18 (1817).
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tor. Prima facie the words import a discretion, but

they may be imperative.‘

Shall go. That property held in common between

husband and wife " shall go " to the survivor means,

shall vest in that person.’

Shall not. May mean “ cannot; " as, in the pro

vision that if a vessel departs without a permit or

clearance, and shall not be seized, the owner shailpay

a penalty.‘

SHAM. Referring to an answer, de

fense, or plea,— good in form, but false in

fact; falseand not pleaded in good faith; so

clearly false as not to present a substantial

issue; interposed for delay.

The distinguishing characteristic of a sham answer

is falsity, and, to warrant applying the severe rule of

striking it 05 the record, the matter must be shown to

be unquestionably false and not pleaded in good faith.‘

Compare Fruvonons.

SHARE. A portion of anything: as, a

share of stock, a share in an estate, a widow's

share.5 See PART, 1; Ponnon.

A share in a corporation is a right to participate in

the profits, or in a final distribulion of the corporate

property pro rata.'

There is no such thing in rerum natura as a "rail

way share." It is not such a thing as you can see or

touch. It is a term which indicates simply a right to

participate in the profits of a particular joint-stock

undertaking. And the word stock may have the same

meaning, as, in a will.‘

Share and share alike. Equal in quan

tity and quality; in equal proportions.

In a will, “ equally to be divided," “ share and share

alike," " respectively between and among“ certain

persons, will generally create a tenancy in common.‘

Shareholder. See Srocx, 3.

SHARP. In the sense of authorizing

summary action, is used (perhaps locally) of

a clause in a mortgage or bond, or of the

whole instrument itself, which provides for

proceedings in execution immediately upon

 

"The Queen u. Bishop of Oxford, L. R., 4 Q. B. 257,

553 (1879); 1 Barn. & C. '85; 2 Dow]. & R.172.

' Broad v. Broad, 40 Cal. 496 (1871).

' Parker v. United States, 2 Wash. 853 (1809).

‘ See People v. ll1cCumber, 18 N. Y. 821 (1858); Thomp

son 0. Eric R. Co., 45 id. 471 (1871); Wayland v. Tysen,

db. 9Z8‘2—&i (1871): Littlejohn o. Greeley, 22 How. Pr. M5

(1861); Gostorfa u. Taafe, 18 Cal. 888 (1861); Glenn 0.

Brush. 3 (301.81 (1876); Greenbaum v. Turrili, 57 Cal.

287 (1881); Baker 1:. Foster, 29 Minn. 167(1882); 1 Chitty,

Pl. 541.

' See 49111. 110; 18 N. Y. 98; 2'? Barb. 871; 46Tex. iii;

28 Wis. 655.

‘Field 1;. Pierce. 102 Mass. 261 (1869), Amen. J.; Peo

ple 1:. Oommiasioners, 40 Barb. 853 (1863).

' Morrice c. Aylmer, L. R.. 10 Ch. Ap. 155 (1874).

'Gilpin 0. Holllngsworth, 8 Md.194 (1852); Proven

shares Estate, 1 Leg. Gas. R. 69(1BTOi

default made in complying with any condi

tion; as, for non-payment of money — prin

cipal, interest, premium of insurance, or

taxes.

SHAVE. To buy any security for money,

at a discount; also, to obtain the property of

another by oppression and extortion.

To charge a man with using money for “shaving " b

not, within those senses, libelous per ea.‘

SHED. See Anson.

SHEEP. See ANIMAL.

If a ewe is stolen, it must be so called in the indict

ment; a lamb must be called a lamb; “ sheep “ is

proper only where the animal is a wether.' Sec

Wonsv.

Sheep-shears. See Ctmnr.

SHEET. See Boos, 1; Fomo.

SHELLEY’S CASE. The limitation of

a remainder, in fee-simple or fee-tail, to a

person who already has an estate of freehold,

is governed by a rule of law known as the

rule in Shellejl/‘s Case—a case decided in

1581 by Lord Edward Coke, and in which the

rule was first authoritatively declared, and

clearly stated. The rule, as there expressed,

is: “ When the ancestor by any gift or con

veyance takes an estate of freehold, and in

the same gift or conveyance an estate is lim

ited either mediately or immediately to his

heirs in fee or in tail, ‘ the heirs ’ are words

of limitation of the estate, and not words of

purchase." '

That is to say, when a person takes an es

tate of freehold, legally or equitably, under

a deed, will, or other writing, and in the

same instrument there is a limitation by way

of remainder, either with or without the in

terposition of another estate, of an interest

of the same legal or equitable quality, to his

heirs, or heirs of his body, as a class of per

sons to take in succession from generation to

generation, the limitation to “the heirs ” on

titles the ancestor to the whole estate.‘

The word “ heirs," or “ heirs of the body," creates

a remainder in fee, or in tail, which the law, to prevent

an abeyanoe, vests in the ancestor, who is “ tenant for

life," and by the conjunction of the two estates he be

comes “ tenant in fee “ or “ in tail; " and. whether he

takes the freehold by express limitation, by resulting

use, or by implication of law, the subsequent remain

I [Stone 11. Cooper, 2 Denlo, 800 (1845), Walworth. Ch.

1 Rex u. Biriret, 19 E. 0. L488 (1830).

I Shelley's Case, 1 Coke, '10‘. See Webster v. Coo

per, 14 How. 500 (1862).

' Preston, Estates, 268-419. See also 1 Bl. Corn. Mt
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der to his heirs unites with, and is executed on, his

Ostate for life.‘

The words "issue of his body" are more flexible

than “heirs of his body." The courts more readily

interpret the former as synonymous with “ children "

and a description of persons, than the latter.‘

The rule is older than Shelley's Case. Some trace

in origin to the feudal system, which favored taking

by “desoent," for thereby the incidents of wardship,

marriage, relief, etc.. attached, while in " purchase"

the taker was relieved from those burdens. Others

attribute it to the aversion of the common law to fees

in abeyance, a desire to promote the transferability of

realty andmake it liable for the specialty debts of the

ancestor.‘

The rule, instead 0! regarding a part of the entire

estate as being in the ancestor, and a part in his heirs,

considers the entire estate as in him alone; that the

intent in creating it wasto have it go in a certain line

of succession, and, if the first taker died intestate, his

heirs should take by descent from him, and not as

purchasers under the original limitation. By statutes

in some States (as see below), such a limitation is de

clared to be what it purports to be in terms,— a con

tingent remainder in the heirs.‘

Applies alike to legal and equitable estates.‘

Applies, also, to trust estates where both the life

estate and the remainder are of the same character.

The legal eflect of the union of the two estates does

not occur where the life estate is of an equitable char

scter and the remainder is legal, or vice oersa. Both

estates must be of the same character, whether cre

ated by deed or devise.‘

The rule is that where the ancestor might have

taken and been seized, the heir shall inherit.‘

The rule operates only on the intention (of the dev

isor) when it has been ascertained, not on the mean

ing of the words used to express it. It gives the

ancestor an estate for life in the first instance, and, by

force of the devise to his heirs, general or special, the

inheritance also, by conferring the remainder on him,

as the stock from which alone they can inherit.’

The rule, which was adopted as part of the common

law of this country, is said to have been abolished, in

whole or in part, in Alabama. Connecticut, Illinois,

Kentucky, liiaine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minne

sota, iilississippi, Missouri, New Hampshire (as to de

vises), New Jersey (devises), New York, Ohio (devises),

Rhode island (devises), Tennessee‘, Virginia, and Wis

oonain.l

See fists; lasts, 5; Puscnsss, Words of.

I 4 Kent, 21!’).

' Daniel 0. Whartenby, 17 Wall. 612-44 (1873), cases,

Bwayne. J .

'2 Washb. R. P. 268.

' Croxall 1;. Shererd, 5 Wall. 281 (1866), cases,

' Green 1:. Green, 23 Wall. 459-92 (1874), cases, Hunt, J.

'Wa.llach 0. Van Riswick, 9.2 U. 8. 213 (1876):

Thornby v. Fleetwood, 1 Stra. 818 (17%).

' Hilsman 1:. Bouslaugh, 18 Pa. 834 (1850), Gibson,

0. J.; Guthrie's Appeal, 8? id. 1, 12-22 (1860), cases,

Strong, J.; Millett :1. Ford 109 111. 162-63 (1886), cases;

Lllen 1.‘. Urett. ib. 471? (1888). cases

‘See Williams. IL P. 249, ( ed.. notes by Bnwlr I

SHELLS. See Mssurscrvns.

SH.'iiiRIIl5'F.l An oflicer who represents

the administrative power of a State within

one of its counties; an oflicer who executes

the mandates of the courts of record within

a county; the chief ministerial oificer in s

county.

Sherifihlty. The oflice of sheritf.

Shrievalty is about obsolete.

An oflicer of great antiquity. In Latin, the vfco

comes. the deputy earl, to whom the custody of the shire

was committed at the first division of the kingdom into

counties. But the earls, in time, by reason of their

high employments and attendance on the king's per

son, not being able to transact the business of the

county, were delivered of that burden, reserving to

themselves the honor, while the labor was laid upon

the sherifl. So that now the sherifl does all the king's

busine in the county; and, though he is still called

the vice-comes, he is entirely independent of the earl:

the king by his letters-patent committing the care of

the county to the sherifl alone.‘

He was the immediate officer of the king within't.he

shire; received his commission from the king, and

directly represented the sovereign power. In this

country his function has been similar, his relation to

the sovereign power the same. He is the chief execu

tive ofiicer of the State In his county. in Missouri his

ofllce exists by provisions of law and of the constitu

tion. He obeys the mandate of the State in executing

writs iuued to him by the courts of his own and other

counties. He is the State omoer whose jurisdiction is

ordinarily bounded by his own county.‘

Originally, the otflce was held by men of large es

tate, able to support the retinue of followers which the

dignity of the office required, and to answer in dam

ages for neglect of duty. Now, a bond with surv.-ties

is given as security for the execution of the duties

therein nmned, all of which are chiefly ministerial.‘

In England, in his judicial capacity, he formerly

held the sher1'1I‘s tourn or county court, and performed

certain other functions. As king's bailifif, he seized all

escheats, torieitures, waifs, wrecks. estrays, etc.‘

As conservator of the peace in his baili

wick, he represents the sovereign power: has

Washb. B. P. 208-76; 2 Kent, 214; '1‘ud. L. C. 482; 10

Conn. 448; 28 Ind. 28; % id. 251; 88121. 418; 99id. 190;

70 Iowa, 61; 15 B. Mon. 282; 18 id. 829; Tliietc. 172; 16

Gray, 80:‘; 24 Miss. 366; 59 id. 299; 40 N. H. 500; 1N. J.

L. 525; 40Barb. 488; 5R. 1. 127,276, 549; 6 id. 264; Tid.

145, 883;13t'd. 680, 714; ll Lea,8iS6; 21Tex.804; 22 id.

547; 16 Pa. 93; 85 id. 117; 45 |'d.179;iS0 121.483; 61 £11.15;

70 id.78,885,b00; 75 121.339; 88 id.242,877; 8691 886;

87 id. 144, ‘248; 91 id. 80.

ISax. shire, a part sheared oil: a division, county;

and rave. a ballifl, oflicer,—i Bl. Com. 116, 117, 830; 50

Pa. 275. See Rssvs.

'1 Bl. Corn. 839, 117.

' State ea: rel. Beach v. Finn. 4 Mo. Ap. 85248 (1877).

l South 1:. Maryland, 18 How. 402-8 (1855), cases

'1 Bl. Com. 848; 18 How. 401; Dow v. Humbert, Fl

U S. 800 (1875), cases.
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care of the county; may make arrests upon

view; may bind to keep the peace; may com

mand the power of the county. In his min

isterial capacity, he executes all processes

issued from the courts: summons and returns

juries; makes arrests upon warrants; and

executes judgments and sentences.l

The oiflce exists in this country substantially as de

rived from England,— the details are matters of con

stitutional or statutory regulation. The sherifl is

generally elected by the people of the county, for a

term oi’ two or three years. Presiding at inquests is

his chief judicial duty; his other duties are ministerial,

and generally performed by deputies.

Obedience to all precepts committed to him is the

whole of his duty; and hence, it they imue from com

petent authority, and with legal regularity, and so

appear upon their face. he is justifled for every action

within the scope of his command.‘

His liability varies with the conditions under which

he acts. in some matters he stands as an insurer,

warranting the practical perfection of his work. Thus,

he is answerable for the escape of a prisoner in exe

cution; he assumes to know the law, and must not,

therefore. commit a legal mistake, and he cannot

safely keep property seized in sxecution.'

Deputy sheriff. A person selected by a

sheriff to assist him in discharging the duties

of his ofiice.

An oflicer coeval with the sherii! himself. The up

pointment of deputies arose from the impossibility of

the sherii1"s performing all the duties of his oflice in

person. It was very early decided that the deputy

could execute any writ directed to the sheriff by the

name oi‘ his oflice, and not by a particular name. A

“ deputy sheriil " is a general deputy, with powers as

extensive as the sheriff can delegate. An “under

sherifl " may mean a deputy sherifl.‘

A general deputy attends to all the ordi

nary duties of the oifice. A special deputy

represents the sheriff in some special relation,

as, in executing a particular writ.

A general deputy executes all proceues without

special power from the sherifl; in some cases he may

delegate authority, in the name of the sherifl, to a

special deputy.‘ See Dnmrrr.

High sherifl‘. Imports no more than the

wo " sheriif;" “ high” is pleonastic.

'1 Bl. Com. 83; 18 How. 401; Dow 1:. Humbert, 91

U. 8. 800 (1875), casea

' Watson 0. Watson, 9 Conn. '146(i88'1). Hosmer, C. J.

Approved, Conner u. Long, 104 U. S. 288 (1881). See

also 7 Mstc. 259; 10 Cush. 46; 2 Gray, 410; 5Wend. 170;

M id. 485; 2) How. 65.

' Strout v. Pennell, 1'4 Me. 262-63 (1882).

' ' Tillotson v. Cheetham, 2 Johns.’ 70, 73 (1806), Kent,

Chief Justice.

' Allen 0. Smith,12 N. J. L. 162 (1831); Gradle 1:. Hot!

man, 105 ill. 15‘! (1882); Raves v. State, 11 Lea, 126

(1683); Oliver 1:. Athey, ib. 150 (1883); lilarx 1). Han

thorn. 30 F. R b88(1887).

 

Sherifl"s inquest, or jury. A jury, in

number not more than twelve, summoned

by a sheriff, to hold an inquest of oifice or

make other inquiry required by local law.

See Inouasr.

Sherifi"s 8816. A sale of property by a

sheriff or his deputy, in execution of the

mandate of legal process.1 See SALE, Judi

cial. .

See also Anam, 2; Bsntrwwx; Caesar; Conomi

COUNTY; EscAP1t, 2; Enonpcr; Msasnan, 1 (2); Pm

ISHABLI; Reruns, 2; Ssnvrcl, 6.

SHIFTED. See WARRANT, Land.

SHIFTING. See INHERITANCE; Use, 3.

SHILLING. See POUND, 1.

SHINGLES. See TIMBER.

SHIP. 1. The Anglo-Saxon scipe, state,

ofiice, calling, destiny.

As, in citizenship, executorship. guardianship, heir

ship, judgeship, mastership, membership, partner

ship, receivership, sollcitorshlp, suretyship, survive»

ship, township, trusteeship, wardship.

2. The Anglo-Saxon ucip, a ship, literally,

a thing shaped: a general designation for

any vessel navigated with sails;2 any vessel

employed in navigation.

In the Roman law, anything which floated upon the

waters and was accessory to commerce.‘

Any vessel that substantially goes to sea.

By the act of 17 and 18 Vict. (1854), c. 100,

s. 2, "every description of vessel used in

navigation not propelled by oars." ‘

Includes whatever is built in a particular

form for the purpose of being used on water.‘

In its ordinary acceptation, it is generic for

anything formed for the purpose of going on

the water.6

" Ship" and "vessel" are used in a very

broad sense, to include all navigable struct

ures intended for transportation. But a

fixed structure, like a dry-dock, is not used

for such purposes.7

Within the meaning of a particular statute, a terry

boat may not be a “ ship;" ' nor may a canal-boat; '

nor a coal-barge; " nor a small open boat employed

 

1 See Batchelder 0. Carter, 2 Vt~ 172 (1829).

' ['l‘omlins, Law Dict.; 4 Wash. 530.

I Rait of Cypress Logs, 1 Flip. 544 (1876).

i [E1-p. Ferguson, L. 11, 6 Q. B. '-291 (1871).

' The Mac, 46 L. T. 909 (1882), Brett, L. J.

' Ibid. 910, Cotton, L. J.

' Cops 1;. Valette Dry-Dock Co., 119 U. S. 8%, M

(1887), Bradley, J.

' 17 Johns. 54.

'5 Hill, 81; 17 Barb. 628; 8 WalL Jr. 199; 9 Gran‘

521. Contra, 3 Grant, 40.

"3 Grant, 110.
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within a port; I nor a dredge, or mud-hopper dredge; '

nor, as subject to admiralty jurisdiction, are flat-boats

or coal-barges transporting merchandise and sold for

lumber at the end or the voyage.‘

A steamship is a vessel whose principal motive

power is steam and not sails.‘ See further Vasssn.

Domestic ship; foreign ship. Whether

a vessel is foreign or domestic depends upon

the residence of her owners, and not upon

her enrollment. where the two are diiTerent.°

General ship. A’ vessel which carries

merchandise for all persons who may apply

for transportation, as distinguished from a

vessel chartered to one or more individuals.

A ship by which the master or owner en

gages separately with a number of persons,

unconnected with each other, to convey their

respective goods to the place of the ship’s

destination."

Ships are strictly and technically denominated

chattels, or personal property, at the common law,

although distinguishable from other kinds 01' person

alty by the solemnities by which the title is ordinarily

acquired, transferred, and made susceptible of pledge,

lien, or mortgage. The title is now usually acquired,

transferred, and evidenced by written documents.’

In international law ships are regarded as floating

sections 0! the land to which they belong, and whose

flag they carry. Hence, a general assignment under

the insolvent laws of a State passes title to a vessel on

the high seas, as if within the State.I

A vessel carries with it the local rights and legal

jurisdiction of her state or territory. All persons on

board are endowed and subjected accordingly. But

the principle is subject to the powers of Congrem over

commerce and crimes.‘

Ship-broker. One who makes contracts

for the employment of vessels.

Ship-chandlery. Includes everything

necessary to furnish and equip a vessel, so as

to render her sea-worthy for the intended

voyage."

Shipped. Placed on board a vessel for

the purchaser or consignee, to be transported

at his risk.n

‘5Wend.564.

'15Can. L. J. 268: 46L. '1‘. E8, 907.

I 8 Wall. Jr. 58; 1 Flip. 545, a raft.

‘L. R.,7Q. B. 569.

‘The Albany, 4 Dill. 489 (1876), Dillon, Cir. J.;

Weaver v. The Owens, 1 Wall. Jr. 365 (1849).

' Warn 1:. Green, 0 Cow. 176 (1826), Savage. C. J.;

Abb. Ship. 128, 319; 1 Pars. Mar. L. 130.

' Story, Farm. 5416.

' Crapo v. Kelly, 16 \'Vall.M (1872), cases.

' Wilson v. I\icNnmee. 102 U. S. 574 (1880); 1 Kent, 28;

Woohey, Int. Law, 558.

" Weaver 1-‘. The Owens, 1 Wall. Jr. 359, 868-69 (1849).

" Fisher v. liiinot, 10 Gray, 202 (1857).
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Shipper. One who places property of hi!

own on board a vessel for transportation.

Shipping. Ships in general, vessels for

navigation; also, relating to ships or vessels;

and, the act of placing or receiving goods on

board a vessel.

Shipping articles. An agreement, in writ

ing, between the master and seamen on

board a vessel, specifying the voyage, and

time for which the seamen are shipped.I

Shipping commissioner. An oflicer ap

pointed for each of such ports of entry as,

in the judgment of the circuit court having

jurisdiction, may seem to require it, and

charged with general supervision as to the

contracts of seamen, and the enforcement of

laws made for their protection and relief.2

Shipping. laws of. The law which re

lates to vessels— their construction, tonnage,

ownership, registration, inspection, national

character; the employment and rights of

seamen, the power and duties of their com

manders; ship-brokers, ship-agents, pilots,

etc.; the transfer of merchant vessels;

freight, charter-parties, demurrage, towage,

collisions, salvage, etc.a

Ship’s bill. The copy of the bill of lad

ing of a vessel retained by the master.

The bill delivered to the shipper controls. 11' the two

do not agree as to the terms of the contract of at’

treightment.‘

Ship’s husband. The general agent of

the owners in respect to a vessel; in statutes

of registration, called the managing owner.‘

The person who, in a vessel's home port, does what

the owner would otherwise do- obtains a cargo. and

attends to whatever is essential to the due prosecution

of the voyage.‘

There is no maritirpe lien on a ship in favor 0! her

general agent or husband.'

Ship’s papers. (1) Documents which,

under the laws of individual nations, a ship

must carry — a certificate of registry, license,

charter-party, bills of lading and of health.

(2) Such documents as the general law of

nations requires a neutral ship to carry —— a
 

lSee R.S. $4509; 2 Sumn.443; 1 Mas. 443; 2id.5ll;

5 id. 272.

' See R. S. §§ 4501<8.

' See R. B. 55 4399, 4468-450i). See generally, as lu

shipowners and seamen, Scaril v. Metcalt, 107 1\'. Y

211 (1887), cases: 1 Am. St. R. 812-14 (1888), cases

‘ The Thames. 14 Wall. 106 (1871).

I1 Parsons, Shipp. & Adm. 109.

l Gillespie v. Winberg, 4 Daly. 88 (1872), Daly, C. J

' The Esteban de Antunano, 81 F. R.M (1887), calee
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passport; sea-brie! or sea-letter, proofs of

property, muster-roll, charter-party, bill oi’

lading, bill of health, log-book or ship’s jour

nal, etc.l

Shipwreck. When a ship is so broken,

disjointed, or otherwise injured that it no

longer exists in its original ‘nature and es

senoe.I

Ship-yard. In a policy of insurance,

may mean the yard in actual use, including

sidewalks.I

The rules {or the acquisition of property by persons

engaged in navigation, and for its transfer and de

scent, are, with some exceptions, those prescribed by

the State to which the vessel belongs. in general, the

legislation of a State, not directed against commerce

but relating to the rights, duties, and liabilities of citi

zens, and only indirectly and remotely affecting the

operations of commerce, is obligatory upon the citi

zens, within its territorial jurisdiction, whether on

land or water, pr engaged in corrrmerce, foreign or

inter-State, or in any other pursuit.‘ See Sans-., Bill of.

See further Asasnors, 1; Annraaurr; Axcnon; AP

Punrsruscas; Armrm-r, 2 (1); Bumnav, 1; Brwsn;

Bm-ronav; Caaoo; Cnanrrm.-ruarv; Coasrrxo Truss;

Conusros, 2; Cotnmacs; Coxsonr, 2; Cor~‘vr.n:~'cs, 1;

Casw; DEIURRAGI; Dsnanrcr, 3; Dsvrnros; Dra

ru-rcn; Dnanor-:; Er'rr.c'rs; Exaxaao; Far-zron-r; Wast

runs;Hrrornscsrromlssrscrros,1:L.u>rso: Lawson;

lncrrarrorr; Loo-noos; Loosour; Loss, 2; lilasrrrns;

Monsnxra, 2; N.\vroa'rros; Nscsssanras; OU'l'F11‘;

Prrrronv; PLUNDER; Pear; Pnnuort; Pnorrtsr, 8;

Pnovrsror~rs; Ql'A!lANTL\‘l!, 2; Ransom: Rsorsrsr, 1;

R1-.s, 2, Perit; Rssroxnssm; Rasrrrurro; Rxvor.-r;

Roan, 2; Sun; Snvaorr, 1; Sn; Sruncn, Right of;

Szrzmu, 2; Srnasnrso; TONNAGI; Toncn; Tovuos;

Vrsrr, 1; Vernon; Wmar; Wnacx; Yaosr.

SHIRE. See Snsnrrr.

SHOOTING MARK. See GAME, 2.

Shooting at a mark is lawful, butnot necessary, and

may be dangerous, and the law requires extraordinary

care to prevent injury to others. It the act is done

where there are objects from which balls may glance

and endanger others. the act is wanton. reckless, with

out due care, grossly negligent.‘

SHOP. A place kept and used for the

sale of goods.‘

In this country shops for the sale of goods

are frequently called " stores.” 7 See further

Srons, 2; Brmomrsv.
 

I Marsh. ins. ed. 1802, Ch. VIII, 55. pp. 817-19.

' Peale v. Merchants‘ Ins. Co., 8 Mas. 42 (1822), Story,

.I.; 1 Marsh. Ins. Ch. XIII, Q 1.

' Webb v. National Fire Ins. Co., 2 Sandt. 504 (1849).

' Sherlock v. Ailing, 93 U. S. 104 (1876), Field, J.

IWelch 1:. Durand, 86 Conn. 185 (1869).

‘Commonwealth v. Riggs, 14 Gray, 3715 (1800), Met

ealf, J .

SIDE

Shopkeeper. See Tnansn.

Shop-right. See Lronusrt, 2.

Shops. See RAILROAD.

SHORE. See Bascn; Nsvrossns; On;

Rrramau; Sm.

SHORT. 1. More limited in time than

some other; brief, or the briefest; opposed

to long: as, a short—cause, draft, lease,

note, notice, summons, qq. v. -

2. Not exhibited in full; not stated in de

tail: as, a short plea, q. 1:. See ENTRY, ll.

3. As opposed to long, in the language of

brokers, see PUT, 2; WAGER, 2.

Shortly. Three months is not "shortly," that is.

a reasonable time, within the presumed meaning of a

sale of iron-pipe to “ arrive shortly." I

SHORT-HAND. See Srssoonsrnsrt.

SHOULD. See MAY.

‘SHOW. “ Show ” and “indicate " are

not always interchangeable. “To show" is

to make apparent or clear by evidence, 1.0

prove; an “ indication" may be merely a

symptom, that which points to, or give din-(~

tion to the mihd.I

Show cause. See RULE, 2.

SHOWS. See Amman.

SHRIEVALTY. See SHERIFFALTY.

SHROUD. See BURIAL.

SHYSTER. See CRANK; PETTIFOGGER.

Has reference to the professional character and

standing of a lawyer. Hence, in an action for libeling

one, as respects his character as a lawyer, by the use

of the word, an issue as to whether the plairrtifi’ is a

lawyer or not is material.I

In an action for libel expressed in ordinary lan

guage, awltness may not testify as to the sense in

which he understood the language, nor that he under

stood it to apply to the plaintifl the term " shyster." '

SIC. L. Thus; so. Sometimes calls at

tention to a quoted word or phrase as being

strictly literal.

Sic utere. See Ursrm, Sic, etc., 1076.

SICK. See BENEFITS; CHARITY; Dra

sass; INFLUENCE; SUNDAY; WILL, 2. Com

pare Lasocrnus.

SICUT. See ALIAS; Pmmms.

SIDE. Compare ALONG.

“Fences on the sides 01' a railroad“ may mean

fences on the spaces between the road-bed and the

outer lines of the company‘s land; not necessarily on

the dividing lines.I

 

'Commonwealth v. Annie, 15 Gray, 190 (1800), Mor

rick. J .

1 Thompson v. Currie, 4 Can. Leg. News, 189 (1881).

' Coyle v. Commonwealth, 10-1 Pa 138 (1888).

' Gribble v. St Paul Pioneer-Press Co., 84 Minn. Ml

‘ Gribble 11. Same, 87 l\iinn.2i‘7 (1887). cases.

‘Marshall 1:. St. Louis, &c. R. Co.,5i Mo. 10 (1871;
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Side of the court. The law side and the

equity side of a court designate a court ad

ministering justice, in the former case under .

the forms of strict law or common law, in

the latter case according to the more liberal

principles of equity.

The equity side of the courts is deemed always

open for pleadings and proceedings preparatory to the

hearing oi causes upon their merits.

Side-report. See REPORT, 2.

Side-track. See Rsunzosn.

SIDEWALK. “A raised way for foot

passengers at the side of a street or road; a

foot pavement.”l

liay rest on posts, as well as on the ground.‘

The word “street “ presumptively always includes

the sidewalks: as, in asiatute providing tor compen

sation for damages from a change of grade in a street,‘

although “ street “ often denotes that part of the way

devoted to carriage travel.I \

A walk crossing a public alley is a “ crosswalk," as

distinguished from sidewalk.‘

In a suit to recover damages for injuries received

trom a tall caused by a defective sidewalk the plaintifl

may show that other like accidents occurred at the

same place from the same cause.‘

The duty of a municipal corporation is to see that

its sidewalks are reasonably safe for persons using or

dlnary caution. lliere slipperiness, trom ice or snow,

not accumulated so as to constitute a dangerous ob

struction, is not ordinarily such a defect as will make

the city liable for damages occasioned thereby.‘ See

Snow; S'rn.s:s.'r.

SIDING-. See RAILROAD.

SIGHT. 1. Presence, q. u.

2. Presentment.

Bills of exchange and drafts are fre

quently drawn at sight or a certain number

of days after eight. In the former case the

paper is called a sight bill or sight draft, pay

able on presentment.

Deposits are received by banks subject to sight

drafts

 

'Chal1iss 1!. Parker, 11 Kan. 391 (1878): Webster's

Dict. As to power to make, see Attorney-General 1:.

Boston, 142 Mass W4 (1%).

' City of Kokomo v. Mahan, 100 Ind. 243 (1884).

I Dickinson \1. City of Worcester, 188 lliass. 569

(1885).

‘Pequignot v. City of Detroit, 16 F. R. 211 (1888);

O'Neil v. City of Detroit, 50 Mich. 18-‘! (1883).

‘District of Columbia 11. Armes, 107 U. S. M

(1882).M '

' 2 Dillon, Munlo. Corp. 5 1000, cases; Chase 0. Cleve

land, 44 Ohio St. 515, 509-11 U886), cases; Boulder o.

Niles, 9 Col. 415 (18%); Taylor v. Yonkers, 105 N. Y.

816 (1887). cases; 17 How. 169; 82 Iowa, 323; 9'? Mass.

K; 77 Pa. 113; 100 id. 119; 101 id. 616. On obstructing

thoflows-lk.sooltAlb. I4! L4“-6B(l881),casea

952 _
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Bills payable at sight are entitled to days of grace

by the law-merchant; but statutes may have changed

that law. The holder of such paper must use due dili

gence to put it into circulation. The holder of paper

payable after sight must present it within reasonable

time.I See Excassoa, 2, Bill of.

SIGILLUM. See SEAL, 1.

SIGN.2 Although in general understand

ing refers to writing the name at the foot or

bottom of a document, is not confined to '

that meaning.

The primary meaning is to write one's

name on paper or to show or declare assent

or attestation by some sign or mark.‘

A “signing " may be at the beginning of a docu

ment,— within the meaning of the Statute of Frauds.I

Within the meaning of that statute. also, a memo

randum is “signed " ii’ the name is printed in a letter

head, with the contract underwritten.‘

But it may be that a will cannot be considered as

“ signed " unless the testator's name is amxed at the

bottom. or otherwise outside the body.‘

Countersign. (1) To sign on the side

opposite to another’s name.

(2) To sign what has already been signed

by a superior; to authenticate by an addi

tional signature.

Where the charter of a city required a document to

be " signed " by certain otiicers, “ countersigned,"

prefixed to one signature, was held not to be a mate

rial irregularity.’

Sign a judgment. For the proper ofi'l

cer of a court to formally enter a judgment.

Judgments were formerly pronounced in open

court, and are still supposed to be. But now. except

in the case of an issue at law, there is no actual deliv

ery in court or elsewhere. The plaintiff or defendant,

when the cause is in such a state that by the course of

practice he is entitled to judgment, obtains an allow

ance or entry by the proper ofilccr, expressing gener

ally that judgment tor a certain amount is given in

his favor. This is called “ signing " judgment.I

Signature. The act of writing or putting

down one's own name; and the name so set

down.

May imply the personal act of writing one's

own name or of actually making one's own

mark.’

 

I See 1 Daniel, Neg. Inst. 55 617-19, cases.

' L. rignare: rignum, a mark.

' James 1:. Patten, 6 N. Y. 12-13 (11151), Paige, J.

' Clason v. Bailey, 14 Johns. ‘-56 (1817).

' Drury u. Young, 58 liid. 5-16 (1882). cases.

'Catlett v. Cntlett, 55 Mo. 389-11 (1574). As an ele

ment of “ execution,“ see Ladd v. Ladd, 8 How an

(1850).

" Gurnee v. City of Chicago, 40 Ill. 167(1$6).

' [Steph. Plead. '111; Tidd, Pr. 616.]

' Chapman 0. Limerick. 66 his. 899 (188)
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May consist of the act of writing one’s

name with intention to authenticate the in

strument.1

at common law, includes a mark unattested. unless

the instrument is one which must be witnessed, irre

spective of the mode of signing.‘

Where an instrument shows on its face the names

of the contracting parties, an agent may sign his own

name first. and add to it, “ agent “ for his principal,

or he may sign the name of the principal first, and

add, by himself, “as agent." all that is required is

that the contract shall purport on its face to be the

contract of the principal!

See Buss, 2; Dan, False; Foaosar; Manx, 1;

Sna,2.

Sign-manual. (1) The king's signature

to grants or letter-patents, as a personal,

unoificial act. See SEAL, 1, Great.

(2) Any autograph signature.

SIGNET. See SEAL, 1. Great.

SILENCE. In the law of estoppel, im

ports knowledge with opportunity to act.‘

No principle is better established than that a party

is not ectopped by his silence unless he has misled an

other to his hurt.‘

Although silence as to a material fact is not neces

sarily, ns matter of law, equivalent to a false represen

tation, yet concealment or suppression by either party

to a contract of sale, with intent to deceive, of a

material fact, which he in good faith is bound to dis

close, is evidence of, and equivalent to, a false repre

sentation.'

That silence in an instrument isexclusion may be

applied to a statute!

Silent. A contract is sometimes said to besilent

as to a contingency. See hrrus:n.

Bee further aoconrrr, 1; Acqnmscsmcs; Cosom,

5; Oossnrr; Esrorrn., Equitable; Ksownsnos, 1;

Rnmmsnos, 1; Rsacisslos; Srsxn Br.

SILK GOWN. See GOWN. 2. .

SILVER. See Com; Mum; Mom;

TENDER, 2. Legal.

SIMILAR. Denotes partial sameness,

and, also, sameness in all essential particu

lare.' See Srmus.

Within a statute respecting counterfeit money, is

not equivalent to “ in the similitude of.“ ' See Sunn

runs.

1 Watson 1:. Pipes, 32 M0. 466 (1856): 2 Greenl. Ev. 5674.

' Bickley v. Keenan, 60 Ala. 295 (1817).

' Elwell 1:. Shaw, 16 Mass. 46 (1819); Smith v. Morse,

0 Wall. 82-88 (1869).

‘ Pence v. Langdon, 99 U. S. 581 (1878).

° Philadelphia, &c. R. Co. v. Dubois, 12 Wall. 64

(1870); Hill 1:. Epley, 81 Pa 334 (1858); Parrish s.

Thurston, 8? Ind. 688 (1882), cases.

‘Stewart 0. Wyoming Cattle Ranch Co., 1% U. S. 888

(1888).

' Bates 0. Brown, 5 Wall. 717 (1866).

' Commonwealth v. Fontain, 127 Mass. 454 (Will).

‘Bilbo. McKensia, “this. 894056).

 

SDHILIS. L. Like. Compare QUASI.

De similibus idem est judicium. As

to like cases, the judgment is the sanie. See

ARGUMENTUM.

Nullum simile est idem. N0 like thing is

the same; likeness or similarity is not identity.

Thus, while a partner is like a joint-tenant and a

tenant in common, he is neither; 1 a telegraph company

is like, but is not the same as. a common carrier; ' an

award of arbitrators is not like a judgment in all re

spects; ' a check resembles a bill of exchange, yet it

is not the same thing. In the patent and copyright

laws, identity, not resemblance, is regarded.‘

Similiter. Likewise; the like. A reply

that asone party has put himself upon the

country, the other does the same.

The full sentence was ct praedictus similiter,

equivalent to “and he does the like.“ Expresses con

currence in referring a trial to the jury. in strictness.

no part of the pleadings: it neither uflirms nor denies

any fact; is matter of form. Spoken of as the es'1m'L

r'ter.'

SIMILITUDE. Likeness; resemblance.

“in the similitude of" may be synonymous with

forged or counterfeited. “ Similar " may not be

equivalent.‘

Since, in the act of 1877 against counterfeiting silver

coins, the words " in resemblance or simiiitude “ are

a variation or exposition of the preceding words

“ falsely make, forge, or counterfeit." each meaning

to make something in the resemblance or similitude

of another, the former expression may be omitted in

an indictment ' See Commsir; Gszmms; Tasns-r

nan.

Between articles subject to duty, see D011, 2.

SIMONY. The corrupt presentation of

one to an ecclesiastical benefice for money,

gift, or reward.‘

So called from resemblance to the sin of Simon

Mogul-'

SIJEPLE. See Bsrraav; CONTBAOI;

Fas,1;Is1'ans:s'r,2(3);LAacimY;Rscs1P'r,2;

Taosr, 1.

SIMPLEX. See Commsnxno.

SIIN[ULA'1']iiD.8 Feigned; fictitious.

A simulated sale presents the outward appearances

of a sale, while, in reality, no transfer of property is

made."

1 Story, Partn. I W.

1 2 Pars. Contr., 6 ed. '267c, Wis.

' Ibid. 701.

‘ Ilrid. 2570p. See also 2 Bl. Com. ti; 2 Story, 512.

' Gould, Plead. 290-91; Steph. Plead. 265; 9Mass. 58!;

2 Day, 892;1lS.& R. $2.

' State v. McKenzie, 42 Me. 89-i(1tlb6): Me. R. 8., a M,

5 5.

" United States 0. Otey, 81 F. R. 69 (1887).

'2 Bl. Com. 278-79; tid. 62; 10. P. D. W.

' L. dmul, together; or similis, like.

" See 86 La. An. 198, 854

I

 



SINCE

An interest conferred upon a person for the purpose

of causing the jurisdiction of a particular court to at

tach, is sqmetimes characterized as a “ simulated in

terest“ See Fwrrrrons.

SINCE. May cover the whole of a period

between an ‘event and the present time;

while “subsequently” may refer to a par

ticular time.X

SINE. L. Without.

Sine die. Without a day—for the re

assembling of a body, or for the appearance

of a defendant.

Sine hoe. Without this. Seeassoua.

SINGLE. See ACKNOWLEDGMENT, 2;

ADULTERY; BILL, III; Bonn; Man; Ome

INAL. 2: SALE.

SINGULAR. See NUMBER.

SINKING FUND. See FUND.

SISTER. See Consasoumrrv.

Where a testator's property would be diverted from

his lineal descendants to strangers by construing “ sis

ter " to mean half-sister, the burden of proving that

that was his intention rests upon the contestant.’

SIT. To hold a session of court; to hold

Court.

- Sittings. In England, has much the

same meaning that session or term has with

us. Sittings in banc are for determining

matters of law;silt1'ng.9 at nisi prius, for

trying issues of fact.‘ See SESSION; TERM, 4.

SITUATE. To have a situs (q. v.), a

place or position.

Situated. In the United States, in such

expressions as “all that tract of land situ

ated,” etc., has been more commonly used

than “ situate.”

Personalty is situated wherever it may be at a par

ticular time. Strictly speaking, it cannot have a

ritus.‘ SeeCor<n1.snn.

A house may be said to be situated on all the lands

within the inclosure necessary for its enjoyment, and

actually so used.’

SITUS. L. A thing placed, or lying;

manner of lying, local position, place, site,

situation. In situ. In place, in position.

Personalty has its aihu at the place of its owner's

domicil. For purposes of taxation, a debt has its

n'tuJ at the residence of the creditor.

Realty has its aihu where it has been placed by

nature.

 

‘Re Rosenfleld, 7 Am. Law Reg. 621 (1868); 79 Me.

IU.

' Wood v. Mitcllam, 82 N. Y. 879 (1868).

‘See Glrd v. State. I Oreg. 811 (1860).

‘ County of Allegheny 11. Gibson. 00 Pa. 877 (1879).

' Orr v. Baker. 4 incl. H (i858).
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Lex rei sitm. The law of the state where

realty is situated, where property lies.‘ Com

pare Lax, Loci. See PROPERTY.

SIXTY YEARS. See Taurus; Yaaa.

SKATHVG BINKS. See Exninrrlos.

SKEPTIC. See Oxrn; RELIGION.

SKILL. See Cans; Cosmacr, Implied

Exranrz GAME. 2; Invnsnon.

SKINS. SeePnmsnaann.

SLANDEIR.2 1. Injuries afiecting a

man‘s reputation and good name a.re, first,

by malicious, scandalous, and slanderous

words, tending to his damage and deroga

tion; and, second, by printed or written libels,

pictures, signs, etc., which set him in an

odious and ridiculous light, and thereby di

minish his reputation.‘ The former is some

times called oral or verbal slander, the latter

written slander or libel.

False defamatory words when spoken.‘

As. if a man maliciously and falsely utters any

false tale of another, which may endanger him in law

by impeaching him of some heinous crime, as, to say

thata man has poisoned another or is perjured; or

which may exclude him from society, as, to charge

him with having an infectious disease; or which may

impair or hurt his trade or livelihood. as, to call a

tradesman a bankrupt, a physician a quack, a lawyer

aknave. Words spoken in derogation of a peer, a

judge, or other great oflicer of the realm, and words

tending to scandalize a magistrate or person in a pub

lic trust, are reputed more highly injurious than when

spoken of a private person. For such scandalous

words an action on the case may be had, without prov

ing any particular damage to have happened, but

merely upon the probability that it might happen.

But with regard to words that do not thus upon the

face of them import such defamation as will of course

be injurious, it is necessary that the plaintifl aver

some particular damage to have happened.‘

Oral slauders, as a cause of action, are:

(1) Words falsely spoken of a person which

impute the commission of some criminal

oiiense involving moral turpitude, for which,

if the charge is true, he may be indicted and

punished. (2) Words falsely spoken which

impute that he is infected with some conta

gious disease, and which, if true, would ex

clude him from society. (3) Defamatory

words falsely spoken, which impute unfit

ness to perform the duties of an oflice or

employment of profit, or the want of integ
 

I Story. Confl. Laws. 5879.

’ F. uclandre, scandal, q. 0.

'8 Bl. Com. 128, 125.

‘ Odgers, Libel & Slander, 1, 1.

'8 Bl. Com. 1“
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rity in the discharge of the duties thereof.

(4) Defamatory words falsely spoken, which

prejudice the person in his profession or

trade. (6) Defamatory words falsely spoken,

which, though not in themselves actionable,

occasion the person special damage. The or

dinary meaning is to be affixed to the words.1

Mere scurrility, or opprobrious words which neither

import nor are attended with injurious effects, will

not support an action. Words of heat and passion,

as. to call a man a rogue and rascal. if provocative

of no ill consequence, and not being of the dangerous

species mentioned, are not actionable; neither are

words spoken in a friendly manner, as, by way of ad

vice, admonition. or concern, without any tincture or

circumstance of ill will: for, in both cases. theyare

not spoken maliciously; nor are words used in a legal

proceeding, pertinent to the cause. if the de

fendant is able to justify and prove the words true, no

action will lie, though special damage ensue: if the

fact be true, any damage is damnum absque injurin.‘

The words must be "published." that is, be com

municated to a third person in a language he under

Stands. See PUBLICATION.

A party to a judicial or quasi judicial proceeding

may say anything concerning the case that is pertinent

and material, and cannot be held to answer for scan

dalous words, unless, under pretense of pleading the

cause, he designedly wanders from the question, and

aianders another person. The rule is the same as to a

witness, and counsel. Public policy dictates that a

man should not be hampered in prosecuting or defend

ing a right by fear of an action for defamation. it is

only when he abuses his right by using it as a cloak

for malice that he will be held responsible.‘

Evidence of the truth of language is madmissible

unless a Justification is pleaded.‘ Under the plea of

" not guilty,“ the defendant cannot, in mitigation, in

effect prove guilt.‘ To establish a justification, the

proof must be as broad as the charge; the plea, un

supported, is evidence of actual malice and augments

the damages.‘ .

Where the words are prima facie privileged, express

malice must be proved.’ After proof that the words

were spoken, the plaintiff, to show malice, may give

 

I Pollard 1:. Lyon. 91 U. 8. Q6 (1875). Clifford, J. Ap

proved, Page v. Merwin, 54 Conn. 434 (18%). As to

injury to business, see Singer v. Bender, 04 Wis. 172

(1886).

‘3 Bl. Com. 124-25.

‘ Stewart 0. Hall, 83 Ky. BS0481, W (1885), cases,

Holt. J. Uttered by witness, see Shodden v. McElwee,

86 Tenn. 149 (1887). cases; in legal proceedings, 28 Cent.

Law J. 2-8 (1888). cases.

i()dgers, Lib. & S1. 804, cases.

‘ Smith v. Smith, 89 Pa. 442 (1861), cases; Porter 1:.

Botkins, 59 id. 484 (1869).

‘ Burford v. Wible, 82 Pa. 96 (1858). cases; Gormsn 1:.

Button, ib. 248 (1858); Howard 1:. Thompson, 1 Am. L'. 0.

178-79, cases.

' Brockerxnan 0. Keyser, 1 Phil; 200 (1851).

evidence of other words of the same nature (not no

tionable per se) spoken at different times.I

Evidence of the plaintiffs reputation must relate to

the time before the speaking of the words; since bad

reputation, after the utterance, may result from the

publication.‘

In the absence of malice, the motive of the speaker

may be considered in mitigation of damages. The

plaintiff is entitled to reasonable compensation for the

injury suffered, but if the injury was unintentional, or

committed under a sense of duty, or through an honest

mistake, no vindictive damages should be given.‘

Mental suflering is an element of damage.‘

Evidence of the defendant's pecuniary resources is

admissible, to enhance the exemplary damages.‘

See Arromzsv; Ban, 1; COl.lA)QUlUI;COMIUNlCAT10N,

Privileged, 2; Dunoss, Exaurunv; Dannrronv; in

rmxnoo; Lmnn, 5; Button; Soaxnan; Sassus, Mitiori;

Tmsnanou. 2.

2. Defamation of one’s interest in real or

personal property, or of the property itself

objectively considered.

Slander of another‘s title, by spreading such inju

rious ieports, as, if true, would deprive him of his es

tate, is actionable. provided special damage accrues

to the proprietor; as, if he loses an opportunity to sell

the land. ‘ ~

The title is personified, and made subject to some of

the rules applicable to personal slander when the

words are not actionable per se. The language must

be false, be uttered maliciously, and be followed,

naturally, by pecuniary damage, which must be spe

cially alleged and substantially proved.’

That rule “ applies not only to actions for slander of

title, strictly and properly so called. that is, with refer

ence to real estate. but so to cases in which person

alty is involved, or personal rights and privileges.“ ‘

SLAUGHTERHOUSE. See Cosm

TION; Nmsascs; Pouca, 2.

Slaughter-House Cases. See Pouca, 2;

Saavrruns. 1: STATE. 3 (2).

SLAVERY. An institution by which

one. man is made the property of another.‘
 

1 Elliott v. Boyles, 81 Pa. 65. (1857); M'Almont u.

McCle1land, 14 S. & R. 858 (1826).

‘ Odgers, Lib. & Si. 806; Townsheud, § 408.

‘ Odgera, Lib. & Si. 802.

‘ Mahoney v. Belford, 182 Mass. 894 (1882) cases.

‘ See 28 Alb. Law J. 44 (1851), cases. Onspecial dam

ages, see 17 Cent Law J.106(1883).

'8 Bl. Com.124; Malachy u. Soper, 3 Bing. N. C.

'38] (1836); Paul] o. Halferty, 68 Pa. 46 (1869), cases.

' Kendall v. State. 1 Seld. 18 (1851), cases.

‘Halsey u. Brotherhood, L. R., 15 C. D. 514 (1880)

[aiilrmed, 19 t'd.886 (lB81)],in which 13. had stated his

belief that H.'s patent on astcam-engine infringed his

patent; following Wren u. Weild, L. R., 4 Q. B. 730

(1869), which also concerned the infringement of a

patent. Compare case of libel of letters patent. Mey

rose 1:. Adams, 12 Mo. Ap. 829 (165). See generally

Odgers, Lib. & S1. 188; Heard, Lib. & S1. 5510. 59.

‘Douglas 1:. Ritchie. 24 Mo. 180 (1857): Justinian.
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The wish to use the bodily powers of another per

son as a means of ministering to one's own ease or

pleasure is doubtless the foundation of slavery.I

In the United States, up to July 28, 1868 (as see be

low). a slave had no political rights, and only such

civil rights as were given-him by local law. The oil

spring followed the status of the mother. See Pmrus.

The master owned whatever property his slave ac

quired; and the slave could be a witness only for or

against another slave or one who had been a slave;

and he could sue in court only for his freedom: in

other cases the master sued for his own use. If the

master neglected to provide proper support for his

helpless or impotent slave, a public offlcer made the

provision at the owner's expense. In Louisiana, for

cruel treatment, the slave could be emancipated; in

Alabama and Texas, sale to another master was part

of the penalty. He could be the subject of unlawful

homicide; and was himself responsible for acts of

crime. His owner could manumit him: the eflect be

ing to make him, not a citizen, but merely a freeman.’

The first governmental action toward abolishing

the slave-trade was the provision that " The Migration

or Importation of such Persons as any oi.’ the States

now existing shuli think proper to admit. shall not be

prohibited by the Congress prior to the Year one

thousand eight hundred and eight. but a Tax or duty

may be imposed on such Importation, not exceeding

ten dollars for each Person." I

In 1807, importing slaves was made to cease after

January 1, 1806; and in 1818, a law passed increasing

the penalties of the trade. In 1819, the vessels and

effects of citizens engaged in the trade were made lia

ble to seizure and confiscation. And by the act of

March 3, 18%), all persons over whom our jurisdiction

extends, whether found on domestic or foreign ves

sels, concerned in the slavetrade, or in kidnnping ne

gross or mulattoes, were to be deemed pirates and to

sufler death. In Great Britain the trade was declared

unlawful in 1807, and in 1521 it was made piracy.

Since then efforts have been made by that nation. by

treaties and otherwise, to suppress the trade every

where. As early as 1798, the State of Georgia prohib

ited the trade.‘

Slavery is a status unprotected by the law of na

tions, supported, where it exists, by local law. Hence

persons seized to he sold as slaves in a territory where

the importation of slaves is forbidden, commit no

crime when they get possession of the vessel, and

 

I Maine, Anc. Law, 158, 157-61.

1 See 2 Kent, 2-18-58; Commonwealth v. Aves, 18

Pick. 206-25 (1886), Shaw, 0. J.; Wood v. Ward, 2 Flip.

842-48 (1879), cases; Civil Rights Cases, 109 U. B. E

(1888); T0 Ala. 888.

“Everywhere, always, by everybody. in statutes

alike of Virginia and South Carolina. in speeches, in

letters, slavery in those days (1787) was spoken of as

an evil." 2 Bancroft, Const. 129 (1884).

"Every word in the Constitution bearing on the

subject was chosen with the greatest caution." lb. 164.

See also ib. 141-44. 151-64.

‘Constitution, Art. I, sec. 9.

‘ Soc 2 Story, Const. 5! 133247, 1915-87.
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either slay the crew or compel them to mil for an

other country.I

The maxim in international law is that "the air

makes free." If then a cargo of slaves is stranded on

the soil of a state which prohibits slavery, there is no

process, excepting express treaty, by which they an

be prevented from availing themselves of their free

dom.'

But the Constitution provided that “ No Person held

to Service or Labour in one State, under the Laws

thereof, escaping into another, shall, in Consequence

of any Law or Regulation therein, be discharged from

such Service or Labour, but shall be delivered up on

Claim of the Party to whom such Service or Labour

may be due." '

In the Dred Scott Case it was decided: that a free

negro, whose ancestors were brought here and sold as

slaves, is not a “citizen “ within the meaning of the

Constitution. When that instrument was adopted,

Africans were not regarded in any State as “people

or citizens; " the two clauses which refer to them treat

them as persons whom it was lawful to deal in as ar

ticles of property and to hold as slaves. A citizen

may take into United States territory any article of

property recognized as such by the Constitution. and

the Federal government is pledged to protect him in

his lawful uses of it. Dred Scott acquired no title to

freedom by being taken by his owner into Illinois from

Missouri: the status of a‘ person of African descent

depending on the law of the State in which he re

sides.‘

See Amendments XIII, XIV, XV, under Crnzn;

Cm1m; Dm, Public; llI1oasa1o1(; Vrnnam; Was.

SLAY. Signifies no more than “ kill,"

and is not necessary in an indictment.’

SLEEP. Occurs in a few expressions in

its literal or in a figurative sense.

" Sleeping with a man “ is equivalent to lying awake

with a man, and being "in bed with a man " is equiv

alent to sleeping with him.‘

Sleeping on rights.

LENCE; STALEZ VIGILANS.

Sleeping partner. See PARTNER, Dor

mant. / .

Sleeping-car company. Is not respon

sible either as a common carrier or as an inn

keeper. It is bound, however, not only to

See DELAY; SI

 

I See United States 1;. The Amistad, 15 Pet. 58'!-%

(1841), Story, J.; "The Case of the Amiatad," a pam

phlet read before the New Haven Historical Society

in 1886, by Prof. S. E. Baldwin, of Yale Law School.

ISee Priscilla Smith 1:. Smith, 13 La. ‘-144 0&8):

Eliz. Thomas 0. Gcneris, 16 id. "B6 (1840); Woolsey,

Int. Law, § 74.

' Constitution, Art. IV, sec. 2, cl. 8

‘Dred Scott v. Sandford, 19 How. 898, 899-466 (1856),

Taney, C. J., Wayne, Nelson, Grier, Daniel, Campbell,

and Catron. JJ., concurring, 451-529; McLean and

Curtis, JJ.. dissenting, 529-638.

‘State v. Thomas, 32 La. An. 351 (188)).

' Barnett v. Ward. 36 Ohio St. 110 (I881).
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furnish its guest a berth, but to keep a

watch during the night, exclude unauthor

ized persons from the car, and take reason

able care to prevent theft.

in case of _ loss from negligence the company is

liable for such articles as a passenger usually carries

about his person, and such sums of money as may be

reasonably necessary for his traveling expenses. The

invitation to make use of the bed carries with it an in

fltaflcn to sleep, and an implied agreement to take

reasonable care of the guest‘s effects while he sleeps.‘

A sleeping-car company holds itself out to the

world as furnishing safe and comfortable cars, and,

when it sells a ticket, it impliedly stipulates to do so.

it invites passengers to pay for, and make use of, its

cars for sleeping, all parties lrnowing that, during the

greater part of the night. the passenger will be asleep,

powerless to protect himself or to guard his property.

He cannot, like the guest of a hotel, by locking the

door, guard against danger. He has no right to take

any such steps to protect himself in the sleeping-car,

but, bythe necessity of the case, is dependent upon

the owners and officers of the car to guard him and

the property he has from danger from thieves or

otherwise. The law raises the duty on the part of the

car companyto aflord him this protection. While it

is not liable as a common carrier, or as an inn-holder,

yet it is its clear duty to use reasonable care to guard

the passengers from theft; and it through want of

such care the personal effects of a passenger, such 88

he might reasonably carry with him. are stolen, the

company isliable for it.’

A passenger is entitled to a continuous passage in

such berth and on such car as his ticket calls for, or

in an equally desirable berth or an equally safe, con

venient, and comfortable car.I

The law will not permit a railroad company, an

gaged in carrying persons for hire, through any

arrangement with a sleeping-car company whose cars

constitute part of its train. to evade the duty of pro

viding proper means for the safe conveyance of those

whom it has agreed to convey.‘

A company may refuse to sell accommodations to

a person who does not have a proper railroad ticket‘

 

I Blum 1:. Southern Pullman Palace Car Co.. ll Cent.

Law J. 591tU. S. C. C. W. D. Tenn., 1876), Brown, J.;

Woodruff Sleeping & Parlor Coach Co. v. Dish], 84 Ind.

481-81 (1882), cases: s. c. IX Am. & Eng. R. Case . 294,

801. cases; Pullman Co. v. Smith, 78 ill. 860 (187-1);

Pullman Co. v. Gardner, 14 W. N. C. 17 (Pa., 1853»;

Pardee v. N. Y. Central Sleeping Car Co., N. Y. (1884):

1 By. Corp. Law J. 490.

1 Lewis v. N. Y. Central Sleeping Car Co., 143 Mass.

273 (1S\‘7), cases, Morton, C. J.; Pullman Palace (‘hr

Co. 1:. Pollock, 69 Tex. 120 (1687). See also Pullman Co.

v. Gaylord. Super. Ct. Ky. (1884): 23 Am. Law Reg.

‘M; Whitney v. Pullman Co.,148 Mass. 2-13 (1887); 22

Cent. Law J. 864-65, 367 (1887), cases; 19 Am. Law Rev.

‘M-% il8&), cases; 20 id. 159-82 (1886), cases.

' Pullman Palace Car Co. 11. Taylor, 86 Ind. 153 (1879).

' Pennsylvania Company 1:. Roy, 102 U. S. 457 (1880).

° hmnu v. Pullman P. Car Co., 144 Mass. 7 (1887).

The obligation of the company for injury to a per

son, not a passenger, who is wantonly assaulted and

beaten by the porter, is not governed by the principles

which regulate the liability of a common carrier fora

like assault committed by a servant.1 -

See Csnmna, Common.

SLIGHT. See CARE: NEGLIGENCE.

SLUICE-DAM. Is for the purpose of

utilizing the water of a stream by raising a

head suificient to float logs over obstructions

and shoal places down to the'dam ;and then,

by letting the water out, flood the stream

below so as to carry the logs to their destina

tion. It is constructed with a “ sluice-way,"

or opening, for the passage of logs. To

“ sluice ” and “ sluicing" mean simply open

ing the gates for logs to pass through.2

The owner has charge of his own property all the

time. The owner of the dam has no control over the

logs, except by virtue of alien for toils.’

SMART-MONEY. See DAMAG, Ex

emplary.

SMELTING-. See ART, 1; Paocass, 2.

SMOKE. See Am; Nmsmcs; Poison, 2.

SIMUGGLE.3 The act, with intent to

defraud, of bringing or attempting to bring

into the United States dutiable articles with

out passing them, or the package containing

them, through the custom-house, or submib

ting them to the ofiicers of the revenue for

examination.‘

implies something illegal, and is inconsistent with

an innocent intent. Conveys the idea of a secret in

troduction of goods, with intent to avoid payment of

duty.‘ ‘

An article found secreted in baggage will be for

feited, and a penalty of treble the value imposed.‘ In

other cases the penalty is of a sum of equal or double

the value.

The penalty for making or attempting to make an

entry of merchandise by means of a false invoice,

certificate, ctc., is forfeiture of the merchandise; ’ or

the value of the property may be recovered by suit.I

See Mourrv.

If particular goods were actually smuggled or

 

lWllliams v. Pullman's Palace Car Co., Sup. Ct. La

(1S88), cases. The plaintifl entered a car to ask to be

permitted to wash his hands, and. without provoca

tion, was beaten by the porter.

' Anderson 1:. Munch, 29 Minn. 416 (1832), Mitchell, J.

I Scan. smug-, to creep through a hole,— Skmt.

' [Act 22 June, 1874.5 4: 1 Sup. R. S. 77.

' United States v. Claflin, 18 Blatch., 184 (1875), Bene

dict, J.; Stockwell 1:. United States, 18 Wall. 546 (1871)

' R. S. 5 280A

" R. S. 52864, cases.

‘United States 0. Flax Spinning Co., 17 Blntch. 188

(1879)
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brought in by fraud, the government is entitled to a i SQDQMY_ Carnal copulation, by human

decree of forfeiture under the act of June 2'2. 1874,

Q 12, notwithstanding the claimant may have purchased

in good faith andfor full value.I

As an indictable offense. punishable by a fine of as

much asflve thousand dollars, and with two years im

prisonment. either or both.I

SNAKE. A bill pending before a legis

lative body, which, while introducing a gen

eral rule of law, is especially designed to

change the law in relation to some mat\ter

then in controversy. to the advantage of the

originator or supporters of the bill. Com

pare Rmm

SNOW. See SIDEWALK.

The owner of a building who leases it, reserving

only the right to enter “to repair,“ is not liable to a

person Injured by a fall of snow from the roof. it not

appearing that the tenant might not by reasonable

cage have prevented the accident.‘

80. “ Hence ” and “ therefore "are some

times the equivalents of " so," and the letter

word is thus understood whenever what fol

lows is an illustration of a conclusion from

what has gone before.‘

As a proviso in a will. “ so" is a limitation. It is

also descriptive. and the same as " hereinbefore." '

That "so much " of a piece of land shall be sold,

refers to a fractional portion.‘

80 help you God. See OATH.

So that. See CONDITION, Precedent;

Paovmnn.

SOBER. See Irrrnuransra.

SOCAGEJ Holding lands in considera

tion of services certain or definite in nature

and amount. The principal kind of title to

land recognized by modern English law.8

In the United States. allodial tenure; which is sub

ject only to ultimate rights in the state—such as

eminent domain, and escheat. See Faun.

SOCIALISM. See Comrumsu: NIHIL

IST. 2.

SOCIETY. See ASSOCIATION: BENEFIT;

Cnuaca; Couracr, Social; Cousonnum;

Govnasnnnr.

I United States 11. Certain Diamonds, 80 F. B. 864

(1887).

1 R. S. | E65, cases. Cases on violation of laws,

Friedenstein v. United States. 1'25 U. S. 224 (1888);

Origet v. United States. il). 72-10 (1338).

' Clifford 0. Atlantic Cotton Mills. 146 Mass. 47 (1888),

cases.

' Clem v. State. 33 me. 431 (1870).

‘Giles v.Mclsou1.6 L. R, H. L. C. 24 (1878); 42 L J.,

Ch.1'-72; 21 W. R. -117; Q L. T. 759.

‘ Straw v. Poor, 74 Me. 55 (1882).

' Bax. soc. liberty, privilege,- 2 Bl. Corn. 8!.

‘See 2 Bl. Com 79-82; Maine. Ano. L. M

beings with each other against nature, or

with a beast.I

Named from the prevalence of the sin in Sodom.‘

The infamous “crime against nature." committed

either with man or beast; an offence of so dark a nat

ure. so easily charged. and the negative so difllcuit to

be proved, that the accusation should be clearly made

out.‘ Sometimes called “ bestiality " or “ buggery."

SOIL. See LAND.

SOJOURN. Something more than to

" travel,” and applies to a temporary. as con

tradistinguished from a permanent, resi

dence.‘ See RESIDE.

SOLAR. See DAY; MONTH.

SOLATIUM. L. Asoothing,assuaging;

compensation, indemnification.

Compensation for injury to the feelings, as

distinguished from indemnification for pe

cuniary loss or for physical suffering.° See

DAMAGES, Exemplary.

SOLD. Iinports a valuable consideration,

and a valid contract to sell or convey.6 See

SALE.

Sold note. See Nora. I, Bought, etc.

SOLDIER. See BOUNTY; Esusruazrr;

MJLITARY ; MIL-ITIA ; PENSION, 3; Rm; Wan.

SOLE. Alone; single; separate: individ

ual; opposed to joint and married: as, a

sole — administrator, executor, corporation,

tenant, use, a feme-sole, qq. 1.1.

In a will, “sole " has no fixed technical meaning

which requires that a person who contests that mean

ing must show, by implication. that it is not used in

a strict technical sensev in a marriage settlement, it

may have a particular and exclusive meaning.’

In a will, was held to mean “ absolute.“ rather than

“ separate," — the phrase being "sole and separate

use." ' See Sauna-ra. 2. I

SOLEMN. Made in due form; conform

ing to the requirements of law; formal: as,

a solemn —— admission, instrument, qq. 0.

See also OATH, Corporal; SEAL, 1.

Solemnize. To be present at a marriage

ceremony, that it may have due publication

 

I Bishop, Cr. L. i 1029. -

' Ausman c. Veal. 10 Ind. 856 (1858).

I 4 Bl. Com. 215.

' [Henry 1:. Ball, 1 Wheat. 5 (1816), Marshall, 0. J.

' See Malloy 0. Bennett, 15 F. R 8'78 (I888); 22 Conn

298;132 Mass. 894;16 N. Y. 415; 10 E. L & E, 487; 2

Greenl. Ev. 5M7.

‘ See 74 N. C. 598; 8 Wand. 112:1 Snilth, 54; 5 Wall

‘M.

' Massey v. Rowen, L. R, 4 E. El. Ap. 295 (15%

I Lewis v. Mathews. L R. flliq. '18] um
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before third persons, for the sake of notoriety

and the certainty of its being made.1

SOLICIT.2 To importune, entreat, im

plore, ask, attempt, try to obtain.

So held under an indictment for soliciting, by news

paper publication, persons to commit murder.I

A solicitation to commit a crime is a misdemeanor.‘

Bee Caasnrr. Compare Arrurr.

Solicitor. A practitioner in courts of

equity.3

Solicitor-general. A law-ofllcer next in

rank to the attorney-general.

In some States, the chief law-oificer of the

government; corresponding to the attorney

general in other States. See further AT

TORNEY.

SOLIDUM. SeeGONs01.IDA'r1'.'.; IN Souno.

SOLUM. L. The lowest part: land, soil.

Edificatum solo, solo cedit. What is

built upon the land, goes with the land: a

building follows the ownership of the land.

See Frxroas.

Cujus est solum, ejus est usque ad

coelum et ad inferos. Of whom is the

land, of him is it also to the sky and to the

deepest depths: he who owns the land owns

all above and all below the surface.

Upward no man may erect a building to overhang

snother‘s land; and downward. whatever is in a direct

line belongs to the owner of the surface.‘

The owner of land has the right to use that which is

beneath the soil, whether rock or water, where there

is no intent to injure the adjoining owner.’ See Muss;

Tan.

Solo cedit quod solo implantatur.

With the land goes whatever is on the land

planted.

See Lama; Tram.

SOLUTIO. See OBLIGATION, 1.

SOLVIi'!l1‘1“CY.8 Ability to pay one's own

debts — in the ordinary course of business;

also, ability to pay at some future time, upon

settlement of one’s estate.

Solvent. Owning property enough to

pay all one’s own debts.

" Solvency “ may mean being in such condition with

respect to property that a demand may be collected

 

I [Yearson v. Howey, 11 N. J. L. 19 (18%).

' L. mllicitare, to agitate, arouse, urge.

' Regina 1;. Most, 44 L. T. 827 (1881).

'4 Bl. Com. 16.

. l [3 Bl. Com. 20.

‘ii Bl. Com. 18, 16.

' Redman 0. Forman, 8 Ky. 216 (1886).

' L. oolvenl.‘ solvers, to disengage, liberate, be too;

N pay.

by due course of law; as, within the law of surety

ship, a solvent principal.1

The solvency which will sustain a voluntarydeod

consists in such condition as to means that payment

can be enforced by process of law.’

Does not depend upon the amount of property

owned which is subject to execution: the debtor may

be solvent and yet have no property liable thereto.‘

“Debts due from solvent debtors," which are tax

able under a statute, refer not to general solvency, but

to the amount which may be realized, that is, to the

value of the debts.‘

In Missouri, a bank is solvent which has assets suiib

cient to pay, within reasonable time, all its liabilities,

through its own agencies.I

See further INSOLVENCY.

SOLVIT. L. He paid. See DIES, Solvit.

SOME. See NUMBER.

SON. 1, Eng. See CHILD; Ennssr;

NAME, 1.

2, F. See Assaom; Tom, 1.

SONANS. See IDEM.

SQON. Within a reasonable time; as, in

the case of a promise to do an act soon.6 See

TIME.

As soon as. A contract to deliver cotton “ as

soon as it can be picked out and shipped“ was held

to allow the lapse of a reasonable time, and until the

usual mode of transportation could be employed."

The charter of a railroad company authorized it

“ as soon as it conveniently can " to construct a road,

with tracks, works, appendages, etc. Held, that the

company was not bound to exercise its whole author

ity in the beginning, when the demands of business

are few.I

SORCERY. See WITCHCRAFT.

SOROCIDE. See Homcma.

SOUL. A corporation is sometimes said

to have no soul or to be soulless: it is an ar

tificial body.

" Neither can a corporation be excommunicated.

for it has no soul, as is gravely observed by Sir Edward

Coke; and therefore it is not lltnle to be summoned

into the ecclesiastical courts upon any account." '

SOUND. 1, 1:. An action brought for

damages, as, in covenant or trespass, and not

for specific property, is said to “sound in

damages.” 1°
 

1 Huflman v. Hulbert, 13 Wend. 878 (1835).

' Eddy '0. Baldwin, 32 M0. 369, 374 (1862).

' McKown v. Ferguson, 47 Iowa, 687 (1878).

4 Lamar v. Palmer, 18 Fla 155 (1881).

'Dodge 1:. Mastin, 17 F. R. 665 (1883).

' Sandford 1:. Shepard, 14 Kan. 232 (1875).

" Weddell v. Reddick, 2 lred. L. 429 (1842).

Ubsdell o. Cunningham, 22 lilo. 124 (1855).

' Philadelphia, &c. R. Co. v. Williams, 6‘ Pa. it"

(1867).

'1 Bl. Com. 477; 10 Rep. 88.

" Stephen, Plead 105,

Beoalso
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Within the meaning of a particular statute relating

to appeals and writs 0! error. an action “ sounding in

damages " is one in which the damages cannot be de

termined in dollars by witnesses, but certain facts are

proven from which the jury may determine the

amount of damages, as, in slander, and the like,—

when the damages are not susceptible of direct proof.1

Sounding the same. See Inner, Sonans.

2, adj. (1) Referring to wood, vegetables

or other inanimate substance: free from

decay or rottenness : 1 opposed to that which

is defective, decaying, injured,— not merely

inferior.I

(2) Referring to an animal: that neither

from nature, disease, or other cause is the

animal incapable of performing its ordinary

functions; as applied to organs of seeing,

hearing, smelling, etc., that the organ has

not, from nature, disease, or other cause any

defect which makes it incapable or unfit

to perform the services ordinarily required

of it.’ ~ -

Free from disease. The only qualification

arises from the purpose for which the warranty is

given. 1! a horse is purchased for a specified use,

“ sound “ means that he lsuseful for that purpose, and

“unsound " that he is effected with something which

will impede that use.‘

A general warranty will cover even a patent detect,

when so intended.‘

False assertion of soundneu, knowingly made, is

such a fraud upon the vendee as will entitle him to a

rescission, whether the assertion amounted to a war

ranty or not.‘

In Massachusetts. a representation that a horse is

" sound," known to be false, is a false pretense.7

Sound health. See Hnaurn.

Sound mind and memory. See INSAN

ITY, 2 (5).

SOUS SEING IIPRIVE.8 F. Under his

private signature. In Louisiana, an act or

contract evidenced by writing under private

signature - a “ private act.”

An " authentic act “ is an agreement entered into

in the presence of a public ofl1cer.'

 

I Bradshaw v. Standard Oil Co., 114 Ill. 1712 (1885).

' Bell v. Jeflreys, 13 Ired. L. 857 (1852).

' Hawkins 0. Pemberton, 85 How. Pr. 888 (1868), Rob

ertson, C. J.

' Kiddell u. Burnard, 9 M. 8’. W. '670-71 (1842), Alder

son. B.

' Fletcher 0. Young, 69 Ga. 593 (1882); Pinney 1:. An

drus, ~11 Vt. 641 (1869).

' Nelson 1!. Martin, 106 Pa 23 (1884).

' Commonwealth 1;. Jackson, 182 liiass. 16 (1882); 17

lo. 211; 64 id. 157; 5 Q. B. 49. See also Kingsley v.

Johnson, 49 Conn. 482(188‘2); lileans 1:. Means, 88 1nd.

190 (ISSZ).

' Pris‘. See Louque‘s Dig. (1878) XXIV-V.

SQVEREI(5‘rN'I.‘Y.l The public author

ity which orders and directs what is to be done

by each member of a political community in

relation to the purposes of the association.‘

The supreme power which governs the

body politic or society that constitutes the

state.‘

The exercise oi’, or right to exercise, su

preme power, dominion, or sway; as applied

to a State, the right to exercise supreme

power, dominion, or authority.‘

In international law, the uncontrolled ex

clusive exercise of the powers of a state,

q. 1).; that is, both of the power of entering

into relations with other states, and of the

power of governing its own subjects.‘

All legislative powers appertain to sovereignty.

The original power oi’ giving the law, on any subject

whatever. is a sovereign power. In America, the

powers of sovereignty are divided between the govern

ment or the Union, and those of the States. Each

is sovereign with respect to the subjects committed

to it.‘

Sovereignty and legislature are convertible terms:

one cannot subsist without the other. Legislature is

the greatest act of superiority that can be exercised

by one being over another. Wherever the power

of making laws resides, all other powers must conform

to and be directed by it. In a democracy there

can be no exercise of sovereignty but by suffrage,

which is the declaration of the people's will. In Eng

land, where the people do not debate in a collective

body, but by representation, the exercise of sover

eignty consists in the choice of representatives.’

The sovereign or supreme power in every state re

sides in the people. Blackstone supposes the jam

mmmi imperii, or the right of sovereignty. to reside

in those hands in which the exercise of the power of

making laws is placed. Our simple and more reason

able idea is that the government is a mere agency

established by the people for the exercise of those

powers which reside in them. The powers of govern

ment are not, in strictness, granted, but delegated

powers. They are then trust powers, and may be re

voked. It results that no portion of sovereignty resides

in government.‘

See further Govsnsnnm; K1240; Srsra, 8; Srrr, 8;

Tmuson.
 

IF. souerain: L. L. éuperamu, chief: super, abova

' [Vattel, Law of Nations, 5 1.

' Gilmer 1:. Lime Point, 18 Cal. 251 (1861).

' Territory 1:. Lee, 2 Monte. 180 (1874), Wade, 0. J.;

Moore u. Smaw, 17 Cal. 199 (1861); Chancely 0. Bailey,

87 GB. 532 (1863).

‘ Woolsey, Int. Law, 5 87.

‘ M‘Culloch 1:. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 409-10 (1819), Mar

shall, 0. J.

’ 1 Bl. Com. 46, 49, 52, 170-71. See also 1 Story,

Const. § 207.

' 1 Sharsw. Bl. Com. 49.

Deane. 3 Dali. '98 (1796).

See also Penhallow n.
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SPAN. 1. The word does not, even in

architecture, always mean a part of a struct

ure. It perhaps as often denotes the distance

or space between two columns. Referring

to a bridge, it may therefore designate the

measure of the distance between the piers

the space left open for navigation purposes.1

The act of Congress of July 25, 1866, i 10 of which

authorized a bridge to be constructed over the Missouri

river at Kansas City,;equired that the distance of one

hundred and sixty feet between the piers should be

obtained by measuring along a line between the piers

drawn perpendicularly to thelrfaces and the current

of the river. Held. that as the length of such a line

between the piers actually built measured seven feet

less than the required distance. the bridge was not a

lawful structure.I

2. Of horses, see HORSE.

SPANISH LAWS. See PUEBLO.

SPARRING MATCH. See PRIZE

s1unrmo.

SPEAKING. See COLLOQUIUM; Damm

BER: IMPARLAXCE; Srascn.

SPECIAL. Relating to a species (q. 12.),

a single kind or sort: individual; particular;

peculiar; distinctive. Opposed to common,

ordinary, general,2 qq. 1;. Compare PARTIC

ULAR; SEPARATE; Sons; Sracmc.

As, in speaking of special or a special —- ac

ceptance, act, administration, agent, alloca

tur, assumpsit, bail, case, charge, constable,

contract, count, custom, damages, demurrer,

deposit, deputy, finding, guaranty, indorse

ment, injunction, issue, jury, law, legacy,

legislation, ‘lien, limitation, matter, meeting,

minister, occupant, partner, plea, pleading,

privilege, property, return, rule, session,

statute. tail, term,'traverse, tribunal, trust,

verdict, warranty, qq. v.

SPECIALIST. See Exrmrr.

SPECIALTY. An instrument under seal.

Debts by “ specialty," or special contract, are debts

whereby a sum of money becomes or is acknowledged

to be due by deed or instrument under seal; as, by

deed of covenant, by deed of sale, by lease reserving

rent, or by bond or obligation.‘

A specialty is any sealed contract or obligation; I

lpeciai contract as distinguished from an oral or

 

I Hannibal & St. Joseph R. Co. 1:. Missouri River

Packet Co., 125 U. S. 260, 270 (1888), Lamar, J. The

defendant, in the court below, recovered $5,300 for

damages to steamboats, caused by striking the piers

of the bridge.

‘S004 N. Y. 581; 6 111.176; 12 id. 503; lflid 80; lélid.

57; 20 id. 434; 5 Barb. 160; 23 id. 88; 5 Cal. 43; 45 id. 679;

(8 id. 70.

'2 Bl. Com. 466.

verbal contract, a parol or unsealed contract, and I

contract or obligation of record.l

See Cosraaor, Special; Covawnrr; Dnsn, 2; Snap, l.

SPECIIIEI.2 Metallic money issued by

public authority; generally used in contra

distinction to “ paper money."'

SPECIES. L. Look, view; appearance;

a particular thing among others to which at

tention is directed: specere, to look, see. Op

posed, genus, q. v. See Is Sracm; SPECIAL;

Srscm: Sracmc.

SPECIFIC. Characterizing a species

(q. 17.), a particular kind; particular; definite;

limited, restricted. Opposed to general, q. u.

As, specific or a specific— intent, legacy,

perforniance, duty, qq. v.

SPECIFICATION. A statement of the

species or particulars; an account or nar

rative in detail.

As, a specification of the items of a claim, the

plans and specifications of a building.

In architecture, not only the dimensions and mode

of construction, but a description of every piece of

material—ita kind, length, breadth, thickness. and

the manner of joining separate parts.‘ See Jones v.

Watson, Conraacr, Executed.

In patent law, see Ixvannon; Issua, 1; Pamr, $8.

SPECULATION. Gambling is not to

be confounded with speculation. Merchants

speculate upon the future price of that in

which they deal, and buy and sell accord

ingly. In other words, they think of and

weigh, that is, speculate upon, the probabil

ities of the coming market and act upon this

outlook into the future.A

But when ventures are made upon the turn of

prices alone, with no bona fuie intent to deal in the

article, but merely to risk the difference between the

rise and the fall of the price at a given time, the case

is changed. The purpose then is not‘to deal in the ar

ticle, and the bargain represents not a transfer of

property, but a mere stake or wager upon its futun

price.‘ See Waosn, 2.

Speculative. See DAMAGES, 1, Specula

tive.

 

1See January v. Goodman,i Dali. 208 (1787); Bank

of the United States v. Donnally, 8 Pet. 871 (1834); 10

Ga. 107; 15 Ind. 282; 5 Neb. 87; 10 Ohio St. ‘O; 2 S. 8: R

503.

' “ Money paid by tale; " probably by confusion with

L abl. spade, as if paid in :peci¢— in visible coin,

Skeat. See Srscurs.

1 Walkup 1:. Houston, 65 N. C. 502 (1871), Dick. J.;

Webb 1:. Moore, 4 T. B. M01488 (lPl:?i'); Henry 0. Salina

Bank, 5 Hill, 586 (1543).

‘ Gilbert 0. United States, 1 Ct. Cl. 34 (1868), Casey.

Chief Justioe.

' Kirkpatrick n. Bonsall. 7‘) Pa. 158 (1877), Agnew, .1

(61)
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SPEECH. See LIBERTY, 1. Of speech;

BLANDER.

SPEED. See liionnasra.

Speedy. See TRIAL.

SPELLING. See Insu, Sonans.

SPENDTHRIFT. See Comnrrea;

Tnosr. 1.

SPES RECUPERANDI. L. Hope of

recapture. See CAPTURE.

SPDNSTER. A single or unmarried

woman of mature years.

Formerly used as a title or addition to the surname.

The primitive meaning seems to have been “ spinner: "

the unmarried daughters who remained at home did

the spinning, while the “ wife “ did the weaving. The

termination “-stcr “ is for “ -er," and signifies a fe

male doer.

SPIRIT OF A STATUTE. See Casus,

Omissus; LETTER, 2.

SPIRITS; SPIBITUOUS. See COUPON;

DISTILLERY; EMPTY; ISTOXICATE; Lrqoon.

SPIRITUAL ADVISER. See Comm

rucarron, Privileged, 1.

SPIRITUALISM. See Ixrr.cnscn.

Obtaining money upon a representation that the

party obtaining it can cause the spirits of deceased

personsto be present in a material form, is punish

able under statutes against false pretenses. I See Pas

rssss.

While, as an abstract proposition, spiritualism does

not prove insanity, a person may be a monomaniac

upon that subject as upon any other form of religion.’

SPLIT. To split a cause of action is to

bring separate actions for parts of aclaim

or several actions whereone action would

suflice.

A party seeking to enforce a claim must present to

the court, by the pleadings or proofs, or both, all the

grounds upon which he expects a judgment. He may

not split up his demand and prosecute it piecemeal, or

present only a portion of the grounds upon which re

lief is sought, and leave the rest for a second suit, if

the first falls. Otherwise, there would be no end to

litigation. But this principle does not require distinct

causes of action, that is. distinct matters, each of

which by itself would authorize independent relief, to

be presented in a single suit, though they exist at the

same time and might be construed together.I

 

I Regina 0. Lawrence, 86 Law Times, 404 (1817), Cook

burn, C. J.; Regina 1:. Giles, i1td.64~B(1S65),Erle, C.J.:

Thompson a. Hawks, 11 Biss. 440 (1883); Common

wealth ex rel. Gordon 0. Keeper of County Prison, 16

W. N. C. 282 (1884).

‘Conner o. Stanley, 7:! Cal. 556 (1887): 28 Am. Law

Reg. 528-81 (1887), cases See also, generally, Chafln

Will Case, 82 Win. 563 (1878), cases; Smith's Will, 52 id.

H8 (1881).

'Btarkv. 8tarr.94U. 8.4B(18fli), Field. J.

SIPOL]lA'I'I01‘T.l 1. An injury done by

one clerk or incumbent to another, in taking

the fruits of his benefice without right, but

under a pretended title.2

2. Mutilation of an

stranger.

“Alteration " is applied to the act of a party enti

tied under an instrument, and imports some fraud or

improper design on his part to change its effect. But

the act of a stranger, without the participation of the

party interested, is a mere “ spoliatlon," or mutilation

of the instrumerit, not changing itsiegal operation, so

long as the writing remains legible, and, if it be a

deed, any trace of the seal remains. The law regards

a spoliation which destroys the identity of an instru

ment, os far at least as the rights of the parties are

concerned, as an accidental destruction of primary

evidence, compelling a resort to that which is second

ary.‘ See ALTI-‘.RATl0N, 2; Srouxros.

SPOLIATOR. L. A despoiler, a de

stroyer; a wrong-door; one who fraudulently

alters a writing.

In odium spoliatoris omnia presum

unter. In condemnation of the despoiler,

all things are presumed.

Omnia preesumunter contra spolia

torem. All things are presumed against

the despoiler: every presumption will be

made against a person who destroys or sup

presses that which might be evidence against

him; also, all things are presumed against

the wrong-doer: no man shall receive ad

vantage from his own wrong.4

The rule, applied in all its rigor, is for wrong

doers-for those who have been guilty of fraud or

willful disregard of duty.‘

SPORT. See CBUELTY, 8 ; Gum, 2; Was

TON.

SPRING. A stream of water which does

not appear as a stream to casual observation,

and which is finally lost in the ground, may

be described as a “spring" in a reservation

in a conveyance.‘

Appellant and appellee owned adjoining lands, and

appellee had been using water that ran from a spring

on appellant's land into a pool on his (appellee‘s) side

of the line, from which he watered stock. Although

partially subterranean, the course of the vein was

instrument by a

 

I Pronounced sp6'. L. apoliare, to strip 03 spoil,

despoll.

* 8 Bl. Com. 90.

'1 Greenl. Ev. $566; 2 Whart. Ev. ii 1204-66; Medlln

v. Platte County, 8 M0. 239 (1848).

‘Armory v. Delamirie, l Sm. L. C. 642-45, cases; I

Best, Ev. $5 411-14; Broom, Max. ass; 1 Greenl. Ev. gar.

I Knapp 1:. Edwards, 67 Wis. 196 (1883), Lyon, J.

.Pgckv.Clu'k, WIM-.“0(1N).
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well defined, for years running in the same channel, a

few feet only, from one farm to another. Held, that

the appellant could not be enjoined from interfering

altogether with the flow of the water! that he was en

titled to the reasonable use of it for farm purposes,

and that if be enlarged the spring and his stock con

sumed all the water, appellee could not complain.1

In a recent case in New York, the waters from a

spring on defendant's land, one hundred and twenty

feet from the plaintifl‘s line, had been for years con

ducted to a trough; the waste disappeared in the

ground, but one hundred feet from the trough, and

near the plaintifl‘s line, appeared on the surface,

sometimes in motion toward a sluice under the divis

ion fence, where it again disappeared. and, twenty

feet beyond, on the plaintifs land, arose, forming a

spring or reservoir. The defendant diverted the water

from his spring for domestic purposes, thereby inter

cepting the plaintiff's supply. Held, that the defend

ant was not liable in damages for the diversion. The

court said: " No stream or water-cours)e ran from the

spring. The source from which it came, and the flow

of its waste or surplus, were alike under-ground, con

cealed, and matters of speculation and uncertainty.

Such a spring belongs to the owner of the land. It is

as much his as the earth or minerals beneath the sur

face, and none of the rules relating to water-courses

and their diversion apply. The only exception estab

lished by the authorities is that of underground

streams which are known and notorious, and flow in a

natural channel between defined banks. A few such

exceptions are admitted to exist, and others niay oc

cur. But, outside of these, sub-surface currents or

percolations are not governed by the rules and regula

tions respecting the use and diversion of water-courses,

and they may be interrupted or diverted by the owner

of the land for any purpose of his own." ’

See Aqua, Currit; Warns; Wan, 1.

SPRINGING. See USE, 3.

SPURIOUS. A spurious bank-bill may

be a legitimate impression from the genuine

plate, an illegitimate impression from a gen

uine plate, or an impression from a counter

feit plate. It may also be both oounterfeited

and forged, or both counterfeited and spuri

ous, but not both forged and spurious.‘ See

Gamma; TRADE-MARK.

SQUARE. A dedication of land to public

use as a square, means for free passage or for

ornamentation and improvement.‘ See Dan

ICATION, 1.

in the expression "owners in each fourth of a

square," means each subdivision of the territory

bounded on all sides by principal streets.‘

 

I Redman v. Forman, 83 Ky. 214 (1885).

‘ Bloodgood v. Ayers, 108 N. Y. 405 (1888), cases.

' [Kirby v. State, 1 Ohio St. 187 (1858), Corwin, J.

‘ Methodist Epis. Church 0. Hoboken, 83 N. J. L. 17

(1868). See also Abbott o. Cottage City, 143 Mass. 528

% (1887), cases.

' Caldwell v. Rupert. 10 Bush, 181 (1878)

Square yard. In a contract for removing earth,

held to mean “cubic yard." I

SQUATTER, A person who settles or

locates on land without obtaining a legal

title.‘-’ See INTRUDER; PRE-I-:MP'r1oN.

' SQUIRE. See Esoums.

SS. See Scmn, Fcilicet.

ST. State; statute.

St. L. Statutes at Large, q. 1:.

ST. LOUIS. See Coom.

STAB. To wound with a. pointed instru

ment; to penetrate the skin at least, and

draw blood.‘ See OUT, 1.

STABLE. See Anson; BARN.

STAGE. See DRAMA; OPERA; THEATER.

STAKEHOLDER. A depositary for both

parties of the money advanced by them re

spectively with a naked authority to deliver

it over upon the proposed cohtingency.‘

The loser may withdraw his stake at any time be

fore actual payment to the winner. A Zoom: peniten

tiw is allowed to each party. Payment by the stake

holder after notice not to pay will make him person

ally linble for the amount.‘

See further Bar; Daucrum In pari; Gun, 8;

Waosn, 2.

STALE. Describes a claim too old to be

entertained in a court of equity or of admi

ralty, on account of laches in the complain

ant; antiquated.

Those courts have not always considered themselves

bound by the Statute of Limitations, though the tend

ency is to give the statute uniform application in all

courts.

Courts of equity, acting on their own inherent doc

trine of discouraging, for the peace of society, anti

quated demands, refuse to interfere in attempts to

establish a stale trust, except where the trust is

clearly established and the facts have been fraudu

lently and successfully concealed by the trustee from

the beneficiary.

In a case for relief, the beneficiary should set forth

in his bill, specifically, what were the impediments to

an earlier prosecution of his claim; how he came to

be so long ignorant of his rights, the means used to

keep him in ignorance, and how and when he first

came to a knowledge of the matters alleged in his

bill.‘

 

1 Louisville u. Hyatt, it B. Mon. 182 (1841).

‘O'Donnell u. iiiclntyre, 16 Abh. N. Gas. 86 (1885):

McAdam, Landi. & T. 5 288; 5 Biss. 5-39; 35 Ga. 141.

I State v. Patza, 8 La. An. 514 (1848); State v. LowryI

88 id. 1% (1881); Ward U. State, 56 Ga. 410 (1876).

‘ Fisher 1:. Hildreth, 117 Mass. 562 (1875), Colt, J.

‘Willis v. Hoover, 9 Oreg. 421 (1881). cases; Corson

0. Neatheny, 9 C01. 211 (1886). cases: Smith, Contr. 285;

48 Me.107; 4 Metc., il1ass.,10; 8 Johns. 147; 16 B. & R

'1-18; 8'3 L. J., Q. B. 297; 5 Ap. Can. 842.

‘ Badger v. Badger, 2 Wall. 92, 95 (1864), cases, Grier, J
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.To let in a defense that a claim is stnle it is not

necessary that a foundation be laid in the answer. If

the case, as it appears at the hearing, is liable to

the objection by reason of laches, the court will~ upon

that ground, be passive, and refuse relief. Every case

b governed chiefly by its own circumstances; some

times the analogy of the Statute of Limitations is ap

plied; sometimes a longer peziod than that prescribed

by the statute is required; in some cases a shorter

time is sufllcient; and sometimes the rule is applied

where there is no statutable bar. It is competent for

the court to apply the inherent principles of its own

Iystem of jurisprudence, and to decide accordingly.I

Length of time necessarily obscures all human evi

dence, and deprives parties of the means of ascertain

ing the nature of original transactions; it operates by

way of presumption in favor of the party in posses

sion. Long acquiescence and laches by parties out of

possession are productive of much hardship and in

justice to others and cannot be excused but by show

ing some actual hinderance or impediment caused by

the fraud or concealment of the party in possession,

which will appeal to the conscience of the chancellor.‘

See DELAY; LlIlTA'l‘l0X~', 8.

STALL. See Honssunn;Msnxmsrstn

STALLION. See Hossa.

STAMP. Compare BRAND. See \VRt'1‘

W0.

1. Tht-act of March 8,1875, required that every bank

check. draft, order. or voucher for the payment of

money, drawn upon any bank. bankcr, or trust-c0m

pany, should have a two—cent stump.‘ This act was

repealed by act of March 3, 18:43.‘

Regard was had to the form of the instrument

rather than to its operation, though the device was in

tended to evade the revenue acts.‘ _

If not attached to a documentwhich the law requires

to be stamped, the document is not evidence; but it

may be attached before it is oifexed in evidence.‘

2. Although a statute designates stamps as “ distil

ler‘s warehouse" and “tax paid“stamps, a desig

nation innn indictment as “United States internal

revenue distillery warehouse stamps," and “ tax-paid

stamps for distilled spirits," will be sufl1cient— the

offense charged being the removal, without destroy

ing, of stamps from a cash of distilled spirits.’ See

Coupon-sranr.

8. As to postage-stamps, see MAIL, 2.

 

' Sullivan v. Portland, &:c. R. Co., 94 U. S. 811 (1876),

cases, Swayne, J.; 2 Story, Eq. ii 1519-20 c; 16 Blatch.

561; 4 Cliff. 226, cases.

' Wagner 1:. Baird, 7 How. 258 (1849); United States

v. Throckmorton. 98 U. S. 65 (1878); Spidal v. Henrici,

1% id. 38? (1887), cases; Richards 1:. Mackall, 12-1 id.

18!-88 (1888), cases; Bell *1 Hudson, 'l8Cal. 287 (1887),

cases: 2 Am. St. R. 795-808 (1888), cases; 1 Pom. Eq.

if 418-10.

'Act8 March, 1875: 1 Sup. IL S. 182; R. 5.5 8418.

‘ EZSL L. 438. c. 121.

‘United States v. Isham, 17 Wall. -i96(1S13).

‘R. S. §§ -‘H21-622-,1 Whnrt. Ev. §§ 697-99; 47 N. Y. 467;

58 Pa. 176: 82 111.280; 39 Vt. 412: 20 “‘is. 163.

' United States v.Baynud.1B F. B. 8Ti1(18&): RBJEM.

STAND. Pleadings and transactions

which cannotbe shown to be illegal are said

“ to stand;" and a person who has or has not

a right to sue is said to have or not to have

“ standing in court." Compare STATUS

Stand aside. Statute 83 Edw. I (1303)

forbade the crown to challenge jurors except

for cause shown. A rule of practice then

arose which permitted the prosecution to di

rect jurors to “stand aside until the whole

panel be gone through and it appear that

there will be a full jury without the persons

so challenged.”

The practice was inherited by us, and hm been re

peatedly recognized by the courts. It is precisely the

same here as in England, and exists in cases of misde

meanor as well as in felonies.I

Stand by. To know of a thing being done

against one’s right and not to protest until

another’s interest has been materially af

fected.

“Standing by " does not import actual presence,

but knowledge under such circumstances as to render

it the duty of the possessor to communicate it.‘

The expression, often used in discussing cases of

estoppel, does not mean actual presence or actual par

ticipation in the transaction. but silence where there

is knowledge and a duty to make a disclosure.‘ See

Esrorrsn Equitable.

Stand by precedents. See Dsc1sos,

Stare, ‘etc.

Stand committed. To beoommitted.‘

Stand mute. See Mom.

STAPLE. A settled, established mart or

market. The grand mart for the principal

commodities or manufactures of the king

dom, formerly held by act of Parliament, in

certain trading towns, and presided over bya

mayor.‘

The hereditary, customs of the crown,

which were certain customs due on the ex

portation of wool, skins, and leather, were

styled “ the staple commodities" of the

 

I See United States v. Shaclrleford, 18 How. 590 (1&'>5);

Haines 11. Commonwealth, 100 Pa. 822-28 (1882); Zell 1:.

Commonwealth. 94 121.272-78 (1880); 14 Cent. Law J.

402-6 (1811.12), cases; Baldw. re, 82; 4 Bl. Com. ass; 2 Ba.

Ahr. 365; Coke, Litt. 156; 2 Hale, P. C. 271; 26 How. St.

Tr. 1231.0-2 E. c. L. 92; 7Watts, ass; 3'.‘ Pa. 5145. 1 ans.

Cr. Proc. 5 938; 2 Whart. Am. Cr. L. 5 2956; Thomp. &

M., Juries, H7.

' Gatling v. Rodman, 6 Ind. 292 (1855); 8 Blackf. 47.

‘Anderson 11. Hubble, 93 1nd. 573 (1%-3). cases, 111

liott, C. J. See generally Richardson 1:. Pickering. 0

N. H. 886. 884-85 (iF60), cases.

1 Young 1). Makepeace, 103 Mass 67 (1869).

‘ 2 Bl. Corn. 160.
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kingdom, because they were brought to

those ports where the king’s staple was es

tablished to be rated before being exported.l

“ While we make the goods prepared or sold the

‘ staple of the place,‘ our grandfathers made the place

the ‘staple ’ ot the goods.“ '

Staple productions. Such productions

oi‘ the soil as have an established and defined

character in the commerce of the country.‘

Statute staple. A security for money,

entered into before the mayor of the staple.

See further Srarorn-nsncrrsnr.

STAR. In law-books, indicates the line

and word at which the pages of the first edi

tion began.

STAB-CHAMBER. The room or cham

ber in which were originally kept the chests

containing alarm or starrs (Heb. shetar): the

contracts or covenants of the Jews; no starr

being valid unless deposited in the legal re

pository.‘

After the Jews were expelled from England the

alarr-vI1aml|e1' was used by the king's council sitting

in their judicial capacity. Later. the room was desig

nated as the camera-atellata.‘

Court of star-chamber. An ancient English

court. remodeled by 8 Hen. V11 (1488). and 21 Hen.

VIII (1580). The court repressed the turbulence of the

nobility and gentry in the provinces. and suppiicda

court for matters which, being of novel origin. were

unprovided for by the existing tribunals; such as riots.

perjury, misbehavior 0! sherifls, and oflenses against

proclamations in ecclesiastical matters. The court

enhanced the royal authority by supplying it with

speedy and eflective machinery. It acted without the

msistance of a jury. The abuses to which its processes

were liable led to its abolition in 1640, by 16 Char. I.

c. 10.‘

STARE. L. To stand, stand firm; to

be established.

See words following in slot, and stat.

Stare decisis. See Dscrsnu.

START. Is. not limited to setting out

upon a journey or a race; it means, as well,

the commencement of an enterprise or un

dertaking; as, in the phrase he “started to

leave the State,” said 01' an insolvent cred

itor.6 Compare DEPARTURE. 1.

STAT. See Vownrss, Stat, etc.

 

'1 Bl. Com. 814.

' Trench. Glossary, 187.

'Keer-an v. Griffith. 84 Cal. 581 (1868).

‘ 4 Bl. Corn. 266 a.

'4 B1. Com. 266-68; 4 Steph. ib. 508-10; 12 Am. Law

Rev. 21-88(1877); 1Steph. llist. Cr. Law Eng. 168-80;

Green. Short Hist Eng. Peep. 115.

' Graw c. Manning, 54 Iowa. 521 (188)). Day. J.

STATE.I 1, v. To set, set down, estab

lish; to represent as true, declare as fact,

allege, aver.

“ Stating " a case to be within the purview of a

statute is simply alleging that it is so; while “ show

ing“ it to be so. consists of a disclosure of the facts

which bring it within the statute.’

State a case. For parties to agree upon

the facts in a case and to submit the sameto

a court for a decision as to the law govern

ing the case. See CASE, Stated.

State an account. To exhibit the items

which constitute an account. See ACCOUNT,

Stated.

State of the case. In New Jersey a

narrative of facts which takes the place of a

declaration. See Siatement.

State of the flacts. Formerly, each party

to a suit in equity placed before the master

a statement showing how the party repre

sented the matter in question to be, that is,

exhibiting his version of the facts.

Statement. A formal narrative of facts;

an averment, allegation: as. a plaintiff‘s

statement of claim, defendant’s statement of

defense. See ALLEGATION: REPRESENTA

nos, 1.

A “dcclarution" is a specification. in legal and

technical form. of the circumstances which constitute

the plaintifl"s cause of action. A “ statement" is an

immethodical declaration. stating. in substance. the

time of the contract, the sum. and on what founded.

whether a verbal promise. a book-account. a note, a

bond.a penal or single-bill, with a certificate of the

belief of the plaintifl. or his agent. of what is really

due.‘

Brief statement. In Maine, ashort notice

filed by a defendant, without formal or

full statement of the matters relied upon.

The reply to this, filed by the plaintiff, is

called his counter brief statement. They are

used instead of pleas and replications, and

relieve the parties from that exactness of

allegation and denial by which trial upon the

merits could formerly be avoided. The

statements are. in etfect, little more than

notices of special matter to be given in evi

dence.‘ See PLAIN.

Statement by an accused person. In Ala

bama, at trial, on any criminal proceeding,

 

IF‘. estat: L. eiatum. a condition: dare, to stand.

‘Spalding v. Spalding. 8 How. Pr. 301 (1848).

' Dixon v. Sturgeon. 6 S. & R. ‘:38 (1820). Duncan. J.

¢ Trash 1:. Patterson. '29 Me. 50.’ (1840). Shepley, 0. J.

See also Brickett v. Davis. 21 Pick. 408 (1888).
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the defendant may make a statement as to

the facts in his own behalf, but not under

oath.

_ He is not then a. witness: nor can he be examined or

cross-examined, nor impeached by proof of extrinsic

facts introduced for that purpose.I

Stated term. One of the terms of a court

in their established order.

Stating part. The portion of a bill in

equity which alleges the facts in the case.

See EQUITY, Bill in.

2, n. The circumstances or condition in

which a person or thing stands or exists;

standing, status, q. v.

3,11. (1) In general public law, a nation,

republic, people, government, qq. vi

A body politic or society of men united

together for the promotion of their mutual

safety and advantage by the joint efforts of

their combined strength.2

A community of persons living within cer

tain limits of territory, under a permanent

organization which aims to secure the prev

alence of justice by self-imposed law. The

organ of the state by which its relations

with other states are managed is the " gov

ernment." '

A complete body of free persons united to

gether for their common benefit, to enjoy

peaceably what i their own, and to do jus

tice to others.‘

The “ people ’’do not constitute the “ state," though

it exists for their benefit, and is maintained by their

means. A people withouta. "government " is nota

state. The people are only an element of the state.

When, within prescribed territorial limits, they effect

a political organization and establish a government,a

state arises. The government is established to protect

them from external wrong and internal disorder. In

this organization and government what is called

“ sovereign power " rests. Under American organiza

tions this power is distributed among the several de

partments, each wielding the portion vested in it, as

well against the body of the people as against individ

uals..

In its most enlarged signification, the word “ state "

includes all republics, and governments not monarch

lcal; and evencnonarchies, if they fall within the rea

son of its use.

This comprehensive sense is restrained, in the Con

stitution, by the subject-matter.‘

 

lChappell v. State, 71 Ala. 853 (1882); Act 2 Dec.

1882.

' [Vattel, Law oi’ Nations, § 1.

' Woolsey, Int. Law, 5 $6.

4 Chisholm v. Georgia, 2 Dull. l'45!) (1798), Wilson, J.

‘Stamp. Young, 29 Minn. 536 (188l), Gilfillan, C. J. ‘

' [Terry 1:. Ulcott, 4 Conn. 445 (1823), Hosmer, C. J.
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(2)' In American constitutional law, state

means, sometimes, a people or community of

individuals united more or less closely in po

litical relations, inhabiting temporarily or

permanently the same country; often, only

the country or territorial region inhabited by

such a community; not unfrequently, the

government under which the people live; at

other times, combines the idea of people,

territory, and government. In all senses the

primary conception is that of people or com

munity — the fundamental idea upon which

our institutions are established.

In the Constitution, most frequently ex

presses the idea. of the people, territory, and

government,— a political community of free

citizens, occupying a territory of defined

boundaries, and organized under a govern

ment sanctioned and limited by a written

constitution and established by the consent

of the governed. It is the union of such

States, under a common Constitution, which

forms the distinct and greater political unit

which that Constitution designates as the

United States and makes of the people and

States which compose it one people and one

country.

The word is used in the threefold idea in

the prohibitions upon the States to make

treaties, emit bills of credit, lay tonnage du

ties, in the_ guaranty of representation in

Congress, etc. The geographical idea obtains

in -the provisions that a representative in

Congress shall be an inhabitant of the State

in which he is chosen, and that the trial of

crimes shall be held within the States where

they are committed. The idea of a political

community is presented in the provision that

the United States shall guarantee to every

.State a republican form of government, and

protect it against invasion.

The union of the States never was a purely

artificial and arbitrary relation. It began

among the Colonies, and grew out of their

common origin, mutual sympathies, kindred

principles, similar interests, and geograph

ical relations. It was confirmed and strength

ened by the necessities of war, and received

definite form, and character, and sanction

from the Articles of Confederation. By these

the Union was solemnly declared to “ be per

petual.” And when these Articles were

found to be inadequate to the exigencies of
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the country, the Constitution was ordained

“ to form a more perfect Union." It is dith

cult to convey the idea of indissoluble unity

more clearly— a perpetual union, made more

perfect.

But the perpetuity and indissolubility of

the Union by no means implies the loss of

distinct and individual existence, or of the

right of self-government by the States.

Under the Articles of Confederation each

State retained its sovereignty, freedom, and

independence, and every power, jurisdiction,

and right not expressly delegated to the

United States. Under the Constitution,

though the powers of the States were much

restricted, still, all powers not delegated to

the United States, nor prohibited to the

States, are reserved to the States respect

ively, or to the people. . . It may be not

unreasonably said that the preservation of

the States, and the maintenance of their gov

ernments, are as much within the design and

care of the Constitution as the preservation

of the Union and the maintenance of the

National government. The Constitution, in

all its provisions, looks to an indestructible

Union composed of indestructible States.1

The people of the United States constitute one na

tion, under one government, and this government,

within the scope of the powers with which it is in

vested, is supreme. On the other hand, the people of

each State compose a state, having its own govern

ment, and endowed with all the functions essential to

separate and independent existence. The States dis

united might continue to exist. Without the States in

union there could be no such political body as the

United States. -

Both the States and the United States existed before

the Constitution. The people, through that instru

ment, established a more perfect union by substituting

a National government, acting, with ample power, di

rectly upon the citizens, instead of the Confederate

government, which acted with powers, greatly re

stricted, only upon the States. In the Constitution the

independent existence and authority of the States is

distinctly recognized. To them nearly the whole

charge of internal regulation is committed or left: to

them and to the people all powers not expressly dele

gated to the National government are reserved. The

general condition was well stated by Mr. Madison in

the Federalist, thus: " The Federal and State govern

ments are in fact but diflerent agents and trustees of

the people. constituted with different powers and des

ignated for diflerent purposes." '

 

I Texas 11. White, 7 Wall. 720-21, 725 (15%). Chase,

C. L; United States 1:. Reese, 9‘! U. S. 249-523 (1875).

‘Lane County 1:. Oregon, 7 Wall. 76 (1865). Chase,

“ in the early history of the organization of the

government. its statesmen seem to have divided on the

line which should separate the powers of the National

government from those of the State governments, and

though this line has never been very well defined in

public opinion, sucli a division has continued from

that day to this. The adoption of the first eleven

amendments to the Constitution so soon after the

original instrument was accepted shows a prevailing

sense of danger at that time from the Federal power.

And it cannot be denied that such a jealousy contin

ued to exist with many patriotic men until the break

ing out of the late civil war. It was then discovered

that the true danger to the perpetuity of the Union

was in the capacity of the State organizations to com

bine nnd concentrate all the powers of the State, and

of contiguous States for a determined resistance to

the general government. Unquestionnbiy this has

given great force to the argument, and added largely

to the number of those who believe in the necessity of

a strong National government. But, however pervad

ing this sentiment, and however it may have contrib

uted to the adoption of the amendments we have been

considering, we do not see in those amendments any

purpose to destroy the main features of the general

system. Under the pressure of all the excited feeling

growing out of the war, our statesmen have still be

lieved that the existence of the States with powers for

domestic and local government, including the regula

tion of civil rights—the rights of person and of prop

erty— was essential to the perfect working of our

complex form oi.’ government, though they have

thought proper to impose additional limitations on the

States, and to confer additional power on that of the

Nation. But whatever fluctuations may be seen in

the history of public opinion on this subject during

the period of our national existence, we think it will be

found that this court, so far as its functions required,

has always held with a steady and even hand the bal

ance between State and Federal power." I

For all national purposes intended by the Constitu

tion the States are regarded as domestic, but in all '

other respects they are foreign and independent.‘

All the rights of the States as independent nations

were surrendered to the United States. The States

are not nations. either as between themselves or to

ward foreign nations. They are sovereign within their

spheres, but their sovereignty stops short of national

ity. Their political status at home and abroad is that

of States in the United States. They can neither make

war nor peace without the consent of the National

government. Neither can they, except with like con

sent, “ enter into any agreement or compact with an

other State." '

 

C. J . See also White v. Hart, 18 id. (X0 (1871), Swayne,

Justice. ‘

I Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall. 81-82 (1872). Miller,

J ., all the Justices concurring. The question concerned

the scope of the Xlllth and i(T\'th Amendments.

' Buckner u. Finley, 2Pet. 590 (1829); 44 Pa 880; 70

Va. ?7. See also Kidd v. Pearson, 128 U. S. 16-18 (1888),

Lamar. J .

‘New Hampshire 1:. Louisiana, MB U. S. 90 (1881).

Waite, C. J.
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The United States is not a foreign sovereignty as

regards the several States, but is a concurrent. and,

within its jurisdiction, a paramount sovereignty. Every

citizen of a State is a subject of two distinct sover

eignties, having concurrent jurisdiction in the State -

ooncurrent as to place and persofis, though distinct as

to subjcctmatter. Legal or equitable rights. acquired

under either system of laws, may be enforced in any

court of either sovereignty competent to hear and de

termine such kind of rights. The one qualification is

that where a right arises under a law of the United

States, Congress may, if it sees fit, give to the Federal

courts exclusive jurisdiction—which may be by ex

press enactment or by implication. Thus, where Con

gress creates a penalty, without specifying a remedy,

the penalty may be enforced in a State court, which

is as much bound to recognize United States laws as

operative as to recognize its own laws. The laws of

the two systems form one system of jurisprudence,

which constitutes the law of the land of the State)

The political society which attempted to separate

itself from the Union did not destroy its identity as a

State. not free it from the binding force of the Consti

tuti0n.'

“ State“ in the Internal Revenue Title of the Re

vised Statutes includes the Territories and the District

of Columbia, when such construction is necessary to

carry out its provisions.‘

" State " in the act of March 2, 1&7, relating to the

taking of pilots on water forming the boundary be

tween two States, includes an organized Territory.‘

See Am, 1; BODY, 8; Crr1zm~'; Courses; Cossrrrn

non; Consr; D1-:n'r, Public; Dnrawrvna, 1; Escnsur;

EVIDENCE; G0\'l2il..\'3iE.\"l‘; I.\‘SPBCi‘lON, l; Law, Com

mon; Lorrsnr; .\iu.rna; Orncaa; Poucs, 2; Poucr,

I; Pamnson, 2; Pmsos; l’unross; Srarcrs; Sun‘; Tax,

8; Tsnnrronr,2; Tans; Wan.

STATION. In the broadest sense, a

place, position, or post. Compare STATUS.

I. It may be said that wherever a man stays in pursu

ance of orders, he is “ stationed," and that if he is a

military men, such place becomes a “military sta

tion." But as used in the army laws and regulations.

"military station " is synonymous with “ military

post,“ and means a place where troops are assembled,

where military stores are kept or distributed, where

military duty is performed, or military protection at

forded,— where, in short, something more or lea

closely connected with arms or war is kept or is to be

done.‘

8. A st0ppin[: place at which passenger tickets are

ordinarily sold; as, within the meaning of a statute

 

IClafiin e. Houseman, 98 U. 5. 186-42 (1876), cases,

Bradley, J.; Martin 0. Hunter's Lessee, 1 Wheat. 33;

(1816), Story, J.

1 Keith 0. Clark, 97 U. S. 462 (1878); White v. Hart, 18

Wall. 651 (1871).

' R. S. 5 8140.

‘The Ulloclr1 19 F. R. 207 (1834); R. S; 4286. See

also 2 Crunch, 445; 1 Wheat. 91; Ii How. 877; 6 Wall.

287; 8 Saw. 821.

' United States v. Phisterer, 94 U. S. 222 (1876),

Hunt. J.; (hldwell's Case, i9 Wall. 268 (18715).

forbidding a railroad company to eject a person from

its cars for non-payment of fare, except at “ some

passenger station.“ In another statute or connection

a diflfcrent sense may be intended.‘

As to what constitutes a “station or depot," within

the meaning of a statute providing that no railway

company shall abandon any station or depot on its

road, after the same has been established twelve

months. except by the approval of the railroad com

missioners after public notice and a hearing had. has

been discussed in two cases in Connecticut.‘ Boo

Anarwos, 1; Dsror, 2; Runnoan; Usnu.

STATIONERY. Includes blanks foruso

in public ofl‘ices.'

STATU. See Srsros.

STATUARY. A copy, made by a mod

ern artist, of an antique statute is a “pro

fessional production of a statuary or sculp

tor," within the customs law.

Revised Statutes, 5 2-'»0~i, Schedule M, directs that

the duty on “paintings and statuary not otherwise

provided for " shall be “ ten per rentum ad rulorem.

But the term statuary as used in the laws now in force

imposing duties on foreign importatlons shall be un

derstood to include the professional productions of a

statuary or sculptor only."

The object of this section is to encourage a taste

for art, and hence to admit the work of professional

artists at a low rate of duty.

A sculptor is " one whose occupation is to carve

wood, stone, or other material. into images or statues “

A statuary is " one who professes or practices the art

of carving images or making statues.“ The “ profes

sional productions " of a statuary or sculptor are the

practical results of the practice of his profession or

occupation.—— the “images or statues“ produced by

the exercise of his professional skill. In this sense,

the statute embraces all the artistic work of a statuary

or sculptor who pursues the employment of his class

as a profession.‘

See Coprmorrr; Drama, 2; Fnnmroan; Butane

roar

STATUS. L Standing: state, condi

tion, situation. Compare ESTATE.

A. corporation has no status as a citizen outside of

the jurisdiction where it was created

Statu quo or in statu quo. In the con

dition in which — a person or thing was;

upon the original footing.

A court in equity is reluctant to rescind a contract

unless the parties can be put back in statu qua. thul

 

‘Baldwin 1:. Grand Trunk R. Co., Sup. Ct. N. ll

(1888).

‘State v. New Haven & Northampton R. ’Co.. I

Conn. 163 (1870); Same 1!. Same, 41 id. i3i (1874).

' County of Knox v. Arms, 22 Ill. 179 (1859); conlm,

Commissioners 11. Koons, 1 Col. 160 (1869). See also

Commissioners‘ Court v. Goldthwaite, 85 Ala. 70:

(1560). . ~

*\'iti I7. Tutton, 14 F. R 246, 741 (1882), McKsnnam

Cir. J.; a. 0. i4 Rep. 741; 18 U. S. 812.
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is, can be remitted to the position they occupied be

fore the transaction complained of. Where athing

should not have been done, the parties are to be

placed. as far as possible, in the situation in which

they would have stood if there had been no such trans

action.I See Courssssrrou; Dsxsoas; Lacuna; Ila

roms; RESCISSION.

STATUTE.2 1. The written will of a

legislature, expressed in the form necessary

to constitute it part of the law; an act of

ie;_r5~"'1ti0n; an enactment; a written law.

The express written will of the legislature,

rendered authentic by certain prescribed

forms and solemnities.a

An act of ordinary legislation, by the ap

propriate organ of government; the provis

ions of which are to be executed by the

executive or judiciary, or by oilicers subor

dinate to them.‘

The written laws of the kingdom are statutes. acts,

or edicts, made by the king's majesty, by and with the

advice and consent of the lords spiritual and temporal,

and commons in parliament £\SSclnbled.'

The great ofllce of statutes is to remedy defects in

the common law as they are developed, and to adapt

It to the changes of time and circumstances.‘

2. Formerly, the whole legislation of one

session of a legislature, each distinct enact

ment being referred to as a " chapter " of the

statute; whence the abbreviations ch. and c.

Slatutable. Introduced, provided for, or

required by express legislative enactment.

Statutory. Relating to that which exists,

Jbtains, or is maintainable, by virtue of leg

islation, instead of by force of common law;

regulated by express enactment: as, statu

tory-—copyright, indictment, lien, proceed

mgs, remedy, qq. v.

General or public statute. An universal

rule that regards the whole community.1

Local statute. Applies to the citizens of

a part of a State; also, a written law of one

State as distinguished from national law.

Special or private statute. This is

rather an exception than a rule, being that

which operates only upon particular persons

and private concerns.‘l

1 Neblett u. Macfarland, 92 U. 8. 108 (1875), cases; 20

How. 155; 98 U. S. 62; 101 id. 7'89.

‘F. stalut: L. rtatutum: Matuere, to establish, lay

down as settled or decided: stars, to cause to stand.

Compare Cossrrwurronz Law. '

' 1 Kent, -H7; 51 Miss. 773; 15 Barb. 114.

. Eakin v. Rauh,12 S. & R. '348 (1825), Gibson, J.

'1 Bl. Com. 85.

' Munn 1:. Illinois, 0‘ U. B. 184 (1876), Waite, O. J.

' 1 Bl. Com. 86.

 

A “public” act or statute relates to the

public at large.1

The disposition is to enlarge the limits of public

statutes, and to bring within them all enactments of a

general character or which in any way affect the com

munity at large.’

Examples of public statutes are: statutes relating

to a particular officer, establishing or defining mu

nlcipal corporations, respecting roads or navigation

generally, regulating the sale of liquors, giving juris

diction to a particular court, aflecting all classes of

personsln a State; also, municipal ordinances before

a municipal court; but the laws of a school board are

private.‘

A “ private” act or statute concerns the

particular interests or benefit of certain in

dividuals or of particular classes of men.1

A private statute aiiects only an individual

or a small number of persons; ' concerns

only a particular’ species, thing, or person.‘

A “local ” statute touches but a portion

of the territory 0158 State, a part of its peo

pie, or a fraction of the property of its citi

zens.6

A local statute may be general or private in nature.

In discussions on the relative authority of State and

United States laws, “local " statute often refers to the

statute law of one State, as opposed to a law, on the

same subject, of another State, or of Congress, or the

general commercial law.

Other distinguishing epithets applied to

statutes are: declaratory, directory, manda

tory; enabling, disabling; penal, and reme

dial, qq. v.

General or public statutes are noticed judicially

without proof. Private statutes are to be formally

pleaded and proved.'

Private statutes are proved by copy, examined by

the roll itself, or by an exempliflcation under the

great seal. In the United States, printed copies of the

laws of a legislature, published in “ statute-books " by

its authority, are competent evidence either by stat

ute or judicial decision; and it is sutllcient, prima

facie, that the book purports to have been so printed.

The laws and resolutions of each session of our legis

latures are printed by their authority; confidential

1 [Potter's Dwar. Stat. 52: Devine 1:. Cook County,84

111. 5e2(1s1".').

I Unity 0. Barrage, 103 U. S. 455 (1880), cases, Woods,

Judge.

' 1 Whart. Ev. 5298, cases.

‘ Morgan 1:. Cree. 46 Vt. 784-66 (1861).

l Village of Wlnoosld v. Gokey, 49 Vt. 285 (1877).

‘People v. Supervisors of Chautauqua. ‘B N. Y. lb

17 (1870); People v. Squire, 10'? id. 593 (1888): 49 id. 185;

68id. 883; 5 Lans.115; 2 Abb. Pr. 848. Seealso ‘.32

An. 518; 7 Nev. 330; 9 id. 218; 15 id. 219; 98 N. Y.8'28; 8

Oreg. 422; 6 W. Va. 849; 10 Wis. 178.

" 1 Bl. Com. B6; Unity v. Burrage, 108 U. S. 454 (1887);

8 Oreg. 423.
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persons are selected to compare the copies with the

original rolls. and superintend the printing.1

The following rules for the construction of statutes.

formulated by Si:-William Blackstone.’ are frequently

quoted: -

(1) In construing a remedial statute. the old law.

the mischief. and the remedy are to be considered.

See post. 9'71. c. 2. -

(‘l’\ \ statute which treats of things or persons of an

infu n~|' rank cannot by general u'~o1'ds be extended to

those of a superior rank. See Edusnmt.

(3) Penal statutes must be construed strictly. See

post. 711, c. 1.

(4) Statutes against frauds are to be liberally and

beneficially expounded.

(5) One part of n statute mustbe so construed by an

other that the whole may. if possible. stand. See RIB.

Ut res. etc.

(6) A saving totally repugnant to the body of a

statute is void.

(7) When the common law and a statute differ the

common law gives place to the statute. and an old

statute to a new statute.

(8) if a statute that repeals another is itself after

ward repealed, the first statute is thereby revived

without formal words for that purpose. See Rsrut.

(9) Acts of Parliament derogatory from the power

of subsequent Parliaments bind not.

(10) Acts of Parliament that are impossible to be

performed are of no validity; and ii’ there arise out of

them collaterally any absurd consequences. mani

festly contradictory to common reason, they are. vvith

regard to those consequences. void.

To the foregoing. Judge Sharswood. in his antista

tions to Blackstone's Commentaries, at ‘page ninety

one of book one. adds the following five canons. with

references to decided cases:

(ii) A statute shall always be so construed as to

operate prospective]y. and not retrospectively. unless

the language is so clear as to preclude all question as

to the intention of the legislature. See Rsrnosrscnvs.

(12) Contemporaneous usage may be resorted to as

evidence of the construction put upon a statute by

those best acquainted with the mind and intention of

the law-makers. See Exrosrrro. Conicmpornnea.

(13) The judicial interpretation of the statute of a

State as S(‘llli.‘il ‘by its own courts is to be received and

followed by the courts of other States and by the Fed

eral judiciary.' See Conrrv; DECISION. Rules of.

(H) When there has been a general revision of the

statute code of a State. under the authority of the

legislature. and the revision has been approved. a

mere change of phraseoiogy. introduced by the re

visers. will not be held to have effected a change in

meaning unless such clearly appears to have been the

intention. See Ravman S1-no-rss. -

urn A statute cannot be repealed by usage or be

come obsolete by non-user.

Thata part of a statute may be unconstitutional.

see CONSTITUTIONAL

 

I 1 Greenl. Ev. 5480; Young v. Bank of Alexandria.

i Cranch. 3*! (I808); Watkins 11. Holman. 16 Pet. 56

(IP42); Biddis v. James. 6 Binn. '31‘: (1814).

' 1 BL Com 87-91. See also 1 Kent. ‘C8045.

Blackstone. on pages fifty-nine to sixty-two of the

same book (Vol. 1. Book 1) of his Commentaries. had

made the subjoined " observations“ concerning the

interpretation of particular statutes. which. like the

canons given above. are everywhere quoted or cited

Having premised that “ the most rational method to

interpret the will of the legislator is by exploring his

intentions“ as evinced by the words employed. the

context. the subject-matter. the eject and conse

quences. and the spirit and reason.— he adds. more at

length. that —

ti) Words are generally to be understood in their

usual and most known signification; not so much re

garding the propriety of grammar as their general

and popular use. Terms of art, or technical

terms. must be taken according to the scceptation of

the learned in each art. trade. and science. See

Arr. 8.

(2) If words are still dubious their meaning may be

established from the context.

(8) As to the subject-matter. words are always to

be understood as having a regard thereto. for that is

always supposed to be in the eye of the legislator. and

all his expressions directed to that end.

(4) As to the eifects and consequences. the rule is

that where words bear either none. or a very absurd

signification. if literally understood. the received sense

may be a little deviated from.

(5) But the most effectual way of discovering the

true meaning of a law. where the words are dubious.

is by discovering the reason and spirit of it: the cause

which moved the legislator to enact it. See Eqcrrv.

Of a statute. p.409

The following paragraphs. for the most part from

the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United

States. will serve still further to elucidate this impor

tant subject:

Regard is to be had to the words. and to the intent:

by reference to the context. previous or current en

actments. the history of the art or trade. general his

tory. etc.‘

A meaning is to be accorded. if possible. to every

word. That construction which makes a word ro

dundant is to be rejected. The light had when the

statute was made. and not the light oi’ experience. is

to be followed.‘I

Every part must be construed in connection with

the whole. so as to make all the parts harmonious. if

possible. and give a meaning to each part.‘

A thing within the intention is as much within the

statute as if it were within the letter; and‘ a thing

within the letter is not within the statute if contrary

to the intention of it.‘

 

I Merritt v. Welsh. 104 U. S. 702 (1881).

’l‘latt 0. Union Pacific R. Co., 99 U. S. 6849. 6!

(1878). cases.

' Washington Market Co. v. Hoifman. 101 U 8. ill

(1879). '

‘People v. Utica Ins. Co., l5 Johns. '88l H818).

Thompson. C. J. Approved. Insurance Co. v. Grind

ley. 100 U. S. 615 (1879). See also United States n.

Moore. 95 id. 708 (1877); Harrison v. Commonwealth.

83 Ky. 171 (1885).
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The intention of the law-maker is the law. The

duty 0! the court. being satisfied of this intention.

clearly expressed in a constitutional enactment, is to

give effect thereto, and not to defeat it by adhering too ‘

rigidly to the mere letter of the statute. or to technical

rules of construction.‘

The business of the interpreter is to expound. not

to improve. the language. The question is not so

much what the law-makers meant. as what their lan

guage means.‘

A construction leading to an absurd consequence

is to be discarded. . . General terms will be so lim

ited in their application as not to lead to injustice. op~

pression. an absurdity, or an unconstitutional opera

tion. it possible. it will be presumed that exceptions

were intended which would avoid results of that

nature.‘

Ha literal interpretation of any part of a statute

would operate unjustly or lead to absurd results. or

be contrary to the evident meaning of the act taken

as a whole. it should be rejected. The best way to

discover the meaning. when expressions are rendered

ambiguous by their connection with other clauses. is

to consider the causes which induced the enactment.‘

No statute. however positive in its terms. is to be

construed as designed to interfere with existing con

tracts. rights of action. or with vested rights. unless

the intention that it shall so operate is expressly

declared or is to be necessarily implied. Hence. a

new statute is regarded as applying to future cases.‘

Settled construction is as much a part of a statute

as the text itself. and a change of decision is the same

in effect on contracts as an amendment of the law by

enactment.‘

The practical construction given to a statute

through a long period. and acquiesced in by all the

departments of government. should control the court

in construing it. though that construction contravene

the letter of the law.‘

Where no Federal question is involved. the Federal

courts accept the construction of the statutes of a

State made by the courts of the State. howeter much

they may question the correctness of that construc

tion.‘

Penal statutes are not to be construed so strictly as

to defeat the obvious intention of the legislature.

This rule is founded on the tenderness of the law

 

‘Oates v. First Nat. Bank of Montgomery, 100 U. S.

244 (1879). Harlan. J.

‘Senior 1:. Batterman. 44 Ohio St. 678 (1887).

' United States 1:. Kirby. 7 Wall. 486 (1868). Field. J.;

Carlisle 1;. United States. 16 id. 158 (1872); Oates v. Nat.

Bank. 100 U. S. 244 (1879); lilontclair 1:. Ramsdell.107

id. 152 (1882).

‘ Heydenfeldt v. Daney Gold Co.. 93 U. S. 638 (1878).

Davis. J .. quoting Gyger's Estate. 65 Pa. 812 (1870).

Bharswood. J. See also Lamp Chimney Co. 1:. Brass.

dtc. Co.. ill U. S. M(1875); Leavitt v. Lovering.

Sup. Ct. N. H. (1888).

‘Twenty Per Cent. Cases. N Wall. 187 (1873). cases.

' Douglass v. Pike County. 101 U. S. 681' U879).

‘Harrison v. Commonwealth. 83 Ky. 17 71 (1885).

for the rights of individuals: and on the principle that

the power of punisluhent is vested in the legislature.

and not in the judicial department. It would be dan

gerous to carry the principle. that a case which is

within the reason or mischief of a statute. is within its

provisions. so far as to punish a crime not enumerated

in the statute. because it is of ltl-ndred character with

those which are enumerated.‘

But the court must not- disregard the rule that the

intention of the law-maker. gathered from the words

employed. governs in all cases.’

The intention being the law. that sense is to be

adopted which best harmonizes with the context. and

promotes in the fullest manner the policy and the ob

ject of the legislature.‘ .

A citizen is not to be placed where. by an honest

error in construction. he may be prosecuted.‘

“ The criminal law ought to be plain. perspicuous.

and easily apprehended by persons of common intel

ligence. it is cruel and unjust to punish men for ac

tions which can be construed to be crimes only by the

application of artificial principles according to a mode

of disquisition unknown in the ordinary pursuits of

life." '

Laws in derogation of common law. and statutes

conferring exclusive privileges. are also to be con

strued strictly. that is. by close adherence to the

words.‘

A remedial statute must be construed liberally. so

as to aflord all the relief within the power of the court

which the statute indicates the legislature intended to

grant. Courts will look into the occasion for the pas

sage of such a statute. and consider the evils it seeks

to remedy. their nature and extent. to determine how

far it was to reach.‘

The meaning may be extended beyond the precise

words used. from the reason or motive upon which

the legislature proceeded. the end in view. or the pur

pose designed— the limitation being that to extend

the meaning to a case not included in the words. the

case must be shown to come within the same reason

upon which the lawmaker proceeded. and not only

within a like reason. '

Contemporaneous construction by those called upon

to carry a statute into efloct is entitled to great re

spect.'

1 United States v. Wiltberger. 5 Wheat. 95. 96 (1820).

Marshall. C. J.; 81 Va. M8.

‘ Re Coy. 31 F. R. 800 (1587). Harlan, -1.; State v.

lilclllahon. 58 Conn. 413 (1885).

‘ United States v. Hartwell. 6 Wall. 395-96 (1867).

cases. Swayne. J.; 1 Story. 255; 17 F. R. 437.

| United sum 1:. Reese. 92 u. s. 219 (1575).

‘ Lamb v. State, 67 Md. 534 (ISST). Bryan. J.

' See Wright v. Nagle. 101 U. S. 796 (1879); Rugglu I.

Illinois. 106 id. 531 (1883).

‘ Johnston v. United States. 17 Ct. Cl. 171 (1881).

Richardson. .I.; Neurath 1'. District of Columbia. ib. H6

(HM); Stewart o. Kahn. 11 Wall. 504 (1870); ib. 515; in

toxicating-Liquor Cases. 25 Kan. T04 (1881): 70 N. Y. 228;

1 Kent. 435.

' United States v. Freeman. 8 How. 565 (1845). Wayne.

 

‘Erie Railway Co. \1. Pennsylvania. 21 Wall. 497 Justice.

(1874). cases ' United States 0. Pugh. 99 U. S. W (1878); Brown v.
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Where English statutes have been adopted. the set

tied construction of them by the English courts has

been considered as incorporated in the text.1

Decisions made in England since the separation of

the Colonies are entitled to great respect. but their

authority is not admitted.‘

See ACT. 2; CONSTRUCTION; CONSTITUTION; DAY;

Dscmmronr; Dnnoosnon; EXCEPTION. 2; EXPOBITIO;

Form; Law; hisrsnu; Onnnuncs. 2; Pn.nn|ai.s.. 2;

Pnonmrronv. 1; Pnovmnn; PUNCIUATION; Ponvnzw;

Rs-ran; Rswsn; Rnruomm-; Trru-2. 2; Wsivan.

Statute of Accumulations. See Acco

MULATION.

Statute of Distributions. See DISTRI

BUTION, 1.

IStatute of Elizabeth. See CHARITY, 2

CONVEYANCE, 2. Fraudulent.

Statute of Frauds. See FRAUD, Stat

ute. etc.

Statute of Gloucester.

Statute of Limitations.

men, 3.

Statute of Uses.

Statute of Wills. See WILL, 2.

Statutes at large. Statutes in full or at

length as originally enacted, in distinction

from abridgments. compilations, and revis

ions. In particular, the title of the publica

tion oontaining. chiefly, the acts of Con

gress — the United States Statutes at Large.

Acts of the State legislatures. as a rule. go by other

names. as. “session laws,“ in Pennsylvania “ pam

phlet laws." '

The United States Statutes at Large exhibit the

legislation 0! the several Congresses from March 4.

1789. the day of the organization oi‘ the government

and of the first meeting of the First Congress Each

volume after the eighth contains all matters in the nut

ure of legislation ordained or enacted by the Congress

or Congresses in session. or by the Administration in

power. during the periods covered by the volumes

respectively _ general or public statutes. private acts.

treaties with the Indian tribes and with foreign na

tlons. postal. consular and other conventions, public

proclamations by the President and by the heads 01'

departments. Executive orders. resolutions by the

Senate and House. etc.

The diiferent volumes and legislative periods are

subjoined. Compare Rnwsan STATU-rr;s. Of the United

States; Sassms. 2.

Vol. 1. Congresses: I.‘ H. 111. IV. V.‘ March 4.

1789 to March 4. 1799. 4

See Cos1s.

See LIMITA

See USE. 3.

 

United States. 113 id. 571 (1885). cases; Barbour 0.

Louisville. 83 Ky. 102 (1886).

I Pennock 1;. Dialogue. 2 Pet. '18 (1829); McDonald u.

Hovey.110 U. S. 6% (1884).

' Cathcart 0. Robinson. 5 Pet. '280-82 (1831).

' See Dwarris. Statutes. 6218.

‘ Hold an extra session.

0
- STATUTE

Vol. 2. Congresses: VI. VII. VIII. IX, X. XI.‘ X11.

Dec. 2. 1799 to March 4. 1813.

Vol. 8. Congresses: XIII.‘

May 24. 1818 to March 4. 1523.

Vol. 4. Congresses: XVIII. XIX. XX. XXI. XXII.

XXIII. Dec. 1, 1823 to March 4. 1885.

Vol. 5. Congresses: XXIV. XXV.‘ XXVI. XXV11.

XXVTH. Dec. 7. 1885 to March 4. 1845.

Vol. 6. Private laws. March 4. 1789 to March \.

18-15.

Vol. 7. Indian treaties. Sept. 17.1778 to Oct. 11.

1842.

Vol. 8. European treaties. Feb. 8. 1778 to Nov. 10.

1845.

Vol. 9. Congresses: XXIX. XILXXXI. Dec. 1.

18-15 to March 4. 1851.

Vol. 10. Congresses: XXXII. XXXDI. Dec.1. 1851

to March 4. 1855.

Vol. 11. Congresses: XXXIVJ XXIV. Dec. 8.1856

to March 4. 1859. i

Vol.12. Congresses: XXX'v'I. XXVIIJ

to March 4. 1863.

UV. XV. XVI. XVII.

Dec. 5, 1859

Vol. 18. Congress: XXXVILI. Dec. 7. 1863 to March

4., 1865.

Vol. 14. Congress: XXXIX. Dec. 4. 1865 to March

4. 186?.

Vol. 15. Congress: XL.‘ March 4.1867 to March 4.

1869.

Vol. 16. Congress: XLI.I March 4. 1869 to March 4.

1871. ‘

Vol. 17. Congress: XLIII.I March 4.1871 to March

4.1373.

Vol. 18. Congress: KLIII. Dec. 1.1878 to March 4.

1875.

Vol. 19. Congress: XLIV. Dec. 6. 1875 to March 4.

1877.

Vol. 2). Congress: XLVJ Oct. 15. 1877 to March 4.

1879.

Vol. 21. Congress: XLVIJ March 18. 1879 to March

4. 1881.

Vol. 22. Congress: XLVH. Dec. 5. 1881 to March 4.

1883.

Vol. 23. Congress: XLVIII. Dec. 8.1888 to March

4. 1885.

Vol. 24. Congress: XLIX. Dec. 7. 1885 to March-1.

1887.

Vol. 25. Congress: L. Dec. 5. 1887to March 4. 1889.

STATUTE-MERCHANT, STATUTE

STAPLE. A species of estate defeasible

on ‘condition subsequent; a security for

money.

The statutemerchant was entered into before the

chief magistrate of some trading town. pursuantto

13 Edw. I (1286). de mercatoribws; the statute-staple.

pursuant to 27 Edw. 111 (1854). c. 9. before the mayor

of the staple. q. 1;. They are both securities for debts

acknowledged to be due; and were originally permit

ted only among traders. for the benefit of commerce.

They allowed the debtor to be imprisoned. his goods

seized. and his lands delivered to the creditor till out

oi’ the income the balance of the claim was paid in

lull. While the creditor held the lands he was tenant

 

l Held an extra session
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by statute-merchant or statute-staple.I Compare Ex

ranr,2.

STAY. To interrupt, arrest, suspend.

Used also as a noun: as, stay of judgment,

sentence, execution, or other proceeding.

See STET; Suransnnsas.

liiay result from an agreement, an order of court,

or the operation of law—aa, when an appeal, a writ

of error, or a certiorari is perfected by bail being fur

nished and the requirements of the law in other re

spects observed. Bee Eaaoa, 2, (3), Writ of.

Stay-laws. Statutes designed to relieve

debtors against the oppressive enforcement

of remedies for the collection of debts in

time of general financial distress. See IMPAIR.

STEAL. To commit larceny, q. 1:.

But the words "he stole my patterns “ are not ac

tionable as lmputing the felonious taking of property

if the defendant meant that the plaintifl fraudulently

used knowledge which he had acquired.‘

Receiving stolen goods, knowing them to be stolen,

is a misdemeanor.‘

The possession of goods recently stolen creates a

presumption that the person in whose possession they

are found is the thief, but not that he got them by

burglary or housobreaking.‘

The temporary retention of chattels alleged to

have been stolen. pending the prosecution of the sup

posed thief, is within the police power.‘

Stealing public property is a felony. Concealers

and receivers are punishable alike.‘

By 25 Geo. ll(l752), c. 36, to advertise a reward for

the return of things stolen, with “ no questions asked,"

or other words to that eflect, subjects both the adver

tiser and the printer to a forfeiture, of iifty pounds

each.‘ See Courousn, 1 (4).

As to stolen bills of lsding, notes, bonds. and other

evidences of indebtedness, see Bnasa; Loss, 2; Na

GOTIABLB.

Compare H001;

Saancn-wananrr.

STEAM. See NEGLIGENCE; POLICE, 2;

RAILROAD; SHIP, 2.

STEER. See Carrnn.

STENCIL-PLATE. See BRAND.

STENOGRAPHER. A short-hand

writer or reporter who officially takes down

testimony, and the rulings and charge in a

case on trial.

Pnusnna. See RESTlTUTi0N;

 

\ 2 Bl. Com. 160.

‘ Dunnell v. Flake, 11 liietc. 654-55 (1846). See Alex

ander v. State, 12 Tex. M0 (1854); 1 Sprague, 196; 8 F. R.

247-49; 10 Oreg. 866.

‘ 4 Bl. Com. 182. .

‘ Taliaferro v. Commonwealth, 77 Va. 418 (1883),

cases; Jenkins v. State, (12 Wis. 49 (1886); 2 Whart. Cr.

Law, 5 1605.

‘Simpson v. St John, 98 N. Y. 868 (1888).

‘1 Sup. R. S. 183-“

' 4 Bl. Com. 134.

His transcript of evidence is admissible when he

testifies that he took the testimony in short-hand, that

the transcript is correct, and exhibits all the testimony

received.

A deposition should be read to and signed by the

witness, after being written out in long-hand.l

The oflicial stenographic notes that, by direction of

a statute, are the “best authority in any matter of

dispute," are the notes made up under the eye and

with the approval of the court.‘ In Pennsylvania,

also, his note of a bill of exceptions taken to the ad

mission or rejection of testimony is sufficient, without

the bill being actually sealed by the judge.‘ But a

county is not liable for a transcript of his notes, unless

made by order of court, or tiled in performance of his

general duty.‘

His ‘notes are still “ in writing " although not tran

scribed. Where a record was incomplete for want of

transcription not attributable to the plaintifl in error.

the case was remanded for a new trial.‘

A transcribed report cannot be used to contradict

the witness on a subsequent trial, the legislature not

having made the report evidence for any purpose.‘

But a transcript may he used on the hearing of a bill

in equity for a new trial in a suit at law, the stenog

rapher testifying to the correctness of the copy, that

the witnesses were sworn, etc.’

His minutes of the testimony given on a former

trial by a witness who has left the jurisdiction are ad

missible.‘ ‘

But, before such testimony can be used in a later

trial, the examination must have been completed, and

the stenographer must testify to the accuracy of his

report.‘

Where a stenographer was employed by the master

in a case to take testimony at the accounting before

him, the expense was not allowed as costs, the parties

not having agreed thereto."

STEP-CHILD. See CHILD.

STET. L. Let it stand or be stayed.

Stet processus. Let the process stand;

let proceeding be stayed.

An entry on a record, by leave of court, by which

a plaintifl agreed that no further proceeding should be

had. It prevented a defendant who became insolvent

 

I Re Cary, 9 F. R. 754 (1881).

‘Taylor 0. Preston, 79 Pa. 442 (1875); Act 15 liisy,

1874.

‘ Chase v. Vandegrift 88 Pa 217 (1878); Act 8 May,

1876.

‘Briggs v. Erie County. 98 Pa. 570 (1881); Lehigh

County v. lileyer, 102 id. 479 (1883).

‘ Nichols 1:. Harris, 32 La. An. 646 (1880).

‘Phares v. Barber, 61 Ill. W2 (1871).

' Brown v. Luehrs, 79 ill. 581 (1875).

‘Stewart v. First Nat. Bank of Ft. Hurcn, 48 Mich.

257 (1850).

‘ Misner v. Darling, 44 Mich. 438 (1880).

1‘ Bridges v. Sheldon. 18 Biatch. 507 (1880). See also

Gunther v. Liverpool, &c. Ins. Co., 20 id. 390 (1882). See

generally 10 Am. Law Rec. 257; 10 Law J. 837; 1 Leg.

News, 566, 592, 593, 604; 7 Mo. Law Mag. 19¢
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pending the action from obtaining judgment as in case

of nonsuit.

STICK IN THE BARK. See Lrrana.

STIPITAL. See Srmrs.

ST]I'U'LA'.[‘ION.l 1. The mode of fur

nishing security or bail in admiralty; also,

the instrument by which this is done.

The name given to the securities which

the parties are required to furnish or enter

into, as a means of enabling the court to en

force justice.2

Corresponds to “ bond “ and “ recognizance " at

common law. No particular form of words is used:

the instrument states the pendency of the suit, and

that the required obligation is assumed; it is acknowl

edged, but need not be sealed. A deposit of money

may be made instead. The stipulations now in use

are for costs, for costs and damages, for value, to ap

pear and abide the decree, or to pay money recovered.‘

Stipulator. An obligor or surety.

Stipulators, like sureties, are not liable beyond the

amount specified, except for costs and interest by way

of damages in case of default to make payment pur

suant to the terms of the obligation.‘

The court may require the security to be kept good.‘

2. An agreement between counsel respect

ing business before a court.

Generally, by rules or practice of the courts, is to

be reduced to writing. May be to refer or to postpone

a cause, to admit one or more facw, to waive an ob

jection, to waive a trial by jury, or the like. Once

flied, becomes part of the record, to be withdrawn

only by leave of court.‘ See FINDING, Special.

STIBPS. L. A root, stock; source of

descent.

Taking property by representation is called

succession in stirpes or per stirpes, according

to the roots; since all branches inherit the

share that their root, whom they represent,

would have inherited. Whence “ stipital

distribution.” Opposed, distribution per

capita, by heads or individuals." See CAPUT,

Per capita.

STOCK.‘ 1. The animals which are used

with, supported by, or raised upon a farm or

land.‘

‘ L. flipula, a straw. The early Romans, upon mak

ing a solemn promise, broke a stipula, and, joining the

parts, acknowledged the agreement. See The Nation,

Vol. 85, p. 445; 86 id. 12.

' 2 Conkling, Adm. 80.

‘Benedict, Adm. §§ 489, 491, 498; 8 Bl. Com. 291, 108.

‘The Wanata, 96 U. S. 606-18 (1877), cases.

‘The City of Hartford, 11 F. R. 89 (1832).

‘R. 8. i649; 04 U. S. 277; 100 £11622, 634;108 id. 554.

'2 Bl. Com. 217,204; 41 N. J. E. 504. .

‘ A thing "stuck" or fixed: hence I post, trunk,

atom, a fixed store, fund, capital, cattle, etc..— Skeat.

‘ [Graham 0. Davidson, 8 Dev. & B. 171 (N. C... 1838).

 

In its popular sense includes the domestic

animals, cattle, etc., raised and used upon a

farm.1

Domestic animals or beasts collected, used

or raised on a farm: as, a stock of cattle or

of sheep; called also “live-stock.”2 See

ANIMAL.

2. Articles accumulated in a business or

calling for use and disposal in its regular

prosecution. See Sroan; ROLLING-STOCK.

3. (1) Public funds; the indebtedness of a

state or government.

“The reasonable expenses of a prosecutor are by

statute to be allowed him out of the common stock.“ '

Shares in a public stock are represented by scrip

issued to creditors, or by entries in oflicial books kept

in governglent oflices, The funded national debt of

Great Britain is understood in stand wholly in the

form of stocks. In this country, an issue of bonds has

been the more common form, though there have been

Federal and State stocks.‘

Since the introduction of the system of borrowing

upon interminable annuities, “stock," instead of sig

nifying the security upon which loans are advanced,

has come to signify the principal of the loans them

selves.‘

(2) The capital of an incorporated com

pany in transferable shares of a specified

amount. In a restricted sense, refers to the

interests of the respective shareholders. The

aggregate of these interests may, in cases. be

denominated the stock of the corporation.‘

Capital Qtock. In its general accepta

tion, money invested in business; “ capital "

is a synonymous term. In this general sense

it is money invested in business operations,

whether that business be conducted by a

single individual, a partnership, a corpora

tion, or government; and it makes no differ

ence how the money is obtained, whether by

labor, by borrowing, or otherwise. If the

money is borrowed it is represented in the

hands of the lender by bonds, notes or other

papers, with the government by govern

mental securities, sometimes calied “ stocks."

But in such cases the lender is not a stock

holder in the business. So far as the party

\ Baker 1:. Baker, 51 Wis. (>16 (1881), Cole, C. J.

'1nman 1:. Chicago, &to. R. Co , 60 Iowa, 461 (1883),

Day, 0. J.; State v. Clark, 65 id. 338 (1884).

‘ 4 Bl!Com. 802.

‘ Abbott's Law Dict.

‘ [Mosley 8: Whiteley‘s Law Dict

' [Bailey v. New York Central, &c. R. Co., 22 Wall.

637 (1874), cases, Clifford, J.; State Railroad Taxes, 92

U. S. 608 (1575); Indianapolis, &c. R Co. v. Vance, 96

id. -155 (1877).
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himself is concerned, if the money is invested

in his business, it is his capital or stock in

trade. This is the general meaning of the

term. But when it refers to a chartered or

joint-stock company, made up of individuals,

it has a somewhat more limited signification.

It then means the money advanced by the

oorporators or members as capital,which, for

convenience, is divided into equal amounts

called “shares,” for which each member is

entitled to a certificate, showing the number

of shares which he has in his company; or,

in other words, the amount of money he has

furnished to the common stock; which cer

tiflcate is the evidence of his being a stock

holder. Referring to a corporation, especially

in connection with “subscribing” to its

stock, means capital stoclr.1

In the case of an individual, “ capital

stock” means the fund of money or the

property on which he does business; in the

case of a voluntary association of persons for

conducting a business, as, a partnership, the

fund of money or property controlled by

one or more of the associates, employed as a

basis of a business, on which and with which

the business is to be commenced and carried

on. “ Capital ” alone means this.2

The capital stock of a corporation is the

amount of capital prescribed to be contrib

uted at the outset by stockholders, for the

purposes of the corporation.‘

The funds of a corporation may fluctuate — may be

increased by surplus profits or be diminished by

losses; but its capital stock remains invioiable, unless

changed by legislative authority.I

The capital stock of a corporation is that money or

property, which is put into a single corporate fund,

by those who by subscription therefor become mem

bers of the corporate body.‘

That fund becomes the property of the aggregate

body only. A share of the capital stock is the right to

partake, according to the amount put into the fund,

of the surplus profits of the corporation; and ulti

\ State v. Cheraw, &c. R. Co., 18 S. 0. 528-29 (1881),

Simpson, 0. J.

‘San Francisco v. Spring Valley Water Works, 68

Calv 529 (1888), Thornton, J . See also People 1:. Com

missioners oi’ Taxes. 23 N. Y. 219-20 (1861), Comstoclr,

C. J.; approved, 22 Wall. 636, ante.

‘State v. liiorristown Fire Association, 23 N. J. L.

1% (1851); Seignouret 1:. Home Ins. Co., 24 F. R. 832

(1885), cases: 25 Am. Law Reg. 8;‘-34 (1886), cases. On

the illegal issue and over-issue. see 27 Am. Law Regv

687-02 (1888), cases; 21 Am. Law Rev. 696-704 (1837).

‘ Burrall U. Buahwick R. Co., 75 N. Y. 216 (1878), Fol

(or, J.; Barclay v. Culver, 80 Hun. 6 (1883),
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mately, on the dissolution of it, of so much of the

fund thus aeated as remains unimpaired and is not

liable for the debts of the corporation.‘

- Referring to a corporation. the property contrib

uted by lts stockholders or otherwise obtained by it,

to the extent required by its charter.’

“ Capital stock " and “ shares of capital stock " are

distinct things. Thus, the capital stock of a bank is

the money paid or authorized to be paid in as the

basis of the business and the means of conducting its

operations. It represents whatever it may be in

vested in. If a large surplus be accumulated, that

does not become a part of it. The amount authorized

cannot be increased without legal authority. If there

are losses which impair it, there can be no formal re

duction without the like sanction. Shares of capital

stock in a bank are usually represented by "certifi

cates." Each holder is a cestui que trust to the ex

tent of his ownership. The shares are held and may

be bought, sold, and taxed like other property. Each

share represents an aliquot part of the capital stock.

The holder cannot touch a dollar of the principal. He

is entitled only toshare in the dividends and protita

Upon a dissolution of the institution, each shareholder

is entitled to a proportionate share of the residuum,

after satisfying all claims. The liens of creditors are

prior to his. He, and not the corporation, can vote

upon his shares. The capital stock and the shares

thereof may both be taxed.‘

Capital stock exempt from taxation is that which

in the legitimate operations of the corporation comes

to represent the capital. The capital stock of a bank

usually consists of money paid in to be used in bank

lug.‘

In revenuelawa, the capital stock of a corporation

often means the capital stock actually issued, not the

capital authorized to be issued.‘

The capital stock of a corporation, especially un

paid subscriptions, is a trust fund for the benefit of

the general creditors. The board of directors, except

by fair and honest dealing and for value, cannot re

lease an obligation to pay a subscription.‘

The capital stock of a national banking association

is a fund set apart for the payment of its debts; a sub

stitute for the personal liability which subsists in pri

vate corporations. The creditors have a lien upon it.

If diverted, they may follow it as far as it can be traced

and subject it to the payment of their claims, except

as against holders who have taken it bona flde for

value and without notice. It is publicly pledged for

the security of creditors. Unpaid stock is as much a

part of the assets as is the cash paid in upon it.’

 

1 Burrail v. Bushwick R. Co., anle.

"Williams v. Western Union Tel. Co., 93 N, Y. 188

(1883), cases. See also30 Ark. 698; 88 I11. 602; 40 Ga

98; 8 id. 1936; 52 Pa.1’i7; 18 Wis. 291.

' Farrington 1:. Tennessee, 95 U. S. 68€L87 (1877),

cases, Swayne, J .

‘Railroad Companies 0. Gaines, 97 U. S. 707 (1878),

Waite, C. J .

'Oommonwealth v. Texas, &c. R Co.. 98 Pa. 100

(1831).

‘Sawyer 0. Fioag, 17 Wall. 62)(1878), cases.

' Sanger 1:. Upton, 91 U. S. 00-61 (1875), cases, SI-ayng
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The directors of the corporation are the trustees of

the capital stock. The trust is to be managed for the

benefit of the stockholders during its life, and of its

creditors in the event of its dissolution. The trustees

are bound to call in what is unpaid. They cannot

squander or give away the capital paid in. Accepting

and holding a certificate of shares ma‘es the holder

liable to all the responsibilities of a shareholder.1

Certificate of stock. Not a security for

money, nor a negotiable instrument in the

strict sense; simply a muniment and evi

dence of the holder's title to as described

share or interest in stock, as, in the property

and franchises of a corporation)

Does not partake of the character of is negotiable

instrument. A bona fide assignee, with power to

transfer the stock, takes the certificate subject to the

equities which existed against his assignor.I

A transfer not entered on the books of the corpora

tion may be valid against all the world except a sub

sequent purchaser in good faith.‘

Deferred stock. Irrcdeemable railroad bonds,

not entitled to interest until certain common stock has

received six per centum, and after that to share pan‘

paseu with said common stock, do not constitute “ de

ferred stock," in form or substance. They more

nearly resemble a perpetual loan, with the interest in

definitely postponed, the owners having no rights as

stockholders.I

Preferred stock. “Preferred,” “pref

erence," “preferential” or "guaranteed"

shares of stock, as they are indiiferently

called, are issued by incorporatious which

have expended their original capital, in

The owners

are entitled to profits to a certain extent in

preference to other creditors. Opposed,

common stock.0

 

J.; County of Morgan v. Allen, 103 id. 508 (1880); Bissit

1;. Kentucky River Nav. Co., 15 F. R 358 (1882); ib. 859

65, cases.

IUpton v. Tribilcoclr, 91 U. S. 47-48 (1875), cases.

'[Bailc-y v. New York Central R. Co., 22 Wall. 636

(N74), cases, Cllflord, J.

' Mechanics‘ Bank v. New York, &c. R. Co., 18 N. Y.

611, 627 (1856).

‘ Parrott v. Bye!-s, 40 Cal. 614 (1871). As to risks in

purchasing, see Q Cent. Law J. 3, 269 (1886), cases. On

compelling issue of new certificate. where old negli

gently canceled, see St. Romes 11. Cotton Press 00., 127

U. S. 619 (1888), cases.

‘Philadelphia & Reading R. Co.'s Appeal, 89 Leg.

int. 96 (Pa... 1882). ,

' Lockhart v. Van Aistyne, 81 Mich. 81 (1875), Cooley,

J. See also State v. Cheraw, &‘.c. R. Co., 16 S. G. 580

81 (1$.~‘1); St. John v. Erie R. Co., 22 Wall. 136 (1874);

Warren 1). King. 109 U. S. 889 (1883); N. Y. Central R.

Co. v. Nickels, 119 id. 296, 308 (1887); Mackintosh v.

Flint, 82 F. R 350 (1887); Giikey 0. Paine, 80 liie. —

(1868); 20 Am. Law Rev. 688-49 (1881), cues; 189 Mass.

The object of issuing “preferred " stock is to

strengthen the company‘s standing or to enlarge its

business. A crisis having been reached, the old stock

holders are unwilling to risk more money in the enter

pr'se, yet are ready to give those who will do so A

preference in any profits which the increased means

may enable the concern to make. The company can

not pay dividends with such stock. The holders are

stockholders, not creditors. The question of the abil

ity to pay dividends or interest upon it will be decided

by the court The declaring of dividends or interest

on “ common stock " is discretionary with the direct»

on. The right of a holder of preferred stock extends

only to a priority of dividends out of profits actually

earned.‘

Stock associations. A “ joint-stock as

sociation” or “company ” is a union of per

sons owning a capital stock devoted to a

common purpose, under an organization

analogous to that of a corporation; or, it is a

body upon which some of the privileges or

powers of a corporation have been conferred.

A “ joint-stock corporation" is a fully incor

porated body, owning and managing a stock

capital.2

A “ joint-stock company ” is a partnership

with shares of capital transferable without

the express consent of all the partners; that

is, no delectw; personarum exists.3

A partnership made up of many persons acting

under articles of association, for the purpose of carry

ing on a partnership business, and having a capital

stock, divided into shares transferable at the pieasure

of the holder. Never used, in Massachusetts, of a

corporation created by an act of the legislature, and

authorized to issue certificates of stock.‘

English joint-stock companies are not pure corpo

rations, but are intermediate between corporations al

known to the common law and ordinary partnerships.

They are so far clothed with corporate powers that

they may be treated in this country, for the purpose

of taxation at least, as foreign artificial bodies, or

corporations.‘

Stock-exchange.

sons who deal in stocks as a business; also,

the building or room maintained by the as

sociation for the public sale of stocks.

 

9: 24 Hun, 860; “N. Y. 468;78 id. 159; 84 (d.157;

B R 1. 859.

I Lockhart 1:. Van Alstyne, ants.

H_1Ahbott‘s Law Dict. 652, 6:'>i.] See Smith, Contr.

826.

' [1 Pars. Conlr. 121.

‘Attorney-General v. Mercantile Ins. Co., 121 Mass

626 (1877), cases. Endicott, J. See also 1 Disney. 90

(1855).

' Oliver 1;. Liverpool, &c. ins. Co.. 100 Mass 5-31, 538

(1868). See Liverpool Ins. Co. 1:. Massachusetts, 10

Wall. 566. 573 (1870).

An association of per
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The persons transacting business professionally

" on the exchange “ are either brokers or jobbera: the

former are agents merely for customers; the latter

deal for themselves, at the same time making pur

chases and sales for customers, chiefly by means of

“ time bargains.“ I

Stock-exchange boards are voluntary associations

for business purposes, with elective membership, and

provisions for a right in each memberto assign his

“seat " to be sold to an approved purchaser. The

number of members being limited. the right to a seat

at the board has a moneyed value. When a member

fails to perform his contracts, or becomes insolvent,

he can no longer be a member, at least until he re

sumes payment; and his seat may be sold for his ben

efit, or for that of his creditors among the other mem

bers of the board to the exclusion oi.’ outside creditors —

the seat not being a matter of absolute purchase. but

lncumbered with conditions of tenure not imposed by

the member, and which violate no principle of public

policy.’ See further Excnssoa.

Stockholder; The owner of one or more

shares of stock, either state or corporation ;-a

shareholder. \Vhat he “ holds " is strictly a

certificate of ownership.

Within the meaning of a statute, a person who

holds stock, issued in his name, may be regarded as a

stockholder, as well as the person who owns it.‘

A stockholder is an integral part of the corpora

tion, and is constructively before the court in all pro

oeedings touching the body.‘

The liability of a subscriber is several. By sub

scribing he becomes a separate debtor to the com

pany. His subscription may be enforced without the

joinder of other subscribers. Where the object is to

wind up the aflairs, all the shareholdem, as far as as

certainable. should be made parties, in order to equal

ize the burdens and avoid multiplicity.‘

The individual liability of shareholders in a corpo

ration is a creature of statute. But, on failure of a

bank, in which each is liable for twice the amount of

his shares, a suit in equity by or for all the creditors is

the appropriate mode of enforcing payment.‘

A certificate is not necessary to perfect a subscrip

tion. All that is needed, as to creditors, is that the

subscriber shall have bound himself to become a con

tributor to the fund which the capital stock repre

sents.''

 

I Brown's Law Dict.; 2 South. Law Rev. 321-450876),

cases: L. R.., 4 Ch. Ap. 8; L. R., 4 C. P. (Ex. Ch.) 86;

L. R., 4 Ex. Bi.

' Hyde v. Woods, 94 U. S. 528 (1876), Miller, J.; Nich

olson v. Gooch, 5 El. & B. 990 (1856); 9 Reporter, 805;

6 W. N. C. 86; Pancost v. Jowen, 93 Pa. 66 (1879); Doc

Pasaoa, Stock Brokers, &c., 1-1, 87, 96.

‘ State v. Leete, 16 Nev. 242 (1881).

‘ Sanger 12. Upton, 91 U. S. 59 (1875).

‘ Batch 1:. Dana, 101 U. S. 211-15 (1879), cases.

‘Terry 1:. Little, 101 U. S. 217-18 (1879); Pollard v.

Bailey, 20 Wall. 520 (1874); Pittsburgh, &c. R Co. v.

Applegate, 21 W. Va. 172 (1882), cases.

'Hawley u. Upton, 102 U. S. 816 (1880), cases. See

generally Gray 11. Town of York. 15 Blatch. 838-89

such shares.

 

in a national bank, the shareholders are individu

ally responsible, equally and ratably, and.not one for

another, for all engagements of the association. to the

extent of the amount of the stock of each shareholder,

at the par value, in addition to the amount invested in

This liability may be enforced through

a receiver appointed by the comptroller.I

The separate property of a married woman who

holds stock in a national bank may be charged with

an assessment thereon.‘

At common law, the individual property of the

shareholder was not liable for the debts of the corpo

ration. Such liability exists now by statutes. In a

national bank it exists by contract from assent to the

foregoing provision in accepting a charter. That lia

bility, as stated, is several. It cannot be made joint;

the shareholders are not guarantors or sureties one for

another. The insolvency of one shareholder, or his

absence, does not aiIect the liability of another, nor

does the fact that the bank itself is a holder. To fix

the liability of each shareholder, ascertain the whole

amount of the par value of all the stock held by

all the stockholders, and the amount of deficit to be

paid after exhausting the assets of the bank; and then

apply the rule that each share shall contribute such

sum as will bear the same proportion to the whole

amount of the deficit as his stock bears to the whole

amount of the capital stock at its par value.‘

A purchaser of national bank stock. who. to con

ceal ownership and escape individual liability, trans

fern the stock to a person pecuninrily irresponsible, is

still liable, as long as he is the actual owner.‘

The responsibility of a holder ceases upon surrender

of his certificate and delivery of a power of attorney

intended and sufiicient to effect a transfer of the stock;

unless, perhaps, the transferee avows an intention not

to have the formal entry made in the books of the

bank for a period of time unreasonably long.‘

To enable a stockholder in a corporation to sustain

in equity in his own name a suit founded on a right of

action existing in the corporation itself, there must

exist as a foundation some action or threatened action

of the managing board of directors or trustees which

is beyond the authority conferred on them by their

charter or other source of organization; or, such a

fraudulent transaction completed or contemplated by

 

(1878), cases; Foreman v. Bigelow, 4 Cliff. 545-49 (1878),

cases; Clark 1:. Bever. 81 F. R. 676-77 (1887), note; 25

Cent. Law J. 411 118%"). cases. On subscriptions by

municipal corporations, see Kelley v. Milan, 127 U. S.

150 (1888), cases.

1 R. S. 55 5151, 5234, cases.

| Witters r. Sowles, 82 F. R. 767 (1887), cases. Case of

a bill filed by a receiver to enforce payment of an as

sessment, Bundy v. Cooke, 128 U. S. 185 (1888).

' United States v. Knox, 102 U. S. 424-25 (1880). cases,

Swayne, J.

‘ Davis 1:. Stevens. 17 Blatch. 259 (1879); Crescent City

Nat. Bank 1;. Case, 99 U. S. 828 (1878).

‘Whitney 1:. Butler, 116 U. S. 655, 662 (1886).

As to non-liability for par value, see 26 Am. Law

Reg. 161-65 (1887). cases; as to prohibitions on transfer,

ib. 104-6 (1887). cases.

(62)
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the acting managers, in connection with some other 1 decree can be enforced by immediate execution pro

party. or among theinselves. or with other shdrehold

on. as will result in serious injury to the corporation

or to the interests of the other shareholders; or. where

the board of directors, or a majority of them. are actr

ing for their own interest. in a manner destructive of

the corporation itself. or of the rights of the other

shareholders; or. where the majority of the share

holders themselves are oppreasively and illegally pur

suing a course. in the name of the corporation. which

is in violation of the rights of the other shareholders,

and which can only be restrained by the aid of a court

of equity. Possibly other cases may arise in which,

to prevent irremediablo injury, or a total failure of

justice. the court would be justified in exercising its

powers. The complaining shareholder must first

make an earnest, not a simulated, effort with the

managing body to induce remedial action on their

part, and this must be made apparent to the court.

If time permits. he must show, if he fails with the

directors, that he has made an honest effort to obtain

action by the stockholders as a body. in the matter.

And he must show a case. if this is not done. where it

could not be done, or it was not reasonable to re

quire it.I

The capital stock of a corporation exists for the

benefit of the creditors whenever their interests re

qulreit Its payment can be enforced in modes not

available to the corporation and without using its

name. Creditors‘ bills in the names of individual

creditors. whether by judgment or otherwise. proceed

ings by assignees in bankruptcy either directly by bill

or by petition. and proceedings by insolvent assignees

or receivers under direction of the proper courts. are

the ordinary modes; in all which it is essential that

there should be an ascertainment of the fact of insolv

ency, of the exhaustion of all other a.sscts.40f the

amount of the debts due by the corporation. of the

amount of capital stock required for the discharge of

those debts. and an assessment and call upon the

stockholders for the payment of the amount due from

each. If the contract of subscription is without con

ditions relieving the stockholders from paying the full

par value of the stock. the call may be made by the

directors. and if the corporation is sui juris and has

not passed into the hands of assignees or receivers.

the proceeding to recover the money may be prose

cuted by the corporation in its own name. if. how

ever. the corporation refuses to act. or is disabled.

either by the terms of its contract or from legal inca

pacity by reason of insolvency, the assessment must

be made by a court having Jurisdiction of the mat

ter and the parties. in some suitable proceeding by

way of bill or petition; and the court will either order

an assessment to be made upon each stockholder of

the amoum to be paid by him. and upon which an

action can be tried in the common-law courts. or a

decree can be made directly against each stockholder

who has been made a party and served with process,

for the payment of the money due by him. and such

 

1Hawes 1:. City of Oakland. l04 U. S. s50. 45?. 460

(I881), cases. Miller, J ; Huntington v. Palmer. ib. 482

(1881); City of Detroit 1;. Dean. l06 id. W (1882); Bulk

ley 1:. Big Muddy Iron 00., 77 M0. 106 06$). cases.

 

cess.l

Letters of administration are sufilcient evidence of

authority in an administrator to transfer stock. On

the same footing is the trustee of an insolvent. and an

executor. in general. the transfer agentis not to lock

beyond the certificate or letters of appointment of

such person. He may demand inspection of a will.

especially where stock is held in trust for a person

named. Because the corporation is a trustee of the

property and title of each owner of stock. it may de

mand this evidence of authority to make a transfer.‘

A discretionary power to transfer stock cannot be

delegated; a mere ministerial power may be. Buta

ratification of the delegation of a discretionary power

would validate the transfer made.I

A power of attorney to transfer stock is valid.

though executed in blank. The right to insert the

name of a transferee is implied. The commercial

usage is not to insert the name.‘

The pledges of stock may vote on it without losing

his character as a pledgee.'

Where shares of stock are pledged as collateral. the

pledges reserving the right to sell in case of default

and of causing a transfer to him on the books of the

corporation. until the pledgor‘s rights are foreclosed

by a sale. he may vote the stock. no statute providing

otherwise.‘

See further BANL 2 (2); Clih!q 5; Omar. 6; Con

srmacr; Coaroarnos; Dm1wron_.;Drvmmm, 8; Pnoxr;

Scntr; Snnscmna, 2; Tax. 2; Von.

STOCKS. A contrivance for inflicting

punishment, consisting of a frame. acting

like a large clamp, with openings for the legs,

or legs and arms. and which, when adjusted,

held the delinquent in a sitting posture!

Compare RACK.

STOLEN. See STEAL

STONE. See Qoanav; Wnrrmo.

STOP. See ESTOPPEL; ORDER. 2.

STOPPAG-E IN TRANSITU. The

right which arises to an unpaid vendor to

resume the possession, with which he has

parted, of goods sold upon credit, before they

come into the possession of a vendee who has

become insolvent, bankrupt, or pecuniariiy

embarrassed!

An equitable extension. recognized by the courts of

common law. of the seller's lien for the price of goods

 

' Lane's Appeal. 1045 Pa. 62-68, 60 (1884). cases.

Green. J .

' Bayard v. Farmers‘ &c. Bank, 52 Pa. 23;‘. M (1866),

cases. Strong. J.

' Bohlcn‘s Estate. 75 Pa. 301 (1874).

' German Association v. Sendmeyer. 50 Pa. 87 (1865);

Denny 1:. Lyon. 89 id. 101 (1860).

' Burgess v. Seligman, 107 U. 8. 29-81 (1882). can

' State v. Smith, 15 Oreg. 98, 112 (1887), cases.

' See Webster‘s Dict.; Penny Mag. Vol. i, 54 (1881;

' lnsiee 0. Lane. 57 N. 3. L57 (1876). Foster, 0. J.
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of which the buyer has acquired the property, but not

the possession. The right is paramount to any lien

created by usage or by agreement between the carrier

and the consignee for a general balance of account,

but not to the carrier‘s lien for t‘rehz,ht.I

The right is personal to the consignor. An exercise

of the right is not a rescission of the contract, but, at

most, a revesting of possession in the vendor. The

right must be exercised while the goods are in transit.

That ends when the goods come into the possession,

Ictuili or constructive, of the vendee or his agent; but

mendingas to a partisnot an ending as to all the

goods, unless the contract is entire. The’ termination

may be accelerated by the vendee; but it may not be

prolonged by the carrier. The right is defeated by the

consignee negotiating the bill of lading to a bona flde_

transferee for value.’ See Rsvsnnicsrlos.

STOPPING-PLACE. See USUAL

STORE. 1. v. To keep merchandise for

safe custody, to be delivered in the same con

dition as when received. _

Safe-keeping is the principal object of deposit, not

consumption or sale.‘ See Buwur.

2, n. In England, is never applied to a place

where goods are sold, only to a place where

they are _deposited. In this country, denotes

bothpf these places.‘

A shop for the sale of goods of any kind, by whole

sale or retail. That is, we use “ store" for store-house,

A word properly meaning the quantity of a thing ac

cumulated or deposited, for the place of deposit. But

"shop " may refer to a place where a mechanic art is

carried on.-‘

That is, again, “ store" is of larger signification than

"shop." The latter word frequently designates the

place in which a mechanic pursues his trade.‘

The common use of “ store," when applied to a

building, is to designate a place where trafiic is carried

on in goods, wares and merchandise, and not to desig

nate a “ store-house.“ "

Store fixtures. Store fittings or furniture, which

are peculiarly adapted to make a room a store rather

than something else. “ Store " designates a shop or

warehouse, never a factory. Therefore, fixtures in a

 

IPotts v. New York, 820. R. Co., 131 Mass. 457 (1881),

cases.

1 See Audenried v. Randall, 8 Cliif.106-9(1B08), cases;

Wheelhouse v. Parr, 111 Mass. 595 (1880), cases; Bethell

0. Clark, 19 Q. B. D.&'»3 (1887): 86 Alb. L. J. 446; 1 Law

Quar. Rev. 897 (1885); 14 Cent. Law J. 242-44 (1882),

cases; 24 id. 887 (1887), cases as to what is a delivery;

1 Am. St. R. 812-14, cases; Story, Sales, §§ 343-47; 2

Kent, 702'. ii Wait, Act. & Def. 612.

' See O‘Niel u. Buflalo Fire Ins. Co., 8 N. Y. 127 (1849);

16 Barb. 129; 6 Wend. 628; 5 Minn. 1503.

‘ Barth v. State, 18 Conn. '440 (1847), Stem, J.

‘State v. Canney,19 N. H. 187 (1818), Gilchrist, C. J.

'Sparrenberger 1:. State, 513 Ala. 4:3 (1875), Brickeil,

Chief Justice.

" Hlttinger u. Westford, 185 Mass. 259 (1-‘K°8), Coiburn,

J.; Boston Loan 00. U. Boston, 137 id. 835 (1884).

shoe factory are not covered by the expression "store

fixtures," in a policy of insurance." I

Store orders. Legislation intended to prevent

persons sui jur-is from making their own contract: for

the sale of labor or merchandise is unconstitutional;

as, a statute providing that no person shall issue, for

the payment of labor, any order or paper than such

as is redeemable in money.’ See Cmcnaarum.

STORES. See PROVISIONS; STATION, 1.

STORM. See ACCIDENT; Dsnosns; Tsu

PEST.

STORY, Jossru.

Was born September 18, 1779, at Marblehead, and

died September 10, 1845, at Cambridge, Massachusetts.

He was graduated from Harvard college in 17%

standing second in his class; and in 1801 he was ad

mitted to the bar at Salem.

From 1805 to 1808 he was a representative in the

legislature; in 1808 he was sentto the lower house of

Congress from the Essex district; and in 1810, having

declined a re-election to Congress, he was returned to

the legisiature,of which, in January, 1811, he became

speaker.'

November 18, 1811, without solicitation. he was ap

pointed a justice of the United States Supreme Court,

which position he fllied, with distinction, to the day of

his death, thirty-four years later. From the death of

Marshall in July, 1885, to the appointment of Taney in

March, 1886, he acted as chief justice.

His decisionsas judge of the circuit court for the

first district are contained in two volumes of reports

by Galiison, live by Mason, three by Sumner (Charles),

and three by his son William Wetmore Story. His

decisions in the Supreme Court are found among the

decisions of that Court comprised in volumes seven,

eight, and nine of Cranch's reports, the twelve vol

umes of Wheaton, the sixteen of Peters, and the first

three of Howard.

In 1829 he became law professor at Harvard uni

versity on a foundation specially established for him

by Nathan Dane for the delivery of lectures on gen

eral law and equity. The lectures prepared in dis

charge of the duties of this position were delivered

extemporaneously, and so were not preserved. But

there is scarcely a branch of the law that he did not

illustrate and enlarge —constitutionni, admiralty,

prize, patent, copyright, insurance, real estate, com

mercial law so-called, and equity.

In 1888 he published a Commentary, in two volumes,

Bvo, on the “Constitution of the United States.“ Four

editions of this work have been tuned up to 1889, the

original text being preserved intact.

In 1831 appeared his “ Conflict of Laws,“ eight edi

tions of which have been issued, the third being the

last edition under his supervision.

In 1835 he published his “ Equity Jurisprudence," a

work of which there have been thirteen authorized

editions, the fifth being the. last revised by the author

 

1 Thurston v. Union Fire Ins Co., 17 F. R. 129 (1888);

16 Gray, 359.

‘G-odcbarles v. Wigeman, 118 PL 481 (1886): Act 3

June, 1881.
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himself; and in 1&8 he published his “ Equity Plead

ings." of which there have been nine editions. the third.

issued in 18-H. by Story himself. the fourth, by Charles

Sumner. containing notes left by Story.

l.n1S39 he published his “ Agency.“ The original

text is preserved in the ninth. the last edition.

His “ Bailments " seems to have been prepared

next. The fourth edition of this work, now in its

ninth edition. was issued in 1846. the revised matter

consisting chiefly of notes to the original text left by

Story.

In 1841 he published his work on “ l‘n.rtnersh1p." Of

this there have been seven editions. the second. issued

in 1847, being the last edition embodying changes made

by the author.

In 1843 appeared his "Bills of Exchange.“ The

original text is retained in the four editions.

In 1845 came his “Promissory Notes." Of thks

treatise there have been seven editions, the second.

issued in 1847. containing the latest notes prepared by

the author.

The popular treatises known as Story on " Con

tracts“ and on “ Sales of Personal Property " were

published by his son. W. W. Story, the former in 1844.

the latter in 1847. The son also published. in 1851. a life

of his father. (2 vols., Bvo). and in 1854. a collection of

his “ Miscellaneous Writings.“

The style of Joseph Story is characterized less by

strength than by variety and fullness. his wide learn

ing tending to make him somewhat diiluse. llis ex

perience at the bar was of too short duration to demon

strate his ability as an advocate.I

STOWAGE. See Lsnmo, Bill of.

STRADDLE. In stock-brokers language,

the double privilege of a “ put and ca.ll;"

securing to the holder the right to demand of

the seller at an agreed price, within a given

time, a certain number of shares of specified

stock, or to require him to take within the

time the same shares of stock.I

STBANDING. The striking of a vessel

upon a rock, bank, reef, or the like.'

To constitute a “ voluntary " stranding it is not

necessary that there should have been a previous in

tention to injure the vessel. nor is that supposed to

exist. It is sufficient that the vessel was selected to

suffer the common peril instead of the whole of the

associated risks, in order that the rest might be saved.

A stranding is voluntary whenever the will of man in

some degree contributes thereto. though existence of

the particular reef or bank was not before known to

the master. and though he did not intend to strand the

vessel thereon; provided it sufllciently appears that in

 

I See Life of Story; 18 Alb. Law J. 90-92 (1876); Ameri

can Cyclopaedia; 6 Am. Law Mag. 241; 1 U. S. Jur.

I0. 102.

1 [Harris o. Tumbridge. H N. Y. 95 (1$0). Finch. J.

' Strong u. Sun lillut. Ins. Co.. 31 N. Y. 106 (1865),

Donio. C. J.; 18 Ohio, 66; 4 M. 62 S. 505; 1 Camp. 131;

I id.481; 4 id. 474; 4 B. & A. 84; 5 Q. B. D. M2’; Ar-aould,

Ina $5 297. 818.

exposing the vessel he was aware that stranding was

the chief risk incurred. and that it was not wholly un

expected by him! ‘

STRANGEB. A person who has no di

rect interest in the subject-matter of a suit,

and who has, hence. no right to make do

fense, control the proceedings, examine and

cross-examine witnesses. and appeal from the

judgment.2

A person not a party or privy to an act. contract,

or title; as. in saying that a “stranger" must know

the extent of an agent‘s power.

Strangers are “ third persons " generally - all per

sons in the world except parties and privics. For ex

ample. those who are in no way parties to a covenant.

nor bound by it. are said to be strangers to the cove

nanh

See Parrn, 2; Parvr, 2; Nr.oorus1.s; Noncs; Rso

onn; iii-Is. Inter a.lios.

STRAW BAIL. A nominal or worthless

person as a surety. A person who frequents

the neighborhood of law-courts ready to be

bail for any one on the payment of a fee.

Formerly such persons wore straw in their shoes as

a sign of their occupation.I

" We have all heard of a race of men who used in

former days to ply about our own courts of law. and

who. from their manner of making known their occu

pation. were recognized by the name of ' straw shoes.’

An advocate or lawyer who wanted a convenient wit

ness knew by these signs where to meet with one. and

the colloquy between the parties was brief. ‘Don't

you remember . . i‘ said the advocate. ‘ To be sure

I do.‘ was the reply. ‘ Then come into the court and

swear it.‘ “ i

" During the process by which the English original

writ of summons was gradually falling into disuse and

the capias becoming in fact the first process. bail

underwent a corresponding change. Originally. when

the capias was a real arrest. the bail were two men of

substance who bound themselves for the defendant]

future appearance and obedience. By Blackstone's

time common bail had degenerated to the two legal

men-of-all-work — John Doe and Richard Roe. But

there was an intermediate stage when the bail were

required to be men of flesh and blood —money being

of no consequence. Hence it became a regular pro

fession to stand about the courts with straw in the

shoes, signifying willingness to go any one's bail for a

consideration. These were ‘men of straw,‘ and the

bail thus put in was ' straw bail.‘ " '

STRAY. A stray beast is one that has

left an inclosure and wanders at large with

 

I Star of Hope. 9 Wall. 203. 232 (1869). cases, c|irron1_

Justice.

I [Robbins v. Chicago. 4 Wall. 679 (1866). Lhiford, J_;

1 Greenl. Ev. §523.

' imperial Dict.. tit. Bail.

' Quarterly Rev.. Vol. xxxiii. 844 0&5).

'The Nation. No. 935, p. 467 (1884); 8 BL Com. 7!‘

287. 295.
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out its owne;, and beyond his control.1 See

Esrnsr.

STREAM. See AQUA,

S1’RL.\'G; \VATER-COURSE.

STREET.2 Strictly, a paved way or

road, but now used for any way or road in a

city or village.:

In common parlance, a road or highway.‘

Prima facie, a public highway.5

As used upon a map of a town imports a

public way for the free passage of its trade

and commerce.6 1

A public way,—a highway or town way,

or a way which has become public by dedi

cation or prescription] ’

Includes the whole surface and so much of the

depth as is or can be used, not unfairly, for the ordi

nary purposes of a street.‘

Includes the sidewalks.’

The word may not include a road owned by a pri

vate corporation, as. a toll-road within the boundaries

of a city. "

A conveyance of land bounded by a street gives the

grantee a title to the middle of the street, it the

grantor owned thereto; and, presumptively, a lot

bounded by a street extends to the middle 0! it."

The owner of a lot abutting upon a public street

Owns to the center. His title is a fee burdened only

by the easement in the public."

Such owner has a special interest in the street dlf~

(ering from that of the general public."

A street cannot be devoted to purposes inconsistent

with street purposes without compensation being

made to the abutting owners. "

A city must keep its streets in a safe condition for

use. But this duty is relative, not absolute. Where a

defect was created by the unauthorized act of a person

not an ofilcer oi.’ the city, the duty of the city to make

repairs arises only after actual notice of the existence

Currit, etc. ;

 

|Stu.rges 1:. Raymond, 27 Conn. 474 (1858).

' L. strata (via), paved (way).

' Brace v. N. Y. Central R. Co., 27 N. Y. 271 (1868).

' Sharett‘s Road, 8 Pa. 92 (1848); 4 S. & R. 106.

° Hamlin v. City of Norwich, 40Conn. 25 (1878).

' City of Denver v. Clements, 6 C01. 486 (1877).

' Commonwealth v. Boston, &c. R. Co., 185 Mass. 551

(1881).

' Coverdale 1:. Charlton, L. R., 4 Q. B. D. 121 (1878).

' Taber o. Grafmiller, 101) l.nd. 209 (1886).

" Wilson v. Allegheny City, 79 Pa. 2T2 (1875).

" Grier v. Sampson, 127 Pa. 190 (1866).

" lerre Haute, &c. R. Co. v. Rodel, 89 ind. 129 (18%);

Game 1:. Scott, 74 id. 88 (1881), cases; Columbus, &:c. R.

Co. v. Witherow, 82 Ala. 19-’) (1886), cases; 25 Am. Law

Beg. 442-44 (1886), cases. _

II‘ Brakken 1:. Minneapolis, &c. R. Co., 20 Minn. 42-13

(1881), cases; Sciote Valley R. Co. v. Lawrence, 88 Ohio

St. 45 (1889); 24 Cent. Law J. 51 (1887), cases.

It Mghady v. Bushwick R. Co., 91 N. Y. 153 (1888);

ism-y u. Elevated B. 00., 90 id. 122 (1882).

of the defect, or after such a lapse of time as would

justify the imputation of negligence, it the defect or

obstruction had not been discovered. Whatis such

reasonable time is a question for a jury.I

See Dsnicnlos. 1; Oman; Mar; Onsraucr, 1:

OPEN, 1 (7),2 (18); Pave; Return, 2; Row; Smnm;

Tznsomrn; WAY.

Street-car.2 See RAILROAD; Vnmcns.

Street-sprinkler. See Vamcns.

STRICT. In the sense of governed by

exactest rule, rigorously regular and legal in

form, rigidly interpreted or enforced, is

used—of the construction of language, of

the performance of a covenant, of proof of

marriage in trials for bigamy and criminal

conversation, and of settlements of land for

remote descendants. See STRICTUS.

STRICTUS. L. Tightly drawn: exact;

rigorous; strict, q. 11.

Stricti juris. Of exact right; of strict

law. See SURETY.

Strictissimi juris. Of the strictest right;

subject to the most rigid construction or

rigorous application of the rules of law.

An expression applied to licenses and grants to one

or more individuals and in derogation of common

right.

STRIKE. 1, 0. See Accomrr, 1; BAL

ANCE; BARGAIN; Bsrranv; HAND, 1.

Strike off. See ATTORNEY; JURY; ROLL,

p. 910, c. 2. -

Struck of. Property at auction is "struck

Ofl’ ” or “knocked down ” when the auction

eer, by the fall of his hammer or by other

audible or visible announcement, signifies to

the bidder that he is entitled to the property

on paying the amount of his bid, according

to the terms of the sale.‘

Strike out. See Canon.

2, n. A combination among laborers, or

those employed by others, to compel an in

crease of wages, a change in the hours of

labor, a change in the manner of conducting

the business of the principal, or to enforce

some particular policy in the character or

number of the men employed, or the like.‘
 

l Rehberg v. New York City. 91 N. Y. 142-411 (1888),

cases. Andrews, C. J.; Ironton o. Kelley, 88 Ohio St.

52 (1882); Bennett v. Fifleld, 18 R. 1. 189-40 (1880). cases

pro and con; Hanscom 1:. Boston, 141 Mass. 245 (1886),

cases.

‘See street railways, generally, 15 Am. Law Rev.

890401 (1881), cases.

' Sherwood v. Reade, 7 Hill. 489 (18-14).

* [Delaware, &c. R Co. v. Bowus, 58 N. Y. 582, MI

(1874), Allen, J.
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A party, contracting to deliver a quantity of any

commodlt-y (as. coal) may provide that he shall not be

liable for nondelivery in the event of a strike prevent

ing his obtaining the article.‘

The fidelity of the employees of a railroad com

pany is at the risk of the company. Therefore, to a

Iuit for non-delivery of goods within time, the carrier

cannot answer that the delivery was prevented by a

strike, unless, perhaps, the interference come from

discharged employees.‘

If a society or union bring about a strike and up

hold a strlker's extraordinary demand, all who partie

ipate in the action of the association are chargeable

with conspiracy.I

“ If A is possessed of a stonepit, and B, intending

to discredit it and deprive him of the profits, imposes

so great threats upon his workmen, and disturbs all

comers, threatening to maim, and vex them with

suits, if they buy stones, so that some desist from

working, others from buying, etc., A shall have an

action upon the case against 13, for the profit of his

mine is thereby impaired." '

Freedom is the policy of this country. But free

dom does not imply a right in one person, alone or

with others, directly or indirectly, to injure another

in his lawful business, and to threaten him with an

noyance or injury, for the sake of compelling him to

buy his peace.‘

with respect to strikes and boycotts generally,

the States may be divided into (1) those in which the

common law of conspiracy alone prevails, and (2)

those in which the law is regulated by statute.

Arkansas, California, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Maine,

Missouri, Nevada, New Jersey, and Tennessee follow,

in substance, the section (Ch. VIII, 5 163, sec. 6) in the

New York Code which makes it a crime " to commit

any act injurious to the public health, to public mor

als, or to trade or commerce, or for the perversion or

obstruction of justice, or of the due administration of

the laws."

Michigan, New York, Rhode Island, Texas, and

Vermont have statutes to the effect that every person,

who by himself or with others shall attempt by

force, threats, or intimidation to prevent any other

person irom pursuing any employment he may think

proper, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor.

In Kansas and Michigan it is a crime to combine to

impede, by any act or by means of intimidation, the

regular operation of any railroad company, or other

incorporation, firm, or individual; or to hinder the run

ning of any locomotive engine, freight or passenger

train, except by due process of law.

It is a crime in Georgia and South Carolina for any

one,-knowing the fact, to persuade the servant of an

other to leave his employment, when such servant is

under an attested contract,

 

1 |_Deiaware, &'.c. R. Co. v. Bowns, ante.

1 Blackstock v. N. Y. & Erie R. Co., 20 N. Y. 48

(1859); Cooley, Torts, 6-10.

I Commonwealth v. Curren, 3 Pittsb. 143 (Pa., 1869).

4 Bacon. Abridg. Actions on the Case, F., Bouv. ed.

p. 119; Gwillim's ed. M1797.

' Carew v. Rutherford, 106 Mass. 15 (1870), Chapman,

0. J. See also lilapst-rick v. Ramge, 9 Neb. 890 (1879).

In Alabama, Missouri, and Wisconsin an overt actil

necessary to constitute a conspiracy a crime, except

when a felony is the object.

In Indiana it is a crime to conspire to commit a

felony.

in Colorado and Maine it has been made a crime to

conspire to indict a person, or to do any other unlaw

ful act.

In Delaware any railroad employee who, to aid, in

cite, or encourage a strike, shall abandon any train

before it reaches its destination, or shall refuse to

move the cars of another company, such company‘:

employees then being on a strike, or if any person in

aid of a strike shall molest or obstruct a railroad em

ployee engaged in the discharge of his duty, or do

stroy the track, such person shall be guilty of a mis

demeanor.

Michigan, New Jersey, New York, and Pennsyl

vania allow employees to combine to leave their em

ployment, and to use peaceable means to persuade

others to leave their employers.I

See Borcorrmo; CARRIER; COMBINATION, 2; 09

srnncr. 2; R101‘; TRLDES~UNl0N8.

STRIPES. See WHIPPING.

STRONG. See HAND, 2.

STRUCK. See STRIKE, 1.

STRUCTURE. Compare

ERECT, 1.

Where a statute provided that for an injury caused

by a structure legally placed upon a highway by a

railroad company, the company, and not the person

bound to keep the highway in repair, should be liable,

it was held that by "structure " was meant dome per

manent stationary erection, rather than an object

like a moving car or engine.‘

‘ Another statute authorizing a mechanic's lien on any

house, manufactory, other building, appurtenance,

fixture. or other structure, and on the interest of the

owner in the lot on which the same stands or isre

moved to, for labor, machinery, or materials furnished

by the contractor, for erecting, altering, repairing, or

removing the same, was held not to authorize a lien

upon a railroad, although, within the general significa

tion of the term, a railroad may be considered a

“ structure." '

STUB. See COUPON, Stamps.

Stub duplicate of tax receipts, made by a county

treasurer, as required by law, are evidence of the re

ceipt of the tax, although they have never been re

turned to the county auditor, as directed by the same

law.‘

'22 Am. Law Rev. 241-42 (April, 1888). citing stat

utes, codes, cases. See also 21 id. 41-69 (18813, cm; s

Kan. Law J. 339 (1886) — Weekly Law Bul. (1636): 10 Va.

Law J. 891; 17 Cent. Law J. 163-66 (lE&3)——(jsn_ Law

Times. As to interference with railroad property in

hands of areceiver, see Re Doolittle, 23 F. R. 544, M9

(1885), cases; United States 0. Kane, 6 Cr. Law Mag.

51-l0(1885).

’ Lee 1:. Barkhampted, 46 Conn. 217 (1878).

' Rutherfoord u. Cincinnati, &c. R Co., 85 Ohio St

563 (1830).

. ‘ State 1;. Ring, 29 Minn. S1 (1882).

BUILDING ;
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STU DENT

STUDENT. See Aaoon; GRADUATE;

SCHOOL.

STUFF. See Gown, 2.

STULTIFY.l To allege or prove oneself

to have been non compos mentis.

In the time of Henry VI (14%-61), the reasoning that

I man shall not be allowed to disable himself by plead

ing his own incapacity, because he cannot know what

he did under suchh situation, was adopted by the

judges upon the question whether the heir was barred

by his right of entry by the feoflment of his insane an

cestor. And from these loose authorities the maxim

that “a man shall not stultify himse " has been

handed down as settled law.‘

The true and only rational explanation of the

maxim is that it is to be understood-of acts done by a

lunatic in prejudice of others; as to which he shall not

be permitted to excuse himself from civil responsibil

ity on pretence of lunacy. It isuot to be understood

of acts done to the prejudice of himself; for this can

have no foundation in reason or natural justice.I See

Baum.

STUMIP. Presumably, a stump rooted

in the soil, and not, at least under the cir

cumstances of the case cited, a stump cast

upon a highway.‘

Stumpage. The price paid for a license

to enter upon an0thcr‘s land, to cut down

standing trees, and to remove the timber.‘

See TIMBER.

SUA. See Sous.

SUABLE. See SUIT.

SUB. L. Under, below; upon.

As a prefix, expresses inferiority, subordination.

In composition before 0, f, q, p, r, or m, the b

changes to that letter.

Sub colore juris. Under color of right

Sub conditione. Upon condition.

Sub judice. Under advisement.

Sub mode. In a manner; qualifiedly.

Sub nomine. In name; under the title of.

Sub potestate. Under authority — an

other‘s power. See Pornsras.

Sub silentio. In silence; without objec

tion.

SUB-AGENT. See AGENT; Danaoxrus.

SUB-CONTRACT. See Coxrnacron.

SUBINFEUDATION. See FEUD.

SUBJECT.6 1, adj. See UNDER AND

SUBJECT. Compare AFTER; \Vl:iEN.

 

1 L. aiultua. foolish, simple, silly; irresponsible.

'2 Bl. Corn. 292.

'1 Story, Eq. 5 226. See also 4 Kent, 451; Owing‘l

Case, 1 Bland Ch. 87647 (1828).

‘ Cremer v. Portland. 36 Wis. 96 (1874).

‘Blood v. Drummond, 67 Me. 478 (1878).

‘L. sub-jechu, lying or being under.

2, n. (1) The thing forming the ground

work; the basis; the matter in contract or

in question.

Subject-matter. The cause of action.1

The thing or matter spoken of, written

about, or legislated upon; the thing or object

in controversy or dispute.

The subject-matter of litigation is the right

which one party claims against the other,

and demands the judgment of the court

upon.2

Section ii‘.>I>i1 of the New York Code of Civil Proced

ure authorizes the allowance of extra costs in an ac

tion whcrein rights of property are involved and a

pecuniary value may be predicated of the subject

matter involved. Held, that “subject-matter in

volved “ refers simply to property or other valuable

thing, the possession, ownership or title to which is to

be determined by the action, and does not include

other property although it may be directly or re

motely affected by the result.I

See Mama; Jl.'lllBDlCT10N, 2; Trru, 2, Of act.

(2) One who owes obedience to the laws

and is entitled to partake in the elections into

public oflice.4 See further CITIZEN.

SUB-LET. See LEASE.

SUBMABINE CABLES. See CABLE.

SUBMIT.° 1. To place before a court for

decision or determination; as, to submit a

cause without argument. Compare 3.

2. To place before a jury for their verdict.

Thus, a judge may not submit a question

when the state of the testimony forbids it.

See Nossmr.

3. To leave to a referee or arbitrators for a

finding or an award.

A “submission " is a contract between two or more

parties whereby they agree to refer the subject in (11!

putc to others and to be bound by their award.‘

Parties “ submit “ a cause when they refer it to the

court or a referee. The word is sometimes applied to

evidence, though not with the same accuracy. Where

in an equity case evidence is brought forward and

placed at the disposal of the court, to be admitted or

excluded, it is in some sense submitted, and it is cer

tainly offered.’

See Anarriu-nos. Compare Rama, 1.

 

I Borst v. Corey, 15 N. Y. 509 (1857).

' Jacobson v. lililler, 41 lillch. 93 (1879), Cooley, J.

'Conaughty 0. Saratoga County Bank, 92 N. Y. 401,

404 (1883).

‘Respubllca v. Chapman, 1 Dali. '60 (1781), M'Kean,

Chief Justice.

° L. imb-nu'llere, to put or place under.

' Witcher v. Witcher, 49 N. H. 180 (1870), Fora-, J.;

9 Wentl. 661; 17 How. Pr. 21.

' Miller 1;. Wolf, 63 Iowa, 285 (1884), Adam, J.; lows

C0de, 5 2742.
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SUBORDINATE. See AGENT; DELE

osrus; Immoa; OFFICER; SUPERIOR; SU

PREME.

SUBORN.I To procure another person

to commit perjury.

Suborner. The active party in such a

case.

Bubornation. The ofiense committed.

See further PERJURY.

SUBPCENAJ 1. Awrit requiring a per

son to appear at a certain time and place, or

in default to pay a penalty or undergo pun

isbment.

Devised about 1882. by John Waltbam. chancellor to

Richard II. to make a teoflee to uses accountable in

chancery to his cestui que use. The process was after

ward extended to matters wholly determinable at

common law. In the time of Edward IV (1461413). Pro

cem by “bill and subpmna" had become the daily

practice in chancery.'

As soon as a common hill is flied. process of sub

poena is taken out. which is a writ commanding the

defendant to appear and answer the bill, on pain of

one hundred pounds. Ii’ he is served and does not ap

pear. within the time limited by the rules of the court.

and plead. answer. or demur. he is in contempt.‘

Compare Summons.

2. In divorce causes, an order to appear

and answer the bill or libel. See LIBEL, 3.

3. In courts of common law, a process for

bringing witnesses into court in order to ob

tain their testimony— a writ of subpoena

ad testificandum: a “ subpoana for testify

ing," for causing a person to appear and

testify.

The writ commanded the witness. laying aside all

pretenses and excuses. to appear at the trial on pain

of one hunilred poundsto be forfeited to the king. and.

by 5 Eliz. (1564). c. 9. twenty pounds to the party ag

grieved. and. also. damages equivalent to the loss sus

talned by the want oi’ the evidence.‘

But no witness. unless his reasonable expenses are

first tendered him, is bound to appear in a civil suit;

nor. it he appears. is he bound to give evidence till

such charges are actually paid him.‘

Bubpaana duces tecum. A subpoena

that you bring with you. A writ issued to

procure, in addition to a witness's oral testi

mony. the production of one or more writ

ings in his possession.

 

I F. suborner: L. mbomare: rub. under. secretly;

ornare. to furnish.

' L. sub-puma. under penalty.

' 8 Bi. Com. 61-62; 1 Story. Eq. 5 46.

‘ 8 Bl. 00m. 448. 41445.

' [8 Bl. Com. 809; lGreenl. Ev. $810.

'3Bl. Corn. 869; 4 Chitty. Kb. M1

It consists of a clause of requisition. particularly

designating the document. added to the ordinary sub

pcena.I

A witness examined under Rev. St.. 5 868. may be

compelled to produce books and papers in his posses

sion which would be material and competent evidence

for the party calling him. upon the trial of the cause.

but he cannot be compelled to produce them merely

for the purpose oi’ refreshing his memory.’

The writ is used to compel the production of writ

ten testimony. it cannot issue to a witness. not a

party. to produce a thing like a stove-pattern.I

The witness must obey the subpoena. leaving to the

court the sufiiciency oi.’ the reason for not producing

the document. Whether a private paper belongs to

him or not. he must bring it into court. if in his poa

session. But a custodian of public records cannot be

compelled to produce such records. they not being

within his power.‘ See further Paooucs. 1.

Subpoenas are to be personally served. The length

of time depends upon the circumstances of each case-.

generally. twenty-four hours notice for each twenty

miles is sufflcient!

The manner oi‘ service isregulated by local statutes

or rules, as are likewise fees, mileage. etc. It the

cause goes over to another term. the witness must be

subpoenaed anew.‘

4. The word is also used. as seen above. in

verbal senses: to subpaana, be subpoenaed.

subpoenaing. etc.

See Dmcovsnv. 8; lxsrsxmon. 2; Paocass. 1; Wrr

srss.

SUBROG-ATIONJ The substitution of

a new for an old creditor; more generally,

the act of putting, by transfer, a person in

the place of another, or a thing in the place

of another thing.‘

‘The doctrine of marshaling securities or

funds was derived from the Roman law. in

which it was called “ subrogation" or “ sub

stitution." By that law when a surety paid

the creditor he was entitled to a cession (if

the debt and subrogation to all the creditor's

rights against the debtor.’ See BILRSHAL, 2.

The doctrine that when one has been com

pelled to pay a debt which ought to have

I See 8 Bl. Com. 882; R. 8. ii 716. 863-71. cases.

' United States v. Tilden. 10 Bened. 566. 57iHi1 (W79).

cases.

' Re Shepard. 18 Blatch. 226 (1350); 9 East. (T8; 3

Stark. Ev. p. i722.

‘I Whart. Ev. 5377. cases.

'1 “fhart. Ev. Q 378. cased.

'1 Greenl. Ev. §§ 309-ii). cases.

" L mrrogare. to choose in place oi’ another. to sub

stitute.

IHouston v. Branch Bank. 25 Ala. 257 (1854). Chii

ton. C. J.; Knighton 0. Curry. 62 id. 408 (1878). cases.

Brickell. C. J.

' [1 Story. Eq. $685; 8 Porn. Eq. 5 H19.
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been paid by another, he is entitled to a ces

sion of all the remedies the creditor possessed

against that other.‘

Subrogee. He who succeeds to the

rights of the creditor in that case.

To the creditor, both may have been equally liable,

but if, as between themselves, there is a superior obli

gation resting upon one to pay the debt, the other,

after paying it, may use the creditor's security to ob

tain reimbursement. it is not allowed to one partner

as against his copartner, or to a joint debtor as against

his co-debtor, because, as between them, there is no

obligation to pay the debt resting upon one superior

to that which rests upon the other. The doctrine does

not depend upon privity, nor is it confined to strict

mes of suretyship. It is a mode which equity adopts

to compel the ultimate discharge of the debt by him

who in good conscience ought to pay it, and to relieve

him whom none but the creditor could ask to pay. To

eflect this, the latter is allowed to take the place of

the creditor, and make use of all the creditor's secu

rities, as if they were his own.1

The right is not founded on contract. ltis a crea

tion of equity; is enforced for the purpose of accom

plishing the ends of substantial justice; and is inde

pendent of any contractual relation between the

parties.I

Subrogation is purely an equitable result. It arises

only in favor of a party who on some sort of compul

sion discharges a demand against a common debtor.

The doctrine applies in all cases where a payment

has been made under a legitimate and fair effort to

protect the ascertained interests of the party paying,

and when intervening rights are not legally jeopar

dized or defeated. ‘

The principle does not apply where one voluntarily

pays the debt of another; but only where he is surety

for the debt, or is compelled to pay it to protect his

own interests, or where the debt is assigned to him on

payment, or where he pays it under a special agree

ment that he shall be substituted to the rights of the

creditor.‘

Subrogation in equity is confined to the relation of

principal and surety and guarantor; to cases where a

person. to protect his lien, is compelled to remove a

superior lien; and to cases of insurance. One under

no legal obligation to pay the debt is a. volunteer.‘

The doctrine requires (1) that the person seeking its

benefit must have first paid a debt due to a third

party; ('3) that he must not act as a mere volunteer,

but on compulsion, to save himself from loss by rea

son of a superior lien or claim on the part of the per

son to whom he pays the debt, as,in cases of sureties,

prior mortgages, etc. The right is never accorded to

one who is a mere volunteer in paying the debt of one

person to another.‘

I McCormick u. Irwin, 35 Pa. 117 (1860), Strong, J.

Approved, Reber v. Gundy, 18 F. R. 58 (1882).

‘ Memphis, Ste. R. Co. v. Dow, 120 U. S. 301 (188").

' )losier's Appeal, 56 Pa. 81 (1867), Thompson, C. J.

‘ Clark v. Moore, 76 Va. 262 (1882), Burks, J.

0 Suppiger v. Garrels, 20 Bradw. 629 (1886), cases.

1 Etna Life Ins. 00. v. Town of liiiddleport, 124 U. 8.

 

The surety is entitled to all the means of payment

held by the creditor against the principal debtor; and

the creditor has a reciprocal right to all the securities

the principal debtor may have fhrnished for the

surety‘s indemnity.I

But before the principle can be applied the whole

debt must be paid!

The doctrine cannot be invoked where it would

work inequitably.'

The right of an insurer, upon paying a total loss, to

recover from third persons, is only such right as the

assured has.‘

SUBSCRIBE.‘ 1. To sign one’s own

name beneath or at the end of an instrument;

also, to write one’s name as attesting witness.‘

To set one’s hand to a. writing]

The purpose of a law requiring the subscription to

a will to be at the end of the paper is to prevent 1’raudu

lent additions before or after execution, and a statute

of wills should be so construed as to accomplish this

purpose.‘

The subscribing witnesses to a deed being dead, the

execution is to be established by proof of their hand

writing.‘

A summons issued by an attorney with his name

printed at the end of the paper, is subscribed by him.“

See A-rrmr; Hssn, 8: Sum; Wu-sass.

2. To agree in writing to furnish a sum of

money, or its equivalent, for a designated

purpose; as, to assist a charitable or relig

ious object, or to take stock in a corpora

tion.

Applied to a contract for stock in a railroad

company, has a definite technical sense, in

cluding the idea of a promise to pay the
 

519-61 (1888), Miller, J., approving the statement of the

doctrine in Gadsden v. Brown, Speer, Eq. 41 (S. Car..

18%).

I Hauser v. King, 76 Va. 783-85 (1882), cases. As to

collateral securities, see Exp. Dover, 58 L. T.181 (1885):

21 Cent. Law J. 460, 464 (1885), cases.

' Carithers 0. Stuart. 87 ind. 438 (1882). cases.

'Gerrish v. Bragg, 155 Vt. 331' (1888). See generally

Wadsworth 1:. Lyon, 98 N. Y. 214 (1883), Gans v. Thieme,

ib. 225, 282 (1888); Hampton 11. Phipps, 108 U. S. 283-66

(1838), cases; Dering 11. Earl of Winchelsea, 1 Cox, 818

(1787): 1 W. & T. Ld. Gas. Eq. 120-88, cases; 25 Am.

Law Reg. 465-68 (1886), cases; 26 Cent. Law J.472-7!

(1888), cases; 2 Colum. Jur. 38.

‘ Phmnix ins. Co. v. Erie, &c. Transportation Co.,

117 U. S. 812, 821 (1886), cases; Pearman v. Gould, 48 N.

J. E. 9-10 (1886), cases.

‘ L. sub-mibere, to write under or beneath.

‘ James 0. Patten, 6 N. Y. 12 (1851).

' Riley v. Riley, 136 Ala. 502 (1860): Pridgen v. Pridgen,

18 lred L. 900 (1852).

‘ Younger v. Dutlle, 94 N. Y. 589 (1884), Earl, J.

‘ Stebbins u. Duncan, 108 U. S. 4-1 (1882), cases.

I‘ Barnard v. Heydrick, 49 Barb. (12 (1866); liiezchen at

More, 51 Wis. 214 (1882); Herrick v. Merrill, 8'? Minn,

1252 (1887).
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amount subscribed in the manner agreed

upon.I

A claim for a “ subscription " to stock implies that

the subscription is a writing, and it must be set out as

written.I

A promise to payasubscription to a charity is a

mere offer, revocable any time before acceptance

some act whereby a legal liability is incurred or money

expended on the faith of the promise. The death of

s promisor revokes his ofler; but not so it thereby his

co-subscribers would have to pay his subscription.‘

Where an advance has been made or an expense or

“ability incurred by others in consequence ofa sub

scription, before notice given of a withdrawal, the

subscription becomes obligatory, provided the ad

vances were authorized by a reasonable dependence

on the subscription. When the subscription is made

on the condition that it is not to bind unless a specified

sum is raised, all subscribers are equally liable, and if

some subscribe only to make up the sum or to induce

others, they themselves not to be called upon, no sub

scription is binding. The sum is raised when the sub

scriptions of solvent and responsible (q. 0.) persons are

received to the full amount. A seal to each name, or

one seal with a written declaration that each sub~

scrlber adopts it as his own seal, will preclude a de

fense on the ground of want of consideration.‘

A gratuitous subscription cannot be enforced unless

the promisee, in reliance on the promise. has incurred

or assumed some liability or obligation.‘

An actual manual subscription on the books of a

railroad company is not lndispensably necessary to

bind a municipality as a subscriber to the capital

stock. The contract may be eflected by the accept

ance of a copy of an ordinance or resolution makings

subscription on behalf of the municipality.‘

See Coss1m-:a.n-rox, ii; Srocx, 8 (2); Soxnar.

SUBSEQUENT. See Cosnmou; Con

VEYANCE, 2: POSSESSION; SINCE.

SUBSIDY.7 1. Aid granted to the king

by Parliament, upon exigencies of state, to

be levied of each subject upon his property;

also, a custom payable upon exports and im

ports of staple commodities.‘
 

‘ Cheraw, &c. R. Co. 1:. White, 14 S. C. 62 (1880), Wil

lard, C. J.

I Knapp 0. Duck Creek Valley Oil 00., {>8 Pa. 191

(1866).

‘ Grand Lodge v. Farnham, 70 Cal. 159-160 (1886),

cases.

‘ 1 Pars. Contr. 453-55, cases.

‘Cottage Street Church v. Kendall, 121 Mass. 680

(1877), cases, Gray, C. J: 16 Am. Law Reg. 548-54 (1877),

cases. See also Miller 11. Ballard, 46 Ill. 37? (1808);

Pratt v. Baptist Society, 93 id. 478 (1879), cases; Stuart

1:. Presbyterian Church, 84 Pa. 388 (1877); \\‘illia1ns v.

Rogan, 59 Tex. 43s (1883), cases; Eaton v. Pacific Nat.

Bank, 111 Mass. 260, 274 (1887), cases; 9 Va. Law J.321—

81 (18%), cases; 96 Am. Law Reg. 1-20(1P-‘7), cases.

‘ Bates County v. Winters, 112 U. S. 327' (1884), cases.

 

2. Pecuniary assistance from a government

toward an enterprise of benefit to the public;

as, of money to a steamship company, or of

money and lands to a railroad corporation.

3. Money paid an ally in war.

SUBSTANCE.‘ 1. The sustaining ele

ment; the essential constituent; the real ee

sence; the important part; the material

thing. Opposed, form, q. v. See also PUB

PORT.

Substantial. Not merely nominal, but

considerable or fair in amount; as, substan

tial damages ; opposed to formal or technical,

as, a substantial right.’-’

Substantially. Really or essentially the

same as: as, substantially naphtha.ii

Machines may differ somewhat in their structure,

and yet be “substantially the same.“ If they are sulr

stantlally alike in structure, and produce a similar

eflect, they are in principle the same. " Substantial"

as here applied is not susceptible of specific defini

tion. . . A pleading) may be substantially good,

though technically informal; an instrument substan

tially descrlbed in a declaration or indictment may be

given in evidence.‘

See Deanna; Dascnu>11on,8; lsnlcrnnsr; Sm;

Tuna-mans.

2. In the sense of property, see Errecrs.

SUBSTITUTE. 1, v. To put one thing

or person in the place of another.

2, n. A person or thing made to take the

place of another.‘

Whence substituted agent, executor, dep

uty, service; substitutionary evidence; and

substitution in the sense of subrogation,

qq. 1:.

See DELEGATUS. _

SUB-TENANT. See TENLNT.

BUBTRACTION. Withholding or with

drawing from another what he is entitled to:

as, subtraction of feudal rents and services,

of tithes, of conjugal rights, of legacies, of

church rates.6

SUBVERT. To overthrow, overturn.

All allegation thata defendant subverted the water

from a well, does not charge him with corrupting the

water. " Subvert " has no such natural meaning

when applied to a material object.’

‘ L. rub-stare, to stand under.

‘ People 1:. New York Central R Co., 29 N. Y. 421.

430 (180-1); Rahn v. Gunnison, 12 Wis. '53] (1860).

‘ Commonwealth v. Wt-ntworth, 118 Mass. 442 (1875)

‘ Brooks v. Jenkins, 3 McLean, 45647 (18-1-1). '

‘ See Henderson 1:. State, 59 Ala. 91 (1877).

' L. subsidiunn troops in reserve. assistance.

'[h1osley & W.; 1 Bl. Com. 810-12, 815.

'8 Bl. Coin. 1230, B8, 102, 94, 98.

' Chesley v. King, 7-1 lilo. 170 (18&I).
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SUCCIESSIO1‘T.I The mode by which a

right is transmitted to another person or set

of persons. ‘

1. Transmission of the rights and obliga

tions oi’ a deceased person to his heir or

heirs.2 (Civil law.)

Succession tax. As succession is the

devolution of title to realty, by will, deed, or

the laws of descent, a “succession tax " is a

tax imposed upon such devolution.8

Not a tax on property, but a premium demanded

for the privilege of transmitting one's estate. In the

absence of a constitutional inhibition, the power to

impose such a tax is inherent in a legislature.‘ See

Dascssr; INHER1'.i'.

2. The mode by which the members of a

corporation aggregate acquire the rights

which belonged to their predecessors.

A method of gaining a property in chattels, whether

personal or real; but, in strictness, is applicable only

to a corporation aggregate: in which one set of men,

by succeeding another set, acquire a property in all

the goods, tnovabies, and other chattels of the corpora

tion. in law, the corporation never dies: predecessors

and successors constitute one and the same body.

Hence, ina gilt to the corporation, no allusion need be

made to successors. Butin the case 0! a sole cor

poration, no chattel interest can regularly go in suc

cession. “ S11cc0ssor,“ applied to a person in his polit

ical capacity, is equivalent to "heir," in is natural

capacity.‘

in a grant to a corporation aggregate, the word

"successors," though usually inserted, is not neces

nary.‘

By analogy to the rule of the common law, that a

grant to a natural person, without words 0! inherit

snce. creates only an estate for life, the grant of a

franchise, without words of perpetuity, to a corpora

tion aggregate, whose duration is limited, creates only

an estate for its life.’ See PERPETUAL.

“ Heirs," used instead of “ successors," will not

vitiate a deed.I

3. To the office of President of the United

States, see PRESIDENT.

 

I L. ruc- (tub), next, after; cedere, to go, follow.

' See Hunt v.Hunt, 87Me. 844 (1853); Blake '0. McCart

ney, 4 Clifi. 108 (1869).

' See Blake 1;. McCartney, 4 Cliff. 103-6 (1869); United

States v. Huuncwell, 13 F. R. 617, 618-W (1882), cases; 2

Bl. Com. 516.

‘ Peters 1:. Lynchburg, 76 Va. 929 (1882): Eyre 0.

Jacob, 14 Gratt. 4:28 (1858), Lee, J.

'2 Bl. Com. 430-31, 108,126; 1 id. 463. '

‘ Union Canal Co. 11. Young, 1 Whart. '42!) (1886);

Overseers 0. Sears, E Pick. 182 (1839); Congregational

Society 1:. Stark, 84 Vt. 249 (1861).

' St Clair County Turnpike Co. :1. Illinois, 96 U. S. 68

(1877).

' Wflkl o. Colby Wringer Co., 14 F. R. 517 (1882).

SUCH. The context should show to what

antecedent this word refers.l

It sometimes means " the same." '

A statute in Vermont provides that “such " and

" said “ in statutes shall be taken to refer to the same

person Ior thing last mentioned.

In a statute providing that “in actions by and

against executors, administrators, or guardians, in

which judgments may be rendered for or against

them as such, neither party should be allowed to tea

tify against the other," " as such “ refers to those per

sons in their representative capacity.I

SUE. See SUIT.

SUFFER. is synonymous with permit,

q. 1).; as, in a statute against “ suifering " an

animal to go at large.

To suffer an act to be done, by a person

who can prevent it, is to permit or consent

to it, to approve it, not to hinder it. It im

plies willingness.‘

Illustrative expressions are to “ suffer" guests to

use forbidden games, to “suiIer“ minors to drink

liquor in a house, to “suii'cr" travel on the Lord’.

day.‘

Includes knowledge of what is to be done,

and intention that what is done is what is to

be done.“

The words “grant, bargain, and sell,“ in a convey

ance of a fee-simple, constitute a covenant against

acts done or suffered by the grantor. “ Suttered “

here implies that the covenant is not confined to the

voluntary acts of the grantor, and, therefore, includes

a tax assessed during his ownership of title. All gov

ernmental burdens rest upon the principle 01! con

sent.‘

In the sense of the Bankruptcy Act of 1867, a debtor

" suflered " or “ procured “ his property to be seized

under an execution, when, knowing himself to be in

solvent,'an admitted creditor, whohad brought suit

against him, and who, as he knew, would, unless he

applied for the benefit of the act, secure u. preference

over other creditors,- proceeded in the effort to get a

judgment until one was actually obtained by the pen

severance of the creditor and the default of the

debtor.’

Within the meaning of that act, “sui!er" did not

import a demonstrative, active course, as did “pro

 

IEli’/ephenson 1:. Short, 92 N. Y. 489 (1883); Mott v.

Ackerman, ib. 548 (1888); Steinlein v. Halstead, 52 W111

291 (1881); 62 id.96; 65 id. 570; 48 Ark. 81; 41 N. J. E.

W; 12 Wheat. 47?.

1 Acihey 0. Fish, 55 vt so (1883).

‘Jones v. Parker, 67 Tex. 81 (1868).

‘ [Selleck u. Selleck, 19 Conn. 506-8 (1849), Church,

C. J. See also Collinsvllle u. Scnniand, 58 I11. 221

(1871).

‘ Gregory 1:. United States, 17 Blatch. $31 (1879).

‘Shafier v. Greer, 87 Pa. 375 (1878); Blossom :1. Van

Court, 84 M0. 890 (1864).

' Buchanan v. Smith, 16 Wall. 2'7, 800-9 (1872).
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cure." it aptly applied in the case of pressure and

powerful motives brought to bear upon a party.

Under the influence of their pressure and the opera

tion of these motives he suffered a thing to be done;

that is, allowed or permitted it.‘ See Panama, 2.

Bufferance. Consent given from a fail

ure to object; negative permission; tolera

tion; allowance.

Estate at su_fl’erance. Where one comes

into possession of land by a lawful title, but

keeps it afterward without any title at all.

Examples are: the estate of a tenant for years

whose term has expired; the estate of a mortgagor

who continues in possession after foreclosure; the

estate of a grantor who agrees to deliver possession by

a certain day and holds over. without authority from

the grantee: the estate of a tenant during the life of

another person, after the death of that other.‘

A tenant by suflerance is a tenant who comes in by

right and holds over without right.’

SUFFERING. See DECLARATION. 1.

SUFFICIENT. Adequate, competent,

ample in law. Opposed, insufficient: less

in amount or degree than satisfies the re

quirements of the law.

Used of allegations of claim and of defense in pro

ceedings in courts of common law, equity, and admi

ralty, and of charges in indictments in courts of

criminal law, which meet or fulfill the requirements

of the law with respect to certainty, notice, and the

other elements of a prima facie case.

Strictly speaking, evidence is “ insufficient " in law

only when there is a total absence of such proof, in

quantity or kind, as, in the particular case, a rule of

law requires as essential to the establishment of the

fact. Insufilciency in point of fact may exist where

there is no insufficiency in point of law; that is, there

may be some evidence to sustain every element of the

case, competent, both in quality and quantity, in law

to sustain it. and yet it may be met by countervailing

proof so potent as to leave no reasonable doubt of the

opposing conclusion.‘

“Sufficient sureties." to an appeal bond, imports

two or more persons as sureties.'

See Answaa, 8; Damn, 2; Dsrassa, 2; Dmmnaaa;

IVIDENCEZ Iaowruasr.

S'U'IE'FRAGE.6

elective franchise.

The right of suffrage is the right to vote

at elections of officers of government and

Choice, voice, vote; the

 

ICampbell v. Traders‘ Nat. Bank, 2 Bias. 431 (1871).

' 2 Bl. Com. 150. '

' Cook 1:. Norton, 48 Ill. M (1868); Anderson 1:. Brown

lter, 44 Ohio St. 580 (1886); 42 Ga. 574; 12 Barb. 488; 59

Tex. 687; Wood. Landl. & '1‘. 15; i Waahb. R. P. 524.

l Metropolitan R. Co. 1;. Moore, 121 U. S. 669. 567-68

(1887), cases. Matthews, J.

' State v. Fitch, 30 Minn. 683 (1888): 12 id. 4%.

'L. mflragium. a voting-tablet. a ballot; the right

to cast a vote.

upon fundamental questions of governmental

policy or action.

“ The right of citizens of the United States to vote

shall not be denied or abridged by the United States

or by any State on account of race, color, or previous

condition of servitude. The Congress shall have

power to enforce this article by appropriate legisla

tion." I

The right of suffrage was not necessarily one of

the privileges or immunities of citizenship before the

adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment; and that

Amendment does not add to those privileges and im

munities: it simply furnishes an additional guaranty

for the protection of such as the citizen already had.

Suffrage has never been coextensive with citizenship

in the States. ‘The Constitution did not make all citi

zens voters. A State may confine the right of voting

to male citizens of the United States.‘

The Amendment vests citizens of the United States

with the right of exemption from discrimination in the

exercise of the elective franchise on account of race,

color. or previous condition of servitude."

The right of suffrage is not a. necessary attribute of

national citizenship. That there shall be exemption

from discrimination in exercising the right, for the

causes named, is an attribute. The right to vote in

the States comes from the States; the right to exemp

tion from prohibited discrimination comes from the

United States.‘ See CITIZEN.

SUGGESTIO. See SUPPRESSXO.

SUGGESTION. 1. Indirect introduc

tion; informal statement or representation;

indefinite communication; intimation. Op

posed, suppression. See SUPPRISSIO.

Suggestive. Leading, indicating the an

swer desired; as, a suggestive interrogatory.

See QUESTION, 1. Leading.

2. Amore or less formal representation;

the communication to a court of a fact essen

tial to the adjustment of the rights of parties

to a cause, but not as yet of record nor

pleadable.

in this sense is “suggestion " of and to " suggest "

the death of a party, that his representative may be

substituted; to "suggest" diminution of record; to

“suggest “ freehold as security for costs, or in stay

of execution. Compare Sonnsn.

SUI. L. Of one‘s self— himself, her

self, itseif, themselves. Other forms are, ac,

sese, one‘s self: suus, one‘s own.

Se dofendendo. In defending one‘s self.

See DEFENSE, 1.

Cf. Fano on an; is as; Ima sa; Pan ax; PRO an

 

lConstitution, Amd. Art. XIV, Ratified July 23, 1668

‘Minor v. Happersett, 21 Wall. 162 (1874), Waite,

C. J. See also Van Vaikenburg 1:. Brown, 43 Cal. 4]

(1872).

' United States v. Reese. 92 U. S. 214 (1876).

l United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U. S. 655-66 (1875).



SUICIDE

Sun. sponte. Of one‘s own free will; of

une’s own motion, q. 1).; spontaneously.

A court may ma rponte instruct a jury;1 or ma

eponie dismiss a. bill where there is adequate remedy

at law, or for other cause not first suggested by coun

sol.‘

Sui goneris. Of its own kind.

Sui juris. Of one's own right. See JUS,

Sui.

S110 jure. In one's own right.

Suum cuique tribuere. To render to

each one his own; give every man his due.

The fundamental maxim of distributive justice.’

See Lsw. '

SUICIDE.‘ Self-killing, self-destruction;

also, self-nnirder.

The death of a person by his own volun

tary act. " Dying by his own hand ” trans

lates this Anglicized Latin word. Life insur

ance companies indiscriminately use either

expression, as conveying the same idea.5

Voluntary death caused by an act done by

a person sound in mind, and capable of

measuring his moral responsibility.6

Death by accident or mistake, as, from drinking a

mixture not known to be poison, is, literally, self

killing, but not suicide; nor is death self-caused by an

insane person. Death which is the result of insanity

is death by disease.’

Does not necessarily imply criminal self-destruc

tion. Thus,a condition in an insurance policy pro

viding for forfeiture in case of suicide will not be

construed to apply to an act of self-destruction not

involving evil will. Death by one‘s hand in the case

of a person non compos, is the result of disease. To

provide for death by disease is the very object of life

insurance.‘

A self-killing by an insane person, understanding

the physical nature and consequences of the act, but

not the moral aspect, is_ not a death by suicide within

the meaning of a condition that a policy of insurance

upon his life shall be void in case he shall die by

suicide.‘

I 96 U. S. 265.

'2 Black, 550; 7 Wall. 618; 23 id. 466.

' Hurtado v. California, 110 U. S. 631 (IK34).

“L. mi-cidium, a killing of one's self: ocedere, to

ll.

' [Bigelow u. Berkshire Life Ins. Co., 98 U. S. 286

(1876).

I See Connecticut liiut. Life ins. Co. v. Groom, 88 Pa.

07 (1878), cases.

' Eastabrook 1:. Union Mut. Life Ins. Co., 54 lie. 22?

(1866), cases, Appleton, C. J. See particularly Clift v.

Schwabe, 51 E. C. L. '45?-81 (1846).

' Hancock liiut. Life Ins. Co. 1:. Moore, 84 Mich. 45

(1876).

' Manhattan Life Ins. Co. v. Broughton, 109 U. S. 121,

127-82 (1883), cases, Gray, J.; Accident ins. Co. of

North America 0. Crandel, 120 id. 680 (1887), cases; 21
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\ wise, sane or insane.
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A policy provided that the insurer should pay the

beneficiary within a certain time after proof made

that the insured sustained bodily injuries, effected

through external, violent and accidental means, which

alone caused death within a limited period, no claim

to be presented in case of suicide, felonious or~other~

Held, that the burden of proof

was on the claimant (subject to the limitation that it

is not to be presumed as law that the deceased took

hisown life or was murdered) to show that the death

was caused by external violence and accidental

means; and that no claim could be made if the de

ceased himself intentionally or when insane inflicted

the injuries.1

At common law, self-murder is ranked among the

highest of crimes. But there was no felony committed

where the person lacked years of‘ discretion or was

out of his senses. The punishment was forfeiture of

goods to the state, and ignominious burial.’

In New York, an attempt to commit suicide is a

felony,I but actual self-destruction is not.‘

An attempt to commit suicide may be considered

in connection with previous conduct, as evidence

tending-to prove insanity!

See Annisxsrnn, 1; Din, By his own hand; Insan

rrv, 2.

SUINE. See OLEOMARGARINE.

SUIT.6 1. Followers: witnesses for the

plaintiif.

The actual production of the " suit,‘I the followers,

has been disused since the time of Edward III (l&27-77),

though the form is continued. This explains the

meaning of the phrase, still found in declarations at

common law, “and therefore he brings suit: “ inde

p1-oducit sectamfi

Those words were afflxed at a time when a sultor‘s

witnesses were his followers, as promptto maintain

his quarrel in the forum as in the field. Now, as then,

a party usually selects his witnesses from among his

friends, who insensibly catch the spirit of their side.‘

See L15, Mota.

Sue out. To seek after; to apply for and

obtain: as, to sue out a writ or a pardon.”

2. Following another; pursuit; also, at~

 

Cent. Law J. 318-82 (1885). cases; 25 Am. Law Reg. 886

90 (1886). cases.

1 Travelers‘ ins. Co. v. McConkey, 127 U. S. 601 (1888).

1 4 Bl. Com. 189-90.

' Penal Code. $75178, 174, 178.

‘ Darrow 1:. Family Fund Society, 42 Hun, 247 (1886).

l Wolf! 1:. Connecticut Mut. Life Ins. Co., 2 Flip. 358

(1879), cases; Coyle v. Commonwealth, 100 Pa. 579

(1832).

' L. aecta: uqm‘, to follow. Whence sue, pursue,

prosecute. Ad secta_-n, abridged to ads, at suit of, is

still in use, Bowen 1:. Wilcox, &c. S. M. Co., 86 ill. 12

(1877); 81 N. J. L. 313, 316; and see Vnnsus.

"3 Bl. Com. 296; 2 id. 51; 8Wheat. 662;1Steph.Hist

Cr. L. Eng. 67; 68Ga. 638.

I Commonwealth v. Jolifle, 7 Watts, 585 (1888), Gib

son, C. J.; 71 Pa.174.

' 2 Bl. Com. 68.
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tendance upon another: as, to do suit, suit

at a feudal lord’s court, fresh suit.

Fresh suit. (1) When a lord distrained

animals for rent‘ and the owner rescued or

drove them upon ground not belonging to

the distrainer, and the latter followed and

reseized them.

(2) When a person who had been robbed at

once followed and apprehended, or after

ward helped to convict, the thief.

As punishment for making no effort to capture the

thief, the king confiscated any goods thrown away by

him in his flight.I

B. Any proceeding in a court of justice by

which an individual pursues that remedy

which the law allows him. \Vhatever the

mode, if a right is litigated the proceeding

by which the decision of the court is sought

is a “ suit."2

The prosecution, or pursuit, of some claim,

demand, or request. In law language, the

prosecution of some demand in a court of

justice.8

To "commence " a suit is to demand something by

the institution of process in such court; and to “ pros

ecute “ a suit is to continue that demand.‘

In any legal sense, action, suit, and cause

are convertible terms.‘

Any proceeding in a court in which a

plaintifi pursues his remedy to recover a right

or claim.°

Any proceeding in a oourt for the purpose

of obtaining such remedy as the law allows

a party under the circumstances.‘

"Suit at law" is synonymous with "action at

law." '

Usually “suit " and "action" are synonymous

terms, although " suit" is 01' more general meaning,

and is indefinitely applied to proceedings in law as

well as in equity, while “ action " isapplied to proceed

ings at law.‘

I1 Bl. Com. 296-9;.

I [Weston 1:. Council of Charleston, 2 Pet. 464 (1829),

Marshall, C. J.; Holmes v. Jennlson, 14 id. 666 (1840),

Tansy, C. J.; Kohl 0. United States, 91 U. S. 875 (1876),

Strong, J. -

' Cohen! 0. Virginia, 6 Wheat. 408-11 (1821), Mar

shall, C. J. e

‘ Erp. Milligan, 4 Wall.112(1S66), Davis, J. See also

4 Conn. 322; 58 N. H. 126; 1 Flip. 605.

‘ Sewing Machine Cases, 18 Wall. 585 (1873), Ciiflord,

J.; New Orleans, &c. R. Co. 1:. Mississippi,d02 U. 5.

143-44 (1880).

' Harris 1:. Phoenix Ins. Co., 85 Conn. 818 (1868), Hin

man. (J. .1.

' White 1:. School District,45 Conn. 61 (1877).

' McPike v. McPike, 10 Brndw. 888 0.11., 1882); [Tisha

(er 0. Stewart, '-'1 PL. 174 (1572).

In its most extended sense, a suit includes a crim

inal prosecution. " An indictment is an accusation at

the suit of the king." 1

May apply ma controversy which has not yet taken

the form of a pending suit.‘

The instruments whereby a remedy is obtained for

a wrong done are a diversity of “ suits " or " ac

tions,“ which are defined to be the lawful demand of

one's right, or, in the words of Justinian, jus prose

quendi in judicio quod alicui debetur, the right of

seeking in court whatever is due to anyone.‘

Sue. To institute or continue an action or

proceeding for the recovery of a right.

To seek for-in law; to make legal claim; to prose

cute.‘

Suitor. _A party to a suit in court; a

party litigant. '

See Arrrrou, 2; Cases, 1 (8); Cosrnovmasv; Ima

ruun; Isrsnvnxn; Lawsurr; 1lin1.'ru>r.rc|'rY; Paarv, 2;

Psosscurs; Rscosn, 2; Vsx. Compare Lrs.

No suit or action can be brought against the king,

even in civil matters, because no court can have jurie

diction over him —- in his political capacity. Jurisdie

tion implies supremacy of power.‘

The principle is elementary that a state cannot be

sued in its own courts without its consent. This is a

privilege oi’ sovereignty.‘

“ The Judicial power of the United States shall not

be construed to extend to any suit in law or equity,

commenced or prosecuted against one of the United

States by Citizens of another State, or by Citizens or

Subjects of any Foreign State." ’

The Constitution, as originally adopted, provided

that the judicial power of the United States should ex

tend to controversies “ between a State and Citizens of

another State," or “ between a State, or the Citizens

thereof, and foreign States, Citizens or Subjects,“ and

that in all cases “in which a State shall be a Party,

the supreme Court shall have original Jurisdiction. " '

The Supreme Court, in the case of Chisholm v. Gem

gin,’ decided in 1793, held that under these provisions

a State could be sued in that Court by a citizen of an

other State. This decision led Congrem in 1794 to pass

a joint resolution, proposing an amendment to the

Constitution. which, being ratified, became the Elev

enth Amendment."

Every government has an inherent right to protect

 

1 United States v. Moore, 11 F. R. 251 (1882); Com

monwealth v. Moore, 144 Mass. 18? (1886); 8 Bacon, Abr.

5-12, 544.

' Larkin 1:. Saflarans, 15 F. R. 151 (1).

I 8 Bl. Com. 116; 4 Conn. 322.

' [United States 0. ltioore, 11 F. B. 251 (1839): Web

ster‘s Dict.

I1 Bl. Com. M.

‘Memphis, &c. R. Co. v. Tennemee, 101 U. 8. BE

(1879).

' Constitution, Amd. XI. Ratitied Jan. 8, 17%.

' Constitution, Art. 111, see. 2.

' 2 Dallas, 419.

" See New Hampshire v. Louisiana, and New York or

Louisiana, 108 U. S. 36(18$).
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itself against suits. If they are permitted, it is only

upon the conditions prescribed by statute. But for

the protection which the principle affords a govern

ment would be unable to perform its duties. It might

be impossible to collect the revenue for its support,

without infinite embarrassments and delays, if subject

to civil processes the same as a private person.I

A State may withdraw the right while an action

pends to secure an adjudication, that being merely an

auditing of the claim, not aremedy for enforcing a

contract.I

When the power to sue the United States is given in

an act of Congress, “ State " means a member of the

Union, and not the District of Columbia or a Terri

tory.'

But the ofllcers whose acts are illegal and void may

be sued.‘

A cause cannot be maintained against a State,

though brought in its name, if the absolute right to

the subject in controversy is in an individual (as, the

real owner of a bond sued on), the plaintifl State being

a mere collecting agent.‘

Reference must be had to the real party in interest,

not merely to the parties to the record. An action

brought to restrain the attorneygencrul of a State

(Virginia) and the treasurers of the va.rious counties

from enforcing certain statutes alleged to impair con

tract obligations of the State, with respect to coupon

bonds issued by her, was held not to be maintainable,

although the laws in question might violate such obli

gations.‘

See Couar. Of claims; R1051, 2, Petition of.

SUITABLE. 1. Proper, competent, fit

in a legal view: as, a suitable person for ad

ministering an estate.’

Unsuitable. May imply no want of ca

pacity, but unfitness arising out of the rela

tion of the person to the estate, either from

being indebted to it or having claims upon it,

 

l Nichols v. United States. 7 Wall. 128 (1808).

‘Memphis, &c. R. Co. 11. Tennessee, 101 U. 8. 839-40

(1879); South & North Alabama R. Co. 0. Alabama, (b.

884 (1879).

‘ Scott 0. Jones, 5 How. 877 (1847), cases.

‘ Newton 1:. Commissioners, 100 U. S. 56() (1879), cases;

Davis u. Gray, 16 Wall. 230 (1872), cases; United States

0. Lee, 106 U. S. 196 (1882).

‘New Hampshire v. Louisiana, and New York 0.

Louisiana, 108 U. S. 77, 91 (1883), cases, Waite. C. J.

‘Exp. Ayers, Scott, and McCabe,1% U. S. 448, 48')

(1887). Matthews, J., reviewing previous cases; Harlan,

J., dissenting.

See generally United States 1:. Lee, 106 U. S. 205-22

(1882), calls? Clark 0. Barnard, 108 id. 411' (1883); Vir

ginia Coupon Cases, 114 id. $7-88(1BS5), cases; I-[agood

I. Southern, 117 id. 69 (1886), cases; Baltimore, &c. R.

Co. v. Allen, 17 F. R. 171 (1883); ib. lS8—97, cases. On

compelling as State to pay its debts, see 12 Am. Law

Rev. 6% (1878); 15 id. 519 (188l); 7 South. Law Rev.

644-43 (1881).

' Peters 0. Public Administrator, 1 Bradf. 207 (1850).

 

or from his interest under a will, or from his

situation as heir at law.‘

2. A “ suitable” bridge or railroad viaduct

may mean such structure as, in the opinion

of the proper oflioer or board, is required for

the safety and convenience of the public and

the interests of a particular corporation or

corporations.2

Under a statute authorizing a town to take land for

a public cemetery without the owner's consent, " when

land cannot be obtained in any suitable place at area

sonuble price by contract,“ the most suitable land may

be taken. Whstis a suitable place is a question of

fact to be determined on a consideration of all the '

circumstances. The term is a relative one. The leg

islature meant the most suitable place, or a place as

suitable as any other, or a place as suitable as the

town can aflord to pay for.I

SUM. Amount or aggregate: as, the face

sum, the penal sum.

The word of itself imports a sum of money.‘

See D1spuru; Excssnmo; Pszuurv.

SUM UP. To bring together under one

view.

To address a referee, a board of arbitrators,

a master, but more often a jury, at the close

of a case, reviewing, the evidence and apply

ing the law thereto. Whence summing up,

which is applied to the final arguments of

counsel, to that part of the judge's charge

which reviews the testimony, and to that

stage in a case in which these respective du

ties are performed. See CHARGE, 2 (2, 0).

SUMMARY. Without delay for a trial

bya jury; immediate; speedy; peremptory:

as, a summary—conviction. or proceeding,

summary relief.

'By the common law of England and the laws of

many of the Colonies before the Revolution, and of

the States before the formation of the Constitution, a

summary proceeding existed for the recovery of debts

due to the government, especially of debts due from

the receivers of the revenues.‘

The mode of assessing taxes by all governments is

necessarily summary, that it may be speedy and ef

fectual. But by “ summary " is not meant arbitrary,

unequal, or illegal. The mode must be lawful, which

does not necessarily mean by a judicial proceeding.‘

The term is also applied to statutory proceeding for

l[Thayer 1:. Homer, 11 Metc. 110 (1846), Hubbard, J.

I Worcester v. Railroad Commissioners, 118 Mass. 171

(1873).

‘ Crowell v. Londonderry, 63 N. H. 48 (1884).

‘ United States a. Van Auken, 96 U. S. 868 (1877); Tax

on Notes, 160p. Att.-Gen 844 (1879).

‘ Murray's Lessee u. Hoboken Land, &c. Co., 18H:>w.

280 (1855).

‘ lllcliilllen v. Anderson, 95 U. S. 41 (1877).
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the prompt dispossrssion of a tenant who holds over

after default in paying rent. or after his term has ex

pired; to hearings and determinations of charges of

the lighter misdemeanors, by committing magistrates

without the intervention of a jury; and to punishments

for contempts committed in open court.l

See Corrrsxvr; Cosvicrion, Summary; Jvar, Trial

by; Pmzs, 8; Pnocsss, 1. Due.

SUMMING UP. See Sun Ur.

S'U'.l!|'.1!lION.2 To officially notify a party

that he has been sued, so that he may appear

in court and answer the complaint.

Summons. A warning to appear in

court at the return-daybf the original writ.‘

Under codes of civil procedure, not a writ

or process of the court, but simply a notice

to the defendant that an action has been

commenced against him, _and that he is re

quired to answer the complaint, which is

either attached thereto or is or will be filed

in the proper c-lerk‘s oi’fice.‘.

Bouvier, Brown, Wharton, Stormonth, Webster, and

Worcester g-ive “ summon “ as the spelling of the verb

and ~‘surumons“ as the spelling of the noun. Abbott,

under the title “ Summons," uses that spelling for

both the verb and the noun. while elsewhere he em

ploys "summon," “ summoned,“ and " summoning“

as the verb and its inflections. .

Summon, referring to notification to a party, has

been used for " subpuana,“ which. strictly, refers to a

judicial command to a witness to appear and testify.‘

From the time of the service of a summons the

court acquires jurisdiction.l

See ClTA'l‘l0N, 2; lliomnou; Paocms, 1; Ssnvwsz, 6;

Scams.

SUIIPTUARYJ “ Under the head of

public economy may be ranked all sumptuary

laws against luxury, extravagant expense in

dress, diet, and the like." 3

These laws were originally passed in England in the

view that luxury, in some degrees, was opposed to

public policy. Notable statutes were passed in 1336,

1863, 1463, and i482; but all statutes were repealed in

1608, by 1 James I, c. 25.‘

 

lSee Barter v. Commonwealth, 8 P. & W 259 (1881);

Philadelphia u. Duncan, 4 Phlla. 145 (1860); United

States v. Smith, 17 F. R. 510 (1883).

' F. somoncr, umoner: L. mmmonere, to remind

privily.

' 3 Bl. Com. 279.

4 liiezchem 0. Moore, 54 Wis. 215-16 (1882), cases. Tu.

lor, J.; Hanna u. Russell, 12 Minn. 86 (1866); Giimer 0.

Bird. 15 Fla. 410, 421 (1875).

' See 1 Green]. Ev. 5 836.

' Woodward u. Baker. 10 Oreg. 408-94 (1883), cases.

’ L. mnipiuarim: mmptw, expense: eumerc, to

take to use or consume.

'4 Bl. Com. 170.

‘See 2 Knight, Hist. Eng. 272-74; 2 Kent, '330 (D).

The habits. occupation, food, and drink,— the die

of the individual. are severally matters for his own

determination. They can be abridged by the majority

of the people speaking through the legislature only

when the public safety, the public health. or the public

protection demands it. The constitutional guaranty

of “ life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness " can be

limited only by the absolute necessities of the general

public.l

See further Poucs, 2; PBOBLBITION, 2.

SUNDAY. The Sabbath, the Lord's

Day, and Sunday all mean the same thing:

the first day of the week.

Sabbath laws do not rest upon the ground that it is

immoral or irreligious to labor upon the Sabbath day.

They simply prescribe a day of rest, from motives of

public policy and as a civil regulation. The day pre

scribed is the Christian Sabbath: yet. so entirely is the

law based upon the ground of public policy that the

statutes would be equally constitutional and obliga

tory did they name any other day.’

The provision in the liiaasachusettsdaw which pro

hibits traveling, like the law which forbids the doing

of any business. labor or work, excepts what is done

from “necessity or charity." The exception covers

everything morally tit and properto be done upon

that day under the circumstances of each case.

“ Charity “ includes everything that proceeds from a

sense of moral duty or from a feeling of kindness and

humanity, and is intended wholly for the relief or

comfort of another, and not for one's own benefit or

pleasure,— acts to prevent or relieve suffering in men

or animals.I

The duty of observing the day set apart is imposed

upon all as members of the body politic without ref

erence to the religious faith and worship of any. The

day, as a day of rest, is a legal holiday rather than a

holy day. Jews and Seventh-Day Baptists are not

then compelled, against conscience, to keep it as a

day of worship.‘

Laws setting aside Sunday as a day of rest are up

held not from any right of the government to legislate

for the promotion of religious observances, but from

its rightto protect all persons from the physical and

moral debasement which comes from uninterrupted

labor. Such laws have always been deemed benefi

cent and merciful laws, especially to the poor and de~

pendent, to the laborers in our factories and work

shops and in the heated rooms of our cities; and their

validity has been sustained by the highest courts of the

States.‘

 

1 Intoxicating Liquor Cases, 25 Kan. 761

Brewer, J .

' hicGatr-lck v. Wason, 4 Ohio St. 571 (1855), Thurman,

C. J.; Bloom 1). Richards, 2 id. 887-400 (1E\'>-'3), case;

' Doyle 1:. Lynn, &c. R. Co., 118 liiass. 197 (18T5)~

cases, Gray, 0. J .

4 Exp. Burke, 59 Cal. 6, 18-20 (1881), cases, Morrison.

C. J.; Erp. Koser,60 id. 1880882); Commonwealth I

Starr, 144 Mass. 861 (1887).

' Soon Hing v. Crowley, 118 U. S. 710 (1885), Field. J.

See also, generally, Shover 1:. State, 10 Ark. 26

(1850). Johnson. C. J.; Commonwealth v. Nesbit. 84 Pa

(1881),
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“ Besides the notorious indecency and scandal of

permitting any secular business to be publicly trans

acted on that day in a country professing Christianity,

and the corruption of morals which usually follows its

profsnation, the keeping one day in the seven holy, as

s time of relaxation and refreshmenths well as for

public worship, is of admirable service to the state,

considered merely as acivil institution. It humanizes,

by the help of conversation and society, the manners

of the lower classes, which would otherwise degener

ste into a sordid ferocity and savage selfishness of

spirit; it enables the industrious workman to pursue

his occupation in the ensuing week with health and

cheerfulness; it imprints on the minds of the people

that sense of their duty to God so necessary to make

them good citizens, but which yet would be worn out

and defaced by an unremitted continuance of labour,

without any stated times of recalling them to the wor

ship of their Maker." 1

At common law, a contract made on Sunday was

valid. Legal invalidation must therefore arise from

some statute in force at the place where the contract

is made.’

A contract made on Sunday is not void unless com

pleted on that day. Therefore, merely signing the

paper containing the terms does not vitiate the con

tract. Until the paper is delivered, the parties have a

locus p¢nitent£m.'

Making a will is not such secular employment as is

forbidden.‘

Subscriptions made on that day for the support of

public worship are binding. What work is “ of neces

sity or charity"’ is a question of law and statutory con

struction. Mere inconvenience of time and opportu

nity cannot be a test.‘ .

The publication of notice of a sheriff's sale in a Sun

day newspaper is void.‘

 

((5 (1859); Lindenmuller 0. People, 83 Barb. 568-75

(N. Y., 1861); Sparhawk v. Union Passenger R. Co., 54

Pa. 483 (1867); More v. Clymer, 12 Mo. Ap. 14-19 (1882);

Richmond v. Moore, 107 Ill. 488-40 (1888); Common

wealth 0. Dexter, 148 Mass. 28 (1886); Parker v. State,

16 Les, 476 (1886); 28 Am. Law Reg. 2TB—8~i (1880), cases:

84 id. 725-29 (1886), cases; 18 South. Law Rev.M

(1880), cases; 21 Am. Law Rev. 583—60(1887), cases; 26

Cent. Law J. 103 (1888), cases.

' 4 Bl. Com. 63.

' More v. Clymer, 12 Mo. Ap. 14 (1882); Richmond v.

Moore, 107 111. 482 (1888), cases; Kinney v. McDermott,

55 Iowa, 674 (1881): 20 Am. Law Reg. 740-42 (1881),

cases.

IGibbs, &c. Manuf. Co. v. Brucker, 111 U. 8. 601-8

(1884), cases, Woods, J.; Von Haven 1:. Irish, 8 Mo

Crary, 443 (1882); Evansville u. Morris, 87 Ind. 274

(1882), cases; Beitenman‘s Appeal, 55 Pa. 185 (1867),

cases; Swann v. Swnnn. 21 F. R. 299, 80S(1S$i), cases.

Contra, Richmond 1;. Moore, 10? I1]. 429 (1883); More 0.

Clymer, 12 Mo. Ap. 11 (1882); 24 Am. Law Reg. 889-07

1885), cases.

' Beitenmsn‘s Appeal, 55 Pa. 184 (1867).

' Allen v. Dufi1e,43 Mich. 1, 7 (1880), cases, Cooley, J.;

Dale u. Knepp, 98 Pa. 389, 893 (1881). Contra, Catiett

v. Moth. Epis. Church, 62 Ind. 865 (1878).

' Shaw v. Williams, 87 ind. 168 (1882).

Crying newspapers was held disorderly oomiufl;l

and selling newspapers is “ business." '

Running passenger trains is a work of neca-ity.'

Shaving customers is not a work of necessity.

charity.‘

Wnts in civil actions cannot be served.‘

Ladlng~ unlading, and sailing vessels are works of

necessity.‘

A person may be driven to a church in his private

conveyance!

In Pennsylvania ice cream may not be sold on that

day; ' nor cigars.I

See further Cnsarrv; Cnnisrismrv; Hounsr; La

son, 1; Ni-.cr.ssi-rv, Works of; RELIGION.

SUNDRY. See DIVERS.

SUO. See SUI.

SUPER. L. Above, over; upon. Com

pare SUPRA; SUB.

Super altum mare. Upon the high sea.

Super visurn corporis. Upon view of

the body. See Coaosna.

SUPERIOR.lo 1, adj.

than another person or thing; opposed to

inferior, q. v.

A statute which treats of persons or things of an

inferior rank cannot by general words be extended to

those of a superior rank." See Gnusmu 6.

Higher in authority than another, yet not the high

- eat: as, a court intermediate between an inferior court

or courts and a higher court or courts or the court of

last resort, and the jurisdiction of which may extend

over a city, a county, several counties as one district,

or over a State. See further Comvr.

2, n. One who controls the actions of

another; a principal, as distinguished from

his agent. See Rasrosnsas, Respondent.

SUPERSEDE. 1. To suspend, stay,

supplant. Said of a proceediug which arrests

 

' Commonwealth v. Teamann, 1 Phila. 177 (1858).

' Commonwealth v. Osgood, 144 Mass. 862 (1887).

' Commonwealth v. Louisville, &c. R. Co. 80 Ky. 291

(1882). Contra, Sparhavvk 1;. Union Passenger R. Co.,

51 Pa. 401 (1867): Act of 1794.

l Phillips 0. Innes, 4 Clark & F. 284 (H. L, 1&7);

Commonwealth v. Dextra, 148 Mass. 28 (1886).

‘ Kinney o. Emery, 87 N. J. E. 841 (1888), cases in

note; 9Pac. R. 798. cases.

' Philadelphia, &:c. R. Co. v. Steam Towboat Co., 28

How. 219 (1869).

'Commonwealth v. Nesbit, 81 Pa. 898 (1859). As to

injuries received when violating the law, see 21 Cent

Law_J. 525129 (1885), cases.

' Commonwealth v. Burry, 5 Pa. Co. Ct R. 481 (1888).

Contra, Commonwealth v. Bosch, 15 W. N. C. 816 (Pa.,

1884).

' Baker 0. Commonwealth. 5 Pa. 00. Ct B. 10 (1888).

See generally other decisions, 2 Alb. Law J. I1-M

(1870), cases; 8 id. 161-02 (1878), cases.

" L. mperior, higher.

" 1 Bl. Com. 88.

Higher in rank ‘

(63)
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the operation of another proceeding. See

STAY; Sorsnssnsas.

2. To be superseded, in military law, is to

have one person put in the place which, by

the ordinary course of military promotion,

belongs to another.l

SUPERSEDEAS. L. That you stay

or suspend. The emphatic word of a writ

(anciently in Latin) commanding a stay of

proceedings in a designated case. It is now

oftenest applied to a proceeding which oper

ates as a writ of supersedeaa; as, a perfected

appeal, writ of error, or writ of certiorari.

Merely an auxiliary process designated to

supersede the enforcement of the judgment

of the court below brought up by writ of

error for review.I

In the code of Kentucky. defined to be "a written

order signed by the clerk. commanding the appeliee

and all others to stay proceedings on the judgment or

order.“ It is a remedy for the unsuccessful litigant

who complains of errors committed to his prejudice

by the court below. It stops all proceedings on the

judgment until the appeal is disposed of.’

an appeal allowed and security taken operate as

a mpersedeas. In the absence of fraud. the power oi‘

the lower court is exhausted; all control is transferred

to the higher court.‘ ~

It is a statutory remedy. obtained only by strict

compliance with all required conditions.‘

No execution shall issue upon a judgment. where a

writ of error may be a supersedeas. until the expira

tion of ten days after the judgment.‘

See arrasn. 2; CKRTIORARI; Ennoa. 2 (3), Writ of.

SUPEBSTITIOUS. See USE. 3.

SUPERVISOR. An overseer; a sur

veyor.

An oificer whose duty it is to take care of

public roads.

One of a board of persons intrusted with

the fiscal afiairs of a county.

0! elections: a person commissioned by a judge of

the United States circuit court in a city of over twenty

thousand inhabitants. or in any Congressional district,

toattend at the registration of voters for Congres

men, and so supervise the registry as to insure the do

tection of improper removals or additions of names.’

 

‘Exp. Ball. 1 Pick. '262 (1828).

1 Williams v. Brufly. 102 U. B. 249 (1880). Fiel(L J.

‘Smith v. Western Union Tel. 00., Ky. 271 (1885).

' Draper v. Davis. 102U. S. 371 (1880). cases; Hovey v.

McDonald. 109 id. 159 (1888).

‘Sage u. Central R. Co.. 93 U. B. 417 (1876). cases; 100

td. 160; 9 Bened. 209.

' R. S. 51007; 109 U. 8.159-61.

' See fully R B. 55 2011-81; Exp. Siebold. 100 U. B. 371

(1879); E11. Clarke. it. 899 (1879); 84 Appointment of

Supervisors. 9 F. B. 14 (1881).

SUPPLEMENTAL. Added to a thing

to complete it; supplying a defect in some

thing that precedes: as, a supplemental aili

davit, bill, answer, complaint, petition,

each of which adds to or supplies matter

either not previously known or omitted as

non-essential, without taking the place of

the original paper or proceeding. See AN

swss, 3; BiLL, IV; DEFENSE, 2. Ailidavit oi

" Supplementary“ and “supplet/arr" are alst

used, as. of an oath to books of original evidence, and

of comparison of handwriting. at common law. See

Oars. Suppletory.

As to supplemental legislation. see Trrns. 2. Of act.

SUPPLICAVIT. L. He has besought.

A writ in chancery in the nature of a process

at common law to find sureties of the peace,

upon articles filed for that purpose.

Very rarely used. as the common-law remedy is

generally adequate; sometimes resorted to by a wife

against her husband.l

SUPPORT. l.

uance. q. U.

G. sent D. a letter saying “ Please let S. and family

have whatever they may want for their support’. and I

will pay you." Held. that D. could not recover for

services and medicines furnished by a physician; that

“support " is generally used to mean articles for sun

tenance, and that G. did not intend the word to mean

necessaries.‘ See Nsonssaan-.s.1; liiaans; Wm.

2. The right in an owner to rely upon the

support afiorded his land by the ground ad

joining, in its natural state. Spoken of as

“lateral.” when the support is thought of as

contiguous or adjacent, rather than as sub

jacent.

The right to support for land in its natural condi

tion is ex jure naiurm. not dependent on grant and

not acqulrable by prescription. The right to support

for artificial burdens is an easement acquirable only

by grant. express or implied. The right may be im

plied from circumstances. as. where houses. needing

the support of each other. are built by the same owner.

and one is conveyed without stipulation to the con.

trary. But such implied right is confined to the status

quo at the time of grant. and extends not to increase

the burdens upon the soil.‘

Subject to any express grant. reservation. covenant.

or inconsistent right gained by prescription. it is well

established that when the surface of land belongs to

one person and the subjacent earth and mineralsto

another, the latter is burdened with a natural servi

tude io support the former. and also that the owner of

land is entitled to the performance of a similar servi

tude of lateral support by adjacent land; but these

easements only extend to the land in its natural and

Sustenance; mainte

 

l2 Story. Eq. 55 1476-77; 4 Bl. Corn. 253.

' Grant 1). Dabney. 19 Kan. 889 (1877). Horton, C. J.

' Tunstall v. Christian, K) Va. H (1885). can-.
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unincnrnbered state, and not with the additional

weight of buildings upon it. To maintain an action

for a nuisance aflectlng such an easement, some ap

preciable damage must be shown.l _

Every land-owner has a right to have his land pre

served unbroken. An adjacent owner excavating on

his land is subject to the restriction that he must not

remove the earth so near his neighbor's land that his

soil will crumble under its own weight and fall. But

this right to lateral support extends only to soil in its

natural condition. It does not protect whatever is

placed upon the soil increasing the downward and

lateral pressure. If it did, it would be in the power

of a lotowner, by erecting heavy buildings. to greatly

abridge the right of his neighbor to use his lot.I

See EABEIIENT; Urass, Sic, etc.

Supports. Of a bridge: the abutments,

piers, and treaties on which the string-pieces

rest from beneath.

The cross-pieces, under the string-pieces. and to

which they are bolted, are not supports.‘

SUPPOSE. "To suppose" and “ to be

iieve” mean substantially the same-to

think. to receive as true.

As, when a plaintiif compromises what he honestly

“ supposes " is a good cause of action.‘

SUPPRESS. To prevent; never, there

fore, to license or sanction.‘ See SUPPBESSIO;

PBOHIBITION, 2.

SUPPRESSIO. L. Conceaiing, misrep

resenting; literaily, pressing down or under,

holding back. Opposed, suggestio, intima

tion. .

Suppressio veri, suggestio falsi.

Concealment of the truth is (equivalent to)'

statement of what is false: suppression of

fact, which should be disclosed, is the same

in eiiect as willful misrepresentation.‘ See

further Dscmr; Fawn; Rsrssssnranos, 1.

SUPRA. L. Above, over; formerly.

Alone, and in ut supra and vide supra, re

fers to matter, of text or citation, preceding

in the same book or work, and usually upon

 

I Moak, Underh. Torts, 419, cases.

‘Northern Transportation Co. v. Chicago, 99 U. S.

645 (1878). cases, Strong, J. See also Gilmore v. Dris

coll, 1% Mass. 201-9 (1877), cases, Gray, C. J.; Keating

v. Cincinnati, 88 Ohio St. 148-49 (1882), cases; Carlin v.

Chappel, 101 Pa. 850-68 (1882), cases; 8 Kent, 435; 1 Am.

Law Rev. 1-22 (1866), cases; 27 Am. Law Reg. 569-89

(1879), cases; 24 Cent. Law J. 270 (1887), cases.

- ' Abbott v. Town of Wolcott, 88 Vt. 672 (1866).

‘ See Parker v. Ensiow, 102 ill. 277 (1882).

' See Schwuchow v. Chicago, 68 Ill. 448 (1878); Town

.4 Nevada 1:. Hutchins, 59 Iowa, 508 (1882).

‘See Fleming 0. Slocum, 18 Johns, '41! (1820); 17

Mb. Law J. 501-4 (1878), cases; 1 Story, Eq. 5 101;

Bishop, Eq. Q 213.

the same page; in this book, upon the same

column. Compare ANTE. Opposed, infra

Supra protest. Over protest. See PRO

msr, 2.

Supra riparian. Upper riparian. See

RIPARIAN.

iEiUIi?RE1ldIE.l Superior to all others; of

the last resort; highest: as, the supreme

Magistrate, the supreme court, the supreme

power of a State, the supreme law of the

land. Opposed to inferior, subordinate, su

perior, qq. v. See Comrr; Law; Maura

mm.

SUB. F. On, upon; over, beyond. L

super, supra.

Sur judgment: upon a 1udgruent;sur mortgage:

upon a mortgage; debt sur bond: debt upon a sealed

instrument. Observe words following, beginning in

cur

ive or unlawful charge.

Surcharge and falsify. In the language

of the common law " surcharge " imports an

overcharge in quantity, price, or value be

yond what is just, correct, and reasonable.

In this sense it is nearly equivalent to " fal

sify;" for every item which is not truly

charged as it should be, is false; and, by es

tablishing such overcharge, it is falsified.

But in the sense in which used in courts of

equity, the words are contrasted with each

other.I

A surcharge is appropriately applied to the balance

of the whole account; and supposes credits to be

omitted, which oughtto be allowed. A falsification

applies to some item in the debits; and supposes

that the item is wholly false, or in some part errone

ous. “ If any of the parties can show an omission [in

a stated account] for which credit ought to be taken,

that is a surcharge; or if anything is inserted that isa

wrong charge, he is at liberty to show it, and that is

falsification. But that must be by proof on his side." I

SURETY.‘ A person who engages to be

answerable for the debt, default, or miscar

riage of another. The engagement consti

tutes a contract of suretg/ship.‘

A person who, being liable to pay a debt

or perform an obligation, is entitled, if it is

enforced against him, to be indemnified by

 

I L. mpremm, uppermost.

'1 Story, Eq. 5 525, quoting Lord Hardwicke in Pit v.

Cholmondeley, 2 Ves. 565-66 (1864). See also Perkins 1

Hart, 11 Wheat. 256 (1826).

‘F. mreté: L. w-, apart from, free of; euro, anx

iety.

‘ See Evans v. Keeland, 9 Ala. 46 (1816).

SURCHARG-E. Overcharge; an excess- i
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some other person who ought himself to

have made or performed before the former

was compelled to do so.1

The relation is fixed by the arrangement and

equities between the debtors or obligors, and may be

unknown to the creditor.I

Co-surety. Persons are co-sureties, so as

to give the right of contribution, when they

are bound for the performance by the same

principal of the same duty.2

A contract of " suretyship" is a direct liability to

the creditor for the act to be performed by the

debtor; a “guaranty " is a liability only for his abil

ity to perform this act. A surety assumes to perform

the contract if the principal should not; a guarantor

undertakes that his principal can perform — that he is

able to perform. The undertaking in suretyship is

immediate and direct that the act shall be done; if not

done, the surety becomes at once responsible. in a

case of guaranty, non-ability, that is, insolvency,

must first be shown.‘

A “ surety “ is usually bound with his principal, by

the same instrument, executed at the same time and

on the same consideration. He is an original prom

isor, and a debtor from the beginning, and held to

know every default of his principal. He may be sued

with the principal. The contract of a "guarantor"

is his own separate undertaking, in which the princi

pal does not join. The original contract of the prin

cipal is not his contract, and he is not bound to take

notice of its non-performance. He is often discharged

by indulgence to the principal, and usually is not lla

ble unless notified of his default. At the same time,

each stands responsible for the debt, default, or mis

carriage of the other; each is a favorite in law, and

not bound beybnd the strict terms of the engagement.‘

The liability of a surety is not to be extended, by

implication, beyond the terms of his contract. To the

extent, and in the manner, and under the circum

stances, pointed out in his obligation, he is bound, and

no farther. It is not sufflclent that he may sustain no

injury by a change in the contract, or that it may

even be for his benefit. He has a right to stand upon

the very terms of his contract; and if he does not as

sent to any variation of it, and a variation is made, it

lsfatal. The courts scan contracts of suretles with

considerable strictncss.'

When a change is made without his assent, he is

not bound by the contract in its original form, for

that has ceased to exist. He is not bound by the con

tract in its altered form, for to that he never assented.‘

 

I Smith v. Shelden, 85 Mich. 48 (1876), Cooley, C. J.;

Wendlandt v. Sohr, 37 Minn. 163 (1887).

' Young 1;. Shunk. 80 Minn. 1505 (1883), Gililllan, 0. J.

I Reigart 1:. White, 5'1 Pa. 44008116), Agnew, J.

' Marklaad Mining & Manuf. Co. v. Kimmel, 87 Ind.

566-69 (1882), cases. Zollars, J . See also Barns 1:. Bar

row, 61 N. Y. 42-46 (1874), cases; Klngsbury v. West

fall, ii). 380 (1875); Hammel 1:. Beardsley, 81 1liinn.815

1938).

' Miller 1:. Stewart, 9 Wheat. 703 (1824), cases, Story, J.

' Room I. United States, 9 Wall. 21 (1869); Slllli-11 it.

He is a " favored debtor." His rights are zealously

guarded both at law and in equity. The slightest

fraud on the part of the creditor, touching the con

tract. annuls it. Any alteration after it is made,

though beneficial to the surety, has the same effect.

His coritract, exactly as made, is the measure of his

liability; and, if the case against him be not cleitrly

within it, he is entitled to go acquit. But there is a

duty incumbent on him. He must not rest supine,

close his eyes and fail to seek important information

within his reach. if he does this, and a loss occurs,

he cannot, in the absence of fraud by the creditor, set

up as a defense facts then first learned which he

ought to have known and considered before entering

into the contract.‘

When it is said that the contract is to be construed

strictly, the meaning is that the obligation is not to be

extended to any other subject. or person, or period

of time than is expressed or necessarily included in

it This rule applies only to the contract itself, not to

matters collateral and incidental or arising in execu

tion of it, which are governed by the rules that apply

to like circumstances. whatever the relation of the

parties.I

In the case of an absolute guaranty by a surety of

payment of a debt, no duty rests upon the creditor in

the first instance to take steps against the debtor, and

a request to proceed, and damage resulting to the

surety from a failure to proceed, must be shown by

the surety, to establish a defense. But in the case of

an undertaking of such a nature that proceedings

must be taken against the debtor before the obliga

tion of the surety to pay arises, proof of a request to

proceed is not necessary, the law in such case imply‘

ing the condition precedent that due diligence will be

used in proceeding against the principal.‘

Where a law provides that a surety may require his

creditor, by written notice, to commence action against

the principal, the notice must be unconditional -to

commence forthwith; a notice that the surety “wishes"

the creditor to collect the claim or have it arranged,

the surety not desiring to remain liable, is not suffi

cient.‘

A surety who pays the debt for which he is bound

isnot only entitled to all the rights of the creditor

against the principal for the whole amount, but

against the other sureties for their proportional part.‘
 

United States, 2 Wall. 233415 (1864), cases; Read 1:.

Bowman, ii). 608 (1661), cases; State v. Churchill, 48

Ark. 442 (1886), cases; 20 Cent. Law J. 1%-& (18%),

cases.

I liiagee c. Manhattan Life Ins. 00., #2 U. S. 08 (1875).

cases, Swayne, J .

' Warner 11. Connecticut lliut. Life Ins. Co., 109 U. S

868 (1888), Matthews, J.; Burge, Suretyship, 1 Am. ed. 40.

' Toles v. Adee, 91 N. Y. 673 (1883), Rapallo, J.

4 lileriden Silver Plate 00. v. Flory, 44 Ohio St 485

(1886); Baker 1:. Kellogg, 29 id. 665 (1876): Ohio Rev. it

5 5838.

' United States v. Ryder, 110 U. S. 733 (1881); Hemp

ton v. Phipps, 108 id. 263-66 (1883), cases; Shneffer r.

Clendenin, 100_ Pa. 567 (1882); Stevens 1:. Tucker, B'l1nd.

122 (1882). cases: 1 Harv. Law Rev. 326-87 (1887), casas;

9 Va. Law J. 1-7 (1885), cases.
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The rule of law is that where one surety has paid

the debt, he can recover from a co-surety, at law, an

aliquot part of the debt, regard being had to the num

ber, but not to the solvency, of the suretles. If any

cosurety is insolvent, a larger proportion may be re

covered in equity.1

When a surety has contracted with reference to the

conduct of a party in a proceeding in court, in the ab

sence of fraud or collusion, he is concluded by the

iudzmenfl

If the surety holds indemnity from the principal,

the creditor may have the debt satisfied out of it; if

the indemnity is a.gainst_a contingent iinbility, the

creditor cannot be substituted until the liability be

comes absolute, that is, until the claim is reduced to

judgment.‘

If the purpose for which the contract is made is

illegal, the surely cannot be held. Thus, a bond to re

lease property from an unlawful attachment creates

no liability.‘

Surety company. An association of

persons, usually incorporated, which makes

a business of acting as surety for persons oc

cupying positions of trust, for a compensa

tion which varies with the amount of the

bond or security required. Such companies

are sometimes also called “ guaranty com

panies.”

See ALTERATION, 2; APPEAL, B; Assarrr; Co:rrnmu

‘non; DISCUSSION; Gnaasrrrv, 2; Ixnonsauanr; Jomr

up Ssvamn; Lusru-rr, Contingent; Paws, 1; Rs

COGNIZANCE; Srawrus; Sunaoosnon.

SURFACE. May refer to the existing or

artificial and not to the original or natural

surface.

As, in a statute which makes a lot-owner liable for

damages done by excavating more than a certain

number of feet below the surface of the adjoining lot.‘

See Lass; Mmaaan; Surrowr, 2.

Surfacing. In a contract for constructing a rail

road, was held not to include the work of filling in be

tween the ties, nor of raising the road-bed.‘

Surface-water. Ceases to be such after it has

entered the space between the banks of a water

 

course.’ See Aqua, Currit; Psacours; Warns

ooussa.

IGriflln 1:. Kelleher, 182 Mass. 88 (1832), cases; 1

story. B15496.

' Blaiden 11. Mercer, 44 Ohio St. 843-46 (1886), cases.

' Macklin v. North. Bank Kentucky, 88 Ky. 319 (1885).

' Pacific Nat. Bank v. Mixter, 121 U. S. 729 (1888).

Wife as surety for husband, see 20 Cent. Law J. 206

(1885), cases. Sureties on omcial bonds, 28 id. 124

(1886), cases. Bond signed conditionally, 37 Alb. Law

J. 188-93, 208-12 (1884), cases. Judgment against prin

cipal as evidence against suréty, 86 id. 401-8 (1887),

cases. Recovering penalty and interest, 87 id. 108-11

(1888), cases. Limitation of actions for deficits, on

U. B. oilicers‘ bonds, Act 8 Aug. 1888: 25 St. L. 887.

' Burkhardt u. Hanley, 23 Ohio St. 559 (1873).

‘Snell u. Cottingharn, 72 Ill. 167 (1874).

' Jones 0. Hannovan, 56 Mo. 466-67 (1874). See Weis

SURGERY. See Pnrswuu.

Surgical instruments. See Bsooson.

SURMISE. Formerly, as a verb, to sug

gest; as a substantive, a statement or alle

gation intended to induce judicial action.

When a defendant pleaded a local custom, he had

to "surmise," that is, to suggest, that the custom be

certified by the mouth of the recorder; without which

the issue was tried as any other issue of fact.I

SURNAME. See NAME, 1.

SURPLUS.’ Excess; residue.

Of an insurance company: the fund it has

in excess of its capital stock after paying

the debts.!

“ Surplus earnings ” of a company:_the

amount owned by it over and above its capital

and actual liabilities.‘

As used in a will, may have a meaning diiferent

from “ overplus " or that which shall happen to be left

over.‘

Where a contractor was to flll a trench and haul

away the surplus, it was held that the surplus belonged

to him.‘

SUIRIPLUSAG-E.2 1. Surplus matter;

overplus; residue; also, a balance over. See

Mom: on Less; Rnsmus.

2. Matter, in any instrument, foreign to the

purpose; whatever is extraneous, imperti

nent, superfluous, or unnecessary.

Whatever may be stricken from the record without

destroying the plaintifl's right of action; as, in a suit

for a breach of warranty, that goods were not such as

the defendant warranted them— “and that he knew

this.“ Yet it is not every immaterial or unnecessary

allegation that is surplusage; for if the party, in stat

ing his title, should state it with unnecessary particu

larity, he must prove itas alleged. Regard must be

had to the nature of the averment itself, and its con

nection with the substance of the charge, rather than

its grammatical collocation or structure.’

Surplusagium non nocet. L. Surplus

age does not vitiate. Mere surplusage may

be rejected.

The statement of what the law implies is surplus

age. and avails nothing. Such is the phrase “ value

received," on the face of bills 'snd notes; and the

 

v. City of Madison, 75 Ind. 2-11 (1881), cases; M‘Clure I.

City of Red Wing, 28 Minn. 192 (1881), cases.

IVin. Abr. 246 (P); 1 Burr. 251.

' F. surplus.‘ L. super, above; plus, more.

I [State 1:. Parker, 84 N. J. L. 482 (1871). Van Syckel,

Judge.

* [People v. Commissioners, 76 N. Y. 74 (1879), Church,

Chief Justice.

‘Page 0. Leapingweil, 18 Ves. Jr. '4“ (1812).

' White Lot Sewer, 16 Op. Att.-Gen. 878 (1879).

’ 1 Greenl. Ev. Q 51, cases; United States v. Bur-nnam_

1 MM 67 (1816).
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words "and the survivor of them,“ in a lease to per

sons for their joint lives.

In an indictment, any allegation, not descriptive of

the identity of the oflensc, which can be omitted with

out aflecting the charge and without detriment to the

complaint, may be treated as surphisage, and need not

be proved.I

See Dsscnnrnos; Ixnitrrnsirr; Rsnusnsscr.

SURPRISE. 1. In equity is nota tech

nical term. Johnson's common definition

explains it: the act of taking unawares; the

state of being taken unawares; sudden con

fusion or perplexity. When equity relievw

for surprise it is on the ground that the party

has been taken unawares, has acted, without

due ‘deliberation, under confused and sudden

impressions. Loosely used, the word may

presume or import “fraud;” in accurate

usage it refers to something done which, as

being unexpected, misleads or confuses on

the sudden, and thus operates as a fraud.’

Compare MISTAKE.

2. In statutes providing for amendments

of pleadings at trial, and the granting of

new trials: such variance between the alle

gations and the proofs as misleads the oppo

site party in maintaining his action or de

fense on the merits. It constitutes a material

variance which the party is not prepared to

meet and could not expect.‘

One remedy for a surprise is a motion for a new

trial.‘

The surprise for whicha court will set aside pro

ceedings, fair and regular on their face. which have

resulted in vesting rights to realty in a purchaser,

must be a legal surprise, without fault in the person

alleging it.‘

It must be absolutely impossible for the adverse

party to be taken by surprise by an amendment which

does not touch the merits or substance of a cause.‘

A modification, not a change, in the cause of

action, is allo\vcd—any alteration, indeed, which

does not affect the identity of the transaction’ See

Au.aos-r1o.v.

SURREBUTTER. See Rsaurrsn.

SURREJOINDER. See Jomnnn.

SURRENDER. To give up, make

over, deliver; also, such act itself. See DE

uvaar; Wsrvsa.

1 Commonwealth v. Bowel], 146 Mass. IN (1888); ib.

146, 286. 881.

I [1 Story, Eq. 5 1%, note, cases; ib. i 251.]

I Nash v. Towns, 5 Wall. 698 (1866). cases, Clifford, J.

'Mu.lhall v. Keenan, 18 Wall. 818, 350 (1873).

'Hendrickson v. Iiinckley. 17 How. 416 (1854); Con

I-al Paclilc R. Co. v. Creed, 70 Cal. 501 (1886).

' Franklin v. Mnckey, 10 S. Q R '118(18‘27).

' Farmers’, &c. Bank 0. Israel, 6 S. & W. '296 (1823).

 

To relinquish or give up, unless the meaning is ex

tended by construction; as, in a statute providing

that attached goods should be surrendered upun de

livery of a hond.I

Surrenderee.

has been made.

makes a surrender. .

Surrender by bail. For a person who

has become another’s bail or surety to give

him over again into the custody of the ofiicer

who made the arrest or of the sheriif, mar

shal, or jailor. See BAIL, 2. .

Surrender of a criminal. For the ex

ecutive of a State to give up an alieged fugi

tive from justice to the authorities of the

State from which he fled. See EXTRADITION.

Surrender of an estate. A yielding

up of an estate for life or years to him that

has the immediate reversion or remainder,

wherein the particular estate may merge or

drown, by mutual agreement.’

A “surrender“ is the falling ofa less estate into a

greater; in a "release “ (q. u.) the greater estate do

scends upon the less. The surrenderor must be in

possession, and the surrenderee must have a higher

estate into which the estate surrendered may merge.

Hence, a tenant for life cannot surrender to him that

is in remainder for years.I

Surrender of a lease. A yielding up, by a

tenant, of his estate, to the landlord, so that

the leasehold interest becomes extinct by

mutual agreement.

May be by express words. or by operation of law

where the parties have done some act which implies

that they both agreed to consider the surrender M

made.‘ See Qurr.

Surrender of a preference. For a

creditor of a bankrupt to turn over to the

assignee whatever property or security he

may have received in preference to other

creditors, in order to share in a dividend.‘

SURROGATEJ 1. One who is substi

tuted or appointed in the place of another.

Formerly, a person selected by the bishop to issue,

in his stead, licenses to marry. He presided in the

He to whom a surrender

Surrenderor. He who

 

' Clark v. \‘_Vilson, 14 B. I. 18 (1882).

' Coke, Litt. 887 b.

' 2 Bl. Com. 326. See also 4 Kent, 1015; 26 Minn. 1811,

821; 80 N. Y. 462; 12 Johns. 861; 5 Pa. 424; 18 Gratt

159; 8 Wis. '1-58.

' Beall 0. White, 9-1 U: S. 889 (1870), cases, Clfiord, J.;

Bpooner v. Spooner, 26 Minn. 186 (1879), cases; Smith

v. Pendergast, Hz. 821 (1879), cases; Martin 2;. Stearns, 59

Iowa, 8-17 (1879), cases. _

' See Re Richter‘s Estate, 1 Dill. 552 (1870).

' L. rurrogatus, elected in p‘lace of another: rubro

gore.
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bishop's diocesan court. As representative of the

ordinary, he granted letters of administration.

Whence

2. A judicial officer, corresponding to the

ordinary or to a judge of an orphans’ court

or court of probate,‘ qq. v.

SURROUIVDIIVGS. See RES, Gestw.

SURVEY.I A view or examination,

usually professional or oificial, with reference

to the boundaries, features, etc., of land, the

condition and value of a building, the sea

worthiness of a vessel, or the quality, condi

tion, or value of merchandise.

\Vhence surveyor of land, of highways, of

customs or of the port, of vessels; and sur

veyor-general of public lands.

Survey Of buildings. In insurance

law, a plan and description of the existing

state, condition, and mode of use of property.

" Plan " and “ description " may be synony

mous.'

includes the application. containing the questions

propounded and the answers thereto.‘

Survey Of land. The actual measure

ment of land, ascertaining the contents by

running the lines and angles, and fixing the

corners and boundaries.5

In civil engineering, does not necessarily mean a

map or profile; but the terms are sometimes convert

ible.'

Chamber survey. A survey not made

upon the ground.

Where a return of an otflcial survey is made and

accepted, a prima facie presumption arises that the

survey was made upon the ground, but for twenty-one

years after the return such presumption may be re

butted by proof that it was but a chamber survey.‘

Junior survey and senior survey are used

in the ordinary sense of younger or later

and older or earlier survey, respectively.

In Pennsylvania, unless a survey is returned to the

land-otflce within a reasonable time,-_ seven years, as

ilxed by the courts,-— it is regarded as abandoned.‘

In that State, also. original marks and living monu

ments are the highest pro'oi‘ of a location; calls for

ndjoining surveys are next in importance. Both these

being wanting, corners and distances returned to the

____#_____—_—_—_

1 See 2 Bl. Com. 503; 2 Kent, 420; 2 Steph. Com. 247.

' F. our, over; velr (voir), to see.

' Denny v. Conway Ins. Co., 18 Gray, 407 (1850), Bigo

low, J.

' May 1:. Buckeye Ins. Co., 25 Wis. 807 (1870).

I [Winter 0. United States, 1 Hemp. 882 (1:45), John

son. J. _

' Attorney-General 1:. Stevens, 1 N. J. E. 895 (1831).

' Packer v. Schrader Mining, kc. 00., W Pa. 888

(1881); 1 Whart. Ev. §§ 668-70.

' Paxton v. Griswold, 122 U. B. 441 (1887), cases.

land—o1i‘lce govern. Surveys constituting a block are

treated as one survey; and its lines ‘and corners, be

longing to every suh-tract as much as to any particu

lar one, fixes the location of the whole block. When

a survey can be determined by its own marks upon the

ground or by its own calls, it cannot be controlled by

the lines of an adjoining junior survey; but when

marks have disappeared from the senior survey, so

that a line is rendered uncertain, original and well

established marks found upon a later adjoinintz sur

vey, made by the same surveyor about the same time,

are admissible to aid the jury in settling the location

of the senior survey. After twenty-one years from the

return 01.’ a survey the presumption is that the warrant

was located as returned to the land-ofllce: but this

may be rebutted by proof of the existence of marked

lines and monuments, and of other facts showing that

the actual location was different from the oflicial

courses and distances.1

See Boxmmmr; TAKE, 8.

Survey of a. vessel. A public docu

ment which aifords the means of ascertain

ing the condition of the ship and the other

property at hazard.2

SU.'iR.V1'i/‘E.3 To live beyond an event or

person. -

1. A right of action is said to “survive,"

rather than to abate, upon the death of :1

person, when his representative may insti

tute or continue the action; as, for breach of

a contract or for injury to property.‘

A right of action survives against one's represents

tives where by means of the oflense property is ac

qulred which benefited the decedent.‘ See further

Amos, 2, Personal.

2. To live beyond another related person.

To remain in life after the death of another.‘

The persons may be partners, executors. adminis

trators, trustees. Whence surviving partner, exec

utor, etc., or simply the survivor.

“ Surviving." “ survivor,“ or “survivors," is often

used, in wills. in the broad sense of all “ others." rather

than as referring to members of a particular class

alone, which is its ordinary and perhaps strict sense.‘

See Exscuron; Psarssn.

Survivorship. When two or more per

sons are seized of a joint estate of inheritance

for their own lives, or for the life of another,

or are jointly possessed of a chattel interest,

the entire tenancy, upon the death of any of

 

IClement v. Packer, 125 U. S. 827, 832, 836 (1888),

cases.

' [Potter 11. Ocean Ins. Co., 8 Sumn. 48 (1837), Story, J.

I F. survivre, to outlive: L. super-vivera.

‘See Jenkins 0. French, 58 N. H. 588 (1879).

'United States 0. Daniel, 6 How. 18 (1848); W A.-.

Law Rev. 49-78 (1886), cases.

I Hawley v. Northampton, 8 Mass. '81 (1811).

' Scott 1). West, 68 Wis. 598-84 (1885), cm
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them, survives to the survivor, and at length

to the last survivor.1

Also called jus accrescendi, because, upon

the death of one joint-tenant, the right ac

cumulates and increases to the survivor.2

Generally abolished, and preference given to ten

ancy in common, unless otherwise directed in devises.

and except as to mortgages, trust estates, and, per

haps, as to devises and conveyances to husband and

wile.I See Tnsurr.

Where two or more persons, entitled to inherit from

one another, perish together in the same shipwreck,

battle, or conflagratlon, or otherwise, the English

common law requires the matter of successive sur~

vivorship to be proved by facts. The French civil

code and the civil code of Louisiana deduce rules

from the probabilities resulting from age, sex. and

strength.‘

There is no presumption of survivorship in the case

of persons who perish by a common disaster. One

who claims through a survivorship must prove the

mrvlvorship!

See Accenuurros; Corsscnnmr; Esrrrnrrr; Tas

Am‘, Joint~tenanta.

SUS. PER COLL. An abbreviation of

the Latin suspendaturper collum, let him be

banged by the neck.

These words were formerly written on the criminal

calendar, opposite the name of A person convicted of

A capital felony, and constituted the sherifl's warrant

for executing him.‘

SU'SP].h'NSIO1‘1'.'I Temporary stopping

or interdiction of the exercise of some power,

proceeding, right, or law.

As, the suspension of, and to suspend,—a right of

entry upon, and the pro-emption of, public lands, the

running of the statute of limitations, the privilege of

the writ of habcas corpus (q. -v.). rendering a decision

or pronouncing a sentence, execution of a judgment

or sentence. or from ofliice.‘

Bee Aaassr, 1; Rnmnvn; Sssrxscs; Srsr; VA

OAXCY.

SUSPICION. "The act of suspecting,

or the state of being suspected; imagina

tion of something ill; distrust, mistrust;

doubt."

1. “ Suspicious" is frequently applied to

 

I 2 Bl. Com. 183-84; 4 Kent, 860.

'2 Bl. Com. 183.

' See l Washb. R P. 408, note; 4 Kent, 86l-62.

'1 Greenl. Ev. 5!)‘ 29430, cases; 2Whart. Ev. §§ i280—S2,

cases; 30 Alb. Law J. 45-46 (1884). cases; 14 Cent. Law

J. 867-71 (1882), cases,— Irish Law T.

' Newell v. Nichols. 75 N. Y. 86-90 (1878), cases,

Church, C. J.; Russell u. Hallett, E Kan. 278 (1880),

cases; Johnson v. Merithew, 80 Me. — (1888), cases.

I 4 Bl. Com. M; 44 L. T. 865.

' L. suspenders, to hang up.

' See Richards v. Burden, 59 Iowa, 756 (1882).

'IoCal.ia v. State. 66 Ga. 848 (1881), Spear, J.

an act, thing, or occurrence which, from its

nature or from some circumstance attend

ing it, may well put a man of ordinary cau

tion upon his guard against deception.

Mere suspicion that there may be something wrong

with a piece oi’ negotiable paper will not defeat recov

ery by a purchaser. He loses protection against an in

flrrnity only when he is guilty oi’ bad faith, or buys

with actual notice of the defect.I See Buses; Ixno

cssr.

A man may have grounds of suspicion that his

debtor is in failing circumstances and yet have no

cause for a well-founded “beliet“ of the fact. To

make mere suspicion a ground of nullity would ren

der business transactions too insecure. “ A reasonable

cause to believe " a debtor insolvent is a diflerent mat

ter.’

2. “Suspicious ” is also applied to cases

in which a party fails or omits to produce

evidence within his exclusive possession,

and which, being introduced, would have

changed the result, presumably against his

interest.

~3. The words are likewise applied to the

case of a person who is believed to have com

mitted a crime, or whose actions fairly indi

cate an intention to commit crime.

Suspicious character. A person sus

pected of intending to commit, in the present

or near future, some act of criminal mis

behavior.

The grounds for the suspicion appearing reasonable

to is committing magistrate, such person maybe re

quired to find security for keeping the peace, and {or

good behavior.I

A justice of the peace may issue a warant to appre

hend a person suspected of felony, though the sus

picion originates with the person who prays the

warrant; because the justice is competent to judge of

the probability of the suspicion.‘

Where a high crime has been committed, very

stringent proof is not required that there was ground

for a reasonable belief that a suspected party nus

guilty. Peace ofllcers may arrest upon suspicion of

felony. A high otflcer. as, the sherifl, may arrest a

person merely suspected of a capital oifense. Yet

suspicion is not belief: probable cause for suspicion

by a prudent and reasonable man that a person com

mitted a high crime may not be sufiicient to induce

him to believe the person guilty.l

 

|Fox 1:. Bank of Kansas City. 30 Kan. 446 (1888;

cases, Brewer, J.; Swift v. Smith, 102 U. S. 444 (1850).

cases, Strong, J .

' Grant 1:. First Nat. Bank of Monmouth. W U. S 81

(1377).

' 4 Bl. Corn. 252.

‘ 4 Bl. Com. 290.

' McCarthy 1:. DeA.rmit, 99 Pa. 70 (1831), mm

liIcCarthy, as mayor of Pittsburgh. Pa., at the time of
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In an action for malicious prosecution it is enough

if the circumstances produced an honest and strong

suspicion of guilt; a “conviction “ would imply a

higher degree of proof than the law requires.I

Circumstances which merely cast upon one sus

picion of guilt will not support a conviction by being

coupled with the confession of an alleged accom

plies.’

Bee Aaam 2; Gauss, 2, Probable; NIGHT-WALKER.

SUUM; SUUS. See SUI.

SWAMP. Within the meaning of the

act of Congress of September 28, 1850, grant

ing swamp and overflowed lands to the

States, such lands as, by periodical overflow

at seasons of sowing and harvesting, are ren

dered unfit for cultivation of the staple crops.‘

Bee MEADOW.

SWEAR. 1. To take an oath before an

ofiicer employed to administer oaths. Com

pare Jcaans. See OATH; AFFIDAVIT.

The certificate of a magistrate that a complaint

was “taken and sworn“ before him is suflicient in

form; so are the words ‘f sworn before me.“ '

An allegation that the defendant did “ depose and

swear “ to the truth of an answer, does not show that

he was “sworn “ to the truth. One may “ swear "

who is not “sworn; " and in that case the oath is self

imposed.‘

False swearing. Swearing to a state

ment with knowledge of its falsity, as, by an

assured.‘

A verified false assertion which deceives,

or is fitted and likely to deceive, the one to

whom it is made]

The words "she has sworn falsely “ do not of them

selves import perjury. To render them actionable it

must be averred that they were spoken with reference

to a judicial oath, and were meant to charge perjury.‘

It is sufficient to charge that the accused willfully

and knowingly swore, deposed, or gave in evidence

that which was false, in a matter judicially pending,

‘or on a subject in which he could be legally sworn, or

 

the railroad riots there July 21-22, 1577, caused Do

Armlt's arrest, without a warrant, on suspicion that

he was the person who had “avenged " the death of a

brother by shooting two militiamen.

‘Keep v. Grlggs, L2 Bradw. 516-17 (1882); Harpham

0. Whitney. '77 Ill. 88 (1875).

1 McCalia v. State, 66 Ga. 846 (1881).

‘Thompson v. Thornton. 50 Cal. 144 (1875). See the

decisions under the act of 1850 reviewed and explained

at length, United States v. Louisiana, 12? U. 8. 182-01

(1888); Merrill v. Tobin, 80 F. R. 788 (1887).

‘Commonwealth v. Bennett, 7 Allen, 538 (1863).

‘United States 1;. McConaughy, 88 F. R. 168 (1887),

Dandy, J .

' Franklin Ins. Co. v. CulverI 6 Ind. 189 (1855).

' ltiaher v. Hibernian Ins. Co., 67 N. Y. 292 (1876),

Iolger, J .

‘Berger 1;. Berger, 18 Pa. 492 (1852), Black, 0. J.

in which he was required to be sworn. Proper allega

tions of the falsity of the matter are as necessary as

in an indictment for perjury. The indictment should

be direct and certain as to the falsity of the oath,

which, in both cases, must be knowingly and willfully

made.‘ SeeFoaswssa; PERJCRY; Tana.

2. To use such profane language as the

law forbids.

Profane swearing is generally punished by statutes

See Bmsrasuv; Pnonsrrv.

SWEDEN TABLES. See TABLE, 4.

SWEEPHVG. Comprehending many

particulars in one act or action: as, a sweep

ing objection, exception, or denial.

Sweeping clause. The last (eighteenth) para

graph of section 8, Art. I, of the Constitution, confer

ring power upon Congress “ To make all Laws which

shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Ex

ecution “ the powers vested in the general govern

ment. See further Nsonssanv.

SWELL. To augment, increase the

amount of: as, that a circumstance in a case

of wrong-doing will, or will not, swell the

damages recoverable.

SWIFT. Said of a witness who is over

ready to answer, betraying, possibly, par

tiality for the side by which he is called; a

zealous or over-zealous witness. See EXAM

INATION, 9.

SWINDLE. Does not, with any degree

of certainty, import the commission of an

indictable offense. The word was imported

into England from Germany, and implies no

more than to “ cheat,” 1 q. 0.

in Minnesota, whoever by any device, sleight of

hand, or other means, by use of cards or instruments

of like character, obtains from another any money or

other property, shall be guilty of the crime oi

“ swindling.“ '

The Penal Code of Texas defines ltas the acquisi

tion of movable property, money, or a writing secur

ing a valuable right by means of some false or deceit

ful pretense or device, or fraudulent representation,

with intent to appropriate the same to the use of the

party so acquiring, or of destroying or impairing the

right of the party justly entitled to the same. ‘

In a State where the term does not necessarily im

port a crime, not actionable per ls.‘

 

‘ Commonwealth 0. Still, 88 Ky. 27'! (1885).

' Stevenson 1:. Hayden, 2 Mass. '-1:08 (1807), Sedgwick,

Judge.

‘State 1:. Gray, 29 Min. 142 (1882): Gen. St. 1878,

c. 99, 5 15. '

4 Blum v. State, 20 Tex. Ap. 591 (1886): Code, art. 7510.

‘Chase v. Whitlock, 8 Hill, 140-11 (1342), cases; Pol

lock v. Hastings, 88 Ind. 248 (1882). See also Herr v.

Bamberg, 10 How. Pr. 180 (1854); Odiorne v. Bacon, 0

Cush. 185 (1850).
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SWHVE. See CATTLE; HOG.

SWITCH. See RAILROAD. ‘

SWORN. See S\VF.AR

SY'.|1|I|llA_l3US.1 An abstract; a head-note.

The brief statement of the point or points de

cided, prefixed to the printed report of a case.

Being prepared by the reporter. it is not an authori

tative part of the report. See Rnroar, 1 (2).

English plural, cyllabuses; Latin plural, ryllabi.

SYMBOL. In the law of trademarks,

see TRADE-MARK.

Symbolio delivery. Delivering one

thing in evidence of the transfer of some

other more important thing: as, of a bill of

lading in place of the merchandise. See DE

LIVERY, 1; Lanmo, Bill of; SALE, Bill of.

SYNDIC.2 F. The assignee of an in

solvent; also, a director, or the managing

director, of a community —company or cor

poration. ‘

In Louisiana. all the property rights of an insolvent

who makes a cession, pass to the syndic.'

SYNDICATE. Persons united for the

purposes of an enterprise too large for su<> .

cessful management by a single individual;

also a number of persons who buy all of an

issue of stock or bonds, in order, by advanc

ing the market value, to make a profit to

themselves as members of the company.‘

See Svmnc.

SYNG-RAPE.‘ An instrument under the

hand and seal of all the parties; an indenture,

in the original meaning of that term.‘

SYNOD. See Carmen.

T.

T. 1. As an abbreviation, usually stands

for tempore, term, terminer, Territory, title,

trial, Trinity.

'2. As a brand or mark of infamy, com

monly meant " thief.“

Anciently, a person convicted of a felony, not mur

der, and admitted to clergy, was branded with a T on

the brawn oi the thumb.’

I Gk. 8}/l'l(1b03, taken together- as a whole; a thing

made concise; a brief.

’ Gk. syn'dicor, an assistant to a judge or court.

' Arnold u. Danzlger, 80 F. R. 809 (i8e'7), cases; 82 id.

1; La. Civ. Code, art. 429.

' See Appeal oi.‘ Whelen, l08 Pa. 162, 195 (1884).

‘ Gk. syn-grriphein, to write together. Compare

Elonomuvn.

' See 1.’ Bl. Com. ‘Z96.

' Wharton. Law Dick

In Colonial times, was branded or imprinted with

indelible ink upon the cheek of a person convicted oi

, theft.

A law enacted in Pennsylvania in 1698 provided, as

part of the punishment for stealing goods worth five

shillings, that the culprit be ordered, upon penalty 0!

banishment, to wear. when away from his own prem

ises, for six months, upon the outside oi’ the left

sleeve between the shoulder and the elbow, a badge

of his “ thieving " in the shape of a Roman “ T.“ four

inches long by one bread, of a color unlike that oi’

rected.l

TABLE. 1. In the sense of billiard-table,

gaming-table, etc., see GAME, 2.

2. In the sense oi‘ a condensed statement

or a view of items or details, for ready ref

erence, is used of genealogical tables, inter

est tables, tables of descent, of weights,

measures, etc. See TIME-TABLE.

Table of cases. A statement of the de

cided cases reported or cited in a law-book,

\ arranged in alphabetical order by their re

spective titles, with reference to the page or

pages where found in the book, and, perhaps

also, in the original volume; the whole being

printed at the beginning or at the close of the

. book.

8. In the sense of a law or chapter of a

i statute, see TWELVE TABLES.

4. Statistics concerning the longevity of

‘ large numbers of individuals have been ar

ranged in “tables,” from which the prob

able duration of the life of a particular

person may be estimated, from any year

in life.

These tables are chiefly used for determin

ing the present worth of annuities, dower

interests, ~reversions, and policies of insur

ance.

Life and annuity tables are framed upon the basis

of the average duration oi’ the lives of a great number

of persons. They have never been held to be absolute

guides.‘

The Northampton Tabla were prepared, by a Dr.

Price, from hills of mortality kept in the parish of

All Saints, atown in the north of England, between

1785 and 1780.

The Carlisle Tables were framed for the town of

Carlisle, also in the north of England, from observa

tions macle upon a population of 8000 persons, during

i'fi‘9 and 1780.

 

\

1 Laws of Prov. of Penn., Linn, ‘275; 1 Bioren‘s Laws,

8 (1700).

' Vicksburg & Meridian R. Co. v. Putnam, "S U. 8

556, 564 (1886), cases, Gray, J..- an action for damages

1 for personal injuries; 67 Wis. 87.

 

the garment,— red, blue, or yellow, as the court 0- V
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The Equitable Tabla were made by the Equitable

Insurance Company of London, from data collected

by the company in the transaction of its business.

The Sweden Tables are based upon returns collected

between 1755 and 1776, corrected by returns made be

tween 1775 and 1805, from the population of the whole

of Sweden and Finland.

Finla iron‘: Tables were constructed, about 1825, by

John Finlaison, actuary of the National Debt Oilice of

England. from observations upon 25,000 liie annuities

of the English government, from about 1795 to 1825.

McKean'a Tables, first issued in 1837, were prepared

by Alexander McKenn. actuary, of London.

Wiggl¢8i00rth'l Tabla were framed by a Dr. Wig

glesworth, from observations made in New England.

Bla nd‘s Tables were arranged by Chancellor Bland,

of Maryland, from various other tables.I

TABULA. L. A plank or board.

Tabula in naufragio. A plank in a ship

wreck: a thing saved out of a general loss.

In English law, the right in a third mortgagee, who

did not know of the existence of asecond mortgage, to

acquire the first mortgage, and, by tacking his own

to that, to secure satisfaction of both incurnbrances

before the second received anything.‘ See Tscsmo.

TACIT. Silent; not expressed, but un

derstood; implied from acts: as, tacit con

sent, or acknowledgment. See SILENCE.

TACKING. In English law, the equi

table doctrine of uniting securities given at

diiferent times, to prevent an intermediate

purchaser from redeeming or discharging a

prior lien without discharging the liens sub

sequent to his title.‘

Suppose, for example, that there are three mort

gages of diiferent dates. The mortgagee first in time

holds the legal title,’ the others are simply equitable

incumbrnncers. If, now, the third mortgagee buys the

first mortgage, so as to become the owner of the legal

title, he has a right to tack his two mortgages together,

and receive the whole amountdue upon both, prior to

the second mortgagee. But this is allowed, when at

all, only where the third mortgagee had no notice of

the second mortgage at the time he took his mortgage.

The right has existed in favor of those who have ad

vanced money on the credit of land. The doctrine

does not exist in the United States. A rule appnrently

analogous is found in cases where a mortgage is given

to secure future advances and the mortgagee is al

lowed to recover sums subsequently advanced, as

against a means mortgagee.‘

 

- See Williams‘ Case. 8 Bland, Ch. R. 277-85 (1828);

Scribner, Dower, 668-76, App. A. p. 811. As to Bland‘s

Table. see 8 Bland, Ch. R. 1237-38; as to Wlgglesworth‘s,

see Memoirs Am. Acad. Arts. & Sc., Vol. 2, p. 131; 10

Mass. 815.

‘see 1 Story, Eq. 54;‘ 414-15, cases; Boone v. Chiles,

19 Pet '2i1(1886); 15 Wall. 475.

I [1 Story, Eq. 5 412.

‘ Bee Blspham. Eq. 55 158-69.

The reasoning in support of the docrine has been

that where the equity is equal the law shall prevail.

But this assumes the whole case. He who is prlor in

time is prior in right, and has the better equity.I

The doctrine is opposed to the policy and express

provisions of the recording acts of our States, which

direct that the rights of incumbrsncers shall be deter

mined by the records of their incumbrsnces.'

'1‘A3.IL.3 Fee-tail, as descriptive of an es

tate in lands, was borrowed from the feu

dists, among whom it signified any mutilated

or truncated inheritance from which the

heirs general were “ cut ofi'.”‘

Entail. 1, v. To restrict an inheritance

to a class of issue or descendants. Opposed.

disentailz to bar an estate in tail.

2, n. An estate in tail; an estate-tail.

The words formerly employed in creating the estate

were " heirs (male or female) of the body “ of a par

ticulnr person: but other expressions, such as “ issue

forever," and “posterlty." have been held to be of

not less extensive import. Where the estate is not

recognized, language which, formerly, would have

created it will be construed to create a fee—slmple.'

Entailments are generally abolished in the United

States; where retained, they may be barred, as, by I

deed from the tenant. Our law favors free alienation,

q. o. In England the law has been so modified as to

remove the more serious inconveniences that attended

such estates.‘ See further Fax, 1.

TAINT. See Arrsmonn.

TAKE. VVith its inflections, has its pop

ular, a quasi or a wholly technical sense.

1. In the sense of being entitled to, pro

curing, acquiring, obtaining, receiving, no

cepting, reserving, is of frequent use.

As in the expressions: take a note; take by dc

scent, by purchase, by devise, by will; take up a lease,

or claim; take out a copyright, a patent, a caveat;

take possession; take an oath; take words in their

popular sense; take eifect; take a rule, a nonsuit, an

exception, a bill pro confesso, a verdict, a judgment,

an appeal, a writ of error.

That it will “take“ all one's property to pay his

debts means it will require all.’

In a statute providing than an estate by curtesy

should not “be liable to be taken“ for the debts of

the husband, “ taken “ was held to mean tuken in in

Minna.‘

 

I 1 Story, Eq. $418. .

' See at length Marsh 1:. Lee, 1 Lead. Cns. Eq. '611

%, cases; 1 W. At '1‘. ib. cases; 2 Porn. Eq. $76!;

10 Conn. 251; 29 id. 32-1; 1 Johns. Ch. 899; l D111. 15';

11S.&R.228;80Pa.87B;18 Vt.809.

' F. faille, a cutting.

‘ 2 Bl. Corn. 112.

'Brann v. Elzey, 88 Ky. 442-48 (1885).

'1 Washb. R. P. 912-111; 4 Kent, 18-Bl

' King v. Kent, 29 Ala. 555 (1857).

' Briggs v. Titus, 18 R. I. 188 (1880).
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Power in a bank to " take " realty in payment of

debts includes power to sell the same again.1

Reserving interest as discount is the same as taking

interest. But where there is a penalty, actual receipt

is necessary.I

Taker. The “ first taker " under a will is

presumed to have been a favorite of the de

ceased.a See DEVISE, Executory.

2. To take up a bill or note is to pay the

amount thereof, and receive the paper back;

to retire the bill or note by paying it or sub

stituting other paper for it. See RENEWAL;

Rsrms.

3. To avail one’s self of the provisions of a

law; to take such action in court as will se

cure one’s self the benefits of a particular

law: as, to take the bankrupt or insolvent law.

4. To apply for and secure; to procure: as,

to “take out " a license, letters of adminis

tration or letters testamentary, a policy of

insurance, a writ of any kind. See GRANT, 4.

An appeal from a decree of a circuit court is not

" taken " until it is some way presented to the court

which made the decree, so as to put an end to its ju

risdiction over the cause.‘

5. The technical word in a precept order

ing an arrest. See ARREST, 2; CAPERE.

6. The technical word charging felonious

appropriation in ernbezzlement; in larceny

the words are " take and carry away.”

“Tako" and “steal "are not necouarily synony

mous.'

The taking is actual when the seizing and

carrying away is without pretense of an

existing contract; and constructive, when,

under such pretense, possession, with intent

to convert, is obtained. See CARRY, 1; El

BEZZLEMENT; LABCENY; ROBBERY.

7. A mere attempt to seduce is not a tak

ing within a statute against abduction: there

must be some positive act to get the person

away.‘

But a taking for purposes of prostitution need not

be by force; it may be by improper solicitations or in

ducements.’

8. To appropriate to a public use, against

the will of the owner: as, to take private

property.

' Jackson 0. Brown, 5 Wend. 594 (1830).

I Bank of United States v. Owens, 2 Pet. ‘B88 (1829).

' Grim‘s Appeal; 89 Pa. 334 (1879).

¢ Credit Co. v. Arkansas Central R. Co., 128 U. S. 261

(1888); R. 8.5103.

' Stone 1:. Stevens, 12 Conn. '2‘29 (1837).

0 People v. Parshall, 6 Park. Or. 132 (1864).

' People v. Marshall. 59 Cal. 888 (1881).

The constitutions of all of the States pro

vide, in substance, as follows: "Nor shall

any person . . be deprived of . . prop

erty, without due process of law; nor shall

private property be taken for public

use, without just compensation."I In this

connection “ taken” means, broadly,- oc

cupied, used, diminished in value, injured,

damaged, destroyed.

The courts of some States hold, or have

held, that the inhibition extends only to

cases of actual appropriation —direct, phys

ical seizure or dispossessicn; the courts of

other States, that cases of indirect, conseh

quential injury are also included. The later

constitutions generally include the latter

class of cases under such phrases as “prop

erty taken or damaged," damaged meaning

injuriously affected.‘-'

When a public use causes to property, no part of

which is taken, an injury of such a character that, it

it accrued when a portion of the property was taken,

it would form an element ot the dtllnagcs as to the

part not taken, there is such damage as entitles the

owner to compensation.I

Applied to the condemnation of land for railway

use, “taken “ means the exclusion of the owner from

use and possession and the actual assumption of ex

clusive possession by the corporation at the termina

tion and as the result of judicial proceedings.‘

Where the tracks of a street railway, which owned

an exclusive franchise for that mode of carriage,

were paralleled by the tracks of a cable tram-way,

the latter having obtained from owners of the soil the

right to occupy the streets, the property of the former

was held to be "dnn1age-d," and not " taken," within

the meaning of the constitution of Nebraska.‘

Under the Constitution of Illinois of 1570, in which

the words used are “taken or damaged," a recovery

may be had wherever private property has sustained

a substantial injury from the making and use of any

public improvement, whether the damage be direct,

as when caused by trespass or physical invasion, or

conseqiwntial, as in diminution at market value.‘

 

I U. 8. Constitution, Amd. V. See 1 Bl. Com. 139.

I Rigney v. Chicago, 102 Ill. 71, 75 (1882), cases; Mol

landin 1:. Union Pacific R. Co., 14 F. R 891 (1882);

Gottscholk v. Chicago, &c. R. Co., 14 Neb. 559 (1883);

Holiingsworth v. Parish of Tensas, 4 Woods, $00888)-,

Rochette v. Chicago, &c. R. Co., 82 Minn, 208-4 (1884),

cases; Pittsburgh Junction R. Co. 1:. McCutcheon, 18

W. N. C. (Pa., 1866); Sbarpless 0. Philadelphia, ‘Z1 Pa

166 (1858); Re Dorrance Street, 4 R I. 245 (1856).

lOmaha Horse Ry. Co. 1:. Cable Tram-Way Co., 8

F. R. 788 (1887); lliclllroy 1:. Kansas City, 21 id. 257 (1884).

' Woodrui! v. Catlin, 54 Conn. 297 (1886), Pardee, J,

I Omaha Horse Ry. Co. v. Cable Tram-Way Co., is

F. R. 727 (1887).

' Chicago v. Taylor. 125 U. S. 161, 168 (1888). Harlan, J.,
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The word "injured," in the constitution (art. XVI,

Q 8) of Pennsylvania of 1874, in the phrase “ property

taken, injured or destroyed " by corporations. etc.,

refers to such legal wrong done as would be the sub

ject of an action for damages at common law; to in

juries which, though consequential, are yet actual,

positive, and vblble. the natural and necessary result

of original construction or of enlargement, aid of such

certain character that compensation may be ascer

tained immediately, and be paid for or secured in ad

vance. Hence, in that State, a railroad company is

not liable for indirect injuries, the result of the opera

tion of its road in a lawful way, without negligence,

unskillfulness, or malice, upon its own property.I

Acts done in the proper exercise of governmental

powers, and not directly encroaching upon private

property, though their consequences may impair its

use, are universally held not to be a taking.‘ Thus,

the State may take a portion of a man's property by

way of taxation for support of the govemment.I

Destroying a building to prevent a contiagration is

not viewed as a taking.‘ Butstatutes make it this, in

some States. See Fms.

A lot abutting on a street may be “ damaged " by

 

citing many Illinois cases. and relying chiefly upon the

unanimous opinion in Chicago & Western lndiaha R

Co. v. ayres, 106 111. 518 (1888), and Rignsy v. Chicago,

10) id. 64 (18&2). Under the constitution of 1848, which

provided for compensation for property “ taken or ap

plied " to public use, it was held that recovery could

not be haclYor merely consequential damages, pro

vided the improvementhad the sanction of the legisla

turo,— 125 U. S. 164-65, cases. In the same Stat/e, dam

ages for an actual appropriation are payable in

advance; ‘an injury sustained in common with the

public at large is not a subject of claim-, and any spe

cial injury must be remedied by an action at law, as it

cannot be by an injunction,— Lorie v. North Chicago

City R. Co., 82 F. R. 270 (1887).

1 Piannsylvania R. Co. v. Marchaut. 119 Pa. 641,.’

(1588), one justice disenting. (Counsel for plaintifl

cite many English and American cases.) The rail

road company had invested a large sum on the south

side of Filbert street, Philadelphia, in purchasing prop

erty and in constructing a depot and elevated tracks.

The defendant owned a dwelling-house upon the north

side of the street, fifty-one feet from the railroad;

and claimed damages for loss of light, for the noise,

jarring, smoke, etc. The decision of the lower court,

which was in his favor, was reversed. Occupation of

the street itself, in front of his house, would have con

stituted the subject of a claim in the nature of special

damages. The words used in the constitution of 1838

were "taken or applied " in a public use, and it was

held that some portion of one's private property had

actually to be taken—an immunity not enjoyed by in

dividuals, and occasioning great hardships. See Mar

chant‘s case annotated, 27 Am. Law Reg. 891-400 (1888).

' Northern Transp. Co. v. Chicago, 99 U. S. 6-12 (1678),

cases: Eiinois constitution of 1848, as to which see

‘ mpm

I Mum! v. l1linois,94 U. S. 145 (1878).

'Surroco v. Geary, 3 Cal. 73 (1858).

laying tracks and running railroad cars through the

street.I

Where realty is actually invaded by superinduced

additions of water, earth, sand, or other material, or by

having any artificial structure placed on it, so as to

eflectually destroy or impair its usefulness, it is a tak

ing. That is, a serious interruption to the common

and necessary use of property may be equivalent to

taking it, as, by overflowing land with back-water.’

An entry upon land for a survey, preliminary to

locating a railroad, is not such a taking as entitles the

owner to compensation for the fee; but he may claim

for the temporary occupation.‘

The right to enter upon and use is complete as soon

as the property is actually appropriated under au

thority of law, but the title does not pass from the

owner until compensation is made.‘

Taking diflcrs froma sale, in that the transfer of

title may be compelled, and the amount of compen

sation be determined by a jury or oflicers appointed

for that purpose. A taking is an exchange of prop

erty for an equivalent.I

Only such estate is taken as is necessary to carry

out the purposes for which the land is used. This

estate is an easement; the fee remains in the original

Owner.‘

The object must be a public one.'

The particular use for which the land is first taken

cannot be departed from.‘ _

Bee further Btunos; CUNPENSATlON, 3; Doxans,

Eminent; Levsa; Puoraarv; RIPARIAX.

TALE. See DECLARATION, 2.

TALES. L. Plural of talis, such, of such

a kind: additional jurors.

If, from any cause, a suificient number of

uncxceptionable jurors do not appear at the

trial, or if a panel is exhausted by challenges

before a jury is obtained, either party, at

common law, may pray a tales, that is, more

of such men as were summoned upon the

first panel, to make up the deficiency.

Talesman. One of such additional ju

r0rs.9

 

' Frankie 1:. Jackson, 80 F. R. 898 (1887), cases.

' Pumpelly v. Green Bay Co., 13 Wall. 181, 179-80

(1871), cases, Miller, J.: Illinois constitution of 18-18; 28

Minn. 540.

' Bonaparte 1:. Camden, &c. R. Co., Baldw. 22.5 (1880);

Polly v. Saratoga, &c. R. Co., 9 Barb. 457 (1860).

i Kennedy 1:. Indianapolis, 103 U. S. 002 (1880).

' County of Mobile v. Kimball, 102 U. S. 703 (1880).

' Attorney-General 1:. Jamaica Pond Aqueduct Cor

poration, 183 Mass. 365 (1882), cases.

" Cole 1:. La Grange, 113 U. S. 6 (1885), cases; Varner

0). Martin, 21 W. Va. 551-62 (1883), cases. As to one

railroad condemning land for another, see 27 Cent

Law J . 207-12 (1888), cases.

' Oregon Ry. & Nav. Co. v. Oregon Real Estate Co.,

10 Oreg. M5 (1882), cases.

' [8 Bl. Com. 36-1-65; 4 id. 854; 0‘C0nnor 0. State, 0

Fla. 235 (1860).
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At nisi prim, by virtue of 85 Hen. V111 (1584), c. 6,

the judge is empowered to award a tale: de circum

dantibus, of by-stan<iers—persons present in court,

to bojoined to the other jurors to try the cause. They

are subject to the same challenges as the principal

jurors.I

By-standers may still be chosen, except in Cali

fornia. A jury so impaneled is regarded as a “jury

of the county " where the offense was committed.‘

Since a tales signifies a returning of as many men

as will make up the full complement of jurors, itis

not granted where there is a total default; only

where the number is deficient.‘

“ When, from challenges or otherwise, there is not

a petit jury to determine any civil or criminal cause.

the marshal or his deputy shall, by order of the court

in which such defect of jurors happens, return jury

men from the by-standers suillcient to complete the

panel.“ ‘

The act of June 80, 1879, c. 52, 5 2, prescribing the

mode for drawing jurors, does not repeal the foregoing

provision, nor aflect the power, when a panel has be

come exhausted, to call In talesmen.'

Ocio tales, eight such jurors, and decem tales, ten

such jurors, were the names, at common law, of bodies

of additional jurors, and of the writs by which they

were summoned.‘

'1‘AL'I‘A.RUlll[’S CASE.

De donie.

TAME. See Amman

TANNERY. See Common; NUiSANC‘E;

Poucn, 2.

TANNING. See ART, 1; Paocrss, 2.

TANTAN. See GAME, 2.

TARDE. See VENIRE, Tarde.

TARIFFJ Originally, a list or schedule

showing the price or charge aifixed to each

of a number of items. Latterly, a statute,

or a commercial convention, as well as a list

or schedule, exhibiting the kinds or the

names of articles of merchandise designed

for importation or exportation, upon which

duties or customs are to be paid for the use

of the general government. See CUSTOMB;

DUTY, 2.

See DONUM,

I [3 Bl. Com. 864-65.

' State U. Kemp. 31 Minn. 66 (1885).

‘Williams v. Commonwealth, 91 PL 500 (1579); 1

Chitt Cr. Law, 518.

‘R. B. 5 804; Act 24 Sept. 1789; Clawson 0. United

States, ii-1 U. 8. 487 (1883), cases.

' Lovejoy 0. United States, 128 U. S. 173 (1888); United

States 1:. Rose, 6 F. R. 136 (1881); Clawson v. United

States, 114 U. S. 487 (1885).

'3 Bl. Com. 864.

' F. iarifle, a casting of accounts. Sp. tar-ifa, a list

of prices, a book of ratea Arab. ia'r{f, giving infor

mation, notlilcation,— Bkeat. Or, Tarifa, a town in

Spain. at the entrance of the straits of Gibraltar,

where duties were col.lectbd,— see Webster.

TAUTOLOGY. See SURPLUSAGE.

TAVERN. At common law, a tavern

keeper is one‘who makes it his businessto

entertain travelers or passengers and provide

lodging and necessaries for them, their

horses and attendants. When licensed they

usually had the privilege of selling liquors,

but this depended wholly upon the provision

of law.1

“ Tavern." “ hotel," and " public house “ are synon

ymous in this country; and while they entertain the

traveling public. and receive compensation therefor,

they do not lose their character. though they may not

have the privilege of selling liquors. The distinction,

as respects inn-keepers and tavern-keepers, observed

in England, under the common law, does not exist

with us, and dlflerent names are applied to them,

though "hotel “ and “ house " are commonly used to

denote a higher order of public houses than the ordi

nary tavern or inn. As employed in a statute, the

word may refer to the whole class, comprehending all

houses that entertain the public for compensation.I

See further Ina

TAX.2 1, v. To assess, adjust, fix, deter

mine: as, to tax the items and the amount

of the costs in a case. Whence re-tax.

Costs are taxed, in the first instance, by the clerk

of the court; and provision is made, by statute or rule

oi.’ court, for appeal, after due notice to the adverse

party, to the judge or judges of the court itself. See

Cosrs.

2, n. A charge, a pecuniary burden, for

the support of government.‘

A charge or burden for which the state

may make requisition in a prescribed mode.‘

A tax is not a “debt.” that is, an obliga

tion for the payment of money founded upon

contract. It is an lmpost levied for the sup

port of the government, or for some special

purpose authorized by it. The consent of

the taxpayer is not necessary to its enforce

ment: it operates in invitum. The form of

 

l St. Louis 0. Siegrlst, 46 M0. 594 (1870), Wagner, J,

See also Curtis 0. State, 5 Ohio, 824 (1%2): Rafferty v.

New Brunswick Fire Ins. Co., 18 N. J. L. 484 (1842);

Bonner v. Welborn, 7 Ga. 808 (1849); People v. Jones,

54 Barb. S18 (1868); 8 Hill, 150; 2 Daly, 15; 8 Brewst.

844; 2 Kent, ‘bill’, note a.

1 F. tazer: L. taxare, to handle, appraise.

' United States 0. Baltimore & Ohio 8. Co., 17 WalL

3'36 (1572), Hunt, J.; Loan Association v. Topeka, N id.

664 (P74), cases; County of Mobile v. Kimball, 165

U. S. 708 (1880).

‘Tompkins 1:. Little Rock, &c. R. Co., 15 F. R ‘J

(1882), Caldwell, J. See also 5) Cal. 850; 34 id. 851; :7

Ind. 63; 34 La. An. 1050; 30 Minn. 857; 6 Neb. TI; 56

N.H.159; 4 N. Y. 424; 19 Pa. 260; 21 “.169; 89 £41.82;

93 id. 131; 46 Vt. 784.
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procedure to collect, as, an action of debt,

does not change its characi;er.1

Power to tax isvital to the functions of government:

it helps sustain the social compact and give it efflcacy;

it is intended to promote the general welfare; it

reaches the interests of every member of the com

munity. It may be restrained by contract in special

cases for the public good, where such contracts are

not forbidden. But the contract must be shown to

exist; there is no presumption in its favor; every rea

sonable doubt will be resolved against it. Where it

exists it is to be rigidly scrutinized, and never per

mitted to extend, in scope or duration, beyond what

the terms of the concession clearly require. It isin

derogation of public right, and narrows a trust created

for the good of all.‘

The power to tax is an incident to the exercise of

the legitimate functions of government No govern

ment dependent upon taxation can bargain away its

whole power of taxation; that would be a substantial

abdication.‘

The power rests upon necessity, and is unlimited.

except by constitutional prohibition. The amount is

coextensive with the wants of government. The

power is also applicable to all property and rights cre

ated or protected by law: it is correlative with pro

tactionfi

The power is the strongest, most pervading one of

government. " The power to tax is the power to de

stroy." ‘

There can be no lawful tax which is not laid for a

public purpose.‘

Levying a tax is a high act of sovereignty falling to

the legislative department, and to be performed upon

considerations of policy, necessity, and public wel

fare.‘

Security against the abuse of the taxing power is

found in the structure of the government itself. The

legislature acts upon its constituents; and responsi

bility to them constitutes a suflicient security against

erroneous and oppressive taxation.‘

The legislature may direct that the whole or a part

of the expense of a public improvement, like that of

laying out, grading or repairing a street, shall be paid

 

lhleriwether 0. Garrett, 102 U. 8. 513-15 (1880),

Field, J.; Lane County v. Oregon, 7 Wall. 80 (1868),

cases, Chase, C. J.

‘ Tucker 0. Ferguson, 22 Wall. 575 (1874), cases,

‘-lwayne, J.; Erie Ry. Co. 0. Pennsylvania, 21 id. 498

99 (187~i),cases; Farrington 0. Tennessee, 95 U. S. 5815

(1877), cases; Memphis Gas Co. v. Shelby County, 109

id. 400 (1883), cases; Vicksburgh, &c. R. Co. 1:. Dennis,

118 id. 668»4i9(188B). cases.

‘ Stone v. Mississippi, 101 U. S. 82) (1879), Waite, C. J.

‘ Pittsburgh, &o. R. Co. v. Commonwealth, 66 Pa. 73

(1870).

‘lii‘Culloch 1:. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 481 (1819), Mar

shall, 0. J.

LLoan Association v. Topeka, 5) Wall. 668-64 (1874).

' Meriwether 1;. Garrett, 102 U. 5. 515-18 (1880), cases.

llii‘Culloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 428 (1819), Man

shall, 0. J.; Spencer 1:. Merchant, 125 U. B. 855 (1888),

by the owners of the lands benefited; determination

of the territorial district which shall be taxed for the

improvement is within the province of its discretion.

If provision is made for notice to and hearing each

proprietor, at some stage of the proceedings, as to

what proportion of the tax his land shall hear. there

is no taking of his property without due process of

law.‘

A tax is not a lien unless made so by statute. Man

damus will compel a levy. Being levied by authority

of the legislature, it can be altered, postponed, orre

leased only at its pleasure. But a repeal of such au

thority is invalid when it impairs the obligation of a

contract, the tax being the inducement.‘

But a court of equity has no jurisdiction to appoint

a collector or receiver, by mandamus.‘

Because a levy is the exercise of legislative func

tion, and a court cannot make a new assessment if one

already made is erroneous, and because taxes should

be promptly paid,— neither illegality nor irregularity

in the proceedings, nor error nor excess in the value

tion, nor the hardship or injustice of the law, provided

it is constitutional, nor a grievance which can be rem

edied by a suit at law, will authorize an injunction

against collection. Moreover, before that all taxes

rightfully due must have been paid or tendered.‘ See

Rsvsm, p. 899, c. 2.

The system which most nearly attains perfect

equality and uniformity is the best, but none is com

plete.‘

Taxation by a uniform rule requires “ uniformity “

in the rate and in the mode of assessment. Uniformity

implies equality in the burden of taxation, and this

cannot exist without uniformity in both those essen

tials. The uniformity must be coextensive with the

territory to which it applies— State, county. city,

town, etc.; and be extended to all property subject,

so that all be taxed equally.‘

Where inequality is designed to discriminate against

any class of persons or any species of property, a

court of equity will give relief.' See UNIFORM.

An assessment of a tax is invalid, if, being laid

upon different kinds of property as a unit, it includes

property not legally assessable, the part assessed upon

 

‘ Spencer 1:. Merchant, 125 U. S. 855-56 (1888), cases:

s. o. 100 N. Y. 585, 587-89.

9 liieriwether u. Garrett, ante.

‘Thompson v. Allen County, 115 U. S. 550 (1885).

‘State Railroad Tax Cases, 92 U. 8. 613-17 (1875),

cases, Miller, J.; German Nat. Bank of Chicago 0.

Kimball, 108 id. 733435 (1880), cases.

‘ State Railroad Tax Cases, 92 U. B. 812 (1875).

‘ Exchange Bank 1:. Hines, 8 Ohio St 15 (1858); Cum

mings v. Merchants‘ Nat. Bank. 101 U. S. 158 (1879);

Worth v. Wilmington, &c. R. Co., 89 N. C. 296 (1888);

Morrison v. Manchester, 58 N. H. 549 (1879); Edes v.

Boardman, ib. 589 (1879).

" People v. Weaver. 1(1) U. S. 589 (1879); Pelt/on v.

Commercial Nat. Bank, 101 id. 143(1879); Cummings

v. Merchants‘ Nat. Bank. ib. 158 (1879); German Nat

Bank v. Kimball, 103 id. 785 (1880); Santa Clara Co. v.

Southern Pacific R Co., 18 F. B. 885 (1882): 8 Saw. M,

252, 2171.
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the latter property not being eparated from the other

M‘ /

Double taxation is never to be presumed. Justice

requires that the burdens of government, as far as

practicable, shall be laid equally on all. Hence, also,

presumably, all species of property are subject to

taxation.’

“ The Congress shall have Power To lay and collect

Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises, to pay the‘ Debts

and provide for the common Defence and general

Welfare of the United States; but all Duties, imposts

and Excises shall be uniform throughout the United

States." ' " Direct Taxes shall be apportioned among

the several States according to their respect

ive Numbers,“ as determined by the decennial census.‘

“ No Capitation, or other direct, Tax shall be laid, un

less in Proportion to the Census or Enumerat:lon."'

“ No Tax or Duty shall be laid on Articles exported

from any State." ' " No State shall, without the Con

scnt of the Congress, lay any imposts or Duties on

imports or Exports, except what may be absolutely

necessary for executing it‘s inspection Laws.“ ' “ No

State shall. without the Consent of Congress, lay any

Duty of Tonnage." '

Capitation tax. A poll tax; a tax im

posed upon each individual person without

regard to his property, business, or other cir

cumstances!

A tax upon the person simply, without

reference to his property, real or personal, or

to any business in which he may be engaged,

or to any employment which he may follow.10

See Direct Tam.

Direct tax; indirect tax. Attempts to

define “ direct tax,” as used in the Constitu

tion, have been unsatisfactory. For an un

derstanding of the meaning resort must be

had to the historical evidence. A review of

the acts of Congress shows that personalty,

contracts, occupations, and the like, have

never been regarded as proper subjects for

such tax. What was meant is, such a tax as

may be levied (1) by capitation, and (2) on

land and its appurtenances; or, perhaps, (3)

 

\ Santa Clara Co. 0. Southern Pacific R. Oo.,118 U. S.

610, 416 (1886), cases.

‘Tennessee 0. Whitworth, 117 U. S. 187 (1886); Re

Surgert, 119 Ill. 87 (1886).

' Constitution, Art. 1, sec. 8, cl. 1.

' Ibid. sec. 2, cl. 8.

'Ibid. sec. 9, cl. 4. "This was intended to prevent

Congress from enforcing a general emancipation by

the special taxation of slaves.“ 2 Bancroft, Coast. 164.

‘ Constitution, Art. i, sec. 9, cl. 5.

' Ibid. sec. 10, cl. 2.

'Ibid. sec. 10, cl. 8.

‘See Head-Money Oasee,18 1!‘. R189 (1888); 8 Dali.

171; bwheat. 817, ‘

" Gardner v. Hall, 61 N. C. 22 (1866); 1 Nov. 818.
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by valuation and assessment of personalty

upon general lists. These were the subjects

from which the Colonies had usually raised

their principal supplies.I

Taxes are usually " direct ” and “ indirect.”

Under the former are included taxes on real

property; under the latter, taxes on con

sumption.2 - "

Direct taxes are only capitation taxes, as expressed

in the Constitution, and taxes on real estate; not.,

therefore, a tax (1) upon pleasure carriages, nor (2)

upon receipts of insurance companies from premiums

and assessments, and additions to surplus or contin

gent funds, nor (8) upon notes of State banks paid out

by other banks, nor (4) a succession tax on malty, nor

(5) internal revenue assessments upon income and

profits.I

P011 tax. See Capitation Tax.

The power conferred upon Congress to lay and col

lect taxes extends to every object except exports, and

in such measure as that body may determine. Defini

tion of the particular words used. in the provisions

for exercising the power, was unimportant. And there

are no limitations upon the exercise of the power.

Directions as to the mode are, that a direct tax shall

be laid in proportion to the census, and that duties,

etc., must be uniform.1 g

The Constitution gave the power to tax, directly

and indirectly, to the National government, and, sub

Jecttothe one prohibition of any tax upon exports

and to the conditions of uniformity in respect to indi

Fact and of proportion in respect to direct taxes, the

power was given without express reservation. On the

other hand, no power to tax exports, or imports ex

cept for a single purpose and to an insignificant extent,

or to lay any duty on tonnage, was permitted to the

States. In respect, however, -to property, business,

and persons, within their respective limits, their power

remains entire. it is a concurrent power, and in the

case of a tax on the same subject by both govern

ments, the claim of the United States, as the supreme

authority, must be preferred. With this qualification

it is absolute. The extent, the subjects, and the mode

are equally within the discretion of the legislatures

That discretion is restrained only by the will of the

people, expressed in the constitutions or through elec

tions, and by the condition that the power is not to be

used so as to embarrass the operations of the National

government."

But the National government may not tax the

ngencies of the State governments; otherwise it might

destroy them by oppression.‘

 

'Veazie Bank v. Fenno, 8Wa.il. 541, 548, M4 (1869),

cases, Chase, C. J.

2 1 Story, Coast. 5950; 1 Kent, 254-68.

' Springer v. United States, 102 U. S. 002, em

(1880), cases, Swayns, J.

' Lane County 1:. Oregon, ?'Wall. 77 (1868), Chase,

0. J .

‘ United States v. Baltimore & Ohio R. Co., 17 Wall.

3-27 (1872).
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Outside of the Constitutional prohibitions the power

in a State extends to all objects within its sovereign

power, except as to the means and instruments of the

Federal government.l

The power, in a State, is necessarily limited to sub

jects within its jurisdiction. These are persons, prop

erty, and husiness,— whatever the form of taxation,

whether as duties, imports, excises, or licenses. - The

power may touch property in every shape: in its nat

ural condition, in its manufactured form, in its trans

mutations. It may touch business in any of its in

tinite forms - in professions, commerce, manufact

ures, transportation. The amount is determined by

the value, use, capacity, or productiveness. Unre

stmined constitutionally, the power of the State as to

the mode, form, and extent is unlimited, provided the

subject be within her jurisdiction.’

The property of a non-resident, not yet in course of

transportation to another State, may be taxed, even

though he is taxed in his own State for the value

thereof.‘

The actual situs of tangible personalty, not the

domicil of the owner, often determines the State in

which personalty may be taxed. The same is true of

public securities, and the circulating notes of banks.

But other personalty, as, private bonds, mortgages,

and debts generally, has no situs independent of the

domlcil of the owner. Debts are not the prop

erty of the debtor in any sense; therefore a nonresi

dent holder of the bonds of a corporation is not tax

able.‘

In corporations four elements of taxable value are

sometimes found: franchises, capital stock in the

hands of the corporation, corporate property, shares

of the capital stock in the hands of individuals.‘

A tax on the capital stock of a corporation is a tax

on its property and assets; and, the taxing power ofa

State being limited to the subjects within its jurisdic

tion, when an act declares that the capital stock of a

foreign corporation, doing business within the State,

shall be taxed, such tax will be limited, in intent, to

the property and assets within the State..

Liable to taxation are, further, the capital stock

and shares thereof of State banks; the franchises of a

corporation; accumulated earnings; profits and divi

dends; realty of a corporation necessary to its busi

ness; and, by the United States, banks and bankers,‘

on —their deposits, capital employed in business, cir

culation, notes of individuals or of State banks used

and paid out for circulation.‘

A State may tax its own securities as property in

 

1 State Tonnage Tax Cases, 12 Wall. 212 (1870); Trans

portation Co. v. Wheeling, 99 U. S. 276-85 (1878), cases;

18 F. R. 433-42, cases; 19 id. 872, 881-88, cases.

1 State Tax on Foreign-held Bonds, 15 Wall. 819

(1872), Field, J.; United States v. Erie R. Co., 9 Bened.

72-74 (1877), cases; 12 F. R. 5514>8, cases; 14 id. 85-88,

tilt-39, cases; 16 id. 201-6, cases.

' Coe u. Errol, 116 U. S. 524 (1896), cases,

‘ Tennessee u. Whitworth, 117 U. S. 137 (1886).

' Commonwealth v. Standard Oil Co., 101 Pa. 145

(1882), cases. ’

‘R. S. 55 678, 1015; Farrington 1:. Tennessee, 96 U. S.

81-88 (1877), cases

the hands of creditors, entitled to bear a proportion of

the public burdens.I It may also tax, in the hands of

her own citizens, the registered public debt of another

State, whether there taxed or exempt.’ But it may

not tax United States loans: that would restrict the

power of the United States to borrow money, and

might be used to defeat the Federal power alto

gether.'

“It seems to us almost absurd tocontend that a

power given to a person or corporation by the United

States may be subjected to taxation by a State. The

power conferred emanates from, and is a portion of,

the power of the Government that confers it. To tax

it is not only derogatory to the dignity, but subversive

of the powers of the Government, and repugnant to

its paramount sovereignty." '

The exemption, being founded in the implied neces

sity for the use of the instrumentalities of the Govern

ment, is limited by the principle that State legislation

which does not impair the usefulness to serve the

Government is valid. Hence a State may tax shares

of national bank stock, provided that thereby a dis

crimination is not created in favor of other moneyed

capital.‘

A legislature may make a difference between the

capital stock of a corporation in its own hands and

shares in the hands of individuals. The capital stock

of the national banks invested in United States se

curities is not taxable by the States, because those

securities are not taxable (R. S. 58701); but shares

in the hands of individuals may be taxed-they, by

the terms of the Banking Act, are put. for purposes

of State taxation, upon the same footing as other

moneyed capital (R. S. § 5219).‘

The main purpose of Congress in fixing limitsto

State taxation on investments in shares of national

banks was to render it impossible for a State, in

levying sucha tax, to create and foster an unequal

and unfriendly competition, by favoring institutions

or individuals carrying on a similar business, and

operations and investments of like character-.'

A lien for taxes does not stand upon the footing of

an ordinary incumbrance; and, unless otherwise pro

 

‘ Murray 1.1. Charleston, 90 U. S. 432 (1877); Hartman

v. Greenhow, 102 id. 638 (1880). _

' Bonaparte 0. Tax Court, 104 U. S. 592 (1881).

' Bank of Commerce 1:. New York City, 8 Black, M

(1862); Bank Tax Case, 2 Wall. 200 (1864).

‘California 1:. Pacific R. C0.,127 U. 8. 41,1 (1888),

Bradley, J. Actions to recover taxes assessed upon

the property and franchises of the Central, NOI‘th( rn,

Southern, and California Pacific Railroad Companies.

The assessments aggregated $50,000,000. Some of the

franchises had been conferred by Congress, and the

State Board of Equalization blended, in the assess

ments, all franchises indistinguishably.

' First Nat. Bank of Louisville v. Kentucky, 9 Wall.

858 (1860); Bank of New York v. Supervisors, Tid. 28

(1868); Boyer v. Boyer, 118 U. S. 689 (1885): R S. 5 5219;

Tennessee 1:. Whitworth, 11? id. 136 (1886), cases.

' Tennessee 1:. Whitworth, 117 U. 8. 185-86 (1886),

cases.

' Mercantile Bank v. New York, 191 U. S. 188 (IBU),

(64)
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Iided, is not displaced by a sale under a pre-existing

ludgment or decree. It attaches to the res without

regard to individual ownership, and, when enforced

by sale pursuant to the statute, the purchaser takes

an unlmpeachahle title.l

The right to redeem land sold for taxes iscom

monly reserved, and is favored by the polidy of the

law.I

immunity from taxation is a personal privilege, not

transferable except under express authority of the

legislature; and the exemption does not necessarily

attach to the property after it passes from the privi

leged owner.‘ '

Unless exempted in terms which amount to a con

tract not to tax, the property, privileges and fran

chises of a corporation are legitimate subjects.‘

Exemption of a corporation extends only to the prop

erty necessary for its business; otherwise, it could

extend its immunity, and escape the common burden

of government.‘

An exemption granted an individual is a franchise

which may be lost by acquiescence for a period of

years.‘

Property of the United States is exempt by the

Constitution from taxation by a State.’

The necessities of government, the nature of the

duties to be performed, and usage, have established a

procedure in regard to the levy and collection of taxes

which differs from proceedings in courts of justice,

but which is still “ due process of law." When levied

by a city, for a public purpose, by authority of law,

though some of the property assessed be farm lands,

within the city, the State does not deprive the owner

of his property without due process.‘

Where the taking of property is in the enforcement

of a tax, the proceeding is necessarily less formal than

in other cases, and whether notice is necessary may

depend on the character of the tax, and the manner in

which its amount is determinable.’

To sustain an action to recover illegal taxes paid,

it is necessary: that authority to levy be wholly

wanting; that the money was actually received

by the defendant; that payment was made under

compulsion, to prevent the immediate seizure of his

goods or the arrest of his person." The remedy

 

I Osterberg o. Union Trust Co., 93 U. S. 428 (1876).

' Barrett 1;. Holmes, 102 U. S. 657 (1850), cases.

‘Morgan 0:. Louisiana, 96 U. 8. 222-24 (1876), cases;

East Tennemee, &c. R. Co..v. County of Hamblen, 102

(d. 274 (1880); Wilson v. Gaines, 108 1'd.417(1S80); Mem

phis R Co. v. Commissioners, 112 id. 617 (1884), cases.

‘ North Missouri R. Co. v. lilaguire, 20 Wall. 61 (1878).

‘Bank of Commerce 0. Tennessee, 104 U. 8. 496-07

(1851), cssea

I Given v. Wright, 117 U. S. 648, 656 (1886).

' Van Brocklin 1:. Tennessee, 117 U. 8. 158-80 (1886),

eases.

' Kelly 1:. Pittsburgh, 104 U. 5. 7'8 (1881), Miller, J.

' Hagar v. Reclamation District, 111 U. S. M (1884);

38 F. It 449-60 (1886), cases.

10l0

 

l‘Dillon, Munlc. Corp. i 940; Lamborn v. Commis

IiOners, 97 U. S. 181 (1877); Union Pacific 13.. 00. e. Oom

miuioners, H id. 541 (1878).

TEAM

which a statute provides is exclusive.‘ See P»

mr, 1.

Compounds of tax are: tax-assessor, tax-certi/icate,

tax-deed, tax-fund, tax-levy, tax-lien, tarpayer, tax

receipt, tax-receiver, tax~sale, qq. v. Other common

words arc, taxable, nontaxable, taxables, qq. 11.

See Assass, 1; Cnsnrraa, 2; CIRCULATION; C0!

usacs; Conronanox; Dis'rmcr, 2; Don, 2; Escsrs, 2;

Famcmsa, 1; Iarr-ma; lurorrr; lurosr; LNOOII;

Levy, 8 (1); LIST, 2; hlsxnsnus; Parvuscoa, 1; Pao

mass, 1, Due; Rare, 2; Sana; Scaoon; Scam; Sacra

amrlz Srocx, 3 (2); Sums; Townes; Wonsmr.

TEACHER. He is not an “ oflicer” in

the ordinary sense: he is not usually elected

or appointed, but is employed -— contracted

with.’ See Psasns, In 1000; Pomsnnam,

Corporal; SCHOOL.

TEAM. Within the meaning of an ex

emption law, one or more horses, with their

harness and the vehicle to which they are

customarily attached for use.‘

The animals which a householder or the

' head of a family uses in the business of pro

viding for his family.‘

In a statute allowing damages for injury from the

condition of a highway, was held to include a horse

driven with other horses unharnessed.A

Referring to turning out on meeting in a highway,

may mean a vehicle, with animals drawing it, and

used for loads instead of persons.‘

A statute making araiiroad company liable in dam

ages for injuring “_live-stock running at large " at a

place where it should have fenced its track, was held

to hiclude a runaway “ team,“ that is, two or more

horses, oxen or other beasm, harnessed together to

the same vehicle for driving.’

Team work. In a statute exempting

from execution two horses kept and used for

team work, means work done by a team as a

substantial part of a man’s businessJ3

Toamster. One who drives a team; also,

one who habitually drives a team, or is en

gaged in the business of teaming as a means

of earning a livelihood.9 See CARRIER, Com

mon; ROAD, 1, Law of.

 

I Snyder 0. Marks. 109 U. S. 189, 108 (1883), case‘. 59¢

generally 18 F. R. 445-65 (1883), cases.

' Seymour v. Over-River School District, 58 Conn. 600

(1835). On rights as between teacher and pupil, see

25 Cent. Law J. 389 (1387), cases.

' Dsins v. Prosser, 82 Barb. N1 (1860), cases; Brown

v. Davis, 0 Hun, 44 (1876).

i Wilcox v. Hawley, 82 N. Y. 658 (1864); 47 Barb. M.

' Elliott v. Lisbon, 67 N. H. 29-80 (1876), casea,

' Hotchkiss v. Hoy, 41 Conn. 577 (1874).

' Inman v. Chicago, &c. R. Co., 60 Iowa, 462 (188).

' Hickock o. Tbayer, 49 Vt. 876 (187").

'See Brusie o. Griifith, 84 Cal. 806 0&7); Emu .

Williams, 16 Nov. 410 (186); Story, Baihn. i 406.
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'I'IlElCH'l‘T.[CAL.1 1. Pertaining to an art,

trade, science, profession, or vocation; arti

flcial.

Technical language is construed in the sense gen- ‘

orally received in the business or calling to which the

mbjectmatter relates, unless it is apparent that the

words were understood in another sense.

2. As employed in law or jurisprudence;

legal; opposed, in some relations, to actual

and moral: as, technical or a technical — es

toppel, fraud, malice, trust, qq. 1.1. See fur

ther ART, 3; Consraocnos; Cozvraacr; Is

DICYMENT; STATUTE; WILL, 2; FRENCH;

LATIN.

Technical culpability exists where a person trans

gresses a law without intending to do an unlawful act.

Thus, the merest touching of another‘s person or

clothing may amount to a battery, and be punishable

as a crime. See also FRAUD, Constructive.

Technicalities are unintended applications of

rules designed to give efiect to principles imperfectly

understood, and rigidly adhered to from fear that

departure from them should relax legal rules in gen

eral. Once established, they are adhered to

partly because they are looked upon as the outworks

of the principles which they distort; partly from a

perception of the truth that an inflexible adherence to

established rules, even at the expense of particular

hardships, is essential to the impartial administration

of justice; and partly because to a certain kind of

mind arbitrary rules are pleasant in themselves.

As long as the-doctrines of any department of knowl~

edge are supposed to be absolutely true, technicalities

are devised and maintained by those who believe in

the doctrines, and are treated as a reductio ad ab

rurdum by those who deny their truth. Wider experi

ence demonstrates that a technicality or absurd in

ference from an alleged truth shows not that the

proposition from which it follows is wholly untrue,

but only that it is imperfectly expressed. Technical

lties thus mark the progress of knowledge.1 See Can

nnrrr.

TELEGRAPH.‘ v. To write afar off or

at a distance.

A wire or wires used for the purpose of

telegraphic communication, with any casing,

coating, tube, or pipe inclosing the same, and

any apparatus connected therewith for the

purpose of such communication.‘

Includes any apparatus for transmitting

messages or other communications by means

of electric signals.‘ See CABLE.

 

l Gk. technical, belonging to an art.

' 8 Stephen‘: History Crim. Law Eng. 847-48.

I Gk. téle, afar; grdplflein, to write.

#26 & 27 Vict c. 11" —Telegraph Act of 1868.

'32 & 33 Vict. c. 73—Telegraph Act of 1869. 800

Mon.

D-

Telegram. Any message or other com

munication transmitted or intended for

transmission by telegraph.

Morse was the first and original inventor of the

electromagnetic telegraph, for which a patent was is

sued to him in 1840, and re-issued in 1848. His inven

tion was prior, as well as superior, to those of Steinhiel

of Munich, and Wheatstone and Davy of England.1

Though in some respects a telegraph company is

like a common earner, it is not strictly a common

carrier, nor is it held to the same degree of responsi

bility. A common carrier is an insurer; a telegraph

company is held only to a reasonable degree of cars

and diligence, in proportion to the degree of responsi

bility.

Since telegraph companies undertake to exercise a

public employment, in many respects analogous to

that of a common carrier. they must bring to the em

ployment that degree of skill and care whicha pru

dent man, under the circumstances, would exercise in

his own aflairs; and any stipulation intended to re

lleve them from this duty, or to restrict their liability

for its non-use, is forbidden by the demands of sound

public policy.’ '

A telegraph company, by express contract or by

reasonable rules contained in a printed notice so

brought to the knowledge of a patron as to create an

implied contract, may limit its liability for delay or

error in transmitting and delivering a message, except

as to such delay or error as is caused by its own mis

conductor gross want of care.

Most of the rules and regulations embodied in the

printed blanks for messages have been upheld by the

courts as reasonable requirements.

While the contract for a message is made only with

the sender, companies have been held liable to re

ceivers who have been misled to their damage by neg

ligence in the companies‘ servants.

When a message is sent over a connecting line, the

same principles are applied as in the case of common

carriers of merchandise.

A company cannot protect itself against gross neg

ligence or tncompetency in its employees, or as against

a remediable imperfection in its instruments. it must

receive all messages oflered, except such as are illegal

or immoral in character, unreasonably lengthy, or in

disregard of reasonable rules; and must send them in

the order in which they are received, preference being

given to government messages. Every message is to

be sent as written; if illegible, it may be refused.

Liability for negligence extends to the natural and

immediate consequences only.‘

 

1 O‘Reiily v. Morse. 16 How. 184, 68 (1353).

‘Smith v. Western Union Tel. Co., 88 Ky. 114 (1885),

cases.

' See generally Western Union Tel. 00. v. Reynolds,

77 Va. 180-83 (1883), cases; Plnckney v. Western Union

Co., 19 S. C. EB-85 (1832), cases; Western Union Co. v.

Blanchard, 68 Ga. 290, 808-10 (1882), cases; White v.

Western Union Co.,1~i F. R. 710, 718-23 (1882), cases;

Jones 0. Western Union Co.,18 id. 717, 718-19 (1888),

cases; Southern Express Company v. Caldwell, 21

Wall. 270 (1874), cases; 24 Am. Law Reg. 831-89 (1886),
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In Dryburg‘s case, the message, as sent from New

York city, read " Send two hand bouquets, very hand

lame, one of five, one of ten dollars." As received in

Philadelphia it read: “ Send two hundred bouquets,"

etc. Before the error was discovered, Dryburg, a

florist, had cut flowers to the amount of one hundred

dollars, as a jury found.1

A telegram. like a letter, may constitute an admis

sion, and complete a contract.’ To charge the sender

the original draft must be produced. The sending

operator may be called to prove the sender's presence.‘

The company or operator may be compelled to dis

close the contents of a dispatch, unless a statute pro

vides otherwise.‘

An accepted telegram is a suthcient memorandum

within Statute of Frauds '

Congress may regulate communication by tele

graph between the States. And where a State has

given exclusive privileges to one company, which

would preclude free intercourse, Congress. under the

powers “to regulate commerce “ and " to establish

post—ofl1ces and post-roads," may provide for the con

struction of competing lines.‘ See Couunaca.

A telegraph company holds the same relation to

commerce as a carrier of messages that a railroad

company holds as a carrier of goods. Both companies

are instruments of commerce, and their business is

commerce itself. From their essentially diflerent char

acteristics. the regulations suitable for one of these

kinds of commerce would be inapplicable to the other.

Within the reservation that it does not encroach

upon the exercise of the powers vested in Congress, a

State may make such provisions in respect to the

buildings, poles and wires of the companies within its

jurisdiction as the comfort and convenience of the

community may requlre.'

cases; 2 Kent, 12 ed. [829], cases; 2 Pars. Contr. 6 ed.

857],‘ Shearm. & Redf. Neg. 55‘ 549-71; 11 F. R. 1,10; 27

lows, 451; 113 Mass. 301; 15 Mich.532; 87 Mo. 472; '48

N. Y. 132; 62 Pa. 68; 5 S. C. 358; 19 id. 71; Allen's Tel.

Cases; Scott 8: Jam. Tel.

I New York at Wash. Tel. 00. v. Dryburg, 85 Pa. 298

(1860). See further, as to negligence by operator,

Wabash R Co. v. Mcbanicls, Csnmsn, Common.

‘Trevor 1:. Wood, 36 N. Y. 807 (1367): 93 Am. Dec.

514-17 (1887), cases; Utley v. Donaldson, ill U. S. 29

(1875); 4 Bias. 857; 1 Woods, Z\‘6; 4 Dill. -131; 89 Iowa,

89;103 Mass. 827; 20140. 251; 85 Barb. 468; 36N. Y. 807;

I7 id. 457; 41 id. 544; 30 Wis. 605.

' See 14 Cent. Law J. 262-66 (1882), cases; 8 Dill. 571;

‘O Conn.86-'3; 25 111.591; 82 id. 7'8; 49 Ind. 238:1!) La.

An. 668; 7 Allen, 648; 87 Miss. 682; 48 N. H. $88; 4OPa. 0;

29 Vt. 127; 40 Win 481; 18 U. C., Q. B. 60.

'27 Am. Law Reg. 65-79 (1879),cases; 5 South. Lav

Bev.4'i'8-520 (1870), cases; 8 Dill. 567; 15 F. R. 718; 58

Me. %7; 7 W. Va. 544; 2 Pars. S. 005. 1'74; 13 West.

Jur.1@; 20 Law Times, 421.

' Godwin 1:. Francis, L. R., C. P. 298 (1870); Reuss u.

Picksley, L. R,1 Ex. 842 (1866); 89 L. J., C. P. 121; 4

H. & C. 588; 6 U. C., C. P. 221.

‘Pensacola Tel. Co. v. Western Union TeL Co., 96

U. S. 9 (1877), Waite, C. J.; 125 id. 1&5.

' Western Union Tel. 00. v. Pendieton, 122 U. S. 856

I (1887)

Any telegraph company organized under the laws

of any State. shall have the right to construct, main

tain, and operate lines through and over any portion

of the public domain, over and along any military

or post-road, and over, under, or across the navigable

streams or waters of the United States; the lines not

to obstruct navigation, or interfere with ordinary

travel.l

Acceptance of that provision, as far as government

business is concerned, makes the company agent of

the United States.’

But the privilege conferred does not involve ex

emptlon from the ordinary burdens of taxation in a

State within which a company may own or operate

lines.l .

A railroad being a postrroad that act of 1866 is par

amount over any agreement for the exclusive use of

a road by one company.‘

A State may not tax lntenState mesugesz they

are commerce, as well as in the nature of postal serv

ice, and exempt from State regulations. except as to

regulations of a strictly police character. Any reg

ulation by way of a tax upon the occupation or

business of transmitting messages between different

States, or as a license to transact business, is uncon~

stitutional.‘

Nor may a State tax a company's receipts from

inter-State messages.‘ '

Whether the poles, wires. and instruments are part

of the realty to which they are annexed, depends upon

the intent with which they were erected.’

A city may determine the conditions upon which a

company shall paw through its limits. Alter expira

tion of the time for erecting poles, etc., in pursuance

of an ordinance, express direction from the city com

oil, and notice to the company, should be given, be

fore the mayor proceeds to remove the p0les.'

It is no part of the corporate duty of a company to

collect and send out market reports.‘
 

‘It. S. 55263: Act24 July,1866.

' Western Union Tel. Co. v. Texas. 105 U. S. 464 (1881).

' Western Union Tel. Co. 0. Massachusetts. 125 U. S.

580 (1888).

‘ Western Union Tel. Co. u. Baltimore & Ohio Tel.

Co.,19 F. R. 600 (1884), Wallace, J.; Western Union

Tel. 00. 0. Burlington, &c. R. Co., 8 McCrary, 185(1w'i,

cases; Same 1:. Baltimore, &to. Tel. 00., 23 F. R. 19

(1885), cases.

' Lcloup 0. Port of Mobile, 127 U. S. 640 0&8). The

plaintifl, as agent for the Western Union Co., had

been fined for refusing to pay $225 imposed by ordi~

nanceasan annual license tax. Western Union Tel

00. 11. Texas, 105 U. B. 460 (1881), followed.

'Ratterman v. Western Union Tel. Co., 127 U. S. 411,

423 (1888): Ohio R. S. SW78; Western Union Tel. Co.v.

Pennsylvania, 128 id. 39 (1888).

7 Western Union Tel. Co. 0. Bul'llll810lL &c. R. Co., 8

McCrary, 139 (1582).

' Mutual Union Tel. Co. v. Chicago, 16 P. R. 309

(1883). See also American Union Tel. Co. v. Town 01'

Harrison. 81 N. J. E. 6!: (1879); 21 Alb. Law ‘J. 4440

(1880), cases; 27 Cent. Law J. 417-31 (1888), cues.

' Metropolitan Grain, &c. Stock Exchange v. Mutua‘

Union Tel. 00.. 11 Bias. {>31 (1881).
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As to the use of the public domain and materials,

the priority of Government messages, and the pur

chase of lines by the Government, see at length R. S.

at nxv, 55 526349.

TEL.EIE’HOl‘TE.1 A conversation held

through a telephone is a message, or a com

munication trnnsmitted by a telegraph,—a

telegram.2

A telephone is a telegraph. The idea. con

veyed by each term is the sending of intelli

gence to a distance.‘

In a general sense, “ telephone " applies to

any instrument or apparatus which trans

mits sound beyond the limits of ordinary

audibility. But the word is technically and

primarily restricted to an instrument or de

vice which transmits sound by means of

electricity and wires similar to telegraphic

wires. In a secondary sense, the term

refers generally to the art of telephony; and,

more particularly, to the apparatus, as an

entirety, used in the transmission, as well as

in the reception, of telephonic messages.‘

The discoverer of a new art is entitled to the

broadest claim for it which can be permitted in any

case; not to the abstract right to the art without re

gard to the means, but to all the means and processes

which he has both invented and claimed.‘

Edison's patent, granted July 30, 1877, infringed on

Bell's patent of December 9, 1876.‘

In the live cases (bills for the infringement of letters

patent No. 174,465, of March 7, 1876, and No. 186,787,

of January 80, 1877, to Alexander Graham Bell, for

“ improvements in telegraphy " and “electric teleph

cny,“ respectively) between the American Bell Tele

phone Company and Dolbcar ei al., the Molecular,

the Clay Commercial, the People's, and the Overland

Telephone Companies, decided March 19, 1888, by the

Supreme Court, and known as the Telephone Cases

or Dolbear v. American Bell Telephone Company,’
 

I Gll. téle, far; ph6né, sound, voice. Whence to-lephh

ony, tel-e-phon’-ic.

' Attorney-General v. Edison Telephone Co., 48_ L. '1‘.

703 (1881), Stephen, J.; Telegraph Acts of 1868-28 &

I7 Vict. c. 112, and of1869—82 & 33 Vict. o. 73.

' Commonwealth 0. Pennsylvania Telephone Co., 42

Leg. Int. 180 (Pa., '1885)_ Revenue Act 7 June, 1879.

°Haughcy's Case (Hockett v. State), 105Ind.250, 261

(1885), Niblack, C. J.; ib. 500; Central Union Telephone

00. w. Bradbury, 108 id. 9 (1885).

‘American Bell Telephone Co. v. Spencer, 8 F. R.

809 (1881), Lowell, Cir. J.; Same v. Dolbear, 15 id. 448

(1883), Gray, J., 17 id.'80-l (1883).

' United Telephone Co. v. Harrison, L. R., 21 C. D.

783 (1882).

' 126 U. S. 1, 531-73, Waite. C. J., lliiiler, Matthews,

and Biatchford, JJ., concurring in aflirming the de

crees of the lower (circuit) courts which supported the

patentgranted to Bell; Bradley, Field, and Harlan, JJ.,

llmenting, pp. 578-77. Gray, J., not being present, and

lUl3 TELEPHONE

Chief Justice Waite, delivering the opinion of the ma

jority (four) of the court, said, in substance, as fol

lows:

The important question in each of these cases is as

to the scope of the fifth claim of the patent of March 7,

1876, which is as follows: “The method of and appa

ratus for transmitting vocal or other sounds telegraph

ically, as herein described, by causing electrical undu

lations, similar in form to the vibrations of the air

accompanying the said vocal or other sounds, sub

stantially as set forth.“ It is contended that this em

braces the art of transferring to or impressing upon a

current of electricity the vibrations of air produced by

the human voice in articulate speech, in a way that

the speech will be carried to and received by a listener

at a distance on the line of the current. Articulate

speech is not mentioned by name in the patent. The

invention, as described, “consists in the employment

of a vibratory or undulatory current of electricity, in

contradistlnction toa merely intermittent or pulsatory

current, and of a method of and apparatus for pro

ducing electrical undulations upon the line wire."

The question is not whether " vocal sounds " and " ar

ticulate speech " are used synonymously as scientific

terms, but whether the sound oi’ articulate speech is

one of the “ vocal or other sounds “ referred to in the

claim for the patent. We have no hesitation in saying

that it is.

In this art—or, what is the same thing under the

patent law, this process, this way, of transmitting

speech——electriclty, one of the forces of nature, is

employed; but electricity, left to itself, will not do

what is wanted. The art consists in so controlling the

force as to make it accomplish the purpose. It had

long been believed that, if the vibrations of air caused

by tho \'<'|if‘(3 in speaking could be reproduced at a dis

tance by means of electricity, the speech itself would

be reproduced and understood, How to do it was the

question. Bell discovered that it could be done by

gradually changing the intensity of a continuous elec

trlc current, so as to make it correspond exactly to

the changes in the density of the air caused by the

sound of the voice. This was his art. He then devised

a way in which these changes of intensity could be

made, and speech actually transmitted. Thus his art

was put in a condition for practical use. In doing

this, both discovery and invention, in the popular

sense of those terms, were involved; discovery in find

ing the art. and invention in devising the means of

making it useful. For such discoveries and inventions

the law has given the discoverer and inventor the right

to a patent, as discoverer, for the useful art, process,

method of doing a thing, he has found; and, as in

ventor, tor the means he has devised to make his dis

covery one ot actual value. Other inventors may

compete with him for the ways of giving effect to the

 

Lamar, J., not being a member of the court, at the

time of argument (Jan. 24 -— Feb. 8, 1887), took no part

in the decision. The history of the cases, including

pleadings, exhibits, etc, covers pp. 1-149; and the an

guments of counsel, 149-531. A petition for a rehear

ing was flied May 7, 1888, but no Justice who united in

the opinion having requested the rehearing, the appli

cation was denied. 684.
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discovery, but the new art he has found will belong to

him, and to those claiming under him, during the life

of his patent If another discovers a difierent art or

method of doing the same thing, reduces it to practical

use, and gets a patent for his discovery, the new dis

covery will be the property of that discoverer; and

thereafter the two will be permitted to operate each

in his own way, without interference by the other.

The only question between them will be whether the

second discovery is in fact diflerent from the flrst.

The patent for the-art does not necessarily involve a

patent for the particular means employed for using it.

indeed, the mention of any means, in the specification

or descriptive portion of the patent, is only necessary

to show that the art can be used.

The effect of the decision in the case of O‘Reilly v.

Morse, iii How. 62, 106 U558), was that the use of mag

nctism as a motive power, without regard to the par

ticular process with which it was connected in the

patent, could not be claimed, but that its use in that

connection could. In the present case the claim is not

for the use of a current of electricity in its natural

state as it comes from the battery, but for putting a

continuous current, in a closed circuit, into a certain

specified condition, suited to the transmission of vocal

and other sounds, and using it in that condition for

that purpose. So far as at present known, without

this peculiar change in its condition itwill not serve as

a medium for the transmission of speech, but with the

change it will. Bell was the first to discover this fact,

and how to put such a current in such a condition; and

what he claims is its use in that condition for that pur

pose, just as Morse claimed his current in his condition

for his purpose. Bell‘s claim is inallrespects sustained

by the authority of Morse‘s case. It may be that elec

tricity cannot be used at all for the transmission of

speech except in the way Bell has discovered, and that

therefore, practically, his patent gives him its exclu

sive use for that purpose, but that does not make his

claim for the use of electricity distinct from the par

ticular process with which it is connected in his pat

ent. It will, if true, show more clearly the importance

of his discovery; it will not invalidate his patent.

When Bell applied for his patent, it is true that he

had neveractuaiiy transmitted tclegruphically spoken

words so that they could be distinctly heard and under~

stood at the receiving end of his line, but in his specifi

cation he did describe accurately, and with clearness,

his process, that is to say, the exact electrical condition

that must be created to accomplish his purpose, and

he also described. with suificient precision to enable

one of ordinary skill in such matters to make it, a

form of apparatus which, if used in the way pointed

out, would produce the required effect. The particu

lar instrument which he had, and which he used in

his experiments, did not, under the circumstances

in which it was tried, reproduce the words spoken so

that they could be clearly understood, but the proof is

abundant, and of the most convincing character, that

other instruments, carefully constructed, and made

exactly in accordance with the specification, without

any additions whatever, have operated, and will op

erate, successfully. . The law does not require

that a discoverer or inventor. in order to get a patent

for a process, must have succeeded in bringing his art

i014 TELEPUUNE

to the highest degree of perfection; it is enough if he

describes his method with suflicient ciearness and pro

cision to enable those skilled in the matter to under

stand what the process is, and if he points out some

practicable way of putting it into operation. This

Bell did.

The patent is for both the magneto and the variable

resistance methods, and for the particular magneto

apparatus which is described, or its equivalent. There

is no patent for any variable resistance apparatus.

When Bell got his patent he thought the magneto

method was the best. Indeed, he said, in exprem

terms, he preferred it, but that does not exclude the

use of the other, if it turns out to be the most desib

able way of using the procem.

Precisely how the subtle force operates under Bell‘!

treatment, or what form it takes, no one can tell. All

we know is that he found out that, by changing the

intensity of a continuous current so as to make it cor

respond exactly with the changes in the density of

air caused by sonorous vibrations, vocal and other

sounds could be transmitted and heard at a distance.

This was the thing to be done, and Bell discovered the

way of doing it, He uses electricity as a medium for

thnt purpose, just as air is used within speaking dis

tance. in etl‘ect he prolongs the air vibrations by the

use of electricity.

Rois discovered how to reproduce musical tones

He could sing through his apparatus, but he could not

talk. In his first paper on the subject he said “I have

succeeded in constructing an apparatus with which 1

am enabled to reproduce the the tones of various in

struments, and even to a certain extent the human

voice.“ Although this paper was published in 1861,

and Bell did not appear as a worker in the field until

fifteen years afterward, no advance had been made,

by the use of what he had contrived or of his method,

toward the great end to be accomplished. He caused

his instruments to be put on the market for sale, and

both he and those whom he employed for that purpose

called attention to them by prospectus, catalogue, and

otherwise, and to describe what they were and what

they would do. . . It is not contended that Reis had

ever succeeded in actually transmitting speech, but

only thathis instrument was capable of it if he had

known how. With the help of Bell's discoveries in

1875 we now know why he failed. As eariyas 1854.

Bourseul had said, substantially, that, if the vibrations

of air produced by the human voice in articulate

speech could be reproduced by means of electricity at

a distance, the speech itself would be heard there. As

a means of stimulating inquiry to that end he called

attention to the principle on which the electric tele

graph was based and suggested an application of that

principle to such a purpose. That lteis was working

all the time upon the principle of the telegraph as thus

suggested by Bourseul, is abundantly proven. . . it

was left to Bell to discover that the failure of Reis war

due not to workmanship but to the principle which

was adopted as a basis of what had to be done. He

found that what he called the “intermittent cur

rent " — one caused by alternately opening and closing

the circuit—could not be made under any circum

stances to reproduce the delicate forms of the air

vibrations caused by the human voice in articulate
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speech, but that the true way was to operate on an

unbroken current by increasing and diminishing its

intensity. This he called a "vibratory or undulatory

current," not because the current was supposed to

actually take that form, but because it expressed with

suificient accuracy his idea oi’ a current which was

subjected to gradual changes of intensity exactly

analogous to the changes of density in the air occa

sioned by its vibrations. Such was his discovery, and

it was new. Reis never thought of it, and he failed to

transmit speech telegraphically. Bell did, and he

succeeded.

Dr. Van der Weyde copied Reis, and it was not until

after Bell’s success that he found out how to use a

Reis instrument so as to make it transmit speech.

The patent otfice was right in holding that James W.

l1cDonough had been anticipated by Reis. The patents

oi Cromwell F. Varley, of London, were for " improve

ments in electric teiegraphs." His purpose was to

superpose upon the ordinary signal current another,

which, by the action of the make-and-break principle

of the telegraph, would do the work he wanted.

As to the alleged anticipation of Daniel Drawbaugh

between three and four hundred witnesses were pro

duced whose testimony was taken to establish the

priority of his invention. No one of these witnesses

could tell how Drawbaugh‘s instruments were orig

inally constructed, or what the process was by which

sound was transmitted when the instruments were

in use. All that any of the witnesses could say

was that they had used one or more of the instru

ments at Drawbaugh‘s shop. had heard sounds and

sometimes spoken words through them, and that

Brawbaugh told them the sound was carried on the

wire by electricity. There was nothing whatever pro

duced in print or in writing on the subject; not even a

memorandum or a drawing of any kind. And there is

nothing in the testimony to show that Drawbaugh

ever told any one how his earlier instruments were

made, or what his process was, until he was called as

switness in December, 1881, and explained it in his

testimony. This was nearly twenty years after he

had begun his experiments, nearly seven after he had

made and used alleged “perfectly adjusted and

iinished magneto instruments,“ and more than live '

after microphones as good, or nearlyas good, as those

oi‘ Blake, which were notinvented until 1878, had been

constructed in his shop. It was also nearly six years

after the date of Bell's patent,more than flve after the

success of Bell's discovery had been proclaimed at the

Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, tour after his

process had got into public use, three after it had be

come an established success, and two after he had

brought his first suit for infringement. in the mean

time, Beli‘s discovery had been heralded to the world,

and Drawbaugh had had abundant means and ample

opportunities to make his claim known. During part

of this time he had treated his discovery as of second

ary importance, and had devoted himself to the ad

vancement of other inventions of his of comparatively

small merit. In addition, the instruments 0! Draw

baugh weye tairly tested in March, 1582. at the instance

of the Bell Company. and failed to produce satisfmr

tory results: when offered in evidence, they were in

man "remains.“ Two years afterward other rep_ro

 

ductions were presented, diflerentiy constructed, and

used in a different way. These would “talk," but

they were neither made nor used in the same way as

the original. These second experiments conclusively

showed that the original instruments could not have

done what the witnesses supposed they did, and that

what they heard was produced by some other means

than an electric speaking telephone. We do not

doubt that Drawbaugh may have conceived the idea

that speech could be transmitted by means of electric

ity and that he was experimenting upon that subject,

but to hold that he discovered the art oi! doing it be

iore Bell did would be to construe testimony without

regard to the ordinary laws that govern human con

duct. We therefore decide that the Drawbaugh do

tense has not been made out. ‘

The charge that after Bell swore to his application

on January 20, 1876, and after the application had

been formally tiled in the patent-oflice on February 14,

1876, an examiner, who got knowledge of the Gray

caveat put in afterward on the same day, disclosed its

contents to Bell‘s attorneys, and that they were al

lowed to withdraw the application, change it so as to

include Gray's variable resistance method over Bell's

signature, and over the jurat, and then restore the

application to the flies, thus materially altered, as it

it were the original, and all this between February 14

and 10, is not sustained by the testimony.

Nor was Bell‘s claim as a whole, being for an elec

tric telephone, in the construction of which the plate

or diaphragm, the permanent magnet, the sounding

box, the speaking tuba, etc., or any of them, are used,

and not for the several things in and of themselves,

anticipated by the magnet in Hughes‘ printing tele

graph. as described in Schellen‘s work.

The conclusion of the court then is that Bell's patent

gives to him, and those who claim under him, the ex

clusive use of his art for the conveyance of articulate

speech until the expiration of the statutory term of

his patented rights.

lilr. Justice Bradley. delivering the opinion of the

minority (three) of the court, said, in substance: With

out expressing an opinion on other issues, the point

on which we dissent relates to the defense made on

the alleged invention of Daniel Drawbangh. We think

that Drawbaugh anticipated the invention of Bell,

who, at most, is not claimed to have invented the

speaking telephone prior to June 10, 1875; and that

the evidence on this point is so overwhelming that it

cannot be overcome. The question is one 01' fact, de

pending upon the weight of the evidence, and involves

no question of law. We are satisfied that Draw

baugh produced, as early as 1869, an electrical instru

ment by which he transmitted speech, so as to be

heard and understood, by means of a wire and the

employment of variable resistance to the electrical

current.

current to pass through pulverized charcoal, carbon,

and other substances, acted upon by the vibrations oi’

the voice in speaking. This was the whole invention

as far as the principle of variable resistance is con

‘ cerned. And we are also satisfied that asearly as 1871

he reproduced articulate speech, at a distance, by

means of a current of electricity, subjected by eieo

trical induction to undulations corresponding to the

This resistance was produced by causing the’
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vibrations of the voice in speaking,-a process sub

flantially the same as that which is claimed in Bell's

patent.

Drawbaugh certainly had the principle, and accom

plished the result. Perhaps without the aid of Bell

the speaking telephone might not have been brought

into public use to this day; but that Drawhaugh pro

duced it there can hardly be a reasonable doubt. We

do not question Bell ‘s merits. He appreciated the im

portance of the invention, and brought it before the

public in such a manner as to attract to it the atten

tion of the scientific world. His professional experi

ence and attainments enabled him to see, at a glance,

that it was one of the great discoveries of the century.

Drawbaugh was a diflerent sort of a man. He did

not see it in this halo of light Had he done so, he

would have taken measures to interest other persons

with him in it, and to have brought it out to public

admiration and use. He was only a plain mechanic;

somewhat better instructed than most ordinary me

chanlcs,—a man of more reading, of better intelli

gence. But he looked upon what he had made more

as a curiosity than as a matter of financial, scientific,

or public importance. This explains why he did not

take more pains to bring it to public notice. Another

cause of his delay was that he was ever indulging the

hope of producing speech at the receiving end of the

line loud enough to be heard across a room, like the

voice of a person speaking in an ordinary tone. . .

The proof amounts to demonstration. from the testi

mony of Bell himself, and his assistant, that he never

transmitted an intelligible word through an electrical

instrument, nor produced any instrument that would

transmit an intelligible word, until after his patent

had been issued; while, for years before, Drawbaugh

had talked through his, so that words and sentences

had again and again been distinctly heard. Bell was

original, if not first. He preconceived the principle

on which the result must be obtained by that forecast

which is acquired from scientific knowledge; but in

this, as in the actual production of the thing, he was,

according to the preponderance of the evidence, an

ticipated by a man of far humhler pretensions. Draw

haugh invented the telephone without appreciating

the importance and completeness of his invention.

Bell subsequently projected it on the baslsof scientific

inference, and took out a patent for it. As the laws

do not award a patent to one who was not the first to

make an invention, we think that Bell's patent is void

by the anticipation of Drawbaugh.

In 1887, the solicitor-general of the United States

flied a bill in equity to have canceled the letters pair

ent granted to Bell on the ground that they had been

procured by fraud. The lower court held, on demur

rer, that, as there was no express authority for it, the

bill would not lie. The Supreme Court decided that

such authority was not essential, that the duty of the

government to protect the people against deception

when valuable privileges were conferred upon indi

viduals, whether by means of patents for land or for

inventions, niforded a sufllcient basis for entertaining

the hill; and that Congress in providing (R. S. $4930)

a limited form of relief for private persons, in such

easel did not intend to take away the adirmntive ro

lief which has always existed iribehalf of the United

States.I

The employment of telephone companies is a public

one — they are common carriers of messages, and

they must therefore serve the community without dis

crimination.'

The use of patented property, devoted to a public

use, is subject to control by State legislnion, where

the public welfare requires it. Discrimination by a

telephone com pnny against a telegraph company with

respect to receiving messages is void as against public

policy, and may be void as against a statute.‘

A State may prescribe the maximum price a tele

phone company may charge for the use of an instru

ment. The property of the company being devoted to

a public use is a subject of legislative regulation. al

though some of its appliances are patented under the

Constitution and laws of the United States.‘ _

A subscriber, by using profane or vulgar language,

may forfeit his right to be supplied with an instru

ment.I

TELLER. One who tells orcounts the

moneys of a bank, received or paid out.‘

Where the business of the bank is large, there may

he a receiving teller and a paying teller.‘ See Casa

inn.

TEMPERANCE; TEMPERATE. See

DRUNKARD ; INTEMPERATE; INTOXICATE; Pop

ICY, 2; PROHIBITION, 2; SUMPTUARY.

TEMPEST. Strictly speaking, a storm

of extreme violence, a current of wind rush

ing with great velocity.

Damage done by ice, at the time of high water, but

in ordinary wind and weather, is not then the result

of a tempest.’

TEMPORARY. That which is to last

for a period of time, usually not long con

tinued. Compare PERMANENT. '

Power in the authorities of a city to close liquor

shops “ temporarily,“ is not well executed by an order

closing them until further notice. The order, in such

case, should prescribe a limited time.‘

 

1 United States v. American Bell Telephone Co.. l'.‘\

U. S. 815, 850 (1888), reversing Same 1:. Same, 32 F. l’.

591 (1887). .

' State v. Bell Telephone Co., 22 Alb. Law J . 3433

(1880), Thayer, J.; Louisville Transfer Co. v. American

Dist. Telephone Co., 24 id. 288 (1851); American Rapid

Telegraph Co. 1:. Connecticut Telephone Co., 49 Conn

352 (i881).

IState 0. Bell Telephone Co., and Western Union

Telegraph Co., 86 Ohio St. 296 (1880); Bell Telephone

Co. v. Commonwealth ex rel. Baltimore & Ohio Tl'lU

graph Co., 17 W. N. C. 605 (Pa., 1886).

4 Haughey's Case, 105 Ill. 250 (1886).

I Pugh 0. Telephone Association of Cincinnati, ‘I

Alb. Law J. 168, 161 (1888).

' Diussey 0. Eagle Bank, 9 Meta. Bil (1845).

' [Thistle v. Union Forwarding, &c. Co., 29 I G C. P

84 (1878).

' State v. Strnum. 49 ‘lid. 299 (1878)
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TEMPUS. L. Time; limited time.

Nullum tempus occurrit regi. No

time runs against the king. Nullum tem

pus occurrit reipublicae. No time runs

against the commonwealth. Lapse of time,

at common law, will not prevent the env

ereign from asserting a right; laches cannot

be alleged against the state.

The sovereign is not included in statutes of limita

tions unless expressly named. But possession for

sixty years is a bar even against the prerogative.‘

It is a settled principle that the king is not barred

unless named in the statute. The ground upon which

the maxim rests is the principle of public policy

(which belongs alike to allgovernments) that the pub

lic interests should not be prejudiced by the negli

gence of public oflicers to.whose care they are con

iided. But statutes which regulate proceedings may

include the government, without express reference

to It.’

No presumption of payment against the govern

ment arises from mere lapse of time.I

The doctrine, as respects civil rights of action and

prosecutions for oflenses, has been generally'quali

fled by legislation.‘

Prior tempore, prior jure. Earlier in

time, stronger in right. First in time, first

in right. Priority gives precedence.

The principle applies where the equities are equal;

when unequal, the superior equity prevails.‘

,A patcntee] title rests entirely on priority of in

vention, q. v.

Priority in the drawing of a. check gives the holder

no preference of payment over checks subsequently

drawn.

The principle is also illustrated in the priority al

lowed by attachment and lien laws.‘

Tempore. In the time of.

TEN PINS. See GAME, 2.

TENANT.7 In its largest sense, any one

who holds lands, whatever the nature or ex

tent of his interest.0

One who holds lands by any kind_of title,

whether for years, for life, or in fee.9

Almost all realty is supposed to be holden of some

superior lord, in consideration of services to be ren

derod by the p0ssess0r. The thing held is styled the
 

'1Bl. Com. 247: 31'd. 807.

1 United States v. Knight, 14 Pet. 815 (1840); Fink v.

O'Neil, 106 U. S. 280-82 (1882), cases

I United States 1;. Thompson, 98 U. 8. 489-90 (1878),

cases.

l Broom, Max. 65. See 70 Ala. 519; 88 Ohio St. 86; 66

Pa. 228.

' Neslin 1:. Wells, 10; U. S. 441 (1881); 1 Story, Eq. $64 d.

' 2 Kent, 123; Broom, Max. 862-64; 2 Bl. Com. 10, 12;

ID Minn. ‘.387; 38 Ohio St. 96.

' F. tenant, holding: L. fenere, to hold.

' [C0les v. Marquand, 2 Hill, M9 (1842).

' Hosford u. Ballard, 89 N. Y. 151 (1868).

tenement, the possessor thereof the tenant, and the

manner of possession a tenure, or tenancy.‘

In popular language, "tenant“ stands opposed to

"landlord," and implies that the land, house, or other '

real property is not the tenant's own but another per

son's of whom he holds immediately; and this sense

is recognized in jurisprudence, as when the law relat

ing to "landlord and tenant“ is spoken of. But,

speaking broadly, within the understanding of the

law, every possessor of landed property is a tenant,

whether the property is absolutely his own or is leased

of another person. A mere ledger may not be re

garded as a tenant.’

Tenants are, or have been, distinguished, by terms

referring to the nature of the estate held by them.

At common law, the first three descriptive designa

tions following were generic:

Tenants in common. Such as hold by

several and distinct titles, but by unity of

possession; because none knows his own

severalty, and therefore all occupy promiscu

ously.' ,

This tenancy, says Blackstone, is found where there

is a unity of possession merely, with, perhaps, an en

tire disunlon of interest, title, and time. One tenant

may hold in fee-simple. the other in fee-tail or for life;

or, one may hold by descent, the other by purchase,_

or each by purchase from a different grantor; or,

again, the estate of one may have been vested for fifty

years, and that of the other for a single day. The

only unity is that of possession: because no man can

certainly tell which part is his own. The estate may

be created by destroying the unity of title or interest

in an estate in joint-tenancy or coparcenary, or by

special limitation in a deed. The tenants may be com

pelled to make partition; but not so by early common

law. They take by distinct moieties; no one has any

entirety of interest: hence there is no survivorship be

tween them. As they differ from estates in severaity

only in having the possession blended, the estate is

dissolved by uniting all interests in one tenant, or by

partition of the interests.‘

Tenants in common, says Kent, are persons who

hold by unity of possession: they may hold by several

and distinct titles, or by title derived at the same time,

by the same deed or descent. They are seized per my

and not per tout. In this country, the estate may be

created by descent or by deed. The tenants are

viewed as having distinct freeholds; and such conveys

as if seized of the entirety. They sue separately as to

realty, but join in actions relating to an indivlsible

thing, as, for trespass on the land, or for rent. Ao

tions of waste and account lie between them.‘

Joint-tenants. An estate in joint-tenancy

is where lands and tenements are granted to

 

I [2 Bl. Com. 59.

I White v. Maynard, 111 Mass. 252 (1372).

'2 Bl. Corn. 191. See also 5 Conn.385; 12 Allen, 86;

B lliinn. 431; 4 Hun, 200; 2 Utah, ‘.297.

l 2 Bl. Oom. 191-94. See also Tilton e. Vail, 62 Hun,

640 (1886).

l 4 Kent, 867-71.
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two or more persons to hold in fee-simple,

fee-tail, for life, for years, or at will.1

This tenancy or estate, says Blackstone, arises fromt the act of the parties. never from the act of the law.

The tenants have unity of interest, title, time, and

possession, that is, they have one and the same inter

est accruing by one and the same conveyance, com

mencing at one and the same time, and held by one

and the same undivided possession. One tenant can

not sue or be sued without joining the other; nor do

any act to defeat or injure the other's estate; nor, at

common law, have an action of waste or of account

against his co-tenant. Upon the death of one tenant,

the estate remains to the survivor. The estate is de

stroyed by severing any one of the unities.'

Joint-tenants, says Kent, are persons who own land

by a joint title, created expressly by one and the same

deed or will. They uniformly hold by " purchase.“

The estates need not be of the same duration, nature,

or interest. The beneficial act of one enures to all

tenants. By statute, one tenant may maintain an ac

tion of waste or of account against his co-tenant.

They join and are to be joined in suits. They are

seized per my ct per tout: each has entire possession

of every parcel and of the whole. Survivorship is the

distinguishing incident; whence the early law, which

was averse to the division of tenures, favored this spe

cies of tenancy. In this country, the estate is reduced

in extent, and the incident of survivorship is generally

abolished, except as to titles held by trustees and con

veyances to husband and wife, which conveyances are

rather conveyances to one person than strict joini

tenancies.‘

Tenants in coparcenary. These always

take and hold by descent as one heir.4

They have distinct estates, with right to possession

in common; and each may alien his share. They rc

semble joint-tenants in having the same unities of

title, interest, and possession. The seisin of one is

generally the seisin of all.‘

As estates, in this country, descend to all children

equally, there is no substantial difference left between

co-parceners and tenants in common.‘

Peraonallu also may belong to its owners in joint

tenancy, and in common, but not in coparcenary.

Thus, if a house is given to two persons absolutely,

they are joint-owners. if the jointure be severed, as

by either owner selling, the vendee and the remaining

part-owner are tenants in common. For the encour

agement of trade. partnership stock is considered as

common and not as joint property, with no survivor

ship.‘

Tenant at suiferance. See SUFFEBANCE.

Tenant at Will. One who holds lands as

tenant at the will of.’ the lessor.

A tenancy at will is one which may be
 

I 2 Bl. Com. 180.

' 2 Bl. Com. 180-37.

I -1 Kent, 357-06.

‘ 2 Bl. Com. 187-91.

'4 Kent, 36?, 366-67.

'8 Kent, 25.
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determined at the will or pleasure of either

pa:-ty.l

Such tenant has no certain, indefensible estate;

nothing that he can assign. The estate is at the will

of both parties. landlord and tenant; so that either

one may determine his will, and quit connection with

the other at pleasure. But if the tenant sows his land,

and the landlord, before the grain is ripe, or before it

is reaped, puts him out, the tenant shall have the im

plements, and free ingress and egress to cut and carry

them away. But where the tenant voluntarily deter

mines the will, the landlord has the profits of the land.

The law is careful that no sudden determination by

one party shall prejudice the other; and the court:

lean against construing demlses, where no certain

term is mentioned, to be tenancies at will, but rather

hold them to be tenancies from year to year.’

Tenant by curtesy. See CURTESY.

Tenant for life. See LIFE, Estate.

Tenant for years, or from year to

year. See Yaans, Estate for.

Tenant from month to month. See

Monrn.

Tenant in capite.

Tenant in dower. See Downs.

Tenant in fee-simple. See FEE, 1 (2).

Tenant in fee-tail. See Fan. 1 (2): TAIL.

Tenant in severalty. See Snvr.nsr:rr.

Tenant paravail. See FEUD. -

Torre-tenant. See Team-2.

Under tenant. See Lassa, Sublease.

See further Caor; Dmcuxnan, 1; Ennmxmrrs;

See FEUD.

Esnnm: Jomflms; Lusr; liiourrr; Pmnnou;

Suavrvonsmr.

TEND. If the answer to a question may

tend to prove the matter alleged in the deo

laration, the question may be asked. It is

not necessary that the testimony be suflicient

to prove the matter.8

Evidence which tends to prove the issue on the part

of either side must be submitted to the jury.‘

Gross negligence tends to show fraud, q. u. .

There is no difl.'erence in meaning between "tend

ing " and “ directly tending “ to prove a fact.I See

Evmascn, Relevant.

TENDER. l, v. When either side trav

erses or denies the facts pleaded by his an

tagonist he is said to “tender an issue.” '

2, n. A formal offer; a profler which bind!

him who refuses it.

 

I Davis 1:. Murphy, 126 Mass. 145 (1879), Mortofi, J.

‘ '2 Bl. Com. 14547. See nlso 4 Kent, ill-iii; Johnson

0. Johnson, 13 R. I. 463-70 (1881), cases, Durfee, C. J.

I Schuchardt 1:. Aliens, 1 Wall. 868 (1863).

4 Thompson 1:. Bowie, 4 Wall. 471 (1866); Hickman 0.

Jones. 9 id. 201 (1569).

' State 11. Anderson, 10 Oreg. 461 (1882).

'3 Bi. Com. 313.



TENDER

The plea that the defendant has always

been ready to pay the debt demanded, and,

before action was begun, had tendered the

amount to the plaintiff, which amount, with

interest and accrued costs, the defendant

brings into court for the plaintiflil

May be by proifered delivery of a thing, of services,

of an obligation; most commonly, is of money—act

ually produced, unless the creditor has dispensed

with such production.‘

Imports not merely readiness and ability to pay

money: or to deliver a deed or other property or thing

in question, but also actual production and ofler of

the thing itself, unconditionally, or as agreed to.‘

In the case of a breach of an express warranty, the

warrantee may sue without a return or tender of the

goods. He is not obliged to rescind the sale.‘

liisapprchension or confusion appears to have arisen

from the mode of expression used in treating of the

necessity of a tlrnder or oiler in cases of mutual and

concurrent promises. “Tends-r" does not then mean

the same as when the reference is to paying or ofler

ing to pay a. debt due in money, where the money is

offered to a creditor who is entitled to receive it and

nothing further remains to be done; but, merelya

readiness and willingness, accompanied with an ability

to do the act which the agreement requires of the

party making the tender, provided the other party will

concurrently do the thing required of him, and a no

tice by the former to the latter of this readiness.

Such readiness, ability, and notice, are sufiicient evi

dence of, indeed constitute and imply, a "tender,"

that is, not an absolute, unconditional otter to do or to

transfer anything at all events, but a conditional oifer,

dependent on, and to be performed only in case of,

Lhe readiness of the other party to perform his part

of the agreement.‘

See Aunsns; COVINAIT; Dnoen, 2; Rsscrsmon;

Wsansrrrv, 2.

Legal tender. (1) An oifer to do a thing,

oonfonnably to the requirements of the law

.in the case.

(2) Money that may be ofiered in payment

of a debt.

No foreign coins shall be a legal tender in payment

0' debts. The gold coins of the United States shall be

a legal tender in all payments at their nominal value

when not below the standard weight and limit of toler

snce provided by law for the single piece, and, when

reduced below such standard, shall be a legal tender

 

I See 1 Steph. Plead. 247; 8 Bl. Com. -80¢

I See Thomas v. Evans, 10 East, 101 (1808); Bakeman

0. Pooler, 15 Wend. 038 (1838); Hunter v. Warner, 1

Wis. 14? (1858); Irvin 1:. Gregory, 13 Gray, 218 (1859).

' Holmes v. Holmes, 12 Barb. 144 (1851).

‘Smeltzer 1:. White, 92 U.'S. 895-96 (1875), cases; 4

Kent, -180.

' Smith 11. Lewis, 26 Conn. 119-20 (1857), cases, Storrs,

0. J.; Cook 0. Doggett, 2 Allen, 441 (1861); Bruce 1:.

Smith, 44 Ind. 9 (1878). See generally ‘.36 Am. Law Reg.

74566 (1878), cases; fll Cent. Law J. 244-51(1885), cases
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at valuation in proportion to their actual weight; the

silver coins, for any amount not exceeding flve dollars

in any one payment; the minor coins, for an amount

not exceeding twenty-five cents in any one payment:

United States notes. in payment of all debts, except

for duties on imports and interest on the public debt;

the same as to demand Treasury notes authorized by

acts of July 17, 1861, c. 5, and February 12, 1802, c. 20;

and the same as to Treasury notes authorized by acts

of March 8, 1868, c. 78, and June 80, 186-1, c. 172, for

their face value excluding interest: Provided, that

notes issued under the act last named shall not be a

legal tender in payment or redemption of any notes

issued by any bank intended to circulate as money.I

The act of June 9. 1879, provides, -sec. 3, “ that the

present silver coins . . of smaller denominations

than one dollar shall hereafter be a legal tender in all

sums not exceeding ten dollars in full payment of all

dues public and private.“

Legal Tender Acts. By acts of February 25. 1862,

July 11, 1889, and March 3, 1863, Congress authorized

the issue of notes of the United States, declaring

them a legal tender for all debts, except duties on im

ports and interest on the public debt.l

Legal Tender Decisions. There is no express grant

of power, in the Constitution, to Congress to make any

description of currency a legal tender in payment of

debts. The making of notes or bills of credits a legal

tender in payment of pre-existing debts is not a means

appropriate, plainly adapted, or usually calculated to

carry into effect any express power vested in Con

gress, and is inconsistent with the spirit of the Consti

tution—is prohibited by the Constitution. Prior to

February 25,1882, all contracts for the payment of

money, not expressly stipulating otherwise. were con

tracts for the payment of coin, and must still be paid

in coin, notwithstanding the legislation which makes

United States notes a legal tender in payment of such

debts.‘

Contra. The Legal Tender Acts —chosen as a

means to a proper end: to suppress rebellion and pre

serve the government - were constitutional, as appro

priate and within the power of Congress “ to declare

war." The clause “ to coin money " contains no im

plication that nothing but the precious metals can

ever have the uses of money. The acts apply equally

to pre-existing debts and to debts contracted subse

quently to their passage.‘

 

l R. S., Title XXXIX, ii 8584-00. cases.

‘ See at length, 12 St. L. 815, 532, 709.

' Hepburn v. Griswold, 8 Wall. 603. Decided Novem

ber 27. 1869; read January 129, 1870: 12 Wall. 628-29.

Opinion by Chase, C. J., Nelson, Clifiord, Field, and

Grier, JJ., concurring; Miller, Swayne, and Davis, JJ.,

dissenting.

4 Legal Tender Cases (Knox v. Lee; Parker v. Da

V18), 12 Wall. 437, 510-41. Decided .\lny 1, 1871. Opinion

by Strong, J., Miller, Swayne. Davis, and Bradley, JJ.,

concurring; Chase, 0. J., Nelson, Cliflord, and Field,

JJ., dissenting. December 15, 1869, the resignation of

ltir. Justice Grier had been accepted, the same to take

eiiect February 1, 1870. December 20. 1809, the ap

pointment of Edwin lil. Stanton I-I a member of ti:
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Congress has also the constitutional power to make

the Treasury notes a legal tender in payment of private

debts in time ofpeace, and such not-es may be re-issued

after having been received into the Treasury. The

power “ to borrow money on the credit of the United

States “ is the power toraise money for the public use

on a pledge of the public credit, and maybe exercised

to meet present or anticipated expenses and liabilities.

it includes the power to issue, in return for the money

borrowed, the obligations of the United States in any

appropriate form of stock, bonds, bills or notes. Con

gress has authority to issue these obligations in a

form adapted to circulation from hand to hand in the

ordinary transactions of commerce and business. To

promote and facilitate the circulation of these obliga

tions, to adapt them to use as currency, and make

them more current in the'market, it may provide for

their reception in coin or bonds, and may make them

receivable in payment of debts to the government.

This was admitted by the judges who dissented from

the decision in the Legal Tender Cam. The constitu

tional authority in Congress to provide a currency for

the whole country is now firmly established. The

Constitution prohibits the States from coining money,

emitting bills of credit, or making anything but gold

and silver coin a tender in payment for debts; but no

intention can be inferred from this to deny to Con

gress either of these powers. The exercise of the

power to issue bills of credit, making them a tender

in payment of private debts, not being prohibited to

Congress is included in the power expressly granted to

borrow money on the credit of the United States. . .

Congress, as the legislature of a sovereign nation,

being expressly empowered by the Constitution “ to

lay and collect taxes, to pay the debts and provide for

the common defense and general welfare “ and " to

borrow money on the credit of the United States,“ and

“ to coin money and regulate the value thereof and of

foreign coin; " and being clearly authorized. as inci

dental to the exercise of those great powers, to emit

bills of credit, to charter national banks, and to pro

vide a national currency for the whole people in the

form of coin, Treasury notes, and national bank bills;

and the power to make the notes of the government a

legal tender in payment of private debts being one of

the powers belonging to sovereignty in other civilized

nations, and not expressly withheld from Congress by

the Constitution; “ we are irresistibly impelled to the

conclusion that the impressing upon the Treasury

notes of the United States the quality of being a legal

tender in paymeht of private debts is an appropriate

means, conducive and plainly adapted to the execu

tion of the undoubted powers of Congrem, consistent

court had been confirmed, but he died four days later.

in pursuance of the act of April 10, 1869 (16 St. L. 44),

which went into effect the first Monday of December

following, the number of justices had been restored

to nine and Justice Strong was commissioned Febru

ary 18, and Justice Bradley, liiarch 81, 1870. The court

being thus reconstructed, a motion was made for a

reconsideration of Hepburn‘: Case, and a re-argument

was ordered (four judges dissenting). This was heard

April 16, 1871, and the decision of May 1. 1871, ren

dared.

with the letter and spirit of the Constitution, and

therefore, within the meaning of that instrument,

‘ necessary and proper for carrying into execution the

powers vested by this Constitution in the government

of the United States.‘ Such being our conclusion in

matter of law, whether at any particular time, in war

or in peace, it is, as matter of fact, wise and expediv

ent to resort to this means, is a political question, to

be determined by Congress when the question of exi

gency arises, and not a judicial question, to be after

ward passed upon by the court." I

TENEMENT. A word of greater extent

than land, and though in popular accepta

tion it applies only to houses and other build

ings, yet in its original, proper, and legal

sense it signifies everything that may be

holden, provided it be of a permanent nature:

whether it be of a substantial and sensible,

or of an unsubstantial, ideal kind.a Whence

tenemental, tenementary.

“’hatever may be holden in tenure.‘

\Vhile frequently used in the sense of

house or building, the enlarged meaning is

land, or any corporeal inheritance, or any

thing of a permanent nature which may be

holden.‘

In ‘modern use, a room let in a house, or

such part of a house as is separately occupied

by a single family or person, in contradis

tinction to the whole house; also, a part of a

room occupied by one person, even though

no partition separates his holding from that

of another tenant.5

The modern meaning is doubtless traceable to as

sociations with "tenant" and “ tenancy."

In statutes against lewdness, liquor-selling. and

other nuisances, may include a room connected with

a shop, and forming no part of a dwelling-house.‘

While a “ building “ is a tenement, a tenement may

be something diilferent from a building. The words

have been used synonymously."

Dominant tenement; servient tone

ment. The tenement to which is attached

1 Legal Tender Case (Julliard v. Greenman), 110 U. S.

421, 44-1, 4-19-50. Decided March 8,1884. Opinion by

Gray, J., Waite, C., J., Miller, Bradley, Harlan, Woods,

Matthews, and Blatchford, JJ., concurring; Field, J.,

dissenting. See 1 Har"v. Law Rev. 78-97 (1887); 2 Ban

croft, Const. 132-37.

'2 Bl. Com. 16-17, 59, See 8 Kent, 401; 5 Conn. 518;

78 IlL -109; 13 N. Y. 159.

' Pond v. Bergh, 10 Paige, 157 (1843): Shep. Touch 91.

' Sacket v. Wheaton, 17 Pick. 105 (1885), Wilde, J .

' [Commonwealth v. Hersey, 14-1 Mam. 298 (1S87\

Devens, J.; Young v. Boston, 101 id. 104 (1870); “L '1‘.

W2; L. R. 10 Exch.805.

' Commonwealth v. Cogan. 107 Mass. 212, 210-11

(1871).

' Commonwealth v. Bossidy. 112 Mm 278 (1811).
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an easement in an adjoining tenement is

called the “dominant” tenement, and the

tenement which is subjected to this service

is called the “servient” tenement. See

EASEMENT; HEREDITAMEN1‘.

TENEBE. L_. To hold.

Tenendum. For holding; to hold. A

word once in use to express the tenure by

which an estate was to be enjoyed.1 See

DEED. 2. ‘

Teneri. To be held; to be bound. The

part of a bond in which the obligor declares

himself “to be held and firmly bound” to

the obligee.

Tenet. He holds. Tenuit. He held.

Words once used to state the tenure in ac

tions of waste; the latter, where the estate

had ended and damages only were sought.’

TENOR. Holding: course; general

meaning. SeeTKNERE.

In pleading, imports an exact copy — that

the instrument is set forth in the very words

and figures.‘

In popular use, the substance and effect of

an instrument.‘ Compare Pcnronr.

'I‘EN'I‘EBDEN’S ACT. See Fnauns,

Statute of.

TENURE. Holding;

Tssnnn.

Tenure Of land. The manner of possess

ing land held of a superior, in consideration

of services to be rendered!‘

Simply, the mode of holding an estate in

land.

May import any kind of holding, from

mere possession to owning the inheritance.6

Tenure is inseparable from the idea of property in

land, according to the theory of the English law. All

land in England is held mediately or immediately of

the king. There are there no lands to which “ ten

ure " does not strictly apply. So thoroughly does this

notion pervade the common-law doctrine of real prop

erty that the king cannot grant land to which the res

ervation of tenure is not annexed. The idea also

pervades, to a considerable extent, the law of realty in

this country. The title to land is essentially allodial

(q. 0.), and every tenant in tee-simple has an absolute

possession. See

I 2 Bl. Com. W8.

' 2 Green]. Ev. 5652.

' Commonwealth v. Wright, 1 Cush. 65 (1848); People

1. Warner, 5 Wend. 273 (1880); 6 Blackf. 458; 1 Mass.

$8; 14 Ohio St. 61; 9 Yerg. 894; 1 East, 180; 7 Exch.

B7, 561.

' Beeson v. Beeson, 1 Herr. 472 (Del., 1880).

' L2 B1. Com. 59.

' [Richman u. Lippincott, 29 N. J. L. 59 (1860).

and perfect title, yet, in technical languagmhilestato

is called an estate in feedmple, and the tenure tree

and common socage, q. o. This technical language is

very generally interwoven into the jurisprudence of

the States, though no vestige of feudal tenure may ro

main.l See Faun.

Tenure Of oflice. The manner of hold

ing or of exercising the duties of an ofiice;

also, the duration or term of oflice.2

The Constitution is silent with respect to the power

of removal from oflice, where the tenure is not fixed.

Omces not so fixed are held during good behavior, or

during the life of the incumbent; or at the will of

some department of the government, and subject to

removal at pleasure. In the absence of express regu

lation the power of removal is incident to the power

of appointment. The tenure of ancient common-law

offices depended on ancient usage; but with us there

is no ancient usage.‘ See Bamwoa; Omen, 2.

Tenure of Uflice Acts. The act oi’ Congress of March

2, 1867 (14 St. L. 430), was repealed as to sections one

and two, and amended, by act of April 5, 1869 (16 St.

L. 6), and finally repealed entire by act of March 8,1887

(24 St. L. 500)— the repeal not aflecting " any officer

heretofore suspended " under R. S. 55 1767-72, “ or any

designation, nomination, or appointment heretofore

made by virtue of the provisions thereof." ‘

TERM. 1. A word; an expression; a

phrase; language: as, a term of art, a term

of law or law term, technical terms. See

Tnnmmns, 3.

Sometimes used for expression or phrase: as, “ the

term ‘entry for withdrawal; "“ "the term ‘reason

able doubt; ‘ " ' “ the term ' any former deceased hus

band.‘ " '

Terms of art, in the absence of parol testimony,

are understood in the primary sense, unless the con

text shows a use in a particular sense, in which case

the testimony of persons skilled in the art or science

may be admitted to aid the court in ascertaining the

true intent and meaning of the instrument.I See

Am, 3. _

2. A condition, stipulation, covenant, or

obligation: as, the terms of a contract;

granting a request on terms; imposing terms..

in its general signification, denotes a word, phrase

or expression by which the definite meaning of lan

I8 Kent, 487-88. Tenure in Scotland and England, 1

Law Quar. Rev. 17W, 400-11 (1885); 2 id. 166-76 (1886).

‘See People v. Waite, 9 Wend. 58 (1832); People v.

Brundage, 78 N. Y. 407 (1819).

' Exp. Hennen, 18 Pet. $8451 (1880), cases. Thomp

son, J.

‘See same, R. B. 5 1767-72; Impeachment oi’ Presi

dent Johnson (1868); 2 Am. Law Rev. 540: Embry‘|

Case, 12 (‘,t. Cl. 456 (1876); 2 Story, Const. §§ 1537-47.

' 17 F. R. 280.

' 5 Cush. 820.

' 44 Ohio St. 440.

' Moran v. Prather, 28 Wall. 499 (1874), Clifford, J.;

The John H. Pearson, 121 U. S. 469 (1887); 1 Greenl. Ev.

5 $5.
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M is conveyed. "Terms," in its restricted and

legal sense, and as used chiefly in reference to con

tracts, means the conditions, limitations, and proposi

tions which comprise and govern the acts which the

parties agree expressly or impliedly to do or not to do.

As employed in respect to a lease, embraces the cove

nants and conditions which impose, confer and limit

the respective obligations and rights of the landlord

and tenant When " terms and conditions " are said

to be annexed to " the term," “ the term " means the

estate granted, while the “ terms and conditions " are

the incidents to the grant.I

A court may refuse to grant a request absolutely,

as. to dismiss an appeal, where there has been no

citation to the appellee, and grant relief upon such

terms as secm proper.’

8. An estate for years: the duration or

continuance is bounded, limited, and deter

mined — has a certain beginning and end.

Not merely the time specified in the lease

by which the estate is created, but also the

interest that passes by the lease.

Hence, the "term " may expire during the con

tinuance of the "time," as, by surrender, or forfeit

me.‘

In a lease, the word may refer to the time during

which the lessee is to occupy the premises, or to the

estate or interest demised.‘ See Teams, 2; Lnss.

The lessee is the termor, and his estate

the particular estate, being but a small por

tion of the inheritance.

A term was outstanding or in gross

when it was unattached to the inheritance,

that is, was in the hands of another than the

owner of the inheritance; and attendant

when vested in a trustee for such owner.

Thus. suppose that the owner borrowed money on

a lease for ten years, conditioned to terminate by an

earlier day provided that by that day he returned the

loan with interest, but failed to do this until a subse

quent day: the lessee, at law, could keep possession

for the rest of the ten years, although equity might

require him to yield it up. The lessee, acting volun

tarily, could “surrender " the term to the lessor,

thereby “ merging " it in the inheritance, or he could

assign his interest to a third person as trustee for the

benefit of the inherltance.— the latter course, which

was generally preferred, making the term to “ attend

upon the inheritance "—a satisfied attendant term.

Some terms were held to be attendant without assign

ment. and. to an extent, defeated intermediate silen

‘ Hurd vi Whltselt, 4 Col. 84-90 (1878). Stone, J.; Beus

v. Shaughnessy, 2 Utah. 500 (1880); Welsh v. lliehrbnck,

5 Hun, 449 (1875).

1 Dayton 1:. Lash, 94 U. S. 112 (1876), cases; Railroad

Co. v. Blair, 100 id. 662 (1879).

' [2 Bl. Com. 143-i-i. See 4 Kent, 87-95.

‘ Young 1;. Dake, 5 N. Y. 467 (1851); Finkelmeler o.

Bates, 92 id. 178 (1888); Hurd e. Whltsett, 4 Col. 86

(1878); Sanderson v. City of Scranton, 106 Pa 478

(1634)

 

ations. A purchaser or mortgagor, who had no notice

of an incumbrance, by acquiring the equitable title to

the land by assignment of an outstanding term to a

trustee for himself, could acquire title to the legal ee

tate during the term. Our registry laws, which deter»

mine the rights of purchasers and mortgagor-s by

notice and priority of record, relieve us of the intrica

cies of attendant terms. Statute 8 and 9 Vict. (1845).

c, 112, §2, abolished all such terms as soon as satis

tied.l

4. The period of time during which a ses

sion of court is held.

Spoken of as general or regular, and spe

cial; as adjourned, present, subsequent, etc.

Terms of court are those times or sessions

of the year which are set apart for the dis

patch of business in the superior courts of

common law.z

Their origin has been attributed to the canonical

constitutions of the church; the four ordinary feasts

of Hilary. Easter, Trinity, and Michaelmas, the names

also of the four terms of the courts of common law in

England, clearly indicate that that is the true origin.

. . A term of court, as understood in this country, is

a definite and fixed period, prescribed by law, for the

administration of judicial duties. While a term may

be extended by adjournment, a fixed term is not

thereby enlarged.‘

By the Judicature Act " term," in English practice,

is superseded by the “sitting " of the court of appeal

and of the high court of justice.‘

In American practice the theory of terms of court

is retained, but the word does not seem to designate a

fixed period. Any continuous, authorized "sitting"

or "session" is probably known, in most States, as a

term.

A record is in the power of the court during the

term at which it is made.‘

At the next term the court cannot strike off a judg

ment on the ground of supposed want of jurisdiction.

But the right to correct, at sight, mere clerical errors.

so as to conform the record to the truth, always re

mains. And so, too, as to irregularities in notices,

mandates, and similar proceedings. Any amendment

permissible by the statute of jeofalls, is proper ata

subsequent term, and. in cases, even after writ of error

brought. Thus a judgment entered by fraud may be

annulled at any time. But relief for error in law is

had only by means of a new trial, review, writ of error,

appeal, or other mode provided by statute.I

Except upon bills of review in cases in equity, writs

of error coram nubis in cases at law, or upon motions

which, in practice, have been substituted for the latter

remedy, no court can reverse or annul its decision for

 

I See 4 Kent, 87-9-1; 1 Washb. R P. 811.

' Tidd, Practice, 106.

' Horton v. Miller, 38 Pa. 271 (1861).

' 8 Staph. Com. 482-66.

I Goddard v. Ordway, 101 U. S. 752 (1879), cases~

' Bank of United States v. Moss, 6 How. 88-89 (1848),

cases, Woodbury, J.; Schell 2;. Dodge, 117! U. 8. M

(1882).
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an error of fact or law, after the term at which ren

dered, unless for clerical mistakes; nor can any

change be made which may substantially aflect the

decision.I

Courts of common law had power to vacate judg

ments during the term in which they were rendered.

and the rule is still the same in all courts exercising

jurisdiction in common-law cases. A term continues

until the call of the next succeeding term, unless pre

viously adjourned cine die.‘

Judgments are considered as rendered on the first

day of the term. There is a fiction that a term con

sists of but one day. This is tolerated for the purposes

of justice. To antedate the judicial rejection of a

claim, so as to give effect to a grant, does not promote

the ends of justice.‘

The time of a term‘s commencing is fixed by stat

ute, and its end by the final adjournment of the court

for that term. after the term has ended. all final

judgments and decrees of the court pass beyond its

control, unless steps be taken during that term, by

motion or otherwise, to set aside, modify, or correct

them; and if errors exist they can be corrected only

by such proceeding, by writ of error or appeal, as

may be allowed in the court which by law can review

the decision. To this rule is the one exception of error .

carom nobis,‘ q. v.

When a cause is in progress the trial is not tobe dia

continued by the arrival of a new term.‘

See CONTINIJANCI, 2; Naxr; Szssxon, 1; Vacnuou.

5. The period prescribed for holding an

oflioe.

The expression " term of ofiice " uniformly desig

nates a fixed and definite period of time.‘ See Orncn

2; Txzmaa.

TERMINATE. See A1‘; FROM; TO.

Termination. A voyage is terminated

when the vessel arrives at the port of desti

nation, and has been moored there in safety

for twenty-four hours.

This does not necessarily terminate a risk on the

cargo.’

TERMINER. See Oran AN9-Tanxmaa.

TERMINUS. L. 1. Bound, limit, end

in space or time. Whence co-tcrminous.

Terminus a quo. The end from which;

the starting point; the beginning. Termi

nes ad quem. The end to which; the

point of ending; termination. i

 

I Morgan's Louisiana & Texas R. &c. Co. v. Texas

Central R. Co., 82 F. R. 580 (1887), cases, Harlan, J.

‘ Erp. Lnnge, 18 Wall. 192 (1878), cases, Clifford, J.

' Newhall v. Sanger, 92 U. S. 766 (1875), cases.

‘ Bronson v. Schulten. i0i U. S. 415 (1881), cases, lili

lcr. J.; Phillips v. Negiey, 117 id. 672-75 (1886), cases.

‘ R. 8. $746.

‘Spear 11. Crawford, 8 Metc. "218 (Ky., 1880); People

v. Brundage, 78 N. Y. 407 (1879), Church, 0. J.

' Gracie 1:. Marine Inn. 00.. B Oranch, 82 (1814), Mar

shall, C. J . ‘

0
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Apply, respectively, to the places of beginning and

ending of ways, of risks in marine insurance, to

transfers of title, etc.I See Ar; Fnox; To.

2. An estate for years: since its existence

is limited, begins and ends.

Interesse Interest in (of) a

term. Describes a right to the possession of

an estate for years at a future time.

A bare lease does not vest an estate in the lessee.

it merely gives him a right of entry, which is his in

terest in the term, or interrsae termini. When he has

actually entered, and thereby accepted the grant, the

estate is vested in him, and he is possessed not prop

erly of the land but of the term of years: the posses

sion or seisin of the land still remaining in him who

has the freehold.‘ See TERM, 8.

3. Ending: word, expression, term.

Ex vi termini. From the force of the

word; from the meaning which inheres in

the expression. Plural, em vi terminorum.

Deed, bond, obligation, and like words import, k

vi te1-nu’1u' (or :1: vi termirwrum), sealed instruments.‘

TERMOR. See TERM, 3.

TERRA. See ONUS, Cum onere; _SOLUM.

TERRE-TENANT. He who is in actual

possession of a piece of land, as distinguished

from the owner, real or alleged; also, but

less frequently, the owner of the legal, as

distinguished from the equitable, estate.‘

When a mortgagorsells the land he has mortgaged,

in pieces, for a full price, and at diiierent times, the

parts are liable for the debt in the inverse order of

their alienation; and, before a decree of foreclosure

will be entered, notice of the proceeding must be

given to the terre-tenants.I

Statutes also provide for summoning terre-tenants

in actions on judgments. Thus, if all the terre-ten

ants be not named in a wire facios to revive a judg

ment, the fact may, perhaps, he pleaded in abate

ment.‘ -

'I.‘Ili‘.1'l.RIIElR.7 In old English law, a land

roll, or survey of lands, containing the num

her of acres, tenants’ names, etc.‘

Also, a detailed statement or inventory of the tem

poral possessions of the church.‘

 

I See 2 Bl. Com. 504; 4 Kent, 418.

‘ [2 Bi. Corn. 144: Coke, Litt. 46.

‘ 2 Bl. Com. 109; 17 How. 145; Baldw. 129; 57 Cal.4iW;

2 Hill (N. Y.), 500.

‘See 2 Bl. Com. 91, 828.

‘Carpenter v. Koons, 20 Pa. E6 (1852), Black, 0. .l.;

Nailer v. Stanley. 10 S. & R. 453 (1823); 13 W. N. C. 5092;

31 Leg. Int. 5257; 1Johns. Ch. 447; 5111.235.

‘See CIIIOOII v. Hollenbeck, 16 S. & R. 424 (1826);

Colwell v. Easlcy, 88 Pa. 81 (1876); Penn. Actl June,

1887.

' F.: L. L. terfariul liber, land book.

‘See Tomlins, Ooweli, Law Dicta In Tonnes do in

Ley (1721) spelled " terror."
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TERRITORY. 1. The area of land or

country within the jurisdiction of a State,

municipality, or court.

The district within which a judge or magistrate has

jurisdiction is his " territory," and his power in rela

tion thereto, his territorial jurisdiction.I

Extra-territorial and intra-territorial

refer to the efiect given to a decree or statute

beyond, as compared with within, the geo

graphical limits of the‘ jurisdiction of the

court which pronounced the decree or of the

body which enacted the statute.2

The decree of a court of admiralty. proceeding in

rem, has extra-territorial validity.I Sce Courrr; Ju

nisnicrios; Sam, 2.

2. “ The Congress shall have Power to dis

pose of and make all needful Rules and Reg

ulations respecting the Territory or other

Property belonging to the United States." '

“Territory,” as here used, is merely de

scriptive of one kind of property, and is

equivalent to “ lands.” 5

Congress has the same power over it as over any

other property belonging to the United Statea This

power is without limitation and is the foundation upon

which the territorial governments rest‘

The reference is to the territory owned by the United

States at the time of the adoption of the Constitution,

June 21, 1788. Territory subsequently acquired is sub

ject to the legislation of Congress as a mere incident

to its ownership by the United States.‘

The power oi’ Congress over a territory extends to

all rightful subjects and methods of legislation not

denied by the Constitution, consistent with the spirit

and genius of the same, and with the purpose for

which the territory may have been acquired. The

power to govern new territory, until it is fit to be ad

mitted as a State, results from the acquisition.‘

Territory Northwest of the Ohio. The Ordi

nance of July 18, 1787, for the government of the ter

ritory of the United States northwest of the Ohio river,

was adopted by the Continental Congress when the

Constitutional Convention was in session at Phila

delphia. The territory consisted of seventeen millions

acres between the Ohio river and the Lakes. and was

acquired. by treaties, from Indian tribes. The Ordi

nance provides. among other things, that there should

be " neither slavery nor involuntary servitude in the

Territory. otherwise than in the punishment of crime."

Otlmpare Clrmnn, Amendment XIII.

 

I [Phillips v. Thralls, 28 Kan. T81 (1&i2), Brewer, J.

' See 4 Wall. 497; 109 U. 8. S36.

'1 Whart. Ev. 5 814.

‘Constitution. Art. IV, sec. 3. cl. 8.

' United States v. Gratiot, 14 Pet. 58? (1840).

' Dred Scott 0. Sandford, 19 How. 43%-i2 (1856), Tansy,

C. J.; American ins. Co. v. Canter, 1 Pet. 542 (18%);

Benner 0. Porter, 9 How. 236(i&50); 16 Op. Att.Csn. 115.

' Nelson 1:. United States, 80 F.B.112(1S87).
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In the territory northwest of the Ol 10 river, and or

separate Territories were succmsively formed. Con

gress applied the principles of the Ordinance of 178?.1

See Scnoon.

The fact that the First Congress confirmed the Ordi

nance, did not give iteflect in any State formed out of

the original " territory,“ unless reenacted by the

authority of such State.. See under Oannuscn, 2.

A portion of the public domain becomes an

“organized Territory” when Congress pro

vides a governmental system for it, consist

ing of a legislature, courts, a governor, etc.‘

Within the meaning of the Constitution an organ

izcd Territory is not a “ State," although the words

may be used in that sense.‘

Nor are its courts constitutional courts: they are

legislative courts, created in virtue of the power vested

in Congress to make all needful rules respecting the

territory of the United States, or in virtue of the gen

eral right of sovereignty which exists in the govern

ment. In legislating for the Territories, Congress ex

ercises the combined powers of the General and of a

State government.‘

The theory upon which the governments for por

tions of our territory have been organized has been

that of leaving to the inhabitants all the powers of

self-government consistent with the supremacy and

supervision of the National authority, and with cer~

tain fundamental principles establ'ishcd by Congress.

The fact that judges of the courts are appointed

by the President, under certain acts, does not make

their courts "courts of the United States,“ Their

courts are but legislative courts of the Territories

Accordingly, jurors are not to be summoned, neces

sarily, us in the courts of the United States.‘

The practice, pleadings, forms and modes of pro

cedure, as well as the jurisdiction of the courts, are

left to the legislative action of the Territorial users

blies and of the courts themselves. But Congress may

establish such regulations as it deems expedient.

Thus far Congress has merely instituted a general

system of courts.’

In organizing a Territory, Congress may establish

tribunals tor the exercise of admiralty jurisdiction, or

leave it to the local legislature to create such tribunals.

In either case such courts are not. in strictness. courts

of the United States: the jurisdiction is not part of the

jurisdictional power, but is conferred in exercise of

 

1 1Kent, 884; R. S. p. 18.

' Stroder v. Graham, 10 How. 94 (1850; Permoll v.

First Municipality, s id. 610 (1845). .

I See R. S. §§ 1839-95; Secombe o. Kittelson, 29 Minn.

can (1882).

‘ See New Orleans 1:. Winter, 1 Wheat. 9-1 (1816);

Campbell 1:. Read, 2 Wall. 1980864); Watson v. Brooks,

18 F. R. 640 (1882); The Ullock, 19 id. 211-12 (1853), cases;

12 id. 427, cases.

' American ins. Co. v. Canter, 1 Pet. ‘i546 (1898), ills»

shall, C. J.; Benner v. Porter, 9 How. 248 \1Si>1)).

' Clinton 1;. Englebrecht, 18 Wall. 440-49 (1871), cases,

Chase, C. J.; 15 F. R. 712, 715.

' Hornbuckle v. Toombs. 18 Wall. 648 (1878).
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the power to make needful rules respecting the public

domain.1

A resident of a Territory is not a citizen of a State in

the sense that a citizen of one State may sue a citizen

of another State in the Federal courts.’

In ordaining government for the Territories all the

discretion which belongs to legislative power is vested

in Congress; and that extends to determining by law,

from time to time, the form of the local government

in a particular Territory. and the qualifications of

those who shall administer it. The political rights of

the people are franchises which they hold as privi

leges in the legislative discretion of Congress.‘ See

Lanna, Public.

An act of Congress approved July 80, 1886 (24 St. L.

170), provides that the legislatures of the Territories

now or hereafter to be organized shall not pass local

or special laws in any of the following cases, that is to

say:

Granting divorces.

Changing the names of persons or places.

Laying out, opening, altering, and working roads or

highways.

Vacating roads, town-plats, streets, alleys, and pub

lic grounds.

Locating or changing county seats.

Regulating county and township atlfairs.

Regulating the practice in courts of justice.

Regulating the jurisdiction and duties of justices

of the peace, police magistrates, and constables.

Providing for changes of venue in civil and criminal

cases.

Incorporating cities, towns, or villages, or changing

or amending the charter of any town, city, or village.

For the punishment of crimes or misdemeanors.

For the assessment and collection of taxes for Ter

ritorial, county, township, or road purposes.

Summoning and impaneling grand or petit jurors.

Providing for the management of common schools.

Regulating the rate of interest on money.

The opening and conducting of any election or des

ignating the place of voting.

The sale or mortgage of real estate belonging to

minors or others under disability.

The protection of game or fish.

Chartering or licensing ferries or toll bridges.

Remitting fines, penalties or forfeitures.

Creating, increasing, or decreasing fees, percentage,

or allowances of public officers during the term for

which said ofiiccrs are elected or appointed.

Changing the law of descent.

Granting to any corporation, association, or individ

 

I City of Panama, 101 U. S. 460 (1879).

‘New Orleans 1:. Winter, 1 Wheat. 91 (1816); Barney

a. Baltimore, 8 Wall. 287 (1867); Clssel v. McDonald, 16

Blatch. 153 (1879), cases; Darst 11. Peoria, 18 F. B. 561

(18%).

' Murphy o. Ramsey, 114 U. S. 44-45 (1885), cases.

See, as to Alaska, R. S. 55 1934-76; as to Arizona,

Dakota, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Utah, Washing

ton, and Wyoming, R. S. i§ 1896-1968. and these titles

in the index thereto, and in the indexes to the Statutes ,

at Large since 1878. As to Utah especially, see Po- .

1 or operation of rail-roads, wagon-roads, irrigatingLYOLIY.

ual the right to lay down railroad tracks, or mending

existing charters for such purpose.

Granting to any corporation, association, or individ

ual any special or exclusive privilege, immunity, or

franchise whatever. -

In all other cases where a general law can be made

applicable, no special law can be enacted in any of the

Territories by the legislatures thereof.

Sec. 2. That no Territory now or hereafter to be or

ganized, or any political or municipal corporation or

subdivision thereof, shall hereafter make any sub

scription to the capital stock of any incorporated

company, or company or association having corporate

powers, or in any manner loan its creditto or use it

for the benefit of any such company or association, or

borrow any money for the use of any such company

or association.

Sec. 3. That no law of any Territorial legislature

shall authorize any debt to be contracted by or on be

half of such Territory except in the following cases:

To meet a casual deficit in the revenues, to pay the

interest upon the Territorial debt, to suppress insur

roctlons, or to provide for the public defense, except

that in addition to any indebtedness created for such

purposes, the legislature may authorize a loan for the

erection of penal, charitable or educational institu

tions, if the total indebtedness of the Territory is not

thereby made to exceed one per centum upon the as

sessed value of the taxable property as shown by the

last general assessment. and nothing in this act shall

be construed to prohibit the refunding of any existing

indebtedness of such Territory or of any political or

municipal corporation, county, or other subdivision

therein.

Sec. 4. That no political or municipal corporation,

county, or other subdivision in any of the Territories

shall ever become indebted in any manner or for any

purpose to any amount in the aggregate, including

existing indebtednem, exceeding four per centum on

the value of the taxable property within such corpora

tion. county, or subdivision, to be ascertained by the

last assessment for Territorial and county taxes pre

vious to the incurring of such indebtedness; and all

bonds or obligations in excess of such amount given

by such corporation shall be void: That nothing in

this act shall he so construed as to aflect the validity

of any act of any Territorial legislature heretofore

enacted, or of any obligations existing or contracted

thereunder, nor to preclude the issuing of bonds al

ready contracted for in pursuance of express provis

ions of law: nor to prevent any such legislature from

legalizing the acts of any county, municipal corpora

tion, or subdivision of any territory as to any bonds

heretofore issued or contracted to be issued.

Sec. 5. That section 1889, title 28, of the Revised

Statutes be amended to read as follows: “ The legisla

tive assemblies of the several Territories» shall not

grant private charters or special privileges, but they

may, by general incorporation acts, permit persons to

associate themselves together as bodies corporate for

mining, manufacturing, and other industrial pursuits,

and for conducting the business of insurance, banks

of discount and deposit (but not of issue), loan. trust,

and guarantee associations. and for the coiistmction

(65)
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ditches, and the colonization and improvement of

lands in connection therewith, or for colleges, semi

naries, churches, libraries, or any other benevolent,

charitable, or scientific association."

Sec. 6. That nothing in this act shall be construed

to abridge the power oi’ Congress to annul any law

passed by a Territorial legislature, or to modify any

existing law of Congress requiring that the laws of

any Territory shall be submitted to Congress.

Sec. 7. That all acts and parts of acts hereatter

passed by any Territorial legislature in conflict with

the provisions of this act shall be null and void.

See further Couars, United States; SCHOOL; fizzarv.

TERROR. See R101‘; ROBBERY.

TEST. When the identity of anything is

once established, other things, as to which

there is doubt, may be compared with it as

the test or standard, to ascertain whether

they belong to the same class or not.

Thus, to permit a signature to be shown to the jury

as a test-paper its genuineness must first be directly

proved.I See Hsxowairixo.

Test Act. Statute of 25 Geo. Il (1752),

o. 2, enacting that all persons holding office,

receiving pay from or holding a place of

trust under the crown, should take the oath

of allegiance and supremacy, subscribe a

declaration against transubstantiation, and

receive the sacrament, according to the

usage of the Church of England, within six

months after appointment.

Repealed by 9 Geo. W (1829), c. 17, as to receiving

the sacrament, and s new declaration substituted.‘

The English Test Acts related to matters of opinion,

most 0! them to religious opinions. The meaning at

tached to the word “test “ in our constitutions was de

rived from these acts.‘ See Bauer; Rsuoms.

Test oath. An oath of loyalty toward

the existing government.

In England and France, testoaths have been lim

ited to an afllrmation oi! present belief or disinter

estedness toward the government, with no reference

to past conduct. The clauses in the constitution

of Missouri which require clergymen, before they

may exercise their profession, to take an oath that

they have not committed designated acts, some of

which at the time were innocent in themselves, con

stitute a billot attainder, and an ex post facto law,

forbidden by the Federal Constitution.‘

TEST’. See Tssns, Test’.

TESTABLE. Having capacity to make

a will; also, capable of being given by will.

Opposed, intestable. See Tasrm.

 

\ Depue 0. Place, 7 Pa. 480 (1848).

' See 4 Bl. 00m. 59.

‘Attorney-General 1:. Detroit Common Council, 68

Iioh. 21748 (1885).

' Oummings v. Missouri, 4 Wall. 818 (1866), Field, J.
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Testacy. The condition, in law, of hav

ing made a valid will for the disposition of

the maker's estate after death. Opposed,

intestacy: dying without leaving a valid

will.

Testament. Written or oral instructions

properly “ witnessed ” and authenticated,

according to the pleasure of the deceased,

for the disposition of his eflects. Styled his

will by way of emphasis.l

Originally, a ‘‘testament‘‘ concerned personalty

only,and a "devise " or “ will " realty. Later, the

general expression for an instrument embracing either

or both species of property was "last will and testa

ment,“ or simply a " will." The terms are now inter

changed.’

A testament, according to both Justinian and Coke,

was so called because it isa teslaiio mentis, a vvitnew

ing to one's intent. This derivation “ savors too much

of the conceit." It is, rather, a substantive from

testari, to be ‘a testis, a witness, to bear witnem. The

definition oi the old Roman lawyers was: teltantenium

voiuntatia noatrce junta scntentia de 20 quod quiz

post mortem mam flerioelit, a testament is the legal

expression of one‘s will as to what be after his death

wishes done.‘ See Tmrmnxm, p. 1027.

Testamental. Pertaining to a testament

or will.

Testamentary. (1) Connected with, relat

ing or belonging to. the making of a will or

of a will as made: as, testamentary capacity

or power; a testamentary cause, gift, mat

ter, purpose, use; a testamentary paper; let

ters testamentary.

(2) Named, appointed, or created in or by

one’s will: as, a testamentary heir, guardian,

trustee.

Post-testamentary. Referring (1) to a

child: born after its parent has made his last

will; (2) to property: acquired after a will,

or the last will, was made.

Testate. (1) Having made a valid will;

leaving a will: as, he died testate.

(2) Disposed of by will: as, testste prop

erty, or estates.

Opposed, intestate: without leaving a

will; not disposed of by will. Said of the

fact, and descriptive of the person himself as

distinguished from a “ testator."

Testator. Any person who makes a will;

specifically a man, as distinguished from

teststrix, a woman, who has made a will.

 

I [2 Bl. Com. 12. 489, 499.

' [2 Bl. Com. 490; 4 Kent, 501; 81 Wend. 4-36.

'2 Bi. Com. 499; 12 Barb. 158; ‘Kent, 601, b.
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One may die testate as to a part, and intestate as to

the rest, of his property.

See generally Iswnvnnca; Ixss.mn, 2 (5); Lmm, 4;

RIPREBENTATIVE (1); WILL, 2.

TESTAMENTUM. See under TESTIS.

TESTATUM; TESTE; TESTIS. See

under TESTIS.

TESTIFY. To bear witness to; to give

testimony in a judicial inquiry. See TESTIB.

Testimony. A witnessing: the declara

tion of a witness as to a fact; a statement in

evidence made by a witness; whatever is ad

mitted as evidentiary of the truth in a cause,

whether competent or incompetent as proof,

and inclusive of writings and records of all

kinds.

“ Testimony" is the statement or declaration of a

witness; it is merely a species or class of "evidence."

Evidence includes all testimony, while testimony does

not include all evidence. Testimony may not be evi

dence.1

Testimony consists in what is not proved as well as

in what is proved. When the act of withholding testi

mony raises a violent presumption that a fact not

clearly proved or disproved exists, the court may

allude to the act as a circumstance strengthening the

proof.’

A bill to " perpetuate testimony " is a bill flied in l

court of equity to preserve testimony in danger of

being lost, before the matter to which it relates can be

made the subject of judicial investigation; as, the tes

timony ot an aged or sick person about to move out

of the jurisdiction. The testimony may respect a

title or claim to realty or personalty, and be used to

support an action or a defense. Analogous are bills

to “take testimony do bene ease," and bills to take

the testimony of persons resident abroad, to be used

in suits actually pending.‘

Bee further Dsrosrrron; Drscovaar, 8, 6; Evmancs;

Pnaesrmrs; Srsaooasrana; Wrmasa.

TESTIS. L. A witness. Testari: to be

a witness, bear witness to; to be witnessed,

shown, certified.

Derivatives: attest, contest, protest, testify, testi-'

mony, teslacy, testator, testament, intestate.

Nemo testis esse debet in propria sua

causa. No one should be a witness in his

own cause. One cannot testify in his own

behalf.

This common-law rule has been very generally

abrogated.‘ See further Wrrssss.

 

‘See McDonald u. Elfes, 61 Ind. 284 (1878); 18 id. 889;

17 id. 272, 95; 18 id. 413; 63 Iowa, 285.

' Prick v. Barbour, 64 Pa. 121 (1870).

'2 Story, Eq.§§1506, 1513; 8 Bl. Corn. 450. As to

contracts for the production of testimony, see Cobb v.

Cowdery, -i0 Vt. 25 (1567), cases: 94 Am. Dec. 876-78,

cases.

'1 Green]. Ev. 55 128, 811, 881, 8:18, 889, 840, 848, 849,

I2, 879, 886, 800, 411, 587.
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Test’. An abbreviation of testis, a wit

ness, or of tests, being a witness.

The attestation of the foreman of a grand jury that

a bill has been found or ignored may be certified in

Pennsylvania in the words “test. pro reipubliom,

A— B——."

Tostamentum. A will of personalty; a

will of any species of property.

Cum testamento annea.-0. With the will

annexai—to letters of administration, q. 1).

Eu: testamento. From a will ; under a will ;

by force or virtue of a will. Opposed, ab

intestate: from an intestate. Expressions

used to indicate the origin of property.

Onme testamentum consummatum morts

est. Every will is perfected by the death: a

will is of no eifect till after the death of the

maker—up to the last moment of life is

ambulatory, q. 1:. .

Teatamentum inojficiosum. An,undutiful

will; a will made in disregard of the .obliga

tions ot‘ nature or parentage.

The Romans set aside testaments as fnofllcioaa, that

is, deficient in natural duty, if they disinherited “ chil

dren" without asslgning sufllcient reason. But if a

child received any legacy, though ever so small, it

was proof that the testator had not lost his memory

or reason, which, otherwise, the law presumed, and

no contest of the will was allowed. From this has

arisen the groundless notion that to disiuherit an heir

he must be left a shilling or some other express

legacy.I

“Children " meant natural and domestic heirs.

They were non-disinheritable because considered as

having a property in the father's eflects, and as ea

titled to the management of his estate. An action,

called querela in01Iicios1' testamenfi, was introduced

to rescind any such will, made without just cause.

But the parent, by charging his estate with debts,

could render succession unprofitable.‘

Testandi. See Armws.

Testatum. It is witnessed, or testified.

At common law, when a defendant who was to be

arrested on a oapiaa could not be found within the

sherifl‘s balllwick the writ was returned, and another

writ, called the testatum cupias, was directed to the

sheriff of the county where the defendant was sup

posed to be, reciting the former writ, and that “ ‘it is

testified ‘ that the defendant lurks in your balliwick,“

and then commanded that he be taken, as in the can

of the former oapias. At present, when the action B

brought in one county and the defendant lives in an

other, to save trouble, time, and expense it is usual to

make out a teatatum at flrst, supposing a former writ

to have been granted.‘

A tesfatum execution is a writ of execution feither

a fieri facias or a capia: ad respondendum) issued

1 2 Bl. Com. 502; Hadley, Rom. Law, 317.

'2 Kent, 82?; 2 Addams, 449; 8 id. 201.

' 8 Bl. Com. 282-B8.
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into another county than that in which the record re

mains. to secure satisfaction out of the property there.

I1'he writ formerly concluded with the words “ Where

tore. on behalf of the plaintifi’, ‘it is testifled' in our

mid court that the defendant has goods. etc., within

your builiwick.“ In England. since 1852. the teatatum

clause in the second writ (now the only writ issued) is

omitted.1

Teste. Being witness; witnessed by. The

date of the issue of a writ.’-’

Originally, the initial word of the last

clause of write, when expressed in Latin, set

ting forth that each particular writ was is

sued by authority of the ofiicial whose signa

ture was atfixed — the sovereign or the chief

justice of the court.

The corresponding clause in a writ is now

called the teste, and the writ itself is said to

be “ tested.”

Write and processes issuing from the Supreme or a

circuit court shall bear tests of the Chiei.I Justice. or.

If that offlce be vacant. of the associate justice next in

precedence. Writs and processes issuing trom a dis

trict court shall bear taste of the judge. or. it the

otlice be vacant, ot the clerk thereof.‘

Testes. Witnesses.

Trial per tester. by witnesses, described (1) the action

of an executor in producing the witnesses to a con

tested will in court. and there proving the execution

.0! the instrument: ' (2) a trial without the intervention

of a jury. by testimony presented to a judge. as op

posed to a trial by combat, ordeal. or the oath of par

ties alone.‘

Testimonium. Witnessing; attestation.

The tesiimonimn clause of an instrument is the

clause at the end beginning “ In witness whereof.“ '

THANKSGIVING. See HOLIDAY.

THAT. See THXS.

That is to say. See WIT.

THE. Particularizes the subject spoken

of. The bill of scandal may be very diflerent

from a bill of scandal." See A. 4.

THEATER. A house in which dramatic

compositions are spoken or recited by " act

, ors.”'

Not necessarily more than a stage on which

actors play and a room in which acting is

done and seen; not, then. necessarily,'a place

where valuable goods are stored.’

 

I 1 Arch. Pract. 576.

'8 Bl. Com. 2Y5.'Z82; lid. 179; 4 Yerg. 21.

I Act 8 May, 17%: R. S. 55 911-12.

‘2 Bi. Com. 508; 2 Story. Eq. 6 1516.

'8 Bl. Com. 336.

° Ladd v. Ladd. 8 How. 86 (1850).

‘Shari! v. Commonwealth. 2 Binn. ‘M9. 516 (1810).

' Rowland u. Kleber, 1 Pittsb. 71 (1853).

' Lee 1:. State. 56 Ga. 478 (1878).

Any edifice used for he purpose of dramatic or

operatic or other representations. plays. or perform

ances. for admission to which entrance-money is re

ceived. not including halls rented or used occasionally

for concerts or theatrical representations.I

A negro minstrel performance is a “ theatrical en

tertainment;“' ballet dancing is an “ entertainment

of the stage." ' but tumbling may not be; l and an

equestrian pageant or circus is a “ theatrical perform

ance." '

Where the question was whether or not the per

formance of an opera may properly be regarded as a

theatrical exhibition. within the meaning of a statute

providing that no " theatrical exhibition shall he al

lowed without a license first had and obtained." the

court said that a theatrical exhibition must be either

such as pertains to the theater or to the drama ior the

representation oi’ which the theater is designed. A

drama is a story represented by action. and while it is

ordinarily designed to be spoken. it may be repre

sented by pantomime. An opera is a musical drama.

In the former the actor observes the rules of rhetoric

and of oratory. in the letter he employs his powers of

music. vocal and instrumental. The ordinary theater

is adapted to the performance of the opera. and this

form of exhibition, especially the light opera and opera

comique. in these days is a prominent feature oi‘ thea

ter work.‘

Contracts for the exclusive services of distinguished

artists in theatrical representations are personal and

peculiar. Damages for violation of such a contract is

not capable of definite determination. and a violation

may be restrained by injunction—except where the

damages have been liquidated by agreement]

See Dnnu; Rmnr, 2. Civil Rights Acts; Tlcm.

Theater.

THEFT. The fraudulent taking of cor

poreal personal property belonging to an

other, from his possession, or from the pos

session of some one holding the same for

him, without his consent, with intent to de

prive the owner of the value of the ame and

to appropriate it to the use or benefit of the

person taking.8

The popular name for larceny,9 q. o.

 

1 Revenue Act 18 July 1866. 5 9: 14 St. L. 126.

ITaxing District 0. Emerson. 4 Lea.8l2 (1880). As to

minstrelsy. see generally. Mayor. etc. 1;. Eden Muses

00., 84 Alb. Law J.164(N. Y.. 1886).

' Gallini v. Laborie. 5 T. R. 242 (1793); Wigan e.

Strange. L. R.. 1 C. P. 175(1B65).

‘ The King 12. Handy. 8 T. R. 287 (1705).

‘Cheney 1;. Stetson. Mass. Super. Ct. (1878).

' Bell. Treasurer of Philadelphia. 1:. liiahn. Sup. Ct

P5. (1888): Act l6 April. i345.

' l\lcCau1l v. Braham. 16 F. R. 37. 40 (1383). cm; ib.

42-19. cases.

I Quitzow v. State. i Tex. Ap. 88 (1876): Pasc. Dig.

Art.238l; 8:21.138; 14 id. $34. 575; 37 id. 338; 2) id. 171

(1886); 4 Bl. Com. 229.

' See People v. Donohue. 84 N. Y. 442-48 (1881).
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Thief’. In a policy upon the cargo of a vessel, the

word “ thieves " is broad enough to cover acts of com

pound and simple larceny.‘

See Courousn, 1 (4); Hm: mo Car; iliamoa; Sus

DB, 1.

THELLUSSON ACT. See ACCU1IULA

‘HON.

THEN. As an adverb of time, means

"at that time,” referring to n time specified,

pastor future. It has no power of itself to

fix a time; it refers to time already fixed.2

As an adverb of contingency, means "in that

event" '

Although, strictly, an adverb of time, it often in

tendsan event or contingency,"and isequivalent to " in

that event," or “ in that case. In this sense it desig

nates a limitation of an estate, or a future contingency

on which it is made to depend. Thus employed, it is

a word of reference, not indicating any particular

point of time.‘ See Raiunlonn; WHEN.

Then and there. In an indictment, refer to

some foregone averment by which their effect is de

termined. If that is a single act. and the indictment

avers that " then and there " another act occurred,

the necessary import is that the two acts were pre

cisely co-existent, and the word “then “ refers to a

precise time. When the antecedent averment fixes no

-precise time, " then," used afterward, of course fixes

no definite time.‘

When time and place have once been named with

certainty it is suflicient to refer to them afterward by

the words “ then and there:" the effect being the

same as if the time and the place were repeated‘

THENCE. In a deed, preceding each

course given, imports that the following

course is continuous with the one before it.7

THEORY. See EXPERT; Hwornasm.

THERE. See Tans arm Tunas.

THEREFORE. Compare S0.

Burr, 1.

1 American Ins. Co. 11. Bryan, 1 Hill, 82 (N. Y., 1841).

See also Spinetti 1;. Atlas Steamship Co., 80 N. Y. 71,

77-78 (1880), cases.

'Mangum 0. Piester, 16 S. C. 829 (1881), Simpson,

0. J.; Dove 0. Tarr, 128 Mass. 40 (1879).

' Pintard v. Irwin, 20 N. J. L. 505 (186).

4 Hall 1:. Priest, 6 Gray, 24 (1866), Bigeiow, J.; Ash 1:,

Coleman, 21 Barb. 647 (1857); Buzby's Appeal, 61 Pa.

116 (1869); Cresson's Appeal, 76 id. 24 (1874); Thomson

v. Ludington, 104 Mass. 198 (1870); Newberry 1:. Hin

man, 49 Conn. 132 (1881); Gibson 1:. I-Iardaway, 68 Ga.

6'28 (1882); Stook‘s Appeal, 20 Pa. 352 (1853); llIcArthur

0. Scott, 113 id. 880 (1885), cases; Farnam v. Farnam,

58 Conn. W9, 286 (1886).

l Edwards v. Commonwealth, 10 Pick. 126 (1887),

Shaw, C.J.; State u. Willis, 78 Die. 74 (1886); 12 Allen,

152, cases; 100 Mass. 16; 1 Mo. Ap. 8; 74 Me. 221; 1

Blah. Stat. Proc. 5418, cases.

' State 1;. Cotton, '-‘A N. H. H6 (1851); State v. Willis,

1'8Me. 74 (1885).

' Flazg 0. Mason, 141 Mass. 66 (1886).

See

 

THEREIN. In the expression “vacate

the judgment in said action, and all pro

ceedings therein,” held to refer to the action.)

A woman, in an ante-nuptial contract, agreed to no

cept money in satisfaction " of her rights of dower

and inheritance " in the “estate " of the husband, and

relinquish “all claim therein“ as widow. Held, that

" therein " referred to “ dower" and "inheritance,“

and not to "estate." '

THEREOF. In a deed of trust, " to se

cure the payment of said notes at the matu

rity thereof," held to refer to the notes.‘

THEREON. The description of a voyage

to a port on the north side of Cuba, “ with

the liberty of a second port thereon,” was

held to mean that the second port was to

be on the side already specified, and that

“thereon ” meant “ on the same side." 4

THEREUPON. Without delay or lapse

of time; as, in a minute that a committee,

having made its announcement, a motion

was “thereupon made” and carried.‘

In a declaration, was taken to mean “ in considera

tion thereof,“ where the context seemed to require it.‘

THIEF. See THEFT.

THING. Subject-matter; substance; ef

fects; any object that may be possessed.

The objects of dominion or property are

things—real and personal. Things real

are such as are permanent, fixed, immovable,

which cannot be carried out of their place;

as, lands and tenements. Things personal

are goods, money, and all other movables,

which may attend the owner’s person wher

ever he thinks proper to go.7

"immovable things, as land and houses. and the

profits issuing out of the same, were the principal

favorites of our first legislators: such property was

imagined to be lasting, and would answer to posterity

the pains their ancestors employed. Those legislators

entertained a low and contemptuous opinion of all

personal estate, it being a transient commodity. The

amount of it was indeed comparatively trifling, during

the scarcity of money and the ignorance of luxurious

refinements which prevailed in the feudal ages. Hence

it was that a tax of the fifteenth, tenth, or larger pro

portion of all the movables of the subject was tre

quentiy laid without scruple; and hence may be

derived the frequent forfeiture: inflicted by the com

‘ Cummings 11. Tabor, 61 Wis. 191 (1884).

'l\Iahai!y v. Mahafly, 61 Iowa, 679 (1888); 68 id. 66

(1884).

I Bridges v. Ballard, 62 llilss. 211 (1884).

' Nicholson 1:. Mercantile Ins Co., 106 10-. “I

(1871).

' Putnam 1:. Langley, 188 Mass. 2% 0&2).

' Bean 1;. Ayers, 67 Me. 487 (1878).
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THINK

men law of all of a man's goods and chattels." !

PIOPIBRTY; Rs-.s; Suvznv.

THIITK. To believe, consider, esteem.

A finding by a Jury that they " think " that certain

horses were not struck by a particular train was held

to sufilcientiy express the finding oi‘ the fact.’

See DIBCBETIDN, 2; INTENTl0N; Manon; Pant»:

nra.

THIRD or THIRDS. See Downs.

Third person. See Sraanean.

THIS. Used of things before stated, re

fers to the thing last mentioned, while

“ that ” refers to the thing first mentioned;

but “ these others " refers to others than

those. just mentioned.‘ Compare H10.

THOBOUGHFARE. See Roan,

Smear: WAY.

THOUGHT. See Tnmx.

THREAD. The middle line of a stream

or highway. See FILUM; Rrraman; Smear.

THREAT. A threat or menace of bodily

hurt, through fear of which a man's business

is interrupted, is inchoate violence.‘

A menace of destruction or injury to one's

life, reputation, or property.

A person (a tramp) who has entered a house against

the will of the occupant, may “ threaten " to injure

another by acts as well as by words. The test in such

case is as to what the occupant had reasonable ground

to believe were the intruder‘s intentions from his con

duct.‘

On a trial for homicide when the question whether

the prisoner or the deceased commenced the encounter

is in doubt, the accused may prove threats of violence

made against him by the deceased, though not brought

to the knowledge of the prisoner.‘

A person whose life (or whose family) has been

threatened by another, whom he knows or has reason

to believe has armed himself with a deadly weapon

for the avowed purpose of taking his life or inflicting

great personal injury upon him, may reasonably infer,

when a hostile meeting occurs, that his adversary in

tends to carry the threat into execution. A previous

threat alone, however, unless coupled at the time with

an apparent design then and there to carry it into ef

fect, will not justify a deadly assault; there must be

such a demonstration of an immediate intention to ex

ecute the threat as to induce a reasonable belief that

the party threatened will lose his life or suiier serious

bodily injury unless he immediately defends himself

against the attack. But a previous threat alone is not

enough: the party may have relented or abandoned

1;

 

'2 Bl. Com. 381.

I Martin v. Central Iowa R. Co., 59 lows, 414 (1882).

' Russell v. Kennedy, 66 Pa. 251 (1870).

' 8 Bl. Com. 120.

' People v. Deacons, 109 N. Y. 881 (i888): N. Y. Laws

1885, ch. 400, I 2.

‘ “'l'."rins ti. People. N U. S. 465, 485 (1876), casd
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See his purpose. or his courage may have failed, or the

threat may have been idle gasconade. made without

any purpose to execute it. Generally speaking. the

threat must have been communicated to the accused —

to influence his action.I

The remoteness of the threat from the time of the

homicide is a circumstance for the jury to consider,

even where the threat was made thirty years prior to

the killing.‘

A threat to commit a crime, by another than the

person on trial, is not admissible on the part of the ac

cused, unless part of the res gestm, or a link in achain

of evidence connecting with the crime itself.‘

See Darnnsn, 1; Cosrsssion, 2; Consaxr; Donna

Threatened See Imnscnon.

Threatening letter. A letter sent to a

person threatening to accuse him of a crime,

with a view to extort money, chattels, or

other property.4

Such letter may also threaten to libel or to kill the

person addressed.

When the threat is to accuse of a crime the indict

ment need not specify the particular crime: for the

prisoner may intentionally leave that in doubt. Nor

need the threat be to accuse before a judicial tri

bunal.‘ See BLACKXAIL

THROUGH. In an act providing that

no road shall be laid out “through” the

grounds of a cemetery company, held to

mean " over.” ‘

A general warranty. in a deed of conveyance, to

defend the possession of the premises against clailnl

made “ through or by " the grantor estops his heirs

and subsequent grantees from claiming an interest in

the premises.’

THRUST. "Thrusting” a person with

a dangerous weapon will include thrusting

with an iron bolt, rod, or pin, whether the

point be sharp or not.8

TICHBORNE CASE. See PERJUBY;

Paasomrn; SENTENCE, Cumulative.

TICKET. The meaning, in a statute, is a

matter of construction: the word itself has

no determinate signification ; -— for there are

 

1 People v. Bcoggins, 87 cu. ass-ac (1869), ‘Crockett, J.;

People v. lama, 57 id. 126-27 (1880); People 1:. Campbell,

59 id. 247-61 (1881), cases: United States v. Leighton, 4

Dak. T. 81 (1882).

I Goodwin v. State, 96 Ind. 652 (1884): 4 Cr. Law Mag.

588, cases.

' State 0. Beaudet, 58 Conn. 542-51 (1885), cases

‘ [4 Bl. Com. 18?, 126.

‘See 2 Bish. Cr. L5 1200; 2 Whart. Cr. L.‘ 1684; 8

Cr. L. Mag. 79.0; ‘.26 Iowa, 1%; 24 Me. 71; 68 id. 473; i%

Mass. 56; 12 Allen, 447; 68 hlo. 66; 2 Barb. 427; iii Ohio

St. 813.

' Hyde Park v. Cemetery Association, 119 Ill. 14‘!

(1886).

' Traver v. Baker, 15 F. R 191 (1888).

' State v. Lowry, 88 La. An. 1234 (1881).
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lottery tickets, play-house tickets, admission

tickets at public exhibitions and private par

ties, tickets to seats on a stage, tickets for

passage on boats, etc.I

Lottery ticket. See Lorrnnv.

Railroad ticket. A token or voucher,

adopted for convenience, showing that the

passenger has paid his fare from one place

to another: generally it does not contain,

and ordinarily it is not intended to contain,

a contract, but is a receipt for money only.’

issued to a passenger, is a receipt for the passage

money, and may be assigned by delivery so as to give

a right of action for the value of unused coupons.‘

That a discount will be made, when purchased be

fore entering the car, is a reasonable regulation. A

company is not bound to keep its offlce open after the

time advertised for the departure of the train.‘

The sale of a ticket is an undertaking that due care

for safety will be used in managing trains and main

taining the road.‘

See further Csamsa, Of passengers;

ncmrr; Till-TABLI.

Ticket of leave. Under English laws, a

convict, particularly one sent to a penal set

tlement, for continued good conduct may

have a license, called “ a ticket of leave," to

be at large; amounting, practically, in cases,

to a remission of the sentence, within the

conditions prescribed. Whence ticket-of

leave man.

The conditions are that the holder shall preserve

his license, and produce it when called for by any om

cer of the peace; shall abstain from violating the

laws; shall not associate with bad characters; and

shall not lead an idle or diasoluie life.

Ticket to a theater. The lawful holder

of a ticket to a seat in a theater has more

than a mere license; his right is rather in the

nature of a lease, entitling him to peaceable

ingress and egress, and exclusive possession

Coupon

 

I [Allah-e c. Howell Works 00., 14 N. J. L 28 (1883),

Hornblower, O. .1. See generally 1Hnrv. Law Rev. 17

88 (1887), cases.

' [Rswson 11. Pennsylvania R. Co., 42 N. Y. 217 (1872);

Earl, (3.; Gordon 1:. Manchester, &c. R. Co., 52 N. H.

609 (1678); Logan v. Hannibal, &c. R. Co., 77 Mo. 66

(1383)

' Hudson 1:. Kansas Pacific R. Co., 13 Rep. 295 (1882):

D F. R. 879. H. was a " ticket broker,“ and the rail

road company refused to redeem tickets held by him.

' Swan 1:. Manchester, &c. R. Co., 182 Mass. 116 (1882),

cases.

'Llttle s. Dusenberry, 46 N. J. L. 648 (1884), cases;

Richmond. &c. R. Co. v. Ashby, 79 Va. 188 (1884). See

generally Redf., Wood, Railw., Index " Ticket; " 9 Am.

& Eng. R Cases, 814-115, cm

of the designated seat during the perform

ance.1

The proprietor oi’ a theater is not bound to sell any

chosen seat, for a period oi’ opera, to the person who

first presents himself at the advertised hour for the

sale of seats.‘

See Dunn; Tanran.

TIDE. To be tidal water it is not neces

sary that water should be salt, but the spot

must be one where the tide, in the ordinary

course of things, flows and refl0ws.‘

In England there is no navigable stream beyond the

ebb and flow of the tide. There, therefore, tidewater

and navigable water are synonymous terms, and mean

nothing more than public rivers. Hence the estab

lished doctrine in that country that admiralty juris

diction is confined to the ebb and flow of the tide. In

other words, it is confined to public navigable waters.

And so, in early days in this country, apublic river

was defined as a tide-water river, without examination

whether that definition was as applicable here as in

England, the navigable waters then thought of being

tide-waters on the Atlantic coasts, rather than the

great lakes with their tributaries.‘

See Ammun-rs; Laxas; NAVXGABLL

TIE. See Vors.

TIES. See Tmssn.

TIGHT. Has no strictly technical signi

fication.

1. In a claim fora patent to fit avessel forsweaiing

tobacco, means suiiiciently tight to subserve the pur

pose of the invention; and an imitation less tight than

the original is not thereby saved from the charge of

infringement.‘

2. Referring to an instrument of writing, see

Sassr.

TILES. See Corvmcnr.

TILL. See UNTIL

TILLAGE. Husbandry; the cultivation

of the land, particularly by the plow. See

AGRICULTURE.

That is the meaning in the act of June 8, 1878 (20 St.

L. 89), which perrnitsa settler on the public lands to

cut timber on his claim in order to prepare the land

for tillage. He may not cut timber merely for the pun

pose of selling it.‘

-TIMBER. Generically, only such trees

as are used in building ships or dwellings.

When the trunk of a tree is severed from the

root and felled to the earth it becomes “ tim

 

I Drew u. Peer, 93 Pa. 242 (1880); McOrea v. Marsh, 1!

Gray, "218 (1858)— “ a license, legally revocable."

’ Pearce v. Spalding, 12 Mo. Ap. 141 (18812).

' Reece v. Miller. 8 Q. B. D. 680 (1882), Grove, J.

‘ The Genesee Chief, 12 How. 454-55, 457 (1851), Tsney,

C. J.; The l‘lli1E,4 Wall. 665 (1866).

‘Robinson v. Sutter, 8 F. R. 880 (1881).

‘United States v. Willims, 18 F. R. M, 47' (188)

See Vigar u. Dudmm, L. R... 6 C. P178 (1871).
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ber" or " lumber” according to the ,use to

which it can be applied.l

The body, stem or trunk of a tree, or the

larger pieces or sticks of wood which enter

the frame-work of a building or other struct

ure, excluding the plank, hoards. shingles or

lath used to complete the structure.1

In a contract for cutting and removing certain

kinds of trees. held to refer to trees standing or felled

and lying in their natural condition upon the ground,

and not to include “ railroad ties " made out of the

08983

The particular meaning depends upon the connec

tion in which the word is used or the calling of the

person by whom it is used.‘

In the act of Congress of March 2,1881 (R. 8. Q 2461),

making ita crime to cut timber on lands of the United

States for purposes of sale rather than of cultivation,

“ timber " refers to trees prepared for transportation,

such as saw logs or lumber in bulk; I includes trees of

any size that may be used in any kind of manufacture

or the construction of any article. It matters not to

what purposes the trees are applied after being cut, if

converted to the use of the accused.‘

The homesteader may use or dispose of timber as

an incident to his settlement, cultivation and improve

ment. He has only those rights in or over the prop

erty which are necessary to perfecting his title.‘

Boxing pine trees for turpentine is not forbidden,

where they are not upon lands reserved for the uses

of the navy, and there is no intent to export, dispose

of, use, or employ the trees or timber.‘

An act approved June 4, 1888 (25 St. L. 166), amend

ing R. S. E 5888, provides that every person who un

lawfully cuts or wantonly destroys any timber stand

ing upon land which, in pursuance of law, may be

reserved or purchased for military or other purposes,

or upon any Indian reservation, or lands belonging to

or occupied by any tribe of Indians under authority

of the United States, shall pay a fine of not more than

flve hundred dollars or be imprisoned not more than

twelve months, or both, in the discretion of the court.

in a contract for the purchase of " timber " the

pm-chnscr acquires no title to trees suitable only for

fire-wood or cord-wood!

An indictment for carrying away fence rails will

not lie under a statute punishing cutting and carrying

lway timber.‘

When the title to land remains in aState timber cut

upon the land belongs to the State. While the timber

is standing it constitutes a part of the realty; severed

 

1 United States v. Schuler, 6 McL. 37 (1853), Wilkins, J.

‘ Babka v. Eldred, 47 Wis. 192 (1879), Lyon, J.: Lien

Act, 1862; 22 Wis 669—“shingles."

I Hubbard 0. Burton, 75 Mo. 67 (1881).

‘ United States 11. Stores, 14 F. B. 825 (1882), Locke,

D. J.; The Timber Cases, 11 id. 81 (1881).

' United States 1:. Murphy, 8'2 F. R. 879 (1887), cases;

United States v. Ball, 31 id. 667 (1887).

' beatherbury 0. United States, 82 F. R. 78) (1887).

" ‘Saab 11. Drisoo, 51 Me. 418 (1864).

' MeCauley I. State. 6 Tax. 374 (1875).

from the soil, its character is changed—it becomes

personalty, but its title is not aflected: it continues to

be the property of the owner of the land, and can be

pursued wherever it is carried: All the remedies are

open to the owner which the law affords in other cases

of wrongful removal of personalty.I

Timber unlawfully cut by one of two owners of

land may not become personalty as to the other

owner unless he elects to treat it as personalty.I

That which was real estate continues real until the

owner of the freehold elects to give it a diflerent

character.‘

Where the plaintifl’, in an action for timber cut/and

carried away from his land, recovers damages, the

ru.le for assessing them against the defendant is: (1)

Where he is a willful trespasser, the full value of the

property at the time and place of demand. or of suit

brought, with no deduction for his labor and expense.

(2) Where he is an unintentional or mistaken tres

passer. or an innocent vendee from such trespasser,

the value at the time‘ of conversion. less the amount

which he and his vendor have added to its value. (8)

Where he is a purchaser without notice of wrong

from a willful trespasser. the value at the time of such

purchase.‘

See Anncnnr: Loos; Moarosoa; Ornaarx; Srrmr;

Use, 2; Wnsrs, 2; Woons.

~ TIME. Has no distinctly technical signi

fication.

“ Present time ” usually means a period of

some considerable duration — a period within

which certain transactions are to take place.

" Future time ” means a period to come after

such present time, and after the period when

such transactions have actually taken place.‘

'I‘1'me-bargain. A contract for the sale

and delivery of stock at a future day, the

vendor intending to purchase the stock be

fore the day of delivery. See Furunss.

Time, cooling. See Coonmo.

Time immemorial, or out of mind.

Time beyond legal memory, q. u.

In California, seems to be five years.‘

Time policy. A policy of marine insur

ance in which the risk is limited, not to s

I Schulenberg v. Harriman, 21 Wall. 64 (1874), Field,

Judge. See also Nelson v. Grafl, 12 F. R. 389. 891

(1882). cases; Putnam o. Lewis, 188 Mass. 264 (1582).

IDuff u. Bindley, 16 F. R. 178 (1888).

I Rogers 1:. Giiingen, 80 Pa. 187-89 (1858), cases.

Strong. J.; Leidy v. Proctor, 97 id. 492 (1881).

‘ Bolles Wooden~ware Co. v. United States, 106 U. 8

43‘3(1B8'2). cases, Miller, J. See also United States v.

Mills, 9 F. R. 684 (1881); United States v. Williams. 18

id. 475 (1833): Act 3 Ju.ne,18T8 (20 St. L. 89). for the

Pacific States; United States v. Leatherberry. 87 F. R

606 (1886).

‘ State 1:. Rose, 80 Kan. 506 (1888), Valentine, J.

' Kripp v. Curtis. 71 Cal. 66 (1886); £12. 458; 7041 H7.
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voyage, but to a period of time. See INSUR

ANCE, Policy of.

Time the essence of a contract. The

general doctrine in equity is that “time is

not of the essence of a contract.”

It often is of the essence as to contracts for the

purchase and sale of realty, so that equity will not

interfere in behalf of either party. It may be made

of the essence by express stipulation. or arise by im

plication from the nature of the property, or from the

avowed object of the seller or purchaser.I

But in the contracts of merchants time is of the

emence."

Time is not, in equity, of the essence of a contract

unless the parties have expressly so treated it, or it

necessarily follows from the nature and circumstances

of the contract. It is regarded so far as it respects

good faith and diligence; but if circumstances of a

reasonable nature have disabled a party from a strict

compliance; or if he comes, rccenti facfo, to ask for a

specific performance. the suit is treated with indul

gence, and generally with favor; but, in such cases,

it should be clear that the remedies are mutual; that

there has been no change of circumstances affecting

the character or justice of the contract; that compen

sation for the delay can be fully made; that he who ,

asks a specific performance is in a condition to per

form his part of a contract; and that he has shown

himself ready, desirous, prompt and eager to pedorm

the contract.‘

The doctrine was formerly carried to an unreason

able extent; in modern times it has been more guard

edly applied. Time may he made of the essence by

clear manifestation of the intent of the parties, by

subsequent notice from one party, by laches in the

party seeking to enforce the contract, by change in

the value of land, or other circumstance which would

make adecree for specific performance inequitable.‘

Bee Psamausscs, Specific.

Time, reasonable. What constitutes

reasonable time in a particular case must be

arrived at by a consideration of all the ele

ments which affect that question; as, when

a beneficiary seeks to avoid a sale by his

trustee.‘

What is reasonable time is nowhere so determined

as to furnish a rule applicable to all cases. The ques

 

‘Taylor 1:. Longworth, 14 Pet. 174 (1840), cases, Story,

J.; Secombe u. Steele, 20 How. 101 (1867); Ahl v. John

son, ib. 520-21 (1857); Holgate v. Eaton, 116 U. S. 40

(1885); Brown v. Guarantee Trust Co., 128 id. 414 (1888);

I) Minn. 8759; 18 Pa. 95; 76 Va. 617.

'Norrington 1:. Wright, 115 U. S. M (1885), cases,

Gray, J.; Cleveland Rolling Mill Co. v. Rhodes, 121 id.

861 (1887), cases.

'2 Story, Eq. i 778; Smith v. Cansler, 88 Ky. 36?, 874

(1335)

°Carter o. Phillips, 144 Mass. 102 (1887), following

Barnard 1:. Lee, 97 id. 93 (1867); Lumber Co. v. Horri

gan, 86 Kan. 889-90 (1887), cases.

‘Twin-Lick Oil Co. 1:. liiarbury, 01 U. 8. 601 (1875).

tion is to be answered in view of the partlcularcir

curnstances of each case; as, where an adult would

disatlirm a contract made during his infancy.I

Where a demand or a notice is necessary before an

action can be brought, and the time is not definitely

fixed, reasonable time is allowed. What this is nec

essarily depends upon circumstances.I

In computing time, “ until," “ from," "between."

and like words generally exclude the day to which

the word relates; but this rule yields to apparent in

tention.'

in the interpretation of contracts, where time is to

be computed from a particular day or event, as when '

an act is to be performed within a specified period

“ from “ or "after " a day named, the rule is to ex

clude the day thus designated and to include the last

day of the specified period.‘

Cases may be found in which it is held. where an

act is required by statute to be done a certain number

of days at least before a given event. that the time

must be reckoned excluding the day of the act and

that of the event. But there is no case in which it has

been held that both the day of the act and the day of

the event shall be included. There are cases which

hold that, where the computation is to be made from

an act done, the day on which the act is done is to be

included. Exceptions exist to that rule. and there are

many cases which hold that the last day is included

and the first excluded. Different rules prevail in dif

fsrent jurlsd.lctions.l See further DAY, page 812.

See Amn; A1‘; A1‘ Lassa‘; Bsrrwsss; Br; Foams;

Foa; Fos-rawrra; lxnsnisrsnr; Psamn; Snoanr;

Boos; Tm; Tnsamos; Urrrrn; Was-N: W1-rs; —

DAY; MONTH; Wsu; Yam;-Cosxascs; Dns; De

LAY; Dsscrurrros, 4; Fsutm; Isnizrrussr; Lscsss;

Lnn'rA'rxos, 8; Pasmirars; Rsurros, 1; Sru.s;

Tsnroaaar; Tum; Tsss, 8, 4. Compare Nusc:

Taurus.

Time-table. A railroad company is liable for

damage resulting to a passenger for a negligent fail

ure to run its trains according to its time-tables; but

there must be proof of negligence. Neither a time

table nor an advertisement is a warrant of punctual

ity.'

Reasonable notice must be given of a change of

time.'

1 Sims e. Everhardt, 102 U. S. 809 (1880), cases,

Strong, J. See also Re Estate of Weston, 91 N. Y. 508

($58); Gilfillan 1:. Union Canal Co., 109 U. S. 404 HEB);

18 Cent. Law J. 225-29(1884), cases; 2! id. 376-80 (1888),

cases; 10 Wall. 129; Baldw. 881; 6 McLean, 2911; 1

Newb. 171; 71 Ala. 167; 8 001. 540; 89 Iowa, 452; 101

Mass. 469; M Mich. 195; 8) Minn. 416; 77 Pa. fifl; 115

Vt. 876; 11 Wis 417.

'Atchison, &c. 8. Co. v. Burlingame Township, U

Kan. 63-i-85 (1887), cases.

' Kendall v. Kingsley, 120 liiass. 95 (1876), cases.

‘Sheets 1:. Selden, 2 Wall. 190 (1864), cases.

I Dutcher v. Wright, 9-i U. 8. 669-61 (1876), cases.

‘See Whart. Neg. 5 662, cases; Angeli, Carrier‘.

52? a,‘ Gordon v. Manchester, &c. R. Co., 52 N. H. 596,

600 (1873), cases; 2 Woods By. Law, 1174; 9 Am. 8

Eng. R. Cases, 815.

1 Sears v. Eastern R. 00., 14 Allen, 487 (1867), cm
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Timely. See DUE, 2; Norms.

TIMET. See Qms Tnnzr.

TINCTURES. See LIQUOR.

TIPPLING-HOUSE. A place of pub

lic resort where spirituous, fermented, or

other intoxicating liquors are sold and drank

in small quantities, without a license there

for.1 '

A public drinking house—where intoxi

cating liquor is either sold by drama to the

public or else is given away, and imbibed.I

TZEPSTAFF. (Plural, tipstaves.) 1. An

oificer appointed to attend upon the judges

of the king’s courts with a stafl or red tipped

with silver as a sign of authority, and to

take into charge persons committed by the

court.‘

2. An oillcer who waits upon a court in

session, preserving order, caring for jurors

and juries, serving processes, etc. Compare

Barnrrr, 2; Oman.

TITHE. The tenth part.

Almost all the tithes of England have been com

muted into rent charges, under statute of 6 and 7 Wm.

IV (1886), c. 71, and amendments thereto.‘

TI'I'Lllil.ii 1. The means whereby the

owner of land has the just possession of his

property.‘

Titula at jusfa coma pose-idendi id quad nostrum

est: a title is the just right of possessing that which is

our own;' the lawful cause or ground of possessing

that which is ours.‘

In ordinary acceptation, the right to or

ownership in land. Having title to a farm

means owning it; which corresponds with

the legal meaning. He who has possession,

the right of possession, and the right of prop

erty has a perfect title.’

A person may have a title to property although he

is not the absolute owner. lf he has the actual or

 

I Emporia u. Volmer, 12 Kan. 682 (1874), Brewer, J.

' Minor 11. State. 63 Ga. 818 (1879); Koop 0. People,

47 Ill. 829 (1868); Morrison v. Commonwealth, 7 Dana,

'21P (IE8).

I [Jacob's Law Dict.

‘ See 2 Bl. Com. 24-82.

‘F. title: L. titulu. superscription; bill, placard,

notice.

'2 Bl. Corn. 195.

'1 Coke. Inst. 345 b; 2 Bl. Com. 195; MOal.885; 4

Conn. 55; 11 N. J. L. 62; 81 Va. 88.

' Merrill u. Agricultural Ins. Co., 78 N. Y. 456 (1878);

6 Hill. 587; 88 Ill. 458', 8 Tex. 466: 81 Va. 888; 8 Washb.

K P. 599.

'[Shelton u. Alcox, 11 Conn. '249 (1886), Williams,

C. J.; 2 Bl. Com. 196', lKent-. 177-78; t id. 878-74.

constructive possession, or the right of possession. he

has a title.I ‘

Within the meaning of the rule that a tenant is es

topped from alleging that his landlord has no “ title."

means paramount right of possession.’

In modern use includes persomalty as well as realty,

and may be deilned to be such claim to the exclusive

control and enjoyment of a thing as the law will en

force. The word points to the right rather than to the

actuality of ownership. In the definition in old books

“ means" seems to refer to remedies or acts for ob

taining possession.‘

Titles are, or have been, acquired by abandonment,

accession, accretion, confusion, contract, cneation, dc

scent, devise or bequest. eminent domain, escheat,

execution, forfeiture, gift, grant, judicial decree, mar

riage, occupancy, possession, prerogative. prescrip

tion, purchase, succession, will, qq. v.

Absolute title. This cannot exist at the

same time in different persons or in different

governments. To be “ absolute" it must be

exclusive, or, at least, exclude all others not

compatible with it.‘

Abstract or brief of title.

BTRACI‘, 2.

Adverse title. See Possassioiv, Adverse-,

WARRANTY, 1; WATER.

Apparent title. See Arrannsr, 2.

Doubtful title. See Marketable Title.

Good title; perfect title; unincum

bored title. A " perfect title ” is a title

good in law and in equity.5

A " good unincumbered title “ imports an estate

without any prior claim, to continue forever, and hav

ing no qualification or condition in regard to its con

tinua.nce.'

When an agreement to convey a title is silent as to

the character of the title, and there is no evidence in

dicsting the character intended. an implication arises

that the title isto he a good one, and therefore free

from incumbrance.7 See Marketable Ts'!le,' Damn. 2.

Legal title. A right in the nature of

ownership cognizable by, and enforceable in,

a court oi’ law. Equitable title. A title

available or enforcible in a court of equity.

Thus, the legal title to land conveyed remains in

the vendor until all the purchase-money has been

paid; while the vendee acquires an equitable title

only. As the payments by the vendee increase his

SeeAs

 

I Roberts '0. Wentworth. 5 Cush. 198 (1849).

I Rodgers 0. Palmer, 88 Conn. 156 (1865).

' [Abbott's Law Diet]

‘ Johnson 0. M'Intosh. 8 Wheat 588 (1828), Marshall.

Chief Justice.

' [Warner v. Middlesex Mut. Assur. Co., 21 Conn. 468

(1852). q

' Gillespie v. Broas. 28 Barb. 875(1856).

'Newsrk Ssv. Institution v. Jones. I7 II. J. IL 451

(1888).
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equitable interest increases; and when the price has

been fully paid the entire title is vested in him and he

can compel a conveyance of the legal title. The vendor

is a trustee of the legal title to the extent of the pay

meats.‘

A legal title to real estate acquired subsequent to

the lease by a lessor owning the equitable title inures

to the benefit of the lessee.’

In the Federal courts, a party who claims a legal

title must proceed at law; and a party whose title or

claim is equitable must follow the forms and rules of

equity as prescribed by the Supreme Court under the

act of 1842.‘

“ The mistake in this case does not appear to have

been discovered by Smith [who purchased from the

United States a certain S. E. )4 section of land, erro

neously described by the register as the S. W. 14 sec

tion, which had been previously entered by another]

or by those claiming under him, until after Wlddi

combe had got his patent, and after they had been in

the undisputed enjoyment for thirty-flveyears of what

they supposed was their own property under a com

pleted purchase with the price fully paid. Widdi

combe, beinga purchaser with full knowledge of their

rights, was in laws purchaser in bad faith; and as

their equities were superior to his they were enforce

able against him, even though he had secured a patent

vesting the legal title in himself. Under such_circum

stances, a court of chancery can charge him as a

trustee, and compel a conveyance which shall convert

the superior equity into a paramount legal title. The

cases to this effect are many and uniform. The

holder of a legal title in bad faith must always yield

to a superior equity. As against the United States his

title may begood, but not as against one who had ac

quired a prior right from the United States in force

when his purchase was made and under which his

patent issued. The patent vested him with the legal

title, but it did not determine the equitable relations

between him and third persons." ' See LIBN, Equi

table, Vendor-‘s; Tacsmo.

Marketable title. Such title as a court

of equity would require a purchaser to ac

cept.

A purchaser cannot be compelled to accept a

doubtful title, or one which the court cannot warrant

to him; the question being, not whether the title is

good, but whether it is clearly so. A title is " doubt

ful" when its condition invites litigation. A pur

chaser cannot be compelled to take such a title, if he

thereby exposes himself to a lawsuit. When doubts

are raised by extrinsic circumstances, which neither

the purchaser nor the court can satisfactorily investi

gate for want of means, the court will refuse its aid;

 

' Jennisons 1:. Leonard, 21 Wall. 309 (1874); Cordova

I. Hood, 17 id. 5-6 (1872), cases; Lewis v. Hawkins, 28

id. 125-2: (1874), cases.

'Skidmore 1:. Pittsburgh, &c. R. Co., 112 U. S. 88

(1834); Gregory 1:. Peoples, 80 Va. 857 (1885).

‘R. S. 5 918; Hunt 1:. Hollingsworth, 100 U. S. 103

(1879).

‘Widdicombe v. Childers. 1% U. B. 404 (1888), cases,

Waite, C. J.
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when the means of inquiry are offered, and the result

is satisfactory, performance will be enforced.‘

A possibility of a contest is not sufficient: it must

be considerable and rational; such doubt as would in

duce a prudent man to pause and hesitate, and as

would produce a bona jide hesitation in the mind of a

chancellor.’

Equity will not decree specific performance where

that would compel the defendant to accept a doubtful

title. The purchaser has a right to a marketable title.

He may not refuse to perform the contract because a

fanciful or speculative doubt as to its validity may be

suggested. But a title open to a reasonable doubt is

not marketable, and, unless the defect is such that

substantial justice can be done by allowing compen

sation, the purchaser will not be subjected to the con

tingency of being disturbed, or of having his title

successfully challenged when he comes to part with

it. In such actions, unless the party is present in

whom the outstanding right is vested, the court will

not undertake to cure inflrmities by deciding a dis

puted question, of fact or law, but will refuse to de

cide for or against the validity of the title.I

The doctrine of constructive notice has been most

generally applied to the examination of titles to real

estate. It is the duty of a purchaser to investigate the

title of the vendor, and to take notice of any adverse

rights or equities of third persons which he has the

means of discovering and as to which he is put on in

quiry. 1f he makes all the inquiry which due dili

gence requires, and still fails to discover the outstand

ing right, he is excused; but if he fails to use due

diligence, he is chargeable, as a matter of law, with

notice of the facts which the inquiry would have dis

closed.‘ See lnqvmv, 1.

Paper title. “Color of title” is not syn

onymous with “claim of title:” for to the

former a paper title is requisite, while the

latter may exist wholly in parol.-"

Title-deed. Deedsevidencing one‘s right

to land are his “ title-deeds,” otherwise called

his muniments (q. 1;.) of title.

An equitable mortgage is eflected by a deposit of

title-deeds. A mortgagee who allows his mortgagor

to retain the title-deeds, and to raise money on a sec

ond mortgage by concealing the flrst mortgage. will

be postponed to the second incumbrancer. See Monr

GAGE, Equitable.

See generally Acqmal; Cans; Cnovn; Gown, 2;

Coswnnrvcn, 2; Covunmr; Du-scnzsn; Dnvononou, 2;

Eamunnw; Futons; Pass. 1, 5; Prrmrr, 2; Possu

sws; Pill!‘-BCBlP'l‘l0N, 8; Qunrr, 2; Bnnnuos, 1; Susnr;

Samoan, 2; Tmurr; Tmnsrna.

 

I Kostenbader 0. Spotts, 80 Pa. 434-85, 487 (1878),

cases, Gordon, J .

’ Stapylton o. Scott, 16 Yes. 2'22 (1809), Eldon, Ld. Ch.;

21 Cent. Law J. 164 (1885).

‘ Adams 1:. Valentine, 33 F. R. 24 (1887), cases, Wal

lace, J.; Jetlfries v. Jeflries, 117 Mass. 18? (1875); Chat

man 1;. Cummings. 142 id. 67-68 (1886), cases.

' Parker 11. Conner, 98 N. Y. 124 (1883), Rapallo, J

' Hamilton v. Wright, 80 Iowa. 486 (1870)
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2. As applied to a literary production: a

heading, caption, name or designation given

tothe document or work as a whole or to

one of its larger divisions.

Title of 9. book. In copyright law, the

name by which a book or other literary com

position is known.

The theory of the copyright statutes is that every

book must have a title, a name or designation — some

thing short and convenient by which it may be iden

tified; that that name must appear on it, or in it,

when published, on a title-page or its equivalent; and

that such title or page must have been deposited. be

fore the publication of the book, in the designated

offlce. The copyright to be protected is the copyright

in the book. A printed copy of the title of the book is

required to be deposiwd, before publication, only as a

designation of the book to be copyrighted. The title

is “a mere appendage, which only identifies, and fre

quently does not in any way describe, the literary

composition itself, or represent its character." The

title alone is never protected separate from the book

which it deslgnnteal See COPYRIGHT; Paurrsn.

Title of a cause. The distinctive desig

nation of a cause, giving the style of the

court, the venue, names of plaintiff or peti

tioner and defendant, and, perhaps, also the

calendar or docket number of the case.

Title of a paper or pleading. The title of

an afliidavit, of a declaration, pleading or

other paper filed, or to be filed, in a suit,

means the title of the proceeding as written

at the head of such paper. Whence " to en

title” a case, cause, pleading. See CAPTION,

2; VENUE; Vnnsus.

Title of an act, bill, or statute. The

language, at the beginning, in which its gen

eral nature or purpose is declared or indi

cated, and by which it is distinguished from

other statutes, or from other chapters of the

same statute-book, or even from other parts

or chapters of the same enactment or bill.

The title of an act furnishes little aid in the con

struction of its provisions. Formerly, in the English

courts, it was regarded as no part of the act: it was

framed by a clerk of the House in which the act orig

inated, as a convenient means of reference. At the

present day it constitutes a formal part of the act: it

cannot be used to extend or to restrain positive provis

ions contained in the body of the act. Where the

meaning of these is doubtful, resort may be had to it,

but even then it has little weight: it is seldom the sub

ject of special consideration by the legislature.I Oom

pare Pnnsnnnn

 

IDonnelley v. lvers, 18 F. B. 594-95 (19%), cases,

Blatchford, J.

' Badden v. The Collector, 15 Wall. 110 (1866); United
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The constitutions of the States provide that no bill

or act, except general appropriation bills, shall con

tain more than one subject, and that that subject shall

be clearly expressed in the title of the bill or act.

The title of a statute need not index all the contents

of the enactment, but it should fairly suggest the re

lated subjects-give such notice of the general sub

ject as will lead to inquiry into the contents. Provis

ions not covered by the title will be declared void. If

asupplement is germane to the original act it may

suillce to style it a " supplement " to such original.X

The purpose is to secure a separate consideration of

every subject presented for legislative action. and a

conspicuous declaration of that action. Substantial

unity in the statutableobject is all that is required.‘

If the several sections are germane to the subject

matter. which is described in the title, the statute em

braces a single subject. The title need not give an

abstract of the contents nor specify the means by

which the general purpose is to be accomplished.

Particular sections may be rejected, if the integrity of

the act remains.I

The provision is directed against the practice of

embodying numerous objects in one act, thus passing

measures which would not be discovered by reading

the title only. The requirement that all bills shall be

read at length before final passage gives an additional

safeguard against fraudulent legislation, and makes it

unnecessary, except in special cases, to construe the

provision with etrictneas.‘

The objections should be grave, the conflict between

the statute and the constitution palpable, before the

judiciary disregard an enactment upon the sole ground

that it embraces more than one object, or, if but one

object, that it is not sufilciently expressed by the title.I

The purpose is met. when a law has but one general

object, fairly indicated by the title. To require every

end and means necessary or convenient for the accom

plishment of the general object to be provided for

by a separate act relating to that alone would be un

reasonable and render legislation impossible.‘ See

Gsssr, 3.

3. Such right of action as a plaintiff relies

upon, alleges or proves. See DECLARATION, 2.

4. In the law of trade-marks, a title may

become the subject of property; as, by long

 

States 1:. Union Pacific R. 00., 91 U, S. 82 (1875); People

0. Davenport, 91 N. Y. 585 (1883), cases; Wilson v.

Spaulding, 19 F. R. 306 (1884).

1 State Line & Juniata R 00.‘. Appeal, 7'! Pa. 431

(1873), cases

‘Radar v. Union 'I‘ownship,39 N. J. L. 512 (1877),

Beasley, C. J. Approved, 107 U. S. 155, infra.

' Baltimore v. Reitz, 50 Md. 579 (1878).

' Henderson v. Jackson County, 2 McCrary, 619 (1881)

' Iiiontclair v. Ramsdell, 107 U. S. 155 (1832).

‘Cooley. Const. Lim. '1~i»i. cases; Klein 1:. Klnkead,

16 Nov. £12 (1881), cases; iliahomet v. Quackenbush

(Ill.), 117 U. S. 518 (1886), cases; Otoe County v. Bald

win (Neb.), Iii id. 16 (1933), cases; Ackiey School Dis

trict v. Hall (Iowa), 113 id. 142 (1885), cases; Carter

County 1;. Sinton (Ky), 12) id. 522423 0&7), caseo
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and prior use or by registration and notice the mm In many cases the meaning is nearly mt

nnder statutes. See TRADE-MARK.

5. As used with reference to the naval and

military service, “ title " is the name by

which an oifice, or the holder of an oflice, is

designated and distinguished, and by which

the officer has a right to be addressed.1

"Grade “ is one of the divisions or degrees in the

particular branch of the service, according to which

oiflcers therein are arranged; “ rank “ is the position

of otficers of different grades or of the some grade, in

point of authority, precedence, or the like, of one over

mother. Sometimes “ rank " is used as synonymous

-rith "grade,“ and the title of an oflicer (e. g., admi

ral, or vice-admiral) may denote both his grade and

rank,‘ q. 11.

6. An addition to one's name; as, a title of

otfice, of honor, or nobility. See ADDITION, 2.

In England, titles of nobility are hereditary.

“No Title of Nobility shall be granted by the

United States: And no Person Holding any Oflice of

Profit or Trust under them. shall, without the Consent

of the Congress, accept any present, Emolument,

Oifice, or Title, of any kind whatever, from any King,

Prince, or foreign State.“ ’

“ No State shall . grant any Title of Nobility." '

Titles of nobility were thought inconsistent with

the theory of republican institutions, which is perfect

equality of rights. The first provision quoted antici

pates and prevents foreign influence in the affairs

‘)1 government.‘ See Mnusrna, 8; NATURALLZATXON,

'Fourth;" Ran.

TITULUS. See TITLE, 1.

TO. A term of exclusion, unless by nec

essary implication it is used in a different

sense.‘

Has no precise legal meaning; may signify

" within ” or “ int0:" as, where a road is

chartered to run "to a city.” 6

As commonly used, conveys the idea of moving to

ward and reaching a specified point; and the meaning

is not satisfied unless the point or object is actually at

tained. But the word sometimes embraces a part of

this idea only, or it is simply a word of direction, as

we say “to the north" when we mean in that direc~

tion merely, or as in the army an ofilcer might com

mand a wounded man, or impediments, to be taken to

 

‘Commission of Pay-Inspector in the Navy, 16 Op.

Att.-Gen. 416 (1880), Devens, A.-G.; R. S. 51480; Rela

tive Rank of Assistant Surgeons, 16 Op. Att.'Gen. 661

(1880).

' Constitution, Art. 1, sec. 9, cl. 8.

'Ibid. sec. 10, cl. 1.

“J Story, Const. iii 1350-52, 1400.

IMontgomery 1:. Reed, 69 Ale. 514 (1879): 18 id. 201; 52

id. 256; Thomas 1;. Hatch, 3 Sumn. 178-79 (1888).

' Farmers‘ Turnpike v. Coventry, 10 Johns. ‘M

(1813); 6 Paige, 561; Hazlehurst u. Freeman, 52 Ga. 246

(1876); McCartney 1:. Chicago 62 Evanston R. Co., 112

Ill 626 (1884), cases.

onymous with “toward." l Compare Ar, 2; Facts.

To let. See LEASE, Let.

To wit. See \ViT.

TOBACCONIST. Any person, firm, or

corporation whose business it is to manufact

ure cigars, snuif, or tobacco in any form.’

TOIL. See LABOR, 1.

TOKEN3 In a statute punishing false

pretenses: a sign, mark, symbol. “Written

token" will include matter printed or litho

graphed.‘ '

Tokens are public or general, or privy; and, either

false or true.

Cheating by a false token is by any material de

vice that may be used to perpetrate the oiiense of

obtaining property by false pretenses,‘ q. u.

A bank check is a false token when the drawer

knows that he has no funds with which to meet it, nor

credit upon which he can draw.‘

TOLLJ 1, v. To bar, defeat, take away:

as, to toll an entry into lands; entry tolls

the statute of limitations. Tolled: removed,

barred.

I 2, n. A Saxon word, originally signifying

a payment in towns, markets, or fairs for

goods and cattle bought and sold there. Now,

popularly applied to the charges which canal

and railroad companies make for transport

ing goods.8

The legal meaning is, a tribute or C11Bt-Jm

paid for passage, not for can-riage—always

something taken for a liberty or privilege,

not for a service; and such is the common

understanding.9

Thus, the tolls taken by a turnpike or canal com

pany do not include charges for transportation; such

tolls are merely an excise to be paid for using the way.‘

In common-law usage, “toll" applies to a large

class of dues and exactions in the nature of fixed

rights, and which cannot lawfully be exceeded. It is

almost universally connected with some franchise,

which involves duties as well as privileges of a public

or private nature. The right to receive fixed tolls

is found in fairs, markets, mills, turnpikes, ferries,

 

I Moran v. Lezotts, 54 lllich. S7 (1884), Cooley, C. J.

' Revenue Act 18 July, 1866, 5 9: 14 St. L. 12); 1

Hughes, 328.

' A. S. laoen, pointing out, indicating.

‘Jones 11. State, 50 Ind. 476 (1875), cases, Buskirk, J.

' People 11. Johnson. 10 Johns. '292 (1815).

‘ People v. Donaldson, 70 Cal. 118 (1888), cases.

' Probably allied to tale, tally: tell, account.

' Pennsylvania Coal Co. 1:. Delaware, &c. Canal Co.,

29 Barb. 592 (1869).

' Boyle 1:. Philadelphia, &c. R. Co., 54 Pa. 314 (1867),

Strong, J.; Pennsylvania B. 00. v. Sly, 6.'>id. 210 (1870),

Sharswood, J.
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bridges, and many other classes of interests where the

owner of the franchise is obliged to accommodate the

public and the public are protected from extortion by

an obligation to pay regular dues.I

Neither by the common law of England, by its

statutes, nor by customary usage there or in the

United States, is the word limited to compensation for

the use of a road, a way, a mill, or a ferry, where the

moving power comes from the party using it; but, on

the contrary, it is and always has been applied to com

pensation for such use when the thing used, and the

motive power by which it was used. came from the

party charging the toll, as well as when it came from

the party paying it. It is, therefore, a word properly

used to express the charges made by railroad com

panies for transportation of persons or property in

the manner which is now usual, if not universal.‘

Tollage. The sum charged as toll; also,

the franchise under which the charge is

made.

Toll-thorough. A sum demanded for a passage

through an highway, or for a passage over a ferry,

bridge, etc, or for goods which pass by such a port in

s river.I

Toll-traverse. A toil granted and claimed for

going over the land of a grantee.‘

Bee Barnes; STBEI-T; Tuasrm.

TOMB. See Bumsnz Sarnncnaa.

Tombstone. See Hasassv.

TON. In weight: sometimes two thou

nand pounds av0irdupois;‘ sometimes two

ihousand two hundred pounds.6

In measurement: forty cubic feet."

Tonnage. (1) A custom or impost paid to

the king for merchandise carried out or

brought in in ships, or such like vessels, ac

cording to a certain rate upon every ton.

(2) In our law, “internal cubical capacity

in tons of one thousand cubic feet each.” 8

In commercial designation, the number of

tons burden a ship or vessel will carry, as as

certained by oflicial admeasurement and com

putation prescribed by public authority.’

 

‘McKee v. Grand Rapids £0. E. Co., 41 Mich. 279

(1879), Campbell, C. J.

' Lake Superior, &c. R. Co. v. United States, 98 U. S.

(68-69 (1876), Miller, J. See also 29 Ohio St. 552; 12 Ct.

Cl. 68; 22 E. L &. E.526; 105 E. C. L. 60,12 East, 310.

' County Commissioners v. Chandler, 96 U. S. 208

(IBW): Comyns' Digest.

' Markets Company 0. Neath, &c. R. Co., L. R., 7

C. P. 5§6 (1872).

ISee 1 N. Y. Rev. St 609, 585; 9 Paige, 188; 40 N. Y.

N2; 29 Pa. 27; 8 Wall. Jr. 46.

' See Act of Congress, 80 Aug. 1842, c. 270. s. 20.

' Roberts v. Opdyke. 40 N. Y. 262(1Sii9).

' lnman Steamship Co. v. Tinker, 94 U. 8. M8 (1876):

B. 8. $6158.

° [State Tonnage Tax Ca.sos,12 Wall.M,M (1870),

Tonnage tax. A tax or duty on tonnsge;l

a duty levied on a vessel according to its ton

nage or capacity,2

A tonnage tax is imposed. whatever the subject,

solely according to the rule of weight, either as to ca’

pacity to carry or as to the actual weight of the thing

itself.‘

The registered tonnage of vesscls is ascertained by

rules provided by acts of Congress; otherwise. reg

istered tonnago would be a variable quantity, depend

ent upon Stale statutes or local usages.‘

“ No State shall, without the Consent of Congress

lay any Duty of Tonnage." '

Taxes levied. as on property, by a State, upon ves

sels owned by its citizens, and based upon a valuation

of the same, are not prohibited. But taxes cannot be

imposed “ at so much per ton of the registered ton

nage." I

It is not only a pro rata tax which is prohibited, but

any duty on a ship, whether a fixed sum upon its

whole tonnage, or a sum ascertained by comparing

the amount of tonnage with the rate of duty.‘

For the use of wharves, piers, and similar structures

a reasonable compensation may be charged to each

vessel, care being taken not to cover a violation of the

foregoing prohibition. A tax for the privilege of an

riving. stopping, or departing is unconstitutlonal.'

A tax upon a boat as an instrument of navigation,

and not as a tax upon the property of a citizen of the

State, is invalid.‘

A State. as a police regulation, may impose a license

tax, directly or indirectly, upon the business of keep

ing ferries between landings in diflcrent States. Such

exaction is nota duty of tonnage if it is not graduated

by the tonnage of the boats or by the number of times

they land within the State.‘

Whether a charge is a charge of wharfage or a duty

of tonnage must be determined by the terms of the

regulation which imposes it. A " duty of tonnage "

is a charge for the privilege of entering, or trading or

iying in, a port or harbor; “ whnrfage," a charge for

the use of a wharf. Whether the exaction is one or

the other is a question of fact and law, and not of in

tent.‘

See Couussn; Waaanon.

 

Clifford, J.; Transportation Company v. Wheeling. 99

U. 8. 28¢ (1878).

1 [State Tonnage Tax Cases, ants.

| The North Cape, 6 Biss. 509-15 (1876), Blodgett, J.

I Inmun Steamship Co. v. Tinker, 94 U. S. 248 (1576):

B. S. 5-1158.

‘ Beck 1:. Phoenix Ins. Co., 16 Hun, 845 (1878).

' Constitution, Art I. sec. 10, cl. 3.

' Steamship Co. 0. Portwardens, 6 Wall. 85 (1867).

' Cannon v. New Orleans, 20 Wall. 6'l'i(i87~i); Peete n,

Morgan, 19 id. 581 (1878).

‘Wiggins Ferry Co. 0. East St Louis, 107 U. S. 874,

876 (IBS2\, cases; Transportation Co. 0. Wheeling, 90

id. 273 (1878).

' Transportation Co. v. Parkersburg, 10! U. S. 696

(1882), Bradley, J. See also Hose 2:. Glover, 119 id 549

(1886).
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TONTINEJ In French law, a partner

ship composed of the recipients of perpetual

or life annuities or benefits, the portions of

those who die accruing to the survivors.

A species of life annuity, propounded by

Lorenzo Tonti, about 1650, as a mode by

which governments might obtain loans. The

general idea is that property is loaned, owned,

or invested for the, benefit of a certain

number of persons, who at first receive its

income, the share of a deceased member

increasing the sum divisible among the sur

vivors; the last survivor taking the whole in

come or principal, as the case may be.

A company which issues a policy on the tontlne or

“ ten years dividend system “ is in no sense a trustee

of any particular fund for policy-holders; their rela

tion is that of debtor and creditor, and the assured is

not entitled, at the end of the term, to an accounting.

in the absence of evidence of wrongdoing or mistake

on the part of the company.’

TOOL. “An instrument of manual op

eration, particularly such asis used by farm

ers and mechanics.‘

The statutes of some States exempt trom execution

the tools or implements belonging to a debtor which

are necemary to his trade or business.

Where the language of the statute was “tools of

the debtor necessary for his trade or occupation."

the court said " The design and eflect of the law are

to secure to handicraflsmen the means by which they

are accustomed to obtain subsistence in their respect

ive occupations. The exemption is not limited to tools

used by the tradesman with his own hands, but com

prises such. in character and amount, as are neces

sary to enable him to prosecute his appropriate busi

nem in a convenient and usual manner; and the only

rule by which it can be restricted is that of good sense

and discretion in reference to the circumstances of

each case." ‘

The object of such laws is to secure to the debtor

the means of laboring at his trade or profession, the

tools and instruments required by him in his own

manual labor.l

The following articles have been decided to be in

cluded within such laws: the abstracts of titles and

iron safe of a conveyancer; ° a barber's chair;'

 

1 In the sense of a resort for merchants, see 8

McMaster's Hist. Peop. U. S. 236.

’lJhlman v. New York Life Ins. Co., 109 N. Y. 421

(1838). distinguishing and limiting Bogardus v. Same,

101id. 328, 888 (1886).

' Oliver v. \Vhite, 18 S. C. M1 (1882).

‘Howard v. Williams. 2 Pick. 88 (1894), Lincoln, J.

See also Healy v. Bateman, 2 R. 1. 456 (1858).

‘Boston Belting Co. v. Irons. 23 La. An. 696 (1876),

Howell. J .

' Davidson 1:. Sechrist, 28 Kan. 824 (1882).

' Lilli 1:. Thompson, 45 Vt. 473 (1878).

cheese vats, presses, and knives; I a cornet.I a violin,‘

a piano; ‘ dentist's instruments; ' surgeon's instru

ments;' a fish net and boat;1 a hunter's gun;' a

journeyman jewek-r‘s tools; ' a merchant's books and

safe; 1° a plow, harrow, and drag," and like articles; "

a printing press. asses, and type; 1' a shovel, ax, fork,

and hoe; " watches."

Not included: a threshing-machine; " the blocks of

an oil-cloth printer; " a lawyer's library; " the ma

chinery and implements constituting an extensive

factory."

See Bsoosos; Exnumos; Immrmnrr; Mscaunc:

Tums.

TOOTH. See MAYHEM.

TORNADO. See LIGHTNING.

TORPEDO. See Fnuzwonxs.

A train of cars passed over, leaving unexploded, a

signal torpedo, which was picked up by a boy at a

point where the public were accustomed to cross the

track as the railroad authorities knew. While at

tempting to open the tory do it ~xploded and injured

a companion, the plaintill. Held, that the plaintifl

could recover damages; and that the fact that the ter

pedo had been used contrary to rules did not exempt

the company from liability."

TORT.2| 1. Fr. Improper, unlawful con

duct; wrong. '

D6 son tort. Of his own-wrong; by ac

tion not authorized by law.

Applied to a person who, without proper authority,

takes upon himself to act as executor by intermed

 

1 Fish 11. Street. 27 Kan. 271 (1882).

1 Baker v. Willis, 123 Mass. 195 (1877).

' Goddard v. Chsflee, 2 Allen, 895 (1861).

‘ Amend 0. Murphy, 69 I11. 838 (1878).

' Maxon v. Perrott, 17 Mich. 884 (1868).

'Whitcomb v. Reid, 81 Miss. 560 (1856); Robimon's

Case, 8 Abb. Pr. 467 (1856).

Y Sammis 11. Smith, 1 N. Y. Sup. Ct. 446 (1878).

' Cheats 0. Bedding, 18 Tex. 580 (1857).

' Howard 1:. Williams, 2 Pick. 88 (1824).

" Harrison 1. Mltchell;18 La. An. 260 (1858).

ll Wilkinson 1:. Ailey, 45 N. H. 551 (186-1).

" Dailey v. May. 5 Mass. ‘B18 (1809); Garrett v. Patchin,

29 Vt. 348 (1857); Pierce 0. Gray. 7 Gray, 68 (1856).

" Patten v. Shepard, 4 Conn. 458 (18:23); Smith 0. Os

burn, 58 Iowa, 475 (1880); Jenkins 1:. McNall, 27 Ken.

53-3 (1882). Contra, Buckingham v. Billings, 18 Mass.

'86(18i6); Danforth 17. Woodward, 10 Pick. 427 (1830);

Oliver 0. White, 18 S. C. 211 (1882).

“ Pierce 1:. Gray, 7 Gray, 68 (1856).

"Rothschild v. Boelter, 18 Minn. 862 (1672); Bitting

v. Vandenburgh, 17 How. Pr. 82 (1859).

1' Johnson v. Barrett, 81 Barb. 864 (1861); Boelay 0.

Gwiiiim. 40 Conn. 109 (1878).

" Richie v. liicCsuley, 4 Pa. 471 (1846).

" Lenoir 1:. Weeks. 20 Ga. 596 (1856).

" Boston Belting Co. v. Ivens, 28 La. An 596 (1376).

" Harriman v. Pittsburgh, &c. R. Co., 45 Ohio St. 11,

19 (1887), citing many cases on negligence.

" L. iortu, twisted. bent, wrung.
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diing with the goods of the deceased;' also, to a

trustee who, of his own authority, enters into the pos

session, or assumes the management of property

which belongs beneficially to another.‘ Seefurther

Exacuroa.

Nul tort. No wrong done: the general

issue in a real action.‘

2. Eng. An injury done, to one‘s person

or property, by another. A private wrong,

or civil injury.‘ '

Actual legal damage to the plaintiff, and a

wrongful act committed by the defendant.‘

An unlawful act done in violation of the

legal rights of some one.‘

An invasion of the legal rights of another

accompanied by damages.‘I

Ordinarily, the essence of a tort consists in the vio

lation of some duty due to an individual, which duty

is a thing diilerent from the mere contract obligation.

An omission to perform a contract obligation is never

atort. unless that omission is also an omission of a

legal duty. That legal duty may arise from circum

stances not constituting elements of the contract as

such, although connected with and dependent upon

it, and born of that wider range 01! legal duty which is

due from every man to his fellow, to respect his rights

of property and person, and to refrain from invading

them by force or fraud.I

Actual loss is not now invariably necessary. If a

legal right has been violated, the law will presume

damage, so far as to allow an action. and refer the

question of the amount to the judgment of a jury.

But if no legal right is infringed, no action is main

tainable, however great the loss.‘ See further In

mar.

Used with reference to admiralty jurisdiction,

“tort " is not confined to injuries committed by direct

force. It includes, also, wrongs suflered in conse

quence of the neglect or malfeasance of another,

where the remedy at common law is by an action on

the case."

Tort-ieasor.

wrong-doer.

Tortious.IL Of the nature of a tort; hav

I Brown _v. Leavitt. 20 N. H. 495 (1853): 2 Leigh, N. P.

*7; Emery v. Berry, 28 111.481 (1854).

' Morris 1:. Joseph, 1 W. Va. 259 (1886): Hill, Trustees,

246.

l 3 Bl. Com. 805.

‘ [8 Bl. Com. 117, 2.

'[Rex o. Paghsm Commissioners, 15 E. 0. L 881

(1828), Bayley, J.

l Langford v. United States, 101 U. 8. H5 (1879),

Miller, J.

7 Chesley v. King. 74 Me. 173 (1882), Barrows, J.

‘Rich 1:. N. Y. Central & Hudson River-B. 00., 87

N. Y. 890, 398 (1882), Finch, J.

' Addison, Torts, 2.

" Philadelphia, &c. R. Co. v. Towboat 00., 23 How.

I15 (1859), Grier. J.

" Tor’-shus. Tortuous is obsolete.

One who commits a tort: a

 

ing the elements of a civil or private injury;

wrongful in law.

The acts which constitute torts are injuries to one‘s

person. property, or reputation; more particularly:

assault and battery; conspiracy; conversion; deceit;

enticement and seduction; false imprisonment; in

fringement of a copyright, patent, or trademark:

malicious prosecution; negligence; nuisance: slander.

and libel; trespass on land; violation of the rightnd

support, and of water-rights; damage by animals:

damages from unlawful sales of liquor,- any violation

of a right or breach of a duty causing damage toe

person who is himself without fault. The right or

duty may exist at common law or be created by

statute.I

The common-law forms of action founded upon

tort are: detinue, replevin, trespass, trespass on Lhu

case, t.i-‘over. The most common remedy has been

action on the case.

The employer ls'liable for a wrong done, whether

through negligence or malice, by his employee when

engaged in the performance of a duty which the em

ployer owes to the person injured. For example, if I

railroad company does not protect female passengers

on its trains from assault by its own trainmen, it may

be made to pay damages.’

The result of the cases is that for an actdone by the

agent of a private corporation, in the course of its

business and of his employment. the corporation is

responsible, as an individual under similar circum

stances.I

A corporation is liable for every wrong it com

mits—-the doctrine of ultra vireo having no applica

tion—whether for assault and battery, fraud and

deceit, false imprisonment. malicious prosecution, or

libel. It may even be indicted for misfeasance or

non-feasance touching duties imposed upon it in which

the public are interested.‘

As to municipal corporations. some cases hold that

the adoption of a plan for an authorized work is a

judicial act, and that if injury arises from the execu

tion of that plan no liability exists; other cases, that

for negligent exercise of a public good in itself, or for

__—__~_%-_

ISee Addison, Torts. 55 58-77; Cooley, Torts, 650;

Underhill, Torts. 20.

1Craker v. Chicago 8'. Northw. R Co., 86 Wis. 657,

668-79 (1875), cases, Ryan, C. J . The plaintiff, a school

teacher, recovered $1.000da1nages from the defendant,

for the insult and assault of a conductor who kissed

her some five or more times. See New Jersey Steam

boat Co. v. Brockett,121 U. S. 645 (1887), cases; as to

malicious torts by agents, 26 Am. Law Reg. 609-20

(1887), cases; 1 Law Quar. Rev. 207-24 (1585), cases.

‘Philadelphia, &c. R. Co. v. Quigley, 21 How. 210

(18%), cases; Baltimore & Potomac R. Co. v. First

Baptist Church, 108 U. S. 830 (1883); Salt Lake City v.

Hollister, 118 id. 261-68 (1$6.1, cases; Denver, &c. 11

Co. v. Harris, 1% id. 597, 608 (1887), cases; Woodward

v. Webb, 65 Pa. 259 (1870), cases.

‘Nat. Bank of Cerlisle 11. Graham, 100 U. S. 702

(1879), cases; Wheeler 8: Wilson Manuf. Co. 1:. Boyce,

86 Kan. 358 (1887), cases; 25 Am. Law Reg. 768~68 (1886),

cases.
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mere negligence in the care of its streets or other

works, it cannot be charged. But the authorities es

tablishing the contrary doctrine, that a city is respon

lible for its mere negligence, are so numerous and so

well considered that the law must be deemed settled

in accordance with them.I

For a failure to exercise governmental powers mu

nicipal corporations are not liable: as, for a failure to

provide appliances for extinguishing tires, to supply

an adequate force 01 police (-lilcers, to enforce the

laws of the State or its own ordinances.‘

The rule is well settled that where power is con

ferred on a city to make improvements and keep them

in repair, the duty to make them is quasi judicial and

discretionary, and for a failure to exercise this power

or an erroneous estimate of the public needs, no civil

action can be maintained. But where the discretion

has been exercised, the duty of maintaining the im

provement is ministerial, and for neglect to perform

such a duty an action by a party injured will lie.’ Bee

Sswss.

A private action does not lie against a city, at com

mon law, for the non-performance or the negligent

performance of a public duty imposed bya general

statute without its request, unless the city receives or

is entitled to receive some privilege or profit in consid

eration of the duty.‘

A government is not responsible for the wrongful

acts of its oflicers!

It does not guarantee the fidelity of any offlcer or

agent whom it employs. To do so would involve it, in

all its operations, in endless embarrassments, and dif

flcultles, and losses, which would be subversive of

public interests. The head of a department, or other

superior functionary, is in the same position.’

By the maritime law, a vessel, as well as the owners,

is liable for damages caused by its tort.’

See Ammuurr; Auarrr; Cans; Cnuuna; Cass, 8;

Gauss, 1 (1); Cosrmsvnos; Cams; Dnraons; Dxucrr;

Gmur; Irrssssr, 2 (8); Junonarrr; NEOLiGENCl;R.A’1'i

ncanou; Uuran Vmas; Wanna; Wnoxu. Compare

Dzuoruu.

 

I Barnes 0. District of Columbia, 91 U. S. 551 (1875),

cases; Weightman v. Corporation of Washington, 1

Black, 50 (1861).

' City of Lafayette u. Timberlake, 88 ind. 881 (1882),

cases; Robinson v. City of Evansville, 87 id. 834 (1882),

cases.

' Urquhart v. City of Ogdensburg, 91 N. Y. 71 (1888),

cases.

i Wlxon v. City of Newport, 18 R. L 458-59 (1881),

cases. ' I

‘ Hart 0. United States, 96 U. S. 818 (1877), cases.

' Robertson v. Sicbel. 127 U. S. 515 (1888), cases. Held,

that the plaintlfl, a collector of customs, was not per

sonally liable for the negligence of a subordinate in

leaving a trunk on a pier. where it was destroyed by

fire: there being no evidence connecting plaintifl with

the negligence, or that the subordinate was not com

petent.

' Sherlock v. Ailing, 93 U. S. 108 (1876). On assigning

actions for torts, see 24 Am. Law Beg. 780-84 (1885),

cues. .

TORTURE. In statutes protecting ani

mals from cruelty: gross abuse, inhuman

treatment, unjustifiable physical pain or sul

fering inflicted.I

In an indictment for torturing a horse, the menu

used must be alleged so that the court can see that

such means have the inevitable and natural tendency

to produce the effect in which the crime consists.

Torture is pain, anguish. extreme pain or anguish of

body or mind, pang, agony, torment; in the statute of

Missouri, some violent, wanton, and cruel act neces

sarily producing pain and suiiering. Tying brush and

boards to a horse's tail is not necessarily torture.‘

See Csvsnrv, 8; Racn.

TOTAL. See Famous; Loss, 2; Paom

smon, 2.

TOTIDEM. See VERBUM, Totidem.

TOTIES QUOTIES. L. As often as

(it may be or may happen).

Where alimony was ordered to be paid in quarterly

installments, in case it was not so paid execution was

to issue totiea quoties.'

TOUCH. A vessel touches at a port

when she cells there for orders or a cargo.

The opposite word is “ stay." 4 ‘

If there be liberty granted by the policy of insurance

“ to touch " or “ to touch and stay ” at an intermediate

port on the pamage, the insured may trade there,

when consistent with the object and furtherance of

the adventure, provided it produces no unnecemary

delay, nor enhances nor varies the risk.‘ See Dm

nos.

TOUT. See SEMPER

TOW-BOAT. See VESSEL

The weight of authority is that the owner

of a steamboat engaged in the business of

towing is not a common carrier.‘

Towage. Drawing a vessel or other craft

through the water from one place to another;

also, the compensation or price for such

service.

A tug-boat (q. u.) is not a oommon carrier. Her

captain or pilot must exercise reasonable skill and

 

1See 1 N. Y. Laws, 1667, c. 8'75; Laws, 1874, c. 12

' [State v. Pugh, 15 M0. '51] (1852 , Ryland, J.

' Barber v. Barber, 21 How. 586 (1866).

' Re George Moncan, 8 Saw. 853 (1882): Chinese Inn

migration Act, 6 lilay, 1882, 58.

‘ 8 Kent, 314, cases.

‘See Caton v. Rumney, 18 Wend. 889 (1835); Alex

ander v. Greene, 8 Hill, 19 (1842); Wells 1;. Steam Nav.

Co., 2 N. Y. ‘208(18-19): Leonard v. Hendrickson, 18 Pa.

41 (1851); Varble v. Bigley,14 Bush, 702 (1879), cases.

Contra, Smith 1:. Pierce,1 La. '8“ (1830); Adams 1;.

New Orleans Steam Tow-boat Co., 11 id. '47 (1887);

Walston 0. Myers,-'1 Jones L. 176 (N. C., 1867). Qumra

White v. The Mary Ann, 6 Cal. 470 (1856); Ashmore 0.

Pennsylvania Steam Towing Transp. Co., 29 N. J. L

184 (1860), cases.

(66)
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am the want of either will render her liable (or all

the damages resulting.I

A “towage servlce“is rendered a vessel for the

purpose of expediting her voyage, without reference

to any circumstance of danger. A “salvage service “

is designed to relieve the vessel from some distress or

danger, present or apprehended.’

in the absence of a contract, the towing 01' a vessel

in peril or disabled is salvage; but as a convenient

word to distinguish an ordinary case of contract from

one of salvage “ towage " is often used. The increased

uls of tugs, and their rivalry, have operated to reduce

the value of a salvage service in most ports to some

thing not much beyond the price of a towage contract

contingent upon success. Competition has established

what might be called a quantum meruit for cases of

this kind.I

TOWARD. In the expression “insulting

language toward a female relation,” does

not mean to, but about, respecting.‘ See T0.

TOWER OF LONDON. See RACK.

TOWN; TOWNSHIP. “ Town" is

from the Anglo-Saxon tun, an inclosure: a

garden inclosed by a hedge, or a collection

of houses inclosed by a wall. Its customary

usage» in England denoting a collection of

houses or a hamlet, between a village and a

city, or its stricter legal or civil meaning de

noting a civil corporation of larger territory,

which might include a village or a city, are

somewhat foreign to the use of the word,

and the civil and territorial subdivision or

organization which it signifies, in this

country. Its first use here was to define the

original or primary civil or governmental

organizations of the early colonists in New

England.5

The word has become generic, compre

hending the several species of cities, bor

oughs, and common towns. A city is a town

incorporated, and a “ town ” may include a

city.‘

In New England, towns having been the

first local civil governments, antecedent to

the formation of counties, the counties were

 

IThe Cummings, 18 F. R. 178 (1883), cases; The Mar

garet, 94 U. S. 497 (1876), cases.

' lii'Connochie v. Kerr, 9 F. R. 68 (1881), cases,

Brown, D. J.

' Baker 11. Hemenway (The City of Valparaiso),

3 LOW. 503 (1376), C386‘.

4 Iludson s. State, 6 Tex. Ap. 575 (1879).

' Chicago &' Northwestern R. Co. v. Town ot_Oc0nto,

50 Wis. 193-94 (1830), Orton, J.

I 1 Bl. Com. 114; Odegaard v. City of Albert Les, 8!

Minn. 8151 (18%), cases; 24 Ind. 287; 54 N. H. 58; ‘ON.

J.L.4; 6Daiy,855; 81LL266; 40Wls. 44-.

made out of the towns. In the Western

States, when an organic law is first made for

the government of the whole territory, or a

constitution is formed for the whole State,

counties are formed first, and towns within

them afterward; but the original meaning

of a town as "a subdivision of a county"

remains the same.1 .

In some parts of the United States, “ town “ signi

flesa civil division of acounty, irrespective of incorpo

ration or powers of government: such as is elsewhere

called a “ township; “ in other parts, a species 01! mu

nicipality more highly organized than a “ village,"

and less so than a " city." In instances, the woml

means a territorial division only, to avert which con

struction “incorporated town “ is used.I

According to the dictionaries the word “ town "

signifies any walled collection of houses. (Johnson)

But that is its antique meaning. By modern use it is

said to be applied to an undefined collection of houses,

or habitations; also to the inhabitants: emphaticaliy to

the metropolis. (Richardson) Again, a town is any

collection of houses larger than avillage: or any num

ber of houses to which belongs a regular market~ and

which is not a city. (Johnson, Webster, Ogilvie.) The

same authorities define a " village " as a small collec

tion of houses in the country, less than a town.

In New England and New York, towns are the polit

ical units of territory, into which the country is sub

divided, and answer, politically, to parishes and hun

dreds in England, but are vested with greater powers

of local government. In Delaware, the counties are

divided into hundreds, "town " and “ village “ being

indiscriminately applied to collections of houses. In

Maryland and most of the Southern States, the polit

ical unit 01’ territory is the county; though this is some

times divided into parishes and election districts for

limited purposes; and “town “ is used in a ~broad

sense to include all collections of houses [mm a city

down to a village. in New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, and Illinois, the subdivisions

of a county, answering to the towns of New England

and New York, are called townships, though “ town "

is also applied to them in Illinois. In those States

“town" and “village " are indiscriminately applied

to large collections of houses less than a city.'

The system of survey of government lands, estab

lished in 1796, divided territory into townships six

miles square, and these again into sections each a mile

square.‘ '

See Bosonsu; Br-uw, 1; Cm; Scnoon; Pomp;

VILLAGE.

TRACING. A mechanical copy or fac

simile of an original, produced by following

1 Chicago 62 Northwestern R. Co. v. Town of Oconto,

ante.

' [Abbott, Law Dict.: 82 I11. 119; 50 H.458; 55 id. 848;

46 111.256; 80 Minn. 189; 40 N. H. 178; 12 N. J. E. 299;

17 Ohio St. 2?1;18 R.I.85;40Wis.124;15 F. R 846.

I Town of Enfleld (Illinois) 0. Jordan, 119 U. S. 684-3

(1887), Bradley, J.

'Acto!Oongrms18May,1796JB:1Bt~ L “L
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its lines, with a pen or pencil, through a whose livelihood depends upon the labors of

transparent medium called tracing paper.i

TRACK. See Exrarm; RAILROAD.

TRACT. Does not imply anything as to

the size of the parcel of land.2 See Part

CEL, B. -

TRADE. Generally, equivalent to occu

pation, employment, or business, whether

manual or mercantile; any occupation, em

ployment, or business carried on for profit,

gain, or livelihood, not in the liberal arts or

in the learned professions.‘

The business or occupation which a person

has learned and carries on for procuring sub

sistence, or for profit; particularly, a me

chanical employment, distinguished from the

liberal arts and learned professions, and from

agriculture.‘

In its broadest signification, includes not

only the business of exchanging commodi

ties by barter, but the business of buying and

selling for money, or commerce and trafiic

generally.“

In the expression "implements of a debtor's trade "

the reference is to the business of a mechnnic,— car

penter, blacksmith, silversmith. printer, or the like.‘

Trader; tradesmen. Primarily, one

who trades. But “tradesmen” usually

means a shopkeepei-.7

Trader. One who buys and sells goods;

“ one who makes it his business to buy mer

chandise, or goods and chattels, and sell the

same for a profit.” 9

One who sells goods substantially in the

form in which they are bought. Any gen

eral definition would fail to suit all cases;

each case has its peculiarities.’

In England, applied to small shopkeepers;

in the United States, rarely to persons en

gaged in buying and selling, generally to

mechanics and artificers of every kind,

 

lchnpmsn 0. Ferry, 18 F. R. 540 (1883), Deady, J.

‘Edwards 11. Derrickson, 28 N. J. L. 45 (1859).

I [The Nymph, 1 Sumn. 518 (1884). Story, J .

4 [Whitcomb 1:. Reid, 81 Miss. 569 (1856): Webster.

' May 1:. Sloan, 101 U. S. 237 (1879), Bradley, J.

‘Atwood 1;. De Forest, 19 Conn. '517 (1849), Binman,

J.; 40id.109; 44 id. 90 (1870); 11 Meta. 79; 6 Gray, 2%;

ll Iowa, 859.

' Re Ragsdaie, 7 Bias. 15') (1876). Gresham, J.

I [Rs Smith, 2 Low. 70 (1871); 80 N. O. 470; 4 B. Q A.

514.

'Sylvester v. Edgecomb, 76 Me. 500 (1884), Peters,

Chief Justice. '

their hands.1

Tradesman. Cannot be restricted to mean

traders, in the large sense of our bankrupt

laws. Most often synofiymous with shop

keeper.’

Was imported from the English bank

rupt act, and refers to a smaller merchant or

shopkeeper.’ See MERCHANT; Psnnnss.

An agreement in general restraint of trade is ille

gal and void. An agreement which operates merely

in partial restraint is good, provided it be not unrea

sonable and there be a consideration to support it. In

order that it may not be unreasonable, the restraint

must not be larger than is reqnil'u(l for the necessary

protection of the party with whom the contract is

made. The application of the rule is somewhat dili

cult. A contract not to exercise a trade in a particu

lar State is generally held to be invalid, on the ground

that it would compel a man to transfer his residence

and allegiance to another State in order to pursue his

vocation. The cases are to be judged according to

their circumstances. The grounds of the rule are,

further: the injury to the public by being deprived of

the restricted party's industry; and the injury to the

party himself by being prevented from supporting

himself and his family. Both these evils occur when

the contract is general —not to pursue the trade at

all, or in the entire country. But if neither evil en

sues, and the contract is founded on a valuable con

sideration and a reasonable ground of benefit to the

other party, it is free from objection. A stipulation

by a vendee of any trade, business, or establishment,

that the vendor shall not exercise the same trade or

business, or erect a similar establishment within a rea

sonable distance. so as not'to interfere with the value

of the trade. business, or thing purchased, is reason

able and valid. 50 also is a stipulation by a vendor of

an article to be used in a business in which he is him

self engaged, that it shall not be used within a reason

able region or distance, so as not to interfere with his

business. The point of difllculty is to determine what

is a reasonable distance. This must depend upon the

circumstances of the particular case. if the distance

be such that the business cannot possibly be affected,

the stipulation is unreasonable.‘

It was one of the most ancient rules of the common

law that all contracts in restraint of trade were void.

This was settled law in England as early as 1415, and

its courts would not then tolerate the least infraction

of the rule. It was enforced with severity, and doubt

less grew out of the law of apprenticeship, under

which no one could earn a livelihood at any trade until

after long service, and then he must continue in the

 

IRichie v. ilicCauley, 4 Pa. 472 (1810). Bell, J.

‘Re Coté, 2 Low. 876-7|‘(181'-ii, Lowell, J.; Re Smith,

(b. 70 (1871); 9 Boned. 66, 809, 311.

‘Re Stickney, 5 Dill. 91(1878). Dillon, Cir. J.; R. S.

55110.

‘ Oregon Steam Navigation Co. v. Winsor, 20 Wall.

66-89 (1878). cases, Bradley. J.
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one adopted or have none. For two hundred years

he rule existed, without exception, that all contracts

in restraint of trade were void. it was qualified, how

ever, as the law of apprenticeship broadened; and a

distinction was then drawn by the cases of Broad v.

Jollufe, 3 Cro. Jac. 596 (1623), and Mitchel v. Ray

nolds,1 P. Wms. 151 (1711), between agcneral ands

limited restraint of trade. Other decisions followed.

until it became the settled English rule that while

a contract not to do business anywhere is void, one

stipulating not to do so in a particular place. or

within certain limits, is valid. This has always

been the rule in this country. and the wisdom 0! it

cannot be doubted. It is eminently suited to the

genius of our institutions. it prevents building up

monopolies and the creation of exclusive privileges.

Contracts in general restraint of trade produce them;

they tend to destroy industry and competition, thus

enhancing prices and diminishing the products of

skill and energy; they impair the means 0! livelihood

and injure the public, by depriving it of the services

of men in useful employments. This reasoning, how-‘

ever, does not apply to such contracts as impose a

special restraint; as, not to carry on trade at a partic

ular place, or with certain persons, or for a limited

reasonable time. Indeed. a particular trade may be

promoted by being limited fora short period to few

persons, and the public benefited by preventing too

many from engaging in the same calling at the same

place. it, therefore, the limitation be a reasonable

one, it will be upheld.l

A contract not to engage in a business, directly or

indirectly, for five years, may not extend to isolated

acts, or to occasional services voluntarily rendered in

good faith for the accommodation oi another; nor will

it include a subordinate employment not affecting the

management of the business nor directly influencing

custom.‘

A covenant to retire irom business “ so far as the

law allows “ was held to be too vague to he enforced.I

See Am, 8; Bnsmass: Connmsrros, 2; Coxnrnos;

Dmrmtss; hiasoracroas; MONOPOLY; Toots.

See especially Tausr. 2.

Trade-dollar. See Com.

1 Sutton v. Head. 8') Ky. — (1858), cases. The

grantee under a deed containing a condition that in

toxicating liquors should not be retailed on the prem

ises claimed that the contract was in restraint of

trade. and void.

I Nelson 1:. Johnson. 88 Minn. — (1888), cases.

' Davies v, Davies, 68 Law T. R. 209 (1887).

See generally Oregon Steam Nav. Co. v. Halo, 1

Wash. '1‘. 284 (1870), cases; Morris Run Coal Co. 1:. Bar

clay Coal Co., 68 Pa. 184-85 (1871), cases; Smith‘s Ap

peal,118 id. 590 (1886); Albrlght v. Teas, 87 N. J. E. 171

(1503); lliandeville 0. Hayman, 42 id. 185 (1986), cases;

Diamond Match Co. v. Roeber, 106 N. 12473 (1887),

cases; Sharp 11. Whitesidc, 19 F. R. 156. 164 (1883);

Rousillon o. Rousillon, 37 Eng. R. 89, 49-68 (1860), cases;

26 Alb. Law J. 284 (18S:J). cases; 85 id. 165, 282 (1887),

cases; 19 Cent. Law J. 201%-8 (1981), cases; 26 id. 595-99

(1888), cases; 24 Am. Law Reg. 217-80, 281-98 (1885),

men; 28 id. 389-91 (18:57), cases; 13 Cent. Law J. 887

ID (l88~i),— Irish Law Times; 92 Am. Dec. 751-65, GI-IQ

 

Trade-fixture. See F1x‘rtm.a.

Trade-talk. See Coumannxno, Simplex.

TRADE-MARK. A mark by Which

one‘s wares are known in trade.1

A word, mark, or device adopted by a man

ufacturer or vendor to distinguish his pro

duction from other productions of the same

article.2 ,

Every one is at liberty to afiix to a product

of his own manufacture any symbol or de

vice, not previously appropriated, which will

distinguish it from articles of the same gen

eral nature manufactured or sold by others,

and thus secure to himself the benefits of in

creased sale by reason of any excellence he

may have given the product. The symbol

or device thus becomes a sign to the public

of the origin of the goods, and an assurance

that they are the genuine article of the orig

inal producer.3

But letters or figures. which indicate quality

merely, and which cannotindicate, by their own mean

ing or by association, origin or ownership, cannot be

appropriated: as, for example, " A. C. A. ticking."'

May consist of a name, a device, or a peculiar ar

rangement oi words, lines, or figures, in the form of a

label, which has been adopted and used by a person

in his business to designate goods of a particular kind

manufactured by him, and which no other person has

an equal right to use.‘ '

Numbers arbitrarily chosen will be protected as

trade-marks, unless they are already in use by another

person and known to the trade.‘

Words or devices may be adopted as trade-marks

which are not the original inventions of him who

adopts them. Property in them has little analog‘ to

that in copyrights or in patents for inventions. Words

incommon use, with some exceptions. may be adopted.

it. at the time, they are not employed to designate

the same. or like articles. The ofllce of a trade-mark is

to point out distinctively the origin, or ownership 0!

the article. Unless the mark so points to the origin

or ownership, neither can he who first adopted it be

injured by any appropriation of it by others nor can

the public be deceived. No one can use exclusively a

trademark or trade-name which would practically

give him a monopoly in the sale of any goods other

than those produced or made by himself; otherwise

 

I [Shaw Stocking 00. v. Mack, 12 F. R. 710 (18e“.‘); 14

id. 252; 81 id. 280.

I Hostetter v. Fries, 17 F, B. 6% (1888), Wallace, J.

'Amoskeag Manut. 00. 1:. Trainer, 101 U. S. 5'3, 56

(1870), Field. J. Compare Menendes v. Holt. poet.

‘Gilmsn u. Hunnewell, 1252 Mass. 147 (18T7), Gray.

C. J. See also Smith 0. Walker. 57 Mich. 474 (1835); 411

Cal. 478; 54 Ill. 456; 91' Mass. 297; 11lio.Ap. 310; 151K. Y.

198; 61 id. 228; 2 Saw. 86.

' American Button Co. v. Anthony. Sup. Ct. R 1

(1887): 26 Am. Law Reg. 178 (1888); ib. 17&79, cases
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the public would be injured, for competition would be

destroyed. Neither can a generic name, nor a name

merely descriptive of an article of trade, its qualities,

ingredients, or characteristics, be employed as a trade

mark and the exclusive use be protected. Nor can

geographical names, designating districts of the coun

try, be so appropriated: they cannot point toa per

sonal origin or ownership; besides, their appropria

tion would result in mischievous monopolies. Hence,

no one can exclusively use the expressions “ Pennsyl

vania wheat,“ " Kentucky hemp,“ “ Virginia tobacco,"

" Lackawanna coal,“ “ Brooklyn white iead," or

“ Akron cement." It is only when the adoption or

imitation of any such geographical name amounts to

a false representation that there is any title to relief.I

A combination of words from a foreign language,

in order to designate merchandise as of a certain

standard and uniformity of quality, may be protected

0

as I trade-mark.‘

A party is not. in general, entitled to the exclusive

use of a name, merely as such, without more. instead

of that he cannot have such a right, even in his own

name, as against another person of the same name,

unless the latter uses a form of stamp or label so like

that used by the complaining party as to represent

that the goods of the former are of the latter's manu

facture.'

There is a general consensus of opinion that the

use of a personal name in a fair, honest, and ordinary

business manner cannot be prevented, even if damage

results therefrom. The cases in which uses have been

regulated exhibit a conscious, intentional, fraudulent

misrepresentation, or such a combined use of the

name with other marks, characters, figures, or form

and arrangement of circulars, advertisements, etc.,

as amounts to a false representation, in which latter

case only the combination has been enjoined.‘

No person can appropriate to himself exclusively

any word or expression properly descriptive of an ar

ticle, its qualities or ingredients. Whether ‘a name is

descriptive or arbitrary depends upon the circum

stances of each case!

 

1 Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. v. Clark, 18 Wall.

822-27 (1871), cases, Strong, J., deciding that “ Laclra

wsnna Coal“ could not be made a trade-mark. See

Evans v. Von Laer, 82 F. R. 158 (1887)—“Motserrat

Lime-Fruit Juice; " Goodyear Case, 128 U. S. 598 (1888).

' Menendez u. Holt, 128 U. S. 5:5) (1888), holding that

" La Favorite Flour “ could be used as a trademark,

and not come within the rule in Amoakeag Manufact

uring Co. v. Trainer, ante.

‘McLean v. Fleming, 96 U. S. 252 (1877), cases, Clif

ford, J. See also Faber v. Faber, 49 Barb. 8-58 (1867);

Meneeiy u. liieneely, 62 N. Y. £30 (1875), cases; Giiman

v. Hunnewell, 122 Mass. 148 (1877), cases; Rogers

Manuf. Co. 1. Rogers & Spurr Manuf. Co., 11 F. B. 495

(1882), cases.

‘ Rogers v. Rogers, 513 Conn. 166 (1885), cases; Rogers

tianuf. Co. 1:. Simpson, 54 id. 527, 565-60 (1866), cases;

Brown Chemical Co. 1:. Meyer. 31 F. R. 451 (1857), cases;

Massam v. Thorley‘s Cattle Food Co., 37 Eng, R. 71419

(1880), cases.

'8elchow 0. Baker, 93 N. Y. 68-64 (1883), holding that

The exclusive right to any authorized trade-mar!

has long been recognized by common law, the chan

cery courts, and State statutes. It is a property right.

for the violation of which damages may be recovered,

and the continuance of the violation enjoined. The

whole system of trademark property, and the reme

dies for its protection, existed before any act of Con

gress providing for the registration of trade-marks in

the patent-oiilce. . . A trademark is neither an in

vention, a discovery, nor a writing. At common law

the exclusive right to it grew out of its use, not from

its mere adoption. It is simply founded on priority of

appropriation. Like the great body of the rights of

person and of property, property in trade-marks rests

on the laws of the States. if an act of Congress can

be extended, as a regulation of commerce, to trade

marks, it must be limited to their use in “ commerce

with foreign nations, and among the several States,

and with the Indian tribes." The legislation of August

14, 1876 (19 St. L. H1), is not a regulation thus limited,

but embraces all commerce, including that between

citizens of the same State, and, since it cannot be con

fined to such commerce as is subject to the control of

Congress, it is void for want of constitutional au

thority.1

The act of Cong-rem of March 8, 1881, provides,

sec. 1, that: “ Owners of trademarks used in com

merce with foreign nations, or with the Indian tribes,

provided such owners shall be domiciled in the United

States, or located in any foreign country, or tribes

which by treaty, convention or law, afiords similar

privileges to citizens of the United States, may obtain

registration of such trade-marks (1) by causing to be

recorded in the patent-otliice a statement specifying

the name, domlcil, location, and citizenship of the

party applying; the class of merchandise and the

particular description of goods comprised in such

class to which the particular trade-mark has been ap

propriated; a. description of the trademark itself.

with fac similes thereof, a statement of the mode in

which the same is applied and affixed to goods, and

the length of time during which the trademark has

been used: (2) by paying into the treasury of the

United States the sum of twenty-five dollars, and com

plying with such regulations as may be prescribed by

the commissioner of patents"

Sec. 2. “ That the application prescribed in the

foregoing section must, in order to create any right in

favor of the party filing it, be accompanied by a writ

ten declaration verified by the person, or by a member

of a firm, or by an oiilcer of a corporation applying,

to the eflect that such party has at the time a right to

 

“Sliced Animals,“ applied to games for children,

could be appropriated.

lTrade-Mark Cases, 100 U. 8. S2, oz-99 (1879), Mil

ler, J . One Steffens was indicted for counterfeiting the

trade-mark of Mumm & Co., of Rheims, France, con

trary to the fourth and fifth sections of the act of

August 14, 1876; one Wittemann, for imitating the

trade-mark of the makers of s “Peiper Heidsick”

champagne wine, of the same place; and one Johnson,

for imitating the made-mark “O K" of a brand of

whiskey.
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he use of the trade-markto be registered, and that no

other person, firm, or corporation has the right to

such use. either in the identical form or in any such

near resemblance thereto ‘as might be calculated to

deceive; that such trademark is used in commerce

with foreign nations or Indian tribes, as above indi

cated; and that the description and fac similes pre

sented for registry truly represent the trade-mark

sought to be registered.“

Sec. 8. “That the time of the receipt of any such

application shall be noted and recorded. But no al

leged trade-mark shall be registered unless the same

appears to be lawfully used as such by the applicant

in foreign commerce or conimerce with Indian tribes

as above mentioned or is within the provision of a

treaty, convention, or declaration with a foreign

power; nor which is merely the name of the appli

cant; nor which is identical with a registered or known

trademark owned by another and appropriate to the

same class of merchandise, or which so nearly re

sembles some other person‘s lawful trade-mark as to

be likely to cause confusion or mistake in the mind of

the public, or to deceive purchasers. In an applica

tion for registration the commissioner of patents

shall decide the presumptive lawfulness of claim to

the alleged trademark: and in any dispute between

an applicant and a previous registrant, or between

applicants, he shall follow, so far as the same may be

applicable, the practice of courts of equity of the

United States in analogous cases.“

Sec. 4. Certificates of registry are issued in the

name of the United States. under the seal of the de

partment of the interior, and signed by the commis

sioner of patents. Copies of trademarks, statements,

and certificates of registry are evidence in suits.

Sec. 5. A certificate of registry shall remain in

force for thirty years from its date; except as to

trade-marks protected under the laws of a foreign

country for a shorter period, in which case the cer

tificate shall cease to have force here at the time the

mark ceases to be exclusive property elsewhere.

Within six months prior to the end of the first thirty

years, registration may be renewed on the same terms,

sad for a like period.

Sec. 6. Applicants are entitled to credit for fees

paid under former acts.

Sec. 7. " Registration of a trade-mark shall be

prima facie evidence of ownership. Any person who

shall reproduce. counterfeit. copy or colorahly imi

tate any trademark registcred under this act and

aifix the same to merchandise of substantially the

same descriptive propertics as those described in the

registration, shall be liable to an action on the case

for damages for the wrongful use of said trade

mark, at the suit of the owner thereof; and the party

aggrieved shall also have his rcmcdy according to the

course of equity to enjoin the wrongful use of such

trademark used in foreign commerce or commerce

with Indian tribes, as aforesaid, and to recover com

peiisntion therefor in any court having jurisdiction

over the person guilty of such wrongful act; and courts

of the United States shall have original and appellate

jurisdiction in such cases without regard to the

amount in controversy."

Sec. 8. "No action shall be maintained under the

provisions of this act in any case when the trade-mark

is used in any unlawful business, or upon any article

injurious in itself, or which mark has been used with

the design of deceiving the public in the purchase

of merchandise, or under any certtflcato of registry

fraudulently obtained.“

Sec. 9. Any person who procures the registry of a

trade-mark by any false or fraudulent representation

or means shall be liable to pay any damages sus

tained in consequence, to the injured party, by an ac

tion on the case.

Sec.10. The act does not give cognizance to any

court of the United States in a suit between citizens

of the same State“unleas the trade-mark is used on

goods intended to be transported to a foreign country,

or in lawful commercial intercourse with an Indian

tribe."

Sec. 12. The commissioner of patents is authorized

to make rules and regulations for the transfer of rights

to tradernarl-as. ,

Sec. 18. “Citizens and residents of this country

wishing the protection of trademarks in any foreign

country, the laws of which require registration here

as a condition precedent to getting such protection

there, may register their trade-mq,rks for that purpose

as is above allowed to foreigners, and have certificate

thereof from the patentoflice."'

The act of August 5, 1882, provides that nothing

contained in the foregoing act “shall prevent the reg

istry of any lawful trademark rightfully used by the

applicant in foreign commerce or with Indian tribes

at the time of the passage of said act.“ '

Search-warrants for countcrfeit dies, plates, trade

marks. colorable imitations, labels;wrappers, empty

cases, bottles, etc., upon oath of knowledge or belief

that the same are in the possession of any person for

deception and fraud, or that originally genuine trade

marks are not so defaced or destroyed as to prevent

fraudulent use, are issuable by ajudge of the district

or circuit court, or a commissioner of a circuit court

Further proceedings are as under the law relating to

search-warrants, q. 1). After proof made, the articles

scizcd are to be destroyed.I

A trademark is an cntirety, and incapable of ex

clusive use at different places by more than one inde

pendent proprietor. Right thereto is forfeited, if

deceptively used to designate a spurious article. Be

lief is given for infringement upon the ground that one

man is not allowed to offer his goods for sale, repre

senting them as the manufacture of another. Two

marks are substantially the same when the resem

blance is such as to deceive ordinary purchasers. giv

ing such attention as people usually give, and to cause

them to purchase one manufacture supposing it to be

the other.‘

 

'21 St. L. ch. 128, pp. 602-4. See act 14 Aug. 1876: 1

Sup. R. S. 241; R. 8. Title IX, ch. 2, 55 498747.

'22 St. L. ch. 898, p. 298.

' Act 14 Aug. 1876: 1 Sup. R. 8. 5341-49.

was the act of 8 July, 1870.

‘Gotham liiamf. (30.0. White, 14 Wall. 5%, 511 (1871),

Strong, J.; McLean v. Fleming, 96 U. B. 845 (1877);

Manhattan Medicine CO. 1:. Wood, 4 Clifl. -178, 488 (1h7e)

cases; Singer Manuf. Co. v. Loog, 48L T. 8 (1882).

Prior to that
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To constitute an infringement, exact similitude is

not required. if the form, marks, contents, words, or

the special arrangement of the same, or the general

appearance of the alleged infringer‘s device, is such as

would be likely to mislead one in the ordinary course

of purchasing the goods, and induce him to suppose

that he was purchasing the genuine article, the simil

itude is such as entitles the injured party to equitable

protection, if he takes reasonable measures to assert

his rights, and to prevent their continued invasion.I

“ Cellonite " is enough like “ celluloid“ to mislead

the ordinary purchaser. The fact that a registered

word becomes a common appellative cannot impair

‘ rights acquired in it. Others may use the word to

designate‘ the product, but not as a trade-mark.I

The owner of a trade-mark which, is affixed to ar

ticles manufactured at his establishment may, in sell

ing the latter, transfer to the purchaser the right to

use the trademark.‘

A partnership trademark is part of the good-will

and an asset of the firm, salable, on dissolution, like

any other amet. After dissolution. either partner may

continue to use the mark, unless he has divested him

self oi’ such right. But neither, except by agreement,

can use the name of the other.‘

As an abstract right. apart from the article manu

factured, it cannot be sold, for the transfer would be

productive of fraud upon the public; but in connec

tion with the article produced, it may be bought and

sold like other property, individual or partnership.‘

Where consent by the owner (a former partner) to

the use of his trademark by another (a new partner)

is to be inferred from his knowledge and silence

merely, "it lasts no longer than the silence from

which it springs; it is, in reality, no more than a rev

ocable license.“ '

TRADES-UNIONS. A combination by

employers or employees to regulate the price

of labor is, within limits, valid at common

law; but, carried to violence in any phase,

is illegal.''

Statute 0 Geo. IV (1826), c. 129, placed such combi

nations, on thBIPBI1 of the employers chiefly, under a

rigorous restraint, making criminal threats to force a

workman to leave his employment.‘

Under statutes 22 Vict. (1859), c. 84, 82 and 83 Vict.

c. 61, and 31 and 85 Vlct. c. 81, trades-unions are recog

nized as legal associations, with objects they may en

 

|lilcLean v. Fleming, 96 U. S. 258 (1877), cases, Clit

iord, J. See also Manhattan Medicine Co. 0. Wood, 4

Clifl. 478 (1878).cases; Alexander Brothers v. Morse, 14

R L 158 (1884); Goodyear Case, 128 U. S. 604 (12~€~\).

' Celluloid Manut. Co. v. Cellonite liianut. C0. 82 F. R.

M (1887).

IKidd v. Johnson, 100 U. S. 620 (1879), cases.

' Hazard v. Caswell, 98 N. Y. 264-65 (1883), cases.

Ililorgan v. Rogers, 19 F. R. 597 (1881), cases. See

generally 12 F. R. 704-6. 717-19 (1832), cases; 18 Cent

Law J. 107-8 (1884), cases; on assigning, Hoxie 0. Che

my. 148 Mass. 592 (1887), cases.

'Menendea v. Holt, 128 U. 8. 52-1 (1888), cases.

' ttex v. Batt, 25 E. C. L. ‘-425 (1884).

' Walsby u. Aniey, 107 E. C. L. '52] (1861).

deavor to secure by pecuniary and other means 01

supporting strikes. and the like, so long as they do not

resort to open or secret violence. or to threats, intimi

dation, rattening, or the like.1 See Borcorrrso; Col

snvsnox, L‘; C0.\'SPlRACY; Srmxs, 2.

TRADITION. See DELIVERY, 1, 4.

TRAFFIC. The passing of goods or

oommodities from one person to another for

an equivalent in goods or money; and a

“ trafiicker” is one who trafiics — a trader, a

merchant.’

It is as much traiilc to deal in a commodity ‘by

wholesale as at retail.‘ See Cmmna; Oonsacs.

TRAIN. See NEGLIGENCE; Ossmucr, 1;

Psssnsoaa; RAILROAD.

TRAITOR. See Tnnsson.

TBAIIP. A wandering, homeless vaga

bond.

Tramps are " persons who rove about Irom place to

place begging, and all vagrants living without visible

means of support who stroll over the country without

lawful occasion." ' See Vsomm.

TRAMWAY. See Dasvson.

TRANSACTION. VVhatever may be

done by one person which affects annther’s

rights, and out of which a cause of action

may arise.4

is broader than “ contract." A contract is a trans

action, but a transaction is not necessarily a cont ract.l

in a statute limiting counter-claims to demands

arising out of the some transaction: some commercial

or business negotiation; not, a wrong of violence or

fraud.‘ See Rzurios, 1; Res, Gestaa.

TRANSCRIPT.’ 1, 11. A copy of an

original record.‘,

A transcript of a record on appeal or writ of error

is only a copy of the record.’

2, v. To copy or to copy oflicially. VVhence

transcripted. See COPY.

TRANSFER. 1, v. To take from one

court to another; to remove, q. 1).

To convey or pass over the right of one

person to another.m

 

1Regina v. Druitt at al., 10 Cox, Cr. C. 600 (1867); Re

gina 1;. Shepherd, 11 id. 825 (1869).

I Senior v. Ratterman, 44 Ohio St. 678 (1887), Spear. .1 ;

Ohio Oonst., Sch. 18; Dow Law—Act 14 May, 1886.

'N. Y. Act1886, ch. 490, 5 2.

' Scarborough 0. Smith, 18Kan. 406 (1877), Valentino,

Judge.

' Roberts 1:. Donovan, 70 Cal. 118 (1886): Xenia Branch

Bank v. Lee, 7 Abb. Pr. 389 (1858).

' Barhyte v. Hughes, 33 Barb. 821 (1861), Clerke, J .

Seealso17F.R.681; 4611.0. 1.'5s'.'.

' L. transm.-I-iptum, copied from one to another.

I Dearborn u. Patton, 4 Oreg. 60 (1870), Prim, C. J.

' Cavender v. Cavender, 8 liIcCrary, 884 (1882).

" innerarlty v. Mirna, 1 Ala. 669 (1840). Sea 2 Bl.

Com. 10t
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8, II. There is no meaning of the word

which carries the idea of an act of extinc

tion, or any other idea than that of the bear

ing over of a right or title to property in a

thing from one to another.1

In a declaration on a note, implies a passing of the

beneficial interest, but not necessarily of the legal

‘Me.’

Foreclosure of a mortgage and the becoming abso

lute of the title in the mortgagee by the failure to re

dccm constitute a “ transfer" of the property, in the

sense of a statute providing that the real estate of any

tux-payer shall be liable until a transfer thereof is

DAMS.‘

Transferable. Includes every means by

which property may be passed from one per

son to another.‘ Also spelled transferrible.

Non-transferable. Not admitting of trans

fer to another person.

Transferrer or transferror. He by whom

a transfer, an assignment, or a conveyance

is made. Transferee. The recipient in

any such case.

See further Asmnon, 1; Assws. 2: Human; Con

vnvaxca, 2; Dmmr, i;1m>oasI., 2; Sscuarrr; Srocn,

8; Taassrsnaa

TRANSFERRE. L. To convey over;

to make over, assign, convey, transfer.

Nemo plus juris ad alium transfer-re

potest quam ipse habet. No one more

right to another can transfer than he him

self possesses. One cannot sell, grant, or

give away a right or interest superior to

that vested in him.‘ Compare DARE, Nemo

dat, etc.

But the holder of negotiable paper who cannot him

self recover upon it as against the rightful owner, by

transferring it in good faith, for value, and before it

is due, may make it available in the hands of his as

signee. And a consignor, by indorsing and delivering

the bill of lading to the consignee, puts it in the power

of the latter to transfer property to a bona fidc pur

chaser for value, and thus defeat his own original

right of stoppage in transits. See LADING, Bill of;

Nmmum ll

TBANSGBESSION. See CRIME; Tans

WASS.

TRANSIENT. Going or passing over;

moving about.

 

l Sands 1:. Hill, 55 N. Y. 2 (1878), Foiger, J.; Robert

son 1:. Wilcox, 86 Conn. 429 (1870). 0

' Montague v. King, 87 Miss. 448 (1859), Handy, J.

‘Waterbury Savings Bank v. Lawler, 46 Conn. "~44

(1878), Loomis, J. See generally, on the transfer of

land, 8 Am. Law Rev. 12-32 (1886).

' Gathercole v. Smith, 17 Ch. Div. 9 (1881), Lush, L. J.

‘ "Pet 161,175; 64 Pl. 871..

Transient foreigner. One who visits a

country without intention of remaining.1

Transient person. Not exactly a person

on a journey from one known place to an

other, but rather a wanderer ever on the

tramp.2

4 Transitive. Passing over to another.

A transitive, as opposed to an intransitive,

covenant, is an obligation which devolves

also upon the covenantor’s representatives.

Transitory. Following the person.

A transitory, as distinguished from a local,

action, rests upon a transaction which might

have taken place anywhere. See ACIION, 2;

TRANSIRE.

TRANSIRE. L. 'To go across; to pass

over, pass to another person, place, thing, or

state.

A transire is a custom-house permit to let

goods pass or be removed.

Transit in rem judioatam. It passes

into a matter adjudicated, q. 1!.

Transit tetra cum onere. Land passes

with the burden —is conveyed subject to its

incumbrance. See ONUS, Cum onere.

Transitu. See Srorrscn, In transitu.

TRANSLATION. The act of rendering,

or the fact of being rendered into another

language; also, that which is so rendered.

1. The testimony of a witnea who cannot make

himself understood in English is delivered aloud in

open court to a sworn interpreter, who translates the

oath, the questions and answers.I

2. When language which is alleged to be defamm

tory is expressed in a foreign tongue, the plaintiff

should file a translation, except as to words which

have become anglicized—and the court may define

these to the jury.‘

The words should he set outin the foreign language.

and followed by a translation averred L0 be correct.‘

8. A translator may copyright his translation. it is

no infringement of the copyright to translate a work

which the author hasalready had translated and copy

righted.‘ -

TRANSMISSION. See DESCENT.

TRANSPORT. To carry, convey,7 from

one place to another.
 

I Yates 0. lams, 10 Tex. 170 (1858), Hemphill, C. J.

' Middlehury u. Waltham. 6 Vt. 2073(il$84), Muttocks, J

' See Amory v. Fellowes, 5 Mam. 225 (1609).

‘ See Gibson v. Cincinnati Inquirer, 2 Flip. 126 (187-‘),

Odgers, Sl. & Lib. 109-l0, cases.

‘’ Pelzer v. Benish, 67 Wis. 291 (1886); 61 id. 626.

‘Stowe v. Thomas, 2 Wall. Jr. 547, 566, 5il8(i85l);

Emerson 0. Davies, 8 Story, 780 (1846); Shock e. Ran

kin, 6 Bim. 477 (1876).

' United States v. Sheldon, 2 Wheat. ii!) Q81?)
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Transportation. Carrying or sending to

another place or country.

1. May include other modes of moving or

removing property than by “ carrying,” as

that word is ordinarily understood.

Thus. it will include taking petroleum from one

place to another by means of pipes lsid underground.‘

1n the inter-State Commerce Act 0! February 4,

1887, "includes all instrumentaliiies of shipment or

carriage." See Counsacs; Tax, 2.

2. Sending a convict to another country as

punishment.2 See SERVITUDE, 1, Penal.

TRAVEL. Has no precise or technical

meaning when used without limitation. Its

primary and general import is to pass from

place to place, whether for pleasure, instruc

tion, business, or health..

The length of the journey or its continuancedoes

not destroy the character of the occupation.‘

1. The purpose for which towns are compelled to

construct highways and bridges and keep them in re

pair is to promote the comfort and convenience and

insure the safety of " travelers“— persons who have

lawful occasion to pass over them upon business or

for pleasure. “ Travelers," in this connection, is to

be interpreted in the lightot knowledge common to all.

gained from observation and experience, as to the

manner in which people are accustomed to use high

ways; that is. is to besointerpreted as topermit scon

venient and beneficial use.‘

In a statute giving a right of action for an injury

caused by defects in a highway, “ traveler" means

every one, whatever his age or condition, who has 00

caaion to pan over the highway for any purpose of

business, convenience, or pleasure. irrespective oi the

motive or object with which a way is thus used, if it

be not unlawful. Not, then, a gymnast performing

teats, nor a boy sliding down a hill.‘

Walking for exercise is not traveling.‘

2. Within the meaning of a law allowing a person

h-svellng to carry concealed weapons, the traveling

must be on s journey—-beyond the ordinary habit,

business, or duties of the person and beyond the cir

cle ot his triends or acquaintances.'

8. One who has been carried by steamboat, and

 

1 Columbia Conduit Co. 0. Commonwealth, 90 Pa. 807

(1879); 98 U. S. 185; 94 id. 1, 6.

' [4 Bl. Com. 871, 877.

' Lockett v. State, 47 Ala. 45 (1872), Peters, J.

‘ Ward 1:. North Haven, 48 Conn. 154 (1875), Pardee,

Judge.

I Blodgett 0. Boston, 8 Allen, 240 (1864), Bigelow,

O. J. Soc als052 Me.217; 62 id.-168; 67 s'd.107; 107liinss.

M7; 110 id. 21; 58 N. £1.14, 431, cases.

' Hamilton 0. Boston, 14 Allen, 475 (1867), cases,

Gray, J.; Baker 11. Worcester, 139 Mass. 74 (1885).

'Gholson v. State, 611 Ala. 5:10 (1875); Coker v. State,

saw. 950879); Carr 0. State, 84 Ark. 448 (1579); Rice

v. State, 10 Tex. Ap. 288 (1881); Smith 0. State, 42 Tex.

w4(1s7s); Burst v. State, 89 Ind. 188 (1888); 25 Am. 3.

54-56, cases.
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walks eight miles from the landing to his home, is

not, while walking, within the meaning oi a policy

oi’ insurance, “ traveling by public or private convey

ance." I

4. As to what is traveling within the meaning 0!

Sunday laws, see Smmsr.

See also Aocrnsrrr; Guns-r; 1101; Jonassr; Os

srnocr, 1; Orsu, 1 (7); Ross, 1; War, Public.

'I'IRAVERSE.2 Denial; denial of a fact

alleged by one’s opponent, or of an allegation

in an indictment..

A traverse is a denial on one side of some matter of

fact before alleged on the other side; and regularly

tenders an issue of fact. It applies to the declaration,

plea. replication. or other pleading. The general issue

is but a compendious traverse of the whole complaint.

A technical traverse is preceded by introductory

aflirmutive matter — matter of inducement; as that is

general or special so is the traverse. An example of

a " general technical traverse " is a replication dc

injuria; an example of a “ special technical trsarerse "

is a traverse beginning with the words absque hoe,

without this, or et mm, and not. A common

traverse is simply a direct denial, in common nega

tive language. This is the more eligible mode, since

it is simple, direct, and produces an issue sooner. It

always concludes to the country, q. v. ,' whereas, the

absque hoc traverse concludes, in most cases, with an

averment.

illustration of s traverse absque hoe: Pies — A

devised to me, B. Replication —-A died intestate, and

his title ls‘in me, 0, his heir: absque hoe, A devised to

B. Here the averment of intestacy and heirship in

troduces the special traverse, and the “ absque hoc "

denies the devise in the words in which it is alleged.

A traverse absque tali causa, without such cause,

is, at common law, a traverse of a plea in tort. it do

nies the matter pleaded and avers that the defendant

0! his own wrong (dc injuria sud propria) and " with

out such excuse " (ubsque tdli mm) as is set forth in

his plea, committed the trespass. This formula was

devised as an sbridgment of the replication.‘ See

further REPL1CA’i'10N, De injuria.

Traverse jury. A common jury, which

finds the fact in dispute, as opposed to the

grand jury, q. 1:.

Traverse of oflice. Proving that an

inquisition made by an escheator is defective

or not true. See INQUEST, Of oifice.

TREASONJ Betrayal, treachery, breach

of faith or allegiance.‘

Traitor. One who breaks faith, or betrays

a trust; one guilty of treason.

 

I Ripley v. insurance Co., 16 Wall. 836 (1872).

' Trdv’-erse. F. traverser, to thwart: L ‘ran-I-versus,

turned across.

' [8 B1. Com. 318; 4 id. 851.]

‘ See Gould, Plead. 8-19438; Stephen, PL 168, W; 18

N. J. L. 852; 29 id. 513; 55 Vt. 261.

' F. traison: L. traditio, giving over, surrendering.

' (4 BL Com. 75.
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Treason may exist only as between allies:

it is a general appellation to denote not only

oiienses against the king and government.

but also that accumulation of guilt which

arises whenever a superior reposes a confi

dence in a subject or inferior, between whom

and himself there subsists a natural, a. civil,

or even a spiritual relation, and the inferior

so abuses that confidence, so forgets the

obligations of duty, subjection, and alle

giance, as to destroy the life of the superior.

Therefore, for a wife to kill her husband, a

servant his master, an ecclesiastic his ordi

nary, these being breaches of the lower alle

giance of private and domestic faith, are

denominated petit treasons. But when

disloyalty attacks majesty itself it is called,

by way of distinction, high treason, equiv

alent to the crimen kesw majestatis of the

Romans.l

Bigh treason ll the most heinous civil crime a man

can commit. if indeterminate, this alone is suificient

to make any government degenerate into arbitrary

power. By the ancient common law great latitude

was left to the judges to determine what was treason:

whereby the creatures of tyrannical princes had op

portunity to create constructive treasons; that is, to

raise, by forced, and arbitrary constructions, oflenses

into the crime of treason which were not suspected to

be such. To prevent this, the Statute of Treasons, 2'5

Edw. 111 (R62), c. 2, defined what ofienses should be

held to be treason. All kinds are now comprehended

under seven branches.‘ The third species is

"levying war against our lord the king, in his realm.“

This may be done by taking arms, not only to de

tlu-one the king, but under pretense to reform religion

or the laws, or to remove evil counsellors, or other

grievances, real or pretended. 'i‘o resist the king's

forces by defending acsstle against them is levying

war; so is an insurrection with a design to pull down

all enclosures, all brothels, etc, the universality of the

design making it a rebellion against the state, an usur

pation of the powers of government, on insolent inva

sion of the king‘s authority. But a tumult with a view

to pull down a particular house amounts at most to a

riot, this being no general defiance of public govern

ment.‘ . . The fourth species is “adhering to the

king's enemies in his realm. giving to them aid and

comfort in the realm or elsewhere.“ This must like

wise be proved by some overt act, as by giving them

intelligence, sending them provisions, selling them

arms, treacherously surrendering a fortress, or the

like. By “enemies " are here understood the subjects

of foreign powers with whom we are at open war.

As to foreign pirates or robbers, invading our coasts

without open hostilities between their nation and ours,

and without commission from any prince or state at
 

'4 Bl. Com. T5-76.

' 4 Bl. Com. 75-76, M.

'4 Bl. Com. 81-81

enmity with the crown, giving them any assistance is

also clearly treason. But to relieve a “ rebel " fled out

of the kingdom is no treason; for the statute is taken

strictly, and a rebel is not an “enemy;“ an enemy

being always the subject of some foreign prince, and

owing no allegiance to the crown of England. And if

a person be under actual force and constraint, through

a well-grounded apprehension of injury to his life or

person, this fear or compulsion will excuse his even

joining with rebels or enemies in the kingdom, pro

vided he leaves them whenever he hasasafe oppor

tunity.I

Another species of high treason, under the statute,

was counterfeiting the king‘s seal or his coin,— an of

fense reduced to felony by 2 Will. IV (1832), c. 34.’

The consequences of conviction of high treason

were: death by hanging (anciently, decapitation and

quarteringn attainder, and forfeiture of estate, with

corruption of the blood of descendants.‘

“Treason against the United States shall

consist only in levying War against them, or

in adhering to their Enemies, giving them

Aid and Comfort."

“No Person shall be convicted of Treason unless

on the Testimony of two Witnesses to the same overt

Act, or on Confession in open Court."

"The Congress shall have Power to declare the

Punishment of Treason, but no Attainder of Treason

shall work Corruption of Blood, or Forfeiture except

during the Life of the Person attainted.“ '

By the last clause, the cruel feature of the old law,

which punished the traitor in the persons of his do

scendants, was forever removed.

Act of April 80, 1790, c. 9,5 1, provides that every

person owing allegiance to the United States, who

levies war against them, or adheres to their enemiu,

giving them aid and comfort, is guilty of treason: and

shall suffer death, or, at the discretion of the court,

shall be imprisoned at hard labor for not less than

five years, and fined not less than ten thousand dol

lars, to be collected of such property as is owned at

the time of committing such treason; with incapacity

to hold office under the United States.‘

The principal treasonable offenses are:

misprision of treason; inciting or engaging

in rebellion or insurrection; criminal corre

spondence with foreign governments; sedi

tious conspiracy ; recruiting men to serve, and

enlisting to serve, against the United States.‘

Treason, being a breach of allegiance, can be com

mitted only by him who owes allegiance, perpetual or

temporary!

Having been defined by the Constitution. Congren

can neither extend nor restrict the crime; its power

'4 Bl. Com. W.

I 4 Bl. Com. 88-64, 89.

' 4 Bl. Com. 92-93. See Trial of Sidney, 9 St. Tr. 817

(1668).

‘ Constitution, Art. 111, sec. 8.

' B. S. 55 .5331-32.

'RS.§§'M"'.

' United States v. Wiltberger, 5 What. W 08).
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is limited to prescribing the punishment. In it all are

principals.I

A mere conspiracy by force to subvert the estab

lished government is not treason: there must be an

actual levying of war— men assembled with intent to

effect by force a treasonable purpose. Then, all who

perform any act, however minute or remote from the

scene of action, and who are actually leagued in the

general conspiracy, are traitors. in every case proof

of some overt act is absolutely necc-wary; an inten

tion to commit the crime is distinct from actual com

mission.‘

A person may commit treason toward the State in

which he resides, since he also owes allegiance to it.

The definitions and laws of the various States follow,

in substance, the foregoing definition, enactments, and

constructions. A notable casewas the trial, convic

tion, and execution of John Brown, in Virginia, in

1860.‘

See further Am AND COIIORT; A1-rarxnna; Eum;

Fawxv; Lm, 1; Rsann; Sanrnos; Wan.

TREASURE-".[‘IROV']5.l.'i Where any

money, coin, gold, silver, plate, or bullion is

found hidden in the earth, or other private

place, the owner thereof being unknown.5

At common law, treasure-trove belonged to the

king; treasure found upon the earth to the finder.‘

Though commonly detlned as gold or silver hidden

in the ground, inciudes,their ‘paper representatives.

And it is not now necessary that the hiding be in the

ground. The civil law gave the treasure to the finder, _

according to the law of nature.’

See COROSER; FIND, i.

TREASURY. See COMPTROLLER.

TREATY.‘ By the general law of na

tions, is in the nature of a contract between

two nations, not a legislative act.‘

A contract between two or more independ

ent nations. 1°

Contracts between states may be called

 

I United States v. Greathouse, 4 Saw. 457 (1868),

Field, J.

1 See Exp. Bollman, 4 Cranch, T5, 126 (1807), Marshall,

0. J.; United States v. i3urr.l Bur. Tr. 1-1, 2 id. 405: 4

Cranch, 470, 125 (1807), Marshall, C. J. Early cases in

the court of oyer and termlner of Philadelphia county

(Sept. session, 1778), see 1 Dali. 88454. Charges to

Juries, 1 Story. 614, 2 Wall. Jr. 134, 4 Blatch. 518, 6

Pa. L J. 55. See Fries‘ Case, 1 Whart. St. Tr. 810;

to. 102, 458; 2 Wall. Jr. 180; 3 Wash. 234; 20Wall. 92;

16 id. 147; 92 U. S. 202; 98 id. 274; 8 Story, Consti 667;

8 Bancroft, Coast. 149-60.

‘ See also People v. Lynch, 11 Johns. ‘652 (1814).

‘F. trove, found.

‘ 1 Bi. Com. 295; 74 Me. L56.

‘ 1 Bl. Com. 295.

" Huthmacher e. Harris, 88 Pa. 499 (1861); 2 Kent,

57-68.

‘F. traité: traiter, to treat, manage, settle.

‘Foster 0;. Neilson, 2 Pet. ';i14 (111291, Marshall, C. J.

"Whitney v. Robertson, 124 U. S. 194 (1888), Field, J.

conventions or treaties. . . Treaties, al

lowed by the law of nations, are uncon

strained acts of independent powers, plac

ing them undor an obligation to do something

which is not wrong.1

The President “shall have Power, by and with the

Advice n"(l Consent of the Senate. to make Treaties,

provided two thirds of the Senators present concur." ‘

"The judicial Power shall extend to all Cases. in

Law and Equity, arising under this Constitution. the

Laws of the United States, and Treaties made. or

which shall be made, under their Authority." ‘

The Constitution, and the inn s of the United States

made in pursuance thereof, “and all Treaties made,

or which shall be made, under the Authority of the

United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land;

and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby,

any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any State to

the contrary notwithstanding.“ ‘

The power to make treaties is_ given by the Consti

tution in general terms, without any description of the

objects intended to be embraced by it; consequently,

it was designed to include those subjects which in the

ordinary intercourse of nations had usually been made

subjects of regulation and treaty, and which are con

sistent with the nature of our institutions, and the dis

tribution of powers between the general and State

governments. The recognition and enforcement of

the principles of public law, being one of the ordinary

subjects of treaties, were necessarily included in the

power conferred on the general government.‘

The power to make treaties includes the power to

acquire territory by treaty, and thus to legislate over

such territory.‘

A treaty does not generally eflect. of Itself. its ob

ject; it is carried into execution by the sovereign

power of the parties. In the United States,however,

a different principle is established. Our Constitution

declares a treaty to be part of the supreme law of the

land; and it is, consequently, regarded in courts of

justice as equivalent to an act of the legislature when

ever lt operates of itself without the aid of any legis

lative provision. But when the terms of the stipula

tion import a contract. when either of the parties

engages to perform a particular act, the treaty

addresses itself to the political, not to the judicial,

department; and the legislature must execute the

contract before it can become a rule of the court.'

Admitting of two constructions, one restrictive as

to the rights that may he claimed under it and the

other liberal, the latter is to be preferred. The treaty

 

IWoolsey, Int. Law. §§ 101, 102.

‘ Constitution, Art. ll, sec. 2, cl. 2.

‘ Constitution. Art. 111, sec. 2, cl. 1.

‘ Constitution, Art. V1. cl. 2.

‘ Holmes 1:. Jennison, 14 Pet. 560 11840). Taney, C. J.,

deciding that the power to make extradition (q. 2:.)

treaties is in the national government only; ib. 5111.

‘American Ins. Co. v. Canter, 1 Pet. 511, N2 (1828).

' Foster 1:. Neilson, 2 Pet. '31-i (1t$2(J); United States

v. Arredondo, 0 id. 691 (1882); Garcia v. Lee, 12 id. 511

ii liiitil.
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making clause of the Constitution is retroactive as

well as prospective.I

While a treaty cannot change the Constitution. it

may supersede a prior act of Congress, and an act of

Congress may supersede a prior treaty.I

The power given the judiciary to decide on the

validity of a treaty is restricted to its necessary valid

ity, resulting from the treaty having been made by

persons authorized for purposes consistent with the

Constitution. Voluntary validity is the validity which

a treaty, voidable by reason of violation, continues

to retain by the silent volition of the nation. The

principles which govern the necessary validity are of

a judicial nature; the principles on which its volun

tary validity depends areof a political nature.I

Whether those with whom the President has dealt

had proper authority from their own government,

and whether that government could give the right it

has assumed by the treaty to transfer, are political

questions; the judiciary cannot inquire into them.‘

New treaties are to be published in a newspaper of

the District of Columbia.‘

“There would ‘no longer be any security," says

Vaticl, “ no longer any commerce between mankind,

if they did not think themselves obliged to keep faith

with each other and to perform their promises." and

as sovereign nations, acknowledging no superior, can

not be compelled to accept an interpretation, however

just and reasonable, “ the faith of treaties constitutes

in this respect all the security of contracting powers."

“ Treaties of every kind," says Kent, “ are to receive

a fair and liberal interpretation, according to the in

tention of the contracting parties, and are to be kept

in the most scrupulous good faith." Aside from the

duty imposed by the Constitution to respect treaty

stipulations when they become the subject of judicial

proceedings, the court cannot be unmindful of the

fact that the honor of the government and people of

the United States is involved in every inquiry whether

rights secured by such stipulations shall be recognized

and protected. When the avowed purpose of

an act of Congress is to faithfully execute a treaty,

any interpretation of its provisions will be rejected

which imputee to Congress an intention to disregard

the plighted faith of the government. The courts

ought, if possible, to adopt that construction which

recognizes and saves rights secured by the treaty.

Bcpeals by implication are never favored.‘

A treaty is primarily a compact between independ

ent nations. it depends for the enforcement of its

provisions on the interest and the honor of the gov

ernments which are parties to it. if these Ifail, its in

traction becomes the subject of international negotia

dons and reclamaiions, so far as the injured party

 

' Hauenstein v. Lynham, 100 U. 8. 487-90 (1879),

cases.

i The Cherokee Tobacco, 11 Wall. 621 (1870), cases.

' Jones v. Walker, 2 Paine, 696-98 (15252), Jay, 0. J.

‘Doe 11. Braden, 16 How. 657 (i853), Taney, C. J.;

Fellows v. Blacksmith, 11) id. 372 (l$l'>6), cues.

' Act 31 July, 1876. par. 2: 1 Sup. R. S. 284; £12. 589.

‘Chew Heong v. United States, 112 U. 8. 539-40, 549

(1884), Harlan. J.; Vattel, b. 2, ch. Ill, 17; 1 Kent, 174.
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chooses to seek redress, which may in the end be en

forced by actual war. With all this the judicial courts

have nothing to do and can give no redress. But a

treaty may also contain provisions which confer cer

tain rights upon the citizens or subjects of one of the

nations residing in the territorial limits of the other,

which partake of the nature of municipal law, and

which are capable of enforcement as between private

parties in the courts of the country. . . A treaty is

a law of the land as an act of Congress is, whenever

its provisions prescribe a rule by which the rights of

the private citizen or subject may be determined.

So far as a treaty can become the subject of judicial

cognizance, it is subject to such acin asCong-ress may

pass for its enforcement, modification, or repeal 1

For the infraction of its provisions a remedy must

be sought by the injured party through reclamations

upon the other. When the stipulations are not self

executing they can only be enforced pursuant to leg

islation to carry them into eflect, and such legislation

is as much subject to modification and repeal by Con

gressas legislation upon any other subject. It a treaty

contains stipulations which are self-executing, that is,

require no legislation to make them operative. to that

extent they have the force and eflect of a legislative

enactment. Congress may modify such provisions, so

far as they bind the United States, or supersede them

altogether. By the Constitution, a treaty is placed_on

the same footing, and made of like obligation, with an

act of legislation. Both are declared to be the supreme

law of the land, and no superi’0r eflicacy is given to

either over the other. When the two relate to the

same subject, the courts will always endeavor to con

strue them so as to give effect to both, if that can be

done without violating the language of either; but, if

the two are inconsistent. the one last in date will con

trol the other: provided, always, the stipulation of the

treaty upon the subject is St'lf-t’XE.'Cl.l[ll1g. If the

country with which the treaty is made is dissatisfied

with the action of the legislative department it may

present its complaint to the executive head of the

government, and take such other measures as it my

deem essential to the protection of its interests. The

courts can aiford no redress. Whether the complain

ing nation has just cause of complaint, or our country

was justifled in its legislation, are not matters for

judicial cognizance.’ Sec ADDBSDA, p. 1130.

See Conn-r, United States Supreme; litmus.

TREBLE. See Cosrs: Dnmaoas.

TBEBUCKET. See Sconn.

 

IHead Money Cases (Edye v. Robertson; Cunard

Steamship Co. 1:. Some), 112 U. 8. 598-99, 597 (1884),

cases, Miller, J.; United States v. Bauscher, 119 id.

41&l9 (1886). See also Re Ah Lung, 15 F. R. N (1%),

cases.

I Whitney v. Robertson, 1124 U. S. 194 (1588), Field. J.

An act under which duties on certain sugars from San

Domingo are collected was passed after a treaty on

the subject with the Dominican republic. Held, if

there was conflict between the treaty and flue statute,

the latter must control. See also Taylor v. Morton, I

Curt. 459 (M35). On the treaty-making power, see!)

Am, Law Rev. fill-27 (IE6).
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TREE. See Ar, 2; Bommnvz CROP;

Eusnsmanrs; F1rnmss; LAND; Loos; Psa

SONALTY: Sromr: 'I‘nmsa

Overhanging branches are a nuisance; and the per

son over whose land they hang may cut them off, or

have his action for damages and an abatement of the

nuisance. He cannot cut down the trees, nor remove

the roots further than they produce damage.I

TRESPASS! In its largest‘ sense, any

transgression or ofiense against the law of
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The quantum of satisfaction is determined by con

siderlng how far the offense was willful or inadvertent,

and by estimating the value of the actual damage

sustained. Every unwarrantahle entry on another‘s

soil the law entitles a trespass by breaking his close,

q. 1:. But, to be able to maintain an action for the

trespass. one must have a property, absolute or tem

porary, in the soil. and actual possession by entry:

having the freehold is not enough. A man is also

answerable for trespasses by his cattle,I or fowls, as

see Danaos-rusasr.

nature’ of society, or of the count“, in which \ In trespasscs of a permanent nature, where the in

we live, whether it relates to a man's person

or his property.‘

In Blaclutone‘s commentaries, in some connections.

means misdemeanor.‘

Also, a form of action, at common law, to re

cover damages for any wrongful use of force.

Beating another is a trespass, for which an

action of trespass vi et armis (with force

and arms) in assault and battery will lie;

taking or detaining a man's goods is a tres

pass, for which a similar action, or an action

on the case in trover and conversion, is given

by the law; so, also, non-performance of a

promise or undertaking is a trespass, upon

which an action,of trespass on the case in

assumpcit is grounded.

In general, any misfeasanoe or act of one man

whereby another is injuriously treated or damnifled is

atransgression or trespass in its largest sense: for

which whenever the act itself is directly and immedi

ately injurious to the person or property of Qmther,

and therefore necessarily accompanied with some

force. an action of trespass vi st armis will lie ;' but, if

the injury is only consequential, a special action of.

trespass on the case will lie.I

Trespass on the case is a universal rem

edy, given for all personal wrongs and in

juries without force or unaccompanied by

force; so called because the plaintiff’s whole

case or cause of complaint is set forth at

length in the original writ.‘

In the sense of a‘ wrong to a man's lands,

tenements, or hereditaments, trespass signi

fies no more than an entry on another man's

ground without lawful authority, and doing

some damage, however inconsiderable, to

his real property.7
 

1 Grandona v. Lovdnl, 70 Cal. 162 (1882); 107 Mass.

334; 16 S. &. R. 390; Wood, Nuis. 5112.

' F. lrcspasser, to pass over or beyond.

' 8 Bl. Com. 206.

'1 Bishop, Cr. L §§ 5G8Hi9. 625; State 0. Watta,48

MI. 58 (I886).

'8 Bl. Com. 208; 31 Ala. 55-L

' 8 Bl. Com. IE

'I Bl. Com. 209-12-, 0 111. I70.

jury is renewed, the declaration may allege the injury

as committed by continuation from one day to an

other,' as see Cosrisoascs, I.

In some cases entry on another‘s land or into his

house is not accounted trespass; as, an entry to de

mand or pay money there payable, or to execute in a

legal manner the process of the law. The keeper of a

public house gives a general license to enter his doors.

A landlord may justify entering to dlstraln for rent;

and a reversioner to see if any waste be committed on

the estate, from the apparent necessity of the thing.

But in such cases, where a man misdemeans him

self or makes an ill use of the authority with which

the law entrusts him, he shall be accounted a tres

passer ab initio; as, if one comes into a tavern and

will not go out in a reasonable time, this wrongful

act affects and has relation hack to his first entry, and

makes the whole a trespass But a bare non-feasance,

as, not paying for an accommodation received at an

inn, is only a breach of contract.I

A mere omission of duty, or neglect to do what an

other has a right to exact, or any other more non

feasance, does not amount to such an abuse of

authority as will render the party a trcspnsser ab

inilio. Not doing a thing is not a trespass.‘

The criterion of “trespaas" is force directly up

plied.‘

The force may be such as is implied in law. As the

law always implies force where the injury is imme

diate to the person or property of another, the sub

stantial distinction between actions of “ trespass “ and

“case " is between direct and immediate, and mediate

or consequential, injuries.‘

In its widest scope, trespass on property is any in

jury to property. Its synonym in law-Latin was

fransgreuio: any infraction of a legal right. In this

sense it oomprehends not only forcible wrongs, where

the damages are direct and immediate, but also acts

which are tortlous in their consequences.’

Where the defendant fired a pistol, the ball from

which glanced and hit the plaintiff, and it was found -

that the Injury was unintentional but the result of

culpable negligence in the defendant, it was held that

 

I8 Bl. Com. 900-12; 9 I11. I70.

I 3 Bl. Corn. 112.

'8 Bl. Com. 212-14.

‘ Averill v. Smith, I7 Wall. 91 (1872), cases

' Smith v. Rutherford, 2 S. & R '3i‘>0 (I816).

' Jordan :1. Wyatt, 4 Gratt. I53 (1847).

" Ten Eyck v. Hunk. 31 X. J. L 429-30(l666), Beasley,

C. J. On trespass and negligence, see I4 Am. Law Rev.

1-86 (1880), cases
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trespass vi ct a1-rm’: would lie: the injury was the

direct and immediate result of the motion recklessly

given to the bullet.I

See further Cast. 8; CONTRIBUTION: Dnueas, Ex

emplary; Jon:-r sun Ssvssu; Mauca; Rsrnsvm;

Tom, 2; Warns.

TRIAL. The examination of the matter

oi’ fact in issue.2

. I . . -

In its general use. the investigation and

decision of a matter in issue between parties

before a competent tribunal; including all

the steps taken in the case from submission

to the jury to the rendition of judgment. In

its restricted sense, the investigation of the

facts only.‘

The examination before a competent tri

bunal, according to the law of the land, of the

facts or law put in issue in a cause for the

purpose of determining such issue.‘

A judicial examination of the issues,

whether of law or fact, in an action or pro

ceeding.5

In acts of Congress regulating the removal of

causes, a trial by jury of an issue which will determine

the facts in an action of law; “ final hearing" mean

ing the hearing 01’ the cause upon its merits by a judge

sitting in equity.‘

The hearing of a demurrer is a “ trial," within the

act of March 8, 1887.'

The trial of a case is not any trial. but the final

trial —— the one that stands as a thing accomplished in

the case.‘ '

In criminal law, an actual trial by a jury;

not, the arraignment, and pleadings prepara

tory thereto.’ See Annaron.

In civil cases, trials are by record, by inspection,

by certificate, by witnesses. and by a jury, qq. v.

Mistrial. An erroneous or fatally irregu

lar trial, due to disqualification in a juror or

jurors or in the judge, or to an incurable de

fect or deficiency in the pleadings. 1°

‘ Welch v. Durand. 86 Conn. 188, 185-86 (1869). See

also Morris 1:. Platt, 82 id. 715, 87 (1864).

' 8 Bl. Com. 880; 9 F. R. 437.

'[Jcnks v. State, 89 Ind. 9-10 (1872), Busklrk, C. J.;

Bruce 0. State, 87 id. 458 (1882).

‘Tregambo v. Comanche Mining Co., 57 Cal. 506

(1881), McKee, J. See also 2 Fla. 573; 68 M0. 444; B

Hun, 444; 54 Win. 515.

' Ohio Rev. St. 6127; 44 Ohio St. 528.

Wiinnett 1:. Milwaukee, kc. R Co., 8 Dill. 464 (1875),

Nelson, J.; Home Life ins. 00.11. Dunn, 19 Wall. 225

(1873); Vannevar 1!. Bryant, 21 id. 48 (1874); 112 liiass.

839; El Ohio St. 181; 40 Ind. 179.

" Lookout Mountain R. Co. v. Huston. 82 F. R. 711

(1887), cases; Laidly 0. Huntington, 121 U. B. 179 (1887).

I Fisk v. Henarie, 8-1 F. R. 4.27 (1587).

' United States v. Curtis, 4 Mas. 236-87(1El6), Story, J.

Where a jury is discharged without a verdict. the

proceeding is properly a " mistrial; “ the proceeding

has miscarried. and the consequence is no trial at

all.l

New trial. A re-trial awarded for defeat

of justice happening at the former trial, by

surprise, inadvertence, or misconduct.2

A re-examination, before a court and jury,

of an issue in fact which has been tried at

least once before.‘

A re-exmnination of an issue of fact in the

same court, after a trial and decision by a

jury, court, or referee.4

Has always been used in the sense ofa complete

re-trial of a cause, except in instances. Being a re

trial of the facts of a case, defined as a “ reexamina

tion of an issue in fact." '

'1 be cause is in the same condition as it no judg

ment had been rendered. so that the action is in no

sense “new," but identically the original suit. The

error is extirpated, and everything else is in slate

qw-‘

Amotion for a new trial is addressed to the dis

cretion of the court. and the court's action is not re

viewable.’

To justify granting a new trial. there must be more

than a strong preponderance of evidence in favor of

the defeated party; it must be so palpable that the

jury have erred as to suggest that the verdict was the

result 01’ misapprehension or partiulity.'

The statute conferring jurisdiction upon the Fed

eral courts to grant new trials expressly provides that

such power should be exercised “for reasons for

wl‘:h new trials have been usually granted in courts

of law." This provision applies only to jury trials,

and is directory to the courts, to be governed by the

rules and principles of the common law. The courts

of common law have usually granted new trials: when

the verdict is against the weight of the evidence, or

oontrary to law; when excessive or manifestly insuiil

cient damages have been awarded; for the admission

of illegal evidence, or the rejection of competent evi

dence; when a party has been deprived of evidence by

accident, and without fault on his part, or is taken by

surprise in a matter that he could not reasonably an

ticipate; tor misdirection upon material questions of

law, or for serious irregularity in the trial or miscon

duct ot the jury; for unfair conduct of the prevailing

party; when manifest injustice has been done; when

 

.1 Fisk v. Henarie, 82 F. R. 427 (1887). Deady, J.

' [8 Bl. Corn. 887.

I Siivey v. United States, 7 Ct. 01. 881 (1871); Ford v.

United States, 18 id. 70 (1888).

‘ Jenkins 1:. Frink, 80 Cal. 596 (1866).

I Zaleski v. Clark, 45 Conn. 401 (1877), Loomis, J.;

Steph. Plead. 94-96. '

' Lockwood v. Jones, 7 Conn. 436 (1%), cases.

' See R. S. 5726; Indianapolis, &c. R. Co u. llorst, 93

U. S. 801 (1876), cases; Railway Co. v. Heck, 102 id. 11!)

(1876). cases; 17 F. R. 798; 2 N. M. 482, 476.

Hliengis 0. Lebanon llianut. Co., 18 Rep. 18 (S. D.

" See Wilbridge 11. Cm! Ind. 87 (1850): 4 Blackt. 809. N. Y., 1882), Wallace, J.
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the losing party, who was duly diligent in preparing

for trial, has discovered new evidence which will tend

to prove a material fact not directly in issue before,

or not then investigated, which will probably produce

a diflerent result, and which is not merely cumula

tire.‘

In an issue out of chancery, a motion for a new trial

is to be made to that court—the verdict being only

advisory.‘

In criminal cases, a new trial will be granted, in

most jurisdictions, on the application of the accused,

for cause shown.I

Public trial. Not necessarily a trial to

which the public generally or a large con

course is admitted.

The requirement of a public trial is for the benefit

of the accused: that the public may see that he is

fairly dealt with and not unjustly condemned, and

that the presence of interested spectators may keep

his triers keenly alive to a sense of their responsi

bility and to the importance of their functions; and

the requirement is fairly observed, if, without par

tiality or favoritism. a reasonable proportion of the

public is suffered to attend.‘

Separate trial. A single or different

trial of each of two or more persons accused

of participation in the same offense.

Error cannot be assigned for refusal to grant such

a trial; the granting being discretionary with the

court.‘

Speedy trial. The constitutions of the

States provide that persons held on a crim

inal charge have the right to a "speedy

trial," a right which was guaranteed by

Magna Charts. The meaning is that the

trial shall take place as soon as possible after

an indictment is found, without depriving

the prosecution of a reasonable time for

preparation.‘

A trial at such a time after the finding of

the indictment, regard being had to the

terms of court, as will afiord the prosecution

a reasonable opportunity, by the fair and

honest exercise of reasonable diligence, to

prepare for a trial.7

A trial for an offense under a city ordinance may

not be such a public trial as is intended.‘

 

l Chandler 1:. Thompson, 80 F. R. 44 (1886), Dick, J.;

Steph. P1. 98.

1 Watt 11. Starks, 101 U. S.M (1879), cases.

' United States v. Williams, 1 Cliff. 17 (1858), cases.

' Cooley, Coast. Lim. ‘#383; 1 Bishop, Cr. Proc. 5 959;

Grimmett v. State, ‘)2 Tex. Ap. 41 (13%).

' Spies cf al. 1:. People, 122 Ill. 265 (1887).

' [E':rp. Stanley, 4 Nov. 116 (1868), Lewis, .1.

'Unlted States v. Fox, 8 Monta. 517 (1880), Wade,

0. J. See also Exp. Jefferson, 62 Miss. 227 (1884).

' State v. Topeka, 86 Kan. 87-88 (1880), cases.
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State trial. In England, a prosecution

conducted by the government; in particular,

a public prosecution of more than ordinary

importance.

See Csnsxnsa, 2; Dxrosrnou; EV1DENCII; JURY;

L131‘: Pass; Ptnnsasn,Twice; Rscoao,S'.; Snsxnaa, 1;

Vxmnr.

TRIBE. Whether a class of Indians have

ceased to hold the tribal relation is primarily

a question for the political department of the

government.1 See INDIAN.

'I‘RIIB'Ul‘TA.'l'.|.2 1. A magistrate’s seat;

the place where justice is dispensed.

2. Any court, forum, or judicial body. See

COURT; FORUM.

The tribunal before which matters pertaining to

railroads are discussed, and by which they are decided,

may, with propriety, be called a " court of justice; " -

not an ordinary court, but a special tribunal author

ized to administer justice in a class of cases which

experience proves cannot so satisfactorily be tried

before the regular courts.‘

Except as otherwise provided, the decisions of

special tribunals are binding and conclusive adjudica

tions‘ upon all parties, like the judgment of a court of

record; and this is true independently of any express

statutory provision making them final. When a stat

ute creates a special tribunal to determine a class of

questions, it is a necessary implication that the deter

minations are intended to have force and validity,

otherwise the proceeding would be useless.‘ See DI

rsnu1sa.2; Sawas.

TRICYCLE. See BICYCLE.

TRIERS, or TRIORS. Persons whose

office is to determine whether a juror, chal

lenged for favor, is favorable or unfavorable.‘

The office is abolished in nearly all of the States,

the judge who presides at the trial of the cause being

empowered to decide upon the fitness of jurymen.'

TRINODA. See Nncnssrrss, Trinoda.

TRIPARTITE. See PART, 1.

TROOPS. Conveys the idea of an armed

body of soldiers whose sole occupation is war

or service, answering to the regular army.7

The organization of the active militia of a State

bears no likeness to such a body. Itissimply a do

 

I United States v. Holliday, 8 Wall. 419 (1865).

I L. tribunal, platform for a magistrate, judgment

seat: triinmus, chief of a tribe: tribm, one of the

three original families: tri-, three.

ISmith v. City of Waterbury, 54 Conn. 178 (1586).

1 United States v. Leng, 18 F. R. 20 (1888), cases,

Brown, J.; United States v. Arredondo, 6 Pet. ‘T29

(1832); Belcher u. Linn, 2-1 How. 522 (1800); 2 Mass. -18.

l [4 Bl. Com. 368.

' See Reynolds 1:. United States, 98 U. S. 157 (1878); 5

Cal. 847; 28 Ga. 57; 43 Mei]; 14 N. J. L. 195; 15 S. & R.

156.

' Dunne v. State, 94 1'11. 126 (1879), Scott. J.
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mestic force. as distinguished from regular troops. to

he called into service when the exigencies of the State

make it necessary.I See Mruru.

TROUBLE. See Dauaons.

In a statute giving a land-owner damages for the

" trouble and expense “ he is put to by proceedings to

lay out a street upon his land. the reference is to

trouble from which material and pecuniary injury re

sults. involving labor and the expenditure of time, or

occasioning inconvmience. Mental trouble. so diffi

cult to estimate by any pecuniary standard. and which

may vary in different individuals, according to tem

perament or health. isnot intended.’

TROVER.3 Originally, an action of tres

pass upon the case for the recovery of dam

ages against such person as had “ found”

another’s goods and refused to deliver them

on demand. but “converted” them to his

own use.‘ Whence trover and conversion.

In form, a fiction; in substance, a remedy

to recover the value of personal chattels

wrongfully converted by another to his own

use!

One who, being lawfully in possession,

wrongfully parts with possession, to the in

jury of another. is liable in trover for a con

version.‘

Trover is an action on the case. It may be joined

with case. or new counts in case added to it by way of

amendment.7

Conversion is based upon the idea of an assumption

by the defendant of a right of property or a right of

dominion over the thing converted. which casts upon

him all the risks of an owner; it is therefore not every

wrongful intermeddling with or wrongful asportation

or wrongful detention of personal property that

amounts to a conversion. Acts which themselves

imply an assertion of title or a right of dominion, such

as selling. letting. or destroying the property. amount

to a conversion. although the defendant may honestly

have mistaken his rights; but acts which do not in

themselves imply such assertion or right of dominion

will not sustainan action of trover. unless done with in

tent to deprive the owner of the property permanently

or temporarily. or unless there has been a demand for

it and neglect or refusal to deliver it. which are evi

dence of a conversion. because they are evidence that

the defendant in withholding it claims the right to

withhold it, which is a claim of a right of dominion.

. . in actions in the nature of trover, the rule of

damages is the value of the property at the time of

 

I Dunne v. State. ante.

I\‘i"hitney v. City of Lynn. 122 Mass. 84! (1577).

' F. trover. to find.

' 8 Bl. Com. 152.

‘ Cooper v. Chitty. 1 Burr. 81 (1756). Mansfield. J.

‘Spencer o. Biackman. 9 Wend. 168 (1832). Savage.

Grief Justice.

' M’Connell v. Leighton. 74 Me. 416 (1888), Appleton.

Chief Justice.
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the conversion. diminished. when the property has

been returned to and received by the owner. by its

value at the time of retm-n.1

The rule of damages is the value of the property.

with interest from the date of conversion. But this

rule may be modified by the relations to the property

of the parties to the action. It may be practicable to

adjust the rights in one action. indemnifying the

plaintiif by a sum less than the full value. and avoid

ing circuity of action. Thus. where the plaintifl ‘has a

special property in the goods, his damages. as against

the general owner. is the value of his interest only;

butas against a stranger. he will be entitled to the full

value of the goods. holding the surplus over his own

claim as trustee for the general owner.‘

See Corwsasxo>:. :2; Dmuxn. 2; Drruws-.; Warvan. '

TROY WEIGHT. See Com; WEIGHT, 1.

TRUE. 1. Conforming to the fact; act

ual; real. 2. Honest; sincere; not know

ingly false? or misstated. Compare JUST, 2.

In one sense that only is “true” which is

conformable to the actual state of things;

and in that sense a statement is “untrue”

which does not express things exactly as

they are. But in another and broader sense

“ true” is often used as a synonym of honest.

sincere, not fraudulent.J

What a life insurance company requires of an ap

plicant in making “fair and true answers" to ques

tions put. as a condition precedent to a binding con

tract. is. that he shall observe the utmost good faith

toward it. and make full, direct. and honest answers

to all questions. without evasion or fraud. and without

suppression. misrepresentation or concealment of

facts with which the company ought to be made ac

quainted.'

Prima facic “ untrue " means inaccurate. not neceo

sarily willfully false.‘

True bill. See Ionomz.

Truth. Actuality, reality, verity; verac

ity, veraciousness.

Compare FLUX‘; Farm; Vsmrr; Vszmm; Vom;

Voccn. See Ewnsxca; Lmxn, 5; Oars; Susan;

Rsrwanon; Vanna.

TRUST. 1. Technically, an obligation

arising out of a confidence repoeed in a per

son. to whom the legal title to property is

conveyed, that he will faithfully apply the

 

lSpooner v. Manchester. 1&3 Mass. 278. 272 (1882).

cases. Field. J .

IJellett v. St. Paul. &c. R. Co.. 80 Minn. W (183).

cases. Vanderburgh, J.; Forbes v. Fitchhurg R. Co..

188 Mass. 158 (1882), cases.

' Moulor v. American Life Ins. Co.. 111 U. S, SM

(1584), Harlan. J.; Ciapp v. Massachusetts Benefit As»

sociation. i46 Mass. 580 (1888); First Nat. Bank of Kan

sas City v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co.. 95 U. S. 678 (1877)

‘ Fowkes v. Manchester. &c. Life Assur. Association.

113 E. C. L. ‘Q29 (1868), Blackburn. J.
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property according to the wishes of the cre

ator of the trust.1

Where there are rights. titles. and interests

in property distinct from the legal owner

ship.‘

The legal title carries the absolute dominion. Be

hind it lie beneficial rights belonging to another.

These are a charge upon the property. and constitute

an equity which the courts will protect.’

No technical languageis necessary to the creation

ofatrust. If it appears to be the intention of the

parties to an instrument conveying property that it is

to be held or dealt with for the benefit of another. a

court of equity will afi‘lx to it the character of a trust.

and impose corresponding duties upon the party re

ceiving the title. if it be capable of lawful enforce

ment. In each case the intention is to be gathered

from the general purpose and scope of the instru

ment.'

Trustee. A person holding the legal title

to property, under an express or implied

agreement to apply it, and the income aris

ing from it, to the use and for the benefit of‘

another person, who is called the cestui que

trust.‘ Whence co-trustee. He who creates

the trust is sometimes called the trustor.

The person who establishes the trust is

called the " donor," “ creator,” or “ founder."

The word “ trustee” of itself means trustee

for some one whose name is not disclosed.-"

In one sense a mere bailee or agent is a trustee. be

cause he has property delivered to him in the confi

dence that he will do with it according as he is di

rected by the bailor. it may even be required. by stat

ute. that the title tothe propertybe conveyed to the

trustee. . Conveying property to another in confl

denco that he will sell it and apply the avails in a

particular way, not for his own use. undoubtedly cre

ates a trust.‘

A trustee ii: not an agent. An agent represents and

acts for his principal. “A trustee is aperson in whom

some estate. interest, onpower in or aflectlng property

is vested for the benefit of another." When an agent

contracts in the name of his principal. the principal

contracts and is bound. As a trustee holds the estate.

although only with the power and for the purpose of

managing it. he is personally bound by the contracts

he makes as trustee. even when designating himself

 

1 [Beers 1:. Lyon. 21 Conn. '618—l4 (1852), Hinmm. J.

'2 Story. Eq. 5 964: Taylor v. Taylor. 74 lie. 585

(1883). See generally 4 Kent, 801-18; 2 Waahb. R. P.

157-215; 8 Pomeroy. Eq. Index; Stimson. Am. St. La:,

Z33-50.

' Colton v. Colton. 127 U. S. 310 (1888); Creswell ‘u.

Jones, 65 Ala. 423 (1880). As to trusts in personalty,

see Thomas 1:. llierry. Sup. Ct. Ind. (1888), cases: 87

Cent. Law J. 501-2 (1888). cases.

‘ 1 Story. Contr. 5 3111.

‘Shaw 1:. Spencer, 100 Mass. 889 (1868).

‘Beers 1:. Lyon. onto.

as such. When he acts in good faith for the benefit oi

the trust he is entitled to indemnify himself for his

engagements out of the estate in his hands. If he

wants to protect himself from individual liability on a

contract he must stipulate that he is not to be person

ally responsible.I

Trustee ea: maleflcio. One who by wrong

ful or illegal conduct becomes or is held to

be a trustee.

Such is a transferee under a fraudulent conveyance.

and a bailee who misapplies moneys intrusted to

him.’ See Constructive Trust,‘ Tour. 1.

Trustee process. In New England, a pro

ceeding in attachment similar to garnish

ment, q. u. '

Cestui que trust. He for whom a trust

is created or exists: the owner of the equi

table estate where a legal estate is vested in I

trustee.

One who has a right to a beneficial interest

in and out of an estate, the legal title to

which is vested in another as trustee.‘

“A barbarous Norman-law French phrase. ungainly

and ill-adapted to the English idiom. ‘ Beneficiary‘ is

a more appropriate term." ‘

He is an equitable owner. and. if his right of posses

sion is not postponed. he is entitled to the usufruct or

rents and profits of the trust estate.‘

He may charge the interest vested in him in any

manner not inconsistent with the purposes of the

trust.‘ .

The word “ trust“ is frequently italicized. as if part

of the Norman French expression. Another spelling

of cestui is cestuy; and cesiuique is met with. The

plurals are cestuis que trust. ccsfuts que trustent and

fruslenls. cestuis que trusts and trustents.‘ The first

forni has the weight of usage and authority. See Cac

rul; also Annssm. p. 1129.

Active trust. When the trustee is not

merely a passive depositary of the estate,

but is required to take active measures to

carry into effect the general intention of the

creator of the trust; as, a trust by which an

executor is to sell property and apply the

proceeds as directed. Also called a special

trust. Passive trust. Requires nothing

1Taylor v. Davis. 110 U. 8. 334-35 (1884). Woods. J.

The definition of trustee is identical with that in Hill

on Trustees. p. '41.

‘See 71 Ala. 161; 80 Pa. 400; 74 id. 815; 71 121.260; 70

id. 269; 67 id. 52; 66 121.241; 64 id. 448-. 68|'d. 122: 60 id.

805; 55 id. 874; 51 id. 384.

' Gindrat v. Montgomery Gas-Light 00.. 82 Ala. 601

(1886), Somerville. J. Soc definition. Smith 0. Ander

son, L. R. 15 C. D. 275 (1880).

‘ 1 Story, Eq.. 12 ed. 5821. note.

| Weaver 1!. Van Akin. Sup. Ct. Mich. (1888): 27 Cent

Law J. 859, cases.

‘See 2 Story. Eq. ii 1W7. 1196 b.‘ Adam's Eq. 10?; ll

IL 1. 407. 500. ‘
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to be done by the trustee beyond transfer

ring property to the beneficiary; in this re

spect corresponding to the ancient “use.”

Also called a barren, J)-y, naked, or simple

l.‘1-ust.I

Where an active duty is imposed upon the trustee,

the trust is not executed under the Statute of Uses

until the duty is performed. If, however, the trust be

purely passive, it will be executed at once under that

statute!

Passive trusts have been abolished in some of the

States.

Constructive trust. (1) Such trust as is

imposed by construction of law, from rea

sons of equity and justice, and independently

of the intentions of the parties: as, a

vendor’s or vendee's lien (q. 1:.) for purchase

money unpaid or prematurely paid; the re

newal of a lease by a trustee in his own

name; and, perhaps, a permanent improve

ment unavoidably made to an estate by the

legal possessor.

(2) A trust which arises from actual or legal

fraud; as, where a person occupying a fidu

ciary relation gains an advantage to himself

personally.8 Also called a trust ea: maleficio.

Sometimes interchanged with "implied

trust," q. 1:.

Directory trust. When the trust fund

is directed to be invested in a particular man

ner till the period arrives at which it is to be

appropriated.4

Exeoutory trust. Requires something

to be done toward complete creation. . .

A trust which isto be perfected at a future

time— as, by a conveyance “ to B in trust to

convey to C." Executed trust. Requires

nothing to be done toward complete creation.

. . It iswhen the legal estate passes, as, in a

conveyance to Bin trust, or for the use of C;

or when only the equitable estate passes, as,

in a conveyance to B to the use of C in trust

for D: in which the trust is executed in D,

though he has not the legal estate.a

 

ISee Kay 0. Scates, 87 Pa. 81 (1860), Strong, J.;

Bacon‘s Appeal, 57 id. 604 (1868): Barnett‘s Appeal, 46

I4. 892, 398 (1864); Rife U. Geyer, 50 id. 393 (1868); Good

rich v. City of Milwaukee, 24 Wis. 429 (1869).

'Bprague v. Sprague, 18 R. I. 703 (1882), cases. Dur

fee, 0. J.; Stanley 1:. 0olt,b Wall.168(i866); l Pomeroy,

Eq.§158; 2 id. ‘S 988, 992.

‘Burks v. Burks, 7 Baxt. 856 (1874): Perry, Trusts,

WI; 89 Ark. 818; 1 Lead. Cas. Eq. (Hare), 62; Bisph Eq.

501; 1Pom. Eq.§15'>; 2id.§10-14.

‘ Deaderick v. Cantrell, 10 Yerg. 272(i@7).

‘[4 Kent, 801-6; 35 llllss. 729.]
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All trusts are in a sense executory, because

a trust cannot be executed except by con

veyance, and, therefore, there is always

something to be done. But in equity an

“ executory ” trust occurs where the author

of the trust has left it to be made out from

general expressions what his intention is ; and

an “ executed” trust is where there is noth

ing to be done but to take the limitations

given and convert them into a legal estate.l

A trust is “execnted" when the limita

tions of the equitable interest are complete

and final; in an " executory ” trust, the lim

itations of the equitable estate are not in

tended to be complete and final, but merely

to serve as instructions for perfecting the

settlement at some future time..

Executory trusts are modifiable in equity.‘

Express trust. A trust created in express

terms in the deed, Will, or other writing.‘

Implied trust. A trust raised or created

by presumption or construction of law,— and

either rests upon the presumed intention of

the parties, or is independent of any express

intention, and enforced upon the conscience
by operation of law.‘ I

"Express" trusts are raised and created

by the act of the parties; "implied" trusts

by set or construction of the law.‘

Resulting trust. Arises by operation of

law whenever a beneficial interest is not to

go along with the legal title, as where a con

veyance is taken in the name of one person

and the consideration is advanced by an

other.

is raised by law from the presumed intkntion of the

parties and from the natural equity that he who fur

nishes the means for the acquisition of property

shall enjoy its benefits. It does not obtain where an

obligation, legal or moral, exists to provide for the

grantee, as husband for wife. or parent for child; for

in such cases arises the contrary presumption of an

advancement for the grantee's benefit.Y

 

lllgerton 0. Brownlow, 4 H. L. 210 (1858),Ld. St

Leonarda

ILewin, Trusts, 4: Dennison u. Goehrln‘, 7 Pa. 11‘!

(1847), Gibson, C. J.

'18tory, Eq. i as. sees Pom. Eq. 5 1000.

¢ [1 Story, Eq. 504.

‘[2 Story, Eq.§ 1195; Walden v. Skinner, 101 U. B.

577(1B'N); -i1N.Y.58; 0 C01. 489.

‘Cook v. Fountain, 8 Swnnst. ‘.591 (16115), Worth,

0. J.;1I’om.Eq.i155;2 id. 51030.

Y Jackson 0. Jackson, 91 U. S. 125 (1875), cases, Field.

J.; Chapman 1:. County of Douglass, 10? id. 857 um;

71 Ala. 40; 2&lowa, lb; 46 Md. 669,10 8. O. 1%,135; N
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There must be an actual payment of the purchase

‘ money or a liability incurred for it. on the part of the

calm‘ que trust; made or incurred as part of the orig

inal transaction of purchase. and not pursuant to a

subsequent arrangement. Parol evidence, which may

be oflered to overcome the presumption in favor of

the legal owner, must be clear. full. and satisfactory.‘

If an agent purchases land with his principal‘s

money and takes a deed in his own name. a resulting

trust exists in favor of the principal.I

No such trust is raised by a subsequent payment of

purchase money.‘

To establish this trust in favor of a wife as against

her husband's creditors. the proof that she advanced

the purchase-money must be clear.‘

Parol evidence adduced to raise a resulting trust

may be rebuttcd by parol.‘

Secret trust. The retention of possession

of personalty as if still his own by the vendor

afiords an example of a secret trust.

May render the sale fraudulent and void as to cred

itors, whether the trust be express or implied‘

Voluntary trust. A trust in favor of a

volunteer: one as to whofn the trust is a

pure gift. Trust for va us. A trust in

favor of a vendee or other claimant who

has parted with an equivalent in value.

‘The founder of a trust may secure the benefit of it

to the object of his bounty by providing that the in

come shall not be allenable by anticipation nor sub

ject to be taken for his debts; but otherwise. in Eng

land:'

A “ voluntary " trust is an obligation arising out of

a personal confidence reposed in and voluntarily ac

cepted by one for the benefit of another; an “ invol

untary “ trust is created by operation of law.‘

 

Va. 527; Perry. Trusts. §1~L':l; 2 Story. Eq. 5 1201; 1 Porn.

Eq. $155; 2 id. 51031.

IHarvey 1:. Pennypacker. 4 Del. Ch. 459-60 (1872).

cases. Bates. Ch.

"Bratton 1:. Mitchell. 8 Pa. 44 (1846); Eahleman 0.

Lewis. 49 id. 410 (1865).

‘Barnet v. Daugherty. 82 Pa. 871 (1859); Nixon's

Appeal. 68 id. 271) (1869). See generally 1 Harv. Law

Rev. 185-90(1887). cases.

‘Klin‘s Appeal. 39 Pa. 463 (1861); O'Hara 1:. Dllworth.

72 id. 879 (1872); 8'3 id. 57. _

‘ Bays 1;. Quay. 88 Pa. 2?) (1871); Donaghe u. Tams.

61 Va. 141-48 (1883). cases.

‘Plaisted v. Holmes. 58 N. H. 294 (1878).

' Nichols v. Eaton. 91 U. S. 716. 721-29 (1875). cases;

Hyde 0. Woods. 94 id. 526 (1876); Spindle 1:. Shreve. 111

id. 547 (1884). cases; Pope 1:. Elliott. 8 B. Mon. 56 (1847);

Sparhawk v. Cloon. 125 Mass. 266-67 (1878). cases;

Broadway Nat. Bank v. Adams. 133 id. 170-74 (1882),

cases; ib. 1'27; Holdship 1:. Patterson. 7 Watts. 517

(1888); Bell 1:. Watkins. 82 Ala. 517 (1886). cases; 47 Pa.

113; 59 id. 898; 100 id. 151. 254; White 11. White. 80 Vt.

838 (1857). Co11tra.18 Ves. 429: 9 Hare. -175: 2 Benv.

68; 87 Ala. 821‘; 4'3 M045; 4 Ired. Eq.131; 5 R. I. 206;

' Perry. Trusts. 5386 a. cases.

Trust deed. An instrument creating an

active trust. In a few States, the equivalent

of a. mortgage. '

Deed of trust. An assignment of property

to a trustee for the purpose therein declared.

Usually made by a debtor in failing circumstancol

to secure all his creditors equally or to give some a

preference over others. when it is not prudent to make

immediate sale of his property. The debtor nearly

always remains in possession until the trustee is bound

to make sale for the purposes of administering the

trusts. R.egistra.tion of the deed is equivalent to the

delivery of possession to the trustee. The deed is in

the nature of a mortgage.‘ q. 1).

Prior to the Statute of Uses. uses existed as confi

dences which a court of chancery would enforce. and

were thus the earliest form of trusts. That statute

transferred the use into possession. and made the

cestui que use owner of the legal and equitable estate.

Thereupon. equitable jurisdiction over these early

uses (new legal estates) ceased. or became unneces

sary. But the decision rendered in T1/rrell'a Case. in

1557. by which a use upon a use was refused recogni

tion. revived and even increased the former Jurisdic

tion over trusts.‘ See further Uss. 3. Statute of.

The Statute of Frauds require declarations or crea

tion of trusts in lands to be proven by some writing

signed by the creator; and so as to grants or assign

ments. It is sufllclent if the terms can be ascertained

from the writing; a letter in acknowledgment is am

pie. See Fnsnns. Statute of.

The trusts intended by courin of equity as not being

aflectcd by the Statute of Limitations are those tech

nical trusts which are not cognizable at law. but fall

within the exclusive jurisdiction of equity courts.‘

A voluntary or express trust cannot be imposed on

any one unless he agrees to accept. or by clear impli

cation assumes the duties and liabilities; but accept

ance in the case of an implied. resulting. or construct

ive trust is not necessary.‘

The nature and duration of a trust estate are gov

erned by the requirements of the trust itself. If that

requires a fee-simple in the trustee. it will be created,

though the language be not apt if the language con

veys to the trustee and his heirs forever. while the

trust requires a more limited estate. in quantity or

duration. the latter only will vest.‘

A trust will not be allowed to fail for want of I

trustee; a court of equity will supply a trustee.‘

Where a conveyance is made to a trustee. and the

object of the conveyance fails. the trust cannot_bo

 

1 Means 1:. Montgomery. 23 F. R. 421. 424 (1885). Dick.

Dist. J.

'2 Bl. Com. 836.

‘Kane 1:. Bioodgood. 7 Johns. Ch. ‘111 (1828). Kent.

Ch.; 4 Kent. 805; 2 Story. Eq. 6 972; Speldeil 0. Ben

rlci. 15 F. R. 753 (1888). cases; ib. 758-63. cases.

‘ Taylor 1:. Holmes. 14 F. R. 509 08$).

‘ Young 0. Bradley. 101 U. S. 787-88 (1870). casea

‘ Kain v. Gibboney. 101 U. S. 365 (1879); Irvine v. Dun

ham. 111 id. 834 (1884). cases; Tucker 1:. Grundy. SI

' California Code. 7215-17; Dakota Civ. Code. 1288-90. Ky. 5-18 (1386).
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executed, and the trustee must re-convey. Where a

conveyance would not involve a breach of duty or a

wrong, a presumption arises that the trustee con

veyed, this being his duty.‘

Co-trustees are responsible only for their individual

acts, unless they have agreed to be bound {or each

other, or. by co-operation or connivance, have enabled

one or more to do an act in violation of the trust. This,

too, although they have equal power, and cannot act

separately, as executors may, but must join, both in

conveyance and receipt. But the rule has been varied

where one trustee has assisted another to do a. thing,

as, to receive money. The rule seems to regard the

ability of one to interpose and hinder the other from

pursuing the course which resulted in loss. But trust

ees of a public trust may act by the majority.I See

Jomr.

Where trustees are in existence and capable of net

ing, the court will not interfere to control them in the

exercise of a discretion vested in them by the institut

ing instrument.‘

A trustee may be invested with such powers that

his beneficiaries are bound by what is done against or

by him. Then, he is in court in their behalf, and they

are not necessary parties. But iraud between him

and the adverse party may impeach the decree; as,

in the case of the trustee of a railway mortgage hold

ing for the benefit of bondholders.‘

in a suit brought against a trustee by a stranger,

for the purpose of defeating the trust altogether, the

beneficiaries are not necessary parties, it the trustee

has such powers, or is under such obligations, with

respect to the execution of the trust, that “those for

whom he holds will be bound by what is done against

him, as well as by what is done by him.“ In such

cases the beneficiaries will be bound by the judgment,

" unless it is impeached for fraud or collusion between

him and the adverse party." '

The property of a corporation is held in trust for

the payment of the debts of the corporation, until it

has passed into the hands of a bona flde purchaser.

Distributed among the stockholders, they hold subject

to the trust in favor of creditors. Hence, application

to an illegal purpose will be restrained, and restitu

tion compelled.‘

It is for the beneficiary alone to complain oi! the

non-execution of a trust.’

1 French v. Edwards, 21 Wall. 149-51 (1874), cases.

'2 Story, Eq. 55 1280-84 c; 14 Am. Law Rev. 36-68

(1880), case; 15 id. 159-85 (1881), cases; 2 Lead. Cas.

Eq. 858, 865: Blsph. Eq. 5 146.

' Nichols v. Eaton, 91 U. 8. 724-25 (1875), cases.

4 Kerrison 1:. Stewart. 93 U. S. 160 (1876), cases; Shaw

1). Little Rock, &c. R. Co., 100 id. 611 (18711); Richter 12.

Jerome, 123 id. m (1887), cases.

IVetterlein o. Barnes, 124 U. S. 172 (1888), cases,

quoting Kerrison 1:. Stewart, 93 id. 160 (1876).

' Chicago, 820. Co. 11. Howard, 7 Wall. -109-10 (1868),

cases; 2 Story, Eq. (5 1252. cases; Broughton u. Pensa

cola, 98 U. S. 209 (1576).

' Oowell v. Colorado Springs 00., 100 U. S. 58 (1579);

Perry, 5 81-1.

 

Ordinary prudence is required of one dealing with

trust property.1

A trustee must prevent the property under his care

from being wasted or injured. His first duty is to

place the property in a state 0! security.’

Since the characters of vendor and purchaser im

pose different obligations, they cannot be held by the

same person. Their union in the same person would

raise a conflict between interest and duty, and, consti

tuted as humanity is, in the majority of cases. duty

would be overborne.' While there may be cases

where an unratiiled sale, or other contract by a per

son occupying a fiduciary relation, would be void ab

inilio, the general doctrine is. not that such contracts

are absolutely void, but that they are voidable at the

election of the party whose interest has been so rep

resented. he exercising his option to avoid within a

reasonable time. What is such time is to be decided

upon the circumstances of each case.‘

The acts oi! trustees when personally interested

should be open and fair. Slight circumstances will

sometimes be considered sufiicient proof of wrong to

justify setting aside what has been done; but when

everything is honestly done, and the courts are satis

fied that the rights of others have not been prejudiced

to the advantage of the trustee, the simple fact of in

terest ls not suflicient to justify withholding confirma

tion 01’ his acts.‘

The rule is everywhere recognized that a trustee,

when investing property in his hands, is bound to act

honestly and faithfully, and to exercise sound discre

tion, such as men of ordinary prudence and intelli

gence use in their own aifairs. In some jurisdictions,

no attempt has been made to establish a more definite

rule; in others, the discretion has been confined, by

the legislature or the courts, within strict limits.‘

Property once charged with a valid trust will be fol

lowed in equity into whosesoever hands it comes, and

the holder charged with the execution of the trust,

unless he is a purchaser for value without notice.’

The law exacts the utmost good faith from all paflies

dealing with a trustee respecting the trust property.

 

‘Lawrence 1). Dana. 4 Cliff. 68-69 (1869), cases; ib.

548; Eyster‘s Appeal, 16 Pa. 372 (1851).

' Tyler v. Campbell, 106 U. 5. 825-26 (1832), cases.

' Iilarsh v. Whitmore, 21 Wall. 188 (1574); Wardell 0.

Union Pacific R. Co., 108 U. 8. 658 (1880), cases.

‘ Twin Lick Oil Co. v. liiarbury, 91 U. S. 588-80, 58

(1875). cases.

' Shaw 1:. Little Rock, &c. R. Co., 100 U. 8. 613 (1879),

Waite, C. J. Shaw was trustee of a railroad mort

gage. See also Allen c. Gillette, 121‘ id. 596 (1888),

cases.

‘Lamar (guardian) v. lilicou, 112 U. 8. 466-70 (1884),

cases, Gray. J. See also as to attorneys, Stockton 1-.

Ford, 11 How. 217 (1850); as to bank directors, First

Nat. Bank of Ft. Scott 1;. Drake, 29 Kan. 319-21 (1SKl),

cases; as to executors, Bowen v. Richardson, 183 Mass.

296 (1882), cases; Carson v. Mamhall, 87 N. J. E. 218

(1883), cases: Bench 0. Walker, 77 Va. 1044 (1%),

cases; as to guardians, Downs 0. Richards, 4 Del. (‘la

(80 (1872), cases; Dodge u. Stevens, 94 N. Y. 215(1&>'31

' Stone 0. Bishop, 4 Clifl. 596 (1878).
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Property acquired from him with knowledge of his

trust and of his disregard of its Obligations. can be

followed and recovered.‘ As long as trust property

car. be traced. the property into which it has been

converted remains subject to the trust; and if a man

mixes trust funds with his own, the whole will be

treated as trust property, except so far as he may be

able to distinguish what is his.’ See Ins-.srrrv, 2.

The estate of a trustee is commensurate with the

purposes of the trust, and ceases when there are no

further duties to be performed.I

Where the acts or omissions of a trustee show a

want of reasonable fidelity, a court will remove him.

Thus, where he neglects to invest money, he may be

removed as for a breach of trust.‘

See Bamcn; Cnsarrv, 2; Caanrr; DECLARATION, 1;

Dnsonus, Potestas; Dsscmrno, Persona; Dswsa,

Executory; DIRECTOR; Drscas-non, 2; EQUITY; Fmns;

Fmccuar; Govi~;n.\~u1~::<'r; Lucy, Equitable; Mnus

TEEILL; Powaa, 2; REBClS8I0h‘; Smnn, 8; Sas:un1:v's

Cass; Srocx, 8; 'I‘rru:, 1, Equitable.

2. In its modern, non-technical sense: a

combination of interests in property, usually

of a personal nature, with the power of di

recting the use, or of controlling the disposal,

intrusted to a few men for the benefit of all

persons concerned.

Or. more at length, the word describes an

arrangement between the holders of the ma

_jority of the stock of associations incorpo

rated for similar business purposes, by which

those holders transfer the power_to vote their

stock to a selected committee whose policy

will be not only to elect but to so animate

each board of directors that the action of all

the boards will be identical without a con

tract therefor. The boards may even be

chosen from the members of the committee,

each member for this purpose being made

the owner of one or more shares of stock in

all of the corporations.

Among the objects sought are: lessening

competition: regulating supply or produc

tion; lowering the cost of material; reducing

expenses; advancing prices or rendering

them steady; increasing dividends; and en

hancing the value of the shares of stock.

The effects may be: monopolization, by con

 

I Smith v. Ayer, 101 U. 8. 327-13 (1879), cases.

' Central Nat. Bank of Baltimore 1:. Connecticut Mut.

Life Ins. Co.. 101 U. S. 6?-"0 (1881), cases; Moore 1:.

Stinson, 144 Mam. 506 (1387); Fletcher v. Sharpe, 108

Ind. 279 (1886), cases: 26 Am. Law Reg. 74452 (1887),

cases.

' Koenig's Appeal, 57 Pa. 352 (1865); Williams! Ap

peal, 83 id. 377 (1877); 75 id. 351: W id. 837.

‘Cavendsr v. (lavender, 114 U. S. 472, 473 (1885),

cases.

tralizing power in a few persons; evasion of

laws regulating corporations; and, perhaps,

even criminal interference with the law of

supply and demand.

While, in their organization, “trusts "

may vary with the nature of the property

involved, the objects in view, and the readi

ness to confide the use or control of capital,

products, or good-will, or their representa

tives, to agents, the general kinds, as already

intimated, are: (1) That in which the use of

the stock of similar corporations is given to a

few men or to one dominant corporation.

(2) That in which the possession of tangible

property of any species is committed to

others for management or disposal.

The first species has been called a “ cor

porate trust;” the second, which is the sim

plest in form, as well as the most common,

_may be called a “commercial trust;” and

either may be termed a “ proxy trust.".

In order to participate in these schemes, private

concerns have been reorganized asaasociations whose

capital was represented by issues of stock: some as

tablishments (manufacturing) have been closed, and

others consolidated; or all have been leased or con

veyed to the committee for the purposes of a common

control; or, perhaps, one establishment. centrally

located. has been delegated to receive and to sell the

products of the confederated establishments. In other

cases the plan has been for the owners of the estab

lishmenta to convey them to the committee, and each

receive, for protection, a mortgage upon his property,

and certificates for the value of the good-will.

The right to use (by voting or otherwise) another's

shares of stock represents the "legal " interest in

them. This right may be parted with by an absolute

transfer, a “ declaration of trust " being executed at

the same time, or by means of a simple power of attor

ney or proxy. The “ beneficial " or “equitabie" in

terest in the shares is retained by their original owner,

who receives, in place thereof, one or more " trust

certificates " for his share in the combined interests,

the trustees having received from the respective cor

porations new stock-certificates in their own names,

and appearing upon the corporate books as the abso

lute owners of the stock. The committee are not sup

posed to represent any one corporate body; in eflect,

all they need do is to detormme the personnel of the

boards of directors and to infuse into the minds of the

members a common purpose. By securing control of

the voting power of one share more than one-half of

all of the shares of stock in each corporation, these

ends may be accomplished. it is claimed, without any

corporation, as such, knowing anything about the ob

ject in view, much less withoutits participating in any

scheme on foot to shape or to control its action. The

stockholders of a corporation do not constitute the

legal entity known as the corporation.

The principle upon which modern “ trust: " are
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organized would seem to have been applied in England

nearly haifa century ago in “ cost-book companies,“

formed for carrying on mining operations.I More

recently, a plan, very similar, has been employed in

that country for receiving and investing subscribed

funds in the securities of different incorporated com

panies, upon the principle of "average gain and

loss"—a loss of funds upon one investment being

made up by profits derived from other investments,I

What is called a “ car trust," which is of American

extension, if not of American origin, consists in an

agreement between the owners of freight cars. chiefly,

but perhaps of other rolling stock for railroads, by

which such property is placed in the hands of a

trustee. possibly a corporation, for the purpose of

effecting leases or sales upon the installment plan,

the trustee. in cases, issuing certificates for interests

in the deferred payments or rentals.I

The word “ trust,“ in the sense under consideration,

ls said to be applicable to the plan upon which the

Standard Oil Company was originally organized, and

is at present conducted; that, in point of fact, all

modern “ trust “ combinations find in it their proto

type.

The following general propositions are deducible,

It is believed, from the decisions hereto cited:

1. Mutuality of agreement to become a party to a

“ trust “ arrangement may not of itself serve as a sulfi

cient consideration to make the agreement binding.

2. One who has executed a power of attorney for

voting his stock may revoke it at any time, and he

may have an injunction to prevent voting it.

3. The combination to transfer the voting power,

that is to execute proxies, is not necessarily illegal.

4. A dissenting party can have relief against the

combination when its object is illegal.

5. Where the engagement has been to do an ill_egal

act, a withdrawing party cannot be made to pay dam

ages as for breach of a contract.

6. Any agreement in general restraint of alienation

is not enforcible.'

lSee Klttow v. Liskwood Union, L. R, 10 Q. B. 9

(1874).

'See Sykes v. Beadon. L. R., 11 C. D. 170 (1879) -a

" Government Securities Trust," investing in Colonial

and other obligations; Smith 0. Anderson. 15 121.247

(l880)—a “Submarine Cables‘ Trust;" Wigileld v.

Potter. 45 L. T. 612 (1882) — a real estate trust or pool;

Crowther v. Tborley, 82 W. R. 830 (1884); Re Siddall,

L. R., 29 C. D. 1 (1885). The question in each of these

cases did not involve the legality of the “trust," as

such, but whether the company was included within

the meaning of the Companies Act of 1862, providing

that an association consisting of more than twenty

persons. carrying on business for gain, should be reg

lstered.

‘See Ricker v. American Loan & Trust Co., 140

less. 347 (1835).

‘ Hater v. New York, Lake Erie &: Western R. Co..

Cincinnati Sup. Ct., 14 Cln. Law Bul. 68 (1886); Grif

ilth 0. Jewett (Cin., Ham. 8: Dayt. R. Co.), 15 id. 419

(1886); Woodruif v. Dubuque 8'. Sioux City R Co., 80

I‘. K 01 ‘Feb. 1887): Louisiana 1;. American Cotton Oil

Trust, 1 By. & Corp. Law J. 509 (May, 1881'); Vander

 

ln the absence of decisions determining more di

rectly the nature and powers of these organizations,

the following more general observations are sub

mitted:

A "trust" seems to be like an ordinary partner

ship -— persons endeavoring, through managers, to

accomplish a common purpose.

Any species of property which can be assigned at

law may be transferred to another person to be held

in trust.I

A share of stock, which is a chose in action. is per

sonalty. The New York law defining ea-press trusts is

limited to realty; this is also probably true of the

statutes of California, Connecticut, Dakota, Georgia,

Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, North Carolina, Penn

sylvania, Vermont, Wisconsin, and other States, speci

fying the objects for which legal trusts may be created.

The creation of monopoliecis not only not encoun

aged in any State, but expressly forbidden in Arkan

sas. Maryland, New Mexico, North Carolina, Tennes

see, and Texas.

Perpetuities also are forbidden in all the States; and

restraints upon the alienation of property are held to

be against public policy, as are also agreements tend

ing toward restraint upon trade, especially in the nec

essaries of life.I

The minority stockholders in a corporation are

bound by the action of the majority as to all matters

of legitimate business.I

If its charter, or general law, does not permit a cor

poration to enter into a “ trust “ combination, becom

ing a party to one would doubtless result in the for

feiture of its franchises, and perhaps incur other

penalties.

The power to manage a corporation by its stock

holders cannot be trnnsferred to a body other than its

own board of directors; nor can it be bound by an

executory contract providing for an exercise of any of

its powers against the interests of its stockholders.

Any secret arrangement by which it is practically

merged into other corporations would be illegal.‘

 

bilt 1:. Bennett, 0. P. 1, Allegheny Co., Pa, 2 id. 409

(Oct. 1888): affirmed, Sup. Ct. Pa; Moses v. Scott at al.,

84 Ala. 608, 611 (Dec. i887); Moses v. Tompkins, ib. 618

(1887); Pennsylvania R. Co. 1:. Commonwealth, 7 ALI.

R. 868 (Oct. 1886)—upon an agreement to control par

allel and competing lines of railroad, indirectly,

through the agency of a third road; Fisher v. Bush, 35

Hun, 641 (1885) -—- upon an agreement neither to sell nor

to vote stock without the consent of all parties; Noel

v. Drake, 28 Kan. 265 (1882) — upon an agreement

(against public policy) to make one cashier of a bank.

1 See Perry, Trusts, 8 ed. I 67; Lewin, Trusts, &c.

'45; Hill, Trustees, '44.

' See India Bagging_Association v. Kock, 14 La. An

168 (1859): Morris Run Coal Co. v. Barclay Coal Co., 68

Pa. 178 (1871); Croft v. McConoughy, 79 Ill. 846 (1875)

concerning agrain pool; Ax-not v. Pittston & Elmira

Coal Co., 68 N. Y. 558 (1817); Central Ohio Salt Co. a

Guthrie, 85 Ohio St. 660 (1880).

' See Ervin v. Oregon Railway & Navigation Co., 2?

F. R. 625, 680 (1886), cases.

‘ See generally 19 Abh New Cases, 450 "$8,, note by

Austin Abbott; Monograph on " 'l‘ru.sis," by W. W
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An eminent authority, in discussing the "legality of

trusts," writes substantially as follows; The word

“ trust “ is not descriptive of the subject, but it is dif

flcult to find a substitute. Strictly, the trust itself is a

mere instrument—the means to an end. The deter

minative inquiry is whether the end sought is law

ful at common law, whether the agreement be by’

individuals acting, or not acting, as stockholders.

The object of each stockholder in making the com

mittee the apparent stockholders and in conferring

upon them the power of control, is his own ultimate

benefit — which is not unlawful. No law prevents

each stockholder from selecting the same trustee

or nrustees. The “ trust deed " declares the trust— a

legal contrivance in daily use between individuals. It

is the purpose, if anything, that gives the combina

tion the stamp of illegality. The stockholders of a

corporation do not own its property; they have but an

“equitable " title to it; on the other hand, the rights

of the corporation are “legal “ rights. Owning stock

confers a right to vote for managers or directors, to

receive dividends. and to hold the directors. that is

the corporation, to an account for their management.

The unincorporated association through the instru

mentality of which the objects of a “ trust " are sought

to be attained constitutes a partnership — something

is undertaken by several persons for gain; the consid

eration is the mutual promlses Its validity depends

wholly upon the lawfulness of the ends in view.I

Parties may agree to prevent competition between

themselves, unless the agreement is unlawful in its

own nature. At common law it is not wrong to raise

prices so as to pay the costs of production and a rea

sonable proflt, nor to regulate them in order to keep

them steady; nor is such an agreement a conspiracy

“to commit an act injurious to trade or commerce "

(N. Y. Penal Code, sec. 168), since it is not “ injurious "

to keep production on an even line with consumption.‘

The same writer's conclusions are: (1) At common

law forestalling, rograting, and engrossing were not

criminal unless they concerned the necessaries of life.

The sounder opinion seems to be that they were made

crimes by statute 5 and 6 Edw. VI (1552), c. 14, which

was repealed by 12 Geo. Ill (1772), c. 71, and by 7 and 8

Vict. (11%-1), c. 24. (2) If forestalling was criminal it

was only where there was proven a criminal intent to

injure trade. Where the purpose was laudable, as,

when to keep prices steady, no such intent could be

 

0001: (N. Y. City, 1888); 1 Harv. Law Rev.132-48 (Oct.

28, 1887), by F. J. Stimson; 27 Cent. Llw J. 205 (Aug.

31, 1888); New York Times, Feb. 2), 1888; New York

World, Feb. 21, 1888.

I800 Bostwick u. Champion, 11 Wend. 571 (1834): s. c.

on appeal. 18 id. 175 (1837); Merrick 0. Gordon, 2) N. Y.

03 (1859); Burnett v. Snyder, 81 id. 555 (1880); Stroher

o. Elting, Qt‘ id. 102 (1884). Analogous to, and not at

variance with, Merrick 11. Gordon are, Wright v. David

lon,.l8 Minn. 449 (1808); Snell 1:. De Land 48 I11, 823

(1867); Irvin v. Nashville, &c. R. Co., 02 id. 108 (1879).

I Compare liiarsh 0. Russell, 86 N. Y. 288, 291-92

(1878)-—a contract between four partners to furnish

recruits for certain towns at live hundred dollars per

man. under an anticipated call for troops.

1063 TUG-BOAT

inferred. (8) It is not a nuisance by that law for per

sons to form an association, issue transferable certifi

cates, and appoint a committee to make rules for

governing the association. (4) The old rule that a

contract in general restraint of trade is void as be

tween the parties was originally based upon erroneous

views of political economy. It has practically disap

peared in England and New York, and is likely to be

modified elsewhere.I (5) lfa "trust" is lawful as a

reasonable element in production it'cannot be made

unlawful by legislation of a stigmatizing character.

To produce freely as individuals, to act in concert with

others, to stimulate production when there is a scar

city of commodities, to regulate and restrain it when

there is a “glut“—are all prime elements in lib

erty ' of trade; and they are also constitutional rights.I

See Auaxano; Consmn1os, 2; Hurmass; Leon,

Illegal; LIBERTY, 1; Mosoronv; Plarrrom; S1001,

p. 917, c. 2; Taana, p. 1018.

TRUTH. See Tana.

TRY. See Arrsnrr; Taun.

TUG-BOAT. In the towing of vessels

without motive power, is regarded as the

dominant mind or will of ‘the adventure.

The details of immediate navigation, with refer

ence to approaching vessels, must be left to a great

extent to those on board of her. And they must use

at least reasonable and ordinary care toward the toss

in their charge.‘

 

I See Rouslllon o. Rouslllon, L. R., 14 C. D. 851 (188));

Printing, &c. (10.0. Sampson, L. R, 19 Eq. 0. 4ii2(18T5);

Diamond lilatch Co. v. Roeber, 106 N. Y. 473(1&s‘7). in

Wickens 1:. Evans, 3 Y. &. J. 818 (Exch. R... 1829), an

agreement between manufacturers of trunks for a di

vision of territory, and for non-interference. was up

held. In Collins 1:. Locke, L. R., 4 Ap. C. 074 (1879), an

agreement to parcel out the stevedoring businea of a

port, and to prevent competition, at least among the

contracting parties, was also held to be valid. in

Mogul Steamship Co. v. McGregor, L. R., 21 Q. B. D.

544 (1888), it was held that a number of associated

owners of vessels could lawfully offer rebates to deal

ers in China who would ship teas to Europe by vessels

controlled by the association, the object being, not to

ruin the trade of rival ship-owners, but to confine the

transportation of teas to vessels belonging to the asso

ciation. In Central Shade-Roller Co. v. Cushmsn, 148

Mass. 804 (1877), the court sustained, as not in restraint

of trade nor against public policy, a combination be

tween the manufacturers of a patented article to main

tain uniform prices. See generally, as to combina

tions designed to destroy competition, 20 Am. Law

Rev. 196-216 (1888), cases.

* Compare People v. Gillson. 109 N. Y. 898-90 (1888),

cases; Matter of Jacobs. 98 id. 106 (1885).

' 8 Political Science Quarterly, 502-632 (Dec. 18-88), by

Theodore W. Dwight. lb. 611, is a copy of the “ trust

deed “ of the Sugar Refineries Company, from the re

port of .tbe Commiuion relative to Trusts in New

York, made March 6, 1888. On the Economic and 80

cial Aspects of Trusts, see 8 id. 8 (Sept. 1888).

4 The Fannie Tuthili, 12 F. R. 448 (1882); The Civilta
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Although a tug may not be A common carrier, liable

as an insurer, nor required to use the highest degree

of care and skill, she is bound to use reasonable care

and skill, and to know the condition of the bottom

and the depth of the water of the river she may be

navigating.l

The rule that the tug is alone responsible for dam

ages upon a collision between her tow and other ves

Illl is applicable only when the tow is wholly under

the control of the tug.’

The English authorities hold that a ship in tow of a

tug is liable for injury to third persons though the di

rect fault may be that of the tug; the ship and her

owners being treated as principals. in this country,

under the law of principal and agent, the tug is held

to be the sole principal, and the ship exempted, when

her navigation is, by contract, exclusively in charge of

the tug.I See Tow-non‘; 00LL18lON, 2; Vonos.

TUITION. Is ordinarily restricted to the

fee or fees paid for instruction, and not to

charges made to meet incidental expenses.‘

TUMULT. See Bruwn; Pason, 1; R101;

Wan.

TURNKEY. A jailer’s assistant whose

special duty is to-open and close (look) the

door or doors of the prison. See ESCAPE, 1(2).

TURNOUT. See RAILROAD.

TURNPIKE. Originally, a road having

toll-gates or bars, called “ turns ” or “ pikes,"

with which to obstruct passage until toll was

paid.‘

A “ turnpike road “ means a road having on it toll

gstes or bars, originally called “ turns." Such roads

were first constructed about the middle of the last

century. Individuals, with a viewto the repair of par

dcuiar roads, subscribed money and erected gates,

talring tolls from those who passed through them.

The distinctive mark still is the right of turning back

any one who refuses to pay toll.‘

A turnpike company is one which has the

power to collect tolls from persons passing

over the road, and to enforce the collection

by erecting turnpikes or gates, or both, to

Obstruct the passage till tolls are paid.‘

This deflnition'isgenerai, embracing various species

or i-osds, whether the materials of which they are

formed be stones, gravel, or plank, or the structure

be list or rounded.‘

and The Restless, 103 U. S. 701-2(1&0); The Atlas, 93

U. S. W (1876); The Charles Allen. 11 F. R. 817 (1882).

IThe Robert H. Burnett, 80 F. R. 215 (1887), cases.

‘The City of Alexandria, 81 F. R. 427 (1887); Sturgis

¢. Boyer, 24 How. 121-23 (1860).

' The Doris Eckhoft, 32 F. R. 559 (1887), cases.

' State ex rel. Priest v. Regents of University of Wu.

cousin, 51 Wis. 159, 188 (1882).

' [Northam Bridge 00. v. London Ry. Co., 6 M. & W.

'68 (1840), Abinger. C. B.

'Halght v. State, 82 N. J. L 451 (1886), Haines, J,;

Me 1:. Haight_ I0 id. 448 (1801).

 

A turnpike road is a public highway, differing from

a common highway only in being authorised by public

authority and made at the expense of individuals,

which expense is reimbursed by a toll.I See Tour. 8;

WAY.

TURPIS. See Csoss, Ex turpi; Turm

TUDE.

TURPITUDE. Doing a thing against

good morals. honesty, or justice; unlawful

conduct; infamy. Latin, turpitudo.

Allegans suam turpitudinem non est

audiendus. One alleging his own infamy

is not to be listened to. Nemo allegans suam

turpitudinem est audiendus. No one who

avers his own infamy is to be heard. A per

son cannot escape fulfilling an obligation by

alleging bad conduct on his part. The maxim

states the rule applied to a party who seeks

to enforce a right founded upon an illegal

or criminal consideration.

Where there is turpitude, the law will help neither

party.’

The meaning isthat no one shall be heard in a court

of justice to allege his own turpitude as a foundation

of a right or claim; not, that a man shall not be heard

who testifies to his own turpitude or criminality, how

ever much his testimony may be discredited by his

character. In Walton v. Shelley (1 T. R. 300), where

an indorser was held not to be competent to prove

that a note was void for usury in its inception, the

maxim was plainly misapplied by Lord Mansfield

That was in 1786. In 1798, Lord Kenyon being chief

justice, that case was overruled by Jordaine vv Lash

brooke (7 T. R. 601, 609), as to all instruments. The

States are divided between the two cases. But the

tendency is to disregard all objections to the compo

tency of witnesses, and to allow their position and

character to aflect only their credibility. Where

Walton v. Shelley is adopted, the rule is limited to

negotiable instruments. A holder cannot invoke pro

tection against an infirmity he has aided to create.

But the rule is not applicable to a case between the

original parties, where the paper had not been put

into circulation and each party was cognizant of all

the facts.‘

There are many cases in which witnesses are ad

mitted, though not compelled, to prove facts which

show their turpitude; as, in the case of s parlicepl

sriminis, when credibility is for the jury. The maxim

is more applicable to parties. See Laesn, Illegal.‘

‘Commonwealth v. Wilkinson, 16 Pick. 171‘ (1151),

Shaw, C. .1. See also Heyward o.1\'ew York, 8 Barb.

492 (1850).

I Trist 11. Child, 21 Wall. 452 (1874).

‘Davis v. Brown, 91 U. S. 425-27 (1875), Field, J.; 2

Best, Ev. 55 545-46.

lWinton v. Soldier. 8 Johns. Cas. '1S9, 192 (1802),

Kent, J.; Powell v. Waters, 17 Johns 'i80(1819); Fox

o. Whitney, 16 Mass. 'l21 (1819); Gould v. Gould. I

Story, 541 (1844); 85 Pa. 5%; 40 id. 156, 51 id. 876: 1

Green]. Ev. 5 383.
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TUTOR; TUTRE. In civil law, a

person to whom is committed the care and

custody of the person and estate of a minor.

Tutriz is the feminine form of the word. Lest the

interests of ward and tutor become opposed. the court

in Louisiana appoints an " under-tutor " to act for the

ward.I See Comarrrss; GUARDIAN.

TWELVE TABLES. The Roman plebs,

in their struggle with the patriciaus for

equality of rights, demanded that the laws

of the state he reduced to written form. the

patricians, it was claimed, administering the .

law to_ suit themselves. A commission of

ten persons (decemviri) was appointed, 451

B. C., to draw up a code. In 450 the com

mission reported ten tables or chapters of

laws, and added two more in 449. The ob

ject was to obtain an open and exact state

ment of the system already existing.

This code continued for many centuries as the

fundamental law. The legislation of Justinian sup

planted it in form. The original Tables were in

scribed on plates of bram. Quotations are preserved

in the extant works of ancient writers. Form and

ceremony in actions were rigorously insisted upon.‘

TWICE. See Jsorsapr.

TWYNE’S CASE. See

Fraudulent.

TYPE. See PLAIN.

Typewriter. See Srssoonarnsn; Warr

mo.

_'I.'YRR.ELL’S CASE. See Taosr, p. 1059.

U.

U. The initial letter of a few words some

times abbreviated:

U. B. Upper bench.

U. C. Upper Canada-courts, reports.

U. S. Under sheriff ; United States—

courts, statutes, reports, etc.

UBERRIMA. See FIDES, Uberrima.

UBI. L. Where; when.

U‘oi eadem ratio. See Rsno.

Ubi jus, ibi remedium. See REMEDIUM.

UBIQUITY3 1. Presence throughout a

dominion or jurisdiction.

The king, politically, is the fountain of justice, the

steward who dispenses justice to whom it is due. A

consequence of this prerogative is his “legal ubiq

Possmsiox,

 

lsee Vance v. Vance, 108 U. S. 514 (1883); Sense

man’s Appeal, 21 Pa. 838 (1858).

' Hadley, Rom. Law, 74-79; Maine, Anc. Law, 1, 14,

I; Gibbon, Bomb, ch. M.

‘ L. ubi-qua, wherever, everywhere.

uity: " he is always present in his court by his judges.

whose power is an emanation of his prerogative. On

account of this ubiquity in his royal offlco he can

never be nonsuit, and he is not said to appear by at

torney.I

The United States, in their sovereign capacity, pos

sess, in contemplation of law, an ubiquity throughout

the Union.'

2. Universal validity or eificacy.

A valid judgment in rem is ubiquir.ous—blnds all

the world. Decrees as to personal status are

not necessarily ubiquitous.‘ See Rss.

ULLAGE. See LEAKAGE. -

ULTIMA. L. The last, extremest; lit’

erally, the furthest off, remotest.

Ultima ratio. The final argument; the

last resort.

Ultimus hwres.

feudal law, the lord.

Ultimatum. The last proposition a party

will make—toward negotiating a contract

or a treaty; also, the result of the negotia

tion as expressed in the final determination.

ULTIMATE. See Uurms.

In the expression “ultimate facts,” is op

posed to probative, evidential. And as the

probative or evidential facts are such as

serve to establish or disprove the issues, the

issues are, therefore, the ultimate facts.‘

ULTRA. L. Beyond, over, outside of.

Ultra reprises. Beyond drawbacks. See

Rsrmsas.

Ultra vires.

The remote heir: in

Beyond the power or pow

ers. Sometimes termed extra vires. Intra

vires. Within the power or powers. These

phrases donate that an act, of contract or of

tort, done on behalf of a corporation is, or is

not, within the scope of the powers con

ferred upon it.

The phrase ultra viru. as used in the discussion of

legal subjects, seems to be first found in Kamea‘s

Principles of Equity, published in ITFB, where he in

quires whether a court of equity can afford relief in

a case where a deed is “ void at common law, as ullm

vires." '

The expression, which is a concise and convenient

form by which to describe the unauthorized not of arti

flciai persons with hmited powers, is applicable to in

dividual action.‘

 

l 1 Bl. Com. 266, 2'70; 8 id. 24.

'Vaughn 0. Northup, 15 Pet. 6 (18-41), Story, J.; 18

How. 105; 109 U. S. 657. '

'1 wmm. Ev. 55 814-18; 2 Sm. L. c. 662

‘ Kahn 1!. Central Smelting Co., 2 Utah, 879, 881

(1878); ib. 875-76; Pio Pico v. Cuyas, 47 Cal. 174 (1878).

‘See 16 Am. Law Reg. 514 (1877); Green‘s Brioo‘s

Ultra Vires, Pref. v-vi.

' Nat. Pemberton Bank v. Porter, 125 Ma-. 8860878)
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An act is ultra vires when (1) it is not in

the power of the corporation to perform it

under any circumstances; when (2) the cor

poration cannot perform the act without the

consent of certain persons; and when (3) the

corporation cannot perform the act for some

specific purpose.‘ ‘

The act. in the first sense. is void in t0to.and the

corporation may avail Itself of that plea. But whether

the plea may be set up in other cases depends upon

circumstances.‘

When a contract is not on its face necessarily

beyond the scope of the power of the corporation. in

the absence of proof to the contrary. it will be pre

sumed to be valid. A corporation is presumed tocon

tract within its powers. The doctrine of ultra oire:

should not be allowed to prevail where it would do

feat the ends of justice or work a legal wrong.‘

The House of Lords has decided that a contract

not within the scope of the powers conferred on a cor

poration cannot be made valid by the assent of the

shareholders. nor by a partial performance. This de

cision. which is based upon sound principle. represents

the preponderance of authority in this counu'y.'

Whatever. under the charter of a corporation and

the general laws applicable to it. may fairly be re

garded as incidental to the objects for which the cor

porntion is created, is not to be taken as prohibited.‘

The doctrine. as applying to the powem of railroad

corporations. has not been construed. of late years,

with the strictness that obtained in former times. . .

Where a corporation has received the benefits ofa

contract. it may not now deny its validity.‘

A corporation possesses only such lawful powers as

are expressly conferred by its charter. and such as are

clearly incidental or impliediy requisite for carrying

out the declared objects oi’ its creation. While some

authorities hold that an not in excess of the powers

so limited are illegal (any contract in excess thereof

being non-enforceable». and that neither party is es

topped from pleading the ultra wires of the transac

tion. in some States the corporatioii is estopped from

alleging or taking advantage of its want of power.

The latter doctrine seems to be gaining ground.‘

A corporation is liable for every wrong it commits.

 

lhiiners‘ Ditch Co. v.Ze1lerbach. 87 Cal. 578 (1869).

Sawyer. C. J. Approved. McPherson 1:. Foster. 48

Iowa. 65 (1876).

'Ohio& Mississippi R. Co.,v. McCarthy. 96 U. 8. M7

(1877). cases. Swayne. J.; Bissell 0. Michigan Southern.

&c. R. C0s.. 22 N. Y. 268-8) (1860). cases; Bradley 0.

Ballard. 56 Ill. 419 (1870). cases; Holmes 0. City of

Shreveport. 31 F. R. 119-21 (1837). cases.

"Thomas 0. West Jersey R. Co., 101 U. B. B3 (1879),

cases.

‘Green Bay. &c. R. Co. 0. Union Steamboat Co.. 107

U. S. 100 (1882). cases. Gray. J.

‘Dimpfel v. Ohio a Mississippi R. Co., 9 Biss.180

(1879).

‘Denver l-‘ire ins. Co. v. McCieliand. 9 Col. 18-81

(1835). cases.
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and in such cases the doctrine of ultra vi:-es has no ap

plication. It is also liable for the acts of a servant

while engaged in the business of his principal.I See

Tonr. :2.

'U]![lPm.E.2 When arbitrators do not

agree, it is usual to add that another person

be called in as umpire (imperatofl or impar)

to whose sole judgment the controversy is

then rei'erred.3

A person whom two arbitrators, appointed

and duly authorized by the parties to a suit.

select to decide the matter in controversy,

concerning which the arbitrators are unable

to agree.

His province is to determine the issue submitted to

the arbitrators. and to make an award thereon. This

award is his alone. He is in the situation of a sole

arbitrator. and. unless it is otherwise agreed. is bound

to hear and determine the case as if it had been orig

inally submitted to his determination.‘ See Assim

non.

A testator may designate his executor as umpire to

settle questions of doubt ssto his intentions. And if

such umpire exercises the power in good faith. his

decisions will not be revised by a court. although they

might be thought erroneous. But if he refuses to act.

transcends his authority. makes an incomplete award.

or commits any gross mistake or error of judgment

evincing partiaiity. corruption. or prejudice. or vio

lates a statute on which a dissatisfied party hasa right

to rely. a court of equity may interfere, correct the

error. and restrain further abuse of the powers com

mitted to the umpire.‘

UN. A prefix. of Anglo-Saxon origin,

equivalent to the Latin in and non, not.

Compare DIS; IN, 3(1); NON.

Negatives the meaning of the simple word.

UNA. Sec UNUS.

UNADEEMED. See ADEhiP'1‘lON.

UNADJUSTED. See Anmsr. ’

UNADMINISTERED. See Annma

rnn. 4.

UNADMITTED. See Amnsmoa. 2.

UNALIENABLE. See ALIEN, 2.

UNALTERED. See ALTERATION.

UNASSESSED. See Assess, 1.

 

l First Nat. Bank of Carlisle 1:. Graham,100 U. B.

702 (1879). cases. See also Cooley. Torts. 119-23. cases.

See generally 16 Am. Law Reg. 518-26 (1877), cases; 18

Am. Law Rev. 632-62 (1871)). cases.

' For numpire: F. nom-pair. a non-peer: L. impar.

un-equal.

I [3 Bl. Com. 16.

‘ Haven e. Winnisimmet Company. 11 Allen. 884

(1865)). cases. Bigelow. C. J. Approved, lngraham n.

Whitmore. 75 11]. $1 (1874).

' Board of Foreign Missions v.Ferry.15 F R. 7111

(1883). cases.
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UNAVOIDAJBLE. See Accmnnr; CA8

UALTY.

UNBORN. See CHILD.

UNCERTAIN. See CERTAIN.

UNCERTIFIED. See CERTIFICATE.

UNCLAIMED. See Cnsnu.

UNCLE. See CONSANGUINITY.

UNCOLLECTIBLE. ,See COLLECT.

UNCONDITIONAL, or UNCONDL

TIONED. See Cosnrnon.

UNCONSCIONABLE. See Conscmncn.

UNCONSTITUTIONAL. See CONSTI

TUTION.

UNCONTESTED. See CONTEST.

UNDE. See DOWEB, \Vrit of.

UNDECIDED. See Daemon.

UNDENIED. See ADMISSION, 2; Dn

FENSE, 2.

UNDER. Lower than, beneath, below;

subject to; subordinate: as, under a law or

jurisdiction; under the law; under a judg

ment, mortgage, or other incumbrance;

under sentence; under the hammer. Com

pare OVER, 1. '

No right can be acquired " under a law “ which is

not in pursuance of, that is. subject to, the1aw.|

Under and subject. Used in relation to

the mutual and dependent rights and du

ties of mortgagees, moiitgagors, the grantees

of mortgagors and the alienees of such grant

ees; also. of rights aifected by ground-rents,

and other incumbrances.

An agreement merely to take land subject to a speci

fied incumbrance is not an agreement to assume and

pay the incumbrance. The grantee of an equity of

redemption, without words in the grant importing in

some form that he assumes the payment 0! a mort

gage, does not bind himself personally to pay the debt.

To make him personally liable. there must be words

importing that he will pay the debt.‘

In Pennsylvania. a conveyance of land " under and

subject “ to a mortgage executed by the grantor cre

ates a covenant oi‘ indemnity to the grnntor on the

part 0! the grantee. Ii‘ the grantee aliens by a deed

containing the same “ under and subject " clause,

without more, the alienee does not assume a liabil

ity to the mortgagee, or undertake to discharge the

grantee's covenant of indemnity. The mortgagee may

show, however, that the aiienee has taken upon him

self not only the grantor‘s duty to indemnify the mort

gagor, but a personal obligation to pay the mortgage

 

I Mills 1:. Stoddard, 8 How. 366 (1860).

l Elliott v. Sackett, 108 U. S. 140 (1888). Blatchtord, J.

800 also Shepherd a. May, 115 id. 510 (1%); Fiske v.

Tolman, 194 Mass. 256 (1878); Belmont v. Coman, 22

N. Y. 488 (1880); Hey v. Bramhall, 19 N. J. E. 74 (1868);

Iowler v. Fay, 62 I1l.875(1872).

debt. The evidence may consist oi’ stipulations in the

deed, of written articles outside of its terms. or of a

verbal contemporaneous agreement; and the under

taking may be implied from circumstances. . . ll

may be provided by statute that a grantee shall not be

personally liable for an incumbrance unless, in some

writing, he shall expressly have assumed personal

liability; that the words “under and subject“ alone

shall not be construed to create it; and that such lia

bility shall not be enforced by any person other than

he with whom it was incurred, nor continue after the

grantee has bona fide parted with the property. unless

there is an express agreement for continuing the lia

bllity.l

UNDER AG-E. See AGE.

UNDER-AGENT. See AGENT; Dana

GATE. ‘

UNDERBILLING. See

p. 201.

UNDER IMPROVEMENT. See In

PROVEMENT.

UNDERLET. See LEASE.

UNDER PROTEST. See PROTEST, 1.

UNDER-SHERIFF. See SHERIFF.

UNDERSTANDING. An ambiguous

word, unless accompanied by an expression

showing that it constitutes a meeting of

minds as to something respecting which the

parties intend to be bound. It may be used

to express the expectation of confidence upon

which parties frequently are willing to rely

without their exacting a binding stipula

tion.2

“ Understanding" and “ agreement" are

synonymous.

thing mutually understood or agreed upon." 1

“ It is understood." in ordinary use, when adopted

in a written contract, has the same force as "it is

agreed.“ ‘

lt falls short of alleging a distinct. express con

tract.‘

Expresses a valid contract engagement of a some

what informal character.‘ See Assanr; Paomsa.

UNDERTAKE. To assume, engage; to

agree, promise, obligate one’s self. The tech

nical word used in declaring upon an engage

ment or promise_ of any nature. See ASSUMP

srr; Cans; Covansnr. -

UNDERTAKER. One who has charge

of a funeral.

Commaca,

 

lliierrlman v. Moore, 90 Pa. 80 (1879), cases, Paxson,

J.; Act 12 June, 1878, P. L. 235; 121 Pa.189.

' [Camp 12. Weed, 25 Conn. -529 (1857), Storrs, C. J.]

' Barkow v. Sanger, 47 Wis. 507-8 (1879), Taylor, J.

‘ Higginson v. Weld. 14 Gray, 170 (1869).

‘Black 1:. City of Columbia, 19 S. C. 419 (1888).

‘Winslow 11. Dakota Lumber Co.. 132 Minn. m (186)

An understanding is ‘‘any- -
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An undertaker's establishment, in which he keeps

oofllns, ice-boxes and cases for preserving bodies and

at the rear of which he cleanses and dries such boxes,

is not necessarily a nuisance.‘

UNDER-TENANT. See Lnssn, Lessee,

page 607. -

UNDER-TUTOR. See Turoa.

UNDERWRITER. When marine insur

ance was the only insurance known, a person

soliciting a contract exhibited in writing, in

a resort for merchants or insurers, the par

ticulars of his application, or sent the appli

cation to an insurance-broker. A person who

was willing to take the risk wrote underneath

the application the sum, his name, residence,

etc. Hence "underwrite" (and “ underwrit

ing ") came to mean to accept proposed con

tracts for insurance, to carry on the business

of insuring against loss by storm. shipwreck,

fire, etc. See Issonancn.

UNDISCLOSED. See Amnssxou, 2;

AGENT; DISCOVERY.

UNDIVIDED. See DIVISION, 1.

UNDUE. See CONCEAL, 5; INFLUENCE.

UNEXECUTED. See Exscurs.

UNEXEMPTED. See EXEMPTION.

UNFAIR. See Conscncncnz FRAUD; Is

FLUENCE.

UNIFORM. Conforming to one rule,

mode, or unvarying standard; aifecting per

sons and property alike; agreeing with each

other; substantially one and the same. See

PRF5Uli[P'l'IOl\'.

The National and State constitutions provide that

legislation on designated subjects shall be “ uniform "

in its operation.

Thus, " The Oongreu shall have Power . . To

establish an uniform Rule of Naturalization, and uni

form Laws on the subject of Bankruptcies." ‘

Bankrupt laws are uniform when they allow bank

rupts in each of the States the exemption which the

laws of any particular State allow to debtors upon the

levy of an execution, although this may leave bank

rupts in some States more property than they can re

tain in others.‘

That " all laws of a general nature shall be uniform

in their operation " means that such laws shall bear

equally, in their burdens and benefits, upon poi-song

standing in the same category.‘

Every law of a general nature must operate equally

 

I Westcott v. Middleton, 48 N. J . E. 478 (1887).

‘ Constitution. Art. I, sec. 8, cl. 4.

' Re Smith, 2 Woods. 460 (1876): Re Deckert, 10

Bnnkr. Reg. 4 (1573): Re Shipmnn, 14 id. 570 (1876); Ap

pold‘s Estate, l6 Am. Law Reg. 62? (1868).

‘ People 1:. Judge. -17 Cal. '5!>i (lB6l).

upon all persons brought within the relations and ctr

cumstances provided for.I

A law is uniform when all persons brought within

the relation and circumstances provided for are af

fected alike, when it has a uniform operation upon all

within the class upon which it purports to operate.I

Uniformity consists in the fact that no person or

thing, of the description affected, is exempt ircm the

operation of the law.‘

All legislation, to a greater or less extent, consists

in the creation of categories to which the provisions

Of a statute apply.‘

Uniformity in taxing implies equality in the burden

of taxation—unif0rmity in the mode of assessment,

as well as in the rate of taxation. This uniformity

must be coextensive with the territory to which the

law applies, and be extended to all property subject

to taxation, so that all may be taxed alike and

equally.‘

Absolute uniformity may not be attainable in prae

tics, but an approximation to it is possible, and any

plain departure from the rule will defeat the tax.

Taxes must be levied according to some fixed rate or

rule of apportionment, so that all persons shall pay

the like amount upon similar kinda oi’ property of the

same value.‘

“ All Duties, Imposts and Excises shall be uniform

throughout the United States." A tax is uniform

when it operates with the same force and eflect in

every place where the subject of it is found.’ See

Tax, ‘2.

UNILATERAL. See Bnarnsan.

UNIINEIPAIRED. See Imram.

UNIMPEACHED. See Iurnscn.

UNINCORPORATED. See Assem

TION, 3.

UNINCUMBERED. See Iscnunmcs.

UNION. See Masons, 1; TRADES-UNION‘

UNITED STATES; UNITY.

UNITED STATES. In America, the

political entity or entirety formed by the

adoption of the Federal or National Consti

tution; also, the whole territory or country

subject thereto. Used adjectively, that which

emanates from, pertains or belongs to. the

General or National government.

See further Coss1~r-runes; Oonsrs; Govxnsnxxrr;

Rnnssn Sn-nrrxs; STATI, 8 (2): Txanrronr, 2; -

Crnxxs; (Jolrrr; Contract; Conroarnon, Public;

Mm; Nrnon; Tom, 2; W13.

 

I McAunich a. Mississippi, &c. R. 00., 20 Iowa, 843

(1866); Kelley v. State, 6 Ohio St. 21 (1856).

' [Senior v. Ratterman, 44 Ohio St. 678 (1887).

‘ [Heck v. State, 4i Ohio St. 589 (1880).

' Adler v. Whitbeck, 44 Ohio St. 573 (1886).

‘Exchange Bank v. Hines, 8 Ohio St. 15 (1858), Hart

ley, C. J.

‘ Railroad Tax Case. 8 Saw. 252 (18&Z), Field, J.

' Constitution, Art. 1. sec. 8, cl. 1: Head hioneyfiases.

"2 U. S. 551 (IBM). Miller. J.
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UNITY. 1. The peculiar characteristic A charter continuing “ 1111111 the first day of Jum

of an estate in joint tenancy is a four-fold ‘"7 “ expires the ‘hmy'n"st day °' December)

“ Until " or “ till “ the next term of court does not

umty "' of Interest’ nae’ tune) and posses‘ include any part of that term. And when time isgiven

sion- see TENAN1 for filing exceptions until a particular day in a term,

2. At common law, a husband and wife aflling on that day istoo late.‘

were one person’ and he that person Otherwise held where a party had until a certain

Upon this principle of “ unity of person “ depended day to’ filing a motion tor 5 WW ma“

ell the legal rights. duties, and disabilities that either “Until bummer“ °1‘dl""“Y mm! *0 "J6 M‘ 0'

party acquired by the marriage. Hence. the wife June; " ‘mm mu'" m the first °! September-'

could neither sue nor be sued without joining the hus~ UNTRUE-. see TRUE

hand; and neither could convey directly to the other— UNUS_ L, 0119; the game_

a principle which does not now operate, at least in the Una v°ce_ With one voice; with one M

case of a voluntary transfer as a settlement upon the sen‘: -

wife.l See Husnesn.

Uno acto. In one act; by the same act.
3. Assent to the same thing in the same _

sense_ See AGREEMENT; ASSENT_ U110 flatu. In one breath; in the same

UNIVERsAL_ See AGENT; an ; GEN_ breath; in one utterance. _

Em; PAR“-ERSHIP_ UNUSUAL. See PUNISHMENT; Usuen.

UNIVERSITY. See ABODE _ COLLEGE 8 _ Two is not an “ unusual " number, when applied to

’ ' ' persons who violently enter premises in dispute.‘

Lncrcnss- Scnoon TAX 2.
‘ ’ ' UNVERIFIED. Se V .

UNJUSTIFIABLE. See Dnrnnsn, 2; UNWAIVED See 3:“

Homcms. ' '
UNKNOWN. See KNOWLEDGE, i; Con- UNWIEITTEN see LN’ C°mm°“’

rams, 1; INDICFMENT; Owmza. PA€;g;€I¥.;gSG]'LAND See OATH

UNLA\'WFUL' See LAWFUI“ - UPON. 1. Resting on, united with; con

UNLESS. See CONDITION: N151.

UNLIQUIDATED. See LIQUl1)A'l'l§; tai"edi"' Q‘ U‘

Breaking and turning over the soil of land does not

DAM-AGES‘ constitute an improvement " upon " land, within the

UNMARKETABI|E- SE6 MAB-KE'L meaning of a mechanic‘s lien law.‘

UNMARRIED. See MAN, 2; MARRIAGE. 2. When; in case of.

UNMQRTGAGED, see MORTGAGE Where a deed is to be delivered " upon “ or “ on "

UN-o_ See USES the payment of the purchnse~money_ a tender of de—

. Y , livery is precedent to the payment. the covenants

UN-OCCUPIED‘ see OCCLPL being dependent. "Upon" in such case means

UNOFFICIAL. See Ormcun; REPORT, -- Wham" 7

1 (2). “ Upon the death " of a devisee was held equivalent

UNPAID. See ASSUMPSIT1 PA\'MEN'I‘. w “in we of " his death-'

UNREASONABLE. See CAUSE, Prob- $e°°‘“~“ T“"- °°mP"° “mi °-"

able; Ransom SEARCH-WARRANT. UPPER’ see BENCH’

UNRECORDED.' See Recon», 1. UPSET- see Bu’

UNREDEEMED. See Renew. USAGE; USANCE 39° USE» 2' Page

 

UNREGISTEBED. See Rsmsmt. 1070,“ .
UNREPORTED. See Repeat, 1 (2; USE 1- ”- T° emP‘°§'» h°ld- °°°uPY'

UNSATISFIED. See smsrv. enJ'°Y, take the beuefit °f-‘°

SS°<ZSEATED- ‘People o. wolltei-, 17 N. Y. 503 uses). See also

. ce QOUND, 2. People v. Crissey. 01 id. 681 (1883).

UNsUITABLE_ see SUITABLE-_ I Corbin v. Ketcham, 81' Ind. 130 (1882). cases.

U-N-TAXED See TAX _ I Rogers v. Cherokee Iron 8: By. 00., 70 Ga. 717 (1888);

‘ ' 67 id. 705.

UNTENA-NTABLE See LANDLORR ‘Abel 0. Alexander, 45 Ind. 528 (1874).

UNTIL. Generally excludes the day to ‘Pike 0. Witt, 104 Mass. 597 (1870).

which it relates, but this construction will ‘Brown v- Wymfllh 56 10°". 454 (1851); 55 V‘ 149

- h ~f t - - " Adams v. Williams. 2 W. & S. 228 (1841); Courtright

yield to t e mam es contrary intention of U. D '8Howa' 5080878); 10 Alli“

th° Dames‘: * Conrow v. Conrow, 14 w. N. c. 4880884); Roberta's

I 1 Bl. Com. 442; 101 U. S. 238, 243. Appeal, 59 Pa. 72 (1868).

I Kendall v. Kingsley, 110 Mass. 95(1B76), cases. Gray, ' L. W. q. v.

0. J.; Webster u. French. 12 111. 8010860). " Snow v. Columbian Ins. Co., 48 N. Y. M 0871}.
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In insurance law, " to use a port " means to go into

a harbor or haven for shelter, commerce. or pleasure,

and to derive advantage from its protection.I

2, n. Appropriation, application, employ

‘ment; enjoyment, benefit, profit. See ABUSE

“ For the use of," in conveyancing, expresses the

right of appropriation or enjoyment, rather than the

purpose or mode of use.‘

A grant of “the use of the timber" on a tract of

land was held to convey an incorporeal right, not the

timber itself nor the soil.I

Riding a stray horse about, trying to find the owner,

is not such usingas is intended by the rule that one

who “ uses an estray “ becomes liable in trover.'

A " change in use " in insurance includes a change

from occupancy to " disuse." '

Actual use. Wearing apparel may be “in

actual use " without having been actually

worn. “ In use" means in employment; and

“ actual" means real as opposed to nominal

and present.‘

For use. Describes a suit or proceeding,

a decree or judgment, had for the benefit of

another person than the nominal plaintiff; as,

" A, for use. etc. 1:. B."

Misuse; Mieuser. Wrongful use; abuse.

Non-use; non-user. Failure to use; neglect.

An ofiice may be forfeited by misuser or abuse, as

when a judge takes a bribe; or by non-user or neglect.’

, Public use. A use which is for the ben

efit of the public,‘ or which concerns the

whole community in which it exists, as dis

tinguished from a particular individual or

number of individuals.9

The power of taxation cannot be used in aid of en

terprises for the benefit of individuals, though in a

remote or collateral way the local public may be bene

fited thereby."

A public use of an invention, permitted by the in

ventor, for more than two years prior to the date of a

patent avoids the patent. To constitute such use it is

not necessary that more than one of the patented

articles be publicly used."

See DEDICATION, 1; Donam, Eminent; Tan, 8.

 

ISnow v. Columbian ins. Co., ante.

‘ Stockbridge iron Co. 1:. Hudson Iron Co., 101’ Man.

324 (1871).

' Clerk v. Way, 11 Rich. 6924 (S. 0., 1858).

‘ Henry v. Richardson, 7 Watts, 550 (1838).

' Cannell 11. Phoenix Ins. Co., 59 Me. 500 (1871).

' Astor v. Merritt, 111 U. S. 218 (1884).

' 2 Bl. Com. 153; 20 Pa. 81&

‘Re Townsend, 89 N. Y. 182 (1868); ib. 179.

' Keller 1:. Corpus Christi, 50 Tex. 620 (1879): Gilmer

v. Lime Point, 18 Cal. 251 (1661); Concord R. Co. v.

Greeley, 17 N. H. 61 (1845); Varner 1;. Martin, 21 W. Va.

562-66 (1888), cases.

" Loan Association v. Topeka, 20 Wall. 665 (1874).

‘I Egbert v. Llppman, 104 U. S. 336 (1881), cases; Lian

aing v. Cape Ann Iainglaas, &c. Co., 108 id. 465 (1868).

Usage. General and uniform practice.

See Usual, p. 1071.

In English law, “usage “ is local practice, and

must be proved; "custom“is general practice, judi

cially noticed without proof.

Usage is the fact; custom the law. There may be

usage without custom; there can be no custom with

out usage to accompany or precede it. Usage consists

in a repetition of acts; custom arises out of this repeti

tion. Ths usage leading to a custom may be proved

by public writings, by the testimony of aged per

sons, or by two concurring judgments upon the mat

ter.I

Usage of trade. A course of dealing; a

mode of conducting transactions of a par

ticular kind.2

The custom or usage of a trade is the law of that

trade, and obligatory if ancient (sufficiently old to

be generally known), certain, uniform, and reason

able.I

Usage of trade and custom are part of the common

law. They help interpret the otherwi.se indeterminate

intention of parties, where their acts and expressions

are doubtful; but they are never admissible to con

tradict what is plain.‘

A general usage may be proved in proper cases to

remove ambiguities and uncertainties in a contract or

toannex incidents, but it cannot destroy. contradict,

or modify what is otherwise manifest. Where the in

tent and meaning of the parties are clear, evidence of

a usage to the contrary is irrelevant. Um cannot

make a contract where there in none, nor prevent the

etfect of the settled rules of the law.‘

See Cusrox; Usus, iiiaius, etc.

Usance. The period which, in early

times, it was usual to appoint between dif

ferent countries for the payment of bills.6

When usance is a month, half usance is always fli

teen days, notwithstanding the unequal length of the

months.‘

Use and occupation. A species of as

su1nps-it, when one has used another‘:-1 realty

under a contract, express or implied, to pay

therefor, and for the value of which an ac

tion ot rent cannot be maintained, as for

 

l Cutter e. Waddingham, 22 M0. 284 (1855): Escrlche,

Dict.

' Haskins v. Warren, 115 Mass. 585 (1874), Wells, J.

ICollings 0. Hope, 8 Wash. 150 (1812); Carter v.

Philadelphia Coal Co., 77 Pa. 290 (1875), cases.

' The Reeside, 2 Sumn. 669 (1837), Story, J .; Barnard

v. Kellogg, 10 Wall. 890-91 (1870). cases; Merchants‘

Bank 0. State Bank, ib. 667 (1570), cases; liearne vv

Marine Ins. Co., W id. 492-93 (1874), cases; Savings

Bank 0. Ward, 100 U. S. 20B(1bT9); 1 Wall. 95; 2 Gteenl.

Ev. if 251, 291

‘First Nat. Bank of Cincinnati v. Burkhardt. ill)

U. S. 69:2 (1870), cases, >'.wayne,J.; Grace v. American

Central Ins. Co.,109 id. ‘-258 (1888), cases; Janney II

Boyd, 30 Minn. 8230 (1863), cases

' Byles, Bills, 208.
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want of a lease, or of an agreement to pay

a specified sum.1

The law implies a promise to pay what the benefits

accruing from the possession are worth. This is the

foundation of the cause of action. In certain cases

the value of lasting and valuable improvements n1ay

be deducted.’

Not maintainable where the occupation has been

tortious, as that forbids the implication of a promise; 1

nor where the relation of landlord and tenant does

not exist.‘

Useful. Is employed in patent statutes

incidentally. distinguishing that which is

beneficial from that which is mischievous or

immoral; does not intend ti1at which is

superior to other modes in use for the same

purpose.‘

A “useful invention" is such as may be

applied to some beneficial use in society, in

contradistinction to an invention which is

injurious to the morals, the health, or the

good order of society.‘ The ‘law does not re

gard the degree of utility.‘

Useful is here opposed to "frivolous" or “nox

ious." '

Unless the invention is shown to be absolutely friv~

olous and worthless, the patent is valid. The fact that

a patent has been issued raises a presumption of

utility. The burden of proving inutility is upon the

c0ntestnnt.' '

See Nomn; Parawr, 2;

Compare Usus, Utile, etc,

User. The exercise or enjoyment of a

right, especially of a franchise right. Op

posed, non-user, disuser.

An uninterrupted possession and use of an incorpo

real hereditament or easement, such as a way or a

water-privilege, for twenty years, is prima facic, and.

if unexplained, conclusive evidence of a right; under

some circumstances the courts will entertain the pre

sumption of a grant, even for a shorter period. A

right thus acquired by " user " may, in like manner.

be lost by “disuser; " in other words, tliscontinuancc

of the use for a long period affords a presumption of

the extinguiahment of the right.‘

Adverse user. A user without license or

permission.

Paocsss, 2; Ur1urv.

I

 

I Hurley 1:. Lamoreaux, 29 Minn. 1233 (1882), cases.

' Seibert u. Baxter, 86 Kan. 190 (1i-B7). cases.

' Clark 11. Clark, 58 Vt. 529 (1386), cases; 25 Am. Law

Reg. 772-76 (1886), cases. As to action against tres

passer, see 28 Cent. Law J. 887 (1886), cases.

' [Lowell v. Lewls,l lilas. 186 (1817), Story, J.; Sey~

mour v. Osborne, 11 Wall. 5411 (1870), cases. '

' Bedford 0. Hunt, 1 Mas. 303 (1817), Story, J. ,

' Winans 11. Schenectady. &c. R. Co., 2 Blatch. 290

(1861); Kneass 1). Schuylkill Bank, 4 Wash. l2 (1820):

Roberts v. Ward, 4 McLean, 566 (1849).

’ Parker 1!. Stiles, 5 McLean, 62 (1819).

Hazard 11. Robinson, 3 Has. 275 (1828), Story, J.

1 use

 

An adverse right of sass.-ment cannot grow out of I

mere permissive enjoyment. The distinction is be

tween a permissive or tolerated user. and a user

claimed as a matter of right. Where. however, one

has used a right of way for twenty years unexplained

it is but fair to'presuu1e that the user is under a claim

of right. unless it appears to have been by permission.

In other words, the use of a way over the lands of

another whenever one sees tit, and without asking

leave, is an “adverse “ use, and the burden is upon the

owner of the land to show that the use was by license

or contract inconsistent with a claim of right.I

An adverse use is such a use of propertyas the

owner himself would make, asking no permission, a-nd

disregarding all other claims so far as they conflict

with this use. Continued for twenty years, such use

is equivalent to a grant.’

When an easementhas once been acquired, mere

non-user will not defeat the right: there mustbe an

adverse use by the servient estate for a period sulfi

cient to create a prescriptive right.‘

See D1=:n1cn~1on, 1; Easntnnr.

Usual. According to general practice;

conforming to common usage.

"Usual and customary," referring to a usage, im

port something more than casual or exceptional.—a

fixed and established usage which has becou1e general

in the particular trade.‘

“ Usual stopping place," in a statute respecting the

expulsion of a passenger from a railway train, means

a regular station. A water-tank is not such place,

although passengers get off there while trains are

stopping.I

See Bvsmass; D1srrma; Naoorunos.

8. “ Where a man has anything to the use

of another upon confidence that the other

shall take the profits: he who has the profits

has an use."°

Cestui, or cestuy, que use. He for

whose benefit a use is created. Under the

Statute of Uses, the legal owner of the es

tate, as opposed to the nominal grantee or

holder.

The forms of the plural, found in standard law

works, are: ccaiuis que use, ceaiuis qua uses, and ces

lui que uses. The first, like cestuis qua trust, seems

to be the preferred spelling. See further Ct-:s'ru1.

Usee. Chancery gave the beneficial enjoyment to

the person intended to be benefited, calling the first

“ usee "the legalestate man, or trustee merely; the

proper beneficiary being the second or last“usee,"

the cesiui qua trust, and true owner in equity.’

' Cox 1:. Forrest, 60 Pa. 79-80 (1882).

1 Blanchard v. Moulton, 68 Me. 436 (1873), Appleton,

Chief Justice.

' Curran 1:. Louisville. tfi Ky. W (1886), cases.

‘ [Carter 1:. Philadelphia Coal Co., 7'! Pa.290 (1875).

I Chicago. 8:0. R. Co. 0. Flagg, 48 Ill. 86'! (1867).

' Burgess 0. Wheate, 1W. Bl. 180 (1759). Henley, L. K.,

quoting Finch.

’ [Brown's Law Dict., tit. Uses.
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A use is where the legal estate of lands is

in A, in trust that B shall take the profits

and that A will make and execute estates

according to the direction of B. . . Before

the Statute of Uses, a use was a' mere confi

dence in a friend, to whom the estate was

conveyed by the owner without considera

tion, to dispose of it upon trusts designated

at the time, or to be afterward appointed

by the real owner. The feofiee or trustee, to

all intents and purposes, was the real owner

of the estate at law, and the cestui que use

had only a confidence or trust, for which he

had no remedy at common law.1

A " use ” regards principally the beneficial

interest; a " trust,” the nominal ownership.

A use is an estate vested since the Statute of

Uses, and by virtue thereof. A trust is the

relation between the holder of the legal es

tate, and the owner of the equitable estate

the beneficiary. Trusts are now what uses

were before the Statute.2

Uses and trusts, in their original, are ,of a nature

very similar, or exactly the same. They answer to the

fidei-commtssa of the Roman law, which were trusts

introduced by testators to evade the law which dis

abled certain persons, as, exiles and strangers, from

being legatees or heirs. The property was given to a

person in confidence that he would convey it or dispose

of the proflta according to the pleasure of another, the

real object of the bounty. But every such gift was

also a jus pr-can-iuni, a right with a remedy in en

treaty or request, not entorcible in law, but depending

solely upon the honor of the trustee. Augustus, hav

ing been frequently solicited in favor of persons

toward whom trustees had broken faith, directed the

praator to afford a remedy in such cases. These fidu

ciary interests then increased so fast that special

equity jurisdiction was created for them through

the praator fidei commissarius, the “ chancellor for

uses“ '

In English law, a use may be classed as a jus fidu

ciurum of the Roman law, that is, as a right in trust,

with a remedy in conscience; a confidence reposed in

another, tenant of land. that he would dispose of the

land according to the intentions of him to whose use

it was granted, and sufler him to take the profits.‘

About 1375 these uses were transplanted into Eng

land by foreign ecclesiastics, to evade the statutes of

mortmain (q. 1:.) by obtaining grants of lands to third

personato the use of religious houses. The clerical

chancellors oi‘ that day held that these grants were

 

I 4 Kent, W: Gilbert, Uses, 1.

I Williams, R P. 156; 4 Kent, 8%: Sand. Uses, 266.

'2 Bl. Corn. 327-H; 4 Kent, 290-91; 2 Story, Eq.

55 965-66; 1Pomeroy, Eq. 5 151; 2 id. Q 977; Hadley,

Rn‘. Law, 328,

'2 B1. Com. 828.

fldei commissa. and binding in conscience. The eva

sion was prevented by 15 Rich. II U892), c. 5.‘

The idea continued to be applied to a number of

civil purposes: it removed restraints upon alienation!

by will, and permitted the owner of lands in his life

time to make such designations of their profits as pru

dence, justlce,or family convenience might require. . .

At length, through the desire to provide for children

by will, and to secure estates from forfeiture in time.

of civil commotion when parties alternately attainted

each other, uses grew almost universal, and the courts

of equity reduced them to a system.’

About 1585 the greater part of the land of England

was conveyed to uses: the property or the possession

of the soil being vested in each case in one man, and

the use, or the profits, in another, whose directions

regarding the disposition thereof the former was in

conscience bound to follow, and he could be compelled

so to do by a court of equity.‘

In 1536 the Statute OfUses (27 Hen. VIII,

c. 10), the statute for transferring uses into

possession, was passed, enacting that " when

any person shall be seized of lands, tenements,

or other hereditaments to the use, confidence,

or trust of any other person or body politic,

the person or corporation entitled to the use in

fee-simple, fee-tail, for life, for years, or other

wise, shall thenceforth stand and be seized

or possessed of the lands, etc., of and in the

like estates as they have in the use, trust, or

confidence; and the estate of the person so

seized to uses‘ shall be deemed to be in him

or them that have the use, in such quality,

manner, form and condition as they had be

fore in the use." The statute “ executes the

use," that is, it conveys the possession to the

use, and transfers the use into possession;

thereby making the cestui qua use complete

owner of the lands and tenements, as well at

law as in equity. ‘

The statute did not abolish conveyance to uses: it

only annihilated the intervening estate of the feoflee,

and turned the interest oi.I the cesiui que use into a

legal, instead of an equitable, ownership. Thereupon

the courts of common law began to take cognizance

of uses. As the use and the land were now convertible

terms, they became liable to dower, curtesy, and so

cheat; but they were no longer devlsable.

It was adjudged that if the use cannot take

effect the instant the conveyance is made, the

operation of the statute may wait till the use

shall arise upon a contingency, to happen

within a reasonable period. Which doctrine,

when devises were again introduced, as

 

I 2 Bl. Com. 823; 4 Kent, 290; 2 Story, Eq. 5 969.

'2 Bl. Com. 829; 2 Story, Eq. 5 969.

' 2 Bl. Com. 187.
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equivalent to declarations to uses, was also

adopted in favor of “executory devises,”

which are contingent or springing uses,

except that for such uses there must be a

person seized to the uses when the contin

gency happens, else they can never be exe

cuted by the statute; and, therefore, if the

estate of the feofiee be destroyed, before the

contingency arises, the use is destroyed:

whereas by an executory devise the freehold

itself is transferred to the future devisee.1

" Springing uses“ are limited to arise on a future

event, where no preceding estate is limited, and they

do not take eflect in derogation of any preceding in

terest. By means of powers, a use, with its estate,

may spring up at the will of any given person. But

future or contingent uses are limited to take effect as

remainders,’ q. 0. See SCINTILLA, Juria.

Shifting or secondary use. A use

which, though executed, may change from

one person to another by circumstances ea:

post facto; as, if a man makes a grant to his

intended wife and her eldest son for their

lives, at marriage the wife takes the whole

use in severalty, and upon the birth of a son

the use is executed in them jointly.S

- "Shifting “ or “secoudary" uses take effect in

derogation of some other estate, and are limited by

the deed creating them or are authorized to be created

by a person named in it. They are common in all

settlements. In marriage settlements the first use is

always to the owner in fee till the marriage, and then

to other uses. The fee thus remains with the owner

until the marriage, when it “ shifts" as uses arise.

But it will be so confined as not to lead to a perpe

tuity,‘ q. u.

Resulting use. VVhenever the use lim

ited by the deed expires, or cannot vest, but

returns back to him who raised it, after such

expiration, or during such impossibility.

Thus, if a man makes a grant to the use of

his intended wife for life, with remainder to

the use of her first-born son: till he marries,

the use “ results back " to the grantor him

self; after marriage, it is executed in the

wife for life; and if she dies without issue,

the whole goes back to him in fee.‘

If the use limited by deed expired, or could not

vest, or was not to vest except upon a contingency,

the use “resulted back“ to the grautor. The rule

is the same where no uses are declared by the con

 

‘ [2 Bl. Com. 332-34; 4 id.-130; 4 Kent, 291-95; 2 Pom

eroy, Eq. §§ 983-86.

'4 Kent, 296'-98.

' [2 Bl. Com. 834-lb.

' [4 Kent, 297.

l [2 Bl. Com. S5.
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veyance. So much of the use as the owner does not

dispose of remains in him. If he conveys without any

declaration of uses, or to such uses as he shall there

after appoint, or to the use of a third person on the

occurrence of a specified event, in all such cases there

is a use resulting back.I

By the equitable decisions in the courts of law,

the power of the court of chancery over landed prop

erty was greatly curtailed; but one or two technical

scruples restored it with tenfold increase. It was

held (1) that “ no use could be limited on a use; “ that

when a man bargains and sells his land for money,

which raises a use, by implication, in the bargainee, the

limitation of a further use to another person is repug

nant, and therefore void; as, a grant to A and his

heirs, to the use of B and his heirs, in trust for C and

his heirs.I

A use limited upon a use is not affected by the stat

ute, which executes the first use only. The second

use may be valid as a trust. In the case of a deed of

bargain and sale the whole force of the statute is ex

hausted in transferring the legal title in fee-simple to

the bargainee!

It was held <2) that “seized to the use," in the stat

ute, did not extend toa term of years or other chattel

interest, whereof the terrnor is possessed.

As to the distinctions above noted it may be observed

that, in the first case, it was evident that the parties did

not intend that B should havea beneficial interest; and,

in the second case, that the cestui qua use of the term

was expressly driven into chancery for a remedy. That

court determined that though these interests were not

" uses“ which the statute could execute, they still were

“ trusts“ in equity, which in conscience ought to be

performed. Thus the doctrine of uses was revived

under the name of "trusts; " and thus, by the strict

construction of the courts of law, the Statute of Uses

has had little other effect than to make a slight altera

tion in the formal words of a conveyance.‘

The statute imported into the rules of law some of

the then existing doctrines of the courts of equity, and

added " to the use " to every conveyance. The intent

of the statute was to abolish chancery Jurisdiction

over landed estates, by giving actual possession at law

to every person beneficially entitled in equity. The

court of chancery, by the foregoing rulings, defeated

this intent.‘

The Statute of Frauds (q. 0.) having required that

every declaration, assignment, or grant of any trust in

lands or hereditaments, except such as arise from im

pllcatlon. shall be in writing signed by the party, or

by his written will, the courts now consider a trust

estate, expressed or implied, as equivalent to the legal

ownership, governed by the same rules of property,

and liable in equity as the other is in law. In tine, the

courts, assisted by statutes, now make trusts to an

 

H Kent, 299; 2 Pomeroy, Eq. 5081.

' 2 Bl. Com. 835-36.

' Croxall v. Shererd, 5 Wall. 282 (1866), case;

‘ 2 Bl. Com. 336-86.

' Hopkins U. Hopkins, 1 Atk. ‘.591 (1738); 1 Sand.

Uses, 2&5; Beclrwith v. Rector of BL Philllp'| Parhh,

'9 Ga. 574, 572 (lB@).

(68)
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Iwer in general all the beneficial ends of uses, with

out their inconvenience or frauds. The trust will

descend, may be aliened, is liable to debts, executions,

forfeitures, leases, iucumbrances, curtesy, but not to

dovrer, nor to escheatl

Covenant to stand seized to uses. A

species of conveyance by which a man,

seized of lands, in consideration of blood or

marriage, covenants that he will stand

seized of the land to the use of his wife,

child. or kinsman, for life, in tail, or in fee.

Here the statute executes at once the estate; for

the party intended to be benefited, having thus ac

-quired the use, is thereby put at once into corporal

possession.’

The statute also introduced the species of convey

ance known as bargain and sale: a kind of real eon

trsct, whereby the bargsinor, for a pecuniary consid

eration. contracts to convey land to the bargsinee;

and becomes, by such bargain, a trustee for, or seized

to the use of, the bargninee: and then the statute

completes the purchase. The bargain vests the use,

and the statute the possession.‘

The English doctrines of uses and trusts, under ?|‘

Hen. VIII, and the conveyances founded thereon,

have been generally introduced into the jurisprudence

of this country.‘

Charitable use. Such gift, conducive to

the welfare of the public, as a court of

equity will take cognizance of; a charity,

q. u.

Executed use. The first use upon which

the Statute of Uses operates, by joining the

possession and the use, as seen above. Ex

ecutory use. A springing use which con

fers a legal title analogous to an executory

devise.

Future use. A general name for any

shifting or secondary, springing, contingent,

or resulting use.‘

Pious use. A gift to areligious house; a

devise, bequest, or other donation to a relig

ious organization.

Superstitious use. Refers to old Eng

lish legislation which restricted gifts in aid

of religious doctrines deemed erroneous and

pernicious, as, the tenets of dissenters,

Roman Catholics, and Jews.

See generally Csanm, 2; Russ; Tuner, 1.

USEFUL; USER; USUAL. See Usn,

2, p. 1071.
USUFRUCT. See Usus, Fructus.

USUBIOUS. See Usunv.

____’__'_—-_———

I2 Bl. Com. 387.

l 2 Bl. Corn. 338.

'4 Kent, 229. See generally 8 Wsnhb. B. P. 91-156.

‘ (4 Kent, 296.

 

USURPERJ One who intrudes himself

into an oiiice which is vacant, and ousts the

incumbent without any title of color whair

ever.z

His acts are void in every respect.’

Non usurpavit. L He has not usurped:

he is not exercising a franchise without

authority.

A plea to a quo warranto, that the defendant has

a right to exercise the franchise, accompanied by s

negation of the allegations of the writ. is not a plea

of non usurpavit nor a disclaimer, but is a valid plea

in such case.I

See Onxcnn, De facto.

USURY.‘ Originally, a premium or re

ward for the use of money, a. commodity or

other thing.~"

Taking more than the lawful rate of inter

est for the loan or forbearance of money.‘

The taking of more than legal interest for

the forbearance of a debt or sum of money '

due.T

Lending money on a. contract to receive again the

principal sum and an increase by way of compensa

tion for the use is called lending on "interest" by

those who think it lawful, and “ usury “ by those who

do not think so. The Mosaicai precept was polit

ical, not moral: while it prohibited the Jews from

taking usury from their brethren, it expressly per

mitted them to take it from strangers. This proves

that taking a moderate reward for the use is not ma

lum in se. To demand an exorbitant price for the

loan of a horse, or a loan of asum of money, is equally

contrary to conscience; but a reasonable equivalent

for the inconvenience the owner may feel by the want

of the thing, and for the hazard of losing it entirely.

is not more immoral in one case than in the other.

To a moderate profit we give the name of “ in

terest,“ and to an exorbitant profit the odious name

of “ usury.“ '

Usurious. Pertaining to, or of the nat

ure of, usury: as, usurious interest, a usuri

ous contract. Whence usuriouswzess.

There must be an intention knowingly to contract

for orto take usurious interest. Where a con

tract imports usury upon its face, as, by an express

reservation of more than legal interest, inquiry is st

__—____—.————-———

I L. um-rapere, to seize to one's own use.

' .\icCraw v. Williams, 33 Gratt. 513-14 (1680), cases,

Christian, J. See also Hooper u. Goodwin, 48 Me. Kl

(1561); 14 La. An. 507; 21Wend. 870.

I(lommonwealth 1). Cross Cut R OO.,53 PL 62, 70

(1866).

t F. ueure: L. urura, use, interest.

‘ LHenry v. Bank of Sallna, 5 Hill, 528 (1843).

° Turner 0. Turner, 80 Va. 881 (1885).

' Iiogg u. Rufiner, 1 Black, 118 (1861), Grier, J. See

also ii Conn. 487; 11 Bush, 180: 8 Johns. Cos. 206;‘!

Barb. 359', 82 id. 557; 6 Ohio St. 1585; 17 Wis. 86.

I 2 Bl. Com. 455-66.
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an end. But where the contract on its face is for legal

interest only, proof is necessary that there was some

tmrrupt agreement to cover up usury.l

Where the promise to pay a sum above legal in

terest depends upon a contingency, the loan is _not

usurious.‘

Sale at a discount greater than legal interest, of a

note made and indorsed in blank for the purpose of

raising money by a broker, to a purchaser ignorant of

the purpose, is not usury.‘

Where the promisor in a usurious contract makes

it the consideration of a new contract with a person

not a party to the original contract, or to the usury

paid or received upon it, and the new contract is not a

contrivance to evade the statutes against usury, the

latter contract is not usurious.‘

But payment of illegal interest, after the maturity

of a note, for forbearance, is usury.‘

In a usurious transaction, the borrower acts some

what under duress; he is not wholly a free agent. The

maxim in pan‘ delicto does not apply.‘

When an agent who is authorized to lend money for

lawful interest exacts for his own benefit more than

the lawful rate, without the knowledge of his princi

pal, the loan is not thereby rendered usurious.‘

But authority to make a usurious loan may be in

ferred from a general agency. pertaining to an exten

Iive business.’

A national bank may take interest at the rate al

lowed by the laws of the State, territory, or district

where the bank is located; and if no rate is fixed, then

seven per centum, and it may take it in advance.‘

Taking a greater rate of interest than that allowed

by the preceding section, when lcnowingly done, shall

be deemed a forfeiture of the entire interest which the

evidence of debt carries with it, or which has been

agreed to be paid thereon. The person by whom the

greater rate has been paid, or his legal representative,

may recover back, in an action of debt, twice the

amount of interest paid, provided action is commenced

within two years from the time the usurious transac

flon occurred.‘

The suit may be had in any circuit, district, or Ter

 

‘ United States Bank v. Waggener, 9 Pet. 899 (1835),

cases.Story, J.; Call 21. Palmer, 116 U. S. 101 (1886),

cases.

' Spain 0. Hamilton, 1 Wall. 625-26 (1863).

' Mosley 0. Brown. 76 Va. 419 (1882); Siewert v.

Hamel, 91 N. Y. 201 (1888).

‘Call v. Palmer, 116 U. S. 103 (1865), cases; Palmer 0.

Call, 2 McCrary, 528 (1881), cases.

‘ Philanthropic Building Association v. McKnight, 85

Pa. 472 (1860), cases; Mosley 0. Brown, 76 Va. 425-26

(1-Q82).

' Call v. Palmer, 116 U. S. 102 (1885), cases; Palmer 1:.

Call, 2 McCrary, 525 (1881). cases; Philips 11. lliackellar,

0'2 N. Y. 84 (1888), cases; Anonymous, 40 N. J. E. 507-10

(1885), cases.

' Sherwood 11. Roundtree, 32 F. R. 113 (1887).

‘ R. 8. $5197: Act 3 June, 1864, c. 106, s. 30.

' R. S. 5 5198: Act 8 June, 1864, c. 106, s. 80. See

Farmers’, &c. Nat. Bank v. Dearing, 91 U. S. 29. 82

(1875); Stephens v. Monongahela Bank, 111 id. 197 (1884),

cases.

ritorial court of the United States held within the db

trict in which such association is located. having jurb

diction in similar cases.‘ or in a State court.‘

A national bank may take the rate of interest al

lowed to natural persons generally, and a higher rate.

if State banks of issue ans authorized to take it."

Usurious interest paid a national bank on renewing

a series of notes cannot, in an action by the bank on

the last of the renewals, be applied in satisfaction of

the principal of the debt.‘

in most of the States it is provided that, as a pen

alty. the person who receives more than the legal rate

of interest shall forfeit a sum equal to all interest so

taken, and that this sum may be withheld from the

principal at the time of payment, when that is due as a

loan, or be recoverable by an action within a specified

period after payment.‘

In England. all restrictions upon rates of interest

were abolished by 11' and 18 Vict. (1851), c. 90.

See Bonus; Irrrnnrsr, 2 (3); Usus, Utile, etc.-, VOID.

USUS. L. A1 using; use, application,

employment; service, benefit, utility; prac

tice, usage, custom. From utere, 1111', to use,

apply. .

Ancipitis usus. Of a double use; haw

ing two or more uses.

As it is impossible to determine the tlnal use of an

article ancipitia 17.sus, in considering what articles in

course of transportation to an enemy's country are

contraband of war, it is not an injurious rule to deduce

the flnal use from the immediate destination.‘

in Copyright law, refers to the final end or object.

as of a design or illustration addressed to the taste, of

which the form is the essence. and the production of

pleasure the object. But the teachings of science and

the rules and methods of useful arts have their final

end in application and use—what the public derive

from the publication of a book which teaches them.

As taught in any literary composition, their essence

consists only in their statement, which alone is secured

by a copyright.’

Malus usus abolendus est. A bad

practice is to be abandoned. A usage which

is unreasonable, vicious or pernicious, must

be abolished. An unsafe way of doing a

thing should be discontinued.

If a custom is not a good custom, it ought no longer

to be used. Mala: um, etc., is an established maxim

of the law.‘

I R. S. 5 5198: Act 18 Feb. 1875, c. 80.

‘ Lebanon Nat. Bank v. Karmany, 98 Pa. 65 (1881).

‘R. S. 55197: Act8 June, 1864, c.106, s. 80. See Tif

fany v. Nat. Bank of Missouri, 18 Wall. 409 (1873)

‘Driesback v. Second Nat. Bank of Wilkes Barre,

104 U. S. 52 (1881); Barnet 1:. Second Nat. Bank of Cin

cinnati, 98 id. 666 (1878); Lebanon Nat. Bank v. Kan

many, 96 Pa. 65 (1881): Peterborough Nat. Bank v.

Childs. 183 Mass. 250-51 (1882), cases.

‘ See Harris 1;. Bressler, 119 Ill. 46? (1887).

‘1 Kent, 140.

' Baker v. Selden, 101 U. S. 108-4 (1879).

' 1 Bl. Com. T8.
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The commercial usage, that the name of the trans

feree need not be inserted in a power of attorney to

hnsfer stock. is vicious.I

A custom among stockbrokers to appropriate money

belonging to the principal to the payment of the bro

ker's indehtednem is too iniquitous ever to obtain the

sanction of law.’

The practice of delivering a note or bond upon

which judgment is entered back to the plaintiff isbad,

and malua um, etc. It should be left on file.l

The maxim applies to the unauthorized act of a

government officer in accepting bills of exchange.‘

Optimus interpres rerum usus. The

best interpreter of things is usage. The

practice which follows upon the making of

a statute or a compact shows the meaning

attached among those by whom or for whom

the thing was done.

See Cossrrrrrraos, p. 240; Cnsrol; Exrosrno. Con

temporanea; Srsrurs, pp. 970-71.

Sic utere tuo ut alienum non lmdas.

So use your own that another you may not

injure. You may use what belongs to your

self as you see fit, except to harm another

person. Enjoy your own private rights as

you please, but take care not to molest others,

in the lawful exercise of their rights, by your

aflirmative action.

The maxim is not applicable to a mere

omission to act, but rather to an afiirmative

act or course of conduct in invasion of an

other's rights.

Hence, in the absence of a covenant to repair the

upper stories of a building, a lessor will not be liable

for damage from rain, let in by a roof which has

gradually become defective, to merchandise owned by

the lessee of a lower story.‘

Grants of privileges to corporate bodies confer no

license to use them in disregard of the private rights

of other persons. The great principle of the common

law, which is equally the teaching of Christian moral

ity, so to use one‘s property as not to injure others,

forbids other application or use of the rights and

powers conferred.‘

The maxim expresses the only restriction which the

law places upon ownership in property, or the exer

cise of any other private or public right. Because of

the principle it was formerly a question whether prop

erty could be taken from an inebriate or spendthrift

and given in trust to a committee.’

The principle prohibits the creation or continuance

 

I Denny 1;. Lyon, 88 Pa. 101 (1860).

I Evans 1:. Wain, 71 Pa. 75 (1872).

' Fraley'n Appeal, 76 Pa. 43 (1874); 77 id. 878.

‘ The Floyd Acceptances, 7 Wall. 677 (1868).

l Krueger v. l-‘errant, 129 Min. 888 (1882). case;

' Baltimore & Potomac R Co. 1:. Fifth Baptist

Jhurch, 105 U. B. 881 (1888), Field, J.

'1 Bl. Com. 306.

of a nuisance. A lawful trade may be so offensive

that it should be carried on only in an out-of-the-way

place.I

A State may require each of its citizens to so con

duct himself, and to so use his own property. as not

unnecessarily to injure another. This is the very cs

sence of government, and the source of police powers

The maxim, sic ufers, etc., furnishes the rule by which

every member of society possesses and enjoys his

property; and all legislation essential to secure this

common and equal enjoyment is a legitimate exer

cise of State authority.’ See Ponies. 2.

One riparian owner may not injure the concomitant

right of another owner.‘

A surface-owner has a right of action against the

mineral-owner for removing supports necessary for

holding up the surface.‘

Every lessee impllediy agrees to so use the prop

erty as not unnecessarily to injure it; to so use it as to

avoid the necessity for repairs. as far as possible. The

tenant, though the United States government, must

exercise reasonable care to prevent damage to the in~

heritance!

See Dnmuu, Absque injuria. _

Usucaptio. A taking by using. Acquisi

tion from having the possession and use of

an object for a legal period; ownership from

adverse possession ; prescription.‘

Usus fructus. Use of the fruit: enjoy

ment of the income or profit of property;

usufruct.

The usus fructus of the civil law was the

temporary right of using a thing, without

having the ultimate property, or full domin

ion of the substance."

Whence “usufruct:” the right to receive

and use the profits of property belonging to

another; and “usufructuary:" he who has

a usufruct right, or right of enjoying a thing

in which he has no property."

 

'3 Bl. Com. 217.

iliiunn 1:. Illinois, N U. S. I24-25, 145 (1876), cases,

Waite, C. J. See also Ilichland County v. Rlchland

Center, 50 Wis. 598 (1884).

' Holyoke Water-Power Co. v. Lyman, 15 Wall. 506

(1872).

‘ Jones v. Wagner, 66 Pa. 435 (1570).

‘United States v. Bostvviclr, 91 U. B. 65-66 (1876),

cases.

See generally l!lcCutchen u. Blanton, 59 Miss. 119-22

(1881), cases; Failoon v. Schilling, 29 Kan. -2.95 (1t\\‘3\;

Fletcher v. Rylands, L. B... 1 Exch. '26’), 279-80 (1866);

21 Cent. Law. J. 205-10 (1885), cases; 80 F. R. 792; 8

Gray, 66, 424; 14 Allen. 294; 101 Mass. 252; 106 id. 199;

107 id. 576; 112 £11.58; 97 N.C. 479; 44 Ohio St. 282; 115

Pa. 148.

' See Maine, Anc. Law, W5; Hadley, Rom. Lavv,1T2.

" 2 Bl. Com. 3'27.

' Cartwright v. Cartwright, 18 Tex. 0598 (1867); 40 id

700.
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Only a usufructuary property may be had in light,

air, and water. These belong to the first occupant

while he retains possession of them.I

l.n the Roman law, besides pmedial servitudes,

there were also personal servitudes, in another‘s prop

erty. Of the latter the most important was the usu

fructu, the right to use and enjoy some property

belonging to another, without -S11fi'e1‘il1g deterioration.

Using anolher‘s money on a loan was quasi-usufruct.

The right mightbe fora term of years in land; was

transferable for the life of the original usufructuary;

micht cease by non-user, and always ceased upon

transfer back to the owner of the property. This

servitude was commonly established by will.‘

Usus norma loquendi. Usage is the

rule for speaking. Usage regulates speech.

Usage interprets language, spoken or written.

Words are generally to be understood in their usual,

most known signification; not so much regarding the

propriety of grammar as general and popular use.‘

Um est jus et norma l0qucndi.‘

Utile per inutile non vitiatur. The

useful by the useless is not destroyed. What

is valid is not impaired by what is invalid;

the good is not marred by the bad; the law

ful is not vitiated by the unlawful — provided

they are capable of separation.

If parts of awork, unlawfully copied from another,

are inseparable, the entire work will be suppressed.I

Where lawful services are blended with such as are

forbidden, the whole being a unit and indivisible, the

bad destroys the good.‘

When an indictment contains both good and bad

counts, a verdict of guilty upon the whole indictment

will be sustained!

A jury may separate articles proper as personal

baggage from those which are improper.‘

The invalid parts of a contract may be discarded,

and the valid parts enforced, when the parts are sev

erable and there is no imputation of malum in re.’

When a bond oontains separable legal and illegal

conditions, the legal conditions may be enforced."

A contract is good for lawful interest, and voidsble

as to an excess, unless otherwise provided by law."

 

I1 131. Com. 14,18, 4; 2 id. 18, 106.

‘Hadley, Rom. Law, 101-412, 195.

'1Bl. Com, 59; 93 U. S. 465; 110 id. 5M;6 Conn. 81,

I08; 6 Al1en,8S6; 23 Pa. 84.

‘ Horace, Ars Poatica, 71-72.

‘Lawrence v. Dana, 4 Cliff. 85-86 (1869), cases; (3.1

laghan u. Myers, 128 U. S. 617 (1888).

'Trist v. Child, 21 Wall. 452 (1874).

' United States 1;. Reese, 92 U. S. 256 (1875).

‘N. Y. Central, &c. R. Co. v. Fraloif,100 U. S. 81

(1878).

' Geipcke o. City of Dubuque, 1 Wall. 222 (1868); 10

Pet. $0.

" United States v. Hodson, 10 Wall. 406 (1870); 10

Ohio, 51.

" Farmers‘, 8:0. Bank v. Dearing, 91 U. S. 85 (1875),

cases; Ewell v. Daggs, 108 id. 148411 (1888), cases.

A will may be void as to a part of its disposition

and valid as to the rest.I

So as to provisions in a trust.‘

A deed void as a lease may be good as an agreement

to execute a lease.‘

The valid in a statute, if so separable from the in

valid that each can stand alone, may be enforced.‘

But if unconstitutional (q. u.) provisions are so con»

nected with the general scope of the statute that,

being stricken out, eflect cannot be given to the legio

lative intent, the other provisions fall with them.‘ -

UT. L. That; in order that; as.

Ut res magis. See Rss, Ut res, etc.

Ut supra. As above; as see foregoing.

UTAH. See Bram; Ponvoanr; Rs

umos; TERRITORY, 2.

UTILE. See this page, ante.

UTILITY. Usefulness; applicability to

a beneficial use.

A valid patent is characterized by both utility and

invention. While less evidence, where the utility is

great, may establish invention, yet great utility may

result from changes in devices which embrace no in

vention.'

In an action for infringement the defense of lack of

utility will not be sustained unless there is the clearest

evidence that the invention is utterly frivolous and

worthless. The fact that the defendant used the in

vention is an argument against such defense.’

See further lsvmnon; Novnrrv; PA1'KN1',2; Use, 1,

Usnrnn

UTLAGATUM. See Ournawnr.

U'I."I".ElB..8 1, adj. Outer: as, utter bar,

and barrister, q. 1:.

Outside; extreme, complete: an, utter loss,

q. 1:.

2, v. To put out, put forth; to tender to

another; to ofier to put into circulation; to

publish: as, to utter a libel, forged paper,

counterfeit money.

To " utter " a libel is to publish it.’

To “ utter “ a thing is to ofler it, whether the thing

is taken or not."

 

‘ Rudy 0. Ulrich, 69 Pa. 183 (1871); Cuthbertsonb

Appeal, 97 id. 173 (1881). _

' Bristol n. Bristol, 58 Conn. 257 (1885).

' Williams, Real Prop. 374.

‘United States 1:. Reese, 92 U. S. 221 (1876); Trade

mark Cases, 100 id. 98 (1879); Packet Company v. Keo

kuk. 95 id. 89 (1877); Penniman‘s Case, 103 id. 716 (188)).

I Allen 1:. Louisiana, 108 U. B, 88-84 (1880); Warren

o. Mayor of Charleston, 2 Gray, 99 U854.) See also

Jaehne v. New York, 128 U. S. 189 (1888).

' Sax v. Taylor Iron-Works, 80 F. B. 888 (1887); Hol

llster u. Benedict Manuf. Co., 118 U. S. 59 (1885).

" Kearney n. Lehigh Valley R. Co., 32 F. R. 8:28 (1887)

‘ A. S. utlor, ul‘, out, without.

' Benedict u. Westover, 44 Wis. 404 (1878).

"People v. Caton, 25 lilich. 892 (1872), cases; 2'7 id

886.
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" Uttering “ a paper is declaring that it is good, with

an intention or an offer to pass it. “ Passing“ a paper

b putting it ofl in payment or exchange.‘

To “ utter and publish " forged paper means to de

clare or assert directly or indirectly, by words or ac

tions, that a note is good, as, in oflering it in payment.

But such paper is not “ passed “ until received by the

person to whom it is offered.‘

" Uttering and publishing “ import a disposal or ne

gotiation ofa forged instrument to another person.‘

The party accused of uttering or passing counter

felt paper must be present when the act isdone, privy

to it, or aiding, consenting, or procuring it to be clone.I

An intent to defraud is a material element in the

crime of uttering forged paper.‘

UXOR. L. A wife. Plural, uxores.

Et uxor, usually abbreviated et ux., and

wife; as, in the case of a conveyance from A

et us‘. to B, or to B at ua:.

Ju.re uxoris. In right of the wife: said

of a claim made or of an act done by a bus

band in behalf of his wife. Opposed, jure

mariti, in right of the husband. See HUS

BAND.

Uxorcide. See Homcms.

VI

V. An abbreviation of vacation, verb,

Victoria, volume; also, of the Latin words,

versus, vice, vide and voce, qq. v.

V. A. Vice-admiral.

V. C. Vioechancellon

V. C. C. Vice-chancellor’s court. See

CHANCELIJOK

V. E. Venditioni nponas. See VEN

DI'l'lO. '

VACANCY; VACANT; VACATE.°

“To vacate" has acquired an active sense,

through a long period of transition, by popu

lar usage and in consequence of its early

adoption as a technical, legal term. “To

leave empty; to cease from occupying; to

annul; to make void." express its meaning.

 

' United States 0. lliltchell, Baldw. 867-68 (1831),

cases, Baldwin, J .

' Commonwealth v. Searle, 2 Binn. ‘$39 (1810), ‘Pilg

ham, C. J.; People v. Brigham, 2 Mich 658 (1858); State

I. Horner, 48 140.522 (1871).

' People v. Rathbum, 21 Wend. 527 (1889); Lindsey tr.

State, 38 Ohio St. 511 (1882).

‘ United States 1:. Nelson, 1 Abb. U. 8. 185-88 (1867);

United States 1:. Carter, 2 Cranch, C. C. 244 (1821); Rex

I. Joneu. 88 E. C. L. 835 (1841); State v. -Redstrake, 89

I. J. L. 867-71 (1817), cases; 2 Bish. Cr. L. 5 605.

‘L. vaoare, to be empty: to be void of, tree irom;

to lack, want.

»

I

 

8 VACANCY

But it does not follow that its derivatives

have acquired exclusively equivalent mean

ings in popular, legislative, or legal usage.

In Latin, the word defined the state and

condition of some existing thing at a partic

ular point of time: it had no intransitive

power; it meant " to be empty, void or va

cant; to be void of, free from or without, to

lack or want a thing." Vacant lands were

lands that were “uninhabited or unculti

vated.” Vacant possessions were such as

were “free, unoccupied, ownerless." Many

derivatives from the English verb retain the

exact meaning of the original Latin word.

“ To be vacant," in its primary sense, is “ to

be deprived of contents; to be empty, or not

filled.” . Usage has warranted the em

ployment of these words in an enlarged and

broader sense; but the primary and strictly

grammatical meaning which they still retain_

is identical with their exclusive original

signification. The result is that “ vacancy ”

aptly describes the condition of an oflim

when it is first created and has been filed by

no incumbent.l

Vacancy is the state of being empty or un

filled. Vacant lands are unoccupied lands.

A vacant house is an untenanted house. An

old ofiice is vacated by death, resignation, or

removal. An oifice newly created is ipso

facto vacant at creation.‘

Vacancy is properly applicable to the cities, rather

than to the term of ofllce or service; ' but the word

may apply to the term to which the event causing the

vacancy relates.‘

A vacancy dc facto exists where there is an ab

sence from sickness or other cause. A vacancy do

jure imports an entire legal emptiness.‘

An existing offlce without an incumbent is vacant,

whether the offlce is new or old.‘

An office may not be regarded as vacant when an

incumbent lawfully holds over until a successor is duly

qualifled.'

The reference may be to a case where there has been

a failure to elect!

1 Walsh 11. Commonwealth, 89 Pa. 425 (1879). Wood

ward, J.

' State v. Askew. 48 Ark. 89 (1886), cases.

' People v. Green, 2 Wend. -278 (1529)

‘ County of Scott v. Ring, 139 Minn. 404 (1882).

I Woodworth 0. Hall, 1 Woodb. & M. I-04 (1846).

‘Stocking v. State, 7 Ind. 82? (1865): Clarke v. Irwin~

5 Nev. 129-80 (1869), cases; State v. Jones, 8 Oreg_ an

(1869); State 0. Boecker, 56 M0. 21 (1874); 118 Ind. 439.

' State ex rel Attorney-General v. Brewster, 64 Ohio

St. 593 (1886); State 1:. Howe, 25111. 596 (I874).

' People v. Crissey. 91 N. Y. 684 (1888).
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In Virginia, the failure of any county, corporation.

or district oiiicer to qualify before the commencement

0! his term of odice creates a vacancy in the ofi‘lce.l

As to a person suspended from omce, the oflice be

comes as it it did not exist, and he may not be entitled

in salary during the period of suspension; although

the cause of suspension be afterward declared insuf

Icient.I

" The President shall have Power to fill up all Vacan

cies which may happen during the Recess of the

Senate, by granting Commissions which shall expire

at the end of their next Session.“ This authorizes him

to fill a vacancy happening during a session and which

continues after adjournment‘

A ‘scant administration or trusteeship is any such

ofilce unfilled or without an occupant or incumbent

from any cause whatever.‘ ~

A dwelling-house does not become vacant or unoc

cupied when the tenant leaves it fora few hours; only

when there is a cemation to use it as a dwelling.‘

Vacant lands are such as have not been appropri

ated by individuals.‘

Vacate. (1) To leave empty or unoccu

pied]

(2) To declare void, deprive of force, annul:

as, to vacate a judgment or proceeding for

irregularity, surprise, or fraud.

A writ of error does not vacate the judgment below;

that continues in force until reversed.‘ See Sr.-r As1Ds'..

VACATION. The interval between two

successive terms of a court.

During this period orders signed by a judge are

said to be issued "at chambers," q. v.

in Lhis countryall courts have terms and vacations.

The time of the commencement of every term is fixed

by statute, and the end 01’ it by the final adjournment

of the court for that term.‘ '

The English year was divided into (our terms of

diflerent lengths, separated by the vacations — the

seasons of the great festivals or feasts, or deemed

necessary on account 0! the avocations of rural busi

ness. The legal definition of " vacation “ is, the period

of time between the end of one term and the begin

ning of another; and this meaning will be given to the

word in a statute, unless it appears that a more pop

ular sense was intended. The intervals between the

sctual sessions of court when conducting the business

of a term cannot be called vacations."

Under the earlier organization of courts in Eng

|Vaughan 1:. Johnson, 77 Va. 800 (1888); Johnson v.

Mann, ib. 271 (1888).

' Steubenville o. Culp, 38 Ohio St. 18, 28 (1882).

‘ Re Farrow and Bigby, 4 Woods. 492-94 (1880), cases,

Woods, Cir. J. Constitution, Art. 11, sec. 2, cl. 8.

‘ [Cline 1:. Greenwood, 10 Oreg. 233-39 (1882), cases.

‘Laeelle v. Hoboken Ins. Co., 43 N. J. L. 470 (1681);

lleeper o. N. H. ins. Co., 56 N. H. 404 (1876).

Marshall 1:. Bompart, 18 Mo. 87 (1868).

' See Walsh v. Commonwealth, ante.

‘ Kansas Pacific R. Co. v. Twombly, 100 U. S. 81 (18?9).

‘ Bronson v. Schulten, 104 U. S. 415 (1881).

" Brayman v. Whitcomb, 134 Mass. 526 08$), C.

Allen. J.

 

land, the terms, which began and ended on fixed days,

aggregated ninety-one days. The vacations embraced

all clays not inchfled in the terms. The word

may embrace the period, after adjournment, in which

a court dws not sit and transact business. as, in a

statute authorizing judgments by confession in vaun

tion; and not embrace all the time the court is not

actually in semion, or the time of adjournment from

day to day.1

VACATUR. L. Let it be set aside.

VADIUM. Law Lat. A pledge.

Vadium mortuum. A dead pledge-.

mortgage. A security with the condition

that if the money be not promptly repaid

the debtor‘s estate will be forfeited.2

Vadium V'1'.V\1II.1. A living pledge. A

security to be held by the creditor till he has

received the amount of his debt out of the

income of the property pledged.‘ See PLEDGE.

VAGBANTfi One who wanders about,

and has no certain calling; an idle fellowz‘

. a vagabond; a tramp, q. ‘U.

A person -who roams about from place to

place, begging, or living without labor or

visible means of support.6

Any person going about from place to place begging,

asking or subsisting upon charity, and for the purpose

of acquiring money or a living, and who shall have no

fixed place of residence or lawful occupation in the

county or city in which he shall be arrested, shall be

taken and deemed to be a tramp and guilty of a mis

demeanor.‘

Any act of begging or vagrancy is prima facie evi

dence.‘

Vagrancy is distinct from disorderly conduct and

breach of the peace. and includes only such cases of

vagabondage as are known to the common law.1 .

Such statutes, designed to suppress vagrancy, as

are in derogation oi’ the right of trial by jury, are to

be strictly construed.‘ See CoNvrcr1os', Summary.

A statute authorizing two overseers of the poor, by

writing, under their hands, to commit vagrant-s and

paupers to the workhouse, is in violation oi‘ the Four

teenth Amendmentfi See Paocass, 1, Oi.’ law.

1 Conkling v.‘R.idgeiy. 112 m. as, 40,48(1S84), Shel

don, J.

I 2 Bl.Com.15i'; 21 N. Y. 844.

I L. vegan‘, to wander.

‘ [Jacob‘s Law Dict.

‘ Penn. Act, 1879, No. 81.

‘ Bee Del. Laws, 1879, No. 2%; North Car. Laws,

1879, No. 855; Ohio Act, 1879, No. 191; Mary. Laws,

1880, No. 48; Mass. Laws, 1880, No. 281, c. 257, ii #8: 1

N. Y. Laws, 1880, No. 296.

' Re Way, -11 Mich. 801 (1879). Campbell, 0. J.

* Bullock u. Geombie, 45 ill. 2-22 (1867); People ('

Turner, 55 id. 28? (1870); Wynehamer u. People, 18 N . Y

426 (1856); -11 Mich. 308, supra.

IPortland v. Bangor, 65 Me. 12) (1876). See also

Prescott 11. State, 19 Ohio St. 184 (1869); Johnson v.

Wsukesha Ooultiy, 64 Wis. 288 (1886).
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Idlenel in any person whatsoever is a high offense

lgflnst public economy. . . Idle persons or vaga

bonds, whom ancient statutes describe to be “ suchas

wake on the night and sleep on the day, haunt cus

tomahle taverns and ale-houses, and routs about, and

no man wot whence they come nor whither they go,"

or such as are more particularly described by 17 Geo.

I1 (1744), c. 5, as idle and disorderly persons, rogues

and vagabonds, and incorrigible rogues, are all offend

ers against good order.‘

Statute 5 Geo. IV (1825), c. 83, revised and codified

previous laws, and has been known as the English Va

grant's Act. Amendments were made byl and 2Vict.

(1887), e. 88. These acts form the basis of similar leg

islation in some of our States.

By force of various statutes, rogues and vagabonds

are: persons convicted a second time as idle and dis

orderly; tortune-teilers, and such as use subtle arts to

deceive; persons wandering abroad, lodging in barns

or out-houses, in the open air, or in any tent, cart, or

wagon, not having any visible means of subsistence,

and not giving good account of themselves; persons

guilty of indecent exposures—by pictures, or of the

person; persons exposing wounds, or making fraudu

lent pretenses, to obtain aims; persons deserting their

families or children, leaving them chargeable to the

parish; persons playing or betting in a place to which

the public have access, with any instrument of gam

ing; persons armed or prepared to commit a felony;

persons found on premises for an unlawful purpose;

reputed thieves, in a public place, intending to com

mlt felony.‘

VAIN TH1N'G. See LEX, Neminem.

VALIIID.a Having force, of binding force;

legally suificient or eificacious; authorized

by law. Opposed, invalid: as, a valid or

invalid — condition, consideration, defense,

instrument, marriage, sale. Whence valid

ity, invalidity, invalidate.

Amie of land maybe regular in form and in the

mode of its conduct, but it cannot be “ valid," unless

authorized by law.‘

“ Validity " is legal suiflciency, in contradistinction

to more regularity. A valid judgment, decree,

or sale is not void for any reason. A valid sale means

one having the quality of legal sufficiency and com

plete obligation.‘

That what is invalid in an instrument will not de

stroy what is valid, see Urru, etc., p. 1077. See also

LAWIUL; Vom.

VALUE.6 1. Applied without qualifica

tion to property of any description, means

the price it will command in the market.’

Consists in the estimate, or the opinion of

'4 Bl. Com. 169.

l Wharton's Law Dlct.

' L. validua, strong.

‘De Treville v. Smalls, 98 U. S. 6% (1878), Strong, J.

I Sharpleigh v. Surdsm, 1 Flip. 487-89 (1876), Em

mons, Cir. J.

' L voters, to be worth.

' Fox v. Phelps, 1? Wend. 899 (1837), Bronson, J .

 

those influencing the market, attachable to

certain intrinsic qualities belonging to an

articlel

In custom laws, “the true market value of mer

chandise in the principal markets of the country from

whence exported at the date of exportation." ' See

Market Value; Valuation. '

Actual value; cash value. Within the

meaning of a policy of insurance upon a

stock of clothing, “ actual cash value ” is the

sum of money the goods would have brought

for cash, at the market price, at the time

when and the place where they were-de

stroyed.l _

“Actual value," "cash value,“ “salable value."

and like expremions, in enactments containing direo

tlons to tax-assessing ofllcers, mean the same thing,

are designed to effect the same purpose ~— to assess all

species of taxable property at the actual value.‘

Current value. The common market

able price of a thing without reference tothe

price the owner gave for it.-"

True value. In duty laws the actual cost.

This is the basis of appraisement.'

Equitable value. Referring to a life in

surance policy, the diiference between the

cost of a new policy and the present value of

the premiums yet to be paid on a forfeited

policy when the forfeiture occurred.

Where failure to pay premiums is caused by a pub

lic war, the assured may recover the equitable value 0!

his policy, with interest from the close of the war.‘

See Net Value.

For value. For a valuable consideration

Q. U. : as, a holder of paper for value, a trust

for value. See NEGOTIABLE.

Intrinsic value. The true, inherent, and

essential value of a thing, not depending

upon accident, place, or person, but the same

everywhere and to every one.

A bank note has no such value.’

Market or marketable value. The

price established by public sales, or sales in

the way of ordinary business.‘

 

1 Washington Ice 00. v. Webster. 68 Me. 48 (1878).

Appleton, C. J.

‘R S. 5 2952: Act 2 March, 1861; United States a

Nash, 4 Clifl. 11-2 (1569).

' Mack v. Lancashire Ins. Co., 2 l\IcCrary, 211 (188)).

McCrary, Cir. J.

I (,‘ummings v. Merchants‘ Nat Bank of Toledo. l0l

U. S. i62 UST9), Miller, J.; Burr. Tax. p. 227,; 99,ca.sra

l [Tappan 1:. United States, 2 Mas 89$-401 ilB-L2),

Story, J.

' N. Y. Life Ins. Co. 1:. Statham, 98 U. S. 24,83-35(iS'i‘6)

' State Bank v. Ford. 5 Ired. L. 698 (18-5), Ruilin. L‘. J

5 [Murray v. Stanton, 99 Man. 348 (1668). Wells. J
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The market price of an article furnishes the meas

ure of damages, at the time at which the article was

deliverable under a contract. Then the “ price " is

the “value,“ the rate at which the thing is sold. To

make a market there must be buying and selling, pur

chase and sale. The asking price is not necessarily

the market price. If the price was not ilxed by agree

ment, and ranged between different rates, the jury

may take the highest, lowest, or medium rate, accord

ing to the conduct of the defendant.I

Al to what is the market price is sometimes a mat

ter of opinion which may require. for its formation,

the consideration of a great variety of facts, as, prices

current, sales, shipments, letters from dealers and

manufacturers.’ '

Appraisers of imports are to appraise according to

the market value in the principal markets of the

country from which the same was imported.I See

lhnnrr. Price.

Not value. The net value of a policy of

life insurance represents, approximately, the

amount of the payments which have been

made by the holder in excess of the yearly

cost of insurance.‘ Compare Equitable Value.

Par value. SeePaR, 2.

Value received. An equivalent or a

suificient consideration has passed or exists.

The rule is that in an action upon a non-negotiable

instrument a consideration must be proved. But

when the instrument on its face states the considera

tion, or purports to be given for "value received.“ a

nrima facie case of consideration is made out, as be

tween the original parties, and as against third per

sons. lndeod, those words, though usual, are not

necessary in a negotiable instrument: the instrument

of itself is evidence of a legal consideration for the ob

ligation it creates. If no such consideration existed it

is incumbent on the defendant to establish that fact.

Hence, the plaintiff need not aver, nor prove—until

the presumption has been overcome by testimony—

that the obligation was originally based upon a sum

eient consideration of some kind.‘ See l\'s0o'r1.m1.r:;

OONSIDERATION, 2. -

In Missouri a statute provides that a promissory

note shall not be a negotiable instrument unless it

contains the words “ value received,“ but the recital

I Blydenburgh n. Welsh, Baldw. 841-0 (1831), Hop

kinson, J.

' Chaflee v. United States, 18 Wall. W (1978), cases.

I United States v. Nash, 4 Clifl. 112 (1869), cases; R 8.

Q2952: Act 2 March, 1861.

‘Connecticut Ina Co. 0. Commonwealth, 188 Mm.

165 (i882), Morton, C. J.

‘See lliandeviile v. Welcb. 5 Wheat. $2 (1820), Story,

J.; Benjamin 0. Tillman, 2 McLean, 218 (1840), cases;

Gsmweil 0. Mosley, 11 Gray, 178 (1858); Coursin v. Led

lio, 81 Pa. KB 0858), cases; Avorett u. Booker, 115 Gratt.

164 (1869), cases; Miller 1:. Cook, 28 N. Y. 496 (1861),

cases; Osgood v. Bringoif, 82 Iowa, 270 (1871); Frank 1;.

Ii-gong, 27 Minn. 48 (1880); Kearney o. Whitehead, 84

IA. An. 580 (1882); 1 Daniel, Neg. Inst. 5161, cases.
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ll not essential to impart negotiabllity to a bill of or

change.I

Valuable. (1) Of some value; worthy of

preservation: as, valuable papers.I

(2) Bearing a value; of equivalent worth:

as, a valuable consideration. q. 1:.

(3) That on which money is payable irre

spective of contingency: as, a valuable as

curity.I

Valuation. The act of estimating the

worth, or of appraising the value, as, of an

article of property; also, the value placed

upon the article.

Over-valuation. An estimate higher than

the real value; excessive valuation.

Of insured property, unless so excessive as to

amount to proof of fraud, does not vitiate the con

tract, because an estimate is a matter of mere opin

ion.‘

The ordinary test of the value of property is the

price it will command in the market if offered for

sale. Individual men may honestly differ about the

value of property, or as to what it will bring in the

market, and such differences are often marked among

those whose special business it is to buy and sell prop

erty of all kinds. The duty of a person seeking in

surance, who is to give the “estimated value " oi‘ the

property, is to deal fairly in estimating the market

value.‘

G., wishing to borrow money of B., offered as secu

rity a mortgage upon land containing sandstone quar

rles, which had not been worked sufiicientiy to show

their extent. He furnished, however, the certificate

of two other persons, each setting forth that he had

for many years resided near the quarries and was ac»

quaintcd with them, and giving, in his best judgment,

their value, which was one hundred and fifty per cent.

more than the amount of the loan. B. took the mortr

gage and lent the money, which was not paid. Upon

a foreclosure sale, the land brought less than one-sixth

of the loan. . B. thereupon sued G. and the other par

ties to recover damages for the loss sustained, and he

charged that they had conspired to defraud him by a

false and fraudulent certificate. Held, that the action

would not lie, defendants not being liable for an ex

pression of opinion, however fallacious, in regard to

property the value of which depended upon contin

gencies that mlght never occur, or developments that

might never be made. The court, arguendo, said: To

justify any imputation of fraud in giving the certifi

cate, it was necessary to show that the parties signing

 

I Taylor 0. Newman, 77 llio. 263 11883), cases.

' [Hooper 0. McQunry, ii Coidw. 185 (1867).

‘The Queen v. Tatlock, 2 Q. B. D. 163 (1876), (look

burn, C. J.

‘Lynchburg Fire Ins. Co. v. West, 76 Va. 582 (1882);

Sturm 0. Atlantic Mut. Ins. Co., 63 N. Y. 83 (1875), cases;

May, Ina. 5873; Wood, Ins. 42?.

‘First Nat. Bank of Kansas City v. Hartford Fire

Ins. Co., 05 U. S. 677-78 (1877), Harlan, J.; Franklin

Fire Ins. Co. v. Vaughan, 92 id. 518-l9 (1875).
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it had knowledge. at the time, that the value of the

property was materially less than their estimate. And

from the nature of the property, and its imperfectly

developed condition, such knowledge was impossible.

No one could know its actual value until further de

velopment was made. Until then, any estimate must

have been entirely speculative and conjcctural. It

would depend as much, perhaps, upon the tempera

ment and expectations of the party making itasupon

any knowledge of facts. The law does not hold one

responsible for the extravagant notions he may en

tertain of the value of property, dependent upon its

future successful exploitation, or the result of future

enterprises; nor for expressing them to one acquainted

with its general character and condition. How could

an over-estimate in such a case be shown? Other esti

mates would be equally conjectural. The law does

not fasten responsibility upon one for expressions of

opinion as to matters in their nature contingent and

uncertain. Such opinions would probably be as vari

antas the individuals who give them utterance. A

statement of an opinion assigning a certain value to

property like a mine or a quarry not yet opened is not

to be pronounced fraudulent because the property

upon subsequent development may prove to be worth

less: nor is it to be pronounced honest because the

property may turn out of much higher value. .

Whenever property of any kind depends for its value

upon contingencies which may never occur, or devel

opments which may never be made, opinion as to its

value must necessarily be more or less of a speculative

character: and no action will lie for its expression,

however fallacious it may prove, or whatever the in

jury a reliance upon it may produce. The determina

tion oi its truth or falsity. until the contingency occurs

or becomes impossible, would lead the courts into in

vestigations for which they have no fixed rules to

guide their own judgments or to instruct juries. For

opinions upon matters capable of accurate estimation

by application of mathematical rules or scientific

principles. such. for example, as the capacity of boil

ers, or the strength of materials, the case may be dif

fcrcnt. So, also, for opinions of parties possessing

special learning or knowledge upon the subjects in re

spect to which their opinions are given, as of a me

chnnic upon the working of a machine he has seen in

use, or of a lawyer upon the title of property which

he has examined. Opinions upon such matters are

capable of approximating to the truth. and for a false

statement of them, where deception is designed, and

injury has followed from reliance on them, an action

may lie.1

 

I Gordon v. Butler, 105 U. S. 558. 556-58(188l), Field, J.,

citing I-lolbrook v. Connor, 60 Me. 578 (1872),— in which,

to induce a sale, representations were made that un

tested land contained oil, a fact unknown except as

,inferred from the production of wells on neighboring

lands and from a well upon the land itself; and in

which it was held, also, that an action would not lie

for a false statement as to the price the vendor had

paid for the land. ib. 58:], cases,— two judges, out of

the seven, dissenting, ib. 585-91, cases. In Southern

Development Co. v. Silva, i25 U. S. 247, 252 (1888), the

ptindple stated in the text was applied in a suit to re

Valued. With value agreed upon: as, a

Valued policy of insurance, q. v.

See Arvanss; Dsscamuos, 4; hrzrnra; Jun, 2:

Pmcx.

2. Eifect, import: as, in a law respecting

setting forth, in an indictment, the value of

an instrument alleged to have been forged,

uttered, etc.1

V'.A.'R.Il'.A1Q’CE.2 Failure of proof to corre

spond with the allegation.‘

A disagreement between the allegations

and the proof in some matter which, in

point of law, is essential to the charge or

claim.4

To be objected to at the trial; canm t avail the do

fendant, as an error, in the higher court, nor on a

motion for a new trial. it is material only when it

misleads.I

Sometimes confounded with " departure " in plead

ing, as in Bouvler‘s Law Dictionary, all editions, and

even in Gould's Pleading, 4 ed., at pp. 251-62, sees 97

IW. See Darsrcruna, 8.

See also Auxonnos; Dascmrnos, 4; Vnmaa,

Videlicet.

VARIETUR. See NE, Varietur.

VASTUS. See Dnvssrsvrr; Wasra.

VAULT. See BURIAL, par. 4.

VEGETABLES. See PERISHABLE;

Sousn, 1 (1).

VIQ'lHT.I(L‘LIE.6 In the Revised Statutes,

acts and resolutions of Congress, includes

every description of carriage or other artifi

cial contrivance used, or capable of being

used, as a means of transportation on land.’

A ferry-boat is not a vehicle, within a statute pro

viding for a specific tax on "carriages and other

vehicles used for passengers for hire." '

But a street-sprinkler is a “public vehicle,“ within

an ordinance imposing a license upon public vehiclu

using streets for trade or trailic.'

The phrase “or other wheeled vehicle of whatever

description," used in a statute, following such speci

fled vehicles as “carriages, wagons, buggies, slelghs

and sleds.“ was held to refer to vehicles of the same

 

scind a contract for the purchase of a silver mine on

the ground of fraud in representations as to the prob

able amount of mineral it would yield, and to recover

the consideration paid..

' Chidester v. State, 25 Ohio St 488 (1874).

' L. oarfiu, diverse, changing. Whence variant~

' See Nash v. Towns, 5 Wall. 698 (1866).

‘ House v. Metcalf, 27 Conn. 688 (1858), Sanford, J.;

80 id. 57; 72 Ill. 2219. ‘

' Roberts 0. Graham, 6 Wall. 581 um cases; as

Bradw. 48, 491. See Gould, Pl., pp. 28, 62, M.

' L. where, to carry, convey.

' R. S. §4: Act 18 July, i566, 51.

' Duckwall v. New Albany. 235 Ind. 296 (M

' St. Louis v. V\'oodrufl, 71 M0. 9‘) (1879).
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general class as those particularly specified. and not

to include street-cars.I

See Bwrcas; Cosvsusca. 1; Roan. Law of; Tux;

Vlssat; Waoos.

VEIN. The terms “vein” and “lode,”

as used by miners, and in the Mining Acts of

Congress of 1866 and 1872, apply to any zone

or belt of mineralized rock lying within the

boundaries, clearly separating it from the

neighboring rock. Included are all deposits

of mineral matter found through a mineral

ized zone or belt coming from the same

source, impressed with the same forms, and

appearing to have been created by the same

processes.2

A vein or lode is a body of mineral or

mineral-producing rock within defined

boundaries in the general mass of the

mountain.3

Those acts of Congrem. not being framed in the

interests of science. may not present scientific accu

racy in the use of terms. They were intended to pro

tect miners in the claims they locate and develop. and

are to be so construed as to carry out this purpose.‘

The law assumes that all veins are more or less ver

tical. and requires that the location of a claim shall be

upon the top or apex of the particular vein. Having

discovereda vein. and located the claim so that the top

or apex is within his surface lines extended down

vertically, the locator may follow the vein to any

depth. as far as he can show that it is the some lode

or vein. The “ top “ or “ apex" is the end or edge or

terminal point of the lode nearest the surface of the

earth. If found at any depth. and the locator can de

fine on the surface the area which will inclose it. the

lode may be held by his location. No location can

be made on the middle part of a lode. or otherwise

than at the top or apex. which will entitle the locator

to go beyond his lines.‘

When a mining claim crosses the course of the lode

or vein instead of being " along the vein or lode." the

and lines are those which measure the width of the

claim salt crosses the lode; and the side lines those

IMonongahela Bridge 00. v. Birmingham Ry. Co..

ll‘ PB. 48i (1886); Act 18 May. 1371.

' The Eureka Case (Eureka Mining Co. v. Richmond

Mining Co.). 4 Saw. 812. 811 (1877). Field. J. Approved.

iron Silver Mining Co. v. Cheesman. 116 U. B. 62% (1886).

Miller. J.; Stevens t‘. Williams.1 l!icCrary. 487 (1879).

See also Juniper Mining Co. v. Bodie Mining Co., 7 Saw.

107 (1881): s. c.11F. R. 666; 128 U. S. 679.

' Iron Silver Mining Co. v. Cheesman, 2 McCrary.

195 (1881), llallett. D. J.

‘iron Mine 0. Loella Mine. 2 McCrary. 121 (1880).

Hallett. D. J.; a. 0. 16 F. R. 829. See also Flagstafl

Silver Mining Co. v. Tarbet. 3 U. S. 4&3 (1878); lron

Silver Mining Co. v. Cheesman. 116 id. 629.534 (1886).

Miller. J.; Same 1:. Elgln Mining Oo..118 id. 196 (1586);

Pattsrsonv. Hitchcock. 8 Col. 545 (1877); R. S. K 2322.

ms. at seq.

which measure the extent of the claim on each side of

the middle of the vein at the surface. When

there are surface outcroppings from the same vein

within the boundaries of two claims. the one first

located carries the right to work the claim.I

See further bliss.

VELLE. See VOLO.

VEND3 To transfer for an equivalent in

money ; to dispose of by sale; to sell.

Applicable to merchandise or chattels.

Vendible. Capable of being sold, salable;

merchantable, marketable. qq. 1:.

Vendor. The party by whom a sale is

made.

Vendee. He to whom a sale is made.

Often confined to sales of realty. “ Seller" and

“ buyer“ are more comprehensive. applying also to

personalty.

He is the vendor. rather than the grantor. who

negotiates a sale of realty. and becomes the recipient

of the consideration. though the title comes to the

vendee from another source.‘

A sale of personalty procured by fraud does not

bind the vendor unless he afterward ratify the sale;

and he may recover possession of the property or

have damages for the conversion.‘

What acts upon thepart of the vendee of a chattel

amount to a fraud upon the vendor has not been uni

formly settled.‘

See Lms. Vendor's.‘

Vendue. A public sale by outcry; an

auction, q. 1:.

See Cosvsnsca. 2; Dncumnos. 1; Duo. 2; Pos

cnass. 2. 3: REVINDICATION; Saw; Vnmrno.

VENDITIO. ‘L. _A sale.

Venditioni exponas. That you expose

for sale. A writ by which the sheriff sells

property already taken in execution under a

fieri facias. Abbreviated vend. e:::., and v. e.

' In old practice. issued after a return that the goods

so taken remained unsold from want of buyers. See

EXECUTION. 3. Writs of.

VENIRE. L. To come; to appear in

court. _

Tarde venit. It came late. A return

that a writ came into the omcer's' hands too

late to be executed before the return day

named in the writ. The single word tards

is sometimes used.

 

1 Argentine Mining Co. v. Terrible Mining Co.. 1%

U. S. 478. -185 (1887); Acts of 1866. 1872.

1 L. wonders. to sell.

' Rutland c. Brister. 58 Miss. 685 (1876). Simrall. C. J.

‘ Amer u. Hightovrer. Th Cal. 4-12-48(1886). cases.

I See 25 Am. Law Reg. 247-60 (1886). cases. note to

Farwell v. Meyers. 59liiich.179 (1886). Damages for

non-fulfillment of contract. 22 Cent. Law J. 152 (18%).

cases.

‘Also 10 VI». Law J. 515 (18361
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Venire facias. That you cause to come.

A writ commanding that jurors be sum

moned. The emphatic words in the old

Latin writ, the full expression being 1-enire

facias juratores. Often termed simply the

v:em're.l

Venireman. A person who appears, as a

juror, in obedience to the command of a ve

nire facias.

This word would seem, in Virginia. to be contrasted

with “taiesman,“ a bystander who» is taken as a

juror.’

The common-law venire commanded the sherlfl to

"cause to come "a certain number of jurors; and

the command included: the selection or the names of

qualified men, summoning the persons drawn. a re

turn of the writ. with the sherifi_'s action under it,

whereby he “returned and delivered in " the jury to

the court—d1owlng the identity of the persons sp

pearing with the persons drawn.I

Venire facias de novo. That you cause

to come anew. An order, by a court of re

view, that a new trial be had; also, the writ

which summons jurors for such a trial.

Shortened to venire de 1101-0.

The award of a vcnirc (Ie nooo is in no instance more

than an order for a new trial in a cause in which the

verdict or judgment is erroneous in matters of law.

It is never equivalent to a new suit,‘

A trial de novo does not mean a trial on appeal with

nothing but the record to correct errors, but a trial

of the entire case anew, including hearing evidence,

whether additional or not.‘

When the court of review reverses a judgment en

tered upon a verdict for the plalntifl, but awards no

centre de novo, the reversal constitutes no bar to an

other suit for the same cause of action.‘

VENTER. L. 1. The womb. Fr. ventre.

See Panrus.

Ad ventrem inspiciendum, and de

ventre inspieiendo. For examining the

womb.

At common law, A reprieve was had where 0

woman, capitally convicted, pleaded pregnancy. The

judge directed that a jury of twelve matrons or dis‘

creet women inquire into the fact; it they brought in

l verdict of quick with child, execution was stayed.’

I8 Bl. Com. 862; 4 £41. 851.

‘See Cluverius 0. Commonwealth. 81 Va 787, 791,

794 (ifiéll).

I United States u:Antz, 4 Woods, 182 (1882), Billings,

D. J.: s. c.1B F. E 125; 18 Johns. '216;18 How. St.

Tr. 827.

‘ United States v. Hawkins, 10 Pet. .181 (1836),

Wayne. J.

' Schultz v. Lempert, 55 Tex. 277 (1881); 10 Tex. 471.

° Fries 1:. Pennsylvania R Co., 98 Pa. 144 (1881); An

rora City v. West, 7 Wallv 82 (1568). See R. S. 5 808; 2

Arch. Prsc. 1549; Stepb. Plead 12).

' 4 BL Corn. 894; 1 id. 456.

\

In or en ventre as mere. Fr. In its

mother’s womb.

An infant en centre is regarded as born for some

purposes. It may have a legacy, and a guardian, as

signed to it, and an estate may be limited to its use.I

2. A wife, or mother; maternal parentage:

as, a child by the first venter; children by

the same venter: uterine brothers and sis

tersfl

VENUE.‘ Locality, neighborhood ; place

of trial; county.

The county where a cause is to be tried.‘

The clause in a declaration or indictment

which states the place where the transaction '

was had, the injury inflicted, or the crime

committed.

Some certain place must be alleged as the place of

occurrence for each traversable fact. In local actions

the true venue must be laid, and it cannot be changed;

in transitory actions, may be laid in any county where

the plnlntifl can flnd the defendant.‘

Originally, a venue was employed to indicate the

county from which the jury was to come. The neces

sity of stating a venue is reluctantly confessed by the

authorities. It is enough, in a civil action, to name a

place in the county without naming the county.‘

In a criminal proceeding the venue must be laid in

the county where the act was committed. See Ptscn,

Of indictment

Change of venue is allowed by statute in cases

in which there is reasonable ground to believe that

such local prejudice exists toward a party, or that

such feeling exists on the subject-matter in litigation,

as to preclude the probability of an impartial trial.

The ailidavit required must state the facts from

which the conclusion is deduced that an impartial trial

cannot be hnd.' See Ksowwnos, 1; PRFJUDICIL

VERACITY. See REPUTATION.

VERBA. SeeVERBU1u. -

VERBAL. See Facr; llienosn, 2; Panor

VERBUM. L What is spoken; aword.

Verba. Words, language, discourse.

Ex visceribus verborum. From the

bowels of the words: from the vital part of

the language.8

In hzec verbs, and in his verbis. In

these words. In totidem verbis, or toti

dem Verbis. In the very same words.

 

I1 Bl. Com. 180; 38 Me. 48; 9 Metc. 1263; 22 N. -LL

7; 91 U. S. 683.

' See Doe v. Keen. 7 T. R. 386 (1797).

' F. venué, a coming, place oi‘ arrival.

' 8 Bl. Com. 883.

' McKenna v. Fisk. 1 How. 248 (1848), cases,

' Bean v. Ayees, 67 Me. 466-87 (1873). cases.

" Territory 1:. Egan, 8 Dak. 125 (1882); People a

Yoakum. 53 Cal. 567 (1879): 16 llllnn. 259.

'10 Johns. 494; 47 Pa. 398.
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Ipsissimis verbis. In the very words them

lelves. Nudis verbis. In the naked words.

In the identical language; word for word;

verbatim.

Where an oflense consists of words spoken or writ

ten, “the very wor “ used must be set forth in

charging the offense, the substance of the language

not then being suflicient. An exception to this rule

¢ )tains when the matter is too indecent to be spread

upon the recordsI

Verba de future, and do prsasenti. See

Manauos, 1.

Verba debent intelligi cum etfectu.

. Words are to be understood eiiectively.2 See

RES, Ut res, e-tc.

Verbsfortius accipiuntur contra prof

erentem. Words the more strongly are

taken against him offering them. Frequently,

cerba chartarum fortius accipiuniur contra

proferentem: the language of instruments is

to be construed against the person who pro

poses it, rather than against the person who

is invited to accept it.

Does not apply to wills, nor to legislative docu

mcnts, nor as against the state, nor where athird per

son would be made to sufler, but is applied to plead

mgsll

Applies to a contract limiting the liability of a com

mon carrier:' and perhaps, also, to questions, with

their answers, propounded by a life insurance com

PM!-'

Self-preservation makes men careful not to preju

dice their own interests by a too extensive meaning of

words. The maxim tends to prevent deception: some

would affect ambiguous and intricate expressions, it

at liberty afterward to put their own construction

upon them‘. But the rule, being one of strictness and

rigor, is the last to be resorted to.‘

Verba illata (or relata) inesse triden

tur. Words referred to are viewed as in

corporated. A writing to which reference is

made becomes thereby a part of the later

instrument—contract, deed, will, statute,

pleading.

Reference in a policy of insurance to the applica

tion incorporates the application as part of the policy.’

An answer to a letter cannot be put in evidence

without also admitting the first letter, unless the an

 

lUnited States v. Noelke, 17 Blatch. 560-61 (1880),

cases: United States 1:. Bennett, 16 id. 843-50 (1879),

cases.

'2 Bl. Com. 380: 2 Johns. Cas. 97, 101.

' Broom, Max. 594; Whnrt. Max.

'2 Pars. Contr. 241.

'2 Pars. Contr. 357, 4&5; 80 F. R. 911.

' -2 Bl. Com. 3&0. 1".‘1, 3-47; 2 Para Contr. 506, cases.

' First Nat. Bank of Kansas City v. Hartford Fire

Ins. Co.. 96 U. S. 675 (1877).
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lwer contains statements which cannot be misunder

stood when read alone.I

A mortgage and the note it secures, by identifying

words, become virtually one instrument.’

it an agreement, required by the Statute of Frauds,

is not signed, but a letter, acknowledging the agree

ment. is signed. this ~will satisfy the statute.I

Matter stated in one count may, by reference, with

out rs-statement at length, be made part of another

count.

A deed or plan directly referred to in another dced

becomes thereby part of the latter.

Where a map or plan of a tract of land is referred

to in a. deed containing a description of one of the lots.

such map or plan is regarded as giving the true do

scription. as it it were recited in the deed}

Verbs. intentions debent inservire.

Words ought to subserve the intention.

Expresses the better rule of construction for a stat

ute, when it can be acted upon without doing _violence

to language or wresting it from a fair application to

the subject-matter.‘

VERDICT.‘ The saying of the truth.

The finding of a jury.

The answer of the jury to the questions of

fact contained in the issue formed by the

pleadings.‘'

General verdict. This directly finds or

negatives all facts in issue, in a general form.

Special verdict. When the jury finds the

facts particularly, and submits to the court

the questions of law arising upon them."

A " general verdict ” is that by which the

jury pronounces generally upon all the is

sues for the plaintifi or for the defendant.

A “ separate-general verdict” is the finding,

upon any of the issues. A “ special verdict ”

is the finding of facts by a jury, as shown in

their answers to questions submitted to them

in Writing.8

 

lBrayley v. Ross, 88 Iowa, 508 (1871), Beck, 0. J.;

Stone v. Sanborn, 104 Mass. 824 (1870), cases; Newton

1:. Price, 41 Ga. 195 (1870); Lester 0. Sutton, 7 li1ich.ii31

(1859); Bryant 1:. Lord, 19 liiinn. -104 (1872); 1 Greenl.

Ev. 5 201, note; 2 Whart Ev. Q 112'-‘.

' Winchell v. Coney, 54 Conn. 81 (1886).

Wilson 1:. Roots, 119 Ill. 366 (1887).

' 2 Whart. Ev. §8?2, cases; 3 Pars. Contr. -1, cases.

¢ Chapman 0. Polack, 70 Cal. 495 (1586), cases: Cragin

0. Powell, 128 U. S. 690 (1888).

See generally Smith, Contr. 506; 2 Pars. Contr. -121;

2 Black, 504; 62 Cal. 638; 74 Me. 306; 121 Mass. 50; 133

id. 514; 144 id. 859;6-1 Pa. 400.

‘ liiilton v. Babson, 6 Allen, 824 (1863), Bigelow, C. J .1

2 Bl. Com. 879.

' L. vere dictum, said by the truth.

’ Day 1:. Webb, ‘J8 Conn. 144 (1859), Waido,J.; at Me

556; 3 Tex. Ap. 513.

' Kentucky Civil Code, 5 836, lube. 1, 2, S.

Seealso
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By a separate-general verdict the jury pass upon an

tune that may be constituted of many facts: by a

special verdict. upon the existence of facts without

reference to any issue. A separate-general verdict is

separate as to the particular issue. as distinguished

from any other issue, and general as to the particular

issue; that is, it applies in cases where there is more

than one issue.l ‘

A special verdict is based upon 13 Edw. I

(1286), c. 80. The jury state the naked facts,

as they find them to be proved, and pray the

advice of the court thereon; concluding,

conditionally, that if upon the whole matter

the court should be of opinion that the plaint

ifi had cause of action, they find for the

plaintifi; if otherwise, for the defendant.

This is entered at length on the record, after

ward argued, and determined by the court.‘

If error exists in a general verdict, it can be cor

rected only by a new trial. The usual course is to

sustain a special verdict if it contains the facts neces

sary to a proper judgment upon the matter in contro

versy; the court of original jurisdiction may render

such judgment as the case requires. Error apparent

in the record is re-examinable on a writ of error.‘

It is of the very essence of a special verdict that the

jury find the facts on which the court is to pronounce

the judgment according to law, and the court is con

fined to the facts so found. Stating the evidence of

the mm is insufficient. The verdict is formally

prepared by counsel, subject to correction by the

court; after being found, it is entered on the record,

and the questions of law are then decided by the

court, as in a case of demurrer. In a court of error

nothing is open for revision except the questions of

law lnferentially arising upon the facts stated. The

proceeding, like a bill of exceptions, enlarges the rec—

ord by incorporating the facts of the case. Error

apparent in any part of the record is within the

revisory power.‘

By leave of court, the verdict may be prepared by

the parties, subject to correction by the court, and

may include agreed facts in addition to those found by

the jury. The purpose is, that the courtmuy have

timeto hear the parties and give the questions of law

deliberate consideration.‘ Rulings on evidence are

not properly included, any more than in an agreed

statement of facts; because the verdict is entered on

the record, and the judgment is based on the findings

of the jury.‘ See CASE, 2, sum; Fmnmo, 4, Special.

 

I [Witty o. Chesapeake, Ohio, &c. R. Co., 83 Ky. 29

(1884), Hines, C. J.

'8 Bl. Com. 377; Collins 0. Riley, 104 U. S. 8?4(1881).

‘New Orleans Ins. Co. v. Plaggio, 16 Wall. 857-88

(1872), cases.

‘ Suydam v. Williamson, 20 How. 432-88 (1857), cases,

Clifford, J.; Sun Mutual Ins. Co. v. Ocean Ina. Co.,

107 U. S. 500-1 (1882), cases. Matthews, J .

‘ Mumford u. ‘Vardwell, ti Wall. 432-33 (1887). See

also Wellington 1:. Dunlap, 14 Pa. 82-88 (1850), cases.

‘ Pomeroy v. Bank of Indiana, 1 Wall 6080868). Upon
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Privy verdict. Where the judge has

left or adjourned court, and the jury, being

agreed, in order to be delivered from con

finement, obtain leave to give their verdict

privily to the judge out of court: which

verdict they afterward aflirm by a public

verdict given openly in court; wherein, if

they please, they may vary from the first

verdict.l

A privy verdict is not known in criminal practice;

but that practice allows the judge to adjourn while

the jury withdraw to confer, and to return in order to

receive the verdict in open court.‘ Finding such ver

dicts is seldom indulged; the practice would allow

time for tampering with a jury.‘

Sealed verdict. Averdict which a jury

seal up, return to court, and at the next sit

ting make known as their finding.

Sealed verdicts are common. In each case, when

the court is again session, the jurors assemble and an

nounce their finding in all respects as if it had not been

sealed.‘ See Pots. 1.

Public verdict. In this the jury openly

declare that they have found the issue for

the plaintiff or the defendant.‘

When the evidence is insufflclent to support a ver

dict for the plaintiff, the court may direct a verdict

for the defendant.‘ See further Nossnrr.

But the court cannot direct a verdict of guilty as tt

n criminal oflense, even where the facts are admitted,

and the question of guilt depends upon a matterof

law left for the court to determine.’

On the trial of a felony, at common law, a verdict

cannot be rendered in the absence of the accused; and

the record should show that he was present.‘

After a verdict for a plaintiff it is presumed he

proved every fact indispensable to a recovery, though

no evidence appears in the record to show it.‘

Where itis so palpable that the jury have erred as

tosuggest the probability that their verdict was the

result of misapprehension or partiality, the court will

set aside the verdict.“

 

special interrogatories to juries, see 20 Am. Law Rev

866-85 (1680), cases.

‘[8 Bl. Com. 877; 5 Phila.124; 6 £11.52).

'4 Bl. Com. 860.

' 8 Bl. Com. 817.

4 United States 11. Bennett, 16 Blatch. 872-75 (1829)

cases; Doyle v. United States, 11 Biss. 1(1) (1881).

‘ [3 Bl. Com. 877.

' Schofleld v. Chicago, &c. R. Co., 114 U. B. 619 (1885).

" United States v. Taylor, 11 F. R 470 (1882); rib. 475.

‘United States v. Whittier, 18 F. R 536 (1882); State

v. Cartwright, 10 Oreg. 195 (1881), cases.

' Grlgnon v. Astor, 2 How. 840 (1844); Garland 1:.

Davis, 4 id. 144 (1846); 3 Bl. Corn. 394; 4 id. 875.

1‘ Mengis v. Lebanon Manuf. Co., 10 F. R. 866 (1882);

Pools 0. Chicago, :20. R. Co., 2 McCrary, I51 (1881);

New York Central, kc R. Co. v. Fralofl, 100 U. S. 81

(18111).
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The courts will not set aside a verdict for excessive

damages unless so excessive as to evince prejudice,

partiaiity, or corruption in the jury.I

See also Brrnavron; Conrnaav; INB'L‘RUO'1‘,2; Jl>01’

aanrz JURY; Lo'r, 1;'I‘araL.

VTITIECIIFY.2 To show to be true; to con

firm by oath: as, to verify an account, a

petition, a plea, by making oath to the truth

of the statement of the facts set forth.

Whence verification.

Sometimes, to confirm or substantiate by oath,

sometimes by argument; in legal proceedings gener

ally the former.‘

A notary may " verify “ a mortgagee's written state

ment of the amount of his claim, but need not "an

thenticate " the act by his ses.l. “ Verify " here means

to swear to.‘ Compare Avsa.

VERILY. See Bauer.

VERITY. See RECORD, Judicial.

VERSUS. L. Turned toward: against.

Separates the name of a plaintiff from the name of

the defendant. Abbreviated us. and v.'

In New York, prior to 1848, when an action was

brought by A against B, the declaration was entitled

A, plaintiff, 1:. B, defendant. But the plea was entitled

B, defendant, ads. (ad sectam) A. Generally, when a

party was an actor in a proceeding, he placed his own

name first. This explains why, in the earlier reports

of that State, v. or ads. appears between the names 01’

parties, and why, in the progress of a case from one

court to another, the names themselves appeared re

versed.‘ See under A, 8; Son‘, 1.

VERTU. “Objects of vertu and taste"

do not necessarily include valuable paint

ings.7

VERUS. L. True; real, actual; genu-.

ine. Verum. The truth. See AVER; VER

nrcr; Vsnrrv.

VESSEL.I In the Revised Statutes and

acts and resolutions of Congress, includes

every description of water-craft or other

artificial contrivance used, or capable of be

ing used, as a means of transportation on

water.9

Vessel has been used in contradistinction to an

“open boat,“ which is an open vessel without decks,

I Missouri Pacific R Co. v. Peregoy, 86 Kan. 431

(1887); Potter 1;. Chicago, &c. R. Co., 22 Wis. 589 (1868).

On amending verdicts, see 20 Cent. Law J. 145-50 (1886),

cases; as to form and substance, 22 id. 101 (1886), cases.

' L. verus, true; faoere, to make.

' De Witt v. Hosmer, 8 How. Pr. 284 (1818).

' Ashley 1:. Wright, 19 Ohio St. 205-96 (1869).

I Smith 11. Butler, 25 N. H. 523 (1852).

' See Bowen 1:. Sewing Machine Co., 86 Ill. 12 (1887).

’ Bridgman v. Fitzgerald, 48 L. '1‘. 409(1S80).

‘F. oaiuel, a ship: L. vaeccilum, asmall receptacle.

' R S. 58: Act 18 July, 1606. See The Devonshire, 8

law. 211 (1882).

and it rarely designates any water-craft without a

deck; but “boat “ is constantly used for such small

vehicles of this nature as are used without a deck.I

Includes a steam canal-boat.‘ and a steam-dredge '

May include any structure made to float upon the

water, for purposes of commerce or war, whether im

pelled by wind, steam, or cars.‘

Yet a raft is not a vessel..

Foreign vessel. May sometimes be ap

plied to any vessel not registered or licensed,

in reference to the privileges derived from

the revenue system, but, in a. variety of in

stances, designates a vessel navigating under

the flag and with the papers of a foreign

sovereign.G

A vessel is to be registered at the home-port, which

is the port nearest the owner's residence.’

Merchant vessel. Rev. St. $4270, which provides

that the penalties imposed by foregoing provisions

regulating the carriage of passengers in merchant

vessels shall be liens upon the vessels. applies to those

sections which declare a “ flue “ for the violation of

its provisions, as well as to those which declare a pen

alty co nomine; and a line incurred by a violation of

5 4253. which prohibits carrying more passengers than

are allowed by 5 4352, is therefore a lien upon the ves

sel. Under Q 4270, the lien for carrying passengers in

excess of the limit prescribed. cannot exceed the

amount of the fine imposed upon the master, under

criminal prosecution.I

Public vessel. A vessel belonging to a

nation or government, as such, and a part of

her sovereignty.

The liability of such a vessel for damages from a

collision is merged into the liability of the sovereign.

Redress is to come from the sovereign public faith,

not through a court of admiralty.’

See generally Sara, 2.

VEST.” 1. To clothe, robe; to cover, sur

round; to put something upon a person, con

fer upon, endow, put into the possession of,

intrust to: as, to vest a person or a court

with discretion, authority, power, jurisdic

tion.

2. To give an immediate,~ fixed right, of

present or future enjoyment."

‘United States v. Open l3oat, rs Mas. 137. 134 uses;

Story. J.

' King 1:. Greenwny, 71 N. Y. -116 (1877), cases.

' The Pioneer, 80 F. R. 206 (1886).

‘ Chatle v. Ludeling, 27 La. An. 611 (1875).

' Moores 1:. Louisville Underwriters, 14 F. R. B"

(1882); Raft of Cypress Logs, 1 Flip. 513 (1876).

' [The Sally, 1 Gall. 59 (1812). Story, J. .

'Hays v. Pacific Mail Steamship Co., 17 How. 596

(1854), Nelson. J.

' The Strathairly, 124 U. S. 558 (1888).

' The Fidelity, 16 Blatch. 578 (1579), cases.

" L. vesfire, to cloths: outta, a garment, dreu.

" Stewart 0. Harrlman, 56 N. H. 290875), Cashing, OJ.
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A statute, deed, or will is said to vest an

estate or property in a person, or to vest him

with the estate, meaning to confer upon him “

ownership in the subject thereof; and an

estate is said to rest, and to become vested,

in a person when it becomes his property.

A contract for the sale of ascertained goods “ vests "

the property immediately in the buyer, and the right

to the price in the seller, unless that is not the inten

tion.I

Devest. To remove, take away,_with

draw: as, to devest a person of authority,

power, right, title to property. Opposed,

invest.

Divest is common, but not approved.

Adjudication in bankruptcy ipw jacto devests the

debtor of all rights of property.

The repeal of a statute does not devest vested rights.

See RR?!-AL; R1-:'rR0sPir.crtva.

Invest. To clothe.

(1) To put a thing upon one; to confer, put

into one‘s possession, convey the exercise of :

as, to invest with discretion or authority.

(2) To surround with, place in; to lay out

money, or its equivalent, so as to produce an

income; to put out money at interest. See

further INVEST.

Vested. Not subject to a condition pre

cedent or unperformed: as, a vested estate,

interest, right; which may be either present

or immediate, or even future but unconfin

gent, and, therefore, transmissible, and may

be qualified by a condition which does not

delay the actual vesting.

Other examples are “ vested " legacies and

remainders, qq. v. Opposed, contingent.

An estate is vested when there is a person

in being who will have an immediate right

to the possession of the lands upon the ceasing

of the intermediate or precedent estate; 2

when there is an immediate right of present

enjoyment, or a present fixed right of future

enjoyment.‘

In the widest sense, vested rights are rights

which are complete and consummated. so

that nothing remains to be done to fix the

right of the citizen to enjoy them.‘ See fur

ther RIGHT, 2 906. VESTED.

l Hutch v. Standard Oil Co., 100 U. 8. 184 (1879), cases.

"Fayloe v. Gould, 10 Barb. 896 (1851), Parker, -7.; Q

B. 867.

'4 Kent, 202; 2 Sm. & M. 84?.

¢ Moore v. State, 48 N. J. L. 243 (1881), Van Sycel, J.;

1 Leigh, 496; s Yerg. 154; 4 Q. B. D. 110-211.

The law favors the vesting of estates, rather than

‘ their resting upon contingencies.‘

VETO. L. I oppose, protest, forbid.

,Originally, the word in which the Roman

1 tribunes and the praetor expressed dissent

from a measure proposed by the senate or the

% magistrates.

‘ The power in the President of the United

States, and in the governors of the States, to

refuse (executive) assent to a bill proposed for

enactment into a law.

i

Whence veto power, message, clause.

“ Every Bill which shall have passed the House of

Representatives and the Senate, shall, before it be

comes a Law, be presented to the President of the

United States; if he approve he shall sign it, but it

not he shall return it, with his Objections to that

House in which it shall have originated, who shall

enter the Objections at large on their Journal, and

proceed to reconsider it. if after such Reconsidera

tion two thirds of that House shall agree to pass the

Bill, it shall be sent, together with the Objections, to

the other House, by which it shall likewise be recon

sidered, and it approved by two thirds of that House,

it shall become a Law. . . Lt any Bill shall not be

returned by the President within ten Days (Sundays

excepted; after it shall have been presented to him,

the Same shall be a Law, in like Mannner as it he had

signed it, unless the Congress by their Adjournment

prevent its Return, in which Case it shall not be a

Law."' Failure to sign a bill constitutes what is

sometimes called a “ pocket “ or “silent “ veto.

This makes the President in effect a third branch of

the legislature. Whether the proposed law is neces

sary or expedient, whether it is constitutional, or

whether it isso framed as to accomplish its intent. are

questions transferred from the two Houses to the Pres

ident. Said Webster: This ls an extraordinary

power, to be exercised only in peculiar and marked

cases . vested in the President as a guard

against hasty and inconsiderate legislation, and

against any act, inadvertently passed, which might

seem to encroach upon the just authority of other

branches oi’ government, or on the rights of States or

of individuals.‘

VEX. To harass, trouble, annoy. Said

of a second suit or prosecution after another

has been fairly tried on the merits and a ver

dict of acquittal or conviction rendered.

“ Vexatious litigation " is a common expree

sion. See Vszxzuu.

VEXABI. L. To shake: to molest, an

noy, trouble, prosecute, vex, q. o.

 

lFairtax v. Brown, 60 Md. 60 (1882), cases; 50 Mich.

399; 38 Ohio St. 255.

' Constitution, Art. 1, sec. 7. cl. 2.

' Cooley, Princ. Const Law, 50, H30-68: I Webster's

Works. 267; Federalist, No. 73; 4 li1adison‘s Work;

869; 1 Story, Const. 5 878; 1 Kent, 289.



Nemo debet bis vexari pro 11110 et

eadem csusa. No person should twice be

prosecuted for one and the same cause. N0

second suit can be maintained over a matter

once fairly adjudicated.1 No person shall

be twice put in jeopardy. See ADJUDlCA

nos, Former; ESTOPPEL, By record; JED?

mnr.

Vexata. See Qusssrio, Vexata.

VI. See Vis.

VIA. L. VVay, road, path. See FILUM.

Via trita via tuta. The beaten path is

the safe path; the worn way is the safest

way.

Follow the rule: deviations are dangerous; adhere

to precedent: innovations are perilous. Via antique

via mm, the old way is the safe way, and via tutu. est

tutissima, the beaten way is the safest, are other

forms.‘I

VICARIOUS. See LIABILITY, Vicarious.

VICE. L. 1. In the place of; instead of.

“ Vice the oflicer dismissed." ' Bee Pao, Hac vice.

Vice-comes. A deputy earl or sherifi‘,

q. 1:.

Vice versa. The place, position, or order

being reversed or exchanged; on the con

trary.

2. Prefixed to a title, signifies that the

person may serve for another in case of ab

sence, incapacity, or death: as, vice-chan

cellor, vice-consul, vice-president, vice-prin

cipal, qq. 1).; vice-oificer.

VICINITY; VTCINAGE.‘

hood; county.

Etymologically and by common under

standing, “in the vicinity" means in the

neighborhood, and “neighborhood,” as ap

plied to place, signifies nearriess as opposed to

remoteness. VVhether a place is in the vicin

ity of another depends upon no arbitrary rule

of distance or topography. “Vicinity” ad

Neighbor

_ mits of a more indefinite and wider latitude

in place than proximity or contiguity, and,

as applied to territory, may embrace a more

extended space than that lying contiguous to

the place in question; as applied to towns

and other territorial divisions, may embrace

those not adjacent.‘ See Coum, 2; VENUE.

'5 Msss.176;7 id.-123:9 id. 423; 99 id.flJ8;76 Pa.

289; 18 R. i. 4'17; 76 Va. 925.

'6Pet. 2%: 1 Johns. Ch. 527, 530; 4 iii. & S. 168.

'16 Op. Att.-Gen. 298, 616.

‘F. voirinage: L. vicinua, near.

' [Langley v. Barnstead, 83 N. H. 247 (1884), Allen, J.
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V'.lIC!Z[OUS.I A vicious propensity in an

animal is a propensity to do any act which

might endanger the safety oiI the persons or

property of others in a given situation; not

merely such propensity as impairs the utility

of the animal for the purpose for which it is

kept.2 SeeAN1MAL.

VIDERE. L. To see; to perceive, un

derstand, know. '

Vide. See. Quad vide: which see. Words

of reference. The last expression is abbrevi

ated q. 17., in referring to one word or subject

only, as, that immediately preceding it; and

qq. 0., when the reference is to each of the

several terms or topics just mentioned.

Videlicet. From videre lioet, it is per

mitted to see: as you may see; to wit; namely.

Abbreviated viz.

Scilicet, that is, scire licet, as you may

know; to wit. See \Vrr.

The oifice of a videlicet, or a. scilicet, is to

particularize what is general in the words

preceding, or in some other manner to ex

plain what goes before.

While a viz. may restrain the generality of preced

ing words, it cannot enlarge or diminish the preceding

subject-matter. Ii’ the averment immediately pre

ceding is direct and positive, that which immediately

follows is so. Any fact, in its nature traversalsle, may

be traversed though placed under a viz. A material

fact cannot be made immaterial by being placed there.

Therefore, it an averment under a viz. contains matter

in itself material, but which is repugnant to what goes

before, the pleading is iii. if that which comes under

a viz. is immaterial, or of mere form, its repugnancy

to what goes before does not aflect the pleading, but

it will be rejected as surplusage.'

The terms generally used are " to wit," or “ that is

to say."

A viz. serves to give additional particulars of time

or place, or circumstances explanatory of previous

statements made in general terms; it cannot render

nugatory previous specific averments.‘

Will not avoid a variance. nor dispense with exact

proof in an allegation of material matter.‘

I! repugnant to what has gone before, it will be re

jected. but not if it can be reconciled and made

restrictive.‘

‘ L. vitium, fault, vice.

' Dickson v. McCoy, 89 N. Y. 408 (1868).

' Gould, Plead. 58, secs. 35-41; United States v. Burn

ham, 1 Mas 67 (1816), cases; Steph. Pl. 309; 1 Greenl.

Ev. § 60. '

‘ Lewis v. Hitchcock, 10 F. R. 7 (1582), Brown, J.

'Bruguier v. United States, 1-Dak. 9 (1867); State 11.

Murphy, 55 Vt.5-49 (1888); 26 Conn. 481; 47 I11. 175; 18

Mass. 8, 49!; 9 Minn. 817; 7 Cow. 45; 4 Johns. 4604 l

Flip. 445.

' Wilson 0. Mount. 8 Von. Jr. '1“ (1790).

(69)
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VIE. F. Life.

Cestui que vie. He who lives; he

whose life measures the duration of an es

tate. See further CESTUI.

Per autre vie. For the life of another.

The last term is applied to a tenant or to a

tenancy limited on the life 01' another person

than the grantee; the first term, to such

other person.1

VIIIHW.2 Seeing, sight, examination by

the eye; ocular inspection or survey: as,

that a sheriff may arrest upon view, without

process. See ARREST, 2 (2, 8).

Whence view of, and to view, a body.

See Coaossn.

Whence also view, re-view, viewer, board

of viewers, etc., as applied to an ocular ex

amination, with report, upon the proposed

route of a highway. See REVIEW, 1;

Ron, 1.

Whence, again, the views-had by juries,

of the spot where a crime is alleged to have

been committed, of the location of a rail

road upon property alleged to be damaged

thereby, and the like. See COMPENSA

TION, 8.

In many States statutes provide for a view in civil

and criihinal cases. The first English statute was 4

Anne (1706), c. 16. The general practice is to have the

view after the jury has been irnpnneled. The ruling

of Lord Mansfleldhas been followed, that a view will

be allowed only when, in the sound discretion of the

court, it appears to benecessary or proper. From the

enactments oi’ the greater number of States it would

appear that the court has power of its own motion to

1rder the view. In a few States, however, the rule is

otherwise. In Massachusetts, New Hampshire, South

Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin, the

authority to order the view seems to be confined to

cases where it is asked by either party, and in Indiana,

in criminal cases, it can only be allowed “ with consent

of all parties.“

"The purpose is to enable the jury, by view of the

premises, the better to understand the testimony and

thereby the more intelligently toapply it to the issues;

not to make them silent witnesses, burdened with tea

timony unknown to the parties, and in respect to

which no opportunity for cross-examination or correc

tion of error, it any, could be aiforded."

In some States, the stamtea provide for a special

jury in cases involving the condemnation oi’ land.

At common law a view could not be allowed except

by consent oi’ parties. Under the constitutional right

of the accused to be controntcd with the witnesses

against him, a view can only be had in his presence.

The particular stage of the proceedings at which

I See 2 Bl. Corn. 128.

‘F. ml: L. to sea, look aL

the view may be ordered seems to be leltto the discre

tion of the court.1

“ With a view to a rehearing" means for the pur

pose 0! a rehearing.‘

VIGILANS. L. Awake: watchful, cir

cumspect; attentive toone's own interests;

vigilant; active.

Vigilantibus,non dormientibus,leges

subveniunt-—or jura subveniuni or suc

currunt. Those awake, not thoseasleep, the

laws assist. Relief is not given to such as

sleep on their rights. Legal remedies are

for the active and vigilant. Another form

is lea: vigilantibusfavet: the law favors the

vigilant.

Applies to a surety who falls to know what ought

to be known before he enters into a contract.

Along with the maxim interest reipublicw, etc., ex

presses the principle of statutes for the limltation'ol

actions.I See Lscnss; Suns.

VIGOR. L. Strength. eificacy, force.

Ex proprio vigore. By its own inherent

force.

Ex vigore termini. By the strength oi

the word. Ea: vigore terminorum. From

the very meaning of the language.

VILLAGE. Any small assemblage oi’

houses, for dwelling or business, or both, in

the country, whether situated upon regularly

laid out streets and alleys or not.4 See TOWN.

VIILLEIN or VILLAJIW.‘ Under the

Saxon government, villeins were a class of

people employed at the most servile work,

and belonging, with their children and ef

fects, to the lord of the soil, like the cattle

upon it.

They held the folk-land, from which they were re

movable at the lord's pleasure. It is probable that

the Romans admitted them to the oath of tealty,

which raised them to an estate superior to downright

slavery but interior to every other condition. This

they called villeinage, and the tenants villeins. Vil

leins “ regardant " were annexed to the manor or land;

villeins “in gross," to the person of the lord, and

transferable by deed. They could be entranchised

by manurnission; which was express when by deed,

 

1 58 Cent. Law J. 437, 489, 48640 (1888), cases; Close

v. Samm, 27 Iowa, 507 (1869); 92 Am. Dec. 842-45, cases.

' Richards 11. Burden, 59 Iowa. 756(l8€l2l.

ISee 8 Bl. Com. 188; 92 U. S. 98; 8 Crunch, C. (1%;

17 F. R185; 19 id. 68; 80a'd. 911; 84360. 517; 34 La. An.

58; 8Allen. 182; 12 id. 28; 77 M0. 836; 55 Pa. 69; 68 id.

177; 60 id. 138.

‘ [Illinois Central R. 00. v. Williams, 27 Ill. 49 (1861),

Caton, C. J.; Toledo, &c. R Co. v. Spengler, 71 Id. 66!

(1874); 25 lilinn. 404, 418.

' F. m'llein, aervilo; a bondman: L. villomu, a

farm-servant.
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and implied when the lord dealt with a villein as a

freeman. See Farm.I

VINDICATORY. See LAW.

VINDICTIVE. See Damors.

nlary.

VINOUS. See LIQUOR.

VIOLATION. See Dassocn; SEPUL

CHER.

\TIO1'.£EiN(}'E.2 Force,

force unlawfully exercised.

“ Violence " and “physical force ” are used

interchangeably, in relation to assaults, by

elementary writers on criminal law.,

In the commission of robbery, implies overcoming

or attempting to overcome actual resistance, or pre

venting such resistance through tear. May include

restraint of the person. Generally implies that the

acts tend to produce terror and alarm.‘

Domestic violence. “ The United States . .

shall protect each of them [the States] against Inva

sion; and on Application of the Legislature, or of the

Executive (when the Legislature cannot be convened)

against domestic Violence." '

When, by act of February 28, 1795, Congress dele

gated to the President the power of protecting aState

Qgainst violence, the power of judging what authority

represented the State was also necessarily delegated,

and its exercise cannot be reviewed by the courts.‘

Violent. (1) Produced by force; unnatu

ral: as, a violent death, q. 1;.

(2) By the exertion of force; forcible: as,

violent means.

(3) Strong; almost conclusive: as, a vio

lent presumption, q. v.

Violently. With force, forcibly; against

consent: as, in charges of rape 7 and robbery,

qq. 1:.

See Fonos; Vis; Bamav; Oasraucr; 8 Rsor.

VIBES. L. Powers; corporate powers.

See ULTRA, Vires.

VIRTUE. 1. Any rightful act done in

oifice is “ by virtue" of that ofiice; a wrong

ful act may be “ under color ” of the oflice.8

See Ormca.

2. Moral quality; chastity; purity. See

Cnaaacrna; Cnssrau

Exem

physical force;

1 2 Bl. Com. 9:%95.

' L. violare, to use force to: via. force.

' State v. Wells, 31 Conn. 212 (1862), Butler, J.

‘ People 1:. McGinty, 24 Hun, 64 (1881), cases.

' Constitution, Art. IV, sec. 4.

' Luther v. Borden, 17 How. 43-44 (1849), Tansy, O.,J.;

R. S. I 687.

' State v. Williams, 82 La. An. 886 1880); State 0:.

Blake, 80 Me. 822, 8% (1855); Commonwealth v. Fog

Ity, B Gray, 400 (1857).

I Broughton v. Haywood, 1 Phill. L. 888 (1867); State

G. Costin. 89 N. C. 513 (1883).

VIRTUTE. See Omcmu, Vii-tute, etc.

VIS. L. Force.

Vi et armis.

qq. 1:.

Via divine. An act of God.

Vis impressa. Force imparted: the orig

With force and arms.

-inal force applied to a body to put it in

motion. See Gauss, 1, Proximate.

Vis major. Superior force; irresistible

force. See Accrnsrrr; Aer, Of God.

VISE.1 To examine and indorse oili

ciaily; as, to visé a passport, that the bearer

may proceed on his journey.

Under the treaties and legislation respecting the

immigration of Chinese to this country, it has been

provided that such persons as are entitled to admis

sion shall produce certificates as to occupation, etc.,

from their government, viséd by our diplomatic or

consular representative at the port of departure.

VISIBLE. See Possasswn. Adverse.

VISIT.2 1. In international law, the right

of visit or visitation is the right to ascertain

by inspection of a ship's papers that she has

the nationality which she claims; the right

of approach.3

The interwisitation of ships at sea is a branch of the

law of sell!-defense, and is, in point of fact, practiced

by the public vessels of all nations when piraticai

character is suspected.‘

2. The right omcially to inspect a chari

table institution, or a place receiving pecun

iary assistance frorn an individual or the

public: Whence also visitor, and board of

visitors, for the person or persons authorized

to perform such service.

Corporations, like the individuals who compose

them. are liable to deviate from the end of their insti

tution. For this reason the law provides proper per

sons to visit, inquire into, and correct all irregularities

that arise in them. With respect to a lay corporation,

the founder, his heirs or assigns are the visitors. In

the original and strictest sense, the founder of all cor

porations is the king alone. The law has appointed

the court of king's bench as the place where he exer

cises this jurisdiction; there all misbehaviors of civil

corporations are inquired into and redressed.'

3. A visitor to a. place isnne who goes there

for pleasure or health, engages in no busi

I

 

I V6-zd’. F. wiser, to put a visa to: to indorse, alter

examination: L. virus, seen.

' L. visitors, to go to see: videre, to see.

' [The Marianna Flora, 11 Wheat. 42 (1896), Story, J.

'1 Kent, 168, note; Woolsey, Int. Law, § 218.

'1Bl. Com. 480-82; 2 Kent, 300-5; Dartmouth Col

lege v. Woodward, 4 Wheat. 674-75 (1819), Story, J.;

Allen 1:. McKean (Bowdoin College Case), 1 Sumn.

800-1 (1888), Story, J.
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ness, and remains only for a reasonable time.1

See Rasmmrr.

4. The expressions “ visit" an act of neg

ligence with ‘damages, and “ visit ” liability,

or the consequences of an act, upon one, are

not uncommon.

VITIATE. See FRAUD; Usos, Utile, etc.

VIVA VOCE. L. With living voice;

by word of mouth; by spoken word; ver

bally; orally: as, testimony given viva voce

in court; to vote viva voce.

VIZ. See VIDERE, Videlicet.

VOCATION. See Busmrss; Hsrrmsss;

Tax, 2; TRADE. '

VOID; VOIDABLIE.2 As employed in

contracts. laws, decisions, and text-books

these words are often ambiguous. They have

been more or less interchanged in speaking

of agreements, assignments,-conveyances,

sales, leases, orders, judgments, and other

acts, transactions, and proceedings where in

capacity, irregularity, or actual or imputed

fraud is present. ' -

Void. Properly, of no legal force, null,

incapable of confirmation or ratification;

often, voidable or capable of being avoided.‘

Said of an act of no eflect at all—a nullity ab

|'m'¢[0.| '

Whenever entire technical accuracy is required,

only applied to contracts that are of no effect what

ever—mere nullities, incapable of confirmation or

rstlflcatlon ' But also used in the sense of

Voidable. Whatever may be avoided;

not absolutely null and invalid:° as, in say

ing that fraud renders a contract voidable at

the option of a party defrauded;'I that an

unauthorized contract by a trustee is void

sble, and not necessarily void.8

A transaction void for unlawfulness cannot be b€ir

tsred by ratification.’

A judgment may be erroneous and not void, and it

may be erroneous because void. The distinctions be

tween void and merely voldsble judgments are nice,

and they may fall under the one class or the other as

they are differently regarded."

I (Exp. Archy, 0 Cal. 168 (1858).

' F. voide: L. viduus, bereft, empty.

' [Van Schaack v. Robbins, 86 Iowa, 203-5 (1878),

cases.

' [lnskeep v. Lecony, 1 N. J. L. 112 (1791).

' Allis v. Billings, 6 lletc. 417 (1848).

‘Brown v. Brown, 50 N. H. 552 (1871); Kearney v.

Ynughan, 50 .\lo. 287 (1872).

' Foreman v. Bigelow. 4 Cliff. 541 (1878), cases.

' United States v. Schurz, 102 U. S. 400 (1880).

' United States v. Grossrnayer, 9 Wall. 75 (1869).

"hp. Lange. 18 Well. 175 (1873). Miller. J.

 

A thing is “ void" which is done against

law, at the time of doing it, and where no

person is bound by the act. A thing is “ void

able" which is done by a person who ought

not to have done it, but who, nevertheless,

cannot avoid it himself, after it is done.

Whenever the ~act takes effect as to some

purposes, and is void as to persons who have

an interest in impeaching it, it is not a nul

lity, and, therefore, is not utterly void, but

merely voidable. Another test of a void act

or deed is, every stranger may take advan

tage of it; not so as to a voidable one.1

In some cases it is said that fraud in procuring s

contract makes it “ void,“ in others, only "voidal:le_“

While a conveyance which is made in fraud of credit

ors is usually called "void,“ in many cases “void

able “ is designedly substituted. Provisions in leases

are common that for non-performance of a covenant

the lease shall be “vold.“ yet the word is perhaps

generally held to mean “ voidable.“ And " voidable "

is new the usual predicate of contracts by infantsv

These instances reveal the general principle that the

persons intended to be wronged by the particular

transaction are not bound by it, also that they are Iul

bound to reject it: they may adopt it, after they learn

of it. Contracts absolutely void are contracts to do

an illegal act, orto emit a legal public duty. They

have no legal sanction; they establish no legitimate

bond or relation between the parties.’

That is absolutely void which the law or

the nature of things forbids to be enforced

at all; that is relatively void which the law

condemns as wrong to individuals, and re

fuses to enforce as against them. It is void

because absolutely or relatively invalid or

not binding.’

In all contracts, when stipulations are inserted for

the sole benefit of one of the parties, the word “ void “

will be construed I‘voidable.“ Thus, an insurer may

waive a breach of the contractnnd continue the policy

in force.I

The fact that one promise is illegal will not render

a disconnected promise void. But the doctrine does

not embrace cases where the objectionable stipulation

is for the performance of an immoral or criminal act

for such an ingredient taints the entire contract; nor

in general, will it apply where a part of the considers

tion is illegal. Many decisions hold that where there

are several considerations. and one is illegal, the

l Anderson u. Roberts, 18 Johns. ‘E28 (18:30), Spencer

0. J. See also Somes 0. Brewer, 2 Pick. 191(1F24)

Crocker v. Bellsngee, 6 Wis. ‘G68 (1868).

' Pearsoll v. Chapin, 4-1 Pa 13-16 (1862), cases, Low‘

rle, C. J. See also Ewell 0. Daggs, 108 U.S.1-18-49

(18%), Matthews, J.

I Turner u lileridan Fire Ins. Co., 16 F. R. 454 0&8),

cases; Blnckley v. Germsnla Ins. Co., 140 hill 47

(1885).
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whole agreement is void; because it is impossible to

say how much or how little weight the void portion

had in inducing the contract.I

See Avow. 1; CONFIRMATION, 1; Lanna. Illegal;

Rsnncrnoa; Tausr; Usns, Utile, etc.; Vaun.

VOH1. F. The truth.

Voir dire. To speak the truth. Refers

to an oath administered to a proposed wit

ness or juror, and a.lso'to the examination

itself, to ascertain whether he possesses the

required qualifications, he being sworn to

make true answers to the questions about to

be asked him concerning the matter.

Thus. at common law. the interest of a witness in

the result of a suit may be made to appear on the

voir dire. And a supposed wile may be examined on

the voir dire to facts showing the invalidity of the

marriage.‘

If the court has doubts as to the age (infancy) of a

party. it may examine him upon an oath of ooir dire,

that is. to make true answers to such questions as the

court shall demand of him.‘

The use of this test is now questioned, for if a wit

ness be sworn on the voir dire. he can be sworn on the

examination in chief. The English practice is to put

questions as to competency on the examination in

chief. With us. the old practice continues in many

courts. though this is rather as to the discretion of the

judge. who may remand the question to the examina

tion in chief. The appeal to the voir dire does not

preclude recourse to other means of proving incom

potency.‘

In homicide cases. the practice of examining on the

voir dire persons drawn as jurors. as to whether they

have conscientious scruples against capital punish

ment. and as to relationship. prejudice. belief as to

guilt. etc.. is continued.

VOLO. L. I will, or am willing; I con

sent

Volenti non flt injuria. To him consent

ing no injury is done. One who wills a thing

to be or to be done cannot complain of that

thing asan injury. That to which a man

consents, or which he causes by his own ac

tion, cannot be considered an injury for

which he can recover damages.‘

Thus. a. man cannot complain of an injury which

he has received through his own want of foresight;

nor as to a right of action or defense which he has

knowingly relinquished.‘

Applies where both plaintiff and defendant are in

 

' Erie R. Co. 1:. Union Locomotive & Express Co.. 85

N. J. L. M6 (1871) cases; Burlington. &c. R. Co. 1:.

Northwestern Fuel Co.. 81 F. R. 657. 659 (1887), Brewer.

Judge.

'1 Greenl. Ev. $5 423-25; 2 id. § 889.

' 8 Bl. Com. 882. 864. 870.

'1 Whart. Ev. 5 492. cases.

I Richards v. City of Waupun. 69 Wis. 47 (1888).

° Wharton. Maxims.

equal fault; where one pays a debt he might have

avoided paying;1 where one gives answers to im

proper questions; ' where a tenant plants away-going

crops; l where one voluntarily throws up a contract.I

When one prevents a thing being done he cannot

avail himself of the fact of the non-performance.‘ -

One who waives the eflect of an alteration in an

instrument and consents to be bound. when he might

have objected. cannot complain.‘

Equity will not relieve from the consequences of

one's own inattention and carelessness.—the means

of knowledge being at band and equally available to

both parties.‘

One who becomes a member of a church or other

society consents to be governed by the laws of the

organization.’

liioney paid or value parted with, under the alter

native of submitting to an illegal exaction or discon

tinuing one‘s business. is not regarded as a voluntary

act within the meaning of the maxim.I

See Lacaas; Wuvsa.

Voluit, sed non dixit. He willed but

did not say it. He may have intended the

result, but he did not provide for it.

Quoted in answer to an argument based upon the

supposed intention of a teststor' or law-maker.

Compare VOLUNTAI; Noam.

‘VOLUME. SeeCorYRten'r.

VOLUNTARY. 1. In accordance with

one's own free will; without constraint or

compulsion; spontaneous; free; chosen, in

tended; allowed, sufiered. Opposed, in

voluntary: as, a voluntary, and, in some

senses, involuntary—answer, assignment.

association, confession, conveyance, curtesy,

escape. ignorance, manslaughter, negligence,

nonsuit, oath, payment, sale, servitude.

waste, qq. v.

“Voluntary " means spontaneously. of one's own

will. without being moved. influenced. or impelled by

others."

Voluntarily. Used alone in s certificate of so

knowledgment, is not the equivalent of “ her own the

will andaccord, and without fear." etc."

 

I 1 Greeni. Ev. 5 ms.

'2 Bl. Com. X45.

' United States v. Wormer. 18 Wall. 29 (1871).

‘ United States v. Peck. 102 U. B. 65 (188)), cases.

' Smith v. United States. 2 Wall. 230 (1564).

' Slaughter v. Gerson. 18 Wall. 888 (1871); Fitqaatricl

1:. Flannagan. 106 U. S. 660 (1882).

' Stack v. O'Hara. N Pa. 234 (1881).

° Swift Co. v. United States. 111 U. S. 29 (1884); Chi

cago. &c. R. Co. v. United states. 104 id. as? (1881); ms

id. 487. See also 69 Ga. 517; 34 La. An.iB2;l1Cush.

886. 550.

' See 4 Kent. 528.

" Kearney o. Fitzgerald. 4-B Iowa, 586 (1876), Day, J.

" Scott 11. Simona. 70 All. 8560831).
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2. Without c0nsideration—a valuable or

adequate consideration; gratuitous: as, a

voluntary- conveyance, deposit, settlement,

trust, qq. v.

.Vo1unteer. One who receives a volun

tary conveyance,1 that is, a conveyance made

without a good or valuable consideration.

In contests between diiferent volunteers equity will

generally not interfere, but leaves the parties where

it finds them as to title—their equities being equal.

Equity favors a transferree for value, as against a

mere voluntary contract of any nature, except, per

haps, a settlement upon wife and children. Excep

tions are made in the cases of bone flde grantees for

value, without notice, from volunteers—such inno

cent persons always being favorites in equity.‘ See

especially Cosvnvnscn, 2; 8mm, 8.

VOLUNTAS. L. Will; intention; vo

lition.

Stat pro ratione voluntas.

stands for the reason.

The fact that a testamentary disposition is made, is

suflicient reason for its being made.‘

Voluntas reputatur pro facto. The

will is to be taken for the deed.

In cases of treason, the rule at common law was,

that the intention to commit treason was sufficient to

constitute the crime without an overt act.‘

Voluntas testatoris ambulatoria est

usque ad mortem. The will of a testator

is ambulatory up to death.‘ See further

AMBULATORY.

VOTE.‘ The yvill of a member of a body,

formally manifested toward the decision of a

question by the body as whole; also, the ag

gregate of the expressions of the will of the

members."

The word, with its inflections, is most commonly

used in speaking of the election of oflicers of corpo

rations and of government.

A “vote" is but the expression of the will of the

voter— whether the formula of expression be by bal

lot or viva voce.‘

A "voter" is an elector who votes-—an elector in

the exercise of his franchise or privilege of voting.‘

“ Voting" and “ giving in a vote " are synonymous."

The qualifications of voters are similar in all the

States, but not uniform. Among those generally re

quired are: citizenship, by birth or naturalization; res

The will

 

1 [Mitchell v. Mitchell, 40 Ga. 16 (1869), Brown, 0, J.

'1 Story, Eq. (35 433-84, 176.

‘See I)ietz‘s Case, 41 N. J. E. 296 (1886).

‘See 4 Bi. Com. S0; 4 Mass. 489.

'2 Bl. Com. 502. ‘

‘L. votum, a wish; originally, a vow.

' [Abbott's Law Diet.

‘ People v. Pease, 27 N. Y. 57 (1863).

‘Sanford v. Prentice, 28 Wis. 862 (1871), Dixon, 0. J.

I‘ State 1:. Moore ‘Z7 N. J. L 107 (i868t

idence for a given period; age—twenty-one years;

payment of taxes, and registration; freedom from in

famy, q. v.; sanity.I See Irisssrrr, 2 (7).

Casting vote. At common law, signi

fies, sometimes, the single vote of a person

who ordinarily does not vote; and, in case of

an equality of votes, sometimes, the double

vote of a person who fiist votes with the

others and, upon an equality, creates a major

ity by giving a second vote— as, in the New

York statute relating to religious corpora

tions.2

' The President of the Senate “shall have no Vote,

unless they be equally divided." ‘

See Asons; Banner; Brunnnr; Crrrznx; Enacrvon, 1;

Frur~‘cmsn. 2, Elective; itiuorurr, 2; Pancrscr; Qum

rrsn,1; Rnorsrav; Rasrnnsca; Sorraaon.

Cumulative voting. “In all elections

for directors or managers of a corporation,

each member or shareholder may cast the

whole number of his votes for one candidate

or distribute them upon two or more candi

dates as he may prefer." ‘

By " whole number " is meant, as many votes for

each share as there are directors to be elected.‘

The section confers upon the individual stockholder

the right to cast all the votes which his stock repre

sents, multiplied by the number of directors or man

agers to be elected, for a single candidate. The intent

was to worlra radical change in the method of con

ducting corporate elections. The innovation, being

made part of the supreme law, is thus placed beyond

the power of legislative interference.‘

The provision is unambiguous. If there are six di

rectors to be elected, the single shareholder has six

votes, and, contrary to the old rule, he may cast them

for one candidate or distribute them to two or more

candidates. The ordinary manner of conducting con

porate elections is in nowise interfered with. Legisla

tion directing the manner of exercising the rightis not

required: the provision is self-operative; and it applies

to all private corporations, including railway and

canal companles.'

The purpose of the provision is to enable the stock

holders who are in the minority, on any question of

administration or policy, to secure representation in

the directory or management; but the right to cumu

late does not exist unless expressly conferred: each

shareholder being entitled, at common law, to but one

 

1 See Mc(.‘rary, Elections, I 4.

‘ [People ea: rel. Remington u. Rector of Church of

Atonement, 48 Barb. 606 (1866).

‘ Constitution, Art. 1, sec. 8, cl. 4.

‘ Penn. Const. Art. XVI, sec. 4.

‘Commonwealth ez rel. Donnelly o. Tintsman. 8

Pitts. Leg. J. 12*.’ (1876).

‘ Bays 0. Commonwealth ex rel. liicCutcheon Bl Pa

521 (1876).

' Pierce v. Commonwealth 82 rd. Pierce, 104 Pa ibe

(1088). ,
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vote on each share for each member of the proposed

new board.I

Bee Coaroanuos; El-B(.'l‘10N, 1; Muoarrv, 1; Pnoxr.

VOUCH.’ To call upon — in attestation;

to attest; to afiirm, confirm, support, prove;

to aver that a thing is true.

" Vouched by witnesses “ imports the same as testi

fled by witnesses, called into court. A note subscribed

by two persons cannot be said to be vouched by wit

nesses. until the persons are called and testify before

a court respecting the note.I

Vouchee. A person called to attest or

warrant.

Voucher. 1. Calling in a person, to an

swer in a real action, who warranted the title

to the defendant; also, such warrantor him

_ self.

Thus, in a common recovery, the tenant vouched

mother to warrant his title. If the vouchee appeared,

he was made defendant in place of the voucher.‘

2. An instrument which attests, warrants,

maintains, bears witness.‘

A document which serves to vouch the

truth of an account, or to confirm and estab

lish facts of any kind.‘3

Evidence, written or otherwise, of the

truth of a fact - as, that services have been

performed, or expenses paid or incurred]

An account-book in which charges and ac

quittances are entered; also, any acquittance

or receipt, discharging a person or being evi

dence of payment.‘3

In connection with the disbursement of monies.

implies some written or printed instrument in the

nature of a receipt, note. account, bill of particulars,

or something of that character which shows on what

account or by what authority a particular payment

has been made, and which may be kept or tiled away

by the party receiving it, for his own convenience or

protection, or that of the public.‘

While it is true that receipts are not indispensable,

it is still " the imperative duty “ of registers of wills,

of auditors of the accounts of executors, administra

 

I 1 Morawetz, Priv. Corp. 5 476 a. As to the meaning

of “ majority of votes cast,“ in popular elections, see

Walker 1:. Oswald, 68 Md. 1~16(1887) —- High License Act

(11886: 27 Am. Law Reg. 516-10 (1888), cases, contra.

' F. voucher, to cite, pray in aid of a suit: L. vocarc,

to call to or upon.

' Baker 1:. Coit, 1 Root, 225 (1790).

' [8 Bl. Corn. 300; Coke, Litt. 101 b.

‘State v. Hickman, 8 N. J. L. 801 (1826).

' [People v. Green, 5 Daly, 1119 (1874), Daly, 0. J.; 56

N. Y. 476.

'Brown v. Green, 46 How. Pr. 804 (1878): People v.

Haws. 12 Abb. Pr. 202 (1861).

I \\'hitwo1l o. Willard, 1 Mate. 218 (Msss.,1B40), Shaw,

Ihief Justice.

' People v. Swigert, 101' I11. 504 (1883), liiuikey, J.

 

tors, etc, and of the- judges of orphans‘ courts, " to

require some distinct and definite form of proof to es

tablish the validity of demands against dead mens‘

estates."I

That municipal vouchers are non-negotiable, soc

NIOOTIABLE.

VOYAGE.2 A passage by water from

one place to another.

As applied in vessels engaged in foreign and inter

State commerce, is not used of a tug making short

trips from one body of water to another.‘

In a policy of marine insurance, the enterprise be

gun; not, the route taken.‘

Not limited to the passage of a vessel from one port

to another, but may include several ports.‘ I

Foreign voyage. A voyage to some port

or place within the territory of a foreign na

tion.

Not, then, a whaling voyage into the northern seas.‘

But may include, as within the meaning of the

Coasting Act of 1798, a voyage to a place within the

waters of the United States, for trade.'

See Conner, 1; DIVIATION; Lwsnmcs, Marine.

VS. See Vaasus.

VULGAB. See INDECENT; Osscsxn.

W.

W. 1. As an abbreviation may denote

west, western, Westminster, William (king),

wills, Washington, Wyoming.

W. D. \Vestern District. See D, 3.

2. In law-French, interchanged with g: as in wages

and gage, ward and guardian, warn and garnish, war

ranty and guaranty.

WAFER. See SEAL.

‘WAGE.’3 To pledge, give assurance of

security; also, a pledge. Whence wager,

and wages, qq. v. -

WAGER. 1. A pledge or gage.

Wager of battel or battle. Trial by combat.

When the tenant in a writ of right pleaded the general

issue and offered to prove it by his champion, and the

tender was accepted, the tenant produced his cham

pion, who, by throwing down his glove as a gage or

pledge, waged or stipulated battel with the champion

of the demandant. The latter, by taking up the gage,

stipulated to accept the challenge.

1 Romig‘s Appeal. 84 Pa. 237 (1877), Woodward, J.

1 F. veiage, voyage: L. viaticum, provision for a

journey: via, a way.

I The John Martin, 2 Abb. U. S. 181 (1870).

‘ [Friend 11. Gloucmter Ins. Co., 118 Mass. 832 (1813).

' Re George Moncan, 8 Saw. 858 (1882).

° Taber v. United States, 1 Story, 7 (H39), Story, .1.

' The Lark, 1 Gail. 57 (1812); The Three Brothers, ib.

1-18 (1512).

' F. wage, gage, pledge. L. val, vod-,' L. L. uadium,

wadium; old Scotch, wad-. See Gaos; Vannm.
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This mode of trial, which originated in the military

spirit of early days, was introduced into England by

the Conqueror. it was also resorted to in appeals of

telony and upon approvementsl See Arrnova, 5;

Baum.

Wager of law. As in wager of battel the defend

ant gave a pledge, gage, or vadium, to try the cause by

battel, so in wager of law he was to put in sureties or

vadios that at such a day he would make his law, that

ls, take the benefit which the law allowed him. in

the view that in casesan innocent man of credit might

be over-borne by false 'witnesses, this species of trial,

by the oath of the defendant himself, was established:

for if he swore himself not chargeable, and appeared

to be a person of repute. he went tree and acquitted

of the cause of action. He had, however, to produce

eleven neighbors as “ compurgators," his ucia. or suit,

who upon oath avowed their belief that he spoke the

truth. Abolished by 8 and 4 Will. IV (1833), c. 42.‘

It wager of law ever existed in the United States,

it is now abolished.‘

2. Placing something valuable, belonging

in part to each of two individuals, in such a

position, that it is to become the sole prop

erty of one, upon the result of an unsettled

question.‘

A contract by which two or more parties

agree that a certain sum of money or other

thing shall be paid or delivered to one of

them on the happening of an uncertain event.‘

The contract by which a “ bet ” is made;

also, the thing or amount bet, but not the

subject on which the bet is laid.‘

A wager is the bet or stake laid upon the result of

a game. " Bet" and “ wager" are synonymous, and

applied to the contract of betting and wagering, and

to the thing or sum bet or wagered. They may be laid

upon acts to be done. events to happen, or facts exist

ing or to exist,— upon things legal and illegal.'

Offering a premium is not a bet or wager. A “ pre

mium " is an award or recompense for some act to be

done. A " wager " is a stake upon an uncertain event.‘

At common law, all wagers were not illegal. Thus,

it was not illegal to make a bet or wager on a horse

race; and an action to recovers wager could be main~

tained. . . To trot a horse in another State for a

wager or stakes is not primofacie illegal in that State.‘

 

I 8 Bi. 887-41; 4 id. 846-48, 414.

I 3 IL Com. 841; Coke, Litt. 295.

'Chfldn- e. Emory. 8 Wheat. 674 (1828).

4 lidaon u. Pawlet, 22 Vt. 298 (1550), Hall, J.

' Rs-p. Young, 6 Bias. 67 (1874), Blodgett, J.; Her

chants‘ Savings, 850. Co. v. Goodrich, 75 111. 560 (1874).

0 [Bmoot v. State, 18 ind. 19 (1862), Perkins, J .

' Woodcock v. McQueen, 11 1nd. 16 (1858), Perkins, J.

I Alvord v. Smith, 68 Ind. 68 (1878), Biddle, J.; Delier

n. Agricultural Society, 57 Iowa, 481 (1881).

' Harris v. White, 81 N. Y. 589, 544 (1880), cases;

Oomly o. Hillegas, Oi Pa. 182, 186 (1880), cases; Irwin v.

Willlar, 110 U. S. 510 (1884), Cl“.

Wagering contract. A wager, as de

fined above; that is, a contract in which the

parties stipulate that they shall gain or lose

upon the happening of an uncertain event in

which they have no interest except that

arising from the possibility of such gain or

loss.1

Whether a particular contract is wagering is i’or a

jury to decide. All such contracts are void.

The generally accepted doctrine in this country is

that a contract for the sale of goods [merchandise,

commodities, stocks, etc.] to be delivered at a future

day is valid, even though the seller has not the goods,

nor any other means of getting them than by going

into the market and buying them; but such a contract

is only valid when the parties really intend and agree

that the goods are to be delivered by the seller and

the price is to be paid by the buyer; and it, under

guise of such a contract, the real intent be merely to

speculate upon the rise or fall of prices, and the goods

are nottc be delivered, but ope party is to pay the

other the diflerence between the contract price and

the market price of the goods at the date fixed for ex

ecuting the contract, then the whole transaction con

stitutes a mere wager, and is null and void. This is

now the law in England also, by force oi’ the statute

0! Band 0 Vict. (15-15), c. 109, s. 18, altering the common

law.I

Dealing in futures without intent to pay for or to

receive or deliver the property is declared to be a

wagering contract by recent enactments in Illinois,

Missouri, Ohio, Texas, and other States; and "bucket

shops “ and other places maintained for enabling per

sons to make such contracts are declared to be nui

sances.

See further Fuwaas; Omos, Contract; Seamu

nos.

Wager policy. That in which the party

assured has no interest in the thing assured,

and could sustain no possible loss by the

event insured against, if he had not made

such wager.‘

Wager or gambling policies are those in

which the persons for whose use they issue

have no pecuniary interest in the life insured.i

 

l Fareira v. Gabell. 89 Pa. 00 (1819), cases, Hare, P. J

llrwin v. Williar, 110 U. S. 508 (1884), cases. List

thevrs, J.; Ben1., Sales, $5 541-42. See turther Round

tree 0. Smith, “B U. S. H9 (1888); Higgins 11. McCrea.

116 id. 6860886), cases; White v. Barber, 1:; id. 419

(1887); Ward 1). Vosburgh, 81 F. R. 12 (1887); 6 Bisa.

53-87; 7id. 552-58; Bid. 217-19; 11 id. 60. M; 10 F. it

249; 1101.198, 201; 18 id. 268; 15 id. 438, 774; 68 Ga. 121,

296; 78 Ill. 48; 81 (d.416; 88 id. 83,814; 58 Iowa, 711;

39 lilich. 887; 6 Mo. Ap. 269; 70 N. Y.21h; 71 id. #3): S

id. 98; 56 Pa. 297-99; 70 id. 825; 89 id. 250; ill W. N. L.

112; 11 C. B. 538.

I Amory v. Gilman, 2 liisss. '7 (1806), Parker, J.

‘(lambs v. Covenant liut. Liie lna. Co., 50 lo. 41

(1872). Bill, J.
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A pretended insurance founded on anideal

risk, where the assured has no interest in the

thing assured.l

Originally. applied to the practice of insuring large

sums without having any property on board a veel:

insurance, interest or no interest: and also, of insur

ing the same goods several times over,- species of

gaming without any advantage to commerce.‘ Now

extended to all species of insurance.‘ See further In

snnwcn. Policy of.

See also Bmso; Gun, 2; Sun:-nor.n:n.

WAGES.‘ Compensation paid or to be

paid for services by the day, week, or month;

as, for the services of laborers.’

Compensation paid a hired person for his

services: a specified sum for a given time of

service or for particular work.6

The term suggests inconsidersbie pay, without

necessarily excluding “ salary," which is suggestive of

larger compensation for personal services. As ap

plied to compensation made or to be made a laborer

or employee, conveys the idea of a subordinate occu

pation which is not very remunerative; one of not

much independent responsibility, but rather subject

to immediate supervision.’

See Exssmos; Lanes, 1; Samar; Annuunrv; Ar

PRINTICE; Busmnss; Exmmnon; Hnsmn; Psnnrrr;

Sznvws, 1.

WAGON. In a statute exempting prop

erty from execution, a common vehicle for

the transportation of goods, wares, and mer

chandise of all descriptions.ll

What is usually called a “buggy" is within the

meaning of the term “ wagon “ in the Minnesota stat

nte.'

The term is general. Vehicles known as wagons

difler in style. fonn, and dimensions, depending upon

the character of the use, the nature of the business,

and the pleasure or notions of the manufacturer or

owner. A “besrse“ is a wagon."

See CABBXIR; TOOL; Vnmcna.

I [Sawyer v. Dodge County Mut. ins. Co., 87 Win. 689

(18115), Ryan, C. J.: Arnould. Inn 17.

' [2 Bi. Com. 460.

' 8 Kent, 276-78, 869, 11, cases.

' Wage: stipulated pay.

' [Cowdin v. Hull, 10 ind. 85 (1867), Perkins, J.

' [Ford v. St. Louis, &c. R. Co., 64 Iowa, 728 (1880),

Beck, J.; Lang v. Simmons, i‘>iWis. 529 (1885).

'South & North Lin. R. Co. 0. Falkner, 49 Ga 118

(1378), upon an act providing that the “wages of la

borers and employees " should not be subject to gar

nishment or attachment. See also llicLellan v. Young,

54 Ga. 400 (1875); People v. Remington, 45 Run, 838

(1887); 1 Bl. Corn. 428.

' Quigley v. Gorham, 5 Cal. 418 (1855); Snyder v.

lath Lawrence, B Kan. 84 (1871).

‘Allen v. Coatea, 29 Minn. 49 (1882); Gen. St. 1878,

Q. 6‘, 5 810. Contra, 27 id. 507.

" Spikes s BUIZQI, 05 Wis.4Il (18%).May, J. 800

WAIF. Waits, bona waviata, were good:

stolen and thrown away by the thief in his

flight, from fear of being apprehended.

If the party robbed did not recover the goods first.

they were forfeited to the king, to punish the owner

for not pursuing the felon.I

WAIVEJ To abandon, relinquish, sur

render: said of property, claims, privileges,

rights.

Waiver.

some right.8

The intentional relinquishment of aknown

right.‘

A voluntary surrender and relinquishment

of a right.‘

Implies an election of the party to dispense

with something of value, or to forego some

advantage which he might at his option have

demanded or insisted upon.‘

A renunciation of some rule which inval

idates a contract, but which, having been

introduced for the benefit of the contract

ing party, may be dispensed with at his

pleasurefl

There must be both knowledge of the existence of

the right and an intention to relinquish it.‘ The

waiver must be supported by an agreement founded

upon a valuable consideration, or the act must be such

as to estop the party from insisting on the perform

ance of the contract or forfeiture of the condition.l

Waiver is a voluntary relinquishment of some right

which, but for such relinquisbment, the party would

continue to have enjoyed. Voluntary choice, and not

mere negligence, is of the essence, though from negli

gence, unexplained, such election may be inferred.

Waiver is a question of fact, to be determined from

declarations and ach, or from forbearance to act.‘

See Knownnnos, 1.

A voluntary relinquishment of

 

also 64 Ga. 625; 7 Kan. &Z0; 71 Me. 164; 18 Johns. 128;

19 id. 442; $ZTex. N38; 89 121.868; 46 N. H. 521; 47 N. Y.

124.

I 1 Bl. Com. 296; 2 Kent, 858.

I0. E. waiven, to set aside, remove, refuse, give

over: F. waiver.

I Stewart 1:. Crosby, 50 Me. 184 (1888), Davis, J.

t Hoxle 1:. Home ins. Co., 82 Conn. 40 (1864), Butler,

-1.; Shaw 1:. Spencer, 100 Mass. 896 (1868). Foster, J.;

148 id. 874; State 0. Churchill, 48 Ark. 446 (1886), cases.

‘Dawson v. Bhlilock, 29 Minn. 191 (1882), Dickinson,

-1.; 88 id. 117.

‘Warren 0. Crane, 50 Mich. Ill (1888). Cooley, J.;

State ins. Co. 1:. Todd, 88 Pa. SR5 (1877); 12 Tex. '10}.

' Hare, Contracts, 272.

'R.iplsy u. Etna Ins. Co., 80 N. Y. 184 (1804); Hon

tague v. Massey, 76 Va. #14 (1882).

° [Fishback 1;. Van Dusen & Co., 88 Minn. 117 (1886).

Mitchell, J. The question was whether a vendor had

waived a condition for payment in cash on delivery of

5,000 bushels of wheat, or had made A conditional do

i
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Waiver of atort. Said oi‘ the act of a

person who, by treating a matter as a con

tract, waives his right to pursue it as a tort

with the peculiar remedies, penalties and

consequences belonging to it in that char

aoter.1 '

Thus, the owner of personalty may waive a tortious

conversion 0! it.l

It property be tortiously taken or converted, the

tort-teasor may be sued in trespass or trover, or the

injured party may waive the tort and sue in assump

n't—ss ii’ there had been an implied contract. The

defendant cannot set up his own wrong-doing to de

test the action, and a judgment will bar an action ea:

delicto.'

A party may waive any provision of a contract,

statute, or constitution intended tor his benefit.‘

The doctrine of waiver is especially important in

connection with covenants in lessees; as to these a

waiver may be actual or express. and implied, as, in

the last case, irom taking rent after notice to quit for

covenant broken.

Where no principle of public policy is concerned, a

party is at liberty to waive a statutable provision in

tended for his benefit.‘

A man may not barter away his lite, freedom, or

substantial rights. Thus, in a criminal case, it has

been held, he cannot consent to be tried without a

jury, or by a jury of eleven men.‘

The public has an interest in his life and liberty.

Neither can be lawfully taken except as prescribed by

law. That which the law makes essential in proceed

ings involving the deprivation of either life or liberty

cannot be dispensed with or affected by the consent of

the accused.’

In a civil case he may consent to an arbitration, or

decision by a single judge. He may waive removal

into a Federal court, in each recurring case, but. not

by an agreement in advance thus to forfeit a right on

every occasion. And a party cannot waive jurisdic

tion.‘

See Asasnonz Acqmssoascs; Pmvinaos, 1, Per

sonal; Paorssr, 2; Vom.

WALKING. See

NIGHT-\\'aLK.EBS.

Srassr; Tnavan;

 

livery with right to reclaim reserved. See also Okey

v. State Ina Co., 29 Mo. Ap. 111 (1888).

I liarway v. New York City, 1 Hun, 680 (1874), Davis,

Presiding Judge. ‘

' Tome v. Dubois, 6 Wall. (‘>54 (1667), cases.

' May 0. Le Claire, 11 Wall. 285-86 (1870), cases.

' Shutte u. Thompson, 15 Wall. 150 (1872); Re Cooper,

98 N. Y. 512 (1888), cases.

' White 1:. Connecticut Mut. Life Ins. Co., 4 Dill. 183

(1817).

I Cancerni v. People, 18 N. Y. 185-88 (1868): State 17.

Stewart, 89 N. C. 568 (1853); Swart v. Kimball, 43 Mich.

44540 ussm. ‘

’ 1-[opt v. Utah, 110 U. S. 579 (1884), Harlan, J.

I Home ins. Co. v. ltiorse, 20 Wall. 451 (1874); 1 Story,

Eq. i 670; % Am. Law Reg. 402-4 (1886), cases.

 

WALL. Occurs in the expressions ancient

wall; common wall, division-wall, party

wall; and private wall. See FLEE.

Ancient wall. A wall built to be used,

and in fact used, as a party-wall, for more

than twenty years, by the express permission

or continuous acquiescence of the owners of

the land on which it stands.X

Common or division-wall. See Party

wall.

Party-Wall. A wall built partly on the

land of one person and partly on the land of

another, for the commonbenefit of both, in

supporting timbers used in the construction

of contiguous buildings.3

A wall of which the two adjoining owners

are tenants in common --the most common

and primary meaning; also, a wall divided

longitudinally into two strips, one belonging

to each of the neighboring owners; also, a

wall which belongs entirely to one of the

adjoining owners, but subject toan easement

or right in the other to have 'it maintained

as a dividing wall between the two tene

ments; and, also, a wall divided longitudi

nally into two moieties, each moiety being

subject to a cross-easement in favor of the

owner of the other moiety.3

The principle upon which the law as to party-walls

is based is the same as that applied to partition fences.

This principle has been recognized in the law of France

(or ages. The absolute right of property is not in

vaded, for that absolute involves a relative, in that it

implies the right of each adjoiner, as against the other,

to insist upon a separation by a substantial boundary

line.‘

A right to a party-wall is a right which an owner of

land hasto build a division-wall partly over his line

on the land of another. It is therefore a right appur

tenant to land. and may properly be called an ease

ment or servitude. In the city of Philadelphia, for

example, this relation between adjoiners is regulated

by statute. He that first builds on his line must erect

the wall at his own expense, and it is then, as one

whole wall, an essential part of his house, and real ee

tate. Yet half oi it rests on his neighbor's land, which

is charged with a servitude for this purpose. The

neighbor cannot use the wall without paying for so

much of it as he intends to use; and, on paying, he

may use it, and then the wall becomesacommon wall,

and each lot appurtenant to the other, as far as needed

for its support. The price to be paid by the adjoining

 

1 Eno u. Del Vecchio, 4 Dusr, 68 (1854), Bosworth, J.

' Brown v. Werner, 40 Md 19 (1573), Robinson, .1.

' Watson 1:. Gray, L. R, 14 Ch. D. 194-96 (1881), Fry.

J.; s. c. 87 Eng. R 22.

‘ Evans v. Jayne, 8! Pa. I (1854).
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lot-owner, before he can use the wall, is a fixed lien

upon the lot, enforced by restraining the full use of

the wall until the amount is paid. The mason who

builds the wall may agree to look to the adjoiner for

half the value, and retain a lien for that half, which

will remain incident to the wall, that is, to the house

and wall. and pass on a sale of the house. in such

case the owner of the house is a trustee of the lien for

the builder of the wall, and a purchaser from such

original owner, with notice of the agreement, becomes

himself a trustee; but a purchaser without notice will

take title to the wall discharged of the builder‘s claim.

If the trustee sells the house without reserving the

lien, he must account to the builder for the amount

of it.‘

The rights and liabilities oi.‘ the co-owners difier

somewhat in different jurisdictions. But the weight

of authority is that an agreement. under seal between

the adjoining owners, for the construction of a party

wall, creates cross-easements which run with the land

and bind all persons, even an assignee, succeeding to

the estates to which the easements are appurtenant.’I

If the necessity for the repair ofan old wail be estab

lished, the cost will be divided. But some cases hold

that the easement is terminated by decay or destruc

tion of the wall, as, by lire.I

SeeEssIti|s'..\"r; Surroar, 2; Rm-nap.

WANT. Being commonly used to mean

" wish ” or “ desire," and as frequently

“ need" or " require,” is in itself ambiguous.

Where a testator created a life-estate with power.

if the tenant “should want for his support,“ to sell

part or all of the land, it was held that the provision

implied allmitatlon or restriction of the power to a

case of necessity.‘

Wanted. In a statute for condemning land

"wanted for the construction or repair " of a railroad,

means necessary, and is not synonymous with "de

sired.“ '

WANTON. Unrestrained; reckless; re

gardless of another's right.

Adds no force to a charge that an act was done in a

" reckless " manner.‘

To make the killing of animals (sheep) a

wanton act. under acharge of malicious mis

chief, the killing must have been committed

I Roberts 0. Bye, 80 Pa. 377 (1968), Lowrie, C. J. See

also Appeal of Western Nat. Bank, 102 (d. 171, 182

(1888). cases.

' Roche v. Ullman, 104 ill. 19 (188%), cases; Spencer's

Cese.1 Sm. L. C. 211. cases; 93 Ill.B50;111Mus.111;

67 N. Y. 209.

I Campbell v. liiesier, 4 Johns. Ch. '33; (1820); Dowing

U. Hennings, W Md. 179 (1863); Partridge v. Gilbert, 15

N. Y. 601 (1857); Orman v. Day, 5 Fla. 885(1S.'>8); Voll

mer's Appeal, 61 Pa. 118 (1865). See generally 18 Cent.

Law J. 122~26 (1884), cases; 9;.‘ Am. Dee. 289-806 (1887),

cases.

\ Hull 1?. Culver, 81 Conn. 4050867).

' Tracy e. Elizabethtown, &c. R Co., 80 Ky. 267

(1882).

' Lafayette, to. R Co. I. Huffman, 28 1nd. 290 (1867).

I

regardless of the rights of the owner, in

reckless sport or under such circumstances

as evinced a wicked or mischievous intent,

and without excuse.I

The act of killing an animal belonging to

another is wanton when it is needless for any

rightful purpose, is without adequate legal

provocation, and manifestsa reckless indif

ference to the interests and rights of others.I

Vfantonly. In an indictment, implies

turpitude — that the act is of willful, wicked

purpose.’

Wantonnees. Reckless sport; willfully

unrestrained action, running immoderately

into excess.‘

Action without regard to the rights of

Others.‘

Eminent judges have used the term with reference

to cases of mere "omission," but such use is of doubt

ful propriety.

Smart money may be allowed as damages in actions

of tort founded on wanton misconduct; as, where a

ball, fired at a mark, glanced and hurt a person living

near the place where the mark was set up.I

Doing that which will annoy another and which the

first party knows will produce no results to himself,

as, by violently ringing a door bell late at night, the

person having reasonable cause to believe that he will

not be admitted, is wanton conduct.‘

See Csusurr.

WAR. An interruption of a state of peaée

for the purpose of attempting to procure

good or prevent evil by force. A just war is

an attempt to obtain justice or prevent injus

tice by force, in other words to bring back an

injuring party to a right state of mind and

conduct by the infiicticin of deserved evil.

A justifiable war, again, is only one that is

waged in the last resort, when peaceful

means have failed to procure redress, or

when self-defense calls for it.7

An armed contest between different states

upon a question of public right.‘

Every contention by force, between two

nations, in external matters, under the au

thority of their respective governments, is a

public war. If it be declared in form, it is

 

1 Thomas v. State, 14 Tex. Ap. 205 (1888), Willson, J.

lState v. Brigman, 94 N. C. 8900886). Smith, C. J.

‘State v. Massey, 97 N. C. 468 (1887).

‘ Cobb v. Bennett, 75 Pa. 830 (1874). Agnew, C. J.

' Welch o. Durand, 86 Conn. 184-85 (1869). Butler, J.

' Clarke v. H0381“. 103 E. C. L. ‘M2 (1862), Wilies, J.

' Woolsey, int. Law, 5 115.

' Brown v. Hiatt, 1 Dill. 880 (IWO)! Blunbchii, Code

Int. Law, 270.
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called solemn, and is of the " perfect” kind:

because one whole nation is at war with an

other whole nation.l

That state in which a nation prosecutes its

right by force.‘ One belligerent may claim

sovereign rights as against the other—but

both need not be independent sovereignties.

Insurrection may or may not culminate in

an organized rebellion, but a civil war al

ways begins by insurrection against the law

ful authority of the government. A civil

war is never solemnly declared; it becomes

such by its accidents—the number, power,

and organization of the persons who origi

nate and carry it on. When the parties in

rebellion occupy and hold ins hostile man

ner a certain portion of territory, have de

clared their independence, cast oif alle

giance, organized armies, committed hostili

ties against their former sovereign, the world

acknowledges them as belligerents, and the

contest a “ war." When the regular course

of justice is interrupted by revolt, rebellion,

or insurrection, so that the courts of justice

cannot be kept open, then "civil war" ex

ists.‘

"The Congress shall have Power . . to declare

War, grant Letters of Marque and Reprisal, and make

Rules concerning Captures on Land and Water; To

raise and support Armies; . . To provide and main

tain a Navy; To make Rules for the Government and

Regulation of the land and naval Forces: To provide

for calling forth the Militia to execute the Laws of the

Union, suppress Insurrections and repel Invasions." ‘

“No State shall, without the Consent of Con

gress, .. keep Troops, or Ships of War in time of

Peace, or engage in War, unless actually in

vaded, or in such imminent Danger as will not admit

of delay." ‘

" The President shall be Commander in Chief of the

Army and Navy of the United States, and of the Militia

of the several States, when called into the actual Serv

ice of the United States." '

Previous to any declaration of war by Congress, the

President, by acts of February 8, 1795, and March 8,

 

‘The Elisa (Bus 0. Tingy), 4 Dali. '40 (1811)), Wash

lngton, J .

' [Vattel, Law of Nations, .291: 2 Black, 666.

' Prize Cases, 2 Black, 666-67 (1862), Grier, J.

‘Constitution, Art. 1, sec. 8, cl. 11-15.

Vesting the sole power to declare war in Congrem is

“a regulation where the spirit of republlcanism ex

ssted its humanest influence. The world has been

retarded in civilization, impoverished and laid waste

by wars of the personal ambition of its kings." l

Bancroft, Coast. 116.

‘Constitution. Art. I, see. 10, cL I.

' Constitution, Art. H. sec. 11.

1877, is authorized to meet invasion or insurrection by

military force.I

The late war in the United States was accompanied

by the general incidents of an international war.‘

Whatever auxiliary causes may have contributed to

bring it about, the overshadowing, eflicient cause was

African slavery.‘

in that war the United States acted both as bellig

erent and as sovereign. As belligerent she enforced

her authority by capture; as sovereign she recalled

her revolted subjects to allegiance by psrdonpnd

restoration of rights.‘

The rules of war, as recognized by the public law

of civilized nations, became applicable to the con

tending forces. The usual incidents of a war between

independent nations ensued.‘

At no time were the rebellious States out of the

pale of the Union. Their rights under the Constitu

tion were suspended, not destroyed. Their constitu

tional duties and obligations were unaffected: as a

citizen is still a citizen though guilty of acrime and

visited with punishment.‘

A political society which attempted to separate

itself from the Union did not destroy its identity as a

State, nor free itself from the binding force of the

Constitution. Hence, all its acts, during the period of

the rebellion, are obligatory on the State now, except

those in aid of that rebellion, or in conflict with the

Constitution and laws of the United States, or intended

to impeach its authority.’

When the war closed there was no government in

an insurgent State. Such as had been organized for

waging war against the United States had disappeared.

The chief functionaries, and many subordmste oifl

clals, left the State. Legal responaibilitis were an

nulled or greatly impaired. The new freemen

became part of the people. and the people still con

stituted the State. Having suppressed the rebellion,

the next duty imposed upon the United States govern

ment was to reestablish the broken relations of the

States with the Union. . Restoration of the old

government, without a new election of oflicers, was

impossible; and before an election could be held, it

was necessary that the old constitutions should re

ceive such amendments as would conform their pro

visions tothe new conditions created by emancipa

tion, and aflord security to the people. . Author

ity to suppress rebellion is found in the power to

suppress insurrection and carry on war. Authority

to provide for the restoration of State governments,

when subverted, is derived from the obligation “to

guarantee to every State a republican form of gov

ernment.“ Whila war continues, the President, as

commander-in-chief, may institute temporary govern

ments within the insurgent districts, the means being

 

I Prize Cases, 2 Black, 668 (1862).

‘Dow 0. Johnson, 100 U. S. 161 (1879), Field, J.

' Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall. 68 (1872), Miller, J.

‘ Lamar v. Browne, 92 U. S. 1%, 198-200 (1875), Waits,

Chief Justice.

- United smm v. Pacific Railroad, 120 U. s 2sa(1ssn'

‘Whlte 1). Hart, 18 Wall. 651 (1871), Swayne, J.

' Keith 1:. Clark. 97 U. B. 45041 (1878), Miller, J.
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necessary and proper, although the power to carry

into eifect the clause of the guaranty is primarily a

legislative power and resides in Congress.‘

Acts of hostility occurred at periods so various, and

of such different degrees of importance, and in parts

of the country so remote from each other, both at the

commencement and at the close of the war, that it

would be difilcult, if not impossible, to say on what

precise day it began or terminated. To fix the dates

it is necessary, therefore, to refer to some public act

of the political or executive department of the govern

ment. The proclamations of the President may be

assumed as the dates. The proclamations of intended

blockade were: that of April 19, 1861, embracing South

(arolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi,

Louisiana, and Texas; and that of April 2?, 1801, em

bracing Virginia, and North Carolina. The proclama

tions declaring the war closed were: that of April 2,

1866, applying to Virginia‘ North Carolina, South

Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, Tennessee,

Alabama, Louisiana, and Arkansas; and that of Au

gust 20, 1866, applying to Texas.‘

One of the immediate consequences ofadeciaration

of war and the effect of a state of war, even when not

declared, is that all commercial intercourse between

the adherents of the contending powers is unlawful and

lnterdicted. All the members of each belligerent are

respectively enemies of all the members of the other

belligerent. Were commercial intercourse allowed,

it would tend to strengthen the enemy, and afford

facilities for conveying intelligence, and even for

traitorons correspondence. Trading may be author

lud by the sovereign, and, to a limited extent, by a

military commander.‘

As war is necessarily a trial of strength between the

belligerents, the ultimate object of each is to lessen

the strength of his adversary, or add to his own.

Whatever is necessary toaccomplish this end is law

ful; and each belligerent determines for himself

what is necessary. if, in so doing, he oflends against

the accepted laws of nations he must answer in his

political capacity to other nations for the wrong he

does. if he oversteps the bounds which limit the

power of belligerents in legitimate warfare, as under

stood by civilized nations, other nations may join his

enemy, and enter the conflict against him. If, in the

course of his operations, he improperly interferes

with the person or property of a non-combatant sub

ject of a neutral power, that power may redress the

wrong.‘

When a foreign war first breaks out it is the duty of

the citizen to return home without delay; when the

war is civil, it is his duty to leave the rebellious sec

 

‘Texas 0. White, 7 Wall. ram (18€-Q), Chase, c. J.

On “ Theories of Reconstruction," see] Am. Law Rev.

238-61 (1867).

' The Proctor, 12 Wall. 701-2 (1871), Chase, C. J.;

Walker 1:. United States, 106 U. S. 419 (E82); Carver v.

United States, 16 Ct. Cl. 888 (1883).

' Matthews 1:. McStea, 91 U. 8. 9-10 (1875), Strong, J.

‘Young v. United States. 97 U. B. 60 (1877), Waite,

Chief Justice.

tion, and adhere to the regular, established govern

ment.‘

The President alone has power to license commasL

cial intercourse.‘

War dissolves a partnership subsisting between

citizens of the nations at war.I

The doctrine of the revival of contracts suspended

during war is based upon considerations of equity and

justice, and cannot be invoked to revive a contract

which it would be unjust and inequitable to revive; as,

a contract of life insurance.‘

A statute of limitations did not run against the right

of action upon a contract made previous to, and ma

turing after, the commencement of the war; becaus

the courts were closed to public enemies.‘

See Anus, 1; Byocsans; Canons; Cosnscns; Cos

rauuso; Dnsr, Public; Esssr; Faun; ham, 2; IN

rnn; lsscnascs; Lu, Silent leges: Law, 1; liiasqus;

MARTIAL; i\in.rnnv; lldn.rr1a; Nacsssuw; Ours, Of

othce; Psacs, 2; Pruzs, 8; Ransom; Tasnzn, 2 (2),

Legal: Tsmsox; Tnoors.

\lTA.'lEtD.6 Care, charge; protection, de

fense.

1. One of the principal duties of constables

is to keep “ watch and ward." “ Ward” or

guard was chiefly applied to the day time,

for apprehending rioters, and robbers on the

highways. “ V\"atch ” properly referred to

the night only.7

in walled towns the gates were closed from sunrise

to sunset, and watch was to be kept in every borough

and town to apprehend rogues, vsgabonds, and night

walkers, and make them give an account of them

selves.7

2. A territorial division of a city.

“ A division in the city of London committed to the

special ward, that is, guardianship, of an alderman."

Also, a prison, or a division thereof.

Warden. A keeper or guardian: as, the

warden of a prison or penitentiary; a fish

warden; a port-warden.

3. One who is guarded.

Ward of chancery or of court. A

minor or lunatic under the protection of a

court of equity. More particularly, a minor

under the personal care of a guardian.

" Vfhile the infant is in ward." '

 

‘The William Bagaley, Ii Wall. 408 (1866); Gates 0.

Goodloe, 101 U. S. 617-113 (1879).

‘ Coppeli 1:. Hall, 7 Wall. 554-65 (1868).

‘The William Bagaley, 5 Wall. 405-12 (1866), cases;

Matthews v. McSt/ea, 91 U. S. 9-11 (1875).

‘ N. Y. Life Ins. Co. v. Statham, 98 U. B. 8‘2(187ti)

Bradley, J.

' Brown v. Hiatts, 15 Wall. 188-86 (1872), cases, Field

Justice.

' A. S. weard-, to guard, keep.

'1 Bl. Com. 856-67.

' 2 Bl. Com. 70.
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A person under the age of tw enty-one

years, and subject tothe guardianship of an

other.l

An inseparable incident to tenure in chivalry was

“ wardship." When a tenant died seized of a knight‘!

fee, leaving an heir of full age, the king received of

the heir a year's profits of the land, if in immediate

possession, and, if in reversion expectant on a hie es

late, a half year's profits. This right was called

“ primer seisin."

if the heir wasa male under twenty-one, or a female

under fourteen, the lord was entitled to the wardship of

the heir, as “ guardian in chivalry " — with custody of

body and lands, without accounting, till the male was'

twenty-one and the female sixteen. “ Wardship of the

land." or custody of the feud, was retained by the lord

that he might, out of the profits, provide a person to

supply the infant's services. A consequence was,

“ wardship of the body: " the lord was the most proper

person to educate and maintain the infant, and qualify

him for the services he was to render in maturity. At

maturity he could sue delivery of the lands out of the

guardians hands; the action being called ouster is

main. Before maturity the guardian had power to

dispose of his ward in matrimony- to tender a suit»

able match; because of the ward's tender years, and

the danger of a female inter-marrying with the lord‘s

enemy. Magna Charta provided that notice of the

proposed contract should be given to the next of kin.‘

" Wardshlp in socage“ differed from wardship in

chivalry. The inheritance. descending to an infant

under fourteen, did not belong to the lord of the fee,

because no pensonal services were required, and no

part of the profits of the land were spent in procur-’

ing a substitute. The Ward's nearest relation had cus

tody of his land and body. At fourteen, the heir could

oust the guardian, require him to account for the

profits, and choose another guardian. But as heirs so

young made improvident choices, 12 Car. 11 (1651), c.

24, enacted that the father might by will appoint a

guardian to serve till the ward attained twenty-one.

The father failing in that, the court of chanccry would

name such guardian.‘ That statute is the original of

similar legislation in this country.‘

See further GUARDIAN, 2; Nscrssamas, 1.

Wards of admiralty. Seamen are some

times so called, from the fact that, by reason

of their improridence and their inability to

make or enforce advantageous contracts, the

courts extend them more consideration than

is accorded to persons generally who are em

ployed in serving others.

Courts of admiralty watch with scrupulous jealousy

every deviation in shipping articles from the principles

of the maritime law as to searnen‘s wages, as injurious

to the rights of seamen, and as founded in an uncon

scionable inequality of benefits. Se-amen as a class are

 

IDarland v. The Justices, 4 Bibb, 524 (1817). Boyle,

Chief Justice.

' 2 Bl. Com. 07-71.

' 2 Bl. Corn. 87-89.

"1 Kent. 21?}-W: 6 Johns. m.

rash, thoughtless, and lmprovident. They are gen

erally neceasltous, ignorant of the nature and extent

of their rights and privileges, and incapable of appreci

ating their value. Their credulity is easily excited.

and their confidence readily surprised. Hence it is

that bargains between them and shipowners, the

latter persons of intelligence and shrewdness, are open

to scrutiny; for they involve great inequality of

knowledge, of forecast, of power, and of condition.

On this account courts of admiralty are accustomed

to consider seamen as peculiarly entitled to their pro

tection; by a soxnewhat bold figure they are said to be

“favorites " with such courts. Those courts, acting

upon the enlarged and liberal jurisprudence of courts

of equity. may hold void any stipulation in the ship

ping articles which derogates from the privileges of

seamen, as founded upon imposition, unless the nature

of the clause was fully and fairly explained, andan

additional compensation is allowed, adequate to any

new risk or restriction imposed upon the seamen.I

WAREHOUSE. A building for the

safe-keeping of merchandise.

Warehouseman. One who receives and

stores goods as a business for a compensation

or profit.I

A person whose business is the receiving

and storing of merchandise for a compensa

tion.

Under duties-laws, an importer who does not choose

to pay duties may have the goods stored in a “public

warehouse " designated by law, there to remain, sub

ject to the duties and storage fees, till withdrawn for

consumption, exportation, etc.‘

This “warehousing system," begun under the act

of August 6, 1346 (St. L. 53), was extended by the as

tablishment of private bonded warehouses, under act

of March 28, 1854 (St. L. 270).‘

The object of the Warehousing Act of 1846 was to

facilitate and encourage commerce by exempting the

importer from the payment of duties until readyto

bring his goods into market.‘ _

All elevators or storehouses where grain or other

property is stored for a compensation. whether the

property stored be kept separate or not, are declared

to be “ public warehouses.“ '

The act of April 25, 1871, intended to give effect to

that article, is not repugnant to the Constitution of the

United States. Where warehouses are situated and

their business is carried on exclusively within a State,

she may, as a matter of domestic concern, prescribe

regulations for them, notwithstanding they are used as

 

1 Brown v. Lull, 2 Sumn. 449 (1836), Story, J.; Harden

0. Gordon, 2 Has. 55647 (1828); The Georgeanna, 31 F.

R. 406 (1887); 8 Kent, 193.

'Bucher v. Commonwealth, 103 Pa. 584 (1583), Gor

don. J.; Pa. Act 24 Sept. 1866.

‘S098. S. 552964-8008, cases.

‘ See R. S. 56 2901-65.

'Tremlett 0. Adams, 13 How. 803 (1851). Bee Hart

ranft 2:. Oliver, 126 U. 8. 527-29 (1888): Act I March

1863, i 10.

' Const. of 111., Art. IIII, sec. L
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instruments by those engaged in inter-State as well as

in State commerce; and, until Congress acts with ref

erence to their inter»State relations, such regulations

can be enforced. even though they directly operate

upon commerce beyond her immediate jurisdiction.1

The undertaking oi’ a warehouseman is a contract

for mutual benefit. Ordinary care toward preserving

the merchandise is required or him. When a common

carrier has transported goods. ready to be forwarded

by another. he continues liable as a warehouseman

only. Nor is it necessary that the goods be housed.

in order to aflect a bailee with the liabilities ot a

warehouseman: it is enough if they are actually in his

custody for housing. A warehouseman has a lien for

all reasonable charges.’

A public warehouseman assumes an obligation to

serve the entire public. He cannot escape this obli

gation by caliing himself a "commission merchant.“ '

In the ordinary railway transportation by common

carriers of goods there is no obligation after the

goods reach their destination but to place them safely

in a warehouse.‘ ‘

State statutes largely regulate the rights and duties

of warehousemen. Although their receipts for the

property are made negotiable. they as bailees are not

guarantors of the title to the property.I

A receipt in Pennsylvania, under the act of Septem

ber 24, 1566. must be issued by the person in possession

of the goods in his own right. and not by his agent.‘

I! a receipt is that of a warehouseman it is negoti

able without regard to its form. and to destroy that

negotiabllity notice to that eflfect must appear upon

its face. But unless it is in fact a warehouse receipt

no form will make it such.’

In the absence of statutory regulations, the delivery

of a receipt payable to bearer. as collateral security.

without indorsement. passes the legal title to the

pledges as it there had been an actual manual deliv

ery. Although, to enable the transferee to sue on the

receipt in his own name at law. a statute may require

an indorsement to pass the legal title. and the holder

of an indorsed receipt is protected against latent

equities. yet a transfer by delivery passes a special

property and constructive possession sllfiicient to

create a valid pledge as between the parties and as‘

against a third person who has not acquired a prior or

intervening right.‘

See BAILMEN1‘; Csaman, Common; Lannto. Bill oi’;

Power, 2; Wniarisonst

_____’.____——

lMunn 1:. Illinois. M U. S. 114. 1% (1876), Waite. C. J,

' 2 Pars. Contr. 139-48; 2 Kent, 565; Story, Bailm. M44;

Seals v. Edmondson. 71 Ala. 511 (1882); Bank of Oswego

o. DoyleI 91 N. Y. 82 (1888); 2 Ken. Law J. 99 (1885).

I Nash v. Page. 80 Ky. 539 (1882); 103 Pa. 535.

' American Union Express Co. 0. Robinson. 72 Pa.

118 (1872); Redf. Car.. 3%. cases; White v. Colorado

Central R. Co.. 8 McCrary. 559, 564 (1878), cases

' Mechanics‘, &c. Ins. Co. v. Kiger, 103117. 8. 355 (1880);

Adams 0. Merchants‘ Nat. Bank. 9 Biss. 306, 400-2

(1880), cases.

' Peoples Bank v. Gayley. 92 Pa. 527, 529 (1880). see

also 6 001.356; 40 Ill. 820; 62 Miss. 86.

" Bucher v. Commonwealth. 103 Pa. 535 (1383).

' Alabama State Bank v. Barnes. 8? Ala. 616 (1886).

WARES.1 Up to the middle of the last

century, had the same meaning as "mer

chandise." I

In the Revised Statutes of 1873, merchandise was

substituted as an equivalent for "goods. wares. and

merchandise." which expression had formerly been

in use as including all movable chattels, in particular

chattels capable of being imported.‘ See further

Goons; Maaonnxomn

WARN. See Gamusn.

WARRANT.‘ 1, v. To give assurance

of the existence of a fact; as, of the quality

of goods sold, the validity of a title, the de

scription and uses of insured property.

Whence warrantor. Compare Waaaasrv.

2, n. (1) A writing from a competent au

thority, in pursuance of law, directing the

doing of an act, and offering him protection

from damage if he does it.5

“Warrant" and " commission," outside oi! naval

technicality. are synonymous words. There is no

difference. in form, between them as used in the Navy.

except that one recites that the appointment is made

" by and with the advice and consent of the Senate."

and the other does not. Both are signed by the

President.‘

Bench-warrant. See BENCH.

Death-warrant. See DEATH, Penalty.

Landlord's warrant. See Larmwan.

Search-warrant. See Sasacn.

Warrant in bankruptcy. See BANK

BUPTCY.

Warrant of arrest. See Aaassr. 2.

Warrant of attorney. See Arromvav.

Warrant of commitment. See Con

srrr, 3.

(2) Several evidences of debt and of title

are known as warrants. Thus a city, county,

or town warrant calls for the payment of

money out of the public treasury; adividend

or interest warrant is a check drawn by a

joint-stock company upon its banker, direct

ing payment to a shareholder or to his order;

and a land warrant authorizes the holder

(the warrantee) to take up public lands. See

LAND, 1, \Varrant.

 

cases. 566 generally 10 Cent. LAW J. 421-28 (188)).

cases; “Grain Elevators," 0 Am Law Rev. 450-71

(1872). cases.

i A. S. ware, to be guarded. ,

'Passsic Manul. Co. v. Hoflman, 8 Daly. 512 (1871).

Daly. C J.

' See R. S. 52766.

‘ F. worant. gamut, protection, heed. care

' People v. Wood. 71 N. Y. 876 (1877). Folger, J.

' Brown v. United States. 18 Ct Cl. 548 (1888).
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8. A stipulation, on the part of an assured

damn, that a fact is as stated by him.

Answers in applications for life insurance are made

warranties by express condition. The effect is that if

any answer is not true, however immaterial to the

risk, there can be no recovery. in some policies, all

statements are put on this footing. But statutes have

been passed to restrict the nuliifying eflect of war

ranties on immaterial matters.I

Affirmative warranty. The representa

tion of the existence of some fact or state of

things, at the time of, or previous to. the

making of the policy. Promissory war

ranty. Relates to the happening of some

future event, or the performance of some

future act.

An aflirrnative warranty is a condition precedent:

if not true in fact, the policy does not attach. A prom

issory warranty may be a condition precedent or sub

sequent — is an executory stipulation, has the eflect of

a representation rather than a warranty. The precise

nature is to be ascertained from the language em

ployed, the subject-matter, and surrounding circum

stances. The words of a warranty receive a liberal

or a strict construction, to meet the justice of the case.

A condition precedent includes what is necessarily im

plied in its terms. But some courts say that there is

no difference between warranties, that both species

are conditions precedent.‘

in order to constitute a statement a warranty, it

must be made a part of the policy. either by appear

ing in the body of the instrument, or by reference

therein to some other paper in which it is found.

Being a condition precedent, the statement must form

part of the contract.I

The distinction has been made that a “ representa

tion “ is a part of the preliminary proceedings which

propose the contract, while a “warranty “ is a part

of the completed contract; and the former, unless

coupled with fraudulent intent, need be only substan

tially true, whereas the latter must be literally ful

filled.

Where a policy becomes void by a failure of the

warranty, the insured is entitled to a return of the

premium, if there be no actual fraud.‘

See further Rrrnsssrrariox, 1 (2).

__P,__-—-——————

warranties in sales by agents, see 18 Cent. Law J. 2&8»

86 (1884), cases.

lwhite 0. Connecticut Mut. Life Ins. Co., 4 Dill. 181

(1877), Dillon, Cir. J. See also Jeflries v. Economical

Life ins. Co., $3 Wall. 62-53 (1874); Anderson 1:. Fitz

gerald, 4 E. L. C. 484, 495 (1853); Connecticut liiut. Life

Ins. Co. v. Pyle, 44 Ohio St. 29-82 (1886), cases.

l Cady 1). Imperial Life Ins. Co.. 4 Ciiflf. 209-10 (1878),

cases, Clifford, J.; James 1:. Lycoming Life Ins. Co.,

lb. 280-82 (1874), cases; Phmnix Ins. Co. 0. Benton, 87

ind. 136—87 (1882), cases; Lynchburg Fire Ina Co. 1:.

West, 76 Va. 681 (1882).

' Goddard 1:. East Texas Fire Ins. 00., 67 Te; 71-75

(1888), cases. ‘

‘Tyrie v. Fletcher, Cowp. 068 (1177); Delavigne v.

United Ins. Co.. 1 Johns. Can 810 (1810); Connecticut

WA.'BB]!l1i'.l A " free warren " is a fran

chise erected for the preservation or custody

of beasts and fowls of warren, which, being

ferar naturw, every one had a right to kill as

he could.

A franchise invented by the Normans to protect

royal game, by giving the grantee sole power of kill

ing, on condition of his preventing other persons from

sodoing. The name in time designated ground set

apart for the breeding of hares and rabbits.‘ See

Gama, 1.

WASHINGTON CITY. See DISTRICT,

2, Of Columbia.

WASHINGTON TERRITORY. See

TERRITORY, 2.

‘WASHING-TON’S BIRTHDAY. See

Honmav.

WASTE.‘ Deterioration; destruction.

1. Any squandering onmisapplication of

property or of a fund by trustees or others

charged with a duty, or any abuse of trust

or of duty by which property is lost or

an estate or trust fund is diminished in

value.‘

If an executor or administrator be extravagant, it

is a species of “devastation or waste" of the sub

stance ot the deceased.‘

2. A spoil or destruction in houses, gar

dens, trees, or other corporeal hereditament,

to the disherison of him that has the remain

der or reversion in fee-simple or fee-tail.

Vllhatever does a lasting damage to the free

hold or inheritance.‘

A spoil and destruction oi‘ the estate, in

houses, woods, or lands, by demolishing not

the temporary profits only but the very sub

stance of the thing, thereby rendering it wild

and desolate,‘ which the common law ex

presses by the word vasl.‘u1n.'l

Spoliation or destruction to lands or other

corporeal hereditaments by a tenant to the

prejudice of the reversioner or remainder

man.‘

Any unlawful act or omission of duty on

 

Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Pyle, 44 Ohio St. 81-vfl (138),

cases; 8 Kent, ‘$41; liiay. ins. 54.

1 F. war-enne. a preserve for animals.

'2 Bl. Com. 88-89; 4 Law 1648.

' L. ca-stus, empty, desolate, devastated.

' Ayers 1:. Lawrence, 59 N. Y. 197 (1874), Allen, J.

'2 Bl. Com. 508; 8 id. 292.

'2 Bl. Com. %1: Coke, Litt. 58.

' 8 Bl. Com. 2.23.

I Ayers v. Lawrence, rupra. See also 1 Saw. 437; N

Miss.3d4; 29 Mo. &27; 8 N. B. 107; 18 Pa. 440; as Wm

60: 107 U. S. 8%
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the part of the tenant which results in per

manent injury to the inheritance.I

An improper destruction or material alter

ation or deterioration of the freehold, or of

things forming an essential part of it, done

or suffered by a person rightfully in posses

sion as tenant, or having but a partial estate,

like that of a mortgagor.2

Double waste. Committing a new act

of waste in providing against another act;

as, felling timber for repairing a house suf

fered to be out of repair.‘

Legal waste. Such waste as a court of

law may restrain. Equitable waste. Such

as a court of equity alone can restrain; as,

injury to a reversion or remainder.

Nul waste. N0 waste: a plea forming

the general issue in an action of waste.

Permissive waste. A matter of omis

sion only; as, by suiiering a house to fall for

want of necessary repairs.4 Also called pas

sive waste.

" Arises from more negligence, and want of sum

cient care in reparations, fences, and the like." '

Voluntary waste. An actual and de

signed demolition of lands, woods, and

houses.‘ Also called active waste.

Writ of waste. An action, brought by

the immediate reversioner or remainderman,

to recover the land and damages for its ill

use.‘i

Removing a thing once fixed to the freehold is

waste; and, up to 1705, negligence in a lessee by which

the house was burnedfcutting down timber or caus

ing it to decay, but not so as to underwood; convert

ing land from one species to another; opening the

ground in search of mines. The general heads of

waste are then: houses, timber, land; though, what

ever else tends to destroy or depreciate the value of

the inheritance is waste. At one time waste was

punishable only in a guardian in chivalry, in a tenant

in dower, and in a tenant by curtesy; because, the

law, which created those relations, aflordeli a remedy

for abuses. In other cases, as in tenancy for life or

years, up to 1268, if there was no remedy, the owner

of the fee was at fault. The punishment consisted in

being required to pay damages. possibly treble dam

ages, and forfeiture of the thing or place.’

It is not waste fora mortgagor to remove or change

fixtures, to sell timber, to remove coal, stone, or other

1 Whitney v. Huntington, 84 Minn. 462 (1836). Barry, J.

' Hamilton 12. Austin, 86 Hun, 143 (1885), Follett, J.

' Coke. l.itt. 53.

4 2 Bl. Com. ‘J81.

'8 Bl. Com. 2223. See also Peirce v. Burroughs, 58

I. H. 304 (1878), cases.

'8 Bl. Com. W7-'28

' 2 Bl. Com. 281-St

 

minerals from opened mines, nor growing nursery

stock,— if done in good faith in the regular course of

business, before foreclosure proceedings are begun

and not in apprehension thereof. 1

lllodern remedies are by injunction to stay waste

where the injury would be irreparable; and by special

action on the case in the nature of waste, to recover

damages.’ ‘

It is now a common practice, in cases where irre

mediable mischief in being done or threatened, going

to the destruction of the substance of the estate, as.

by extracting ores from a mine, cutting timber, or re

moving coal, to issue an injunction, though the title

to the premises is in litigation.‘

In the absence of an express covenant, there re

sults, from the relation of landlord and tenant, an im

plied obligation on the part of the tenant not to com

mit waste, nor to permit it.‘

The English doctrine is not fully npplicable to a

new and unsettled country. Here, regard is bad to

the condition of the land. and, where the inheritance

will not suffer, what good husbandry would direct.‘

A tenant for life cannot open new mines, because

that would be a lasting injury to the inheritance; but

his right to operate previously opened mines, and

work them to exhaustion, cannot be questioned.‘

See D1rvas'rAv1'r; Esrnsraum; Fmrvna; lnrmcn.

1; MANUIIE; Mofloacs; Tnsmr.

WATCH. 1. See Bacoaoa;Jawm.av.

2. See Dsarn-warcn; Warm, 1.

Watchman. A condition in a policy requiring

that a watchman be kept on certain premises as long

as an insured mill, standing thereon, remained idle,

was held to be complied with by the watchman con

tinuing in close proximity to the property, in a location

from which he could speedily discover the inception of

a fire.’

WATER. Being a movable, wandering

thing, of necessity continues common by the

law of nature; so that one can only have a

temporary, transient, usufructuary property

in it.5

The grantee of land has a usufruct in the water.

The limitation is, the use must not interfere with pub

lic navigation, nor, in a substantial degree. diminish

and impair private rights of use in other proprietors.’

' Hamilton 0. Austin, 86 Hun, 143 (1885).

' 4 Kent. 'iT<95.

I Ehrardt v. Boaro, 118 U. S. 539 (1885), casea

4 United States v. Bostwick, N U. S. 65-66 (1876).

cases; California Dry-Dock Co. v. Armstrong, 17 F. R

216 (1883), cases.

‘ Drown v. Smith, 55 Me. 143-44 (1862), cases; Keeier

v. Eastman, 11 Vt. 294 (1889); Lynn’s Appeal, 81 Pa. 46

(1857); 56 id. 119.

' Eley‘s Appeal, 108 Pa. 307 (1883), cases.

\ " Sierra Company 0. Hartford Fire Ins. 00.. Sup. Ct

Col. (1888): %‘ Cent. Law J. 45:L5~i (1888), cases.

' 2 Bl. Com. 14, 18; 5 Conn. '51iLl9.

'Washington_ Ice 00. u. Shortall, 101 ill. 64 (1881),

cases; Red River Roller Mills 1:. Wright, Nhiinn.M

(1888). cases‘
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A grant of land carries title to the center of an un~

navigable boundary stream, and includes bed, islands,

water, and ice.l

Water companies. See Mosoroav.

Water-course. A stream of water, usu

ally flowing in a definite channel, having a

bed and sides or banks, and discharging itself

into some other stream or body of water.2

A living stream with defined banks and

channel, not necessarily running all the time,

but fed from other and more permanent

sources than mere surface water.‘

Consists of bed, banks, and water. The water need

not flow continually; many water-courses are some

times dry.‘

The term does not include occasional bodies of sur

face water at certain seasons descending from the

hills down ravines without any definite channel.‘

The size of the stream is not material. There must

be a stream in fact, as distinguished from surface

drainage occasioned by freshets. Where water has a

definite source, as, a spring, and takes a definite chan

nel, it is a water-course, and no person through whose

land it flows has a right to divert it from its natural

channel so as to injure another ‘and-owner.‘ See

Seams.

A natural water-course may be created by the fiow

of surface water.‘

More surface drainage over one tract of land to an

other, through a ditch, does not constitute a water

course.‘

Water-mark. High and low water

marks, referred to as boundaries, mean the

place to which the water ordinarily ascends

or descends.‘

Where the tide ebbs and flows, the line of

high water is marked by the periodical flow

of the tide, excluding the advance of waters

above this mark by winds and storms, and

by freshets or floods; and the line of low

water-mark is the furthest receding point of

ebb and flow.lo

 

'8 Kent, 42‘?-8~2; Angeli, Water-Cour. 5 5; 18 R. I. 614.

' Luther v. Winnisimmet Co., 9 Cush. 174 (1851). Big

eiow, J. '

' Jeflers 11. Jeflers, 107 N. Y. 051 (1887).

‘ Angeli, Water-Cour. 5 4; 26 Cent. Law J. M1 (1888),

cases.

l Weis v. City of Madison, 75 ind. M (1881), cases; 2'!

id. 556; 37 id. "~24: -11111820; 80 Conn. 180; 75 1nd. 253;

25 Kan. ‘.310; 67 Me. 356; 12 N. J. E. 280; 18 Nev. 817; 10

Oreg. 78; 87 Wis. 226.

' Pyle v. Richards, 17 Neb. 182 (1885), cases.

' Kelly 1:. Dunning, 89 N. J. E. 483(1ti‘5), cases.

' Stanchfield 0. i\'ewton, 142 Mass. 110, 110 (1886).

'Gerrish e. Proprietors, 26 Me. 895-96 (1847), cases,

Bhepley, J.; 113 Mass. 238; 60 Pa. 339.

" Howard r. Ingvrsoll, 18 How. 423, 417 (1851), Nelson,

J.; Hvughton v. Chicago. £0. E. Co., 47 Iowa. 87! (1877).

llUS WAY

 

Where streets had been dedicated as terminating

at the Hudson River. and, afterward, the bed in front

below high water-mark was filled in by legislative au

thority and the land so made conveyed by the State to

the defendants, who had also succeeded to the title of

the original owner and dedicator, it was held that the

title to the filled-in land was not affected by the dedi

cation, that the streets terminated at the former high

water-mark.I See Bases.

Water-power. The fall in a stream

when in its natural state, as it passes through

one‘s land, or along the boundary of it; the

diflerence of level between the surface where

the stream first touches his land, and the

surface where it leaves it.2

See further Aqua; Bousuaar; Couxsaca; Drum;

MILL; NAVIGABLE; Pnommrr, Qualified; Rwaaux;

Rrvsa; Scmucs; Tana, 8; Vsssn; WKLL. 1.

WATERING STOCK. See DIVIDEND,

3; Srocx, 3 (2).

WAX. See Sean, 1, 5.

WAY. The right of going over another

man’s ground.I ,

By right of way is generally meant a pri

vate way, which is an inoorporeal heredita

ment of that class of easements in which a

particular person, or description of persons,

has an interest and a right. though another

person is the owner of the fee of the land in

which it is claimed.‘

A right to pass over another’s land more or

less frequently according to the nature of the

use to be made of the easement.5

The privilege which one person, or descrip

tion of persons, may have of passing over

the land of another in some particular line.‘

Referring to a railway, a right of way is a

mere easement in the lands of others, ob

tained by lawful condemnation to the public

use or by purchase.7

It is a way over which the company has to

pass in the operation of its trains. The term

includes land acquired for necessary side

tracks and turnouts, and the improvements

thereon.8
 

I City of Hoboken 1;. Pennsylvania R. Co., 124 U. 8

656 (1888).

' l\icCalmont v. Whitaker, 8 Rawle, ill (1881), Gibson,

0. J.; 62 Me. 91; 10 Barb. 521.

' 2 Bl. Com. 85.

‘Wild v. Deig, 48 ind. 458 (1878): Angel], Highw. 1-I

' Bodflsh v. Bodflsh, 105 liiass. 819 (1870), Ames, J.

'l{ripp 1:. Curtis, 71 Cal. 68 (1886), Searls, C.

' Williams v. Western Union R Co.I 50 Wis. 76 (1880),

Orton, J .

I Pfatf v. Terre Haute, &c. R 00., 108 Ind. 144 (ISO),

cases.
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It sometimes refers to the mere intangible

right of crossing; often, to the strip which

the company appropriates for its use, and

upon which it builds its road-bed.1

This incorporeal heredltament is a right 01’ passage

over another man‘s ground, and arises by grant from

the owner of the soil, by prescription, which supposes

a grant, or from necessity. To be a freehold right it

must be created by deed. it imports a right of pan

ing in a particular line. if it be a right of way in

gross, or a mere personal right, it dies with the per

son. As appendant or annexed to an estate, it may

pass by assignment of the land. A right of way from

noes-as-ily arises, as an incident, where one sells an

other land which is surrounded by other land of the

vendor: the grant of land. or the use of a house, etc.,

carries the right of ingress and egress. The tempo

rary right of going upon adjoining land, where the

highway is impassable, applies solely to public ways.‘

A “way appurtenant" is incident to the estate, in

heres in it, and goes with it on a transfer as essential

to its enjoyment “ A right of way in gross " is per

sonal to the grantee, and not assignable or inherit

able.‘

What is a reasonable use of a way, where the pur

poses are not defined in the grant, is a question of fact,

to be determined upon evidence. A grant without re

striction is understood to be general for all purposes.‘

A grant of way across cne‘s land does not imply

that it is to be open and free from gates, unless the

nature 01‘ the use indicates that it should be unob

structed. Nothing passes asan incident to the grant

of an easement but what is requisite to the fair enJoy~

meat of the privilege.‘

Private way. A way established by law

for the particular benefit or accommodation

of individuals, such as lead from a county or

town road to the farms or dwelling-houses

of private individuals, and which are to be

maintained and kept in repair by those for

whose accommodation they were estab

lished.‘

Publi_c way; highway; public high

way. A lawful public road.1

 

I [Keener o. Union Pacific R. Co., 81 F. B. 1% (1887),

Brewer, J.

'8 Kent, 410-21, 424; 2 Bl. Com. 86. As to ways of

necessity, see further City of London (1. Riggs, 87 Eng.

R. 1 (1880); Linkenhoker v. Graybill, 80Va. 838-89 (1885),

was; Kripp 1:. Curtis, 71 Cal. 65 (1886); as to ways of

convenience, 17 Cent. Law J. 127 (1887) - Can. Law J .

I Hall 0. Armstrong, 53 Conn. 556 (1885), cases,

Loomis, J.

' Rowell v. Doggett, 143 Man. 487 (1887); Washb.

Ease. 254, 282.

' Whaley v. Jarrett, 89 Wis. 615 (1887), cases; Washb.

Bass, 8 ed., 280-81, 264.

‘Jones 11. Andover, 6 Pick. 60 (18%), Parker, C. J.;

I Ga. 4-58; 16 Gray, 179; 24 N. H. 118.

“ Highway ” applies to all great roads

leading from town to town, to markets, and

to public places, and denotes a way that is

common to all passengers.I

A “ highway “ is a road open to the public for use

in their own vehicles. in a special connection may

include a railroad. Plank and macadamlzed roads are

highways in a strict sense.‘

" Highway“ is a generic name, embracing every

kind of way common to all citizens, whether a foot

way, a horse-way, a cart-way, or way by water, how

ever laid out originally and under whosesoever's

charge. Roads are divided into "highways" and

“private ways.“ Highways are subdivided into

" public highways " and “ neighborhood roads." '

A highway is nothing but an easement. cornpre

heading merely the right of all individuals in the com

munity to pass and repass, with the incidental right

in the public to do all acts necessary to keep it in

repair.‘

Every thoroughfare which is used by the public is

a highway, whether it be a carriage way, a horse way,

a foot way. or a navigable river. It is the genus of

all public ways. The presumption is that the owners

of the land on each side go to the center oi‘ the road.

and they have the exclusive right to the soil, subject

to the right of passage in the public.‘

A railroad is a public highway —a road for public

use. And a State may impose a tax in furtherance of

that use. The same is true as respects turnpikes,

bridges, ferries, canals, etc. The public have in

“ common roads " a more right of passage, no right of

possession or occupation.‘

in most cities. the fee of the land belongs tn the ad

jacent owner, and, upon discontinuance of the street~

the possession reverts to him.'

The State has an easement to adapt the streets oi’ I

city to easy and safe passage.‘

The duty of a municipality being to keep ways free

from defects — in good repair, it will be held liable for

an injury from an obstruction placed on a street by

a third person, where the obstruction remains long

enough to charge the authorities with notice.’

Every parish is bound of common right to keep the

highroadl that go through it in good repair, unless

the care is consigned to a particular person. From

this burden no man was exempt by early law. About

 

I Harding 1:. liedway, 10 Met. 469 (186), Hubbard, J.

' Flint, 8:0. R Co. 0. Gordon, 41 Mich. 428-29 (1879),

Cooley, J.

' State v. Harden, 11 8. C. 868 (1878), Haskell, A. J.

‘ Peck v. Smith, 1 Conn. 189 (1814), Swiit,J. Seeaiao

State v. Davis, 80 N. C. 852 (1879).

' 8 Kent, 43?. Boston & Albany R. Co. v. Boston, 140

Mass. 87-88 (1886). cases—as to a “public foot-way."

' Olcott v. Supervisors, 16 Wall. 694-97 (1872), cases.

'Banks 1:. Ogden, 2 Wall. 69 (1864); Barnes 0. Db

trict of Columbia, 91 U. S. 556 (1875).

' Transportation Co. v. Chicago, 99 U. 8. 641 (1878)

' Vantilburgh v. Shann, 24 N. J. L. 744 (1858).

' Merrill tr. City of P01’!-llnd, 4 Cilil. 145-46 (1817),

cases
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1580, the care of roads was first left to the parishes,

and the care of bridges to the county at large; for

neglect a parish could be indicted. About 1556, and

later, in 1778, by statute 18 Geo. III, surveyors of the

highways were chosen in every parish, empowered to

call the parish together, and set the people at the

work of repair. the owners of teams and of lands

being each required to send a team, and other persons

between eighteen and sixty~flve required to work in

person or by substitute, or else to compound with the

surveyors at certain rates. When the personal labor

of a parish was inadequate for the work of repair, the

surveyors, with the approval of the court of quarter

sessions, were authorized to levy a tax on the parish

in aid of the personal duty.I

See further Annn; Anoso; Bommanr; Damon

11ou, 1; Eassuswr; Fmms, Vim; Nncsssins, Trinoda;

Nuzaascs; Roan, 1; Srsnar; Tum

WAYS AND MEANS. The committee

of or on ways and means, in a legislative as

sembly, is charged with the duty of inquir

ing into and recommending the ways and

means for raising funds for the uses of gov

ernment.

The “ committee of supply " considers what specific

grants of money shall be voted as supplies demanded

by the crown for the service of the current year, as

explained by the estimates and accounts prepared by

the executive government, and referred by the house

to the committee. The “ committee of ways and

means “ determines in what manner the necessary

funds shall be raised to meet the grants which are

voted by the committee of supply, and which are re

quired for the public service. The former committee

controls the public expenditure; the latter provides

the public income: the one authorizes the payment of

money, the other sanctions the imposition of taxes,

and the application of revenues not otherwise applica

ble to the service of the year.‘

WEAPON. While the right of the peo

ple to bear arms, that is, to own and preserve

weapons for warfare, is secured by the con

stitutions, statutes may prohibit, as a police

regulation, the carrying of “ concealed,”

“ deadly ” or “ dangerous ” weapons.

Concealed weapon. A weapon willfully

and knowingly covered or kept from sight.‘

The purpose of statutes forbidding the carrying of

concealed weapons is to protect individuals against

sudden, unexpected, dangerous and perhaps deadly

violence inflicted with weapons which the assailant

has concealed in some way about or conveniently near

his person. and which he may use under sudden im

pulse, or deliberately and unfairly against one taken

unawares; and to conserve the public peace and

ltfety.‘

 

‘ 1 Bl. Corn. 357439.

‘May, Parliamentary Law, 41.

‘Owen v. State, 81 Ala. 8811 (1658), Rice, 0. J.

‘State v. hichianus. 89 N. C. 669 (1888), Merrimon. J.
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Until a pistol has lostso many of in part as to

cease to boa tire-arm, carrying it concealed, without

sufilcient excuse, is indictable.I ‘

The weapon (a pistol) need not be complete in all

its parts or capable of direct and immediate use.‘

The implement must be carried about the person,

accessible for use in fight, and so hidden from general

view as to put others 01! their guard. if a pistol is

worn concealed, the jury may presume it was loaded

and worn as a weapon; but the presumption is rebut

table.‘

Dangerous weapon. A weapon danger

ous to life, as actually used.

A weapon likely to produce death or great

bodily injury.‘

In many cases the court may declare that a partic

ular weapon was, or was not, a dangerous weapon;

and, when practicable, it is the court's duty to do so.

But where the weapon might be dangerous or not, so

cording to the manner in which it was used or the part

of the body struck, the question must be leitto the

jury.‘

That a loaded pistol is both a dangerous and a

deadly weapon, the courts will notice without proof.‘

Deadly weapon. Includes any weapon

with which a person may be wounded by

cutting or stabbing.‘

A weapon likely to produce death or great bodily

harm.‘

A hoe is per so a deadly weapon.‘

If a deadly weapon be used in a case of homicide in

the manner in which it would be likely to produce

death, the presumption of an intention to kill arisen.

Otherwise, if used so as not naturally to produce

death.‘

See Anus; Cums, 2; Corrrnacr; Dsrssss, 1; Jous

usv; Loanso; Snoormoz Taavsn; Tanvsr.

WEAR AND TEAR. “Natural and

reasonable wear and tear" means deteriora

tion by use, and does not include damage by

operation of nature, as, by a freshetJ°

‘Atwood 1:. sum, as Ala. 509 (1875); Huthhinson 1:.

saw, as at. 5 (ms); Evins u. saw, 40 id. as (1871);

Williams 1:. State, 61 Ga. 417 (1878); Cook 0. State, 11

Tex. Ap. 19 (1881).

‘ Redus v. State, 82 Ala. 68-64 (18%).

' Carr 1:. State, 84 Ark. 448 (1879).

‘ United States v. Williams, 2 F. R. 64 (1880), Deady,

Diet. J.

‘United States a. Small, 2 Curtis, B48 (1855). cases.

Curtis, J.; State v. Dineen, 10 Minn. 411 (1865); Doering

0. sum, 49 ma as (1574).

‘ Commonwealth v. Branham, 8 Bush, 888 (1871;

Hardin. J.; 8 id. 106.

'Kouns v. State, 8 Tex. Ap. 15 (1 ll , White, J.: 4 id

828: 48 Tex. 98.

‘ Hamilton 1:. People, 118 Ill. 88 (1885).

‘ Hanvey v. State, 68 Ga. 615 (1882); Moon v. State, lb

698 (1882).

" Green v. Kelly, 20 N. .7. L. 547 (1845).
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A tenant from year to year is not liable for per

missive waste. and is to make good mere wear and

tear.1

He is only bound to keep the leased house "wind

and water“ tight.’

See Lust.

VVEABING APPAREL. See APPAREL;

Bsooms.

WEBSTER’S CASE.

Mamcn. Aforethought.

WEEK. A period of time commencing

on Sunday morning and ending at midnight

Saturday; also, a period of seven days’ dura

tion, without reference to the time when it

commences.‘

" Once a week " means once between each Sunday

and Saturday night. the particular time of the week

not being important.I

The first publication of a notice of a sale under a

power contained in a mortgage, which requires the

notice to be published “ once a week for three succes

sive weeks." need not be made three weeks before the

time appointed for the sale.‘

See DAY; Motrrn; Nswsrsrna; Tum; Yam.

WEIGHT. 1. Heaviness, gravity.

"The Congress shall have Power . . To fix the

Standard of Weights and Measures.“ ‘

This power has not as yet been fully exercised. The

States. in the exercise of the police power, may oom

pel conformity with a fixed standard. The weights in

use are the avoirdupois and troy systems.‘ See in‘

srscrron. 1; Manuc Srsrax; NET; Ton.

2. In the figurative sense of ponderance

or preponderance, is used of evidence, cases,

authorities. See Panronnsamcs.

WELFARE. \Vell-going, well-being;

prosperity in its most comprehensive sense.

" Ws ran Psorts of the United States. in Orderto

promote the general Welfare do ordain and

establish this CoNs'rrrn'rio.\'. .“ "

"The Congress shall have Power To Lay and col

See Homcms;

lect Taxes. Duties." etc., to “ provide for the . . gen

eral Welfare of the United States. . .“ '

Promote the general welfare. This

phrase was adopted from the Articles of

Confederation, and. though seemingly vague,

1 Tor-riano it. Young. 6 Car. & P. H1838).

IAnworth o. Johnson. 5 Car. & 1’. 239 (1582). See

generally Taylor. Land. 8: T. 5848; 1 Wood. Land. &

T. 5 865.

' [State v. Yellow-Jacket, &c. Mining Co.. 5 Nev. 480

(1868). Beatty. C. J.; Ronkendorfl 1:. Taylor. 4 Pet. 861

(1830); Steinle 0. Bell. 12 abb. Pr. 176 (1572).

‘Dexter v. Shepard. 117 liiaas. 484 (1875); 1 id. '2“.

' Constitution. Art. I. sec. 8. cl. ii.

' See 1 Bl. Com. 274; Social Science Assoc. 1871, 578.

On the "weight of authorities." see 10 Va. Law J. 582

(1886).

' Constitution. Preamble.

‘Constitution. Art. I. sec. 8. 01. 1.

was employed in a rigidly restrictive sense to

signify “ the concerns of the Union at large, .

11]
not the particular policy of any State.

Experience had proved to the people that they re

quired a national government for national purposes.

The separate governments of the separate States.

bound together by the Articles of Confederation alone,

were not suiiicient for the promotion of the general

welfare of the people in respect to foreign nations. or

for their complete protection as citizens oi’ the con

federated States. For this reason they established the

government of the United States, and defined its pow

ere by a constitution. which they adopted as its funda

mental law. and made its rule of action.‘

See Poucs. 2; Passusns; P11OBlBlTl0N, 2; Tax. 2.

WELL. 1. n. An artificial excavation

and erection in and upon land, which neces~

sarily includes and comprehends the sub

stantial occupation and beneficial enjoyment

of the whole premises on which it is situ

ated.'

A person has a right todig a well on his land for

water for hfi own use. although the effect may be to

dry up the spring of a neighbor. But if he acts in bad

faith. he may be liable in dn.mages.‘

liiakmg dry a well by taking lands for a public use

constitutes an element of damages for which compen

sation must be made.‘ -

SeeArrmsos; Gum; Lssn; Wurxa.

2, adv. Agreeably, suitably, adequately,

fully; properly, legally.

Thus. a demurrer admits such facts as are well

pleaded. that is. properly pleaded.’ A bill may well be

brought as an original bill.' A power is sometimes

said to be well executed.‘ A jury is sworn to well and

truly try the issue. Well knowing charges knowledge

in a defendant to an action on the case. See BAD, 2;

ILL. 2.

WEBEGILDJ In old English law, a

pecuniary satisfaction paid to a party injured,

or to his relatives, to expiate an enormous of

fense. most commonly homicide.1°

The custom originated with the ancient Germans

For homicide. Athelstan (and other rulers) graded the

'2 Bancroft. Const. 208 (1882). abr. ed. 858 (1884){

quoting Washington.

' United States v. Cruikshank. 92 U. S. 549 (1875),

Waite. C. J.; 1 Story. Const. 55 497-606.

‘Johnson v. Rayner. 6 Gray. 110 (1866). Bigelow. J.

See Mixer 1:. Reed. 25 Vt. H7 (1858).

' Chesley 1:. King. 74 Me. 170-71(1882), cases; Buck

ingham u. Elliott. 62 Ga. 296 (1884).

' Trowbridge v. Brooltllne, 144 Mass. 141 (1887). cases;

Ballard v.Tomllnson (Eng.). 24 Am. Law Rev. 684. 688

40 (1886). cases.

' 91 U. S. 586; 2 Black. 523.

" 14 Wall. K2.

I 7 Pa. 580.

‘Were’-gild. A. S. M a man; gold, money: the

value of a life.

" [4 Bl. Com. 811.
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amount according to the rank of the deceased, from

peasant to king. In the time of Henry 1, other offenses

‘were made redeemable. A private process seems to

have been allowed for recovering the amount.

See Arena, 8; CAPUT, 1ESllll1f1li0

WESTMINSTER. Up to 1180, the court

of common pleas followed the king’s house

hold from one end of the kingdom to the

other. For the convenience of suitors, Magna

Charts provided that the court should ."be

held in some certain place.” This place has

ever since been Westminster, or Westminster

Hall, where the aula regis originally eat,

when the king resided there.l

WHABF. A structure erected on a shore

below high-water mark, and sometimes ex

tending into the channel, for laying vessels

alongside to load or unload, and on which

stores are often erected for the reception of

cargoes.1

A sort of quay (q. o.) constructed of wood

or stone, on the margin of a road-stead or

harborI alongside of which ships or lighters

are brought for convenient loading or un

loading.‘

A structure, on the margin of navigable

waters, alongside of which vessels can be

brought for the sake of being conveniently

loaded or unloaded.‘

A paved street extending to the water's edge and

used by vessels as a place for receiving and discharg

ing freight and passengers may be designated as s

“ wharf." '

Wharfage. The fee paid for tying vessels

to a wharf, or for loading goods on a wharf

or shipping them therefrom.‘

“ A toll or duty for the pitching or loading

of goods upon a wharf.” “Money paid for

landing goods at a wharf or qnay, or taking

goods into a boat and from thence.”‘

A municipal corporation, owning wharves for the

bbnetlt of persons engaged in commerce upon the pub

lic navigable waters of the United States, may collect

lrom those persons such reasonable fees as will fairly

mmunerate it for the use of the property.’

 

I 1 Bl. Com. 28; 8 id. 88. SeeJeail'reson. “Lawyers: "

I beg. Ga. “B.

I Doans c. Broad Street A-oclation, 6 Mass. 834 (1810),

Parsons, C. J

' Glger v. Filor, 8 Fla. $2 (1859), Blatzell. C. J.

‘ Langdon :1. Mayor of New York, 93 N. Y. 151 (1883),

Earl, J.

' City of Keokuk v. Keokuk Northern Packet 00., 45

Iowa, 206 (1876).

‘Kusenbsrg c. Browns, 48 Pa. 179 (1862); Town of

Pilhsm n. The Woolaey, 16 F. R. (21 (1881).

' Packet 00. v. St. Louis, 100 U. 8. 08 (1879); Vicks

The power of the State includes the power to dis

criminate as to the rates between diflerentclaases and

vessels employed in diflerent occupations.‘

But care must be taken that the exaction is not a

"duty of tonnage." '

Wharfage is a charge for the use of a wharf. This

must be reasonable. But a "private wharf," that is,

a wharf which the owner has constructed and reserves

for his private use, is not subject to this rule. That a

private wharf may be had, even on a navigable river,

is not open to controversy; but whether it may be

maintained as such, where it is the only facility of tbs

kind, may be questioned. . The regulation of

wharves belongs prima fade and in the first instance

to the States. and would only be assumed by Congress

when its exercise by them became incompatible with

the interests of commerce.‘

To create a lien for wharfage, the contract must

be made by a person who has authority to pledge the

vessel. A sheriff who attaches a vessel is not such

person.‘

A city which is in possession of a wharf, exercising

exclusive control over it, and receiving tolls for its use,

is bound to keep it in condition for use.‘

See annmanrv; Connsncn; Docnos; Rxnnuu;

Tomuos, 2.

Wharflnger.‘ One who keeps a wharf

for receiving goods for hire.

His responsibility begins when the goods are do

llvered on the wharf, and he has received them. an

pressly cr by implication.’

He is a baliee for hire, held to ordinary care only

He must use reasonable care to keep the dock in re

pair for the vessels he invites to enter.‘ See Docx, 2.

WHEEL. See JURY; Lorrnsv.

WHEN. Standing unqualified, in a will,

is a word of condition, perhaps equivalent to

“if." The context may show that the pos

session, not the vesting, of the gift, is meant.‘

 

burg v. Tobin,‘ ib. 480 (1879); Ouachita Packet Co. .

Aiken, 121 id. 444 (1887), cases.

I The Barge Welch, 9 Bened. 514 (1878).

‘Cannon 1:. New Orleans, 20 Wall. 577, 580 (1874).

Exp. Easton, 95 U. S. 68 (1877); Packet Co. v. Keokuk

ib. 88 (1877): 45 Iowa, 196; Ouachita Packet Co. v. Aiken.

4 Woods, 211 (1883); a:c.16 F. R. 892.

I Transportation 00. v. Parkersburg, 107 U. S. 696,

699, 708 (1882), cases, Bradley, J. See generally 22 Am

Law Reg..'>88-605 (1%), cases; 16 F. R 894-96 (1888).

cases.

‘ The Mary K. Campbell, 81 F. R. 840 (1S87),Wa1la¢°,

Cir. J.

' Pittsburgh v. Grier, 2 Pa. 64 (1868); City of Alle

gheny v. Campbell, 10! id. 585 (1885); Joyce 0. Martin.

15 R I. 558 (1887); 1 Thomp. Neg. 316.

' Wharf’-in-jer, for wharfager.

" Rodgers v. Stophel, 32 Pa. 118 (1868).

‘See Roberts v. Turner, 12 Johns. ‘Z32 (1815), cases,

Blin 1:. Mayo, 10 Vt. 60 (1838). cases; New Orleans. &a

R. Co. v. Iianning, 15 Wall.tib9(181‘2); Niclterson v. Tir

rell, 127 Mass. 289 (1879), cases.

'2 Jarman, Wills, 417-21, cases; 8 Irsd. Eq. 8%; 6
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Though the word may import a contingency, as, for

Instance, in the case of a legacy to A “ when he attains

twenty-one," without more, yet it is settled that it

may mark the period at which the estate is to take

elect in enjoyment, and not as postponing the period

of vesting. I

“ When," like " if,“ is ordinarily a word of condi

tion, or of conditional limitation; but this meaning

may be controlled by languageahowing that the estate

b to be vested.’

Whenever. Though often equivalent to

“ as soon as," is frequently used where the

time intended is, and will be, until arrival, or

of some uncertain period at least, indetermi

nate. '

“ Whenever" and its synonyms, referring to the

time when property is to be enjoyed, are among the

most ordinary words used in creating a vested re

mainder, and cannot be relied upon as creating a con

tingent remainder.‘ Compare Tm.

WHEREAS. Involving recital, cannot

be used where direct, positive averment is

required; as, in pleadings, q. 1). See also

Rscrrsn

WHEREUPON. Denotes sequence, suc

cession, order of action, relation, a thing

done with reference to something previously

done; is interchangeable with the words

" upon which,” “ after which.“

WHILE. Compare DUM.

WHIP HAND. See ROAD, 1, Law of.

WHIPPING. Punishment by the in

fliction of stripes.

Whipping-post. A stake to which an

offender is tied to receive stripes; punish

ment by whipping.

At common law, whipping was inflicted on inferior

persons for petty larceny and vagrancy, and it ac

companied sentences of imprisonment in a few other

cases‘

Abolished, as to female dellnquents,by1 Geo. TV

(1820), c. 57. Later statutes, notably 21 and 25 Vict.

(1861), and 26 and 27 Wotv (1868). prescribe the offenses,

ages, number of strokes, and the instrument.

The punishment of whipping shall not be inflicted!

The Great Law of the Province of Pennsylvania, by

enactment of 1684. provided that twenty-one stripes

 

Jones, Eq. 847: 6 Vea Jr. 248; 16 C. B.59; 7Ves. M; 11

id. 8.

lliilnnig o. Batdorfl, 5 Pa. 506 (1847), cases; Letch

worth's Appeal, 80 id. 175 (1858); 1 Dali. 175; 5 Watts,

(86.

‘Sutton 0. West, 77 N. C. 481 (1877); Fisher 0. John

son, 83 N. J. E. 47 (1884).

‘Robinson v. Greene, 14 R. 1. 188 (1888), Durfee, C. J.

‘ Manderson u. Lukena, 13 Pa. 81 (1854).

' [Lee u. Cook, 1 Wyom. 419 (1878), Peek, J.

'4 Bl. 00m. 160.

‘R 8.558%‘: Act88Feb.18$1
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should be inflicted where no other number was pro

scribed.l

The Maryland act of 1882, c.120, which provides

that any person who shall brutally assault and beat

his wife, shall, upon conviction. be sentenced to be

whipped, not exceeding forty lashes, or be imprisoned

for a term not exceeding one year, or both, in the dis

cretion of the court, is not in contravention of the

Vlllth Amendment to the Constitution of the United

States. which forbids inflicting "cruel and unusual

punishments," since that is a restraint upon Congress

only; nor is it in contravention of the like prohibition

in the constitution of Maryland. The provision ap

pears in 1 W. and 111. (1689), stat. 2, c. 2, and in the

declarations of the rights of the State promulgated

in 1776, 1850, 1864, and 1867. From 1776 to 1819, the pun

ishment of whipping for certain oflenses was imposed

upon whites and negroes alike, and upon negroes

alone until the adoption of the constitution of 1861

The word “ brutal," in the act of 1882, has its ordinary,

popular meaning.‘

WHISKEY. See Awonon;

Paonmrr1os, 2.

WHITE. “ White person,” as used in the

naturnliza$ion laws, means a person of the

Caucasian race, and does not therefore in

ciude a Mongolian.’

Does not include a person half white and half in

diam.‘

But does include one nearer white than black or

red;

In the legislation of the slave period, referred to a

person without admixture of colored blood, whatever

the actual complexion might be.‘

See Crnzsu; Come. 1; Muum.

LIQUOR ;

White acre. See Aces.

WHOLE. See Bmon.

Wholesale. See RETAIL

WHORE. See Pnosnrum; SLANDER, 1.

WIDOW. A woman who has lost her

husband by deatlfl

A wife that outlives her husband.‘

May refer to the person, not to her state, whether

she remain a widow or marry again; as, in a statute

giving a widow the right to sue for the homicide of her

husband.‘

Whenever a right by law has been attached byM

 

l Linn, 168, 275.

I Foote v. State, 159 Md. 264, 967 (1882), Stone, J.; a. a

4 Cr. L. H. 401. Compare 6 Alb. Law J. 70 (1872);

Cooley, Const. Llm. '329-80; 1 Law J. 687; 51 id. 8&3.

' Re All Yup, 5 Saw. 156 (1878), Sawyer, Cir. J.

‘ Re Camille, 6 F. R. 56 (1880).

' Jeflries v. Ankeny, 11 Ohio, 875 (1842); United States

1:. Barryman,21 Alb. Law J.19i (1879): R S. 55 2154

56; 2 Kent, 72.

' Du Val v. Johnson, 89 Ark. 1920882), Eakin, J. 800

also Beardsley 1:. Bridgeport, 53 Conn. 492 (1886).

' Whitaoll 1:. Mills, 6 Ind. 281 (1855): Webster's Dict.

' Claim of Eliza Burr, 11 Op. Att.-Gen. 9(1EB8).

‘Georgia R., &c. 00. v. Garr, 67 Ga. 2110878).
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son of widowhood, there must be some law by which

it is divested, or it will remain.l

\Vidow‘s appraisement. law, portion, share or

third, and renunciation are frequently spoken of. See

those words, also Dowen;-Ham, 1; Hvsaaxn; Quaaaw

rms, 1; Raraassxrawva, 1,Personal; W133.

WIFE. A woman who has a. husband

living.2

As used in a will may referto the wife of the testa

tor at the time he made his will, and not to any wife

who might survive him.I

In laws providing for alimony and dower after a

divorce has been granted, the term “ wife “ may be re

garded as designating the person, and not the actual

existing relation.‘

See Famnr; Husnasn; Srrrnn, 4; Uxoa: Wmow.

WIGGLESWORTJTS TABLES. See

TABLE, 4.

WIGS. Compare Gown.

The custom of wearing wigs seems iodnte back to

the remotest antiquity. They were worn in Egypt;

references in the classics attest their use in Greece

and Rome. The fashion died out; it was revived in

France in the time of Henry III, and became prev

alent in that of Louis XIII, and almost hniversal in

that of Louis XIV. From France it spread to other

countries, attaining its height in England in the reign

of Anne. After the Revolution it disappeared in

France, and, gradually, elsewhere. From the time of

George Ill, the fashion began to wane in England, ex

cept among professional men. It prevailed, to some

extent, in this country during the latter half of the

lastcentury. “The wig of the seventeenth century

now holds its place only on the judicial bench " of

Great Britain, “ and with the speaker of the House of

Commons, barristers. and advocates; but even on the

bench its use is being threatened.‘

WILD. See ANIMAL; LAND.

WILL. 1. The faculty of the mind which

makes choice between objects or ends; the

power which directs action; inclination

toward action; desire, purpose, consent, in-'

tention, volition.

Asemployed in defining the crime of rape, is not

construed as implying the faculty by which intelligent

choice is made between objects, but as the synonym

of “ inclination“ or “deslre;" and in this sense is

used with propriety in reference to the actions of per

sons of unsound mind.‘

The technical phrase “against the will “ charges

violence. especially in the commission of such crimes

as rape. and robbery from the person. " Against con

ICornmonwealth 0. Powell, 51 Pa. 441 (1966).

' People v. Hovey, 5 Barb. 1l8(1fl49), Selden, J.

' Anshutz v. Miller, 81 Pa. 212(1676).

' Woods v. Waddle, 44 Ohio St. 457 (1886); liicGill v.

Deming, ib. 65-i (1-87).

‘See Ency. Brit; 45 Law Times. T8. 278 (1868); 87

Litt. Liv. Age. 548 (IP68): 12 Penn. Monthly, 824 (1881);

Jeaflreson, " Lawyers."

'Crosswell o. People, 18 Mich. (I7 (INC), Cooley. J.
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sent “ expresses the idea with equal accuracy. in the

caseof robbery, the greatest degree of terror is not

contemplated.I See Vionzscr.

On the subject of ill-will, see hiauca; as to estates

at will, see Txxaxr, At will.

Willful; willfully. In common par

lance “willful” means intentional, as (lie

tinguished from accidental or involuntary;

in penal statutes it means with evil intent,

with legal malice, without ground for be

lieving the act to be lawful.’

The ordinary meaning of " willful,” in

statutes, is not merely " voluntary,” but

with a bad purpose.‘

Sometimes it means little more than “ in

tentional” or “designed.” But that is not

its ordinary signification in criminal and

penal statutes; in them it most frequently

conveys the idea of legal malice in greater

or less degree — implies an evil intent with

out justifiable excuse. “ Voluntary ” is,

therefore, a weaker word: it means simply

“ willing.” 4

Doing or omitting to do a thing "knowingly and

willfully " implies not only a knowledge of the thing,

but a determination with a had purpose to do it or to

omit doing lt.'

“ Willful,“ frequently means more than merely “ in~

tentional; " it sometimes implies perverseness, delib

erate design, malice.‘

“ Willfully,“ inan indictment, implies that the not

is done knowingly and of stubborn purpose. but not

necessarily of malice.’

Referring to an act forbidden by law, means that

the act must be done knowingly and intentionally —

that with knowledge the will consented to, designed

and directed the act.‘

Only want or defect of will will protect the door of

a forbidden act from the punishment annexed thereto.

An involuntary act induces no guilt: the concurrence

of the will. when it has its choice to do or to avoid

an act. being the only thing that renders human

action either praiseworthy or culpable. To make a

 

'4 Bl. Corn. 212, 294.

‘State v. Clark, 29 N. J. L. 08 (1860), Whelpley, J.:

Thomas 1:. State, 14 Tex. Ap. 204 (1888); Zilinkler v.

State, 14 Neb. 188 (1!-fil); United States 1:. Three Ball

road Cars. 1 Abb. U. S. 201 (1868).

‘Commonwealth v. Kneelnnd, Q) Pick. 21! (1888),

Shaw, C. J.

' [State v. Preston, 84 Wis. 683-84 (1874), Dixon, C. J.;

10 Ala. 928; 36 id. 285‘, WM. 154; 9 Metc. 268.

' Felton v. United States, 96 U. S. 702 (1877), Field, J.

' Wales v. Miner, 89 Ind. 128 (1888), Franklin, 0.:

sum 1.1. Smith, 52 Wis 130 (1881).

' State v. Massey, Vi‘ N. C. 468 (1887).

‘ Woodhouse v. Rio Grande R Co., 87 Tex. 419 (1887).

Stayton, A. J See also Highway Comminioners s.

Fly, 54 Mich. l&)—8l (1884), cases.
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crime complete therednust be both a will and an act.

As no temporal tribunal can search the heart or

fathom the intentions of the mind, otherwise than as

demonstrated by outward actions, it cannot punish

what it cannot know. Hence, an overt act, some open

evidence of an intended crime, is necessary to demon

strate depravity of will, before a man can be pun

ished. To constitute a crime against human

laws, there must be avicious will and an unlawful act

consequent thereon. The will does not join with the

act in three cases: (1) When there is a defect of

understanding. Where there is no discernment there

is no choice, and where no choice there is no act of the

will, which is merely a determination of one's choice

to do or to abstain from doing a particular action.

(2) Where there is understanding and will sufilclent,

but it is not called forth or exerted at the time the

action is done: as, in cases of chance and ignorance.

(8) When the action is constrained by outward force.

Here the will disagrees as to the act which the person

llobliged to perform. To the first class of cases are

referred infancy, lunacy, and intoxication.‘ to the

second class. misfortune and ignorance; to the third

class, cmnpula-ion or necessity,‘ qq. v.

See C0r<'ssn"r; Cams; Dcnsss; lxsmrrv; l.\"r1:a"r1or~‘:

Ksowmnos. 1; hiaucs; Mum; Vow; VOLUNTAIIY, 1.

See also Goon-wun

2. The legal declaration of a man’s inten

tion which he " wills " to_ be performed after

his death.2

A disposition of real and personal property

to take eiiect after the death of the testa

tor.a

it expresses "the will“ of the maker as to the

direction his property shall take.‘

A declaration of the mind, either by word

or writing, in disposing of an estate; to

take place after the death of the testator.5

An instrument in any form, it the obvious

purpose is not to take place till after the

death of the maker, operates as a will. The

-tsaenoe of the definition is, it is a disposition

to take effect after death. The form is im

material, if the substance is testamentary.6

An instrument by which a person makes

a disposition of his property to take effect

after his deceasefl

A will is to be considered as the “ testament," and

the instrument. The testament is the result and effect

1 4 Bl. Com. K)-22.

'2 Bl. Corn. 499; Smith 0. Bell, 6 Pet. '75 (1872); 12'!

U. S. 809; 80Pa. 170; 11 Lea,8‘.‘8.

' 4 Kent, 501.

‘McKee v. Means, M Ala. 1361 (1856), Walker, C. J.

' Hubbard u. Hubbard, 12 Barb. 153 (1851), Brown, J.,

siting 7 8:10. Ab. 299.

‘Frew v. Clarke, 80 Pa. 178 (1875), cases. liiercur, J.

' Younger ii. Duille, M N. Y. 539 (1884). Earl, J. See

aha Willts 1:. Burns, 60 Md. 68 (1882); Cover v. Stem, 67

Id. 449 (1887), Alvey, C. J.

in law of what is the will; that consists of all the

parts, including a codlcll.I See further Tssrsnasr.

Whatever the form of the instrument, if it vests no

present interest but only appoints what is to be done

after the death of the maker, it is " testamentary." '

I! the intention is to convey a present estate, though

the possession be postponed until after the death of

the maker, the instrument is a “deed; " if an interest

accruing after his death, it is a “ will." '

If the disposition necessarily takes elect after the

death of the maker, and that intention is clear, the

instrument is a will, though the maker supposed it to

be some other kind of a paper.‘

it the instrument is such that, upon delivery, inter

ests vest. though to be enjoyed in possession in the

future, or obligations are created which are enforce

able by the parties respectively, it is a contract inter

rivos.‘

An instrument in the form oi.’ a deed, signed. sealed,

and delivered as such, but intended as a posthumous

disposition of a maker's property, is testamentary‘.I

Last will. The last will made.

11' two or more wills are in contemplation. this ex

pression appropriately designates the one made after

the other or others; otherwise, "last" is redundant,

the word “ will " alone fully expressing the idea.

Nuncupative will.I Such will as .de

pends upon merely oral evidence, being

declared by the testator in extremis, before a

sutficient number of witnesses, and after

ward reduced to writing.8

In early times, a will of chattels was good without

writing—that being then little known. By the time

of Henry VIII (1509), reading and writing had become

so widely diffused that verbal or unwritten wills were

confined to extreme cases. A case of perjury in con

nection with one will, as well as the opportunities for

imposition they have ever aflorded. caused nuncupa

tive testaments to be placed under restrictions by the

Statute of Frauds and Perjuries of 29 Chas. I1 (1678),

c. 8. By 1 Vict. (1887), c. 26, $5 9, 11,- preceded by 1

Will. IV (1830), c. 20—the privilege was confined to

soldiers " in actual military service " and to mariners

and seamen “ at sea," and extended to personalty

IFuller u. Hooper, 2 Ves. Sr. 242 (1750), Hardwicke,

Ld. C.; Alsop‘s Appeal, 9 Pa. 382 (18-18).

' Turner 1:. Scott, 51 Pa. 134 (1866), Woodward, C. J.

I Williams v. Tolbert, 66 Ga. 128 (IQO), Crawford, J.:

Ga. Code, 52395; Sperber v. Balsier, ib. 817, 821 (1881),

Jackson, C. J.

' Kelleher v. Kernan, 60 Md. 442-48 (1888), cases, Irv

ing, J.; Cunningham v. Davis, 62 Miss. 366 (1884).

' Book 1:. Book, 101 Pa. 245 (1883).

' Cover v. Stem, 67 hid. 449 (1887), Alvey, C. J.; Ha

bergham v. Vincent, 2 Vea. Jr. 280 (1798). See gener

ally 19 Cent. Law J. 46-50 (1884), cases; 92 Am. Dec.

888-89, cases. On contracts to dispose of property by

will, see 87 Cent. Law J. 508 (1888), cases.

' Nun-cu’-patlve. L. nomine capere, to call by

name; 1'. 2., to declare publicly in solemn words the

disposition to be made, or who shall be executor.

See Prince v. Hazleton. 20 Johns. 519 (1822).

' :3 Bl. Com. M.
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only. These statutes, which, in substance, have been

re-enacted here. receive a strict construction. The

deceased must, furthermore, possess testamentary

capacity, be in contemplation of death, without time

to make a written will, and clearly evince, by words or

signs, an intention to dispose of his property.‘

In England, while property continued in a man

only for his life, wills were unknown. In more modern

times. a person could dispose of but one-third of his

movables from his wife and children. _No will of lands

was permitted till 1541, and then of a portion only.

Indeed, wills and successions are creations of munici

pal law exclusively.’

Statute of wills. Statute of 32 Henry

VIII (1541), c. 1, which enabled a person

seised in fee-simple, socage tenure, to devise

lands according to his own pleasure, except

to a body corporate, and enabled‘a person

holding lands in chivalry to devise two-thirds

thereof. 3

Later statutias, notably that of 7 Will. IV and 1 Vict.

(1887), c. 28, removed all restrictions.

Our ancestors imported the English law on the sub

ject of wills. Statutory regulations, which are sub

stantially alike in all the States, follow the English

statutes, especially the Statute of Wills. so called.‘

In New York, for example, every person must do

vise within the limitation of the Statute of Henry VIII,

which became part of her law upon the adoption of

the constitution of 1717, and, with modifications, re

mains so to this day.‘

Power to dispose of property by will rests almost

wholly upon statutes, the directions of which mustbe

substantially complied with.

No right is now more solemnly assured than the

power to dispose of property by will as the owner

pleases. This privilege creates an incentive to practice

industry and frugality. The law secures equality of

distribution when the owner dies intestate. The ob

ject of a will is to produce inequality either in the dis

position or use, to make preterments; and, in this

matter, a sane man, not unlawfully influenced, has a

right to be governed by his prejudices.‘

If a testator does not violate any principle of public

policy, religion, or morality, nor infringe upon any

statute, he may make such disposition of his property

as he sees proper.'

‘ See 2 Bl. Com. 500-1; 4 Kent, 517; 1 Jarman, Wills,

W-98; 1Williams, Exec. 59; 1tedileld,Wllla 185; Sykes

11. Sykes, 2 Stew. 864 (Ala.,1fi30): 20 Am. Dec. 44-48,

cases; Moflett v. hioflett, 67 Tex. W (1887).

' 2 Bl. Com. 12, 211, 491-92. See 20 Am. Law Rev. 502

(1886); Hadley, Rom. Law, 294-826; Maine, Anc. Law,

171-217.

' 2 Bl. Com. 875.

.4 Kent, 504; Williams, B. Y., Ch. X, notes to 4 Am.

ed.; 8 Jarman, Wills, 751, ed. by R. & T.; 1 Whart. Ev.

884.

‘ ' United States v. Fox. 94 U. S. 821 (1878).

 

A will " speaks from the death " of the maker; that

is, takes eflect, as respects its dispositions, from the

moment of his decense.

The testator must be of years of discretion, now

generally twenty-one, and of testamentary capacity.

The drnughting, signing, attesting,_publishing, revok

ing, probating, etc.,_ are matters also largely regulated

by statutes, and explanatory decisions.

an important general principle is that personnlty is

to be disposed of according to the law of the domicll

of the testator, while realty must be disposed of ac

cordingto the law in vogue at the place where the

property is situated. I

A court of equity has power to correct mistakes in

a will apparent upon the face of the instrument or

made out by a due construction of its terms: the in

tention is the will.’

The intent of the testator is the cardinal rule by

which to construe a will. If that intent can be clearly

perceived, and is not contrary to a positive rule of

law, it must prevail, although, in giving eifect to it,

some words should be rejected, or so restrained, as

materially to change the literal meaning of the partic

ular sentence.‘

Wills being the least artificial of all instruments,

often the productions of persons ignorant of the law

and of the correct use of the language in which they

are written, are the least to be governed by the settled

use of technical legal terms. It may well be doubted if

any other source of enlightenment is of much assist

ance than the application of natural reason to the

language of the instrument under the light thrown

upon the intent of the testator by the extrinsic cir

cumstances surrounding the execution, and connect

ing the partics and the bequests and devises with the

testater and with the instrument itself.‘

\\'hen interpreting a will, the attending circum

stances of the testator, suchas the condition of his

family, the amount and character of his property, are

to be considered. The interpreter is to place himself

in the position occupied by the testator when he made

his will, and from that standpoint discover what was

int/ended.I

Little aid is to be derived from a resort to formal

rules, or from a consideration of judicial determina

tions in cases apparently similar. It is a question in

each case of the reasonable interpretation of the

words of the particular willI with a view to ascertain

ing the testat0r's intention.‘

See furtherAnunusrsn, 4; Arrsn; AIBl0U1‘l'Y; Ar

mr; Bsquasr; Csxcsn; CODICLL; Corrrmr; Conva

MON, 1; Cr Pass; Deuossrnsno; Dascszrr; Dr

scawnos, 2; Dssmit; Dswss; Doxuno; Ensms;

 

I See 25 Am. Law Reg. 153-82 (1886), cases.

'1Story, Eq. §§179-80; 2 Jarman, Willa 189; 1 Red

fleld. Wills, 501; Efiinger 1:. Hall. 81 Va. 980885), cases.

' Finlay v. King, 8 Pet. '87‘? (1830). Marshall, C. J.

‘ Clarke 17. Boorman‘s Executors, 18 Wall. 502 (1878).

Miller, J. Approved. Giles 1:. Little, 104 U. S. 2330881),

Woods, J.

' Drake v. Hawkins‘. 98 U. 8. 824 (1878), cases, Stmng.

Justice.

'McMasters u. Blair, 29 Pa.804 (1857); Stevenson c.

Stevenson, 88 id. 471 (1859); Cauflman 0. Long, 82 id.

"-78 (1876).

' BaInbridge's Appeal. 97 Pa. 486 (1881).

'Robison 0. Female Orphan Asylum, 1188 U. S. 70'?

(1887), cases, Matthews, J.; Colton v. Colton. 1?? id
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Mon, 2; Eqnsnnr; Exsccroa; Fmsr, 2; Hnta,1;

Honoorurn; losoanwcn; Imcsxcs; Imarr; Inor

nc1ocs; I.\'SAh‘1'1‘Y, 2 (5); Issvx, 5; Iran; Lnonor;

Losr, 2; Moxsrz Monmrsz .\iu-runs. 2; Paar, 1,

Reasonable; Psarsrurrv, 2; Powsa, 2; Pasolrroav;

Pnsssscs; Paonrrs; Paorsarv; Pnovtnln; Premen

nor; Pcscrcnrios; Rmnrso; Rsrasssxrnnvs (11:

Rns, 2; RISIDUE; Sun; Scrurr; Scmvsssa; Ssnaars,

2; Smx; S0", Sons; Susscatnna, 2; Trans; Tausr, 1;

UIPIRE‘, Wnsn; WRITING.

- WIND. See Dasesns; Tsnrssr.

Wind and water. See WEAR annTsan.

WINDOW. See BAY-WINDOW; Lmnr.

WIND UP. To liquidate the assets of

an association, as, a partnership or corpora

tion, for purposes of distribution. Whence

“winding-up" statutes, and proceedings.

See Lromnxron.

WINE. See LIQUOR.

WISDOM. See DISCRETION, 2.

WISH. See Pnscaronv; VOLO; W.mr.

“TIT.l To know, have knowledgeof. T0

wit explains what precedes, being equiva

lent to " that is to say,” “ more particularly,”

"namely,” “m'delicet."5l See Vmsns, Vi

delicet.

Wittingly. Relating to the wit or under

standing; knowingly, designedlyfi

Knowingly, with knowledge, by design.‘

WITCHCRAFT. The practices of a

witch: a woman (formerly, a man or a

woman) supposed to be able to affect the

happiness and destiny of other persons by

the exercise of supernatural power acquired

from intercourse with evil spirits; conjure

tion; sorcery; enchantment.

“ A species of offense," says Blackstone, “against

God and religion, of which one knows not well what

lccount to give, is witchcraft, conjuration, enchant

U9-10 (1888); Hatcher v. Hatcher. B) Va. 171 (1885),

cases; 50 Mich. 460; 74 liie.4i8;100 Pa. 481;102 id. 247;

16 S. C. 227; 17 id. 348.

As to testamentary capacity, in addition to the

references to “ influence" and “ insanity“ (ad fin.),

see :14 Alb. Law J. 4-t’(1sse;, cases; 4 Law Qunr. Rev.

412-48 (1888), Eng. cases; formalities as to execution,

84 Alb. Law J. -H5-88 (1886), cases; execution, authen

tication, and construction, 2fiCent. Law J. 151-56 (1580),

cases; implied revocation of, ib. 3*?-91 (IBSS), cases;

costs in contested cases, lo‘ id. (1554), cases; lost

wills. 39 Alb. Law J. 44-47, 64-67 (1555), cases; distri

bution of assets in cases of erroneous construction, 23

id. BS2 (1856) — Irish Law Times.

‘A. S. wiian. to know: L. vid-, to see. When“

" witness."

I See Commonwealth 1:. Grey, 2 Gray, 50.3 (1851).

' Harrington v. State, 54 Miss. 498 (1877).

' Osborne v. Warren. 44 Conn. 860 (1877): Webster.

ment or sorcery. The thing is a truth to which every

nation hath borne testimony, by examples seemingly

well attested or by prohibitory laws."

The civil law punished with death sorcerers and

those who consulted with them, imitating the Mosaic

law " Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live “ [by her

craft?] Our own [English] laws have been equally

penal, condemning culprits to the flames. Statute 33

Henry V111 (1642), c. 6. made witchcraft and sorcery

felony without benefit of clergy; and 1 James I (1608),.

c. 12, enacted that persons invoking any evil spirit,

or consulting, covenanting with, entertaining, employ

ing, feeding, or rewarding any evil spirit, or hurting

any person by such infernal arts, should be guilty of

felony without benefit of clergy,and suffer death; and

that if any person attempted by sorcery to discover

hidden treasure, to restore hidden goods, to provoke

unlawful love, or to hurt any man or beast, he or

she should suffer imprisonment and pillory for the

first offense, and death for the second. Not a few of

those executed under these laws confessed guilt at the

gallows. Louis XIV of France forbade the courts to

receive infornmtions of witchcraft. Statute 9 Geo. ill

(1769). c. 5, disallowed prosecutions for conjuration,

witchcraft, sorcery, or enchuptment. But pretending

to use witchcraft, tell fortunes, or discover stolen

goods, by skill in the occult sciences, is still a punish

able misdemeanor in England,I and in the States.

WITH. Along with, in place or time.

That an affidavit is to be filed “ with a pleading"

does not necessarily imply a filing at the some time.‘

it is a sutiicient compliance with the rule that “ the

plaintifl shall file with his declaration an affidavit of

claim." that they be both filed at the same time, and

this is not affected by their being detached, or by the

place of deposit in the oflice.'

With all faults. See Faunr.

With interest. See Izrrnarsr, 3.

With strong hand. See HAND, 2.

WITHDRAW. To take away, as, to

withdraw a record; to mark off, as, to with

draw an appearance once entered of record

in a cause; to substitute one for another, a

one plea for another plea; to cause to leave,

to remove, to retire, as, to withdraw a juror

from the box; to quit or sever connection

 

'4 Bl. Com. 60-62; 3 Coke, Inst. 44; Spectator, 117; 1

Steph. Hist. Cr. Law Eng. 5-1; 2 id. 430-36 SeeTrial of

Suffolk Witches, 6 St. Tr. 687-702 (1ll65),— Rose Cullen

der and Amy Duny, who were convicted after half an

hour's deliberation by the jury, Sir Matthew Hale pre

siding, and were executed four days later, neither one

confessing the charge, although " much urged to,“

“ the judge and nil the court“ being “ fully satisfied

with the verdict;” Trial of Three Devon Witches. 8

id. 1018-39 (16S2),— with "the substance of their last

words and confessions at the time and place of exe

cution." See also 2 West. Law J. 312; 106 North Am

Rev. 176; 45 New Engl. Teri.

I Hurnmert u. Schwab, 5-1 Ill. 146 (1870). '

' Hosslsr 0. Hartman, 82 Pa. 66 (1876)
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with, to end responsibility in, as, to with

draw from a cause.

" Withdrawing a juror" describes It tlction to which

a court may resort when it appears that, owing to

some accident or surprise, defect of proot, unexpected

and difficult question of law, or like reason. a trial

cannot proceed without injustice to a party.‘

The clerk, under direction from the court, calls a

juror out of the box, whereupon the plaintiff objects.

or is supposed to object, to proceeding with eleven ju

rors, and the trial goes over to the next term, the

rights of the litigants remaining unimpaired. The

court may resort to this practice rather than nonsuit

the plaintilf. The costs may be imposed upon one

party, be divided between both, or abide the event of

the continued suit.‘

See Gmurv; Nossurr; Rmmn.

WITHIN. May refer to a place or a

period of time. Compare CONTAINED.

Referring to place. may mean on the line or outside

of. Thus, a horse in the street, breaking down I fence,

is doing damage “ within the inclosure." '

“ Within thirty days “ from May thirteenth includes

June twelfth as the last day; that is, the first day is

excluded and the last included.‘ See further DAY.

WITHOUT. 1. Outside, beyond: as,

“without the State;”° “without the alle

giance; " ‘ “ without the jurisdiction.”

2. With the omission of ; with the exclu

sion of, excluding; independently of; with

out any: as, without appeal, or exception;

without children, heirs, or issue; without

day, defalcation, notice, recourse, reserve,

qq. v.

“ Without being licensed" is of the same import

and eflect as " not licensed “ or “ not being licensed.” "

Without this, etc. See Tnavnsss.

WITNTESS.8 1, n. One who gives evi

dence in a cause before a court.’

A most general term, including every per

son from whose lips testimony is extracted

to be used in any judicial procecdingJ°

An " sfliant " or “ deponent " is always a witness,

but awitness is not necessarily an stfiant or depo

nent."

 

I [Abbott's Law Dict.

I See People v. Judges of New York, 8 Cow. 130 (1828),

cases; \\‘insor v. The Queen, L. R., 1 Q. B. '%‘5—99 (1866),

cases; 8 Chitty, Pr. 917.

' Pettit v. May, 84 Wis. 672 (1874).

‘ McDonald 1:. Vinette, 68 Wis. 62) (1883).

'91 U. S. 277; 97 id. 687.

'9 Mass. 456.

' Commonwealth 1;. Thompson, 2 Allen, 508 (1861),

mes.

' A. S., witnu, knowledge, testimony.

Burr, 1.

' Barker v. Colt, 1 Root, 295 (Conn., 1790).

" [Bliss v. Shuman, 47 Me. 252 (1869), Appleton, J.

See Wu‘;

2, v. To bear testimony to; to have per

sonal knowledge of the execution of an in

strument.

Adverse witness. A witness who is

‘hostile toward, or who testifies strongly
against, a party. I

Attesting witness. One who signs an

instrument, certifying that it was executed

in his presence.

At the time of attestation he must be “ competent “

to testify in colu't on the subjectmatter.‘ See further

Arrnsr.

Competent witness. A person who is

legally qualified to give testimony. Opposed,

incompetent witness.

In some States wills devising land must be attested

by competent witnesses, unless wholly written by the

devisor, as. in Kentucky. in Pennsylvania the “ com

petent witnesses “ who are to prove a will need not be

subscribing witnesses.’

In Virginia, by the code of 1873, c. 118. sec. 4. unlea

the will, about to be attested, be olograph, the wit

nesses must subscribe as witnesses, though that word

need not be used.I See further COIPITENT.

Credible witness. A witness who is de

serving of confidence; a person who, being

competent to testify, is worthy of belief.

in some States a will is to be attested by “ credible

witnesses. It hits been held that " credible " in this

connection means “competent." '

ln a statute empowering an examined copy to be

made and sworn to by “credible witnesses,“ in the

absence or inability of the clerk of a probate court,

held to mean witnesses giving testimony under the

sanction of an oath. and who could be cross-examined

as to the existence of the record and the accuracy of

the copy.I See further Cnsnmns, 2.

Interested witness. A witness who is

directly interested in the result of the suit,

or in the record as evidence.

The common-law rules disqualifying for interest

have been generally abrogated. except as to personal

communications with A dead party. Seepost.

Subscribing witness. A person who,

being present at the execution of an instru

ment, at that time and at the request of the

u

I Jenkins v. Dawes, 115 Mass. 601 (1874), Gray, 0. J.;

Haven v. Hilliard, 23 Pick. 17-18 (1881)), cases.

' Frew 1:. Clarke, 80 Pa. 178-79 (1875).

I Peake v. Jenkins, 80Vs. 396 (1885).

' See Amory v. Fellowes, 5 Mass. '298 (1&)9); Sears 1:.

Dillingham, 12 id. ‘$161 (1815); Hawes 0. Humphrey, 9

Pick. ‘.356 (1380); Bacon v. Bacon, 17 id. 185 (1886);

Haven 1:. Hilliard. 23 id. 17-18 (1839); Hall 0. Hall, 18

Ga. 44-45(1B1’:); Jones v. Larrabce, 47 Me. 476 (1860);

Ylstep v. Morris, 38 Me. 424 (1833). Contra, Windham

o. Chetwynd, 1 Burr. 417 (1758), Ld. Mansfield, consid

ering 29 Charles II, c. I.

' Dibble v. lliorris, M Conn. 426 (M
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party, attaches his signature to it-, or, a per

son who, though not so present, yet subse

quently in the presence of the party, who

acknowledges the signature and requests him

to sign, afixes his signature.I

At common law a subscribing witness was to be

called to prove the execution of the instrument, but

never as to a collateral matter; a party was not sulfi

oient, except when the subscribing witness was inca

pacitated. He is not called when an opponent pro

duces a writing on notice and claims an interest under

the writing, nor when he refuses to produce the writ

ing, nor where an acknowledgment makes a writing

evidence. An attesting witness proves his own signa

ture only.‘

Swift witness.

eager to testify.

Zealous witness. A witness who evinces

partiality for the party who calls him.

The tendency is to admit all persons to testify who

can furnish relevant, material evidence, leaving the

jury to judge of the credibility of each witness.

“ In the courts of the United States no witness shall

be excluded in any action on account of color, or in

any civil action because he is a party to or interested

in the issue tried." '

That enactment was intended to admit the testi

mony of witnesses previously incompetent on account

of interest or of being parties. it introduced a prin

ciple extensively adopted in the States.‘

“ Pr01:ided, that in actions by or against executors,

administrators. or guardians. in which judgment may

be rendered for or against them, neither party shall

be allowed to testify against the other. as to any trans

action with, or sthtement by. the testator, intestate, or

ward, unless called to testify thereto by the opposite

party, or required to testify thereto by the court. In

all other respects the laws of the State in which the

court is held shall be the rules of decision as to the

competency of witnesses in the courts of the United

States in trials at common law, and in equity, and ad

miralty." ‘

The purpose in preventing a party from testifying,

where the adverse party is an executor or administra

tor, is to guard the estates of decedents against fraud

ulent defenses and claims, or unfounded causes of

action.‘

1 Huston v. Ticknor, 99 Pa. ‘238 (1831). Paxson, J.; 1

Greenl. Ev. 5 569 0, cases; Cussons v. Skinner, 11 M. &

W. 168 (1848); Hollenback v. Fleming. 6 Hill, 301 (1844),

cases.

‘1 Whart. Ev. $5 ‘T06-40, cases; 1 Greenl. Ev. ii 272

78, cases.

‘ Act 2 July, 1864, § 3: 11.3.5858.

‘ United States v. Ten Thousand Cigars, Woolw. 125

(1887); Rison v. Cribbs, 1 Dill. 184 (1870).

'Act3 March, 1865: R. S. 5 858, cases.

0. Martin, 7 Saw. 338-40 (1881), cases.

‘ Roberts 1;. Briscoe, 44 Ohio St. 601 (1887); Dudley 11.

Bteele, 71 Ala. 4215 (1882). As to testifying to communi

cations with deceased persons. see as Alb. Law J. 84

90 (1886), cases.

A witness who is very

 

See also Rice

 

In trials at common law a party to the record could

not be a witness for or against himself or his adver

sary. The purpose of the statutes is to put the par

ties on a footing of equality with other witnesses, that

is, to make all admissible to testify for themselves,

and compellable to testify for others. The statutes

are remedial, and to be construed accordingly.I See

Inrzacsr, 1.

The exception of executors, administrators. and

guardians leaves other suitors, including the United

States, under the operation of the common law.I

A wife is not given capacity to testify for (or

against) her husband.I ‘

In a criminal case the defendant. at his own request,

shall be a competent witness. But failure to make

himself a witness shall create no presumption against

him.‘

Like remedial statutes have been enacted in all the

States, Delaware and New Mexico excepted. In a few

States persons charged with homicide may not testify

in their own behalf.‘

in civil suits a witness may demand prepayment of

expenses.‘ Non-attendance. after a subpoena has been

duly served, is an oflense against public justice. and a

contempt. of court, for which an attachment may issue

and a line, or a fine and imprisonment, be imposed. A

writ of habeas corpus will secure the attendance of an

imprisoned witness. By common law in criminal

cases, and by statutes in civil cases, a witness likely to

disappear before trial may is required to give bail for

his appearance.,

On calling witnesses before either house of Con

gress or a committee thereof. see R. S. 5 B59, and Con

ranyr, 2.

See further Assn; ANCIENT, 2; Anaas-r, 2 (2, 8);

Cam. 1;Com1w1mnon. Privileged, 1: Coawnowr; Con

ranrvr, 1;Cannr; Ds:c1sron, Rules of; Darosmon ; Dm;

EXAMINATION, 9: Exrnnr; Ev1nsr<cs; Fanscs. In uno;

Gown; Husnaan; lnrnacn. 3; INFAHY: Issm; In

sanrrv, 2 (1): Lsrrsns, 4. Rogatory; Orrn; Ormzon, 1;

Paarr, 2; Qnasr1or1,1; Rarassn; REPUTATION; Sun

nxn, 1; Sunrcasa, 3; Tssnrv; Tasrmoa'Y; Tssns;

Tcnrrruosz Voccn.

WITTINGLY. See WXT.

WOLF’S HEAD. See CAPUT, Lupinum.

WOMAN. May mean any human being

of the female sex, or an adult female.

In the United States unmarried women have all the

civil rights of men: they may make contracts. sue and

 

I Texas 12. Chlles, 21 Wall. 490-91 (1874), Swayne, .1.

‘Green 0. United States, 9 Wall. 668 (1869); 1 Whart

Ev. §§ 457-90, cases.

' Lucas v. Brooks, 8 Wall. 452 (1878).

‘ Act 16 March, 1878: 1 Sup. R. S. 812.

‘1Whart. Ev. ii 464—72,cases; 27 Cent. Law -1.828-$2

(1888), cases; 4 Cr. Law M. 338, 807.

‘0‘Nefl 1:. Kansas City, 870. R 00., 81 F. R. 666 (1887);

1 Whart. Ev. 5404.

"1 Whart. Ev. S5 3S1—85, 414, cases. As to privileges

of witnesses, see 31 Alb. Law J. 144, 1, 244, 8213, 844,

383, -103 (1885), cases; as to “ utterances," 27 Am. Law

Reg. 714-19 (1888), cases, and 26 Cent. Law J. 8-8 (1888),

cases.
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be sued, be trustees and guardians, be witnesses, and

attest all kinds of papers. But exercise of political

powers has not been generally conferred upon them:

while she is a citizen (q. 1).), she is not eligible tooffice,

nor entitled to vote, nor has she a constitutional right

to practice law.I

It is not one of the privileges and immunities of

women as citizens to engage in any and every profes

sion, occupation, or employment in civil life. The

civil law, as well as nature herself, has always recog

nized a wide difference in the respective spheres and

destinies of man and woman. Man is, or should be,

woman‘s protector and defender. The natural and

proper timidity and delicacy which belongs to the

female sex evidently unfits it for many of the occupa

tions of civil life. The constitution of the family

organization, which is founded in the divine ordinance,

as well as in the nature of things, indicates the do

mestic sphere as that which properly belongs to the

domain and functions of womanhood. The harmony,

not to say identity, of interests and views which be

long or should belong to the family institution is re

pugnant to the idea of the wife adopting a distinct and 1

independent career from that of her husband. So firmly

fixed was this sentiment in the founders of common

law that it became a maxim that a wife had no legal

existence separate from her husband, who was re

garded as her head and representative in the social

state; and. notwithstanding some recent modifications

of this civil status, many of the special rules of law

flowing from and dependent upon this cardinal prin

oiple still exist in full force in most of the States; as,

that she, without his consent, is incapable of making

a contract binding on either of them. This incapacity

renders her incompetent fully to perform the duties

and trusts that belong to the oiflce of an attorney and 3

counsellor at law. That unmarfied women are not

affected by the lncapacities which arise out of the

married state are exceptions to the general rule. But

the rules of civil society must be adapted to the gen

eral constitution of things, and cannot be based upon

exceptional cases. It is within the province of legisla

tion to ordain what oflices, positions. and callings shall

be filled and discharged by men, and what by men or

women.‘

Act of 15 February, 1879. admits to practice before

the Supreme Court any woman of good character who

shall have been a member of the bar of any State or

Territory, or of the supreme court of the District of

C0luinbu, for three years.I

The tendency of legislation, and of the decisions of

the higher courts, is toward the admission of women

to the legal profession, upon equal terms with men.‘

1 United States U. Anthony, 11 Blatch. 200 (1873);

Minor v. Happersett, 21 Wall. 102 (1874); United States

:1 Reese, 92 U. S. 214 (1875); 16 How. 287; 1 ‘MacArthur,

169; ~13 Cal. ~13; 39 Ga. 282.

1 Bradwell r. Illinois, 16 Wall. 140-42 (1872),'Bradley,

J.; s. c. 55 ll]. F35 (1969).

'20 St. L. 292: 1 Sup. R. S. 410.

' R: Hall, 50 Conn. 181 (1882), Park, C. J.; R S. 1875;

Re Goodell, 48Wis. 693 (1879), Cole, J.: R. S. 1878; Re

Kilgore, 17 W. N. C. 475 (Pa.. 1&6): Act May. 1855; s. o.

id id. 8), 55, 466; 17 id. 56$-68, cases. Oontra,Rohin

 

in a few States a woman may serve as a recorder

of deeds, be appointed a notary public, be eligible to,

a school or a city office and vote for nominees for

such offices, and hold the oflire of overseer of the

poor. in Illinois by statute I no person is precluded

from any occupation, profession, or employment (ex

cept militaryi on account of sex, the statute not af

fecting theeligibility of women to an elective oflioe,

nor enabling them to serve as jurors, nor permitting

them to labor on the streets; but, by construction, it

allows them to be appointed masters in chancery.'

in the discretion of the head of any department of

the general government she may be appointed to any

clerkship authorized by law, upon the same conditions

and with the same compensation as are prescribed for

men.‘

She may be employed as customs inspector to

search the baggage and persons of females.‘

When women are excluded from the right to vote

for particular officers, they are excluded from the

right to hold the oii’1ces.' '

Compare Fans. See Buns; Crr1zn.\'; Fi=:uuu., Sys

tem; Hosanna; Mas; Passes; Pntvn.s-on, 1; PRO

xouns; Sconn; Wmow; Wm; Wrrcamurr.

WOOD. See Sousn, 2(1); Tnunsn.

Wood-out. See COPYRIGHT; Pnnrr.

Wooden buildings. See Poucn, 2.

Woods. Forest; woodland.

A field grown up in broom-sedge and wire-grass,

surrounded by an old fence and used as a pasture, is

not “ woods" within the meaning of a law against

setting fire to a woods.‘

But an old field, “turned out." without fencing

around it, grown up in broom-sedge and pine bushes,

some of which are head high, is a “wo0ds." within

such statute.'

The reference, in such cases, is to forest lands in

their natural state. in contradistinction to lands cleared

and ei\closed for cultivation.8

A sale of “ standing wood “ includes trees suitable

for timber aswell as those for fuel.’ See Fms, Set on.

WOOLSACK. If the lord chancellor

“be a peer, he ought regularly to be placed

at the top of the dukes’ bench, on the left of

the throne; and if a commoner, upon the

uppermost sack in the Parliament chamber,

called the lord chancellor's woolsack."

“ For convenience, here he generally sits, though a

peer, and here he puts the question, and acts as pro

locutor; but this place is not considered within the

 

son's Case, 181 Mass. 876-84 (1881), cases, Gray, 0. J.:

Stat. 1876.

I R. S. 1874, p. -178.

' Schuchardt 1:. People, 991“. 505 (1881).

‘R. S. §105: Act 12 July, 1870.

' R. S. § 3061: Act 18 July, 1866.

' Atchison (County Judge) 1:. Lucas, S Ky. 464 (185)

' Achenbach u. Johnston, 84 N. C. 26-1 (1881).

' Hall v. Cranford, 5 Jones, L. 4 (N. C.. 1857).

' Averltt v. Murreil, 4 Jones, L. M (1857).

' Sn-out v. Harper, 73 Me. 2'8 (1881).
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House, and when he is to join in debate as a peer he

studs in front of his proper seat, at the top of the

dukes‘ bench."

“ There are woolsacks for the judges and other as

seuors, as well as for the lord chancellor. They are

mid to have been introduced into the House of Lords

as a compliment to the staple manufacture ot the

realm; but I believe that in the rude simplicity of

early times a sack of wool was frequently used ass

sofa." I

WORDS. Words for the most part do

not represent distinct thoughts; only the

parts into which a thought or conception has

been, or may be, divided by an analytic pro

cess.I

Words get their point and meaning almost entirely

trom the time, place, circumstances, and intent with

which they are used.‘

The same word may have diflerent meanings even

in the same sentence.‘

In ordinary writings any words may be used which

express the intention of the parties: the words ought

to subaerve the intention. Words are to be taken et

iectively, according to the subjectmatter, and so that

the purposewnay not tall; are to be taken the more

strongly against the party who proposes the phrase

ol0g)’; such as are of general importare to be con

strued with reterence to the subject-matter, and will

be controlled by speciiic or technical terms: words of

an art are to be understood as in the art or trade.

in cases of doubt, written control printed words.

Itisotten necessary to ascertain whether a word

has acquired a special meaning. as applied to the sub

ject-matter of a contract, or whether it is used with L

restricted signification by authors or jurists or those

conversant with the business to which the contract

relates. It is not always safe to adopt the mere ety

mological meaning, or such as lexicographers give.‘

Words are to be taken in their most usual and

known signification; technical terms, according tothe

interpretation of the learned in each art, trade, or

science.‘

The courts take notice of the meaning and force of

common words, and also of technical words where the

meaning is well settled by usage, and, when necessary,

they define them to the jury!

It has been a source of perplexity to those who at

tempt to reduce discoveries to scientific classification,

that old terms, with welldeflned meanings, are applied

to things wholly new, as “road “ in railroad, q. v. To

 

I Campbell, Lives of the Lord Chancellors. vol. I,

pp. 15-16, note.

I [Lieber, Hermen, 8 ed., 14, n.

' Dillard v. State, 41 Ga. 280 (1870).

4 Minot 0. Harris, 132 Mass. 533 (1882).

' Dole 11. New England Mut. Mar. Ins. Co., 6 Allen,

886-87 (1868), Bigelow, C. J.

' Pea Patch Island Case, 1 Wall. Jr., cxlv (1648);

People v. May, 3 Mich. 60.’; (1865): 1 Co]. 859.

' State 1:. Baldwin, 86 Kan. 22 (1886), cases. The

lower court explained “ anaesthetic,“ " chloroform."

‘ poison,“ and " asphyxia."

avoid this result, modern science is enriched with our

pounds of Greek and Latin words.I

In addition to particular words or terms, see geese

ally Am‘, 8; Cons-rrwcnos; Dxrnunos; Emoweit

Exrasssro; Fouo; Gnsnsn; Guam 6; Gums;

lsrsmoa; Noscrrna; Nmmaa; Paovocrnos; Rn U!

res: Teas, 1; Uses, Utile; Wsrrmo. Compare VD

sou.

WORK. The “ work ” and the " duty‘

of a person, as of a brakeman, mean the same

thing.2 See Bnsmsss; Lssoa, 1; Ssavws, 1.

Work and labor. See Comrrs, 4, Cour

mon.

Work-beast. See Honsn.

Working-days. Days that succeed each

other, exclusive of Sundays and holidays..

Lay-days. Time to load and unload a

cargo.‘

Running days. Successive or consecutive

days, whether working-days or not.5

In a charter-party, days as they run, day

by day, from a given time.‘

WORKS. The structures and grounds

which compose a factory or manufacturing

establishment...

in a statute exempting from taxation “all m

chines, vehicles and carriages, belonging to the com

pany, with all their works," the word “ works“ was

held to include real estate.’

“ Works of all kinds," as used in a provision for

licensing in a city charter, doc not include the busi

ness of insurance agents.‘

Works of charity, or of necessity.

See Cnmw, 2; Nscsssrrv; SUNDAY; Won

snn>.

Works of fine arts. See Am, 2; Corv

RIGHT.

WORLD. “The whole world," in the

law of notice, means all persons who are in

terested or who may become interested in a

transaction or proceeding. See N0'l'lCE, 1.

Worldly employments. See Sumuv.

WORRY. 1. Compare TROUBLE.

2. To pursue, run after, harass; as, for a

dog to worry sheep or fowls.

 

1 Bridge Proprietors I. Hoboken Co., 1 Wall. 147

(1863), 1111181-, J.

'Chlcago. &:c. E. 00. s. Bregonier, 119 Ill. 68 (1%).

'Pedersen u. Eugster. 14 F. R. W (1882): 1 Cal GR

' See 8 Kent, 212; 2 Steph. Com. 141; 10 M. & W. 381.

' Crowell v. Barreda, 18 Gray, 472 (1860), Hoar, J.

'Davis' 1:. Pendergast, 16 Blatch. 567 (1879), Waite,

Chief Justice.

" City of Richmond v. Richmond, &c. R. Co., 21 Gratt.

607-8 (1872).

‘State v. Smith, 81 Iowa,-196 (1871).

Pr. 1: .'>Abb. Pr. 282

See also ‘.31 How.

171)
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Worrying sheep does not imply tearing them with

the teeth; for a dog to pursue and bark at them is

worrying them.‘

In a statute giving the owner of domestic animals,

such as fowls, worried by a dog, the right to kill the

dog, “worry " means to run after, chase, bark at.‘

WORSHIP. No definition of this word,

as used in “ divine worship," " religious wor

ship,” “place of worship,” and similar ex

pressions, applicable to all cases, has, seem

ingly, been framed by any court. The word

has no technical, legal signification; each

case, in which its meaning has been the sub

ject oi’ contention, has been decided upon its

own merits.

A Sunday-school is a worshiping assembly.I

But a Sunday-school was held not to be contem

plated by the expression “divine worship," in an

agreement between two congregations for the erection

of a common meeting-house. at a time when Sunday

schools were not in vogue in the neighborhood.‘

One room used as a chapel does not reserve the

whole building “for religious worship." '

A Christmas-tree festival for Sunday scholars at a

school-house is not an assembly for “religious wor

ship.“ '

Camp-meeting grounds belonging to an association

deriving proflt therefrom are not to be exempt from

taxation as a " place of worship." '

“ Religious worship" has no technical meaning, in

a legal sense. Whether a temperance camp-meeting

is "a public assembly convened for the purpose of

religious worship " is a. question of fact.'

Receiving compulsory prices for admission to a

eampmeeting on Sunday is worldly employment or

business, and not within the exception of “works of

necessity and charity.“ '

A prosecution for disturbing an assemblage for re

ligious worship will not be sustained by proof that the

meeting was for business purposes, though opened

with religious exercises.u

A building for " religious purposes " is exempt from

taxation although used for educational purposes, so

long as the use is merely incidental or occasional, or,

If habitual, is purely permissive and voluntary and

does not interfere with the use for religious purposes,

there being no alienation (as, e. g., by lease) of the

building in whole or in part for educational uses.

 

' Campbell o. Brown. 1 Grant, 88 (1854).

' Marshall 0. Blackshire, 44 Iowa, 473 (1876), Seevers,

Chief Justice.

' Martin v. State, 6 Baxt. 234 ('1‘enn., 18711).

‘Gass‘ Appeal, 78 Pa. 45 (1873).

‘St. Joseph's Church 1:. Assessors, 12 R. 1. 19 (1878).

‘Layne v. State, -1 Lea, 1300 (1879).

‘Summit Grove Meeting Association v. School Dis

iict of New Freedom, 12 W. N. C. 108 (Pa., 1882).

‘State ‘ll. Norris, 59 N. H. 536 (1880).

' Commonwealth v. Weidner, 4 Pa. Co. Ct IL ‘87

(1888): Act 21 April, 1794.

" Wood 1.-. State. 11 Tex. Ap. 818 (1882). Contra, Hol

lngnvorth v. State, 5 Snood, 518 (Tom, 1868).
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Much Sunday-school teaching, though auxiliary to re

ligion, is not purely religious. Buildings for religious

worship, or parts of them, are frequently permitted to

be used on week days for literary or scientific lectures.

or for industrial instruction. Some of these uses,

while not wholly religious, are prompted by religion.l

See Assnunnr, Civil: Canaan; Psnsonsom Runo

ms; Susan.

WOUND. Within the meaning of 9

Geo. IV (1829), c. 21, s. 12, an injury to the

person by which the skin is broken—the

whole skin, not the cuticle merely.2

Breaking a limb was not, then, a wounding; nor

was biting of! a iinger, or the nose; nor was throwing

acid in the faoe—because, in such cases, no instru

ment inflicting at least a skin wound was used.I

Statute of 24 and 2!) Vict. (1861). c. 91‘, s. 47, makes

it an oflense to kill, maim, or wound any cattle.

" Wound " is distinguishable from “maim," which

implies a permanent injury, whereas a wound is any

mutilation or laceration which breaks the continuity

of the outer skin. The injury may be as great when

produced by inanual power as by an instrument,

though in the former case it is not evidence of so

much malice.‘

In many cases there is great difliculty in determin

ing what constitutes a wound. A scratch on the

face, by rupturing the cuticle only, without separat

lag the whole skin, is not a wound.‘

The words “mortal wound," in an indictment for

murder by felonious wounding, are superfluous when

the indictment alleges s wounding which produces

death.‘

Wounding. As an injury to the limbs

or body, consists in giving another some

dangerous hurt; an aggravated species of

battery.7

if death ensues from a wound given in malice, not

in its nature fatal, but which, being neglected or im

properly treated, causes death, the assailant may be

held guilty of murder, unless it clearly appears that

the neglect or treatment was the sole cause of the

death.‘ See Marmot; Swan

 

1Saint Mary's Church o. Tripp, 14 B. L 809 (1883),

Durfee, C. J.

‘MOM 0. Brooks, 25 111.0. L. 508 (1884); Rex v.

Wood, 19 id. 564 (1830); Regina 1;. M‘Loughlin, 3-i id.

561 (1883).

‘Rex 11. Stevens, 1 Moody, C. C. 409 (181%); Re: o,

Murrow, ib. 456 (1885); Rex v. Harris,82 E. C. L. M

(1836). See these cases explained, 11 Cox, Cr. C. 127,

in ra.

‘ Regina 1!. Bullock, 11 Cox, Cr. C. 137 (1868), Cock

burn, C. J.: s. 0., L. IL,1 C. C.11&

' Commonwealth v. Gallagher, 6 Metc. 568 (1842),

Shaw, C. J.; State v. Leonard, 22 M0. 450 (1856).

' Brown v. State, 18 F1a.476 (1881), cases, Randall,

C. J.; People 1). Steventon, 9 Cal. 275 (1858); Common

wealth v. Macloon, 101 Mass. 28 (1569).

' 8 Bl. Com. 121; 4 id. 2l6;' 2 East, P. C. 1076.

' Crum 0. State, 64 Miss. 4 (1886), cases, Cooper, 0. J.:

N Am. Law Reg. 868 (1887); (b. 870-71, mu



WRECK

WZRECKJ By the ancient common law,

was where any ship was lost at sea, and the

cargo or goods were thrown upon the land.8

Such goods as, after a shipwreck, are cast

upon land by the sea, and left there, within

some county.J

A ship becomes a wreck when, in conse~

quence of injury received, she is rendered

absolutely unnavigableI or unable to pursue

her voyage, without repairs exceeding the

half of her value.‘

That “admiralty has no jurisdiction of the wreck

of the sea “ does not refer to property deemed wreck

or shipwrecked, in the sense of the maritime or com

mercial law, but to "wreck of the sea" in the purely

technical common-law sense.’

The act of December 23, 1h‘5:3 (R. B. 54136), author

lacs the issue of a certificate of register or enrollment

for any vessel built in a foreign country, but wrecked

in the United States, and purchased or repaired by a

citizen thereof. “ Wrecked " here applies to a vesei

disabled and rendered unfit for navigation,whether this

condition has been caused by the winds or the waves, by

stranding, fire, explosion of boilers, or other casualty.‘

At common law, to constitute a legal wreck, the

goods must come to land. If they continue at sea they

are jetsam, flotsam, or ligan.' qq. v.

Wreck, by the common law of England, belonged

to the kiln: or his grantee; but within a year and a

day the true owner could claim it or the pi'0<:eedl.I

Here, sea-shore rights were vested in the Colonies;

and wreck belongs to the owner of the shore where it

is cast, as against a stranger claimant.‘

The States may by legislation regulate property in

wrecks."

Stealing or destroying money or goods from or be

longing to any vessel, boat, or raft, in distress, lost, or

stranded, or willfully obstructing the escape of any

person end:-uvoring to save his life from such vessel,

etc., or holding out any false light or extinguishing

any true light, with intent to bring any vessel, etc, on

the sea into danger, distress, or shipwreck, are felo

nies, punishable by fine up to five thousand dollars

and with as much as ten years imprisonment.“

See ADMIRALTY; Bmosn; Loss,2; liianrrrmz; S“,

vans; Sraaynmo.

 

I "'rack, what is cast ashore, drift: A. S. wreeccm,

to drive, force.

1 [1 Bl. Com. W0; 8 id. 108.

' Baker 1:. Hoag, 7 N. Y. $8 (1%), Jewett, J.

i Wood 1:. Lincoln, &c. ins. Co., 6 liiaas. 4&2 (1810),

Parsons, C. J.; 8 Kent. &32-24.

' United States v. Coombs, 12 Pet. '71‘ (1838), Story, J.

' Wrecked Vessel, 15 Op. Att.4]en. 402 (1877), Devens,

A.-G. See also The Mohawk, 8 Wall. 670 (1865).

'1 Bl. Com. 29-3.

'1 Bl. Com. 290-92; 12 Pet. 72.

' Baker v. Bates, 13 Pick. 257 (1832); 113 Masa 33¢.

" The Schooner Tilton, 5 Mas. 479 (188)).

" Act 8 March, 1825: R S. 55858. See also 12 Pet. 72;

I Hi. Com. 298; t id. $6; 2 Kent, I21, 857.

1123 WRIT

WRIT. That which is written: a writ

ing; a mandate or precept.

The king’s precept in writing under seal

issuing out of some court and commanding

something to be done touching a suit or ac

tion, or giving commission to have it done.1

As used in the statutes of some States,

generally means process in a civil suit. while

process in a criminal case is denominated a

“ warrant.” 1

At common law writs incivil actions were either

original or judicial writs: _

Original writ. When a person had to

apply to the sovereign for redress of an in

jury he sued out an “ original writ,” or

simply an “ original,” from the court of

chancery (wherein all the king's writs were

framed). This was a mandatory letter from

the king, in parchment, sealed with his great

seal, and directed to the sheriif of the county

wherein the injury was committed, or sup

posed to be, requiring him to command the

wrong-doer to do justice to the complainant

or else to appear in court and answer the ac

cusation.

Whatever the sheriif did in pursuance of this writ

he "returned " or certified to the court of common

pleas, together with the writ itself. This was the

foundation of the jurisdiction of that court, being the

king's warrant for the judges to proceed tothe de

termination of the cause.

An original writ was either optional or peremptory.

It was “ optional,“ or a przecipe, when in the alterna

tive, commanding the defendant to do the thing re

quired, or show the reason why he had not done it. It

was “peremptory," or a u‘ fecerit te lecurum, when

it directed the sheriff to cause the defendantto appear

in court, without option, provided the plaintifl gave

security to effectually prosecute his claim. The for

mer writ issued when something certain was de

manded; the latter, when only a satisfaction in general

was wanted.I

Judiciai writ. A mandate, precept, or

process issuing, or issued, from a court (of

law or equity), or from a judge acting as a

judge.

If a defendant, being summoned, neglected to ap

pear, or lflthe sheriif returned a nihii (l. e., nothing

whereby the defendant may be summoned. attached,

or dlstrained), a capiaa issued, to take the body of the

defendant and have him in court on the day of the re

turn, to answer the complaint. That writ of capias,

and all other writs subsequent to the original writ, not

issuing out of chancery, but from the court into which

 

 

I Termes de la Ley; Brown's Law Dict.

' Stoddard v. Couch, ‘.13 Conn. '20) (1854), Waite, J.

' 8 Bl. Com. 278-74.
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the original was returnable, and being grounded on

what passed in that court in consequence of the sher

i“i!‘s return, were called judicial writs. They issued

under the private seal of that court, and were t.este‘d

in the name of the chief or senior justice only.‘

in England, since 1873, all suits begin with a writ of

summons. In this country, the courts derive jurisdic

tion from constitutions, and not from any writ in the

nature of the old common-law original writ.I See

Smw Barn.

In some jurisdictions, “ original " refers to the writ

by which a suit is instituted, as, a writ of summons,

andis contradistingmshed tom the “i1nal“ writ or

writ of execution. See Fmsa, 8.

The forms of writs, by which actions are com

menced, were perfected in the reign of Edward the

First (1273-1307)!

One inherent power in an appellate court is the

right to make use of all writs known to the common

law, and, it necessary. to invent new writs or proceed

ingsin order to suitably exercise jurisdiction already

conferred.‘

The various species of writs in use take their names

from their ofiice or purpose; as, a writ of —assist

ance, attachment, capias, dower, ejectment, entry,

error, execution, extent, inquiry, right, summons;

prerogative writs, etc. See those suhstantives, also

Asrrnnss-r, 4; Exmssov; Jones, p. 575, c. 2; Qmsa;

Psocass, 1; Ra-runs, 2; Bsavrcn, 6; especially Execu

‘HON, 8, Writs of.

WRITING. Words traced with a pen,

or stamped, printed, engraved, or made legi

ble by an_v other device.‘

The expression of ideas by visible letters —

on paper, wood, stone, or other material.

When a statute or usage requires a “writlng,"it

must be on paper or parchment; but it is not essential

that it be in ink; it may he in pencil. This rule ap

plies to promissory notes, book accounts, a will or a

signature thereto, applications for insurance, and the

like.‘

The notes of an offlcial stenographer, taken when a

witness testiiies in court, is a taking "in writing." '

A Judicial order by telegraph is an order “ in writ

ing."‘ Compare Suascnms.

Under a statute which provides that an oflicer may

assign tax certificates “ by writing “ his name in

blank, with his character added, the ofilcer may

 

l 8 Bl. Com. 282.

‘Walker, American Law, 614.

' 4 Bl. Corn. -127.

‘Wheeler v. North. Col. Irrigation 00., 0 Col. 251

(1886). cases.

‘ Benshaw :1. Foster, 9 Pick. 818 (1880), Parker, 0. J.,

quoting La. Penal Code.

‘Myers 0. Vanderbelt, 84 Pa, 518-14 (1877), cases;

Chitty, Contr. 91; Story, Prom. Notes, 5 11; By-la‘

Bills, nu; 1 Redf. Wills, 5 17, pl. 2; City rm, Co_ v,

Briclter, 91 Pa. 490 (1879); '2 Bl. Com. 297.

' Nichols 0. Harris, 89 La. An. 646 (1880).

‘ State v.Ho1mes, 66 Iowa, 000 (1881); ‘B N. H. 4&); 86

N. Y. 301‘.
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"stamp " his name and character, with intent to as

sign a certificate.I

A printed theater ticket is a “writing “ which may

be made the subject of forgery at common law.‘

A contract, required to be “in writing,“ may not

need the signatures of both parties.I

Words written prevail over words printed: the

former are the immediate language of the parties; the

latter, a general formula adapted to all cases, as, in

thecase of a policy of insurance, or a lease.‘

Ancient writings. Deeds, wills, and

other instruments more than thirty years

old.

liiay be read in evidence without other proof of exe

cution than that they have been in the possession of

those claiming rights under them.

The ‘evidence of such ancient documents isadmitted

upon the ground that, although between strangera

they are of such character as usually accompanies

transfers of title or acts of possession, and purport to

form a part of actual transactions referring to co

existing subjects by which their truth can be tested,

and there is deemed to he a presumption that they

are not fabricated. But plottings for plans and field

notes are memoranda only, which may never have

been acted upon.‘

The rule is that an ancient deed may be admitted

in evidence, without direct proof of its execution, if it

appears to be of the age of at least thirty years, when

it is found in proper custody, and either possession

under it is shown, or some other corroborative evi

dence of its authenticity, freeing it from all just

grounds of suspicion.‘

After the lapse of thirty years, the witnesses are

presumed to be dead. The rule applies to all

kinds of deeds, where the instrument comes from the

custody of the proper party claiming under it, or en

titled to its custody.’

More or less credit has always been attached to

ancient documents without other proof of authenticity

than that of their production from proper deposi

tories. Where any document purporting or proved to

be thirty years old is produced from its proper cus

tody, every part which purports to be in the hand

writing of a particular person is presumed to be

authentic. This exception to the general rule of evi

dence rests upon a conceded necessity, and applies not

only to formal instruments, such as wills, bonds, and

..__-__—_-\_

I Dreutser v. Smith, 56 Wis. 29? (1893). cases.

1 Re Benson, 81 F. R. 649 (1888); Benson 1). liiclliahon,

12! U. S. 467 (1888).

‘Hightower v. State, 72 Ga. 482 (1884); Wofford e,

Wyly, ii). 868 (1684).

‘James v. Lycoming ins. Co., 4 C1iif.289-91 (1874),

cases; 3 Kent, 260; 1 Whart. Ev. 5 925, cases,

‘ Boston Water Power Co. v. Hanlon, 182 Mass. 484

(1832), Devens, J .

‘Applegats u. Lexington, &c. Mining Co., 117 U. S

293 (1536), cases, Woods, J.; Fulkerson o. Holmes, db.

359 (1886); Williams 1). Conger, i25 id. 417, 897 (1888).

' Winn tr. Patterson, 9 Pet. ‘B75 (1885), Story, J. See

generally 1 Greenl. Ev. 5} 141-46, cases; 1 When. Ev.

55 708-82. cases.
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other deeds, but to receipts, letters, entries.—all an

cient writings.I Compare Posastssiox, Adverse.

Public writings. The recorded acts of

public functionaries, in the executive, legis

lative, and judicial departments of govern

ment; the transactions which oificial persons

are required to enter in.books in the dis

charge of their public duties, and which

occur within the circle of their personal

knowledge.I

Also spoken of as judicial or non-judicial,

and, as to their proof, as those which are of

record or not of record.

See generally Aursasrrou, 2; BLANK. 2; Cmcsa;

Caannrrv, 2; CoNs'rRU(7l'10N; Duo, 2; Docunam;

Fsnss; Fasuns, Statute of; Gannua; Hssnwarnno;

Inxmrsssra: lssrauuasr, 2, 8; MAIL, 2; Osuosroar;

Osscaxs; Psnon; Pnorooasra; Runmo; Rscoan;

Ruoaxz Sunrmss, 8, Duces; Unoaawarrsm; W1u.,8.

‘WRONG-.1I A violation of right or of a

right; a privation of right ;' an injury; a tort,

or a crime.

In its broad sense, includes every injury to

another, independent of the motives of the

offender; but. in an instruction as to negli

gence. may not inappropriately refer to the

failure to exercise the required degree of

care where another may be injured.‘

Legal wrong. Such transgression of

right as the law takes cognizance of.

Private wrong. An infringement or

privation of a private or civil right belong

ing to an individual considered merely as an

individual; frequently termed a civil i1U'u1'1/.5

Public wrong. A breach and violation

of a public right and duty, which affects the

whole community, considered as a commu

nity; a crime or misdemeanor.‘

Wrong-doer. A person who commits a

civil injury; a tort-feasor.

Wrongful; wrongfully. These words,

referring to acts or intent, charge legal mal

ice, q. v. They may import simply that a

thing is contrary to law.‘

Compare Daucrum Euoam; Manon. See Bau

lrrr; CONTRIBUTION; Cams; Dnuons; lunar;

lasers, 8; Ramsey; Rmnr; Toar; Wuvsa; WILL, I.

WYOMING. See TERRITORY, 2.

 

l Bell 0. Brewster, 44 Ohio St. 694-95 (1887), cases.

‘[1 Green! Ev. 5 470.]

' A. 8. wrong, wrung, wrested, perverted. Compare

Tcar.

‘ Union Pacific R. Co. v. Henry, 86 Kan. 570 (1887).

l [3 Bl. Com. 2; 4 id. 5; 1t'd.1:?.Z.

‘ Tax on Distilled Spirits, 16 Op. Att.-Gen. 668 (1880).
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Y.

Y. B. Year-book, q. 1:.

YACHT. A light sea-going vessel used

only for purposes of pleasure, racing, and

the like.

The secretary of the treasury may cause yachn

employed exclusively as pleaure vessels, and designed

as models of naval architecture, if entitled to be en

rolled as American vessels, and built and owned in

compliance with Rev. St. if 4183-85, to be licensed on

terms which will authorize them to proceed from port

to port without entering or clearing at the custom

house; the license to be in such form as the secretary

may prescribe; the owner to first give a bond in such

form and amount as the secretary shall prescriba

conditioned that the vessel shall not engage in trade,

nor violate the revenue laws, and shall comply with

the laws inall other respects. Such vessel shall not

transport merchandise or carry passengers for pay;

and shall have the name and port placed on some con

spicuous portion of the hull. For any violation of the

laws on the subject of commerce and navigation the

vessel may be seized and forfeited‘ Provided, that all

charges for license and inspection fees shall not ex

ceed flve dollars. and for admeasurement ten cents

per ton.I

All such licensed yachts shall use a signal of the

form, size. and colors prescribed by the secretary of the

navy; and naval architects in the employ of the United

States may at all times examine and copy the models.‘

Yachts, belonging to a regularly organized yacht

club of any foreign nation which shall extend hke

privileges to the yachts of the United States, may

enter or leave any of our ports without entering or

clearing at the custom-house or paying tonnage tax.‘

For the identification of yachts and their owners a

commission to sail for pleasure in any designated

yacht belonging to any regularly organized and incor

porated yacht club, stating the exemptions and priv

ileges enjoyed under it, may be issued by the secretary

of the treasury. and shall be a token of credit to any

United States omclal, and to _the authorities of any

foreign power, for privileges enjoyed under it.‘

Every yacht visiting a foreign country under the

foregoing provisions shall, on her return, make due

entry at the custom-house of the port at which she

arrives.‘

Yachts which are propelled by steam must have

their hulls and boilers inspected.‘

A licensed yacht of four hundred and eighty-one

tons burden. propelled by steam, and having two high

masts. is an “ocean-going steamer " and a " steamer

carrying sail.“ within Rule 8 of the rules of navigation

prescribed by Rev. St 5 4238. and should carry the

 

1 Act 8 March, 1883: 22 St. L. 666, repealing R. R

$4214-parts of Acts oi’18>i8, 1870.

IAct? Aug., 1848: R. S. 5 4215.

I Act 29 June, 1870: R S. i 4216.

‘ Act 29 June, 1870: R. S. 5 4217.

' Act 29 Jpne, 1870: R. S. 54218.

'Act28 Feb., 1871: R 81443.
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lights therein provided for. and not the lights specified

in Rule 7_l

YARD. See CURTILAGE; Souma.

YEAR. The civil year consists of three

hundred and sixty-five days, with one more

day for a “ leap" year. Compare AN‘NUSl

DAY; MONTH.

‘ In legislative and judicial proceedings, in

the absence of another system of reckoning,

the Christian calendar is intended.’

The period is determined by the subject-matter and

the context,— by the intention of the parties.‘

In New York, a year consists of three hundred and

sixty-five days: a half year, of one hundred and

eighty-two days; a quarter year of ninety-two days. it '

Means "year of our Lord," in Delaware, Illinois,

Indiana, Iowa. Kansas, Ken._tucky, Maine. I\-lnssachu

setts. Michigan. Missouri, New Hampshire, North Caro

lina, Vermont. West Virginia, and Wisconsin. In

most of the States. also. a “ calendar year “ is meant.‘

Bissextile or leap year. Consists of

three hundred and sixty-six days.

By 21 Henry 111 (1237), the increasing day and the

preceding day are counted as one day.‘

“ The day of a leap year and the day immediately

preceding, shall be reckoned as one day.“ '

In Indiana the twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth of

February are counted as two days. when a specified

number of days are to be computed. Out of the stat

ute of Henry has grown the notion that for all pur

poses the two days are as one. The correct rule is

that in speaking of a “ year," a “ quarter‘s “ rent, and

the like, the twenty-ninth day is not counted; but in

marking ot! a fixed number of days, it is to be counted.‘

The statute of Henry is in force in some of the

States. as common law or by re-enactment.‘

That statute was passed to produce uniformity in

the length of years. it has no relation to the compu

tation of time when a rule or a statute fixes a certain

number of days." ‘

Ninety-m'ne or nine hundred and

ninety-nine years. See Years. Estate for.

Sixty years. See Taurus, Nullum, etc.

Thirty years. See Wnirmos, Ancient.

Twenty and twenty-one years. See

Lnnrarros, 3.

Year and a day. At common law, a

fixed period of time for many purposes.
 

I Chase 0. Beiden. $4 Hun, 571 (1885).

' Englemsn v. State. 2 1nd. 93-94 (1850).

' Thornton tr. Boyd, 25 Miss. 505 (1858): United States

v. Dickson, 15 Pet. 162 (1841).

'2 N. Y. Rev. St. 0.19, t. I, 58.

'See 2 Bl. Com. 141.

' 1 Stimson, Am. St. Law, p. 139.

’ 2 N. Y. St. ante,‘ N. Car.

' Helphenstine 0. Vincennes Nat. Bank. 66 Ind. 587

900879), cases. Howk, J.

' See 10 Cent. Law J. 158(1%0).

" Barker 11. AddieI 4 Pa. 617 (1846).

 

The day seems to have been included to se

cure the full complement of one whole year.1

Thus, to make a felonious killing murder, the party

assailed must die within a year and a day from the

day on which the attempt was made on his life.I

Execution on a judgment must, at common law,

issue within a year and a day from rendition; other»

wise the judgment will be presumed satisfied.‘

If the owner of an estray did not claim it within

this period it became the property of the lord of the

manor where found.‘

And that was the law as to claims by owners of

wreck.’

In some States, no srire faciaa has been allowed on

a common mortgage till the end of a year and a day;

and so as to suits on common bonds— which do not

stipulate tor a shorter period within which the obligee

may sue for a default. See Dar; LIMITATION, 8.

Year-books. Reports of decisions, made

by the “prothonotaries” at the expense of

the sovereign, and published annually from

about 1300 to 1550,‘

Spoken of as mere "lumber garréts of obsolete

feudal law." " "They are not worth the labor and

expense either of a new edition or of a translation."

"Valuable to the antiquarian and historian “ as

records of ancient customs and manners." '

Year Of our Lord. Statutes in some

States provide that " year ” shall be taken to

mean “ the year of our Lord,” as see ante.

In England, the time of an oflense may be alleged

as that of the sovereign‘s reign, or as that of the year

of our Lord. The former is the usual mode. Hence,

there, “ year " alone might not certainly indicate the

time intended. But we have no other era; therefore.

any particular year, as “1S67," must mean that year

in our era!

Hence, the abbreviation " A. D." may be omitted;

and the omimion of the word “year “ is not fatal."

See ABBREVIATIONS.

An indictment charging that the defendant made

an unlawful sale of liquor “ Aug. 16, 18184," was held

bad. on a motion to quash."

Yearly. See ANNUALLY.

Years, estate, lease, or tenant for, and

term of. A contract for the possession of

 

I 1 Pars. Contr., 6 ed., '29-i, h.

'4 Bl. Com. 197, 306; 1 Greenl. Ev. 5 18,11.

'8 Bi. Com. 421. I

'1 Bl. Com. 298. ‘

'1Bl. Com. 292; 8 Pet. 4. Seealso BB1. Com. I86,

854; 8 121.175; -iid.81iS, 885.

'1 Bl. Com. 71-T2.

' 2 Wall. Jr. 809; 69 Pa. $1.

'1 Kent, 48041; 2 Taunt. 201; 2 Columb. Jur. 188.

' Commonwealth v. Doran, 14 Gray, 88-89 (1859).

cases, Dewey. J.; lb. 97; 5 id. 91.

" State 1:. Bartlett. 4'? Me. 308 (1860); State 0. Munch,

22 Minn. 71 (1875). Contra. Commonwealth v. McLo0m

5 Gray, W (1855). See also 8 Vt. 481.

" Murphy v. State, 106 Ind. 96 (1885).
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lands or tenements for s determinate pe

riod,— where a man lets them to another for

the term of a certain number oi’ years, agreed

upon between the lessor and the lessee, and

the lessee enters thereon.1

ii.’ the lease be but for half a year, or a quarter, or

less time, the lessee is a tenant for years: a year being

the shortest term of which the law in this case takes

notice.l

Every estate which must expire at a period certain

and fixed, by whatever words created, is an estate for

years. it no other day is mentioned, it begins from

the delivery of the lease. A lease for as many years

as A shall live is void for uncertainty; but not so a

lease for twenty or more years, if he shall so long live,

though the term may end sooner by his death.‘

An estate for one thousand years is only a chattel,

part of one‘s personalty. An estate for lite is a free

hold.‘

But in several States, permanent leaseholds are re

garded as ireeholds or realty for purposes of judg

ments, executions, descent, distributions, and the like.‘

Estates from year to year. Estates at will

are turned into estates from one year to an

other. or estates for years, by the operation

of statutes or by force of decisions of the

courts.

The privilege ot determining a tenancy at will upon

the mere caprice of the lessor being found to greatly

inconvenience the lessee, the courts held that such re

laiion was a tenancy from year to year. Again, a

tenant at will was not entitled to notice to quit, but

the rule obtained that he held from year to year, so

tar at least as to entitle him to notice six calendar

months prior to the day when the lessor desired to re

sums possession, except where the tenant was already

apprised of the end of the term. A general tenancy

at will is construed as a tenancy from year to year.

Beginning a new year, by suflersnce on the part of

the lessor, is a tacit renovation of the contract for an

other year, subject to the right of distress and halt a

year‘s notice to quit..

See Eunnsnnsr; Lust; Masons; Rm; Tum, I.

YEABLING. See Hnnum.

YEAS AND NAYS. Aflirmative and

negative votes.

The power of calling for the you and nays in legis

lative bodies is given by the various constitutions, and

by municipal charters.

" The You and Nays 0! the Members at either

 

1 I Bl. Com. 140.

'2 Bl. Com. 148.

'2 Bi. Com. 14-S, 886. 270; 4 Kent,86; Bliinn. 419; 1 N.

H. 850, infra.

| See Mass. Rev. St. 183"; Re Gay, 6 Mass. 419 (lflfl);

2 Chase, Ohio Ste, 1185; North. Bank of Kentucky 17.

Roosa, 18 Ohio, 861 (1844); Brewster 11. Hill, 1 N. H. 860

(1818); Flannery o. Rohrmayer, 49 Conn. 28 (1881).

‘2 Bl. Corn. 147; 4 Kent, 112-14; 1 Johns. W: 2 id.

‘I iHd.2‘P2; ‘Nd. 1,4; 8East.i67; 8T.R.s.

  

Hone on any question shall, at the Desire of one flffi

0! those Present, be entered on the Journal," I q. u.

The restriction ot a call to one fifth is founded upon

the necessity of preventing too frequent a recurrence

to this mode ot ascertaining the votes at the mere

csprice of an individual.I

In eight States the yeas and nays are always to be

entered on the journal; in three at the request oi‘ any

member: in three others at the request of three

members, and in ten by request of two members. in

either house: in nine at the request of one-filth of the

members present~ and in three, one-tenth; in Georgia,

when the constitution requires a two-thirds vote; in

Michigan, at the request of one-flith of the members

elected, and in Wisconsin, one-sixth of those present.‘

See Enrar, H. 6.

YELLOW FEVER. See QUARANTINE, 2.

YEOMIANJ He that has free land of

forty shillings by the year.‘

Anciently. such person could serve on juries, vote

for knnmte at the shire,— do any act permitted of one

pr-obus er leqah's.'

With m, the word has no exact meaning; it is iound

as an addition to the names of parties in declarations,

indictments. and common-law forms 0! write.‘

YES; YEZ. See Om.

YIELDING AND PAYING. Ina

lease, constitute a covenant by the lessee to

pay the rent.

If the covenant is express, the lease is bound hi!’

the rent notwithstanding an assignment of the term

and acceptance oi‘ the rent by him from the sssizm-e;

while, it the covenant is merely,impliod, the lisbihty

 

1 Constitution, Art. 1, sec. 5, cl. 8. See Cooley, Const.

Lim. 140.

'1 Story. Const. 5842.

'1 Stimson, Am. St. Law, p. 89; 1 Sup. p. 7,‘ m;

Cooley, Const. Lim. 140, cases.

4 Etymologista are not agreed as to the origin oi the

ueo-. it may be—1. Ge, a servant. 2. Yea, young.

8. 0. Eng. yemen, to take care of: A. B. gémen, to

keep,— Webster's Dict.

“ A yeman {young man] hadde he, and servauntr. no

moo," -—Chaucer, Prol. Cant. T., l. 101 (1390).

In records oi‘ London for 1896 “ serving man " issaid

to be " called yoman."

“ Youngmsn " is used for “yeome-n " in88Hen. V11‘!

(1542).

4. Greek, gé, earth. land; Gothic. guu. country: cu}

tivator. husbandman, proprietor.

5. O. Fries., gaman, a villager.

6. 0. Dutch, gm/man, arbitrator.

7. Geman, oommon; L e., a oommoner—next to a

gentleman.

8. Yew-bow man -s respectable treehoider next to

an esquire.

See Sheath Etym. Dict.; Notes & Queries, Ser. 1.

vol. x.p. 468; [IL viii, $6, 419; ix, 483; VI, i,416;14>n‘

Ago, I, 249, 280; Gent. Mag. 1,129.

'1 Bl. Corn. 406: 2 Coke, Inst. 6, 68.

' See Rupubllca v. Steele, 2 Dell. N OM; 00!!-I

e. Thompson, 1 P. & W. 98 (1).
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it not in but co-extensive with the occupatlon, and

In lease is not liable for such as women uttera

dgnment and acceptance of the rent. by his leuor from

"so I-!a1gnoeJ

YOUNG. See Amm; Pnrrus.

YOUTH. Includes young persons of

both sexes.’

‘See Aurlol 0. Mills, ( T. R N (179)); Kjmpton 11.

Walker, 9 Vt. 1m (1887), cuss; Walker v. Phydck.

I Ps. ER (1847); Ghagan v. Young, 28 id. 5!) (1854); Fun

nlng v. Sflmmn, 18 low; 49 (1869); Rawlo. Oov. Tit

IL n. '

‘Nahum v. Ouhlng, IC\uh. 583-84 (1848).

 

Z.

ZEAL. Bee Wrrmrss, Zealona.

ZINC. See Com; MANUFACTURE; On;

ZONE. See Luann; Vzm.

ZOOLOGICAL PARKS. Bee ANDLAL

&.

&,&0. BeoE'r,Etc.



ADDENDA.

CESTUI, pages 162, 1057.

Neither the origin nor the pronunciation of this term

Is given in the law dictionaries or glo-arias, and in but

two of the popular dictionaries (both of them English)

is anything said on either subject; while the original

plural form is not stated or conjectured in any book

upon words or etymologies that has come to the notice

of the writer.

While the pronunciation ci5st'-we is authorized by

the Imperial and Encyclopwdic Dictionaries, learned

lawyers everywhere say cét’-wl, a pronunciation

which, it is probable, has always generally obtained.

In Colre upon Llttleton, the term is spelled oesty (que

use).

The spellings of the plural of eestui quc trust (the

expression which, from the nature of the subject, is

most common), collected on page 1067, are found in

standard law works and in the opinions of the courts,

both English and American. The statement that

ofltuis receives the preference (the rest of the expres

sion remaining unchanged) is based upon the writer's

observations, and his examination of many textbooks

and reports. At the same time, it needs be said that

the other forms, some more, others less, are in gen

eral use. even those in which the English word " trust "

is pluralized “trustent" and “trustents," and oestui

is made cestuis.

As to what the earliest plural was teachers of

Norman French are not in accord; one, a philologist,

suggests that it was cestvaur; another, a lecturer in a

law school, writes that the simple words received no

plural endings. More certain information can be of

little importance at this date: the courts and law

writers will continue to “ follow precedent," varying

as that has been seen to be.

a late authority (Encyclopaadlc Dictionary, 1888)

makes outui the objective case of the Norman French

clst, out, equivalent to the modern French ea.

in modern French, also, as the lexicons show, no

means this, that; qua‘ (subjective) and que (objective),

the one which, and qus, also, of whom; oelui, he that,

the one, that one: plural, ecu-1:,‘ celui qui, he who:

plural ceuz qui; dent eux: ccateauz.

Cestui qua trust may be rendered, he for whom, or

as to whom, there is a trust, or the trust is — exists, is

created, is founded; ceafui que use, he as to whom, or

for whom, there is a use, or the use exists; oeetui qui

ode, he who lives, he as to whose life, or on whose life —

an estate depends, or is to continue.

CHINESE, pages 177-78.

The treaty of March 12, 1888, was not finally rati

fied by China. The articles as agreed upon by secre

tary Bayard and minister Chang Yen Hoon are then

printed on page 178, excepting the words, at the close

of the first Article, “ and this prohibition shall extend

to the return of Chinese laborers who are not now in

the United States, whether holding return certificates

under existing laws or not," and the sentence, at the

close of the second Article, “ And no such Chinese

laborer shall be permitted to enter the United States

by land or see without producing to the proper ofiicer

of the customs the return certificate herein required.“

These amendments were engrafted upon the pro

posed treaty hy the Senate, liiay 7, 1888, the President

having submitted the same for its advice and consent.

They were designed to obviate difiiculties presented

by the decision in Yung Ali Dung‘: Case (124 U. S. 621,

Feb. 18, 1888, ante, p. 179). The first amendment was

intended to cancel " permits " granted to laborers not

actually residing here March 12, 1888; the “ extension "

was viewed, by the Senate, as necessary to render the

treaty completely eflective,— it having been found im

possible, in many cases, under the acts of 1882 and

1884 (ante, p. 175), to disprove alleged “ prior resi

dence,“ identity, etc, when genuine certificates were

presented by persons who claimed to be the original

and rightful holders of them.

But for the amendments the Chinese minister was

prepared, it would seem, to exchange ratiflcations.

As it was, on May 12th he wrote to Mr. Bayard that he

did not disapprove of the changes proposed “as they

did not alter the terms of the treaty." Without delay

he also telegraphed the language of the amendments

to China, whither an original draft of the treaty had

been sent by mail. He was, moreover, of the opinion

that about three months would elapse before the sub

ject could be acted upon by the Grand Council of his

government, and the result be reported to him at

Washington He intended, meanwhile, to go to Peru

on ofiicial business, and return in September, when

the expected exchange of ratiflcations could take

place.

During the ensuing summer, Congress proceeded to

embody in one comprehensive set legislation deemed

necessary to give effect to the new treaty. The bill

for this purpose, which became a law by the Presi

dent‘s approval September 13th, 1888, passed the Son

ate on August 8th, and the House on the 20th. The

first of its fifteen sections recites “ that trom and after

the date of the exchange of ratiflcations of the pend

ing treaty, signed the twelfth of March, A. D.

1888, it shall be unlawful for any Chinese person " to

enter the United States, “except as hereinafter psv

vided,"
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About September ist it was " reported, by way of

london," that the treaty in its new shape had been

rejected. The representative of China, at Washington,

made no such report.

On September 3rd the suhjoined “ Exclusion Act “

was presented, read and passed in the House of Rep

resentatives, and by the Senate, four days later, un

nmended. A motion to reconsider the vote postponed

final action by the latter body some ten days: and on

October 1st the Prmldent signed the bill,— the Chinese

government, on September 20th, having declined to

negotiate further upon the subject-matter. The act

rcads as follows:

“ Be it enacted. etc., That from and after the passage

of this act, it shall be unlawful for any Chinese laborer

who shall at any time heretofore have been, or may

now or hereafter be, a resident within the United

States, and who shall have dcpnrlcd. or shall depart,

therefrom, and shall have not returned before the pas

sage of this act, to return to, or remain, in the United

States.

“Sec. 2. That no certificates of identity provided

for in the fourth or fifth section of the act to which

this is a supplement shall hereafter be issued; and

every certificate heretofore issued in pursuance

thereof is hereby declared void and of no eflect, and

the Chinese laborer, claiming admission by virtue

thereof, shall not be permitted to enter the United

States.

" Sec. 8. That all the duties prescribed, liabilities,

penalties and forfcitures imposed, and the powers con

ferred by the second, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth sec

tions of the act to which this is a supplement are

hereby extended and made applicable to the provis

ions of this act.

“Sec. 4. That all such part or parts of the actto

which this is a supplementas are inconsistent here

with are hereby rcpcaled.“ (See 25 St. L. 504.)

An act approved October 19. 1888, appropriated

fifty thousand dollars for carrying into effect the pro

visions of the Exclusion Act. (25 St. L 615.)

In the case of Chac Chan Ping v. United States, de

cided May 13, 1889 (130 U. S. 581, 589), the Supreme

Court held that Congress has power to pass the act of

October 1st, 1888, notwithstanding that it may affect

personal rights acquired under existing treaties. Mr.

Justice Field, delivering the opinion. said, in sub

stance: By the Constitution. laws made in pursuance

thereof and treaties made under the authority of the

United States are both declared to be the supreme law

of the land, and no paramount authority is given to

one over the other. A treaty, although in the nature

of a contract, is often merely promissory in its char

acter, requiring legislation to carry its stipulations

into effect. Such legislation will be open to futme

repeal or amendment. if the treaty operates by its

own force, and relates to a subject within the power

of Congress, it can be deemed in that particular only

the equivalent of a legislative act, to be repealed or

modified at the pleasure of Congress. In either case

the last expressiori of the sovereign will must control.

While it will not be presumed that Congress will

lightly pass laws conflicting with treaties. circum

stances may arise which would not only justify the

Government in disregarding their stipulations, but do

mand, in the interests of the country, that it should

do so. Unexpected events may call for a change in the

policy of the country. Neglect or violation of stipula

tions on the part of the other contracting party may

require corresponding action on our part. in l708 the

conduct toward this country of the government of

France was of such a character that Congress declared

that we were freed and exonerated from the Stipula

lations of previous treaties with that country.

That the Government, through the legislature, can

exclude aliens from this territory is a proposition

not open to controversy. Jurisdiction over its own

territory to that extent belongs to every independent

nation. It lsa part of its independence. If it could

not exclude aliens, to that extent it would be subject to

the control of another power. As said by this Court

in the case of The Exchange, 7 Cranc.h,136 (1812),

speaking by Chief Justice Marshall: “ The jurisdiction

of the nation within its own territory is necessarily

exclusive and absolute. It is susceptible of no limita

tion not imposed by itself. Any restriction upon it,

deriving validity from an external source, would imply

a diminution of its sovereignty to the extent of the re

striction and an investment of that sovereignty to the

same extent in that power which could ilI1IJ086-Itlflll

restriction.“

To preserve its independence, and give security

against foreign aggression and encroachment. is the

highest duty of a nation. To attain these ends nearly

all other considerations are to be subordinated. It

matters not in what form such aggression and en

croachment come, whether from the foreign nation

acting in its national character or from hordes of its

people crowding in upon us. The Government, poo

scssing the powers which are to be exercised for

protection and security, is clothcd with authority to

determine the occasion on which the powers shall be

called forth; and its determinations, so far rm the sub

jects aflectod are concerned, are necessarily conclu

sive upon all its departments and officers. If, there

fore, the government of the United States, through its

legislative department. considers the presence of for

eigners of a different race in this country, who will

not assimilate with us, to be dangerous to its peace

and security, their exclusion is not to be staid because

at the time there are no actual hostilities with the na

tion of which the foreigners are subjects. The exiso

ence of war would render the necessity of the pro

ceeding only more obvious and pressing. The same

necessity, in a less pressing degree. may arise when

war does not exist. and the same authority Whidi ad

jiuiges the necessity in the one case must also do

tcrmine it in the other. In both cases its determination

is conclusive upon the judiciary. If the government

of the country of which the foreigners axcluded are

subjects is dissatisfied with this action. it can make

complaint to the executive head of our Government,

or resort to any other measure which. in its judgment,

its interests or dignity may demand; and there lies

its only remedy.

The power of the Government to exclude foreigners

whenever. in its judgment, the public interests require

such exclusion. has been asserted in numerous ll
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stances. and never denied by the executive or legis

lative departments. It was asserted. for example, by

representatives of the executive department in 1862.

1856. 1869. 1879. and 18%. The exclusion of paupezs.

criminals and persons afliicted with incurable diseases,

for which statutes have been passed. is only an appli

cation of the same power to particular classes of per

sons. whose presence is deemed injurious, or a source

of danger to the country.

The power of exclusion of foreigners being an inci

dent of sovereignty. the right to its exercise at any

time when. in the judgment of the Government. the

interests of the country require it. cannot be granted

away or restrained on behalf of any one. The powers

of government are delegated in trust to the United

States. and are incapable of transfer to an' other

parties. Whatever license Chinese laborers may

have obtained. previous to the act of October lst. 1888.

to return to the United States after their departure. is

held at the will of the Government. revocable at any

time. at its pleasure. Whether a proper consideration

by our Government of its previous laws. or a proper

respect for the nation whose subjects are aflected by

its action. ought to have qualified its inhibition. and

made it applicable only to persons departing from the

country after the passage of the act. are not questions

for judicial determination. If there be any just

grounds of complaint on the part of China. it must be

made to the political department. which alone is com

petent to act upon the subject.

COMMERCE, page 206.

An act approved October 1. 1888 (25 St. L. 601). an

thorizes the creation of boards of arbitration or com

mission for settling controversies and diflerenccs

between railroad corporations and other common car

ries engaged in inter-State and Territorial transporta

tion of property and passengers. and their employees.

Pages 201-6. Inter-State act of February 4, 1887. as

amended by the act of March 2. 1889. The italics indi

cate the additions. the brackets the omimions, in the

former act -

Sec. 1 is re-enacted without change.

Sec. 9. If any common carrier subject to the provis

ions of this act shall. directly or indirectly. by any

special rate. rebate. drawback. or other device. charge.

demand. collect. or receive from any person or persons

a greater or less compensation for any service ren

dered. or to be rendered. in the trarwportation ofpa.<

aengerl or property. subject to the provisions of this

act. than it charges, demands. collects or. receives from

any other person or persons for doing for him or them

a like and contemporaneous service in the transporta

tion of a like kind of traflic under substantially similar

circumstances and conditions. such common carrier

shall be deemed guilty of unjust discrimination. which

is hereby prohibited and declared to be unlawful.

Secs. 3, 4 and 5 remain unchanged.

Sec. 6. Every common carrier subject to the provis

ions of this act shall print and keep open to public in

lpection schedules showing the rates and fares and

charges for the transportation of passengers and prop

erty which any such common carrier has established

and which arein force at the time upon its lrailroad. as

flined by the first section of this act] route. The

I

schedules printed as aforesaid by any such common

carrier shall plainly state the places upon its railroad

between which property and passengers will be car

ried. and shall contain the classification of freight in

force [upon such railroad]. and shall also state sepa

rately the terminal changes and any rules or regula

tions which in any wise change. aifect. or determine

any part or the aggregate of such aforesaid rates and

fares and charges. Such schedules shall be plainly

printed in large type [of at least the size of ordinary

pica]. and copies for the use of the public shall be

[kept in every depot or station upon any such rail

road. in such places and] posted in two public and con

spicuoua places. in every depot. station. or ofllce of

such carrier where passengers or freight, respectively.

are received for transportation. in such form that

they shall be accessible to the public and can be con

veniently inspected.

Any common carrier subject to the provisions of this

act receiving freight in the United States to be carried

through a foreign country to any place in the United

States shall also in like manner print and keep [for]\

open to public inspection. at every depot or oflice

where such freight is received for shipment. schedules

showing. etc..— as in the former act.

No advance shall be made in the rates. fares. and

charges which have been established and published as

aforesaid by any common carrier in compliance with

the requirements of this section. except after ten days‘

public notice. ctc..—- as in the former act. Reductions

in such published rates. fares. or charges [may be

made without] shall only be made after three days‘

previous public notice. [; but whenever any such reduc

tion ls made. notice of the same shall immediately be

publicly posted and the changes made shall immedi

ately be made public by printing new schedules. or

shall immediately be plainly indicated upon the sched

ules at the time in force and kept for public inspection]

to be given in the same manner that notice 0/ an

advance in rates must be given.

Paragraph 4 remains unchanged.

From the end of paragraph 5 is omitted the words:

“ but no common carrier party to any such joint tariff

shall be liable for the failure of any other common

carrier party thereto to observe and adhere to the

rates. fares. or charges thus made and published.“

Paragraph 6 succeeds the following new matter:

No advance shall be made in joint rates. fares. and

charges. shown upon joint iarifls. except after ten

days‘ notice to the Commission.‘ which shall plainly

date the changes proposed to be made in the schedule

then in force. and the time when the increased rates.

fares. or charges will go into eject. No reduction

shall be made in joint rates. fares. and charges. ex

cept after three days‘ notice. to be given to the C01»

mission as is above provided in the case of an ad

vance of joint rates.’ The Commission may make

public such proposed advances. or such rerluctions. in

such -numner as may. in its judgment. be deemed prac

ticable. and may prescribe from time to time the meas

urc of publicity which common carriers shall give to

advances or reductions injoint iarilfa.

(‘Nora “ The time is to be computed from the day

when the notice reaches the ofiice of the Commie

I
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lion in Washington.“

I889.

March 8, 1889, the Commission ordered that

“Ail advances and reductions in joint rates, fares

and charges shown upon joint tarit! established by

common carriers subject to the provisions of the act

shall be made public. Every such advance or reduc

tion shall be so published by plainly printing the same

in large type, two copies of which shall be posted for

the use of the public in two public and conspicuous

places in every depot, stdtlon or office 0! such carrier

where passengers or freight, respectively, are received

for transportation under such schedules. in such form

that they shall be accessible to‘t.he public and can be

conveniently inspected. Such schedules shall be so

posted ten days prior to the taking eilect of any such

iuivance and three days prior to the taking eflect of

any such reduction in joint rates, tares and charges.“

The rule which required ten days‘ public notice of

any advance in the rates established by individual car

riers was enlarged, March 7, 1889, by adding the fol

iowing provision:

“Reductions in such published rates. fares, or charges

shall only be made utter three days‘ previous public

notice, to be given in the same manner that notice of

an advance in rates must be given.")

It shall be unlawful for any common carrier, party

to any joint tariff, to charge, demand, collect. or re

zxivc from any person or personsa grcatcror lcsacom

pcnsation for the transportation of persons or prop

crty, or for any services in connection therewith,

between any points as to which a joint rote, fare, or

charge is named thereon than is specified in the

schedule filed with the Commission in force at the

time.

The Commission may determine and prescribe the

form in which the.I schedulu required by this section to

be kept open to public inspection shall be prepared

and arranged, and may change the formfrom time to

time as shall be found expedient.

Secs. 7, 8 and 0 remain unchanged

To sec. 10 is added the toilowlng:

Provided, That if the oflenae for which anypcnon

shall be convicted as aforesaid shall be an unlawful

discrimination in rates, fares, or charges, for the

transportation of passengers or property, such per

con shall, in addition to the fine hereinbeforc provided

for, be liable to imprisonment in the penitentiary for

a term of not czcceding two years, or both such fine

and imprisonment, in the discretion of the court.

Any common carrier subject to the provisions of thb

act, or, whenever such common carrier is a corpora

tion, any officer or agent thereof, or any person acting

foror employed by such corporation, Iflhu, by means of

/also billing, false clasflfication, false weighing, or

false report of weight, or by any other device or mcam,

shall knowingly and u:1'llfully assist, or shall will

ingly a-ujfer or permit any person or persons to obtain

transportation for property at less than the regular

‘rates then established and in force on the line of trans

portation of such common carrier, shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor, and nholl, upon conviction

thereof in any court of the United States of compe

tent jurisdlclion within the district in which ruch

Oflicial Circulars, March 7, 8,
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offense was committed, be subject to o fine of not an

needing five thousand dollars, or imprisonment in the

penitentiary for a term of not exceeding two years, or

both, in the discretion of the court, for each oflenes.

Any person or any ofllcer or agent of any corpora

tion or company who shall deliver property for trans

portation to any common carrier, subject to the provis

ions ofthis act, orforwhom as consignor or consignee

any such carrier shall transport property, who shall

knowingly and willfully, by false billing, false classi

fication, false u-elghing, false representation of the

contents of the package, or false report of weight, or

by any other device or means, whether with or without

the consent or connivance of the carrier, its agent or

agents, obtain transportation for such property at less

than the regular rules then cstabllshed and in force on

the line of transportation, shall be deemed guilty of

fraud, which is hereby declared to be a misdemeanor,

and shall, upon conviction thereof in any court of the

United States of competent jurisdiction within the

district in which such ojense was commil'rrl. be sub

jt'Ct for each 0ferns: to a fine of not exceeding five

thousand dollars o1-imprisonment in the penitentiary

for a, term of not crcceding two years, or both, in the

discretion of the court.

If any such person, or any ofllcer or agent of any

such corporation or company, shall, by payment of

money or other thing of value, solicitation, or other

wise, induce any common carricraubjcct to the provis

ion: of this act, or any of its oflcen or agents, to die

criminate unjustly in hit, its, or thcirfavoros against

any other consignor or consignee in the transportation

ofpropcrty, or shall aid or abet any common carrier

in any such uniust discrimination, ouch person or

luch ofllccr or agent of mch corporation or company

shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall,

upon conviction thereof in any court of the United

State: of competent jurisdiction within the district in

which such ofen-sc was committed, be subject to a. fine

of not exceeding five thousand dollars, or imprison

ment in the penitentiary for a term of not exceeding

two years, or both, in the discretion of the court, for

each oflme; and such person, corporation, or com

pany shall also, together with said common carrier, be

liable, jointly or severally, in an action on the case to

be brought by any conaignor or consignee discrimi

nated againxt in any court of the United States of

compclentjurisdiction for all damages caused by or

resulting therefrom.

Sec. 11 remains unchanged.

The first paragraph of sec. 12 now reads:

The Commission hereby created shall have author

ity to inquire into the management of the business of

all common carriers subject to the provision: oi’ this

set, and shall keep itself informed as to the manner

and method in which the same is conducted, and shall

have the rlghtto obtain from such common carriers

full and complete informlion necessary to enable the

Commission to perform the duties and carry out the

objects tor which it was created: and the Commiuiun

is hereby authorized and required to execute and 2»

force the provision: of this act: and, upon the reg-uut

0/ the Commission it shall be the duty of any dixtrid

attorney of the United State: to whom the Commiuion

O
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may apply to institute in the proper court and to

prosecute under the direction of the attorney-general

of the United States, all necessary proceedings for the

enforcement of the provisions of this act and for the

pumshment of all violations thereof; and the costs

and expenses of such prosecution shall be paid out of

the appropriation for the expenses of the courts of the

United States: and for the purposes of this act the

Commission shall have power to require, by aubpana,

the attendance and testimony of witnesses and the pro

duction of all books, papers. tariffs, contracts. agree

ments, and documents relating to any matter under

investigation, and [to that end] in case of disobedience

to a subpoena. the Commission, or any party to apro

ceediny before the Commission, may invoke the aid of

any court of the United States in requiring the attend

ance and testimony of witnesses and the production of

books, papers, and documents under the provisions of

this section. ‘

Sec. 13 is unchanged.

To see. 14 is added as paragraph third:

The Commission may provide for the publication

of its reports and decisions in such form and manner

as may be best adapted for public information and

use, and such authorized publications shall be compe

tent evidence of the reports and decisions of the Com

mission therein contained, in all courts of the United

states, and of the several States, without any further

proof or authentication thereof. The Commission may

also cause to be printed for early distribution itl aw

nual reports.

Sec. 15 remains unchanged.

Sec. 16 presents the following changes:

Whenever any common carrier, as defined in and

subject to the provisions of this act, shall violate, or

retuse or neglect to obey or perform any lawful order

or requirement of the Commission [in this act named]

created by this act, not founded upon a controversy

requiring a trial by jury, as provided by the sehenlh

amendment to the Constitution of the United States,

it shall be [the duty of] lawful for the Commission

[and lawful] or for any company or person interested

in such order or requirement, to apply in a summary

way, by petition, to the circuit court of the United

States sitting in equity in the judicial district, etc., as in

the act 0! 1887, except that "-on such hearing the find

ings of fact in the report of the Commission shall be

prima tacle evidence,“ etc. A second paragraph pro

vid that

If the matters involved in anysuch order or require

ment of said Commission are founded upon a con

troversy requiring a trial by jury, as provided by the

seventh amendment to the Constitution of the United

Staten. and any such common carrier shall violate or

refuse ur neglect to obey or perform the same, after

notice given by said Commission as provided in the

fifteenth section of this act, it shall be lawful for any

company or person interested in such order or require

ment to apply in a summary way by petition to the

circuit court of the United States sittingas a court of

law in the judicial district in Whidi the carrier com

plained of has its principal oflice, or in which the via

‘ lotion or disobedience of such order or requirement

shall happen, alleging such violation or duubcdience
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as the case may be,’ and said court shall by its order

then fix a time and place for the trial of said cause,

which shall not be less than twenty, nor more than

forty days from the time said order is made, and it

shall be the duty of the marshal of the district in which

said proceeding is pending to forthwith serve a copy

ofmid petition, and of said order, upon each of the

defendants, and it shall be the duty ofthe defendants

to file their answers to said petition within ten days

after the service of the came upon them as aforesaid.

At the trial the findings offact of said Commission as

setforth in its report shall be prima facie evidence 0/

the matters therein stated, and if either party shall

demand ajury or shall omit to waive ajury the cow"

shall, by its order, direct the marshal forthwith to

summon ajury to try the cause,’ but if all the parties

shall waive ajury in writing, then the court shall try

the issues in said cause and render its judgment

thereon. If the subject in dispute shall be ofthe value

of two thousand dollars or more either party may ap

peal to the Supreme Court of the United States under

the same regulations now provided by law in respect

to security for such appeal,‘ but such appeal must be

taken within twenty days from the day of the rendi

tion of the judgment of said circuit court. If the

judgment of the circuit court shall be in favor of the

party complaining. he or they shall be entitled to re

cover a reasonable counsel or attorney‘s fee, to befized

by the court. which shall be collected as part of 'the

costs in the case. For the purposes of this act, except~

ing its penal provisions, the circuit courts of the

United States shall be deemed to be always in ses

sion. -

The last sentence of sec. 17 now reads: “ Either of

the members of the Commission may administer oaths

and affirmations and sign subpasnas.“

Sec. 18. The first two sentences readas formerly,

and the section continues: The Commission shall have

authority to employ and fix the compensation of such

other employees as it may find necessary to the proper

performance ot its duties, [subject to the approval 0!

the secretary of the interior. The Commission shall

be furnished by the secretary of the interi0r_with suit

able ofliccs and all necessary ofllce supplies.] Until

otherwise provided bylaw, Ute Commission may hire

suitable ofllces for its use, and shall have authority to

procure all necessary ofloe supplies. Witnesses sum

moned betore the Commission shall be paid the same

fees and mileage that are paid witnesses in the courts

of the United States.

All of the expenses at the Commission, including all

necessary expenses for transportation incurred by the

Commissioners, or by their employees under their

orders, in making any investigation, or upon ofllcial

business in any other places than in the city of Wash

ington, shall be allowed and paid on the presentation

of itemized vouchers therefor approved by the chair

man ot the Commission [and the secretary oi the in

terior.]

Secs. 19 and 20 remain unchanged.

' The rest of the act reads as follows:

Sec. 21. That the Commission shall, on or betors the

first day of December in each year, make a report [to

the secretary of the interior], which shall he fby hiui)
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transmitted to Congress. and copies ot which shall be

distributed as are the other reports [issued from the

interior department] transmitted to Congress. This

report shall contain such information and data col

lected by the Commission as may beconsidered ot value

in the determination of questions connected with the

regulation oi’ commerce. together with such recom

mendations as to additional legislation relating thereto

as the Commission may deem necesary. and the

names and compensation of the persons employed by

Said Commission.

Sec. 22. That nothing in this act shall [apply to] pre

vent the carriage. storage. or handling of property tree

or at reduced rates for the United States. State, or mu

niclpal governments, or for charitable purposes, or to

or from fairs and expositions for exhibition thereat,

or the free carriage of destitute and homeless persons

transported by charitable societies, and the necessary

agents employed in such transportation. or the tsu

snce 0! mileage. excursion, or commutation passenger

tickets; nothingin this act shall be construed to pro

hibit any common carrier it-om giving reduced rates to

ministers of religion, or to municipal governments for

the transportation of indigent persons, or to inmates

of the National Homes or State Homes for Disabled

Volunteer Soldiers. and qf Soldiers‘ and Sailors‘ Or

phan Homes including those about to enter and those

returning home after discharge, under arrangements

with the boards of managers of said homes,‘ nothing

in this act shall be construed to prevent railroadstrom

giving free carriage to their own oihcers and em

ployees. or to prevent the principal ofllcers ot any rail

road company or companies from exchanging peace

or tickets with other railroad companies for their oili

cers and employees; and nothing in this act contained

shall in any way abridge or alter the remedies now

existing at common law or by statute, but the provis

ions of this act are in addition to such remedies: Pro

vided, That no pending litigation shall in any waybe

aflected by this act.

(New section.) That the circuit and district courts

of the United States shall havejurisdiction upon the

relation of any person or persona,finn. or corpora

tion. alleging such violation by a common carrier, of

any of the provisions of the act to which this is a cup

plement and all acts amendatory thereof. as prevents

the relator from having interstate trafllc moved by

said common carrier at the same rates as are charged.

or upon terms or conditions as favorable as those

given by said common carrier for like trafllc under

similar conditions to any other shipper. to issue a writ

or writs of mandamus against said cummon carrier,

commanding such common carrier to move and trans

port ihe traflic. or to furnish cars orother facilities

/or transportation for the party applying for the writ:

Provided. That if any question of fact as to the proper

compensation to the common carrier for the service to

be enforced by the writ is raised by the pleadings. the

writ of pernnptory mandamus may issue. notwith

standing such question offacl is undeter-‘mined, upon

such terms as to security, payment of money into the

court. or otherwise, as the court may think proper,

pending the determination of the question of fact:

Provided. That the remedy hereby given by writ of

mandamus shall be cumulative, and shall not be held

to exclude or interfere with other remedies provided

by this actor the act to which it is a mpplement.

Ems or Piucrics us Cases no Pnocnsnmos Ba

rons ran Comnsswn, Anon-no JUNE 8. 1683.

l. The general sessions of the Commission for the

hearing of contested cases will be held at its otflce in

the Sun building, No. l3lb F street, northwest, Wash

ington. D. C.. on such days and at such hour as the

Commission may designate.

Sessions for receiving, considering. and acting upon

petitions, communications. and applications relating

to business before the Commission, and also for consid

ering and acting upon any business of the Commission

other than contested cases. will be held at its said office

at 11 0‘ciock a. m. on Monday of every week when the

Commission is at Washington.

When special sessions are held at other places such

regulations as may be necessary will be made by the

Commission.

11. Where a complaint concerns only anything done

or omitted to be done by a single earner no other need

be made a party. but if it relates to joint tarifls, or

matters in which two or more carriers doing busincm

under a common control, management, or arrange

meat. for a continuous carriage or shipment. are in

terested. all the carriers constituting such line must

be made parties.

A complainant may embrace several carriers. or lines

of carriers, operated separately, in the same proceed

ing, when the subject-matter oi the complaint involves

substantially the same alleged violation oi’ the Law by

the several carriers or lines.

Persons or carriers not parties may apply, in any

pending case or proceeding, tor leave to intervene and

to be heard upon the questions involved.

III. Complaints under section 13 oi‘ the act. of any

thing done or omitted to be done by any common car

rier subject to the provisions of the act in contravention

of the provisions thereof. must be made by petition,

which must briefly state the facts which are claimed to

constitute a violation of the act, and must be verified

by the petitioner. or by some ofiicer or agent of the

corporation, society. or other body or organization

making the complaint. to the eiiect that the allega

tions ot the petition are true to the knowledge or be

lie! of the aifiant.

The complainant must furnish as many written or

printed copies of the complaint or petition as there

may be parties complained against to be served. When

acomplaint is made the name of the carrier or car

riers complained against must be set forth in full, and

the address oi’ the petitioner, and the name and ad

dress of his attorney or counsel. if any. must be indorsed

upon the complaint.

The Commission will cause a copy of the complaint

to be served upon every common carrier complained

against, by mail or personally. in its discretion, Willi

notice to the carrier or carriers to satisfy the com

plaint or to answer the same in writing within the time

specified.

IV. A carrier complained against must answer the

complaint made within twenty days trom the date 0!
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the notice, unless the Commission shall in particular

cases prescribe a shorter time for the answer to be

served. and in such cases the answer must be made

within the time prescribed. The original answer must

be filed with the Commission, at its oiiice in Washing

ton. and a copy thereof must at the same time be served

upon the complainant by the party answering. person

ally or by mail, who must forthwith notify the secre

tary of the Commission of the fact. The answer must

admit or deny the material auegations of fact con

tained in the complaint, and may set forth any addi

tional facts claimed to be material to the issue. The

answer must beverifled in the same manner as the

complaint. If a carrier complained against shall make

satisfaction before answering, a written acknowledg

ment of satisfaction must be flied with the Commission,

and in that case the fact of satisfaction without other

matter may be set forth in the answer filed and served

on the complainant. If satisfaction be made after the

filing and service of an answer, a supplemental answer

setting forth the fact of satisfaction may be filed and

served

V. if a carrier complained against shall deem the

complaint insnflicient to show a breach of legal duty, it

may, instead of filing an answer, serve on the complain

ant notice for a hearing of the case on the complaint;

and in case of the service of such notice, the facts

stated in the complaint will be taken as admitted. A

copy of the notice must at the same time be flied with

the Commission. The filing of an answerwill not be

deemed an admission of the sufilciency of the com

plaint, but a motion to dismiss for insufliciency may

he made at the hearing.

V1. Copies of notices or other papers must be served

upon the opposite parties to the proceeding, pemonally

or by mail. and when any party shall have appeared

by attorney the service upon the attorney shall be

deemed proper service upon the party.

VH. Affidavita to a petition, complaint, or answer

may be taken before any ofliccr of the United States,

or of any State or Territory. authorized to administer

oaths.

Vill. Upon application by any petitioner or party,

amendments may be allowed by the Commission, in its

discretion, to any petition, answer, or other pleading

in any proceeding before the Commission.

IX. Adjournments and extensions of time may be

granted upon the application of parties in the discre

tion of the Commission.

X. Parties to cases and proceedings before the

Commission may, by stipulation, duly signed by them

uud filed with the secretary, agree upon the facts, or

any portion of the facts, they deem to be involved in

the controversy, which agreed statement shall be re

garded and used as evidence. It is desirable that the

facts be thus agreed upon whenever practicable.

H. Upon issue being joined by the service of an

swer, the Commission will assign a time and place for

hearing the same, which will be at its office in Wash

ington, unlem otherwise ordered. Witne/secs will be

examined orally before the Commission1 unless testi

mony be taken or facts agreed upon as otherwise

provided in these rules. The petitioner or complain

antmustinallcaseaprove the existancoot thefscb

alleged to constitute a violation of the not, unless the

carrier complained of shall admit the same, or shall

fall to answer the complaint. Facts alleged in the

answer must also be proved by the carrier, unless ad

mitted by the petitioner.

In cases of failure to answer, the Commission will

take such proof of the charge as may be deemed rea

sonable and proper, and make such order thereon as

the circumstances of the case appear to require.

Xll. Subptenas requiring the attendance of wit

nesses will be issued by any member of the Commission

in all cases and proceedings before it, and witnesses

will be required to obey the subpmnss served upon

them requring their attendance or the production of

any books, papers, taritfs, contracts, agreements, or

documents relating to any matter under investigation

or pending before the Commission. When a subpoena

is desired for the production of books. papers, or

other documentary evidence, special application must

be made to the Commission therefor, specifying the

documentary evidence desired. .

When a‘cause is at issue on petition and answer,

each party may proceed at once to take depositions of

witnesses in the manner provided by sections 563 and

664 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, and

transmit them to the secretary of the Commission,

without making any application to, or obtaining any

authority from, the Commission for that purpose.

'[Sections sea and an, Revised Statutes. provide as

follows:

“ Sec. The testimony of any witness may be

taken in any civil cause depending in a district or cir

cuit court by deposition dc bene case, when the witness

lives at a greater distance from the place of trial than

one hundred miles, or is bound on a voyage to sea, or is

about to go out of the United States, or out of the dis

trict in which the case is to be tried. and to a greater

distance than one hundred miles from the place of

trial, before the time of trial, or when he is ancient

and infirm. The deposition may be taken before any

judge of any court of the United States, or any oom

missioner of a circuit court, or any clerk of a district

or circuit court, or any chancellor, justice or judge of

a supreme or superior court, mayor or chief magistrate

of a city. judge of a county court or court of common

pleas of any of the United States, or any notary public,

not being of counsel or attorney to either of the par

ties, nor interested in the event of the cause. Reason

able notice must first be given in writing by the

party or his attorney proposing to take such deposition

to the opposite party or his attorney of record, as

either may be nearest, which notice shall state the

name of the witnem and the time and place of the tak

ing of his deposition; and in all cases in rem, the per

son having the agency or possession of the property at

the time of seizure shall be deemed the adverse party,

until the claim shall have been put in; and whenever,

by reason of the absence from the district and want of

an attorney of record or other reason, the giving of the

notice herein required shall be impracticable, it shall

be lawful to take such depositions as there shall be

urgent necessity for taking. upon Inch notice as am
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judge authorized to hold courts in such circuit or dis—

trict shall think reasonable and direct. Any person

may be compelled to appear and depose as provided

by this section, in the same manner as witnesses may

be compelled to appear and testify in court.“

“ Sec. 864. Every person deposing as provided in the

preceding section, shall be cautioned and sworn to

testify the whole truth, and carefully examined. His

testimony shall be reduced to writing by the magistrate

taking the deposition, or by himself in the magistrate‘s

presence, and by no other person, and shall, after it

has been reduced to writing, be subscribed by the de

ponent.“

Fees of witnesses are fixed by law at $1.50 for each

day's attendance at the place of hearing or of taking

depositions, and 5 cents per mile for going to said place

from his place of residence and 5 cents per mile for re

turning therefrom.]

X111. Upon the final submission of a case to the

Commission, either party may submit proposed tind

ings of fact for the consideration of the Commission,

which findings must embrace only the material facts

of the case supposed to be established by the testi

mony.

XIV. Application for a rehearing may be made by

either party at any time within sixty days after a dc

cision shall have been died and made public in any

case decided by the Commission. Such application

must be by petition, and must state clearly the find

ings of fact or conclusions of law supposed to be er

roneous. if the application be to give further testi

mony, the nature of the additional testimony must be

briefly stated, and it must not be merely cumulative.

The petition must be verified in the same manner as a

complaint, and acopy thereof, with a notice of the time

and place of the application, must be served upon the

opposite party at least ten days before the time named

for the application.

XV. For convenience in reading and filing, it is rec

ommended that when practicable petitions, answers,

and depositions be printed or in type-writing, and that

when in type-writing, or ordinary writing, only one

page of the paper be used. [It is desirable, if com

plaints, answers, etc., are in ordinary writing or type

wrlting, that the size of the pages should conform as

near as convenient to 9 by 13 inches, not to exceed

the same; if printed. flby 9 inches]

XVI. Copies of any petition, complaint, or answer in

any matter or proceeding before the Commission, or of

any order, decision, or opinion by the Oommlssion, and

also of testimony when practicable and desired for

use in the case, will be furnished without charge upon

application to the secretary by any person or carrier

party to the proceeding. .

XVII. All complaints concerning anything done or

omitted to be done by any railroad carrier, and all peti

tions or answers or applications relative to any pend

ing proceeding, and all letters or telegrams relating in

any mannerto either of these matters, must be ad

dressed to the Interstate Commerce Commission,

Washington, D. C.

The following forms may be used. with such altera

tions as circums tanceo render necessary:

Coupnanrr aoamsr A Swen: Canaan.

DTERSTATI COIIBBCI OOIIIBSIOIL

A. B.

against

Tn:— Runnoan Comm.

The petition of the above-named complainant Iv

spectfully shows:

I. That [Here let complainant state his occupation

and place of b1uineas.]

11. That the defendant above named is a common

carrier engaged in the transportation of passengers

and property by railroad between points in the State

of —- and points in the State of -—, and as such

common carrier is subject to the Act to regulate

commence.

III. That [Here state concisely the matter: intended

to be complained 0/. Continue numbering each suc

ceeding parugraph as in Nos. 1, II, and 111.]

‘ Wherefore the petitioner prays that the defendant

may be required to answer the charges herein, and

that after due hearing and investigation an order be

made commanding the defendant to cease and desist

from said violations of the act to regulate commerce,

and for such other and further order as the Commis

sion may deem necessary in the premises. [If repw

ration for any wrong or injury be desired, the peli

tioner should state the nature and extent of the

reparation he deenu propen]

Dated at -—-, -— —,18—. A. B.

[ComplaiMnt’| n'gnatur¢.]

Srxrs or —,

County of —, ss:

A. B., being duly sworn, says that he is the com

plainant in this proceeding, and that the matters set

forth in the foregoing petition are true as he verily

believes. A. B.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this— day of

—-, 18-. C. D.,

Justice of the Peace,

[Or other ofllcer authorized to administer oatlu.]

 

Courumrr aoamsr Jotm‘ on Oonmwrmo Canamas.

RITIRSFATI OOIII-BC! OOKIISBION.

A. B.

against

Tan —— RAILROAD Coxrm.

[Hero set out in full the

Iitlts of the several carriers

complained against]

The petition of the above-named £a:nplaint:respect

fully shows:

I. That [Here let complainant state his occupation

and place of business.]

11. That the defendants aborenamcd are common

carriers, and under a common control, management,

or arrangement, for continuous carriage or shipment,

are engaged in the transportation of passengers and

property wholly by railroad [or partly by railroad

and partly by water, cu the case may be] between —,

in the State of —, and —, in the State of —, and
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ll such common carriers are subject t/othe Act to reg

ulate commerce.

[Then proceed as infonn No. 1.]

 

Noncn -m Asswm

brrsnsrnrn Comm Comssros.

Wsssmomu, D. C., —- —, 18-.

To the— -—-I

Enclosefl please flnd a copy of a-— petition flied

against )1 >ur company, embracing a statement of

charges 1: [ads by —-— under section 18 of the act

to regulal e commerce, approved February 4. 1887. and

amended March 2. 1889.

You :1 re hereby called upon to satisfy the complaint

or to anbwer the same, in writing, within twenty days

from th is date.

For i he Oommision:

Secretary.

None: 10 Ooupunurr.

1s'rss.s'rAn Comrsaca Comnssms,

Wssarsoros. —— —, 18-.

— _—I

‘ (our petition against the -— Company. under sec

tlun 18 of the act to regulate commerce. approved

Fl bruary 4. 1887, and ame.nded’March 2. 1889. is re

cs ived and placed on tile.

A statement of the charges made has been ton

I mrded to the carrier for satisfaction or answer within

‘twenty days.

For the Oommimionz

Secretary.

Axswm

nrrmasran comnuws oonussmu. _

A. B.

against

Tn: -—- Rumom Courm.

The abovenamed defendant, for answer to the com

plaint in this proceeding, respectfully states

I. That [Here fnlluw the usual admissions, denials,

and averments. Continue numbering each succeeding

Paragraph-]

Wherefore the defendant prays that the complaint

in this proceeding be

Tss— Rumom Oourm,

By E. F.,

[Title of o_fl7cer.]

Brxrn or —.

County of —, ss:

E. F., being duly sworn, says that he is the— oi

the -— Railroad Company. defendant in this proceed

ing, and that the foregoing answer is true as he verily

believes.

E. F.

Subscribed and sworn to before me t.l1is—dny

d -—- 18-.

C. D.,

Justice of the Peace.

[Or othar 0171-cor authorised to admmistor oaths]
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Noncs nr Cumnm nzpsn Rm V.

wrnasrrrr: cmnnmcn coinussiol.

A. B.

against }

Tm: -— Rsrmoua Cournrv.

Notice is hereby given under Rule V of the Rules '0!

Practice in proceedings before the Commission that a

hearing is desired in this proceeding upon the facts as

ststed in the complaint.

Tan— Rsnmosn Conrm.

By E. F.,

[Title of ofl1cer.]

 

'

ACKIOWIJDGIENT OI’ Mm

msmsn oomamws comnssms.

Wssnmorou,— ——v 13-.

_.__ v

__
_,

The Commission acknowledges the receipt of an an

swer made by the -—- R/ail——— Company to the com

plaint tiled against said company —- by -— —, and

the same has been filed.

Very respectfully,

.—__\

Secretary.

For the Commission:

 

None: or Hume.

mrnsrsn commas: omnnssrorn

Wnsnmoml, -—- -—, 18-.

—
_"\

The case of-——againstthe — Rail-—Oompany

--is assigned for hearing -- —, 18-,-a. m“

at —.

For the Commission:

Secretary.

Sunmmu.

ncr-snsnrs consumes ooumsmos.

To -— -—.

You are hereby required to appear before —- in the

matter of a complaint of -—-— against_ _, M

a witness on the part of— —. on the — day of

-—, 18-, at — o‘clock at —, and bring with you

then and there —.

Dated —— _h

[sun] -—- -—-,

Commissioner.

—_-0

-—- _I

Attorney for— —.

[N011cs..—Witness tees for attendance under this sub

paana are to be paid by the party at Whose instance

the witness is summoned, and every copy of this sum

mons tor the witness must contain I copy at this no

tiee.]

('72)
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Norton or Tmmo Dnrosrnoss unosn Rona XII.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE OOIXLEEIOI.

A. B.

4 against }

Tan— Runaom Conrmv.

You are hereby notified that G. B. will be examined

before 0. D.. a— [title 0/ oficer or nmgiatrate], at

-—-, on the -—- day of —. 18-, at -—- o‘clock in

the —noon. as a witness for the above-named com

plainant [or defendant. as the one may be], according

to act of Congress in such case made and provided. and

the rules of practice of the Interstate Commerce Com

mission; at which time and place you are notified to be

present and take part in the examination of the said

witness.

Dated -—-. —. 18-.

1. J.

[Signature of complainant or defendant, or of coun

rei.]

To A. B.. the above-named complainant [or TM—

Railroad Company. the above/named deft-rulant: 01' to

K. L.. counsel for the above-named oomplamant or

defendant.]

 

Nor:.— The Commission recommends that the con

ditions upon which witnesses may be exnrninql under

sections 868 and B64 0! the Revised Statutes before one

of the offlcors designated be waived. and that parties

consent in all cases to take testimony in that manner

when practicable.

COURT, United States Circuit, p. 281.

An act approved August 13, 1888 (25 St. L. 483), cor

rects the enrollment of the act of March 8. 1887 (24 id.

552). as follows:

Page 251, column 2. line 15. "ot“ is made “or; “

line 25. “o “ is made “it; “ lines 42 and -49, “anyother

suit “ and " and when “ begin now sentences.

Page 282. column 1. line 14. “At any other time,“

and line 2'7. “Whenever." begin paragraphs; column

2. line 81. “the owner" is made to read “that the

owner.“

A few changes are also made in the punctuation.

EXECUTION, p. 431. Levari facius.

At conmmn law. by means of this writ. the sheriff

could levy upon the chattels of the defendant. and also

upon the emblemenn-1. rents. and present profits of his

lands. In American practice. the land itself may be

seized and sold. In Delaware. the writ is used to en

torce a judgment upon a mechanic‘s lien. and to sell

unimproved or unproductive real estate; in lndiann.

it serves the purpose of a writ of vemiii.-‘uni moridv:

in Pennsylvania, it enforces payment of a mortgage.

a mcchanic‘s lien. a municipal claim. or other like

charge upon realty. The writ. as a writ of execution.

may be employed in any manner designated by stat

ute. See Com. Dig. tit. Execution. C. 3; Freeman.

Executions. $6; I-ierrnan. Executions. §§ 10_11_

JUDGMENT, page 578.

An act approved August 1. i888 (25 St. L. 857). in

tended " to regulate the liens oi’ judgments and decrees

of the courts of the United States.“ provides as fol~

bws:

“ That judgments and decrees rendered in a circuit

)r district court of the United States within any State.
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shall be liens on property throughout such State in the

same manner and to the same extent and under the

same conditions only as if such judgments and decrees

had been rendered by a court of geneinl jurisdiction

of such State: Provided. That whenever the laws 0!

any State require a judgment or decree of a. State

court to be registered. recorded, doclreted. indexed. or

any other thing to be done. in a particular manner. or

in a certain office or county, or parish in the State of

Louisiana before a lien shall attach. this act shall be

applicable therein whenever and only whenever the

laws of such State shall authorize the judgments and

decrees of the United States courts to be registered.

recorded. docketed. indexed. or otherwise contormod

to the rules and requirements relating to the judg

ments and decrees of the courts of the State.

“ Sec. 2. That the clerks of the several cou rt-s of the

United States shall prepare and keep in their n-spective

oifices complete and convenient indicm and cross-in

(iiccs of the judgment records oi’ said courts. and such

indices and records shall at all times be open to the

inspection and examination of the public.

“Sec. 8. Nothing herein shall be construed to re

quire the docketing of a judgment or decree of a

United States court, or the filing of a transcript

thereof, in any State olfice within the same county or

parish in the State of Louisianain which the judg1 nant

or decree is rendered, in order that such judgmen-t or

decree may be a lien on any property within much

county."

OBSCENE, page 724.

An act approved September 23. 1888 (25 St. L. 450).

amends former legislation as follows: Section 1. The

last clause of section two of the act of June 18. 1888

(lb. 188). shall constitute section three of that act. and‘

read thus:

“ Sec. 3. That all matter otherwise mallsble by law.

upon the envelope or outside cover or wrapper of

which. or any postal card upon which. any delinea

tions. epithets. terms. or language ot an indecent. lewd.

lasclvious. obscene. libelous. scurrilous, defamatory. or

threatening character. or calculated by the terms or

manner or style oi’ display and obviously intended to

reflect injuriously upon the character or conduct oi’

unother may be written or printed. or otherwise im

pressed or apparent. are hereby declared non-mailable

matter, and shall not be conveyed in the mails. nor do

livered from any postotflcc nor by any letter-carrier,

and shall be withdrawn from the malls under such

regulations as the postmaster-general shall prescribe;

and any person who shall knowingly deposit. or cause

to be deposited. for mailing or delivery. anything de

clared by this section to be non-mailable matter. and

any person who shall knowingly take the same or cause

the same to be taken from the mails. tor the purpose

of circulating or disposing of. or of aiding in the circu

lution or disposition of the same. shall. for each and

every offense. upon conviction thereof. be fined not

more than five thousand dollars. or imprisoned at hard

labor not more than five years, or both. at the dis

cretion of the court."

Sec. 2. Revised Statutes. § 8893, asamended by not

of July 12, 1876, shall read:

“ Sec. 38%. Every obscene. lewd. or lasclviouflbooh.
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pamphlet, picture, paper, letter, writing, print, or

other publication of an indecent character, and every

article or thing designed or intended for the prevention

of conception or procuring of abortion, and every ar

ticle or thing intended or adapted for any indecent or

immoral use, and every written or printed card, letter,

circular. book, pamphlet, advertisement or notice of

any kind giving information, directly or indirectly,

where or how, or of whom, or by what means any

of the hereinbefore mentioned matters, articles, or

things may be obtained or made, whether sealed as

flrstrclass matter or not, are hereby declared to be

non-mallahle matter, and shall not be conveyed in the

mails or delivered from any post—ofHce nor by any

letter-carrier; and any person who shall knowingly de

posit, or cause to be deposited, for mailing or delivery,

anything declared by this section to be non-mailable

matter, and any person who shall knowingly take

the same, or cause the same to be taken. from the

mails for the purpose of circulating or disposing of,

or of aiding in the circulation or disposition of the

same, shall, for each and every offense, be fined upon

conviction thereof not more than five thousand dol

lars, or imprisoned at hard labor not more than five

years. or both, at the discretion of the court. And all

offenses committed under the section of which this is

amendatory, prior to the approval of this act. may be

prosecuted and punished under the same in the same

manner and with the same effect as if this act had not

been passed: Provided, That nothing in this act shall

authorize any person to open any letter or sealed mat

ter of the first/-class not addrwsed to himself."

PROHIBITION, page 832.

Case of Kidd v. Pearson, argued before the Sn

preme Court April 4, and decided October 22, 1888.

The code of Iowa (ch. 6, tit. 11), as amended in 1884

(Laws, ch. 143), provides: That no person shall manu

facture or sell intoxicating liquors, except for me

chanical, medicinal, culinary, and sacramental pur

poses; keeping liquors with intent to sell them within

the State contrary to law is prohibited, and liquor so

kept “ is a nuisance,“ and shall be forfeited (secs. 1523,

1526). “ Nothing in this chapter-shall be construed to

forbid the sale by the importer thereof of foreign in

toxicating liquor imported under the authority of the

laws of the United States regarding the importation of

such liquors and in accordance with such laws: Pro

vided, That said liquor at the time of said sale by said

importer remains in the original casks or packages in

which it was by him imported, and in quantities not

less than the quantities in which the laws of the

United States require such hquors to belrnported, and

is sold by him in said original casks or packages and in

said quantities only. . “ (Sec. 1524.) Permission

to manufacture or buy and sell for “mechanical, me

dicinal, culinary, or sacramental purposes “ is to be ob

tained from the board oi’ supervisors of the county in

which the business is to be conducted, under condi

tions prescribed as to moral character, the wants of

the locality. etc.

December 24, 1885. I. E. Pearson and S. J. Loughran

died a petition in equity against J. S. Kikid, praying

that a certain distillery used by him for the unlawful

manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors be abated

as a nuisance. and that he be perpetually enjoined

from manufacturing such liquors therein. The con

cluding averment was that Kidd manufactures and

keeps for sale, and sells within the State, intoxicating

liquors to be taken out of the State for use as a bever

age, and for other than “ mechanical. medicinal, culi

nary, or sacramental purposes.‘~ contrary to the stat

ute. '

Kidd1 in his answer, pleaded that he had at all times

complied with the requirements of the law. Upon the

trial it was proven that all the liquors he manufact

ured were for exportation and were sold outside of

Iowa. A decree was rendered against him, ordering

that his distillery be abated as a' nuisance, etc., as

prayed for. This decree being affirmed by the supreme

court of the State, the case was carried to the Supreme

Court of the United States, by which the constitution

ality of the law and proceedings was upheld.

Mr. Justice Lamar, delivering the unanimous opin

ion of the court, said in substance: That the State of

Iowa could abate the distillery without depriving the

owner of his property “without due process of law,“

within the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment to

the Constitution, was settled by the opinion in the case

of Mugler v. Kansas. The only question to be decided

is then as to whether the legislation of Iowa under

takes to " regulate commerce.“

That power, conferred upon Congress, is absolute

and complete in itself, with no limitation other than

prescribed in the Constitution; isto a certain extent

exclusively vested in Congress, so far free from State

action; is coextensive with the subject on which it

acts, and cannot stop at the external boundary of a

State, but must enter into the interior of every State

whenever required by the interests of commerce with

foreign nations, or among the States. This power,

however, does not comprehend the purely internal

domestic commerce of a State which is carried on be

tween man and man within a State or between difler

ent parts of the same State. Whenever power reserved

to one of the States is so exercised as to conflict with

the free course of a power vested in Congress. the law

of the State must yield to the supremacy of the Fed

eral authority, though the law may have been enacted

in the exercise of a power indisputalfiy reserved to the

States.

It is a mistake to say, as in this case, that the act of

transporting alcohol from the State in the course of

lawful commerce with other States not being a crime,

to perform that act was not a criminal intent, whether

formed before or after the manufacture. It is not the

criminality of the intent to export that is in question,

but the innocence or criminality, under the statute, of

the 'numu,fact1l.re, in the absence of the specific excep

tions to the prohibition. the actual and controlling and

bona fide presence of at least one of which excep

tions was indispensable to the legality of the manu

factors.

The construction contended for by Kidd would ex

tend the words of the grant to Congress beyond their

obvious import. . '_‘ Manufacture “ is transforma

tion — fashioning raw materials into a change of form

for use. The functions of “commerce “ are different~

The buying and selling and the transportation inc}
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dental thereto constitute commerce; and the regula

tion of commerce in the constitutional sense embraces

the regulation at least of such transportation. If it be

held that the term " commerce “ includes the regula

tion of ‘all such manufactures as are intended to be

the subject of commercial transactions in the future,

it is impossible to deny that it would also include all

productive industries that contemplate the same thing.

The result would be that Congress would be invested,

to the exclusion of the States, with the power to reg

ulate, not only manufactures. but also agriculture. hor

ticulture, stock-raising, domestic fisheries, mining,

every branch of industry; for there is not one of these

that does not contemplate, more or less clearly, an

inter-State or foreign market. The power being vested

in Congress and denied to the States it would follow

that the duty would devolve on Congress to regulate

all those delicate, multiform, and vital interests- in

terests which are and must be local in all the details

of their successful management.

We find in the statute no provision the purpose of

which is to exert the jurisdiction of the State over

persons or property or transactions within the limits

of other States; or to act upon intoxicating liquors as

exports, or while in process of L zuortation or impor

tatioa Its avowed object is to prevent, not the carry

ing of liquors out of the State, but their manufacture,

except for specified purposes. within the State. Be

cause the products of a domestic manufacture may

ultimately become the subjects of ‘inter-State oom

merce, it does not follow that State legislation re

specting such manufacture is an attempted exercise

of the power to regulate commerce exclusively con

ferred upon Congress.

The right of a State wholly to prohibit the manu

facture of intoxicating liquors is not to be overthrown

by the fact that a manufacturer intends to export the

product of his distillery. And a statute, by merely

omitting to except from its operation liquors manu

factured for export, does not interfere with the power

vested in Congress. In License Tax Cases, 5 WalL 471

(1866), it was said: “ No interference by Congnss with

the business of citizens transacted within a State is

warranted by the Oonstitution, except such as is

strictly incidental to the exercise of powers clearly

granted to the legislature [Congress]. The power to

authorize a business within aState is plainly repug

nant to the exclusive power of the State over the same

subject." The manufacture of ihtoxicating llquom in

a State is none the less a business within that State

because the manufacturer intends, at his convenience,

to export the liquors to other States.

It has already been decided that the fact that an

article was manufactured for export to another State

does not of irself make it an article of inter-State com

merce, and that the intent of the manufacturer does

not determine the time when the article or product

passes from the control of the State and belongs to

commerce. In the case of Gas 1. Errol. 116 U. S. 517.

Gill (1836), logs, which had been cut in New Hampshire

and hauled to Errol on the Androscoggin river, in the

same State, to be floated down that river to Lewlston,

lfaine, while being held at Errol for a convenient op

portunity for the transportatbn were assessed for

local and State taxes. This court held that the logs

were liable for taxes like other property in New

Hampshire; that “goods do not cease to be part of

the general mass of property in a State, subject, as

such, to its jurisdiction, and to taxation in the usual

way, until they have been shipped or entered with a

common carrier for transportation to another State,

or have been started upon such transportation in a

continuous route or journey.“

The police power of a State is as broad and plenary

as its taxing power; and property within a State is

subject to the operations, of the former as long as it

is within the regulating restrictions of the latter.

(The case is reported in 1%! U. S. 1, 15-26. Fuller,

C. J., not being a member of the Court when it was

argued, tool: no part in the decision. With Coe v. Errol

compare Low v. Austin, 13 Wall. 29 (1871), determin

ing when goods lose their character as “ importa“)

NON OBSTANTE, page 711.

Lat. Notwithstanding.

Formerly used (1) to preclude any construction

other than that stated; (2) to express a privilege ex

ercised by a sovereign to dispense with a law,—a

practice “ effectually demolished by the bill of rights.“

1Bl. 00m. 842; 2 id. 2711; 4 id. 401.

Non obstanto veredicto. Notwith

standing the verdict. Describee a judgment

for the party against whom a verdict was

found.

imports that the claim or defense was not good in

law. At common law, is entered, on motion of the

plaintiff, when the plea or defense confesses the cause

of action. and a master of avoidance relied upon, and

found to be true in fact, is not legally sullicient. The

corresponding remody for the defendant is a motion

in arrest of judgment. Ward 0. Phillips, 89 N. Car.

‘J17 (1883); Tillinghast v. McLeod, 17 R. L 212 (1891);

Stephen, P1. '97; l Chitty, Pl. ‘G88; Gould, Pl. x,.5 46.

The motion includes nothing dehors the record.

Steam v. Clifford, 62 Vt. 96 (1880). Another judgment

must not have been entered. Scheible 1:. Hart, 91 Ky.

-— (1890). The motion does not preclude a motion for

a new trial. Stone 0. kiawkeye Ins. Co., 68 lowa, 74-1

GM); Indianapolis &c. R. Co. 0. McCaffrey, 62 Ind.

5'55 (1578); Chicago &c. R. Co. v. Dimlck, 96 Ill. 48

(1880).

In a few States, the motion will not be entertained

unless a controlling question of law is reserved and a

record thereof, and of the supporting facts. made at

the time. Inquirer Printing Co. v. Rice, 106 Pa. 624

(1884); Buckley 0. Duff,1l1 id. 227 (1887)' 1 Thomp

son, Trials, 5 102§‘.. See Rasaavs, 6.

In other States, there may be a general verdict

with a finding upon special issues. Which shall pre

vail, in case of conflict, is not uniformly settled. Lar

kin v. Upton, 144 U. S. 19, 21 (1892); St. Louis &c. B.

CO. v. Ritz, 38 Kan. 408 (1885); Fenton v. Chicago &c.

R. 00., 69 Iowa, 577 (1886); Porter 1:. Waltz, 108 Ind.

40 (1886); Brown 1;. Searle, 104 id. 222 (1885); 1 Free

man, Judgnn. 57. cases. Compare Dsxumus T0 IV!

nmol; NONBUPI‘; Vsn.mm‘, Special. p. UB6.
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